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Notice 36
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Connell, S .  Patent Notice  .. ... ... . 351
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Cooper, G. W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 733
Cooper, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 1053
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Corfe, W., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 37
Cory, F., and Co.,  Business  Notice ... ... ... ... 1617
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Correction of Name as-
Trustee ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1027
Justice of the Peace-See " Justice of the Peace."
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Cosgrove and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... 1181
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Foresters, Registration of ... ... ... 860
Court Foresters' Pride, Registration of ... ... ... 152
Court Hazel Bower, Registration of ... ... ... ... 152
Court Little John, Registration of ... ... ... ... 860
Court Leichhardt, Registration of ... ... ... ... 953
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l.owan, D., Licensed Gate Notice ... ... ... ... 1432
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Coward, E. M. W., Notice in Goods and Estate of ... ... 589, 1431
Cowley E., to be an Inspector,  "Diseases in Plants Act" 977
Cox, W. H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 445
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Crabb, A , Notico  in Estate of ... ... ... ... 655
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Craig, Captain J. A., Resignation of, Queensland Defence
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Craigie, J., as Justice of the Peace to give Consent under
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Craveri, J., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ...  805
Crawford, A., Tender Accepted... .. ..  294
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Department ... ... ... ... ... ... 1191
Crawford, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 25
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Gooburrum ... ... 387
Goolman ... ... 649
Gowrie ... ... 690
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Hann ... .. ... 731
Highfields ... ... 732
Unpaid Rates ... ...
Dixon , F., Notice in Estate of ...
Dixon, J., Notice in Estate of ...
Dixson H.-
Trade Mark Notice ... ...
Patent Notice ... ... ...
Dobson, W., Patent Notice ...
Dodd, J., Notice in Estate of ..
Dodge, A. P., Patent Notice . .
Doggett  and McChesney, Patent Notice
Doherty,  M., Notice in Will of ... ..
Donald,  A. J. B., Notice  in Estate of .
Donaldson , J. A., Notice in Will of ...
Donovan , T. J., Notice  in Estate of ...
Doolittle, P. E., Patent Notice ... ...
Dorfield, J., Notice in  Estate of ...
Dorsey , A., Error in Deed ...
Douglas, C ., Reappointed Poundkeeper
Douglas,  W., Notice in Will of... ...
Downing , J., Notice in Will of ...
Downs,  J. F., to be Junior Assistant, Post
Department ... ... ... ...
Downton and Nicholls, Patent Notice... ...
Dowzer , J.. Notice in Estate of.. ... ...
Draheim .  F., Error  in Deed ... .. ... ... .
Drake , Captain J. G., to Unattached  List, Queensland
Defence Force  ... ... . ... ... ... ...
1290
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530
337
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1204, 1342
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781, 840
490, 1002Drake and Barron, Notice in Estate of ... 339,
Draney, R., as Justice of the Peace to give Consent under
"Marriage Act" ... ... ... ...
Draper, A. F. J., as Justice of the Peace to give Consent
under  " Marriage Act" ... ... ...
Dredge Signals - See " Marine."
Driver, M. A., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ...
Drummond, C. S., Patent Notice ... ... ... ...
Drury, C. W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Duhig,  Rev. J.,  Registered as Minister ...
Dulong Central Mill Company, Struck off Register
Dunbar, A. S., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department
Duncan , D. J. R., Patent Notice ...
Dunlop, G. H., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ...
Dunlop, G. L., to be Licensing Justice ... ... ...
Dunn , J., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...
Dunne,  M., to be  Trustee, Hospital Reserve
Dunsrnure, F., to be a Licensing Justice ...
Dutton, H. C., to be Member. Duaringa Divisional BoardDunwicb-
692
691
801
37
1341
1289
531
1028
37
1209
1
125
1408
1
888
Weekly Return ... 21, 63, 120, 149, 297, 333, 383,
432, 481, 522, 579, 646, 688, 728, 795, 857, 910, 951,
996, 1043, 1166, 1202, 1288, 1339, 1425, 1610
Tender-See " Tender."
Duryea, J. F., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 39
Dutton, R. H., Notice  in Estate  of ... .. ... ... 65
Dwan, P., to be Assistant Superintendent, Fire Brigade ... 463
Dwyer, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 28
Dyer,  Acting Sergeant  R. T., to be Acting Clerk of Petty
Sessions  and Mining  Registrar ,  Registrar of
Births and  Deaths ,  and Inspector  of Slaughter-
houses  ... ... ... ... ... ... 127
122,
Page. E.
592
689
1206
1058
Eaborn, E., Notice in Will and Estate of
916, 1178
_ Eady, T., Notice in Will of
802
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Hughenden ...
Inglewood ...
Indooroopilly
Isis ... ...
Johnstone ...
Kargoolnah ...
Kolan ... ...
Laidley
Mackinlay ...
Maroochy
Mntdapilly ...
Nanango ...
Normanby ...
Peak Downs...
Pine ... ..
Ravenswood ...
Raw bel le ...
Radcliffe
Rosalie
Rosenthal
Rosewood
Tabragalba
Tambo ...
Tambourine ...
Taringa ...
Taroom ...
Tiaro ... ...
Tinana ...
Torres... ...
Ula Ula ...
Walsh... ...
Wangaratta ...
Warroo ...
Widgee ...
Winton ...
Woongarra ...
woothakata ...
...  70, 738, 803,
and Telegraph
Eagle , R. C., Notice  in Estate of ...
Earl, T., Notice in Goods of ... ...
East,  L. F., Patent Notice ... ... ...
East Columbia Smithfield Gold -Mining Company-
Struck  off Register  ... ... ...
To Show Cause why should not be Struck  off Register
Eastern Monkland  Gold-Mining Company-
Struck off  Register  ... ... ... ... ...
To show Cause why should not be Struck  off Register
Easton, A., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...
East Lady Mary Sherry Gold-Vining Company,  in re
Winding-up of ... ... ...
Edkins, R. H., and Co., Dissolution of Partnership ...
Edmonds, J. H., Notice in Estate of .. ... .. ...
Edwards, D., Tender Acce ted .
Edwards, T. E., Notice in Will of
Edwards, W. E., Notice in Estate of ... ... ...
Elcoate, J. W., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ...
Elder, Sir T., Notice in Will of ... . ... ... ...
Eldridge, W., to be Member, State School Committee ...
" Electric Light and Power Act,  1896 "-
Intention to Apply for Order-
Brisbane Municipal Council ... ... ... ...
Gympie Electric Lighting Compmy... ... ...
Rockhampton Gas and Coke Company ... ...
Toowoomba Municipal Council ... ...
Order under ... ... ...
Elliott and Hatch, Patent Notice ... ... ... ...
Elliott, M. E., Notice in Will of ... ...
Elliott, F. J., to be Lithographic Artist, Government
Printing Office...
Elliott, E. C., to Unattached List, Queensland Defence
Force ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Elson-See " Gaujard."
Elwyn, H. F., to be Member, Rabbit Board ... ... ...
Ely, G., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...
Emmerson, J., Notice in Estate of ...
Emrey, E., Notice in Will of ... ...
Englart, W. A., Notice in-
Goods of... ... ... ... ...
Will of ...
Enright, L. C., Registered as Chemist...
Epps, H., to be Cemetery Trustee ...
Erie, J. P., Patent Notice .. ...
Esmond, F. C., Patent Notice ... ...
Escort Fee ... ... . ... .
Etheridge Tunnel,  in re  Winding-up of
Eungella Butchering Company, Notice in
Evans and Ross, Patent Notice ... ...
Evans, D. J., Notice in Will of ... ...
Evans, H., Notice in Estate of ... ...
Evans, H., Tender Accepted ... ...
Estate of
Ewen, J. M., Patent Notices . .. ...
Excursion Washer Company, Trade Mark Notice ...
Exhibitions to Universities ... ... ... ...
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" Factories and Shops Act of  1896 "-
Appointment-See " Appointments "
Regulations ... .. .. ... ... ... ... 169, 431
Fagan, P., Tender Accepted ... ... 1607
Fagg, R., to be Member, State School Committee ... ... 978
Falconer, J. S.-
Resignation as Clerk, Police Court ... ...  932
To be an Acting Clerk Petty  Sessions ; District Registrar,
Births,  Marriages ,  and Deaths  ;  Inspector,
Pacific  Islanders  ;  Registrar , District Court ;
Deputy Marshal, Supreme Court ; and High
Bailiff ... . ... ... ... ... 557
Falkner, K., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 659
Farbrother, Rev. J. H., Notice of Removal ... ... ... 911
Fass, J., Notice in Estate of .. ... ... ... ... 157
Faulkner, J., Notice in Will of ... 537
Fay, J. J., Transfer of, Post and Telegraph Department ... 932
Feenaghty, M. B., Resignation of, Queensland Defence
Force ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 283
Feilding, J., to be Trustee, Cemetery Reserve ... ... 463
Fellowes, T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 733
Fen wick, O. J., to be Trustee, Cemetery Reserve ... 977
Ferguson, J. A. J., to be Captain, Queensland Defence Force 1599
Ferguson, W., Notice in Estate of .. .. . 340, 696, 956, 1429
Fergusson, J. E. I., to be Lieutenant, Queensland Defence
Force ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1383, 1408
Ferrier, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 537
Ferries-See "Divisional Board."
Fewtrell, J., to be Lieutenant, Queensland Defence Force 1383, 1408
Fever-See " Health "
Fielder, H., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 589
Fielder, M. E. S., Notice  in Estate  of... ... ... .. 658
Fielding, W.-
Resignation of, as Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 415
To be Member, State School Committee ... ... 978
Figgis, C., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ...  683
Findlay, E. R., Notice in Estate of 653
Figgie, C., and Others, Patent Notice... ... ... ... 871
Figgis, C., Tender Accepted 1285
Fineinore, W. J. H. F., to be Lieutenant, Queensland
Defence Force... ... ... ... ... 1383, 1408
Finnigan, J., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... 1296
Fire Brigade-
Appointment Approved ... 368,463
Notification of Member of Board ... ., . 136, 978
Provisions of Act Extended to Area Adjacent to
Townsville ... ... ... ... ... ... 53
Statement of Receipts and Expenditure ,  Mackay ... 25
INDEX. ix.
Fish Traps--See " Queensland Fisheries."
Fitzgerald, Constable J.-
To be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions and Inspector of
Slaughter-houses
To be Assistant District Registrar, Births, Marriages,
1'age. Page.
Gericke, S., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...  539
Gersch and Others, Patent Notice .. ... ... 311
Geological Survey Reports on Sale and for Distribution ... 14
Gibbins, G., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 451
Gibbons, W. E., Notice in Estate  of . ... ... ... 340
Gibbs, J. L. T., Patent Notice ... .. .. ...  37
Gibson, A., as Justice of the Peace to give  Consent under
"Marriage Act " ... ..  ... 691
Gibson, A. S., to be a Lieutenant, Queensland  Defence
Force ... ... ... ... ... ...  1383, 1408
Gibson, N., Notice in Estate  of ... ... ... ... ... 658
Gibson, Samuel, Dissolution of Partnership ... ...  916
Gibson, R. J. H., to be a Lieutenant, Queensland Defence
Force  .. .. ... ... ... ... ...  932
Gielis, F. H., to be Member, State School Committee ... 1409
Gilbert, R., Notice in Lands, &c., of ... ... ... ... 1002
Gilbert, J., Notice in Estate of ... .. ... ...  590
Gilchrist, E., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 158
Giles, J., Notice in Estate  of ... ... ... ... ... 25, 800
`ill, A., Notice in Estate of .. .. ... ... ... 955
;willies, M., Registered as Medical Practitioner ... 526
Gilligan, C., Notice in Will of  ... ... ... ... 697, 1056
Gilligan, M., Notice in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 1004
Gilligan, P., Notice in Estate of .. ... ... ... 734
Ginn, J. P., to be Member, State School Committee ...  1600
Glashern, J., Resignation  of, as  Trustee ... 931
"Gloy"Manufactniina Company, The, Trade Mark Notice 45
Goeldner, D. G. H., t tice in Will of .. ... ...  493
Going, Dr. J. A., Registered as Medical Practitioner ... 385
Golden Crown and New Zealand Gold-Mining Company,
in re  Winding- up ... ... ... ... ... 439
Goldfield-
See "Sale."
Boundaries Proclaimed-
Palgrave Gold Field ... ... ... ... ...  52
Woolgar Gold Field ... ... ... ... ...  53
New (continued)-
Horn Island  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1028
Russell ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  102
Russell Extended ... ... ... ... ... 102
Proclaimed, Rncky River ... ... ... ... 464
Water Reserve, Portion of, may be taken  up as Claims 1420
"Gold Mines Drainage Acts ,"  Regulations under ... 684
Goldring, Tolano, and Co., Notice in Estate of ... ... 1173, 1342
Goldsborough, Mort, and Co., Sale by ... ... 160
Goleby, M. A., Notice in Will of .. ... ... 736
Goodman, H., to be Trustee, School of Arts Reserve 638
Gordon and Davis, Notice in Estate of ... ... 157,  490, 1002
Gordon, H. E., Licensed Gate Notice ... ... ... 1347
Gordon, L., to be Lieutenant, Queensland Defence Force 716
Gossler, F., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 37
Government Printer-
Advertising  Rates  ... ... ... ... 71
Agents for Sale of Publications ... ... ... ... 72
Government Gazette  Subscription  ... ... ... ... 71
On Sale-
Acts ... . ... ... ... ... ... ...  30, 31
Acts, Bound ... ... ... ... ... ... 71
Books, Bound .. ... ... ... ... 71
Botanical Works (Bailey) 71
Brands Directory .. ... ... ...  72
Butterflies of Australia (Miskin ) ... ... ... 71
Customs Tariff, &c. ... ... ... ... 71
Digest of Statutory Criminal Law  in Queensland,
&c. (Hon. Sir S. W. Griffith, C.J.) .. ... 71
District Court Acts  and Rules  (Woolcock)... ... 71
Divisional Board Acts, &c. (Woolcock) ... ... 71
Electoral Rolls ... .. .. ... . ...  72
Geology of Queensland and New Guinea (Jack) ... 71
Journal of Gregory' s Australian  Explorations 71
"Justices Act  of 1886" and  "Offfenders Probation
Act of  1886 " (Woolcock) ... ... ... 71
Land Pamphlet ... ... ... ... ... ...  72
Law of Friendly  Societies in Queensland  .. ... 71
Pacific  Island  Labourers Acts  and Regulations ... 71
Pamphlet Form, Acts, &c., in ... ... ... 71
Poundkeeper's Book ... ... ... ... • ...  72
Redwater Disease in Cattle (Pound)... ... 71
Some of the  Important Metals  (Thompson) ... 71
Stamp Acts  and Regulations  ... ... ... ... 71
Statutes of the Colony ... ... ... ... ...  72
Poundkeeper's Notice 72
Receipt of Remittance ... 29, 130, 160, 310, 345,' 395,  495, 593,
662, 699, 740, 918, 961, 1007, 1059,
1179, 1207,  1299, 1347,  14,33, 1619
Governor, His Excellency, Appoints Deputy ... 555, 556, 1715
Gowans, W., Notice in Will  of ... ... ... ... ... 306
Graham, A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 157
Graham, C., Notice in Will  of ... ... ... ... ... 1615
Graham, C., Notice in Estate  of .. ... 1614
Graham, D. M. L., to be Lieutenant, Queensland  Defence
Force ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1275
Graham, J., Notice in Lands and Goods of  ... ... ... 801
Grace, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...  535
Grace, T., Patent Notice ... .. ... ... ... ...  38
Grainor, F., to be Member, State School  Committee  ...  1409
Grammar School Trustee-
Appointment  of ... ... ... ... ... ...  52,136
Appointment of, Approved ... ... .. ... 136,782
Grand Secret and Day Dawn United Gold-Mining  Company,
Notice in  re  Winding-up of ... ... ... ... 1178
Grange Tannery Company, Notice in  Estate of  ...  126, 1429
Grant, D., Notice  in Estate  of .. .., .. ... ... 862
Grant, J., Transfer of, Post and  Telegraph Department ... 932
Granville, F. D., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... 695
Grau, F., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ...  1336
Gray and Morris, Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1174
Gray, J., Notice  in  Estate  of ... ... ... ... ... 66
Gray, T., Notice in Will of  ... ... ... ... ... 306, 1056
Gray, W.,  Notice in  Will, of ... ... ,..  591
52
and Deaths ... ... ... ... 136, 284
Fitzgerald, Constable J. O'B., to be an Inspector of
Slaughter-houses ... ... ... ... ... 136
Fitzgerald, R., Notice in Estate of .. .. 66
Fitzgerald, S., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 284
Fitzgerald, M. A., to be a Poundkeeper ... ... ... 526
FitzGibbon, P., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1.57
Fitzpatrick, J., Notice in Will, &c., of ... 1430
Fitz Walter and Co., Notice in Estate of ... ... ...  588,  1615
Flack, H., to be an Acting Bailiff ... ... ... ... 51
Flanagan, M., Notice in Estate of .. ... 447, 737
Flanders, J., Transfer of, Post and Telegraph Department 1150
Flegeltaub, L., Notice in Estate of ... ... .. 308
Fleming, J. P., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 125, 655
Fleming, M., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 127
Fletcher, F. W., Trade Mark Notice ... ... .. .. 44
Fletcher and Chenoweth. Patent Notice ... ... 547
Flood, S., Notice in Land and Goods of .. 914
Flour to be Tendered for Must be of Queensland Manufac-
ture ... ... ... ... 1043
Flower, Hart, and Drury, Partnership Notified ... ... 1346
Floyd, J. J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 958, 1343
Flynn, M., Notice in Goods of ... ... 27
Foerderer, R. H., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ... 595
Foley, W., Notice in Estate of .. .. ... ... 11712
Foott, Lieutenant C. F., to Permanent Force, Queensland
Defence Force ... ... .. ... ... ... 51
Forbes, H. R., Notice in Goods of ... .. 446
Ford, P., to be Member, Tinaroo Divisional Board ... 136
Ford, T., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... 914
Forrest, E. J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 25
Forsyth, Captain J. K., to be a Military-
Clerk, Queensland Defence Force ... ... ... .. 367, 781
Staff Lieutenant., Queensland Defence Force ... ... 781
Forsyth, W. G., Registered as Minister ... ... ... 998
Foster, C. M., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 157
Foster, F. E., Notice in Will of... ... ...  801,  1616
Fountain, M. L. D., Notice in Estate of ... ... 69
Fourchotte, M. C. A., Patent Notice ... .. ... 663
Fowles, J. K., to be Lieutenant, Queensland Defence Force 136
France, J., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ... 851
Francis, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 955
Franklin, C. G., Transfer of, Public Instruction Depart-
went  ... ... ... ... . . 52
Frasch, H., Patent Notice ... ... ... 311
Fraser, J., Notice in Will of 537
French, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 799
Friendly Society-
Branch, Registration of ... ... 152, 384, :527, 570, 688, 728, 795,
860, 910, 952, 953, 998, 1049,
1169, 1202, 1339, 1427, 1612
Cancellation of Registration ... ... ... 393, 394,  795,  1057
Rules Registered ... ... ... ... ... 116, 336, 649, 1049
Frith, J. 0., Correction of Name as Sheep Director ... 557
Frossard, J., and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... 7 5
Fuchs, J., to be an Alderman, Normanton Borough Council 841
Fuller, Rev. F. W. N., Notice of Removal ... ... ... 728
Fulton and Wilks, Tender Accepted ... ... ... 144,  1336
Fulton, Rev. D., Registered as a Minister ... ... ... 1169, 1340
Fulton, H., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1431
Furlong, C. S. W., Transfer of, Post and Telegraph Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 463
Furlong, T., Notice in Will of ... 447
Fyfe, A., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ... 1600
Fyfe, J.-See " Love."
G.
Gaeta Gold-Mining Company, Struck off Register ... ... 531
Gallagher, P., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 1004
Galvin, E. E., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1430
Gandy, C. H., Notice in Estate of .. .. ... 653
Gardner and Sons, to Show Cause why should not be Struck
off Register ... .. ... ... 1053
Garde, H. C., Resignation of, Queensland Defence Force... 52
Gardner, 0., Notice in Will, &c., of ... ... ... .. 446
Garland and Clayton, Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 39
Garland and Ogden, Patent Notice ... ... ... .. 41
Garland and Murray, Patent Notice ... 1181
Garnett, D., Error in Deed .. ... ... 489
Garraway, Constable R. W., to be-
Assistant District Registrar, Births and Deaths 368
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions and Inspector of
Slaughter-houses ... ... ... ... 368
Garrett, F., Notice in Estate of... ... ... ... ... 305
Garrick, G., Notice in Estate of ... .. ... 156, 588
Garsden, J. H., Transfer of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 782
Gartside, W., to be Captain, Queensland Defence Force ... 102
Gate, Application for Licensed ... 129, 130, 308, 394, 438, 660,
698, 954, 1050, 1178, 1207, 1298, 1347,
1432, 1617
Gath, T., Licensed Gate Notice ... ... ... ... 1298
Gaujard and EIson, Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 653, 1055
Gauld, H. G., Notice in Goods of ... ... 537
Gaunt and Co., Tender Accepted ,.. 944
Gavagan, F. J., to be Member, State School Committee ... 508
Gavegan, F., Transfer of, Po of and Telegraph Department 135
Gay, J., to be Trustee, School of Arts Reserve ... ... 038
Gayler, G. J., Transfer of, Post and Telegraph Department 888
Gazzard, G., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 655
Geary, G., Notice: in Goods of ... ... ... ... 1205
Gellatly, A. M., Notice in Goods of .. 446
Geraghty, J. X., to be Member, Einasleigh Divisional Board 716
Geraghty, P., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... 656
X. INDEX.
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Gray , W. R., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... 654
Grayson, R .,  Notice in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 79
Graziers '  Meat Export  and Butchering Company, Notice
in Estate  of .. . ... 588, 863, 864, 913, 1343
Great Eastern and  Orient Extended Gold-Mining Company,
in  re  Winding-up of ... ... ... ... 438
Great Western Gold-Mining Company, Struck off Register 531
Green and  Murrell, Tenders Accepted ... ... 421
Green, C., t o be Trustee, Cemetery Reserve ... ... ... 781
Green, F., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ... 517
Green, J .,  Notice  in Will of ... ... ... ... 697
Green , J. G., Resignation  of, as Justice  of the Peace ... 101
Green , J. W., to Unattached List, Queensland Defence
Force . ... ... ... ... ... ... 102
Green , J., to be a Member, State School Committee 1028
Green, J ., jnnr., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... 1056
Green, W. J., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... 919
Green, W. A. G. E., to be Lieutenant, Queensland Defence
Force  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 284
Green, W. M., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 1209
Greene,  R., Notice in  Estate of  ... ... ... ... ... 390
Greenland, B., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... 421
Gregory, F. M., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 912
Grenier , G. A., to be  Member, State School Committee ...
Griffin, P. J., to he a Head Teacher, Public Instruction
Department  ... ... ... ... ... ...  284
Griffin ,  T. P., Trade Mark Notice  ... .. ...  45
Griffith ,  Rev. C. A., to be Chaplain, Queensland Defence
Force  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 101
Griffiths, J. H., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... 327
Grigg ,  E. J., Tender Accepted  ... ... ... ...  1418
Grigg ,  J. A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 588, 1344
Grigg ,  W., Notice in Estate of ... .. ... ... ... 444
Grigson ,  Rev. F .  D., Resignation of, as Chaplain ,  Queens-
land Defence Force  ... ... ... ... ... 52
Grimes, G., Notice in Will of  ... ... ... ... ... 492
Grist ,  C. J., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 38
Grittner ,  J., to be an Alderman ,  Normanton Borough
Council  ... ... .. ... ... ... ... 841
Grogan, P. ,  to be Member ,  State School Committee 11 09
Gromett,  L., Notice in Goods of  ... ... ... ... 697
Grong and Others ,  Patent Notice  ... ... .. ...  701
Groom ,  R. G., to be Lieutenant ,  Queensland Defence
Force  ... ... . ... ... ... ...  102
Gross, A., and Others, Patent Notice  ... ... ... ...  38, 1435
Gross, J. G., Tender Accepted  ... ... ... ... ...  421
Growcock ,  J., Notice in Will of... ... ... ... 655
Grundy and Lingard, Patent  N otice  .. ... ... ... 37
Grunwald,  0.,  Trade Mark  Notice ... ... ... ...  1306
Guiet ,  G., Notice in Will of  ... .. ... ... ...  307
Gummow, G., Tender Accepted  ... ... ... ...  14, 1418
Gunn ,  D., as Justice of the Peace to give Consent under
" Marriage Act" ... ... ... ... ...
Gunn ,  W., Error in  Deed... ... ... ... ... ...
Guy, V.,  Notice in Estate of .. .. ... ...
Guy, W .,  to be Acting Warden ,  Sheriff ,  and District Court
Bailiff ... 135, 1408
Gympie Gold Mines, Notice  in re  Winding-up of ... 738
H.
Hainselin , Rev. M. T., Registered as Minister 728
Haler, G., Patent Notice... . ... ... ... ... 40
Halford, Rev. G. D., Registered as Minister ... ... 728
Hall and Richard, Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 596
Hall, E., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 694
Hall, J., Patent Notice ... ... ... .. ... ...  38
Hall, J. B.-
To Administer Insolvent Estate ... ... ... ... 135
To be Trustee, Insolvent Estate ... ... ... ... 977
Halligan, J. C., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 41, 596
Halioran, R. E., as Justice of the Peace to give Consent
under  ")11'arriage Act"  ... ... ... 692
Hal y, Constable, J., to be an Inspector of Slaughter-
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Haly, A.,-
To be Justice of the Peace ... ... ... ...
Cancellation of Appointment as Justice of the Peace ...
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Hamilton, A., Notice in Will of... ... ... ... ...
Hamilton,  A. F., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Hamilton , D., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ...
Hamilton , G. C., Notice in Estate of ... .. . ...
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Hammond, H., Licensed Gate Notice ... ... ... ...
Hammond, J. E. B., to be an Inspector,  "Factories and
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Hammond , W., Notice in Estate of 1172
Hamee , Dr. W., Patent Notice... ... .. ... ... 41
Hancock, H. R., H. L,, and L. G., Patent Notice ... ... 498
Hancock, R., Notice in Will of ... .. ... 1176
Hancock, R. C., to be a Probationer, Post and Telegraph
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... 1191
Hancox , G., Notice in Estate of.. ... ... ... ... 1055, 1343
Handyride, Rev. V. R., Notice of Removal ... ... ... 22
Hanley, J. W., Notice in Will of ... ... ... 27
Hann, M ., Notice in Will of ... ... .. ... ... 159
Hanna, W. J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 490
Hannam , H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 587
Hansen, J . P., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... ... 943
Hanson,  J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ...  338
Harbord, H. H., to be ),Member,  State  School Committee... 319
Harhottle, W. G., Notice  in Estate  of... ... ... 308
Harbour Board-
By-laws-
Rockhampton , ... ... ... ... ... ... 990, 1038
Townsville ... ..... ... ... ... ... ...  173
Intention to Borrows Townsville ,.. ... ... ...  803, 1005
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Showground  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1414
Sports round ... ... ... ... ... 979
Town Common, Springsure ... ... 473
Trades Hall ... ... ... ... ... ... 840
Agricultural Area Proclaimed ,  District of-
Brisbane  ... ...  678 Ipswich 633, 678
Bundaberg  ... ...  678 Roma  ... ... ...  286
Gladstone  ... ...  465 Springsure ... ... 678
Gympie  ... ...  678 Townsville  ... ...  678
Cancellation of Proclamation  ... ... ... ...  9, 637
Cancellation of Grazing Area  ... ... ... ...  1192
Cancellation of Reserve for-
Customs Purposes  ... ... ... ... ...  371
Land Commissioner 's Use  ... ... ... ...  1156
Timber  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  7 82, 1277
Township Purposes ... 110
Forfeiture Reversed  ... .. ... ... ...  561, 896, 1029
Forfeited Farm, District of-
Aramac 290,  1328 Mackay 290, 419,  842, 1031
Blackall X20, 369, 1031 Maryborough 472, 561, 899,
Bowen 290, 1031 1031, 1328
Brisbane 290, 419, 472, Mouri .lyan ... 938
561,  842, 938,  Nanango  ... 320,938
1031, 1156 Rockhampton 472, 633, 842
Bundaberg  ...  419, 842 Roma 419, 472,  721, 1031
Cairns  ... 721, 1192,  1328 St. George ...103,  472, 633,
Cooktown  .. 419.1156 1328
Charleville  ...  290, 842 St .  Lawrence  ... -899
Clermont ...  419, 633 Springsure  ... ...  472
Dalby . .. 472, 633,  842, 1192 Stanthorpe  ... ...  103
Gympie 320, 419,  633, Surat  ... ... ...  472
721, 842, 899,  Tambo . 1328
938, 1031, 1156,  Toowoomba 290, 419, 472,
1328 1031, 1192
Gayndah ... 472, 633, 721 Townsville 472, 561, 1156
Ingham 290, 320, 1156  Warwick  ... 1156, 1192
Inglewood  ... ...  103 Winton ... ... 1031
Hughenden .. 979
Ipswich 320, 472, 633, 785,
899, 979, 1156, 1328
Forfeited Holding Olen to Application  ... ... ...  110
Grazing Area Set Apart by Proclamation  ... ...  783 899
Grazing Farm Again Available for Selection ... ... 567Holding-Forfeited ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 110
Forfeited ,  Open to Application  ... ... ...  110
On which Rent Unpaid
---
1034
Maximum Area Increi
Occupation License-
Rents Unpaid
Rent  List ... ..
1034
243
INDEX.
Land -continued :
Occupation  License-continued :
Open for , District of-
Aramac  ... .. 787
Blackall  375, 515, 641
Bowen 142, 375, 476,
901, 902, 1160, 1604
Brisbane  682, 901, 1196,
1601
Bundaberg 476, 786, 901
Burketown  ...  901
Charleville  13, 114, 563,
68'3. 941
Charters  Towers 513,
Clermont
Cooktown
Dalby ...
941
113, 324,
515, 682
476, 901,
1160
142, 1283,
1418,1601
Gladstone ... 901
Goondiwindi ... 54
Gympie 114, 725, 901,
902, 1283, 1334, 1417
Herberton  ...  1334
Ingham ... 142, 725,
901, 1032, 1196
Ipswich 113, 293, 515,
641, 682, 725, 901, 985
Officer Transferred ...
Page.
Mackay .. 901
Maryborough 563, 901,
1032, 1196, 1601
Nanango . ... 901
Normanton 563, 901, 985,
1334
Port Douglas 324, 375, 641
Ravenswood ... 724
Roma ... 641, 985, 1032
Rockhampton 13, 901, 941
Surat ... ... 324, 786
St. George ... 293, 375,
902, 1418
St. Lawrence 113, 901,
902, 941
Springsure ... 513, 985
Stanthorpe ... ... 515
Thargomindah 1032, 1333
Taroom ... . 1601
Toowoomba... 901, 1032
Tambo ...113, 563, 985
Townsville ... 13, 114, 901,
1196, 1601
Townsville (Amended
Area) 142
Warwick 113, 941, 1032
Windorah 514, 1160
Open to Operation of Timber and other Licenses
Open to Operation of Ordinary Timber License .
Order in Council Suspending 43rd Section, District of-Bundaberg ... ... 715 Maryborough
Gympie ... ... 887 Springsure ...
Hughenden ... ... 673 Taroom ...
Open to Selection as Grazing Farm, Homestead, or
Selection , District of-
Aramac ... 104, 137, 935
Aramac (Longreach) 846
Blackall  ...139, 467, 1412
Bowen  ...4117, 469, 1412
Bundaberg  ...634, 718, 889,
898, 1152, 1193,
1278, 1280
Charleville ... 6, 104, 846,
893, 981
Clermont  ... 6,845,846
Cunnamulla ... 321
Dalby... 6, 287, 676, 980
Charters  Towers 890, 893
Gladstone  935, 936, 1152,
1412
Goondiwindi ... 1152, 1281,
1412
Herberton  ... 138
Hughenden  ... 54, 138, 286,
287, 417, 467, 469,634, 635, 980,
1152, 1278
Ipswich
781
725
12
1149
887
887
6, 417, 469, 634,
635, 636, 935,
981, 1031
Isisford 105, 106, 417, 469,
720, 1029
Mackay ... .. 1193
Nanango 138, 286, 289, 634,
845, 846, 1278
Rockhampton 6, 846, 1278
Roma 6, 467, 635, 676, 846,
891, 893, 1278
St. George ...105, 138, 467,
718, 1411
Springsure ... 677, 894,
935, 936
Surat ... .. 634, 980
Stanthorpe ... ... 845
Tambo ... 6, 7
Taroom ... 845, 891
Toowoomba ... 138, 845
Townsville ... 138, 984
Windorah 138.1155
Inglewood  .. 287 Winton 107, 467, 846, 1412
Open to  Selection,  "Agricultural Lands Purchase Act
of 1894 " ... ... ... ... ... 287, 417, 1193, 1323
Open to Selection-
Conditional ... ... ... ... ... 110, 722, 1030
Unconditional ... ... ... ... 288, 466, 469, 471
Grazi ng Farm  ... ... ... .. ...  841
Open to Selection, District of-
Aramac ... ... ...
Banana  ... ... ...
Blackall ... ... ...
Bowen  ... ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Bundaberg
... ... ... ... 1030
... ... ... ... 466, 847
... ... ... 288, 937
.. 466, 1412, 1413
109, 110, 289, 417, 466, 469, 560,
636, 721,843, 892, 933, 937, 1194,
1279, 1409, 1413
109, 466, 635, 783, 784, 843, 844,
890, 891, 892, 933, 1030, 1279
Cairns  ... ... ... ...  466, 468, 678,  933, 984, 1030
Charleville ... ... ... ... ... ... 466
Clermont ... ... ... ... ... ... 106, 137, 937
Cooktown ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 288, 843
Dalby ... ... ... ... 322, 843. 937, 1030, 1194, 1279
Gayndah ... ... ... ... 676, 843, 937, 982, 1153, 1413
Georgetown ... ... ... ... ... 636
Gladstone ... ... ... ... ... ... 137, 559, 560
Goondiwindi ... ... 678, 1278
Gympie ... ... ... 7, 140, 322, 466, 468, 559, 843, 891,
895, 897, 898, 933, 936, 937, 982, 1030
Herberton ... ... .. ... ... 466, 894, 1030, 1278
Ingham ... ... ... 466, 471, 508, 559, 721, 933, 1155
Inglewood  ... ... ... ... 466, 562, 936, 1153
Ipswich  ... ... ... ... 107, 140, 468, 559, 719, 843,
936, 937, 1030, 1279
Mackay ... ... 417, 466, 843, 937, 1152, 1277, 1279, 1413
Maryborough ... ... 4, 5, 106,369, 466, 562, 635, 676, 720,
Mourilyan ...
Nanango
Port Douglas
Rockhampton
843, 897, 937, 1153, 1279, 1412
... ... ... ... 417, 466, 636, 1279
.. 5, 722, 1279, 1281
... 7, 106, 109, 289, 560, 562, 845, 847, 894, 1153
3, 5, 8, 417, 471, 843, 937, 1030, 1153, 1279
Roma ... 417, 466, 559, 843, 937, 1030, 1152, 1278, 1279, 1412
St. George ... ... ... ... ... ... 109, 289, 894, 937
St. Lawrence
Springsure...
Stanthorpe
Surat ..
Toowoomba
Townsville...
Warwick ...
... 1279
... ... 106, 676, 843, 937, 984
... ... ... ... ... 559
... ... ... 843, 937
... 287, 288, 322, 466, 559, 636, 843, 845,
1155, 1193, 1194, 1281, 1409
... ... ... ... 321, 937, 982, 1413
... ... ... ... 140, 466, 937, 1279
Land-continued :
Rabbit-See "Rabbit."
Reduction of-
Purchasing Price...
Rent ... ...
rage.
8, 9,  54',"59, 9,558110, 111, 634, 787, 899,
941. 1332, 1413, 1418, 1601
Rent and Purchasing Price .. ... 286, 320, 469, 473, 1151
Rent List-
Runs ...
... ... ... ... 2
... 290
... 108, 290,  465, 637, 784, 983
... 322
.. 322, 637,  848, 1195
108, 473, 785,  848, 985,  1192, 1414
... ... ... ... 983
Occupation Licenses ... ... ... ... ... 243
Rents Unpaid, Holdings Subject to Forfeiture... 1034
Reserve under Local Control-See "Divisional Board,"
" Municipal Council."
Reserved, by Proclamation, for-
Aboriginals ... ...
Botanical Garden ...
Camping .. ... ...
Camping and Gravel ...
Camping and Water ...
Cemetery ... ... ...
Cattle Dip... ... ...
Courthouse ... ...
Customs . ...
Customs Paddock ...
Divisional Board... ...
Gravel ...
Hospital ... ... ...
Lighthouse
Municipal Purposes ...
Amended Description
Park ... ... ...
Pasturage  ... . ...
Pipe Track and Water Supply
Pilot Station ... ...
Police Paddock ... ... ...
Police Purposes .. ... ...
Post and Telegraph Purposes...
Public Purposes ... ... ...
Public Road .. ...
Quarantine Station ..
Rabbit Board Paddock...
Racecourse ...
Railway Camping Reserve
Recreation ... ...
Rifle  Range ...
Road Metal
School
School of Arts ...
...181, 235, 237
... ... 934
... 108
... 323
... 9, 1195
... 637, 934, 1410
369
983
... 465, 842, 1280
... ... 985
... ... 1410
... ... 370
... ... 323
983
290, 370, 637, 983, 1280
370, 934, 943, 983, 1280
784, 983, 1280
370, 637, 785, 842, 848
... ... 418
2
323, 638, 675, 983, 984
... ... 418, 508
... 1195
... 2, 322, 784, 934, 983,  1194, 1410
... ... 108, 637, 1031, 1410
... 934
108, 286, 369, 473, 638, 784, 1282, 1414
Showgrounds ...
Sports and Recreation ...
Timber ... ...
Township Purposes ...
Trucking ... ... ...
Water
Water  and Camping
Resumption under  "Pastoral Leases Act  of  1869.
Road-
Applied to be Closed
983
113
... 10, 57, 113, 141,  292, 323, 419, 475,
565, 640, 680,  724, 786, 849, 902,
987, 1036,  1156,  1198, 1332, 1416,
1603
Cancellation of Proclamation Declaring Open 1154
Closed  ... ... ... ...
First Notice ...
Intention to Open  New... ...
Notice of Confirmation of New
Permanently Closed
Proclaimed Open
P ed New
... ... 465, 638, 847, 848, 1410
... ... ... ... 934
... ... ... 322
... ... ... ...  465,637
... ... ... ... 141, 320
1410
108, 290, 370, 465, 784, 983, 1194
... 472, 979, 1151,1328
... ... ... 510
... ... ... 786,1.333
...  ... 9,1036
509, 558, 938103, 141, 470, 509, 562, 717, 899,
933, 979, 982, 1154, 1192
Reopening of Temporarily Closed  ... ... ...  1036
Run-
Boundaries of .
Interest in, Transferred
Rent List ... ... ...
Rent of, Unpaid ... .
Resumptions from, under
Sale of Lease of Forfeited 401
See  ante  " Holding, " "  Board."
Selector to Show Cause  why Selection or Farm should
not be  Forfeited ... 114, 375,  421, 643,  722, 791, 851, 943,
Suburban  Reservation Rescinded...
Survey Fees,  Regulations as to
Sale by  Auction proclaimed at-
Allora... ... ... 1186
Alpha... ... ..  499
Banana 1183
Brisbane 2, 500,  601, 602,
966, 1183
Bundaberg  751, 966, 1184
Cardwell ... 966
Cairns 165, 167, 751, 753,879,880
Charleville  .. ... 166
Childers  ... ...  166
Cunnamulla ... 500
Emerald  ... 1184, 1381
Geraldton ... ..  602
Gayndah ... ...  501
Gin Gin ... ... 501
Gympie ... ...  1184
Herberton ... 880
Hughenden ... 602, 1184
Ingham  ...  166, 602
988, 1284
509, 638, 720, 899, 1030,
1151, 1413
... ... 562
Ipswich 66, 879, 1184
Inglewood  ... ...  965
Longreach ... 1184
Mareeba .. 500,502
Maryborough ... 1185
Miles  .. ... ...  752
Mungindi  ... ...  752
Normanton  .. .  1185
Rockhampton 168, 752, 754
Roma ... . 1185
St. George 501, 752, 1381
Sb. Lawrence .. 753
Tambo ... 166
Texas  ... ..  880, 1186
Toowoomba 166, 753, 880
Townsville . 1185
Warwick 502, 1186
Woombye , . 501, 1185
Yandina ... 967
Water Reserve Opened by Proclamation  ... ... 103
... ... ... 68012,722
... ...181, 235, 237
1035
"Pastoral Leases  Act"  1156
xiv. INDEX.
Land- continued :
Withdrawn from Selection ,  District of-
421, 510, 680, 725, 787, 848, 904,
943, 1035, 1161, 1333, 1417, 1606
Aramac  ... 285,937 Ingham 1151
Banana  ... ... 509 Inglewood ... ... 633
Bowen  ... ...53, ,418  Ipswich  8, 53, 285, 720, 842
Brisbane 320, 370 , 979, 1410 Mackay ... 1031
Bundaberg  8, 418,1277, 1328  Maryborough 979, 1410
Cairns ... ... 53, 370, 633 Nanango ... 285, 320, 370
Charters Towers  ... 1192 Port Douglas... 509, 842
Charleville  ... ... 320 Rockhampton ... 370
Clermont  ... ... 418 Roma ... 285, 320, 418,
Georgetown  ... .. 842 675, 1151
Gladstone  ... 561, 633, 842 St. George ... 285, 1277
979, 1328 Springsure . 418
Goondiwindi 370, 561, 842 Stanthorpe ... ... 1601
G pie ... 53, 320, 1031 Toowoqmba ... . 842
Hughenden  ... 1410
Withdrawn  from Occupation License, District of-
Burke ... ... ... 985 Ingham ... 787, 1196
Burketown  ... ... 54 Normanton ... . 54
Cook ... ... ... 324 Mackay ... 1162, 1604
Gympie ... ... 1418 Rockhampton ... 941
Her be rton  ... ... 54 Townsville ... 10, 114
Hughenden  ... ... 54 Winton ... 54
Gregory N. ... 324, 787
"Titles to Land Act  of  1858," Error in Deed 12, 58, 292, 326, 375,
Noti fication-
Amended Description of-
Area ... ... ...
Reserve  ... ... .. ...
By-laws, Recreation Reserve, Thursday Island ...
Payment of Rents within Tick Quarantine Area ...
Township, Name of, Changed... ... ... ...
See "Appointment," "Tender."
Lane , D., to be an Alderman, Cooktown Municipal Council
Lane, J. R., and Co., Notice in Estate of ... ...
Lane, R., Notice in Will of .. ...
Langford, H., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ...
Langston, F., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ..
Lanham, S., Notice in Will of ... ... ...
Lannam , J. W., Notice in Will, &c., of ... ...
Lansell, G., Patent Notice ... ...
Larkin, Rev. P., Notice of Removal ... ... ... ...
Larsen , C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ...
Larsen,  Captain V., to be Major, Queensland Defence
Force ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
La Societd Anonyme pour 1'exploitation des machines a
fabriquer lea Cigares, &c., Patent Notice... ...
Latchford, J. J., Notice in Estate of .
Lather, G., to be Lieutenant, Queensland Defence Force ...
Latimer, W. T., to be Acting Travelling Mail Officer,
Post and Telegraph Department . ... ...
Laurie, J., Resignation of, from Public Service
Lavers, A. E., to be Probationary Clerk, Titles Office ...
Lawford, P. L., as Justice of the Peace to give Consent
under  " Marriage Act" ... ...
Lawson, L., Patent Notice ... ... ...
Lawson , S., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ...
Lax, J., Notice in Will of... ... ... ...
Leavitt, J. S., Notice in Will of ... ... ...
Lederhose, J., Notice in Will of ...
Lee, J., to be Member, Boulia Divisional Board ... ...
Lee, W., to be Member, State School Committee ... ...
Leeds, J., Notice in Will, &c., of ...
Lee Soo -See  " Sin Wah."
Legate, Rev. R. M., Notice of Removal ... ...
Legg and Weston, Patent Notice ... ... ... ...
Legg, G., Tender Accepted ... .
Leitch, F. I., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department
Leivesleyy, J., Notice in Estate of ... ..
Leivesley, W., Transfer of, Post and Telegraph Depart-
ment ... ... ... ...
Lemel, I.-
Resignation as a Justice of the Peace ...
Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ...
Lenihan , F. E., to be Lieutenant, Queensland Defence
Force ... ... ... ...
Lennon, F. J., Registered as Chemist ... ... ...
Lennon, W., and Co., Partnership Notice ... ...
Leong Moon, Notice in Estate of ...
Leprosy, Regulations for Prevention of Spread of ... ...
Lettich, G., Notice in Will of ... ... ...
Le Vaux, M. M., to be a Teacher, Public Instruction
Department
Lever Bros., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ...
Levy, P. A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Lewin, B. R., Notice in Estate of ... ...
Lewis, C. T., Notice in Estate of ...
Leyden, Constable J. S., to be an-
Inspector of Slaughter-houses and Acting Clerk of Petty
Sessions  ... ... ... ... ...
Assistant District Registrar, Births and Deaths
License-
Club Registration Granted ...
Change of-
Sign ... ... ...
Name .. ... ...
Error  in Notice of ...
Granted-
Auctioneers ...
Bagatelle ... ... ...
Billiards  ... ... ...
Brewery
Licensed Victuallers ...
Packet ...
Queensland Wine Seller
Spirit Dealer, Wholesale
Tobacco  Manufacturer ...
Page.
142, 1035
985
722
1032
678, 848
1276
1174, 1342
1176
1205
595
1430
735
1011
116
865
101
37
390
1383, 1408
283
1149
888
692, 1171
37
307
1175
1344
342
782
136
28, 448
911
40
1162
284
157
135
932
1173, 1343
716, 1599
1427
738
955, 1428
1318
1345
632
745
536
342
694
1150
1275
992
61, 794
520
61
61, 332, 520, 794, 992, 1285, 1291
...
... 331
... ... 331, 520, 992, 1285
1285
61, 328, 520, 794, 992, 1285
. ... 331, 520, 794, 992
... ... 330, 520, 1285
... ... 794,992
... ... ... 61, 332, 794
License-continued :
Granted-continued :
Timber, &c. (by Lands Department)
To Remove  Premises
Wine Seller ...
Transferred ... ...
Under-
" Fisheries Acts " ... ... ... ... ...  62
"Tobacco Act "  ... 62, 424, 571, 793, 992, 993, 1337
Licensing  Authority , Meetings  of, to be held Monthly ...
" Life Assurance Act,"  Annual  Statement under-
507
Australian Metropolitan ... ... ... ... ...  388
London and Lancashire ... ... ... ... ...  650
Mutual Life  Insurance  ... ... ... ... 730
Lickfelt, C. E. H., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... 12
Licensing  Justice-
Appointed ... ... 1, 674
See  "Resignation."
Lilley, Hon. Sir C., Notice in Will, &c., of ... ... ... 538, 1298
Lilley, E. M., to be Trustee, Queensland National Art
Gallery .. .. ... ... ... ... ... 507
Lillis, T. E., Re-appointed Poundkeeper ... ...  336
Lilly, G., Tender Accepted ... ... 517
Linde, C. H., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 863
Linderman  and Antill, Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 1173, 1342
Lindemann, C., Tender Accepted . ... ... ... 851
Lindemann , S. A., Notice in Estate of .. 1342
Lindley,  Lieutenant  E. J., to Unattached List,  Queensland
Defence Force ... ... ... ... 716
Linley, J. A., Patent Notice .. ... ... ... ... 451
List, J. P., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... ... 787, 958
Litster, E., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department  ... 888, 1600
Little, M. J., to be Assistant Registrar, Births and Deaths 507
Livingstone, M., Notice in Goods and Estate of ... ... 127, 802
Logan, R., Notice in Will, &c., of ... ... ... 1055
Lohan, T., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 158
Lohmann, C. F. C., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 399
London, R., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... . 39
Lonergan, J., to be a Poundkeeper ... ... ... ... 732
Long, J., Notice in  Estate of  ... ... ... ... ... 448
Longreach Wool-scouring and Boiling-down Company,
Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ... ... 964
Loridan, J. B.. Notice in Will, &c., of ... ... 392
Love, J., Notice in Will of .. ... ... ... ... 127
Lovejoy, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... 1174, 1295
Loyal Bouldercombe Lodge, Registration Notice ... ... 1427
Loyal Excelsior Lodge, Registration Notice ... ... ... 384,394
Loyal Gin Gin Lodge, Registration Notice ... ... ... 384, 393
Loyal Hope of Yeppoon Lodge, Registration Notice ... 688
Loyal Mount Morgan Lodge, Registration Notice ... ... 1202
Loyal Park Lodge, Registration Notice .. 910
Loyal Pride of Nambour Lodge, Registration Notice 728
Loyal True Friendship Lodge, Registration Notices ... 795
Loyal Workers' Lodge, Registration Notice ... ... ... 1169
Lucas, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 494
Lukin, L. 0., to he a Crown Prosecutor ... ... ... 1149
Luttrell, G. S., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 1061
Lycett, E. W., Patent Notice ... 547
Lyle, A., and Sons, Trade Mark Notice 451
Lynam,  T., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ...  68, 960
Lynch, J., to be Member, State School Committee ... 508
Lyons and Robinson, Dissolution  of Partnership  ... ...  803
Lyons, D., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...  696
Lyons' Ink, Limited, Trade Mark Notice  805, 806
Lyster, Lieutenant-Colonel J. S., to be an Extra Aide-de-
Camp to His Excellency the Governor ... ... 507
Mae.
Macdermott, C., Patent Notice ... ... ... 37
Macdonald, A. R., as Justice of the Peace to give  Consent
under  " Marriage  Act"  ... ... ... ...  1171
Macdonald, C. A., Patent Notice .. ... ... ... 38, 40
Macdonald, D. F., Notice in Estate of .. ... ... ... 445
MacDonald, N., Notice in Estate of ... ... 587
Macdonald, T. F., Resignation of, as Trustee .. ... 367
Macdonald, Dr. R., to be Surgeon, Queensland  Defence
Force . ... ... ... ... ... 716
Macdonald, W. C. C., as Justice of the Peace to give Con-
sent under  " Marriage Act "  ... 691
Macenroth, J., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... 905
Macfarlane, J., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... 294
Macfarlane, A. T.-
Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... ... 911
Resignation  of, as  Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 977
Macintosh, J., to be Grammar School Trustee 782
Mackay, C. H. B., Notice in Estate of .. 1343
Mackay, It. S., to be Clerk, Office of  Commissioner of
Police ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 716
Mackenzie, A. C., Resignation of, as  Licensing  Justice ... 368
Mackenzie, E., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... 27
MacMahon, P., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1344
Macmillan, A. C., Notice in Estate of ... ...  696
Macnarnara, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 736
Macpherson and Mooney, Patent Notice ... ... ... 39
.Mactear, J., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 38
Macully, Rev. A., Registered  as Minister
Me.
McAdam, T., to be Trustee, Church  Reserve
McAlister, S. C., Notice in Goods of ... ...
McAllister, F. C., Transfer of, Public  Instruction Depart-
ment
McAllister, W., Notice in Estate of .
McAuley, P. M., to be Trustee, Cemetery  Reserve... ...
McBride, Constable T. and Mrs ., to be Superintendent and
Matron, Prison , Cooktown ... ... ... ...
Page.
... 56, 373, 512,
789, 1159, 1330
... 1286
... 61, 330, 992
61, 332, 520, 794, 992, 1286
527
463
1176
1600
390
979
1328
INDEX.
Page.
McCabe, C., Notice in Goods and Estate of ... ... 538, 1345
McCall, T., to be Third Assistant Analyst 781
McCann, W. H., to be a Member, Calliope Divisional Board 1150
McCaskie, E., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 159
McCollim, C. E., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... 736
McCombe, D., Error in Deed ... ... ... 680
McCord and Co., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 956, 117 2
McCormick, C. J., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... 1430
McCreath, J., Patent Notice ... 40
McCrystal, B., Notice in Estate of ... ... .. ... 534
McCullach, H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 126
McCulluch, H., to be Auditor, Nebo Divisional Board ... 841
McCulloch, J., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... 1162
McDonald, A. R., Patent Notice ... ... ... .. 41
McDonald, D., Tender Accepted .. ... ... ... 792
McDonald, J. F., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 734
McDonald, M., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 1621
McDonnell, E. J., Notice in Will of ... ... . 446, 959
McDougall, F. H., Correction of Name as Justice of the
Peace ... ... 463
McDowall, A. P., Transfer of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 782
McDowall, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 655, 1429
McElroy, J., to be Member, State School Committee ... 1409
McGallan, J. R., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 734
McGhee, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 912
McGill, A., Patent Notice ... ... .. .. 40
McGill, J., as Justice of the Peace to  give  Consent under
" Marriage Act " ... ... ... ... ...  692
McGill, J. A., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ... 1436
McGinley, M., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 28
McGovern, P., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 492
McGrath and Jurgensen, Tender Accepted ... ... ... 327
McGreevy, M., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... 1177
McGuinness, P., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 341, 538
McGuire, XctinF Sergeant J. D., to  be  an-
Acting Mining Registrar ... ... ... ... 1149
Assistant Registrar, Births and Deaths ... ... ... 1275
Inspector of Slaughter-houses and Acting Clerk of
Petty Sessions... ... ... ... ... ... 1150
McHugh, Constable P., to be Superintendent of Prison ... 632
McHugh, E. M., to be Matron, Prison, Cairns 1599
Mcllwraith, Hon. Sir T., Resignation of, as Member,
Executive Council .. ... ... ... ... 1327
McIntyre and Penney, Notice in Estate of ... ... 445, 654
McIntyre, J. S., to be Auditor, Rosalie Divisional Board... 1599
McKenna,  0.,  Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 534
McKenzie, J., to be Trustee, Racecourse Reserve ... ... 508
McKenzie, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1173, 1342
McKewen, J., to be Trustee, Cemetery Reserve ... 887
McKinnon, P., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 66
McLaughlin, D., Licensed Gate Notice ... ... 130
McLaughlin, P. J., Notice in Estate of ... ... 802
McLean, J., Application for Gate, by Trustee of .. ... 660
McLeish, J. P., Resignation of, as Justice of the Peace 1150
McLeish, J. P., and Co., Notice in Estate of... 1002, 1174, 1294. 1429
McLeod, A., Patent Notice- ... ... ... ... ... 39, 663
McLeod, R., Licensed Gate Notice ... ... ... 308
McMachon, J. G., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 157
McMahon and Green, Tender Accepted ... . ... ... 792
McManus,  0.,  Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 657
McMillan, G. W., to be Alderman, Blackall Municipal
Council ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 284
McMillan, H. C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 535
McMillan, J., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... 341
McMurdy, M. A., Notice in Estate of ... ... 867
McMurray, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 734
McNamara, J., to be a District Receiver in Insolvency 716
McNamara, M. J., Correction of Name as Justice of the
Peace ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 368
McNamarra, P., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... ... 510
McPherson, L., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 38
McPhillamy, T., to be Trustee, Racecourse Reserve 508
McTaggart, J., Tender Accepted ... ... ... 14
MoWatters, L. J., Notice in Lands of ... ... ... 959
M.
Maddigan , T. J., to be Member, State School Committee 632
Maddock, H. M. M., to be Lieutenant, Queensland Defence
Force .. ... . ... ... ... 136, 1383, 1408
Madsen , T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 534
Maffey,  J., Registered as Medical Practitioner .. ... 1289
Magoffin, J., to be Member, Aramac Divisional Board ... 841
Maguire,  D., Notice in Lands and Goods or Estate of ... 306, 959
Maguire, Constable 0., to be an Inspector of Slaughter-
houses ... 284
Maher, Constable J., to be an Inspector of Slaughter.
houses  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 632
Mahony, R. E., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 303
Maidens,  W., Notice in  Estate  of ... ... ... ... 443
Makin , E., Patent Notice ... 547
Mallon,  P., Resignation  of, as  Licensing Justice ... ... 102
Malone,  J., to be Teacher, Public Instruction Department 1600
Maloney and  Stone, Dissolution of Partnership ... ... 1178
Malony, S. H. B., Notice  in Estate  of... ... ... ... 66
Manchester-Queensland Produce Distribution Company,
Name of, Struck off Register ... ... ... 154
Manifold, T. P., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 342
Mann, C., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... ... 1056
Mann, G., Error in Deed... ... ... ... ... ... 292
Mann, G., to be Member, State School Committee... ... 632
Mant, W. H., Notice in  Estate of  ... ... ... ... 66
Maps on Sale or Exhibition ... ... 13
Marine Board, Regulation by,  re-
Coastal Pilots ... ... ... .. ... ... 991
Dredge Signals ... ... .. ... ... ... `_ '96
Marine  Department-
Row Boats  to Carry  Lantern  ... ... 433
See " Tender."
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Cape Ba-Ki, Rock ... ... ... ... ... ... 120
Ceylon-
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Adrift .. ... ... ... ... ... ...  423
Replaced  ... ... ... ... ... ... 479
Lights .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 479
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Reef, Shoal,  and Beacon  ... ... ... ... 17
Naitonitoni, Anchorage 853
Frankland  Islands,  Incorrectly Charted .. ... ... 1421
Gulf of Siam, Light ... ... ... ... ... ...  120
Malacca Straits, Charts of ... ... ... ... ...  382
New Hebrides-
Bank Reported .. . . ... ... ...  382
Port Sandwich, Torres Island, Fila, and Havannah
Harbours ... ... ... ... ...
New South Wales-
17
Newcastle ,  Beacon  ... ... ... ... ...  382
Point Perpendicular, Lighthouse ... ... ... 423
Woollongong, Lights ... ... ... ... ...  423
New Zealand-
Auckland, Jetty Light .. .. ... ... ... 907
Bluff Harbour, Mid Channel Rock ... ... ...  1338
Cook Strait, Rocky Point, Light ... ... ... 120, 945
Foveaux Strait,  Beacons  ... ... ... ... 1163
Kaipara Harbour, Position of Buoy ... ... ...  1200
Mahia Peninsula, Position of Wreck ... ...  907
Otago, Lights ... .. ... ... ... ... 62
Port Nicholson, Mark Buoy ... ... ... ... 1037
Westport Harbour, Lights, &c. ... ...  1338
" Ocean Danger" Reef, Removed from Charts ... ...  423
Queensland Coast .. ... ... ... ... ...  853
Queensland-
Brisbane River-
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Eagle Farm Flats Cutting, Leading Lights ... 685
Lytton Rocks ... ... ... ... .. 1210
Burnett River, Leading Beacons Moved ... ...  991
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Fairway Buoy  ... ... ... ... ... 296,1421
Beacon ... ... .. ... ... ... 570
Channel ... .. ... ... ... ... 1163
Cleveland Bay-
Shoal and Buoy ... ... ... ... ... 1163
Shoal Water... ... ... ... ... ...  146
Cooktown, Dredge Now Working  ... ... ... 991
Fitzroy River-
Depth of Water ... ... ... ... ...  644
Beacons  ... ... ... ... ... ...  645, 1609
Hinchinbrook Channel, South Entrance, Light ... 991
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Shoal Patches ... ... ... ... ...  296, 423, 991
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Sandwich Islands, Bank ... ... ... ... ...  853
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Spencer Gulf, Mundoora Channel, Port Broughton,
Beacons  ... ... ... ... ... ...  423
Stewart's Islands, North Point ... ... ... ... 423
Tonga Group, Reef ... ... ... . ... ... 645
Victoria, Hobson's Bay, Channel Silted Up ... 146
Washington and Palmyra  Islands,  Positions of 853
Western Australia, Prince Royal Harbour, Lights,
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Woodlark Island, Approach  to ... ... ... ... 853
Marky, D. P., Licensed Gate Notice ... ... ... ...  438
Markwell, W., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 305
Markwell, B., Notice in Lands and Goods  of ... ... 446
Marlow, F. J., to be-
District Receiver in Insolvency ... ... .. ... 673
Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions , Registrar of Births,
Marriages, and Deaths, and Inspector, Pacific
Islanders ... ... ... ... ... ... 674
Acting Land Agent ... ... ... ... ... ... 715
Clerk, Central Police Court ... ... ... ... 932
Marnock, D., Notice in Land and Goods of .. . ... 590
" Marriage Act"-See  " Registrar-General," " Supreme
Court. "
Marsden, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 695
Marsh, J,, Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 39
Marsh, C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 1203
Marsland, B., to be a Lieutenant, Queensland Defence
Force ... ... ... ... ... ... 102
Marsupial Board-
Assessment... ... 129, 160, 308, 343, 394, 395, 495, 592, 738,
1058, 1178, 1206, 1298, 1347, 1617
Correction of Name of Member of ... 557
Members of ... ... ... ... 14 1, 51, 101, 135, 283, 367
Rate Struck ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 29,160
Martin, A., Patent Notice ... ... ,.. ... ... 40
Martin, E. C., Patent Notice ... ... .... ... ...: 40
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Martin, H., to be a Poundkeeper ... ...
Martin,  H. C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ...
Martin , J., Notice in Will, &c., of ... ... ..
Martin , J., Notice in Estate of ... ...
Martin, J. C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ...
Martin, J. 0., Notice in Estate of ... ... ...
Martin, J. S., to be an Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions
Martin , W., to be Member, State School Committee
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Maryborough  Permanent Building and Investment Society
Balance-sheet  ... .. ... ... ... 136
Maryborough General Transit Company, Name of, Struck
off Register  ... ... ... ... ... ... 154
Maryborough  Juvenile Court, Registration Notice... ... 728
Maskinforretningen Interessents  Kabel Daawrub ,  Patent
Notice ... ... ... 38
Matheson , J. D., Notice in Estate of .. . 535
Mathias, C. A., to be Auditor, Gogango Divisional Board 888
Mathewson  and Co., Dissolution of Partnership ... ... 495
Matthews , J. E., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... .. 392, 536
Matthews , Acting  Sergeant  W. J., to be Acting Clerk of
Petty Sessions and Inspector of Slaughter-houses 840
May, A., Tender Accepted ... ... ... 144, 294, 327, 421, 1607
May, E., Patent Notices ... ... ... ... ... ... 1181
May, K. A., Patent Notices ... ... ... ... ... 1305
Mayhew, T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 862
Maynard , W., Notice in Land of ... ... ... .. 737
Mayne,  W. C., to be Trustee, Hospital Reserve ... ... 369, 1601
Mayne,  W. G., to be Trustee, Cemetery Reserve ... ... 1027, 1327
Meacham and  Leylands, Tender Accepted ... ... ... 14
Mead,  Rev. A. R., Notice of Removal ... .. 482
" Meat and Dairy Produce Encouragement Acts,"  Tax
Under,  not to be  Levied ... ...
Medals for Meritorious Service, &c.- See "Defence."
Medical Board-
1418
Member of ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1275
Medical Practitioner Registered .. .. ... 385, 526, 860, 1289
Mee, Sergeant  P., to be an Inspector of Slaughter-houses... 52
Meek, R. A., Registered as Medical Practitioner ... ... 860
Meikle, John G. B., to be an Assistant Health Officer ... 102
Melbourne Cycle Stores, Notice in  Estate  of... ... ... 1295
Mellick, E. C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 865
Mellor, E. F., Notice in Will of... ... ... ... ... 1055
Menesdorffer and Others, Patent Notice ... ... ... 38
Menlimnett , G. H., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... 1607
Mercantile  Finance and Investment Corporation, Struck off
Register... 532
Meredith, J., Notice in Will of ... 158
Meteorological  Tables .. ... ... ... ... 18, 117, 379
Meuleugracbt  and Sylow, Patent Notice ... ... ... 38
Michelmore , J., and Co., Dissolution of Partnership ... 1617
Middlebrook and Stone, Trade Mark Notice... ... ... 45
Middleton, T., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 6,55
Miles , H. B., to be Chief Torpedo Gunner, Queensland
Defence  Force ...
Miles , W., to be  an Assistant  Teacher, Public Instruction
284
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Morgan, 1)., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 156, 1002, 1343
Morgan, W., Notice in Estate  of ... ... ... 960
Morison, D. N. MeK. to be Visiting Justice, Police Gaol 52
Morris, R., and Sons, il'rade Mark Notice ... ... ... 351
Morrisey, E., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 490
Morrison, G., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 1293
Morrison, H., Patent Notice ... ... 38, 39
Morrison, J., Notice in Lands and Goods of 865
Morrison, R., Notice in Estate of ... 1428
Morrisey, C. W., to be a Commissioner for Taking
Affidavits ... 795
Morton, E., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 537
Morton, G. A., Notice in Will  of .. ... ... 128
Morrow; J., Notice in Will of ... ... 1344
Mount Morgan Grasstree Lode Extended Gold-Mining
Company, Struck off Register  .. ... ... 532
Mount Morgan Mercantile Agency Company, Dissolution
of Partnership  ... .. ... ... ... ... 698
Mount Usher Gold-Mine, Notice of Registration ... ... 494
Mowbray, M., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1345
Mowen, J., Notice in Estate  of ... ... ... ... ... 698
Mudford, W., to be Chief Gunner, Queensland Defence
Force ... ... ... ... ...
Mudros Syndicate, Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 1061
Muir, D. S., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1205
Muirhead, J., Notice in Estate of ... .. ... ... 448
Mulcahy, J. A., Clerk in Marine Department ... ... 673
Mulherin, J., Notice in Goods of ... ... 1345
Mullally, T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 658
Mullen, J. J., Notice in Will of ... 1296
Mullins, M., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 955
Municipality, Borough, Shire, or United-
Appointment of-
Alderman ... ... ... ... ... 284, 416, 841, 1276
Auditor ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
By-laws Approved-
Brisbane ... ... 1, Sandgate  ... ... 63
Mackay .. ... 578 South Brisbane ... 9$1
North Rockhampton 151, Townsville ... ... 578
856
Intention to Apply for Loan-
Bundaberg ... 660, 961 Gympie ... ... 1005
Charleville ... .. 660 Mackay ... ... 916
Notice  re  Unpaid Rates ... ... ... ...  24, 698, 803
Portion of, Brought under Certain By-laws, Gympie ... 395
Reserve Placed  under  Control of ... ... ... 8, 785, 1194
Statement-
Allora .. ... 581 Ipswich 485
Blackall ... ... 123 Mackay ...  385
Brisbane ... ... 998 Maryborough ... 486
Bundaberg ... ... 3838 Middle Ridge ... 436
Charleville ... ... 487 Rockhampton ... 582
Charters Towers 861, 953 Roma ... ... 387
Clermont ... ... 436 Sandgate ... ... 582
Cooktown ... ... 437 South  Brisbane ... 388
Coorparoo ... ... 09 Toowong ... ... 487
Drayton ... ... 691 Toowoomba ... ...  528
Gayndah . ...  389 Townsville  ... ...  953
Goondiwindi • ... 649 Windsor 4
Hughenden ... ... 861 Warwick ... ... 529
North Rockhampton 484
"Undue Subdivision of Land Prevention Act of  1885,"
Operation of, Suspended  in Subdivision of -
Toowoomba ... ... ... ... ... ... 101
South Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... ... 631
North Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... ... 715, 1274
Voters', List, Preparation of, Toowoomba, Order in
Council  re ... ... ... ... ... ...  1027
See-" Electric," " Railway," " Waterworks."
Munro, E. S., to be a Licensing Justice ... ... 674
Munro, R. H., to be Lieutenant, Queensland  Defence
Force ... ... .. ... ... ... ... 1275
Munro, W. R., to be Member,  Marsupial  Board ... 101
Muratti, Sons and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... 1181,1182
Murdoch, F. J., to be a Commissioner for Taking Affidavits 795
Murdoch, J. S., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 737
Murphy, F. W., to be a Clerk, Agricultural Department_ 415
Murphy, J., to be Senior Warder,  Prison Service  ... ... 841
Murphy, J. T., Notice in  Estate of  ... ... ... ...  25, 156, 340
Murphy, J. G., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ...  40
Murphy, J. M., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1054
Murphy, T., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ...  801
Murray and Litster, Tender Accepted... ... ... 59, 115
Murray, A. H., to be Licensing  Justice  ... ... 1
Murray, A. R., to be Trustee,  Racecourse Reserve ...  1027
Murray, F. J., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... 957
Murray, J., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 800, 1295
Murray, H., to he Trustee, Cemetery  Reserve  ... ...  1030
Murray, H., Notice in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 1292
Murray, R., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 801,959
Murray, T. H., Notice in Estate of ... ...  735, 913, 1343Murray, W. J., Licensed Gate Notice... ... ... ... •  698
Murtha. J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... .. ...  800
Myers, F. G., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 547, 1305
Myles, W. J., Notice  in Lands of  ... ... ... ... 866
1
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... 319
Millars, R., Notice in Estate of... ... ... ... ... 66
Miller, R. G., to bean Aramac Divisional Board 1275
Miller, U. H., to be a Poundkeeper .... ... .... ... 434
Miller , W. J., Tender Accepted ... ... ... 683
Mi ll er, Constable P., to be Assistant Registrar, Births and
Deaths ... . ... ... ... ... ... 1408
Mills, A., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ... 1600
Mills,  E. J., Trade Mark Notice ... ... 1621
Mills, F., to be Member, State School Committee ... ... 1
Milman  and Ryder, Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 1209
Milne, D. P., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 392
Milne, F. H., Transfer of. Post and Telegraph Department 977
Minehan D., Notice in Will of... ... ... .. ... 446
Mineral bistrict, Paroo .. ... ... ... ... ... 284
Mines Department ,  Escort Fees  ... ... ... ... 116
Mining  Commission, Time for Transmitting Report Ex-
tended ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 333
Mining  District ,  Cunnamulla  ... ... ... 416
Mitchell and Gurkin Notice in Estate of ... 536, 735, 1002, 1295
Mitchell , G., to be Member, Einasleigh Divisional Board... 716
Mitchell, H. G., to be Clerk, Savings Bank ... ... ... 716
Mitchell, J., Resignation as Cemetery Trustee ... 415
Mitchell, T. C., Notice  in Estate  of . ... .. ... 1344
Mitchell, W. R., Reappointed Poundkeeper ... ... ... 385
Mitchell, N., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 867
Mohayad, C., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 1053
Moffat, W. W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 126
Mofflin, Rickards, and Co.-
Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 1612
Business  Notice by 1612
Moog , W. IL, Notice in Estate of .. ... 865
Moir, A. J., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 444
Moller, H. 0., Notice in Estate of ... 1616
Monteith , W. J., to be Clerk, Office of Commissioner of
Police ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 632
Montgomery , J., to be a Warder, Prison Service .. 1327
Montgomery , M. E., Transfer of, Public Instruction
Department ... ... ... ... ... 888, 1150
Moon, A. Trade Mark Notice ... ... .. .. ... 963
Moore,  donstable J., to be an Acting Clerk of Petty
Sessions  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1150
Moore , I. M., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ... 393
Moore, J. J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 392,490
Moore, T., to be Clerk, Savings Bank ... ... ... 507
Moore , T., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 27, 342
Moore, W., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... ... 338
Moorhead , Constable R., to be Inspector of Slaughter-
houses and  Assistant Registrar of Births and
Deaths ... ... ... ... ... ... 1599
Moorman, A. E., to be Assistant Superintendent, Bris-
bane Fire  Brigade  ... ... . ...  368
Morando , J., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... 958
Morey , A., to be member, State School Committee ... 841
Morgan , D., Patent Notice ... . ... ... ... ... 1061, 1435
N.
Nairn, Rev. J., Notice of Removal ...
Nalty, J., to be Trustee, Sports Ground .
Nankivell, S., Notice in Lands and Goods of
Napier, Sealy, and Malcolm, Patent Notice ...
Nash, C., Notice in Estate of .
Nash, W. D., Resignation  of, as  Justice of Peace ... ...
National Cigarette Company, Trade Mark Notice ...
" Native  Birds Protection Act of  1877," District  Proclaimed
under ...
Navarro , M., Error in Deed ...
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" Navigation Act of  1876"__
Coast Pilots ,  Regulation Relating to ... 991
Regulations for Safety, &c., of Vessels ,  Applicable to
Certain  Ports ... ... ... ... ... ...  992
Neal, J .,  Notice in Will of  ... ... ... ... ...  1003
Nelson ,  A., Tender Accepted  .. ... ...  478
Nelson,  P. A., to be Member ,  State School Committee ... 284
Neuman, A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...  65,157
Nevill, R. S., to be a Tobacco Expert  ... ... ... ...  1191
Nevin, M., Notice in Land and Goods of ... 307
Newcombe , It., Notice in  Estate of ... 444
New Excelsior Gold-Mining Company ,  Struck off Register. 532
New Louisa Gold-Mining Company-
Struck off Register  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1291
To Show Cause why should not be Struck  off  Register 488
Newman, C., Patent Notice  ... ... ... ... ...  1011
Newman ,  J. G., to be a Deputy Shipping Master ... 716
Newman, W .  T., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 305
Newman ,  W. T., Patent Notice  ... ... ... ...  1181
Newmann Bros .,  Tender Accepted  ...  1200
Newton, H. E., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 865, 1173
New Zealand ,  Amended Regulations  re  introduction of
Manures, &c.,  from Queensland ... ... ... 293
Nicholas ,  C. E., to be a Member ,  Rabbit Board  ... ...  557, 631
Nicholls, C .  H., Notice in Estate of ... ... 798
Nicholls, J. T., to be Member ,  State School Committee  ...  1409
Nichols tn, H., to be Member ,  State School Committee  ...  1276
Nicoll, T .,  Notice in  Will, &c., of ... ... ... ...  68
Nielsen ,  G., Tender Accepted  ... ... ... ... ...  1162, 1285
Nielsen, N .  J. W., to be a Licensing Justice  ... ... ...  1
Niemann, J. F., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... . 65
Nightingale ,  G. H., Tender Accepted  ... ...  1607
Nisbet, Dr. W. B., to be Acting Health and Medical Officer 507
Nixon, E .  V., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 782
Nixson, G .  W., to be Trustee, Cemetery Reserve  ... ... 977
N. K. Fairbank Company, Trade Mark Notice  ... ...  1436
Noble, A., Notice in Estate of  ... .. .. ... ...  586
Noel, A .  B., to Act as Judge, Supreme Court  ... ...  1191
Nolan, J. C., Notice in  Estate-of .. ... ... ...  391
Nolan ,  J. P., to be Member, State School Committee ... 464
Nolan, P .,  Notice in Estate of  ... ... ... ... ...  391
Nolan, M.-
Appointed Baili ff  1291Auctioneer's Licen e Granted  ... ... ... ...  1291
Noon ,  W., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ... 52
Norman and Co .,  Tender Accepted  ... ... ...  905, 1162
Norman, G., to be-
Pilot  ... ... ... ... ...  101
Member ,  State School Committee  ... ... . ...  508
North Australian Brewing Company, Meeting  re  Winding.
70, 540
North Australian  Tin-Mining  Company, Struck off Register 532
Northcott, J., to be Member, State School Committee .. 464
North, E., to be an Assistant Teacher, Public  Instruction
Department . .. ... ... . ... 1150
North Queensland Cycle Agency,  Business  disposed of 438
No. 1 East Sunburst Gold-Mining Company, Notice  in re
Winding-up of... ... . ... .. ... 1057
No. 1 East Warrior Gold-Mining Company, Name of,
Struck  off Register  .. ... ... ... 154
1 North Columbia and Smithfield Gold-Mining Company,
Notice  in re  Winding-up of... ... .. ... 738
No. 1 North Lucknow Gold-Mining Company, Name of,
Struck off  Register  ... ... ... ... 533
No. 1 North New Zealand Extended Gold-Mining Com-
pany, to Show Cause why should  not be Struck
off Register  ... ... ... ... ... 488
No. 1 South Smithfield Gold-Mining Company-
To Show Cause why should not be Struck off Register 489
Struck off Register ... ... ... ... ... ... 1292
No. 1 West Ellen Harkins Gold. Mining Company, Name of,
Struck off Register ... 533
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Registration Notice ... ... 1339
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Struck  off Register  . ...  ... ... 1292
To Show Cause why should not be Struck off Register 489
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Oberther, J. H., Notice in Estate of ...
O'Brien, J. F., Notice in Estate of ...
O'Brien, M. T., Notice in Will of ...
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26, 157, 443, 535, 913, 1173
... ... ... 1205
O'Callaghan, Constable P., to be an-
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Acting Mining Registrar ... ... ... ... ... 51
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O'Connor, J. J., to be Junior Assistant, Post and Telegraph
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Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions  ... ... ... ... 52
Inspector of Slaughter-houses ... ... ... ... 1150
O'Connor, T., Notice in Estate of ... .. ... 445
O'Donohoe, T. J., to be Junior  Draftsman ,  Marine  Depart-
ment  ... ... ... 673
O'Donohue, J. S., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 863
Offerman. E. L., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 37
Ogilvie, W. W., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ... 1622
O'Gorman, M.-
Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... . ... 305, 391
Re-admitted to Public Service 415
O'Hara, R. E., to be Member, Rabbit Board ... ... ... 557, 631
rage.
O'Kelly, A. H., to be Clerk, Office of Clerk of Petty
Sessions , Charters Towers ... ... ... ...  284
Oldenburd, A. R., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1344
O'Leary, F., to be a Poundkeeper ... ... ... ...  152
Olliver, J. M., Notice in E:,tate  of ... ... ... 586, 655
O'Malley, W , Resignation  of, as  Lieutenant, Queensland
Defence Force ... ... ... ... ... ... 102
O'Meara, P., Patent Notice ... ... ... ...  596
O'Neill, J., Correction of Name as Justice of the Peace ... 136
O'Neill, J. J., Notice in Estate of .. ... ... ... 303
O'Neill, L., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... ... 95S
Oppermann, E. L., Patent Notice ... ... ... 1061
Opperinann, H. P., to be Trustee,  Mission Reserve  ... 1408
Orchard, It., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 1001
Order in Council-See "  Diseases in Stock ," "Municipality."
O'Rourke, P., Notice in Will of... ... ... ...  1296
O'Rourke, J., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... 490
Orphanages, Lady Visitor  to ... ... ... ... ... 1600
Orr, A. S.-See ` McCord."
Orr, J. P., to be an Acting Deputy Registrar  of Brands  ... 1149
O'Shea, M., Notice in-
Lands and Goods of ... ... ... ... ... ... 657
Estate of 915
O'Shea, Rev. R. D., Notice of Removal ... ... ... 1426
O'Sullivan, C. J., Transfer of, Post and Telegraph Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1275
O'Sullivan, D. R., to be Clerk, Office of  Registrar of Titles 319
O'Sullivan, R. J., to be Clerk , Savings Bank ... 632
O'Sullivan, R. P., to be Acting Lieutenant, Queensland
Defence Force ... .. ... ... ... 1327
Outridge, P. P., Resignation  of, as Licensing Justice ... 632
Overman, A. E., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... 1296
Owens, J. H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 587
Owens, T., to be Racecourse Trustee ... ... ... ... 1275
Owbridge, H. S., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... 956, 1204
P.
Pace, A. F., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department... 1600
Palmer, C. A. E. T., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 36
Palmer, C. H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 67
Palmer, J. S., Notice in Estate  of ... 390
Palmer, Hon. Sir A. H., to be Deputy Governor ...555, 556, 1715, 1716
Palmer, M., Re-appointed Poundkeeper ... ... 951
Pampling, S. E., Transfer of, Public Instruction Depart.
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 416
Payne, W. M., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 157
Parker, A., Notice in Will of .. .. ... 736
Parker, D. M., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... 1175
Parker, J. S., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... .. 307
Parker, W., Notice in Lands of... .. ... 447, 914
Parkinson, F. P., as Justice of the Peace to give Consent
under  " Marriage Act " ... ... ... ...  692
Parliament-See " Proclamation."
Parliamentary Notice of Intention to Apply  for Bill 29, 69 , 160, 803
Parlour, W., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... . 67
Parry, H. R., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 1600
Parry-Okeden, U. E., to be Lieutenant, Queensland Defence
Force . .. ... ... ... ...  674
Parsons Bros. and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... 1306, 1314
Parsons, W. D., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1177
Partnership-
Certificate of Limited ... .. ..  29
Dissolution of ... ... ... 70, 308, 343, 495, 540, 592, 698, 803,
916, 1178, 1207, 1298, 1346, 1617
Partner Admitted ... .. ... ... ... 1346
Partridge and Co., Dissolution of Partnership ... ... 592
Pascoe, M. B., to he Teacher, Public Instruction Department 1600
Patch, A., to be Trustee, Cemetery Reserve ... ... ... 1030
Patent-
Copyright, Return of ... ... ... ... .. .. 35
Free Library .. ... 47, 357, 552, 750, 1023, 1314
Or Trade Mark, Application published as Supplement
to  Government Gazette  .. 35, 75, 131, 163, 311, 347, 451,
497, 595, 663, 741, 805, 871, 919, 963,1009,
1061, 1181,1209, 1301, 1349, 1435, 1621
Rules ... ... ... ... ... ... 146
See "Appointment."
Paton, J., \ otice in Estate of .. ... .. ... 389
Patrick, S., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... ... 589
Pattison, S., Patent Notice  ... ... 39
Paulwich, R. H., to be Auditor, Nanango Divisional Board 368
Payne, W. M., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 339
Pearce, W. R., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1613
"Pearl-shell and Btehe-de-mer Fishery Act Amendment Act
of  1891," Proclamation Prohibiting Collection,
&c. of Pearl-sbell ... ... ... ... ... 1151, 1409
Pearse, M., l4otice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 305
Peart, W., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... .. 848
Pease, E. L., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 1349
Peate, T. L.-See " Grange Tannery."
Peddie, F., Notice in Will of .. ... ... ... 493
Pedersen, H., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ... 393
Pegler, A. H., to be a Licensing Justice ... 1
Pegler, R. W., to be Auditor, Adavale Divisional Board ... 464
Peirson, A. T., to be Deputy Comptroller-General of
Prisons .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 464
Pennington E. J., Patent Notice .. ... ...  39
Penno, J. V., to be Trustee, Cemetery Reserve ... ...  283
Peppen, C. H., to be a Small Debts Court Bailiff ... ... 1612
Percival, P. D., to be Member, Rabbit Board ... ... 557
Perina, A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 1001
Perkins, A. T., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 1011
Perkins, C. J., Licensed as Surveyor ... ... ... ... 791,859
Perry Bros., Trade Mark Notice  ... .. ... ...  664,96o
Perry, Rev. F., Registered  as Minister  ... ... 911
Perry, N., to be Trustee,  Racecourse  Reserve ... ... 418
Perrse, W. B., to be an Inspector  of Brands  ... ... 1408
Peters, J. E., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... 304
B
xviii. INDEX.
Page.
Petersen, C. C., Notice in Will of ... ... .., 1176
Petersen, T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 912
Petersen, Rev. C. G. B., Registered as Minister ... ... 728
Peterson, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 695
Peterson, P., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1004
Petrie, A. L., to be Racecourse Trustee ... ... ... 673
Pettett, G., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ... 792
Petty Sessions Districts, Boundaries of ... ... ... 1717
Peyton, G. W., to be a Licensing Justice ... ... ... 1
Pharmacy Board-
Regulation by ...
Chemist-
1318
Registe red  by .. ... ... ... ... ... 1050, 1427
Restored to Register  by ... ... ... ... 645, 1427
Phillips, J. W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 865
Phillips ,  R., Transfer  of, Public  Instruction  Department... 717
Phillips, W., to be Auditor, Gogango Divisional Board ... 284
Phister , J. M., Notice  in Estate  of, ... ... ... ... 155
Phoenix Prospecting  Claim Tribute Gold-Mining Ccmpany-
To Show Cause why should not be Struck off Register 489
Name  of, Struck  off Register
Pickburn , W. H., to be  Lieutenant ,  Queensland Defence
1292
Force ... ... .. . ... 1383, 1408, 1599
Pieck , A., Notice in Will of . ... ... .. 27
Pietzcker , A. R. H., Notice in Will  of ... ... ... 67
Pike,  Rev. J., Notice  of Removal  ... .. ... ...  333
Pilot-See " Navigation."
Pingel, A.  M., Transfer  of, Public  Instruction  Department
Pirrie , J. S., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Pitty, J., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Place,  J. S., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ...
Plant, Captain  C. F., to be a Major,  Queensland  Defence
284
1004
539
1615
Force ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 283
Plant, E. H. T., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 40
Pohlman, H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 445
Pole S., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 589, 959
Ponds, Rev. P. J., Notice of Removal ... ... ... ... 333
Pope, G., Notice in Estate of .. ... ... 69
Pope Manufacturing Company, Trade Mark Notice ... 46
Porter, C., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ... 792
Porter, G., Reappointed Poundkeeper... ... ... ... 152
Portley, Sergeant M., to be an Inspector of Slaughter-houses ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 464
Post and Telegraph Department-
Money Orders Exchanged between Queensland and
British North Bornea ... ... ... ... 686
Money Orders may be Telegraphed to New Zealand ... 296
Money Order Office ... ... ... ... ... 521, 578, 645, 907
Officer-
Appointed-See " Appointment."
Promoted ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 52, 1408
Transferred ... ... ... 52, 135, `283, 367, 463, 557, 888,
932, 977, 1150, 1275, 1408
Postal Note Office ... ... ... ... ... 645Regulations-
Electric Traction... ... ... ... ... ... 521
Express Delivery Service ... ... ... ... 854
Press Messages .. ... ... ... ... 578
Private Telephone Lines in Country Districts ... 1286
Scale of Charges ... ... ... ... ... ... 481,948
See " Tender."
Potter, A. L., Patent Notice ... ... .. ... ... 40, 357
Potter, E. P., to be Acting District Registrar, Births, Mar-
riages, and Deaths ... ... ... ... ... 368
Poultney, J., Animal Lost ... ... ... ... ... 1178
Pound-
Abandoned ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 674
Established ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 932
Opened, Kilkivan ... ... ... ... ... ... 586
Poundkeeper Appointed at-
Alpha... ... 152,48-1 Kilkivan ... ... 732
Ararnac ... ... 152 Killarney ... ... 121
Barcaldine ... ... 434 Longreach ... ... 121
Beaudesert ... ... 1291 Marburg . ... 1612
Charters Towers ... 586 Maryborough ... 385
Chinchilla ... ... 1339 Nerang ... ... 22
Clermont ... ... 385 Richmond ... ... 1291
Croydon ... ... 1291 Rockhampton North 732
Cunnamulla ... ... 336 Tambo ... ... 951
Duaringa ... ... 860 Taroom ... ... 63
Eulo ... ... ... 152 Toowon ... 648
Hughenden ... ... 1422 Townsville ... 732
Ipswich .. ... 526 Windorah ...  22,698
Jundah ... ... 121 Yeppoon ... ... 434
Powell, E., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 447
Power, G. W., to be Crown Prosecutor ... ... ... 716
Power, J. W., Notice in Lands of ... ... ... ... 127
Power, J. W., to be Trustee, School of Arts Reserve ... 978
Power,  Al.  A., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 52
Power, M. J., Tender Accepted... ... ... ... ... 421
Power, M. J. L., Notice in Estate of... ... ... ... 445
Pratt, J. M., to be Returning Officer ... ... ... ... 782
Prendible, T., Notice in Will of... ... ... ... 158, 447, 1616
Presland, E. J., to be a Poundkeeper ... ... ... ... 484
Preston, E., Notice in Estate of... ... ... ... 1177
Preswell, J., to be Trustee, Cemetery Reserve ... ... 415
Pretty, W., and Son, Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... 746
Price and Bromley, Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 663
Pringle, Rev. G. A. M., Notice in Will of ... ... ... 1003
Pringle, R., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 805
Proclamation-
Bank Holiday-
Date Altered through-
out Colony ... 368
Rescinded  ... .. 368
Barcaldine  ... 315, 464
Blackall  ...  558, 1409
Bowen .. 91
Brisbane  ... 91,1150,1731
Bundaberg  ... ..  782
Charleville ... 28.5
Charters Towers 285, 1600
Cloncurry ... 91
Cunnamulla  ... 711, 1731
Dalby ...  285, 1600
Divisions of Walsh
and Tinaroo 136, 368
Proclamation-continued :
Bank  Holiday-continued :
Electoral District-
Aubigny 888, 933
Drayton and
Toowoomba ... 53,
136, 933
Fassifern 368
Logan and Al-
bert ... 416, 464
Nundah... 91, 1150
Rosewood ... 553
Gladstone ... ... 136
Goondiwindi... ... 285
Gympie ... 91
Hughenden ... 675, 1328
Ingham ... ... 315
Ipswich ... ... 1187
Isisford ... 103
Laidley 464
Longreach ...285, 85,416,1600
Mackay ... 91
Maryborough ... 91
Fire Brigade-See "Fire Brigade."
Gold Fields-See "Gold Fields."
"Health Act,"  Provisions of 3rd and
be in Force at Division of-
Palmer ... ...
Ravenswood ...
Hospital-See " Hospital."
Land-See " Land."
Parliament, Prorogation of ...
Page.
Mount Morgan 368
Petty sessions District-
Cairns ... 416
Croydon ...  711, 1600
Esk ... .. 1277
Gatton  ...  414, 553
Gy mpie ... ... 633
Mackay ... ... 508
Mareeba ... 416
Thargomindah ... 508
Toowoomba ... 888
Warwick 103
Warwick and
Killa rn ey ... 558
Port Douglas ... 416
Rockhampton ... 315
St. Lawrence  ...  1328
Stanthorpe  .. ...  1600
Thargomindah ... 1409
Townsville ... ... 508
4th Parts, to
"Police Jurisdiction Extension Act,  1881," Provisions of,
Extended to Buildings, &c.-
Mulgrave Jockey Club ... ... ... ... ...
Cairns Agricultural, Pastoral, and Mining Asso-
ciation
Toowoomba Cricket Reserve ... ... ...
" Prisons Act,  1890"-
Buildings to be a Prison, Cairns ...
Buildings Closed as Prison, Herberton ...
Royal Assent to Acts ... ...
Savings Bank-See "Savings Bank."
"Towns Police Act"  Extended to Ilfracombe ...
Protestant Alliance Friendly Society, Rules Registered
Pryde, T. C., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ...
Public Instruction Department-
Appointment of Member of Committee at-
1277
782
1442
103
319
888
558
558
1441, 1442
285
158
Augathella ... ... 1600 Oxley ... ... ... 1
Boulia ... ... 978 Ramsay .. 136, 888
Bulwer ... ... 508 Ravenswood ... 1276
Charters Towers ... 841 Roadvale ... ... 674
Chinchilla ... ... 136 Rockhampton Cen-
Cooktown ... ... 416 tral ... ... 284
Crow's Nest ... ... 464 Ross Island ... ... 368
Emerald ... ... 1276 Sharon ... 841, 978
Esk ... ... ... 368 Sherwood ... ... 136
Fernvale ... ... 1150 Swanfels ... 464
Gooburrum ... ... 1 Tambo ... 464
Irvinebank ... ... 464 Thornborough 1409
Isisford 136 Urangan ... 464
Junction Park ... 284 Wallumbilla 717, 1600
Laidley North ... 1 Warwick East ... 841
Longreach 1 West End ... ... 1276
Lowood ... ... 464 Westwood ... ... 508
Ma Ma Creek ... 1276 Woodford ... ... 1028
Maryborough West 1409 Woolloongabba ... 932
Maytown ... ... 319 Yeulba ... ... 416
Normanton ... ... 632 Yeronga ... ... 782
Exhibitions to Universities ... ... ... ... ... 433
Schools Established ... ... ... ... ...  717,841
Scholarships and Bursaries ... ... ... ... ... 433
Teacher-
Appointed-See "Appointment."
Promotion of, under Clause 32 1276
Transfer of ... ... 52, 102, 136, 284, 368, 416, 464, 632,
674, 717, 782, 888, 1028, 1150, 1600
Tender-See "Tender."
Public Service-
Appointment-See "Appointment."
Dismissal ... ... ... ... ... ... 283
Regulations ... . ... ... ... ... ... ... 21, 1437
Readmitted into ... ... ... ... .. ... 415
Resignation from ... ... ... ... ... ... 840, 1149
Pugh Bros., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ... 905
Pullen, A. P., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 40
Purcell, J., to be Member, State School Committee ... 464
Putman, A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 534
Q.
Quaranta, C., Notice in Estate of . .. .. ... 652, 734
Queen Constance P. C. Gold-Mining Company, Notice  in
re  Winding-up of ... ... ... ... 344, 591
Queensland Brick and Tile Company,  in re  Winding-up of 29
Queensland Coffee Company,  in  re Winding-up of ... ... 308
Queensland Coolgardie (fold-Mining Company,  in re  Wind-
ing-up of 803
Queensland Deposit Bank and Building Society, Notice  re
Reduction of Capital... ... ... ... ... 29
" Queensland Fisheries Act of  1887 "-
Fishtraps, within Certain Limits, may be Erected ... 1608
Prohibition of-
Crab Fishing within Certain Limits and Times ... 320
Net Fishing within Certain Limits of Moreton
Bay ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 284
Queensland Goongarrie Gold-Mining Company, Struck off
Register . ... ... ... ... 534
Queensland International Exhibition Company,  in re
Winding-up of .. ...961,61,999,1617
INDE X.  gig.
Page.
Queensland Meat Export and Agency Company, Trade
Mark Notice ... ... ... ... ... 42
Queensland Model Dairy , &c., Company ,  Trade Mark
Notice ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 492
Queensland National Art Gallery, Trustee Appointed ... 507
Queensland National Bank, Notice  in re  Winding-up of ... 29
Queensland Railway Carriage ,  Waggon ,  and Tramcar
Company, Struck off Register ... ... ... 532
Queen's Park, Cooktown, Statement ... ... ... ... 437
Quick, S. P., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 1349
Quinn ,  R., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 659
Quinn ,  T., to be Trustee, Racecourse Reserve ... 463
Quirk ,  E. W., to be a Poundkeeper  ... ... ... ...  1339
R.
"Rabbit Boards Act  of 1891,"  Notices and Proclamations
under-
Assessment Notice  ... ... ... ... ... ...  343, 394, 689
Board ,  Mem be rs of-
Appointed... ... ... ... ... ... ... 557, 631
Elected  ... ... ... ... ... ... 722, 787, 1283
Retire ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 557
Levy  Made  ... ... ... 1298, 1346
Nominations for Vacancies on Board ,  Date for Re-
ceiving  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1346
Rate Struck  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 495, 540, 954
Reserve Placed under Control of Board  ... ... ...  323, 983, 984
Tender - See "Tender."
Rahig, E. G., to be a Poundkeeper ... ... ... ... 22
Raftis,  R., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... ... 447
Ragot, G., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 40
Railways-
Border ,  Permission to Convey Wool Across ,  without
Tax ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1338
Goods and Live Stock Rates ... ... ... ... 1623
Guarantee for Construction of ... ... ... ...592 ,  867, 868
Intention to Construct  ... ... ...  146, 332, 570, 990, 1609
" Passenger Traffic By-law of  1897" ... ... ... 518
Persons Employed  ... ... .. .. ...  603
Pialba Branch ,  Apportionment of Earnings , &c. ... 479
Plans , &c., Approved of ... ... ... 116, 146, 332, 1042
Resumption ,  Notice  of  ... ... :.. ... ...  1420
Raky, A.,  Patent Notice  ... ... ... ... ... 547
Raleigh, J .  E., as Justice of the Peace to give Consent
under  " Marriage Act " ... ... ... ...  691
Ralston , A., to be Clerk Office of Land Commissioner 781
Ramsay ,  E. P., Error in Deed  ... ... ... ... ... 1417
Ramsay ,  H., Licensed Gate Notice  ... ... ... ...  660
Randall ,  G., to be Lecturer and Emigration Agent ... 673
Randall ,  H., to be Member ,  State School Committee 1409
Randolph, T., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1344
Ranniger , A., Notice  in Estate of  ... ... ... ... 26, 1429
Rathbone H., Tender Accepted  ... .. ... ...  792
Rattray, J .,  Notice in Goods of  ... ... ... ...  27, 1056
Rawling, W. J., Patent Notice  ... ... ... ...  39
Rawlings ,  H., Notiop in  Wi ll  of ... ... ... ... 1430
Ray, L., Patent Notice .. 1011
Rayer, E. G., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 1600
Raymond, J. R., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ... 45
Read ,  F., to be a Member ,  State School Committee ... 1
Real, G. A., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 957
Real Property Acts of 1861 and 1877-
Application to bring Land under Provisions of 22,  64, 121,  152, 301,
336, 384,  432, 526, 648, 688,  729, 796, 858,
910, 952, 997, 1050, 1202, 1340, 1426, 1612
Dispensing with Production of-
Certi ficate of Title 22,  152, 384,  482, 858, 911,  998, 1169, 1288
Deed of Grant ... ... ... ... ... ...  22, 336, 526
Duplicate Bill of Mortgage  ... ... ...  998, 1288, 1426
Duplicate Lease  ... ... ... .. ... ..  526
Nomination of Trustee  ... ... ... ... ...  746
Triplicate Lease  ... ...  22
Provisional Certificate of Title to be Issued 65, 121, 301, 384, 951,
998, 1339, 1127
Provisional Deed of Grant to be Issued  ... ...  336, 433, 688, 1612
Surveyor-
Licensed  ... ... ... ...  65, 579, 648, 858, 951
License Suspended ... 951
Transmission by Death 23, 64, 122, 152, 301, 336, 384, 432,
483, 527, 580, 648, 689, 729, 796, 858, 910, 952,
997, 1050, 1169, 1203, 1289, 1340, 1426, 1611
Reardon ,  A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 653
Reckitt and Sons, Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... 1181
Recreation Reserve, Thursday Island, By-laws of .. ... 722
Rees, E .  and J .,  Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 802
Reeve,  It.,  Transfer of, Public Instruction Department  ...  1600
Registrar -
General-"Mar i ge Act of  1867 "-
Minister Authorised to Celebrate Marriages 300, 333, 433, 527,
728, 911, 952, 998, 1169, 1202, 1289, 1340, 1427
Minister ,  Notice of Removal of 22, 116, 152, 333,  482, 579, 649,
688, 728, 795, 911, 952, 1289, 1436, 1612
Population of the Colony ... ... ... ... ... 492
Vital Statistics  .. ... ... ...  259, 453, 665,  923, 1211
See "Appointment ," "  Statistical."
Reid, A. C., Resignation of, Public Service... ... ... 557
Reid, H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 694
Rei lly ,  Constable T. J., to be an Inspector of  Slaughter-
houses  ... ... ... ... ...  11,1110
Rein, C., Licensed Gate Notice ... ... ... ... ... 698
Reiordon ,  J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 304
Reinderhoff ,  G., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1005
Renshaw and  Ricketts, Tender Accepted ... ... ... 570
Renton, R., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 26
Renwick, J., Tender Accepted ... ... ... .. ... 14
Reside, Constable R., to be an Acting Clerk of Petty
Sessions ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Page.
Resignation-
Assistant Geologist ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
Analyst, Assistant ... ... ... ... ... ... 415
Cancelled ... ... ... 1383
Defence Force ... ... ... ... ... 51, 52, 102, 283, 1408
Enforced ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 367
Health and Medical Officer ... ... ... ... ... 102
Justice of the Peace 101, 319, 367, 415, 632, 781, 932, 977, 1150, 1275
Licensing Justice ... ... ... ... ... 102, 319, 368, 632
Lift Engineer ... ... ... ... .. ... ... 781
Member of Executive Council ... ... ... ... 1327
Police Court Clerk ... ... ... ... ... ...  932
Public Service,  from  ... ... ... ... ... ... 840, 1149
Trustee ... ... ... ... ... ... 367, 415, 931
Voluntary .. ... ... ... .. 557
Returning  Officer or Deputy, Appointment of 841, 1150, 1327, 1408
Revie, A., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ... 851
Reward Offered . .. .. ... ... .... 22, 149, 1178, 1285
Reynolds, J. H., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 68, 448
Rhodin and Harvey, Patent Notice ... ... ... 1621
Rialto Tin-Mining Company, Name of, Struck off Register 153
Ricardo, Lieutenant-Colonel P. R., to be Officer Com-
manding Queensland Mounted Infantry, &c. ... 716
Rice, T., to be Member, State School Committee ... ... 841
Richards and Nolan, Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 37
Richards, J., to be Member, State School Committee ... 1276
Richardson, A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ...  390
Richardson, C. T., to be Probationer, Office of Land Board 101
Richer, Rev. W., Registered as Minister ... ... ...  333
Rickert, A., Notice in Will of ... 1175
Riddell, G., Notice in Lands and Goods  of ... ... ... 306
Riddle, G., senr., to be Trustee, Cemetery Reserve ... 283
Riding, D. T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 489
Riding, W., Resignation  of, as  Lift Engineer ... ... 781
Riley, F. W., to be a Returning Officer ... ... ...  136
Riordan, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1293
Risson , H., to be Member, State School Committee ... 1276
Road-See " Land."
Roberts, C. V., Notice in  Estate of  ... ... ... ...  955
Roberts, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 863
Roberts, M. H., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... 444
Roberts, T., Notice in Will of ... . ... ... ... 957
Robertson, A. W., Notice in Estate  of 802
Robertson, Sanderson, and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... 745
Robinson, A. J. B., Notice  in Estate  of 654
Robinson, G. E. H., to be  Lieutenant ,  Queensland Defence ,
Force ... ...  102
Robinson, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 1004
Robinson, J. D., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 304
Robinson, It., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 339
Robinson, W. J., Transfer of, Post and Telegraph  Department 52
Robinson , W. L., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 127
Robson, G., to be Draftsman, Surveyor-General's Office ... 1275
Roche, J. E., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1292
Roche, M., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... ... 1296
Rockhampton District Branch Oddfellows,  Rules  Registered 116
Rockhampton Grammar School, Trustee Appointed ... 136
Rockhampton United District Ancient Order  of Foresters,
Rules Registered ... ... ... ... ... 1049
Rodgers, D., Error in Deed  ... .. .. ... ...  1035
Rogers, J. H., Recognised  as Consular  Agent ... ... 507
Rohim, A., Notice in  Estate of  ... ... ... ... ...  25
Rohll, A., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... ... 1343
Rolfe, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ...  306
Romberg, J., Estate of-
Intention  to Apply for Private  Bill ... ... 69
See "Act of Parliament."
Rose, E., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1055
Rose, G. H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 654, 799, 1295
Rosenthal, J. H., Patent Notice ... ... ... ...  663
Ross, C., to be an Inspector,  " Diseases in Plants Act" ...  1191
Ross, C., Notice  re  Sale of Lease ... ... ... ... 1432
Ross, P., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ... ... 46, 548
Ross, W. A., and Sons, Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... 595
Rotbery, J., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... ... 1161
Rourke, S. A., and Co., Notice in Estate of ... 340, 536, 956
Rowley, S., to be an Alderman, Mount Morgan Borough
Council ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 416
Rowley, T., Patent Notice ... ... ... ...  37
Rowntree and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... 1436
Rowton, W., to be a Member, State School Committee ... 932
Royle, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 695
Rudd, W. T., to be a Junior  Assistant , Post and Telegraph
Department ... ... ... ... ... 1191
Ruddick, A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 389, 587
Rudkins, M., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 733,956
Ruge, A., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... ...  12
Ruge, H., to be Member, State School Committee ... 1276
Rule, J., Notice in Will, &c., of ... ... ... ... 447
Russell Electrical Instrument and Belt Manufacturing
Company,  in re  Winding-up of ... ... ... 916
Russell, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 127
Russow, W. J. F., Notice in Estate of .. 693
Ryan, Constable W. H., to be Acting Mining Registrar ... 1149
Ryan, D., Transfer of, Post and Telegraph Department ... 283
Ryan, J. J., Notice in Estate of 65
Ryan, M. J., to be Poundkeeper and Bailiff ... ... ... 63
Ryan, T. K., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... 128
Ryan, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...  25
Ryan, Constable W. H., to be an Inspector of Slaughter-
houses  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  368
R7lands and  Sons,  Trade Mark Notice  ... ... ...  452
S.
Sabadine, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1054
Sachse Bros., Licensed Gate Notice ... ... 1050
Sacred Heart Catholic Ladies'  Benefit Branch ,  Registration
Notice ... ... ... ... ... ... ...1 116
sa. INDEX.
.
St. Joseph's Kangaroo Point Female Branch H.A.C.B.
Page
Society, Registration Notice ... ... 527
St. Mary's Charters Towers Female Branch H.A.C.B
Society, Registration Notice .. ... 1339
St. Mary's Maryborough Female Branch H.A.C.B.
Society, Registration Notice ... ... ... 953
St. Patrick's Childers Branch H.A.C.B. Society, Registra-
tion  Notice ... ... ... ... ... 1049
St. Patrick's Fortitude Valley Female Branch H.A.C.B.
Society, Registration Notice ... ... 953
St. Stephen's Pittsworth Branch H.A.C.B. Society, Regis-
tration Notice ... ... ... ... ... 998
Sainty, P., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 489
Sale by Auction-Agricultural Farm ... ... ... ... ... 1178
Agricultural and Grazing Farm ... ... ... 160, 494, 1207
Gold Fields Homestead Lease ... ... ... 28, 1494, 1432
With drawn from ... ... ... ... ... 540
See "Police."
Salisbury, M. B., Transfer of, Lands Department ... ... 781
Salkeld , T., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 40
Sanche, H., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 1209
Sanderson , T., Notice in Lands and Goods of 1430
Sanderson , W., and Son, Tender Accepted ... ... ... 944
Sandison , J. T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 654
Sands, A., and Son, Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 305
Sanford , I., Notice in Goods of ... .. ... ... 697
Sargent, Acting-Sergeant J., to be Acting Clerk of Petty
Sessions  and Inspector of Slaughter-houses ... 840
Saunders, A., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 39
Saunders, .T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 586
Saunders , W., Notice in Will of .. ... ... ... 158
Savings Bank-
Appointment-See "Appointment."
Corporation Excepted by Proclamation from Operation
of Portion of Act ... ... ... ... ...  2
Established at-
Camooweal  ... ... ... ... 673
Jericho ... ... ... ... .. ... ... 840
Mungindi ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 632
Scarlet  Fever--See " Health."
Scarsi , D., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 652, 734
Scheming , C. C., Correction of Name as Trustee ... 1027
Schiffelbein, C., to be Member, State School Committee ... 464
Schild, J. W., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... 913
Schmidt, H., Licensed Gate Notice ... ... ... ... 478
Schmidt, M., Notice  in Estate  of .. ... ... 159
Schneider, J. A., Transfer of, Post and Telegraph Depart-
ment ... 932
Schoenfisch, F., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 698
Schrimpf, C. F., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1172, 1294
Schultheis, L., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ...
,
538
Schultz, F., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 491, 735
Schultz, T. to be Trustee, Cemetery Reserve ... ... 1030
Schulz, C. V., Notice in Will of ... ... ... 1295
Schuster, A., Notice in Estate of ... ...511 340, 588
Schweitzer , F. C. E., Notice in Estate of ... .. ...126, 339, 536
Scott and Goodsir, Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 1621
Scott, A., to be-
Acting Land Commissioner and Land Agent .. ... 283
District  Registrar , Births,  Marriages , and Deaths ... 284
Scott, A. R.-
Resignation of, Queensland Defence Force ... ... 1408
To be Trustee, Hospital Reserve ... ... ... 369
Scott, D., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 306,659
Scott, E. N., to be a Medical Officer ... ... ... ... 1150
Scott, G. A. J., Notice in Will, &c., of ... ... ... 127
Scott, G., to be a Crown Prosecutor ... ... ... ... 1191
Scott, M. J. L., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 1206
Scott, R., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1344
Scully, M. U., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 368
Scurfield, W. B., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 655
Seabrook, G. K., Patent Notice... ... ... ... ... 41
Seckington, H. C., Notice in Lands and Goods of... ... 341, 1345
Seelye, J. C., Patent Notice ...
... 1435
Sefton, A. E., Patent Notice ... ... .. ... 547
Selby, W., to be Auditor, Nanango Divisional Board ... 368
Selig, H.. Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 157
Sellars, A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 391
Sellars, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 1053
Selley and Nisbet, Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 547
Severn River Tin-Mining Company, Name of, Struck off
Register .. .. ... ... .. 154
Seymour, Rev. C. F., to be Hon. Chaplain, Queensland
Defence Force ... .. ... ... ... ...
Shags or Cormorants-See " Cormorants."
1383
Shambrook, S. R., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 68
Shanahan , J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1615
Shanahan , T. P., and Co., Notice in  Estate of  ... 340, 490, 654
Shannon , D. P., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 915
Sharke and Leggatt , Tender Accepted... ... ... ... 905
Sharples,  P. M., Patent Notice ... ... ... 311
Shaw , I., Notice  in Estate  of .. ... ... ... ... 799
Sheahan , G., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 1004
Shearan, G ., Notice in Will of ... .. ... ... ... 590
Shearer Bros .,  Dissolution  of Partnership ... ... 70
Sheep  Director- See "Diseases in Sheep."
Shelley , B., Notice in Lands of ... ... ... ... 1296
Shelley , P., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1003
Shepard , G. B., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 498
Shepherd , M., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 67
Shepherd , D., to be Assistant Land  Commissioner  ... ... 673
Sheridan, R.-
Notice  in Estate  of 1002, 1204, 1205
Resignation of, as  Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 1150
Sheridan, R. B., Notice in Will, &c., of ... ... ... 6,97, 1431
Sheriff,  Writ of  fi. fa.,  issued by 343, 438, 494, 737, 859, 860, 1057, 1617
Sherrington , W. G., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 66
Shields , F. J., Notice  in Lands  and Goods of ... 658
Siebenhausen , C., Notice in. Will of ... ... ... ... 341
Sillars, A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ...
Simcocks, G. E., Resignation  of, as  Justice of the Peace ...
Simcocks, G., to be Bailiff-
Page.
864
632
District Court ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 507
Small Debts Court .. ... ... ... ... 586
Simmonds, Dl. J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... 27
Simon, H. H., to be Trustee, Cemetery Reserve ... ... 367
Simpson, A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 695
Simpson, J., to be Clerk, Colonial Stores ... ... ... 507
Simpson, R., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ... 1285
Sims, R. W., to be a Customs Officer ... ... 507
Simson, D., to be Chairman, Hugbenden Divisional Board 888
Site Wah Sin, Notice in Estate of . ... ... 125, 1002, 1615
Sinclair, S., Notice in Land and Goods of .. 1174
Skertchly, S. B. J., Resignation of, as Assistant Geologist 1
Skinner, A. J., to be Trustee, Cemetery Reserve ... ... 415
Skinner, B., Notice in Estate of... ... ... ... ... 698
Skinner, T., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 38
Skuthorpe, C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 129
Skyring, D., Notice in Will of ... .. ... ... ... 656
Skyring, E. G., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... 393
Slater, M., to be Trustee, School of Arts Reserve .. 1027
Slaughter-houses, &c., Inspector of, Appointed 1, 52,136, 284, 319, 368,
464, 632, 674, 716, 840, 881, 932,
1028, 1150, 1275, 1328, 1599
Slaughter, W. J., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... 570
Slawson, F., Notice in Goods of... ... ... ... ... 736, 1431
Slawson, W., Notice in Lands and Goods of... ... ... 736, 1431
Sleep, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 653
Sleyer, E., Notice in Will of .. ... ... ... ... 159
Smiley, Rev. J., Registered as Minister ... ... ... 1202
Smith and Tyree, Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 37
Smith, A., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ...  39
Smith, A. G., to be Line Repairer, Post and Telegraph
Department .. .. ... ... ... ... 1275
Smith, A. H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 654
Smith, B. P., to be Clerk, Office Chief Inspector of Factories
and Shops ... .. ... ... ... ... 507
Smith, C., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 745
Smith, C. J., Notice in Estate of .. ... ... 444
Smith, C. S., to be Poundkeeper  and Bailiff  , . ... ... 1291
Smith, Constable R., to be-
Clerk of Petty Sessions ... ... ... ... ...  932
Inspector of Slaughter-houses ... ... ... ... 1028
Mining Registrar ... ... ... ... ... ... 931
Smith, D., Notice  in Estate  of .. .. . ... 125
Smith, E. M., to be an Assistant Teacher, Public Instruc-
tion Department ... ... ... ...  136
Smith, E. M., to be an Inspector,  "Factories and Shops Act"  978
Smith, F., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 307,493
Smith, F. C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 733
Smith, G. F., Patent Notice ... .. ... ... 37
Smith, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 696, 864, 1002
Smith, J., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... 683, 905, 1162
Smith, L. A., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... 159
Smith, M., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 67
Smith, N., to be Trustee, Cemetery Reserve... ... ... 978
Smith, P., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... ... 158
Smith, R., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ... ... 131
Smith, S., Error in Deed... ... ... ... ... 1161
Smith, S., and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ...  1622
Smith, S. W., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... 956
Smith, T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Smith, T. K., Transfer of, Post and Telegraph  Department 52
Smith, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 1001
Smith, W., Notice in Estate of ... . ' ... 444
Smith-Hozier, Dr. C. H., Registered  as Medical  Practi-
tioner .. ... ... ... .. 385
Smyth and Allison, Notice in Estate of .. ... 588, 696, 957
Snowdon, H., to be an Auditor, Torres Divisional Board... 1275
Sobay, W. J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 912
Solomon, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 800
Somerville Bros., Dissolution of Partnership... ... ... 1298
Souter, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 338
South Brilliant Gold- Mining  Company, Notice  in  re
Winding-tip of ... ... ... ... ... ... 1346
South Brisbane Sports Ground-
Trustees  Intend Applying for Private Bill ... 803
"Brisbane Cricket Ground Act of  1897 " 1403
Southgate, W., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... 1418
South Great Eastern Extended Gold-Mining Company,
Struck off Register ... ... ... ... ... 533
Southport Quay Company, Name of, Struck off Register ... 154
Soutter, W., Notice in Will of .. ... ... ... 67
Sparks, J. G., to be Clerk, Distilleries Department... ... 1408
Sparks, W., Notice in Estate of ... 1614
Speare, P., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1003
Spelman, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1297
Spelta, V., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 653, 735
Spence, C. F., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... 1296
Spence, P. W., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... 1176
Spence, T., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ... 144
Spencer, R., Patent Notice ... . .. ... ... 1305
Spillane, D., Transfer of, Post and Telegraph Department 52
Spillane, J., Notice in Will of ... ... .. ... ... 392, 737
Spring, C. A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 957
Sproul, S., to be a Teacher, Public Instruction Department 464
Sproule, W.-
To be Health Officer, Medical Officer, and Visiting
Surgeon to Prison ... ... ... ... ... 841
Registered as Medical Practitioner ... ... 860
Spry, A. F., Trade Mark Notice 44
Stachow, R., Patent Notice ... ... .. 39
Stafford, B. R., to be Visiting Justice, Prison 717
Staiger, E. R., to be Probationer, Post and Telegraph
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... 977
Stainton, R. K., to be a Teacher, Public Instruction
Department ... ... ... ... 368
Standard Manufacturing Company, Name of, Struck off
Register ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 533
INDEX.
Page.
Standfield and Harman, Patent Notice ... ... 38
Stanley, C. J., to be a Clerk, Savings Bank ... . 632
Stanley, E. W., to be Draftsman, Public Works Department 840
Starcke, A., to be Land Commissioner and Agent ... 977, 1149, 1191
State Scholarships and Bursaries . ... 433
" Statistical Returns Regulations of 1897 " . ... 1067
Statistics, Annual Returns Required .. 1425
Steed, W. H. N., Patent Notice ... 163
Steele, C. B., to be Captain, Queensland Defence Force ... 1599
Stein, C., Notice in Will, &c., of 960
Steinbach, R., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 805
Steindl, G., to be Trustee, Hospital Reserve ... ... 415
Stephenson, A. A., Patent Notice ... ... 1621
Steuart, A., to be a Justice of the Peace .. ... 463
Stevens, J. H., Correction of Name as Justice of the Peace 284
Stevens, T., Licensed Gate Notice ... ... 1050
Stevenson, W. M., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... 746
Stewart and Hemmant, Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... 761, 702
Stewart, D. T., Notice in Will, &c., of ... ... ... 4417, 960
Stewart, G., Notice in Will of ... ... .. ... 1429
Stewart, R., Error in Deed ... ... ... 848
Stewart, R. M., Appointment of, under  "Colonial Stock Act"  1275
Stewart, - W. H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 538
Stiles, S., Tender Accepted ... ... ... 792
Stiller, R. S., to be a Customs Officer ... ... ... ... 507
Stirling, W., Notice in Will of ... . . ... 1176
Stodart, R. M., to be Lieutenant, Queensland Defence
Force ... .. ... ... ... ... ... 8 40
Strachan, M., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 1206
Strang, P., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 663
Streathfield, F. W., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 39
Strong, R. F., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 1305
Struck Oil No. 2 South-east Gold-Mining Company, Struck
off Register ... ... ... ... ... ... 533
Struck Oil P.C. and Reward United Gold-Mining Com-
pany,  in re  Winding-up of .. ... ... ... 394
Struver, F. R. C., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... 463
Stuckey, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 733
Sturgess, F.-
Notice in Estate of .. ... ... ...
Re-appointed to Position in Public Service ... ... 1027
Sturt, R., as Justice of the Peace to give Consent under
" Marriage Act" ... ... ... ... ...  691
Summers , G., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 26, 156, 735
Summerville, J., Notice in Will of . .. ... ... 308
Supreme Court of New South Wales, Probate Jurisdiction,
Notice in Estate, &c. ... ... ... ... 1177
Supreme Court of Queensland-
Notice  re  Attachment ... ... ... ... 867
Defendant to give Security, &c. ... ... 659
Commissioner for Taking Affidavits Appointed ... 795
Creditors to Send in Claims ... ... ... ... 343,729
Intestate Estates,  Notice to-
Creditors ... ... 128, 160, 342, 494, 540, 590, 698, 915,
1005, 1177, 1206, 1298, 1346, 1616
Heir -at-law  ... ... • ... ... 539, 737, 1005
"Marriage Act of  1874," Justices Authorised to give
Consent under .. ... ... ... 691, 692, 1171
Regulm Generalcs  and Notifications-
Barristers ' Board and Board  of Examiners for
Solicitors and Conveyancers ... ... 1341, 1427
Barristers ,  Rules respecting  ... ... ... ... 439
Business  Adjourned  ... ... ... ... ... 124
Court Holiday ... ... ... ... ... ... 336
Law Calendar ... ... ... ... ... ... 1051
Member and Chairman, Library Committee ... 1341
Writ of  fi. fa.- See  "  Sheriff."
Supreme Court, Brisbane-.
" Companies Act  "-See "Company."
Ecclesiastical  Jurisdiction, Notice  relative  to Probate
of Wills, &c. ... .. 26, 27, 28, 67, 68, 126, 127, 128
158, 159, 305, 306, 307, 341, 342, 392, 393,
446, 447, 448, 492, 495, 536, 537, 538, 589,
590, 655, 656, 657, 696, 697, 698, 735, 736,
800, 801, 802, 865, 866, 913, 914, 957, 958,
959,1002,1003,1005,1055,10.56,1174,1175,
1176, 1177, 1205, 1206, 1295, 1296, 1297,
1344, 1345, 1429, 1430, 1615, 1616
Insolvency Jurisdiction-
First Meeting of Creditors .. . 25, 65, 125, 155, 303, 338,
389, 390, 443, 489, 534, 586, 587, 651,
693, 732, 733, 798, 799, 862, 863, 911,
955, 1000, 1001, 1053, 1172, 1203,
1292, 1293, 1341, 1342, 1428, 1614
Trustee Appointed ... ... ... 25, 339, 391, 535, 587, 654,
696, 863, 1172, 1174, 1294
Trustee, Intention of, to Apply for Release 1295
Creditors to Come in and Prove ... ... 26
Dividend-
Intention to Declare ... 66, 67, 126, 340, 588, 655, 696,
735, 800, 956, 1002, 1174, 1343
Now Payable ... 66, 67, 157, 445, 491, 537, 588, 654,
865,956,  1295,1343,1344,1429,1615
Will be Payable ... ... ... ... ... 126
Last Examination ... ... ... ... ... 156, 1205
Meeting to Consider Offer ... ... ... 956
Insolvency, Annulled or Closed 445, 535, 695, 696, 1001, 1204
Certificate of Discharge-
Will be Applied for ... 66, 126, 156, 305, 340, 491, 536,
588, 653, 696, 799, 800, 913, 957
Granted ... 66, 126, 339, 491, 536, 588, 735, 800, 864,
913, 956, 1055, 1173, 1204, 1294, 1428
Liquidation Assigned Estate, or Composition-
First Nreeting of Creditors ...26,156, 157, 305, 339, 340,
392, 588, 654, 696, 735, 800, 913,
956, 1002, 1055, 1173, 1295, 1343
General ... ... ... ... ... ... 445
Trustee Appointed... . 26, 65, 66, 125, 126, 391, 445,
490, 587, 696, 799, 863, 864, 865, 1054,
1172, 1173, 1204, 1294, 1342, 1428
... ...156, 588, 864
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Supreme Court, Brisbane-continued :
Insolvency  Jurisdiction-continued
Liquidation, Assigned Estate, or Composition-continued :
Creditors to Come in and Prove... 65, 66, 126, 156, 340, 391,
392, 491, 654, 696, 864, 865, 913,
1002, 1172, 1174, 1343, 1428
Dividend or Composition-
Intention to Declare ... ... ... 392, 536, 957, 1615
Now Payable ... .. 26, 67, 126, 157, 305, 340, 415,
446, 491, 536, 588, 654, 655, 696,
735, 800, 913, 956, 957, 1002, 1055,
1171, 1205, 1295, 1343, 1429, 1615
Will be Payable ... ... ... ... 45
Supreme Court, Rockhampton-
Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction ... ... 68, 447, 657, 697, 800, 801,
865, 866, 914, 958, 1003, 1056,
1176, 1177, 1295, 1296, 1429, 1431
Insolvency Jurisdiction-
First Meeting of Creditors .. 124, 125, 339, 391, 444, 585,
651, 652, 863, 955, 1054, 1172,
1204, 1341, 1428, 1614
Trustee Appointed ... ...65, 156, 490, 587, 735, 1294, 1342
Dividend Notice ... ... ... ... ..126, 392, 1002, 1174
Certificate of Discharge will be Applied for ... 588, 865
Liquidation or Assigned Estate-
First Meeting 66, 157, 305, 536, 1174, 1294
Creditors to Come in and Prove... .. .. 156
Trustee Appointed ... 25, 339, 490, 491, 735, 913, 1342, 1614
Dividend Notice ... ... ... ... ... 1002, 1429
Supreme Court, Townsville-
Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction ... . 67, 126, 158, 159, 306, 307, 341,
392, 393, 446, 537, 590, 657, 658, 697,
736, 957, 958, 1003, 1056, 1176, 1177,
1205, 1206, 1296, 1344, 1429, 1430, 1615
Insolvency Jurisdiction-
First Meeting of Creditors ... 25, 65, 124,  125, 126, 155,
156, 303, 304, 338, 339, 390, 443, 444, 490,
534, 535, 587, 652, 653, 694, 695, 733,
734, 799, 862, 863, 912,  955, 1001,  1004, 1053,
1054, 1172, 1203, 1293, 1294, 1341, 1342, 1613, 1614
Trustee Appointed ... 156, 391, 445, 734, 735, 864, 1428, 1614
Dividend Notice ... ... 157, 340, 445, 536, 956, 1002, 1055,
1205, 1343, 1615
Last Examination ... ... ... ... 391, 800, 1428
General Meeting of Creditors ... ... ... ... 305
Certificate of Discharge-
Will be Applied for ... 340, 654, 864, 1173, 1294, 1614
Granted ... ... 65, 305, 445, 913, 956, 1294
Liquidation or Assigned Estate-
First Meeting ... ... ... 865, 1173,1204
Creditors to Come in and Prove ... .. 392
Trustee Appointed ... ... ... 25, '26, 1173, 1342, 1343
Dividend Notice ... ... ... ... ... 1174
Surveyor-General-
Appointment-Sse "Appointment."
Maps on Sale ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 13
Surveyor, Licensed ... ... ... ... ... ... 59, 791
Surveyor's License Suspended ... ... ... ... 851
Examination of Candidate ... ... ... 477
Sutcliffe, B. M., Transfer of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1600
Sutton, A., to be Racecourse Trustee ... ... ... ... 463
Sutton, J., to be a Customs Officer ... ... ... ... 1
Sutton, J., Notice in Estate of .. ... ... ... ... 591
Swadling, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 68, 658
Swan , J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 537
Swan, M., Notice in Estate of ... ... .. ... 538
Sweeney, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 652
Swenson, C., to be Clerk, Agricultural Department... ... 415
Swift J., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 663
Swindall, T., to be Trustee, Cemetery Reserve ... ... 978
Swineford, Peters, and Crooks, Trade Mark Notice ... 1061
Symes, H., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 38, 40, 652
Sympson, F. I., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 656
T.
Taaffe, J., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 652
Taillefer, F., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 1181
Tait J. A., Notice in Will of .. .. ... ... ... 341, 659
Tai ab and Co., Notice  in Estate  of .. ... ... ... 655
Takizo Taguchi Notice in Will of = 914
Tanzer, E. W. L., Notice  in Lands and  Goods of ... 68
Tapsall, W., Notice in Will of ... .. ... .. ... 341
Tardent, H. A., to be an Inspector,  " Diseases in Plants
Act" ... ... ... ...  ... ... 1191
Tasker, Constable W., to be an Inspector of Slaughter-
Houses .r. ... ... ... ... ... ... 464
Tate, G., Notice in Will, &c., of ... ... ... ... 656
Tatham, E., Patent Notice . ... ... ... ... 351
Tatham, W., to be a Licensing Justice ... ... ... 1409
Taylor Bros., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ... 43
Taylor, H. McB., Notice in Lands of ... ... ... ... 1003
Taylor, J., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... ... 1161
Taylor, J., Patent Notice ... 1349
Taylor, R., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 655
Taylor, S., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... ... 1161
Taylor, W., Notice in Estate  of ... ... ... ... ... 862
Taylor, W. C., Notice  in Lands and  Goods of ... ... 1295
Taylor. Lightbody, and Co., Notice in Estate of 536
Taylor, Rowan, and Co., Dissolution  of Partnership  ... 1207
Teale , Rev. J. M., Registered  as Minister  ... ... ... 1340
Tegge, A., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1430
Telfer, R., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 955
Tenderer Disqualified .. ... ... ... ... 144
Tender, Penalty for Withdrawal of ... ... ... ... 14
Tender-
Agricultural College, Gatton-
Chemical Laboratory ... ... ... ... 295, 570, 1607
Fittings  to ... ... ... ... 945
xxii. INDEX.
Tender -continued :
Asylum for  Insane-
Page.
Electric Telegraph Line, Hughenden-Stamford  ...
Excavating Trenches and Laying Pipes for Tele-
Tender-continued :
Post and Telegraph Department-
Cast -iron  Manhole Covers  and Frames  ... ...  994, 1200
Conveyance of Mails ,  Costal Service 855
Conveyance of Mails ,  and Mails and Parcels 263, 333, 377, 428,
480, 522, 577,  645, 686, 703, 1243
Cross Arms ... ... ... ... ... ...  1042
Goodna, Residence, Building ... . ... 14
Toowoomba, Laundry Block and Additions ... 14
Benevolent Asylum-
Dunwich, Hall and Library ... ... ... 63, 517
Rockhampton, Repairs, Improvements, and Paint-
Brid e over-
116, 570
Burnett River, Bundaberg ... ... ... ... 1419
McIntyre Brook, Inglewood ... ... ... ... 684
McIntyre River, Goondiwindi, Repairs and Painting 852, 1336
Court House Reserve, Inglewood, Fencing and Gates 422, 726
Court House-
Barcaldine, Additions ... ... 14
Blackall, Painting and Repairs ... ... ... 684, 1162
Charters Towers, Repairs and Furniture ... ... 377, 726
Childers, Building ... ... ... ... 376
Clermont, Painting and Repairs ... ... 989, 1418
Cloncurry, Building ... ... ... ... ... 59, 115
Croydon, Repairs, Furniture, and Fittings... 1200
Cunnamulla, Additions... ... ... ... ... 421
Halifax, New Building... ... ... 852
Kilkivan, Veranda ... ... ... ... ... 14, 7 26
Macka'-
Painting, Repairs, and Improvements... ... 1284
Linoleum, &c. ... ... ... ... ... 1608
Maytown, Repairs and Painting ... ... 145, 684
Mount Perry, Repairs, Painting, and Improvements 726, 1162
Sandgate, Repairs and Painting ... ... ... 14
Surat, Repairs, Painting, and Improvements ... 423, 726
Tambo, Additions ... ... ... ... ... 905
Thargomindah, Additions, Repairs, and Painting 14, 421
Tiaro, Painting ... ... ... ... ... ... 14, 144
Windorah, Land Agent's Office ... ... ... 684
Customs-
Brisbane, Alterations ... ... ... 145, 570
Geraldton, Repairs and Painting ... ... ... 144
Lucinda, Veranda ... ... ... 60, 517
Port Douglas-
Repairs and Painting ... ... ... ... 517
Purchase, &c., Old Cottages ... ... ... 516, 851
Rockhampton, Fitting-up Warehouses for Tem-
porary Offices ... . ... .. ... 478, 792
Thursday Island, Tidewaiter's Cottage, Building 14
Townsville, Quarters, Repairs to Roof 14, 421
District Registrar's Office, Townsville, Veranda and
Painting ... ... ... ... ... ... 59
Dog Kennels, Lytton, Improvements and Fencing ... 569, 905
Drugs, Medicines, &c. ... ... ... ... ... 1202, 1610
Explosives Magazine-Croydon, Removal, &c. .. .. ... ...422, 683, 792
North Pine, Building Telegraph Office ... ... 422
Gaol-
Fortitude Valley, Fencing ... ... .. ... 15, 421
Thursday Island, Superintendent's Quarters,
Additions ... ... 1419
Government Buildings, Dalby, Sanitary Service ... 1285
Government House-
New Laundry ... . . ... ,. ... 792, 1162
Repairs and Re-forming Road ... ... 791, 1162
Government Printing Office-
Repairs and Painting ... ... ... ... ... 14,144
Supply of Material ... ... ... ... ... 907
Hospital, Nanango, Building ... ... ...  727,1285
Immigration Barracks, Rockhampton, Repairs, Im-
provements, and Painting ... ... ... 327, 644
Land Agent's Office, Building-
Cairns  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1162
W indorah ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1162
Lands Office-
Longreacb, Building ... ... ... ... ... 15
Roma, Stables ... ... ... ... ... ... 116, 517
Tambo, Additions . ... ... ... 905, 1336
Lock-up, Taking Down and Re-erecting Fencing, Croydon 989
Marine Department-
Clearing Part of Maroochy River ... ... ... 907
Dredge-pump Making, &c. ... ... ... ... 146
Stores ... ... ... .. ... 423
Mining Offices, Maytown, Repairs and Painting ... 145
Orphanage-
Brisbane, Repairs and Painting ... ... ... 791, 1041
Rockhampton, Repairs and Whitewashing 1041
Diamantina ,  Receiving  Depot,  Brighton (Sand-
gate ),  Bread, &c . ... ... ... ... 1050
Pacific Islanders Inspectors' Offices, Building ... 1162
Parliament Buildings-
Repairs and Painting ... ... ... ... ... 1419
Re-erection of Arcade (Stone)... ... ... 1419
Pharmacy Board, Alterations to Stephens' Buildings for 853, 1162
Pilot Station Buildings, Burnett Heads, Cottages, Re-
pairs, and Improvements ... ... ... ... 1200
Police Barracks, Rockhampton, Repairs and Painting 14, 294
Police Buil3ings-
Eidsvold, Repairs, &c. ... ... ... ... 852, 1285
Townsville, Painting ... ... .. ... ... 14, 144
Police Court, Townsville, Repairs and Drainage ... 569, 905
Police Hut, Portable, Urandangie . ... ... 905, 1336
Police Magistrate's Quarters, Blackall, Painting and
Repairs ... ... ... ... ... 684, 1162
Police Office and Barracks, Gympie, Repairs, Improve-
ments, and Renovations ... ... ... ... 517, 905
Police Quarters, Dalby ... ... ... ... 327
Police Stables, Maryborough, New Roof... ... ... 478
Police Station-
Maryborough, Repairs ... ... ... ... 791
Mount Perry, Repairs, Painting, and Improve-
ments 726, 1162
Texas, Chimney, Room, Painting ... ... ... 15, 421
Yangan, Building ... ... 14, 478, 517
phone Wires ... ... ...
Office-
Albion, Additions ... ... ...
Bundaberg, Clock Dials . ... ...
Cairns, Additions and Alterations ...
Coningsby, Playshed ... ... ...
Cooktown, Alterations to Fittings ...
Cunnamulla, Additions
Dalb yy, Sanitary Services ... . ... ...
Durah, Repairs ,  Painting ,  and Fencing ...
Engelsburg ,  Fencing and Gates ...
Explosives Magazine ,  North Pine ,  Buildings...
Georgetown, Fencing and Gates ... ...
Goondiwindi ,  Additions  ... ... .. ...
Howard, Painting and Repairs  ... .. ...
Hughenden ,  Purchase, &c.
Inglewood ,  Purchase and Removal of Old
Office ... ...
Isisford ,  Shed, Repairs and Painting ..
Keppel Bay ,  Repairs, Painting ,  and New
Room ... ... ... ... ... ...
Mackay, Improvements ,  Repairs, and Painting
McDonnell,  Repairs and Painting
Maytown, Fencing and Gates
Mount Perry,  Repairs  and  Painting ... ...
Sandgate ,  Painting and Repairs ... ...
Stanthorpe ,  Repairs and Painting ... ...
Surat, Additions, Repairs,  &c. ... ... ...
Tewantin, Repairs ... ... ... ...
Texas, Veranda and Washhouse
Thursday Island,  Additions  and Alterations...
Tiaro, Repairs and Painting
Townsville-
Veranda, Balconies, &c. ... ...
Extension of Time ...
Telegraph Poles-
For Repairs ... ... ... ... ...
Iron Lattice ... ... ... ... ...
Wooden ... ... ...
Telephone Poles ... ... ... ... ...
Telephone Silence Cabinets ... ... ...
Telephones ..
rage.
946
575
644, 944
905, 1285
14, 517
141961,421
726, 1162
905
14, 144
14, 327
422
145
989,1418
1336
14
683
145, 570
478, 853
14, 327
14
683, 1336
14, 294
727, 944
478, 851
644, 1162
944
1419
14, 851
14, 144
14, 906, 1285
59
148
1421
521, 686
377
1201
480
294, 570Powder Magazine Quarters, Repairs and Painting ...
Public Instruction Department-
School-
Albany Creek, Repairs and Painting . ...
Allenstown, Additions, Repairs, and Painting
Allora, Repairs and Painting .. ..
Aramac, Additions, Improvements, Repairs,
and Painting ... ... ... ... ...
Augathella, Additions ... ... ...
Ayr, Playshed and Gymnastic Apparatus ...
Banana, New Roof Covering ... ...
Belmont, Repairs and Painting... ... ...
Beenleigh, Repairs and Painting
Blackstone, Painting, &c. .
Bowen Bridge Road, Additions, Playshed,
Closets, &c. ... ... ... ... ...
Brandon, Building ... .. ...
Brisbane, Leichhardt Street, Skylights ...
Bundaberg South, Additions ..
Bundamba Upper, Repairs, Painting, and
Improvements ... ...
Bunya, Repairs and'Painting .. ... ...
Burnside, Additions, Repairs, and Painting ...
Caboolture South, Repairs and Painting ...
Cattle Creek, Veranda, Playshed and Painting
Cleveland West, Repairs and Painting
Clifton Colliery, Improvements, Repairs, and
Painting ... ... ... ... ...
Cloncurry, Repairs and Painting ... ...
Coningsby, Playshed, Repairs, and Painting...
Dalby, Repairs and Painting ... ... ...
Dalrymple Creek, Playshed ... ... ...
Deep Creek, Veranda ... ...
Eagle Farm, Additions to Residence ... ...
Emu Park, Kitchen ... ... ... ...
Gatton, Additions ... ... ... ... ...
Georgetown, Additions, Repairs, Painting, and
Improvements ...
Gin Gin, Repairs and Painting .. ... ...
Goomburra, Repairs and Painting ... ...
Goondiwindi, Additions ... ... ... ...
Gympie-
Two-Mile, Repairs and Painting ..
Central, Additions, Repairs, and Painting
Hillgrove, Repairs and Painting ... 422,
Homebush, Additions .
Indooroopilly Pocket, Additions to Residence
Ingham, Additions, Repairs, and Painting ...
Isis North, School, Fencing, Gates, &c. ..
Kelvin Grove, Repairs, Painting, and Clearing
Ground ... ... ...
Kingsborough, Repairs, &c. ... ... ...
Kirchheim, Improvements, Reroofing... ...
Lord John Swamp-
Repairs and Painting ... ...
Kitchen and Servant's Room ... ...
Mackay, North, Floor to Playshed ... ...
Millchester, Fencing ... ... ... ...
Mossman River, Buildings ... ... ...
115
14
1199
295
944, 1607
478, 989
145, 792
569
14
144
60, 1285
15, 726
14, 294
989
791
144
145, 792
145, 683
14, 517
115
1608
144
327, 792
14
422, 905
14, 376
945, 1418
295, 792
14, 683
684, 1336
295, 792
945, 1607
517, 989
14, 376
116
852, 1285
327, 792
905, 1607
14, 644
376, 851
60, 792
14
61, 792
14, 421
478, 905
377, 792
14, 517
327
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Tender - continued :
Public  Instruction Department -continued :
School- continued :
Page.
Towner, E. T., Licensed Gate Notice ... ..
Townley, P. L., as Justice of the Peace, to give Consent
Page.
129
Mount Morgan (Girls), Buildings ... ... 61, 905
Mount Perry, Repairs and Painting .. .. 727, 1285
Murphy's Creek, Repairs, Painting, and Im-
provements ... ... ... ... ... 422, 944
Nanango, Improvements ... ... ... 478
One-Mile, Gympie, Improvements, Repairs,
and Painting ... ... ... ... 295, 905
Owanyilla, Repairs and Painting 144
Pine Hill, Repairs,  Improvements , and Painting 115, 683
Pink Lily Lagoons,  Painting  ... ... ... 905, 1607
Plainview, Repairs and Painting ... ... 14, 376
Port Douglas, Repairs and Painting ... ... 726
Postman's Ridge, Repairs and Painting ... 1608
Queenton, Improvements, Asphalting, &c. ... 144
Ravenswood Junction, Building, Fencing,
Gates, &c. ... ... ... ... ... 295
Rockhampton North, Repairs and Painting ... 145, 327, 683
Rosewood, Improvements ... ... ... 60, 944
St. George, Hatroom, &c. ... ... ... 14
Seliheim, Building ... ... ... ... ... 14, 726
Stafford, Repairs, &c. ... ... ... 14
Surat,  Improvements, Repairs, Painting, and
Fencing ... ... ... ... 14, 1418
Tarampa, Additions, Improvements, Repairs,
and Painting ... ... 14, 792
Taroom, Repairs, Painting, and New Closet... 377
To Kowai, Raising Building, and Asphalting 990
Teviotville, Playshed ... ... ... ... 478, 905
Tewantin, Kitchen... ... .. ... ... 15, 683
Torbanlea-
Repairs and Painting ... ... 478
Additions, Repairs, and Painting... ... 1285
Wallumbilla, Veranda ... ... ... ... 144
Warner, Repairs and Painting ... ... ... 14
Warrill Creek, Painting ... ... ... ... 14, 376
Waterford, Playshed ... ... ... 1608
Wilsonton, Building and Conversion of School
into Residence ... ... ... ... 326, 851
Woolloongabba, Additions .. .. 14
Yangan, Playshed, Improvements, Repairs,
and Painting  ... ... ... ... 14, 905
Yeulba, Repairs and Painting ... ... ... 14, 421
Yengarie, Repairs and Painting... ... ... 295
Zillmere, Playshed ... ... ... ... ... 644, 1200
Public Offices-
Cleaning Windows, &c. ... ... ... ... 423, 517
Treads to Steps and Landing ... ... ... ... 14,294
Public Service, Provisions .. ... 813, 1043, 1339, 1610Quarantine Station, Peel Island, Repairs and Painting 115
Reception House, Rockhampton, Repairs and Painting 853, 1200
Supreme Court, Townsville, New Jury-room, &c. ... 478
Surveyor-General's Office, Additions ... 945
Warden's Court, Charters Towers, Stables, Drains, and
Repairs ... ... 1285
Warden's Quarters, Georgetown, Painting .. ... 14, 144
Water Police Station, Thursday Island, Taking Down,
&c., Boatsheds ... ... ... ... ... 852, 1418
Water Supply Department, Boring on Plevna... ... 907
Tennant , Rev. J. C., Registered  as Minister ... ... ... 952
Tepper, J. C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 443
Terezol Company, Trade Mark Notice.... ... ... ... 595
Textile  Cleaning  Company, Patent Notice ... ... ... 498
Thiedeke, W., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 801
Thomas and Still , Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 37
Thomas, I., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 913
Thomas, J., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 663
Thomas, T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 340
Thomason , Chater, and Co., Tender Accepted 1610
Thompson, C. M., Transfer of, Post and Telegraph Depart-
ment  .. ... ... .. ... ... ... 52
Thompson, J., to be Trustee, Cemetery Reserve ... ... 979
Thompson, J., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... 866
Thompson, J. M., Error in Deed ... ... 58, 59
Thompson, J. T., Transfer of, Post and Telegraph Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Thomson , H., to be Member, State School Committee ...
Thomson, A. G., and Co., Trade Mark Notice ...
Thomson, H. R., to be a Lieutenant, Queensland Defence
283
1276
497
Force ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 102
Thomson , J. C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 304
Thomson,  J. C., Tender Accepted ... ... 327
Thomson , J. P., to be Member,  State  School Committee ... 978
Thomson , W., Notice in Will of ... ... ... 1615
Thoreson , N., Notice in  Estate of  ... ... ... ... 591
Thorn, W. J., to be Clerk, Agent- General 's Office ... ... 1599
Thorne,  W., to be Trustee, Cemetery  Reserve  ... ... 101
Thornton , A., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... ... 510
Throckmorton, C., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 1306
Thurecht, N., Notice in Will of... ... ... ... ... 1295
Thwaites , W., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... 536, 800
Thynne, W., to be  Bailiff and Ranger ... ... ... ... 506
Timms,  D., Notice  in Estate  of... ... ... ... ... 655
Tipping, Acting Sergeant W. J., to be Acting Clerk of
Petty Sessions and Inspector Slaughter-houses...
Toggville, J. A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Toll, B., Tender Accepted ... . .. ...
Toll, Lieutenant F. W., to be Captain, Queensland Defence
632
1428
144
Force ... ... ... ... . . ... 283
Tolmie, J., to be Lieutenant, Queensland Defence Force ... 1275
Tomkins, A. M., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 696, 1174
Tones, N. J., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... ... 914
Toohey, J., Notice in Estate of... ... ... ... .. 862
Toohey, J.  Al.,  Notice in Estate of ... .. ... ... 867
Toon, D. W., to be an Acting Inspector of Stock ... ... 51
Toop, J. H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 157
Toowoomba Electric Lighting Company, Electric Light and
Power Order ... ... ... ... ... ... 1133
under  "Marriage Act"  ... 691
Townsend, G., to be an Examiner of Patents ... ... 840
Townson, G., Notice in Will of ... 392
Townson, H., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 392
Towson, R., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 693, 863
Tozer, G. H., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... 158
Tozer, T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1203
Trackson, J., Patent Notice ... ... .... ... ... 498
Traffic-See "Transit." J
Tramways, Construction Order-
Applied for ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 343
Approved of ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 14Q
Transit Commissioners-
... .. ... ...By-law ... ... ... ... L5D
Statement of Receipts and Expenditure ... ... ... 392-
Treasury-
Statement-
Of Disposal of Public Balances ... ... ... 88, 761
Of Revenue, Expenditure, &c., to-
30th June, 1897 ... ... ... ... ... 79
30th September, 1897 - ... ... 755
Under  " Treasury Notes Act "  ... 296, 479, 727,  945, 1200
See " License," "Savings Bank," "Loans."
Treen, W., to be a Locker, Customs Department ... ... 507
Tregear, A. P. W, to be Clerk, Warden's Office ... ... 463
Trench, J. T., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 36
Trenow, Dr. N. A. A.-
Registered as Medical Practitioner ... ... ...  526
To be Acting-
Health and Medical Officer ... ... ... ... 507
Visiting Surgeon ... ... 558
Treweeke, J., to be a Teacher, Public Instruction Depart-
ment 717
Tristram, T., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... 806
Troughton, E., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 1053
Trout, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 591
Trowland, W. J., Notice in Goods and Estate of ... ... 656, 1206
Trustee-See "Lands," "Supreme Court ," "Resignation."
" Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867 "-
Notice to Creditors ... ... 28, 69, 128, 129, 159, 160, 308, 342,
393, 448,  491, 538, 539, 590, 591,
658, 659, 698, 736, 737, 802, 866,
867, 914, 915, 959, 960, 1004, 1056,1057, 1177, 1206, 1297, 1298, 1345,
1346, 1431, 1616, 1617
Trustees J. McLean, Licensed Gate Notice ... ...  660
Tryon, H., to be Inspector, " e?l"iants  Act" 977
Tuck, J., Patent Notice .f 163
Tucker, S. Notice in ate ok ... ... .. ... 588
Tucker, W. H., Notre in Lstate of ... ... ... ... 655
Tufnell, E. W., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... 1333
Turnbull, J., Patent Notice 40, 1305, 1621
Turnbull, W., junr., Patent Notice ... ... ... . ... 41
Turner, A., Tender Accepted ... ` ... 14, 144
Turner, E. F., Patent Notice ... . ,.; 311
Turner, F. H. B., to be Trustee, Qirls' Giammar School,
Rockhampton ... .. .. .. ... ... 136
Turner, J., to be Member, State School Committee ... 1276
Turner, J. E., to be Trustee, Hospital Reserve ... ... 415
Turner, J. E., Notice in Estate ofd ... ... ... ... 1054
Turner, T. W., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... 307
Twaddle, Constable W., to be Inspector of Slaughter-
houses  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  888
Tyree, W., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 1435
Tyson, R., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... ... 914
U.
Uhr, L. K., and Co.,  Dissolution of Partnership ... ... 495
Union Butchering Company, Notice  in Estate of 491
United Brisbane District, A.O.F., Rules  Registered 649
Universities, Exhibitions  to .. ... ... ... ... 526
Usher, A., and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... ...  872
Usher, A.  I., Transfer  of, Public  Instruction Department ... 1150
V.
Valentine, C. R., Trade Mark Notice... ... ... ...  664
Van Buskirk, S., Patent Notice... ... ... ...  498
Vanneck, W., and Co., Licensed Gate  Notice 954
Vanneck, Hon. W., to be Member,  Marsupial Board ... 283
Vardon, G. L., Transfer of, Public  Instruction Department 782
Vaughan, A., Patent Notice . .. ... ... ... 1181
Vaughan, S. H., Correction  of Name as Justice of the Peace 284
Vecht, A. H., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ...  1306
Venn, J. A., Patent Notice .. ... ... ... ...  37
Vickers, G., Trade Mark Notice ... ...
643Victoria Bridge Board, By-law by ... ... ... ... 146,
Victory and Smithfield Gold-Mining Company-
To Show Cause why should not be Struck  off Register 489
Struck off Register  ... ... . ... .. 1292
Villaume, L. W. S., Transfer of, Post and Telegraph
Department  ... ... ... ... ... ... 888
Vital Statistics-See " Registrar-General."
Voigt, S., Patent Notice ... ... ... ...  40
Volker, W. C. H., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 127
Von Cassano, G., Notice in Will of 1176
Von Gehlen, P. W., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 311
Von Ploennies, W., Recognised as Acting Consul ... 507
Vulcan Quartz-Crushing Company,  in re  Winding- up  of ... 29
W.
Waddell, T., Notice  in Estate of ... ... 862
Wadley, J., to be a  Member , State School  Committee ... 284
Wagner, J., to be  Lieutenant, Queensland Defence Force 716
Wain, W. C., Resignation as Analyst  .. .. ... 415
Waite,  W. G., to  be Member ,  State School Committee ... 978
xxi'. INDEX.
Page.
Wakefield C. C., Patent Notioe ... 399
Wakely, V. G., to be  a Commissioner  for taking Affidavits 795
Walford, O., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 1306
Walker, C., Notice in  Estate  of ... ... ... ... ... 1004
Walker, H., Notice in Estate of .. ... ... 493
Walker, H. B., to be Superintendent, Fire Brigade 463
Walker, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... . 156, 445, 491, 1295
Walker, J., to be Lieutenant, Queensland Defence Force... 1327, 1383
Walker, L. E., Transfer of, Public Instruction Depart-
52, 1600
Walker, M. W., Notice in E'8tate of .. ... 445
Walker, N. R., to be a Poundkeeper  and Bailiff  ... ...  22
Walker, T., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... .... 539
Walker, T. A., Licensed as Surveyor ... ... ... ... 791,858
Wall, S., Licensed as Surveyor . . ... ... ... 695, 864
Wallace, C., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... ... 1055
Waller, W. A. C., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 36
Walsh, Acting  Sergeant  P., to be an Inspector of Slaughter-
houses  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 932
Walsh, F. E., to be Cadet, Public Works Department ... 840
Walsh, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... .. 391
Walsh, J. J., to be a Line Repairer in Charge, Post and
Telegraph Department ... ... ... 1408
Walsh, Rev. R., Notice of Removal ... ... ... ... 1426
Walters, J., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 1435
Walters, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1176
Walters, T. J., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 124
Walters, W. B., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 1061
Walton, F., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 39
Walton, H., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 27
Walty, J., to be Trustee, Sports Ground Reserve ... ... 979
Want, W., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 590
Waraker, E. M., to be Staff Surveyor... ... ... ... 415
Warboys, G. C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 390
Warburton, G., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 340
4ard, Chappel, and Parsons, Dissolution of Partnership ... 916
ard, B., Transfers of, Post and Telegraph Department ... 932
Ward, H., Notice in Estate of ... 1054
Ward, J. W., Registered as Chemist ... ... ... ... 1050
Ward, S. Notice in  Estate of  .. ... ... ... 1614
Ward, W'. H., and Son, Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 26, 157
Ward, W. H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 305, 491
Wardle y, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 339
Ware, J D., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 958
Waring, M. S., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 957
Warrego District Rabbit Board, Members of ... 787
Warren, A. L., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 782
Warren, T., Notice in Will of ... 27
Warren, W. S., Notice in Will of ... .. 958
Warren, W. S. C., to be a Returning Officer .. 1409
Warrior Gold-Mining Company, Notice in  re  Winding-up of 394
Water Authority-
Land Reserved and Placed under ... ... ... .. 1194
By-law-
Ipswich ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 15
Charters Towers ... ... ... ... .. ... 296
Waterford Sawmill Company, Dissolution of Partnership... 1346
Waters, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 694
Waterworks, Annual Statement, Receipts, &c.-
Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 435
Townsville  ... .. .  .. ...  ... ... ... 954
Watkins, Rev. D., Registered  as Minister  ... ... ... 300
Watkins, W., to be Bailiff-
Warden's Court ... ... ... ... ... ... 415,434
District Court .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 632
Watson Brothers-
Tender Accepted ... .. ... ... ... ... 294
Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1209
Watson, G. W., to be Member, Marsupial Board ... ... 135
Watson, H., Trade Mark Notice ... .. ... ... 43
Watson, J., Notice in Estate of... ... ... ... ... 1001
Watson, S., Licensed Gate Notice ... ... 1432, 1617
Watson, Captain W., to Unattached List, Queensland
Defence Force ... ... ... ... ... ...  283
Watt, J. L., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 955
Wear, W., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 958
Weatherston, J., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... 155, 391
Webber, E. V., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 1000, 1294
Webb's Lease, to be Sold... ... ... ... ... ... 494
Weber, M., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 39
Webster, J. T., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1205
Wedgwood, R. J., Re-a inted Poundkeeper ... ... 121
Weedon, T., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 492
Weiershauser, J., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... 144
Weingaertner, G., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... 1056
Welch, C., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... ... 588, 913
Welch, C. K., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 1011
Welch, J., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... ... 912
Welch, W., Notice in Will, &c., of ... ... ... ... 1295
Weller, Rev. A. G., Notice of Removal ... 795
Wellington Point Land Company, Name of, Struck off
Register ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 154
Welsh, J. Notice in Estate of .. ... ... ... 798
Wentzel, si:., Notice in Lands of ... ... ... ... 657
Wessels and Merriam, Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 547
West, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... .. ... 443
Western Brewery Company, Dissolution of Partnership ... 1298
Western Pacific, High Commissioner for, forwards-
Bills of Sale Regulation, 1897 " ... ... ... ... 361
"Solomons (Labour) Regulation, 1897" ... ... 361
West Moreton Marsupial Board, Members of ... ... 14
W. E. Thomas and Co., Struck off Register ... ... ... 533
Wheelband, W., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 1349
Wheldon, F. W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 392
Whichello, S. H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 693
White, C. B. B., to be Lieutenant, Queensland Defence
Force ... ... ... ...
White, E. G., Tender Accepted... ... ... ... ...
White, G. H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
White, Rev. G. Notice of Removal ... ... ... ...
White, T. E., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department
White, W. T., to be Land Commissioner ... ... ...
Whiteley, E., Patent Notice .. ... ... ...
Whitney, W. F., Notice in Will, &c., of ... ... ...
Whittaker, G., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ...
Whittington, G., Notice in Will of ...
Whittington, T. J., to be Clerk, Agent-General's Office ...
Whittle, J. Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ...
Wicks, F., ;Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ...
Wienholt, D., as Justice of the Peace to give Consent under
" Marriage Act "
Wildie, G. H., to be a Licensing Justice ... ... ... 1
Wilfley, A. R., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 38
Wilken, H., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1615
Wilkins, J.  0.,  Notice in Lands and Goods of ... 735
Wilkinson, HeTwood, and Clerk, Trade Mark Notice ... 76
Williams and Eggers, Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 126, 340
Williams, A., to be Trustee, Racecourse Reserve ... ... 418
Williams, C. E., Dismissed from Public Service ... 283
Williams, E. E., Transfer of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment ... ... .. ... ... ... ... 52
Williams, F., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ... 905
Williams, H. J., to be Junior Draftsman, Surveyor-General's
Office ... .. 977
Williams, J., to be an Acting Warden and Commissioner... 51
Williams, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 390
Williams, J., and Son, Tender Accepted ... ... ... 517
Williams, J. V., to be a Licensing Justice ... ... ... 1
Williams, J. H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 694
Williams, Rev. G. H. M., Registered as Minister ... ... 1426
Williams, S., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 1621
Williams, W. F., Patent Notice ... ... ... 451, 498
Williamson, Acting-Sergeant D., to be-
Inspector of Slaughter-houses ... ... ... ... 888
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions ... ... ... ... 888
Acting Mining Registrar ... ... ... 887
Williamson, W., to be Trustee, Racecourse Reserve 508
Willis, J., to be Trustee, School of Arts Reserve . 1027
Willmett, J., to be Member, Einasleigh Divisional Board 716
Willmore, C. H., Patent Notice .. ... ... 311
Willoughby, C., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... 1175
Wills, S. J., Patent Notice .. ... ... ... ... 451
Wilmot and Smithfield Gold-Mining Company, Struck off
Register  ... .. ... ... ... ... 533
Wilson, A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 340, 446
Wilson, A. W., to be Acting Poundkeeper ... ... ... 586
Wilson, A. K., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 1205
Wilson, Mrs. A. H., to be Lady Visitor, Orphanages 1600
Wilson, F. J., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... - 1003
Wilson, J. N., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 416
Wilson, R., and Company, Tender Accepted... ... ... 792
Wilson, W., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ... 159
Winch and Snell, Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 547
Winters, J., Tender Accepted ... ... ... 1607
Wippell, C. R., as Justice of the Peace, to give Consent
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Department of Mines,
Brisbane , 1st July, 1897.HIS Exce llency  the Governor, with the advice of the  ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to accept the resignation of
SYDNEY BARBER JOSIAH SKERTCHLY,  Assistant  Geologist;
such resignation to take  effect from the 30th  ultimo.
ROBERT PHILP.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 30th June, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has be n pleased to appoint
GEORGE SUTTON, Senior Constable, Boonah,
to be also Customs Officer at that place.
ROBERT PHILP.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1897.
H i9 Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to appoint the undernamed gentlemen
to be Licensing Justices for the Licensing District of Charleville :-
JOHN VIVIAN WILLIAMS, Police Magistrate,
MICHAEL ALEXANDER,
WILLIAM GRESTY BILLINGTON,
GEORGE  HUNTER WILDIE,
NIELS  JOHAN WESTERGAARD NIELSEN,
FRANCIS ADRAIN, Mayor of Charleville,
Guy WYNNE PEYTON, Chairman of Board, Division of Murweh,
FREDERICK DUNSMURE, Chairman of Board, Division of
Booringa,
ARTHUR HILL MURRAY, Chairman of Board, Division of
Paroo, and
AUGUSTUS HENRY PEGLER, Chairman of Board, Division of
Adavale ; ,
the five  last -named gentlemen to act only in respect of Licenses
issued within the boundaries of the Municipality or the Division
mentioned after their respective names.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1897.
Q IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the undernamed members
of the Police Force to be Inspectors of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter at the places mentioned in connection with
their respective names :-
Constable MICHAEL KEANE
at Nyandra ; and
Constable PATRICK O'CALLAGHAN
at Irvinebank, in the room of Acting Sergeant Daniel Griffin, trans-
ferred.
HORACE TOZER.
[No. 1.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Constable PATRICK O'CALLAGHAN
to be Assistant District Registrar of lsirths and Deaths, for the Registry
District of Iferberton, at Irvinebank, in the room of Acting  Sergeant
Daniel Griffin, transferred.
HORACE TOZER..
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1897
f IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
L Council, has been pleased to appoint
HERBERT CHESSON, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.R.C.P.Lond.,
to be Medical Officer at Taroom.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st July; 1897
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Local
Government Act  of 1878," been pleased to appoint
HENRI COWAP
to be an Alderman of the Borough of Mount Morgan.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Justices
Act of  1886," been pleased to appoint
BEDouRIE
to be a place for holding Courts of Petty Sessions within the Pty
Sessions District of Di:tmantina, and
Constable  ROBERT RESIDE
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions thereat.
HORACE TOZER.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 1st July, 1897.
T
HE following appointments of Members of Committees  for State
Schools are notified, viz.:-
Gooburrum.
Frederick Read,
vice  William James Tutin, resigned.
Laid ley North.
Thomas Birkett,
vice  James Courtney Ward, who has left the district.
Longreach.
Fred. Mills,
vice  James Peter Peterson, resigned.
Oxley.
George L. Dunlop and
George A. Grenier,
vice  George Frederick Coe, deceased, and Philip H. Robinson who
has left the district.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
I
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s ] in the county of Lanark, in  the  Peerage of the United]Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LGovernoON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
REAS  by " The Government  Savings Bank  Acts Amendment
Act of  1896"  it is  enacted that the Governor in Council may,
by Proclamation  published in the  Gazette,  except any society or
corporation  from the operation of the  second  proviso of the first section
of "The Savings Bank Amending Act of  1882," as amended by the
first recited  Act, which limits, except  in certain cases  therein prescribed,
the amount  of deposits in the Government  Savings  Bank on which
interest  shall be payable  to sums  not exceeding two hundred pounds :
And whereas  it is expedient to except the Corporation of the Synod
of the  Diocese of  Brisbane from the operation of the said proviso :
Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby except the Corporation of the Synod of the
Diocese of Brisbane  from the operation of the said proviso.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of June, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty.
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION. ,
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES WALLACI
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LA][INGTTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
G=overnor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by  "The Chinese Immigration Restriction Act,
1888 ,"  it is  amongst other things provided that it shall be
lawful for  the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published  in the  G azette,  to  declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person  or class of  persons mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation  : And whereas it is desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,
Ah On, Ali Sun, Kwong Hop, Ah Mook, Ali Quoy, Goo Fook, and
Lum Fong , should be exempted from the provisions of the said Act
for a  period of two years: Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER  NAPIER,  Baron  Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby declare that the
pro visions  of the  said  Act shall not apply to the said Ali On, Ah Sun,
Kwong Hop , Ali Mook, Ah Quoy, Goo Fook, and Lum Fong for a
period of two years from  the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of June, in the year of our Lord
one thousand  eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty- first year  of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of[L.8.J the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of theLAniINGTON, Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.Governor . George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me vested ,  and in accordance
with the provisions  of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to
1895, "  I, CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington , the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive  Council, do hereby notify and  proclaim  that the
fo llowing  lot of Land will be offered for sale  by Public
Auction, at the undermentioned place,  at Eleven o'clock on
the day specified ,  at the upset price  affixed.
TERMS :
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding  £12 but not
exceeding  £ 30 must pay  half cash and the balance
within  four months from the date of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding  £30 but not
exceeding  £100 must pay one-third cash and the
balance in two equal instalments  at four and eight
months from  the date of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding  £ 100 must pay
one-fourth cash  and the balance in three equal
instalments at four , eight, and twelve  months  fr om
the date of sale ;
without interest,
2 [3RD  JULY, 1897.
And I further notify and proclaim that if the Lot remain
unsold it shall, at and after Eleven o'clock on the day
following such Auction, be open to Selection by purchase at the
upset price for one month from the date of sale.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be charged
according  to the scale established by the Act and Regulations.
SALE AT  BRISBANE,
ON SATURDAY ,  THE 31ST DAY OF  JULY, 1897.
No. of
Lot. Area . I  Price per Lot.
I A. R. .R.P.
COUNTRY LOT.
£ s.
County of Ward , parish of  Moffatt.
(This portion is situated about two miles southerly from Logan
Village, being Cancelled Farm 1801.)
1 141 ...  1  44 3 0  22 10
Survey Fee-24 17s. 6d.
The purchaser to pay £299 for improvements.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane , this twenty-fourth day of June, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety.
seven , and in the sixty-first year of Her :Majesty's
reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD Se VIN  THE QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER  NAPIER , Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L S ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON,Kingdom, Knight Commander of the  Most  Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander -in-Chief  of the  Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section 95 of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron  Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described have been temporarily  reserved  for the purpose .
named with respect to each.
E.M.-30-6-97.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  QUARANTINE STATION,  FRASER OR GREAT SANDY
ISLAND.
97-11791- H. Sec.
County of March.-Area,  about 160 acres.
Commencing on the western shore of Fraser or Great Sandy
Island at a point Half-a-mile north from the White Cliffs, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing east twenty-eight chains; thence
by the Reserve for Recreation bearing southerly about fifty- six chains
and westerly to the western shore of Fraser or Great Sandy Island ;
and thence by that shore northerly to the point of commencement;-
as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
RESERVE FOR THE USE OF THE  ABORIGINALS ,  FRASER OR GREAT
SANDY ISLAND.
County of March.-Area,  about  43 square miles.
Commencing on the western shore  of Fraser  or Great Sandy
Island about two miles south from the mouth of Bogimbah- or
Mitchell Creek, and bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
east to the eastern shore ; thence by that shore northerly about four
miles; on the north by a line bearing west to the  weste rn ehore; and
thence by that shore southerly to the point of commencement;-
as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION ,  FRASER OR GREAT SANDY  ISLAND.
97-11791-H Sec.  Res. 1873-96.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette  dated 26th May, 1894, page 1290, which is hereby
amended.)
County of March.-Area,  about  480 acres.
Commencing on the western shore of Fraser or Great Sandy
Island at a point about half- a-mile  south from the White Cliffs, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing  east  about one hundred
and thirty chains ; on the east by a line bearing north about eighty
chains; on  the north by a line bearing west to the north- east corner of
the Quarantine Reserve ; thence by that reserve southerly and westerly
to the shore of Fraser or Great Sandy Island ; and thence by that shore
southerly to the point of commencement  as shown on plan deposited
in the Surveyor-General's Office.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of June, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the sixty.
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QVBEN !
No. of No. of
Portion .  Section.
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Parish.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency the Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
JN
pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,
1881  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the
Schedule hereto, and situated in the HOCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL
and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts. at the LAND OFFICE, ROCKHAMPTON, on
and after TUESDAY, the THIRD day of AUGUST, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the  annual rental  specified in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands  shall be as
specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that  the maximum area which
may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of June, in the  year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.--30-6-97.
[3RD JULY, 1397.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE 'ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S. DISTRICT: WITHIN  AGRICULTURAL REA NO. 1.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Rockhampton.)
No.
of
Lot.
al
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6
a7
a8
a9
alO
all
a 12
a13
a 14
a 15
a 16
a 17
a 18
a 19
a 20
a 21
a 22
a 23
a 24
a25
a26
a 27
a 28
a 29
a 30
a 31
a32
a33
a 34
a 35
a 36
a 37
a 38
a 39
a 40
a41
a 42
a43
a 44
a45
a 46
a 47
a 48
a 49
a 50
a 5l
a 59,
a 53
a 54
b 55
b 56
b 57
No. of
Portion. Area. Survey Fee.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Conditional Selection .  I Unconditional  Selection.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price per Acre.
Annual Rent Purchasing
per Acre . 'Price per Acre.
-
1 A. R. P. 1 £ 3. d. £ s. d. { £ s. d.  2 8 .d .' £ s. d.
Westwood lv 4 3 25 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 2v 5 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... 3v 5 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 15 0 010 100
Ditto ... ... ... ... 4v 5 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... 5v 5 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  010 100
Ditto ... ... ... ... 6v 5 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... 7v 5 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... 8v 5 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 9v 5 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... lOv 5 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  010 100
Ditto ... ... ... ... llv 3 3 24 2 2 0 0 0 4 015 0  010 100
Ditto ... ... ... 13v 3 1 14 2 2 0 0 0 4  0150  010 100
Ditto ... 16v 5 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... 17v 4 2 22 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... 18v 5 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... 19v 5 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... 20v 5 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  010 100
Ditto ... ... ... ... 21v 5 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  010 100
Ditto ... ... ... ... 22v 5 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... 23v 5 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 24v 4 0 23 2 2 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 25v 4 0 8 2 2 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... 26v 10 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 27v 10 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 .0 0
. Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 28v 10 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... 29v 10 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 30v 10 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 31v 8 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 32v 10 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4. 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 33v 7 0 28 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto
Ditto
... ... ...
...
...
...
... ... 34v
35v
10 0
10 0
0
0
3 3
9 3
0 I0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 00 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 36v 10 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 37v 10 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 38v 10 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 39v 10 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 .015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 40v 10 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... 41v 10 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto .. ... ... ... 42v 10 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto
.
... ... ... ... ... 43v 10 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  010 100
Ditto ... ... ... ... 44v 7 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 45v 9 0 18 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 46v 8 1 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... 49v 10 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... 50v 10 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... 51v 10 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... 58 60 0 0 6 9 0 0 0 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 59 60 0 0 6 9 0 0 0 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 60 55 2 0 6 9 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 61 54 0 0 6 9 0 0 0 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 62 61 2 0 .616 0 0 0 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... 63 60 0 0 6 9 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... 64 36 0 0 5 8 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto 65 36 0 0 5 8 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
Playfair 150 19v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto 335 42v 155 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto 357 49v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
a. Portions lv to llv, 13v, 16v to 46v, and 49v to 51v consist of good agricultural land, thinly timbered with ironbark, gum, bloodwood,
and box. Some of them have frontage to Westwood Creek ; but the back lots are  unwatered . Portions  58 to 65 are well grassed, but
unwatered. They are situated from one to three miles easterly from Westwood Railway Station.
b. About  one-fourth of portion 19v consists of dense vine scrub ,  and the remainder is open forest country ,  fairly grassed ; it has a small
creek running through it  ;  it has frontage to the railway, and is near W earbah Station .  Portions 42v and  49v contain sandy ridges, fairly
grassed; they are unwatered ,  and are about two pailes south -easterly from Wycarbah Railway Station.
No. 1. VOL. XVIII.] 4
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES  W ALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United  K ingdom,  Knight  Commander of the  Most  Distinguished
LAMIN OTON, Order of St .  Michael and St. George ,  Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor . -  Dependencies.
`
\HEREIS  by an Order in Council made on the thirteenth day of February ,  1890, I did, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommen,lation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much. of the
43rd section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "  as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground
before it is proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule
hereto ,  and the Surveyor -General  was, by the  said Order in Council ,  required to divide the said laud into lots, and to indicate
the position of such lots on proper maps or plans  :  And whereas the Surveyor -General has accordingly divided the said lands into
the lots specified in the said Schedule ,  and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in
pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts ,  1884  to
1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamin g ton, the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do,  by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto,
being situated in the MA II YBO 11OUGR  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT ,  shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL  SELECTION ,  under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after THURSDAY ,  the FIFTH day of
AUGUST ,  1897 ,  at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further
notify and declare that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule :
And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in
the said District shall be 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person within
Agricultural Area No. 2,  in the said District ,  shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid ,  further declare the said Agricultural
Area No. 2 to be a District for the purposes of the said Acts ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall
nevertheless form part of the said Maryborough Land Agent's District.
And I do hereby further declare that the Cost of Survey chargeable on all Selections within 'Agricultural Area No. 2, in
the Maryborough Laud Agent's District, shall be according to the Schedule appended to this Proclamation.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of .Tune,  in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven ,  and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty's reign.
[3RD JULY, 1897.
B.M.-30-6-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
0
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.'
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND. AGENT'S DISTRICT.-- WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 2.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Maryborough.)
Conditional Unconditional
Selection.  Selection.
Surrendered from Lease. Parish. No. ofPortion. Area.
A. R. P.
q
s. d. £ s. d .  s. d.  .2  s. d.
1  Degilbo Dallarnil ... ... ... 42v 128 0 0  0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
2  Ditto  ditto ... ... ... 43v 128 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
3  Ditto ditto ... ... ... 44v 160 0 0  0 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
4  Ditto ditto ... 45v 118 0 0  0 4. 0 15 0 1 0 1 0 0
5  Ditto ditto ... ... ... 46v 170 0 0  0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
6  Ditto  ditto ... ... ... 47v 160 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
7 Ditto ditto ... ... ... 48v 160 0 0  0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
8  Ditto ditto ... ... ... 49v 160 0 0  0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
9  Ditto  ditto ... ... ... 53v 160 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
10  Ditto  ditto ... ... ... 54v 160 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
11  Ditto  ditto ... ... ... 55v 188 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
12  Ditto  ditto ... ... ... 56v 160 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
13  Ditto  ditto ... .... ... 57v 128 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
14  Ditto ditto ... ... ... 58v 130 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
15  Ditto  ditto ... ... ... 59v 128 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
16  Ditto  ditto ... ... ... 60v 160 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
17  Ditto ditto ... ... ... 61v 151 0 0  0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
18  Ditto ditto ... ... ... 62v 160 0 0  0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
19  Ditto  ditto ... ... ... 63v 160 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
20  Ditto ditto ... ... ... 64v 160 0 0  0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
21  Ditto ditto ... ... ... 65v 160 0 0  0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
22  Ditto  ditto ... ... ... 66v 160 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
23  Ditto  ditto ... ... ... 67v 160 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
24  Ditto ditto ... ... ... 68v 160 0 0  0 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
25  Ditto  ditto ... ... ... 69v 160 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
26 Ditto ditto ... ... ... 70v 160 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
27 Ditto ditto ... ... ... 71v 160 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
28 Ditto ditto ... ... ... 72v 160 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
29 Ditto ditto ... ... ... 73v 160 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 03o Ditto ditto ... ... ... 74v 160 0 0 041 0150 1 0 1 0 0
31 Ditto ditto ... ... ... 75v 160 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to  payment  of the value of improvements,  if any.
Survey Fees- £ s. d. Survey Fees-  £ 'a. d
Not exceeding 120 acres ... ... ... ... 8 3 0 Not exceeding  160 acres  ... ... ... ...  9 0 0
.. ... ... 9 10 0130 „ ... ... ... ... 8 8 0 „ „ 180 ,.
„
140 „ ... ... ... ... 8 12 0 „ „ 200 „ ... ... ... ... 9 15 0
150 „ ... ... ... ... 816 0
The land on these portions  is more or  less undulating, of good red, chocolate, and brown soils, with  occasional  patches of sandy  granite
soil, poor in quality, mostly covered with dense vine scrub, interspersed by wallaby-eaten pockets of  forest land  ; timbered with good ironbark,
gum, Moreton Bay ash, and a dense undergrowth of wattle and scrub timber. There is permanent water on the Camping  Reserve, and in a
few small holes in Towah Creek ; generally the soils are too porous to hold surface water, but water could be  got almost  anywhere  on the lower
lands by sinking to a moderate depth. The land is all naturally well drained, and except on the poorer sandy patches  is suited for the
cultivation of sugar, many kinds of fruit, corn, potatoes, and all the ordinary farming crops  grown in  the district . Situated from eight to
twelve miles  north- easterly from  Woowoonga and about twenty miles south-westerly from Childers  Railway  Stations,
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A PROCLAMATION.
[3RD JULY, 1897.
[L.s.] By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington, in the
LAMINGTON, county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
G overnor .  St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated in the MARYBOROUGH
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of the
said Acts, on and after THURSDAY, the FIFTH day of AUGUST, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A. M., at  the annual rental specified in the
said Schedule: And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified
in the said  Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one
person in  the said Districts shall be as follows, that  is to  say, 1, 280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected  by any  one person within Agricultural
Area No.  2 in the said  District  shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 2
to be a District for the  purposes  of the said Acts; but so that  for administrative  and other  purposes  it shall nevertheless form part of the
said  Maryborough Land Agent's District.
And I do hereby further declare that the Cost of Survey chargeable  on all Selections  within Agricultural Area No. 2, in the Maryborough
Land Agent's District, shall be according to the Schedule appended to this Proclamation.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-30-6-97. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
0
z
THE SCHEDULE.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 2.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Marlborough.)
Surrendered from Lease.
0
Parish.
0
0
a Area.
0
Conditional Unconditional
Selection.  Selection.
0
z
1 Degilbo ... ... ... ... ... Dallarnil ...
2 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ditto ...
3 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ditto ...
4 Degilbo Resumption.. ... ... ... Woowoonga
5 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ditto ...
6 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ditto ...
7 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ditto ...
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Purchasing Annual
Price Rent
per Acre. per Acre.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
A. R. P. £ s. d.
50v 159 3 32 0 0 4is
51v 180 1 29 0 0 41
52v 160 0 0 0 0 4
87v 129 1 0 0 0 4.
88v 142 0 32 0 0 4
89v 140 2 7 0 0 4.
90v 133 0 0 0 0 4
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
£ s. d.
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 00 15 0
£s.d.
0 1 0
010
0 1 0
010
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of  improvements, if any.
For general description  of country  see note on proclamation '  opening  portions 42v to 49v and 53v to 75v. Situated  from eight to ten
miles north -easterly  from Woowoonga Railway Station, and about twenty miles south-westerly from Childers Railway Station.
Survey Fees-
Not exceeding  130 acres ...it to 140  toit to 150 „ ...
£ 8. d. Survey Fees- £ s. d.
8 8 0 Not exceeding 160 acres ... ... ... ... 9 0 0
8 12 0 „ „ 180 „  ... ... ... ...  9 10 0
816 0
A PROCLAMATION,
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACI ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of L'imington,
[L.S.]  in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most l4stingulshed
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
IN
pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1895," I, CHAaLSs WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL
SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after WEDNESDAY, the FOURTH day of AUGUST, 1897, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the  annual rental  specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby further notify and declare that
the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall
be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of June, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty- first  year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-30-6-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE -SCHEDULE.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
mo
a -
Conditional Unconditional
Selection .  Selection .
(Agricultural
I Area.
0
a Land Agent's Survey a m
0 Run Resumption .  Parish.District Wy CIA Area. Fee m.
ova
z
.0 eP's . I
0
P,
o -" C7 d L
P4 a.
vwhs. 0
Pd
8
x m
I A. E. P.  £ s. d.  s.  if. £ 8.  s. d. £ s. d. Acres.
al  Nanango .  Taabinga Boonenne 51v  155 3 32 9 0 0 0 4 0 15 1 0 1 0 0 1,280
a2
..
Ditto ditto ditto ... 52v 156 1 26 9 0 0 0 4: 0 15 1 0 100 1 1,280
a3 Ditto ditto ditto 53v 160 0 0 9 0 0 04 0 15 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 280
*4 ...Rockhampton .Cawarral 624 lv 121 0 0 8 5 0 0  412 0 15 1 0 1 0 0 1 ,1,280
Subject to the provisions of  "The Mineral Lands (Sales) Act of  1892" and  "The Mineral Lands (Sales) Act Anzendenent Act pf  1894."
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
a. These portions contain good brown and chocolate soil, well grassed, and with some patches of dense scrub. With the exception of
two waterholes, about the north-west corner of 51v, the land is unwatered, but there is a good supply in Kingaroy Gully, on the west of 51v
and 52v, the frontage being reserved for public purposes. Situated about one mile south from the village of Taabinga and about thirteen miles
north -westerly from Nanango.
£ s. d.
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
100
1 0 0
1 0 0
100
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor .  Dependencies.
7 HEREAS by Orders in Council made on the fifteenth day of December, 1887, the thirteenth day of January, 1892, the
seventeenth  day of March, 1892, the twelfth day of May, 1887, the seventh day of November, 1888, and the eighteenth
day of July,  1888,  I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order
that the operation of so much of the 43rd section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " as requires land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land
described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land
into lots and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans  :  And whereas the Surveyor -General has accordingly
divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans :
Now, therefore,  in pursuance and execution  of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid,  by  and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in the said
Schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open for SELECTION as GRAZING
FARMS, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the SECOND day of AUGUST, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual  rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare
that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule respectively
stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this thirtieth day of June ,  in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven ,  and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-30 -6-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
4  Land Agent's District .  Run Resumption.
0
0
i
al
b2
c3
d4
d5
e6
f7
g8
Parish.
Charleville ... ... ...  Oakwood ... ... ... Byrganna ...
Dalby  ... ... ...  Murilla
Ipswich  ... ... ...  Eskdale  ... ... ...  Deongwar ...
Roma  ... ... ...  Fair field  ... ... ...  Landor ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto ditto
Ditto  ... ... ...  Brucedale and Rockybank Hope ...
Rockhampton  ... ... ...  Rosalyn ... ...
Tambo  ...  Narambla ...
A. R. P.
7,680 0 016,800 0 02,560  01,500 0 0
1,000 0 0
2,500 0 0
1,517 0 0
238 0 0
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
4 Grazing
Area.
N Provisional Annual
a Area. Survey Rent
Fee. per Acre. Maxi-No.  mum
Area.
27v
6v
17v
lOv
26v
27v
15v
17v
£  s. d. s. d .  Acres.
39 0 0 0 1 ... 20,000
60 0 0 0 02 ... 20,000
21 0 0 0 2 6,500
19 0 0 0 1  2.i4  8,000
17 3 0 0 1  2&4  8,000
21 0 0 0 01,  .  16,000
19 0 0 0 1 5 20,000
10 7 0 0 2 1 8,000
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment  of the  value of improvements ,  if any.
a. Situated about 100  miles by  road  north -westerly  from Charleville and about fifty miles southerly  from  Tambo, and  consists  generally
of dense gidya scrub with patches  of open box and ironbark  ;  well grassed  ;  unwatered.
b. This portion consists of well -grassed undulating  country with patches of scrub, and  is watered  by Dilga and Currajong Creeks ;
about forty miles easterly from Surat.
c. Consists  chiefly of  broken ridges ,  fairly  grassed ,  permanently watered ; about six miles easterly from Crow's Nest Railway Station.
d. These portions consist of fairly grassed  country with  open forest .  Portion 10v is watered by Boney Creek ,  but portion 11v is
unwatered .  They are situated about twenty miles south -easterly from Roma.
e. This portion contains about 100 acres fairly grassed ; the remainder consists, of thickly timbered  country ; it is unwatered , and is about
thirty miles north -westerly fro m Surat.
Lt
This portion  is thickly timbered with tea-tree and gum, and is  partly swampy  ;  it is watered  by Maryvale  or Tucker 's Creek, and is
about miles northerly from Rockhampton.
g. his portion  consists of good grazing land, but is unwatered .  It is about nine miles southerly from Tambo.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of  the United  Kingdom ,  Knight Commander of the  Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON,  Order of St .  Michael and St. George ,  Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and its
Governor .  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  and execution of all powers and authorities in me  vested under  the provisions  of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
o  1895 ,"  I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington , the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by  this  my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated  in the CLERMONT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shad he'open for SELECTION as GRAZING FARMS.
under the provisions of the said  Acts,  on and  after TUESDAY, the SEVENTEENTH dray of AUGUST, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rate specified in the said  Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the  advice aforesaid ,  declare
that the maximum area  which  may be selected  by any one  person in  the said District  shall be 20 ,000 acres.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government  House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of June,  in the year  of our Lord
one thousand  eight hundred  and ninety-seven, and  in the sixty -first year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-30 - 6-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
No.Of Lot.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CLERMONT  LAND AGENT'S DISTRI :' T.- NOT  WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
No. of No. ofRun Resumption .  Parish. Forfeited Portion. Area.Selection. Survey Fee.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
1
A.  B.  P
0
.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
...  Collaro y ... ... ... *11 2v 12,100 0 1 44 0 0 0 0  Of
a 2 Kilcummin  ... ... ... ... ... ...  3V 17,400 0 0 1 33 15 6 0 0 1
* St. Lawrence.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
a. The  greater  part of this portion  consists of  well-grassed open downs ,  black to chocolate soil, with blue ,  Mitchell, and other  grasses.
It is  intersected by the head of Cattle Creek ,  and is situated  about sixty  miles  northerly from Clermont.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the second day of May, 1894, I did, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd
section of  The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the
Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position of such
lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified
in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution
of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " Th.e Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the land specified in the Schedule hereto, being situated n the TAMBO LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for SELECTION as GRAZING HOMESTEADS, under the provisions of the said
Acts, at the TAMBO LAND OFFICE, on and after WEDNESDAY, the FOURTH day of AUGUST, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK  A.M., at  the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid ,  declare
that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be 20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person within
the area mentioned in this Schedule shall be 2,560 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of June, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.--30 -6-97. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE TAMBO LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Tambo Land Office.)
No. of Run Resumption.
Lot.
Parish. No. of Area. ProvisionalPortion .  Survey Fee.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Birkhead ... ... ... ... ... 15v
A.  R. P. £ a. d. r, d.
1 Mount Enniskillen  ...  320 0 0 11 9 0 0 0
2 Ditto  ... ... ... ... ... . ditto  ... ... ... ... ..  16v 320 0 0 11 9 0 0 0
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
These portions consist of box flats and sandy ridges, with pine and ironbark ;  they have frontage to Birkhead Creek ,  and are about forty
miles northerly from Tambo and about sixty miles southerly from Alpha.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by Orders in Council made on the nineteenth day of May, 1897, and the fourteenth day of November,  1894, I
did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the
operation of so much of the 43rd section of  "The Grown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and
marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described
in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the said land  into lots,
and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided
the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper  maps or  plans : Now,
therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands specified  in  the said
Schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after WEDNESDAY, the FOURTH day of
AUGUST, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further
notify and declare that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule:
And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any  one person in
the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of June, in the year  of our  Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty- first  year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,  J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
E.M.-30-6-97.
1
Land Agent's
District.
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
00
Run Parish .  Area.
Resumption.
0
z
0
0
z
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Conditional Unconditional Agriculture
Selection. Selection. Area.
-I
al Gympie ... Gutchy ... Gundiah 172v
A. R. P.
90 0 0
£ s. d.
7 7 0
s. d.
0 4
£ s. d.  s. d. £ s. d.
0 15 0  1 0 1 0 0 1
Acres.
1,280
2 Ditto ditto ditto 173v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0 4 0 15 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 280u
a3
...
Ditto ...
...
ditto ... ditto 174v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0 4 0 15 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 ,1,280
b4 Port Douglas... Victory 3v 100 0 0 11 9 0 0 6 1 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 2 320
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
a. Situated about  seven miles  easterly from the Gundiah Railway  Station ; is fairly well grassed, and timbered with oak ,  gum ,  wattle,
bloodwood, &c.
b. This portion consists of open forest land  ;  it is unwatered,  and is about six miles westerly from Port Douglas.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES WALLACE
[L. a. ]
LAMINGTON,
Governor.
ALEXANDER NAPIER , Barou Lamington of Laming-
ton, in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished  Order of St.:1lichael and St.
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Pepr:idencics.
N pursuance and execution  of all powers  and authorities in
I me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895 ,"  I, CHARLES  WALLACE  ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington , the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the
advice  of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
decla re that the operation of the 43rd section of  " The Crown
Lands  Act of  1884 " shall be and is hereby suspended with
respect to  the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated
in the  ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT:
And I further notify and declare, by and with the advice afore-
said, that  the said lands shall be open both for CONDITIONAL
and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions
of the said  Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after TUESDAY,
the THIRD day of AUGUST, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK
A.M., at the annual rental  specified in the said Schedule: And
I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which
the lessee may purchase the said lands sbali be as specified in
the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid , declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one  person in  the said District shall be 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane , this thirtieth day of June, in the year
of our  Lord one thousand eight hundred and nin ety-
seven, and in  the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
Z.M.-4 0-8.97.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD S AVE THE Q)UEKz 1
DESCRIPTION.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Conditional -Annual rent, 4,d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, Is, per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
County of Livingstone, parish of Playfair.
Area, about 50 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the north by
portion 25v; on the west by portion 24v; on the south by a
road separating  this land from portion 67v ; and on the east by
portions  65v and 1874;-exclusive of land required for roads,
reserves , or other public purpose.
Also,-Parish of Playfair.-Area,  about 1,000 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the south-west and
south by portion 587, a water reserve, and portions 58v, 42v,
41v, 49v, and 40v; on the north-east by a line from the north-
west corner  of portion 40v to the north-west corner of portion
463; and  on the north-west by the railway line and portions lv,
19v, and 13v ;-exclusive  of land required for roads, reserva s, or
other public purpose.
Also,-Parish of Playfair.-Area  about 400 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the north by
portions  36v and 72v; on the west by portion 7v; on the south
y portions 63v and 55v; and on the east by portion 12v ;-
exclusive  of land required for roads, reserves, or other public
purpose.
Also,-Parishes of Playfair and Westwood.
Area, about 2,500 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the north by
portions 53, 46, 47, and 51, parish of Westwood, and 14v and
80v, parish of Playfair; on the east by portions 68v and 36v,
parish of Playfair; on the south by portion 72v, same parish,
and portions 4v, 3v, 360, Westwood Creek, and portions 15v,
14v, 13v, and 12v, parish of Westwood ; and on the west by the
Westwood Town  Reserve  and the Central Railway Line;
exclusive  of land required for roads, reserves, or other public
purpose.
Also,-Parish of Westwood.-Area,  about 500 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the a est by a line
north from the north-west corner of portion 64v; on the north
east and north  by the  north-eastern  watershed of Thirsty Creek
and portions  6v and 7v; on the  east  by portion 1850; and on
the south by portions 2043, 1896, and 64v;-exclusive of land
required for roads,  reserves , or other public purpose.
Also,-Parish of Westwood.-Area,  about 800 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the west by a line
north  from the  north-west  corner  of portion 6v; on the north
by portions 2085, 66v, 1719, 2043, and 1850; on the east by
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portions 126, 127, 129, 128, and the Westwood Town  Reserve ;
and on the south by portions 1325, 2393, and 6v;-exclusive  of
land required for roads,  reserves , or other public purpose.
Also,-Parishes of Westwood, Playfair, and Moongan.
Area, about 7,800 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the west and
north by portions 520, 1859, 1858, 1392, 481, 556, 662, 671, 62v,
a line north from the north boundary of 62v to the south-west
corner of portion 63, portions 63, 62, 61, 60, 59, 58, 7v, 63v, 55v,
and 12v; and on the south-east and south by the boundary of
Agricultural Area No. 1 ;-exclusive of land required for roads,
reserves, or other public purpose.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAIM'tTION.
By His Excellency The Right Ilonourable CTTAT?T.ES WAT,LACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Laiuington of L:uuington,in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage ofthe United
LAMINGTON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor - ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power  in me vested ,  and in accordance with
the provisions of the 42nd section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884,"  I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice  of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and  declare that the
unselected  lots of land set forth in the accompanying  Schedule shall
be and are  hereby withdrawn  from selection.
E.M.-24-6-97.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-fourth day of June, in the year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven ,  and in the sixty-
first year of Her  Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
District .  Portion .  Parish or Place. Date ofProclamation.
Bundaberg ... 17v Dalgangal ... 29 July, 1890 ...
Ipswich ... $0v, 82v, 83v Anduramba 19 May, 1897 ...
ditto ... 88v Colinton ... 23 Dec., 1896 ...
Reference.
L.O. 147
L.O. 195
L.O. 187
A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHAMPS WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lanington of Lainington,
in the county of Lanark, in the L'ecrage of the United[L's'] Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor.
roN, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority  in me vested under
the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," 1, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the rent  of portion
5v, parish of Townson, in the Ipswich Land Agent's District, opened
to Agricultural Farm Selection by Proclamation dated the 20th June,
1894, shall, on and after the 6th August, 1897, be reduced  from 6d. to
41d. per acre.
E.M.-29 -6-97. F. 187.
Given under my Hand and real, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this twenty-fourth day of June, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven ,  and in the sixty-
first  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
A PROCLAMATION.
By Hie  Excellency The Right Honourable CII,ART,rs WAT.LACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lanlington of Laiiiuigton,*
[L S.] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LA11iINGTON,Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance  of sections  96 and 97 of  " The  Crown  Lands Act
of  1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and  declare
that the Gayndali Town Reserve, established by Proclamation dated
26th May, 1871, shall be and is hereby placed temporarily  under the
control of the Gayndah Municipal Council.
E.M.-2 4-6-97.  Res. 1871-51.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government  House, Brisbane,
this twenty-fourth day of June, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON,Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, C overnor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
j N pursuance of sections 96 and 97 of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1 1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER ' APIER, Baron
Lamington , the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the Fort Cooper (Nebo) Town Reserve, established by Proclama-
tion dated the 19th July, 1889, shall be and is hereby placed tem-
porarily under the control of the Nebo Divisional Board.
E-11--24 6-97.  Res. 1872-65.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House,  Brisbane,
this twenty-fourth day of June, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lainington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L.s.] Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor.Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andoverno . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of the power in me vested, and in accordance with
the provisions  of the 42nd  section of  "The Crown Lands Act
of 1884,"  I, CHARLES  WALLACE  ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington , the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify  and declare
that the P ro clamation  dated 26th May, 1897, and appearing in the
Government Gazette  of  the 12th June, 1897,  page  1397, reducing the
rent and  purchasing price of  portions  14v to 20v, and 27v and 28v,
parish of Yambugle, shall be and is hereby  cancelled.
E.M.-30-6 -97. L.O. 22-Surat.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government  House, Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of June, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAMINGTON,Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor.Commander-in-Chief of th  Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance  of the power and authority  in me vested underthe provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER , Baron Lamington, the
Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and  p ro claim  that the  purchasing
price  of portion 4v, in the parish of Kholo, in the Ipswich Land
Agent's District, opened to Selection by Proclamation dated the
17th April, 1891, shall,  on and after  the 6th August, 1897, be reduced
from £1 to 15s .  per acre.
H.M.-30-6 -97. F. 1349.
Given  under my Hand and Seal, at Government  House, Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of June, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and ninety- seven, and  in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedKingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAIINaTON, Order of St. Michael and St.. George, Governor andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance  of the power and authority  in me  vested under
the
WALLACE
isions  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES EXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by  this my P ro clamation , notify and proclaim that the rent of
portion  7v, parish of Rosedale, in the Bundaberg Land A gent's District,
opened to Grazing  Farm Selection by Proclamation dated the 26th
September, 1894, shall, on and after the 3rd August, 1897, be
reduced from 1d. to ;d. per acre.
E.M.-24 -6-97. L.O. 62.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-fourth day of June, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron l.ainington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, iii the Peerage of the United
LktNCTIUN IKingdoin, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor.' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
T N pursuance of the power and authority in me vested under
1 the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," -1,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Maximum
Area allowed to be selected  by any  one  person as a Grazing Farm
within Grazing Area No. 5, in the Bundaberg Land Agent's District,
shall be and is hereby increased from 2,560 to 5,000 acres ; such
increase  to take effect from the 3rd August, 1897.
E.M.-24-6.97.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government House,  Brisbane,
this twenty-fourth day of June, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty.
first year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAMINOTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
TN pursuance  of sections  95, 96, and 97 of  " The Crown  Lands Act
jl of  1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE  ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington , the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and  proclaim
that the land hereunder described has been temporarily  reserved for
the purpose  named , and placed under the control  and management of
the Peak Downs Divisional Board.
R.M.-24.6.97.
THE CLERMONT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  DIVISIONAL BOARD, TOWN OF CAPELLA,  ALLOTMENT
1 OF SECTION 10.
97-11057-S.G.
County of Talbot, parish of Khosh Bulduk.-Area, 1  acre.
Commencing  at the south corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-west by Huntley street bearing 334 degrees 31
minutes two  chains; on the north-west by a line bearing 64  degrees
35 minutes  30 seconds five chains and one-tenth of a link ; on the
north-east by a road bearing 154 degrees 32 minutes two chains ; and
on the south  east  by Malvern  street bearing  244 degrees  35 minutes
30 seconds five chains  and one-tenth of a link to the point of com-
inencement;- as shown  on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office-Cat. No. C 255-3 B.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House,  Brisbane,
this twenty-fourth day of June, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1897.
Road Case No. 1480.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROADS.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Public
Works Lands Resumption Act  of 1878," having been pleased to con-
firm the roads described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is
hereby notified, for general information, that any parties entitled to
compensation in consequence of the opening of the said ro ads are
requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars
of their estate and interest in the land required for the  said  roads and
their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60)
days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties
are further informed that the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to
treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the
damage that may be  sustained  by reason of the opening of the said
roads.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Book of Reference of New Roads through portions 49,  18, 13,  and  16,
and Branch Road through portion  16,  all in the parish of
Maroochy, county of Canning.
1. Commencing at a point on the eastern boundary of portion 49
about four chains from Boggy Creek, an anabranch of the Maroochy
River, westerly through that portion bearing 280 degrees seven chains
three links, and 292 degrees 30 minutes eight chains twenty-seven
links; containing 1 acre 2 roods; registered owner, Robert Fleming.
Land is unenclosed, unimproved, and unoccupied.
2. In continuation of last-nientioned road westerly through
portion 18 bearing 292 degrees 30 minutes one chain seventy-three
links, 237 degrees twenty-one chains, 295 degrees five and a-half chains,
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and 275 degrees five and a-half chains ;  containing 3 acres 1 rood 20
perches ; registered owner, William Clark Low. Land unenclosed,
unimproved, and unoccupied.
3. In continuation of last-mentioned road through portion 13
bearing 266 degrees 30 minutes ten and a-half chains, 251 degrees ten
and a-half chains, 272 degrees 20 minutes five chains, 243 degrees 33
minutes five chains, and 291 degrees three chains twenty-two links;
area, 3 acres 1 rood 27 perches ; registered owner, Robert Fleming.
Land unenclosed, unimproved, and unoccupied.
4. In continuation of last-mentioned road through portion 16
bearing 291 degrees four chains fifty-six links to a reserved road ;
containing  2 roods ; registered owner, Robert Fleming. Land
unenclosed, unimproved, and unoccupied.
5. Branch road front last-mentioned road through portion 16 for
five and a-half chains north along and within its eastern boundary to
a reserved read; containing 2 roods 24h perches ; registered owner,
Robert Fleming. Land unenclosed, unimproved, and unoccupied.
NOTE.-It is intended to open the roads through portions 49, 18, and 13 in
exchange for the originally reserved roads through these portions, which roads
will be closed ; and to open the branch road through portion 16 in lieu of the
corresponding part of the original road through that portion.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned roads can
be -seen at  this Office, at the Office of the Clerk of Petty  Sessions in
Brisbane, and at the Office of the Maroochy Divisional Board.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd July, 1897.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
IT is hereby notified,  for general  information, that  application
under the 89th section of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road; and all persons
who may consider their interests affected thereby are required to
transmit to this Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land, Police, and Post
Offices, Bundaberg.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Road  CaselNo.1718. SCHEDULE OF ROAD TOBE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Area.
1 The Barolin Divisional  The road on the south and
Board ,  on behalf  of J. south- east boundaries of
Gillen  ( W. S. Clough )  portion 7
Nora .- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd July, 1897.
PERMAN N NT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.IT is hereby notified, for general information, that applications
under  the eighty-ninth section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884" have  been made  for closing the undermentioned Rea  is; and
all persons  who may consider their interests affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing,
not later  than the date mentioned with respect to each.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the nearest Land, Police, and
Post Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.SCHEDULE OF ROADS  PROPOSED TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-14TH JULY, 1897.
Situation.
*1 The Lands Department  !  The western end of the
*2 The Esk Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
W. Titmarsh
*3
ti
The Esk Divisional
Board, on behalf of
T. McFarlane
Taroom Divisional
Board
*5
road through portion
1661
The road  separating por-
tion 31 from portions 14v,
15, 22, and 19, and its
continuation through
portion 31
The road separating por-
tion 15 from 22
Part of the road from Leichhardt
Bedourie to Taroom District
through Broadmere
Holding, commencing at
a point about two miles
north of Broadmere Sta
tion and passing the
Head Station  and Wash- I
pool Lagoon to a point
about two  miles east of
Broadmere
Parish.
I A. B. P.
Electra  ... ( About
4 0 0
Parish .  Area.
A. B. P.
About
Tewantin 2 2 0
Dixon ... 9 1 7
ditto ...  3 024
LATEST DATE  FOR O 15JECTIONS -4TH Auausr, 1897.
The Coomera Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
R. Hargraves
Part  of the  reserved road
on the south boundary of
portion 42
Fart of the reserved road
across  the north-west
corner  of portion 41
The road  separating  portion
59 from portions 378 and
378A
The road separating portion
9v from 185
Cedar ...
ditto ...
Moffatt ...
Pikedalo ...
*6 The Coomera Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
H. B. Williams
7 W. P. Atthow, on behalf
of A. Musch
W. Clunes ...
About
0 2 0
About
1 3 20
3 234
5 224
No. Applicant.
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CLOSURE OF  ROADS - continued.
Area.
A. B. P.
7v
6v
LATEST DATES FOR OBJECTIONS-11TH AUGUST, 1897.
9 R. Shaw. on behalf of, The reserved road through Cawarral ...  32 2 0
Ellen Butcher portion 622 and its con-
tinuation along the
southern boundary cf
portion 796
10 MaryCadwallader ... The reserved road through ditto ... 17 0 0
portion 355
11 The Rosalie Divisional The road from the south -  Milton ... 2 0 9
Board ,  on behalf of west corner  of portion 124v
J. R. Smith south-easterly through
107v
*I2 The Murweh Divisional Part of the Nebine-Dul- Maranon ...
Board, on behalf of bydilla road through District
Lessees tilarunda and Durella
South
LATEST DATE FOR  OBJECTIONS-18TH AUGUST, 1897.
*13 The Tiaro Divisional I The reserved road through Curra ... 7 0 19
Board ,  on behalf of I portion 41v
T. Bermingham About
14 J. Darley  ... ....  The road separating portion  Kunioon ... 3 1 8
141 from portion 144
About
*15 The Highfields Divi- Part of the road through Crow's 1 0 0
sional Board ,  on portion 20 Nestbehalf of W. L.
Mitchell
* NoTE.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
t NOTE-The  closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the opening of a road commencing on the Taroom road at a point about two
miles north of Broadmere Station ,  and following a route formed by the Taroom
Divisional Board ,  passing Long Swamp Dam and crossing the Robinson River to a
point on the Taroom road about two miles east of Broadmere Station.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th May, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROADS.
NOTICE.
Road Case No. 293.
IN pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  " The Crown Lands
Acts  1884 to 1886  Amendment Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open New Roads through the Holdings described
in the Schedule hereunder. SCHEDULE.
Grazing Land Agent's Portion
Farm No .  District. No.
110 Blackall
210 Ditto
Malvern Ditto
Hills
Holding
Parish.
Malvern Hills Re- P. Murray
sumption
ditto  ...  W. Boon
... The Malvern
Hills Pastoral
Company,
Limited
Any claims to which Licensees or Lessees may consider themselves
entitled  under  the abovementioned Act on account of the opening of
the said  roads must  be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands
within two months from the date hereof.
NoTt..- A copy of  the above notice with tracing  will be  sent to each licensee
or lessee through the Land Agent in whose District their holdings are situated.
A. H. BARLOW.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Read Case  No. 1926.
IN purstt.ence of the provisions of section 6 of  " The Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open a New Road through the Holding described
hereunder.
Fairlight Holding, Burke District,
Lessees-Executors late James Thompson.
Any claims to which the Lessees may consider themselves entitled
under the abovementioned Act on account of the opening of the said
road must be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands within two,
months from the date hereof.
NoTe.- A copy of the above notice ,  with tracing ,  will be sent to the Lessees
within two months from the date hereof.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd July, 1897.
T is hereby notified, for general information, that the lands on the
expired leased part and resumed part of Inkerman Run, and
Callandoon No. 2 Block on the expired leased part of Woodstock
Run, in the Townsville Land Agent's District, to be opened to
Occupation License on the 26th July, 1897, by Notice in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  dated 18th June, 1897, shall be and are hereby
withdrawn from Occupation  License.07-10262-o . J. F. G. FOXTON.
Situation. Parish.
Licensee or
Lessee.
No. 1. VOL. XVIII.]
Jan. Feb . March. April.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th  March, 1897.
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IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the  provisions of  "TAe Orow 1
Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts,  in pursuance  of the twenty-fifth section of the above- recited Act, at the
undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " and  "The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act  of 1876" will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners  at their Courts.
District or Place.
Allora * ... ...
Aramao t ... ...
Ayr ... ... ...
Banana ...
Barcaldine t * ...
Beaudesert ... ...
Blackall ... ...
Bowen ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Bundaberg ... .N
Burketown ... ...
Cairns ...
Cardwell ... ...
Charleville ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Clermont ... ...
Cooktown .. ...
Cunnamulla ...
Dalby ... ...
Emerald* ... ...
Esk * , ... ...
Gatton ,.. ...
Gayndah ., ...
Georgetown ...
Geraldton (Mourilyan)
Gladstone ...
Goondiwindi ...
Gyympie ... ...
Herberton ... ...
Hughenden ... ...
Ingham .. ...
Inglewood ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Isisford
Landsborough ...
Longreach ... ...
Mackay ...
Maryborough ...
Miles ,,. ...
Mitchell t ... ...
Muttaburra
Nanango ... ...
Nerang * ,,.
Normanton ,,. .«
Port Douglas
Ravenswood ...
Rockhampton
Roma ... .,.
St, George ... ...
St. Lawrence
Springsure ... ...
8tanthorpe ,.
Surat ...
Tambo ... ...
Taroom ... ...
Texas
Thargomindah ...
Toowoomba...
Townsville ... .«
Warwick ...
Winton .» ...
Windorah .» ...
1897.
1 May. June. July .  August .  Sept .  Oct. Nov. Dee.
Mon. 1 ... ...  1 Mon. 7
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Sat. 9 Sat. 6
Fri. 5
Mon. 4 Mon. 1
Thur. 7 Thur. 4
Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Sat. 2 Fri. 5
Tues. 5 ...
Mon. 4 Mon. 1
Tues. 12 Tues. 9
"THE CROWN LANDS ACTS,  1884 TO 1894."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
Wed. 3  Wed. 7 We.  5 Wed. 2  We.  7
Sat. 6 Sat. 10 Sat .  8 Sat. 12 Sat. 10
... Fri .  2 ... Fri. 4 ...
Mon. 1 Tues .  5 Mon. 3 Mon .  7 Mon. 5
Thur. 4 Thur .  1 Thur. 6 Thur .  3 Thur. 1
Tues .  2 Tues. 6 Tues .  4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Tues .  2 Tues .  6 Tues .  4 Tues .  1 Tues. 6
Wed. 3  Wed. 7  Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Fri. 5  F ri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
... Tues. 6  ... ...  Tues. 6
Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Tues. 9 Tues .  13 Tues. 11 Tues. 8 Tues. 13
Tues. 16 ... Tues. 20 ... Tues. 15
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Fri. 8 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Tues. 19 ,,. ... Wed. 21 ... ... Tues. 20
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 ... Wed. 19 ... Wed. 21
Fri. 22 Fri. 19 Fri. 21 Fri. 23
Sat. 9 Sat. 13 Sat. 13 Sat. 10 Sat. 8 Sat. 12 Sat. 10
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Tues. 19 Tues. 16 Tues. 16 Tues. 20 Tues. 18 Tues. 15 Tues. 20
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12 Wed. 9 Wed. 14
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 15 Tues. 20 Mon. 17 Mon. 21 Mon. 19
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 5 Wed. 7
Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Sat. 17 Fri. 14 Fri. 18 Fri. 16
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
... ... Tues. 9 ... ... Tues. 8 ...
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed, 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12 Wed. 16 Wed. 14
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12
... Wed. 3 ... Wed. 7 ... Wed. 2 ...
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed, 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 20 Thur. 18 Wed. 19  ...  Wed. 21
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Tues. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed. 21
Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Fri. 9 Fri. 14 Fri. 11 Fri. 9
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Thur. 18 Wed. 21 Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed. 21
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
... Thur. 4 ... ( Thur. 1 ... Thur. 3 ...
Mon 6 ..
Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon. 11 Mon.  8 Mon. 13
Wed. 4 We. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 8 Wed. 1
Sat. 7 Sat. 11 Sat. 9 Sat. 6 Sat. 11
Fri. 6 .. Fri. 1 .. Fri. 3
Mon. 2 Mon.  6 Mon . 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues.  2 Tues. 7
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
... ... Tues. 5 ... ...
Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon.  1 Mon. 6
Tues. 10 Tues. 14 Tues. 12 Wed. 10 Tues. 14
Tues. 17 ... Tues. 19 ... Tues. 21
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues.  2 Tues. 7
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri.  5 Fri. 3
... Wed. 20 ..
... Wed.15 ... Wed.17 -," ..
Fri. 17 ... Fri. 19
Sat. 14  Sat. 11  Sat. 9 Sat. 13 Sat.
Tues .  3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues .  2 Tues.
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon.
Fri. 6  Fri. 3  Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri.
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6  Wed. 8 Wed.
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Tues . 17 Tues. 21  Tues. 19 Tues .  16 Tues.
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed.
Fri. 6 Fri.  3 Fri ,  1 Fri. 5 Fri.
Mon. 16 Mon .  20 Mon .  18 Mon. 15 Mon.
Wed 1 Wed 3. .
Fri. 13 Fri. 17 Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 17
Wed. 4 Wed, 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 6 Fri. 8 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Thur.  9  ...  Thur. 9Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1  Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 11 Wed. 15 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 15
Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon. 11 Mon.  8 Mon. 13
Wed. 4 Wed. 6 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 8 Wed. 1
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 15 Wed. 17
Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Thur. 9
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed.. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon.  4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed, 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues. 3 Tues.  7 Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues.  5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed.  3 Wed. 1
Thur.  5 ... Thur .  7 ... Thur. 2
• The Courts marked thus • we only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions
t  Office for receiving applications.
=  Days will be fixed when Land Commissioner visits Ayr.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
$peoial Courts,  when necessary,  in addition to the above,  will be duly notified from  time to time.
6Mon
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Department of Public Lands,
pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1897.
1T is hereby notified, for general information, that the interests of the previous Occupants in the undermentioned Runs of Crown Lands,
situated in the Unsettled Districts, have been transferred, during the Quarter ended 30th ultimo, with the sanction of the Government, to
the persons hereunder particularised.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Name of Transferror. Name of Transferee. Name of Run.
I3URKE DISTRICT.
The Australian Joint Stock Bank, Limited ... I Patrick Kinchella White ... ... ... I Promised Land No. 1, Promised Laud No.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Joseph Charles Conway ... ... ... .... John Fowler Turnbull and Henry Hawthorn ,Kurleea No. 1, Kurleea No. 2, Kurleca No. 3, andOpposition.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
T
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Lanl Act of  1858" and  "The Crown
Lands Acts  1884 to 1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the lands intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct areas and descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous areas and descriptions ; and such grants and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
97-7588-P.L.
No. of Deed-N 4330.
Date of Deed-5th October, 1894.
Name of Grantee-Albert Rugs.
Land Granted-Allotment  1 of suburban section 92, county of
Norman, parish of Norman.
Area- 2 acres  18 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Norman, parish of Norman,  allotment  1 of suburban
section 92.
Commencing at the north corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the east by allotment 2 bearing south six chains and fifty-
two and six-tenths links; on the south by a road bearing west five
chains and ninety and seven-tenths links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 341 degrees forty-eight links ; and on the north-west by a road
bearing 45 degrees eight chains and fifty-seven and three-tenths links
to the point of commencement;-as shown on plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General's Office, but not including any part of the soil
of the said roads, or any of them-Cat. No. N 148-46.
97-7757-R.T.
No. of Deed-3713.
Date of Deed-22nd April, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Thomas Jones.
Land Granted-Portion  68, county of Livingstone, parish of
Archer.
Area- 40 acres 2 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Livingstone, parish of Archer, portion  68.
Area, 40 acres 1 rood 32 perches.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of portion 69, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion bearing 180 degrees 50  minutes
twenty-two chains and fifty-six links; on the south by portion 74
bearing east seventeen chains and ninety-nine links ; on the east by a
line bearing  45 minutes twenty-two chains and forty-six links ; and on
the north by a road bearing 270 degrees 20 minutes seventeen chains
and ninety -five links  to the point of commencement;-as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No.
R 26-95.
97-8153-R.T.
No. of Deed- 83328.
Date of Deed-9th March, 1896.
Name of Grantee-Christian Edmund Heinrich Liekfelt.
Land Granted-Portion  98, county of Ward, parish of
Dugandan.
Area-77 acres 2 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Dugandan, portion  98.
Area, 77 acres 1 rood 19 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion 305, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion and portion 304 bearing 270
degrees 11 minutes thirty-four chains and sixty-eight and a-half links;
on the west by portion 294 bearing 180 degrees 14 minutes eighteen
chains and seventeen and a-half links; on the south by a road bearing
89 degrees 40 minutes one chain and fifty links, 84 degrees 39 minutes
four chains and forty-nine links, 94 degrees 6 minutes five chains and
two links, and 89 degrees 40 minutes twenty-one chains and eighty-
two and a-half links, by a line bearing 108 degrees 54 minutes three
chains and three and four-tenths links, by portion 90 bearing 89
degrees 40 minutes twenty-one chains and twenty-two links, and by
portion 82 bearing 90 degrees 12 minutes six chains and four and
a-half links ; on the east by a road bearing 38 minutes five chains and
fifty links ; again on the north by that road bearing 270 degrees
17 minutes twenty-eight chains and thirty links ; and again on the
east by that road bearing 19 minutes thirteen chains and thirteen
links to the point of commencement ;-exclusive of 3 roods 3 perches
for a surveyed road, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. W 31-2449.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th June, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the lands here-
under described will be open to the operation of Ordinary Timber
Licenses on and after MONDAY, 26th July, 1897.
J. F. G. FOXTON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER AND CAMPING.
97-12143-S.G.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah.
Area, 546 acres 12 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Bohle River at the north-
west corner of a Reserve for Quarantine Ground for Sheep and Cattle
proclaimed in  Government Gazette  dated 19th October, 1872, page
1677, and bounded thence on the south by that reserve bearing east
ninety-nine chains and seventy links ; on the east by portions 55, 107,
and 97 bearing north eighty-five chains and forty-two links ; on the
north by a police paddock bearing west sixty-three chains to the Bohle
River ; and thence by the right bank of that river upwards to the
point of commencement;-exclusive of 149 acres 3 roods and 28
perches reserved for racecourse.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
97-12144-S.G.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah.-Area,  949 acres.
.Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 631, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion and portions 326, 165, and 111
bearing 89 degrees 19 minutes one hundred chains and fifty-six links,
and 61 degrees 28 minutes twenty-six chains and seven links ; on the
east by a road and portion 38 bearing 179 degrees 40 minutes seventy-
four chains and ninety-seven links; on the south by portion 103, a
camping reserve, and portion 115 bearing 269 degrees 59 minutes
twenty-four chains and fifty-two links, 180 degrees 4 minutes four
chains and seventy-three links, 270 degrees 1 minute fifty-eight chains
and eighty-nine links, 180 degrees 1 minute twenty-seven chains and
twenty-two links, and west forty chains and sixty-one links; and on
the west by a road, portion 47, a road, and portion 48 bearing north
ninety-four chains and seventy-nine links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
97-12145-S.G.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah.
Area, about 5718 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Ross River at the south-west
corner of a Water Reserve proclaimed in  Government Gazette  dated
2nd February, 1889, page 372, and bounded thence on the east by
that reserve and portions 63 and 103 bearing north about thirty-
seven chains, east about twenty-two chains, and again north about
sixty-one chains and fifty-five links ; on the north by an unproclaimed
Camping Reserve of 949 acres bearing west fifty-eight  chains and
eighty-four links ; again on the west by that reserve, portion 115, and
a line  bearing south one hundred and forty-six chains and seventy-five
links ; on the south by a line bearing  east one  chain and sixty links to
the Ross River; and thence by the left bank of that river  downwards
to the point of commencement;-exclusive of 12 acres reserved for a
school.
RESERVE FOR  SHEEP AND CATTLE QUARANTINE.
97-12416-S.G.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah.-Area,  847 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Bohle River at the south-
west corner of a Camping and Water Reserve proclaimed in  Govern-
ment  Gazette  dated 2nd May, 1896, page 1025, and bounded thence
on the north by that reserve bearing east ninety-nine chains and
seventy links; on the east by portion 55 and a line bearing south
eighty-eight chains and forty-three links ; on the south by portion 48
bearing west fifty-six chains and thirty links to the Bohle River; and
thence by the right bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd July, 1897.
1
T is hereby notified, for general information, that the  following
Lands, in the Townsville Land Agent's District,  as per descriptions
herewith, will be opened for OcCLTPATIoN, LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the TOWNSVILLE LAND
OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the NINTH day of AUGUST,
1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of £1 per
square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
lands may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-11104--Tns.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
ON THE RESUMED AND EXPIRED LEASED PARTS OF INKERMAN RUN.
Leichhardt  Downs.-Area, about 84 square miles.
The unsurveyed * Crown land comprised in Leichhardt Downs
Block, on the resumed and expired leased parts of Inkerman Run ;-
exclusive of alienated and reserved land.
Also,  Inkerman  Downs.-Area, about 55 square miles.
The unsurveyed Crown land comprised in Inkerman Downs
Block, on the expired leased part of Inkerman Run;-exclusive of
alienated and reserved land.
Also,-Area, about 35f square miles.
The unsurveyed Crown land comprised in Callandoon No, 2
Block on the expired leased part of Woodstock Run.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1897.IT is hereby notified, or general information, that the following
Land, in the Rockhampton Land Agent's District, as per
description herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER
PART V.  Of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the ROCK-
HAMPTON LAND OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the NINTH
day of AUGUST, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual
Rental of £1 10s. per square mile.
A ll  information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-11973-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
FORFEITED OCCUPATION LICENSE No. 102.
Parish of Rosewood.-Area,  about 15 square miles.
Portion 6v, parish of Rosewood, and the land bounded on the
west by that portion and portion 5v; on the south by portions 5v and
4v; on the east by portion 14v and a line bearing north from the
north-west corner thereof ; and on the north by the Rosewood Gold
Field (proclaimed in  Government Gazette,  1871, page 1616) ;-
exclusive of O.L. No. 111 (500 acres).
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1897.
i T is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
1 Land, in the Land Agent's District of Charleville, as per
description herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER
PART V. Of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the CH A RLE-
VILLE LAND OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the NINTH
day of AUGUST, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual
Rental of 10s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-10499-s.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE CHARLEVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
On the Resumed Part of Oakwood Run.
Area, about 10 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion 4v, and bounded
thence by O.L. No. 31 bearing south to the north boundary of the
resumed part of Nive Junction Run; thence by that boundary
bearing west  about two and a-half miles; thence by a line bearing
north to portion 4v; and thence by that portion bearing east to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, forgeneral information, that he followingLand, in the Rockhampton Land Agent's District, as per descrip-
tion herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART
V. of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," at the ROCKHAMP-
TON LAND OFFICE, on and after FRIDAY, the SIXTH day of
AUGUST, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental
of £1 per square mile.
A ll  information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-10785-9.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
The Resumed Part of Raglan Run.-Area,  about  381 square miles.
Commencing on Raglan Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow over
R (at the north-eastern corner of the original block San Jose No. 2),
and bounded thence by the edge of the  mud flats in a westerly and
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north-westerly direction for about nine miles and thence in a south.
westerly direction for about a mile and a-half ; thence south-easterly
to Twelve-mile Creek about half-a-mile above the sheep  station ;
thence north-easterly about three-quarters of a mile crossing a branch
of Twelve-mile Creek ; thence south-easterly about four miles and
a-half crossing Horrigan's Creek about two miles in a direct line from
its mouth ; thence by a line bearing 137 degrees about 610 chains
(crossing Raglan Creek at a point about 225 chains in a direct line
below the confluence of Cattle Creek) to the. southern watershed of
Raglan Creek ; thence by that watershed easterly and the Mount
Larcombe Range north-easterly to the north-eastern watershed of
Larcombe Vale Creek ; thence by that watershed north-westerly to a
point bearing 45 degrees from the north-east corner of portion 1745,
parish of Langmorn ; thence by a line bearing 225 degrees to that
corner; thence by Larcombe Vale Creek downwards to Raglan Creek,
and by that creek downwards to the point of commencement ;-
exclusive of alienated and reserved land.
LAND BOARD COURT.
IT is hereby notified, that a Land  Board  Court, for the hearing of
Appeals, and for such other  business  as may be required, will be
held at the Lands Office, Ipswich, on TUESDAY, 20th July, 1897, at
Half-past Eleven o'clock a.m.
By Order of the Land Board,
P. W. SHANNON, Secretary.
Office of the Land  Board, Brisbane , 1st July, 1897.
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFIICE,
BRISBANE.
AP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
11 revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets  at 2s . 6d. per Sheet, and Two at Is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes  one of  Australasia on a small scale, illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony,  in Six  Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing  the Main Telegraph Lines. Scale, 160  miles  to an inch.
Price : Plain, is. 6d.; coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets ; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Single  Sheet Map of the Colony. Price, 1s. plain, or coloured
(illustrating  the Counties and Financial Districts) Is. 6d.
Single  Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles  to an  inch. Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catchment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers, &c., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, Is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts. Price,  Is.  6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta.  Scale,  1 mile to an inch. Price,
is. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s. ; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, £1.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony. Price, Is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED  ON THE  POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.
Environs of Longreach. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure.  Scale, 2 miles to  an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-
Maps of Landi Open to Selection r for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. MoDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane ,  31st August, 1896.
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Geological Survey Office,
George  street, Brisbane.
0
N SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No. 4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government Geologist.
Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 189 7 .
"THE MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1895."
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the undernnanicd
gentlemen have been elected Members of the Marsupial Board
for the Marsupial Special District of West Moreton, viz.
John Thomas Brigg, Boxmoor,
Nigel Griffith Buchanan, Beauaraba,
Samuel Cooper, Laidley,
Walter Augustus Cross, Ropley Deane, and
Walter Kent, Tarampa.
A. J. THYNNE,
Secretary for Agriculture.
Department of Public Works,
NOTICE. 5th May, 1896,.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department,
after the Tenders have been opened, will be either fined to the amount
of the preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender, or disqualified
from successfully Tendering for Works under the Government for a
period of twelve months, at the option of the Tenderer.
ROBERT PHILP, Secretary for Works.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1897.
TENDERS.TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.
For full particulars , see  Government Gazette.
Nature of  Work,  Date of  Gazette  containing  original Notice,
and Place  and Date to which Tender can be received, respectively:-
HAGHENDEN-Purchase and Removal of Old Post and Telegraph
Quarters. 29th May. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post
Offices, Hughenden, Townsville, and Charters Towers; 9th
July.
SELLHEIM-New State School Buildings. 29th May. Works
Office,  Brisbane , and Court Houses, Charters Towers,
Hughenden, and Townsville ; 9th July.
THARGOMINDAH-Additions, Repairs, and Painting, Court
House. 29th May. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
Houses , Thargomindah and Cunnamulla ; 9th July.
TowNSVILLE-Painting Police Buildings. 5th June. Works
Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Townsville and
Charters Towers ; 9th July.
DBRAH-Repairs, Painting, and New Fencing, New Telegraph
Office. 5th June. Works Office, Brisbane ; 9th July.
CAIRNS-Additions and Alterations to Quarters, Post and
Telegraph  Office. 5th June. Works Office, Brisbane,
and Post Offices, Cairns , Herberton, and Townsville ; 9th
July.
GEORGETOWN -  Painting  Warder's Quarters. 5th June.
Works Office,  Brisbane , and Court  Houses , Georgetown,
Cooktown, Charters Towers, and Townsville ; 9th July.
BRISBANE-New Treads of Castlemaine Slate or Victoria Stone
to Stone Steps and Landing, Public Offices. 12th June.
Works Office, Brisbane ; 9th July.
BRISBANE-Repairs and Painting, Government Printing Office.
12th June. Works Office, Brisbane ; 9th July.
TIAEO-Repairs and Painting, Po.t and Telegraph and Court
House Buildings. 12th June. Works Office, Brisbane;
9th July.
GYMPIE-Repairs  and Painting, Two-mile State School. 12th
June. Works Office, Brisbane ; 9th July.
KILKIVAN---Additional Veranda, Court House. 12th June.
Works Office,  Brisbane ; 9th July.
CATTLE CREEK - New Veranda, Playshed, Repairs, and
Painting , State School. 12th June. Works Office,
Brisbane  ; 9th July.
INGHAM-Additions, Repairs, and Painting, State School. 12th
June. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, ingliam
and Townsville ; 9th July.
TOwNSVILLE-New Veranda , Balconies , &c., Post and Telegraph
Offices. 12th June. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post
Office, Townsville ; 9th July.
MOUNT PEERS-Repairs and Painting, Post and Telegraph
Buildings . 12th June. Works Office, Brisbane; 16th
July.
ROCRIIAMPTON-Repairs,  Painting , &c., Police Barracks. 12th
June. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court House, Rock.
hampton ; 16th July.
LEICHIIARDT  STREET -New Skylights, State School. 19th
June. Works Office,  Brisbane  ; 2nd July.
DEEP  CREEK-New Veranda, State  School. 19th June.
Works Office,  Brisbane ; 16th July.
PLAINVIEw - Repairs and Painting , State School. 19th June.
Works  Office, Brisbane ; 16th July.
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MILLCIIESTER-New Fencing, State School. 19th June.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Charters
Towers and Townsville ; 161h July.
WARRILL CREEK-Painting, State School. 19th June. Works
Office, Brisbane; 16th July.
ALLENSTOw,\-.Idditions, Repairs, and Painting, Sts' e School.
nd Court I;ouse,19th June. 11'orks Office, Brisbane, a '
Rockhauil,tonn; 23rd July.
SURAT-Improvements, Repairs, Painting, and Ncw Fencing,
State School. 19th June. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court Houses, Surat and St. George; 23rd July.
YEUL.BA-Repairs and Painting. State School. 19th June.
Works Office, Brisbane; 23rd July.
THURSDAY ISLAND-- Additions and Alterations, Post and Tele-
graph Office. 19th June. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Post Offices, Thursday Island, Cooktown, and Townsville;
23rd July.
TARAMPA-Additions, Improvements, Repairs, and Painting,
State School. 26th June. Works Office, Brisbane; 23rd
July.
ENGELSBURG-Fencing and Gates, Post and Telegraph Office.
26th June. Works Office, Brisbane ; 23rd July.
LORD JOHN SWAMP-Repairs and Painting, State School.
26th June. Works Office, Brisbane ; 23rd July.
DALBY-Repairs and Painting, Police Quarters. 26th June.
Works Office,  Brisbane  ; 23rd July.
MACKAY- Improvements , Repairs, and Painting, Post and
Telegraph Office. 26th June. Works Office, Brisbane,
Post Offices, Mackay and Rockhampton, and Court House,
Townsville ; 23rd July.
TowN sVILLE-Repairs to Roof, Sub-Collector of Customs'
Quarters. 26th June. Works Office,  Brisbane , and Court
House, Townsville; 30th July.
YANGAN-New Police Station. 26th June. Works Office,
Brisbane  ; 30th July.
R. ROBERTSON, Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 1st July, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general  information , that the under.
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
Repairs and Painting, Court  House, Sandgate-E. BAKER--
£23 10s.
Repairs and Painting, State School,  Beenleigh -L. W. HOWELL
-£I4 10s.
Repairs and Painting, State School, Warner-J. McTAGGART-
£32 9s. 9d.
Tidewaiter's Cottage, Thursday Island-THOMAS ]KEEN AN -
£440.
Repairs and Painting, Telegraph  Station,  McDonnell-GEO.
GUMMow-£246.
New Steam Laundry Block and Additions to Kitchen Block,
Hospital for Insane, Toowoomba - JAMES RENwIc$ -
£6.050 is. 3d.
Additions to State School, Woolloongabba-W. HERD-£493.
Additions, Court House, Barcaldine- Messrs . MEACHAM AND
LEYLANDS-2152 10s.
Residence for Medical Superintendent, Hospital for  Insane,
Goodna-Messrs. WORLEY AND WIIITEHEAD-£2,117.
New Hat-room, &c., State School, St. George-A. COOPER-
£73 7s. 6d.
Repairs, &c., State School, Stafford-A. TURNER-£ 82 10s.
Repairs, &c., State School, Kingsborough-J. HAUGH-£101.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, STATE SCHOOL, GATTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m. onFRIDAY, the 30th July, for Additions, State School, Gatton.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £10, and
endorsed  "Additions, State School, Gatton."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
and at the Court Houses, Ipswich, Toowoomba, and Gatton.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  1st July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW PLAYSHED ,  IMPROVEJIENTS ,  REPAIRS , AND PAINT-
ING, STATE  SCHOOL, YANGAN.
(`ENDERS  will be received  at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
1  on FRIDAY ,  the 30th July ,  for New Playsbed, Improvements,
Repairs ,  and Painting ,  State School, Yangan.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "  New Playshed , *e.,  State School ,  1 angan."
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Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
at the O f  uses , Toowoomba and Warwick ; and at the State
buirovi, angan.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 1st July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, BRANDON.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses,Townsville, Ayr, and Bowen, until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 6th August, for New State School Buildings, Brandon.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £20, and
endorsed  "New State School Buildings, Brandon."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
and at the Court Houses, Townsville, Ayr, and Bowen.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent, on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING GAOL, FORTITUDE VALLEY, BRISBANE.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.on FRIDAY, the 30th July, for Fencing Gaol, Fortitude
Valley, Brisbane.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Fencing Gaol, Fortitude Valley, Brisbane."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW KITCHEN TO RESIDENCE, STATE SCHOOL,
TEWANTIN.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.on FRIDAY, the 30th July, for New Kitchen to Residence,
State School, Tewantin.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "New Kitchen to Residence, State School, Tewantin."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
at the Court Houses, Gympie and Maryborough; and at the State
School, Tewantin.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW LANDS OFFICE, LONGREACH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses,
Longreach, Barcaldine, and Rockhampton, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th August, for New Lands Office, Longreach.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £20, and
endorsed  "New Lands Office, Longreach."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
and at the Court Houses, Longreach, Barcaldine, and Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW CHIMNEY, NEW ROOM, PAINTING, &c., POLICE
STATION, TEXAS.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses,
Texas and Inglewood, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
6th August, for New Chimney, New Room, Police Station, Texas.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  " New Chimney, New Room, Police Station, Texas."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
and at the Court Houses, Texas, Stanthorpe, Inglewood, and Warwick.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
[AMENDED NOTICE.]
IPSWICH WATER AUTHORITY.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 16th June, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of "  The Water
Authorities Act of  1891," been pleased to approve of the following
By-law made by the Ipswich Water Authority.
ROBERT PHILP.
WHEREAS by  " The Water Authorities Act of  1891" it is enacted that a
Water Authority may make By-laws for all or any of the purposes in
the said Act mentioned : It is hereby resolved by the Council of the
Municipality of Ipswich, being the Water Authority duly constituted
for the Ipswich Water Area, by and with the approval of the Governor
in Council, that the following By-law shall be in force  within  the said
Water Area from the date of the publication hereof
BY-LAW No. 1.
Water supply.
1. In the interpretation of this By-law the following terms shall
have the meanings  set against  them respectively, unless the context in
any case otherwise  requires :-
" Water Area" shall mean the Ipswich Water Area, duly con-
stituted under  "The Water Authorities Act of  1891" by
Order of Council dated 31st December, 1891, and any amend-
ment of that area.
" Water Authority" shall  mean  the Municipal Council of Ipswich,
duly constituted as the Water Authority for the said Water
Area.
"Council" shall mean the Council of the Municipality of Ipswich.
2. For the purpose of rates and charges to be made under the
powers conferred on it, the Council adopts superficial measurement of
buildings as the basis of assessment (except in such cases as are other-
wise hereinafter provided for, and subject to the Council's rights to also
charge for water by meter measurement as hereinafter contained),
according to the following scale, per annum, to be paid half-yearly in
advance.
Private residence.
(a.) For private residence-Two shillings and sixpence for every
fifty square feet or part thereof up to one thousand square feet, and one
shilling and threepence for every fifty square feet or part thereof over
a thousand square feet up to two thousand square feet, and sixpence for
every fifty square feet or part thereof over two thousand square feet.
Provided that the minimum annual assessment shall be twenty-five
shillings.
Business premises.
(b.) For business premises-One shilling and sixpence for every
fifty square feet or part thereof up to a thousand square feet, and nine-
pence for every fifty square feet or part thereof over a thousand square
feet and up to two thousand square feet, and sixpence for every fifty
square feet or part thereof over two thousand square feet. Provided
that the minimum annual assessment shall be twenty shillings, except
for an upstairs office, the minimum  assessment  for which shall be
fifteen shillings per annum.
Private residence and business premises combined.
(c.) For private residence and basiness premises (other than butcher's
shop and bakery) combined and adjoining each other-For the space
thereof which is occupied as a residence, the same  rate as  for "a private
residence " ; and for the space thereof which is used  for business
premises ,  the same rate as for "business premises."
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Butcher's shop.
(d.) For butcher's shop-Five  shillings  for every fifty  square feet or
part thereof up to two thousand square feet, and sixpence for every fifty
square feet or part thereof over two thousand square feet ; and where
connected with a private residence, the space used for the shop shall be
charged at the aforesaid rate, and that occupied as a residence at the
"private residence" rate.
Bakery.
(e.) For bakery-Fife shillings for every fifty square feet or part
thereof up to two thousand square feet, and sixpence for every fifty
square feet or part thereof over two thousand square feet for the space
used as a bakehouse ; the -am e rate as for " business premises" for the
space used as a baker 's shop  ;  and if there is a residence connected
therewith, the same rate as for a " private residence" for the space
occupied as such.
Hotel and club.
( f.) For hotel and club-Five shillings for every fifty square feet or
part thereof up to two thousand square feet, and one shilling for every
fifty square feet or part thereof over two thousand square feet.
Board and lodging house.
(g.) For board and lodging house - The same rate as for a " private
residence."
Public hall, Sunday school, &c.
(h.) For public hall, Sunday school, and church-The same rate as
for "business pre mises."
Boarding and day  school.
(i.) For boarding -school and day-school  (other than a State school)-
For the space thereof used exclusively as schoolrooms and classrooms
of the schools, the same rate as "business premises," and for the
remainder of the building the same rate as for a "private residence."
Stable.
(j.) For livery stable and stable used by or for the business of a 'bus
or cab proprietor - Tbe same rate as for  " business premises."
Buildings occupied by the Crown.
(k.) For buildings (not including urinals) in the use or occupation
of the Crown-Two shillings and sixpence for every fifty square feet or
part thereof up to one thousand square feet ; one shilling and three-
pence for every fifty square feet or part thereof over one thousand and
up to two thousand square feet ; and sixpence for every fifty square feet
or part thereof over two thousand square feet.
All other buildings.
(l.) For all buildings of every description not hereinbefore expressly
referred to-The same rate as for  " business premises."
Proviso.
3. Provided always that if the Council shall at any time or times
ascertain, by means of a meter placed on any land by virtue of the
powers hereinafter or under the said Act contained, that water which
shall be supplied to or for any building of any description or other pre-
mises  whatsoever in this By-law before expressly or generally referred
to shall be used or consumed in such quantities in any one half year, so
that the value thereof at the rate of one shilling and sixpence per one
thousand gallons up to one million gallons, and one shilling for every
one thousand gallons over every one million gallons, shall exceed the
amount  of the assessment for such half-yearly period according to the
superficial measurement of such buildings or premises at the rate or
rates hereinbefore provided, then such excess in amount shall be deemed
to be an additional or further water rate on such building or premises,
and may at the option of the the Council be added to and recovered
with the aforesaid superficial measurement rate or rates, or be recovered
separately from such rate or rates.
Computing the area.
4. In computing the area for assessment the buildings are to be
measured externally at each floor (exclusive of verandas), and such
measurement is to be taken as the superficial area of flooring on which
that part of the rates according to superficial measurement is to be
charged.
Notice of erection or addition to be given.
5. The owner or occupier of any land within the water area who
shall erect or make, or cause to be erected or made, any building or
addition to an existing building on such land shall, within one calendar
month hereafter, give notice in writing thereof to the clerk of the
Council ; and any such owner or occupier who shall fail to give such
notice shall be liable to a penalty of not exceeding ten pounds.
No reduction in rate made.
6. No reduction in water rates assessed on any building shall be
made  by reason of the removal or partial removal of such building until
noti ce in writing of such removal or partial removal shall be given to
the clerk of the Council.
Meter measurement for engines, &c.
7. The Council adopts the principle of supplying water by meter-
measure  in the case of water supplied to or used for the purpose of the
following :-Locomotives, engines, boilers, steamers, nursery gardens,
and wharves; and the scale of charges to be paid for such water shall be
one shilling and sixpence for every one thousand gallons up to one
million gallons, and one shilling per one thousand gallons over one
million gallons used in any one year.
Meters to be supplied by Council.
8. All meters shall be supplied by, kept in repair by, and remain
the property of the Council; and the person or persons who for the time
being shall be liable to pay the water rates with respect to any land or
premises  shall
also pay to the Council the costs  and expenses  which theCouncil shall incur in fixing a meter to such land and remi es, also an
annual rental (half-yearly in advance) for such meter; such rental to be
equal to ten per centum on the cost of such meter, and shall cover the
costs of repairing any ordinary wear and tear to such meter. The costs,
expenses , and rent aforesaid may be recovered by the Council from such
person or persons by the same process as moneys due for water rates are
recoverable.
Urinals.
9. The Council adopts the principle of charging a fixed sum as the
basis of assessment on the following
Urinal ; One pound each per annum.
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Unoccupied lands.
10. The Council adopts as the basis of assessment of unoccupied
lands  which abut upon or have direct access to or from any road or other
place in the water area in which a main pipe has been laid down the
annual charge of one penny in the £ of the capital value of such  lands as
determined by the valuation for the time being made by the Council.
Plumbers.
11. No person shall do any work in connection with the supply of
water or the alteration of services or pipes, whether on private property
or not,  unless  he holds a plumber's license from the Council, under a
penalty of not exceeding ten pounds.
Licenses.
12. The Council may  at its  discretion  grant a license  to any com-
petent plumber who applies for the same. Such license shall be in such
form as the Council shall from  time  to time prescribe,  and the annual
fee for the  same shall be  ten shillings and sixpence .  Every such  license
shall. expire on the thirty-first day of December in each year.
General conditions.
13. All work, including 'the laying of service pipes, shall be subject
to the following regulations, and shall be done to the approval of the
officer appointed for that purpose by the Council.
(a.) The lead pipes are to be of the undermentioned weights
inch in diameter, 5 lb. weight per yard.
7J lb. ,, »9 lb.
1 12 lb
(b.) If cast or wrought iron service pipes are used they must be
examined and approved of by the Council's officer previous to their
being laid down.
(c.) All holes drilled in the cast-iron mains shall be tapped with a
taper tap, and fitted with a No. 781 Fiddian's main cock.
(d.) Fiddian's No. 780 footpath cock must be placed between the
main
4i
pe and the building, and both street  main  cock and stop cock
shall covered with an iron cover of such pattern as shall be from time
to time adopted by the Council, and laid on a brick foundation in
accordance with the Council's specifications.
(e.) Fiddian's No. 780 footpath cock, and Fiddian's No. 782 bib cock,
and 783 bath cocks only will hereafter be allowed to be fitted to any
service pipe except by leave of the Council.
(f.) A ferrule  larger  than finch shall not be used, unless with the
written consent  of the Council.
(g.) All solder joints shall be clean wiped.
(h.) No pipe or pipes shall be used either in the interior or exterior
of any building which are of a less strength and weight than those
which are in accordance with the regulations of the Council.
(i.) In every  case  where service pipes shall hereafter be repaired
between the main and stop cock the plumber shall fix a street main cock,
as specified in subsection c of these general conditions, which main cock
will be supplied by the Council.
(j.) No licensed plumber shall proceed to tap a main or open the
ground for the purpose of laying service pipes, unless he shall have given
twenty-four hours' notice of his intention so to do to the Council's clerk,
and shall have received a permit from such clerk to do so.
(k.) Any ground broken in the streets and any pitchers or flagging
displaced by reason of the work must be restored by the plumber to the
satisfaction of the Council, and any penalty imposed in consequence of
default in this respect should be borne by the plumbers.
(l.) No main will be emptied for the purpose of laying services except
upon a day which shall be deemed by the Council or its officer to be most
suitable.
Penalty.
14. Any licensed plumber or other person who shall commit a breach
of the above regulations, or do any work within the water area contrary
thereto, shall be liable to a penalty of not exceeding ten pounds.
Repeal.
15. By-law No. 8 of the said Council for regulating the rates and
charges for water supplied, published in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  of the 18th July, 1891, is hereby repealed, except as to any
operations already eff' cted by or act done, or as to any right, title,
obligation, or liability already acquired or accrued under such By-law.
The foregoing By-law was passed at a special meeting of the
Municipal Council of Ipswich, a duly constituted water authority, on
the twenty-sixth day of April, A.D. 1897, and confirmed at a subsequent
special meeting of the said Council on the thirty-first day of May,
1897';  and the provisions of subsection 3 of section 37 of  "The Water
Authorities Act of  1891" have been complied with.
WM. THOS. DEACON, Mayor.
ALBION IIAYNE, Town Clerk.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 30th June, 1897.
THE CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT OF 1896."
( N accordance with the provisions of section 4 of  " The Customs
L Duties Act of  1896," I hereby direct that no duty be levied on
PARTS OF MINCING MACHINES,
PARTS OF PUNCHING  MACHINES,
PARTS OF SHEARING MACHINES  (FOR  IRON), and
PARTS OF TINSMITH'S MACHINERY,
which  are component parts of articles  not liable to duty, and which,
in the opinion of the Collector or Principal Officer  of Customs,
verified by  a declaration  from the importer, are imported  for and can
only be used as such.
ROBERT PHILP,
Treasurer,
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The Treasury,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1897.
"THE CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT OF 1896."
N accordance with the provisions of section 4 of  " The Customs
Duties Act of  1896," 1 hereby direct that no duty be levied on
parts of the undermentioned Agricultural Machinery, viz.:-
REAPERS,
REAPERS AND BINDERS,
MOWING MACHINES,
HORSE RAKES,
CULTIVATORS,
SCARIFIERS,
GANG PLOUGHS, and
SULKY PLOUGHS,
which are component parts of articles not liable to duty, and which,
in the opinion of the Collector or Principal Officer of Customs,
verified by a declaration from the importer, are imported for and can
only be used  as such.
ROBERT PHILP,
Treasurer.
The Treasury,Brisbane, 25th June, 1897.
"THE CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT OF 1896."IN accordance with  provisions of section 4 f " The Customs
Duties Act of  1896," I hereby direct that no duty be levied on
PARTS OF STEAM PLOUGHS
which are component parts of articles not liable to duty, and which,
in the opinion of the Collector or Principal Officer of Customs,
verified by a declaration from the importer, are imported for and
can only be used as such.
ROBERT PHILP,
Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 30th June, 1897.
THE CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT OF 1896."
IN accordance with the provisions f ection 4 of  "The Customs
Duties Act of  1896," I hereby direct that no duty be levied on
PARTS OF CANNING  MACHINES
which  are component  parts of  articles not  liable to duty, and which,
in the opinion of the Collector or Principal Officer of Customs,
verified by  a declaration  from the importer,  are imported for and-can
only be used as such.
ROBERT PHILP,
Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  30th June, 1897.
"THE CUSTOMS  DUTIES ACT OF 1896."
IN accordance  with  the provisions of section 4 of  "The Customs
Duties  Act of  1896 ,"  1 hereby direct that no duty be levied on
PARTS OF BALL MILLS FOR CRUSHING QUARTZ
which are component parts of articles not  liable to duty, and which, in
the opinion of the Collector or Principal Officer of Customs ,  verified
by a declaration from the importer ,  are imported for and can only be
used as such.
ROBERT PHILP,
Treasurer.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No.  10  of  1897.
WIDE BAY BAR.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the square white beacons on Hook
Point bear when in line N. 87° W., and lead across the Bar with
a minimum depth of 19 feet at L.W.S.
Charts affected-Nos. 1068 and 1030; Australia Directory, vol. 2.
T. M. ALMOND, Portmaster.
Marine Department, Brisbane, 28th June, 1897.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1897.
NOTICES TO MARINERS.THE following Notices to Mariners are published for generalinformation.
ROBERT PHILP.
The Treasury,
New South Wales, 18th June, 1897.
THE following Notice to Mariners, issued by the Marine Board of
New South Wales, is published for general information.
JAMES N. BRUNKER.
REPORTED SUNKEN REEF IN THE TRACK OF VESSELS
BETWEEN BA AND LABASA RIVERS, FIJI.
The following report, which has been received from Captain
Smith of the s.s. "Fiona," is published for general information:-"I
beg to state that while going from Ba to Labasa, after passing through
and well clear of Yendau Passage, from the masthead I saw a small
sunken reef. We lowered a boat and sounded. It appeared to be
about 40 feet long and about 15 feet across, and on top of it for about
10 feet square there was 13 feet of water (or about 11 feet at low
A
water). The reef seems to be tapering up from the bottom, as the
soundings gradually deepened from 13 feet on top to 11 fathoms at the
base and all round'it. A small can buoy was placed on it. From the
patch the following bearings were taken (magnetic)  :-Vid  Thomba
Thomba (point) S. 78°  E.;  Sleepy Point N. 34°  E.;  North-west end of
Yendau S. 87° W.; south end of Yendau S. 49° W. These bearings
place it close to where is 12 fathoms C rl marked on the new chart of
Vatu Ira Ch. 1896. It is a dangerous patch and right in the track
taken by steamers between Ba and Labasa.
GEO. S. LINDEMAN, R.N., Secretary.Office of the Marine Board, Sydney, 7th June, 1897.
AUSTRALIAN STATION.
" Orlando," at Sydney, 11th June, 1897.
Hydrographic Notice No. 39.
1.-NEW HEBRIDES.
Port Sandwich, Mallicolo Island.
The plan of Port Sandwich is on plan 1736, and not on 134.
Corrections and additions required to-
Chart 1380.
Sailing Directions-Pacific Islands, Vol. I., Part I., page 316
and index to charts, Pacific Islands, Vol. I., Parts I. and IL
Torres Islands.
Insert footnote  " See  chart 134 " with reference to "Torres
Islands" in Pacific Islands, Vol. I., Part I., page 339, and Part II.,
page 267, and index to charts.
Fila Harbour, Sandwich Island.
The plan of Fila Harbour (or Vila) is on chart 1637, and not on
134.
Corrections and additions required to-
Chart 1380.
Sailing Directions-Pacific Islands, Vol., Part I., note at bottom
of page 296, and index to charts.
Havannah Harbour, Sandwich Island.
The plan of Havannah Harbour is on chart 1642 and not on 134.
Corrections and additions required to-
Chart 1380.
Sailing Directions-Pacific Islands, Vol. I., Part I., note at
bottom of page 296, and index to charts.
(" Orlando," Note No. 1, 27th May, 1897: Office No. 8s o.)
2.-SHOAL EAST OF YENDUA ISLAND, FIJI ISLANDS.
The s.s. " Fiona" reports having found a small submerged reef
about 2 miles E.N.E. of Yendua Island, in approximately the centre
of the channel : the actual position of this reef cannot be  given, as
the " Fiona's" observations are insufficient.
11 feet of water were found on it, and 11 fathoms close round.
Chart and book affected :-
Chart 379.
Sailing Directions-Pacific Islands, Vol. II., page 167.
(High Commissioner for the Western Pacific, 17th May, 1897: Office
No. 819.)
3.-SUVA HARBOUR, FIJI.
Information has been received that a large triangular black beacon,
with rectangular top, has been erected, from which the following angles
were taken:-
Eastern extreme of Low Cliffy Point 97° 30', Green Light Steamer
Pier, 25° 52' gate of _ boathouse, on extreme of Government House
Pier. -
The top mark will be painted with luminous paint, and a light
will be shown occasionally from the beacon when  large vessels are
leaving the port.
A white cask buoy now marks the 4J fathom patch mentioned in
Notice to Mariners No. 125, of 1897.
Charts and books affected
Chart 1757.
Sailing Directions-Pacific Islands, Vol. II., page 115.
(" Lizard," Note No. 1, 22nd May, 1897: Office No. 8,39.)
CYPRIAN A. G. BRIDGE, Rear Admiral.
To the respective Captains, Commanders, and Officers Commanding
Her Majesty's Ships and Vessels on the Australian Station.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER. •
By Captain WALTON DRAKE, Q.M.D.F., Acting Naval
Commandant, Q.D.F.
Head-Quarters, Naval Brigade,
No. 233
Brisbane, lot July, 1897.
.THE following changes will take effect from date;
BRISBANE NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 474, H. J. Aylin, A.B., No. 505, F. Baird, A.B., and No. 514,
J. Kent, A.B., are allowed to resign.
No. 422, H. Myers, A.B., is dismissed.
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Acting Naval Commandant, Q.D.F.
METEOROLOGY OF AUSTRALASIA..
Post
 and Telegraph Department ,  Meteorological Branch,
TiLE following  OESERVATloxs taken at Meteorological Stations in Queensland during SEPTEMBER,  1896 ,  are published  for general information.  Brisbane,  17th June, 1897.JAMES R. DICKSON, Postmaster-General.
CLIMATOLOGICAL  TABLE
 *  SEPTLMBER, 1896.
GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION .  MRANS,9 A.M.
STATION.
Atherton ... ...
Ayr ... ... ...
Bowen ..
Burke District  Hospital}
Burketown ... ...
Cairns ...
Cambridge Downs ...
Camooweal ... ...
Cape Grafton ... ...
Cape York ... ...
Cardwell . ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Cloncurry ... ...
Coen ... ..
Cooktown ... ...
Croydon ... ... ...
Donaldson ... ...
Donor's Hill ... ...
Dungeness ... ...
Evelyn ... ... ...
Fairview ... ... ...
Georgetown ... ...
Geraldton ... ...
Goondi ... ...
Haughton Valley ...
Herberton ... ...
Homebush ... ...
Homestead ...
Hughenden ...
Junction Creek ... ...
Kamerunga
Karumba ...
Low Island ... ...
Mackay ... ...
McDonnell
Mapoon, Batavia River
Maxwelton ... ...
Mein ... ... ...
Moreton  ... ... ...
Musgrave ...
Normanton ...
Palmerville .
Plane Creek (Mackay)
Port Douglas ... ...
Prairie ... ...
Richmond ... ...
Southwick ... ...
Tangorin ... ...
Tate River ... ...
+o
Nm
aV
Ow
ii
19°33' 147024' 7.
19 59 148 16
 on coast
17 38 141 10 21
17 45 139 33 22C
16 55 145 47 on coast
20 27 142 58 242
19 57 138 17 192c
18 '15  146 3
20 3 146 8
20 43 140 30
13 55 143 15
15 28 145 17
18 12 142 15
19 50 140 24
18 45 140 35
18 33 146 19
17 43 145 23
15 30 144 18
18 22 143 32
17 32 146 4
17 31 146 2
19 52 146 37
17 23 145 23
21 17 149 6
20 5118 16
16 53
17 27
16 23
21 9
11 6
20 46
13 13
12 28
14 50
17 39
15 56
16 30
20 52
20 44
19 51
21 49
17 22
on coast
66
207a
21
on coast
970
1440
730
on coast
46
65
166
4
5
46
40
10
G
Pa
m"
F
73'5
30'1'52 72.7
74.3
30.119 76'3
30'130 73'6
30'112 72'6
74'5
30'048 79'7
30'129 73'5
30'108 71.7
30'150 72'8
77.0
30,108 76.7
30'090 78'8
73'5
30'103  74'2
... 72'4
... 59.7
75'2
30;067 75'0
71'4
... 71'7
... 65'6
144 12  .191
 ... 73'3
144 24 108 ... 72'6
145 41 6 72'2
140 54 on coast c 301)96 73'6
145 36 off coast
149 13 1 30'151 711
142 33 25 30'068 771)
77'8
142 45 254c
142 47 45 30'075 78'9
142 34 36 77'6
143 35 35 301 21 757
141 5 20 30'101 781)
144 8 84 301)96 761)
°d dg
w m
tl min.
47'5
59% 582
63 59'2644
60'2621
SHADE TEMPERATURE.
MEANS.
Max. Range .' Mean. Range.
WIND CLOUD. RAINFALL.
0
is 0)3"oQ pc
0
0
e
E a
Inches.
NORTHERN DIVISION.
716 24'1 591)  311  804
80.9 22'7
78.8 19'6
89'4 25'0
85.3 25.1
81.8 19'7
39.6
32'0
14'2
13.5
21'4
26'6
29'1
23'9
10'2
29'9
36'5
40'2
28'7
222221316
11'8
17'5
29'7
23'1
511  90'7
53'8 85.8
65'0 79.2
70'7 84.2
58'1 79'5
58'1 84.7
56'0 85'1
63'0 86.9
69'8 80.0
63'2 93.1
55'0  91%
50.6 90'8
51.2 79'9
521
 74.3
63'1 85'2
56'6 88.2
60'8 72.6
60'6 78.1
55'9 856
52'3
 754
39 .53'2.
45
 49,8
74 55'0
63 61.7
74'8
65 55'6
63 61'4
69 65.7
49'5.
52 64'5
72 61'6
74 59'0
39 63'9
49 59'0
145 28 on coast 72'8 69
144 31 177 301)62 681  50
143 10  238 301 12 7213  34
145 40 7.1 ... ...
144 13 237
144 17 .  99 301)96 7 4'3 48
86.6 33'4
91'3 41'5
811  26'7
82'4 20'7
79'6 4.8
75.2 19'6
86'0 24'6
94.0 28'3
88'1 38'6
87'0. 22'5
89.8 28'2
88.6 29'6
91.0 27'1
90'8 31'8
69'6 44'2 86.6
69'0 14'0 83'1
76'9 51'7 92.8
72.8 47'3 92'2
72'0 52'6 87'3
70'9 45'5 96'0
69'8 40'9 93.8
72'1 56'2 82.1.
77'5 64'7 85'6
68'8 46.5 82.5
71'4 45'3 92.9
70.6 40'5 93.5
75'0 51'4 91.7
74'9 57'8 87'4
78'2 537  96.4
73'3 39'0 99.'6
70.7 36'9 99.5
65'6 45'1 83.5
63'2 42.3 807
74.2 55'8 93'0
72.4 44'0 91.6
66'7 50.4 80.9
69'4 50'0 81'0
70.8 42'0 ' 93.3
63.9 37'8 82'6
69'9 10.3
706 35'4
68.4
 514
72.1 53'6
77'2 73'0
65.4
 441
73'7  537
79.9 61'3
68'8 38'0
75.8 54.9
75'7 53.8
73B 50.5
77'5 52'2
74.9 50'6
94'3
98.2
85'8
90'7
83'0
80.6
89.8
98.4
95'0
92'2
94'2
91.7
95.2
94'2
631
 789 1513  7113  541)  8113
51.8 84'4 3213  681.  4113  90'7
51'0 861)  35'0 6813  36'6 9213
48'4 831  3513  66.1 3813  89.0
471  896 ' 42'5 68'4 33'1 9613
581)  891)  306 7413  47'1 94'3
48.7 S.E.
 .  2'0 5'5
42'4
 B.  & S.E .  3'9 4'4
39.1 S.E . ... 1.9 2'5
41'1
44'9 S.E. ... 3.3 0'7
341  S.E. ... 2.0 47
2'9 S.E
. ...  3'6
 0-6
5'9 E . ...  3.6 4'2
209  S.E. ... 3'0 6.0
36.0 S.E. ... 27  4.4
47'6 N.E.
 ...  2'0 2.4
53'0 S.E. ... 3'4 01
40'3 E . ...  2'7 3.7
29'6 S.E. ... 2'7 5.1
42.7 E .  &S.E.  2.2 0.0
60'6 S.E. ... 2.5 0.5
62'6 S.E . ...  3.0 0'3
38.4 C 'm. to SE 1.4 4.9
38.4 S.E. ... 32 2'8
37'2 E . .  4.1 4.9
47'6 E. & S.E .  2'9 0'0
30.5 Calm  ...  0'5 3'1
31.0
51'3 E. ... 32 3.5
44'8 E . ...  2'0 3'1
I
54'0 E. &
62.8 S.E.
34'4 S.E.
37'1 S.E.
10.0 S.E.
36'5 S.E.
36.1 S.E.
37'1 S.E.
57'0 S.E.
37'3 E.
40'4 S.E.
41.2 N.E.
430 S.E.
43'6 E.
2'8
2.5
1'8
3'7
2'4
2'12131
1.3
4'2
2'0
3631
2.6
0'9
1'5
3'4
0'2
2'5
2'3
5.4
1'5
0'3
3.1
3.0
3'0
0.2
2'0
26'6 S.E. ... 210 4'1 S.E.
49.2 E. .. 3.8 0'8
556 S.E.&N. 3.7 0 7
51'0 E. .. 1.8 2'0
63.1 S.E. & E. 4.0 2'3
47'2 S.E. ... 1'8 0'9
I 0'750 7
0'090 2
0'020 1
Nil
Nil
1'030 6
0'110 1
0.130 1
2.320 10
0.050 1
1'280 3
0'010 1
0'080 1
Nil
0'620 8
Nil
0.020 1
Nil
115.0 3
0'400 3
Nil
Nil
2'970 102190
 14
0.030 1
0.130 2
00
EARTH TEMPERATURES.
Cs M
3
Cs
75'3 78.1 78.0 7813  791 8011  8113
73.8 74.3 741)  75.2 761)  7616 77'3
7413
 75'0 76.0 771
 77'9 79'0 79'9
76'9 791  80'2 81.3 82'5 83.3 84.1
0.117 1
Nil
1'114 6
Nil
1'030 10
0.210 1 70'4 701)  701)  701  7013  711  721)
Nil
Nil
0.190 1
Nil
0'040 1
Nil
Nil
Nil
1'060 5
0.010. 1
0'115 1
Nil
0'050 1
Nil
•  All barometric readings corrected and reduced to 32 degrees Fahr .  at mean sea level ; all corrections applied to thermometric readings .  t Readings are taken at 9.30 a.m.
#  The letter c attached to  figures giving least distance from coast indicates distance from the Gulf of Carpentaria ;  s.A. to distance from coast of South Australia.
EXTREMES.
0
N
STATION.
Thursday Island .
Townsville
Victoria
 Mill, Herbert River
West Leichhardt ,.. .,.
Wyandotte .
Alice River
Avon Downs ... .,.
Baroald',ne ... ,..
Blackall. .. ... ...
Boulia ... ... ...
Bowen Downs ... ,.,
Bustard Head ... ..,
Clermont .
Diamantina Lakes
Emerald ... ... ...
Isisford ... ... ...
Kynuna  ... ... ...
Longreach ... ...
Rockhampton ... ,.,
St. Lawrence ... ..,
Springsure ... ,.,
Tambo
Tower Hill ,.. ,,,
Urandangie ...
Winton ... ... ...
BRISBANE AND SUBURBS-
Wickham T errace ... ...
Botanic  Gardens ... ...
Bowen Park ... ... ...
Brookfield ... ... ..,
Bulimba .,. ,,, .,,
Capemba ,., ,..
New Farm * ,,,
South Brisbane* ... ...
Adavale ...
Ashwell ...
Beauaraba
Blinkbonnie
Bollon
Bon Accord
Boonara ,..
Braeside  ... ... ... ...
Buderim Mountain ... ..,
Bundaberg .
Cambooya ... ,,.
Cape Moreton
 ... ... ...
GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION.
b
Ow
10°31' 142°12'
19 15 146 49
154014451
F7M
p
U
off coast
on coast
86
80.0
75'3
71.2
67.5
SHADE  TEMPERATURE.  WIND.
MEANS.
Max. Range. Mean.
mN
U y
1-4
IO2
CLOUD. RAINYALL.
AO
r.i00
0
E
EXTRIIEES.
Min. Max.
0
Range.
A
NORTHERN  DIVISION-continued.
72.3 f 84.0 111  78 2 70 3 86.2 15'9 S.F. ...
61.8
 79-1 17-3  70.5 48.4 87'0 38'6 S.E.
54.6 85.2 30'6 69'9 451  95.2 50.1
49.7 86.6 36 •9 68'2 31.0 96'4 65'4 S.E.
50.3 82'2 31.9 66'3 37'7 86'8 491.  NE. & E.
Inches.
3.4 4'1
2.3 2.3
2'3 0'7
2.9 4'4
23 34 145 47 257 30'214 67 '8 45 461
21 49  147 15
 123 30.177 69'2 46 45'4
23 33 145 17 287
 ...
 701  50 50'6
24 24 145 26 302 69'8 47 51'3
22 55 139 38 359c 30.161 70'7 35 53'0
22 30 145 1 255
 .,.  46.6
24 2 151 48 on coast 301.87 67'5 64 59.2
22 45 147 38 129 ... 67'3 58 481
23 42 141 11 417c ... ... 53.2
23 28 148 5 124 30'208 66'8 55 48'8
24 14 144 22 357 30.123 69'0 39 52'0
21 39  142 0I 289o 301.28 72.3 34 52'9
23 27 144 8 335 7l'0 38 50.6
23 24 150 30 18 30.194 69'2 61 56'4
22 20 149 32 7 . 301 40 69:1 64 51'4
24 3 148 3 153
 ,..  66'7 52 47'6
24 52 146 16 280 30.157 65'8 44 46'0
22 5 146 36 240 681
 .. 50'0
21 35 138 24 287 361 37 69'3 33 48'6
22 23 143 3 316 30.158 721  43 50.2
... 27 28
... 27 30
... 27 28
27 30
27 28
... 27 30
... 27 29
2729
25 56
27 37
27 42
27 45
28 6
-0730
26 7
2830
26 41
24 53
20 41
27 2
153 6
153 6
153 8
152 56
153 9
153 2
153 8
153 4
144 36
152 39
151 39
151 33
147
 29
151 14
152 5
151 51
153 4
152 21
151 53
153 29
10
10
8
16
7
12
8
11
MEANS, 9 A.M.
a
6
a
30'026
30 153
30.121
30.192 65'7
... 641
66'3
... 66.1
... 65'3
... 67'9
... 60.7
60.6
65/
36
56
69 52'8
50.0
69 49.0
73 44.9
64 50.2
... 48.4
... 51'5
... 512
403 301 69 66'4 45
35 ... 65.6 62
93 ... 60'8 63
104 .. .
347 30 .202 63'3 63
115 ...
64
27 ...
4 66.1 60
9
80
off coast
30'188  1  66'1 67
62.0 GO
30'224  65'5 73
CENTRAL DIVISION.
80.4 34'3 63'3 35'5 88.2 521 E. . 3.1
87'0 41'6 66'2 39.9 89.4 49'5 S. & E. 2'9
81'9 31'3 66.3 38.1 90'5 52.4 SE & NE 2.7
801.  28'8 651  41'0 89'0 48.0 S.E. .. 2'2
83'8 30.8 68.4 40'2 967 56'5 S.E. ... 3'4
851  39.1 66'2 35.0 94.0 59.0 N.E. ... 2.1
72'4 13'2 65'8 63'5 761  13'2 S.E. &S.  3:0
81.8 33.1 65.3 37'6 88.5 50'9 S.E. ... 3.8
79'8 26.6 66.5 42.8 91.0 48.2 N. ... 19
80.0 31.2 64.4 35'4 861.  50'7 E. ... 1'8
83'3 31'3 67'7 39.3 93'8 54'5 N. ... 3.0
84.8 31.9 68'9 38'9 97'5 58'6 S.E. ... 3'8
821  32.1 66.7 39'0 92'8 53.8 S.E. & E. 1'9
81'5 25'1 69.0 451  88'3 43.2 S.E. ... 11
78.4 27.0 64'9  371  84'0 46.3 N.E. ...  0.9
78'3 30.7 63'0 34'0 84'3 50.3 N.E. ... 2'8
77'2 31.2 61'6 35.0 84.9 49.9 N.E. ... 2.2
80.0 30'0
 650  33.0 91'0 58'0 N.E. ... 2'4
84'4 35.8 66'5 35.0 981  631  S.E. ... 4.6
86'3 361 68'3 36.4 93'0 56.6 Variable 2'2
SOUTHERN DIVISION.
761 23.3
77'1 27'1
76.7 27'7
79.7 34'8
77'6 27'4
77'4 29.0
78'5 27'0
78.2 27'0
64'5 40.7
63.6 138.0
62.9 34.1
62'3 33.2
63.9 37'0
62.9 33.9
65.0 39.6
64'7 37'0
S.E. 0'010
0'030
0.510
0.180
Nil
a
1
161
EARTH TEMPERATURES.
o
M
3 a
W
a
a
a
a
m
a
O
a
ad
N
81'8 82.7 83.2 83'71 83'9 84.2 841
661  68.3 69'4 69.8 70'2 701  72'0
69'2 71'2 72'8 74'1 72.5 74.8 7811
1'2 ... 0'530
1.0 ... 0'200
1'0 0.124
1'1 ... 0'260
0.9 ... 0'370
0.9 ... 0'100
1.9 ... 0'227
0'6 ... 0'130
0'5 ... 0'340
1.8 ... 1:380
1.1 ... 0'250
0.8 ... 0'160
0'8 0'170
1'9  S. E.  & E. 0'120
3.5 ... Nil
1.9 ... 0.560
1'5 ... 0'330
0'6 ... 0'100
0'9 ... 0.280
0.7 ... 0'230
83'5 42.8 S. 117 311
83'6 45.6 S. & S. W. 1'0 1'7
83'1 49'0 S. ... .. 2.6
85.9 521 Calm ... 0.8 2'3
83'1 46.1 S. & S. W. 2'2 2'3
8546 51 7  Variable 0.9 2'6
84.3 44.7 S.& S.W. 1.0 2.1
84'4 47'4 ... ... 119
481
 79'5 31'4 6.3.8 37.7 90'2  52'5 S.E. 21  1'3
46'2 761 30 '5 61.5 30.2 83.8 53.6 S.E. & E .  1'8 2.7
41.31 75.6 31.3 60'0 33'2 901  56'9 Variable 2'5 21
43'31 71.5 28'2 57'4 30.0 79 '0 49'0 W.
42'9 743 31'4 58 6 33.5 89'4 55'9 S.E. 1'5 1.2
45'5
 78-3  32.8 61'9 37.5 83'5 460  N.W.&W.  3'2 1.9
39.3 68'5
54.9 72.1
54'6 81'3
38'8 73'0
56'1 1 72'2
29'2 53'9
17'2 63'5
26'7 680
34.2 55.9
16'1 64'2
25'0 77'0
5044 79'0
43.2 97'7
21.1 81'0
49'2 78'1
* Readings taken at 8 a.m.
CLIMATOLOGICAL TABLE-SEPTEMBER, 1896.
F
am °`g
Min.o R z  11
52'0 ...
28'6 S.
54'5 Variable 1.8 2.6
59'9 Variable 2.0 2'3
28.9 S. ... 3.1 3'3
0.495 7 67'5 67'5 66'5 664  661  67 '3 ,
0'480 5
04190 6
0'345 1
0'520  4
0'875 5
0'482 6
0'470  5
0'020 1
0'660 4
1.220 9
2'060 8
0'090 2
0'830 5
1.100 8
0'405 2
0'100 1
0.690 5
2'590 11
68'1
X
0
STATION.
Cecil Plains * ... ... ...
Charleville ... •••
Childers ... ...
Crohamhurstf ... ... ...
Cunnamulla
Dalby .. ... ...
Double Island Point ... ...
Dulacca ... ... ...
Dunwich... ... ... ...
Eulo .. ... ... ...
Gayndah
Goondiwindi ... ...
Gympie ... ... ...
Hungerford ... ... ...
Ipswich ... ... ... ...
Juandah ... ..• .•. .
Kallidiwarry ... ... ...
Kilcoy ... ... ... ...
Killarney  ... ... ...
Lowood ... ... ... ...
Maryborough (Botanic Gardens)
Miles .• ... ... ...
Mitchell  ... ... ... ...
Mount Playfair ... ...
Mount Woot-tha ... .•.
Mundoolun ... ...
Roma
 ... ... ..•
Sandgate
Sandy Cape ... ... ...
Southport ... ... ...
Stanthorpe ... ... ..•
St. Helena .
Tambourine Mountain ...
Towantin  ... ... ...
Texas
Thargomindah ... ... ...
Toowoomba
The Laurels i
Wallangarra  ... ... ...
Warwick ... ... ...
Whyenbah .. ... ...
Windorah ... ... ...
Woogaroo (Goodna) § ... ...
Yagaburne  ... ... ..
Yandilla ... ... ... ...
Yandina ... ... ... ...
CLIMATOLOGICAL  TABLE-SEPTEMBER, 1896.
GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION .  MEANS, 9 A.M. 1.
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AN Min.
SHADE TEMPERATURE.
MEANS.  EXTREMES.
Max. Range. Mean.I Min.
WIND.  CLOUD.
 R AINFALL.
0
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Max. Range.
SOUTHERN DIVISION-continued.
270 32' 151° 13' 115
26 25  146 13 351
25 16 152 18 21
2650 15255 16
28 5 145 38 453
27 32 151 15 110
25 55 153 13  on coast
26 36.  149 38 209
27 31 153 26  on coast
28 10 144 59 485
25 38 151 37 70
28 33
 150 21 186
26 12 152 38 28
29 0 144 20 468 S.A.
27 37 152 47 29
26 10 149 57 175
24 53 138 43 504
26 55  152 36 29
28 18 152 21 72
27 25 152 34 32
25 33 152 43 12
26 39 150 7 182
26 32 147 52 278
25 4 147 2 250
26 46 152 53 . 17
27 54 153 9 17
26 36
 148 42 247
27 20 153 5
 on coast
24 41 153 16
 off coast
27 57 153 27  on coast
28 37 151 58 97
27 25 1 153 15  off coast
27 56 153 13 16
26 24 153 4 3
28 51 151 12 137
27 58 143 43 539
27 34 15158 71
28 54 151 59 , 90
28 12 152 4 85
28 24 148 19 303
25
 26 142 36 490
27 50 151 22
2634 15259
113
8
39.130 61'3 73°/°I 421)  72.9
30'197 64.5 44 451)  78'4
... 67'3 61 52'7 78'5
48'8 74'2
30'206 62'7 56 45'2 77.5
30'201 611)  60 46 2 75'7
30'170 66'4 78 ... 69'5
30'190 63.7 51 40.7 75'0-
... ... ... 54'0 75'4
44.5 79'2
301.87 61.2 59 47.1 88.5
301 77 581)  57 441)  74'3
62'6 71 48'8 847
... . 46'5 731
... 64.7 67 48.9 78'8
... ... ... 41'1 75'8
... 36'6 774
... 581  63 40.4 69.3
... 66.2 70 43.5 78'0
... 64'5 74 52'8 77'8
61'9 52 43'1 75'9
30.196 69.4 31 401)  761)
... ... ... 41.4 76.0
... 60'4 84  49'8 69.8471  74'7
30187  601)  54  44'0 76'6
64:5 81 48'1 74.8
30.177 691)  63 60'7 761)
30.163 67.2 61 53'5 72'0
56'3 62 38.6 65.2
... 59'2 83 54.8 77'1
60.1 65 47.8 66.6
30.167 68'3 , 61 50'5 75.4
... ... ... 42'3 79.2
30.203 64.8 42 43.3 76'4
... 61'5 65 41.2 72.5
30'139 51.9  67 40.0 63'8
58'5 69 41'3 72.7
47'1 76'3
30.127  6813  43 49.8 82.1
... 59'3 80 52'4 70.2
30'139 61.3 62 41.6 73.9
... 66.4 69 44'5 78.3
30'9
32'6
25'8
25.4
32.3
29'5
34'3
21'4
34'7
41'4
29'5
35'9
26.6
29'9
34'7
40'8
28'9
34'5
25'0
32'8
35.4
34.6
20'0
27.6
32.6
26.7,
15.3
18.5
26.6
22.3
18'8
24.936-9
§3.1
31'3
23'8314
29.2
32'3
17'8
32'3
33'8
57'5 33'7 80'3 , 46'6 N.621
 361)  89-31 53.3 S. ... 3.3
65'6 44.2 851)
 4013
 S.E. ... 1'8
61.5 371  82'2 45.1 C'm & S. 11.
61'4 36'0 90'0 541)
 S.E. ... 1'4
611)
 34'5 82.0  47-5
 Calm ... 01)
75'5 .. S. 3'3
57'9 26.7 8213 56.1 Variable 21)
641  441)  80'0 361)  S.E. ... 2'4
61.9 3513  95'0 60'0 E. ... 1.7
67.8 3210 9913  6713
 Calm ... 01)
59.6 3215 3413 52 1.
 N. E. ... 11)
66'8 34'3 941)  591
 S.E. ... 11)
59.8 36'0 85.0 49.0
63.9 35'1 85'4 50.3 W. ... 11
58'5 29 '0 82'0 53'0 ... ...
ao '
0 y
?
1'0
2.8
3.3
1'6
1.5
3'8
1.0
2'9
2.5
2.4
2.5
2'9
1'4
Inches.
1'010 6
0'325 2
0'660 2
0'787 11
0.080 2
0.630 3
2'405 10
0'760 1
2'070 3
0'080 2
0'130 1
0.610 8
0'512 7
0.110 2
1'630 5
0'960 3
0
EARTH TEMPERATURES.
0 0
8
M
0
m
01
... ... ... Nil
571)  39'0 891)  5013
 ... ... ... 0.320 5
54.9 27.2 75'7 481) W
 11  3.2 ... 1'570 8
60.8 301)  851.  551.
 W. 21  3.2 ... 0.920 3
65.3 3916 86.5 4613
 S.E. 2.3 41)  ... 0'430 8 65.5 651  651.
59.5 3013  83'3 53.1 NE & SE 1.7 1'4 ... 0.670 3
58'3 2913  861)  56 '4 Variable 11 21 ... 0'248 1
58'7 3413  84'0 501)  N. & S.E. 1'9 1'6 ... 0'110 2
5913
 381)
 7813  40'3 N. W.... 1'5 4'3 ... 0.812 6
60'9 31'0 80'5 49'5 ... ... ... ... 11 00 9
60.3 33'5 877  54.2 N. ... 2.0 1.1 ...  0.300 2
611)  33'9 797  4513  S. W. ... 2'8 2.6 ... 0'430 6
68'4 551)
 79'4 24'4 E. .. 3'0 5'4 ... 0.760 7
62'8 421
 794  37'3 W. & S.E. 21)  3.2 ... 0.950 7
51'9 221  73.0 50.3 N.E. ... 1'8 3'1 ... 1,570 7
66.9 451)  8713  4213  W. 1.7 ... 11360 4
57.2 3813 7613 37'8 Variable 1.3 3.7 ... 1'190 8
e3*0 391  84'1 44'7
 S. E.  ... 21)  4.2 ... 0 1)70 5
6013  32'0 86'0 541)
 ... ... ... ... 1'300 4
59'9 34'7 89.1 54.4 S.E. ... 1'8 2.4 01)10 1
56'9 30'1 85.1 551)  S.E. ... 213  2.5 ... 0'540 7 64.9 661)  67'6 6813
'
519 28'2  ii -2
 44'0  SW ;jC'm 17 0360 61'790 8
571)  261)  79'7 53'7 Calm ... 110 1.4 ... 1.160 6
617  361)  88'0 52.0 S. ... .. .. ...  01 00 3
66'0 33'1 94'6 61.5 S.E. ... 4'1 1'6 ... Nil
61.3 4510 7513 3013 Calm  ..
 0 1  2'4  ... 11 40 6
57'8
61'4
27'0 82'0 55'0 1 E. ... 2'6
29'0 86 '8 57'8 1 Calm ... 0'6
1'5
3.1
0'890 7
0'710 3
•  Readings taken at ? a.m . t Readings taken at 8 a .m. Readings are approximate . f  Readings taken at 10 a.m.
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE,
Government Meteorologist.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, lst July, 1897.
HI
S Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the following Regula-
tions made by the Public Service Board, under the provisions of
section 13 of  "The Public Service Act of  1896."
HORACE TOZER.
SPECIAL REGULATIONS FOR THE ADMISSION or LEARNERS AND PRO-
BATIONERS INTO THE POST AND TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT ,  AND FOR
THEIR  SUBSEQUENT APPOINTMENT INTO THE CLASSIFIED DIvIsioN or
THAT BRANCH OF THE PUBLIO SERVICE.
1. Any candidate who, at any competitive examination for admission
into the Ordinary Division of the Public Service ,  shall not have been
placed on the list of successful candidates ,  but who shall have been
awarded not less than 50 per cent. of the total number of marks obtain-
able, and whose age at the date of the examination did not exceed
nineteen  years ,  shall be eligible for admission as a learner in the Post
and Telegraph Department.
2. The Board shall cause a register of such candidates to be kept, in
which the names shall be entered ,  after each examination ,  in the order
of merit according to the number of marks obtained.
8. When vacancies occur, the Board ,  on application from the
Department ,  will recommend candidates for probation according to the
requirements of the Department.
4. Candidates selected for probation shall attend at the office to
which they may be nominated for a probationary period of three months,
during which time  they  shall serve without pay ;  or they may receive
such allowance ,  not exceeding ten shillings a week ,  as the Postmaster-
General shall think fit, and shall be instructed in the theory and
practice of telegraphy and in postal work.
5. During the above period, officers in charge of stations where
learners  are placed shall report ,  from time to time, to the Under
Secretary and Superintendent ,  the progress made by the learners under
their charge  ;  anal in the event of carelessness ,  inattention ,  or want of
aptitude on the part of any learner, his services shall be dispensed with.
6. Learners whose services are retained shall ,  at the expiration of
the period of training, be continued on probation for a further period of
six months at a salary not exceeding fifty pounds per annum.
7. On the, completion of the period of probation, probationers shall
be examined  as to their knowledge of postal and line duties ,  and of the
instruments used in telegraphy and batteries ,  as well as to the speed
and accuracy with which they can transmit and receive messages; and
should the test be satisfactory they shall receive certificates of com-
petency from the Under Secretary ,  and shall be eligible, on the
recommendation of the Board ,  for appointments in the Department
when suitable vacancies occur.
Dated at the offices of the Public Service Board ,  Brisbane, this
twentieth day of May, 1897.
W. L. G. DREW, Chairman, Members _of theTHO. MYLNE, Public Service Board.M. O'MALLEY,
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1897.
S Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
IF  Council, has been pleased to approve of the following Regula-
tions made by the Public Service Board, under the provisions of section
13 of  "The Public Service Act of  1896," and of section 6 of  "The
Post and Telegraph Act,  1891."
HORACE TOZER.
REGULATIONS FOR THE EXAMINATION  OF CERTAIN  EMPLOYEES OF THE
POST AND  TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT  FOR ADMISSION  INTO THE
CLASSIFIED DIVISIONS  OF THE SERVICE.
1. In accordance with  the provisions  of the 6th  section  of  "The
Post and  Telegraph Act,  1891,"  messengers, mailmen ,  stampers and
sorters, letter carriers ,  switchboard  attendants ,  and line repairers,
desi ro us of  being admitted to the Classified Divisions of the Service,
may make application to be examined  at any of the Public Service
competitive  examinations.
2. Applications, together with a fee of twenty shillings to meet
expenses ,  shall be  lodged with the Board at least thirty clear days before.
the date fixed for the examination .  Candidates  shall, at the same time,
intimate  at which of the principal towns of the colony they  desire to
present themselves for examination.
3. Candidates will be examined at the same  time,  in the same
subjects ,  and under the same Regulations as candidates  for admission
into  the Ordinary Division of the Public Service.
4. Any candidate who shall be awarded by the  examiners not less
than 33 per cent . of the total number of marks obtainable shall be
deemed to have passed , and his  name sha ll be entered by the Board in
a register of qualified candidates ,  and a  certificate to that effect be
forwarded  to the  Postmaster -General.
Dated at the Offices of the Public  Service  Board, Brisbane, this
twentieth  day of May, 1897.
W. L. G. DREW, Chairman, l Members of the
TIlO. MYLNE, Public Service Board.M. O'MALLEY,
SPRINGSURE HOSPITAL. _
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th June, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Hospitals
Act of  1862," been pleased to approve of the following Rules framed
by the Committee of the Springsure Hospital, and adopted ty the duly
qualified contributors thereto.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by  " The Hospitals Act of  1862" it is provided that the com-
mittee of  any liuspital established under the Acts 11 Vic. N o. 59 and
13 Vic. No.  20 may frarAe Rules and Regulations for the election of
trustees ,  treasurers ,  and other officers of such hospital, and for the
general management thereof ,  and that such Rules and Regulations, when
adopted by the duly qualified contributors to such hospital, approved by
the Governor in Council, and published  in the  Government Gazette,  shall
have the force of law :  It is  hereby resolved by the duly qualified
contributors to the Springsure Hospital, by and with the approval of
the Governor in Council, that the following Rules and Regulation shall
be in force within the said hospital from the date of the publication
hereof :-
Repeal.
1. Clauses 17 and 26 of the Rules, and Clause 3 of the By-laws of
the Springsure Hospital, published in the  Gazette dated 10th May, 1890,
are hereby repealed ,  and the following Rules and Regulation are sub-
stituted therefore ,  respectively
RULES.
Auditors.
17. The Auditors shall examine the honorary treasurer's financial
statement ,  with all accounts ,  vouchers ,  and documents relating thereto,
and shall report thereon to the annual meeting .  All accounts ,  before
presentation at the monthly meetings of committee ,  shall be examined
by at least one auditor.
Interim vacancies.
26. The committee may fill up any vacancies that may occur in their
own body, and shall have power to'suspend any officer or servant of the
institution, and fill up such vacancy pending the holding and subject to
the approval of the next special general meeting call ed for that purpose.
Leave of absence may be granted to any officer or servant of the
institution at the discretion of the committee, who may temporarily fill
any vacancy arising therefrom.
REGULATION.
Interim vacancies.
3. He (the medical  officer)  shall not be absent from the town of
Springsure without the sanction of the working committee. In the
event of  medical  assistance being urgently  required  at the hospital
during the medical officer's absence, and he having provided no duly
qualified substitute as provided  by By- law No. 2, the committee shall
have power to provide  a locum tenens  at his expense; if absent on private
practice, such expense shall not exceed the amount of the fee received
V
the medical officer for his professional services during such absence.
e hospital shall pay the balance of the additional expense incurred (if
any).
Repeal.
Clause 20 of the amended Rules of the said hospital, published in
the  Gazette  dated 23rd April, 1892, is hereby repealed, and the following
Rule substituted therefor
Committee meetings.
20. The committee shall have entire control and management of the
hospital, and shall meet on the first Thursday in each month ,  at 3 o'clock
p.m., to examine and authorise payment of all accounts certified to by
the auditors or auditor, and of all debts lawfully contracted ;  to receive
and consider correspondence and reports  ;  and generally to  transact all
business connected with the welfare and good management of the insti-
tution :  Five members of committee being present shall form a quorum.
If within one hour from the time appointed for holding  such meeting at
least  five members of committee be not present ,  the meeting shall stand
adjourned until that day week ,  at the same time and place ,  when  three
members being present they shall constitute a quorum, and may proceed
to business.
Special committee meetings may be called at any time by the
secretary .  The same number of members sha ll  constitute a quorum in
the case of special as of ordinary committee meetings.
All questions arising at such meetings shall be decided by a
majority of votes. In case of an equality of votes, the chairman shall
have a second or casting vote.
Certificate.
The foregoing Rules and Regulation ,  which were framed by the
committee of the Springsure Hospital ,  were adopted by the duly
qualified contributors to such hospital on the eighth day of February,
1897, at a public meeting duly convened.
G. R. MILLIKEN , Secretary.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1897.
1'"1HE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich is1 . published in pursuance of the Regulations for the management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER,  Under Secretary.
RETURN FOR  THE WEEK ENDED 26TH  DAY OF JUNE, 1897.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum at date
of previous Report ... ... ... 885
Number since admitted ... ... ... ... 0
Number returned from leave ... ,,. ... 9
894
Number discharged ... ... ... ... 0
Number died ... ... 3
Number absent  on leave . .. ... ... 3
- , - 6
Number remaining at date hereof ,.. ... 888
ddmissio, ,s dui- ,,.g the week :
Nil.
Discharged  during the week:
Nil.
Deaths during the week :
Patrick Stack, 60; admitted 26th May, 1893.
Edward Willis, 66; admitted 30th April, 1897.
Alexander Smith, 54; admitted 3rd September, 1893.
P. SMITH,  Medical Superintendent.
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Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1897.
r 'HE following  Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure on account of
I  the Nanango  Cemetery, for the year ended 31st December, 1896,
is published  in pursuance  of the provisions of the  " Cemetery  Act 1865."
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
NOTICE.
A
T a Special Court of Petty  Sessions  held this day, MARK RUSSELL
WALKER was reappointed Bailiff and Poundkeeper  at Nerang
for the ensuing twelve months.
L. J. CLARE, Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House, Nerang, 25th June, 1897.
NANANGO  CEMETERY.
REOEIPTS. £ s. d•
To Burial Fees  ... ... ... ... ... 2-0 0.
'
EXPENDITURE. .
s SalaryBy Sexton ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
,,  Balance in hand ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 10 0
£2 0 0
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Nanango Cemetery , do hereby
solemnly and sincerely declare that the above Statement is correct; and
we make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to
be true, and by virtue of the provisions of the  "Oaths  Act of  1867."
JAMES MILLIS,
DANIEL CORBETT,  Trustees.
MICHAEL J. COLLINS,
Declared before me ,  at Nanango ,  this twenty -fifth day of  June, 1897.
JNo. DARLEY, J.P.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an  explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the morning of the 25th of
December, 1896; also that a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the crime , not being the principal offender, who shall give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
A
N  Office for the transaction of .all business connected with the
above is now open in a portion of the Ports and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward 'streets, Brisbane, and .
Branch Offices are conducted by the Assistant Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns in the  Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers in  charge, stating the class of men required, the work to be
done ,  and the wages offered  ;  and applicants seeking work should
persona lly register their names and addresses.
Information respecting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district  is always  obtainable at the Head Office. .
J. O'N. BRENAN, Officer in Charge.
NOTICE.
A
T  a Special  Court of Petty  Sessions  held on the 4th instant,
ENGLBBERT  GEORGE RABra was appointed Poundkeeper at
Windorah for the ensuing twelve months.
R. CROOKS, Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,  Windorah, 18th June, 1897.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  26th June, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for public information ,  that the Reverend
YINOY  ROBsoN HANDYBIDE, a Minister of the Church of England
Denomination ,  having removed from Gympie, in the Registry District
of Gympie, to Charleville ,  in the Registry District of Charlevi ll e, has
given me due notice thereof, in accordance with the provisions of
" The Marriage  Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T . BLAKENEY ,  Registrar-General.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1897.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that I intend, on or after 31st instant, in
conformity with the provisions of the 95th section of the
"Real Property Act of  1861," to dispense with the production of
Triplicate Lease No. 288016, from William Woodley to Charles
William McConachy, over allotments 3 and 4 of section 46, town of
Charleville, being the land described in Deeds' of Grant Nos. 73115
and 74547, volumes 750 and 775, folios 125 and 57, for the purpose of
registering Transfer of Lease No. 308269, of all the said lands, made
by the said Charles William McConachy in favour of David Edward
Espie; the said Triplicate Lease having been lost.
J. 0. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd July, 1897.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that I intend ,  on or after the Third
day of August ,  1897, in ,  conformity with the provisions of the
95th section of the  "Real Property  Act of  1861 ,"  to dispense with
the production of Deed of Grant No. 63693, volume 42, folio 47;
Central District ,  in the name of Lum Qua ,  for allotment 2 of section
4, town of Barcaldine ,  for the purpose of registering Vesting Order
No. C 10182, of all the said lands ,  made by the Supreme Court of
Queensland ,  dated the twenty-fourth day of April, 1893, in favour of
Henry Schnider ;  the said Deed of Grant never having been in the
possession of the said Henry Schnider ,  who be li eves it to be lost.
J. 0. BOURNE ,  Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1897.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or after the 20th
instant, in conformity with the provisions of the 95th section
of the  "Real Property Act of  1861," to dispense with the production
of Certificate of Title No. 141812, volume 879, folio 52, in the name
of Mary Plummer (wife of Charles Plummer), for allotment 3 of
section 47, town of Cleveland, for the purpose of registering Transfer
No. 309553, of all the said land, made by the Registrar of the District
Court of Queensland, at Brisbane, in favour of Andrew Stephen
Wallace, in pursuance of a Warrant of Execution, tested the twenty-
eighth day of September, 1895, and issued out of the Supreme Court
in an action wherein Andrew Stephen Wallace is the plaintiff, and the
said Mary Plummer is defendant; the parties to the said Transfer
being unable to produce the said Certificate of Title.
1. 0. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
IAKE NOTICE,  that applications  have been made to bring the Lands described below under the provisions of the Real Property Acts of
,j. 1861 and 1877. Any person  desiring to oppose  will require to lodge, by himself  or his  attorney, a Caveat in Form B of the said Acts,
on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
Allotments 1 to 3 of section 20 ,  town of  Toowoomba... Susan  Roberts widow 10th Augustof Toowoomba 1897, ,, .
Portion 13, county of Stanley ,  pa ri sh of  Kedron ... Helena Pashen (wife of Robert Pashen, of 10th August, 1897.
Kedron, near  Brisbane ,  farmer ),  as Devisee
under the Will of Charles  Bragg , late of
Brisbane, deceased
Allotment 5 of portion 6, parish  of Toombnl . . . Frederick William Donkin, of Allora,  grazier,  10th August, 1897.
formerly of Sydney, New South Wales
Garden all otment  5, county of  Stanley , parish of Ipswich ... John Stephen Kavanagh, of Newcastle, New 10th August, 1897.
South Wales, as heir-at-law of William
Kavanagh
Allotment  6 of section  24, town of Ipswich ... Mary Jane England (wife of James England),  10th August, 1897.
as Devisee under  the Will of  James England,
late of South  Petherton, county of  Somerset,
England, gentleman ,  deceased
Registrar of Titles '  Ofdoe,  Brisbane, 3rd July, 1897. J. 0. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.
NOTICE is  hereby  given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinafter
mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat,  on  or
before the day specified, at the Principal  Office of the Registrar of Titles ,  in Brisbane ,  unless the lands are situated within the Central
or Northern District ,  in which case the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton or Townsvi lle.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor,
George Thomas Eves, late
of Breakfast Creek road,
Brisbane ,  retired con-
tractor
Date of
Death.
1895.
Name of Claimant.
1896.
27 Sept. Eliza Sophia Eves, of the
same place, widow of
deceased  ;  Lill an Margaret
Fanny Martin,  wife of
Edward Martin ,  of Bris-
bane aforesaid,  senior
sergeant of police ;  George
Lewis Eves, also of Bris-
bane,  accountant; and
Reginald Horace Eves, of
Maryborough ,  police con-
stable
Elijah Horton ,  Into of 22 July Lionfl Ainger Wiss, of the
1Sngelsburg ,  farmer
1897
same place, merchant
Christian Friedrich Wilhelm
.
18 April Herrrann Theodore Carl
(otherwise Christian)
Duve, late of Yeulba,
licensed victualler
Edward McCaskie ,  late of
Quay street ,  North Quay,
Brisbane ,  engine -driver
Duve, of the same place,
hotel manager
1896.
20 Nov .  Friederike Wilhelmine
McCaskie ,  of the same
place ,  widow of deceased
William Burke ,  late of
Toowoomba ,  railw8y
employee
George William  (otherwise
George )  Rogers ..  late of
South Brisbane ,  journalist
1891.
21 March Johanna Burke, of the
same place ,  a idow of
deceased
1896.
2 Aug .  William Tamlyn ,  of Chats-
worth ,  near Gympie,
grazier
1895.
Thomas Brow Lyons ,  late of 15 July Isabella Moore ,  of Douglas,
Ipswich ,  watchmaker Isle of Man, widow
1890.
William Ewing, late of  23 Dec.  William Theaker, of the
Mutdapilly ,  near Ipswich, same  place ,  farmer
farmer
1896.
William Walter Tucker, late 3 Oct.
of  Longreach, selector
1896.
Thomas Cadell ,  late of 25 June
Sydney ,  New South Wales,
gentleman
1896.
George Cornelius  (otherwise 22 Nov.
George )  Wilson ,  late of
West Longreach ,  licensed
victualler
1897.
Patrick James (otherwise 23 April
Patrick )  O'Hara ,  late of
Townsville ,  labourer
1888.
Jane Cooke (otherwise Cook), 28 May
late of  Rockhampton,
widow
Hans Pedersen, late o
Walkerston
Frederick  Sidney (other-
wise Frederick  Sydney)
Bosanquet ,  late of Piper
Hole, near  Mackay,
selector
1886.
7 July
1896.
10 June
Herbert Edward Stephen
Tucker,  of Longreach
aforesaid ,  dro ver. and
Richard Elibu Tucker, of
the same place ,  brewer's
assistant
The late Sophia Recha be lla
Cadell,  widow of deceased ;
James Fitz Doyle, of Ka-
londah, Lochinvar, New
South Wales ,  grazier ;
James Clegg Taylor, of
Sydney aforesaid ,  accoun-
tant ; and Alfred Cadell,
of Emmaville ,  New South
Wales„civil engineer
Mary Wilson ,  of Longreacb,
widow of deceased
Emily Maud  O'Hara, of the
same place ,  widow of
deceased
Francis Walter Percival
Thompson ,  of Brisbane,
solicitor  ;  and. the late
Wi lloughby Hannam, of
the same place, civil
engineer
The Curator of Intestate
Estates
Marguerite Hilda Louisa
Bosanquet ,  of the sam0
place, widow of deceased
Description and Situation of Land .  claimed to be
tirausmiutieu.
nthA 'iua
Subdivisions 17 and 18 of eastern suburban Fee-simple ... Will dated 9 July,
allotment 62, county of Stanley ,  parish of 1878
North Brisbane
Date
within
which
Caveat
may belodged.
1897.
10 Aug.
1897.
Subdivision  2 of portion 129, county  of Fee-simple ... Will dated  19 April ,  10 Aug.
Churchill , parish of Fassifern 1895
1897.
Allotment 3 of section 2, Western Railway Fee -simple ... Will dated 15 Septem -  13 Aug.
Reserve ,  town of Baltinglass  her,  1896
1897.
Subdivisions 7, 9, 10, and 11 of western Fee -simple ... Will dated 17 Novem -  10 Aug.
suburban allotment 3,  county of Stanley, ber, 1880
parish of North Brisbane  ;  resubdivision
136 of subdivision 2 of western suburban
allotment 9, county of Stanley ,  parish of
Enoggera ;  and portion 47, county of
Churchill ,  parish of Tenthill
Estate Particulars of Will or
1897.
Subdivisions 4B and 5B of suburban allotment Fee-simple  ...  Will dated 15 February ,  10 Aug.
17 of  section 7 ,  town of Toowoomba, and
resubdivisions 1 and 4 of subdivision 85 of
portion 12,  county of  Aubigny, parish of
Drayton
1891
1897.
Subdivisions 10, 12, 14,  16, 24A,  and resubdi- Fee-simple  ..  Will dated  1 March,  10 Aug.
vision A of subdivisions 21 to 24 of eastern
suburban allotment 92, county of Stauley,
parish of South Brisbane
1887
1897.
Subdivision 1 of allotment 5 of section  21, Fee -simple  ...  Will dated  10 June, 10 Aug.
parish and town of Ipswich  ;  subdivisions 1890
17 and 1S of section 1 of eastern suburban
allotment 125, subdivision 1 of eastern
suburban allotment 124, portion 288, and
subdivision 3 of portion 287, county of
Stanley ,  parish of Ipswich
Subdivision 1 of portion 230, county of Fee-simple ...
Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
Allotments 1, 9, and 10 of section 26,  allot- Fee-simple ,..
ments 3 and 4 of section 23,  and allotments
11 to 16 of section 23,  town of Longreach ;
allotments 4 and 5 of section 23, town of
Yaamba ;  and allotment 7 of section 6,
town of Boulia
Portion 7,  county of Raglan, parish unnamed ; Fee -simple
mineral selection 183, county of Pelham,
parish unnamed ;  portions 89 and 379,
county of Pelham ,' parish of  X ariboe; por-
tion 299,  county of Pelham, parish of
Kroombit  ;  and portions 336 and 346,  county
of Raglan ,  parish of Winterbourne
Allotments 19 and 20 of section 2, town of Fee -simple
West Longreach
NORTHERN DISTRICT.
Subdivision  10 of  section 6B of subdivision  Pee-simple
1 of portion IA, county  of Elphinstone,
parish of Coonambelah  ;  and portion  By,
county of Elpbinstone ,  parish of Rokeby
Allotment  4 of section 32, town of  Mackay  ... Fee-simple
Subdivision 71 of portion 439, county  of Fee -simple
Carlisle ,  parish of Abingdon
Portion 970 ,  county of Carlisle ,  parish of  Fee-simple
Kelvin
1897.
Will dated 26 April ,  10 Aug.
1884
1897.
Will dated 2 October ,  23 Aug.
1896
1897.
Will dated 16 January ,  13 Aug.
1891, and two codicils
thereto dated IS
August, 1893, and
26 September, 1694,
respectively
1897.
Will dated  26  May, 17 Aug.
1896
1897.
Letters of Administra -  13 Aug.
tion
1883
1897.
Will dated 17 May, 20 Aug.
1807.
Order of Supreme Court 20 Aug.
dated 6 August, 1886
1897.
Will dated 28 July, 20 Aug.
1892
Registrar  of Titles '  Office, Brisbane,  3rd July ,  1897.  J. O. BOURNE ,  Registrar of Titles.
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BOROUGH OF SOUTH BRISBANE.
NOTICE UNDER  "THE VALUATION AND RATING ACT OF 1890" (SIXTH SCHEDULE).
To all whom it may concern.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned sums of money are now due and unpaid to  the Council  of the Borough of South
Brisbane for Rates in respect of lands as hereunder described and as respectively set forth against the registered owners ther (of.
Payment of the said sums ,  together  with  costs, is hereby demanded.
If the said sum or sums is not paid within three months from the date of this notice ,  the Municipal  Council  of the said Borough  will
take possession of and lease the said lands ,  under the provisions of  " The Valuation and Rating  Act of  1890."
Municipal Chambers ,  South Brisbane ,  25th June,  1897. JNO. W. HILL, Town Clerk.
Rate
No. Registered Owner.
148 Robertson, William ...
144 Lee, James
174 Love, George ... ...
178A Robinson, John... ...
182 Stanton, George ... ...
234 Johnston, Axel ...
264 Watt, Alfred Charles ...
269 Craig , J ames ... ...
305/8  Jack, Thomas ... ...
312 Duffy, Luke Charles .
522/3 Devenish, George Martin
563 Mackintosh, Robert
584/5 Veron, Henry Arthur ...
617 Veron, Henry Arthur ...
605 Brandon, Thomas ...
618 Fraser , John ... ...
622 Hughes ,  James ...
652 Goodwin, Henry James
653 Craig, James ... ...
738 Tonges, Conrad ... ...
1102 Griffin, John .. ...
1264/5 McGuire, Thomas
1295 Phippard, Edwin'Samuel
1391 Macpherson, Kate ...
2145 Lee, James .
2157 Yates, Richard Lovell ..
2153 Waldron, William Nicholas
2542 McMillan, Robt....
2641 Barker ,  Skinner , and Leslie
2700 Barker ,  Skinner , and Leslie
2701 Barker ,  Skinner ,  and Leslie
1254 Hall, Augusta ... ...
812
1119/22
1410
1916
Sheldrick,  Susan ... ...
Lenneberg, Theodore ...
Shunn , John ... ...
McLean, Isabella... ...
121/2 Johnstone, John ... ...
540 Forsyth, Charles ... ...
597 Coleman, Thomas ...
673/4 Arvidson, Jno. August ...
1232 Bush, Thomas Joseph
754 Madeley, Constance M. J.
1377 Little, Samuel ... ...
1391 Potts, John ... ...
1550 Potts, John ... ...
1435 Chapman, Jane ...
1515 Williams, Mar t. Eliz....
1864 Bowker, Joseph ... ...
1892 Feeney, Edward ... ...
2027/8 Clarke, Jno. James ...
2119 Newton, David Geo.
2192 Bennett , Walter Mark ...
2337 Davidson, Thomas ...
2413/4 Howell, Thomas ... ...
2430 Griffith, John ... ...
2452 Hall, David ... ...
2685 Lewis, Owen ...
2945/7 Freney, Edward ... ...
3031  Fegan, Jane
3034 Fitkius, George  ...
3233 Morris , Charles James B.
3306 Fraser , Archd. McNish...
3372 Gray, James ... ...
543
634
635
Sutherland, Alex. Scott...
Lee, Thomas ... ...
Barry, Ann ... ...
Situation.
1
No. 1 WARD.
Montague road
Montague road
Montague road
Montague road
Montague road
Donkin street
Musgrave street
Musgrave street
Beesley street
Beesley street
Hill End terrace
Hill End terrace
Orleigh terrace
Orleigh terrace
Orleigh terrace
Orleigh terrace
Orleigh terrace
Ryan street ...
Ryan street ...
Jumna street
Bank street ...
Brereton street
Boundary street
Boundary street
Dauphin  street.,
Dauphin street
1)auv.hin street
Colville street
Fraser terrace
Chester street
Chester street
Brereton street
No. 2 WARD.
Boggo road  ...
Stanley street
Hubert street
Longwood street
No. 3 WARD.
... Laidlaw parade
... Heidelberg street
... Burlington street
... Clarendon street
... Longland street
... Gresham street
... Withington street
... Withington street
... Chariton street
... Didsbury street
... Caswell street
Logan road ...
Logan road .
... Holden street
... Flower street...
Maynard street
... John street  ...
... Salisbury street
... Salisbury street
... Churchill street
... Redfern street
O'Keefe street
Wolsley street
Wolsley street
Myrtle street
Cornwall street
Ipswich road
Portion.
19
11)
25
27
27
16
17/18
18
38
38
38
41
44
45
45
45
45
46/7
47
47
48
20
25
1
162
182
182
182
161
184
184
184
25
210
139
73
212
[3RD JuLY,1897.
Resub- Subdivision.
division.
19 ...
47 ...
4 2
2 ...
27 ...
(;3 ...
57 ...
B 1
B  18/20)
B 1
86/7
150 ...
218/19 ...
191/3
106/7 ...
189/90
92 ...
66
10/11 15
24 35
11/12 ...
7 ...
25 2
D 203
D 56D  5443/47  10/11C 162
C 1G9/70
C 171
32
59
20/21
23
44 15
1 7 6
1 0 0
1 0 0
2 13 3
1 12 0
7 4 0
612 0
4 0 0
2 0 0
1 4 0
1 4 0
2 4 0
2 1 9
2 2 0
2 15 0.5 12  0--
13 8 0
111 4 0
3 0 6
1 4 0
... 53 ... 117/18 ... ... 5 0 0
... 84 ... 88 ... ... 1 12 0
... 84 ... 176 ... ... 1 8 0
.. 81 ... 256/7 ... ... 2 0 0
129 ... 107 ... ... 1 4 0
... 124 ... 60/63, 1/10 ... 912 0
114/117
... 128 ... 134 ... ... 1 4 0
... 128 ... 40 ... ... 2 0 0
... 127 ... 145 ... ... 1 15 6
... 128 ... 162 ... ... 4 18 0
... 127 .. 253 ... ... 1 11 6
... 59 1 1 1 ... 5 1 8
... 170 ... 2 ... ... 9 18 6
... 170 ... 5 122/3 ... 2 0 0
... 170 ... 2 45, 62 ... 2 16 0
... 170 ... 1 A 45 3 2 0
... 171 ... 129 ... ... 1 4 6
172 ... 3 27/8 ... 1 6 0
... 172 ... 3 48 ... 1 0 0
... 172 ... 3 88 .. 6 8 6
... 169 ... 2 1 6 4 5 0
176 ... 2 125/8 ... 12 11 6
... 176 ... 1 14 ... 2 1 0
... 176/7 .. 1 18 ... 1 16 0
177 ... 2 267 ... 1 15 6
... 177 ... 2 359 ... 1 4 6
... 177 ... 1 1 ... 2 4 0
No. 4 WARD.
Hope street  ... ... ... I , .
Grey  street  ... ... ...
Grey  street ... ...
DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY.
Section .  Subdivision.
I
24
16
16
Allotment.
1
7
7
Amount of
Rates Due.
£ s. d.
2 0 0
4 4 0
3 12 0
3 8 0
6 16 0
1 8 0
1 16 0
1 16 0
5 0 0
11 1 0 0
2 0 0
1 12 0
2 5 0
4 16 0
2 8 0
2 16 0
2
1
2
6 2 0
512 0
5 12 0
NOTE.-The Council hold to themselves the right of recovering the rates due upon the abovementioned properties, as provided for in the
48th  section  of  " The Valuation and Bating Act of  1890," instead of taking possession of the same.
JOHN W. HILL, Town Clerk.
1350 109s.
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MACKAY FIRE BRIGADE BOARD.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS  AND EXPENDITURE of the
Mackay Fire Brigade Board for  Year  ended  31st December, 1896.
RECEIPTS. £ s. d.
To Balance, last Audit ... ... ... ... ... ... 48 10 7
„ Government Endowment ... .. ... ... ... 57 8 0
„ Council Endowment ... .. .. ... ... ... 71 15 0
Fire  Insurance  Companies' Contributions... ... ... 67 0 2
.2244 13 9
By Secretary's Salary
EXPENDITURE.
10 0 0
., Sundries-
Board Account ... ... ... 9 5 10
Brigade Account ... ... ... 117 0 0
„ Engine  Account ... ... ... 84 8 2
„ Balance, Q. N. Bank ... ... ... 23 19 9
£244 13 9
GEORGE DInIMOCK, Secretary.
Examined and found correct.
Mackay, 12th March, 1897.
1349
WM. GEO. HODGES, Chairman.
JOHN  ALLEN,  Auditor.
Ifs. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against James Crawford, of
Bollon, in the colony of Queensland, formerly licensed victualler,
but now of no occupation, by the said James Crawford.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said James Crawford be and lie is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting of
the creditors of the said James Crawford, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Seventeenth
day of July, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said James Crawford shall, on the Fifteenth
day of July, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences, so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirtieth day of June,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
R. H. DYBALL, Solicitor for Insolvent, Roma.
Town Agents-MORRIS AND FLETCHER,
13s. George street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
lf
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Abdul Rohim, of
South Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, hawker, by the said
Abdul Rohim.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Abdul Rohim be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
•be Official Trustee of his
Estate.  And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Abdul Rohim, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Seventeenth day of July, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Abdul Rohim shall, on the
Fifteenth day of July, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences , so far as known, of his creditors, an.J of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirtieth day of June,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
ROBERTSON  AND, BERGIN ,  Solicitors for Insolvent,
13s. Victoria Chambers, Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsvi ll e.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
(MR. ACTING JUSTICE NOEL ,  in Chambers.)
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against William Ryan,
of Croydon ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  miner, by the said
Wi ll iam Ryan.
UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
(J said William Ryan be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser ,  Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said William Ryan,
for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court on the Thirteenth day of July ,  1897 ,  at Eleven o' clock in
the forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the said William Ryan
sha ll,  on the Twelfth day of July, 1897, at Townsville ,  de liver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement ,  verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of
his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-third day of June,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
UNMACK, Fox, AND HOBBS,
Solicitors for the Insolvent, Townsville.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
(MR. ACTING JUSTICE. NOEL in Chambers.)
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against John Robert Burns,
of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, storekeeper, by
the said John Robert Burns.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said John Robert Burns be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the' First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said John Robert Burns, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Second day of July, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said John Robert
Burns shall, on the First day of July, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of
his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this eighteenth day of June,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
UNMACK, Fox, AND HOBBS, Solicitors for Insolvent, Townsville.
12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of James Giles, of Breakfast Creek, near Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, bootmaker and storekeeper, an Insolvent.
G EORGE SAMUEL HUTTON, of Brisbane, in the colony ofQueensland, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the abovenamed Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent mist deliver then to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of June, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MONAB, Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for Trustee.
1369 - 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrange-
ment of the Affairs of James Thomas Murphy, of Rockhampton,
in the colony of Queensland, licensed victualler.
RICHARD DANIEL SHAW, of Rockhampton, in the colony
of Queensland, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Liquidating Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Liquidating Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts
due to the Liquidating Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts  must  forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of June, 1897.
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,  Registrar.
BERTRAM M. LILLEY, Solicitor for the Trustee, Rockhampton.
1373 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Eugene Joseph Forrest, of Townsville aforesaid,
solicitor.CHARLES REGINALD TIDEMAN, of Townsville aforesaid,has been appointed Trustee of the property of the Liquidating
Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of June, A.D. 1897.
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
UNMACK, Fox, AND HOBBS, Solicitors for the Trustee,
1350 Flinders  street, Townsville, Ss,
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of George Summers, of Charters Towers, in the
colony of Queensland, aerated water manufacturer.T UNMACK, of Brisbane, in the colony of Queens-land, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Debtor.
All persons having in their  possession  any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this first day of July, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
W. F. R. BOYCE, Solicitor for Trustee, Charters Towers.
By his Agent-
SYDNEY PRITCHARD ,  Solicitor ,  53A Queen street ,  Brisbane.
1355 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHrBB.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of William graham Henderson, of Cairns, in the
colony of Queensland, newspaper proprietor.
MICHAEL
LIEPER COCHRANE, of Cairns, in the colony of
 Queensland, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-third day of June, 1897.
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
G. WILTON LE VAUX, Solicitor for Debtor, Cairns.
Town Agents-RoBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
1376 Solicitors, Townsville. 98.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings  for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by James Francis O'Brien,
formerly of Brisbane, stock and share broker, but now of Sydney,
in the colony of New South Wales, out of occupation.NN OTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting ofCreditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to
be held at the Office of Sydney Pritchard, 53A Queen street, Brisbane,
on TUESDAY, the Thirteenth day of July, 1897, at Three o'clock in
the afternoon precisely.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of June, 1897.
1347
SYDNEY PRITCHARD,
Solicitor  for the Debtor,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Henry Ward and Sons, insolvent.
T
HE Creditors of the abovenamed William Henry Ward and Sons
who have not already proved their debts are required, on or
before the Twenty-sixth day of July, 1897, to send their  names and
add re sses , and the particulars of their debts or claims, to me, the
undersigned , Thos. Welsby, of Brisbane, the Trustee in the Insolvency,
or in default  thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of the
dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this twenty-third day of June, 1897.
THOS. WELSBY,
Trustee.
London Bank Chambers, Creek street, Brisbane.
1348 78.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the matter of Daniel
O'Connell Copley and Pierce Gould Copley, of Amby Junction,
near Roma ,  in Liquidation.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Tenth day of
July, 1897, will be excluded.
Dated this eighteenth day of June, 1897.
1346
THOMAS A. SPENCER,  Trustee, Roma.
3s. 6d.
In the Matter of Armand Ranniger, of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, merchant and importer, in Liquidation.
A
FIRST Dividend, of 2s. in the £, has been declared in above
Estate, and is now payable at the Office of the undersigned on
all claims  proved and admitted.
G. S. MURPHY,
Trustee.
Creek  street, Brisbane,  24th June, 1897.
13.54 4s.
[3RD JULY, 1897.
In the Matter of Leopold Reich ,  of Rockhampton ,  in Liquidation.
A FIRST Dividend,  of 5s .  6d. in the £, is payable in the above
Estate, on all claims proved and admitted ,  on TUESDAY, the
Twenty -ninth day  of June, 1897 ,  at my Office ,  Edward street ,  Brisbane.
1374
THOS. E. WHITE,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Will of Thomas Thorpe Buss, late of Gregory,  near  Childers,
in the colony of Queensland,  grazier , deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of George  Buss and
Charles William Buss, the Executors in the abovenamed Estate,
from the twenty-fourth day of June, 1896, to the seventh day of May,
1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by the said George
Buss and Charles William Buss. All parties  claiming  to be interested
in the said Estate are at liberty to inspect the said Account, at my
Office in the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane ,  on or before the
Sixteenth day of August next, and, if they think fit, to object thereto.
Notice is also given, that whether any objection is taken to  the said
Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed  to examine
and inquire into the said Account. Notice is further given, that any
person who may desire to object to the said Account, or any item
or items therein, or the allowance to the Executors  of a commission
thereon, must before that day file in my Office a memorandum to that
effect.
Dated this first day of July, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
HAMILTON AND PAYNE, Solicitors for the Executors,
Bourbon  street,  Bundaberg.
Town Agents-
BERNAYS  AND OSBORNE,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1366 138.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Will of James Mapon Chaille (otherwise  known as James
Chaille, senior), late of Ipswich, in the colony of Queensland,
gentleman, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of James Wilson
Shearer, the Executor in the abovenamed Estate, from the
twenty-fifth day of February, 1897, to the fifteenth day of June, 1897,
has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by the said James
Wilson Shearer. All parties  claiming  to be interested in the said
Estate  are at  liberty to inspect the said Account, at my Office in
the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane , on or before MONDAY, the
Ninth day of August next, and, if they think fit, to object thereto.
Notice is also given, that whether any objection is taken to the said
Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed  to examine
and inquire into the  said  Account. Notice is further given, that any
person who may desire to object to the said Account, or any item
or items therein, or the allowance to the Executor  of a commission
thereon, must before that day file in my Office a memorandum to that
effect.
Dated this twenty-eighth:day of June, A.D. 1897.
J. E. WALKER,
Brisbane street,  Ipswich,
Solicitor  for the  Executor.
Town Agent-
J. G. MCGREG}OR, Brisbane.
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W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy Registrar.
14s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Will of Robert Renton,  late of  Warren  street,  Fortitude Valley,
Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  tailor, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Sarah Cappel  Renton,
the Administratrix  in the  abovenamed  Estate, from  the twenty-
second day of June, 1896, to the thirty-first day of May, 1897, has
this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by the  said  Sarah Cappel
Renton. All parties  claiming to  be interested in the said  Estate are
at liberty to inspect the said Account, at my Office in the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on or before MONDAY, the Ninth day of
August next, and, if they think fit, to object theret9. Notice is
also given, that whether any objection is taken to the said Account
or not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed  to examine and inquire
into the said Account.  Notice is  further given, that any person who
may desire to object to the said Account, or any item or  items  therein,
or the  allowance  to the Administratrix  of a commission  thereon, must
before that day file in my Office  a memorandum  to that effect.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of June, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
MACDONALD -PATERSON AND HAWTHORN;
Solicitors for  the  Administratrix,
Edward street,  Brisbane.
1377
Deputy Registrar.
13s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Will of Andreas Pieck, late of Broadwater, near Brisbane, in
the colony of Queensland, fellmonger and tanner, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Queensland Trustees,
Limited, the Administrator, with the Will, in the abovenamed
Estate, from the first day of February, 1896, to the twenty-sixth day
of June, 1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by
Peter Arthur Blundell. All parties claiming to be interested in the
said Estate are at liberty to inspect the said Account, at my Office in
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before FRIDAY, the
Thirteenth day of August next, and, if they think fit, to object thereto.
Notice is also given, that whether any objection is taken to the said
Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to examine
and inquire into the said Account. Notice is further given, that any
person who may desire to object to the said Account, or any item or
items therein, or the allowance to the Administrator of a commission
thereon, -must before that day file in my Office a memorandum to that
effect.
Dated this thirtieth day of June, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
WINTER AND McNAB,
Solicitors for Administrator,
1363 Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
12s.
In the Goods of Michael Flynn, late of Junction Station, near
Pittsworth, in the colony of Queensland, station overseer,
deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is'hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed Michael Flynn, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Mary Ann Flynn, of Junction Station aforesaid, widow of
the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of June, A.D. 1897.
HAMILTON AND .WONDERLEY,
Solicitors for the said Mary Ann Flynn,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
By their Agents-HAMILTON AND GRAHAM,
1387 Solicitors, 57 Queen street, Brisbane.' 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Thomas Moore, late of Colinton, near Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Thomas Moore, deceased, may be granted to William
John Harlin Moore, of Juandah, near Roma, in the said colony,
grazier, one of the Executors named in the said Will ; John Moore,
the other Executor therein named, having renounced Probate thereof.
Any person interested who desires to object to the application, or to be
heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before
the grant is made.
Dated this second day of July, 1897.
1362
WINTER AND McNAB,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said William John Harlin Moore.
9s.
In the Supreme Court -of Queensland.
In the Goods of John Rattray, late of Bundaberg, in the colony of
Queensland, sawmiller, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made
to this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed John Rattray, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to James Rattray, of Bundaberg, in the said colony, draper,
son of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of June, 1897.
CHAS. F. NIELSON,
Solicitor for the said James Rattray,
Town Agents- Barolin street, Bundaberg.
BEENAYS AND OSBORNE, Queen street, Brisbane.
1365 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Thomas Warren, late of Croydon ,  in the colony of
Queensland, miner, deceased.
l
N OTICE ii hereby given, that ,  after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application wi ll
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Thomas Warren, deceased ,  may be granted to Peter
Warren, of Narioka, in the colony of Victoria ,  farmer ,  the sole
Executor named in the  said Will. Any  person interested who desires
to object to the application ,  or to be heard upon it, may  file a caveat
in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this third day of July ,  A.D. 1897.
1379
HART, FLOWER, AND DRURY,
Solicitors for the said Peter Warren,
Adelaide  street ,  Brisbane.
8e,
In the Sup reme Court of Queensland.
In the  G oods of William Andreas Englart, of Toowoomba, in the
colony of Queensland, farmer ,  deceased, intestate.
TOTICE  is he re by given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
f ro m the publication hereof, app li cation will be made to this
Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of the
abovenamed William Andreas Englart ,  deceased ,  who died intestate,
may  be granted to Henry Englart, of Toowoomba aforesaid ,  farmer,
one of the next-of -kin of the said deceased.
Dated this thirtieth day of June ,  A.D. 1897.
1380
M. J. O'SULLIVAN,
Solicitor  'for the said  Henry  Englart,
Margaret street, Toowoomba.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland ,  Townsville.
In the  Lands and  Goods  of Elizabeth Mackenzie (otherwise Elizabeth
McKenzie ),  late of Townsville ,  in the colony of Queensland (wife
of Alexander John  Mackenzie, otherwise Alexander McKenzie,
of Townsville aforesaid ,  formerly hotel -keeper ,  but at pre sent
out of  business ),  deceased ,  intestate.
N
OTICE  is hereby given , that,  after the expiration of fourteen days
from the publication  hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court that Administration of the  real and personal estate
of the  abovenamed Elizabeth Mackenzie (otherwise Elizabeth
McKenzie ),  deceased , who died  intestate ,  may be granted to Alexander
John  Mackenzie  (otherwise Alexander McKenzie ),  of Townsville
aforesaid, the lawful husband of the said .deceased.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of  June, 1897.
1372
ROBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
Solicitors for the said Alexander  John  Mackenzie,
Denham street,  Townsville.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Mary Jemima Simmonds, late of Taringa, near Bris-
bane, in the colony of Queensland, widow, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the date of the publication hereof, application will be made
to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the above-
named Mary Jemima Simmonds, deceased, may,be granted to Samuel
Augustus Pethebridge, of Ithaca, near Brisbane aforesaid, civil servant,
the sole Executor named in the said Will. Any person interested
who desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may
file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this first day of July, A.D. 1897.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the said Samuel Augustus Pethebridge,
1367
Albert  street ,  Brisbane.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Helen Walton, late of Melbourne, in the colony of
Victoria, but formerly of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland,
widow, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will he
made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and
personal estate of the said Helen Walton, with her Will, may be
granted to Queensland Trustees, Limited, of Brisbane, in the colony
of Queensland, the lawfully constituted Attorneys of Helen Mary
Anne Darbyshire, of Wakefield street, Adelaide, in the colony of
South Australia, the Executrix named in the said Will. Any person
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard
upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant
is made.
Dated this second day of July, 1897.
JOHN REID GAIR,
Solicitor for the said Queensland Trustees, Limited,
1364
Queen street, Brisbane.
9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland. .
In the Will of John William Hanley, late of Dalby, in the colony of
Queensland, saddler,. deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed John William Hanley, deceased, may be granted to
Margaret Cecelia Hanley, of Dalby, in the said colony, widow of the
said Testator, and Timothy Hanley, formerly of Clifton, in the said
colony, storekeeper, but at present of Brisbane, in the said colony,
the Executrix and Executor named in the said Will. Any person
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard
upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before, the
grant is made.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of June, 1897.
136)1
O'SHEA AND O'SHEA,
Solicitors for the said Margaret Cecelia Hanley and
Timothy Hanley,
queen street, Brisbane.
8s. 6d.
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.In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will and Codicil of John Martin, late of Cawdor, near
Meringandan, in the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed John Martin, deceased, may be granted to Robert Francis
Walker (in the said Will called Robert. Walker), of Gowrie Little
Plains, near Toowoomba, farmer, and George McCleverty, junior, of
Gowrie Junction, near Toowoomba, farmer, the Executors named in
the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object to
the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this thirtieth day of June, A.D. 1897.
RICHARD DODD,
Solicitor for the said Robert Francis Walker and
George McCleverty, junior,
A.M.P. Chambers, Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
Town Agents-MORRIS AND FLETCHSB,
1382 Solicitors, George street, Brisbane. 10s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will and two Codicils of Joseph Leeds, late of Hereford street,
Glebe, near Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, auctioneer
and stock and station agent, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, ;that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal
estate of the said Joseph Leeds, with his Will and two Codicils, may
be granted to Queensland Trustees, Limited, the Attorney of Phcebe
Leeds and Ernest Frederic Ickerson, the Executrix and Executor
named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this first day of July, 1897.
1360
GEORGE VALENTINE HELLICAR,
Solicitor for Queensland Trustees, Limited,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
9s.
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which the said Executors shall have notice, and that the said
Executors will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so
distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim they shall not then
have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of June, 1897.
1368
ROBERT CECIL BOLAND,
Quay street ,  Rockhampton,
Solicitor for the said Executors.
15s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.
Be GUSTAV ANDREAS HENDEIKSEN or GUSTAV ANDERW HENDERSON,
deceased ,  intestate.
PURSUANT  to the provisions of the  "Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act  of  1867 ," notice is hereby given ,  that all creditors,
beneficiaries ,  next-of-kin, and other persons having any claims or
demands upon or against the estate of Gustav Andreas Hendriksen or
Gustav Andrew Henderson ,  late of Longreach ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  contractor ,  deceased ,  who died on the thirty -first day of
January, 1897 ,  intestate ,  and of whose estate Letters of Administration
were, on the  twenty- fourth day of June ,  1897 ,  granted by the Supreme
Court of  Queensland to Queensland Trustees ,  Limited ,  the duly
constituted Attorneys of Johan Gustav Hendriksen ,  of Frederiksberg,
in the state of Denmark ,  the lawful father of the said deceased, are
hereby  required to send in particulars of their debts or claims to the
said Queensland Trustees ,  Limited, at the Office of the undersigned,
their solicitors ,  on or before the Tenth day of August next. And
notice is also hereby given, that after that day the said Company will
proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the parties
entitled thereto ,  having regard only to the claims of which they shall
then have had notice ,  and that they  'will not be liable, for the assets
or any part thereof so distributed ,  to any person of whose debt or
claim they shall not then have had notice.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of June, 1897.
CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Administrators ,  Queensland Trustees ,  Limited.
137] 13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Mary McGinley, late of Ipswich, in the colony of
Queensland (wife of Michael Henry McGinley, of the same place,
draper), deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Mary McGinley, deceased, may be granted to the said
Michael Henry McGinley and George Sweeney, of Ipswich aforesaid,
compositor, the Executors named in the said Will. Any person
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon
it,  may  file acaveat in he Registry at any time before the grant ismade.
Dated this first day of July, A.D. 1897.
P. L. CARDEW, Ipswich,
Solicitor for the said Executors.
By his Agents-FOXTON AND HAVARD, Brisbane.
1385 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of John Dwyer, late of Toowoomba,' in the colony of
Queensland, farmer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed John Dwyer, deceased, may be granted to Michael
Tobin, of Toowoomba aforesaid, labourer, the sole Executor named in
the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the
application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry
at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of June, A.D. 1897.
HAMILTON AND WONDERLEY,
Solicitors for the said Michael Tobin,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
By their Agents--HAMILTON AND GRAHAM,
1386 Solicitors, 57 Queen street, Brisbane. 8s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.
Re JOHN BURTON,  deceased.
P URSUANT to  the provisions  of the "  Trustees and IncapacitatedPersons Ac  of  1867,"  otice is  hereby given,  that ll persons
having any claims or demands upon or aga in st the Estate of John
Burton, late  of Rockhampton, in the colony of Queensland, but
formerly of The Old Parsonage ,  Gresford ,  Wrexham ,  in the county of
Denbighshire ,  in Wales, gentleman ,  deceased , who died on the four-
teenth day of  April, 1897,  at Rockhampton  aforesaid,  and Probate of
whose Will was ,  on the twenty -fifth day of May, 1897, duly  granted
by the Supreme  Court of  Queensland ,  Rockhampton , to Recs Rutland
Jones, of Rockhampton afo re said ,  solicitor ,  and Robert Gamble
Brown ,  of the same place , solicitor, the Executors  named in the
said Wi ll,  are hereby required to -end in, in writing, particulars
of their debts or claims  to the said  Executors ,  at the Office of
the undersigned ,  their solicitor ,  on or before  TUESDAY, the
Tenth day of August , 1897. And notice  is hereby also given, that
after the expiration of the last -mentioned day the said  Executors
will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst
he persons entitled thereto,  having regard only to the claims of
" THE ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER ACT,  1896."
TOOWOOMBA ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER ORDER.N OTICE is hereby given, that the Toowoomba Electric Lighting
Company, Limited, of Toowoomba, intend to apply to the
Governor in Council for an Electric Light and Power Order, under
the provisions of  " The Electric Light and lower Act,  1896," for the
town of Toowoomba.
The area within which it is proposed to supply electricity includes
all the district lying within the boundaries of the Municipal District
of Toowoomba.
List of Streets Dedicated to Public Use and Parts of Streets through
which the Company are to lay Mains within a period of years
after commencement of this Order.
1. Ruthven street, from the point of intersection with Campbell
street to the point of intersection with Herries street.
2. Margaret street, from the point of intersection with Ruthven
street to the point of intersection with Hume street.
3. Russell street, from the point of intersection with Ruthven
street for a distance of sixteen chains in a westerly direction.
Railways and Tramways in respect to which powers to break up
are sought.
The main line of the Queensland Government Railway with all
sidings and branches, within the area comprised within the First
Schedule.
Any Local Authority, Company, or person desirous of bringing
before the Postmaster-General any objection respecting the application
must do so within three months from the Third day of July, 1897, by
notice addressed to the Postmaster-General marked on the outside of
the cover containing-it,  " The Electric Light and Power Act,  1896,"
and a copy of every notice of such objection must also be forwarded
to Mr. A. H. T. Beebe, the Secretary of the Toowoomba Electric
Lighting Company, Limited, Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
Printed copies of the Draft Order may be obtained from Mr.
Thomas O'Sullivan, solicitor, Queen street, Brisbane, or from the
Secretary, at the Company's ( ffice, Toowoomba, on payment of the
sum of one shilling for each copy.
A. H. T. BEEBE, Secretary.
1384 18x. 6d.
"THE GOLD FIELDS HOMESTEAD LEASES ACT OF 1886."
NOTICE OF SALE UNDER MORTGAGE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that it is the intention of the Mortgagee,
under Memoranda of Mortgage Nos. 1354 and 138", to cause
the properties therein described, being Gold Fields Homestead Leases
Nos. 152 and 306, Gympie Gold Field, to be  Sold  by ' Public Auction,
at the Mining Exchange Veranda, Mary street, Gympie, on the
Twenty-ninth day of July, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon,
unless the moneys owing under the said Memoranda of Mortgage are
previously paid.
Dated this eighteenth day of June, 1897.
FRANCIS ISIDORE POWER,
Mary street, Gympie,
Solicitor for the Mortgagee.
By his Agents--CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
1370 Adelaide street, Brisbane, 7s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of-Queensland.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889,"
and in the matter of The Queensland National Bank, Limited.NOTICE is hereby given, that he Order of the Supreme Court ofQueensland, dated the thirtieth day of June, 1897, confirming
the reduction of the capital of the abovenamed Company (The
Queensland National Bank, Limited), from £1,600,000 to £1,000,000,
and the Minute (approved by the Court) showing with respect to the
capital of the Company as altered the several particulars required by
the above Statute, were registered by the Registrar of Joint Stock
Companies, on the thirtieth day of June, 1897; and further take
notice that-the said Minute is in the words and figures following:-
The capital ofThe Queensland National Bank, Limited, hence-
forth is £1,000,000, divided into 200,000 shares of £5
each, instead of £1,600,000 divided into 200,000 shares of
£8 each. At the time of the registration of this Minute
160,000 of the said 200,000 shares have been issued, and
have been and are to be deemed to be paid up to the extent
of such sums as have been paid in respect of calls made
upon such shares respectively since the thirty-first day of
July, 1893.
At the time of the registration of this Minute the residue of
the said 200,000 shares are unissued.
Dated this thirtieth day of June, 1897.
HART, FLOWER, AND DRURY,
Solicitors for The Queensland National Bank, Limited,
1381
Brisbane.
14s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of the Queensland Deposit Bank and Building Society,
Limited, and in the matter of  "The Companies Acts,  1863  to
1893."
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a petition presented to the Supreme
Court of Queensland on the eighteenth day of June, 1897,
for confirming a Special Resolution reducing the capital of the
abovementioned Company from £250,000 to £188,671 10s., is directed
to be heard before the Court, at the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on WEDNESDAY, the Twenty-first day of July, 1897, at Ten o'clock
in the  forenoon . Any creditor or shareholder of the Company
desiring  to oppose the making of an order for reduction of the capital
of the said Company under the'above Acts should appear at the time
of hearing, by himself or his counsel, for that purpose; and a copy of
the Petition will be furnished to any creditor or shareholder of the
Company  requiring  the same, by the undersigned, on payment of the
regulated  charges  for the same.
Dated this nineteenth day of June, 1897.
J. F. FITZGERALD,
Solicitor for the abovenamed Company,
Commercial Chambers,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
1328  - 11s. 6d.
Be  The Queensland Brick and Tile Making Company, Limited, in
Liquidation.
NOTICE is hereby given, in pursuance of section 132 of  " The
Companies  Act  1863," that a General  Meeting  of the Members
of the abovenamed Company will be held at the Office of  Messrs.
W. H. Wilson and Hemming,  solicitors , Selborne Chambers, Adelaide
street,  Brisbane, on THURSDAY, the Fifth day of August, 1897, at
Three o'clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of having an account
laid before them showing the manner in which the winding.up has
been conducted, and the property of the Company disposed of, and of
hearing any explanation that may be given by the Liquidator, and
also of  determining, by extraordinary resolution, the manner in which
the books, accounts, and documents of the Company, and of the
Liquidator thereof, shall be disposed of.
Dated the thirtieth day of June, 1897.
Witness-H. B. HEMMING,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
WILLIAM D. BOX, Liquidator.
W. H. WILSON AND HEMMING,
Solicitors for the Liquidator,
1375
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane. lls.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that it is intended to apply to theParliament of Queensland, in the  present session  thereof, for a
Bill to confer upon the Trustees for the time being of all those lands
reserved for a Racecourse, situate in the county of Cook and parish
of Bundaberg, in the said colony, containing by admeasurement 297
acre s 3  ro ods , and being the whole of the lands contained in Deed of
Grant No. 84295, and known as the "Bundaberg Racecourse," the
power of giving mortgages  of Subdivision 3 of Portion 26, containing
192 acres  3 roods, more or less, being part of the land described in the
said Deed of Grant, or any part thereof, and applying the moneys
raised  thereby in discharging the indebtedness of the said Trustees
in respect of the said lands, and the costs, charges, and expenses
connected with this application and the said Bill, and in discharging
the cost of buildings and improvements hereafter to be erected or
made on Subdivision No. 1 of the said portion ; also of leasing, and,
with the approval of the Governor in Council, of selling or exchanging
for other lands the said Subdivision No. 3, or any part thereof ; also
of making  by-laws for the regulation of all matters  concerning or
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connected with any part of the said lands, and admission thereto or
expulsion therefrom, and the rates or charges to be paid for admission
thereto or to any building thereon, and for the general management
of the said lands, and of making provision for penalties in respect of
offences against such by-laws.
Dated this sixteenth day of June, 1897.
1312
For Self and Co-Trustees,
WALTER DUNCAN  THOMAS.
13s. 6d.
CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP UNDER "THE
MERCANTILE ACT OF 1867."W vW E, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have entered intoPartnership, under  " The Mercantile Act of  1867"
The name of the firm under which the partnership is to be con-
ducted is-" The Vulcan Quartz-Crushing Company, Limited."
The general partners of the firm are-Constantine Francis
Mathea, of Kingsborough, in the colony of Queensland, quartz-crush-
ing mill-owner, and William Palmer Crowley, of Thornborough
District, in the said colony, grazier. The special partner of the firm is
Elizabeth Groves, of Weatherboard, Port Douglas, Herberton road, in
the said colony, widow.
The general partners contribute the sum of £2,000, which sum
represents the value of the Vulcan Mill Battery and effects, in which
they each held a one-half share. The special partner contributes the
sum of £400.
Nature of business to be transacted-Mining and quartz-crushing.
Principal place of business-A locality in the Cook District,
known as " Sam the Roman's," on the Hodgkinson Gold Field, in the
said colony.
Term of partnership-Five years from the thirteenth day of
February, A.D. 1897; the date of the termination being the Twelfth
day of February, A.D. 1902. -
Dated this first day of June, A.D. 1897.
Signed by the said Constantine Francis Mathea, in the presence of
-J. WILLIAMS, J.P.
C. F. MATHEA.
And by the said William Palmer Crowley, in the presence of-
J.  WILLIAMS, J.P.
W. P. CROWLEY.
And by the said Elizabeth Groves, in the presence of-DAVID
OaD, J.P.
E. GROVES.
This certificate was signed and acknowledged to be correct by the
said Constantine Francis Mathea, before me, the first day of June,
A.D. 1897-
J. WILLIAMS, J.P.
This certificate was signed and acknowledged to be correct by the
said William Palmer Crowley, before me, the thirtieth day of May,
A.D. 1897-
J. WILLIAMS, J.P.
This certificate was signed and acknowledged to be correct by the
said Elizabeth Groves, before me, the twenty-second day of February,
A.D. 1897-
DAVID ORD, J.P.
E. A. MILFORD,
Solicitor for the Vulcan Quartz-Crushing Company, Limited,
Cairns.
Town Agents-BERNAYS AND OSBORNE, Solicitors,
1295 150 Queen street, Brisbane. 25s.
SPECIAL DISTRICT-BUNGIL MARSUPIAL BOARD.
r HE following Rates have been struck by the above Board : For
1 every 20  Cattle or Horses,  Is.; for every 100 Sheep, Is.
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THOMAS A.  SPENCER,
Secretary.
2s. 6d.
THE Government Printer acknowledges the receipt of the following
amounts ,  from the  26th June to 2nd July, 1897:-
J. Millar, Is.; H. Sweeney, 9s.; T. A. Spencer, 6s. 6d.; T. B.
Benson, £1; Sub-collector of Customs, Maryborough, £1 8s. 6d.; B.
Weaver, 2s.; A. Provan and Co., 1s. 2d.; E. Brown, 2s.; J. Drew,
£1 Is.; J. A. Nash, 6s.; J. King, £1 16s.; W. J. Law, 6s.; J. B.
Hodge, 6s.; Cowie and Cowland, 22; H. Fossack, 6s.;  Hughes and
Cameron, £1; T. C. Craig, l s.; A. W. Bale, 10s.; Mackay Fire Brigade
Board, lls. 6d.; R. Williams, 2s.; Bungil Marsupial Board,  3s. 6d.;
R. Dodd, 7s. 6d.; J. M. Stafford, £1; O'Sullivan and O'Sullivan, £1;
M. S. Brown, 6s.; F. J. Wilkinson, 6s.; G. Weiss, 9s.; W. M. Craw,
6s.; S. B. Wright, £1; A. B. Bright, Is.; E. D. Miles and Co., Is. 6d.;
Munro and Co., £1; D. O'Keefe, 12s. 6d.; H. Lloyd, 2s. 6d.; P. L.
Cardew, 8s.; Hamilton and Wonderley, 17s. 6d.; Geo. Black, 5d.;
J. T. W. Scott, £1 3s.;  Thargomindah Herald,  5s.; E. Goodwin, E.
Silk, A. Rea, J. Wilson, J. E. Walker, J. P. Thomson, J. B. Leonard,
K. Callum, E. C. Speering, S. F. Clarke, Jas. McNamara, J. Kay,
R. A. Brown, F. McLoughlin, S. Sivyer, T. Hunter, F. J. Will, T.
Cushnan, J. Fulton, F. Dawson, T. Broadfoot, A. Provan and Co., D.
Ryrie, H. Gould, C. Carkeek, A. W. Macnaughton, W. Lawton, D.
Whelan, T. Nevitt, T. Macintosh, D. Seaton, M. Murphy, A. Borland,
N. Svendsen, C. F. White, D. G. Sinclair, H. Brumm, T. Nicall, D.
Gibson, W. Maxwell, J. G. Lawrence, G. E. Airey, R. A. Ryan, A.
Bannerman, W. B. Stenhouse, J. Haugh, M. Savage, T. Lacey, G.
Menga,  M. Keating, J. P. Hodgin, F. W. Bamford, W. Lucas, Mrs.
Sheedy, E. R. R. Ling  (per  J.C.), C. Elleray, J. N. Black, J. Finch,
D. R. Roberts,  S. Sinnamon ,  each 3s.
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T HE Government Printing Office has on  Sale the followingPublications:-STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
THE QUICENSLAND ST TUTES," revised by Alfred Pain and John
L. Woolcock, B.A., Barristers-at-law, in five volumes, containing-
Vols. 1,2, and 3-Public and Private Acts to the end of the Session
of 1888;  also , Acts of the Federal Council of Australasia.
Vol. 4-A Selection of Imperial  Statutes.
Vol. 5-Historical and Analytical Tables, and a comprehensive
Index  of the above Volumes.
Full Calf, £7 7s.; Half Calf, £6 6s.
Postage , 7s. 6d.  extra.
Sessional  Acts of 1889, 15s. ; with postage, 15s. 6d.
,,
„
„
„
„
1890, 15s. ; it 159. 6d.
1891, 25s. ; is 25s. 9d.
1892,  25s.;  „ 25s. 10d.
1893,  25s.;  „ 25s. 8d.
1894, 32s.  6d.;  „ 33s. 6d.
1895, 25s. ; „ 25s. 8d.
1896,  25s.;  „ 25s. 9d.
With  an Index and Tables showing the effect of Legislation subse-
quent to the publication of the Queensland Statutes ,  complete to date.
SEPARATE ACTS OF THE COLONY.
Bills of Sale  Act, 1891 ... ... ... ...
.Bills of Sale  Act Amendment Act, 1896
Brands Act of 1872 Amendment Act, 1894 ...
Brisbane  Traffic Act of 1895 ...
Brisbane  Traffic A t Amendment Act,1896 ...
Brisbane  Municipal Loan Act, 1896 ...
Bundaberg Harbour Boards Act of 1895
Carriers Act (complete)
Cattle Slaughtering Act of 1877
Companies Acts and Rules (complete)
Courts of Conciliation Act of 1892 ...
Crown Lands  Act of  1895 ...
Customs Duties Act, 1896 ..
Defence  Act Amendment Act, 1896
Diseases in Stock  Act, 1896 ...
District Courts Act of 1891 ...
Divisional  Boards Act of 1887
Elections  Act (complete) ...
Electric  Light and Power Act ..
Employers Liability Act of 1886 ...
Employers Liability Act of 1886 (Seamen) ...
Factories  and Shops Act, 1896 ... ... ...
Foreign Companies  Act of 1895 .. ...
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act of 1895 ...
Gold  Mines Drainage  Act, 1896 ... ...
Government Loan Act, 1896 ... ... ... ...
Government  Savings  Bank Acts Amendment Act, 1896
Harbour Boards  Act of  1892 ... ...
Harbour Dues Act of 1892 ...
Harbour Dues Act of 1893
Harbour Dues Act of 1895 ...
Health  Act (complete) ...
Price.
s. d.
1 0
0 6
1 0
1 0
0 6
0 6
1 0
2 0
1 0
10 9
1 0
1 0
0 6
0 6
0 6
2 0
3 0
4 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 6
0 6
0 6
... 2 0
1 0
... 1 0
1 0
5 0
0 6
5 0
Inebriates Institutions  Act, 1896 ... ...
Impounding Acts  ( 1863-65-67 ,  and 1879 ),  complete
Irrigation  Act of 1891... ... ... ...
Justices  Act of 1886 ...
Licensing  Act of 1885 ...
Liquor Act of 1886 ...
Liquor Act of  1895  ... ... ... ...
Live Stock and Meat Export Act of 1895 ...
Mackay Harbour Boards Act, 1896
Married Women's Property Act of 1890 ...
Marsupials  Destruction Act of 1895 ... ...
Masters and  Servants Act
Meat and Dairy Produce Encouragement Act of 1893
Meat  and Dairy Produce Encouragement Act of 1895
Mercantile Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... ...
Mineral Lands Sale Act of 1894 ... ...
Native  Birds Protection Act (complete) ... ...
Navigation Act Amiandment Act, 1896 ...
Pacific Island Labourers (Extension) Act of 1892...
Pastoral Leases Extension Act of 1892 ... ...
Pastoral  Leases Extension Act of 1892 Amendment
Act of 1894 ... ... ... ...
Pastoral Leases Extension Act of 1895 ...
Pearl-Shell and B 5che-de-mer Fisheries Act of 1891
Pearl-Shell and Blche-de-Mer Fisheries Act Amend-
ment Act of 1893 ...
Pearl-Shell and Beche-de-Mer Fisheries Act Amend-
ment  Act, 1896 ... ... ...
Public Service Act, 1896 ...
Rabbit Boards Act of 1896 ...
Railway Act Amendment Act of 1895
Railway Act Amendment Act of 1896 ... ...
Rockhampton Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... ...
Sale  of Goods Act, 1896 .., ...
Small Debts  Act of 1867 Amendment Act of 1892
Small  Debts Act 1867 Amendment Act of 1894 ...
Stamp Act, 1894 ... ... ... ... ...
Succession  and Probate Duties Act of 1892... ...
1 0
3 0
3 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 6
1 0
3 3
0 6
1 0
1 .0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 6
0 6
1 0
1 0
0 6
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 02 0
2 0
With
Postage.
s. d.
1 1
0 7
1 1
1 1
0 7
0 7
1
1
1
1 1
0 7
0 7
1 1
1 1
0 7
1 1
1 1
11
1 1
2 1
2 1
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With
Price. Postage.
s. d.  8 . d .
Succession  and Probate Duties Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Succession Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... ,., 1 0 1 1
Sugar Works Guarantee Act of 1893 1 0 1 1
Sugar Works Guarantee Act Amendment Act of 1895 1 0 1 1
Suppression of Gambling Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Townsville Harbour  Boards  Act of 1895 ... 1 0 1 1
Trustee  Act of 1889 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Valuation and Rating Act of 1890 ... ... ... 2 0 2 1
Wages  Act of 1870 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Wages Act of 1884 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Friendly Societies Act of 1894 and Regulations  ...  2 0 2 2
JUST PUBLISHED.
New Land Pamphlet,  containing  the Acts  and Regula-
tions relating  to the  Leasing and Alienation of
Crown Lands ... ... ... .., ..,  0 6 0 9
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands  Act of 1872, 3rd Edition ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Cemetery Act ... ... ... ... ... 0 9 0 10
Civil Service Pamphlet... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Cultural Industries for Queensland ... ... ...  5 0 5 4
Divisional Board Pamphlet ... 5 0 5 4
Divisional Board Pamphlet (cloth-bound) ... ... 5 6 6 0
Defence Act of 1884 (including Amendments and
Regulations) ... 1 0 1 2
Drill Regulations and Field  Exercises  for Mounted
Infantry  ... ... ... ... ...
Insolvency  Pamphlet ... ... ...
Journals of. Australian Explorations  by A. C. and
1
2
0
6
1
2
1
9
F. T. Gregory  ... .., ...  ... ... 5. 0 5 4
Justices  Act and Offenders Probation Act  .. . 2 6 2 9
Justices  Act and Offenders Probation Act (cloth-
bound) ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 6 3 9Lithogramsof Queensland Ferns, by F. M.Bailey,F.L.S. 2 6 3 0
Mining Acts, together with Regulations .. ...  2 0 2 2
Pacific Island Labourers Acts and  Regulations, con-
taining Imperial and Colonial Acts, and Regula-
tions thereunder ... ... ... .. 1 6 1 7
Stamp Act of 1894 and Regulations, with  a Manual
on the provisions of the Act  ... ... ... 2 0 2 2
The Queensland Horticulturist and Gai dener's Guide 3 0 3 3
The All- range  Queensland  Register ... ... ... 2 0 2 2
FULL BOUND.
Acts  and Orders of Supreme  Court (only) ... ... 63 0 64 8
Acts  and Orders of Supreme  Court (Crown Side) ...  42 0 42 10
Settled Land  Act, 1886, and Rules  of Court  with Notes 15 0 15 8
Settled Land  Act, 1886,  and Rules of Court with Notes 10 6 11 2
Synopsis of Queensland Flora ; F. M. Bailey, F.L.S. 21 0 22 0
1st Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ..  3 0 3 2
2nd Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ...  3 0 3 3
3rd Supplement to The Queensland Flora  ... ... 3 6 3 9
Catalogue of Queensland Plants ... ... ... 1 3 1 5
Catalogue of Queensland Plants (Paper)
... 1 0 1 1
Plants Reputed Poisonous and Injurious. to Stock ... 4 0 4 4
Hints to Rifle Clubs, by Major C. H. Des Vaeux ... 0 6 0 7
Synonymical Catalogue of the Lepidoptera Rhopalocera (Butterflies)
of Australia, with full Bibliographical Reference; including
Descriptions of some new Species. By W. H. Miskin, F.L.S.,
F.E.S. Price, full bound, lbs. 6d. ; in boards, 7s. 6d.;  postage
within Australasia, 3d.; to all other places, 6d.
The Geology and Palaeontology of Queensland and New Guinea,
by Robt. L. Jack, Government Geologist for Queensland, and
Robt. Etheridge, junior, Government Palaeontologist (New South
Wales), &c., &c.; 768 pages, crown quarto, full cloth, with sixty-
eight plates and a Geological Map of Queensland. Price, Two
guineas. Postage within Australasia, 2s. 10d.; to all other
places, 5s. 8d.
Some of the More Important Metals and their Ores; a Reading
Book for the State Schools; by Wm. Thompson, Asso. M. Inst.
C.E., F.G.S., Government Mineralogical Lecturer. Price, Is.;
postage within Australasia, IA.; to all other places, 2d.
Journals of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C. Gregory,
C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon. F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S.&c.; 209 pages , demy 8vo. Price,  5s. Postage  within Aus-
tralasia , 4d.; to all other  places, 8d.
CUSTOMS.
Customs Duties Act, 1894  (Tobacco Duties)
Customs  Act of  1873 ...
Customs Duties Act of 1888  ... ... ...
Customs Duties Act of 1890  ... ... ...
Customs Duties  Act of  1892 ...
Customs Duties Act, 1896 ...
Customs Tari ff  (revised) ...
Interpretation Book
Spirit Calculation Book (revised) ,,,
Price.
s. d.
... 1 0
... 4 0
1 0
... 1 0
... 1 0
... 0 6
0 6
... 2 6
... 1 0
With
Postage.
8. d.
1 1
4 2
1 1
1 1
1 1
0 7
0 7
2 8
1 1
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Schedule 3
POUNDKEEPERS ' BOOK (No. 1).
... ... ... ...
BRANDS DIRECTORY,
With
Price. Postage.
... 5 0 6 4
With Alphabetical List of  a'llOwners of Registered
Brands  ... ... ... ... ... ...  2 6 3 9
ELECTORAL ROLLS.
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JUST PUBLISHED.THE LAW OF FRIENDLY SOCIETIES IN QUEENSLAND, being aCompendium of the existing Act and Regulations in force, with
a comprehensive Introduction, and Notes of English and Colonial
Cases decided up to May, 1896. By John L. Woolcock, B.A., and
George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law, Authors of "Act and Rules
relating to the District Court." Holland binding. Price 5s.; postage,
4d. extra.
July, 1896. EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
N
OW PUBLISHED, A Digest of the Statutory Criminal Law in
force in Queensland on the first day of January, 1896 (which it
Electoral  Rolls of the Colony, each ... ... ... 1 0 1 1 is within the competence of the Parliament of Queensland to repeal or
AGENTS FOR SALE OF GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS.
Bundaberg ... ... ...
Cooktown ... ...
Ipswich ... ... ...
Marlborough ... ... ...
Rockhampton  ... ... ...
Toowoomba ... ... ...
Townsville ... ... ...
G. J. YOUNG AND Co.
J. V. PENNO.
W. TATRAM.
W. DAWSON  AND SON.
MUNRO  AND COWIE.
J. H. ROBERTSON AND CO.
T. WILLMETT AND Co.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane  27th December, 1893.
THE following Botanical Works, by F. Manson Bailey, F.L.S.,
Colonial Botanist, may be obtained at the Government Printing
Office, William-street, Brisbane:-
I.  The Synopsis of the Queensland Flora ; 900 pp., demy 8vo,
half-bound. Price, 21s.; posted, 22s.
2. First Supplement to ditto, in boards; 100 pp. and 4 plates.
Price,  3s.; posted, 3s. 2d.
3. Second Supplement -to ditto, in boards ; 153 pp. Price,  3s.;
posted, 3s. 3d.
4. Third Supplement to ditto, in boards; 135 pp. and 21 plates.
Price, 3i.  6d.; posted, 3s. 9d.
5. Catalogue of the Indigenous and Naturalise Plants of
Queensland, with Index.. of  -vernacular names and their
botanical equivalents. Price, in cloth, is. 3d.; posted, Is. 5d.
In paper, 1s.; posted, 1s. 2d.
6. Plants Poisonous and Injurious to Stock. (Bailey and Gordon.)
Containing a' brief description, with plates, of Queensland
plants suspected of having a poisonous effect upon stock.
Price, 4s.; posted, 4s. 5d.
7. Lithograms of the Queensland Ferns, in one volume, containing
191 plates, illustrating 223 kinds, with index giving botanical
and common name. Price, 2s. 6d.; posted, 6d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
GOV ERNMENT GAZETTE.
SUBSCRIPTION AND ADVERTISIIG  RATES :-
amend), with a Table of the Statutes, prepared by the Hon. Sir
Samuel Walker Griffith, G.C.M.G., Chief Justice of Queensland.
In 8vo royal. Bound in cloth, 15s. Posted, 15s. 7d. Government
Printing Office, Brisbane.
O
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office, the Pacific Island
Labourers Acts and Regulations in Pamphlet form, containing
Imperial and Colonial Acts, and Regulations thereunder. Price,
Is.  6d.;  posted, is. 7d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
44  HE Justices Act of  1886 " and  " Th e Offenders Probation Act
of 1886," with an Introduction, Notes,  and Index , by John L.
Woolcock, B.A. Price, 3s. 6d. in cloth  ; 2s. 6d .  in paper .  Postage, 6d.
EDMUND GREGORY,  Government. Printer.
a. d.
L T HE Stamp Act of  1894," and Regulations thereunder, with aManual on the provisions f the Act. Price, 2s.; posted, 2s. 2d.
IMPOUNDINGS.
POUNDSEEPERS  are reminded that  Advertisements of
Impounded Stock will be'charged for  at the uniform rate
of  SIXPENCE  PER LINE ;  and no such Advertisement will be
inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by a remittance
(Money Orders, Postal Notes, Postage  Stamps , or Cash)
sufficient  to cover the  cost of  insertion.
Postage Stamps will be received only when  amount is 6s.
or less.
When describing brands  a distinction should be made
between  REGISTERED and other brands, by placing  the words
REGISTERED BRAND  after the description. Brands type will
be used for  such  descriptions,  but where these words do not
appear ordinary type only  will be used.
IMPOUNDED at Winton, from the Pasturage Reserve, on the 7th
June, 1897, by order of the Herdsman.  Damages, 2s. 6d.
One bay gelding, draught,  star , saddle and collar marked, both hind
coronets white, KC9 over 18 near shoulder.
Also, on the 10th July, 1897.
One bay gelding, near eye out, star and snip, saddle-marked, WC3
near shoulder.
Also, from Vindex, on the 10th June, 1897. Damages, 2s. 6d.;
driving, is. 6d.
One bay gelding, bald face, hind feet white, big sore behind wither,
OLY near shoulder.
One grey gelding, scum both eyes, like 9DL near shoulder, RR2 over
marks like brands off shoulder.
CORRECTED BRAND.
One chestnut  mare, star  and snip, offhind foot white, like W6R near
shoulder, XON off shoulder, like-Q4 ,g near thigh.
One brown gelding, fistula-mark on wither, saddle-marked, broken
down near fore leg, blind off eye, WK7 off shoulder, 0 over 41
near  shoulder.
One taffy gelding, near eye out, *3 near shoulder, 8RY over 85
over Y3Y over 5 off shoulder, 7 off neck.
If not released on or before the 20th July, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
DAVID O'KEEFE, Poundkeeper.
1389 12s. 6d.
Quarterly  Subscription  ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 0
(Postage  nil,  if subscription begins from date of receipt
of order ; on back numbers, 3d. per week.)
Single copy, current year, 6d. ; previous years,  Is.; large-sized
at proportionally increased price. Postage,  1d. additional.
ADVERTISING RATES.
A uniform charge of 6d. a line for all advertisements.
Table matter charged 50 per cent ,  extra on first insertion only,
and a proportional extra charge for very small-sized type.
HANSARD,  a. d.
Subscription for Session  ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 0
Orders must be accompanied by postage stamps (not exceeding
5s.), money order, postal note, or cash, sufficient to cover cost.
Private  cheques will not be accepted.
Parcels forwarded to any address  by ship or  rail if so desired,
the freight to be payable by  consignee.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1893.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office, William street,
Brisbane :-" Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating to
Local Government outside the Boundaries of Municipalities," with an
Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L. Woolcock, B.A. Demy
octavo, 400 pages. Linen bound, 5s. 6d.; paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Australian Colonies, 9d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
ON SALE, the "Act and Rules relating to the District Court, with
an Introduction, Notes, and Index," by John L. Woolcock, B.A.,
and George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law.
Price, 7s. 6d. full cloth ; postage, 6d. extra.
Half-bound and interleaved, 10s.  6d.; postage, 8d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
NOW ON SALE.
REDWATER DISEASE in Cattle in the Gulf Country, by C. J.Pound, F.R.M.S., Director tock Insti ute , Brisbane ,  ls.; posted,Is. 1d. Government Printing Office, Brisbane.
IMPOUNDED at Gracemere, from Greenwell Dairy, on the 14th
June, 1897, by order of A. Reid, Esquire.
One piebald gelding, MN8 near shoulder.
One grey gelding, L WI near shoulder.
One grey mare, U10 near thigh, ('( 8 off thigh.
One brown gelding, 0KM near shoulder.
One grey  mare,  1ST near shoulder, C"8 near thigh ; foal at foot.
One creamy gelding, D7R near shoulder.
One bay mare, 2FB over 9 near thigh.
One black gelding, DE1 near shoulder.
One grey  gelding,  PG1 near shoulder, indistinct brand off shoulder.
One grey mare, LHl over 1  near  shoulder.
One chestnut  gelding , C FC7 near thigh.
One bay gelding, W over JB near shoulder.
One brown gelding, 1HG near shoulder.
One bay gelding, like AP9 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, T5 w near thigh.
If not released on or before the 20th July, 1897, will be sold to
defray  expenses.
1357
A. ARMSTRONG, Poundkeeper.
108.
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IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Lorne, on the 21st June, 1897, by
order  of S. B. Leishman, Esquire. Trespass, 2s. 6d.; driving,
5s. 6d.
One bay  mare , draught, hind feet white,  star , F'Y7 near shoulder,
167 near neck.
One bay  mare, off hind foot white, star, blotched brand near shoulder.
One yearling filly, unbranded, progeny of above-described mare.
If not released  on or before the 15th July, 1897, will be sold to
defray expenses.
J. B. HODGE, Poundkeeper.
1351 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Westwood, fr m Ripple Vale, onthe 26th June,
1897, by order of M. D. Triffitt, Esquire.
One bay  mare,  8a-S over 15 near shoulder.
One bay mare, 5RO near shoulder, like M2E or M2B, off shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, like WS9 near shoulder, S near cheek, 9 near
neck, XG2 off shoulder, HY5 near thigh.
If not released on or before the 20th July, 1897, will be sold to
defray  expenses.
W. J. LAW, Poundkeeper.
1352 4s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Chinchilla, from Pelican Station, on the 25thJune, 1897, by order of S. W. Bassingthwaighte, Esquire.
One brown mare, star and snip, B5Z over 3 near shoulder.
One steel-grey gelding, DQ8 near shoulder.
One chestnut  filly, like G and two diamonds (blotched) near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 24th July, 1897, will be sold to
defray expenses.
1388
JOHN. N. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
48.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, on the 15th June, 1897.
One brown horse, 6LW over like 2HK near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th July, 1897, %ill be sold to
defray  expenses.
1358
H. LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
2s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Beaudesert, from Scrubby Creek, on the 23rd
.LL June, 1897.
One bay horse, 5-H near shoulder.
One chestnut  mare,  8JD near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 24th July, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
CON TENTS.
Page.
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QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL  ORDERS.
By Colonel HOWEL GUNTEE, Commandant.
No. 162.
SOUTHERN  MILITARY  DISTRICT.
DEFENCE FORCE STAFF.
Changes.
Transport by rail.Special uthority.
Errata.
[No. 2.
Brisbane , 1st July, 1897.
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL H. C. STANLEY resumed duty on 24th May, 1897, on return from leave of absence.
FIELD ARTILLERY.
No. 2 Battery.
No. 3, Sergeant  William  Darra ,  is discharged for misconduct.
No. 163.
IT is notified, for general information, that no Corps or detachment of a Corps is permitted to travel by
rail without special authority. Prior to making any arrangements connected with proposed rifle matches which
necessitate  travelling by rail, Commanding Officers must forward their applications to Head-Quarters, giving full
particulars of what is proposed.
No. 164.
IN that portion of General Order No. 159 of 1897 referring to the result of Examinations held on the
28th May, 1897, opposite the numeral 12 insert in column 7 an asterisk, and in column for remarks erase the
words "Not completed" and insert the words " Passed for Lieutenant" in place thereof.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Lieutenant- Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief  Staff Officer.
NOTICE.
THE Annual Meeting for 1897 of the Queensland Rifle Association will be held at Toowong during the
week ending 18th September next.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the National Rifle Association of New South Wales has been fixed for
25th to 30th October,  inclusive,
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer ,  William street,  B risbane.
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RETURNS OF COPYRIGHT IN BOOKS AND DRAMATIC
PIECES REGISTERED DURING THE HALF-YEAR
ENDED 30TH JUNE, 1897.
I T is hereby notified, for general information, that theCopyright in the undermentioned Books has been duly
Registered in my Office, under  " The Copyright Registration
Act (Queensland),  1887."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, registrar of Patents, &c.
No. 136.
Title of Book : -The Year Book of Queensland.
Contents of Title- page :-The Year Book of Queensland,
1897. Sixteenth year of publication, &c.
Language in which Book is Written :-English.
Name of Author, Translator, or Editor :-Edward Greville.
Subject of Book :-General Guide and Gazetteer.
Where Printed :-Sydney.
Where Published :- Brisbane.
Name of Printers :-McCarron, Stewart, & Co.
Name of Publishers :-J. H. Thompson & Co.
Date of Issue of Book from the Press, or of Publication:-November in each year.
Number of Sheets, Leaves, or Pages :-176.
Size :-Medium octavo.
Whether First, Second, or other Number of the Edition :-
Sixteenth.
Number of Copies of which the Edition  consists  :-1,000.
Whether Book Printed or Lithographed :-Printed.
Price at which Book is Sold to the Public :-ls.
Name of Proprietor of Copyright in whole or any part of
Book :-Edward Greville.
Residence of Proprietor :-6 Bridge street, Sydney.
No. 137.
(In abeyance.)
No. 138.
Title of Book:-Pugh's Almanac and Queensland Directory.
Contents of Ti tle-pa ge :-Pugh's Almanac and Queensland
Directory for 1897. Thirty-ninth Year of Publication.
Language in which Book is Written :-English.
Name of Author, Translator, or Editor :-W. G. Fairfax.
Subject of Book :-General Directory and Information
relative to Queensland.
Where Printed :-Petrie's Bight.
Where Published :-Queen street.
Name of Printers:-Pole, Outridge, & Co.
Name of Publishers :-Gordon & Gotch.
Date of Issue of Book from the Press, or of Publication:-
5th March, 1897.
Number of Sheets, Leaves, or Pages :-1,052 pages.
Size :-Crown octavo.
Whether First, Second, or other Number of the Edition :-
Thirty-ninth.
Number of Copies of which the Edition consists :-2,000.
Whether Book Printed or Lithographed :-Printed, with
Litho. Maps.
Price at which Book is Sold to the  Pub lic:-Paper, 6s.;
Cloth, 7s. 6d.
Name of Proprietors of Copyright  in whole or any part of
Book :-Pole, Outridge, & Co.
Residence of Proprietors:- Brisbane.
No. 139.
Title of Book :-The Work and Wealth  of Queensland.
Contents of Title-page :-The Work and Wealth  of Queens.
land, being a Sketch of the Progress  and Resources of
the Colony  and its  Daily Life ; Illustrated.
Language in which Book is Written :-English.
Name of Author, Translator, or Editor: Richard Newton.
Subject of Book :-An Account  of the Resources of
Queensland  and its  Daily Life.
Where Printed :-Petrie's Bi ht,  Brisbane.
Where Published :-Petrie's Bight,  Brisbane.
Name of Printers :-Pole, Outridge, & Co.
Name of Publishers :-Pole, Outridge, & Co.
Date of Issue of Book from  the Press ,  or of  Publication:--10th April, 1897.
Number of Sheets, Leaves,  or  Pages:-Fifty leaves.
Size :-Crown quarto.
Whether First, Second, or other Number of the  Edition:--
First.
Number of Copies of which the Edition  consists  :-- 4,500.
Whether Book Printed or Lithographed :-Printed.
Price at which Book is Sold to the Public :- 2s. 6d.
Name of Proprietor of Copyright in whole or  any part of
Book :-Richard Newton.
Residence of Proprietor :-Coorparoo,  Brisbane.
No. 140.
Title of Map :-Brisbane and Suburbs- Street and Road
Map, with Boundaries of Local Authorities.
Language in which Map is written:-En glish.
Name of Author, Translator, or Editor:-Surveyor-General.
Subject of Map :-Brisbano and Suburbs- Street and
Road Map, with Boundaries of Local Authorities.
Where Printed :-Surveyor-General's Office,  Brisbane.
Where Published :-Surveyor-General's Office.
Name of Printer :-Surveyor-General.
Name of Publisher:- Surveyor-General.
Date of Issue of Map from the Press, or of Publication ;-
15th April, 1897.
Number of Sheets, Leaves, or Pages :-One Sheet.
Size:-22 x 26 inches, Paper; 20 x 19* inches, Map.
Scale, 30 chains to an inch.
Whether First, Second, or other Number of the Edition:-First.
Number of Copies of which the Edition  consists  :--500.
Whether Map Printed or Lithographed :-Lithographed.
Price at which Map is Sold to the Public :- 2s. 6d.
Name of Proprietor of Copyright in whole or  any part of
Map :-Surveyor-General.
Residence of Proprietor :-Brisbane.
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' No. 141.
Title of Book :-Limestone Jubilee Waltz.
Contents of Title-page :-Limestone Jubilee Waltz, com-
posed by George Nash. Price, 1s. 6d. Copies of
band parts may be obtained at Mr. W. Tatham's,
bookseller, Ipswich, Queensland.
Language  in which Book is Written :-English.
Name  of Author , Translator , or Editor :-George Nash.
Subject of Book :-Waltz Music.
Where Printed :-Ipswich, Queensland.
Where Published :-Ipswich,  eensland.
Name of Printer :-W. H. B
Name of Publisher :-George ash.
Date  of Issue of Book from the Press, or of Publication :-
14th June, 1897.
Number of Sheets, Leaves, or Pages :-Two pages.Size:-13 x 8 inches.
Whether First, Second, or other Number of the Edition :-
First.
Number  of Copies of which the Edition  consists :-150.
Whether Book -Printed or Lithogi apbed :-Printed and
cyclostiled.
Price at which Book is Sold to the Public 1s. 6d.
Name of Proprietor of Copyright in whole or any part of
Book :-George Nash.
Residence  of Proprietor :-Warwick street, Ipswich.
No. 142.
Title of Book :-The Exhibition Schottische.
Contents of Title-page :-The Exhibition Schottische,
composed in commemoration of the Queensland Inter-
national Exhibition, May, 1897, by A. C. F. Hemsley,
Bundaberg, Queensland. 2s. 3d. net. Registered.
Gordon & Gotch,  Brisbane.
Language in which  Book is Written :- Music.
Name of Author,  Translator , or Editor :-A. C. F. Hemsley.
Subject of Book  :- Music.
Where Printed :-At Brisbane, Queensland.
Where Published :-At Brisbane, Queensland.
Name of Printers :-Gordon & Gotch.
Name of Publishers :-Gordon & Gotch.
Date of  Issue  of Book from the Press, or of Publication :-
16th June, 1897.
Number of Sheets, Leaves, or Pages :-2 sheets (8 pp.)
Size  :- Music folio.
Whether First, Second, or other Number of the Edition :-
First.
Number of Copies of which the Edition consists :-500.
Whether Book Printed or Lithographed :-Lithographed.
Price at which Book is Sold to the Public :-2s. 3d. net.
Name of Proprietor of Copyright in whole or any part of
Book  :-A. C. F. Hemsley.
Residence of Proprietor : Bundaberg.
NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR AMENDMENT.
In the Matter of Application No. 3598, dated 19th October,
1896, for the grant  of Letters Patent, by EDGAR ARTHUR
ASHCROFT, for an Invention for  "An Improved Process for
the Treatment  of Metalliferous Ores and Products."
OTICE is hereby given, that the abovementioned Edgar
N Arthur Ashcroft, of 34 Queen street, Melbourne, in the
colony of Victoria, electrical engineer, has applied, under the
pro visions  of  .The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Acts,
1884  to  1890," for leave to amend the complete Specification
and Drawings of his said Invention ,  alleging as his reason for
so doing, -" For the purpose of better explaining the working
of the process ,  correcting certain errors of description, and
better defining and limiting the scope of the claims."
Amendments proposed  are as  follow, viz.:-
[$eference being had to amended copy of Specification lodged
in Patent  Office, Brisbane.]
Page 3.
Line 21,-
After the word "solution" insert  "  in the anode chamber,"
and after  word "  be" insert  " subsequently."
Line 23,-
Strike out the words "another batch of ;" after the word
the " insert the word "  same."
Page 4:
Line 1,-
Strike out word.". simultaneously" and insert  word"  also."
Line 4,-
After  word "diaphragms"  insert  "In such electrolysis the
solu t ion, after  the copper has been deposited on the copper
cathode, is led into the anode compartment ,  where the oxida.
4ion of  the dissolved  ferrous salts into ferric salts  proceeds."
Line 11,-
After word "  ores  "  insert "  The process, hereinafter
-deaaribed in full with reference to  figures  1, 2, and 3 of
>e accompanying drawings ,  wi ll  be best  understood by the
following preliminary description of the electrolytic part of the
operation with reference to the diagram figure 4. The solution
containing salts of  zinc practically pure is led into the vats A
and B (figure 4 of the drawings), which are duplicated,  coming
into the cathode compartments K. The  zinc is  partially
deposited in the cathode chambers. The solution then passes
into the anode chamber H. The anodes are copper  mattes, and
consequently copper and ferrous  salts  become added to the
solution. 'lhe solution is then led into the cathode chambers
of another vat, C, where the copper is taken out as refined
metal. Hence the solution, containing only zinc  and ferrous
salts, passes  to the  anode chamber of  the  same  vat C, where in
contact with carbon anodes its iron content becomes oxidised to
the ferric state. Three  vats are shown  diagrammatically in
series, so  that the quantities of metals are correctly propor-
tioned for cyclic working in connection with the leaching
process. If the matte  contain more  than the best proportion of
iron, part of the liquid from the cathode chamber of C, when
freed from copper, is led into the anode chamber  of a similar
subsidiary vat with carbon anodes, where the  ferrous salt is
oxidised in the anode chamber. The cathode chamber of this
subsidiary vat is fed with pure zinc solution, from which  zinc is .
deposited on the zinc cathode. The solution from the cathode
chamber of this subsidiary vat is then added to the anode
solutions in A and B. If, on the other hand, the matte  contain
too much copper, a subsidiary vat is interpolated between C
and A and B with iron anodes and copper  cathodes and no
diaphragm. Copper is thus deposited  and iron goes into
solution. Merely treating the liquid with metallic iron  may
suffice. The pipes  d d e  shown in the diagram  connect the
anode and cathode compartments in each vat."
Page  13.
Line 10,-
Strike out words " in a  zinc -depositing vat."
Line 14,-
After the word "iron," insert "as the  anode of a zinc-
depositing vat."
Page 14.
Lines 4:and 5,-
Strike out'the word "otherwise,"  and insert "other metal."
Line 9,-Strike out words " and other."
Line 11,-
After the word "salt," insert  "for use as a leaching solu-
tion while the other metal of the matte, viz., copper,  is being
deposited."
Strike out the whole of line 13.
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose  the said app li-
cation for  amendment must leave particulars ,  in writing (on
Form G), of his or their objections thereto, within one  calendar
month from the date of this  Gazette.
Dated this twelfth day of June, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY , Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
l1\\ tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specif cations annexed thereto, have been AccxPTED, and are now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four  calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise.
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3688.-JoHN TOWNSEND TRENCH, of
Kenmare, county Kenny, Ireland, land agent.  " Improvements
in Pneumatic. Tyres."  Dated 29th December, 1896.
Application No. 3753.-THE  COMMERCIAL  UNION CIGAR
AND CIGARETTE COMPANY, of New York, United States of
America (Assignees of Alfred Gordon Vale).  " Cigarette
Machines."  Dated 16th February, 1897.
Application No. 3769.-THs ANGLO-FRENCH MOTOR
CARRIAGE COMPANY, LIMITED, of Digbeth, Birmingham,
England (Assignees of Edmund Gascoine, junr., and Charles
Daniel Courtois).  "Improvements in Horseless Carriages."
Dated 26th February, 1897.
Application No. 3771.-CHARLES ANDREW EDWARD TALBOT
PALMER, of Pope street, Birmingham, England, engineer.
"Improvements in and relating to Velocipedes."  Dated 27th
February, 1897.
Application  NO. 3388. -WILLIAM ARTHUR CAMERON
WALLER, of 6 Kyverdale road, Stoke Newington, London,
England.  "Improvements in the Construction of Tiles."
Dated 17th May, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents,  &o.
No. 3. VOL. LXVIII.] 37 [3RD JULY, 1897.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1897.
`NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the undermentioned applica-
1\ tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto ,  have been ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D ),  of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
ofjten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3515 .- WILLIAM RICHARD CLAY, Of 1
Slater street, Farnworth ,  near Bolton ,  Lancashire ,  England,
engineer .  " Improvements in or appertaining to Burners for
use in Incandescent Gas Lighting ."  (To be dated under section
80 as of the 30th March ,  1896 .)  Filed 24th August, 1896.
Application No. 3542.-CHARLES MACDERMOTT, of Irving
street ,  Footscray ,  in the colony of Victoria ,  retired railway
employee.  " An Improved Railway  Car Coupling."  Dated
11th September, 1896.
Application No. 3805.-ELIZABETH WHITELEY ,  Of The
Palms Apiary ,  Coowonga ,  county of Livingstone ,  colony of
Queensland ,  widow, beekeeper .  "  The Production  of Honey
Comb Foundation and Sheeted  Wax."  Dated  24th March, 1897.
Application No. 3872 .- HARRY MARKHAM EVANS and
THOMAS HENRY ROSS, of 109 York street ,  Sydney, New South
Wales, journalist and commercial traveller .  " A Combination
Device fur  Cutting Tobacco and  Cigars,  Delivering Matches, and
Indicating Numbers and other Characters ."  Dated 6th May,
1897.
Application No. 3892 .-DAVID  JOHN RUSSELL DUNCAN, of
28 Victoria street, Westminster ,  London, England, civil engineer.
"Improvements in the Means  of Jointing  Mains, Pipes, and
other Conduits  for Water,  Gas, and other Fluids and Vapours."
Dated 18th May, 1897.
Application No. 3893 .- WILLIAM CORFE, of 12 and 13
Cleveland Square, Liverpool ,  England, printers '  and book-
binders' engineer .  "A New or Improved Index  Cutting and
Printing Machine."  Dated 18th May, 1897.
Application No. 3894 .- RUDOLF CHILLITGWORTH, Of
Ostbahnhof ,  Nuremburg ,  German Empire, metal stamper.
"1Vew or Improved  Machinery  or Apparatus for Finishing,
Perfecting ,  or Truing up Tubes, Tubular Unions, Sockets, or the
like."  Dated 18th May, 1897.
Application No. 3904.-EDWARD ANDERSON BLANTON,
Junior ,  of Wallingford, Pennsylvania ,  United States of America,
engineer ,  but at present of 43 Threadneedle street, London,
England.  " Improvements in and connected with  Means for
securing Cams and the like upon Shafts ."  Dated 28th May,
1897.
Application No. 3905.-Lucius TUCKERMAN GIBBS, of 5
East 27th street ,  city of New York ,  United States of America,
engineer .  " Improvements in Compressed Air Engines ."  Dated
28th May, 1897.
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY ,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given,  that  the  undermentioned  applica-tions  for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed  thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open  to public, inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave  particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment  in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings  is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3582.-WILLIAM DOBSON, of Albert
street , Warwick, in the colony of Queensland, plumber.  "An
Improved Apparatus for Filtering, Aerating, and Coolinq or
Heating Milk or other Liquid."  Dated 5th October, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3880.-DANIEL EDWARD SMITH, boot
manufacturer, and ALFRED TYREE, merchant, both of 71
Cathedral square, Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colony of
New Zealand.  "Improved Attachment to lasting Pliers."
Dated 13th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3882.-FRANCis GosSLEu, of Korrumburra,
in the colony of Victoria,  engineer .  "Improvements in or
connected with Tyres fur Bicycles and other Vehicles."  Dated
14th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3883. - JOSEPH AUGUSrus VENN, of
Finniss  street, North Adelaide, in the province of South
Australia, licensed victualler.  "An Improved Conduit or
Extractor for Fermented Liquors and the like."  Dated 14th
May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3889. -- LA SOCIETE  ANONYMS POUR
L'EXPLOITATION DES MACHINES  A FABRIQUER LES CIGARES-
(EUREKA FRANcAISE BREVETS CH. J. LACOSTE), of 5 Boulevard
Botanique, Brussels, in the kingdom of Belgium,  manufacturers
(Assignees of Charles Joseph Lacoste, of Brussels  aforesaid).
"Improvements in Cigar-making Machines."  Dated 18th May,
A. D. 1897.
Applictaion No. 3891.-ANDRE BRALY  AND Louis BRALY,
both residing at Paris, in the republic of France, Rue Taitbout
41. "Improved Means for Preventing the Fraudulent Refilling
of Bottles and other Containers, and Verifyinq  the Genuineness
of their Contents."  Dated 18th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3895. - JOHN ARMSTRONG, of Ramle,
Springfield Park, Acton, London, England,  consulting metal-
lurgist.  "Improvements  in the  Treatment of Complea' Ores,
Mattes, and the like, and in Furnaces therefor."  Dated 18th
May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3897.-GEORGE HENRY GRUNDY, of 27
Duffield road, Derby, England, photo-engraver and collotype
printer, and GEORGE ARTHUR LINGARD, of Mount  Pleasant,
Old Normanton, near Derby, England, collotype  printer.
"Improved Method or Means of Photo-collographic Printing on
Ceramic, Metallic, and other Hard Surfaces."  Dated 21st
May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3900.-LouisA LAwsoN, of 402 George
street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, printer and
publisher.  " An Improved Combination Buckle and Seal Lock,
specially applicable for Fastening Mail-bags."  Dated 25th
May, 1tk97.
Application No. 3901.- GEORGE FREDERICK SMITH, of
Sydney, New South Wales, electroplater.  " Improvements in
Apparatus for Extracting Precious Metals by  Chlorination."Dated 25th May, 1897.
Application No. 3902.-HERBERT ROBINSON  BROOKES,
CHARLES GRAHAM WEIR OFFICER, and JOHN JONES, all of
34 Queen street, Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria,  mining
and electrical engineers.  "Improved Apparatus for the Treat-
ment  of Sludge Tailings or Pulverized Earths containing Gold,
Silver, or other Minerals."  Dated 25th May, 1897.
Application No. 3908.-THOniAS COOPER JOHN  THOMAS,
engineer, and WILLIAM MUDD STILL,  manufacturer , both of
London, England.  "Improvements in Gas Lamps."  Dated
29th May, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 5th June, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that the  undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent,  and the complete
specification's annexed thereto, have  been ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose  any of such
applications  must leave particulars  in writing,  in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within  four calendar
months from the date of the first  appearance  of this  advertise-
ment  in the  Queensland  Government Gazette .  A fee of ten
shillings is  payable with such notice.
Application No. 3499.-Louis HENRY HART,  of 325 Coll ins
street, Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria.  "An Improved
Self.actinq Stereopticon."  Dated 17th August, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3663.-THOMAS RICHARDS, Junior, brick-
layer, and EDMUND FRANCIS NOLAN, carpenter, both of
Brewarrina, in the colony of New South Wales.  "An Improved
Screw and Screw-driver Bit for Fastening Corrugated Iron to
Roofs and Walls of Buildings."  Dated 9th December, A.D.
1896.
Application No. 3701.-HENRY  W. HENNEBERG, of 485
Wells street, Chicago, Illinois, United States of America,
mechanic.  "Improvements in Bicycles or Velocipedes."  Dated
9th January, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3759.- EMIL LAWRENCE OPPERMANN, Of
27 Martin's lane, Cannon  street , London, engineer.  "A New
or Improved Apparatus and Process for Amalgamating and
Extracting Gold or other  suitable  Metal from Dry Crushed
Ore."  Dated 20th February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3763.-THOMAS ROWLEY, of Corporation
street, Manchester, county of Lancaster,  England ,  consulting
india-rubber expert.  "Improvements  relating to Pneumatic
Tyres."  Dated 22nd February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3838.-CHARLES  SINCLAIR DRUMMOND, of
10 Eastcheap, city of London, England.  "Improvements in or
connected  with  Saddles  or Seats  for Bicycles  and other  Vehicles."
Dated 20th April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3862. - WILLIAM LAWRENCE  AUSTIN,
metallurgist,  of  Denver,  state  of Colorado, United States of
America.  " Improvements in Tuyeres for Furnaces."  Dated
3rd May, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
No. 3. VOL. LXVIII.] 38 [3RD  JULY, 1897.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 29th May, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given , that the undermentioned appli-cations for  the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed  thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to  public  inspection  at this Office.
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose any of such
applications  must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from  the date of the first appearance of this adver-
tisement  in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings  is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3736.-RASMUS MEULENGRACHT, of Assens,
Denmark, analytical chemist, and POUL LUDVIG PETER GEORG
SYLOW , of Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales,
analytical  chemist .  "A New or Improved Method of Con-
verting  Animal Substances and Products into Manure or
Fertilising Material." Dated 1st February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3806.-LEwis MCPHERSON, of Hodgson,
Roma , in the colony of Queensland, railway employee.  " Im-
provements  in Railway Sleepers and Rail Fastenings."  Dated
26th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3833.-DAVID JOLLIE BRAND AND DAVID
LEGGAT DRYBROUGH, both of Townsville, in the colony of
Queensland, engineers and ironfounders.  "Improvements in
Suction -dredging Machines."  Dated 9th April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 384G. - EDWIN ROBERT STANDFIELD,
medical electrician , and THOMAS DE RENZY HARMAN, solicitor,
both of 71 Cathedral square, Christchurch, Canterbury, in the
colony of New Zealand.  "Improvements in Bicycle Suppo,ts."
Dated 23rd April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3849.-HENRY SYMES, of Alexandra South,
Otago, in the colony of New Zealand.  "Improved Method of
and Mechanism for Propelling 'Vehicles."  Dated 24th April,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3851.-HARRY MORRISON, of 27 Martins
lane , Cannon street, London, engineer.  "Improvements in Chain
Driving Wheels."  Dated 24th April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3861.-CARL DELLWIK, engineer, of 6
Grafgaten, Stockholm, in the kingdom of Sweden.  " Improvc-
ments in  the Production of Water-gas and in Apparatus
therefor."  Dated 3rd May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3864.-JAM RS PHILIP ERIE, engineer, of
Los Angelos, Los Angelos county, state of California, United
States of  America.  "Improvements in MotorVehicles."  Dated
4th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3865.-JAMES DAVIDSON, of George street,
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, grain merchant,
and CHARLES  GRAHAM HEPBURN, of King street, Sydney afore-
said ,  patent agent .  "Improvements in Apparatus for Refining
Fats and Oils."  Dated 4th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3866.-SIMON LAKE, formerly of Atlantic
Highlands, Monmouth county, New Jersey, but now of 229
South Chester street, Baltimore, Maryland, United States of
America,  engineer .  "Improvements in Submarine 'Vessels."
Dated 4th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3868.-JosEPH HALL, of Burley Engine
Works, Leeds, England, engineer.  "Improvements in Machinery
for Treating Skins, Hides, Leather, and the like substances."
Dated 14th December, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3870.-THOMAS GRACE, of Darlington,
near  Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, builder.
" Improvements i  Driving Mechanism of Velocipedes." Dated
6th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3873.-ARTHUR REDMAN WILFLEY, Of
2805 Humboldt street,' Denver, Arapahoe county, state of
Colorado, United States of America.  "An Ore Concentrator."
Dated 6th May, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions  for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications  annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications  must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings  is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3t60.-CHARLES ARTHUR MACDONALD,
of Sydney, in the colon.), of New South Wales, engineer.  "An
Improved Mode of and Apparatus for Cooling, Pur yang, and
Drying Air for Chiiling and Freezing purposes."  Dated 24th
July, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3770.-CHARLES JAMES GRIST, of 20
Gracechurch street, London, England, electrical engineer.
"Improvements  in the  Manufacture of Waterproofing Coating
Compositions for Wearing Apparel, Covers, Engine and other
Packings, Acid Tank Linings, Electrical Insulating Composi-
tions, and for other  uses ."  Dated 27th February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3762.-EMILE ANDREOLI, of The Acacias,
147 Cold Harbour lane, London, England, journalist.  "Im-
provements in and connected with the Recovery of Gold and
other Precious Metals from Cyanide Solutions."  Dated 22nd
February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3741.-MASE:INFORRF.TNINGEN INTERES-
SENTSKABET DAAWRUD, of Stavanger, Norway (Assignees of
G. Eickhoff and P. E. T. Juhl).  "Improvements in a Machine
for Printing Cylindrical Ol iects."  Dated 8th February, A.D.
1897.
Application No. 3761.-THOMAS HOLLIDAY, of Edgerton,
Huddersfield, York, England, manufacturing chemist.  "Im-
provements in Means or Apparatus for use in the Production,
Sloring, and Application of Acetylene Gas."  Dated 22nd
February, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKEN F.Y, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1897.
NOTICE
is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica.
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four  calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment  in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable. with such notice.
Application No. 3367.-CHARLES CAREY LANCE, of 196
Sussex  street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales,
dairy expert.  "A Combined Milk Straining and Sampling
Appliance."  Dated 23rd May, A D. 1896.
Application No. 3586.-CHARLES DUNSFORD  JENKINS,
M.D., of 1h0 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts,
United States of America.  "Improvements in Apparatus for
Crushing or Pulverizing Ores and other Substances."  Dated
10th October, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3720.-ROBERT JACK, of Rutherglen, in
the colony of Victoria, vigneron.  "Improvement in Paper
Bags to Facilitate the Opening of Mouth (f same."  Dated
19th January, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3744.-AUGUSTITS GROSS, engineer, VICTOR
EDWARD MASTERS, and JOHN BOOTH, bank clerk, all of 156
Vickery's Chambers, 82 Pitt street, Sydney, New South
Wales.  "An Improved Driving-,gear ,for Cycles and like
Vehicles."  Dated 8th February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3745.-JAMES ALSTON, of Raglan Parade,
Warnambool, in the colony of Victoria,  engineer .  "An Im-
proved Crank pin Driving gear for Windmills."  Dated 9th
February, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office.
Brisbane ,  27th March, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that the undermentioned applica-
Lr tions for the grant of Letters Patent ,  and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application  No. 3731 .-JAMES MACTEAR,  of 28 Victoria
street, Westminster ,  London ,  England ,  consulting engineer.
"An Improved Method of Hydraulic  Mining ,  and Improve-
ments in Centrifugal Pumps therefor ."  Dated 30th January,
A.D. 1897.
Application  No. 3733.-MARTIN CHARLES HEALY, Of
Hughenden ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  mechanical engineer,
plumber, and tinsmith .  "New or Improved  Means  for Raising
Water. "  Dated  30th January,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3756.-- THOMAS SKINNER ,  of Musgrave
road , lied Hill,  Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  pattern-
maker .  " Means for  obtaining an Even Bevel on.  Flat-edged
Tools  while  being Ground."  Dated  18th February ,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3765.- ALEXANDER MENESDORFFER, Of
Dally  street, Northcote , Victoria,  miner  ;  ROBERT  WILLIAM
JOLLY, of 2 St. David street, Fitzroy,  aforesaid colony, wire-
mattress maker ;  and JOHN  WILSON, of 112 Westgarth  street,
Fitzroy, aforesaid colony, furniture -dealer .  "An Improved
Combined  Amalgamating and Concentrating Apparatus."
Dated  23rd February , A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c,
No. 3. JCL. LXVIII.] 39 [3RD  JULY, -897.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1897.
'NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3758.-WALTER BAILEY, of Town Bush
Valley, Pietermaritzberg, Natal, engineer.  "An Improvement
.in the Construction of Wrought-iron Gates and Fences ;
applicable also for certain other Classes of Ironwork."  Dated
19th February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 37 67-ALEXANDER MACPHERSON, of South
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, mining engineer, and
THOMAS JOSEPH MooNEY, of New Farm, Brisbane aforesaid,
esquire.  "An Improved Plant for the Better Working of the
Cyanide Process in the Extraction of Gold from Refractory
Ores."  Dated 25th February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3779.-FREDERICK WALTON, of  NO.  114
Holborn, in the city of London, England, manufacturer.  "Im-
provements in the Manufacture of Mosaic Floor-cloth, and
Apparatus therefor."  Dated 6th March, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten, shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3478.-ALEXANDER CAMERON, of 10 Bligh
street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, tobacco
manufacturer and agent.  "Improvements in Metal Cans or
Canisters to facilitate Tight Jointing of Removable Lids or
Covers."  Dated 6th August, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3777.-JOHN WYNN, of Andrew's Hall
Chambers, 32 St. Mary street, Cardiff, county of Glamorgan,
South Wales, auctioneer, house, land, and estate agent.
"Means for the Automatic Control of Gas Supply in Gas
Cooking-stoves."  Dated 6th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3821.-SIDNEY PATTISSON, of 20 Edwardes
square, Kensington, county of Middlesex, England.  " Improve-
ments ion Saddles for Velocipedes."  Dated 1st April, A.D. 1897.
plication No. 3804.-WILLIAM JOHN RAWLING, Of
Putt sey street, Adelaide, in the province of South Australia,
tinw ,ire manufacturer.  " Improved Hand Pump for Extracting
S asene or other Liquids from Tins."  Dated 23rd March,
A.Dh, 1897.
Application No. 3809.-CHARLES OSCAR KEMP, of Sydney,
ip the colony of New South Wales, merchant.  " An Improved
farrier for Pneumatic Tube Lines."  Dated 27th March,
,4.D. 1897.
Application No. 3810.-ALFRED SMITH, of 71 Cathedral
square, Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colony of New Zealand,
electrician.  "Improved Combined Measure and Cost Indicating
Apparatus."  Dated 29th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3811.-GEoRGE BETZONICK, of Harwood,
Clarence River, in the colony of New South Wales, cane
inspector.  "A Sugar-cane and Sugar-beet Tester."  Dated
29th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3815.-CHARLES LANCELOT GARLAND and
OCTAVIUS PLATER CLAYTON, both of 156 Vickery's Chambers,
82 Pitt street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales
(Assignees of W. M. Coward.)  "An Improved Buckle for
Straps and other purposes."  Dated 31st March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3816.-PHILIP ZEPHANIAH DAVIS, Of
Lometa, county of Lampasas, state of Texas, United States of
America, machinist.  " Improvements in and relating to Vehicle
Wheels, and more particularly to Driving Wheels for Locomo-
tives."  Dated 31st March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 382?.-DONALD CAMERON, civil engineer;
FREDERICK JAMES COMMIN, Fellow of the Institute of Sur-
veyors; and ARTHUR JOHN MARTIN, civil engineer; all of
Exeter, England.  " Improvements in the Treatment of Sewage,
and in Apparatus therefor."  Dated 1st April, A D. 1897.
Application No. 3823-DONALD CAMERON, civil engineer;
FREDERICK JAMES CoMMIN, Fellow of the Institute of tiur-
veyors ; and ARTHUR JOHN MARTIN, civil engineer ; all of
Exeter, England.  "Improvements in Apparatus for the Treat-
ment of Sewage or other Liquids."  Dated 1st April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3824. -  THOMAS ALBERT DARBY and
SIDNEY  CHARLEs DARBY, both of Pleshey Lodge, Pleshey, in
county of Essex, England,  engineers .  " Improvements in
Implements for Digging or Cultivating Land."  Dated 1st
April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3825.-THoMAS HUNTINGTON  AND FERDI-
NAND  HEBERLEIN , both of Pertusola,  near Spezzia , Italy,
metallurgical  engineers .  "Improvements  in the  Treatment of
Sulphide Ores of Lead preparatory to S meltanq the same, and
incidentally  in obtaining  Sulphurous Acid."  Dated 2nd April,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3830.---EDWARD JOEL  PENNINGTON, Of
The Atotor Mills, Coventry, Warwick , England, engineer.
"Improvements  in or relatinq  to Machine  Guns ,  their Carriages
and Appurtenances."  Dated 2nd April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3834.--ALEXANDER MCLEOD, of Queen
street,  Brisbane, in the colony  of Queensland ,  confectioner.
" An Improved Bottle Closure."  Dated 9th April,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3835.-ALFRED HART,  of 294 Nicholson
street, Fitzroy, in the colony of Victoria,  poulterer ,  and GEORGE
EDWARD ANDREW, of 111  Swanston street, Melbourne, in
Victoria, broker. " An Improved Export  Crate  for Rabbits
and the like ."  Dated 10th April, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of  Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 22nd May, 1897.OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent,  and the complete
specifications  annexed thereto, have been  ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose  any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing,  in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first  appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3776.-JAMES FRANK DURYEA, residing at
70 Montrose street, Springfield, county of Hampden, state of
Massachusetts, United States of America,  mechanical engineer.
"Improvement in Motor Vehicles."  Dated 6th March, A.D.
1897.
Application No. 3814.-WILLIAM ADOLPH KONEMAN, Civil
and mining. engineer, and WILLIAM HENRY HARTLEY,  gentle-
man, both of 432 Strand, in the county of Middlesex, England.
"Improvements in or relating to the  Treatment  of Ores."
Dated 31st March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3818.- JAMES EBENEZEE  ToNKIN, of
Merton Lodge, Stanmore road, Sydney,  mining agent ;  ARTHIIR
CHARLES CAVENDISH LIARDET, of 134 Phillip  street , Sydney,
commission agent; and JOHN LAMB SOUTTER, of Avenue road,
Mosman, wine and spirit merchant,  all in the  colony of New
South Wales.  "An Improvement in Bottles to Prevent their
being Refilled without Detection."  Dated 1st April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3837.-JAMEs  MARSH, of 477 Little
Bourke street, Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria,  engineer.
"An Improved Flushing Syphon Cistern."  Dated 20th April,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3841.-MARINUS  WEBER, of Adelaide, in
the province of South Australia,  miner .  "An Improved  Stamper
Battery for Pulverising Ore in a Dry State. '  Dated 20th
April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3844.- OwEN BLACKET, of Sydney, in the
colony of New South Wales,  engineer .  "Improvements in Ore-
concentrating Machines." Dated 22nd April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. -3852.-HARRY MoRRIsoN,  of 27 Martins
lane, Cannon street, London,  England, engineer .  " ' Improve-
ments in Brakes."  Dated 24th April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3859.-ALFRED  SAUNDERS, of 48 Elder
street, London road, Brighton,  Sussex, England ,  grocer.
"Improvements in Cheese-cutting  Apparatus."  Dated 30th
April, A. D. 1897.
Application No. 3860.- FREDERICK  WILLIAM  STRDATFEILD,
of 31 Vincent road, Wood Green, London,  England , Fellow of
the Institute of Chemistry.  " Improvements  in Extracting
Metals from their Ores or in Obtaining  Solutions  of same.'
Dated 30th April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3874.-ROBERT LOUDON, of Balmain, near
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, grocer. "An
Improved Head for Butter Bores to Facilitate  Access to the
Contents."  Dated 8th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3875.- HENRY SPENCER CoPE, of 266
Collins street, Melbourne, in the colony-of Victoria,  mining
expert.  "Improved Amalgamating Apparatus."  Dated 8th
May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3876.-RICHARD STACHOW, of 42-Grabow-
Strasse, Elberwalde, Prussia, part of the German  Empire,
master painter.  "Protecting Device for the Soles and Heels of
Boots and Shoes."  Dated 8th May, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY , Registrar of Patents,  die.;.
No. 3. VOL. LXVIII.] 40
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1897.
OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
L tions  for the grant  of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications  annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to  public  inspection  at this Office.
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose any of such
appli cations must leave particulars  in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D ), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from  the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement  in the  Queensland Government  Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings  is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3396.-THOMAS SALKELD, of Moorabool,
in the colony of Victoria, farmer.  "Improvements in Gates and
Actuating Apparatus therefor."  Dated 13th June, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3402.-EDMUND HARRIS THORNBURGH
PLANT, of  Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland,
temporarily residing  at Brisbane, in said colony, mine pro-
prietor ,  and SAMUEL DELLOW, of Charters Towers  aforesaid,
mill  manager .  "An Improved Amal gamating  Pan."  Dated
18th June, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3466.-ALFRED HART, poultry expert, and
CHARLES ALFRED  BRAMWELL, clerk, both of the Freezing
Works, City Markets, Flinders street, Melbourne, in the
colony of  Victoria.  "An Improved Export Butter-box."  Dated
30th July, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3475.-CHARLES ARTHUR MACDONALD, Of
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, engineer.  "An
Improved Ice Skating Rink."  Dated 1st August, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3523.-JOHN GLENVILLE MURPHY, mining
engineer , of Middletown, county of Middlesex, state of Con-
necticut, United States of America.  "Process and Apparatus
for Extracting  Gold from its Ores."  Dated 29th August, A.D.
1896.
Application No. 3655.-ANDREW McGILL, of 31 Moray
Place,  Dunedin, New Zealand, builder and contractor. "Im-
provements  in Street  Tram Cars, especially for Cable or Electric
Cars."  Dated 5th December, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3743.-EDWARD JAMES CURRAN, of
Bathurst , New South Wales, cutter.  "Improved Method of and
Apparatus for Drafting Garment Patterns."  Dated 8th
February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3775.--ALFRED MARTIN, of Wanganui,
in the  colony of New Zealand, photographer.  " An Improved
Method of and Devices for Producing Embossed or Bas-relief
Photographs ."  Dated 5th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3781.-CHARLES BIVORT, of 33 Rue Jean
Jacques  Rousseau ,  Paris, gentleman , and RUDOLPH LAMPRECHT,
of 14 Rue de l'Epoque, Gagny (Seine et  Marne ), engineer,
both in the Republic of France (assignees  of Antoine Blahnik).
"Improvements  in Electric Are Lamps."  Dated 8th March,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3789.-GEORGE HENRY BLAXEMORE, Of
Dapto, New South Wales, metallurgist, and JOHN HOWELL,
of Sydney, in New South Wales, aforesaid.  "Improvements
in the  E xtraction  of Copper, Iron, and Zinc from Sulphate
Solutions ."  Dated 11th March, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th April, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned  applica-
tions  for the  grant  of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed  thereto, have  been ACCEPTED,  and are
now open  to public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons intending  to oppose any of such
apl li cations must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form D ),  of his or their objections  thereto, within four calendar
months from  the date of  the first appearance  of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette .  A fee of ten
shillings is payable  with such  notice.
Application No. 3375.-REUBEN  BROADBENT, of Murray
street , Lawler, in the province of South Australia,  ironmonger.
"Improvements is Pneumatic and other Similar  7yres."  Dated
1st June,  A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3465.-JOAN MCCREATH, of South British
Chambers ,  Esk street , Invercargill, in the colony of New
Zealand, ironfounder .  " Improvements in Wool Drying."
Dated  29th July, A. D. 1896.
Application No. 3773.-THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
OF NEW SOUTH  WALES, LIMITED, of 196 Castlereagh street,
Sydney, New South Wales (Assignees of J. A. Bonsack).
"Improvement in Machines  for Making Individual Fillers for
Cigarettes ."  Dated 4th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3774.-THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
OF NEW SOUTH  WALES, LIMITED, of 196 Castlereagh street,
Sydney , New South Wales (Assignees of D. B.  Strouse).
"Improvements in Mechanism  or Devices for Disposing and
Arranging  Cigarettes as  they are Delivered from Cigarette
Machines ."  Dated 4th March, A.D. 1897.
Application  No. 3780.-- FitEDERICK  CARLETON ESMOND, of
488 Fourth street,  Brooklyn,  state  of New York, tTnitecj States
PRD  JULY, 1897.
of America, electrical engineer.  "New or Improved Means of
Supporting or Attaching the Saddles or Seats of Bicycles and
other 'Vehicles."  Dated 6th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3784.-GEORGE HALEY, of Domain road,
South Yarra, in the colony of Victoria,  surgeon  (Assignee of
T. Eynon).  "A Portable Sectional Steam Boiler or Steam
Generator."  Dated 8th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3785.-HENRY SYMES, of Alexandra South,
Otago, New Zealand, auctioneer.  "Improvements in Driving
and Controlling Mechanism for Velocipedes."  Dated 8th
March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3791.-EDWARD CASTILDINE MARTIN, Of
6 Ruabon road, Toorak, near Melbourne, in the colony of
Victoria, journalist.  "A Pneumatic Seat Support principally
applicable to Bicycles."  Dated 12th March, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned appli.
cations for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise.
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable  with  such notice.
Application No. 3373.-GASTON RAGOT, of Brussels, 163
Avenue van Volxem, in the kingdom of Belgium, engineer.
"Improvements relating to the Production of Acetylene Gas
and to the Utilisation of the same for Lighting Purposes."
Dated 29th May, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3711.-JouN TURNBULL, of Bundaberg,
in the colony of Queensland, engineer.  "A Malaxeur or
Granulator for use in Sugar Factories."  Dated 14th January,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3783. - DEEP-SEA DIVING COMPANY,
LIMITED, of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland (Assignees
of William McQuillan).  "Improvements in Dresses for Deep-
sea Diving."  Dated 8th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3760.-ALBERT JAMES BATES, of 411
Richards street, Joliet, county of Will, state of Illinois, United
States of America, mechanical engineer.  "Woven Wire Fences
and Apparatus therefor."  Dated 22nd February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3794.-ALFRED ROBERTO PULLEN, Of
Liverpool street, Paddington, near Sydney, in the colony of
New South Wales, artist.  "Improvements in Rail-butt Joints
and Fish-plate Fastenings for Railways and Tramways."
Dated 15th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3795.--ALBERT LEGG, of Allendale, Bergen
county, state of New Jersey, secretary, and CHARLES WARD
WESTON, of 454 west 144th street, New York city, both in
United States of America.  "Improvements in Sewing Machines."
Dated 15th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3798.-GEORGE BAXTER, of 1 Frederick's
Place, Old Jewry, London, England.  "A New or Improved
Brake for Cycles and other Road Vehicles."  Dated 18th
March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3828.-ALICE LOUISA POTTER, of Neptune
street, Saint Kilda, in the colony of Victoria, married woman.
"An Improved Composition for Branding Sheep Fabrics, such as
Wool Bales and the like, and applicable as a Damp-resisting
Paint."  Dated 2nd April, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3620.-JAMES BUDGE, of 745 Harris
street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, engineer.
"Improvements in Compression Pumps for Refrigerating
Purposes."  Dated 7th November, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3692.-SIMON VOIGT, of George street,
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, bootmaker.  "Im-
provements in Shoes."  Dated 30th December, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3799. - HENRY LEWIS DAVIS, of 27
Brondesbury road, Kilburn, London, N.W., England, silk
merchant.  "An Improved Support for Bicycles."  Dated 18th
March, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T.BLAKENEY, Registrar ofPatents, &e.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st May, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given,  that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3180.-HENRI AUGUSTE DE NEUFVILLF.
of 21 Boulevard Poissonniere, in the French Republic, hanker,
"Process and Apparatus for the Extraction of Gold and Silver
from their Ores and from other Auriferous and Argentiferous
Substances."  Dated 18th November, A.D. 1895.
Application No. 3341.-GEORGE KENILWORrII SEABROOK,
of 33 Eagle street, Brisbane, accountant.  "An Improved
Incandescent Appliance."  Dated 28th April, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3698.-ISAAC DAVIS, formerly of No. 53
Oxford Chambers, Bourke street, Melbourne, Victoria, but
now of 141 Fleet street, London, England.  "Improvements in
Metallic Wheels."  Dated 4th January, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3786.-JAMES HERBERT BULLARD, of 777
State street, Springfield, county of Hampden, state of Massa-
chusetts, United states of America, mechanical engineer.
"Improvements in Brakes for Bicycles and Analogous Vehicles."
Dated 9th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3803.-JAMES CHRISTOPHER HALLIGAN, Of
Queen street, Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, litho-
graphic printer.  " Improvements in Lithographic Machines."
Dated 19th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3808.--CHARLES OSCAR KEMP, of Sydney,
in the colony of New South Wales, merchant.  "Improvements
in the Terminals of Pneumatic Tube Lines."  Dated 27th
March, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th March, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that he undermentioned applica-tion for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specification annexed thereto, has been ACCEPTED, and is now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose such applica-
tion must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on Form
D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3751.-PRESTON I)AVIES, of Spencer
House, West Hill road, Southfields, Surrey, England, engineer.
" Improvements relating to Ball Bearings."  Dated 15th
February, A. D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with  such  notice.
Application No. 3554.-ADELAIDE R.ITCHIE MCDONALD,
31 Moray Place, Dunedin, in the colony of New Zealand.
"Improvements in Pneumatic Stuffing for Horse, Carriage, and
Domestic Furniture."  Dated 22nd September, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3863.-Professor DR. WILHELM HAMPE,
of Clausthal University, Clausthal, Hanover, in the empire
of Germany.  "Improvements in the Manufacture of Zinc
Pigments."  Dated 3rd May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3869.-CHARLES LANCELOT GARLAND,
gentleman, and ALEXANDER OGDEN, contractor, both of 156
Vickery's Chambers, 82 Pitt street, Sydney, in the colony of
New South Wales (Assignees of Frederick Boyling).  ".An
Improved Enamel Paint, and Mode of Applying the same."
Dated 4th May, A.D. 1897.
llc6g CYCI e Co
Application No. 3899.- WILLIAM TURNBULL ,  Junior, of
505 to  527  Victoria Parade, East Melbourne,  in the colony of
Victoria, timber merchant.  "Improved  Contrivances  for Auto.
matirally Operating the }tell-doors of Lifts or Elevators."
Dated 22nd May, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1857.N7 OTICE is hereby given, that I have received the undermen.tioned applications for the registration of Trade Marks.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form  I), of his or  their objections thereto, within two months
(or such further time, not exceeding six months, as the
Registrar may allow )  of the advertisement of the applications
in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of one pound
is payable with such notice.
WILLIAM T. BLAK14,NEV, Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Application No. 2035 Filed 1st June, A.D. 1897. -DAVEY
AND HALLIDAY, Standard Factory, Edward  and Charlotte
streets, Brisbane, boot manufacturers, &c., to register in Class
38, in respect of Boots, Shoes, and Slippers  of every description,
a Trade Mark of which the following  is a  representation:-
7DV1' STA/YQ w
B AW-
The essential particular of the trade mark is the follow.
ing :-The device; and we disclaim any right to the exclusive use
of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
meat Gazette  of 26th June, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 1942-Filed 25th January, A.D. 1897.-
THE JOHN GRIFFITHS CYCLE CORPORATION, LIMITED, of Oriel
Ho'1se, Westland Row, Dublin, Ireland, and Oriel House,
Coventry, England, cycle agents, to register in Class 13, in
respect of Cycle Accessories, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation
%ZP
[3RD JULY, 1897.
DUNLOP0
2y
by
`CCVENSK 4
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the device,
the word "Dunlop," and our name.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 26th June, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 1957-Filed 22nd February, A.D. 1897.-
THE DIASTASE FLOUR COMPANY, of Needham Market, Suffolk,
England, merchants, to register in Class 42, in respect of Flour,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :--
ZYMAX
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern.
ment  Gazette  of 12th June, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at bead of
trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2024.-Filed 22nd May, A.D. 1897.-" The Queensland bleat Export and Agency Company, Limited," of
Brisbane  and Townsville, in the colony of Queensland, to register in Class 42, in respect of Meat and Extracts,  a Trade Mark of
which the  following is a representation :--
BRA  HD
%
'!11f1511 _ .
'r'te." •• r 1
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the following :-The combination of devices forming the label including the
bullocks' heads and the monogram "G.B.IL" on the left-hand top corner, and letters "G.B.H." with scroll in right-hand bottom
corner; and we disclaim any right to the exclusive use of the added matter, including the Government inspection mark, except in
so far as  it consists  of our name and addresses.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 19th June, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2022-Filed 19th May, A.D. 1897.-LIONEL CHRISTIAN AYEAS, care of H. Foxlee, of Gill street, Charters
Towers,  Queensland, clerk,  to register  in Class 42,  in respect of Teas, a  Trade Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
The essential  particular of the trade mark is the following :-The device of swans,  swimming  on pond  or water with lilies
and, flags.
This  mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland Government  Gazette  of 19th June, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade  mark advertisements.
Application No. 1955-Filed 15th February, A.D. 1897.- to register in Class 45, in respect of Tobacco, whether Manu-
HENaY BERRY AND COMPANY, of Edward street, Brisbane, factured or Unmanufactured, including Cigars, Cigarettes, and
to register in Class 42, in respect of Tea, a Trade Mark of Snuff; a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation:-
which t e following is a representation :--
TALLY- HO
The essential particular  of the trade mark is the follow-
ing : Device of a woman  playing guitar, with the word "Nanki-
Poo" overhead, and stork  by her side; and we disclaim any
right to the exclusive  use of the added matter.
This  mark was  first advertised  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 12th June, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2031-Filed 31st May, A.D. 1897.-THE
NATIONAL CuiARETTE COMPANY OF AUSTRALASIA PROPRIETARY,
LIMITED, of 567 Flinders street, Melbourne, colony of Victoria,
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 5th June, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2042-Filed 17th June, A.D. `1897.---
TAYLOR BROTHERS, West End, South Brisbane, in the colony
of Queensland, manufacturers, to register in Class 42, in
respect of Jams, Jellies, Preserved and Dried Fruits, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
volim&ft
FRESH  FRUIT JAM "MANUFACTURERS,
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing : -The device and the  name "  Taylor Brothers"; and I
disclaim any right to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 26th June, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice  at head of
trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2040-Filed  11th June, A.D. 1897.----ltoRACL WATSON, of High street,  Sandy Bay ,  Tasmania ,  druggist, to
register in Class 42, in respect  of Curry Powder, a Trade Mark  of which the following is a representation :-
_i:0 10
-1- 11
CURRY POWDER
/#AMUFAC77lAfD
.1r- iROW M .i a';
fMGSTON, _
-A WA WJXWrl i
E
•INTEROOLONIAix  HIBIT ON. '`Ise=
REPORT  OF,  THE JURORS - THIS PREHfRAT7ON /S-6 ,UPFR/O,! AR7ICLs 6p
EXCELI ENT !I AVOUR, NOr Too PI%N GENT, AA/D /S' ENT/T[!D 70 A MEDAL.
The essential particulars of the mark are the combination of devices and the words  "  Keen's Curry Powder  ";  and the
applicant disclaims any right to the exclusive use of the added matter save and except the trading name and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 26th June ,  A.D. 1897 .  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2043-Filed 17th June, A.D. 1897.-TAYLOR  BROTHERS, West End, South Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland,  manufacturers , to register in Class 42, in respect of Jams, Jellies, Preserved and Dried Fruits, a Trade Mark of
which the following  is a representation :--
CUARANTEEO ABSOLUTELY PURE.
V(E N'3
Tnie Jam  is  made of
SPECIALLY SELECTED FRUIT
and Pure Crystal Sugar.
-VJ
I
TAYLOR BROTHERS, e* -•
MANUTACTWla.a.
Win Eno.  SOUTH BRISBANE.
RISBANE.
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the following:-The device  and the name  "Taylor Bros."; and the
applicants  disclaim  any right to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 26th June,'A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2038-Filed 8th June, A.D. 1897.--THE
WM. H. COMSTOCK COMIPANY, LIMITED, Of 58 Pitt street,
Sydney, New South Wales, druggists, to register in Class 3,
in respect of Pills, a 't'rade Mark of which the following is
a representation :---
DP.
MORSE'S
INDIAN
OOT P1 LL
The said trade  mark has been in use  by the applicants since
pri ,/, to 13th Ortol er,  1884.
The essential particulars  of the trade  mark are the
following :-The device and the words "Dr. Morse's";  and we
disclaim any right to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 26th June, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2039-Filed 8th June, A.D. 1897.-THE
WM. H. COMSTOCK COMPANY, LIMITED, Of 58 Pitt  street,
Sydney, New South Wales, druggists, to register  in Class 3, in
respect of Worm Pellets, a Trade Mark of which the  following
is a representation :-
COMBTOCK'8
DEAD SHO
WORM
PELLETS.
The essential p articulars  of the trade  mark are  the follow.
ing : -The device and the word " Comstock' s"; and we disclaim
any right to the exclusive use of the added  matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 26th June, A.D. 1897.  Tide  i otice at head of
trade  mark advertisements.
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Application No. 1941 - Filed 25th January ,  A.D. 1897.-
TRE JOAN  G RIFFITHS CYCLE CORPORATION ,  LIMITED, Of
Oriel House , Westland  Row, Dublin , Ireland,  and Oriel House,
Coventry ,  England ,  cycle agents, to register in Class 13, in
respect of Cycle Accessories, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation:-
ARIEL
The essential particular of the trade mash is the word
"Ariel."
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 26th June, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2041-Filed 14th June, A.D. 1897.-THE
NATIONAL CIGARETTE COMPANY OF AUSTRALASIA PROPRIETARY,
LIMITED, of 567 Flinders slre&, Melbourne, in the colony of
%Tictorie, to register in Clsss 45, in respect of Tobacco, whether
Manufactured or Unmamtfactured. including Cigars Cigarettes,
and Snuff, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
SNAP -SHOT
This mark was first advertised is the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 19th June, A.D. 1897. Vide notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No.  2007-Filed 3r  May, A.D. 1897.--CHRTSTY
AND COMPANY, LIIIITRD, Of 35 Gracechurcli street, London, hat
manufacturers, to register in Class 38, in respect of Hats,
Caps, and Helmets, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
Ae:
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Application No. 1932-Filed 6th January, A.D. 1897.-
W. E. JOHNSON AND Co., of Liverpool, England, to register
in Class 43, in respect of Ale and Stout, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
The  essential p rticulars  of the  trade mark are the  follow-
ing :-The device  of a compass and our name and address, and
we  disclaim any right to the exclusive  use of  the added matter.
The said trade mark has been in use by the applicant since  1879.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 15th May ,  A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2013 - Filed 11tH May, A.D. 1897.-
FREDERICK WILLIAM FLETCHER,  of Holloway ,  London, Eng-
land, manufacturing chemist, to register in Class 3 ,  in respect
of Chemical Substances prepared for use in Pharmacy and
Medicine ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation :-
ITROSY L
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing :-Tlie representation of a garter and buckle surmounted by
a helmet ; on the garter are the words "Christys' London";
within the garter is a shield quartered, or a saltier argent
between four helmets.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 8th May, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
This mark was first advertised in the Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 15th May, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2012-Filed 11th May, A.D. 1897.--
FREDERICK WILLIAM FLETCHER, of Holloway, London, Eng-
land, manufacturing chemist, to register in Class 3, in respect
of Chemical Substances prepared for use in Pharmacy and
Medicine, a Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation :-
Application No. 2014--Filed 12th May, A.D.  1897.-
AUGUSTUS FREDERICK SPRY, of Clover Apiary, Paradise,
Cooper's Plains, near Brisbane, to register in Class 42, in
respect of Honey, a Trade -ark of which the following is a
representation:-
.i.
essential  particular  of the  trade mark  is the device of
a Bee-hive and Fan combined.
The above trade mark has been used by me since  1833.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 15th May, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade  mark advertisements.
This  mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 15th May, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application N o. 2011-Filed 11th May, A.D. 1897.-
FRELERICK WILLIAM FLETCIIER, of Holloway, London, Eng-
land, manufacturing chemist, to register in Class 3,  in respect
of Chemical Substances prepared for use in Pharmacy and
Medicine, a Trade Mark of which the following  is a represen-
tation :-
SOLEX
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
meat Gazette  of 15th May, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2010-Filed 11th May, A.D. 1897.-
FREDERICK WILLIAM FLETCHER, of Holloway, London, Eng-
land, manufacturing chemist, to register in Class 43, in respect
of Fermented Liquors, Wines, and Spirits, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
VIBRONA
This mark was firsts advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 15th May, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at  h ead of
trade mark advertisemeets.
MOLEX
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Application No. 1816-Filed 25th July, A.D. 1$96.-J. AND J. COLMAN, Of 108 Cannon street, London, and Norwich, England
manufacturers, to register in Class 42, in respect of Mustard (Substances used as Food or as Ingredients in Food), a Trade Mark
of which the following is a representation :-
The applicants have used the above mark as a trade mark before 13th October,  1884.
'1'Iiis mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 22nd May, A.D. 1897.
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 20 )6-Filed  3rd May , A.D. 1897 .- THOMAs
POULTNEY GRIFFIN ,  trading as  "  T. P. Griffin & Coy.," of 2
and 3 Philpot lane, London ,  England ,  beer ,  wine, and spirit
merchants ,  to register in Class 4:3, in respect of Fermented
Liquors and Spirits, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
fide  notice  at head of
my signature  thereon ,  and the  device of  an arm and hammer; andI disclaim any right o the exclusive use of  the added  matter,
except in so Jar as it  consists  of  may name and  address.
This  mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 22nd May, A.D. 1897 .  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 1998-Filed 20th April, A.D. 1897.-
MIDDLEBROOK  AND STONE, of 168 George  street, Sydney, in the
colony of New South Wales, butchers,  to register in Class 42,
in respect of Food Preservative, a Trade Mark of  which the
following is a representation :-
co
000
a
1 V -1
W a-Diplococci
b-Streptococci
in c-Staphylococci
e-Bacterium
f-Leptothrix
5
TYPnoID BACILLI.
TRIUMPH
Time essential particulars of the trade mark are the word
"Polo" and the central device, and applicant disclaims any
right to the  exclusive  use of the added matter,  save  and except
his trading name and address.
This mark  was first advertised  in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 22nd May, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2015-Filed 14th May, A.D. 1897.-JOHN
ROBERT RAYMOND, of East street, llockhampton, Queensland,
chemist , to register in Class 3, in respect of Tonic and
Invigorator, a Trade Mark of which the following is a repre-
sentat ion :-
Bhak. th. h.ttt..
'N.
RAYMOND'S
QUEENS TONIC
PINY OR.
__+ rr+tt
DOYEo-O . r< r.peonrule i,
thew d La,___ - 1., In a
WIn.(1 mooed'
Ingt. '..' f id..
41
ilrianufae(ua gilruggist,
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The essential particulars  of the trade mark  are the  follow-
ing :-The copy  of my photograph, together  with the  f ice-simile of
The essential particulars of time trade mark are the follow-
ing :-The de' ice and time word " Demuth's  " ; and we disclaim
any right to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 22nd May, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2001-Filed 29th April, A.D. 1897.-THE
" GLOP" MANUFACTURING Coy., LIMITED, of 14 to 20 St. Mary
Axe, London E.C., England, " Gloy " manufacturers, to register
in Class 39, iii respect of a Semi-fluid Substance called" Gloy,"
which is used for adhesive purposes, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
4
ocTOe's
go-is S,11 .
CHEAPER CLEANER&STICKS +q\r
BETTER THAN  "111
MTOR% GUP-ASCp o \DI
The  essential particulars  of the  trade mark are the follow-
immg :-T/ ee invented word "  Gloy," device of  an octopus and words
"Grips  like an octopus," all ,  contained in a diamond-shaped label
or used apart ;  and we disclaim any right to the exclusive use of
the added  matter ,  except in as far as it consists of our name and
address.
This trade mark has been in use by the applicant Company
since prior to the 13th October,  1884.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 22nd May ,  A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 1817-Filed 25th July, A D. 1891.-J. AND J. COLMAN. Of l0S Caution street,  London, and Norwich,
England ,  manufacturers ,  to register in Class 42 ,  in respect of Mustard  (Substances  used  as Food- or as Ingredients in Food), a
Trade Mark of which  the following is a representation :-
e
1
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The applicants have  used the above mark as a trade mark  before 13th October,  1881.
This  mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazelle  of 22nd May , A.D. 1897.  l'id6  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 1815-Filed 25th  July,  A.D. 1896.-J. AND J. COLMAN, of 108 Cannon  street,  London, and Norwich , England,
manufacturers ,  to register in Class 42, in respect of Mustard  (Substances used  as Food or  as Ingredients  in Food), a Trade Mark
of which the following is a representation
k
LI, o
R
FIN E
Ioa.CARRON srnca.cotwot<
The applicants have used the above mark as a trade mark before 13th October,  1884. .
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 22nd May, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2016-Filed 17th May, A.D. 1897.-TAE 13, in respect of Vehicle Tyres, a Trade Mark of which the
HARTFORD CYCLE COMPANY, INCORPORATED, 581 Capitol folio A ing is a representation:-
22f i A i 01H d S iC ,art onnect ., to  reg ster s a„avenue, or , cut, U. .
in respect  of Bicycles, Velocipedes, and like Vehicles, a Trade
Mark of which  the followinz is a representation :-
a
The essential, particular  of the  trade mark is the  following :
all
-The device; and we disclaim any right to the exclusive use of
the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 29th May, A.D. 1897.  fide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing:-The device and our name; and we disclaim any right to
the exclusive use of the added matter,
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 29th May, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application N . 2023-Filed 20th May, A.D. 1897.-PETER
Ross, Newstead, Brisbane, Queensland, to register in Class 47,
in respect of Soaps, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
BARILLA
The essential particular of the trade  mark is the word
" Barilla."
This mark was first  advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 29th May, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2018-Filed ,17th May, A.D. 1897.-THE
HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS COMPANY, INCORPORATED, 690
Park street ,  Hartford ,  Connecticut , U.S.A., to  register in Class
4hag Waa0
. Vrltcwft e  w .rawo.
t
l ___9
`s CAV
J 'BULLS
Application No. 2017-Filed 17th May, A.D. 1897.-PopE
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INCORPORATED, 436 Capitol  avenue,
Hartford, Connecticut, U.S.A., to register in Class 22,  in respect
of Bicycles, a Trade Mark of which the following  is a repre-
sentation :-
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the fol-
lowing : -The device and  our name; and we disclaim  any right
to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment  Gazette  of 29th May, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark  advertisements.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1897.
I
¶' is hereby notified, for public information, that the Free
Library attached to this Office contains the Specifications
of all Patents granted in the United Kingdom since A.D. 1588,
which have been supplied by the English Government  on
condition that  the Works shall be rendered daily accessible to
the Public  for reference or for copying, free of charge.
Files of the following Publications may also be inspected
in the Library.
The English Illustrated Official Journal (Patents).
The English Trade Marks Journal.
The Patent Review, published at Ottawa, Canada.
Discovery, published at Liverpool, England.
The Australian Builders' and Contractors' News.
The Australasian Building and Engineering Journal.
The Australasian Manufacturer.
The. Ironmonger (English Edition).
The Australasian Ironmonger.
Engineering.
The Scientific American.
The Patents Supplement to the New South Wales Govern
ment Gazette.
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The Patents Supplement to the Victorian  Government
Gazette.
The Patents Supplement to the New Zealand  Government
Gazette.
The Patents Supplement to the Queensland  Government
Gazette.
The Official Gazette of the United  State% Patent Office
(from January, A.D. 1877).
Complete Specifications and Lithographs  of Drawings of
Inventions for which Patents  were granted in the
United States of America, from the  year  1889;  and
other Works.
The Library is open to the public daily  from 9 a.m. to
-1 p.m., except Saturdays, when it is open from 9  a.m. to 12 noon.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Printed and Published by EDMUND Gaasooity, Government Pri nter,
William street ,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' G NERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel  HowEL GuNTER,  Commandant.
No. 165.
SOUTHERN MI LITA R Y DISTRICT.
HEAD-QUARTERS' STAFF.
[No. 4.
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
Changes. P. J. GUIIBINS, late Sergeant-Instructor, Q.D.F., is appointed Staff Paymaster-Sergeant, with honorary
rank of Sergeant-Major, without pay.
PERMANENT STAFF.
First-class Sergeant-Instructor J. G. Price, on arrival at Head-Quarters from the Northern District, will
perform the duties, until further orders, of Instructor to Nos. 2 and 5 Companies, Moreton Mounted Infantry,
and will, in addition, perform the duties of Orderly-room Sergeant of No. 5 Company, Moreton Mounted Infantry.
FIELD ARTILLERY.
No. 2 Battery.
No. 12, Driver J. Hogan, is granted six months' leave of absence.
REGIMENT OF QUEENSLAND RIFLES.
BAND.
The resignation of Sergeant D. Magee, as Sergeant-Drummer and Orderly-room Sergeant, is accepted.
Sergeant P. Marshall, " E" Company, 2nd Battalion, is appointed Sergeant-Drummer and Orderly-room
Sergeant.
2ND BATTALION.
" F" Company.
Acting Quartermaster-Sergeant J. A. Lenehan is appointed Orderly-room Sergeant. 1st November, 1896.
QUEENSLAND TEACHERS' VOLUNTEER CORPS.
" D " Company.
The resignation of No. 40, Sergeant E. S. Taylor. as Orderly-room Sergeant, is accepted.
No. 11, Corporal G. J. B. Clarke, is appointed Orderly-room Sergeant.
MIDDLE RIDGE RIFLE CLUB.
J. Geddes, Esquire, is appointed President.
Examination.
No. 166.
Tan following Result of an Examination of Officers for the Rank of Lieutenant in the Queensland Permanent
Artillery, held at Victoria Barracks, Brisbane, between the 1st February and 18th June, 1897, is published forinformation:-
Names. i. d
c
Q i
HE os.Fx
Lieutenant C. H. Foott ... -55 '78 '7 '75 Good Very
good
Good Good Very ;Very Very Very
good; good good goodl
Good Very ; •695good
Lieutenant C. F. Wood- .5 •56 -7 -7 Good Good Good Fair Very Very Very Good Fair Good •615
cock good good! good
Ra.1i.unxs.- Pas 8ed for Lieutenant  in Queensland Permanent Artillery.
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Sergeant-
Instruc-tors.
[9TH JULY, 1897.
No. 167.
COMMANDING  OFFICERS of  Corps to which  S ant-Instructors  have been posted  are not  authorised to grant
an Instructor leave of  absence  to quit his  station  without first obtaining special  authority from the Commandant.
This order  is not  intended  to intetfere  with the  performance  of any Omps duty.
By Order,
J. SA-VDERSON  LY TER,  Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief  Staff Officer.
NOTICE.
THE Annual Meeting for 1897 of the Queensland Rifle Association will be held at Toowong during the
week ending 18th  September next.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the National  Rifle Assoc iation  of New, South Wales has been fixed for
25th to 30th October , inclusive.
Printed  and Published  by EDMt*ND GREGORY, Govern ment Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 1st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
The Honourable JOHANN CHRISTIAN  HEUSSLER, M.L.C.,
to be Commercial Agent for the Colony of Queensland, in the German
Empire, for a period of one year from the let of July, 1897.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 1st July, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor di ects it to be notified that he hasbeen pleased to appoint
JAMES JOHNSTON
to be, provisionally, a Lieutenant in the Volunteer Branch of the
Queensland Defence Force (Land).
Mo
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, lot July, 1897.
j IS Excellency  the  Governor, with the advice of the Executive
11 Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has  been pleased to appoint
JOHN VENTRIS JENKINS
to be a Clerk in the Department of Public Lands ; such appointment
to take effect from the 10th December, 1896, the date of Mr. Jenkins'
probationary appointment to the Public Service.
M.-1-7-97. Avpt. 126.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency  the Governor , with  the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Mar-
supials Destruction  Act of  1895," been pleased to appoint
ARTHUR LASCELLES KING
to be a Member of the Marsupial Board for the Marsupial Special
District of Eastern Downs ,  in the room of  Glbert Gostwyck Cory,
resigned.
A. J. THYNNE,
Sec re tary  for A griculture.
Department bf Agriculture,
Brisbane , 1st July, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  The Diseases
in Stock  Act of  1896, "  been pleased to appoint
DANIEL WILLIA3I TooN
to be Acting Inspector of Stock at Hebel.
A. J. THYNNE.
Department  of Mines,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
JAMES WILLIAMS
to be Acting Warden and Commissioner at Thornborough, under the
provisions of  "The Gold Fields Act  1874" and  "The Mineral Lands
Act of  1882."
ROBERT PHILP.
Department  of Mines,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
Constable PATRICK O'CALLAGHIN
to be Acting Mining Registrar at Irvinebank, under the provisions of
" The Gold Fields Act  1874" and  " The Mineral Lands Act of  1882,"
in the room of Daniel Griffin, transferred.
ROBERT PHILP.
Department of Justice,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
S Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
J j Council, has been pleased to appoint
HENRY FLACK
to be Acting Sheriff's Bailiff and Acting Bailiff of the District Court
at Roma, during the absence, on leave, of the Bailiff, Arthur Flack ;
these appointments take effect from the 7th instant.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct that.
Acting Major FRANCIS WILLIAM BEATTIE
be placed on the Retired List (Defence Force Division) of the
Queensland Defence Force (Land), with the honorary rank of Major.
HORACE, TOZER.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 1st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to accept the  resignation  tendered by
JOHN LOFTUS CUPPAIDGE, M.D.,
of his appointment  as a Surgeon -Major in the Queensland Defence
Force  (Land).
J) xc) I ,r,.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Lieutenants-
CECIL HENRY FOOTT and
CHARLES FRANCIS WOODCOCK
to be Lieutenants in the Queensland Permanent Defence Force
(Land), as from the 17th September and 1st November, 1896,
respectively.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
H
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint the undernamed Officers to be a Board
to Examine Candidates for appointment to, or promotion in, the
Queensland Defence Force (Land) ; the appointment of the Board to
terminate on the 31st December, 1897:-
THE ASSISTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
THE STAFF OFFICER FOR MOUI TED INFANTRY,
THE ARTILLERY STAFF OFFICER,
THE INFANTRY STAFF OFFICER, and
THE STAFF OFFICER FOR VOLUNTEERS.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to accept the resignation tendered by
WILLIAM DRAYTON ARMSTRONG
of his appointment as an Acting Captain in the Queensland Defence
Force (Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
HENRY DT FFIELD IRWIN
to be a Quartermaster in the Volunteer Branch of the Queensland
Defence Force (Land), with the rank of Honorary Lieutenant.
HORACE TOZER.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
-[] IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to accept the resignation tendered by
HENRY CROKER GARDE, F.R.C.S., &c., Edin.,
of his appointment  as a Surgeon  on the Medical Staff of the Queens-
land Defence Force (Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to accept the resignation tendered by
The Reverend FRANCIS DIXON GRIGsoN, B.A.,
of his appointment  as an  Honorary Chaplain in the Queensland
Defence Force  (Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 8th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, upon the recommendation of the Public Service -
Board, been  pleased to appoint
FREDERICK  JAMES ELLIOTT
to be Lithographic Artist in the Government Printing Office; this
appointment  to take effect from the 16th July, 1896.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1837.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
MARGARET MARY WOODHOL'SE
to be Matron  of the Prison at Mackay.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Divisional
Boards  Act of  1887,"  been  pleased to appoint
JAMES  BATTERSBY
to be an Auditor for the Division of Caboolture, in the room of
James Hobson,  resigned.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 8th July, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the undernamed members
of the Police Force to be Inspectors of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter, at the places mentioned in connection with
their respective names:-Sergeant PATRICK MEE,
at Charters Towers, in the room of Sergeant George Bell, transferred ;
and
Sergeant GEORGE BELL,
at Hughenden, in the room of Sergeant Patrick Mee, transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
AMENDED NOTIFICATION.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the undernamed members
of the Police Force to be Inspectors of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter at the places mentioned in connection with
their  respective names
Constable  MICHAEL KEANE
at Wyandra ; and
Constable PATRICK O'OALLAGHAN
at Irvinebank, in the room of Acting Sergeant Daniel Griffin, trans-
ferred. HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
II IS Excellency the ' Governor, with the advice of the Executive
.Ij. Council, has been pleased to appoint
Constable JAMES FITZGERALD
to be Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions  and Inspector of Slaughter-
houses and of Cattle intended for Slaughter at Mitchell, during the
absence of  Acting Sergeant William Wayman.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
'[JIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Justices
Act of  1886," been pleased to appoint
STACK'S DAM
to be a place for holding Courts of Petty Sessions, within the Petty
Sessions  District of Winton, and
Acting Sergeant FRANCIS JOHN O'CONNOR
to be Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions  thereat.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.HHIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to appoint
DONALD NEIL MCKENZIE MORISON
to be Visiting Justice to the Police Gaol at Camooweal.
HORACE TOZER.
[10TH JULY, 1897.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 1st.Tuly, 1897.
Lj IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
j Council, has, upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board,  been pleased to approve of the undermentioned promotion
and transfers being  made in the Post and Telegraph Department,
viz.:-
THOMAS DANIEL  HOLMES,  Letter Carrier, Fortitude Valley,
to be Assistant at Croydon ;
WILLIAM JOIINSTON ROBINSON, Assistant,
Ipswich to Brisbane ; and
THOMAS KING SMITH, Assistant,
Brisbane  to Ipswich.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCounci , has be n pleased to appoint
ROBERT GEORGE WONDERLY, Esquire,
to be a Trustee of the Toowoomba Grammar School, in the room of
John Tillotson MacMichael, Esquire, deceased.
D. H. DALRY MPLE.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 8th July, 18ti7.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the following transfers
of Teachers in the service of the Department of Public Instruction,
viz.: -
CHARLES GEORGE FRANKLIN
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Croydon;
THOMAS HOGAN
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher of the State School
at Gooburrum ;
WILLIAM MICHEL
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher of the State School
at Apple-tree Creek ;
WILLIAM NOON
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher of the State School
at Yeppoon;
DENIS SPILLANE
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the Monk-
land State School at Gympic ;
THOMAS EDWARD WHITE
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher of the State School
at Sharon ;
•
ELLEN ELLIOT BRAND
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the Central
State School for Girls and Infants at Bundaberg;
ELIZABETH MARY BROWN
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Maryborough West;
HONOR MARIA CATHERINE DELANEY
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Longreach ;
MARY ISABELLA HENDERSON
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the Albert
State School at Maryborough ;
MARIA AMELIA POWER
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher of the State School
for Girls and Infants at Petrie terrace ;
CONSTANCL+ MARY THOMPSON
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the Stale
School at Clayfield ;
LYDIA ELLEN WALKER
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Barolin; and
ELIZABETH ELLEN WILLIAMS
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Ravenswood.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce ll ency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s.] in the  county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom,  Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
A overnor . Order  of St .  Michael  and St .  George, Governor andCommander -in-Chief of  the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WHEREAS by a Proclamation issued under the hand of theGovernor  and the Seal  of the Colony, under date the twenty-
fifth day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and ninety, the boundaries of the Palgrave Gold Field were
defined pursuant  to the  provisions  of  "The Gold Fields Act  1874," 38
Victoria No. 11: Now, therefore , I, CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER
NAPIER, Baron Lamington, in pursuance of the power vested in me as
Governor of the said Colony, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, declare that the
boundaries therein published have been amended, and do now proclaim
the following  as being the area  and boundaries of the said Gold
Field :-
PALGRAVE GOLD FIELD.
County of Merivale, parish of Palgrave.-Area,  3,226 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion 4v, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion and a line bearing west 329
chains; on  the west by a line bearing south 106  chains and 88 links;
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on the  south by a line  bearing east  about  301 chains  and 51 links ;
and on the east by a road bearing 340 degrees 8 chains ,  10 degrees
25 chains and 25 links ,  28 degrees 6 chains and 40 links ,  9 degrees
30 minutes 27 chains and 33 links, 45 degrees 21 chains and 4 links,
11 degrees  11 chains and 97 links ,  and 27 deg re es 15 chains to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane,
this third day of July,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty -first year
of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right  Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s.] in the county  of Lanark ,  in the Peerage  of the United
LAxINSTON, Kingdom,  Knight Commander of the  Most  Distinguished
Governor. Order of St .  Michael and St .  George,  Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WHEREAS by a Proclamation issued  under the hand of the
Governor and the Seal of the Colony, under date the twenty-
fourth day of August, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-two, the boundaries of the Woolgar Gold Field were
defined pursuant to the provisions of "  The Gold Fields Act  1874," 38
Victoria No. 11: Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER
NAPIEE ,  Baron Lamington ,  in pursuance of the power  vested in me as
Governor of the said Colony, and by and with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation,  declare  that the
boundaries  therein published have  been amended ,  and do  now proclaim
the following  as being  the area and  boundaries  of the  said GoldField:- WOOLGAR GOLD FIELD.
District of  Burke.-Area, 1,137 square miles.
Commencing on the Woolgar River at its intersection by the
northern boundary line of Merton Ponds Run, and bounded thence
on the south -east by the northern boundaries of Merton Ponds ,  Boree,
and Boree No. 1 east about twenty -three miles  ;  thence by the west
boundary of Hampstead Occupation License south about eleven miles,
by the south boundary of same east about eight miles ,  by the east
boundary of same north about eight miles, by the north boundary of
Glenloth east about two miles, by the west boundary of Glenloth
No. 1 and a line north about eighteen miles to the  easte rn watershed
of the Woolgar River; and thence by that watershed northerly to the
southern watershed of the Etheridge and Gilbert Rivers, on the north
by that watershed westerly about twenty-four miles, and on the west
by the western watershed of the Woolgar River southerly and south-
easterly to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this third day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty -first year
of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SAYS TRI QU#ax l
A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lmuington,
in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael  and St.  George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WHEREAS by  " The Bank Holidays Act of  1877  " it is amongstother things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette ,  to appoint  a special  day to be
observed as a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in
any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district therein :
Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor  afo resaid , in pursuance of the provisions of
the said Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby appoint WEDNESDAY, the 4th of August next, being the
day appointed for the opening of the Royal Agricultural Society's
Show at Toowoomba, to be a Public Holiday in the Electoral District
of Drayton and Toowoomba.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighth day of July, in the  year of our  Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and ninety -seven, and  in the sixty-
first year of  Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CIIARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAMINOTON' Order of -St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-fifth year of HerMajesty's reign, intituled  " The Fire Brigades Act of  1881,"
it is amongst other things enacted that the Governor in Council may,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  extend the provisions  of the said Act
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to the suburbs of, or to any area adjacent to, any town to which the
provisions of the said Act, or of an Act passed in the fortieth year
of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled  " The Fire Brigades Act of  1876,"
and which was repealed by the first-named Act, are extended : And
whereas it is considered expedient to extend the provisions of  " The
Fire Brigades Act of  1681 " to an area adjacent to the Town of
Townsville, to which town the provisions of  " The Fire Brigades Act
of  1876 " were, by a Proclamation dated the twenty-fourth day of
June, 1878, declared to be extended : Now, therefore, I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington ,  the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
extend the provisions of  " The Fire Brigades Act of  1881 " to the
area adjacent to the said Town of Townsville comprised within the
following boundaries, that is to say :-
Commencing on the left bank of the Ross Creek at the eastern
termination of the south boundary of the Municipality of Townsville,
and bounded thence by that boundary and the Ingham road westerly
to the north-east corner of portion 15, pariah of Coonambelah ; thence
by the east boundaries of portions 15,  16, 17, 18,  and 19, by the south-
east boundaries of portions 19, 12, 11, and 55 to a Camping Reserve,
by the east boundary of that reserve to the north-west corner of
portion 38, by the west boundary of that portion to the Ross River,
by that river downwards to Ross Creek, and by that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane,
this eighth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
[L's'] Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMLNI}TON,Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andG ,,vernor. Comiriander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by " The Chinese Immigration Restriction Act,1888," it is amongst other things provided that it shall  be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazette,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person or class of persons mentioned in
such Proclamation ,  either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation  :  And whereas it is desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,
Ah Hong, Ah Choy,  Ali Chow, and  Ali Bow, should be exempted from
the provisions of the said Act for a period of two years: Now, there-
fore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby declare that the provisions of the said Act shall not apply to
the said Ali Hong, Ah Choy, Ah Chow, and Ah Bow for a period of
two years from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Gove rn ment House ,  Brisbane,
this eighth day of July,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's  re ign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SAPS THE QUEEN 1
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable  CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s - in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON,Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance  of the power  in me vested ,  and in accordance with
I the provisions of the  42nd section  of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884," 1,  CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPI ER, Baron Lamington,
the Governor  aforesaid ,  by and with the advice  of the Executive
Council ,  do, by this  my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
unselected lots of land set forth  in the  accompanying Schedule shall
be and are  hereby withdrawn  from selection.
E.]L-7-7-97.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this seventh  day of July,  in the year of our Lord  one
thousand eight hundred  and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
District .  Portion .  Parish or Place. Date of Reference.Proclamation.
Bowen  ...  Tawvale ... 8 Nov .,  1893... L.O. 4
Cairns ... 21v Smithfield ... 19 May, 1897 ... F. 210
Gympie ... 166v Kilkivan ... 19 May, 1897 ... L.O. 189
Ipswich ... 31 Monsildale ... 5 July, 1893 ...  S. 4455
0 About 297 acre, ,  unsurvey ed.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  - Dependencies.
-WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twenty-third day of December, 1896,  1  did, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd
section  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " as requires  land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the
Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to indicate the position of such
lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified
in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution
of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of p"  The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,  by  this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the HUGHENDEN
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for SELECTION as GRAZING FARMS, under the provisions of the said Acts,
at the HUGHENDEN LAND OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the SIXTEENTH day of AUGUST, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid,
declare that the maximum area which may  be  selected by any one person in the said District sha ll  be 20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this seventh day of July, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
EX.-7-7-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE HUGHENDEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-- NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Hughenden.)
No. of
Lot. Run Resumption. Parish.
I No. of
Farm .
No. of
Portion. Area.
Provisional
Survey Fee .
Annual Rent
per Acre.
£ a. d. £ s. d.
1 Richmond Downs  .. ... ... ... 220 12 9,000 0 0 44 0 0 0 0 1
2 Maxwelton ,  Portion B ... ... ... ... 224 7 10,000 0 0 44 0 0 0 0 1
3 Ditto ... ... ... 224 14 8,300 0 0 44 0 0 0 0 1
4 Hamilton Downs, Portion A ... ... ... St. Andrew ... 256 3v 18,500 0 0 65 0 0 0 0 1
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION..
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIEB, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L.s.] Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGoverLANINGTON,Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor . Commander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its  Dependencies. -IN pursuance of the power and authority in me vested under the
provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts ,  1884 to 1895," I,
CHARLES WALLACE AI4xANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the annual
rent of portions lv and 3v to 7v, parish of Bendena, in the Cunnamulla
Land Agent's District, opened to Grazing Farm Selection by Procla-
mation dated the 23rd December, 1896, shall, on and after the 2nd
September, 1897, be reduced from lid. and 1}d. to id. per acre.
E.M.-1-7 -97. L.O. 46.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Government House, Bris-
bane,  this first  day of July, in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's  reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1897.
IT is hereby notified,  for general information , that the Lands set
forth in the  accompanying  Schedule, opened to Occupation
License on the 6th July, 1897, by Notice in the  Government Gazette
dated 1st April, 1897, shall be  and are  hereby withdrawn from
Occupation License.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE.
THE GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
THE WINTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Buns.
97-11572-Bks.
. Bengal No.  2, Bengal  No. 3, Bengal No. 4,  Datson , Loxa No. 1,
Loxa No. 4, Tolarno No. 1, Tolarno No. 4, Tolarno No. 5, Hamilton
No. 1, Hamilton No. 14, Livingstone No. 3, Prestbury, Warenda
No. 7, Warenda No. 11, Warenda No. 12, Canary No. 2, Windsor
No. 4, and Windsor No. 6.
97-12400-D.
Prairie No. 4, Prairie No. 5, Prairie No. 6, Locharoch No. 6,
and Locharoch No. 7.
97-12502- Mines.
THE BURKE DISTRICT.
THE NORMANTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Runs.
Nundle No. 1, Cuckoo, Woodstock, and New Water.
THE HUGHENDEN  LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Rune.
Hampstead  No. 2 and Mount  Norman.
THE COOK DISTRICT.
THE NORMANTON  LAND AGENT ' S DISTRICT.
Runs.
Little River No. 1, Bagstowe No. 1, Bagstowe No. 2, Wivenhoe
No. 1, Wivenhoe No. 2, Blackwell, Lorne, and Shoreham.
THE HERBEETON  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Runs.
Greenmount, Limestone No. 1, Bonny Glen, Maitland Downs,
Maitland Downs No. 1, Maitland Downs No. 2, Maitland Downs No. 3,
Rocky Hills, Kangaroo Hills, and Cork.
THE BURBETOWN  LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
97-12699-D. -
Lema Run.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1897.
T is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Goondiwindi Land Agent's District, as per descrip-
tion herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION LICENSE  UNDER PART
V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the GOONDIWINDI
LAND OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the SIXTEENTH day of
AUGUST, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an  Annual Rental
of 5s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-12563-5.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE GOONDIWINDI LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
The Resumed Part of Iloondandilla Run.
Area, about 95 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Merinda Creek at a point about
thirty-two chains in a direct line below a tree marked 3, and bounded
thence by a west line about four miles twenty-nine chains ; thence by
a north line about seven miles sixteen chains; thence by an  east line
three miles seven chains; thence by a north line about five miles
twenty-four chains; thence by an east line crossing Booroondoo Creek
to the watershed between that creek and Yarrill Creek ; thence by that
watershed and by the watershed between Merinda Creek and Yarrill
Creek in a southerly and south-westerly direction to a point north of a
tree marked 14 on the left bank of the last-named creek ; thence by a
south line to a point east of starting point; and thence by a west line
to and  across Merinda  Creek to the point  of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  12th March, 1897.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACTS,  1884 TO 1894."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
IT is hereby notified,  for public information, that the Land  Commissioners appointed under the provisions of "Toe  Com
Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in  pursuance  of the twenty-fifth section of the above- recited Act, at the
undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868 "  and  "The  Crown  Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876"  will also  be dealt with by the  Land Commissioners at their  Courts.
1897.
District or Place .  Jan. Feb . March. April. May.  June. July. August .  Sept .  Oct. Nov.  Dec.
Allora  * ... ...
A ramao  t ... ...
Ayr ... ... ...
Banana ...
Barcaldine t ...
Beaudesert ... ...
Blackall .» ...
Bowen ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Bundaberg ... ...
Burketown ... ...
Cairns ... ...
Cardwell ... ...
Charleville ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Clermont ... ...
Cooktown ... ...
Cunnamulla ...
Dalby ...
...
Emerald  * ... ...
Esk * ...
Gatton ... ...
Gayndah ... ...
Georgetown ...
Geraldton  (Mourilyan)
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
..
».
ympie ... ...
erberton ...W ...
Hughenden ... ...
Ingham ... .N
Inglewood ... ...
Ipswich ...
...
Isisford ...
Landsborough ...
Longreach ... .«
Mackay
Maryborough
Miles .,. .»
Mitchell t ... ...
Muttaburra
Nanango ... w
Nerang * .» .«
Normanton... ...
Port Douglas
Ravenswood ...
Rockhampton
Roma ... ...
Et. George ... ...
St. Lawrence ...
Sprin ggssure ... ...
Stanthorpe ... w
Surat .» w
Tambo w ...
Taroom w w
Texas . .N
Thargomindab
Toowoomba...
Townsvi ll e .» w
Warwick .« w
Winton w w
Windorah .« ...
.. Mon. 1 .. Mon. 7 .. Mon. 6 ... ..  Mon. 6
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12 Mon.  9 Mon .  13 Mon . 11 Mon.  8 Mon. 13
. . . . . . . ...
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 We. 5 Wed. 2 We. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 WW. . 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Sat. 9 Sat. 6 Sat. 6 Sat. 10 Sat. 8 Sat. 12 Sat.  10 Sat. 7 Sat . 11 Sat.  9 Sat .  6 Sat. 11
... Fri. 5 ... Fri. 2 ... Fri. 4 ... Fri. 6 ... Fri. 1 ... Fri. 3
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Tues. 5 Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5 Mon . 2 Mon .  6 Mon . 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues.  6 Tues.  3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. I Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues.  2 Tues. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 8 Wed. 1
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri . 2 Fri .  6 Fri . 3 Fri. 1 Fri.  5 Fri. 3
Tues. 5 ... ... Tues. 6 ... ... Tues. 6 ... ... Tues. 5 ... ...
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 3 Mon: 7 Mon. 5 Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Moir 1 Mon. 6
Tues . 12 Tues. 9 Tues. 9 Tues. 13 Tues. 11 Tues. 8 Tues. 13 Tues. 10 Tues. 14 Tues. 12 Wed. 10  Tues. 14
... Tues . 16 ... Tues. 20 ... Tues. 15 ... Tues. 17 ... Tues. 19 ... Tues. 21
Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tues . 2 Tues.  6 Tues . 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues.  3 Tues. 7 Tues . 5 Tues.  2 Tues. 7
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur.  4 Thur. 2
Fri. 8 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri.  2 Fri . 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri.  5 Fri. 3
Tues . 19 ... ... Wed. 21 ... ...  Tues. 20  ... Wed. 20 ... ...
Wed. 20 ... Wed. 17 ... Wed. 19 .a ... Wed. 21 ... Wed. 15 Wed. 17 La...
Fri. 22 ... Fri. ' 19 ...  Fri. 21  ... Fri. 23 ... Fri. 17 ... Fri. 19 ..,
Sat. 9 Sat.  13 Sat. 13 Sat. 10 Sat.  8 Sat.  12 Sat. 10 Sat.  14 Sat . 11 Sat.  9 Sat .  13 Sat. 11
Tues . 5 Tues. '2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 'Tues.  6 Tues. 3 Tues .  7 Tues. 5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Wed: 6 Wed. 3 Wed, 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon.  12 Mon . 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12 Mon.  9 Mon . 13 Mon.  11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Sat. 2  Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. - 1 Fri . 5 Fri. 8
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues. 19 Tues .  16 Tues. 16  Tues. 20 Tues. 18 Tues. 15 Tues. 20  Tues . 17 Tues.  21 Tues. 19  Tues.  16 Tues. 21
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed.  6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed.10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12 Wed. 9 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed.  13 Wed. 10 Wed, 8
Sat. 2 Fri . ' 5 Fri: ' 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. I Fri.  5 Fri. 3
Mon. 18 Mon .  15 Mon .  15 Tues.  20 Mon .  17 ' Mon .  21 Mon .  19 Mon. 16 Mon .  20 Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 20
Wed. 6 ... - Wed. 3 Wed. 5 Wed. 7 Wed.  1  ...  Wed. 3
Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Sat. 17 Fri. 14 Fri. 18 Fri. 16 Fri.  13 Fri.  17 Fri. 15 Fri.  12 Fri. 17
Wed. 6 Wed..3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 8 Wed. 1
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri.  2 Fri. 6 Fri.  3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
. Tues.  9 ... Tues. 8  .  Thur. 9  . Thur. 9
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4  Fri. 2  Fria 6 Fri. 3  Fri. 1  Fri... 5  Fri. 3
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed, 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12 Wed. 1.6 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 15 Wed. 13 Wed.  10 Wed. 15
Mon. 11 Mon.  8 Mon . 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12 Mon.  9 Mon .  13 Mon. 11 Mon .  8 Mon. 13
... Wed. 3 ... Wed. .' ... Wed. 2 ... Wed. 4 ... Wed.  6 ... Wed. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed.  4 Wed.  1 Wed.  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur.  2 Thur .  7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur.  2 Thur . 7 Thur.  4 Thur. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed.  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed.  3 Wed. 1
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur.  5 Thur. 2 Thur .  7 Thur .  4 Thur. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed: 6 Wed.  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 20 ... - Thur. 18 ... Wed. 19 Wed. 21 ... Wed. 15 ... Wed. 17 .,.
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Tues. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed.  15 Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Fri. 9 Fri. 14 Fri. 11 Fri. 9 Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 8 Fri.  12 Thur. 9
Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed.  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Mon. 4  Mon. 1 Mon .  1 Mon .  5 Mon .  3 Mon .  7 Mon .  5 Mon .  2 Mon .  6 Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Thur. 18 Wed. 21 Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed.  20 Wed . 17 Wed, 15
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed.  6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 6 Wed . 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1  Wed. 6 Wed. 8 Wed. 1
Tue s.  5 Tues .  2 Tues .  2 Tues .  6 Tues. 4 Tues .  I Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues .  7 Toes. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues .  2 Tues. 6 Tues .  4 Tues .  1 Tues . 6 Tues. 3 Tues .  7 Tuee .  5 Tue s.  2 Toes. 7
Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed.  6 Wed. 8 Wed. 1
... Thur .  4 ... I Thur .  1 ... Thur . 3 ... Thur .  5 ... Thur. 7 ... Thur. 2
• The Osurts marked thus '  are only held  for the  purpose of dealing  with  applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Oonditione
t  OMee for receiving applications.
S  Days will be fixed when  land  Commissioner  visits Ayr.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Spedial Courts,  when necessary,  in addition to the above ,  will be duly notified from time to time.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
No. 5. VOL.  LZVIII.]
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th July, 1897.
RETURN of  all applications for Licenses ,  under  the Timber
Regulations ,  made to and granted by the Land Commissioners
during the month and at the places hereunder specified.
WALTER  C. HUME.
Applicant 's Name. Description of License.
£  S.
ABAMAC.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
Michael Green . ... ... ... I To out firewood ... ... f 0 10
B &$cLLDINE.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
C. F. Lord ... ... ..  To cut hardwood...
George Barney  ... ... ... I  To cut firewood ...
L. W. Ramage  ... ... ...
Henry Schneider  ... ... ...
Wi ll iam  Ahyou ... ... ...
is  ,, •••
To cut and split ...
BIRDSVILLE.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
Hugh Hall ... ... ... { To dig  and remove salt
BLACKALL.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
... To cut firewood ...
••• „ „ ••
... To cut pine ..
... To cut cedar .
... To cut hardwood
Carl Gantz ... ... ... I To out firewood ... ... 1  0.10
BouLIA.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
James Monaghan... ... To cut hardwood ..; I 2 10
George Wood ... ... .... To cut and split ... .. 1 10
BRISBANE.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
H. Hein ...
B. Hein ...
Jno. Barnes
Jno. McCarthy
Chas. Ferris
Hy. Sendergeld
F. Arundell
Wm. Russell
Jas. T. Stanley
Geo. Seevey
T. King, junr.
A. G. Low
Jno. A. Low
Win. T. Chubb ...
Thos.  King, junr.
Thos.  Rose
... To cut pine ...
„ ,f •••
... To cut and split ...
... ... To out hardwood
... ... To cut cedar ...
... ... To cut pine ...
it ...
... To cut and split ...
... ... To out cedar ...
„
BUNDABERG.
(For the  month of May, 1897.)
L. Smith  ... ... ... ... To cut pine ...
J. Rosser  ... ... ... it ...
J. Rice ... ... ... ... „ ...
J. Roebuck ... ... ... To out  firewood ...
C. O'Connell ... ... ... To cut hardwood
J. Hayden ... ... ... To cut pine ...
J. McDonough ... ... ... To cut hardwood
„
BURKETOWN.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
Ah Kit ... ... ... .... To cut firewood ... ...
1
1 0
Ah Housan ... ... ... „ 1) ...  ...  1 0
Patrick Sweeney ... ... ... To dig and remove ... 2 10
CAIRNS.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
T. Norris ... ... ... ... To cut firewood
H. Niven ... ... ...
T. Quinn ... ... ...
A. M. Stuart ... ...
T. Norris ... ... ...
M. Smith ... ... ...
Semen ...
Willie
Harry ...
Makareo ... ...
Beeie
Draham ... ...
John Doolan
„
„
„
„
... ...
CAMOOWEAL.
CHARTERS TOWERS.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
Amount
of
Fee.
2 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
1 10
2 10
... 0 10
... 0 10
... 3 10
... 5 0
... 2 10
... 3 10
... 3 10
... 3 10
... 1 10
... 2 10
... 5 0
... 3 10
... 3 10
... 1 10
6 0
7 0
3 10
3 10
0 10
2 10
3 10
2 10
0 10
1 0
1 0
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
1 0
1 0
o to
(For the month of May, 1897.)
. ... I To out firewood ... ... { 0 10
Thomas Price ... ... ... I To cut firewood
Thomas  Baxter  ... To make bricks
CLERMONT.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
0 10
2 0
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LICENSES - continued.
Applicant 's Name.
CROYDON.
COOBTOWN.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
J. Green ... ... ... To cut firewood ...
J. Nilsson ... ... ... ... To cut hardwood...
Jung Kway ... ... ... To cut firewood ...
T. Brown ... ... ...
Wm. Hackett
C. Shaw ...
John Leslie
„
(For the month of May, 1897.)
... ... ... I To cut firewood
„
John  Mercer
Henry Schimmelfening
John  Mullin ...
T. Beausang
J. Maccary
D. Mitchell
W. Wilson
J. Long ..
F. A. Euler
Thos. Mark
D. Keliher
W. Stockden
Jas. Fraser
A. Letheren ...
W. H. Groves ...
GYMPIE.
... ...
month of May, 1897.)
... To cut and split ...
... To cut firewood ...
Description of License.
„
...
To cut pine
To out hardwood
It  „ ...
To cut pine
,, „
„
••• „
HERBERTON.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
Heck Chaw ...
James Thomas ...
A. Catalini ...
J. Bombardieri ...
James  Williams
R. Cockburn
P. McIntosh
G. Main ...
J. Small ...
Hyne and Son
J. P. Pizzy
P. Seary ...
H. Greer ...
C. Grohn ...
A. Sengstock
A. F. Kopp
H. Kroning
J. V. Thorne
A. Rowston
A. Nicholls
W. Stocker
G. F. White
... ... To out and split ...
... ... To cut hardwood ...
... ... To out firewood ...
HUGHENDBN.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
... ... I To cut firewood ...
ING}HAM.
(For the month of  May,  1897.)
... ... ... I To out hardwood
IPSWICH.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
o cut hardwoodT... ... ...
I
... ... ... To cut firewood ...
.. „ „ ...
MARYBOROUGH.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
... ... ... To cut pine (balance
it
... To cut hardwood
To
To
To
MILES.
To cut and split ...
„ „ •••
To cut hardwood...
To cut and split ...
2 10
0 10
2 0
2 0
3 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
5 0
2 10
2 10
4 10
1 10
1 10
2 10
0 10
(For the month of May, 1897.)
J. Birchall ... ... ... I To out and split ... 1 10
Wm. Dodd ... ... „ „ ... ... I 1 10
MOUNT MORGAN.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
George Thomas  Kenyon  ... ... To cut firewood ... 1 0
„ „ ... ... I 1 0Charles William  Pearce  ... ...
James Donald
Philip Ah Pan
Henry Hughes
Geo. Halt .. ...
Wm. Burdett ...
Win. Reardon ...
Albert Burdett ...
Alex. Hennings ...
Andrew Jack ...
James Doyle
Michael Hartigan
John Cocker ...
Ernest  H. Everingham ... ... I To cut pine ... ... 28 0
E. U. Patterson ... ... ... „ 3 10
C WNCURR Y.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
Edward  O'Keefe ...  ... ... I To out firewood  ... ... 0 10
.
NERANG.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
... ... I To cut hardwood
PENTLAND.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
... To cut hardwood •.
PORT DOUGLAS.
(For the month of May, 1897.).
cut and split ...
Amount
of
Fee.
...
0 10
2 10
1 0
0 10
0 10
0 10
1 0
0 10
0 10
1 0
... 1 10
... 0 10
... 0 10
... 0 10
... 0 10
... 3 10
... 2 10
... 2 10
... 7 0
3 10
3 10
3 10
1 10
2 10
1 0
1 0
... J 1 0
... 210
dig and remove gravel
cut firewood ... ...
...
To cut firewood ...
to  „ ...
... ( 2 10
i 2 102 10
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LICENSES-con tinued.
Applicant's Name. Description of License.
RAVENSWOOD.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
£ s.
Peter Curti ...
John Bojack ...
Wm. Ily. Dennis
E. de N.  Rogers
Daniel Morgan
G. C. Willcocks
Ditto
William Foot
Samuel Russell
George Bean
George Strand
... ... To cut firewood ...
... ...
I
„
„
...
ROCKHAMPTON.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
To cut and split ...
To cut hardwood
To cut and split ...
To cut hardwood...
57 [10TH  JULY,  1897.
Amount
of
Fee.
0 10
1 0
0 10
1 10
2 10
9 0
5 0
TAMBO.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
To cut hardwood
... ... 1 To cut firewood ...
2 10
1 0
1 0
1 0
W. John Hallam
Patrick  Sullivan ...
Wm. K. Hall ...
TAROOM.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
... ..: I To cut hardwood ... 2 10
To cut and split  ...  1 10
To cut hardwood... 2 10
THARGOMINDAH.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
John Blarney ... ... I To cut firewood ... ...
I
1 0
John Burley ... ... .. 0 10
THORNBOROUGH.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
W. J. W. Richards ... ... I To cut firewood ... ... I 1 0
THURSDAY ISLAND.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
Kitchel Malaya ... ... ... I To cut firewood ... ... I 1 0
Sam Clough
TOWNSVILLE.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
Hans Carlsen ...
Smith and Partington
Ditto ...
John Bower ...
Robt. Stewart .
Leonard Hartwell
Wm. Smith
Ditto ...
(For the
Henry Melhouse .. ...
Jacob Frousciker ...
James Gould ... ...
Charles White ...
2 0
1 0
2 10
To make bricks ... ... 2 0
To cut and split ... ... 1 10
To dig and remove sand... 2 10
To cut and split ... ... 4 10
To make bricks ... 2 0
To dig and remove brick 2 10
earth
WINTON.
month of May, 1897.)
... I To cut firewood ... ... 1 0 10
To cut  and split ...
1 0
0 10
1 10
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1897.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified, for general information, that applications
under the 89th section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads; and all persons
who may consider their interests affected thereby are required to
transmit to this Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land Offices, Clermont )
Ipswich, Nanango, and Toowoomba; Police Offices, Clermont, Gatton,
Nanango, Pittsworth, and Toowoomba; and Post Offices, Capella,
Gatton, Nanango, Pittsworth, and Yandilla.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Road Cases  Nos. 2511, 2268, 25500, 2648, & 1067.
SCIIEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE  C LOSED. t NoTx.-The closure of this road is proposed to  be carried out in connecti
with the opening of a road commencing on the Taroom  road at a point about t
miles north of Broadmere Station, and following a route formed by the Taro
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area. Divisional Board, passing Long Swamp Dam and cro ssing the Robinson River t
point on the Taroom road about two miles east of Bro admere Station.
A. a. P.
About Department of Public Lands,
*1  The Peak Downs Divi-
on be-sional Board
Part of  the road separating Town of  1 2 0
ortion  22v from section Ca ella
Brisbane, 4th June, 1897.
Road  Case No. 1480,
half of  G. W. Kettle,
p3 p1 .NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROADS.
*2 The Tarampa  Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
0. Caffrey
The reserved road through Tenthill ...  8 3 0
portion 100
About
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executi
1 Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Pub
3 F. A. Darley ... ... The road separating por- Kunioon ...  3 1 8
tion 141  from portion 144
Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to co
*4 The Jondaryan Divi-
sional  Board, on be-
half of 0. Pitman
The reserved road through  Beauaraba 3 324
portion lv
firm the roads described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it
hereby notified, for general information, that any parties entitled
compensation  in consequence  of the opening of the  said roads a
*5 The Jondaryan Divi- The road separating  por- Domville...  10 0 0 re uested to deliver to the Secretar for Publi L d th  ti l
sional Board, on be-
half of F. (;illespie
tion 3832  from  3,958
* NOTE.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the opening of other roads,
To cut firewood ...
To dig and remove brick
earth
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that applications
under the eighty-ninth section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884 "  have been made for closing the undermentioned Roads; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing,
not later than the date mentioned with respect to each.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the nearest Land, Police, and
Post  Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
*1
LATEST DATE
The Lands  Department
*2 The Esk Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
W. Titmarsh
*3
t4
*5
*6
The Esk Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
T. McFarlane
Taroom Divisional
Board
LATEST DATE  FOR OBJECTIONS -4TH AUGUST, 1897.
7 W. P. Atthow,  on behalf
of A. Musch
W. Clunes . .. ...  The road separating portion Pikedale  ...  6 2 24
9v from 185
LATEST DATES  FOR OBJECTIONS -11TH AUGUST, 1897.
9 R. Shaw ,  on behalf
Ellen Butcher
10 Mary Cadwallader ...
11 The Rosalie  Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
1. R. Smith
*12 The Murweh Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
Lessees
Parish. Area.
A. E. P.
About
32 2 0
ditto  ...  17 0 0
Milton ... 2 0 9
Maranon
District
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 18TH AUGUST, 1897.
*13 The Tiaro Divisional The reserved  ;road through Curra ... 7 0 19
Board ,  on behalf of portion 41v
T. Bermingham About
14 J. Darley ... ... The road separating portion Kunioon ... 3 1 8
141 from portion 144
The Coomera Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
R. Hargraves
The Coomera Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of11. B. Williams
Situation.
FOR OBJECTIONS -14TH JULY, 1897.
The western end of the Tewantin 2 2 0
road through portion
1661
The road separating por- Dixon ... 9 1 7
tion 31 fro m portions 14v.
15, 22, and 19, and its
continuation through
portion 31
The  road separating por- ditto  ...  3 0 24
tion 15 from 22
Part  of the  ro ad from Leichhardt
Bedourie to Taroom  District
through  Broadmere
Holding ,  commencing at
a point about two miles
north  of Broadmere Sta-
tion and passing the
Head Station and Wash-
pool Lagoon to a point
about two  miles east of
Bro admere
About
Part of the reserved ro ad Cedar ... 0 2 0
on the south boundary of
portion 42 About
Part of the reserved road ditto ... 1 3 20
across the north-west
corner of portion 41
The road separating portion Moffatt  ...  3 2 34
59 from portions 378 and
378A
of I The reserved road through  Cawarral...
portion  622  and its con-
tinuation along the
southern boundary of
portion 796
The reserved  road through
portion 355
The road from the south-
west corner of portion 124v
south-easterly th rough
107v
Part of the Nebine-Dul-
bydi lla  road through
Ularunda  and Durella
South
About
*15 The llighflelds Divi- Part of the  road th rough Crow's 1 0 0
sional Board .  on portion 20 Nestbehalf of W. L.
Mitchell
$16
LATEST DATE FOR
The Barolin Divisional
Board, on  behAlf of J.
Gillen  ( W. S. Clough)
OBJECTIONS -3RD SEPTEMBER, 1897.
The road on the  south and Electra About
south-east boundaries of I 1 4 0 0
portion 7
* NOTE.- The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
q y c an s e  par cu ars
of their estate and interest in the land required for the said roads and
their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60)
days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties
are further informed that the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to
on
wo
om
o a
ve
lic
n-
is
to
re
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treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and thedamage that may be sustained byreason of the opening ofthe said
roads.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Book of Reference of New Roads through portion. 49,  18, 13,  and  16,
and Branch  Road through portion  16,  all in the parish of
Maroochy, county of  Canning.
1. Commencing at a point on the eastern boundary of portion 49
about  four  chains from Boggy Creek, an anabranch of the Maroochy
River, westerly through that portion bearing 280 degrees seven chains
three  links,  and 292 degrees 30 minutes eight  chains  twenty-:even
links; containing  1 acre 2 roods; registered owner, Robert Fleming.
Land is unenclosed, unimproved, and unoccupied.
2. In continuation of last-mentioned road westerly through
portion 18 bearing  292 degrees  30 minutes one chain seventy-three
links, 237 degrees twenty-one chains, 295 degrees five and a-half chains,
and 275 degrees five and a-half chains ; containing 3 acres 1 rood 20
perches ;  registered  owner, William Clark Low. Land unenclosed,
unimproved, and unoccupied.
3. In continuation of last -mentioned road through portion 13
bearing  266 degrees 30 minutes ten and a-half chains, 251 degrees ten
and a-half chains, 272 degrees 20 minutes five chains, 243 degrees 33
minutes five  chains, and 291 degrees three chains twenty-two links;
area, 3 acres  1 rood 27 perches ; registered owner, Robert Fleming.
Land unenclosed, unimproved, and unoccupied.
4. In continuation of last-mentioned road through portion '16
bearing 291 degrees four chains fifty-six links to a reserved road;
containing  2 roods ; registered owner, Robert Fleming. Land
unenclosed, unimproved, and unoccupied.
5. Branch road from last-mentioned road through portion 16 for
five and a-half chains north  along and  within its eastern boundary to
a reserved road ;  containing 2 roods 24-h  perches ; registered owner,
Robert Fleming. Land unenclosed, unimproved, and unoccupied.
NOTE-It is  intended to open the roads through  portions  49, 18,  and 13 in
exchange  for the originally  reserved roads through  these por tions ,  which roads
will be closed  ;  and to open the branch road through  portion 16 in lieu of the
q rresponding part of the original  road through  that portion.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned roads can
be seen at this Office, at the Office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions in
Brisbane, and at the Office of the Maroochy Divisional Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th June, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Read Case No. 1926.
IN pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  " The Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open a New Road through the Holding described
hereunder.
Fairlight Holding, Burke District.
Lessees-Executors late James Thompson.
Any claims to which the Lessees may consider themselves entitled
under the abovementioned  Act on account of the opening of the said
road must be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands within two
months from the date hereof.
NoTK.- A copy of the above notice ,  with tracing ,  will be sent to the Lessees
within two months from the date hereof.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd July, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set  forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Titles to Lan l Act of  1858" and  " The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the lands  intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first  hereinbefore mentioned, the correct  areas  and descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing  the erroneous areas and descriptions ; and such grants and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-7588-P.L.
No. of  Deed-N 4330.
Date of  Deed- 5th October, 1894.
Name of Grantee -Albert Ruge.
Land Granted-Allotment 1  of suburban section 92, county of
Norman, parish of Norman.
Area - 2 acres 18 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County  of Norman, parieh of  Norman, allotment 1 of suburban
section  92.
Commencing at the north corner of the section ,  and bounded
thence on the east by allotment 2 bearing south six chains and fifty-
two and six-tenths links; on the  south by a road  bearing west five
chains and ninety and seven-tenths links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 341 degrees forty-eight  li nks; and on the north -west by a rcad
bearing 45 degrees eight chains and  fifty -seven  and th re e-tenths links
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to the point of commencement;-as shown on plan of.survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General's Office, but not including any part of the soil
of the said roads, or any of them-Cat. No. N 148-46.
97 -7757-R. r.
No. of Deed-3713.
Date of Deed-22nd April, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Thomas Jones.
Land Granted-Portion  63, county of Livingstone, parish of
Archer.
Area - 40 acres 2 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Livingstone, parish of Archer, portion  68.
Area, 40 acres 1 rood 32 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion 69, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion bearing 180 degrees 50 minutia
twenty-two chains and fifty- six links ; on the south by portion 74
bearing east seventeen chains and ninety-nine links; on the cast by a
line bearing 45 minutes twenty-two chains and forty-six links; and on
the north by a road bearing 270 degrees 20 minutes seventeen chains
and ninety-five links to the point of commencement;-as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. X o.
R 26-95.
97-8153-IL.T.
No. of Deed-83328.
Date of Deed-9th March, 1896.
Name of Grantee-Christian Edmund Heinrich Liekfelt.
Zand Granted-Portion  98, county of Ward, parish of
Dugandan.
Area-77 acres 2 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Dugandan, portion  98.
Area, 77 acres 1 rood 19 perches.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion 305, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion and portion 304 bearing 270
degrees 11 minutes thirty-four chains and sixty-eight and a-half links;
on the west by portion 294 bearing 180 degrees 14 minutes eighteen
chains  and seventeen and a-half links; on the south by a road bearing
89 degrees  40 minutes one chain and fifty links, 84 degrees 39 minutes
four chains and forty- nine links , 94 degrees 6 minutes five chains and
two links, and 89 degrees 40 minutes twenty-one chains and eighty-
two and a-half links, by a line bearing 108 degrees 54 minutes three
chains and three and four-tenths links, by portion 90 bearing 89
degrees 40 minutes twenty-one  chains  and twenty-two links, and by
portion 82 bearing 90 degrees 12  minutes six  chains and four and
a-half links ; on the east by a road bearing 38 minutes five chains and
fifty links ; again on the north by that road bearing 270 degrees
17 minutes twenty-eight chains and thirty links ; and again on the
east by that road bearing 19 minutes thirteen chains and thirteen
links to the point of commencement;-exclusive of 3 roods 3 perches
for a  surveyed road, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. W 31-2449.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1897.
ERRORS, IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
l Schedule hereunder written being  erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  " The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the  expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the lands intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct  areas and  descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said  grants and  in every deed
containing the erroneous  areas  and descriptions ; and such grants and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-7676-P.D.
No. of Deed-17365.
Date of Deed-29th June, 1867.
Name of Grantee-John Malbon Thompson.
Land Granted-Portion 270,  county of Stanley, parish of
Goodna.
Area-100 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion 270.
Area,  100 acres  1 rood 14 perches.
Commencing at the north corner of portion 300, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a road bearing 40 degrees 23 minutes
three chains and thirty-two links ; on the north by a line, allotment
5 of section 1, a road, and allotments 1, 2, and 5 of section 5,
bearing 90 degrees 20 minutes twenty-eight chains and twenty-four
and seven-tenths links; on the east by a road bearing 179 degrees 14
minutes five chains, and by portion 286 bearing 180 degrees 10
minutes 30 seconds twenty-eight chains and five and three-tenths
links; on the south by that portion bearing 270 degrees 19 minutes
nineteen chains and eighty-seven links, and by portion 300 bearing
270 degrees 7 minutes ten chains and fifty-one and four-tenths links ;
and on the west by that portion bearing north thirty chains and  fifty-
six and seven-tenths links to the point of commencement ;-as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-general's Office.
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97-7676-P.D.
No. of Deed-21331.
Date of Deed-16th May, 1870.
Name of Grantee-John Malbon Thompson.
Land Granted-Portion  300, county of Stanley, parish of
Goodna.
Area-60 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Goodna, portion  300.
Area, 61 acres 9 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 286, and bounded
thence on the south by a road bearing 270 degrees 34 minutes two
chains and forty-nine links ; on the south-west by a road bearing 290
degrees 22 minutes fifteen chains and seventy links, and 320 degrees 46
minutes fifteen chains and eleven and seven-tenths links ; on the north-
west by a road bearing 23 degrees 47 minutes twenty-seven chains and
eighty-six and a-half links, and 40 degrees 23 minutes seven chains and
eighty-eight links; on the east by portion 270 bearing south thirty
chains and fifty-six and seven-tenths links ; on the north by- that
portion bearing 90 degrees 7 minutes ten chains and fifty-one and
four-tenths links ; and again on the east by portion 286 bearing 180
degrees 17 minutes 30 seconds eighteen chains and eleven and four-
tenths links to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
97-6610-P.D.
No. of Deed Before Separation.Date of Deed
Name of  G rantee - William Clerke.
Land Granted-Allotment  12 of portion 3, county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area-47 acres 11 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley ,  parish of Toombul ,  allotment  12  of  portion 3.
Area, 47  acres  I rood 15 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of allotment 4 of portion 2,
and bounded thence on the west by that allotment and allotment 5
bearing 179 degrees 44 minutes twenty-eight chains and seventy-four
and two-tenths links; on the south-east by a road bearing 62 degrees
45 minutes twenty-two chains and fifty and nine-tenths links ; on the
east by allotment 13 bearing 359 degrees 60 minutes eighteen chains
and forty-five links; and on the north by allotment 5 bearing 269
degrees 58 minutes twenty chains and eight links to the point of
commencement;- as shown  on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office- Cat. No. M 33-2966.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the Annual Rent
of Portion 4v, on Bulloo Downs Run, in the Thargomindah
Land Agent's District, opened to Occupation License on the 25th
March ,  1895, shall ,  on and after the 23rd August ,  1897, be reduced
f ro m £2 to 10s. per square mile.
97-12410-I.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
LAND BOARD COURT.
IT is hereby notified, that a Land Board Court, for the  determination
of Rents, and for such other  business as may be  required, will
be held at the Office of the Land Board,  Brisbane , on MONDAY,
4th October, 1897, at Ten o'clock a.m.
By Order of the Land Board,
P. W. SHANNON,  Secretary.
Office of the Land  Board,  Brisbane, 5th July, 1897.
LAND BOARD COURTS.
IT is hereby notified, that Land Board Courts, for the determination
of Rents ,  and for such other  business as may  be required ,  will be
hold at the Court  Houses  at the following  places ,  at Ten  o'clock a.m.
on the date  stated in each case,  respectively:-
Toowoomba--Thursday, 5th August, 1897.
Roma -Tuesday, 10th August, 1897.
By Order of the Land Board,
P. W. SHANNON,  Secretary.
Office of  the Land Board,  Brisbane , 5th July, 1897.
Surveyor -General's Office,
Brisbane , 6th July, 1897.
THIS is to certify that  Mr. CHARLES HOLME BAIRD, having
shown  to the satisfaction of the  Board of Examiners that he is
qualified  for the position of a Land Surveyor ,  has been Licensed to
effect Surveys, under the  provisions  of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884 ,"  and subject to the Rules of this  Department.
A. McDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE
BRISBANE.
MAP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets at 2s. 6d. per Sheet, and Two at is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia  on a small scale , illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing the Main Telegraph Lines. Scalp, 100 miles to an inch.
Price  ;  Plain ,  is. 6d., coloured, 2s, 6d.
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School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets ; coloured .  Price,
2s. 6d :  per Sheet.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony. Price, is. plain, or coloured
(illustrating the Counties and Financial Districts) Is. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands .  Scale ,  12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts .  Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.  6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s. 6d. per . heet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles to an inch .  Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catchment Areas of the  Brisbane , Logan, and Albert
Rivers, &c.,  South -East Queensland .  Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, Is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, Is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts .  Price,  Is. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta. Scale, 1 mile to an inch. Price,Is. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s.; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, £1.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony. Price, is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4  miles  to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.
Environs of Longreach. Scale,  2 miles to an  inch. Price, is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall. Scale ,  2 miles  to  an inch. Price, is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure .  Scale, 2 miles to an inch .  Price, is. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-Maps of Land-3 Open to Selection r for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. McDOWALL,  Surveyor -General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane ,  31st August, 1896.
Geological Survey Office,
George street ,  Brisbane.
()N SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
kJ Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No. 4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government Geologist.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  8th July, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL  OF TENDERS.IT is hereby notified ,  for general information ,  that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled ,  and the following Notice substitutedtherefor:-
Notice  is hereby given, that ,  f ro m and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened ,  will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.
96-8450-Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary  for Works.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the under.
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
New Court House, Cloncurry- Messrs . MURRAY AND LITSTER
-£728 17s.
New Veranda and Painting, District Registrar's Office, Townsville
- J. B. CORBETT --£ 33 5s.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th July, 1897.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
T HE time for eceiving Tenders for  New Veranda,  Balconies, &c.,Post  and Telegraph Offices ,  Townsv ille ,  has been extended to
FRIDAY, 23rd July.
R . ROBERTSON ,  Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd July, 1897.
TENDERS.
TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.
For full particulars, see  Government Gazette.
Nature of  Work, Date of  Gazette  containing original  Notice,
and Place  and Date to which Tender can be received, respectively: -
MOUNT PERRY-Repairs and Painting, Post and Telegraph
Buildings. 12th June. Works Office, Brisbane; 16th
July.
ROCK HAMPTON-Repairs, Painting, &c., Police Barracks. 12th
June. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court House, Rock-
hampton ; 16th July.
DEEP CREEK-New Veranda, State School. 19th June.
Works Office, Brisbane; 16th July.
PLAINVIEW-Repairs and Painting, State School. 19th June.
Works Office, Brisbane; 16th July.
MILLCHESTER -New Fencing, State School. 19th June.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Charters
Towers and Townsville; 16i h July.
WARRILL CREEK-Painting, State School. 19th June. Works
Office,  Brisbane ; 16th July.
ALLENSTOWN-Additions, Repairs, and Painting, State School.
19th June. Works Office,  Brisbane , and Court House,
Rockhampton ; 23rd July.
SURAT-Improvements, Repairs, Painting, and New Fencing,
State School. 19th June. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court Houses, Surat and St. George; 23rd July.
YEULBA-Repairs and Painting, State School. 19th June.
Works Office, Brisbane; 23rd July.
THURSDAY ISLAND-Additions and Alterations, Post and Tele-
graph Office. 19th June. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Post Offices, Thursday  Island , Cooktown, and Townsville;
23rd July.
TARAMPA - dditions, Improvements,  Repairs,  and Painting,
State School. 26th June. -Works Office, Brisbane; 23rd
July.
ENG}ELSBUEG?-Fencing and Gates, Post and Telegraph Office.
26th June. Works Office,  Brisbane  ; 23rd July.
LORD JOHN SWAMP-Repairs and Painting, State School.
26th June. Works Office, Brisbane ; 23rd July.
DALBY-Repairs and Painting, Police Quarters. 26th June.
Works Office,  Brisbane  ; 23rd July.
MACKAY-Improvements, Repairs, and Painting, Post and
Telegraph Office. 26th June. Works Office, Brisbane,
Post  Offices,  Mackay and Rockhampton, and Court House,
Townsville ; 23rd July.
TowNsVILLE- Repairs to  Roof, Sub-Collector of Customs'
Quarters. 26th June. Works Office , Brisbane , and Court
House, Townsville; 30th July.
YANGAN-New Police Station. 26th June. Works Office,
Brisbane  ; 30th July.
GATTON-Additions, State School. 3rd July. Works Office,
Brisbane; 30th July.
YANGAN-New Playshed, Improvements, Repairs, and Painting,
State School. 3rd July. Works Office, Brisbane ; 30th
BRISBANE-Fencing Gaol, Fortitude Valley. 3rd July. Works
Office,  Brisbane  ; 30th July.
TEWArTIN-New Kitchen to Residence, State School. 3rd
July. Works Office,  Brisbane  ; 30th July.
BRANDON- New State School Buildings. 3rd July. Works
Office,  Brisbane , and Court Houses, Townsville, Ayr, and
Bowen ;  6th August.
LONGRRACH-New Lands Office. 3rd July. Works Office,
Brisbane , and Court  Houses , Longreach, Barcaldine, and
Rockhampton ; 6th August.
TEXAS-New Chimney, New Room,  Painting , &c., Police
Station.  3rd July. Works Office,  Brisbane , and Court
Houses, Texas  and Inglewood ; 6th August.
TOWNSVrLLE - New Verandas,  Balconies , &c., Post and
Telegraph Office. 12th June. Works Office, Brisbane,
and Post Office, Townsville ; 23rd July.
R. ROBERTSON ,  Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, &c., STATE SCHOOL, ROSEWOOD.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.on FRIDAY, the 6th August, for Improvements, &c., State
School, Rosewood.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "Improvements, 4c., State School, Rosewood." -
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars  obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and at the
Court Houses, Rosewood and Ipswich.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for' the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of -Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, PAINTING, AND CLEARING GROUNDS, STATE
SCHOOL, KELVIN GROVE.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.on FRIDAY, the 6th August, for Repairs, Painting, and
Clearing Grounds, State School, Kelvin Grove.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £10, and
endorsed  "Repairs, Painting, and Clearing Grounds, State School,
Kelvin Grove."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW RECREATION HALL AND LIBRARY, BENEVOLENT
ASYLUM, DUNWICH.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 6th August, for New Recreation Hall and
Library, Benevolent Asylum, Dunwich.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £20, and
endorsed  "New Recreation Hall and Library, Benevolent Asylum,
Dunwich."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW VERANDA, &c., CUSTOMS QUARTERS, LUCINDA.
rr"ENDERS will be received at this Office, at the Court House,
Townsville, and at the Custom House, Lucinda, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th August, for New Veranda,
Customs Quarters, Lucinda. -
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed "New  Veranda, Customs Quarters, Lucinda."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
at the Court House, Townsville; and at the Custom House, Lucinda.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Maiesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under;Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, NEW PLAYSHED, CLOSETS, &c., STATE SCHOOL,
BOWEN BRIDGE ROAD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 6th August, for Additions, New Playshed,
Closets, &c., State School, Bowen Bridge Road.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £10, and
endorsed  "Additions, New Plai shed, Closets, -c., State School,
Bowen Bridge Road."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the i;sual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, RE-ROOFING, &c., STATE SCHOOL,
KIRCHHEIM.
VENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m-
on FRIDAY, the 6th August, for Improvements,  Re- ro ofing,
&c., State School, Kirchheim.
Tenders to be accompanied by a , preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Improvements, Re-roofing, c4c., State School, Kirchheim."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
at the Court  Houses, Rosewood  and Ipswich ; and at the State School,
Kirchheim.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty  for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken  into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
• Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, MOUNT MORGAN.FRESH TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at theCourt Houses, Mount Morgan and Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 30th July, for New State School for
Girls, Mount Morgan.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £30, and
endorsed  " New State School for Girls, Mount Morgan."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
and at the Court Houses, Mount  Morgan , Rockhampton, and Mary-
borough.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ALTERATIONS TO FITTINGS, POST AND TELEGRAPH
OFFICE, COOKTOWN.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, at the Post Office, Cook-town, and at  the Court House, Townsville, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th August, for Alterations to Fittings, Post
and Telegraph  Office, Cooktown.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  " Alterations  to Fi ttings , Post and Telegraph Office, Cook-
town."
Plan  and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect' s Office ; at
the Post Office, Cooktown ;  and at the  Court  House,  Townsville.
Tenders must  be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must be a memorandum  signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being  accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver  at  this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance , a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily  be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , let July, 1897.
IT is hereby noti fied ,  for general information ,  that Licenses  from theTreasury have been  issued to the undermen ioned persons during
the month of  June, 1897.
ROBERT PHILP ,  Treasurer.
AUCTIONEERS.
(To 31st  December, 1897.)
Name. Place.
DISTRICT.
Powers, James ... ... Bundaberg
Adrian,  Francis ... ... ... Charleville
Bohm, W. A. .. ... ... Gatton
Hubert, H. B. Le T. ... Hughenden
Armstrong ,  George ... ... Townsvi lle
[10TH  JULY, 1897.
TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' LICENSES.
Name.
(To 30th September, 1897.)
Cameron  Bros. ... . Brisbane
Spengler, F. R. Ipswich
Greenup,  E. B. ... Texas
Place.
LICENSED  VICTUALLERS' LICENSES.
(To 30th June, 1897.)
Tracey, Mary ... ... ...  Brisbane
Dent,  Sarah  ... ... ...  Mount Morgan
Lyons, Arthur ... ... ... ditto
O'Flaherty, James .., ditto
Staunton ,  Thomas  ... ... ditto
QUEENSLAND WINE SELLER'S LICENSE.
(To 30th June, 1897.)
Sanderson,  Elizabeth  ... ...  I Rockhampton
TRANSFERS OF LICENSED  VICTUALLERS' LICENSES.
From
Clarke, A. B. ...
Goodwin, Isabella
McKay, K. C.
Fitzhenry, Daniel...
Rosenstet ,  Erick ...
Balser, S. F.
Neilson, Margt.
Rodgers, Wm.
Austin, William ...
Commerford, John
Hazell , F. L. ...
Sullivan, George ...
Pearse, G. W.
To
BRISBANE.
Clarke, E. C.
13rosnan, John
Thomson, D. A.
BUNDABERO.
Johnson, John
Wilson, Rowland
CoonTOwN.
... Hansen , August
... Claussen ,  Minnie
... Neilson ,  Margt.
CHARTERS Towsus.
... ... Austin, M.
... ... Foy, Patrick
Dick, J. J.
... O'Hara, Samuel
CUNNAMULLA.
... ... Stevens, Wm.
GLADSTONE.
Macnamara, John
Growcock, Isabella
Hayes,  James ...
O'Neill, Annie ...
Blackmore,  Margt.
McNeill,  Francis ...
Sunners, J. E.
Stanislaus, Chas.
Allison,  Samuel
Hogan, Ellen ...
Wright, Wm.' ...
Frazer, J. R. ...
Keefe, Matthew ...
... Greig, J. K.
GYMPIB.
... Furey, J. P.
... Shanahan, Thomas
... Donnelly, E. F.
HERBERTON.
... Dougherty, Wm.
MACxsY.
... McNeill, Mary
MABYBOROUGH.
Elwood, J. D.
... ... Lilley, Albert
NORMANTON.
... ... Baker, Robt.
ROMA.
... ... Riley, T. H.
Grieve, Robert, senr.
ToowooMBA.
Keefe, Matthew
... ... Keating, M. A.
TOWNS vILLB.
McGrath,  Margt.... ... ... I McAlister, Colin
TRANSFER OF QUEENSLAND WINE SELLER' S LICENSE.
BRISBANE.
Malpass, Isabella... ... ... McLoughlin, A. J.
CHANGE OF SIGN  OF PREMISES.
TowxsvILLE.
Southern Cross Hotel  ... ...  ( Sovereign Hotel
CORRECTION OF ERRORS, IN MAY LIST.
AUCTIONEER.
Baulber, G. J., should be  Boulter, G. J.
WHOLESALE  ,SPIRIT DEALER.
Wetch and Co. should be Welch and Co.
QUEENSLAND WING SELLER.
Campton, E. J., should be Crompton, E. 3.
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The Treasury,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that Licenses under
" The Tobacco Act of  1894 " have been issued to the under-
mentioned persons during the month of June, 1897.
ROBERT PHILP, Treasurer.
LICENSES TO SELL TOBACCO.
(To 30th June, 1897.)
Name. Place.
Ellis, Henry Barcaldine
Cooper and Son, Samuel... Brisbane
James, Adolphus ... ditto
Saunders, Herbert  ditto
McRitchie, David  ditto
Victorsen, Mark ...  ditto
Nicol, James .., ... Bundaberg
(To 30th June, 1898.)
Young and Co., G. J. ... . Bundaberg
Spencer, John Williamson ... J ditto
Hook Gee .. ...
Lawther, Henry ...
Gordon, William ...
Ah Kee, James
Ah Say
Sing Yong Kee
Jenkin, James ...
Jenkin, Eliza ...
Roberts, George ...
Ward, Elizabeth ...
Steele,  John Pollock
Com Yack... ...
Yen Wah
Whalley and Sons
Smythe, G. ...
(To 30th June, 1897.)
Cairns
Charleston
(To 30th June, 1898.)
Charleston
(To
James,  J. ...
McFadzean ,  Matthew  S.
Sun Hop Lee ...
Grant, George G....
Yeo, William ... ...
Humphreys, William R.
Wong  Chong ...
Tommy Ah Kum...
Widderick , Hermann
(To
(To
(To 30th June, 1898.)
... ... Herberton
ditto
(To 30th June, 1897.)
(To 30th June, 1898.)
Grant, William ... ... ... Dalby
(To 80th June, 1897.)
Donnell y, Edward Francis ...  I Gympie
Guthrie, John ...
Templeton, Thomas
Atkin, Martin Edward
Kaylata, Kabral ...
Bailey, Fanny ...
Dunn, Sam
Peng Ho .. ...
Iwers, Annie Catherine
O'Toole, Agnes ...
O'Flaherty, James
Fell, Catherine ...
Chong and Sang ...
Morton, Hugh ...
Maidens , Walter ...
Tillman, William...
Yee Wah Chong ...
Walsh and Co. ...
Hogan, Denis ...
Muldoon, Peter ...
Lee, Margaret ...
Costello, Robert ...
Strewd, Anna M....
Gilpin, Richard  ..
Barter, G. and W.
Bell, Frances Jane
Kwong Sing and Co.
Purcell, James ...
Halifax
ditto
Ipswich
Isisford
Longreach
Mackay
ditto
Mount Morgan
ditto
ditto
Mungindi
(To 30th June, 1898.)
... ... I Mungindi
... ... ditto
(To 30th June, 1897.)
Port Douglas
ditto
Rockhampton
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
(To 30th.. June, 1898.)
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
dittoditto
ditto
ditto
30th June, 1897.)
... I Charters Towers
ditto
ditto
ditto
Clermont
ditto
ditto
Cleveland
. , . I Cooktown
30th June, 1898.)
.. Cooktown
ditto
30th June, 1897.)
...  1 Cunnamulla
Rockhampton
South Brisbane
ditto
(To 30th June, 1897.)
... Thursday Island
Keary,  Matilda ...
Dishen, George Charles ...
... Toowoomba
Townsville
Winton
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HE followingT
l1 information.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1897.
NOTICES TO MARINERS.
Notices to  Mariners  are published for general
ROBERT PHILP.
[Extract from New Zealand Gazette, 17th June,  1897.]
No. 8 of  1897.
ADDITIONAL HARBOUR LIGHTS, OTAGO HARBOUR.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 10th June, 1897.
Tus Otago Harbour Board have notified that a plain white light,
elevated 16 feet above high-water level, is exhibited from a black
triangular beacon off Deborah Bay. The beacon is erected in 18 feet
of water at low tide.
The Otago Harbour Board have also notified that on and after
the 1st July,  1897, a plain white light, elevated 16 feet above high-
water level, will be exhibited from the west point of Quarantine
Island.
Both these lights will be exhibited from dusk to daylight.
Caution.-Vessels  bound inwards should pass both these lights
on their port side, and on the starboard side when bound outward.
Charts, &c., affected :-Admiralty Charts Nos. 2532, 2533, and
2411; New Zealand Pilot, pages 305 and 306.
WM. HALL-JONES.
Bourn AUSTRALIA.
No. 4 of  1897.
INVESTIGATOR STRAIT .- KANGAROO ISLAND .- NEPEAN
BAY.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that, for the purpose of indicating the
line of telegraph cable between Yankalilla and Kingscote ,  a bell buoy,
painted green ,  has been placed in latitude 35° 411' south, longitude
137° 421' east ,  in three and three -quarter fathoms of water  L.W.S. ;
.and a green perch buoy off  Bear Point ,  in latitude 35° 40' south,
longitude 37° 39' 60"  east, in three and a-quarter fathoms L.W.S.
These two buoys in line and the two beacons on shore at Kingscote
bear north 72 west, and south 72° east cor .  mag. ; and masters of
vessels are hereby cautioned that when anchoring they must keep well
north or south of that line to avoid the telegraph cable.This notice ,  which affects Chart No. 2389A ,  cancels  Notices Nos.
4 and 5 of 1884.
THOS. N. STEPHENS ,  President Marine Board.
Marine Board Offices ,  Port Adelaide ,  22nd April, 1897.
NOTICE TO MASTERS OF VESSELS NAVIGATING THE
BRISBANE RIVER.
AS the distance between the piers of the new Victoria Bridge is
160 feet, the coloured lights which have hitherto been exhibited
for navigation purposes, being no longer necessary, will be removed.
T. M. ALMOND, Portmaster.
Marine  Department, Brisbane, 6th July, 1897.
NOTICE TO MASTERS OF VESSELS NAVIGATING THE
"NARROWS," BETWEEN PORT CURTIS AND KEPPEL'
BAY.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that dredging operations will shortly be
commenced in the " Narrows," and Masters (f Vessels are
therefore cautioned that, when approaching the dredge, they are to
reduce speed at such distance therefrom as will ensure passing the
dredge plant without injury, as required by Harbour Regulation
No. 28.
Vessels are to pass on that side of the dredge from which a red
flag is  shown by day and a white light by night. The latter is
exhibited in addition to the ordinary anchor light.
T. M. ALMOND, Portmaater
Marine  Department,  Brisbane , 8th July, 1897.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain WALTON DRAKE, Q.M.D.F .,  Acting Naval
Commandant , Q.D.F.
Head-Quarters ,  Naval Brigade,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1897.
No. 234.
THE following changes will take effect from date:-
TOWNSVILLE NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 289, Robert Paterson ,  A.B., is allowed to resign.
CAIRNS NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 180, H. Martin, A .B., is al owed to resign.
MARYBOROUGH NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 174, Second -class Petty Officer J. Watson, is granted six
months' leave of absence ,  from 1st July, 1897.
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Acting Naval Commandant, Q.D.F.
CHANGE OF PREMISES.
Robinson, Henry-Removed from Cemetery street, Toowong, to
Croydon street, Toowong.
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BOROUGH OF SANDGATE.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the .Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Local
Government Act of  1878" and  "The Local Government Act Amend-
ment  Act of  1886," been pleased to approve of the following By-law
made by the Council of the Borough of Sandgate.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by  " The Local Government Act of  1878 " and  " The Local
Government Act Amendment Act of  1886 " Councils of Municipalities
are empowered to make By -laws for all or any of the purposes in
the said Acts mentioned : It is hereby resolved by the Council of
the Municipality of Sandgate, by and with the approval of the
Governor in Council, that the following By-las shall be in force within
the said Municipality from the date of the publication hereof :-
Repeal.
Schedule C of By-law No. 3, published in the  Gazette  dated 24th
October, 1896, is hereby repealed, and the following Schedule is sub-
stituted therefor
SCHEDULE C (Clause 6).
License ,fees.
If issued between 1st January and 30th June- 2 s. d.
Omnibuses ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 10 0
Cabs, Cars, and Wagonettes ... ... 1 0 0
If issued between 30th June and 31st December-
Omnibuses ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
Cabs, Cars and Wagonettes ... ... ... 0 13 4
Drivers' and Conductors' Licenses ... ... ... 0 5 0 each.
General Drivers' Licenses ... ... ... ... 0 10 0 „
The foregoing By-law was passed by special order of the Council of
the Municipality  of Sandgate  on the third day of May, A.D. 1897; the
said  By-law was duly. published  in accordance  with  the provisions of
"The Local  Government  Act of  1878," and  was confirmed at a subsequent
special meeting of the said  Council on the seventh day of June,
A.D. 1897, and  sealed with the common seal of the said Council on the
tenth  day of June, A.D. 1897.
R. W. SOUTHERDEN, Town Clerk.
F. W. B. MANN,  Mayor.
DIVISION OF ADAVALE.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
S Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
IF  Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to approve of the following By-
laws made by the Board of the Division of Adavale.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by  " The Divisional Boards Act  of 1887" it is enacted that
the Board of any Division may make By -laws for all or any of the
purposes in the said Act mentioned : It is hereby resolved by the Board
of the Division of Adavale, by and with the approval of the Governor in
Council, that the following By-laws shall be in force within the said
Division from the date of the publication hereof
BY-LAW No. 10.
The following shall be the rates payable by consumers for the
supply of water  in cases  where the works  for its  storage have been
formed at the expense of the Division ,  or have been placed under the
control of the Board in due course of law
Cattle, 5s. per 100 head for each drink ;
Sheep, 10i. per 1,000 head for each drink;
Horses, including teamsters' bullocks, ld. per head for each
drink.
BY-LAW No. 11.
The following shall be the rates or dues payable upon ferries under
the control of the BoardAdults, is. each ;
Horses, Is. each ;
Buggies and other light vehicles, 10s. each ;
Goods, is. per cwt. up to one ton, over one ton 6d. per cwt.Provided that if the Blackwater ndCooper's Creek be in high flood,
the following rates or dues shall, in addition to the foregoing ,  be payable
in respect of the ferries plying thereon
Adults, 2s. each ;
Horses, 2s. each ;
Buggies and other light vehicles, 15s. each ;
Goods is. per cwt. up to one ton, over one ton 6d. per cwt.
Certificate.
The foregoing By-laws were passed by the Board of the Division of
Adavale at a special meeting called for that purpose on the seventh day
day of May, A.D. 1897 ; the said By-laws were duly published, in accord-
ance with the provisions of  "The Divisional Boards Act  of 1887," and
were confirmed at a subsequent special meeting of the said Board on the
eighteenth day of June, 1897.
A. H. PEGLER, Chairman.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1897.
-HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the morning of the 25th of
December,  1890;  also that a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the crime, not being the principal offender, who shall give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1897.
1
THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum  at Dunwich is
published  in pursuance of the Regulations  for the  management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.'
RETURN FOR THE WSEx ENDED  3RD DAY OF JULY, 1897.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum at date
of previous Report ... ... ... ... 888
Number since admitted ... ... ... ... 5
Number returned from leave ... ... ... 10
903
Number discharged ...
Number died .. ...
1
0
Number  absent on leave ... 3
4
Number  remaining  at date hereof ... ... 599
Admissions  during the week :
Francisco De Pena, 66, carpenter, from Georgetown ; last two
years in Georgetown, and inmate of the hospital there.
Henry Howes, 53, miner, from Clermont ; last two years at
Clermont, and inmate of the hospital there.
Mary Evans, 42, housewife ,  from Rockhampton ;  last two years
in Rockhampton Benevolent Home.
Be-admissions :
Charles  Smith, 66.
William Winn, 30.
Discharged  during the  week:
Alfred Charlton, 45; admitted 28th April, 1892.
Deaths during the week :
Nil.
P. SMITH,  Medical Superintendent.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1897.THEfollowing Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure  on account ofthe Warwick Cemetery, for the year ended 31st December, 1896,
is published  in pursuance  of the provisions of the  " Cemetery Act  1865."
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
WARWICK CEMETERY.
RECEIPTS.  £ s. d.
To Balance  on 1st January, 1896  ... ... ... ... 64 6 3
„ Burial Fees ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 79 0 0
„ Headstones  ... ... ... ... ... ...  12 12 0
„ Land for Private Graves  ... ... ... ... ...  27 6 0
EXPENDITURE.
By Secretary 's Salary ...
„ Sexton 's Salary  ... ... ... ...
Labour ... ... ... ... ...
„ Labels ... ... ...
„  Printing  ... ... ... ... ...
„ Mis cellaneous  ... ... ...
„ Balance in  hand 31st December, 1896
£183 4 3
12 10 0
80 0 0
0 10 0
0 16 6
2 5 0Oil  0
86 11 9
£183 4 3
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Warwick Cemetery, do hereby
solemnly and sincerely declare that the above Statement is correct; and
we make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to
be true, and by virtue of the provisions of the  "Oaths Act of  1867."
C. BEEVOR DAVENEY,
WM. WALLACE,
Trustees.
JOHN HEALY,
Declared before me, at Warwick, this first day of July, 1897.
FRAs . B. WOODS, J.P.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
A
N  Office for the transaction of all  business  connected with the
above is now open in a portion of the Ports ' and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted by the Assistant Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns in the Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers in  charge, stating the class of men required, the work to be
done, and the wages offered ; and applicants seeking work should
personally register their names and addresses.
Information respecting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district  is always  obtainable at the Head Office.
J. O'N. BRENAN, Officer in Charge.
NOTICE.AT a Special Court of Petty Sessions  held this day, MORGAN J.
RYAN was appointed Poundkeeper and Bailiff of the Small
Debts Court at Taroom for the ensuing twelve months,  vice  Martin
Hickey, resigned.
M. BURKE, Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House, Taroom, 6th July, 1897.
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Date of
Death.
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH .-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.
N
OTICE is  hereby given , that  applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title  to the  Lands hereinafter
mentioned .  Particulars  of such  applications are given  below ,  and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat .,  o:: or
before the day specified ,  at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane ,  unless the lands are situated within the Central
or Northern District ,  in which case the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton or Townsville.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
1897.
Michael Mackey, late  of 6 Jan.
Bundaberg ,  labou rer
1987.
Archibald Stewart .  late of 20 Aug.
Warwick ,  freeholder
1886.
Thomas Walker ,  late of 20 Oct.
Brisbane ,  but formerly of
St. Andrew  street , Leith,
in the county of Edin-
burgh,  Scotland, dri ll
instructor
Andrew Anderson Maclliar-
mid, late of South Coast
Junction ,  near Brisbane,
insurance manager
Martin Freney,  late of
Cooper's Plains, near
Brisbane ,  freeholder
1893.
1 Oct.
1897.
7 April
James  Gibney ,  late of
Toowong,  foreman
Keeren Rohen  (otherwise
Rohan  ),  late of Brisbane,
freeholder
Thomas  Paul  (otherwise
Thomas )  Jones ,  late of
Warwick ,  farmer
Thomas Paul  (otherwise
Thomas )  Jones aloresaid
Frances Lydia Huntington,
late of Rockhampton,
widow
The Right  Reve rend Edward
Wyndham  Tufnell, for-
merly  Bishop of Brisbane.
but late of Felpham, in
the county  of Sussex,
England ,  clerk, D.D.
Arthur Gleanie Bundock,
late of Townsville, com-
mission agent
Name of  Claimant.
Estate
Description and Situation of Land ,  claimed to be
transmitted.
John Mackey, of Kilkivan,  Subdivision 2 of allotment 2 of suburban
near Maryborough,  la- section 1, county of Cook,  parish of Kalkie
bourer
Margaret Stewart, of the
same place ,  widow of
deceased
Allotment 11 of section 29, town of  Warwick
Margaret  Walker ,  of Pet rie
terrace, Brisbane afore-
said, widow of deceased
Amy Constance MacKenzie
MacDiarmid ,  of the  same
place, widow  of deceased
James William Freney, of
Cooper 's Plains aforesaid,
State school teacher, and
John Thomas Freney, of
the same place,  black-
smith
Subdivisions 1 and 2 of section 3 of portion
201, county  of Stanley ,  parish  of Enog-
gera
[10TH  JULY, 1897.
Particulars  of Will or
otherwise.
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
1897.
Fee-simple ... Letters of Administra-
tion
17 Aug.
j 1897.
Fee-simple .. Will dated 28 February ,  17 Aug.
1877
!897.
Fee-simple ... Letters of Administra -  17 Aug.
tion
1897.
Portions 127 and  128 and subdivisions A and Fee-simple  ...  Will dated 17 Decem -  17 Aug.
C of portion 121, county of Stanley ,  parish
of Tingalpa
ber, 1889
1897.
Portions 275 to 278,  281 to 263,  370, and Fee -simple  ...  Will dated 8 January ,  17 Aug.
rosubdivisions 259 and 285 of subdivision 2
of portion  25. county  of Stanley ,  parish of
Oxley ; portions  17 (Cooper 's Plains) and
391, county  of Stanley ,  parish  of Yeerong-
pilly ; rosubdivisions  47, 50,  61, and 124 of
subdivision 2 of suburban portion 176, and
subdivision 15 of eastern suburban  allot-mot 122, countyl of Stanley ,  parish of
Both Brisbane
1897. 1897.
7 Jan. Margaret  Gibney, of the
Fame place,  widow of
deceased
Resubdivision 66 of subdivision 1 of allot -  Fee-simple ... Will dated 1 Decem -  17 Aug.
ment 2  of portion 1, county of  Stanley,
parish of  Toombul
1890. 1837.
2 Oct. Margaret Rohen and Mary
Ann Roben ,  both  of Bris-
bane ,  spinsters
Subdivision 2 of north-eastern suburban Fee-simple ... Will dated  1 October, 17 Aug.
allotment 78, county of Stanley, parish of
North Brisbane
1873. 1897.
17 Dec.
1873.
17 Dec.
1897.
14 April
1896.
Mary Jones,  deceased,
widow of the said Thomas
Paul Jones
James Jones and Thomas
Jones,  both  of Killarney,
farmers
Robert Francis Huntington,
of the same place,
plumber
Portions 300, 4i5A, and 446A, county of Life estate  ...  Will dated 17 Decem- 17 Aug.
Merivale ,  parish of Warwick
Po rt ions 300 ,  446A, and 446A, county of Fee -simple in
Merivale ,  parish of Warwick remainder
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
1b97
her, 1896
1890
ber,1873
1897.
Will dated  17 Decem -  17 Aug.
ber, 1873
Subdivision 3 of allotment 9 of section 37,1 Fee-simple  ...  I Letters of Administra-
town of Rockhampton
NORTHERN DISTRICT.
tion
1897.
20 Aug.
I 1897.
3 Dec .  Laura Louisa Tufnell ,  of 9 Portions 1 to 4 and  67, county  of Car.isle ,  Fee-simple  ...  Will dated 22 August , '  27 Aug.
Queen 's Mansions ,  Vic- parish of  Howard ; allotment 7 of section 1882
toria  street ,  in the  3, allotment 4 of section  9,  allotment 2 of
county of  London ,  widow section 10, allotments 2 and 3 of section 13,
of deceased allotment  2 of section  26, allotment 2 of
section  64, and allotment  1 of section 65,
town of Bowen  ;  allotment  10 of  section 23
and allotment 3 of section 24, town of
Mackay
1892. 1897.
12 Feb .  The Curator of Intestate Subdivision  5 of section 3 of suburban  por- Fee-simple  ...  Order  of the  Supreme 20 Aug.
Estates tion 4 of section  1A, county  of Elphinstone ,  Court dated  4 April,
parish of Coonambelah 1895
Registrar  of Titles' Office, Brisbane, 10th July, 1897. J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
KE NOTICE ,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the p ro visions of the Real Property Acts of
X 1861  and 1877 .  Any person desiring to oppose will  require to lodge ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of the said Acts,
on or before the day named.
Description  and Situation  of Land.
Subdivision 18 of allotment 266, parish of North Brisbane ...
Subdivision 28 of portion 59, parish of Rockhampton ... ...
Subdivision 1 of allotment 6 of section 8, at the swamp on the
Drayton Reserve, county of Aubigny, parish of Drayton
Allotment 262,  county  of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane ...
Name of Applicant. Date within which a Careit
may be Lodged.
Catherine Trackson (wife of James Trackson, 17th August, 1897.
of Brisbane , electrician), and Mary, Jane
Casey (wife of George Casey,  of Brisbane
aforesaid ),-  as Devisees  under the Will of
Michael McGrath,  late of Brisbane afore-
said , freeholder, deceased
George Evans, of Rockhampton,  carter  .. 20th August, 1897.
Peter Thomson ... ... ... ... ... 17th August, 1897.
Augustus Charles Gregory ... 17th August, 1897.
Registrar  of Titles'  Ofce, Brisbane, 10th July, 1897. J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar  of Titles.
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Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1897.
OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or after the 31st July,N 1897, in conformity with the 117th section of the  " Real
Property Act of  1861," to issue, in the name of Isaac Harding, a
provisional Certificate of Title for portion 91A, county of Ward, parish
of Pimpama, in place of Certificate of Title No. 110117, volume 709,
folio 107, which has been lost or mislaid.
J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 7th July, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, that CHARLES HOLME BAIRD is licensed as a
Surveyor qualified to act under the provisions and for the
purposes of the Real Property Acts of 1861 and 1877, and subject to
the Regulations of this Department.
J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
Judges' Chambers, District Court,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1897.
DISTRICT COURTS.
FURTHER AMENDED NOTICE.
IN pursuance of  "The District Courts Act,  1891," and by virtue of
the provisions of the same, I do hereby appoint the undermen-
tioned day for holding Sittings of the District Court at Cunnamulla
during the year 1897, in lieu of the day published in the  Government
Gazette  of 12th June, 1897
Criminal Sittings. Civil Sittings.
CUNNAMULLA.
Thursday, 23rd September ...  I  Thursday, 23rd September
GEO. W. PAUL, Judge District Courts.
Approved-W. HORATIO WILSON, Acting Attorney-General.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Johann Franz
Niemann, of Gympie, in the colony of Queensland, carpenter, by
the said Johann Franz Niemann.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Johann Franz Niemann be and lie is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further, ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Johann Franz Niemann, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Twenty-second day of July, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Johann Franz Niemann shall,
on the Twentieth day of July, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names  and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this seventh day of July, 1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
LESLIE  J4MIESON, Solicitor, Gympie.
Town Agents- Messrs . O'SHEA AND O'SHEA,
]2s. 6d. Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
(MR. ACTING JUSTICE NOEL, in Chambers.)
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Richard Henry
Dutton, of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, horse-
driver, by the said Richard Henry Dutton,  in forma pauperis.
WEDNESDAY, THE SIXTEENTH DAY OF JUNE, A.D. 1897.
U
the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
l,^ the said Richard Henry Dutton be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in formic pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser,  Esquire,
be Official Trustee of  his Estate . And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Richard Henry
Dutton, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of
the Registrar of this Court on the Second day of July, 1897, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said Richard Henry Dutton shall, on the First day of July,
1897, at Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate  a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities
of every kind, and of the names and residences,  so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this first day of July, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,. Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor, Flinders street, Townsville.
Agent for FOLLETT MILFORD, Solicitor for Insolvent,
14s. 6d. Gill street, Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
(MR. ACTING JUSTICE NOEL, in Chambers.)
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency Petition  against  John James Ryan,
of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the
said John James Ryan,  in forma pauperis.
WEDNESDAY,  THE SIXTEENTH DAY  OF JUNE, A.D. 1897.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said John James Ryan be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent
in  formic pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said John James Ryan,
for the election of .a Trustee, be held at the Office of the  Registrar
of this Court on the Second day of July, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the  said  John James Ryan
shall, on the First day of July, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true,  and accurate statement , verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of
his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this first day of July, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
FOLLETT MILFORD, Solicitor for Insolvent,
13s. 6d. Gill street, Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of  a Special  Resolution for Liquidation  by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Adolf Neuman,  of Brisbane , in the colony of
Queensland, tailor.
THOMAS EDWARD WHITE, of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Debtor.
All persons having, in their possession any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debt-4 due to the
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts  must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this second day of July, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
ALFRED DowN, Solicitor for the Trustee,
1283 66 Queen street, Brisbane .  9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of  Queenland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of A. Neuman, of Brisbane, in Liquidation by
Arrangement
THE Creditors of the abovenamed who have not already proved
J their debts are required, on or before the Seventeenth day of
July, 1897, to send their  names and  addresses, and the particulars of
their debts  or claims, to  me, the undersigned, Thomas Fdward White,
of Edward street, Brisbane, the Trustee under the Liquidation, or in
default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of the dividend
proposed to be declared.
Dated this sixth day of July, 1897.
1399
THOS. E. WHITE,  Trustee.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of Arthur Joseph Bracknell Donald, of Longreach, in
the colony of Queensland, wood-cutter, an Insolvent.DAVID CANNON, hotelkeeper, of Longreach, in th  colony ofQueensland, has been appointed Trustee of the pro erty of the
Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this fifth day of July, 1897.
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,  Registrar.
FITZGERALD AND MAJOR,
Solicitors for the Trustee, Longreach.
Town Agents-REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
1413 Quay street, Rockhampton. 9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of George Ker, of Cessford, Geraldton, in the colony
of. Queensland, selector, insolvent.
ON the sixteenth day of June, 1897, a Certificate of Discharge was
granted to George Ker, of Cessford, Geraldton, selector, who
was adjudicated insolvent on the third day of January, 1894.
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
1420 4s. Gd.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Gray, of Rockhampton, in the colony of
Queensland, watchmaker and jeweller, an Insolvent.
ON the thirteenth day of June, 1894, a Certificate of Discharge wasgranted to James Gray, of Rockhampton aforesaid, who 
adjudicated insolvent on the twenty-ninth day of December, 1888, but
the issue thereof was suspended for the term of three years.
Dated this eighth day of July, 1897.
SYDNEY PRITCHARD,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1402
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy  Registrar.
76.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Composition of Joseph Catip, of Barcaldine, in
the colony of Queensland ,  storekeeper ,  carrying on business at
Barcaldine afo re said and at Clermont ,  in the said colony, under
the style of " Catip B ro thers."
QEORGE CANNON, of  Brisbane,  accountant,  has been appointedTrustee under this Composition.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this eighth day of ..July, 1897.
1406
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR..IUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of Robert Hope, of Nerang, in the colony of
Queensland, storekeeper, an Insolvent.
ON the Eighteenth day of August, 1897, at Ten o'clock in the
forenoon, Robert Hope, of Nerang, in the colony of Queensland,
storekeeper, adjudicated insolvent on the ninth day of May, 1894, will
apply to this Court, at Brisbane, for a Certificate' of Discharge.
Dated this ninth day of July, 1897.
1412
WILLIAM THOMAS ATTHOW,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
81 Queen street,  Brisbane.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Peter Abraham Abrahamsen, of Tambo, in the
colony of Queensland, wheelwright, an Insolvent.
j
ON the Eleventh day of August, 1897, at Ten o'clock in the fore-
noon, Peter Abraham Abrahamsen, of Tambo, in the colony of
Queensland, wheelwright, formerly publican, adjudicated insolvent on
the seventeenth day of December, 1884, will apply to the Supreme
Court of Queensland, at Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this ninth day of July, 1897.
1440
J. NICOL ROBINSON,
Solicitor  for the said  Insolvent.
7s.
In the Supreme; Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of Proceedings for- Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by James Kelly, of Mount
Morgan, in the colony of Queensland, storekeeper, trading as
"James Kelly and Co."
NOTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of theCreditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to
be held at the Office of Messrs. Pattison and Tyler, solicitors, East
street, Rockhampton, on the Twenty-first day of July, 1897, at Three
o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this second day of July, 1897.
PATTISON AND TYLER,
East street, Rockhampton, Attorneys for the said James Kelly.
1403 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court-of jQueensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of G. Conroy, of Chinchilla, in Liquidation by
Arrangement.THE Creditors of the abovenamed who have not already provedtheir debts are required, on or before the Nineteenth day of
July, 1897, to send their names and addresses, and the particulars of
their debts or claims, to me, the undersigned, Thomas Edward White,
of Edward street, Brisbane, the Trustee under the Liquidation, or in
default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of the dividend
proposed to be declared.
Dated this seventh  day  of July, 1897.
THOS. E. WHITE, Trustee.
1411 6s. 6d.
[10TH Jl7LY,  1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Henry Brodie, of Toowoomba, auctioneer
and commission agent, trading as " Brodie & Co.," an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
ASECOND Dividend, at the rate of 111d. in the £, is now payableat this Office, upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL, Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers, Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
1426 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Henry Mant, of Milton, labourer, an
Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the Matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent, adjudicated on the twenty-first day of
August, 1896.
Creditors who have not proved their debts  by the  Twenty-sixth
day of July, 1897, will be excluded.
GILSON FOXTON,
Deputy Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers, Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
1431 oos. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Salim Hanna Bishara Malouf, of South Brisbane,
fruiterer ,  an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudicated on the twenty -fourth day of
March, 1897.
Creditors  who have not  proved their  debts by the  Fifth day of
August, 1897 ,  will be excluded.
GILSON FOXTON,
Deputy Official Trustee  in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers ,  Brisbane , 8th July, 1897.
1427  58. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Richard Millars, of Gympie, engine-driver, an
Insolvent.
. A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent, adjudicated on the thirtieth day of
April, 1897.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Fifth day of
August, 1897, will be excluded.
GILSON FOXTON, Deputy Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers, Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
1428 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of  William  George Sherrington , of Avondale,
storekeeper ,  an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended  to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent,  adjudicated  on the twelfth day of April,
1897.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Twenty-sixth
day of July, 1897, will be excluded.
GILSON FOXTON, Deputy Official  Trustee  in Insolvency.'
Insolvency Chambers, Brisbane, 8th•July, 1897.
1433 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Rebecca Fitzgerald ,  of Winton, licensed victualler,
an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent, adjudicated on the tenth day of March,
1897.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Nineteenth day
of August ,  1897, will be excluded.
GILSON FOXTON,  Deputy Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers, Brisbane ,  8th July, 1897.
1429 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Peter McKinnon ,  of Kangaroo Point, Brisbane,
butcher ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudicated  on the  twentieth day of
November, 1896.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Sixth day of
August, 1897 ,  will be excluded.
GILSON FOXTON , Deputy Official  Trustee in Insolvency,
Insolvency Chambers ,  Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
1434 5s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Jacob Brown, of Gympie,  miner , an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the Matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent, adjudicated on the seventh day of April,
1897.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Fifth day of
August, 1897, will be excluded.
GILSON FOXTON,
Deputy Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,  Brisbane , 8th July, 1897.
1430 5s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Soutter, of Brisbane , gardener , an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent, adjudicated on the thirty-first day of
December, 1895.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Twenty-sixth
day of July, 1897, will be excluded.
GILSON FOXTON,
Deputy Official  Trustee in  Insolvency.
Insolvency  Chambers,  Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
1432 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Davies, formerly of Normanton, now of
Croydon, in the colony of Queensland, watchmaker and jeweller.
FIRST Dividend, at the  rate of 2s . 6d. in the £, has been declaredA upon all duly proved and a mitted claims n he above Estate,
and is now  payable at my Office, Eagle street, Brisbane.
Dated this fifth day of July, 1897.
GEO. S. HUTTON, Trustee.
1409 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Davies, formerly of Normanton, now of
Croydon, in the colony of Queensland, watchmaker and jeweller.
A SECOND Dividend, at the  rate of Is . 3d. in the £ (making3s.  9d. to date), has been declared upon all duly proved and
admitted claims in the above Estate, and is now payable at my Office,
Eagle street ,  Brisbane.
Dated this fifth day of July, 1897.
GEO. S. HUTTON, Trustee.
1408 4s. 6d.
In the Matter of Samuel Berliner ,  trading as  "  S. Berliner  &  Co.," of
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, importer, in Liquidation.
A
SECOND Dividend, of 3s. in the £ (making 8s. to date), is
payable in the above Estate, on all claims proved and admitted,
on and after MONDAY, the Fifth day of July, 1897, at my Office,
Eagle  street, Brisbane.
1410
GEO. S . HUTTON,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
Ah Toy,  Ravenswood Junction ,  storekeeper ,  insolvent , in  formd
pauperis.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended  to be  declared in the above Estate.
Proofs of  debt must  be lodged at once with-
C. REG. TIDEMAN,  Trustee,  Flinders street,  Townsville.
1418 2s. 6d.
Ali Toy, Ravenswood Junction ,  storekeeper,  insolvent,  informd
pauperis.A FIRST and Final Dividend,  of 64d.  in the  £,  upon all debts
proved and admitted,  is now payable at the Office of Hall and
Gibbs,  Flinders street,  Townsville.
C. REG .  TIDEMAN,
Trustee.
1419 Ss. 6d.
In the Estate  of C. H.  Palmer.
A
THIRD and Final Dividend, of 44d. in the £,  is now  payable at
my Office.
J. A. MICHELMORE,  Trustee.
1422 2s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands  of Susanna  Harrold, late of Toowoomba, in the colony
of Queensland, married woman (lately the wife of Robert Harrold,
of the same place, storekeeper), deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will he made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real estate of the
abovenamed Susanna Harrold, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to  Robert Al arrold, of Toowoomba aforesaid, storekeeper, the
husband and widower of the said deceased.
Dated this third-, day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven,
C.U. BOYDE MACKAY,
Solicitor for the  said  Robert Harrold,
Margaret street , Toowoomba.
1106 8s.
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In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Will of Albert Rudolph Hugo Pietzcker, late of South Brisbane,
in the colony of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Hannah Pietzcker,
the Administratrix in the abovenamed Estate, from the third
day of August, 1896, to the fourth day of May, 1897, has this day
been filed in my Office, duly verified by the said Hannah Pietzcker.
All parties  claiming to  be interested in the said Estate are at liberty
to inspect the said Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, on or before MONDAY, the Sixteenth day of August next,
and, if they think fit, to object thereto. Notice is  also  given, that
whether any objection is taken to the said Account or not I shall,
after the aforesaid day, proceed  to examine  and inquire  into the said
Account. Notice is further given, that any person who may desire to
object to the said Account, or any item or  items  therein, or the allowance
to the Administratrix  of a commission  thereon,- must before that day
file in my Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this ninth day of July, 1897.
UNMACK AND Fox,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
Solicitors for the said Administratrix,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1417  12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Mary Shepherd, late of Toowoomba, in the colony of
Queensland, widow, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made  to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Mary Shepherd, deceased, may be granted to Emma
Sophia Tomkinson, of Toowoomba aforesaid, the sole Executrix
named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this seventh day of July, A.D. 1897.
A. M. LILLEY,
Solicitor for the said Emma Sophia Tomkinson,
Russell street, Toowoomba.
Town Agent-CHARLES LILLEY, Solicitor,
1407 171 Queen  stre et, Brisbane .  Ss. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Mary Smith, late of Roma, in the colony of Queens.
land, widow,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Mary Smith, deceased, may be granted to Ann Maguire,
of Roma aforesaid (wife of Herbert Rowland Maguire, of the same
place, newspaper proprietor), the sole Executrix named in the said
Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the application,
or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time
before the grant is made.
Dated this:fifth day of June, A.D. 1897.
Town Agents--
R. H. DYBALL,
Solicitor  for the  said Ann Maguire, Roma.
MORRIS AND FLETCHER,
1424 Solicitors, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
9s.
In the Lands and Goods of William Parlour, late of Arthur st re et,
Fortitude Valley ,  Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  labourer,
deceased ,  intestate.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that ,  after the expiration of fourteen days
from the publication hereof, application will  be made to this
Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal estate
of the abovenamed Wil liam Parlour ,  deceased ,  who died intestate,
may be granted to Eleanor Alice Parlour, of Musgrave  road, Red
Hi ll, Brisbane aforesaid ,  daughter of the said deceased.
Dated this eighth day of July, 1897.
1425
CHAS. LONGLAND,
Solicitor for the said Eleanor Alice Parlour,
142 Queen street, Brisbane.
78.
In the  Sup reme Court  of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will of Samuel William Harry, late of Charters Towers, in the
colony of Queensland , miner , deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days  from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made  to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Samuel William Harry, deceased, may be granted to
Sarah Hannah Harry, of Charters Towers, widow, the sole Executrix
named in the said Will, and there being no executor appointed
thereby. Any person interested who desires to object to the applica-
tion, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat at any time before the
grant is made.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of June, A.D. 1897.
1437
R. WYNN WILLIAMS,
Solicitor for the said Sarah Hannah Harry,
Mosman street, Charters Towers.
8s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Will of James Swadling, late of Mount Morgan, near E ock-
hampton, in the colony of Queensland, labourer, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed James Swadling, deceased, may be granted to Samuel
Lee, of Mount Morgan aforesaid, printer and publisher, and James
Armstrong the elder, of Gracemere, near Rockhampton aforesaid,
agricultural overseer, the Executors named in the said Will. Any
person interested who desires to object to the application, or to be
heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at Rockhampton, at
any time befo re the grant is made.
Dated this sixth day of July, A.D. 1897.
1443
LOUIS EDWARD HOBLER,
Solicitor for the Executors,
Fitzroy Chambers ,  Denham street ,  Rockhampton.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Ernestina Wilhelmina Louisa Tanzer,
late of Spring Creek,  near  Clifton, in the colony of Queensland,
widow, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
Jr days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made  to this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and
personal Estate  of the abovenamed Ernestina Wilhelmina Louisa
Tanzer, deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to George
William Tanzer, of Spring Creek,  near  Clifton, in the colony of
Queensland , farmer, the lawful son and one of the next of kin of the
said deceased.
Dated this first day of July, A.D. 1897.
J. R. CURNOW,
Solicitor for the said George William Tanzer,
Palmerin street, Warwick.
Town Agents-FoxToN AND HAYA$D, Brisbane.
1442 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of James Hart, formerly of Pleasant Hill, Lord John
Swamp, near  Warwick, in the colony of Queensland, farmer,
but late of Warwick aforesaid, freeholder, without occupation,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication  hereof,  application will
be made  to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed  James Hart, deceased, may be granted to Lucy Hart, of
Warwick aforesaid, widow, and William Hart, of the same place,
bootmaker, two of the  Executors  named in the said Will ; William
Collins, of Warwick  aforesaid , butcher, the other Executor named
in the  said  Will, having renounced Probate thereof. Any person
interested  who desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon
it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any  time  before the  grant is
made.
Dated this sixth day of July, A.D. 1897.
J. R. CURNOW,
Solicitor for the said Lucy Hart and William Hart, Warwick.
1441 9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of John Crees, late of Rochford, in the colony of
Queensland ,  grazier ,  deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication-hereof, application will
be made to  this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed John Crees, deceased, may be granted to Susan Crees,
widow, and Charles Percival Dunning Crees, gentleman, both of
Rochford, the Executrix and Executor named in the said Will. Any
person interested who desires to object to the app li cation ,  or to be
heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before
the grant is made.
Dated this second day of July, A.D. 1897.
1436
H. PERSKE,
Solicitor  for the  said Susan Crees and
Charles Percival Dunning Crees,
The Arcade,  Charters Towers.
8s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
In the Will of Samuel Richard Shambrook, late of Cairns, in the
colony of Queensland, aerated water manufacturer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Samuel Richard Shambrook, deceased, may be granted to
Robert Sturt, of Cairns aforesaid, auctioneer, one of the Executors
named in the said Will ; the other Executor named therein, Robert
Taylor Hartley, of Mackay, in the said colony, Sub-Collector of
Customs, having renounced Probate thereof. Any person  interested
who desires to object to the application , or to  be heard upon it, may
file a caveat in the Registry  at any time  before the  grant is made.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of June, A.D. 1897.
ERNEST A. MILFORD,
Solicitor for the said Robert Sturt,
Abbott  street, Cairns.
Town Agents-BERNAYS AND OsBORNE,
1400 150 Queen street, Brisbane.  9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Will of Thomas Lynam, late of Rockhampton, in the colony of
Queensland, officer in charge of the Government Powder Maga-
zine, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication. hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Thcmas Lynam, deceased, may be granted to Francis
Lynam (in the said Will called Francis Hanah Lynam, of Rock-
hampton aforesai'l, widow, the sole Executrix named in the said
Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the application,
or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at Rock-
hampton, at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this second day of July, A.D. 1897.
1391
LOUIS EDWARD HOBLER,
Solicitor  for the  Executrix,
Fitzroy Chambers,  Denham street ,  Rockhampton.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of John Henry Reynolds, late of Brisbane, in the colony
of Queensland, printer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed John Henry Reynolds, deceased, may be granted to
Queensland Trustees, Limited (in the Will called The Queensland
Trustees Company, Limited), the sole Executors named in the said.
Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the application,
or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time
before the grant  is made.
Dated this seventh day of July, 1897.
1414
UNMACK AND FOX,
Solicitors for the Executors,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the  Will and Codicil  of Thomas Nico ll,  late of Toorak, near
Melbourne ,  in the colony of Victoria ,  gentleman ,  deceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that, after the expiration of fourteen
l days from the date of the pub lication hereof, app lication wi ll
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the W il l and
Codicil of  the abovenamed Thomas Nico ll,  late of Toorak, near
Melbou rn e, in the colony of Victoria ,  gentleman, deceased, may be
granted to Jessie Buist Nico ll ,  of Melbourne afo re said, widow, the
Executrix named in the said Will and Codicil ,  reserving leave for
Archibald  Menzies, Robert Hi ll  Kinnear ,  and Robert Jonathan
Jeffray ,  the Executors named in the said Wi ll  and Codic il,  who reside
out of the jurisdiction of the said Honourable Court ,  to come in and
pro ve at any time he re after .  Any person interested who desires to
object to the  application ,  or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat
in the Registry at any time befo re  the grant is made.
Dated this sixth day of July ,  A.D. 1897.
1439
HART, FLOWER, AND DRURY,
Solicitors for the  said Jessie  Buist Nicoll,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
Ils.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of William Henry Stuart, formerly of Mount Cotton
Queensland, but lately of Slack's Creek, in the colony of Queens-
land ,  gentleman ,  deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the date of the publication hereof, application will be made
to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the above-
named William Henry Stuart, deceased, may be granted to Sarah
Stuart, of Slack's Creek, in the said colony, widow, the sole Executor
named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this sixth day of July, 1897.
ARTHUR WILLIAM BALE,
Solicitor for the said Sarah Stuart,
By his Agent--
J. Bsxxiox PntoL,
1428 Queen street, Brisban&.
Beenleigh.
HART, FLOWER, AND DRURY,
Solicitors for the said Denis Edmund Brown,
Adelaide street, 1Biisbane.
9s. 1438 9s. ed.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
In the  Wil of Robert  Clinker Beck, late of Yulabilla, in the
Darling Downs district of the colony of Queensland ,  grazier,
deceased.N OTICE is 'hereby given , that,  after the expiration of fourteen
days  from the  date of the publication hereof ,  application wi ll be
made to this Honourable  Court  that Probate  of the Will  of the above.
named Robert Clinker Beck ,  late of Yulabi lla,  in the Darling Downs
district of the colony of Queensland ,  grazier ,  deceased, may be
granted to Denis Edmund Brown, of Yulabilla aforesaid,  grazier, the
sole Executor named in the said Wi ll.  Any person interested who
desires to object to the application ,  or to be heard upon it, may file a
caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this sixth day of July4 1897.
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STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
MARTHA LYDIA DUNSTAN FOUNTAIN, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Martha Lydia Dunstan Fountain, late of Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, widow, deceased, who died on or about the
second day of May; 1897, at Bowen Hills, Brisbane aforesaid, and
Probate of whose Will was, on the second day of July, 1897, duly
granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to James Falshaw
Fountain, of Burpengary (North Coast Railway line), near Brisbane
aforesaid , railway contrac•or, and William Steele, of Brisbane afore-
said, merchant, the Executors named in the said Will, are hereby
required to send in, in writing, particulars of their debts or claims to
the said Executors, at the Offices of the undersigned, their solicitors,
on or before MON 1)AY, the Sixteenth day of August, 1897. And
notice is hereby  also given , that after the expiration of the last-
mentioned day the said Executors will proceed to distribute the assets
of the said deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto, having regard
only to the claims of which the said Executors shall then have had
notice, and that the said Executors will not be liable, for the  assets or
any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim the
said Executors  shall not have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this ninth day of July, A.D. 1897.
1415
W. H. WILSON AND HEMMING,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors  for the  said Executors.
15s.
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192 acres 3 roods, more or less, being part of the land described in the
said Deed of Grant, or any part thereof, and applying the moneys
raised thereby in discharging the indebtedness of the said Trustees
in respect of the said lands, and the costs, charges, and expenses
connected with this application and the said Bill, and in discharging
the cost of buildings and improvements hereafter to be erected or
made on Subdivision No. 1 of the said portion ; also of leasing, and,
with the approval of the Governor in Council, of selling or exchanging
for other lands the said Subdivision No. 3, or any part thereof; also
of making by-laws for the regulation of all matters concerning or
connected with any part of the said lands, and admission thereto or
expulsion therefrom, and the  rates  or charges to be paid for admission
thereto or to any building thereon, and for the general  management
of the said lands, and of making provision for penalties in respect of
offences against such by-laws.
Dated this sixteenth day of June, 1897.
1312
For Self and Co-Trustees,
WALTER DUNCAN THOMAS.
13s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended to apply to the
Parliament of Queensland, in the present session thereof,
for a Bill to enable Priscilla Romberg, of Charters Towers, in the
colony of Queensland, widow, Samuel Hattersley Ineson, of Charters
Towers aforesaid, sharebroker, and Robert Meadowcroft Joseph, of
Charters Towers aforesaid, miner, the Trustees of the Will and Codicil
of John Romberg, of Charters Towers  aforesaid , freeholder,  deceased,
and the Trustees or Trustee for the time being of the said Will and
Codicil, to sell and dispose of, either free from or subject  to existing
charges and encumbrances ,  and to mortgage ,  charge, encumber, or
demise all the lands, tenements, and hereditaments devised by the
Will and Codicil of the said John Romberg, deceased, and to enable
the said Priscilla Romberg, Samuel Hattersley Ineson, and Robert
Meadowcroft Joseph, as Trustees of the said Will and Codicil, and
other the Trustees or Trustee for the time being of the said Will and
Codicil, to receive and invest the proceeds of such sale or disposal and
any fine or premium received upon any such demise, and any other
moneys forming part of the estate of the said deceased, with power to
sell and dispose of any shares, bonds, or debentures received as part
or whole consideration for any such sale or demise, and to hold such
investments and the annual income thereof upon the trusts declared
by the said Will and Codicil of and concerning the lands, tenements,
and hereditaments which may be so sold, disposed of, or demised, and
to confer upon the said Priscilla Romberg, Samuel Hattersley Ineson,
and Robert Meadowcroft Joseph, and other the Trustees or Trustee
for the time being of the said Will and Codicil, all proper and
necessary powers for carrying out the objects of the said Bill.
Dated this first day of July, 1897.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for the said Priscilla Romberg, Samuel Hattersley  Ineson,
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.,
CATHERINE BURNS, deceased,
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the "  Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against
the Estate of Catherine Burns, late of Augathella, in the colony of
Queensland, widow, licensed victualler, deceased, who died on or
about the first day of February, 1897, at Augathella aforesaid, and
Probate of whose Will was, on the twenty-third day of June, 1397,
duly granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to John William
Weir, of Augathella aforesaid, carrier and selector, Daniel Cavanagh,
of the some  place , drover, and Mary Anne Ginn (the wife of James
Patrick Ginn, of the same place, storekeeper), the Executors named
in the said Will, are hereby required to send in, in writing, particulars
of their debts or claims to the said Executors, at the Offices of the
undersigned , their solicitors,  on or  before MONDAY, the Twenty-
third day of August, 1897. And notice is hereby also given, that
after the expiration of the last-mentioned day the said Executors
wi ll  pro ceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst
the persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which
the said Executors shall then have had notice, and that the said
Executors will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so
distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim the said Executors
shall not have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this ninth day of July, A.D. 1897.
1416
W. H. WILSON AND HJ`MMING,
Selbo rne Chambers ,  Adelaide street ,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Executors.
15s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  GEORGE POPE, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of  " Tile Trustees and Incapacitated
.Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons
having any claims or demands upon or against, or claiming any interest
in, the Estate of George Pope, late of South Brisbane, in the colony
of Queensland, labourer, deceased, who died on or about the eleventh
day of April, 1896, at South Brisbane aforesaid, intestate, and of
whose real and personal estate and effects Letters of Administration
were, on the twenty-ninth day of June, 1896, granted by the Supreme
Court of Queensland to Elizabeth Pope, of South Brisbane aforesaid,
the lawful widow of the said deceased, are hereby required to send in
particulars of their debts or claims to J. Nicol, Robinson, of Queen
street, Brisbane, Solicitor for the said Administratrix, on or before
the Fourteenth day of August, 1897. And notice is hereby also given,
that after that date the said Administratrix will proceed to distribute
the assets of the said deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which she shall then have had
notice, and that the said Administratrix will not be liable, for the
assets or  any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt
or claim she shall not then have had notice.
Dated this ninth day of July, 1897.
1435
J. NICOL ROBINSON,
Solicitor for the said Elizabeth Pope,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
14s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE ishereby given, that it is intended to apply to theParliament of Queensland, in the present session thereof, for a
Bill to confer upon the Trustees for the time being of all those lands
reserved fo • a Racecourse, situate in the county of Cook and parish
of Bundaberg, in the said colony, containing by admeasurement 297
acres  3 roods, and being the whole of the lands contained in Deed of
Grant No .  84295 ,  and known as the  "  Bundaberg Racecourse," the
power of giving mortgages  of Subdivision 3 of Portion  26, containing
14,04
and Robert Meadowcro ft Joseph,
Gill street, Charters Towers.
18s.
CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP UNDER "THE
MERCANTILE ACT OF 1867."W vW E, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have entered intoPartnership, under " The Mercantile  Act of  1867 " :--r
The name of the firm under  which the partnership  is to be con-
ducted is-" The Vulcan Quartz-Crushing Company, Limited."
The general partners of the firm are-Constantine  Francis
Mathea,  of Kingsbo ro ugh , in the colony of Queensland,  quartz -crush-
ing mill -owner, and William Palmer Crowley, of Thornborough
District, in the said colony,  grazier . The special  partner of  the firm is
Elizabeth Groves, of Weatherboard, Port Douglas, Herberton  road, in
the said  colony, widow.
The general  partners  contribute the sum of 22,000, which sum
re presents  the value of the Vulcan Mill Battery  and effects , in which
they each held a one-half share. The special  partner  contributes the
sum of £400.
Nature of  business  to be transacted - Mining and quartz -crushing.
Principal place of  business -A locality in the Cook District,
known as "  Sam the  Roman's,"  on the Hodgkinson Gold Field, in the
said colony.
Term of partnership-Five years from the thirteenth day of
February, A.D. 1897; the date of  the termination  being the Twelfth
day of February, A.D. 1902.
Dated this  first  day of June, A.D. 1897._
Signed by  the said Constantine Francis  Mathea , in the presence of
-J. WILLIAMS, J.P.
C. F. MATHEA.
And by the said William  Palmer  Crowley,  in the presence of-
J. WILLIAMS, J.P.
W. P. CROWLEY.
And by the said Elizabeth Groves,  in the presence  of-DAVID
ORD, J.P.
E. GROVES.
This certificate  was signed  and acknowledged to be correct by the
said Constantine Francis Mathes, before me, the first day of June,
A.D. 1897-
J. WILLIAMS, J.P.
This certificate  was signed  and acknowledged to be correct by the
said William Palmer Crowley, before me, the thirtieth day of May,
A.D. 1897-
J. WILLIAMS, J.P.
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This certificate was signed and acknowledged to be correct by the
said Elizabeth Groves, before me, the twenty-second day of February,
A.D. 1897-
DAVID ORD, J.P.
E. A. MILFORD,
Solicitor for the Vulcan Quartz-Crushing Company, Limited,
Cairns.
Town Agents-BERNArS AND OSBORNE, Solicitors,-
1295 150 Queen street, Brisbane. 25s.
DIVISION OF TABRAGALBA.
NOTICE UNDER "THE VALUATION AND RATING ACT
OF 1890."NOTICE is hereby given, that the several sums entioned below
are now due and unpaid to the Board of the Division of
Tabragalba for Rates in respect of the lands enumerated.
Payment of the said sums is hereby demanded.
If the said  sums are  not paid within three months from the date
of this notice, the Board of the said Division will take  possession of
and lease the said lands under the provisions of  " The Valuation and
Bating Act of  1890.".
Reputed Owner. Portion .  Subdivision .'  Parish ,  Amount.
£ s. d.
August  Thorsborne ...  P1 32 Beaudesert ... 1 3 9
Frederick McCabe ... 2 15, 16 ditto ... 3 5 1
Steven Tudman  ...  115 ... Logan .. 3 5 9
0. Downing  ... ...  106 .. Maclean  ...  3 16 5
E. J. Yenning ... 119 ... ditto ... 1 5 4
W. G. Ormiston ... 120 ... ditto ... 1 4 4
A. M. F. Leaver ... 146 ... ditto ... 1 4 4
Tabragalba Divisional Board's Office,
Beaudesert, 1st July, 1897.
1396
WM. WEBB, Clerk.
16s.
N OTICE is hereby given, that he Partnership heretofore existingbetween the undersigned, John Shearer and David Shearer,
carrying on business as joiners and builders, at East street, Mount
Morgan, under the style of " Shearer Bros.," has been this day
Dissolved by mutual consent.
The business of the late firm will in future be carried on 'oy the
said John Shearer, upon the same premises, under the style of "John
Shearer and Co.," and he will discharge all liabilities of and receive all
debts due to the late partnership.
Dated at Mount Morgan this twenty-eighth day of June, 1897.
JOHN SHEARER.
DAVID SHEARER.
Witness-W. H. MISRIN, Solicitor, Rockhampton.
1390 6s. 6d.
LAIDLEY DIVISIONAL BOARD.
N OTICE is hereby given, that his Board proposes to borrow £260to be expended  as follows ,  viz.:-£200 in Making a Road on the
eastern track  over Goggin 's Flat ; and £60  in Making a Bridge over
Laidley Creek at the Townson  Crossing.
Plans and Specifications  may be seen at the Board's Office.
J. STORR,
Clerk.
1392 4s.
A
N  Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders in The North
Australian Brewing Company, Limited, will be held at the
Oddfellows' Hall, Mackay, on FRIDAY, the 16th July, 1897, at
8 p.m., to pass Resolutions for Winding-up the Company.
J. C. BINNEY, Secretary.
Mackay, 1st July, 1897.
1421 3s.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane,  27th  December, 1893.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office, William street,
Brisbane :-" Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating to
Local Government outside the Boundaries of Municipalities," with an
Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L. Woolcock, B.A. Demy
octavo, 400 pages. Linen bound, 5s. 6d.; paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Australian Colonies, 9d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
ON SALE, the " Act and Rules relating to the District Court, with
an Introduction, Notes, and Index," by John L. Woolcock, B.A.,
and George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law.
Price, 7s. 6d. full cloth; postage, 6d. extra.
Half-bound and interleaved, 10s.  6d.; postage, 8d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
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Government Printing Office,
. Brisbane 27th December, 1893.THE following Botanical  Works, by F. Manson Bailey, F.L.S.,
Colonial Botanist, may be obtained at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane:-
1. The Synopsis of the Queensland Flora ; 900 pp., demy 8vo,
half-bound. Price, 21s.; posted, 22s.
2. First Supplement to ditto, in boards; 100 pp. and 4 plates.
Price, 3s.; posted ,  3s. 2d.
3. Second Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 153 pp. Price,  3s.;
posted, 3s. 3d.
4. Third Supplement to ditto, in boards; 135 pp. and 21 plates.
Price, 3s.  6d.; posted, 3s. 9d.
5. Catalogue of the Indigenous and Naturalised Plants of
Queensland, with Index of vernacular names and their
botanical equivalents. Price, in cloth, Is. 3d.; posted, is. 5d.
In paper, is.; posted, is. 2d.
6. Plants Poisonous and Injurious to Stock. (Bailey and Gordon.)
Containing a brief description, with plates, of Queensland
plants suspected of having a poisonous effect upon stock.
Price, 4s.; posted, 4s. 5d.
7. Lithograms of the Queensland Ferns, in one volume, containing
191 plates, illustrating 223 kinds, with index giving botanical
and common name. Price, 2s. 6d.; posted, 6d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
SUBSCRIPTION AND ADVERTISING RATES :- s. d.
Quarterly  Subscription  ... ... ... ... ... 10 0
(Postage  nil,  if subscription begins from date of receipt
of order ;  on back numbers,  3d. per week.)
Single copy ,  current year, 6d. ; previous years , Is.;  large-sized
at proportionally increased price. Postage, ld. additional.
ADVERTISING  RATES.
A uniform  charge of 6d. a line for all  advertisements.
Table matter  charged  50 per cent .  extra on first insertion only,
and a proportional extra charge for very small-sized type.
HANSARD.  s. d.
Subscription for Session  ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 0
Orders must be accompanied by postage stamps  (not exceeding
5s.), money order ,  postal note ,  or cash, sufficient to cover cost.
Private  cheques will not be accepted.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship or rail if so desired,
the freight to be payable by  consignee.
NOW ON SALE.
D EDWATER DISEASE in Cattle in the Gulf Country, by C. J.
Pound, F.R.M.S., Director Stock Institute, Brisbane, is.; posted,
Is. ld. Government Printing Office, Brisbane.
JUST PUBLISHED.THE LAW OF RIENDLY S OCIETIES IN QUEENSLAND ,  being a
Compendium of the existing Act and Regulations in force, with.
a comprehensive Introduction, and Notes of English and Colonial
Cases decided up to May, 1896. By John L. Woolcock, B.A., and
George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law, Authors of "Act and Rules
relating to the District Court." Holland binding. Price 5s.; postage,
4d..extra.
July, 1896. EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
NOW PUBLISHED, A Digest of the Statutory Criminal Law inforce in Queensland on the first day of January, 1896 (which it
is within the competence of the Parliament of Queensland to repeal or
amend), with a Table of the Statutes, prepared by the Hon. Sir
Samuel Walker Griffith, G.C.M.G., Chief Justice of Queensland.
In 8vo royal. Bound in cloth, 15s. Posted, 15s. 7d. Government
Printing Office, Brisbane.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing Office, the Pacific Island
Labourers  Acts  and Regulations in Pamphlet form, containing
Imperial and Colonial  Acts,  and Regulations thereunder. Price,
is.  6d.; posted, is. 7d.
EDMUND GREGORY,  Government Printer.
SHE Justices Act of  1886 " and  " The Offenders Probation Act
1 of  1886," with an Introduction, Notes,  and Index , by John L.Woolcock, B.A. Price, 3s. 6d . in cloth;  2s. 6d . in paper.  Postage, 6d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
4.G HE Stamp Act  of 1894," and Regulations thereunder, with a
T Manual on  the provisions of the Act. Price, 2s.; posted , 2s. 2d.
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THE Government Printing Office has on Sale the followingPublications:-STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
THE QUikENSLAxn STATUTES," revised by Alfred Pain and John
L. Woolcock ,  B.A., Barristers -at-law ,  in five volumes,  containing-
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With
Price.  Postage.
8. d. s. d.
Succession  and Probate Duties Act of 1895 ... ... 1 () 1 1
Succession  Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... .. 1 0 1 1
Sugar Works Guarantee Act of 1893 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Sugar Works Guarantee Act Amendment Act of 1895 1 0 1 1
Suppression of Gambling Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Townsville Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Trustee Act of 1889 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Valuation  and Rating  Act of 1890 ... ... ... 2 0 2 1
Wages Act of 1870 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Wages  Act of 1884 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Vols. 1, 2, and 3--Public and Private Acts to the end of the  Session
of 1888;  also , Acts of the Federal Council of Australasia.
Vol. 4-A Selection of Imperial  Statutes.Vol. 5-Historical nd Analytical Tables, and a  comprehensive
Index  of the above Volumes.
Full Calf, £7 7s. ; Half Calf, £6 6s.
Postage ,  7s. 6d. extra.
Sessional  Acts of 1889, 15s. ; with postage, 15s. 6d.
„ „ 1890, 15s. ; „ 15s. 6d.
„
„
„
„
1891, 25s. ; „ 25s. 9d.
1892,  259.;  „ 25s. 10d.
1893 ,  25s. ; „ 25s. 8d.
1894, 32s.  6d.;  „ 33s. 6d.3895, 25s. ; „  25s. 8d.
„ „ 1896,  25s.;  „ 25s. 9d.
With an Index and Tables showing the effect of Legislation subse-
quent to the publication of the Queensland Statutes. complete to date.
SEPARATE ACTS OF THE COLONY.
Price.
8. d.
Bills  of Sale Act, 1891 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0
Bills  of Sale Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... 0 6
Brands Act of 1872 Amendment Act, 1894 ... ... 1 0
Brisbane Traffic  Act of 1895 ... ... ... ... 1 0
Brisbane  Traffic Act Amendment Act,1896 ... ... 0 6
Brisbane  Municipal Loan Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6
Bundaberg  Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0
Carriers  Act (complete) ... ... ... 2 0
Cattle Slaughtering  Act of 1877 .. ... .., 1 0
Companies  Acts and Rules (complete) ... ... 10 9
Courts of  Conciliation Act of 1892 ... ... 1 0
Crown  Lands Act of 1895 ... ... ... ... 1 0
Customs  Duties Act,  1896 ... ... 0 6
Defence  Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6
Diseases  in Stock Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 0 6
District  Courts Act of 1891 ... ... ... ... 2 0
Divisional  Boards Act of 1887 ... ... ... 3 0
Elections  Act (complete) ... ... ... 4 0
Electric  Light  and Power  Act .. ... ... 1 0
Employers  Liability Act of 1886 ... ... 1 0
Employers  Liability Act of 1886 (Seamen) ... 1 0
Factories  and Shops Act, 1896... ... ... 1 0
Foreign Companies  Act of 1895 .,. 1 0
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... 1 0
Gold  Mines Drainage  Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6
Government  Loan Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 0 6
Government Savings Bank  Acts Amendment  Act, 1896 0 6
Harbour Boards  Act of 1892 ... ... ... ... 2 0
Harbour  Dues Act of 1892 ... ... ... ... 1 0
Harbour  Dues Act  of 1893  ... ... ... ... 1 0
Harbour Dues  Act of  1895  ... ... ... 1 0
Health  Act (complete ) ... ... ... ... 5 0
Inebriates Institutions  Act, 1896 ... ... 0 6
Impounding Acts  (1863 -65-67, and 1879),  complete 5 0
Irrigation  Act of  1891 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0
Justices Act of 1886  ... ... ... ... ... 3 0
Licensing  Act of 1885 ... ... ... ... ... 3 0
Liquor  Act of 1886 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0
Liquor Act of 1895 ... 1 0
Live  Stock and Meat Export Act of 1895 1 0
Mackay Harbour Boards  Act, 1896 ... 1 0
Married Women 's Property Act of 1890 1 0
Marsupials Destruction  Act of  1895 ... 1 0
Masters and Servants  Act ... ... ... 1 0
Meat  and Dairy Produce  Encouragement  Act of 1893 1 0
Meat  and Dairy  Produce Encouragement  Act of 1895 1 0
Mercantile Amendment  Act, 1896 ... ... ... .0 6
Mineral Lands  Sale Act of 1894 .. ... ... 1 0
Native Birds Protection  Act (complete ) ... ... 3 3
Navigation  Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... 0 6
Pacific Island Labourers  (Extension )  Act of 1892... 1 0
Pastoral Leases Extension  Act of 1892 ... 1 0
Pastoral Leases Extension  Act of 1892 Amendment
Act of 1894 ... ... ... ... 1 0
Pastoral Leases Extension  Act of 1895 1 0
Pearl -Shell and 135che-de-mer Fisheries Act of 1891
Pearl -Shell and B@che-de•Mer  Fisheries  Act Amend-
1 0
ment Act of 1893 ... ... ... ...
Pearl-Shell  and B6che- de-Mer Fisheries  Act Amend.
1 0
ment Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6
Pub lic Service Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 0 6
Rabbit  Boards  Act of 1896 ... ... ...
5
1 0
Railway Act Amendment Act of 189 ... ... 1 0
Railway Act Amendment Act of  1896 .. ... 0 6
Rockhampton  Harbour Boards Act of  1895 ... ... 1 0
Sale of Goods  Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 1 0
Small Debts  Act of 1867 Amendment Act of 1892 1 0
Small Debts  Act 1867 Amendment Act of 1894 ..; 1 0
Stamp Act, 1894 ... ... ... ... ... 2 0
Succession and Probate Duties Act of 1892... ... 2 0
„
,f
with
Postage
8. d.
1 1
0 7
1 1
1 1
0 7
0 7
1 1
2 1
1 1
11 3
1 1
1 1
0 7
0 7
0 7
2 2
3 2
4 3
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
0 7
0 7
0 7
2 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
5 4
0 7
5 1
1 1
3 2
3 2
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
0 7
1 1
3 6
0 7
1 1
1 1
Friendly Societies Act of 1894 and Regulations ... 2 0 2 2
JUST PUBLISHED.
New Land Pamphlet,  containing  the Acts  and Regula-
tions relating to the Leasing  and Alienation of
Crown Lands ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 9
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands Act of 1872, 3rd Edition ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Cemetery Act ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 9 0 10
Civil Service Pamphlet .. ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Cultural Industries for Queensland- ... ... ... 5 0 5 4
Divisional Board Pamphlet ... ... ... ... 5 0 5 4
Divisional Board Pamphlet (cloth-bound) ... ... 5 6 6 0
Defence Act of 1884 (including Amendments and
Regulations) .:. ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Drill Regulations and Field  Exercises  for Mounted
Infantry ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Insolvency Pamphlet ... ... ... .. ...  2 6 2 9
Journals of Australian Explorations by A. C: and
F. T. Gregory ... ... .. ... ... 5 0 5 4
Justices Act and Offenders Probation Act .. ... 2 6 2 9
Justices  Act and Offenders Probation Act (cloth-
bound) ... .. ... ... ... ... 3 6 3 9
Lithograms of Queensland Ferns, by F. M.Bailey,F.L.S. 2 6 3 0
Mining Acts, together with Regulations ... ...  2 0 2 2
Pacific Island Labourers Acts and Regulations, con-
taining Imperial and Colonial Acts, and Regula-
tions thereunder ... ... ... ... .. 1 6 1 7
Stamp Act of 1894 and Regulations, with a Manual
on the provisions of the Act ... :.. ... 2 0 2 2
The Queensland Horticulturist and Gat dener's Guide 3 0 3 3
The All- range  Queensland Register ... ... ... 2 0 2 2
FULL BOUND.
Acts  and Orders of Supreme  Court (only)  ...  ...  63' 0 64 8
Acts and Orders of Supreme  Court (Crown Side) ... 42 0 42 10
Settled Land  Act,1886, and  Rules of Court with Notes 15 0 16 8
Settled Land  Act, 1886,  and Rules of Courtwith Notes 10 6 11 2
Synopsis of Queensland Flora; F. M. Bailey, F.L.S. 21 0 22 0
1st Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ...  3 0 3 2
2nd Supplement to The Queensland Flora .... ...  3 0 3 3
3rd Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ...  3 6 3 9
Catalogue of Queensland Plants ... ... ... 1 3 1 5
Catalogue of Queensland Plants (Paper) ... 1 0 1 1
Plants Reputed Poisonous and Injurious to Stock ... 4 0 4 4
Hints to Rifle Clubs, by Major C. H. Des Veeux ... 0 6 0 7
Synonymical Catalogue of the Lepidoptera Rhopalocera (Butterflies)
of Australia, with fall Bibliographical Reference; including
Descriptions of some new Species. By W. H. Miskin, F.L.S.,
F. K.S. Price, full bound, 10s. 6d. ;  in boards , 7s.  6d.; postage
within Australasia,  3d.;  to all other places, 6d.
The Geology and Palaeontology of Queensland and New Guinea,
by Robt. L. Jack, Government Geologist for Queensland, and
Robt. Etheridge, junior, Government Palaeontologist (New South
Wales), &c., &c.; 768 pages, crown quarto, full cloth, with sixty-
eight plates and a Geological Map of Queensland. Price, Two
guineas. Postage within Australasia, 2s.  10d.;  to all other
places, 5s. 8d.
Some of the More Important Metals and their Ores; a Reading
Book for the State Schools; by Wm. Thompson, Asso. M. Inst.
C.E., 1i'.G.S., Government Mineralogical Lecturer. Price,  lo.;
postage within Australasia, ld. ; to all other places, 2d.
Journals of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C. Gregory,
C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon. F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S.
&e.;  209 pages, demy 8vo. Price, 5s. Postage within Aus-
tralasia, 4d.; to all other places, 8d.
CUSTOMS.
Customs Duties Act, 1894 (Tobacco Duties)
Customs Act of 1873 ... ... ...
Customs Duties Act of 1888 ...
Customs Duties Act of 1890 ...
Customs Duties  Act of  1892  ... ... ...
Customs Duties Act ,  1896  ... ... ...
Customs Tariff  (revised ) ... .. ...
Interpretation BookSpirit- Calculation Book  (revised)
With
Price. Postage.
8. d. s. d.
1 0 1 1
... 4 0 4 2
1 0 1 1
... 1 0 1 1
... 1 0 1 1
0 6 0 7
... u 6 0 7
...2 6 2 8
... 1 0 1 1
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POUNDKEEPERS ' BOOK (No. 1).
With
Price .  Postage.
Schedule 3  ... 5 U 6 4
BRANDS DIRECTORY,
With Alphabetical List of  all Owners  of Registered
Brands ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 6 3 9
ELECTORAL ROLLS.
Electoral  Rolls of the Colony, each ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
AGENTS FOR SALE OF  GOVERNMENT  PUBL1 CATIONc•
Bundaherg ... ... ... G. J. YOUNG AND CO.
Cooktown ... ... J. V. PENNO.
Ipswich ... ... ... W. TATHAM.
Maryborough ... ... W. DAWSON AND SON.
Rockhampton ... ... ... MUNRO AND COwIE.
Toowoomba ... ... ... J. H. ROBERTSON AND CO.
Townsville ... ... ... T. WILLMETT AND CO.
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IMPOUNDED at Gracemere, on the 30th June, 1897.
One white cow, SE7  near ribs.
One red and white cow, SE7 near ribs ;  calf at foot.
One red steer, indistinct brand off rump.
One red  steer, Y y3 off rump.
One red  steer , bald face, like YD6 off ribs.
One red heifer, bald face, no visible brand.
One steer, bald face, DF7 off rump.
One white cow, like Z8 td off rump.
One roan heifer, like 2 "V off rump.
One red steer, DF7 off rump.
One red steer, bald face, DQ8 off ribs.
One red steer, bald face, no visible brand.
One roan cow, 1ST off rump.
One strawberry steer, blotch off rump.
One red heifer, bald face, like GE4 off rump.
One red heifer, bald face, like 1HR off rump.
One red steer, bald face, KR5 off rump.
One red and white steer, like DF7 off rump.
One red and white heifer, no visible brand.
One roan cow, GE4 off rump.
One red steer, bald face, 1W N off ribs.
One red and white cow, G' d8 off rump ; calf at foot.
IMPO UNDINGS.
pOUNDIEEPERS  are reminded that Advertisements of
Impounded Stock will  be charged for at the  uniform rate
Of  SIXPENCE PER LINE;  and no such Advertisement will be
inserted in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by a remittance
(Money Orders ,  Postal  Notes,  Postage Stamps , or Cash)
sufficient  to cover the cost  of insertion.
Postage Stamps will be received only when c mount  is. 5s.
or less.
When describing  brands a distinction should be made
between  REGISTERED  and other  brands, by  placing the words
REGISTERED  BRAND  after  the description . Brands type will
be used for such descriptions ,  but where these words do n ( t
appear ordinary  type  only will be used.
THE Government Printer acknowledges  the receipt of the followingamounts , from the 3rd to 9th July, 1897:-
F. B. Fleming, 5s. 6d.; C.P.S., Bundaberg, 2s.; W. R. Chalk,
12s.; Australian Mortgage, Land, and Finance Company, £2; W. H.
Riskin, 6s. 6d.; W. H. l.angdon, lls. ti_l.; C. Harden, lts.; L. E.
Nobler, 8s. 6d.;  Savers,  Allport, and Potter, 5d.; F. A. Olliver, 2s. 6d.;
J. Meara, 1;1; Laidley Divisional Board, 4s. 6d.; Maroochy Divisional
Board, Is. 9d.; H. M. Sweeney, 6s.; Mitchell Rabbit Board, 10s.;
W. Dawson and Son, 10s.; Kigan, Paul, French, and Co., 10d.; Kelly
and Upton, 6s.; W. C. Curtis, 9s.; W. H. Langdon, 3s. 6d.; D.
O'Keefe, 3s. 6d.; P. Quain, 7d.; W. Cliffe, 2s.; Cowie and Cowland,
£1; W. J. Law, £1 15s.; Tabragalba Divisional Board,  16s.;  C.  H.  B.
Mackay, 8s.; A. krovan and Co., 5s ; M. Fitzgerald, 4s.; M. Scrafton
Brown, 6s.; W. J. Armstrong,  6s.;  C. R. Tideman, lOs.; F. Reidy, 5s.;
M. O'Malley, 6s. 6d.; Whittle and Moore, Is.; R. Shaw, 15s.; C. A.
Carew, 4s.; J. H. Robertson and Co., lOs. ; J. R. Curnow, 18s.; W.
Munro and Co., £1 13s.  6d.;  L. E. Hobler, 8s.  6d.;  T. Lillis, 3s.  6d.;
Warroo Divisional Board, 92;  Warrego Watchman,  8d.;  T. H.
Richards, T. McPhellamy, C. Skerrett, A. C. Davies and Co., E.
Layering, H. Spies, P. Maher, G. H. T. Jones, D. Coughlan, T. Becker,
W. Kelly, H. Ahern, P. J. Closkey, J. Reilly, W. Pegg, J. Martin,
W. H. Craddock, J. Miller, H. B. Black and Co, J. Toon, E. S.
Marshall, J. C. Farrell, Geo. Smith, P. McCullum, Dr. Francis, Geo.
Phillips, F. Brady, J. Wallace, J. Kirby, C. Cade, E. P. Smith, A.
Watt, J. Grogan, E. B. Rankin, C. 1). Whittle, W. Jones, A.. M.
Barton, Walsh and Co., F. C. Northage, M. K. Casey, A. Macillroy,
M. Burke, T. M. Bock, each 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Torrens Creek, from Spring Hill Run, on29th June,
1897, by order of James Hutson, Esquire.
Three red cows, EL 9 over 7LQ off hind quarter.
If not released on or  before the 31st July, 1897, will be sold to
defray expenses.
WALTER CLIFFE, Poundkeeper.
1397 3s.
I MPOUNDED at Winton, from the Pasturage R serve, on the 26thJune, 1897, by order of the Herdsman. Damages, 2s. 6d.
One bay gelding, saddle-marked, like OFQ or OFO over like 225 near
shoulder.
It not released  on or before the 30th July, 1897, will. be sold to
defray expenses.
1395
DAVID O'KEEFE, Poundkeeper.
3s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra, on the 1st July, 1897, by order of the
Town Ranger.
One black or brown gelding, WIB near shoulder, 54 near neck, off
hind foot white.
If not released on or before the 30th July, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses,
1x394
W. H. LANGDON, Poundkeeper.
8s. 6d,
Also, on the 2nd July, 1897.
One bay mare, LS2 near shoulder, PG1 near thigh ;  foal at foot.
One chestnut  mare, EB8 near  shoulder.
One bay gelding, E9F near shoulder, OYB off shoulder.
One bay gelding, like ER2 near shoulder.
One bay mare, like 6AB  near  shoulder.
One bay filly, like D8U near shoulder.
One bay gelding,  KR5 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, 7UU near shoulder.'
One chestnut  mare,  IRE near shoulder.
One grey filly, OYB over E3B near shoulder.
One grey mare, 7CC near shoulder.
One black gelding, blotch  near  shoulder.
One bay gelding, 9TL near shoulder.
One black  gelding,  1LU near shoulder.
One bay gelding, blotch near shoulder.
One bay mare, 7CC near shoulder,  8 near thigh.
One brown  mare, like  BU4 near shoulder.
One brown mare, like L3H near shoulder.
One bay mare, IRE near shoulder.
One bay gelding, blotch near shoulder.
One bay mare, no visible brand.
One brown mare, KG6 near shoulder;  foal at foot.
One black gelding, like 3RV  near  shoulder.
One black gelding, EX3 off thigh.
One bay mare, indistinct brand near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, EX3  near  shoulder.
One black gelding, like REl  near shoulder.
One bay gelding, P5N off shoulder.
One brown gelding, NTO near shoulder.
One taffy gelding, F 03 off shoulder.
One grey colt, HW4 off shoulder.
One grey mare,  M fx13 near  shoulder.
One grey filly, OYB near shoulder, like R9W off  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 30th July, 1897, will  be sold to
defray expenses.
A. ARMSTRONG,  Poundkeeper.
1447 30s.
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra, from Warrandaroo Selection, on the
26th June, 1897, by order of W. R. Hardie,  Esquire .  Damages,5s.; driving, 3s.4d.
One black  mare, like  V1Q near shoulder ,  star on forehead ,  hind feet
white.
One chestnut mare, white face,  Z]W over over 44 near shoulder,
off hind foot white.
Also, from Crossmore, by order of  A. S. Robertson ,  Esquire.
Driving, 8s. 4d.
One bay mare, E2Q over like  T3C near shoulder ,  near hind foot white,
star on forehead, blotch near neck.
One bay gelding, 8Y ti near shoulder,  like 280 off shoulder ,  near fore
and near hind feet white,  star on forehead.
If not  released  on or before the 13th July, 1897, will  be sold to
defray expenses.
Also, by the Town  Ranger.
One bay gelding,  star  on forehead, like 6VL near shoulder.
If not  released on or before  the 23rd  July, 1897, wi ll  be
sold to defray  expenses.
W. H. LANGDON,  Poundkeeper.
1393 lOs.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich.
One spotted bullock, W J_5  over 2 off rump ,  ear-marked.
One red cow, ear-marked, WG7 or WC7 (blotched ) off rump.
One white heifer, dewlapped, '.CFI near ribs.
One white  steer , like Do4 0 (not  legible )  off rump.
If not  released on or before  the 20th July,  1897, wi ll  be sold
to defray  expenses.
M. FITZGERALD,  Poundkeeper.
1401 4.,
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IMPOUNDED at Westwood, from Calliungal, on the 2nd July, 1897,
by order of M. M. Mackellar, Esquire.
One bay  mare,  bell on, 9QZ off shoulder.
One bay-roan mare, J H1  near  shoulder, NPO off shoulder, one eye.
One brown  mare, draught, LHI over 6  near  shoulder, 3 near cheek,
AN3 off shoulder, one eye.
One grey mare, draught, WM7 over 0 near rump.
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IMPOUNDED at Mackay, from cane paddock, Marian, on the
2nd July, 1897, by order of P. Banaghan, Esquire. Damages
and driving, 5s. 6d.
One chestnut mare, 2AQ near shoulder.
One bay mare, D3J near thigh.
One bay  mare,  U2B over 48 near shoulder.
One bay filly, no visible brand.
One bay gelding, like G:D blotch near shoulder,  8 M3 off  shoulder.
One brown gelding, Wlp off thigh.
If not released on or before the 30th July, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
F. REIDY, Poundkeeper.
1445 6s.
One bay  mare,  near hind foot white, like 6E i near shoulder ; foal
at foot.
One chestnut filly, blaze, off eye out, Q2 ti near shoulder.
One brown  gelding ,  star , LHI near shoulder.
One brown  mare,  STB near shoulder.
One chestnut  gelding,  6E w near shoulder.
One brown  filly, 6E w near shoulder.
One grey gelding, draught, DE1 near shoulder, 0 near cheek, 4A d off
shoulder.
One bay mare , draught, white feet, RP6 near shoulder, 61 near cheek,
4A b off shoulder.
One blue-grey mare, DE4 near shoulder ; foal at foot.
One brown filly, 6E ca near shoulder.
One bay mare , bell on, no visible brand.
One black  mare, bell on, QC1 over 6E c near shoulder.
One creamy  mare, TM8 over B4 W near shoulder.
One brown gelding, no visible brand.
One brown  mare, 2NP near shoulder.
One blue-grey mare, draught, WM7 near rump.
One bay gelding, draught, blaze, UN2 over 10 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, near hind foot white, 2A (!-'' near shoulder.
One brown mare, draught, 3CP near shoulder.
One bay mare,  star , F3 aI over 4CT near shoulder.
One iron-grey colt, 6E ra near shoulder.
One bay filly,  star , 6E  rn  near  shoulder.
One brown filly, blaze, 6E ru near shoulder.
One  ro an gelding , MOY near shoulder, 5 near neck, like OQ, n off
shoulder , H3H off thigh.
If not released  on or before the 30th July, 187, will be sold to
defray expenses.
W. J. LAW, Poundkeeper.
1398 19s.
I MPOUNDED at Rockhampton, fr mTilpal Station, on the 1stJuly, 1897, by order of D. F. Mackay, Esquire.
One bay gelding , J3H over 85 near  shoulder.
Also, f ro m the streets , by order of the Inspector of Nuisances.
One red and  white  steer , 5EB near ribs.
One roan red and white steer , (`)() 8 near rump,b Q idoff rump.
If not released on or before  the 30th July, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
C. A. CAREW,  Poundkeeper.
1446 4s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED  at Cunnamulla , from  Burrenbilla , on the 15th June,
1897, by  order of H . J. Tolmer,  Esquire.  Driving, Is. 6d.
One bro wn gelding ,  snip, 2NY over 90 near  shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 20th July, 1897 , will be sold
to defray expenses.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th July, 181-7.NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have received the  undermen-tioned applications for the registration of Trade Marks.
Any person or persons intending  to oppose  any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form I ),  of his or their objections thereto ,  within two months
(or such further time, not exceeding six months, as the
Registrar may allow )  of the advertisement of the applications
in the  Queensland Government Gazette .  A fee of one pound
is payable with such notice.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Application No. 1939 - F iled 23rd January ,  A.D. 1897.-
J. FROSSAuD AND Co. ,  of Spring street ,  Sydney, New South
Wales,  and Payerne ,  Switzerland ,  cigar manufacturers, to
register in Class 45, in respect of Cigars ,  Cigarettes, and
Tobacco, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representa-
tion :-
POLO
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 10th July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2017-Filed 23rd June, A.D. 1897.-GEoRGE
CAFE: BARCLAY, of 44 Stone street, New York, U.S.A., whole-
sale druggist, to register in Class 48, in respect of Preparations
for the Hair and Skia, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation :-
TRICOPHEROUS
The said trade mark has been in use since the year  1810.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 10th July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2048---Filed 23rd June, A.D.  1897.-
GEORGE CAREY BARCLAY, of 4t Stone street, New York,
U.S.A., to register in Class 4Q, in respect of Preparations
for the Skin, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
PEARL CREAM
The said trade mark has been in use since the ,year  1867.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
meat Gazette  of 10th July,  A.D. 1897 .  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
urgusl,144
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Application No 2037-Filed 8th June, A.D. 1897.-THE
CLEMENT, GLADIATOR,  AND HUMBER (FRANCE),  LIMITED, of 31
Rue du 4 Septembre, Paris , France ,  and 4 Regent street,
London, England, to regi ster in Class 22, in  respect of  Bicycles,
Tricycles, and Velocipedes, and other like vehicles, a Trade Mark
of which the following  is a representation  :-
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the fol-lowing:-The d vice, the words " Le element," and our name
and address; and we disclaim any right to the exclusive use of
the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment  Gazette  of 10th July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application Nos. 2028, 2029, and 2030-Filed 25th May,
A.D. 1897.-CHARLES CAMMELL AND Co., LIMITED, of Cyclops
Works, Sheffield, England, manufacturers : Application No.
2028, to register in Class 5, in respect of Iron and Steel,
separately or combined, Armour and Boiler Plates and Wire ;
Application No. 2029, to register in Class 6, in respect of
Machinery and parts thereof, including Machine Tools, Springs,
Buffers, Tyres, Axles, Wheels, Switches, and Railway Points;
and Application No. 2030, to register in Class 12, in respect of
Files and Rasps, Cutlery and Edge Tools, including Saws, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation
f
CYCLOPS
The said trade mark has been used by the Company and
their predecessors in business in respect of the said goods for
upwards of twenty years before the 13th October,  1884.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 10th July, A.D. 1897.  Jrtde  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2044-Filed 23rd June, A.D. 1897.-GEouau
CAREY BARCLAY, of 44 Stone street, New York. U.S.A., whole-
sale druggist. to register in Class 3, in respect of Pills, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a reptesentat ion :-
THEY ARE LITTLE GIANTS FOR CURING.
• CURE CONSTIPATION.
CURE DYSPEPSIA.
CIJttE HEADACHE.
CURE BILIOUSNESS.
CURE FLATULENCY.
READ THE PAMPHLET CURE LIVER DISEASE.
25 CENTS PER BOTTLECURE DIZZINESS.
CONTAINING FORTY PILLS. CURE NAUSEA &  DISTRESS
The e$sentialparticulars of Me trade mark are the device of
a rhOns1oid  in  blacok,  and thenaive " Reuter's " ; and applicant
dIse?aims  a*y right to the exclusive use of the added nsatter.
This mark was first advertised in  the Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 10th July, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 1986-Filed 2nd Apra], A.D. 1897.-
S. KUTNOW AND Co., LD., of 66 T&lborh Vidddet;- Lonc.on,-
England, merchants and dealers in and sellers of medicines and
medicated articles and substances, to register in Class 3, in
respect of Chemical Substances prepared for use in • Medicine
and Pharmacy, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
.
D
AO.nD
The essential  particulars  of the trade mark are the follow.
ing :-The device; and  we disclaim  any right to the  exclusive
use of the added  matter , except  in so  far as it consists of our
own name.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 10th July, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisemeets.
Applications Nos. 2025, 2026, and 2027-Filed 25th May,
A.D. 1897.-CHARLES CAMMELL AND Co., LIMITED, Cyclops
Works, Sheffield, England, manufacturers : Application No.
2025, to register in Class 5, in respect of Iron and Steel,
separately or combined, Armour and Boiler Plates, and Wire ;
Application No. 2026, to register in Class 6, in respect of
Machinery and Parts thereof, including Machine Tools, Springs,
Buffers, Tyres, Axles, Wheels, Switches, and Railway Points ;
Application No. 2027, to register in Class 12, in respect of Files
and Rasps , Cutlery, and Edge Tools, including Saws, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation:-
The said trade mark has been used b, the Company and
their predecessors in business in respect  of the said goods for
upwards of twenty-five years before  the 13th Oct -.,ber,  1884.
This mark was first advertised  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of  10th July, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Applications Nos. 2019, 2020, and 2021-Filed 18th May,
A.D. 1897.-WILKINSOW,.HEYWOOD, AND CLARK, LIMITED, Of
7 Caledonian road, King'§ Cross, London, England, and of
304 Flinders lane, Melbourne, Victoria, varnish and colour
manufacturers : Application No. 2019, to register in Class 1,
in respect of Mineral Dye Stu$s, Colours, Paints, Pigments,
Varnishes, Sheep Markers, Glues ; Application No. 2020, to
register in Class 4, in respect of Gums, Resins, Oakum, Oils
(Seed, Fish, Animal, Vegetable, and Mineral) for use in
manufacture, Sponge Dyes (other than mineral, tallow, and
V .  I
grease) prepared or unprepared for use in manufacture, and
Oils for making Paints and Varnishes ; Application No. 2021,
to register in Class 47, in respect of Illuminating, Heating,
and Lubricating Oils (Seed, Fish, Animal, Vegetable, and
Mineral), Starch, Cotton Wicks, and Grease for Lubricating
purposes, a Trade Mark of which the following is a repre-
sentation :r-
'
FALCON
BRAND1*0
too
.CONDO"
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
inq:-The device and the word "Falcon"; and we disclaim any
right to the exclusive use of the added matter, save and except
our trading  name  and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 10th J Ay, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
NOTICE OF APPLICATION F RAMENDMENT.
In the Matter of Application No. 3598, dated 19th October,
1896, for the grant of Letters Patent, by EDGAR. ARTHUR
AsucuoFT, for an Invention for  "An Improved Process for
the Treatment of Metalliferous Ores and Products."
}'\T OTICE is hereby given, that the abovementioned Edgar
1\ Arthur Ashcroft, of 34 Queen street, Melbourne, in the
colony of Victoria, electrical engineer, has applied, under the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Acts,
1884  to  1890," for leave to amend the complete Specification
and Drawings of his said Invention,  alleging as  his reason for
so doing,-" For the purpose of better explaining the working
of the process, correcting certain errors of description, and
better defining and limiting the scope of the claims."
Amendments proposed  are as  follow, viz.:-
[Reference being had to amended copy of S ecification lodged
in Patent O„fflce, Brisbane.]]
Page 3.
Line 21,-
After the word " solution"  insert "  in the anode chamber,"
and after word " be" insert " subsequently."
Line 23,-
Strike out the words "another batch of"; after the word
the " insert the word "  same."
Page 4.
Line 1,-
Strike out word `` simultaneously" and insert word "also."
tine 4,-
After word  "diaphragms" insert  "In such electrolysis the
solution, after the copper has been deposited on the copper
cathode, is led into the anode compartment, where the oxida-
tion of the dissolved ferrous salts into ferric salts proceeds."
Line 11,-
After word " ores " insert " The process, hereinafter
described in full with reference to figures 1, 2, and 3 of
the accompanying drawings, will be best understood by the
following preliminary description of the electrolytic part of the
operation with reference to the diagram figure 4. The solution
containing salts of zinc practically pure is led into the vats A
and B (figure 4 of the drawings), which are duplicated, coming
into the cathode compartments K. The zinc is partially
deposited in the cathode chambers. The solution then passes
into the anode chamber H. The anodes are copper mattes, and
consequently copper and ferrous salts become added to the
solution. 1 he solution is then led into the cathode chambers
of another vat, C, where the copper is taken out as refined
metal. Hence the solution, containing only zinc and ferrous
salt-, passes to the anode chamber of the same vat C, where in
contact with carbon anodes its iron content becomes oxidised to
the ferric state. Three vats are shown diagrammatically in
series, so that the quantities of metals are correctly propor-
tioned for cyclic working in connection with the leaching
process. If the matte contain more than the best proportion of
iron, part of the liquid from the cathode chamber of C, when
freed from copper, is led into the anode chamber of a similar
subsidiary vat with carbon anodes, where the ferrous salt is
oxidised in the anode chamber. The cathode chamber of this
subsidiary vat is fed with pure zinc solution, from which zinc is
deposited on the zinc cathode. The solution from the cathode
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chamber of this subsidiary vat is then added to the anode
solutions in A and B. If, on the other hand, the matte contain
too much copper, a subsidiary vat is interpolated between C
and A and B with iron anodes and copper cathodes and no
diaphragm. Copper is thus deposited and iron goes into
solution. Merely treating the liquid with metallic iron may
suffice. The pipes  d d  e shown in the diagram connect the
anode and cathode compartments in each vat."
Page 8.
Line 22,-
Strike out word "  zinc."
Line 23,-
Strike out word " the."
Page  13.
Line 10,-
Strike out words " in a  zinc -depositing vat."
Line 14,-After the word " iron," insert " as the anode of a zinc-
depositing vat"
Page 14.
Lines 4 and 5,-
Strike out the word "otherwise," and insert "other metal."
Line 9,_
Strike out words " and other."
Line 11,-
After the word " salt," insert " for use as a leaching solu-
tion while the other metal of the matte, viz., copper, is being
deposited."
Strike out the whole of line 13.
Any person or persons intending to oppose the said appli-
cation for amendment must leave particulars, in writing (on
Form G), of his or their objections thereto, within one calendar
month from the date of this  Gazette.
Dated this twelfth day of June, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Pri nter,
Wi lliam street ,  Bri sbane.
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Quarter ended
30th June,
1896.
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE of the COLONY of QUEENSLAND, and of the SPECIAL FuNI a
paid into  the TREASURY  at BRISBANE , during the QUARTERS ended 0rir Juxr, 1896, and 30TH JUNE, 1897,
respectively, showing the INCREASE or DECREASE under each head thereof.
CUSTOMS- TAXATION.
Sppirits
W' ine ... ... ... ...
Ale, Porter, Vinegar, &c.... ... ...
Tobacco , Snuff , and Cigars ... ...
Tea, Coffee, Cocoa , aiufChicory ... ...
Provisions ,  Fruits . Pickles, &c.
Grain ,  Malt, &c.  ... ... ... ...
Sugar and Molasses  ... ... ...
Iron Castings , Wire, &c. .. ..
Oils, Chemicals ,  Soap ,  Starch , &c. ...
Miscellaneous  ... ...
Ad  valorem...' ..... ...
EXCISE-
Duty on Colonial Tobacco and Cigars ... ... ...
Duty  on Colonial Spirits  ... ... ... ... ...
Export Duty on Station Produce ... ... ...
Export  Duty on  Cedar and Royalty on Guano ...
Totalisator Tax .
STAMP DUTY-
Impressed Stamps
Adhesive  Stamps ...
DIVIDEND  DUTY ...
LICENSES-
Auctioneers ... ... ... ... ... ...
Billiard and Bagatelle ... ... ... ...
Bonded Storekeepers ... ... ... ... ...
Distillers  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Hawkers and Pedlers ... .. ... ... ...
Manufacture  and Sale of  Tobacco
Pearl -shell, Beehe-de-mer, and Other Fishery Licenses
Retail Fermented and Spirituous  Liquors
Wholesale Spirit Dealers ... ... ...
All other Licenses ... ... ... ... ... ...
TOTAL TAXATION ... .. ... ...
o
Quarter ended
30th June.1897.
[No.- 7.
Decrease.  Increase.
£ a.. d. £ a.
-I
d.  £ s. d. £ a,  d.
68,799.11 0 70,091 15 1 ... 1,292 4 1
3,486 8 8 3,515 3 1 28 14 5
6,465 11 3 5,617 18 0 847 13 3
41,442 5 9 38,432 11 9 3,009 14 0
24,204 9 4 22,457 4 8 1,747 4 8
47,116 14 0 45,052 18 7 2,093 15 5
20,148 2 4 15,554 2 3 4,591 0 1
123 0 11 367 1 1 ...  244 0 2
9,905 2 0 4,400 0 11 5,505 1 1
2.,588 19 7 21,613 3 4 1,975 16 3
6,946 6 8 5,944 10 8 1,001 16 0
77,852 13 9 54,056 0 1 23,796 13 8
330,109 5 3 287,102 9 6 41,571 14 5 1,564 18 8
7,777 12 9 7,78215 0 ... 5 2 3
9,871 1 8 9,451 9 6 419 12 2
66 3 0 ' 36 17 10 29 5 2
22  18 0'! 111 10 3 ... 88 12 3
1,230 1 1 1,348 8 8 ... 118 7 7
18,967 16 6 18,731 1 3 448 17 4  212 2, 1
17,071 11 2 18,461 10 11 ... 1,389 19 94,875 16 11 4,651 4 0 224 12 11
21,911 8 1 23,112 14 11 224 12 11 1,359 19 9
12,33-1 13 1 14,67215 8 ... 2,338 2 7
148 12 11 133 17 0 14 15 11
656 16 8 ' 640 0 0 16 16 8
1,844 9 10 1,831 7 4 10 2 6
20 0 0 ' ... 20 0 0
50 0 0 880 0 0 ...  310 0 0
161 5 0 362 15 0 ...  201 10 0
4:31 0 0 418 5 0 12 15 0
11.461 1 8 12,094 6 10 633 5 2
110 0 0 100 0 0 I 10 0 0
197 17 6 223 3 4 ... 25 5 10
13,601 3 7 16,686 14 6 84 10 1 1,170 1 0
£'  $98,960 6 6 360,305 15 10 45,329 '14 9 - 6,675 4 1
11
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF TIIE QUARTERS'  R11VENUE-continued.
TERRITORIAL REVENUE.
LANT)  REVENUE-
Land Sales - Auction and Selection ...
Rents of Homestead and Conditional
Purchases  ... ... ...
Rents ,  Acts of 1884 to 1895 .. ..
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
"Special Sales  of Land Act of  1891" ...
Timber Licenses and other Receipts ...
PASTORAL OCCUPATION-
Occupation Licenses ,  Act of 1884 ... ...
Rent of Runs  .., ... ... ...
Survey and Transfer Fees  ... ... ..
MINING  OCCUPATION-
Miners' Rights and Business Licenses ...
Mining Leases and other Receipts ... ...
Survey Fees  ... ... ... ... ...
Escort Fees  ... ... ... ... ...
TOTAL TERRITORIAL ... £
RAILWAYS.
Southern and Western Division ...
Central  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Mackay  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bowen  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Northern  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Cairns  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Cooktown  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Normanton  ... ... ... ... ...
TOTAL RAILWAYS ... ... £
OTHER SERVICES.
POSTAGE-
Sale of Stamps  ... .. ..
Commission on Money Orders and Postal
Notes
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS
HARBOUR RATES AND FEES-
Harbour Rates ,  Pilotage , &c. ...
Graving Dock  ... ... ...
Marine Board  ... ... ...
TOTAL OTHER  SERVICES ... ... £
OTHER RECEIPTS.
FEES OF OFFICE-
Courts of Petty Sessions ...
Registrar  of Titles ... ... ... ...
Registrar of Patents ... ...
Sheriff  .. ... ... ... ...
Shipping  Master  ... ... ... ,..
All other  Fees  ... ... ... ...
FINES AND FORFEITURES-
Courts of Petty Sessions .. ...
Confiscated and Unclaimed Property
Crown's Share of  Seizures ... ...
Sheriff  ... ... ... ...All other Fines  ... .. ... ...
Carried forward  ... ... £
Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th June ,  30th June ,  Decrease.  Increase.
1896. 1897.
s. d. £ s. d.  E s. d. £ s. d.
4,507 8 9 18,552 12 0 I ... 14,045 3 3
4 0 4 ... 4 0 451,423 10  6 57,252 17 2  5,829 6 8
386 19 4 322 9 1 6410 3
27,765 4 1 1,760 3 8 26,005 0 5
1,767 3 4 1,942  0 11  ...  174 17  7
85,854 6 4 79 ,830  2 10  26,073 11  0 20,049 7 6
388 15 6 884 6 2
504  9 10 3,654 13 11
127 9 0 112 11 0 14 18 0
495 9 8
3,150 4 1
1,020 14  4  4,651 0  1  14 18  0  3,645 13  9
1,117 10  0 1,258 0 0  140 10  0
4,081 16 11  3,451 10 3 630 6 8
683 0 0 282 0 6 400 19 6
209 9 6 223 11 6 ... 14 2 0
6,091 6  5 6,215 2 3 1,031 6 2  154 12  0
92,966 17  1  89,696 15  2  27,119 15  2  23,849 13  3
133,624 13  8 153,088 6 5 19,463 12 9
58,415 15• 4 68,412 15 3 3 0 1
1,230 9 1 1,223 0 6 7 8 7
105 6 10 709  9 11 ... 604 4 136,757 16  6 50,154 3 1 ... 13,396 6 7
2,26416 4 2,545 7 2 ...  280 10 10
474  7 10  733  7 10  ... 259 0 0
3,519 0 7 3,707 8 7 ... 188 8 0
236,392 5 2 270,57318 9 10 8 8 34,192 2 3
39,203 2 4 38,637 10 8 565 11 8
1,516 11 10 1,739  16 1 ... 223 4 3
40,719 14 2 40,377 6 9 565  11 8 223 4 3
18,716 14  2  18,352 14  4  363 19 10
2,851 4 5  3,811 8  1  ... 960 13  8
346 10 8 140 5 8, 206 5 0150 18  0 217 7 0 ... 66 9 0
3,348 13 1 4,169 10 9 206 5 0 1,027 2 8
62,785 1 5  62,899 11 10 1,135 16  6 1,250 611
1,025  4 9 988  14 1  36 10  8
2;46015 5 2,210 7  2 260 8 3
877 5 6 677 17 6 199 8 0
90 5 0 39 2 11 51 2 1
217 17 3  233 13  3 ... 15 16 0
565 611 60010 8 ...  35 3 9
5,236  14 10  4,750 5 7 537 9 0  50 19  9
1,007 14 2 791 3 2  216 11  0
2 5 0 f 26 3 10  ... 23 18 10
31 10 9 21 6 2 10 4 7
20 0 0 2 0 0 18 0 0
32 8 0 6411  6 ... 32 3 6
1,093 1711 905 4 8  244 15  7 56 2 4
6,330 12  9 6,65510 3 782 4 7 107 2 1
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF THE QUARTERS'  REVENUE-costasued.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th June ,  30th June ,  Decrease .  Increase.
1896. 1897.
OTHER RECEIPTS - continued.  £  s. d. £ s. d. £  s. d. £ s. d.
Brought forward ... ... ... 6,330 12 9 5,655 10 3 782 4 7 107 2 1
111SCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Asylums, Orphanages, Ac. ... ... 1,333 18 9 962 0 0 371 18 9
Civil Service  Superannuation  Fund, 1863 Act 168 7 11 163 15 11 4 12 0
Contributions towards Cost of G arrison,
Thursday Island ... ... ... 69 15 4 1,124 1 1 ... 1,054 5 9
Commission and Balances in Insolvency ... 181 7 4 10 4 0 171 3 4
Government Printer ... ... 937 11 1 729 3 10 208 7 3
Interest  on Loans to Local Bodies ... ... 34,250 14 11 24,576 18 1 9,673 16 10
of Pub li c  Balances ... ... ... 47,414 4 9 33,387 13 11 -14,026 10 10
Powder  Magazines  ... ... ... ... 790 6 8 631 3 4 159 3 4
Sale of Government Property ... ... 1,5C0 6 6 1,468 14 9 31 11 9
Surcharges and Refundments ... ... 98 19 4 134 19 1 ... 35 19 9
Wharves ... ... ... ... ... 371 0 7 269 2 7  101 18  0
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ... ... 331 7 9 1,981 9 7 ... 1,650 1 10
87,448  0 11  65,439 6 2 24,749 2 1 2,740 7 4
TOTAL  OTRER RECEIPTS  ... £ 93,778 13 8 71,094 16 5 25,531 6 8 2,847 9 5
TOTAL  REVENUE PsoPE R ... £ 884,883 3 10 854,570 18 0 99,127 1 9 68,814 15 11
Decrease  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 99,127 1 9
DECREASE OF REVENUE PROPER ON CORRESPONDIN G  QUARTER , 1896 ... £ 30,312 5 10
TRUST FUNDS RECEIPTS.
"Agricultural Lands Purchase Act  of 1894 "... 1,631 4 11 1 8,440  8 8 1 ... 6,808 18 4
Assurance  Fund, Real Property Act ... ... 265 4 9  388 16 2  ... 123 11 6
Brands  Act Fund ... ... ... ... ... 248 2 6 161 15 0 86 7 6
British  New Guinea Trust Account ... ... 9,701 13 6 5,746 14 0 3,954 19 6
Central  Rabbit Board Trust Account ... ... ... 5,000 0 0 ... 5,000 0 0
Civil  Service Superannuation  Trust Account ... 1,546 17 3 602 17 11 943 19 4
Colonial  Treasurer 's Intercolonial Account 63 18 6 ... 63 18 6
" Crown  Lands Act of  1884" (Improvements) 2,215 0 1 3,013 12 3 ... 798 12 2-
Defence Stores  Trust Account ... ... ... 1,043 17 0 775 5 5 268 11 7
Diseases  in Sheep Act Fund ... ... ... 116 13 9 50 15 0 65 18 9
Diseases in Stock  Fund Account... ... ... ... 1,816 12 11 ... 1,816 12 11
Harbour and River Dues Trust Account ... 14,346 9 3 10,575 13 11 3,770 15 4
Immigration  Collections, Colony ... ... 157 0 0 598 0 0 ... 441 0 0
32 „ London ... ... 61 11 7  378 11  6 ...  316 19 11
Insanity Trust Account ... ... ... ... 3,199 0 0 ... 3,199 0 0
Intestacy Trust Account ... ... ... ... 2,000 0 0 2,000 0 0
Live Stock and Meat Export Fund ... ... .... 754 2 3 ... 754 2 3
Pacific Islanders' Fund ... ... ... ... 1,959 10 9 2,780 6 7 ... 820 15 10
Police Reward Fund ... ... ... 460 2 3 450 1 7 10 0 8
Pound Sales ... ... ... 28 11 9 32 4 9 ... 313 0 0
" Special Sales of Land Act of  1891 " 22,319 6 6 2,265 1 4 20,054 5 2
Stock  Tax-Dairy Fund ... ... ... 2,713 7 4 55 14 9 2,657 12 7
„ Meat Fund ... ... ... ... 1,707 15 10 219 3 6 1,488 12 4
Straits  Hospital Fund ... ... ... 91 4 0 80 1 0 11 3 0
Supreme  Court Funds Trust Account ... ... 1,187 1 5 2,408 3 0 ... 1,221 1 7
Survey (Land) Trust Account ... ... ... 5,067 11 7  4,289  11 10 777 19 9
Trust Fund, Audit Act ... ... ... ... 271 14 9 267 14 5 4 0 4
TOTAL TRUST  FUNDS RECEIPTS  £ 72,402 19 3 53,151 2 4 37,357 4 4 18,105 7 5
ROBT. PHILP,
The Treasury, Acting Treasurer.
Queensland, 2nd July, 1897.
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()O M1 P  l'ATIV E,STATE INT NT of thb' CONSOLT GATED REVENUE  of the COLONY Of  QUEENSLAND
and of the SPECIAL FuNLS paid into the TREASURY at BRISBANE , during the YEARS ended
30th JUNE., 1896, and 30th JuNE, 1897, respectively, showing  the INCREASE or DECREASE
under each head thereof.
Year Year
ended 30th June ,  ended 30th June ,  Decrease. Increase.
1896. 1897.
TAXATION.
CUSTOMS-
.3 irits ...
Wine
Ale, Porter, Vinegar, &c.
Tobacco, Snuff, and Cigars ...
Tea, Collee, Cocoa, and Chicory
Provisions, Fruits, Pickles, &c.
Grain, Malt, &c. ... ...
Sugar  and Molasses ... ...
Iron Castings, Wire, &e. .
Oils, Chemicals, Soap, Starch, &c.
Miscellaneous... ... ...
Ad valorem ... ... ...
£ t. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.'
257,567 17 9
13,733 18 9
27,832 8 0
165,011 2 7
88,623 9 11
184,968 14  7
... 72,833 19 11
... 756 17 7
.. 35,426 1 4
... 97,209 6 3
... 29,289 17 10
... 317,541 12 8
EXCISE-
Duty on Colonial Tobacco and Cigars ...
Duty on Colonial Spirits  ...  ... ...
Export Duty on Station Produce .. ...
Exportl)utyon Cedar and Royalty on Guano
Totalisator Tax ...
STAMP DUTY-
Impressed Stamps ...
Adhesive Stamps
DIVIDEND DUTY 63,032 13  4 57,234 5 2
LICENSES-
Auctioneers ... ... 1,465 0 9
Billiard and Bagatelle ... ... ... 2,193 18 4
Bonded Storekeepers ... ... ... 1 6,97743 14
0Distillers ... ... ... ... ...
Hawkers and Pedlers ... ... ... 2,740 0 0
Manufacture and Sale of Tobacco ... .. 1,704 6 8
Pearl - shell, B6che-de-mer, and Other
168,005 18 7 142,219 5 6
Fishery Licenses ... ... ... 3,831 10 0 4,038 2 6
Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors ... 29,278 13 3 32,271 15 6
Wholesale Spirit Dealers ... ... ... 3,547 11 8 3,606 l3 4
All other Licenses ... ... ... ... 806 14 3 950 8 6
52,685  9 G 57,317 16
261,194 5 7 ...
13,985 12 9
25,574 11 11  2,25i'16  1
147,754  9 3  17,256 13  4
87,451 17 10 1,171 12 1
178,606 13  4 6,362 1 3
67,560 16  10 5,273 3 1
3,626 7 10
251 14 0
1,075 3 10 318 6 3
21,130 2 0 14,295 19 4
95,047  4 10  2,162 1 5
26,240 17  2 3,049 0 8
273,564 18 2  43,976 14  6
1,199,186 13 6 95,805 1 9 4,196 8 1
29,322 4 1 ..  1,944 15  6
33,116 10 8 348 4 10
2,927 12 0  1,888 16  9
1,092 5 4 ...
5,217 5 9 ...
71,676 3 10 2,237 1 7
96,024 12  7 ...
18,904 2 1 ...
318 14 0
1,232 19 2
3,496 8 8
14,723 6 2
153 1 2
14,876 7 4
4,201 11 10
1,497 18 4 ... 32 17 7
2,202  19 8 ... 9 1 4
7,511 9 11 .. . 587 16 4
138 0 0 6 0 0
3,212 18 4 ...
1,887 10 0 ...
472 18 4
183 3 4
206 12 6
2,993 2 3
59 1 8
143 14 3
1 6 0 0 4,638 6 7
TOTAL TAXATION  ... £  1,566 ,98214 1 1,500,343  13 3 98 ,048 3 4 81,409 2 6
TERRITORIAL REVENUE.
LAND REVENUE-
Land Sales - Auction and  Selection  ...  1 22,491 17 8 27 ,353 3 7 4,861 5 11
Rentsof liomesteadandConditional Purchases' 144 17 10 87 0 0 57 17 10
Rents, Acts of 1884 to 1895 ... ... 92,431 10 7 100,195 13 2 ... 7,764 2 7
Rents, Dredge  Sections ,  "Oyster Act of  1886" 1,827 9 1 1,903 10 0 .. 76 0 11
Preparation and Enrolment of Title  Deeds  1,591 5 4 1,317 4 7 274 0 9
" Special Sales of Land Act of  1891 " ... ! 42,386 0 0 2,800 0 0 39,586 0 0
Timber Licenses and other Receipts ... 7,132 18 1 8,562 14 2 ...
PASTORAL OCCUPATION'-
39,917 18 7
Occupation Licenses, Act of 1884 ... ... 16,753 12 4 16,152 13 4 600 19 0
Rent of Runs... ... ... ... ... 340,836 7 6 327,130 2 9 13,706 4 9
Survey and Transfer Fees  ... ... ...  689 8 0 256 14 6 432 13 6
358,279 7 10 343,539 10
MINING OCCUPATION-
)lt1iners'  Rights and Business Licenses ... 5,045 10 0
Mining Leases  and other Receipts ... ... 20,776 5 6
Survey Fees ... ... ... ... ... 1,467 9 9
Escort Fees  ... ... ... ... ... (  593 1 0
27,882 6 3
TOT. L  TERRITORIAL
RAILWAYS.
Southern  and Western Division ...
Central ... ... ... ... ...
Mackay ... ... ... ...
Bowen ... ... ...
Northern ... ... ... ... ...
Cairns ... ... ...
Cooktown ... ... ... ... ...
Normanton ... ... ...
TOTAL RAILWAYS
1,290,795 7 2
27,377 8 7
33,465 1 6
4,816 8 9
773 11 4
3,984 6 7
70,416 16 9
81,301 6 5
18,751 0 11
100,052 7 4 114,928 14 8
£ 554,167 12 8
.. 18 10 14,674 1114,155  1
£ 1,052,69118  5 1,136,86013 2
7 14,739 17 3
4,560 0 0
22,763 14 10
694 2 4
662 6 6
28,680 3 8
485 10 0
773 7 5
1,429 16 1
14,131 5 6
1,987 9 4
69 5 6
1,258 17 5
514,438 19 9 55,916 13 3
589,055 13  4 668,407 5 6 ...
260,702 19 10 238,380 15 11 22,322 3 11
9,349 9 2  7,717  4 2 1,632 5 0
978 15  8 3,054 14 2 ...
167,514 18 2  192,378  13 6 ...
9,081 17 0 9,923 5 6 ...
1,852 6 5 2,324 3 4
23,954 8 11
2,056 14 10
16,188 0 4
79,351 12 2
2,075 18 6
24,863 15 4
841 8 6
471 16 11
518 12 3
108,123 3 8
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Year Year
ended  30th  June, ended  30th June,
18146. 1897.
OTHER SERVICES.
POSTAGE-
£  s. d. £ s. d.
Sale of Stamps  ... ... ...  156,869 17 7 157,062 7 2
Commission on Money  Orders and Postal
Notes ... ... ... ... ...  6,798 17  0  7,003 17 9
162,668 14  7 164,066 4 11
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS  ...  75,446 0 4 75,268 10 1 177 10 3
HARBOUR RATES AND FEES-
Harbour Rates ,  Pilotage,  &c. ... ...
Graving Dock  ... ... ...
Marine  Board ... ... ... ... ...
12,935 10  6 15,738 5 4
1,016 14 2 749 15 9
599 3 9 821 5 6
14,551 8 5 17,309 6 7
TOTAL OTHER  SERVICES  ... £  252,666 3 4 256,644 1 7
OTHER RECEIPTS.
FEES OF OFFICE-
Courts of  Petty  Sessions ... ...
Registrar of Titles  ... ... ...
Registrar of Patents ... ... ...
Sheriff  ... ... ... ...
Shipping  Master  ... ... ...
All Other  Fees  ,,. ... ...
4 9 12 3
4,122 16 2  4,070 12  3 62 3 119,524 12  4 9,523  4 11  1 7 5
3,059 4 3 2,547 0 6 612 3 9
244 7 3 220 11 11 23 16 4
1,068 2 6 1,141 5 6  ...  73 3 0
2,375 5 7 2,228 3 2  147 2 6
20,394 8 1 19,730 18 3 736  12 10  73 3 0
FIN ES AND FORFEITURES-
Courts of Petty Sessions
Confiscated and Unclaimed Property
Crown's Share of Seizures ... ...
Sheriff  ... ... ... ...
All Other Fines
3,623 16 3 3,420 4 6 203 11 9
32 18 5 31 8 10 1 9 7
152 4 1 289 11 1 137 7 0
22 0 0 17 4 0 416 0
145 8 0 1,265 9 8 ... 1,120 1 8
3,976 6 9  5,023 18  1  209 17  4  1,257 8 8
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Asylums ,  Orphanages ,  &c. ..
Civil Service Superannuation Fund , 1863 Act
Cont ri butions towards Cost of Garrison,
Thursday Island ... ...
Commission and Balances in Insolvency ...
Commission ,  Interest ,  and Balances in In-
testacy  ... ... ... ...
Government Printer  ... & dies Interest on Loans to Local Bodies ...
„ Public  Balances ...
Powder Magazines  ... ... ...
Repayment of Loans to Sugar Mi ll s,  1885-86
Sale of Government  Property ,,. ...
Surcharges and Refundments ... ...
Wharves .. ... ... ...
Other  Miscellaneous Receipts ... ...
TOTAL  OTHER RECEIPTS ... £
5,312  16 7 4,549 7 3 763 9 4
698 4 7 688 12
5,356 8 9
588 6 11
5,648 5 6
3,138 11 9
66,639 4 8
90,405 9 8
2,985 0 8
1,312 10 6
3,759 12 4
304 7 2
1,688 1 11
2,867 4 9
4,418 17 0 937 11 9
388 5 5 200 1 6
2,611  3,036 14 82,976 12  9 161 19 0
70,8001210 .. 4,161 8 2
78,355 17 8 12,049 12 0
2,39818 4 586 2 4
1,936 12 6  ...  624 2 0
2,897 6 5 862 5 11
1,120 12 10 ..  816 6 8
1,416 19 8 271 2 35,547 10 8  ...  2,680 511
Decrease .  Increase.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
26618 6
1,192 9 7
205 0 9
1,397 10 4
2,802 14 10
222 1 9
266 18  5  3,024 16  7
444 8 8 4,422 6 11
190,704 5 9  180,107 16 6  18,878 11  0 8,282 1 9
215,075 0 7 204,862 12 10
TOTAL  REVEIME PROPER  ... £13,641,583 9 1
19,825 1 2  9,612 13  5
3,613 ,150 0 71198 ,188 15 4 169,755 6 10
r
Decrease .,. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £  198,187 16 4
DECREASE  OF REVENUE PROPEE ON CORRESPONDING YEAR, 1896 ... £ 28,433 8 6
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TRUST FUNDS RECEIPTS.
"Agricultural Lands Purchase Act of  1894 4,362
.
15
.
4
.
11,139 18
Assurance Fund, Real Property Act ...  3,176 8 4 3,091 15
Brands Act Fund ... ...  12,743 5 3 731 3
British New Guinea Trust Account ...  23,588 1 8 21,837 12
Central Rabbit Board Trust Account ..,  10,833 6 8 13,799 16
Civil Service Superannuation Trust Account  25,154 7 3 6,986 1
Colonial Treasurer's Intercolonial Account  10,726 2 5 ...
"Croton LandsAct of  1884" (Improvements)  8,712 5 8 11,613 17
Defence Stores Trust Account ... ...  6,087 9 6 7,119 1
Diseases  in Sheep Act Fund ..,  300 17 5 132 2
Diseases  in Stock Fund Account 13 571 17...  ...
Harbour and River Dues Trust Account ...  61,692 0 2 ,48,219 12
Immigration Collections, Colony ... ...  947 0 0 2,020 0
„ „ London .. , .. ,  130 7 6 662 11
Insanity Trust Account ... ... ...  5,199 0 0 20 19
Intestacy Trust Account ... ... ...  4,600 0 0 13,143 3
Live Stock and Meat Export Fund ...  ...
i l tM D i A dF
1,660 6
77es ruct onarsup a s ct un ... .
Pacific Islanders' Fund ...
.. 6,457 19 8 1910,582 19
Police Reward Fund... ... ... . ..  1,726 0 1 1,924 7
Pound Sales ... ... ... ... . ..  83 3 0 98 19
"Special Sales of Land Act of  1891 " 42,452 3 0 3,304 17
Stock Tax-Dairy Fund ... ... . .. 4,630  15 5 154 17
it Meat. Fund ... 18,169 1 9 925 1
Straits Hospital Fund ... 654 13 0 620 6
Supreme Court Funds Trust Account . ..  8,295 5 11 13,174 4
Survey (Land) Trust Account 22,154  10 9 31,707 6
Trust Fund, Audit Act .., ... ..,  608 7 3 568 19
TOTAL TRUST FUNDS RBCnirTS ... £ 283,485 7 0 218,889 16
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  2nd July, 1897.
. . . ...
0 ... 6,777 2 8
3 84 13 1
6  12,012 1 9
7 1,750 9 1
0 ...  2,966 3 4
0 18,168 6 3
10,726 2 5
3 ...
7 ...
0 168 15 5
7 ...
1 13,472 8 1
2,901 11
1,031 12
7
1
13,571 17 7
0 ... 1,073 0 0
4  ...  532 3 10
0 5,178 1 0
6 ... 8,543 3 6
6 ... 1,660 6 6
3 ... 77 19 3
8 ... 4,125 0 0
5 ... 198 7 4
6  ...  15 16 6
8 39,147 5 4
0 4,475 18 6
4 17,244 0 5
0 34 7 0
11 ... 4,878 19 0
11 ... 9,552 16 2
10 39 7 5
8 122,501 15 8 57,906 5 4
ROBT. PHILP,
Acting Treasurer.
COMPARATIVE  STATEMENT  Of the CUSTOMS DUTIES received  at each PORT  of the Colony  Of QUEENSLAND,
and paid into the Treasury at Brisbane, during the QUARTERS and YEARS ended 30th JUNE,
1896, and 30th JuNE, 1897, respectively.
Port. Quarter ended30th June, 1896.
£ s. d.
Brisbane  ... ... 163,854 6 2
Ipswich ... 3,239 14 1
Maryborough ... ... 13,246 17 8
Burnett River  ... ... 7,452 2 3
Gladstone ... ... ... 1,300 15 10
Rockhampton ... 43,391 16 11
St. Lawrence ... ... 298 1 1
Mackay  ... ...  6,551 15  1
Port Denison ... ... 1,292 6 9
Cleveland Bay ... ... 57,379 15 3
Dungeness  ... 420 6 5
Geraldton ... ... ... 1,037 7 6
Cairns  ... ... ... ...  7,838 6 2
Port Douglas  ... ...  382 0 6
Cooktown ... ... 4,027 12 1
Thursday  Island 3 ,703 18 8
Normanton  ... ... 7,983 8 4
Burketown  ... ... 807 6 1
Cunnamulla ... ... ... 1,397 8 9
Thargomindah ... ... 1,185 14 8
Border Patrol... ... ... 3,318 5 0
Year Year
ended 30th June ,  ended 30th June, Decrease.
1896. 1897.
Increase.
d£  s d £ a £  s d a dP
Quarter ended Year ended Year ended
30th  June,  1897. 30th June ,  1896.  30th June, 1897.
£  S.  d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
143,42818  2 655 ,359 2 9 617,701 7 6
3,060 2 2 14,289 17 8 14,291 13 0
10,130 1 1 50,784 16 1 44,877 11 10
5,595 8 2  29,274 16  4 26,746 9 1
1,142 16 9 3,761  13 11  4,936 8 2
37,532 18 9 164,605 6 7 151,963 6 11
64 4 5 339 17 10 609 11 95,110 17  4 27,881  3 11 21,338 13  0
1,702 8 7 4,595 18 0 5,402 1 451,396 11  0 224,129 5 6 200,003 0 7
745 1 7 2,277 3 5 2,392 16 6
1,323 0 5  4,168 16 10  4,753 11 106,175 17  5  26,989 14  8 25,377 6 0
381 19 6 1,371 18 3 3,401 14 3
4,092  8 11  14,003 5 2 14,672 9 9
3,481 19 5 12,608 14 8 12,576 19 9
6,934  2  10  27,031 0 7 25,675 17 4686 10  1 3,377 4 5 2,468 0 3
1,339 6 8 4,768 0 2 4,864 0 6
600 6 8 3,927 7 9 3,151 17 112,177 10  7 15,250 2 8  11,981 17  4
TOTAL ... ...  Z.  330,109 5 3 287,102 9 6 1,290,795 7 2 1,199,186 13 6
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FOR THE QUARTERS ENDED FOR THE YEARS ENDED
Schedule A
Schedule B
Schedule C
No. 1.-SCHEDULES.
30th June, 30th  June ,  30th June,
1896.  1897. 1896.
£  s. d. £ s. d. £ 8. d.' £ a. d.
1,957 7. 6 1,250 0 0 4,762 18 8 5,000 0 0
11,467 17 5 11,342 11 3 45,379 18 8 44,295 9 1
50 0 0 25 0 0 150 0 0 75 0 0
6,297 4 2 20,753 11 5 34,116 18 11 65,988 19 5
13,691 0 0 13,762 0 0 27,194 0 0 13,762 0 0
Schedule D ... ..
Contribution to Australasian Squadron ...
33,463  9 1 47,133 2  8 111,603 16 3 129,121 8 6
1A--Interest on Public Debt to 30th June ... 650,934 17 10 632,929 19 8  1,286,530 17  3 1,263,659 6 7
No. 2.-E%ECUTIvE AND LEaIBLATIVS.
His Exce ll ency the Governor ... ...
Executive  Council ... ... ..,
Legislative Council  ... ... ...
Legislative  Assembly ... ... ...
Legislative  Council and Assembly ...
No. 3.-CHIEF S ECRETARY.
Chief Secretary ... ... ... ...
Agent-General for the Colony ... ...
Defence Force (Land) ... ... ...
„ (Marine ) ... ... ...
Civil Service Board ... ... ... ...
Immigration ... ... ... ... ...
No. 4.-HOME SECRETARY.
Department ... ... ... ... ... ...
Thursday Island ... ... ... ...
„ „ Water Police ... ... ...
Labour Bureau ... ... ... ...
Public Health ... ... ... ... ...
Registrar -General ... .. .. ... ...
Police  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Petty  Sessions  ... ... ... ... ...
Government Printing ... ...
Advertising Board ...
Lunatic Asylums ... ... ... ...
Lunatic Reception Houses  ... ... ...
Prisons  ... ... ...
Reformatories  ... ... ... ...
Lytton Water Police ... ... ... ...
Benevolent  Asylum, Dunwich .,,
Steamers  "Lucinda " and " Otter " ... ...
Charitable  Allowances  ... ... ... ...
Medical and  Medical Board  ... ...
Miscellaneous Services  .. ... ... ...
Expenses  of Shearers' Strike ... ... ...
Expenses of Elections ... ...
Fire  Brigades  ... ... ... ... ...
Expenses  Local Government, Royal Commission
Roads and Bridges  ... ... ... ... ...
NO. 5.-SECRETARY FOR WORKS.
557 4 0 395 0 0 1,802 4 0 1,680 0 0
201 11 10 214 1 2 824 9 3 890 1 1
690 9 7 375 17 9  2,698 12 10  1,938 13  5
496 5 7 440 13 6 3,013 18 6 2,254 11 9
1,491 6 8 1,705 13 3 5,803 10 8 6,231 4 7
3,436 17 8 3,131 5 8 - 14,142 15 3 12,994 10 10
255 0 0  68 10 4 1,020  0 0 634 1 5
673 2 1 1,060 1 1 2,758  1 1 8,265 19 3
24,714  1 3 23,210 1811  63,678 19  0 50,452 16 12,330 16  6 2,176  10 11  7,743 18 6 7,811 14 9
336 7 0  269 0 0 924 7 4 828 8 1
188 5 8 218 9 9 955 6 8 951 3 4
28,497 12 6 27,003 11 0  77,080 12 7
917 0 0 923 15 0 3,670 0 0
1,248 9 10 893 16 3 3,272 5 7
231 2 3 360 15 6 952 15 0,2,15S 18 4 1,973 14 8 6,849 8 71984 17  6 923 0 3 3,330 6 8
1,619 8 7 1,597 11 10 5,320 0  0!
54,297 1 8 42,678 9 0 167,239 5 9
6,440 6 0 6,969 10 3 26,664 4 2
5,474 15 6 6,277 4 10 28,544 5 10
1,562 19 11 1,378 12 0  7,424 6 4
11,567 3 0 9,741 7 6 36,048 10 2
638 2 5 720 15 4 2,418 6  8i
6,244  6 11  6,575 14 9 23,523 3 6
516 8 6 439 6 0  2,056 12  4'
338 1 11 351 7 7  1,370 12  3
3,759 14 9 3,711 19 .6 12,912 6 0
1,434 18 10 1,736 14 3 5,863 11 6
17,763 7 4 14,822 5 4 68,059 2 7
559 17 7 523 9 5 2,327 7 5
4,245 18 3 3,748 12 0 12,627 10 710,702 10 2
4,813 8 2 90 8 7 6,446 1 1
1,237 6 5 1,005 0 6 2,705 13 3
664 2 9 ... 661 2  91
... 64 18 10 ...
30th June,
1897.
63,944 2 11
3,689 14 1
2,928 0 9
1,039 10 9
7,145 11 1
4,536 6 0
5,518 15 9
165,711 11 9
27,256 12 3
32,088 9 7
5,097 15 10
36,495 12 0
2,658 7 7
25,127 19 4
1,812 15 6
1,345 2 3
12,653 15 11
7,476 19 6
65,774 10 3
2,296 14 4
12,405 4 2
12 0 0
1,192 13 11
3,191 14 4
1,449 11 2
4,040 13 1
128,757 16 5 107,508 9 2 440,992 8 2 432,946 1 2
17 5  2,300 13 10 8,342 18 8 9,051 16 5
7 3 22,458 3 11 57,468 18 1 68,626 7 6
13 4 401 6 0 7,468 13 5 4,901 4 3
Department ... ... ... ... 2,026
Buildings  ... ... ... ... ... 15,469
Roads and Bridges  ... ... ... ... ... 1,558
19,054 18 0 25,160 3 9 73,280 10 2 82,579 8 2
No. 6.-DEPARTA [ BNT OF JUSTICE.
Chief Office ... ... • ... ... ... ... 1,260
Crown Solicitor, Brisbane ... ...  ... ...  1  217
Crown Solicitor, Townsville ... ... ... 115
Supreme Court, Southern ... ... ... ... 1,395
Supreme Court, Northern '... ... ... ... 649
Supreme Court, Central ... ... ... .., 386
Sheriff, Southern ... ... ... ... ... 1,143
Sheriff, Northern ... ... ... ... .., 211
District Courts ... ... ... .,, 3,528
Insolvency, Intestacy, and Insanity ... ... 600
Registrar  of Friendly  Societies  ... ... ... 181
Commissioner of Stamps  ... ... ... ... 690
Registrar of Patents ... ... ... 520
Registrar  of Titles ... ... ... ... ... 1,889
0 1 1,517 13 6 4,888 17 4  6,422  11 9
0 11 693 16 7 1,925 12 0 2,598 14 0
7 0 81 2 2 373 2 6 321, 8 8
4 8 1,326 14 0 5,921 10  311  5,800 17 7
14 6 476 6 2 2,222 9 0 1,869 6 4
6 6 306 8 10 651 9 0 1.363 1 2
0 5 1,141 0 8 4,362  14  11  4,252 6 3
5 0 223 15 0 863 15 0 977 18 0
5 3 2,538 8 4 9,155 15 4 9,969 14 9
2 8 608 11 6 2,370 2 0 2,451 16 5
10 0 244 10 0 747 11 10 834 2 8
13 2 690 2 10 2,982 5 11 3,043 1 2
6 0 418 13 6 1,986 17 2 1,829 2 7
19 1 1,872 19 6 7,519 5 9 7,524 3 1
12,788 15 3 12,140 2 7 45,971 8  0 49,258 4 5
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FOR THE QUARTERS  ENDED
1897.1896.
No. 7.-TnE TREASURER.
Treasury ... ... ... ... ... ...
Colonial  Stores ... ...
Endowment to Local Authorities ...
Interest, Commission, and Exchange
Railway Border Tax ... ...
Miscellaneous Services ... ...
Torres Straits Steam Service ...
Customs ... ... ... ...
Border Patrol ... ...
Distilleries and Excise ... ...
Marine  Board ... ... ...
Harbours, Pilots, and Lighthouses
Powder  Magazines  ... ... ...
Docks .. ... ... ... ... ...
Water Supply ... ... ... ... ...
No. 8.-SECRETARY FOR LANDS.
Department ... ... ... ...
Land Board ... ... ... ...
Division of Runs ... ... ...
Sale of Land ... ... ... ...
Bailiffs and Rangers of Crown Lands
Opening Roads ... ... ...
Pastoral Occupation... ...
Survey of Land ... ... ...
Trigonometrical Survey ... ...
Miscellaneous ...
Rabbit Fence ... ...
Dairy Fund-Southern Division ...
Less Cr.  Transfer
No. 9.-SBCRETARY FOR AGRJOULTURE.
Department ... ... ... ... ...
State Nurseries  ... ... ... ...
Botanic  G ardens
Co-operative Communities Settlements
Reserves
Agricultural and Horticultural  Societies ...
No. 10.- SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
Department ... ...
Inspection ...
State and Provisional Schools
Grammar Schools ... ... ... ... ...
Schools of Arts and Technical Education... ...
Museum ...
Orphanages ...
No. 11.- SECRETARY FOR MINES.
Department ... ... ... ... ...
Gold Fields ...
Government Analyst
No. 12 .- SECRETARY FOR RAILWAYS.
General Establishment ... ... ...
Southern Division ...
Central Railway ...
Mackay Railway ...
Bowen  Railway ...
Northern Railway ...
Cairns Railway
Cooktown Railway ...
Normanton Railway
17,317 2 9  7,908 12  8  30,671 16  0 24,033 5 3
1,374 4 3 1,597 1
1,874 17 7 2,147 1
61,328 7 10 64,978 12
1,194 5 6 1,320 4
626 2 8 847 12
257 6 8 345 13
5,824  0 10  6,017 15
72,479 5 4 77,284 0
4 4,102 5 10 4,406 17 0
8 5,855  12 3 6,24618 2
8 181,154 7 9  189,845 16  9
0  3,678 19  0 3,785 19 3
1 4,940  8 2 5,302 12 5
1 799 1 1 880 8 1
7  22,319 15  6 22,264 7 2
5 222,850 9 7 232,732.18 10
809 0 3 1,838 17 4  3,421 0  5  4,762 15  9
4,290 4 0 3,395 2 11 17,098 4 6  16,220 15  7
148 1 7 234 14 9 573 3 11 861 2 8
5,247  5 10  5,468 15  0
5,901 3 0 5,618 4 598,657 1  1  106,633 17 11
29,960 15 7  33,547 16  3
1,397 14 8 1,810 1 5
1,058 3 2 852 9 11
17,871 7 9  18,564 17  3
3,170 7 2 2,983  0 10
1,456 1 2 1,373 10 2
3,552 9 0 2,142 17 10
163,025 18 7 173,526 16 0
21,092  18 10  21,844 14  0
23,229 7 11 24,536 3 11
394,571 19 10 415,471 16 8
114,220_  9 6 126,313 14 0
6,476 1 6,532 5 11
3,055  5 3,543' 2 9
70,137 7 2 78,216 10 6
12,281 2 7  11,820 17  75,572 18 10 5,705 19 3
11,116 7 0 10,505 7 5
640,661 14  4 682,645 18 0
No. 13.- POSTMASTER - GENERAL.
Post and Telegraph Offices... ... ... ... 32,993 9 6 34,158 18 10 131,200 17 9  134,833 11 3
Conveyance of Mails ... ... ... ... 30,732 8 10 29,231 2 9 115,941 16 8 115,831 7 3
Miscellaneous Services ... . ... ... ... 14,017 7 2 16,028 15 11 47,632 11 11 57,375 11 2
Meteorological Branch ... ... ... 240 0 0 643 4 4 1,716 2 5 ' 1,798 13 7
No. 14.-AUDITOR'  GEN RRAL.
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,964 9 1
77,983 5 6 80,062 1 10 296,491  8 9 309,839 3 3
GRAND TOTAL  ... £  1,309,832 0 8
30th June ,  30th June ,  30th June ,  30th June,
£ s. d. £
1,350 5 0 1,425
4,569 9 6 2,607
18,639 18 2 17,201
G,090 5 6 4,802
3,507 16 11
869 2 10 828
9,795 0 0 9,950
11,016 4 4 11,020
1,541 16 0 883
1,520 6 4 1,483
91.0 8 8 917
15,237 0 9 13,099
200 12 8 189
355 18 7 426
857 7 10 842
76,491 13 1 65,678
1,705 4 11 2,724
533 17 3 708
775 16 8 870
1,570 4 5 1,902
979 15 6 1,163
205 0 0 215
249 12 0 252
4,815 7 11 5,245
31 1 1 23
126 14 3 133
4,896 0 9 229
2,500 0 0
FOR  THE  YEARS ENDED
1896. 1897.
s. d. £ .. d. £ s. d.
0 0 5,594 15 11 5,876 6 5
17 1 10,546 7 9 9,957 17 0
14 10 63,137 11 0 62,857 14 2
11 3 14,720 0 8 13,021 17 3
5,835 11 11 2,975 14 2
6 8 1,703 14 9 ,3,300 1 2
0 0 18,842 15 5 19,905 0 0
11 4 39,192 6 11 38,911 13 2
13 7 4,563 16 4 4,985 15 10
14 6 5,274 19 3 5,386 12 10
1 11 3,989 3 6 3,672 18 7
14 3 49,829 8 7 € 5,413 1  3
1 11 2,148 11 1 903 17 4
4 4 1,530 11 3 1,743 17 1
10 8 3,043 2 7 2,955 5 0
2 4 229,952 16 11 231,897 11 3
15 3 6,832 11 7
2 5 1,642 12 2
0 0 3,383 8 8
1 10 6,594 3 2
1 6 4,151 2 8
10 0 1,036 17 0
9 3 966 10 9
12 8 22,462 14 10
6 6 186 17 1
16 10 1,077 2 0
15 1 18,202 19 4
2,500 0 0
13,468 11 4
11,215 10 5
7,991 14 11
1,893 4 5
3,007 10 0
7,273 2 7
4,573 4 11
946 0 3
1,260 14 4
20,290 16 6
102 14 4
478 16 10
11,071 15 8
18,388 14  9 2,253  0 11 69,036 19  3 58,892 14 9
2,148 9 9 6,678 6 8  7,127  1 9  16,169 16  9
279 13 9 344 8 6 1,482 4 9 1,636 0 4
517 19 10 496 2  6 2,135  13 10  2,222  3 11
13,581 6 11 ... 14,300 7 6
623 2 6  '282  5 0 3,221 12  6 1,942 4 3
166 10 0  107 10  0  2,204 15  8 2,063 0 0
2,067 8 7  7,586 10 11  7,874 8 6
1,269,255 12 3 3,567,947 2 3 3,604 ,263 16 5
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SUMMARY.
1896. 1897.
£ s. d. £ s. d
Revenue during Twelve Months ended 30th June ... ... 3,641,583 9 1 3,613,150 0 7
Expenditure during Twelve Months ended 30th June
... ... ... 3,567,947 2 3 3,604,263 16 5
Excess of Revenue over Expenditure ... £ 73,636  6 10 8,886 4 2
THE REVENUE ACCOUNT.
£ s. d.
Debit Balance, 30th June, 1896... ... ... ... ... 221,972 3 8
Transferred to Trustees of Public Debt Reduction Fund ... ... ... ... ... 73,636 6 10
295,608 10  6
Surplus  twelve months 1896-97, as above ... 8,886, 4 2
Debit  Balance, 30th  June,  1897 ... ... ... ... ... £286,722 6 4
LOAN EX PENDITURE.
A IISTtc5CT of E xr sfDITU $ s for the QUARTERS and YEARS ended 30th Juwz, 1896, and 30th JUNR, 1897,
respectively.
FOR VIM QUARTEB3 ISNDISD FOR TIIB INAR 5NDSD
Defence  .. ... ... ... ...
Immigration ... ... ... ...
Public Works-
Buildings ... ... ... ... ...
Bridges ... ... ...
harbour Works and Improvements ... ...
Waterworks and Water Supply ...
Loam to Local Bodies ... ... ... ...
Advances under  "The Public Depositors'
Relief Act of  1893 "
Advances under  "The Sugar Works Guaran-
tee Act of 1893"
Advances under  " The Rabbit Boards Act of
1896"
Public Lands-
Co-operative Communities ...
Rabbit Proof Fence ... ... ...
Experimental  Farms  ... ... ...
Survey of Land Special Account ... ...
A4riculture .., ... ... ... ...
Mines  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Railways- .
General Establishment ... ... ...
Southern ... ... ... ... ...
Central ... ... ... ... ...
Northern ... ... ... ...General ... .. ... ...
Electric Telegraphs ... ... ... ..
30th June, 30th June, 30th June, 30th June,
1888. 1897. 1896.  1897.
£  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
184 16 1 8,464 6 1 977 5 9  9:626 9 2
... 974 6 3 ... 2,535 7 5
1,887 3 4  2,630 19  9  3,532 18  0  11,690 19  1
70 4 4 ... 1,000 0 0
2,907  7 7  11,286 7 4  9,643 12  5  38,805 2 8
2,301 7 8 788 19 7 7,047 1 2 7,857 3 4
51,068 10 1 52,628 11 2 132,963  11 11  135,773 6 5
98 14  4 3,600 0 0 616 5 11
72,738 5 1 19,026 0 2 157,191 19 0  158,309 17 10
4,500 0 0 4,500 0 0
... 1,467 4 1
1,918 8 8
... ... 550 0 0
20,000 0 0
7,169 0 6  ...  7,169 0 6
14,489 15 1 ... 14,489 15 1
1,336 18  4 4,428  8 11 5,321 3  2  17,173 12 10
50,145 1 8 90,067 6 8 133,234 6 8 394,418 2 5
7,539 17 2 11,919 6 7 14,208 19 9 35,141  8 11
18,110 0 4 49,984  4  11  35,742 5 7 134,905 15 920,470 11  8  68,890 18  1 .79,496 1 1 127,823 3 44,328 12  5 13,472 9 11 6,731 4 0 25,037 7 9
233,088 15  9
Less Credit Immigration ... ... 139 7 6
£ 232,949 8 3  360,819 15  4 592,158  2 7 :1,148,341 7 1
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TRUST FUNDS EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRACT  Of EXPENDITURE  for the QUAR TERS and  YEARS ended 30th JUNE, 1896, and 30th JUNE, 1397,
respectively.
FOR THE QUARTKRS ENDED
30th  June , 30th June,
Agricultural Lands Purchase Act ...
Audit Act Trust Fund ... ... ...
Brands Fund  ... ... ... ...
British New Guinea Trust Account ...
Central Rabbit Board ... ... ... ...
Civil Service Superannuation Fund ...
"Crown Lands Actof  1884" (Improvement Fund)
Defence Stores Trust Account ... ... ...
Dairy Fund-
Salaries  and Contingencies ... ... ...
Advances ... ... ... ...
Diseases  in Stock Act ... ... ... ...
European Immigration ... ...
Harbour Dues Trust Account ... ... ...
Intestacy Trust Fund ... ... ... ...
Intercolonial Account ... ... ... ...
"Live Stock and Meat Export Act of  1895" ...
Marsupials  Destruction  Act ... ... ...
Meat Fund-
Salaries and Contingencies...
Advances .. , . ,
Police Reward Fund .. ...
Paci fic Islanders ' Fund ... ... ...
Poundage  ... ... ..
Real Property Assurance Fund ...
Sheep Fund ... ... ... ...
"Special Vales  of Land Act of  1891
Straits Hospital Fund ... ... ...
Stock Institute ... ... ... ...
Survey of Land, Special Account ...
Supreme Court Trust Funds ... ...
FOR THE TEARS ENDED
30th June, 30th June,
1896. 1897. 1896. 1897.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1,925 9 5 2,084 5 0 2,111 18 7 5,948 5 5
95 18 11 53 13 9 671 9 4 797 11 8
2,087  11 11  2,294 1 4 4,611 7 4 12,244 0 9
8,318 8 5 11,535 2 1 22,319 8 10 22,044 16 10
1,252 1 9 4,155  8 10  7,501 1 7 13,069 12 6
178 4 8
816 9 8 2,263 4 2 6,853 18 8 12,448 11 7
1,831 7 10 2,126 2 0 5,185 19 3. 10,503 3 3
103 1 5 105 19 7 492 1 5 987 18 2
297 10 0 2,952 14 8  4,04  0 0
.. 3,823 * 5 3 ... 15,715 19 5
1,302 17 6 2,128 10 2 3,922 9 2 6,747 9 6
26,894 6 7  13,354 13  5 61,250 5 11 65,011  12 10
... ... 4,000 0 0 4,000 0 0
12,836 18 11666 13  0  ...  1,901 11 10
10 16 0 ... 614 16 10 649 17 4
131 4 0 155 4 10 468 18 5 514 6 8
12,914 0 0 4,252 0 0 46,220 0 0 32,693 5 10
383 11 8 533 2 8 1,941 1 8 1,681 16 10
3,304 9 6 2,893  6 11  10,291 16 1 9,294 17 10
8 1 0 2 19 2 197 4 11 109 13 9
2,333 16 10 231 0 0 2,333 16 10 231 0 0
764 5 6 699 16 0 3,101 18 3 2,994 15 6
27,765 4 1 1,760 3 8 42,386 0 0 2,800 0 0
250 12 0 304 12 0 609 2 0 631 7 0
255 14 0 241 15 9 966 3 8 1,166 10 8
6,865 0 0 7,138 5 9 18,480 10 4 27,464 8 10
1,053 7 2 5,491 8 6 1,053 7 2 11,823 4 10
£ 100,965 5 2 68,294 13 10 263,552 14 6
DISPOSAL OF THE  P UBLIC BALANCES , 3OTII JUNE, 1897.
DR.  £ a. d.
Queensland National Bank, London-
Current Account ... ... ... 4,954 1.3 9
Queensland National Bank, Brisbane-
Extended Depst. £2,009,995 0 0
Current Account 942,123 5 5
Treasury Notes 322,000 0 0
3,274,118 5 5
Agent-General ... ... ... 17,953 17 4
The Treasurer's Coin Account-
Loan ... ... £116,674 0 0
Treasury Notes 592,052 16 8
Royal Bank-
Extended Deposit £750 0 0
Fixed Deposit 120,000 0 0
Treasury Notes 26,666 13 4
Bank of North Queensland-
Fixed Deposit £50,000
Treasury Notes 31,000
708,726 1  8
147,416 13 4
81,000 0 0
Australian Joint Stock Bank-
Extended Deposits... ... ... 12,258 13 5
London Bank of Australia-Extended Deposits... 328 0 0
Fnglish, Scottish, and Australian Bank-
Extended Deposits... ... ... 1,365 0 0
Brisbane Permanent Banking Company-
Extended Deposits... ... ... 154 0 0
Less-
4,248 ,275 19 11
Overdraft, Bank  of England  ... 252,001 16 10
£3,996,274 3 1
0 0
0 0
CR.
263,879 18 10
£ a d.
Loan Fund ... ... ... ... 1,935,288 2 0
Trust Funds ... ... ... ... 204,057 9 7
Government Savings Bank ... ... 881,668 5 10
Treasury Notes ... ... ... 971,719 10 0
Treasury Bills ... ... ... 3,613 0 0
Government Savings Bank Inscribed
Stock ... ... ... ... 283,650 2 0
4,282,996 9 5
Less-
Deficit Consolidated Revenue Fund  286,722 6 4
£3,996,274 3 1
The Treasury, ROBT. PHILP,
Brisbane , 5th July, 1897. Acting Treasurer.
Printed and  Published by EDMUND  GREGORY, Government  Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel Hower, GUNTnR, Commandant.
Guard  of Honour.
No. 168.
[No. 8.
Brisbane, 12th July, 1897.
« A » BATTERY, Queensland Permanent Artillery, will furnish a Guard of Honour on Wednesday next, the
tl 14th instant, on the occasion of the landing of His Excellency Rear-Admiral Cyprian A. G. Bridge,
Naval Commander-in-Chief.
A Salute of thirteen guns will be fired from the Saluting Battery in the Queen's Park, at the hour the
Admiral lands. The Brisbane Garrison Battery will perform this duty.
The Officer Commanding the Battery will arrange for the necessary signal.
The Headquarters' Band will parade with the u uard of Honour at Victoria Barracks, and march with
the Guard to and from the landing place.
The exact time and place will be notified hereafter to Commanding Officers.
Dress-Review Order.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER,  Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief  Staff  Officer.
Printed and PubWhed by EDMUND GssaoaT ,  Government Printer, William street ,  Brisbane.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedINO Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished[
.7 AIilernor , Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Governor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by  " The Bank Holidays Act of  1877 " it is amongst
other things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be
observed as a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in
any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district therein :
Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the provisions of
the said Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby appoint the following days to be observed as Public
Holidays in the places hereunder named:-
WEDNESDAY, the 14th of July instant, being the first day of
the Annual Race Meeting of the Gympie Turf Club, in the town of
Gympie ;
THURSDAY, the 15th of July instant, being the day appointed
for holding the Annual Show of the Bowen Pastoral and Agricultural
Society, at Bowen ;
[No. 9.
THURSDAY, the 22nd of July instant , being  the first day of the
Annual Race Meeting of the Maryborough Jockey Club, in the town
of Maryborough ;
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, the 28th and 29th of July
instant, being the days appointed for holding the Annual Race
Meeting of the Mackay Turf Club, in the town of Mackay ;
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, the 4th and 6th of August
proximo, being the days appointed for the Annual Race  Meeting of
the Cloncurry Racing Club, in the town of Cloncurry; and
WEDNESDAY, the 11th of August proximo, being the day
appointed for the Opening of the Annual Exhibition of the Queens-land National Agricultural and Industrial Association, n Brisbane
and the Electoral District of Nundah.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government  House ,  Brisbane,
this  eighth day of July,  in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred  and ninety -seven, and in the sixt y -
first  year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAPS  THE QUEEN I
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY,  Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th July, 1897.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
11 Executive Council, has been pleased to appoint the
undermentioned gentlemen to be Justices of the Peace.
HORACE TOZER.
Andrews, Robert, Bowen
Archer, Harold, Rochford
Armstrong, Francis Meyrick, Geraldton
Atkinson, Thomas, " Marleycoo," Station road, Indooroopilly
Austin, George Hugo, Claverton, Cunnamulla
Aylwin, Herbert Paterson, Offham, Cunnamulla
Bastick, William,  Brisbane
Boge,  Marcus, Maryborough
Borton,,Gerald A., Peak Vale, Clermont
Broughton, Ernest C. V., Sydney, N.S.W.
Carter, George, Chambers Flat
Collings, James Staines, Koolburra, Laura
Congreve, James, Brisbane
Cowper, Charles Robert, Melbourne, Victoria
Currie, John, Nambour
Duncan, William, Mooraberrie, Windorah
Elmslie, Archibald Gordon, Croydon
Forrest, John Hamilton, Fortitude Valley
Forward, Reginald, Eagle Farm, Rockhampton
Gairdner, Allan Pollok, Clare, Aramac
Helms, Rudolf Andreas Christian, Childers
Heron, Alexander B., Bowen
Jordan, William Harry, Dalby
Kelsey, Joseph Francis, Bowen
King, Frederick William, Annesley, Bundaberg
Kirkup, William Henry, Walkerston, Mackay
Knox, Edward William, General Manager, C. S. R. Co., Sydney,
N.S.W.
Laidlaw, David, Hamilton, Victoria
Lyons, George Frederick, Bundaberg
MacDonald ,  Thomas Fauset ,  Geraldton
Mackenzie , William Brown, Charleville
Malcolm, Gavin Dunne ,  Pelham, Miles
Marks, Henry J., Eidsvold
Marsh ,  Willoughby ,  Clerk of Petty  Sessions ,  Murwillumbah,
N.S.W.
McCrae ,  Farquhar  Peregrine  Gordon, Sydney ,  N.S.W.
McEachern ,  Archibald ,  Malvern Hi lls,  Blackall
McLaughlin ,  Alexander , Springsure
[No. 10.
Mclnnerne y, Thomas, Irvingdale, Dalby
Medcraf, Henry, Rockhampton
Moody, William, Greenbank
Munro, William John,  Cairns
Orr, George Gipps, Post and Telegraph Manager, Eidsvold
Palmer, Thomas Willism, Offham, Cunnamulla
Pechey, Edward Wilmot, Toowoomba
Pegler, Percy William, Milo, Adavale
Price, Edwin, Isisford
Purdie, John Stewart,  Balmoral , Morningside
Reed, John Hastings, Macknade, Ingham
Reis, Ralph Henry, Woolloongabba
Robinson, John, Toombul
Rostron, Lawrence Lancaster, Tilbooroo, Eulo
Rothery, Edmund Montagu, Nardoo, Springsure
Ryland, Herbert, Cunnamulla
Schmidt, Johann Carl Heinrich, Goolburra, Cunnamulla
Scott, Walter, Inspector of Orphanages, Brisbane
Scott, Edmund, Maryborough
Senior, Edward Nassau, 27 Albert Gate, S.W. London
Shayler, John Leonard, Wyandra
Sheridan, Henry, Collingvale, Bowen
Shuttleworth, Digby, Paradise
Sinclair, John, East Bundaberg
Sinclair,  James, Mount Leonard, Windorah
Southerden, Edward Barton, junr., North Pine
Trout, Richard, Musgrave road, Red Hill
Turner, James Alfred, Stonehenge
Underwood, Richard James, Waroo, St. George
Vaughan, Sydney, Musgrave road, Red Hill
Vievers, John George, Nerang
Waller, Onslow F., Ingham
Walpole, Edward, Millmerran, Yandilla
Welsby, Thomas, Brisbane
Whalley, Thomas, Townsville
White, Ernest, Fischerton
Whitty, Herbert George Elphinstone, Carlyle, Mulwala, N.S.W.
Whyte, John Alexander Farquharson, Warbreccan,  Stonehenge
Wilkinson, Robert,  junr ., Sydney, N.S.W.
Williams, Edward  Kent , Cecil Plains, Dalby
Wilson ,  James ,  Emerald
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer,
William  street, Brisbane.
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FRIDAY, 16TH JULY, 1897.
QUEENSLAND LAND  FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL  ORDERS.
By Colonel  HOWEL GUNTER ,  Commandant.
No. 169.
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
[No. 11.
Brisbane , 15th July, 1897.
"A" BATTERY, QUEENSLAND PERMANENT ARTILLERY.
1'HE following Horses having been cast and sold are struck of the strength from the 10th June ultimo.
No. 6, black gelding, broad-arrow over DF K5R near shoulder ;
No. 15, chestnut gelding, broad-arrow over DF RM6 near shoulder ;
No. 16, black gelding, broad-arrow over DF Q8H near shoulder, W7L off shoulder ;
No. 17, bay gelding, broad-arrow over DF 8B5 near shoulder ;
No. 34, grey gelding, broad-arrow over DF 2DP near shoulder;
No. 52, brown gelding, broad-arrow over DF 3Q7 over N1C near shoulder;
No. 72, bay gelding, broad-arrow over DF near shoulder, R off shoulder ; and
No. 90, chestnut gelding, broad-arrow over DF MT9 near shoulder.
MORETON MOUNTED INFANTRY.
No. 5 Company.
Lieutenant E C. Elliot will take over command of the Company,  vice  Acting Captain W. G. Armstrong,
resigned.
2rn BATTALION, 1sT REGIMENT.
" G" Company.
Second -class Sergeant -Instructor  C. A. Mayes will be attached to "A" Battery, Q.P.A., from the 19th
instant until further orders.
REGIMENT OF QUEENSLAND RIFLES.
1ST BATTALION.
STAFF.
The resignation of Orderly-room Sergeant W. A. G. Green is accepted.
No. 155, Acting Colour-Sergeant J. C. Browne, " D " Company, is appointed Orderly-room Sergeant.
3$n BATTALION.
" L" Company.
Acting -Captain H . J. Dodd will  take over command of the Company ,  vice  Acting Lieutenant
M. B. Feenaghty.
QUEENSLAND TEACHERS' VOLUNTEER CORPS.
"  C"  Company.
Acting Lieutenant J. Johnston is posted to the Company as a Supernumerary.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
KENNEDY REGIMENT.
Captain C. F. Plant will take over command of the Regiment,  vice  Acting Major F. W. Beattie, resigned.
Captain C. F. Plant is granted one month's leave of absence. 17th July, 1897.
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No. 170.
Board of Examiners . ATTENTION is directed to the Notification, published in the  Government Gazette  of the 10th instant,.
appointing the undermentioned Officers to be a Board to Examine Candidates for appointment to or promotion in
the Queensland Defence Force (Lana); the appointment of the Board to terminate on the 31st December, 1897:-
The Assistant Adjutant-General,
The Staff Officer for Mounted Infantry,
The Artillery Staff Officer,
The Infantry Staff Officer, and
The Staff Officer for Volunteers.
Rifle Range.
Musketry.
Drill.
No. 171.
THE Toowong Rifle Range, Moreton Division, is placed at the disposal of the Queensland Rifle Association
from the 7th August to the 18th September, inclusive.
An Officer will be detailed every Saturday during the above period to perform the duties of Range Officer.
No. 172.
TEE Annual Course of Musketry for the year ending 30th June, 1898, for Trained Soldiers, Recruits, and
Cadets, will be the same as laid down in General Order No. 228, 1896.
No.  173.
THE following extract from Cyclist Drill, 1897, is published for information. The instructions will be
carried out from this date:-
,,See. 7-Saluting.
"A cyclist standing with his  cycle  Rith the rifle attached will salute with the right hand as laid down in
Infantry Drill, returning the hand to the point of the saddle on the completion of the salute. If the rifle be
detached, he will stand to attention.
" A cyclist either mounted or leading his cycle will salute by coming to attention (if at ease) and turning
his head slightly towards the officer he salutes.
" A party of cyclists on the march will salute on the command Eyes Right (or Left) followed by Eyes Front
from the officer or non-commissioned officer in command.
"The rules as to the distances at which salutes commence and cease are the same as laid down in Infantry
Drill."
No. 174.
Musketry. IN several instances errors have been made in the Musketry Returns for the past year in the method of
calculating the percentage of hits to rounds allotted. The correct method is therefore published for the
information of all concerned.
To find out the percentage of hits to rounds allotted.-Multiply the number of hits by 100, and divide the
product by the number of rounds allotted, to two places of decimals.
Example.-Fifty  men fire ten rounds each, and obtain 420 hits--
50 X 10 = 500-Total number of r,,unds.
420 hits X 100 = 42,0O0 ± 500 rounds = 84.00-Ans.
The result of volley firing must not be added to total individual firing.
Buglers.
Formg_
Books.
Unifoi m,
No. 175.
BUGLERS of all Corps ("A" Battery, Q.PA., excepted), stationed in Brisbane, will parade for practice under
the Bandmaster of the ti ead• Quarters' Band, at the iN ormal School, Adelaide street, on Thursday evenings
at 7.30  P.M.
The Bandmaster will keep a roll of attendance, and furnish a return of attendance during the month on the
1st of each month to the Infantry Staff Officer.
In future all Buglers in the several districts will be examined for efficiency by a Bandmaster, under the
supervision of a Staff Officer, during the Camp of Continuous Training,
No. 176.
COMMANDING OFFICERS must be particular to furnish returns on authorised forms. All obsolete forms
should be at once destroyed. Sergeant Instructors appointed to drill Corps will assist Commanding Officers to
select, from the existing Corps stock, forms that are obsolete. In future, returns furnished on obsolete forms will
be returned for correction.
Requisitions for any additional half-yearly supply must be forwarded to the A.A.G. on the 1st March and
1st September.  Vide S.G.O., Appendix XII.
No. 177.
No further issues of the Defence Regulations or Standing General Orders will be made -until the revised
editions have been printed.
No. 178.
[S.G.O.] The following a'terations in Standing General Orders are published  for general  information:-
APPENDIX TO PART If. OF APPENDIX IV.
Mounted Infantry.
Under the heading "Shoulder Strap:, Staff Sergeants," erase all the words after "braid" and insert
"the regimental plaque embroidered in gold tl.ereon."
Infantry.
Under the beading "Shoulder Straps, Staff Sergeants," erase the words "word ° Staff."'
No. 179.
Advertisements. [S.G.O.] Official Adver tisements  prepared for insertion in any newspaper in the Southern Military
District  by any Permanent Staff Officer must be forwarded to the A.A.G. for transmission to the Advertising
Board.
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No. 180.
MAJOR J. F. ROBERTSON Will proceed to Bundaberg on the 17th instant, on duty, and return to Head-Quarters on completion of same.
No. 181.
Range omeer. LIEUTENANT-COLONEL K. HUTCHISON  is detailed  for duty as  Range  Officer at Toowong Rifle Range on
Saturday  next, the  17th instant.
No. 182.
Trumpet and Bugle  THE following Trumpet and Bui„le Sounds have been authorised, and will be taken into use from this
Sound-1. date .--
REGIMENTALCALLS
A. Bat/ery Queens/and Permanent Artillery
.
Field Artillery
v
Garrison  Artillery
By Order,
J. S AND ERSON LYSTE R, Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Uhiet' Staff' Officer.
NOTICE.
THE Annual  Meeting for  1897 of the Queensland  R.itle Association will be  held at Toocvong during the
week ending 18th September next.
The Annual Meeting  for 1897 of the National Rifle Association of New South  Wales has  been fixed for
25th to 39th October, inclusive.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY,  Government Printer,  William  street, Brisbane
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Chief Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 15th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct the publication, for general information, of the following Despatch
and its Enclosure received from the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
HORACE TOZER.
(For previous papers on this subject see Government Gazette of 10th April,  1897,  page  967.)
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES  to  THE OFFICES ADMINISTERING THE GOVERNMENT OF QUEENSLAND.
Circular.] Downing street, 15th May, 1897.
Siit.-With reference to my Circular Despatch of the 23rd February last, I have the honour to transmit to you copies
of the Regulations for Naval Cadetships, further revised, which have been received from the Lords Commissioners of the
Admiralty.
It will be observed that the minimum limit of age will be raised as from the examination in March, 1898, from 14 to 141,
and that the subjects of examination will be modified from an3 after the examination in December, 1897.
The directions contained in the 3rd and 4th paragraphs of my circular despatch of 23rd February last in regard to the
transmission of applications for nominations to Naval Cadetships for each year will still be applicable, and I have to request that
they may,  as far as  possible,  in all  cases be complied with.
I have, &c., J. CHAMBERLAIN.
[Enclosure.]
REGULATIONS RESPECTING NAVAL CADETS.
To COME INTO  FORCE FOR THE E%aMINATION  TO BE  HELD IN DECEMBER, 1897, AND TO  REMAIN IN FORCE THENCEFORTH.
For the in formation of Candidates.
1. Appointments to Naval Cadetships will be made by limited competition, with the undermentioned exceptions:-Six Cadetships g ven annually to sons of gentlemen in the Colonies, on the recommendation of the Secretary of
State for the Colonies.
Service Cadetships, the total number of which is not to exceed seven in any one year. Service Cadets will be selected
by the Board of Admiralty from (a) sons of officers of the Army, Navy, or Marines who have been killed in
action, or who have been lost at  sea on  active service, or killed on duty, or who have died of wounds received in
action or  injuries  received on duty within six months from the date of such action or injury, (b) sons of officers
of the Navy who have performed long or distinguishes service, and who hold or have held rank or relative rank
on the Active List not lower than that of Commander. Not more than three Service Cadets will be  nominated
annually under Clause (b).
Applications for Service Cadetships should be addressed to the Military Secretary, Horse Guards, if the candidate is
the son  of an officer  of the Army ; to the Secretary of the Admiralty, if the candidate is the son of an officer of
the Navy or  Marines ;  and to the Military Secretary, India Office, if the candidate is the son of an officer of the
Indian Army.
Colonial and  Service  Cadets will be entered on qualifying as specified in paragraph 10, and will in all other respects be
subjected to these  Regulations.
Candidates  must  be of pure European descent, and the sons either of natural born British subjects or of parents naturalised
in the United  Kingdom.
If any doubt  arises  upon this question, the burden of clear proof that he is qualified will rest upon the candidate himself.
The educational  examination  of all candidates will be conducted by the Civil Service Commissioners (address Cannon Row,
Westminster), who will deal  with all questions  connected with such  examination  and will  announce  the results. A fee of one
pound will be required from each candidate.
2. Except in special  circumstances , not more than one-third of the number of candidates  actually presenting themselves
before the Civil  Service Commissioners  will be entered.
3. All nominations  of candidates  for Naval Cadetships are made by the First Lord, with the exception of a limited
number which are at the disposal of individual members of the Board, and of the Secretaries to the Board of Admiralty.
A Flag Officer or a Commodore 1st Class appointed to the chief command of  a station, or  to a separate  command, and a
Captain, on first appointment  as such to  the command of a ship, will be allowed to nominate one candidate, provided the privilege
is exercised within six months of appointment, and that the candidate  is not  less than 13 years of age when nominated. The
examination  of candidates will not take place until they are eligible by age under Clause 6.
No Captain will be entitled to nominate more than one candidate during the time he holds the rank of Captain, but a
Flag Officer or a Commodore 1st Class may claim the privilege each time he is appointed to a command as above.
In the event of a candidate' s nomination  being cancelled before he has commenced  the examination , the Officer who nominated
him will be allowed to select another candidate  for the same  or following  examination.
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4. The nominations will be made three times a year,  as soon as convenient  after the Report of the last examination has been
received from the Civil Service Commissioners.
5. The examinations will be held in London and at Portsmouth, in March, July, and December, about six weeks before the
commencement of each term, and the appointments will date from the 15th January, 15th May, 15th September, following
respectively, and the terms  will commence  as shown in Regulation 15.
6. The limits of age will be as follows:-
Date  of entry .  Lower limit  of age.  Higher limit of age.
15th January, 1898 .. ... ... ... ... 14 ... ... ... 15
15th May, 1898, and thenceforth ... ... ... 141 ... ... ... 15'
Candidates must be within these limits of age at the time of entry.
7. Every candidate must be in good health, and free from any physical defect of body, impediment of speech, defect of sight
or hearing, and also from any predisposition to constitutional or hereditary disease or weakness of any kind, and in  all respects
well developed and active in proportion to his age. Before being examined by the Civil Service Commissioners he will be
required to pass the medical examination according to the prescribed regulations,  and must  have been found physically fit for the
Navy; rejection at such examination will finally exclude him from the Navy.
8. The candidate will be required to produce (1) a Registrar's certificate of the date of his birth, or a declaration thereof made
before a, magistrate  (a. certificate of'Baptism will not be accepted) ;  (2) a certificate of good conduct from the masters of the school
or schools at which he may have been educated during the two previous years, or, if educated at home, from his tutor or the
clergyman of the parish in which he resides; and (3) proofs of good health.
9. Candidates will be examined in the following subjects grouped in Class I. In order to qualify for admission as Naval
Cadet, candidates must obtain 40 per cent. of the marks in Arithmetic, Algebra, and Geometry respectively, and 40 per cent. of
the aggregate marks (3,200) under Class I.
Candidates will be permitted to present themselves for examination also in Drawing and one other subject under Class IT.,
for which they will be able to gain additional marks :-
CLASS I.
MATHEMATICS- M arks.
Arithmetic : including vulgar and decimal fractions, rule of three, practice, interest, mensuration ... ... ... 400
Algebra : Definitions and elementary processes, factors, fractions, highest common divisor and lowest common
multiple, indices, equa•ions up to easy quadratics of two unknowns, and problems  arising  from them ... ... 400
-Geometry : Euclid, Books I., If., and Ill., with easy deductions ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 400
--1,200
ENGLISH-
Handwriting, dictation, reading with intelligence, and composition, to include the writing of a letter on some ordinary
LATIN-
subject, and the reproduction of a passage read to candidates ... ... ... 400
Translation  from Latin into English, and from English into Latin prose; grammatical questions ... ... ... ... 800
FRENCH-
Translation from French into English, and from English into French prose; grammatical questions, dictation, and
400
ENGLISIi HISTORY-
The examination in this subject will cover the History of England from the date of the Norman Conquest to present
times; but about two-thirds of the marks assigned to the whole subject will be allotted to questions relating to
the period subsequent to the accession of Queen Elizabeth ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 200
GEoGRAPHY-
The elements of physical and political geography with'special reference to the geography of the British Empire ... 200
CLASS U.
400
Total ... ... ... 3,200
DaAwlNG-
(a) Freehand and simple rectangular model or (b) geometrical ... ... ... ... ... 200
One of the following subjects :-
MATHEMATICS-
Elementary trigonometry, including solution of right-angled triangles, and harder questions in arithmetic, algebra,
and geometry, as above defined, including Euclid, book VI., 1-12 ... ... ... ... ... 400
GERMAN-
Translation from German into English, and from English into German prose; grammatical questions, dictation and
conversation ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 400
NATURAL SCIENCE-
Mechanics with either  (a)  physics or  (b)  chemistry ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 400
Mechanics.
Definition and measure of length, time, velocity, acceleration, force, couple, composition of two forces acting at a point,
the equilibrium of a body capable of turning about an axis : centre of mass : definition and illustrations of work
and energy, and simple examples of the conservation of energy.
Plzv sits.
The characteristics of matter in its various states of solid, liquid, vapour, gas : the methods of determining mass and
density, the laws of Boyle and Charles : the effects of heat on bodies, the production of heat : the methods of
transference of heat : the measurement of heat and of temperature.
Chemistry.
The elements of inorganic chemistry, including the more obvious physical and chemical properties of common
minerals, metals, acids, and other substances, oxidation and reduction.
10. Colonial and Service Candidates will be required to obtain 40 per cent. of the marks allotted to each of the following
subjects :-Arithmetic, Algebra, and Geom(try, as well as 40 per cent. of the a_gr ,gate marks, under Class I.
11. A candidate wli,) q i ilifies under Class I., but does not succeed in the competition, will he entitled to compete at
the next examination), provided lie is within the limits of age at that time. A candidate who fails to qualify will not be entitled
to another trial, but will be allowed to compete at the next examination if ho receives a fresh nomination and is still within
the limits of age.
12. A candidate who, owing to illness, fails to appear at the examination for which he has obtained his nomination may
receive a second nomination, provided he is still within the limits of age.
13. For all Cadets entered under these regulations, the payment will be at the rate of seventy-five pounds per annum
for the period in the " Britannia," to be paid every term in advance to the Cashier of the Bank of England, on receipt of claim.
from the Accountant-General of the Navy. But the Lords Commissioners of' the Admiralty reserve the power of selecting, from
among the Cadets entered at each examination, a number, not to extend six, being sons of officers of the Navy, Army, or
Marines, or of Civil Officers under the Board-of Admiralty, with respect to whom the annual payment will be forty pounds only.
In this selection their Lordships Will have regard solely to the pecuniary circumstances of the Cadet.
Applications for the Reduced Scale must be received at the Admiralty not later than 1st January, 15th April, and
1st September.
14. In addition to the annual payments mentioned in the foregoing paragraph, the parent or guardian will be charged
with the personal expenses incurred by the Cadet for washing, repairing boots and clothes, hair-cutting, pocket-money, &c.
15. The period of training on board the " Britannia" will be four terms ; there will be three terms in each year. The first
term of each year will be approximately from 14th January to 14th April, the second from 5th May to 5th August, and the third
from 16th September to 16th December.
The vacations will be four weeks at Christmas, three weeks at Easter, and six weeks at Midsummer.
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Extra Subjects .  Seamanship . Conduct.
16. (a) Reports of progress in Seamanship, Mathematics, Navigation, and Technical subjects will be made to the
Admiralty at the end of each term, and an intermediate examination will be held at the end of the second term.
(b) Cadets who are reported at the end of any term as having made unsatisfactory progress, through idleness or want
of attention, will be " warned," and in the event of a second report to the same efFect being received, they will be
liable to be discharged.
(c) Cadets who fail at the final examination to obtain 45 per cent. of the maxima marks in the Mathematical subjects,
including the Theory of Navigation and Nautical Astronomy, or in Seamanship, and 40 per cent. in Charts,
Instruments, French, Steam and Drawing combined, will be ordered to be withdrawn.
(d) Reports of conduct will be made to the Admiralty at the end of each term or at any time during the period of
training on board, if considered desirable. Cadets who are reported to the Admiralty at any time for unsatisfactory
conduct will be "warned," and should they again be reported they will be liable to be discharged. Any Cadet,
however, who is reported for unsatisfactory conduct during his final term will be liable to be discharged without
being allowed to present himself at the examination for passing out of the "Britannia."
(e) Any  Cadet who shall at any time appear to their Lordships to be unfit for the Naval Service, for any reason
whatever, will be removed from the " Britannia," and it must be understood that this rule will apply to those
who are considered unfit from insufficient physical development or weakness of constitution, although no actual
organic disease may have been developed.
17. It is to be distinctly understood that the period of training on board the " Britannia" is a time of probation, and
the parent or guardian of every Cadet will be required to sign a declaration (on the admission of the Cadet to the "Britannia"),
to the effect that he shall be immediately withdrawn on the receipt of an official intimation of his being considered unfit for the
Navy.
18. Cadets will, on passing out of the " Britannia," rank according to the amount of sea time they obtain at their final
examination, and those who obtain equal amounts of sea time will rank in the order of merit in which they pass out of the
" Britannia."
Sea time will be awarded according to the following scale:-
Classes obtained. Mathematics and Navigation.
1st Class
2nd Class 2;months
[17TH JULY, 1897.
1 month Very Good.
2 months
Good.
1 month
19. The parent or guardian of every Cadet will be required to provide outfit under the regulations in force.
20. No pay will be allowed by Government to Cadets in the " Britannia." The pocket-money allowed to Cadets will
be charged to the parents.
21. As only Cadets who are able to swim are permitted to use the boats belonging to H.M.S. "Britannia," the Lords
Commissioners of the Admiralty desire to impress upon parents and guardians the importance of Cadets being taught to swim
before they join the training ship, so as to enable them to obtain the full benefits of use of the boats.
The age on entry having been raised, it is hoped that boys who are members of the Church of England will, if possible, be
confirmed before joining the " Britannia."
The demands made upon the time. of Cadets owing to the shortened period of training will render it difficult to prepare
such a large number for confirmation with the necessary care.
Admiralty, 23rd April, 1897.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the fourteenth day of July, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.
W V
W HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-ninth year of Her
Majesty's reign, intituled  " The Undue Subdivision of Land
Prevention Act of  1885," it is amongst other things enacted that the
Governor, at the request of the Council of a Municipality or Board of
a Division, may, by Order in Council, and subject to such conditions
as may be imposed by the Order in Council, suspend the operation of
the said Act or any part thereof with respect to any part of the Muni-
cipality or Division which is used principally for business purposes and
not for purposes of residence : And whereas the Council of the Muni-
cipality of Toowoomba has requested that the operation of the said Act
may be suspended with respect to subdivisions 8A and 8B of suburban
allotment 7 of section 7, county of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town
of Toowoomba : Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the authority
vested in him by the said Act, doth order, and it is hereby ordered,
that the operation of the said Act shall be and the same is hereby
suspended with respect to the said subdivisions 8A and 8n of suburban
allotment 7 of section 7, county of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town
of Toowomba, for the purpose of dedicating the said subdivisions as
a street.
And the Honourable the Home Secretary is to give the  necessary
directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY, Clerk of the Council.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 1st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM THORNE
to be a  Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery, Toowong, in the parish
of Enoggera , in the room of Frederick Shaw, resigned.
E.M.-1 -7-97-Q'.  Cem.62.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board , has been pleased to appoint
CHARLES THOMAS RICHARDSON
to be a Probationer in the Office of the Land Board, Brisbane; such
appointment to date from the 1st July, 1897.
E.M.-8-7-97.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
.. ... ... 3 months
By Command of their Lordships,
EVAN MACGREGOR.
Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane, 14th July, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Mar-
supials Destruction Act of  1895," been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM Ross MuNRo
to he a Member of the Marsupial Board for the Marsupial District of
St. George, in the room of Francis Richmond Rouse, resigned.
A. J. THYNNE.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 14th July, 1897.
Q IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
11 Council, and on the recommendation of the Public Service
Board and of the Marine Board, has been pleased to appoint
GILBERT NORMAN
to be a Pilot for the Port of Brisbane; such appointment to take
effect from the 14th  July,  1897.
ROBERT PHILP.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignations tendered by
JAMES GEORGE GREEN and
JAMES KELLY
of their appointments as Justices of the Peace.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
Captain VILHELM LARSEN
to be a Major in the Queensland Defence Force (Land), as from the
28th May, 1897.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
The Reverend CHARLES AshILEY GRIFFITH
to be an Honorary Chaplain in the Queensland Defence Force (Land).
HORACE TOZER.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
BENJAMIN MARSLAND
to be, provisionally, a Lieutenant in the Queensland Defence Force
(Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
Acting Lieutenants-
GEORGE EDGAR HANSEN ROBINSON,
HAROLD RALPH THOMSON,
Guy FRANCIS DARVALL,
JOHN ALDER,
Roy GRIME GROOM, and
FREDERICK  WILLIAM GADSBY ANNAND
to be Lieutenants in the Queensland Defence Force (Land), as from
the 28th May, 1897.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
Acting Captain WILLIAM GARTSIDE
to be a Captain in the Volunteer Branch of the Queensland Defence
Force (Land), as from the 28th May, 1897.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor di ects itto be notified that he hasbeen pleased to appoint
Lieutenant  HUBERT  JENNINGS  IMRIE HARRIS , Retired List
(Volunteer Division), Queensland Defence Force (Land),
to be a  Lieutenant on the Active List of the Queensland Defence
Force  (Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1897.HIS Excellency theGovernor di ects itto be notified that he hasbeen pleased  to accept the resignation tendered by
WILLIAM O'MALLEY
of his appointment as a Lieutenant  in the Volunteer Branch of the
Queensland Defence Force  (Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct that
Major JOHN WILLIAM GREEN
be placed on the Unattached List of the Queensland Defence Force
(Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation tendered by
PETER MALLON
of his appointment  as a Licensing  Justice for the Licensing District of
Brisbane.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th July, 1897.
IIIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
j l Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation tendered by
EDWARD YEATES, F.R.C.S. Irel.,
of his appointment as Health and Medical Officer at.Normanton.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased  to appoint
GAVIN BLACK MEIKLEJOHN
to be Assistant Health Officer at Cairns, in the room of W. J. Chard,
transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane, 14th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the following transfers
of Teachers in the service of the Department of Public Instruction,
viz. :
JOHN COLLINS
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher of the State School
at Spring  Valley ;
[17TH JULY. 1897.
HELENA MARY DELANEY
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the Albert
State School at Marlborough ; and
ELEANOR WATSON
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Childers.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedCL.S.] King
Governor.
dom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
er norTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andover . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
W  HEREAS  by °' The Chinese Immigration  Restriction Act,
1888,"  it is  amongst other things provided that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazette,  to  declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person or class of persons mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas it is desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,
Ah Coo, Quen Yan, Sing Sam Lee, Low Jem Mee, Ali Quay, Ali
Wan, and Ali Hin, should be exempted from the provisions of the
said  Act for a period of two years: Now, therefore, I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby declare
that the provisions of the said Act shall not apply to the said Ali Coo,
Quen Yan, Sing Sam Lee, Low Jem Mee, Ah Quay, Ah Wan, and Ah
Hin for a period of two years from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and  Seal ,  at Government  House ,  Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L.s.] Kingdom, Knight Commander of theMost DistinguishedLAMIINGTON,Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W HEREAS  by "The New Gold Fields Act of  1890" it is  enacted
that the Governor in Council  may, by  Proclamation, declare
that any Goldfield named therein shall be deemed to be and continue
to be a New Goldfield within the meaning of  "The Gold Fields Act
Amendment Act of  1878," notwithstanding the lapse of three years
from the first  Proclamation of such Goldfield, and that when any such
Proclamation has been made with respect to a Goldfield such Goldfield
shall be deemed to be a New Goldfield for such further period beyond
three years  as is  specified in the Proclamation; and that any such
Proclamation shall be deemed to have taken effect from any day
subsegr .ent to the sixteenth day of September, 1890, which may be
named in the Proclamation : And whereas the Russell Gold Field was
first proclaimed on the twenty-second day of September, 1887, and the
period of three years from that date expiring on the twenty-first day
of September, 1890, the said Russell Gold Field was, in accordance with
the provisions of the first-recited Act, proclaimed a New Goldfield for
a further period beyond the said twenty-first day of September, 1890,
up to and inclusive of the sixteenth day of August, 1897: And whereas
it is  deemed expedient to further  exercise  with respect to the said
Goldfield the powers conferred on the Governor in Council by the said
first-recited Act : Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER
NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the
advice  of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that
the said Russell Gold Field shall be deemed to be and continue to be a
New Goldfield, within the  meaning  of  " The Gold Fields Act Amend-
ment  Act of  1878," for a further period beyond the said Sixteenth day
of August, 1897, up to  and inclusive  of the Fifteenth day of August,
1900, notwithstanding the lapse of the abovementioned period from
the first Proclamation of such Goldfield : And I do further notify and
proclaim that this Proclamation shall be deemed to have  taken effect
from the Sixteenth day of August, 1897.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of July, in the year of our Lord
one thousand  eight hundred and ninety -seven ,  and in the
sixty- first  year  of Her Majesty's  re ign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SAYS THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedKingdom, Knight Commander of theMost Distinguished
Governor. of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andovernor . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS  by "The New Gold Fields Act of  1890 "  it is enacted / that the Governor in Council may, bProclamation, dec are
that any Goldfield named therein shall be deemed to be and continue
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to be a New Goldfield within the  meaning of  "The Gold Fields Act
Amendment  Act of  1878," notwithstanding the lapse of three years
from the first Proclamation of such Goldfield, and that when any such
Proclamation has been made with respect to a Goldfield such Goldfield
shall be deemed to be a New Goldfield for such further period beyond
three years as is specified in the Proclamation ; and that any such
Proclamation shall be deemed to have taken effect from any day
subsequent to the sixteenth day of September, 1890, which may be
named  in the Proclamation : And whereas the Russell Extended Gold
Field was first proclaimed on the sixteenth day of August, 1889, and the
period of three years from that date expiring on the fifteenth day of
August, 1892, the said Russell Extended Gold Field was, in accordance
with the provisions of the first-recited Act, proclaimed a New Gold-
field for a further period beyond the said fifteenth day of August,
1889, up to and inclusive of the fifteenth day of August, 1897: And
whereas it  is deemed expedient to further  exercise  with respect to the
said Goldfield the powers conferred on the Governor in Council by the
said first -recited Act : Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEX-
ANDER NAPIER,  Ba ro n Lamington , the Governor  aforesaid , by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that
the said Russell  Extended Gold Field shall be deemed to be and
continue  to be a New Goldfield, within the meaning of  "The Gold
Fields Act Amendment Act of  1878," for a further period beyond the
said Fifteenth day of August, 1897, up to and inclusive of the Fifteenth
day of August, 1900, notwithstanding the lapse of the abovementioned
period  from the  first Proclamation  of such Goldfield : And I do further
notify and proclaim that this Proclamation shall be deemed to have
taken  effect from the Fifteenth day of August, 1897.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government  House, Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHIL, P.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLA:1lATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Barou Lainington of Lainingt.on,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L"s"]Kingdom, Knight Commander of theMost DistinguishedLAMINGTO-'Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
vovernor . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-fifth year of Her
Majesty's reign,  intituled "  The Police Jurisdiction  Extension
Act of  1881,"  it is  amongst other things enacted that the Governor in
Council may from time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,
declare and direct that the provisions of the Acts or any of the Acts
enumerated  in the Schedule to the aforesaid Act, or the provisions of
any Act thereafter in force amending or in substitution for any of the
Acts enumerated in such Schedule, shall, either absolutely or for such
period as  may be expressed in such Proclamation, be extended and
apply to the buildings and lands belonging to, used, or occupied by any
association , or that the  premises  of any such  association  shall be a
public place, or public thoroughfare, or place of public resort, within
the meaning  of any of the Acts enumerated in the said Schedule, or
of any Act amending  or in substitution  for any of such Acts : And
whereas  the Act 27 Victoria No. 16, intituled  "An Act to Consolidate
and Amend  the Laws relating  to Licensed  Publicans ,"  mentioned in
the Schedule to the  said first-mentioned  Act, has been repealed,
and  " The  Licensing Act of  1885 " has been substituted therefor :
And whereas it is deemed expedient to extend the provisions
of the said Acts to the buildings  and lands used  and occupied by the
Mulgrave Jockey Club, near Cairns : Now, therefore, I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER,  Baron  Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid ,  in pursuance  of the  powers and authorities in me vested,
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby declare and
direct that the provisions of the said Acts, except the said repealed
Act, and including the provisions of the said  " Licensing Act of  1885,"
shall extend and  apply to the buildings  and lands belonging to, used,
and occupied by the said Mulgrave Jockey Club  at all times  when the
said buildings and lands shall be used for the purpose of holding
games, spo rt s,  races , shows, or exhibitions thereon or therein, and at
no other  times,  and that at such times  as last aforesaid the premises
of the said Mulgrave Jockey Club shall be a public place, a public
thoroughfare,  and a  place of public resort within the meaning of the
said several Acts.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government  House, Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven,  and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L.
LAMINGTON,Kingdom, Knight Commander of theMost DistinguishedGovernor.r. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andover Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WHEREAS by " The Bank Holidays Act of  1877 " it is amongstother things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be
observed as a Public Holiday, either throughout  Queensland, or in
any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district therein :
Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NA.PIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the provisions of
the said Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby appoint the following days to be observed as Public
Holidays in the places hereunder named:-
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, the 20th and 21st of July instant,
being the days appointed for holding the Annual Race Meeting of the
Isisford Jockey Club, at Isisford ; and
WEDNESDAY, the 21st of July instant, being the day appointed
for holding the Annual Meeting of the Warwick Town and Country
Coursing Club, in the Petty Sessions District of Warwick.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government  House, Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and  in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable  CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L.s.) Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington, the
Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the  Executive  Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the  following
Agricultural  Farms, under  the said Acts,  are declared  forfeited:-
E.M.-1-7 -97-T'.
N O +
m a
00 d
e
162
104
234
ao
OM
za
29
8
68
Parish.
Texas . ...
Boombah ...
Mingoolah ...
Name of Licensee
or Lessee.
J. C. Brunckhorst ...
Charles R.  Wippell ...
John Pillar ... ...
Area.
A. s. P.
160 0 0
6,401 0 0
156 0 0
Land Agent's
District.
Inglewood
St. George
Stanthorpe
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this first day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year
of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
L S
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Road and Water Reserve
described hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road
and Water Reserve.
DESCRIPTION.
E.X.-31-3-97. Road Case No. 2250.
Description of Road and Water Reserve through portion  102,
parish of Elphinstone,  and subdivision  1 of portion 1, parish of
Tooth, county of Aubigny.
Commencing on the left bank of King's Creek at a point bearing
south six chains and seventy-four links, 76 degrees 1 minute eighteen
chains and sixty links, and 349 degrees 10 minutes four chains and
thirty-five links from the north-west corner of portion 102, and
bounded thence by a line bearing 169 degrees 10 minutes four chains
and thirty-five links; thence by a road bearing 76 degrees 1 minute
ten chains and twenty-six and three-tenths links; thence by a line
bearing 341 degrees 8- minutes three chains and thirty-two links to
King's Creek ; and thence by the left bank of that creek downwards to
the point of commencement, and containing  3 acre s  2 roods 6 perches ;
freehold ; registered owners, The Queensland Investment and Land
Mortgage Company, Limited.
NOTE.-This Road and Water  Reserve is opened in lieu of  the road  advertised
for closure in the  Government Gazette  of  18th July,  1896,  page  127 (item 3), and
which is hereby  closed.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane,
this sixteenth day of July, in the year of our Lo: d one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAYE ?3131 QVEE1I !
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By Command, J. F. G. FOX TON.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Exce ll ency The Right Honourable  CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Ba ron Lamington  of Lamington, in the
LAMINGTON, county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
Governor.  St. Michael  and St.  George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
by  an Order in  Council made on the twenty-third day of December, 1896, I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
vv and on the  recommendation  of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd section of  " The Crown Lands Act
of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with
respect  to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the
sa id land into  lots and to  indicate  the position of such lots on proper  maps or  plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly
divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper  maps or plans  : Now, there.
fore, in pursuance and execution of all powers  and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I,
CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my  Proclamation , notify  and declare  that the said  lands  specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the CHARLEVILLE
LAND AGENT'S DISWRICT,  shall  be open for Selection as GRAZING FARMS, under the provisions of the said Acts, at the CHARLEVILLE
LAND OFFICE,  on and after  MONDAY, the SIXTH day of SEPTEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental
speci fied in the said  Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice  afo re said , declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by
any one person  in the  said District  shall be  20,000 acres.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane , this fourteenth day of July, in the  year of  our Lord one  thousand
eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
B.M.-14-7-97.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CHARLEVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Charleville.)
No. of
Lot. Run Resumption.
No. of
Forfeited
Farm.
No. of
Portion. Area.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
A. R. P. £ s. d. £ 8. d.
1 Listowel Downs ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 240 1 20,000 0 0 65 0 0 0 0 1
2 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 245 3 17,000 0 0 60 0 0 0 0 1
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming ton,
LL.S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twenty-third day of March, 1896, I did, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation  of so  much of the 43rd
section of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884"  as requires  land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed  open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto,
and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to mark off the said land, and to indicate the position
on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly marked off the said land, and has
indicated the position thereof on proper  maps or plans :  Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers
and authorities  in  the vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the
AR.AMAC LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for SELECTION as a GRAZING FARM, under the provisions of
the said Acts, at the LONGREACH LAND OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTEENTH day of SEPTEMBER,
1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual  rental  specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be 20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one  person within
Grazing Area No. 5, in the said District, shall be 5,000 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, further declare the said Grazing
Area No. 5 to be a District for the purposes of the said Acts; but so that for administrative and other  purposes  it shall
nevertheless  form part of the said Aramac Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of July, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
16.M.-14-7-97- GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
[17TH JULY, 1897.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE ARAMAC LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
GRAZING AREA No. 5.
The Crown land comprised in 44th  section portion 1,  parish of Tenterden.
No. of
Lot.
1
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ARAMAC LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Longreach.)
Run Resumption.
Rodney Downs ...
Parish.
Tenterden
No. of
Farm.
536
No. of
Portion.
1
Area. ProvisionalSurvey Tee.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
A. R. P. £ s. d.
4,190 0 0 j 27 0 0 £ s. d.0 0 2J
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value  of improvements ,  if any.
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Area.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
L.S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Mo't Distinguished
L-tMrNGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  De_pender.eies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "Tice Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1895,"  I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands -specified in the Schedule
hereto, and situated in the ST. GEORGE-LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT. shall be open for SELECTION as GRAZING FARMS,
under the Provisions of the said Acts, at the ST. GEORGE LAND OFFICE, on and after THURSDAY, the SEC ON D day of
SEPTEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A M, at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby,
by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be 20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of July, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E. J1.-14.7-97. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
No. Of
Lot.
A. R. P. a s. d. A a.  CL
1 Th urrulgo onia  ... ... ... ... Bundaleer ... .. 1 14,751 0 0 55 0 0 0 0 1
2 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... ... 2 9,984 0 0 44 0 0 0 0 1
3 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... ... 4 15,697 0 0 57 0 0 0 0 1
4 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... ... 5 18,273 0 0 62 0 0 0 0 1
5 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... ... 6 19,850 0 0 65 0 0 0 0 1
6 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... ... 7 18,050 0 0 62 0 0 0 0 1
7 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... ... 11 12,455 0 0 49 10 0 0 0 1
8 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... ... 14 14,73G0 0 55 0 0 0 0 1
9 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... 18 15,18ti 0 0 56 0 0 0 0 1
10 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... ... 21 19,74230 0 65 0 0 0 0 1
11 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... ... 25 19,677 0 0 65 0 0 0 0 1
12 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... ... 29 19,670 0 0 65 0 0 0 0 1
13 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 33 16,153 0 0 58 0 0 0 0 1
N.B.--Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
These portions consist chiefly of well-grassed broken plains, timbered with gidya, sandalwood, brigalow, box, and pine, with patches of
saltbush .  No surface water; artesian water may be obtained at depths varying from 1,300 to 2,000 feet. Situated from 100 to 120 miles
south -easterly from Cunnamulla ,  on southern boundary of Queensland.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington  of Lamington,
[L.s.] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twenty-third day of December, 1896, I did, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd  section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  as requires  land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before  it is proclaimed
open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-
General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to indicate the position of such lots
on proper maps or plans ; And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in
the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution
of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the ISISFORU
LAN! AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for SELECTION as GRAZING FARMS, under the provisions of the said Acts,
at the LONGREACH LAND OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTEENTH day of SEPTEMBER, 1897, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at  the annual rental specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be 20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of July, in the year of  our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-- NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, St. George.)
Run Resumption .  Parish. No. of Area .  Survey Fee . Annual RentPortion . per Aore.
14.7-97. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
No. of
Lot.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ISISFORD LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-N0T WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Longreach.)
Run Resumption. No. of No. ofFarm .  Portion.
1 Westlands, Portion A ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 411 2
2 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 447 3
[17TH JULY, 1897.
Provisional Annual Rent
Survey Fee. per Acre.
A. R. P. £ 8.  d. £ 8. d.
16,300 0 0  60 0 0 0 0 2
17,500  0 0 60 0 0 0 0 2
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
NOTE  - This Proclamation is in  lieu of Proclamation dated  23rd
ace  the b  26th Decembers
hereby rescinded, referring to the same land and appearing in  Governmentie  IM, page 1632.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACIi ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in.Chief of the Colony of Queensland and itsGovernor. Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by Orders in Council made on the sixteenth day of January, 1889, the eighteenth day of August, 1892, the
eighteenth day of August, 1887, and the twenty-seventh day of June, 1889, I did, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the  recommendation  of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd section of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" as requires -land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for
selection  should be sus ended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was,
by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans  : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule,
and has indicated  the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER
NAPIEa., Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, band with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify  and declare  that the said lands specified in the-said schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned Land Agents'
Districts, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of the said
Acts,  on and after the FIRST day of SEPTEMBEIt, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual
rental specified  in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the  lessee may
purchase  the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid,
declare that  the maximum  area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule
respectively stated.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of July, in the year  of our  Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her  Majesty's reign.
E.M.-14.7-97.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
Within  Agricultural Areas.
Land Agent's
District.
Conditional Unconditional Agricultural
Selection .  Selection. Area.0
ao
Bun Parish .  Area . Provisional d ai -• w 8
Resumption . o, Survey Fee. v q n '" a
o a qq  G amp a.C $ Em
04 04 A
I I  A. R. P. I £  a.  d.  8. d.
1 Clermont  ... ...  Retro  ...  Colinby  ...  24v 320 0 0 11 9 0 0 6
2 Ditto  ... ...  ditto  ...  ditto  ...  29v 960 0 0 16 5 0 0 6
3 Ditto ... ... ditto ... Capella ... 8v 638 0 0 14 4 0 0 4J
4 Maryborough ... Degilbo .. Mungore ... *29v 164  0 0  9 10  0 0 6
a 5 Springsure  ... ...  Marmadillo St. Peter  ...  37v 320 0 0 11 9 0 0 4
a6 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ditto ... 38v 320 0 0 11 9 0 0 4
a 7 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ditto ... 39v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 4
a 8 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ditto ... 40v 200 0 0 9 15 0 0 4
a9 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ditto ... 41v 200 0 0 9 15 0 0 4
alO Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 42v 200 0 0 9 15 0 0 4
all Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 43v 320 0 0 11 9 0 0 4
a12 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 44v 190 0 0 9 15 0 0 4
a13 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ditto ... 45v 240 0 0 10 7 0 0 4
14 Port Douglas ... ... ...  Whyanbeel  ...  87v 40 0 0 10 10 0 0 6
£ s. d.  s. d.
1 0 0 1 4
1 0 0 1 4
015 0 1 0
015 0 1 0
015 0 1 0
015 0 1 0
015 0 1 0
015 0 1 0
015 0 1 0
015 0 1 0
015 0 1 0
015 0 1 0
015 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 4
£ s. d. I Acres.
1 6 8 1 1,280
1 6 8 1 1,280
1 0 0 1 1,280
1 0 0 2 320
1 0 0 t 1,280
1 0 0 t 1,280
1 0 0 t 1,280
1 0 0 t 1,•.+80
1 0 0 t  1,280
1 0 0 t 1,280
1 0 0 t 1,280
1 0 0 t 1,280
1 0 0 t 1,280
1 6 8 1 1 1,280
*  Forfeited Farm No .  105. t Section 17, Act 1891.
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
a. Portions 37v to 42v consist of about half scrub with good soil, and about half forest with fair soil, fairly  gr assed .  Portions 43v to 45v
contain good soil, well grassed .  There is good water in Minerva Creek .  They are situated from two to eight miles south -westerly from
Minerva Railway Station, and about nine miles north-westerly from Spriugsure.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable  CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEB, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
T
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to
1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto,
being situated in the ISISFORD LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for Selection as a GRAZING FARM, under
the provisions of the said Acts, at the LONGREACH LAND OFFIC +, on and after 'T`UESDAY, the FOURTEENTH day of
SEPTEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby,
b and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be 20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of July, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
E.M.-14-7-97.
No. Of
Lot.
1 Silsoe
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ISISFORD LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Longreach.)
Run Resumption and Parish. No. ofFarm.
680
No. of
Portion.
5
Area.
16,015 0 0
Survey Fee.
£ s. d.
57 0 0
Annual Rent
per Acre.
£ a. d.
0 0 li
N.B.-Subject to payment of the 'value of improvements ,  if any.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right  Honourable  CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael  and St . George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twenty- first  day of January, 1891, I did, by and with the advice of the
W Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd  section
of  " The Crown Lands Art of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for  selection  should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-
General was , by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position of such lots on
proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in
the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore,  in pursuance and
execution  of all powers  and authorities in me vested  under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Arts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES*
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated
in the IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL
SELECTION,  under  the provisions of the said Acts, on and after THURSDAY, the SECOND day of SEPTEMBER, 1897,
at ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at the annual rental  specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and  declare
that the  price  at which the  lessee  may purchase the said lands shall be  as specified  in the said Schedule : And I do hereby,
by and with the advice  aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area  which may be selected by any one  person  in the  said District
shall be 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
E.M.-14-7-97.
0
0
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
By Command, J. P. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No.  I.
COLINTON EXPIRED LEASE.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Ipswich.)
Parish. 1
W
0
Area. Survey Fee.
Conditional  Selection.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
Unconditional  Selection.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
A. R. P. £ s.  d. £ a. d. £ a.  d. £ s. d. £ s.
I Nears  ... ... ... ... ... ... 2756 67v 280 0 0 1019 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0
2 Ditto  ... ... ... ... ... 2861 77v 1,100 0 0 17 3 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0
3 Ditto  ... ... ... ... ... ... 2837 85v 240 0 0 10 7 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0
4 Ditto  ... ... ... ... ... ... 2756 89v 400 0 0 12 7 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0
5 Ditto  ... ... ... ... ... ... 2756 90v 200 0 0 9 15 0 0 0 4 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0
6 Ditto  ... ... ... ... 2756 91v 132 0 0 8 12 0 0 0 4 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0
7 Ditto  ... 2756 93v 120 0 0 8 3 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0
8 Colinton  ... 2870 75v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0
9 Ditto  ... 3032 .81v 469 0 21 13 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0
10 Ditto  ... 2873 84v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0
11 Ditto  ... 3032  86v 362 0 26 12 7 0 0 0 4 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0
12 Ditto  2892 96v 293 017 11 9 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0
13 Ditto  3022 100v 690 1 39 15 6 0 0 0 4 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements,  if any.
Area.  Survey Fee.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " Tke Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated in the WINTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for Selection as GRAZING FARMS, under the
provisions of the said Acts, at the LAND OFFICE, WINTON, on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTEENTH day of
SEPTEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby, b
and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall
be 20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of July, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.EX.-14.7-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
SURVEYED LANDS.
THE WINTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT . NOT WITHIN  AN AG RICULTURAL AREA.
No.  Of
Lot. Run Resumption.
No. of No. of
Forfeited Portion.
Farm.
1 Sesbania ,  Portion  B ... ... ... ... 141 2v
2 Elderslie  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  126 4
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
i
Annual Bent
per Acre.
A. R. P.  £ 8. d.£ a. d.
20,000  0 0 65 0 0 0 0 13
18,486 0 0 65 0 0 0 0 3
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACS
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of I.ainington,
IT-q-1in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
L.k,,r r`(: vox Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Uuucrrror ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section 95 of  "-The Crown Lards Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor Coresaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described have been temporarily reserved for the  purpose
named with respect to each.
E.M.-1 -7-97-V'.
THE GEORGETOWN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT..
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
97-11068--8.G.
County of Gilbert, parish of Cumberland.-Area,  710 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Gilbert River at the south-
east corner  of G.F.H.L. 239, and bounded thence on the west by that
G.F.H.L. and a line bearing north eighty-four  chains  and twenty
links; on the north by a line bearing east eighty-one chains and eighty-
four links; on the east by a line bearing south eighty-three chains and
thirty links ; thence by a line bearing 273 degrees 33 minutes ninety-
four links to Crooked Creek, and by a line in continuation crossing
that creek to the right bank thereof ; thence by that bank downwards
to the Gilbert River ; and thence by the right bank of that river
downwards to the point of commencement;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. G 157-8.
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS , LUcIsDA, ALLOTMENT  1 OF SECTION 3.
Res.  1896-149.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  dated 17th October, 1896, page 890, which is
hereby amended.)
County of Cardwell, parish of Cordelia.-Area,  3 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 176 degrees and distant 150 links
from the south- east corner  of section 1, an,i bounded thence on the
east  by the Esplanade bearing 176 degrees six chains ; on the south by
a School Reserve bearing 266 degrees five chains; on the west by a
street bearing 356  degrees six  chains ; and on the north by a street
bearing 86 degrees five chains to the point  of  commencement,;-as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-
Cat. No. L 469-2.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR RIFLE RANGE.
96-20427-- 0. Sec.
County of  Livingstone , parish of Archer.
Area, 86  acres  1 rood 25 perches.
Commencing at a point  bearing 135 degrees  and distant thirteen
chains  and forty-four and six-tenths links from the south corner of
portion 145B, and bounded thence on the west by a line  bearing
4 minutes fifty-seven chains and forty-eight and three-tenths links;
on the north-east by a line bearing 135 degrees twenty-one chains and
twenty-one links ; on the east by  a line  bearing south fifty-seven chains
and fifty links ; and on the south-west by a road bearing 315 degrees
twenty-one chains and twenty- seven  and eight-tenths links to the point
of commencement;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. Liv 40-1212.
THE SURAT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVES FOB CAMPING.
No. 1.
97-10913-s.G.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Foyleview.-Area,  385 ac re s.
Commencing  at a point  on the right bank of the  Maranoa River
bearing northerly about sixty-five chains from the south corner of
portion 2, and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing south
about fifteen chains; on the south by  a line bearing  west seventy
chains;  on the west by a line bearing north fifty-five chain:,; on the
north by  a line  and portion  1 bearing east seventy  chains  ; and again
on the east by that portion  and a line bearing south  about forty chains
to the point of commencement;- as shown on  plan of survey  deposited
in the Surveyor- General ' s Office -Cat. No. Wal53-615.
No. 2.
97-10944-B.G.
County of  Waldegrave , parish of  Foyleview .-Area,  about 625 ac re s.
Commencing  on the left bank of the  Maranoa River at the west
corner of  portion 1, and bounded thence on the south-east by that
portion bearing north-easterly to the ten-chain road ; thence by a line
bearing north -easterly to the east side of that road; on the north-east-
again by portion 1 and  a line bearing  335 degrees about thirty-four
chains to the boundary of Foyleview Lease ; on the north-west by that
boundary  bearing  245 degrees 118 chains and 20 links to the  Maranoa
River; and thence by the left bank of that river downwards to the
point of commencement;-as shown on plan of survey deposited mn the
Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. Wal 53-644.
THE WARWICK LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
97-10718-B.0.
County of Merivale, parish of Warwick.-Area,  3 acres  28 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 359 degrees 50 minutes 40 seconds
and distant thirteen chains and seven links from the south-east corner
of portion 140v, and bounded thence on the south by that  portion
bearing west ten chains and sixty-five links ; on the north-west by that
portion bearing 24 degrees three chains and fifty links ; on the north
by that portion bearing east nine chains and twenty-three links ; and
on the east by a road bearing 179 degrees 50 minutes 40 seconds three
chains and twenty links to the point of commencement;-as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No.
D 36-1365.
Given under my Hand :ind Seal, at Government, House, Brisbane,
this first day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the sixty-first year
of  Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s.] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief  of the  Colony of  Queensland and
its Dependencies. .
I N pursuance of section 95 of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described have been permanently reserved for the purpose
named with respect to each.
E.M.-1-7-97-V'.
THE CLERMONT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR STATE SCHOOL.
96-20361-P.I.
County of Talbot, parish of Capella, portion  35v.-Area, 5 acres.
Commencing at a point two chains and five and two-tenths links
west from the south-west corner of portion 29v, and bounded thence
on the south-east by a road bearing 250 degrees 16 minutes three
chains and ninety and two-tenths links; on the south-west by a road
bearing 340 degrees 16 minutes nine chains and thirty-three and
three-tenths links; on the north by a line bearing east eight chains
and fifty-three and four-tenths links;  and again  on the south-east by
a road bearing 192 degrees 54 minutes seven chains and sixty-six links
to the point of commencement;-as shown on plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. N 25-531.
THE CHARTERS TOWERS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR STATE  SCHOOL, SELLH H:IM (WITHIN  THE CHARTERS
TOWERS GOLD FIELD).
97-855-Mines.
County of Davenport, parish of Sellheim, portion  lv.
Area, 7 acres 31 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 59 degrees and distant one chain
and fifty-six and one-tenth links from the north corner of G.F.H.
4348, and bounded thence on the north-west by a road bearing 69
degrees two chains and sixty-four links; on the north-east by a road
bearing 148 degrees fourteen chains and seventy-four links ; on the
south-east by a road bearing 239 degrees seven chains and twelve
links ; and on the south-west by a road bearing 345 degrees fifteen
chains and thirty-three links to the point of commencement;-as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-
Cat. No. N 25-525.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  STATE SCHOOL.
97-10991-B.G.
County of Aubiguy, parish of  Goombungee,  subdivision  1 of portion
31v.
Area, 4 acres 3 roods 1ST.- perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 47v, and
bounded thence on the south by portion 3v bear; •g west seven chains
and forty links ; on the north-west by a road bearing 14 degrees 18
minutes seven chains and seventy-two and seven-tenths links ; on the
north by that road bearing east five chains and fifty links; and on the
east by portion 47v bearing south seven chains and fifty links to the
point of commencement ;- as shown  on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. D 36-1290.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOB CEMETERY.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Govern.
ment  Gazette  of the 30th December, 1893, page 1186, which is
hereby amended.)
92-10802-Bris.
County of Stanley, parish of Mackenzie.-Area,  10 acres.
Commencing at a point one chain west from the north-west corner
of portion 223, and bounded thence on the east by a road bearing
south fourteen chains; on the south by a line bearing west seven
chains and thirteen and seven-tenths links ; on the west by a line
bearing north fourteen chains and two-tenths of a link ; and on the
north by a line bearing east seven chains and fourteen links to the
point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. C 8-222.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this first day of  July,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-seven, and.in the sixty- first year
of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THS QUEEN I
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A PROCLAMATION.
By llis Excellency The Right Honourable CIIAP.LES WALLACE
[r..s.]
LAII INGTON,
Guv,:rnur.
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Larning-
ton, in the county of -Lanark, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution of all powers and authoritiesin me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Arts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the operation of the 43rd section of  "The Crown Lands
Act of  1884" shall be and is hereby suspended with respect to
the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the
BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT: And I
further notify and declare, by and with the advice aforesaid,
that the said lands shall be open for UNCONDITIONAL
SELECTION only, at the LAND OFFICE, BUNDABERG,
under the provisions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on
and after TUESDAY, the SEVENTH day of SEPTEMBER,
1897, at E LEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the  annual rental  specified
in the said Schedule: And I do hereby further notify and declare
that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands
shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby,
by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the  maximum
area which may be selected by any one person in  the said
District shall be 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the
maximum area  which may be selected by any one person within
Agricultural Area No. 1, in the said District, shall be 640 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by
and with the advice aforesaid, further declare the said Agricul-
tural Area No. 1 to be a District for the purposes of the said
Acts ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall
nevertheless form part of the said Bundaberg Land Agent's
District.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government House,
Brisbane, this fourteenth day of July, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
E.M.-14-7-97.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE TITE QUEEN  I
DESCRIPTION.
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of
the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after THURS.
DAY, the SECOND day of SEPTEMBER, l,-97, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that
the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall
be as  specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which
may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be
as in the said  Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this fourteenth day- of July, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety.
seven,  and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's
I
reign.
E.M.-14-7-97.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
DESCRIPTIONS.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
NOT WITHIN  AN AGRICULTURAL AREA  (Section 17, Act
of 1891).
Maximum area ,  1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 41d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, 1s. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
County of  Canning , parish of Kilcoy.-Area,  5,000 acres.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portion 8v (forfeited
G.F. 96A), parish of Kilcoy ;-exclusive of surveyed roads, and
of land required for roads, reserves, or other public purpose.
Situated about fifteen  miles  northerly from Kilcoy township
(Hopetoun). Consists generally of rough broken country, poorly
grassed  ;  intersected  by Sandy Creek.
THE PORT DOUGLAS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area, 1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 6d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 21, per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, 1s. d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 6s. 8d. per acre.
County of Nares, parish of Whyanbeel.-Area, 407  acres.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portion 230, parish
of Why anbeel ;-exclusive of land required for roads, reserves,
or other public purpose.
Situated aboub fourteen  miles  northerly  from  Port Douglas and
about seven  miles northerly  from the Mosman Central Sugar-mill.
Consists  of dense vine scrub.
Also,-
Area, about 290  acres  2 roods.
The Crown land comprised in portion 3v, parish of
Whyanbeel; -exclusive of land required for roads, reserves, or
other public purpose.
Situated about eleven  miles  northerly from Port Douglas and about
five miles  northerly from the  Mosman  Central Sugar -will. Consists of
scrubby forest  and poor soil.
A lso ,-
County of Banks, parish of Alexandra.
Area, about  4 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land within the following boun-
daries :-
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion 10v, and
bounded thence by a line north about three chains ; thence by a
line west to portion 3v: and thence by that portion to the point
of commencement;-exclusive of land required for roads,
reserves , or other public purpose.
Situated about five miles northerly from the mouth  of the Daintree
River .  Consists of low -lying ground  and tea -tree swamp.
THE ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area, 1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent ,  6d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1  per acre.
Unconditional-Annual  rent, 1s. 4d .  per acre.
Purchasing price,  £ 1 6s. 8d .  per acre.
On the  Resumed Part  of Gulnarbar Run.
Part of the St. George Town  Reserve  Extension.
County of Belmore, parish of Wagaily.
Area,  about 640 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land within) the following boun-
daries
Commencing at the north-west  corner  of portion 21v, and
bounded thence by that portion south to its south- west corner ;
thence by  a line west  to the south- east corner  of portion 83v;
thence by portions 83v and  75v  north to a point west from the
starting  point ; and thence by a line east thereto ;-exclusive of
land required for roads, reserves, or other public purpose.
Situated  from two to three  miles south -westerly from St.  George.
Timbered  with box, pine ,  and myall  ;  black  and sandy soil, well grassed ;
unwatered.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if  any.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Bundaberg.)
Unconditional-Annual rent, 1s. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
County of Cook, parish of Childers.-Area,  about 10 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the west by the
Cricket Reserve proclaimed in  Government Gazette  1893, volume
1, page 1189; and on the north, east, and south by roads
separating this land from portion 7v, a School Reserve, and
portion 56v ;- exclusive  of land required for roads, reserves, or
other public purpose. Also,-
Area, about 9acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the east by the
Cricket Reserve proclaimed in  Government Gazette  1893, volume
1, page 1189; and on the north, west, and south by roads
separating  this land from portions 6v, 1111, and 56v;-exclusive
of land required for roads, reserves, or other public purpose.
Situated about two and three-quarter miles southerly from Doolbi
Railway Station  on the  Iris Railway ,  and about one mile south-easterly
from Larsen 's Mill .  Consists  of poor sandy  soil, fairly grassed, and
thickly timbered with bloodwood ,  gum, oak, wattle, &c.
N.B.-Subteot to payment of the value of improvement.,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CITASLrs WAi LACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lainington of Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
LAMINGTON the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the ,
Governor. ' Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  and execution  of all powers  and authorities
in me  vested tinder the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Laminaton, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the operation of the 43rd section of  "The Crown Lands
Act of  1884 " shall be and is hereby suspended with respect to
the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the
undermentioned Land Agents' Districts : And I further notify
and declare, by and with the advice  aforesaid , that the
said lands shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER. NAPIER, Baron Lainington of Lamington,
s
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
IiA'1iINOTO\ Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power in me vested, and in accordance with the
provisions of the 30th section of  "The Crown Lands Ac;,  of 1884,"
I, CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Lessee of the
Run known as "Duneed," in the Leichhardt District, having failed
to pay rent for the year 1897, the said holding shall be and is hereby
declared forfeited.
E.M.-1-7 -97-J'.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this first day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety- seven,  and in the sixty-first year
of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable  CIIARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
SING'TONKingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGoveriov rn , Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Gor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER,  Baron  Lamington, the Governor
afo re said , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,. by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the Forfeited Holding
set forth in the Schedule hereunder shall be open to application, at the
LANDS OFFICE, CLERMONT, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MONDAY, the 16TH AUGUST, 1897.
E.M.-1-7 -97-I'.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Duneed.
Area Leased - Available, 36 square miles.
Unavailable, 11 square miles.
Area Resumed-Available, 381 square miles.
Unavailable, 7 square miles.
Rent-Leased , £ 39 12s.
Resumed , £ 23 2s.
Term of Lease-Seven and one-half years from the 1st
July, 1897.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane,
this first day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year
of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CIIARLES WALLACB
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAmrNGTONKingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguishedovernor..' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor.'overn Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me vested under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the annual
rent of portions lv to 5v ,  parish of Bonne Vonna ,  and portions IT and
3v to 7v, parish of Bendena ,  in the Cunnamulla Land Agent's District,
opened to Grazing Farm Selection by Proclamation dated the 23rd
December ,  1896 ,  shall, on and after the 2nd September , 1897, be
reduced from lid, and lid. to  $d. per acre.
E.M.-1-7-97. L.O.48.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Government House, Brisbane,
this first day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in  the sixty -first year
of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAvi THE QvszN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedKingdom, Knight Commander of theMost DistinguishedLAMIN(1TON,Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Gov er nor'  Commander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of the power in me vested,  and in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEB,  Baron Lamington, the Governor
17TH  JULY, 1897.
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the  Reserve  for Township Purposes
(Ro: hesay), in the parish of  Mia Mia , in the Mackay Land Agent's
District,  established  by Proclamation dated the 25th November, 1882,
shall be and is hereby cancelled.
E.M.-1-7 -97-R. lies. 1882-110.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House, Brisbane,
this first day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first ) ear
of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAYE THE  QUEEN!
A PROCLAM ITION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CILARLES W.1,T.ACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lainington of Ltu i,igton,
in the county of Lanark,  in the  Teenage of the United
LAM xc Ox, Kingdom, Itzziclzt Commander of the Most ])ist inguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael arid St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me vested under
the provisions of  " The Crown Lands  Act  of 1884," I,
CHARLES  WALLACE  ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Ba ro n Lamington, the
Governor afo re said ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my P ro clamation ,  notify and declare that the Maximum
A re a allowed to be  -selected by any  one person as a Grazing Farm
within Grazing  Area No.  2, in the Inglewood  Land Agent' s District,
shall be and is he re by increased f ro m 6 ,000 to 10,000  acres; such
increase to take effect prom  the 11th August, 1897.
E.M.-14-7-97.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Gove rn ment  House, Bris-
bane ,  this fourteenth  day of July,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUERN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right honourable CnARZEs  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamuiiigton of L nniiigton,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
1L.8.j Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor.LON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queenslawl and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me vested under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1895,"  1,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that portion 130v,
parish of Durundur, in the Brisbane Land Agent's District, opened to
Unconditional Selection only by Proclamation dated the 6th Decem-
ber, 1893, shall, on and after the 6th September, 1897, be also opened
for Conditional Selection at an Annual Rental of 41d .  and Purchasing
Price of 15s .  per acre.
E.M.-14 -7-97. L .O.174.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CIIARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,in the county ofLanark, in the Peerage of the U nited[ Kingdom, Knight Commander of theMost Distinguished
LAUx xo TON' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of the power and authority in mevested under the
provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," 1,
.CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that portion 53v,
parish of Mooloolah, in the Brisbane Land Agent's District, opened to
Unconditional Selection only by Proclamation dated the 10th March,
1892, shall, on and after the 6th September, 1897, be also opened for
Conditional Selection at an Annual Rental of 44d. and Purchasing
Price of 15s .  per acre.
LM.-8-7 -97. F. 858.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane,
this eighth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QIIEEN !
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A PROCLAMATION.
By l:is Excellency The Right Honourable ChIARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPPiER, Ba ro n Laniington of Lamington,
in the  county of Lanark ,  in the  Peerage of the United[I..s.] Kingdom, Knight Commander  of the Most DistinguishedLA over TOS Order of St. Michael and St. George ,  Governor andGernor . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of the power and authority in me vested under
the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 ,"  I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the rent of portion
119v, parish of Kunioon ,  in the Nanango  Land  Agent's District ,  opened
to Agricultural Farm Selection by Proclamation dated  the 21st Octo-ber, 1896, shall ,  on and after the 9th August, 1897, be reduced from
6d. to 44d. per acre.
E.M.-14 -7-97. F. 395.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of  July ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hund re d and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty-
first year of II er Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
-A- It  Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  The Crown
Lands Acts  1881  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the lands intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct areas and descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous areas and descriptions ; and such grants and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-7876-P.D.
No. of Deed-17365.
Date of Deed-29th June, 1867.
Name of Grantee-John Malbon Thompson.
Land Grac.ted-Portion  270, county of Stanley, parish of
Goodna.
Area-100 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR  THE  CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion 270.
Area, 100 acres 1 rood 14 perches.
Commencing at the north corner of portion 300, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a road bearing 40 degrees 23 minutes
three chains and thirty-two links ; on the north by a line, allotment
5 of section 1, a road, and allotments 1, 2, and 5 of section 5,
bearing 90 degrees 20 minutes twenty-eight chains and twenty-four
and seven-tenths links; on the east by a road bearing 179 degrees 14
minutes five chains, and by portion 286 bearing 180 degrees 10
minutes 30 seconds twenty eight chains and five and three-tenths
links ; on the south by that portion bearing 270 degrees 19 minutes
nineteen chains and eighty-seven links, and by portion 300 bearing
270 degrees 7 minutes ten chains and fifty-one and four-tenths links;
and on the west by that portion bearing north thirty chains and fifty-
six and seven-tenths links to the point of commencement ;-as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
97-7676-P.D.
No. of Deed-21331.
Date of Deed-16th May, 1870.
Name of Grantee-John Malbon Thompson.
Land Granted-Portion  300, county of Stanley, parish of
Goodna.
Area- 60 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED  AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOR THE CORRECTION OB DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  300.
Area, 61 acres 9 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 286, and bounded
thence on the south by a road bearing 270 degrees 34  minutes two
chains and forty-nine links ; on the south-west by a road bearing 290
degrees  22 minutes fifteen chains and seventy links, and 320 degrees 46
minutes fifteen chains and eleven and seven-tenths links ; on the north-
west by a road bearing 23 degrees 47 minutes twenty-seven chains and
eighty-six and a-half links, and 40 degrees 23 minutes seven chains and
eighty-eight links ; on the east by portion 270 bearing south thirty
chains and fifty-six and seven-tenths links ; on the north by that
portion bearing 90 degrees 7 minutes ten chains and fifty-one and
four-tenths links; and again on the east by portion 286 bearing 180
degrees 17 minutes 30 seconds eighteen chains and eleven and four-
tenths links to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
97-6610-P.D.
No. of Deed Before Separation.Date of Deed
Name of Grantee - William Clerke.
Land  Granted -Allotment 12  of portion 3, county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area-47 acres 11 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of  Stanley ,  parish of Toombul ,  allotment 12 of portion 3.
Area, 47  acres 1 rood  15  perches.
Commencing at the north -east corner of allotment 4 of portion 2,
and bounded thence on the west by that allotment and allotment 5
bearing 179  degrees 44  minutes  twenty- eight chains and seventy-four
and two-tenths links ; on the south -cast by a  road  bearing 62 degrees
45 minutes twenty -two chains and fifty and nine -tenths links; on the
east by allotment 13 bearing 359 degrees 50 minutes eighteen chains
and forty -five links; and on the north by allotment 5 bearing 269
degrees 58 minutes twenty chains and eight links to the point of
commencement ;- as shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office-Cat .  No. M 33-2966.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1897.
Road Case No. 1480.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROADS.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Public
Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to con-
firm the roads described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is
hereby notified, for general information, that any parties entitled to
compensation in consequence of the opening of the said ro ads are
requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the  particulars
of their estate and interest in the land required for the said  roads and
their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60)
days from the date of service of this notice ; and the  said parties
are further informed that the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to
treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the
damage that may be sustained by reason of the opening of the said
ro ads.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Book of Reference of New Roads through  portions  49, 18, 13,  and  16,
and Branch Road through portion  16,  all in the parish of
Maroochy, county of Canning.
1. commencing at a point on the eastern boundary of portion 49
about four chains from Boggy Creek, an anabranch of the Maroochy
River, westerly through that portion bearing 280 degrees seven chains
three links, and 292 degrees 30 minutes eight chains twenty-seven
links ; containing 1 acre 2 roods ; registered owner, Robert Fleming.
Land is unenclosed, unimproved, and unoccupied.
2. In continuation of last-mentioned road westerly through
portion 18 bearing 292 degrees 30 minutes one chain seventy-three
links, 237 degrees twenty-one chains, 295 degrees five and a-half chains,
and 275 degrees five and a-half chains ; containing 3 acres 1 rood 20
perches ; registered owner, William Clark Low. Land unenclosed,
unimproved, and unoccupied.
3. In continuation of last-mentioned road through portion 13
bearing 266 degrees 30 minutes ten and a-half chains, 251 degrees ten
and a-half chains, 272 degrees 20 minutes five chains, 243 degrees 33
minutes five chains, and 291 degrees three chains twenty-two links;
area, 3 acres  1 rood 27 perches ; registered owner, Robert Fleming.
Land unenclosed, unimproved, and unoccupied.
4. In continuation of last-mentioned road through portion 16
bearing 291 degrees four chains fifty-six links to a reserved road;
containing  2 roods ; registered owner, Robert Fleming. Land
unenclosed, unimproved, and unoccupied.
5. Branch road from  last -mentioned road through portion 16 for
five and a-half chains north along and within its eastern boundary to
a reserved road ; containing 2 roods 241" perches ; registered owner,
Robert Fleming. Land unenclosed, unimproved, and unoccupied.
NOTE.-It  is intended  to open the roads through  portions 49, 18,  and 13 in
exchange for the originally reserved roads through these portions, which roads
will  be  closed ;  and to open  the branch road through  portion 16 in lieu of the
corresponding part of the original  road through  that portion.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned ro ads can
be seen at this Office, at the Office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions in
Brisbane, and at the Office of the Maroochy Divisional Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th  June, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Read Case  No. 1926.
IN pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  " The Crown LandsActs  1884  t  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open a New Road tbrough the Holding described
hereunder.
Fairlight Holding, Burke District.
Lessees-Executors late James Thompson.
Any claims to which the Lessees. may consider themselves entitled
under the abovementioned Act on account of the opening of the said
road must be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands within two
months from the date hereof.
Nore.-A copy of the above notice, with tracing, will be sent to the  Lessees
within two months from the date hereof.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th March, 1897.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACTS,  1884 TO 1894."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
IT is hereby  noti fied , for public  information , that the  Land Commissioners appointed  under  the provisions of  "The Croton
Lands Act  of 1884" will hold their Courts,  in pursuance  of the twenty-fifth  section of  the above-recited Act, at the
undermentioned  Offices, on the dates specified.
A ll  business in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 "  and  "The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876 "  will also be dealt  with by the  Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1897.
District or Place.
A11ora * ...
Aramact ...
Ayr ... ...
Banana .
Barcaldine t
Beaudesert ...
Blackall ...
Bowen ...
Brisbane ...
Bundaberg ...
Burketown ...
Cairns ...
Cardwell ...
Charleville ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Clermont ...
Cooktown ...
Cunnamulla ...
Dalby ... ...
Emerald' ... ...
Esk * ... N.
Gatton ... ...
Gayndah ... ...
Georgetown ...
Geraldton (Mourilyan)
Gladstone ...
Goondiwindi ...
Gympie ... ...
Herberton ... ...
Hughenden ...
Ingham ...
Inglewood ...
Ipswich ...
Isisford
Landsborough
Longreach ...
Mackay
Maryborough
Miles ...
Mitchell t ...
Muttaburra
Nanango
Nerang * ...
Normanton...
Port Douglas
Ravenswood
Rockhampton
Roma ...
St. George ..
St. Lawrence ...
Springsure ... ...
Stanthorpe ... .»
Surat .N «.
Tambo ... ...
Taroom «. ...
Texas .. .N
Thargomindah ...
Toowoomba... ...
Townsville ,.. .»
Warwick ...
Winton ... ...
Windorah .N ...
Jan. Feb .  March . April.
Wed. 6
Sat. 9
Mon. 4
Thur. 7
Tues. 5
Tues. 5
Wed. 6
Sat. 2
Tues. 5
Mon. 4
Tues. 12
Tues. 5
Thur. 7
Fri. 8
Tues. 19
Wed. 20
Fri. 22
Sat. 9
Tues. 5
Wed. 6
Mon. 11
Sat. 2
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Sat. 2
Mon. 18
Wed. 6
Fri. 15
Wed. 6
Sat. 2
Sat.** 2
Wed. 13
Mon. 11
Wed. 6
Thur. 7
Thur. 7
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Thur. 7
Wed. 6
Wed. 20
Wed. 20
Fri. 8
Wed. 6
Mon. 4
Wed. 20
Wed. 6
Wed. 6Tues.. 5
Tues. 5Wed. 6
Mon. 1 ..
Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12
Wed. 3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Sat. 6 Sat .  6 Sat. 10
Fri. 5  ...  Fri. 2
Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Tues. 5
Thur. 4 Thur .  4 Thur. 1
Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Tues .  2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Fri. 5 Fri .  5 Fri. 2
. ... Tues. 6
Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Mon. 5
Tues. 9 Tues. 9 Tues. 13
Tues. 16  ...  Tues. 20
Tues. 2 Tues .  2 Tues. 6
Thur .  4 Thur .  4 Thur. 1
Fri. 5 Fri .  5 Fri. 2
... Wed. 21
Wed. 17 ...
Fri. 19
Sat. 13 Sat. 13 Sat. 10
Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12
Fri. 5 Fri .  5 Fri. 2
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Tues .  16 Tues. 16 Tues. 20
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Fri. 5 Fri .  5 Fri. 2
Mon. 15 Mon. 15 Tues. 20
Wed. 3
Fri. 12 Fri .  12 Sat. 17
Wed. 3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Fri. 5 Fri .  5 Fri. 2
Tues. 9 .
Fri. 5  Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Wed. 10 Wed, 10 Wed. 14
Mon. 8 Mon .  8 Mon. 12
Wed. 3  ...  Wed. 7
Wed. 3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Thur .  4 Thur .  4 Thur. 1
Thur .  4 Thur .  4 Thur. 1
Wed. 3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Thur .  4 Thur .  4 Thur. 1
Wed. 3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Thur. 18
Wed. 17 Tues .  16 Wed. 21
Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Fri. 9
Wed. 3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Mon. 5
Wed. 17  Thur . 18 Wed. 21
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Tues .  2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Wed. 3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Thur .  4 ... I Thur. 1 Thur. 3 ...
... Mon. 6  ... ... Mon. 6
Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon . 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
+
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Sat. 7 Sat. 11  Sat. 9 Sat.  6 Sat. 11
Fri. 6 .. Fri. 1 .. Fri. 3
Mon. 2 Mon.  6 Mon . 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues.  2  T ues. 7
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
... Tues. 5 ... ...
Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Tues. 10 Tues. 14 Tues. 12 Wed. 10 Tues. 14
Tues. 17 ... Tues. 19 ... Tues. 21
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
... Wed. 20 ...
,.. Wed. 15 ... Wed. 17 .,.
... Fri. 17 ... Fri. 19 .,.
Sat. 14 Sat. 11 Sat.  9 Sat.  13 Sat. 11
Tues . 3 Tues. 7 Tues.  5 Tues . 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 9 Mon . 13 Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues. 17 Tues. 21  Tues . 19 Tues. 16  Tues. 21
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Mon. 16  Mon. 20 Mon . 18 Mon. 15 lion. 20
Wed. 1 ... Wed. 3
Fri. 13 Fri. 17 Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 17
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. I
Fri. 6  Fri. 8 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Thur. 9 ... Thur. 9
Fri. 6 Fri.  3 Fri .  1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 11 Wed. 15 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 15
Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon . 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 4 Wed. 6 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. I Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 5 Thur.  2 Thur.  7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 15 Wed. 17
Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Thur. 9
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon .  4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
i Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues.  3 Tues .  7 Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 5 ... Thur. 7 ... Thur. 2
* The Oonrts marked thus • are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certi ficates of Fulfilment of Oonditious
t  Office  for receiving applications.
S Days will be fixed when Land Commissioner visits  Ayr.
. In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified from  time to time.
May. June .  July. August .  Sept .  Oct. Nov. Dec.
. 'Mon. 7
Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Sat. 8 Sat. 12 Sat. 10
... Fri. 4 ..
Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Wed. 5 Wed. 2  Wed.  7
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Tues. 6
Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Tues. 11 Tues. 8 Tues. 13
... Tues. 15 ...
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Tues. 20
Wed. 19 ... Wed. 21
Fri. 21 Fri. 23
Sat. 8 Sat. 12 Sat. 10
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Tues. 18 Tues. 15 Tues. 20
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 12 Wed. 9 Wed. 14
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Mon. 17 Mon. 21 Mon. 19
Wed. 5  ...  Wed. 7
Fri. 14 Fri. 18 Fri. 16
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Tues. 8 ,
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Wed. 12 Wed. 1.6 Wed. 14
Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12
Wed. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 19 Wed. 21
Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed. 21
Fri. 14 Fri. 11 Fri. 9
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed. 21
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues, 6
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified, for general information , that  applications
under  the eighty- ninth section  of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884" have been made for closing the undermentioned Roa is; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing,
not later than the date mentioned with respeet to each.
Plans of the Roads can  be seen at the nearest Land, Police, and
Post Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS PROPOSED TO BE  CLOSED.
No.I Applicant.
*1
*2
3
Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-4TH AUGUST, 1897.
About
The Coo:nera Divisional
Board, on behalf of
R. Hargraves
The Cooinera Divisional
Board, on behalf of
it  B Williams
W. P. Atthow, on behalf
of A. Musch
4 W. Clones
Part of the reserved road
on the south boundary of
portion 43
fart of the reserved road
;.cross the north-west
corner of portion 41
The road separating portion
59 frotn portions 378 and
378..
The road separating portion
9v from 185
Cedar ...
ditto ...
Moffatt ...
Pikedale ...
0 2 0
About
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1897.IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Tambo Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of
"The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," at the TAMBO LAID OFFICE,
on and after MONDAY, the TWENTY-THIRD day of AUGUST,
1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an  Annual Rental of 19s. 6d.
per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97.11190-Tambo.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE TAMBO LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
On the Resumed Part of Lansdowne Run.
Area, about 50 square miles.
The Crown land on the resumed part of Lansdowne Run to the
west of portions 17v, lv, 2v, 4v, and 11v.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1897.
1 3 20 T is hereby notified for general information that the following
3 2 34
5 2 24
LATEST DATES FOR OBJECTIONS-11TH AUGUST, 1897.
5 R. Shaw. on b:hali of. The reserved road through Cawarral... 32 2 0
Ellen Butcher portion 622 and its con-
tinu.tion along the
sou!  heri boundary cf
portion 796 {
6 Mary Cadwallader ... The reserved road through ! ditto ... 17 0 0
portion 355
7 The ltos•ilia Divisional The road from the south- Milton .. 2 0 9
*8
Board, on behalf of west corner of portion 13Iv
1.  It. Sini, h south-easterly through {
10;V
The Murweh Divisional Part of the Nebine-Dul- M oranon
Board, on behalf of bydilla road through District
Lessees Ularunda  and Duretla
South
*9
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-18TH AUGUST, 1897.
The Tiaro Divisional  The reserved road through - Curra. 7 0 19
Board ,  on behalf of portion 41v
T. Berininghuin  About
10 J. Parley The road separating portion Kunioon .. 3 1 8
141 from portion 144
About
*11 The Iliglifields Divi- Part of the road through Crow's 1 0 0
sionail hoard, on portion 20  Nest
behalf of W. L.
Mitchell
LATEST DATE FOR OBJIiCTIo:cs--3nD SEPTEMBER, 1897.
• *12 The Barolin Divisional The road on the south and j Electra ... About
Board, on behalf of J. south east boundaries of, 4 0 0
Gillen (W. S. Clough) portion 7
LATEor DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-9TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
About
*13 The Peak Dawns Divi- Part of the  road separating  Town of 1 2 0
sional Board,  on b2-  portion `32v froid  section  Capella
half of G. W. Kettle 13
*14 The Taranipa Divisional The reserved road through 't'enthill ... +  8 3 0
j Board ,  on behalf of portion 100
0. Caffrey Aboutjr
I F. A Darley ... ... The road separating por- Kuniooa ... 3 1 8
Uon 14 1 from  per  ion 141
*16 The Jondarvan Divi- The reserved road through  Beauaraba 3 3 24
sionul Board, on be- portion Ivhalf of C. Pitman
*17 The Jondaryan Divi-  The road separating por- Doraville .... 10 0 0
sional Boar d. on be-  tion 383 2  from 3858
half of F. tii.tlespie
* NOTE.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be  carried out in
connection with the  opening of  other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1897.
T is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the St.. Lawrence Land Agent's District, as per descrip-
tion herewith, will be opened for Ot`cUPATION LICENSE UNDER I'ART
V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the ST. LAWRENCE
LAND OFFICE, on and after MON I IAY, the SIXTEENTH day of
AUGUST, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.,  at an  Annual Rental
of £2 10s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under  Secretary  for Lands,  Brisbane.
97-12560-S.G. J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE ST. LAWRENCE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
ON 71115 RESUMED PART of WAVERLEY RUN.
Parish of St. Lawrence.-Area,  about 2 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion llv, and bounded
thence by a line north to St. Lawrence Creek ; thence by that creek
upwards to a point west from the south-west corner of allotment 3 of
section 10; thence by a line east thereto; thence by allotments 3, 2,
and 1 of that section to the north-east corner of the latter; thence by
a line east to portion 45; and  thence  by portions 45, 46, 41, 42, 43,
44, 6y, 7v,  By,  27v, 17v, 10v, and 11v to the point of commencement;
exclusive of alienated and reserved land.
I Land, in the Warwick Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V.
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the WARWICK LAND
OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the SIXTEENTH day of
AUGUST, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.m., at an  Annual Rental
of £5 the lot.
All information  respecting  the boundaries  and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands,  Brisbane.
97-12'!61-3.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE WARWICK LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parishes of Gladfieht and Gooinburra .- Area,  about 1,030 acres.
Portion 389 ,  parish of Gladfield, and the Crown land in the parish
of Gooinburra, bounded on the north  by portion  1987 ,  parish of Tilton;
on the west by portion 1204, same parish  ;  on the south by portion
1533 and A .F. 1640 ,  parish of Gootnburra  ;  and on the east by portion
389, parish of Gladfield.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1897.
T is hereby notified ,  for general information ,  that the following
Land, in the Ipswich Land Agent's District ,  as per description
herewith ,  will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of
"The Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"  at the IPSWICH  LAND  OFFICE,
on and after  MONDAY, the SIXTEENTH day of AUGUST, 1897,
at ELEVEN  O'CLOCK  A.M., at an Annual Rental of £2 per square
mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
U7-12338-e.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
TILE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
ON TILE EXPIRE J LEASED PART OF FASSIFERN No. 2 RUN.
Parish of Fassifern.-Area,  about 2 square miles.
The unsurveyed Crown land on the expired leased part of Fassifern
No. 2 Run bounded on the west, north, and east by portion 56, Warrill
Creek, and portions 251 and 252; and on the south-east by a line
from the south-west corner of portion 252 to the south-east corner of
portion 56.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1897.
THE PASTORAL LEASES AC1` OF 1869."
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
_t Council, desires it to be notified, in pursuance of the  55th  section
of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," that the lands hereunder
described have been resumed from the lease of Green Hills No. 6
Run, in the Cook District.
E.M.-1-7-97 -L1 ' .  97-1 i  154-8.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
TILE COOK DISTRICT.
THE GEORGETOWN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Area, about 160 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Giibert River at the south-
east  corner of Goldfield Homestead 268, and bounded thence by
the east boundary of that Goldfie'd Homestead and a line north to
the main Croydon road; thence by that road easterly to the west
boundary of a Camping Reserve ; thence by that boundary south to
the Gilbert River; and thence by that river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th  July,  1897.IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Clermont Land Agent's District,  as per  description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the CLERMONT LAND
OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the SIXTEENTH day of
AUGUST, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an  Annual Rental
of 15s .  per square mile.
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All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-12735-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE CLERMONT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Jubilee.-Area, about 75 square miles.
Bounded on the north by the leased and resumed parts of Glenavon
Run; on the west, south-west, and south by portion A of the resumed
part of Kilcummin Run, the leased part of Kilcummin Run, and
portion B of the resumed part of Kilcummin Run ; and on the
north-east by a line from the north-east corner of Diamond Creek
No. 3 Block on the resumed part of Kilcummin Run (portion B) to
the south-east corner of the leased part of Glenavon Run.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Lands, in the Townsville Land Agent's District, as per descriptions
herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V.  Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the TOWNSVILLE LAND
OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the TWENTY-THIRD day of
AUGUST, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental
of 5s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of  the
lands may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-12932-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
96-2486-W.
Mount Elliot  South No. 1.
Area,  about 18 square miles.
Commencing at the intersection of the boundary of the leased
part of Woodstock Run with the east boundary of portion 510, parish
of Rokeby ; thence by portions 510 and 56v to the south-east corner
of the latter ; thence by a line east about thirty chains ; thence by a
line north to a point west from the south-west corner of Woodstock
No. 1 Block on the leased part of Woodstock Run ; thence by a line
east thereto ; and thence by the leased part of Woodstock Run east,
south, and west to the point of commencement.
Mount Elliot South No. 2.
Area, about 17 1  square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion 56v, parish of
Rokeby, and bounded thence by a line bearing east about sixty chains ;
17TH JULY,  1897.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1897.
j T is hereby  notified ,  for general information ,  that the fo ll owing
LL Land, in the Charleville Land Agent's District,  as per descrip-
tion herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION  LICENSE UNDER PART
V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the CHARLEVILLE
LAND OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the TWENTY-THIRD
day of AUGUST, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual
Rental of  10s. per  square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands,  Brisbane.
97-12564-s.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE CHARLEVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
On the Resumed Part of Oakwood Run.-Area,  about 17 square miles.
Commencing on the east boundary of portion 2v (G.F. 72) at a
point west from the north-west corner of the resumed part of Nive
Junction Run, and bounded thence by a line bearing east about four
and a-half miles ; thence by a line, being the west boundary of the ten
square miles opened to occupation license by Notice dated 2nd July,
1897, bearing north to portion 4v; and thence by portions 4v and 2v
westerly, south-westerly, and southerly to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1897.
T is Hereby notified, for general information, that Mount Elliot
South No. 1 Block, in the Townsville Land Agent's District,
opened to Occupation License on the 17th February, 1896, by Notice
in the  G overnment Gazette  dated 17th January, 1896, shall be and
is hereby withdrawn from Occupation License.
97-12832-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Public Lands Office,
Gayndab, 12th July, 1897.
T ( NDER section 137 of  11 The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,"
J I hereby call upon you, the undermentioned selectors, to show
cause, at the Land Court to be held at Gayndah on SATURDAY, the
E!eventh day of September, 1897, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon, why
your Selections should not be forfeited for non-compliance with the
65th section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" : -
No. 64, Gayndah Register-Henry Francis Bucholz ; 146 acres,
2v, parish of Jonday, county of Bowen ; and
No. 67, Gayndah Register-Ernest Burehardt ; 160 acres, lv,
parish of Jonday, county of Bowen.
THOS. ILLIDGE,  Acting Land Commissioner.
LAND BOARD COURT.
thence by  a line north to a point east from the north -east corner of
portion 20v, same parish; thence by a line west thereto; and thence
by portions 20v, 578, 579, 31v, 32v, 33v, 34v, 35v, 50v, 51v, 540, 57v,
and 66v to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Gympie Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V.  Of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the GYMPIE LAND
OFFICE, ' on and after MONDAY, the SIXTEENTH day of
AUGUST, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental
of £1 10s. the lot.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-12736-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish of Widgee.-Area,  about 640 acres.
Commencing on the south boundary of portion 4v at a point
about ten chains from its south-west corner, and bounded thence by a
line south to the southern watershed of Glastonbury Creek ; thence by
that watershed south-westerly and a line west about twenty chains to
Mary Creek; thence by that creek downwards to portion 31v; thence
by the west and south boundaries of that portion and the west and
south boundaries of portion 4v to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Lands, in the Gympie Land Agent's District, as per descriptions
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the GYMPIE LAND OFFICE,
on and after MONDAY, the SIXTEENTH day of AUGUST, 1897,
at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.m., at an Annual Rental of £4 each lot.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
lands may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane,
97-12571-8.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
On the Resumed Part of Kilkivan Run.-Area,  about 941 acres.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portions 13v, 15v, 1902,
1904, and 1946, parish of Kilkivan.
97-12737-S.G.
Also,  Parish of Xilkivan.-Area,  1,211 acres 3 roods.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portions 28v, 29v, 30v,
and 33v, parish of Kilkivan.
IT is hereby notified, that a Land Board Court, for the  determination
of the Value of Improvements, and for such other  business as
may be required, will be held at the Court House, Charleville, on
SATURDAY, 14th August, 1897, at Ten o'clock a.m.
By Order of the Land Board,
P. W. SHANNON,  Secretary.
Office of the Land Board, Brisbane, 10th July, 1897.
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
BRISBANE.MAP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets at 2s. 6d. per Sheet, and Two at Is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia on  a small scale ,  illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing the Main Telegraph Lines.  Scale,  160 miles to an inch.
Price : Piain, is. 6d.; coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the  Colony,  in Four Sheets; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony. Price, Is. plain, or coloured
(illustrating the Counties  and Financial  Districts) Is. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various Local Authorities (Municipalities,  Shires, and  Divisions) to
31st  December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands.  Scale, 12 miles  to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three  sheets . Price, 49. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts.  Scale,  12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external  boundaries  of Consolidations.
Price, 2s. 6d. per sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catcbment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers, &c., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, Is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, Is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts. Price, Is. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta.  Scale,  1 mile to an inch. Price,
Is. 6d.
Forty--chain Maps of most of the Moteton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
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City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s.; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, 21.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony. Price, Is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from  Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach s,nnth to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.
Environs of Longreach. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs  of Springsure. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-
Maps of Lands Open to Selection or for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. McDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane , 31st August, 1896.
Geological Survey Office,
George street, Brisbane.
J
ON SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No. 4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government Geologist.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.
I T is hereby notified, for  general information , that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substituted
therefor :-
Notice  is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing  their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders  have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying  such Tender.9&2450-Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary for Works.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th July, 1897.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
THE time for receiving  Tenders for New Veranda,  Balconies, &o.,
Post  and Telegraph  Offices,  Townsville, has been extended to
FRIDAY, 23rd July.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th Jul;, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the under-
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
Repairs  and Painting, State School, Albany Creek-E. BAKER-
£3510s.
Repairs and Painting , State School, Cleveland West-GEo.
Coops  it  -£30 12s. 6d.
New Court House, Cloncurry-Messrs. MURRAY AND LITSTER-
£728 17s.
Repairs and Painting ,  Quarantine Station ,  Peel Island-A.
K sDDIE-£72 Is.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1897.
TENDERS.
/M ENDERS are  invited for the undermentioned Public Works.
T  For full particulars ,  see  Government Gazette.
Nature of Work ,  Date of  Gazette  containing original Notice,
and Place and Date to which Tender can be received, respectively:-
ALLSxsTowN-Additions, Repairs, and Painting, State School.
19th June. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court House,
Rockhampton ; 23rd July.
SURAT- Improvements ,  Repairs ,  Painting ,  and New Fencing,
State School. 19th June. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court Houses, Surat and St. George; 23rd July.
YEULBA- Repairs and Painting , State School. 19th June.
Works Office, Brisbane; 23rd July.
THURSDAY ISLAND--Additions and Alterations, Post and Tele-
graph Office. 19th June. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Post Offices, Thursday Island, Cooktown, and Townsville;
23rd July.
TARAMPA- Additions ,  Imp ro vements ,  Repairs ,  and Painting,
State School. 26th June. Works Office, Brisbane ; 23rd
July.
ENGELsBURG-Fencing and Gates, Post and Telegraph Office.
26th June. Works Office, Brisbane ; 23rd July.
LORD JOHN SWAMP-- Repairs and Painting ,  State School.
26th June. Works Office, Brisbane ; 23rd July.
17TH JULY, 1897.
DALRY-Repairs and Painting, Police  Quarters .  26th June.
Works Office, Brisbane ; 23rd July.
MACKAY-Improvements, Repairs, and Painting,  Post and
Telegraph Office. 26th June. Works Office, Brisbane,
Post Offices, Mackay and Rockhampton, and Court House,
Townsville ; 23rd July.
TowNSVILLE-Repairs to Roof, Sub-Collector  of Customs'
Quarters. 26th June. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
House, Townsville; 30th July.
YANGAN-New Police Station. 26th June. Works Office,
Brisbane ; 30th July.
GATTON-Additions, State School. 3rd July. Works Office,
Brisbane ; 30th July.
YANGAN-New Playshed, Improvements, Repairs, and  Painting,
State School. 3rd July. Works Office, Brisbane ; 30th
July.
BRISBANE-Fencing Gaol, Fortitude Valley. 3rd July. Works
Office, Brisbane ; 30th July.
TEWA.TIN-New Kitchen to Residence, State School. 3rd
July. Works Office, Brisbane ; 301h July.
BRANDON-New State School Buildings. 3rd July. Works
Office,  Brisbane , and Court Houses, Townsville, Ayr, and
Bowen ; 6th August.
LoNGRFACH-New Lands Office. 3rd July. Works Office,
Brisbane , and Court Houses, Longreach , Barcaldine, and
Rockhampton; 6th August.
TEXAS-New Chimney, New Room,  Painting , &c., Police
Station. 3rd July. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
Houses, Texas  and Inglewood; 6th August.
TOWNSVILLE - New Verandas, Balconies , &c., Post and
Telegraph Office. 12th June. Works Office,  Brisbane,
and Post Office, Townsville; 23rd July.
MOUNT MORGAN-New State School for Girls. 10th July.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses , Mount Morgan
and Rockhampton ; 30th July.
ROSE WOOD-Improvements, &c., State School. 10th July.
Works Office, Brisbane ; 6th August.
KELVIN  GROVE-Repairs, Painting, and Clearing G rounds,
State School. luth July. Works Office, Brisbane ; 6th
August.
Drxwlcn-New Recreation Hall and Library,  Benevolent
Asylum. 10th July. Works Office, Brisbane ; 6th August.
BOWEN  BRIDGE  ROAD-Additions, New Playshed, Closets, &c.,
State School. 10th July. Works Office, Brisbane ; 6th
August.
KIRcnuEIM -Improvements,,  Re-roofing , &c., State  School.
10th July. Works Officei  Brisbane  ; 6th August.
CooxTOwx-Alterations to Fittings, Post and Telegraph  Office.
10th July. Works Office, Brisbane, Post Office, Cooktown,
and Court House, Townsville ; 6th August.
LrCINDA-New Veranda, &c., Customs Quarters. 10th July.
Works Office, Brisbane, Court  House , Townsville, and
Custom House, Lucinda; 13th August.
R. ROBERTSON, Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 15th July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, IMPROVEMENTS, AND PAINTING, STATE
SCHOOL, PINE HILL.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court  Houses,
Rockhampton, Barcaldine, and Longreach, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th August, for Repairs, Improvements, and
Painting , State School, Pine Hill.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4c., State School, Pine Hill."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars  obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; at the
Court  Houses,  Rockhampton, Barcaldine, and Longreach ;  and at the
State School , Pine Hill.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum  signed  by the party  tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount  of Tender as
security for the due performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event  to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual  notification
of acceptance , a Contract Deed to Her Majesty  for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken  into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 15th  July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE,
MAYTOWN.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses,Maytown, Cooktown , and Townsville , until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 20th August , for Fencing and Gates ,  Post and
Telegraph Office, Maytown.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  " Fencing, etc .,  Post and Telegraph  Office, Maytown."
Plan and Speci fication may be seen ,  and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained ,  at the Government  Architect's Office;
and at the Court Houses, Maytown, Cooktown ,  and Townsville.
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Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 15th July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STABLES, LANDS OFFICE, ROMA.
T
ENDERS will be received at this -Office until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 13th August, for Stables, Lands Office, Roma.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  " Stables, Lands Office, Roma."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
at the Court Houses, Roma and Dalby; and at the State School,
Wallumbilla.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, IMPROVEMENTS, AND PAINTING, BENEVO-
LENT ASYLUM, ROCKHAMPTON.
f
JL_
NDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court House,
Rockhampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th
August, for Repairs, Improvements, and Painting, Benevolent Asylum,
Rockhampton.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of, £5, and
endorsed  "  Repairs ,  *c., Benevolent Asylum, Rockhampton."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at  the  Government Architect's Office; and at
the Court House, ]Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent, on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this  Office,  within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO BOYS' SCHOOL AND REPAIRS AND
PAINTING TO BOYS' AND GIRLS' SCHOOLS (CEN-
TRAL), GYMPIE.TENDERS will bereceived at his Office until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 13th August, for Additions to.Boys' School
and Repairs  and Painting to Boys' and Girls' Schools (Central),
Gympie.
Tenders to  be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £10, and
endorsed  "Additions, 4'c., State School (Central), Gympie."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
and at the Court Houses, Gympie, Maryborough, and Bundaberg.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender  there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender  being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance , a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 15th  July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW ROOF, POLICE STABLES, MARYBOROUGH.
T ENDERS will  be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 13th  August,  for New Roof,  Police Stables,
Maryborough.
Tenders to be accompanied  by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  " New Roof,  Police Stables ,  Maryborough-,"
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
and at the Court Houses, Maryborough and Bundaberg.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 14th July, 1897.
HE Commissioner for Railways hereby gives notice, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864," that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having approved of the Plan and Book of Reference of the Second
Section of the Charleville to Cunnamulla Railway, from 61 miles to
121 miles 7 chains, in length 60 miles 7 chains, such Plan and Book
of Reference may be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Cunnamulla ; and all persons interested in the lands
to be affected by the said intended Railway are hereby required to set
forth, in writing, to iue, at this Office, within one month from the first
publication hereof, any well-grounded objections that may appear to
them to exist to the adoption of the said line of Railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection therewith.
By Order,
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
ESCORT FEE.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the Escort Fee
on Gold per ounce between Georgetown and Croydon has been
reduced from 6d. to 3d.
ROBERT PHILP.
Office of Registrar  of Friendly  Societies,
Brisbane , 12th July, 1897.
"THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
NOTICE is hereby given, that General Amendments and Revisions
of the Rules of the Rockhampton District Branch of the
Queensland Branch of the Manchester Unity Independent Order of
Oddfellows' Friendly Society have this day been registered by me,
under  " The Friendly Societies Act  of 1894."
ROBERT RENDLE, Registrar of Friendly  Societies.
Office of  Registrar  of Friendly  Societies,
Brisbane , 15th July, 1897.
THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.THE Sacred  Heart  Catholic Ladies'  Benefit Branch is registered asa Branch of the Hibernian  Australasian Catholic Benefit Society,
Brisbane District , under  " The Friendly  Societies  Act  of 1S94," this
fifteenth day of July, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE,  Registrar of Friendly Societies.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 12th July, 1897.
NOTICE.I T is hereby notified, or public information , that the  Reverend
PATRICK LARKIN, a Minister of the Roman Catholic Denomina-
tion, having removed from Cairns, in the Registry District of Cairns,
to Herberton, in the Registry District of Herberton, has given me due
notice thereof, in accordance with the provisions of  "The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar-General.
QUEENSLAND  MARINE  DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain WALTON  DRAKE, Q.M.D.F ., Acting Naval
Commandant , Q.D.F.
Head-Quarters ,  Naval Brigade,
Brisbane , 15th July, 1897.
No. 236.THE following changes will take effect  from the dates named:--
NAVAL HE AD-QUARTERS' BAND.
No. 7, James Collins,  Bandsman , and No . 25, J. Hook ,  Bandsman,
are allowed to resign,  as from  10th July, 1897.
BRISBANE NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 355, Cr. J. Kennet, A.B., is allowed  to resign ,  as  from 31st
October, 1896.
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
4.cting Naval Commandant, Q.D.F'.
METEOROLOGY OF AUSTRALASIA.
Post
 and Telegraph Department ,  Meteorological Branch,
f(1 HE following
 OB8 RVATloxs taken at Meteorological Stations in
 Queensland during OCTOBER, 1896 ,  are published  for general information .  Brisbane, 13th July, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON, Postmaster-General.
CLIMATOLOGICAL TABLE *- OCTOBER, 1896.
STATION.
Atherton ... ...
Ayr ... ... ...
Bowen
Burke District Hospital f
Burketown ... ...
Cairns .. ... ...
Cambridge Downs ...
Camooweal ... ...
Cape Grafton ... ...
Cape York ... ...Cardwell,...... ...
Charters Towers ,,,
Cloncurry ... ,,.
Coen ... ...
Cooktown ... ...
Croydon ... ...
Donaldson ...
Donor's Hill
Dungeness ,..
Evelyn ... ...
Fairview ... ... ...
Georgetown ... ...
Geraldton ... ..,
Goondi ... ...
Haughton Valley
Herberton ... ,..
Homebush ...
Homestead ' ...
Hughenden ,,,
Junction Creek ... ...
Kamer» uga ...
Karumba ,,,
Low Island ,.. ,,,
Mackay ... ...
McDonnell ,,,
Mapoon, Batavia River
Maxwelton .,, ,,,
Mein ... ...
Moreton ... ,.,
Musgrave ..,
Normanton ... ...
Palmerville
Plane Creek (Mackay)
Port Douglas ... ...
Prairie ... ,,,
Richmond ... ,,,
Southwick
Tangorin
Tate River
GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION.
U
++
0
l9° 33'
19 5917 38
17 45
16 55
20 27
1957
18 15
20 3
20 43
13 55
15 28
18 12
19 50
18 45
18 33
17 4315 30
18 22
17 32
17 31
19 5217 23
21 17
147° 24'
148 16 on coast
141 10 21
139 33 220
145 47 on coast
1458 24213'8.T7 192c
14;;' 3 on coast
146 8 66
140 30 207c
143 15 21
145 17 on coast
142 15 97c
140 24 141c
140 35 73c
146 19 on coast
145 23 46
144 18  65
143 32 166
146 4 4
146 2 5
146 37 46
145 23 40
149 6 10
MEANS, 9 A.M.
a5 a
a
aN
... 69'1
 77%
77'9 55
30'136 77'2 60
82'6 53
30'065 83'1 52
30'108 75'1 61
30'000 879 31
77,5 55
30'040 80'9 64
30'140 78'8 61
30.052 76'3 53
30'051 86.1 30787  55
30'094 78'4 64 I
30.067 84'9 37
86'8 3830-024 84.9 42
... 75.7 61
... 63'7 82
78.1 52
30'041 80.0 42
77'0 67
... 776 69
69'4 53
NOIt HERN
51'8 78.2 26.4 65'0
63.0 83'4 20'4 73'2
65'8 81'3 15'5 73'6
72'4 94'2 21'8 83'3
68'8 89'2 20'4 79'0
64'8 83'2 18'4 74'0
65.5 99'9 34,4 82'7
69.0 99'1 30.1 84'1
65.4 81.9 16.5 73'7
73.2 84'9 11'7 79'1
61.7 80'5
 18'8  71.1
61.1 89'1 28'0 75'1
69.0 97'5 28'5 83'3
67.4 88'9 21'5 78'2
72.5 82'4 9'9 77.5
72'4 99'2 26'8 85'8
67'4 101'6. 34'2 84'5
63'8 100'4 361;  82.1
58'7 83'2 24'5 71-0
54.8 79'3 24'5 67'l
66'0 90'9 24'9 78'5
65'2 94'2 29'0 79.7
62.2 77'4 15'2 69'8
62.4 82'3 19.9 72'4
60'5 90'4 J 29'9 75'5
56.9 78'7 121'8 67'8
20 51 144 12 191 ,.. 84.1 37 655 95'8 30'3 S0.7
18 16  144 24 108 78'8 42 56-0 96'5 40'5 76'3
16 53 145 41 6 77'5 61 64'8 84'1 19'3 74'5
17 27 140 54 on coast c 30.072 81'0 72 70.1 85'8 157
 78'0
16 23 145 36 off coast 77'0 82'5 5'5 79'8
21 9 149 13 1 30'153 76.7 64 60.8 80'1 19'3 70'5
11 6 142 33 25 30.051 80.6 56 67.3 88'0 20'7. 77'7
82'6 62 67'7 197'1 29'4 82'4
20 46 142 45 254c
13 13 142 47 45 30'060 81'1 50 70-7 90'6 19'9 80.7
12 28 142 34 36 81,0 60 64.7 91'4 261  78'1
14 50 143 35 35 30'100 79.4 53 60-2 91'9 31'7 76'1
17 39 141 5 20 30'058 ' 85.5 42 71'7 96'4 24'7 84.1
15 56 144 8 84 30'074 80.9 52 63.0 93'9 30'9 78'5
16 30 145 28 on coast 74'9 72 66.9 80'9 14'0. 73'9
20 52 144 31 177 20'999 ` 79.6 39 637 91'6 28'5 77'4
20 44 143 10 238 30'032 84.8 28 65.4 96'7 31'3 81'1
19 51 145 40 74 .. 57'8 91'S 34'0 74'8
21 49 144 13 237 61.0 100'0 39'0 80'5
17 22 144 17 99 30 069
 4- 5 39 631 95'8 32'7 79 '5
WIND
EXTREMES. v '
Min. Max, Range.
o - ++.+
G
c o
DIVISION.
39'7 89'2 49'5 S.W.
55'9 87'5 31.6 E.
52'S 84'5 31.7 S.E.
66'9 99'0
 321
61'0 98.4 37.4 N.E. ...
59'8 89'8 30'0 S.E. ...
51'0 108'0 57.0 S.E.
57'7 107'8 50'1 Variable
61'6 90'1 285 E. ..
68.7 87'6 18'9 S.E.
54'5 87'5 133'0 S.E.
56'3 97'7 41'4 N.E.
60.0 107.2 47'2 N.
62.6 93'4 30'8 E.
69'0 89'0. 20'0 S.E.
62'1 99'2 37'1 N.
59'0 109'6 50'6 S.E.
54.0 110'8 56'8 E. & S. E.
53'0 86.5 33'5 S.E.
46-8 87'2 40'4 S.E.
61'S 955 33'7 E. ...I
56'6 102.5 45'9 E. ...
56.4 80'9 24'5 Calm ...
57.0 87'0 30'0 ...
51.0 97'3 46'3 E.
53.2 89.6 36'4 E. ...
2.5
3-8
1'5
2.7
1'8
4'2
2.8
3'9
3'1
2'4
1'6
4'2
3'2
3'4
P7
1.9
2'3
1'9
3'7
4.6
3'1
05
35
2'2
50'5 105.3 54'8 E. & N.E 2.8
46.9 108'4 61.5 E. & S. E 2'7
59'8 88'7 28'9  S. E.  ... 1'6
N. ... 3'5
76'0 84'0 8'0  S. E.  2'6
53'1 8613 33'5  S. E.  1'8
60'2 99'4 39'2
 S. E.  3'2
655 104'4 38.9
 S. E.  4.0
62.1 98'8 36'7 E. ... 4'8
58.8 95.4 3613 S.E. ... 2'2
51.0 951  1 41'7 E.  ...  3'2
65.2 103'2 1 88'0 NW&NE 2'4
57' 7 100'8 43'1 E. ... 3'5
CLOUD.
3'7
653-2
2'6
4'6
1'0
1'7
3,9
5'9
4'0
0'5
0'7
4'5
4'7
1.0
0'8
2'7
2.5
1.9
4'8
0.3
1'3
4.1
1'7
0'6
1'8 ...
2'8 ,..
1'51'3 E. &S.E.
3'0 ,..
4'5 ...
2'7 ...
4'6
5.0
3'8IT
1.5
57'9 83.5 25.6  S. E.  ... 1'7 1.7
54.4 98'7 44'3 E.  ...  4'5 013
57'8 1106.4 48'6 N. 3'4 0'6
50.0 105.0 55.0 E. &N.E. 1'6 1'3
50.1 108'2 58.1 N. ... 3.6 2,555-3 105.0 49.7
 , S.E. ... 2.2  11
RAINFALL.
 EARTH TEMPERATURES.
ai
C
O
Inches.
m
a
0'880 4
Nil
Nil
0'010
Nil ...
1'140 9
0'080 2
0'210 1
0545 7
0'150 4
0'380 1
Nil
0' 121 1
0'100 1
Nil ...
Nil
0'050 1
0'070 1
0'970 3
0'960 5
Nil
0'360 20,590 3
.0'890 9
0'750 1
0'310 4
0'030 1
0'870 1
0'613 1
0.628 8
Nil
0.690 5
am a
H
83'3 85'3 83'0 81'9 81'5 81'5 82'2
85'8 84'8 82'6 80.4 80'0 79'6 79'5
74'5 75'6 765 77'5 78'5 78'8 79'5
N
83.4 84.5 84'1 84'0 85'2 86.0 86'4
0'060 1 76'9
0.080 2
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
0.410 4
0.200
0.480
0.150
Nil
Nil
76'1 7413  734  73'0 73.2 734
i All barometric readings corrected and reduced to 32 degrees Fahr. at mean sea level ; all corrections applied to thermometric readings. t Readings are taken  at 9.30 a.m.
+  The letter c att ,ohed  to figures  giving least  distance from coast indicates distance from  the Gulf  of Carpentaria  ;  S.A. to distance from coast of South  Australia.
SHADE  TEMPERATURE.
MEANS.
Max. Range .1 Mean.
CLIMATOLOGICAL TABLE-OCTOBER, 1896.
G EOGRAPHICAL POarrION.
STATION.
MEANS, 9 A.M. SHADE TEMPERATU&K.
Apg 4
rAA
A p
MEANS.
Max. Range. Mean.
Exrar.MES.
Max.Min. Range
WIND. CLOUD.
Inches.
NORTHERN  DIVISION- continued.
Sq
m
M
w
Thursday Island ... 10° 34' 142° 12' off coast 30'013 811 7
1%
74.3 84.9 10'6 79'6 73.3 91'0 17'7 S.E. 3'5 5'3 Nil 82'3 83'0 83.3 83'9 83.8 83'8 184.1
Townsville . 19 15 146 49 on coast 30'142 79.6 7 66.4 82'6 16.2 74.5 60'8 86.1 25'3 E 2.5 3'2 0.040 i
Victoria Mill, Herbert River 63'1 90.4 27.3 76.8 56.1 96'2 401 . ... 0.350 3 I i I
West Leichhardt ... 86'6 29 65'2 100.3 35'1 82'8 54'0 109'3 .55'3 ' N E. 2'0 1'2 Nil
Wyandotte 18 '40 114i'51 86 30'080 74.2 52 55'9 88'0 32.1 72'0 47'5 99'4 ' 51'9 . ...E. 2.7 2'4 0.050 1
CENTRAL DIVISION.
Alice River ... ...  23 34 145 47 ' 257  30.135 78.2 44 59'9 92'0 32.1 76'0 49'3 101.2 51'1) N. & E. 3'7 0'6 1'049 3 774 78'3 7613 74'5 72'7 72'9 721)
Avon Downs ... ... ...  21 49 147 15 123  301.44 75'9 45 54.0 91.5 37'5 72'8 39.6 101.6 62.0 E. ... 2'4 0.9 0'564 2
Barcaldine ... ... ...  23 42 145 6 302 ... 811)  41 631)  941.  30'2 79.0 52'3 103'3 511) N. E. 3'2 0.5  0'646 2
Blackall  ... ... ... ...  24 24 145 26 302  82'3 3S 641.  93.2 291.  78.7 48.4 102.4 54.0 N. & S.E. 21. 110 04}50 3
Boulia  ... ... ... ... 22 5.5 139 38 3590  30.036 88 .4 27 67'3 99.0 311 83.2 55.9 107.1 51'2 Variable 31 1.2  Nil ... 8313 8313 81.6 79'5 77.9 771) 751)
Bowen Downs ... ... ... 22 30 145 1 255 61.3 95.8 34.5 78.6 491)  114'0 65'0 N. 1.3 0.2 0'060 1
Bustard Head ... ... ...  24 2 15] 48 on coast  30.181 74'6 64 651)  781)  12'4 72.1 581.  81'0 22.9 N. & E. 2.8 3.4 1'035 2
Clermont .. ... 22 45 147 38 129  ... 757  62 591)  90.9 31.1 75.4 48.6 102.5 53.9 N.E. ... 3.3 1.4  Nil
Diamantina Lakes 23 42 141 11 417c 69'2 981)  29'7 841. 581)  105'5 471) N. ... 21) 1.0  Nil
Emerald ... ... ... ...  23 28 148 5 124 30'172 75'5 54 601)  89'5 281  75.2 49'7 99.6 49'9 E. ... 11) 21  0.220 2
Isisford ... ... ... ...  24 14 144 22 357 30'040 85'3 33 67'2 1021)  35.4 84.9 561.3 111'9 55'6 N. ... 21) 01)  0.100 1
Kynuna  ... ... ...  21 39  142 0 289o 30'022 861)  25 65'4 97'8 32.4 81.6 55'2 1061) 51.4 N.W.... 4'3 11) Nil
Longreach ... ... 23 27 144 8 335 841)  33 63'2 961  33'5 80.0 55'5 106.2 50'7 N. & N.E. 1'9 0'2  Nil
Rockhampton ... ... ...  23 24 150 30 18  30.174 761) 57 621) 86.5 231) 74.6 1 56'3 96.9 40'6 Variable 1.3 4.1  0.310 1
St. Lawrence  ... ... ... 22 20 149 32 7  301.27 76. 2 60 58'9 81.4 22.5 70.2 521 86'0 33.3 Variable 11) 3.5  0.040 1
Springsure ... ... 24 3 148 3 153 74'3 53 63'3 88'9 25.6 76.1 50.7 100'0 49'3 N.E. ... 2'6 21)  0.130 3
Tambo ... 24 52 146 16 280  30'093 78.3 38 61.0 911.  30.1 761. 481)  101'0 53'0 N.E. ... 2.1 11
 0'060 2
Tower Hill ... ... ...  22 5 146 36 240  80'2 641)  91'7 27'1 78.2 56'0 1041) 48'0 NE. & N. 1'8 015 0'220 1
Urandangie ... ... ...  21 35 138 24 287 291)96 871)  25 64'9 991.  34.2 821) 531)  108.0 55.0 N. ... 4.0 1'3
 Nil
Winton ... ... ... ...  22 23 143 3 316 30.0644 85.7 38 631  981)  34.9 81.2 55'4 107'0 511) N. ... 14 01)  0.480 3
SOUTHERN DIVISION .
BRISBANE AND SUBURBS-
Wickham Terrace ... 27 28 153 6 10 30'164 75'3 70 61'0 81'8 20.8 71'4 50.0 86.8 36'8 S. & N. 1'7 3'0 1.315 4 76'1 75'3 72.3 7113  70.0 691 69'4
Botanic Gardens ... 27 30 153 6 10 73.5 58.6 82'0 23'4 70'3 47'0 86'6 39'6 N. & N.E. 0'9 1.5  1110 3
Bowen  Park ... ... 27 28 153 8 8 76.9 58 57'3 84'6 27'3 71.0 45.1 89'9 44'8 N. & N.E. ... 2'8 1'370 4
Brookfield ... ... 27 30 152 56 16 ... 77'0 68 55'6 87'3 31.7 71.5 42'2 93'0 50'8 Calm ... 01 3'5 2.350 5
Bulimba ... ... 27 28 153 9 7 ... 75'6 58 58'4 84.7 26'3 71.6 47'0 89.6 42'6 Variable 1'8 2.6  1.230 4
Capemba ... ... 27 30 153 2 12 78.8 51 56.8 84'9 28'1 70'9 41.7 89.9 48'2 S.E. .. 2* 1 4.6 0'921
New Farm * ... 27 29 153 8 8 ... 71 b ... 59.5 84'4 24.9 72'0 47'4 89'9 42'5 C'm to SW 1'2 2'3 1.260 4
South Brisbane * ... 27 29 153 4  11
 73'0  ... 59'9 84'9 25'0 72.4 48.0 91'0 43'0 ... ... 1'5 1.230
 3
Adavale ... ... 25 56 144 36 403 30'119 77'6 42 58'9 89'6 30'7 7 4'3 411 101'2 59'5 N. .. 3.0 0.9
 Nil
Ashwell ... ... 27 37 152 39 35  73'6 62 55.2 86.4 31.2 70'8 43'7 95'4 511 Variable 14 3'5  0.160 1
Beauaraba ... 27 42 151 39 93  70'8 55 55'5 86'0 30'5 70.8 42.1 95'9 53.3 W. .. 2.6 3'0 0'390 3
Blinkbonnie ... 27 45 151 33 104 53'3 84.6 31.3 69.0 42'0 95'0 53'0 Variable 0'510 3
Bollon ... 28 6 147 29 347  30'059
 83'7 33 58.9 96'1 37'2 77'5 46'5 106.6 601 E. .,. 2'2 2'0 0'150 1
Bon Accord ... 27 30 151 14 115 60'1 89'5 29.4 74'8 47.5 101'5 54'0 N.E. ... 3.7 1'4 1'250 6
Boonara ... ... 26 .7 152 5 64
Braeside . 28 30 151 51 27 49.5 78'2 28.7 63.9 33'0 87'0 54'0 ... ... ... 1.930 6
Buderim Mountain 26 41 153 4 4 73'0 60 60'4 77'6 17'2 69'0 53'3 8;,'4 32.1 Variable 21 3'5
 0'868 3
Bundaberg 24 53 152 21 9 30.181 75'7  59 61.4 86B 25.2 74'0 52'8 92.2 39'4 N.. ... 1.7 4'6 0.527 2
Cambooya 20 41 151 53 80
'
72'2 57
'
53.5 84'4
.
30'9 69.0 38'4 :15.6 57'2 N. .. 2.4 2.5 1.920 7
Cape Moreton ... 27 2 153 29 off coast  30 211 71 4  68 63.3 876 13.5 701 54.3 83.3 29.0 N. & N. W. 3.3 3.2 3.020 5
RAINYALL.  EARTH TEMPERATURES.
x
P
•
N
00
• Readings taken at 8 a.m.
GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION .
 MEANS, 9 A.M.
STATION.
CLIMATOLOGICAL TABLE-OCTOBER, 1896.
SHADE TEMPERATURE . WIND.  CIOUD. RAINFALL.
S7
51 Min.
MEANS. EXTREMES.
Max. I Range .  Mean. Min .  1 Max. Range.I1 -1
0
F
q
SOUTHERN DIVISION-continued.
Cecil  Plains " ... ... 270 32' 151°13' 115 30.093 75.4 48°J° 54.0 821) 281) 681) 41'4 101.9 60'5 N. ...
Charleville ... .
 26 25 146 13 351 301)76 81.8 33 60'8 9219 321 76'9 49.2 102.5 1 53'3 S.
Childers ... ... ...
 25 16 152 18  21 ... 761) 57 58'6 86'5 27'9 72'6 52.2 991)  46'8 SE&NE
Crohamhurst f ... ... ...  26 50 152 55 16 . 57'5 82.4 24.9 70.0 46.4 91.8 45.4 N. W....
Cunnamulla ... 28 5 145 38 453 301)63 80'8 46 60.2 94'6 34.4 771 47.0 1041)  57.8 S.E. ...
Dalby .. ... ...
 27 32 151 15 110 30'139 721) 55 56.9 86'9 30'0 71.9 421) 99.0 56'5 Calm
Double Island Point ... ...
 25 5.5 1153 13 on coast 301 65 72.5 78 7510 ... ... 79'0 .. N & NW
Dulacca
 ... ... ... 26 36 1149 38 209 301 27 741) 47 57'0 87'4 30.4 72.2 42.4 991)  5611 N. ...
Dunwich ... ... ... ...  27 31
 i  153 26  on coast 621) 80'8 17'9 711) 51.0 891)  381) N.E.....
Eulo .. ... 28 10 144 59 485 61'3 991) 38'6 8011 421) 113'0 71'0 N.E. ...
Gayndah ... 25 38
 151 37 70 30'152 721 54 59'0 100'3 411) 79'7 461) 1071) 611) N.E. ..,
Goondiwindi ... ... 28 33 150 21
 186 30'085 76.3 44 58 ,5 92.1 33.6 75'3 45'9 1041) 58.3 N.E. .,.
Gympie ... ... ...  2612 152 38 28 ... 75.1 62 59'3 94'7 35.4 771) 4711 104.7 571 N.W....
Hungerford ... 29 0 144  20 468
 s. A. .., . 59'9 92'0 321 761) 451) 105'0 60'0 Calm ...
Ipswich  ... ... ... ... 27 37 152 47 29
... 751) 64 581) 8811 30.6 73'5 45.1 9813 531) W. ...
Juandah ... ... ... ...
 26 10 149 57 175 ... ... ... 54'5 87'7 33.2 711 46.0 102'0 56.0
Kallidiwarry  ... ... ... 24 53 138 43 504
... ... 9515 ... ... ... 1021)
Kilcoy ... ... 26 55 152 36 29
... . 52'5 8611 34'4 69.7 ' 40.0 98.0 580
Ki llarney ... ... ... 28 18 152 21 72 ... 68.8 59 49.3 80.3 31'0 64.8 38.2 907 52.5 W.
LDwood ... ... ... ..'.  27 25 152 34 32 ... 751) 55 55'5 881) 331) 72.0 411) 9611  55.4 E. & W.
Maryborough (Botanic Gardens)
 25 33 152 43 12 75'0 58 60*5 861) 2511 73.4 51.6 95'5 4311
'
S.E.
Miles .. ... ... ...  26 39 150 7 182 73.4 57 5916 87'0 27.4 73.3 46'2 99.3 53 1 N & NW
Mitchell ... ... ... ... 16 32 147 52 278 30'107 78.2 38 53.4 90'9 37'5 72.2 44.1 101.8 57'7 N. ...
Mount Mayfair ... ...  25 4 147 2 250 ... ... ... 56.4 871) 30'8 71'8 47'0 1001)  531) N. ...
Mount Woot.tha ... ...
 26 46 152 53 17 .. 69.2 73 55.8 761) 201 661) 471) 87'8 40'8 N.W....
Mundoolun  ... ... ... 27 54 153 9 17
.
56'5 85.5 291) 711) 43.0 93'8 50.8
Roma  ... ... ... ... 26 36 148 42 247 30'112 75.2 51 60'0 91'0 31.0 75'5 451 1001  55.6 N.
Sandgate  ... ... ... 27
 20  153 5 on  coast .741 63 57'4 791) 21'6 68'2 45.2 83'7 381) N&NE
Sandy Cape ... ... ...
 24 41 153 16
 off coast 301 77 76.1
.
54 65'0 80'0 15'0 72'5 5911 83.5 23.7 Variable
Southport ... ... ...  27 57 153 27
 on coast 30.144 74.5 58 62.3 77'1 1411 691 51.4 845 331 N. W....
Stanthorpe  ... ... ... 28 37 151 58 97 ... 671) 57 491 77.6 28'5 63'4 36.9 871)  511) N.W....
St. Helena . 27 25 153 15
 off coast . 70.2 74 63.2 871) 24.0 75.2 54.0 95.9 41.9 N.
Tambourine Mountain ...
 27 56 153 13 16
,
66.6 69 551) 76'5 211) 65'9 43.4 85.6 421) Variable
Towantin ,.. ...
 26 24 153 4 3 30.158 76.0 59 581 7911 21'5 C8'9 48'4 93'0 446 N.E. ...
Texas
 .. ... ... ... 28 51 151 12 137 ... 56.1 9311 371 75.0 441) 103.0 59.0
Thargomindah ... ... ...  27 58 143 43 539 30'058 82.6 41 591) 891) 30'5 74.3 42.7 110.1 67'4 N.E. ...
Toowoomba ..,
 27 34 151 58 71
. 701) 59 50.7 82.5 31.8 66.6 431) 921  481) S.E.it The Laurels ... .. 70.5 67 541 81.4 26.7 681 44.1 941  50'0 E. ...
Wa llangarra ... ... ... 28 54 151  59 90 30-07466.6 61 50.0 761 261 63.1 39.2 871)  48.0 N. W....
Warwick ... ... ,.. 28 12 152  4 85 ... 691 67 511 8511 34.7 68'5 361) 94'7 5711 Calm ..
Whyenbah ... ... 28 24
 148 19 303 . 62'4 921) 2911 77'3 49.0 102.0 53'0 N.E.
Windorah .. „ ,,. 25 26 142 36 490 29.990 86'8 29 66'7 98.8 321 82.8 52.6 10711  551) SE & NE
Woogaroo  (Goodna ) $ ...
b
... ... ... ... ... 68.9 75 6113 781) 16'4 69.8 51.0 84.6 3311 Calni ...
Yaga urne
Yandi lla  ... ...... ... ... 27 50 151 22  ' 113 301)80 7211 54 52.8 861) 33.4 691) 41.5 991)  57'5 N.
Yandina
 ... ... ... ... 26 34 152 59 8 ... 75'4 64 5311 841) 301 68.9 43.0 94'3 51.3 Calm ...
• Readings
 taken at 7 a.m.
I
t  Readings taken at 8 a.m.
'^
Way
c
°
0
1
A
3'6  2'6 ...
3'7 0'8 ...
1.6  4.1 ...
1'6 3'0 ...
.1.9 1.3 ...
0'7  1'4 ...
3.0  3.2 ...
2.0  017 ...
3.3  2.8 ...
2.9  0.8 ...
1'1 3'5 ...
1.5 117 ...
2'3 313 ...
0.8 019 ...
1.5 15
12
1'S  2'2 ...
1.1  2'0 ...
2.3  4.1 ...
1.6  11  ...
1.9  1'5 ...
2.8  2'0 ...
1.2  2'8 ...
..
2.4  0.8 ...
2.8  3.0 ...
2.6  5'5 ...
3.5 3.7 ...
1.5  2.2 ...
2'6 ...
1'7  4'2 ...
2.9  5.4 ...
13  1'9
2'1  2.2 ...
1'9  116 ...
1.4 07  ...
1'2  1'3 ...
4.4 21  ...
0.6 2'8 ...
2.7  115 ...
... 3'2 ...
EARTII TEMPERATURES.
P O O
V
0 m
N
m
0 0 M M M M M M
OD 04
Inches.
0.590 3
0'460 4
0.510 2
1.275 4
0.090 1
1'520 4
0'120 1
0'310 3
0'580 3
0'100 2
Nil
0.300 7
1'202 5
0.260 3
0.510 5
0.950 5
0.100 1
1'250 4
1.200 3
1.900 3 74.3 73'3 68.8
0'190 2
0'550 3
0'257 4
0'710 4
6'230 4
0'820 5
0'250 6
1.220 3
0'270 2
0.890 3
1.550 6
Nil
1'130 4
0'950 6
0'550 2
0.520 3 78'1 77'5 77'3 77'0
1.250 5
1'377 4
0'830 3
0.670 4
0.330 3
0.110 2
1'060 4
0.250 1
1'020 4
j Readings taken  at 10 a.m.
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE,
Government Meteorologist.
t4
0
N
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The Treasury,
Brisbane, 14th July, 1897.
"THE CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT OF 1896."IN accordance with  provisions of section 4 f " The Customs
Duties Act of  1896," I hereby direct that no duty be levied on
PARTS OF REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
which are component parts of articles not liable to duty, and which,
in the opinion of the Collector or Principal Officer of Customs,
verified by a declaration from the importer, are imported for and
can only be used as such.
ROBERT PHILP,
Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 16th  July,  1897.
EXEMPTION FROM DUTY.
SULPHUR DIOXIDE.
IT is hereby notified, in accordance with the provisions of the Third
Schedule of  " The Customs Duties Act of  1888," that
SULPHUR DIOXIDE,
to be used solely in the' manufacture of goods within the colony, is
exempted from duty.
ROBERT PHILP,
Treasurer.
NOTICE TO MASTERS OF VESSELS NAVIGATING THE
BRISBANE RIVER.
OTICE is hereby given, that that portion of the Lytton Rocks
Cutting on the south-eastern side of the line of lights and
beacons has been deepened to a minimum depth of 20 feet at L.W.S.
by a width throughout of 100 feet.
The line of lights and beacons remains as before,  i.e.,  it still
marks the centre'of the original channel, and it now also marks the
north-western edge of the deepened area.
A dolphin showing a black square beacon by day and a green
light by night has been erected at each end of the new out, 20 feet
outside the edge thereof.
Masters of vessels who may wish to take advantage of the new
cut may add 12 feet to the depth of water shown on gauges and at the
Pile Light to get the available depth in the waterway.
The black buoy hitherto marking the edge of the channel here
will be removed.
From U.S.S. " Machias."
AMOY HARBOUR.
.1  rock, with a depth of 10 feet on it, lies with -
S,E. corner British Consul's residence 35°, Thumb Rock.
Southernmost perch on Amoy side 44° 30', Thumb Rock.
China, Vol. III., page 178. Chart 1764.
ALEX. BULLER, Vice-Admiral.
" Alacrity," at Shanghai, 27th April, 1897.
HYDROGRAPHICAL MEMORANDUM No. 23.
The following information has been received:-From U.S.S." Olympia."
AMOY HARBOUR.
Chiotah Beacon is now surmounted by a white cage.
China Vol. III., page 176. Chart 1764.
From H.M.S. " P:que.
BORNEO, WEST COAST. PAPPAN ISLAND.
A red light, visible 7 miles, is now exhibited from the N. W. point
of the Island.
China, Vol. II., page 158, Light List, Part VI., page 80. Charts
- 2109, 1844, 947.
From the  Straits Settlements Government Gazette.
SINGAPORE ROADS.
The red buoy in the man-of-war anchorage has been moved to a
position with-
Tanjong Katong Obelisk, N, 42° E.
Fort Canning Flagstaff, N. 52° W.
Charts 1995,  2403.'
ALEX. BULLER, Vice-Admiral.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1897.
THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich is
L published in pursuance of the Regulations for the  management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDED  10TH DAY OF JULY, 1897.
Number of Inmates  remaining  in Asylum at date
T. M. ALMOND,  Portmaster. of previous Report ... ... ... ... 899
Marine Department, Brisbane, 10th July, 1897. Number since admitted  ... ... ... ... 2Number returned from leave ... .. ... 10
911
The Treasury, Number discharged ... 1
Brisbane, 16th July, 1897. Number died .. 2
NOTICES TO MARINERS. Number absent on leave 6
IIE following Notices to  Mariners  are published  for general 9T
information.
ROBERT PHILP. Number remaining at date hereof ... ... 902
[Extract from New Zealand Gazette, 1st July,  1897.]
No. 9 of  1897.
LIGHT ON ROCKY POINT, NEAR CAPE PALLISER,
EASTERN ENTRANCE TO COOK STRAIT.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 28th June, 1897.
REFERRING to Notice to Mariners No. 37 of 1896, published by
this department on the 14th December last, respecting the exhibition
of a light on Rocky Point, near Cape Palliser, it is hereby notified that
the light will not be ready for exhibition until about the middle of
October next. Due notice will be given of the exact date the light
will be exhibited.
Charts, &c., affected :-Admiralty Chart No. 2054; New Zealand
Pilot, page 167.
WM. HALL-JONES.
No.  419.
Alacrity," at Hongkong, 20th April, 1897.
HYDROGRAPHICAL MEMORANDUM No. 22.
The following information has been received:-
From H.M.S. " Centurion."
ROCK OFF CAPE BA-KI.
An unmarked rock, on which the s.s. " Glamorganshire" was
recently wrecked, lies with C. Ti-wan S. 85° W. (T), C. Ba-ki (394°)
N. 33° W. (T).
The position is approximate.
The probab e depth at L.W. about 3 feet.
Latitude 10° 24' N.
Longitude 107° 35' 30" E.
China, Vol. II., page 437. Chart 1261.
From H. 3I.S. " Pigmy."
GULF OF SIAM.
A group flashing white light will shortly be exhibited on the
island of Koh Chucn.
The light is visible 12 sees., eclipse 32 sees.
,, It „ „ 132 „
China, Vol. II., page 405. Charts 2414, 2720.
Admissions during the week :
James Black, 62, miner, from Gympie ;  last two years mining
about Gympie, and inmate of the hospital there.
James Bell, 65, carpenter, from Brisbane ; last two  years at his
trade in Brisbane, and inmate of the hospital there.
Discharged  during the  week:
Margaret Scanlan, 77; admitted 9th July, 1895.
Deaths during  the week :
Robert Blackburn, 69; admitted 10th January, 1593.
George Il eatheote, 61; admitted 9th May, 1876.
P. SMITH ,  Medical Superintendent.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCounci , has be n pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the morning of the 25th of
December, 1896; also that a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the crime, not being the principal offender, who shall give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
A
N Office for the transaction of all business connected with the
above is now open  in a portion  of the Ports and  Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted by the Assi'tant  Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba. Maryborough, rnndaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty  Sessions at all
other towns  in the Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers  in charge, stating the class of men required, the work to be
done, and the  wages  offered ; ar,d applicants seeking work should
personally register their names and addresses.
Information respecting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district  is always  obtainable at the Head Office.
J. O'N. BRENAN, Officer in Charge.
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Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 16th July, 1897.
T
HE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of The Brisbane Permanent Building and
Banking Company, Limited, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 29th March to 28th June, 1897, is
published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE BRISBANE PERMANENT BUILDING AND
BANKING COMPANY, LIMITED, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from  the 29th March  to 28th June, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest  ... :: ... ... ... ...Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest ... ... ... ... ... ...Bearing Interest .
Balances due to other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ..
Deposits  ., Not bearing  Interest
". € Bearing Interest
Other Liabilities ... ... ... ...
£  S.  d.
142,757 12 3
3,020 8 4
AMOUNT . TOTAL.
£ a. d.
Total  Amount  of Liabilities  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £145,778 0 7
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the Last Dividend declared • . ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... ...
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion and Bars ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ...
Notes and'Bills of other Banks ...
Balances  due from other Banks ..
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes, Bills of Exchange, and all Stock
)
C
and Funded Debts of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances due to
the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets ...
Brisbane, 29th June, 1897.
... ... ... ...
TOTAL.
£ a. d.
20,467 0 1
8,285 14 5
249,005 13  6
£277,758 8 0
B.  It.  BALE,  Manager.
ALBERT E.  WILLS,  Accountant.
I, Benjamin Robert Bale, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account
of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified; and that the same was made up from the
Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane,  this second  day of July, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON, Justice of the Peace.
NOTICE.
ATa Special Court of Petty  Sessions  held this day, ROBERT JAMESWEDGWOOD  was reappointed Poundkecper at Longreach for
the ensuing twelve months.
PETER G. GRANT, Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House, Longreach, 28th June, 1897.
NOTICE.
A
T a Special Court of  Petty Sessions  held this day, ALBERT
EDWARD ALLEN  WRIGHT was appointed  Poundkeeper at
Killarney for  the ensuing  twelve months.
J. O'BRIEN, Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House, Killarney, 6th  July,  1897.
B. It. BALE.
NOTICE.
AT a Special Court of Petty Sessions held on the 26th Juno, 1897,
FRANCIS JOHN HENRICKS was reappointed Poundkeeper at
Jundah for the ensuing twelve months.
GEO. BELL, Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Court, Jundah, 1st July, 1897.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  17th July, 1897.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that I intend, on or after the 3rd August,
1897, in conformity  with the 117th  section of the  " Real
Property  Act of  1861 ,"  to issue ,  in the name  of the  late Robert
Cribb, a provisional  Certificate of Title for part of suburban allotment
19, county  of Stanley,  parish  of South  Brisbane ,  at Kangaroo Point,
in place of Certi ficate  of Title  No. 4162, volume 39, folio 180, which
has been lost or accidentally destroyed.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TA
KE NOTICE ,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the provisions of the Real Property Acts of
1861  and 1877 .  Any person desiring to oppose will require to lodge ,  by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of the said Acts,
on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant.
... 111,902 11 10
... 2-xl per cent. per annum.
... 1,415 4 2
... 19,389 .9  8
Date within which  a Caveat
may be Lodged.
Subdivision 1 of portion 173 of Toowoomba, county of Aubigny, Robinson Wilkinson, of Toowoomba, gentle- 24th September, 1897.
parish of Drayton man
Allotment 3 of section 3, county of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, Anne Stephens, of Brisbane, widow ... ... 24th August, 1897.
cite of Brisbane
Subdivision 4 of suburban allotment 1 of section 7, county of Aubigny, John Anderson, of Toowoomba ... ... 24th August, 1897.
parish of Drayton
Registrar  of Titles'  Office, Brisbane , 17th July, 1897. J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.NOTICE ishereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinaftermentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging  a Caveat,  on  or
before the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the 'Central
District, in which case the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton.
Name of Deceased
Pro prietor.
Date of
Death.
1897.
William Graham ,  late of 29 Jan.
North  Bundaberg ,  railway
guard
1891.
Thomas William Fraser, 4 Dec.
late of South Brisbane,
under sheriff
1896.
George Davenport ,  late of 8 June
East Bundaberg, free-
holder ,  formerly farmer 1897.
Also Anna Davenport, 24 Feb.
widow and administratrix
of the said George Daven-
port, deceased
1886.
Thomas Gardner  (otherwise 13 July
Gardiner ),  late of Red-
bank Plains ,  farmer
1897.
Richard Andrews , late of 7 April
Grandehester ,  near Ips-
wich ,  selector and dairy-
man
1892.
The Honourable Thomas 31 Dec.
Lodge Murray  Fri -r, late
of Whytecliffe, Albion,
near Brisbane ,  a member
of the Legislative  Council
of Queensland
1896.
James Smith, late of Goon- 1 April
diwindi ,  blacksmith
; 1895.
The Reverend Richard 29 Sept.
Watson Orton ,  formerly of
Sydney, New  South Wales,
but lately of Camden, in
the said colony , Wesleyan
minister
Name of Claimant.
Annie Graham, of Low-
uieade, near Brisbane,
widow of deceased
Charlotte Elizabeth Fraser,
of Brisbane, widow of
deceased
Reinke Grotberr, of Woon-
garra, near Bundaberg,
sugar -planter ,  as adminis-
trator of lands left unad-
ministered
Description and Situation of Land.
Subdivisions 8 to 11 of section 3 of portion
232, county of Stanley, parish of Redcliffe,
and subdivision 3 of section 9A of resubdi-,
vision A of subdivision 4 of portion 16,
county of  Cook,  parish of Bundaberg
Subdivisions 10 to 19 and 22 to 25 of portion
181, and subdivisions 16 and 17 of portion
210, county of Stanley ,  parish of South
Brisbane
Portion 44 and subdivision 16 of section 9 of
subdivision E of portion 3, county of Cook,
parish of Kalkie
1404
Will dated 11 Septem-
ber, 1895
Registrar of Titles ' Office,  Brisbane, 17th July, 1897. J. O. BOURNE , Registrar of Titles.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended to apply to the
Parliament of Queensland, in the present  session  thereof, for a
Bill to  confer upon the Trustees for the time being of  all those lands
reserved  fo - a Racecourse, situate in the county of Cook and parish
of Bundaberg, in the said colony,  containing  by adineasurement 297
acres 3  ro ods , and being the whole of the lands contained in Deed of
Grant No. 84295, and known as the "Bundaberg Racecourse," the
power of giving  mortgages of Subdivi-.ion 3 of Portion 26, containing
192 acres 3 roods,  more or  less, tieing part of the land described in the
said Deed of Grant, or any part thereof, and applying the moneys
raised thereby in discharging the indebtedness of the said Trustees
in respect  of the said lands, and the costs, charges, and expenses
connected with this application and the said Bill, and in  discharging
the cost of buildings and improvements hereafter to be erected or
made on Subdivision No. 1 of the said portion; also of  leasing, and,
with the approval of the Governor in Council, of selling or exchanging
for other lands the said Subdivision No. 3, or any part thereof ; also
of making by-laws for the  regulation  of all matters concerning or
connected  with any part of the said lands, and admission thereto or
expulsion  therefrom, and the  rates or  charges to be paid for admission
thereto or to any building thereon, and for the  general management
of the  said lands , and of making provision for penalties in respect of
offences against such  by-laws.
Dated this sixteenth day of June, 1897.
1312
For Self and Co-Trustees,
WALTER DUNCAN THOMAS.
13s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended to apply to the
Parliament of Queensland, in the present session thereof,
for a Bill to enable Priscilla Romberg, of Charters Towers, in the
colony of Queensland, widow, Samuel Iattersley Ineson, of Charters
Towers aforesaid, sharebroker, and Robert Meadoweroft Joseph, of
Charters Towers aforesaid, miner, the Trustees of the Will and Codicil
of John Romberg, of Charters Towers aforesaid, freeholder, deceased,
and the Trustees or Trustee for the time being of the said Will and
Codicil, to sell and dispose of, either free from or subject to existing
Estate Particulars of Will or
claimed to be otherwise.transmitted.
1897.
Fee-simple  ...  Letters of Administra -  24 Aug.
tion
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
1897.
Fee-simple ... Will dated  20 October, 24 Aug.1890
1897,
Fee-simple ... Letters of Administra-
tion
24 Aug.
Fee-simple ...
I
1897.
28 Aug.
1897.
27 Aug.
and Robert Meadowcroft Joseph,
Gill street ,  Charters Towers.
18s.
NOTICE OF PROPOSED LOAN  FOR SUBDIVISION No. 1,
DIVISION OF HINCHINBROOK.IT is proposed to Borrow by ay ofLoan from the Government aSum of Seventeen Thousand Four Hundred and Twenty-eight
Pounds (£17,428), to Construct a Permanent Tramline  for a distance
of 17 miles 48 chains 50 links from allotment  21, section 2, of portion
Z 18, parish of Cordelia, county of Cardwell, to portion  461, parish of
Berwick, county of Cardwell.
Plans, Specifications, and Estimates of this Line  are open for
inspection at the Office of the Hinchinbrook Divisional  Board, at
Ingham.
charges and encumbrances, and to mortgage, charge, encumber, or 1503
demise all the lands, tenements, and hereditaments devised by the
Will and Codicil of the said John Romberg, deceased, and to enable
the said Priscilla Romberg, Samuel Hattersley Ineson, and Robert
Meadowcroft Joseph, as Trustees of the said Will and Codicil, and
other the Trustees or Trustee for the time being of the said Will and
Codicil, to receive and invest the proceeds of such  sale or disposal and
any fine or premium received upon any such demise, and any other
moneys forming part of the estate of the said deceased, with power to
sell and dispose of any shares, bonds, or debentures received as part
or whole consideration for any such sale or demise, and to hold such
investments and the annual income thereof upon the trusts declared
by the said Will and Codicil  of and concerning the lands ,  tenements,
and hereditaments which may be so sold, disposed of, or demised, and
to confer upon the said Priscilla Ron?berg, Samuel Hattersley Ineson,
and Robert Meadowcroft Joseph, and other the Trustees or Trustee
for the time being of the said Will and Codicil, all proper and
necessary powers for carrying out the objects of the said Bill.
Dated this first day of July, 1897.
MARSLAND AND MARSL&ND,
Solicitors for the said Priscilla Romberg, Samuel Hattersley Ineson,
Thomas Bridson Cvibb ,  of Portion 149 and part of portion 68, county of Fee -simple
Ipswich, merchant, and Stanley, parish of Bundanba
Jacob Born ,  of the same
place, clerk
Thomas Richard Lucas Portions 61A, 77, 81, 82, 89, 119, 135, 136,  and Fee -simple
Andrews, of the same 161,  county of Churchill ,  parish of Alfred
place, farmer
Thomas de Montmorenci Subdivision 18 of section 2 of portion 68, Fee-simple
Murray Prior ,  of Bully -  county of Stanley ,  parish of Capalaba
wallah ,  Built  Creek, gra-
zier  ; Anthony  William
Darvall ,  of Ipswich, bank
manager ;  and Charles
ilanipden Barton, of
Wellington ,  in New South
Wales, bank manager
Carl Hensler, of the same Allotments 2, 3, 4, and
place, freeholder, and of Goondiwindi
Daniel Galvin ,  of TerraMellis, near Goondiwindi
aforesaid, grazier
Will dated  29 March,
1886
_897.
24 Aug.
1897.
Will dated 16 Novem -  24 Aug.
her,  1895
1897.
Will dated 5 May ,  1892,  24 Aug.
and three Codicils
thereto dated 21 De-
cember ,  1892, 21 De-
cember ,  1892, and 28
December ,  1892, re-
spectively
16 of section 37,  town Fee-simple  ...  Will dated 25 October,
1889
CENTRAL  DISTRICT.
George  Iredale Bourne ,  of Subdivisions 23 and  21 of portion 54, county
Brisbane ,  civil servant of Livingstone ,  parish of Rockhampton
By Order,
BRYAN LYNN, Clerk,
Hinchinb rook Division.
7$.
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DIVISION OF WARROO.
1TATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
I  DIVISIONAL BOARD OF WARROO from the 1st January to the
30th  June,  .1897.
1897.
let January-
RECEIPTS.
.£ s. d. £  S. d.
To Balance in Bank of  New South Wales,
Roma , Current Account ... ... ... ... 1,270 18 8
„ Carters '  Licenses  ... ... ... ... ... 14 0 0
„ Interest  on Fixed Deposit ... ... ... 3 15 0
„ Rent  of Hall  ... ... ... ... ... ...  9 0 0
„ Other  Rents  . ... ... ... ... ... 3 16 5
Division of Wheel Tax ... ... ... ... 11 17 3
„ Government Endowment-
Subdivision  No. 1 ... ... ... ... 72 8 1
.Subdivision  No. 2 ... ... ... ... 21 4 6
Subdivision  No. 3 ... ... .. ... 32  B 2
„  Border Tax Subsidy ... ..
„ Rates Received ,  Subdivision No. 1
125 18 9
400 2 11
1 5 0
41,840 14 0
EXPENDITURE.
By Clearing  ... ... ... ... ...  49 0 0
6Corduroying, Spring Creek ... ... ... .. 56 17
0 0Repairs to Roads ... ... ... 3
Repairs to  Yeulba Road  .. ... ... ...  90 0 0
Repairs-to St. George  Road  ... ... ... ...  24 7 6
B ridge  Account  ... ... ... ... ...  100 0 0
„ Destroying Burr  ... ... ... ... ... 15 0 0
Advertising  ... ... ... ... ... ...  39 13 0
Stationery  ... ... ... ... ... ... 14 1 3
Auditors'  Fees  ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 6 0
„ Petty Cash ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 10 6
Salary  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  75 0 0
„ Painting  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2 1 0
Tools  ... ... ... ... ... ...  6 13 9
Wire  and Tools  ... ... ... ... ... 7 6 10
 , Fodder ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 15 9
„ Tents and Stores  ... ... ... ... ...  5 8 3
License of Hall ... ... ... ... ... 2 0 0
„ Agistment  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1 3 0
Caretaker  ... ... .r. ... ... ... 2 0 0
Exchange  ... ... ... ... ...  0 2 3
,, Balance in Bank of New South Wales,
Current Account,  30th June ... 1,323 7 5
£1,84014 0
We, the undersigned,  -hereby certify that we have duly examined
all  Books of Accounts and Vouchers kept by the Division of Warroo,
and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
ROBERT SHERIDAN, }Auditors.
JOHN NEILL, J
Joins NASON, Divisional Clerk .  FRANK  'B. BAYS, Chairman.
1461 27s.
MUNICIPALITY OF BLACKALL.
ABSTRACT STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPEN-
DITURE from  lot January  to 30th June, 1897.
To  Balance- RECEIPTS. £ a. d.
Q. N. Bank Blackall ... ... ... ... 173 10 0
Bank of N .  b. Wales,  Blackall  ... ... ... ...  100 1 3
,, General Rates  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  21 6 8
„ Special  Loan Rates ... ... ... ... ... ... 21 6 8
Government  Endowment  (first , moiety)  ... ... ...  36 1 2
„ Recreation Ground Rent  ... ... ... ... ...  5 5 0
„ Town Hall Receipts  ... ... .. ... ... ...  24 10 0
„ Wood and Water  Licenses  ... ... ... ... ... 10 0 0
Goat Registration  ... ... ... ... ... ...  17 5 0
EXPENDITURE.
£409 5 9
By Works  and Repairs  ... ... ...  99 19 6
„ Bathurst-Burr Destruction  ... ... ... ... ... 1 10 0
„ Contingencies ,  Office Expenses  ... ... ... 85 0 7
„ Town Hall Expenses  ... .. ...  36 3 0
„ Balance-
Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  65 4 9
Bank of N. S.  Wales  ... ... ... ... ... 121 7 11
£409 5 9
To Balance-
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES.
AssETS. a. d.
Q. N. Bank ...
Bank of N. S. Wales
,,Town Hall Account ...
„ .Town Dam Account ...
„ Recreation Reserve ...
„ Furniture Account ...
„ Arrears-
General Rates ...
Special  Loan  Rates ...
... 65 4 9
... 121 7 11
1,183 7 3
720 7 9
... 79 5 6
... 10 4 9
214 17 4
213 19 2
£2,608 14 5
LIABILITIES. -
By Government Loans  . ... ... ... ... ... 2,334 11 4
„ Balance ,  Assets over Liabilities  ... ... ... ... 274 3 1
£2, 608 14 5
R. DAwis, Town Clerk. CHARLES CARKEEK,  Mayor.
We hereby  certify that we have examined  all Vouchers  and Books
of Accounts  kept by  the Blackall Municipal Council, and that the above
Statement corresponds therewith.
E. J.. THOMPSON, .1Auditors.B. SMITH, 1
Council Chambers ,  Blackall, 2nd July, 1897.
1453 '26s. -6d.
DIVISION OF KARGOOLNAH.
ABSTRACT STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND. EXPEN-
DITURE from 1st January to 30th June, 1897.
RECEIPTS.  £ s. d.
To Balance, Bank of New South Wales ... ... ... 937 12 9
General  Rates  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 349 13 11
Government Endowment ... ... ... ... ... 268 18 5
„ Carriers '  Licenses  ... ... ... ... ... ... 88 0 0
Licensed Gates ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 29 10 0
Balance,  Election Deposit Forfeited ... ... ... 1 6 6
EXPENDITURE.
£1, 675 1 7
By Works and Repairs ... ... ... ... ... ... 161 5 0
„ Noxious Weeds Destruction ... ... ... ... ... 69 17 3
Furniture Account ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 10 0
„ Contingencies - Salaries ,  Office Expenses , &c. ... ... 222 15 8
„ Interest, Government Loans ... ... ... ... 45 2 8
„ Redemption, Government Loans ... ... ... ... 110 17 4
„ Balance, Bank of N. S. Wales ... ... ... ... 1,063 13 8
£1,675 1 7
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES. £ a. d.
ASSETS.
To Bank of N. S. Wales ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,063 13 8
„ Tank Orchards ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 236 15 9
„ Jericho Road-Tank No. 1. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 548 18 6
Tank No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 610 It 6
Tank No. 3 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 462 10 5
„ Wells-Chippendall's ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 232 13 3
Delta Cross Roads ... ... ... ... ... ... 136 17 8
„ Plant Account ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 78 7 0
., Furniture Account ... ... ... ... ... ... 37 15 8
Ferry Boat Account ... ... ... ... ... ... . 27 14 0
„ Arrears of  Rates  ... ... ... ... ... ... 584 4 4
LIABILITIES.
£4,020 1 9
By Government Loans  . ... ... ... ... ...  791 12 8
,, Balance, Assets over Liabilities  ... ... ... ...  3,228 9 1
.24,020 1 9
R. DAWES, Divisional.Clerk. ROBT. AINSLIE, Chairman.
We hereby certify that we have examined all Vouchers and Books
of Account of the Kargoolnah Divisional Board, and the above State-
ment corresponds therewith.
CHARLES CARKEEK, 1Auditors.E. J. THOMPSON,
Board's Office,  Blackall, 2nd July, 1897.
1454 25s. 6d.
DIVISION OF DOUGLAS.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE from letJanuary to 31st December, 1896.
1896. RECEIPTS.
1st January-
To Balance, Q. N. Bank-
£ a. d. £ a. d.
Grant Account... ... ... ... ... 0 11 11
Loan Rate Account ... ... ... ... 35 3 1
31st  December- 35 15 0
To Government Grants ... ... ... ... 370 0 0
„ Endowment on General Rates ... ... 100 6 6
„ Rates  Collected-
General  ... ... ... ... ... ...  330 9 0
Loan ... ... ... ... ... ... 106 2 10
-- 436 12 2
Surplus Deposit ... ... ... 0 4 3
„ Overdraft, Q. N. Bank-
General Account  ... ... ... ... 239 2 3
Grant Account ... ... ... ... 8 19 11
---- 248 2 2
1st January - ExPPENDITURE.
£1,191 0 1
By Overdraft ,  Q. N. Bank ,  General Account  ... ...  193 2 1
31st December-
By Salaries ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 80 0 0
Election Expenses  ... ... ... ... ...  8 1 0
„ Valuation Expenses  ... ... ... ... ...  15 0 0
„ Audit  Expenses  ... ... ... ... ... ...  10 10 0
General Expenses  .. ...  55 16 2
„ Interest on Overdraft, Q. N. Bank, General
Account . ... ... ... ... ...
Government Loans-
18 2 1
Interest on .. ... ... ... ... 102 18 2
Redemption of ... ... ... .. ... 136 0 6
„ Works and Roads- --- 238 18 8
Macrossan Street  ... ... :.. ...  25 2 9
Grant Street ... 1 12 0
Wharf Street ... ... ... ... ...  212 0
Mosman Branch Roads  ... ... ...  40 9 0
Public Well Account ... ... ... 7 9 6
Main Road and  Range  ... .. ... 109 10 0
Esplanade ... ... ... 2 0 0
Warner Street ... ... .. ... 7 4 0
Whitecliffs Road ... ... ... ... 7 4 0
Owen Street ... ... .. .. ... 2 8 0
Mounts Lewis and Spurgeon Roads ... 118 18 3
Mosman and Daintree Roads ... ... 129 6 0
453 15 6
„ Tools and Plant ... ... ... .. ... ... 14 9 1
Cattle Di ... ... ... ... ... ... 50 0 0
Balance, Q. N. Bank-
Loan Account ... ... ... ... ...  1 4 3
Mount Spurgeon Grant  Account ... ... 52 1 3
53 5 6
.21,191 0 1
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STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE  FROM 30TH
JUNE To 319T DECEMBER, 1896.
1896.  RECEIPTS.
1st July-
To Balance, Q. N. Bank-
£ s. d. d.
Loan Account ... ... ... ... ... 14 5 0
Mount Spurgeon  Grant Account ... ... 57 19 11
31st December- --  72 4 11
To Government Grants
„ Rates Collected-
... 10 11 0
0 4
11 10
138 12 2
General ... ... ... ... ... ... 203 0 3
Loan ... ... ... ... ... ... 37 9 7
- 240 9 10
„ Surplus Deposit ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 4 3
„ Overdraft, Q. N. Bank-
General Account  ... ... ... ...  239 2 3
Grant Account... ... ... ... ... 8 19 11
- 248 2 2
1st July-  EXPENDITURE.
By Overdraft, Q. N. Bank-
General  Account ... ... ... ...  212 8 7
Grant Account... ... ... ... ... 58 6 1
12 9
0 0
17 0
14 0
10 0
14 0
16 0
7 8
...
4 3
1 3
,, On Demand Orders  in Suspense ... 84 2 5
31st December-
By Salaries ... ... ... ... ... ....  40 0 0
„ Audit Expenses ... ... ... ... ... ...  4 4 0
„ General Expenses ... .. ...  34 0 0
Interest on Overdraft, Q. N. Bank, General
Account ... ... ... ... ...
Government Loans-
Interest on ... ... ... ... 50
Redemption of ... ... ... ... ... 88
„ Works and Roads-
Tools and Plant ... ... ... ... 2
Macrossan Street ... ... ... ... 7
Mosman Branch Roads . ... 8
Mosman and Daintree Main Road ... 72
Public Well .. ... ... ... 4
Main Road and Range ... ... ... 7
Esplanade ... ... ... ... ... 1
Mounts Lewis and Spurgeon Roads ... 40
,, Cattle Di
Balance, Q. N. Bank
Loan Account ... ... ... ... ... 1
Mount Spurgeon Grant Account ... ... 52
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES.
1896.
31st December-
To Board Room
ASSETS.
„ Office Furniture ... ... ... ...
„ Balance, Q. N. Bank-
Mount Spurgeon Grant Account ...
Lean Account ... ... ... ...
„ Arrears- .
General Rates .. ... ... ...
Loan Rates ... ... ... ...
„ Balance, Liabiliti-s over Assets
31st December-  LIABILITIES.
By Overdraft, Q. N. Bank-
General Account ... ... ...
Grant Account... ... ... ...
£ s.
270 0 0
£831 1 2
270 14 8
145 11 5
50 0 0
53 5 6
£831 1 2
£ s. d. £ s. d.
... 48 8 3
11 6 0
52 1 3
1 4 3
651 16 1.
142 14 6
53 5 6
- 794 10 7
... 1,863 7 6
E2,770 17 10
... 239 2 3
8 19 11
- 248 2 2
„ Interest on Government Loans ... ... ... 364 6 11
„ Government Loans ... ... ... ... ... 2,158 4 6
Surplus Deposit ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 4 3
£2,770 17 10
Adopted by the Board at its meeting held 5th February, 1897.
NICHOLAS FINN, Clerk. F. D. A. CARSTENS, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, have this day audited the Books of the
Douglas Divisional Board, and examined the Accounts and Vouchers
submitted to us, which we hereby certify are correct and correspond
with this Statement.
W. H. BUCHA NAN, Auditors.
3rd February, 1897. E. F. WELCHMAN,
1464 74s.
GYMPIE PERMANENT BUILDING AND INVESTMENT
SOCIETY.
13ALANCE-SHEET, 31st December, 1896.
LIABILITIES. £ s. d.
Union Bank ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 706 10 9
Sundry Creditors (Fixed Deposit) ... ... ... ... 1,241 19 6
Interest Accrued ... ... ... ... ... . ... ... 40 6 2
Subscriptions at Credit ... ... ... ... ... . ... 337 15 2
Profit and Loss ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 34 1 2
ASSETS.
£2,360 12 9
Account Secured by Mortgage, inclusive of Property held 1,277 11 8
Arrears (Sundry Shareholders) ... ... ... ... ... 487 16 6
Office Furniture ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 32 4 0
Suspense Account 336 6 10
Cash in Hand and Bills for Collection ... ... ... 220 6 5
Adjustment Account ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 7 4
£2,360 12 9
[17TH JULY, 1897.
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT.
£ s. d.
Charges ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 99 10 5
Insurance ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 10 0
Interest on Fixed Deposit ... ... ... ... ... 22 13 6
Interest  Accrued on Fixed Deposit ... .. ... ... .40  6 2
Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 34 1 2
£198 1 3
Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 77 1 4
Interest ,  General  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  53 9 0
Fines  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 66 8 5
Entrance Fees  ... ... ...  0 6 0
Goldfield  Homestead Rents .. ... ... 0 16 6
£198 1 3
I have examined the Books, Vouchers, and Securities, &c., of the
above Society, and find the same correct, this twentieth day of April,
1897.
FRED VAUGHAN, Secretary.
1448 20s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
REGULA GENERALIS.
As OF FRIDAY, THE SIXTEENTH DAY OF JULY, A.D. 1897.
IT is ordered that the Order of the eighteenth day of June, 1897,
appointing a Special Sitting of the Full Court to be held on
Tuesday, the twentieth day of July, 1897, be cancelled, and that all
business appointed to be heard at that Sitting be adjourned to the
Sitting of the Full Court, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, the Third day of
August next.
ALFRED R. RANSON, Auditor.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
POPE A. COOPER, J.
PATRICK REAL, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition by Thomas Kelly, John
Kelly, and Michael Joseph Kelly, trading together in partnership
at Rockhampton and Mount Morgan, both in the colony of
Queensland, as merchants, under the name, style, or firm of
" Thomas Kelly and Sons," against Daniel Morgan, of Nine-mile,
near  Mount Morgan aforesaid, log-hauler.
MONDAY, THE FIFTH DAY OF JULY, A.D. 1897.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, and upon proof
satisfactory to the Court of the debt of the Petitioners and of
the act of insolvency alleged to have been committed by the said
Daniel Morgan having been given, it is ordered that the said Daniel
Morgan be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that John Love
Blood-Smyth, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is
further ordered that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the
said Daniel Morgan, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the
Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Fifteenth day of July,
1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that  the  said Daniel Morgan shall, on the Fourteenth day of July,
1897, at Rockhampton, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences , so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this sixth day of July, A.D.1897.
By the Court,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTII, Registrar.
Louis E. HOBLER, Solicitor, Rockhampton.
Town Agent for W. J. MACFISH,
Solicitor for the Petitioning Creditors, Mount Morgan.
16s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Thomas James
Walters, of Mackay, in the colony of Queensland, engineer, by
the said Thomas James Walters.
L
1 PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Thomas James Walters be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Thomas James Walters, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on
the Twentieth day of July, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Thomas James Walters shall,
on the Nineteenth day of July, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this seventh day of July, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
S. B. WRIGHT, Solicitor for Insolvent, Mackay.
Town Agents-ROBERTS, LEG, AND BARNETT,
12s. 6d. Solicitors, Townsville.
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In the Supreme Court'of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forrn« panperis.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Joseph Harding, of
Longreach, in the colony of Queensland, labourer, by the said
Joseph Harding,  in formalpauperi.c.
MONDAY, THE FIFTH DAY OF JULY,' 1897.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this clay, it is ordered that the
said Joseph Harding be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in  formd panperis,  and that John Love Blood-Smyth, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Joseph Harding, for the
election of a Trustee, be held  at the  Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Twenty-second day of July, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Joseph Harding shall,
on the Twenty-first day of July, 1897, at Rockhampton, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences , so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this seventh day of July, 1897.
By the Court,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH, Registrar.
BEES  R. AND SYDNEY JONES, Quay street, Rockhampton.
Agents for FITZGERALD AND MAJOR,
130. Solicitors for Insolvent, Longreach.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Lee Soo, of South
Townsville, in the colony of Queensland, Chinese storekeeper,
trading under the style or firm of " Sin Wah Sin," by Wright,
Heaton, and Company, Limited.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and upon proof satis-
factory to the Court of the debt of the Petitioner and of the
act of insolvency alleged to have been committed by the said Lee Soo
having been given, and by consent, it is ordered that the said Lee Soo
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that Thomas George
Fraser, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Lee Soo, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar  of this Court on the Twentieth day of July, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
Lee Soo shall, on the Nineteenth day of July, 1897, at Townsville,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate state-
ment, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and
of the names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of
the causes  of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given'-under the seal of the Court this seventh;day of July, 1897.
Bylthe Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
ROBERTS , LEU, AND BARNETT,
13s. 6d. Solicitors for Petitioning Creditors, Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
TN INSOLVENCY.
In forind pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CIIUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  John Dunn, of
South Townsville, in the colony of Queensland, labourer, by the
said John Dunn.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said John Dunn be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent
in formd p'iuperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said John Dunn,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court  on the  Twentieth day of July, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon And it is further ordered that the said John Dunn
shall, on the Nineteenth day of July, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,  and accurate  statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences ,  so far  as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of
his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this seventh day of July, 1897.
119. 6d.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In form pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Patrick Kirby, of
Herberton, in the colony of Queensland, carter, by the said
Patrick Kirby.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Patrick Kirby be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in forind pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Patrick Kirby, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Twenty-seventh day of July, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Patrick Kirby
shall, on the Twenty-sixth day of July, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the
causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of. the Court this seventh clay of July, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
R. C. RINGROSE, Solicitor for Insolvent, Herberton.
Town Agents-ROBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
13s. Solicitors, Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
TILE-,CHIEF JITSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Daniel Smith, of
Rosedale, in the colony of Queensland, labourer, by the said
Daniel Smith.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Daniel Smith be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And. it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Daniel Smith, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of the Supreme Court at Brisbane
on the Twenty-ninth day of July, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Daniel Smith
shall, on the Twenty-seventh day of July, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this fourteenth day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
Extracted by CHAS. F. NIELSON,
Solicitor for Insolvent, Bundaberg.
Town Agents-BERNAYS AND OSBORNE, Brisbane.
13s. 6d.
In  the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma panperis.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against James Patterson
Fleming, of  Gympie ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  miner, by the
said James Patterson Fleming.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said James Patterson Fleming be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent ,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of
his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said James Patterson Fleming ,  for the election
of a Trustee ,  be  held  at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Twenty-ninth  day of July ,  1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said James Patterson Fleming shall,
on the Twenty-seventh day of July ,  1897, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement ,  verified on
oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of every  kind,  and of the names and
residences, so far as  known, of  his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court  this  fourteenth  day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
12s. W . A. DOUGLAS , Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court-of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Ebenezer Watson Hargreaves, of Ipswich, in the
colony of Queensland, hardware merchant.
IIEODORE UNMACK, of Brisbane, in the said colony, accountant,r,
has been appointed Trustee of,the property of the abovenamed
Liquidating Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twelfth day of July, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
ROBERT McGILL,
Solicitor for the Trustee,
Greenhain's Chambers, Nicholas street, Ipswich.
1449 9s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Henry McCulloch, of Birdsville, in the colony
of Queensland, rabbit-fence contractor.
THOMAS EDWARD WHITE, of  Brisbane , in the colony of
Queensland, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the abovenamed Henry McCulloch.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
said Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this tenth day of July, 1 897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
HART, FLOWER, AND DRURY, Solicitors for Trustee,
1494 Adelaide street, Brisbane. 9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of John Robert Burns, of Charters Towers, in the
colony of Queensland, storekeeper, an Insolvent.
IIARLOLD McMAHON, of Charters Towers, in the colony of
Queensland, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts mustforward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this seventh day of July, 1897.
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
ROBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
1473 Solicitors for Trustee, Townsville.  8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of William Wilson Moffat, of Rockhampton, in the
colony of Queensland, grocer and general merchant, an Insolvent.
N the eleventh day of November, 1896, a Certificate of Discharge
0 was granted to William Wilson Moffat, of Rockhampton, in
the colony of Queensland, grocer and  general  merchant, who was
adjudicated on the twenty-seventh day of August, 1883.
Dated this fifteenth day of July, 1897.
J. BENNION PRICE,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
145 Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
1488
In the Matter of William Joseph Inslay, of Rockhampton, in the
colony of Queensland , grocer , in Liquidation.
A FIRST Dividend, of 3s. 4d. in the £, is payable in the above
Estate,  on all claims  proved and admitted, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the Fourteenth day of July, 1897, at my Office,
Eagle street, Brisbane.
1471
GEO. S. HUTTON,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of  Benjamin  Harvey Bennetts, of Crow's Nest, near
Mount Morgan ,  mining manager ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A
FIRST and Final Dividend, at the rate of 11#d. in the £,  is now
payable at my Office, upon all debts proved.
Dated this ninth day of July, 1897.
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,
Official Trustee in Insolvency, Rockhampton.
1458 55.
In the Matter of Thomas Lewis Peate, trading as " The Grange
Tannery Coy.," of Brisbane, in Liquidation.
A SECOND Dividend, at the rate of 3s. 4d. in the £, upon all
proved and admitted  claims,  has been declared in the above
Estate, and is now payable at my Office.
All promissory notes or negotiable documents upon which proof
has been made must be produced when applying for dividend.
1450
THOS. WELSBY,
Trustee.
5s.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the matter of
R. G. Blackmore, adjudicated insolvent on the twenty-third day
of December, 1896.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the First day of
August, 1897, will be excluded.
Dated this twenty-first day of June, 1897.
M. D. CAMPBELL ,  Trustee.
1482 3s. 6d.
In the Matter of R. G. Blackmore ,  Insolvent.A DIVIDEND of #20s. in the £ on all preferential claims will be
paid on and after 31st July, 1897, at my Office, Ingham.
1481
7s.
M. D. CAMPBELL,
Trustee.
2s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will and in the Lands and Goods of Thomas George Lamb,
late of St.x.George, in the colony of Queensland, storekeeper,
deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal
estate of the said Thomas George Lamb, with his Will and Adminis-
tration' of the real estate of the said Thomas George Lamb, may be
granted to Charles Fisher Lamb, at present of St. George, in the
colony of Queensland, gentleman, the natural and lawful brother of
the said deceased ; Elizabeth Lamb, the Executrix and Universal
Legatee and Devisee named in the said Will, having pre-deceased the
said Thomas George Lamb; and John Roberts, the Executor named
therein, having renounced Probate thereof; and John Campbell Portus,
of St. George, in the said colony, bank manager, to whom Adminis-
tration as aforesaid was granted on the thirtieth day of October, 1896,
in pursuance of the Order of His Honour Mr. Justice Cooper, dated
the twenty-third day of October, 1896, being desirous of retiring from
the said Administration. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this sixteenth day of July, 1897.
WINTER AND McNAB,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of Franz Carl Edward Schweitzer, of Beenleigh, in the
colony of Queensland, baker, an Insolvent.
ON the Twenty-fifth day of August, 1897, at Ten o'clock in the
forenoon, Franz Carl Edward Schweitzer, of Beenleigh, in the
colony of Queensland, baker, adjudicated insolvent on the fifteenth
day of November, 1889, will apply to the Supreme Court of
Queensland, at Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this fourteenth day of July, 1897.
By his Agent-
A. W. BALE,
Solicitor for the  Insolvent ,  Beenleigh.
J. BENNION PRICE, Brisbane.
1466 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court'of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Henry Williams and Paul Cudmore  Eggers,
of Thursday Island, in the colony of Queensland,  trading as
" Williams and Eggers," general storekeepers, in Liquidation.THE Creditors of the abovenamed Liquidating Debtors who havenot already proved their debts are required , on or  before the
Twenty-ninth instant, to send their  names and addresses , and the
particulars of their debts or claims, to me, the undersigned, George
Samuel Hutton, of Brisbane, the Trustee under the Liquidation, or in
default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of the dividend
proposed to be declared.
Dated this fifteenth day of July, 1897.
GEO. S. HUTTON, Trustee.
Eagle street , Brisbane.
1470 7s. 6d.
In the Matter of J. J. Delaney, of Childers, in Liquidation.ATHIRD and Final Dividend, of 3s. in the £, is payable inthe above Estate, on all claims proved and admitted, on
WEDNESDAY, the Fourteenth day of July, 1897, at my Office,
Edward street, Brisbane.
1472
THOS. E. WHITE, Trustee.
as.
Town Agents for FREDERICK HARVEY,
St. George,
Solicitor for the said Charles Fisher Lamb.
1475 15s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will of Patrick Haren, late of Myola, near Cairns, in the
colony of Queensland, selector, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Patrick Haren, deceased, may be granted to Ellen
Haren, of Myola, in the colony of Queensland, widow, the sole
Executrix named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires
to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat
in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this tenth day of July, A.D. 1897.
ERNEST A. MILFORD,
Solicitor for the said Ellen Haren,
Abbott street, Cairns.
Town Agent-A. M. BEAUMONT,
1474 Solicitor, Townsville. 8s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the  G oods of Mervyn Livingstone ,  late of Blackall ,  in the colony
of Queensland ,  police constable ,  deceased ,  intestate.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, app lication wi ll  he made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed Mervyn Livingst one, deceased ,  who died intestate,
may be granted to Queensland Trustees ,  Limited, of Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland ,  the lawfully constituted Attorneys of Margaret
Livingstone ,  of Killyvilly ,  in the county of Fermanagh ,  in Ireland,
widow ,  the lawful mother of the deceased.
Dated this sixteenth day of July, A.D. 1897.
1476
W. H. WILSON AND HEMMING,
Solicitors for the said Queensland Trustees, Limited,
Selborne Chambers, Adelaide street, Brisbane.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands of John William Power, late of Brisbane, in the colony
of Queensland, an infant, deceased, intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays.from the publication hereof, application will be made
to this Honourable Court that Administration of the real estate of the
abovenamed John William Power, deceased, who died intestate, may
be granted to John William Power, of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, mechanic, father of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of June, 1897.
T. 0. COWLISHAW,
Solicitor for the said John William rower,
1478
Telegraph Chambers, Queen street,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Will of Samuel Kaye, of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, musical importer, deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Account. of Sarah Constance
Kaye,  the Executrix in the abovenamed Estate, from the
seventeenth day of November, 1895, to the twelfth day of July, 1897,
has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by the said Sarah
Constance Kaye. All parties claiming to be interested in the said
Estate are at liberty to inspect the said Account, at my Office in the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before WEDNESDAY, the
Eighteenth day of August next, and, if they think fit, object thereto.
Notice is also given, that whether any objection is taken to the said
Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to examine
and inquire into the said Account. Notice is further given, that any
person who may desire to object to the said Account, or any item
or items therein, or the allowance to the Executrix of a commission
thereon, must before that day file in my Office a memorandum to that
effect.
Dated this thirteenth  day  of July, 1897.
1495
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy Registrar.
11s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will and Codicil of Michael Knbler, of Nundah,  near  Brisbane,
in the colony of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will and Codicil
of the abovenamed Michael Kiibler, deceased, may be granted to
Caroline Knbler, of Nundali aforesaid, widow, John William Knbler,
of the same place, grocer' s assistant , and John William Laughton
Halliday, of the same place, storekeeper, the Executors named in the
said Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the appli-
cation, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at
any time before the grant is made.
Dated this fourteenth day of July, 1897.
1468
WILLIAM THOMAS ATTHOW,
Solicitor  for the  said Executors,
81 Queen street, Brisbane.
9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of James Russell, late of Waverley, in the colony of New
South Wales, miner and mine manager, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Ancillary Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed James Russell, deceased, may be granted to Octavius
James Willcock, of Waverley, in the colony of New South Wales,
bootshop proprietor, one of the Executors named in the said Will,
reserving leave for William Cope, of Sydney, in the colony of New
south Wales, the other Executor named therein, to come in and prove
tt any time hereafter. Any person interested who desires to object
;o the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this fifteenth day of July, 1897.
1469
G. V. HELLICAR,
Solicitor  for the Executor,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
lOs.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will or Trust Disposition and Settlement of Jane Love (in the
said Will or Trust Disposition and Settlement called Lone, or
Fyfe), late of 74 Cromwell street, Glasgow, Scotland (wife of
James Fyfe, of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, insurance
manager), deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal
estate of the said Jane Love (in the said Will or Trust Disposition and
Settlement called Lone, or Fyfe), deceased, with her said Will or
Trust Disposition and Settlement, may be granted to James Fyfe, of
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, insurance manager, the duly
constituted Attorney of Rose Anna Leith, or MacPherson (in the said
Will or Trust Disposition and Se; tlement called Rosanna Leith, or
McPherson) (wife of John MacPherson, of Perth, Scotland, pipe-
major), the sole Executrix named in the said Will or Trust Disposition
and Settlement. Any person interested who desires to object to the
application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry
at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this fourteenth day of July, 1897.
1487
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Solicitors  for the said James Fyfe,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will and in the Lands of George Arthur Jervoise Scott, late
of Rotherfield Park, Alton, in the county of Southampton, in
England, esquire, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real estate of the
abovenamed George Arthur Jervoise Scott, deceased, of which he has
become intestate, may be granted to Thomas Forster Knox, of Sydney,
in the colony of New South Wales, managing director of Messieurs
Dalgety and Company, Limited, the lawfully constituted Attorney of
Archibald Edward Scott, of Park Cottage, Fast Sheen, in the county
of Surrey, in England, esquire, the lawful broi her and one of the next-
of-kin of the said deceased, limited to the purpose of the said Thomas
Forster Knox becoming by transmission or otherwise the registered
proprietor of the said real estate and transferring to or otherwise
vesting the said real estate in the purchaser or purchasers thereof.
Dated this seventeenth clay of July, A.D. 1897.
1486
HART, FLOWER, AND DRURY,
Solicitors  for the said Thomas Forster Knox,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
I ls. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Wilhelm Carl Henry Volker (sometimes and in the
said Will called William Charles Henry Volker), late of Middle
Ridge, Toowoomba, in, the colony of Queensland, farmer,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Wilhelm Carl Henry Volker, deceased, may be granted
to Carl Volker, of Middle Ridge, Toowoomba aforesaid, farmer, the
sole Executor named in the said Will. Any person interested who
desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a
caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this ninth day of July, A.D. 1897.
HAMILTON AND WONDERLEY,
Solicitors for the said Carl Volker,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
By their Agents-HAMILTON AND GRAHAM,
1500 Solicitors, 57 Queen street, Brisbane. 9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Margaret Fleming, late of Bundaberg, in the colony of
Queensland, married woman, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Margaret Fleming, deceased, may be granted to William
George Lewis, of Bundaberg aforesaid, accountant, and James Cullen,
of the same place, contractor, the Executors named in the said Will.
Any person interested who desires to object to the application, or to be
heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before
the grant is made.
Dated this fifteenth day of July, A.D. 1897.
MACPHERSON AND FEEZ,
Solicitors for the said William George Lewis and James Cullen,
Lutwyche Chambers, Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1492 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of William Langton Robinson, late of Eagle Junction,
near Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.NN OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed William Langton Robinson, deceased, may be granted to
Richard Sumner, of Zillmere, near Brisbane aforesaid, fruitgrower,
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and John Francis Atthow, of Eagle Junction aforesaid, fruitgrower,
the Executors named in the said Will. Any person interested who
desires  to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a
caveat in  the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this fourteenth day of July, 1897.
1467
WILLIAM THO31AS ATTHOW,
Solicitor for the said Executors,
81 Queen street ,  Brisbane.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Paul Browne, late of Tweed Heads, in the colony of
Queensland, labourer, deceased, intestate.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of the
abovenamed Paul Browne, deceased, who died intestate, may be granted
to Queensland Trustees, Limited, of Brisbane, in the colony of Queens-
land, the lawfully constituted Attorneys of William Browne, of Rath-
nell, near  Mallow, county Cork, Ireland, farmer, brother of the said
deceased.
Dated this sixteenth day of July, 1897.
1480
KING  AND SACITSE,
Solicitors for Queensland Trustees, Limited,
Queen street, Brisbane,
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of George Alexander Morton, late of To,woomba, in the
colony of Queensland, storekeeper, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the (late of the publication hereof, application will be made
to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the above-
named George Alexander Morton, deceased, may be granted to Alfred
Morton, of Toowoomba aforesaid, carpenter, the sole Executor named
in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the
application or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry
at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twelfth day of July, A.D. 1897.
HAMILTON AND WONDERLEY,
Solicitors for the said Alfred Morton,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
By their Agents--HAMILTON AND GRAHAM,
1499 Solicitors, 57 Queen street, Brisbane. 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Thomas Kevin Ryan, formerly of Geraldton, but late
of Freestone Creek, in the colony of Queensland, civil servant,
deceased,  intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
lv clays  from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed Thomas Kevin Ryan, deceased, who died intestate,
may be  granted to Mary Ryan, of Freestone Creek, near Wai wick, in
the colony of Queensland, widow, the lawful mother and one of the
next-of-kin  of the said  Thomas  Kevin Ryan, deceased.
Dated this  twelfth day of July, A.D. 1897.
J. R. CURNOW,
Solicitor for the said Mary Ryan, Warwick.
Town Agents-
FoxTON AND IIAtiARD, Brisbane.
1501
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon
it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant is
made.
Dated this twelfth clay of July,  A.D. 1897.
FRANCIS ISIDORE POWER,
Solicitor for the said Michael Joseph Healy and Henry Clarke,
Mary street, Gympie.
Agents-CIsAMBERS, BRr CE, AND MCNAB, Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1486 8s. Gd.
In the Sup; eme Court of 'Queensland.
In the Goods of Margaret Johnston, late of Thompson Estate, in
South Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, widow, deceased,
intestate.
N
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed Margaret Johnston, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Margarette Barber Wilson, wife of Charles Wilson,
junior, of Ipswich, in the colony of Queensland, builder, the lawful
daughter and one of the next-of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated this twelfth day of July, A.D. 1897.
1489
JOHN GEORGE McGREGOR,
Solicitor for the said Margarette  Barber Wilson,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Joseph Holt, late of Brisbane ; James M. Reid, late
of Brisbane; John Hill, late of Muttaburra; Patrick Lee, late of
Winton; Patrick Roach, late of Rockhampton; Frederick
Schmidt, late of Longreach ; John A ll y, late of Afton Downs ;
Hugh Roberts, late of Maryborough; Louis Krauss, late of
Springsure  ;  James Chambers ,  late of Springsure ;  Frank Turner,
late of Winton ; William  Douglas, late  of Longreach ; H. A.
Fraley, late of Opalton; Jesse Hunt, late of Dalby; Tim Crown,
late of St . Helena ; and  Nakagawa Shimei, late of Thursday
Island. -PURSUANT to  " The Intestacy Act of1877," all persons havingany claims against the  Estates  of any of the abovenamed
deceased persons are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Public Offices, George street, Brisbane, on or before the Eighteenth
day of September next, or in default they will be peremptorily excluded
from all benefits accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 16th July, 1897.
GILSON FOXTON,
Deputy  Curator of Intestate Estates.
1479  10s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be ROBERT BRAY COOKE, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the 5th section of the  "Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given,
that all creditors and other persons having any claims or demands
upon or against the estate of Robert Bray Cooke, formerly of
Manchester, in the county of Lancashire, in England, subsequently
of Sydney, in the colony of Now South Wales, and lately of Too-
woomba, in the colony of Queensland,  gentleman , deceased, who died
at Toowoomba aforesaid on or about the ninth day of January, 1895,
and Letters of Administration, with the Will of the  said  Robert Bray
Cooke annexed, were granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to
Charles William Hamilton, of Toowoomba aforesaid, solicitor, the
duly constituted Attorney of Clement Lewis, of Sydney  aforesaid,
clothier, and Albert James Roger Stone, of Sydney aforesaid, house
and land agent, the Executors named in the said Will, are hereby
required to send in, in writing, particulars of their  claims or demands
to the undersigned, Robert George Wonderley, Solicitor to the said
Charles William Hamilton, at Toowoomba aforesaid, on or before the
Twenty-third day of August, 1897. And notice is hereby also given,
that at the expiration of the last-named date the said Charles William
Hamilton will proceed to distribute the assets of the said Robert Bray
Cooke, deceased, amongst the parties entitled thereto, having regard
only to the claims of which '-lie said Charles William Hamilton shall
have then had notice, and that the said Charles William Hamilton
will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to
any person of whose debt or claim the said Charles William Hamilton
shall not have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this ninth day of July, A.D. 1897.
ROBERT GEORGE WONDERLEY,
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will and Codicil of Margaret Kenny, laf e of Rockhampton, in
the colony of Queensland, widow, deceased.
N
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will and
Codicil of the abovenamed Margaret Kenny, deceased, may be granted
to John Gillen, of Bundaberg, in the colony of Queensland, freeholder,
the sole Executor named in the said Will and Codicil. Any person
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard
upon it, may  file a caveat  in the Registry at any time before the grant
is made.
Dated this fifth day of July, A.D. 1897.
FRANCIS ISIDORE POWER,
Solicitor for the said John Gillen,
Mary street, Gympie.
Town Agents---CIIAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
1485 Adelaide street, Brisbane. 98.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Mary Clarke, late of Gympie, in the colony of Queens-
land, widow, deceased.
OTICE is hereby gd%en, that, after the expiration of fourteen
clays from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Mary Clarke, deceased, may be granted to Michael Joseph
Healy, of Gympie  aforesaid ,  miner, and  Henry  Clarke, of Gympie
aforesaid ,  miner ,  Executors  named in the  said  Will. Any person
1498
Solicitor for the said Charles William Hamilton,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
16s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
DANIEL  BERRY, deceased.PURSUANT to the provisions f the "Trustees and IncapacitatedPersons  Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Daniel Berry, late of "outh Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, clerk in the Government service, deceased, who died on
or about the tenth day of April, 1896, at South Brisbane aforesaid,
and Probate of whose Will was, on the twelfth day of  May, 1896,
duly granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to Phoebe  Berry, of
No. 12. V OL. LXVIII. 129 [17TH JULY, 1897.
Beauly terrace, Soutli Brisbane aforesaid, the sole Executrix named
in the said Will, are hereby required to send in, in writing, particulars
of their debts or claims to the said Executrix, at the Offices of the
undersigned, her solicitors, on or before MON 1 t AY, the Ninth day of
August, 1897. And notice is hereby also given, that after the expira-
tion of the last-mentioned day the said Executrix will proceed to
distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the persons entitled
thereto, having regard only to the claims of which the said Executrix
shall  then have had notice, and that the said Executrix will not be
liable, for the  assets  or any part thereof so distributed, to any person
of whose debt or claim the  said  Executrix shall not have had notice
at the  time  of such distribution.
Dated this sixteenth day of July, A.D. 1897.
1477
W. H. WILSON AND HEMMING,
Selborne  Chambers,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane,
Solicitors  for the said Executrix.
14s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re EDWARD BRowN, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the "  Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and any other persons having any claims upon or against the Estate
of Edward Brown, late of Cunnamulla, in the colony of Queensland,
freeholder, deceased, who died at Cunnamulla, in the said colony, on
or about the fifth day of January, 1897, and Letters of Administration,
with the Will, of whose personal estate were, on the sixth day of
May, 1897, duly granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to
Margaret Brown, of Cunnamulla aforesaid, the lawful widow of the
said deceased, are hereby required to send in, in writing, particulars
of their debts or claims to Samuel Simpson Pegg, Solicitor for the
Administratrix, Stockyard street, Cunnamulla, on or before the
Seventeenth day of August, 1897. And notice is hereby also given,
that after that day the said Administratrix will proceed to distribute
the Estate of the said deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which the said Administratrix or
her solicitor aforesaid shall then have notice, and that the said
Administratrix ooill not be liable, for the  assets or  any part thereof
so distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim the said
Administratrix or her solicitor shall not have had notice at the time
of such distribution.
Dated this sixth. day of July, 1897.
SAMUEL SIMPSON PEGG,
By his Agents-
MORRIS AND FLETCHER,
1490 Solicitors, George street, Brisbane. 15s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re  JOHN JOHNSON,  deceased.
PURSUANT to the  "Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons having any claims
or demands upon or against the  Estate of  John Johnson, late of Tivoli,
near  Ipswich, in the colony of Queensland, colliery proprietor,  deceased,
who died on the thirty-first day of March, 1897, and Probate of whose
Will and Codicil was, on the eighteenth day of May, 1897, granted by
the Supreme Court of Queensland to Thomas Johnson, of Tivoli
aforesaid , mine  manager, and  George Phie, of Toowoomba,  in the said
colony,  engine-driver, are hereby required to send  in particulars, in
writing, of  their  debts or claims  to the said  Executors , at the Office of
the undersigned, their Solicitors, on or before MONDAY, the Twenty-
third day of August, 1897. And notice  is also  hereby given, that after
that day the  said Executors  will proceed to distribute the assets of the
said deceased  amongst the parties entitled thereto, having regard only
to the claims of which they shall  then  have had notice, and that they
will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed,
to any person of whose debt or claim they shall not then have had
notice.
Dated this twelfth day of July, 1897.
MACDONALD-PATERSON AND HAWTHORN,
1493
Solicitor for the said Administratrix,
Stockyard  street ,  Cunnamulla.
Solicitors  for the said  Executors,
Edward street ,  Brisbane.
13s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.
Re CHARLES SXUTIIOR•P, deceased.
PURSUANT  to the provisions of  " The Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867, "  notice is hereby given ,  that all creditors
and any other persons having any claims upon or against the Estate
of Charles Skuthorp ,  late of Blaekall ,  in the colony of Queensland,
retired grazier ,  deceased ,  who died at  Cunnainulla,  in the said colony,
on or about the fifth day of May ,  1896 ,  and Probate of whose Will
was, on the twenty -first day of August ,  1896, duly granted by the
Supreme Court of Queensland to Henry Skuthorp ,  of North Rich-
mond ,  in the colony of New South  Wales,  orchardist ,  and Oswald
Tertius Skuthorp ,  of Burgoyne Station, Jericho ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  station manager ,  the Executors of the said Will, are here-
by required  to send in ,  in writing ,  particulars of their  debts or claims
to Samuel Simpson Pegg , Solicitor  for the said Executor s,  Stockyard
street, Cunnamulla ,  on or before the Seventeenth day of August , 1897.
And notice is hereby also  given, that  after that day the  sad  Executors
will proceed to distribute the Estate of the said deceased amongst the
persons entitled thereto ,  having regard ,  only to the claims of which
the said Executors or their solicitor aforesaid shall then have had
notice, and that the said Executors  will not be liable,  for th e,  assets or
any part thereof  so distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim
the said Executors or their solicitor  shall not have had notice at the
time of such distribution.
Dated this sixth day of July, 1897.
SAMUEL SIMPSON PEG G,
Solicitor  for the said Executors,
Stockyard street, Cunnamu la.
By his Agents-
MORRIS AND FLETCHER,
1491 Solicitors, George street, Brisbane. Ills.
CAIRNS-MU LGRAVE TRAMWAY, CAIRNS DIVISIONAL
BOARD.
NOTICE TO BORROW.
OTICE is hereby given, that it is the intention of the above
Board to apply to the Honourable the Colonial Treasurer for a
Loan of £1,250, under the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards Act
of  1887"  and "The Local Works Loans Act of  1880"; this amount is
required to provide additional Sidings, Loading Platforms, Shelter-
sheds, and Siding at Wharf Line for the use of the Cairn-Mulgrave
Tramway Traffic.
All particulars of the above work can be seen and inspected at
the Board's Office, Cairns.
By Order,
J. J. O'LEARY, Divisional Clerk.
Cairns, 10th July, 1897.
1502 7s. Gd.
NORTHERN DOWNS MARSUPIAL BOARD.TIIE following are theAssessment Rates levied by the Northern
Downs Marsupial Board, under  "The Marsitpials bestrucl on
Act of  1895 ":-
s, d.
For every 20 head of Cattle and Horses ... 2 6
For every 100 Sheep . , . ... ... 2 6
The  above  Assessment is now payable to the Clerk within two
months from date of notice.
ERNEST II. ROOK, Clerk.
Dalby, 10th July, 1897.
1465
LEICHHARDT EAST MARSUPIAL BOARD.
A
N Assessment, at Rate of 3d. per score of Cattle and Horses,
was struck by above Board on 7th July, and must be paid to
me on  or before 17th September, 1897.
ERNEST E. WHITE, Clerk.
Duaringa , 17th July, 1897.
1457 2s. 6d.
ARAMAC MARSUPIAL BOARD.
TO LESSEES.AN Assessment, of Is. 6d. on every 20 head of Cattle and Horses andevery 100 Sheep, has been made this day, under the provisions
of  " The Marsupials Destruction Act of  1895," and is now payable
at the Office of the Board, Aramac.
By Order,
E. W. BOWYER,
Aramac, 8th July, 1897. Clerk.
1456 5s.
LICENSED GATES NOTICE.
{ HEREBY give notice that I intend to apply to the Kargoolnah
j Divisional  Board for  permission  to Erect Four Licensed Gates,
not less than  sixteen feet wide,  across t he roads as  follow:-
Two gates across  the Blaekall-Malvern road, one seven miles fromBlackall onthe north boundary of Grazing Farm 29v,Buccleugh; andone ight and a-half miles from Blackall, on
the south boundary of Grazing Farm- 29v, Buceleugh;
Two gates across the Blackall-Barracks road, one nine miles
from Blaekall- on the east boundary of Grazing Farm 9v,
Buceleugh; and one ten and a-half miles from Blackall, on
the west boundary of Grazing Farm 9v, Buccleugh.
EDGAR T. TOWNER.
Glencoe, 1st July, 1897.
1455 7s.
I HEREBY give notice that I intend to apply to the Murweh
I Divisional Board for permission to Erect Fencing and Licensed
Gates (of sawn hardwood, and painted) upon the Stock Route on the
boundary between Grazing Farms 5v and 7v, Dillalalh Resumption,
also on  the Stock Route on the eastern boundary of Grazing Farm 5v,
Dillalah Resumption.
Charleville, 3rd July, 1897.
1497
E. A. HUNGERFORD.
4s.
( HEREBY give notice that I have applied to the Hughenden
1 Divisional Board for permission to Erect Licensed Gates between
my Grazing Farm and the Farms of J. M. Niall and  1).  Alexander,
on Afton and horse-shoe Bend road.
WILLIAM ALEXANDER.
Hughenden, 1st July, 1897.
,1452 3s,
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HEREBY give notice that I have made application to the
Hughenden Divisional Board for Licensed Gates on the main
Hughenden-Muttaburra road, between my Grazing Farm on Afton
Downs and Redcliffe Station.
D. McLAUGHLIN.
Caithness, 1st July, 1897.
1451 3s.
JUST PUBLISHED.THE LAW OF RIENDLY SOCIETIES IN QUEENSLAND, being a
Compendium of the existing Act and Regulations in force, with
a comprehensive Introduction, and Notes of English and Colonial
Cases decided up to May, 1896. By John L. Woolcock, B.A., and
George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law, Authors of "Act and Rules
relating to the District Court." Holland binding. Price  5s.; postage,
4d. extra.
July, 1896. EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
- NOW PUBLISHED, A Digest of the Statutory Criminal Law inforce in Queensland on the first day of January, 1896 (which it
is within the competence of the Parliament of Queensland to repeal or
amend), with a Table of the Statutes, prepared by the Hon. Sir
Samuel Walker Griffith, G.C.M.G., Chief Justice of Queensland.
In 8vo royal. Bound in cloth, 15s. Posted, 15s. 7d. Government
Printing Office, Brisbane.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office, the Pacific Island
Labourers Acts and Regulations in Pamphlet form, containing
Imperial and Colonial Acts, and Regulations thereunder. Price,
Is.  6d.; posted, Is. 7d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
r IRE Government Printer acknowledges  the receipt of the  following
amounts, from the 10th to 16th July, 1897:-
W. Halley, Is. 3d.; Gympie P rmanent Building and Investment
Society, £1 Os.  6d.; W. J. Law, 5s.; E. J. Thompson, 2s.  2d.; W.
Dawson and Son, 6s.; J. Burke, 6s.; P. T. Gannan, 8s.; O. Smith,4s.; W. Elliott, 2s. 6d.; R. Booth, 9s.; J. Taaffe, £ 1  Is.; Wood Bros.
and Boyd, 2s. 6d.; Queensland Colliers Company, Is. 6d.; J. V.
Smyth, 5s. 6d.; Leichhardt East Marsupial Board, 2s. 6d.; Aramac
Marsupial Board, 5s.; Kargoolnah Divisional Board, £3 12s. 6d.;
Blackall Municipal Council, £1 6s. 6d.; Australian Pastoral Company,
£2; J. Wilkinson, 6s.; M. Palmer, 5s.; Treasury, Adelaide, S.A.,
£5 13s. 6d.; T. E. Dixon, 17s. 6d.; Douglas Divisional Board, £3 14s.;
A. B. Spencer, 9s.; C. P. Tom, 2s. 2d.; T. D. Murray-Prior, £1; W.
Mitchell, 9s.; Northern Downs Marsupial Board, 5s.; W. F. Elevin,22; Tabragalba Divisional Board, 7d.; D. Campbell, 6s.; Cairns
Divisional Board, 14s.; H. Lloyd, 3s. 6d.; Darling Downs Pastoral
Association, £21s.; Hinchinbrook Divisional Board, £1; W. R. Chalk,
1s.  Id.; T. Willmett and Co., £2 6s.  7d.; Hamilton and Wonderley,
£1  11s.; G. H. Wilde and Co., 4s.; W. H. Calder, £ 1 5s.  2d.; C. R.
Morton, G. J. Young and Co., W. G. Moran, P. O'Brien, R. Buffham,
it. J. Herbert, A. Morgan, W. Mills, J. Ibel, J. B. McMahon, F. C.
Northage, A. S. McGillivray,, Sergeant Dunn, G. E. Airey, M. W.
Borton, J. Fahey, A. Provan and Co., Roma Municipal Council, C.
Elleray, W. Walsh,  G.  Hutton, C. Vickers, J. Parker, J. H. Mills,  G.
Caton, L. Corkill, J. Crawley, W. Brown, D. and J. Currie, T. Ryan
(per  H.B.B.), M. S. Brown, A. Johnston, each 3s.
IMP O UNDINO S.
P 9 UNDSEEPERS  are reminded  that Advertisements of
Impounded Stock  will  be charged for at the uniform rate
of  SIXPENCE  PER LINE  ;  and no  such Advertisemen t  will  be
inserted in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by a remittance
(honey Orders, Postal Notes, Postage Stamps, or Cash)
sufficient  to cover the cost of  insertion.
Postage Stamps  will be received only when amount  is 58.
or less.
When describing  brands  a distinction  should be made
between  REGISTERED and other  brands, by placing the words
REGISTERED BRAND  after the description.. Brands type will
be used for such  descriptions ,  but where these words do not
appear ordinary type only  will be used.
CORRECTED BRAND.
IMPOUNDED  at Barcaldine, from Lochna gar, on the 21st May,
1. 1897, by order of  Wm. Begg ,  Esquire . Driving ,  5s.; damages,
2s. 6d.
One grey gelding,  indistinct brand near shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 30th July, 1897,  will be sold
to defray  expenses.
WM. ELIOTT,  Poundkeeper.
1463 4s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Westwood, from Calliungal, on the 2nd July,
1897, by order of  M. M. Mackellar , Esquire.
One creamy mare, TM8 over B4 td near  shoulder, like U9 near thigh.
One bay mare, bell on, like RD3 near thigh.
If not released on or before the 30th July, 1897, will be sold to
defray  expenses.
W. J. LAW, Poundkeeper.
1462 4s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo,  from enclosed  lands, Carwell, by order of
K. C. Brazier  Creagh, Esquire. Driving and  trespass , 9s. 4d.
One bay gelding , star , hind heels white, YY 9 over  like 33 near
shoulder.
One chestnut  gelding, star  and stripe,  near hind  foot white, YY9
over 43 near shoulder.
If not  released on or before  the 6th August, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
M. PALMER, Poundkeeper.
1459  58.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, on the 6th July, 1897.
One white steer, blotched  brands off ribs ,  earmarked.
One white  steer, like  B4 with blotch  off ribs.
One white  steer , MZ with blotch  off rump ,  red ears.
If not released on or before the 30th July, 1897, will be sold to
defray expenses.
1484
H. LLOYD , Poundkeeper.
3s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Harrisville, from enclosed lan s, Woolaman, on
the 6th July, 1897, by order of H. Perrett, Esquire. Driving,
Is. 10d.
One black pony gelding, like 1AH indistinct registered brand near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 30th July, 1897, Rill be sold to
defray  expenses.
1483
W. BROWN, Poundkeeper.
3s.
IMPOUNDED at Beaudesert, from Scrubby Creek, on the 23rd June,
1896.
One chestnut  mare, J8D near shoulder.
If not  released on or before  the 24th July, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
C. ELLERAY, Poundkeeper.
1460 2s. Gd.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 17th July. 1897.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that I have received the undermen.tioned applications for the registration of Trade Marks.
Any person or persons intending  to oppose  any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form I ),  of his or their objections  thereto,  within two months
(or such further time, not exceeding six months, as the
Registrar may allow )  of the advertisement  of the  applications
in the  Queensland Government Gazette  A fee of one pound
is payable with such notice.
WILLIAM T. BLAKEN FY, Registrar  of Patents. &c.
Application No. 1834-Filed 17th August, A.D. 1896.-
RICHARD SMITH , trading as " S. Fitton and Son," of Maccles-
field, county of Chester, England, to register in Class 42, in
respect of all Substances used as Food or as Ingredients in Food,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
HOVIS
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment (azette  of 17th July,  A.D.  18tt7.  Vide notice  at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2058-Filed  13th July,  A.D. 1897.-
GEOBGE VicKERs,  of Angel Court ,  172 Strand ,  London, whole-
sale booksellers and manufacturers of inks and gums ,  to register
in Class 39, in respect of Stationery ,  a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
SELECTED  HIGHLAND
OLD
,4-11
C 1437  +1
~
ARirY, gtat
+luiV2114 .
The essential particulars of the trade mark are  the device
and the word " Penwing. "
This mark  was first advertised in  the Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 17th July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice  at bead of
trade mark  advertisements.
Applications No. 2)45 and 2046-Filed 23rd June, A.D.
1897.-GEORGE CASEY BARCLAY, of 44  Stone  street, New York,
U.S A., wholesale druggist : Application No. 2045,  to register in
Class 3, in respect of Chemical Substances prepared  for use in
(No. 13.
Medicine and Pharmacy ; and Application No. 2046, to resister
in Class 48, in respect of Perfumery (including Toilet Articles,
Preparations for the Teeth and Hair, and Perfumed Soap), a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation:-
The ssential p rticulars of the trade mark are the device
'-and applicant disclaims any right to the exclusive usof the
added mater save and except his trading name and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern.
ment Gazette  of 17th July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2057-Filed 8th July, A.D. 1897.- BRABAz r
AND COMPANY, of Charlotte street, Brisbane, wholesale mer-
chants, to register in Class 43, in respect of Whisky,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation:-
ROYA L
pN D$F
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing :--Combination of devices, device of diamond, moat of arms,
and the word  "Diamond"; and we disclaim any right to the
exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 17th July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade  mark advertisements.
Printed and Published by EDMUND Gasaoax, Government Printer.
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QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD -QUARTERS ' GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel HowEL GUNTER,  Commandant.
Changes.
Inspection.
No. 183.
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
[No. 14.
Brisbane , 22nd July, 1897.
"A" BATTERY, QUEENSLAND PERMANENT ARTILLERY.
0.  72, Corporal E. Blaker, is appointed Sergeant. 1st July, 1897.
lI
No. 209, Corporal J. O'Halloran, is appointed Sergeant. 2nd July, 1897.
MORETON MOUNTED INFANTRY.
No. 2 Company.
Lieutenant H. J. I. Harris is posted to the Company as a Supernumerary.
QUEENSLAND RIFLES.
3nn BATTALION.
STAFF.
The resignation of No. 35, Sergeant-Major and Orderly-room Sergeant P. Scott, is accepted.
The resignation of No. 171, Quartermaster-Sergeant J. Casey, is accepted.
" I " Company.
The resignation of No. 171, Orderly-room Sergeant J. Casey, is accepted.
" L" Company.
The resignation of No. 35, Orderly-room Sergeant P. Scott, is accepted.
" N" Company.
The resignation of Orderly-room Sergeant J. Luby is accepted.
CLEVELAND RIFLE  CLUB.
The resignation of W. Finucane, Esquire, as President, is accepted.
CENTRAL MILITARY DISTRICT.
ROCKHAMPTON MOUNTED INFANTRY.
No. 100, Acting Sergeant H. Morris, having passed the necessary Examination, is appointed Sergeant.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
KENNEDY REGIMENT.
Honorary Major F. W. Beattie, Retired List, is posted to the Regiment as Honorary Major.
" B " Company.
Acting Lieutenant B. Marsiand is posted to the Company as a Supernumerary.
"D" Company.
Lieutenant F. W. Toll will take over the command of the Company.
RESERVE (CLASS B).
No. 194, Gunner J. M. Macintyre, is struck off the Reserve at his own request.
No. 184.
MAJOR J. J. By-nox, A.S.O., will act as Staff Officer to the Commandant during the inspection of Corps at
Thursday Island, and will embark on or about the 29th instant.
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Escort.
Pay.
No. 185.
No. 2 Company  Darling Downs Mounted Infantry will furnish an Escort  on Wednesday ,  the 4th proximo,
on the occasion of the Opening  of the Royal  Agricultural Society of Queensland  Show, Toowoomba, by 1i is
Excellency the Governor.
The hour and  position of the Escort will be arranged by the Commanding Officer.
No. 186.
IT is notified that General Order No .  201 of 31st July ,  1896, and General Order No. 19 of 28th January,
1897, are hereby  cancelled.
Pay, &c.,  for all ranks must be demanded on annual pay -sheet as formerly.
No. 187.
Correspondence.  ATTENTION is drawn  to S.G. O., section  VIII.,  paragraph '  9, directing that correspondence relating to " all
matters as  to pay of  any description ,  mess ,  travelling ,  or other allowances ,  payment for contracts ,  or expenses of
any sort, "  must be addressed  to the  Paymaster ,  Q.D.F.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER ,  Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief  Staff Officer.
NOTICE.
Tn Annual Meeting for 1897 of the Queensland Ri fle Association will be held at Toowong during the
week ending 18th September next.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the National Rifle Association of New South Wales has been fixed for
25th to 30th October, inclusive.
Attention is directed to the Programme issued by the Queensland Rifle Association in connection with the
forthcoming Annual Meeting ,  and particularly to the competitions open to members of the Defence Force
(including Volunteers ,  Cadets, and Ri fle Clubs).
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government  House ,  Brisbane , this twenty-first day of July, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency  the Governor in Council.WHEREAS by  " The Diseasts  in Stock  Act of  1896 " it isamongst other things enacted that the Governor in Council
may,- from time to time, by Order in Council, prohibit orput
restrictions on the importation or introduction of any stock or any
carcass from  such places beyond the colony and  during such times as
may appear to him expedient : And whereas the disease called
" Rinderpest " is known to be prevalent in Java : Now, therefore,
His Excellency the Governor in Council doth hereby prohibit the
importation or introduction into Queensland, for a period of two years
from the date of this Order, of any Stock or any Carcass from Java,
or from any place beyond the colony, by any ship which has called at
any Port in Java.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Agriculture is to give the
necessary  directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY, Clerk of the Council.
NOTE.- Under  "  The Diseases in  Stock det of  1896,"  and the Order  in Council
of the  17th  September ,  1896, thereunder, the term "Stock "  includes Horses,
Camels ,  Cattle ,  Sheep ,  Swine ,  Goats ,  Deer, Antelopes ,  Llamas ,  Buffaloes ,  and all
other Ruminant Animals and Dogs.
The term  " Carcass "  means the carcass of an animal ,  and includes part of a
carcass, and the meat ,  bones ,  hide, skin ,  hoofs ,  horns ,  offal ,  or other part of an
animal ,  separately or otherwise ,  or any portion thereof.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
HI8 Excellency  the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, has been pleased  to appoint
WILLIAM BROTHERTON
to be  a Trustee  of the Reserve for Cemetery in the parish of Gin Gin,
in the room of Veitch  Murray, resigned.
E.M.- 8 -7-97-8'. Cem.208.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Mar-
supials Destruction Act of  1895," been pleased to appoint
GEORGE WADE WATSON
to be a Member of the Marsupial Board for the Marsupial District of
Waggamba, in the room of Duncan Sinclair, who has left the district.
A. J. THYNNE.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM Guy
to be Acting Bailiff of the Warden's Court at Charters Towers, during
the absence, on leave, of James Keary.
ROBERT PHILP.
Department of Justice,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM Guy
to act as Sheriff's Bailiff and Bailiff of the District Court at Charters
Towers, during the absence on leave of the Bailiff, James Keary ;
these appointments take effect from the 19th instant.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Department of Justice,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of section 9 of  "The Insolvency,
Intestacy, and Insanity Administration Act  of 1893," been pleased
to appoint
JAMES BOYNE HALL, the Official Trustee in Insolvency at Brisbane,
to complete the Administration of the Affairs of the Insolvency of
William Coleman, who was adjudicated insolvent on the 12th October,
1866, and of whose Estate William Pickering was, on the said date,
by an Order of the Supreme Court, appointed Official Assignee.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 14th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board , been pleased to approve of the undermentioned  transfers and
appointment being made in the Post and Telegraph  Department ,  viz.:-
FRANCIS GAVEGAN, Line Repairer in Charge (at present
to Westwood ;
asssisting  at Rockhampton),
WILLIAM  LEIVESLEY, Line  Repairer in Charge,
to Rockhampton ,  as Assistant; and
. JAMES FRANCIS  DowNS, Switchboard Attendant,
to be Junior  Assistant.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Ll Executive Council, has been pleased to appoint the
undermentioned gentlemen to be Justices of the Peace.
HORACE TOZER.
Bancroft, Peter, Brisbane
Burgess , Thomas, Forest Hill
Connolly, Frank Glynn, South Brisbane
Francis, Henry Alexander, Brisbane
Gibson, John Lockhart, Brisbane
Hardie, David, Brisbane
Hatten, Daniel William Field, Bourke, N.S.W.
Hill, James, Brisbane
Hirschfeld, Eugen, Brisbane
Hodge, Philip Ernest, Georgetown
Hopkins, George Herbert, Brisbane
Kaseh, Wilhelm L., Rockhampton
Love, Wilton Wood Russell, Brisbane
Macnamara , Matthew, Woolloongabba
Macnamara , Michael John, Laidley
McDougall, Fergus, Rosalie, Jondaryan
McIntosh, James William, Cambooya
Miller,  James,  Rockhampton
Moloney, Patrick Joseph, Fortitude Valley
O'Doherty, Edward Hyacinth, Brisbane
Thomas, George Henry Warren, Brisbane
Thompson, Robert, Brisbane
Turner, Alfred Jefferis, Brisbane
Wagner, Joseph, Ravenswood Junction
-3ro
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Chief Secretary 's  Office,
Brisbane ,  21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that the name
JAMES O'NEILL
be substituted for the name James O'Neil, appearing in the general
issue of the Commission of the Peace ,  published in a Supplement to
the  Government  G azette  dated  the 11th of  January, 1897.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st July, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
HERBERT MARK MEADOWS MADDOCK
to be,  provisionally,  a Lieutenant in the Queensland Defence Force
(Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
Lieutenant JOHN KENTWELL FOWLES (Volunteer Branch)
to be a Lieutenant in the Queensland Defence Force (Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Fire
Brigades Act Amendment Act of  1882," been pleased to direct the
notification of the names of the following gentlemen constituting the
Brisbane Fire Brigade Board
John McMaster  (Mayor of Brisbane),
Robert Woods Thurlow  (nominated  by Municipal Council), .
James Charles Hassall and Frank Corkling  (elected by the Fire
Insurance Companies),
Thomas Finney and Robert Porter  (appointed by the G overnor
in Council).
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to appoint
FREDERICK WHISTLER RILEY
to be Returning Officer for the Division of Winton.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 21st  July, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive-Council, hasbeen pleased to appoint
Constable JAMES FITZGERALD
to be Assistant District Registrar of Births, Marriages, and Deaths, at
Mitche ll , for the Registry District of Maranoa ,  during the absence of
Acting Sergeant  William Wayman.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  July, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council,  has, in pursuance  of the  provisions of  "The Divisional
Boards  Act of  1887,"  been pleased to appoint
PETER FORD
to be a Member of the Board  of the  Division of Tinaroo.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the  advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Constable JOHN HALLY
to be Inspector of Slaughter -houses  ,  and of Cattle intended for
Slaughter at Broadmount ; and -
Constable JAMES O ' BYRN E  FITZ GERALD
to be Inspector of Slaughter -houses and of Cattle intended for
Slaughter at Macdonalton.
HORACE TOZER.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency  the Governor , with the advice  of the E xecutive-
Council ,  and in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Grammar
Schools  Act  1860,"  has been pleased to appoint
HENRY PALMER ABBOTT, Esquire,
RICHARD EDWARDS ,  Esquire,
HENRY JAMES OxLEY,  Esquire, and
JOHN SCOTT ,  Esquire,
to be Trustees  of the G irls '  Grammar School at Brisbane ; and to
approve of the appointment of
LEwis  ADOLPHUS BERNAYS,  Esquire,  C.M.G., F.L.S.,
The Hon.  Sir SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH , G.C.M.G., C.J., and
JOHN LASKEY WooLcoeK,  Esquire, B.A.,
3o be Trustees of the Girls'  Grammar School at Brisbane,  upon the
nomination of the subscribers thereto.
D.R.  DALRYMPLE.
[24TH JULY, 1897.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
ETHEL MARY SMITH
be readmitted into the service of the Department of Public Instruc-
tion as a Teacher of Class III., Division 3, and be appointed to the
position of an Assistant Teacher in the State School at Apple-tree
Creek.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of  the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the appointment of
FRANCIS HAMILTON  BEADOx T1nNER, Esquire,
as a Trustee  of the  Girls' Grammar  School at Rockhampton, in the
room of William Hopkins, Esquire,  resigned.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executiva
Council, has been pleased to approve of the following  transfers
of Teachers  in the service of the Department of Public Instruction,
viz.:-
LINDA CASTLE
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Bundaberg South; and
MAITD MARGARET KENNEDY
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Wallumbilla.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane, 22nd July, 1897.
T HE following appointments of Mewbers of Committees for StateSchools are notified, viz.
Chinchilla.
William'Lee,
vice  John Allen,  resigned.
Isisford.
Roderick Byrne,
vice  William Henry  Stewart, deceased.
Ramsay.
Timothy Buckley,
vice Thomas Fox, deceased.
Sherwood.
Francis R . Davis,
vice  William Robert Gray, who has left the district.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLAC3
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedKingdom, Knight Commander of theMost DistinguishedLAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.W by  " The Bank Holidays Act  of 1877 "  it is amongstr `! other  things  enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette ,  to appoint  a special  day to be
observed as a Public Holiday, either throughout  Queensland, or in
any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district therein :
Now, therefore ,  I, CHARLES  WALLACE  ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid ,  in pursuance  of the  provisions of
the said Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby appoint the following days to be observed as Public
Holidays in the places hereunder named:-
WEDNESDAY, the 28th of July instant, being the day appointed
for holding a Ploughing Match under the auspices of the Drayton
and Toowoomba Agricultural and Horticultural Society, in the
Electoral District of Drayton and Toowoomba and the Electoral
District of Aubigny ;
WEDNESDAY 'and THURSDAY, the 26th and 26th of August
proximo, being the days appointed for holding the Annual Race
Meeting of the Gladstone Turf Club, in the town of Gladstone ; and
MONDAY, the 30th of August proximo, being the day appointed
for holding the Annual  Race Meeting  of the Walsh District Amateur
Turf Club, in the Divisions of Walsh and Tinaroo.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal ,  at Government  House ,  Brisbane,
this twenty-first day of July, in the year of  our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD S* ,'i THa QUIER !
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACI
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L e.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LALI'GTOx, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander -in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by"The Chinese  Immigration  Restriction Act,1888," it is amongst other things provided that  it shall bs
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazette ,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person  or class of persons mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas  it is  desirable that certain Chinese, vis.,
Lam Foo, Ali Chin, Look Kong, Ah Fong, Ali Wark, and Lee Jang,
should be exempted from the provisions of the  said  Act for  a period
of two  years : Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE  ALEXANDER
NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby declare that the provisions of
the said Act shall not apply to the said Lam Foo, Ali Chin, Look
Kong, Ah Fong, Ah Wark, and Lee Jang  for a period of two years
from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-second day of July, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven,  and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SATE  THE QUINN l
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
[L.8. ]
LAMINGTON,
Governor.
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of
the United  Kingdom ,  Knight Commander of the
Most  Distinguished  Order  of St . Michael and St.
George, Governor and Commander- in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland  and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance  and execution of all powers and authoritiesin me  vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884 to 1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the operation of the 43rd section of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" shall be and is hereby suspended with
respect to the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated
in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts : And I
further notify and declare, by and with the advice aforesaid, that
the said 'lands shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of the
said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after WEDNESDAY,
the FIRST day of SEPTEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said
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Schedule: And I do hereby further notify and declare that
the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall
be as  specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by
and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area
which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts
shall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this twenty-first day of July, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven,
and in the sixty-first year of her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
E.M.--21-7-97.
DESCRIPTIONS.
THE CLERMONT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
NOT WITHIN  AN AGRICULTURAL AREA (Section 17, Act
of 1891).
Maximum area ,  1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual  rent,  4 id. per acre.
Purchasing price, lbs. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual  rent, is .  per acre.
Purchasing price, £ 1 per acre.
On Kilcool No. 1, O.L. 33.
County of Belyando, parish of Chantry.-Area,  about  830 acres.
So much of the unsurveyed Crown land on Kilcool No. 1.
Block (O.L. No.  33) as  is to the north of the Central Railway
Line ;-exclusive of land required for roads, reserves, or other
public purpose.
Situated at the  head of Chantry Creek, on the north  side of the
Central Railway line,  opposite  the 235 to 237 mile pegs, and from three
to six miles easterly from  the Drummond Railway  Station . Consists of
medium agricultural  land, timbered  with  ironbark,  sandalwood, and
brigalow.
THE GLADSTONE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 2.
Maximum area ,  1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent,  6d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1  per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, is. 4d.  per acre.
.
Purchasing price, £1 6s. 8d.  per acre.
On the Resumed Part of Miriam Vale Itun.
County of Flinders, parish of Polmaily.-Area,  about 80 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the south-west and
south by portion 2v; on the east by a line bearing north from
the north- east corner  of that portion ; and on the north by the
southern watershed of Iveragh Creek ;- exclusive of land
required for roads,  reserves , or other public purpose.
Situated  about thirty  miles  southerly from Gladstone.  Rich soil,
covered  with dense scrub ,  with the exception of about five acres of forest
land.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  If any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency the Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER, NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,
1884 to 1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER, NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Land specified in the
Schedule hereto, and situated in the ARAMAC LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for SELECTION as a
GRAZING FARM, under the provisions of the said Acts. on and after MONDAY, the THIRTEENTH day of SEPTEMBER,
1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may a selected by any one person in the said District shall be 20,000
acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of July, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-21 7.97.
No.  Of
Lot. I
1
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ARAMAC LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-- NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be  lodged at the Land Office, Aramae.)
Run Resumption.
Texan, Portion  A ... ... ...
No. of
Portion. Area. Survey Fee. Annual Rentper Acre.
R.  P. .£  S. d. £ 8. d.
lv 10,000 0 0 41 0 0 0 0 0l
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
This portion consists of spinifex country, thickly timbered with box, bloodwood, sandalwood, brigalow, &c. ; unwatered. Situated about
forty miles easterly fro m Aramac and about forty miles northerly from Jericho Railway Station.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce ll ency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of the United  K ingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON,  Order of St. Michael and St. George ,  Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor .  Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twenty -third day of  December, 1896,  I did ,  by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  order that the operation of so much of the 43rd
section of  " The Crown Lands Act  if  1884 " as req uires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and
the Surveyor -General was ,  by the said Order  in  Council ,  required to divide the said land into lots and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper maps or plans  :  And whereas the Surveyor -General has according ly divided the said land into the lots
speci fied in the said Schedule ,  and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore ,  in pursuance
and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of " The Crown Lands Acts ,  1884  to  1895,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the said land speci fied in the said Schedule hereto ,  being situated
in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts ,  shall be open for SELECTION as GRAZING FARMS, under the provisions
of the said Acts , .on  and after  WEDNESDAY,  the FIRST day of SEPTEMBER ,  1897 ,  at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the
annual rental specified in the said Schedule  :  And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum
area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty -first day of July, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-21-7-97.  GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
Land Agent's District. Run Resumption. Parish.
1 Hughenden  ... ..  Marathon ... ... ...  Wyangarrie ...
2 Nanango  ... ...  Taromeo  Terminated  Avoca ...
Lease
3 Ditto Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
4 Ditto Taromeo ... ... ... Taromeo
... 319
... 637
... 1 6661666
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
q Grazing
Provisional Annual
Area.
Area. Survey Rent
Fee .  per Acre . Meal-NO. mum
x
Area.
A. R. P. £  S. d. a. d.
8v 19,654  0 0 65 0 0 0 1
52v I 3,000 0 0 22 0 0 0  It 9
54v 3,000 0 0 22 0 0 0 1
56v 2,000 0 0 20 0 0 0 It
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value  of improvements ,  if any.
Acres.
20,000
5,000
9
9
5,0005,000
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellenc y The Right  Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of  the United K ingdom , Knight  Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMIXGTON, Order of St.  Michael and St . George,  Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all  powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands  Ads, 1884
I to  1895,"  I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington ,  the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that  the Country  Land specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated in the  WINDORAFI LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT,  shall be open  for SELECTION as a GRAZING HOME-
STEAD,  under the provisions of the said  Acts, on and  after  FRIDAY, the TENTH  day of SEPTEMBER, 1897,  at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule  : And I do hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare
that the maximum area  which  may be selected by an! one person in the said District sha ll  be 20,000 acres.
Provided  always  and I do hereby further  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any  'one person as a
Grazing Homestead, within the  limits of the land described in this Schedule,  shall  be 2,560 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,  this twenty-first day  of July ;  in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
GOD  SAVE THS QuszN !
No.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE WINDORAH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT .--NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL REA.
Annual Renti h Ati P S FR oar . rea.un Resump a urveyon. ee. er A rrtic®. p c e.
A.  it.  P.  £ a.  d. £  S.  d.
1 Galway Downs  ... ... ... ...  Murken  ... ... ... ... 4 399 0 0 12 7 0 0 0 00
N.B.-Subject  to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
This portion  consists of sandy spinifex  country with patches of  mulga ; unwatered .  Situated about a mile north of the town of Windorah.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron  Lamington  of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMI.\GTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
WHEREAS by Orders in Council made on the seventeenth day of May, 1888, the twentieth day of August, 1891, the
!Y' fourth day of August, 1887, and the third day of &tarch, 1887, I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd  section  of  " The Crown Lands Act
of  1884 "  as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it  is proclaimed  open for  selection  should be
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No. of No. of
Farm .  Portion.
suspended  with  respect to  the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor.General was, by the said Order
in Council , required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And
whereas the  Surveyor- General has  accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated
the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me
vested under the  provisions  of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEB, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,,by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that  the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts,
shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on
and after  WEDNESDAY, the FIRST day of SEPTEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified
in the said  Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the  lessee  may purchase the said
lands shall  be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the
maximum  area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be  as in  the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of July, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-21-7-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
Land Agent's
District.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Conditional
Selection.
Unconditional Agricultural
Selection. Area.
Provisional ( m
Survey a
Fee. p q c
4) in ivP4
Run Resumption. Parish.
A. R. P. £  s. d.
a *1 Herberton ... Barron ...  131v 160 0 0 17 10 0
a *2 Ditto 132vditto 160 0 0 17 10 0
a *3
...
...  133vDitto ... ditto 160 0 0 1710 0C& *4 Ditto ... ditto  134v 160 0 0 1710 0
b 5 St. George ... ... Wild Horse Plains Bollon ...  5v 640 0 0 14 4 0
b 6 Ditto ... ditto ... 6v 640ditto
.
0 0 14 4 0
b 7 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 7v 640.. 0 0 14 4 0
6 8 Ditto ... ditto 8v 640ditto 0 0 14 4 0
b 9 Ditto ditto
..
w 640ditto 0 0 14 4 0
6 10
...
Ditto ...
...
ditto ...
.
ditto  1ov 640 0 0 14 4 0
b 11 Ditto ... ditto 11v 1,040ditto . 0 0 17 3 0
b 12 Ditto ... ... ditto ..
I ..
ditto  12v 515 0 0 13 14 0
b 13 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ditto ...  13v 640 0 0 14 4 0
b 14 Ditto ... ditto ditto ...  14v 280 0 0 10 19 0
c 15 Toowoomba Djuan ...  326v 100 0 0 7 13 0
d 16 Tow nsville ... Woodstock Lansdowne 5v 134 0 0 812 0
d 17 Ditto ... ditto ditto 88v 160 0 0 9 0 0
d 18 Ditto ... ... ditto
.
ditto
..
89v 169 0 0 910 0
s. d.  1 £ s. I s. d.06
0 6
[24TH JULY, 1897.
1 0 1 4
1 0 1 4
06 1 0 1 4
06 1 0 1 4
041 015 1 0
041 015 1 0
04 015 1 0
04 015 1 0
04 015 1 0
04 015 1 0
0 44 0 15 1 0
0 4, 0 15 1 0
04. 015 1 0
04. 0 15 1 0
06  1 0 1 4
04. 015 1 0
04 015 1 0
04 015 1 0
mmcm. ii a0
a 4 z Q
s. d.  Acres.
6 8 2 1,280
6 8 2 1,280
6 8 2 1,280
6 8 2 1,280
0 0 2 1,280
0 0 2 1,280
0 0 2 1,280
0 0 2 1,280
0 0 2 1,280
0 0 2 1,280
0 0 2 1,280
0 0 2 1,280
0 0 2 1,280
0 0 2 1,280
6 8 1 1,280
0 0 4 1,280
0 0 4 1,280
0 0 4 1,280
• Subject to the provisions of  "The,lltneral Lands  (Sales) Act of  1892 " and  "The  M ineral Lands  (Sales )  Act Amendment Act of  1894."
N.B.--Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
a. These portions consist of dense vine scrub .  Portions 133v and 134v are watered by Mazzlin Creek ,  and the other portions are unwatered.
They are situated about six miles north-easterly from Atherton.
b. These portions consist of red sandy soil, thickly timbered with box, mulga, and san•lalwood. Portions 5v, 7v, and 8v are watered by
W'Pallam Creek  ;  the other portions are unwatered .  Situated from three to five miles northerly from the town of Bollon.
c. This portion consists of dense vine and hopbush scrub, good soil ; unwatered. Situated about ten miles westerly from Crow's Nest
Railway Station and about fourteen miles northerly from Meringandan  Railway  Station.
d. These portions consist of fairly good land, well grassed; unwatered. Situated about four miles south-westerly from Antill Plains
Railway Station.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CaASLEs WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
EL.S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
T
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895," 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEB, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Land specified in the said Schedule
hereto, being situated in the BLACKALL LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for SELECTION as a GRAZING
FARM, under the provisions of the said Acts, at the BARCALDINE LAND OFFICE, on and after FRIDAY, the TENTH
day of SEPTEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.m., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : 4nd I do
hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be 20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of July, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-21-7-97. GOD SAVB THE QUEEN!
No. of
Lot.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BLACKALL LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.  NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Barcaldine.)
Run Resumption. Parish.
1 Home Creek  ... ... ... ...  Glenpatriok ...
Area. Provisional Annual RentSurvey Fee. per Acre.
A. B. P. £ s.  d. P3 s. d.
249 lv  640 0 0 13 15 0 0 0 of
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamin ton of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open for UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION only, under
the provisions of the said Acts, on and after WEDNESDAY, the ' FIRST day of SEPTEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the  annual  rental specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price
at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in
the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty -first day of July, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.--21-7-97. GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN 1
THE SCHEDULE.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
No. of
Portion.
Unconditional Selection . AgriculturalArea.
No. of
Lot. Land Agent 's District .  Parish.
a 1 Gympie  ... ... ...  Tiaro
b 2 Warwick ... ... ...  Warwick
b 3 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Area .  Survey Fee .  Annual Purchasing
Rent Price No.
per Acre .  per Acre.
A. R. P. X s. d. £ s.  d. .9 o. d.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Maxi-
mum
Area.
Acres.
... ... ... 66 35 1 0 5 8 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 1  1,280
... ... ... 181v 26 220 4 15 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 1  1,280
. .. ... .. 182v 32 0 7 5 8 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 1  1,280
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
a. This portion contains good dark soil, unwate re d ,  lightly timbered .  Situated on the Maryborough and Gympie road ,  about one mile
south-westerly from Tiaro.
b. These portions contain sandy soil, timbered with scrubby ironbark and gum, unwatered .  Situated about a mile and a-half south-
westerly from  Warwick.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON,  Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twenty-first day of January, 1891, I did, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd section
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-
General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position of such lots on
proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in
the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and
execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
doj by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated
in the IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL
SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after THURSDAY, the SECOND day of SEPTEMBER, 1897,
at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare
that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby,
by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal,. at Government House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-14-7-97.
0
0
z
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.--WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
COLINTON  EXPIRED LEASE.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Ipswich.)
Parish.
a
0
0
z
Area. Survey Fee.
Conditional Selection. Unconditional Selection.
Annual  Rent Purchasing I Annual Rent Purchasing
per Acre. per
Price j per Acre. per Acre.Acre.
I A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Nears ... ... 2861 77v 1,100 0 0 17 3 0 0 0 4  0 15  0
2 Ditto ... ... 2837 85v 240 0 0 10 7  0  0 0 4 0 15 0
3 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 2756 89v 400 0 0 12 7 0 0 0 4J  0 15  0
4 Colinton ... ... ... ... ... ... 2870 75v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4'  0 15  0
5 Ditto ... ... 3032 81v 469 0 21 13 0 0 0 0 41  0 15 0
6 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 2873 84v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4  0 15  0
7 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 3032 86v 362 0 26 12 7 0 0 0 4 0 15 0
8 Ditto ... ... ... . ... 2892 96v 293  0 17  11 9 0 0 0 4  0 15  0
9 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... .... 3022 100v 690  1 39  15 6 0 I 0 0 4n  0 15  0
£ s. d. £ s. d.
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 00 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1  0 1 0 0
N.B.-Each lot  selected  subject to payment of  the value of improvements ,  if any.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER  NAPIE R, Baron  Lamington of Lamington,
[L S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAl1IN(iTOx  Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor ., Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander -in-Chief  of the  Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
TN pursuance  of the authority  in me vested, I, CHARLES WALLACE
.L ALEXANDER NAPiEn, Baron  Lamington ,  the Governor  aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do ,  by this my
Proclamation ,  notify  and declare  that the  Roads described hereunder
shall be and are hereby opened as Pub li c Roads.
DzscRIPTIONs.
E.Y.-1-7 -97-N'. Road Case No. 2027.
Description  of Road,  ten chains wide, being part  of main road
from  Banana to Gladstone ,  through Banana Holding, Gladstone
Dist ri ct.
From the  north -east corner of Banana  Town Common north-
easterly th ro ugh Banana Holding bearing 20  degrees about twenty
chains, 90 degrees forty chains, 72 degrees sixty -five chains, 52
degrees twenty  chains ,  60 degrees  127 chains ,  41 degrees  ninety-five
chains ,  26 degrees 30 minutes  fifty -five chains ,  38 degrees sixty
chains, 62 degrees twenty chains ,  and 44 degrees thirteen chains to
the south -western boundary  of portion  2v, pariah of Coreen.
E.DI.-14 -3-94-A' .  Road Case No. 1547.
Description  of Road through  portions  89  and  106,  parish of
Mooloolah , county of  Canning.
1. From the eastern  end of the road through  portion 89 southerly
and easterly  through that  portion bearing 191 deg rees nine chains and
eighty -five links and 148 degrees six chains  and forty links, and
containing 1 acre 2  roods 5 perches ; freehold;  registered owner,
N. Corrigan.
2. South -easterly acro ss  the south -east corner  of portion 106
bearing 97 degrees five chains  and eighty  links and 124 degrees
three chains and seventy -one  links, and containing 1 acre 5 perches;
freehold ;  registered owner , H. C. Perrin.
Road Case No. 2201.
Description  of Road  through portion  107,  pariah of Biarra,
county of  Cavendish.
Westerly along  and within part of the south boundary of portion
107, Ipswich District ,  bearing 270 degrees 37  minutes forty -one chains
and two  and eight -tenths links ,  and containing 4 acres 16 perches;
freehold  ;  registered owner, Messrs .  McConnel.
Nora .- This  road is opened in lieu of the road advertised for closure in the
Government Gazelle  of 31st October ,  1696, page 974 ,  which is hereby closed.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House, Brisbane,
this first day of July, in the year  of our  Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in  the sixty -first year
of Her Majesty 's  re ign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington of Lamington,
rL
$ in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAIaFNCiTON,Kingdom, Knight Commander of the  Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St .  Michael and St.  George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section 10 of " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884," I
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Ba ron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice  of the Executive  Council,
do, by  this my Proclamation,  notify and proclaim that the land
hereunder described has been  reserved  for Township  purposes.
E.M.-8-7 -97-R'.
THE ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
RESERVE 8013 TowNSHIP PURPOSES ,  BoLLON.
(Cancelling  the Water  Reserve of 640 acres  established by Notice in
the  Government Gazette  dated 24th February ,  1872, page 307,
and the Camping  and Water  Reserve of 640 acres  established by
Proclamation in the  Government Gazette  dated  4th July, 1896,
page 8.)
97-1214&--5.G.
County of  Delmore ,  parish of Bollon .- Area ,  about 6,600 acres.
Commencing at the south -east corner of portion 34v reserved for
Rabbit  Board  Paddock , and bounded thence on the west  by that portion
bearing north 38 chains  40-h links ; on the north  by a line passing
along the south boundaries of portions  1v and 2v  bearing east about
172 chains  to the left  bank of Wa llam Creek ;  thence by  that creek
upwards about 20  chains  to a point bearing west  from the  south-west
corner of portion 18v ;  thence by a line and the  south  boundaries of
portions  18v and 24v  bearing east  about 131  chains;  by part of the
west, the south -east ,  and east boundaries  of portion  24v bearing south
29 chains ,  68 degrees 30 minutes 42 chains  384u links,  and no rt h 64
chains 94 { e links ,  by the north  boundaries of portions 24v and 19v
be aring  west 100  chains 25  links ,  by a line  and portion 20v bearing
north 52  chains 92 -h links, by the  leased part  of Bollon Run  bearing
east about 368 chains  to the leased parts of Tilquin Run, by  the leased
parts  of that  run and  Wild Horse Plains Run bearing south  about 164
chains ,  west  about 400  chains, south 40 chains ,  west 80 chains, north
40 chains ,  and west about 132 chains to the point of  commencement,--
exclusive of surveyed town and suburban lands  and 160  acres reserved
for racecourse,  as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office-Cat . No. M 51.315.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal, at  Government House, Brisbane,
this eighth  day of July ,  in the year  of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred  and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty 's  re ign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1897.
Road Case  No. 1480.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROADS.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  "The  Public
Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to con-
firm the roads described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is
hereby notified, for general information, that any parties entitled to
compensation in consequence of the opening of'the said ro ads are
requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars
of their estate and interest in the land required for the said roads and
their claims fQr compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60)
days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties
are further informed that the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to
treat for the purchase of the laud which has been resumed and the
damage that may be sustained by reason of the opening of the said
roads.
J. F. G. FOXTON. -
Book of Reference of New Roads through portions  49, 18, 13,  and  16,
and Branch Road through portion  16,  all in the parish of
Maroochy, county of Canning.
1. Commencing at a point on-the eastern boundary of portion 49
about four chains from Boggy Creek, an anabranch of the Maroochy
River, westerly through that portion bearing 280 degrees seven chains
three links, and 292 degrees 30 minutes eight chains twenty-seven
links ; containing 1 acre 2 roods ; registered owner, Robert Fleming.
Land is unenclosed, unimproved, and unoccupied.
2. In continuation of last-mentioned road westerly through
portion 18  bearing  292 degrees 30 minutes one chain seventy-three
links,  237  degrees twenty-one chains, 295 degrees five and a-half chains,
and 275  degrees  five  and a-half chains ; containing  3 acres  1 rood 20
perches ; registered owner, William Clark Low. Land unenclosed,
unimproved, and unoccupied.
3. In continuation of last-mentioned road through portion 13
bearing 266 degrees 30 minutes ten and a-half chains, 251 degrees ten
and &--half chains, 272 degrees 20 minutes five chains, 243 degrees 33
minutes five chains, and 291 degrees three chains twenty-two links;
area ,  3 acres  1 rood 27 perches ; registered  owner , Robert Fleming.
Land unenclosed, unimproved, and unoccupied.
4. In continuation of last-mentioned road through portion 16
bearing 291 degrees four chains fifty-six links to a reserved road;
containing  2 roods ; registered owner, Robert Fleming. Land
unenclosed, unimproved, and unoccupied.
5. Branch road from last-mentioned road through portion 16 for
five and a-half chains north  along  and within  its eastern  boundary to
a reserved road  ;  containing 2 roods 24-1-86 perches  ;  registered owner,
Robert Fleming. Land unenclosed, unimproved, and unoccupied.
NOM-It  is intended to open the roads  through portions  49, 18,  and 13  In
exchange for the originally reserved roads  through  these portions ,  which roads
will be closed  ;  and to open the branch road through portion 16 in lieu of the
corresponding part of the original road through that portion.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned ro ads can
be seen at this Office, at the Office of the Clerk of Petty  Sessions in
Brisbane, and at the Office pf the Maroochy Divisional Board.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  23rd July, 1897.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified ,  for general information ,  that  applications
under  the 89th  section  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been made for closing  the undermentioned  Roads; and all persons
who may consider their interests  affected thereby  are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections,  in writing ,  within two
months from  this date.
Plans of  the Roads  can be seen  at the Land  Offices ,  Cairns,
Toowoomba, and Ipswich ; Police Offices, Cairns, Crow' s Nest, and
Laidley ;  and Post -Offices, Biboora ,  Crow 's Nest, and  Laidley.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Road Cases Nos. 2553,  2296,  &  2297.
SCHEDULE Or ROADS TO RE CLOSED.
No.
1
s2
'3
Applicant.
The Barron  Meat Com-
pany, ,Limited
The Rosalie Divisional
Board, on behalf of
G. Steuart
W. Ewing ... ...
Situation.
The reserved road  through
portion 136v
Part of the road through
port ion 1996,  at the north-
east corner
The reserved road through
portion 169
Parish.
Formartine
Milton ...
Blenheim
Area.
A. R.  P.
9 1 a
About
3 1 0
4 3 0
* NoTn .- The closure of these  ro ads is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the opening of other roads.
No. 15. VOL. XVIII.]
Applicant.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd July, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that applications
under the eighty-ninth section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884" have been made for closing the undermentioned Roa ]a; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing,
not later than the date mentioned with respect to each.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the nearest Land, Police, and
Post Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
No.
*1
Situation.
1 i
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS -4TH AUGUST, 1897.
Part of the reserved road Cedar
on the south boundary of
portion 42
Part of the reserved road ditto ...
across the north-west
corner of portion 41
The road separating portion Moffatt ...
59 from portions 378 and
378A
The road separating portion Pikedale ...
9v from 185
About
The Coomera Divisional
Board ,  on  be half of
R. Hargraves
Parish.
142 * [24TH JULY, 1897.
Area.
A. R. P.
0 2 0
About
1 3 20*2 The Coomera Divisional
Board ,  on  be half of
H. B. Wil li ams
3 W. P. Atthow ,  on behalf
of A. Musch
4 W. Clunes
• 5
3 234
5 224
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-11TH AUGUST, 1897.
R. Shaw .  on behalf  of The  reserved  road through  Cawarral... 32 2 0
Ellen  Butcher  portion 622  and its con-
tinuation along the
southern  boundary of
portion  796
6 Mary Cadwallader  ...  The reserved road through ditto  ...  17 0 0
portion 355
7 The Rosalie  Divisional  The road from the south -  Milton ... 2 0 9
*8
*9
Board, on behalf of west corner of portion 124v
J. R. Smith south-easterly through
107v
The Murweh  Divisional  Part of the Nebine -Dul- Maranoa ...
Board ,  on behalf of bydilla road  through District
Lessees Ularunda and Du re lla
South
LATEST DATE  FOR OBJECTIONS -18TH AUGUST, 1897.
The Tiaro Divisional The reserved ,road through  Curra  ...  7 0 19
Board ,  on behalf  of portion 41v
T. Bermingham About
10 J. Darley  ... ...  The road  separating  portion  Kunioon... 3 1 8
*11 The flighfields Divi-
sional Board, on
behalf of W. L.
Mitchell
*12
*13
*14
15
141 from portion 144
About
Part of the road through Cro w's 1 0 0
portion 20 Nest
LATEST DATE  FOR OBJECTIONS - 3RD SEPTEMBER, 1897.
The Barolin Divisional The road on the south and Electra  ..  About
Board ,  on behalf of J.
+
south -east boundaries of 4 0 0
Gillen (W. S.  Clough )  portion 7
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 9TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
The Peak Downs Divi-
sional Board, on be-
half of G. W. Kettle
The Tarampa Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
0. Caffrey
F. A. Darley ... ...
*16 The Jondaryan Divi-
sional Board, on be-
half  of 0. Pitman
*17 The Jondaryan Divi-
sional Board, on be-
half of F. Gillespie
Part of the road  separating
portion 22v from section
13
The reserved road through
portion 100
Town of
Capella
Tenthill ...
About
1 2 0
The  ro ad separating por- Kunioon ...
tion 141 from portion 144
The  re served road through Beauaraba
portion lv
The road separating por- Domville...
tion 3832 from 3858
8 3 0
About
3 1 8
3 324
10 0 0
* NOTE.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
coaaection  with  the opening of other roadR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Read Case No. 1926.
IN pursuance  of the provisions of section 6 of  " The Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment  Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open a New Road through the Holding described
hereunder.
Fairlight Holding, Burke District.
Lessees-Executors late James Thompson.
Any claims to which the Lessees may consider themselves entitled
under  the abovementioned Act on account of the opening of the said
road  must be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands within two
months from the date hereof.
Narx.-A  copy of the above notice ,  with tracing ,  will be sent to the Lessees
within two months from the date he re of.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1897,IT is hereby notified, or general information, that the following
Land, in the Bowen Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the BOWEN LAND
OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the TWENTY-THIRD day of
AUGUST, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental
of £2 per  square mile.
I All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land  may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands,  Brisbane.
97-12971-8.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE BOWEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Diang Yorth.-Area,  about 3f  square miles.
The Crown land bounded on the north by the leased part of
Redcliffe Vale Run; on the west by the eastern boundary of the
resumed part  of Suttor Creek Run; on the south and east by the
leased part of Mount  Hillalong  Run; and  on the north -east by Suttor
Range.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd July, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Lands, in the Dalby Land Agent's District, as per descriptions
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the DALBY LAND OFFICE,
on and after  MONDAY, the TWENTY-THIRD day of AUGUST,
1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at  the Annual Rental  stated in
each case.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
lands may be  obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands,  Brisbane.
97-12837-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
ON THE RESUMED PART OF COORANGA  RUN (Forfeited O.L. No. 76).
Parish of Palmer.-Area,  about 3,560 acres.
Annual rent, £7 10s. the lot.
The Crown land comprised in portions 4v, 5v, and 7v, parish of
Palmer;-as mapped out under 44th section.
ON THE RESUMED PART OF COORANGA RUN (Forfeited O.L. No. 76).
Parish of Pal,ner.-Area,  about 2,945 acres.
Annual rent , £ 6 15s .  the lot.
The Cro wn land comprised in portions 23v to 26v ,  parish of
Palmer ;- as mapped out under 44th section.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1897.
TT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
33.. Land, in the Ingham Land Agent's District,  as per  description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the INGHAM LAND OFFICE,
on and after MONDAY, the THIRTIETH day of AUGUST, 1897,
at ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at  an Annual Rental of 10s. per square
mile.
All information  respecting  the boundaries 'and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands,  Brisbane.
97-13413-9.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT'S -DISTRICT.
FORFEITED OCCUPATION LICENSE No. 99.
Parish  of Tyson.  Area ,  about 8 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Murray River at the north-
west corner of portion 39v, and bounded thence by that river down-
wards  to the north-west corner of Agricultural Farm 196; thence by
that Agricultural Farm, portion 33v, and Agricultural Farms 209 and
187 to Corduroy Creek ; thence by that creek upwards to a point east
from the south- east  corner of portion 26v; thence by a line west
thereto; and thence by portions 26v, 21v, 39v, 32v, 31v, and A.F. 207
to the point of commencement ;- exclusive of Agricultural Farm 198.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1897.THE following amended description of the area of Mount ElliotSouth No. 1 Run, to be opened to Occupation License on the
23rd August, 1897, is published for general information.
J.. F. G. FOXTON.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
MOUNT ELLIOT SOUTH NO. 1.
97-2638-3.G.
(Opened to Occupation License by Notice dated 16th July, 1897.)
Area, about 16'J square mles.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion 56v, parish of
Rokeby, and bounded thence by a line bearing  east  about sixty  chains;
thence by a line north to the south-west corner of Woodstock No. 1
Block on the leased part of Woodstock Run ; thence by the leased
part of that run bearing east, south, and west to portion 510; and
thence by  that  portion north to the point of commencement.
LAND BOARD COURT.
IT is hereby notified, that a Land Board Court, for the determination
of the Value of Improvements, and for such other business as
may be required, will be held at the Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane , on WEDNESDAY, 28th July, 1897, at Ten o' clock a.m.
By Order of the Land Board,
P. W. SHANNON,  Secretary.
Office of the Land  Board, Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th  March, 1897.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACTS,  1884  TO 1894."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
IT is  hereby noti fied , for public  information , that the Land  Commissioners appointed under the provisions of  "TA. Crown
Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in  pursuance  of the twenty-fifth section of the above- recited Act, at the
undermentioned  Offices,  on the  dates specified.
A ll  business in connection  with  selections under  "The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  and  "Tide Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876 "  will also be dealt  with by the Land  Commissioners at their  Courts.
District or Place. Jan. Feb . March .
.. Mon. 1
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 8
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Sat. 9 Sat . 6 Sat. 6
Fri. 5 ...
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 1
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2
Tues . 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5
Tues. 5 ... ...
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 1
Tues. 12 Tues. 9 Tues. 9
April.
1897.
Allora * ... ..Aramaot... ...
Ayr ... ... ...
Banana ...
Barcaldine t .„
Beaudesert ... ...
Blackall .» .„
Bowen .« ...
Brisbane ... ...
Bundaberg ... ...
Burketown ... «.
Cairns ... .„
Cardwell ... .«
Charleville ... .„
Charters  Towers ...
Clermont ... ...
Cooktown ...
Cunnamulla ...
Dalby ... ...Emerald*... ...
Esk * ... .«
Gatton " .» ...
Gayndah .. ...
Georgetown ..
Geraldton (Mourilyan)
Gladstone ...
Goondiwindi ...
G pie ... .«Herberton.» ...
Hughenden ... ...
Ingham ... .«
Inglewood ... .„
Ipswich ... ...
Isisford ...
Landsborough ...
Longreach ... .«
Mackay
Maryborough
Miles ... ».
Mitchellt ... „.
Muttaburra ...
Nanango ... ...
Nerang * .» ...
Normanton... ...
Port Douglas ...
Ravenswood ...
Rockhampton ...
Roma ... .«
St. George
St. Lawrence
Springsure ... ...
Stanthorpe ... .»
Surat .„ ...
Tambo ... ...
Taroom ... ...
Texas
Thargomindah ...
Toowoomba... «.
Townsville ... ...
Warwick .« ...
Winton ... ...
Windorah .„ ...
..Mon. 12
Wed. 7
Sat. 10
Fri. 2
Tues. 5
Thur. 1
Tues. 6
Tues. 6
Wed. 7
Fri. 2
Tues. 6
Mon. 5
Tues. 13
Tues . 16 ... Tues. 20
Tues. 5 Tues .  2 Tues . 2  Tues. 6
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
Fri. 8 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Tues . 19 ... Wed. 21
Wed. 20 ... We, 17 ...
Fri. 22 Fri. 19
Sat. 9 Sat.  13 Sat .  13 Sat. 10
Tues .  5 Tues.  2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Mon. 11  Mon. 8 Mon .  8 Mon. 12
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Tues. 19 Tues.  16 Tues .  16 Tues. 20
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Sat. 2 Fri.  5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 15 Tues. 20
Wed. 6 .. Wed. 3
Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Sat. 17
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Sat. 2  Fri. 5 Fri.  5 Fri. 2
Tues. 9
Sat. * 2  Fri.— 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed, 10 Wed. 14
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12
Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Thur . 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. Thur. 18
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Tues. 16 Wed. 21
Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Fri. 9
Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Mon. 4  Mon. 1 Mon .  1 Mon. 5
Wed. 20  Wed. 17 Thur. 18 Wed. 21
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tue s.  2 Tues. 6
Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues .  2 Tues. 6
Wed. 6 Wed. 3  Wed. 3 Wed. 7
... Thur.  4 ... Thur: 1
May. June . July.
... Mon. 7 ...
Mon. 10 Mon .  14 Mon .  12
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Sat. 8 Sat. 12 Sat. 10
Fri. 4 ...
Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
... Tues .  6
Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Tues. 11 Tues. 8 Tues. 13
August .  Sept .  Oct. Nov. Deo.
... Mon. 6 ... ...  Mon. 6
Mon .  9 Mon .  13 Mon .  11 Mon .  8 Mon. 13
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Sat. 7 Sat. 11 Sat. 9 Sat. 6 Sat. 11
Fri. 6 ... Fri. 1 ... Fri. 3
Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mona 1 Mon. 6
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. - 3
... ... Tues .  5 ... ...
Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Tues. 10 Tues. 14 Tues. 12 Wed. 10 Tues: 14
... Tues. 15 ... Tues. 17 ... Tues. 19 ... Tues. 21
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues.  7
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
... ... Tues. 20 ... ... Wed. 20 ... ...
Wed. 19 ... Wed. 21 ... Wed. 15 ... Wed. 17 ...
Fri. 21 ... Fri. 23 ... Fri. 17 ... Fri. 19 ...
Sat. 8 Sat. 12 Sat. 10 Sat. 14 Sat. 11 Sat. 9 Sat. 13 Sat.
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues.
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12 Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon.
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri.
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Tues. 18 Tues. 15 Tues. 20 Tues. 17 Tues. 21 Tues. 19 Tues. 16 Tues.
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Wed. 12 Wed. 9 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed.
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri.
Mon. 17 Mon. 21 Mon. 19 Mon .  16 Mon. 20 Mon .  18 Mon .  15 Mon.
5 Wed . Wed . 1 Wed . 3Wed 7 ...
Fri. 14 Fri. 18 Fri. 16 Fri. 13 Fri. 17 Fri. 15 Fri.  12 Fri. 17
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri.  3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
... Tues. 8  ... .. Thur.  9 ... ... Thur. 9
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri..  6 Fri . 3 Fri. I  Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 12 Wed. 1.6 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 15 Wed. 13 Wed . 10 Wed. 15
Mon. 10 Mon .  14 Mon .  12 Mon. 9 Mon .  13 Mon .  11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 2 Wed. 4 Wed. 6 Wed. 1
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur.  2 Thur . 7 Thur.  4 Thur. 2
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur.  4 Thur. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed.  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed.  6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur.  5 Thur. 2  Thur.  7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 19 Wed. 21 Wed. 15 Wed. 17
Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed.  20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Fri. 14 Fri. 11 Fri.  9 Fri. 13 Fri . 10 Fri.  8 Fri. 12 Thur. 9
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1  Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 3 Mon .  7 Mon .  5 Mon .  2 Mon .  6 Mon .  4 Mon .  1 Mon. 6
Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed.  20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed.  6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed.  1 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Tues .  4 Tues .  1 Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues. 7 Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues.  4 Tues .  I Tues .  6 Tue s.  3 Tue s. 7 Tues . 5 Tues .  2 Tue s.  7
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed.  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
... Thur .  3 ...  Thur. 5  ... Thur.  7 ... Thur. 9
• The  Courts  marred thus  •  are only held for the purpose of dealing  with  applications for Certifoates of Pulflmenti of Oonditloae
t Once for receiving applications.
S  Days will be Axed when Land Commissioner  visits Ayr.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts,  when necessary,  in addition to the above,  will be duly notified  from  time to time.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
BRISBANE.
AP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
1 revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets  at 2s. 6d. per Sheet, and Two at Is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia on a small  scale , illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.,
Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing  the Main Telegraph Lines.  Scale, 160 miles to an inch.
Price : Plain, Is.  6d.;  coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony. Price, is. plain, or coloured
(illustrating the Counties and Financial Districts) is. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st  December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Tor re s Strait and Islands .  Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts.  Scale , 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s. 6d. per sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catchment Areas of the  Brisbane , Logan, and Albert
Rivers, &c., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, Is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, Is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts. Price, 1 s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta. Scale, I mile to an inch.  Price,
Is. 6d.
Forts-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price ,  2s. 6d. each.
City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s. ; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, £1.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony. Price, Is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.
Environs of Longreach. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure. Scale,  2 miles  to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-Maps of Land-i Open to Selection or for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. McDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor -General's Office,
Brisbane ,  31st August, 1896.
Geological Survey Office,
George street, Brisbane.
ON SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of theGeological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No. 4, ," Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government Geologist.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.
TT is hereby notified, for general information, that Notice dated 5th
1 May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substitutedtherefor:-
Notice is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.
96-2450-Memo.
D. H.- DALRYMPLE,
Secretary for Works.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd July, 1897.
IT
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that JOST WEIERS-
RkUSSe, having withdrawn his tender for the erection of a new
State School for Girls at Mount Morgan, has been disqualified from
successfully tendering for any Public Works for a period of twelve
months from the 22nd July instant.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
[24'rH ILLY, 1897.
Department of Public Works,
TENDERS. 23rd  July,  1897..
r ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.
1  For full particulars ,  see  Government Gazette.
Nature of  Work,  Date of  Gazette  containing original Notice,
and Place and Date to which Tender can be received ,  respectiyely:-
TowNsvILL E- Repairs to Roof , Sub-Collector  of Customs'
Quarters .  26th June. Works  Office,  Brisbane, and Court
House, Townsville ;  30th  July.
YANGAx- New Police Station. 26th June .  Works Office,
Brisbane  ;  30th July.
GATT0N- Additions ,  State School .  3rd July. Works Office,
Brisbane  ; 30th July.
• YANGAN-New Playshed, Improvements ,  Repairs, and Painting,
State School .  3rd  July .  Works  Office, Brisbane ; 30th
July.
BRISBANE-Fencing Gaol, Fortitude  Valley.  3rd July. Works
Office, Brisbane  ;  30th July.
TEWANTIN-New Kitchen to Residence ,  State School. 3rd
July.  Works Office, Brisbane  ;  30th July.
BRANDON- New State School Buildings .  3rd July. Works
Office, Brisbane ,  and Court Houses, Townsville , Ayr, and
Bowen ; 6th August.
LoNOREACR- New Lands Office. 3rd July .  Works Office,
Brisbane ,  and Court Houses, Longreach ,  Barcaldine, and
Rockhampton  ;  6th August.
TEXAS-New Chimney ,  New Room, Painting , &c., Police
Station. 3rd July .  Works Office, Brisbane ,  and Court
Houses ,  Texas and Inglewood  ;  6th August.
TOWNSVILLE -  New Verandas ,  Balconies, &c., Post and
Telegraph Office .  12th June .  Works Office, Brisbane,
and Post Office ,  Townsville ;  23rd July.
MOUNT MORGAx- New State School for' Girls.  10th July.
Works Office ,  Brisbane, and Court Houses, Mount Morgan
and Rockhampton  ;  30th July.
ROSEWOOD- Improvements , &c., 8tate School . 10th July.
Works Office ,  Brisbane ; 6th August.
KELVIN GROVE- Repairs, Painting ,  and Clearing G ro unds,
State School . loth  July .  Works Office ,  Brisbane ; 6th
August.
DUNwICH-New Recreation Hall and Library,  Benevolent
Asylum .  10th July. Works Office,  Brisbane  ;  6th August.
BOWEN BRIDGE RoAD- Additions,  New Playshed,  Closets, &c.,
State School .  10th July .  Works Office ,  Brisbane ; 6th
August.
KI acHHEIM- Imp ro vements ,  Re-roofing , &c., State School.
10th July .  Works Office ,  Brisbane  ;  6th August.
COOXTOwx- Alterations to Fittings ,  Post and Telegraph Office.
10th July .  Works Office ,  Brisbane ,  Post Office, Cooktown,
and Court House ,  Townsvi ll e  ;  6th August.
LUCINDA-New Veranda, &c., Customs Quarters. 10th July.
Works Office, Brisbane ,  Court House ,  Townsvi ll e, and
Custom House, Lucinda ,  13th August.
PINE  HILL-Repairs ,  Improvements,  and Painting, State
School . 17th  July .  Works Office, Brisbane ,  and Court
Houses, Rockhampton,  Barcaldine,  and Longreach; 13th
August.
ROMA -  Stables, Land Office . 17th  July .  Works Office,
Brisbane ; 13th August.
ROCKHAMPTON- Repairs, Improvements ,  and Painting ,  Benevo-
lent Asylum . 17th July.  Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court House ,  Rockhampton ;  13th August.
GYMPIE-Additions to Boys '  School and Repairs and Painting
to Boys '  and Girls '  Schools  (Central ). 17th July. Works
Office, Brisbane  ;  13th August.
MABYBOR0UGH  -  New Roof, Police Stables. 17th July.
Works Office, Brisbane ;  13th August.MATTowx- Fencing and Gates,  Post and Telegraph Office.
17th  July .  Works Office, Brisbane ,  and Court Houses,
Maytow.n, Cooktown, and Townsville ;  20th August.
R. ROBERTSON ,  Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  22nd Jul , , 1897.
IT is hereby noti fied ,  for general information ,  that the under.
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
Painting , &c., State School ,  Blackstone - A. TURNER-£ 53 7s.
New Veranda ,  State School ,  Wa ll umbilla - T. SPENCE-£24.
.Repairs and Painting ,  State School ,  Bunya - A. MAY-£35.
Repairs and Painting ,  State School ,  Owanyilla - W. A. CHALY-
£53 18s. 6d.
Repairs and Painting ,  Customs Buildings ,  Geraldton-JOHN
BEowNLIE-£139 14s.
Repairs ,  Painting ,  and New Fencing ,  Telegraph Office, Durah-
FRED MATRIt SON-£57 18s. 10d.
Improvements ,  Asphalting, &c., State School ,  Queenton - B. TOLL
£118 18s.
Repairs and Painting ,  State School, Cloncurry - R. C. HExSLEY-
£141.
Repairs and Painting,  Government Printing Office- W.  CANTLE-221116s.
Painting Police Buildings ,  Townsville - W. HARGRAVES-£164.
Repairs , &c., Post and Telegraph and Court House Buildings,Tiaro-A. K E DDIE-£59.
Painting Warden 's Quarters , Georgetown-Messrs. FULTON AND
W ILYS-£ 7714x. 6d.
R. ROBERTSON ,  Under  Secretary.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, STATE SCHOOLS (BOYS' AND
GIRLS'), ROCKHAMPTON NORTH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court House,Rockhampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th
August, for Repairs and Painting, State Schools (Boys' and Girls'),
Rockhampton North.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £10, and
endorsed  " Repairs, 4-c.,  State  Schools (Boys' and Girls'), Rock-
hampton  North."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and at the
Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on a proper  printed form,  and at the foot of  every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken  into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW FENCING AND GATES, POST AND TELEGRAPH
OFFICE, GEORGETOWN.FRESH TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at thePost Offices, Georgetown, Croydon, and Normanton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th August, for New Fencing and
Gates, Post and Telegraph Office, Georgetown.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "New Fencing, 4c., Post and Telegraph Office; Georgetown."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
and at the Post Offices, Georgetown, Croydon, and Normanton.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance;  otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily  be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, REPAIRS, AND PAINTING, STATE SCHOOL,
BURNSIDE.
r1 ENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 20th' August, for Additions, Repairs, and
Painting, State School, Burnside.
Tenders  to  be accompanied by a preliminary  deposit of  £5, and
endorsed  "Additions, 41c., State School, Burnside."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
at the Court Houses, Laidley, Gatton, and Ipswich ; and at the state
School, Burnside.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily  be accepted.
•_R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 22nd July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW ROOF-COVERING FOR RESIDENCE, STATE SCHOOL,
BANANA.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the  Court  Houses,Rockhampton  and Banana , until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 27th August, for New  Roof-covering for Residence ,  State School,
Banana.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit  of £5, and
endorsed  "New Roof-covering for Residence, State  School, Banana."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the . Government Architect's Office ;
and at  the Court Houses, Rockhampton  and Banana.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must  be a memorandum signed  by the  party tendering,
agreeing to deposit  the sum of 10 per cent.  on amount of Tender  as
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security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SHED, REPAIRS, AND PAINTING, POST AND
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, ISISFORD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Post Offices,
Barcaldine, Blackall, Rockhampton, and Isisford, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th August, for New Shed, Repairs,
and Painting, Post and Telegraph Office, Isisford.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "New Shed, c4c., Post and Telegraph Ofce, Isisford."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
and at the Post Offices, Barcaldine, Blackall, Rockhampton, and
Isisford.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, STATE SCHOOL, CABOOLTURE
SOUTH.
/I` ENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 20th August, for Repairs and Painting, State
School, Caboolture South.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "Repairs, c4e., State School, Caboolture South."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and at the
Police Stations , North Pine and Caboolture.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of -Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 22nd July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, COURT HOUSE AND MINING
OFFICES, MAYTOWN.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses,
Maytown, Cooktown, and Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 27th August, for Repairs and Painting, Court House
and Mining Offices, Maytown.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  " Repairs, 4^c., Court House and Mining Offices, Maytown."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office; and at
the Court Houses, Maytown, Cooktown, and Townsville. .
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  22nd  July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ALTERATIONS, CUSTOM HOUSE, BRISBANE.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.on FRIDAY, the 20th August, for Alterations, Custom House,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of X6, and
endorsed  "Alterations, Custom House, Brisbane."
Plan and Specification may be  seen , and form of Tender with
further particulars  obtained, at the Government Architect' s Office. .
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Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
VICTORIA BRIDGE BOARD.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd July, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil,  has, in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Victoria
Bridge Act of  1893," been pleased to approve of the following addi.
tional By- laws made  by the Victoria Bridge Board.
D.-H. DALRYMPLE.
WHEREAS. by  " The Victoria Bridge Act of  1893 " it is provided that the
Victoria Bridge Board may make By-laws for all or any of the purposes
in the said Act mentioned : It is hereby resolved by the said Board, by
and with the approval of the Governor in Council ,  that the following
shall be By -laws of the said Board.
BY-LAW No. 7.
1. Clause 3 of By-law No. 2, published in the  Gazette  dated 25th
November, 1893, is hereby repealed, and the following clause is substi-
tuted therefor
No person shall drive any cattle or permit any cattle in his charge
to travel across the Bridge at other than a walking pace.
2. Clause 1 of By-law No. 6, published in the  Gazette  dated 3rd
October 1896, is hereby repealed.
3. clause 2 of By-law No, 6, published in the  Gazette  dated 3rd
October, 1896, shall be read and construed as if, for the word " four "
inserted therein ,  the word  "  six" had been therein inserted.
BY-LAW No. 8.
The drivers of all vehicles ,  and pedestrians ,  when crossing the Bridge
from North Brisbane to South Brisbane, shall proceed across the down-
stream half of the Bridge ,  and when crossing the Bridge from South
Brisbane to North Brisbane shall proceed across the up- stream half of
the Bridge.
The foregoing By-laws were passed by the Victoria Bridge Board
at a meeting  held on the second day of July, 1897,  and were  confirmed
at a subsequent meeting held on the fourteenth day of July, 1897.
ROBERT PORTER, Chairman.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 14th July, 1897.
THE Commissioner for Railways hereby gives notice, in accordancewith the provisions of  " The Railway Act  of 1864," that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having approved of the Plan and Book of Reference of the Second
Section of the Charleville to Cunnamulla Railway, from 61 miles to
121 miles 7 chains, in length 60 miles 7 chains, such Plan and Book
of Reference may be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Cunnamulla ; and all persons interested in the lands
to be affected by the said intended Railway are hereby required to set
forth, in writing, to me, at this Office, within one month from the first
publication hereof, any well-grounded objections that may appear to
them to exist to the adoption of the said line of Railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection therewith.
By Order,
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
Queensland ,  Office  of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane , 23rd July, 1897.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  in accordance  with  the provisions of the
Railway  Acts, that the  Plan and Book of Reference of the
Tivoli  Branch, Southern and Western Railway, in length 2 miles
22 chains ,  have been  approved  and con firmed  ;  and that the Commis-
sioner for Railways intends to pro ceed  with  the construction of the
Line above keferred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference
so confirmed.
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisbane,  22nd July, 1897.
"THE CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT OF 1896."
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that
LEATHER  SPLITTIN G  MACHINES,
which have not heretofore been made in Queensland, be exempted
from  duty,  under  "The Customs Duties Act of  1896" (Schedule).
ROBERT PHILP,
Treasurer.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No.  11  of  1897.
MOORING BUOY, PORT DENISON.NOTICE is hereby given, that a heavy mooring buoy has been laidabout 200 yards N.W. by W. from the outer end of the Jetty
at Port Denison.
T. M. ALMOND,  Portmaster.
Marina Department,  Brisbane,  16th July, 181)7.
THE followinginformation.
[24TH  JULY, 1897.
The T re asury,
Brisbane ,  23rd July, 1897.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
Notice  to Mariners is published for general
ROBERT PHILP.
AUSTRALIAN STATION.
" Orlando," at Sydney, 7th July, 189#7.
Hydrographic Notice No. 40.
1.-CLEVELAND BAY, QUEENSLAND.
When proceeding from Cape Cleveland to the  anchorage off
Townsville, H.M S. " Karrakatta" found less water than shown in
the Admiralty charts, and ships are accordingly cautioned.
Charts Nos. 1102, 2349, 348.
Australia Directory, Vol. 11., page 290.
(" Karrakatta ," Note No. 1, 3rd June, 1897: Office No. $10.)
2.-DEPTH OF WATER IN HOBSON'S BAY.
Information has been received that the channel to Port Melbourne
Pier has silted up, and that the least water, with the leading marks in
line, is now 26 feet.
Chart No. 624.
(Melbourne Harbour Trust Commissioners, 11th June, 1897, No.603197; Office No. 8 40.)
3.-SANTA CRUZ.
The mound upon which the Goodenough Cross is erected has
been whitewashed, and forms a good mark for this .1;art of the coast.
H.M.S. " Rapid "  found that, with the Cross bearing south, thei a was
a passage through the reefs with not less than 6k fathoms.
Chart No. 17.
Sailing Directions :-Pacific Islands, Vol. I., part I., page 314.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1897.
MARINE DEPARTMENT.
PROVIDING AND FITTING A DREDGING PUMP IN THE
CLAM-SHELL HOPPER DREDGE "TRIDACNA."
TENDERS will be received at the Treasury until Noon on
I. THURSDAY, 6th August, from persons willing to contract for
the abovenamed work.
Tenders are to be endorsed  "Dredging Pump for " Tridaena,"
and are to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £20.
Plans, Specification, and General Conditions of Contract may be
seen  at the Offices of the Marine Department, Edward street, Brisbane.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily  be accepted.
T. M. KING, Under. Secretary.
THE PATENTS, DESIGNS , AND TRADE MARKS ACTS,
1884  TO 1890."
Department of Justice,
Brisbane , 22nd July, 1897.
HIS Excellency  the Governor , with the advice  of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to make the following  Additional
Rules relating to the issue of Patents for Inventions ,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and  Trade Marks Acts,
1884  to  1890."
W. HORATIO WILSON.
ADDITIONAL RULES RELATING TO THE ISSUE OF
PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS ,  AND PROCEEDINGS
THEREON.
1. These Rules may be cited as "The Additional Patents Rules of
1897."
2. Clause 104 and sub-clause  (c) of clause 110 of "The Patents
Rules, 1896," are hereby repealed.
3. Sub-clause 2 of clause 7 of the last-mentioned Rules is hereby
repealed ,  and the following substituted therefor :-
In cases of applications for a patent made by more than one
applicant all the  applicants  shall sign the application ,  but the declaration
in support thereof  may be  made by one or more of the applicants for
and on behalf of the other applicants.
4. The words  " not being a solicitor of the Supreme Court of
Queensland ,"  in item num be r 46 in the First Schedule to  "  The Patents
Rules, 1896,"  are hereby rescinded.
b. The Forms  A, A', A', A', A ', and A', the Statement of
Address, and Statement of Address and Appointment of Agent, in the
Second Schedule to "The Patents Rules, 1896," are  hereby  rescinded,
and the following Forms are substituted therefor, respectively :-
FoRH A.
"The Patents ,  Designs,  and  Trade Marks Acts,  1884  to  1890."(Patents.)
Application for a patent.
(By an original inventor or two or more inventors,)
(1) (2) of (3) (4) hereby
apply for a patent, and humbly ray that same may be granted to
(f5) for an invention for (,6)
sAnd (1)  the said (2) do hereby incerely
declare that  (7) in the possession of the said invention, and
that (?) the true and first inventor thereof ,  and that the
same is not in use within the colony of Queensland by  any  other person
or persons to the beat of (8) knowledge  and belief.
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And (1)  make this declaration conscientiously  believing
the same to be true.
Dated this day of  A.D. 189
(1) "I" or "We."
(2) Inse rt name or'names in full.
(3) Inse rt address.'
(4) Inse rt calling of applicant or applicants.
(5) " me "or "Us."
(6) Inse rt title of invention.
(7) "I am " or"We are."
(8) My " or .. Our.,.(9) Signatures of all the applicants.
(10)
(10) Signature of the applicant or applicants who make the declaration.
Foax  A'.
" The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks  Acts,  1884 to 1890."
(Patents.)
Application  for a  patent.
(When  one of the applicants is not the original inventor.)
We (1) hereby  apply for a patent, and humbly pray that
the  same may be granted to us for an invention for (2)
(3)
And (4)  the said  (5) do hereby  sincerely
declare that we the  said (1) are in possession of the said
invention , and that the  said  (6) the true and first inventor
thereof, and that  the same is not in use within  the colony  of Queensland
by any other person or persons  to the beat of our knowledge  and belief.
And (4)  make this declaration conscientiously believing
the same to be true.
Dated this day of A.D. 189 .
(1) Insert names,  addresses,  and additions of applicants.
(2) State title of invention.
(3) signatu re s of all the applicants.
(4) " i " or " we."
(6) Declarant or declarants.
(6) Inventor or inventors.
(7)
(7) Signatu reof the applicant or applicants who make the declaration.
FORM All.
"The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Acts,  1884  to 1890."
(Patents.)
Application for a  patent.
(By the  assignee  of the  inventor  alone.)
I, (1) hereby apply for  a patent ,  and humbly pray that
same may be granted to me for an invention for (2)
(4)
And I do hereby  sincerely  declare that  I am the assignee  of the said
invention  from  (3) by virtue  of a deed of assignment made
by the said  (3) dated the  day of  '189
And I further sincerely declare that  I am in possession of the said
invention ,  and that the said  (3) is the  first and true inventor
thereof, and that the  same is not in use  by any other  person  or persons
in the colony of Queensland to the best of my  knowledge and belief.
And I make this declaration  conscientiously believing the same to
be true.
Dated this day of A.D. 189
(1) Inse rt name ,  residence ,  and addition of applicant.
(2) State title of invention.
(3) Insert name of inventor.
(4) Signatu re  of applicant.
(4)
FORM  As.
"The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks Acts ,  1884 to 1890."
(Patents.)
Application for a  patent.
(By an assignee of the inventor jointly with the inventor.)
We (1) hereby apply for a patent, and humbly pray
that same may be granted to us, for an invention for (2) (3)
And I, the said  (4) do hereby sincerely declare that
I am the  assignee  of an undivided share in the said invention from
the said  (5) by virtue of a deed of assignment made by the
said (5)  dated the day of 169
And I further sincerely 'declare that we, the said (5)
and I ,  are in possession of the said invention ,  and that the said
(5) is the true and first inventor thereof ,  and that the same
is not in use by any other person or persons in the colony of Queensland
to the best of my knowledge and belief.
And I make this declaration conscientiously believing the same to
be true.
Dated this day of A.D. 189
(1) Insert  names,  residences ,  and additions of applicants.
8) State  title of  invention.
(3) signature of assignee and inventor.
4) Inse rt name of assignee.
5) Inse rt name  of inventor.
e) signatu re  of applicant who makes the declaration.
(6)
FORM A'.
•' The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks  Acts,  1884 to 1890."
(Patents.)
Application  for a patent under  international  arrangements.
(1) (2) of  (3) ,  hereby apply for a
patent,  and humbly  pray that the same maybe  granted to (4)i invent on for (5)in priority  to  other applicants for an
end that such patent shall have the date (6)
)the said  (2)And (1) (do hereby  sincerely
declare  that (8) in possession of the said invention, and
that  (8) the  tru e and first inventor thereof ,  and that the
same was not in use within the colony of Queensland by any other
person or persons before (6) to the  best of (9)
knowledge  and belief.
And (1) do hereby further declare that (1)
have made foreign application for protection of (9) invention
for (5) in England and in the following British Possessions,
and on the following official dates, viz. (10)
and in the following Foreign States and on the following official
dates (10)
And (1)  make this declaration conscientiously believing
the same  to be true.
Dated this day of A.D. 189
(11)
1. of I to r "We"
2. Name or names of applicant or applicants in full.
3. Address or addresses and occupation or occupations.
4. " Me " or " Us."
5. Title of invention.
6. Official date of the earliest English or foreign application.
7. Signatures of all the applicants.
8. "1  am" or " We are."
9. " My  "  or " Our."
10. Names of count ri es, each followed by official date of application therein.
11. Signature or signatures of applicant or applicants making the declaration.
FORM As.
The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Acts,  1884 to 1890."(Patents.)
Application for a  patent on  behalf of  a company  as  assignee  of the true
and first inventor.
We (1) being respectively  (2) of the (3)
of and  being duly authorised  by the managing body of the
said company to make  this application hereby apply , on behalf of the
said  company , for a patent ,  and humbly pray  that the same may be
granted to us on their behalf for an invention for (4)
(5)
And we do hereby sincerely declare that  the said company are the
assignees  of the said invention  from  (6) by virtue  of a deed of
assignment made  by the  said  (6) , dated the day
of 189 .
And we further  sincerely  declare that  the said company are in
possession of  the said invention ,  and that the  said (6) is the first
and t ru e  inventor thereof, and that the  same is not in use by any other
person or persons in the  colony of Queensland to the  best of our know.
ledge  and belief.
And we make this declaration conscientiously believing the same to
be true.
Dated this day of A.D. 189
(1) Names in full of principal officers.
(2) State position .  as "president or director ,"  and "secretary."
(3) Title and address of company in full.
(4) Title of invention.
(6) Signatures of all the applicants.
(6) Name of inventor in full.
(7) Signatu re s of the applicants who make the declaration.
STATEMENT or ADDRESS.
(Under  " The Patents  Rules ,  1896.")
(7)
1
Sir,-(2) beg to inform you that  (2) have appointed
(3 of (4) (5) agent in connection with
(5) application for a patent for (6)  and (2)
authorise and request you to send all notices ,  requisitions, and communi-
cations  in connection with  (5) said application to him at his
address as above given. (7)
To the Registrar of Patents ,  Patents Office ,  Brisbane ,  Queensland,
( 1) Insert  sender 's address and date of communication.
(2) "I"or"We."
(3) Name of agent.
(4) Agent 's address in full.
(6) " W " or " Our."(6) Insert title.
(7) Signature or signatures.
STATEMENT  or  ADDRESS AND APPOINTMENT OP AGENT.
(Under  "  The Patents Rules ,  1896.")
(Patents.)
Sir, (1 )  beg to inform  you that  (1) do hereby
nominate ,  constitute ,  and appoint  (2) of (3) in the
colony of Queensland , (4) , (5) agent to obtain
letters patent in the colony of Queensland in (5) favour for
(5) invention entitled  (6) and for that purpose to
sign (5) (7) and as (5) act and deed
to seal and deliver all documents  (except such as are required by the
Patents Rules to be signed  by (8) ) that  (5) said agent
may think necessary or desirable, and (1)  further empower
(5*' said agent  to alter and amend such documents, whether
origina ll y signed by (8) or otherwise ,  in any manner which
may be necessary ,  and (1) authorise and request you to
send all  notices ,  requisitions ,  and communications in connection with
(5) said application to him at his address as above given.
In witness whereof  (1) have hereunto affixed (5
signature this day of A.D. 189
To the Registrar of Patents ,  Patents Office,  Brisbane ,  Queensland.
(1) "I" or "We"
(2) Insert name of agent.
(3) Agent 's add ress  in full.
4) Agent' s profess ion or calling.
(6) "lay "  or "Our."
(6) State  title of invention accurately.
(7) Name or names.(8) "Me" or au s..
(ii) Signature or signatures
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SUPPLY OF TELEGRAPH POLES FOR REPAIRS TO
TELEGRAPH LINES, ALONG THE CENTRAL
RAILWAY.TENDERS will be received at the Office ofthe UnderSecretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane,
until Noon on MONDAY, the Thirtieth day of August, 1897,
from persons desirous of contracting for the supply of Telegraph
Poles, according to the  terms, general  conditions, and specifi-
cations  appended hereto.
Tenders must state-  £ s. d.
1. Price, per pole, for poles twenty-seven (27)
feet in length
2. Price, per pole, for poles thirty-five (35)
feet in length ... ... ...
General Conditions.
1. The words " Inspecting Officer" throughout these condi-
tions and specifications shall mean any officer appointed by the
Postmaster-General to  supervise  the work.
2. The word " Contractor" throughout these conditions and
speci fications  shall mean all and any of the  partners of a firm,
or any single individual.
3. The delivery of the poles must be commenced within
three (3) weeks of the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, and delivery must be continued at a fair rate until the
contract is completed. If delivery is not completed within
the specified time, the contractor shall forfeit and pay to the
Government, as and for liquidated and ascertained damages, the
sum of ten (10) shillings per week or any part of a week which
may elapse between the expiry of the specified time and the date
of completion of the contract, and the amount of such damages
may be deducted by the Government from any money payable
to the contractor under this contract.
4. The contractor must deliver the poles at the 72-mile
Siding, Wallaroo, Central Railway, conveniently for loading into
railway trucks,  or in  such places at or near the 72-mile Siding,
Wallaroo, as may be instructed by the inspecting officer.Delivery will not be taken nor will the poles be inspected until
laid where required.
5. The inspecting officer will have full power, at any time
prior to payment, to reject and condemn any pole which  is in his
opinion unfit for the purpose intended.
Any pole so rejected or condemned must be removed by
the contractor within a week, or the Government will remove
same at the contractor' s expense.
6. Payment will be made on the completion of the contract
to the satisfaction of the Government.
7. No action or suit shall be brought or maintained by
the contractor or the Under Secretary and Superintendent
-of Telegraphs against the other of them to recover any
money for or in respect of  or arising  out of this contract, or
any breach thereof by the contractor or the Under Secretary
and Superintendent of Telegraphs, or- for or in respect of any
other matter or thing arising out of this contract, unless and
until the contractor or the Under Secretary and Superintendent
of Telegraphs has obtained a certificate of the inspecting officer
for the amount sued for, and then only for the  amount  so certified.
8. The contractor will be responsible  for all claims for
compensation  for damage to fences or other property caused
by the delivery of the poles, also for damage so caused to
roads- or the railway works ; and if such  claims are not
defrayed, the Under Secretary and Superintendent of Tele-
graphs is authorised to pay the same from any moneys due to
the contractor.
9. Should the contractor fail to proceed in the. execution-of,
or to complete, the contract in the  manner  and at 'the rate of pro-
gress  required by the Postmaster-General, it shall be lawful for
the Postmaster-General, by a notice in writing delivered to the
contractor or his representative, or by a notice in the  Queensland
Government Gazette,  to terminate  the contract,  as far as relates to
the work remaining to be done, and to enforce the penalties for
the iron-fulfilment of the contract ; and all sums  of money which
may be due to the contractor shall be forfeited to the Govern-
ment, and the amount shall be  considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
10. On the acceptance of any tender, the successful
tenderer will be required to deposit with the Under Secretary
and Superintendent of Telegraphs the sum of five (5) pounds
as security for the due performance of the contract, also a copy
of these conditions and specifications signed by himself and
duly witnessed.
11. All workmen and employees engaged upon this work
by the contractor shall be paid their full wages in lawful money,
at least once in every month.
12. Such payments shall be made  in some  building or
other convenient place, but in no case shall such payments be
made at any public-house or other place where liquors or
refreshments are sold.
13. The contractor shall not sell or dispose of, or be in any
way, interested in the sale or disposal of, alcoholic liquors or
other. articles of consumption, to the workmen or employees
engaged  upon the works.
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14. If the contractor sublets an portion of the contract,
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all workmen and employees engaged thereon shall be paid by the
sub-contractor at the times and under the conditions herein
specified, but in the event of the sub-contractor failing to make
any such payments then the contractor shall be liable to make
the same.
15. Before the payment of any money to the contractor, the
Postmaster-General ma require from him satisfactory evidence
that all the workmen and employees then and theretofore engaged
on this contract have been paid their  wages  and other lawful
claims of every hind in full, in lawful money, and to the latest
date at which such wages and  claims  are due; and the Postmaster-
General may withhold the payment of all moneys due or that
may become due to the contractor, until he is satisfied that
such wages and claims have been paid.
16. If the contractor fails or omits to pay to any workmen
or employees engaged upon the contract their full wages in cash
once  at least in every month, the Postmaster-General may,
as often as the same  shall happen, upon complaint of such
failure or omission made, and upon evidence satisfactory to
him of  an order  or judgment of a Court of Petty Sessions, or
any other court of competent jurisdiction, pay the amount
mentioned in such order to such workmen or employees, and
deduct the  amounts so  paid from any sum  or sums  which may
be due or become due to the contractor.
17. Although the Under Secretary and Superintendent
of Telegraphs or his officers may furnish any information
in connection with this contract, any such information shall
not relieve the contractor from any risk or from the fulfilment
of his contract, nor will the fact of any such information being
given entitle the contractor to make any claim for compensation.
18. The inspecting officer shall have the power to order
the dismissal or removal of any foreman or workman employed
by the contractor upon giving written notice to the contractor
of his intention to do so; and if such foreman or workman
is retained by the contractor after such notice has been given,
then the inspecting officer shall have the power to delay the
signing of any voucher or certificate for payment for any work
done until such order has been obeyed.
19. The decision of the Government Electrical Engineer
will be final  in all matters  of dispute between the contractors
and the Government  in regard  to this contract.
20. Tenderers  must state  the time within which they will
undertake to complete the contract ; such  time  to commence
from the date of the notification of the acceptance of tender.
21. The Government does not bind itself to accept the
lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
1. Poles and struts to be of the best description of narrow-
leafed ironbark.
2. Each pole to be straight, and have the bark removed.
3. Each pole to be free from' ipes, cracks, splits, knots,
grub-holes, gum-veins, and all other defects of any kind
whatsoever, and to be sawn off square at the ends.
4. Poles thirty-five (35) feet in length to be not less than
eight (8) inches in the. least diameter at the small end, fifteen
(15) inches in the least diameter at the butt, and not less than
forty (40) inches in circumference at five (5) feet  from  the butt.
Poles twenty-seven (27) feet in length to be not less than six
(6) inches in the least diameter at the small end, eleven (11)
inches in the least diameter at the butt,  and not less  than thirty-
one (31) inches in circumference at five (5) feet from the butt. All
the above measurements, with the exception of that at five (5)
feet from the butt,  are exclusive  of sapwood. Poles must be
not less than the specified  measurements , and must not exceed
those  measurements  by more than two (2) inches.
5. There will be forty-four (44) poles thirty-five (35) feet
in length, and one hundred (100) poles twenty -seven  (27) feet
in length.
Any further  information  may be obtained on application
at the Office of the Under Secretary and Superintendent of
Telegraphs, Brisbane; at the Telegraph Offices, Rockhampton
and Emerald; the Railway. Station-master, Duaringa; or
Henry Crew, Telegraph Maintenance Overseer, Central
Railway.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post  and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane , 15th July, 1897.
TENDER.
To the Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane.
Sir,-I  [or We],  the undersigned, do hereby Tender to supply
and deliver the poles as specified in accordance with the foregoing
teems, general conditions, and specifications, at the prices stated.
Dated the day of , 1897.
Tenderer's signature :
Witness :
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Home Secretary ' s Office ,  Brisbane ,  23rd  July, 1897.
THE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the English, Scottish, and Australian
Bank, Limited, within the colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st April to
30th June, 1897, is published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the  Average Amount of the LIABILITIES  and ASSETS of the EN GLISH ,  SCOTTISH ,  AND AUSTRALIAN BANK'
LIMITED, within the colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from  the 1st April to 30th
June, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
e in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest
Bills . in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...B i Iear ng nterest ... ...
Perpetual  Inscribed Stocks
Deposits  ...
"'
Not bearing Interest ... ...
Bearing Interest ...
AMOUNT . TOTAL.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
... ... ... ... 17,380 6 2
... ... ... .., *16,6991310
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75,584 3 0
34,080 0 0
Total Amount of  Liabilities  ... ... ... . ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £109,664 8 0
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 970,987 10 0
Rate of  the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... ... ... ..,
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend  ... ... ... ... ...
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined  Metals ... ...
Treasury Notes
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars
Landed Property .. ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ...
Balances due from other Banks  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes, Bills of Exchange, and all Stock
and Funded Debts of ever descri tion exce ting Notes Bills and Balances due toy p , ,p ,
the said Bank from other Banks
Total  Amount  of Assets
S
'  Including Terminable Deposits payable 1902.4.
TOTAL.
£ s. d.
28,091 15 2
2,601 1 6
.........
.
1,920 6 7
170,244 15  7
£202,857 18 10
PERCY MATTHEWS,  Manager.
D. B. FINLAYSON, Accountant.
I, Percy Matthews,  make oath that,  to the best of my knowledge and belief,  the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account
of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities  of  the above Bank during thq period  specified;  and that the same was made up from the
Weekly Statements thereof.
Sworn before me this  thirteenth day of July, 1897.
S. B. CAMERON, Justice of the Peace.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
A
N  Office for the transaction of all business connected with the
above is now open in a portion of the Ports and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted by the Assistant Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Maryborougli, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackayc, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns in the Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers  in charge ,  stating the class of men required ,  the work. to be
done ,  and the wages offered  ;  and applicants seeking work should
personally register their names and addresses.
Information respecting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district is always obtainable at the Head Office.
J. O'N. BRENAN, Officer in Charge.
Home Secretary's Office,
.Brisbane ,  23rd  July, 1897.
THE following  Return  of the  Benevolent  Asylum  at Dunwich is
. published in pursuance of the Regulations for the management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER ,  Under Secretary.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDED 17TH  DAY OF JULY, 1897.
Number of Inmates  remaining  in Asylum at date
of previous Report ... ... ... ... 902
Number since admitted ... ... ... ... 0
Number returned from leave ... ... 5
907
Number discharged ... ... ... ... 3
Number died .. ... 3
Number absent on leave ... 5
11
Number remaining at date hereof ...  898
£ s. d.
PERCY MATTHEWS.
Admissions during the week :
Nil.
Discharged during the week :
Alexander Greig ,  71; admitted 11th November, 1896.
William Winton ,  88; admitted 13th Decem be r,  1887; sent to
Reception House.
Margaret Muir ,  66; admitted 26th September, 1889.
• Deaths during the week :
Ralph Kenyon, 68; admitted 18th November, 1884.
John Wilson Macfarland,  82; admitted 8th May, 1894.
John Whitethorne,  61; admitted 12th May, 1896.
P. SMITH , Medical Superintendent.
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.
Home Secretary 's  Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the ExecutiveCouncil ,  has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds  (£ 250) be paid for such information as
may  lead  to  the  apprehension and conviction  of  the person or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed all  or any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey,
that were stabbed at that place on the said night  ;  and that a
Free Pardon  be  given to any person concerned in the crime ,  not being
the principal offender, who may give such information.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of '£500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the morning of the 25th of
December ,  1896; also that a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the crime ,  not being the principal offender, who sha ll  give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
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BLACKALL CEMETERY.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in accordance with the provisions of the  " Cemetery
Act  1865," been pleased to approve of the following Rules and
Regulations made by the Trustees of the Blackall Cemetery.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by the  " Cemetery  Act 1865 " the Trustees of any public
cemetery are empowered to make Rules and Regulations for all or any
of the purposes in the said Act mentioned : It is hereby resolved by the
Trustees of the Blackall General Cemetery, by and with the approval of
the Governor in Council, that the following Rules and Regulations shall
be in force within the said cemetery from the date of the publication
hereof :-
RULES AND REGULATIONS.
1. All Rules and Regulations hitherto in force relating to the
Blackall General Cemetery are hereby repealed.
2. The fees and charges set forth in Schedule A hereto shall be paid
at the time the order is given for the preparation of a grave ,  or when
permission of the trustees is obtained for the erection of a vault, monu-
ment, tombstone ,  or fence round a grave, within the said cemetery.
3. The trustees shall allot the position of all graves or vaults within
the cemetery.
4. The space for a single grave shall  be  8 feet by 4 feet  ;  for a double
grave, 8 feet  by 8 feet ;  and for a family grave, 8  feet by 12 feet. A
grave intended for an adult shall be dug at least 6 feet deep where
practicable, and for a child not less than 4 feet 6 inches.
All graves shall be dug by or under the direction of the sexton, or
some person appointed  by the  trustees.
5. The trustees shall not allow, on any pretext whatever, any grave
or vault to be interfered with ,  without an order from a magistrate or
other  sufficient authority.
6. The trustees may refuse to allow the ground to be broken for the
purpose of digging a grave, or to allow any person- to erect any tomb-
stone, tablet, monument ,  railing, or other erection ,  until the fees charge-
able according to Schedule A hereto are paid.
7. Orders for interment must be given to the secretary at least eight
working hours prior to the time fixed for burial, together with the infor-
mation  required in Schedule C hereto.
8. All monuments, vaults, graves, and gravestones must be kept in
re air  and proper condition by or at the expense of the owners, and any
paling or fence left out of repair shall, if the trustees think proper, be
removed from the cemetery.
9. Contractors for burials to the local hospital, the Government, or
local authority shall not be charged for the land, but for sinking the
grave only, as per Schedule A hereto.
10. No funeral shall be allowed to enter within the gates of the
cemetery ,  except under urgent circumstances ,  unless a certificate of
registration of death signed by the district registrar or a magistrate, as
the case may be, shall have been duly delivered as prescribed by
section 29 of the Registration of Births, Deaths, and Marriages Act
(19 Vic. No. 34).
11. Plans or drawings of any monument or tombstone- proposed to
be erected, and a copy of every epitaph or inscription to be engraved
thereon ,  must be submitted to the trustees for approval, and the trustees
reserve to themselves the power of withholding their permission should
they consider such monument, epitaph, or inscription unbecoming.
12. The cemetery shall be open for burials, on week days, from
7 a.m. to 6 p.m. from the 1st April to the 31st August, and from 7 a.m.
to 7 p.m. from the 1st September to the 31st March ; and on Sundays
from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m., and from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m., throughout the year.
13. The trustees shall meet in the months of January, April, July,
and October, or if necessary more often, for the purpose of authorising
payment of accounts and transacting any business which may be
brought before them. Payments shall be made by cheque, signed by
the treasurer and secretary.
14. Every application for interment must be accompanied by the
information specified in Schedule B hereto.
SCHEDULE A.
Land for single  grave, 8  feet by 4 feet ...
Land for double  grave , 8 feet by 8 feet
Land  for family grave, 8 feet  by 12 feet ... ... ...
Land for child' s grave  (under five years ) ... ... .
Sinking or reopening grave  ... ... ... ... ...
For permission to erect head  and foot  stones or monument
For permission to enclose grave  ... ... ... ...
Sinking  child 's grave . .. ... ... ... ... ...
SCHEDULE B.
Name of deceased :
Age :
Sex :
Occupation or calling :
Birthplace
Denomination :
Cause of death :
Date of death :
Day and hour of funeral :
Name of undertaker :
Officiating minister :
Number  of grave :
SCHEDULE C.
Undertaker' s name':
Name of deceased
Length  of coffin :
Width  of widest part of coffin :
Day and hour  of funeral :
£ s. d.
1 10 0
2 0 0
3 0 0
0 10 0
1 0 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
The foregoing Rules and Regulations wer3 made and passed by the
Trustees of the Blackall General Cemetery on the twenty -eighth day
of June, 1897.
P. J. PHILLIPS,  Chairman.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  July, 1897.
-"IS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The  Brisbane
Traffic Acts of  1895-96," been pleased to approve of the following
By-law (No. 5), made by the Metropolitan Transit Commissioners.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by  IS The Brisbane Traffic Acts of  1895-96,"  it is amongst other
things enacted  that the  Metropolitan Transit Commissioners ,  constituted
thereunder ,  shall, as soon as may be after the commencement of  "The
Brisbane  Traffic Act of  1895,"  make  By-laws with respect  to all or any of
the matters in the said  Acts mentioned  :- It is hereby resolved by the
said Commissioners ,  by and with  the approval of the  Governor in
Council ,  that the following By-laws  sha ll  be in force  within the District
of the said Commissioners  from the date of the publication  hereof
BY-LAW No. 5.
Interpretation.
1. In this By-law,  unless  the context  otherwise indicates , the fol-
lowing terms have the meanings set against them respectively, that is to
say :-
" The Acts"-"  The Brisbane Traffic Acts of  1895-96" ;
IS Commissioners "- The Metropolitan Transit Commissioners
constituted  under the Acts ;
" Chairman "-The chairman  of the Commissioners or the
Commissioner  elected to perform  the duties of chairman dur-
ing the illness of the chairman or his temporary absence from
the district ;
" Comptroller "-The comptro ller of traffic appointed under the
provisions of the Acts;
"Officer "- Includes inspector ,  sub-inspector ,  clerk ,  or any other
officer other than the comptroller  appointed by the Commis-
sioners.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
2. At the  meetings  of the Commissioners,  as soon as a quorum is
present at  or after the  hour appointed ,  the business shall be  proceeded
with ,  and the  following  shall be the order  of business : -
(a) The reading of  the minutes;
(b) The reading of  correspondence ,  inwards and outwards ,  uncon-
nected with the orders of the day, and their  consideration ;
(c) The  presentation  of petitions  or memorials ;
(d) Reports from committees, and their  consideration ;
(e) Questions ;
(f) Orders of the day.
3. No discussion shall be allowed on the  minutes of proceedings
except  as to  their , correctness ,  or for any  necessary  rectification of clerical
errors.
4. Every petition  or memorial shall be presented by a Commissioner,
who shall be responsible that it is  written in respectful language, and
shall so  far as  possible  make himself  acquaintedwith the subject thereof
before  presenting the same.
5. Special  meetings  of the  Commissioners  may be called by the
chairman  on the  written re9uest 'of any two  Commissioners ,  specifying
the business which they desire to have submitted to the  meeting.
6. All notices  of motion shall be written and signed  by the Com-
missioner giving the same, and handed  to the  chairman or comptro ller.
Such  notices shall  be filed in  order as received ,  and be placed in
succession on the business -paper for  consideration.
7. In the  absence of  any Commissioner  who has given notice of a
motion any  other  Commissioner  may take  up and move or postpone such
motion .  If not moved or postponed ,  a motion shall lapse.
8. No motion  after having  been placed  on the paper  of the day shall
be withdrawn without the  permission  of the  Commissioners. -
9. If within half -an-hour after the. time appointed  for holding any
meeting  or adjourned  meeting a  quorum be not then  present the meeting
shall lapse. In the case of a special meeting when no quorum is present
within half -an-hour after the appointed  time for holding such meeting,
an adjournment shall be made for seven days at the same hour and
place.
ORDER  OF DEBATE.
10. The  chairman shall preserve  order , and his'decision on disputed
points of order  shall be final.
11. When  the chairman is called upon to decide a point of order or
practice ,  be shall state the rule applicable to the case without argument
or comment.
12. If  two or more Commissioners rise to speak at the same time,
the chairman shall decide which Commissioner is entitled to pre-audience.
13. Any Commissioner  may require the question or matter under
discussion  to be  read for his information at any time during the  debate,
but not  so as to interrupt any other Commissioner while speaking.
14. Every Commissioner  when speaking shall rise and address the
chairman ,  and sha ll  not address any other Commissioner  except through
the chairman.
15. On being  called to  order by the  chairman ,  any Commissioner
who is speaking shall  at  once resume his seat ,  and  be  silent until the
sense of the Commissioners has been taken on the point of order.
16. No  Commissioner shall, without leave of the Commissioners,
speak twice on any matter under discussion ,  except in  reply or by
way of  explanation ,  nor for longer than ten minutes at one time.
17. No  motion ,  the effect  of which, if  carried , would be to  rescind
any resolution  which has  already passed the Commissioners shall  be
entertained during the  same  year ,  unless a call of the  whole Commis-
sioners  has been duly  made  for that purpose ;  and no  motion which shall
have  been once negatived  by the  Commissioners shall  be  again
entertained for a  period  of three calendar months thereafter.
18. No motion or  amendment shall  be  debated unless and until it be
seconded  and shall have been reduced to writing.
19. No second or subsequent  amendment sha ll be  taken into con.
sideration until the previous amendment shall have been disposed of.
20. If an amendment be carried ,  the motion as amended shall
thereby itself become the question before  the Commissioners ,  whereupon
any further amendment  upon such  question  may be moved.
21. If any amendment, either upon  an original motion or motion
amended as  aforesaid ,. shall be negatived ,  then a further amendment may
be moved to the motion to which such first -mentioned amendment was
moved,  and so on,  provided that  not more than one motion and one
proposed amendment thereof shall  be before  the Commissioners at any
one time.
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22. When an amendment is moved and seconded on a motion before
the Commissioners, the question shall first be put on the amendment,
and so on to the motion, except when such motion or amendment shall
relate to the fixing of salaries, rates, or other matters of finance, in
which case the lowest sum shall be put first, then the next lowest, and
so on to the highest.
23. Any motion for adjournment of meeting or debate, if seconded,
shall be immediately put without discussion ; and if such motion be
negatived it shall not be competent for any Commissioner to make a
similar motion until some other business shall have intervened. On
resuming any discussion which has been adjourned, the mover of such
adjournment shall speak first.
24. The chairman shall, on taking the sense of the Commissioners,
put the question first in the affirmative, then in the negative.
COMMITTEES.
25. There shall be two standing committees, to be styled the
"finance" and "legislative "  committees respectively ,  which shall be
appointed by the Commissioners at their first meeting in each year.
26. Each of
,such committees shall consist of not l ss than three
Commissioners .  The chairman shall be ex  officio  chairman of the
legislative committee ,  but not of the finance committee.
27. All cash accounts ,  bills, vouchers ,  and all monetary transactions
shall in the first instance be submitted to the finance committee, and be
signed by the chairman of the same as guaranteeing their correctness.
The finance committee shall submit a report to the Commissioners once
in each half -year on the whole of the receipts and disbursements of
cash on account of the Commissioners ,  and shall certify to the  correct-
ness  of all cash accounts entered on the books of the Commissioners.
28. An account shall be opened with such bank as the Commis-
sioners may direct ,  and all moneys received ,  from whatever source,
shall be paid without delay into the said bank to the credit of the Com-
missioners ,  and no moneys shall be paid except by cheques signed by
the chairman and countersigned by a member of the finance committee.
The comptroller shall also countersign all cheques.
29. Every committee shall cause minutes  of *their proceedings to be
entered in a minute -book kept for that purpose.
30. All  committee reports submitted to the Commissioners shall be
written out fairly on foolscap paper and duly signed by the chairman of
such committee ,  care being taken to leave sufficient marginal space to
admit of their being bound into books if necessary.
31. Committee reports, with the exception of those submitted by.the
finance committee ,  shall be laid on the table for at least one week prior
to being rejected or adopted by the Commissioners.
32. The report of the finance committee may, if deemed necessary
by an absolute majority of the whole Commissioners ,  be acted upon at
once by the Commissioners.
33. Any special committee may be appointed or dissolved by vote of
the Commissioners at any time.
MISCELLANEOUS.
34. The  fi rst meeting of the Commissioners and every adjournment
thereof  ( if any )  shall be held at 3 p.m .  on the first Thursday in the month
of April in every year.
35. At  every such meeting or adjournment thereof the business to be
transacted sha ll  be as follows :-
(a) The appointment of chairman of the Commissioners ;
(b) The appointment of finance and legislative committees.
36. The Commissioners shall meet thereafter for the transaction of
ordinary business on such day and hour as may from time to time be
decided by the Commissioners.
37. The chairman shall have power and authority to maintain and
enforce the preservation of order at every meeting of the Commissioners.
Any person who wilfully interrupts the proceedings at any such
meeting shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
38. The Commissioners attending each meeting shall sign their names
in an attendance -book to be.  kept for that purpose, and such names shall
be recorded in the minutes, from which a list shall be prepared of the
number of times each member has attended ,  and the same shall be
published yearly.
39. At  a duly convened meeting the Commissioners shall by
resolution elect one of their number as deputy -chairman ,  to perform
the duties of the chairman during the illness of the chairman or his
temporary absence from the district.
40. At  the first meeting after the election of chairman the Commis-
sioners shall  fix the amount of remuneration or salary to be allowed to
each officer employed under the Commissioners for the current year.
41. It shall be competent for any Commissioner ,  without any previous
notice, to move for a call of the whole Commissioners to consider any
subject at the next or any subsequent meeting, and upon such motion
being carried due notice thereof shall be given in the notice -paper of
the day for which such call is made.
42. In case of emergency the chairman shall ,  with the concurrence
of a member of the  finance committee, be authorised to expend any sum
not exceeding ten pounds ,  and such expenditure shall be reported to the
Commissioners at their next sitting for confirmation.
43. The comptroller shall have charge of the common seal and be
the proper officer to impress the common seal of the Commissioners, but
he shall on no account affix the same to any document without the
express order of the chairman  ;  and every impression of the common
seal on any document sha ll  be attested by the signatures of the chair-
man and comptroller.
44. In cases of emergency a majority of the Commissioners may
suspend any one or more of the foregoing clauses for the time being.
45. Under the direction of the chairman the comptroller shall,:-
(a) Perform his specific duties as defined under the provisions of
" The Brisbane  Traffic Acts  of 1895-96 " ;
(b) Enforce the due observance of all by -laws, regulations, and
resolutions made by the Commissioners in conformity with the
provisions of the Acts ;
(c) Conduct all correspondence necessary on the part of the Com-
missioners ;
(d) Supervise and direct the nature and due performance of the
respective duties of all other officers of the Commissioners ;
(e) Suspend from duty ,  pending the decision of the chairman, any
officer refusing to comply  with the  lawful directions  given to
him by the comptroller as to the performance  of duty ;
(f) Report such action forthwith ,  in writing ,  to the chairman,
who shall submit the matter at the  first meeting of the Com-
missioners thereafter.
46. Any  officer may ,  in writing ,  appeal to the chairman to be
relieved from the performance of any duty required of him by any
direction of the comptroller.
47. All  complaints against officers or servants of the Commissioners
must be in writing,  and must  in every case be signed by the person or
persons complaining ,  and no  notice whatever  shall be taken of any
verbal or anonymous complaint . All such complaints  shall be addressed
to the  chairman.
48. In all cases not herein  provided  for, resort shall be had to the
rules ,  forms, and usages of the  Legislative Assembly of  Queensland, so
far as the same are applicable to the proceedings of the Commissioners.
Chairman's Certificate.
The foregoing' By-law  was passed at a special meeting of the Metro-
politan Transit  Commissioners  held on the  twentieth day of May, 1897 ;
the said By-law was duly published,  in accordance with the provisions of
"The Brisbane TrafficAct  of 1895,"  and was confirmed at a subsequent
special meeting of the said Commissioners  held  on the seventeenth day
of June, 1897.
JOHN A. CLARK, Chairman.
THoMAs F. O'CARROLL, Comptroller.
Office of the Metropolitan  Transit Commissioners,
Brisbane , 30th June, 1897.
BOROUGH OF NORTH ROCKHAMPTON.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1897.
H
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Local
Government Act of  1878" and  "The Local Government Act Amend-
ment  Act of  1886," been pleased to approve of the following By-law
(No. 8), made by the Council of the Borough of North Rockhampton.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS  by " The Local Government Act of  1878" and  " The Local
Government Act_Amendnment Act of  1886" it is enacted that the Council
of any Municipality may make By-laws for all or any of the purposes
in the said Acts mentioned : It is hereby resolved by the Council of
the Borough of North Rockhampton, by and with the approval of the
Governor in Council, that the following By-law shall be in force within
the said Borough from the date of the publication hereof
BY-LAW No. 8.
FOR REGULATING THE TRAFFIC OF BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, AND VELOCI-
PEDES THROUGH THE STREETS AND PUBLIC PLACES WITHIN THE
BOROUGH OF NORTH ROCKHAMPTON.
Interpretation clause.
1. Throughout this By-law the expression "Velocipede" shall mean
a bicycle, tricycle, or velocipede, or other vehicle of similar description.
Using footway prohibited.
2. No person'shall drive, ride, or impel a velocipede upon any foot-
path made or set apart for the use of foot passengers.
Lights to be carried after sunset.
3. Every person who rides, drives, or impels a velocipede through
any street or public place during the hours between sunset and sunrise
shall carry a lamp which shall be attached to the velocipede, and shall
be so constructed and placed as to exhibit a light in the direction
in which he is proceeding, and such lamp shall be so lighted as to
afford adequate means of signalling the approach and position of such
velocipede.
Use of alarm bell.
4. Every person who drives, rides, or impels a velocipede through
any street or public place shall keep the same upon the near or left-hand
side of the carriage-way, and before overtaking any person in any wagon,
cart, carriage, or other vehicle, or any horse or other beast of burden,
proceeding along the street or carriage-way, he shall, within a reasonable
distance from and before passing such person, wagon, cart, or carriage,
horse or other beast of burden, by sounding a bell or whistle, give
audible and sufficient warning of the approach of his velocipede.
Rule of the road.
5. Every person driving, riding, or impelling a velocipede who
overtakes and passes any vehicle or any horse or other beast of burden
proceeding in the same direction in any street or public place shall keep
while so passing to the right or off side of such vehicle or animal, and
when turning from one public street or place into another public street
or place shall go at a slow pace.
Due care for prevention of accident.
6. In every case where a person driving, riding, or impelling a
velocipede in any street or public place meets or overtakes any wagon,
cart, or carriage, or any horse or other beast of burden, and where any
animal drawing such wagon, cart, or carriage, or such horse or beast of
burden, ma l, on such meeting or overtaking, become restive or alarmed,
or cease to be under the due control of the person for the time being in
charge of such wagon, cart, or carriage, or such horse or other beast of
burden, the person riding the velocipede shall dismount as speedily as
possible, and shall continue dismounted so long as may be reasonably
necessary for the prevention of accidents.
Penalty.
7. Every person offending against any of the provisions of this
By-law shall, for every such offence, be liable to a penalty not exceeding
five pounds.
The foregoing By-law was passed by special order of the Council of
the Borough of North Rockhampton on the ninth day of June, 1897.
The said By-law was duly published in accordance with  " The Local
Government Act of  1878," and was confirmed on the thirtieth day of
June, 1897, and sealed with the common seal of the said Council on the
first day of  July, 1897.
FRANK POWER,  Mayor.
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Patrick Hayes, of Perth, Western Australia, lot October, 1897.
upholsterer
Annie  Freeman  Rodger  (formerly Annie Free .  31st August, 1897.
man Hudson),  wife of William  Law Rodger,
of Rockhampton
TRANSMISSION  BY DEATH.- REAL PROPERTY  ACTS  OF 1861  AND 1877.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title  to the  Lands hereinafter
mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given  below,  and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or
before the day specified ,  at the Principal Office of the Registrar  of Titles,  in Brisbane.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Thomas Holohan ,  late of
Goodna ,  warder
Mary Harvey ,  late of Mary-
borough ,  wife of Thomas
Harvey
Har ri ette Harcourt ,  late of
East Bri sbane, wife of
Henry James Harcourt, of
the same place ,  account-
ant
John Johnson ,  late of Tivoli,
near Ipswich ,  colliery
proprietor
Carl Gottlieb  (otherwise
Carl )  Goeldner ,  late of
Nundah ,  near B ri sbane,
farmer
Joseph Cooper  Rogers, late
of the Albion ,  near Bri s-
bane, painter
John Bowles ,  late of Farm
Creek, near  Warwick,
farmer
Frank  Volentene ,  late of
Goodna, seafarer
Date of
Death. Name of  Claimant. Description and Situation of Land.
Registrar of Titles '  Office, Brisbane ,  24th July, 1897.
Estate
claimed to be
transmitted.
[24TH JULY, 1897.
Particulars  of Will or
otherwise.
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
1897.
Will dated 17 February,  31 Aug.
1897
1897.
Order of Supreme 31 Aug.
Court dated 31 March,
1897
1897.
Letters of Administra -  31 Aug.
tion
1897.
Will dated 20 January ,  31 Aug.
1897, and a  Codicil
thereto of the same
date
1897.
Will dated 29 Decem- 31 Aug.ber, 1893
1897.
Will dated 23 May, 31 Aug.
1889
1897.
Letters of Administra -  31 Aug.
tion
Letters of Administra- 311897.Aug.
tion
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
RE NOTICE ,  that  app li cations have been made  to bring the Lands described below  under the provisions of the Real  Property Acts of
J 1861 and 1877. Any person  desiring to oppose  will require  to lodge , by himself  or his attorney ,  a Caveat  in Form B of  the said Acts,
on or before  the day named.
Description and Situation of Land.
Subdivision  1 of allotment 11 of  section 2,  parish of North  Brisbane,
city of  Brisbane
Allotment  3 of section 15, town  of Warwick  ... ... ... ...
Registrar of Titles' Office,  Brisbane, 24th July, 1897.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1897.
N
OTICE is hereby  given , that I intend, on or after the Fourteenth
day of August, 1897, in conformity with the provisions of the
95th section of the  "Real Property Act of  1861," to dispense with
the production of Certificate of Title No. 11326, volume 90, folio 96,
for allotment 6 of section 30, parish and town of Ipswich, in the name
of John Smith, for the purpose of registering Lease No. 308999, of all
the said lands , made by The Council of the Municipality of Ipswich
in favour  of Michael  Real , the said Certificate of Title never having
been in the  possession  of the said Council, which is therefore unable
to produce the same.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar  of Titles.
Office of Registrar  of Friendly  Societies,
Brisbane , 22nd July, 1897.
"THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.THE Court Hazel Bower (Female) is registered as a Branch ofthe United Brisbane District of the Ancient Order of Foresters'
Friendly Society, under  "The Friendly  Societies  Act of  1894," this
twenty-second day of July, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE, Registrar of Friendly  Societies.
Office of Registrar  of Friendly  Societies,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1897.
" THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.
HE Court  Foresters '  Pride  (Female )  is,  registered as a Branch ofT the United Brisbane  District of the Ancient Order  of Foresters'
Friendly Society,  under  "The Friendly  Societies  Act of  1894," this
sixteenth  day of July, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE ,  Registrar  of Friendly  Societies.
Name of Applicant.
1897.
21 April Queensland Trustees, Subdivision 8 of allotment 2 of section 23, Fee-simple
1895.
Limited county of Stanley ,  parish of Goodna
1 Aug .  The Curator  of Intestate  Portion 1187,  county of Lennox ,  parish  of Fee -simple
Estates  Brooy ar
1894.
24 June Henry James Harcourt Subdivisions 61, 62, and 63 of eastern sub- Fee -simple
aforesaid urban allotment 81, county of Stanley,
parish of South Bri sbane
1897.
31 March Thomas Johnson ,  of the Resubdivision 2 of subdivisions 11 to 13 of Fee-simple
1894.
same place, mine  man- portion 77, county  of Stanley ,  parish of
ager ,  and George  Phie, Chuwar ;  and subdivisions  19 and 20 of
of Toowoomba ,  engine- section  2 of portion 140, county of Stanley,
driver parish of Redcliffe
16 May Andrew Wagner ,  of Nundah Subdivisions 93 and 94 of allotment 3 of Fee -simple
aforesaid ,  dairyman ,  and section 14, town of Sandgate  ;  resubdi-
David Franz ,  of the same visions 48,  49, and 50 of subdivisions 38
place, farmer and 41 of portion 189, county of Stanley,
1897.
parish of ft oggera ;  portion 134,  subdi-
vision 4 of allotment 1 of portion 6, %nd
resubdivisions  19 to 21 of subdivision 2 of
resubdivision  2 of subdivision  A of allot-
ment 7 of portion 6, county of Stanley,
parish  of Toombul
18 Feb. Eliza Rogers ,  of the same Subdivisions 91 and 92 of portion 129,  county  Life estate
place, widow of deceased of Stanley , parish  of  Kedron,  and subdi-
1896.
vision 18 of portion 153, county of Stanley,
parish of Enoggera
Date  within which  a Caveat
may be  Lodged.
16 Dec. John Bowles ,  of the  same  Subdivisions 2 and 3 of portion 1556,  county Fee -simple
place ,  farmer  of Merivale ,  parish of Cunningham
1896.
20 Nov. Annie Elizabeth Volentene ,  Subdivision 7 and resubdivision 11 of subdi -  Fee-simple
of South Brisbane ,  widow vision 32 of portion 157, county of Stanley,
of deceased parish of South Brisbane
J. O. BOURNE ,  Registrar of Titles.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  July, 1897.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
ANDREW CHArMAN,  a Minister of the Presbyterian Denomination,
having removed from Gympie, in the Registry District of Gympie,
to Southport, in the Registry District of Logan, has given me due
notice thereof, in accordance with the provisions of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar-General.
NOTICE.AT a Special Court of Petty Sessions  held at Aramac on the 29th
June ultimo, GEORGE PORTER  was reappointed  Poundkeeper
for the ensuing twelve months.
W. QUILTER, Acting Olerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police Office, Aramac, 13th  July,  1897.
NOTICE.
A
T a Special Court of Petty Sessions held at Alpha on the 15thJuly, 1897, FELIX O'LEARY was appointed Poundkeeper for the
ensuing twelve months, in the room of David Donaldson, resigned.
ROE COYLE, Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court  House, Alpha, 16th July, 1897.
NOTICE.AT a Court of Petty Sessions heldat Eulo on  the 14th July, 1897,
PERCY RONALD BERESPORD was reappointed Poundkeeper and
Sma ll Debts Court Bailiff for the ensuing  twelve months.
• J. W. DALEY, Acting Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Court  House,  Eulo,  15th July, 1897.
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DIVISION OF WIDGEE.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE for the
Half-year ended 30th June, 1897.
REORIPTs.  £  s. d. £ a. d.
To Rate Account-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 18 5 7
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 19 18 9
Subdivision No. 3 .. ... ... ... 13 15 1
Gove rn ment Endowment-
Subdivision  No. 1 ...
Subdivision No. 2 ...
Subdivision No. 3 ...
Government Grant-Pinbarren Road
Balance, Q. N. Bank ... ... ...
EXPRNDITURIL
51 19 5
... 176 4 6
... 99 16 3
... 119 5 5
395 6 2
... ... 100 0 0
... 768 19 0
£1,316 4 7
By Dr. Balance, Q. N. Bank, 31st December, 1896 ...  361 16 7
Government Grant-Pinbarren Road ... ... 100 0 0
Works and Labour-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 82 5 2
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... • ... ... 125 11 8
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 169 3 9
319  0 7
Plant  ...
Divisional Board Hall ...  6 5 0
Office Furniture ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 9
Legal  Expenses 22 8 6
Petty Cash .. ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 7 3
General Expenses... ... ... ... ... ... 23 1 4
Office Expenses,  Salaries , and Audit Fees ... ...  69 2 0
Interest . ... .. ... ... ... ... 49 11 9
Printing, Advertising, and Stationery ... ... 43 15 7
Suspense  Account-Refund to Loan Account ...  2 0 2
Law Case-McNutt v. the Board ... ... ... 113 10 2
Cremation ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 17 6
Rent ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 0 0
Expenses  re  Noosa Railway  ... ... ... ... 6 6 0
Election Expenses  .. .. .. ...  6 0 6
Maroochy Divisional Board --  Rates of
Severed Portion ... ... ... ... ... 68 11 11
Chairman's Allowance 20 0 0„ ... ... ...
Valuation Expenses ... ... ... ...  ...  12 10 0
£1,316 4 7
W. T. CHIPPINDALL, Chairman.
3. HOWARD MAYNARD, Divisional Clerk.
Examined and found correct this thirteenth day of July, 1897.
1614
CHARLES M JENKINSON,
1Auditors.JOSEPH H. SHEPHERD, 1
26s.
DIVISION OF DALRYMPLE.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE for the
Half-year ended 30th June, 1897.
1897.  RECEIPTS.
30th June-  £  a. d. £ s. d.
To General Rates-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 620 8 9
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 33 1 3
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 6 2 6
659 12 6
„ Special Health Rates, Subdivision No. 1 ... ... 103 18 1
„ Street Watering Rates, Subdivision No.  l...  ... 14 1 8
„ Government Endowment ... ... ... ... 1,350 5 9
„ Licensed Gate Fees ... ... ... ... ... 7 10 0
„ General Receipts .. .. ... ... 15 16 2
Sundry Receipts, Subdivision No. 1 ... ... 677 16 9
„ Overdraft, Bank of Australasia ... ... ... 1,683 17 10
1st January-
By Bank of Australasia ...
30th June-
EXPENDITIIRIU.
By Office Expenses and Salaries ...
„ General Expenses ...
Expenditure, Subdivision No. 1 ...
„ Health Account ... ... ...
„ Public Works-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ...
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ...
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ...
£4,512 18 9
350 17 6
325 0 8
404 6 1
295 4 8
1,188 3 3
... 1,778 8 11
163 12 11
... 7 4 9
- 1,949 6 7
X4,512 18 9
RATES MADE.
Subdivision No. 1-General Rate ,  11d. in the £; Special Health Rate,
id. in the £ ; Separate Street Watering Rate (in portion only), ld.
in the  X.
Subdivision No. 2-General Rate, id. in the £.
Subdivision  No.  3-General Rate, ld. in the £.
CONTRACTS.
Balance due on one Contract, £143 ; paid, £143.
One Contract let for £84 15s. ; paid, £84 15s.
RECREATION RESERVE ACCOUNT.
£ a. d.
To Subscriptions  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  200 0 0
By Fencing  . ... ... ... ... ..  143 0 0
Balance, Bank of Australasia ... ... 57 0 0
£200 0 0
1.53 [24TH  JULY, 1897.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES. .2 s. d.
To Bank of Australasia ... ... ... ... 1,683 17 10
„ Charters Towers Municipal Council ... ... ... 144 15 3
Balance of Assets over Liabilities ... ... ... ... 1,325 6 4
£3,153 19 5
AssETs.
By Divisional Office and Land ... ... ... ...  1,600 0 0
it Office Furniture ... ... ... ... ... ...  119 0 0
„ Road Plant ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,103 15 0
of Concrete Pipes in Stock ... ... ... ... ...  38 9 2
„ Cash Advance ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  20 0 0
Queenton Manure Depot ... ... ... ... ... 271 9 3
„ Tents in Stock ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1 6 0
£3,153 19 5
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of
Dalrymple, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
R. CARBIS,  1 Auditors.A. W. WILSON,
Charters Towers, 8th July, 1897.
Adopted by the Board this thirteenth day of July, 1897.
R. GIBBON, Clerk. E. H. T. PLANT, Chairman.
1539 40s.
DIVISION OF AYR.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of theAYu DIVISIONAL BOARD from the 1st January to the 30th June,
1897 ; published in terms of Section 233 of  "The Divisional Boards Act
of  1887."
1897.
30th June-
To Rates-
RzcxIPTS. £  S. d.
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 53 13 10
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 271 15 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 84 9 2
„ Government Endowment-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 2 17 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 23 3 8
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 3 18 6
£ s. d.
409 18 0
29 19 2
Ferry Fees ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 15 0
„ Outstanding  Cheques  as per Cash -book ... ...  78 4 4
£524 16 6
1st January -  EXPENDITURE.
By Balance Brought  forward  ... ...  104 3 0
30th June-
By General Account ... ... ... ... ... ... 108 2 11
of Wages Account ... ... ... ... ... ...  169 9 8
„ Salaries  Account ... ... ... ... ... ...  45 0 0
Auditors' Account ... ... ... ... ...  4 4 0
Petty Cash Account ... ... ... ... ...  6 15 0
„ Interest-
Building Account  ... ... ... ... ... 9 19 4
Overdraft Current Account ... ... .. ..  0 5 0
Balance as per Bank -book ... ... ...  76 17 7
£524 16 6
1897. BUILDING ACCOUNT.
30th June-  £ a. d.
To Bank of North Queensland ... ... ... ... ... 224919 1
By Board Building  and Fittings  ... ... ... ... £249 19 1
1897. CAPITAL ACCOUNT.
let  January- £ a. d.
To Balance Brought  down  ... ... ... ...  55 15 0
30th June-
To Balance Carried down ... ... ... ... ... 47 1 3
X102 16 3
30th June-
By Amount Transferred from Profit and Loss Account ... £102 16 3
J. A. HOLMES, Clerk. JAMES H. RAE, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have  examined all
Books of Accounts and Vouchers kept by the Ayr Divisional Board,
and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
T. B. IRVING Auditors.
Board Room, Ayr, 12th July, 1897.
C. RICHARDSON, }
1520 28s. 6d.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896," and in the matter
of The Rialto Tin-Mining Company, Limited. (No. 120, Book 1.)
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
twenty-fourth day of February, 1897, inquiring whether the said Com.
pany was carrying on business or in operation, and having received an
answer from the said Company to the effect that it is not carrying on
business or in operation, and a notice dated the tenth day of April,
1897, having been published by me in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  on the tenth day of April, 1897, and sent to the abovenamed
Company, addressed to the abovenamed Company and the secretary,
chairman of directors, and. shareholders thereof, requiring them, or
some or one of them, within three months after the date of such notice,
to show cause before me, at my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
why the said Company should not be struck off the Register of Regis-
tered and Incorporated Companies, and no  cause  having been shown
before me in pursuance of such notice, I have caused the name of the
said Company to be struck off the said Register, in pursuance of the
provisions of section 42 of  "The Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this twentieth day of July, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
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In the Matter of  "The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896," and in the matter
of The Black Ball  Gold-Mining  and Qqartz -Crushing Company,
No Liability. (No.  79,  Book  8.)
T  is hereby notified ,  for public information ,  that notice having been
given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary ,  chairman of directors ,  and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March ,  1897,  inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation ,  and having received an answer
from the said Company to the effect that it is not carrying on business
or in operation ,  and a notice dated the tenth day  of April,  1897, having
been published by me in the  Queensland Government Gazette  on the tenth
day of April ,  1897,  and sent to the abovenamed Company ,  addressed to
the abovenamed Company and the secretary ,  chairman of directors, and
shareholders thereof ,  requiring them, or some or one of them ,  within
three months after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at
my Office, Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane ,  why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated
Companies ,  and no cause having been shown  be fore me in pursuance of
such notice ,  I have caused the name of the said Company to be struck
off the said Register ,  in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of
" The Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this twentieth day of July, 1897.
WILLM .  BELL ,  Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  " The Companies  Acts, 1863  to  1896, "  and in the matter
of The Carpentaria Meat Export Company, Limited.  (No. 182,
Book  6.)
I
T is hereby notified ,  for public information ,  that notice having been
 given by me, by post  letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary ,  chairman of directors ,  and shareholders thereof, on the
eighteenth day of  January,  1897, inquiring  whether the  said Company was
carrying on business or in operation ,  and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter ,  I, on the twenty-
fourth day of February, 1897,  sent to the said Company by post a
registered letter ,  in accordance with section 42, subsection 2, of  "The
Companies  Act Amendment Act of  1889, "  and not having received any
answer thereto within one month after sending the said letter, and a
notice dated the tenth  day of April, 1897,  having been published by me
in the  Queensland Government Gazette  on the tenth day of April, 1897,
and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary ,  chairman of directors ,  and shareholders
thereof ,  requiring them , or  some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice ,  to show cause before me, at  in office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane ,  why the said  Company  should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of such notice, I
,have  caused the name of the said Company to be struck off the said
Register ,  in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  "  The Companies
Act Amendment  Act of  1889."
Dated this twentieth day of July, 1897.
WILLM .  BELL ,  Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  .1863 to  1896," and in the
matter  of The Maryborough General Transit Company, Limited.
(No. 122, Book 2.)
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
given  by me, by post letter addressed. to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
twenty-fourth day of February, 1897, inquiring whether the said Com-
pany was carrying on business or in operation, and having received an
answer from  the said Company to the effect that it is not carrying on
business or in operation, and a notice dated the tenth day of April,
1897, having been published by me in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  on the tenth day..of April, 1897, and sent to the abovenamed
Company, addressed to the abovenamed Company and the secretary,
chairman of . directors, and shareholders thereof, requiring them, or
some or  one of them, within three months after the date of such notice,
to show cause before me, at my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
why the said Company should not be struck off the Register of Regis-
tered and Incorporated Companies, and no cause having been shown
before me in pursuance of such notice; I have caused the naive of the
said Company to be struck off the said Register, in pursuance of the
provisions of section 42 of  "The Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this twentieth day of July, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  " The Companies-  Acts, 1863 to 1896," and in the matter
of The Manchester-Queensland Produce Distribution Company,
Limited. (No. 34, Book  8.)
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation, and having received an answer
from the said Company to the effect that it is not carrying on business
or in operation, and a notice dated the tenth day of April, 1897, having
been published by me in the  Queensland Government Gazette  on the tenth
day of April, 1897, and sent to  the abovenamed Company, addressed to
the abovenamed Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and
shareholders thereof, requiring them ,  or some or one of them, within
three months after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at
my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated
Companies ,  and no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of
such notice, I have caused the name of the said Company to be struck
off the said Register ,  in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of
"The Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this twentieth day of July, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter  of  " The Companies Acts,  1863 to 1896,"  and in the matter
of No. 1 East Warrior Gold-Mining Company, No. Liability.
(No. 50, Book 8.)
is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
IT by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation, and having received an answer
from the said Company to the effect that it is not carrying on business
or in operation ,  and a notice dated the  tenth day of April, 1897 having
been published by me in the  Queensland Government Gazette  on tie tenth
day of April, 1897,  and sent  to the abovenamed Company, addressed to
the abovenamed Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and
shareholders thereof ,  requiring them, or some or one of them ,  within
three months after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at
my Office,  Supreme  Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated
Companies, and no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of
such notice, I have caused the. name.of the said Company to be struck
off the said Register ,  in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of
"The Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889."Dated this twentieth day of July, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  "  The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896," and in the matter
of The Severn River Tin-Mining Company, Limited. (No. 115,
Book  1.)
L
T is hereby notified,. for public information, that notice having been
given by, me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary,  chairman  of directors,  .  and shareholders thereof, on the
twenty-fourth day of February, 1897, inquiring whether the said Com-
pany was carry ing on business or in operation ,  and having received an
answer .from the said Company to the effect that it is not carrying on
business or in operation, and a notice dated the tenth day of April,
1897, having been published by me in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  on the tenth day of April, 1897, and sent to the abovenamed
Company, addressed to the abovenamed Company and the secretary,
chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, requiring them, or
some or one of them, within three months after the date of such notice,
to show cause before me, at my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
why the said Company should not be struck off the Register of Regis-
tered and Incorporated Companies, and no cause having been shown
before me in pursuance of such notice, I have caused the naive of the
said Company to he struck off the said Register, in pursuance of the
provisions of section 42 of  "The Companies Act Amendment Act  of 1889."
Dated this twentieth day of July,. 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896," and in the matter
of The Southport Quay Company, Limited. (No. 115, Book 4.)
T T is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
1 given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation, and having received an answer
from the said Company to the effect that  it is  not carrying on business
or in operation, and a notice dated the tenth day of April. 1897, having
been published by me in the  Queensland Government Gazette  on the tenth
day of April, 1897, and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to
the abovenamed Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and
shareholders thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within
three months after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at
my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated
Companies, and no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of
such notice, I have caused the name of the said Company to be struck
off the said Register, in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of
"The Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889.
Dated this twentieth day of July, 1897.
WILLM. BELL,. Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts, 1863 to  1896," and in the matter
of The Wellington Point Land Company, Limited. (No. 163,
Book 4.)
IT is hereby notified, for.public information, that notice having been
given by me, by post letter. addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of. directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation, and having received an answer
from the said Company to the effect that it is not carrying on business
or in operation, and a notice dated the tenth day of April, 1897, having
been published by me in the  Queensland Government Gazette  on the tenth
day of April, 1897, and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to
the abovenamed Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and
shareholders thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within
three months after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at
my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register. of Registered and Incorporated
Companies, and no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of
such notice, I have caused the name of the said Company to be struck
off the said Register, in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of
"The Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889.
Dated this twentieth day of  July,  1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against August Schuster, of
Toowoomba, in the colony of Queensland, storekeeper, by The
Queensland Mercantile Company, Limited.
1 TPON the hearing of this Petition this day, and upon proof
J satisfactory to the Court of the debt of the Petitioners and of the
act of insolvency alleged to have been committed by the said August
Schuster having been given, it is ordered that the said August
Schuster be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that James
Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is
further ordered that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the
said August . Schuster, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the
Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Twenty-ninth day of July,
1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said August Schuster shall, on the Twenty-seventh day of
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July, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his 'inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this seventeenth day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
UNMACII AND Fox,
Solicitors for the Petitioning Creditors,
14s. Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against James Lee, of
Toowoomba, in the colony of Queensland, carpenter, by the said
James Lee.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
J the said James Lee be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James  Boyne  Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said James Lee, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Fifth day
of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said James Lee shall, on the Third
day of August, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as known, of his. creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this nineteenth day of July,
1897.
118. 6d.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma  pauperis.
TEE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Frank  Jennings
of South Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, carpenter, by the
said Frank Jennings.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
l said Frank Jennings be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Frank Jennings, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Fifth day of
August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Frank Jennings shall, on the Third day
of August, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences , so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty- first  day of  July,
1897.
By the Court,
12s. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against James  Morrison
Phister, of Kurrowah, near Dalby, in the colony of Queensland,
labourer, by the said James  Morrison  Phister.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said James  Morrison Phister be and lie is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said  James  Morrison Phister, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on
the Fifth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said  James Morrison  Phister shall,
on the Third day of August, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of  the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this nineteenth day of
July, 1897.
12s.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS,  Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE R AL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against John Weatherston, of
South Kolan, near Bundaberg, in the colony of Queensland,
licensed victualler, by himself.UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that thesaid John Weatherston be and lie is hereby adjudicated insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting of
the creditors of the said John Weatherston, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Fifth
day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said John Wt atherston shall, on the Third
clay of August, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,  so far as is
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this nineteenth day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
HAMILTON AND PAYNE,
Solicitors for the Insolvent, Bundaberg.
Town Agents-BERNAYS AND OSBORNE,
13s. 6d. 150 Queen street,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Edward Anderson, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the
said  Edward Anderson.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Edward Anderson be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent
in forma' pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Insolvent, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this'
Court on the Twenty-ninth day of July, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Insolvent shall,
on the Twenty-eighth day of July, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true,  and accurate statement , verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of
his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this fourteenth day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
E. J. FoRREST, Solicitor, Flinders street, Townsville.
Agent for F. MILFORD, Solicitor for Insolvent,
13s. Gd. Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Charles Chester
Ernest Burgon, of Charters Towers ,  in the colony of Queensland,
formerly wine and spirit merchant ,  now out of employment, by
the said Charles Chester Ernest Burgon..L
TPON  the searing of this Petition this day ,  it is ordered that the
said Charles Chester Ernest Burgon be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent ,  and that Thomas George Fraser ,  Esquire ,  be Official'Trustee
of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Charles Chester Ernest Burgon ,  for the
election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Second day of August ,  1897 ,  at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the said Charles Chester
Ernest Burgon shall ,  on the First day of August ,  1897 ,  at Townsville,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate state.
ment, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and
of the names and residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this fourteenth day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER ,  Registrar.
R. WYNN WILLIAMS,  Solicitor for Insolvent ,  Charters Towers.
Town Agents - RoBERTS, LEr, AND BARNETT,
13s. 6d. Solicitors ,  Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma  pauperis.
Mn. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the  Matter  of an Insolvency Petition  against John Cook, of
Charters Towers, in  the colony  of Queensland, miner ,  by the said
John Cook.
U PON the  hearing  of this  Petition this day ,  it is ordered that
the said John Cook be  and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formd  pauperis ,  and that Thomas George  Fraser ,  Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said  Insolvent , for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Twenty-second day of July, 1897, at Eleven o' clock in
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that  the said Insolvent
shall, on the Twenty-first day of July, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to
th@ Trustee in this Estate a full, true,  and accurate statement,
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verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences , so far as known, of his creditors, and of the
causes of  his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this seventh day of July, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
E. J. FORREST,  Solicitor ,  Flinders street, Townsville.
Agent for  F. MILFORD,.
13s. Solicitor  for Insolvent ,  Charters  Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE  CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against John Emmerson,
of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the
said John Emmerson.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said John Emmerson be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Insolvent, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office ,of the Registrar
of this Court on the Twenty-second day of July, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
Insolvent shall, on the Twenty-first day of July, 1897, at Townsville,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate state-
ment , verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and
of the names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this seventh day of July, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor, Flinders street, Townsville.
Agent for F. MILFORD, Solicitor for Insolvent,
13s. Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of Richard Cross, of Townsville, in the colony, of
Queensland, and John Cross, of Cairns, in the said colony, lately
carrying on business, together with others, as contractors, at
Cairns aforesaid, under the style of " Richard Cross and Party."
TAMES HANSFORD, of Cairns, in the colony of Queensland,
J merchant, has been appointed Trustee of the property of the
Debtors.
All persons having in their  possession  any of the effects of the
Debtors must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtors must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not proved their, debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this fifteenth day of, July, 1897.
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
G. WILTON LE VAU%, Solicitor for Trustee, Cairns.
Town Agents-
ROBERTS , LEU, AND BARNETT,
1557 Solicitors, Townsville. 10s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of Daniel Morgan ,  of Nine-mile ,  near Mount Morgan,
log-hauler ,  an Insolvent.CHARLES BRIGGS, of Mount Morgan ,  auctioneer ,  has beenappointed Trustee of  the property  of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved  their  debts mustforward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this sixteenth day of July, 1897.
J. L. BLOOD- SMYTH ,  Registrar.
W. H. MIS-KIN, Denham street, Rockhampton,
1516 Solicitor for the Trustee. 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Frank Sturgess, of Milton, near Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, civil servant, an Insolvent.THE Court has appointed heLast Examination of the Insolventto take place at the Supreme Court House, William  street,
Brisbane, before His Honour The Chief Justice, on WEDNESDAY,
the Eleventh day of August, 1897, at Ten of the clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-third day of July, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE ,  AND MCNAB,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane,
Solicitors  for  the said Insolvent,
1542 7s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Gilbert Garrick, of Gympie, in the colony of  Queens-
land, grocer, insolvent.
ON the Eighth day of September, 1897, at Ten o'clock in the fore-
noon, Gilbert Garrick, of Gympie, grocer, adjudicated insolvent
on the eighteenth day of November, 1895, will apply to the Supreme
Court, at Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-first day of July, 1897.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
Agents for F. I. POWER, Gympie,
Solicitor for the Insolvent.
1541 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Joseph Dalby and John Bunyard, of Brisbane, in
the colony of Queensland, pork butchers, trading under the
name, style, or firm of " Dalby & Bunyard," Insolvents.
ON the Twenty-fifth day of August, 1897, at Ten o'clock in the
forenoon, Algar Bunyard, of Auckland, in the colony of New
Zealand, barman, but formerly of Brisbane, in the colony of Queens-
land, pork butcher, one of the abovenamed insolvents, wrongly
described, and adjudicated insolvent on the fifth day of December,
1888, as John Bunyard, will apply to the Supreme Court, at Brisbane,
for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-third day of July, 1897.
1555
UNMACK AND FOX,
Solicitors for the said Algar Bunyard,
Queen street, Brisbane.
8s.
In the.Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Summers, soda -water manufacturer, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, in Liquidation.
THE Creditors of the abovenamed George Summers who have not
already proved their debts before  me are  required, on or before
the Twelfth day of August next, to send their names  and addresses,
and the particulars of their debts or claims, to me, the undersigned,
Theodore Unmack, the Trustee under the Liquidation, or in default
thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of the dividend
proposed to be declared.
Dated at Brisbane this seventeenth day of July, 1897.
1508
TH. UNMACK,
Trustee.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Ebenezer Watson Hargreaves, hardware merchant,
of Ipswich, in the colony of Queensland, in Liquidation.THE Creditors of the abovenamed E. W. Hargreaves who have notalready proved their debts before me are required, on or before
the First day of August next, to send their names and addresses,
and the particulars of their debts or claims, to me, the undersigned,
Theodore Unmack, the Trustee under the Liquidation, or in default
thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of the dividend
proposed to be declared.
Dated at Brisbane this seventeenth day of July, 1897.
TH. UNMACK,
Trustee.
1509 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICEr POWER.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of James Thomas Murphy, of Rockhampton, in the
colony of Queensland, licensed victualler.
T
HE Creditors of the abovenamed  James  Thomas Murphy who
have not already proved their debts are required, on or before
the Second day of August, 1897, to send their names  and addresses,
and the particulars of their debts or  claims , to me, the undersigned,
Richard Daniel Shaw, of Rockhampton, the Trustee under the
Liquidation, or in default thereof they will be excluded from the
benefit of the first and-final dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this twentieth day of July, 1897.
B. M. LILLEY,
Solicitor for Trustee, Rockhampton.
1523
R. SHAW,  Trustee.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
composition with Creditors instituted by James Walker, of Mary-
borough, in the colony of Queensland, saddler.NOTICE is hereby given, that First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to be
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held at the Office of Mr. Thomas Morton, Wharf street, Mary-
borough, on the Sixth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon precisely.
Dated this twenty-third day of July, 1897.
J. NICOL ROBINSON,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
Agent for  T. MORTON, Wharf  street , Maryborough,
Solicitor for the  said  James Walker.
1562 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
ME. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by James Francis O'Brien,
formerly of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, stock and
share broker, but now of Sydney, in the colony of New South
Wales, out of occupation.
N OTICE is hereby given, that  a First  General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to be
held at the Office of Sydney Pritchard, 53A Queen street, Brisbane, on
FRIDAY, the Sixth day of August, 1897, at Three o'clock in the
afternoon precisely.
Dated this twenty- second  day of July, 1897.
1532
SYDNEY PRITCHARD,
Solicitor for the Debtor, 53A Queen street, Brisbane.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by William Munton
Payne, of Ipswich, in the colony of Queensland, bookseller and
stationer.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to be
held at my Office, Brisbane street, Ipswich, on the Third day of
August, A.D. 1897, at Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this seventeenth day of July, A.D. 1897.
P. L. CARDEW,
Solicitor for the said William Munton Payne.
By his Town Agents-FoxTON AND HAVARD,
Albert  street ,  Brisbane.
1556 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by Esther Gordon and
Edmond Davis, of Emerald, in the colony of Queensland, trading
as " Gordon & Davis,"  storekeepers.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed persons has been summoned to
be held at the Office of Mr. Walter Thompson, solicitor, Fitzroy
street, Rockhampton, on the Ninth day of August, 1897, at Three
o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this nineteenth day of July, 1897.
WALTER THOMPSON, Solicitor for the Debtors.
1524 7s.
In the Matter of Wil liam Henry  Ward  and Sons,  of Caboolture,
insolvent.A FIRST Dividend, at the rate of 71d.  in the £, upon all  proved
and admitted claims, has been declared in the above Estate, and
is now payable at my Office.
All promissory notes or negotiable documents  upon which proof
has been made must be produced when applying for dividend.
THOS. WELSBY,  Trustee.
London Bank Chambers ,  Creek street ,  Brisbane , 20th July, 1897.
1612 4s. 6d.
In the  Sapreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of  Charles  Milne  Foster ,  of Brisbane,  in the colony
of Queensland, in Liquidation.
A FIRST and Final Dividend, of 31d. in the £, upon all duly
proved and admitted  claims in  the above  Estate, has been
declared , payable at my Office, corner of Creek and Adelaide  streets,
Brisbane.
Dated this seventeenth day of July, 1897.
1507
TH. UNMACK,
Trustee.
6s.
In the Assigned Estate of Thomas Campbell , of Bowen.
A THIRD Dividend,  of 3s. 6d. in the £ (making Ils. 6d. ),  is now
payable on all admitted claims in the above Estate, at my
Office,  *agle street.
1605
GEORGE CANNON,  Trustee.
2s. 6d.
[24TH Jury, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.
In the Matter of John Henry Toop ,  of Bulimba, butcher,
an Insolvent.
A SECOND  and Final Dividend ,  at the rate of Is. 64d. in the £, isnow payable at this Office, upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,  Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,  Brisbane ,  22nd  July, 1897.
1548 4s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland , Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of Jacob Fass ,  of Charters Towers ,  contractor, an
Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A FIRST and Final Dividend, at the  rate of 14s. in the £, is now
payable at my Office, upon  all preferential  debts proved.
Dated this fourteenth day of July, 1897.
1511
T. G. FRASER,
Official Trustee in Insolvency, Townsville.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter  of Proceedings for Liquidation instituted by Patrick
Fitzgibbon, of Croydon, in the colony  of Queensland ,  boot and
shoe merchant.
A FIRST Dividend,  of 6s.  in the £, upon all duly proved and
admitted  claims, has  been declared in the  above Estate, and is
now payable at my Office,  Sircom street,  Croydon.
D. P. VILES,  Trustee.
Croydon, 19th July, 1897.
1560 5e.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Herman Selig,  storekeeper,  Herberton,  in the colony
of Queensland, in Liquidation.
A FIRST Dividend, of 7s. in the £, upon all duly proved andadmitted claims in the above Estate, has been declared, payable
at my Office,  corner  of Creek and Adelaide  streets,  Brisbane.
Dated this seventeenth day of July, 1897.
1506
TH. UNMACK,
Trustee.
be.  6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Leivesley, of Rockhampton, in the colony of
Queensland, soap manufacturer, an Insolvent.
A
SECOND and Final Dividend, of 2s. 3d. in the £ (making in all
8s. 3d. in the £), has been declared in the above Estate, and is
now payable at my Office, Denham street, Rockhampton.
Dated this twentieth day of July, 1897.
1522
R. SHAW,
Trustee.
5s. 6d.
In the Matter of John George McMachon, of Mareeba ,  cordial-
maker ,  an Insolvent.
A FIRST  and Final Dividend ,.  of 2s. 84d. in the  £,  is payable in
the above Estate, on all claims proved and admitted, on
THURSDAY, the Fifteenth  day of  July,  1897 ,  at my  Office, Lake
street, Cairns.
A. J. DRAPER ,  Trustee.
1521 Sa 6d.
In the Estate of Alexander Graham, storekeeper, of Mitchell, in
Liquidation.
A THIRD Dividend, of 9d. in the £,  is now  payable, on all proved
debts, in the above Estate, at the Office of H. Stevens and Co.,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
Toowoomba, 21st July, 1897.
1535 3s. 6d.
In the Matter of G. Conroy, of Chinchilla, in Liquidation.
A
FIRST Dividend, of 14s. in the £, is payable in the above
Estate, on all claims proved and admitted, on WEDNESDAY,
the Twenty-first day of  July,  1897, at my Office, Edward street,
Brisbane.
THOS. E. WHITE , Trustee.
1540  38.
In the Matter of Adolf Neuman, of Brisbane, in Liquidation.
AFIRST Dividend, of 6s. in the £, is payable in the above  Estate,on all claims proved and admitted, on TUESDAY, the
Twentieth day of July, 1897, at my Office, Edward street,  Brisbane.
1517 .
JAMES RADFORD,  Trustee.
THOS. E. WHITE,
Trustee.
8e.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Spicer Galland Briggs, late of Southport, in the colony
of Queensland, surveyor, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made  to this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal
estate of the said Spicer Galland Briggs, with his Will, may be granted
to Robert George Wonderley, of Toowoomba, in the said colony,
solicitor , the Attorney of Anthony Brough Briggs, of Strathfield, near
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, station inspector, one of
the Executors named in the said Will, until the said Anthony Brough
Briggs, or George  Whitfield Glanville, at present in parts beyond the
seas, retired civil servant, the other Executor in the said Will named,
shall apply for and obtain Probate of the said Will. Any person
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon
it, may file  a caveat in  the Registry at any time before the grant is
made.
Dated the sixteenth day'of July, A.D. 1897.
CHARLES WILLIAM HAMILTON,
Solicitor for the said Robert George Wonderley,
Rutliven street, Toowoomba.
By his Agents-HAMILTON AND GRAHAM,
1564 Solicitors, 57 Queen street, Brisbane. 11s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Thomas Lohan, late of Clunes, in the colony of
Victoria, labourer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made  to this Honourable Court that Ancillary Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Thomas Lohan, late of Clunes, in the colony of
Victoria, labourer,  deceased , may be granted to William Gordon, of
Creek Parade, Clunes, in the colony of Victoria, miner, one of the
Executors named  therein ; Thomas Stradling Jones, late of Clunes, in
the said colony of Victoria, engine-driver, the other Executor therein
named , having pre-deceased the said deceased. Any person interested
who desi re s  to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may
file a caveat  in the Registry  at any time  before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of July, 1897.
1553
J. BENNION PRICE,
Solicitor  for-the said  William Gordon,
145 Queen  street, Brisbane.
106.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
In the Will of David Holmes, late of Allora, in the colony of Queens-
land, hotelkeeper, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days  from  the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to  this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed David Holmes, deceased, may be granted to Amelia
Fanny Holmes, of Allora aforesaid, widow,  Isaac  Holmes, of Herbert
street , Allora aforesaid, butcher, and Samuel Holmes, of North Branch,
Pittsworth, in the said colony,  grazier , the Executors named in the
said Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the appli-
cation,  or to be heard upon it, may file  a caveat  in the  Registry at
any time before  the grant  is made.
Dated this fifteenth day of July, A.D. 1897.
1563
J. R. CURNOW,
Solicitor for the said Executors, Warwick.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Phillips Smith (the wife of Robert Smith,
of George street ,  Spring Hi ll , Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queens.
land, compositor ),  deceased ,  intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made
to this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed Phillipa Smith, deceased,  who died intestate,
may be granted to Robert Smith,  of George street, Spring Hill,
Brisbane,  in the colony of Queensland,  compositor,  the husband of
the said deceased.
Dated this sixteenth day of  July,  A.D. 1897.
1504
RT THNING AND JENSEN,
Solicitors  for the  said Robert Smith,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of George Horace Tozer, late of Gympie, in the colony
of Queensland ,  articled clerk ,  deceased ,  intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal
estate  of the abovenamed George Horace Tozer, deceased, who died
intestate ,  may be granted to Horace Tozer ,  of Brisbane ,  in the said
colony, solicitor, the father of the said deceased.
Dated this sixteenth day of July, A.D. 1897.
1586
VIVIAN  H. TOZER,
Solicitor for the said Horace Tozer,
Gympie, and at George street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
124TH JULY, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of William Saunders, late of Bungeworgorai, in the colony
of Queensland, railway ganger, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed William Saunders, deceased, may be granted to Mary
Saunders, of Bungeworgorai aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased,
and the sole Executrix named in the said Will. Any person interested
who desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may
file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twentieth day of July, A.D. 1897.
Town Agents-
WM. GEO. MAYNE,
Solicitor for the said Mary  Saunders, Roma.
BOUCHARD AND HOLLAND,
1555
Oakden Chambers, Queen street, Brisbane.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the  Will of  Thomas Prendible ,  late of Eidsvold ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  chemist, deceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Thomas Prendible ,  deceased, may be granted to George
Forrest and  John  Edward Plover ,  both of Eidsvold ,  in the said
colony, the Executors named in the said  Will. Any person  interested
who desires to object  to the  application ,  or to be heard upon it, may
file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-second  day of July, 1897.
J. F. FITZGERALD,
Solicitor for the said George Forrest and John Edward Plover,
1558
Commercial Chambers,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will of John Meredith, late of Port Moresby, in the possession
of British New Guinea, head gaoler in the Civil Service of the
said possession ,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
l days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed John Meredith, deceased, may be granted to Emma
Goldfinder Meredith, of Cooktown, in the colony of Queensland,
widow, the sole Executrix named in the said Will. Any person
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard
upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant
is made.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of June, A.D. 1897.
BARNETT AND PATCHING,
Solicitors for the said Emma Goldfinder Meredith,
Charlotte street, Cooktown
Town Agents- ROBERTS, Lzu, AND  BARNBTT,
Denham street, Townsville.
1543 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Thomas Campbell Pryde (in the  said Wi ll  ca ll ed
Thomas Campbell Pryde, senior), late of Glenmaurie,  near Esk,
in the colony of Queensland,  grazier , deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Thomas Campbell Pryde (in the said Will called Thomas
Campbell Pryde, senior), deceased, may be granted to Elizabeth Clark
Pryde, of Glenmaurie aforesaid, widow, John Clark Pryde (in one
place in the said Will called John Campbell Pryde),  of the same place,
grazier, and Thomas Campbell Pryde (in the said Will called Thomas
Campbell Pryde, junr.), of the same place, grazier, the Executors
named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard  upon  it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any  time  before the grant is made.
Dated this twentieth day of July, A.D. 1897.
P. L. CARDEW, Ipswich,
Solicitor for the  said E3tecutors.
By his Agents-FoxTON AND HAVARD, Brisbane.
1561 lOs.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Edward Gilchrist, late of Mary River,  near Tiaro, in
the colony of Queensland, dairyman, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Edward Gilchrist, deceased, may be granted to Edward
Gilchrist, of Mary River, near •Tiaro aforesaid, farmer, the sole
Executor named in the said Will. Any person interested who
desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon  it, may file a
caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant  is made.
Dated this nineteenth day of July, 1897.
1533
T. MORTON,
Solicitor for the said Edward Gilchrist,
Wharf street, Maryborough.
8s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will and Codicils of Sir Patrick Alfred Jennings, Knight
Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael
and Saint George, late of Westbrook, in the colony of Queensland,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the date of the publication hereof, application will be made
to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will and Codicils of
the abovenamed Sir Patrick Alfred Jennings, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, late
of Westbrook, in the colony of Queensland, deceased, may be granted
to John Francis Jennings and Alfred Martin Jennings, both of West-
brook aforesaid, gentlemen, two of the Executors named in the said
Will and Codicils ; Patrick William Creagh, the other Executor
ap inted by the said Will, having renounced probate of the said
Will and Codicils. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of July, 1897.
HART, FLOWER, AND DRURY,
Solicitors for the said John Francis Jennings and
1551
Alfred Martin  Jennings,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.11s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Elizabeth Sleyer, late of Upper Swan Creek, in the
colony of Queensland (wife of Conrad Sleyer, of Upper Swan
Creek aforesaid, farmer), deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Elizabeth Sleyer, deceased, may be granted to Conrad
Sleyer, of Upper Swan Creek, in the colony of Queensland, farmer,
the sole Executor named in the said Will. Any person interested
who desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may
file a Caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twentieth day of  July,  A.D. 1897.
HAROLD A. PALMER,
Solicitor for the said Conrad Sleyer,
Warwick.
Town Agents-
MORRIS AND FLETCHER,
1554 George street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
9s.
In the Will of Alfred Lawson Heale, late of Gisborne, in the colony
of New Zealand, medical practitioner, deceased.NOTICE ishereby given, that, after the expiration f fourteendays from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal
estate of the said Alfred Lawson Heale, with Exemplification of
Probate of his Will, may be granted to The Union Trustee Company
of Australia, Limited, the Attorney of May Heale, the Executrix
named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of July, A.D. 1897.
RUTHNING AND JENS EN,
Solicitors for The Union Trustee Company of Australia, Limited,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1547 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Land and Goods of William Wilson, late of Cooktown, in the
colony of Queensland, grazier, deceased, intestate.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will he made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed William Wilson, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Johanna Kealy Wilson, of Cooktown, in
the colony of Queensland, widow of the said deceased.
Dated this first day of July, A.D. 1897.
BARNETT AND PATCHING,
Solicitors for the said Johanna Sealy Wi'son,
Charlotte street, Cooktown.
Town Agents-RoBERTs, LEU, AND BARNETT,
1544 Denham street, Townsville. 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Martin Haun, late of Four-mile Gate, near Ipswich,
in the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
7 OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Martin Haun, deceased, may be granted to Margareth
Haun, of Four-mile Gate, near Ipswich, the sole Executrix named in
the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the
application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry
at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-second day of July, A.D. 1897.
C. W. LOUIS HEINER,
Solicitor for the said Margareth Haun,
Ipswich.
1546 8s.
[24TH J1LY, 1897.
NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.
In the Will of Edward McCaskie ,  late of Quay street , North Quay,
Brisbane , in the colony  of Queensland, engine-driver ,  deceased.
A
LL persons  having any claims against the Estate of the above-
named deceased are requested to forward particulars of same to
the undersigned on or before  the Twenty-fourth  day of August, 1897.
Dated this twenty -third day of July, 1897.
1552
MORRIS AND FLETCHER,
Solicitors for Executrix,
Celtic Chambers, George street,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Lands and Goods of Lily Annie Smith  (commonly known as
Lily Smith ),  late of Edward street ,  Brisbane ,  in the colony of
Queensland  (wife of James Smith ,  of the same p'.ace, saddler),
deceased ,  intestate.
ALL persons  having any claims against the Estate of the above-
named deceased are requested to forward particulars of same,
to the undersigned ,  on or before the Twenty -fourth day of August,
1897.
Dated this twenty-third day of July, 1897.
1559
MORRIS AND FLETCHER,
Solicitors for Administrator,
Celtic  Chambers , George  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be WILLIAM CHARLES DWARDS, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the  "Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of William Charles Edwards, formerly of Charters Towers, but
late of Mount Sturgeon, in the colony of Queensland, grazier, deceased,
who died on the seventh day of October, 1896, and Probate of whose
Will was, on the sixteenth day of February, 1897, granted by the
Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville, to Louisa Edwards, of
Mount Sturgeon aforesaid, widow, the sole Executrix therein named,
are hereby required to send in particulars of their debts and claims to
the said Louisa Edwards, at the Office of the undersigned, her
solicitors, on or before the Twenty-third day of August, 1897. And
notice is also hereby given, that after that day the said Louisa
Edwards will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased
among the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of
which she then shall have had notice, and that she will not be liable,
for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of
whose debt or claim she shall not then have had notice.
Dated this fifteenth day of July, A.D. 1897.
1519 •
JARVIS AND TURNER,
Solicitors for the said Louisa Edwards,
Buckland's Buildings,
Mosman street, Charters Towers.
12s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re SAMUEL GEORGE CROBLTON, deceased.
P URSUANT to the provisions of the "  Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against
the Estate of Samuel George Chorlton, late of Longland street, East
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, inspector of bridges, deceased,
who died at Brisbane, in the said colony, on the thirteenth day of
February, 1896, intestate, and Administration of whose Estate was, on
the thirtieth day of March, 1896, granted by the Supreme Court of
Queensland to Mary Lincoln Chorlton, of Longland street, East
Brisbane aforesaid, widow of the said deceased, are hereby required
to send in, in writing, particulars of their claims or demands- to the
said Mary Lincoln Chorlton, at the Office of the undersigned, her
solicitor, on or before SATURDAY, the Twenty-first day of August,
1897. And notice is hereby also given, that after the expiration of
the last-mentioned day the said Mary Lincoln Chorlton will proceed
to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the persons
entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which she shall
then have had notice, and that she will not be liable, for the assets
or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or
claim she shall not have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this twentieth day of July, 1897.
1513
JAS. F. WATSON,
Solicitor for the said Mary Lincoln Chorlton,
82 Queen street ,  Brisbane.
15s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  MINNA SCHMIDT, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of  "The Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims against the Estate of Minna
Schmidt, late of Natimuk, in the colony of Victoria, spinster, deceased,
who died on or about the twenty-second day of February, 1891, at
Natimuk aforesaid, Ancillary Probate of whose Will was, on the
twenty-second day of December, 1896, granted by the Supreme Court
of Queensland to Carl Heinrich Johann Schmidt, of Charlotte Vale,
near Cunnamulla, in the colony of Queensland, grazier, one of  the
Executors named in the said Will, reserving leave to Carl Schmidt,
the other Executor, to come in and prove the said Will at any time
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thereafter, are hereby required to send in, in writing, particulars of
their debts  or claims  to the said Executor, at the Office of the under-
signed , his Solicitors, on or before SATURDAY, the Fourth day of
September, 1897. And notice is hereby also given, that after the
expiration  of the last-mentioned day the said Executor will proceed to
distribute the Assets of the said deceased amongst the persons entitled
thereto, having regard only to the claims of which the said Executor
shall then have had notice, and that the said Executor will not be
liable, for  the assets  or any part thereof so distributed, to any person
of whose debt or claim he shall not have had notice at the time of
such distribution.
Dated this twenty-second day of July, 1897.
1550
HART, FLOWER, AND DRURY, -
Adelaide  street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Carl Heinrich Johann Schmidt.
15s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
R e ALFRED  HVTTON  Coo ER,  deceased.
P
URSUANT to the  "Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors and other persons
having any claims or demands upon  or against  the Estate of Alfred
Hutton Coomber, late of Croydon, in the colony of Queensland,
merchant, deceased, who died at Townsville, in the said colony, on the
thirty -first  day of January, 1897, and of Whose Will Probate was, on
the tenth day of March, 1897, duly granted by the Supreme Court of
Queensland, Townsville, to Peter Jackson, of Croydon aforesaid,
merchant, the sole surviving Executor named in the said Will, are
hereby required to send in, in writing, particulars of their debts and
claims to  the said Executor, at the Office of the undersigned, his
Solicitors,  on or  before the Thirtieth day of September, 1897. And
notice is hereby  also given , that after the expiration of the last-
mentioned day the said Executor will proceed to distribute  the assets
of the  said  deceased amongst the  persons  entitled thereto, having
regard only to the claims of which the  said  Executor shall then have
had notice, and that the said Executor will not be liable, for the assets
or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or
claim the  said  Executor shall not have had notice at the time of such
distribution.
Dated the eighth day of July, 1897.
1537
BEOR AND GORTON,
Solicitors  for the  Executors,
Croydon.
14s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the  Estates of  Frank Wilson, late of Gracemere Station ; Thomas
Waller Turner, late of Charleston; Thomas Dell, late of Mount
Perry; Thomas Kincaide, late of Cambridge Downs; John
McIntyre, late of Stonehenge; Selina Larnes, late of Brisbane;
George Simpson, late of Longreach ; James Colvin, late of
Canungera; and Martin Mooney, late of Clermont.
P
URSUANT  to  "The Intestacy Act of  1877," all persons having
any claims against the Estates of any of the abovenamed
deceased persons are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Public Offices, George street, Brisbane, on or before the Twenty-fifth
day of September next, or in default they will be peremptorily excluded
from all  benefits accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 28rd July, 1897.
GILSON FOXTON,
Deputy  Curator of Intestate Estates.
1549 8s. 6d.
WAGGAMBA MARSUPIAL BOARD.
A
RATE,  of 2s. 6d. per 20 head of Cattle or Horses or 100 Sheep,
or, in the event of insufficient Stock ,  then 2s. 6d. per Square
Mile held under  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," is now made,
and is payable within sixty days to the Clerk of the Board at
Goondiwindi.
1538
By Order,
A. WARDEN,  Clerk.
4s.
BURNETT MARSUPIAL BOARD.
AN Assessment,  of 3s .  on every  100 head of Cattle and Horses
and 500 Sheep,  was this  day made by the above Board,
and is pa able  to the Clerk of the Board within two months from
date  stated below.
By Order of the Board,
A. P. MALTBY, Clerk.
Gayndah, 6th July, 1897.
1510 4s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended during the present
session of the Parliament of Queensland to apply for leave to
bring in a Bill to  enable  and empower The Charters Towers Gas,
Coke, Coal, and Light Company, Limited, incorporated under the
provisions  of  "The Companies Act  1863," to manufacture, sell, and
supply gas or other means of public and private lighting, whether
by the manufacture  of gas  or of electricity, or any other methods, and
to manufacture, render saleable, and deal in coke, coal, tar, pitch,
asphaltum;  ammoniacal liquor, and all residual products obtained in
the manufacture of gas or in  the production of any other  means of
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lighting at and to the inhabitants of Charters Towers and other places
in Queensland, and to generally empower the said Company to obtain,
construct, and maintain all works and appliances, acquire all lands,
and to do all such acts and things as may be deemed necessary in and
about the manufacture, sale, and supply aforesaid, and to undertake
and carry into effect any other  processes  for lighting towns and
buildings which it may be found advantageous to adopt, and the
doing of all such other things as are incidental or conducive to the
attainment of the above objects.
Dated this twenty-first day of July, 1897.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors to The Charters Towers Gas, Coke, Coal, and
1534
Light Company, Limited,
Gill street, Charters  Towers,
13s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended to apply to the
Parliament of Queensland, in the present session thereof,
for a Bill to enable Priscilla Romberg, of Charters Towers; in the
colony of Queensland, widow, Samuel Hattersley Ineson, of Charters
Towers aforesaid, sharebroker,, and Robert Meadowcroft Joseph, of
Charters Towers aforesaid, miner, the Trustees of the Will and Codicil
of John Romberg, of Charters Towers  aforesaid , freeholder,  deceased,
and the Trustees or Trustee for the time being of the said Will and
Codicil, to sell and dispose of, either free from or subject  to existing
charges and encumbrances,  and to mortgage ,  charge, encumber, or
demise all the lands, tenements, and hereditaments devised by the
Will and Codicil of the said John Romberg, deceased, and to enable
the said Priscilla Romberg, Samuel Hattersley Ineson, and Robert
Meadowcroft Joseph, as Trustees of the said Will and Codicil, and
other the Trustees or Trustee for the time being of the said Will and
Codicil, to  receive  and invest the proceeds of such sale or disposal and
any fine or premium received upon any such demise, and any other
moneys forming part of the estate of the said deceased, with power to
sell and dispose of any shares, bonds, or debentures  received as part
or whole consideration for any such  sale or demise , and to hold such
investments- and the annual income thereof upon the trusts declared
by the said ill and Codicil of and concerning the lands,  tenements,
and hereditaments which may  be so sold,  disposed of, or demised, and
to confer upon the said Priscilla Romberg, Samuel Hattersley  Ineson,
and Robert Meadowcroft Joseph, and other the Trustees or Trustee
for the time being of the said Will and Codicil, all proper and
necessary powers for carrying out the objects of the said Bill.
Dated this first day of July, 1897.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for the said Priscilla  Romberg, Samuel  Hattersley  Ineson,
1404
and Robert Meadowcroft Joseph,
Gill street, Charters Towers.
18s.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Goldsbrough, Mort, and Company,Limited, acting under their powers  as Mortgagee , will Sell
Grazing Farm No. 33, Aramac District, by Public Auction, on
THURSDAY, the Twenty-sixth day of August, 1897,  at Twelve
o'clock Noon, at Rockhampton.
For Goldsbrough,  Mort,  and Co., Limited,
JAMES M. NIALL,  Manager.
Rockhampton, 17th July, 1897.
1515 4s.
JUST PUBLISHED.THE LAw of FRIENDLY SOCIETIES  IN QIIEENSLAND, '  being aCompendium of the existing Act and Regulations in force, with
a comprehensive Introduction, and Notes of English and Colonial
Cases decided up to May, 1896. By John L. Woolcock, B.A., and
George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law; Authors of "Act and Rules
relating to the District Court." Holland binding. Price 5s.; postage,
4d. extra.
July, 1896. EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
THE Government Printer acknowledges the receipt of the followingamounts , from the 17th to 23rd July, 1897:-
J.Millar, 2s.; A. H. Nott,10s.; A. Provan and Co., 2s.; Widgee
Divisional Board, £2; W. H. Miskin, 9s.;  Morning Bulletin,  £4 log.;
R. B. Shackleton,  Is. 5d.; W. B. Lethbridge, 6s.; W. J. Law, los. ;
T. E. Dixon, 9s.; F. J. Henrick, 8s.; Goldsbrough, Mort, and Co.,
7s. 6d.; F. Harvey, 6s. 8d.; Dalrymple Divisional Board, £2 10s.;
D. O'Keefe, 12s.; x. Smith, 5s.  6d.; Ayr Divisional Board, £1 lOs.;
Jarvis and Turner, 13s. 6d ; W. McKenzie, Is. ld.; G. Wood, 2s. 6d.;
A. Taylor, 2s. 6d.; R. K. Milson, £2 5s.; Darling Downs Pastoral
Assoeiation, 2s.; Geo. Walker, Is.; T. C. Craig, 3s. 5d.; A. Morey,
4s.  Gd.; J. H. Robertson and Co., £3 13s. 2d.; Xurilla Divisional
Board, 6s.; P. L. Cardew, 9s.; E. Morley, Is.; E. A. Milford, 4s.  6d.;
R. Shaw, 14s.; E. H. T. Plant, 6d.; Wangaratta Divisional Board,
£3; Duaringa Divisional Board, £1 2s. 6d.; W. Thompson, 8s.; J. R.
Curnow,  9s.; Waggamba Marsupial Board, 4s.; C. P. Fingah, 2s. 64.;
C. Zahl, 8d.; Rosenthal Divisional Board, £1; H. A. Adams, 10s.;
Hamilton and Wonderley, 10s.; A. B. McDonald,  3s. 6d .; .&. J. S.
Bank, Townsville, T. Spillane,  G.  Langdon  (Per  L.P.), 11. Bawpgarten,
D. McDonell, J. King, W. C. Mayne, junr., Geo. Porter, M. Daly,
G. J. Campbell, H. J. Allison, H. Stodden, C. C. Seymour, P. Daly,
C. Struckmeier, Geo. Black, A. Waters,  11. Thompson, M. Ward, O.
Blakey, W. Rice, W. Duncan, A. Jack, Inspector Graham, W. Blaikie,
T.  J. Costello, O. McDonald, each 3s.
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THE Government Printing Office has on Sale the followingPublications:-STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
"THE QU1 ENSLAND STATUTES," revised by Alfred Pain and John
L. Wooloook ,  B.A., Barristers -at-law, in five volumes ,  containing-
Vols. 1, 2, and 3--Public and Private Acts to the end of the Session
of 1888;  also , Acts of the Federal Council of Australasia.
Vol. 4-A Selection of Imperial  Statutes.
Vol. 5-Historical  and Analytical Tables ,  ands comprehensive
Index  of the above Volumes.
Full Calf, £7  7s.; Half Calf, £6 6s.
Postage, 7s. 6d. extra.
Sessional Acts of 1889, 15s. ; with postage ,  16s. 6d.
,f
„
1890,  15S.;  „ 15s. 6d.
1891,  25s. ; „ 25s. 9d.
1892, 25s. ; „ 25s. 10d.
1893,  25s. ; „ 25s. 8d.
1894, 32s. 6d. 33s. 6d.
1895, 25s. ; „ 25s. 8d..
1896, 25s. ; „ 25s. 9d.
With an Index and Tables showing the effect of Legislation subse-
quent to the publication of the Queensland Statutes, complete to date.
SEPARATE ACTS OF THE COLONY. With
Price.  Postage
s. d. s,  W.
Bills  of Sale Act, 1891.. . ... ... 1 0 1 1
Bills of Sale  Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Brands Act of 1872 Amendment Act, 1894 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Brisbane  Traffic Act of 1895 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Brisbane  Traffic Act Amendment Act, 1896 .., .., 0 6 0 7
Brisbane Municipal Loan Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Bundaberg Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Carriers  Act (complete) ... .., 2 0 2 1
Cattle Slaughtering  Act of 1877 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Companies Acts  and Rules  (complete) ... ... 10 9 11 3
Courts of Conciliation  Act of 1892 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Crown Lands Act of 1895 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Customs  Duties Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Defence Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Diseases  in Stock Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
District Courts Act of 1891 ... ... ... ..,  2 0 2 2
Divisional  Boards Act of 1887 ... ... ...  3 0 3 2
Elections  Act (complete)
... ... ... 4 0 4 3Electric  Light and Power Act . ... 1 1 1,
Employers  Liability Act of 1886 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Employers Liability Act of 1886 (Seamen ) ... ... 1 0 1 1
Factories  and Shops Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Foreign Companies  Act of 1895 .. ... ... 1 0 1 1
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Gold  Mines Drainage  Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Government Loan Act, 1896 .. 0 6 0 7
Government  Savings  Bank Acts Amendment Act, 1896 0 6 0 7
Harbour Boards Act of 1892 ... ... ... ...  2 0 2 1
Harbour Dues  Act of 1892 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Harbour Dues  Act of  18,93  ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Harbour  Dues Act of 1895 ... .. ... ... 1 0 1 1
Uealth Act (complete) ... ... ...  5 0 5 4
Inebriates Institutions  Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Impounding  Acts ( 1863 . 65-67 , and 1879), complete 5 0 5 1
Irrigation  Act of 1891... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Justices  Act of 1886 ... ... ... ... ...  3 0 3 2
Licensing  Act of 1885 ... ... ... ... , .  3 0 8 2
Liquor Act of 1886 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Liquor Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Live Stock and Meat Export Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Mackay Harbour Boards  Act, 1896 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Married Women ' s Property  Act of 1890 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Marsupials  Destruction Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Masters and Servants  Act ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Meat  and Dairy  Produce Encouragement  Act of 1$93 1 0 1 1
Meat and  Dairy  Produce Encouragement  Act of 1895 1 0 1 1
Mercantile  Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands  Sale Act of 1894 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Native Birds Protection  Act (complete) ... ...  3 3 3 6
Navigation Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... 0 6 0 7
pacific  Island  Labourers (Extension ) Act of 1892... 1 0 1 1
Pastoral  Leases Extension Act of 1892 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Pastoral Leases Extension  Act of 1892 Amendment
Act of 1894 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
rastoral Leases  Extension Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Pearl-Shell and B eche-de-mer Fisheries Act of 1891 1 0 1 1
Pearl -Shell and .BSche-de-Mer Fisheries Act Amend-
ment  Act of 1893 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Pearl-Shell and- Beche-de-Mer Fisheries Act Amend-
ment Act,"1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Public Service Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Rabbit Boards Act of 1896 ... .. ... ... 1 0 1 1
Railway Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Railway  Act Amendment Act of 1896 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Rockhampton Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Sale of Goods Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Small  Debts Act of 1867 Amendment Act of 1892 1 0 1 1
Small Debts Act 1867 Amendment Act of 1894 ... 1 0 1 1
Stamp  Act, 1894 ... ... ... ... 2 0 2 1
Succession  and Probate Duties Act of 1892... ... 2 0 2 1
„
„
Succession  and Probate Duties Act of 1895 ...
Succession Act Amendment Act cif 1895 ...
Sugar Works Guarantee Act of 1893 .. ...
Sugar Works Guarantee Act Amendment Act of 1895
Suppression of Gambling Act of 1895 ... ...
Townsville Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... ...
Trustee Act of 1889 ... ... ... ... ...
Valuation and Rating Act of 1890 ... ... ...
Wages Act of 1870 ... ... ... ... ...
Wages Act of 1884 ... ... ... ... ...
with
Price. Postage.
s. d. s. d.
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
2 0 2 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
Friendly  Societies  Act of 1894  and Regulations  ...  2 0 2 2
JUST PUBLISHED.
New Land Pamphlet,  containing  the Acts and Regula-
tions relating  to the  Leasing and  Alienation of
Crown Lands ... ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 9
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands Act of 1872, 3rd Edition ... ... 0 6 0 7
Cemetery Act ...  ...  ... ... ... ... Q 9 0 10
Civil Service Pamphlet... .. 1 0 1 2
Cultural Industries for Queensland ... ... ... 5 0 5 4
Divisional Board Pamphlet ... ... 5 0 5 4
Divisional Board Pamphlet (cloth-bound) ... ... 5 6 6 0
Defence Act of 1884 (including Amendments and
Regulations) .. ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Drill Regulations and Field  Exercises  for Mounted
Infantry ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Insolvency Pamphlet ... ... ... .. ...  2 6 2 9
Journals of Australian Explorations by A. C. and
F. T. Gregory ... ... ... ... ...  5 0 5 4
Justices Act and Offenders Probation Act .. . 2 6 2 9
Justices  Act and Offenders Probation Act (cloth-
bound ) ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 6 3 9
Lithograme of Queensland Ferns, by F. M.Bailey,l .L.S. 2 6 3 0
Mining Acts, together with Regulations  ... 2 0 2 2
Pacific Island Labourers Acts and Regulations, con-
taining Imperial and Colonial Acts, and Regula-
tions thereunder ... .. ... 1 6 1 7
Stamp Act of 1894 and Regulations, with a Manual
on the provisions of the Act ... ... ... 2 0 2 2
The Queensland Horticulturist and Gai dener's Guide 3 0 3 3
The All- range  Queensland Register... .., ... 2 0 2 2
FULL BOUND.
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court (only) .. ... 63 0 64 8
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court (Crown Side) ... 42 0 42 10
Settled Land Act,  1886, and Rules of Court with Notes 16 0 15 8
Settled Land Act, 1886, and Rules of Court with Notes 10 6 11 2
Synopsis of Queensland Flora; F. M. Bailey, F.L.S. 21 0 22 0
1st Supplement to The Queensland Flora  ... ,..  3 0 3 2
2nd Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ... 3 0 3 3
3rd Supplement to The Queensland Flora  ... ...  3 6 3 9
Catalogue of Queensland Plants ... ... ... 1 3 1 6
Catalogue of Queensland Plants  ( Paper ) ...  1 0 1. 1
Plants Reputed Poisonous and Injurious to Stock ... 4 0 4 4
Hints to Rifle Clubs, by Major C. H. Des Voeux  ...  0 6 0 7
Synonymical Catalogue of the Lepidoptera Rhopalocera  (Butterflies)
of Australia, with full Bibliographical Reference ;  including
Descriptions of some new Species. By W. H .  Miskin ,  F.L.S.,
F.E.S.  Price ,  full bound ,  10s. 6d.  ;  in boards ,  7s.  6d.;  postage
within Australasia,  3d.;  to all other places, 6d.
The Geology and Palaeontology of Queensland and New Guinea,
by Robt. L. Jack ,  Government Geologist for Queensland, and
Robt .  Etheridge ,  junior ,  Government Palaeontologist (New South
Wales), &c., &c.; 768 pages ,  crown quarto ,  full cloth, with sixty-
eight plates and a Geological Map of Queensland .  Price, Two
guineas .  Postage within Australasia ,  2s.  10d.;  to all other
places, 5s. 84.
Some of  the  More Important Metals and their Ores ;  a Reading
Book for the State Schools; by Wm. Thompson ,  Asso. M. Inst.
C.E., F.G .S., Government Mineralogical Lecturer .  Price, le.;
postage within Australasia ,  Id. ; to all other places, 2d.
Journals of Australian Explorations by the  Hon. A. C. Gregory,
C.M.G., F. R.G.S., &c., and the Hon. F. T. Gregory,  F.R.Q,S.&c.; 209 pages, demy 8vo. Price, 5s. Postage within .4.us-
tralasia, 4d.; to all other places, 8d.
CUSTOMS.
Customs Duties  Act, 1894 (Tobacco Duties)
Customs Act  of 1873  ... ... ...
Customs Duties Act of 188$ ...
Customs Duties  Act of 1890 ... ... ...
Customs Duties Act of 1892 ...
Customs Duties Act, 1896 ...
Customs Tariff (revised) ... ... ...
Interpretation Book
Spirit Calculation Book (revised)
With
Price.  Postage.S.  d. s. d.
1 0 1 1
4 0 4 2.
1 0 1 1
1 0 1..1
1 0 1 1
0 6 , 0 7
0 6 0 7
2 6 2 8
1 0 1 4
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IMPOUNDINGS.
POUNDKEEPERS  are reminded that Advertisements of
Impounded Stock will be charged  for at the  uniform rate
of  SI%PENCE PEE LINE ;  and no such Advertisement will be
inserted in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by a remittance
(Money Orders ,  Postal Notes ,  Postage Stamps ,  or Cash)
sufficient to cover the  cost of  insertion.
Postage Stamps will be received only when amount is  5s.
or less.
When describing brands a distinction should be made
between  REGISTERED and other brands ,  by placing the words
REGISTERED BRAND  after the description .  Brands type will
be used for such descriptions ,  but where these words do not
appear ordinary type only will be used.
IMPOUNDED at Nebo, from Nebo Reserve, on  the 6th July, 1897,
by order of the Nebo Divisional Board.
One chestnut gelding, draught, FB7 near shoulder,  86 near neck.
One chestnut gelding, FB7  near  shoulder, 83 near neck.
One bay gelding, unbroken, A9 or 49 near shoulder.
One black mare, draught, B blotch over  288 or R  blotch  over 288
near  shoulder; brown horse foal, unbranded, at foot.
Also, from Oxford Downs, on the 7th July, 1897, by order of
H. J. Adams, Esquire. Damages, 2s. 6d. ; driving, 12 miles.
One bay pony mare, S p96 near shoulder.
One black mare, light draught, RE1  near  shoulder.
One skewbald gelding,  roan near  shoulder, neck, and fore leg, 3X blotch
near shoulder, like 3 near neck.
If not  released on  or before the 2nd August, 1897 , will be sold to
defray expenses.
Also, from Mount Spencer Station, by order of W. Usher, Esquire.
Driving,  20 miles.
Two red and white cows, BL2 near rump, M8 % near ribs.
Two red cows, bald faces, BL2 near rump, M8,% near ribs.
One white bullock, BL2 near rump, M8 % near ribs.
Two red and white bullocks, BL2 near rump, M8 , g near ribs.
Two roan bullocks, BL2 near rump, M8; near ribs.
Two calves, unbranded.
One red and white cow, BL2  near rump.
One red cow, bald face,  BL2 near rump.
If not  released on or before  the 29th July , 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
Also, from enclosed lands, North Fort Cooper  Station, on the
15th July, 1897, by order of G. F. Bridgman, Esquire.  Damages,
2s.  6d.; driving, 7 miles.
One red and white cow, bald face, like 9WD or OW> registered
brand off rump ; red bull calf, bald face, unbranded, at foot.
One red and white cow, bald face,  ,1 1J9 near ribs  ; roan heifer calf,
bald face, unbranded, at foot.
One red  and white bullock, Q 1 Q off rump.
One red and white bullock, bald face, like T'd 9 registered brand
near ribs.
One white bullock,  )(2A over  0 off ribs.
One red and white bullock, 60 blotch near rump.
One red bullock, 0 0 A off rump.
If not released on  or before the 16th August, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
THOS. E. DIXON, Poundkeeper.
1526 21s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Jundah, from Evengy, on the 12th July, 1897,
by order of John Whight, Esquire. Driving, 7s. 6d.;  45 miles.
One bay gelding, unbroken, CA 3 near shoulder, star.
One dark-grey gelding, unbroken, CX3 near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, draught, collar-marked, small star and snip,
lame near  fore foot, V and like 5 0 near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, small  star , few joints off tail, blind off eye,
J and like indistinct brand over E near rump.
One chestnut mare, blaze on face, both fore and near hind fetlocks white,
KL1 over IZO off shoulder ; brown filly foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay mare, SN1 near shoulder, D 90 off shoulder.
If not  released on or  before the 6th August, 1897, will be sold to
de fr ay expenses.
F. J. HENRICK, Poundkeeper.
1527 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Westwood, from Gogango Portion, Ripple Vale,
on the 17th July, 1897, by order of P. F. Macdonald, Esquire.
Damages,  6d.; driving, 1s. 2d.
One chestnut mare, star, hind feet white, TO rd near shoulder.
One bay mare, hind foot white, MW4 near shoulder, 319 near neck,
like J near cheek; foal at foot.
One chestnut gelding, 1LQ over 39 near shoulder.
One bay  gelding, small  star, FL4 over like 9 near shoulder.
If not released on or  before the 17th August, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
W. J. LAW, Poundkeeper.
1625 5s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED -at Winton, from the Pasturage  Reserve, on the 5th
July,  1897, by order of the Herdsman. Damages, 2s. 6d.
One chestnut  mare,  blaze, near hind foot white, saddle-marked, B Z5
near  shoulder.
One bay gelding, saddle-marked, few white hairs on forehead, blotched
brand like Y1L near shoulder, blotch like 253 near neck.
One bay mare, like 9H N near shoulder, saddle-marked.
If not  released  on or before the 3rd August, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
DAVID O'KEEFE, Poundkeeper.
1528 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Boulia, from Goodwood, on the 8th July, 1897,by order of W. J. Cush, Esquire. Driving, 6d.-
One dark-brown or black gelding, KC9 over like 77 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 3rd August, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
GEO. WOOD, Poundkeeper.
1529 3s.
IMPOUNDED  at Pentland ,  from Blair  Athol  Station , on the 14th
July, 1897.
One black gelding, T HB over 15 near shoulder, three white feet,
star and snip.
If not  released on or before  the 14th August, 1897,  will be
sold to defray expenses.
1530
ALBERT TAYLOR,  Poundkeeper.
3s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Aramac, on the 14th July, 1897, by order of
T. Penney, Esquire.
One black mare, KQ7 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 3rd August, 1897, will be sold to
defray expenses.
GEO. PORTER, Poundkeeper.
1531 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Sandy Creek, on the 5th July,
1897.
One white  steer,  J7D off loin.
One white steer,  RG2  off ribs.
One roan heifer, no visible brand, both  ears marked.
If not  released on  or before the 30th July, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
1518
ALFRED MOREY,  Poundkeeper.
3s. 6d.
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Patent Office ,  Brisbane, 24th July, 1897.
NOTICE is  hereby given , that I  have received the undermentioned applications for the registration of Trade
Marks.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form I ),  of his or their objections  thereto, within  two months  (or such further time, not exceeding six months ,  as the Registrar
may allow )  of the advertisement of the applications in the  Queensland Government Gazette .  A fee  of one pound is payable with
such notice.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Application No. 1997-Filed 20th April, A.D. 1897.- BREIDENBACH AND Co., of Greek street, Soho Square, `London,
England,  manufacturing  perfumers, to register in Class 4S, in respect of Perfumed Soap, a Trade Mark of 'which the following is
a representation :-
"BUTTERFLY"
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 24th July, A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
''!Application No. 2056-Filed 8th July, A.D. 1897.- Application No. 2054-Filed 6th July, A.D. 1897 .--KAISEE-
THE AMERICAN  TOBACCO COMPANY OF NEw SOUTH WALES,  BEAUEREI  BECK AND Co., of Bremen, Germany, to register
LIMITED , of 196 Castlereagh street, Sydney, New South Wales, in Class 43, in respect of Beer, a Trade Mark of which the
cigarette manufacturer, to register in Class 45, in respect of following is a representation
Manufactured Tobacco, including Cigars and Cigarettes, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation:-
THESE
S
- )90%6 0
AIN,
IENII
Tco
BRISBANE of
'  Il e essential particular  of the above trade  mark is the
word "Dixon 's"; and the applicant  Company  disclaims  all right
to the exclusive  use of  the added matter, except its name and
address.
This mark was first advertised  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 24th July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
RAISER.- BR- AUEREI
BECK & Co.
B  roman.
The essential  particulars  of the trade mark  are the device
of a pearl-shell  and the  word "Perl";  and applicants  disclaim
any right  to the exclusive  use of the added matter,  save and
except their name and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 24th July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 3425.-JonN TUCK, of O'Neil  street,
Leichhardt, Sydney, New South Wales,  messenger .  "A Bicycle
Brake."  Dated 6th July, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3591.-WILLIAM  HENRY NICHOLS STEED,
of Eagle  Chambers, King William  street,  Adelaide, in the
province of South Australia, clerk.  "An Improved Scoring-
board for Cycling and other Sports."  Dated 17th October,
A.D. 1896.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &e.
Printed and Published  by EDMUND  GREGORY, Government Printer,
William street,  Brisbane.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WrA1 LACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron  Lamington of Laming-
[L s
LAMINGTON, United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
'  Most Distinguished  Order of St. Michael and St.Governor . George, Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its  Dependencies.IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance
with the provisions of  "The Crown Land, Acts,  1884  to
1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that
the following lots of Land will be offered for Sale by Public
Auction, at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on
the day specified, at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively.
TERMS :
Lots 8 and 9 of the Ipswich Sale, one-fourth cash, the
balance in  three equal  instalments  at twelve, twenty-
four, and thirty- six months  from the date of sale; the
remaining lots as  follows:-Purchasers to an aggregate  not exceeding £12 must pay
one-half cash and the balance within one month from
the date of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding  £12 but not
exceeding  £30 must pay half cash and the balance
within four months from the date of sale ;
Purchasers  to an aggregate  exceeding £30 but not
exceeding £100 must pay one-third cash and the
balance in two equal  instalments  at four and eight
months from the date  of sale;
Purchasers  to an aggregate  exceeding £100 must pay
one-fourth cash and the balance in three equal
instalments  at four, eight, and twelve months from
the date of sale ;
without interest.
And I further notify and proclaim that the Lots which may
remain unsold shall, at and after  Eleven o'clock on the day
following such Auction, be open to Selection by purchase at the
upset  price for  one month  from the  date of sale.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be charged
according to the scale  established by the Act and Regulations.
SALE AT CAIRNS,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 31ST DAY  OF AUGUST, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No.  Of
Allotment.
97-1061s-s.G.
No. of
Section. Area.
A. R. P.
Price  per Lot.
£ s.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Nares, parish of Cairns, town of Cairns.
(These allotments have frontage to the Esplanade.)
1 17 9 0 1 0 200 0
2 18 9 0 1 0 200 0
3- 19 9 0 1 0 200 0
4 20 9 0 1 0 250 0
-
ton, in the  county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
No. of
Lot.
97-647".G.
No. of
Portion.
[No. 17.
COUNTRY LOT.
No. of
Section. Area. Price per Lot.
A. R. P.
County of Nares, parish of- Grafton.
£ 8.
(This portion is situated at the north-east side of ortion 6, and
has frontage to Blackfellows' Creek.
5 28v ... I 6  1 15  6 10
97-12970-s.G.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Nares, parish of Grafton, town of Nelson.
(These allotments are situated at the south-east corner of the
Police Paddock, near the Mulgrave Central Mill, and
about twelve miles southerly from Cairns.)
Allotment.6 3 1 0 2 0 5 0
7 4 1 0 2 0 5 0
8 5 1 0 2 0 5 0
9 6 1 0 2 0 5 0
10 7 1 0 2 0 5 0
11 8 1 0 2 0 50
12 9 1 0 2 0 5 0
13 10 1 0 2 0 5 0
14 11 1 0 2 0 10 0
15 1 2 0 2 0 10 0
16 2 2 0 2 0 5 0
17 3 2 0 2 0 5 0
18 4 2 0 2 0 5 0
19 5 2 0 2 0 5 0
20 6 2 0 2 0 5 0
21 7 2 0 2 0 5 0
22 8 2 0 2 0 5 0
23 9 2 0 2 0 5 0
24 10 2 0 2 0 5 0
25 11 2 0 2 0 5 0
26 12 2 0 2 0 5 0
27 13 2 0 2 910 10 0
28 14 2 0 2 300 10 0
29 1 3 0 2 0 10 0
30 2 3 0 2 0 5 0
31 3 3 0 2 0 5 0
32 4 3 0 2 0 5 0
33 5 3 0 2 0 5 0
34 6 3 0 2 0 5 0
35 7 . 3 0 2 0 5 0
36 4 4 0 2 0 5 0
37 5 4 0 2 0 5 0
38 6 4 0 2 0 5 0
39 7 4 0 2 0 5 0
40 8 4 0 2 0 5 0
41 9 4 0 2 0 5 0
42 10 4 0 2 0 5 0
43 11 4 0 2 0 5 0
44 12 4 0 2 0 5 0
45 13 4 0 2 0 10 0
survey Fees- £ a. d.
Lots 1 to 4, and 6 to 46  ... ... ... ... ...  1 1 0 each.
Lot 6  ... ... ... ... ...  4 14 6
25
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No. of
Lot.
SALE  AT CHARLEVILLE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 31sT DAY OF AUGUST, 1897.
No. of
Allotment.
97-6090-S.G.
No of
Portion.
£ d.
TOWN LOT.
County of Orrery, parish of Augathella, town of Augathella.
(This  allotment has  frontage to Main street.)
1 I 5  1  7 1 0 2 8s 9 15
Survey Fee-£1 Is.
The purchaser to pay the value of the improvements ,  it any.
SALE AT CHILDERS,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 31ST  DAY OF AUGUST, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment.
A. B. P.
No. of
Section.
No. of
Section.
£ s.
166 [24TH  JULY, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
SALE  AT IPSWICH,
ON TUESDAY, THE 31ST DAY OF AUGUST, 1897.
No. of
Allotment.
97-10619-5.G.
No. of
Section. Area.
A. B. P. £ s.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna.
(These lands are situated  about a mile south-westerly from
Goodna Railway Station.)
1 5
2 6
Portion.
3 344
4 345
5 346
6 347
97-8199-Ips.
24
24
5 0 0
5 0 0
6 0 28
5 1 35
5 2 28
5 3 28
15 0
15 10
13 15
14 6
15 0
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Churchill, parish of Grandchester.
(This portion is situated about a mile and a-half north from
Calvert Railway Station.)
7 122. I ... 1 3  1 34  3 10
97-103455 -3.G.
County of Churchill, parish of Forbes.
(These portions are situated at Mount Walker or Forbes.)
*8 2v + ... I 258 014 129 5
*9 3v 304 0 12 152 0
Survey Fees-  £ e. d.
Lots 1 to 7 ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 3 0 each.
Lot 8 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 13 0
„ 9 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 11 9 0
The purchaser of Lots 8 and 9 to pay the value of any improvements there
may be on them.
97-12361-8.G.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Cook, parish of Marathon.
(These portions are situated on the coast at the south-east
corner of portion 2v about ten miles north-easterly from
Goodwood Railway Station.)
1 14v ... 5 0 1 12 10
2 19v ... 5 0 0 12 10
3 20v ... 5 0 0 1210
4 21v ... 5 0 0 12 10
5 23v ... 5 0 0 1210
6 25v ... 5 0 4 1210
7 26v ,.. 18 3 3 47 0
Survey Fees-  £ s. d.
Lots  1 to 8  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2 2 0 each.
Lot 7 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  4 4 0
SALE AT INGHAM,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 31ST DAY OF  AUGUST, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Section.
Area.
A. B. P.
Area.
Area.
Price per Lot.
Price per Lot.
A. B. P.
Price per Lot.
£ s.
97-11290-S.G.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Cardwell, parish of Cordelia, town of Lucinda.
(These allotments arc situated about half- a-mile  south of the
Jetty at Lucinda Point.)
1 1 4 0 2 0 6 0
2 2 4 0 2 0 6 0
3 3 4 0 2 0 6 0
4 4 4 0 2 0 6 0
5 5 4 0 2 0 6 0
6 6 4 0 2 0 6 0
7 7 4 0 2 0 6 0
8 8 4 0 2 0 6 0
9 9 4 0 2 0 6 0
10 10 4 0 2 0 6 0
11 1 5 0 2 0 6 0
12 2 5 0 2 0 6 0
13 3 5 0 2 0 6 0
14 4 5 0 2 0 6 0
15 5 5 0 2 0 6 0
16 6 5 0 2 0 • 6 0
17 7 5 0 2 0  6 0
18 8 li 0 2 0 6 0
19 9 5 0 2 0 6 0
20 10 5 0 2 0 6 0
97-11292-S.G.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Cardwell, parish of Cordelia.
(These allotments are situated  east of  the town of Halifax.)
21 2 41 5 2 0 24 15
22 7 41 5 2 0 24 15
23 4 41 5 2 0 24 15
24 5 41 5 2 0 24 15
25 6 41 5 2 0 24 15
26 8 41 5 2 0 24 15
27 2 42 5 0 0 22 10
28 8 42  5 2 0 24 15
97-11291-S.G.
COUNTRY LOT.
(This portion is situated about half-a-mile south-easterly from
the town of Halifax.)
Portion.
29 28v 1 15 3 0 63 0
Survey  Fees- £ e. d.
Lots 1 to 20  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1 1 0 each.
21  to 28 ... ... ... ... ... 3 3 0
Lot 29  ...... ..... ... ... ... ... ...  5 10 0
SALE AT LANDSBOROUGH,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 31ST DAY OF  AUGUST, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment.
No. of
Section. Area .  Price per Lot.
97-11842-S.G.
A. B. P. £ s.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Canning, parish of Durundur, town of Peachester.
(These allotments are situated about five miles west of Beerwah
Railway Station.)
1 1 1 1 0 0 8 0
2 2 1 1 0 0 8 0
3 3 1 1 0 0 8 0
4 4 1 1 0 0 8 0
5 5 1 1 0 0 8 0
6 6 1 1 0 0 8 0
7 8 1 1 0 0 8 0
8 1 2 1 0 0 8 0
9 2 2 1 0 0 8 0
10 3 2 1 0 0 8 0
11 4 2 1 0 Q 8 0
12 5 2 1 0 0 8 0
13 6 2 1 0 0 8 0
14 1 3 1 0 0 8 0
15 2 3 1 0 0 8 0
16 3 3 1 0 0 8 0
17 4 3 1 0 0 8 0
18 5 3 1 0 0 8 0
19 6 3 1 0 0 8 0
20 1 4 1 0 0 8 0
21 2 4 1 0 0 8 0
22 3 4 1 0 0 8 0
23 4 4 1 0 0 8 0
24 5 4 1 0 0 8 0
25 6 4 1 0 0 8 0
26 7 4 1 0 0 8 0
27 8 4 1 0 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Parish of Durundur.
28 7 3  1 2 16 9 10
29 8 3  1 2 16 9 10
30 9 3 1 2 16 9 10
31 9 4 2 3 8 17 0
32 10 4 - 2 3 8 17 0
33 11 4 2 0 0 12 0
34 12 4 3 2 30 22 0
35 13 4 2 1 11 14 0
36 14 4 2 0 24 13 0
37 15 4 2 3 8 17 0
Survey Fee-£ 2 2s. each Lot.
Price per Lot.
11
15 0
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No. of
Lot.
SALE AT NANANGO,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 31ST DAY OF AUGUST, 1897.
No. of
Allotment.
No. of
Section. Area. Price per Lot.
I I I A. R. P.
0787-S.G.
TOWN LOTS.
197-
£ 8.
County of Fitzroy, parish of Nanango, town of Nanango.
(These allotments have frontage to Gipps street.)
1 1 14 1 0 0 8 0
2 2 14 1 0 0 8 0
3 3 14 1 0 0 8 0
4 4 14 1 0 0 8 0
5 5 14 1 0 .0 8 0
6 1 15 1 0 0 8 0
7 2 15 1 0 0 8 0
8 3 15 1 0 0 8 0
9 4 15 1 0 0 8 0
10 5 15 1 0 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Parish of Nanango .
(These allotments have frontage to Chester street .)
11 6 14 2 2 0 20 0
12 7 14 2 2 0 20 0
13 6 15 2 2 0 20 0
14 7 15 2 2 0 20 0
Survey Fee-£2 2s. each Lot.
167 [24TH JULY, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
SALE AT TOOWOOMBA,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 31ST  DAY OF AUGUST, 1897.
No. of
Allotment.
No. of
Section. Area.
A. B. P.
Price per Lot.
£ 8.
97-12069-8.G.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Cavendish, parish of Crow's Nest, town of Crow's
Nest.
(These allotments are situated about a-quarter of a mile
northerly from the Railway Station, and have frontage to
the main Eskdale road.)
1 1 19 1 0 0 8 0
2 2 19 1 0 0 8 0
3 3 19 1 0 0 8 0
4 4 19 1 0 0 8 0
5 5 19 1 0 1 0 8 2
6 1 20 1 0 0 8 0
7 2 20 1 0 0 8 0
8 3 20 1 0 0 8 0
9 4 20 1 0 2;- 8 3
Survey  Fee-£2 2s. each Lot.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this fourteenth day of July, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
[L.s. j
LAMINGTON,
Governor.
SALE AT TAMBO,
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
ON TUESDAY,  THE 31ST  DAY OF AUGUS r, 1897. N pursuance cf the authority  in me  vested,  and in accord-
ance  with the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,
No. of No. of No. of i r L tP
1884  to  1895,"  " The Mineral Lands (Sales) Act of  1892," and
" "Lot. Allotment. Section. Area.
o .r ce pe The Mineral Lands (Sales) Act Amendment Act  of 1894,
I, CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER , Baron Lamington,
A. B. P. £ s. the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, do hereby notify and proclaim that the  following lots
97-7762--S.G.
TOWN LOTS.
of Land will be offered for sale by Public Auction, at the
undermentioned  places,  at Eleven o'clock on the day specified,
County of Tambo, parish of Tambo, town of Tambo. at the upset price affixed to each lot respectively.
(These allotments  have  frontage  to Albert  street.) TERMS:
Lots 1 to 4 of the Rockhampton Sale, one-fourth cash the
1 3 9 1 0 0 8 0
,
balance in three equal instalments at twelve twenty-
2 4 9 1 0 0 8 0
,
four, and thirty- six months  from date of sale; the
3 10 9 . 1 0 0 8 0 remaining lots as  follows:-
4 11 9 1 0 0 8 0 Purchasers toan aggregate not exceeding £12 must pay
one-half cash and the balance within one month from
SUBURBAN LOTS. the date of sale ;
(This allotment has frontage  to Mitchell street.) Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding 212 but notexceeding  £30 must pay half cash and the balance
5( 6 1 10 ( 2 0 0 1 12 0
(This  allotment has frontage  to Garden  street.)
within four months from the date of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £30 but not
exceeding  £100 must pay one-third cash and the
6 7( 10 1 3 0 0 1 18 0 balance  in two equal instalments at four and eight
months from the date of sale ;(These  allotments have frontage  to Douglas street.) Purchasers  to an aggregate  exceeding £100 must pay
7 1 12 2 0 0 16 0 one-fourth cash and the balance in three equal
8 2 12 2 0 0 16 0 instalments  at four, eight, and twelve months from
9 3 12 2 0 0 16 0 the date of sale ;
10 4 12 2 0 0 16 0 without interest.
11 5 12 2 0 0 16 0 And I further notify  and proclaim  that the Lots which may
remain  unsold shall, at and after Eleven o'clock on the day(These  allotments  have frontage to Charles  street.) following such Auction, be open to Selection by purchase at
12- 6 12 2 0 0 16 0 the upset price for one month from the date of sale.
13 7 12 2 0 0 16 0 The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be charged
14 8 12 2 0 0 16 0 according  to the  scale  established by the Act and Regulations.
15 9 12 2 0 0 16 0
SALE AT CAIRNS,
(These allotments  have frontage to Edward  street.) ON TUESDAY, THE 31ST DAY OF AUGUST, 1897.
16 1 16 1 0 11 10 0 No ofof No of  No17 2 16 1 0 0 10 0 .. .Lot. Allotment. Section. Arca. Price per Lot.
18 3 16 1 0 0 10 0
19 4 16 1 0 0 10 0
A. R. P. I £ s.
(These allotments have frontage to William  street.) 97-814-8.G.
TOWN LOTS.
20 6 16 1 0 0 10 0 County of Nares parish of Formartine town of Koah.
21 7 16 1 0 0 10 0
, ,
(These allotments are situated at the confluence of the Clohes22
23
8
9
16
16
1 0 0 10 0
1 0 0 10 0
y
River with the Barron River.)46 1 7 0 3 0 6 024 10 16 1 0 1 10 010 47 2 7 0 3 0 6 0
Survey Fee -£ 2 2s. each Lot. Survey Fee-£1 Is. each Lot.
No. 17. VoL. LZVIII.]
No. of
Lot.
97-10946-S.G.
168 [24TS  JULY, 1897.
SALE AT ROCKHAMPTON,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 313T  DAY OF AUGUST, 1897.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Section. Area .  Price per Lot.
A. B. P. £ s.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Livingstone, parish of Archer.
(These portions are situated between Thozet's and Frenchman's
Creeks, about three miles north-easterly from Rockhamp-
ton.)
1 151 ... 48 0 0 96 0
2 152  ... 30 0 0 60 0
3 153  ... 30 0 0 60 0
4 154 ... 40 0 0 80 0
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
COUNTRY  LOTS - continued.
No. of
Sectioc.
GOD S &vi THE QIISEN I
A. B. P.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
97-13064--S.G.
(This portion is situated about five miles north-easterly fromRockhampton.)
5 20v  I 5 3 5 1115
Survey Fees- A a. d.
Lot 1  ... ... ... ... ... ...  6 0 0
Lots 2 a n d 3  ... ... ..  4 15 0 each.
Lot 4  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  6 8 0
09 5 ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 3 0
Given under my Hand and  Seal. at Government House,
Brisbane , this fourteenth day of July, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
seven, and in  the sixty -first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
Printed and Published  by EDMUND  GREGORY, Government Printer,
William street,  Brisbane.
Price per Lot.Area.
£ s.
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Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 14th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency  the Governor , with the advice of the
Executive Council ,  has, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "  The Factories and Shops  Act of  1896," been
pleased to make the following Regulations.
HORACE TOZER.
1. Throughout these Regulations the term " the
Act " shall mean  " The Factories and Shops Act of  1896,"
and the terms " Minister," " Inspector," " Factory," and
" Shop" shall have the meanings respectively assigned to
them by the Act.
Sanitary Arrangements.
2. Every factory and shop, or portion thereof, shall
contain not less than four hundred (400) cubic feet of
space for each person employed therein (exclusive of the
space occupied by goods, cases, furniture, or fittings), nor
less than 25 superficial feet of floor area, and where gas-
light is used each gaslight will be counted equal to one
occupant in respect of cubic space. In the calculation of
cubical space the maximum height taken will be 13 feet.
Any work-room in which the ceiling is not more than
8 feet in height, or which, in the opinion of an Inspector,
is unsafe or insanitary, may be condemned by the Inspector
as unfit for occupation.
3. (a) Every factory and shop or portion thereof shall,
when required by the Inspector, be provided with means of
ventilation by openings for the inlet and outlet of air in
the proportion of not less than 12 square inches of inlet
openings and 12 square inches of outlet openings, irrespec-
tive of door or window openings, for each person employed
in such factory or portion thereof, such space to be
calculated exclusive of all bars, ornamentation, or other
obstruction thereto.
The provisions of this regulation shall not, unless
considered necessary by an Inspector, apply to a factory
in which there are a fire-place with chimney and a window
made to open, and in which not more than four persons
are employed.
(b) Every heating appliance in any factory, whether
used for warming for the persons there engaged, or used
in the manufacturing process, shall be provided with a flue
of sufficiently large cross-section to carry off all the pro-
ducts of combustion, and in no case of less than 4 inches
internal diameter if circular, or the equivalent thereof if
of other sectional shape.
4. (a) The floors and windows of every factory shall,
when so ordered by an inspector of factories, be washed
with hot water and soap once at least every three months,
[No. 18.
provided that the occupier of any factory or work-room
may appeal from such order to the Minister ,  whose decision
shall be final.
(b) The seats and floors of every closet and urinal
used by the employees in any factory or shop shall be
thoroughly scrubbed with water and soap once at least
every week.
(e) All new earth-closets  (where pan is used )  erected
after the coming into force of the Act must be provided
with proper urine deflector under seat, or have space of
not more than half-inch between top of pan and underside
of seat,  guide rails to keep pan in position, rail 6 inches
deep under front of seat instead of breast ,  and floor of
washable material.
(d) All urinals to  have washable floors.
5. If in any building or place any manufacture is to
be carried on of such a nature as to necessitate the females
employed changing their dresses on entering or on leaving
such factory ,  then such building or place shall be provided
with a suitable dressing -room for the use of the females
employed therein.
6. Every occupier of a factory shall, within seven
days after the 1st January in each year,  forward to the
Inspector a record in the form prescribed in Schedule I.
(Form IV.) and Schedule II .  hereto showing particulars
as at 31st December.
7. In every  factory or shop there shall, unless
specially exempt  by the  Minister in writing ,  be provided
proper lavatory  accommodation consisting of wash -basins
with sufficient water supply ,  and fitted with trapped waste-
pipe or waste -pipes connected with drains. The basins
shall be  not fewer in number than one to every twenty
employees, and shall be situated under cover, and of con-
venient access.
Means of Extinguishing Fire.
8. Every factory and shop, when so required by the
Inspector ,  shall be fitted with a 2i-inch hydrant, hose,
branch,  and nozzle ,  inside the main entrance and at the
top of each staircase ,  and be supplied with such number
of buckets ,  or other fire-extinguishing apparatus, as the
Inspector may determine ,  and of such pattern as he may
approve, to be  kept (filled with water )  at all times on each
floor of such factory or shop.
Examination by Legally  Qualed Medical  Practitioner.
9. Where  an examination for a certificate under
Section  37 of the  Act is required ,  the Inspector shall,
upon application to him, supply a printed form as in
Schedule  IX.; and it shall be the duty of the medical
practitioner making the examination in every case in which
26
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he shall think it right to grant his- certificate to fill into
such form the required particulars,. and the applicant must
forward the portion indicated to the Inspector at the
address stated upon it, in order that the particulars con-
tained therein may be noted.
10. Certificates of fitness for employment must be
obtained by every person under the age of sixteen years
working in any factory of the class described in Form
VII. of Schedule I. hereto, and in such other cases as the
Minister may by written notice require.
Mode of Appeal toPolice Magistrate.
11. Any occupier who has been served with notice in
the form of Schedule I. (Form V.) hereto to make strlic-
tural alterations  in his  factory, or fence machinery, and
who has , within the time prescribed in Section 29 of the
Act, served on the Inspector a requisition to refer to the
decision  of the  nearest  Police Magistrate the question
whether or not it is necessary or practicable to make the
structural alterations  or fence the machinery referred io
in the notice, shall be entitled to receive from the Inspector
three days' notice of the place, date, and hour of meeting
appointed by the Police Magistrate for the hearing of such
reference. Such notice shall be deemed to have been
served on  the occupier if delivered to him personally or
left at or sent by port to his registered place of business.
12. The Police Magistrate shall, before  making an
award,  make a personal inspection of the building or
machinery in question, and the approaches and surround-
ings thereof, and shall, if he deem it necessary, but not
otherwise, take the evidence of experts upon the question
of the necessity or the fact of the practicability of
making such structural alterations or to fence the
machinery, &c., alleged, in the notice to be dangerous, or
of any possible modifications of the requirements in the
notice.
13. The occupier or firm and the Inspector may
attend in person or by their agents before the Police
Magistrate, and may themselves give evidence or adduce
such evidence as they may think advisable.
14. The Police Magistrate may hear and determine
the dispute in the absence of the parties or either of them
if, after proof of the service of the said three days' notice
of the meeting, the occupier or Inspector, or both of them,
are absent or unrepresented.
15. The decision of the Police Magistrate shall be
made within one month next after the date on which such
dispute was heard.
FORMS.
16. The Forms numbered respectively I. to VIII. in
Schedule I. hereto shall be the  Forms to be  used for the
purposes of the Act and these Regulations.
Scale of Wages.
17. The  scale  of wages and rates of payment to be
furnished to the Minister, in accordance with Section 13,
shall be in the form of Schedule II. hereto.
SCHEDULE I.
Foam I.
To the Inspector, Factories and Shops, Office of Chief Inspector of
Factories and Shops.
(In the case  of the Metropolitan District, or to the " Inspector of
Factories for the District of ," at his gazetted
address, in the case of country districts.)
I [or  We] hereby give you notice
that I am [or we are] the occupier  [or  occupiers] of a factory within
the meaning of  " The Factories and Shops Act  of 1896," particulars
of which  are furnished herewith, and request that a Certificate of
Registration be issued  to me  [or  us].
The particulars  are as  follows:-
Factory is situated at
Built of
Roof of
Precautions against fire
Means of escape in case of fire
Number of closets for females is
Number of closets for males is
Number of urinals for females is
Number of urinals  for males is
Number of lavatory basins provided is
[24T]a JULY, 1897.
The number of work-rooms is , and the dimensions are as-below:-
Maximummaxi um
o d + Number of
i mF' Persons
Height.
g ao pr,.who may bel
employed  Feet.luche3.
in Room.
i• I -
Males.
Nature of-work to, be-carried on, or articles to be manufactured
They mechanical power is a engine of
horse-power.
Name of occupier or firm in full for registration
The number of persons employed is as under :-
Adults.
Factory ...
Office ...
Yard ...
Outside
workers ...
Shop ...
Length. o Number of -tBreadth . B c. Ventilators. ij
.61a> O a> ..a
Feet. Inches.
.aa
Feet. Inches.5
°o
A Inlet.,  Outlet.
Females.
Total  Adults-
Young Persons  under' Children under 16
18 and over 16 years .  ( years.
Males .  Females.
Total under 18
and over 16
years
Males .  Females.
Total under 16
years-
Total of all employees
I [or  We] declare the above particulars to be substantially true-
and correct in every respect.
Date
Occupier or Firm.
Fo.ax II.
OFFICE OF CHIEF INSPECTOR  ow FACTORIES AND SHOPS.
Certificate of Registration.
This is to certify that the premises occupied by at
street in which persons are employed,
have this day been registered  under  "  The Factories and Shops Act
of  1896 "as a factory.
Chief Inspector.
Date
FORM III.
" THE FACTORIES AND SHOPS ACT OF 1896."
Department of
Inspector District
Address
Usual working hours of factory
Number of persons who may be employed in each room.
FORM IV.
RECORD OF  OUTSIDJI WORK.
Name of occupier or firm
Registration number
Address
Nature of work carried on
Age-Male. A ge-Female.
4, l  001141, .
.o co i.ao >w
S
n
,0  t, 130 d
M
c ae Amount of
fs am, WeeklyEarnings.
05
q
e
0 c Piece-.. , Wages. Uwor .
I certify that the above record is a substantially true and correct
account of the persons employed in the business of , but
outside  the factory, their age and sex, the rates of payment to them,
and the places in which they were employed during , and
of the kind of work done by such persons.
Date
Signature of Occupier.
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FORK V.
NOTICES UNDER  SECTION 29 OF " THE FACTORIES AND Sliors
ACT OF 1896."
I hereby give you notice that you are required to  [here describe
in general terms  the structural alterations  to be  made, or the
machinery required to be fenced, and the mode in which the same
should be altered or fenced],  in your factory, street,
district, as provided by Section 29 of  "The Factories
and Shops Act of  1896."
Inspector.
To M. 18 .
NoTz .- If you desire to refer this matter to the nearest Police Magistrate,
you must within seven days of the receipt of this notice serve upon me a w ri tten
requisition to refer the matt?r ,  and must proceed to such judgment in accordance
with the regulations in that behalf .  In default of your so doing ,  you will be
liable to  the penalties  provided in the said Act unless you make the required
structural alterations  (or securely  fence the Said machinery  w ithout  delay).
FORM VI.
RECORD'OY OVERTIME.
For the week , Monday to Saturday.
Males  (under 16 years).
Name.
Hours of Overtime worked.
• Strike out either of these
Wednes -  Total for words accordingly as the certil-Monday .'  Tuesday .  day Thursday .  Friday .  Saturday . Week . cate  maybe  granted or withheld.
1
[Forwarded to Factory
Inspector-
Address
No.
Date
Place
Name of Applicant
Residence
Age
[24TH JULY. 1897.
Fo$M VIII.
[Hand to person examined.]
No. The Factories and Shops Act
of  1896."
CERTIFICATE UNDER SECTION 37 or
" THS FACTORIES AND SHOPS ACT
or 1896."
I, being a legally qualified medical
practitioner, have been satisfied either
by
(a) a certificate of birth,
(b) a statutory declaration,
that of is of the
age of years, and I certfy
that has been personally
examined by me, and is not incapa-
citated by disease or bodily infirmity
for working daily for the time allowed
by law in the following class  or classes
of factories,* viz.:-
]
In what class  or classes of
Factory to be employed
Remarks :
Certificate  granted
withheld
Legally qualified
Medical Practitioner.
Address
Females.
Name.
Hours of Overtime worked.
Monday . Tuesday. Vhednes-day Thursday. Friday. Saturday. Total forWeek.
FORM VII.
1. Certificates  of fitness  for employment  must be obtained  in all
factories-
(a In which  or in connection  with which steam or other
(b)
mechanical power is used ; except in factories in which
slop clothing ,  white work ,  underclothing ,  shirts, or booi,s
and shoes are prepared or manufactured.
In which or in connection with which work is carried on
incidental to the following businesses ,  manufactures, or
trades :-
Aerated Water Works.
Acid or Alkali Works.
Blast Furnaces.
Bleaching and Dyeing Works.
Bookbinding Works.
Brick or Tile Works (not being Ornamental Tiles).
Candle,  Soap , and Tallow Works.
Cigars, Cigarettes, and Tobacco Works.
Copper Mills.
Die-sinking and Engraving Works.
Earthenware Works.
Foundries.
Glass and Glass Bottle Works.
Glass Bevelling and Cutting.
Glass  Silvering  and Staining.
Iron Mills.
Lead and Shot Works.
Letter -press  Printing Works.
Manure Works, Bone Mills ,  Glue Works, &c.
Matches-Dipping of Lucifers.
Metal Works (that is to say):-Any works in which the
manufacture of any article of metal is carried out.
Paint Works.
Plumbers' Works.
Salt Works or Manufacture of Chemical Salts.
'1 inware Works.
Varnish Works.
White Lead Works.
Wire Works.
Legally qualified Medical Practitioner
Address
Date
• NOTE -If the certifying medical prac-
titioner  is of  opinion that he can truly give
the certificate for employ went in all or any
factories he may here insert the  words " all
classes ,"  or be may confine the certificate
to any particular  class or classes of factories
by naming same.
SCHEDULE II.
RECORD Or EMPLOYEES IN A FACTORY OR SHOP.
Registration Number
Name of Occupier or Firm
Address
Nature of Work carried on
(When an Employee leaves, Name should be struck out of Record.)
c0
MC r
F W
Total I
Age-Male.
03a
a
a
n
I i 1
o a4
m .C 'Q Fi 5 aAqi
Amount of
Weekly
Earnings.
a
0  a) as ,.
F t° t° F  bal a)
ca a3 ad 'n x O "'
05as :  ao, ai o °c
E
a
aD
I certify that the above record is a substantially  true and  correct
account of the persons employed during in
factory or shop situated  at and of  the kind of work done by
and wages  paid to such persons.
Signature of Occupier.
Date
Printed  and Published  by EDMUND GREGORY,  Government Printer,
William street .  Br'sbanr„
Age-Female.
B-'r'
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THE TOWNSVILLE HARBOUR BOARD.
The Treasury, Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The HarbourBoards Act  of 1892," been pleased to approve of the following By-laws, made by the Townsville Harbour Board.
ROBE RT PHILP.
WHEREAS  by section 104 of  " The Harbour Boards Act of  1892" it is enacted that a Harbour Board may, by By-laws made
thereunder, do, within the limits of the harbour, all or any of the things in the said section mentioned : It is hereby resolved by
the Townsville Harbour Board, by and with the approval of the Governor in Council, that the following By-laws shall be in force
within the Harbour of Townsville from the date of the publication hereof:-
Interpretation.
In the interpretation of these By-laws the words within inverted  commas  shall have the meanings  set against them
respectively, unless the context in any case otherwise requires :---
Harbour "  means  the Harbour of Townsille ;
Board " means  the Townsville Harbour Board ;
Clerk "  means the  Clerk of the Board ;
Collector of dues "  means  the person appointed by the Board to collect any due, rate, fee, toll, tax, port or other
charges  within the harbour.
BY-LAW No. 1.
1. There shall  be raised , levied, collected, and paid to the Townsville Harbour Board, in respect of all goods,  merchandise,
and cargo  of every description arriving by sea and discharged within the limits of the Townsville harbour, or shipped therefrom
for exportation, or transhipped in the harbour, certain dues at the several  rates  set forth in the schedule hereto.
2. The said  dues shall be paid in the following manner, viz.
With respect to all goods or merchandise discharged or shipped within the limits of the harbour, the owner,  agent, or
master  of any vessel from and by which such goods or merchandise  are so  discharged or shipped shall pay to the collector of
dues, or  any other person duly appointed to receive the same, the harbour dues payable in respect of such  goods  or merchandise,
and shall at the time of making every such payment furnish to such officer or to the clerk of the Board particulars  in writing,
specifying the name  and place of abode of every parson or business or trading firm for or on whose behalf  or in respect of whose
goods or merchandise such payment is made, together with the sum then paid for or on behalf of every such person  or firm, or in
respect of  his or their goods or merchandise. Such particulars shall always include a copy of the bills of lading, freight lists, or
manifests  of the cargo, or other proper account of all and every parcel or package of goods or merchandise intended to be shipped
by or discharged from such vessel, whether it is included in the manifest of the cargo, bills of lading, freight lists, or otherwise,
and whether such goods or merchandise are liable to the payment of harbour dues or not, and any such owner,  agent, or master of
any vessel as above who shall make any false statement, render any false account, or provide any false particulars in respect to
any of the above matters, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds. The owner, agent, or master of any  vessel as
above shall  also, in the case  of any diff erence arising as  to the  amount of dues payable in respect of any goods  or merchandise,
satisfy the collector of dues, or any other officer duly appointed to collect dues, or tf,e clerk of the Board, that  sufficient  security
or guarantee has been given  for the payment of such dues when ascertained ,  and of the  expenses arising  from the non-payment
thereof.
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Liquids in bulk-  s. d. s. d. a. d.
Tun butt ... ... each 2
Pipe or puncheon ...
„
1
Hogshead ... „ 0
Barrel or quarter-cask,
or drum, over 15 gal-
lons  .. . „ 0
Octave keg, drum, tin,
or jar ... .. „ 0
Other goods-Cases, crates, casks,
hales, boxes, bundles, trunks,
bags, kegs, firkins ; Acids (not
liquids in bulk)-per ton
measurement of 40 cubic feet 2
Agricultural implements and
dairy implements ; Alkali-
Soda ' ash, soda bicarbonate,
soda caustic, soda crystals,
nitrate of soda; Anchors, anti-
mony ore ; Arrowroot in bags
-per ton of 20 cwt. .. ... 2
Arrowroot  in cases;  Arms, am-
munition, arsenic ; Artists'
colours-per ton measurement
of 40 cubic feet ... .. 2
Asphalt, axles, axle-arms, and
axle-boxes-per ton of 20 cwt. 2
Axes, alum ; Bags, sacks, and
bagging-per ton measurement
of 40 cubic feet ... 2
Bark, ground, and in bundles ;
Beche-de-mer-per ton of 20
cwt. ... .. 2
Beer and bitters  in glass ;
Biscuits and beeswax-per ton
measurement of 40 cubic feet 2
Boats-per ton measurement of
40 cubic feet ... ... ... 2
Ballast, stone or sand-per ton
of 20 cwt. ... ... ... 0
Blacking, boots, shoes, boot
polish, and boot uppers-per
ton measurement of 40 cubic
feet ... ... ... ... 2
Boilers, boiler tubes ; Bones and
bonedust-per ton of 20 cwt. 2
Books and newspapers-per ton
of 20 cwt. ... .. 2
Buckets and tubs-per dozen ... 0
Butter-per keg ... ... 0
Brooms-per ton measurement
of 40 cubic feet ... ... 2
Bricks-per 1,000 ... ... 2
Bran and pollard-per 2,000 lb. 2
Bicycles and tricycles-each ... 0
Brass :  bar, sheet, rolled, tubing
-per ton of 20 cwt. ... ... 2
Brassware  and brushware-per
ton measurement of 40 cubic
feet ... ... ... ...  2
Brimstone ;  Bass  bristles and
broom millet - per ton of
20 cwt. ... ... ... 2
Building materials :
Stones-per ton of 20 cwt. ... 2
Doors (wood),  sashes ;
Bacon and hams ; Candles and
candlewick ; Carriages, carts, L
wagons, and other unspecified I
vehicles - per ton measure-  I
ment  of 40 cubic feet J
Casks, empty -each ... ...
Casks in shooks-per ton mea-
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2
0
surement of 40 cubic feet 2
Coke or firewood-per ton of 20
cwt. .. ... ... 0
Coals - per ton of 20 cwt.  ...  0
Cement and chaff-per ton of
20 cwt. ... ...  2
Cheese ; Chicory  and chicory
root ; Chinaware - per ton
measurement of 40 cubic feet 2
0 2 0 1 0
4 1 4 0 8
6 0 6 0 3
4 0 4 0 2
2 0 2 0 1
0 2 0 1 0
0 2 0 1 0
0 2 0 1 0
0 2 0 1 0
0 2 0 1 0
0 2 0 1 0
0 2 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 0
3 0 3 0 2
0 2 0 1 0
0 2 0 1 0
0 2 0 1 0
4 0 4 0 2
3 0 3 0 2
0 2 0 1 0
0 2 0 1 0
0 2 0 1 0
6 0 6 0 3
0 2 0 1 0
0 2 0 1 0
0 2 0 1 0
0 2 0 1 0
0 2 0 1 0
4 0 4 0 2
0 2 0 1 0
6 0 6 0 3
6 0 6 0 3
0 2 0 1 0
0 2 0 1 0
D
Coin and specie- per ordinarybox  ... ... ,,.
Coffee,  cocoa, and  chocolate, in
cases -per ton  measurement of
40 cubic feet ... ...  ...
Coffee, in bags-per ton of 20 cwt.
Cotton waste, raw, cotton wicks ;
Cornflour  and maizena ; Clam-
shells-per ton measurement
of 40 cubic feet ... ...
Camp ovens and covers-per ton
of20 cwt.  ... .. ,,.
Confectionery  and succades-per
ton measurement of 40 cubic
feet ...
Copper : ore, piping,  smelted,
sheet, wire, rod, and nails-per
ton of 20 cwt.... ...  ...
Copperware-per ton  measure-
ment of 40 cubic feet ...
Copperas, copra ; Cordage and
rope-per ton of 20 cwt.
Cork and corks; Cream separa-
tors-per  ton measurement of
40 cubic feet
Cream of tartar; Cutlery-per
ton of 20 cwt. ..,
Chain and  chain cables-per
ton of 20 cwt. ... ...
Drugs and druggists '  ware ;
Drapery, haberdashery,  and all
soft goods ; Earthenware-per
ton measurement  of 40 cubic
feet
Empty returns- bags, cases,
kegs, casks , &c.-per ton
measurement  of 40 cubic  feet
Electric material ; Engine pack-
ing ;  Eggs; Fancy goods-per
ton measurement  of 40 cubic
feet
Fibre : cocoanut  and coir, flax,
hemp,  Phormium  tenax,  grass
rope, and other fibrous
materials -per ton of 20 ew t....
Fowls and birds, in cases and
crates  ; Fish;.preserved,  salted,
and dried ; Flock-per ton
measurement of 40 cubic feet
Flour-per 2,000 lb. ...
Fruits, green and dried, and
pulp fruits-per ton of 20
cwt.  ... ... ... ...
Fruits, preserved ; Furniture
and upholstery ; (linger :  green,
dried and  preserved; Glass
bottles  and glassware - per ton
measurement  of 40 cubic feet
Gold dust and gold bars-per
ordinary  box ... ... ...
Grain and pulse, &c., viz., barley,
oats, beans and peas, maize,
malt, rice, wheat ; Gelatinised
grist ;  Grease  ;  Guano-per
ton of 20 cwt.... ... ...
Hardware and ironmongery
other than enumerated - per
ton measurement of 40 cubic
feet .. ... ...
Hair ; Hides, 40 to the ton ;
Horns, hoofs ; Hay-per ton of
20 cwt.... ... .. , ...
Holloware; Hops ; Household
effects-per  ton measurement
of 40 cubic feet .,
Iron  :  iron  wire, steel ,  or other
loose metal , bar and rod cast-
ings, galvanised, hoop, rolled
joists, pig, pipes (cast and
malleable), plates, scrap and
sheet-per ton of 20 cwt. ...
A
r. d.
B C
a. d. s. d.
0 6 0 6 0 3
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 C'
0 6 0 6 0 3
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
0 6 0 6 0 3
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
D
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a
A B
s. d. s. d.
Iron tanks,  empty-each  ... 0 6 -0 6
Iron safes - per ton of 20 owt.... 2 0 2 0
Instruments  :  musical ,  optical,
scienti fic,  and surgical - per ton
measurement of 40 cubic feet 2 0 2 0
Ink in caaks ,,ae liquids in bulk...
Jacks and cramps  ;  Kalsomine-
per ton of 20 cwt. ... 2 0 2 0
Kapoek- per ton measurement
of 40 cubic feet 2 0 2 0
Lard  ;  Lead  :  pig, piping, and
sheet; Lemon peel in brine-
per ton of 20 cwt. . 2 0 2 0
Leather  ;  Limejuice in cases-
per ton  measurement of 40
cubic feet  ... ... ... 2 0 2 0
Lime  ;  Linseed meal- per ton
of 20 cwt. ... ... ... 2 0 2 0
Live animals-
Horses,  Cattle-each ... 1 0 1 0
Yearlings -- each ... 1 0- 1 0
Sheep,  Pigs ,.Dogs- each - ... 0 4 0 4
Machinery and engines,  boilers,
mill stones, and otherirouwork;
M eal  ;  Manure  ;  Marble,
wrought or unwrought-per
ton of 20 owt. 2 0 2 0
Molasses and syrups in bulk, as
liquids in bulk... ...
Muntz metal-per ton of 20
cwt. ... ... ... 2 0 2 0
Meat,  in tins, eases,  or casks-
per ton measurement of 40
cubic feet 2 0 2 0
Meat  :  carcass-per ton of 20
cwt. ... 2 0 2 0
Mustard, in tanks or cases ;
Matches and vestas  ;  Matting;
Mouldings - per ton measure-
ment of 40 cubic feet... .. 2 0 2 0
Nails  ;  Nuts  :  almonds, Bar-
celona ,  cocoa, walnuts, and all
other ;  Oakum - per ton of 20
2 0 2 0Oars-per doz. ... ... ... 0 6 0 6
Oils ,  not in bulk - per ton mea-
surement of 40 cubic feet . 2 0 2 0
Oils in bulk ,  as  liquids in bulk
Oilmen's stores,  pickles, sauces,
farinaceous  foods-per ton
measurement of 40 cubic feet 2 0 2 0
Oysters, in bags ; Onions-per
ton of 20 cwt. ... 2 0 2 0
Opium-per ordinary box . 0 8 0 8
Paper and paper bags  -per-ton
measurement of 40 cubic feet 2 0 2 0
Paints and lead,  wet and dry-
per ton of 20 cwt. ... ... 2 0 2 0
Passengers '  luggage .. ... Free Free
Photographic goods and  cameras;
Pi t b  -  r to f 20pes, pe n oo acco
cwt., measurement  of 40 cubic
T Sounvn n- continued.
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0 3
1 0
...
01
1 0
1 0
Saddlery and harness - per ton
measurement of 40 cubic feet
Sago ,  in mats or bags-per ton
of 20 cwt. ...
Sago,  in cases-per ton measure-
ment of 40 cubic feet .. ...
Silver and lead bullion - per ton
of 20 cwt. ...
Singapore and China chairs-per
tonmeasurementof 40oubiefeet
Skins.;  Shot ; Seeds,  canary-
per ton of 20 cwt.
1 0 Seeds ,  garden - per ton measure-
0
ment of 40 cubic feet ... ...
Sugar  ;  Salt-per ton of 20 cwt.
Small pieces of shaped wood in
bundles-per dozen pieces ...
0 Shingles or laths-per 1,000 ..
Slates, building - per ton of 20
6 cwt. ...
6 Stoves - per ton measurement of
2 2 40 cubic feet .. ..
1 0
1 0'
1 0
1 0
1 0
1
0
Staves ,  sawnand split - as timber
Sulphur ,  in casks ; Superphos-
phateoflime--pertonof 20cwt.
Sewing machines  -  per ton
measurement of 40 cubic feet
Saltpetre ,  in casks ; Soap-per
ton of 20 cwt.. .
Spi ri ts and cordials ,  not in bulk ;
Stationery- per ton measure-
ment of 40 cubic feet ... ...
Steel  ;  Stearine  ;  Tallow-per
ton of 20 cwt .. ... .
Timber,  per load of 40 cubic
feet ,  or 480  superficial feet.
An allowance of 25 per cent.
may be made on the gross
measurements of timber in the
log, on import, export,  or coast-
wise rates .  In measuring the
length of timber,  fractions of a
foot are not to be reckoned
0 c ;. Tapioca ,  in bags-per ton of 208 cwt. ... ... ..
1 0
1
1
0
Tapioca ,  in cases  -  per ton
measurement of 40 cubic feet
Tar, as liquid, in bulk ... ..
Tea; Tinware  ;  Tobacco ; Tur-
pentine, in cases ; Twine-per
0 0 1 ton measurement  of 40 cubic
feet  ... ... .
0 Tin, ore and smelted ; Tin,
2 plates - per ton of 20 cwt.
1 0
1 0
Free
feet ... 2 0 2 0 1
Pitch ; Pearl-shell ; Potatoes--
per ton of 20 cwt. 2 0 2 0 1
Plants, trees ,  and shrubs, in
cases ; Preserved  pro visions, in
packages - per ton measure.
ment of 40 cubic  feet ... 2 0 2 0 1
Putty-per ton of 20 cwt. ... 2 0 2 0 1
Posts and rails-per 100 ... 2 0 2 0 1
Pickets or palings-per 100 1 0 1 0 0
Quicksilver  ;  Railway materials
-per ton of 20 cwt. 8 0 2 0 1
Rags per ton measurement of
40 cubic feet ... ... 2 0 2 0 1
Resin ; Rattans,  canes, and
willows--per ton of 20 cwt. ... 2 0 2 0 1
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
Travellers '  samples from beyond
the Colony are subject to one
import rate only at the first
port of call , and are free at all
other ports, except at the port
of departure from Queensland,
where an export rate is to be
charged-per ton measurement
of 40 cubic feet ... ...
Travellers '  samples ,  the property
of Queensland firms, when
transhipped from one port to
another within the Colony .
Vegetables ,  green-per ton of
20 owt. .Vermicelli-per ton ; measure-
ment of 40 cubic feet..
Weighing machines ;  whiting-
per ton of 20 cwt.
Wickerware ,  wire netting-per
ton measurement of 40 cubic feet
Wool ; Woolpacks - per ton of
20 cwt.
Zino-per ton of 20 cwt. . .
Ed and » bq
Ho  .2, 15 %
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A B C
s. d. s. d. s. d.
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
0 6 0 6 0 3
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
'2 0 2. 0 1 0
0 2 0 2 0 1
1 0 1 0 0 6
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
...
2 0
2 0
2 0
2
2
2
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0. 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
Fee Free Free
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2' 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0 1 0
1~ m
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HARBOUR DUES.
Harbour Dues.-Goods  not otherwise specified shall be
charged by  weight or measurement at such rate, not exceeding
two shillings  per ton, as  the Board may from time to time
direct.
Note.-The  minimum charge for any package shall be
threepence. Goods brought from a port or place in Queensland
which  is not  included within the defined limits of any ports,
and which are to be immediately exported after  landing, are to
be charged harbour dues at the export rate only.
WHARFAGE.
Export Wharfage.-All  export wharfage, except from
Harbours and Rivers Wharf, shall be at the rate of one
shilling per ton.
Minimum  Rate.-The  minimum rate for any package
shipped separately shall be threepence under five feet, and
sixpence  over five feet.
BY-LAW No. 2.
Where harbour  dues  become payable to the Board by the
owner,  agent ,  or master  of a ship on account of  either a con-
signee  or shipper of goods or merchandise by such ship,  the said
owner ,  agent ,  or master , shall either himself or by his proper
representative at the time of collecting and receiving such dues
from  the consignee or shipper, legibly mark on the shipping
receipt or bill of lading then produced the weights  and measure-
ments  of such goods or merchandise, and the amount of dues
then received or guaranteed to be paid in respect thereof
appearing  on such shipping receipt or bill of lading.
BY-LAW No. 3.
The collector of dues may either alone or with other persons
freely enter and go on board any ship engaged in the loading
or discharging of goods within the harbour, and examine all
goods on board, and all goods then lading or unlading, and
demand for inspection all documents of the nature of manifests
books, manifests sheets, or bills of lading which ought to be on
board such ship, and may weigh,  measure , and examine all
goods and merchandise on any wharf or in any shed, receiving
store, or other building, whether the same are being or have
been discharged,  or are  about to be shipped, for the purpose of
ascertaining  the dues payable thereon.
BY-LAW No. 4.
Whenever any person shall make application on behalf
of any other person to an officer of the Board to pay harbour
dues or transact any business  having reference to or arising out
of the payment of harbour dues, such officer may require the
person so  applying to produce a written authority from the
person on  whose behalf such application shall be made, and in
default of the production of such authority , refuse to  transact
such  business.
BY-LAW No. 5.
Where harbour dues in respect of goods laden or unladen
by a ship are payable  to the  Roord by the owner, agent, or
master  of such ship on account of a consignee or shipper, and
the collector of dues has reason to believe that the manifest
sheets, bills of lading, or other documents, or any of them which
may be presented to him for the purpose of paying harbour
dues on the said goods, are incorrect or incomplete in any
particular, such collector may demand and shall have produced
to him at the office of the aforesaid owner, agent, or master the
manifest book or other record in which particulars of goods
and cargo are usually shown and preserved for the use and
information of the said owner, agent,  or master  in business.
BY-LAW No. 6.
Before any goods shall be shipped, put off, or water borne
to be shipped from the harbour the shipper or his agent shall
deliver to the proper officer of the board a written account of
such goods, and shall at the same time present the intended
bill of lading or shipping receipt of such goods for endorsement
by the said officer, and any owner, agent, or  master  of a ship
who shall receive and ship any goods on a bill of lading or
shipping receipt not bearing the endorsement of the Board (or
ship any goods without such bill of lading or shipping receipt),
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
BY-LAW No. 7.
AS TO REPORTING INWARDS.
The master of every ship arriving within the limits of the
harbour, not being any ship in the service of Her Majesty, any
ship in the naval service of any Foreiga Power, and not
engaged in carrying goods for hire, any ship in the service of
this or any other British Colony or Possession, and not engaged
in carrying goods for hire, or any boat or vesselemployed under
the Queensland Fisheries Act of 1887, shall,-within thirty hours
after arrival, make due report inwards of such ship at the office
of the Board in the form of the Schedule hereto, or to the same
effect, containing the several particulars indicated or required
thereby. And if such  master  shall wilfully fail to make report,
according to the particulars hereinbefore set forth, so far as they
are applicable to such ship,  cargo , and voyage  inwards , or if the
particulars or any of them contained in such report  be false,
such master shall  forfeit a sum not exceeding twenty pounds
nor less than five pounds.
SCHEDULE.
Rarom  INWARDS.
(Form  E.)
Report of  the inwards at Townsville, 189
Description  of vessel :
101 (24)  Official number :
„
„
Registered tonnage :
Port of registry :
„ Owners :
„ Master :
Original  port of  clearance for Townsville :
Intermediate  ports of call : -
Date of  arrival at Townsville :
Draught  on arrival :
Where berthed :
104 (25)  Description of cargo :
104 (26)  How intended to be unladen :
1. Discharged  into lighters for the wharves, Townsville.
2. Discharged into a tender to  be landed at some other place
within the harbour.
3. Discharged  into a store  hulk in the harbour.
4. Discharged into other  vessels to be used as ships stores.
5. Landed direct on the jetty  wharf ,  at the  wharves, Towns-
ville,  or at some  other place  within  the limits of the
harbour.
6. Transhipped in the harbour to a place beyond the limits
of the harbour.
104 (25)  Name  of consignees :
I hereby certify that the above  particulars are true and correct.
This report date on
BY-LAW No. 8.
AS TO  REPORTING OUTWARDS.
The master of every ship desirous of departing from the
harbour shall, either himself - or by his duly constituted,
known ,  and recognised agent, make report outwards at the office
of the Board, or to an officer of the Board authorised in this
behalf in the form of the Schedule hereto or to the same effect,
containing the several particulars therein required ,  so far as the
same can be known by him, and with the certificate at the foot
thereof, made in the presence of an officer of the Board.
If the particulars contained in any such report shall be
false, the master or other person signing the same shall forfeit
a sum not exceeding  twenty pounds  nor less  than five  pounds;
and if the ship shall leave and depart from the harbour without
making and duly delivering report as  in manner  ab ve provided,
the master thereof shall forfeit any sum not less than ten
pounds or more than twenty pounds.
SCHEDULE.
REPORT OUTWARDS.
Townsville , '1897.
SIR,-Being desirous of obtaining Customs clearance outwards for
the ship , I request that you will furnish me with a Certificate
of the Board,  permitting  of such  clearance being granted. *
to the Board all harbour dues payable in respect of such ship.
Description of vessel :
Name of master :
Where bound :
Intermediate ports of call :
Draught on departure :
Description of cargo :
At what berth laden :
Name of shipper :
Nature of accident or mishap  (if any)
to vessel while in harbour :
I hereby certify that the above particulars are true and correct
A. B., Master.
The Collector  of Dues, Townsvillo Harbour Board, or
* I have paid, or
* I undertake to pay, or
A. B., Clerk,
pro  A.  U.S.N. Company, Agents.
* I tender herewith the guarantee of A. B. to pay.
BY-LAW No. 9.
RETURN TO BE MADE BY COAL HULKS, &C.
The master or person for the time being in charge of any
hulk or storesbip used in the harbour shall, on the fifteenth day
of each month, furnish to the collector of dues, or other proper
officer of the Board, a list or return, in form to be approved of
by the Board, of all coal and other goods received on board such
.hulk or storeship, and of all such coal and other goods delivered
therefrom during the period so named in such return. And any
such master or other person who shall wilfully neglect or refuse
to furnish such return shall, for every such breach of this By-
law, be - liable to a penalty in any sum not exceeding five
pounds.
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BY-LAW No. 10.
TH$ MANAGEMENT AND CONDUCT OF BUSINESS AT MEETINGS
OF THE BOARD.
1. The Board shall meet on the second Thursday in each
month at the office of the Board, and such meeting shall be
called an ordinary meeting.
2. In all cases not herein provided for, resort shall be had
to the rules, forms, and usages of the Legislative Assembly of
Queensland, which shall be followed as far as the  same are
applicable to the proceedings of the Board.
3. The members of the Board attending each meeting,
ordinary or special, shall sign their  names  in a book to be kept
for the purpose, such book to be called the " Attendance Book."
4. The engineer of the Board, and the harbour master
when practicable, shall be in attendance on each of the meeting
days of the Board.
6. At every ordinary meeting of the Board, the first
business  thereof shall be the reading and putting a question for
the confirmation of the minutes of the proceedings of the
preceding meeting or meetings, and the reading of the pro-
ceedings  of any committee presented at any such preceding
meeting, if  so required by any member, and no discussion shall
be permitted thereon except  as to  their accuracy as a record of
the proceedings, and the said minutes of the proceedings of the
preceding meeting or meetings, shall then be signed by the
chairman of the meeting. The rough minutes of the pro-
ceedings  of the Board at any meeting shall be read as they are
entered, or at the close of the meeting if required.
6. After the signing of the minutes as aforesaid the order
of business of an ordinary meeting shall be as follows, or as
near  thereto as may be practicable, but for the greater con-
venience  of the Board at any particular meeting thereof it may
be altered by resolution to that effect : --
(1) The letter-books of both the clerk's and engineer's
departments are to be laid on the table, as also the
Board's bank-book, made up to date. The secretary
shall then read an abstract of the letters sent by the
authority of the Board, and copies of any particular
letter or letters called for by any member.
(2) Reading letters received, or abstracts thereof, and
considering and ordering thereon.
(3) Reception and reading of petitions and memorials.
(4) Presentation of reports of the chairman and of com-
(5)
(6)
(9)
mittees and considering and ordering thereon. Any
postponed. items of former reports of committee shall
take precedence of new business brought up by
committees.
Presentation of departmental reports and returns,
and ordering thereon.
Payments.
Orders of the day, including subjects continued from
proceedings of former meetings, and any business
the chairman may think desirable, with the consent
of the Board.
Motions of'which previous notice has been given.
Extraordinary business, new by-laws, rules, regula.
tions, &c.
(10) Notices of motion for consideration at the following
meetings.
And the order of business at a special meeting shall
be the order in which business stands in the notice
thereof.
7. All notices of motion shall be dated, signed, and given
by the intending mover to the secretary at a meeting of the
Board, and the secretary shall enter the same in the notice of
motion book, in the order in which they may be received.
8. No motion for altering or revoking any resolution of the
Board which shall have been negatived shall be again enter-
tained during the same financial year unless by the consent of
at least two-thirds of all the members of the Board.
9. Except by leave of the Board, motions shall be moved
in the order in which they have been received and recorded by
the clerk in the notice of motion book ; and if not so moved or
postponed, shall be struck out.
10. No motion entered in the notice of motion book shall
be proceeded with in the absence of the member who gave notice
of the same,  unless  by some other member producing written
authority from him to that effect.
11. Any member desirous of making a motion or amend.
ment, or taking part in discussion thereon, shall rise and
address  the chairman, and shall not be interrupted unless called
to order, when he shall sit down until the member (if any)
calling to order shall have been heard thereon and the question
of order disposed of, when the member in possession of the
chair may, subject to the ruling of the chairman, proceed with
the subject.
12. Any member desirous of proposing an original motion
or amendment must state the nature of the same before he
addresses  the Board thereon.
13. No member shall make any motion initiating a subject
for discussion, but in pursuance of notice given as prescribed
above, excepting by consent of a clear majority of all the
members of  the Board.
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14. No motion or amendment shall be withdrawn without
the consent of the Board.
15. No motion or amendment shall be 'discussed or put
to the vote of the Board unless it be seconded; but a mem-
ber may require the enforcement of any standing order of
the Board by directing the chairman's attention to the infraction
thereof.
16. A member moving a motion shall be held to have
spoken thereon ; but a member merely seconding a motion shall
not be held to have spoken upon it.
17. If two or more members rise to speak at the same time,
the chairman shall decide which is entitled to priority.
18. No member shall speak a second time on the same
question unless entitled to a reply, or in explanation when he
has been misrepresented or misunderstood.
19. The chairman, when called upon to decide points of
order or practice, shall if required state the provision, rule, or
practice which he deems applicable to the case, without dis-
cuRsing or commenting on the same ; and his decision as to
order or explanation in each case shall be final.
20. No member shall digress from the subject matter of
the question under discussion, or comment upon the words used
by any other member in a previous debate, and all imputations
of improper motives and all personal reflections shall be deemed
highly disorderly.
21. A member called to order shall sit down, unless per-
mitted to explain.
22. Whenever any member shall make use of any expres-
sion disorderly or capable of being applied offensively to any
other member, the member so offending shall be required
by the chairman to withdraw the expres -ion and to make a
satisfactory apology to the Board ; and if lie refuse or neglect
to do so before the rising of the Board, be shall, for such offence,
be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
23. Any person, not being a member, who, having been
admitted to any meeting of the Board, shall be guilty of any
improper or disorderly conduct, and who shall not leave when
requested by the chairman so to do, may be forthwith removed.
24. Any member may of right demand the production of
any of the documents of the Board applying to the question
under discussion, and may at any time during business hours
have access to all the records and documents of the Board.
25. The Board shall, when a division is called for, vote by
a show of hands.
26. The chairman shall, in taking the sense of the Bcard,
put the question first in the affirmative, then in. the negative.
If a division be demanded by any member, the result shall be
declared by the chairman.
27. At every meeting of the Board all motions, whether
original motions or amendments, shall, if required by the chair-
man, be reduced into writing, signed by the mover, and be
delivered to the chairman immediately on their being moved
and seconded.
28. No second or subsequent amendment, whether upon
an original. proposition or on an amendment, shall be taken
into consideration until the previous amendment is disposed of.
29. If any words of an original question be rejected, the
insertion of other proposed words shall form the next question,
whereupon any further amendment to insert other words may
be moved.
30. If an amendment be carried, the question, as amended,
shall become the substantive motion, whereupon any further
amendment after such first-mentioned amendment may be
moved.
31. If the amendment be negatived, then a second may be
moved to the question to which the first-mentioned amendment
was moved, but only one amendment shall be submitted to the
Board for discussion at a time.
32. The mover of every original proposition, but not of any
amendment, shall have a right to reply, immediately after which
the question shall be put from the chair; but no member shalt
be allowed to speak more than once on the same question
unless permission be given to explain, or the attention of the
chair be called to a point of order.
33. A motion for adjournment of the Board or of a debate
may be moved at any time, but no discussion shall be allowed
thereon. If on the question being put the motion be negatived,
the subject then under consideration or the next on the notice-
paper shall be discussed, or any other that may be allowed
precedence, before any subsequent motion for adjournment be
made.
34. If a debate on any motion moved and seconded be
interrupted by the number of the Board present becoming
insufficient for the transaction of business, such debate may be
resumed at the point where it was interrupted on motion upon
notice.
35. If a debate on any order of the day be interrupted by
such insufficiency of number as aforesaid happening, such
order may be restored to the notice-paper for a future  day  on
motion upon notice, and then such debate shall be resumed at
the point where it was so interrupted.
36. A majority of all the members of any committee shall
form a quorum.
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37. Minutes of all proceedings of committees shall be
entered in  the committee minute-book, and shall, if required by
any member, be read and confirmed or amended at the ordinary
meeting of  the Board next after such committee meeting shall
have been held.
38. The clerk shall convene every committee within ten
days  of its  first appointment, or at any other time thereafter,
on the order of the chairman of the committee, or of any two
members of  committee.
39. No petition shall be presented except by a member of
the Board, nor shall any petition be presented after the Board
shall have proceeded to the  orders  of the day.
40. It shall be incumbent on every member presenting a
petition to acquaint himself with the contents thereof, and to
ascertain  that it does not  contain  language disrespectful to the
Board, and shall then ask the  permission  of the Board to have
it read.
41. Every member of the Board presenting a petition shall
write his name at the beginning thereof.
42. No letters or affidavits or other documents shall be
attached to any petition.
43. Every member presenting a retition shall confine
himself to  a statement  of the persons from whom it comes, of
the number  of signatures  attached to it, and of the material
all egations  contained in it, and to the reading of the prayer
thereof.
44. No motion, except that for receiving the same, shall,
unless under most urgent circumstances, be made on any
petition, memorial, or other like application until the next
ordinary meeting of the Board after that at which it has been
presented.
45. Every petition shall contain the prayer of the
petitioners at the end thereof, and shall be signed by the
persons who  names  are appended thereto.
46. Deputations wishing to be heard before the Board in
support of any petition or otherwise must send in an application
in writing to the clerk, stating the object of the proposed
deputation, at least three days before the  meeting  of the Board
at which such deputation is desirous to be heard.
47. At any ordinary or special meeting of the Board any
one or more of the rules and regulations relating to the manage-
ment and  conduct of the business of the Board may be
suspended for that meeting, and for a special purpose, on a
motion duly seconded: Provided always that at least two-thirds
of the members present vote for such  suspension.
48. Any member may protest  against  any resolution of the
Board, and  notice of intention to protest shall in every case be
given  forthwith on the adoption of the resolution protested
against, and  the protest shall specify the  reasons  for protesting,
and shall be entered three days at least before the next
ordinary  meeting of  the Board, by the protesting member, in a
book to be kept for that  purpose in  the clerk' s office, and signed
by such member, and shall also be entered in the minutes of
the meeting at which notice of the intention to protest shall have
been given previously to the  confirmation  thereof ; but such
protest may be expunged from the minutes if declared by a
majority of the Board to be not in accordance with truth, or in
its terms  disrespectful to the Board.
49. When the Board shall at any meeting, ordinary or
special, stand  adjourned for want of a quorum, the hour at
which such adjournment is made and the names of the members
present  shall be inserted  in the minute -book and signed by the
clerk.
50. The  Board, on  motion duly  made  and carried, may
resolve itself into committee to consider any special question,
but all  resolutions  arrived at in committee must be adopted in
open meeting  after  resuming.
51. Special  meetings of  the Board shall at any time be
called by the  chairman , or by the clerk at the written request
of any three  members,  for any special purpose which shall be
intimated by notice  at least three  days before the meeting,
stating the purpose for which such special meeting is called.
52. All moneys or cheques received by any officer or
servant of  the Board for and  on its account  must within twenty-
four hours after receipt thereof be paid over to the clerk at the
office of the Board. An entry of the amount so paid, specifying
the proportion; paid respectively by cheque and by money, on
whose or on what account  it has  been received, and the hours
of receipt and payment, shall be made in the handwriting of
such officer  or servant , in a book to be kept for the purpose and
signed or  initalled by the clerk. When an entry as above has
been made and signed or initialled by the clerk, and not until
then, the responsibility of the said officer  or servant shall cease
with respect to that particular payment. No receipt given by
any servant or officer of the Board will be recognised as valid or
binding on  the Board  unless it  is on a printed form, block
numbered, issued by the Board and initialled by the clerk. The
clerk shall make  true entries  in the books provided by the
Board of all moneys or cheques paid to or received by him as
above or otherwise for and on behalf of the Board, and shall,
except in the case of holidays or Sundays, pay the same
moneys or cheques to the credit of the Townsville Harbour
Fund Account with such bank as the Board shall from time to
time appoint, and at -an hour not later than 12 o'clock noon
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I of the day. All cheques drawn on the bank account must be
countersigned by the clerk. All disbursements must be made
by the clerk.
53. The common seal of the Board shall be kept in a box
having two locks, of one of which locks the chairman or acting
chairman shall  have a  key, and of the other of which locks the
clerk shall have a key, and a duplicate of each of such keys
shall be lodged at such bank as the Board may direct, and the
common seal  shall not be affixed to any document unless the
chairman of the Board, and one other member of the Board,
or, in the absence of such chairman,  unless  two members be
present.
54. No member or officer of the Board, and  no assessor or
auditor of the Board, shall be received as a surety for any
officer appointed by the Board, or for the performance of any
contract made with the Board.
55. It shall be the duty of all  officers or  persons in the
employment of the Board to report to the nearest officer of
Customs anything coming under their notice or to their
knowledge whereby the  general revenue  may be defrauded or
the provisions of the Customs Acts be violated.
INQUIRIES INTO C OMPLAINTS.
56. Every complaint shall be by application in writing,
signed by the complainant, and addressed to the Board or the
clerk, and delivered at its office. It shall state the  complainant's
address or place of abode or business, and the substance of his
complaint and whether he desires it to be publicly or privately
inquired into and decided on.
57. On receipt of such application the Board will, if satisfied
that the complaint is based on reasonable grounds, depute one
or more members, not exceeding five, of its body to inquire into
the complaint, and will appoint  a time and  place for the hearing
thereof, which  shall commence  within a week from the time that
such member or members shall have been deputed to inquire
into the same.
58. The member or members so deputed  as aforesaid shall
cause  notice to be sent to the complainant of the time and place
fixed for holding the inquiry,-which notice shall be posted to the
address or place of abode or business mentioned in the applica-
tion of the complainant, and the complainant shall attend with
his witnesses, if any, at the time and place appointed.
59. The member or members holding the inquiry shall have
power to adjourn it from time to time for a term not exceeding
in all three months. Any longer  adjournment must  be with the
consent  of the Board.
60. The mode of examining or cross-examining  witnesses
and the procedure at all inquiries shall be  in as  ' close conform.
ity as passible with the practice adopted before  justices on
inquiries had before them.
61. The member or members deputed to hold an inquiry may
appoint a competent person to take down the evidence thereat.
62. Any person not requiring a public inquiry,but  desi ro us
of stating any complaint personally to the Board, may do so
after making an application to the clerk for that purpose : Pro-
vided always that the Board  is satisfied  that the complaint is of
sufficient importance.
63. If the complaint is made against any member of the
Board or officer thereof, a copy of the complaint shall be pro.
vided by the complainant, and immediately furnished by the
clerk to the member or officer complained against, who may
defend himself either in writing or personally, with his  witnesses,
at any inquiry held for the purpose of considering such com-
plaint.
BUSINESS  Houns,  OVERTIME , AND HOLIDAYS.
64. The official hours of the Board during which the public
will be attended to at the office shall be  from 9 a.m. to 1.p.m.,
and from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. (Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays
excepted), and on Saturdays from 9 a.m. to 12 o'clock noon.
65. The ordinary business hours on any wharves, directly
or indirectly, and by license or otherwise, under the control of
the Board shall be from 8 a.m. to 12 o'clock (noon), and from 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. (Saturdays, Sundays. and holidays excepted), and
on Saturdays from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
66. The following days shall be observed as holidays,
viz. :-Sundays, Christmas D y, itew Year's Day, Good Friday,
and also such days as shall have been or may be appointed for
the celebration of the birthday of Her Majesty and her  success-
ors, and such other days as the Board may from time to time,
and by special resolution declare to be holidays.
Cert ficate.
The foregoing By-Laws (Nos. 1 to 10 inclusive ) were passed
by the Townsville Harbour Board on the twenty-eighth day of
January, 1897, at a special meeting called for that purpose ;
the said By- laws  were duly published,  in accordance  with  " The
Harbour Boards Act,  1892,"  and were  confirmed at a subsequent
special meeting of the said Board on the seventeenth day of
June, 1897, and sealed with the common seal of the  said Board
on the twenty-fifth day of June, 1897.
JOSEPE1 HODEL, Chairman.
Huon P. H. BENWELL, Clerk of the Board.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane.
Supplement to the  Queensland  Government  Gazette, Saturday, 24th duly,  1897.- No. 20.
Nuanstalto
ANNO SEXAGESIMO PRIMO
VICTORI}E  REGIM E.
No. 1.
An Act to Authorise the Appropriation out of the Consolidated Revenue
Fund of Queensland of certain Sums of Money towards the
Service of the Year ending on the thirtieth day of June, 1898.
[ASSENTED TO 22ND JULY, 1897.]
WHEREAS we, your Majesty 's most  dutiful and loyal subjects, Preamble.
1' the members of the Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled, have in the present Session of Parliament
cheerfully granted to your Majesty the several sums hereinafter
mentioned towards the services of the year ending on the thirtieth
day of June, One thousand eight hundred apd ninety-eight : And
whereas we desire to make good out of the Consolidated Revenue
Fund of Queensland the several sums granted to your Majesty as
aforesaid : Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent
Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative
Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament
assembled , and by the authority of the same, as follows :-
1. There shall  and may be issued  and applied towards making Appropriation.
good  the supplies granted to Her Majesty for the services of the year
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Appropriation Act No. 1.
Treasurer to pay
moneys as directed
by warrant.
Treasurer to be
allowed credit for
sums paid in
pursuance of
warrant.
Short title.
ending on the thirtieth day of June, One thousand eight hundred and
ninety-eight, the sums following, that is to say :-
From the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Queensland (ex-
clusive of the moneys standing to the credit of the
Loan Fund Account) the sum of Two hundred and fifty
thousand pounds ;
From the Trust and Special Funds the sum of Twenty-five
thousand pounds ; and
From the moneys standing to the credit of the Loan Fund
Account the sum of One hundred thousand pounds.
2. The Treasurer of the Colony shall issue and pay the said
several sums for the purposes hereinbefore mentioned, to such persons,
upon such days, and in such proportions as the Governor, by any
warrant or order in writing under his hand and directed to the said
Treasurer, shall from time to time order and direct, and the payments
so made shall be charged upon and payable out of the Consolidated
Revenue Fund of the Colony.
3. The Treasurer shall, in his accounts, from time to time, be
allowed credit for any sum  or sums  of money paid by him in pur-
suance of such warrant or order in writing as aforesaid, and the
receipt or receipts of the respective persons to whom the same shall
be so paid shall be a full and valid discharge to the said Treasurer in
passing his accounts for any such  sum or  sums as shall be therein
mentioned, and he shall receive credit for the same accordingly.
4. This Act may be  cited  as  " The Appropriation Act off'
1897-98,  No. 1."
By Authority :  EDMUND GREGORY, Government  Printer, William  street,  Brisbane.
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The Treasury,
Queensland. 26th July, 1897.THE following List of Runs in the Colony of Queensland, in the Unsettled Districts, showing  the Rentpayable in each case on-or before 30th September next, is published for general  information.
ROBT. PHILP,
Acting Treasurer.
LIST OF RUNS.
Estimated  Area  inSquare Miles.
Lessee. Bun. Bent.
£ s. d.
Avail-
able.
'Una-Total.
vailable.
BURNETT.
List of  Runs held under the Crown Lands Acts of  1884  and  1886.
Lands 7bilo.
383 Australian and New Boolgal  ...
Zealand Mortgage
Company
86 0 0 43 18 61 39 L
331 ditto ... ... ditto (grazing right)  1 4} 14 188 40 „
407 ditto ... ... Eidswold 135 7 6 57 24 81 41
2 ditto ... ... ditto (grazing right) 53 15 8 414 25 661  42 „
402 ditto ... ... Culcraigie ... .. 131 19 0 91 37 128 21
285 ditto ... ... ditto (grazing right) j' 32 13 0  581137 954 22
428 Bailey, T. P. ... ... Old Cannindah  ... 50 0 0 20 13 33 57
286 ditto ... ditto (grazing right) 13 4 8 194 13 324 58
417 Bank, Commercial Boonbyjan ... 267 10 0 107 15 122 13
Com an of S dne
3
p y y y
ditto ... ... ditto (grazing right) 5 10 6  124 15 271  14
412 ditto ... ... Ideraway ... ... 96 18 0  38 68 44$ 83 „
14 ditto ditto (grazing right) 18 17 1 33 5 38 84
432 Bank, English, Scottish, Nanango ... ...
and Australian,
Limited
92 1 8  65; 3 58; 3
27 ditto ... ... ditto(grazing right)t 21 2 1 484 12 604 4 „
Norse .-t  Balance of Rent only on account of previous over -payment.
$  Additional License Fee for the period between expiration of license and commencement  of lease.
$$  Arrears due on account increased Area.
§§ Rent on these Runs will not be received without the overdue Survey fee.
II No rent due.
III) Lease expired. Rent will be received without prejudice.
Q Lease not applied for.
'F§ Held under annual tenancy.
-' No Lease will be issued until all the Runs forming the consolidation have been transferred to the
person or firm in whose name it was divided.
$t First period of lease expired. Rent will be received without prejudice.
$t$t Second period of lease expired. Rent will be received without prejudice.
NOTE.-The Rents of all Runs which have been applied to be brought under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," and not yet dealt with under that Act, have been computed under  "TA.
Pastoral Leases Jet of  1869."
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
..wa go
F m
Lessee.
354 Bank , Mercantile, of
Sydney
5 ditto ... ..
360 Bank, Queensland
1\ ational, Limited
201 ditto ... ...
430 ditto ... ...
6 ditto .., ...
411 ditto ... ...
7 ditto
416 Bank, Royal, of Queens-land
352 Bank, Union, of Aus-
tralia
9 ditto ...
421 ditto ...
11 ditto ...
too ditto ...
28 ditto ...
359 Dight, Arthur...
15 ditto
418 Forrest and MacPherson
12 Executors  late D. Wil-
liams
419 Fox, J. H. ... ...
16 ditto ...
357 Gilchrist and Watt ...
427 Gilchrist , Watt, and Co.
425 Hamilton ,  Robert ...
429 ditto ... ...
413 Humphery, F. T. ...
17 ditto
399 Jones, L. M. and G. M.
18 ditto ...
356 , Knox, Edward ...
423
19
210
358
ditto ... ...
ditto
Knox, E., and Rut-
ledge, T.
ditto ... ...
355 Mort, A. E. L. and- H.
294 ditto ...
414 Moore, Moore, and
Baynes -
2401 ditto ...
433  1 McCord, W. F. ...
424 Nelson, Sir H. M. ...
10 ditto ...
403 Norton, Albert ...
20 ditto ... ...
426 Province , Thomas ...
22 ditto ... ...
409 Ridler, R. B. ... ...
23 ditto ... ...
404 Rothe, W. H.... ...
24 ditto ... ..
406 Scottish Australian In-
vestment Company
25 ditto
415 Shaw, Shaw, and Ross
26 ditto ... ...
431 Sinclair , G. ... ...
405 Trust and Agency Com-
pany of Australasia,
Limited
4 ditto
410 ditto ...
ditto ...
99 Watt, J. B. ...
408 Whitty  and Brown (Ex-
ecutors lateA .  Brown)
Run.  Rent.
£ s. r7. IBURNETT-continued.
Burrandowan  ... 480 0 0
ditto (grazingright)t 41 6 0
Wetheron ... ... 178 2 6
ditto (grazing  right) 40 10 7
Lochabar .. 78 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 61 6 8
Mungy ... ... 86 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 26 7 0
Manumbar  ... 110 0 0
[27TH JULY, 1897.
rdlinated Area inSquare Miles.
Avail- Una-
able.  vailable.
300 1 58
391 4
75 12
45 10
52 30
721 30
43 44
26; 27
44 16
Lands Folio.
358 1 19 L
431 20
87 27
55
82
1021
474
531
60
28
45
46
8788
„
of
Tenningering ... 68 0 0 34 5 39 15 „
ditto  (grazing  right) .. 0 5 5 16
Tarong 199 16 0 834 30 113; 1
ditto (grazing right) 1 14 0 21 12 141 2
Degilbo .. .. 322 10 0 129 12 141 81
ditto (grazingright)t 82 12 0 1018 50 154-8' 82
Yenda+t$t ... .. 212 10 0 100 19 119 47
ditto( grazing right )t 73 1 9 828 5 87a 48
Mondure+t*t . 212 12 6 94 56 1501 172 2
ditto (grazing  right)t 9 14 10 138 28 418 18
Wigton  ...  ...  96 0 0 48 3 51 23
ditto (grazing  right)f 27 1 7 338 6 398 24
Boondooma  ...  328 10 8 224 35 259 53
ditto  (grazing right )  124 3 4 171 3C 201 54
Durong  ... ...  58 0 0 58 58 116 65
Dyngie  ... ..  20 5 0 18 10 28 61
ditto  (grazing right )  18 0 0 18 10 28 62
Calrossie 25 0 0 20 41 241 73
ditto  (grazing ri ht )  13 11 8 20  41 241 74
Mount Debateable  ...  85 0 0 40 17 57 77
ditto (grazing right )t 68 13 8 438 11 548 78
Boonara  ..  ...  207 10 0 83  231 1061 11
ditto  (gr azing right) 7 14 1 11 51 161 12
Mundaburra 72 0 0 36 30 66 63
ditto (grazing right )  71 15 8 37 25 62 64
Clonmel  .. ...  127 10 0 51 29 80 33
ditto (grazing right )  6 2 0 308 29 59-„' 34
Chessborough 20 0 0. 10 7 17 69
ditto  (grazingright) 10 10 0 14 9 23 70
Malmoe  ..  36 0 0 18 8 26 71
ditto (grazing right )  23 8 0 13 4 17 72
Redbank 168 0 0 105 30 135 25
ditto  (grazingright )  94 3 11 80 24 104 26
Baramba  ... .. 203 15  0 81; 0 811 7
ditto(grazing right) 67 19 2 664 0 664 8
Coonambula  ...  120 0 0 60 32 92 51
ditto (grazingright) 53 6 8 69 32 91 52
Dalgangalt ...  ...  354 13 6 142 70 212 43
ditto(grazing right)t 30 11 8 854 70 1554 44
New Cannindah  ...  122 8 0 51 25 76 29
ditto(grazing right) 13 11 0 214 12; 34; 30
Roslyn "• 59 8 0 33 15 48 67A „
ditto (grazing right) 13 14 5 38 10 48 68
Yarrol 84 0 0 35 10 45 59
ditto (grazing right) 8 0 6 314 20 514 60
Canis  ...  102 0 0 51 26; 771 31
ditto (grazing right) 17 18 9 49 26 75 32
Cooranga ... ... 503 4 0 296 36 332 37
ditto (grazing  right) 283 12 1 305 66 371 38
Rawbelle .. 625 0 0 250 70 320 75
ditto(grazing right)t 274 6 3 2678 133 4004 76
Knock break .. 25 0 0 20 14 34 65
ditto (grazing right) 11 10 0 20 14 34 56
Auburn ... ... 875 0 0 500 133 633 35
ditto( grazing right)
H awkwo od ...
ditto (grazing right)
Proston ... ...
ditto (grazing right)
Ban Ban ...
550 3 7
290 0 0
241 8 0
65 16 0
58 16 10
375 15 0
109 8 913 ditto  ... ... ditto( grazing  right)t
301 17 6420 Youngman ,  A. ... Taabinga ..
6 15 41 ditto ... ditto(grazingiight)t
629 95 724 36
145 70 215  85
184 48 232 86
47 18 65 79
46 17 63 80
167 62 229 49
1481 281 177 50
115 391 1541 b2 2
71 41 481 6
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LIST OF  RUNS--continued.
a0P4
M Rent.
Total.
List of  Runs held under  "  The Pastoral Leases  Act of  1869."
I I E  e. d.
BURKE.
361 Allen, Allen, and Voss
362 ditto ... ...
118b ditto ...
96 ditto ...
12b ditto ...
68n ditto ... ...
249n  ditto
237n  ditto ... ...
442 ditto ...
ditto ... ...
75n Anning ,  R. .., ...
417 Anning ,  Wm....
47n ditto
251 ditto
417 ditto ... ...
266n ditto ... ...
266n ditto ... ...
308n ditto ... ...
184n ditto ...
54n  Aplin, Brown, and
Halloran (Executors
late J. Thompson)201a ditto ... ...
209a ditto ... ...
796 ditto ... ...
80b ditto
307n  ditto ...
121'  ditto ...
133b  ditto ...
259 ditto ...
181n  Atherton, E. ..
6b Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage
Co., Limited
128b
188
29b
378
67n
339
1536
340
92n
92n
93n
491
69n
70n
71n
71n
72n
72n
178n
121b
11b
11b
256
163
289
17501
155b
576
164
201
976
98
300
68b
673
348
368
488
489
490
549
164b
170n
147h
3b
179a
16n
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Burleigh ... ...
Surry ... ...
Kenmac  Downs No. 4
Lisdermot ...
Merton Ponds ...
Redmond Downs ...
Boree ...
Lisdermot No. 1 ...
Cudgie Cudgie ...
Ongerabunda ...
Cargoon No. 7 ...
Chudleigh Park ...
Terricks ... ...
ditto No. -1 ...
ditto  No. 3 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
Rockdale ...
eoalbrook No. 5 ...
Ruperts Creek ...
ditto No. 2
ditto Na.3
ditto No. 4
Ta.rbrax No. 1
ditto No. 2
Carnwath ... ...
Jeannie Downs ...
Clara Downs
Midlothian ...
Devencourt ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3 ...
ditto No.4...
ditto No.  5  ...
ditto No. 7 ...
Parkside  No. 1 ...
ditto T No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto  No. 5  ...
ditto  No. 6  .
Mount Merlin No.18
Calton Hills No.  I  ...
ditto  No. 3...
ditto No.4...
... Table Top .. ...
... Paroo North ...
... ditto South ...
... Pickwick ... ...
... Gommerline ...
... Upper Gommerline...
... .Culyer ... ...
... Noorgal ... ...
... Wongarra ... ...
... Palmerston ... ...
... Caralah ... ...
... Connobie ... ...
... The Avenue... ...
... Aberuthven... ...
... Gardenia ...
... Tinkerbell
Buckle Buckle
... Euroka ..
... Burkesland ...
... Yappen ...
... Culla Therra
... Woola ...
... Kunkerbury
... Gask ...
... Thoorna ...
... Merino Downs
...
W araweena
Marringo ...
... ' Cardwell ...
... Elvira
Caroline Downs
.., Lyrian Downs
60 0 0
60 0 0
37 10 0
60 0 0
18 15 0
12 10 0
49 0 0
15 0 0
60 0 0
52 10 0
25 10 0
26 5 0
30 0 0
48 15 0
60 0 0
18 0 0
22 10 0
6 5 0
32 10 0
37 10 0
[27T11 JULY, 1897.
Es imated Area in
Square Mfiea.
Avail-
able
50 25 75 51
50 25 75 52
50 40 90 251
80 20 100 6
25 0 25 94
25 64 314 170
98 0 98 1
30 8 38 231
80 20 100 49
70 14 84 50
34 16 50 184
35 15  50 252
40 10 50 376.5  10 75 16
80 20 100 253
36. 9 45 27
45 44 49; 28
25 9 34 75
65 8 73 137
50 0 50 29
37 10 0 50 0 50 129
52 10 0 70 0 70 151
48 0 0 64  0 64 237
75 0 0 100 0 100 255
46 10 0 62 0 62 257
8 38 505
8 51 206
18 65 207
25 100 174
25 90 169
50 99  122
32 64 123
50 100 124
35 71 217
271 561 218
18 43 219
36 72 146
281 631 173
2 27 175
18 43 176
15 40 177
14 39 178
0 18 179
4 29 125
0 50 329
0 40 24
0 35 26
0 39 64
0 40 159
6 40 176
0 30 115
16 50 20
15 50 160
0 50 161
0 48 232
12 72  233
0 59 23
0 50 198
16 50 179
75 0 0 100 0 100 76 K 2
37 10 0 50 18 68 237
37 10 0 50 0 50. 31 K 3
35 0 0 70 0 70 131 K 6
41 5 0 55 20 75 455 K 1
22 10 0 30
32 5 0 43
35 5 0 47
56 5 0 75
32 10 0 65
36 15 0 49
24 0 0 32
37 10 0 50
18 0 0 36
14 10 0 29
12 10 0 25
18 0 0 36
26 5 0  35
18 15 0 25
18 15 0 25
18 15 0 25
18 15 0 25
13 10 0 18
12 10 0 25
37 10 0 50
30 0 0 40
26 5 0 35
29 5 0 39
30 0 0 40
34 0 0 34
22 10 0 30
34 0 0 34
26 5 0 35
37 10 0 50
35 0 0 48
45 0 0 60
41 5 0 59
50 0 0 50
34 0 0 34
36 0 0 48
24 15 0 33
18 15 0 25
22 10 0 30
37 10 0 50
28 10 0 38
25 0 0 25
25 0 0 25
17 10 0  3.5
34 0 0 34
54 0 0 72
66 0 0 66
36 0 0 48
I  ands Folio.
f,
rr
K2
K3
K5
K3
K5
K4
K5
K6
K1
K2
11
G'1
K1
.1
K2
rr
f1
0 48 140  KS
0 93 139
1 26 162
7 37 140
18 68 142
12 50 143
25 50  201
25 50 200
5 I 40 113
K4
G1
K6
16 50 175 G 1
0 72 403 K 1
33 99 138 G 1
0 -48 84 K 5
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LIST OF RU NS- continued.
w
S
Lessee. Bun. Bent.
Avail-
able.
Estimated Area InSquare Miles.
156b Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage
Co., Limited
139b
366
178n
105n
106n
216n
580
20n
91n
3n
514
337n
1646
337n
576
648
102b
181a
3n
4n
4n
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto '
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
,..
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
,,.
...
...
...
...
...
...
..
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..
232 Bank, Australian Joint
Stock, Limited
490 ditto
1386 ditto
... ...
33b ditto ... ...
138b ditto
... ...
17b ditto ... ...
1436 ditto ... ...
17b ditto ... ...
334n ditto
... ...
428 ditto
... ...
382 ditto ... ..
706 ditto , .. ...
545 ditto ... ,,.
546 ditto
... ...
646 ditto
... ...
559 ditto ... ...
560 ditto ...
561 ditto ... ...
562 ditto
... ...
565 ditto .,. ,..
566 ditto ... ...
567 ditto ... ...
568 ditto ... ...
441 ditto ... ...
65a ditto ... ...
66a ditto
... ...
73b ditto ... ...
104b ditto ... ...
73b ditto ... ...
383 ditto ... ...
9b ditto
... ...
52b ditto ... ...
389 ditto ... ...
106b ditto ... ...
203a ditto ... ...
85b ditto ... ...
143 ditto ... ...
556 ditto ... ...
688 ditto ... ...
271 ditto
272 ditto
65b ditto
...
240 ditto
646 ditto
65b ditto
706 ditto ...
132b ditto , ..
380 ditto
386. ditto *so
321n ditto
486 ditto
117b ditto
...
313n ditto
11 ditto
... ...
314n ditto
£ do  d.
BURKE-continued.
Cowan Downs ... 40 0 0
Topsy Creek  ...  27 0 0
Sorgham Downs No. 1 50 0 0
Ernestlield ... ... 22 10 0
Prestbury No. 1 ... 25 0 0
ditto No. 2 ... 14  10  0
Powell ... ... 25 0 0
Blue Nobby ... 25 0 0
Byron ... 1210 0
Haslebury Vale ... 34 0 0
Monkey. ... ... 45 0 0
Lausanne ... ... 48 3 9
Aberdeen ... ,.. 34 0 0
Saltram ... ... 34 0 0
Clifton ... ... 34 0 0
Edgeroy ... ...  37 10  0
Eulogilma ... ... 25 0 0
Willsland ... ... 34 0 0
Taurus Plains ... 25 0 0
Monkey No.  11  ... ...
ditto No. 21 ... ...
ditto No. 311
Talawanta No. 1... 31 17 6
ditto No. 2...  18 15  0
ditto No. 3...  37 10  0
ditto No. 4...  18 15  0
ditto No. 5... 37 10 0
ditto  No. 10...  26 12 6
ditto No.11... 51 0 0
ditto No.12...  37 10  0
Morell ... 62 10 0
Morrell West ... 18 15 0
ditto Back ...  37 10  0
Rippledon;... ... 62 10 0
Moree ... 30 0 0
ditto No. 1 ... 18 15 0
ditto No. 2 ... 30 0 0
Thornton Vale .. 37 10 0
ditto  No. 2  37 10 0
ditto  No. 3 37 10  0
ditto  No. 4  37 10  0
Tabba ... ... 51 7 6
ditto No.1 ... ... 47 5 0
ditto No. 2 ... ... 39 15 0
ditto No. 3... ... 22 10 0
Rippledon Back ... 52 10 0
Ploraville ... ... 62 10  0'
Copenhagen ... ... 62 10 0
ditto Back ... 37 10 0
ditto West ... 37 10 0
Retreat .. ... 52 10 0
Floraville Back ... 20 5 0
Wombool ... ... 24 7 6
Djurajigher ...  37 10  0
Taldora Back ... 18 15 0
Vacant ... ... 12  15  0
West Burke ... 53 0 0Kars ...  ... 26 0 0
Violet Downs No. 2 57 12 0
Mittegoody .. ... 27 0 0
ditto West ... 15 0 0
Leichhardt Downs  62 10  0
No. 3
ditto No. 4 ... 35 12 6
ditto No.9 ... 55 12 6
Merton  ...  30 0 0
Leichhardt Downs  62 10  0
No. 2
ditto No. 10 ...  62 10 0
ditto No. 11 ... 48  15  0
Violet Downs No.  1  63 0 0
Lorraine No. 6 ... 23 8 9
Warangunah ...  37 10  0
Myally North ... 74 5 0
ditto South ...  76 10 0
Mitte ... ... 56 5 0Willilbah ... ... 51 15 0
Lette ... ...  46 10 0
Benannee ... ... 33 0 0
3650
45
5029
50
50
25
34
60
644
34
34
34
50
25
34
25
60
44
52
42*
[27TH JULY, 1897.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lends Polio.
35 75 44 J
0 36 244 K 2
25 75 46 J
35 80 126 g 6
49 99 244 g 5
29 58 245
50 100 196 g 6
50 100 34 g 5
25 , 50 92
16 50 127 G 1
20 80 58 K 5
0 644 191 g4
16 50 126 G 1
16 50 124
16 50 125
50 100 30 g 5
25 50 202 G 1
16 50 178
25 50 199
18 78 59 K 5
134 57; 60
15 67 61
0 424 238
)f
g2
25 0 25 239
50 0 50 240
25 0 25 241
50 0 50 242
352 0 351 38 K 3
68 64 744 39
50 0 50 40
50 0 50 169 G 1
25 2 27 22 g 4
50 0 50 183 g 3
50 0 50 173 G 1
40 10 50 1 g 5
25 0 25 2
40 10 50 3
50 0 50 13 ,,
50 0 50 14
50 0 50 15
50 0 50 16
681 14 822 19
63 202 834 20
53 13 66 21
30 44 344 22
70 30 100 47 K 4
50 (   50 171 G 1
50 0 50 174 „
50 0 50 184 g 3
50 0 50 196 „ .
70 62 76; 186 „
27 0 27  185
324 0 321 10 g 2
50 0 50 11 It
25 12 261 197 g 3
17 0 17 21 g 4
53 0 53 152 G 1
52  0 52  12 B 2
96 0 96 120
45 5 50 433 g 1
25 0 25 439
50 0 50 146 G 1
282 0 282 147
444 0 441 195
40 10 50 254 g 2
50 0  50 145  G 1
50 0 50 196
39 0 39 197
84 12 96 119 g 2
314 0 314 179 g 3
50 54 554 191
45 5 50  441 g 1
45 5 50 443
75 0 75 225
69 0 69 227
62 0 62 229
44 0 44 231
to
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LIST OF  R UNS-continued.
0
Leases. Bun. Rent.
I £ s. d.
BURKE-continued.
118b  Bank,  Australian Joint
Stock, Limited ...
43b ditto ... ...
415 ditto ... ...
81n ditto ... ...
410 ditto ... ...
4b ditto ... ...
84b ditto ... ...
4b ditto ... ...
136 ditto ... ...
137 ditto ... ...
416 ditto ...
53n Bank , Commercial Com-
pany of Sydney, Ltd.
53n  ditto ... ...
54a ditto
696 ditto ... ...
95b ditto ... ...
194 ditto ... ...
401 ditto ... ...
402 ditto .,. ...
416 ditto ... ...
455 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
311 ditto ...
96b ditto ... ...
272n  ditto ... ...
273n  ditto ...
197n ditto ... ...
51n ditto ... ...
31a ditto ... ...
114b ditto ...
114b ditto ... ...
40a ditto ... ...
52n  ditto ... ...
52n  ditto ... ...
306 ditto .,. ...
147b ditto - Is
686 ditto ... ...
266 ditto ... ...
326 ditto ... ...
555 ditto ... ...
384 ditto ... ...
157b  ditto ... ...
385 ditto ... ...
218n ditto ...
218n  ditto ... ...
234n  ditto ... ...
160h ditto ... ...
518 ditto ... ...
150b ditto ... ...
519 ditto ... ...
103b Bank, London, of Aus-
tralia
296 ditto ...
1456 ditto ...
300n Bank, National, of Aus-
tralasia , Melbourne
301n ditto ... ...
308 ditto ... ...
160 ditto ... ...
387 ditto ... ...
399 ditto ... ...
399 ditto ... ...
1426 ditto ... ...
130b ditto .. ...
282n  ditto ...
283n  ditto ...
623 Bank of New South
Wales
5b ditto ... ...
65 ditto ... ...
G58 ditto ... ...
152b  ditto ... ...
523 ditto ... ...
186 ! ditto ... ...
221n' ditto ... ...
176n' ditto - ... ...
409 ditto ,.. .,.
338 ditto
Proa ,.. ...
Neelia Ponds ..
ditto No.2...
Proa No. 3 ..
Quambetook No..5...
Cassilis ...
ditto West
ditto East
Coleraine No. 2
ditto No. 3
Mossgiel .
Clutha No. 1
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.  3  ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Murree ... ...
Wangunda . ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.  3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto  No. 5 ...
ditto  No.' 6  ...
Pomeroy No. 1 ...
Gondokoro ... ...
Euthelo ... ...
Kungaberh .. ...
Britchy No. 2 ...
Bunda Bunda ...
Sea-horse Camp ...
Gumagaygay ...
Nimro ... ...
Yapoo ... ...
The Ridge  .  ...
Britch No.  1  ...Glade 'Vale . ...
ditto No. 1
Wingera ... ...
Pomeroy ... ...
Culberry ...
Giddery Giddery ...
Giddery No.  1  ...
Cuddray Cuddray ...
Moranborray ...
Woodlands ... ...
Woolstone ... ...
Mill Mill ...
Morella No. 5 ...
ditto No.  6  ...
Mandradoe . ...
Morella No. 7 ...
Egilabria ... ...
Burlong ...
Egilabria West ...
Clonnagh No.  1  ...
Clonnagh No. 2 ...
Ballaghmore ...
Stonesfield ... ...
Corella Downs ...
Ouchy ... ...
Vevey ... ...
Kilmarnock ...
Bural ..
Malakoff No.1 North
ditto No.2 North
Amby Downs ...
Alicedale ...
Archie Creek
ditto North
ditto • South
ditto North
No. 2
Arawan
Aspasia No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto West .,.
75 0 0
92 16 3
18 15 0
25 0 0
37 10 0
75 0 0
74 1 3
75 0 0
41 5 0
9 18 9
32 0 0
30 0 0
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
100 0  100 233 K 1
744 0 744 207 G 1
7; 0 721 249 K 3
50 0 .50 197 K 5
50 0 50 239 K 3
100 0 100 407 K 1981  0 984 413  to
100 0 100 411 „
55 0 55 105 K 2
134 0 13; 106  to
64 0 64 250 K 3
25 124  371 65 G_2
44 8 0 37 0 37 66
90 0 0 60 144 744 85
35 5 0 47 0 47 69
45 0 0 60 15 75 217
45 0 0 60 12 72 218
26 5 0 35 17 62 221
26 5 0 35 15 50 222
30 0 0 40 17 57 251
18 15 0 25 0 25  75
18 15 0 25 124 37; 76
46 2 6 611 0 61ry 68
45 0 0 60 15 75 221
26 5 0 35 15 50 19.9
18 15 0 25 0 25 147
22 10 0 30 0 30 21
18 15 0 25 0 25 39
18 15 0 25 0 25 111
18 15 0 25 0 25 95
18 15 0 25 0 25 93
18 15 0 25 0 25 91
22 10 0 30 0 30 23
22  10 0 30 0 30 19
18 15 0 25 0 25 58
„
K1
KS
K2to
of
„
7,
K
„
K3
K2
K1
„
„tototo
ofto
of
„
K3
66 5 0 75 0 75 59 „
18 15 0 25 . 0 25 63
71 5 0 95 0 95 93  K2
37 10 0 50 0 50 95  K3
72 0 0 96 0 96 177  K I
56, 5 0 75 0 75 187  K3
22 10 0 30 10 40 188
24 3 9 32; 0 324 189
25 0 0 50 34 534 200
24 17 6 49; 0 494 201
26 0 0 52 144 664 225
„
to
K6to
99
22 10 0 45 431 881 199 K 4
12 10 0 25 184 434 200
31 2 6 411 0 411  98 K 3
20 0 0 40 35  75  201 K 4
33 15 0 45 0 45 45
37 10 0 50 0 50 46
26 5 0 35 0 35 47
56 5 0 75 0 75 125
56 5 0 75 0 75 127
18 15 0 25 0 25 62
25 10 0 34 0 34 153
„
of
„
81
„
K3
K2
75 0 0  100 0 100 193 K 3
73 2 6 9721 0 971 216
45 15 0 61 0 61 217
37 10 0  50 0 50 24 „
50 16 3 674 0  674 25  K2
31 6 3- 414 0 414 57A K 1
25 6 3 334 0  334 59A
27 0 0  -51  5 59 210 K 4
37 10 0 50 0 50 423 K 1
38 5 0 51 0 51 427
23 5 0 31 0 31 25 K 3
22 17 6 304 0 304 119
34 10 0 46 0 46 209 K 4
27 15 0 37 9 46 202  K 2
37 10 0 50 0 50 23 J
3410 0 46 0 46 25
51 15 0 69 0 69 237  K3
18 15 0 25 5 30 120 to
„
of
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BURKE-continued.
221n Bank of New South
Wales
30b ditto ... ...
421 ditto
170n ditto
140b ditto
332 ditto
370 ditto
1481, ditto
322n ditto
142b  ditto
331n ditto
333n ditto
315 ditto
450 ditto
321n ditto
285n ditto
lb ditto
...
... ...
...
16b ditto ... ...
75b ditto ... ...
195 ditto .., ...
470 ditto ... ..:
447 ditto ... ...
270 ditto ... ...
57b  ditto ... ...
91b ditto ... ...
139b ditto ... ...
152b ditto
99b ditto
101b ditto
337 ditto
309n ditto
305n  ditto
309n ditto
306n ditto151b  ditto
94n ditto
95n ditto
95n ditto
96n ditto
96n ditto
28b ditto
132b ditto
345 ditto
317 ditto
11n ditto
446 ditto
71b  ditto
354 ditto
695 ditto
lb ditto
330n ditto
...
...
Bauhinia  Vale No.1
Avail-
able. Total.
Lands Folio.
[27TH  JULY, 1897.
Una-
vailable.
40 10 0 54 0
ditto West 31 10 0 42 0
Bauhinia  Vale West 41 5 0 55 34;
No. 1
Bauhinia Vale West 20 0 0
No. 2
Birinda ... ... 52 10 0
Braemar ... 26 5 0
ditto No. 2 ...  18 15  0
Clio ... ... ... 37 10 0
Cudgilglomera Downs 37 10 0
Darwin ... 63 15 0
Denham Plains ... 56 5 0
Elizabeth Downs 24 0 0
ditto  No. 1  37 10 0
ditto No.5 14 5 0
Fiery Downs North 45 0 0
Kateyford  ...  ... 4 12 6
ditto (arrears) 0 9 2
Fiery Downs South 24 15 0
Galla ... ... 52 10 0
Hinton ... 22 2 6
Lillydale South 21 0 0
ditto No.2 18 15 0
Lochinvar ... ... 57 15 0
Merton Vale  ...  84 0 0
ditto North 31 10 0
ditto . West 20 5 0
Merton Vale North 42 15 0
No. 2
Merton Vale West 39 15 0
No. 2
Newstead ... ...  33 15  0
Ravensdale ... ... 72 0 0
ditto West ... 30 0 0
Saxby Downs ... 37 10 0
Saxby No.1 ... 36 0 0
ditto No. 2 ... 39 15 0
ditto No.3 ... 42 0 0
Shawfield ... ... 24 0 0
Stirling ... 17 10 0
ditto No. 1 ... 17 10 0
ditto No. 2 ... 24  15  0
ditto  No. 3  ... 24  15  0
ditto No.4 ... 19 5 0
Tafilet ... ... 48 0 0
Tagassa .. ... 38 5 0
Tomato Vale ... 22 10 0
Zulu Downs ... 46 10 0
Mahon No. 1 ... 24 0 0
Macsland  ...  ... 34  10  0
Mellish Park No. 1 18 15 0
ditto . No. 2  18 15  0
Plevna ... 25 17 6
Plevna North ... 11 5 0
Augustus Downs 56 5 0
No. 3
ditto No. 4 ... 56 5 0
ditto No. 5 ... 56 5 0
ditto No. 6 ... 43 13 9
Leichhardt Downs  23,13 0
No. 1
Chilton Downs ... 26 5 0
...
31b ditto ... ...
330n ditto ... ...
98b ditto ,.. ...
101b ditto ,.. ...
73n Bank of North Queens-
land
75b  ditto
243g. Bank ,  Queensland
National, Limited
244n  ditto ... ...
• ditto ... ...
245n  ditto ... ...
245n ditto ... ...
246n  ditto ... ...
248n ditto ... ...
248n  ditto ...
316n  ditto ... ...
85b ditto
169 ditto
310 ditto
339 ditto
$91 ditto
White Bait ... 29 12 6
Martindale No.1 [ ... 15 0 0
ditto No. 2¶ 15 0 0
ditto No. 3¶ .. 15 0 0
ditto No. 44f ... 12 10 0
ditto  IN o. 5¶ ... 23 0 0
ditto No. 6¶ p ... 18 10 0
ditto No. 71f  § ..: 22 0 0
ditto No. 8¶ § .. 18 0 0
Bridgewater 18 15 0
Reedy Springs ... 18 15 0
Agate Downs 18 15 0
ditto No.2 18 15 0
ditto  No. 3  18 15 0
ditto No. 4  18 15  0
54 27 J
42 219  K2
89; 7 K 4
40 2121 6121 112 K 6
70 30 100 6
35 7 42 108
25 3 28 163
50 10 60 78
50 0 50 8
85 15 100 20
75 25 100 7
32 0 32 55
K3
K2
K3
50 0 50 76
19 0 19 66 K 4
60 0 60 435 K 1
94 0 94 51 K 7
33 0 33 487 K 1
70 30 100 5 K 3
29; 0 291 59 K 4
28 0 28 220 K 2
25 1 26 106 K 4
77 0 77 60
70 0 70 5
42 0 42 156
27 0 27 157
57 0 57 246
G2
K2
53 0 53 117 K 3
45 5 50 8  to
60 0 60 6 G 2
40 84 481 118 K 3
50 0 50 183 K 1
48 8 56 185
53 7 60 187
56 4 60 189
32 3 35 107 K 3
35 0 35 222 K 5
35 0 35 223
494 0 4921 224
4921  0 491 225 „
382 0 381 226
64 0 64 201 K 2
51 0 51 200
30 26 56 132 K 3
62 0 62 79 „
32 134 454 75 K 5
46 0 46 57 K 4
25 0 25 145 K 3
25 0 25  146
511 0 511 429 K 1
22; 0 221 431
75 0 75 108 G 1
75 0 75 109
75 0 75 110
584 0 584 111
2121 0 21; 144
„
„
35 15 50 180 K 5
3921  35 744 83 K 4
30 30 60 243 K 6
30 264 5621 244
30 18 48 245
25 6; 314 246
46 4421 9021 247
37 17 54 248
44 304 744 252
36 3421 7021 253
25 5 30 241
25 25 50 9
25 25  50 170
25 15 40 66
25 15 40 121
25 10 35 201
K1
£ 2
K3
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Estimated Area to
Square Miles.
Avail-
able.
£ s. d.
BURKE- continued.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
96b Bank, Queensland Spring Creek  ...  18 15 0 25 5 30 227 K 2
National ,  Limited
199  ditto ... ... Glen Coe ... 18 15 0 25 5 30 228 to
270n  ditto ... ... Malbon Vale No.1... 12 10 0 25  25 50 36 K7
36n  ditto
36n  ditto
...
...
...
...
Claraville  ...  37 10
ditto No . 1 ... 45 0
0
0
50 14
60 18
64 124 K5
78 125 to
137n  ditto ... ... Mittori No .  2 ... 16 10 0  33 0 33 49 K6
138n  ditto ... ... ditto No. 4 ... 25 0 0  50 0 50 51 „
475  ditto ... ... Mount Ridgey 18 15 0  25 2 271 116  K4
476  ditto ... ... ditto No.1 28 2 6  374 371 75 117  „40b  ditto 25 10Lake Nash No 7 0  34 44 384 15A K3
156b  ditto ...
. ...
... ditto No .  11 ... 25 10 0  34 6a 404 15a 99
264  ditto ... ... ditto No. 13 ... 11 16 3  154 0 154 41
„
63b  ditto ... ... ditto No.14... 20 5 0  27 5 32 42 „
429  ditto ditto No 17 18 15 0  25 0 25 23 K4
429  ditto
...
...
. ......
... ditto No. 18 ... 35 5 0  47 0 47 24 to
171  ditto ... ... Vena Park No. 1 ... 45 0 0  60 15 75 172 K2
92b  ditto ... ... ditto No.2 ... 30 0 0  40 10 50 173 to
172  ditto ... ...  ditto No.3  ...  30 0 0  40 10 50 174 „
92b  ditto ... ... ditto  No. 4 ...  30 0 0  40 10 50 175 to
477  ditto ... ...  ditto  No. 5  ... 22 10 0  30 12 42 120 K4
102b  ditto ... ... Corella Lagoon  ...  30 0 0  30 19 49 188 G1
36b  ditto ... ... Woondoola  ...  40 0 0  40 23 63 189 „
77b  ditto ... ... Pompaei ... 25 0 0  25 25 50 203
480  ditto ... ... Vena Park No. 6 ... 39 18 9  534 0 53; 125 K4
173  ditto ... ... Clare Court .. ... 22 10 0  30 8 38 176 K2
403  ditto ... ...  Lake Stuart... ... 30 0 0  40 10 50 224 K3
443  ditto ... ... May Lagoon  ...  33 15 0  45 14 59 51 K4
443  ditto ... ... Agnes Ville  ...  20 5 0  27 10 37 52 „
83n ditto ... .. ditto No.2 ... 19 0 0  38 04 384 201 K6
87b  ditto ... ... Owan No. 1 ... 27 0 0  36 0 36 51 K2
324n  ditto ... ... ditto No. 2 27 0 0  36 0 36 52  „
424  ditto Jenny Downs No.1 36 0 0  48 12 60 13 K4
425  ditto
...
...
......
... ditto No.3.. 67 0 0  76 18 94 15 It
425  ditto ... ... ditto  No. 4... 56 5 0  75 18 93 16 „
426  ditto ... ...  ditto No . 5... 37 10 0  60 11 61 17
157b  ditto ... ... Farley  ... 18 15 0  25 0 25 180 K3
236n ditto ... ... Florence No .  1 ... 20 0 0  40 39 79 229 K6
238n  ditto ditto No. 3 ¶ 25 0 0  50 184 684 232 ,
238n  ditto
...
...
.....
... ditto No .  4 ¶ ... 17 10
is
0  35 154 504 233 to
239n  ditto ... ... ditto No .  5 ¶, .. 25 0 0  50 294 794 234 „
223n  ditto ... ... Palmerston No. 1 ... 25 0 0  50 451 954 205 „
224n  ditto ... ... Godschal  ... ...  25 0 0  50 50 100 204
23b  ditto ... ... Angus ...  .. 12 10 0  50 50 100 79  K7
239n  ditto ... ... Florence No .  6 ¶§ ... 17 10 0  35 15$  501 235 „
290n  ditto ... ... Terrace ¶§ ... ...  15 0 0  30 12 42 60 „
291n  ditto ... ... Brightlands¶§ ... 12 10 0  25 9 34 62 „
199a  ditto ... ... Cloncurry No. 1 ... 37 10 0  50 0 50 117 K1
198a  ditto ditto  No. 2 .. 37 10 0  50 0 50 119
197a  ditto
...
...
....
...  ditto No . 3 ... 30 0
„
0 40 10 50 121 it
387  ditto ... ...  ditto No . 4 ... 25 10 0  34 20; 544 192 K3
200a  ditto ... ... Byrimine  ... ... 49 17 6  66-1  0 661 123  K1
204a  ditto ... ... Emilie  ... ...  30 0 0  40 0 40 133 „
336  ditto ... ...  Waddonga  ... ...  14 5 0  19 0 19 116 K3
144b  ditto ... ... Uralla  ... ...  36 0 0  36 20 56 190 G1
In  ditto ... ... Betterley ll 50 29 79 54 K5in  ditto ... ... St. Aubins  ... ...  50 5 0  67 33 100 65 99
59b  ditto ... ... Hight Downs  ...  15 0 0  25 5 30 229 K2
294n  ditto ... ... Cattlevale  ... ...  15 0 0  30 20 50 64 K7
327n  ditto ... ... Alpha  ... ... 41 12 6  551 0 55; 179 K2
93b  ditto ... ... Beta  ... ...  75 0 0  100 0 100 180
94b  ditto ... ... Gamma  ... ...  66 5 0  75 0 75 181
328n  ditto ... ... Delta  ... ...  45 0 0  60 15 75 182
328n  ditto ... ...  Epsilon  . ...  19 2 6  254 0 254 185
44b  ditto ... ... Prospect No. 1 ... 6 5 0  25 25 50 80  K7
44b  ditto ... ditto No . 2 ... 6 5 0  25 25 50 81
472 Bank ,  Royal ,  of Queens- Maggievi ll e  ... ...  37 10
land ,  Limited
0  50 0 50 110 K4
108b ditto Murrurundi ...  37 10 0  50  0 50 111 f,
473 ditto ... Abbottsford ...  37 10 0  50 0 50 112 „
108b ditto Scone ... ... 37 10 0  50 0 50 113 to
474 ditto Wingin  ... ...  37 10 0  50 0 50 114
,,
109b ditto Bickham  ... ...  37 10 0  50 0 50 115 to
484 ditto ... Norma  ... ...  21 15 0  29 0 29 132 of
•110b ditto ...  ditto No. 2 ... 24 15 0  33  0 33 133 „
181n Bank ,  Union ,  of
tralia, Limited
Aus- Coalbrook  ... ...  1 20 0 0  40 10 50 1 132  K6
182n ditto ... ... ditto No . 1 ... 20 0 0  40 10 50 133 „
182r ditto ... ... ditto No . 2 ... 15 0 0  30 20 50 134 „
185n ditto ... ... ditto No . 7 ... 20 0 0  40 10 50 139
388 ditto ... ...  Muk Quibunya  ... 37 10 0  50 10 60 194 K3
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0
4 PF4
409
512
43722b
22 b
520
1601)
515
65n
811
316n
305
306
1191)
56n
262n
262n
263n
263n
110b
513
613
Losses.
Bank,  Union, of Aus-
tralia, Limited
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Fstimate4 Area InSquare Miles.
Run. Bent,
 i-all-
able.
R s. d.
BURKE-continued.
Tharwan ... ... 37 10 0 50 10 60 236 K 3
... 45 0 0 60 15  75  188 K 4
...  43 10 0 58 142 722 37
... 37 10 0 50 8 58 38
... 56 5 0 75 29 104 203 „
26 5 0 35 234 584 204
... 37 10 0 50 294 794 205
48 0 0 64 11 75 194
... Naas ...
... Yallock
... ditto No.1
... Pelham No. 1
...1 ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 3
Naas No. 3
Corinda
No. 10
1671) Bates,  E. J. ..
1371) Blackwood, Gates, and
Whiting (Executors
of late  Andrew Chirn-
side)
225
397
ditto
ditto
1581) ditto ... ...
398 ditto ... ...
159a ditto ... ...
176n ditto ... ...
186 ditto ... ...
107n  Brush, F. S. ... ...
108n ditto ... ...
108n ditto ... ...
109n ditto ... ...
109n ditto ... ...
110n ditto ... ...
110n ditto ... ...
llln ditto ... ...
llln ditto ... ...
225n  ditto ... ...
226n  ditto ... ...
227n  ditto ... ...
228n  ditto ... ...
264n Caston, H. E.... ...
494 Colless, M. ... ...
494 ditto ... ...
298n ditto ... ...
299n ditto ,,. ...
460 ditto ... ...
461 ditto ... ...
90n ditto ... ...
158b Collins, Wm.... ..
411 ditto ... ...
1591)  ditto ... ...
413 Gilchrist,W. 0.; Watt,
J. B. and W. C.
441 ditto ... ...
527 ditto ... ...
527 ditto ... ...
260n ditto ....
671) Gordon, Stewart, and
Blackwood
332n ditto ... ...
671) ditto ... ...
341) ditto ... ...
1101) ditto ... ...
351) ditto ... ...
333n . ditto ... ...
191) ditto ... ...
307ni  ditto ...
317n Hall, W. R. ...
278n ditto ...7&  ditto 0.0
Downs  24 0 0 40 282 682 165 K 5
Mund Juro...
Jugga
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
Savanna Grand
Yetthope No. 2
Glen Loth ..
ditto  No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 3
Brantingham
Eureka ...
Pialah ..
Prospect No. 3
Donor 's Hills
11.1. 25 0 25 83 K 7
54 7 6 45 30 75 115 G 1
Gulah 41 1 8
Donor's Hill Back 45 0 0
No. 1
ditto No.2 ... 45 0 0
Gulah Back... ... 56 5 0
Flinder's Junction... 25 0 0
Sorgham Downs No. 2 50 0 0
Wommera ' ... ... 135 0 0
Euston ... 12 10 0
ditto No.1 ... 25 0 0
ditto No.2 ... 25 0 0
ditto No.3 ... 25 0 0
ditto No. 4 ... 12 10 0
ditto No.5 ... 20 0 0
ditto No.6 ... 25 0 0
ditto No.7 ... 25 0 0
ditto No.8 ... 25 0 0
Timberoo ... 6 10 0
ditto No.1 ... 6 0 0
ditto No.4 ... 25 0 0
ditto No.5 25 0 0
Hampstead No. 1 ... 45 0 0
Woolongong ... 30 0 0
Kiama 30 0 0
Horbury Plains No.  1  6 17 6
ditto No. 2; 4 0 0
Culzean ... 48 15 0
ditto No.1 ... 45 0 0
ditto No.2 ... 15 0 0
Quambetook No. 6 ... 23 12 6
ditto No. 7 ... 35 15 0
ditto No.8... 50 5 0
ditto (arrears ) ... 16 10 0
Tommy ... ... 30 0 0
Flora Downs ... 30 0 0
Ivanhoe No. 1 ... 30 0 0
ditto No. 2 ... 30 0 0
Flora North 25 0 0
Stamfordham No. 5 75 0 0
ditto No. 6 9 5 0
ditto No. 7 16 2 6
ditto No. 8 I 44 5 0
ditto No. 9 20 16 3
ditto No. 10 20 16 3
ditto No. 11 75 0 0
ditto No. 12 72 0 0
ditto No. 13  69 15  0
Allaya ... ... 78 0 0
Sedan  ... ... 26 5 0
Tilden ... 21 0 0
31 10 0 42 8 50 243 K 1
31 10 0 42 8 50 245
18 15 0 25 0 25 56 . K 3
18 15 0 25 0 25 57
31 10 0 42 8 50 247 K 1
15 0 0 25 4 29 147 K S
14 0 0 28 6 34 19 K 7
12 10 0 25 0 25 20
12 10 0 25 0 25 21 „
12 10 0 25 0 25  II 22
51 0 0 68 12 80  131  K 4
37 10 0 50 26 76 189
19 2 6 252 0 252 190
34
60
V na-
•atlable. Tom
16 50 116
184 784 213  K3
60 ' 20 80 214
75 25  100 215
25 11 36 123
50 25 75 47
50 25 75 117
25 25 50. 248
50 50 100 249
60 50 100 250
50 50 100 251
25 25 50  252
40 17 57 1
50 50  100 2
50 50 100 3
50 60 100 4
13 0 13 208
12 0 12 209
50 50 100 212
50 50 100 213
90 0 90 21
40  81 481  151
40 94 494 152
272 0 272 69
16 0 16 70
G1
J1
G1
K5
„
K6
„
„
K7
K4
K7
65 10 75 86 K 4
60 15 75 87
30  51 351  214 K 5
514 0 514 210
72 0 72 241
1002 0  1002 242
40 35 75 245
K3
„
„
40 35 75 48 K 4
40 35 75 217 „
40  35  75 218
50  281  784 16 K 7
100 0 100 353A K 1
182 0  181 353B
324 0 324 354c
59 0 59 47 K 2
274 0 274
Land,  Folio.
48 „
274 0 274 49
100 0 100 503A K 1
96 0 96  503B
93 0 93 503c
60 0 60 277
35 15 50 35
28 0 28 471
„
„
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BURKE- continued.
314n Hall, W. R. ... ...
205a ditto ...
1056 ditto ... ...
202a  ditto ... ...
94a ditto ... ...
172a  ditto ... ...
268a ditto ... ...
33 ditto ... ...
40 ditto ... ...
lob ditto ... ...
286 ditto ... ...
287 ditto ... ...
288 ditto ... ...
323 ditto ... ...
1491 ditto ... ...
324 ditto ... ...
333 ditto ... ...
342 ditto ... ...
1536 ditto ... ...
343 ditto ... ...
1546 ditto ... ...
364 ditto ... ...
1491 ditto ... ...
412 ditto ... ...
277n  ditto ... ...
279n  ditto ... ...
302n ditto ... ...
302n ditto ... ...
318n ditto ... ...
456 ditto ... ...
319n ditto ... ...
339n ditto ... ...
lob ditto
241 ditto
251  ditto ... ...
466  ditto ... ...
611 ditto
661 ditto
861 ditto
1191 ditto
1206 ditto
1206 ditto
1291 ditto
1411 ditto
1441 ditto ... ...
1451  ditto ... ..
146b Law Debenture Cor-
poration ,  Limited, of
London
302 ditto ... ...
303 ditto  ... ...
304 ditto ... ...
721  ditto ... ...
388 ditto ... ...
410 ditto ... ..
501 ditto ... ...
1241  ditto ... ...
841 ditto ... ...
654  ditto ... ...
501 ditto ... ...
322n  ditto ... ...
597 ditto ... ...
541 ditto ... ...
881 ditto ... ...
946 ditto ... ...
721 ditto ... ...
871 ditto ... ...
653 ditto
143a Manifold, W. T., J. P.,
J. C., and E.
142a ditto
339n ditto
338n ditto
421 ditto ...
422 ditto
423 ditto
423 ditto ...
Underwater... ...
Norman's Flats ...
Iona ... ...
Kalmeta ... ...
Abydos ... ...
Juan ... ...
Bendigo Downs ...
Durham ... ...
Turkey ...Kalara No. 2 ...Kalara East ...
Glengour Downs
East
Darn Downs ...
Canada No. 1
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.  3  ...
Alva No. 2 .. ...
Quambetook No. 1...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
ditto No.4...
Dalgonaily ... ...
ditto  No. 1  ...Kalara North ...
Willie's Plains East
Alva ... ...
Hilton .. ...
Quambetook ...
Lorn East .. ...
ditto West ..
America ... ...
Northam ... ...
Amazon East ...
Eden ... ...
Dunoon ...
Canada ... ...
Winearing .. ...Kalara West ...
. ditto (arrears) ...
Amazon West ...
London ... ..
Bute ... . ...
Peru ... ... ...
Caledonia .. .
Glengour Downs No.
2 East
ditto West
Corinth ... ...
Como... ... ...
Prospero .
Constance Downs
Chance ...
Safir ... ...
Rabie ...
Giumada ... ..
.Dugald Downs No. 1
ditto No. 2
Bivrambla ... ...
Alhama ... ...
Alcala ... ...
Alcazar ... ...
Alcazabar ... ...
Elgin Downs ..
ditto No.2...
Canonbar ... ...
Rabi  Primera ...
Marsden ...
Alhambra ...
Neumayer Downs
No. 1
ditto No. 2
Denmark
Renfrew ..
Renfrew East
Toorac ...
Endymion...
rM a
Una- Total.
vsilabl
Lands  Fulio.
28 2 6 374 0 374 235 K 1
24 0 0 32 0 32 135.
51 0 0 68 0 68 1 K 4
31 2 6 412 0 412 131 K 1
52 16 0 48 0 48 49 J
73 10 0 732 0 732 134 G 1
58 11 6' 534 0 534 11 G 2
21 15 0 29 0 29  285 K 1
36 0 0 48 0 48 313
26 8 9  354 0 354 18 K 2
42 18 0 39 0 39 15 G 2
70 8 0 64 0 64 24 to
58 17 0 532 0 532 16  go
14 5 0 19 0 19 91 K 3
6 18 9 94 0 94 92
23 16 3 314 0 314 93
17 5 0 23 0 j 23 109
30 0 0 40 0 40 128
56 5 0 75 0 1  75  129
4 13 9 64 0 64 130
42 15 0 57 0 57 131
27 10 0 25 0 25 31
19 10 0 26 0 26 94
20 8 9 274 0 274 243
35 5 0 47 0 47 63
35 0 0 50 0 50 33
31 10 0 42 0 42 99
28 10 0 38 0 38 97
7010 0 91 0 94 315
57 15 0 77  0 77 317
31 10 0 42 0 42 319
52 10 0 75 0 75 48 G 2
60 0 0 80 0 80 20 K 2
35 16 3 474 0 474 295 K 1
30 0 0 40 0 40 321 f3
40 10 0 54 0 54 323 „
27 10 0 25 0 25 33 J
31 12 6 284 0 281 13 G 2
0 0 6
75 0 0 100 0 100 19 K 2
75 0 0 100 9 109 281 K 1
75 0 0 100 2 102 283 „
66 5 0 75 0 75 325 „
82 10 0 110 0 110 21 K 2
33 0 0 44 0 44  18 K 3
50 12 0 46 0 46 25 G 2
85 16 0 78 0 78 61 G 1
39 0 0  52 0 62 49 K 3
57 18 9 77; 0 774 60
58 10 0 78 0 78 52
18 15 0 25 0 25 53
30 7 6 402 0 401 178
50 5 0 67 72 742 195
31 10 0 42 0 42 238
52 10 0 70 0 70 401
67 10 0 75 0 75 421
30 0 0 40 0 40 405
36 0 0 48 0 48 415
33 15 0 45 0 45 417
38 5 0 51 0 51 487
40 16 0 68 0 68 499
„
of
of
to
„
19
56 5 0 75  0 75  71 K 2
33 15 0 45 0 45 73 „
20 5 0 27 0 27 190
20 5 0 27 0 27 182 K 3
31 10 0 42 0 42 65 K 2
28 2 6  75 0 75 419 K 1
75 0 0 75  .0  75  106 G 1
75 0 0 75 0 75 107
50 0 0 50 0 60 170
50 0 0 50 0 50 172
30 0 0 40 10 50 8
30 0 0 40 10  50-  9
45 0 0 60 15 75 11
18 7 6 24; 0 242 12
30 0 0 40 10 50 33434 ditto
...y
Neumayer  Valley ...
„
„to
K4
to
ff
f,
of
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BURKE-continued.
435
435
616
297n
300n
406
105b
408
432
433
18b
52b
323n
86b
323n
206
390
107b
231
Manifold, W. T., J. P.,
J. C., and E.
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Mark,  W illiam ...
ditto ...
Mils.n, James
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..
Murray, D. E.
ditto ... ...
ditto ... :..
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ...
McWhannell , J. C. .,,
ditto
1076 Naughton,  Busteed, and
Spencer
336n ditto .. ...
274n  New Zealand and Aus-
tralian Land Company,
Limited
363 ditto ...
71b ditto ...
51n ditto ...
220n  ditto ...
318n ditto ...
816 ditto ...
95 ditto ...
346 ditto ...
275n ditto ...
275n  ditto ... ...
318 North Queensland Mort.
gage and Investment
Company, Limited
266 ditto ... ...
1616 ditto ... ...
1626 ditto ...
378 ditto ... ...
379 ditto ... ...
219n  ditto .., ...
53b Power, T. P. ... ...
325n ditto ... ...
55b ditto ... ...
326n ditto ...
56b ditto ...
15b  ditto ...
329n ditto ...
381 ditto ...
976 ditto ...
326n  ditto ...
79n ditto ...
169n ditto ... ...
64b Queensland Investment
and Land Mortgage
Company, Limited
593 ditto ... ...
66b ditto ...
165b Robertson, J. R. M. .
62b Rocklands Pastoral
Company
103b ditto ... ...
202n  Sachse, F. H. ...
165b Savage, Esther .
49b Scottish Australian In-
vestment Company
123b ditto ...
49b ditto ... ...
62 ditto ... ...
1233 ditto
'
...
68n Shadfortb, F. H. ...
118n ditto ... ...
124b ditto
113n South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company, Limited
Warrong ... ...
Warrnambool ..
Varaville No. 2 ...
Asbfieldjj .. ...
Blackto wn } J ... ..
Herbert Vale No. 2...
ditto  No. 3...
d'tt N 50  V.  ...
Goonooma  No. 2 ...
ditto  No.4 ...
Rocklands  No. 1 ...
ditto No.  4 ...
ditto No.  5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
ditto No. 7 ...
ditto No. 10 ...
Bullring ...  ...
Morstone ...
Templeton Downs
No. 411
ditto No. 511...
The Willows ...
Nundle ... ...
Eddington ... ...
Devon ...
Alma
Kamarooka West
Gilliat No. 1
Wild Duck ...
Lagaven ...
Gilliat Downs
Giddia No. 1 ...
Gilliat No. 3 West...
ditto No.  2 East ...
Leilaville  No. 2 ...
ditto No 3 ...
ditto East ...
ditto West ...
Rockcliffe ...
ditto No.1 ...
ditto No. 2¶§ ...
Coolullah ... ...
Quilalar No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.  3  ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Grafton ...
ditto West ...
ditto East ...
Quelolla ...
Coolullah West ...
ditto No. .1 ...
ditto No. 2
Gregory ... ...
Burke ...
Milgarra ...
Argylla
Nowraine East
ditto West
Yaparaba
Scarborough'
Plainby ...
ditto South
ditto East
ditto West
Albion East
Verdon
ditto No.  '2
Lilydale ...
Glenora
Avail- Una- RbtaLable .  salable.
Lands Folio.
30 0 0 40 10 50 35 K4
45 0 0 60 15 75 36 „
75' 0 0 60 25 75 102 G 1
... 421 0 421 67 K7
... 691 0 691 72 „
56 5 0 75 15 90 231 K3
63 15 0 85 111 961 232 0f
30 0 0 40 in 50 235
12 18 9 514 22 731 29 K 4
5 11 3 224 9 314 31 IV
73 15 0 734 0 I 734 209 G 1
28 10 0 38 37 75 13 K 2
28 10 0 38 37 75 14 „
30 0 0 40 35  1175 1590 15 0 121 0 121 16 „
44 1 3 58; 12 704 113 K 3
26 5 0 35 35 70 199 of
45 0 0 60 27 87 85 K 4
... 50 0 50 9A K 2
50 0 50 9n „
6 5 0 50 0 60 94 K 4
6 5 0 50 0 50 95 „
41 5 0 50 0 50 35 J
112 10 0 90 0 90 49 G 2
62 10 0 50 0 50 50 „
52 17 6 701 0 701 51 K 1
50 8 9 674 0 671 65 99
52 10 0 70 0 70 299 99
75 0 0 100 0 100 301 „
29 1 3 384 0 384 17 K2
24 7 6 321 0 321 135 K 3
56 5 0 75 0 75 107 K 1
56 5 0 75 0 75 105 „
38 1 3 504 0 504 89 K 2
75 0 0 100 0 100 88 of
37 10 0 50 0 50 55 K1
37 10 0 50 0 50 53 9
22 10 0 30 101 401 175 K 3
19 4 0 32 26 58 176 ff
21 10 0 43 0 43 202 K6
37 10 0 50 0 50 53 K2
33 15 0 45 5 50 124
33 15 0 45 5 50 125
ffto
33 15 0 45 5 50 126 ff
33 15 0 45 5 50 127 ff
24 0 0 40 0 40 230 ff
36 0 0 48 0 48 231 „
30 0 0 40 9 49 181 K 3
22 10 0 30 0 30 234 K 2
37 10 0 50 0 50 130 „
12 10 0 25 25 50 190 K5
19 0 0 38 0 38 110 K 6
71 5 0 57 18 75 140 G 1
70 0 0 56 19 75 141
31 5 0 25 10 35 191
12 10 0 25 0 25 197 K 6
8 0 0 32 16 48 33 K 3
7 8 9 294 0 294 126
17 10 0 35 25 60 169 K 6
5 4 2 25 15 40 82 K 7
33 15 0 45 0 45 379 K 1
44 5 0 59 0 59 381
36 0 0 48 0 48 383
ffto
37 10 0 50 0 50 385 IV
25 17 6 3412 0 3412 387 IV
21 7 6 281 121 41 171 K 5
12 10 0 25 10 35 12 K 6
30 0 0 40 10 50 425 K 1
16 5 0 32; 11 431 8 K 6
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[27TH JULY, 1897.
Estimated Area in
square Miles.
Loam Run. Rent.
£ s. d.
BURKE-continued.
Avail-
able.
Una- Total.
vailabl
Lands Folio.
291n  Stapleton, James .. Wild Horse Plains...  5 12 6 111 0 111 61 K 7
1066 Tsaffe, Joseph and Doraville ... ...  41 5 0 55 20 75 79 K4
William
461 ditto Harricks 37 10 0 50 6 1 56 88... ... .. .  ...
45ditto No 1462 ditto 0 0  60 15 75 89
to
. . ......
480 ditto :.. ... Harban Vale ..  37 10 0 50 0 50 126
toto
175n ditto ... ... ditto No.1...  25 0 0  50 0 50 122 K6
190n ditto ... ... Doraville No. 1 ...  14 17 6 291 0 294 147 to
150a  Tindall, C. G. Adelaideberg  55 0 0  50 0 60 114 G 1
286n  Tindall, C. G. and C. F. Last Hope ... ...  16 10 0 33 0 33 53 K 7
47 Trust and Agency Com- Springvale ... ...  37
pany of Australasia,
Limited
10 0 50 25 75 341 K 1
476 ditto PlainsGi s 18 15 0 1 25 0 25 343
48 ditto
... p... y ...
... Warwick Dale ...  18 15 0 1 25 0 25 345
toto
47b ditto Ellerslie 18 15 0 25 0 25 347
6b ditto
...
...
......
... Foxton North ...  56 5 0 75 0 75 451 of
1256 ditto ... ... ditto South ...  56 5 0 75 0 75 453
1256 ditto ... ... Courtenay ... ...  24 0 0 32 0 32 457
128b ditto ... ...  Rockley ...  30 0 0 40 112 411 52 K2
1136 ditto ... ... Western Fort Con-  59
stantine
8 0 72 64 784 13 K1
48n  ditto ... ... Mindie ...  20 12 6 25 24 49 17 J
49n  ditto ... ... Fort Constantine ...  26 8 0 32 18 50 15 „
640  ditto Yandilla  45 0 0 60 15 75 242 K 4
1626  ditto
... ...
Moona  45 0 0 60 15 75 243
541  ditto
...
...
...
Bimba  45 0 0 60 15 75  z44 toto
1636  ditto Yenda  48 15 0 65 10 75 245
542  ditto
...
Carmo  48 15 0 65 10 75 246
1636  ditto
... ...
Berrima  48 15 0 65 10 75 247
to
543  ditto, ...... ...... Mittagong  48 15 0 65 10 75 248 to
610  ditto Esmeralda  48 15 0 65 10 75 184
766  ditto
... ...
Illewanna 45 0 0 60 15 75 185
„
511  ditto
...
...
......
...  Wonnemarra  37 10 0 50 25 75  186
toto
159b  ditto ... ... Cullabirnee ...  37 10 0 50 0 50 187
242a  ditto ... ...  Warwick HillIIJ1  56 5 0 75 0 75 89 K1
322  ditto Malakoff No 3  18 15 0 25 15 40 89 K3
148b  ditto
...
...
....
... Warwick Vale  22 10 0 30 181
.
481 90 to
151  ditto ... ... Ellerslie No. 1  34 10 0 46 0 46 134 K2
151  ditto Foxton No 1  45 0 0 60 0 60 135
189  ditto
...
...
... .
...  ditto West  56 5 0 75 0 75 208
„to
586  ditto Courtenay No 1  21 0 0 28 0 28 209
190  ditto
... ... .
Rosalie 43 10 0 58 0 58 210
586  ditto
...
...
......
... Mount Margaret  60 0 0 80 21 101 211
toto
191  ditto ... ... Gipsy Plains North  28 10 0 - 38 12 50 212
1336  ditto ... ... Island Point  26 5 0 35 61 402 213
451  ditto ... ... Warwick  37 10 0 50 171 674 67 K4
451  ditto ... Foxton No. 3  22 10 0 30 10 40 68
510  ditto ... ...  Ellerslie No. 2 60 0 0 80 20 100 183
377  ditto ... ... Warwick Downs  49 10 0 66 34 100 173 K3
198n  ditto ... ... Idalia  12 10 0 25 2 27 162 K6
199n  ditto ... ... ditto No. 2  30 0 0 60 15 75 164
200n  ditto ... ... ditto No. 3  20 0 0 40 6 46 165
206a  ditto Avington 18 15 0 25 0 25 139 K1
207a  ditto
...
...
......
... Clonmell  ...  26 5 0 35, 0 35 141 to
277n  ditto ... ... Malakoff No. 1  31 13 9 42; 0 421 57
278n  ditto ditto No. 2  30 18 9 414 0 411 59 „
44n  ditto ... ...  Elderslie No. 3 .  36 0 0 48 12 60 140 K5
30n  ditto Letitia Downs No 1  24 0 0 48 3 51 113
31n  ditto
...
...
....
... ditto  No. 2  19 17 6 394 0 394 114 „to
31a  ditto ... ... ditto  No. 3  42 5 0 841 131 98 115
32n  ditto ... ...  ditto No. 4 32 10 0 65 35 100 116
273n  ditto ... ... Taldora ... ...  56 5 0 75 0 75 143 K1
336  ditto ... ... Corella ... ...  86 8 0 64 16 80 129 GI
98b  ditto Gerah 71 11 0 53 0 53 122
326  ditto
... ......
49Mount Little 19 0 37 0 37 118
„
326  ditto
... ..
Little Saxby Plains  33 15 0 25 0 25 121
to
228.  ditto
...
... ... Ginbar  59 8 0 44 36 80 130
toto
308n  ditto ... ...  Oormoorgooda  22 10 0 30 10 40 181 K1
273a  ditto The Lake 33 15 0 25 0 25 17
259n  ditto
...
...
......
...  Budgen Budgen  33 15 0 45 15 60 4'7
.,to
259n  ditto Tholmeenbal  36 0 0 48 12 60 45 .
826  ditto
...
...
...
... Cunningham  22 10 0 30 10 40 349
,to
320n  ditto ... ... Carrick ...  36 0 0 48 20 68 351
328  ditto ... ...  Clunes 22 10 0 30 61 36; 100 K3
196  ditto Avoca 44 5 0 59 0 59 101
329 ditto
... ...
Carlton 37 10 0 50 11 61 102
1506 ditto
... ... ... ...
Melbourne 52 10 0 70 19 89 103
to
$30 ditto ...... .......,.  Victoria ,.. 60 0 0 80 111 911 104 toto
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LIST  OF RUNS-continued.
Run.  Rent.
$ s. d.
151h Trust and Agency Com-
pany of Australasia,
Limited
331 ditto ... ...
38b ditto ... ...
274n ditto ...
48b ditto ... ...
37b ditto ... ...
60b ditto ... ...
208a ditto ... ...
284 ditto ... ...
285n ditto ... ...
78b ditto ... ...
198 ditto ... ...54n ditto ... .. .
55n ditto ... ...
55n ditto ... ...
39b ditto ... ...
104b ditto ... ...
161b ditto ...
69b ditto ... ...
404 ditto ... ...
405 ditto .. ...
143b Watson, P. S....
127b  Watson, P. S., H. F.,
and R. M.
51b ditto ... ...
56b  ditto ... ...
220 ditto ... ...
136b ditto ... ...
136b ditto ... ...
219 ditto ... ...
137b ditto ... ...
222 ditto ... ...
413 ditto ... ...
420 ditto ... ...
8n ditto ... ...
39b White, P. K.... ...
745 ditto ... .•.
82b White, Collins,
McEacharn, and
Fraser
BURKE-continued.
Sandhurst ... ...
Castlemaine
Drina No. 2
Yambore
Norman Point
Drina ...
Gulnare
Bow Park
Crowfells
Yerna
Minberry
Curijah ...
Gum Water
Bow Water...
Swan Water
Saxby Plains
Fort Bowen
Geelong
Bellkate West
Bellkate No. 5
ditto  No. 6
Curryong ...
Walwa ...
Tintaldra ...
ditto  No. 2
Gregory DownsNo. 3
ditto No. 4
Albert Downs No. 3
ditto No. 4Augustus Downs No.1
ditto No. 2
ditto No.  7
Albert Downs No. 5
Yeldham
Promised Land No. 1
ditto  No. 5
Bindoora West
122b ditto ... ... ditto East
2b ditto ... ... Woorengen East
595 ditto ... ... Coomarra West
83b ditto ... ...  ditto East
154b ditto ... ...  Yerrigiree No. I
353 ditto ... ... ditto No. 2
481 ditto ... ... ditto  No. 4
471 ditto ... ... Coomarra South
130b ditto ... ...  Strathfield
324n ditto ... ... ditto  No. 1
325n ditto ... ... ditto  No. 3
89b ditto ... ... ditto  No. 4
13b ditto ... ...  ditto  No. 5
131b ditto ... ...  ditto No. 6
13b ditto ... ... ditto No. 7
131b ditto ... ... ditto No. 8
55b ditto ditto  No. 9 ...
90b ditto ... ...  ditto No.10...
14b ditto ... ...  ditto No.11...153 ditto ... ... ditto No.12...
14b ditto ...  ditto No.13...
257n ditto ... ... Berwick EastIIII ...
257n ditto ... ... ditto WestIIII ••
258n ditto ... ... ditto No.3 Eastll II
258n ditto ... ...  ditto No.4Westlll!
2b ditto ... ...  Moonamarra  West...
83b ditto ... ... ditto East ...
3b ditto ... Murkaburra West...
122b ditto ... ... ditto East ...
126b ditto ... ...  Mackinlay Downs
East
8b ditto ditto West
126b ditto ditto North
8b ditto Blackeye East
1276 ditto ditto West
27b ditto Cowie No. 3
146b ditto Nellie Downs
[27TH JULY, 1897.
Estimated Area In
square ]tiles.
Avail-
able.
Una- ,
tail
Lands Folio.
60 0 0 80 12 92 105 K 3
33 15 0 45 7; 521 106 „
33 7 6 441 0 44i 138 „
26 5 0 35 0 35 137 K1
25 10 0 34 4 38 353
121 10 0 90 0 90 183 G1
94 10 0 70 0 70 136 „
18 15 0 25 7 32 145 K1
135 0 0 100 0 100 182 G1
33 15 0 25 0 25 3 K1
26 5 0  35 15 50 179
18 15 0 25 0 25 226 K2
36 7 6  30 0 30 70 G2
64 5 3 53 0 53 71 to
33 19 0 28 0 28 72 „
60 15 0 45 0 45 120 G1
101 5 0  75 0 75 119 „
59 12 6 792 0 791 211 K4
37 10 0 60 32L 822 2 97 K3
18 15 0 25 3 28 227 „
37 10 0 60 45 95 228
18 15 0 25 0 25 30 „
41 5 0 65 10 65 493 K1
37 10 0 50 20 70 495 „
37 10 0 50 0 60 132 K2
40 10 0 30 10 40 98 G1
67 10 0 50 9 59 99
35 2 0  26 2 28 94
54 0 0 40 10 50 95
„
52 13 0  39 13 52 112
ofit
33 15 0 25 10 35 113 „
21 15 0 29 0 29 244 K3
52 10 0 70 0 70 5 K4
30 0 0  40 181 5812 9 68 K5
52 10 0 70 30 100 147 K3
7 10 0 10 0 10 248 of
45 0 0 60 0 60 363 K1
37 10 0 50 0 50 365 „
43 10 0 58 0 58 361 „
45 0 0  60 0 60 371 to
37 10 0 50 0 50 373 „
60 0 0 80 0 80 143 K3
60 0 0 80 0 80 144
38 5 0 762 0 761 127 K4
13 10 0  27 0 27 107
30 0 0  40 0 40 95 K9
43 10 0  58 0 58 96 „
39 15 0 53 0 53 97 „
61 10 0 82 0 82 99
75 0 0  100 0 100 100
75 0 0  100 0 100 101
36 0 0 48 0 48 102
ofto
75 0 0  100 0 100 103 to
48 15 0 65 0 65 108 It
52 10 0 70 30 100 137
45 0 0  60 15 75 138 „
35 5 0  47 0 47 139
42 0 0  56 14 70 140
32 10 0 50 0 50 71 K1
32 10 0 50 0 50 73 „
44 0 0  40 0 40 75
44 0 0  40  0 40 77
37 10 0 50 0 50 367
45 0 0  60 0 60 369
37 10 0 50 0 50 375 f,
37 10 0 50 0 50 377 to
37 10 0 50 0 50 477 „
37 10 0 50 0 50 1 479
37 10 0 50 0 5U 481
33 0 0  44 6 50 483
22 10 0 30 24 5421 485 91
21 0 0  28 0 28 1 150 K 2
38 1 3  504 0 504 1 51 K3
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LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
M Lessee.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
s. d.
333 White,  Collins,
McEacharn, and
Fraser
439 ditto ... ...
491 ditto .
313 Winter , Irving W. I.
37b ditto ... ...
27b  ditto ... ...
38b ditto ... ...
35b ditto ... ...
334n ditto ... ...
36b ditto ... ...
177 ditto ... ...
41b ditto ..
99b Wiseman, Solomon
Imbi Imbi
Run. Rent.
37 10 0 50 0 50 110 K 3
Una- Total.vailable.
BURKE- -continued.
Mackinlay Downs  18 15 0 371  0 37; 44 K 4
South
Yelligidya ... ...  38 5 0 51 0 51 145
Rocklands No. 2 ... 76 5 0  61 28 89 210i G 1
ditto  No. 3 ... 112 10 0 90 10 100 211
ditto No. 8 ... 91 10  0 122 0 122 133 K 2
ditto West ... 16 10  0 22 0 22 65 K 3
Grassmere  ... ...  16 6 3 214 0 211 28
ditto East  ... 13 10 0 18 11;  291 127
Nowranie ... 85 6 3 1134 4  1171 32
Rocklands North ... 58 10  0 78 0 78 183 K 2
Nowraine  North ... 37 10  0 50 50 100 200 K 3
Varaville No. 1 ... 75 0 0 75 0 75 101 G 1
List . of Runs held under the Crouw- Lands Acts of  1884  and  1886.
134b Anning Wm. (Executor Mount Sturgeon 368 12 0
late William Henry ditto (grazing right) 85 0 0
Anning), Louisa
Edwards, and Wm.
Anning
115b Aplin, Brown, and Mount Emu Plains 317 13 6
Halloran (Executors ditto (grazing right) 142 3 5
late J. Thompson)
304n ditto ... ...
268 ditto ...
658 Armytage, C. M. ...
274 ditto ...
305n Bank of Australasia ...
Fairlight .. 236 17 4
ditto (grazing  right) t 167 3 10
Afton Downs ... 758 0 0
ditto (grazing  right) f 31 6 5
Compton Downs*t... 92 1 8
ditto (grazing right) I I .
59b ditto ... ... Reedy Springs *t ... 10 16 0
ditto (grazing right) 9 0 0
112b ditto ... ...  Iffley  ... ...  467 10  3
40b Bank of New South
Wales
111b ditto ... ...
329 ditto ..
112b Bank ,  Queensland Na-
tional
312n Chave ,  T. A., Exors. of
353 ditto ...
557 Coll ier ,  Alice E. ...
332n Currie , J. L. ... ...
31 ditto
295n  Docker ,  Clarke, and
Smith
296n Law Debenture Cor-
poration, Limited, of
London
78b ditto ... ...
166b ditto ... ...
364 ditto
341n Manfred Downs,
Limited
166b New Zealand Loan and
Mercantile Agency
Company, Limited
363 ditto ... ...
296n
197
63b
352
111b
North Queensland
Mortgage and In-
vestment Company
ditto
South Australian Land
Mortgage and
Agency Company
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
304n
167b
354
Trust and Agency Com-
pany of Australia
ditto ...
ditto
ditto (grazing right) 296 1 9
Charlotte Plains  ...  184 16 0
ditto (grazing right) 71 1
Punjaub  ...  261 0
ditto (grazing right) 197 10
Magowra .. 379 2
ditto (grazing right) 165 1
Maxwelton , .. .. 1052 16
ditto (grazing right)t
Tamworth ...
Telemon
ditto (grazing right)
Redeliffe ... ...
Avail-
able.
304 63 367
130 53 183
Lands Folio.
49 L
61
291 138 429 37
227 79 306 39
187 991 2861 33
1604 37 1974 35
379 0 379 25
69; 0 692 27
85 40 125 41
0 10 10 43
18 7 25 45
15 10 25 47
4452 244 470 73
3312 13 3442 75
231 100 331 53
98 35 133 55
290 0 290 65
2321 0 2321 67
421; 0 421; 77
194; 0 1944 79
658 0 658 81
1961 0 1961 83
78 0 78 13
1654 35 2004 21
184 0 184 23
1981 62 2604 5
6
06
66
0
86 16 9
124 16 0
363 11 0
14 2 7
308 1 3
Hughenden... ... 419 18 0 1611  48 209; 9 „
Glendower ... 473 5 0 315; 59 374,91 1
Cambridge Downs ... 911 15 0 521  8 529 93
ditto (arrears ) ... 115 2 6 1
ditto(grazing right) 253 4 1 371 0 371
ditto (arrears ) ... 154 14 11
95 „
Manfred Downs .. 554 3 4 332; 0 3321 57 „
ditto (grazing right) 198 17 6 220 0 220 59
Toorak  ...  ...  777 14 0 5551  0 5551 97
ditto (arrears ) ...  64 5 9
ditto (grazing  right) 157 6 3 310 0 310 99
ditto (arrears ) ... 109 19 8
„
Wongalee ... ... 212 15 9 1464 491 1964 17
ditto (grazing right)
Hamilton Downs ... 716 2 0
ditto (grazing right)t 67 5 3
Kamilerol 520 0 0
ditto (grazing  right) 207 11 3
31arathon$t ... 1281 16 10
Richmond Downs ... 1145 9 0
ditto (arrears) 38 3 6
0 71 71 19
462 0 462 61 „
172 0 172 63
400 664 4661 69
2024 57 259; 71
7371 45 7824 29
739 5 744 89
ditto (  azing right )  384 9 6 4334 2 4354
ditto (arrears) ...  228 15 6
91 „
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Ran. Rent.
Estimated Area to
Square  Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
£ s. d. j
COOK.
List of Runs held under " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Landis Folio.
362n Anyon, C. Sundown ...  ...I 6 5 0 25 3 28 133 K 4257b Atherton, Joha ...  Wabaredory 10 0 0 40 20 60 152
361n Atherton, Wm. Coonbeta .. 12 10 0 50 10 60 135
254b Australian and New Fairy Meadows
Zealand Mortgage
Company, Limited
32 5 0 43 2 45 181 K 1
271b ditto ... ... Deepwater ...  30 0 0 40 1 41 183
265b' ditto ... ...  Highbury No. 1  37 10 0 50 0 50 213
617 ditto ... ... ditto No. 2  37 10 0 50 0 50 215
265b ditto ... ... ditto  No. 3  37 10 0 50 0 50 217
618 ditto ... ... ditto  No. 4  37 10 0 50 0 50 219
619 ditto ... ... ditto  No. 5  21 0 0 28 0 28 223
614n ditto ... ...  ditto No. 6 12 10 0 25 0 25 I 16 K 2
515n ditto ... ... ditto No. 7  16 0 0 32 0 32 17
515n ditto  ditto No. 8  16 0 0 32 10 42 18
658n ditto Parumu No. 6  12 10 0 25 22 27; 47 K 3
649 Bank, Commercial, of Nainmerrong  31
Australia, Limited
10 0 42 0 42 345 K 1
675 ditto ...  Eveleigh No. 2 ...  30 0 0 40 12 52 407
621n ditto ... ditto No. 3 ...  25 0 0 50 22 72 229 K 2
676 ditto ... Lubrina  56 5 0 75 25 100 409 K 1
632n ditto ... Bolwarra No. 2 ...  37 10 0 75 25 100 251 K 2
276b ditto ... ditto  No. 4 ...  15 10 0 31 102 412 253
681n ditto ... Woorgaman No. 1...  12 10 0 25 3 28 93 K 3
370n ditto ... Eveleigh .. ...  18 15 0 75 25 100 119 K 4
371n ditto ... ... ditto No. 4 ...  9 10 0 38 12 50 120
546n ditto ... ... Torwood No. 1 ...  20 10 0 41 132 541 79 K 2
550n ditto ... ... ditto No. 10 ...  22 10 0 45 15 60 88
698 ditto ...  Dagworth .  18 15 0 50 20 70 445 K 1
459n Bank, English, Scot- York Downs No. 1...  37
tish, and Australian,
Limited
10 0 75 25 100 186 K3
628 Bank of New South Bando  48 , 15 0 65 11  76  259 K 1
Wales
350n ditto ... ... Barnawartba  7 2 6 9; 0 9; 115
621 ditto ... ... Battle Camp  30 0 0 40 14 64 231
669 ditto ... ... ditto East  18 15 0 25 5 30 395
575n ditto ... ... Borodino ...  30 0 0 60 34 94 138 K2
495n ditto ... ... Brixton  27 0 0 36 12 48 461 K1
669n ditto ... ... ditto No.1  14 10 0 29 12 41 69 K3
662n ditto ... ... Bulluburah¶§  20 0 0 40 10 50 55
625 ditto .... ... Bumba¶ t ..  21 5 5 42* 8; 51 247 K1
273b ditto .. ...  Bydown § ..  30 0 0 40 13 53 237
376n ditto ... ... Butcher's Hill  27 0 0 36 12 48 39 ,f
498n ditto ... ... Cahir ...  32 0 0 64 22 86 471
625 ditto 45Cobran¶§ 0 0 60 13 73 245
355n, ditto
...
...
......
Confluence No. 2  ... 122 19 8 44 0 44 54 G9
267b ditto ... ... ditto  No. 3 ...  82 10 5 62 22 84 55 )f
626 ditto ... ... Culloden¶§ ...  45 0 0 60 8 68 251 K1
602n ditto ... ... Cunningham Plains  25 0 0 50 0 50 192 S2-
603n ditto ... ... ditto  No. 1  9 7 6 184 0 184 193
604n ditto ... ... ditto No. 4  15 0 0 30 20 50 196 7/
273b ditto ... ...  Dandry¶ ...  48 15 0 65 11 76 249 K1
60a ditto ... ... Dhurran hurran ...  39 15 0 53 91 622 9 ff
258b ditto ... ... Diveronside... ...  30 15 0 41 52 462 79
630n ditto ... ... Dorunda No. 8 ...  37 10 0 75 25 100 247 K2
630n ditto ... ... ditto No. 9 ...  37 10 0 75 25 100 248
5431, ditto ... ... Dunbar No. 1 ...  12 10 0 25 16 41 73 to
543n ditto ... ... ditto No. 2 ...  32 10 0 65 29 94 74 ,,
544n ditto ... ... ditto No. 3 ...  37 10 0 75 25  100 75
557n ditto ... ... ditto No. 4 ...  45 0 0 90 74 974 101
557n ditto . ... ...  ditto No. 5 ... 17 0 0 34 82 42 102
658n ditto ... ...  ditto No. 6 ...  40 0 0 80 192 991 103 to
698n ditto ... ... ditto No. 7 ...  32 10 0 65 234 884 183 oil
598n ditto ... ... ditto No. 8 ...  27 10 0 55 16 71 181 f)
699n ditto ... ... ditto No. 9 ...  25 0 0 50 172 671 184
599n ditto ... ... ditto No. 10 ...  27 10 0 65 15 70 186
636n ditto ditto No 2513 0 0 50 39 89 5 K3
637n ditto ...
. ...
...  ditto No. 16 ... 25 0 0 50 50 100 8 12
638n ditto ... ... ditto No. 17 ...  25 0 0 50 50 100 9
638n ditto
... ... ditto No. 18 ...  28 0 0 56 28 84 10
365n ditto Elgin Downs  13 10 0 18 0 18 15 K1
347n ditto
... ...
Fox ... 37 10 0 75 25 100 67
629 ditto
...
..
... ... ...
Hell's Gate .... 26 5 0 35 15 50 263
99
668 ditto
.
...
. .
... Highlands¶§ ... 22 10 0 80 10 40 393 99to
632 ditto Kennedy ... 56 5 0 75 25 100  277 99
618n ditto ditto No. 2 ... 12 10 0 25 0 25 223 K2
258b ditto Koendidda ... 42 15 0 67 8 65 71 K1
579n ditto Macquarie ... 25 0 0 50 38 88 147 K2
115a, ditto ... ... Marianna ... 18 15 0 1 25 4 29 27 K1
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k+O
q
1
Lessee.
614n Bank of New South
Wales
62a ditto ...
527n ditto ... ...
311a ditto ... ...
391n ditto ... ...
582n  ditto ... ...
2746 ditto ... ...
623 ditto ... ...
670 ditto ... ...
667 ditto ... ...
1166 ditto ... ...
694n ditto ... ...
456 ditto ... ...
673n ditto ... ...
673n ditto ... ...
491n  ditto ... ...
624 ditto ...
575n  ditto ...
624 ditto ... ...
53a ditto ... ...
561n  ditto ... ...
562n ditto ... ...
562n  ditto ... ...
563n ditto ... ...
564n ditto ... ...
566n  ditto ... ...
566n ditto ... ...
567n ditto .. ...
567n ditto ... ...
366n ditto ... ...
349n ditto ... ...
569n  ditto ... ...
570n ditto ... ...
61a ditto ... ...
377n  ditto ... ...
63a ditto ... ...
2526  ditto ... ...
616 ditto ...
616 ditto ... ...
624n  ditto ... ...
542n  ditto ... ...
492n ditto ... ...
612n  ditto ... ...
614n ditto ... ...
403n ditto ... ...
403n ditto ...
397n ditto ... ...
389n, ditto ... ...
371n ditto ... ...
2706 ditto ... ...
610 ditto ... ..,
2726 ditto ...
611 ditto ...
2726 ditto ...
584n  ditto ...
585n  ditto
348n ditto
348n ditto ...
369n ditto ...
369n ditto ...375n ditto ...
2686 Bank, Queensland
National, Limited
2746 ditto ... ...
446n ditto ... ...
301a ditto
303a ditto ... ...
344n  ditto ... ...
309a ditto ... ...
313a ditto ... ...
351n ditto ... ...
349n ditto ... ...
352n  ditto ... ...
350n ditto ... ...
631 ditto ...
645 ditto ...
605n ditto ... ...
608 ditto ... ...
608 ditto ... ...
685n ditto ... ...
666n  ditto ... ...
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Enn. Bent.
£ s. d.
27TH JULY, 1897.
Estimated A ^ 1 in
square MLed.
COOK-con tinued.
Mentana No. 12  ...  19 0 0 38
Mimosa Downs ... 49 10 0 66
Monteagle .. ... 50 0 0 100
McDonald Plains ... 112 0 0 80
ditto  No. 1  ... 12 10 0 25
Ninda ... ... 12  10  0 25
Nomby ... ... 48 15 0 65
Oswald¶§ ... ... 34 10 0 46Rag Vale ... ... 33 15 0 45
hockey Vale¶§ ... 30 0 0 40
Rosedale  ...  57 8 0 41
ditto No. 2 ... I 20 10 0 41
Rosella Plains 56 0 0 40
ditto No.2 12 10 0 25
ditto  No. 3  15 0 0 30
ditto No. 4 -22 10 0 45
Strathmore¶§ ... 45 0 0 60
Sukey  ...  ... 20 0 0 40
Tinker Bell¶§ ... 45 0 0 60
Valeria ... ... 27 19 0 21
Vanrook No. 1 ... 24 10 0 49
ditto No. 2 ... 50 0 0 100
ditto No. 3 ... 40 0 0 80
ditto No. 4 10 5 0 209
ditto No. 7 ... 40 10 0 81
ditto No. 9 ... 28 10 0 57
ditto No. 10 ... 22 0 0 44
ditto No. 11 ... 50 0 0 100
ditto No. 12 ... 40 0 0 80
Windermere ... 55 13 0 53
Wodonga  18 15  0 25
Womblealla No. 1¶ 19 0 0 38
ditto No. 2¶ ' 16 10 0 33
Wrotham Park ... 51 0 0 68
Jack's Lakes ... 15 10 0 31
Mount Mulgrave ...  24 15 0 33
Mitchell ... 19 2 6 25
Frome No. 1 ... 52 10 0 70
ditto No. 2 ... 56 5 0 75
Rockey .. 9 5 0 181
Battle Camp No. 1 12 10 0 25
Xenophon No. 1 ... 15 0 0 25
Mentana No. 8 ... 35 0 0 70
ditto No. 11 92 0 0 80
Dunbar No. 20 17 17 6 354
ditto No. 21 ... 15 7 6 304
ditto No. 24 ... 11 0 0 22
Meranginna ...  26 10  0 53
ditto No. 1 ... 10 0 0 20
Ullangarra ... ... I 7 6 3 94Wentworth ...  ...  2 6 25;
Katoomba ... ... 19 10 0 26
Albury ... ...  18 15  0 25
Murray ... ... 20 5 0 27
Chiltern ... ... 23 10 0 47
Ovens ... ...  12 10  0 25
Deeside .. ... 41 5 0 55
Greenmantle ... 73 15  0 59
Rosella Plains No. 6 1 9 5 0 37
ditto No.  71  6 5 0 25
Victoria No. 1 ... 6 5 0 25
Laura ... ... 26 5 0 35
Lake  View  ... ... 33 15 0
Primrose No. 2 ... 14 10 0
Arbors ...  18 15 0
Springlands  ...  26 5 0
North Mitchell  ...  26 5 0
Camden  ... ...  21 0 0
Gamboola ... ... 30 0 0
Pinnacle Downs ... 18 15 0
Mimosa Side  . ...  18 15 0
Arcadia ... ... 33 15 0
Karook  ...  33 15 0
Waratah  ... ... 27 0 0
The Cedars  ... ... 18 15 0
Dagallagan  ... ...  20 0 0
White  Plains . ..  18 15 0
Lyndbank  ...  18 15 0
Soda Springs 17 10 0
Kelvin Grove No. 5 12 10 0
6 44
Lands Folio
216 K 2
4 70 13 K1
0 100 41 K 2
20 100 26 G
6 31 79 K 4
25 50 1 153 K 2
10 75 1 261 K 1
8 54 239
19 64 397 „
164 564 391
10 51 31 G
104 514 118 K 3
10 50 25 G 1
0 25 76 K 3
20 50 77 „
11 56 120 „
15 75 241 K 1
274 674 139 K 2
15 75  243 K I
0 21 52 G
9 58 110 K 2
20 120 111
191 999 112
0 209 113
151 969 116
0 57 119
201 641 120
20 120 121
20 100 122
0 53 99 K'1
5 30 117 „
12 50 126 K 2
9; 429 127  go
129 809 11 K 1
25 56 108 K 4
0 33 35 K 1
0 259 75 „
28 98 209
25 100 211 „
0 181 236 K 2
0 25 71  it
6 31 447 K 1
30 100 212 K 2
20 100 215
0 354 55 K 4
0 304 56
0 22 68
191 721 84
0 20 116
0 94 163
0 251 187
5 31 189
49 291 191
10; 374 193 „
231 709 157 K 2
3 28 158
15 70 45 K 1
251 841 29
10 47 122 K 4
7; 321 123
0 25 111
15 50 137
45 16 61 253
29 8 37 208
25 21 279 101
35 18; 534 103
35 74 424 105
28 34 31; 107
40 84 484 109
25 0 25 111
25 0 25 113
45 194 644 119
45 17 62 121
36 84 444 271
25 81 331 3299  2
to
K1
„
40 6 46 198 K 2
25 29 27; 177 K 1
25 9 34 179
85 194 544 100 K 3
25 199 441 62 ,, )
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LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Avail-
able.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
636
636
637
671n
487n
641
641
671n
672n
487n
690
251b
358n
252b
358n
335a
356n
267b
346n
346n
357a
365n
691
643n
644n
360n
35322
275b
669n
577n
2516
58a
59a
432n
688n
354n
603
602
602
269b
341n
34222
266b
371n
677
682n
686n
54522
549n
678
620
620
646
647
647
585n
621
361n605
622n
419n
357A
357"
604
689n
488n
393nWn
Losses.
Bank , Union ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Barnes,  Henry ,..
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Barnett, J. V. S. ...
Collings, J. S. ...
Collins, Thomas ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto . ...
Collins, T. and G. ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Cope, Wm. ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Curr, Marmaduke ...
ditto ... ...
ditto .. ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto .. ...
D'Arcy, M. L. ...
ditto ...
Ferguson , D. I. ...
Firth, E. ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ..
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Fox, P. J. ...
2536  Fulford  and Williams
64a  ditto ... ...
263b  ditto ... ..
591n  ditto ... ...
591n  ditto ...
390n  ditto ... ..
681n  ditto ... ...
39022  ditto .. ...
381n George, William ...
613 Hall, W. It. ... ...
614 ditto ... ..
614 ditto ... ...
615 ditto ... ...
Strathleven¶§ ...
ditto No.1...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.4...
ditto  No. 5...
Tharwa No. 11f§ ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Moron Downs ...
ditto  No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2  ...
Mount Esk ... ...
Quinton ... ...
Lyndhurst ... ...
North Lyndhurst ...
South Lyndhurst ...
Lynd No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Salcey Forest ...
Glen Rock ... ...
Sunnyside ... ...
Dyraaba ...
Gordon Brook
Myall Downs No. 2
Ettrick ... ...
Kyogle ... ...
Northam ...
Mount Esk No. 2 ...
Limestone ...
Koolbarra No. 4 ...
Brookland No. 4 ...
Lynn Water ...
Snake's Valley ...
Sandlewood ...
Table Top ... ...
Tin-ine-Burra ...Fixby  ...  ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Brooklands No. 1 ...
ditto No.2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
Rockvale ...
ditto No.1 ...
ditto No. 2¶§ ...
Eveleigh No. 5 ...
Lubrina No. 1 ...
Woorgaman No. 3...
Bulwarra No. 5 ...
Torwood i l .. ...
ditto No.  811 ...
Lubrina No. 211
Charmwood ... ...
ditto No.2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No.4 ...
ditto No.  51[§
ditto No.7 ...
Abingdon Downs ...
Oondooroo ... ...
St. Ronan's ...
Beechwortli...
Stony Rises ...
Albert Downs ...
Fossil Brook ...
Rugby ...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3 ..
Stony Rises No. 2
Pine Tree No. 8 ...
Oaks ... ...
Springfield ... ...
Rosewood ... ...
Arden ... ...
Belmont ... ...
Emu ... ...
Ringwood ...
Androssan ...
Crystal Brook ...
ditto (arrears ) ...
Neemorah East ...
ditto West ...
Mahlah  East  ...
ditto West ...
Run. Pent.
£ s. d.
COOK--continued.
[27TH JULY, 1897.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
22 10 0 30 19 49 291 K 1
31 10 0 42 21 63 293 to
30 0 0 40 20 60 295 to
22 0 0 44 22 66 72 K 3
17 10 0 35 17 52 128
18 15 0 25 0 25 311 K 1
18 15 0  25 8 33 313 to
15 10 0  31 15 46 73 K3
18 10 0  37 19 56 74 ,.12 100  25 31 281 129 to
71 17 .6  622 421 105 39 G
41 5 0  50 22  72 7 J
27 16 10  334 11 444 3
25 3 3  302 10 401 1
54 9 0  66 16 82 5 to
36 7 6  30 7 37 37 G
37 2 6  45 15 60 25 J
39 12 0  48 0 48 13 to
37 2 6  45 15 60 11 „
36 18 4  444 14 58; 9
30 0 0  40 10 50 33 K 1
26 5 0  35 15 50 31
43 13 0  36 12 48 45 G
; 12 10 0  25 0 25 19 K 312 10 0  25 6a" 311 22 of12 10 0  50 25 75 136 K 4
7 10 0  30 211 511 1402 2
30 0 0  40 121 522 287 K 1
17 0 0  34 11 45 68 S 3
29 0 0  58 17 75 142 K 2
60 0 0  60 40 100 23 J
23 5 0  31 10; 41 5 K 118 15 0  25 10 35 7 to
22 10 0  45 10 55 248 K 3
10 0 0  20 0 20 107 of
45 0 0  60 5 65 37 K 1
30 0 0 40 4 44 159
18 15 0  25 8 33 153 of
27 0 0  36 111 474 155 „
44 5 0  59 20 79 157 „
20 0 0  80 20 100 144 K4
6 5 0  25 15 40 145
8 0 0  32 30 62 163
„
18 15 0  75 25  100 121
ofto
30 0 0  80 20 100 412 K1
3 0 0  8 0 8 95 K3
5 5 0  14 0 14 102 f,
... 45 15 60 78 K2
... 43 14$ 572 86 „
34 17 51  413- K1
28 10 0 38  0 38 225
30 0
to0  40 10 50 227  of
41 5 0  55 16 '71 333 „
29 5 0  39 13 52 335 to
26 1 3  341 0 344 337 „
1015 0  211 0 212 159 K 2
21 0 0  28 8 36 229 K 1
6 5 0  25 5 30 129 K 4
49 10 0  66 13 79 165 K 112 10 0  25 132 381 232 E 2
41 8 0 46 0 46 1 K 1
112 10 0  90 8 98 35 G
56 5 0  45 72 521 36 „
18 15 0  25 10 35 .161 K 1
15 0 0  30 20 50 108 K 3
12 10 0  25 51 301 126 to
16 10 0  33 0 33 76 K 4
16 0 0  32 24 56 207 K 3
3110 0  42 141 561 141 E 1'
28 10 0  38 34 414 143 to39 15 0  53  9126  621 145  to
29 0 0  58 194 774 170 K 2
15 0 0  30 20 50 171 „
24 0 0  48 164 644 82 K 4
33 0 0  66 141 801 92 K 3
23 0 0  46 16 62 81 K 4
17 10 0  35 0 35 100 to
10 18 9
67 10 0  90 6 96 199 E 167 10 0  90 10 100 201  to
18 15 0  25 8 33 203 to
47 5 0  63 11 74 205  to
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LIST OF RUNS--m ,, iwued.
[27TH  JULY, 1897.
L,ti,nated Area in
Square Miles.
s.st,
2  S.  d.
COOK- continued.
99a Hall, W. R. .., ,,,
100a ditto ... ..
99a ditto ... ...
100a ditto ... ...
98a ditto ... ...
98a ditto ... ...
646n ditto
531n  Massey, C. E., O.•H.,
G. B., and G.
532n  ditto ... ...
533n  ditto .., ...
633n ditto ,.. ...
534n  ditto ... ...
630 McLean, John ...
671 ditto .. ...
344n  Nimmo, Alexander ...
345n ditto .,. ,..
345n ditto ... ...
1166 ditto ,,, ...
535n ditto ... ...
535n  ditto ... ...
536n ditto .. ...
553n  ditto ... ...
367n ditto
677n  Nott, A. W. and C. A.
680n ditto
361a O'Brien, Cobbold, and
Co.
1156 ditto ... ...
646n ditto ... .,.
46a  ditto ... ...
45a ditto ..
44a O'Brien, Hunt, and
Steele
85a ditto ... ..,
509n ditto ... ...
509n  ditto ... ...
505n ditto ...  ...
675n ditto ... ...
675n ditto .. ...
676n ditto ... ...
676n ditto ... ..
368a ditto ... ...
394n ditto ... ..,
595n  ditto ,., ...
695n ditto ... .,.
596n  ditto ... ...
596n ditto ... ...
697n ditto ... ...
597n ditto ... ...
393n ditto ... ,.,
394n ditto ,,, ,,,
367n ditto ... ...
354n ditto ,.. ...
395n  ditto ,,, .,.
352n  ditto .,, ,,,
353n  ditto .,, ,,,
2596 ditto ... ,..
640 ditto
608n ditto .., ...
645nI ditto .,, ,..
2576 ditto
356n! ditto ... ...
638 1 ditto .., ...
638 i ditto .,, .,,
275bl ditto ... ...
639 ditto ... ...
642 ditto ,., ,,.
643 ! ditto .,, ,..
583n ditto .., ...
584n ditto ...  ...
684n ditto .,, ,,,
368 ditto .,.
368n ditto ,., ...
2706 ditto .,.
634 Patching, Charles ...
622 ditto .,,
2716 Reynolds, Fitzgibbon,
and Nally
Byrne 's Plains No. 1
ditto  No. 2
ditto No. 4
ditto  No. 7
Confluence  No. 1 ...
ditto No. 4 ,.,
Miranda ... ...
Vardon .,. ...
Ralston ,.. ...
Boxvale ... .,.
Ealing .,. ,..
Locksleigh ,., ...
Booree  ...  ...
Sherbrook .. .,,
Broadlands No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2
Oak Park „ ...
Spring Hill ... ...
Mount Lookout ...
Eastdale .,. ...
Titterstone ... ...
Dumbano ... ...
Russel .,.
Meta Downs No.  1
ditto  No. 6
Dashwoodll ••• •••
Carpentaria Downs
Eastll
Pinell ••• ..,Rienzal[ ,,.
Preston l ... ...
Nepowe ...
Mamberra . ...
Oak View No. 5 ,..
ditto  No. 6  ..
Georgetown No. 2 ...
Huonfels¶§... ...
ditto No. 19T ...
ditto No. 2¶ ...
ditto No. 3¶ .,.
Green Hills
ditto No. 1¶§
ditto No. 3¶
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No. 5t ..,
ditto No. 6t
ditto No. 7¶§
ditto No. 81
ditto No. 9¶
ditto No. 10¶
ditto No. 11¶
Bog Hill  .  ..,
ditto  No. 1T§ ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3  ,..
ditto No. 4 ,..
ditto No. 511 ,,.
Maiden Vale¶§ ...
Red Rock ..
Carpentaria Downs
West
Mopata ...
Langlo Vale No. 1
ditto No. 2¶
ditto No. 3¶
ditto  No. 41F
ditto No.  5T.
ditto No. 6¶
ditto No. 7¶
ditto No. 8¶
ditto  No. 9
ditto No. 10¶§
Black Gin
My all Downs ...
Red Bank .. ,..
Laura Bank ...
Red Bluff ... ...
 vail- Una- TotaL
abie ,  vaiiable.
82
36
35
35
46
25
25
504
100
544
45
8721
77
398
25
37
83 17 0 60 0 60 46 G
83 17 0 60 0 60 , 47
63 17 9 48 0 48 49
45 14 9 36 12 48 67
83 17 0 60 0 60 53
93 12 8 67 0 67 56
64 5 8 46 16 62 63
17 10 0 35 15 50 49
19 0 0 38 16 54 52
33 10 0 67 33 100 53
15 10 0 31 13 41 54
15 10 0 31 13 44 56
31 10 0 42 10 52 265
22  10 0 30 5 35 399
31 7 0 38 12 50 17
31 7 0 38 12 50 15
31 7 0 38 12 50 21
27 4 6 33 2 35 19
19 0 0 38 12 50 57
12 10 0 25 16 41 58
19 0 0 38 12 50 59
19 0 0 38 12 50 94
8 17 6 351 20 558 127 K 4
37 10 0 75 25 100 85 K 3
25 0 0 50 19 69 90 „
24 0 24 3  K1
84 25 109 1
25 0  25 4
25 0 25 6
25 0 25 7
28 16 0 25 0 25 8
41 8 0 36 10 46 28
15 0 0 30 98 398 5
19 10 0 39 12; 514 6
7 7 6 144 0 144 501
9 10 0 38 124 504 80
11 0 0 44 14 58 81
9 10 0 38 124 50, 82
10 0 0 40 12 52 83
18 15 0 25 0 25 23
8 15 0 35 25 60 72
18 15 0 75 25 100 177
12 10 0 25 0 25 178
12 7 4 248 0 2487 179
10 9 5 238 0 238 180
6 5 0 25 0 25 181
6 5 0 25 0 25 182
7 0 0 28 0 28 75
6 5 0 25 0 25 74
8 15 0 35 25 60 124
19 10 0 26 2 28 125
5 17 6 23; 0 231 71
19 10 0 26 0 26 127
21 0 0 28 4 32 129
18 15 0 25 0 25 131
6 5 0 25 0 25 309
18 15 0 75 25 100 203
61 15 0 45 11 56 20
92 0 0 80 20 100 2
75 18 0 66 16
22 10 0 30 6
7 10 0 30 6
7 10 0 30 6
10 0 0 40 6
6 5 0 25 0
6 5 0 25 0
10 15 0 43 7;
21 5 0 85 15
20 0 0 40 144
7 0 0 28 17
15 10 0 62 258
75 14 10 58; 182
21 0 0 28 11*
18 15 0 25 0
21 '  0 0 28 9
19
299
301
303
305
317
319
155
156
98
125
126
21
285235
175
Lands 7611..
G
„
K2
,,
K1
K3
„
„
f,
K1
K4
K2Itto
„
„
„
K4it
K1
K4
K1
„
„to
K2
G'
„it
„
„
I 2
„
K3
K4
„
K1
31
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693 Rutherford, J. ...
355n  ditto ... ...
692 ditto
47a Rutherford  and Whitney
51a ditto .. ...
52al ditto
4971, South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company
497n  ditto ...
565n ditto ... ...
386 1,  Thomas, John ... ...
387n ditto ... ...
239b ditto ... ...
433n Toy, James
437n Watson , G.  J. A.
4631,  Watson, G. J. A., E. S.,
and L. T.
464n ,  ditto ... ...
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Ban. Rent.
£ s. d.
COOK-continued.
[27T11 JULY, 1897.
F timsted Area in
8gunre Miles.
Avail- lins- lT t .aoable .  vsllabLe .
Ianft 7bti0.
Mariana 33 17 6 28 8 36 60 G
Byrnes Plains No. 8 30 0 0 50  15  654 58 . „
Rosalie ..  ...  24 0 0 40 20 60 59
Byrnes Plains No.  3  45 0 0 60 0 60 48
ditto No. 5 45  0 0 60 0 60 50
ditto No. 6 45 0 0 60 0 60 51
Ethel ... ... 18 15 0 25 132 381 467 K 1
Ada ...Myrtlebank
Brixton No. 2
ditto  No. 3
Boralga
Emerald Hills ...
-Pioneer No. 7 ..
Pioneer Downs No. 3
18 15 0 25  173 421 469
20 0 0 40 35  1  75 117
12 10 0 25 0 25 96
12 10 0 25 5 30 97
19 10 0 26 0 26 151
12 10 0 25 0 25 237
32 10 0 65 22 87 229
35 0 0 70 30 100 195
ditto  No. 4  37 10 0 75 . 25 ; 100 196
„
K2
K4
„
Ti
K3
„
„
TuE following  Runs having been found to be situated partly in the Settled and partly in the
Unsettled Districts of Cook,  the rents charged will be received without prejudice ,  pending the division
of the Runs.
563n ,  Bank of New South Vanrook No. 5 ... 37 10 0 75 25 1 100 114 K 2
Wales
602n South Australian Land Bluff No. 2 ... ... 12 10 0 25 0 25 191 „
Mortgage and Agency
Company
List of Runs
59n Alford, H. K.... ...
40 ditto ...
42n Badgery, F. D. ...
361, Bank, Australian Joint
Stock, Limited
47 ditto ... ...
36n ditto ... ...
4n Bank, Commercial,Com-
pany of Sydney, Ld.
66n ditto ... ...
58 ditto ... ...
64n ditto ... ...
63n ditto ... ...
48 ditto ... ...
25 n ditto ... ...
58n  ditto .. ...
61n Bank, London, of Aus-
tralia, Limited
53n Bank of New South
Wales
32n ditto ...
479 Bank, Queensland
National, Limited
67 n  ditto ...
39n ditto ...
63n Bartsch, A.
318 Bassingthwaighte, Edw.
45n Bassingthwaighte,S.W.
55n  Bassingthwaighte, G. E.
50n1 Beck, R. C. ...
35n Bell, T., J. P., and J.A.
45n Bourne, Henry ...
52n ditto ... ...
59 ditto
502 Bowman, W., E., and A.
32 ditto ... ...
56n, Bracker, F. (Executrix
of late)
61 ditto ... ...
DARLING DOWNS.
held under the Crown  Lands Acts  of 1884  and  1886.
Tiereyboo ..,
ditto (grazing right)
Wondul
ditto (grazing  right)
Chinchilla ... ...
ditto (grazing right)f
Burncluith...
ditto (grazing right)
Ballandean ...
114 7 6 912 0 912 13 L
15 12 5 20g 0 203 14
66 7 6 59 59 118 93
59 0 0 69 59 118 94
225 0 0 150 118 268 83
20 9 11 25} 110 1354 84
25 0 0 25  122 372 71
25 0 0 25  122 372 72
120 0 0 80 132 932 27
Stonehenge ... 49 12 0 31 4 35 43
ditto (grazing right) 28 10 1 28s 12 401 44
Dulacca South ... 57 15 0 33 33 66 37c
Dulacca 442 4 0 268 268 536 378
ditto (grazing right) 191 3 1 191 160 351 38
Cobbareena+t+t 31 10 0 63 0 63 6
ditto (grazing right) 22 0 0 44 0 44 6
Moogoon+t ... ... 86 0 0 8u 63 149 155
Coomrith+t ... .. 176 14 0 114 16 130 137
ditto (grazing right) 111 12 7 1423 941 237 138
Brush Creek+t+t ... 9 7 6 15 6 21 99
Coolmunda ... ... 79 4 0
Junction+t ... ... 111 6 0
ditto (grazing right) 103 10 6
Myall Grove+t 93 17 4
ditto (grazingright)t 45 12 9
Speculation+t'+t ...  25 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 25 0 0
Dulacca West ... 61 5 0
Jingi Jingi ... 142 8 0
Pelican Station 41 17 0
Jingi  Jingi Easttt+t
Yulabilla .
57 0 0
26 0 0
ditto (grazing right)' 19 10 0
Cooranga ... 34 2 6
Hookswood 27 10 0
ditto (grazing right) 27 10 0
Cameby ... ... 39 7 6
ditto (grazingright)t 24 9 7
Maidenhead  ...  51 2 0
ditto (grazing right) 6 8 1Warroo ... ...  153 15  0
88 6 94 49
106 40 146 85
1033 1031 207 86
64 33 97 151
593 343 94 152
20 0 20 79
20 5 25 80
35 35 70 37D
89 45 134 59
31 20 51 65
38 163 543 61
26 7 33 135
26 9 35 136
191 193 39 63
271  0 272 77
2721 0 271 78
31;  3116  63 153
27A 281 56$ 1548  2
28 9 37 394  9 13; 40
82 1 83 47
ditto (grazing right) 66 14 2 531 0 53; 48
„
„
to
it
to
„
„
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LIST  OF BINS- continued.
I_s. End.
ditto (grazing right) 11
Bendee tt ... ...
Wyaga*t*t ...
Mingoola
ditto(, razingright)
Bengallal t ... ...
ditto( grazing  right)t
W el l town ... ...
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail- Una- Total.
able.  I  vailable.
bands  Polio.
£ s. d.
DARLING  DOWNS- continued.
352 Carne , H. B. and F. G. Scotland*t .
435 Chadwick, R. N.
ditto (grazing right)
Palmy Creektt ..
ditto (grazi n g ri ght)
Nundubbermere ...
Callitris ... ...Marra Marra .
ditto (grazing right)
Durah*t*t ...
ditto (grazing right)
Bodunl ba+t
ditto (grazingright)
Tarthatt .
39n Cook, Thos. .. ...
37n Coughlan, L. B. ...
51n Coughlan, J. J. and
D. R.
46n Delger, John ... ...
38n Devine , A. E. and A. H.
49 ditto ...
49n Dockerill , Wm. ...
62n Evans , George
33 ditto
56n Furnival, James
44n Gilchrist and Watt ...
235 ditto ...
43n Gilmour, J. N. ...
53 ditto ... ...
17n  Hannaford ,  Samuel ...
66n
56
48n
13n
5n
228
42n
52
506
ditto (grazing right)
21crawa
ditto (grazing right)
Middle Creek
ditto (grazing right)
Pike's Creek
ditto (grazing right)
Umbercollie*t ..
ditto (grazing right)
North  Ingleston
ditto (grazing right)
Harding, Elizabeth M.,, Talwood ... ...
and Grice J. (.Execu-
trix and Executor)
ditto
Higgins,  W., E., P.,
and R.
Holmes, Lavinia
Jeffrey, Peter...
ditto ...
Lalor, Wm.
ditto
Leonard, W., and
Clair, D.
Sin.
47n' ditto ...
29nI  Mackie,  Robert
54n Malcolm, Mary J.
6n Mannix, Ryan, and
Byrne
43n Metcalfe, E. J.
67n ditto
.57ni  Munro, A. G. F.
34n McLeod, R.
44 ditto ...
360 McNulty ,  Thomas
8n New Zealand Loan and
Mercantile
Company
Agency
55n ditto ... ...
29n Raff , W. ... ...
65nRaff, Alexr . ... ...
46 ditto .. ...
48n Raynor ,  D. (Execu.
tors of late)
67n Raynor , H. J.... ...
24n Scholefield, It. W.
24n, ditto ... ...
62n
39
482
35
Scottish Australian In-
vestment Company
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
58n1  Simpson, G. M., and.
Jenkins, G. H. V. and
E. J. (Executors late
R. L. Jenkins)
283 ditto ... ...
Boonangar North 1
Wieambilla +t*t ..
ditto  (grazing right)
Bottle-tree Ranges
ditto  (grazing right)
Brushy Park+t .
ditto  (grazing right)
Daandine ... ...
ditto  (arrears)
ditto  (grazing right)
Daandine West ...
Goodarr *t ... ...
Terrica ...
ditto  (grazing right)
Dogwood South ...
ditto  (grazing right)
Fairy Land $t*t ...
Rent.
15 0
15 0
12 0
9 0
67 19
18 10
13 0
13 0
70 0
52 17
69 0
54 17
14 0
7 16
65 0
59 13
71 8
19 1
69 10
10 2
63 0
14 0
76 12
30 15
94 13
45 18
2 10
33 15
33 17
686 5
34 10
55 12
39 2
39 0
15 10
12 0
5 8
130 18
1 0
341 17
211 4
62 10
77  6
55 9
27 10
26 2
27 10
Balton*t*t ... ... 15 12
Perth 139 0
ditto (grazing  right) - 78 9
Logie Plains ...
ditto (grazing right)
Motaby*t ... ...
ditto (gra.zing right)
hliambaa North
ditto (grazing right)
Kogan
ditto (grazing right)
Braemar Forest
ditto (grazing right)
Texas ... ...
75 0
22 5
20 0
16 5
10 10
5 5
47 0
23 10
30 12
18 0
157 10
ditto(grazingright)t 95 4
Western Creek  ... 233 15ditto (grazing ri ht) 139 7
Tarewinnabar*t ... 89 8
ditto(grazingright) 13 8
0  15 0 15 119 L
0  15 3 18 120
0  12 0 12 133 „
0 12 12 24 134
0  374 82 46; 25
0 182 0 182 117
0  13 0 13 121
0  13 0 13 122
374 7  444 81
38 7 45 82 „
0  80 45 125 95 „4  80 16 96 96
0 69 69 138 139
2  6511  60* 126 1400  7 4 11 111
9  6 22 82 112
0 65 32 97 1574  70 28 98 158
9 31 0 314 10748  254 4 294 108
0 344 114 46 1053  g2 7 152 106
0  63 62 125 1270  14 14 28 128
8  91; 4 95; 125
102 33 432 126
0 41 20 61 147
2  584 584 11611 89
9  214 0 214 350 34 20 234 36
0 22 25 471 1159 44 402 842 116
0 2742 0 2742 15 „
0 23 0 23 123
0 619 30fl 923 21
2 48E 244 733 22 „
0 30 10 40 73
0 30 0 30 74
10  17 17 34 143
9 9 9 18 144 „
0 119 0 119 103
0
4  304 48 352 104
0  192  91  286
0 50 30 80 91
11 41; 2 434 51
4  35 0 35 52
0 272 0 27; 17
6  27; 0 27; 18
0 22 0 22 75 „
6 122 4 163 67-
0 139 0 139 19
6 129 0 129 20 „
0 50 50 100 69 „
6 23 342 572 70
0 20 6 26 129 „
0 202 112' 32 130
0 102 10 202 145
0 102 10 202 146
0 47 0 47 11
0 47 0 47 12
0 34 0 34 7
0 36 0 36 8 „
0 105 172 1221 53 „
9 902 16 106; 54
0 187 5 192 55
„
4 1368  2.5 1611 56
0  1111 111; 223; 109
6 314 912  123k1 110
• Lent paid.
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LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Run.  Rent.
[27T]a JULY, 1897,
Estimated Area in
Square  Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
£ s. d.
40n Thomson, Peter
31n Tindal , C. G.
51n Trust and Agency
Company
57 ditto ... ...
64n ditto ... ...
43 ditto ... ...
34n Vickery, E. ...
237 ditto ...
497 Walker, Thos. ...
36 ditto .
52n Walker, J.T. (Executor
late T. Walker)
60n White, F. R. ... ...
37 ditto
65n White, H. L., W. E.,
A. G., and V. M.
51 ditto ...
61n Williams, G. ...
49n Wormwell, W.
DARLING  DOWNS - continued.
Wombo Forest  t 4.t 93 0 0 60
ditto  (grazing ri ght) f 54 11 8  55-E
Gunyan  ...  80 8 9 582
Canning Creek  ...  175 0 0 175
ditto  (grazing right )  59 8 9 96;
Glenelg  ...  251 5 0 134
ditto  (grazingright )  95 8 2 964
Dunmore .. 255 0 0 170
ditto  (grazing right )  182 1 2 202
Tenterfield North  ...  12 0 0 6
ditto  (grazing right ) ' 4 19 9 4;
Wintonlt  ... ...  122 17 0 582
Pikedale 135 7 3 554
ditto  (grazing right )  41 8 4 234
Glenlyon  ... ...  164 8 6 71
ditto  (grazing right )  47 10 10 392
Yagaburne $t ... 37 0 0 37
Cooroorah  ...  42 5 0 424
ditto  (grazing right )  24 18 11 334
...
32;
32;
0
0
92; 33 L
87K 34
582 9
175 3
0 964 4
0 134 41
12 1084 42
28 198 57
28 230 58
04 64 1
0 44 2
0 58; 101
0 654 23
9 324 24
6 77 29
5 442 30
37 74 97
25, 672 131
224 562 132
„
is
GREGORY NORTH.
List  of Runs held  under "Tlie Pastoral Leases  Art of  1869."
381n Acres and Field
81b ditto
82b ditto
84b ditto
248n ditto
222b  ditto
135b ditto
135b ditto
137b ditto
80b ditto
139b ditto
140b ditto
...
...
179b ditto ...
142b ditto ...
82b ditto
83b ditto
136b ditto
136b ditto
79b ditto
80b ditto
143b ditto
143b ditto
1386 ditto ...
213b ditto ...
104b ditto
...
155b Agnew and Jack
162b  ditto
306 ditto
30b ditto
31b ditto
176b ditto
53b ditto
102b ditto
39b ditto
39b ditto
...
103b  ditto
40b ditto
103b ditto
55b  ditto
41b ditto
41b ditto
42b  ditto
42b ditto ...
107b ditto
107b ditto ...
108b  ditto ...
108b ditto
181b ditto
112b  ditto
113b  ditto
237b Armytage, F. W.
237b  ditto .,,
Amaroo No. 3
Bumbo ...
Bumbo West
Greensmith... ...
GreensmithExcess ...
French's Folly ..
Philippi West No. 1
ditto  No.  2
ditto No. 4
Philippi South ...
Pomeroy ...
Pomeroy North ...
Quambi No. 1 ...
Salt Lake ... ...
Sandringham ..
Sandringham 'Nest
Spring Lake No. 1...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
ditto No. 4...
Sparks North ...
ditto South ...
Sparks ... ...
Tabletop No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2 ...
Sutton ...
Laington No.3 ...
ditto No. 8 ...
ditto No. 9 ...
Bosley ... ...
Saracen ... ...
Shylock ...
Wonomo No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Orroopo No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Rufus No. 2 ...
Bosley No. 2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
Dundee No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto  No. 4 ...
ditto No. 5 ..
ditto  No. 6  ...
Peak ...
Waverley No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
Calabra West
Strathleven ...
21 15 0 29
52 10 0 70
45 0 0 60
42 15 0 57
12 10 0 25
25 0 0 50
30 0 0 40
30 0 0 40
22 10 0 30
41 5 0 55
33 15 0 45
37 10 0  60
52 10 0 70
28 10 0 38
45 0 0 60
45 0 0 60
37 10 0 50
37 10 0 50
37 10 0 50
37 10 0 50
19 10 0 26
37 10 0 50
37 10 0 50
28 10 0 38
37 10 0 50
67 0 0 67
11 0 0 22
60 0 0 80
56 5 0 75
18 15 0 25
12 10 0 25
30 0 0 40
4 15 0 63
30 0 0 40
25 10 0 34
18 15 0 25
27 15 0 37
10 10 0 14
25 2 6 332
24 0 0 32
29 5 0 39
45 0 0 60
48 15 0 65
33 0 0 44
33 0 0 44
33 0 0 44
33 0 0 44
15 0 0 30
19 0 0 38
19 0 0 38
29 5 '0  '39
32 12 6 432
0 29 68 K 5
5 75 37 K 3
15 75 38  is
18 75 52 „
11 36 229 K 6
25 75 185 K 5
35 75 17 K 3
35 75 18 K 4
19 49 26  is
32 87 23
30 75 4325 75  44 1K 4
14 I 84 7 K 5
37 75 52 K 3
15 75 39
15 75 40
25 75 19
25 75 20
25 75  21
25 75 22
20 46 53
282 782 54
25  75  35
37 75 252 K 4
244 744 253
33 100 153 K 3
5 27  243
20 100 248
25 100 249
9 34 6
25 60 217
10 50 216
0 62 234
0 40 235
0 34 236
15 1 40 237
0 37 239
0 14 240
0 33; 42
32 64 44
382 772 45
5 65 46
0 65 47
21 65 48
21 65 49
21 65 50
21 65 51
27 57 56
38 76 139
38 1 76 140
38:4 774 10
42 852 11
is
K4
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GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
365
36b
375
37b
1015
386
113b
2215
379n
75
306
76
306
245
250
209b
2325
2326
2336
2335
2346
275
576
144
56b'
1715
2155
135
146
155
815
256
255
265
265
364n
350n
364n
350n
365n
365n
373n
1546
1226
1236
1235
1245
1245
1915
1315
356n
185b
288n
185b
289n
1295
1305
1306
1315
1655
1665
2105
346
205
215
21b
225
91b
1565
315
1776
1976
1556
1985
233
945
Australasian Mortgage
and Agency Company,
Limited
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Australian
Zealand
Company
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Baird, D.
Strahorn,
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
and New
Mortgage
D.,
A.
and
ditto
Bank of Australasia
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditty
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Chester No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 4
Meatiboo ...
St. Albans ...
Briseis ...
Gerara .
N ama No. 1
ditto No. 2
Savanaka  No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 3 ...
Whitulania ...
ditto No.3...
ditto No.2...
Peppin No. 3 ...
Savanaka  No. 3 ...
Bushy Park No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No.4...
ditto No.5...
Wodonga No. 4 ...
Feu ...
Baird ...
Moorabinna
Ludlow No. 2
Feu East ...
...
Loxa No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ..
Beechworth No. 4 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
Livingstone No. 1 ...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.4...
Tolarno No. 3 - ...
Bullu Bullu No. 1 ...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
ditto No.4...
ditto  No.5...1
11ditto No. 6 ...
Tolarno No. 2 ...
Bengal No. 1
Fort William No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto No. 6
ditto No. 7
Pike's Springs ...
Wyeta ...
Reedy Springs ...
Annadale  No. 1 ...
ditto  No.  2 ...
Warenda No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Hamilton
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
No. 3 ...
No. 4 ...
No. 5 ...
No. 6 ...
No. 9 ...
No. 10 ...
No. 2 ...
No. 5 ...
No. 7 ...
No. 8 ...
No. 9 ...
Morgan ...
Tanderagee ...
... Pring .
... Hamilton No. 6
... ditto  No.  11
... ditto No. 13
... Ontario .
Canary No. 1
...
...
rota.
Lnds 7blio 
22 10 0 30 20 50 138 K 4
22 10 0 30 20 50 139
22 10 0 30 19 49 142
22 10 0 30 20 50 143
9 7 6 122 0 122 145
49 10 0 66 0 66 146 „
30 0 0 40 192 592 142 K5
30 0 0 40 11 51 146
75 0 0 100 0  100 27
37 10 0 50 25  75 174 K 2
25 10 0 34 16 50 131 K 4
24 0 0 40 10 50 176 K 2
42 9 0 704 0 704 130 K 4
60 0 0 100 0  100 8
30 0 0 50 0 50 19
12 15 0 17 0 17 140
37 10 0 50 50 100 223 K5
27 10 0 50 50 100 224
16 10 0 22 0 22 225
18 15 0 25 25 50 226
18 15 0 25 5 30 227
56 5 0 75 50 125 193 K3
60 0 0 80 20 100 38F K 2
50 5 0 67 33 100 58 K 3
22 10 0 30 20 50 38D K 2
52 10 0 70 30 100 169 K 4
25 10 0 34 16 50 13c K 3
66 5 0 75 0 75 28
56 5 0 75 0 75 29
42 15 0 57 0 57 31
30 0 0 40 12 52 32
37 10 0 50 0 50 167
37 10 0 50 0 50 168
49 10 0 66 0 66 170
46 10 0 62 0 62 171
37 10 0 50 0 50 109  K2
36 15 0 49 0 49 110
37 10 0 50 0 50 111
3615 0 49 0 49  112
49 10 0 66 0 66 113
37 10 0 5J 0 50 114
56 5 0 75 0 75 50 K3
37 10 0 50 0 50 131 „
37 10 0 50 0 50 194 K2
37 10 0 50 0 50 195 „
37 10 0 50 0 50 196
37 10 0 50 0 50 197 „
3710 0 50 0 150  198
25 10 0 34 16 50 199 „
37 10 0 50 0 50 220
37 10 0 50 0 50 28
37 10 0 50 0 50 26 „
37 10 0 50 0 50 27
37 10 0 50 0 50 24
37 10 0 50 0 50 25
42 0 0 56 0 56 216
37 10 0 50 0 50 217
56 5 0 75 0 75 218
56 5 0 75 0 75 219
56 5 0 75 0 75 59 K4
44 5 0 59 0 59 60 „
39 15 0 53 0 53 209 „
24 15 0 33 11 44 210
75 0 0 100 0 100 136 K3
75 0 0 100 0 100 139
75 0 0 100 0 100 141
15 0 0 25 1 26 142
25 0 0 50 0 50 143
75 0 0 100 0 100 160
5415 0 73 5 78  250
30 166 0 41 0 41 230 K4
50 0 0 100 0 100 140 K3
40 0 0 40 10 50 145
17 10 0 35 15 50 147 „30-0 0 50 50 100 239
37 10 0 50 0 50 217
[27T11 JULY, 1897.
Estimated ergs  In
square Miles.
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LIST OF  R,IINS--cont:;ued.
Rani,
Fatimated Area  lit
square Minx.
Avail- Una-
able.  ailable. Total.
l to.l  . i' ;lie.
a.
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
213  Bank of Australasia ... Hawthorn No. 4 ... 33 15 0 45 5 50 199 K 3
936 ditto ditto  No. 5 .. 52 10 0 70 30 100 200
237 ditto Tooleybuck No. 5... 80 0 0 80 7 87
0 100
231
138206  ditto ...  Hamilton No. 4 ... 50 0 0 100
226  ditto ditto No. 10 ... 25 0 0 60 0 50 144
374n  ditto ditto No. 3 ... 60 0 0 100 0 100 137
2366 ditto Mountain Vale ... 30 0 0 40 18} 584 5 K6
358n  Bank, Australian Joint Toora 30 0 0 40 10 50 37 K 2
Stock
400n  ditto ... Breadalbane 20 5 0 27 7 34 73 „
400n  ditto Laggan ... 19 10 0 26 6 32 74
362n  ditto ...: Lochiel ... 30 0 0 40 10 50 75
362n  ditto ... Obrader 30 0 0 40 10 50 76
374 ditto ... Wodonga No. 5 52 10 0 70 23 93 194  K3
436  ditto ... Virginia No. 4  63 15 0 85 15 100 111 K5
441)  ditto Boyna  67 10 0 90 10 100 1]2
1796  Bank , Commercial Com- Moorabinna No.  1...  49 10 0 66 32 98 18
pany of Sydney
522di N 10 0 70 183 883 191801  ditto
1051,  ditto
...
o.tto ...
ditto No. 4...  50 5 0 67 33 100 21
1806 ditto ditto No. 5...  50 5 0 67 33 100 22
379  ditto Brinda  30 15 0 41 10 51 38A K 2
1106 ditto Wa.lga  22 10 0 30 8 38 381
566  ditto Pierrie  30 0 0 I 40 10 50 38c
571  ditto Marawilla ... ...  60 0 0 80 20 100 38i
483 ditto Wango East ...  30 0 0 40 10 50 13A K 3
483 ditto Marawilla East ...  22 10 0 30 20 50 131
581  ditto Nappa ... ...  30 0 0 40 10 50 38a K 2
581  ditto Wango  60 0 0 80 20 100 38u „
383  ditto Gipsy Downs No. 4.. .  24 0 0 48 24 72 31 K 5
1441  ditto Glenfeigh ...  18 15 0 25 10+ 354 59 K 3
1716  ditto Ludlow No. 3  37 10 0 50 24 74 170 K 4
2206  ditto Dundullimal ...  36 15 0 49 241 73:3 121 K 5
996  ditto I3il pamorea No. 2 ...  18 15 0 25 5 30 103 K 4
346  ditto
286n  ditto
ditto No. 3 ...  22
18Loughnea .. ...
10
15
0
0
30 20 50  104
25 6 31 187
286n  ditto Loughcorrib ...  33 15 0 45 224 674 188
1056 ditto Gipsy Downs No. 1  15 5 0 301- 20 501 28 K 5
111h ditto Womboin ...  13 5 0 262 25 513 82
266n  ditto Bundeena ... ... 15 0 0 30 12 42 235 K 6
287n  ditto Glenbower ... ... 27 13 4 551 0 551 189 K 4
288n  ditto .. Glanmire ... 33 10 0 67 33 100 191
1251  Bank, London, of
tralia, Limited
Aus- Coorabulka-East ... 37 10 0 50 0 50 205 K 2
1256 ditto ... ... ditto West ...  16 10 0 22 0 22 206
1261 ditto ... ... Tipoguleuno West  30 0 0 40 12 52 208
1266 ditto ... ... ditto East...  30 0 0 40 10 50 207
1276 ditto ... ... Yandah ... ... 30 0 0 40 10 50 209
756 ditto ... ... Pallico  60 0 0 80 20 100 210127h ditto ... ... ! Terriboah South ...  25 10 0 34 16 50 211
1781) ditto ... ... iBlackrock No. 4t ...  31 15 0 45 131 583 247 K 4
37771 ditto ... ... Templeton Downs  32
{ No. 1 ...
10 0 50 0 50 46 K 2
378n ditto ... ... ditto No. 2 ... 40 0 0 50 0 50 47
378n ditto 32ditto No. 3 .. 10 0 50 0 60 48
359n ditto
.. ...
Grafton No. 1  56 5 0 75 0 75 51
359n ditto ... ... ditto No.2 ...  66 6 0 75  0 75 52
360n ditto ... ... Witton No. 1 ...  56 5 0 75  0 75  53
516 ditto ... ... Rochedale No. 1 ...  26 10 0 53 18 71 161 K 4
354n ditto ditto No.5  47 14 0 792 0 792 165
2356 ditto ... ... Glenlyon ... ...  36 0 0 48 252 731 233 K 5
2366 ditto ... ... ! Glenlee ... ...  37 10 0 50 14 64 234
87n ditto ... ... Glenearn ... ...  6 0 0 8 0 8 235
361n ditto ... ... Glenstrae ... ...  29 5 0 39 9 48 61 K 2
666 ditto ... ... Glenlocha ... ...  19 10 0 26 6 32 65
398n ditto ... ... Glenlus ... ...  30 0 0 40 10 50 67
399n ditto Tomy Donka ...  36 0 0 48 12 60 69
399n ditto 36 0 0 48 12 60 70
166 ditto ... ... Gle eart ... ... 20 5 0 27 111 381 60 K 32 2
1446 ditto Glenlocli  26 5 0 35 16 51 61
1646 ditto ... ... { Glenfruin ... ...  24 0 0 32 8 40 55 K 4
1646 ditto ... ... Glen Douglas ...  24 0 0 32 8 40 56
976 ditto 30Glenroy 0 0 40 211 61 57
1651 ditto
•.. •.. .
Glenellen
...
26 5 0 35 25 60 58
1706 ditto ... ... I Glenmaggie ...  18 15 0 2.5  4 29 133
2096 ditto ... ... I Glendhu ... ... 17 8 9 23; 0 234 134
1016 ditto Glenisla 42 15 0 57 28 85 135
361n ditto
...
Glenfinlas
•••
30 0 0 40 10 50 63 K 2
8n ditto ... .. 1Morelia ... ... 52 10 0 70 30 100 81 K 5
353n Bank of
Wales
New South Ada No. 1 .., 18 15 0 25 12 37 168 K 2
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373 Bank of
Wales
New South
373 ditto
285n ditto
285n ditto
374 ditto
372 ditto
351) ditto
991) ditto
1636 ditto
2031) ditto
2046 ditto
35b ditto
1001) ditto
1756 ditto
1091) ditto
2161) ditto
2161) ditto
1876 ditto
1881) ditto
319n ditto
32021 ditto
328n ditto
328n ditto
329n ditto
329n ditto
330n ditto
255n ditto
256n ditto
257n ditto
360n ditto
397n ditto
369n ditto
375 ditto
376 ditto
286 ditto
281) ditto
366n ditto
46 ditto
361n ditto
369n ditto
146n ditto
147n ditto
147n ditto
886 ditto
896 ditto
172 ditto ...
896 ditto ...
906 ditto
906 ditto ...
916 ditto
1531) ditto
240n ditto
348 ditto
9n
lOn
ditto
ditto
10n ditto
11n ditto
1636 ditto
2176 ditto
2186 ditto
2276 ditto
2186 ditto
43n ditto
2296 ditto
15n ditto
2006 ditto
2006 ditto
2016 ditto
2306 ditto
234 ditto
296 ditto
235 ditto ...
236 ditto
236 ditto
237 ditto
254 ditto
2111) ditto
1026, ditto ...
LIST OF  RUNS-- continued.
Sun. Rent.
[27TH JULY, 1897.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail- Una-1able. va ilable. Total.
bands  lobo.
£ s. d.
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
Ada No.  2 ... ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto  No. 5  ...
ditto No.  6  ...
ditto No.7 ...
ditto No.  8  ...
ditto No.  9  ..
Cannock Chase No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto No.5
Bengeaca No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Martel .. ...
Amaroo No. 1 ...
18 15 0 1
37 10 0
33 15 0
37 10 0
41 5 0
30 0 0
33 15 0
33 0 0
38 5 0
25 10 0
25 10 0
45 0 0
37 10 0
67 10 0
16 2 6
Bengeaca No. 3 ... 8 5 0
ditto No. 4  ...  30 0 0
Brighton Downs No.  1  56 5 0
ditto No. 2 56 5 0
ditto  No. 3  30 0 0
ditto No. 4 37 10 0
ditto  No. 5  37 10 0
ditto  No. 6  63 15 0
ditto  No. 7  75 0 0
ditto No. 8 75 0 0
ditto  No. 9  63 15  0
Merrion Downs 37 10 0
No. 2
Urbana No. 1 ... 56 5 0
ditto No.2 ... 56 5 0
ditto No.3 ... 3710 0
ditto  No. 4 ...  18 15  0
ditto No.  6  ... 22  10  0
Seighford No. 1 ... 63 15 0
ditto No.2 ... 71 5 0
ditto No.3 ... 3710 0
ditto No.4 ..: 3710 0
Elvo No. 1... ... 126 0 0
ditto No.  2- .. ... 91 10 0
ditto No. 4... ... 96 12 0
Blackrock No. 2 ... 36 15 0
Walter ... ...  28 10  0
Douglas ... ... 37 10 0
Hyland ... ... 20 12 6
Chatsworth :.. ... 56 5 0
ditto No.1 ... 3710 0
ditto No. 2 ...  25 10  0
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto No.4...
ditto  No. 5  ...
ditto  No. 6 ...
67 10 0
45 0 0
56 5 0
56 5 0
ditto No.7 ... 30 0 0
Lindisfarne ... ... 37 10 0
Persbore ... 38 5 0
Mayfields No. 1 ... 29 5 0
ditto No. 2 ... 29 5 0
ditto No. 3 ... 29 5 0
ditto No. 4  ...  28 17  6
Cannock Chase No. 1 38 5 0
Chatsworth No. 8 ... 27 0 0
ditto No.9... 52 10 0
ditto No. 10  18 15  0
ditto No. 11  18 15  0
Stanbroke East ... 33 0 0
ditto West ... 41 5 0
Ivanhoe No. 4 ... 37 10 0
Windsor No. 2 ... 40 4 0
ditto No.3 ... 25 4 0
ditto No.5 ... 27 0 0
Kiama 35 0 0
Allandale ... 27 4 0
S eighford No. 8 ... 30 15 0
ditto No.  5  ... 67 10 0
ditto No. 6 ... 67 10 0
ditto No.7 ... 66 5 0
ditto  No. 9  ... 67 10 0
ditto No.10 ... 75 0 0Tooleybuck No.13 16 15 0
Carmarthen Downs 1210 0
No. 6
25 24 49 169 K2
50 50 100 170
45 45 90 171 „
50 20 70 172
55 25 80 173
40 40 80 177
45 124 574 106 K4
44 294 734  107
51 24 75  39
34 16 50 40
34 16 60 41
60 112 712 119
50 234 734 120 „
90 3 93 208
212 0 212 66 K 5
11 0 11 69
40 7 47 70
75 25 100 98 K 1
75 25 100 99 „
40 10 50 138 to
50 0 50 139
50 0 50 237 to
85 15 100 238 of
100 0 100 239 to
100 0 100 240
85 15 100 241
75 0 75 168 ,,
75 25 100 157
75 25 100 158 to
50 0 50 57 K2
25 0 25 58
30 10 40 130
85 15 100 203 K3
95 5 100 204
50 50  100 205 of
50 60 100 206
40 40 80 116
30 30 60 117
92 0 -92 119
35 30 65 140 K2
38 18 56 93 K6
50 9431 81
272 2 220 472 95 to
75 0 75 112 K3
50 0 50 113 to
34 16 50 114
90 10 100 115
60 0 60 116
75 0 75 117
75 0 75 118 to
40 17 57 119 to
60 0 50 29 K2
51 51 102 215 K4
39 39 78 84 K5
39 39 78 85 „
39 39 78 86
382 38 762 87
51 21 72 37 K4
36 12 48 88 K5
70 23 93 89 „
25 52 302 90
25 7 32 91 to
44 21 65 152 to
55 10 65 153 to
50 50 100 96
67 33 100 212 K3
28 28 56 213
„
45 22 67 215 ,
70 311 1011 175 K5
17 0 17 240 K3
41 0 41 210
90 10 100 207
90 10 100 208
75 12 87 209
90 10 100 251
100 0 100 252
21 0 21 225 K4
25 0 25 228
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RUN. Bela.
.. A
537) Bank  of New South
Wales
541, ditto ... ...
541. ditto ... ...
2281  ditto ... ...
2281 ditto
2291 ditto
30n ditto
137n ditto
138n ditto
..•
138n ditto ...
375n  ditto ...
353n  ditto ...
376n ditto ...
351n ditto ...
337 ditto ...
1771 ditto ...
396n ditto ...
396n  ditto ...
701 ditto ...
1196 ditto ...
358n  ditto ...
397n ditto
706 ditto
711 ditto ...
1681,  ditto ...
1686 ditto ...
1696 ditto ...
1651 ditto ...
1721 ditto ...
1721 ditto
1731 ditto ...
1731 ditto
1741 ditto
1741 ditto
2101 ditto
175b  ditto
392n ditto 006
392n  ditto ... ...
393n ditto ... ...
393n ditto ... ...
1456  ditto ... ...
1451 ditto ... ...
841 ditto ... ...
1931 ditto ... ...111"  ditto ... ...
196n ditto -
394n Bank, Queensland
National, Limited
394n ditto ... ...
395n ditto ... ...
395n  ditto ...
1461 ditto ... ...
1461 ditto ... ...
1471  ditto ... ...
1931 ditto ... ...
363 ditto ... ...
2121  ditto ... ...
621 ditto ... ...
631 ditto ... ...
1171 ditto ...
2251 ditto ... ...
2251 ditto
2381 ditto ... ...
731 ditto ... ..,
731 ditto ... ...
121 ditto ... ...
318n ditto ,.. ...
225n ditto ... ...
225n ditto ... ...
226n  ditto ... ...
318n ditto ...
226n  ditto ...
227n  ditto ... ...
1831 ditto ... ...
227n ditto ,., ...
1821 ditto ...
228n ditto ...
[27TH JULY,  1897,
Zstlsated Area i=
Square Miler.
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
Seighford No. 11 ...  71 5 0
ditto No. 12 ...  67 10 0
ditto No.13 ... 75 0 0
Brighton Downs 60 0 0
No. 10.. .
ditto No.11...  34 10 0
ditto  No. 12...  37 10 0
ditto No.13... 38 5 0
Frost ... ... 50 5 0
Snow ... 26 5 0
Ice  ...
... 18 15 0
Carmarthen Downs 60 0 0
No. 1...
ditto No. 2... 50 0 0
ditto No. 3... 20 0 0
Elvo No. 3 ... 56 0 0
Springfield No. 1... 30 0 0
ditto No. 5... 30 0 0
Longwater No. 1... 56 5 0
ditto No. 2... 56 5 0
ditto No. 3... 56 5 0
ditto No. 4... 37 10 0
Singleton No. 1... 54 15 0
ditto No. 2... 56 5 0
ditto No. 3...  39 15  0
ditto No. 4... 39 0 0
Carandotta No. 1... 75 0 0
ditto No. 2... 75 0 0
ditto No. 3... 75 0 0
ditto No. 4... 75 0 0
St. Ronan's No. 1... 38 12 6
ditto No. 2...  57 18  9
ditto No. 3... 75 0 0
ditto No. 5... 75 0 0
dittn No. 6... 60 0 0
ditto No.  7... 75  0 0
ditto No. 8... 50 5 0
ditto No.10... 67 10 0
Roxborough Downs 37 10 0
No. 1
ditto No. 2... 37 10 0
ditto No. 3... 45 0 0
ditto No. 4... 45 0 0
ditto No. 9... 32 5 0
ditto  No. 10...  18 15 0
ditto No.11... 56 5 0
ditto No.12... 37 10 0
Maud  ...  37 10 0
Bannockburn No. 4 10 7 6
Roxborough Downs 45 0 0
No. 5
ditto No. 6... 45 0 0
ditto No. 7... 6210 0
ditto No. 8... 45 0 0
ditto No.13... 56 5 0
ditto No.14... 38 1 3
ditto  No. 15...  45 0 0
ditto  No. 16... 18 15  0
ditto  No. 17... 37 10  0
ditto No.  18...  33 15 0
Lake Nash No. 1... 37 10 0
ditto No. 2... 37 10 0
ditto No. 4... 16 10 0
ditto N o. 6... 30 0 0
ditto  No. 12...  30 0 0
ditto No. 15 18 15 0
Killarney No. 1... 30 0 0
ditto No. 4... 30 0 0
ditto No. 6... 30 0 0
Cork No. 4 ... 18 15 0
ditto East ...  18 15 0
ditto West ... 18 15 0
ditto North ... 18 15 0
ditto No. 5 ... 22 10 0
ditto East ... 22 10 0
ditto West ... 22 10 0
ditto No. 6 ... 18 15 0
ditto East ...  18 15 0
ditto No. 7 ... 18 15 0
ditto West .,. 18 15 0
95 5
90 10
100 0
80 19
TetaL
lands Pone.
100 231 K 3
100 232
100 235
99 122
46 2 - 48 123
50 12 62 124
51 4 55 125
67 33 100 75
35 30 65 76
25 15 40 77
100 0 100 226
100 0 100 227
40 10 50 228
40 40 80 118
40  204A  604 193
40 112 511 229
75 0 75 47
75 0 75 48
75 0 75 121
50 271 771 122
73 0 73 49
75 0 75 50
53 26 79 123
52 24; 76; 124
100 0 100 115
100 0 100 116
100 0 100 117
100 0 100 118
51; 0 51; 174
771 0 774 175
100 0 100 176
100 0 100 178
80 20 100 179
100 0 100 180
67 33 100 181
90 10 100 183
50 0 50 39
50 0 50 40
60 15 75 41
60 15 75 42
43 0 43 62
25 18 43 63
75 0 75 64
50 27 77 65
50 24 71 22
204 0 204 192
60 15 75 43
15 75 44
17 87 45
15 75 46
0 75 66
25 754 67
15 75 68
41 291 69
50 100 244
121 574 245
0 60 238
0 50 239
0 22 241
102 501 243
10* 50* 4
1 26  27
10 50 179
10 50 182
10 50 14
0 25 140A
0 25 140B
0 25 140c
0 25 140D
3 33 141A
4 34 141E
3 33 141c
0 25 142A
0 25  142B
0 25 189A
0 25  189B
„
,f
K5
K6
„
„
K3
„
„
K2
Kf4
K2
to
ofIt
„
of
ff
99
K4
K3
f,
If
„
K6
99
K2
itto
„
K3
K4It
K5itIt
K6
K2
„
K3
K1
so,IV
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LIST 01141 RUNS-- coatinue&
pr
228n  Bank, Queensland
National, Limited
229n ditto ... ...
293n ditto ...
229n  ditto ...
372n ditto .. ...
230n  ditto ... ...
230n ditto ... ...
372n ditto ...
231n ditto ... ...
7b ditto ... ...
231n ditto ... ...
232n ditto ... ...
204n ditto ...
205n  ditto ... ,..
205n ditto ... ...
398n ditto ... ...
342n ditto
190b ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
190b ditto ... ...
291n  ditto ... ...
292n  ditto ... ...
292n  ditto ... ...
293n  ditto ... ...
5b ditto 6.0 ...
146n ditto ...
213b Bank, Union, of Aus-
tralia
214b ditto ... ...
380n ditto ...
106b ditto .. ...
106b ditto ... ...
196n ditto ...
95b Buckley and Clayton
115n Caldwell, R. R. ...
303 Cobb and Co. ,.. ...
326  Collins, J. G.... ...
97b ditto ...
98b ditto ... ...
32b ditto ... ...
33b ditto ,.. ...
33b ditto ...
98b ditto ...
176b ditto ... ...
52b ditto ...
179n ditto ...
180n ditto ... ...
180n  ditto ... ...
181" ditto ...
29b ditto ...
61 b Collins, Wm. ... ...
1165 ditto ... ...
277 ditto ... ...
325n ditto ...
349n ditto ... ...
235n Cox and Dowling ...
347n  Cox and Stephen
348n ditto
317n ditto ...
348n ditto ... ...
317n ditto .,+ ...
319n ditto ...
391n ditto ...
64b ditto ... ...
72b ditto ... ...
65b ditto ...
65b  ditto ... ...
340n ditto
... ,..
187b ditto ... ...
6b ditto ...
134b ditto ,..
88n ditto ... ...
262n ditto ...
1866 Cox, Stephens, and
Dowling
241n  ditto ... ,..
256 ditto , ..
142n ditto ...
275n  ditto ...
amt.
r.ea AM s.
eges ]mer.
AVWS- BbrL
amm&
£ a. L
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
Cork No. 7 North ... 18 15 0 I 25
ditto East ... 18 15 0
ditto No. 8 ... 19 10 0
ditto West ... 19 10 0
Killarney No. 2 20 5 0
ditto South 19 10 0
ditto No. 2 North; 20 5 0
ditto No. 3 ... 1 24 0 0
ditto North 24 0 0
ditto No.5 20 5 0
ditto South  19 10  0
ditto North 20 5 0
Cork No.1 ... 56 5 0
ditto No. 2 ... 56 5 0
ditto No. 3 ... 48 15 0
ditto No. 10 ... 22 10 0
ditto No. 9 ... 30 0 0
Kerry ... ... 58 2 6
ditto Centre ... 22 10 0
ditto South ... 58 2 6
Kell No.1 ... 67 10 0
ditto No. 2 ... 56 5 0
ditto No. 3 ... 71 5 0
ditto No. 4 ... 56 5 0
Melrose No. 2 ... 24 0 0
Sheppard ... ... 24 0 0
Dubbo No. 4 ... 18 15 0
ditto No. 7
Dubbo Downs No. 1
ditto No.2
ditto No. 4
Hughenden ManorIJ
Quebec ...
Marathon ,.. ...
Ingledon No. 5
Mount Merlin No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto  No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto No. 6
ditto No. 8
ditto No. 9
ditto No. 10
ditto No. 14
ditto No. 15
ditto No.  16
ditto No. 17
Windsor No. 1 ...
McKinlay's Gap ...
Davis' Delight
Mount Merlin No. 7
ditto No. 2A
ditto No. 20
Unus ...
Clashnamuck ...
Blackboy East ...
Kilrush ...
Blackboy West .,.
Esmeralda  East ...
ditto West ...
Hog ... ...
Scattery ..,
Hog No.  2 ... ...
Corrikie ... ...
Pourtia ...
Binburi No. 2 ...
ditto No. 4 ,..
Corrikie No. 2 ...
Pourtia No. 2 ...
Scattery No. 4 ...
Cashmere No. 41111...
Binburi No. 1 ...
ditto No.  3
Scattery No. 2
ditto No.  5
Doniebrook No. 4
South
25 0 V 25
321 172 50
322 172 50
27 7 34%)6  6 32
27 7 34
32 11 43
32' 10 42
27 7 34
26 6 32
27 7 34
372 122 50
3716  122 50
372 122 50
30 20 50
40 10 50
372 122 50
371 122 50
371 121 509 2
90 10 100
75 25 100
95 5 100
0 25
Lnde Yon..
189c K 1
75 25 100
40 40 80
189D
190L
190B „
180B  K 2
180A
180c
181A
181n
183i
183B
183c
27A
28A
29A
59 „
206  -K 1
27B
28B
29B
197
198
199
200
137 K 2
40 20 60 92 K 6
25 91 342 38  K5
21 0 0 28
60 0 0 80
48 0 0 64
24 0 0 32
57
60 0 0 60
26
5 10 6 81
30 0 0 40
25 10 0 34
25 10 0 34
33 15 0 45
58 10 0 78
35 12 6 471
33 0 0 44
30 0 0 40
24 15 0 33
9 6 0 37
3 12 6 144
9 0 0 36
6 5 0 25
48 0 0 80
12 10 0 25
25 0 0 50
18 0 0 36
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
17 10 0 35
37 10 0 50
42 15 0 57
37 10 0 50
42 15 0 57
28 10 0 38
28 10 0 38
30 0 0 40
25 10 0 84
26 5 0 35
37 10 0 50
37 10 0 50
28 10 0 38
37 10 0 50
30 0 0 40
37 10 0 60
18 15 0 25
60 0 0 80
28 10 0 38
37 10 0 50
42 15 0 57
22 10 0 30
18 15 0 25
131 411 41
20 100 34
28 92 35
16 48 37
564 1134 191
40 100 238
81 341 31
0 82 16
28 68 67
16 50 68
20 54 69
18 63 70
252 1032 71
23 702 72
22 66 74
26 66 211
33 66 212
36 73 160
0 141 161
32 68 162
121 371 163
20 100 211
144 394 177A
50 100 176
25 61 73
11 36 243
19 44 244
61 411 219
0 50 149
18 75 147
0 50 148
18 75 146
37 75  145
37 75 144
10 50 32
6 40 33
11 46 167
144 644 560 50 60
37 75  211
26 75 213
16; 564 162
0 50 249
15 40 237
20 100 110
37 75  210
,r
7,
K6
K3
K6
K4
tois
of
of
„is
„
f,
K6
„
K3
K5
K4
K6
„
7,
K1
K2
K5
K1
„
25 75 212 ,,
301 871 28  K4
161 454 85 K 6
6 30 51B „
* Bent paid.
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O
a
V
Lessee. Run. Rent.
;e  S. d.
25 10 0 34
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
143n Cog, Stephens, and Kewarra ...
Dowling
267n ditto .. Melrose No. 1
129n  Cox, Stephens, Dowling,! Afghanistan
and Ward
352n ditto ...
156n ditto ...
925  Craigie,  James
436 Dalgety and Co., Ltd.
595 ditto
235 ditto
7b, ditto
245' ditto
32212. ditto
34012' ditto
258nj ditto
258n ditto
259r,'  ditto
259n ditto
277n ditto
277, ditto
280n ditto
276r ditto
1525 ditto
865 ditto
1971 ditto
1535 ditto
1515 ditto
1511) ditto
1525  ditto
741 ditto
755 ditto
181n ditto
645 ditto
2051  ditto
234n ditto
238n ditto
631, Dowling,
2265  ditto
1175 ditto
1185 ditto
386n ditto
6b ditto
371 Field, W.
128  ditto
132 ditto
132 ditto
133 ditto
123 ditto
J.IT.
G. ...
136 ditto ...
2021 Gillett, H. R....
2035 ditto ...
245 ditto ...
240b ditto ...
349n Hall, W. R. ... ...
1005 ditto ... ...
495 ditto ...
56n Jowett and McCallum
57n ditto ...
1571  Laidley, Thos.
199b ditto ...
1581 ditto
935 ditto
1585 ditto-
1595 ditto
199b ditto
Blackrock No. 1 ...
Hound ... ...
Alderley ...
Wimpole South ...
ditto North
Canterbury ...
Harbledown ...
Donhead ...
Burton Downs ...
Dullen Downs ...
Derry Downs East...
ditto West...
Emu Downs East ...
ditto  West...
Cdobar East
to West . .
Dudley Downs ...
Henry Downs ...
Tenningering No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
Wombah No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto  No.  3
Quirindi West
ditto East
Wireindi ...
Merrabooka
Quirindi South
Havre ...
Complete
Doniebrook No.  1
Uko ...
Potewka ...
Careara ...
Elvo  No.  5  ...
ditto No. 6
Quambi No. 211 ...
Phillipi Northli ...
O bservatory
ditto Westli
Sparks WestIl .
Phillipi East No. 211
Cocoll ...
Lucknow No. 2 ...
ditto No.  3  ...
ditto No.1 ...
Locharoch No. 5 ...
Pultowa ...
Kilkerry No. 2 ...
ditto  No.  3  ...
Bell ... ... ...
Range View .
Northernside No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto A o. 6
ditto No. 7
ditto No. 8
ditto No. 10
Aolia No. 1 ...
1595 ditto ... ..
327nj  Law Debenture Cor-
poration, Limited, of
London
184b
1841
279n
280n
39112
13
267n
368n
35112
379n
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
McWhannell , J. C. ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto 99*
Wombat ... ...
Dagworth . ...
Gordonia No.  I  ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Crescent No. 2 ...
Witton No. 211
ditto South 11
ditto No. 311 ...
ditto No. 411 ...
Dunsmuirll  ... ...
24 0 0 40
14 2 0 234
36 0 0
51 0 0
40 4 0
50 0 0
24 10 0
39 10 0
40 10 0
32 10 0
28 10 0
41 5 0
37 10 0
42 15 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
41 5 0
37 10 0
41 5 0
30 0 0
41 5 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
35 0 0
37 10 0
51 15 0
20 0 0
28 0 0
8 15 0
12 10 0
34 10 0
37 10 0
21 0 0
46 10 0
16 10 0
8 18 2
209 0 0
120 0 0
20 0 0
15 0 0
45 0 0
40 4 0
34 16 0
36 6 0
26 10 0
81 15 0
50 5 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
38 1 3
37 10 0
18 15 0
14 5 0
45 0 0
Estimated Area in
Square  Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable
33
40
0
Total.
67
80
234
Lands Folio.
86 K 6
136 K 2
58 K 6
60 38 98 139 K 2
85 15 100 114 K 6
67 33 100 152 K 3
80 17 97 78B K 2
49 0 49 78A „
79 0 79 155 K 3
81 174 984 156
65 17 82 159
57 18 75 89
55 20 75 209
50 25 75  38
57 18 75 39
50 25 75 40
50  25 75 41
38 37 75 49
38 37 75 50
55 20 75 90
55 20  75  91
55 23 78 94
50 24 74 95
55 14 69 97
40 19 594 98
55 234 781 91
25 13 38 92
25 74 321 93
70 30 100 203
75 25 100 204
69 17 86 164
40 10 50 55
35 64 414 45
35 30 65 218
25 124 374 223
46 424 884 44
50 50 IGO 70
28 264 544 71
62 404 1024 72
44 16; 604 133
234 0 234 164
100 114 1114 8
75 12 87 24
40 35 75 33
40 35 75 34
40 35 75 36
40 35 75 16
40 10 , 50 41
K1
K3
K2
K6
K2
K6
„
K2
K5
K3
95 6 100 10 K4
75 12 87 11
40 10 60 9
30 5 1. 35 74 K 5
75 25 100 105 K 2
67 33 100 128 K 4
58 17 75 129
604 60 12012 179 K 6
63 62 105 180
109 0 109 179 K 3
67 33  100 180
40 7, 1 474 181
40 9 49 182
504 0 504 183
50 0 50 185
25 4 29 186
19 0 19 188
60 0 , 60 246
100 0 0 100 0
100 0 0 100 0
37 10 0 50 0
37 10 0 50 0
71 5 0 95 22
59 5
38' 6
75 0
40 10
92 0
100
100
60
50
117
64
43
75
50
92
32
33
771
78
35 K 2
59A
54a
127
128A
207 K 4
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fi 4 Leases.
Estimated Area in
Square Hlles.
295n  Mackinnon, W. K.,
J. C., and K. J.2951,  ditto
296n ditto
296 ,1 ditto
297n ditto
1866 ditto
7Gb ditto
766 ditto
77b ditto
786 ditto ... ...
1626 ditto ... ...
96b ditto ... ...
2226 ditto
309n Martin, Bonney, and
Johnson
310n ditto
370n ditto2691, ditto
269n ditto
374n ditto
186 ditto ... ...
276n ditto ...
260n ditto ...
260n ditto ...
380n ditto ...
186 ditto ...
4S2 ditto ...
198b ditto ...
202 ditto ...
2081,  ditto ...
208b ditto ...
187n ditto
103 Mein and Mein
103 ditto ...
1921,  ditto
132b ditto ...
1326 ditto ...
1336 ditto
106 ditto ...
160b ditto ...
1616 ditto ...
1616 ditto
298n ditto ...
298n  ditto ...
299n ditto ...
299n ditto ...
300n ditto
3001 ditto
160h ditto ...2011) ditto
202b ditto ...
284 ditto
285 ditto ... ...
2076 ditto ...
286 ditto ...
289n Milson, Jas. ,,.
290n ditto ...
290n  ditto ...
291n ditto ... ...
2056 ditto ... ...
2066 ditto ... ...
2066 ditto ... ...
2196 ditto ... ...
2201  ditto ... ...
16n ditto ..
6 Mil234 son an e Satg ...d D e
235b ditto ... ...
144n Nicholson, R.... ...
145n  ditto ... ...
144n ditto ...
366n Pattison, Wm. ...
352n ditto ... ...
55 ditto
... ...
370n  ditto ... ...
7211  ditto ... ...
1916' ditto ...
106n ditto ... ..,
116n ditto ... ...
126n ditto ... ,.,
1271u  ditto
... ...
127n' ditto ... ...
182bl  Percy, A. H. ..,
Marion Downs  No. 1 45 0 0
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 6
ditto N o. 6
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 7
ditto No. 8
ditto  NO. 10
ditto No. 12
Belle Vue No. 2 ...
Kasouka No. 2 ...
Belle Vue No. 5 ...
Currawilla ... ...
I
Berrellem ... ...
Cong ...
Cungabulla East ...
ditto West ...
TenningeringNo.8...
ditto  No. 10...
Mount Bernard ...
St. Helens ...
Creg Clare ...
Wallimy .. ...
Tenningering No. 3...
Currawilla East ...
Mitchell DownsNo.1
ditto No.2
Boinia Downs No. 1
ditto No. 2
Triangle ...
Cannonbar .
ditto East
ditto West
Belmont ...
ditto East
ditto West
Durbell ...
Mylrea. Downs No. 1
ditto No. -2
ditto No. 3
Herbert Downs No.1
ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 3
ditto  No. 4
ditto  No. 5
ditto No. 6
Blackall No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto 1; o. 5 ...
ditto  No. 6  ...
ditto No. 7 ...
ditto  No. 8
Drinan's Gorge No.  I
ditto  No. 2
Elizabeth Springs No.1
ditto  No. 2
ditto No.3
Prairie No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Tent Hill No. 5 ...
Eton Vale No. 3 ...
Tent Bill No. 1 ...
Ida  No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Noon ... ...
Night ... ...
Morn ... ...
Hyde Park ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Melrose No. 3 ...
Eva No. I ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Hyde Park No. 3 ...
Wilderness No. 2 ...
Don ...
Bulgaria No. 2 ,..
...Kars  No. 2
ditto No. 3Diamantina Plai s...
Run. Bent.
Arail-
able.
Una-
vailable.Total.
Lands Pos.
9  s. d.  I
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
45 0 0
45 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
45 0 033 15  0
35 12  6
56 5 0  11
37 10 0
13 10 0
51 15 0  1
56 5 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
56 5 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
40 17 6
21 0 0
52 10 0
30 0 0
24 11 3
26 5 0
37 10 0
16 2 6
30 0 0
6 16 3
37 10 0
39 0 0
10 0 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
22 10 0
56 5 0
46 10 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
12 15 0
48 15 0
33 15 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
48 15 0
48 15 0
45 0 0
45 0 0
52 10 0
45 0 0
50 5 0
37. 10 0
34 10 0
45 0 0
22 -10 0
37 10 0
30 0 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
39 15 0
75 0 0
37 10 0
18 15 0
28 2 6
48 0 0
63 0 0
60 0 0
9 7 6
9 7 6
13 17 6
22 10 0
22 10 0
27 10 0
22 10 0
37 10 0
22 10 0
25 10 0
27 0 0
22 10 0
30 0 0
33 0 0
45 0 0
60 15 75 12 K 2
60 15 75 13 „
60 15 75 14 „
40 10 50 16
40 10 60 17
60 15 75 15
4.5 5 50 221
471 0 471- 222
75  0 75 224
50 0 50 226
18 0 18 253 K 3
69 0 69 54 K 4
75 18 93 189 K 5
40 10 60 193 K (Greg.)
40  10 50 191 „
75 0 75 141 K 2
40 10 50 42 K 1
40 10 50 43
542  30 841 101 • K 3
28 234 514 103
70  21 91 92 K 1
40 6 46 93 „
324  30 62. 94
35  15 50 33 K 2
50  26 76 96 K 3
211 0 21; 249A K 2
40 134 534 174 K 3
74  0 7; 175
50 50 100 98 K 4
52  50 102 99 .,
20 0 20 176 K 6
38  37 75 227 K 2
38 37 75 228
30 20 50 229
75  0 75 230
62  0 62 231
40 10 50 232
40 23 63 234
17 0 17 235 K3
65 10 75 236 f,
45 5 60 237 91
40  10 50 6 K2
40 10 50 7
65 10 75 8
toto
65 10 75 9
60  15 75 10
7.to
60  15 75 11 „
70 30 100 232 K3
60 40 100 233
„
67 33 100 234
„
50  50 100 87 K4
46 46 92 88
60  40 100 89
30  16 46 90
60  0 50 22 K2
40  10 50 23
50 0 50 20
„to
50  0 60 21
53 6 59 63 K4
100 0 100 65
50 0 50 66
50 19 511 101
75 8 83 104
80 20 100 97
84  10 94 228
80 10 90 229 o
25  61 311 89 K 6
25  174 424 90 „
37 354 72; 88 to
30 30 60 115 K 2
30 30 60 - 142
25 25 50 138
30 30 60 143
50 50 100 144
30 30 60 163 „
34 16 50 13 K8
36 14 50 32
30 20 50 53
40 25 65 54
44 33 77 55
60 16 76 167 KL
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LIST OF RUNS-continued.
9
183b  Percy, A. H. ...
lb ditto
2b ditto
74b ditto
219b ditto
316n ditto
66b ditto
314n ditto
314n ditto
315n ditto
316n ditto ... ...
315n ditto ... ...
323n ditto ... ...
103n Purcell, Thos. ...
103n ditto ... ...
104n ditto ... ...
233n  Ronald, R. B. ...
38b ditto ...
112b ditto ... ...
115b ditto ... ...
115b ditto ... ...
60b ditto ...
68b Rutherford, James ...
69b ditto ...
3b ditto ... ...
128b ditto .. ...
192b ditto ...
129b ditto ... ...
312n ditto ... ...
313n ditto ... ...
344n ditto ... ...
294n ditto ... ...
345n ditto ... ...
312n  ditto ... ...
345n ditto ... ...
294n  ditto ... ...
301n ditto ... ...
301n ditto ... ...
302n  ditto ... ...
302n ditto ... ...
170b ditto ..
242n  Rutherford, Whitney,
and Hall
255n ditto ...
71b Smith, Sir E. T. ...
5b ditto ... ...
110b ditto ... ...
111b ditto ... ...
346n ditto ... ...
303n ditto ... ...
282n  ditto ... ...
282n ditto ... ...
283n  ditto ... ...
283n  ditto ... ...
284n  ditto ... ...
284n  ditto ... ...
189b ditto ... ...
217b  ditto ...
98n ditto
263n  ditto
264n  ditto ... ...
264n  ditto ... ...
469n  ditto ... ...
114b ditto
239b  St. Jean, E. V. de
Satgd de
50b  ditto
118b Trust and Agency
Company of Aus-
tralia , Limited
Bent.
[27TH JULY, 1897.
Estimated  Area in
Square Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una- Total.
va ilable.
Lands Polio.
£ s. d.
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
MerrionDowns No.  I
ditto No.  3
ditto  No. 5
ditto No.  7
ditto  No. 8
Mayne's Lake
Mayne Downs No. 2
Diamantina Lakes
No. 1
ditto No. 2 ..
Diamantina Gates
No. 1
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
Mabel ... ...
Manilla No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Eastwood ... ...
Ross ... ...
Yandarrah .. ...
Yamba Yamba ...
Dirrilong ... ...
Dooall ... ...
E uroka ... ..
Mooradonka ...
Barivituari No. 2 ...
Wallamundah No. 2
Derrewarrah No. 2
Mowarrah No. 2 ...
Mandragora No. 2
Ulva ...
Derrywarra...
Coombara ...
Barivituari ...
Mowarrah
Mandragoonah
Kenegarry ...
Peleenah .
McIntyre Downs ...
Davenport Downs ...
Bunda Bulla ...
0illa ... ...kerry No  1 
Diamantina Lakes
No. 3
Diamantina Downs
Yendah No. 2 ...
Salen No. 2 ...
Milkinbrinna ..
ditto West...
Yendah ... ...
Sallen ..:
Willpally No. 3 ...
Mackhara No. 2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
Nargully ... ..
Campoo ... ...
Tilpoo ...
Toonka ...
Tilpoo Secundus ...
Bampton ... ...
Mackhara ... ...
Willpally ... ...
Tacoora ...
Willpally No. 2 ...
Roodee No. 2 ...
Waverley No. 4 ...
Thule
Acacia Downs No.1
226b ditto ... ditto No. 2
85b ditto ... ... Mirramunda No. 1
85b ditto ... ... ditto No. 2
156b ditto ... ... Limerick No. 1 ...
1576 - ditto ... ... ditto No. 2 ...
46b ditto ... ... Varna ... ...
46b ditto ... Rustchuck ... ...
238b ditto ... ... Pool No. 1 ...
149n ditto ... ... Llanrheidol No. 1 ...
150n ditto ... ... ditto No.2...
33 15 0 45 30 75 161 K 1
69 0 0 92 8 100 96 K 2
67 10 0 90 10 100 98 „
67 10 0 90 0 90 191 „
60 0 0 80 14 94 92 K b
33 15 0 45 30 75 160 K i
52 10 0 70 30 100 100 K 2
45 0 0  60 15 75 164 K 1
45 0 0 60 15 75 166
33 15 0 45 30 75 162
28 10 0 38 37 75 163 ))
45 0 0 60 15 76 165 9
6 5 60 25 144 391 242 K
26 5 0 35 15 50 6
30 0 0 40 16 56 7
18 15 0 25 0 25 8
12 10 0 25 0 25 215
41 5 40 55 45 100 147 K
45 0 0 60 40 100 83 K5
22 10 0 30 23 53 159 to
45 0 0 60 30 90 160 ))
31 10 0 42 30 72 161 ))
50 5 0 67 33 100 87 K2
25 10 0 34 16 50 88 ))
30 0 0 40 10 50 89
34 2 6 451 0 451 213
25 10 0 34 111 45L 214
21 11 3 284 0 281 215
30 0 0 40 10 50 180 K1
30 0 0 40 10 50 181
30 0
it
0 40 10 50 186 to
27 0 0 36 14 50 187
30 0 0 40 10 50 184
30 0 0 40 10 50 185
30 0 0 40 10 50 182
25 10 0 34 16 50 183
30 0 0 40 10 50 114
30 0 0 40 10 50 115 ))
30 0 0 40 10 50 116 ))
30 0 0 40 10 50 117
31 9 0 37 13 50 127 K4
30 0 0 60 15 75 170 K1
30 0 0 60 15 75 171  11
45 0 0 60 10 70 134 K 2
75 0 0 100 0 100 135
30 0 0 40 10 50 581 „
30 0 0 40 10 50 58B „
30 0 0 40 10 50 179 K 1
30 0 0 40 10 50 118 ))
37 10 0 50 0 50 188c ) )
37 10 0 50 0 50 188D
37 10 0 50 0 50 188n
45 0 0 60 15 75 2081
45 0 0 60 15 75 208E
58 10 0 78 0 78 208c
59 1 3 781 0 784 208D
28 2 6 371 0 371 77  K5
22 10 0 30 9 39 257
30 0 0 40 10 50 137E  K1
30 0 0 40 10 50 137A
30
30
0
0
0 40 10 50  188B
0 40 10 50 1881
61 17 6 821 0 821 151 K 5
25 0 0 50 50 100 138 It
4.80 0 80 20 100 152  K4
28 1 0 34 34 68 173  K6
20 12 6 25 13 38 174
18 15 0 25 25 50 89  K
18 15 0- 25 25 50 90
15 0 0 25 0 25 163
15 0 0 25 0 25 164
37 10 0 50 0 50 51 K4
33 15 0 45 5 50 52
33 0 0 44 111 551 26 K6
41 5 0 55 7; 624 99 it
22 10 0 30 181 481 100
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Less". Run. Rent.
[27TH JULY, 1897.
F.stlinated Aaea In
Square Mlles.
Avail-
able.
£ a. d.
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
bands Polio.
150n  Trust and Agency }Llanrheidol No. 3 ... 30 0 0 40 32  72 101 K 6
Company of Aus-
tralia, Limited
2276  ditt 3Acacia Downs No 17 15 0 351 30 65* 175o
241n  ditto
.
... ...
... ... Amphitheatre  No. 3 60 0 0 100 0 100 176 K1
242 ditt 1ditto No 45 0 0  75 0 75 174n o
251n  ditto
.
... ...
... ... ditto No. 2 45 0 0  75 0 75 175
246  ditt No 1D 15 0 0  25 0 25 165 K3375n oditto ... ...... ... . ...erryditto No. 2 ... 15 0 0  25 0 25 166
57n ditto ... ... Bona Ventura ... 30 0 0 50 50 100 181 K5
2.246 ditto ... ... Beilkate South ... 18 15 0 25 13 38 217
2246' ditto ... ... 2Eolia'South . 25 10 0 34 16 50 218
1206 nT J 1Kelvin Grove No 37 10 0 50 13 63 131 K2,yso ames...  ... .
1476 ditto ... ... Idamea Lakes No. 1 37 10 0 50 0 50 71 K3
1946 ditto ... ... ditto No. 2 23 5 0 31 0 31 72
1486 ditto No. 3ditto 37 10 0 50 0 50 73
148h
... ...
ditto ... ... ditto No. 4 37 10 0 50 0 50 74
1496 ditto ... ... ditto No. 5 37 10 0 50  0 50 75 „
1496 ditto •.• ... ditto No. 6 37 10 0 50 0 60 76
176 ditto No. 7ditto 37 10 0 50 0 50 77176 ... ...ditto ... ... ditto No. 8 37 10 0 50  0 50 78 „
1941, ditto ... ... ditto No. 9 25 10 0 34 18; 52; 79
1956 ditto ... ... ditto No. 10 25 10 0  34 18; 52; 80
1956 No 11dittditt 25 10 0 34 184 521 81
1966
.oo ... ...
ditto ... ... ditto No. 12 25 10 0  34 181 521 82 „
1966 ditto ... ... ditto No. 13 25 10 0  34 184 524 83
456 ditto ... ... ditto No. 14 32 5 0  43 94 521684
1506 ditto ... ... ditto No. 15 28 10 0 38 84  461 85
1506 ditto ... ... Kelvin Grove No. 5 24 15 0 33 32 65 88
387n ditto ... ...  Glenormiston No. 1 37 10 0 50 25 75 18 K2
297n ditto ... ...  ditto No. 2 45 0 0  60 15 75 19 ,f
142n ditto ... ... Tambo No. 8 ... 18 15 0 25 0 25 84 K6
140n ditto ... ... Trianon ... 16 10 0 22 0 22 80
2236 ditto ... ... Lochivar No. 1 40 0 0  80 14 94 201 K5
72n ditto ... .,. ditto No.4 33 10 0 67 33 100 204
160n ditto ... ... Martha ... 35 5 0  47 234 702 122 K6
161n .. ... Cissyditto ... 22 17 6 302 15 45-1 124
2156
.
ditto ... ... Belmore No.  I ... 37 10 0 50 50 100 60 K5
1816 ditto  ...  ... ditto No.  3 ... 22 10 0 30 234 532 62
382n ditto ... ... Randwick Downs 50 5 0  67 33 100 211
No. 2
21384n ditto ditto No.4 1 50 5 0  67 33 100 4
384n ditto ditto No. 5 ... 50 5 0  67 33 100 215
385n ditto ditto No.6 ... 50 5 0  67 33 100 216
385n ditto ditto No. 7 ... i 37 10 0  50 27¢ 774 258
476 ditto Mungerebar No. 1... 100 0 0  50 15 65 108 K4
2126 ditto Galbally ... ... 67 0 0  67 33 100 241 „
1336 ditto  Mudhall •.. .., 45 0 0  60 15 75 233 K2
136n ditto Mallow ... ... 33 10 0  67 33 100 73 K6
137n ditto  Donerale .. ... 33 10 0  67 33 100 74
73n ditto Cootah No.  1 ... 40 0 0  50 0 50 207 K5
75n ditto ditto No. 4 ... 30 8 0  38 124 50* 210
2b Urquhart, Urquhart, Kuddarree ...  ... 30 0 0  40 10 50 77 K2
3b
and Fraser
ditto Kalidawarry ... 30 0 0 40 10 50 78 to
196 ditto Kuddaree West . 30 0 0 40 10 50 106 K3
196 ditto  Kalidawarry West 30 0 0 40  10 50 107
866 ditto Gidya Downs 25 10 0 34 16 50 108
876 ditto ditto West 25 10 0 34 16 50 109
876 ditto Pondo ... 25 10 0 34 16 50 110
886 ditto ditto West ... 25 10 0 34 16 50 111
2236 ditto Dickery No. 4 ... 25 10
8
0 34 16 50
0 34  16 50
196
195
K5
626 ditto .. . ditto No.  3  ... 20
2146White, A. W. D., Collins, Cowie No. 1 ... 18 15 0 25  2 27 59
W., McEackern, M.D.,
and Fraser, S.
2316 ditto .. Afterthought ... 32 5 0 43  40 83 184
213n ditto M cKinlay's Gap No.  1 31 10 0 42 311 734 1778
1206 Willsallen, T. P. Tooleybuck No. 1 75 0 0 100  0 100 184 K2
1216 ditto ... ditto  No. 2 75 0 0 100 0 100 185
376n ditto ...  ditto No. 3 75 0 0 100 0 100 229 K3
1216 ditto ..  ditto  No. 6 67 10 0 90 10 100 189 K2
1226 ditto ...  ditto No. 7 60 0 0 80 20 100 190 „
1666 ditto ...  ditto No. 8 45 0 0 60  0 60 79 K4
2076 ditto ...  ditto  No. 9 4010 0 54 26 80 80
167bf ditto ditto No. 10 52 10 0 70 10 80 81
16761 ditto  ditto  No.11 45 0 0 60 20 80 822116! ditto  ditto  No.12 18 15 0 25 24  49 224 to
382n ditto  ditto  N o. 14 16 10 0 33 33 66 182 K5
2216 ditto ditto No. 15 16 0 0 32 15 47 183
275n Willsallen, T. P., and ditto No. 4 75 0 0 100  0  100 230 K3
Bank of Australasia
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LIST OF RU`  S-coaiinued.
27TH JULY, 1897.
Estimated Area in
Square  ] files,
Leaaea Ban.
pany, Limited
Bent.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vallable. Total.
£ a. d.  I I
GREGORY  NORTH-continued.
List of Runs held under the Crown Lands Acts of  1884  and  1886.
388n Bank of Australasia ... Elderslie ... ... 1658 5 0 1206 4.22 1628 7A.  L
251 ditto .. ... ditto (grazing right)t 352 0 9 551 171 722 8
390nI Bank, Australian Joint Bladensburg ... 485 12 6 4621 294 7562 15
Stock
309 ditto ... ditto (grazingright)t 99 2 1 242 137 379 16
3901, Bank, Queensland Ayrshire Downs ... 818 0 0 530 5 535 13
N ational
326 ditto .. ... ditto (grazing right)t 36 5 1 768 0 761, 14
388n Blackwood, Gates, and Vinde c 1019 0 6 647 29 676 5
Whiting
250 ditto  ...  ditto  (grazing right ) (i ... 874 4 9114 6387n Gordon ,  Stewart, and  K atandra  ...  145 0 0  S7  0 87 1
Blackwood ditto  (grazing right) 32 12 6 431 0 431 2
389n La w  Debenture Cor- Manuka 678 0  0 42 34 0 4234 11
poration, Limited, of
London
324 ditto  ...  ditto (grazing ri,,ht)lj ... 35 0 35 12
389n Manifold, W. T., T. P., Sesbania ... ... 1648 8 0 1030; 0 10301 9
J. C., E., and Bos-
tock, J. E.
305n Ramsay, Ramsay, and Oondooroo ... ... 1094 0 0 683 0 683;. 3
Hodgson
249 ditto ... ... ditto (grazing right)t 62 9 3 1638 0 163 4
451 Trust and Agency Co. Elderslie West ... 50 17 6 37 13 50 8A
189b  ditto ... ... Kynuna ... ... 820 6 0 631 55 686 17
365 ditto ... ... ditto (grazing right)t 133 0 4 309 j 0 309 18
GREGORY SOUTH.
List of  Runs held under
663n1 Australasian  Invest- Mooraberree
anent Company,
Limited
632n ditto ...
667n ditto ... ...
668n ditto ...
674n  ditto ...
648n Australasian Mortgage
and Agency Com-
C63n
648n
619n
666n
667n
626
627
555
556
651n
689n
464n
465n
465n
466n
466n
621n
691n
616n
616n
618n
620n
611nj
Gun
592nI
631
632
653n
683n
647
437n
437n''
676n
595
480n
480n
618n
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto :: ;
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
Bank of Australasia ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
" The Pastoral Leases  Art.-of 1869."
... 30 0 0 40 10 50
Lands  Polio.
138 K 2
Machuree ... ... 60 0 0 80 20 100 j 139
Cunninghella .. 22 10 0 30 124 424 102 K 3
Pentitude ... ... 30 11 3 404 18 584 103
Mundooran ... ... 27 15 0 37 21 58 200
Tarcarara .. ... 60 0 0 80 20 100 188 K 2
... Carlpie
.., ditto North
... ditto East
... Turkey ...
... France
... Poeppel No. 2
... Sal mond ...
... Cornhill ...
... Carliam ...
... Caulfield Downs
... Northcote ...
... Kangarrah .
... Mutha Murrah
I Doonmulla ...
Arrabury
Thackabury...
Sandridge ...
Nutting ...
Cudrie ...
ditto West
Boora West
Blackboy West
Muncooney ..
ditto West
.... Takeoagulia...
... Chispa
Coocoona
... Winninia
Les Cuevos
Huevos
Wompi
TinderaI Din-era
ditto North
Boundary ...
ditto
Bank, Australian Joint
Stock
ditto
ditto
ditto East
... Muddawarry
41 5 0 55 5
30 15 0 41 2
48 7 6 648 10
30 0 0 40 7
26 5 0 35 15
45 0 0 60 0
45 0 0 60 8
16 17 6 222 0
9 15 0 13 0
26 5 0 35 15
26 5 0 35 15
29 5 0 39 0
26 5 0 35 15
39 0 0 52 0
36 15 0 49 0
30 0 0 40 61
21 0 0 35 15
22 10 0 30 18
29 5 0 39 11
29 5 0 39 11
27 15 0 37 13
22 10 0 30 tI
30 0 0 40 10
30 0 0 40 10
33 15 0 45 222
22 10 0 30 10
41 5 0 55 10
4.5 0 0 60 20
34 10 0 46 13
30 0 0 40 112
26 5 0 35 15
30 0 0 40 10
37 10 0 50 25
30 0 0 40 35
45 0 0 60 I 172
37 10 0 50 14
31 10 0 . 42 8
60 191
43 192741, 193
47 95
50 96
60 28
68 29
228 146
13 147
50 40
50 164
39 214
50 215
52  216
49 217
462 218
50 41
48 114
50 25
50 24
50 28
39 32
50 34A
K3
K4
„
K3
„
K1
K3
50 34B
672 115
40 38 K 4
65 39
80 123 K 3
59 68 K 4
512 I 69
50 240 K 1
50 . 241
75 225 K 3
75 226
77; 78 K 2
64 79
50 80
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LIST OF  RUNS -continued.
[2:07TH JULY, 1897.
n,ti e.tea ere.In
e l[fles.
518n Bank, Australian Joint
Stock
481n,, ditto ... ...
519 11j ditto ...
519n' ditto ... ...
520n  ditto ... ...
616n ditto ... ...
616„, ditto ... ...
647n  ditto ... ...
617,.1 ditto ... ...
652n, ditto ... ...690n  ditto
635 ditto
694n ditto
695n ditto6,5811 ditto
658n ditto
659n ditto
695n ditto
653 ditto
595n ditto ... ...
405 ditto ... ...
629n ditto
473 ditto ... ...
652n ditto ... ...
675n ditto ... ...
675n ditto ... ...
676n ditto ... ...
601 ditto ... ...
691 n ditto ... ...
63811 ditto ... ...
691n ditto ... ...
69211 ditto ... ...
443n ditto ..
669n Bank, London Chartered
of Australia
670 ditto ... ...
698n ditto ... ...
671 ditto ... ...
671 ditto ... ...
672 ditto ... ...
681 ditto ... ...
681 ditto ... ...
710 ditto ...
525n ditto ... ...
52tin  ditto... ...
526n ditto ... ...
5271. ditto ... ...
529n ditto ... ...
54011 ditto ...
574n  ditto ... ...
574n ditto ... ...
575n  ditto ... ...
-575n ditto ... ...
625 ditto ... ...
566n  ditto ... ...
570n ditto ... ...
570x,  ditto ... ...
57111 ditto ... ...
571n  ditto ... ...
572n ditto ... ...
572n1  ditto ...
607nj ditto ... ...
610n' ditto ... ...
539n j  ditto ... ...
573n' ditto ... ...
573n  ditto ... ...
443n ditto ... ...
486 i  ditto ... ..,
487n ditto ... ...
504rn ditto , .. ...
504n  ditto ... ...
505n  ditto ... ...
505n  ditto ... ...
506n ditto ... ...
413n ditto ... ...
414n ditto ... ...
517n ditto ... ...
Bent.
2  S. d.
GREGORY  SOUTH- continued.
Graburn's Bluff ... j 31 10 0 1 42
Cowwarry ...
Learmonth ...
Billibong ...
Greystanes ...
Chewarroo ...
Copeley ...
Fereneze ...
N'appamurroo
Stamboul ...
Waterford ...
Marie .. .
Minnie ...
Ann ersley
Sacremento ...
Santos ... ...
ditto  (arrears) ...
Galera .. ...
ditto (arrears) ...
Rocas ... ...
Manitoba ... ...
30 0 0
31 10 0
30 0 0
31 10 0
22 10 0
Avail- VMS- Rbtal.AN &  me.
40 10
42 8
40 10
42 8
8 50 I
50
50
50
50
30 20 ' 50
24 0 0 32 22 54
22 10 0 30 20 50
22 17 6 301 18 481
26 5 0 35 22 57
23 5 0 31 172 482
33 15 0 45 15 60
39 0 0 52 16 68
36 0 0 48 111  59
39 0 0 52 154 674
38 5 0 51 151 661
47 16 3
56 5. 0 75 24 99
70 6 3
24 0 0 32 18 50
30 0 0 40 20 60
ditto (arrears) ... 37 10 0
Thundalipurty ... 60 0 0
W aggah ... ... 24 0 0
Tliundah ... ... 60 0 0
Retlaw ... ... 17 5 0
D urrie ... ... 24 15 0
Summerside ... 51 0 0
Mellendean ... ... 53 12 6
Birgham ... ... 32 1 3
Durringa .. ... 22 10 0
ditto East ,.. 32 5 0
ditto South ... 33 15 0
Wantata ... ... 52 10 0
Bubba ... ...  37 10  0
Ida ... ... ... 18 0 0
Duncan ... ... 18 15 0
Ben Castle ... 41 5 0
Ben Doran ... 60 0 0
Ben Luigh  ... ...  52 10 0
Ben Dhen  ... ... 21 15 0
Ben Challum ... 45 0 0
Finis ... ... 45 0 0
Amen  ... ... 46 10 0
Cairn G orm ... ... 28 10 0
Largsjjjl  ...  23 5 0
Taregownalljj ... 15 0 0
Bal loch l l l l ... ... 30 0 0Lockjllj ... ... 1815 0
Sconellll  ... ...  33 0 0
Comriell11 ••• ... 43 10 0
Glen fall 1j1l ... ... 60 0 0
Keyllll ... ... 26 5 0
Crieff'jjjj ... ... 44 5 0
Ivanhoe l lI l ... 18 15 0
Calilpie  South ...  30 15 0
Larrajljj ... ... 37 10 0
Victoriajj j  ... ...  52 10 0
Glencairn jj jj ... ... 34 17 6
Douglasjlli .. ... 36 0 0
Marmion jj jj ... ... 24 0 0
Moreland jj ... ...  26 5 0
Coburgjl jj ... ... 25 10 0
Bowlinglj jj ... ... 18 15 0
Rosejllj ... ...  9 15 0
Pertbjjjj ... ... 51 0 0
Glenlyonjjj!  .. ... 67 10 0
Glen gyle j1 ... ... 67 10 0('. tlilpieII ... ... , 36 15 0
Warlabylljl... 26 5 0
Durham Downejjjj  ...  26 5 0
Turtullaj lI l ... ... 63 15 0
Dunoonjj jj ... ... 33 15 0
Glasgow lj jI .. ... 33 15 0
Greenockljlj  ..  ... {  30 0 0
Edinburgh ll ll ...  26 5 0
Tooratchie  ... ...  24 0 0
Taboorea ... 34 0 0
Horse Run  11 11  ... 30 0 0
so 20 100
32 0 32
80 181 98;
23 0 23
33 17 50
68 35 103
711 35  1061
424 24 66-1
30 294 591
43 30 73
45 31 76
70 30; 100;
50 50 100
36 35 71
25 9 34
18 73
16 96
241 941
0 29
22 82
17  117
22 84
191 57;
102 411
9, 291
181 581
8 33
16 60
30; 88;
7; 87115 50
26 85
10 35
5 46
25 75
30 100
10 56;
27 75
18 50
15 50
131 474
17 42
0 13
30 98
8 98
8 98
5 54
15 50
15 50
15 100
5 50
5 50
10 50
15 50
8 56
15 83
10 50
rwa, MHO.
81 K2
82
83
84
85
183
184
1815
186 19
116 K 3
120
46 K 4
47
48
70
71
72
73
81
„
of
„
„
92 K 2
94
95
229
108
219
220
221
237
238
239
242
K3
249 „
222  K 4
106 K 3
115 K 4
116
117
118
119
135
136
187
89 K 1
87A „
86
85
63
61
56
59
60
62 „
83B K (Greg.)
23  K1
45
46
4748
49
50
8851
53
54
55 „
83A K (Greg.)
14 K 1
15
81
85
87
89
91
198
199
125 K (Greg.)
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Leon&
LIST OF  RUNS-- continued.
IInn. Rent.
Estimated Ares in
Square Hiles.
A'ratl-
able.
£  S. d.
GREGORY  SOUTH- continued.
Una-
vaila ble Totaa.
Lands Folio.
566n Bank, London, of Aus-
tralia, Limited
Maroko ... ... 41 5 0 ( 65  0 55 7 K 1
530n ditto Kerella ,,, ..,  52 10 0 70  3 73 8
489n ditto ... ... Alba No. 2 ... ...  45 0 0 60 15 75 21
490n ditto ... ... Tural ... ...  30 3 9 40* 14 54; 22 „
456n  ditto ... ... Telemon ... ...  50 5 0 67 17 84 119 „
457n  ditto Maroon. 34 13 9 15  611 12146
471n  ditto
. . Ottiwell... ... 19 10 0 ;26 5 31 25 K2
471n  ditto
...
...
...
...  Laggan
... ...
... ...  24 15 0 33 5-1  381 26
637  ditto ... ...  Marsden ... ...  50 5 0 67  7  74 49 K4
637  ditto ... ...  Denley ... ...  47 5 0 63 132 762 50
638  ditto ... ...  Elly ... ... 60 0 0 80 18 98 51
638  ditto ... ...  Marion ... ... 61 10 0 82 23 105 52 „
639  ditto .,. ... Westby ... ... 52 10 0 70 13 83 53 „
639  ditto ... ... Eva ...
... ...  64 10 0 86 14 100 54
l640  ditto ... ... Stella ... ...  20 5 0 A27  31; 55
ditt596 kY 60 0 0 0 20 100 130 K2n o
697n  ditto
. , ,
,.,
.. . an o ...
...  ditto South ...  26 5 0
8
35  15  50 131
650  ditto ... ... Colorado ... ...  38 1 3 504 30  801  75 K4
650  ditto ... ..  22...  Origan 11) 0 30  20 50 76 „
651  ditto
... .
22Toronto 10 0 30 20 50 78
652  ditto
...
...
...
... ...
... Ottawa ... ...  31 6 3 41; 28  691  79 of
652  ditto ,.. ,,. Montreal ... ...  24 15 0 33  22 55 80 „
663  ditto St. Clair ... ... 42 15 0 57 27 84 102 to
664  ditto ... ... Arica ... ... 45 0 0 60 31J  912 103
667  ditto ... ... Tudor ... ...  33 3 9 441 9 53; 110
668  ditto ... Rio ... ... ...  27 18 9 37; 28 654 112 „
640  ditto Mimosa ... ..,  22 10 0 30 20 50 56
641  ditto Petrea ... ...  52 10 0 70 30 100 57 „
645  ditto ...  Superior ... ...  26 5 0 35 0  35 65 „
645  ditto 30Huron 7 6 402 0 409 66
646  ditto
... ... ...
Erie ... ... 32 5 0 43  0  43 67
677n  ditto Merry Morey .  52 10 0 70 15 85 227 K 3
666  ditto North Merry Morey  22 10 0 30 13 43 108 K 4
672n Bank of New South Newmara ... ... 18 15 0 25 12 37 168 K2
lW a es
634n  Bowman, Frederick Waverney Eastf .. 36 13 3 44,21- 42 86; 98 „
621n  Campbell, William Minnaritchie Creek 48 15 0 65 8 73 45
671n  ditto ... Keilor ... ... 33 15 0 45 6 50 155 „
623n  ditto 37Heidelberg 10 0 50 81 582 156...
..672n  ditto
... ...
37Lancefield 10 0 50  0  60  157.
688n  ditto ...
... ...
Elthem ... ...  26 5 0 35 15 50 158 to
655n  ditto ... Ivan ...  45 0 0 60  5  65 159 „
623n  ditto ... Flemington ... ... 30 0 0 40 18  68 161) „
654M  ditto , .. Thorn ... ...  26 5 0 35 15 50 151 „
687n  ditto ... Portsea ... ... 26 5 0 35 15 50 152 „
671n  ditto Sorrento ... ... 30 0 0 40 14 64 153 „
687n  ditto ... ...  Thistle ... ... 26 5 0 35 15  50 154 „
624n  ditto ... 37Shamrock 10 0 50  0  50 162 „
688n  ditto
... ...
Brighton Downs ...  26 5 0 35 15 50 163 , go
698n  ditto Colily ,., ...  63 0 0 60  23 83 122 K4
463n  ditto Trippie ... ...  27 15 0 37 13 50 207 K1
463n  ditto Coortie ... ... 27 15 0 37 13 56 208
464n  ditto Barina ...  27 15 0 37 13 50 209
660n  ditto Milcah ... ... 18 15 0 25
0
25 210 „
467n  ditto ... Duratchie ... ... 27 15 0 37 13 60 206 „
467n ditto Taunton((() ... ...  31 10 0 42  14  66 67
565n  ditto
dit
Exeter(III ••• ••• 26
33D
5
0
0
0
35  15  50 66
14 58 65
„
to483n
565n  ditto
unster(((( . ...
Minehead(J ll  26 5 0
2 444
35 15 50 64
481n ditto Tookabarnoo North jj lj  22 10 0 30 20 50 1
490n  ditto  ... BarryulahJjjJ ...  26 5 0 35 15 50 29
533n  ditto ... Milthaminnie ...  45 0 0 60  16; 762 144 „
460n  ditto ... Bloodwoodllll ... 45 0 0 60 15 75 178
440n  ditto 38Moreton Marsh 5 0 51 11 62 22 K2...
548n  ditto  ...
...
Moorcoo ...  31 10 0 42  8  50 23
492n  ditto . .,  45Goonbabinnalfll 0 0 60  15  75 181 K (Greg.)..
493n  ditto
,
...  Barmaroobl1ll ...  13 10 0 18  0  18 177 „
493n  ditto ... MarranumblaIl ll 30 0 0 40 10 50 175 „
402n  ditto . ...  Maapoo(((( ..  78 13 0 65 10 75 23 G. .
502n  ditto
.Tookabarnoolill ... 30 0 0 40  10  50 57 K (Greg.)
502n  ditto Owwirreeljll .,.  33 15 0 45
6
50 69
668n  ditto 26Ballera 5 0 35 15 50 104 K 3...
669n  ditto
...
... ... ...
Cathewalcha ...  56 5 0 75  0  75 105 .„
633  ditto Colickie ,..  37 10 0 60 0 50 41 K 4
633 ditto Chasleton Downs ,.. 30 0 0 40 19 69 42 „
634 ditto Stoney Cleft ... 22 10 0 30 1s  48 43
618 ditto Warra ... 18 15 0 25 fit 32; 18
631 ditto
.., Milthaminnie Downs 48 0 0 64 182 822 44 „
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LIST OF  RT2N SS-cortinu"(t.
0
LOW".
20n Campbell, William
641n ditto
676n Conrick and Ware
576n ditto
625n ditto
544n ditto
693n ditto
682n ditto
693n ditto
684n ditto
673 ditto
641n ditto
659n ditto
660n ditto
660n ditto
Ebtiroatitl Area in
Square Miles.
...
Colon
Guiria
1lathilde
... Comeroo
... Malgerra
... Todos
...
661n  ditto .. ...
641 Elder ,  Smith ,  and Co.
606 21  ditto ...
642n  ditto ..
596n  Foot , T., J. A., T. T.,
and A. N.
630n
629n
589n
590n
590n
630n
695n
650n
480
664n
651k
470n
470n
690n
690n
589
686n
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
...
699n ditto
627n Hughes, H. B.
667n  Kerr, A. T., and The
Queensland Trustees
Limited, as adminis-
460n
563n
569n
594n
649n
650i
664n
599n
633n
600n
5545
588n
665n
492n
549n
687
482
trators
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto -
ditto ...
Martin, Bonney,
Johnson
615 ditto ...
448n Ronald, R. B....
448n  ditto ...
644n ditto ...
600n ditto
634n ditto
635n
673n
673n
655n
635n
636n
638n
593n
624
639n
680n
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Widenham ... ...
Wyerie ...
Mcginlay Downs ...
Carcarilla ... ...
Galalah ... ...
Darroo  - ... ...
Kookoola ... ...McKinlayDownsEas
Ranger 's Creek West
Run. Rent.
GREGORY  SOUTH -continued.
Fields ... ...
Santa Rosa . ...
Finland No. 11111 ...
ditto  No. 21111t•••
Nappamerryl lI I ...
Oonangoorah ...
Stonehenge ...
...
...
Maraquita ...
St. Ann ...
Pepita ..
Ashby-de-la- Zoucho
Rho ... ...
Orientos .
Galalah East
Carcarilla East
Ranger's Creek
Pelican Lagoon
Mount Leonard ...
Dangelie ... ...
Calarinda ... ...
Botoota ... ...
Stream ... ...
ditto East ...
Taregowna South ...
Toorly Woolerllll ...
... Gloucesterllll ..
... Raworth Downsllll ...
Raworth Plains) II ...
Mumbo ... ...
Corrella ...
Redbourne ...
Coon
Wild waste
Mansfield
O'Hea
Hume
Lurgan
ditto South
and
Naccowlahll II
North Tooley Woolley
Tookabarnoo East ...
Wallimy West ...
Boinia Downs No.4
Glenronald ... ...
Glenross ...
Yandarrah South ...
Cacoory ... ...
Bidtha ... ...
Billabilla ... ...
Week ... ...
Gilgoenbon ... ...
Moonagee .. ...
Wigugomrie ...
ditto South ...
Calamia ..
Duck Creek...
Ashby ... ...
Listore ... ...
Le Loupe ... ...
12 10 0
60 0 0
26 5 0
10 12 5
30 0 0
20 5 0
82 10 0
61 10 0
37 10 0
30 0 0
31 10 0
45 0 0
67 10 0
67 10 0
37 10 0
30 0 0
24 0 0
36 15 0
28100
20 5 0
24 0 0
18 15 0
30 0 0
22 10 0
20 6 0
18 15 0
45 7 6
22 10 0
21 15 0
25 10 0
18 15 0
24 0 0
30 0 0
37 10 0
18 0 0
18 15 0
48 0 0
24 0 0
7 10 0
30 0 0
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Linda Folio.
14 0 14 232 K 4
80 11 91 97 „
35 15 50 195 K (Greg.)
144 0 144 197
40 10 50 113 K 1
27 101 371 237
70 30 100 6 K 4
82 40 122 7
50 0 50 8
40 101 501 111
42 15 57 120
60 7 67 95
90 10 100 96
90 10 100 98
50 4 54 99
40 5 45 100
32 18 50 58
49 471 961 107
38 141 521 109
27 6; 331 107
32 124 44r 108
25 10 35 6
40 10 60 3
30 5 35 4
27 13 40 5
25 6 30 104
60,9 10 701 105
30 30 60 240
29 28 57 241
34 16 50 244
25 15 40 245
32 8 40 1
40 10 50 2
50 24 74 212 K 3
24 0 24  213
25 94 344 214
64 81 721 148
32 1 .13
10 44  141 87B K 1
40 10 50 24
43 10 0 58 14 72
30 0 0 40 19 59
24 0 0 32 8 40
26 5 0 35 9 44
45 0 0 60 15 75
30 0 0 40 10 60
14 5 0 19 0 19
33 0 0 44 11 55
19 0 0 38 9 47
45 0 0 60 15 75
26 6 0 35 15 50
26 5 0 35 74 42;
39 0 0 52 26 78
48 15 0 65 10 75
54 0 0 72 18 90
39 15 0 53 13 66
37 10 0 50 15 65
22 10 0 30 51 351
20 0 0 40 274 674
12 10 0 25 5 30
179
177
17624
204
214
215
159
161
163
164
71
K2
to
62 K 3
213 K (Greg.)
35 K 2
148 K 4
246 K 2
13 K 4
228  of
229  of
45 0 0 60 40 100 113 K 3
30 0 0 40 10 50 181 K 2
52 10 0 70 30 100 170 K 3
48 15 0 65 35 100 171
30 0 0 60 40 100 172
48 0 0 '60 40 100 173
62 0 0 65 35 100 176
45 0 0 60 16 76 179
45 0 0 60 16 76 180
52 10 0 70 30 100 240
22 10 0 30 18- 481 2432  2
47 5 0 63 35 98 244
45 0 0 60 40 100 245
37 10 0 60 29 79 248
32
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
0P4
P7
...
Rent. lands Folio.
9  s. d.
680n' Ronald, R. B.
639n ditto ...
640n ditto ...
692n ditto ...
681n ditto ...
681n ditto
409n ditto .
674 Rouse, Dowling,
Betts
488n ditto ...
489n ditto ...
479r,  ditto ...
479n  ditto
555n ditto ...
552a ditto ...
55 4v ditto ...
6027,  ditto ...
665x  ditto ...
666n ditto ...530 ditto ...
669n ditto ...
537 ditto
613n Smith, Sir E. T.
614n ditto ...
662n ditto ...
661n  ditto
441n ditto
442n  ditto
442n ditto
473n  ditto
473n ditto
622n Trust and
Company
[27T11 JULY, 1897.
Estimated Are,,  In
Square Miles.
Run.
Avail- Una-
able .  vailable. Tow.
GREGORY  SOUTH- continued.
... I Cone ,.. .,,
... IRow Tor ... :..Nappatander
...Zulu. ...
... Burmah ... ...
Afghan ... ...
Wanstead ... ...
and Rosedale ... ...
Abbotsford  EastIlII...
Melrose EastI l I l
Moonyea ... ...
Wadyang
Moorah
Nulcyah
Ninkah
Marengo
Acacia
Mundah
Orange
Delta
Theta .
... Wyeroo North
Condoin ...
Moruya ...
Moruyafour ...
Moruya West ...
Condoin West ...
Agency
592n  ditto ...
622n  ditto ...
656n ditto
601n ditto
593n ditto ...
601i ditto ...
602n ditto ...
636n  ditto ...
602n ditto ...
603n ditto
603n ditto ...
604n ditto ...
604n ditto ...
605n ditto ...
605n ditto ...
6577,  ditto ...682,n ditto ...
683n  ditto ...
684n ditto ...
685n ditto ...
685n ditto ...
686n ditto ...
678r, ditto ...
679n ditto ...
401n  ditto
653n  Ware and Scott
654n ditto ...
631n ditto ...
419 ditto ...
645n  ditto ...
645n  ditto ...
423 ditto ...
484n ditto ...
485n ditto ...
558n ditto ...
557n  ditto
542n ditto ...
542n  ditto ...
641n ditto ...
469n ditto ...
550n  ditto
550nw  ditto
528n  ditto ...
689n ditto
594n  ditto
694n ditto ...
Wyeroo ...
ditto East
Bumboo ...
... I
Naryileo ... ...
Tulta ...
Arramearterry
South Naryileo
Ceoolley ...
Mount  K ing East ...
Mount Bygrave ...
Mount BartonMount BygraveNorth!
Mount Barton North
Bygravia .. ...
Mount K ing West
Bygravia  1'orth ...
Tualta West
ditto North
Mount John
Dilchee
Mount Charles
Mount Cormack
Marta ... ...
Monos ... ...
Machado ... ...
Montes ,..
Marescbal ...
Roseberth ...
Primrose
Cunnamulla...
Nttl
...
y ees
Tamrookum No. 1...
ditto No. 2  ...
ditto No. 4..
ditto No.5...
ditto No. 6...
Ellen Hills ... ...
Nocton ...
Alba... ...  ...
Farrar ... ...
Baltinglass ... ...
Murning ... ...
Bywong ... ...
Morney
Albert Plains East...
ditto West ...1
Rock ton ...
Carrick ...
Farrar Excess
Albert Plains South
25 10 0 34 16 50 250 •K 3
39 0 0 52 23 75 251
52 10 0 70 30 100 252
45 0 0 60 271 872 3 K4
48 15 0 65 30 95 4 K4
21 7 6 281 15 431 5
15 7 6 202 0 202 190
45 0 0 60 142 742 121
25 4 0 42 8 50 18 K 1
25 4 0 42 8 50 19
27 15 0 37 13 50 63 K 2
31 10 0 42 8 50 65
39 0 0 52 17 69 66
33 15 0 45 7 52 67
39 0 0 52 17 69 68
37 10 0 50 122 622 86
75 0 0 100 0 100 91 i3
56 5 0 75 25 100 92
18 15 0 25  0 25 93
60 0 0 80  0 80 109
18 15 0 25 0 25 110
57 15 0 77  23 100 237 K 2
37 10 0 50 36  86 238
36 0 0 48 30 78 46
34 2 6 452 35 802 47
45 0 0 60 131 731 44
45 0 0 60 15 75 45
45 0 0 60 131 731 48
28 10 0 57 13 70 49
20 5 0 27 0 27 50
3315 0 45  30 75 135 K 3
30 0 0 40 35 75 136
45 0 0 60 40 100 137
18 15 0 25 0 25 177
52 10 0 70 30 100 185
45 0 0 60 16 76 186
37 10 0 50 24 74 187
42 0 0 66 20  76 188
30 0 0 40 20 60 189
36 15 0 49 27 76 190
33 15 0 45 15 60 191
37 10 0 50 26 76 192
33 15 0 45 15 60 193
32 5 0 43 31 74 194
32 5 _0 43 33 76 195
33 0 0 44 35 79 196
28 15 0 25 1.5 40 216
37 10 0 50 9 59 36 K 4
34 10 0 46 26 72 37
22 10 0 30 12 42 128
22 10 0 30 10 40 129 „
30 0 0 40 10 50 130
48 15 0 65 18 83 131
48 15 0 65 35 100 233 K3
48 15 0 65 35 100 235
58 10 0 78 36 114 188 K4
7 7 6 144 0 144 124 K3
17 10 0 35 9 44 127
37 10 0 50 10 60 122 K2
33 15 0 45 15 60 123
36 0 0 48 12 60 125
22 10 0 30 10  40 126 „
21 11 3 28; 14 424 127 „
31 10 0 42 8 50 6 K1
26 5 0 35 15  50 10
45 0 0 60 12 72 9
61 10 0 82 18 100 187 K (Greg.)
50 5 0 67 11 78 185 „
30 0 0 40 10 50 183
30 0 0 40 10 50 189
26 5 0 35 5  40 227 K 1
24 0 0 32 6  38 238
66 5 0 75 19 94 239 „
30 0 0 40 33; 732 123
22 17 6 30 15 451 183 K3
27 0 0 36 10  46 187A  K (Greg.)
8 16 3 114 0  114 9  X4
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LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
$oa. Rent.
$ a.
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GREGORY  SOUTH-continued.
List  of Runs held  under the Crown Lands Acts of  1884  and  1886.
644n Armytage,  F. W., Gal-
letly, J.,  and Powell,
F.A.608n Bank, Australian Joint
Stock
640n ditto ... ...
624n  ditto ...
609n Bank of Australasia ...
626n ditto .
607n Bank,Union, of Australia
626n ditto ... ...
297 ditto ... ...
627n  ditto ... ...
530n Campbe ll, Arthur
549n Hammond, E....
494n Hill ,  Trencbard ,  Close,
Richards, and Wynter
609n Hughes, H. B.... ...
642n Jones, Richard ...
625n Law Debenture  Corpora-tion, Limited, of
London
276 ditto ...
643n Leeds and Seale ...
483n ditto
643n ditto
699n Neal,  John ... ...
608n Osborne ,  James ...
462n Pearson, R .  W., and
Campbell, A. and
R. A.
628n Philp, U., and Thynne,
A. J.
625n  Scarfe ,  G. and C. C....
447n Willis ,  Willis, Raleigh,
Partridge ,  McIver,
and McIver
Eulbertie  1833 5 3  1929 ;
ditto  (grazing right )  464 0 9  1 646;
Kihee ... ... 566 6 11 6474
Congie ...  ... 222 6 0
ditto (grazing right) 74 1 3
Bransby ... ..  195 15  6
ditto (grazing right) 49 0 0
Kyabra ..  1356 19  6
ditto (grazing right) 498 6 3
Mount Howittt ... 611 10 0
Thylungra ... ., . 1095 15 0
ditto (grazing right) 325 1 3
Galway Downs  ...  397 0 0
ditto (grazing right)t 97 10 2
Ray 193 4 0
ditto (grazing  right) 60 0 0
Moroo  ...  132 3 4
ditto  (grazing right) 24 0 0
Hammond Downs ... 130 6 11
ditto  (grazing right) 43 10 0
Tenham 171 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 64 10 0
Nockatunga .. 1922 18 2
ditto (grazing right ) 713  17 1
Mount Margaret East . 42 0 0
Mount Margaret  ...  912 16 6
ditto (grazing right )  449 5' 9
Kangaroo  Downs ... 34 8 11
ditto  (grazing right) 12 10 0
Dalton 180 5 0
ditto (grazing right) 79 2 6
The Lake .. 76 15 4
ditto  (grazing right )t 31 17 3
Coogie Paddock ... 1 16 0
Orient ... 338 0 0
ditto  (grazing right) 75 0 0
Thunda 254 2 0
ditto  (grazing right) 82 2 6
Springfield ... ... 221 0 0
ditto  (grazing right) 76 10 0
Keeroongooloo ..  1013 17  9
ditto  (grazing right )  354 12 9
Bulgroo  ...  ...  715 0 0
ditto  (grazing right )  215 17 6
J 247
1 1144
191
98315074
7664
1223
974
522
397
144
161
80
122
48
1214
58
190
86
17094
1105
35
10144
6274
331
164
206
1051
94
42;
2 '
260
150
231
1094
221
102
10674
4794
650
3121
T-m
0 19291 45 L
0 646; 46
17 6644 3
0 247 7  to
0 1144 8 to
0 191 13 to
0 98 14 „3884 15964 11 to
181 7851 12
58 1281 21
0 974 5
0 522 6
0 397 19 „
0 144 20
„
84 1691 358,1 884 to36 „
5 127 31
„
14 494 32
„
0 1211 29 „
0 58 30
0 190 37
0 86 38
0 1709; 9
0 1105 10
0 35 16i
0 10144 15i
54 633 16 It
0 334 39
0 164 40 of
0 206 43
„
0 1051 44 to
0 94 41 of
0 42; 42
„
0 2
0 260 1 „
0 150 2
„
0 231 27
5 1141 28
24 2234 33
„
1541 1174 34 to
414 11081 17
184 4979 18
931 743; 23
352 348; 24 of
NORTH KENNEDY.
List of  Runs held under  "  The Pastoral Leases  Act of  1869."
339 Bank,  Australian Joint
Stock, Limited
St. Paul's No. 3¶§ ...
1
18 15 0 25 0 25 429 K 1
362 ditto ... ... ditto No. 4 , § ... 12 10  0 25 13 38 8 K2
365 ditto ... Marlborough ... 15 0 0 30 19 49 15 „
292 Bank of  New South
lW
Glenalpine  ... ... 18 15 0 25 0 25 269 X1
351
a es
Buckland , Thos. ... Cardigan No. 2¶§ ... 12 10  0 24 0 24 477
420 Collins, Thomas ... Ringwood Park  ... 18 15  0 25 0 25 175ofof
325 ditto ... ... ditto No. 2 .. 1815 Q 25 15 40 375
382 Connor, John ... ... Heatfield West¶§ ... 12 10 0 25 4 29 39 K2
314 Deane and Woodburne Rollston  ... ... 35 0 0 70 60  ; 130 331 K1
349 McKinlay, J. A. ... Shield Creek ... 20 0 0 40 12 52 469 of
352 ditto Rockfields  ... ... 12 10  0 25 10 35 479 of
285 Mcginlay, J. A., C. R.,
and J. A.
Berry Park  ... ... 18 15  0 25 10 35 247 It
358 Nelson, J. P. Jesmond 11 5 0 15 0 15 505
373 Nimmo, Alexander
... Barker 's Plains
...
... 17 10 0 35 1 35 70 24 KK2
373 ditto ...
... Remnant ... . .. 12 10 0 25 1 25 50 25
440 Parsons, John,..
... Corneliaj § ... ... 18 15 0 25 11 36  273K1
363 Sidall and Allingliam Cromwell .. ... 12 10 0 25 25 50 11 K2...
361
392
ditto ...
ditto ...
...
...
Ryeburn ...
Virginia ...
...
...
121210 010 0 2525 25! '0 50 1225 58 J.to
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ad
411 Aitken,
Lessee.
Thos....  ... Tallegulla ... (
i i htditt
415 Allingham, J....
414 Anning, R. ,..
436 Anning, Wm....
421 Atkinson, H. J.
436 Axford, Mary
408 Bank of Australasia
391 ditto ...
442 ditto ... ;..  Kangaroo  Hills . !
406 ditto
413 ditto
435
417
225
432
425
433
434
430252
414
65
439
Bank , Australian Joint
Stock, Limited
Bank of New South
Wales
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
410 ditto ... ...
62 ditto
438 Bank of  North  Queens-
land
425 ditto ... ...
441 Bank ,  Queensland
National, Limited
428 ditto ... ...
429 ditto ... ...
234 ditto ... ...
440 Bank, Union, of Aus-
tralia
287 ditto ... ...
419 ditto ... ...
418 ditto ...
288 ditto ...
390 Bearup, T. B....
931 ditto ...
437 Buckland, Thos.
94 ditto ...
ng r g )o (graz
HilIgrove ...
ditto (grazing right)
Cargoon
ditto  (grazing right)
Terricks+t ...
ditto (grazing right )
Lake Lucy East ...
River View ...
Woodleigh... ...
Mount Stewart  ...
ditto (grazing right)!
ditto (grazing right)
Bluff Downs ...
Reedy Springs ...
ditto (grazing right)
St. Paul's ... ..
ditto (grazing right)
Evelyn ... ...
ditto (grazing right)
Wairuna .. ...
ditto (grazing  right)
Helenslee ..
ditto (grazing right)
Victoria Downs ...
ditto(grazingright)
Glendon
ditto (grazing  right)
Burdekin Downs ...
ditto (grazing right)
Gainsford
ditto (grazing right)
Ballabay ... ...
ditto (arrears) ...
Southwick ..
ditto (grazing  right)
Britannia ... ...
ditto (grazing right)
Redbank
ditto (grazing right)
Strathvale+t+t ...
Trafalgartt ... ..
ditto (grazing  right)
Dotswood ...
ditto (grazing  right)
Strathmore ... ...
ditto (grazingright)t
ditto  No. 2
ditto  (grazing right)
ditto  No. 3
ditto  (grazing right)t
Lauderdale No.'3
ditto  (grazing right)
Thyraa*,t*t ... ..
ditto  (grazing right)
Cardigan ... .
ditto  (grazing right)
Bosworth
ditto  (grazing right)
Lolworth
ditto  (grazing  right)t
Barrington+t .
ditto  (grazing right)
Harvest Home .
ditto  (grazing right)
Wando Vale ...
...
410 Clarke, J. and W. D.
349 ditto ... ...
325 Coleman, George ...
433 Cooper, Janet... ...
435 Cooper, Cooper, and
Mytton
402 Deane and Woodburne
407 Do Lany, S. J., and
Wilson, J. R. (trus-
tees of  Mrs. L. E.
The Blufftt+t
ditto  (grazing right)
Tirrabella+t t .
ditto (grazing right)
Garbutt)
4:2 Ewan ,  James  ... ...  Gunnawarra ..
ditto (grazing right)
Rua.  Rent.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
[27TH JULY,. 1897.
Estimated Area inSquare Miles.
Avau-
able.
NORTH  KENNEDY- continued.
List of Runs held under the Crown Lands Acts of  1884  and  1886.
62 10 0 624 0 624 1 27 L
60 10 0 601 02 6012 28
454 0 0 454 171 625 73
126 12 6 205 22 227 74
273 4 1 2464 0 246 1 61
108 10 0 1794 10 1894 62
71 2 0 79 35 114 145
12 10 0  50 15 65 146
2 11 0  2 1 3 . 53a
9 0 0  6 0 6 137
200 5 0 178 129  307
.
25
43 10 0 58  741 83
5 10 0
6
22  28 84
486 0 9 1 498 a 197 695; $3
98 5 0 2134 55 2684 34
358 3 4 307  10 317 31
244 2 6 279  80 359 59
100 5 0 137  31 1 168 60
103 10 0 1034  14 1174 143
15 12 6 344  0 344 144
95 0 0 95  56 151 43
20 8 4 71 564 1274 44
40 10 0 54 28 82 51
4 0 0 16 15 31 52 „
66 0 0 66 0 66 105  to
5 10 0 22 0 1 22 106
196 0 0 196 0 196 129
91 16 0 123 0 1123 130 „
52 0 0 52 214 734 131
8 10 0 17 84 2516132
125 16 0 7548 75 5
26 17 410 29 0 29 6
239 8 0 228 15 243 69
36 9 1 454 10 554 70  to
18 15 0 184  71  264 125
3 10 3
318 5 4 248 17 265 21
105 13 5 114 244 1381 22
67 0 0 67 11 78 123
21 0 0 28 2 30 124
37 2 6 334 5 384 107
5 0 0 10 0 1 10 108
22 10 0 30 74 374 41
73 14 0 66 0 66 119  to
11 0 0 22 0 22 120 „
407 0 0 370 19 389 I 29 „
170 16 6 23212 18 2504 1 30
519 15 0 297 56 353 77
382 6 11 2614 40 3014 78 „
75 0 0 60 28 88 81 ,,
41 10 9 50 5 55 82
57 10 0 46 0 46 79
26 15 4 534 0 63 80
30 0 0 60 15 75 1335 0 0 20 5 25 134
27 0 0 36 5 41 35
3 0 0 12 3 15 36
86 5 0 69 0 69 1 to
42 10 0 34 0 34 2
9 7 6 fie 5 124 „15
6 11 3 84 84 174 16  to
375 19 0 309 42 351 47 „
63 0 5 221 60 281 485810 0 78 10 88 „111  to
15 0 23 5 28 112
„
253 3 6 247 59 306 127
„
44 0 0 88 14 102 128
421 3 4 361 84 1445 63 „
25 0 0 25 0 25 36 5 0 25 0 25 „4 of
39 0 0 39 13; 1 524 17 „
... 6 1 -  64 18
456 12 6 390 1 1391 95 „
111 8 0 158 6 164 96
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LIST  OF RUNS-ooehimeA
Rent.
Estimated Area In
8gnare Miles.
Run.
419 Fenwick and Ramsden
415 Francis and Gill (legal
representative of)
426 Hamilton, F. ...
432 ditto ...
426 Hurle , H. H. C. ...
437 Kirk,  Rollwagen; and
Heilshorn
4t1 Lamond, C. G. ...
343 ditto ...
405 Lascelles, E. G. ...
427 Latham and Scott ...
344 ditto ...
412 Lewis, Thos. ...
Avail-
aole.
[27TH JULY, 1897.
Una-
,Total.
vailable.
Lands YaW.
£ s. d.
NORTH  KENNE DY-continued,
Valley of Lagoons ... 467 10 0
ditto (grazing right) 227 1 8
Christmas Creek .. 253 11 6
ditto (grazing right) 67 10 0
Pajingo$t .. 269 0 5
ditto (grazing right) 63 15 0
Victoria Downs 52 10 0
No. 3$t
ditto (grazing right) 17 10 0
Windsor .. 41 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 4 15 0Cardington ... ... 52 10 0
Glengaltler ... 35 17 6
ditto (grazing right) 2 3 1
Mount Pleasantt+ttt 21 5 0
ditto (grazing right) 14 10 0
Glenroyt.t ... 32 8 0
ditto(grazing right)t 0 11 3
Cashmere 153 6 4
ditto (grazing right) 14 3 9
Wambianat,.t ... 142 10 0427 Macdonald, C.  G., F. C.,
and A. L.
291 ditto ...
406 Mackenzie, G. S. ...
64 ditto ..,
411 McDowall, W. ..,
402 North Australian Pas-
toral Com any
421 North Queensland
Mortgage and In-
vestment Company,
Limited
429 ditto ... ...
423 ditto ... ...
438 Paradise, Henry ...
403 Pattison, Wm. ...
66 ditto ...
385 Perrott, R. ...
395 Plant, E. H. T. ...
323 ditto ... .,.
439 Pott, Gideon ,..
424 Prichard, Wm. D. ...
342 ditto .
434 Reardon, J.
407 Robinson, F. W. ...
422 Rollin son, R. ... ...
412 Sachse ,  F. H.... ...
416 Staughton, S. G. ...
423 Symes ,  F. H., J., and
W.
428 Taylor, Alfred...
403 Vanneck, Vanneck, and
Abbot
67 ditto ...
404 Watt and  Cunningham
ditto (grazing right)t 11 5 2
Stonington ... 77 17 0
ditto (grazing right)  I
Lake Lucy ... ... 155 11 0
Woodstock ... ... 50 0 0
Boundary tt... ..
ditto  (grazing right)
Maryvale .
ditto  (grazing right)
Miiray$t
ditto  (grazing right)
Hawtho rn e Vale
ditto (grazing right)
Fanning Downs
ditto(grazingright)t
Mullaburra +tlt ...
Allandale ..
ditto  (grazing right)
Ellen Valleyt ...
Powlathanga
ditto  (grazingright)t
Oak Vale ... ...
Wooroora ...
Braceborouglltt
ditto (grazing right)
Goldsborough .
ditto (grazing right)
Greenvale ..
ditto  (grazin g  right)
Bletchington  Park+t
ditto (grazing right)
Breewarrina  No.2$t
ditto (grazing right)
Fanning River ...
ditto (grazing right)
Woodhouse ... ...
374 131 505 75 L329  55 384 76
207 84 291 71
120  43  163 72
2504 0 250; 89
1364 0 1364 90
35 0 35 91
35 0 35 92
41 5 46 109
19 11 30 110
42 25 67 11
41 12 53 93
10 0 10 94
17 0 17 45
58 25 83 46
36 0 36 115
8 0 8 116
120; 651 186 67
564 12; 69 68
142 0 1423 113
304 5 354 114
863 9 953 49
4 3 7 50
183 117 300 53A
40 • 30 70 7
41 17 5 38; 0 38, 101
2 17 6 113 0 11$ 102
350 0 0
162 3 4
131 19 8
19 17 6
18 15 0
3 2 6
50 0 0
12 10 9
19 17 6
185 0 0
49 9 5
6 15 0
19.1 0 0
1 2 9
33 2 6
76 17 6
43 4 0
4 0 0
44 2 0
5 0 0
257 12 6
92 5 0
58 0 0
20 0 0
18 15 0
4 13 9
128 5 0
300 62 362 37
232 75 307 38
1234 0 1234 97
434 0 43; 98
184 3 214  121
to
„
to
or
64 0 64 122
40 9 49 9
163 0 16} 10
263 12 383 39
185  47 232  85
134 0 134 86
133 5 181 139
194 5 199 103
23 0 23 104
53 2 55 135
1023 673 170 -23
48 0 48 87
16 0 16 88
63 21 84 65
20 9 29 66
229 179 408 55
139 92 231 56
58 0 58 99
20 0 20 100
184 - 0 184 117
64 0 64 118
114 45 159 13
66 3 4 112 10 122 14
155 2 0 141 60 201 . 19
„
„
SOUTH KENNEDY.
List of  Runs held under " The Pastoral Zeases Act of  1869."
124 Bank, Australian Joint Webb 's Lake ... 27 10 0 25  1  9 34 45 K 2
Stock, Limited
184 Bank of New South Cumberland West 12 10 0 25 10 35  423B K 1
Wales
163 ditto  ...  ditto No. 1 West 23 7 6 461 0 464 425E „
164 ditto  ... ...  ditto No. 2 West 7 17 6 151 0 15;  427B
165 ditto  ... ...  Surbiton No. 7 West 18 15 0 25 10 35 77B
166 ditto  ...  ditto No. 8  West  18 15 0 25 2 27 79B
96 Bank of North Queens -  Corrievahn No. 2 ... 0 12 6 1;  0 11 3  K2
land
27 Bank, Union  ... ...  Labona North . .. 20 5 0 27 13 40 247 K 1
27 ditto ... ... ditto South ... 36 0 0 48 24 72 249
48 ditto ,.. ...  ditto  No. 1  ,., 28  10 0 38 38 76 326
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Ca
I
Lessee.
140 Bank, Union ...
133 Bell, Henry ...
39 Hamilton, F. .
42 Hillyard, A. G.
36 Miles, E. D. ...
46 ditto ...
46 ditto ...
108 Muirhead, J....
479 Patullo, Peter
136 Patullo, P. and H.  ...
LIST OF RUNS-continued.
[ 27TH  JULY, 1897.
Estimated  Area to
8quars  Miles.
Eant.
AMR-
sbis.
E s. d.
SOUTH  KENNEDY- continued.
Labona No. 2 ...
Idle Vale ... ...
Burke Creek ...
Marion Vale ...
Brown ' s Plains ...
Blair Athol No. J ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Bonnicorde  No. 2 ...
Verbena ... ...
Glengyle ... ...
15 0 0 30
25 0 0 50
28 10 0 38
30 0 0 40
49 10 0 66
18 15 0 25
18 15 0 25
20 0 0 40
19 4 0 32
18 0 0 36
.suabta.
List of Runs held  under the  Crown Lands Acts of  1884  and  1886.
18n Australian  and New Surbiton ... 476 17 6 545 2094 7541
Zealand Mortgage  ditto (grazing right ) 103 10 0 200 344 2341
Company
381 Bank of Australasia ... Islay Plains ... 61
24n  ditto ...
ion ditto
286 Bank , Australian Joint Mount McConnell ... 406 13 4 305 25
Stock, Limited ditto (grazing right) 246 4 2 2491 10
9n ditto ... ... Yacamunda ...
ditto (grazing right)
24n ditto ... ... Yarrowmere ...
15n ditto ... ... Elgin Downs ...
ditto (grazingright)
16n ditto ... .., River Downs$t
ditto (grazing right)
292 ditto ... ... Hidden Valley ...
ditto (grazing right)
6n ditto ... ... Eungella ...  ...
ditto (grazing right)
In
173
Bank, Commercial Com-
pany of Sydney
Bank of New South
337
Wales
ditto
22n ditto ...
155 ditto
6n ditto
186 ditto ... ...
171 ditto ... ...
427 ditto ... ...
13n ditto ... ...
218 ditto ... ...
21n ditto ... ...
242 ditto ...
23n Bank of North Queens-
land
23n ditto ... ...
26n Bank, Queensland
National, Limited
14n ditto ... ...
322 ditto ...
7n  Bank , Union, of Aus-
tralia
171 ditto ...
9n Bell , Henry ...
ditto (grazing  right) 49
Banchory 209
0 0 61 53
0 0 49 28
0 0 209 16
ditto ( razing right) 158 10 0 169 15
Mount Lookout 77 4 3 87 24
ditto (grazing right) 61 2 0 95 52
Natal Downs+t ... 650 1 8 538 67
ditto (grazing  right) 241 10 0 261 0
Havilah ... ... 262 0 0 160 51
ditto (grazing right) 144 19 10
Pioneer 92 8 0
ditto (grazing right) 67 10 0
Lornesleigh  ... 178 15  0
ditto (grazing right) 53 5 0
Monteagle$t 68 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 28 0 0
Bverwen 132 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 98 5 0
Emu Plains  ...  142 10 2
ditto (grazing right) 93 5 10
Urannah ... ...  30 10  0
Hobartville ... .. 212 15 11
ditto (grazing right) 38 17 1
Bulliwallah ...  ...  419 1 0
ditto (grazing right) 92 10 0
Pyramid ... .. 35 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 15 0 0
Selma  14.4 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 52 15 0
Cheshire No. 1 30 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 3 0 0
Beaufort .. .. 245 14 0
ditto(grazing right) 264 4 1
ditto (arrears) ... 87 4 8
Blenheim ...  ... 206 13 4
ditto (grazing right) 120 0 0
Biralee ... ... 124 4 0
Cerito  ...  110 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 14 5 0
14n Bowly, C. W. Finnigan ... . ....
ditto (grazing right)
172 Brown, Francis Stockton.*t ...
ditto (grazing right)
20n  Buckland, Thos. ... St. Ann's ... ...
ditto (grazing right)
180 Clarke, Wm. ... Mirtna
ditto (grazing right)
19n Daly, Mary ... ... Mt. Douglas
ht)iiditt (
191 Davidson, Davidson,
ggraz ng ro
Avoca
and King ditto (grazing right)
21n  Ewan, Mrs. E. so.Mount Hillalong ...
ditto (grazing right) 11.2 10 0
242 11 0 462 95
111 18 2 183 34174 12 6 3494 100
72 8 9 95 41
52 19 0 61 28
23 10 0 47 16
7 10 0 15 9
193 0 0 193 44
104 18 0 129 33
45 5.0  454 33
21 10 0 43 25
15 17 6
2 10 0
20 16 8
20 16 8
354 0 0
266 16 8
105 0 0
13 0 0
98 15 0
18 15 0
68 15 0
33 15 0
112 6 8
101
102
K2
K1
L
83
84
7A
8 »
31 „
32 It
211 13
168 51 219 14
88 10 98 71
90 5 95 72
150 332 1832 53
63 20 83 54
68 0 68 95
56 12 68 96
88 15 103 113 „
831 0 8312  114
98 22 120 17
98 25 123 18
301 182 49 7n
3151 314 6294 79
1612 522 214 80
493 55 548 121
1752 13 1882 122
35 3 38 77
15 0 15 78
144 402 1841635
90 372 1271 36
48 35 83 89
12 8 20 90
252 120 372 85
299 854 384; 86
124
104
72
100
282
314
10
122
122
295
257
140
52
7936
68;
49T
80
75
114
77
225
184
111
147
330
259;
557
217
4494
136
92
63
24
237
162
784
68
605
261
9 39 76
30 80 62
134 514 289
23 63 303
34 100 279
25 50 317
Lands rolio.
25 50 319
19 59 26 K2
142 46111 67 K 1
36 1 72 1 67  K2
41
20
415
0
021
22
45
362
300
14
62
21
16
12
36
165 9
124 10
72 15
1042 61
332 62
31 45
10 46
15 19
15 20
340 119
2932 120
170 69
52 70
93 115
422 116
894 97
652 98
92 123
111 124
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LIST OF  RUNS-coxtinuced.
0
0
I.eeree.
25n! Fairbairn, F. W. ...
68 ditto ...
117 Grainer, S. and H. ...
12n Herrod, Joseph ...
10n. Hess , J. G., and G. M.
12n Hillyard, A. G.
In Hunt, Edward
173 Isbell, J. H. ...
2n  Law Debenture Cor-
poration, Limited, of
London
258 ditto ... ...
108 Longwill, James ...
20n Mackay, B. H., and
Maxwell, F.
217 ditto ...
15n Mackay, E. H. ...
190 Miles ,  Michael ...
18n McCormack,  James ...
19n ditto ... ...
171-n North, J. C. F. and A.
lln North , J. C. F., A.,
and R.
11n Patullo , G. ... ...
17n Queensland Trustees,
Limited
25n  Rockhampton Co-ope-
rative Butchering
Company, Limited
16n Ryrie , J. C. ... ...
321 ditto ... ...
151 Shannon ,  John ...
2n  South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company
158 ditto ... ...
488 Small, Andrew ...
13n Sutherland, J.
172 Wharton, W. T., and
Longwill, J.
308 ditto ... ...
Ins. Beat.
a. d.
SOUTH  KENNEDY -continued.
Logan Downs
ditto (grazing right)
Spring Vale ... ..
ditto (grazing right)
Bowie
ditto (grazing right)
Suttor Creek .
ditto (grazing right)
Annie Vale .. .
ditto (grazing right)
Longton:t
ditto (grazing right)
Heidelberg ...
ditto (arrears) ...
ditto (grazing right)
Kilcummin ... ...
ditto( grazing  right) f
Beckford Downs
ditto (grazing right)
Alpha ... ...
ditto(grazing right)t
Lanark ... ..
ditto (grazing right)
Mount Elsie
ditto (grazingright)
Albro .
ditto (grazing right)
Laglan
ditto (grazing right)
Moray Downs
ditto (grazing right)
Doongmabullo
ditto (grazing right)
Glen Avon  ...
ditto (grazing right)
Epping Forest+4 t
ditto (grazing right)
Beresford
ditto (grazing right)
Craven ..
ditto( grazing  right)t
Eaglefield ...
ditto (grazing right)
Redcliffe Vale
ditto (grazing right)
Dunrobin
ditto (grazing right)
Glenmore
ditto (grazing right)
Wee Dunrobin ...
Sonoma ...
ditto (grazing right)
LEICHHARDT.
List of Runs held under "The
174n;  Australian and New Triumph Creek ...
40n
87n ditto  ... ...  Burwood
299n ditto  ... ... Thomby
162n  ditto  ... ... Kohler
Zealand Mortgage
Company
Bank of New South
Wales
tralia
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Goolwa
New Caledonia No. 2
Upper Thomby  ... 36 15 0 49
Kildare
Curragh
...
115n  Bank , Union, of Aus-  Stewarton
121n
107n
149n
159n
83n
104n
171n
178n
95n
Burns, John
Collins, Wm. ,,,
North  British Austral-
asian Company, Ltd.
Perry, N.
Tancred,  G. H. L. ...
Southernwood
Lonesome
Chorlton ...
486 10
351 17
20 6
2 10
80 12
18 15
71 15
65 5
42 5
11 10
139 10
46 10
60 15
6 15
60 0
868 15
[27TH JULY, 1897.
ertm ated Ares in
Squwo  Mil m
0 278
0 2414
0 28
0 10
6 107"
0 371
8 59
0 54
0 84"
0 23
8 161
0 120
0 54
0
0 60
4 536
280 0 1 2971
25 0 0 25
25 0 0 25
703 18 6 761
181 14 3 3924
212 10 0 375
86 19 6 218
43 10 0 439
16 2 6 211
128 16. 2 1331
61 17 0 105
220 12 10 2284
34 1 3 92
294 0 0 392
106 9 3 196
176 18 0 244
69 15 0 107
25 6 8 38
12 0 0 18
97 12 8 116
23 0 0 46
230 11 0 318
24 5 0 97
287 17 6 245
179 13 8 185
48 16 6 62
50 6 0 75
45 0 0 45
17 10 0 171
125 6 4 146
37 0 0 64
39 2 0  34-40 19 0 39
47 5 0 63
80 3 3 53
'lb%L
0 278 1
10 251; 2
5 33 41
5 15 42
5 1121 67
10 47" 68
36 95 57
20 74 58
0  8491 51
0 23 52
0 161 29
0 120 30
46 100 11
25 85 12
200 736 3
44 3411 4
71 321 111
71 321 112
372; 11334 117
594 452; 118
2404 6151 91
144 362 92
3 46 39
2 23 40
20 153 107
8 113 108
28 2561 109
184  116,11 1 0
924 4841 105
64 260 106
110 354 55
15 122 56
26 64 47
14 32 48
16 132 103
4 50 104
5 323 63
224 1199 64
84 329 99
112 297 100
41 103 59
44 119 60
15 60 23
171 35 24
22 168 65
49 681 66
4 38 6
29 68 6
6 69 37
14 67 21
46 14 10 52 11 63 22 „
Pastoral Leases Act  of 1869."
12 10 0  25 1  25  50 401 K 1
18 15 0  25
21 15 0 29
15 0 0 30
25 0 0 60
3 0 0 6
18 15 0 25
18 15 0 379
12 10 0 25
18 15 0 25
18 15 0 25
18 15 0 25
,..
60.
Perry's Retreat
Redhill ...
12 10 0 25
27 15 0 37
259 74x1 141
25 50 179
29 58 117
25 55 375
60 100 257
0 6 279
6 31 239
0 37" 357
18 43 365
15 40 171
25 50 235
5 30 389
0 25  419
37 74 205
„
„
„
„to
„
„
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LIST OF RUNS- cvatin.+ced.
[27TH JULY, 1897.
Eattmated  Area  in
egaare YAes.
Le.se. Han .  Bent. Lnds raft.
A aii- lin-
able. Die. Total.
B a.d.
LEIC H H ARDT - continued.
List of Runs held under the Crown Lands Acts of  1884  and 1886.
227n Allen,Wm.  and Hannah)  Prai rie  ...  13 10 0 20 2 22 291 L
razin ri ht)  14 2ditto  ( 8 32 8 40 292
265n  ditto
g gg
W ithersfield  100 2 6 89 29 118 9
255  ditto ditto  (grazing right)  66 1 3 87 29 116 10 „
189n  Atherton and Palmes Cracow  63 15 0 51 5 56 257
ditto  (grazing right)  43 15 0 50 10 60 258 „
F233n  Atkins Coorada  138 0 0 120 23 143 175, . ...
85 15ditt i i ht 0 96 23 119 176
J.277n Archibald
ng r g )o  (graz
May Downet  9 16 0 15 8 23 233 „, ...
11 19idi i htt 0 15 7 22 234o  (graz ng r g )t
310n  Archer, W.  T. and D. St. Helens ... .  82 16 0 92 20 112 35A
97 ditto ditto (grazingright)t  74 4 3 954 23 1181 36
212n Australian and New Mount Spencer ..  156 16 0 98 54 152 63 „
Zealand  Mortgage  ditto  (grazing right)  86 16 8 125 17 142 64
Company, Limited
315n ditto ... Bedowrie  46 4 0  42 9 51 181
ditto  (grazing right)  16 10 0  30 6 36 182
253n  ditto Ruined Castle Creek  74 16 0 68 30 98 149 „
ditto right)  37 8 0  34 6 40 150 „
280n ditto ...  Comet Downs . ...  56 0r ns 0  56 339 899 269
ditto (arrears) 2 2 0
ditto  (grazing right)  38 4 6  49 23 72 270
222n  Bank of Australasia  ...  Radc li ffe No. 6  15 12 0 13 0 13  119
i iditt ht)  14 8 0  12 0 12 120
291n ditto
ng r go (graz
...  Bundi  160 0 0 160 83 243 165 „
233 ditto ditto (grazing right)  21 15 8  644 34 984  166 „
275n  ditto Planet Downs  73 10 0  70 23  93 219
232 ditto ditto  (grazing right)t  45 5 10 474 18 654 220
302n ditto Kinnoul ..  88 9 0  61 30 91 185
230 ditto ditto  (grazing right)  40 13 11 554 321  884 186
206n ditto Wooroonah... ..  294 8 0 256 10 266 33
347 ditto ditto  (grazing right)t  64 17 3 183 31 214 34
284n ditto Shotover .. ...  25 6 0  22 13 35 301
ditto (arrears)  3 6 0
ditto  (grazing right)  19 2 6  34 29 63 302
293n ditto Nardoo No. 1 ...  55 0 0  55 35 90 315
ditto (arrears)  8 5 0
350 ditto ditto  (grazingright)t  23 17 6 55 15 70 316 „
266n ditto ... ...  Fair field  143 15 0 115 115 230 135 „
ditto  (grazing right)  124 4 3  1259 1251 251 136
272n  ditto Nulalbin 140 5 0 132 45 177 207
ditto  (grazing right)  113 10 0 118 11 129 208
210n  ditto Consuelo  484 0 0 484 123 607 57
ditto  (grazing right)  344 0 0 349 90 439 58
250n ditto Rookwood  151 16 0 138 54 192 133
i 35 0ditt hi 0 84 0 84 134gng ro  (graz t)
311n Bank ,  Australian Joint Gibber Gunyah ...  31 5 0 25 14 39 251 „
Stock ,  Limited .ditto  (arrears)  7 10 0
i iditt ht)  27 6 0 34 0 34  252
802n ditto ...
ng r go  (graz
Ki llarney ..  4d' 10 0  34 „10 44 79 „
ditto  (grazing right)  10 4 0  24 0 24 80
205n  ditto Mount Hutton  394 4 0 219 105 324 29
ditto  (grazing right)  162 5 0 236 '100 336 30
283n ditto ...  Kianga  86 7 3  49 19 68 289
243 ditto ditto (grazing right)  56 3 6  42 12 54 290 „
214n ditto Annandale .  178 10 0  17811751 3544 75
69 ditto ditto  (grazing right)  42 1 3  109 74 183 76
282n  ditto Plainby  18 0 0 12 3 15 285  „
ditto  (grazing right)  20 5 0 15 12 ' 27 286 „
304n ditto ... ... Duaringa ..  78 0 0  78 21 99 123
1242 278 ditto ... ditto  (grazing right) 0 6 6
289n ditto ... ... Clifford .. ...  1100 0  100 37 137 169
ditto  (arrears)  5 0 0
ditto  (grazing right)  68 3 4 89 53 142  170
684 ditto ... ...  Bungaban 62 10 0 50 271  774 173
264 ditto ... ... ditto  (grazing right) 37 2 8 461 244 704 174
301n Bank, Commercial, Com- Barwon Park ... 86 9 0 78 I 209 989 259
pany, of
Limited
Sydney,
2601ditto  (grazingright) 46 15 0 71 4 85
266n  ditto ... ... Walloon ... ... 353 2 6 226 45  171  155 „
101 ditto ... ...  ditto (grazingright)11' 624 14 764 156
314n ditto ... ...  Wandoo ... .. 56 14 0 401 9  499 77
ditto  (grazing right) 46 10 5  389 1 7  45-2  78
279n  ditto ... ...  Kooningal or Barfield 58 9 0 42 20 62 255
i i htdi 59 5 0 45 21 66 256
205n Bank, Commercial ,
tto  (graz ng r g )
of Telemon 8 12 6 119 5 16; 37
Australia ditto (grazing right) -8.12 6 119 0 119 38
207n ditto Collin -la-ringo 104 10 0 55 3 58 39
238 ditto
...
... ... ditto (grazing right)' 8 18 4 104 24 34f 40
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LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
!roan. Bent.
$ •, d.
307n  Bank, Commercial, of
Australia
268n Bank, London, of Aus-
tralia, Limited
79 ditto
274n Bank, Mercantile, of
Sydney
316 ditto
221n  Bank of New South
Wales
316n ditto ... ...
215 ditto ...
251n  ditto ... ...
319n ditto ... ...
253n ditto ... ...
92 ditto ... ...
654 ditto ... ..,
216 ditto ... ...
312n ditto ... ...
317n ditto ... ...
310 ditto
293n ditto
336 ditto
294n  ditto
... ...
219n  ditto
270n  ditto
294n  ditto ... ...
290n ditto ... ...
279n  ditto ... ...
267n  ditto ... ...
273n  ditto ... ...
264n ditto ... ...
216n ditto ... ...
300n ditto ...
290n  Bank of North Queens-
land
239 ditto  ...
267n Bank, Queensland
National, Limited
75 ditto ... ...
215n  ditto ... ...
366 ditto ... ...
254n  ditto ...
217n Bank , Union, of Aus-
tralia
164n ditto ... ...
292n  ditto ... ...
88 ditto ... ...
280n  ditto ... ...
248 ditto ... ...220n  ditto ... ...
150n ditto
201n  ditto
334 ditto
1927, ditto
249n  ditto
328 ditto
229nl ditto ...
305n1 ditto ... ...
LEICHHARDT- continued.
Telemon No. 2 ... 114 9 6
ditto (arrears) 18 1 6
ditto (grazing  right) 10 2 6
Durham Downs ... 129 0 0
ditto (grazing  right) 53 7 1
Peak Vale ... ... 417 1 0
ditto (grazing right) 294 1 0
Long Acre ... 13 12 0
ditto (grazing right) 12 0 0
Fort Cooper South 168 6 0
ditto (grazing right)t 7 17 1Cardowan ... ... 113 19 0
EmeraldDowns South 23 3 9
Oxford Downs .. 299 4 0
ditto (grazing right) 156 13 11
Lily Vale ... 55 0 0
ditto (grazingright) 19 9 11
Bundoora+t$t 30 12 - 6
Malvern Downs and 258 16 6
Talgai
ditto (grazing right) 157 7 7
Echo Hillst  ...  246 3 6
ditto (grazing right) 159 0 0
Mount Playfair ... 106 15 10
ditto (grazing right) 41 0 0
Balcomba 98 14 0
ditto (grazingright) 47 4 0
Eurombah ... 47 12 0
ditto (arrears) ... 15 17 4
ditto (grazing right) 34 12 6
Cungelellat ...  ...  122 18 9
ditto (grazing right) 20 0 0
Harcourt 21 5 0
ditto (grazing right) 18 1 10
Rookwood  ...  97 2 6
ditto (grazing right) 88 1 0
Waterton and Isla  272  12 0
ditto (grazing right) 176 1 4Charlevue$t$t... 77 10 0
Glendarriwill 54 12 9
ditto (grazing right) 35 18 0
St. Helens West 18 4 6
Telemon No. 2 9 18 0
North
ditto (arrears) ... 0 16 6
Tryphinia Vale ... 98 8 0
ditto (grazing right) 6 9 2
Carraba ... ...  82 13  3
ditto (grazingright) 8 2 3
Emerald Downstttt 34 11 3
ditto (gra zingright) t 38 17 3
Glenhaughton  ...  227 14 0
ditto (grazing right) 104 6 6
Lotus Creek .. 240 12 6
ditto (grazing right) 70 16 0
Girrah 37 2 6
ditto (grazing right) 32 16 0
Medway 96 5 0
ditto (grazing right)t 27 15 11
Booroondara ... 186 0 0
ditto (grazingright)t 82 9 4
Jellinbah  82 10 0
ditto (grazing right) 68 5 0Janee  56 10  8
ditto (grazing right) 14 11 0
Duckabrook  ...  97 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 66 0 10
Woodlands ... 28 10 0
ditto (grazing right) 15 0 0
Bonnie Doon 59 8 0
ditto (grazing right)t 56 8 7
Ensham  ...  ... 63 0 0
ditto (arrears) 9 9 0
ditto (grazingright) 53 8 0
Clivet 11 8 0
ditto (grazing right) 16 17 6
[27TH TULY, 1897.
btimatea Area in
"am" KUM
AT$& Un-
able,  tie. T0'
Lamm. Pogo
1201  294 150 323A L
401 151 56 324
86 40 126 163
1051 84 1894 164
439 1251 564, 217
4261 255 6811 218
16 0 16 115
16 0 16 116
99 6 105 25
231 2 254 26
86 23 109 139
261 0 26; 22A
176 65 241 147
1501 704 2214 148
40 27 67 189
214 161 374 190
25 12 37 109
203 59  262  87
1621 0 1621 88
229 123 352 313
167 86 253 314
110 331 1431 3112 2
50 211 711 312
94 45 139 101
83 44 127 102
34 27 61 203
31 22 53 204
1401 1091 250 321
80 80 160 322
17 17 34 227
17 9 26 228
111 37 148 213
101 31 132 214
188 63 251 157
139 60 199 158
62 40 102 141A
461 18 641 45
40; 7 471 46
204 44 241 36A
11 3 14 324A
82 8 90 309
384 2 404 310
51 21 72 161
101 5 154 162
391 0 399 21
77  0 77 22
253 25  278 153
219 27 246 154
175 100 275 85
120 29 149 86
33 21 54 103
32 7; 399 104
77 38 115 1
45 38 83 2
186 79 265 265
1161 409 157 266
66 16 82 111
59 16 75 112
53 154 684 281
33 7 40 282
97 0 97 3
111 14 125 4
38 12 50 . 93
30 0 1 30 94
66 1 15 81 127
731 8 811 1`28
63 I 54 117 237
71
18
25
41 112
13 31
204 454
238
299
300
„
„
„
,,
„
„
„
„
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1,iS'1' of l.t  N S--eon t inuc,l.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
I
301n( Bank, Union, of Aus-
tralia
278n  Barnard, G. and T.
260 ditto ...
132u Beattie, J. ...
278n Bell, Wm. ...
94 ditto
270n  Bell and Hyde... ...
292 ditto ...
306n Beresford , G. T. ...
364 Beresford and Brown
300n Brodie, Dight, and
Munro
208n Brown, Francis ...
653 Browne, J. A.... ...
297n Cameron, J. H. ...
248n  Cbirnside (Exors. of)
and Power,  if.
96 ditto .
275n Collins, J., R. M., W.,
and J. G.
271n  Col ins,  R. M. ...
178n Collins, J. G.... ...
273n  Cook, F. ...
98 ditto ...
283n  Cook, George ...
303n Creed, George... ...
287n  Crew and Talbot ...
253 ditto ...
298n Dalgety and Com-
pany, Limited
95 ditto ... ...
296n  Dempsey, M.... ...
224 ditto ... ...
193n Devine, A. E. and A. H.
295 ditto
202n  Du Croz and Fitch-
Kemp
99 ditto ... ...
304n ditto ... ...
93 ditto ...
289n  Daffy, James ... ...
208n  Dutton, C. B., A. F., and
H. R.
209n  ditto ...
281n ditto ... ...
276n  Foot and Sons...
313n Fox, Sarah ... ...
286n Gerard and Peberdy ...
252n Gilchrist, W. O.
295n  Hill, Wm. Charles ...
251n  Hyne and Bridgeman
316n
80
269n
ditto ... ...
ditto .. .
Jerrard, H. C. and J.
272n
71
King, R. N. and W. R.
ditto ... ...
Avail-
able.
£  S.  d.
LEICHHARDT-continued.
Rio  ...  ... ... 119 12 6 110 1 29
ditto (grazing right) 18 10 0 54 I 18
Coomooboolaroo 73 12 0 64 3
ditto (grazingright) 29 19 6 65 30
Wabbler ... .. 4 0 0 4 0
ditto (grazingright) 0 5 0 1 1 0
Pearl Creek ... 118 4 0 983 44
ditto (grazing right) 36 14 2 814 0
Camboon .. 315 7 6 217-21 39
ditto (grazingright)t 128 10 10 1428
f
82;
Ilsington .. 15 0 0 12 1 0
ditto (grazing right) 14 19 0 23 0
Exeter gowns 25 6 0 22 7
ditto (grazing right) 19 4 0 24 11
Purbrook Downs ... 38 12 2 261 122
ditto (grazing right) 21 7 5 261 122
Iffey 71 4 6 644 45
ditto (grazing  right) - 39 19 0 87 31
Markland .. 15 12 6 10 2
ditto (grazing right) 15 12 6 10 2
Arcadia North ... 15 9 10 22 22
ditto (grazingright) 14 15 9 21 21
Retro ... ...  129 10 0 70 0
ditto (grazingright )t 46 12 5
Westgrove ... ... 377 0 0
ditto (arrears) 65 5 0
ditto (grazing right) 136 19 2
Gwambagwine 91 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 69 18 6
Xmas  ...  ... 16 5 0
ditto (arrears) 14 4 5
ditto (grazing  right) 1 0 0
Sanders+tt 48 15 0
ditto (grazing right) 37 15 2
Roundstone.., ... 38 0 0
ditto (arrears) 5 1 4
ditto ( razing  right) 7 17 6
Cairdbeign ... 96 0 0
Blackwater ... 13 17 11
ditto (grazing  right) 1 13 4
Rainsworth... ... 146 0 6
ditto (grazing  right)t 128 7 0
Wallburry ... 41 2 6
ditto (grazing  right) 36 15 0
Cockatoo Creek ...  157  10 0
ditto (grazing  right) 90 4 1
Wolfang ... ... 154 13 9
ditto (grazing  right)  136 13 3
Peak Downs ... 112 2 0
ditto (grazing  right) 31 7 0
Slatey Creek .. 12 16 8
ditto (grazing  right) 4 0 0
Bauhinia  Downs 180 12 0
ditto (grazing  right) 127 9 0
Goomally ... 158 11 0
ditto (grazing  right) 107 17 0
Conciliation Creek 26 17 6
ditto (grazing right) 29 15 0
Warrinilla ... ... 89 0 0
ditto (arrears) 8 6 11
ditto (grazing right)  36 3 0
Bombandy ... ... 24 6 0
ditto (grazing right) 5 5 0
Bloomfield .. 11 4 0
ditto (grazing  right) 9 19 10
Leichhardt Downs 29 15 0
No. 2
ditto (grazing  right) 37 3 4
Mantuan Downat ... 313 19 0
ditto (grazing  right) 127 13 2
Lenton Downs ... 141 0 0
ditto (grazing  right) 100 19 7
Fort Cooper North 246 8 0
ditto (grazingright) 141 16 6
Rochedale ... .. 61 5 0
ditto (grazing right) 22 0 8
Broadmere... ... 102 18 0
ditto (grazing right) 12 18 9
66
290
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Polio.
139 131 L
72 132
67 247
95 248
4 327
1 328
103 239
814 240
2562 191
2254 192
12 19
23 20
29. 65
35- . 66
39$ 329
392 330
1094 43
118 44
12 193
12 194
44 249
42 250
70 7
0 66 8
55 345 221
184 60 244 222
70 25 95 205
73 59 132 206
13 6 19 243
4 2 6 244
39 21 60  141B
454 0 454. 142
38 24 62 287
311 311 63 288
64 7 71 23
23 131 362 245
10 3 13 246
99 18 117 67
1111 34 1451 68
35 15 50 89
35 15 50 90
126 86; 2121 201
121 431 164; 202
684 0 684 13
101 9 110 14
59 1 60 59
364 74 434 60
22 2 24 271
8 3 11 272
172 20 192 47
135 10 145 48
151 0 151 51
117 0 117 52
25 23 48 275
35 28 63 276
89 71 160 225
71 68 139 226
18 10 28 283
21 21 42 284
12 5 17 303
11 6 17 304
20 3 23 145
36
2411
203
117;
102
176
138;
49
44
739
25;
19 55 146
661 308 325
112 315 326
31 1484 137
28 130 138
18 194 53
10 1481 54
14 63 179
13 57.. 180
50 1231 211
39; 651 212
„
„
„
„
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0
271n
89
265n
293
249n
308n
305n
Lalor, Wm. ... ...
ditto ... ...
Lea, Robert ... ...
ditto ...
Little, J. and T. ...
Lock, Peut, and Camp-
bell
Lord, William
286n' Mackay, E. K. ...
312 di! to .
202n l Mackay, Milson, and
Milson
84 1 ditto ..
292n Maclean, William H....
317n! Malvern Hills Pastoral
Company, Limited
90 ditto ... ...
296n1i Matheson, D.... ...
218n1 ditto
268n  Mayne, W. C. ...
204n'  Menzies,  A. ... ...
87 ditto
215n  Menzies ,  Dunsmure, and
Dunsmure
314 ditto .. ...
313n , Moffatt, R. G. ...
210n Murphy,  F., F. R., and
A. D.
70 ditto  . ...
315n McDonald , A. B. ...
82 ditto ...
370 McDonald,  P. F. ...
310n ditto ... ...
81 ditto ... ...
311n ditto ... ...
312n McLennan ,  D. (Execu-
tors of)
314n McLennon, L.
156n Peberdy, E. E.
307nPerrott , Allen;..
298n Pfitzenmaier, L. ...
306 ditto ... ...
269n  Presho, J. J.... ...
244n Robertson and Stuart...
295n  Rolfe , J. H. ...
257n  Royds , C. J. and E. M.
85 ditto ...
274n  Scott , Andrew (Execu-
tors of late)
289 ditto ... ...
281n Shannon , John ...
306n Shannon ,  J., and Fox,
Geo.
659 Smith ,  Charles ...
194n ditto ... ...
318n Smith. C., and King,
W. R. and R. N.
309n  South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company
83 ditto ... ..0
LIST OF  RUNS-- continued.
sun.  Rent
LEIC  HHARDT- continued.
Myall Downs ... 199 10 0
ditto (grazing right )t 50 10 0
Bathampton ... 11 10 0
ditto (grazing right ) 8 10 0
Redcliffe ... .. 95 14 0
ditto  (grazing  right)  125 9 6
Modewarra  No. 2+t$t 17 4 8
Spring Stmi ion 13 15 0
ditto (grazing right ) 10 0 0
Tierawoomba .. 87 10 0
ditto (grazing right ) 37 14 0
Huntley ... ... 95 0 0
ditto (grazing right )  36 8 9
Wandoo ... ... 14 9 8
ditto (grazing right) 14 9 8
Marmadillo ... ...  32 4 0
ditto (grazingright)t  70 3 4
A shfield ... ... 16 1 3
ditto (grazing right) 12 0 0
Olinda 7 10 0
ditto (grazing right) 5 12 6
Ghinghinda  ...  157 10 0
ditto (grazingi'right) 79 12 10
Langton .. 68 8 0
ditto (grazing right) 32 12 6
Cotherstone... ... 306 16 0
ditto (grazing right) 147 3 11
St. Catherine ... 44 0 0
ditto (arrears) 11 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 4 0 0
Arcturus Downs ... 195 0 0
ditto (grazing  right) 93 18 6
Grosnevor Downst 153 15 0
ditto (grazing right) 32 17 1
Columbria 36 9 0
ditto (grazing right) 16 16 0
Fernlees .. . 116 13 4
ditto (grazing  right)t 57 1 3
Coreen ... 19 11 6
ditto (grazing right) 15 4 6
Ingle Downs 64 16 9
ditto (grazing right) .34 5 0
Dulverton No. 1 .. 16 10 0
ditto (grazingright) 9 0 0
Coorah ... .. 14 14 8
ditto (grazing  right) 13 0 0
Spring Water ... 18 0 0
ditto (arrears) 14 0 0
ditto (grazing  right) 1 5 0
Columba ... 38 14 11
ditto (grazing  right)
Reedy Creek ... 48 7 6
ditto (grazing right) 15 2 1
Ludwig+t$t ... 61 17 6
Castle Vale No. 2 ... 17 10 0
ditto (grazing right) 17 10 0
Juandah 399 0 0
ditto (grs zing right)t 110 10 0
Goongarry ... 375 4 0
ditto (grazing right) 193 10 4
Saltbush Park ... 106 14 0
ditto (grazing right) 35 11 8
Saltbush Park No. 5 16 18 5
dittc (grazing  right) 8 3 9
Lower Palm - tree 16 16 0
Creek No. 2
ditto (grazing  right) 15 18 6
Fernyside ... ... 56 0 0
ditto (grazingright) 49 0 0
Lower Palm-tree 16 16 0
Creek No. 1
Gordon Downs ... 281 4 0
ditto (grazing  right) t 64 15 11
[27TH  JULY, 1897.
Estimated Area in
square Mile.
Avail-
aDie.
Una-
vaiiaDie. Total.
Una !brio.
133 94 227 187 L
802 35 11151 188
111 0 111 41
81 0 81 42
87 0 87 125
104  18 122 126 „
31$  0 313 5
11 5  16 199
10 4  14 200
621 19 811 143
552 12 671 144
38 0 38 15
32 0  32 16
101 2  122 253  „
104 2  121 254
28 28 56 61
63 28 91 62
15 15 30 97
16 9 25 98
71 5 121 95
„
72 5 122 96
„
135 6 141 167
115 14 129 168
32 0 32 27
„
224 0 224 28 „
236 71 307 71
199  75 274 72
44 44 88 297 „
16 16 32 298 „
130 72; 2021 55
„
84 6 90 56
246 6 252 17
98 0 98 18
„
27 0 27 117 „
28 5 33 118
56 5 61 279
1018 112 2138 280
142 5 192 331
141 5 192 332
91 66 157 267
53 47 100 268
15 8 23 121
15 8 23 122
13 6 19 105
13 7 20 106
15 8 23 241
5 2 7 24264,81 641128; 229
92 3 121 230 „
45 14 59 177
„
25 11 36 178 „
33 12 45 209
171 124 30 319
„
174 21 20 320
„
266 180 446- 159
2152  781 294 160
268 90 358 215
„
1978 .84 2811 216
„
66 36 102 277
45 19 64 278
151 15 308 81 „
72 0 72 82
12 3 15 195
13  4 17 196
„
40  7 47  183
35  19 54  184
„
12 3 15 197
„
148 85 1233 69
758 10 858 70
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LIST  OF RIINS-- continued"
I'
Notbuated Area In
eanan  lcMW&
am Rew.
s, d.
LEICHHARJ) T-continued.
206n South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company
72 ditto ... ...
651 ditto ... ...
287n  ditto ...
366 Squire , J. H. ...  ...
297n Tait, Robert ...
308n Trust and  Agency Com-
pany
73 ditto ... ...
276n  ditto ... ...
317 ditto ... ...
220n Turnor , G. A.... ...
318n Tyson, James ...
91 ditto
221n  Watt, J. B.
250n  ditto ... ...
277n  Watt  and Cunningham
284n  ditto ... ...
201n  Weller, A. L. and K. M.
291n  Williams, Allan ...
303n ditto ...
357 Williams, Wm. ...
299n  Wilson, J. G. H. ...
218n ditto ... ...
213n Winter-Irving
Alison
and
100 ditto ... ...
146n Lomax , J. R ...
List
155n  Allan, Wm.
158n ditto
177n
210
165n
Blackadder 15 10 0
Avail- Uns-
ab>&  va11a
151
MARANOA.
Run held under " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
... Spring Waterhole I 25 0 0 50 150No. 2
of Runs held under the Crown Lands Acts of  1884  and
Australian Mortgage,
Land, and Finance
Company, Limited
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
168n Australasian Mortgage
and Agency Company
370 ditto ... ...
191"  ditto ... ...
119 ditto ... ...
168n ditto ... ...
247 ditto ... ...
180n Bank, Australian Joint
Stock
36n ditto
183n ditto ...
...
134n Bank of Australasia ...
212
24
ditto (grazing right ) 11 6 6 152 0 152 32
Leura  ...  155 12  8 161 212 1822 273
ditto  (grazing right )  82 5 0 88  152 103a 274
Clifton  ,.. 123 1 0 107 30 137 305
Wharton Creek  ... 27 0 0 30  17 47  317
ditto (arrears ) ... 4 10 0
ditto (grazing right) 18 0 0 30 23 53 318
Mourangee  ...  9 6 4 13 '12 172 2;13
ditto (grazing right )  0 12 6  22 1 32 294
Banana . .. ...  91 5 0  73  10 83 231
(ditto grazing right)' 30 16 3 624 37 994 232
M oura ... .. 118 9 0 103 68 171 223
ditto (grazingright )t 25 2 6 428 65 1078 224
Bolingbroke  72 0 0 32 9 41 107
ditto (grazing right) 25 11 8 32 7 39 108
Meteor and Albinia 416 10 0 238  5316
a
2912 99
Downs
ditto (grazing right) 119 5 7 891 48 1372 100
Leichhardt and May 126 10 0 92 62 154 113
Downs
ditto (grazing right) 74 13 4 78 63 141 114
Leichhardt Downs 33 15 0 27 262 531 129
No. 1
ditto (grazing right) 37 16 0 312 25 562 130
Rannes  ...  144 17 7 109 30 139 235
ditto (grazing right) 29 13 0 71 18 89 236
Fairview 26 16 0 24 18 42- 295
ditto (grazing right) 5 15 0 23 23 46 296
Crescendo+t+t 9 15 0 13 0 13 11
ditto (grazing right) 9 15 0 13 0 13 12
i Nebo... 9 5 4 8 9 17 49
1, ditto (grazing right) 6 0 0 10 9 19 50
Nebo North 11 0 0 22 10 :.2 261
ditto (grazing right) 6 0 0 24 20 44 262
Spring Creek No. 2 12 12 0 12 10 22 171
ditto (grazing right) 13 13 0 13 4 17 172
Collaroy ... ... 252 0 0 126 115 241 83
Orion Downs 27 10 0 11 62 172 91
ditto (grazing right) 27 6 10 201 0 20L 92Wealwandaugie ...  231 7  6 185a  185-11W 371 73
ditto (grazing  right) 161 9 9 180 56 236 74
Whyenbah ...  204 5 0 215
ditto (grazing right )  26 3 6 28
Boah ... 84 7 6 372 0
ditto (grazing right ) 45  15  8 372 0
Boombah  ... ... 172 0 0 86 0
ditto (grazing right )  30 15 5 322
Burgurrah 63 5 0 55
ditto  (grazing right )  49 18 9 684
Thomby  ... ...  143 0 0 143
ditto  (grazing right )  21 11 3 284
Newinga  ...  98 15 0 79
ditto  (grazing right) 32 18 2 584
Mugan  ... ...  117 10 0 94
ditto  (grazing right )  49 3 11 811
Albany Downs +t ... 234 15 0 2344
ditto  (grazing right )  1 113 19 4 139
Wycombe* t .. 23 6 8 20
ditto (grazing right )  12 1 8 20
Teeswater i t 83 12 0 76
ditto  (grazing right) 49 2 0 47
Tickencote  ... ... 66 0 0 60
ditto (arrears) 27 0 0
ditto (grazingright )  24 10 0 1 49
Tow.
Lands Folio.
151 31 L
100. 1 429 K 1
1886.
427 49 L
52 50
372 53
372 54
86 179
32$
60
76
178
180
115
116
141
402 142
125 99
61; 100
116 137
1098 138
2641 181
139 182
25 257
26 258
86 203
63 204
821 13
71 664 14
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LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Ew
LeP^".
£ Z
MARAN OA-continued.
160n Bank of Australasia  ...
271 ditto ...
132n ditto ...
112, ditto
130n ditto
124n ditto
204n
227
203n
137n
221
206n
115
138n
272
200n
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto g .. ...
ditto ... ... ditto( grazingright)ti 57
ditto ... ... Mitchell Downs ... 363
ditto ... ,, ditto(grazingright)f 148
ditto ... ... Tburrulgoonia 1949
ditto .., ditto (grazing right) 282
Bank, City, of Sydney Tomoo  ...  ... 438
ditto (arrears) 171
320 ditto ... ... ditto (grazingright) 169
213 ditto ... ... Thirsty Downs 93
214n
207n
ditto (arrears) ... 30
Bank,  Commercial Com - N.lugrugulla... ..  62
pang, of Sydney, Ltd. ditto (grazing right) 46
ditto ... ... Cuoygah or Booligar 31
172n  ditto
198 ditto
17n ditto
201n  ditto
330 ditto
189n ditto
106n ditto
114n ditto
214n Bank of
Wales
166n
281
192n
ditto
ditto
ditto
189n ditto
186n ditto
199 ditto
210 ditto
109 ditto
183n ditto
175n ditto
,., Bollon ..
,., ditto (grazing right)
... Retreat .. :..
... ...
... ...
... ...
... ...
40n Bank , Queensland
National
164n ditto
33n ditto ... ...
63n ditto
203 ditto ...
182n Bank, Royal, of Queens-
land
338 ditto . , .
114n ditto ... ...
174n  Bank, Union, of Aus-
tralia
163n
-214 dittoditto
...
Run. Rent.
Brenda  ... ... 1 333
ditto (grazing right) 57
Mount Pleasant tttt 44
ditto  (grazing right) 23
Tullundunna North 30
ditto  (grazingright) 5
.,. ... Salamis  ... ... 12
ditto (grazing  right) 7
.., Wallahella ... ... 37
ditto (grazing right) t; 12
... Combarngo ... ...  1  72
ditto (grazing right) 43
... Brucedale ... ... 56
182Coo oon
ditto (grazing right) 23
Wild Morse  Plains... 108
ditto (grazing right) 26
Homeboin ... ... 462
ditto (arrears) .. 67
ditto (grazing right) 118
Morocco+t ... 103
.., ditto  (grazingright)t 30
Grassmere +t .. 140
...
South
ditto (grazing right) 37
Mount Lonsdale 90
ditto (grazing right) 11
Triangle *t ... ... 5
Hazlemount ... 87New
ditto (arrears)
ditto (grazing right)
Ularunda+t ...
ditto (grazing right)
Tyrconnell Downs...
ditto (arrears)
ditto (grazingright)
Chadford
ditto( azingright)t
Bonus  Downs+t
ditto (grazingright)
Crystal Brook ...
ditto (arrears) ..
ditto (grazingright)
Mona ... ...
ditto (arrears)
ditto (grazing right)
Kilmorey
ditto (arrears)
ditto (grazing right)
Dulbydilla ...
ditto (arrears) .
ditto (grazing right)
Clifton+t
ditto (grazing right)
Merivale ..
ditto (grazing right)
Drysdale Ponds+t ...
[27TH JULY, 1897.
Estimated Area ba
Square Miles.
Avail
able.
Una
vallable.Total.
Lands Folio
0 139 0 139 73 L
11 63; 0 63,  74
8 38 3 41  7  „
0 23 2 25 8
0 30 7; 372 233
0 10 22 121- 234
0  12.1 0 122  227
0  122 1 0 121  228
0  232 62 30  37
5 238 112 39„ 38 „
9 574 162 744 65 „
9 764 48 1244 66
0  352 10 452  35
6  149 83 232  31
4  145 64 149 32
0 363 902 4532
6 2394 112 3514 4
6  12311364 1268; 41
0 730; 1154 846 42
0  428 29 457  275A
0
6 273; 24 2974 276
0 93 7 100 276A
7
0 25 0 25 47
3 25 0 25 48
0  121 0 122  127
8 122 0 122 128
„
0 70 0 70 109
11 48 0 48 110
5 4504 0 4504 261
4
3 2634 144 278 262
0 83 10 93 273
5 572 10  671  274
0 160 234 1834 235
3 72 94 814 236
0 107 504 1574 5 „
3 36 15 51 6
6 7 2 9 2678
2 93; 0 932 125
0 354 2 372 117
4 104 0 104 118
0 119 112 1302 269
0
0 42 162 582 270
0 346 334 3794 237
6 1264 82 1344 238
0 189 822 2712 219
0
3 104 69 173 22040 15 ;15 30 1
8 22 0 22 2
0 174 61 235 199 to
0 71 5 76 200
6  2372 152 253 167
8
6 1262 17 1432 168
2 3621 1014 464 85 „
6
6  1334 444 1772  86
0 57 20 77 101
6
0 432 24 671 102
3 342 2 361 197
1
0  231 4 272  198 „
3 3642 81 445? 251 „
6 1352 31 1662 252
8 2154 24 2394 175
10 155 30 185 176
4 166 18 184 189
11 822 18 100, 190
0 34 124 461 267A
0 65 10 75 165
6
0 66 27 93 166 „
8 212 42 254 95
4 2282 552 284 96
0
13
17
17
14
4
6
0
15
10
35 10
8 16
107 2
23 16
33 12
311 8
93 2
207 18
9 9
69 1
30 0
16 6
147 18
35 10
273 2
20 15
84 13
389 19
181 7
75 1
96 I8
15 13
56 19
42 16
10 4
18 0
227 16
73 2
275 19
84 12
193 13
ditto (grazingright)t 33 1
Q uibet+, 1 28 1
Eddystone Vale ... 68 5
ditto (arrears) , 11 7
ditto (grazing right) 33 0
Forest Vale ... 337 8
ditto (grazing right) 1 113 1
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LIST OF  RUNT S-continued.
0
Run. Bent.
$ .. d.
195n Baker, E. B. ...
204n  Bays,  F. B. ...
122 ditto ... ...
193n ditto ...
135n
111212
112
211
102
157n
173n
170n
Bright, C. E. and R....
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Campbell, Wm. ...
ditto ...
Cameron, Dugald ...
182n Cameron, E. and X....
367 ditto .. ...
185n Cavanough, J. ...
187n ditto ... ...
59n ditto ...339 ditto ... ...
196n. ditto ... ...
188n Dalgety and Co. ...
195n ditto
171n ditto ... ...
131n ditto ... ...
156n Dangar, A. A.... ...
117 ditto ...
156n  Devine, P. E.... ...
121 ditto ... ...
138n Elder, Smith, and Co.
215 Ferrier, Duncan
176n Fitzgerald , T. L. N....
116 ditto ...
167n Fitzpatrick ,  Thos. ...
209n Goldsbrough, Mort, and
Co.
126 ditto ... ...
185n ditto ... ...
335 ditto ... ...
200n ditto ... ...
197 Hamilton, W.... ...
169n Hammond, A. D.
186n Heness, W.
358 ditto
161n ditto
124n Heness , W. and R. ...
357 ditto
34n Kissiker  and Finckner
203n Loder, H. G., and
Underwood, R. J.
127 ditto ... ..
208n  MacGregor, Dalrymple,
and McLean
208n ditto ...
105  ,  ditto
210 Marsh, W. and T.
181n
2)9
104
Marsh, W. ...
Moloney, J. P.
ditto  404
MARANOA- continued.
Bindebango"'t .. 70 0 0
ditto (grazi ng right) 42 12 1
Tinowon .. 33 15 0
ditto (grazing right)t 4 8 2
Yalebone+t ... 20 12 6
ditto (grazing right) 20 12 6
Euthulla No. I .. 225 15 0
ditto (grazing  right) 51 11 4
ditto No. 2 . 134 6 3
ditto (grazingright)t 0 0 4
Amby Downs 106 13 6
ditto (grazingright)t 24 19 8
Warkon ... ... 73 15 0
Murilla ... ... 146 5 0
Camlet ... .. 41 5 0
ditto (grazing  right) 8 10 0
Foyle View*t ... 136 10 0
ditto (grazingright)t 44 12 0
Waterloo ... .. 68 16 1
ditto (grazing right) 32 17 6
Rookwood 46 15 0
ditto (grazing right) 28 6 8
Perwell ... 20 8 10
ditto (grazingright) 14 10 1
Bona Vista ... ... 53 10 0
ditto (grazing right) 15 15 0
Annie Vale 72 0 0
ditto  (razing  right) 23 0 0
Elmina+t 149 7 0
ditto (grazing right) 47 1 6
Talawanta  ... .. 166 0 0
ditto (grazing  right) 55 0 0
Tala ... ... ... 108 0 0
ditto ( razing right) 12 0 0
Noorindoo ... 78 0 0
ditto (grazing right)t 4 0 5
Springrove ... 41 11 3
ditto (grazing  right) 16 11 7
Glenearn+t*t ... 332 9 6
Yancey .. ...  5 6 3
ditto (grazing  right) 4 5 0
ditto (arrears ) ... 1 11 10
Moongool ... 36 5 0
ditto (grazing right) 27 12 5
Charlton ... ... 81 15 5
ditto (arrears ) .. 13 7 0
ditto (grazingright) 38 7 6
Weribone ... ... 168 6 0
ditto (grazing right)t 77 8 7Willarie ...  98 15 0
ditto(grazing right) 58 10 11
Boatman+t ... .. 368 10 5
ditto (grazing right) 58 0 0
Bindebango West ... 120 13 3
ditto (arrears) .. 36 18 8
ditto (grazing right) 40 13 4
Tilquin  ...  64 7 6
ditto (grazingright) 23 10 0
Bendee Downs  ...  172 11 3
ditto (graz ing right)ti 14 14 6
Mulga Downs 160 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 12 10 0
Bonna Vonna 211 10 0
ditto (grazing right)t 24 4 3
Hillside ... ... 24 0 0
ditto (arrears) ... 6 0 0
Warroo or Byan 35 0 0
Bunno
ditto (;razing right) 3 1 11
Redford  ...  247 10 0
ditto (grazing right); 183 13 4
Bindango ... 63 8 9
ditto (grazingright) 37 9 6
Idillsborough+t ... , 96 12 0
ditto (grazing right)  1  62 15 0
P owrunna+t ... 19 12 0
ditto (grazing right) 8 10 0
Bendeniere ... ... 103 7 4
ditto (grazing right) 36 8 6
[27TH JULY, 1897.
Estimated Area in
bquare Miles.
Avail-
able.
7065
214
15
15
129
834
76;
161 1
624
29$
59
117
33
171131
804
49
35
31,
21
11114
631261-60
31
206
73
83
50
72
24
60
8s
334
201
2142
4141
29
484
664
541
931
861
79
751
4651
116
981
181
511
261
1251
52
128
50
188
69
24
Una-
vailable Total.
Lands Folio.
5 75 249 L
10 75 250
3 30 61
24 451 62612 211 263
62 212 264
45 174 21
30 113; 22
29 1064 4331  471 44
54 68 924A- 542 1015  74 63
41 158 1110  33 149
0 17 150
24; 133 19313f-  94 19411  60 2115 40 212
8 42 22110  31 2220  11 1950 14 196
14 671 253
321 254
16 76 2259  40 226
37  243 247
23 96 248
41 8722 159
0  50 160
0  72 153
0  2 t 154
122 721 5912  2()4 6041j 57
11 211 58
501 265 39
41 81 121
41 81 1224
51 341 67
24 724 68
41 71 133
61 601 134 „
15 1081 87 01
271 114 88 „
31 110 105
16 914 106
86 5511 271 ff
4 120 272
0 981 265
32 501 266 ,f
15 661 143
„
0 261 144
„
0 1251 215
0 52 216
20 148 83
10 60 84
131  2011 97
101 791 98
8 32 217
0 20 151 „
0 5 1 152 to
63 228 173 to
51 196 174
44 41 27
91 411 28 ff
31  721 1191
2 701 192
0 28 187
5 22 188
47  11311,33 ,,
5 3813! 34
20
54
165
145
36;
324
69
681
28
17
6661
33111
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205n Moloney, J. P. ...
298 ditto ...
133n Menzies and Douglas...
159n` McConochie, John ...
194n! McCormack, P. ...
231 ditto ... ...
18n McManus, Mary A....
201n' McMicking, Robt.
340 ditto
169 New Zealand Loan and
Mercantile Agency
Company, Limited
216 Nicholson, Eleanor ...
164n Penhallurick, J. M., D.,
and W.
100n, ditto ... ...
167n Peel River Land and
Mineral Company
174n! Queensland Investment
and Land Mortgage
Company
215 ditto
206n' Rayner, B.
194n ditto
157n1 Richards, B.
348 1 ditto
32n Ryrie, J. C.
356 ditto
78n ditto
196n ditto ...
207n' Scottish  Australian  In-
vestment Company
114 ditto ,.. ...
158n- ditto .., ...
212 . ditto ... ...
123 ditto ... ...60n ditto ... ,.,
211 ditto ... ...
187n Smith, A. C. ...
118n Smith, S. S. ...
176n Smith, G. and W. ...
191n1 Smith, W. S. ,., ...
184n Smith, John ...
213 South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company
106 ditto ... ...
175n,  ditto ... ...
205n
341
202n
166n
170n
ditto
ditto .. ...
Tate, George (executors
of late)
Tom, C. P. and A. P.
Trust and Agency Com-
pany of Australasia
ditto ,,.108
.216
118
193
269
190
161
211
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto .., ...
ditto ,,,
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Avail-
able.
Estimated Ares in
Square  Miles.
Run. Rent.
MARANO&- continued.
Muggleton  ... ... 109 0
ditto (grazing right)  11 0
Eurella  ... ... 40 12
Coomburrah ...  294 5
ditto (grazingright) 23 10
Fairfield+t ... ..  28 2
ditto (grazing right)  8 15
Cytherea*t ... 53 2
ditto (grazingright) 48 0
Cashmere4t... ... 189 10
ditto (grazing  right) 106 7
Woolerina ... ... 574 7
ditto (grazing right) 120 19
Forest  DownsWest+t 51 9
Tooloombilla 110 10
ditto (grazing right) 81 2
Havelock .. ... 26 8
ditto (arrears) 9 12
ditto (grazing  right) 16 4
Currawilliaghi  ... 335 10
Canmaroo ... . ...
ditto (grazing right)
143 15
107 9
Rockybankt ... 95 17
Trinidad ... ... 13 10
Pauonia+t ... ... 20 12
Cawildi+t+t ... 264 0
ditto(grazingright)l{
Bendena+t ... ... 234 11ditto (grazirigright)t 35 0
Tongy+t ... ...  217 6
ditto (grazing right) 78 18
Yunnerman ... ... 52 0
ditto (arrears) .. 31 4
ditto (grazingright) 8 5
Mount Abundance 205 4
ditto(grazingright)t 65 4
Fernlee ... ... 243 0
ditto (arrears)  ...  22 10
ditto (grazing right) 46 5
Warroonga ... 196 0
ditto (grazing right) 83 6
Moorindoorah ... 71 19
ditto (arrears) 26 8
ditto (grazing right) 12 16
Yancho North ... 42 17
ditto (arrears)  ...  12 5
ditto (grazing right) 10 0
Armadilla+t ... 90 0
Mungulla+t ... ... 57 15
Stewart's Creek+t ... 63 12
ditto (grazingright) 40 3
Orallo No. 2+t 20 12
ditto (grazingright) 19 18
Spring Waterholo 30 0
No. 1+t
Blythedale ...  138 13
ditto(grazingright)t 25 2
Warrong .. 153 0
ditto (grazingright) 36 5Wallumbilla 115 0
ditto (grazing right)t; 27 11
Murra Murra ... ` 294 5
ditto (grazingright) 54 10
Mount Moffatt 85 0
ditto (grazingright) 28 10
Bullamon ... ...11092 0
ditto (grazing  right)t 437 11
Noondoo .. ... 11321 17
ditto  (gazing right)t
Wagoo+t ...
ditto (grazing right)
Gnoolooma ...Cabbie  ... ...
ditto  (grazing right)
216 16
119 9
75 4
258 17
701 4
226 2
[27TFr JULY, 1897.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folto.
0 72 31 103 19 L
0 33 14 47 20
6 164 134 30 11
0 214 62 276 77
0 47 28 75 ! 78
6 221 10 323 245
0 101 10 201246
0 59 7 66 207
0  57 2  59 208
491 2306  180 213$1  150; 10  160-214
0  547 255 802 145
4  2233 59 2822 146
0  49  13 62 214A
0 65  48  113 103
0 541  232 78 104
0 24 24 48 81
0
0 18 17 35 82
0 122 0 122 129
0 115 72 187 163
7 98 541  1521 164
2  602 29 89; 45
0  10 0 10 23
6  15 0 15 243
0  j 132 201 1521 51
24 9 33 62
10 3294 76 4054 `255
0 '126 331 1591 256
11 2671 0 2671 201
6 1041 0 : 1041 202
0 52 0 52 259
0
0 161 0 161 260
0 108 38 146 17
4 69; 244 931 18
0 180 482 2282 75
0
0  921  45 1.371 76
0  98 28 126 15
6  71 11 821 16
5  554 12 701 139
10
10  21;  0 214 140
6  35  5 40 157
0
0  20 3 23 158
0  90 93 991 223
0 55 10 65 229
0 53 10 63 171
11 32 11 43 172
6 161 2 183 177
9 161 6 221 178
0 60 15 75 209
9 794 43,- 122$ 25
ti
5 434 21  644 26
0 153 78 231 169
0 891 461  136 170
0 572 301 88 ! 29
9  318 28;  608 30
0  214 10 224 135
0  109 0 109 136
0  85  52  137 123
0  48 32 80 121
0  546 47 593 147
10  4408 148 6888 148
6  5284 0 5284 93
7 2241 0 2243 94
4  56 12 68 241
1  528 8 I 60-' 242
6 109 10 119 89
4 295; 0 2954 55
11 1814 611 2424 56
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LIST OF RUNS- cowtiw..i.
I
low".
£ s. d.
MARANOA- continued.
171 Trust and Agency Com- Hollymount 70 0 0
pany of Australasia ditto (grazing  right) 45 0 0
173 ditto Gulnarbar ... ... 422 3 9
194 ditto ditto (grazing right) 264 7 7
197 ditto ... Collyben ... .. 104 9 3
205 ditto ... ditto (grazing right) 15 2 6
159 ditto ... Weeyan ... ... 51 9 0
ditto (grazingright) 34 10 0
160 ditto Doondi 345 7 6
204 ditto ditto (grazing right) 11 ...
69n Verner, E. W. Womblebank .. 222 0 8
213 ditto ... ditto (grazingright)t 86 8 1
162n ditto ... Tunis .. .. 114 0 0
212 ditto ... ... ditto (grazing  right) 68 6 9
165n Vickery, E. Kooroon ... ... 160 0 0
ditto (grazingright) 143 14 2
172n  ditto Fairymount 30 0-0
ditto (grazing right) 23 2 6
190n Winten, J. A. and R. J. Lussvale ... 12916 0
302 ditto ... ... ditto (grazing  right)t 29 8 6
188n ditto ... ... Abbieglassie 80 8 9
311 ditto ... ditto (grazing  right)t 32 4 1202s Wilson, G. H. and G. R. South Teelba ... 26 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 26 0 0
[27TH JULY, 1897.
XrUNmkUA Aia d
own" xUM
70
60
2414
353;
681
134
49
35
1539
13
1314
103476
751
128
1431
48
37
118
60
581
464
26
26
Ian& ann..
161 861 155 L
10 70 156
164 258 161
711 424; 162
0 681 107
0 134 108
0 49 69
4 39  70
0 1531 71
0 13 72
344 1651 91
424 1461 92
0 76 79
0 754 80
38 166 131
37 1801 132
24 72 119
18 55 120
38 156 239
25 85 240
44 634 231
6 514 232
10 36 113
10 36 114
MITCHELL.
List of Runs held under "The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
396n Allan, J. T. ...
407n ditto ...
441n ditto ...
92n  ditto ...
23n ditto ...
56n ditto ...
57n  ditto .. ...
279 Atherton ,  Rebecca ...
88n Australasian Invest-
ment Company ,  Limited
408n ditto ... ...
73n ditto ... ...
436n ditto ... ...
430n ditto
180n Bank of Victoria, Ltd.
416n ditto ... ...
416n ditto ... ...
417n ditto ... ...
417n ditto ... ...
418n ditto ... ...
436n ditto .. ...
85 Bertram , C. C. ,..
469 Briggs ,  Charles (legal
representatives of)
398n ditto ... ...
469 ditto .. ...
93n Buechel , F. W. ...
186n Christison ,  Robert .
433n Gordon ,  Stewart, and
433n
Blackwood
ditto ... ...
434n ditto ... ..
85 . Law Debenture Cor-
poration, Limited
86 ditto ... ...
89 ditto ... ...
113 ditto
76n  Morehead, B. D. ...
60n Mclvor, George ...
183n Pfitzenmaier, Louis ...
407n  Skuthorpe ,  R., junr....
187n Tolson , J. ... ...
150a ditto ... ...
152n  ditto ... ...
194 Trust  and Agency Com-
pany
391 Turnbull and Hawthorn
392 ditto ... ...
468 ditto ... ...
442 ditto ... ...
Maryvale  ...  ... 37 10 0
Ellen Vannin 18 15 0
ditto  No. 2  26 12 6
Anthony ... ...  20 5 0
Champion  .. ...  50 5 0
ditto No. 1 ... 53 5 0
ditto  No.  2 ... 18 15 0
Lance  Vale ...N ... 25 0 0
Glen Bower o.1 ... 18 15 0
ditto No. 2 ... 2210 0
-Eugowra .. ...  18 15  0
Pretty Plains ... 25 5 0
The Springs ... 18 15 0
Gilgunyah ... ... 20 0 0
Strath•connan No. 1 18 15 0
ditto No. 2  18 15  0
ditto  No. 3  18 15 0
ditto  No. 5  18 15  0
ditto  No. 6  18 15  0
ditto No.  7 18 15  0
Swan Vale No. 5 ... 10 0 0
Lake Dunn ... 25 10 0
Dunn No. 1 ... 22 10 0
Chance No. 2 ... 27 15 0
Hollywood ...  18 15 0
Spot ... ... 16 0 0
Stamfordham ... 75 0 0
ditto No. 2 75 0 0
ditto  No. 4  5 12 6
Topsail ... ... 37 10 0
Halliards  ... ... 37 10 0
Jib ... ... ... 37  10 0
Boom  ... ... 19 6 3
Naughton Green  ...  22 10 0
Forlorn Hope  ...  15 0 0
Lisnafunshion No. 1 28  10 0
Maryvale  No. 2 ... 24 0 0
Nankeroo ... ... 12 10  0
Fleetwood  ... ...  23 10 0
Barolin . .. ... 26 5 0
Pittsburg ... ... 22 0 0
Kurleea No. 1. ... 40 10 0
ditto No. 2 ... 41 5 0
ditto No.  3  ... 37 10 0
Opposition ... ... 13 10 0
50 -34 84 24 K 3
25 25  50 25
359 20  55; 125
27 261  531 233
67 461  1134 167
71 35 12 1069 191 „
25 101  351 192
50 22  72 61 K 4
25 3 28 16 K3
30  10 40 18 „
25  7 32 200
501  50 1001 113
25 121 371 22
40 28 68 30 K4
25 25 50 69 K3
25 25 50 70 „
25 25 50 71
25 25 50 73
„
25 25 50 74
isIt
25 0 25 114
„
20 0 20 218
34 34 68 197
30 231 531 97
„
37  30 67 170
25  10 35 235
32  20 52 42 S4
100  0 100 77 K3
100  0  100 88
7;  0 71 94 „
50  50 100 219
50 50 100 220 „
50 50 100 227
254 0 254 252 „
30 30 60 205
20 0 20 198
57 361 939 36 K 4
32 17 49 61 K 3
25 11' 36 43 K 4
47 23 70 28
521 40 921 29
44 381 82 54. „
54 204 744 105 K3
55 11 66 106 7,
50 4 54 155 „
18 1 0 18 137
„
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LIST OF RUNS- continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lessee.
I
Run. Rent. Land Polio.
s. d.
Avail- 1 Una-
able. 11 vailable. Total.
MITCHELL- continued.
List  of Runs held  under the Crown  Lands Acts of  1884  and  1886.
379a Australian and New I Barenya
Zealand Mortgage
Company, Limited
277 ditto ...
374n  ditto ...
449 Australian Mortgage,
Land,  and Finance
Company, Limited
130 ditto
393n Bank of Australasia ...
140  ditto ...
401n ditto ...
159 ditto
403n ditto ... ...
360n Bank, Commercial Com-
pany of Sydney, Ltd.
360n ditto ... ...
257 ditto .. ...
373n Bank. London, of Aus-
tralia
151 ditto ...
370n Bank of New South
Wales
147 ditto ... ...
425n  ditto ... ...
404n ditto ... ...
297n  ditto ... ...
395 ditto ... ...
462 ditto ... ...
450 ditto ...
358n Bank, Queensland
National
139 ditto ... ...
450 ditto ... ...
284 ditto .. ...
460 Bank, Union, ofAustralia
435 Bank of Victoria, Ltd.
282 ditto ... ...
461 Bertram, C. C.
262 ditto ...
362 Christison, R....
144 ditto
359n Clarke, Sir W. J.
280 ditto ...
463 ditto ...
153 ditto ...
452n Cory, Cory, and Execu-
trix and Executors of
the late J. Taylor
359 ditto .
371 Dalgety and Co. ...
241 ditto ... ...
449n  ditto ... ...
313 ditto ... ...
373 ditto ... ...
279 ditto .
370n Dickson, Leslie, Leslie,
and Leslie
... ... 555 0
ditto (grazing  right) 39 1
Oakley ... 268 10
ditto (grazing  right) 68 18
Alice Downs ... 492 4
ditto (grazing  right)fI 25 16
Greendale .. ... 101 4
ditto (grazing  right)t 11 6
Tambo .. 76 9
ditto (grazing right) 20 2
Mount Pleasant 46 1
ditto (grazing right) 18 15
Windeyer ... ... 234 18
ditto (arrears) ... 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 73 15
Mount Enniskillen... 380 12
ditto (grazing  right)t 104 18
Rodney Downs ... 210 0
ditto (grazing right) 22 12
Mexico*t'*t ... 285 18
ditto (grazing right) 26 8
Eastmere ... 233 2
ditto (grazing right) 53 0
Texas 51 12
ditto (grazing right) 13 0
Bloomfield ... 78 15
ditto (grazing right) 17 16
Mexico North*t*t... 36 10
Burgoyne ... ... 87 2
Happy Valley ... 54 14
Edwinstowe ... 116 7
ditto (grazing right) 17 6
Westland .. 930 0
ditto (grazing right)f 183 15
Sunny Hills ... 55 10
Ruthven 806 17
ditto (grazing right)f 141 10
Swan Vale ... 46 11
ditto (grazing right) 5 11
Lammermoor  ...  609 0
ditto (grazing right) 42 11
Culloden ...  ... 350 11
ditto(grazingright)t 0 9
Stainburn Downs 187 4
ditto (grazing right) 0 15
Tocal ... ... 947 16
ditto(grazingright)f 184 3
Maneroo  ... ...  474 15
ditto (grazing right) 40 5
Lovat Downs ... 268 16
clitto(grazing right)t 29 0
Kensington Downs 793 ] 3
ditto (grazing right) 100 6
Lerida ... ... 100818
369 ditto ...  ditto (grazingright)t 138 11
405n Du Croz and Fitch- Claret .. 121 2
Kemp ditto (grazing right) 23 0
406n ditto Home Creek 657 16
142 ditto ditto (grazing right)t 3 18
456n ditto Barcaldine .. 616 8
131 ditto ditto (grazing right)
455n ditto Bimerah .. 724 3
244 ditto ditto(grazingright)t 130 5
458 Elder, Smith, and Swan Welford Downs .. 1373 6
ditto (grazingright) 462 2
467 Fairbairn, Stephen ... Beaconsfield ... 1 788 0
434n Feez, A. ... ..a Rosedale .. ' 33 9
152 ditto ditto (grazing right) 0 19
456n ditto ... ... Garfield*f ... ... 34 18
33
0 1 300 1 0 1300 81 L
10 964 36 1132-1 82 of
6 467 0 467 95 tt
9 1524 0 152; 96 tt
0 214 61 275 9
5 464 64 1101 10 t,
0 44 22 66 35
„
11 132 0 132 36 „
0 344 222 574 31 to
11 244 22 464 32 t,
3 67 8 75 127 of
0 25 0 25 128 tt
9 179 146 325 43 „
9
10 111 63 174 44 tt
6 2172 1672 385 45
2 1671 107 2741 46
0 105 0 105 91
10 364 0 364 92 ,t
2 326; 65 3914 75B it
11 1004 7 107; 76 tt
0 833 9 342 139 tt
0 106 192 1252 140 to
0 72 13 85 129 it
0 26 5; 313 130 t,
0 35 204 55; 1 t,
3 234 9 321 2 of
7 414 103 524 75A
,t
0 134 12 146 3 ,t
4 67 30 97 147 tt
0 179 41 220 27  „
2 67 32 99 28
0 465 0 465 143
9 2512 0 2512 141
0 60 15 75 145 It
0 554 0 594 165 to
0 2612 0 2612 166 t,
6 46 20 66 173A if
4 12 93 211 174 „
0 420 24 444 59 „
8 861 0 864 60 tt
0 1812 0 1841 37 it
11 208 0 208 38
„
0 104 24  128  47  t,
10 11 16 174 48 to
0 677 12 689 151
6 3001 0 3001 152
0 211 30 241 113
0 362 0 362 114
0 168 15 183 141
1 754 0 754 142
0 429 0 429 89
2 2194 4 220 90
0 560 00 5602 69
9 2844 0 284-  .70
„
4 169 18 187- • 131 t,
0 46 11 57 132 to
0 299 61 360 61 tt
0 263 373 64 62 „
0 268 53 321 39 „
0 13 13 40
4 4443 15 4593 159 t,
3 1764 41 2174 160 it
4 1258 424' 1682 163 „
6 6424 77 7192 164 „
6 3754 0 3751 93
„
0 472 9 563 79 tf
1 5= 6 114 80 to
2 59 16  75 137 7,
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LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Run. Rent.
[27TH JULY, 1897.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lands Folio.
Avail-
able.
2 s. d.
463 Furber, Charles ...
157 ditto ... ...
369n Goldsbrough, Mort,
and Co.
404 ditto ... ...
287v Goldsbrough, Mort,
and Co.; Smith, R. B.;
and Niall, J. M.
361n ditto ... ...
333 ditto ..
361n Gordon, Stewart, and
Blackwood
363n ditto ... ...
154 ditto ... ...
377n  ditto ... ...
368 ditto ...
466 Harding, Eliz. M., and
Grice, J., Executrix
and Executor
226 ditto ... ...
471 Hutson, James ...
462n ditto ... ...
405n Langdon , W. H. ...
378n Lansdowne Pastoral
Company
246 ditto ... ...
473 ditto ... ...
246 ditto ... ...
455 Law Debenture Cor-
poration of London
160 ditto ... ...
459 ditto ... ...
375n  ditto ...
457n ditto ... ...
145 ditto ... ...
461 Mair ,  George ... ...
452 Mair and Learmouth
245 ditto ... ...
451n ditto ... ...
360 ditto472  Malvern Hills Pastoral
Company
465 Moffat,  J. H. and  R.
357 Murphy, A. D. ...
150 ditto
403n Murphy, F., F. R., and
A. D.
402n  Murphy ,  Jas., junr. ..,
129 ditto ...
446n  McIver ,  George ...
386n  New Zealand and Aus-
tralian Land Company,
Limited
MITCHELL- continued.
Strasburgh
ditto (grazingright)
Landsborough
Downs
ditto (grazing right)
Albion Valet
ditto (grazing right)
Delta ..
ditto (grazing right)
Evoraditto(grazingright)t
Saltern Creek ...
Saltern Creek North
ditto (grazing right)
Katandra ..
ditto (grazing right)'
Uanda ... ...
ditto  (grazing right )'
Spring N  ill ...
Boston No. 1
ditto (grazing  right)
Barcoorah*t
ditto (grazing  right)
Evesham ... ...
ditto (grazingright)
Evesham North ...
ditto (arrears)
ditto (grazing right)  jj
Terrick Terrick ...
ditto (grazing right)'
Emmet Downs  ...
ditto (grazing right)
Caledonia  ...
ditto (grazing right)
Lorne  ...
ditto (grazing right)
Campsie No. 7  ...
ditto (grazing right)
Corona  ...
ditto (grazingright)
Silsoe  ...
ditto(grazingright)t
Malvern Hills ...
Burra Burra . .
ditto (grazing  right)
Ravensbourne  ...
ditto (grazing right )'
Northampton Downs
Avington ...
ditto (grazing right )'
Clunie Creek ...
ditto (grazing  right)
Wellshot ... ...
376 Prior, T. de M.; Dar- Aberfoyle ...
vall, A . W.; and
Bartcn, C. H.
266 ditto ...
451n  Eyrie, 7. C. ...
263 ditto ... ...
467 ditto
387n Scottish Australian In-
vestment Company
265 ditto
402n South Australian Land
Mortgage  and Agency
Company
134 ditto .. ...
384n Spurway , W. B. P. ,..
136 ditto ... ...
ditto (grazing right)
Vergemont ...  ...
ditto (grazing right)
Warbreccan North...
Bowen Downs ...
ditto (grazing right)'
Boree Creek ...
ditto (grazingright)
Boongoondoo ...
ditto (grazing  right)
Una-
vailable. Total.
47 19 0 6821 21 892 77 L
12 4 0 30 9 39 78 „
231 0 0 132 20 152 67
31 5 0 622 224 85 68 „
33 10 0  67 66 133 135
11 0 0  22 22 44 136
223 10 0 298 97 395 19 „
37 4 0 124 0 124 20
239 8 0 228 36 264 53
41. 8 1 93 384 1314 54
477 5 0 207; 0 207; 51
690 15 0 307 6 313 63
0 8 8 64
1158 6 0 6432 0 6432 121 „
95 2 9 2152 0 2151 122
1060 4 0 8832 499 1382; 107
219 0 1 4704 5 4754 108
23 2 6 464 202 664 103A „
34 0 0 34 0 34 97 „
3 0 0 12 0 12 98
98 14 0 188 28 216 133 „
37 16 0 63 12 75 134594 14 0 313 0 313 123 „
38 10 5 43; 0 434 124 „
640 6 0 337 11 348 124A
6 1 4
684 0 684 124B
952  17 6 -423-1 43 4662 21
55 12 11 191$ 552 2468 22
248 9 2 178 5 183 169 „
75 16 0 100 0 100 170 „242 16 8 376 0 376 99
26 12 6 1062 0 106; 100 „
351 0 0 157 47 204 23
.. 0 21 21 24 „
25 10 0 17 5 22 71 „
6 15 0 9 3 12 72
528 0 0 352 5 357 149 „
188 16 3 179 25 204 150
310 1 0 234 5 239 153
27 3 3 768 7 838 154
779 12 3 3314 69 400; 33 to
52 10 0 30 30  60 15 „
2 10 0 10 10  20 16 „
441 0 0 210 112 322 25
85 2 3 1221 35  1674 26
618 4 0 281 165  446 17 „
543 8 0 247 25  272 29
63 6 11 1414 28  1694 30
28 8 0 48 12  60 85
8 0 0 16 4  20 86
2993 8 0 1247; 0  1247; 111
258 8 0 272 195 467 105
102 10 0  115 0 115 106
425 19 5  5354 2124 748 155
131 12 0  184 10 194 156
167 5 4  155 22 177 162.k
3704 0 0  1852 423; 22752 41
57 1 1  678 36 1038 42
76 10 0  34 34 68 7
6 2 6  51 13 192 8 „
91 10 0 1521-814 2334 124j  8 14 .0  361- 15 512. 126 „
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LIST OF  RUNS -continued.
14
BuL  Rent.
£ 8, d.
369n Stuart, Stuart, and
McCaughey
278 ditto  ...  ...
362n ditto ... ...
207 ditto  ...  ...
464 Taylor Estate Com-
pany, Limited
464 Tolson, James ...
377n;  Trust and Agency Com-
pany of Australasia
470 ditto
143 ditto
401n ditto
137 ditto
466 ditto
156 ditto
453 ditto
MITCHELL- continued.
Ludgate Hill ... 126 18 0
ditto(grazing right)
Rockwood .
ditto, (grazing right)
Mount Marlow .,
ditto (grazing right)
Spring Hill East ,,,
Cameron Downs .,
ditto (grazingright)
Isis Downs
2111  0 2111173 L
11 4 6 67; 0 67, 74
704 7 6 4021 154 4184 57
65 11 7 1381  2916 168 58
849 7 6 755 180 935 175
287 1 3  3821, 924 475 176
2 17 6 54 23 84 104A
349 12 0 184 24 208 119
39 10 0 79 8 87 120
683 2 0 297 58 355 13
ditto (grazingright)i 84 6
Coreena .. .. 1038 8
ditto (grazing right)f 73 17
Strathdarr ... 420 10
ditto (grazing right) 17 8
Warrnambool Downs 353 0
ditto (grazing right) 98 10
457n ditto ... ... Darr River Downs 1283 9
138 ditto ... ... ditto (grazing right)' 102 5
460 ditto ... ... Albilbah ... ... 436 16
300 ditto ... ... ditto (grazing right) 146 7
459 ditto ... ... Retreat ... ... 480 0
470 ditto  ...  , .
208 ditto ,,. ...
372 ditto ... ...
141 ditto ,,, ...
379 ditto .., ,.,
471 ditto .., .,,
128 ditto ...  ...
458 ditto ,,, ...
267 ditto ... ...
468 ditto , , .
453n Trustees, Executors,
and Agency Co., Ltd.
149 ditto ...
446 Union Mortgage and
Agency Company
ditto (grazing  right) 107 5
Estimated Area in
Squar e Miles.
lands Polio.
lJna- Total.
vailabie.
Avail-
able.
7 126; 29  155-16 14
0 649 104 753 55
1 2191 53  2721  56
6
8
0
2004 0 2004 117
311 0 311 118
3924 28 4201 157
197 424 2394 158
6754 0 6751 109
1971 0 1971 110
364 70 434 171
2014 54 2554 172
384 261  41016  167
143 0 143 168
Tower Hill ...  ...  273 0 0 2271 20 2471 49
ditto ( azingright)f 39 17 3 1284 221 1511 50
Green Hills .. 418 2 0 226 0 226 115
ditto (grazing right) 56 6 0 115; s 0 115ie 116
Gray Rock ... ... 9 12 6 194 64 26 83
Aramac ., 605 12 0 3781 74 4521 65
ditto (grazingright)t 26 7 1 274 12 393 66
Warbreccan  ...  2258 3 2 20921 281 23731 161A
ditto (grazing right)t 661 0 10 9821 19 10011 162
Warbreccan East ... 45 1 2 414 5 464 162B
Portland Downs 767 11 4 3261 40 3661 5
ditto (grazing right) 22 19 9 431 13 568 6
Adelong ... . , 17 5 0 23 0 23 87
ditto (grazing right )  6 15 0 13 ; 131 27 88
WARREGO.
List of Runs held under " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
445 Bank of Australasia ... Tickalara ... ... 56 5 0
446 ditto ... ... Woodburn ... ... 28 10 0
181 Bank, London, of Aus- Pan ... ... 18 15 0
tralia
130n Biddulph, W. J. ... Torres ... ... 13 0 0
425n1  New Zealand Loan and Arouca ... 32 5 0
Mercantile Agency Co.
446n , ditto ... Moonbria ... 26 5 0
75 1 25 100 201 K 2
38 131 514 225
25 6 31 209 K 3
26 161 421 191
43 5 48 227 K 2
35 17 52 229 „
List of Runs held under the Crown Lands Acts of  1884  and  1886.
453 Armytage , F. W. ...
188 ditto
437n Ashburn, J. C. M. (Ad-
470
460
432n
361
457
467
ministrator estate late
J. Ashburn)
ditto ...
Australian Mortgage,
Land, and Finance Co.
Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage Co..
ditto ... ...
Bank of Australasia ...
ditto ...
Thargomindah4tt .. 1061 3 0 1117 0 1117 127 L
ditto (grazing right)' 287 3 2 5128 0 5128 128
Hoganthul1a4tt ... 264 0 0 240 55 295 147
ditto (grazing right) 115 15 6 153  52 205  148
Waterless South ... 12 12 0 12 12 24 160A
Yarron Vale ... 468 1 0 4251 275 7001 63
ditto (grazing right) 185 7 6 3004 1771 478; 64
Caiwarroo*t ... 669 19 9 589 0 589 133
ditto (grazing right) f
Charlotte  Plains- ...
...  1 Beechal .
423n  ditto ,.,
261 ditto ,.. ,,,
406n ditto ,,.
301 ditto ... ...
455 ditto  ...  ...
461 ditto
163 ditto
ditto (gr azing right)
Mount Maria,tt ..
ditto (  razing right)
Angellala ,. ..
ditto (grazing right)
Calder Valelt ..
ditto (grazing right)
Burenda .
ditto (grazingright)t
188 12 0 2671 0 2671 134
588 10 0 389 0 389 71
616 0 0 560 245 805 55A
131 8 0 253 911 344',- 56
122 10 0 140 61 201 157
11 0 6 241 141 39 158
138 0 0 120 65; 1854 59
53 13 6 93 661 1591 60
22 5 1 241 71 32 161
3 4 0 10 3* 131 162
836 1 0 3631 1091 473 7
201 13 7 284 269 553 8
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LIST OF RIJiNS-conlint(ed.
x..
z
Lessee.
401n! Bank, Australian Joint IMinnie
Stock290  ditto ... ..I
405n ditto ... ...
191 ditto
457n  Bank, Commercial,  Com-pany, of Sydney, Ltd.
401n  ditto ...
438, ditto
193
'
ditto
454n1 ditto ... ...
189 ditto)
467 ditto ... ...
273 ditto ... ...
461 ditto ... ...
162 ditto ... ...
460 Bank, London Char-
tered, of Australia,
Limited
190 ditto
462 Bank, London, of
Australia
187 ditto ... ...
403n ditto ... ...
445n  ditto
468 Bank of New South
Wales
464 ditto ... ...
389n ditto ... ...
185 ditto ... ...
469 ditto ... ...
165 ditto ... ..
428 Bank of New Zealand
357 ditto ... ...
200 ditto
454n  Bank, Queensland
National, Limited
345 ditto ... ...
431w ditto ... ...
275 ditto ..
418n Bank,Union,ofAustralia
362 ditto ... ...
450 ditto ... ...
451 Bank of Victoria ...
166 . ditto
430n Barker, Barker, McLean,
and Chambers
448n  Blackwood and Aitken
222 ditto ... ...
419n Blackwood and Paterson
466 Brassington, S. ...
346 ditto
434n British and Australian
Trust and Loan
Company, Limited
449 Cain, W.; Wagner,  J.;
and Smith, F. G.
175 ditto ...
462 Calcino, Eliza ... ...
405n Champernowne, T. A....
450n ditto ...
435 Cudmore, D. H. ...
459 Dalgety and Co., Limited
439n Daniell, J. H....
465 Dowling, J. W., and
Peyton, G. W.
182 ditto ... ...
Estimated Area in
.°,anare Miles.
Run. Rent.
A van-
able.
IIna- Total
vaa]Sble.
lands Folio.
WARREGO -nontinued.
Downs
ditto (grazing right)
Weelamurra ..
ditto (grazing right)
Beirbank ... ...
ditto (grazing right)
Arabellat .. ..
ditto (grazing right)
Mar yvale ..  ...
ditto (grazing right)
Victoria Downs+t+t
ditto (grazing right)
Burrandilla
ditto (grazing riglit)t
Bowratt
ditto (grazing right)t
Widgeegoara ...
ditto (grazing right)
Tilbooroo and Eulo
ditto (grazingright)tl
Mount Alfred ...
ditto (grazing right)
Beechal East ...
Clyde*t  ... ...
ditto (grazing right)
Nive Junction
ditto (grazing right)
Tathumnarra
ditto (grazing right)
Bando
ditto(grazing right)
Wild ..
ditto (grazing right)
Werie Ela
ditto (grazing right)
Yarrawonga ...
ditto (grazing right) t
Ardoch .. ..
ditto  (grazing  right)
Listowel Downs ...
ditto (grazing  right)t
Elverston*t...
ditto (grazing  right)
Coongoola ..
ditto (grazing  right)
Comongin ...
ditto (arrears ) ..
ditto (grazing  right)
Boorara"t .. ...
ditto (grazing  right)
Yuleemya$t ...1
Be llrose ..
ditto (grazing  right)t
Lansdowne $t ...
Gumbardo ... ...
ditto  (grazing right)
North Eurella lt ...
ditto  (arrears)
ditto  (grazing right)
Ambathala ...
ditto  (grazing right)
Mount  Morris West
Boondoon ...
ditto  (grazing right)
Currawinya*t ...
ditto  (grazing right)
Malta*t .
ditto  (grazing right)
Oakwoodt ... ...
ditto (grazing right)
462 12 0 257 65 322 5 L
73 16 3 256 104 1360 6
305 13 3 1854 0 185; 53
20 11 8 512 0 512 54
487 1 9 419 1941 6132 77
161 11 3 180 641  2441 78
96 7 3 119 57 1761 17
0 244 244 18
130 0 0 130 504 1804 151
50 8 0 74 16 90 152
318 0 0 159 54 213 9
164 59 754 10
291 10 0 265 107 372 65
35 17 9 103 44 147 66
116 14 1 658 0 654 73  „
47 8 11  401 0 404 74
196 7 0  119 0 119 47  1,
1 7 1 21 0 22 48
985 4 9 83811- 47 8851 93
82 2 2 1954 20 2154 94
60 7 6 521 272 80 41
15 13 6 182 161. 35 42
57 4 0 52 22 74 55B
167 14 2 2014 0 2014 113 „
32 10 0 65 0 65 114
29 7 6 231  2316 47 13
1610 0 33 30 63 14
12 10 0 10 22 122 15
7 10 0 6 21 8 16
482 6 0 371 0 371 129
146 3 6 2482 0 2484 130
39 2 9 50; 6 562 87
7 5 0 142 0 141 88
198 5 0 1522 44 1574 111
28 0 9  704,  21 73 112
115 10 0 105 33 138 29
5 0 0 18 25 43 30
857 8 0 714; 0 7141 131
4,05 14 0 474, 0 4741 132
665 0 0 380 246 626 99
164 17 0 247 1071 354; 100
82 13 0 116 261 1421 175
27 6 8 41 10 51 176
1181 5 0 630 0 630 79
33 11 3 55, 0 551 80102310 0 890 351 9251 121
267 0 0
284 10 0 452 451 4971 122 „
821 12 0 832 0 832 95 „
59 0 8 1161 0 1161 96
371 1 3 494:1 0 4943 97A
33 0 0 30 171 471 43
1 15 0 101 0 102 41
798 19 5 345; 0 3451 1
270 3 2 3084 148 4564 57  „
43 16 8 131; 494 181 58
22 10 0 30 5 35 149
1 18 0
5 0 0 10 0 10 150 „
273 17 6 313 1714 4844 51A
33 18 9 1144 831 1974 52
19 10 0 191 9 282 4913
189 18 0 211 1634 3744 125
48 5 0 961 81; 1784 126
306 0 0 288 0 288 91
127 4 0 148 0 148 92
71 15 9 73 19 92 171
19 4 0 32 16 48 172
473 2 0 253 191 444 1 25
113 10 9  1311176 207; 26
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vestment Company
Rnn. Rent.
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Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail-
able.
d.
417n1  Elder,  Smith,  and  Swan
229 ditto ... ...
469 Flood, E.
452 Goldsbrough, Mort, and
Co.
177 ditto ... ...
429 Greene, M. R. ...
296 ditto ...
440 Hall, W. R. ... ...
168 ditto ...
442 ditto ... ...
169 ditto ...
468 Henty, Louisa; Mac-
Leod, Caroline ; and
Hindson, Alice
171 ditto ... ...
466 Hill and Clark ...
183 ditto ...
433 Hill, Clarke, and Co....
352n  Jones, Richard ...
259 ditto
420n  Jones, Green, and
Sullivan
164 ditto
418n ditto
172 ditto ... ...
404 L aw Debenture Corpora-
tion, Limited, of
London
318 ditto
351 Moodie ,  Donaldson, and
Inglis
436n Morehead , B. D. ...
265n  Murray and Sanderson
417n McCulloch, Wm. ...
319 ditto .. ...
427n  McDinald, John
440n  McKinnon, Dugald ...
437n  New Zealand Loan and
Mercantile Agency
Company, Limited
209 ditto ... ...
441 ditto ... ...
178 ditto ...
372x, North British Aus-
tralasian  Company,
Limited
464 O' Brien , Hunt, and
Steele
327 ditto
456n  ditto ... ...
402 Penhallurick , W. and D.
458 Peterson and Rolfe ...
173 ditto ...
439 Prior, T. de M. M. ...
456 ditto ... ...
421n  Queensland Investment
and Land Mortgage
Company
458 Richards and Binnie ...
363n Robertson , Wm. ...
415n Rutherford ,  James ...
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
WARREGO-continued.
Tintinchilla... .. 1710 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 297 1 7
Gowrie+t+t ... 486 0 0
Mangalore ... ... 1121 0 0
ditto (grazingright) 25 15 8
Bingera  ...  244 9 3
ditto (grazing right) 61 15 2
C lave rton ... .. 775 16 8
ditto (grazing right) 99 6 9
Cunnamulla... .. 731 5 0ditto (grazing right) i' 11 16 8
South Comongin ... 625 6 3
ditto (grazing right) 90 11 10
Owangowan... 96 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 9 3 1
Yarmouth+t ... 91 17 6
Tobermory+t ...  164 9 6
ditto (grazing right) 48 15 0
Bulloo Downs+t ... 2705 7 3
ditto (grazing right) 441 9 5
Dynevor Downs .. 550 0 0
ditto(grazingright) 79 4 2
Mount Morris ... 404 7 8
1140542
270
110
Una-
vaibible. Total.
I ands rolio.
3884 15284 103 L
2292 7711 104
92 362 19
46 156 I 39
424 8 504 40
1841 8 1922 109
1032 4 1072 110
4652 0 465; 75
1164  0 1164 76
390 0 390 69
2'3
s
0 2`24 70
50015 562  556; 119
2184 0 2181 120
60 0 60 45
10 0 10 46
1314 291 161 137
1824 0 1824 115A
972 0 974 116
28474 0 2847; 107
853 0 853 108
500 244 5244 83
2262 73 234; 84
3232 130 453; 49A
„
to
to
ditto (grazingright) 126 0 9 2052 1384 3444 50  to
Tobermory West+f 18 18 0 21 0 21 116A
Carwell+4' .. 49 1 0 54 16 70 141
ditto (grazing right) 5 15 0 21 8 29 142
Dundoo+t+t ... 207 19 8 1954 174 2132 85
ditto (grazing right) 87 13 2 982 102 109 86
Langlo Downs  ...  444 16 0 278 1114 3891 101
ditto (grazing right) t 128 18 8 177 804 2574 102
Gilmore  ...  233 14 0 3892 389a 779 139
ditto (grazingright) 61 0 0 122 113 235 140  to
Cairns 26 3 2 234 3 26; 27  to
ditto (grazing right)  8  14 4 7s 1 8:; 28
Biddenham ... ... 100 14 6 51 41 92 11 „
ditto (grazing right) 63 2 3
Murweh ... 456 6 3
ditto (grazing right) t 53 15 5
Noorama ... ... 314 8 0
Riversleigh  ... ... 110 0 0  100 76 176 37
ditto(grazing right )t 24 7 7 55  392 941 38
Authoringa ... ..  259 7 0 247 81 328 23
ditto  (grazing right) 116 0 0 116 54 170 24
Alice Downs .. 103 19 0 99 59 158 35
ditto  (grazing right) 27 10 0 55 44 591 36
Dillalaht 768 12 2 629 ;  28 6572 81
ditto (grazingright )t 811011 1754  202 1964 82
Ki 1larney +t... 58 19  7 741  281 103 163
ditto (grazing right )  10 7 6 20 ;  0 204 164
Hoganthulla  No. 3+t 21 10 0 211 10 311 1652 2
ditto (grazing right )  15 15 0 154 0 154. 166
Pinkilla  ...  208 16 0 174 56 230 106
ditto  (grazing right )  32 12 6 654 221 88 106
544 23 774 12
3722 1092 482 33
100; 57 1572 34
1964  0 1961 31
Humeburn ... 459 17
ditto (grazing right) 218 13
Nickavilla ... 222 0
ditto (grazing right) 43 0
Yowah . 351 10
ditto (grazing right) 220 1
Barbara Plains ... 46 10
Nive Downs ... 1259 0
459 ditto .
453 Scottish Australian In-
18)
465
ditto ... ditto( grazing right)t 280 7
Smith, Charles Cowley ... 108 9
84 ditto (grazing right) 28 16
2 3874 381 4254 135A
0 213 22 235 136
0 185 782 2631 117
0 86 214 1074 118
0 285 202 3051 89
4 192 0 192 90
0 31 0 31 169
4  559--k- 1781 73816 3
9  12654 146
1204 464
67 24
0
0
4114 4
1674 67
814 68
of
of
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LIST OF RUNS-cont .  •7ned.
0
b 4 Lease. Run.  Rent.
Avail-
able.
WARREGO-continued.
Boothulla ... 429 16 6 390-11
ditto  (grazing  right) 91 16 0 201
Chesterton *t ... 122 17 0 117
ditto (grazing  right) 38 0 0 76
Tinnenburra  ... 2732 3 0 ;2062
Babbilloora +t ... 136 10 0 104
ditto  (grazing right ) 78 17 11 99
Carnarron+t 241 6 6 197
ditto (grazing right ) 119 17 8 133
Ambathala East ... 20 6 10 234
Norley'*t ... ... 1546 2 6 16271
ditto (grazi ng ri ght) 560 5 7 774
Bogarella+t ... 60 0 0 60
ditto (grazing right) 42 0 0 42
Barngo+t ...  72 0 0 80
ditto (grazing  right)  32 8 0 36
Berkshire+t... ... 9 0 0 18
[27TH  JULY, 1897.
Estimated Area to
Square Miles.
£  S.  d.
407n  South Australian Land
Mortgage  and Agency
Company
438n Tom, C. P. and A. P....
443n Tyson, James ... ...
463 ditto ... ...
436n ditto ... ...
451n Union Mortgage and
Agency Company
441n Waller , W. N. ...
181 ditto ...
455n Winten ,  Mrs. L. ...
449n ditto
345ni  Winten, J. A. and R•.
Una-
vailable Total.
Lands Folio.
163 5534 ! 61 L
122a 323; 62
117 234 159A „
74 150 160
0 2062 21
234 127; 153181  1174 154
46 243 145
4t 177 146
121 36 ; 51B
0 16272 123
„
0 774 124
48 108 167  „
42 84 168
504 1304 155
334 694 156
21 201 1713 „
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VOL. LXVIII.] TUESDAY, 27TH JULY, 1897.
The  Treasury,
Queensland , 26th July, 1897.
TI1HE following List of Runs in the Colony of Queensland, in the Settled Districts, showing the Rent
payable in each  case on  or before 30th September next, is published for general information.
RO BT. PHILP,
Acting  Treasurer.
0
(For the remainder of Buns  in Settled Districts see Gazette Supplement No. 23.)
LIST OF RUNS HELD UNDER "THE CROWN LANDS ACT  OF 1884."
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lessee. Eun. Bent.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
i £ s. d. I
COOK.
63 Cook, S. W. W., and
A. A.
Springvale$t ...I 38 0 0 19 18 37
64 ditto Spring+t 32 0 0 16 9 25... ...
ditto (grazing right) 12 0 0 16 14 30
KENNEDY.
193 Bank, Commercial Com- Mount Funnel ... 106 0 0 53
pany, of Sydney, Ltd.
17 70
68 ditto ... ditto (grazing right) 107 10 0 55 15 70
274 Bank of New South Eungella ... ... 50 0 0 25
Wales
10 35
10 0 0 5Mun alla+t210 Cassad James 0 5g ... ...y, ...
16 0 0 8212 Pott, A. J. ... ... Radfordslea+t . 2 1011 ditto (grazing right)  1  8 0 0 8 3; 11.
MORETON.
186 Horne James Durundur No 2 1 1 3
acres.
340 0 acres.3401 , ... ... I . ..ditto (grazingright) 1 1 3 340 0 340
Lands Folio.
14
15
317
231
212
71
7377
216
162
9
[No. 22.
NOTE.-:t First period  of lease  expired.  Rent will be received without prejudice.
35
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l1600046
LIST OF  BUNS-contsnxed.
INS.  Bent.
va b e . Total.
Lends Folio.
Fhtissated Area In
square Miles.
A.an•
able.
E s. d.
PORT CURT1S.
307 Bank,  Commercial, of  PorphyryHillsNo.2$t 30 0 0 16 6 21 235
Sydney  ditto (grazing right ) 30 0 0 15 15 30 138
298 ditto ... ..,  Clairview+t ...
i id h
140
140
0
0
0 70
0
26
0
96
110
232
139ng  r gitto (graz t)
297 Bank ,  Mercantile, of  Glenroy$t ... ... 102 0
0
0
7
61
4
51 102 233
dneS310 y yHenderson , Adam ... Morinish  Nos. 3  and 43 0 0 211 21,J 43 236
4 BIt
ditto  (grazing  right) 32 0 0 20 2 22 140
299 Mackenzie,  Mackenzie, Morinish Nos. 3  and 30 0 0 15 11 26 234
and Beak
ditto  grazingright ) 28 0 0 16 16 32 137
301 South Australian Land Clifton 26 0 0 13 0 13 237
Mortgage  and Agency ditto (grazing right ) 138 17 11 113 7 120 141
Company
Printed  and Published  by EDMUND Gazooxz ,  Government  Printer ,  William  street, Brisbane.
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VOL. LXVIII.] TUESDAY, 27TH JULY, 1897.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 2v"- Lh July, 1897.
THE following is a List of Runs in the Colony of Queensland, in the Settled Districts, of which the
leases have expired, or are about to expire, and cannot at present be renewed. In respect of these
Runs a sum equal to a year's rent will be received, and a special form of receipt given therefor.
ROBT. PHILP,
Acting Treasurer.
LIST OF RUNS.
4
m
a
91 Bank, Australian Joint Harrisdale 50 0
Stock, Limited ditto (grazing right) 25 0
ditto No. 1
ditto (grazing right)
St. Helens Nos. 3
and 4
LEASES EXPIRED 31sTdDECEMBER, 1895.
BURKE DISTRICT.
50
179
195
49 Gibson,  James...
btiimated Area inSquare Mil".
Leaee. Rn.
New South
Amount.
COOK.
Kingslake ... 20 0 0 10 2
ditto (grazing  right) 16 0 0 8 2
'12 11
10 314
Lands Folio.
KENNEDY.
Eton Vale ... ... 82 0 0 41 12 53
St. Helens No. 2 ... 34 0 0 17 0496 Bank, Mercantile, of
Sydney
194 Bank, Queensland
National, Limited
194 ditto ... ...
178 Bank of
Wales
51 ditto ...
210 Gordon , Wm....
ditto
Bank , Royal, of  Queens-
land
Dalrymple  and Murray
267 Hodel and Co. ...
179 Isbell , J. H. ... ...
49 ditto ... ...
267 ditto ... ...
199 Jocheim ,  Wm. ,,.
174 McDonald, James
36
ditto (grazing right)
Proserpine ... .
ditto (grazing right)
Hamilton and Hope-
town
22
18
144
Avail-
able.
Una- Total.
vailab le.
0 25  0 25 1
0 25 0 f 25 303
125 6 8 72
74 0 0 37
80 0 0 40
114 0 0 57
ditto (grazing right)tI 22 19 10
Cattle Hill ... 12 0 0
ditto  (grazing right) 12 0 0
Storth No. 1 ... 11 10 0
Eagle  Vale .. 107 0 0
ditto  (grazing  right)
Laureston ...
Ben Lomond ..
ditto (grazing right)
Cattle Vale
ditto (grazing right)
NOTES.--II No Rent due.
10 0 0
34 0 0
37 0 0
4 0 0
4 0 0
41
17 30
87 179
47 37
50 203
103 32
15 ; 6 21$ 180
6 1 3 9 34
6 3 9 194
54 5 104 44
533 24 771 35
111 18 298 181
5 0 5 76
17 17 34 42
18;  71  26 183
2 0 2 33
2 0 2 193
t Balance of Rent only on account of previous overpayment.
15
10
10
46
0 0 11  11 22 28
0 0 9 8 17 178
0 0 72 15 87 27
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
F.%timated 1,rea in
Square
,R s.
Bus. Amount.
£ a. d.
176 Rawson  and Rawson...
47 ditto
273 Smith and McDonald
175 South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company, Limited
74 ditto ... ...
178 ditto ... ...
48 ditto
180 ditto ... ...
201 Stieglitz , J. C. ...
206 Toms , W. H....
138 Bank, Commercial,
Company of Sydney,
Limited
135 Bank, Queensland
National, Limited-
6 ditto ... ...
132 ditto ...
61 ditto ...
139 McKillop, Peter ...
73 ditto ... ...
205 Bank of Australasia
17 ditto ..
278 Hutton, James
277  Hutton, J. M.... ...
300 Hutton, Mary ...
304 Rogers, E. P. ...
24 ditto ... ...
355 Aldridge, H. E. ...
348 Atherton, J. T. ...
31 ditto
352 Bank, Commercial, Com-
pany of Sydney, Ltd.
40 , ditto
363 ditto ...
361 Bank of Australasia ...
362 , Bank, Union ,  of Aus-
tralia ... ...
46 ditto ... ...
359 Eaton , John ... ...
347 Gordon ,  Henry ..
347 Jones ,  E. L. and P. S.
39 ditto ...361 Littleton,  H. S. ...
38 ditto ... ...
360 McGill , J. ...
356 Moore ,  Isaac ... ...
351 Palmer ,  Henry ...
42 ditto .
354 South Australian Land
MortgageandAgency
Company, Limited
353 Stringer ,  C. A., and
Andrew ,  J., junr.
147 16 10
LEASES EXPIRED 81sT DECEMBER ,  1895-continued.
KENNEDY- continued.
Abington .. 5 10 0 24
ditto (grazing right)t 6 12 2 38
Mountain Home ... 10 0 0 5
ditto(grazingright) 10 0 0 6
Crystal Brook No. 1 28 0 0 14
ditto (grazing right) 21 6 8 16
ditto No. 2t 8 18 11 7
ditto (grazing right) t; 4 4 2 3a
Vine Hall 8 0 0 4
ditto (grazing right) 8 0 0 4
Storth No. 2 ... 4 0 0 2
Rookwood ... ... 31 0 0 152
Collnton f
JTaromeot.ry
MORETON.
ditto (grazingright)t
Diaper ... ..
ditto (grazing right)
Emu Creekt
ditto(grazing righ.t)
Tilpal ..
ditto (grazing right)
Shoalwater ... .
ditto (grazing right)
Canoona
Raspberry Creek ..
ditto (grazing right)
Torilla ..
ditto (grazing right)
57 5 10
53 5  -4
16 0 0
3 6 8
84 7 5
25 15 0
Avail-
able.
Unx-
Uailable.
0
538-
22
22
0
872: 25
46 13
3'18 i ~ 13
8 0
22 ' 0
62s 31s
174 31
220 0 0 110
60 13 4 452
90 0 0 45
90 0 0 45
36 0 0 18
65 0 0 322
65 0 0 322
163 0 0 81*
WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT.
Grouyeah ... ... 25 0 0
Miva 16 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 10 10 0
Gutchyt ... ... 14 1 2
ditto (grazing right) 6 6 8
Kilkivant ... ... 117 16 8
Conondale ... ... 31 0 0
Degilbo ... ... 140 0 0
ditto (grazing right)t 63 6 6
Teebar ... ... 105 0 0
Tahiti No. 2 ... 26 0 0
Doongul ...  ...  63 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 46 13 4
Gigoomgan ... 94 0 0
ditto (grazingright)t 69 19 6
Teewoo ...  ...  14 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 14 0 0
Kenilworth ... ...  53 10 0
Eureka ... .. 75 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 44 13 4
Woocoo ... ... 6 0 0
ditto (grazing right) 6 0 0
15
15
25
25
5
172
172241
241
121 0
8 0
72 0
11 3
3 0
592 0
152 152
70 10
4724 10
522 14
13 2
312 3
36 0
47 12;
384 122
7 11i
7 12261  264
371 59
03  1
3 1
Tahiti No . 4 ... 22 0 0  11 0 ,
Total.
lands Folio.
2. 29
9 184
71 38
72 191
14 31
20 187
14 43
51 188
4 36
6 189
32 45
201 26
1122 155
59 157
504  4
8  156
2  6
94  151
484 2
125 179
602 86
70 177
70 83
23 174
50 175
50 85
106 180
242 88
122 284
8 281
72 35
14 290
3 55
591 292
31 296
80 288
5724 47
661  291
15 293
342  282
36 33
592 285
511 41
81  289
82  37
531  2954-21-  287331-  34
4  286
4  43
11 291
LEASES EXPIRED 30TH JUNE, 1896.
DARLING DOWNS.
10 Bank ,  Mercantile ,  of Rosalie  Plainst ...  i 141 13 2 932 32  )  1251 i 18
Sydney I I I
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LIST OF RUNS--eoutinuod.
Es t mated ea in
Leaned.
Square  3 ilex.
Avail -  Una- Total.able .  vailable.
1 £ a. d. {
LEASES EXPIRED 30TH JUNE, 1896-continued.
KENNEDY.
195 Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage
Company, Limited
208 Bank, Queensland
National, Limited ...
209 Isbell, J. H. ...
176 Mutual Life Associa-
tion of Australasia
58 ditto ... .
275 North Queensland
Mortgage and Invest-
ment Company
220 ditto .. ...
197 Queensland Investment
and Land Mortgage
Company
270 South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company
193 Stieglitz, J. C. andW. It.
132
3
136
4
Mount Spencer  ...  65 0 0 329 189  51  66
ditto (grazing right )  72 16 0 52 52 104 209
Cairo
Amount.
12 10  0 6k 0 6; 56
Aberdeen ... 26 0 0 13 6 19 60
ditto (grazing right) 26 0 0 13 6 19 199
Salisbury Plains ... 408 0 0 204 48 252 61
ditto (grazing right) 391 10 0 196 30 226 200
Cooinda ... ... 16 10 0 8; 0 84 48
Clarendon No. 1 ... 10 0 0 5 0 5 50
Waterview ... ... 200 0 0 100 10 110 64
Colling Vale ...
ditto (grazing right)
Woodstock No. 2 ...
MORETON.
Bank, Queensland, Buarabat ... ...
National, Limited ...
ditto  ...  ditto (grazing right)
Union Trustee Company- Eskdalet ... ...
of Australia
ditto ... ditto (grazingright)
311 Bank, Australian Joint
Stock, Limited ..
16 ditto
290 Bank, Commercial, of
Sydney
311 ditto ... ...
59 ditto ... ...
206 ditto ... ...
281 ditto ... ...
300 Bank of New South
Wales
23 ditto  ...
278 Bank, Union ...
205
13
297
67
294
Gibson ,  A. and J.
ditto
Gilchrist, W. O.
ditto
Johnston , J. C.,
Hetherington,
(Trustees lateWorthington)
45 0 10
38 0 0
78 8 9
21 16 8
PORT CURTIS.
Waverley ... ... 132 0 0
ditto (grazingright)t
Willangi ... ...
ditto (grazing right)
Warro ... .
ditto (grazing right)
Miriam Vale ...
Eurimbula Creek
ditto (grazingright)
Marlborough ...
ditto (grazing  right) t
Tooloombah .
ditto (grazing right)
83 12 6
158 13 5
115 0 0
97 17 6
65 4 2
300 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
123 15 0
35 19 5
93 6 8
74 0 0
69 0 0
15 0 0
116 5 0
69 0 4
233
22
34
0
0
18
239
22
52
158 9 248
Lando Folio.
159
8
158
6
49* 5 54; 192
448 7 619 92
59- 11* 71 191
571 51 63 96
433 0 431 189
433 0 432 • 131
100 20 120 183
40 211 613 184
40 21; 613 121
55 I  9' 64  181
221 50
35 22
37 12
23 33
114 3;
463 6
451 36
... Thoinhill ... ...
.., ditto (grazing right)
,,, Stoodleigh ...
ditto (grazing right)t
and HummockHilllsland
A. ditto (grazing right)
J.
13 6 8 5
15 0 0 5
12 0 0 6 4 10 51
20 0 0 10 0 10 186
20 10 0 10; 10; 20-12  70
721
57
49
269
144
62;
8116
6
Princhester ... ... 93 6 8 35 35 70  1  182
Euleilah Creekt ... 6 14 7 44 1 51 ! 186
306 i Jones and Pattison
290 Little, J. (as Adminis-
trator in Estate late
65
293
22
W. Little)
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
... ditto (grazing right)
.. Rosedale
.., ditto (grazingright)
344 Bank, Commercial, of
Sydney, Limited
35 ditto ...
359 ditto ... ...
32 ditto ...
351 Bank, Queensland
National, Limited
343 Forrest and Macpher-
son (Executors late
D. Williams)
342 Mcllwraith, Palmer,
and Mcllwraith
349 Naughton, W m. ...
37 ditto ... ...
3 16 8 2; 1 38
122 8 0 48 8 56
60 6 4 361 8 44$
89
193
104
185
97
190
116
187
95
93
188
94
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT.
Walla ...
ditto (grazing right)
Moolboolaman ...
ditto (grazing right)t
Yabba ...
Widgeet
Gin Gin
59 12 6 1 261 7* 34 305
17 10  8 13; 79 21 57
106 10  0 359 0 359 800
40 13 4 273 0 279 40
113 19 0  43 17 60 298
36 14 11 26 4 30 299
20 0 0 10 1 11 302
Kolonga ... .. 60 3 9 264 0 264 301
ditto (grazingright )t 1 17 4 14 0 14 45
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LIST OF RUNS-- conAinved
ae.a Ass
+q=ft
Lamm Run. Amount. Lands Folio.
£ s. d.
LEASES EXPIRED 30tH JUNE ,  1896-continued.
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT- continued.
358 South Australian Land Glenbar  ... 150 0 0 75 129 879  304
Mortgage andAgency 1
36
Company, Limited
ditto ... ... ditto (grazingright)t, 126 4 6 67; 129 791 60
360 Walker A. C. The Rangest 6 6 8 6 0 6 297
70
, ... ::
ditto ... ditto (grazingright)t 3 2 6
44
51
339 ditto ... ... Bingerat ... ... 1 12 4 0 116  11 303
LEASES EXPIRED 31sT DECEMBER, 1896.
90 Bank, Queensland Magowra
BU
...
RKE.
46 0 0 23 0 23 3
91
National, Limited
Colless, Major ... Inverleigh 12 0 0 6 0 6 2
258 Lascelles, E. G. ...
KE
Mount Pleasant
NNEDY.
... 140 0 0 70 15 85 68
196 Rourke and Brown Dotswood ... ... 96 0 0 48 0 48 67
(Executors late H.
Rourke)
MORETON.
131 I Prior, T. de M. Murray I Palen  11 6 8 1 4, 1 3;1 711  160
PORT CURTIS.
283 Anderson, W. R. ... Kooingal  ... ...1 10813 4 401 8 481  212
286 Bank, Australian Joint Bulburin 14 12 6 69 19 8  208
Stock
12 ditto ditto (grazingright)  0 4 6 6 1* 19  100
302 ditto Boyne Island  10 0 0 5 4 5; 209
29 ditto ditto (grazing right)  6 10 0 44 i 5  99
4288 Bank, Commercial, of Rodd's Bay ...  109 2 541 1986 481 6
Sydney,  Limited
21 ditto ditto (grazing right)t 99 11 2 471 4 514 119
283 Bank of New South Calliungal ... ... 352 0 0 132 44 176  220
Wales
71 ditto ditto (grazing  right)t 159 19 2 921 102 1944 130
308 Bank, Queensland Milton ... ... 540 8 0 193 23 216 211
National
207 Bayne, A. ... ... Riverston  76 16 0 32  29  341 207
10 ditto ... ... ditto (grazing right)  47 16 8 30  21  321 1102
.  86 2203 Bell James Booroom 0 41  5 46  195, ...... ...
9 ditto ,.. ... ditto (grazing right)  44 16 8 30  5 35  117
204 Bell, John S. ... ... Dumgree  180 0 0 90  20 110  218
30 ditto ... ditto (grazingright)  144 0 0 90  20 110 112
307 Campbell, John .. Kilbirnie ...  12 0 0 6 6  200
207 Dowling, V. M.; Mac- Galloway Plains  67 10 0 30  5 35 210
taggart, D.; and
Neill, Margaret
ditto (grazing right)  40 020 ditto 0 30 1013... ...
Thos. Facing Island  8 0301 Farmer
5
0 4 1  204...,
ditto (grazing right)  10 0 0 5  0 5  109
289 Johnston, J. C., and Turkey ... ..  39 7 6 . 15 10 25 206
Hetherington, A. ditto (grazing right)  30 0 0 15  10 25  115
(Trustees late J.
Worthington)
Archibald Monte Christo  151 16309 Menzies 0 631 10 734 201...,
ditto (grazing right)  126 10 0 63;  10 122
1291 Morgan, F. A. ... Targine ... ...  102 0 0 51 20 71 213
ditto (grazing right)  73 069 ditto 0 36; 14, 51 105.
296 Nelson, Sir Hugh M. Barmundoo... ...  190 6 3 729  5 779 202
ditto (grazing right)  135 58 ditto 0 701  5 754 107..
204 Norton, Albert ... Bompa ... ...  63 0 0 24  6 30  326
. ..  20 0287 Prizeman W. B. Carrara 0 10 1  0  10  216, .....
66 ditto ... ... ditto (grazing right)  13 5 0 6;  8  144 111
18 5bA l303 P Di R 0 71  0  74 203urrum e ....... ...urvs, .
ditto (grazing right)  14 15 0 78  0  71 114
308 Queensland Investment Taunton ... .. 324 0 0 144 72 216 214
and Land Mortgage
` Company 1
25 ditto ditto (grazingright)t  80 2 10 671 10 671 106
203 ditto ... ... Prairie ... .. 309 6 8 116 15 131 205
61 ditto ... ditto (grazing right) 154 5 0 874 30 1174 129
202 Stirrat, D. and N. .., Mount Alma 70 17 6 319 99 41 219
26 ditto ditto (grazingright) 63 0 0 319 91 1 41 124
206 Thomson, S. J., and Calliope ...  ... 85 6 3 321 6 381 215
Rogers, W. H.
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LIST OF  RUNS-- continued.
wo
aw
Lessee.
a
350 Bank ,  Commercial, of
Sydney, Limited
41 ditto
357 Bank of New South
Wales
33 ditto
350 Bates, J.W. and W.A.A.
348 Walsh and Mullett ...
63 ditto ... ...
11
11
2
.Queensland Investment
and Land Mortgage
Company
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ... ...
287 Bank of New South
Wales
72 ditto ... ...
305 ditto ... ...
289 Cadell ,  Thomas  (Execu-
tors of late)
305 Carroll, Edmond ...
298 Creed, Thos. ...
284 McKellar, E. E. ...
Run
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT.
Amount.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una- I
vailable. , Total.
Lands l uiw.
LEASES EXPIRED 31ST DECEMBER,  1896- continued.
Molangul  ... ... 200 0 0 80 264 1061 308
ditto (grazing  right) 121 5 0 684  25  931  64
Bolan ... 81 10 0 404 12, 534 306
ditto (grazing  right)t 17 2 11 31-Z  124 444 52
Boompa  ..  12 0 0 6 0 6 307
ditto (grazing  right)  12 0 0 6 0 6 53
Monduran  ... ... 178 10 0 70 6 76 309
ditto (grazing  right)t 66 17  3 358 1 368 58
LEASES EXPIRED 30TH JUNE, 1897.
DARLING DOWNS.
Canal Creek  ... 1 70 0 0 1 35
ditto (grazing right)
Talgai ..
ditto (grazing right)
25 3 4
10 10 0
4 6 8
10
54
31
3 38 19
3
0
0
PORT CURTIS.
Banksia ... ... 168 0 0 84 0
ditto (grazing right) 130 0 0 65 10
Townshend Island ...  18 0 0 9 4
ditto (grazing right) 18 0 0 9 4
Kroombit  ...  270 7 6 103  86
ditto (grazing right) 206 0 0 103 86
Maryvale ... 30• 0 0 15 10
ditto (grazing right) 30 0 0 15 10
Langmorn  ... ...  146 13 4 55 12
Raglan  ... ...  5813 4 22 4
LEASES EXPIRING 31sT DECEMBER, 1897.
KENNEDY.
496 Cowley ,  A. S.... ... Bronte  ... ...
I
7 0 0 38  1  3
I ditto  (grazingright )  7 0 0 38 1 0
5413
3}
27
20
28
84 222
75 123
13 226
13 126
189 223
189 128
25 221
25 136
67 225
26 224
68 ( 69
3* ; 211
PORT CURTIS.
295 Atherton ,  J. ... Barmoya  ... ...  18 0 0 9 0 9 229
306 Bartholomew , J. T. ... Windah No. 1 ... 14 0 0 7 4 11 I 228
303 BritishandAustralasian Balaclava No. 2t .. 6 18 4 34 2 58 227
Trust  and Loan Com-  ditto  (grazing right )  10 0 0 5 4 9 132pany
296 Jones and Pattison  ...  Basin Creek ... 76 0 0  38 5 43 230
ditto (grazingright )  76 0 0 38 8 46 135
349
43
Province ,  Thomas
ditto ...
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT.
Wonbah ... ...I 60 0 0 30
ditto (grazing  right) 40 0 0 30
5
10
85
40
310
59
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 26th July, 1897.
RENTS ON OCCUPATION LICENSES.
TO THH
SUPPLEMENT
uetnIand
PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. LXVIII.] TUESDAY, 27TH JULY, 1897.
PAYMENTS UNDER PART V. OF "THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."THE accompanying Schedule of the payments due at the Treasury, Brisbane, onor beforethe 30th September next, upon Occupation Licenses under Part V. of  " The Crown Lands Act
of  1884," is published for general information.
The Rents therein demanded will carry the Licenses to the 31st December, 1898.
If the Rent is not paid on any Occupation License herein referred to, the License will expire
on the 31st December next.
J. F. G. FOXTON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
a
c a No .  of Folio.
Date
of Appli- Name  of Licensee.
cation.
$'r'
Locality.  Area. Rent.
sq. mis. £ a. d.
ARAMAC DISTRICT.
1 1 vol. 1 30-10-88 Bank, Union, of Australia, Highfields 38 28 10 0
Limited
10 10 1 4-5-96 Ditto ... ... .... Newlands ... 17 25 10 0
3 3 „ 1 17-6-93 Cleins, A. ... ... .... Springton ... ... ... 24 7 4 0
6 6 „ 1 18-9-94 Desmond, J. ... ... .... Loch Arnoch .. ... ... 31 15 10 0
11 11 „ 1 10-8-96 Grambaner, W.... ... .... Garfield (resumed) ... ... 28 10 10 0
5 5 „ 1 3-9-94 Morley, E. ... ... .... Chance No. 1 ... ... 91 22 15 0
acres.
9 „ 1 Ii 6-1-96 Parsons, C. ... ... On resumed part of Bowen 13, 200 165 0 09 ...
I
4 Downs  sq. mis.
8 8{ 1 7-1-95 Patterson, W. .. .. . Chance No. 2 South ... 19 4 15 0
4 4 „ 1 25-7-93 Trust and Agency Company of Rangers Valley ... ...  40 20 0 0I Australasia, Limited
2 82 vol .  1 2-8-86
5 85 „ 1  19-7-88
7 87 „ 1 28-1-89
13 22 „ 3 20-4-97
11 91  „  1 1.3.97
12 21  „  3 20-4-97
10 90  „  1 1-7-92
9 89 „ 1 31-5-90
3 83 „ 1 7-9-86
8 88 „ 1 5-8-89
4 84 „ 1 19-7-88
38
BANANA DISTRICT.
Bank of New South Wales, The
Bank of Australasia, The
Ditto ... ...
Cook, G. ...
Davey, R. ...
Dutton,  H. C. ... ...
Hamilton,  R. A. ...
Lord,  W.. ... ...Mayne, W. C.,  junr. .. .
McNab, M., and Sutherland, J.
Trust and Agency Company
of Australasia, Limited ...
Quakit Run ... ...
Alberta Run... ...
Armidale Run ...
Oombabeer No. 2 ...
Bathurst ...
Oombabeer No. 1 ...
Mandarin Block ...
Dawson Vale East ...
Roundstone Creek Run
Turkoa Run ... ...
Denby No. 1.. ...
NOTES.-* No rent due.
t Balance of rent only, on account of previous overpayment.
531 40 2 6
24 9 12 0
15 6 0 0
42j 12 15 0
90 33 15 0
181 11 2 0
38 34 4 0-
50 37 10 0
60 45 0 0
31 23 5 0
25 25 0 0
[No. 24.
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Name of Licensee.
RENTS  ON OCCUPATION  LICENSES- continued.
A
Date
cam No .  of Polio , of Appli-
0 - cation.
na
0
BLACKALL DISTRICT.
sq. mis.  £ a. d.
12
10
15
72 vol. 1 13-4-96
7 0 „ 1 16-10-93
41 „ 3 6-7-97
14 74
13 73
5 65
2 62
8 68
9 69 „ 1
1-3-97
16-2-97
18-3-91
20-12-90
18-7-92
19-7-92
10 107 vol. 1 12.9-87
14 111 „ 1 18-7-88
23 120 „ 1 7-1-89
25 202 „ 1 13-11-89
35 212 „ 1 27-3-90
36 213 „ 1 27-3-90
37 214 „ 1 27-3-90
77 73 „ 3 1-7-95
59 55 „ 1 2-1-94
60 56 „ 1 2-1-94
63 59 „ 1 19-7-94
"5  71 „ 3 25-3-95
53 49 „ 1 22-5-93
49 45 „ 1  20-7-92
85 81 „ 3 9.9-95
82 78 „ 3 29-7-95
43 220 „ 1 13-4-91
61 57 „ 1 2-1-94
81 77 „ 3 15-7-95
62  .58 „  1 2-1-94
55 51 „ 1 1-5-93
54 50 „ 1 3-7-93
69 65 „  1 11-1-95
70 66 „ 1 11-1-95
79 75 „ 3 15-7-95
18 115 „ 1 28-11-88
21 118 „ 1 14-12-88
72 68 „ 3 23-1-95
76 72 „ 3 29-4-95
78 74 „ 3 1-7-95
7 104 „ 1 30-8-87
67 63 „ 3 7-1-95
65 61 „ 3 17-9=94
47 43 „ 1 10-8-91
31 208 „ 1 6-1-90
33 210 „ 1 6-1-90
38 215  „ 1 16-9-90
39 216  „ 1 16-9-90
68 64 „ 3 7-1-95
73 69 „ 3 11-2.95
20 117 „ 1 28-11-88
28 205 „ 1 27-11-89
29 206 „ 1 27-11-89
22 119 „ 1 19-12-88
71 67 „ 3 21-1-95
74 70 „ 3 11-2-95
80. 76 „ 3 15-7-95
6 103 „ 1 12-5-86
12 109 „ 1 12-3-88
13 110 „ 1 4-4-88
51 47 „ 1 31-10-92
52 48 „ 1 31-10-92
45 41 „ 1 22-6-91
46 42 „ 1 6-7-91
24 201 „ 1 26-8-89
15 112 „ 1 30-7-88
1
24
30
47
25
26
20
93 vol. 1 6-5-92
100 „ 1 2-7-94
106 „ 3  2-1-95
102 „ 5 15-3-97
101 „ 3 2-7-94
102 „ 3 2-7-94
96 „ 1 5-3-94
Allan, J. T. ...
Locality.
... ... I Paradise Downs
Australasian Investment Com-
pany,  Limited
Banks,  W. H. ... ... ...
Campbell, C . W. ... ...
1 Murphy, A .  E.... ... ...
Nicholson, R.
Skuthorp ,  C., and Skuthorp, H.
Trustees ,  Pioneer Co-operative
Society of Barcaldine, The
Wilisallen,  T. P. ... ...
Block A
[27TH JULY, 1897.
No.
Area.  Rent.
2, 47h 23 15 0
6 1 10 0
50 12 10 0
62 62 0 0
68 68 0 0
120k 45 3 9
4 13 13 0
5 5 0 0
Pretty Plains No. 2... ...
Paradise  Douns No. 2
(Block B)
Parish of Thornleigh
On the resumed part
Northampton Downs
Kirby Block ... .
Ellen Vannin No. 3 Run
Parish of Barcaldine
Hawthorne  No. 8 ...
of
35 8 15 0
BOWEN DISTRICT.
Australian Joint Stock, Eungella East Run ... ... 36 18 0 0Bank ,
Ditto  ... ... ...  Dalton Run ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... Borsey Run ... ...
Bank of New South  Wales,  The Parish of Dargin ...
Ditto  .. ...  Urannah No. 7 Run
Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto No. 5 Block
Ditto  ... ... ...  Mount Cauley Block
61 3 7 6
133 53 4 0
5 10 10 0
16 8 0 0
25 12 10 0
30 9 0 0
Ditto  .. ... ...  Parish of Eton Vale ... 511
Ditto ... ... ... Farndon  ... ... ...  20
Ditto ... ... ... ditto No. 2 ... ... 15
Bank, Union  ... ... ...  Isobel  ... ... ... ...  76
Ditto  ... ... ...  Norman  ... ... ...  59
Bridgeman ,  G. F. ... Eungella South  No.1 ... 15
Buckland, Thos.  ... ... W ylie ... ... ... ... 55
38 18 2
10 0 0
7 10 0
57 0 0
29 10 0
7 10 0
27 10 0
Cowan, J. ... ... ... Parish of Abbott ... ... 31 11 12 6
barley Bros. ... ... ... Parish of Roundback ... 8
Gordon, W. ... ... ... Parish of Glenavon... ... 36
Gordon, J. ... ... ... ditto
Ditto
Gough, W. J.
Isbell, J. H.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Jochheim, W.
Ditto
Ditto
Kean, H. P.
Ditto
Longwill, J. ... ..-
Ditto ...
Matthews, A. F. ...
McDonald, J. ... ...
Morris, G. R. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Muller, F.
Mutual Life Association
Australasia
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Schilling, C.
Sheridan, H.
acres.
2,780
sq. mis.
L+ ton Vale No. 1 .. ... 30
Lot 5, Parish of Dargin ... 9
acres.
Grazing Farm No. 7 ... 5,000
sq.  mls.
Eagle Vale No. 3 ... ... 11
Lot No. 9 ... ... ... 21
Lot No. 8 ... ...  39
Resumed part of Rockwood 21*
Parish of Ben Lomond ... 17
Denison No. 2 ... ... 11
Dryander No. 1 16
Long Island ... ... ... 5
Molle Islands 3
Mount Marion Block ... 20
Adjoining Mount Marion ... 4
Laureston (resumed) 5
Lot No. 1 ... ... 60
Parish of Marlow ... ... 8
Parish of Euri .. 94
Parish of Roundback ... 13
Parish of Euri ... 12
Parish of Aberdeen 484
Curlewis No. 4 ... 3
Parish of Curlewis ... ... 17of
Parish  of The  Pocket ... 32
ditto ... ...  30
Curlewis  No. 5 Run ... 14
Guthalun ra Town Reserve 9
Smith, R. H., and J. McDonald
South Australian Land Mort-
gage and Agency Company,
Limited, The
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Teitzel, Geo. C.
Thuman, J. B. ...
Wharton, Wm. T.,  and Long-
will, J.
Wilmington , A. H. ...
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Curlewis No. 3 ... ... 17 12 15 0
acres.
Parish of Dryander... ... 1,250 1 0 0
sq. mis.
Between Proserpine  Run 3 7 10 0
and the Andromache River
Parish of Ben Lomond ...
Pine Vale Run ... ...
Parish of Dryander
Lot A ... ... ... ...
Parish of Strathdon ..
Leased part of Strathdon
No. 2
Henry Run  ... ... ...
Near Mount Roundback ...
12 0 0
18 0 0
8 13 9
15 0 0
6 15 0
11 14 5
22 0 0
10 10 0
19 10 0
10 12 6
25  10 0
16 10 0
12 0 0
5 0 0
3 0 0
30 0 0
2 0 0
5 0 0
30 0 0
6 0 0
9 5 0
13 0 0
15 0 0
24 7 6
2 5 0
17 0 0
24 0 0
22 10 0
14 0 0
18 0 0
25 2 6
11 16 10 0
7J 7 10 0
25 12 10 0
134 13 5 0
20 20 0 0
77 38 10 0
6} 12 3 4
BRISBANE DISTRICT.
acres.
Barker, W. H. ... ... ... Block D ... ... ... 1,270
Brook, E. ... ... Parish of Tamrookum ... 982
Boberniien , W.... ... ... Parish of Moffatt ... ...  26
sq. mis.
Drynan, A. ... ... ... Parish of Melcombe ... 5
Dunn, J.
Ditto
Fowler, F.
acres.
Parish of Bromelton ... 710
Parish of Tamrookum ... 1,400
sq. mis.
On Stradbroke Island ... 5
2 0 0
2 0 0
4 0 0
5 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
5 0 0
No. 24. VOL. XVIII.]
C  Date
c a. No .  of Folio . of Appli-
cation.
41 117 vol. 3 1-9-96
33 109 „ 3 15-7-95
49 104 „ 5 20-4-97
46 101 „ 5 13-1-97
39 115 „ 3 6-7-96
48 103 „ 5 5.4-97
42 118 „ 3 1-9-96
35 111 „ 3 28-10-95
99 „ 1 9-4-94
50 105 „ 5 5-7-97
16 92 „ 1 28-1-92
40 116 „ 3 1-9-96
45 100 „ 5 18-11-96
32 108 „ 3 28-3-95
44 120 „ 3 18.9-96
37 113 „ 3 4-5-96
38 114 „ 3 4-5-96
5 451 vol. 1 1 18-1-92
6 449 „ 1 ' 18-1-92
14 168 „ 31 2-7-94
7 161 „  3! 30-8-92
8 162 „ 31 13-9-92
3 163 „ 1 14-9-91
10 164 „ 3, 3-10-92
15 I 169 „ 3, 10-6-95
9  .163  „ 3 16-9-92
13 167 „ 3 5-2-94
11 165 „  31  2-10-93
4 450 „ 1 18-1-92
1 161 „ 1 10-9-88
12 166 „ 3 23-10-93
2 142 vol. 1 5-6-85
24 167  1 27-5-89
36 179 1 24-11-90
15 155  1 27-6-87
34 177  1 2-4-90
19 159 1 27-5-89
37 180  1  25-3-91
48 123  3 15-8-93
78 153 3 26-10-96
50 125  3 24-4-94
52 127  3 24-4 94
53 128  3 24-4-94
55 130  3 21-5-94
57 132 3 25-5-94
59 134  3 1-6-94
60 135 3 1-6-94
70 145 3 7-1-96
71 146  3 18-5-96
72 147 n 3 1-6-96
73 148  3 1-6-96
77 152 3 19-10-96
80 155 3 6-1-97
9 149 1 27-6-87
63 138 3 23-7-94
33 176 1 7-9-89
79 154 3 11-11-96
74 149  3 29-6-96.
75 150  3 29-6-96
76 151  3 29-6-96
43 37  1 12-8-91
5 225 vol. 1 30-10-88
26 197 „ 3 21-10.96
22 193 „ 3  21-10-96
23 194 „ 3 21-10-96
15 186 „ 3 7-1-95
3 223 „ 1 31-3-87
14 185 „ 3 7-1-95
18 189 „ 3 6-5-95
11 182 „ 3 28-11-92
29 200 „ 3 2811-96
30 200 „ 5 5-3-97
8 228 „ 1 5-11-92
4 224 „ 1 18-4-87
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RENTS  ON OCCUPATION  LICENSES -continued.
Name of Licensee. Locality.
Parish of Palen
acres. £ s. d.
BRISBANE
Goodin, James ...
Hine, E. ...
Horan , M. C. ...
Kington, C. J. ...
Kington, J. ...
Lander , John ...
Mewett, W. H.
McAnalen, M. ...
McDonald, J.
Paine, J. E.
Pointon, A. ...
Prior, T. de M. M.
Smith, J. F.
Tilley, T. W.
Tones, R. H.
Westaway, R. ...
Ditto
[27TH JULY, 1897.
Area. Rent.
350 1 0 0
sq. mis.
Parish of Samsonvale ... 7j 7 10 0
acres.
Parish of Sarabab ... ... 850 1 6 7
Parish of Kilcoy ... ... 2,473 2 10 0
Parish of Kilcoy ... ... 2,200 2 10 0
Island No. 1 ... ... ... 236 1 0 0
Parish of Byron ... 757 t O 0 6
Parish of Melcombe
sq. mis.
10 10 0 0
acres.
Parishes of Sarabah and 480  0 15  0Witheren, Block C
Parish of Witheren... ... 1,016 t l 0 0
Parish  of Kilcoy ... ...  2,760 4 6 3
sq. mis.
Parish of Melcombe ... 1 3 0 0
Parish of Telemon ... ... 31 3 15 0
Parish of Knapp ... ... 1 1 10 0
Neurum Creek ... ... 4. t 6 17 8
Bribie No. 5 ... .. 10 10 0 0
„ No.6
BUNDABERG DISTRICT.
Bank , Union,  of Australia ,  Hogback No. 1
Limited
Ditto ..
Bank, Commercial Company
of Sydney, Limited
Brown , N. W. ...
Ditto ...
Little, Jas. ...
Muller, J. .
Prizeman, W. B.
Province, T.
Ditto ... ... ...
Taylor, J. ... ... ...
Tidswell, E. K.... ... ...
Walker, A. C. ..
Walsh,  E. (widow), and
Mullet, E.
ditto No. 2
Toweran Run
... 9 9 0 0
26
7
23
*
55 4 0
Baffle No. 2 .. ... ...
ditto No. 1
Euleilah
Parish of Mount Perry ...
Agnes Water ... ..
Part of resumed portion of
Roslyn Run
Parish of Wonbah ...
Parish  of Kolanga ... ..
Hogback ... ... ..
Electra ... ...
Resumed part of Monduran
BURKETOWN DISTRICT.
Bank, Australian Joint Stock,
Limited, The
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Bank of Australasia
Barrett, W.
Beaumont, W. ...
Colless, M.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Donner and Rogers
Hughes, Henry
Tindal, Charles G.
Ditto ...
Ditto
Tindal, C. F.
Tonner, C. E. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Walden, R. ...
Escott Run ... ...
ditto No. 1 Block
Diamond Block ...
Redcliff ...
Wood's Lake Run ...
Culdara ...
Floraville Downs No. 1
Boonal
Kateyford No. 1 North
West Inverleigh No. 1
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 6
ditto No. 8
Inverleigh No. 2 ...
ditto No.  3  ...
Woolshed No. 4 ...
Dwaroon ... ...
Woolshed .
ditto No. 2 ...
Graman ... ...
Loch Ness ...
Armraynald Run ...
Floraville ... ...
Wallaby Downs
Timor ... ... ...
Culdara No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
Marless ... ...
CHARLEVILLE DISTRICT.
Browne, J. A.
Calcino, Francesco
Munga Munga
On the  resumed
Gowrie Run
17 12 15 0
17 12 15 0
27 16 4 0
9 9 0 0
7 7 0 0
63 15 15 0
1.1* 10 17 6
8 12 0 0
8 8 0 0
20 16 0 0
36* 36 2 6
50 50 0 0
50 25 0 0
45 22 10 0
25 25 0 0
73 36 10 0
30 15 0 0
60 22 10 0
96 24 0 0
29 7 5 0
25 6 5 0
25 6 5 0
25 6 5 0
25 6 5 0
10 2 10 0
25 6 5 0
25 6 5 0
10 2 10 0
75 18 15 0
60 15 0 0
25 6 5 0
100 30 0 0
50 15 0 0
50 50 0 0
70 43 15 0
40 30 0 0
50 12 10 0
20 10 0 0
20 10 0 0
15 7 10 0
25 12 10 0
3• 17 15 0
acres.
part ofj 1,920 16 10 0
Carter, H. J. ... ditto ... 2,000
Ditto ... ditto ... 4,480
i
Cudmore, D. H. ... Essex ... ...
sq. m s.
22
Douglas, Kate A. ... Concord . 51
Francis, C. D. E. Parish of Charleville 3
Foot Bros. and Biddulph Woura North Block... 34
Jones, A. K. ... ... Reynella ... ... 161
acres.
Jupp, A.... . On the resumed part
Gowrie Run
of 500
sq. mis.
Kenneff, James... Ralph ... . ... 40
Lambert, W. F. Boortkoi East ... 10
Leadbetter, D. T. Box Vale ...  .. ... 50
DISTRICT- continued.
t 5 17 922 15  0
11 0 0
25 10 0
2 5 0
8 10 0t8  19 0
30 0 0
8 10 0
25 Q, 0
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RENTS ON OCCUPATION  LICBNBES-continued.
CI
p +9 m
C;  3
!' v  7
O
Date
No. of Folio . of Appli-
cation.
Name of Licensee. Locality . Area.  Rent.
sq. mis. £  S.  d
28 199 vol. 3 18-11-96
2 222 „ 1 12-4-86
20 191 „ 3 21-10=96
24 195 „ 3 21-10-96
25 196 „ 3 21-10-96
27 198 „ 3 21-10-96
21 192 „ 3 21-10-96
CHARLEVILLE DISTRICT--continued.
Lewis, W.
McManus, W. R.
On the  resumed part of 35 13 2 6
Oakwood Run
.., ... Orkadilla Run
sq. mis.
16 187 „ 3 21-1-95 Hamilton, T. A., and the Strap ... ... ... ... 1013 25 8 9
Scottish  Australian  Invest-
ment  Company, Limited
227 „ 1 14-12-91 Tom, C. P. and A. P.... ... Gore South ... ... .. 17 12 15 0
201 „ 5 13-4-97 Ware, M. ... ... ... On the  resumed part  of 20 10 0 0
Oakwood
190 „ 3 20.4-96 Winten, J. A. ... ... ... Gore West  ... ... ... 91 7 2 6
CHARTERS TOWERS DISTRICT.
248 vol. 1 11-3-91 Aplin, W. ... ... ...
251 „ 1 3-8-91 Balfe,  J. W. ... ... ...
203 „ 3 16-3-97 Bearup , T. B. ... ... ...
204 „ 3 16-3-97 Ditto  ... ... ...
259 „ 1 27.1-96 Ditto  ... ...
257 „ 1 7-1-95 Casey  and Plant ... ...
245 „ 1 13-8-90 Clarke , J. and W. D.... ...
247 „ 1 25-2-91 Hehir , P. ... ... ...
255 „ 1
243 „ 1
18 258 „ 1
21 201 „ 3
22 202 „ 3
30-10-93 Houghton, Ann... .. ...
21-8-89 North Queensland  Mortgage
and Investment  Company,
Limited
7-1-95 Taylor, A.
13-7-96 Ditto
11-11-96 Ditto
Adjoining Thyra
Lauderdale No. 4-East
Mingobar West ...
CLERMONT DISTRICT.
21 399 vol. 1 28-5-90 Bank of Australasia .
20 398  „ 1 14-4-90 Bank of New South Wales, The
33 23 „ 1 4-3-91 Bank, Queensland National,
Limited
31 21 „ 1 28-1-91 Berry, W. ...
49 229 „ 3 18-9-93 Berry and Bennett ...
58 238 „ 3 4-3-95 Boadle, H. R. ... ... ...
38 29 „ 1 7-9-91 Buckland, T. ... ..
39 30 „  1 7-9-91 Ditto ... ... ...
34 25  „ 1 4-3-91 Bianchi, C. ... ... ...
12 390 „ 1 7-11-88 Chalk. T.
24 434 „ 1 28-7-90 Ditto
64 244 „ 3 16-3-96 Daly, J. A.
6.5 245 „ 3 16-3-96 Ditto
14 392 „ 1  1-7-89 Dickson, W.
32 22 „ 1 4-3-91 Donaldson, R.
7 38.5 „ 1 7-5-88 Fairbairn , G. ... ... ...
8 386 „ 1 7-5-88 Ditto .. ..
46 226 „ 3 6-7-93 Goldsbrough, Mort, and Co.,
Ltd.
68 248  „ 3 22-5-96 Jaques, C. G.
36 27  „ 1 5-8-91 Jensen, C. P.
66 246  „ 3 18-3-96 Johnston, W.
69 249 „ 3 20-4-97 Kilpatrick, P.
48 228 „ 3 1-9-93 Lenehan, P.
67 247 „ 3 3-8-96 Mackay, E. H....
13 391 „ 1 17-4-89 McCormack, J.
37 28  „ 1 24-8-91 Ditto
63 243 „ 3 9-3-96 Muirhead , J. C. ...
50 230 „ 3 2-10-93 Ditto
28 438 „ 1 20 -8-90 Murray -Prior, T. de M. ...
40 31 „ 1 4-4-92 Ditto ...
62 242 „ 3 2-3-96 Ditto ...
1 270  „  1 2-10-85 Murray -Prior , T. de M., North,
J., North, C.,  North, F., and
North, A.
45 225  „  3 3-7-93 North, Francis  ... ... ...
55 235  „  3  16-4-94 Palmer,  Sir A.  H. ... ...
29 439 „ 1 6-12-90 Patullo, G. ...
30 440 „ 1 21 -1-91 Queensland Trustees ,  Limited
59 239 „ 3 4-3-95 Riley C. C. ... ...
61 241 „ 3 6-1-96 Ditto ... ...
70 . 250 „ 3 11-3-97 Shannon , John ... ...
42 222  „ 3 23-1-93 Small, Andrew ... ...
43 223 „ 3 20-2-93 Ditto
41 221 „ 3 19-9-92 Walsh, Thomas ... ...
52 232 „ 3  5-12-93 Walsh, A. D.
5 280 „ 1 7-5-88 Weller, A., Weller, A. L., and
Weller, K. M.
60 240  „  3 29-4-95 Wallace , D. S.... ... ...
Eumara Block
Balfe .. ...
Warrigal No. 1
ditto No. 2
Moocha
Adjoining Powlathanga
The Glen ..
Mungamunna
Oakvale (resumed part)
Lauderdale Nos. 1 and
Runs
Oatley and Oatley (Trustees On the resumed part of 14,640 33 7 0
late  Hon. E. Flood) Gowrie Run
Ditto ... ... ... ditto . ... ... ... 3,645 + 7 15 10
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 1,920 14 8 0
Ditto ditto ... ... ... 7,680 47 8 0
Ormston, M. G. ditto ... ... 694
Talwood Block ...
Gregory Block ..
Kilcool  No. 1 Block
Stevenson Block .
Red Rock Valley No. 2
Quetta ... ... ...
Carl Is ... ...
25 18 15 0
3 2 5 0
50 12 10 0
36 9 0 0
100 25 0 0
5 2 15 0
30 30 0 0
35 35 0 0
21 5 5 0
2 195 48 15 0
... 601
... 50
Huxley  .. ... ...
Kilcool South ... ..
Spring Vale Run ...
Madison Run ...
Rob Roy No. 1 ...
Disney No . 1 ... ..
Marion No .  3 Run ... ...
Kilcool  North  Block ...
Khosh Bulduk Run... ...
Lowestoff Run
Marion  No. 2 ... ...
Whately ...
ditto  (arrears ) ... ...
No country ... ... ...
Disney No. 2... ... ...
Emin ...
Chunk... ... ... ...
Neta ... ... ...
ditto  (arrears) ...
Tip-tree Hill North)Run ...
Zamy ... ... ... ...
Disney ...
Richard
Moonbago No. 1 Block ...
Bonnicord No. 1
Part of Bulliwallah Resump-
tion
29 14 10 0
acres.
6 12 6
15 0 0
12 10 0
58 29 0 0
48 24 0 0
17 616 0
11J  t2  7 6
103 51 10 0
28 14 0 0
86 43 0 0
78 39 0 0
73 29 4 0
60 18 15 0
47 18 16 0
48 24 0 0
45 22 10 0
53 13.5 0
91 45 10 0
24 24 0 0
23 23 0 0
53 13 5 0
52  2016 0
10 8 0
26 6 10 0
45 22 10 0
40 10 0 0
35 14 0 0
24 9 12 0
9 12 0
48J 30 6 3
50 12 10 0
39 19 10 0
48 24 0 0
60 36 0 0
12 12 10 0
12 3 2 6
Garioch Plains  Run ... 25 31 5 0
Baron ... ... ... ... 52 20 16 0
Kilcool No. 2 Block... ... 45 13 10 0
Yeenah Block 51 12 15 0
Laglan East ... ... ... 29 14 10 0
Rossmore ... ... 3.1 1215 0
Kilcummin No. 1 80 20 0 0
On the resumed part of 108 32 8 0
Collaroy
Moorlands No. 1 ... 50 38 1 3
ditto No.2 25 25 0 0
Pastorale No. 2 26 36 1 11
Rivington ... ... 34 17 0 0
La Poule Run 25 25 0 0
acres.
On the resumed part of 17,600 55 0 0
Kilcummin
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fq
za
Date
No. of Folio .  of Appli-
cation.
Name of Licensee. Locality. Area. Rent.
sq. mis.  £ s. d.
31 311 vol. 1  28-9-89
38 318  to  1 31-3-90
87 278 „ 3 2-1-94
86 277  to3 2.1-94
111 302  to 3 18-3-97
85 276 „ 3 2-1-94
61 197 „ 1 13-8-91
73 264  to  3 6-10-92
106 297  to 3 17-6-95
35 315  to 1 27-5-89
16 296  to 1 27-5-89
112 303  to 3 20-4-97
81 272  to 3 30-10-93
94 285  to  3 19-3-94
32 312  to  1 30-10-89
69 79  to  1 26-7-92
33 313  to  1 9.11-89
65 75 „ 1 1-10-91
101 292 „ 3 7.1-95
108 299  to  3 16-9-95
57 193  to  1 7-7-91
58 194
59 195
60 196
64 200
95 286
78 269
83 274
89 280
COOKTOWN DISTRICT.
Burke, M. ... ... ... Annan Downs
Callaghan, P. ... ... ... On Morgan River ...
Coates, Isaac ... ... ... Parish of Mclvor ...
Cook, S. W. W. and A. A. ...
Cook  Bros . ... ... ...
Crowley, J. W. ... ...
Dowling, J. ...
Ditto ...
Earl, J. ...
Gibson, J. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Jensen ,  S. ... ...
Kennedy , L. ... ...
McCarey,  T. ... ...
Olive , E. A. C.... ...Recliner, G. J. . ...
Shephard, F. W. ...
South Australian Land Mort-
gage  and Agency Company,
Limited, The
1 7-7-91 Ditto ... ... ...
1 7-7-91 Ditto
1 7-7-91 Ditto
1 11-9-91 Ditto
3 2-4-94 Thygesen, C.
3 26-6-93 Ditto
8 14-11-93 Wallace, C.
3 2-1-94 Wa llace Bros.
110 301  to  3 22-2-97 Ditto ... ... ...
3 2 5 0
22 16 10 0
10j 6 6 0
acres.
Parish of Sporing ... ... 5,120 6 0 0
sq. mle.
Normanby ... ... ...  27 20 5 0
Talgijah ... . ... 211 1215 0
Adjoining. Occupation 1  0 15  0
License No. 26
Parish of Monkhouse ...  1 0 15 0
On Laura River ... ... 10 3 0 0
Boolgur Block ... ... 1 0 15 0
Beesbike Block 6 4 10 0
Norman Vale ..  34 20 8 0
Forfeited  Occupation License 4 3 0 0
No. 13
The Forks ... ... ...  25 25 0 0
Parish of  Hann ... ... 2 1 4 0
Cowal Block ... ... 24 12 0 0
Mount Thomas No. 1 ... 1 0 15 0
Parish of Hann  it  0 15 0
Parish of Clerk ... 44 22 0 0
On Stewart Creek  ... ... 4 2 8 0
Ruby ... ... ... ... 24 18 0 0
Eveline ... ... ... 6 4  10  0
Ruby No. 1 .. ... ... 47 35 5 0
ditto  No. 2  ... 25  18 15  0
Adjoining Portion 164 ... 2 1 4 0
Parish of Pigersgill ... ... 10 7 10 0
ditto ... ... 10A 6 6 0
On Starcke River .. ... 12 3 12 0
On the Mclvor and Morgan 19 11 8 0
Rivers
Parish of Mclvor ... ... 9 6 17 3
CUNNAMULLA DISTRICT.
1 136 vol.  1 1-2-92 ) Hill, Trenchard,  Close,  Yarmouth  (resumed part)... 5411  21 16. 0I 1 Richards ,  and Wynter I I
80 327 vol. 3 2.9-95
93 340  to 3 12-4-97
86 333 „ 3 1-6-96
55 345 „ 1 11.2-89
68 315 „ 3 30-9-93
83 330 „ 3 1-4-96
DALBY DISTRICT.
Alford, H. K. ... ... ...
Ashworth, T. ... ... ...
Bank Commercial Company
of Aydney, Limited
Bank, Queensland National,
Limited, The
Bassingthwaighte, A. and E.
Bassingthwaighte, Essington...
89 336  to  3 5.1-97 Black , J. Y. ... ... ...
21 340  to  1 12-4-86 Bodkin, T. R. ...
81 328
85 332
88 335
61 379
82 329
90 337
62 380
57 347
66 313
91 338
74 321
92 339
3 2-9.95 Bourne, H. ... ...
3 18-5-96 Brown, D . C. ... ...
3 6-1-97 Campbell, F. ...
1 6-6-92 Campbell ,  Hon. W.
3 6-1-96 Chadwick , R. N. ...
3 5-3-97 Chadwick , J. F. ...
1 20-6-92 Coughlan , L. B. ...
1 4-3-90 Davidson , J. ... ...
3 4-9-93 Greenup,  A. ... ...
3 23-2-97 Hannaford , W.... ...
3 24-9-94 Kates, F. ...
3 16-3-97 McClelland , W. A. ...
69 316 „ 3 30-10-93 McIntyre , D. ... ...
87 334 „ 3 15-6-96 McKerchar , J.... ...
52 342 „ 1  o-6-87 Rayner ,  D. F. and A. E.
60  378 to  1 28-3-91 Stewart , J. ... ...
73 320  to  3 6-8-94 Stewart , C. ... ...
70 317  to  3 2-1-94 Syms, Joseph ... ...
63 381  to  1 17-4-93 Turner , J. H. .. ...
77 324  to  3 6-5-95 Ditto
78 325
67 314
„ 3
„ 3
10-6-95 Walton, D., junr.
28-8-93  ,  Winfield, J. ...
351 vol. 1 19-3-90
354  to 1 25-11-93
350 „ 1 28-9-87
352 „ 11 11-6-90
353  to  1 i 10-4-93
GAYNDAH DISTRICT.
Colamba South, No. 1 West 13 6 10 0
Gideon Land... ... ...  40 20 0 0
acres.
Parish of Dulacca  ... ...  431 0 18 0
sq. mis.
On Condamine River ... 9 18 0 0
Jingi Jingi (resumed ) 110 t66 0 9
Portion B of the resumed 27 20 12 6
part of Jingi  Jingi East acres.
Parish of Dalby ... ...  156 3 0 0
sq. mis.
Warra Warra South Run ... 16 t0 1 3
acres.
Parish of Dogwood ...  130 1 0 0
On the  resumed part  of 8,250 9 15 0
Tieryboo  Run sq. mis.
Murilla (resumed  part) 1721 64 13 9
Murilla  East  ... ... .. 15 10 18 9
Culgara .. 87 29 0 0
Blytheland (resumed part ) 20q 10 5 0
Callitris ... ... 9 5 14 0
Cooloomallee Run ... ... 40 20 5 0
Pelican (resumed) 75 45 0 0
Portion A of the  resumed 100 25 0 0
part of North Inglestone
Dulacca (on resumed  part )... 218 119 18 0
Block A on the  resumed part 48 36 0 0
of Durong acres.
Parish of Weale ... 6,488 55 15 2
Parish of Maids Hill ...  2,000 3 0 0
sq. mis.
Aiderton Run .. 31 31 0 0
Ballon Run (resumed  part). 16,} 9 18 0
Cooranga (on resumed part ) 1A 2 10 0
acres.
Parish of Palmer ... ...  2,100 5 0 0
sq. mis.
Canaga  ... ... ... 59 35 8 0
acres.
Parish  of Canaga ... ... 3,200 5 0 0
sq. mis.
Blytheland  (leased  part) 201 t9 14 9
Wee Wee ... ... ... 21 15 15 0
Atherton  and Palmer
Bushnell, R., and J. T. Cecil
Fox, J. H. ... ... ..
Hamilton,  R. ... ..
Heathwood , C. A. ... ...
Borania Run  .. ..  63
Part of Boondooma (resumed) 48
Wangaringa  Run ... ... 36
Cloncose l .un ... ... 34J
Rosehall ... 37
47 5 0
24 0 0
36 0 0
29 19 5
.46 .5 0
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a0
c
m Date
owl No .  of Folio . of Appli.g  . cation.
0
3 6.5-95
Area.  Rent.
sq. mis. £ s. d.
1
2
3
7
5 „ , ,
13 373  „  1 13-4-91 Campbell, J.
23
26
20
19
25
28
8
6
347 vol .  31 7-3-94
34.9 „ 3 2-7-94
349 „ 3 28-10-96
16 376
18 351
27 360
29 362
Land Mortgage Company,
Limited, The
1  21-5-94 Rideout ,  W. S.... ... ...
3 6-8-94 Shaw ,  W. B. ... ...
3 18-1-97 Ditto  ... ... ...
GLADSTONE DISTRICT.
367 vol .  1 13-2-88 Breslin ,  C. C. ... .. ...
365 1 16-5-87 Cadell the Executors of ...T.
356 „ 3 6-1-96 Ditto
12-7-97
359 „ 3 10-8-96 Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto  ... ... ...
353 „ 3 10-4-95 Fuller, H. M.
352 „ 3 10-8-94 Joyner and Butcher
358 „ 3 9-3-96 1 Mackellar, M. M.
361 „ 3 18-5-97 Norton , A. ... ... ...
368 „ 1 12-4-88 Phillips ,  George ...
366 „ 1 16-5-87 Queensland Investment and
3„
355 „ 31  10-6-95
19 377 vol .  3 6-8-94
20 378  „  3 6-8-94
21 382 „ 3 7-1-95
13 371 „ 3 20-6-91
26 384 „ 3 13-5-95
22 380 „ 3 7-1-9n
11 431 „ 1 22-12-90
12 432-  „ 1 12-1-91
29 387 „ 3 14-9-96
18 376  „  3 5-3-94
27 385 „ 3 9.7-95
25 383 „  3 9-4-95
87
86 vol .  3 6-5-95
29 90 „ 3
27 88 „
28 89
8 391
4 392
5 393
6 394
7 395
8 396
9 397
10 398
12 400
2 445
14 402
45 6
38 99
36 97
40 1
43 4
11 399
15 403
85 96
30 91
41 2
37 98
16 404
17 405
18 406
19 407
46 7
13.5-95
3 6.5-95
3 13-5-95
„
„ 3
Name of Licensee. Locality.
GEORGETOWN DISTRICT.
O'Brien and Hunt  ...
.
Copperfield
Ditto  ...  Ellendale
O'Brien ,  Cobbold, and Co. . Baroota
Smith, A. K.
Parish of Toolooa
[27TH JULY, 1897.
Adjoining Kroombit Run ...
Kilbirnie Run (resumed part)
Parish of Thalberg ...
Portion A, resumed part of
Broadwater
Parish of Calliope ..
Parishes of Earlsfield and
Thalherg
On the resumed part of
Bompa
Port Curtis ,  northward of
Auckland Point
Adjoining Kroombit Run ...
Parish of Thalberg ... ...
Grevillia No. 1
Between Grevil li a No. 1 and
Edinburgh
Greycliffe No. 2 ... ...
Tiel, W.  F. B.... ... ... South Trees Island ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Lot 3v, Parish of Yabba
Lot 4v ditto
Lot 5v ditto
Lot 6v ditto
Lot 7v ditto
Parish of Yabba ...
GOONDIWINDI DISTRICT. sq. mis.
Burke E . ... ... ...  Billa Billa North  (resumed )  31 11 12 6
Ditto ... ... ... Yagaburne ,  Portion B (re- 8 3 0 0
sumed)
Burke, G.  ... ... ...  Billa Billa North  (leased ) ...  31 11 12 6
Kelly ,  N. ... ... ... Moonie No. 1... ... ... 27 10 2 6
Mann ix  Bros. and Ryan  ...  West Cooroora  ... ...  38 22 16 0
McDonald ,  D.... ... ... Liddel Dale West  ... ...  55 33 0 0
McDonald ,  D., junr . ... ...  Gayndell South Block  ...  24 12 0 0
Ditto  ... ... ...  Ula Ula East  ... ...  50 25 0 0
McIntyre ,  D. W. O. .. .. Moonie No. 2 ... ... 25 12 10 0
Scottish Australian Invest -  Wyaga  (resumed ) ... ...  1161 43 13 9
ment Company ,  Limited
Ditto  ... ... ...  The leased part of Boondan -  47 37 12 0
dills acres.
Waller ,  C. ... ... ... Parish of Broomfield ... 885
GYMPIE DISTRICT.
Beattie, D. ... ... ... On the resumed part of 12,057
Kenilworth Run
Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
19-8-92 Bank ,  Queensland National,
Limited, The
3 19-8-92 Ditto  ... ... ...
3 19-8-92 Ditto  ... ... ...
3 19-8-92 Ditto  ... ... ...
3 L9-8-92 Ditto ... ... ...
3 5-9-92
„
„
„
Ditto
3 5-9-92 Ditto
3 5-9-92 Butler, Isaac
3 7-11-92 Ditto
1 27-2-92 Courtman, J.
3 2-4-94 Ditto
3 5-1-97 Cross, E.
,. 3 6-7-96 Eaton, John
3 1-7-96 Ditto ... ...
3 27-7-96 Ditto  ... ... ...
3 1-9-96 Ditto ... ...
3 4-7-93 Elworthy ,  W., and Mellor, M.
3 16-7-94 Ditto  ... ... ...
3 6-1-96 Ditto  ... ... ...
3 30-5-95 Fraser, W. ...
3  29-6-26 Gilbert,  R. G. ...
3 6-7-96 Green and Petersen ...
„ 3 6-8-94 Jones, G. H.
3 7-1-95 Lindley, G.
„
3 7-1-95 Ditto ...
3 7-1-95 Ditto ...
31 5.7-97 Mackrell ,  J. C. W.
25
100
15
12 10 0
50 0 0
7 10 0
acres.
220
sq. mis.
150
6
4
acres.
640
sq.  mls.
9
5 0 0
75 0 0
6 0 0
3 0 0
1 0 0
9 0 0
2J1 210 0
6 6 0 0
acres.
10,000 7 16 3
80 3 0 0
sq. mis.
28 i 14 0 0
80
acres.
500
5 0 0
42 0 06 17  6
20 0 0
10 0 0
6 10 0
... 160 0 10 0
sq. mis.
... 4J 9 0 0
acres.
... 566 2 0 0
sq. mis.
... 61 14 0 0
acres.
2,750 7 0 0
2,000
2,000
2,350
2,560
sq. mis.
4 10 0
4 10 0
6 0 0
3 0 0
14 21 0 0
acres.
2,840 6 15 0
2,400 6 0 0
321 1 0 02,250  4 0 0
696 3 0 0
979 3 0 0
sq. mis.
11 16 10 0
Lot 2v, Parish of Yabba ...
Lot 1v, Parish of Yabba ...
Parish of Imbil ... ...
Parish of Kilkivan ... ...
ditto ... ...
Parish of Widgee ... ...
On the resumed part of
Teebar
ditto  ... ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
Kandanga  ... ... ...
Imbil ... ...
Parish of Brooloo ... ...
... Ballast Reserve ...
... On the resumed part
Teebar
Parish of Brooyar ...
147
4
10
43
10
acres.
600
of 400
21 0 0
10 10 0
4 0 0
20 0 0
43 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
2 0 0
1,420 5 0 0
sq. mis.
10 5 0 0
12 12 0 0
3 3 15 0
2 2 0 0
ac
1 0 0
... Kilkivan  (on resumed half)
.., Parishes of Curra and
Neerdie
... Parish of Curra ... ...
... ditto  ... ... ...
Parish of Kilkivan ... ...
No. 24. VOL. XVIII.]
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R ENTS ON OCCUPATION  LICENSES - continued.
q
191 8
No .  of  Polio.
0
44 5 vol. 3
1 444
42 3
Date
of Appli-
cation.
1
1
„ 3
20
4408  31  „ 
34 95 „ 3
39 100 „ 3
33 94 „ 3
23 84 „ 3
21 409 „ 3
32 93 „ 3
11 33 vol. 3
4 26
9 31
5 27 „ 3
8 30 „ 3
12 34 „ 3
17 39 „ 3
14 36 „ 3
15 37 „ 3
„ 3
„ 3
7-10-96
12-12-89
1-9-96
7-1-95
4.2-95
14-10-95
14-7-96
12.8.95
18-2-95
8-1-95
19.8-95
14-12-94
9-5-92
11-1-94
24-10-92
5-6-93
18-2-95
6-7-97
16-12-96
10-5-97
Locality.
GYMPIE  DISTRICT- continued.
Macfarlane , J. ... ...
Mant, G. ...
Missing, H . ... ...
McGill, J.
McClymont and McGill
McLean, A. ... ...
Scougall , W. R.... ...
Tennison , T. ... ...
Tucker , H. ... ...
Williams, E. ... ...
Webb, G. S. ... ...
249 [27TH JULY, 1897.
Area. Rent.
acres.  £ t. d.
Parishes of Kilkivan and 720 2 0 0
Brooyar sq. mis.
On Gigoomgan Run 10J 21 2  6
On the resumed' part of 3 5 0 0
Teebar
Parish of Kandanga ... 2 3 0 0
ditto .. ... 31 3 5 0
Parish of Brooloo ... ... 4 4 0 0
acres.
On the resumed part of 960 3 0 0
Teebar
On the resumed part of 1,160 4 0 0
Kilkivan
Parish of Miva ... ... 1,190 3 0 0
sq. ml.
Parish of Kilkivan  ... ...  1 2 0 0
acres.
Parish of Widgee  ... ...  4,100 9 0 0
HERBERTON DISTRICT.
Atkinson Brothers ...
Bank of New South Wales ...
Collins, E. D. ... ... ...
Ditto
Darcy, M. L.
Denford, C.
Halpin, P.
Moffat, J.
McDowall, W....
16 38 „ 3 5-7-97 Siddall and Barker
10 32 3 16-7-94 Wade, H. ...
Rankin' s Hills  No. 1 ...
Wairuna North No. 1 ...
Kirrama South No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
St. James ... ...
On Georgetown  road ...
Retire No. 2 ..
Within Walsh Mining
District
On the  resumed part of
Lake Lucy Run
sq. ml.
25
55
19
6
50
5
25
4
m
12 10 0
13 15 0
19 0 0
6 10 0
25 0 0
2 10 0
t3 2 6
1 0 0
16 10 0
... Oaky Hills
... In the Hodgkinson Gold Field
10 461 vol. 1
19 419 „ 3
8 459 „ 1
18 418 „ 3
1 452 „ 1
21 421 „ 3
17 417 „ 3
20 420 „ 3
2 453 „ 1
3 454 „ 1
15 415 „ 3
16 416 „ 3
12 412 „ 3
63 232 vol. 1
105 464 „ 5
129 403 „ 5
128 402 „ 5
132 406 „ 5
60 420 „ 1
73 432 „ 3
112 471 „ 3
48 408 „ 1
36 497 „ 1
74 433 „ 3
64 233 „ 1
65 234 „ 1
86 445 „ 3
92 451 „ 3
130 404 „ 5
125 489 „ 3
77 436 „ 3
72  431  3
67 236
.,
1
133 407 „ 5
101 460 „ 3
85 444 „ 3
118 482 „ 3
116 475 „ 3
127 401 „ 5
114 473 3
103 462 „ 3
108 467
109 468
44 404
131 405
87 446
HUGHENDEN DISTRICT.
19-1-91 Bank ,  Union,  of Australia,
Limited
4-3-97 Ditto ... ...
30-9-89 Christison , R. ... ... ...
13-7-96 Ditto ... ... ...
17-1-87 Gray, R. ... ... ...
10-5-97 Hutson, J. ... ...
8-7-96  Kriesel , F. G. . ... ...
6-4-97 M ... ...
d Mortgage4-4-87 North
and Investment  Company,
Limited
2-4-87  Ditto ... ... ...
5-5-96 Savage, E. ... ... ...
1-7-96 Savage , R. ... ... ...
3-12-92 Voss, W. W. ... ... ...
10 f 2 10 0
2 2 0 0
On the  resumed part of 12 6 0 0
Redcliff
Hampstead ... ... 111  27 16  3
Parla Murri Run ... ... 29t 14 12 6
Maude Place No. 5... ... 40 10 0 0
Blantyre North Run ... 53 26 12 6
Boston No. 1 East ... ... 23 5 15 0
Boston No .  2... ... ... 68 17 0 0
Colimbah No. 2 ... ... 231 11 12 6
Wongalee No. 5 Run 25 12 10 0
ditto No. 6 Run ... 48f 24 7 6
Mount Watson  ... ...  69 17 5 0
Coalhrook No. 6 ... 50 12 10 0
Glendower North 28 14 0 0
INGHAM DISTRICT.
13-1-91 Allen  Brothers ...
3-6-95  Allen, S. J. and C. ... ...
16-3-97 Atkinson, H. J. ... ...
16-3-97 Ditto ... ... ...
5-7-97 Banfield, E. J... ...
8-10-90 Bank  of Australasia ,  Corpora-
tion of, The
4-4-92 Ditto ... .. .
2-9-95 Bank ,  Australian  Joint Stock,
Limited The
7-1-89 Bank of gew South Wales ..
12-4-88  Bank , Queensland .  National,
Limited, The
4-4-92 Ditto ...
3-3=91 Barnes, H.
3-3-91 Ditto
5-2-94 Beckett and Boyle
4-6-94 Ditto ...
14-4-97 Boyle, John
21-7=96 Boyd, R.
3-6-92  Collins, E. D.
4-4-92 Craig, W. ...
25-2-91 Ditto ...
5.7-97 Ditto ...
5-3-95 Hannon, P.
2-1-94 Hives, F. ... ... ...
6-1-96 Hubinger, J.C.,W.J., and J.H.
2-1-96 Kerr, John ... ... ...
16-3-97 Lynn, Bryan ... ...
1-10-95 Page, T. and W. ..
26-3-95  Queensland  Investment and
3 17-6-95
3 17-6-95
1 14-9-88
5 5-7-97
3 19-2-94
Land  Mortgage Company,
Limited, The
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Scott,  G. A. J. and W. J. ...
Siddall and Barker
Wade, W. J., and Fairchild,
J. H.
115 474 3 17-10-95 Ditto ... ... ...
121 485 3 13-1-96 Ditto ... ... ...
5 14-11.96126 400 Ditto ... ... ...
Adjoining ing Allingham  No. 2 50 30 0 0
Boomerang  ... ... ...  15 9 0 0
Forest Park ... ... ... 30 15 0 0
Lily Creek .. ... ... 12,J 6 5 0
Dunk Island ... 3 1 10 0
Mount Fox No. 3 West  Block 92 19 10 0
ditto No.2  ... ... 21 5 0 0
Seaview  ... ... ...  24 12 0 0
Newton Run ... ... ...  10 7 10 0
Kirrama Run  ... ...  34 51 0 0
Hinchinbrook No. 2B  ...  12 12 0 0
West Downs Block ... ...  25 6 5 0
South Downs Block ... 25 6 5 0
Parish of Rockingham ... 10 10 0 0
ditto ... ... ... - 1 1 0 0
Tyson No.  2 ... ... ... 9 5 8 0
Parish of Pitt ... ... 15 7 10 0
Blencoe East  ...  20 20 0 0
Melrose ... ... 4 8 0 0
Craiglee Block  ...  18 6 15 0
Blackadder ... ... ... 37 13 17 6
Lucky Downs ... ...  40 10 0 0
acres.
Parish of Garrawalt  ...  4,540 7 0 0
sq. mis.
Leased part of Glenbora .. 71j 3 15 0
Parish of Glenbora ... ... 9 4 10 0
Resumed part of Glenbora 7j 3 15 0
On Hinchinbrook Island  ...  25 15 0 0
Ashton North No. 1 ... 10 10 0 0
ditto No. 2  ...  10 10 0 0
ditto No. 3 ... 10 10 0 0
Arthur's Plains No. 3 Run 31 15 10 0
Woodburn ... ... ... 10 5 0 0
Wade  ... ... ... ... 56 21 0 0
Gray No. 1 ...
Gray No. 2 ...
Gray ... ... ... ...
152 5 18 2
20 7 10 0
152 5 18 2
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0
m
z a
0
No. of Folio.
Date
of Appli- Name o f  Licensee . Locality.  Area.
cation.
I
ditto  NO. 8A ... ... 2 1 4 0
ditto  No. 7  ... ... 8  4 16  0
ditto No. 10 ... ...  4h f 2 7 8
ditto  No. 4  ... ... 9  5 13  3
sq. mis. ' - £ a. d.
1 477 vol. 3
2 478 „ 3
44
347 „  41
287 „ 4
9 „ 2
3 „• 4
4 „ 4
5 „ 4
2 „ 4
6 „ 4
7 „ 41
7 „ 6
INGLEWOOD DISTRICT.
3-9-94 Badgery, F. D.... ... ... I Parishes of Whetstone and 9
Wyemo
8-7-95 I Badgery and Sands ... ... Resumed part of Whetstone 149
ditto No. 6
... On the expired leased
of Colinton
'Parish of Kholo ...
Parish of St. John ...
Parish of Alford ...
Parish of Monsildale
Parish of Esk ...
IPSWICH DISTRICT.  acres.
276 vol. 4 10-6-95 . Ahearn, H. ... ... ... I Parish of Rosevale ... ... 300 1 0 0
sq. mis.
16-2-97 Aldham, H. ... ... Parish of Burnett 2 2 0 0
acres.
26-5-96 Alcorn, J. ... ... ... Parish of Goolman ... ... 570 1 10 0
sq. mis.
2-7-91 Anderson, G. W. ... ... Monsildale No. 5 ... ... 12 7 4 0
5-9-92 British and Australasian .Trust ditto No. 3A ... ... 4 2 8 0
5-9-92
5-9-92
23-6-92
2.4-9-92
24-9-92
5-7-97
and Loan Co., Limited
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Bank, Queensland
Limited, The
Ditto ...
Bentel, C. ...
National,
47 279 „ 4 7-10-95 Blair, H. G. ... ...
36 268  „ 4 16-4-94 Bowman, F. J. M.
48 280  „ 4 7-10-95 Brennan, W. ... ...
71 5 „ 6 5-7-97 Bushnell, R. ... ...
30 19 „ 4 5-2-94 Clifford, P. ... ...
59 840 „ 4 20-7-96 Copley James ... ...
46 278 „ 4 8-7-95 Cribb, H. S. ... ...
43 275 „ 4 3.6-95 Duncan, P. ... ...
2 2 „ 2 22-3-87 Dunlop, J. ...
63 344 „  4 11-11-96 Dwyer, C. .
60 341 „ 4 15-9-96 Flieschmanu, Harriett
72 6 „ 6 5-7-97 Gould, T., junr. ...
22 11 „ 4 10-4-93 Handley, C. G.... ...
67 1 „ 6  23-2-97  Ditto ... ...
42 274 „ 4 3-6-95 Hardgrave, S. ... ...
61 342 „  4 13-10-96 Himstedt, A. A.
56 288 „ 4 1-7-96 Heenan, M., senr.
58 290 „ 4 6-7-96 Heenan, J. ... ...
68 2 „ 6 23-2-97 Loff, R. H. A. ... ...
70 4 „ 6 23-4-97 Logan, J., junr....
3 3 „ 2 30-4.88 Lord and  Sons ...
4 4 „ 2 30-4-88 Ditto ...
49 281 „ 4 14-10.95 Loighran, T.
53 285 „ 4, 6-1-96 Mahaffey, G.
12 1 „ 4 27-5-92 Marsh,  James ...
33 265 „  4 2-4-94 McCarrol, D.
51 2&8 „ 4 2-1-96 McKay, George
64 845 „  4 4-1-97 Noonan, John ...
65 -846  „ 4 12-1-97 Ditto ...
57
69
38
27
10
26
289
3
270
16
10
15
to41 1-7-96. O'Keefe, `M.
6 12-4-97 PhelVs, A.
4 6-8-94 . Phillips, T.
4 2-1-94 Perrett, A.
32 264
19 8
41 273
74 8
35 267
45 277
34 266
62 343
„
H
to
  
 ,
, 
2' 17-8-91 Redmond, J.
4. 28-8-93 Ditto
4 5-3-94 Ditto ...
4 7-11-92 Rickertt, A., junr.
4 29-4-95 Ryan, J.... ... ...
6 5-7-97 Ryan, P.... ... ...
3-4-94 Somerset, H. P.
1.7-95  Wallace,  D. S.... ...
4 2-4-94 Wilkinson , J. H. ...
4  121-10-96 Williams , John .... ...
10 6 0 0
part 4 6 0 0
acres.
... 320 1 6 0
sq. mis.
3j 5 0 0
acres.
... 2,000 3 2 6
... 640 1 2 0 0
sq. mis.
... 2j 3 9 9
acres.
... Parish of  Bowman  ... ...  640 3 0 0
... Parish of Forbes ... ... 450
sq. ml.
Rent.
11 5 0
74 10 0
0 14 0
Parish of Byron ... 1 2 0 0
acres.
Parish of Biarra ... ... 320 6 0 0
Parish of 11osevale ... ... 800 1 5 0
Parishes of Thornton and 640 2 0 0
Townson sq. mis.
... Parish of Whitestone ...  4 4 0 0
Nukinenda No. 1 ... ... 3 I 9 0 0
Nukinenda No. 2 ... ... 5 15 0 0
acres.
Parish of Grandchester ... 250 1 0 0
sq. MIS.
On the resumed part of 52 11 0 0
Colinton
Parish of Thornton  ... ... 2 4 0 0
acres.
ditto .. ... 1,100 3 0 0
... Parish of Esk ... ... 200 1 10 0
1
On the resumed part of 7 7 0 0
Grantham acres.
Parish of Eskdale ... ...  435 5 8 9
ditto ... ... ... 40 1 010 0
sq. mis.
Nukinenda No. 3 10 10 0 0
Parish of Lockyer ... 6 6 10 0
Monsildale No. 1 13 7 16 0
Parish' of Esk 3 5 0 0
Parish of Alford 2 2 0 0
Newkinenda No. 4 ... 3 4 17 6
Parishes of Eakdale  and 2 2 6 8
Biarra
Parishes of Whitestone and 4 4 10 0
Thornton acres.
Parish of Burnett ... ... 460 i 1 0 0
Parish of Clumber ... ... 240 •
Parish of Avoca 450 0 14 1
sq. mis.
Monsildale No. 2 15 9 0 0
Parish of Avoca 1 2 13 2
acres.
Parish of Monsildale 951 5 0 0
Parish of Nears 510 2 7 10
Parish of Fassifern
Parish of East Haldon
Parish of Avoca
Parish of Normanby
Parish of Clumber ...
Parish  of Deongwar
sq. mis.
3k
4
3 10 0
8 0 0
acres.
450 1 0 0
535 2 10 8
sq. mis.
1 2 2 6
acres.
2,429 7 11 10
ISISFORD DISTRICT.
Mayne Downs2 I 491 vol .  3 27-8-94 Bank  of New South Wales ...
Ditto Urbana No. 53 492 „  3 27-8-94
On the resumed part of4 493 „ 3 30-5-95 Simson, J.
Vergemont Run
sq. mis.
50
50
150
12 10 0
12 10 0
65 12 6
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a30.4
No.  Of 70"XS4  .
NANANGO DISTRICT.
Date
of Appli-
cation.
[27TH JULY, 1897.
Locaity .  Area. Bent,
sq. mis. A a. d
36 25 vol. 41 23-8-93
15 54 „  21 12-3-90
18 58 „ 2 27-3-90
12 52 „ 2 9-10-89
44 33  „  4 24-9-94
3a 86  to  2 15-9-87
9 49  to 2  26-11-88
10 50 „ 2 26-11-88
11 51 „  2 26-11-88
17 57  to  2 19-3-90
8 48  to  2 26-11-88
27 96  to  2 21-1-91
16 56  „  2 12-3-90
3 43  to  2 22-8-88
4 44  to  2 22-8-88
5 45  to  2 22-8-88
32 21  to  4 4-4-92
38 27  to  4 5-3-94
30 99  to  2 2-11-91
28 92  to  2 27-8-90
85 24  „ 4 17-7-93
34 23  „  4 17-10-92
6 46 „ 2 10=9-88
22 91  to 2 30-7-90
4A 87  to  2 30-7-88
5A 88  to 2 18-8-88
33 22  to  4 6-6-92
41 30  to 4 31-7-94
43 32  to 4 20-8-94
48 37  to  4 2-5-96
39 28  to  4 2-4-94
49 38  to  4 4-5-97
14 55  to  2 12-3.90
13 53  to 2 9-10-89
1 61 vol.;2
5 43  to 4
4 42  to 4
6 44  to 4
3 41 „ 4
Name of Itoensee.
MACKAY DISTRICT.
Australian and New Zealand
Mortgage Company, Limited
Atherton, R. .
Bank, Australian Joint Stock,
Limited, The
The Bank of New South Wales,
Ditto
Bank, Queensland National,
Limited, The
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Bank, Mercantile, of Sydney,
The
Ditto ...
Beresford, G. ...
Bridgman, G. F.
Christian, M. M.
Ditto ...
Ditto
Dalrymple, D. H.
Ditto. ...
Ditto
Adjoining  Mount Spencer... 34
Parish of Sarina ... .. 1
Waterperry Run ... ... 24
Parish of Hampden
Carborough Occupation
License
Cape Hillsborough ... ...
Pariah of Ossa ...
Yellow Waterhole Run ...
Yellow Waterhole  East Run
Grosvenor Downs (resumed)
Fia r No.  2 ... ... ...
Fisher ... ...
Parish of Wodehouse ...
Parish of Epsom ... ...
Drumcondra ... ...
Parish  of Hazeldean.. ...
Valkyrie No. 1 ... ...
Valkyrie  Run ... ... 522 26 7 6
Parish of Wodehouse  ...  7 14 0 0
Nebo North No..1 Run ... 11 5 10 0
Repulse No. 3 Run ...  20 30 0. 0
ditto No. 4 Run  ... 23 34 10 0
ditto No. 5 Run .. 17 25 10 0
Adjoining  St. Helen 's Run 19 9 10 0
Repulse No. 2 Run  ... 20 30 0 0
Parishes of Homebush  and 2J 2 10 0
Sarina
Mount Coma Run  ... ...  54 27 0 0
Parish of Kelvin  ...  71 11 12 6
ditto ... ... ...  20 30 0 0
ditto ... ...  20 30 0 0
Parish of Pelion ... ...  2 4 0 0
acres.
Parish of Hamilton ...  1,198 4 0 0
sq. mis.
Parishes of Pelion  and  Mis  15 7 10 0
Mia acres.
Parish  of  Mis Mia  ... ...  2,200 6 17 6Ditto
Hansen, 0.
Michelmore, J. A.
McBr de,  J., and Finlayson,H. 9.
Ditto ...
McDonald, A.  B. ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Mur
agh, . J.... ... ...Myers,  W. H  ... 
Perry, C. ...
Perry , N. ... ... ...
MARYBOROUGH DISTRICT.
31-1-87 Bates , J. W. ... ...
9-3-96 Garde, H. C. ... ...
11-1.96 Mathison, T. E. ...
21-7-96 Ditto ... ...
19-8-95 Scouga ll , W. R. ...
sq. mis.
a
25 10 0
16 15 0
12 5 0
4 1 3
11 0 0
5 7 10 0
20 15 0 0
76 38 0 0
52 26 0 0
241 6 2 6
12 4 10 0
35 13 2 6it  3 10 0
6 6 0 0
25 31 5 0
6 6 0 0
191 7 16 0
Adjoining  Boompa and 3 3 0 0djoining
Runs
Parish  of Walliebum ... 11 11 0 0
acres.
Parish  of Warrah  ... ...  5,120 6 0 0
Parish  of Dunmore... 2,670 8 7 0
sq. mis.
Parish of Woocoo ... ...  4 6 0 0
MOURILYAN DISTRICT.
2 J 385  vol. 4 J 11-5-97 J Tippett  and Markwick  ...  J Parish of  Glady ...
18
19
20
21
24
26
69 vol .  4 29-4-95 Bank ,  English, Scottish, and
Australian ,  Limited
70  .,  4 29-4-95 Ditto ...
71  to  4 29-4-95 Ditto ...
72  to  4 29-4-95 Ditto  ... ... ...
75 „ 4 14-10-95  Banks , A. ... ... ...
77  to  4 15-6-96 Borton,  G. K. ... ... ...
106
64
„
„
2 19-2-94 Davidson, J. ...
4 7-1-95  Evans, E. ...
67
68
101
109
74
79
80
100
103
104
„
„
„
4 16-4-95 Millis, J. ...
4 16-4-95 Ditto ...
2 14-4-86 Moore, I., Moore, H., and
Baynes, W. H.
2 ' 6-8-94 Ditto ...
4  19-8-95 Perrett, S.
4 11-1-97 Perrett, C. (widow)
4 11-1-97 Ditto ...
6 11-1-97 Ditto
2 9-10-93 Tansey, M. ...
2 9-10-93 Ditto ... ...
27 78 „ 4 14-9-96 Youngman, A....
31 101 „  6 8-2-97  Ditto ... ...  000
acres.
...) 130 J 16 5 0
Parish of Coolabunia  ...  600 2 3 9
Parish of Booie  ... ...  400 1 9 2
Parish of Nanango  ... ...  760 2 15 5
ditto 640 2 6 8
Parish  of Manumbar  ...  1,920 2 5 0
On the  resumed part of Bur -  1,700 3 19 9
randowan
Tarong (onthe resumed part) 12 7 6
Parish of Kunioon  ... ... 44 4 10 0
acres.
Parish of Booie  ... ...  320 1 6 8
ditto ... ...  100 0 8 4
Cherbourg Run ... ...
sq.
34 34 0 0
acres.
Parish of Murton  ... ...  3,000 5 5 0
Parish of Kunioon  .. ..  3,900 6 2 6
On the  resumed  part  of 462 312 0
Manumbar
ditto  ... ... ...  300 2 7 0
ditto ... ...  380 3 0 0
Parish of Boonimba 3,241 12 10 0
ditto  ... ... 4,000 15 12 6
ditto  (arrears ) ... ... ..  0 0 9
sq. mis.
On the resumed part  of Bur. 5 6 5 0
randowan
ditto ... ... ...  211 16 2 6
aq. mis.
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CD No.  Of Folio.
Limited, The
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Area. Bent.
sq. mis. 4 R d.
76 37 vol. 2 17-4-93
13 133 „ 2 5-1-88
14 134 2 5-1-88
78 82 „ 4 3-1-93
79 83 „ 4 3-1-93
107 113 „ 4 7-7-94
59 374 „ 2 29-4-91
Date
of Appli-
cation.
Name  of Licensee.
NORMANTON DISTRICT.
Australian and New Zealand
Mortgage Company, Limited
Atherton, E.
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Atherton, T. A.
Bank of New South Wales,
The
Ditto .
Bank, London, of. Australia,
70 31 „ 2 23-7-92
30 150 „ 2 3-12-88
17 137 „ 2 28-3-83
18 138 „ 2 28-3-88
33 226  „ 2 14-8-89
42 235 „ 2 24-8-89
43 236  „ 2 30-8-89
80 84 „ 4 5-1-93
92 96 „  4 24-2.94
77 81 „ 4 19-12-92
22 142 „ 2 25-7-88
23 143 „ 2 25-7-88
24 144 „ 2 25-7-88
25 145 „ 2 27-7-88
26 146 „ 2 27-7-88
57 372 „ 2 18-2-91
2 122 „ 2 19-8-85
5 125 „ 2 16-2-86
6 126 „ 2 16-2-86
109 115 „ 4 24-9-94
104 110 „ 4 2-7-94
123 129 „ 4 3-2-96
129 352 „ 4 7-9-96
127 350 „ 4 12-8-96
130 353 „ 4 8-10-96
131 354 „ 4 8-10-96
58 373 „ 2 20-4-91
94 98  „ 4 29-3-94
95 99 „ 4 29-3-94
99 105 „ 4 30-4-94
116 122 „ 4  17-9-95
120 126 „ 4 4-11-95
125 348 „ 4 5-5-96
122 128 „ 4 4-11-95
75 36 „ 2 14-9-92
135 358 „ 4 27-4-97
136 359 „ 4 27-4-97
134 357 „ 4 22.3-97
113 119 „ 4 25-3-95
118 124 „ 4 18-9-95
137 360 „ 4 14-5-97
132 355 „ 4 18-11-96
90 94 „ 4 19-2-94
27 147 „ 2 6-8-88
102 108 „ 4 1-5-94
111 117 „ 4 5-11-94
133 356 „ 4 1-3-97
128 351 „ 4 3-9-96
81 85  „  4 9-12-92
35
38
84
36
87
205 vol. 4
208 „ 4
483 „ 2
206 „ 4
207 „ 4
19-2-94
17-6-95
6-7-91
4-7-94
8-1-95
18 198 vol. 2 18-7-88
43 333 „  2 7-3-89
17 197 „ 2 18-7-88
5 185 „ 2 10-1-87
91 142 „ 4 2-1-93
98 149 „ 4 19-2-94
103 154 „ 4 2-7-94
96 147 „ 4 4-9-93
52 377 „ 2 4-3-90
116 167 „ 4 15-9-96
53 378 „ 2 12-3-90
31 254 „ 2 30-7-88
45 335 „ 2  7-3-89
38 328  „ 2 7-3-89
118 169 „ 4' 22-2_-97
11,0 . 161 „ 4 2-3-96
51 ' 376 „ 2 6-2-90
48 338 „ 2 20-3-89
Ditto
Bank, Queensland National,
Limited, The
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Bank, Royal, of Queensland,
Limited
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Bowman, F. M.
Bowman Bros. ...
Ditto ...
Colless, M. ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Colless, M. H. ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... . ...
Cuffe,  R. ... ... ...
Downes,  D. ... ... ...
McIntyre , D. ... ... ...
Moir, J. A. ... ... ...
Quilty,  Thomas  ... ... ...
Ross, M.... ... ... ...
Robinson,  R. ... ... ...
Sutherland ,  James, and Co....
Ditto ... ... ...
Webb, E. ...
Wolfgram , F. A. ... ...
Wolfgram and Budden ...
Locality.
Seaward Downs ... ... 50 50 0 0
On Smithburne River  ... 33 33 0 0
ditto ... ... 27J 27 10  0
ditto .. ... 30 18 0 0
Adjoining Midlothian ... 35 21 0 0
Midlothian West ... ... 42 10 12 6
Walker No. 1 Block ... 23 13 16 0
Milhah Vale ... ... ...  40 24 0 0
On Smithburne River ...  32 32 0 0
Parish of Norman ... ... 30 30 0 0
ditto ... ... 30 30 0 0
The Palms ... ... ... 30 30 0 0
Cabbage-tree Creek ... 48 48 0 0
The Lilies . ... ... 45 45 10 0
On Gilbert River ... 30 30 0 0
ditto .. 60 15 0 0
Adjoining The Lilies ... 40 30 0 0
Tempe Downs No. 1 Run ... 56 56 0 0
ditto No. 4 Run ... 44 44 0 0
ditto No. 6 Run ... 60 60 0 0
ditto No. 3 Run ... 42 42 0 0
ditto No. 5 Run ... 49 49 0 0
Croydon Block ... ... 100 37 10 0
Inverness Run ... ... 12 12 0 0
Walker Creek,  near  Scone Run 18 18 0 0
Walker Creek,  near Inver - 18 18 0 0
ness Run
On Walker Creek ... ... 10 2 10 0
. 38 9 10 0
On Walker Creek ... ... 23 5 17 6
Swan Vale ... ... ...  56 14 0 0
Adjoining Lochnagar ... 60 15 0 0
ditto (arrears ) ... 15 0 0
Rutland  Plains  No. 1 ... 60 15 0 0
ditto No.2 ... 72 18 0 0
Inverleigh No. 3 Run ...  75 28 2 6
Telegraph No. 1 ... ... 9 2 5 0
ditto  No.2 ... ... 9 2 5 0
25 6 5 0
Telegraph No. 4 ... 14 3 10 0
Telegraph . ... 9 3 7 6
Resumed part  of Inverleigh 6 3 0 0
Run
St. Catherine' s Plains West  50 18 15 0
Adjoining St. Catherine West 8 6 0 0
St. Catherine' s Plains  ... 48 12 0 0
Adjoining Inverleigh ... 20 5 0 0'
Malpas  ... ... ...  88 22 0 0
Parish of Norman ... ... 10 7 10 0
Lochnagar ... 60 15 0 0
Block C,  Staaten River  ... 10 2 10 0
Creen Creek ... ... ...  90 22 10 0
Adjoining Midlothian ... 50 ]2 10 0
Parish of Wills ... ...  3 9 0 0
Parish of Norman  2 16 0 0
Belmore South No. 2 ... 25 12 10 0
Oaklands No. 1 ... ... 50 12 10 0
Dinah' s Lagoon  ... ... 15 3 15 0
Lotus  Vale ... ... ... 26 9 15 0
RAVENSWOOD DISTRICT.
Bank, Australian Joint Stock, Adjoining Woodhouse
Limited
Cunningham, E. ... .. Woodhouse (resumed)
Schatzel, P. ... ... .... Carse o' Gowrie ...
Stuttard, J. ... ... ... Ravenswood No. 4 ...
Stuttard, J., junr. ... ... Glenell No. 3 ...
ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT.
Bank of North Queensland, Mooroondulla Run ...
Limited
Bank, Union, of
Limited, The
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Australia,
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Bank of Australasia
Ditto
Bank of New South Wales
Ditto ...
Ditto
Bartholomew, J. T.
Beak, H.
Black, W. ...
Yarrabee Run ...
Cuzco Run ... ... ...
Tivoli Run ... ..
Parishes of Knebworth and
Gainsford
Bahia Back Block .. ...
Tea-tree or Woodlands ...
Lucie ... ... ... ...
Tartarus .. ... ...
New Caledonia ...
Saline Creek West Run ...
Parish of Moongan ... ...
Tellson Run ... ... ...
Lorry Run ...
Parish of Glen Prairie ...
Island Camp ...
Parish of Stoodleigh ..
Resumed  portion of Bar-
moya Run
35
1281
50
10j
5
35 0 0
t 119 5 0
51 5 0
13 2 6
2 10 0
37 1 18 10 0
28 I 11 4 0
40 1 '30 0 0
32 16 0 0
4J  2 5 0
25 9 7 6
5 10 0 0
60 24 0 0
44 33 0 0
50 18 15 0
12 6 0 0
10 10 0 0
58 23 4 0
22 8 16 0
7 5 5 013 3 6 0
10J  13 12 0
86}$ t 15 13 2
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M6
P4
P4
73a
O
Date
No. of Folio , of Appli-
cation.
Name of Licensee .  Locality.
sq. mis. £ t. d.
100
119
88
30
26
89
2
81
94
78
79
80
65
58
113
120
121
122
69
27
151 vol.  4 23-4-94
170 „ 4 1-5-97
139 „ 4 21.11-92
2.53 „ 2 30-7-88
249 „ 2  30-7-88
140 „ 4 11-10-92
182 „ 2 14-9-86
131 „ 4  27.6-92
145 „ 4  23-1.93
78 „ 2 23-5-92
79 „ 2 13-6-92
80 „ 2 13-6-92
491 „ 2 27-1-91
484 „ 2 19-5-90
164 „ 4 15-6-96
171 „ 4 1-5-97
172 „ 4 1-5-97
173 „ 4 1-5-97
485 „ 2 26-11-90
250 „ 2 30-7-88
4 184 „ 2 10-1-87
99 150 „ 4 23-4-94
107 158 „ 4 6-1-96
108 159 „ 4 6-1-96
92 143 „ 4 10-4-93
21 244 „ 2 30-7-88
106 157 „ 4 4-2-95
104 155 „ 4 7-1-95
114 165 „ 4 21-7-96
1 181 „ 2 31-5-86
28 251 „ 2  30-7-88
19 199 „ 2 18-7-88
85 136 „ 4 30-8-92
76 76 „ 2 22-2-92
93 144 „ 4 10-4-93
10 190 „ 2 4-7-87
64 490  „ 2 21-1-91
84 134 „ 4 15-8-92
42 332 „  2 7-3-89
44 334 „ 2 7-3-89
95 146  „ 4 21-8-93
16 196 „ 2 11-7-88
82 132
83 133
54 379
123 174
4 6-6-92
4 6-6-92
2 19-3-90
4 18-5-97
15 195 „ 2 14-3-88
117 168
6 186
7 187
22 245
36 259
74 74
73 73
24 247
25 248
29 252
124 175
87 138
8 188
109 160
115 166
4 11-1-97
2 28-3-87
2 28-3-87
2 30-7-88
2 30-7-88
2 1-12-91
2 7-9-91
2 30.7-88
2 30-7-88
2 30-7-88
4 11.6-97
4 19-9-92
2 1-7-87
4 2-3-96
4 31-8-96
7 207 vol.  2 29-10-90
17 186 „  4 15-9-96
13 182 „ 4 5-3-94
8 208 „  2 24-11-90
19 188 „ 4 16-2-97
10 210 „ 2 4-3-93
1 201 „ 2 31-1-87
9 209 „ 2 18-7-92
11 211 „ 2 18-9793
4 204 „ 2 13-3-88
18 187 „ 4 6-11-96
20 189 „ 4 5-7-97
6 206 „  2 13-8-90
8 203 „  2 165-87
12 181 4
14 183 „ 4
ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT- continued.
Broome, W. ... ... ...
Coffey, M. ... ...
Coffey, M.,  senr. ...
Collins, W. ... ... ...
Condon, W. ...
Connor, D., junr ...
Diamond, H., and Dempsey, E.
Dunn, Henry ... ... ...
Edwards, W. H.
Ditto ...
Egan, Stephen ...
Ditto ..
Gilchrist, W. O.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto .. ...
Hatfield and Beardmore
Higson, W. K. ... ...
Hutton, J. ... ...
Lucas, J. R. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Macartney , J. A. ...
Macdonald , P. F. ...
Macdonald , S. W. G....
MacKellar, M. M.
Ditto ... ...
Mannion, P., and Maher, P....
Martin, J ohn ... ... ...
Matheson , D. ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
M1 ller, C. ... ...
Mylrea, J. O. ... ... ...
Mylrea,  J. W. ... ... ...
McConnell, J .  H., and Trustees
late D .  C. McConnell
McConnell, D. C., and Sons ...
McLennan , J. ... ... ...
McLennan ,  L., senr . ... ...
Ohl, C. L. ...
Pattison, W.
Reilly, M. ...
Ditto .
Rogers, G. F. V.
Smith, R. ...
South Australian Land Mort.
gage and Agency Company,
Limited, The
Ditto
Tancred, G. H. L.
Ditto ...
Tidswell, Alice E. M.
Thomson , W. ... ...
Triffatt, Richd. ...
Turnbull , G. E. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Turnbull and Sutherland
Vaughan, W. ... ...
Voilkel, R. ... ...
Walsh, D. R. ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Waterpark ... ...
Tynan ... ... .
Parish of Rosewood
Parish of Moongan ...
Parish of Moongan
Parish of Rosewood
Heathland Run ...
Bunavon West .
Parish of Rosewood
Rosewood East .
Parish of Rosewood
ditto
Parish of Tooloombah
Parish of Stoodleigh
Parish of Stoodleigh
Parish of Glenpraicie
ditto ... ...
ditto .. ...
Dundee Block ...
Parishes of Moongan
Westwood
and
Area. Bent.
8 12 0 0
22 8 5 0
3 110 0
10 10 0 0
9j 9 10 0
4 2 0 0
3 t1 2 6
19 9 10 0
16 8 0 0
109 t 1 19 7
6 3 0 0
6 3 0 0
52 26 0 0
23 11 10 0
50 7 10 0
6 2 5 0
31 1 8 2
30 11 5 0
28 42 0 010 10 0 0
Peninsula Run ...
North Keppel Island
Great Keppel  Island  (leased
part)
Great Keppel Island (re-
sumed part)
Lake Learmouth No. 2 ...
Macksford Run ...
Parish of Gainsford...
Parish of Bundalba...
1
Parish of Bunerba ...
ditto (arrears) ..
Walton Run ... ...
Parish of Moongan ...
Olinda Back Run ...
Granville ...
189 94 10 0
2j 5 0 0
3 6 0 0
3 6 0 0
19 9 10 0
16 12 0 0
acres.
... 650
sq.  mls.
... 3
... 30
Parish of Dundee . ...
Lake Learmouth No. 1 ..
ditto No. 3 Run
Parish of Clifton ... ...
Edendale  ... ... ...
Manette Run ... ...
Pross Run  ... ... ...
Parish of Bunavon ... .
On resumed part  of,  Prin-
chester Run
Limestone  No. 1 ... ...
ditto  No. 3  ... ...
Long Island ... ... ...
On the resumed part of
Princhester Run
On Seven -mile Creek, near
Gilead Run
Burkan ... ...
Duckworth Run ...
Duckworth Creek Run ...
Greycliffe Block No. 1 ...
Parish of Dundee .. ...
Fleetwood ... ... ...
Parish of Dundee ... ...
Parish of ?i estwood
Parish--.+ of Westwood' and
Moongan
... Parish of Moongan ...
Leicester Island
Limestone No. 2 ...
... Rio North Run
... Mourangee Back
.. ; Parish of Knebworth
..
ROMA DISTRICT.
Bank of Australasia  ... ...  Hungary Downs Block ...
Fitzgerald, T. L. N. ... ... On the  resumed part of
Warkon
Henrich, P. J. ... ... ... Eastern Creek No. 3 ...
Humphreys, C. H. ... ... Muya ... ... ... ...
Lines , A. M. ... ... ... Cardinal ...
Macfarlane , J. H. ... ...
Rayner. B. ... ... ...
Scottish Australian Investment
Company, Limited
Smith , A. C. ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Smith, S.  S. ... ... ...
Statham, S . ... ... ...
South Australian Land Mort-
gage and Agency Company,
Limited. The
Parish of Waroonga
Oberina Run ...
Yalebone Downs .
5-3-94 Tom,  C. P. ...
2.4-94  Ditto ...
Armadilla ... ... ...
Letterkenny No. 2 Run ...
Scrubby Block No. 2
Rlungulla  (resumed) ...
Tregoning East Run
Ombemurrah  Western Back
Run
2 0 0
0 15 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
20 t 12 6 3
10 10 0 0
25 18 15 0
32 16 0 0
36 9 0 0
19 11 17 6
17 21 5 0
10 10 0 0
21 16 2 6
42 17 2 0
22 9 0 0
26
6 7 6
26 0 0
8 6 0 0
8 6 0 0
241 24 10 0
19 19 0 0
21 21 0 0
30 12 0 0
-40 10 0 0
40  10 0 0
100  '25 0 0
10 10 0 0
12 4 16 0
241 6 2 6
10 i 10 0 0
10 10 0 0
10 I 10 0 0
9 18 0 0
8 6 0 0
16 17 41V-4
512 10 0
12 3 0 0
26 13 0 0
54 35 2 0
25 12 10 0
40 35 0 0
42 15 16 0
acres.
5,020 7 16 11
sq. mls.
16 16 0 0
19 19 0 0
40 40 0 0
40 20 0 0
44 22 0 0
3.5 13 2 6
25 9 7 6
43j 32 8 9
Western Creek No. 2 ... 25 12 10 0
ditto  No.  3A ...  9 410 0
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Q
8a
Date
No.  Of  Folio .  of Appli-
cation.
Name of Licensee.
Rolfe , J. H. ... ... ...
Rowan , Andrew
Semfel , W., and McKinlay, E.
Smith, T. ... ... ...
Area.  Rent.
sq. mis.  £ s. d.
9 269 vol.
47 19
10 270
77 241
87 25296 261
5 265
7 267
12 272
13 273
14 274
15 275
16 276
17 277
18 278
35 395
99 250
45 17
11 271
6 266
22 282
36 396
50 63
3 263
4 264
23 383
31 391
32 392
62 226
24 384
25 385
34 394
78 242
79 243
20 280
73 237
80 244
83 247
72 236
65 229
-94 259
21 291
2 262
85 250
38 398
89 399
51 64
70 234
88 253
89 254
93 258
1 261
80 390
41 13
SPRINGSURE DISTRICT.
2128-11-88 Alchin , G. ... ...
„toto
„
2 6-7-91 Archer ,  W., T., and D.
2 7-1-89 Archibald , J. ... ... ...
4 15-7-95 Ditto  ... ... ...
4 24-8-95 Arnold , G. F. ... ... ...
4 12-8-96 Ditto
2 19-9-87 Australian and New Zealand
Mortgage Co., Limited, The
2 2-7-88 Ditto ... ...
2 9-2-89 Ditto ... ...
2 9-2-89 Ditto ... ...
2 9-2-89 Ditto ... ...
2 21-1-89 Ditto ... ...
2 21-1-89 Ditto ... ...
2 18-1-89 Ditto ... ...
2 11-2-89 Ditto ... ...
2 22-10-90 Ditto ... ...
6 20-1-97 Ditto
2 11-3-91 Bank of Australasia, The
2 7-1-89 Ditto ... ...
2 26-9-87 Ditto ... ...
2 30-9-89 Ditto ... ...
2 3-12-90 Ditto ... ..
2 8-2-92 Bank of New South Wales ...
2  10-3-87 Rank, Union, of Australia,
Limited, The... ... ...
2 10-3-87 Ditto ...
2 4-3.90 Ditto ... ...
2 17-9-90 Ditto ... ... ...
2 17-9-90 Ditto ... ... ...
4 6-3-93 Ditto ... .. ...
2 21-5-90 Bank, Commercial, of Aus-
tralia,  Limited ... ...
2 21-5-90 Ditto ... ... ..
2 15-10-90 Ditto ... ... ...
4 17-7-95 Bradshaw, M. ... ... ...
4 17-7-95 Ditto
2 19-6-89 Brodie, Dight, and Munro ...
4 25-3-95 Ditto ... ... ...
4  29-7-95  Ditto ... ... ...
4  29-7-95  Ditto ... ... ...
4 4-3-95 Ditto
4 5-6-93 Brock-Hollinshead, H. C.
4 1-7-96 Ditto
2, 24-7-89 Burgess, T. ...
2 20-9-86 Callaghan, P. ...
4 9-8-95  Cameron and Tamm
2 3-12-90 Collins, W. ...
2 3-12-90 Ditto ...
2 7-3-92  Creed, Geo. ...
4 1-11-94 Dolgner, L. C....
4 2.9-95  Dowd, S., and Co.
4 27-11-95 Dunne, M. ...
4 13-4-96 Ditto ...
2 21-12.85 Foot, T., J. A., T. T., and A.N.
2 28-7-90 Ditto ... ... ...
2 120-1-91 Foot, E. D., Squir, J. H., Foot,
A. R., and Biddulph, F. W.
42 14 „ 2 17-2-91 Ditto ...
44 16 „ 2 18-2-91 Ditto
46 18 „ 2 6-7-91 Foot, E. D., A. N., Biddulph,
F. W., and Rolfe, J. H.
71 285  „  4 7-1-95 Foot Bros .  and Biddulph ...
90 255  „ 4 6-1-96 Ditto ... ... ...
74 238  „  4 24-6.95 Hewitt ,  E. ... ... ...
75 239 „ 4 24-6-95 Ditto ... ... ...
76 240 „ 4 24-6-95 Ditto .. ..
27 387 „  2 30-7-90 Kitchener, W., Wethers, R.,
and Baker, J.
29 389 „ 2 30-7-90 Kitchiner , W. ... ... ...
117 231 „ 4 5-2-94 Loch, C., and P. Campbell, jr.
98 263 „ 4 16-2-97 MacDonald, P. F. ... ...
61 225  „ 4 17-10-92 Malve rn  Hills Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited
63 227 „  4 2-1-93 Ditto ... ... ...
57 221 „ 4 4-7-92 McLaughlin , A. ... ...
95 260
58 222
54 67
97 262
69 233
100 251
101 252
60 224
28 388
92 257
49 21
68 232
3
4 14-7-96
4 14-7-92
2 2-5-92
4 6-10.96
4 16-4-94
6 20-4-97
6 20-4-97
4 19-9-92
2 30-7-90
4 27.1-96
2 4.1-92
4 19-2-94
373 vol. 4
372 „ 4
21-10-96
28-10-95
Sypher Bros. ...
Thomson, M. C. ...
Ditto ... ...
Walsh, T.
Wethers, R., and J. Baker
Winter-Irving and Alison
Ditto
Wheeler, P. ... ...
Locality.
Galgathaa Run ...
Range Downs Block ...
Crescent Creek No. 1 Run ...
Somerby  ... ... ...
Marsbmead  .. ... ...
Marshmead  No. 1 .. ...
Humboldt South Run ...
Lambcote Run ... ...
Kenmare Run
Adjoining Rockland Run ...
Killowen Run .. ...
Humboldt Creek No. 2 Run
Kenmare North Run
Humboldt Creek No. 1
Humboldt North Run ...
Mainbaa Run ... ...
Marshmead No. 4 ... ...
Planet Creek No. 3 ... ...
Broken Plains Run ...
Boolbung Run ..
Dunrobin Creek No. 1 Run
Nardoo No. 2 East ... ...
Balmy Block ... ...
Mowbray Run ... ...
Wellon Run ... ... ...
Glencarron ...
Burngrove East Block ...
ditto West Block ...
Lurline ... ...
Scholfield No. 2 ... ...
Stanley Downs No. 2 ...
Rutland ...
Marshmead No. 2 ... ...
ditto No. 3 ... ...
The Gorge Run ... ...
On Deep Creek ... ...
Jupiter ... ... ...
Nuga Nuga ...
On Brown River ... ...
Leven ... ...
Boolbung East
South Berbeth Run ...
Wintha Wintha Run ...
Nuga Nuga No. 4 ... ...
Vernon Block
Sardinia Block
Cairdbeign (resumed part)...
Crescent Creek No. 2
Fanny's Land, Block 1 ...
ditto Block 4 ...
ditto Block 2 ..
Carnarvon Creek No. 6 Run
Marengo Block ...
Sterculla No. 4 Block ...
ditto No. 1 Block ...
ditto No. 3 Block ...
Castle  Vale No. 1 Block ...
Adjoining Crescent Creek
No. 2
Sterculla  ... ... ...
Sherwood  (leased) ...
ditto (resumed) ...
ditto „
Comet Vale Block, Portion A
Corio Block ... ...
Modewarra No. 2 ...
On the resumed part ofLudwiParish ogCairdbeign ...
ditto
Parishes Norwood and Rain-
worth
Castle Vale No. 3 ... ...
Sterculla No. 5 ... ...
Meroo ... ...
Parish of Cairdbeign ...
Nardoo No. 2 Upper ...
Galgathaa East  - ... ...
Rheudannan ... ... ...
Mislone
Comet Vale Block, Portion B
Sterculla No.  2 ... ...
Bonnyton Block ... ...
Speculation  ... .. ..
STANTHORPE DISTRICT.
Ryan, T. ... ... ... Ballandean  (resumed) ...
Walsh, W.  junr.  ... ... On the  resumed part of
Folkestone Run
25 18 15 0
35 26 5 0
28 16 16 0
25 12 10 0
43 10 15 0
45 11 5 0
52 26 0 0
24 18 0 0
27 13 15 0
24 12 7 6
35 17 15 0
28 14 0 0
47 23 15 0
29 14 12 6
72 36 0 0
35 17 10 0
52 13 0 0
25 15 0 0
20 12 0 0
57 28 10 0
25 15 0 0
100 50 0 0
64 38 8 0
32 16 0 0
100 50 0 0
49 36 15 0
131 6 15 0
49 24 10 0
26J 40 2 6
40 20 0 0
58 36 5 0
25 18 15 0
72 18 0 0
72 18 0 0
17 8 10 0
100 25 0 0
20 7 10 0
45 16 17 6
.60 15 0 0
40 20 0 0
72 18 0 0
60 15 0 0
25 18 15 0
30 11 5 0
36 21 12 0
25 15 0 0
8 10 8 0
28 16 16 0
25 9 7 6
25 9 7 6
25 6 5 0
28 28 0 0
25 15 0 0
29 17 8 0
68 40 16 0
31 18 12 0
50 37 10 0
60 21 0 0
50 15 0 0
20 5 0 0
6 1 10 0
17 4 5 0
17 12 15 0
41J t 31 2 3154  11 10 4
2 3 15 0
7} 9 15 4
61 6 5 0
acres.
2,000 4 1 3
sq. mis.
101 50 10 0
34 20 8 0
35 17 10 0
5 6 5 0
69 27 12 0
35 17 10 0
25 12 10 0
25 18 15 0
17 12 15 0
48 14 8 0
20 15 0 0
60 15 0 0
5
acres.
650•
5 0 0
2 0 0
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R ENTS ON  OCCUPATION  L ICENSES-- continued.
0
Date
No. of Polio .  of Appli-
cation.
Name of Licensee. Locality.
27TH JULY, 1897.
Area.  RM1
sq. mL. .4 a. d.
ST. GEORGE DISTRICT.
11 414 vol.  2 4-3-95  Boydell, J. F. ... ... ... Lawrence Downs  .. 111 55 17 6
13 416 2 13-5-93 Forrest, John ... ... ... Cypress Downs  (leased part
of Portion B)
50 18 15 0
18 318 „ 4 8-11-95 Ditto .. .  Woollambah  ... ... ... 25 9 7 6
2 222 „  2 15-8-90 Goldsbrou h, Mort, and Com-  Fisherman  ... ...
pany, Limited
... 28 10 10 0
6 409  „  2 17-6-93 Lomax,  J. R. ... ... ... Spring Waterbole  No. 4 ... 222 5 13 9
7 410 „ 2 2-7-94 Ditto  Resumed part of Spring
Waterhole No. 1
25  8 15  0
8 411 „ 2 2-7-94 Ditto ... ...  Spring Waterhole No. 3 ... 98 1' 23 16 8
9 412 „ 2 5-12-94 Ditto ... ... ...  Rolling Downs No. 2 ... 69 17 5 0
10 413 „ 2 5-12-94 Ditto ... ... ...  Rolling Downs North  ...  37 9 5 0
12 415 „ 2 15-4-95 Munro, W. R. ... ... ... Block 2, Cypress Downs 116 43 10 0
(leased art)
15 418 „ 2 7.8.95 Ditto ... ... ...  Cypress owns  (resumed)... 122 45 15 0
16 419 „ 2 14-10-95 Ditto  ...  ...  Borgera  ... ... ...  43 16 2 6
1 221 „ 2 7-4-87 McManus, Mary A. ... ... Marathon  Run ... ... 25 15 12 6
6 408  „  2 6-3-93 Parsons , T. ... ... ...  Cardiff ... ... ... ...  33 24 15 0
14 417 „ 2 2-8-95 Ryrie, J. C. ... ... ... Cobbrum ... ... ...  83 4110 0
ST. LAWRENCE DISTRICT.
39 308  vol. 4 24-7-96 Armitage, J. S. ... ... Percy No.  2 Island  ... ...  7 14 0 0
40 309 „ 4 27-7-96 Allcutt, C. T. ... ... Parish of St .  Lawrence  ...  5 12 10 0
33 202 „  4 21-5-94 Bank  of Australasia .. .  Prairie Block No. 1... ... 9 4 10 0
1 241 „  2 29-8-87 Bank , Union, of Australia, Duneed Run ...
Li it d Th
... ...  34 34 0 0
26 295 „  4
m ,e e
2-1-93 Ditto ... ... ...  Bailing-cle-Roche ...  44 22 0 0
27 296 „  4 2.1-93 Ditto ... ... ...  ditto  West ... 18 9 0 0
7 286 „ 2 6-1-90 Ditto ... ... ...  Burkeshaw Run ...  25  15  0 0
13 292 2 23-7-90 Ditto .. .  Warwick Run ... ... 30 18 0 0
32 301  „  41 23-2-94 Beatty ,  T. S. (chairman Broad- Parish of St .  Lawrence  ...  1 {' 4 3 8
sound Boiling Down and Meat
Export Company, Limited)
37 306 „ 4 5-3-95 Beardmore , O. C. J. ... ... Rolf ... ... ...  36 1310 0
25 294 „ 4 31-10-92 Beresford, Geo.... ...  Iffiey No. 1 ... ... ... 10 5 0 0
3 243 „ 2 20-11-88  Blackman , F. A. ... Inglewood Run 55 27 10 0
12 291 „ 2 11-6-90 Ditto ... ...  Foxleigh Run ... 441 26 17 0
41 310 „ 4 13-10-96 Crawford, S. ... ...  Omega ... ... ... 7 315 0
9 288 „ 2 19-3-90 Fox, Geo. ... ...  Norton Run  ... ... ...  1 16 0 0
35 304 „ 4 6-8-94 Fox, Geo. ... ... Yatton ... ... ... 31 11 12 6
31 300 „ 4 19-2-94 Fox, F. Y. ... Tiny Downs ... ... ... 47 17 12 6
17 296 „ 2 2-12-90 Hatfield, Annie (widow) Dulverton No. 2 Block ...  52 31 4 0
44 302 „ 6 5-7-97 Hawkins, S.,  senr.  Parish of Waverley ... ... 2 1 2 6
36 305 „ 4 9-1-95 Macdonald, G. L. G. ... Sandy Creek No. 4 ... ... 4n 15 0 0
19 298 „ 2 11-2-91 McLennan, J. Bundaleer Run ... ... 26 15 12 0
11 290 „ 2 11-6-90 Ross,  J. H. McKenzie... ... Bellarine  Run ... 49 29 8 0
14 293 „ 2 27-8-90 Rowan, A., and Thomson, Resumed part  of Bundoora 19 9 10 0
M. C. Run
42 300 „ 6 18-2-97 Shannon, John ...  Sirram ... ... 64 32 0 0
28 297 „ 4 10.4-93 Watt, J. B. ... Chudleigh  No. 2 ... 40 40 0 0
30 299 „ 4 24-7-93 Ditto ...  Port  Meadows ... ... 44 26 8 0
SURAT DISTRICT.
18 318 vol.  2 20-3-94 Bank Commercial  Company Ballaroo ...
df S Li d
22 22 0 0
1 301 „  2
y ney,o mite
5-1-88  Bank, Royal, of Queensland, Tartulla Back  Block
Limited
... 25 21 17 6
acres.
16 316 „ 2 6-3-93 Ferrier, D. ... ... ... YanceyiNo. 3 ... 1,000 1 11 3
s mi
4 304 „ 2 8-1-90 Goldsbrough, Mort, and Cc., Glenearn R No. 1 Run
Limited
...
q. s.
69 86 5 0
5 305 „ 2 8-1-90 Ditto ... ...  ditto R No. 2 Run 811  t52 13  8
6
7
306  2
307 „ 2
8-1-90 Ditto ... ... ...  ditto R No. 3 Run
8-1-90 Ditto ... ... ...  ditto R No. 4 Run 7t  53 5 0
8 308  2 8-1-90 Ditto ... ...  ditto R No. 5 Run 72  54 0 0
9 309  2 8-1-90 Ditto ... ...  ditto R No. 6 Run 4 17 6
10 310 „ 2 8-1-90 Ditto ... ... ...  ditto R No. 7 Run 31 23 16 3
11 311  2 15-10-90 Ditto St. Hubert 's Block 27 2012 6
22 312„ 4 ... ... ... ...13-4-97 King, C. S. ... ... Parish of Hopeland... 19 19 0 0
21 311  4 28-10-95 Lawton  and Green ... ...  Bainbilla North . . 23 11 10 0
14 314  2 3-1-93 Macartney, M. J. Yancey No. 1 ... ... 15 26 12 6
17 317  2 19-6-93 Queensland Investment and
Land Mortgage Company,
Limited
Christmas North ... ... 12 12 0 0
20 320  „  2
3 2 2
25-9-94 Wilson, G .  H., anq  Wilson,
G. R.
89 Ditt1 10
Christmas  South ...
tCh i
25
25
15 0 0
17 10 02 0 „ o r s mas- -
TAMBO DISTRICT.
5 325 vol 2 19-1-91  1 Allan J T Dalhunty Block 30  15 0 0
6
.
326 „ 2 19-1-91
. . ... ...
Ditto ... ...
...
Allan Vale ... ... 40  30 0 0
8 331 „ 4 29-4-95 Ditto ... Braystone Block ... 9  4 10 0
11
10
334 „ 4
333  „ 4
6-1-96
24-12-95
Doyle, J. C. ... ...
Hamilton, T. A. ...
Valetta ... ...
O'Keden ... ...
...
...
24 24 10 043 1814 14 0
7 327 2 20-9-92 Ditto ... Extreme  ... ... ... 22 13 9
13
„
336 4 3-8-96 Morehead, B. D. ... Berkshire No. 2 ... ... 115 2 17 6
14
„
337 4 3-8-96  Ditto ditto No 3 15 3 15 0
15
„
338 „ 4 6-10-96 Ditto
. ...
ditto No. 4
... 11 2 15 0
16 339 4 5-7-97 Morey, A. M. H. ... On the resumed part of 15 *117 6„
Greendale
1 321 „ 2 19-3-86 Winten, J. A. Osaki Run ... ... 25 12 10 0
12 335 „ 4 20.4-96 Ditto  ... ... ...  Canoe West  ... ... ... 50 15 0 0
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RENTS ON OCCUPATION  LIcENsEs-continued.
R $ No.  of Polo.  of Appli- Name of Licensee .  Locality.cation.
S
THARGOMINDAH DISTRICT.
sq. mle. A s, d.
TAROOM DISTRICT.
31 120 vol. 2 3-8-96 'Ashton, W. J. ... ... ...
7 347 „ 2 5-10-85 Bank of Australasia, The
19 359 „ 2 3-12-90 Bank, Queensland National,
Limited, The
8 348 „ 2 21-12-85 Ditto ...
2 342 „ 2 5-10-85 Bank, Australian Joint Stock,
Limited
3 343 „ 2  5-10-85 Ditto ... ... ...
27 116 „ 2 1-12-91 Collins, Wm. ... ... ...
14 354 „ 2 5-2-90 Collins, W. ... ... ...
15 355 „ 2 5-2-90 Ditto ... ... ...
4 344 „ 2 5-10-85 Devine and Devine ... ...
21 110 „ 2 4-3-91 Hallett, W. ... ... ...
30 119 „ 2 16-7-94 Hamilton, R. A.
5 345 „ 2 5-10-85 Jerrard, H. C., and Jerrard, J.
12 352 „ 2 29-1-90 Langhorne, G. C., and Rigby,
G. B.
13 353 „ 2 29-1-90 Ditto ... ... ...
1 341 „ 2 5-10-85 Lord, W. ... ... ...
24 113 „ 2 7-4-91 Ditto ... ... ...
17 357 „ 2 23-7-90 Ditto ... ... ...
10 350 „ 2 10-3-87 Presho, J. J.
6 346 „ 2 5-10-85 Royds, C. J., and Royals, E. M.
11 351 „ 2 12-4-88 Ditto ... ...
25 114 „ 2 7-9-91 Salsbury, R. J. ... ...
20 360 „ 2  4-3-91 Scott, Andrew ... ... ...
23 112 „ 2 13-4-91 Ditto
28 117 „ 2 9-5-92 Scott, Andrew R. ... ...
29 118 „ 2 9-5-92 Ditto ...
18 358 „ 2 3-12-90 Smith, Charles ... ... ...
26 115 „ 2129-10-91 'Thompson, H., and Stark, G.
22 111 „ 21 6-3-91 [ Williams, F. ... ... ...
Australasian Mortgage and
Agency Company, Limited
Bank  of Australasia ... ...
TENNINGERING DISTRICT.
2 1 362 vol . 21 10-9-90 Ill Yeoman, H. ... .. ... I Parish of Grosvenor
1 460 vol. 4 7-3-92
6 465  „  4 23-6-94
7 466 „ 4 23-6-94
14 474 „ 4 7-7-97
2 461 „ 4 28-11-92
10 470 „  4 7-1-95
11 471 „ 4 7-1-95
12 472 „ 4 13-5-95
13 473 „ 4 15-6-97
3 462 „ 4 2-10-93
9 469  „ 4 7-1-95
4 463  „  4 2-1-94
5 464  „  4 2-1-94
8 468  „  4 1-10-94
41
43
33
59
Ditto
Conrick and Ware .
Fowler, R. R., Carstairs, J. L.,
and Mandeville, A.
Gamson, W. ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Gallagher, T.
Hall, W... ...
Hughes, H. B. ...
Innes  and Mitchell
Knight , F. A. H.
St. Kilda
[27TH  JULY, 1897.
... I 101 15 15 0
Block A,  resumed part of
Mt. Howitt
Block B ditto ... ...
Rathmore ... ... ...
Yuleemya ... ... ...
On resumed part of Norley
ditto ... ... ...
Area.  Rent.
50 25 0 0
273 136 10 0
295 147 15 0
5'  t O 14 5
408 217 14 8
acres.
16,600 19 10 0
20,000 23 8 9
sq. mis.Tunga ... ... ... ... 50 18 15 0
Polee ... ... ... ... 50 18 15 0
Glencairn South ... ...  3J 2 12 6
Woodlands ... ... ... 35 13 2 6
ditto (arrears) ... ... .. 13 2 6
Bentley Rnn ... ... ... 50 37 10 0
Midnight Block ... ... 54 40 10 0
Tingarra Run ... ... 35 26 5 0
Upper Junction Run ... 40 30 0 0
North Branch of Bungaban 40 s0 0 0
Run
Lower Palm -tree  Creek ,  No. 15 9 0 0
6 Block
Bielba Run ... ... ... 28 28 0 0
Toolah Run ... ... ... 25 25 0 0
Estramadura ... .. ... 95 47 10 0
Poney Hills No. 1 Block ... 115 57 10 0
Dawson Vale East No. 1 ... 23 11 10 0
Tummerumbanya Run ... 50 37 10 0
West End Puri ... ... 211 15 18 9
Triangle Run... 7} 5 8 9
Dawson Vale Run ... ... 33 24 15 0
Canal Block .. ... 36 27 0 0
Dawson Vale West ... ... 28 14 0 0
Reedy Creek ... ... ... 21 10 10 0
Hinchley Run ... ... 71 53 5 0
Wandoan Run 13 9 15 0
Lower Palm-tree Creek No. 7 24 14 8 0
Dingwall Block ... ... 30 22 10 0
Bundilla Block ... 56 33 12 0
Poney Hills No. 2 C ... 32 16 3 0
ditto No. 2 1) .. 10 5 0 0
Police Lagoon No. 1 Block... 23 34 10 0
The Devil's Pulpit ... 45 33 15 0
Dawson Vale North Run ... 24 15 12 0
On resumed part of Norley
On resumed part of Comon-
gin South
Ditto ... .. ditto ... ... ...
Moodie, Donaldson ,  and Inglis  On the  resumed part of
Tobermorey
TOWNSVILLE DISTRICT.
416 vol .  4 10-12-92 Althaus ,  J. ... ... ...
I
Hervey No. 1 ...
418 „ 4 2-1-93 Ditto  ... .. . . Parish of Halifax ... ...
453 „ 2 ! 14-9-91 Bank of New South Wales  . '  Cunningham  ... ....
434 „  41  7-1-95 Bank, Australian Joint Stock , 1Cunningham East ... ...
Limited
442 „ 4 6-1-96 Gordon ,  G. ... ... .... Tarella No. 4 ...
443 „ 4  6-1-96 Ditto  ... ... ...  Ben Lomond  ... ... ..
445 „ 4 2-3-97 Ditto  ... ... ... . Range  ... ... ...
428 „ 4 2-4-94 Hannington, F. M. ... . I Watershed  North ...
429 „ 4 11-6-94 I Ditto  ... ... ...  Wivenhoe ...
430 „ 4 2-7-94 Ditto ... ... ... Fairview ... ...
433 „ 2 3-1-88  Higham, C. L., and Norris, J. Stanley
448 „ 2 12-11-90
436 „ 2 12-3-88
412 „ 4 27-10-91
414 „ 4 9-5-92
419 „ 4 2-1-93
62
52
14
46
431
437
427
434
421
4
ff
13-8-94
4 9-9-95
4 2-1-94
2 16-1-88
11
ft 4 9-8-93
Lawrence, T. ... ...Mcllwraith, Sir T. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Mulholland, J....
Mytton and Cooper
Saunders, G. ...
Vanneck, W., Vanneck,W. A.,
and Abbott, H.
Ditto ...
Plains Run ...
Adjoining  Lawrence Run ...
Adjoining  Bundarra Run ...
Bundarra  ... ... ...
Dotswood  East ...
Tingha ... ...
Francis Block ... ...
Parishes of Selkirk andJarvisfield
Parish  of Clemant ... ...
County  of Elphinstone ...
Hilltop No.  2... ... ...
acres.
20,000 23 8 9
18,300 28 11 11
16,200 25 6 3
sq. cols.
7 7 0 0
6 3 12 0
7a 4 7 9
35 10 10 0
40 12 0 0
48 12 0 0
23 5 15 0
19 4 15 0
28 21 0 0
10 20 0 0
10 20 0 0
1
11
6 4 17 6
25  2,5 0 0
12 6 0 0
30 30 0 0
85 63 15 0
acres.
1,100 6 17 6
sq. mis.
20 10 0 0
acres.
320 2 0 0
sq. mis.
41J 41 10 0
10 6 0 0
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RENTS ON OCCUPATION  LICENSES - continued.
C3
No .  of Folio.
0
391 vol. 4
394 „ 4
393 „ 4
Name of Licensee . Locality . Area. Rent.
acres.  £ t. d.
7
10
9
1
Date
of Appli-
cation.
10-6-95
1-3-97
17-2-96
401 „  2 I 18-4-87
TOOWOOMBA DISTRICT.
Graham ,  H. ... ... Parish of Djuan  ... ...  640
sq. mis.
Ditto ... ... ...  On resumed  part  of Rosalie 9
Plains
Finlay,  E. ... ... ... Parish  of Pilton  ... ... . 4
acres.
McCullagh, A.... ... ... ditto ... 1,470
TORRES DISTRICT (THURSDAY ISLAND).
1
5
4
5
1
6
472 vol. 2
476 „ 2
486 vol. 4
487 „ 4
483 „ 4
488 „ 4
Smyth , G. A. ...
Bowden, Herbert
Hammond Island ,  Torres
Strait
Prince of Wales Island ...
sq. mis.
2
WARWICK DISTRICT.
Brunckhorst ,  C. E. ... Parish of Rosenthal
Gordon, A.
Smith, J.
Parish of Gladefield
Parish of Canal Creek
Stirling, C. Parish of Pratten ...
69
3
acres.
1,267
270
sq. mis.
1j
2 0 0
9 0 0
7 10 0
4 12 0
5 0 0
25 17 6
3 15 0
8 0 0
4 0 0
2 10 0
WINDORAH DISTRICT.
195 vol. 4
1 240 vol .  6 19-1-97 Bowman, F. ...
2 241  „  6 6-7-97 Ditto ...
3 242 „ 6  6-7-97  Ditto ...
4 243 „ 6 6-7-97 Ditto ...
5 244 „ 6 6-7-97 Ditto ...
8 247 „ 6 6-7-97 Doyle, T. ...
9 248 „ 6 6-7-97 Lindsay  E. L. ...
7 246 „ 6 6-7-97 Scott, W. S.
6 l 245 „ 6 6.7 -97 Wall, M. J.
0
4 196 „ 4
23-5-87
25-5-97
18-2-95
27-10-96
2-7-94
16-3-97
10-5-97
10-5-97
Waverney ... ... . ...  841 63 3 9
Canterbury ... ... 24 6 0 0
Canterbury South .. ...  24 6 0 0
London ... ... ... orli 23 17 6
Totness ... ... ... 231 5 16  3
Kyle ... ... ... ... 60 15 0 0
Tamrookum No. 3 .. 55 }13 14 0
Planet  36 9 0 0
Orphan ... ... ... 22j 8 1 4
ditto (arrears ) ... ... ... 0 0 11
WINTON DISTRICT.
Bank ,  Australian Joint Stock, Wallinga ... ...
Limited
Farrell ,  John  ... ...
I
Locharoch No. 3 ...
100
70
25 0 0
35 0 0
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Home Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane , 22nd July, 1897.T 1 HE following  REPORT of the REGISTRAR-GENERAL on the VITAL  STATISTICS of the REGISTRY DISTRICT of BRISBANE,  including  the CITY  and SUBURBS, for the Month of June, 1897, is published  for general
information.
HORACE TOZER.
BIRTHS.
During the month of June 161 births were registered in the Registry District of Brisbane, being 90 males
and 71 females, the number being 20 less than in the previous month of May.
In the month of June, 1896, there were 158 births registered ; the number for the corresponding month of
this year being 3 more than in June of last year.
DEATHS.
There have been 75 deaths registered in the Registry District of Brisbane during the month-40 males
and 35 females ; the excess of  births over deaths being 86.
The number of deaths was 28 less than was registered in the previous month of May.
In the month of June, 1896, there were 85 deaths registered; the number for the corresponding month of
this year being 10 less than in June of last year.
TABLE showing ESTIMATED POPULATION ,  the NUMBER of BIRTHS and DEATHS of MALES and FEMALES Registered within and outside
the MUNICIPALITY ,  in the REGISTRY DISTRICT Of BRISBANE  aid  Su uRBs ,  from the 1st to the 30th June, 1897; also,
TOTAL DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR ,  and PROPORTION of DEATHS under ONE YEAR to the TOTAL NUMBER of
BIRTHS ;  also the PROPORTION of DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR to TOTAL DEATHS in the REGISTRY
DISTRICT of BRISBANE and SUBURBS.
Registry District of Brisbane  and Suburbs.
Estimated
Population
on 31st
December,
1896.
BIfTHb.
C
1 S
a m
a
4 X
L)NATHb.
a
OF.
m
a +
a
E
° °
> o
° O A °  t3
°
A
as0( AII0
m O +'' m 'O  ap o,
F7
w s°. m ,04 p ° c m
oti.'
a D0 0E uA wOq
BRISBANE-
. Part within the Municipality ... ... 27,555 *48 3 7 85 16 8 24 6 4 4.71 2 5.00 0.31 0.09 16.67 61
Part outside  the Municipality  ... 7,8.1.6 10 6 16 15 18 33 2 0 ... 6'060.20 0.42 ... ... 17
Part within the Municipality of South
Brisbane  ... ... . ... ... ... 26,362 32 28 60 9 9 18 10  8 13.33 5.56 0.23 0.07 44.44 42 ...
TOTAL, BRISBANE DISTRICT  ... 61,743 1 90 71 161 40 35 75 18 12 7.45  24'00 0.26 0.12 16.00 86 ...
Suburbs outside  the Registry  District of Bris-bane* .... ... ... ... ... 39,170 58 66 124 22 14 36 20 19 15.32 55.56 0.32 0.09 52.78 88
TOTAL ... 100,913 1148 137 285 62 49 111 38 31 1088 34.23 0.28 0.11 27.93 174 ...
•  Within a radius of  five miles from General Post Office.
It will be seen that, within the Municipality of Brisbane ,  25 per cent. of the deaths were of children under
five years  ;  the rate mn  u:, the Registry  District outside that municipality ,  exclusive of the Municipality of
South Brisbane ,  having been  6-06;  the rate in that part of the District within the Municipality of South Brisbane was
5.56, and of the Suburbs outside of the Registry District  55-56; the total rate for city and suburbs being 34.23.
39
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The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the District,  is seen to have
been 471 per cent. within, and none per cent. outside, the Municipality of Brisbane; 13'33 in that part of the
District within the Municipality of South Brisbane ; and 15'32 in that part of the suburbs outside of the Registry
District ; the total rate for city and suburbs being 10.88.*
The General Hospital, Lady Bowen Hospital, Children's Hospital, Diamentina Asylum, Infants' Asylum,
Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, Gaol, and Immigration Depot  are all  in the Registry District of Brisbane.
The deaths occurring in these institutions numbered 32 during the month, or 28.83 per cent. of the total number
of deaths in the District and Suburbs.
The total mortality of Brisbane and Suburbs for the month of June, 1897, together with the  mean shade
temperature and mean atmospheric pressure,  is seen as  follows:-
Period. Number of Deaths.
June, 1897 ... ... ... ... 111
Grand Mean Temperature
of Air.
62.5
The fo llowing Meteorological information is furnished  by the Government  Meteorologist:-
30'256
Post and Telegraph  Department,
Meteorological  Branch, Brisbane , 19th July, 1897.
a BRISBANE OBSERVATORY, WICKHAX TERRACE.
JUNE, 1897.
Latitude, 27° 28' 0" South. Longitude, 10 h. 12 in. 7 s. East. Above Sea Level, 137 feet.
METEOROLOGICAL SYNOPSIS.
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.
(Barometer  corrected  and reduced to 32° Fah. and  Mean Sea Level.)
Mean, at 3 a.m., 30.256.
Mean ,  at 9 a .m., 30.291.
Mean ,  at 3 p .m., 30.212.
Mean , at 9 p.m., 30.263.
Grand Mean,  30.256.
Highest, 30.452, at 10.45 a.m., 3rd.
Lowest, 30.098, at 3 p.m., 2nd.
Range , 0.354.
S HADE TEMPERATURE.
(Thermometers exposed in enlarged Stevenson screen.)
Mean, at 3 a .m., dry bulb, 57'6.
wet bulb, 55.4.
Mean , at 9 a.m., dry bulb, 61.1.
„ wet bulb, 57.2.
Mean, at  3 p.m., dry bulb, 69.4.
„ It wet bulb, 61.0.
Mean,  at 9 p.m., dry bulb, 61.9.
„ „ wet bulb, 68'7.
Grand  Mean Temperature  of  Air, 62.5.
Grand Mean Temperature  of Evaporation,  58.1.
Maximum Shade Temperature  of Air, 78.7, at 3 p.m., 28th.
Minimum Shade  Temperature of Air, 47'9, at 7'30 a.m., 11th.
Absolute  range, 30.8.
Mean daily range, 15'6.
Mean  maximum, 70.9.
Mean minimum, 55'3.
RADIATION TEMPERATURE.
Maximum in  sun's rays  (by black bulb  thermometer in  vacuo),121.6,
21st.
Minimum  on ground  (bulb exposed  on blackboard ), 39.2, 3rd.
EARTH TEMPERATURE.
(Mean values ,  about 9 a.m.)
At 1 foot, 631; at 2  feet,  66-2;  at 4 feet , 68-9; at 6 feet, 71-0;
at 8 feet, 72'3; at 10 feet, 72.9; and at 12 feet, 73'8.
HYGROMETRIC CONDITIONS.
Mean, at 3 a.m.-
Vapour tension, '410.
Relative humidity (saturation  = 100), 85 I°.
1)ew point, 53.5.
Mean, at 9 a.m.-
Vapour tension, •415.
Relative humidity (saturation  = 100), 77u/O.
Dew point, 53'8.
Mean , at 3 p.m.-
Vapour tension, '425.
Relative humidity ( saturation  =  100), 59°;O.
Dew point, 54'5.
Mean, at 9 p.m.-
Vapour tension, -450.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 81°0.
Dew point, 56.0.
Grand Mean-
Vapour tension, '423.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 75°1°.
Dew point, 54'4.
Highest percentage of relative humidity (saturation 100), 99°f6,
at 3 a.m. 29th.
Lowest percentage of relative humidity (saturation - 100), about
32%, at 1.30 p.m., 3rd.
The vapour tension, which may be  regarded as the absolute humidity of the
air, is expressed  in thousandths  of an inch of the barometric column. If the
values for vapour tension be subtracted  from the values for atmosphe ri c pressure
the remainders will represent  the weight of the  air proper or dry air. The
tensions ,  in fact, represent the weight of the vapour.
VELOCITY OF WIND.
(Beaufort Scale - 0 to 12.)
Mean, at 9 a .m., 1'5, or 101 miles per hour.
Mean, at 3 p.m.,  2-3,  or 14 1  miles per hour.
Mean, at 9 p .m., 0.8, or 7 miles per hour.
Grand Mean ,  1.5, or 101 miles per hour.
Northerly  wind observed 3 times.
North-east wind observed 7 times.
Easterly wind observed 9 times.
South-east wind observed 12 times.
Southerly  wind observed 33 times.
South-west wind observed 6 times.
Westerly wind  observed 5 times.
North- west wind observed 1 time.
Calms observed 14 times.
AMOUNT  OF CLOUD.
(Scale -0 to 10.)
Mean, at 9 a. m., 4.8.
Mean, at 3 p .m., 6'0.
Mean, at 9 p.m., 3.5.
Grand  Mean,  4.8.
Cumulus types observed about 60 times; cirrus, 10 times;
nimbus, 3 times; cirro-stratus, 10 times ; cirro-cumulus, 12 times;
cumulo-stratus, 29 times ; cumulo-nimbus, 35 times ; and 'stratum,
2 times,-as approximate values at the ordinary hours of observation.
RAINFALL.
(Gauge exposed  at 2 feet  above ground.)
Number of " rainy days" (0'006 and over), 11.
Greatest fall in 24 hours, 0.615 inches, or about 62  tons per acre,
on 19th.
Grand total, 1.907 inches, or about 192 tons  per acre.
a All  values are corrected for Index Error ,  if necessary.
REMARKS.
Mean  pressure was 0 .122 higher, and mean temperature was 1'4 lower, than in May. The mean  vapour tension was 0 .048 higher
and the relative humidity 12 per cent. more than last month. Frequent lightning, fog, and.dews noted during month.
Grand Mean Atmospheric
Pressure.
* NOTE.-The average death -rate of  children under one year ,  as compared  to births ,  during the ten years  ended 31st December ,  1898,  throughout the whole
of Queensland ,  was 10'88.  Vide  Vital  Statistics of 1896.
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June ,  1897,  compared with June,  1896.
Mean pressure was 0.206 higher than for the same period a year ago. The mean shade temperature was 4.8 higher than last year. The
mean vapour tension or absolute weight of vapour was 0.109 higher, and the percentage of humidity was 9° f ° higher, than twelve months
ago. The mean wind velocity was 0.1 more than in June,  1896;  while the amount of cloud  was 2 .2 more than a year ago. Examining the
winds, we find that during June ,  1897, northerly and north -east winds were observed 3 and 7 times ,  as against 2 and 1 times for the
previous year. Easterly winds were observed 9 times in June, 1897, and 5 during June,  18.96;  and the south-east winds were 12 and 0
respectively. The southerly winds were 33 this year, against 19 a year ago. South-west currents were noted 6 and 14 this and last year
respectively. Westerly winds were 5 and 28 this and last year respectively, and the north-west winds were 1 this year and 0 a year ago. The
amount of calms observed was 14 this year, as against 21 twelve months ago. As for rainfall, we had 1.907 inches in June, 1897,
against 0 '506 inches in June, 1896.
The Observatory ,  which was reorganised on 1st January ,  1887 ,  is conducted entirely in accordance with the Royal Meteo ro logical
Society's Rules.
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE, Government Meteorologist.
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions  were  as follow:-
Males. Females. Total.
Brisbane Hospital 1 12 24
Children's Hospital
. ..
...
... ... ...
...
... 2
3 5
Lock Hospital ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Lady Bowen Hospital 3 0 3
Diam entin a Asylum
...
..
...
.
... ... ...
.. so see
Infants' Asylum ...
.
...
..
...
...
...
...
...
.
... ... ... 000
Lunatic Reception House
... ...... ...
Brisbane Gaol ... see ... too see
Immigration Depot ... ... ... ...
Total
... ... ... ...
17 15 32
The following table shows the  causes  of death of persons of both  sexes ,  under one year ,  total under five years,
and over five years ;  also  the proportion per cent. of deaths from such causes in Brisbane and Suburbs during the
month :-
Class .  Causes of Death.
I. Specific febrile or zymotie  diseases ...
II. Parasitic  diseases  ... ... ... ...
III. Dietic  diseases  ... ... ,., ...
IV. Constitutional  diseases  ... ... ...
V. Developmental  diseases
VI. Local diseases ... ...
VII. Violence ...
... ...
...
... ... ...
VIII. Ill-defined  and not specified ...
All Causes ...
Class. Order.
... ... ... ...
... .,.
Nature of  Disease.
SPECIFIC FEBRILE OR ZYMOTIC DIsBABBS.1.  1  Miasmatic  diseases .-Typhoid fever, 4; dengue fever, 5 ; whooping cough, 1; diphtheria, 1 ... ... 11
62 Diarncceal  diseases .-Diarrhoea, 6 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
3 Malarial  diseases .-None.
4 Zoogenous diseases .-None.
5 Venereal  diseases .-None.
6  Septic  diseases .-None.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
PARASITIC DISEASES .-None.
.., DIETIC DISEASES.-Want of breast milk, 1; chronic alcoholism, 2; delirium tremens, 1 ... ... ...
... CONSTITUTIONAL  DISEASEs .-Rheumatic fever. 1: gout, 1; cancer, 4; tabes mesenterica, 2; phthisis, 11;
Number of
Deaths
in each Class
and Order.
4
diabetes  mellitus,  1 ... ... ... ... 20
... DEVELOPMENTAL  DISEASES .-Premature birth, 4; congenital defect, 1 ; old age, 1 ; senile decay, 4 ... 10
LOCAL DISEASES.
1 Diseases  of the  nervous  system .-Inflammation of brain, 2 ; softening of brain, 1; insanity, 1; convul-
sions, 6; brain disease, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... . • . ... ... ... ... 11
2 Diseases  of organs of special  sense.-Ophthalmia, I ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
3 Diseases  of circulatory  system .-Valvular  disease, 2; pericarditis, 1; aneurism, 1; heart  disease, 1 ... 5
4 Diseases  of respiratory  system .-Bronchitis, 7; pneumonia, 16 ... ... ... ... ... 23
5 Diseases  of the digestive  system.-Dentition, 1; obstruction of intestine,  1 ... ... ... ... 2
6 Diseases  of lymphatic  system and ductless glands .-None.
7 Diseases  of the  urinary system .-Acute  nephritis, 2; Bright's  disease,  1 ; kidney disease, 1 ... ... 4
8 Diseases  of organs of generation.- Ovarian  disease, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
9 Diseases  of parturition .-Miscarriage , 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ..• ... ... ... I
10  Diseases of organs of  locomotion.-Arthritis, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
11  Diseases of the integumentary  system .-None.
VIOLENCE.
VII.  1 Accident or negligence.-Fractures,  contusions, &c., 3 ; suffocation, 1
2 Homicide.-None.
3 Suicide.-Revolver shot, 1
4 Execution .-None.
VIII. ILL-DEFINED AND NOT  SPECIFIED CAUSES .-Debility, 6
TOTAL ...
TotalUndernd r Over Total Proportion1 year . 6 pears . 5years .  per cent.
4 6 11 17  15-32
1 1 3 4 3.60
2 2 18 20 18'02
5 5 5 10 9'01
12 17 32 49 44.14
1 1 4 5 4.50
6 6 ... 6 5.41
31 88 73 111  100-00
4
1
6
111
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As will be seen from the foregoing table of deaths registered during the month as  arising  from exterral
causes, 4  are ascribed to accident, none to homicide, 1 to suicide, and none to execution.
The following are the particulars:-
Ma'es . Females.
Accidentally fell off a wood-cart ... ... ... ... adult 1 0
bridge ` ... ... ... ... ... ... youth 1 0
run over by a tram ... ... ... ... ... ... adult 1 0
overlaid in bed ... ... ... ... ... ... infant 0 1
Suicide by a revolver shot ... ... ... ... ... ... ... adult 1 0
General Registry  Office, Brisbane ,  21st  July, 1897. WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar -General.
Printed and Published by EDMUND Gazaony, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, AND MAILS AND
PARCELS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES, 1898, 1899, AND 1900.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1897.SEPARATE TENDERS are invited, and will be receiveduntil Noon of SATURDAY, the Second day of October,
1897, for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, and  Mails and
Parcels,  for one, two, or three years from the 1st January, 1898,
as hereinafter specified.
All Tenders must be written on an approved form, printed
copies of which may be had gratuitously, on application at any
Post Office in the Colony ; and may be forwarded (if by post,
prepaid), addressed to the Postmaster-General, with the words
" Tender for the Conveyance of Mails  [or  Mails and Parcels,"
as the case  may be], together with the number of the service,
endorsed on the cover, or may be placed in the Tender Box at
the General Post Office, Brisbane.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their numbers as
below, the services for which they tender; and every Tender
will be taken to include the entire  service as  called for in each
case.
Tenderers must also  state in  every case the means by which
they propose to convey the Mails, whether by horse or by coach
or other vehicle.
Tenders on separate forms are required for each service,
for the periods mentioned-namely, one, two, or three years,
and in the case of COACH SERVICES the rate for the conveyance
of mails only should be shown as well as the rate for mails and
parcels, the weight of the latter (parcels) not exceeding 11 lb.
each.
Tenders for horse services should not include a rate for
parcels.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures of the
Tenderer and two responsible persons willing to become bound
with him in such sum as the Postmaster-General may direct,
not exceeding the gross amount of the contract, and must be
accompanied by a certificate of competency and character in the
case of Tenderers who have not held a contract previously.
Persons tendering, or their  agents, are  required to be in
attendance at the General Post Office, at Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 11th October next, and must then forthwith pay to the
Postmaster-General a sum equal to ten per cent. of the amount
of such of their Tenders as may be accepted, as a guarantee for
their duly commencing and carrying on the service tendered
for.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the Govern-
ment in the event of the Contractor failing either to complete
the bond and contract within a reasonable time, or to commence
the service on the date appointed.
The deposit will not e returned until the contracts and
bonds have been executed and the service has been in operation
for at least one month, to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-
General.
cl;Zgttr
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The stamp duty imposed by law upon the bond (viz., 10s.)
must be paid by the successful Tenderer in each  case  where the
contract  rate  exceeds £40 per annum.
In the routes specified, only the  principal  places of call are,
as a rule, named ; and no change must be made in the route of
a service  as at present run without  the express  authority of the
Department.
Drivers of mail coaches will not be required to leave the
usual direct line of road for the. purpose of  receiving  or deliver-
ing private mails.
No claims for ferry or other dues will be considered by the
Department.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed form of
Tender can be inspected at the General Post Office, or at any
Post Office in the Colony ;  and attention  is  directed  to Clauses
11A  and 26, as follows :-
11 Contractor adjudicated  insolvent.
11d. In the event of a mail contractor being adjudicated
insolvent, or whose estate is to be wound-u in liquidation,
the. Postmaster-General reserves to himself the right of
"cancelling any mail contract or contracts so far as such
"contractor is concerned, and at the  same time  holding the
sureties or bondsmen to their bond for the due fulfilment of
" the said contract or contracts."
" Reductions or cancellation.
26. In  all cases  where it may be at any time  practicable
" for the Government to convey any mails by railway, either for
" the whole or for any part of the way by direct route or other-
" wise, the Postmaster-General shall in the  former case have
" power to terminate the Contract ,  and in the  latter case a  rate-
able mileage reduction, t  besettled bythe Postmaster-General,
" may be made from the payments to the Contractor, and the
"Contractor will be required to take up  and receive the mails
" at any part of the road to which the  railway communication
" shall extend. The Postmaster-General shall  at any time
during the  continuance  of this Contract have the option of re-
arranging ,  increasing  the frequency,  and of changing the routes
" of the  services  to be performed thereunder, or of reducing the
" frequency thereof  ;  and if such  re-arrangement and change of
"route shall  increase or lessen ,  or if  such reduction in frequency
" shall lessen  the distance to be travelled by mail  vehicles or
" horses, or if the frequency  be increased ,  a proportionate increase
"or reduction ,  as the  case  may require ,  may be made in the
amounts to be paid under this Contract, computed upon the
" basis of the mileage rate of the Contract.  The Postmaster.
" General may, however, contract or agree  with  any person other
"than the Contractor for any increase in the frequency of such
services ;  and the Contractor shall have  no right to demand
" that any increased frequency in any of the services  contracted
" for by him shall be carried out by him at the contract or any
" other rate."
Contractors are bound to convey  all mails ,  or mails and
parcels,  as the case may be, entrusted to their care ,  irrespective
of the number of horses  or vehicles  regteired.
40
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The Government will not necessarily accept the lowest or
any Tender.
Tenderers are specially instructed to state the  frequency  and
mode of conveyance, and, when alternative Tenders are invited,
to give the  distinguishing letter of  the Service tendered for.
JAMES R. DICKSON, Postmaster-General.
SERVICES  REQUIRED.
(Services  from  and to, and to and from.)
1. Woowoonga and Paradise ,  via  Degilbo and Mount Sham-
rock ; three times a week . (Subject to one month 's notice of
discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
5.  Landsborough and Caloundra ,  via  Meridan  ;  twice a
week.
6. Nerang Railway Station and Murwillumbah , N.S.W.,
via Carrara ,  Mudgeraba ,  Tallebudgera ,  and The Tamarinds ;
six times a week.
9. Cardwell and Cashmere ,  via  Ellerslie ,  Ardross
(McKenzie 's), Bedford Creek, Stamp's, Upper Murray, Kir-
rama, and Blincoe ; once a week. (Subject  to three  months'
notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster -General.)
11. Childers and North Isis  (Central Mill ),  via  Wergerts'
Hill ; three times a week.
12. Woowoonga and Mount Biggenden  ;  twice a week.
13. Port Douglas Post Office and the Wharf ; to and from
all present and future vessels carrying mails.
14. Ilfracombe and Aramac ,  via Beaconsfield ,  Marchmont,
and Rodney Downs ; once a week.
16. Brisbane .- To clear newspaper and packet pillar.
receivers at the following places ,  viz.:-Corner of Queen and
George streets  ;  Roma street ,' near  Markets ;  Wickham terrace,
near  Edward street ; corner Wharf and Ann streets  ;  corner
Ann and Wickham streets,  North  Brisbane; and corner Stanley
and Ernest streets, South Brisbane  ;  and to deliver contents at
General Post  Office, Brisbane ,  twice a day.
20. Ipswich and Kholo  (Bell's) ; once a week.
21. Munbilla Railway Station and Fassifern Receiving
Office,  via  Engelsburg  ;  three times a week.
24. Harrisville and Coleyville ,  via  Mutdapilly ;  three times
a week. '
28. Jimbour and Spring Flat  (Campbell 's),  via  Maida Hill,
Maida Hill School, Saunders ',  and Ensor 's ; once a week.
32. Leyburn and Warroo ,  via  Punch 's Creek ,  Stonehenge,
Koorongarra ,  Bringabilly ,  Canning Creek ,  Bodumba, Ingle-
wood ,  Coolmunda ,  Glenelg, Terrica ,  and Dowling ' s ; once a
week.
34. Dalby Post Office and Railway Station  ;  and to convey
loose letters as requi red to and  from all present and future
trains.
39.'Gympie and One -mile Creek  ;  and to clear pillar-boxes
as required  ;  twice a day and Saturday night on arrival of train.
40. St .  George and Mungindi  (N.S.W.),  via  Minimi,
Nindigu lly ,  Bullamon ,  and Dareel ;  also Dareel and Gnoolooma;
twice a week ;  to be run in one day each  way.
42. Augathella and Tambo ,  via  Biddenham ,  Oakwood,
Lansdowne ,  and Mitoura  ;  once a week.
43. Wyandra and Cunnamulla ,  via  Claverton , Coongoola,
and Emu Sandhi ll;  twice a. week.
45. Cunnamulla and Thargomindab ,  via  Moonjarrie, Eulo,
Bingara ,  and Dynevor Downs  ;  twice a week.
47. Gingin and Miriam Vale,  via  Monduran ,  Tararan,
Kolonga ,  Gaeta .  Molangool, Charnwood ,  Borilla ,  Toweran,
Warroo, Thornhill ,  Oriti, and Hoffman ' s ; twice a week ;
returning once a week  via  Mount Jacob, Hoff 'man's, Oriti,
Thornhill, Warroo ,  Toweran ,  Kolonga, Tararan, and Monduran;
and once a week  via  Hoffman s,  Oriti ,  Thornhill, Waroo,
Toweran ,  Molangool ,  Gaeta ,  Kolonga, Tararan ,  and Monduran.
47A.  Alternative  :  Miriam Pale  and  Miriam Vale via
Mount Jacob ,  Dingle's ,  Oreti ,  Moralyaran ,  Thornhill ,  Charn-
wood, and Borilla to Toweran ,  returning  via  Warroo ,  Thornhill,
Oreti ,  and Hoffman 's ; twice a week.
47s. Alternative  :  Gingin and  Gingin via  Gossner's,
Monduran ,  Tararan ,  Kolonga ,  Thynne's ,  Lund 's, and Gaeta
to Molangool ,  returning by same route ; twice a week.
48. Miles and Surat ,  via Tieryboo ,  Condamine, Myall
Grove, Undulla ,  Yulabilla ,  Coalbar  (Haas 's),  Ladas Downs,
Murilla , Warkon,  Retreat, Combarngo ,  and Noorindoo ; twice
a week to Condamine ,  and once a week to Surat.
53. Miles and Taroom .  via  Christianburg Sawmills,
Juandah, Bungaban ,  Rochdale ,  Carabah ,  and Lilyvale ; twice
a week ; to be run in one day each way.
54. Jericho and Blaekall  ;  twice a week.
55. Roma and Taroom,  via  Euthella ,  Gubberamunda,
Myall Downs ,  Mount Hutton, Springwater Station, Pony Hills,
Baroondah ,  Hornet  .Bank  (Googarry ),  Euroombah ;  and Kinnoul ;
once a week.
59. Maryborough Post Office and Wharf ,  and Post Office
and Railway Station; to transfer mails from one train to
another ,  and carry loose letters if required . T o and from all
vessels carrying  mails, and al present and future trains.
62. Charleville and  Blackall, via  Gowrie ,  Nice Junction
letter-box, Augathella ,  Nive Downs  (Royal Hotel ), Tambo,
Greendale ,  Enniskillen, and Northampton  (in time  of flood,
mails  to be packed an  deviation made in route via  Nive Downs
ar,d B iddenkarn and along  Telegraph  line );  twice  a week to
Tambo and once a week to Blaekall.
64. Woowoonga  and Gayndah ,  via  Mount  Shamrock,
Didcot,  Byrnestown and Resolute Co-operative Groups, and
Wetheron  ;  three times a week ; to be run in  one day each
way.
65 . Alpha and  Tambo,  via  Sedgeford , Alpha Station,
Cheshire , and Birkhead  ; twice a week.
66. St .  Lawrence and Clermont ,  via  Waverley, Lotus Creek,
Croydon Station , Lake Station, Conner's Gal), Rookwood, Bom-
bandy, Lcichhardt Downs, Cotherstone, and Huntley Downs ;
once a week.
67. St. Lawrence and Eton ,  via  Waverley,  Glenlee,
Collaroy,  Cardowan ,  Salt Bush ,  Tierawoomba ,  Wandoo,
Bolingbroke ,  Coulston  Park, Blue Mountain,  Hazelwood, and
Hazeldean . (Deviation  to be made in flood-time to serve
Cardowan and Salt Bush ) ; once a week.
70. Eton and  Nebo,  via  Mount  Spencer ;  twice a week.
71. Clermont and Miclere ,  via  Spring  Diggings and Black
Ridge ; twice a week. (Subject to one month 's notice of discon-
tinuance  by the  Postmaster -General.)
74. Clifton  and Spring  Creek (service to start from and
terminate at Spring  Creek ) ; six times a week.
77.  The  Rocks and  Kyabra,  via  Newcastle ,  Ray, and
Thylungra  (subject to rearrangement ) ;  once a week.
78. Turallin and Junction Station,  via  Western Creek,
Dunmore, and  Warr Warr ;  once a week.
79. Mitchell and  West-grove, via  Waroonga ,  Kilmorey,
Toolumbilla , Womblebank,  and Merivale  ;  once a week.
50 Bow en and The Leap,  via  Deicke's Hotel, Woodlands,
Roma Peak ,  Proserpine , Happy Valley,  Kelsey Creek ,  Cattle
Vale School, Amelia Vale, liromby  Park, Bloomsbury Electric
Telegraph  Office, The Plain  (Raymond 's), St. Helens ,  Jolimount,
Royston, and  Hampden ;  once a week.
81. Brisbane ,  Kelvin Grove, and Enoggera ;  six times a
week.
82. Bellevue Railway Station and Moombra  (Five-mile
Water),  via  Bellevue Station  ;  three times a week.
84. Warwick  Post Office and Railway Station ; also to
transfer mails from one train to another ,  if required, carry
loose letters ,  and clear letter -box at western entrance to Railway
Station ; to and from all present and future trains.
88. Taroom and Bauhinia Downs Post and Telegraph Office,
via  Bottle -tree View ,  Palm-tree Creek ,  Gwambegwyne, and
Coorada  ;  returning via Fairfield ; once a week.
92. Wangaratta and Reid River ,  via  Inkerman ,  Soper's
Crossing ,  Ayr, Brandon ,  Pioneer ,  Acacia field ,  Brookfield,
Clare, and  Woodhouse ;  twice a week.
92A. Alternative  .  Wangaratta and Reid River ,  via  Inker-
man, Soper 's Crossing , Ayr, Brandon,  Pioneer ,  Acaciafield;
Brook field ,  Clare, and  Woodhouse ;  twice a week .  Also Ayr
and Reid River, via Clare  ;  once a zveek  (one  w tty only).
98. Thursday  Island and Horn Island ; once a week. Also
Thursday  Island and vessels lying off Black Rock ,  Scott's
Rock, and outside Inner Harbour; to and from all vessels.
(Subject to one month's notice of 'discontinuance  by the Post-
master-General.)
98A.  Alternative  :  Thursday Island and vessels lying off
Black Rock, Scott's Rock, and outside Inner Harbour ; to and
from all vessels . (Subject  to one month 's notice of discontinu-
ance by the Postmaster-General.)
99. Charters Towers and Maryvale,  via  Burdekin Downs
letter -box, Fletcher Vale, Hillgrove, and Bluff Downs ;
returning  via  Nulla Nulla, Rocky Springs,  Bluff Downs ,  South-
wick, Hillgrove, Fletcher  Vale, and Burdekin  Downs letter-box ;
once a week.
100. Cloncurry and Normanton ,  via  Quamby,  Granada,
Donaldson ,  Donors  H111, Paddy's Lagoon, Walker' s Bend, and
Milgara ; once a week.
103. Gladstone and Banana ,  via  Bend of River, and
Selections ,  East Stowe ,  Calliope, main road to Catfish Hotel,
Upper  Calliope Station, Mount Alma ,  Iona, Dumgree, Kil-
burnie, Prairie, Kooingal, and Bar field  (mailman to take on
from Calliope to Gladstone mails from Cania , &c., on Saturday,
if required ) ;  once a week.
106. Charleville  and Eulo,  via  Yarron Vale, Bierbank,
Becbal ,  Mount Alfred, Humeburn, and Tilbooroo ,  and  via
Gowrie if required  ;  once a week . (Subject to three months'
notice of discontinuance  by the Postmaster- General.)
110. Taroom  and Roundstone ,  via  Bottle -tree  View,  Palm-
tree Creek ,  Waterton ,  Ghinghinda ,  Glenmoral ,  and Thornby;
once a week.
110A.  Alternative :  Taroom and Roundstone, via  Spring
Creek 11"0.  2, Waterton ,  Ghinghinda ,  Glenmoral, and Thornby ;
once a week.
1108.  Alternative  :  Taroom and  B anana,  via Bottle-tree
View , Palm-tree Creek ,  Waterton ,  Ghinghinda, Glenmoral,
Thornby ,  and Roundstone  ;  once a week.
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111. Cressbrook and Ivory's Creek, and to ke, p receiving
Office at Ivory's Creek ; twice a week.
112. Tauibo and Blackall-(a) Tambo and Shirburn (Ra-
vensbourne),  via  Minnie Downs and Forest Hill ; once a reek ;
(b)  Blackall and Listowel Downs,  via  Glencoe, Malvern Hills,
Terrick Terrick, Lorne, Bloomfield, and Bonnie Doon ; once a
week. (Subject to rearrangement of route.)
113. Southport and Ashmore,  via  Bundall (Currangal) and
Benowa  ; six times a week.
119. Rosedale and Gladstone,  via  Rosedale Station(Little's),
Beck's, Neilson's,Olsen's, Rothman's, Neilsen's,Griil's, Pittuck's,
Hale's, Denny's, De Abel's, Wills's, Baffle Creek Station, B. and
T. J. Webster's, Greenvale, Taunton, Qiiondong, Erimbula,
Turkey Station, Rodds Bay, Riverstone, Marblestone, Mann's,
Boyne Crossing, F. Pershouse's Farm, Boyne Reef, and Ten-mile
(subject to rearrangement) ; once a week.
120. Georgetown and Croydon,  via  Durham, Cumberland,
Forest Home, Lower Gilbert, The Springs, Belmore (Cork-
tree ), King of Croydon, and Gorge Creek ; once a week. (Sub-
ject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General. )
121. Hughenden and Coalbrook,  via  Fairlight, Charlotte
Plains, and Compton Downs (New Station) ; once a week.
122. Nanango and Booie,  via  Parson's Bridge ; returning
by King's Bridge along Barambah road ; once a week.
123. Charters Towers and Rishton,  via  Millchester and
Broughton ; once a week. (Subject to one month's notice of
discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
124. North Pine and Mount Pleasant (Story's),  via  Harri-
son's  Pocket, Whiteside (Adsett's), Terror's Creek (Hamilton),
and Lacey's Creek ; twice a week to Terror's Creek, once a
week to Whiteside, Lacey's Creek, and Mount Pleasant.
125. Greenmount and Emu Creek Post Office,  via  Mount
Sibley ; six times a week.
126. Geraldton Post Office and Wharves, to and from all
present and future vessels carrying mails.
123. Brisbane General Post Office and Fortitude Valley
Post Office  (all mails to be taken from and delivered at the
offices  as required) ;  six times  a day. Also Fortitude Valley and
Bulimba Post Office ; twice a day (one way only).
132. Thargomindah and Kyabra,  via  Norley, Tobermerry,
Mount Margaret, Eromanga, and Eroonghoola Township; once
a week.
133. Adavale and Thargomindah,  via  Gunadorah, Comongin
North, Comongin South, Toompine, Ardoch, and Norley; once
a week.
135. Stanthorpe and Willson's Downfall (N.S.W.),  via
Kyoomba and Sugarloaf ; twice a week.
138. Yaamba and Stanage,  via  Tilpal. Banksia Plains,
Fernleigh, Wandorah, Coonyan Creek, Waratah, Cooti Uti, and
Booroobirri ; once a week.
139. St. George and Bollon,  via  Wondit Dam, Kirk's
Waterhole, Boolba Waterhole, Gem Waterhole, and Uhr's
Camp; once a week.
140. Thargomindah and Hungerford (N.S.W.),  via
Mclntyre's Gap, Curracunya, Boorara, and Currawinya ; twice
a week.
142. Yeppoon and Coonyan (Flower' s),  via  Bomoyea,
Adelaide Park, Croft's, Norton's, Maryvale, Byfield, The
Peninsula, and Raspberry Creek ; once a week.
144. Barcaldine and Aramac, twice a week.
145. Aramac and Muttaburra, twice a week.
146. Laura and Maytown, once a week.
148. Eudlo and Ilkley, three times a week. (Subject to
one month's notice of  discontinuance  by the Postmaster-General.)
149. Gatton and East Haldon,  via  Tent Hill, Ropeley
(Deep Gully), Upper Tent Hill, and Mount Sylvia (White.
stone) ; three times aweek.
152. Thargomindah and Oontoo,  via  Nocatunga, Nocundra,
and Chastleton  (in flood-time  between  Nocundra and Oontoo,
deviation in route  to be made to get outside flood -waters) ;  once
a week  (to be run in two days each way between Thargomindah
and Nocundra if required).
154. Cooktown and Butcher's Hill,  via  selections, Deep
Creek, King's Plains, Norman Vale, and  Springs ; once a week.
156. Strathpine and Samford Post Office,  via  South Pine,
Albany Creek, and Wongun (Bunya) ; route to be  via  Bald
Hills in time of flood , omitting  South Pine ; twice a week.
157. Maryborough and Elliot,  via  Nichols, Elston. Grange,
Warrah, Gilmore's, The School, East Doongal, and Doongal ;
twice a week (to be  run to  and fro in one day).
158. Villeneuve and Hazeldean,  once a week.
162. Warwick and Elbow Valley,  via  Lord John' s Swamp
and Lucky Valley; three  times a week.
163. Clermont and Yacamunda,  via  Bathampton School,
Venus Store, Mount Ea„ le, Gregory's Creek, Lanark Downs,
Beresford, Frankfield, Elgin Downs, Tween Hills. and Avon
Downs ;  once  a week.  (In times of flood,  when mailman cannot
travel  between Avon Downs and Yacamunda, to run to and from
Avon Downs only.)
164. Ilfracombe and Isisford,  via  Portland Run and Well-
shot Station  ;  once a week.
166. Tambourine and Canungra (Pine-tree Creek),  via
Flannagan's, Fenwyke, O'Mahoney's, and Irvingsford ; three
times a week.
167. Beaudesert and Rockbrook (Tilley' s),  via  Errisvale
(Yellow Waterholes), Tamrookum, Telemon Crossing (Dry-
nan's ), Knapp's Creek Receiving Office (Hodgson's), Clune, and
Kooralbyn ; three times a week to Kooralbyn, once a week to
R ockbrook.
171. Pialba and Torquay, delivering  all mail matter  en
route  as directed; six times a week.
173. Brisbane General Post Office. South Brisbane Post
Office, and Woolloongabba ; daily as often as required.
175. Gowrie Junction and Doctor's Creek (White 's),  ria
Glencoe, Gowrie Little Plain, and Goombungee (Gomoron) ;
three times a week.
176. Brisbane and Woody Point Jetty ;  also  Redcliffo
Jetty, weather permitting ; three times a week, or more fre-
quently when steamer runs. (Subject to one month's notice of
discontinuance by the Postmaster-general.)
177. Y uleba and St. George ,  via  Beranga , Surat, and
Warroo ; twice a week.
179. Burketown and Wollogorang, via Escott and West-
moreland (and to keep Receiving Office at Wollogorang) ; once
a fortnight.
183. Brisbane General Post Office and Ashgrove,  via  Red
Hill Post Office ; four times  a day  to and from Red Hill, and
once a day to and from Ashgrove.
185. Woodhill and Undullah Station,  via  Kilmoylar and
Undullah Receiving Office (Teviot School) ; three times a
week.
187. Gympie and Imbil, via Lagoon Pocket, Bunya Creek
Receiving Office, Yabba Vale, and Bollya Plains ; returning
via  Kandanga (Sprowle's), Bunya Creek, and Lagoon Pocket ;
twice a week.
192. Jiinbour and Jumma,  via  Maida Hill, Maida Hill
School, Saunders', Ensor's, Spring Flat (Campbell's), Sharow,
Rosevale, Bilboa, Selections, Webster's, Wylarah, Porter's,
Mathieson's, Jules', and Just's ;  returning  via  Greystanlea,
Ross', McLaughlin's, &c., to Webster' s ; once  a week ; and
once a week extra from Jimbour to Spring Flat on Mondays, if
contractor resides at Maida Hill.
194. Mount Sylvia and Hessenberg (Wonga Creek) ; three
times a week.
195. Pittsworth and Balgownie,  via  Kincora , North  Branch,
and Gentleman's Seat; twice a week.
197. Bollon and Barringun (N.S.W.),  via  Fernlees, Murra
Murra, Bundaleer, Noorama, Thurulgoona, and Wooroorooka ;
once a week.
198. Waterford and  Logan Reserve;  twice a week.
199. St. George and Goodooga (N.S.W.),  via  Gulnabar,
Mouraby, Whyenbah, Mithong, Cubbie, Mogrugulla, Woolerina,
Yako, Bogandina, and Brenda, N.S.W.; once a week.  (In
flood- time between  Whyenbah and Brenda,  deviation in route to
be made to get outside of flood- waters).
200. Langlo Crossing and Langlo Downs,  via  Mount
Morris ; once a week.
201. Mareeba and Herberton,  via  Martintown, Atherton,
and Carrington (Scrubby Creek); twice  a week . (Subject to one
month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
203. Isisford and Welford Downs,  via  Ruthven, Albilbah,
and Mount Marlow ; once a week.
206. Dugandan Post Office and Bigriggan,  via  Dugandan
Station, Milford, Mount French, Mount Alfprd, Coochin,
Croftby, *Carney's Creek, and Maroon ; three times a week.
206A.  Alternative :  Dugandan Post Office  and Bigriggan,
via  Dugandan Station, Milford, Mount French, Mount Alford,
Coochin, Croftby, *Carney's Creek, and Maroon  (subject to a
time-table  under which  mailman would  leave Dugandan after
arrival of morning  train  from Ipswich and return from
Bigriggan to Dugandan next day) ;  three times every week.
k Nor,.- It is required that Carney 's Creek be served in the same way as other
places  en route  instead of once a week one way  only ,  as at present.
207. Winton and Hughenden,  via  Oondooroo,  Manuka,
Stock's Dam, and Afton Downs ;  once  a week ;  to be run in a
day and a-half from Hughenden to Winton.
210. Herberton and Georgetown,  via  Watsonville, Orient
Camp, Montalbion, California Creek, Fossilbrook, and Quartz
Hill ; once a week. (Subject to one month' s notice of discon-
tinuance  by the Postmaster-General.)
210A. Alternative : Mareeba  and  Croydon, via Oakey
Creek Hotel, Koorboora, Four-mile, Muldiva, Tate Tin Mines,
Tate Telegraph Office, Linde Crossing, Hurdleyard, Springs,
Anabranch. Einasleigh Crossing, Fiery Creek,  Georgetown,
Durham, Cumberland, Forest Home, Lower Gilbert, The
Springs, Belmore (Cork-tree), King of Croydon, and Gorge
Creek ; once a week.  (Tenderers  must attach  to their tenders a
copy of the time-table to which they propose to run the  service.)
211. Chinchilla and Fairy Meadow,  via  Lower Wombo
(and to keep Receiving Office at Fairy Meadow);  once a week.
212. Oakey and Biddeston,  via  Crosshill, Happy Valley,
Aubigny, Plainview School, and the Springs , returning  via
Crosshill only ; twice a week.
214. Palmwoods and Flaxton (Wyer' s, portion 106v),  via
Hunchy R.O. and the Razorback ;  twice a week.
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215. Boulia  and Urandangie,  via  Herbert Downs, Glenor-
miston , Roxborough Downs, and Carandotta ; once a week.
216. Winton and Boulia,  via  Elderslie, Llanrheidol, Middle-
ton, Lucknow, and Hamilton Hotel ; once a week (to be run in
four  days each way).
217. Redland Bay and Gramzow,  via  Mount Cotton ; six
times a week.
220. Caboolture and Upper Caboolture (and to act as Post-
master at  Upper Caboolture) ; three times a week.
221. Maryborough and Teddington,  via  Tinana, River road
past Jindah, Foothill. letter-box, Nerada, and Woongool ; sixtimes a week.
222. Oakey and Boah, twice a week.
223. Nobby and Mount Kent (Back Plains),  via Coleman's
and Moran's Well; three  times a week.
223A.  Alterna tive :  Nobby and Mount Kent (Back Plains),
via Coleman's  and Moran's Well;  twice a week.
224. Helidon and Helidon,  via  Postman's Ridge R.O.,
Withcott, Derrymore, and Iredale (and to keep Receiving Office
at Withcott) ; twice a week.
225. Nocundra and Mount Howitt,  via  Nocatunga, Kihee,
Woomanoka, and Durham Downs ; once a week.
227. The Leap and St. Helen's,  via  Hampden, JoIimount,
Royston, and St. Helen's Station ; once a week.
228. Wright's Creek (Cairns and Goldsborough road) and
Babinda Creek,  via  Packer's Camp, Highleigh, Kensington, and
Russell River (Hickey's) ; once a week. (Subject to one
month' s notice  of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
228x.  Alternative : Nelson  and Babinda Creek,  via  Ken-
sington and  Russell River (Hickey's) ; once a week. (Subject
to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.)
230. Lyndhurst and Gilberton,  via  Oak Park, Christmas
Hill, Percy River, and Mount Hogan; once a week. (Subject
to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.)
231. Laidley and Hatton Vale (Woolshed Creek),  via
Plainland ; three times a week.
233. Cloncurry and Boulia,  via  Devoncourt, Chatsworth,
Noranside, Buckingham Downs, and Police Camp; once a week.
237. Ayr and Seaforth,  via  Lilliesmere and Airdmillan ;
twice a week.
241. Dalveen and Mountside,  via  North Maryland road
Schoolhouse, Geaney's,  Patterson's,  and Braeside ; five times  a
week. Also Dalveen and Kaffirville (Pikedale Gold Field),  via
Turnbull's, Clune's, McDonald's, and Mulgowan ; once a week.
243. Adavale and Windorah,  via  The Rocks (J. D. Springs),
and Bulgroo ;  once a week.
246. Richmond Downs and Woolgar (New Camp),  via
Cambridge Downs and Merton Ponds ; once a week. (Subject
to three months' notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.)
247. (a)  Parcel Post Office, Brisbane, and parcel post
offices and  all addresses within (1) North Brisbane, Booroodabin,
and parts  of Ithaca and Toowong ; (2) South Brisbane and
Kangaroo Point ; (3) Windsor and part of Hamilton ; (b) also
for the conveyance to the Parcel Post Office, Brisbane, of
parcels collected at parcel post offices within those limits ; once
a day.
248. Hughenden and Cloncurry,  via  Telemon, Marathon,
Richmond Downs, Hulbert's Camp, Coobiaby, Eddington, and
Leilaville ; once a week.
248i.  Alternative :  Hughenden and Cloncurry,  via  Tele-
mon, Marathon , Richmond Downs, Hulbert's Camp, Coobiaby,
Eddington, and Leilaville;  twice  a week to Richmond Downs,
once a  week to Cloncurry.
248B.  Alternative  :  Hughenden and Cloncurry,  via  Tele-
mon, Marathon , Richmond Downs, Hulbert's Camp, Coobiaby,
Eddington, and Leilaville ;  twice a week.
250. Longreach and Winton,  via  Maneroo, Evesham, and
Vindex ; once a week.
2504.  Alternative :  Longreach and Winton,  via  Maneroo,
Evesbam , and Vindex ;  twice  a week.
252. Charleville and Adavale,  via  Glengarry, Burrandilla,
and Langlo  Crossing  (in fluod- time mails  to be carried by pack-
horse, and  deviation made in route  to get outside flood-waters) ;
twice a week.
253. Stonehenge and Currawilla,  via  Warbreccan, Conne-
mara , and Palparara ; once a week.
255. Windorah and Kyabra,  via  Hammond Downs,
Munro, Tenham, Thewin, Springfield, and Keeroongooloo ;
once a week.
257. Croydon and Esmeralda Diggings ; once a week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Post-
master -General.)
259. Leyburn and Yandilla,  via  Tummaville Head Station,
Tummaville School, Wright's, Pillar' s, Baillie's,  and Feniton;
twice a week.
260. Wynnum and Lytton,  six times a week.
261. Birthamba and Kolan  South, twice a day.
262. Port Douglas and Miallo,  via  Mosman River Post
Ace, returning  via  Mosman River Post Office and the Ferry;
once a week. (Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance
by the Postmaster-General.)
263. Stantborpe Post Office and Railway Station ; also to
transfer mails from one train to another, and carry loose letters
if required to and from all present and future trains.
264. Bundaberg and Duingal (Maynard's),  via  McShea's,
Rosecliffe's, Branyan, Bonna, Bingera Station, Ferriby, Sloane's,
Stanig's, Hill's, Baldwin's, Phillips', W. Newitt's, Haylock's,
Bernell Receiving Office, 1)rinan's, Chandler and Jenkins',
Lvmer's, Neilsen's, Sugden's, and Duncan's, returning  via
Woodward's, Bernell, and Fourteen-mile (subject to rearrange-
ment) ; twice a week.
266. Bundaberg Post Office and Railway Station, and
Post Office and Wharves ; to transfer mails from one train to
another, carry loose letters, and clear the letter-box at the
Railway Station as required ; also to convey Post and Telegraph
Office stores, furniture, &c., as required, to and from all present
and future trains and all vessels carrying mails.
267. Nebo and Mount Britten (Gold Field),  via  Nebo
Station, Burrenbring, Tongwarry, Woodstock, and Homevale ;
once a week. (Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance
by the Postmaster-General.)
269. Pialba and Urangan, twice a week.
271. Morven and Augathella,  via  Victoria Downs, Brunell
Downs, Angellala Downs, Clare Creek, Burenda Woolshed, and
Burenda Station  (in flood-time mails for Tambo and Blackall
to be conveyed from Morven by this service) ;  twice a week.
272. Birkdale and Capalaba, three times a week.
274. Woombye and Diddillibah, three times a week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Post-
master-General.)
275. Strathpine and Fishery Pocket (Mackenzie's, portion
150),  via  Samson Vale and Samson Creek ; twice a week.
276. Boulia and Birdsville,  via  Marion Downs,  Coorabulka
(except in flood-time),Breadalbane, Sandringham, Bidouri, Cluny,
Glengyle, Carcory, Roseheath, and Salmonville ; once a week.
277. 1 aroom and Mirriourie,  via  Bottle-tree View, Broad-
mere , Glenhaughton, Reedy Creek, and Ruined Cattle Creek ;
once a week.
279. Barcaldine Post Office and Railway Station ; also to
convey loose letters as required ; to Band from all present and
future trains.
280. Cairns Post Office and Railway Station ; also to con-
vey loose letters as required, and to clear pillar-boxes on two
days a week ; to and from all present and future trains.
281. Muttaburra and Hughenden,  via  Culloden, Rockwood,
Tangorin, Borenya, and  Cameron  Downs ; once a week (to be
run in two days each way).
284. Gympie Post Office and Railway Station ; also to
clear pillar-boxes on the route and the letter-box;at the Railway
Station, transfer  mails  from one train to another, and carry
loose letters as required ; to and from all present and future
trains.
287. Port Douglas and Daintree River, once a week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Post-
master -General.)
288. North Killarney and The Head,,  once a week.
292. Walloon and Smith's Mills,  via  Kircheim and Mar-
burg, six times a week ; also Marburg and Glamorgan Vale,
three times a week.
293. Beaudesert and Wyaralong,  via  Bromelton Station,
Bromelton Receiving Office, Jenyn's letter-box, Allandale
(Binstead's), and Overflow ; three tim ?s a week.
295. Macalister and Jimbour, six times a week.
296. Laura and Neville Creek,  via  Police Camp, Byrne's
Station, Lakefield, Breeza Plains, Musgrave Telegraph Station,
Lalla Rookh, and Coen Telegraph Station ; returning from
Musgrave Telegraph Station to Laura,  via  Koolburra and Fair-
view Telegraph Station (the route  via  Koolburra and Fairview
Telegraph Station to be observed both ways in flood-time) ;
once  a fortnight. (Subject to discontinuance beyond Coen
Telegraph Station u on one month's notice being given by the
Postmaster-General
296A.  Alternative :  Laura and  Coen, via  Police Camp,
Byrne's Station, Lakefield, Breeza Plains, Musgrave Telegraph
Station, and Lalla Rookh ; returning from Musgrave Telegraph
Station to Laura  via  Koolburra and Fairview Telegraph Station
(the route  via  Koolburra and Fairview Telegraph Station to be
followed both ways in flood-time) ; once a fortnight.
296B.  Alternative : Coen  and Neville Creek, once a fort-
night. (Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the
Postmaster-General.)
300. Pentland and Cape Diggings, three times a week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Post-
master-General.)
301. Hendon and Pratten, twice a week.
302. Tallebudgera and Westbury, and to keep Receiving
Office at Wesbury; once a week. (Subject to one month's
notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
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304. Thargomindah and Wompah ,  via  Thuringowa ,  Bulloo
D owns, Tickalara ,  and Caldwell 's Station  ;  once a week.
307. Brisbane General Post Office and Jubilee ,  via  Ithaca;
three times a day.
308. Gladstone Post Office and the Railway Station, to and
from all  present and future trains ; also Gladstone Post Office
and Wharf ,  as required to and from all steamers and vessels
carrying mails, and to carry Post and Telegraph Office stores,
fur ni ture, &c.
309. Hodgson Railway Station and Hodgson Receiving
Office, twice a day. (Subject to one month 's notice of discon-
tinuance by the Postmaster -General.)
313. Cunnamulla and Widgeegoara ,  via  Widgeegoara
Hotel, Charlotte Plains, Weelamurra ,  and Avondale  ;  twice a
week.
316. Spring Bluff (Highfields Railway Station )  and Koo-
jarewon,  via  The Bluff, Garret 's, De Gruchy 's, and Palmer's ;
returning same route ;  six times a week.
317. Rockhampton and Bondoola ,  via  Mount Hedlow
Receiving Office tWyatt 's Hotel ) ;  to proceed to Yeppoon if
necessary  ;  once a week. -
319. Bundaberg and Woongarra Scrub ,  delivering all mail
matter within the following boundaries ,  and clearing letter-
boxes as  required:-
Commencing  on the right bank of the Burnett River at the
north-western corner of portion 3& parish of Kalkie ; thence
by the northern and eastern boundaries of that portion easterly
and southerly to its south -eastern corner  ;  thence by a line
southerly to the eastern corner of portion  30;  thence by the
road forming the south -eastern boundary of that portion south-
westerly to the Barolin road ,  by that road south -easterly to
portion 112,  by the road forming the north -western boundary
of that portion south -westerly to a small  reserve, by the north-
western and south-western boundaries of that reserve, and part
of the south -western boundary of portion 112 south -westerly
and south -easterly to the western corner of portion 46, by the
road forming the south -western and south -eastern boundaries of
that portion and the south-eastern boundaries of portions 27
and 21 south -easterly and north -easterly to the northern corner
of portion  10, by  the road forming the north -eastern boundary
of that portion south-easterly to the western corner of portion
1, by the road forming the north -western boundary of that por-
tion and .portion 12 north -easterly to the northern corner of the
last -named portion ,  by the road forming the north-eastern
boundary of portion 12 south-easterly to the southern corner of
portion 50 parish of Barolin ,  by the road forming the south-
eastern boundaries of portions 50, 42 ,  and 43 same parish
north-easterly to the eastern corner of the last -named portion ;
thence by a line north -easterly to the sea coast at the eastern
corner of portion 10, and by the sea coast north -westerly
to the Burnett River ,  and by the right bank of that river
upwards to the point of commencement  ;  six times a week.
(Subject to one month 's notice of discontinuance by the Post.
master -General.)
320. Narangba and Deception Bay, twice a week.
321. Cunnamulla and Barringun  (N.S.W.),  via  Burnabilla,
Trunkey, Thurulgoona ,  Tuen Hotel, and Wooroorooka  ;  twice a
week ; to be run in one day each way.
322. The Leap and Finlayson 's (Cape Hi llsborough), once
a week.
322s .  Alternative  :  The Leap and Finlayson 's (Cape Hills-
borough ),  via Mackay and Mount Juke 's Ccffee Estates ;  return-
ing via L'osse's ;  once a week.
326. Clermont and Clermont ,  via  Copperfield ,  Peak Vale,
Craven Outstation ,  Craven ,  and Islay Plains ; return route  via
Surbition ,  Banchory ,  and Red Rock  ;  once a we ;k.
330. Delaney 's Creek  (Caboolture -Baramba road) and
Mount Mee ,  via  McDonald 's Selection  ;  twice a week.
332. Pratten and Thane 's Creek ,  twice a week . (Subject
to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster
General.)
332&.  Alternative  .  Pratten and Thane 's Creek  ;  three times
a week . (Subject to one month 's notice of discontinuance by thePostmaster-General.)
333. Allora and G oomburra ,  via  Forest Plain ; twice a week.
336. Townaville and Ingham ,  via Armidale ,  Ollera  (Bell's),
Mt. Ruth, Waterview ,  and Francis Creek ; once a week.
336. Bethania Railway Station and Waterford Post Office,
twice a day.
338. Cloncurry and Canobie ,  via  Fort Constantine ,  Clonagh,
Yadthor, Byromine ,  Carr's Camp,  and Fort Bowen ; once a
week.
339. Cordalba and Barnes '  School,  via  Isis Mill ReceivingOffice; six times a week.
340. Yuleba and Ma yymead  (Durham Downs ),  via.  Bende-
mere ,  Muggleton ,  and Clifford  ;  once a week.
341. Jericho and Pentland ,  via  Desmond 's, Garfield (Gran-
bars ),  Texas, Boongoondoo ,  Clare ,  Widgemen ,  Lake Dunn,
Westmere ,  Mt. Surprise ,  Annie Vale, Bowie ,  Yarrowmere,
Blair Athol, Longton ,  Nevena ,  Milray Stati  :n, and Boundary
Station  ;  returning  via  Boundary Station, Milray Station,
Nevena ,  Longton, Blair Athol, Yarrowmere ,  Bowie, Doongma-
bulla, Labona, AnnieVale, Fleetwood,  Eastmere , Dunrobin,
Wee Dunrobin ,  Springer's, Strasburg ,  Garfield  (Granbars), and
Desmond ' s ; once a week.
342. Avon Downs and Byerwin ,  via  Glenavon ,  Gleneva,
Eaglefield, Mount Lookout,, and Cerito ;  once a week.
343. Surat and Russell Park,  via  Cambridge Downs,
Noorindoo, Wehl's, Dehnertvale, Sydenham, and Oaklands ;
once a week ;  to be run to and fro in one day.
344. Beenleigh and Gramzow ,  via  Loganholme  ;  six times a
week.
345. Hawkwood and Gayndah,  via  Dykehead,  Coonambula,
Mundaberra ,  and Mount Debatable  ;  once a week.
348. Winton and Boulia,  via  Whitewood, Cork, Brighton
Downs, Mayne Hotel ,  Diamantina Lakes ,  and Springv_ale ;
returning  via  Springvale ,  Diamantina  Lakes ,  Mayne Hotel,
Brighton Downs, Cork ,  and Elderslie  ;  once a week.
349. Cairns Post Office and Wharves; to and from all pre-
sent  and future  vessels carrying mails.
350. Longreach and Muttaburra,  via  Bimbah , Camoola,
and Ambo  ;  to run on western  side of river if  required ; once
a week.
351. Banana  and Wooroona,  via  Moura, Roundstone,
Redcliffe  No. 2, Redcliffe,  and Nulalbin ; once a week.
353. Cooktown Post Office and Wharves ;  also Post Office
and Railway Station ;  and to convey  loose letters as required ;
to and from  all present  and future  trains and all vessels carry-
ing mails.
355. Chinchilla and Durah,  via  Turner 's, McIntyre's,
Chinchilla Woolshed,  Seven Oaks ,  Pelican, Fairyland, and
Canaga ;  once a week.
359. Springsure Post Office  and Railway Station  ;  also to
carry loose  letters if required  ;  to and from all present and
future trains.
361. Logan Village and Tambourine ,  three  times a week.
363. Coomera Upper  and Tambourine Mountain , including
delivery to Cameron's, &c. ; and to keep Receiving Office at
Tambourine Mountain;  twice  a week. (Subject  to one month's
notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster -General.)
366. Logan Village and  Logan Village, via The Bridge,
Chamber's Flat, Park  Riaige ,  Greenbank ,  Nash ' s, North and
South Maclean ,  and Thompson ' s ; three times a week.
(Subject to  one month 's notice of discontinuance  by the Post-
master -General.)
367. Argentine  and Kangaroo Hills Station ,  via  Argentine
Extended and Ewan  ;  once a week . (Subject  to one month's
notice of discontinuance  by the Postmaster -General.)
368. Woody Point Jetty and Woody Point Post Office, and
Redcliffe Jetty and Redeliffe Post and Telegraph Office, to and
from steamers carrying mails  ; also Woody Point Post Office
and Redcliffe Post and Telegraph  Office,  daily ,  including the
delivery of all letters ,  newspapers ,  packets ,  and telegrams
along the Main Coast road from Mrs. Bell 's to Reef Point,
Scarborough ,  and to all houses between the Main Coast road and
the beach.
371. Charters  Towers Parcels  Delivery between Post Office
and addresses  (1) within the  Municipality ,  and (2)  outside the
Municipality ,  but within  letter -carrier's delivery, under special
conditions  ;  once a day.
376. Townsville  and Ross  River (Meat Works)  twice a
day.
378 .  Brisbane  and Little  Cabbage-tree Creek Receiving
Office, via Kedron and Downfall Creek ;  twelve times a week to
Kedron ,  and six times  a week to Little Cabbage-tree Creek.
381. Bogantungan  and Echo  Hills,  via  Medway Park,
Rosedale ,  Bainchi 's Selection ,  J. Bianchi 's Selection , Medway
Station ,  and Duckabrook  ;  once a week.
384. Ingham and Hidden  Valley  Station,  via  Stoneleigh
and Kangaroo Hi ll s Tin Mines  ;  once a week. (Subject to one
month 's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster -General.)
389. Hughenden Post  Office and Railway Station, and to
convey loose letters as required  ;  to and from all  present and
future trains.
390. Hulbert 's Cam and Mackinlay ,  via  Maxwelton, Tar-
brax,  Eastern Creek  (Toorak ),  and Eulole  ;  once a week.
(And to  keep Receiving  Office at Hulbert 's Camp.)
392. Telemon  Crossing  and Eulalie  (N.S,W.),  via  Rath-
downev, Flanagan 's, Bigriggan , Thulumbah  Receiving Office,
Taylor 's, Palen Creek  (Yore's), Tylerville  Receiving Office, and
Mount Lindsay ; twice  a week to Palen Creek ; once a week to
Eulalie.
394. Birdaville  and Dubbo  Downs,  via  Adria Downs,
Annandale ,  and Kalliduwary  ;  once a fortnight.
395. Longreach  and Rosebrook ,  via  Maneroo ,  Evesham,
Corona, Silsoe ,  Vergemont, and Opalton  ; once a week.
395&.  Alternative  : .Evesham  and  Rosebrook ,  via  Coro na,
Silsoe ,  Vergemont ,  and Opalton  ; once a week.
396. Miles  Post Office and Railway  Station, to and from
all present and future trains . (Subject to  one month 's notice
of discontinuance  by the Postmaster-General.)
400. Yuleba and Moraby ,  via Moongool ,  Marra -Marra,
Scotland ,  Westbourne Grove, and Callitris  ; once a week.
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401. Jimboomba Railway Station and Mundoolun Re-
ceiving  Office,  via  Mundoolun Station ; six times a week.
406. Childers and The Culvert (Isis Scrub),  via  King's,
Epp's, Rankin's, &c. ; three times a week. Also Childers and
Eureka; once a week , subject to one month's notice of dis-
continuance  by the Postmaster-General.
409. Blackall and Isisford,  via  Boree , Malvern, Moorlands,
Thornleigh,  Springfield , and Isis Downs ; once a week ; to be
run in one day each wa
412. Nocundra and
y
Wompah,  via  Bransby, Huddersfield,
Yanko, and Naryilco; once a week; to be run in two days each
way if required.
414. Tuchekoi Receiving Office and Gympie,  via  Collisson's ;
once a week. (Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance
by the Postmaster-General.)
417. Cairns and Towalla,  via  Wright's Creek, Nelson
(Mulgrave Central Mill), Riverstone, Goldsborough, and Coopa ;
twice a  week to Riverstone ; once a week to Towalla. (Subject
to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
417A.  Alternative  :  Cairns and  Nelson, daily ;  time-table
to fit in with movements of mail steamer from and to the South.
41713.  Alternative: Nelson  and Towalla,  via  Riverstone,
Goldsborough, and Coopa; twice a week to Riverstone; once a
week to Towalla. (Subject to one month's notice of dis-
continuance by the Postmaster General.)
420. Springsure and Tambo,  via  Rainworth, Glenlee (Tele-
men), Mantuan  Downs, Goodliffe's, Mt. Play fair, Carwell, and
Malta ; once a week.
421. Maryborough and Bidwell, once a week.
424. Wynnum and Manly. To deliver all letters, tele-
grams , &c., within the following boundaries, viz. :-Commencing
where Old Lytton road leaves the beach beyond Tingall Hill ;
thence along railway line to point opposite Lota House ; thence
by straight line to beach and along beach to starting-point ;
also to deliver within  same bounds  all telegrams received at
Wnnum Telegraph Office between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m.; once a
426. Tanby Railway Station and Yeppoon,  six times a
week.
430. Eumundi and Kenilworth,  via  Mount Eerwah,
Murray' s, and  Belli Park (Bonney' s) ; once  a week. (Subject to
one month 's notice  of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.)
431. Rosedale  and Rosedale ,  via  Rosedale Station (Little's)
Beck's, Neilsen's, Olssen's Rothman's,Neilsen's Grill's, Pittuck's,
Hale's, Denny's, De Able's, Wills', Baffle Creek, H. and T. J.
Webster's, Taunton Station, Greenvale, H. Skyring, Grant's,
thence calling at selections  on north bank of Baffle Creek to the
crossing near Manning 's, to Walters', Humphries', and selec-
tions along  Murray Creek to Courtoy's, thence to North's,
delivering and collecting  all mail matter  en route  as required
(subject to rearrangement ) ;  once  a week. (Subject to one
month ' s notice of discontinuance  by the Postmaster-General.)
433. Texas and Borella,  via  Fleming's, Rigney's, Selections
on Brush and McGee's Creeks, and Browne's ; twice a week.
(And to keep Receiving Office at Borella.)
434. Port Douglas and Mareeba,  via  Craiglie, Mowbray
Crossing, Rifle Creek, Weatherboards, and Biboohra ; once a
week.
437. Gatton and Buaraba,  via  Campsey Ash, Lake Claren-
don, and Clarendon School ; twice a week. (Subject to one
month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
439. Longreach and Windorab, via Arrilalah, Westland,
Tocal, Bimerah, Stonehenge, Caralla, Jundah Station, Jundah
Post Office, and Galway Downs ; once a week.
440. Urandangie and Camooweal,  via  Headingly, Lake
Nash, and Austral Downs; once a fortnight. (Subject to three
months'  notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
441. Eidsvold and Dalgangal,  via  Trelinga ; once a week.
(And to keep Receiving Office at Dalgangal.)
445. Longreach Post Office and Railway Station ; also to
transfer mails  from one train to another, and carry loose letters
if required ; to and from all present and future trains. (Sub-
ject to one month's notice  of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.)
4,48. Croydon Post Office and Railway Station, and to
convey loose letters as required ; to and from all present and
future trains.
449. Canungra and Sarabah ;  once a week . (And to keep
Receiving Office at Sarabah.)
451. Muttaburra and Prairie,  via  Crusoe, Hardington,
Tower Hill, Glenariff, Jireena, Bogunda, Lammermoor, and
Redclifl'e  (mailman to travel  via The Springs and Tablederry in
time of flood without extra charge to the Department, and to
return ,from. Tower Hill to Prairie in flood-time when  so
instructed by Mr. Thornton) ;  once a week.
452. Woombye and Maroochydore,  via  Buderim Mountain
(mails to  be conveyed from Eudlo,  via  Ilkley, in flood-time) ;
three times a week.
454. Goondoon and Goondoon along the Burnett River road,
via  Albionville School, Albionville, and Meville's, delivering
and collecting correspondence along the route as required,(the
Nobby Hill road,  v'a  Wynter's, to be used when the river
road is impracticable in flood-time) ; twice a week. (Subject
to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster.General.)
454A. Goondoon and Goondoon along the Burnett River
Road, via Albionville School, Albionville, and Melville's, de-
livering and collecting correspondence along the route as
required (the Nobby Hill road,  via  Wynter's, to be used when
the river road is impracticable in flood-time) ;  once a  week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Post-
master-General.)
455. Stewart'R Creek (Northern Railway) and St. Helier's,
via  McAllister's, Oolbun (Alligator Creek Meat Works), and
Bently's ; subject to extension to Cromarty or Houghton Farm,
at mileage rate ; twice a week.
456. Bundaberg and Gooburrum,  via  Waterview, Flynn's,
Ditman's, Herwigg's, Neilson, s, Tantitha, Fair mead, O'Lough-
len's, Chase, Wegert's, Waimea, Robinson's, Palmer's, Vane's,
Oberon, returning along Gooburrum road,  via  Flint's, Jones',
The Oaks, Read's, Turin's, Stories', Zahn's, Rutherglen, Goo-
burrum School, Carlton, and Mahoney's ; twice a week. (Sub-
ject to alteration or to discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General upon giving one month's notice.)
461. Engelsburg and  Clumber, via  Charlwood and Kilroy's
(Moogera) ; once a week.
464. Stockyard Creek and Rockmount; twice a week.
(And to keep Receiving Office at Rockmount.) (Subject to one
month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
474. Rockhampton Parcels Delivery between Post Office and
addresses within a radius of three miles, under special conditions ;
once a day.
475. Yowah Crossing (Cunnamulla-Thargomindab road)
and Dundee,  via  Yowah Station and Millyvale ; once a week.
and to keep Receiving Office at I)undoo. (Subject to one
month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
47513. Alternative : Eulo  and  2oompine, via  Yowah Station,
Southern Cross Opal Mines, Millyvale outstation, Dundoo
Station, Dickson'R Camp, and Ducks' Creek Opal Mines ; once
a week. (Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by
the Postmaster-General.)
478. Woodlands and Currigee ; twice a week. (Subject
to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.)
480. Broowe'na and Broowena,  via  Clifton Brook, Teebar
Mines, West Teebar Selections, Thompson's, Westwood, Buel-
bah, Teebar Station, Malarga, Dovedale, and Tholothin; return-
ing  via  Tholothin, lovedale, Malarga, Teebar Station  via  East
Teebar Selections, and Clifton Brook ; three times a week.
481. Longreach and Muttaburra,  via  Strathdarr, East
Darr, Green Hills, and Kensington ; once a week.
487. Gladstone and Parson's Point (Meat Works) ; three
times a week. (Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance
by the Postmaster-General.)
489. Donaldson and Bower Bird ; once a week. (Subject
to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.)
490. Cloyne (Boonara-Gayndah road), and Neaavie ; once
a week. (And to keep Receiving Office at Cloyne.)
494. Bierbank (Charleville-Eulo road) and Toompine (Ada-
vale-Thargomindah road),  via  Cowley ; once a week. (Subject
to three months' notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.)
500. Roma and Yingerbay, once a week.
502. Springsure and Castlevale,  via  Wealwandangie, Card-
beign, Selections, Nardoo, Wariena, Yandaburra, Wharton
Creek, and Cungelella ; once a week.
505. Longreach and Camoola,  via  Selections on wes tern
side of the Thomson River; to run on; eastern side of river if
required ; once a week.
507. Jericho and Glenbower,  via  Burgowen and Mexico,
and to keep Receiving Office at Glenbower; once a week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by thePostmaster-General.)
508. Georgetown and Mount Macdonald,  via  Rocky and
Western Creeks ; once a week. (Subject to one month's notice
of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General).
5081.  Alternative:  Georgetown and Mount Macdonald,  via
Rocky and Western Creeks and  Glen rowan;  once a week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the
Postmaster-General.)
508B..  Alternative: Mount Macdonald and Glenrowan;
once a week. (Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance
by the Postmaster-General.)
508c.  Alternative: Cumberland  Glenrowan, via Mount
Macdonald ; once a week. (Subject to one month's notice of
discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
509. Homebush and Plane Creek,  via  Ball's Creek,
Reynolds', Saunders', Bolam's, O'Connor's, Milton's, Dunn's,
Beresford's (Islington), Martin's (late Harney's), Nicholson's,
Ross's, Plane Creek Central Mill, &c.; once a week. (Subject
to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
511. Townsville and Aitken Vale, six times a week.
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512. Yandaran Railway Siding and Hawthornden
(Neilson's ),  via selections of Knight, Taylor ,  Hall, E. and R.
Hair ,  Bumpstead , Waller, W. and H.  Neisbecker, Hobbs,
Gaylard , Hipathite,  Pringle, Skerman ,  Darlington ,  Bryer ,  Tindel,
Pittock, and  Waterloo  Mill (Thygesen 's), delivering all matter
en route  as required  ;  twice a week . (Subject to one month's
notice of discontinuance  by the  Postmaster -General.)
515. Glengarry  (Charleville -Adavale road)  and Quarrel's,
via  selections of Rossitor , W. C. Yeates,  A. Yeates, and Millie
Station  ;  and to keep Receiving Office at Glengarry ; once a
week . (Subject to one month 's notice of discontinuance by thePostmaster-General.)
5151.  Alternative  :  Glengarry  (Charleville -Adavale road)
and  Oakwood ,  via  Selections  of Rossiter 's, W. C. Yeates, and
A.  Yeates, Millie Station, Quarrel 's, and selections ; and to
keep Receiving Office at Glengarry  ;  once a week.  (Subject to
one month 's notice of discontinuance  by the Postmaster-General.)
516. Thursday Island  and Cape York  Telegraph Office,
calling at Possession Island and Red island on return trip, if
required  ;  once a fortnight.
517. Ayr  and Reid River (one way only),  via  Clare ; once
a week.  (Subject to one month 's notice of discontinuance by
the Postmaster -General.)
518. North  1 ockhampton ;  delivery within the following
boundaries-viz., by Moore 's Creek ,  the Fitzroy River, Lime-
stone  (or Four -mile) Creek ,  including Blanchard 's,  to Olive's, a
direct line from the latter to the Two-mile Peg on Yaamba
road, thence by that road to Moore's Creek ; also to clear
letter-receivers, if required ; six times a week.
518A.  Alternative:  North Rockhampton; delivery within
the following boundaries-viz., by Moore's Creek, the Fitzroy
River, Limestone (or Four-mile) Creek,  including Blanchard's,
to Olive's, a direct line from the latter to the Two-mile Peg on
Yaamba road, thence by that road to Moore's Creek ; also to
clear letter-receivers, if required ;  three times a  week.
520. Monkira and Bedouri,  via  Gowrie, Meterboo, St.
Albans, and Cluny ; once a week.
521. Ingham and Victoria, twice a week.
522. North Pine Railway Station and Woody Point,  via
Redcliffe ; three times a week. (Subject to one month's notice
of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
525. Mackay suburban delivery of letters, newspaper s,
and packets to all addresses outside the ordinary letter-carrier's
delivery, but within the Municipality ; once a day.
NEW SsnVICES.
527. Marlborough and Glenroy,  via  Duncau's ; once a
week.
528. Bollon and Cunnamulla ; once a week.
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Birthplace.
A RETURN IN I TESTACY, showing the TOTAL AMOUNT RECEIVED ,  PAID, and INVESTED in respect of all the ESTATES
of DECEASED PERSONS administered by the CURATOR Of INTESTATE ESTATES from the FIRST da y of JULY to the THIRTY-FIRST
day of DECEMBER, 1896.
Name.
Adams, Ellen ...
Adams, Alfred H. ...
Adams, Thomas ... ...
Ah Man ... ...
Ah Ping ...Ali Matt, Charles ...Ali Kum ... ... ...
Ahern, Wm. ... ...
Ahern, James ... ...
Allen, John ... ...
Allen, N. W. ... ...
Anderson, W. ...
Andrews, Edward
Anderson, Peter ... ...
Angus, Fredk. ... ...
Atkinson, E. S. ...
Asmus ,  A. Catherine ...
Austain, Jane ... ...
Banks , G. A. ... ... . ..
Bates , R. J. (Life  Assurance  Account)
Bateman , Wm. ... ... ... . • .
Beck,  Francis . .. ... ... ...
Beckerleg , J. F. ... ... ...
Beilke,  J. A. B. J.
Bell, George  ... ... ... ...
Belli George
Biggs, JohnB, ton, E. M.
Birrell, James
Black, James
Blake, E. ...
Bock, Carl
Booth, William
Bourke, H. T.
Bowles, James
Bowles, H. S.
Boyd,  W. J. ... ... ... ...
Bramston ,  Henry  ... ... ...
Bradley, Hubert  ... ... ... ...
Braun, Gottfried  ... ... ... ...
Brickwood ,  Collie  ... ... ...
Brown ,  Paul  ... ... ... ...
Brown ,  Thomas  ... ... ... ...
Brown, J .... ... ... ... ...
Brohland ,  Paul ... ... ... ...
Bromiley, Martha  ... ... ...
Bunning,  Albert ... ... ... ...
Bruce, C.  A. ... ... ... ...
Bryan, J .  B. ... ... ... .. .
Buckley, Wm . ... ... ... ...
Buckley, Catherine  C. ... ... . .
Ditto (Life Assurance Account)
Buckley, Timothy  ... ... ...
Budge , Wm. ... ... ... ...
Burke ,  John  ... ... ... ...
Burke ,  Thos . ... ... ... ...
Where Died.
Mount Morgan ...
South Brisbane ...
Wooroorooka ...
Texas ... ...
Townsville ... ...
Cloncurry ...
Staaten River ...
Toowoomba ...
Clermont
St. George Hospital
Cooktown ... ...
Tambo
Elderslie ... ...
Cloncurry . ...
Balgroo Station ...
Dubbo Downs ...
Bundaberg ... ...
Blaokall ... ...
Croydon ... ...
Birdsville ... ...
Maryborough ...
Muldiva . ...
Rockhampton ...
Lowood ... ...
Bundaberg ...
Mackay ... ...
Bundaberg ...
Mackay ... ...
Winton ...
Taldara Station ...
Brisbane
Ravenswood Junction
Rangers  Valley ...
Charleville ... ...
Murwich ... ...
Brisbane
Thursday Island ...
Brisbane ...
Rockwood ...
Queensland
Brisbane ...
Tweed River
Cloncurry ...
Rockhampton
Jericho
Maryborough
Charleville...
Murray Island
St. George ...
Longreach ...
Brisbane ...
Bundaberg ... ...
Charleville ... ...
Toowoomba ...
Croydon ... ...
Received. Paid.
Unknown ...
England ... ...
Unknown ...
China ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Unknown ...
Ireland .. ...
Scotland ...
Ireland ... ...
Unknown ...
Ireland .. ...
New England ...
Unknown ..
South Australia
Germany ...
Unknown ...
Invested.
[No. 27.
Value  of Estate
after Payment
of Ascertained
Debts.
£  s. d. 1 £ s. d.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
154 16 10  9 2 3 145 14 7 145 14 7
40 11 3  13 4 5 27 6 10
13 3 4 1 7 3 11 16 1 11 16 1
12 11 1
0 2 6 2 9 6
3 6 5 0 3 5
017 9 012 3 0 5 6
0 2 6 0 2 5 0 2 5
0 2 6 25 0 11 25 0 11
0 2 6 0 111
6 15 0 0 4 11 5 18 8 2 11 2
0 2 6 2 8 4 2 8 4
1111  6 8 9 3 3 2 3 2 3 2
21 16 6  7 15 7 14 0 11 10 4 11
1 12 6 22 12 6
9818 0 35 8 5 195 0 0 195 0 0
0 2 6 915 0
25 0 0 7 4 9 7 15 3
Unknown ... 0 2 6 1 11 8 1 11 8
ditto ...  85 12  4  4 13  6  80 18 10 80 18 10
England  ... ...  0 11 7 15 0 9 0 2 6
Unknown ... 0 1 5 5 6 6 1 8 8 1 8 8
England ... 8 14 4  1,06316 4
Germany ... 84 6 8  26 12  9  116 14  4
Unknown  ...  28 3 4  32 2 0  313 15  9  313 15  9
England ... 0 5 7 1 11 0
Unknown ... 1 0 6 0 13 6
Scotland ... 0 2 6
South Australia 5 9 0 1 17 7  3 11 5 3 11 5
Scotland ... ...  9 10 0 0 10 6 8 8 3 8 8 3
Unknown ... 1 4 6 10 7 10
Germany ... 0 1 0 5 0 8
Ireland  ... ... ...  31 13 6  880 4 7 880 4 7
Unknown .. 15 14 9
South Australia 2 15 0 23 13 1
England ...
N. S. Wales ...
England  ...
ditto ...
Germany ...
Unknown ...
Ireland  ... ...
England  ...
Unknown ...
Germany ...
Unknown
ditto ...
Scotland ... ...
Unknown ...
Queensland  ...
England  ... ...
...
Ireland . ..
Unknown ...
Ireland  ...
Unknown  ...
1 10 2 12 17 11
1 1 10 55 13 9
... 24 14 0
0 2 6 0  8 11  0 811
1 9 0 0 2 6  0 14  5
3 15 9 1  4 0 211 9  2 11  9
50 0 0  8 7 0 139 8 9 139 5  9
1 6 0 018 6
6 0 9 1 0 0 5 0 9 5 0 9
0 1 2 6 7 6
0 3 1 9 6 8
5 1 4 8216 2
...  0 12 6
... 0 17  7 0 2 6 1
...  8 13  6 5 13 4  1 5 13  4
... 1 16 7
26 8 0 1 6 0 25 2 0 17 2 0
... 3 3 2 . 83. 3 1.
...  0 2 6 ..  8.. 4  0.
0 15  0  39 11  2  39 11  2
101310 1 2 7  9 11  3  9 11  3
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Name.
Cahill, Joseph ...
Callanan, Ellen ...
Callan, Charles ...
Callaghan , Michl.
Cassons, Win. ...
Carroll, John
Cannegieter , Adrian
Carroll , James ...
Cashiem, Patk.
Carrunthers, .Jas. K.
Christensen, C. E.
Clark, J. S.
Clarke, Wm. Archer
Clark, John
Clydesdale, Wm.
Cockerill,  Benjn....
Cocking, Nicholas
Coffee , Thos. ...
Collett, Wm. ...
Comfort, Frank ...
Collins, John ...
Colley, T. W.
Comerford, John ...
Conway, John ...
Connell, John ...
Courcey, Geo. de ...
Cooper, James ...
Corvi, Angostine ...
Cregan, Isabella ...
Crozier, James ...
CrosbiP, Wm.
Cross, Thos. J.
Croxton, Frank ...
Cullen, John ...
Cummings , John ...
Curr,  Montague ..
Curry, John Robert
Cusack, James
Daly, P. ...
Davis, John
David, Arthur
Davis, David
Davidson, C. C.
Dawson John
Day, John ...
Delaney, James
Delira ,  Simon ...
Dent, Harry ...
Dewhurst, Richd.
Dew, Robt. ...
Dongall, Alexander
Dickson, Agnes ...
Dillon, Thos. ...
Doulan, John ...
Dougan, Wm. ...
Dowlin , Augustine
Doyle, James J. ...
Doyle,  Eugene ...
Duff, John ... ...
Duff, Michael ...
Drewson, E. A. ...
Dunn, John
Dunne, Chas.
Dunn, Wm.
Dwyer, Thos.
Easton ,  Ellen ...
Edwards, W. M....
Ellis, Richard ...
Ellis, Wm. W. ...
Elms, Joseph ...
Esquith,  Samuel ...
Evans, Benjamin E. ...
Everett, John ... ...
Farroll, Harry ...
Faucher, Camille W.
Ferguson, Wm. ... ...
Ferrier, James ... ...
Fiddler, Edward ... ...
Field, Janet A. ... ...
Finn, J. T. ... ...
Finn, Caroline ... ...
Finnigan, James ... ...
Fletcher, Samuel ...
Flower, Mark .. ...
Flemming, Charles ...
Forbes, C. M. ... ...
Francis, J. G. ..
Francis, Thos.,  alias  Thos.
Frostrop, A. H. ... ...
Fronde, J. D. ...
Gallon,  John ...
Garbett,  R. M. ...
Gardiner, Wm.
Gardner, F. K.
Gardom, Wm.
Where Died.
Winton ... ...
Clermont ... ...
Eulolo Station ...
Muttaburra ...
Thargomindah ...
Charleville ... ...
Cooktown ... ...
Longreach ... ...
Dunwich
Charleville Hospital
Georgetown ...
Clifdale Creek ...
Brisbane ... ...
Muttaburra ...
Wilford Downs ...
Goodna ... ...
Abingdon ... ...
Pine Hill ... ...
Townsville ...
Betoota ... ...Jundah ...
Gumbaroo Station
Nocundra ... ...
Russell River
Boomba, St. George
St. George.. . ...
Croydon ... ...
Adavale
Goondiwindi ...
Clermont ... ...
Barcaldine ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Townsville ... ...
Blackall ... ...
Wagga Wagga ...
Pittsworth ... ...
Thargomindah ...
Brisbane ...
St. George ...
Charters Towers
Clare ...
Longreach ...
Kalandra ...
Ipswich ...
Mackay ...
Pentland ...
Cairns ...
Mount Morgan
Betoota ...
Cunnamulla ...
Lane's Creek ...
Cunnamulla ...
North Rockhampton
Longreach ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Aramac ... ...
Beaudesert ...
Coongalla ... ...
Brisbane ...
... Tiddlers Creek ...
.. Boulia ... ...
Currawilla ... ...
Opaltun ... ...
Longreach ... ...
... ; Cooktown ... ... ...
... I Charleton ... .. ...
Petrie terrace, Brisbane...
... Brisbane ... ... ...
... Cunnamulla ..
... Dorrame Station, Leich-
hardt River
Mackay ...
... Gympie ...
... Charleville ...
... Beaudesert
... Brisbane ...
... Cooktown ...
... Augathella...
... Currawildi
... Isisford ...
... Birdsville ...
... ... Townsville ...
... ... Brisbane ...
... Queenton ...
... ... Croydon ...
... Winton ...
Snooks  ...  Birdsville ...
... Mackay
... Maryborough
188J-Mile...
Diamantina
... Brisbane ...
Townsville .
Longreach ...
Birthplace.
Unknown ...
Ireland ... ...
Scotland ... ...
Unknown ...
Australia ...
Unknown ...
England ... ..
Ireland ... ...
Unknown ...
England ... ...
Unknown ..
ditto
England ... ...
ditto ...
Scotland ... ...
Unknown ...
England ... ...
Unknown ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Ireland ... ...
England ... ..
Unknown ...
England ... ...
Ireland .. ..
New Zealand ...
Unknown
Italy .. ..
Scotland ... ..
Unknown
ditto
ditto
South Australia
Unknown ...
ditto ...
Tasmania ...
Unknown .
ditto ...
Unknown ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
England ...
Unknown
England ... ...
Ireland .. ...
Switzerland ...
England ... ...
Unknown ...
Lincolnshire,
England
Unknown ...
Queensland
Unknown
Ireland ... ...
Unknown ...
Ireland ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Scotland ... ...
ditto ...
Unknown ...
ditto ...
Ireland ... ...
Unknown ...
Ireland ... ...
England ...
Victoria ...
Unknown
England ...
Unknown
ditto
England ...
ditto
Received. Paid.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
0 2 6
43 4 8 7 19 8
1 2 0 011 6
28 5 0 7 7 9
0 2 6
0 11 11
317 6 3 3 5
0 2 6
6 1 11
914 8 7 1 0
0 2 6
11 2 0 280 5 9
2 8 0 2 6 8
8 0 0 715 1
49 7 1 6 10 2
415 0 2 2 0
98 16 6 17 3 0
6 0 6 1 0 0
0 2 6
5 1 6
14 0 0 4 12 6
18 18 0 1 19 5
6 1 0 3 2 0
17 6 6 147 5 0
3 4 6
010 6 011 5
0 1 5 013 3
3 3 6
49 1 4 4 15 7
2 11 2
17 11 0
8 3 5
6 5 7
1 10 0
0 2 6
3 12 10
0 12 10 3 12 2
11.5 0 115 0 013 7
8215 9 6 8 5 76 7 4 76 7 4
3 7 5 0 1 0 012 0
0 10 8 4 11 20 0 11
37 0 0 14 7 10 32 5 10
0 4 9 ... 0 4 9
1 5 4 1015 3
0 2 6
0 4 1 0 3 4
14 0 0 6 6 2 71310 2 1 1
12 7 0 0 13 0 11 15 1 11 15 1
28 7 10 241 6 0
610 8 0 6 0 6 8 3 6 8 3
... 19 4 0
1 2 6 0 4 6
3 5 4 2716 9
0 16 0
49 0 4 169 3 3 391 14 3 370 14 3
0 4 9 1 0 4 9
4 8 0 1 1 3 15 15 1 15 15 1
0 2 6 24 711 24 711
5 0 0 018 3 4 1 9 110 3
0 2 6 118 9
2913 4 26 5 0 3 8 4
4 13 9 3 7 10 1 5 11
516 9 017 7 419 2 419 2
0 1 0
3 16 11 1 0 6 2 16 5
315 4 32 6 7
0 5 0 25 3 2 25 3 2
1 5 0 67 7 5 67 7 5
20 0 0 1 7 4 3314 6
6 0 0 4 9 3 110 9 110 9
21 0 10
16 2 2
21 0 0
10 7 2
810 0
50 0 0
15 7 11
Unknown ... ...
France
Unknown 0 6 0
Scotland ... ...
Ireland ... .. I
Unknown ... 107 2 1
ditto
Supposed Aus- ...
tralia
Unknown ...
ditto ... 3 3 7
ditto ... 0 6 3
ditto ... 6 1 6
England ...i Ireland ... ... 0 12 0
Unknown ... 5 0 0
ditto ... 25 7 6
Scotland ... ... 133 10 10
Ireland ... ... 5 3 6
Unknown ...  0 18  0
ditto
Scotland ... ... 0 2 3
Unknown ... 5 9 0
6 7 0
26 4 6
0 2 6
0 13 3
2 10 7
Invested.
Value of Estate
after Payment
of Ascertained
Debts.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
27 6 10 27 6 10
32 0 2
0 10 6 0 10 6
20 17 3
0 16 8 0 16 8
8 9 4 8 9 4
0 3 7
1 19 4 1 19 4
8 4 1 8 4 1
2 3 2
01910 01910
1 5 0
0 1 4
0 4 1
42 16 11 42 16 11
10 4 1 10 4 1
155 16 2
4 15 4 4 15 4
1 9 5 1 9 5
1 12 6
30 5 2 23 5 2
16 18 7 11 9 1
2 7 9 2 7 9
29 7 5 29 7 5
0 5 0
44 5 9 44 5 9
3 910 3 910
7 18 9
13 4 11 13 4 11
42 8 10 40 18 0
3 15 6 3 15 6
25 18 0 25 18 0
I
53 10 7 53 10 7
26 11 11 26 11 11
2 2 11 2 2 11
118 2 0 510 0 510
1 0 0 55 2 3 41 10 0
20 18 11 85 12 0
0 10 0 264 12 4
110 9 610 8 1
Oil  5
2 12 6
0 6 3
6 1 6
38 11 0 12 6 0 12 6 0
5 3 10
0 7 0 16 3 5
9 5 2 16 2 4 16 2 .1
51 13 8 81 17 2 80 0 0
116 3 3 7 3 3 7 3
71211
0 2 6 5 4 8 5 4 8
5 5 10
5 16 8 0 10 5
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A RETURN IN  INTESTACY - continued.
Name.
Gasteen, C. ...
Gibson, John ...
Gilmour, Frank ...
Gil], W. H. ...
Glanfield, Wm. .
Godher, E. W. N.
Ditto
Goodrum, Wm. N.
Gorman, Thos. ...
Gordon, Thomas ...
Gordon, Win. ...
Gottleib, M. ...
Gough, H. B.
Gray, John ...
Gray, Thomas ...
Graham, James ...
Grange, John ...
Green, R. E.
Gromet, L. ...
Groat, Win. ...
Guest, Edgar F. ..
Guthrie, J. M.
Hadgie ...
Hall, Henry
Hodel, F. C.
Hamil, John
Hamil, Thomas
Hall, Alexr. B.
Hamilton, Wm.
Hamilton, Wm.
Hands, E. H. ... ... ... ...
Hancock, George ... ... ... ...
Harper, Nellie ... ... ... ...
Hart, Frank ... ... ... ...
Harrison, Peter ... ...
Hayes, Thos. (Life Assurance Account)
Hayes, James ...
Healy, Geo. ...
Heddle, James ...
Hedley, F. G. ...
Henney, James ...
Henry, Jas. ...
Hendrickson, M.
Herriker, Elizth.
Hernage, Christopher
Hill, G. A. ...
Hill, Henry ...
Hill, James ..
Hitchcock, Chas. G.
Hammond, Edward
Holdt, Annie
Holy, Geo. C.
Holmes, James
Howell, Henry
Howieson, Jas.
Howe, Harry ...
Hughes, Hugh ...
Hughes, Alice
Hughes, James W.
Hulme, Thomas ...
Hunt, Earnst ...
Unknown
ditto
Ireland ...
Scotland
Unknown
Ireland ...
Unknown
Ireland ...
N. S. Wales
Unknown
England ...
ditto
Unknown
ditto
Queensland
Unknown
England ...
England ...
Unknown
ditto
Queensland
Unknown
ditto
ditto
England ...
N. S. Wales ...
ditto ... ...
Unknown
Queensland :::Unknown
England ... ...
Scotland ... ...
Unknown ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Norway ...
Germany ...
England ... ...
Unknown ...
Ireland ... ...
Unknown ...
Charters Towers
Unknown ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
N. S. Wales ...
Unknown ...
ditto ...
England ... ...
Unknown ...
England .. ...
N. S. Wales ...
ditto ...
Unknown
ditto
ditto ...
Scotland ... ...
Ireland ... ...
Unknown ...
Hurry, Henry ... ... ... ... ...
Hurman, Matthias ... ... ... Burketown
Hutchinson, Andrew ... ... ... Rockhampton
Hutchinson, Wm. ... ... ... Blacksnake
Haynes, Thos. ... ... ... ... Rosedale ...
Hynes, Patrick ... ... ... ... Rochford ...
Import or  Rogers...
Irvine, Chas. ...
Jacob ...
Jackson ,  Louisa ...
James, A. A.
Jeffery, Thos.
Jens ,  Christensen
Jenkins , John ...
Jimmy Ali Ching
Jimmy Ah  Hong ...
John, G. H. ...
Johnson , Hy. ...
Jones, Luke ...
Jones, James ...
Juno ... ...
Kane, Thos.
Kanty, Joseph
Krabsch, F.
Kehr, Fredk.
Kennedy, J.
Kennedy, John ...
Kennedy, Thomas
Kerr, James ...
Kilpatrick, Hy. ...
Kilpatrick, J. S....
Kincaide, John ...
King, Wm. ...
King, Jimmy ...
King, P. ... 446 .66
... Brisbane ... ... ... Unknown
... Charters Towers ... ... Wales ...
Where Died.
Roma ...
Rockhampton ..
ship "Warroon" ...
Charters Towers ...
Tweed River ...
Cometville ...
Birthplace.
Ireland
Canada ... ...
Unknown ..
South AustraliaEngland...
Ireland ... ...
Cunnamulla ... ...
Winton ... ... ...
Mackay ..
Oondooroo  Stn., Winton
Cooktown ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
ditto ... ...
Barcaldine ... ...
Charleville ... ...
St. George ... ...
Laidlev .. ...
Cullin- la-ringo
Cloncurry ... ...
Tara Station ...
Mackay, Farleigh
St. Lawrence ...
Cooktown ...
Mackay ..
Cunnamulla
Ipswich ...
Texas ...
Kimberley ...
Brisbane ... ... ...
Bullamon ... ... ...
Brisbane River  ("Pearl")
Leyburn ... ... ...
Eton ... ...
Mackay
Kynuna ... ... ...
Warwick ... ... ...
Lane's Creek ... ...
Gympie
Cunnamulla ... ...
Cloncurry ... ... ...
Mount Morgan ... ...
Taroom ... ...
Maxwellan Station
Rockhampton ... ...
Dunwich .. ... ...
Charters Towers .. ..
Portland Downs Station
Cairns .. ...
Coreena Station
Longreach ...
Aramac ...
St. George ...
Maneroo ....
Birdsville ...
Townsville...
Rockhampton
Mungindi ...
Mackay ... ... ...
Aramac
Cloncurry ... ... ...
Charters Towers ... ...
Cloncurry ... ... ...
Springsure ... ... ...
Thargomindah
Ayrshire Downs ... ...
Rockhampton ... ...
Black Ridge .. ..
Miranda, near Birdsville
Brisbane ... ... ...
Clermont ... ... ...
... ... Bundaberg ... ... ...
... ... Cloncurry ... ... ...
... ... Winton ... ...
Winton Hospital ... ...
... ... Winton ... ... ...
... ... Queenton ... ... ...
... ... South Brisbane ... ...
... ... Rockhampton ... ...
... ... Woolerina ... ... ...
... ... Ayr .. ... ... ...
... ... Brisbane ... ... ...
... Charleville ... ... ...
... ... Thargomindah ... ...
Bollon  ... ... ...
Unknown ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
England ... ...
Unknown ...
ditto ...
China ... ...
ditto
Rockhampton ...
America ... ...
Unknown ...
England ... ...
Archipelago ...
Unknown
Prussia ...
Unknown
Queensland
ditto
Tipperary
Ireland ...
Scotland ...
Unknown
ditto
Unknown
ditto
ditto
N. S. Wales
Received. Paid. Invested.
Value of Estate
after Payment
of Ascertained
Debts.
£ a. d. 1  .2  s. d. £ 8. d. £ t. d.
0 5 7 165 4 0
0 2 6 7 4 0
0 1 2 0 9 2
0 2 6 3 14 10 3 14 10
114 8 014 0 1 0 8
0 4 4
21 19 4 153 3 1 153 3 1
0 8 2 016 2
513 4 48 3 8
0 2 6 23 3 0 23 3 0
0 8 5 0 1 5
0 6 0 211 0
35 6 0 86 2 7 154 1 11 154 1 11
0 11 8 4 19 2
0 2 6 18 4 9 18 4 9
3 1 0 '113 0 40 3 8
0 0 4 3 7 3 0 1 3
... 21 6 10
0 7 6 107 1 11 107 1 11
7 0 0 14 14 8
0 5 6 0 5 6
41 18 8 14.17 0 27 1 8 18 1 8
0 2 6 112 9 112 9
2 0 0 719 7 719 7
57 10 6 15 3 4 42 7 2
0 10 0 205 13 5 205 13 5
0 2 6 110 6 110 6
43 9 6 13 4 10 30 4 8
60 0 0 8 12 6 56 13 5 56 13 5
0 13 4
1 15 4 15 7 3
0 2 6 27 10 3 27 10 3
017 3 014 3 0 3 0
1010 5 1 5 3 9 5 2
2 3 4 015 8 1 7 8
27 6 0 103 9 9
317 19 5 28 10 2 289 9 3
9 2 0 914 0 11911 117 5
34 15 0 26 10 3 40 19 10
0 10 .3 4 11 0
0 2 1 4 6 8 4 6 8
0 2 6 7 5 6 7 5 6
5 7 11 9 12 11 9 12 11
2 1 5 70 11 9
0 19 1
0 2 6 10 3 7 10 3 7
0 2 6 813 9 813 9
5 4 3 1 7 6 316 9 316 9
4 10 6 3 19 2
17 17 10 7 4 8 10 13 2 10 13 2
0 4 8 2 0 1
23 11 5 3 14 9 19 16 8 10 11 8
3 10 0 1 11 8 1 18 4
0 2 6 19 17 7 19 7 7
0 2 6 114 9 114 9
4 5 0 118 9 2 6 3 2 6 3
211 0 117 6 0 2 5
01710 0 1 0 0 5 6
50 2 8 13 6 6 79 4 8  79  4 8
3 0 0 3 0 0 0 4 6
2 12 0 0 14 9 1 17 3 1 17 3
0 6 8 216 3
14 7 0 122 7 11
12 12 0 107 1 7
9 511 6 7 7 6 7 7
15 5 7 1 8 9 13 16 10 13 16 10
... 0 13 2
0 0 6 0 4 6
0 0 6 0 3 6
0 1 3 010 3
0 2 6 213 5 213 5
0 1 0 215 2 215 2
3,005 0 10 292 12 5 2,701 16 7 2,701 16 7
1 8 0 12 0 0
0 2 6 16 3 8 16 3 8
3 18 8 33 9 10
4112 8 8 5 6 33 7 2 33 7 2
1 9 6 10 6 8 10 6 8
417 6  2 3 1 1 214 5 21111
1 10 9 2 16 3
1 13 0 0 19 1 0 13 11 0 13 11
0 2 6 2713.2 2713 2
0 1 2 0 9 4
312 0 2 5 6 0 3 8
0 2 6 19 19 5 19 19 5
17 0 0 25 15 5 25 15 5
2 11 3 21 19 11
18 1 6
5 3 3 1 3 0 4 0 3 4 0 3
3 1 2 015  0 2 6 2 2 6 2
612 0 1 8 2 5 310 5 310
1 15 3 15 4 5
214 18 9 35 1 9 179 17 0 164 16 6
0 2 6 1 1 1
0 0 5 0 31111. 0 2 6 8 8 1 8 8 1
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Name..
Kingsford , R. W. (Life  Assurance
Account)
Ditto (General  Account) ...
Kinock, J. M. ... ... ...
Knight , G. E. ... ... ...
Knell, A. R.
Knudson, E. J.
Kribel, PeterKraig, Siefried
Krell, G. E.
Kuhl, Nicholas
Laird, Alexr.
Lamond, Hugh
Landroff, F.
Lannert. J. L.
Lane, Wm.
Lappe, Ludwig
Laycock, Thos.
Le Coy
A RETURN IN  INTESTACY-continued.
Where Died.
Sandgate ...
... Rockhampton
Charters Towers
... Maryborough
1 Gympie .
... Brisbane ...
... Charters Towers
... Rockhampton
Brisbane
Ravenswood
Aramac ...
Gayndah ...
Georgetown
Kangaroo Point
Maryborough
Longreach ...
Townsville ...
Mulligan River ...
Moongoom Station
patient, Goodna ...
Bollon ... ...
Rocky Diggings ..
Normanton ...
Hungerford ...
St. George ... ...
Unknown ... . ...
Woogaroo ... ...
Blackall ... ...
Clermont . ...
Blair Athol ...
Carwarra ... ...
St. Lawrence ...
Lenthold, Hy. ... ... ...
Leonard,  Matthew  ... ... ...
Lewis,  Wm. ... ... ... ...
Lindsay, Wm. ... ... ... ...
Little,  Samuel  ... ... ... ...
Lloyd, G. R. ... ... ... ...
Lloyd, Win. ... ... ... ...
Lorfas,  Henry ... ... ... ...
Lublow, Henry ... ... ...
Lucterland , vm.... ... ... .. .
Lynch, J. ... ... ... ... ...
Lynn, Thos. ... ...
Lynch,  James  ... ... ... ...
Lyons, John ... ... ... ...
Lyons,  Daniel  ... ... ... ...
Macdonald, A. W. H. ... ... ...
Ditto (Life  Assurance  Account) ...
Mackroberts , Win. R. ... ... ...
Mackay, F. C. ... ... ... ...
Macdougall,  James  ... ... ...
Macnamara , Jno. ... ... ...
Madan  or Menden , Jno. ... ...
Macnamara , Bridget ... ... ...
Main , John .. ... ... ...
Manchline ,  James  ... ... ...
Martin , Geo. ... ... ... ...
Mansfield , Hy. ... ... ... ...
Martin ,  Ryan  ... ... ... ...
Margue , C. J. ... ... ... ...
Marsha ll,  R. B. ... ... ... ...
Martin , Michael ... ... ... ...
Marshall  Michl.... ... ... ...
Martin ,  I dgar  ... ... ... ...
Martin, John  .. ... ... ...
Matheson ,  Walter  ... ... ...
Matthews , John ... ... ... ...
Mathers,  Peter ... ... ... ...
Mealhouse , Christina ... ... ...
Meehan ,  James  ... ... ... ...
Merville,  Arthur ... ... ... ...
Mervyn, Wilson ... ... ...
Miller, John ... ... ... ...
Miller, R. ... ... ... ... ...
Mills, G. J. ... ... ... ...
Milkin,  Robert ... ... ... ...
Milford, W. ... ... ... ...
Mitchell,  Wm. ... ... ... ...
Mitchell,  R. C. ... ... ... ...
Moore , J. R. .... ... ... ...
Moore, Chas . ... ... ... .. .
Moore, George ... ... ... ...
Morgan , N. F. ... .. ... ...
Mooney, Wm.
Morrison , Robert ... ... ...
Morris,  Joseph ... ... ... ...
Morgan , G. E. ... ... ... ...
Morishita ,  Koharm  ... ... ...
Muldoon , John ... ... ... ...
Murray, James  ... ... ... ...
Murphy, Lucy ... ... ... ...
Myers , Henry C. ... ... ...
McAuley, A. ... ... ...
McCabe, James . ... ...
McCandlish, M. D.
McCaw, Alexr. .. ... ...
McCluskey, Patk. ... ...
McConachie, A. J. ... ...
McDermott, Jno. ... ...
McFarquhar, H. R. ... ...
McGirr, Thos. ... ... ...
McGuire, Robt. ... ... ...
Melihannan, Thos. ... ...
McIntosh, Geo. ... ... ...
McKay, Andrew- ... ...
McKenzie, Donald ... ...
McKenzie , Thos.... ... ...
McKennon , Jno. ... ..
McLaren, A. J. ... ... ...
McLaren , Con. ... ... ...
Rockhampton
Muttaburra
Yeppoon Plantation
Rockhampton ...
Brisbane . ...
Leper Station ...
Wooloowin ...
Rosalie ,  Milton ...
Allora ... ...
Adavale ... ...
Thurlgoona ...
Isisford ... ...
Blackall .. ...
Cunnamulla ...
Thargomindah ...
Townsville ... ...
Kangaroo Hills ...
Roma ... ...
Curriwingi
Thargomindah
Toowoomba Asylum
Brisbane ... ...
Maneroo . ...
Rockhampton ...
ditto
Croydon ... ...
ditto ...
Sedan Station ...
Muttaburra ...
Brisbane ... ...
ditto ... ...
Bundaberg... ...
Avoca ...
Rockhampton ...
Camooweal... ...
Birdsville .. ...
Pioneer , Ayr ...
Rockhampton ...
Conoongin Station
Croydon ... ...
Cooktown ...
Burketown ...
Maryborough ...
Eramango ... ...
Cairns
Burketown
Charleville ... ...
Carrington ... ...
Mackay ...
North $undaberg
Muttaburra ...
Townsville ...
Millcbester
Townsville ...
Blackall ...
Pittsworth ...
C...
Brisbane
Lakefield Station ...
Charleston ... ...
Hollymount ...
Brisbane ... ...
Gatton Station ...
Birthplace.
England
Austria ...
Scotland
Unknown
Queensland
Denmark
Germany
Unknown
Germany
Scotland ...
Unknown
ditto
Scotland...
England ...
Unknown
ditto
ditto
Poland
Sweden ...
Unknown
Ireland ...
ditto
Unknown
N. S. Wales
Unknown
ditto
Germany
Unknown
China ...
Unknown
ditto
Ireland ...
England ...
Victoria ...
Scotland ...
Unknown
ditto
S.S.I.
Ireland ...
Scotland ...
ditto
Unknown
Ireland ...
N. S. Wales
Unknown
Brisbane
Ireland ...
Unknown
England ...
Ireland ...
Victoria ...
Unknown
Scotland ...
Unknown
Ireland ...
Unknown
ditto
ditto
Scotland ...
Unknown
ditto
N. S. Wales
Unknown
ditto
ditto
England ...
ditto
Unknown
ditto
ditto
England ...
Poland
Japan
Ireland ...
Unknown
Ireland ...
Unknown
ditto
Ireland ...
Unknown
Scotland ...
Ireland ...
Queensland
S. Australia
Tasmania
Ireland
ditto
ditto
Scotland...
Unknown
Scotland ...
ditto
Unknown
Scotland...
Unknown
I
Received. Paid. Invested.
Value  of Estate
after Payment
of Ascertained
Debts.
£  s. d. 1 £ a. d. ( £  s. d. I £  S.  d.
480 5 0 21 0 0 459 5 0 1 288 4 8
128 8 0 186 11 9
15 13 4 133 7 9
4 9 6 38 3 5
0 7 8 212 5
37 13 7 36 19 7 0 2 6
20 0 0 18 19 0
31 1 0 3 17 2 26 12 1 26 12 1
0 11 5
123 3 3
1 2 0 6 2 3 414 2
3 0 0 25 13 5
2 15 4 23 10 2
0 2 6 27 8 3 27 8 3
0 2 6
0 19 5 14 15 10 14 15 10
34 6 6 2 13 3 31 13 3
0 8 0 3 8 0
48 3 6 1614 0 31 9 6
0 5 8 2 8 4
23 14 5 53 10 6
1 9 0 12 6 1
3011 0 7 4 4 2215 7 13 2 2
0 1 3 0 9 9
19 12 0 1 1 10 36 13 4
1 6 0 11 0 3
0 1 1 0 2 2 0 2 2
0 13 9
0 2 9 1 410
0 2 6 0 1 5
145 2 9 39 10 8 105 12 1
7 0 0 1 4 3 515 9 515 9
0 16 5 5 9 5 38 5 10 38 5 10
0 5 2  212 5
100 0 0 5 7 6 94 12 6 94 12 6
51 2 8 48 9 0 213 5
7 13 11 4 0 8 3 13 3 3 13 3
0 0 8 0 5 8
12 0 0 4 6 1 5810 4 5016 5
0 11 10 0 1 0 0 10 10 0 10 10
6 3 3 19 7 2
17 16 0 32 4 6. 32 4 6
0 2 0 016 6
0 5 0 19 11 6 19 11 6
2 19 6 25 2 4 25 2 4
0 3 4 1 8 4
0 2 6 3 3 8 3 3 8
0 2 0 12 9 1011100  0 7 6  34  5 7
0 1 4 018 8
16 19 8 3 7 7 13 12 1 11 15 10
0 12 0
0 2 6 011 0
0 2 0 .. 412 5 412 5
10 12 6 7 14 3 2 18 3• 1 17 4
40 2 2 2 11 8 37 10 6 36 17 1
0 7 4 1919 6
0 2 6 31 10 9 31 10 9
38 14 4 329 0 10
5 5 4 45 1 0
2 12 6 10 19 9
2 12 0 0 10 5
1119 0 5 7 0 6 1 6 6 1 6
18 17 6 12 19 5 5 18 1
0 2 6 2 7 7 2 7 7
1 2 0 51 8 10 50 6 10
4 3 4 35 7 4
5 3 6 0 6 2 88 5 4 85 9 4
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 710
3 5 4 27 16 7
519 6 415 7
0 011 219 0 1 111
41 1 1 19 6 3 21 14 10 5 0 10
27 17 6 8 8 7 19 8 11 19 8 11
0 12 4
0 2 6 915 3 915 3
0 5 4 2 510
0 1 7
017 It 012 8 0 5 3
0 9 4 318 9
0 13 4 5 14 5
0 0 6 0 3 9
15 0  0  1 5 6 1314 6
135 16 8 443 18 3 0 15 0
0 12 4
2 8 0 2 7 6 0 0 6
417 2 016 7 4 0 7
3 13 11
0 6 0 212 3
19 14 7 1 0 0 18 14 7Oil  5
3 16 0 32 12 0Oil  9
4 4 6 1  18 11 2 5 7
0 2 6 2 3 2
0 2 6
518 6 0 6 0 5 0 9
17 15 4
1 15 1
2 3 2
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A RETURN IN  INTNST ACT - continued.
Name.
McLaren, Fanny...
McLaughlin, Rose
McLean, Jas.
McLennon, R.
McNeill, Alexr. ...
McRae, Norman ...
Nathan, W. B. ...
Neale, Geo. ...
Neale, S. S.
Neelson, J. F.
Neilson, Thos.
Ness, Peter ...
Neuman, E.
Nexted Charles
Nickholson, Wm....
Nichols,  Mina ...
Norton, - ...
O'Brien, M.
O'Brien, T. C.
O'Brien, James ...
O'Brien, Frances ...
O'Connor, M. ..
O'Connor,  Margaret
O'Connor, Eva ...
O'Donnell, Thos...
Oldenburgher, W.
O'Riley, John ...
Osborne, Thomas ...
O'Sullivan, John ...
Page, John ...
Page, Wm. S.
Parise, J. A.
Parlour, W illiam ...
Parker, Henry
Pasiano, -
Pasley, Walter
Payne, Frank
Pearson, Wm.
Perch, Maria
Percy, James
Peterson, John
Pickter, Hy. ... ...
Poole, Alfred
Plas, Way, or Charles Blass
Pohl, John ... ...
Poulson , Harry ... ...
Pritchard, Geo. . ...
Powell, Richard Henry ...
Quinn, H. F. .. ...
Quinn, James ... ...
Rae, Alexr. ... ...
Ramsen , H. P. ... ...
Raynor, Chas. .. ...
Read, Samuel W. ...
Read, Michael ... ...
Reeves, Thos. ... ...
Reid, G. D. ... ...
Rhodes, John .. ...
Renstrom ,  Margt. ...
Rickie, Wm., senr.
Rigney, Patrick ... ...
Riley, Thos. ... ...
Roach, D. ... ... ...
Roach, John ... ...
Roberts, Geo. ... ...
Roberts, Henry ... ...
Rodgers, Thos. ... ...
Rodgers,  Henry ...
Rogerson, David ... ...
Rogers, Alice ... ...
Rudolph, O. ... ...
Rugg, Joseph ... ...
Ryan, Martin ... ...
Ryan, Thos. ... ...
Safe, Alley ... ...
Sam, Paddy ... ...
Sandford, Fred ... ...
Sargeant , Hy. W. ...
Scanlan , M. D. ... ...
Schacht, John ... ...
Schefer, Chas. ... ...
Scherf, James ... ...
Schultze, J. C. ...
Schultbiesz, Conrad ...
Schwartz, Hy. ... ...
Seiffreth, Fred. ... ...
Sellars, Wm.
Sellman  or Zillman, J. C.
Severn, Wm. ... ...
Sheed, Louis ... ...
Sharp, Edward ... ...
Sheehan , D. D. ... ...
Shepherd ,  James ... ...
Sherman,  Geo. .. ...
Sheridan, P. M.
Where Died. Birthplace. Received. Paid. Invested.
Toowoomba England ...
£ s. d.
40 0 0
£ a. d.  I
40 0 0
£ a.  d. I
74 12 10
Brisbane ... ditto  012 0 011 6 0 0 6
Richmond ... Ireland, N.  2 1 2 17 9 8
Alice Downs Ireland  0 11 4 4 16 11
Cooktown ... N. S. Wales  0 13 5 27 15 6 0 11 2
Brisbane Unknown 5 0 0 179 14 4
Walayah ... N. S. Wales  1 9 0 110 0 0 1 0
Torrens Creek ... Unknown  0 2 0 0 2 0
Muttaburra ... England ...  38 0 0 4 0 0 108 5 1
Ingham .. ... Unknown  8 10 0 72 8 10
Charters Towers ... ditto  0 2 0 016 0
Croydon ... ... Norway ... 3 1 10
Geraldton .. ... Unknown  0 5 8 2 811
Thargomindah ... Germany  0 2 6
Barcaldine Unknown  ... 22 2 0 7110 0
Cloncurry ... ...  ditto 10 9 3 012 7
Redcliffe  Station ...  ditto  010 0 0 1 0 0 7 3
Thargomindah ditto 0 11 4 4
1
11
Gilbert River Ireland ... 0 2 0 0 15 9
Isisford ... Sydney ...  5 4 0 1  1 4 4 2. 8
Ashburton ... Ireland ... 0 12 0
Brisbane ditto  5 2 0 43 10 3
Cloncurry ... ditto 102 19 1 0 14 6
Brisbane N. S. Wales 0 7 6
Charleville ditto 011 2 016 4
Thargomindah Unknown  012 2 0 1 0 011 2
Charters Towers Victoria ... 1 0 0 52 14 7
Orient Station Ireland ... 5 8 6 58 17 0
Clermont ... Unknown 0 2 6 116 4
Mulligan River ... ditto 14 17 0 228 18  6
Devoncourt Station England ...  28 4 0 13 12 1 14 11 11
Blackall ... ... Italy ...  0 3 4 1 8 4
Unknown  1313 6Brisbane 10  6 0 6 9 9... ...
Dolgonally Victoria ...
Cooktown ... America ...  0 0 3
Oil  5
0 2 3
Gladstone ... Unknown  1 0 0 8 8 6
Thargomindah ...  ditto 0 2 6 2 7 6
Canal Creek ... England ...  8 7 8 411 1 316 7
Townsville ... .. Unknown  1610 0 0 0 9 7 9 3
Winton Hospital. . N. S. Wales  79 0 7 6 8 0 2 4
Maryilco Downs .. Unknown  10 15 0 15 12 6 4 10 8
Maryborough Hospital England ...  013 0 012 6 0 0 6
Alice Downs Unknown  0 3 4 1 8 9
Kennedy Hospital Polynesia  912 7 9 0 7 0 1 6
Woogaroo ... ... Unknown 6 14 9 40 18 2
Eromanga ... ... England ... 010 0 0 1 1
Golden Gate ...  ditto  110 1 77 13 0 0 5 3
Longreach ... ...  ditto 23 12 4 1  4 0 25 15 3
Charters Towers  Unknown  0 5 0 2 3 5
Clermont ... Ireland ... ... 85 1 1 5 12 6 108 15 6
South Brisbane ...  Aberdeen 9 18 10
Argentine ... ... Denmark 1415 9 27 6 1
Brisbane . ... Unknown  0 9 4 319 6
Brighton  Downs ... England ... 0 11 8
Longreach ... ... Unknown
Brisbane ... ...  ditto  0 5 8
Oil  5
2 810
Sydney .. ... ditto  23 9 3 1 18  5 21 10 10
Goondiwindi ... N. S. Wales 0 11 8 51 8 10
Herberton ... ... Unknown  0 0 4 0 211
Thurulgoona ... England 0 2 6
Brisbane  Unknown  012 8 5 6 8
Palpararah Station  Ireland...  2 4 0 0 2 0
0 6
1 10 11
Brisbane ... ...  Unknown
Toowoomba ... Ireland ...  712 0
0
3117 5 14 5 6
Estunre Station ... Victoria ...  1 7 6 016  9 010 9
Winton ... ... Unknown  8 12 10 73 9 2
Brisbane ... ... ditto  0 7 4 3 2 6
Ayr ... ... Scotland ...  10 0 0 114 1 8 511
Gladstone .. ...  ditto  213 3 0 3 0 210 3
South  Brisbane ... England ...  2 0 0 0 3 0 212 6
Winton Unknown 0 2 6 316 0
Ravenswood Hospital Switzerland  1 2 0 017 3 0 4 9
Bunnata ... ...  Ireland ... 1 4 3 0 2 6
Brisbane ... ...  Unknown  70 3 0 12 4 1 57 18 11
Isisford ...  India 141 14 10 29 19 8 111  15 2
South Brisbane ...  Solomon Islands  2 0 0 1 0 0 1 5 0
Woogaroo ... ... Unknown ...  8 3 0 0 19  9 7 3 3
Brisbane .. ...  England  ... ... 107 2 5 0 2 6
Urandangie ... Unknown ... 2011 2 11 7 2 81010
Upper Cape River Germany 41 8 0 5 16  4 37 8 0
Brisbane ... ... Unknown ... 0 2 9 1 4 6
Dalby ... ...  ditto ... 0 2 6 1 7 3
Mount Perry ditto ...  510 6 4619 0
Brisbane ... ...  Germany ... 010 6 4 9 1
Beetoota ... ... ditto ... 3 1 6 7 5 6
Mount Morgan ... Unknown ...  0 8 7 0 1 0 2 17  7
Hughenden Victoria ... ... ... 0 2 6 1 5 10
Southbrook Germany  ...  18 0 0 1  9 11 8311 8
... Cairns . Ireland  ... ... 0 2 6 0 17 9
Warnambool Downs Victoria ... ... 14 0 0 8 12 1 10 7 11
Dunwich Unknown ...  10 8 8 1 8 3 9 0 5
Jondar an Ireland 1 12  0 0411 7 18 0 0y ...
Aramac
Croydon
...
***
...
Unknown ... ...
ditto ...
0 0 6
0 2 6
1 15 7
3 0 7
I Balandoon, St. George  Queensland  ...  17 1 0 1 11  0 1510 0
Value of Estate
after Payment
of Ascertained
Debts.
£ s.  d.
74 12 10
0 11  2
179 14 4
108 5 1
71 10 0
4 2 8
52 14 7
58 17 0
116 4
228 18 6
6 9 9
2 7 6
316 7
7 9 3
1 10 8
25 13 3
108 15  6
14 9 9
21 10 10
11011
14 5 6
010 9
8 511
212 6
316 0
57 18 11
100 11 2
1 5 0
3 7 8
1 7 3
28 11 8
017 9
10 7 11
9 0 5
1 15  7
13 0 0
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A RETURN IN INTESTACY-Continued.
Name.
Simonalli , B. ... ... ...
Sinclair ,  Jas. ... ... ...
Slack , Wm. ... ... ...
Skehan,  Thos. ... ... ...
Smith, E. ... ... ... ...
Smith , J. H. ... ...
Smith , John Hy. ... ...
Smith , Wm. ... ... ...
Smith  G. L. ... ... ...
Smith ,  Joseph  ... ... ...
Smith, Samuel  ... ... ...
Smith, Thomas  ... ... ...
Smith, Charles  ... ... ...
Smith, Chas.  ... ... ...
Sothern , J. R. ... ...
Spence ,  Peter Wm.
Starkey,  Thos. ... ...
Steadwell ,  Bartholomew ...
Stemm, Edward  ... ... ...
Stone ,  Edward  ... ...
Steele, Robert  ... ... ...
Stevens,  J. H. ... ... ...
Stock ,  George  ... ... ...
Stewart , - ... ... ...
Straup, Cornelius ... ...
Stuckey, G. A. V. ... ...
Swan, Mary  ... ... ...
Tarrant ,  Edward  ... ... ...
Taylor, A. W. .. ... ...
Terry, John ... ... ...
Thomas,  John .. ... ...
Thoburn ,  Daniel  ... ... ...
Tier , John (Prospecting  Account)
Ditto (Working  Account)
Tim Tee  ... ... ...
Tipping, F. A. ... ... ...
Tommy  Ah Hin g... ... ...
Tommy Japan
Tottenham , J. T.... ... ...
Townsend , E. J.... ... ...
Tracey, Denis  ... ... ...
T raven,  Geo. ... ... ...
Tucker , John ... ... ...
Turner , Wni. ... ... ...
Turner ,  James  W. ... ...
Tweed, James  ... ... ...
Toyson,  Robt. ... ... .. .
Ulrick,  Julius ...
Unbehaum  L. H. E. A. ...
Underwood, J. W. ... ...
Veith,  Russell H. ... ...
Vickery, F. ... ... ...
Vickery,  J. W. ... ... ...
Wallace , Wm. ...
Waldorff ,  Waldemar ...
Walker ,  Wm. ... ...
Wallis , P. W. ... ...
Walton, Geo . ... ...
Waters, John
Watkins, George ... ....
Ditto (Life Assurance Account)
Watson, B. J. ... ... ... ...
Waters, J. F.
Ward, Fred.
Ward ,  Edward ...
Wavell, Alfred ...
Weekes,  W. J. ...
Welch , John ..
Werthwein, J. C.
Whatcott ,  Robt....
Wigger, Adolph ...
White, H. E.
White, Peter
Whitten, Win.
Wi ll iams, Wm.
Williams, J. S.
Williams, Robt. ...
Williams, J. T.
Williams ,  Chas. ...
Williams, James ...
Williams, James ...
Williams,  J. W. ...
Wilkie, G. C.
Williams ,  John ...
Wilkie , North D....
Wilson ,  Henry ...
Wilson, John ...
Wilson, John ...
Wilson , J.. ...
Wilson ,  David ...
Wilson, John
Wilson, Chas.
Wilson, Joseph ...
Wilson, Wm. ...Windred, E. A. ... ... ... ...
Wood,  Drake ... ...
Where Died.
Charters Towers ... ...
Blackall
Oondoora  ... ... ...
Charters Towers ... ...
Charleville
Winton  ... ... ...
ditto  ... ... ...
ditto ... ...
Lower Burdekin ... ...
Roma  ... ... ...
Yatala  ... ... ...
Tinniburra  ... ... ...
Charleville  ... ... ...
Ashby Vale,  Wompah ...
Mount Morgan ... ...
Western Australia
Gladstone  ... ... ...
Sully, county of Cork,
Ireland
Oakey
Cunnamulla
Longreach ...
Rockhampton
ditto
Charters Towers
Charleville
Brisbane ...
Mackay ...
Blackall ... ...
ditto ... ...
Clermont ...
Maryborough ...
Adavale ... ...
Cloncurry ... ...
Brisbane
Stradbroke Island
Maxwelton... ...
Thursday Island ...Cardwell ... ...
Coen ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Childers .. ...
Thargomindah ...
Normanton ...
New Guinea
Warwick ... ...
Croydon ... ...
West Kimberly, W. A.
Rockhampton ...
Blackall ... ...
Port Douglas ...
Maryvale Downs ...
Charleville ... ...
Kalkie, Bundaberg
Cooktown ... ...
Coongoola ... ...
Charleville ... ...
Cunnamulla
Cairns ...
Brisbane ... ...
Minerva Creek
Clermont ... ...
Miles ... ...
Birdsville ... ...
Burketown ... ...
Gayndah ... ...
Harrisville ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
St. George ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Aramac ... ...
Hughenden ..,
Woolgar ... ...
Almora
Charleville... ...
Boulia
Ayr
Maryborough
Normanton
Charleville ... ...
Murray Island
Townsville
Eidsvold ... ..
Woolgar
Coongoola ... ..
Winton
Niva ... ..
Springsure ... ..
Goondiwindi
Croydon ...
Roma
Oorindiwindi
Cloncurry ... ..
Ilfracombe ... ..
Birthplace.
Italy ...
Victoria ...
Unknown
ditto
England ...
London ...
Unknown
ditto
ditto
Roma ..
England .
N. S. Wales
England ...
ditto
Unknown
Scotland ...
Unknown
Ireland ...
Queensland
nknown
ditto
Germany
England ...
Unknown
Germany
Unknown
Scotland ...
Unknown
ditto
ditto
ditto
N. S. Wales
Ireland ...
China ...
Ireland ...
China ...
Japan ...
Ireland ...
Sumatra ...
Ireland
Queensland
Ireland ...
Unknown
England ...
Unknown
England ...
Germany
ditto
N. S. Wales
Ireland ...
Unknown
ditto
Scotland ... ...
Unknown ...
Queensland ...
England ... ...
Unknown ...
ditto
England ... ...
England... ...
ditto ...
Queensland .
New South Wales
England ...
Unknown ...
England ... ...
Germany ...
Unknown ...
Germany ...
New Zealand ...
Victoria ...
Scotland ... ...
Carmarthen ...
Unknown
ditto ...
England ...
Unknown
North Wales ...
England ... ...
Unknown ...
ditto ...
England ... ...
Scotland ... ...
Unknown ...
ditto ...
N. S. Wales ...
Unknown
ditto ...
Norway ... ...
Germany ...
Unknown ...
America ...
Unknown ...
ditto
received. Paid. Invested.
Value  of Estate
after Payment
of Ascertained
Debts.
£  s, d. £ s. d.  . £  s. d. £ s. d.
0 2 6 79 6 1 79 5 1
0 2 6 1 2 0 1 2 0
0 0 8 319 4
0 12 0
0 6 0 211 3
0 5 6 2 8 6
1 0 2 6 237  2 6 237 2 6
0 5 5
5 0 0 0 5 0 5 17 10 5 17 10
1 0 4 1 2 8 1 2 8
0 2 6 2 8 2 2 8 2
0 0 8 6 0 8 6 0 8
1 1 0 3 9 9 3 9 9
275 17 10 97 2 4 169 4 5 156 7 2
2 3 9 61611 61611
0 12 26170  0 7 0  6100
1 0 0 4918 4 4918 4
1 4 0 0 1 4
41 12 2 33 17 6
12 5 6 214 3 911 3 7 0 3
207 4 0 35 3 7 253 2 8 253 2 8
13 18 0 1 15 4 12 2 8
810 0 018 0 712 0 712 0
213 0 015 2
0 1 4 011 10 12  0
0 5 6 2 7 4
010 0 0 610 0 3 2
0 2 6 0 9 2 0 9 2
016 0 1 0 3 1 0 3
1110 6 4 8 1 48 9 4 48 9 4
36 19 5 3 4 1 33 15 4
8 811 0 8 0 8 011
0 6 6 214 1
2 7 6 015 1 111 5
0 11 5
3 6 11
114 6 0 4 6 414 9
0 011 115 7 011 3
2 3 5 2 011 0 2 6
0 2 6 1 1 0
014 4 013 8 0 0 8
8 6 8 71 3 7
75 3 9 13 4 6  63  3 3 58 16 7
2 0 0 134 8 11 134 8 11
0 11 5
0 16 0
3 8 0 2 0 6 1 7 6
2 1 6 0 10 6 0 19 11 0 19 11
2 18 0 2 10 6 6 10 1
2 10 8 21 14 9
0 1 4 6 2 6 0 8 6
240 0 0 208 2 4 I 18 18 6
0 2 6 1 318 1 318 1
917 6 711 7 2 511 2 511
40 11 3 0 5 10
010 8 10 4 6 10 4 7 10 4 7
0 2 6 2 5 6 2 5 6
410 2 1 8 4 3 110 2 910
31 4 0 12 2 0 19 2 0 19 2 0
17 5 0 3 8 8 1316 4 1316 4
9 8 0 618 7 2 9 5 2 9 5
4 6 9 210 9 116 0 116 0
1 0 8
7 0 6 21 16 7 109 2 11 109 2 11
0 2 6 0  19 11  01911
7 10 0 0 14 0 6 16 0
0 2 6 3 9 8
2 19 4 25 10 10
3 5 7 115 0 110 7
3 10 8 30 4 10
0 2 6 0 910
019 6 0 1 0 018 6 018 6
0 14 0 6 0 11
2 6 0 19 12 6
014 0 6 0 5
0 1 0
0 6 3 17 2 8 17 2 8
3 7 6 215 2 215 2
0 2 6 7 7 3 7 7 3
214 3 77 8 7 77 8 7
0 2 6 010 1
364 1 11 77 14 9 286 7 2 216 5 7
25 0 0 26 1 8
0 9 4 318 7
1 4 0 10 3 10
0 0 6 0 4 0
0 4 9 - 2 1 6
0 5 0 0 8 0 0 8 0
6 6 8 017 6 26 7 1 26 7 1
5 0 0 115 7 12 1 1
6 1 3 3 1 9 219 6
0 2 6 9  010 9 010
50 0 0 3 12 0 84 15 3 84 15 8
1514 8 816 8 617 7
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A RETURN IN INTESTACY-  continued.
Name.
Wooley, W. ...
Woolford, Thos. ...
Work, James
Worner,  Louisa ...
Yen Lee Ah Moy
Youngan ,  James ...
Young ,  Thomas ...
Where Died.
... Jundah ...
... Drayton ...
... Proserpine ...
... Toowoomba
... Charters Towers ...
... Rockhampton ...
... South Brisbane ...
Birthplace ..  Received .  Paid .  Invested.
Value of Estate
after  Payment
of Ascertained
Debts.
£s. d. £s.d. .s.d. £ s. d.
... Unknown 0 5 0 63 2  10  63 2  10
... Gloucestershire... 1 0 0 0 1 0 12 1 1
... Scotland ... ... 14 12 2 9 11 5 5 0 9
... Germany ... ... 0 12 10
... China ... ... 153 5 8 180 0 1  0 16  5
.. Unknown ... ... 4 6 8 5 3 3
... Scotland ... ... 0 2 6
In accordance with Section No. 38 of  "The Intestacy Act of  1877."
Dated this eighth day of July, 1897.
Office of Insolvency, Intestacy, and Insanity,
Treasury Buildings, Brisbane.
J. B. HALL, Curator of  Intestate Estates.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGo$Y, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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No. 190.
A RESERVE for a Rifle Range  at Rockhampton was duly proclaimed in the  Government Gazette  of the
17th instant.
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QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel ROWEL GUNTER, Commandant.
No. 188.
SOUTHERN MILITA R Y DISTRICT.
MORETON MOUNTED INFANTRY.
No. 5 Company.
changes. LIEUTENANT J. B. FowLES is posted to the Company for duty.
MORETON REGIMENT.
" C " Company.
[No. 28.
Brisbane, 27th July, 1897.
Acting Lieutenant H. M. M. Maddock is posted to the Company for duty as  a Supernumerary.
MARANOA RIFLE CLUB.
H. J. Corbett,  Esquire,  is appointed President,  vice T.  B. Cooke, Esquire,  resigned.
No. 189.
Medical Attendance. IN continuation of General Order No. 246 of 1896, to aroid misunderstanding, it is notified, for information,
that Brisbane, Townsville, and Thursday Island are the only places where medical attendance is provided by
Government for Officers, Non-commissioned Officers, and men permanently employed.
Rifle Range.
Recruits ' Squad.
N o. 191.
IN continuation of General Order No. 160 of 1897, it is notified, for the information of CommandingOfficers of Corps stationed in the Moreton Division, that a Second Squad will be formed for Recruits, at th
Boundary-street Drill-shed, on Tuesday and Friday evenings, at 7.45 p.m.; commencing on Tuesday, the 3r
August, 1897.
expenditure when necessary.
No. 192.
IT is notified, for general information, that authority granted to incur expenditure  of any description ceases
on the-30th of June following the date of such authority. Balances  remaining  to the credit of any appropriation
on 30th June lapse on that date, and therefore  a renewal  of authority  must  be obtained  to incur further
A, 2WO
DROlU.,
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER,  Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief Staff  Officer.
NOTICE.
THE Annual Meeting for 1897 of the Queensland Rifle Association will be held at Toowong  during the
week ending 18th September next.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the National Rifle Association of New South Wales has been  fixed for
25th to 30th October,  inclusive.
Attention is directed to the  Programme  issued by the Queensland Rifle Association in connection with the
forthcoming Annual Meeting, and particularly to the competitions open to members of the  Defence Force
(including  Volunteers, Cadets, and Rifle Clubs).
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel HowEL GUNTER,  Commandant.
Changes.
Duty.
Duty.
Uniform.
Duty.
43
No. 193.
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
FIELI) ARTILLERY.
No. 2 BATTERY.
[No. 29.
Brisbane, 29th July, 1897.
LIEUTENANT E. O. DARVALL is taken on the strength of the Battery,  vice  Lieutenant C. F. Woodcock
appointed to "A" Battery , Q.P.A.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
KENNEDY REGIMENT.
STAFF.
That portion of General Order No .  169 referring to leave of absence granted to Captain C. F. Plant is
hereby cancelled.
Captain C.  F. Plant is granted one month ' s leave of absence from the 26th instant.
"b" Company.
No. 284 ,  Acting Sergeant B. Penridge ,  having passed the necessary examination ,  is appointed Sergeant.
No. 194.
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL K. HUTCHISON, Staff Officer for Volunteers, will proceed to Toowoomba on Monday
next, the 2nd August, and thence to Charleville, on duty, returning to Brisbane on completion.
N o. 195.
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL K. HUTCHISON is detailed for duty as Range Officer on the Toowong Rifle Range
on Saturday next ,  the 31st instant.
No. 196.
A PATTERN FRocx of Khaki Drill, to be worn by all Sergeant Instructors,  has been  approved  and sealed
to govern future supplies .  Register No. 278.
No. 197.
SERGEANT-INSTRUCTOR J. G. PRICE will  proceed to Gatton on Thursday next , the 5th  proximo, on dutye
returning to Brisbane on completion.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER,  Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief Staff  Officer.
NOTICE.
THE Annual Meeting for 1897 of the Queensland Rifle Association will be held at  Toowong during thi
week ending 18th September next.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the National Rifle Association of New South  Wales has been fixed for
25th to 30th October, inclusive.
Attention is directed to the Programme issued by the Queensland Rifle Association  in connection  with the
forthcoming Annual Meeting, and particularly to the competitions open to  members of  the Defence Force
(including Volunteers, Cadets, and Rifle Clubs).
A Special Military Night has been sanctioned at the Theatre Royal, on Friday  evening , the 5th August
proximo. Members of the Force attending in Uniform will be admitted at the following  prices  :-Dress Circle, 2s.;
Reserved  Stalls, is.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st J 1897.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
.j Council, has been pleased to appoint
TERRICH A. HAMILTON,
GEORGE RIDDLE, Senr., and
PETER ABRAHAMSON
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Cemetery in the pariah of Tambo,
in the room of Denis Mulbern, deceased, James Lenehan, resigned,
and Robert Corrie, who has left the district.
E.M.-21-7 -97-D. Cem.181.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has  been pleased to appoint
ALFRED SCOTT, Line  Repairer  in Charge at Taroom,
to be  Acting Land Commissioner and Acting Land Agent for the
Taroom Land Agent's District, under the provisions of  "The Croton
Lands Alienation Act of  1876" and  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1895," in the room of the Post and Telegraph  Master  (Patrick
Rennie Cowan), who has been transferred.
=.I.-21-7 -97. L.A. 60.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th July, 1897.HIS Excellency th  Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased  to appoint
J. V. PENNO
to be  a Trustee of the Reserve  for Cemetery, Cooktown, in the parish
of Cook, in the room of John Davis,  deceased.
E.M.-14 .7-97-P'  .  Cem. 64.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Mar-
supials Destruction  Act  of 1895," been pleased to appoint
The Honourable WILLIAM VANNECI
to be a Member of the Marsupial Board for the Marsupial Special
District of West  Mo re ton , in the room of Samuel Cooper,  resigned.
A. J. THYNNE.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of  the Executive
Council, has, upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, been pleased to approve of the undermentioned  transfers of
Assistants being made in the Post and Telegraph Department, viz.:-
JOHN THOMAS THOMPSON, Assistant,
Townsville to Gympie ; and
DENIS RYAN, Assistant,
Gympie to  Townsville.
JAMES  R. DICKSON.
Chief  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor directs itto be notified that he has
been pleased to accept the resignation tendered by
Captain JAMES ANDERSON CRAIG
of his appointment as a Captain in the Volunteer Branch of the
Queensland Defence Force (Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
Captain CHARLES FREDERICK PLANT
to be a Major in the Queensland Defence Force (Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct that
Quartermaster and Honorary Captain WILLIAM WATSON
be placed on the Unattached List (Defence Force Division) of the
Queensland Defence Force (Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
Captain JAMES WILLIAM AYSCOU(IH
to be a Quartermaster in the Queensland Defence Force (Land), with
honorary  rank as Major.
Department of Justice,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.
"[ IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
I Council, has been pleased to direct that
CHARLES EDWIN WILLIAMS, Bailiff of the District Court at
Longreach,
be dismissed from the Public Service.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the appointment of
WILLIAM THOMAS LATIMER, Letter Carrier, Gympie,
as Acting Travelling Mail Officer, on probation.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor directs  it to be notified  that he has
been pleased to appoint
Lieutenant  FREDERICK  WILLIAM TOLL
to be a Captain in the Queensland Defence Force (Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to accept the resignation tendered by
MICHAEL BURKE FEENAGFHTY
of his appointment as an Acting Lieutenant in the Volunteer Branch
of the Queensland Defence Force (Land).
HORACE TOZER.
'taro
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Chief Secretary's Office, AMENDED NOTIFICATION.
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897. Home Secretary's Office,
1IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
been pleased to appoint u IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
HARRY BENDA MILES 1 .. Council, has been pleased to appoint
to be a Chief Torpedo Gunner, and Constable JAMES FITZGERALD
WILLIAM MUDFORD o be Assistant District Registrar of Births and Deaths at Mitchell,
to be a Chief Gunner, in the Queensland Defence Force (Marine), as for the registry District of Maranoa, during the absence of Acting
from the 18th May, 1896, and the 1st July, 1897, respectively. Sergeant William Wayman.
HORACE TOZER. HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.
S Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that lie hasHI
been pleased to appoint
AL'BEEY DEPREE CRICHTON and
WILLIAM ALFRED GOODALL ESDAILE GREEN
to be, provisionally, Lieutenants in the Queensland Defence Force
(Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that lie has,
in pursuance of the provisions of section 25 of  " The Defence
Act of  1884," been pleased to disband
No. 2 COMPANY, WIDE BAY MOUNTED INFANTRY, and
I," " K," and " M " COMPANIES, REGIMENT OF QU EENSLAND
RIFLES.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that the name
JAMES HIRST STETENS
be substituted for the name James Huet Stevens, appearing in the
general issue of the Commission of the Peace, published in a
Supplement to the  Government Gazette  dated the 11th of January,
1897; and that the name
SIDNEY HERBERT VAUGHAN
be substituted for the name Sydney Vaughan, appearing in the
notification of the appointment of certain gentlemen to be Justices of .
the Peace, published in a Supplement to the  Government Gazette
dated the 14th of July, 1897.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Local
Government  Act of  1878," been pleased to appoint
GILBERT WILLIAM MCMILLAN
to be an Alderman for the Municipality of Blackall, in the room of
Charles  Isaac  Bull Mills.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The -Divisional
.Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM PHILLIPS
to be an Auditor for the Division of Gogango, in the room of
Samuel Part.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board ,  been pleased  to ap,,,oint
ARTHUR HENRY O'KELLY
to  be a clerk on probation  in the Office of the Clerk of Petty  Sessions
at Charters Towers.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.HIS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to appoint
Constable OWEN 31AGUIRE
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle intended for Slaughter
at Ulam, in the room of Constable Francis Doyle, transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.
"IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, has  been pleased  to appoint
ALFRED SCOTT
to be District Registrar of Births,  Marriages , and Deaths at Taroom,
for the Registry District of Taroom, in the room of Patrick Rennie
Cowan, transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 21 st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the following transfers
of Teachers in the service of the Department of Public Instruction,
viz.:-
PATRICK JAMES GRIFFIN
to be appointed to the position of Head Teacher of the State School
at Isisford
SABIN A FITZGERALD
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Milton;
CAR-)LINE FiiILY HARDY
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher of the State School
for Girls at Charters Tows ers ;
EMILIE ISABELLA LF:ITCIi
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher of the State School
for Infants at Charters Towers ; and
ANNA MA nIA PING EL
to be transferred to the position of llearl Teacher of the Central
State School for Girls and Infants at Bundaberg.
1). H. DAL,RY MI'LE.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1897.
T HE following appointments of Members of Committees for StateSchools are notified,  viz.:-
Junction -'ark.
John Wadley,
vice  Thomas Logan, resigned.
Rockhampton Central.
Peter Auguet Nelson,
rice James Henry Longworth, deceased.
D. H. DAL1IYMPLE.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Rialrt Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPII:IR, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[FL
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGT .S.] ON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vestd, ande in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Mineral Lands Act of  1882," 46 Victoria
NO. 8, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby proclaim that the following shall be deemed to be
a Mining District under the said Act:-
PAROO MINERAL DISTRICT.
Area, 1,584 square miles.
Counties of Bulloo and Paroo, district of Warrego.
Commencing on the left bank of the Coorni Paroo River at the
south-west corner of Owthorpe No. 9 Block, and bounded thence on
the south by the south boundaries of Owthorpe No. 9 and Down, by
part of the east boundary of Down, by the north and part of the east
boundary of Box Camp, the south boundary of Cecil Plains, part of
the west and t lie south boundary of Cecil Downs, by part of the west
and the south boundaries of Retrac and Dundoo; on the east by the
east boundaries of Durdoo and Marathon East, by part of the south
boundary of Chevy, by the east boundaries of Chevy, Wanco, and
Morton Plains; on the north by the north boundaries of Morton
Plains, Wanco, Watoota, and Green to Beengala Creek; on the west
by that creek downwards to the Coorni Paroo River; and thence by
that river downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government  House, Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of July, in the year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven,  and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign,
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SAVE THZ Q URNX !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right  Honourable CIIARLES WALLACH
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington  of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedKingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St.  George, Governor andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.W !' HEREAS by  "  The Queensland  Fisheries Act of  1887 " it isamongst other  things enacted that the Governor  in Council
may, by Proclamation , prohibit  or restrict the taking of all or any
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kind of fish, turtle ,  dugong, crabs ,  crayfish, or prawns in any Queen s-
land waters specified in the Proclamation ,  either absolutely or except
by such means as' are prescribed in the P ro clamation  :  Now, there-
fo re , I ,  CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the power and authority
vested in me by the said recited Act, and by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby absolutely prohibit the taking of all
or any kind of fish with a net or nets in the'waters described in the
Schedule hereto, from and after the date of the publication hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and ninety- seven ,  and in the sixty-
first year of 11er Majesty 's reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SATs  TUN QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
The foreshores of the waters of Moreton Bay within the limits
hereinafter mentioned, viz. :-
Between high-water ma k at the south ead of Nudgee Creek and
Dickson's Rocks, near the mouth of the Pine River, including all tidal
creeks and inlets within that area.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[INO
oKingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
GI/ANuuerirn or 7, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and' Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and'
its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by "The Chinese Immigration  Restriction Act,1888," it is amongst other things provided that  it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazette,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person or  class of persons  mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas  it is  desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,Ali Goon, Kit Hong, Ali Tie, Ali Yuen, Kee Hing, Ali Five, Ali Chow,
and Ali Limb, should be exempted from the provisions of the said Act
for a  period of two years: Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby declare that the
provisions  of the said, Act.shall not apply to the said Ali Goon, Kit
Hong, Ali Tie, Ali Yuen, Kee Hing, Ah Five, Ali Chow, and Ali Limb
for a  period  of two years  from the date hereof.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal,  at Government House, Bris-
bane, this  thirtieth day of July, in the year  of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the  sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SATI THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right  Honourable CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER  NAPIER,  Ba ro n Lamington of Lamington,
rL s ] in the  county  of Lanark ,  in the Peerage  of the United
LAl[INaTO\ , Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most  Distinguished
AMI NG
Order of St. Michael  and St .  George, Governor andGovernor* Commander -in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencie s.W vW  HEREAS by  "  The Bank  Holidays Act of  1877 "  it is amongstother  things enacted  that it shall be  lawful  for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from  time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette ,  to appoint  a special  day to be
observed  as a Public  Holiday, either throughout  Queensland, or in
any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district  therein :
Now, the refore, I, CHARLES  WALLACE  ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington , the Governor  afo re said ,  in pursuance  of the provisions of
the said  Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby appoint the following days to be observed as Public
Holidays in the places hereunder  named :-
MONDAY, the 2nd of August proximo, being the day appointed
for holding the Annual Winter Meeting of the Northern Downs
Jockey Club, in the town of Dalby ;
WEDNESDAY, the 4th of August proximo, being the day
appointed for holding an Amateur Race  Meeting,  under the  auspices
of the Goondiwindi Turf Club, in the town of Goondiwindi;
THURSDAY, the 19th of August proximo, being the day
appointed for holding the Annual Sports of the United Friendly
Societies, in the town of Longreach;
THURSDAY, the 2nd of September next, being the day
appointed for celebrating the Anniversary of the Establishment of
the Miners' Association, Charters Towers, in the town of Charters
Towers ; and
THURSDAY, the 7th of October next, being the  day
appointed for holding the Annual Race Meeting of Wyandra Jockey
Club, in the  town  of Charleville.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House,  Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and  in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedKingdom, Knight Commander of theMost DistinguishedLAai iNa•rON, Order • of St. Michael and St. ' George, Governor andGuuernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act of Council passed in the second year of
Her Majesty' s reign,  and numbered two, for regulating the
Police in certain towns, and for removing and preventing  nuisances
and obstructions, and for the better alignment  of streets  therein, it is
amongst other things enacted that whenever the Governor, or Acting
Governor for the time being, shall deem it expedient to extend the
said Act to any towns in the  said  Colony in addition to those specially
named therein, it shall and may be lawful for the said Governor, or
Acting Governor for the time being, to declare the same by  Proclama-
tion : And whereas  it is  deemed expedient to extend the said Act
to the town of Ilfracombe : Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, in
pursuance of the power and authority vested in me by the said
recited Act, and with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
declare that the provisions of the said Act, as amended by a certain
other Act of Council passed in the eleventh year of Her Majesty's
reign, and numbered forty-four, and by a certain other Act of Council
passed in the nineteenth year of Her said Majesty's reign, and
numbered twenty-four, shall be and are hereby extended to the town
of Ilfracombe within the following boundaries, that is to say:-
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion 25v, parish of
Wellshot, and bounded thence by that portion and portion 22v bearing
279 degrees 66 minutes eighty-two chains and forty-three links, 279
degrees 35 minutes thirty chains and sixty-five links, 189 degrees 35
minutes twenty chains, 279 degrees 35 minutes forty-seven chains and
thirty-three links, south 127 chains and 62 links, and 210 degrees 15
minutes thirty-two chains and twenty-two links ; thence by a line
bearing 279 degrees 33 minutes ninety-two chains and sixty-five links
to the south-east corner of portion 27v, by that portion and portion
21v bearing 30 degrees 15 minutes fifty-seven chains and sixty-nine
links, 359 degrees 35  minutes  fifty chains, 359  deg rees 29 minutes
sixty-six chains and eighty-two links, 294 degrees 45 minutes eight
chains and thirty-seven and three-tenths links, 21 degrees twenty
chains and fifty-two links, and 279  degrees 35  minutes eighty chains
and nineteen links; thence by a line bearing north eighty- three chains
and four and a-quarter links to the south- east corner  of portion 13v,
by that portion bearing north 129 chains and 37 links ; on the north
by portions 13v, 10v, and 9v bearing east 315 chains ; on the east by
portion 9v bearing south 184 chains and 58 links and by a line southerly
about eighty-three chains and four and a-quarter links to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government  House, Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty' s  re ign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SATE  THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
[L. s.] Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAMIN(ITON)Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power in me vested, and in accordance with
the provisions of the 42nd section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
unselected lots of land set forth in the accompanying Schedule shall
be and are hereby withdrawn from selection.
E.3f.-29-7-97.
Given under my Hanel and Seal ,  at Government  House ,  Brisbane,
this twenty-eighth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven,  and in the sixty.
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SATE  THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
District. Portion .  Parish or Place.
Aramac ... lv
Ipswich  ... 1v, 2v
Ditto ... 9v
Ditto ... 11v
Nanango -.. 24v
Roma  ... 211v, 213v
St. George ...
Boongoondoo
Buaraba
Deongwar ,...
ditto ...
Charlestown
Bute ...
Wagaily ...
Date of
Proclamation. Reference.
12 Jan .,  1893  ...  L.O. 23
27 Nov., 1886 -.. L.O. 40
12 May, 1892  ...  F. 2028
21 Feb,, 1894 ... F. 1969
16 May, 1887 ... L.O. 23
25 April, 1894... L.O. 6
14 July, 1897 ...
•  640 acres ,  unsurveyed.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable ClIAnLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMING ON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGovernor.Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies,IN pursuance of the powers and authorities  vested in me by  " The
Crown  Lands  Act  of 1884,"  I, CHARLES WALLACE  ALEXANDER
NAPIER,  Ba ron Lamington , the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the
advice  of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, hereby
define and set apart  the Crown lands described in the Schedule hereto
as an Agricultural  Area for the  purposes  of the said Act, with a
maximum area of 1,280 acres.
E.M.-14.7 -97-Q'.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane,
this fourteenth  day of July, in the year  of our  Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven ,  and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUERN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ROMA  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Agricultural area No. 5.
(In lieu  of Agricultural Area No. 5, established by Proclamation
dated 26th October, 1891, which is hereby amended.)
Commencing at the confluence of Amby Creek with the  Maranoa
River, and bounded thence by Amby Creek upwards to portion 18,
parish of Bute ; thence by that portion northerly and easterly to
Amby Creek, and by that creek upwards to a point distant five miles
southerly from the Western Railway ; thence by a line parallel to the
railway westerly to a point south from the south-east corner of portion
91v, parish of Bute ; thence by a line bearing north to that corner,
and by the southern boundaries of portions 91v, 92v, 86v, 85v, 55v,
and 54v westerly to the Maranoa River ; and thence by that river
downwards to the point of commencement ;-exclusive of portion 21v,
parish of Bute.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER ,  Baron  Lamington of Lamington,
[L s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON,Kingdom , Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGovernor-Order of St.  Michael and St .  George, Governor andCommander -in-Chief  of the  Colony of  Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance  of the power and authority in me. vested under
JL the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," 1, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
[31ST JULY, 1897.
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the rent and purdhas-
ing price of portion 58v, parish of England, in the Ipswich Land
Agent's District, opened to Agricultural Farm Selection by Proclama-
tion dated the 1st July, 1887, shall, on and after the 9th August,
1897, be reduced from 6d. and £2 to 41d. and 18s. per acre.
E.M.-21 -7-97. F. 147.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-first day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LANINGTONKingdom, Knight Commander of theMost Distinguishedovernor ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor.'overnor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland' and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of se tion 95 f "The Crown Land.Act of  1884," I,CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER , Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim  that the lands
hereunder described have been permanently reserved for the purpose
named.
E.M.-14 -7-07-R'.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
REsEavE FO E  STATE SCHOOL.
98-12509-Rock.
County of Deas Thompson, parish of Langmorn, portion  27v.
Area, 5 acres 1 rood 21 perches.
Commencing at the high-water mark of the left bank of Raglan
Creek at a point bearing 1 degree 12 minutes and distant one chain
from a post bearing 81 degrees and distant fifty and eight-tenths links
from a gum-tree mark broad-arrow S.R, and bounded thence on the
east by a road bearing 181 degrees 12 minutes  seven  chains ; on the
south -east  by a line bearing  258 degrees 30 minutes  one chain and
ninety- seven and seven -tenths links; on the south-west by Langmorn
street bearing 313 degrees eight chains and ninety- nine and seven-
tenths links ; on the north-west by a road bearing 16 degrees four
chains and seventy links to the high-water mark of the left bank of
Raglan Creek ; and thence by that high-water mark upwards to the
point of commencement;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. N25-518.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of July, in the year of our Lord onethousand eight hundred and ninety-seven,  and in the sixty.
first year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce ll ency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEB,  Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s,] in the county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON,  Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor .  Dependencies.
W  7
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twenty-third day of December ,  1896, I did ,  by and with the advice of the
! Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd
section of  " The Crown Lands  Act o f  1884  "  as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection  should  be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and
the Surveyor -General was ,  by the said Order in Council ,  required to divide the said land into lots and to indicate the position.
of such lots on proper maps or plans  :  And whereas the Surveyor -General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots
specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore ,  in pursuance
and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts ,  1884  to  1895,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington ,  the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  do, by  this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated
in the undermentioned Land Agents '  Districts ,  shall be open  for SELECTION as GRAZING FARMS,  under the provisions
of the said Acts ,  on and after WEDNESDAY ,  the FIRST day of SEPTEMBER ,  1897 ,  at ELEVEN  O'CLOCK  A.M., at the
annual rental specified in the said Schedule  : And I  do hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum
area which .may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -first day of July ,  in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,  J. F. G. FOXTON.
E.M.--21-7-97.
A Land Agent 's District . Run Resumption.
0
0
1 Hugbenden ... ...
2 Nanango ... ...
3 f Ditto ... ...
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
Parish.
Marathon ... ... . I  Wyangarrie  ... ...  319 8v
Taromeo Terminated  Avoca . .. ... 637 52v
Lease
Ditto .. . ... ...  I ditto . .. ..  666 54v
Provisional Annual
Area. Survey Rent
Fee. per Acre.
A. B. P. £ s .  d.  B. d.
19,654 0  0 65 0 0 0  it
3,000 0 0 22 0 0 0 1.
3,000 0 0 22001 01 J
Grazing
Area.
Maxi.
No. main
Area.
Acres.
20,000
5,000
9 5,000
N.B.--Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron  Lamington  of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,
l1 1884  to  1895," and  " The Agricultural Lands Purchase Act of  1894," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the Country Land specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated in the TOOWOOMBA LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for CONDITIONAL SELECTION only, under the provisions of  "The Agricultural
Lands Purchase Act of  1894," on and after WEDNESDAY, the FIRST day of SEPTEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK
A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the
lessee  may purchase the said land shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid,
declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say,
1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person within
the land comprised in lots numbered 1 to 3 in the said Schedule shall be as specified opposite such lots.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, further declare the land coMari sed
in the said lots numbered I to 3 to be a District for the purposes of  "The Crown Lands  Acts, 1884  to  1895" ; but so for
administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless form part of the said Toowoomba Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of July, in the  year  of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-28-7-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN ! By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
,,THE AGRICULTURAL LANDS PURCHASE CT OF 1894."
WESTBROOK ESTATE, DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.--WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Toowoomba.)
No. of Parish.Lot.
No. of Area.Portion.
Purchasing
Price.
Maxi-
Annual Rent .  Survey Fee, mum
Area.
I Westbrook ...
A. Ii. P.
5tv 88 338
.£ s. d.
341. 0 0
£  s. d.  £ s. d.  Acres.
2612 360 160
2 Ditto ... 52v 88 3 38 341 0 0 26 1 2 3 6 0 160
3 Ditto ... 138v 39 3 391 154 0 0 11 15  4 2 6 6 160
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron  Lamington  of Lamington
[L.S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMIEGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-C'iief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
j N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Ads,
1 1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated in the HUGHENDEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for Selection as GRAZING FARMS, under
the provisions of the said Acts, at the HUGHP,NDEN LAND OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the TWENTIETH day of
SEPTEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the  annual  rental specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby, by
and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the-said District shall
be 20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of  July,  in the  year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-28-7-97.
No. of
Lot.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE HUGHENDEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.--NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Hughenden.)
Run Resumption .  Pariah. I No. f  No. of Area .  Survey Fee . Annual RentFarm.  Portion . per Acre.
A. R. P.  £ s.  d. £ s. d.
1 Marathon  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  Wyangarrie  ...  380 10v  20,000 0 0 65 0 0 0 0 11
2  Maxwelton, Portion A... .. ... .. Gordon  ...  285 lv 20,000  0 0 65 0 0 0 0  it
3- Hamilton  Downs, Portion A ... ... ... St. Andrew ... 253 2v 17,235  0 0 60 0 0 0 0 1
N.  B. -Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency the Right Honourable CIIAIILES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
(governor.  Dependencies.WHEREAS by Orders in Council mado on the fourteenth day of July, 1887, and the fourth day of February, 1891, Idid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the,
operation of so much of the 43rd section of "  Vie Crown Lands Art of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked
on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land 'described in the
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Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to
indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans  :  And whereas the Surveyor -General has accordingly divided the said
land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans: Now, therefore,
in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands A ets,  1884  to
1895," I. CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being
situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open for Selection as GRAZING FARMS, under the provisions
of the said Acts, on and after WEDNESDAY, the FIRST day of SEPTEMBER, .1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the
annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area
which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty-eighth day of July, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
E.M.-28.7.97 .  GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
No.
of Lot. Land Agent's District.
a I Dalby ...
b 2 1 *Inglewood ...
Run Resumption.
Coolmunda
Parish.
Maida Hill...
Bracker ...
No. of
Portion.
40v
43v
Area.
A. R. P.
640 0 0
1,760 0 0
Provisional
Survey Fee.
[31ST  JULY, 1897.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
£ s. d. £ s.
14 4  0  0 0
20 0 0 0 0
d.
Grazing
Area No.
1
MaximumArea.
Acres.
2,560
12,000
+ This lot to be selected subject to the provisions of  " The Mineral Lands  (Sales )  Act of  1892 " and  " The Mineral Lands  (Sales )  Act Amendment  Act of  1891."
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
a. This portion consists of fair grazing land, unwatered  ;  situated about thirty miles north -easterly from Dalby.
b. This portion consists of barren scrub with melon -holes ; it is unwatered  ;  and is about four miles south -easterly from  Inglewood.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce ll ency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington of Lamington, in the
LAMINGTON, county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
G overnor.  St .  Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,"  1,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated in the undermentioned
Land Agents' Districts, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts,
on and after WEDNESDAY, the FIRST day of SEPTEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in
the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person
in the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.E.M.-28-7-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
0 Land Agent'sDistrict.
Parish. No. ofPortion. Area. Survey Fee.
Conditional Selection.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
Unconditional Selection.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
PurchasingPrice
per Acre.
Agricultural
Area.
XI
A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £8.d. £ s. d. Acres.
al *Blackall ... Barcaldine 184v 159 3 36 9 0 0 0 0 6 1 0 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 2 1,280
a2 Ditto . ditto 185v 145 0 32 816 0 0 0 6 1 0 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 2 1 280
b3
..
Cooktown ... Hicks 3v 160 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 4J 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 t
,
1,280
c4 Toowoomba ... Terry 46v 20 1 18 4 0 0 0 0 6 1 0 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
+  Applications to be lodged at the Land Office,  Barcaldine .  t Not within an Agricultural Area.
N.B.-Each lot  selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
a. These portions consist of from  grey to  black soil ,  unwatered  ;  situated  about  a mile and a-half northerly fro m Barcaldine Railway
Station.
b. This portion is well grassed, timbered with  bloodwood , gum, and ironbark ,  and is  watered by Oakey Creek ;  situated  about twelve
miles  south -westerly from  Cooktown.
c. This  portion consists of good grass land ,  timbered with ironbark , &c. ; watered  by Lockyer Creek ;  situated about two and a-half miles
south -easterly from Helidon Railway Station.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lar:mington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L.S.] Kingdom, Knight Commander of theMost DistinguishedLAMINQTON,Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me vested under the
provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the unselected
portions  of land in the village of Murrinda, parish of Ossa, in the
Mackay Land Agent's District, opened to Conditional Selection only
by Proclamation dated the 3rd July, 1888, shall, on and after the 6th
September, 1897, be also opened for Unconditional Selection at a
Purchasing  Price of £2 per acre.
E.M.-21-7-97. L.O. 49.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty- first  day of  July,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first  year of Her Majesty' s  re ign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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A PROCLA1IIATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES WALLACE
[L. s. ]
LAMINGTON,
Governor.
ALEXANDER N AFIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, Vnight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities
in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Acts,  1584  to  1895," 1, CirARLES WALLACE ALEXANDERNAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the operation of the 43rd section of  "The Grown Lands
Act of  1884" shall be and is hereby suspended with respect to
the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the
undermentioned Land Agents' Districts : And I further notify
and declare , by and with the advice aforesaid, that the
said  lands shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of
the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after THURS-
DAY, the SECOND day of SEPTEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that
the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall
be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which
may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be
as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of Jul *, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and nindty-
seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.'
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN t
E.M.-28-7-97.
DESCRIPTIONS.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 2 ( BEENLFIGH).
Maximum area, 640 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent; 41d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, is. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
County of Ward, parish of Witheren.-Arca,  351 acres 1 rood.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portion 47v, parish
of Witheren ;- exclusive of land required for roads, reserves,
or other public purpose.
Situated about twelve  miles south -westerly from  Nerang . Consists
generally  of extremely rugged country with huge boulders.
TEE PORT DOUGLAS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area, 1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 6d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, is. 4d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 6s. 8d. per acre.
County of . tires, parish of Whyanbeel.-Area,  321 acres.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portion 288, parish
of Whyanbeel;-exclusive of land required for roads, reserves,
or other public purpose.
Situated' about ten  miles  north-westerly from Port Douglas and
about three  miles  north-westerly from the iMossman Central Sugar Mill.
Consists generally of rough broken country and dense scrub ; has a
frontage to Saltwater Creek.
N.B.-Suhlect to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
A -PR.OCLAMTATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CIIARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
[L.s.- ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
LAxINGTON, the United Kin dom, Knight Commander of the
Governor . Most Distinguished  Order of St. Michael and St.George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities
in me vested under the provisions of  " Tlie Crown Lands
Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the operation of the 43rd section of  " 1 'he Crown Lands
Act of  1884" shall be and is hereby suspended with respect to
the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the
ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT: And I
further uotity and ooeclare, by and with the advice aforesaid,
that the said lands shall *be open for CONDITIONAL
SELEOTIO N only, under the provisions of the said Acts, as
unsurveyed lands, on and after THURSDAY, the SECOND
day of SEPTEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M,. at
the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do
hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the
lessee  may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the
said Schedule : And I. do, hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may be
selected by  any one  person in the said District shall be 1,280
acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane , this twenty-eighth day of July, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred  and ninety-
seven, and in the  sixty-first year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
E.M.-28-7-97.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
DESCRIPTION.
THE ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum  area ,  1,280 acres.Conditional-Annual re t, Gd.per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
On the Resumed Part of Gulnarbar Run.
Part of the St. George Town Reserve Extension.
County of Belmore, parish of Wagaily.-Area,  about 640 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land within the following boun-
daries :-
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion 21v, and
bounded thence by that portion south to its south-west corner;
thence by a line west to the south-east corner of portion 83v;
thence by portions 83v and 75v north to a point west from the
starting point ; and thence by a line east thereto ;-exclusive of
land required for roads, reserves, or other public purpose.
Situated from two to three miles south-westerly from St. George.
Timbered with box, pine, and myall ; black and sandy soil, well grassed;
unwatered.
N.B.-Subject  to payment of the  value of improvements ,  if any.
A P1ZOCLAN ATl ON.
By His Excellency The Rigllt Honourable CHARLES WALLACH
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lammngton of Lamington,
[L.S.] iii the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINOTO*, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and.Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance and execution of all powers andauthorities in m
vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to
1895," I, CIIAIRLES WALLACE ALEXANDER N APIE R, B aron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this
my proclamation, notify and declare that the operation of the 43rd
section of 11The Crown Lands Act of  1884" shall be and is hereby
suspended with respect to the Country Land described hereunder,
and situated in the NANANGO LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT : And
I further notify and declare, by and with the advice  aforesaid , that the
said land shall be open for GRAZING FARM S ELECTION, at the
LAND OFFICE, NANANGO, under the provisions of the said Acts,
as unsurveyed lands, on and after MONDAY, the THIRTEENTH
day of SEPTEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the
annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by
and with the ad-vice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which
may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be
20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the
maximum  area which may be selected  by any  one person within
Grazing Area No. 9, in the said District, shall be 5,000 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with
the advice aforesaid, further declare the said Grazing Area No 9 to
be a District for the purposes of the said Acts; but so that for
administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless  form part of
the said Nanango Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-eighth day of July, in the year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and  in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAYE THE QUINN !
E.3I.-28-7-97.
DESCRIPTION.
THE NANANGO LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office,  Nanango.)
Annual rent, lid. per acre.
WITHIN GRAZING AREA No. 9.
On the Expired Leased Part of Taromeo Run.
County of Cavendish, parish of Avoca.-Area,  about 1,100 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the south and south-
west by portions 53v, 52v, and 51v, parish of Avoca; on the north-
west by Cooyar Range ; and on the north and north- east  by the track
from Nanango to Mount Stanley;-exclusive of land required for
roads,  reserves , or other public purpose.
Situated about eight miles north-easterly  f ro m Nanango. Rough
broken county, thickly timbered with ironbark, gum, box,  and oak.
N.$.-subject to payment of the value of improvements, it any.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right  Honourable CfkRLEs  WALLACIi
ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L 8 ] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LA 1L. 8TON, Kingdom , Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGovernor.Order of  St. Michael and St .  George,  Governor andCommander -in-Chief of the Colony  o?? Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section 95 of " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER,  Ba ro n  Lamington, the
Gove rn or aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder  described have been temporarily  reserved  for the  purpose
named with  respect  to each.
Z.M.-14 -7-97-R'.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  BOTANICAL GARDEN , NORTH BUNDABERG.
97-12384-8.G.
(In lieu of the  Reserve  established by Proclamation  in the  Government
Gazette  dated 14th April, 1894,  page  877, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Cook,  parish  of Gooburrum.
Area ,  35 acres  1 rood  6 perches.
Commencing  at the north -west corner of an extension  of School
Reserve pro claimed in  Government Gazette  dated  7th May, 1887,
page 21,  and bounded thence on the  east  by that  reserve bearing
179 degrees 42 minutes eleven chains and eight links;  on the south-
east by  a line  bearing 220 degrees  19 minutes ten chains and sixty-two
li hks; on the  south and  again on the  east by a Water Reserve,
proclaimed  in  Government Gazette  dated 30th August ,  1890, page
1317 ,  bearing 269  degrees 42  minutes five chains  and eighty -nine links,
and 179 deg re es 42 minutes nine chains  and ninety -seven links ; again
on the south  by a road bearing 270 degrees  22 minutes  four chains
and ninety -three links ; on the west by a line  bearing 359  degrees 42
minutes twenty- seven chains  and thirty-three links ; and on the north
by a road bearing 81  deg re es .  8 minutes  sixteen chains  and forty and
four -tenths links and 114 degrees  one chain  and sixty -seven links to
the point of commencement ;  as shown on  plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. W 39-871.
THE CLERMONT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVES  Pon WATER.
97-2733--Cler.
No. 1.
County of .Belyando , pariah  of Chantrey.-Area, about 800 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Mount Chantrey Creek, at the
south -west corner  of portion 10, and bounded thence on the east by
that portion bearing  north about ninety  chains  ;  on the north by
portion 9 bearing west  eighty  chains ;  on the west by that portion
bearing south about  one hundred chains to  Mount  Chantrey Creek ;
and thence  by the right bank of that  creek  upwards to the point of
commencement ;- as shown on plan deposited  in the Surveyor.
General 's Office-Cat .  No. K 103-746.
No. 2.
County of Belyando, parish of Chantrey.-Area,  800 acres.
Commencing  at the southern  termination of the easte rn most
boundary of portion 21, and bounded thence on the east by portions
22 and 15 bearing  south eighty  chains; on  the south by portion 16
bearing west  one hundred  chains ;  on the  west  by that portion,  a road,
and portion 21 bearing  north eighty  chains  ; and on the north by
portion 21  bearing east one  hundred chains to the point  of commence-
ment;-as shown on plan  deposited in the Surveyor -General 's Office
Cat. No. K 103-746.
THE MACKAY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING.
97-10419-Mky.
County of Wodehouse, parish of Wodehouse.-Area,  about 1,000 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Nebo Creek at the north-east
corner  of portion llv, and bounded thence on the south by that
portion, a road, and portion 9v bearing west one hundred and seventeen
chains and ten links ; on the west by a road, portion 4v, a road, and
portion 2v bearing north eighty-eight chains and eighty-two links ; on
the north by a line bearing east about eighty-eight chains to Nebo
Creek; and thence by the right bank of that creek downwards to the
point of commencement;-as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office - Cat. No . FC  110-4.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK, BIGGENDEN.
98-20605-S.G.
County of Cook, parish of Degilbo, portion  138v.
Area, 172 acres 3 roods 37 perches.
Commencing at the west corner of portion 123v, and bounded
thence on the north -east by that portion and a line bearing 157 degrees
2 minutes twelve chains and seventy -four and nine-tenths links; on
the south -east by a road and a line bearing 247 degrees 2 minutes
nineteen chains and twenty-four and a -half links and by a line bearing
222 degrees twenty-nine chains and forty-eight links ; on the west by
a road bearing north fifty-four chains and seventy-five and four-tenths
links ; on the north-west by a road bearing 63 degrees sixteen chains
and nineteen and eight -tenths links, and 75 degrees 17 minutes seven-
teen chains and twenty -one and three -tenths links ;  again on the north-
east by a road bearing 129 degrees 26 minutes twenty chains and
sixty-eight and eight -tenths links  ;  on the  east  by a line bearing south
five chains and ninety -eight and a-half links ;  and again on the south-
east by a line and portion 123v bearing 247 degrees 2 minutes fifteen
chains and eighty -five and six -tenths links to the point of commence-
ment ;- as shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor -General's
Office-Cat. No. W 89-874.
THE SURAT  LAND  AGENT ' S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
97-10858-D.B.
County of Waldegrave ,  parish of :Bain lla .- Area ,  about 11 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Balonne River at the east
corner of portion 32v ,  and bounded thence on the south -west by that
portion bearing 310 degrees about nine chains; on the north -west by a
road and portion 33v bearing 45 degrees twenty -two chains and fifty-
one and nine -tenths links ;  on the north by that portion bearing east
four chains and twenty links to the Balonne River; and thence by the
right bank of that riser downwards to the point of commencement;-
as shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor -G eneral 's  Office-Cat. No . Wal 53-609.
Given under my Hand and Beal, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of July ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the  sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,  J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAYS TUN QVIII 1
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right  Honourable CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L 8 ] in the county  of Lanark , in the Peerage of the United
LAMIN(1TON, K ingdom ,  Knight Commander  of the  Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael  and St . George,  Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN Pursuance of the authority in me vested,  and in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1895,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the  Leases  of the following
Agricultural Farms, under the said Acts,  are declared  forfeited:-
m 0+ MCI
oy o o Name of Licensee Ara Agent's
CD Z, -
Od 06a
a . Parish .
7
Fr
or Lessee . .e Dist rict.
135 llv Marathon ... Samuel Payne  ...
A.$87 It. P.0 0 Aramac
188 27v, 28v Goodberry ... Norman Douglas ... 160 0 0 ditto
175 21v to Ditto ... Ernest A. Douglas 158 1 0 ditto
26v &
43v
2071A 18v, 19v Stanylton ... Henry Carson  ... 80 0 0 Brisbane2131 20v I Ditto ... Ditto  ... 40 0 0 ditto
97 4v  f Euri  .. ... Andrew J.  R. Morris 158 2 0 Bowen
1196 17v Bingera ... Edward McSweenay 159 $38 Bundaberg
1260 109v Childers ... William  Ashby  ... 259 0 22 I ditto1335 illy Gregory ... George G. Nichol ... 124 134 ditto
1359 39v Rosedale ... John Gwynne ... 143 0 0 ditto
1364 113v Childers ... William Lee ... 160 0 0 ditto1375
70 34v  Electra28v  Glengarry ...
J amnessHolmes
...
140
0  0 Charleii113
74 26v Ditto ... Charl  Keen  ... 6 0 0 ditto
107 59v Ditto ... Lewis Richardson 1.069 1 37 ditty
139 40v Ditto ... Charles  A. Wyeth... 160 0 0 ditto
137 20v Tyson ... ... George McAulay  ... 160 0 0 Ingham
139 7v Trebonne ... William  G. Ewan  ... 640 0 0 ditto
144 31v Tyson  ... ... Paul B. Jensen 160 0 0 ditto175 2v Waterview ... Christopher Manson 160 0 0 ditto
178 3v Ditto ... Robert S. McGregor 160 0 0 ditto
302 18v Hector ,.. George A. Harris ... 330 0 0 Mackay
310 21v  Abingdon ... Joseph Antonev  ... 186 0 0 ditto
314 19v Hector Albert E Atherton 65 2 1 ditto
Martin Schultz  ... 1150 0 0 Toowoomba
1
Given under my Hand and Beal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven ,  and in the sixty.
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE Qr Err 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th June, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Read Case No.  1926.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  11 The Crown Lands
Acts  1884 to 1886  Amendment Act of  1889,"  it is  hereby notified
that it is intended to open a New Road through the Holding described
hereunder.
Fairlight Holding, Burke District.
Lessees-Executors late James Thompson.
Any claims to which the Lessees may consider themselves entitled
under  the abovementioned Act on account of the opening of the said
road must be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands within two
months from the date hereof.
NOM - A copy  of the above notice ,  with  tracing ,  will be sent to the Lessees
within two months from the date he reof.
,T, F. G. FOXTON.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th  March, 1897.
... Mon. 11 Mon. 8
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
... Sat. 9 Sat. 6
... Fri. 5
... Mon. 4 Mon. 1
... Thur. 7 Thur. 4
... Tues . 5 Tues. 2
... Tues. 5 Tues. 2
,,. Wed. 6 Wed. 3
... Sat. 2 Fri. 5
... Tues. 5 ..
... Mon. 4 Mon. 1
Tues. 12 Tues. 9
... Tues. 16
... Tues. 5 Tues. 2
... Thur. 7 Thur. 4
... Fri. 8 Fri. 5
... Tues.19 „•
... Wed. 20 ...
... Fri. 22
... Sat. 9 Sat. 13
... Tues .  5 Tues. 2
... Wed. 6 Wed. 3
... Mon. 11 Mon. 8
... Sat. 2 Fri. 5
... Wed. 6 Wed. 3
... Wed. 6 Wed. 3
... Tues. 19 Tues. 16
... Wed. 6 Wed. 3Wed. 13 Wed. 10
Sat. 2 Fri. 5
... Mon. 18 Mon. 15
... Wed. 6
•... Fri. 15 Fri. 12
•
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Sat. 2 Fri. 5
...
.Sat.** 2 Fri. 5
... Wed.13 Wed.10
... Mon. 11 Mon. 8
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
IT Is hereby notified,  for public information, that the Land  Commissioners appointed under the  provisions of  "The & own
Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts,  in pursuance  of the twenty-fifth section of the above- recited  Act, at the
undermentioned  Offices, on the  dates specified.
All  business in connection  with  selections under  "The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868 "  and  112%e  Crown  Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876 "  will also be dealt  with by the  Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1897.
District or Place .  Jan.  Feb .  March .  April. May .  June .  July .  August .  Sept .  Oct. Nov.  Dec.
Allora * ...
Aramac t ...
Ayr ... ...
Banana ...
Barcaldinef
'Beaudesert
Blaokall
Bowen
Brisbane ...
Bundaberg ...
Burketown
Cairns ...
Cardwell ...
Charleville ...
Charters Towers
Clermont
Cooktown ..
Cunnamulla
Dalby
Emerald • «.
Esk * ... w
Gatton
Gayndah ... ...
Georgetown
Geraldton (Mourilyan)
Gladstone .. ...
Goondiwindi
Gympie ... .„
Herberton .•. ...
Hughenden .•. ...
Ingham .N
Inglewood .N
Ipswich ...
Isisford
Landsborough ...
Longreach ...
Mackay ,.,
Maryborough ...
Miles .N
Mitchell t ..•
Muttaburra
Nanango ... w
Nerang * .« w
Normanton...
Port Douglas
Ravenswood
Rockhampton
Roma ... .»
St. George ...
Sb. Lawrence
Springaure ... ...
Stanthorpe
Surat .„ w
Tambo w w
Taroom .., w
Texas
Thargomindab
Toowoomba...
Townsville .N w
Warwick •« w
Winton ... ...
Windorab .» w Thur. 4
Mon. 1 ... ... Mon. 7 ...
Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 W. 2 We.. 7
Sat. 6  Sat.  10  Sat. 8 Sat. 12 Sat. 10
. Fri. 2 .. Fri. 4 ..
Mon. 1 Tues. 5 Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. I Tues. 6
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Tues. 6 ... ... Tues. 6
Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Tues. 9 Tues. 13 Tues. 11 Tues. 8 Tues. 13
... Tues. 20 ... Tues. 15 ...
Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Wed. 21 ... Tues. 20
Wed. 17 ... Wed. 19 ... Wed. 21
Fri. 19 Fri. 21 Fri. 23
Sat. 13 Sat . 10 Sat. 8 Sat. 12 Sat. 10
Tues.  2 Tues .  6 Tues . 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12
Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
W d. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
ed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Tues. 16 Tues. 20 Tues. 18 Tues. 15 Tues. 20
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12 Wed. 9 Wed. 14
Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Mon. 15  Tues . 20 Mon. 17 Mon. 21 Mon. 19
Wed. 3 Wed. 5 Wed. 7
Fri. 12 Sat. 17 Fri. 14 Fri. 18 Fri. 16
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2  Wed. 7
Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Tues.  9  ...  Tues. 8 .
Fri. 5  Fri. 2 Fri . 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12• Wed. 1.6 Wed. 14
Mon. 8  Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12
Wed. 7 Wed. 2
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Wed: 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Thur. 18 Wed. 19 Wed. 21
Tues. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed. 21
Fri. 12 Fri. 9 Fri. 14 Fri. 11 Fri. 9
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Mon. 1 Mon.  5 Mon . 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Thur. 1S Wed. 21 Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed. 21
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 NVed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Tues. 2 Tues .  6 Tues . 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Tue s.  2 Tue s.  6 Tues . 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
... Thur. 1 ... Thur. 3 ...
.. Mon. 6  ..  Mon. 6
Mon. 9  Mon. 13 Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Sat. 7 Sat. 11 Sat. 9 Sat. 6 Sat. 11
Fri. 6 .. Fri. 1 .. Fri. 3
Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3' Wed. 1
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Tues. 5 .. ..
Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Tues. 10 Tues. 14 Tues. 12 Wed. 10 Tues. 14
Tues . 17 ... Tues. 19 ...  Tues. 21
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues.  2 Tues. 7
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
... ... Wed. 20 ... ...
... Wed.15 ... Wed.17 ...
Fri. 17  ...  Fri. 19
Sat. 14 Sat. 11 Sat. 9 Sat. 13 Sat.
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues.
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon.
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri.
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Tues. 17 Tues. 21 Tues. 19 Tues. 16 Tues.
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed.
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri.
Mon. 16 Mon. 20 Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon.
1 WedWed 3. .
Fri. 13 Fri. 17 Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 17
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 6 Fri.  3 Fri.  1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Thur. 9 . Thur. 9Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri... I Fri.  5 Fri. 3
Wed. 11 Wed. 15 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 15
Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 4 Wed. 6 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 15 Wed. 17
Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 8 FrL  12 Thur. 9
Wed. 4 Wed: 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 2  Mon. 6 Mon .  4 Mon .  1 Mon. 6
ed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed . 8 Wed. 1
Tues.  3 Tues . 7 Tues . 5 Tues .  2 Tue s.  7
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues.  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 9 Wed. I
Thur .  5 ... Thur .  7 ... Thur. 2
* The Coasts marked lbws  •  gve only held for the purpose of dealing  with  applications for Certi ficates of Fulfilment of Conditions
t Omoe for receiving applications.
S  Days will be fixed when Land Commissioner visits Ayr.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts,  when necessary,  in addition to the above,  will be duly notified from time to time.
N•
"THE CROWN LANDS ACTS,  1884 TO 18946"
Wed. 3
... Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Thur. 7 Thur. 4
... Thur. 7 Thur. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
... Thur. 7 Thur. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 2o
Wed. 20 Wed. 17
Fri. 8 Fri. 12
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
... Mon. 4 Mon. 1
... Wed. 20 Wed. 17
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Tues .  5 Tues. 2
Tues .  5 Tues. 2
... Wed. 6 Wed. 3
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Department of  Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th July, 1897.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified ,  for general information ,  that applicatiors
under the 89th section of  •` The Crown Lands  Act  of  1854" have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;  and all persons
who may consider their interests affected thereby are required to
transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land Offices ,  Brisbane
and Toowoomba; and Police and Post Offices ,  Boonah and Drayton.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Road Cases Nos. 2537 & 2599.
SCIIEDCLE  OF ROADS  TO BE  CI.O:ED.
Applicant. situation. Parish.No.
The Goolman Divisional The  re served road th ro ugh Melcom be*1
I Board ,  on behalf of portion 9 fro m the north.
owner east boundary of portion
47v easterly through por-
tion 9 to the road on the
south-west boundary of
portion 21
3, 17, and 31 of portions
88 and 91 fro m part of
portions 88 and 91
The  ro ad separating sections  ditto ... 3 3 8
3, 17, and 31  of portions
88 and 91 from sections 2,
18, and  ZZO
The Drayton Shire The dedicated roads through Drayton  ...  23 0 9
Council , on behalf  of portions 88,69,90, and 91,
the Executors of being-
James Taylor
2 Ditto  ... ...  The  ro ad separating sections  ditto ... 4 0 0
3 Ditto
4 Ditto  ... ...  The  ro ad separating sections ditto ... 3 3 8
2, 16, and 3) of port ions
88 and 89 fro m sections 1,
14,15,andi9
Ditto  ... ...  The road  separating section ditto  ...  1 0 325
Dittoe
29 of port ion 91 from sec-
tions 27 and 28
The road separating section ditto  ...  0 2 13
27 of portion 91 from sec-
tion 28
7 Ditto  ... ...  The  ro ad separating sections, ditto  ...  2 0 34
8 Ditto
0 Ditto
m Ditto
27,29 , 30, and 31 of po rt ion
91 from sections 16 and 17
of portions 88 and 91 and
section 15 of portion 91
The road separating section ditto  ...  0 3 15
15 of portion 91 from sec-
tion 14 of portion 88
The road separating sections ditto  ...  1 2 32
17 and 16 of portions 88,
and 91 and section 14 f
portion 88 from sectioons
1, 2, and 3 of portion 88
The  ro ad separating section ditto ...
24 of po rt ions 89 and 90
and sections 38 and 39 of
portion 90 fro m part of
portions 89 and 90
Area.
A. a. r.
Totalling
2 0 8 *20
[31ST  JTLY, 1897.
CLOSURE OF  ROADS-continued.
No. Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
A. S. P.
LATEST ,  DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-11TH AUGUST, 1897.
5 -R. Shaw .  op behalf of The reserved road through Cawarral... 32 2 0
Ellen Butcher portion  622  and its con-
I tinuation along the
southern boundary cf !
porticn 796
6 Mary Cadwallader  ...  The  re served road through ditto  ...  17 0 0
portion 355
2 0 97 The Rosalie Divisional The road from the south -  Milton ..
Board ,  on behalf  of west corner  of portion 121v1
J.  It.  dmi,  h . south -easterly through I
107v
*8 The Murweh Divisional Part of the Nebine -Dul- Maranon
Board ,  on behalf of bydilla road through
Lessees Ularunda and Du re lla
South
*9
District
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 18TH AUGUST, 1897.
The Tiaro  Divisional The  re served road through  Curra  ...  7 0 19
Board ,  on behalf of portion 41v
T. Bermingham About
10 J. Darley  ... ...  The road separating  portion Kunioon ... 3 1 8
141 from portion 144
About
*11 The  llightlelds  Divi- I Part of the road through Crow's 1 0 0
atonal  Board ,  on portion 20 Nest
behalf of W. L.
Mitchell
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 3RD SEPTEMBER, 1897.
*12 The Barolin Divisional  The road on the south and Electra  ...  About
Board ,  on behalf of J. south east boundaries of 4 0 0
Gillen  ( W. S. Clough )  portion 7
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 9T1E1 SEPTEMBER, 1897.
*13 'The  Peak Downs Divi-
sional Board, on be-
half of G. W. Kettle
The Tarampa Divisional
Board .  on behalf of
0. Caffrey
F. A Darley ... ...
The  Jondaryan  Divi-
sional Board, on be-
half of C. Pitman
The Jondaryan Divi-
sional Board, on be-
half of F.  Gillespie
LATEST DATE FOR
The Barron Meat Com-
pany, Limited
The Rosalie Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
G. Steuart
W. Ewing ...
*14
15
*l6
*17
18
*19
I About
Part of the road separating Town of 1 2 0
3rtion 22v  from section Capella
The reserved  ro ad through Tenthill ... 8 3 0
portion 100
About
The road separating por- Kuuioon ... 3 1 8
tion 141 from portion 146
The reserved road th ro ugh Beauaraba 3 3 24
po rt ion lv
The road separating por- Doraville ...  10 0 0
tion 3832 from 3858
portion 169
OBJECTIONS - 23RD SEPTEMBER, 1897.
The reserved  road through  Formartine 9 1 5
portion  136v About
Part of the road through Milton  ...  3 1 0
port ion 1996,  at the north-
east corner
The reserved  road through Blenheim 4 2 0
* Noarx.-The closure of these roads is proposed  to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th July, 1897.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deed of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act  of 1858" and  "The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof ,  by instruments endorsed on such
Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe
the land intended to be granted ,  to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct  area  and description shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous area and description ; and such grant and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
11 Ditto  ... ...  The road separating section ditto ... 0 3 0
24 of portions 89 and 90
f ro m section 26 of portions
89 and 90
12 Ditto  ... ...  The road separating section ditto  ...  0 1 29
Dittoff]
IV Ditto
26 of portions 89 and 90
from part of portion 89Theroad separating sections  ditto ... 1 0 32
24 and 26 of portions 89
and 90 from section 38 of
portion 90 1
The  ro ad separating section  :  ditto  ...  1 1 14
38 of portion 90 from sec- !
tion 39 I
• Norx .- The closure of this road is pro posed to be car ri ed out in connection
with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th July, 1897.
PERMANENT  AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is  hereby notified, for general information ,  that applications
under the eighty -ninth section of  "  The Crown  Lands Act of
1884 "  have  be en made for closing the undermentioned Roa  ]a;  and
all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing,
not later than the date  mentioned  with respect to each.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the nearest Land, Police, and
Post  Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS PROPOSED TO BE  0 1OSED.
No. Applicant.
LATEST DATE
*1
Situation. Parish. Area.
A. B. F.
FOR OBJECTIONS - 4TH AUGUST, 1897.
About
Part of the reserved ro ad Cedar ...
on the south boundary of
portion 42
0 2 0The Coomera Divisional
Board ,  on  be half of
R. Hargraves
*2 The Coomera Divisional
Board,  on behalf of
H. B. Williams
3 W. P. Attbow ,  on behalf.
of A. Musch
4 W. Clunes
About
Part of the reserved  ro ad ditto ... 1 3 20
ac ro ss the north-west
corner of po rt ion 41
The road separating portion Moffatt  ...  3 2 34
69 from portions 378 and
378s.
The road separating portion Pikedale ... 5 2 24
9v from 185
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-9313-R.T.
No. of Deed - 73156.
Date of Deed - 18th June, 1889.
Name of Grantee - George Mann.
Land Granted-Portion  3112 ,  county of Aubigny, parish of
North Branch.
Area-470 acres 23 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Aubigny, parish of North Branch, portion  3112.
Area ,  472  ac re s 1  rood 10 perches.
Commencing at the north -west corner of portion 2644, and
bounded thence on the north by a road bearing 271 degrees 5 minutes
forty-three chains and sixty -five and seven -tenths links ; on the west
and again on the north by portion 3096 bearing south forty chains-and
sixty-one links ,  and west thirty -nine chains and sixty links ; again on
the west by a road and a line bearing south forty -nine chains and
twenty-seven links  ;  on the south by portion 3376 bearing 90 degrees
3 minutes forty chains and ninety -six links ; on the south-east by a
road bearing 42 degrees sixty-two chains and four and a -half links ;
and on the east by portion 2644 bearing 1 degree 1 minute forty-three
chains to the point of commencement ;- exclusive of 12 acres 2 roods
16 perches for a surveyed road, as shown on plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor -General 's Office, not including any part of the soil of
the said roads or any of them-Cat .  No. D 36-1389.
No. 30. VOL. XVIII.]
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1897.
Road  Case No. 1480.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROADS.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Public
Works Lan-ls Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to con-
firm the roads described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is
hereby notified, for general information, that any parties entitled to
compensation in consequence of the opening of the said ro ads are
requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars
of their estate and interest in the land required for the said roads and
their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60)
days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties
are further informed that the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to
treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the
damage that may be sustained by reason of the  opening  of the said
roads.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Book of Reference of New Roads through portions  49, 18, 13,  and  16,
ani Branch  Road through portion  16,  all  in the  parish of
Maroochy,  county  of Canning.
1. Commencing at a point on the eastern boundary of portion 49
about four chains from Boggy Creek,  an anabranch  of the Maroochy
River, westerly through that portion  bearing  280 degrees seven chains
three links, and 292 degrees 30 minutes eight chains twenty-seven
links; containing 1 acre 2 roods; registered owner, Robert Fleming.
Land is unenclosed, unimproved, and unoccupied.
2. In continuation of last-mentioned road westerly through
portion  18 bearing 292 degrees  30 minutes gne chain seventy-three
links, 237 degrees twenty-one chains,  295 degrees  five and a-half chains,
and 275 degrees five and a-half chains ; containing  3 acres  1 rood 20
perches ; registered owner, W illiam  Clark Low. Land unenclosed,
unimproved, and unoccupied.
3. In continuation of last-mentioned road through portion 13
bearing 266 degrees 30 minutes ten and a-half chains, 251 degrees ten
and a-half chains, 272 degrees 20 minutes five chains, 243 degrees 33
minutes five chains, and 291 degrees three chains twenty-two links ;
area, 3 acres  1 rood 27 perches ; registered owner, Robert Fleming.
Land unenclosed, unimproved, and unoccupied.
4. 1 n continuation of last-mentioned road through portion 16
bearing 291 degrees four chains fifty-six links to a reserved road ;
containing 2 roods ; registered owner, Robert Fleming. Land
unenclosed, unimproved, and unoccupied.
5. Branch road from  last -mentioned road through portion 16 for
five and a-half chains north along and within its eastern boundary to
a reserved road ; containing 2 roods 241"a perches ; registered owner,
Robert Fleming. Land unenclosed, unimproved, and unoccupied.
Nara.- It is intended  to open the roads  th ro ugh portions 49, 18, and 13 in
exch inge for the originally reserved  ro ads th ro ugh these portions ,  which roads
will be closed  ;  and  to  open the  branch  road through  portion  16 in lieu of the
corresponding part of the original road through that portion.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned roads can
be seen at this Office, at the Office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions in
Brisbane, and at the Office of the Maroochy Divisional Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the St. George Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of
"The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," at the ST. GEORGE LAND
OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the SIXTH day of SEPTEMBER,
1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of 7s. per
square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Sec re tary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
97-13688-s.G.
J. F.. G. FOXTON.
THE ST. GEORGE LAND  AGENTS DISTRICT.
Upper Wunger Creek Block.--Area,  about 86 square miles.
The Crown land  comprised  in Upper Wunger Creek Block, on
the resumed  part of Thomby Run.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1897.
T is hereby  noti fied, for general information , that the  following
Land ,  in the Ipswich Land Agent 's District ,  as per description
herewith ,  will be open for OCCUPATION  LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the IPSWICH LAND OFFICE,
on and after MONDAY, the THIRTIETH day of AUGUST, 1897,
at ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at an Annual  Rental of £1 10s. per
square mile.
All information re specting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under  Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
97-136001-9.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish of  East  .Haldon .-A re a,  about 2 ,444 acres.
The Crown land  comprised in surveyed portions  18v, 19v, 29v,
32v, 33v, and 34v,  and portions  20v, 35v to 39v, 41v ,  43v, and  45v;_
as mapped oat under 44th section, parish of East  Haldon.
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Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane ,  23rd July, 1897.
r f HE  following Regulations ,  re  the Introduction of Manures ,  Bones,
and Hides from that portion of Queensland south of the 25th
parallel of latitude ,  is published for general information.
A. J. TIIYNNE.
[Extract fro m  Ncw Zealand Gazette,  8th July, 1897.]
AMENDING REGULATIONS  RE  THE INTRODUCTION OF
MANURES,  BONES , AND HIDES FROM QUEENSLAND.
-NOTICE No. 488.
JAMES PRENDERGAST, Administrator of the Government.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, at Wellington ,  this seventh day of July, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Administrator of the Government in Council.
WHEREAS by Order in Council bearing date the sixteenth day of
November,  one thousand eight hundred and ninety -six, made under the
pro visions of "The Stock Act, 1893,"  and published in the  New Zealand
Gazette of the twentieth day of November then instant ,  certain regula-
tions were  made respecting the introduction  (inter alia )  of animal
manures, bones ,  and hides from the Australasian Colonies : And
whereas it is expedient to amend the said regulations in manner
hereafter appearing ,  in so far as the same affect the colony of Queens-
land, and the introduction of such manures, bones ,  and bides theref ro m :
Now, therefore ,  His Excellency the Administrator of the Government
of the colony of New Zealand ,  in pursuance of the power and authority
conferred by "The Stock Act, 1893, "  and of all other powers enabling
him in this behalf ,  doth hereby make the regulation following ,  namely:-
Bones  in a raw or green state ,  animal manures, and hides may be
landed in the colony of New Zealand if accompanied by a statutory
declaration that the same have been shipped from Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland ,  and that they have not come from any place
outside the following district  :  namely ,  all that  portion  of the colony of
Queensland being south of the twenty -fifth parallel of latitude.
Provided that every such importation of bones, animal manures, or
hides shall, in addition to the conditions hereby imposed ,  be subject to
the conditions imposed by the regulations at present in force in this
colony  regulating the importation of bones ,  animal manures ,  and bides
to such  colony  from Australian Colonies other than Queensland and
Western Australia ,  and that, except as hereby expressly modified, such
regulations shall apply accordingly.
The statutory declaration accompanying every such importation as
aforesaid shall be endorsed by an Inspector of Stock for the colony of
Queensland ,  in the form set forth in the Schedule hereto.
SCHEDULE.
FORM A.
In the matter of a consignment of , shipped from
to , in the colony of New Zealand, per " ."
I [name, address, and occupation ],  of , , do hereby
solemnly and sincerely declare-
1. That the  undermentioned have been subjected to the
treatment prescribed in New Zealand with respect to landed
or intended  to be  landed in such colony.
2. That such are wholly the produce of the following
district ,  namely, all that portion of the colony of Queensland  be ing
south of the twenty -fifth parallel of latitude ;  and that they have not
come from any place outside such district.
3. That such are now being shipped to New Zealand from
the port of Brisbane.
Particulars.
No. Description.
Brands
and
Marks.
Name and
Address
of Owner,
and Person in
Charge, it
any.
Vessel, and
Where
Bound to.
Consignee's
Name
and Address
And I  make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the
same to be true,  and by virtue  of the provisions  of an Act of  the Imperial
Parliament  of Great  Britain and Ireland entitled  "  The Statutory
Declarations  Act, 1835." (Signature.)
Declared  before me, at , in the colony of , this
day of  '189 .
I see no reason  to doubt the  correctness of the statements set forth
in the foregoing declaration.
Dated  at , this day of , 189 -
Inspector of Stock.
ALEX. WILLIS, Clerk  of the Executive  Council.
Geological Survey Office,
George stre et ,  Brisbane.
ON SALE,  at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
Geological Survey .  Catalogue on application.
Bu ll etin No. 4, " Notes on the P re sent Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field ,"  now ready  (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK;  Government Geologist.
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MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
BRISBANE.
TAP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
jvl revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets at 2s. 6d. per Sheet, and Two at Is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia on a small scale, illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing the Main Telegraph Lines. Scale, 160 miles to an inch.
Price : Plain, Is.  6d.;  coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony. Price; Is. plain, or coloured
(illustrating the Counties and Financial Districts) Is. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 29. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Sketch. Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catchment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers, &c., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.Price, -Is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, Is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts. Price,  Is.  6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta. Scale, 1 mile to an inch. Price,
Is. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s.; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, £1.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony. Price, Is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.
Environs of Longreach. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-Maps of Lands Open to Selection or for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. MoDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st August, 1896.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.
TENDERS.
r 'ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.
For full particulars, see  Government Gazette.
Nature of Work, Date-of  Gazette  containing original Notice,
and Place and Date to which Tender can be received, respectively:-
BRANDON-New State School Buildings. 3rd July. Works
Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Townsville, Ayr, and
Bowen ; 6th August.
LoNGRFACH-New Lands Office. 3rd July. Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court Houses, Longreach, Barcaldine, and
Rockhampton; 6th August.
TEXAS-New Chimney, New Room, Painting, &c., Police
Station. 3rd  July.  Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
Houses, Texas and Inglewood; 6th August.ROSEWOOD-Improvements, &c., 8tato School. 10th July.
Works Office, Brisbane ; 6th August.
KELVIN GROVE-Repairs, Painting, and Clearing Grounds,
State School. 10th July. Works Office, Brisbane ; 6th
August.
Dvxwlcn-New Recreation Hall and Library, Benevolent
Asylum. 10th July. Works Office, Brisbane ; 6th August.
BOWEN BRIDGE ROAD-Additions, New Playshed, Closets, &c.,
State School. 10th July. Works Office, Brisbane ; 6th
August.
KIBcHHEIM-Improvements, Re-roofing, &c., State School.
10th July. Works Office, Brisbane ; 6th August.
COORTOwN-Alterations to Fittings, Post and Telegraph Office.
]0th July. Works Office, Brisbane, Post Office, Cooktown,
and Court House, Townsville; 6th August.
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LZTCINDA----New Veranda, &c., Customs Quarters. 10th July.
Works Office, Brisbane, Court House, Townsville, and
Custom House, Lucinda ; 13th August.
PINE HILL-Repairs, Improvements, and Tainting, State
School. 17th July. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
Houses, Rockhampton, Barcaldine, and Longreach ; 13th
August.
ROMA - Stables, Land Office. 17th July. Works Office,
Brisbane ; 13th August.
RocKHAMPTON-Repairs, Improvements, and Painting, Benevo-
lent Asylum. 17th July. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court House, Rockhampton; 13th August.
GYMPIE-Additions to Boys' School and Repairs and Painting
to Boys' and Girls' Schools (Central). 17th July. Works
Office, Brisbane ; 13th August.
MARYBOROUGH - New Roof, Police Stables. 17th July.
Works Office, Brisbane ; 13th August.
MAYrowN-Fencing and Gates, Post and Telegraph Office.
17th July. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses,
Maytown, Cooktown, and Townsville; 20th August.
ROCKHAMPTON NoRTH-Repairs and Painting, State School
(Boys' and Girls'). 24th July. Works office, Brisbane,
and Court House, Rockhampton ; 20th August.
BHRNSIDE-Additions, Repairs, and Painting, State School.
24th July. Works Office, Brisbane ; 20th August.
CABOOLTURE SOUTH-Repairs and Painting, State School.
24th July. ' Works Office, Brisbane; 20th August.BRISBANE-Alterations, Custom House. 24th July. Works
Office, Brisbane ; 20th August.
GEORGETOWN-New Fencing and Gates, Post and Telegraph
Office. 24th. July. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post
Offices, Georgetown, Croydon, and Normanton;  27th
August.
BANANA-New Roof-covering for Residence, State School.
24th July. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses,
Rockhampton and Banana; 27th August..
ISISFORD - New Shed, Repairs, and Painting, Post and
Telegraph Office. 24th July. Works Office, Brisbane,
and Post Offices, Barcaldine, Blackall, Rockhampton, and
Isisford; 27th August.
MAYTOWN-Repairs and Painting, Court House and Mining
Offices. 24th July. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
Houses, Maytown, Cooktown, and Townsville ; 27th
August.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.
T is hereby notified, for general information, that Notice dated 5thI May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substitutedtherefor:-
Notice is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.
96-2460-Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary for Works.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1897.IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the under.
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
New Skylights, State School, Leichhardt street, Brisbane-
Messrs. WATSON BROS. £28.
New Treads to Stone Steps and Landings, New Public Offices,
Brisbane-A. CRAwFORD-£68 lOs.
Repairs, Police Barracks, Rockhampton-J. MACFARLANE -
£118 10s.
Repairs, Post and Telegraph Office, Mount Perry-A. MAY-
£68.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, POWDER MAGAZINE
QUARTERS, GYMPIE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 27th August, for Repairs and Painting,
Powder Magazine Quarters, Gympie.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4c., Powder Magazine Quarters, Gympie."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and at the
Court Houses, Gympie, Maryborough, and Bundaberg.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per  cent.  on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen clays from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
.FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, REPAIRS, AND PAINTING, STATE
SCHOOL, ONE-MILE, GYMPIE.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.on FRIDAY, the 27th August, for Improvements, Repairs, and
Painting, State School, One-Mile, Gympie. .
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £10, and
endorsed  "Improv ements, 4 c., State School, One-Mile, Ggitmpie."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Of&ce ;
and at the  Court  Houses, Gympie, Maryborough, and Bundaberg.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, STATE SCHOOL, GIN GIN.T1 `ENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.1 on FRIDAY, the 27th August, for Repairs and Painting, State
School, Gin Gin.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4'c., State School, Gin Gin."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office; at the
Court Houses, Bundaberg and Mount Perry ; and at the State School,
Gin Gin.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for  securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 29th July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, STATE SCHOOL, YENGARIE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 27th August, for  Repairs and Painting, State
School, Yengarie.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4c., State School, Yengarie."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars  obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; at the
Court  Houses,  Maryborough and Bundaberg; and at the State School,
Yengarie.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
CHEMICAL LABORATORY, AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
GATTON.
/ 1ENDERS  will be received  at this Office  until Four o'clock p.m.
J.. on FRIDAY, the 27th August, for Chemical Laboratory, Agri-
cultural College, Gatton.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £ 20, and
endorsed  " Chemical  Laboratory, .Agricultural College, Galion."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and
at the Court  Houses,  Toowoomba and Ipswich.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for  securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the  Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, IMPROVEMENTS, REPAIRS, AND PAINTING,
STATE SCHOOL, ARAMAC.
FRESH TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the
Court  Houses,  Aramac, Barcaldine, and Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th August, for Additions,
Improvements, Repairs, and Painting, State School, Aramac.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  " Additions, if c., State School, Aramac."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
and at the Court Houses, Aramac, Barcaldine, and Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party  tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on ,amount of  Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL, FENCING AND GATES, AND CON-
VERSION OF EXISTING SCHOOL INTO RESIDENCE,
WITH ADDITIONS, RAVENSWOOD JUNCTION.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses,Charters Towers and Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 27th August, for New State School, Fencing and Gates,
and Conversion of Existing School into Residence, with Additions,
Ravenswood Junction.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £20, and
endorsed  "New State School, 4'c., Ravenswood Junction."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect' s Office ;
at the Court Houses, Charters Towers and  Townsville; and at the
Police Station, Ravenswood Junction.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party  tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent, on amount of  Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the_ usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW KITCHEN TO RESIDENCE, STATE SCHOOL,
EMU PARK.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court  Houses,
Rockhampton and Gladstone, until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 27th August, for New Kitchen  to Residence, State
School, Emu Park.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  " New Kitchen  to Residence , State School, Line Park."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
at the Court Houses, Rockhampton and Gladstone; and at the State
School, Emu Park.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount  of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty  for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be  taken into consideration.
The lowest  or any  Tender will  not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the  Under Secretary.
Queensland ,  Office  of the  Commissioner  for Railways,
Brisbane, 14th July, 1897.
THE Commissioner for Railways hereby gives notice,  in accordance
T with the provisions of  " The Railway Act  of 1864," that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having approved of the Plan and Book of Reference of the Second
Section of the Charleville to Cunnamulla Railway, from  61 miles to
121 miles  7 chains, in length 60 miles 7 chains,  such Plan and Book
of Reference may be seen at this Office , and at the  Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Cunnamulla ; and all persons interested in the lands
to be affected by the said intended  Railway are  hereby required to set
forth, in writing, to me, at this Office, within one month from the first
publication hereof, any well-grounded objections that  may appear to
them to exist to the adoption of the said line of Railway,  or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed  in connection  therewith.
By Order,
. T. S. PRATTEN ,  Secretary..
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Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, in accordance with the provisions of theRailway Acts, that the Plan and Book of Reference of the
Tivoli Branch, Southern and Western Railway, in length 2 miles
22 chains, have been approved and confiried; and that the Commis-
sioner for Railways intends to proceed with the construction of the
Line above referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference
so confirmed. '
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, and on the recommendation of the Marine Board, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Port Dues Revision Act of  1882,"
has been pleased to make the following Regulation.
ROBERT PHILP.
SIGNALS TO BE EXHIBITED BY DREDGES.
For the guidance  of vessels passing dredges ,  all dredges shall
exlAbit, from the side on  which  such vessels  should  pass, a red flag
during daylight , and, in addition  to the  usual anchor  light, a white
light by night.
By direction of the  Marine  Board,  at Brisbane , this thirteenth
day of July, 1897.
T. M. ALMOND,  Chairman.
S. A. PETHEBRIDG E, Secretary.
CHARTERS TOWERS WATER AUTHORITY.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 30th July. 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has,  in pursuance  of the provisions of "  The Water
Authorities  Act  of 1891," been pleased to approve of the following
By-law  made  by the Charters  Towers  Water Authority.
ROBERT PHILP.
WHEmus by  "The Water Authorities Act of  1891" it is enacted that a
Water Authority may make By-laws for all or any of the purposes in
the said Act mentioned :  It is  hereby resolved by the Charters Towers
Waterworks Board, being a Water Authority duly constituted in
pursuance of the said Act, by and with the approval of the Governor in
Council ,  that the following By-law shall be in force within the Charters
Towers Water Area from the date of the publication hereof :--
BY-LAW No. 3.
Clause 7 of By-law No. 1, published in the  Gazette  dated 13th
August, 1892,  is hereby repealed ,  and the following  clause is  substituted
therefor :-
1. Accounts for water supplied by meter, and under all special
contracts ,  shall be made out half -yearly ,  immediately after the 30th
June and the 31st December, respectively, which accounts must be made
out from the reading of the meter at tl .e end of each half -i ear, and at the
i atee specified in these By -laws. The amount of the said accounts must
be paid at the Board's Office within one week after the delivery of the
accounts ,  failing which the person or persons defaulting will be liable to
be sued for the amount ,  and further liable to any other penalties
imposed by this By-law.
Certificate.
The foregoing By-law was passed at a special meeting of the
Charters Towers Waterworks Board, held for that purpose on the
thirteenth day of May,  18.97;  the said By-law was duly published in
accordance with the provisions of subsection 3 of section 37 of  "The
Water Authorities Act of  1891,"  and was  confirmed at it subsequent
special  meeting  of the said Board on the fifteenth day of June, 1897.
E. H. T. PLANT,  Chairman.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 19th July, 1897.
MARINE DEPARTMENT.
PROVIDING AND FITTING A DREDGING PUMP IN THE
CLAM-SHELL HOPPER DREDGE "TRIDACNA."
TENDERS will be received at the Treasury until Noon on
THURSDAY, 5th August, from persons willing to contract for
the abovenamed work.
Tenders  are to  be endorsed  "Dredging Pump for "Tridacna,"
and are to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £20.
Plans, Specification, and General Conditions of Contract may be
seen at the Offices of the Marine Department, Edward street, Brisbane.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
T. M. KING, Under Secretary.
"TREASURY NOTES ACT OF 1893."STATEMENT for the month ending Thursdwy, 29th July,  1897,showing the amount of Treasury Notes issued, Coin held by
Treasurer, and Treasury Bills vested in Trustees, published in terms
of Clause 5 of 56 Victoria No. 37
*Total issue  of Treasury Notes  at date . .. ... ... 969,691
Coin held by Treasurer ... ... ... ... ... 590,024
Treasury  Bills vested in Trustees  ... ... ... 1,000,000
*Notes held by Banks as per last Returns  ... ... ...  £531 293
Notes held by Public  ... ... ... ... ... ...  438.395
£J69,69t
T. M. LTG, Under  Secretary.
The Treasury, Brisbane, 29th July, 1897.
[31ST JULY, 1897.
NOTICE TO  MARINERS.
2V-o. 12  of  1897.
FAIRWAY BEACON, CAIRNS.
COMPLETION OF DOLPHIN AND REMOVAL OF
FAIRWAY BUOY.
N OTICE is hereby given, that he Dolphin, which will subsequentlycarry the Fairway  Beacon  Light and illuminated Tide Indicator
at Cairns , has been completed.
The Dolphin, from which a white  light is  exhibited by night, is
standing in fifteen  ( 15) feet at low water ,  and is  to be kept on  the
port hand  when entering the dredged cutting.
I he Fairway Buoy will be removed on the 1st proximo.
Chart  affected -No. 2924; Aust. Directory, vol. 2, p. 326.
T. M. ALMOND, Portm aster.
Marine Department ,  Brisbane , 24th July, 1897.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No  13  of  1897.
INNER ROUTE TO TORRES STRAIT.
SHOAL PATCHES NEAR CLAREMONT GROUP.
N OTICE is hereby given, that Lieutenant-Commander Howard,
R.N., of H. M. Surveying Vessel " Dart," reports the existence
of three shoal patches of coral in the following approximate position,
viz.:
^A patch with 5 fathoms over it, lying in Latitude 13° 25' 56"
South, Longitude 143° 41' 20" East ;
A patch with 44 fathoms over it, lying North  2;1°  West, distant
2 cables from the before-mentioned patch ; and
A patch with 5 fathoms over it, lying North 15' East, distant
2 cables from the first-named patch.
Foul ground  exists  round these shoals, and a complete exami-
nation has  not yet been made. Masters of vessels are cautioned
accordingly.
Charts affected-Nos. 2921 and 2761; Australia Directory-, vol. 2.
JOHN MACKAY,  pro  Portmaster.
Marine  Department,  Brisbane , 28th July, 1897.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to approve that Money Orders be transmitted by telegraph
between Queensland and New Zealand on payment of the minimum
charge for a telegram to that place in addition 1 o the Money Order
Commission ; this arrangement to commence as from the 1st July,
1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
SUPPLY OF TELEGRAPH POLES FOR REPAIRS TO TELE-
GRAPH LINES, ALONG THE CENTRAL RAILWAY.TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under Secretaryand Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Thirtieth day of August, 1897, from  persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of Telegraph Poles, according
to the terms , general  conditions, and specifications published in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday, 24th July, 1897.
Any further information may be obtained  on application at
the Office of the Under Secretary  and Superintendent  of Telegraphs,
Brisbane; at the Telegraph Offices, Rockhampton and Emerald; the
Railway Station-master, Duaringa; or Henry Crew, Telegraph
Maintenance  Overseer, Central Railway.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
DIVISION OF GOOLMAN.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.
II]IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of The Executive
j_ Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  18337" and  " The Health Act of  1884," been pleased
to approve of the following By-law made by the Board of the
Division of Goolman.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by  "The Divisional Boards Act of  1887" and  "The Health
Act of  1884" it is enacted that the Board of any Division may make
By-laws for all or any of the purposes in the said Acts mentioned :
It is hereby resolved by the Board of the Division of Goolman, by and
with the approval of the Governor iu Council, that the following By-law
shall be in force within the said Division from the date of the publication
hereof :-
BY-LAW No. 24.
FOR REGULATING THE *SANITARY ARRANGEMENTS ,  AS WELL AS THE
DISPOSAL AND COLLECTION OF NIGHTSOIL, IN BooNAH AND OTHER
CENTRES OF  POPULATION.
Pan closets.
1. The owner or occupier of any premises within any proclaimed area
shall cause a pan closet to be provided for such premises, and no such
pan shall exceed a holding capacity of five gallons. Every such closet
shall be furnished with a movable receptacle for all faecal matter, and
with suitable means or apparatus for the frequent and effectual applica-
tion of dry earth or other suitable absorbent and deodorant to such
matter.
Clcansimg of closets.
2. The occupier of any premises shall, once at least in every week,
cause to be properly cleansed every closet belonging to such premises.
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License.
3. No person shall exercise the calling of a public nightman within
any proclaimed area without '  first having obtained from the Board a
license in the form of Schedule B hereto. Fees and charges to be
arranged  with  the Board.
Hours for cleaning.
4. No person shall empty or begin to empty any privy or take away
any nightsoil from any house or premises within any proe'aimed area
except batween the hours of eleven at night and five in the morning.
Vehicle used.
5. No dray or vehicle shall be used in the removal of nightsoil unless
approved of by the Chairman of the Board.
Nightsoil  to  be daily buried.
6. Every nightman shall bury all nightsoil collected by him within
twelve hours of collection.
Removal of nightsoil.
7. The Board shall always have a licensed nightman who shall be
obliged to remove nightsoil when required at the expense of the occupier
and at a rate arranged by the Board. and, in case of occasion requiring,
the Chairman to have power to appoint a temporary nightman.
Nightsoil.
8. All nigltsoil or any other obnoxious substance likely to create a
nuisance shall be deposited by the' licensed nightman where directed by
the overseer, and at  a sufficient  depth to allow it to be covered by not
less than two feet of soil.
Penalty.
9. Every person who shall be guilty  of an offence against  any of the
provisions of the foregoing By-law shall be liable to a penalty for every
such offence not exceeding fi%e pounds.
SCHEDULE B.
This is to cer' ify that , of , in the , is
licensed to exercise and perform all or any of the duties of a public
nightman, under the authority of this By-law.
Chairman.
Certificate.
The foregoing By-law was passed by the Board of the Division of
Goolman on the fifth day of June ,  1897, at a special meeting called for
that purpose  ;  the said By-law was duly published in accordance with
the provisions  of  "The  Divisional Boards  Act of  1887,"  and was
confirmed at a subsequent special meeting of the  said  Board on the
third day  of July, 1897.
A. MOFFAT,  Chairman.
AMOUNT.
Home Secretary ' s Office ,  Brisbane ,  30th July, 1897.
THE following General Abstract,  showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of The London Bank of Australia ,  Limited,
within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the let April to 30th June,
1897 ,  is published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council  4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER , Under  Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES  and ASSETS  of THE LONDON. BANK OF AUSTRALIA, LIMITED, within
the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the let April to 30th June, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation  ,., Not bearing  Interest  ... ... ..f Bearing Interest  ... ... ...
Bills in  Circulation
Not  bearing Inte re st  ... ... ...
Bearing  Interest  ... ... ...
TOTAL.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
260 1 3
Balances  clue to other  Banks  .. .. ... ... ... ...
Deposits ,,,
Not  bearing Interest  ... 34,804 7 1Bearing Interest .•• .•. 63,922 0 0
Total Amount of  Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the Quarter ended 30th June, 1897
Rate of the Last. Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... ...
Amoant of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... ...
Coined Gold  and Silver and other Coined Metals  ( including Treasury  Notes, £4,079) • ...
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and U ills of other Banks ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks  ... ... ... . .
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes, Bills of Exchange, ..and all Stock-"*,
and Funded Debts of every Description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bills ,  and Balances due to
the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets ... ... ... ... ... £451,97416 4
J. J. BOOTY,  Manager.
W. H. DALZELL, Accountant.
I, John Joseph Booty, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract  is a true  and faithful
Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified; and that the  same was made up
from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this thirtieth day of July, 1897. J. J. BOOTY.
L. JAGGAE,  Justice of the ' P.eace.
Home Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1897.
THE following Return of the Benevolent  Asylum at Dunwich is
published  in pursuance of the Regulations  for the  management
of that institution.
W.  11. RYDER, Under Secretary.
[31ST JULY, 1897.
RETURN  POE TUB WEEK BISDED  24TH DAY OF JULY, 11817.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum at date
of previous Report ... ... ... ... 896
Number since admitted ... ... ... ... 5
Number returned from  leave ... ... 7
908
Number discharged ... ... 2
Number died .. ... 3
Number  absent on leave ... 4
9
Number remaining at date  hereof ... ... 899
Admissions  during  the week :
Charles Thompson, 78, labourer, from St. George ; last two years
droving at St. George, and inmate of the hospital there.
George Burbidge, 50, labourer, from Mackay ; last two years
working at  Charters Towers, and laid-up at Mackay.
James Stewart , 72, labourer, from Longreach ; last two years at
Longreach,  and inmate  of the hospital there.
George Riddle, 75, labourer, from St. George;  last two years
about St. George, and inmate of the hospital there.
James Perkins ,  58, labourer ,  from Bundaberg ;  last two years
working near Bundaberg, and inmate of the hospital there.
Discharged during the  week:
Cornelius Lenehan, 56; admitted 24th December, 1896.
Emma Foley, 53; admitted 9th February, 1883;  sent to
Reception House. Beath s during the week :
Frederick Hermann, 81; admitted 14th May, 1891.
Robert Henderson, 77; admitted 26th August, 1890.
Margaretta Reitz, 56; admitted 16th March, 1897.
P. SMITH) Medical Superintendent.
98,726 7 1
£98,986 8 4
1,418,845 0 0
TOTAL.
£  a. d. • £ s. d.
32,810 11 5
1,962 14 8
66,104 12 7
2,182 2 3
140 6 11
348,774 8 6
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Home Secretary ' s Office, Brisbane ,  30th July, 1897.
THE fo ll owing  General Abstract ,  showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of The Bank of Australasia ,  within the
J- Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 5th April to 28th June ,  1897, is
published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL  ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the  LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of TEE  BANS  OF AUSTRALASIA,  within the Colony of
Queensland ,  taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 5th April to 28th June, 1897.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT .  TOTAL.
,{!,,  s. d. - £ s. d.
Notes in Circulation
( Not bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ..  1,473 0 0
Bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .........
Bills in Circulation (r'ot bearinglnterest  ... ... ... ... ...  4,76916 11Bearing Interest ... ...
Deposits ,,, Not bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  465,918 10 6t  Bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  356,473 6 10 822,391 17  4
Total Average Liabili ties  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £828,634 14 3
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date  ... ... ... ...
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders  ... ... ...
Amount of the Last Dividend declared  ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ...
... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
ASSETS .  AMOUNT.
1,600,000 0 0
5 per cent. per annum
40,000 0 0
812,621 0 0
TOTAL.
£ a.  d. £ s. d.
Coined  Gold  and Silver and other Coined Metals  ... ... ... ... ... ... .........  270,677 15 6
Treasury Notes  .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .........  31,215 13 10
Gold and Silver in Bul lion or Bars ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... 18,642 3 7
Stamp Account  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ........ .  765 4 5
Landed Property  ... ... ... ... ... ... .. ... .........  34,232 0 8
Notes and Bills of other Banks  ... ... ... ... ... .........  6,095 0 8
Balances due from other Banks  .. .. ... ......... .........
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes, Bi ll s of Exchange ,  and all Stock ,
and Funded Debts of every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bills, and Balances due to 925,092 18 8
the said Bank from other Banks
Total Average Assets  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £ 1,286,720 17 4
E. T. COOPER,  Manager.
OLRIC SHAW ,  Acting Accountant.
I, Ernest Theopbilus Cooper ,  make oath that ,  to the best of my knowledge and belief ,  the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful
Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above Bank during the period specified ;  and that the same was made up
from the Weekly Statements thereof ,  kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
Sworn before  me, at  Brisbane,  this twentieth day of July, 1897.
HERBERT HASSALL,  Justice of the Peace.
E. T. COOPER ,  Manager at Brisbane.
Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.THE following General Abstract ,  showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of The Union Bank of Australia ,  Limited,within the Colony  of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 5th April to 28th June, 1897,
is published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT  showing the Average Amount of  the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE  UNION  BANK OF AUSTRALIA ,  LIMITED, within
the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from  the several  Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from  the 5th April to 28th June, 1897.
LIABILITIES .  AMOUNT. TOTAL.
£  a. d. £ a. d.
Notes in Circulation Not  bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ...  3,615 0 0
..'  ? Bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .........
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2,491 3 6Bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .........
Balance due to other Banks  ...  Nil... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... e
Deposits  ... .,, Not bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ...  430,083 5 7Bearing Interest  ... ... ...  501,241 13 9 931,324 19  4
Total Amount of Liabilities  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £937,431 2 10
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1,500,000 0 0
Rate of the Last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  5 per cent.
Amount of the Last Half -yearly Dividend and Bonus declared  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  37,500 0 0
Amount of the Reserved  Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... ... ... ... ... 811,988 12 4
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THE UNION BANS  OF AUSTRALIA,  LIMITED-continued.
ASSETS.  AMouz i.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ... ... ... ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Treasury Notes ... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property .., ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks  ... ... ... ... ... .. ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes, Bills of Exchange, and all
Stock and Funded Debts of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
[31ST JULY, 1897.
TOTAL.
£ s. d.
187,684 10 1
20,519 12 4
60,160 0 0
70,515 8 0
4,685 12 2
1,177 5 5
1,392,017 15 9
£1,736,760 3 9
• ALFD. H. CHAMBERS, Manager.
R. M. BELL, Accountant.
I, Alfred Henry Chambers, make oath that, to the best, of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Ahst a,,t is a true and faithfA
Accoui.t of the Average Amount of Assets an I liabilities of the above Bank during the period a ecified; and that the sam, was made up
from the Weekly  Statements  thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
ALFD. H. CHAMBERS.
Sworn before me, at  Brisbane, this twenty-third day of July, 1897.
S. B. CAMERON, Justice of the Peace.
Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.
T
HE  following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of The Royal Bank of Queensland, Limited,
within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st April to 30th June,
1897, is published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE ROYAL BANK OF QUEENSLAND, LIMITED,
within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st April to 30th
June, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation ... 31Not bearing Interest ... ... ... ... ...Bearing Interest  ... ... ... ...
Bills in Circulation ,,, Not bearing Interest ...  ... ... ...Bearing ng Interest ...
Balances  due to other Banks ... ... ... ... ...
f Not bearing Interest  ... ... ...itD s ,,, ..,epos Z Bearing Interest
Deposits, Government,  bearing interest  ... ... ...
Treasury  Note Account ... ... ... ...
AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
210,948 4 0
328,478 15 7
TOTAL.
£ s. d.
327 5 10
7,040 15 10
539,426 19  7
120,000 0 0
26,666 13 4
Total Amount of Liabi li ties  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £693,461 14 7
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ... ... ...
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ...
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ...
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the timo of declaring such Dividend...
404,306 0 0
22 per cent. per annum
5,156 5 0
38,319 17 8
ASSETS. AMOUNT. TOTAL.
£ s. d.  £ s. d.
Coined Gold  and Silver and other  Coined  Metals  ... ... ... ... ... 54,976 4 2
Treasury Notes on hand ... ... ... ... .. 30,972 15 5
Gold and  Silver in Bullion and Bars  ... ... ... ... ... 48,2A4 15 7
Government Securities  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 31,405 0 0
Landed Property  ... ... ... ... ... 57,428 8 0
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 114 3 1
Balances due from other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 54,193 5 10
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes, Bills  of Exchange, and all
Stock and Funded Debts of every description ,  excepting Notes and BalancesBills 872,449 4 8, ,
due to the said Bank from other Banks l
Total Amount of Assets  ... ... ... £1,149,823 16 9
Brisbane, 26th July, 1897. A. MACINTOSH, General Manager.
R. RYLAND, Branch Accountant.
I, Alexander Macintosh,  make  oath that, to the beat of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful
Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified; and that the same was made up
from the Weekly  Statements  thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the colony of New
South Wales, 4 Victoria No. 13.
A. MACINTOSH.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this twenty-sixth day of July, 1897.
JAS. ALLAN, Justice  of the Peace.
45
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Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.THE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of The Bank of North Queensland, Limited,within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 31st March to 30th June,
1897, is published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL  ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE BANS OF NORTH QUEENSLAND, LIMITED, within
the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from -the 31st March to 30th June, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation (
Not bearing Interest ... ...
Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest ... ...f Bearing Interest ... ...
Balances due to other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .........
Deposits ... Not bearing Interest _.: ... ... ... ... ... 68,791 12 8Bearing Interest 91,638 15 2
11,458 10 6
1,426 2 9
160,430 7 10
80,230 15  5
Deposits , Government (
Bearing Interest , Treasury Note Account .. . .. ... .. . 30,230 15 5
Bearing Interest , Fixed Deposit Account ... 50,000 0 0
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £253,545 16 6
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ... ... ... ... ... 200,000 0 0
Rate of the Last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 per cent. per annum.
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6,237 2 3
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at date ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 9,368 14 2
ASSETS. AMOUNT. TOTAL.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... 15,469 5 4
Gold and Silver in Bullion and Bars ... ... ... ... ... .., ... ... ......... 3,651 14 0
Government Treasury Notes ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... 7,801 13 10
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... 12,096 10 11
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... 14,956 9 1
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes, Bills of Exchange, and all
Stock and Funded Debts of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances 368,605 17 9
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount  of Assets ... ... £422,581 10 11
D. MACDIARMID, General Manager.
Brisbane, 27th July, 1897. H. W. LOVE, Acting Accountant.
I, Duncan MacDiarmid, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful
Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified; and that the same was made up
from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South
Wales, 4  Victoria No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane , this twenty- seventh  day of July, 1897.
DAVID BENJAMIN,  Justice of the Peace.
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
jj Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid for such information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed all or any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey,
that were stabbed at that place on the said night ; and that a
Free Pardon be given to any person concerned in the crime, not being
the principal offender, who may give such information.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the morning of the 25th of
December, 1896; also that a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the crime, not being the principal offender, who shall give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
A
N  Office for the  transaction of all business connected  with the
above is now open in a portion of the Ports and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted  by the  Assistant Immigration Agents
D. MACDIARMID.
at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns in the Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers in charge, stating the class of men required, the.work to be
done, and the wages offered ; and applicants seeking work should
personally register their names and addresses.
Information respecting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district is always obtainable at the Head Office.
J. O'N. BRENAN, Officer in Charge.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane,  22nd  July, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
DAVID WATKINS, a Minister of the Presbyterian Denomination,
residing at Gladstone, in the Registry District of Gladstone, has been
duly registered as a Minister of Religion authorised to celebrate
Marriages in the colony of Queensland, under the provisions of
The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1897.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
JEREMIAH HEALY, a Minister of the Roman Catholic Denomina-
tion, residing at Bundaberg, in the Registry District of Bundaberg,
has been duly registered as a Minister of Religion authorised to cele-
brate Marriages, in the colony of Queensland, under the provisions
of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T.- BLAKENEY, Registrar-General.
TOTAL.
£ s. d.
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Estate I Particulars of Will orclaimed to be
otherwise.transmitted.
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.NOTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinaftermentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and any  person desiring  to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or
before the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central or
Northern District, in which  case  the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton or Townsville.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death. Name of  Claimant.
1891.
George Downes ,  late of Box 12 May
Vale  Farm, Gowrie Junc-
tion, near  Toowoomba,
farmer
1891.
George Downes aforesaid  ...  12 May
1892.
James Waterston ,  late of 1 Jan.
Winton, stockman
1897.
Patrick Long, late of 21 Jan.
Teneriife ,  Brisbane, la-
bourer
Fre derick MOy er  (otherwise
Myer ),  late of Gayndah,
freeholder
Richard Dewhurst, late of
Mount Morgan
1883.
18 June
1892.
14 April
1897.
Henry Harris ,  late of Cook -  18 Jan.
town ,  late inspector of
maintenance ,  Queensland
Railway Department
The Honourable William
Thornton ,  late of Kan-
garoo Point ,  Brisbane,
gentleman
Mary Ann Downes, de-
ceased ,  widow of the said
George Downes
George William Rogers, of
Pittsworth,  farmer ;
George Edward Downes,
of Chinchilla,  labourer ;
John Downes Jordan and
Florence Rosa Downes,
grandchildren ofdeceased
Mary Waterston ,  of Paisley,
in the county of  Renfrew,
Scotland, widow
Ellen Long ,  of the same
place, widow of deceased
Christina M8yer, of the
same place ,  widow of
deceased
The Curator  of Intestate
Estates
Catharine Harris, of the
Coen,  near Cooktown,
widow of deceased
1884.
28 June Henry  Palmer Abbott, of
Brisbane,  bank inspector,
and the late  Robert Little,
of the same place ,  gentle-
man
Registrar of Titles '  Office, Brisbane ,  31st  July, 1897.
Description and Situation of Land.
[31ST JULY, 1897.
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
1897.
Will dated 2 April, 7 Sept.
1883
1807,
in Will dated 2 April, 7 Sept.
1883
1897.
Will dated 11  Septem- 7 Sept.
her, 1891
1897.
Letters of Administra -  7 Sept.
tion
1897.
Will dated  30 Decem- 14 Sept.
her, 1880
Fee-simple ,.. Order of Supreme
Court dated 4 April,
1895
1897.
10 Sept.
1897.
Fee-simple  ...  Will dated 17 April ,  24 Sept.
1890
1897.
Fee-simple  ..  Will dated 18 Novem- 17 Sept.
ber, 1879,  and a Codicil
thereto dated 26 Octo-
ber, 1883
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY  TRANSFER  NOTICE.
T KE NOTICE,  that applications have been made  to bring the  Lands described below under the provisions of the Real P ro perty Acts of
1861 and 1877 .  Any person  desiring  to oppose will require to lodge, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of the said Acts,
on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land. Name  of Applicant.
Portions 218 to 225 ,  county of Aubigny, Life estate
parish of Gowrie
Portions 218 to 225,  county of  Aubigny,  Fee-simple
parish of Gowrie remainder
Subdivisions 30 and 31 of suburban allot- Fee-simple
ments 8 and 9 of section  185, county of
March ,  parish of Maryborough
Subdivision 319 of allotment 3 and subdivi -  Fee-simple
sion 25  of section 4 of suburban allotment
9, county of  Stanley ,  parish of Bulimba
Portions 28, 29,  30, and 31, county  of Bowen ,  Fee-simple
parish of Taughboyne
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
Allotment 1  of section 42, town of  Clermont
NORTHERN DISTRICT.
Allotments 9 and 10 of section 47, town of
Cooktown
Allotment 11 of section 56,  town of Bowen ,,.
EXPENDITURE.
Subdivisions 24 to 27 of section 1 of suburban allotment 67, at Walter Bruce, of Toowoomba... ... ... 7th October, 1897.
Drayton Swamp, county of Aubigny, parish of Drayton
Allotment 10 of section 22, town of Warwick ... ... ... ... Eliza Miles, wife of Thomas Miles, of War- 7th September, 1897.
Allotment  5 of section 63, town of Rockhampton
wick ,  storekeeper
... Mary Schmidt, of Rockhampton, widow ... 10th September, 1897.
Registrar of Titles' Office, Brisbane ,  31st July, 1897 .  J. O. BOURNE ,  Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles '  Office,
Brisbane , 31st July, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that Iintend, on or  after the  21st August,1897, in conformity wit  the 117th  section  of the  " Deal
Property Act of  1861,"  to issue, in the name  of Harriet Aldham,
as tenant  for life, a provisional Certificate of Title for resubdivision 2
of subdivision B of portion 38, county of Stanley, parish of Burnett,
in place of Certificate of Title No. 129540, volume 814 , folio  30, which
was lost in  the flood of 1893.
J. O. BOURNE , Registrar of Titles.
DIVISION OF INGLEWOOD.
STATEMEN T OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
DIVISIONAL BOARD OF INGLEWOOD from the 1st January to the
30th June, 1897, inclusive; prepared and published in terms of Clause
233 of  "The Divisional Boards Act of  1887.
1897.  RECEIPTS . s. d.  .9  s. d.
To Balance Divisional Fund in the Q. N. Bank,
Warwick  ... ... ... ... ... ...  341 12 6
General Rates Received ... ... ... ... 126 13 11
„ Rent for Divisional  Hall ... ... .,. ... 2 0 0
Forfeited  Deposit  ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 4 6
„ Fees for Licensed Gates ... ... 1 5 0
„ Government Endowment  on General Rates
Received ... .. ... ... 84 0 0
By Contingencies
Salaries  ... ... ... ...
Stationery
Cleaning Hall
Law Expenses and Petty Cash
General Expenses ...
Exchange ... ... ... ...
Works and Repairs-
Warwick Road ... ...
Goondiwindi Road ... ...
Texas Road ... ...
Canning Creek Road ... ...
Bonshaw Road  .. ... ...
Inglewood  Bridge ... ...
Whetstone Bridge
Balance-
Q. N. Bank ...
Cash on hand
Date within which  a Caveat
may be Lodged.
.£  &  d. £ s. d.
... ... 65 0 0
1 15 3
... 2 1 8
2 14 0
21 1 9
0 8 6
13 7 0
6 14. 0
22 0 0
20 16 0
6 0 0
1 0 0
17 10 0
93 1 2
87 7 0
... 373 14 6
1 13 3
375 7 9
£555 15 11
J. P. SUTHERLAND, Clerk. R. McLEOD, Chairman.
We, the  undersigned ,  hereby certify that  we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by  the Divisional Board of
Inglewood ,  and that the above Statement corresponds  herewith.
A. COWEN, Auditors.Inglewood ,  1st July ,  1897. J. W. ARCHBALD, 1
£555 15 11  1616 23s.
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DIVISION  OF WANGARATTA.
STATEMENT  OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of theDIVISIONAL BOARD OF WANOAR TTA for the Half -year ended
30th June, 1897; prepared and published in terms of  "  The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887.
1st January-  RECEIPTS.
To Balances in A. J. S. Bank, Limited-
£  8.  d.
General Account ... ... ... ... ... ...  554 3 0
Trust Account ... ... ... ... ... 50 0 0
General Rates .. .. ... ... ... ... ... 79 12 1
„ Government  Endowment  ... ... ... ... ... 351 4 4
Hall Rent ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 0 0
„ Licenses  .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
EXPENDITURE.
By Advertising  and Printing ... ...
Law Expenses ... ...
Incidental Expenses ...
Loan Redemption ...
„ Interest on Loan ...
„ Insurance ... ...
„ Office Furniture .. ,, .., ... .,,
„  Divisional Hall . ... ... ... ...
Stationery  and Petty Cash  ... ... ... ...
Botanical Reserve  ... ... ... ... ...
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
,  Plant ... ... ... ... ... ...
Public Roads . ... ...
Balance, A. J. S. Bank, Limited, General Account
„ Trust Account ... ... ... ... ... ...
A. M. BARTON, Clerk  of the Board.
X1,041 19 5
14 3 8
0 14 0
8 7 0
35 14 8
42 5 4
13 2 6
0 7 6
3 14 6
10 18 0
25 0 0
75 7 0
37 4 1
333 5 7
391 15 7
50 0 0
X1,041 19 5
F. WATSON, Chairman.
We, the undersigned ,  certify that we have examined all the Books
and Accounts and Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of Wangaratta,
and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Bowen,  10th July, 1897.
J. E. SMITH, Auditors.R. M. SMITH, }
RATE MADE FOR 1897-A  General Rate  of %d.  in the £.
APPROXIMATE STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND
LIABILITIES  ON 30TH JUNE, 1897.
ASSETS.
Plant  ... ... ... ... ...
Divisional Hall ...
Office Furniture ...
Arrears of Rates ...
Balances, A. J. S. Bank, Limited--
General Account ... ... ...
Trust Account ... ... ... ...
LIABILITIES.
Government  Loan  ... ... ... ...
Outstanding  Accounts ... ... ...
Balance  ...  ...  ... ... ...
A. M. BARTON, Clerk of the Board.
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X  8.  d.
... 200 0 0
... 1,100 0 0
... 92 0 0
... 160 0 0
391 15 7
50 0 0
X1,99315 7
... 809 11 0
.•. ... ... 90 0 0
... ... ... 1,094 4 7
,X1,993 15 7
F. WATSON, Chairman.
31s. 6d.
METROPOLITAN TRANSIT FUND.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of THEMETROPOLITAN TRANSIT  C OMMISSIONERS  from 1st July ,  1896, to
30th June, 1897.
RECEIPTS.
To Balance at Royal Bank ...
„ Omnibus Fees ...
Cab, Car, and Wagonette Fees ...
Dray Fees ... ... ...
' Fees ...Drivers
Other Receipts ...
Fines, &c.
' Fees,,  Conductors
EXPENDITURE.
By Commissioners '  Remuneration  ... ... ...
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Rent ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Printing and Stationery
Advertising .. ... ... ... ... ...
Petty Disbursements  ... ... ... ... ...
Contingencies  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Legal Expenses  ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...„ Uniform, &c. ... ...
Interest on Overdraft ,  De cember, 1896 ... ...
Balance at Royal Bank  ... ... ... ...
X s. d.
18 13 8
512 19 0
402 2 0
88 11 0
141 5 6
2 11 3
81 2 0
9 1 0
X1,256 5 5
178 0
802 16
55 0
19 7
16 19
20 0
34 10
9 916 11
0 3
103 7
X1,256 5 5
JOHN A. CLARK,  Chairman.
I hereby certify that all Books, Accounts, and Vouchers kept by
the Metropolitan  Transit Commissioners have been examined by an
Inspector from this Department, and that the above Statement of the
Receipts and Expenditure from 1st July, 1896, to 30th June, 1897, is
corrrect.
Brisbane , 26th July, 1897.  B. DESHON,  Auditor- General.
1604 18s.
[31ST JULY, 1897.
DIVISION OF BANANA.
LTATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE for the
1IJJ Six Months ended 30th June, 1897.
1897.  RECEIPTS.
1st January- £ t. d.
To Balance ,  Commercial  Bank, Rockhampton ... ... 552 4 3
30th June-
To Endowment, Rates 1896 ... ... ... ... 134 13 4
„ Licensed Gate Fees ... ... ... ... ... ...  19 0 0
„ Rent  of Hall  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 10 0
Rates  ... ... ... ... ... . ... ... ... 107 9 9
30th June-
By Contingencies-
EXPENDITURE.
X813 17 4
Banana Dam  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1 0 0
Advertising .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 15 3
Wages, Road Party ... ... ... ... ... ...  160 7 0
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  27 10 0
General Expenses  ... ... ... ... ... ...  17 8 8
Allowance  to Chairman  ... ... ... ... ...  10 0 0
Auditors'  Fees  ... ... ... ... ...  2 2 0
Plant  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  15 13 6
Balan ce, Commercial Bank ,  Rockhampton  ... ...  574 0 11
£813 17 .4
DAVID MARTIN,  Clerk. E. T. HORNER ,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned ,  hereby certify that  we have examined all
Books of Accounts kept by the Divisional Board of  Banana,  and that
the above Statement corresponds therewith.
1569
FRANK G. COLLINS, IAuditors.CHARLES HOUSE,
16s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended to apply to the
Parliament of Queensland, in the present session thereof,
for a Bill to enable Priscilla Romberg, of Charters Towers, in the
colony of Queensland, widow, Samuel Hattersley Ineson, of Charters
Towers aforesaid, sharebroker, and Robert Meadowcroft Joseph, of
Charters Towers aforesaid, miner, the Trustees of the Will and Codicil
of John Romberg, of Charters Towers aforesaid, freeholder, deceased,
and the Trustees or Trustee for the time being of the said Will and
Codicil, to sell and dispose of, either free from or subject  to existing
charges and encumbrances, and to mortgage, charge, encumber, or
demise all the lands, tenements, and hereditaments devised by the
Will and Codicil of the said John Romberg, deceased, and to enable
the said Priscilla Romberg, Samuel Hatterslcy Ineson, and Robert
Meadowcroft Joseph, as Trustees of the said Will and Codicil, and
other the Trustees or Trustee for the time being of the said Will and
Codicil, to receive and invest the proceeds of such  sale or  disposal and
any fine or premium received upon any such demise, and any other
moneys forming part of the estate of the said  deceased , with power to
sell and dispose of any shares, bonds, or debentures received as part
or whole consideration for any  such sale or demise , and to hold such
investments and the annual income thereof upon the trusts declared
by the said Will and Codicil of and  concerning  the lands, tenements,
and hereditaments which may be so sold, disposed of, or demised, and
to confer upon the said Priscilla Romberg, Samuel Hattersley  Ineson,
and Robert Meadowcroft Joseph, and other the Trustees or Trustee
for the time being of the said Will and Codicil, all proper and
necessary powers for carrying out the objects of the said Bill.
Dated this first day of July, 1897.
'. MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for the said Priscilla Romberg, Samuel Hattersley Ineson,
1404
and Robert Meadowcroft Joseph,
Gill street, Charters Towers.
18s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby  given, that it is intended during the present
session  of the Par li ament of Queensland to apply for leave to
bring in a Bill to enable and empower The Charters Towers Gas,
Coke, Coal ,  and Light  Company,  Limited ,  incorporated under the
provisions  of  "The Companies Act  1863," to manufacture ,  sell, and
supply gas or other means of pub li c and private lighting, whether
by the manufacture of gas or of electricity ,  or any other methods, and
to manufacture ,  render saleable, and deal in coke ,  coal, tar ,  pitch,
asphaltum ,  ammoniacal  liquor,  and all residual products obtained in
the manufacture of gas or in the production of any other means of
lighting at and to the inhabitants of Charters Towers and other places
in Queensland ,  and to generally empower the said Company to obtain,
construct, and maintain all works and appliances ,  acquire all lands,
and to do all such acts and things as may be deemed necessary in and
about the manufacture ,  sale, and supply aforesaid, and to undertake
and carry into effect any other pro cesses for lighting towns and
buildings which it may be found advantageous to adopt, and the
doing of all such other things as are incidental or conducive to the
attainment of the above objects.
Dated this  twenty-first day of  July, 1897.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors  to The Charters  Towers  Gas, Coke,  Coal, and
1534
Light Company, Limited,
Gill street,  Charters Towers.
13s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against James  Arthur Allen,
of Red Hill, Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, accountant,
by himself.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said James Arthur Allen be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent , and'that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General  Meeting
of the creditors of the said  James  Arthur Allen, for the election of
a Trustee , be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Twelfth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said James Arthur Allen shall,
on the Tenth day of August, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences,  so far  as known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-eighth day of
July, 1897.
128.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of lQueensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
rn forma pauperis.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against James  Francis
Cooney, of Wynnum, in the colony of Queensland, builder, by
himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said James Francis Cooney be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said James Francis Cooney, for the election
of a Trustee , be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on
the Fifth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said James Francis Cooney shall,
on the Third day of August, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in  this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far  as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-third day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
HAROLD LILLEY,  Queen street, Brisbane,
13s. Solicitor  for the  Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE  CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Cornelius Kelly,
of Mackay, in the colony of Queensland, labourer, by the said
Cornelius Kelly.
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
U said Cornelius Kelly be and the is hereby adjudged insolvent
in forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Cornelius Kelly, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court on the Thirtieth day of July, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Cornelius
Kelly shall, on the Twenty-ninth day of July, 1897, at Townsville,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate state-
ment,  verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and
of the names  and residences ,  so far as  known, of his creditors, and
of the causes  of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the.Court this  nine teenth day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
F. C. MACNISH, Solicitor for Insolvent, Mackay.
Town Agents-UNMAC%, Fox, AND HOBBS, Townsville.
13s.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency Petition  against James  John Kitto, of
True  Blue, Croydon, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the
said James  John Kitto.
U
U PON  the hearing  of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said  James  John Kitto be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent
in forma  pauperis ,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting  of the creditors of the said  James  John Kitto, for the
election of a Trustee , be held at the Office of the  Registrar of this
Court on the Sixth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said James John Kitto
shall, on the Fifth day of August, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and  residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the
causes of  his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this nineteenth day of July,
1897.
By the' Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
M. O'MALLEY,  Solicitor  for Insolvent, Townsville.
12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Henry Crisp, of
Croydon, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the said Henry
Crisp.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Henry Crisp be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formic pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Henry Crisp,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court on the Sixth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Henry Crisp
shall, on the Fifth day of August, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences,  so far  as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of
his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this nineteenth day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
M. O'MALLEY, Solicitor for Insolvent, Townsville.
12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE  CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Richard Edmund
Mahony, of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland,
miner , by the said Richard Edmund Mahony.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said  Richard Edmund Mahony be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the Creditors of the said Insolvent, for the
election  of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Fifth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon . And it is further ordered that the said' Insolvent shall,
on the Fourth day of August, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and
residences, so far as  known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of _ the Court this twenty-first day of July
1897.
By the Court,
T: G. FRASER, Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor, Flinders street, Townsville.
Agent for F. MILFORD, Solicitor for Insolvent,
13s. 6d. Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,', Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
Mn. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against John Joseph O'Neill,
of Croydon, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the said John
Joseph O'Neill.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said John Joseph O'Neill be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in  forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said John Joseph
O'Neill, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court on- the Sixth day of August, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said John
Joseph O'Neill shall, on the Fifth day of August, 1897, at Townsville,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate state-
ment, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and
of the names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and
of the  causes  of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this nineteenth day of July,
1897.
By the Court.,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
M. O'MALLEY ,  Solicitor for Insolvent ,  Townsville.
12s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In , forma pauperis.
MR. Jc'sTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Thomas Smith, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the said
Thomas Smith.
LT PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that thesaid Thom s Smith be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent  in
formd pauperi•.s,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Thomas Smith, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, Principal Registry, Townsville, on the Thirtieth day of July,
1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is. further ordered
that the said Thomas Smith shall, on the Twenty-ninth day of July,
1897, at Townsville aforesaid, deliver to the Trustee in this  Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-first day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
UNMACK, Fox, AND HOBBS, Solicitors for Insolvent, Townsville.
Agents for W. F. R. BoYCE, Charters Towers.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Joseph Jenkinson, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland ,  engine-driver, by
the said Joseph Jenkinson.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition  this day,  it is ordered that the
V said Joseph Jenkinson be and lie is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formd pauperis ,  and that  Thomas George Fraser ,  Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Joseph Jenkinson ,  for the
election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, Principal Registry ,  Townsville ,  on the Thirtieth day of July,
1897 ,  at Eleven o 'clock in the forenoon .  And it is further ordered
that the said Joseph Jenkinson shall, on the Twenty-ninth day of July,
1897 ,  at  Townsville  aforesaid ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind ,  and of the names and residences ,  so far as
known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty -first day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER ,  Registrar.
UNMACS, Fox,  AND HOBBS ,  Solicitors for Insolvent ,  Townsville.
Agents for W. F .  R. BOYCE,  Charters Towers.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Townsville.
I v INSOLVENCY.
In ,forma' pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against James David
Robinson, of Charters Towers, in the colony  ofd Queensland,
miner,  by the said James David Robinson.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this clay,  it is  ordered that thesaid James David Robinson be and lie  is her by adjudged
insolvent  in formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George  Fraser,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General )'sleeting of the creditors of the said  Insolvent,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the  Registrar of
this Court on the Tenth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Insolvent  shall, on
the Ninth day of August, 1897. at Townsville, deliver to the  Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names  and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-third day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
E. J. FoRREST, Solicitor, Flinders street, Townsville.
12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Frederick Dixon,
of Croydon, in the colony of Qu -ensland,  miner ,  by the said
Frederick Dixon.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered  that the
J said Frederick Dixon be and he is hereby  adjudged insolvent,
and that Thomas George Fraser,  Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Frederick Dixon, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Sixth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it
is further ordered that the said Frederick Dixon shall, on the Fifth
day of August, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences, so far
as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-first day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
LYONS AND ROBINsoN, Solicitors for Insolvent, Croydon.
Town Agents-ROBERTS, LEII, AND BARNETT,
13s. Solicitors, Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against John Charles
Thomson, of Townsville, clerk, by the said John Charles Thomson,
in forma pauperis.
WEDNESDAY, THE TWENTY-FIRST DAY OF JULY, 1897.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said John Charles Thomson be and lie is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser,
Esquire, be  Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the said John
Charles Thomson, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office
of the Registrar of this Court on the Thirtieth day of July, 1897, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said John Charles Thomson shall, on the Twenty-ninth day of July,
1897, at Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate tt full, true,
and accurate  statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences , so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-second day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
G. C. SELWYN  SMITH, Solicitor for Insolvent, Townsville.
12s. 6d. -
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forsna pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against James Edward
Peters, of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland,
labourer, by the said James Edward Peters.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said James Edward Peters be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser,
Esquire , be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the said James
Edward Peters, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of
the Registrar of this Court, Principal Registry, Townsville, on the
Thirtieth day of July, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said James Edward Peters shall, on the
Twenty-ninth day of July, 1897, at Townsville aforesaid, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of
the causes  of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-first day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
UicMACK, Fox, AND HOBBS, Solicitors for Insolvent, Townsville.
Agents for W. F. R. BorcE, Charters Towers.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CIIrBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against John Reiorden,
of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the
said John Reiorden.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said John Rciorden be and lie is hereby adjudged  insolvent  in
forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of t ho creditors of the said John Reiorden, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Thirtieth day of July, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said John Reiorden
shall , on the Twenty-ninth day of July, 1897, at Townsville, deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full,  true, and accurate statement,
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verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the
causes  of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-first day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
UNMACK, Fox, AND HOBBS, Solicitors for Insolvent, Townsville.
Agents for W. F. R. BOYCE, Charters Towers.
13s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of George Hislop, of Wyalla, Bloomfield River,
in the colony of Queensland, planter and  grazier ,  trading as
" G. Hislop & Co.," insolvent.
O
N the Twenty-first day of July, 1897, a Certificate  of Discharge
was granted to George Hislop, of Wyalla, Bloomfield River,
in the colony of Queensland, planter  and grazier ,  trading as
"G. Hislop & Co.," adjudicated insolvent on the thirteenth day of
May, 1892.
T. G. FRASER,
Registrar.
ROBERTS , LEU, AND BARNETT,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
1593 Townsville. 9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of George Hunt the younger, of Roma, in the colony
of Queensland, butcher, an Insolvent.
V
N the First day of September, 1897, at Ten o'clock in the
forenoon, George Hunt  the  younger, of Roma, butcher,
adjudicated insolvent on the twenty-eighth day of February, 1894,
will apply to the Supreme Court of Queensland, at Brisbane, for a
Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of July, 1897.
W.M. GEO. MAYNE,
Solicitor, Roma.
By his Agents-
BOUCHARD AND HOLLAND, Solicitors, Brisbane.
1607 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In- the Matter of William Henry Ward, of Caboolture, in the colony
of Queensland, boot manufacturer, an Insolvent.
0
N the Twenty-fifth day of August, 1897, at Ten o'clock in the
forenoon, William Henry Ward, of Caboolture, in the colony
of Queensland, boot manufacturer, adjudicated insolvent on the
fourteenth day of May, 1897, will apply to the Supreme Court, at
Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated at  Brisbane this  twenty-ninth day of July, 1897.
1598
CROUCH AND DARVALL,
Solicitors for William Henry Ward,
Queen street, Brisbane.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forind pauperis.
In the Matter of Fredrick Garrett, of Halifax, compositor, an
Insolvent,  in forma pauperis.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a General Meeting of the Creditorsof the abovenamed Insolvent will be held at the  Office of the
Northern Age,  Halifax, on TUESDAY, the Seventeenth day of
August, at Four o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Business.-To  consider an offer of composition from the said
Insolvent.
Halifax, 23rd  July, 1897.
1613
A. CAMPBELL,  Trustee.
6s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland , Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation  by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by Michael Cahill, of
Rockhampton, in the colony of Queensland,  draper ,  trading as
"M. Cahill and Company."
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the aforesaid person has been summoned to be
held at the Offices of Messieurs Rees R. and Sydney Jones, solicitors,
Quay  street , Rockhampton, on the Ninth day of August, 1897, at
Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this twenty-first day of July, 1897.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Attorneys for the said Debtor, Quay street, Rockhampton.
Agents- REES  R. AND SYDNEY JONES, Solicitors,  Brisbane.L"1571 8e.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of  Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition  with Creditors, instituted by Charles lianaan, of
St. George , in the colony of Queensland, hawker.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to be
held at the  Office of Frederick William Taylor, solicitor, Grey street,
St. George , on the Seventeenth day of August, 1897.
Dated this  twenty-eighth day of July, 1897.
FREDERICK WILLIAM TAYLOR,
Attorney for the said Charles Kanaan, Grey street, St. George.
By his Town Agents-MORRIS  AND FLETCHER,
1606  Celtic Chambers, George street, Brisbane. 7s. 6d
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by Michael O'Gorman, of
Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland, civil servant.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to be
held at the Office  of Messieurs  Thynne and Macartney, Australian
Mutual Provident Chambers, Edward street, Brisbane, on TUESDAY,
the Tenth day of August, 1897, at Three o'clock in the afternoon
precisely.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of July, 1897.
1612
THYNNE AND MACARTNEY,
Solicitors for the Debtor,
A.M.P. Chambers, Edward street, Brisbane.
8s.
In the  Matter  of Alfred  Sands and  Son, of Fortitude Valley, in
Liquidation.
A SECOND  and Final  Dividend, of 4s. 312d. in the  £, is payablein the above Estate, on all claims  proved  and admitted, on
MONDAY, the Twenty-sixth day of July, 1897, at my Office, Edward
street, Brisbane.
mvina TXTTTT
1570
TE,
Trustee.
4s.
In the  Estate of  Daniel O'Connell Copley and Pierce Gould Copley,
in Liquidation.
A FIRST and Final Dividend, of 6s. 9d. in the £, has been
declared in the above Estate, and is now payable at my Office,
Roma.
THOMAS A. SPENCER, Trustee.
1572 2s. 6d.
In the Matter  of Walter Markwell, of  Brisbane , in Liquidation.
AFIRST and Final Dividend, at the rate of 4-,Id. inthe £, upon allproved an  admitted  claims, as  been declared in the above
Estate, and is now payable  at my Office.
All promissory  notes or  negotiable documents upon which proof has
been made must  be produced when applying for dividend.
THOS. WELSBY,
Trustee.
London Bank  Chambers,
Creek  street,  Brisbane,  22nd  July, 1897.
1565 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Will of Mary Pearse, formerly of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, and late of Narribri West, in the colony of P ew
South Wales, widow, deceased.
N
OTJCE is hereby given, that the Account of Queensland Trustees,
Limited, of  Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland, the Executors
in the abovenamed  Estate, from the twenty-ninth day of April, 1896,
to the twenty-first day of July, 1897, has this day been filed in my
Office, duly verified by Peter Arthur Blundell, the manager of the
said Queensland  Trustees, Limited. All parties claiming to be interested
in the said Estate are  at liberty to inspect the said Account, at my
Office in the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before TUESDAY,
the Fourteenth day of September next, and, if they think fit, to object
thereto. Notice  is also given , that -whether any objection is taken to
the said Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to
examine and  inquire into the said Account. Notice is further given,
that any person who may desire to object to the said Account, or
any item or items  therein, or the allowance to the Executors of a
commission  thereon, must before that day file in my Office a memo-
randum to that effect.
Dated at  Brisbane  this twenty-seventh day of July, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
W. H. WILSON  AND HEMMING,
Selborne  Chambers, Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors  for Queensland Trustees, Limited.
1601 13s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Will of John Christian Hornung (otherwise Johan Christian
Hornung), late of Main street, Kangaroo Point, Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, freeholder, deceased, and in the Trusts of
the Will of John Christian Hornung (otherwise Johan Christian
Hornung), late of Main street, Kangaroo Point, Brisbane afore-
said, freeholder, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Otto Henry Hooker
and Charles. Cox, the Executors and Trustees in and of the
abovenamed Estate, from the fifth day of January, 1896, to the Ninth
day of June, 1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified
by the said Otto Henry Hooker and Charles Cox, and that the said
Otto Henry Hocker and Charles Cox intend to apply to the Court for
an allowance of a commission on the income and proceeds of sales of
trust property received by them. All parties claiming  to be  interested
in the said Estate are at liberty to inspect the said Account, at my
Office, on or before the Seventh day of September next, and, if they
think fit, object thereto. Notice is also given, that whether any
objection is taken to the said Account or not I shall, after the afore-
said day, proceed to examine and inquire into the said Account.
Notice is further given, that any person who may desire to object to
the Account, or any item or items therein, or to the allowance of a
commission thereon to such Executors and Trustees, must' before that
day file in my Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-seventh day of July, 1897.
CROUCH AND DARVALL,
W. A. DOUGLAS,  Deputy Registrar.
Solicitors for Executors and Trustees,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1597 14s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Will of James Rolfe, late of Clermont, in the colony of Queens-
land, grazier, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Queensland Trustees,
Limited, the Administrators with the Will in the abovenamed
Estate, from the twenty-ninth day of April, 1896, to the twenty-first
day of July, 1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified
by Peter Arthur Blundell, the Manager of the said Queensland
Trustees, Limited. All parties claiming to be interested in the said
Estate are at liberty to inspect the said Account, at my Office in the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before TUESDAY, the Four-
teenth day of September next, and, if they think fit, to object thereto.
Notice is also given, that whether any objection is taken to the said
Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to examine and
inquire into the said Account. Notice is further given, that any person
who may desire to object to the said Account, or any item or items
therein, or the allowance to the Administrators of a commission thereon,
must before that day file in my Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of July, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MONAD,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Queensland Trustees, Limited.
1594 13s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Will of William Thomas Newman, late of Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, painter, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of George Arthur
Tinley, of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, accountant,
the Executor in the abovenamed estate, from the twenty-third day of
December, 1896, to the fourteenth  day  of July, 1897, has this
day been filed in my office, duly verified by the said George
Arthur Tinley. All parties claiming to be interested in the said
Estate are at liberty to inspect the said Account, at my Office in the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before THURSDAY, the
Second day of September next, and, if they think fit., to object
thereto. Notice is also given, that whether any objection is taken to
the said Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to
examine and inquire into the said Account. Notice is further given,
that any person who may desire to object to the said Account, or any
item or items therein, or the allowance to the Executor of a com-
mission thereon, must before that day file in my Office a memorandum
to that effect.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-sixth day of July, A.D. 1897.
W. H. WILSON AND HEMMING,
Selborne Chambers,
WILLM. BELL,  Registrar.
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
1599 Solicitors for the Executor. 13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will of William Gowans, late of Townsville, in the colony of
Queensland, merchant, deceased.
IN
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed William Gowans, deceased, may be granted to Jessie
Forrester Gowans (in the Will called Jessie F. (Iowans), formerly of
Perth, in the colony of Western Australia, storekeeper, but now of
Townsville, in the colony of Queensland, spinster, the sole Executrix
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named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twentieth day of July, 1897.
1580
EDWIN NORRIS AND SON,
Solicitors for the said Jessie Forrester Gowans,
Flinders street, Townsville.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Denis Maguire, late of Coorparoo, near
Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  baker ,  deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given,  that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable  Court that  Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed Denis Maguire ,  deceased ,  who died intestate,
may be granted to Peter Maguire ,  of Brisbane aforesaid ,  baker, the
lawfully constituted  Attorney  of Denis Maguire, senior ,  of Glen East
Garrison ,  in the county of Fermanah ,  in that part of the United
Kingdom call ed Ireland ,  tailor ,  the father and sole next -of-kin of
the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of July, 1897.
1588
O'SHEA AND O'SHEA,
Solicitors for the said  Peter Maguire,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of John Blyde, late of Dunellan Estate, South
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, photographer, deceased,
intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed John Blyde, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Georgina Blyde, of Moor street, Mackay, in the
colony of Queensland, the lawful widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this thirtieth day of July, A.D. 1897.
W. H. WILSON AND HEMMING,
1600
Solicitors for the said Georgina Blyde,
Selborne Chambers, Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
In the  Will' of  David Scott ,  late of Corinda ,  near Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, bank clerk ,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that ,  after the expiration of fourteendays from the date of the publication hereof ,  application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Wi ll  of the
abovenamed David Scott ,  deceased ,  may be granted to Bessie Raymond,
of Corinda aforesaid,  spinster,  the sole Executrix named in the said
Will. Any  person interested who desires to object to the application,
or to be heard upon it, may  file a caveat in the Registry at any time
before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-seventh day  of July,  A.D. 1897.
1605
JOHN GEORGE McGREGOR,
Solicitor for the said Bessie Raymond,
Queen street, Brisbane.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of George Riddell, late of Tambo, in the
colony of Queensland, auctioneer and estate agent, deceased,
intestate.
N
OTICE is  hereby  given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed George Riddell, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Elizabeth Riddell, of Tambo, in the said
colony, the lawful widow of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of July, A.D. 1897.
1602
J. NICOL ROBINSON,
Solicitor for the said Elizabeth Riddell,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Thomas  Gray,  late of Walloon, near Ipswich, in the
colony of Queensland, timber-getter, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed deceased may be granted to John Tobin, of Walloon,
near Ipswich, in the colony of Queensland, farmer, the sole Executor
named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a Caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated at Ipswich this twenty-seventh day of July, A.D. 1897.
1610
ROBERT McGILL,
Solicitor for the said Executor,
Greenham's Chambers,
Nicholas street, Ipswich.
8s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will of George Guiet, formerly of Leilavale Station, near
Cloncurry, in the colony of Queensland, labourer, but late an
inmate of the Townsville Hospital, Townsville, in the said colony,
deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed George Guist, deceased, may be granted to Jacob Leu, of
Townsville, in the colony of Queensland, solicitor, the sole Executor
named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may  file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-first day of July, 1897.
1591
ROBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
Solicitors for the Executor,
Denham street, Townsville.
9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the • Goods of John Stanley Parker, late of Brookfield, Lower
Burdekin, in the colony of Queensland, assistant sugar-boiler,
deceased, intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed John Stanley Parker, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Sarah Ann Cox, of Brookfield, Lower Burdekin,
in the said colony (wife of Harry Cox, of the same place, grazier),
the mother of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-first day of July, 1897.
1592
ROBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
Solicitors  for the  said Sarah Ann Cox,
Denham street ,  Townsvi lle.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of William Honor, late of Springside, near Pittsworth, in
the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the above-
named William Honor, deceased, may be granted to John Richardson,
of Lillydale, Springside, near Pittsworth aforesaid, farmer, one of the
Executors named in the said Will, reserving leave for William James
Peak, the other Executor named therein, who is at present residing
out of the jurisdiction of the said Honourable Court, to come in and
prove at any time hereafter. Any person interested who desires to
object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat
in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-third day of July, A.D. 1897.
HAMILTON AND WONDERLEY,
Solicitors for the said John Richardson,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
By-their Agents-HAMILTON AND GRAHAM,
1616 Solicitors, 57 Queen street, Brisbane. lOs.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Samuel Lawson, late of Stanthorpe, in the colony of
Queensland, saddler, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Samuel Lawson, deceased, may be granted to Catherine
Lawson, of Stanthorpe aforesaid, widow, the sole Executrix named in
the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the
application, or to, be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry
at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of July, A.D. 1897.
HAMILTON AND WONDERLEY,
Solicitors for the said Catherine Lawson,
Ruthven street, Toowoombs.
By their Agents-HAMILTON AND GRAHAM,
1617 Solicitors, 57 Queen street, Brisbane. 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Michael Nevin, late of Swan Creek, near
Warwick, in the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal estate
of the abovenamed Michael Nevin, deceased, who died intestate, may
be granted to Michael Patrick Nevin, of Swan Creek aforesaid, farmer,
one of the lawful sons of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-third day of July, 1897.
SAMUEL R. ROE,
Solicitor for the said Michael Patrick Nevin,
Palmerin street, Warwick.
Town Agents-SCHACHT AND COHEN,
1596 150 Queen street, Brisbane. 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Goods of Thomas Walter Turner, late of Charleston West, in
the colony of Queensland, miner, deceased, intestate.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed Thomas Walter Turner, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Philip Ernest Hodge, of Georgetown, in the said
colony, bank manager, the lawfully constituted Attorney of James
Francis Turner, of Yass, in the colony of New South Wales, inspector
of stock, Mary Lucretia Barber, wife of Robert Alfred Barber, of the
same place, grazier, and Alfred Devonshire Turner, of Forbes, in the
colony of New South Wales, civil servant, respectively, the brother,
sister, and brother and only next-of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated the twentieth day of July, 1897.
REGINALD S. WILLIAMS,
Solicitor. for the said Philip Ernest Hodge,
St. George street, Georgetown.
By his Agents-ROBERTS, LELT, AND BARNETT,
1590 Solicitors, Townsville. 9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Hans Heinrich Heinemann, late of Mount Cotton,  it).
the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Hans Heinrich Heinemann, deceased, may be granted to
Robert. Grieve, of Eight-mile Plains, near Brisbane, in the colony
aforesaid, gentleman, and Edward Heinemann, of Redland Bay, in
the colony aforesaid, farmer, the Executors named in the said Will.
Any person interested who desires to object to the application, or to
be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before
the grant is made.
Dated this thirtieth day of July, 1897.
J. NICOL ROBINSON,
Solicitor for the said Robert Grieve and Edward Heinemann,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1603 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Maria Brownjohn, late of Stanthorpe, in the colony of
Queensland, widow, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
l from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal
estate of the said Maria lrownjohn, with her Will, m-:y be granted to
Alfred James Brownjohn, of Stanthorpe, in the colony of Queensland,
farmer, the sole Legatee named in the said Will. Any person
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard
upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant
is made.
Dated this twenty-first day of July, A.D. 1897.
J. R. CURNOW,
Solicitor for the said Alfred James Brownjohn,
Warwick.
Town Agents-
FoxTOx AND HAVARD, Brisbane.
1581 98
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Francis Smith, late of Charters Towers, in the colony
of Queensland, miner, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days  from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Francis Smith, deceased, may be granted to John King,
of Charters Towers, in the colony of Qeeensland, dairyman, the sole
Executor named in the said Will. Any person interested who
desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a
caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-third day of July, 1897.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for the said John King,
Gill street, Charters Towers.
Agent-A. M. BEAUMONT,
1577  Solicitor ,  Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
9s.
In the  Estates of  John Middleton, late of Clermont ; Peter Lang,
late  of Cooktown; Peter McKay, late of Roma; Daniel Bradley,
late  of Black Springs  ; Ali Sang, late of Isibford ; and Robert
Miller , late of Clermont.
PURSUANT to  " The Intestacy Act  of 1877," all persons having
any claims against the Estates  of any of the abovenamed
deceased persons are to come in  and prove their debts, at my Office,
Public  Offices, George street, Brisbane ,  on or before  the First day
of October  next ,  or in  default they will be peremptorily excluded from
all benefits accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.
GILSON FOXTON,
Deputy Curator  of Intestate Estates.
1614 7s. 6d.
46
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STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDJTORS.
WILLIAM GEORGE HABBOTTLE, deceased, intestate.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the  "Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands  upon or against the
Estate of William George Harbottle, late of Rockhampton, in the
colony of Queensland, storekeeper, deceased, intestate, who died on
or about the tenth day of November, 1896, and of whose Estate
Administration was granted on the fifth day of April, 1897, to
Margaret Mary Harbottle, of Rockhampton, in the  said  colony, widow,
by the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton, are hereby
required to send in, in writing, particulars of their debts  or claims to
the said Administratrix, at the Office of the undersigned, her solicitors,
on or before MONDAY, the Thirtieth day of August, 1897. And
notice is hereby given, that after that day the Administratrix will
proceed to distribute  the assets  of the said  deceased amongst the
parties entitled thereto, having  regard  only to the claims of which
she shall then have had notice, and that she will not be liable, for
the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person  of whose
debt or claim she shall not then have had notice.
Dated this twentieth day of July, A.D. 1897.
1567
R. A. BRUMM AND GRANT,
Solicitors for the said Administratrix,
Denham  street, Rockhampton.
13s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be LEwis FLEG LTAIJB,  deceased.
P
URSUANT to the  "Trustees  and Incapacitated  Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that  all  creditors ,  beneficia ri es,
next -of-kin, and other  persons  having  any claims or demands upon
or against  the Estate of Lewis Flegeltaub,  late of Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, jeweller,  deceased , who died  on the twenty-
eighth day of May, 1897,  and of whose  Will Probate  was, on the
third day of July, 1897, granted by  the Supreme Court of Queensland
to Esther Flegeltaub, of Brisbane  afo re said , widow,  the sole Executrix
thereof,  are hereby  required  to send in particulars of their debts or
claims  to the said Executrix, at the Office of the  undersigned, her
solicitors , on or before the Tenth day  of September next. And notice
is also hereby given, that  after  that day the said  Executrix wi ll  pro -
ceed to distribute  the assets  of the said  deceased amongst -  the parties
entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which she shall
then have had notice, and that she will not be  liable, for the assets or
any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt  or claim
she shall not then have had notice.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of July, 1897.
1595
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Executrix.
12s.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Will of John Summerville, late of Kholo, near Ipswich,
farmer, deceased.
A
LL persons having any  claim against  the Estate of the above-
named deceased are requested to forward  particulars of same
to me on or before the Sixth day of August next.
Dated the twenty-seventh day of July, A.D. 1897.
1582
P. L. CARDEW,
Solicitor for the Executrix,
Ipswich.
5s.
(QUEENSLAND, TO WIT.)
In the Matter of  "The Companies Acts,  1863 to 1893," and in the
matter of the Queensland Coffee Company, Limited, in Liqui-
dation.
OTICE is hereby  given ,  pursuant  to section 132 of  " The Com-
panies Act  1863," that  a General Meeting  of the members of
the abovenamed Company will be held on the Thirty-first day of
August, 1897, at Four o'clock in the afternoon, at 139 Elizabeth street,
in order that there may be laid before the said Company  an account
showing the  manner in  which the winding-up has been conducted and
the property of the Company has been disposed of ; and in order that
the said Company may hear  any explanation  that may be given by the
Liquidator, and also in order that an Extraordinary Resolution may
be passed for determining  the manner  in which the books,  accounts,
and documents of the said Company and of the Liquidator shall be
disposed of.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of July, 1897.
ARTHUR PIXLEY,
Witness- Liquidator.
P. T. MCGLYNN,
1589 Clerk,  Brisbane . lOs. 6d.
LICENSED GATES NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that it is my intention to apply to theCalliope Divisional  Board for permission  to Erect Two Licensed
Public Gates on 7 and 8v,  eastern Boyne  road, the gates to be in
accordance with the  Divisional Boards Act.
GEORGE HICKSON.
1611 as.  6d.
(-31sT JULY, 1897. .
1
AM going to apply  to the Inglewood Divisional  Board for Licensed
Gate at Fourteen -m il e Reserve ,  on Texas -Stanthorpe Road, Terrica.
Run, 23rd July, 1897.
R. McLEOD.
1608 2s.
LEICHHARDT SOUTH MARSUPIAL BOARD.
ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
OWNERS of Stock  and Landholders  in the Marsupial District of
Leichhardt South are hereby  notified  that an Assessment (the
second for the cur rent year ),  of is. on every 20 head of Cattle and
• 100 Sheep  and  square mile of Unstocked Country, has been made
this day, in  accordance  with the provisions of  "The Marsupials
Destruction  Act of  1895," and is now  payable at the Board 's Office,
Springsure.
By Order,
R. M. C. MCLEAN, Clerk.
Springsure, 21st  July, 1897.
1583 6s.
T OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership lately subsisting
IN between us, the undersigned ,  John Wagner, Wi ll iam Rigga ll ,
Francis Grey Smith, William Cain, and Edward Bruce Learmonth,
carrying on business as station -holders and graziers at the Gumbardo
Station ,  in Queensland ,  has  bten  Dissolved  by mutual  consent so far
as regards  the said Edward Bruce Learmonth, who retires from the
firm.
As witness our hands this thirtieth day of June, 1897.
1578
JOHN WAGNER.
WM. RIGGALL.
F. G. SMITH.
WILLIAM CAIN.
E. B. LEAE&IONTH.
6s. 6d.
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.SUBSCRIPTION AND A VERTISING ATES
a. d.
Quarterly Subscription ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 0
(Postage  nil ,  if subscription begins from date of receipt
of order ; on back numbers, 3d. per week.)
Single copy ,  current year ,  6d.; previous years, I .; large-sized
at proportionally increased price. Postage, Id. additional.
ADVERTISING} RATES.
A uniform charge of 6d. a line for all advertisements.
Table matter charged 50 per cent ..  extra on first insertion only
and a proportional extra chtl,rge for very small -sized type.
HANSARD.  a. d.
Subscription for Session  ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 0
Orders must be accompanied by postage stamps  (not exceeding
5s.), money order ,  postal note ,  or cash ,  sufficient to cover cost.
Private  cheques will not be accepted.
Parcels forwarded to any address  by ship  or rail if so desired, _
the freight to be payable by consignee.
JUST PUBLISHED.THE LAW OF RIENDLY SOCIETIES IN QUEENSLAND, being a
Compendium of the existing Act and Regulations in force, with
a comprehensive Introduction, and Notes of English and Colonial
Cases decided up to May, 1896. By John L. Woolcock, B.A., and
George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law, Authors of "Act and Rules
relating to the District Court." Holland binding. Price 5s.; postage,4d. extra.
July, 1896. EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane ,  27th December, 1893.
ON SALE at the Government Printing  Office,  Wil liam street,
Brisbane  :-" Divisional Boards Acts ,  being the Acts relating to
Local Government outside the Bounda ries of Municipa lities ,"  with an
Int roduction ,  Notes ,  and Index , by John L. Woolcock, B.A. Derry
octavo,  400 pages .  Linen bound ,  5s.  6d.; paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Austra lian Colonies, 9d.
EDMUND GREGORY , Government Printer.
ON SALE, the "Act and Rules relating to the District Court, with
an Introduction, Notes, and Index," by John L. Wooleock, B.A.,
and George Scott, M.A., Barristers- at-law.
Price, 7s. 6d. full cloth ;  postage, 6d. extra.
Half -bound and interleaved ,  IN. 6d.; postage, 8d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
N
OW PUBLISHED, A Digest of the Statutory Criminal Law in
force in Queensland on the  first  day of January, 1896 (which it
is within the competence of the Parliament of Queensland to repeal or
amend ), with a Table of the Statutes, prepared by the Hon. Sir
Samuel Walker Griffith, G.C.M.G., Chief  Justice  of Queensland.
In 8vo royal. Bound in cloth, 15s. Posted, 15s. 7d.  Government
Printing Office, Brisbane..
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THE Government Printing Office has on Sale the following
Publications :-
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
" THE Q ,UIENSLAND  S TATUTES," revised by Alfred Pain and John
L. Woolcock,  B.A., Barristers -at-law ,  in five volumes, containing-
Vols.  1, 2, and 3--Pub li c and Private Acts to the end of the Session
of 1888 ;  also , Acts of the  Federal  Council of  Australasia.
Vol. 4-A  Selection of Imperial Statutes.
Vol.5-- Historical and Analytical Tables ,  and a comprehensive
Index of the above Volumes.
Full Calf, £7 79.; Half Calf, £6 6s.
Postage, 7s. 6d. extra.
Sessional  Acts of 1889, 15s. ; with postage, 15a. 6d.
) 7
1890, 15s. ; „ 15s. 6d.
1891, 25s. ; „ 259.9d.
1892,  25s.;  „ 25s. 10d.
1893, 25s. ; „ 25s. 8d.
1894, 32s.  6d.,  „ 33s. 6d.
„ 1895, 25s. ; „ 25s. 8d.
„ „ 1896, 25s. ; „ 25s. 9d.
With an Index and Tables showing the effect of Legislation subse-
quent to the publication of the Queensland Statutes, complete to date.
SEPARATE ACTS OF THE COLONY.
Price.
s. d.
Bills  of Sale Act, 1891 ... ... ... ...
Bills of  Sale Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ...
Brands  Act of 1872 Amendment Act, 1894 ... ...
Brisbane  Traffic Act of 1895 ... ...
Brisbane  Traffic Act Amendment Act, 1896 ...
Brisbane  Municipal Loan Act, 1896 ... ... ...
Bundaberg Harbour Boards Act of 1895
Carriers  Act (complete) ...
Cattle Slaughtering Act of 1877 .
Companies Acts and Rules (complete) ...
Courts of Conciliation Act of 1892 ... ,..
Crown Lands Act of 1895 ... ... ... ...
Customs Duties Act, 1896 ... ... ... ...
Defence Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... ...
Diseases  in Stock Act, 1896 ... ... ... ...
District Courts Act of 1891 ... ... ...
Divisional  Boards Act of 1887 ... ... ...
Elections Act (complete) ... ... ...
Electric Light and Power Act ... ... ...
Employers Liability Act of 1886 ... ...
Employers Liability Act of 1886 (Seamen)
Factories and Shops Act, 1896 ... ... ...
Foreign Companies Act of 1895 ... ... ...
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... ...
Gold Mines Drainage Act, 1896
Government Loan Act, 1896 ... ... ...
Government Savings Bank Acts Amendment Act, 1896
Harbour Boards  Act 'of 1892 ... ...
Harbour  Dues Act of 1892
Harbour  Dues Ant of 1893 ... ...
Harbour Dues  Act of 1895
Health  Act (complete)
Inebriates Institutions Act, 1896 ... ...
Impounding Acts (1863-65-67,and 1879), complete
Irrigation  Act of 1891 .. ... ...
Justices  Act of 1886 ... ... ... , ...
Licensing  Act of 1885 ... ... ... ... ...
Liquor Act of 1886 ... ... ...
Liquor Act of 1895 ... ... ...
Live Stock and Meat Export Act of 1895 ...
Mackay Harbour Boards Act, 1896 ... ... ...
Married Women's Property Act of 1890 ... ...
Marsupials  Destruction Act of 1895 ... ... ...
Masters  and Servants Act
Meat  and Dairy Produce Encouragement Act of 1893
Meat and  Dairy  Produce Encouragement  Act of 1895
Mercantile  Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... ...
Mineral Lands  Sale Act of 1894 ..
Native Birds  Protection Act (complete) ... ...
Navigation  Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ...
Pacific  Island  Labourers (Extension ) Act of 1892...
Pastoral Leases Extension  Act of 1892 ... ...
Pastoral Leases Extension  Act of.. 1892 Amendment
Act of 1894 ...
Pastoral Leases Extension  Act of 1895
Pearl-Shell and B eche-de-mer Fisheries Act of 1891
Pearl-Shell and Beche-de-Mer Fisheries Act Amend-
ment  Act of 1893 ... ... ... ... ...
Pearl-Shell  and Beche-de-Mer Fisheries Act Amend-
ment Act, 1$96 .. ... ... ... ...
Public Service  Act, 1896 ...
Rabbit  Boards  Act of 1896 ...
Railway Act  Amendment Act of 1895 ...
Railway  Act Amendment Act of 1896 ...
Rockhampton  Harbour Boards Act  of 1895 ...
Sale  of Goods Act, 1896 ... ... ...
Small Debts Act of 1867 Amendment Act of 1892
Small Debts Act 1867 Amendment Act of 1894 ...
Stamp  Act, 1894 ... ... ... ... ...
Succession  and Probate Duties Act of 1892... ...
91
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Price.  Postage.
• s. d. s. d.
Succession  and Probate Duties Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Succession Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Sugar Works Guarantee Act of 1893 .. ... 1 0 1 1
Sugar Works Guarantee Act Amendment Act of 1895 1 0 1 1
Suppression of Gambling Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Townsville Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Trustee Act of 1889 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Valuation and Rating Act of 1890 ... ... ... 2 0 2 1
Wages Act of 1870 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Wages Act of 1884 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Friendly Societies Act of 1894 and Regulations ...  2 0 2 2
JUST PUBLISHED.
New Land  Pamphlet,  containing  the Acts  and Regula.
tions relating  to the  Leasing and Alienation of
Crown Lands ... ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 9 .
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
'Brands Act of 1872, 3rd Edition ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Cemetery Act ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 9 0 10
Civil Service Pamphlet .. ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Cultural Industries for Queensland ... ... ... 5 0 5 4
Divisional Board Pamphlet ... ... ... 5 0 5 4
Divisional Board Pamphlet (cloth-bound) ... . 5 6 6 0
Defence Act of 1884 (including Amendments and
Regulations) ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Drill Regulations and Field  Exercises  for Mounted
Infantry ... ... • ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Insolvency Pamphlet ...' ... ... ... ...  2 6 2 9
Journals of Australian Explorations by A. C. and
F. T. Gregory ... ... ... ... ... 5 0 5 4
Justices Act and Offenders Probation Act .. .. 2 6 2 P
Justices  Act and Offenders Probation Act (cloth-
bound) ... .. ... ... .. 3 6 3 9
Lithogramsof Queensland Ferns, by F.M.Bailey,F.L.S. 2 6 3 0
Mining Acts, together with Regulations ... ... 2 0 2 2
Pacific Island Labourers Acts and Regulations, con-
taining Imperial and Colonial Acts, and Regula-
tions thereunder . ... ... ... 1 6 1 7
Stamp Act of 1894 and Regulations, with  a Manual
on the provisions of the Act ... ... ... 2 0 2 2
The Queensland Horticulturist and Gardener's Guide 3 0 3 3
The All -range  Queensland Register... ... ... 2 0 2 2
FULL BOUND.
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court (only) .. ... 63 0
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court (Crown Side) ... 42 0
Settled Land Act, 1886, and Rules of Court with Notes 15 0
Settled Land Act, 1886, and Rules of Court with Notes 10 6
64 8
42 10
15 8
11 2
Synopsis of Queensland Flora; F. M. Bailey, F.L.S. 21 0 22 0
1st Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ... 3 0 3 2
2nd Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ... 3 0 3 3
3rd Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ... 3 6 3 9
Catalogue of Queensland Plants ... ... ... 1 3 1 5
Catalogue of Queensland Plants (Paper) .. ... 1 0 1 1
Plants Reputed Poisonous and Injurious to Stock ... 4 0 4 4
Hints to Rifle Clubs, by Major C. H. Des Vceux ... 0 6 0 7
Synonymical Catalogue of the Lepidoptera Rhopalocera (Butterflies)
of Australia, with full Bibliographical Reference; including
Descriptions of some new Species. By W. H. Miskin, F.L.S.,
F. F .S. Price, full bound, 10s. 6d. ; in boards, 7s. 6d.;  postage
within Australasia, 3d.; to all other places, 6d.
The Geology and Paheontology of Queensland and New Guinea,
by Robt. L. Jack, Government Geologist for Queensland, and
Robt. Etheridge,  junior , Government Palaeontologist (New South
Wales), &c., &c.; 768 pages, crown quarto, full cloth, with sixty-
eight plates and a Geological Map of Queensland. . Price, Two
guineas. Postage within Australasia, 2s. 10d.; to all other
places, Sa. 8d.
Some of  the More Important Metals and their Ores; a Reading
Book for the State Schools; by Wm. Thompson, Asso. M. Inst.
C.E.,  F.G.S., Government  Mineralogical  Lecturer. Price, is.;
postage within  Australasia , Id. ; to all other places, 2d.
Journals of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C. Gregory,
C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon. F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S.
&c.; 209  pages , demy 8vo.  Price,  5s.  Postage  within Aus-
tralasia , 4d.; to all other places, 8d.
0 7 withPrice. Postage.
0 7 CUSTOMS.  8. d.  S.  d.
1 1 Customs Duties Act, 1894 (Tobacco Duties) ... 1 0 1 1
1 1 Customs Act of 1873 ... ... ... ... ... 4 0 4 2
0 7 Customs Duties Act of 1888 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
1 1 Customs Duties Act of 1890 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
1 1 Customs Duties Act of 1892 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1,
1 1 Customs,Duties Act, 1896 ...
... 0 6 0 7
1 1 Customs 't'ariff (revised) ,.. ... ... 0 6 U 7.
2 1 Interpretation Book ... ... ...2 6 2 8
2 1 Spirit  Calculation Book (revised) ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
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Government Printing Office,
Brisbane 27th December, 1893.
T
HE  following Botanical Works, by F. Manson Bailey, F.L.S.,
Colonial Botanist, may be obtained at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane :-
1. The Synopsis of the Queensland Flora ; 900 pp., dewy 8vo,
half-bound. Price, 21s.; posted, 22s.
2. First Supplement to ditto, in boards; 100 pp. and 4 plates.
Price, 3s.; posted, 3s. 2d.
3. Second Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 153 pp. Price,  3s.;
posted, 3s. 3d.
4. Third Supplement to ditto, in boards; 135 pp. and 21 plates.
Price, 3s.  6d.; posted, 3s. 9d.
5. Catalogue of the Indigenous and Naturalised Plants of
Queensland, with Index of vernacular names and their
botanical equivalents. Price, in cloth, 1s. 3d.; posted, is. 5d.
In paper, 1s.; posted, is. 2d.
6. Plants Poisonous and Injurious to Stock. (Bailey and Gordon.)
Containing a brief description, with plates, of Queensland
plants suspected of having a poisonous effect upon stock.
Price, 4s.; posted, 4s. 5d.
7. Lithograms of the Queensland Ferns, in one volume, containing
191 plates, illustrating 223 kinds, with index giving botanical
and common name. Price, 2s. 6d.; posted, 6d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
T HE Government Pri ter acknowledges the receipt  of the  following'amounts, from  the 24th to 30th July, 1897:-
G.  J. Young and Co., 6s.; Hamilton and Wonderley, 2s.; J. N.
Black, ls.; C. Reid, Is. 1d.; J. C. Snell, 2s. 6d.; W. Eliott, 6s.; W.
Johnstone, 1s.; Aramac Marsupial Board, 7s. 6d.; A. Provan and Co.,
3s. 6d.; Barcaldine Divisional Board, £2 18s.; Banana Divisional
Board, 16s. 6d.; W.  J.  Huston, 5s.; E. Norris and Son, lOs.; J.
Watkins, ls.; G. Webber, 6s.; W. J. Matthews, 4s. 6d.; R. M. C.
McLean, 6s.; F. A. Spencer, 2s. 6d.; E. H. Rook, Is. Id.; F. Leysley,
5s.; J. R. Curnow, 9s.; T. E. Dixon, 4s.; S. R. Douglas, 12s.; F.
Reidy, 4s.; P. L. Cardew, 5s.; W. Smith, 4s.; Melville, Mullen, and
Slade, 18s. 6d.; C. Zahl, 6d.; R. McLeod, 8s.; J. Fowler, 5s.; W.
Wilson, 6s.; R. Shaw, 5s. 6d.; Mackay Municipal Council, £2  178.  ;
P. Jeffry, 6d.; Hamilton and Wonderley,l8s. 6d.; G. Hickson, 3s. 6d.;
R. McGill, 8s.; Inglewood Divisional Board, £13s.; Wambo Divisional
Board, 4d.; J. Thompson, Clerk Clifton Divisional Board, T. Girle,
A. B. Smith, P. G. Grant, Wheldon Tomlin, R. A. Dougherty, J.
Fitzgerald, J. N. Black, C. D. Smith, H. B. Rafferty, W. J. Davis,
P. Clark, H. Igarashi, C. Meller, J. Cross, W. Burke, A. J. Smith,
each 3s.
IMPOUND IN GS.
POUNDKEEPERS are reminded that Advertisements of
Impounded Stock  will  be charged for at the uniform rate
Of  SIXPENCE  PER LINE ;  and no such Advertisement will be
inserted in the  Gazette  unless  accompanied by a remittance
(Money Orders, Postal Notes, Postage Stamps, or Cash)
sufficient to cover the cost of insertion.
Postage Stamps will be received only  when amount is 5s.
or less.
When describing brands a distinction should be made
between  REGISTERED  and other brands, by placing the words
REGISTERED  BRAND  after the description. Brands type will
be used for such descriptions,  but where these words do not
appear ordinary type only  will be used.
IMPOUNDED at Barcaldine, from enclosed lands, Saltern C eek, on
the 12th July, 1897, by order of A. R. Brown, Esquire.
One chestnut gelding, PE9 over 18 near shoulder.
One bay mare, EP4 over 96 near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, white face, indistinct brand like QS5 near
shoulder, 0 W off shoulder.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
Also, from Home Creek, by order of H. J. Sealy, Esquire.
One bay gelding, draught,  near  hind foot white, UR5 over indistinct
brand like WR8  near  shoulder, D7 - off shoulder, like W CO
near thigh.
If not released on or before the 17th August, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
WM. ELIOTT, Poundkeeper.
1584 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from enclosed lands, Ellangowan, on the
23rd  July, 1897, by order of W. P. Douglas, Esquire.
One roan bull, like B05 or E05  near  ribs, earmarked, back notch in
each ear, hole  in near ear  ; damages, £5.
One red steer, AW4 near rump.
One roan heifer, G4 i-4 near rump.
One red heifer, AW4 near rump.
One red- roan steer,  blotched brand near rump.
If not released within fourteen days will be sold to defray
expenses.
1579
WILLIAM SMITH, Poundkeeper.
5s. 6d.
i IMPOUNDED at Ravenswood, from Ravenswood No. 4, on the 18th
July, 1897, by order of John Stuttard, Esquire.
One bay mare, HT2 over 385 near shoulder.
One grey mare, 1GN off shoulder.
One bay gelding, OD6 near shoulder, star, four white feet.
If not  released on  or before the 17th August, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
WM. JOHN MATTHEWS, Poundkeeper.
1586 4s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Nebo, from enclosed lands, on the 17th July, 1897,
by order of Nathaniel Perry, Esquire.
One brown mare, XV1 over 66 near shoulder, near hind foot white.
One brown gelding, light-draught, GU9 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th August 1897, will be sold to
defray expenses.
THOS. E. DIXON, Poundkeeper.
1574 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, fromLanark, by order ofR. Tindale,
Esquire.
One brown mare, hind feet, OD6 over CC or GG near shoulder,
@2D off thigh.
One piebald gelding, B  0 W near  shoulder.
One bay gelding, hind foot white, 3 B* near thigh.
One bay gelding, star,  3 B * near thigh.
If not released  on or  before the 17th August, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
W. J. HUSTON, Poundkeeper.
1585 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Mackay, from Pleystowe Paddock, on the 12th
July, 1897, by order of C. Dougherty, Esquire. Driving, Is.  8d.
One bay gelding,  B1D near  shoulder, M 5'b off  shoulder.
One flea-bitten grey gelding, like blotch and by near shoulder.
If not  released on or before  the 10th August, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
F. REIDY, Poundkeeper.
1573 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Texas, from  Texas Station , on the 5th July, 1897,
by order of W. E. Chilcott, Esquire.
One red bullock, bald face, mX off rump.
If not released on or before the 30th July, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
THOMAS GIRLE, Poundkeeper.
1565 3s.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  31st July, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the undermentioned applica-tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto ,  have been ACCEPTED,  and are now
open to public inspection at this  Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate
(on Form D ),  of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3243. - EDWARD  NICOLL  DICKERSON, of
the city, county ,  and state of New York ,  United States of
America, inventor ,  and JULIUS JOHN SUCKERT,  of Ridgewood,
Bergen county ,  New Jersey , United  States of America ,  inventor.
"Improvements in Apparatus  for P roducing  and Liquefying
Acetylene Gas."  Dated 21st January ,  A.D. 1896.
Application No.  3403.-ERNEST FREDERICK TURNER, of
the Adelaide University ,  Adelaide, in the province of South
Australia .  "An Improved Regenerative  Process for  the Treat-
ment  of Argentiferous  Sulphide Ores."  Dated 18th June, A.D.
1896.
Application No. 3488.-HERMAN FRASCH,  of Euclid avenue,
corner of Kennard street ,  city of Cleveland ,  county of Cuyahoga,
state of Ohio ,  United States of America .  " Improvements in
Mining Gold and Similar Metals."  Dated 10th August, A.D.
1896 . (By order of the Law  Officer.)
Application No. 3826 .- GEORGE EDWARD WRIGHT, of
Wollaton ,  Nottingham ,  England ,  electrical engineer, and
WILLIAM MONK ,  of 428 Alfreton road ,  Nottingham aforesaid,
engineer .  " Improvements in the Method  of and  Machines for
Degreasing Leather ."  To be dated ,  under section 80, 19th
May, A.D. 1896 .  Filed 2nd  April,  A.D. 1897.
App lication No. 3855. - GEORGE THOMAS BOOTH,  engineer,
and WILLIAM SCOTT,  engineer ,  both of 71 Cathedral square,
Christchurch ,  Canterbury ,  New Zealand .  "  Improved Cycle
Propelling Mechanism ."  Dated 26th April ,  A.D. 1897.
App li cation No. 3914 .- ARON M .  BEAM,  of Denver ,  county
of Arapahoe ,  state of Colorado ,  United States of America,
meta llurgist and assayer .  "  Muffler Furnaces ."  Dated 5th
June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3918. - PHILIP M. SHARPLES, of West
Chester ,  county of Chester ,  state of Pennsylvania ,  one of the
United States of America ,  manufacturer of dairy supplies.
" Improvements  i n Centrifugal Machines  for eff ecting the
Separation of Liquids ."  (Assignee of Herbert McCornack).
Dated 7th June ,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3932 .- CHARLES HENRY WILLMORE, of
Starling street, Leichhardt ,  near Sydney ,  in the colony of New
South Wales ,  saddle-tree maker .  "  Improvements in Saddle-
trees used in, the Construction  of Dray,  Van, Spring -cart, Cab,
Buggy ,  and other Harness in  w hich Saddle -trees are required."
Dated 14th June ,  A.D. 1897.
[No. 31.
Application No. 3940.-JOHANN ERNST GERSCH, black-
smith; FREDERICH WILHELM SALLMANN, farmer; HEINRICH
WILHELM PASCHKE, farmer ; and CARL OTTO MOLL, farmer,
all of Dimboola, in the colony of Victoria.  "Improvements in
the means of Generating Gas from Wood, and Apparatus
therefor."  Dated 18th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3953.-PAUL WILHELM VON GEHLEN, Of
87 Langestrasse, Ploen, in Holstein, Prussia, druggist.  "An
Apparatus for Producing Benzine Gas, and a Burner for use
therewith, for the Production of an Incandescent Light."
Dated 3rd July, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1897.
T OTICE is hereby given, that I have received the undermen-
L tinned applications for the registration of Trade Marks.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form I), of his or their objections thereto, within two months
(or such further time, not exceeding six months, as the
Registrar may allow) of the advertisement of the applications
in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of one pound
is payable with such notice.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Application No. 2062-Filed 22nd July, A.D. 1897.-JAMES
CLACHER, trading as "The Bungalow Tea Company," of George
street, Brisbane, storekeeper, to register in Class 42, in respect
of Tea, a Trade Mark of which the following is a represents.
tion :-
LJ
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing :-The device and the word "Bungalow," and I disclaim
any right to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 31st July, A.D 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2065 - Filed 26th July ,  A.D. 1897.-SAMUEL Application No. 2001--Filed  :30th April .  A.D. 1807.-
ALLEN AND Sons, LiM ITED, trading as  " Crystal Lager Brewery LAMBERT AND BUTLER . Of  111 and  1,12 Drury lane, London, and
Company ,"  of  Townsville ,  Queensland ,  merchants ,  to register 23 Bucknall street.  London, I':n,gland.  tobacco manufacturers,
in Class 43, in respect of Beer ,  a Trade Mark of which the to register in C a  1.5. in rest  ect of Tobacco whether Maim-following s a representation facture d. or Inmanufact ured, a Trade hark of  which the
following is a  representation :-
V9
1 ]USS;FN,11he B' E R
The essential particulars of the trade marle are the follow-
ing :-The device and the signature ; and rre disclaim any right
to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 31st July, A D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2005-Filed 30th April, A.D. 1897.--
LAMBERT AND BUTLER, of 141 and 142 Drury lane, London,
and 23 Bucknall street, London, England, tobacco manufac-
turers, to register in Class 4.5, in respect of Tobacco whether
Manufactured or Unmanufactured, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
MAY B LO S S ON
UFACTURED
ONLY
BY
LAMBERT B
BUTLEA
CONDOM
Thee essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
inq :-Tice combination of devices and the words " Sphinx" and
" May Blossom"; and we disclaim any right to the exclusive use
of the added matter, except in so far as it consists of our name
and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 31st July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2063-Filed 26th .July, A.D. 1897.-ARTHUR
RICKARD, of 28 O'Connell street, Sydney, N.S.W., importer, to
register in Class 42, in respect of Flour, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation:-
HERCULES
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 31st July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements . (By consent.)
A
MAN U (ACT UR  EDISW(.('GULtf(/l  IN HONO AT
t N JlLAM ERT&BUTI RS
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing :-The combination of devices and the words " Sphinx" and
" Log Cabin"; and we disclaim any right to the exclusive use  (f
the added matter, except in so far as it consists of our name and
address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
nzent Gazette  of 31st July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 200:3 - Filed 3')th April,  A. D. 1897. ---
LA_MBERT AND BUTLER, of 141 and 142 Drury lane, London,
and 23 Bucknall street, London, England, tobacco manufac-
turers, to register in Class 45, in respect of Tobacco whether
Manufactured or Unmanufactured, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
r„
LAMBER & TIa£
The essential particulars of the trade marls are the follow-
ing :-The combination of devices and the words "Sphinx" and
" Viking" ; and we disclaim any right to the exclusive use of
the added matter, except in so far as it consists of our name
and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 31st July, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at bead of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2002 - Filed 30th April, A D. 1897. -
LAMBERT AND BUTLER, of 141 and 142 Drury lane, London,
and 23 Bucknall street, London, England, tobacco manufac-
turers, to register in Class 4.5, in respect of Tobacco whether
-Manufactured or Unmanufactured, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
kL_
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 31st July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
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"THE BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
r  Statement of Brands ,  being those Registered during the month  of Jur n last ,  is published for general
,  in accordance  with the Fifteenth  Section of the above -recited Act.
Stockowners whose Names ,  Addresses ,  or Brands may be incorrectly stated are requested  to notify  the same to the
Registrar ;  and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner or the Number of Certificate of Registration
must be given.
Registrar of Brands ' Office,
Brisbane , 27th July, 1897.
1
P9
zm
v
Horses.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
FORMER BEANO .  PROPRIETOR.
Cattle.
3  J1  R
.RC 9
.sac
4
.R 8  do
5.4. E
-493
C Series.
38011
37997
38012
38010
38007
38023
37990
38017
Name.
Ann Bust ... ... ...
Annie Carrington ...
Anthony Conroy... ...
Ann Norah N1tgent ...
Arthur Charles Emanuel
Paradies
August Schrodter ...
Albertina  Stark ...
Arthur  Tennant ...
Nearest  Post Town
of Run  or Farm.
Reserve, Dalysford ... Gin Gin
Camooweal ... ... Camooweal
Rocky Gully, Aubigny Toowoomba
Glamorgan Vale ... Glamorgan Vale
Pentland ... ... Pentland
Sheep-Station Creek ...  Hereford Hills,
Hopetoun
Woowoonga Scrub ... Biggenden
Post Office,  Enoggera ...  Brisbane
/9 7 .9 38003 ... ... Jessie Booker ... ... Woolooga ... ... Kilkivan
BM3 38006 ... ... Mary Bridget McEniery Warwick ... ... Warwick
38027 ... ... James O'Brien ... ... Cordeha street ... South Brisbane
0 8 R 37992 ... ... James Beaumont... ... Cabarlah ... Crow's Nest Line
38022 ... ... Claus Detlef Stehbens  ...  Rocky View ... ... Miriam Vale
0 2 f( 38020 ... ... Cornelius Hickey ... Byrnestown Settlement Woowoonga
1) _4 1 38013  ... ... Annie  Dunn  ... ...  Bruff Hi ll  ... ... Beaudesert
2) 9 2) 37994  ... ... G reenwood Sherer Russell  K atandra ...  ...  Tangorin
Dumas
2) 2M 37999  ... ...  David Martin  ... ...  Selector ,  Amby Roma
a 3 m 38019  ...  ... Daniel Mollenheur  ...  Coal Creek  ... ...  Esk
6 7  2)  38024
7 7 5 38015
Al 3 3 37996 ...Al 4 9 37995 ... .. ,
9W Ur 3801638005 ... ...
.5T"
Frederick Dawson ... Burketown ... ... I Burketown
Florence Findlater ... care of A. Findlater, Gladstone road,
Roupes Bridge j Rockhampton
Henry Johnson ... ... Reserve...
James Fredrick Hodgetts Mount Hogan ...
Smith Motley ... ... Eagle Hill Farm
Walter Horrocks... ... Bon Accord ...
Run or Farm where Brand
is to be used.
Camooweal
Mount Hogan
Gracemere
Murphy's Creek
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FORMER BRAND.
Horses. Cattle.
t C Series.
3  6 4 38021
4 3 9 38018
7 9 .,R 37991
M 9 q 38014M  6 Al 37989
m 4 x 37998
5 G G 38009
JQ 1 _4 38000
J3  Al7 38001
AR 8
.R 0 7
A 2J 4
38002
37993
38008
)° 93 4 38004
P X 8  38026
uu4 38025
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where Brand
is to be used.
James Richard Edwards... Georgetown ... ... Georgetown
William John Gardner ... Goldfield, Columbia Charters Towers
Creek
James Richards ... ... Samson Creek ... ... Strathpine
Michael Berkley... ... Nobby's... ... ... Nobby's
Maurice Harrington ... Goldfield ... ... Ravenswood
John Magoffin ... ... Melrose Grazing Farm Longreach
Paul Henrick Andressen...
Patrick Henry Joseph
Harrington
Richard Askin ...
Robert Campbell ... ...
Rosina Darker ... ...
John Francis Woodlock... Reserve... ... ... Goondiwindi
BRANDS TRANSFERRED during the MONTH of JUNE, 1897.
Brand.
A1]D
9APB 9A
ET3
HON
9JW
SB3
2Y GI
lY><
No. cf
Certificate.
3010
4538
5694
3259
9018
890
2813
6730
2277
15355
16981
3 A D B23710
1  HQ  B19085
4 H B29595
R c-3 n23631
S 0 2 B22461
T 3 0 B19210
T -< 8 B26501
U ao 3 B28409
-447n c37183
Ul 2  3  ( c37863
JA/71'5
Name of Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
East Teebar ... ... Brooweena
Dagworth ... ... Kynuna
Sunnyside Farm, Emu Brooklyn, Crow's
Creek Nest
Burnside, Narangba ... North Coast Rail.
way
Golden Gate ... ... Croydon
Se Bastiallo  Bertolotti ... Wallumbilla ... ... Wallumbilla
... ... (Sydney George Kibble ... Woodstock ... ...  Tambourine
Transferror.
Abel Pointon ...
Hammond Brothers ... ...
John  Noonan ... ...
Edward Terry ... ... ...Theophilus Burnet Biddulph ...
John Summerville
John William Shippen Willes ...
Eleanor Allen ...
Friederich Wilhelm Prell ...
Angus Ronald Macdonald ...
Sir Andrew Noel Agnew, baronet,
and Evan Alexander Jack
Annie Skinner ... ... ...
Massy  Brothers  ... ... ...
Hives Brothers ...
John Robert ...
Herbert Skinner ...
Thomas McNamara
Michael Cross
Richard Lugg
August Mauer
John Whelan
Transferee.
Albert  Leonard Pointon... ...
Hill, Clark ,  and Co . ... ...
James Penny ... ...
Frederick William Pobar ...
Francis Henry Biddulph ...
Mary  Ann  Summerville... ...
Catherine Victoria Wi ll es ...
Mary Jane  Allen... ...
The Bank of New Zealand ...
The Bank of New South Wales
Evelyn James Metcalf ... ...
Peter Carl  Hansen ...
Charlotte  Renton Massy
Robert James Atkinson... ...
Violet  Nunn  ... ... ...
Daniel Anderson  ... .. ...
Mary Ellen and Martin Andrew
McNamara
William Childs ... ...
Lawrence Theodore Kenny ...
Henry Morgan  ... ... ...
George Ripley  ... ... ...
CHANGE of RESIDENCE.
Brand. No. ofCertificate.
Name of  Proprietor.
314 [4TH AUGUST, 1897.
Name.
A/7f5 Joseph  Hearn  ... ... Caterbulla , Bow Creek Eulo
Run or Farm where Brand is to be
used.
Nearest Post Town
of Run orFatm.
Nearest  Post Town.
Gordon Brook ... ... Nanango
Tenham ... ... ... Adavale
Hughenden ... ... Hughenden
Charlton Farm ... s ... Toowoomba
Mount Playfair ... ... Springsure
Blackwall ... ... ... Ipswich
Russell Island, Moreton Bay Cleveland
Allendale ... ... ... Mungar
Bundilla ... ... Eulo
Vergemont Creek ... ... Isisford
Daandine ... ... ... Macalister
Dungannon ...  ...  Tiaro
Rokeby, care of Glenville Thursday Island
Massy
Abergowrie ... Cardwell
Nunville, Annan River ... Cooktown
Plantation ... ... ... Yeppoon
Etheridge Gold Field, Georgetown
Mount Macdonald
South Ulam ... ... Rockhampton
Headingly ... ... ... Urandangie
Oakwood ... ... ... Augathella
Ukalunda ... ... ... Bowen
Nearest Post Town. Remarks.
... Blackall ... ... ... ... Blackall  ... ... ... Brands  Directors  for 1896.0110  13840
N7R 11437
4 Z R 16396
0 M L-4 B24372
R () 4 B22499
T Z 3 B21315
Conrad Robert Rhul
Joseph Robertson
John Francis Riley
John Moir Mitchell
Robert A. Stewart
Thomas  Higgins ...
... Reserve ... ... ... Cloncurry...
... Annie Vale ... ... ... Mitchell ...
... Glenhope Farm... ... ... Indooroopilly
... Gowrie Crossing ... ... Charleville
... Breakfast Creek ... ... Brisbane ...
The following BRAND has been  cancelled:-3A7; Number of Ce ti ficate , C35673.
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A PROCL N AATI ON.
Dv His Excellency The Right Honourable CrIART.Es WALLACE
AI,i ANllaa NAPIER, Baron Lamington of La:iiington,
Ls} in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
IiAM[N(}TON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
vovernor . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.W by  " The Bank Hotidags Act of  1877 "  it is amongstv v other things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  G azette,  to  appoint a special day to be
observed  as a Public  Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in
any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district  the rein :
Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid , in pursuance of the provisions of
the said  Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby appoint the following days to be observed as Public
Holidays  in the places  hereunder named:-
SATURDAY, the 7th of August instant, being the day appointed
for holding the Annual Meeting of the Herbert River Jockey Club, in
the town of Ingham ;
[No. 33.
FRIDAY, the 13th of August instant, being the first day appointed
for holding the Annual Race Meeting of the Rockhampton Tattersall's
Club, in the town of Rockhampton ; and
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, the 1st and 3rd of September
proximo, being the two days appointed for holding the Annual Race
Meeting of the Barcaldine Central Racing Club, in the town of
Barcaldine.
Given under my  Hand and Seal ,  at Government  House, Bris-
bane, this fifth day of August, in the year  of our  Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE TILE QUERN I
Printed and Published by EDMUND GRaGOSY, Government Printer,
Wil li am street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel HOWEL GUNTER, Commandant.
No. 198.
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
FIELD ARTILLERY.
No. 2 Battery.
[No. 34.
Brisbane , 4th August, 1897.
changes. O. 24, Acting Battery Quartermaster-Sergeant R. D. D. Martin, is appointed Orderly-room Sergeant,  viceN rderly-room Sergeant A. C wford, deceased.
MORETON REGIMENT.
"B" Company.
Acting Lieutenant A. D. Crichton is posted to the Company for duty as a Supernumerary.
" D " Company.
Acting Lieutenent W. A. G. E. Green is posted to the Company for duty as a Supernumerary.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MACKAY RIFLE CLUB.
N. C. Morthensen, Esquire,  is re-appointed President.
Disbandment.
Amendment.
Amendment.
Range officer.
50
No. 199.
THE disbandment of the following Corps was duly proclaimed in the  Government Gazette  of the 31st July,1897:-No. 2Company, Wide Bay Mounted Infantry, and " I," " K," and " M " Companies, Regiment of
Queensland Rifles.
No. 200.
IN General Order No. 171 of 1897, referring to the allotment of the Toowong Rifle Range to the Queensland
Rifle Association, for " 7th August to the 18th September inclusive " read " from 16th August to 18th September
inclusive ";  also, in  General Order No. 175 of 1897, that portion referring to the examination of Buglers, after
the word "efficiency" add " and extra efficiency."
No. 201.
IN General Order No. 29 of 1896, insert the words " or grey " in the last line, immediately after the word66scarlet."
No. 202.
CAPTAIN D. P. WHITE is detailed for duty as Range Officer at the Toowong Rifle Range on Saturday,
the 7th instant.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief Staff Officer.
NOTICES.
THE Annual Meeting for 1897 of the Queensland Rifle Association will be held at Toowong during the
week ending 18th September next.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the National Rifle Association of New South Wales has been fixed for
25th to 30th October, inclusive.
Attention is directed to the Programme issued by the Queensland Rifle Association in connection with the
forthcoming Annual Meeting, and particularly to the competitions open to members of the Defence Force
(including Volunteers, Cadets, and Rifle Clubs).
A Special Military Night has been sanctioned at the Gaiety Theatre, on Friday evening, the 6th August
proximo. Members of the Force attending in Uniform will be admitted at the following prices :-Dress Circle, 2s.;
Reserved Stalls, 1s.
Printed and Published by EDMUND Gnxoonv, Government Printer, William  street ,  Brisbane.
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Department of Justice,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board,  has been pleased to appoint
DENIS  RICHARD O'SULLIVAN, Clerk in the Queensland Defence
Force Office, Brisbane,
to be Clerk in the Office of the Registrar of Titles at Brisbane, in the
room of Joseph Thondley,  resigned  ; this appointment takes effect
f ro m 1st instant.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 5th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignations  tendered by
BORNETT  DAVID COHEN and
EBENEZE R WATSON HARG REAVES,
of their  appointments as Justices of the Peace.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
EDITH CLAYTON
to be  Assistant  District Registrar of Births and Deaths at Mary-
borough , for the Registry District of Maryborough.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 5th August, 1897
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased  to appoint
Constable EDWARD CONWAY
to be  Inspector  of Slaughter- houses  and of Cattle intended for
Slaughter  at Southwood, in the  room  of Constable Samuel Lowell
Amies, transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation tendered by
EBENEZER  WATSON HARG REAVES
of his appointment as a Licensing Justice for the Licensing District
of Ipswich.
HORACE TOZER.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice ofthe Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
WILLIAM MILES
be admitted into the service of the Department of Public Instruction
as a Teacher of Class III., Division 3, and be appointed to the position
of an Assistant Teacher in the State Sch )ol at Irvinebank.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, that
Horace  Henry  Harbord
has been appointed a Member of Committee for the State School at
Maytown,  vice  Edwin Richard Field ,  who has left the colony.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county. of Lanark, in the Peer .ge of the United
Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor.'Order of Michael and St. George, Governor and.ae Commander-in-Chief of the Culony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
by an Act passed in the forty-fifth year of Her
y1'1  Majesty's  reign,  intituled  "The Police Jurisdiction Extension
Act of  1881," it is amongst other things enacted that the Governor in
Council may from time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,
declare and direct that the provisions of the Acts or any of the Acts
enumerated in the Schedule to the aforesaid Act, or the provisions of
any Act thereafter in force amending or in substitution for any of the
Acts enumerated in such Schedule, shall, either absolutely or for such
period as may be expressed in such Proclamation, be extended and
apply to the buildings and lands belonging to, used, or occupied by any
association , or that the premises of any such association shall be a
public place, or public thoroughfare, or place of public resort, within
the meaning of any of the Acts enumerated in the said Schedule, or
of any Act amending or in substitution for any of such Acts : And
whereas the Act 27 Victoria No. 16, intituled "An Act to Consolidate
and Amend the Laws relating to Licensed Publicans," mentioned in
the Schedule to the  said first -mentioned Act, has been repealed,
and  " The Licensing Act of  1885 " has been substituted therefor :
And whereas it is deemed expedient to extend the provisions
of the said Acts to the buildings and lands used and occupied by the
Cairns Agricultural, Pastoral, and Mining Association, at Cairns :
Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Ba ro n
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the powers and
authorities in me vested, and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby declare and direct that the provisions of the said Acts,
except the said repealed Act, and including the provisions of the said
It Licensing Act of  1885," shall extend and apply to the buildings and
lands belonging to, used, and occupied by the said Cairns Agricultural,
astoral , and Mining Association  at all  times when the said buildings
and lands shall be used for the purpose of holding games,  sports,
races, shows, or exhibitions thereon or therein, and at no other times,
and that at such times  as last  aforesaid the premises of the said Cairns
Agricultural, Pastoral, and Mining Association shall be a public place,
a public thoroughfare, and a place of public resort within the meaning
of the said several Acts.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this fifth day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty.
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER,
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAMINOTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS b y  " The Queensland Fisheries  Act of  1887 " it is
amongst other things enacted  that the  Governor in Council
may, by Proclamation , prohibit  or restrict the taking of all or any
kind of fish ,  turtle, dugong, crabs ,  crayfish ,  or prawns in any Queens-
land waters specified in the Proclamation ,  either absolutely or except
by such means as are prescribed  in the  Proclamation  :  Now, there-
fore ,  I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid ,  in pursuance  of the power and authority
vested  in- me by the  said  recited Act, and by and with the advice of
the Executive  Council, do hereby  absolutely  prohibit  the taking of
crabs during the period between the first day of January and the
thirty -first day of March in each year, in the waters hereinunder
described ,  that into  say:-
Moreton Bay and Port of Maryborough,  including all rivers and
creeks discharging themselves therein.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal ,  at Gove rn ment House, Brisbane,
this  fifth day of August,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred  and ninety -seven, and in  'the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L S.]
in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United.
Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
AMI NG Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor*Commander -in-Chief  of the  Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS  by "The Chinese Immigration Restriction Act,
1888,"  it is  amongst other things provided that it shall be
lawful  for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazette,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person or class of persons mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas it is desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,
Chan Ho, Ali Foo, Lam Fong, Kwong Kee, Yum Foo, and Jang
Hook, should be exempted from the provisions of the said Act
for a  period of two years: Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice  of the Executive Council, do hereby declare that the
provisions  of the said Act shall not apply to the said Chan Ho, Ali
Foo, Lain Fong, Kwong Kee, Yum Foo, and Jang Hook for a period
of two years  from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government  House, Brisbane,
this fifth day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and  in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SAVE  THE QUAEIf 1
A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony 'of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of thauthority in me vested, and in accordance
with the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,"
I, CHAiiLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Agricultural Farms, under the said Acts, are declared forfeited:-N.M.-21-7-97.-Es.
ID %..cpoi;
roo 41
lpz¢
68
892
134
153
2223
256
00
o
za
12v
131v
6y
6T
6v
91v &
35v
Parish.
Glenpatrick ...
Noose ... ...
Trebonre ...
Garrawalt ...
Fa'sitern ...
Hunioon ...
Name of Licensee
or Lessee.
Thomas J. Nolan ...
John Hartley ...
Jesse Barnes ...
Frank Hives... ...
Denis O'Day, junr....
James Thompson ...
Area.
A. R. P.
325 0 0
159 0 7
210 0 0
160 0 0
40 0 0
524 0 0
Land Agent's
District.
Blackall
G 3 m ipie
Ingham
ditto
Ipswich
Nanango
Given `under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-first day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven,  and in the sixty.
first year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command , J. F. G. FOXTON.
QOD_f3AT$  THE QUEEN  I
6[7TH AUGUST, 1897.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor.Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of the power  in me vested, and in accordance with
the provisions  of the 42nd section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884," I, CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXAND ER NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid , by and with the advice of the  Executive
Council,  do, by this my Proclamation , notify and declare that the
unselected  lots of land set forth in the accompanying  Schedule shall
be and are  hereby withdrawn  from selection.
E.H.-4-8-97.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane,
this fourth day of August,  in the year of  our Lord one
thousand eight  hundred and ninety- seven, qnd in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command , J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAYE THE QUaEB1
THE SCHEDULE.
District. Portion. Parish-orPlace . Date  of Reference.Proclamation.
Brisbane ... 19v Telemon ... 15 Jan., 1896 ... F. 575
Charleville ... 15 Burrandilla 30 Sept., 1896 .. L.U. 52
Gympie ... 153v Kilkivan ... 19 May, 1897 ... L.O. 189
Nanango ... 44v, 45v Kunioon ... 21 Sept., 1889... L.U. 45
Roma ... 40v to 46v, Bengalla ... 14 Mar., 1894 ... L.O. 25
& 74v
A PROCLAMATION.
By His' Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIEP., Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LA3IIA'GTON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor.
, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section 10 of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the land
hereunder described has been reserved for Township purposes.
&M.-21-7-97-F3.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR TOWNSHIP  PURPOSES, CAWARRAL.
97-9955-Mines.
(In lieu of the  Reserve  established by Proclamation  in the  Govern-
ment  Gazette  dated 21st January, 1871,  page 64 ; which is hereby
amended.)
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral.-Area,  6.10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing west and distant forty chains
from the intersection of the east side of State street by the south
side of Magnesia street, and bounded thence on the  west  by a line
bearing north forty chains ; on the north by a line bearing east eighty
chains; on the east by a line bearing south eighty chains; on the
south by a line bearing west eighty chains ;  and again  on the west by
a line bearing north forty chains to the point of commencement;
as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat.
No. C. 161-3.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane,
this twenty-first day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her  Majesty' s reign.
. By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVA THE QUEEN  I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedKingdom, Knight Commander of theMost DistinguishedLAMINGTONT overn ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andG vernGor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queenslaud`aud
its Dependencies.
T N pursuance of the power and authority in me vested under
l the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the rent and purchas-
ing price of portion 36B, parish of Barron, in the Herberton Land
Agent's District, opened to Agricultural Farm Selection by Proclama.
tion dated the 11th February, 1892, shall, on and after the 1st
September, 1897, be reduced from Is. and £2 to 6d. and 15s.  per acre.
E.M.-30-7-97. F. 127.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven ,  and in  the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUES211
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AMENDED PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honorable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to 1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated in the CUNNAMULLA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for SELECTION as GRAZING FARMS,
under the provisions of the said Acts, at the CUNNAMULLA LAND OFFICE, on and after THURSDAY, the SECOND day of
SEPTEMBER., 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M, at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby,
by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be 20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of July, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-14.7-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CUNNAMULLA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-- NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Cunnamulla.)
No. of
Lot. Run Resumption. Parish.
No. of
Portion. Area. survey Fee.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
A. R. P. £ s.  d. .2  s. d.
1 Thurrulgoonia  ... ... ... ... Bundaleer 1 14,751
9849
0
0
0
0
5.5
44
0 0
0 0
0 0 1
0 02
3
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
ditto
ditto
2
4
,15,6970 0 57 0 0 10 0 1
4 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto 5 18,273 0 0 62 0 0 0 0 1
5 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto 6 19,850 0 0 65 0 0 0 0 1
6 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto 7 18,050 0 0 62 0 0 0 0 1
7 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto 11 12,455 0 0 49 10 0 0 0 1
8 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto 14 14,736 0 0 55 0 0 0 0 1
9 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto 18 15,186 0 0 56 0 0 0 0 1
10 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto 21 19,723 0 0 65,0 0 0 0 1
11 Ditto ... ... ... .. ditto 25 19,677 0 0 65 0 0 0 0 1
12 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto 29 19,670 0 0 65 0 0 0 0 1
13 Ditto ... ditto 33 16,153 0 0 58 0 0 0 0 1
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
These portions consist chiefly of well-grassed broken plains, timbered with gidya, sandalwood, brigalow, box, and pine, with patches of
saltbush. No surface water; artesian water may be obtained at depths varying from 1,300 to 2,000 feet. Situated from 100 to 120 miles
south-easterly from Cunnamulla, on southern boundary of Queensland.
A. PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
IN
pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1895," 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated in the TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION only,
under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after WEDNESDAY, the FIRST day of SEPTEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price
at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule: And .1 do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourth day of August, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven ,  and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty s  reign.
E.M.--4-8 -97. GOD SAVE  TUN QUEEN 1
THE SCHEDULE.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.- WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
No. of
Lot. Parish.
Unconditional  Selection . Agricultural
Area.
No. of
Portion .  Area .  Survey Fee. Annual Purchasing
Rent Price No.
per Acre ,  per Acre.
A. R. P.  .2 a.  d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
1 Stuart  ... ... . . . . . . ... . . . ...  122v 27 1 20 4 15 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 1
Maxi-
mum
Area.
Acres.
1,280
N.B.-Subject to payment cf the value of improvements ,  if any.
This  portion consists of poor soil, fairly grassed  ;  watered  by Stuart Creek . Situated about six  miles from  Townsville ,  near  Stuart's
Creek Railway Station.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right  Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
[L. S.]
LAMINGTON,
Governor.
ALEXANDER  NAPIER,  Baron Lamington of Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance  and execution of all powers and authorities
in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare  that the operation of the 43rd section of  "The Croton
Lands Act of  1884" shall be and is hereby suspended with
respect to the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated
in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts : And I further
notify and declare, by and with the advice aforesaid, that
the said lands shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of
the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after FRIDAY,
the FIRST day of OCTOBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK
A.M., at  the annual rental specified in the said Schedule :
And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at
which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as
specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area
which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts
shall be  as in  the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this fourth day of August, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven,
and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
E.M.-4-8-97.
DESCRIPTIONS.
THE DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA (Section 17, Act
of 1891).
Maximum area , 1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 42d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, 1s. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
County of Bulwer, parish of Condamine.
Area, about 430 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land within the following boun-
daries :-
Commencing on the east boundary of portion 8v, parish of
Arubial, at a point about thirty chains south from its north-
east corner, and bounded thence by a line east to the Condamine
River ; thence by that river downwards to the south -east corner
of portion 8v aforesaid ; and thence by that portion north to the
point of commencement;-to include original portions 23 to 27,
and the balance of 18A and 19, and exclusive of land required
for roads, reserves, or other public purpose.
Situated about two and a-half miles southerly  from  'the town of
Condamine  ;  has a frontage  to the Condamine River, and  consists of
coolibah flats.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA NO. 1.
Maximum area , 1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 42d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, 1s. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
(Being  part of the Timber Reserve proclaimed  in  Government
Gazette  of 1894, part 1, folio 184.)
County of Lennox, parish of St. Mary.-Area,  about 850 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the north by a
road separating this, land from portions 108v and 109v; on the
west by a line south from the south-west corner of portion 109v;
on the south by portions 1339 and 1464; and on the east by a
road separating this land from portion 102 ;-exclusive of land
required for roads, reserves, or other public purpose.
Situated about  six miles south -westerly from Mungarr Junction
Railway  Station ; intersected  by Middle Branch Creek ; timbered with
gum, ironbark , &c. ; well  grassed.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
NOT WITHIN  AN AGRICULTURAL AREA (Section 17, Act
of 1891).
Maximum area ,  1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 4-1d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, 1s. per acre.
Purchasing price, £i per acre.
On the Expired Leased Part of Emu Creek Run.
County of Cavendish, parish of Emu Creek.
Area, about 160 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion 29, parish
of Djuan, and bounded thence by that portion  east  about thirty-
seven chains ; thence by a line north about forty-three chains
and twenty links ; thence by a line west about thirty-seven
chains ; and thence by a line south to the point of commence-
ment;-exclusive of land required for roads, reserves, or other
public purpose.
Situated about  sixteen miles  north-westerly  from  Crow' s Nest and
about five  miles  northerly from the village of Djuan.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of Improvements ,  If any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L's'] Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAM INOTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Governor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of section 95 of " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that  the lands
hereunder described have been temporarily  reserved  for the  purpose
named  with respect to each.
E.M.-21 -7-97-F'.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR SPORTS  AND RECREATION.
97-98 15-Bund.
County of Cook, parish of Gregory.-Area,  about 10 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 934, and bounded
thence on the south by portion 5 bearing west about fourteen chains
and fifty links ; on the west by a road bearing northerly  about sit
chains and fifty links; on the north by a Camping and Water  Reserve
bearing easterly to portion 934; and on the east by that portion
bearing south about seven chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement ;-as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor.General's
Office-Cat. No. W 39-771.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Res. 1894-99.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation  in the  Government
Gazette  dated 8th September, 1894, page 517, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Cook, parish of Gregory.-Area,  about  33 ac re s.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion 106v, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing easterly to portion 934; on the
east by that portion bearing south about forty-one chains and fifty
links ; on the south by a Sports and Recreation Reserve and a line
bearing westerly to portion 106v; and on the north-west by that
portion bearing north-easterly to the point of commencement; as
shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No.
W  39-771.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING AND GRAVEL.
97-10652-D.B.
County of Cook, parish of Takalvan.- A re a,  about 50 acres.
Commencing on the south-east side of the main Bingera road to
Bundaberg at its intersection  by the  west boundary of portion 991,
parish of Bundaberg, and bounded thence on the west by that portion
bearing south about twenty-seven chains ; on the south by a line
bearing west about forty-two chains to the main Bingera road to
Bundaberg ; and on the north-west by that road north-easterly to the
point of commencement ;-as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office-Cat. No. C 37-598.
THE CLERMONT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING  AND WATER.
97-13571-S.G.
County of Belyando, parish of Alpha.-Area ,  640 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Native Companion Creek at
the north-west corner of portion 36v, and bounded thence on the south
by that portion bearing west three chains and five links,  24 degrees
thirteen chains and forty-three links, 128 degrees nineteen chains and
ninety-four links, and cast ninety chains and eleven links ; on the east
by a line bearing north sixty-eight chains and sixty-four links; on
the north by a line bearing west nineteen chains and ninety-three
links to Native Companion Creek; and thence by the right bank of
that creek upwards to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan
of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. Bel
124-25.
THE GLADSTONE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION , TOWN OP GLADSTONE.
97-10050-S.G.
County of Clinton, parish of Gladstone.
Area, about 12 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of the north-east side of Auckland
street by the north-west side of Bishop street, and bounded thence on
the south-west by Auckland street bearing 320 degrees 45 minutes
eleven chains and thirty links ; on the north-west by the Marine
Parade bearing 355 degrees 44 minutes six chains and eleven and
four-tenths links, 29 degrees 11 minutes six chains and two and three-
tenths links, and 76 degrees 20 minutes one chain and fifty links ; on
the north-east by a line bearing 147 degrees 43 minutes about four
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chains and sixty links to a road, and by that road south-easterly to a
point'bearing 50 degrees 45 minutes from the north corner of allotment
17 of section IA; on the south-east by a line and that allotment bearing
230 degrees 45 minutes to north-west side of Bishop street; and thence
by that street bearing 187 degrees one chain and eighty-six links to
the point of commencement;-as shown on plan deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. G 14-8.
RESERVE FOR PIPE TRACK AND WATER SUPPLY.
97-10752-Rya.
County of Flinders, parish of Polmaily.-Area, 47  acres 7 perches.
Commencing at a point on the south-west boundary of the
Reservation for the Bundaberg to Gladstone Railway about opposite
seventy-four miles and fifty chains and distant three chains from the
centre line of the railway and fifty links from the pipe line, and
bounded thence on the south-west by a line bearing 282 degrees 50
minutes seventy chains and eighty links ; on the east by a line bearing
south twelve chains ; on the south by a line bearing west twenty chains ;
on the west by a line bearing north twenty chains ; on the north by a
line bearing east twenty chains ; again on the east by a line bearing
south six chains and ninety-seven links; on the north-west by a line
bearing 102 degrees 50 minutes seventy chains and twelve links to the
Railway Reservation; and thence by that reservation bearing 150
degrees 37 minutes one chain and thirty-five links to the point of
commencement;-as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office.
THE GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS PADDOCK, TOWN OF OONTOO.
97-10751-C.T.
County of Grey, parish of Oontoo.-Area,  10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 244 degrees and distant 150 links
from the south corner of section T, and bounded thence on the south-
east by Burke street bearing 244 degrees ten chains ; on the south-west
by a line bearing 334 degrees ten chains ; on the north-west by a line
bearing 64 degrees ten chains ; and on the north-east by a line and
Howitt street bearing -154 degrees ten chains to the point of com-
mencement ;- as shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office-Cat. No. 0 327-1.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-first day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QIIEEN 1
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamingtou of Lamington,
EL 13 in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTUN Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of sections 95, 96, and 97 of  "The Crown Lands ActI of 1884," I,  CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the land hereunder described has been temporarily reserved for
the purpose named, and placed tinder the control and management of
the following persons as Trustees f.r the Mitchell Rabbit Board :-
E.31.-21-7-97-C'.
WILLIAM WALTER HOOD,
THOMAS ALEXANDER BRODIE, and
WILLIAM JOHN YOUNG.
7TH AUGUST, 1897.
I do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that portion 91v,
parish of Beerwah, in the Brisbane Land Agent's District, opened to
Unconditional Selection  only  by Proclamation dated the 29th January,
1896, shall, on and after the 6th September, 1897, be also opened for
Conditional Selection, at an Annual Rental of 41d. and Purchasing
Price of 15s. per acre for Conditional Selection, and an Annual Rental
of 1s. and Purchasing Price of £1 for Unconditional Selection.
E.M.-30-7-97. F. 2101.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th August, 1897.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROAD.
I
T is hereby notified, for  general  information , that app li cations
under the 89th  section  of  "The Crown Lands Act  of  1884" have
been  made for closing the undermentioned Roads;  and all persons
who may consider their  interests  affected thereby  are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections,  in writing ,  within two
months  from this date.
Plans  of the  Roads can be seen at  the Land Office,  Brisbane ;
Police Office, W oolloongabba ; and Post Office,  Rocklea.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Road Case  No. 2600.
SCIIEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
I ' A. s. P.
Yeerong- 1 1 27
pilly
ditto ... 1 0 30
ditto ... 1 0 31
ditto ... 2 0 9
ditto ... 1 3 8
I I
1 W. Quinn, on behalf of The road separating subdi-
Messrs. Prentice and visions 28 to 53 of portion
Schilpp 87A from subdivisions 54
2 Ditto
3 Ditto
4 Ditto
5 Ditto
to 80
The road separating subdi-
visions 84 to 105 of portion
87A from subdivisions 106
to 126
The road separating subdi-
visions  131 to 151 of por-
tion 87A from subdivisions
152 to 173
The road separating subdi-
visions 259 to 234 and 177
to 205 of portion 87A from
subdivisions 206 to 233
The road separating subdi-
visions 15, 39, 68, 91, 120,
137, 166, 191, and 220 of
portion 87A from subdi-
visions 219, 192, 169, 138,
119, 92, 67, 40, and 14
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT
is hereby notified, for general information, that applications
under the eighty-ninth section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884" have been made for closing the undermentioned Roals; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing,
not later than the date mentioned with respect to each.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the nearest Land, Police, and
Post Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
. THE ARAMAC LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR RABBIT BOARD PADDOCK ON EVESHAM RESUMPTION. NO..
97-9701 - D.B.
County of Musgrave, parish of Barataria.- Area ,  668 acres.
Commencing at the west corner of portion 4, and bounded thence
on the south-west by portion 3 bearing 315 degrees 167 chains ; on
the north-west by a line bearing 45 degrees forty chains; on the north-
east by a line bearing 135 degrees 167 chains ; and on the south-east
by portion 4 bearing 225 degrees forty chains to the point of com-
mencement;-as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office-Cat. No. M 228-9.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-first day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CIIARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Latington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L. S.] Kingdom, Knight Commander of theMost DistinguishedL r ' Order of St. Mi chael l and St. George, Governor andGovernor . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of the power and authority  in me vested under the
provisions  of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I,
CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
1
Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
2
8
*4
*5
6
*7
*8
LATEST DATE  FOR OBJECTIONS -11Th AUGUST, 1897.
R. Shaw ,  on behalf of The reserved road through Cawarral ...  32 2 0
Ellen Butcher portion 622  and its con-
tinuation  along the
southern boundary cf
portion 796
Mary  Cadwallader  ...  The reserved road through ditto ... 17 0 0
portion 355
The Rosalie Divisional The road from the south -  Milton ... 2 0 9
Board, on behalf of west corner of portion 124v
J. R. Smith south-easterly through
107v
The Murweh Divisional Part of the Nebine-Dul-  Maranoa
Board, on behalf of bydilla road through District
Lessees t larunda and Durella
South
LATEST DATE FOIL OBJECTIONS-18TH AUGUST, 1897.
The Tiaro Divisional 1 The reserved road through Curra ... 7 0 19
Board, on behalf of i portion 41v
T. Bermingham About
J. Darley ... ... The road separating portion Kunioon ... 3 1 8
141 from portion 144
About
The flighfields Divi- Part of the road through Crow's 1 0 0
sional Board, on portion 20 Nest
behalf of W. L.I
Mitchell
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-3RD SEPTEMBER, 1897.
The Barolin Divisional The road on the south and Electra About
Board, on behalf of J. south-east boundaries of { 4 0 0
Gillen (W. S. Clough) portion 7
1
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No. Applicant.
CLOSURE OF  ROADS - continued.
situation .  Parish.
I A. B. P.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-9TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
*9 The Peak Downs Divi-
sional Board, on be-
half of G. W. Kettle
Part of the road separating
portion 22, from section
13
The reserved road through
portion 100
The road separating por- Kuntoon ...
tion 141 from portion 144
The reserved road through Beauaraba
portion 1v
'fenthill... 18 3 0*10 The Tarampa Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
0. Caffrey
11 F. A. Darley ... ...
*12 The  Jondaryan Divi-
sional Board, on be-
half  of C. Pitman
*13 The  Jondaryan Divi-
sional Board, on be-
half  of F. Gillespie
14
*15
*16
The road separating  por- Domville...
tion 3832  from 3858
Area.
About
3 1 8
3 3 24
10 0 0
I
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 23RD SEPTEMBER, 1897.
The Barron  Meat Com-
pany,  Limited
The Rosalie Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
G. Steuart
W. Ewing ... ...
The reserved  road  through Formartine 9 1 5
portion 136v About
Part of the road  through Milton ... 3 1 0
portion 1996,  at the north-
east corner
The reserved road through Blenheim 4 2 0
portion 169
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 30TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
*17 The Goolman Divisional  The reserved road through Melcombe ...
the Executors of
James Taylor
18 Ditto ... ...
19 Ditto ... ...
20 Ditto ... ...
21 Ditto ... ...
m
91
Ditto
Ditto
24 Ditto
2$ Ditto
24 Ditto
27 Ditto ... ...
28 Ditto
29 Ditto
30 Ditto ... ...
being-
The road separating sections
3, 17, and 31 of portions
88 and 91 from part of
portions 88 and 91
Theroadseparatingsections
3, 17, and 31 of portions
88 and 91 from sections 2,
16, and 30
The  ro ad separating sections
2, 16, and 30 of portions
88 and 89 fro m sections 1,
14, 15, and 29
The road separating section
29 of portion 91 from sec-
tions 27 and 28
The road separating section
27 of portion 91 from sec-
tion 28
Tbe ro adseparatingsections
27,29 , 30, and 31 of portion
91 fro m sections 16 and 17
of portions 88 and 91 and
section 15 of portion 91
The road separating section
15 of portion 91 from sec-
tion 14 of portion 88
The road separating sections
17 and 16 of portions 88
and 91 and section 14 of
portion 88 from sections
1, 2, and 3 of portion 88
The  ro ad separating section
24 of portions 89 and 9,,)!,
and  sections 38 and 39 of
po rt ion 90 from part of
portions 89 and 90
The road separating section
24 of portions 89 and 90
f ro m section 26 of portions
89 and 90
The  ro ad separating section
26 of portions 89 and 90
fro m part of portion 89
Theroad separating sections
24 and 26 of portions 89
and 90 from section 38 of
portion 90
The road separating section,
38 of  portion 90 from sec-
tion 39
About
Town of
i
1 2 0
Capella
Totalling
Drayton ...  23 0 9
ditto ... 4 0 0
ditto ... 3 3 8
ditto ... 3 3 8
ditto  ...  1 0 33
ditto  ...  0 2 13
ditto  ...  2 0 34
ditto  ...  0 3 15
ditto  ...  1 2 32
ditto ... 2 0 8
ditto ... 0 3 0
ditto ... 0 1 29
ditto  ...  1 0 52
ditto  ...  1 1 14
* Nora .- The closure of these roads is proposed  to be  carried out in
oo aeetion with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Road Case No. 1926.
IN pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  " The Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open a New Road through the Holding described
hereunder.
Fairlight Holding, Burke District.
Lessees-Executors late James Thompson.
Any  claims to which the Lessees may consider themselves entitled
under  the aboveittentioned Act on account of the opening of the said
road  must be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands within two
months from the date hereof.
Norr ..- A copy of  the above notice,  with tracing ,  will be sent  to the Lessees
within two months from the date hereof.
J. F. G . FOXTON.
Board ,  on behalf of portion 9 from the north-
owner east  boundary of portion
47v easterly through por-
tion 9 to the road on the
south -west boundary of
portion 21
The Drayton  Shire The dedicated roads through
Council ,  on behalf  of portions 88,89, 90, and 91,
[7TH AUGUST, 1897.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for  general information , that the following
Land, in the Clermont Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the CLERMONT LAND
OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the THIRTEENTH day of
SEPTEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual
Rental of 6s.  per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-13689-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE CLERMIONT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
PASHA (Forfeited Occupation License No. 56).
Area, about 25 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Eaglefield Creek at the inter-
section of the south boundary of Eaglefield Run, and bounded thence
on the north by a west line along part of that boundary two miles and
forty chains ; thence on the west by a south line five miles crossing
Eaglefield Creek; thence on the south by an east line five miles; thence
on the east by a north line five miles ; and thence again on the north
by a west line along part of the south boundary of Faglefield Run
two miles and forty chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for  general  information, that the following
Land, in the Port Douglas Land A gent's District,  as per  descrip-
tion herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART
V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the PORT DOUGLAS
LAND OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the THIRTEENTH day
of SEPTEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual
Rental of 10s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-14557-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE PORT DOUGLAS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
FORFEITED  OCCUPATION LICENSE No. 1.
Eanawarra.-Area,  about  29  square miles.
Commencing at the  confluence  of the Mitchell and McLeod
Rivers, and bounded thence by the Mitchell River upwards  to a tree
marked broad- arro w  over K over D ; thence by a line bearing north
about five miles  ; thence by a line bearing 262 degrees about five miles
to the McLeod River at a tree marked broad-arrow over T over C.S;
and thence by that river downwards to the point of commencement;-
exclusive of alienated , selected, or reserved land.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Lands, in the Surat Land Agent's District, as per descriptions
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V.  Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the SURAT LAND OFFICE,
on and after  MONDAY, the SIXTH day of SEPTEMBER, 1897,
at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of 10s. per square
mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
lands  may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-14911-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SURAT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
On the Resumed Part  of Drysdale  Ponds Run.
Area, about 25 square miles.
The Crown land comprised in No. 4 Back Block.
Also,-Area, about 27 square miles.
So much of the resumed part of Drysdale Ponds Run as is to the
east of the rabbit-proof fence, being  a line  bearing north from the
north-west corner of the resumed part of Quibet Run.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th August,  1897.IT is hereby notified, forgeneral information, hat he Lands known
as Florida  Vale No. 1, Fox, and Donniebrook No. 4, in the
Gregory North District, opened to Occupation License, at the Winton
Land Office, on the 6th July, 1897, by Notice in the  Government
Gazette  dated  1st April, 1897, shall be and are hereby withdrawn from
Occupation License.
97-14117-D.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the Lands known
as Pine-tree No. 1, Pine-tree No. 3, Pine-tree No. 5, Pine-tree
No. 9, Pine-tree No. 11, and Pine- tree  No. 12, in the Cook District,
opened to Occupation License, at the Normanton Land Office, on
the 6th July, 1897, by Notice in the  Government Garette  dated 1st
April, 1897, shall be and are hereby withdrawn from Occupation
License.
97-13163-N.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1897.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACTS,  1884 TO 1894."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
I
T is hereby  noti fied,  for public information ,  that the Land  Commissioners appointed under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts,  in pursuance  of the twenty-fifth  section of  the above -recited Act, at the
undermentioned Offices, on  the dates specified.
All business  in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868 " and  "The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876"  will also be dealt  with by the  Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1897.
District or Place .  Jan. Feb .  March .  April. May .  June .  July. Augusta Sept .  Oct. Nov. Dec.
Allora
Aramact ...
Ayr ... ...
Banana
Barcaldine t
Beaudesert ...
Blackall
Bowen
Brisbane ...
Bundaberg ...
Burketown ...
Cairns ... ...
Cardwell ... ... ...
Charleville  ... ... ...
Charters Towers ... ...
Clermont ...
Cooktown ...
Cunnamulla
Dalby ...
Emerald  * ... ...
Esk * ... ...
Gatton ..
Gayndah ... ...
Georgetown ...
Geraldton (Mourilyan)
Gladstone .
Goondiwindi
Gymlpie ...
Herberton ...
Hughenden ...
Ingham ...
Inglewood ...
Ipswich ...
Isisford
Landsborough
Longreach ...
Mackay
Maryborough
Miles ...
Mitchell t ...
Muttaburra
Nanango ...
Nerang *
Normanton...
Port Douglas
Ravenswood
Rockhampton
Roma ...
St. George ...
St. Lawrence N.
Sprin ggssure ...
Stanthorpe ...
Surat
Tambo
Taroom ...
Mon. 11 Mon. 8
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Sat. 9 Sat. 6
Fri. 5
Mon. 4 Mon. 1
Thur. 7 Thur. 4
Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Sat. 2 Fri. 5
Tues. 5 ..
Mon. 4 Mon. 1
Tues. 12 Tues. 9
Tues. 16
Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Thur. 7 Thur. 4
Fri. 8 Fri. 5
Tues. 19 .,.
Wed. 20 ...
Fri. 22
Sat. 9 Sat. 13
Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Mon. 11 Mon. 8
Sat. 2 Fri. 5
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Tues. 19 Tues. 16
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 13 Wed. 10
Sat. 2 Fri. 5
Mon. 18 Mon. 15
Wed. 6
Fri. 15
Wed. 6
Sat. 2
,.. Sat. 2
... Wed. 13
... Mon. 11
... Wed. 6
.,, Thur. 7
Thur. 7
... Wed. 6
... Wed. 6
... Thur. 7
... Wed. 6
Wed On
,. Wed. 20
... .« Fri. 8
N. N. Wed. 6
... ... Mon. 4
Texas  ... Wed. 20
Thargomindah
.»
N. ». Wed. 6
Toowoomba ...  N. N. Wed. 6
Townsville  ... ... ...  Tues. 5
Warwick .N  ... ... Tues. 5
Winton .., N. Wed. 6
Windorah  .« ... N.
t  Office for receiving  applications.
2  Days  will be fixed  when Land  Commissioner  visits Ayr.
Mon. 1 ... ... Mon. 7
Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12 Mon. 9
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 We. 7 Wed. 4
Sat. 6 Sat. 10 Sat. 8 Sat. 12 Sat. 10 Sat. 7
... Fri. 2 ... Fri. 4 ... Fri. 6
Mon. 1 Tues. 5 Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5 Mon. 2
Mon 6 ..
Mon.13 Mon.11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Sat. 11 Sat. 9 Sat. 6 Sat. 11
. Fri. 1 ..  Fri. 3
Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. I Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues.  2 Tues. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri . 2 Fri. 6 Fri . 3 Fri . 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
... Tues. 6 ... Tues.  6 ... ... Tues . 5 ... ...
Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5 Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon . 1 Mon. 6
Tues. 9 Tues. 13 Tues. 11 Tues. 8 Tues. 13 Tues. 10 Tues. 14 Tues. 12 Wed. 10 Tues. 14
Tues. 20 ... Tues. 15 ... Tues. 17 ... Tues. 19 ... Tues. 21
Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues.  2 Tues. 7
Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri . 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 21  ... Tues. 20  ... Wed. 20 ...
Wed. 17 ... Wed. 19 . ... Wed. 21 ... Wed. 15 ... Wed. 17 ...
Fri. 19 ... Fri. 21 Fri. 23 ... Fri. 17 ... Fri. 19 ...
Sat. 13 Sat. 10 Sat . 8 Sat .  12 Sat . 10 Sat. 14 Sat. 11 Sat.  9 Sat .  13 Sat. 11
Tues.  2 Tues . 6 Tues. 4 Tues.  1 :Cues.  6 Tues . 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues.  2 Tues. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12 Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon. 11 Mon.  8 Mon. 13
Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri.  2 Fri . 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Tues. 16 Tues. 20 Tues. 18 Tues. 15 Tues. 20 Toes. 17 Tues. 21 Tues. 19 Tues. 16
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12 Wed. 9 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 13 Wed. 10
Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5
Mon. 15 Tues. 20 Mon. 17 Mon. 21 Mon. 19 Mon. 16 Mon. 20 Mon. 18 Mon. 15
Wed 315 Wed 7 WedWedWed 3 .... .. .. .
Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Sat. 17 Fri. 14 Fri. 18 Fri. 16 Fri. 15 Fri. 17 Fri. 15 Fri. 12
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
6Mon
Wed. 1
Tues. 21
Wed. 1
Wed. 8
Fri. 3
Mon. 20
Fri.  17
Wed. 1
Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri.  1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
... Tues .  9 ... ... Tues. 8  ... ...  Thur .  9 ... ... Thur. 9
Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri.  2 Fri . 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri.  5 Fri. 3
Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12 Wed. 1.6 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 15 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 15
Mon. 8 Mon . 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12 Mon.  9 Mon . 13 Mon. 11 Mon.  8 Mon. 13
Wed. 3 ... Wed. 7 ... Wed. 2 ... Wed. 4 ... Wed. 6 ... Wed. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur.  4 Thur. 2
Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur.  4 Thur. 2
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. I
Wed. 3 Wed. ' 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur.  4 Thur. 2
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed.. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
... Thur. 18 ... Wed. 19 ... Wed. 21 ... Wed. 15 ... Wed. 17
Wed. 17 Tues. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 20 Wed. 17
Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Fri. 9 Fri. 14 Fri. 11 Fri. 9 Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 8 Fri. 12
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5 Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon. 1
Wed. 17 Thur. 18 Wed. 21 Wed. 19 Wed.  16  Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 20 Wed. 17
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 3 Wed.  3  Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 15
Thnr. 9
Wed. 1
Mon. 6
Wed. 15
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Tues .  2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues .  7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues .  2 Tues. 2 Tues .  6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues .  3 Tues .  7 Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Wed. 3  Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed.  2 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Thur .  4 ... I Thur .  1 ... Thur. 3  ...  Thur .  5 ... Thur. 7 ... Thur. 2
• The Courts marked  thus • are only held for the purpose of dealing with  applications  for Certificates  of Fulfilment of Conditions
In the event  of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts ,  when necessary ,  in addition to the above ,  will be duly notified from time to time.
J. F.  G. FOXTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Lent Act of  1858" and  "The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the lands intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct areas and descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous areas and descriptions ; and such grants and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
,I. F. G. FOXTON.
97-10008-R.T.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-17557.
Date of Deed-3rd August, 1867.
Name of Grantee-William Gunn.
Land Granted-Portion  48, county of Churchill, parish of
Blenheim.
Area---63 acres 2 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish, of Blenheim, portion 48.
Area, 63 acres 2 roods 35 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 57, and bounded
thence on the south-west by a road bearing 299 degrees 10 minutes
fifteen chains; on the west by a road bearing north forty-eight chains
and sixty-two links; on the north-east by a road bearing 119 degrees
5 minutes fifteen chains; and on the east by portion 57 bearing south
forty-eight chains and sixty-four links to the point of commencement ;
-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office-Cat. No. M 33-2981.
97-14985-S.G.
No. of Deed-18073.
Date of Deed-14th November, 1867.
Name of Grantee-John Bell.
Land Granted-Portion  57, county of Churchill, parish of
Blenheim.
Area -63 acres 2 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOR THE  CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of Blenheim, portion 57.
Area, 63 acres 3 roods 15 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 58, and bounded
thence on the south-west by a road bearing 299 degrees 10 minutes
fifteen chains and six links ; on the west by portion 48 bearing north
forty-eight chains and sixty-four links; on the north-east by a road
bearing 119 degrees 5 minutes fifteen chains ; and on the east by
portion 58 bearing 179 degrees 57 minutes forty-eight chains and
sixty-six links to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. M 33-2981.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  "The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the land intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct area and description shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous area and description ; and such grant and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
97-9313-R.T.
No. of Deed-73156.
Date of Deed-18th June, 1889.
Name of Grantee-George Mann.
Land Granted-Portion  3112, county of Aubigny, parish of
North Branch.Area-470 acres 23 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Aubigny, parish of North Branch, portion  3112.
Area, 472 acres 1 rood 10 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion 2644, and
bounded thence on the north by a road bearing 271 degrees 5 minutes
forty-three chains and sixty-five and seven-tenths links; on the west
and again on the north by portion 3096 bearing south forty chains and
sixty-one links, and west thirty-nine chains and sixty links ;  again on
the west by a road and a line bearing south forty-nine chains and
twenty-seven links ; on the south by portion 3376 bearing 90 degrees
3 minutes forty chains and ninety-six links ; on the south-east by a
road bearing 42 degrees sixty-two chains and four and a-half links ;
and on the east by portion 2644 bearing 1 degree 1 minute forty-three
chains to the point of commencement; exclusive of 12 acres 2 roods
13 perches for a surveyed road, as shown on plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General's Office, not including any part of the soil of
the said roads or any of them-Cat, No. D 36.1889,
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
BRISBANE.MAP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets at 2s. 6d. per Sheet, and Two at Is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia on a small scale, illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colon , in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing the Main Telegraph Lines. Scale, 160 miles to an inch.
Price : Plain, Is. 6d.; coloured, 2s. Gd.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Single Sheet. Map of the Colony. Price, is. plain, or coloured
(illustrating the Counties and Financial Districts) 1s. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the'Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catchment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers, &e., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, Is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts. Price, ls. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta. Scale, 1 mile to an inch. Price,
is. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
City  of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s.; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, 21.
Townsville. Scale, 8' chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony. Price, is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.
Environs of Longreach. Scale,  2 miles  to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall. Scale , 2 miles  to an inch. Price, is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure. Scale,  2 miles to an  inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.'
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-Maps of Landi Open to Selection or for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. McDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st August, 1896.
Geological Survey Office,
George street, Brisbane.
ON SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No. -4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government Geologist.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDING AND CONVERSION OF
EXISTING SCHOOL INTO RESIDENCE, WILSONTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.on FRIDAY, the 3rd September, for New State School and
Conversion of existing School into Residence, Wilsonton.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of 220, and
endorsed  "New State School, Jfc., Wilsonton."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
at the Court Houses, Toowoomba and Ipswich; and at the State
School, Wilsonton.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
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TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, STATE SCHOOL, HOMEBUSH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, curl at the Court Houses,Mackay and Rockhampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 3rd September, for Additions, State School, Homebush.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Additions, State School, Homebush."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
at the Court Houses, Mackay and Rockhampton; and at the State
School, Homebush.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
It. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, IMPROVEMENTS, AND PAINTING, IMMIGRA-
TION BARRACKS, ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court House,Rockhampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd
September, for Repairs, Improvements, and Painting,  Immigration
Barracks , Rockhampton. -
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "Repairs, Jfc., Immigration Barracks, Rockhampton."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars  obtained, at the Government Architect' s Office;  and at the
Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be 'a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the  usual  notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW PLAYSHED, REPAIRS, AND PAINTING, STATE
SCHOOL, CONINGSBY.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses.Mackay and Rockhampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 3rd September, for New Playshed, Repairs, and Painting, State
School, Coningsby.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "New Playshed, State School, Coningsby."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
at the Court Houses, Rockhampton and Mackay ; and at the State
School, Coningsby.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
It. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1897.
TENDERS.
T ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.For full particulars, see  Government Gazette.
Nature of Work, Date of  Gazette  containing original Notice,
and Place  and Date to which Tender can be received, respect ively:-
LUCINDA-New Veranda, &c., Customs Quarters. 10th July.
Works Office, Brisbane, Court House, Townsville, and
Custom House, Lucinda ; 13th August.
PINE HILL-Repairs, Improvements, and Painting, State
School. 17th July. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
Houses, Rockhampton, Barcaldine, and Longreaoh; 13th
August,
[7TH AUG UST, 1897.
ROMA-Stables, Land Office. 17th  July.  Works Office,
Brisbane ; 13th August.
ROCKIIAMPTON-Repairs, Improvements, and Painting, Benevo-
lent Asylum. 17th July. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court House, Rockhampton ; 13th August.
GTHPn -Additions to Boys' School and Repairs and Painting
to Boys' and Girls' Schools (Central). 17th July. Works
Office, Brisbane ; 13th August.
MARYBOROUGH - New Roof, Police Stables. 17th July.
Works Office, Brisbane ; 13th August.
31AYiowN-Fencing and Gates, Post and Telegraph Office.
17th July. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses,
Maytown, Cooktown, and Townsville ; 20th August.
ROCIHA31PTON NORTH-Repairs and Painting, State School
(Boys' and Girls'). 24th July. Works Office, Brisbane,
and Court House, Rockhampton ; 20th August.
BURNSIDE-Additions, Repairs, and Painting, State School.
24th July. Works Office; Brisbane ; 20th August.
CABOOLTURE SOUTH-Repairs and Painting, State School.
24th July. Works Office, Brisbane; 20th August.
BRISBANE-Alterations, Custom House. 24th July. Works
Office, Brisbane ; 20th August.
GEORGETOWN-New Fencing and Gates, Post and Telegraph
Office. 24th July. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post
Offices, Georgetown, Croydon, and Normanton ; 27th
August.
BANANA-New Roof-covering for Residence, State School.
24th July. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses,
Rocknampton and Banana; 27th August..
IsisFORD - New Shed, Repairs, and Painting, Post and
Telegraph Office. 24th July. Works Office, Brisbane,
and Post Offices, Barcaldine, Blackall, Rockhampton, and
Isisford ; 27th August.
MAYTOwN-Repairs and Painting, Court House and Mining
Offices. 24th 'July. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
Houses, Maytown, Cooktown, and Townsville; 27th
August.
GYMPIE-Repairs and Painting, Powder Magazine Quarters.
31st July. Works Office, Brisbane ; 27th August.
ONE-MILE (GYMPIE) - Improvements, Repairs, and Painting,
State School. 31st July. Works Office, Brisbane; 27th
August.
GIN GIN-Repairs and Painting, State School. 31st July.
Works Office, Brisbane ; 27th August.
YENCARIE-Repairs and Painting, State School. 31st July.
Works Office, Brisbane ; 27th August.
GATTON-Chemical Laboratory, Agricultural College. 31st
July. Works Office, Brisbane ; 27th August.
ARAMAc-Additions, Improvements, Repairs, and Painting,
State School. 31st July. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court Houses, Aramac, Barcaldine, and Rockhampton ;
27th August.
RAVRNSWOOD JUNCTION-New State School, Fencing and
Gates, and Conversion of Existing School into Residence,
with Additions. 31st July. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court Houses, Charters Towers and Townsville; 27th
August.
EMU PARK-New Kitchen to Residence, State School. 31st
July. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Rock-
hampton and Gladstone ; 27th August.
R. ROBERTSON, Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.IT is hereby notified, or general information, that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substituted
therefor:-
Notice is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.
96-2450-Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
• Secretary for Works.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th August, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the under.
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
Fencing and  Gates, Post and Telegraph Office,  Engelsburg-
Messrs . MCGRATH AND JURGENSEN-£77 7s.
Repairs, &c., Poet and Telegraph Office, Mackay - J. H.
GRIFFITHS-£68 3s. 6d.
Repairs,  Police Quarters, Dalby-A. MAY-£125.
Repairs to Residence , State School (Boys'), Rockhampton Ncrth
-W. H. BALL--£102.
State School,  Mossman  River-J. C. THoMsoN-£869.
R, ROBERT$QZT, Vrider  Secretary.
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The Treasury,
Brisbane , 2nd August, 1897.
1T is hereby notified ,  for general information,
that Licenses for the year ending 30th
June, 1898, have been issued from the Treasury
to the undermentioned persons.
ROBERT PHILP,
Treasurer.
LICENSED  VICTUALLERS.
Name. Name.
ADAVALE.
Kelly, Patrick Skeahan, P. J.
Mitford, Mary Woodhatch, Edwd.
Presnell, John
ALLORA.Buford, John
Carr, Robt.
Clay, George
Comerford, Alice
Gallagher ,  Eugene
Gordon, Samuel
Holmes, David
Hurley, W.
Kelly, Ne ll ie
Neylan, S. E.
Talty,  Michael
ALPHA.
Doherty ,  Francis Hickson, W. J.
Furber, Chas. bfcArdle, Thos.
Hickson, C. R. Webber, H. W.
A$AMAC.
Payne ,  Mary Porter, Geo.
Phillips, Louis Strutton, W. F.
AUGATIIELLA.
Brumpton, Herbert Palmer, E. A.
Comford, Chas. Wright, Jas.
Cavanagh ,  Daniel
AYR.
Baxter , William Kemp, James
Becker, Herman Lynch, Elizabeth
Benjamin, Harry
BANANA.
McLeod, Marga ret I Paris, Jae.
BARCALDINE.
Campion ,  Joseph Nelson ,  Michael
Devery, Margt. O'Connel, Mary
Edwards, C. F. Page, Jas.
Kemp ,  Wm. Shakspeare, E. J.
Lennon , Cath. Vesper, J. P.
McBride, Peter
BEAUDEsSET.
Cable, Robt. Quinn, Mary
Manning, Saml .,  junr . Stretton, Frank
Markwell,  John Welch, Hy.
Mulcahy, P.
BEENLEIGH.
Cahill ,  Edward Palm ,  Christina
Leo, Richard Schafer, Wm.
Meilandt, P. M. Thorsborne, August
Musch, Carl
BIGOENDEN.
Baxter , Saml. Lutteral, T. F.
Berrie,  Thos. Mackenzie, Wm.
Cairns, Hugh
BI$DSVILLE.
Bowman , Henry Morton, C. H.
Bowman ,  Frank Dennett, S. J.
Brodie, Mary
BLACEALL.
Ahern, Sarah Kirk, J. M.
Ahnfeldt, F. H. Lane, Richard
Banks, W. H. Russell, Wm.
Chapman, Chas. Ryan, Michael
])ash, John Wicker, E. H.
Kahl, J. J.
BooNAK.
Blumberg, Elizabeth  (  Welge ,  Heinrich
Streiner, J. C.
B OULIA.
Darge,  J. B. Nolan, Peter
Howard , J. P. Smith, Stephen
Lilley, Wm.
BOWEN.
Bamford , F. W. Schilling, Anton
Diecke ,  Edward Schilling, Chas.
Hooper, Fredk .  Srhumaker ,  August
Hornung ,  W. G.  Voss, F. C. C.
McKenzie , Alex.
BRISBANE.
Bain, John Brosnan, John
Barnett ,  Jae. Buchanan, Jas.
Berry, J. K. Burton, E. S
Bird, L. C. Bury, G. L.
LICENSED VICTUALLERS- continued.
Name. Name.
BRISBANE - continued.
Cain , Hugh MeCahon, W. B.
Campbell, Catherine McCann, Jas.
Carter, Dipper* McDermott, Annie
Chapman, John McDonald, B.*
Chardon, Jane McGinn, Jas.
Clarke, E. C. McGuinness, Annie
Cooper, G. E.e McGuire, Bridget
Corrigan, D. J. McKay, Lizzie*
Coupland, F. W.* McKinnon, Angus
Coupland, J. R. McLennan, S.
Crowe,  M. McNeill,  Stuart
Currie, John McSweeney, John
Cutbush, G. B.* O'Connor, Denis
Daniell, C. H. O'Sullivan, Timothy
Darragh, Jas. Petermann, Wm.*
Doyle, Mary* Phillips, B. A.*
Dyer, Hy. Phillips, Sarah*
Eustace ,  Harriette  Phillips, C. W.
Flynn, Will am* Pickett, H. T.*
Foster, F. E. Proe. Thomas
Freeney, Edward Pyrah, Thomas0alloway, Ann Q,uilley, E. W.
Goodwin, Bridget Roberts, Mary
Gottschalk, Hy. Robertson, W. H.
Gralton, Jas. Robinson ,  Isabella*
Grant, Jas. Ruddle, Win.
Grant, B. J. Schubert, Fredk.
Greaves . John* Scott, John*
Gregg, Jas. Shanks, A. D.
Gunsler, J. P. * Simpson, John
Hartigan , Michael Sommer, J. G.
Hazleton ,  Dawson Squire, Helena
Heaton, C. A. Stanton, E.
Herber t,  George*  Steadman ,  George
Holmes , Thos.* Talty, Patk.*
Hurley, Sarah* Taylor, F. H.
Jorgensen, Cath. Thomson, D. A. (Sand-
Kenyon, Fredk. A.* gate)
Landers, Ellen Togville, J. A.e
Langdon, Wm. Tracey, Mary
Lapraik, A. H. Tracey, Michael
Lenneberg , Theodore Tracey, Faith
Lingley, Alice (Sand - Wallin, Wm., junr.
gate ) Walsh, Charlotte
Milroy, Robt. West, Harry
Morse ,  John* White, Hannah
Morley, F. L. Wilson, Jas.
Moxley, T. C. Young, John
Muhl, A. C. Zahel, Thirza
Murphy, Peter*
BUNDABRRG.
Adams ,  C. M. Matthewson, Jas.
Banner , Wm. McCann, W. H.
Bauer ,  W. F. Mehan, Ellen
Bourke, John Moore, Mary
Chatten, Edward Moore, Wm.
Connolly, Wm. Nicol, James
Clausen P. J. Nielson, Peter
Clowes, W. S. Olesen, Thos.
Colman, Lucy* Phillips, Susan
Dahl, N. C. Poeppel, Fredk.
Davis,  N. J. Redmond, William
Francis ,  Isaac  Rosenstet, E.
Gorey, Richd. Stanieg, L.
Holmes , Chas. Thomson, James
Johnson, John Walters, Joseph
Kirby, E. Walters, R. H.
Kulick, J. W. A. Weatherston, John
Levy, H. G. Winter, Chas.
Marlow, I hos.
BURR ETOWN.
Barrett ,  Emily Bradley , Margaret
Booth, Car.,line Brown, Albert
CABABLAH.
Barry, P. O'Connor, Sarah
Horrigan , Daniel Wockner, Fredk.
Lovejoy, Annie
CAIRNS.
Bardon , Geo. Hickey ,  Michael
Blackwell , R.. Hides, E. M.
Brown , Kate Howley, P. J.
Byrne, Peter Jones, Mary
Byrne, Sarah Keam, M. M.
Byrnes, Ellen McLean, Neil
Carroll, Michael O'Hara, Denis
Dillon, Thos. Petersen, M. C.
Donegan , Edward Pryn, Wm.
Fitzgerald , M. C. Spillane, Michael
Fox, Geo. Siuuden, Chas.
Fretwell ,  Isaac  E. Strattmann,  Cecelia
Green, Wm. Walton, J. W.
LICENSED  VICTUALLERS - continued.
Name. Name.
CAMOOWEAL.
Beaumont , Win. Conroy, J. A.
Booth, Annie I Webber, Ellen
CARDWELL.
• Cook, Maria
CHARLEVILLE.
Aeschimann , Albert
Allen,  George
Coleman, Henry
Dalton, Pierce
Enright, A. G.
Espie, D. E.
Langridge, F. M.
Lefoe, Jane
Lucas, R. B.
O'Donnell, Michael
Preston, Mary
Ryan, Kate
Smith, H. G.
Strachan, Andrew
CHARTERS TOWERS.
Atkins, J. A.*
Austin, M. A.
Brooks, J. MeG.
Byrne, W. J.
Byrne, Patk.
Carroll, Win.
Clark, John
Collins, Robt.*
Danvers, W. F.
Daunton, H. D.
Davis, Thos.
Dick, J. J.
Downey, Patk.
Dungavell, E.
Earl, Arthur
Ferguson, H. C.
Finucane,.Delia
Flynn, 'rhos.
Forbes, Wm.
Foy, Patk.
(Gough, Wm.
Hammatt, W. H.
Hansen, Peter
Hayes, Eliz.
Hayles, Robt.
Heery, Chas.
Henderson , Fredk.
Hiller, Max.
Irwin, A.
Irwin, Margt.
Jeffs, Harry
Jenkins, W. F.
Jones, Win.
Knox, T. A.
Lewis, J. B.
Louch, Chas.
Malone, John
Mai tin, R. E.
McInerney, P.
McKeown, Samuel
Nankervis, John
Nelson, Henry
O'Brien, E.
O'Hara, Samuel
Olsen, Mary
Phillips, Win.
Raper, John
Rebgetz, Godfrey
Reynolds, T. J.
Rogers, T. J.
Ryan, Edwd.
Stone, Chas.
Taylor, Albert
Tolson, T.
Tubbs, E. H.
Tyack, J. H.
Wal-h, M. S.
Walsh, Mary
White, Wi lliam
V'. illiamson, John
Winterbottom, D.
Woodhouse, G. H.
CLERMONT.
Comley, Alice
English, William
Finn, Frank
Hay, William
Hoolahan, Daniel
Kettle, H. E.
Beech, F. B.
Cassim, Anne
Marsden, Henry
Absolon, G. R.
Allis, Anthony
Alman, Henry
Ford, G. E.
Johnston, John
Lobston, John
Mullin, J. R.
McCarthy , Eugene
Peterson, Christian
Richards, John
Sinnott, Anne
CLEVELAND.
Slawson, David
Veitch, Julia
CLONCURRY.
McDonald, Annie
Shepherd, F. C.
Stanley, Geo.
1 ier, Maria
Weir, John
COEN.
Boyd, John j Brennand, Henry
COOETOWN.
Bremen,  Annie Von Lane, Daniel
Claussen, Minnie McGrath, Mary
Davis, W. J. McKeown, John
Donald, Bessie Neilson, Margt.
Dyer, Henry O'Be rne, Julia
Farleigh, Georgina Reynolds, Owen
Galvin, A. M. Ruge, Mark
Hall, R. N. Sleep, W. T.
Hansen, August Waterston, Janet
Henry, Maria Watkin, Geo.
Joseph, A. Williams, S.
CROW'S NEST.
Gleeson, M.
CROYDON.
Baleen , William Gillett,  Benjamin
Bergin, Timothy Ginn, Emily
Black, Christina Greenwood, Win.
Bohan , Wm. Haughey, Jas.
Bredhauer, Geo. Hayman,  Isabella
Downey, Minnie 1Heenan, C. J.
Gilder, W. A. ; Jay, R. A.
v Two bars.  I • Two bars. 1 • Two bars.
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LICENSED  VICTUALLEEB-- continued.
Name. Name.
CROYDON- continued.
Jelbart, E.
Kelly, Susannah
Knust, C. E.
Morrison , Andrew
Ovens, Johanna
O'Connor, John
O'Donovan, Michael
O'Rourke, James
O'Sullivan, Margt.
Peterson, A.
Phillips, Honoria
Pressley, E. M.
Purcell, Jas.
Shardlow, Agnes
Shepherd, W. H.
Silva, A.
South, Margt.
Spence, A. P.
Stack, M.
Stock, W. C. E.
Stone, John
Swanson, G. S.
Tonner, Edwd.
Trimble, O eo.
Wall, Lucy
Wall, Stephen
Walsh, Patk.
Wright, Wm.
CQNNAMQLLA.
Birdsall, Edward
Campbell, Malcolm
Costello, E. W.
Heuston, Wm.
Hinch,  Maurice
McCormick, Wm.
Millar, Christopher
Moody, John
Robinson ,  Caroline
Sharp, Hy.
Stevens , William
Baldock, Wm.
Best, Richd.
Black, J.Y.
Callaghan, Michael
Condon, Ellen
Conroy, J. J.
Fitzpatrick ,  Edmund
Flanagan, Denis
DALBY.
Gibson, Anne
Hogg, Alice
Laine, Win.
Mulholland, J. D.
McCarthy, Owen
O'Keefe, E. M.
Ryan, Ed.
Sweeney, J. J.
E HERALD.
Bianchi, Carlo Kitchiner, Wm.
Carrington, Win. Ling, M. L.
Eyles, W. T. Nalty, John
Jones, Joseph
Esg.
Cross, Croxford Vernon, JohnMcDonald, Edwd. Webb, Thos.
EULO.
Hickling, J. F. Westhead, R. T.
Kearney, W. M.
GATTON.
Arndt, C. F. Gilbert, Chas.
Barlow , John Gunne, Chas.
Bloom, H. S. Mortimer, Hugh
Corcoran, John O'Neill, Patk.
Gaul, Edwd.
GAYNDAR.
Ashney, J. R. Lohr, J.
Jeynes, Christopher McNamara, Patk.
GEORGETOWN.
Aplin, J. A. McAlpine, Jas.
Bray, J. W. Morris, M. V.
Clarke, Annie Neilson, H. O.
Clarke, Jas. O'Hara, John
Dutton, John Purley, Jas.
Fox, Patk. Reed, Thomas
Geraghty, J. X. Roberts, Geo.
Hansen , A. B. S. Roberts, J. R.
Hutson,  Aif. Shepherd, Frank
Jenkin, Jas. Steele, J. P.
Lee, Wm. Thompson, Jae.
Livermore, Geo. Ward, Elizabeth
GERALDTON.
Bourke, Catherine Wilson, Harry
Wakelam, Fred
GIN GIN.
Brown, Samuel Lund, August
Lewis, Wm. Stapleton, John
GLADSTONE.
Bendeick ,  A. F. McCray, Rose
Bruce,  J. McL . McGuire, Chas.
Cowan,  W. J. Moran, Annie
Crosisca , G. G. Mylne, Mary
Dalton, Philip  Parsons, Edwin
Emery, Fredk. Pujolas,  H. F.
( lrei  , J. It. Reilly, Thos.
Griffiths, J. M. Ryalls, Richd.
Herbertson , Robt. Vallis, Abel
Lee, G. J. Welch, Chas.
GOODNA.
Clifford, Jas.  Simpson, Janet
Coleman, Wm.
LICENSED  VICTUA  LLERS - continued.
Name. Name.
GOONDI WINDI.
Cranney, J. B. Lucas, E. G. W.
Fenn, Henry McAuliffe, Wm.
Giltrow, Fredrica Perry, A.
Lake, Thomas Wilson. Wm.
GYMPIE.
Alcock, Richd.
Allchin, Christopher
Baker, S.
Barry, Patk.
Casey, Edmund
Cogan, Michl.
Coles, Albert
Colwell, Jas.
Conheady, Thos.
Cox, R. H.
Donnelly, E. F.
Donovan, John
Duff, John
Dunlea, Denis
Dunlea, Robt.
Findlay, Mary
Flay,  G.  S.
Furey, J. P.
Gill, Annie
Heenan, Rody
Martin, Daniel
Martin, Wm.
Moore, R.
Murdoch, M. M.
Myles, Catherine
McKewen, Wm.
McQuade, Norah
McSweeney, Denis
McSweeney ,  Jeremiah
Rogers, Patk.
Russell, Ellen
Shanahan, Thos.
Shepherd, Hannah
Sim, R. A.
Stewart, J. J. E.
Sullivan, John
Walsh, Jas.
Webb, G. S.
HABBISVILLE.
Boyle , M. S. Tacey, H. O.
Dalton, Maurice  Walmsley,  Emily
HERBE KTON.
Bennett, Saml.
Bimrose, J.
Bird, T. C.
Blackmore ,  Margaret
Brown, F. G.
Carr, W. T.
Clifford, W. C.
Denford, Chas.
Frith, Robt.
Gibbs,  Margaret
Half, app, A. M.
Hayes, B.
Hides, J. P.
Hogsflesh, F. E.
Joy, Benjamin
Laing, Wm.
Leahy, Thos.
Leahy, John
Matthews, Wm.
Maund, W. C.
Mihr, Geo.
Mollett, John
Montgomery,  Duncan
McAuley, Hugh
McCraw, Win.
McKinnon, W. L.
O'Sullivan ,  Jeremiah
Roberts, David
Spranklin, Chas.
Stanfield, John
Wade, Hy.
HUGHENDEN.
Bingham, Henry
Bray, A. J.
Burke, James
Cox, Thos.
Flynn, Thos.
Fox, M. C.
Gillespie, Bernard
Hall, If. J.
Howell, B. L.
Hulbert,  Harriet
Kukart, Wm.
Long, M. A.
Middleton, Geo.
Moorhead ,  Martha
Moylan, John
McNulty, John
Nolan, T. J.
Page, Eliza
Robinson, G. L.
Vaughan, C. H.
Warnemendi, M. H.
Williams, Eli
Wood, Alex.
HUNGERFORD.
Logan, John  I Maslen, Geo.
INGHAM.
Atkin, M. E. Hunter, Geo.
Berry, Elizabeth  Melvin ,  Laurence
Gilbert, Geo.  Robinson , H. F. A.
Gillam, W. G. Shewcroft, J. P.
INGLEWOOD.
Dowling, E. W. Thompson, S.
Johnstone, Wm.
IPSWICH.
Balls,  Sarah Raabe, John
Bedford, Jane Reilly, John
Champion, Emilie Roberts, A. H.
Fairley, C. Sloane, Peter
Gordon, J. P. Stevens, Mark
Meredith, Thos. J. Swift, S. H.
McGill, James Vincent, H. C.
McGrath, John Vincent, Geo.
Normile, John Watson, Dom
ISISFORD.
Habsey, Wm. McGrath,  Samuel
Kely, Wm.
I
Sutton, Ellis
Moore, E.
JUNDAH.
Bowman ,  Wm. Sweeney, F.
Stanford, A. J.
KILLARNEY.
Canning ,  Andrew Sheppard, W. J.
Logan ,  Thos.
LICENSED  VICTUALLEBS - continued.
Name. Name.
LAIDLEY.
Alexander, J. A. Pohlman,  Henry, j unr.
Campbell ,  J., junr .  Sinclair, Jas.
Graf, Jacob Thorn, It. C. S.
LONGREACH.
Ali Foo,  James  * Jackson, Wm.
Ahern, John Manning, E. H.
Booker, Jas. Matlick, John
Bryden, J. S. Mullaly, Catherine
Cannon, David Mullavey, J.
Cashel, Edwd. McInto: h, J. R.
Denison, W. E. O'Kane, H. A.
Gardiner, Jas. J. O'Reilly, Patk.
Gillespie, M. E. Pennington, M. E.
Green, W. H. Pyne, Thos.
Harrington , John White, Henry
Holland ,  Ellen Young ,  Andrew
MACKAY.
Barclay, Alex. Lee, John
Barron ,  M. Lennon, Ed.
Bruce , W. It. Morthensen, N. C.
Burke, J. F. McDonald , Barbara
Cashim, Andrew McIntyre, A.
English, Wm. McNeill, Mary
Francis , Geo. Neill, Richd.
Hampton, Wm. Northey, Wm.
Hannan , Edward O'Brien, Patk.
Harris, Morris O'Neill, M. B.
Hart, Joseph Osborn, C. H.
Healy, Maria O'Toole, Agnes
Hoey, Ann Ready, C. P.
Holden, Bridget Robertson, H. E.
Hunter, Chas. Simpson, Thos.
Kable, F. J. C. Single, J. H.
Keeffe , John Smith, G. R.
Keller, Win. Treneman, J.
Kemp, W. T. Weatzel, Peter
Keneally, Michael Wesche, Henry
Kenny, Rose
MARB USG.
Jessop ,  Saml .  O'Shea, Jas.
Lutz, Hy. Sakrezewski, Otto
Moule, M. A. Trulson, A. M. K.
MARYBOROUGH.
Beiers ,  Matthias Malmborg, F. H.
Bonner, Margaret  Marshall, Dalton
Brown , H. J. Mooney,  Samuel
Burke,  Wm. Murray, Annie
Cain, John McLachlin, John
Carswell, Wm. McVinish, M. H.
Christensen ,  Charles  Payne ,  Benjamin
Cleary,  Margt . Phillips, M. A.
Concannon , Timothy Pincher, W.
Connor, Mary Pollard, J. McC.
Costin ,  Henry Poulsen, Neils
Crocker, Alf. Rabaa, Chas.
Doolan, Hy. Reed, Henry
Edwards, Thos. Schmidt, Peter
Elwood , J. D. Sim, Walter
Fielding, T. H. Smith, Charlotte
Holmsen, V. F. Steley, It. L.
Jones, W. E. St. Ledger, Jas.
Kruger, Lucy Taylor, John
Liddle, Joseph Tighe, Joseph
Lilley, Albert Tuohy, Patk.
Lockyer, G. T. Wilson, Agnes
Maher ,  Daniel
MAYTOWN.
Ahlers, Hy. Fox, J. L.
Clifford, M. J. Sin Yee Chong
MILES.
Fogarty ,  M. J. Geary, John
MITCHELL.
Boyle ,  Thos. Rogers, James
Furey ,  Margt .  Walsh, Thos.
O'Brien, F. W.
MOBVEN.
Higman ,  J. C.  F.'  I Meredith, Jae.
MOUNT MORGAN.
Aldridge, Henry Mitchell, W. C.
Conroy, Matthew Monckton, Wm.
Dent, Sarah Moulds ,  Joseph
Forrest ,  Elizabeth McBryde, Jane
Heiser ,  Samuel Nankevill, Saml.
Heiser, Sarah O'Flaherty, Jae.
Linde, J. J. Stack, Jas.
Lyons, Arthur S! aunton, Thom.
Manion, John Thorne, Thom.
Mannion ,  Daniel
• Two bars.
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LICENSED  VICTUALLERS- continued.
Name. Name.
MUTTAnURRA.
Clemesha,  Sam]. O'Connor, W. J.
Bloom,  Montague  Phillips,  fary
Keane,  John Toole, Mary
Lake, E. E. West, William
Lennox, John
Collins, M. J.
Bozier, Anne
Brunt, Joseph
Downes, Wm.
Dwyer, MariaFaso, Fredk.
Ferguson, Margt.
Hanlon, Louis
Lamont, Sarah
NANANGO.
I Hamilton, Wm.
NERANG.
Laver, W. H.
Mathewson, John
Meyers, J. H. C.
Meyers ,  Savine
Pidd, Wm.
Shay,  Bridget
Simpson, Mary
NORMANTON.
Allison,  Samuel
Baker, Robt.
Bardsley, Jane
Baxter, J. F.
Hely, C. B.
Meriga, Saml.
McDonald, M. S.
Neilson, Ane
PORT DOUGLAS.
Carstens , F. D. A. Rose, Annie
Kearsley, Geo. Tate, Bridget
McLean, Robt. Tyrrell, Michael
O'Brien, Teresa
RAVENS WOOD.
Browne, C. T. Malpass, W. H.
Clark, Christina Malpass, Joseph
Delaney, Jas. McKelvey, John
Delaney, Margt. Scammel, W. E.
Jenkins , Wm. Whelan, J.
ROCKHAMPTON.
Ahern, John
Anderson, J. F.
Bale, Ernest
Barrett, John
Barry, John
Birch, G. H.*
Boyd, Geo.
Bream, H. C.
Burke, B.
Butler, A.
Carmody, John
Carroll, Timothy
Conmee, F. E.
Crompton, T. B.
Cross, Catherine
Curtain, Daniel
Dean, Fredk.
Devenish, M. J.
Diamond, Wm.
Dolan, John
Dowling, J. F.
Duffy, Anne
Dwyer, Ellen
Eccles, H. G.
Edgar, Robt.
Esler, John
Evans, T. E.
Farrell, Wm.
Fenzi, E.
Finn, Win.
Fulton, Hugh
Gilpin, Richd.
Glacken, Mary
Greedy, E. M.
Hawk, Daniel
Hogan, Denis
Houlihan, Sarah
Irwin, Catherine
Jackson, A.
Johnson, H.
Johnson, Leah
Kelly, Patk.
Bones, J. N.
Enright, Thos.
Grieve, Robt.,  senr.
Johnson, L. E.
Lawson, W. J.
McEwen, Jane
Reid, Win.
Knott, Jas.
Laity, James
Lennon, Jas.
Lipstine, S.
Mackey, T. C.
Mannion, Peter
McGrath, W.
McIntosh, Isabella
Mo11er, Carl
Morrissey, John
Murphy, J. T.
Murphy, Thos.
Murray, John
Nash, Charles
Nelson, T. P.
North, J. F.
O'Donnell, John
O'Dwyer, Timothy
O'Neill, Martin
O'Shanesy, Bridget
Pearse, R. A.
Pfitzenmaier, Louis
Quinn, Delia
Redman, Edward
Riemann, J. H.
Ross, Ann
Ryan, David
Samuels, Benjamin
Savage, Jas.
Schilling, M.
Sizer, E. W.
Smith, Agnes
Sommers, Elizabeth
Squibb, J. R.
Treacy, D.Vespermann, C.
Wakefield, Jabez
Wassmann, H. E.
Wassmann, E. C.
Williams, M. R.
Wyatt, Alfred
RoMA.
Riley, T. H.
Roach, C. E.
Schubert, Christian
Shambrook, Susan
Skehau, Ellen
Walduck, J.
Ward, Geo.
RosEwooD.
Gentner, C. J. Pouting,  Selina
Hodge, Robt. Sloane, B.
Johnson, J. E.
Lie NSRD  VICTUALLERS- continued.
Name. Name.
SOUTH BRISBANE.
Brown, Wm.
Coppinger, James
Davis, M. A.
Delahunty, James
Delaney, Thos.
Dwyer, John
Evers, Amelia
Farry, James
Firth, L. H.
Fitzgerald, Mary
Flynn, Edward
Hayden, Sarah
Helmholz, W.
Hubbard, P. E.
Kavanagh, M. A.
Kavanagh, Martin
King, Jas.
Klaassen, B.
Lawton, A.
Lehane, Margt.
Lyons, David*
Morris, Wm.
Manning, Thos.
Maynard, John
Mahon, Jas.
McKenna, Michl.
O'Connor, J. D.
O'Connor, W.  1).
Oelkers, Franz
Pott, G. F.
Powell, Bessie
Price, G. W.
Richardson, S. H.
Soden, John
Synnott, Patk.
Tynan, Mary
Underhill, Ebenezer
Underwood, Wm., sen.
Wallace, Chas.
SPRINGSURE.
Cahill, E. M. Iiorsfield, Geo.
Dolgener , L. C. Huston, Wm.
STANTHORPE.
Hale, Saml. Sheahan, Denis
Malone, Margaret, sen. Tevlin, Patk.
Mara, Michael W elsby, W. W.
McCook, Jas. Willows. A. F.
ST. GEORGE.
Anderson, W. B. McNamara, Terence
Aronsten, Max Noud, C.
Bolton, J. C. Richardson, Win.
Fitzgerald, Mary Roberts, D. R.
Galton, M. A. Roberts,  John
Griffiths, Richd. Scotney, Richd.
Kirwan,  W. W. Thompson, Geo.
Macalister , A. Tillman, Win.
Maidens,  Walter Woolich, E. A.
McMahon, Michael
ST. LAWRENCE.
Greedy, Thos. Owens, Thos.
SUIRAT.
Lawton, Win. Naylor, J. T.
Moore, Edwd. Pollard, John
TAMBO.
Lynch, M. A. Sullivan,  George
Milne , D. C. Walsb, F. L. J.
TAROOM.
Clarke, Chas. Meagher, Patk.
TENNINGERING.
Miller , Alexr. I Thompson, J.
Muller, L. T. W.
TEXAS.
Bowe,  Margt. Malone ,  Margt.
THARGOMINDAY.
Aberneathv, Edwd. Howell, Henry
Adams, George Moore, W. J.
Barber, H. L.. Murray,  Francis
Bevan, Thos. Ord, T. W.
Costello, T. J. Scanlan, Mary
Holman, Wm. Tobin, Edward
TRORNBOBOUGH.
Gielis, F. H. Wah Lee
Grogan, Patk. Winfield, Patk.
O'Neill, Geo.
THURSDAY  ISLAND.
Burke, W. A. Pearson,  Geo.
Doyle, Jas. Sullivan, W. T.
McMahon, Mary SRiss-Davies, D.
TIARO.
Bauer , Benedict Harwood, Jonathan,
Edmunds,  Jas. junr.
Frail, Nathan  Olesen, Hans
Gesch, August
ToowooMBA.
Aldridge, Edwd.
Allen, Jane
Bell, Chas.
Bowden, Wm.
Bolger, P. J.
Brosnan, Win.
Burge, Robt.
Clear, Ellen
Clohessy, David
Collins, Mary
Corner, John
Cullen, Danl.
Cullen, Gerald
Desmond, Richd.
Dowling, Gilbert
Everingham, E.
Fahey, John
Gallagher. D. A.
Gentle, Wm.
Godsall, G. A.
Heffernan, Michl.
Hennessy, E. M.
Keating, M. A.
Keeffe, Matthew
LICENSED  VICTUALLERS- Continued.
Name. Name.
Toowoo.BA--continued.
Kirk, Robt. Pierce, Edwd.
Laracy, Michl. Schultz, Danl.
Long, John Scully, John
Loveday, Mark Smiley, J. H.
Mahoney, Thos. Stevenson, Wm.
McDougall, E. Stower, Joseph
McGoldrick, A. J. Strohfeld, A. F. W.
McLoughlin, Jas. Taylor, Thos.
McShane, A. H. Thompson, Helena
Meagher, T. F. Torpie, John
O'Brien, Bridget Walsh, Thos.
Perkins, C. E.
TOWNSVILLE.
Bowden, A. E. Jenkin, M.
Buchanan, David Jones, H. R.
Butts, A. Long, Joseph
Byrnes, Edward Mains, J. H.
Cameron, M. MacLander, Alfred
Campbell, A. E. Maclurcan, D.
Conlan, Jas. McAlister, Colin
Connell, Patrick McDonnell, Edwd.
Cran, Jessie McNeil, T. L.
Dent, Jacob Norris, Jas.
Downs, Edwd. Oldenburg, A. R.
Enright, Thos. Patterson, W.
Finnigan, Annie Pritchard, Agnes
Fisher, Hy. Richards, M. J.
Fitzsimmons, T. H. Riley, James
Flanagan, Patk. Rolfe, W. W.
Fryer, Eliztb. Satini, Margt.
George, H. H. Smith, H.
Guthrie, Jane Vigers, J. J.
Hammitt, James Walker, Anna
'Harris, George Wise, Alban
Hodel, Henry  *  Wyatt, Chas.
Hodgson, Nathan
WARWICK.
Allman, Jeremiah O'Hagen, Jae.
Barrett, John Page, John
Chandler, Henry Pender, Thos.
Evenden, Eliza Reitzler, L
Higgins, Margt. Rynne, Frank
Kane, Jane Sattler, Jacob
Kelly, Robt. Smith, J.
Law, Hannah Smith, Wm.
Mara, Jas. Stephens, A. J.
Mathison, Peter Sterne, John
Maynard, John Tighe, Peter
McKey, J. T. Wiegard, Wm.
WINI,ORAH.
Geiger, Geo. McGeorge, Annie
McC'ullagh, Lizzie McPhellamy,Timothy
WINTON.
Adams, Henry Lynett, Louisa
Adams, M. A, McDonnell, Michael
Cloughley, D. 11 cLean, Geo.
Crean, C. Noonan, Thomas J.
Diehm, G. C. Steele, W. B.
Fahey, Michl. Swan, Joh n
Farrell, John Webber, Louis
Grant, J. McP. Wood, Danl.
Guest, Fredk.
YEULBA.
Duve, H. T. C. McLaughlin, Hugh
WINE-SELLERS ' LICENSES.
Name. Place.
Congeau ,  N.  ...  Brisbane
Connor, Thos . ...  Maryborough
QUEENSLAND WINE SELLERS'
LICENSES.
Stumer, Carl ...
Anderson, C. J. ...
Arundell, Sidney ...
Dow, John ...
Halliday, J. W. L....
King, William
Koenig, Albert ...
Malpass, Isabella ...
Simpson, Eliza ...
Twist, Geo. ...
Webb, Fredck. ...
Woreley, John
Murray, David
Coomber, A. T.
Donaldson, Allan ...
Longhurst, Richd. ...
Mcilannie, Robt.
Boonah
Brisbane
ditto
ditto (Strathpine)
ditto (Nundah)
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Blackall
Bundaberg
ditto
ditto
ditto
* Two bars.  0 Two bare. IF '  Two bars,
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QUEENSLAND  WINE  SELLERS' LICENSES-
-cont inued.
Name.
Quarrie, Geo.
Foxlee, Herbert
Conroy, Jas.
Pitt, E. S.
Place.
Bundaberg (Childers)
Charters Towers
Dal by
Goodna
Regazzoli , E. ... Halifax
McConachy,  Beatrice Harrisville
Sealy, A. J. ... ditto
Gibson,  W. J. ... Longreach
Parker, W. J. ... ditto
Mitchell, John ...  Mount Morgan
O'Dea,  Thomas  ... ditto
Weedman, G. H. ... ditto
Black, Margt. ...  Nerang
Turpin, Annie .. , ditto
Cook, Edwd. ...
Golden, MichaelLaycock, Elizabeth...
Wieneke, G. H. P....
Fischer, M. ... ...
Ryan,  Eliza ...
Viner, M.
Tuesley, Mary
Dewhurst, J. S.
Casper, J. M.
Lamb, John
Rivers, G. F.
Roma
ditto
ditto
ditt o
Rosewood
South  Brisbane
ditto
Southport
Thargomindah
Toowoomba
Warwick
ditto
PACKET LICENSES.
Name.
Adrian, H. C.
Anderson, N. P.
Armstrong, R.
Bengtsson, B. F.
Butcher, J. E.
Chapman, W. J.
Clarke, Robt.
Collin, W. J.
Davies, D. P.
Ellis,  Win.
Erickson, C. W.
Fawcett, J. J.
Fleetwood, W. R.Gralil, J. .
Hammer, Win.
Hurford, Win.
Johnstone, T. L.
Joy, J. D. ...
Knight, Win.
Lawrence, C. T.
Lee, F. G. ...
Little, J. G.
Meaburn, J. E.
Mears, Chas.
McComley, H.
Pain, J. ...
Sinclair, W.
Smith, G.
Thompson, W. C.
Packet.
Porpoise
Barratta
Aramac
Garnet
Cintra
Iceberg
South  Australian
Lady  Musgrave
Franklin
Leura
Brinaw arra
Dolphin
Warrego
Eurimbla
Koonoowarra
... Derwent
Ranelagh
Tyrian
Allinga
Vlissinger
Arawatta
Barrabool
Wodonga
... Amur
... Yaralla
... Peregrine
... Maranoa
... Burwah
... Fitzroy
BILLIARD LICENSES.
Name. Name.
A JAVALP.
Presnell,  John J Woodhatch, Edwd.
ALLORA.
Holmes, David
ALPHA.
Doherty, Frances I Hickson, C. R.
A$AMAC.
Inman, C. H. Strutton, W. F.
Porter, George
AYR.
Benjamin, Harry
B ARCALD IN E.
Campion, Joseph I Vesper, J. P.
BEAUDESERT.
Cable, Robert
BLACK AL.
Banks, W. H. I Lane, Richd.
BOWEN.
Phaff, J. F. Smith, E. G.
BILLIARD  LICENSES-continued.
Name. Name.
BRISBANE.
Burton , E. S. McKay, Lizzie
Cooper, G. E.* McKinnon, Angus
Daniell, C. II. Murphy, Peter
Darragh, Jas. Petermann, Wm.
Gralton, Jas. Pickett, H. T.
Greaves, John Proe, Thos.
Griffiths, Edward e Pyrah, Tom
Gunsler, J. F. Robinson, Isabella
Hazleton, Dawson Ruddle, Wm.
Holmes, Thos. Talty, Patk.
Kenyon, F. A. Taylor, F. H.
Lingley, Alice Togville, J. A.
McGuinness, Annie Zahel, Thirza
BUNDABERG.
Colman, Lucy* Wilson, Roland
Neilsen ,  Peter*
BURKETOWN.
Brown, Albert
CAIRNS.
Adams, John Hides, E. M.
Byrnes, Ellen Beam, M. M.
Donegan, E.
CAMOOWEAL.
Beaumont , Win. I Conroy, Emily
CHARLEVILLE.
Aeschimann, Albert Ivory, M.
Hassall ,  Edwd. Strachan ,  Andrew
CHARTERS TOWERS.
Brooks, J. McG. Gough, Win.
Carroll,  Win.  Henderson, Fred.
Clark, John Irwin, Mgt.
Collins, Robert's Rebgetz, Godfrey
Downey, Patk. Walsh, M. S.
CLERMONT.
Comley , Alice  Hoolahan, Danl.
English,  Win.
CLEVELAND.
Beech, F. B.
CLONCURRY.
Absolon, G. R. Weir, John
Lobston, John
COOKTOWN.
Hansen ,  August  Lane, Daniel
Henry, Maria
CROYDON.
Bohan , Win. Paxton, A. L.
Gilder, W. A. Shepherd, W. H.
CUNNAMULLA.
Birdsall , Edward  (  Sharp, Henry
Millar ,  Christopher
EMERALD.
Jones ,  Joseph
Esx.
McDonald, Edward
GATTON.
Mortimer, Hugh
GAYNDAH.
Cornwall,  P. G. I McNamara, Patek.
GEORGETOWN.
Geraghty, J. X. Livermore, George
Morris, M. V.
GERALDTON.
Bourke, Catherine
GLADSTONE.
Herbertson, Robert
GooNDIwINDI.
Cranney ,  J. B. I McAuliffe, Wm.
GYMPIE.
Cogan ,  Michael  Short, P. J.
Moore,  Henry Sim, R. A.
HUGHENDEN.
Bray, A. J. Middleton, Geo.
Burke, James  McNulty, John
Howell, B. L. Robinson, G. L.
Kriesel, Angst.
INGHAM.
Atkin, M. E. Slhewcroft, J. P.
Melvin, Lawrence Williamson, J. W.
IPSWICH.
McGrath, John I McGill, James
ISISPORD.
McGrath, Samuel Nash ,  James
* Two tables.
BILLIARD  LICENSES - continued.
Name. Name.
LONGREACH.
Ali Foo, James  i Cannon, David
Bowes,  Patk. Gooch, Geo.
Bryden, J. S. Smith, W. C.
MACKAY.
Barclay,  Alex. Lennon, Edwd.
Bruce,  W. R. Morthensen, N. C.
Burke,  J. F. Neill, Richd.
MARYBOROUGH.
Maher , Daniel Steley, R. L.
Smith, C. A. Wilson, Agnes
MITCHELL.
Boyle,  Thomas  I Walsh,  Thomas
MOUNT MORGAN.
Forrest, B. C. Monckton,  Win.
Heiser ,  Sarah Stack, James
MUTTABURRA.
Clemesha, Saml.
NANANGO.
Collins, M. J. I Hamilton,  Win.
PORT DOUGLAS.
Carstens , F. D. A. ( Tyrrell,  Michael
ROCKHAMPTON.
Carmody, John
Johnson, H.
McIntosh, Isabella
Morrissey, John
Pfitzenmaier, Louis
Quinn, Delia
Sizer, E. W.
Wakefield, Jabez
Treacy, Daniel
ROMA.
Gaylor, Charles I Symes, J. A.
SOUTH BRISBANE.
Coppinger, Jas. ( Underhill, E.
O'Connor, J. D.*
ST. GEORGE.
Anderson, W. B. Maclister, Arthur
Aronsten, Max Roberts, D. R.
Galton, M. A. Thompson, Jas.
TAMBO.
Lynch, M. A. I Walsh, F. L.
THARGOMINDAR.
Abernethy, Edwd. Ord, T. W.
Murray, Francis Scanlan, Mary
THURSDAY ISLAND.
Nakata
1
Swiss-Davies, D.
Sullivan, W. T.
ToowooMBA.
Bowden, Win. Long, John
Hennessy, E. M.
TOWNSVILLE.
Buchanan, David
Byrnes, Edwd.
Cameron, M.
Dent, Jacob
Enright, Thomas
Fisher, Henry
Jenkin, M.
Maclurcan, Donald
McAlister, Colin
Richards, M. J.
Riley, James
WARWICK.
Allman, Jeremiah Maynard, John
Chandler, Henry
WINTON.
Farrell, John Noonan, T. J.
Lynnett,  Louisa  Steele, W. B.
YEULBA.
Armstrong,  Robert
BAGATELLE LICENSES.
BUNDABERG.
Clarke, Anthony
GOOND  IW INDI.
Giltrow, Fredrica
MACKAY.
Hannan, Edward  Trenaman, John
Ready, C. P. Wesche, Henry
* Two table s.
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The Treasury,  TRANSFERS OF LICENSED  VICTUALLERS'  LIOENSES-continued.
Brisbane, 2nd August, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that Licenses from the
Treasury have been issued to the undermentioned  persons during
the month of July, 1897.
Name.
AUCTIONEERS.
(To 31st December ,  1897.)
Bell, A. B.
Dickson, P. L.
Frith- Dunban, R. M.
Isles,  J. T... ... ..
Markwe ll ,  Edmonstone ...
Bowyer,  E. W. ...
Barry,  J. F. ...
Rheuben,  A. M. ...
GENERAL.
Brisbane
ditto
ditto
ROBERT PHILP , Treasurer.
ditto
ditto
DISTRICT.
Aramac
... Hughenden
... Townsville
TOBACCO  MANUFACTURERS '  LICENSES.
(To 30th September ,  1897.)
Burt,  Benjamin  ... ... ...
Dixson, Hugh ... ...
Gross, E. R. ... ... ...
Schafer, Annie .. ..
Virginia Tobacco Works, Limited
Cusack, George
Bartels,  F. B. F.... ... ...
R ansome, C. H. ... .. .
Wulf and Carstensen ...
Ferguson, Angus ... ... ...
Brisbane
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Mackay
South  Brisbane
ditto
ditto
Townsville
From To
MOUNT  MORGAN.
O'Flaherty , James  ... . Samuels, Benjamin
Staunton ,  Thomas  ... ... Brosnan, Patrick
PORT DOUGLAS.
O'Brien, M. C. ... ... ... f Tait,  Bridget
RockRAa!PTON.
Perron, John ... ... ... Redman, Edward
Redman , Edward ... ... ( Redman ,  Charles
Samuels ,  Benjamin  ... . I Brackett, E. W.
STANTIIORI'E.
Willows, A. F. ... ... ... McKenna, Mary
TRANSFERS OF LICENSED VICTUALLERS' LICENSES.
From
Edwards, C. F. ...
McBride, Peter ...
Nelson, Michael ...
Malpass ,  Isabella ...
Fitzhenry, Daniel...
Phillips,  Susan ...
Rosenstet , Erich ...
Conroy, J. A.
Downey,  Patrick ..
Bone, Fredk.
McDonald, Annie ...
Shephard, F. C.
Tier, Matilda ...
Petersen , Andrew ...
O'Connor, John ...
Stack,  Margaret ...
Roberts, J. R.
Thompson,  James...
Ward, Elizabeth ...
Herbertson, Robert
Murdoch, M. M....
Hogsflesh , Flora ...
Laing, William ...
McGill, James
Bonner ,  Margaret
Mooney, Samuel ...
Pincher, W. J. ..•
Taylor, J. M.
Higman, J. C. S....
Meredith,  James ...
Place.
To
BARCALDI .NE.
... ... Clougher, Thomas
Ellis, Henry
... ... Mclnerny, Mary
BRISBANE.
... McLoughlin, A. J.
B UNDABE 6G.
... ... Johnson, John
Carey, Annie
Wilson, Roland
CAMoowEAL.
... ... J Conroy, Emily
UEARTERS TOWERS.
... Edwards, T. S.
CLERMONT.
... ... ( Mullen, J. R.
CLONCURRY.
... ... Condon, H. P.
... ... Nicholls, Arthur
Barry,  Maurice
CROYDON.
... ...
I
Petersen, S. L.
O'Connor, C. A.
Cooper, Jane
GEORGETOWN.
Swift, Francis
Innes, William
... { Jones, Hugh
GLADSTONE.
...I Herbertson, Francis
GYMPIE.
... Rogers, Chas.
HERBERTON.
Noonan, James
... Walsh, Michael
IPSWICH.
... Newbold,'J. H.
MARYBOROUGH.
... ... Mooney,  Rachael
... ... Mitchell, Ellen
... ... Free, Charles
... Dunne, Patk.
...
MORVEN.
Meredith, James
... Meredith ,  Obarles
Pollard, John
SURAT.
... Cavanough, J. W.
TO W NS V ILLE.
Clark, A. J. ... ... . Anderson, N. P.
Patterson , William ... ... I Clark, W. G. W.
TRANSFERS OF QUEENSLAND WINE LICENSES.
BRISBANE.
Malpass,  Isabella  ... ... I McLoughlin, A. J.
BUNDABERG.
Free, Charles .. ... Donaldson, Allan
Hardy, Joseph ... ... .... Quarrie, George (Childers)
TRANSFERS OF BILLIARD LICENSES.
CHARTERS TOWERS.
Downey, Patk. ... ... ... I Edwards, T. S.
IPSWICH.
McGill, James  ... ... ... Newbold, J. H.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 14th July, 1897.
J HE Commissioner for Railways hereby gives notice, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864," that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having approved of the Plan and Book of Reference of the Second
Section of the Charleville to Cunnamulla Railway, from 61 miles to
121 miles 7 chains, in length 60 miles 7 chains, such Plan and Book
of Reference may be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Cunnamulla ; and all persons interested in the lands
to be affected by the said intended Railway are hereby required to set
forth, in writing, to me, at this Office, within one month from the first
publication hereof, any well-grounded objections that may appear to
them to exist to the adoption of the said line of Railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection therewith.
By Order,
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 23rd  July,  1897.N OTICE is hereby given, in accordance with e provisions of the
Railway Acts, that the Plan and Book of Reference of the
Tivoli Branch, Southern and Western Railway, in length 2 miles
22 chains, have been approved and confirmed ; and that the Commis-
sioner for Railways intends to proceed with the construction of the'
Line above referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference
so confirmed.
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
POST AND TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, AND MAILS AND PARCELS..
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES  1898,  1809, AND 1900.SEPARATE TENDERS are invited, and will be received untilNoDn of SATURDAY, the 2nd October next, for the Conveyance
of Her Majesty' s Mails,  and  Mails  and  Parcels, for one, two, or three
years,  from the 1st January, 1898.
Full particulars of the various Services in the several Districts of
Queensland for which Tenders are invited, c3nditions of Contract, and
mode  of tendering will be furnished, or forwarded, on application to
the Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs,  Brisbane, or
to any of the principal Post Offices in the colony. These  particulars
will also be found n a Supplement to the  Queensland Government
Gazette  dated the
28th July, 1897, which can  be seen at  any PoliceOffice, and in a Notice exhibited in front of the various Post and
Receiving Offices;  but special  attention  is directed to the additions
to the list  of services  now being  notified in  the Government Gazette.
Tenders,  on separate  forms, are required for each service for the
periods mentioned-namely, one, two, or three years; and,. in the case
of  coach  services , the rates for " Mails only" and " Mails and Parcels"
should be stated.
Tenderers  must state iia  every  case the means  by  which they
propose to convey  the mails or mails and parcels , whether by horse or
by coach or other  vehicle.
Tenders for horse  services  should  not include parcels.
Tenderers are specially instructed to state the  frequency  and give
the  distinguishing letter  where alternative tenders are invited.
The lowest or any Tender may not necessarily be accepted.
.JAMES R. DICKSON , Postmaster -General
Brisbane ,  6th August, 1897.
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QUEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, AND MAILS AND PARCELS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES  1898, 1899 , AND 1900.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 6th August, 1897.SPECIAL ATTENTION is hereby directed to the followingAdditions to the List  of Mail Services  for which Tenders were
invited in a Supplement to the  Government Gazette  of  28th July
ultimo.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
ADDITIONS TO LIST.
175A. Alternative: Gowrie Junction and  Go:vrie Little Plain,
via  Glencoe ; three times a week.
175n.  Alternative: feringandan  and  Evergreen  (Patch' s),  via
Goombungee and Doctor's Creek ; three times a week.
489A.  Alternative: Glenroy and Bower Bird ; once a week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General )
SUPPLY OF TELEGRAPH POLES FOR REPAIRS TO TELE-
GRAPH LINES, ALONG THE CENTRAL RAILWAY.TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under Secretaryand Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Thirtieth day of August, 1897, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of Telegraph Poles, according
to the terms, general conditions, and specifications published in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday, 24th July, 1897.
Any further information may be obtained on application at
the Office of the Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs,
Brisbane; at the Telegraph Offices, Rockhampton and Emerald; the
Railway Station-master, Duaringa; or Henry Crew, Telegraph
Maintenance Overseer, Central Railway.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain WALTON DRAKE, Q.M.D.F., Acting Naval
Commandant, Q.D.F.
Head-Quarters, Naval Brigade,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.
No. 236.
riHE following changes will take effect from date
BRISBANE NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 456, J. Halley, A.B., is granted six months' leave of absence
from 1st July, 1897.
No. 455, J. Airth, A.B., is invalided.
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Acting Naval Commandant,  Q.D.F.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 4th August, 1897.
NOTICE.IT is hereby notified, for public information , that the Reverend
WILLIAM RICHER,  a Minister  of the Baptist  Denomination,
residing  at Toowong, in the Registry District of Toowong, has been
duly registered  as a Minister  of Religion authorised to celebrate
Marriages  in the colony of Queensland, under the provisions of
" The Xarriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar-General.
General Registry  Office,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby  noti fied, for public information ,  that the  Reverend
JOSEPH Pixr .,'a Minister  of the Church  of England Denomina-
tion ,  having removed from Townsville, in the Registry District of
Townsville ,  to Charters Towers, in the Registry  District of Kennedy,
has given me due notice thereof, in accordance  with  the provisions of
" The M arriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 2nd August, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
PHILIP JOHN POND, a Minister of the Church of Christ
Denomination, having removed from Grantham, in the Registry
District of Moreton West, to Mount Walker, in the Registry District
of Fassifern, has given me due notice thereof, in accordance with the
provisions  of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T.. BLAKENEY, Registrar-General.
Chief Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor in C uncil directs it to be notified
that he has been pleased to further extend, from the 31st of
July ultimo to the 14th of August instant, the time for transmitting
the Report of the Commissioners appointed by Commission under the
Hand of His' Excellency and the Great Seal of the Colony, dated the
7th of January last, to inquire into and report upon the general
working of the Laws  relating to  Mining for Gold and other Minerals
throughout the Colony. .
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 6th August, 1897.
THE following  Return of the Benevolent  Asylum  at Dunwich ispublished  in pursuance of the Regula ions  for the  management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER,  Under Secretary.
RETURN FOR  THE  WEEK  ENDED 31ST DAY  OF JULY, 1897.
Number of Inmates  remaining  in Asylum at date
of previous Report ... ... ... 899
Number since admitted  ... ... ... ... 2
Number returned  from leave  ... ... ... 7
Number discharged... ... ... ...
Number died ... ... ... ...
Number absent  on leave  ... ... ...
Number remaining at date hereof  ... ...  902
Admission s during the week :
Peter Tensora, 68, labourer, from Blackall ; last two years
working at Blackall and elsewhere.
Margueritta Thornton, 27, milliner, from Brisbane ;  last two
years with friends in Brisbane.
Discharged during  the  week:
Margaret Hayes, 51; admitted 4th December, 1890;  dismissed.
George Walker, 69; admitted 11th June, 1897;  sent  to Reception-
house.
Deaths  during  the reel
Frederick Schmoker, 73; admitted 4th December, 1885.
John Williams, 4.5; admitted 23rd April, 1897.
P. SMITH,  Medical Superintendent.
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.
Home Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1897.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
j Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid  for such information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person  or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed all or any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey,
that were stabbed at that place on the said night ;  and that a
Free Pardon  be given to  any person concerned in the  crime, not being
the principal offender, who may  give such information.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1897.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
j Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the morning of the 25th of
December. 1896; also that a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the crime, not being the principal offender, who shall  give  such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
A
N  Office for the transaction of all business connected with the
above is now open in a portion of the Ports and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted by the Assistant Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville,r and by the Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns in the Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers in charge, stating the class of men required ,  the work to be
done, and the wages offered ; and applicants seeking work should
personally register their names and addresses.
Information respecting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district  is always  obtainable at the Head Office.
J. O'N. BRENAM ,  Offider in Charge.
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Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 6th August, 1897.THE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of Land Bank of Queensland, Limited,taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st April to 30th June, 1897, is published in conformity
with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of LAND BANK OF QUEENSLAND, LIMITED, taken from
the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st April to 30th June, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation ,.' ( Not bearing Interest ... ... ... ... ...Bearing Interest .... ... ... ... ...
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest ... ... ... ... ...Bearing Interest ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Liabilities other than Balance due to Banks and Deposits ...
Balance due to other Banks ... ,.. ... ...
Deposits
Not bearing Interest .
Bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ...
Total Amount of  Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock  paid up  at this date  ... ... ... ...
Rate of the Last Dividend and Bonus  declared  to the Shareholders ...
Amount of the Last Half-yearly Dividend and Bonus declared ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Pro fits at the time of declaring such Dividend ...
AMOUNT. TOTAL.
£  s. d. £ a. d.
7,500 0 0
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ... ...
Landed Property ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ...
Balances due  from other  Banks .. . ... ... ... ...
Amount of  all Debts  due to  the Bank,  including  Notes, Bills of  Exchange , and all Stock`
and Funded Debts of every Description,  excepting  Notes,  Bills ,  and Balances due to
the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount  of Assets
£ a, d.
700 0 0
£8,200 0 0
20,100 0. 0
TOTAL.
28,763 5 9
296 2 3
655 19 11
HY. DONKIN,  Manager.
I, Henry Donkin, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract  is a true and faithful
Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified; and that they  same was made up
from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane , this ninth day of July, 1897.
BLAKISTON ROBINSON, Justice of the Peace.
HY. DONKIN.
Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 6th August, 1897.
T withinfollowing General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of The Queensland National Bank, Limited,j. ithin the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st April to 30th June,
1897, is published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENER .AL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES  and ASSETS  of THE QUEENSLAND NATIONAL  BANK, LIMITED,
within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly  Statements  during the QUARTER from the 1st April to 30th
June. 1897.
LIABILITIES.
Notes  in Circulation  ,..
Not bearing Interest  ... .. .. ...
Bearing Interest
.
Not bearin Interestg ..
Bills in  Circulation
"' t Bearing Interest ...
Balances  due to other Banks ... ... ... ... ...
Not bearing  Interest  ... ... ...
Ditto, Government ..,
Deposits  ... ...  Bearing Interest .., ,,,
Ditto ,  Government .. ...
Ditto,  Treasury Notes Deposit
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... ... .., ...
Amount of  the Capital Stock paid up to this date ...
Rate of  the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the Last Dividend declared
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend...
AMOUNT.
£ a. d.
870,548 8 6
558,331 10 0
1,166,797 2 5
2,140,659 19 6
322,000 0 0
£29,715 7 11
TOTAL.
£  S. d.
5,602 15 6
27,904 14  3
5,058,337 0 5
... ... ... £5,091,84410 2
* 453,974 2 2
3 per cent. per annum
... 12,000 0 0
... 36,933 17 8
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THE QUEENSLAND  NATIONAL  BANK,  LIMITED - continued:
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ... ... ... ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion and Bars ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Treasury Notes ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Government Securities and Stamp Account ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ... ...
Balances  due from other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes, Bills of Exchange, and all
Stock and Funded Debts of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets ...
AMOUNT. TOTAL.
£ s. d. £  S.  d.
377,602 14 11
296,300 2 0
133,421 6 2
1,271 9 9238,936 15  2
120 2 1
49,683 12  11
7,116,071 10 5
£8,213,407 13 5
• The above  figures include  Calls received on the London  Register  to 18th May, 1897.
Brisbane, 26th July, 1897. W. V. RALSTON, General Manager.
G. H. PRITCHARD, Branch Accountant.
I, Walter Vardon Ralston, make oath 1 hat, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful
Account of the Average Amount of A ssets and  Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified; and that the same was made up
from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the colony of New
South Wales, 4 Victoria No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane , this twenty-sixth day of July, 1897.
JOHN CAMERO N, Justice of the Peace.
W. V. RALSTON.
Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 6th August, 1897.TF HE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of The Bank of New South Wales, within1 the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 5th April to 28th June, 1897,
is published  in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under  Secretary.
GENERAL  ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE BANK OF NEw SOUTH WALES, within the
Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 5th April to 28th June, 1897.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT. TOTAL.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Notes  in Circulation Not bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ...
...
.........
Bearing Interest
Not bearing Interest ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .........Bills in Circulation Bearing Interest ... ... ... ... ... ...
Balances due  to other Banks  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ......,
Deposits c Not bearing Interest ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 839,895 19 6I Bearing Interest ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,138,525 7 2
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ... ... ...
Rate of the Last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ...
Amounts of  the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend...
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ... ... ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion and Bars ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Treasury Notes ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Balances  due from other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes, Bills of Exchange , and all
Stock and Funded Debts of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount  of Assets  ... ... ... ... ... ...
1,949,500 0 0
9 per cent.
87,727 10 0
1,191,934 0 0
TOTAL.
£ a. d.269,907 12  6
31,350 17 10209,334 15  479,994 14  0
327 18 5
7,839 19 7
1,824,821 5 4
£2,423,577 3 0
E. J. FINCH,  Inspector.
Brisbane , 28th July, 1897. GEORGE POCOCK , Inspector 's Accountant.
I, Everard  John  Finch, make  oath that, to the  best of my knowledge and belief ,  the foregoing  Abstract  is a true and faithful
Account of the Average  Amount of  Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified; and that the same was made up
from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of  the  provisions  of the Act of the Governor  and Council  of the Colony  of New South
Wales, 4 Victoria No. 13.
E. J. FINCH.
Sworn  before  me, at Brisbane ,  this twenty -eighth day of July, 1897.
WILLIAM FORREST,  Justice of the Peace.
10,255 12 4
2,023 15 1
1,978,421 6 8
... £1,990,70014 1
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.- REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.
NOTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinafter
mentioned. Particulars cf such applications are given below, and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or
before the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central
District, in which case the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death. Name of  Claimant.
I  Estate Particulars of Will orDescription and Situation of Land. I claimed to be
otherwise.transmitted.
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
1867. 1897.
Lawrence Ford ,  late of 22 Dec. Lawrence Joseph Ford, of Portions 52,  53, and 173,  county of Churchill ,  Fee-simple ...  As Heir -at-law  ... ...  14 Sept.
Purga,  near Ipswich,  the same place ,  farmer
farmer
1897.
parish of Purga
1897.
Martha Lydia Dunstan 2 May James Falshaw Fountain, Subdivision 8 of allotment I of section 48, Fee-simple ... Will  dated 21 April,  14 Sept.
Fountain ,  late of Bris-  of Burpengary, North parish of  South Brisbane ,  city  of Brisbane 1894
bane, widow Coast Railway line, near
Brisbane ,  railway con-
tractor ,  and William
Steele, of Brisbane afore-
said ,  merchant
1897. 1897.
James Bowman ,  late of  10 June Elizabeth  Bowman, of the Portion  8, county  of Churchill ,  parish of Fee-simple ... Will dated 9 June, 14 Sept.
Laidley, farmer same place ,  widow of Mort ,  and subdivision 11 of  portion 17, 1897
deceased
1895.
county of Churchill ,  parish of Laidley
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
1897.
Margaret  Ann Carson 28 Aug. Alfred Septimus Tompson , • (See below) ...  ...  Fee-simple ..  Will dated 17 May, 21 Sept.
"  of Rockhampton,  ac-late of  "  WandooCleary 1892,,
Rockhampton ,  wife of  countant
Joseph Stanislaus Juan
Cleary
1891. 1897.
Albert Tubb ,  late of Kil-
cummin Station, near
Clermont ,  station-hand
22 June Susan Bryce , wife of John
Bryce ,  of Clermont afore-
said ,  miner ,  formerly
widow of deceased
Allotment 3 of section 11, town of Clermont Fee-simple  ...  Letters of Administra -  17 Sept.
tion
Robert Robinson ,  late of
Fowler Bay ,  Pittwater,
New South  Wales ,  gentle-
man
1896.
30 Nov .  Emily Robinson, of the
same  place ,  widow of
deceased
1897.
Subdivision 4 of portion 112, county  of Fee -simple  ...  Will dated 16 October ,  17 Sept.
Livingstone, parish of Murchison 1878
* One undivided third part or share of allotments 2 and 3 of section 71 ,  allotment 7 of section 6, and allotment 13 of section 46, town of Rockhampton ;
portion 274 ,  re subdivi'ion B of subdivision 14 of portion 279, and subdivision 7 of portion 275, county of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton ;  allotment 1 of
section 3 and allotments 2 and 5 of section 23 ,  town of  Clermont;  allotment 6 of section 1, allotment 1 of section 3, allotment 9 of section 4, allotments 2, 3, 8, and
9 of section 5, and allotments 3, 8, and 9 of section 6,  town of Princhester  ;  allotment 10 of section 2 and allotments 1, 7, and 8 of section 12, town of Knebworth ;
allotments 6 and 7 of section 1 and allotments 5 and 10 of section 4, town of Banana; allotment 5 of section 1, town of Tooloombah ;  portion 58,  county of
Livingstone ,  parish of Gavial ;  and allotments 13 and 14 of section 36,  town of Emu Park.
Registrar of Titles' Office, Brisbane, 7th August, 1897. J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.TAKE NOTICE, that application has been  .made to bring  the Land described  below under the provisions  of the  Real Property Acts of1861 and 1877 .  Any person desiring to oppose will require to lodge ,  by himself  or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of the said Acts,
on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land.
Allotment 1 of section 55, town of Warwick ...
Registrar of Titles'  Office, Brisbane , 7th August, 1897.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1897.
OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or after the Fourth day
of September, 1897, in conformity with the provisions of the
95th  section  of the  "Real Property Art of  1861," to dispense with
the production of Deed of G rant  No. 56942, volume 42, folio 207,
Northern District, in the name of Joseph Ahearne, for portion 431,
county  of Gladstone , parish of Jarvisfield, for the purpose  of registering
Leases  Nos. N 17434, N 17435, and N 17436 over subdivisions 1, 2, 3,
4, and 5 of all  the said lands, made  by the said Joseph  A hearne in
favour of  Domenico Scarsi  and Carlo Quaranta for subdivisions 3 and 4,
Casalagnio  Bartolomeo  for subdivision 5, and Vincenza Spelta for
subdivisions  I and 2 ; the said Deed of Grant being  in the possession
of The Union  Mortgage  and Agency Company of Australia, Limited,
as mortgagees ,  who decline to produce  the same.
J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1897.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or after the 28th August,
18:17, in conformity with the 117th section of the  "Real
Property Act of  1861,"  to issue, in the name  of Harriet Alaham
(as tenant for life ) and William Henry Aldham, Harcourt Aldham,
and Jessy  Anne Smith  in remainder  (as tenants  in common), provisional
Deeds  of Grant for portions  25 and  24, county of Stanley, parish of
Burnett , in place of  Deeds of Grant Nos. 16994 and 16995, volume 115,
olios 6 and  7, which  were lost in  the flood of 1893.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
Name of Applicant.
James Thomson  and Timothy Dwyer, of
Warwick (as Trustees  under the Will of
John Gordon Wilson,  deceased)
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
14th September, 1897.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
Office of  Registrar  of Friendly  Societies,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1897.
THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."NOTICE ishereby given, that General Amendments and Revisionsof the Rules of the Protestant Alliance Friendly Society of
Australasia (in Queensland) have this day been registered by me,
under  "The Friendly  Societies  Act of  1894."
ROBERT RENDLE,  Registrar  of Friendly  Societies.
NOTICE.THOMAS EDWARD LILLIS was this day reappointed Pound-keeper at Cunnamulla for the ensuing twelve months.
By Order of the Bench,
CHRIS. FRANCIS, P.M., Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House, Cunnamulla, 27th July, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
REGULA GENERALIS.
As OF TUESDAY, THE THIRD DAY OF AUGUST, 1897.
IT is hereby ordered that WEDNESDAY, the Eleventh day of
August instant, be a Supreme Court Holiday, and that the
Offices of the said Court be closed on that day. All  business set
down to be heard in Court or in Chambers on that day will be taken
on FRIDAY, the Thirteenth day of August instant, at Ten of the
clock in the forenoon.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
( Signed ) WILLM.  BELL,  Registrar.
POPE A. C DOPER, J.
VIRGIL POWER, J.
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Judge's Chambers, District Court,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the following
Schedule, showing the Times within which Summonses from the
Sma ll Debts Court at Thargomindah shall be served, has been
approved by ne, in pursuance of the powers enabling me in that
behalf.
GEO. W. PAUL, Judge of District Courts.
SMALL DEBTS COURTS.
Principal Act, Section 15.-Amendment Act No. 2, Section 9.-Rule 7.
Schedule A.
For the Thargomindah District.
All Summonses issued by the Thargomindah Court to Defendants
residing  in the Thargomindah District, within a radius of twenty-five
miles  from the Court House at Thargomindah, shall be served at least
four clear days, and beyond that distance fourteen  clear  days, before the
day appointed for the hearing of the cause. All Summonses issued by
the said Court to Defendants resident at any of the undermentioned
places shall be served so many clear days, at the least, before the day
appointed for the hearing of the cause as are specified opposite to the
name of  such place, respectively, in the following list:-
Place. ClearDays. Place. ClearDays.
Adavale
Allora
Aramac
Irvinebank
Isisford ...
Jericho ...
...
Arrilalah Killarney ... ...
Augathella Kilkivan ... ...
Ayr ... Laidley ... ...
Banana...  Landsborough ...
Barcaldine  Leyburn ... ...
Beaudesert  Logan ... ...
Bedouri  Longreach
Beenleigh  Mackay
...
Betts Creek Marburg ... ...
Birdsville  Maroochie ...
Blackall  Maryborough ...
Bogantungan ...  Maytown ... ...
Boonab ...  Miles ... ...
Boulia ... ...  Millchester ...
Bowen ... ...  Mirani ... ...
Brandon  Mitchell ... ...
Brisbane North Montalbion ...
Brisbane South Morven ... ...
Bundaberg ... Mount Morgan ...
Burketown ... Mourilyan ... ...
Cabarlah ... Muttaburra ...
Caboolture ... Nanango ... ...
Cairns ... ...  Nebo ... ...
Calliope ... Nerang ... ...
Cape River Nocundra ... ...
Cardwell ... Normanton
Cawarral ...  North Pine
Charleville ...  Nundah ...
Charters Towers Oxley ...
Clermont Palmer ...
Cleveland  Paradise ...
Clifton ... Pentland ...
Cloncurry Percy River
Cometville  Pialba
Condamine  Pittsworth
...
Cooktown Port Douglas ...
Copperfield Queenton
Crow's Nest Ravenswood
...
Croydon Radcliffe ... ...
Cunnamulla  Richmond ... ...
Dalby .. Rockhampton
Dalrymple Rolleston ...
Diamantina  Rosewood ...
Drayton  Roma ...
Dugandan  Sandgate ...
Dungeness  Somerset ...
Eidsvold  Southport ...
Emerald  Springsure
Eromanga  Stanthorpe
Esk ...  St. George
...
Eton .  St. Lawrence ...
Etheridge Surat ... ...
Eulo ... Tambo ... ...
Gatton Taroom ... ...
ndah TenningeringGayGeorgetown Tewantin . ......
Geraldton Thargomindah ...
Gladstone Thornborough ...
Goodna Tiaro .., ...
Gilberton ... Toowoomba ...
Goondiwindi ... Toowong ... ...
Gympie Torbanlea ... ...
Harrlaville  Townsville ...
Helidon WalkerstonBarberton Warwick ..
Higbfields Watsonville
...
...
Howard Windorah ... ...
Hughenden  Winton ... ..,
Hungerford Woodford ... ...
Ingham Woombye ... ...
Inglewood Yeppoon ... ...
Ipswich Yeulba ... ...
DIVISION  OF ROSENTHAL.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
DIVISIONAL  BOARD OF  ROSENTHAL from the 1st January to
30th June , 1897; prepared and published in terms of Clause 233 ofisThe Divisianal  Boards Act of  1887."
1897. RECEIPTS.
30th June- £ a. d.
To Balance from last year ... ... ... 159 11 9it Balance, Rates from 31st December, 1896 (Banked 4th
2  1 1
1
January, 1897)
..it Government Endowment ... ... ... ... 7128  1 1
,,  Cheque, Jondaryan Board ... ... ... ... ... 6 10 0
„ Gate Licenses ... ... ... ... .. ... 1 0 0
Savings Bank Account ... ... ... ... ... 211 6 8
,, Rates ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 186 3 1
£695 10 5.
30th June-  EXPENDITURE.
By J. Reibelt-Thompson's Hill ... ... ... ... 30 0 0
R. Cleary-Flood Gauges, &c. ... ... ... ... 22 10 0
T. Blake-Dalveen, Braeside, &c. ... ... ... ... 49 0 7
Glengallan Board-Black Gully ... ... ... ... 24 7 5
211 6 8Savings Batik Account
Salary ... ...
...
... ...
...
...
... ...
...
...
... 87 10 0
Miscellaneous Small  Jo bs ... ... ... ... ... 32 1 0
„ General Expenses ... ... ... ... .. 40 9 3
„ Credit Balance ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 198 5 6
£695 10 5
RATE MADE by the Board of the Division of Rosenthal on the
tenth day of May, 1897- ad.  in the £ ; id. to be a first call, and }d. to
be a second call if required ; estimated to produce £416 9s. at id. in
the £, which was called.
BALANCE-SHEET, 30THIJUNE, 1897.
£ a. d.
Savings Bank Account ... ... ... ... ... ... 211 6 8
Office Furniture ... ... ... ...  30 9 4
Balance, Australian Joint Stock Bank ... ... ... ... 198 5 6
£440 1 6
Outstanding Contracts ... ... ... ... ... ... 165 0 0
Capital Account ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 275 1 6
£440 1 6
FRANK T. GRAYSON, Clerk. C. E. MCDOUGALL , Chairman.
Warwick, 9th July, 1897.
We certify that  we have examined all Books of Accounts and
Vouchers kept by  the Divisional Board of Rosenthal ,  and that the
above Statement corresponds therewith.
1576
F. B. WOODS,
} Auditors.S. METFORD,
26s. 6d.
DIVISION.OF MACKINLAY.
S TATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of theMACKINLAY DIVISIONAL BOARD  for the Half-year ended 30th June,
1897.
RECEIPTS.
1st January- £ s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance at Bank N.'S. Wales ... ...
30th June-
... ... 1,108 19 6
To General Rates Received ... ... ... ... 44 19 3
Government Endowment ... ... ... ...  82 9 6
Interest on Fixed Deposit  ... ... ... ... 9 0 0
Registration of Goats and Dogs ...
Outstanding Cheques-
... ... 5 16 0
No. 146 ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 11 0No. 153 ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 5 0
No. 154 ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 12 0No. 155 ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 0 0
No. 156 ... ... ... ... ... ... 16 5 0
29 13 0
PEN EE
£1,28017 5
.DITURX
30th June-
By Contingencies-
Salary Account .. ... ... ... ... 37 13 0
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... ... 3 0 0
General Expenses ... ... ... ... 11 8 0
Rent ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 0 0
58 1 0
itWorks and Repairs-
Town Improvement ... ... ... ... 6 15 0
General Repairs  ... ... ... ... 13 0 0
19 15 0it Fixed Deposit, Bank N. S. Wales ... ...  800 0 0
„ Balance at Bank N. S. Wales ... ... ... ... 403 1 3
21,280 17 5
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES. £ a. d.
30th June-
To Watson and Ferguson ... ... ... ... 0 6 9it Outstanding Cheques. ... ... ... ... 29 13 0it  Balance of  Assets over Liabilities ... ... ... 1,247 17 5
41,2771712
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ASSETS.
30th June--
X s. d. In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
By Office Furniture ... ...
... 12 13 9 IN INSOLVENCY.
Plant ... ... ... 45 3 1 MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
„ Arrears of  Rates  ... ... ... if 19 1 In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Eugene Mangan,
Fixed Deposit 800 0 0 of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, teamster, by
„ Balance at  Bank N. S. Wales ... 403 1 3 the said Eugene Mangan.
£1,27717 2 THE TWENTY-EIGHTH DAY OF JULY, 1897.
We, the undersigned ,  hereby certify that we have examined all the
Books of Accounts and Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of
Mackinlay ,  and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
WALTER J. ROEBUCK, Auditors.9th July ,  1897. T. H. WARREN,
A. T. PowNE, Clerk.
9th July, 1897.
1637 31s.
U PON the hearing  of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Eugene Mangan be and he  is hereby  adjudged insolvent,
and that Thomas  George Fraser, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of his
Estate . And it is further ordered that  the First General Meeting
of the creditors  of the said Eugene Mangan, for the election of a
Trustee, be  held at the Office of  the Registrar of this Court on the
Seventeenth day of August, 1897,  at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further  ordered that the said Eugene Mangan shall, on the
Sixteenth day of August,  1897 ,  at Townsville ,  deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full ,  true, and accurate statement ,  veri fied on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences, so
far as known ,  of his creditors, and- of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-eighth day of
July, 1897.
By the Court,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUsTICE'LCOOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  John  Hanson, of
Beaumont Estate, South Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland,
plumber, by the  said  John Hanson.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
J said John Hanson be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that  James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors  of the said John Hanson, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Nineteenth day
of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said John Hanson shall, on the Seventeenth day
of August, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full, true , and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the  seal of  the Court this second day of August,
1897.
12s.
By the'Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma' pauperis.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  John Souter, of
Woolloongabba,  Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland, but lately
of Beaudesert , in the said colony, labourer, by the said John
Souter.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said John Souter be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said John Souter, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Twelfth day
of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said John Souter shall, on the Tenth
day of August, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far  as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirtieth day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
J. P. FoaDE,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
14s. 78 Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court!of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency Petition against Joseph James Smith,
of Red Hill, Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, late  vanman,
but at present of no occupation, by the said Joseph James Smith.
UPON the hearing of  this  Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Joseph James Smith be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent , and that  James  Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate . And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Joseph James Smith, for the election of a
Trustee,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Nineteenth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Joseph James Smith shall,
on the Seventeenth day of August, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee  in this  Estate  a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known, of  his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability  to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this fifth day of August, 1897.
By the Court,
11s. 6d. W. A. DOUGLAS,  Deputy Registrar.
FRANK L. HIGGINSON,  Chairman.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
T. G. FRASER , Registrar.
Solicitors for the Insolvent, Charters Towers.
Town Agent-A. M. BEAUMONT, Solicitor,
14s. Flinders street, Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against James Gatfield, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the said
James Gatfield.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said James Gatfield be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent  in
formic pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Insolvent, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Twelfth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Insolvent shall,
on the Eleventh day of August, 1897, at Townsville,  deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate  statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences,  so far as  known, of his creditors, and of the
causes of his inability to meet his engagements with his creditors.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-eighth day of
July, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor, Flinders street, Townsville.
Agent  for F. MILFORD, Solicitor for Insolvent,
13s. 6d. Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland , Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  William  Moore, of
Golden Gate, Croydon, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by
the said William Moore.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
U said William Moore be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent  in
form" pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said William  Moore, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the  Registrar of this
Court on the Twelfth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said William Moore
shall, on the Eleventh day of August, 1897, at Townsville , deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,  and accurate statement ,  verified
on oath, of his debts  and liabilities  of every kind,  and of the names
and residences, so far  as known, of  his creditors, and of the  causes of
his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-sixth day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
M. O'MALLEY, Solicitor for Insolvent, Townsville.
129. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Lawrence Dickisson,
of Mackay, in the colony of Queensland, builder and contractor,
by the said Lawrence Dickisson.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
J the said Lawrence Dickisson be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Lawrence Dickisson, for
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the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Nineteenth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Lawrence Dickisson
shall, on the Eighteenth day of August, 1897, at Townsville, deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirtieth day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
S. B. WRIGHT, Solicitor for Insolvent, Mackay.
Town Agents-RoBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
13s. Solicitors, Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Richard Robinson, of
Golden Gate, Croydon, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by
the said Richard Robinson.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Richard Robinson be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Richard Robinson, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Twelfth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Richard Robinson
shall, on the Eleventh day of August, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the
causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-sixth day of
July, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
M. O'MALLEY, Solicitor for Insolvent, Townsville.
12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formic pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  William Jolinson,
of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by  the
said  William Johnson.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said William Johnson be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma' pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the Creditors of the said Insolvent, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Twelfth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon . And it is further ordered that the said Insolvent shall,
on the Eleventh day of August, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the
Trustee in  this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known,  of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-eighth day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor, Flinders street, Townsville.
A gent for F. MILFORD, Solicitor for Insolvent,
13s. 6d. Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queens land, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Augustus Chenery
Drake, carrying on business under the style of " Drake &
Barron," of Longreach ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  storekeeper,
by himself.
THURSDAY ,  THE TWENTY - NINTH DAY CF JULY,  1897.UPON the hearing of  this Petition this day, it is ordered thatthe said Augustus  Chenery Drake be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent ,  and that  John Love Blood- Smtith, Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate . And it  is further  ordered that  the First
General  Meeting cf  the creditors of the said Augustus  Chenery
Drake ,  for the election of a  T rusts  c, be helot at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court ,  Supreme Court Buildings ,  Rockhampton,
[7TH AUGUST, 1897.
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate state-
ment, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and
of the names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given tinder the seal of the Court this thirtieth day of July,
1897.
By the Court,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,  Registrar.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Quay street, Rockhampton, Solicitors for the Insolvent.
14s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by  Arrange-
ment of the Affairs of Wil liam Munton Payne, of Ipswich, in the
colony of Queensland ,  bookse ller and stationer.
WILLIAM HAIGH,  of Ipswich, in the colony of Queensland,
accountant ,  has been appointed Trustee of the property of
the Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver  them to the  Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have  not  yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this fifth day of August,  1897.
P. L. CAUDEW, Solicitor, Ipswich.
WILLM. BELL,  Registrar.
1671 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of August Schuster, of Toowoomba,  storekeeper,
an Insolvent.
THOMAS EDWARD WHITE, of Brisbane,  accountant ,  has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the  effects of the
Insolvent mist deliver them to the Trustee, and  all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this thirty-first day of July, 1897.
1621
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
78.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of James Kelly, of Mount Morgan, in the colony
of Queensland, storekeeper, trading as "James Kelly and Co."
u ICHARD DANIEL SHAW, of Rockhampton, in the colony of
1  Queensland, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the abovenamed Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
said Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not proved their debts must forward their
proofs- of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of July, 1897.
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,
Registrar.
PATTISON AND TYLER, Solicitors for Trustee,
1635 East street, Rockhampton.  9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of Septimus Birley, of Coomera, in the colony of
Queensland, sawmill proprietor, an Insolvent.
0
NN the thirtieth day of July, 1897, a Certificate of Discharge was
granted to Septimus Birley, of Coomera, in the colony of
Queensland, sawmill proprietor, who was adjudicated insolvent on the
twentieth day of October, 1890.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
WINTER AND McNAB, 88 Queen street, Brisbane,
1665 Solicitors for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
68.
In the Matter of John Wardley, of  Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queens.
land, formerly butcher, but now of no  occupation, an Insolvent.
0
N Wednesday, the fourth day of August,  1897, a Cert ificate of
Discharge  was granted  to John Wardley,  of Brisbane ,  who was
adjudicated  insolvent  on the seventeenth  day of February, 1897.
Dated this sixth day of August, 1897.
on the Twelfth day of August, 1897, at. Eleven o'clock in the fore- CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
noon. And it is further ordered that the said Augustus Chenery Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Drake shall, on the Eleventh day of August, 1897, at Rockhampton, 1661 Solicitors for the Insolvent.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy  Registrar.
78. 6d.
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In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the  Matter  of William Ferguson, of Gympie, in the colony of
Queensland ,  sawmiller, an  Insolvent.
UN the Eighth day of September, 1897, at Ten o'clock in thefor noon , Willi m Ferguson, of Gympie, in the colony of
Queensland , sawmiller, adjudicated insolvent on the nineteenth day
of August , 1892, will apply to the Supreme Court of Queensland, at
Brisbane ,  for a Certi ficate  of Discharge.
Dated this fifth day of August, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
TOZER  AND TOZER,
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
George street, Brisbane, and at Gympie.
1641 8s.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation  by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted  by James Brown, of
Hughenden, in the colony of Queensland, well-borer,  lately a
member of the firm of Brown and Buick,  of the same  place, well-
borers.
A FIFTH Dividend, of Is. in the £, has been declared  in the above
Estate, and is now payable at the Office  of the undersigned,
Brodie street, Hughenden, on all claims proved and admitted.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of July, 1897.
J. V. SUTER, Trustee.
1638 5s. 6d.
In the Matter of A. Schuster, of. Toowoomba,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the matter of A.
Schuster, of Toowoomba, adjudicated insolvent  on the seven-
teenth day of July, 1897.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the sixteenth day
of August, 1897, will be excluded.
Dated this sixth day of August, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Tom Thomas, of the Mulgrave road, near Cairns, in
the colony of Queensland, timber-getter, an Insolvent.
ON the Thirtieth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon, Tom Thomas, of the Mulgrave road, near Cairns, in
the colony of Queensland, timber :getter, adjudicated insolvent on the
fourth day of February, 1893, will apply to the Supreme Court of
Queensland, at Townsville, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of July, 1897.
ERNEST A. MILFORD,
Agent-A. M. BEAUMONT,
1634 Solicitor, Townsville.
1654
THOS. E. WHITE,  Trustee.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A DIVIDEND, on preferential debts, is intended to be  declared in
the matter of Simon Alphonsus Rourke, of Townsville,  insurance
and' general  agent, trading as "S. A. Rourke & Co.,"  adjudicated
insolvent on the fourteenth day of May, 1897.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Thirteenth day
of August, 1897, will be excluded.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of July, 1897.
H. A. McMAHON,  Trustee.
7s. 1624 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by Thomas Patrick
Shanahan, of Bourbon street, Bundaberg, in the colony of
Queensland, boot manufacturer, trading as " T. P. Shanahan
and Co."
N OTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to be
held at the Offices of Messieurs Bernays and Osborne, situated at
No. 150 Queen street, Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, on the
Twentieth day of August, 1897, at Three o'clock in the afternoon
precisely.
Dated this fifth day of August, 1897.
HAMILTON AND PAYNE,
Attorneys for the said Thomas Patrick Shanahan,
Bourbon street, Bundaberg.
Town Agents-BEENAYS AND OSBORNE,
1650 150 Queen street, Brisbane. 9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of William E. Gibbons, of Hughenden, in Liquidation
by Arrangement.THE Creditors f the abovenamed whohave not already provedtheir debts are required, on or before the Twenty-first day of
August, 1897, to send their names and addresses, and the particulars
of their debts  or claims , to me, the undersigned, James Vernon Suter,
of Brodie  street,  Hughenden, the Trustee under the Liquidation, or
in default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of the
dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of July, 1897.
1639
Solicitor for Insolvent,  Cairns.
J. V. SUTER,  Trustee.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court offQueensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrange-
ment of the Affairs of Alexander Wilson, of Invergourie, near
Warwick ,  farmer.
A FIRST Dividend,  of 6s. 8d .  in the £, has been declared in this
matter ,  on all debts proved ,  and the same is payable at my
Office ,  Albion street ,  Warwick ,  on and after this date.
Dated this thirtieth  day of July,  A.D. 1897.
JAMES DE CONLAY,  Trustee.
1628
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special  Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of James  Thomas Murphy, of Rockhampton, in the
colony of Queensland , licensed victualler.
A FIRST and  Final  Dividend, of 6s. in the £, upon all duly proved
and admitted claims, is now  payable at my Office, Denham
street, Rockhampton.
Dated at  Rockhampton this seventh day of August, 1897.
BEETRAM M. LILLEY, R . SHAW,  Trustee.
Solicitor for Trustee ,  East street , Rockhampton,
1697 5s. 6d.
Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Richard Henry Bow, of Maryborough,  grocer,
in Liquidation.
A FIRST and Final Dividend,  of 9s.  0#d. in the £,  has been
declared on all debts proved and admitted, payable at the Office
of the Trustee, Richmond street, Maryborough.
Dated at Maryborough this twenty-sixth day of February, 1897.
ROBT. JONES,
Trustee.
1625  58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Henry Williams and Paul Cudmore  Eggers,
of Thursday Island, in the colony of Queensland,  trading as
"Williams and Eggers," general storekeepers, in Liquidation.
A FIRST Dividend, at the rate of 7s. 6d. in the £, upon all duly
11 proved and admitted claims in the above  Estate ,  has been
declared, payable at my Office, Eagle street, Brisbane, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the 4th instant.
Dated this fourth day of August, 1897.
1643
GEO. S. HUTTON,
Trustee.
6e.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Warburton ,  of Mackay ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  storekeeper ,  in Liquidation.
A SECOND  Dividend ,  at the rate of 3s. 4d. in the £, upon all duly
proved and admitted claims in the above Estate ,  has been
declared ,  payable at my Office ,  Eagle street ,  Brisbane ,  on and after
WEDNESDAY,  the 4th instant.
Dated this fourth day of August,  1897. -
1644
56.
GEO. S.  HUTTON,
Trustee.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Walter John Cattermole and Charles Cattermole,
trading together at Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, as
general  brushware manufacturers, under the style or firm of.
" C. Cattermole & Co.," in Liquidation.
A FIRST Dividend, at the rate of 2s. 6d. in the £, upon all duly
proved and admitted claims in the above E+ state, has been
declared, payable at my Office, Eagle street, Brisbane, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the 4th instant.
Dated this fourth day of August, 1897.
GEO. S. HUTTON,  Trustee.
1642 6s.
Estate of Carl Frederick Arndt, of Rosewood, storekeeper, in
Liquidation.
A THIRD Dividend, of 10d. (making 11s. 10d. in all)  in the £, is
now payable at my Office  on all claims  proved and admitted in
above Estate.
Dated this fourth day of August, A.D. 1897.
T. M. HALL, Trustee.
Selborne Chambers, Adelaide street.1640 3s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
.n the Goods of Aaron Harrison, late of Redlynch, in the colony of
Queensland, licensed victualler, deceased, intestate.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Account of Margaret Mary
Agatha Walker, the Administratrix in the abovenamed Estate,
'rom the nineteenth day of August, 1896, to the twenty-eighth day of
.Tovember, 1896, has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by
he said Margaret Mary Agatha Walker. All parties claiming to
)e interested in the said Estate are at liberty to inspect the said
keeount, at my Office in the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or
)efore TUESDAY, the Twenty-first day of September next, and, if
;hey think fit, to object thereto. Notice is also given, that whether
mny objection is taken to the said Account or not I shall, after the
Lforesaid day, proceed to examine and inquire into the said Account.
Yotice is further given, that any person who may desire to object to
she said Account, or any item or items therein, or the allowance to
she Administratrix of a commission thereon, must before that day file
.n my Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this thirtieth day of July, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy Registrar.
ERNEST  A. MILFORD,
Solicitor for Administratrix, Cairns.
By his Agents-
1636 BERNAYS AND OSBORNE, Brisbane. 14s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JusTICS REAL.
In the Goods of John Frederick Johnson, late of Mackay, in the
colony of Queensland, accountant, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Ellen Johnson, of
Tennyson  street,  Mackay, in the colony of Queensland, widow,
the Administratrix in the abovenamed Estate, from the sixth day of
January,  1896, to the twenty-sixth day of July, 1897, has this day
been filed in my  Office, duly verified by the said Ellen Johnson. All
parties claiming  to be interested in the said Estate are at liberty to
inspect the  said  Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House,
Brisbane ,  on or  before WEDNESDAY, the Fifteenth day of September
next, and, if  they think fit, to  object  thereto. Notice is also given,
that whether any objection is taken to the said Account or not I
shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to examine and inquire into
the said  Account. Notice is further given, that any person who may
desire to  object to the said Account, or any item or items therein,
or the allowance to the Administratrix of a commission thereon,
must  before that day file in my Office.a memorandum to that effect.
Dated  at Brisbane  this third day of August, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
S. B. WRIGHT,
Solicitor for Administratrix, Mackay.
By his Town Agents-
W. H. WILSON AND HEMMING,
1662 Solicitors, Brisbane.
Deputy Registrar.
14s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Lands and Goods of Henry Carpenter Seckington, late of
Cumberland, in the colony of Queensland, butcher, deceased,
intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Lizzie Seckington,
the Administratrix in the abovenamed Estate, from the six-
teenth day of May, 1896, to the thirty-first day of May, 1897, has this
day been filed in my Office, duly verified by the said  Lizzie  Seckington.
All parties  claiming to  be interested in the said Estate are at liberty
to inspect the said Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House,
Townsville, on or before THURSDAY, the Second day of September
next,  and, if they think fit, to object thereto. Notice is also given,
that whether any objection is taken to the said Account or not I shall,
after  the aforesaid day, proceed to examine and inquire into the said
Account. Notice is further given, that any person who may desire
to object to the said Account, or any item or items therein, or the
allowance  to the Administratrix of a commission thereon, must before
that day file in my Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this second day of August, 1897.
1651
T. G. FRASER,
Registrar.
us.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Charles Siebenhausen, late of Danderoo, near Warwick,
in the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the xpiration of urteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Charles Siebenhausen, deceased, may be granted to Robert
Conrad Siebenhausen, of Danderoo aforesaid, farmer, the sole Executor
named in the said Will. Any person -interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a Caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this thirtieth day of July, A.D. 1897.
1673
J. R. CURNOW,
Solicitor for the said Robe rt  Conrad Siebenhausen,
Warwick.
8s.
[7TH AUGUST, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Peter McGuinness ,  late of Brisbane ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  hotelkeeper ,  deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given , that , after the expiration of fourteen
lj days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Peter McGuinness ,  deceased, may be granted to Edward
Vallely,  of Fortitude  Valley,  Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland,
contractor ,  one of the Executors named in the said Will ; Neil Warde
McDermott, the other Executor therein named, having predeceased the
deceased .  Any person interested who desires to object to the appli-
cation ,  or to be heard upon it ,  may  file a caveat in the Registry at
any time before the grant is made.
Dated at Brisbane this thirtieth day of July ,  A.D. 1897.
THYNNE AND MACARTNEY,
1657
Australian Mutual Provident Chambers,
Edward street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Edward Vallely.
9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Lands and Goods of Frances Jane Nunn, late of Charters
Towers, in the colony of Queensland (the wife of Ralph Nunn,
of the same place, blacksmith), deceased, intestate.
1J
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal estate
of the abovenamed Frances Jane Nunn, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Ralph Nunn, of Charters Towers, in the colony of
Queensland, blacksmith, husband of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of July, A.D. 1897.
ALEXANDER COSTELLO,
Solicitor for the said Ralph Nunn,
Mosman street, Charters Towers.
Agent-M. O'MALLEY,
1659 Flinders street, Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
8s.
In the Will of John Downing, late of Glanville Dale, near Warwick,
in the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
1`
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed John Downing, deceased, may be granted to Mary
Downing, of Glanville Dale, near Warwick, in the colony of Queens-
land, the lawful widow of the said deceased, and the sole Executrix
named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of July, A.D. 1897.
1647
SAMUEL R. ROE,
Solicitor for the said Mary Downing,
Palmerin street, Warwick.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of William Tapsall, late of Clarendon,  near  Lowood, in
the colony of Queensland, lengthsman,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed William Tapsall, deceased, may be granted to Henry
Newton, of Esk, clergyman, the sole Executor named in the said
Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the application,
or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry  at any time
before the grant is made.
Dated this fifth day of August, A.D. 1897.
1629
HENRY NEWTON.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of John McMillan, late  of West End, near
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, plumber,  deceased,
intestate.
N
i OTICE is hereby given, that, after the  expiration of fourteen
1 days from the publication hereof, application  will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real  and personal
estate of the abovenamed John McMillan, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to John McMillan, of West End,  near Brisbane, in
the colony of Queensland, plumber, the eldest son of the  said deceased.
Dated this  sixth  day of August, 1897.
1668
J.  BENNION PRICE,
Solicitor for the said John McMillan,
145 Queen  street, Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the  Will of John Anderson Tait, late of Wellington  Point, near
Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland, hotel- keeper, deceased.NOTICE ii hereby  given , that,  after the expiration of fourteendays from the date of the publication  hereof, application wi ll
be made  to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed  John Anderson Tait, deceased,  may be granted  to
William Stephens ,  of Brisbane , in the colony of  Queensland ,  tannery
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proprietor, William John Harper, of Brisbane aforesaid, tanner, and
Christopher Tait, of the Albion, near Brisbane aforesaid, carpenter,
the Executors named in the said Will. Any person interested who
desires to  object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a
caveat in the Registry at any time  before the  grant is made.
Dated this sixth day of August, 1897.
WINTER AND McNAB,
Solicitors for William Stephens, William John Harper, and
1664
Christopher Tait,
88 Queen street, Brisbane.
9s.
NOTICE.
In the Will of John Lederhose, late of Fairfield, near Brisbane, in
the colony of Queensland, freeholder, deceased.AA LL persons having any  claims against  the Estate of the above-named eceased are requested o furnish full particulars
thereof to the undersigned on or before THURSDAY, the Twenty-
sixth day of August, 1897.
Dated  at Brisbane  this twenty-seventh day of July, A.D. 1897.
1667
MORRIS AND FLETCHER,
Solicitors for the Executrix,
Celtic Chambers, George street, Brisbane.
4s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
THOMAS PETER MANIFOLD, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the  "Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons  Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and any other persons having any claims against the Estate of Thomas
Peter Manifold, late of Wiridgil , near  Camperdown, in the colony of
Victoria, gentleman, deceased, who died on or about the nineteenth
day of  July,  1895, at Lonsdale street, Melbourne, in the said colony
of Victoria, Ancillary Probate of whose Will was, on the eighth day
of October, 1896, granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to
William Thomson Manifold, of Purrumbete, near Camperdown afore-
said, gentleman , James Chester Manifold, of Talindert, near Camper-
down aforesaid,  gentleman , and Edward Manifold, of Danedite, near
Camperdown aforesaid, gentleman, the Executors named in the said
Will, are hereby required to send in, in writing, particulars of their
debts or  claims to  the said Executors, at the Office of the undersigned,
their  solicitors , on or before SATURDAY, the Eighteenth day of
September, 1897. And notice is hereby also given, that after the
expiration  of the last-mentioned day the said Executors will proceed
to distribute  the assets  of the said deceased amongst the persons entitled
thereto, having re gard  only to  the  claims of which the said Executors
shall  then have had notice, and that the said Executors will not be
liable,  for the assets  or any part thereof so distributed, to any person
of whose  debt or claim they shall not have had notice at the time of
such distribution.
Dated this second day of August, A.D. 1897.
1656
HART, FLOWER, AND DRURY,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the  said  Executors.
16s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  MARY BROPHY, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the  "Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867,"  notice  is hereby given, that all persons having any claims
or demands  upon  or against  the Estate of Mary Brophy, late of Bris-
bane,  in the colony of Queensland, widow, deceased, who died on the
seventeenth day of A ugust, 1896, and of whose Will Probate was, on
the twenty-ninth day of September, 1896, granted by the Supreme
Court of Queensland to me, the undersigned, of Ceitic Chambers,
George street,  Brisbane , solicitor, the sole Executor named in the said
Will, are hereby required to send in particulars of their debts or
claims  to me, the said Executor, at my Office, on or before the
Thirteenth day of September next. And notice  is also  hereby given,
that  after  that day I, the said Executor, will proceed to distribute the
assets  of the said deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto, having
regard  only to the claims of which I shall then have had notice,
and that I will not be liable, for the  assets  or any part thereof so
distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim I shall not then
have  had notice.
Dated this fifth day of August, 1897.
1660
R. J. LEEPER, Solicitor,
Celtic Chambers,
George street, Brisbane.
12s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.Be THOMAS MOORE, deceased.
PURSUANT to the  "Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
[ 1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons having any claims
or demands  upon or against the Estate of Thomas Moore, late of
Colinton,  near Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland, gentleman,
deceased , who died on the twenty-third day of June, 1897, and
Probate of whose Will was, on the twenty-sixth day of July, 1897,
granted to  William John Harlin Moore, one of the Executors named
in the said Will (John Moore, the other Executor therein named,
having renounced  Probate thereof), are hereby required to send in
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particulars of their debts or claims to the said Executor, at the Office
of Messrs. Winter and McNab, his solicitors, on or before TUESDAY,
the  Fourteenth day of September, 1897. And notice is also hereby
given, that after that day the said Executor will proceed to distribute
tt,e assets of the said deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which he shall then have had
notice, and that he will not be liable, for the assets or any part
thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim he shall
not then have had notice.
Dated this sixth day of August, 1897.
1663
WINTER AND McNAB,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Executor.
I3s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
JAMES COCKERILL, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against
the Estate of James Cockerill, late of Boobigan, Nerang Creek, in the
colony of Queensland, grazier, deceased, who died on or about the
fifth day of May, 1897, at South Brisbane, in the said colony, and
Probate of whose Will was, on the twenty-sixth day of July, 1897,
duly granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to Mark Cockerill,
of Jumna, near Jimbour, in the said colony, grazier, John Cockerill, of
Nerang Creek, in the said colony, grazer, and Mary Shittler, of South
Brisbane, in the said colony, widow, the Executors and Executrix
respectively named in the said Will, are hereby required to send in,
in writing, particulars of their debts or claims to the said Executors, at
the Office of the undersigned, their solicitors,  on or  before MONDAY,
the Twenty-seventh day of September, 1897. And notice is hereby
also given, that after the expiration of the said day the said Executors
will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the
persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which the
said Executors shall have notice, and the said Executors will not be
liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person
of whose debt or claim they shall not then have had notice at the
time of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of July, 1897.
1669
BOUCHARD AND HOLLAND,
Oakden Chambers,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Executors.
15s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be BEHR RAPHAEL LEwIN, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the  "Trustees and Incapaettated  Persons Act
of  1867," notice is hereby  given, that all persons having any
claims or demands  upon or  against the Estate of Behr Raphael Lewin,
late of Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland,  gentleman, deceased,
who died on the third day of April, 1897, Probate of  whose  Will was,
on the tenth day of June, 1897, granted by the Supreme  Court of
Queensland to Zelinda Lewin, Adolphus  Marcus Hertzberg, and
Abraham Hertzberg, the Executrix  and Executors and Trustees named
therein, are hereby required to send in  particulars of their debts or
claims to the said Zelinda Lewin, Adolphus  Marcus Hertzberg, and
Abraham Hertzberg, at the Office of the undersigned, their  solicitor,
on or  before the Thirteenth day of September  next. And notice is
also hereby given, that after that day the said Zelinda Lewin, Adolphus
Marcus Hertzberg, and Abraham Hertzberg will proceed  to distribute
the assets of the said deceased amongst the parties entitled  thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which they shall then  have had
notice, and that they will not be liable, for the assets  or any part
thereof so distribated, to any person of whose debt  or claim they shall
not then have had notice.
Dated this sixth day of August, 1897.
THOMAS BUNTON,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Solicitor for the said Zelinda Lewin, Adolphus Marcus Hertzberg,
and Abraham  Hertzberg.
1666 13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Kulifuss, late of Port Moresby, British New Guinea;
Roderick McLennon, late of Curriwildi ; Harriet Elizabeth Jane
Jackson, late of Bundaberg; Thomas McKavanagh, late of South
Brisbane ; and Thomas Foster Lynam, late  of Brisbane.
PURSUANT to  " The  Intestacy  Act of  1877," all  persons having
any claims against the Estates of any of the  abovenamed
deceased persons are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Public Offices, George street, Brisbane, on or before the Eighth day
of October next, or in default they will be peremptorily excluded from
all benefits accruing from the said Estates.
GILSON FOXTON,
Deputy Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, 5th Angus, 1897.
16 7 0 8s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
1895-No. 235.
Between The Queensland National Bank, Limited, Plaintiff, and
Thomas Bryce and Rodrick Barron Barron, Executors and
Trustees of Alexander Barron, deceased, Defendants.
PURSL'ANT to an Order of the Supreme Court of Queensland
made in an action, The Queensland National Bank, Limited, v.
Bryce and Barron, the Creditors of Alexander Barron, late of
Caboolture, in the colony of Queensland, farmer, who died in or
about the month of October, 1£-89, are, on or before the Eighth day
of September, 1897, to send by post, prepaid to the said defendants,
to the care of the said Thomas Bryce, Adelaide street, Brisbane, or
to Arthur George Clarence Hawthorn, a member of the firm of
Messieurs Macdonald-Paterson and Hawthorn, of Edward street,
Brisbane, solicitors for the defendants, their christian and surnames,
addresses  and descriptions, the full particulars of their  claims, a
statement of their accounts, and the nature of the securities, if any,
held by them, or in default thereof they will be peremptorily excluded
from the benefit of the said order.
Every creditor holding any security is required to produce the
same before  the Registrar, at his Chambers, Supreme  Court  House,
William street , Brisbane , on the Thirteenth day of September, 1897,
at Half-past Ten o'clock in the forenoon, being the time appointed for
adjudicating on the claims.
Dated this third day of August, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy Registrar.
HART,  FLOWER, AND DEURY, Adelaide street,  Brisbane,
1655 Solicitors for Plaintiff Bank. 15s.
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd August, 1897.
FRIDLIS$E  DEANE AND WILLIAM REINHOLD  V. PETER  DEANE.
To all Persons Concerned.TAKE NOTICE, that a Writ of Fieri Facias  has been issued upona Judgment obtained by the Plaintiffs in the above action, and
that all Defendant's equity of redemption, right, title, and interest (if
any) of, in, and to the land comprised in Certificate of Title No.
78338, volume 45, folio 11, being subdivisions 5 and 6 of section 3 of
portion 9, county of Douglas, parish of Hughenden; area, 1 rood
32 perches :
Also, of, in, and to the lands contained in Certificate of Title
No. 78317, volume 45, folio 7, being subdivisions 12 and 13 of
section 4 of portion 9, county of Douglas, parish of Hughenden;
area ,  2 roods :
Also, of, in, and to the lands described in Certificate of Title
No. 102069, volume 66, folio  222,  being subdivisions 11 and 12 of
allotment 5, section 2, parish of Coonambelah, county of Elphin-
stone :
Will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by Public Auction,
at Lennon's Hotel, George street, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the
Twenty-third day of August next, at Twelve o'clock Noon,  unless
this Execution is previously  satisfied.
WM. TOWNLEY, Sheriff
(By JOHN GALLWEY, Under Sheriff.)
PERCIVAL PAUL, Solicitor for the  Plaintiffs;
1615 Queen  street, Brisbane . 14s. 6d.
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff 's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd August, 1897.
GOLDSTEIN V. NEWMAN.
To all Persons Concerned.
T
AKE NOTICE, that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has been issued upon
a Judgment obtained by the Defendant in the above action, and
that all Plaintiff's right, title,  and interest  (if any) of, in, and to the
book debts,  goods , chattels, property,  and effects  mentioned in a Bill of
Sale made in  favour of the Plaintiff,  and bearing  date the fourth day
of September,  1896 ,  and  re gistered  in the office of the  Registrar of
the Supreme Court of Queensland, at Brisbane, on the tenth day of
September, 1896, and numbered 1027, of 1896, will be sold by the
Sheriff of Queensland, by Public Auction, at the Exchange Hotel,
Gympie, on SATURDAY, the Eleventh day of September  next, at
Twelve o'clock  Noon, unless  this Execution is previously  satisfied.
WM. TOWNLEY, Sheriff.
(By JOHN GALLWEY, Under Sheriff.)
O'SHEA AND O'SHEA,
1646 Solicitors for the Defendant. 11s. 6d.
LEICHHARDT RABBIT BOARD.
OTICE is hereby given, that a First Assessment is hereby made
and levied at the rate of is. for every 20 head of Cattle and
Horses  and is. for every 100 Sheep depastured within the Rabbit
District of Leichhardt.
Attention is drawn to  sections  24 and 26 of  "The Rabbit Boards
Act,  1896," whereby it  is enacted that all assessments  must be paid
within two months from the date of this notification, otherwise the
Board may enforce payment of the same, together with one-tenth
more by way of penalty.
Dated this seventh day of July, 1897.
R. H. DYBALL, Clerk to the  Board, Roma.
CAMOOWEAL MARSUPIAL BOARD.
ASSESSMEI NOTICE.
OWNERS of Stock and Landh ders in the Marsupial District o
Camooweal are hereby notified that an Assessment, of is. 3d
on every 20 head of Cattle and Horses or 100 Sheep, and 72d. for
every Square Mile of Unstocked Country, has been made this day, in
accordance with the provisions of  "The marsupials Destruction Act
of  1895," and is now payable at the Board's Office, Camooweal.
By Order,
PATRICK QUAIN, Clerk.
Camooweal, 31st July, 1897.
1645 5s. 6d.
THE BRISBANE  TRAMWAYS COMPANY,  LIMITED.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that application has been made to theMinister for Railways for an Order in Council to Construct
Tramways within the limits of the Municipality of South Brisbane
and the Shire of Coorparoo ,  respectively ,  by the above Company,
under the provisions of  " The Tramways  Acts,  1882 -1890, "  and that
certified copies of the Plans, Sections ,  Specifications ,  Book of Reference,
and Estimate of the Cost of such Tramways ,  and also certified copies
of the Memorandum and Articles of Association of the said Company,
with the Statement of Share Capital of the Company ,  have been
deposited with the said Minister for Railways ,  and in the Offices of the
Town Clerk for the Municipality of South Brisbane and the Office of
the Coorparoo Shire Council ,  and are at. all times open to inspection
to every ratepayer interested therein.
THOMAS IRVING ,  Secretary.
Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.
1675 8s.
THE BRISBANE  TRAMWAYS COMPANY , LIMITED.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that application has been made to theMinister for Railways for an Order in Council to Construct
Tramways  within the  limits of the Municipality of Brisbane and the
Division of Booroodabin ,  respectively , by the above  Company, under
the provisions of  " The Tramways  Acts,  1882 -1890," and that certified
copies of the Plans, Sections ,  Specifications ,  Book of Reference, and
Estimate of the Cost of such Tramways ,  and also certi fied copies of the
Memorandum and Articles of Association of the said Company,
with the Statement of Share Capital of the Company, have been
deposited with the said Minister for Railways ,  and in the Offices of
the Town Clerk  for the Municipality of Brisbane and the Office of
the Booroodabin I )ivisional Board, and are at all times open to
inspection to every ratepayer interested therein.
Brisbane , 5th August, 1897.
THOMAS IRVING, Secretary.
1674 8s.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Par' nership which has for some
time past been carried on by Nathaniel Robert Akes and Otto
Flindt, under the firm of "Akes and Flindt," at Gill street, Charters
Towers, in the business of hairdressers and tobacconists, was this day
Dissolved by mutual  consent.
All debts due or owing to the said partnership must be paid to
the said Nathaniel Robert Akes only, or to his duly authorised agent,
in writing, whose receipt will be a sufficient discharge for the same.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of July, A.D. 1897.
As witness our hands-
Witness- I
H. PEEsKE, Barrister-at-law,
1658 Charters Towers.
N. R. AKES.
OTTO FLINDT.
7s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended during the present
session of  the Parliament of Queensland to apply for leave to
bring in a Bill to enable and empower The Charters Towers Gas,
Coke, Coal, and Light * Company, Limited, incorporated under the
provisions of  "The Companies Act  1863," to manufacture, sell, and
supply gas or other means of public and private lighting, whether
by the manufacture  of gas  or of electricity, or any other methods, and
to manufacture, render saleable, and deal in coke, coal, tar, pitch,
asphaltum, ammoniacal liquor, and all residual products obtained in
the manufacture of gas or in the production of any other  means of
lighting at and to the inhabitants of Charters Towers and other places
in Queensland, and to generally empower the said Company to obtain,
construct, and maintain all works and appliances, acquire all lands,
and to do all such acts and things as may be deemed necessary in and
about the manufacture, sale, and supply aforesaid, and to undertake
and carry into effect any other processes for lighting towns and
buildings which it may be found advantageous to adopt, and the
doing of all such other things as are incidental or conducive to the
attainment  of the  above objects.
Dated this twenty-first day of July, 1897.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors to The Charters Towers Gas, Coke, Coal, and
1622 6s. 1534
Light Company, Limited,
Gill street, Charters Towers..
. 13s. 6d.
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In the Matter of  "The Companies Acts,  1863 to 1893," and in the
matter of Queen Constance Y.C. Gold-Mining Company, Limited,
in Voluntary Liquidation.
NOTICE OF DIVIDEND.
A
FIRST and Final Dividend, of 20s. in the £, will be payable at
my Office, at Mareeba, in the colony of Queensland, to all
the unsecured Creditors of the abovenamed Estate, on and after
SATURDAY, the Fourteenth day of August, 1897.
J. A. PARES,
Mareeba, 31st July, 1897.. Liquidator.
1652 5s. 6d.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane 27th December, 1893.
T HE following  Botanical Works, by F .  Manson Bailey , F.L.S.,Colonial Botanist ,  may be obtained at the Government Printing
Office ,  William street , Brisbane:-
1. The Synopsis of the Queensland Flora ; 900 pp., decoy 8vo,
half-bound .  Price,  21s.; posted, 22s.
2. First Supplement to ditto ,  in boards  ;  100 pp. and 4 plates.
Price,  3a.; posted ,  3s. 2d.
3. Second Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 153 pp. Price,  3S.,
posted, 3s. 3d.
4. Third Supplement to ditto, in boards  ;  135 pp. and 21 plates.
Price, 3s.  6d.; posted, 3s. 9d.
5. Catalogue of the Indigenous and Natura li sed Plants of
Queensland ,  with Index of vernacular names and their
botanical equivalents .  Price, in cloth ,  Is. 3d .;  posted, Is. 5d.
In paper , Is.;  posted ,  Is. 2d.
6. Plants Poisonous and Injurious to Stock.  (Bailey and Gordon.)
Containing a brief description ,  with plates ,  of Queensland
plants suspected of having a poisonous effect upon stock.
Price, 4s .;  posted, 4s. 5d.
7. Lithograms of the Queen ; L,i d Ferns ,  in one volume, containing
191 plates ,  illustrating 223 kinds ,  with index giving botanical
and common name. Price ,  2s. 6d.; posted ,  6d. extra.
EDMUND  GREGORY,  Government Printer.
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
+;t UBSCRIPTION AND ADVERTISING RATES :-
7  s. d.
Quarterly Subscription ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 0
(Postage  nil,  if subscription begins from date of receipt
of order ; on back numbers, 3d. per week.)
Single copy, current year, 6d. ; previous years, Is.;  large-sized
at proportionally increased price. Postage, Id. additional.
ADVERTISING RATES.
A uniform charge of 6d. a line for all advertisements.
Table matter charged 50 per cent.. extra on first insertion only
and a proportional extra charge for very small-sized type. .
HANSARD.  s. d.
Subscription for Session ...
Orders must be accompanied by postage  stamps  (not exceeding
$ s.), money order, postal note, or cash, sufficient to cover cost.
Private  cheques will not be accepted.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship  or rail if so desired,
the freight to be payable by  consignee.
JUST PUBLISHED.THE LAW OF FRIENDLY SOCIETIES IN QUEENSLAND, being aCompendium of the existing Act and Regulations in force, with
a comprehensive Introduction, and Notes of English and Colonial
Cases decided up to May, 1896. By John L. Woolcock, B.A., and
George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law, Authors of "Act and Rules
relating to the District Court." Holland binding. Price 5s.; postage,
4d. extra.
July, 1896. EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1893.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office, William street,
Brisbane :-"Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating to
Local Government outside the Boundaries of Municipalities," with an
Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L. Woolcock, B.A. Demy
octavo, 400 pages. Linen bound, 5s.  6d.;  paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Australian Colonies, 9d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office, the Pacific Island
Labourers Acts and Regulations in Pamphlet form, containing
Imperial and Colonial Acts, and Regulations thereunder. Price,
Is.  6d.;  posted, Is. 7d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
l/ THE Justices Act of  1886 " and  " The Offenders Probation Actof  1886," with an Introduction, Notes, a  Index, by John L.
Woolcock, B.A. Price, 3s. 6d. in cloth ; 2s. 6d. in paper. Postage, 6d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
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'r HE Government Printing Office has on Sale the following
Publications :-
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
" THE QUEENSL A:V D STATUTES," revised by Alfred Pain and John
L. Woolcock, B.A., Barristers-at-law, in five volumes, containing-
Vols. 1, 2, and 3-Public and Private Acts to the end of the Session
of 1888; also, Acts of the Federal Council of Australasia.
Vol. 4-A Selection of Imperial Statutes.Vol. 5-Historical nd Analytical Tables, and a comprehensive
Index of the above Volumes.
Full Calf, £7 7s.; Half Calf, £6 6s.
Postage, 7s. 6d.  extra.
Sessional  Acts of 1889, 15s.; with postage, 15s. 6d.
1890, 15s. ; „ 15s. 6d.
1891, 25s. ; „ 25s. 9d.
1892,  25s.;  „ 25s. 10d.
1893, 25s. ; „ 25s. 8d.
1894, 32s.  6d.;  „ 33s. 6d.
1895,  25s.;  „ 25s. 8d.'
1896,  25s.;  „  25s. 9d.
With  an Index and Tables showing the effect of Legislation subse-
quent to  the publication  of the Queensland Statutes .  complete to date.
SEPARATE ACTS OF THE COLONY. with
Price.  Postage,
s. d. a. d.
Bills of Sale Act, 1891 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Bills of Sale Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Brands Act of 1872 Amendment Act, 1894 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Brisbane Traffic Act of 1895 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Brisbane Traffic Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Brisbane Municipal Loan Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Bundaberg Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Carriers Act (complete) ... ... ... 2 0 2 1
Cattle Slaughtering Act of 1877 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Companies Acts and Rules (complete) ... ... 10 9 11 3
.Courts of Conciliation Act of 1892 ... ,,, ... 1 0 1 1
Crown Lands Act of 1895 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Customs Duties Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Defence Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Diseases  in Stock Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
District Courts Act of 1891 ... ... ... ...  2 0 2 2
Divisional Boards Act of 1887 ... ... ... 3 0 3 2
Elections Act (complete) ... ... ... 4 0 4 3
Electric Light and Power Act .. ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Employers Liability Act of 1886 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Employers Liability Act of 1886 (Seamen) ... ... 1 0 1 1
Factories and Shops Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Foreign Companies Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Gold Mines Drainage Act, 1896 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Government Loan Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Government Savings Bank Acts Amendment Act, 1896 0 6 0 7
Harbour Boards Act of 1892  ... ... ... ... 2 0 2 1
Harbour Dues Act of 1892 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Harbour Dues Act of 1893 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Harbour Dues Act of 1895 ... .. ... ... 1 0 1 1
Health Act (complete) ... .., ,,. 5 0 5 4
Inebriates Institutions Act, 1896 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Impounding Acts ( 1863-65-67, and 1879 ),  complete 5 0 5 1
Irrigation Act of 1891... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Justices Act of 1886 ... ... ... ... ...  3 0 3 2
Licensing Act of 1885 ... ... ... ... ...  3 0 3 2
Liquor Act of 1886 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Liquor Act of 1895 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Live Stock and Meat Export Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Mackay Harbour Boards Act, 1896 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Married Women's Property Act of 1890 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Marsupials Destruction Act of 1895 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Masters and Servants  Act ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Meat and Dairy Produce Encouragement Act of 1893 1 0 1 1
Meat and Dairy Produce  Encouragement  Act of 1895 1 0 1 1
Mercantile Amendment Act, 1896 ... .. ... 0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands Sale Act of 1894 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Native Birds  Protection Act, (complete) ... ...  3 3 3 6
Navigation Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pacific Island Labourers (Extension) Act of 1892... 1 0 1 1
Pastoral Leases Extension Act of  1892  ... ... 1 0 1 1
Pastoral Leases Extension Act of 1892 Amendment
Act of 1894 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Pastoral Leases Extension Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Pearl-Shell and 13 eche-de-mer Fisheries Act of 1891 1 0 1 1
Pearl-Shell and Beche-de-Mer Fisheries Act Amend-
ment Act of 1893 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Pearl-Shell and Beche-de-Mer Fisheries Act Amend-
ment Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... .... 0 6 0 7
Public Service Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Rabbit Boards Act of 1896 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Railway Act Amendment Act of  1895  ... ... 1 0 1 1
Railway Act Amendment Act of 1896 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Rockhampton Harbour  Boards  Act of 1895 ... ...  1 0 1 1
Sale of Goods Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Small Debts Act of 1867 Amendment Act of  1892 1 0 1 1
Small Debts Act 1867 Amendment Act of 1894 ... 1 0 1 1
Stamp Act, 1894 ... ... ... ... ...2 0 2 1
Succession  and Probate Duties Act of 1892... ...  2 0 2 1
... 3 0
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With
Price. Postage.
s. d.  8 .d .
'Succession and Probate Duties Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Succession  Act Amendment  Act of 1895  ...  1 0 1 1
Sugar  Works  Guarantee Act of 1893  ... ...  1 0 1 1
Sugar Works Guarantee Act Amendment Act of 1895 1 0 1 1
Suppression of Gambling  Act of  1895 ...  ...  1 0 1 1
Townsville Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Trustee Act of 1889 ...  ... ... ...  1 0 1 1
Valuation and Rating  Act of  1890 . .. ... ...  2 0 2 1
Wages Act of 1870  ... ... ... ... ...  1 0 1 1
Wages Act of 1884  ... ... ... ... ...  1 0 1 1
Friendly Societies Act of 1894  and Regulations  ...  2 0 2 2
JUST PUBLISHED.
New Land Pamphlet,  containing  the Acts  and Regula-
tions relating to  the Leasing  and A li enation of
Crown Lands .. . ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 9
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands Act of 1872, 3rd Edition ... ... ... 0 6
Cemetery Act ... ... ... ... .. 0 9
Civil Service Pamphlet .. ... ... ... ... 1 0
Cultural Industries for Queensland ... ... ... 5 0
Divisional Board Pamphlet ... ... . ... ... 5 0
Divisional Board Pamphlet (cloth-bound) ... ... 5 6
Defence Act of 1884 (including Amendments and
Regulations) ... ... ... ... ... 1 0
Drill Regulations and Field Exercises for Mounted
Infantry ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 0
Insolvency 1 amphlet ... ... .. . ... ... 2 6
Journals of Australian Explorations  by A.  C. and
F. T. Gregory ... ... ... ... ... 5 0
Justices Act and Offenders Probation Act .. . 2 6
Justices Act and Offenders Probation Act (cloth-
bound) ... .. ... ... ...
...
3 6
LithogramsofQueenslandFerns, by F. M.Bailey,F.L.S. 2 6
Mining Acts, together with Regulations ... ... 2 0
Pacific Island Labourers Acts and Regulations, con-
taining Imperial and Colonial Acts, and Regula-
tions thereunder ... ... 1 6
Stamp Act of 1894 and Regulations, with a Manual
on the provisions of the Act ... ... ... 2 0
The Queensland Horticulturist and Gardener's Guide 3 0
The All-range Queensland Register ... ... ... 2 0
FULL BOUND.
Acts and Orders of Supreme  Court  (only ) ... ...  63 0
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court  (Crown Side ) ...  42 0
Settled Land Act, 1886, and Rules of Court with Notes 15 0
Settled Land Act, 1886 ,  and Rules of Court with Notes 10 6
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0 7
0 10
1 2
5 4
5 4
6 0
1 2
1 1
2 9
5 4
2 9
3 9
3 0
2 2
1 7
2 2
3 3
2 2
64 8
42 10
15 8
11 2
Schedule 3
With
Price. Postage.
... 5 ,1 6 4
BRANDS DIRECTORY,
With Alphabetical  List of all Owners of Registered
Brands ...  ... ... ... ... ...  2 6 3 9
ELECTORAL ROLLS.
Electoral Rolls of  the Colony,  each ... ... ... 1 0 1 i
AGENTS FOR SALE OF GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS.
Bundaherg ...
Cooktown ...
Ipswich ...
Maryhorough ...
Rockhampton ...
Toowoomba ...
Townsville ...
... ... G.  J. YOUNG AND  Co.
... ... J. V. PENNO.
W. TATHAM.
.. W. DAWSON AND SON.
... ... MUNRO AND CowiE.
... ... J. H. ROBERTSON AND Co.
... ... T. WILLMETT AND Co.
N
OW PUBLISHED, A Digest of the Statutory Criminal Law in
force in Queensland on the first day of January, 1896 (which it
is within the competence of the Parliament of Queensland to repeal or
-amend), with a Table of the Statutes, prepared by the Hon. Sir
Samuel Walker Griffith, G.C.M.G., Chief Justice of Queensland.
In 8vo royal. Bound in cloth, 15s. Posted, 15s. 7d. Government
Printing Office, Brisbane.
0
N SALE, the  11 Act and Rules relating to the District Court, with
an Introduction, Notes, and Index," by John L. Woolcock, B.A.,
and George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law.
Price, 7s. 6d. full cloth; postage, 6d. extra.
Half-bound and interleaved, 10s. 6d. ; postage, 8d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
NOW ON SALE.
REDWATER DISEASE in Cattle in the Gulf Country, by C. J.
Pound, F.R.M.S., Director Stock Institute, Brisbane, Is.; posted,
Is.  1d. Government Printing Office, Brisbane.
« /71HE Stamp Act of  1894," and Regulations thereunder, with aT Manual l onthe provisions of the Act. Price, 2s.; posted, 2s. 2d.
THE Government Printer acknowledges the receipt of the followingamounts, from the 31st July to 6th August, 1897 :-
T. J. Henrick, £1 15s.; J. De Conlay, 6s.; J. W. Doran, lOs. ;
E.  J. Presland, 8s.; W. R. Mitchell, 7s.; Rosenthal Divisional Board,
6s.  6d.; C. Pflngst, Is.  8d.; J. Holmes, 8s.; Northern Downs Marsupial
Board, Is. 9d.; Revd. H. Newton, 8s.; Leichhardt Rabbit Board, fie.;
C.P.S., Charleville, Is.; W. H. Carter, 6s.; J. R. Kelly, 2s. 6d.; A. J.
Draper, 4s.; P. P. Hallam, 2s.; J. B. Randall, Is. 2d.; D. O'Keefe,
12s.; G. Aubrey, 5s.; W. Dawson and Son, £8 2s. lld.; J. V. Suter,
13s.; S. R. Roe, 8s.; H. A. McMahon, 5s.; Mackinlay Divisional
Board, £2 4s.; C.P.S., Charters Towers, is.; Kargoolnah Divisional
Board, 3s. 4d.; T. Foot and Sons, 2s. 6d.; J. R. Curnow, 9s.; G.
Fortey, 2s. 6d.; C.P.S., Eak, 4s.; North Queensland Meat Export
Company, Is. 1d.; J. A. Pares, 7s. 6d.; W. McAuliffe, 2s. 8d.; H.
Lloyd, 2s. 6d.; Townsville Harbour Board, £17s.; Gladstone Municipal
Council, £1 10s.; W. Horan, 9d.; P. L. Cardew, 9s. 6d.; W. H.
Sparks, Constable O'Brien, H. Martin, C. B. P. Bell, J. Mather, D.
Bailey, A. C. Davies and Co., Grigg and Co., W. M. Lee-Bryce,
each 3s.
Synopsis of Queensland Flora; F. M. Bailey, F.L.S. 21 0 22 0
1st Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ... 3 0 3 2
2nd Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ... 3 0 3 3
3rd Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ... 3 6 3 9
Catalogue of Queensland Plants ... ... ... 1 3 1 5
Catalogue of Queensland Plants (Paper) ... 1 0 1 1
Plants Reputed Poisonous and Injurious to Stock ... 4 .0 4 4
Hints to Rifle Clubs, by Major C. H. Des Viceux ... 0 6 0 7
Synonymical Catalogue of the Lepidoptera Rhopalocera (Butterflies)
of Australia, with fall Bibliographical Reference; including
Descriptions of some new Species. By W. H. Miskin, F.L.S.,
F.E.S. Price, full bound, 10s. 6d. ; in boards, 7e.  6d.;  postage
within Australasia,  3d.;  to all other places, 6d.
The Geology and Palteontology of Queensland and New Guinea,
by Robt. L. Jack, Government Geologist for Queensland, and
Robt. Etheridge, junior, Government Palaeontologist (New South
Wales), &c., &c.; 768 pages, crown quarto, full cloth, with sixty-
eight plates and a Geological Map of Queensland. Price, Two
guineas. Postage within Australasia, 2s.  10d.;  to all other
places, 5s. 8d.
Some of the More Important Metals and their Ores ; a Reading
Book for the State Schools; by Wm. Thompson, Asso. M. Inst.
C.E., F.G.S., Government Mineralogical Lecturer. Price, Is.;
postage within Australasia,  1d.;  to all other places, 2d.
Journals of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C. Gregory,
C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon. F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S.
&c.;  209 pages, demy 8vo. Price, 5s. Postage within Aus.
tralasia, 4d.; to all other places, 8d.
CUSTOMS.
Customs Duties Act, 1894 (Tobacco Duties)
Customs Act of 1873 ... ... ...
Customs Duties Act of 1888 ... ... ...
Customs Duties Act of 1890 ... ... ...
Customs Duties Act of 1892 ... ...
Customs Duties Act, 1896. ... ,.
Customs Tariff (revised) ...
Interpretation Book ... ...
Spirit Calculation Book (revised ) ... ...
Price.
a. d.
1 0
4 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 6
0 6
2 6
... 1 0
with
Postage.
a. d.
1 1
4 2
1 1
1 1
1 1
0 7
0 7
2 8
1 1
IMP O UNDIN GS.
POUNDKEEPERS  are reminded  that Advertisements of
Impounded Stock will be charged for at the  uniform rate
of  SIXPENCE  PER LINE ;  and no suck  Advertisement w ill be
inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by a remittance
(Money Orders, Postal Notes, Postage Stamps, or Cash)
suffi cient to cover  the coat of insertion.
Postage Stamps will be received only when amount is 5s.
or less.
When describing brands a distinction  should be made
between  REGISTERED  and other brands, by placing the word.
REGISTERED  BRAND  after the description. Brands type will
be used  for such descriptions,  but where these words do not
appear ordinary type only  will be used.
IMPOUNDED at Gyanpie, from Widgee, on the 20th July, 1897,
j by order of J. P. Voss, Esquire.
One bay mare, off hind foot white, P3L over 39 near shoulder.
One bay horse,  star , hipped, XY1 over 167 near shoulder.
One blue-grey mare, blotched brand near shoulder.
One black  mare, 8M -a  near shoulder.
One chestnut horse, off fore and hind feet white, blaze, like JM (con-
joined, horizontal)  near  shoulder, GT7 near quarter, like E3U
off quarter.
One bay  mare, no  visible brand.
One roan-bay  fill y,  like CE9 near shoulder.
If not released  on or before the 10th August, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
JAMES HOLMES, Poundkeeper.
1631 7s. 6d.
POUNDKEEPERS '  BOOK  (No. 1).
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IMPOUNDED at Jundah, from Corrella, on the 19th July, 1897,
by order of J. A. Whight, Esquire. Driving, 2s.
One black mare, hind feet white, snip on nose, like 117K near shoulder ;
bay colt foal at foot, unbranded.
One roan mare, near hind foot white, 9R t near shoulder, 4GB off
shoulder ; chestnut foal at foot, unbranded.
One chestnut gelding, star, like 6AX near shoulder, 5GB near thigh.
One bay gelding, star, near hind foot white, like V2M over blotched
brand near shoulder.
One chestnut mare, white feet, bald face, EN9 near thigh, V7 near
shoulder ; chestnut filly foal at foot, unbranded.
One brown gelding, draught, small star, no visible brand.
One dark-roan filly, blaze down face, near hind fetlock white, like 3T 14
near shoulder.
One black gelding, draught, hind fetlocks white, star, blotch number
SQ A near shoulder.
One bay gelding, blaze, off fore and near hind feet white, 5G and like
L near shoulder, joints off tail.
One bay pony mare, BCO near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, star and snip, off hind foot white, V7D near
shoulder, D7V off shoulder, 9G near thigh.
One brown gelding, blaze, white feet, 9PC off shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, saddle-marked, ZY8 near shoulder.
One grey mare, draught, M c-45 over 5 near shoulder.
One bay mare, 1LE near shoulder.
One bay gelding, blaze, off hind -fetlock white, A over -- near
shoulder.
One bay gelding, 8JD over FP off shoulder.
One bay mare, draught, star, near hind. foot whits, 4FF near
shoulder.
One bay mare, draught, star, near fore and both hind feet white, AlA
near shoulder, collar-marked.
One chestnut filly, blaze, three white feet, OX4 near shoulder, 4GB
off shoulder.
One black gelding, U6R7 near shoulder.
One chestnut mare, blaze, near fore and both hind feet white, like
.D 48 off thigh.
One black mare, draught, star, 4FF over 89 near shoulder.
One fleabitten grey mare, YP horizontal off shoulder, CSL near rump.
One bay gelding, star, off hind foot white, T and like Q9 near
shoulder.
One brown mare, draught, off hind fetlock white, 0 and like Y c] over
0 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th August, 1897, will be sold to
defray expenses.
F. J. HENRICK, Poundkeeper.
1620 25s.
I MPOUNDED at Winton, from Ayrshire Downs, on the 15th July,1897, by order of C. B. P. Bell, Esquire. Damages, 2s. 6d.;
driving, 6s. 8d.
One bay gelding, draught, blaze, collar and saddle marked, both hind
coronets white, DO n near shoulder, illegible brands off shoulder,
like 1GN over Y4G near thigh.
One brown gelding, draught, collar-marked, blind off eye, star and snip,
202 near neck, like L4N over lOT near shoulder, like 9MS off
shoulder.
Also, from Oondooroo, on the 20th July, 1897, by order  of Messrs.
Ramsay Brothers and Hodgson. Damages, 2s. 6d.; driving, 3s.
One bay mare, off bind coronet white, off front hoof split, saddle-
marked, scars on rump, like Y .d7 near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, blaze, near hind foot white, off hind coronet
white, p over Q off shoulder, triangle over TB near shoulder,
0 80 off  thigh.
If not released on or before the 17th August, 1897, will be sold to
defray expenses.
Also, from the Reserve, on the 24th July, by order of the Herds-
man. Damages, 2s. 6d.
One bay gelding, aged, saddle-marked, like KJ1 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the  27th  August, 1897, will be sold to
defray expenses.
DAVID O'KEEFE, Poundkeeper.
1648 12s.
IMPOUNDEI) at Richmond, from enclosed lands, Bunda Bunda,
on the 16th July, 1897, by order of M. R. Chesney, Esquire.
Driving, 15s.
One  grey  mare, 5YM near shoulder.
One brown gelding, draught, RB4 off  shoulder, like O3(j) over
2MF registered brands near thigh.
One bay gelding,  star , white feet, off hip down, YC1 over Q3>(
near  shoulder, b0 1Aoff shoulder, 114 near neck.
One bay gelding, star, hind feet white, like A O = registered brand
near shoulder, scum near eye.
If not released  on or before  the 17th August, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
W. H. CARTER, Poundkeeper.
1672 6s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba ,  on the 31st  July, 1897.
One grey horse ,  like  PIe1 near shoulder, G2 td off shoulder.
If not released on or before the  27th  August ,  1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
H. LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
1653 2s. 6d.
[7TH AUGUST, 1897.
IMPOUNDED at Charters Towers, from Gainsford, on the24th
July, 1897.
One bay gelding, G and illegible brand near shoulder, 5 near neck.
One bay gelding, ODF over ODF near thigh.
One chestnut gelding, 7M near shoulder.
One bay gelding, H over ZOH near shoulder, bald face.
One black gelding, 3Bd near shoulder.
One bay gelding, YP9 2 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 17th August, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
GEO. AUBREY, Poundkeeper.
1626 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Alpha, from Hobartville Station, on the 19th July,
1897, by order of H. W. Forrester, Esquire.
One brown gelding, star and snip,
'7 JZ near shoulder, 0V2 off neck.
Also, from Selection, on the same date, by order of C. R. Hickson,
Esquire.
One brown gelding, indistinct brand like 00 7 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 17th August, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
E. J. PRESLAND, Poundkeeper.
1630 4s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Maryborough, f m Kalorla, on the 22nd July,.
1897, by order of W. H. Sellwood, Esquire. Damages, £1.
One bay horse, A9E near shoulder, C3B on rump.
One bay  mare, 7 E B or 7 F R near shoulder ; foal at foot.
If not released on or before  the 17th August, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
W. R. MITCHELL, Poundkeeper.
1633 3s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Chinchilla, from Chinchilla Station,  on the 22nd
July, 1897.
One bay horse,  small star , like MN9  near  shoulder, saddle -marked.
One bay horse, saddle-marked,  small star , 9E td near shoulder.
If not  released on jor before  the 20th August, 1897,  will be sold
to defray  expenses.
JOHN. N. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
1619 3s, 6d.
IMPOUNDED  at Roma , from Euthulla, on the 2nd August, 1897.
One white bullock, WK3 off ribs.
One cow,  roan  neck, TYO over 2 near ribs.
If not  released on or  before the 24th August, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
1623
W. H. SPARKS, Poundkeeper.
3s.
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SATURDAY,  7TH AUGUST, 1897.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1897.
OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
1  tions  for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed  thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to  public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons intending  to oppose any of such
applications must leave  particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date  of the  first appearance of this
advertisement  in the  Queensland Government  Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable  with such notice.
Application No. 3425.-JOHN TUCK, of O'Neil street,
Leichhardt, Sydney, New South Wales, messenger.  "A Bicycle
Brake."  Dated 6th July, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3591.-WILLIAM HENRY NICHOLS Sr FED,
of Eagle Chambers, King William street, Adelaide, in the
province of South Australia, clerk.  "An Improved Scoring-
board  for Cycling  and other  Sports."  Dated 17th October,
A.D. 1896.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar-of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 31st July, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that  the undermentioned applica-
LI tions  for the  grant of Letters Patent, and  the complete
specifications annexed thereto,  have been  ACCEPTED,  and are now
open to  public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons intending  to oppose any of such
applications must leave  particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from  the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement  in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings  is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3243.-EDWARD NICOLL DICKERSON, of
the city, county, and state of New York, United  States of
America, inventor, and JULIUS JOHN SUCKERT, of Ridgewood,
Bergen county, New Jersey, United States of America, inventor.
"Improvements in Apparatus for Producing and Liquefying
Acetylene Gas."  Dated 21st January, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3403.-ERNEST  FREDERICK  TURNER, Of
the Adelaide University, Adelaide, in the province of South
Australia.  "An Improved Regenerative Process for the Treat-
ment  of Argentferous Sulphide Ores."  Dated 18th June, A.D.
1896.
Application No. 3488. -HERMAN FRASCU, of Euclid avenue,
corner  of Kennard street, city of Cleveland, county of Cuyahoga,
state of Ohio, United States of America.  "Improvements in
Mining Gold and Similar Metals."  Dated 10th August, A.D.
1896. (By order of the Law Officer)
Application No. 3826.-GEORGE EDWARD WRIGHT, Of
Wollaton, Nottingham, England, electrical engineer, and
WILLIAM MONK, of 428 Alfreton road, Nottingham aforesaid,
engineer .  "Improvements in the Method of and lll(lehine.s,for
Degreasing Leather."  To be dated, under section 80, 19th
May, A.D. 1896. Filed 2nd April, A.D. 1897.Application N . 3855.-GEORGE THOMAS B)OTH, engineer,
and WILLIAM SCOTT,  engineer , both of 71 Cathedral square,
Christchurch, Canterbury, New Zealand.  " Improved Cycle
Propelling Mechanism."  Dated 26th April, A.D. 1897.
[No. 36.
Application No. 3914.-ARON M. BEAM,  of Denver ,  county
of Arapahoe, state of Colorado, United  States of America,
metallurgist  and assayer.  " Muffler Furnaces."  Dated 5th
June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3918.- PHILIP M. SHARPLES,  of West
Chester, county of Chester,  state of Pennsylvania ,  one of the
United States of America,  manufacturer  of dairy  supplies.
"Improvements in Centrifugal  Machines  for effecting  the
Separation of Liquids."  (Assignee of Herbert McCornack).
Dated 7th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3932.- CHARLES HENRY WILLMORE, Of
Starling street , Leichhardt,  near Sydney ,  in the colony of New
South Wales,  saddle-tree  maker.  " Improvements in Saddle-
trees used in the Construction  of Dray, Van, Spring- cart, Cab,
Buggy, and  other Harness in  which Saddle- trees are required."
Dated 14th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3940.-JOHANN  ERNST GE$scH, black-
smith; FREDERICH WILHELM SALLMANN,  farmer; HEINRICH
WILHELM PASCHHE ,  farmer  ;  and CARL OTTO MOLL, farmer,
all of Dimboola, in the colony of Victoria .  "Improvements in
the means  of Generating Gas from Wood,  and Apparatus
therefor:"  Dated 18th  June , A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3953.- PAUL WILHELM YON GEHLEN, of
87 Langestrasse ,  Ploen ,  in Holstein ,  Prussia ,  druggist.  ,.An
Apparatus for Producing  Benzine Gas, and a Burner for use
therewith , for the  Production of an Incandescent  Light."
Dated 3rd July, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane,  3rd July, 1897.NTOTICE is hereby  given, that the undermentioned applica.tions  for the  grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto,  have  been  ACCEPTED, and are
now open to  public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their  objections  thereto,  within four calendar
months from the date of  the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in  the  Queensland  Government Gazette .  A fee of ten
shillings  is payable with  such notice.
Application No. 3554.- ADELAIDE RITCHIE MCDONALD,
31 Moray Place, Dunedin, in the colony of New  Zealand.
"Improrements in Pneumatic Stuffing for Horse,  Carriage, and
Domestic Furniture."  Dated  22nd September ,  A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3863.-Professor  DR. WILHELM HAMPE,
of Clausthal University, Clausthal,  Hanover ,  in the empire
of Germany.  "Improvements  in the  Manufacture of 'Line
Pigments."  Dated 3rd May, A.D. 1897.
Application NO. 3869.-CHARLES  LANCELOT GARLAND,
gentleman , and ALEBANDRR OGDEN, contractor, both of 156
Vickery's Chambers, 82 Pitt street, Sydney, in the colony of
New South Wales (Assignees  of Frederick Boyling). ".4n
Improved Enamel Paint, and Mode of  Applying the same."
Dated 4th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3899.-WILLIAM  TURNBULL ,  Junior, of
505 to 527 Victoria Parade, East Melbourne, in the  colony of
Victoria, timber merchant.  "Improved  Contrivances  for Auto-
matically Operating the Well-doors of Lifts or E levators."
Dated 22nd May, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
54
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Application No. 3868.-JOSEPH HALL, of Burley EnginePatent Office,
Brisbane , 19th June, 1897.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are now
open  to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3688.-JOHN TOWNSEND TRENCH, of
Kenmare, county Kenny, Ireland, land agent.  " Improvements
in Pneumatic lyres."  Dated 29th December, 1896.
Application No. 3753.-THE COMMERCIAL UNION CIGAR
AND CIGARETTE COMPANY, of New York, United States of
America (Assignees of Alfred Gordon Vale).  " Cigarette
Machines."  Dated 16th February, 1897.
Application No. 3769. -THE ANGLO-FRENCH' MOTOR
CARRIAGE COMPANY, LIMITED, of Digbeth, Birmingham,
England (Assignees of Edmund Gascoine, junr., and Charles
Daniel Courtois).  "Improvements in Horseless Carriages."
Dated 26th February, 1897.
Application No. 3771.-CHARLES ANDREW EDWARD TALBOT
PALMER, of Pope street, Birmingham, England, engineer.
"Improvements in and relating to Velocipedes."  Dated 27th
February, 1897.
Application 1` o. 3S88. -WILLIAM ARTHUR CAMERON
WALLER, of 6 Kyverdale road, Stoke Newington, London,
England. •  "Improvements in the Construction of Tiles."
Dated 17th' May, 1897.
. WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that he undermentioned appli-cations for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed  thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any, person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave  particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four  calendar
months from  the date of the first appearance of this adver-
tisement in  the  Queensland  Government  Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings  is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3736.- RASMUS MEULENGRACET ,  of Assens,
Denmark ,  analytical  chemist, and POUL LUDVIG PETER GEORG
SYLOW, of Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales,
analytical chemist .  "A New or Improved Method of Con-
verting Animal Substances  and Products into Manure or
Fertilising Material."  Dated 1st February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3806.-LEWIS MCPHERSON, of Hodgson,
Roma , in the colony of Queensland, railway employee.  " Im-
provements  in Railway Sleepers and Rail Fastenings."  Dated
26th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3833.-DAVID JOLLIE BRAND AND DAVID
LEGGAT DRYBROUGH, both of Townsville, in the colony of
Queensland ,  engineers  and ironfounders.  " Improvements in
Suction-dredging Machines."  Dated 9th April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 384h. - EDWIN ROBERT STANDFIELD,
medical electrician , and THOMAS DE RENZY HARMAN, solicitor,
both of 71 Cathedral square, Christchurch, Canterbury, in the
colony of New Zealand.  "Improveme nts in  Bicycle Supports."
Dated 23rd April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3849.-HENRY SYMES, of Alexandra South,
Otago, in the colony of New Zealand.  "Improved Method of
and Mechanism for Propelling Vehicles."  Dated 24th April,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3851.-HARRY MORRISON, of 27 Martins
lane ,  Cannon  street, London, engineer.  "Improvements in Chain
Driving Wheels."  Dated 24th April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3861.-CARL DELLWIK, engineer, of 6
Grafgaten, Stockholm, in the kingdom of Sweden.  " Improvc.
ments in  the Production of Water-gas and in Apparatus
therefor."  Dated 3rd May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3864.-JAMES PHILIP ERIE,  engineer, of
Los Angelos, Los Angelos county, state of California, United
States of  America.  " Improvements in Motor Vehicles."  Dated
4th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3865.-JAMES DAVIDSON, of George street,
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, grain merchant,
and CHARLES GRAHAM HEPBURN, of King street, Sydney afore-
said ,  patent agent  "Improvements in Apparatus for Refining
Fats and Oils."  Dated 4th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3866.-SIMON LAKE, formerly of Atlantic
Highlands, Monmouth county, New Jersey, but now of X29
South Chester street, Baltimore, Maryland, United States of
America,  engineer .  "Improvements in Submarine Vessels."
Dated 4th  May,  A.D. 1897.
Works, Leeds, England, engineer.  "Improvements in Machinery
for Treating Skins, Hides, Leather, and the like substances."
Dated 14th December, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3870.-TErOMAS GRACE, of Darlington,
near Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, builder.
"Improvements in Driving Mechanism of Velocipedes."  Dated
6th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3873.-ARTHUR REDMAN WILFLEY, Of
`2805 Humboldt street, Denver, Arapahoe county, state of
Colorado, United States of America.  "An Ore Concentrator."
Dated 6th May, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th April, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given , that the undermentioned  applica.tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the  complete
specifications annexed  thereto, have been  ACCEPTED, and are
now open to  public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons  intending  to oppose  any of such
applications must leave  particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their  objections  thereto, within four  calendar
months from the date of the first  appearance  of this  advertise-
ment  in the  Queensland  Government Gazette .  A fee of ten
shillings is  payable with such notice.
Application No. 3375.-REUBEN  BROADBENT, Of Murray
street, Gawler, in the province of South Australia,  ironmonger.
"Improvements  in Pneumatic  and other Similar 'I yres."  Dated
1st June, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3465.-JOHN MCCREATH, of South British
Chambers, Esk street, Invercargill, in the colony of New
Zealand, ironfounder.  "Improvements in Wool Drying."
Dated 29th July, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3773.-THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
OF NEW SOUTH WALES, LIMITED, Of 196 Castlereagh  street,
Sydney, New South Wales (Assignees of J. A. Bonsack).
"Improvement in Machines .for Making Individual Fillers for
Cigarettes."  Dated 4th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3774.-THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
OF NEW SOUTH WALES, LIMITED, of 196 Castlereagh street,
Sydney, New South Wales ( Assignees  of D. B. Strouse).
"Improvements  in Mechanism  or Devices for Disposing and
Arranging Cigarettes as they are Delivered from Cigarette
Machines ."  Dated 4th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3780.-FREDERICK CARLETON ESMOND, Of
488 Fourth  street,  Brooklyn,  state  of New York, United States
of America, electrical engineer.  "New or Improved Means of
Supporting or Attaching the Saddles or Seats of Bicycles and
other Vehicles."  Dated 6th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3784.-GEORGE HALEY, of Domain road,
South Yarra, in the colony of Victoria, surgeon (Assignee of
T. Eynon).  "A Portable Sectional Steam Boiler  or Steam
Generator."  Dated 8th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3785.-HENRY SYMES, of Alexandra South,
Otago, New Zealand, auctioneer.  "Improvements in Driving
and Controlling Mechanism for Velocipedes."  Dated 8t
March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3791.-EDWARD CASTILDINE  MARTIN, Of
6 Ruabon road, Toorak, near Melbourne, in the colony of
Victoria, journalist.  "A Pneumatic Seat Support principally
applicable to Bicycles."  Dated 12th March, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3620.-JAMES BUDGE, of 745 Harris
street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, engineer.
"Improvements in Compression Pumps for Refrigerating
Purposes."  Dated 7th November, A D. 1896.
Application No. 3692.-SIMON VOIGT, of George street,.
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, bootmaker.  "Im-
provements in Shoes."  Dated 30th December, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3799.-HENRY LEWIS DAVIS, of 27
Brondesbury road, Kilburn, London, N.W., England, silk
merchant.  "An Improved Support for Bicycles."  Dated 18th
March, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
No. 36. VOL. XVIII.J 349 [7TH AUGUST, 1897.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned applica-
1\ tions  for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED,  and are now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3758.-WALTER BAILEY, of Town Bush
Valley, Pietermaritzberg, Natal, engineer.  " An Improvement
in the Construction of Wrought-iron Gates and Fences;
applicable also for certain other Classes of Ironwork."  Dated
19th February, A.D. 1897.
Application No.  3767-ALEXANDER  MACPHERSON, of South
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, mining engineer, and
THOMAS  JOSEPH  MooNEY, of New Farm, Brisbane aforesaid,
esquire.  "An Improved Plant for the Better Working of the
Cyanide Process in. the Extraction of Gold from Refractory
Ores."  Dated 25th February, A.D. 1897.
• Application No. 3779.-FREDERICK WALTON, of No. 114
Holborn, in the city of London, England, manufacturer.  "Im-
procements in the Manufacture of Mosaic Fluor-cloth, and
Apparatus therejur."  Dated 6th March, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3478.-ALEXANDER CAMERON, of 10 Bligh
street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, tobacco '
manufacturer and agent.  " Improvements in Metal Cans or
Canisters to facilitate Tight Jointing  (f Removable Lids or
Covers."  Dated 6th August, A.D. 1896.
Application No 3777.-JOHN WYNN, of Andrew's Hall
Chambers, 32 St. Mary street, Cardiff, county of Glamorgan,
South Wales, auctioneer, ]louse, land, and estate agent.
"Means for the Automatic Control of Gas Supply in Gas
Cooking-stoves."  Dated 6th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3821.-SIDNEY PATTISSON, of 20 Edwardes
square, Kensington, county of 1'1 iddlesex, England.  " Improve-
ments  in. Saddles for Velocipedes."  Dated 1st April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3804.-WILLIAM JOHN RAWLING, Of
Pulteney street, Adelaide, in the province of South Australia,
tinware manufacturer.  " Improved Hand Pump for Extracting
Kerosene or other Liquids from Tins."  Dated 23rd March,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3809.-CHARLES OSCAR KEMP, of Sydney,
in the colony of New South Wales, merchant.  " An Improved
Carrier for Pneumatic Tube Lines."  Dated 27th March,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3810.-ALFRED SMITH, of 71 Cathedral
square, Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colony of New Zealand,
electrician.  "Improved Combined Measure and Cost Indicating
Apparatus."  Dated 29th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No  3811.-GEORGE BETZONICK, of Harwood,
Clarence River, in the colony of New South Wales, cane
inspector.  " A Sugar-cane and Sugar-beet Tester."  Dated
29th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3815.-CHARLES LANCELOT GARLAND and
OCTAVIUS PLATER CLAYTON, both of 156 Vickery's Chambers,
82 Pitt street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales
(Assignees cf W. M. Coward.)  " An Improved Buckle for
Straps and other purposes."  Dated 31st March, A.D. 1897.
Application NO. 381V.-PHILIP Z EPHANIAH DAVIS, Of
Lometa, county of Lampasas, state of Texas, United States of
America, machinist.  " Improvements in and relatinq to 'Vehicle
Wheels, and more particularly to Driving Wheels for Locomo-
tives."  Dated 31st March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3822.-DoNAtD CAMERON, civil engineer;
FREDERICK JAMES COMMIN, Fellow of the Institute of Sur-
veyors ; and ARTHUR JOHN MARTIN, civil engineer; all of
Exeter, England.  " Improvements in the Treatment of Sewage,
and in Apparatus therefor."  Dated 1st April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3823.-DONALD CAMERON, civil engineer ;
FREDERICK JAMES COMMIN, Fellow of the Institute of Sur-
veyors ; and ARTHUR JOHN MARTIN, civil engineer ; all of
Exeter, England.  " Improvements in Apparatus for the Treat-
ment of Sewage or other Liquids," Dated 1st April, A D. 1897.
Patent Office, Application No. 3824. -  THOMAS ALBERT DARBY and
Brisbane , 15th May, 1897. SIDNEY CHARLES DARBY, both of Pleshey Lodge, Pleshey, in
county of Essex, England, engineers.  "Improvements in
Implements for Digging or Cultivating Land."  Dated 1st
April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3825.-THOMAS HUNTINGTON AND FI:RPI-
NAND HE BERLEIN, both of Pertusola, near Spezzia, Italy,
metallurgical engineers.  " Improvements in the Treatment of
Sulphide Ores of Lead preparatory to Smelting  the same, and
incidentally in obtaining Sulphurous Acid."  Dated 2nd April,
A.D 1897.
Application No. 3830.---EDWARD JOEL PENNINGTOIf , of
The Ntotor Mills, Coventry, Warwick, England, engineer.
"Improvements in or relating to Machine Guns, their Carriages
and Appurtenances."  Dated 2nd April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3834.--ALEXANDER MCLEOD, of Queen.
street, Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, confectioner.
" An Improved Bottle Closure."  Dated 9th April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3835.-ALFRED HART, of 291 Nicholson
street, Fitzroy, in the colony of Victoria, poulterer, and GEORGE
EDWARD ANrOREW, of Ill Swan-,ton street, Melbourne, in
Victoria, broker.  "An Improved Export Crate for Rabbits
and the like."  Dated 10th April, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have  been  ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3776.-JAMES FRANK DURYEA, residing at
70 Montrose street, Springfield, county of Hampden, state of
Massachusetts, United States of America, mechanical  engineer.
"Improvement in Motor Vehicles."  Dated 6th March, ' A.D.
1897.
Application No. 3814.-WILLIAM ADOLPH KONEMAN, Civil
and mining engineer, and WILLIAM HENRY HARTLEY, gentle.
man, both of 432 Strand, in the county of Middlesex, England.
"Improvements in or relating to the Treatment of Ores."
Dated 31st March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3818.-JAMES  EBENEZER  TONKIN, of
Merton Lodge', Stanmore road, Sydney, mining agent; ARTHUR
CHARLES CAVENDISH LIARDET, of 134 Phillip street, Sydney,
commission agent ; and JOHN LAMB SOITTTER, of Avenue road,
Mosman, wine.and spirit merchant, all in the colony of New
South Wales.  "An Improvement in Bottles to Prevent their
being Refilled without Detection."  Dated 1st April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3837.-JAMES MARSH, of 477 Little
Bourke street, Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria,  engineer.
"An Improved Flushing Syphon Cistern."  Dated 20th April,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3841.--MARINUs WEBER, of Adelaide, in
the province of South Australia, miner.  "An Improved Stamper
Battery for Pulverising Ore in a Dry State."  Dated 20th
April, A.D, 1897.
Application No. 3844.-OWEN BLACKET, of Sydney, in the
colony of New South Wales, engineer.  "Improvements in Ore-
concentrating Machines."  Dated 22nd April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3852.-HARRY MORRISON, of 27 Martins
lane, Cannon street, London, England, engineer.  "Improve-
ments  in  Brakes."  Dated 24th April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3859.-ALFRED SAUNDERS, of 48 Elder
street, London road, Brighton,  Sussex,  England, grocer.
"Improvements in Cheese-cutting Apparatus."  Dated 30th
April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3860.- FREDERICK  WILLIAM  STREATFEILD,
of 31 Vincent .road, Wood Green, London, England, Fellow of
the Institute of Chemistry.  "Improvements in Extracting
Metals ,from their Ores or in Obtaining Solutions of same.'
Dated 30th April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3874.-ROBERT LoUDON,  of Balmain, near
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, grocer.  " An
Improved Head for Butter Boxes to Facilitate Access to the
Contents."  Dated 8th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3875.-HENRY SPENCER COPE, of 266
Collins street, Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria, minin
expert.  " Improved Amalgamating Apparatus."  Dated 8t
May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3876.-RICHARD STACHOW, of 42 Grabow-
Strasse, Elberwalde, Prussia, part of the German Empire,
master painter.  "Protecting Devic.; for the Soles and Heels of
Boots and Shoes."  Dated 8th May, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar  of Patents,  &c.
No. 36. VOL. LxVIII.] 850 [7TH AUGUST, 1897.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-tions  for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications  annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to  public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars  in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from  the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland  Government Gazette.  A fee
ofiten shillings  is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3515.-WILLIAM RICHARD CLAY, of 1
Slater street , Farnworth, near Bolton, Lancashire, England,
engineer .  "Improvements  in or  appertaining to Burners for
use in Incandescent  Gas Lighting."  (To be dated under section
80 as of the  30th March, 1896.) Filed 24th August, 1896.
Application No. 3542.-CHARLES MACDERMOTT, of Irving
street , Footscray, in the colony of Victoria, retired railway
employee .  "An Improved Railway Car Coupling."  Dated
11th September, 1896.
Application No. 3805.-ELIZABETH WHITELEY, of The
Palms Apiary, Coowonga, county of Livingstone, colony of
Queensland, widow, beekeeper.  "The Production of Honey
Comb Foundation and Sheeted Wax."  Dated 24th March, 1897.
Application No. 3872.-HARRY MARKHAM EvANs and
THOMAS  HENRY Ross, of 109 York street, Sydney, New South
Wales, journalist and commercial traveller.  "A Combination
Devicefor Cutting Tobacco and Cigars, Delirering Matches, and
Indicating Numbers and other Characters."  Dated 6th May,
1897.
Application .No. 3892.-DAVID JOHN RUSSELL DUNCAN, of
23 Victoria street, Westminster, London, England, civil engineer.
"Improvements  in the  Means of Jointing Mains, Pipes, and
other Conduits for Water, Gas, and other Fluids and Vapours."
Dated 18th May, 1897.
Application No. 3893.-WILLIAM CORFE, of 12 and 13
Cleveland Square, Liverpool, England, printers' and book-
binders' engineer .  "A New or Improved Index Cutting and
Printing Machine."  Dated 18th May, 1897.
Application No. 3894.-RUDOLF CHILLINGWORTH, Of
Ostbahnhof, Nuremburg, German Empire, metal stamper.
"New or Improved Machinery or Apparatus for Finishing,
Perfecting, or Truing up Tubes, Tubular Unions, Sockets, or the
like. "  Dated 18th May, 1897.
Application No. 3904.-EDWARD ANDERSON BLANTON,
Junior, of Wallingford, Pennsylvania, United States of America,
engineer ,  but at present  of 43 Threadneedle street, London,
England.  "Improvements  in and connected with Means for
securing Cams and the  like upon Shafts."  Dated 28th May,
1897.
Application No. 3905.-Lucius TUCKERMAN GIBBS, of 5
East 27th street, city of New York, United States of America,
engineer .  "Improvements in Compressed Air Engines."  Dated
28th May, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1897.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-tions for the grant  of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto , have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to  public  inspection  at this Office.
Any person or persons  intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars  in writing, in duplicate (on
Form  D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from  the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government  Gazette.  A fee of ten
shil lings  is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3582.-WILLIAM DOBSON, of Albert
street,  Warwick, in the colony of Queensland, plumber.  "An
Improved Apparatus for Filtering, Aerating, and Cooling orHeating Milk or other Liquid." Dated 5th October, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3880.-DANIEL EDWARD SMITH, boot
manufacturer , and ALFRED TYREE, merchant, both of 71
Cathedral  square , Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colony of
New Zealand .  "Improved Attachment to Lasting Pliers."
Dated  13th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3882.-FRANCis GosSLER, of Korrumburra,
in the  colony of Victoria,  engineer .  "Improvements in or
connected  with Tyres for Bicycles and other Vehicles."  Dated
14th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3883. - JOSEPH AUGUSTUS VFNN, of
Finniss street , North Adelaide, in the province of South
Australia, licensed  victualler.  "An Improved Conduit or
Extractor  for Fermented Liquors and the like."  Dated 14th
May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3889.  -LA.  SOCIETE ANONYME POUR
L'EXPLOITATION DES MACHINES A FABRIQUER LES CIGARES
(EUREKA FRANCATSE BREVETS CH. J. LACOSTE), of 5 Boulevard
Botanique, Brussels, in the kingdom of Belgium, manufacturers
(Assignees of Charles Joseph Lacoste, of' Brussels aforesaid).
"Improvements in Cigar-malting Machines."  Dated 18th May,
A.D. 1897.
Applictaion No. 3891.-ANDRE BRALY AND Louis BRALY,
both residing at Paris, in the republic of France, Rue Taitbout
41. "Irnl•roved 1lleans fur Preventing tlh.e Fraudulent Refilling
of Bottles and other Containers, and Verifyinq the Genuineness
of their Contents."  Dated 18th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3895. - JOHN ARMSTRONG, of Ramle,
Springfield Park, Acton, London, England, consulting metal-
lurg,ist.  "Improvements in the Treatment of Complex Ores,
Mattes, and the like, and in Furnaces therefor."  Dated 18th
May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3897.-GEORGE HENRY GRUNDY, of 27
Duffield road, Derby, England, photo-engraver and collotype
printer, and GEORGE ARTHUR LINGARD, of Mount Pleasant,
Old  Normanton, near Derby, England, collotype printer.
"Improved Method or Means of Pliato-collographie Printing on
Ceramic, Metallic, and other Hard Surfaces."  Dated 21st
May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3900.-LouisA LAwsoN, of 402 George
street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, printer and
publisher.  " An Improved Combination Buckle and Seal Lock,
spceiallrl applicable for Fastening Mail-bags."  Dated 25th
May, 197.
Application No. 3901.-GEORGE FREDERICK SMITH, of
Sydney, New South Wales, electroplater.  "Improvements in
Apparatus for Extracting Precious Metals by Chlorination."
Dated 25.1i May, 1897.
Application No. 3902.-HERBERT ROBINSON BROOKES,
CHARLES GRAHAM \'EIR OFFICER, and JOHN JONES, all of
34 Queen street, Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria, mining
and electrical engineers.  "Improved Apparatus fur the Treat-
ment of Sludge Tailings or Pulverized Earths containing Gold,
Silver, or other Minerals."  Dated 25th May, 1897.
Application No. 3908.-THOMAS COOPER JOHN THOMAS,
engineer, and WILLIAM MUDD STILL, manufacturer, both of
London, England.  " Im pruL ements in Gas Lamps."  Dated
'29th May, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1897.NOTICE ishereby given, that the undermentioned applica-tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3499.-Lours HENRY HART, of 325 Collins
street, Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria.  "An Improvecl
Self-acting Stereopticon."  Dated 17th August, A D. 1896.
Application No. 3663.-THOMAS RICHARDS, Junior, brick-
layer, and EDMUND FRANCIS NOLAN, carpenter, both of
Brewarrina, in the colony of New South Wales.  "An Improved
Screw and Screw-driver Bit for Fastening Corrugated Iron to
Roofs and Walls of Buildings."  Dated 9th December, A.D.
1896.
Application No. 3701.---HENRY W. HENNEBER 4 , of 485
,Wells street, Chicago, Illinois, United States of America,
mechanic.  "Improvements in Bieyc'es or Velocipedes."  Dated
9th January, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3759.-EMIL LAWRENCE OPPERMANN, Of
27 Martin's lane, Cannon street, London, engineer.  "A New
or Improved Apparatus and Process for Amalgamating and
Extracting Gold or other suitable Metal from Dry Crushed
Ore."  Dated 20th February, A.D. 1.897.
Application No. 3763.-THOMAS ROWLEY, of Corporation
street, Manchester, county of Lancaster, England, consulting
india-rubber expert..  "Improvements relating to Pneumatic
Tyres."  Dated '22nd February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3838.-CHARLES SINCLAIR DRUMMOND, Of
10 Eastcheap, city of London, England.  "Improvements in or
connected with Saddles or Seats for Bicycles and other Vehicles."
Dated 20th April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3862. - WILLIAM LAWRENCE AUSTIN,
metallurgist, of Denver, state of Colorado, United States of
America.  "Improvements in Tuyeres for Furnaces."  Dated
3rd May, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
No. 36. VOL. LXVIII.] .351 [7TH AUGUST, 1897.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned appli-
cations for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications  annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months  from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment  in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3373.-GASTI N RAGOT, of Brussels, 163
Avenue van Volxem, in the kingdom of Belgium, engineer.
"Improvements relating to the Production of Acetylene Gas
and to the Utilisation (f the same for Lighting Purposes."
Dated 29th May, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3711.-JOHN TURNBULL, of Bundaberg,
in the colony of Queensland, engineer.  "A Malaxeur or
Granulator for use in Sugar Factories."  Dated 14th January,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3783. - DEEP-SEA DIVING COMPANY,
LIMITED, of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland (Assignees
of William McQuillan).  "Improvements in Dresses for Deep-
sea Diving."  Dated 8th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3760.-ALBERT JAMES BATES, of 411
Richards street, Joliet, county of Will, state of Illinois, United
States of America, mechanical engineer.  "TYc vcn Wire Fences
and Apparatus therefor."  Dated 22nd February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3794.-ALFRED ROBERTO PULLEN, Of
Liverpool street, Paddington, near Sydney, in the colony of
New South Wales, artist.  "Improvements in Rail-butt Joints
and Fish plate Fastenings for Railways and Tramways."
Dated 15th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3795.-ALBERT LEGG, of Allendale, Bergen
county, state of New Jersey, secretary, and CHARLES WARD
WESTON, of 454 west 14tth street, New York city, both in
United States of America.  "Improvements in Sewing Machines."
Dated 15th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3798.-GEORGE BAXTER, of 1 Frederick's
Place, Old Jewry, London, England.  "A New or Improved
Brake for Cycles and other Road Vehicles."  Dated 18th
March , A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3828.-ALICE LOUISA POTTER, of Neptune
street, Saint Kilda, in the colony of Victoria, married woman.
"An Improved Composition for Branding Sheep Fabrics, such as
Wool Bales and the like, and applicable as a Damp-resisting
Paint."  Dated 2nd April, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st May, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that he undermentioned applica-tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications  annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open  to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications  must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3180.- HENRI  AUGUSTE DE NEUFVILLE.
of 21 Boulevard Poissonniere, in the French Republic, banker,
"Process and Apparatus fur the Extraction of Gold and Silver
from their Ores and ,from other Auriferous and Argenfiferous
Substances."  Dated 18th November, A.D. 1895.
Application No. 3341.-GEORGE KENILWORTH SEABROOK,
of 33 Eagle street, Brisbane, accountant.  "An Improved
Incandescent Appliance."  Dated 28th April, A.D. 1896.
Application o. 3698.-IsAAc DAVIS, formerly of No. 53
Oxford Chambers, Bourke street, Melbourne, Victoria, but
now of 144 Fleet street, London, England.  "Improvements in
Metallic Wheels."  Dated 4th January, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3786.-JAbIEs HERBERT BULLARD, of 777
State street, Springfield, county of Hampden, state of Massa-
chusetts, United 'tates of America, mechanical engineer.
"Improvements in Brakes for Bicycles and Analogous Vehicles."
Dated 9th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3803.-JAMES CHRISTOPHER HALLIGAN, Of
Queen street, Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, litho-
graphic printer.  " Improvements in Lithographic Machines."
Dated 19th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3808.--CHARLES OSCAR KEMP, of Sydney,
in the colony of New South Wales, merchant.  "Improvements
in the Terminals of Pneumatic Tube Lines."  Dated 27th
March, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
. Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applies.
l tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the  complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been  ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose  any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing , in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto,  within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this  advertise-
ment  in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3487.-EDWIN TATHAM, of Colfe Lodge,
Lewisham Ilill, county of Kent. England,  gas engineer.
"Improvements in Means for obtaining Light."  Dated 10th
August, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3572.-JAMES DAVIDSON, of George  street,
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales,  grain merchant.
"An Improved Manufacture of Fatly Matter from  certain
Fatty Animal Tissues."  Dated 1st October, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3764. - GEORGE GATTON  MELHUISH
HARDINGHAM, of 191 Fleet street, London,  civil engineer
(Assignee of H. L. Webster, of Klerksdorp, in the South
African Republic, engineer).  "Improvements  in Rotary
Engines applicable,for use as Motors, Pumps,  Blowers, or the
like."  Dated 23rd February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3915.-SAMUEL CONNELL,  of Bundaberg,
in the colony of Queensland, assistant ironmonger.  "An
Apparatus for Aerating Water, Beer,• or other Liquids."
Dated 7th June, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKEN'EY. Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1897.
AMENDMENTS MADE.N0. 3598 of1896-EDGAR ARTHUR AsHCROFT.-In pursuanceof leave granted, the above-numbered Specification has
been amended in the manner set forth in No.  6, volume 68,
Government Gazette  dated 10th July, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1897.
]
OTICE is hereby given, that  I have received the undermen-
tioned applications  for the registration of Trade Marks.
Any person or persons  intending  to oppose any of such
applications  must  leave particulars  in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form I), of his or their objections thereto,  within two months
(or such further  time, not exceeding six months, as the
Registrar  may allow) of the advertisement of the  applications
in the  Queensland Government  Gazette.  A fee of  one pound
is payable  with such notice.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Application No. 2066--Filed 29th July, A.D. 1897.-R.
MORRIS AND SONS, of Paddington,  Brisbane,  boot  manufacturers,
to register  in Class 38, in respect  of Boots, Shoes, and Slippers,
a Trade Mark of which the following  is a  representation:-
C000
Go0° 1e
dVUS >Ift
6• Y
r 'h •J G
The essential particulars of the trade  mark are  the follow.
ing:-The device and the word "Arqus "; and we disclaim any
right to the exclusive use of the added  matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland  Goverw-
ment Gazette  of 7th August, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2068-Filed 30th July, A.D.1897.- I A_isRR-
BRAUEREI  BECK AND Co .,  of Bremen, Germany,  to register
in Class 43, in respect of Beer, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation:-KAISER-BIER
The applicant Company and their predecessors  in business
claim user  of the said trade  mark  since  1873.
This  mark was first  advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 7th August, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice  at head of
trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 201 .0-Filed llt,h Jue, _i.u.  15:17.----lloU .kcE WATSON,  of  High  street, Sandy Bay, Tasma :,ia, druggist, to
register in Class 42,  in  r, spect  of Curry P owder, a Trade 1Tark of which the following is a representation
7
\'T %4EE NS
DM W  Tw1\ 40[JV P,
MANUFACTUAE,p AT BROWNS
KING S  7.70 /V, tiEr.aA J ( E E  •Orl R / V'.' R.
y ,--
6
INTER OOLONIAL EXH181TION, , r
REPORT OF THE JURORS :  THIS PREPARATION  I S  A  SUPER / ORART/CLE, OF
EtCFLLfN7![AV0&'R, NOT TOO PYINGENT, AND  IS  ENTI TLED TOANEDAL.
The essential  pttrticadars of the mark are the combination of dcvic-.s and the Nord.. t_een's Cnrry Powder'';  and the
applicant disclaims  any right to the errlrt..•ive ati•e of the arlde'd matter move and e.ceept the tradiarg /range  and address.
This mark  was first' advertised in the  Q'teenslan 1 Govemmnent Gazette  of 2rth June, A.D. 1897.  Vile  notice  at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application  No. 2043-File-1 17th Jnne. A.D. 1897.-TAYLOn  BROTHERS, West End, South  Brisbane ,  in the  colony of
Queensland ,  manufucturers , to register in Class 42, in respect of Janis, Jellies, Preserved and Dried  Fruits, a  Trade Mark of
which the  following is a representation :-
GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY PURE.
This Jam is mado of
SPECIALLY SELECTED FRUIT
and Pure Crystal Sugar.
TAYLOR BROTHERS, u•
M ANUFACTUAERS.
WEsr Eno. SOUTH BRISBANE
BRISBANE.
The essential  particular; of the trade /nark are the following :-The device and the name " Ta, for Bros.";  and the
applicants disclaim  any rryht to the exclusive use of the art,.led matter.
This mark  was first adv ertise) in the  Queens) ura Government Gazette  of 26th June, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application  No. 2038-Filecl 8th.  June, A.D. 1897.--T rrt;
WM. H .  CousTOCx  CO?IPAXZ, Lzrtra.h, at' 58 Pitt street,
Sydney , New South Wales, driu' ists, to register in Class 3,
in respect of Pills, a  Trade lurk of shish the following is
a representation :-
I
A A
COMSTOCK'3
DEAD SHOT
WORM
PELLETS.
The said  trade mark has heeu in use 1)y the applicants si,rce
prior to  13th October,  1881.
The essenti al particulars of the trade mark are the
following  :-The device an,! /lie t; or ls '` I)r. _ll,r•.•c's";  10"d tee
disclaim any  right to the c.rcln..•ire 1(,,.c of the at r t n[ctttcr.
This mark was  first  advertised in the  Q,tcr n..land Govern-
ment Gazette  of 26th June, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
'POWDER
Application  -No. 20:39 --Filed 8th June, A.D 1897.-TIIE
Vat, 11. COMSTOCK COMPANY, LIMITED , of 58 Pitt street,
Sydney, New South Wales, dru gists, to register  in Class 3, in
respect of  Worm  Pellets. a Trade Mark of which  the following
is a representation :--
Time essential particulars of the trade marls are the follow-
ing :-The device and the word "Comstork's''; and we disclaim
any rirrht to the err•Iusire use rf t4e added matter.
This mark wr,s first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 26th June, A.D. 1897..  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements,
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Application No. 2044-Filed 23rd Jane.  A.D.  1897.-GEORGE
CAREY BARCLAY, of 4.4 Stone street, New York, U.S.A.. whole-
sale druggist. to register in Class 3, in respec' r f Pills, a Tr,icle
Mark of which the following is a represelitatiori
ANTS rot CURING.
CURE C0NSTIPATIDf4.
CURE DYSi-EPSIA.
CURE HEADACHE.
CURE  S1LIOSNESS.
CURE FLATULENCY.
READ THE PAMPHLET CURE LiYER y9SEASE.
25 CENTS PER BOTTLECURE DIZZINESS.
CONTAINING FORTY PILLS. CURE ?NAUSEA g DISTRESS
The essential  particulars of the trade mark are the drriee of
a rhomboid  in black, and the more Reuter':, "; rind opl,licant
disclaims an'V  right to the e.rr•lu. ,i.e use rd' Elie addr-d m(ttter•.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 10th July, A. D. 1.597.  t irle  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 1986-Filed 2nd April,  in.  1897.-
S. KUTNOW AND Co., LD., of G6 iiolb,rn Viaduct, London.
England, merchants and dealers in and sellers of medicines and
medicated articles and substances, to register in Class 3, in
respect of Chemical Substances prepared for use in Medicine
and Pharmacy, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
4 
DNS PGi
The  essential p rticul a rs of the tradf, mark are the  fol/oty-
ing :-The device ;  and we disclaim  ant/ right  to the exclusive
use of the  added  matter ,  except in so f tr as it consi.t .s of our
own name.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 10th July, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at ]lead of
trade mark advertisemeets.
Applications  Nos. 202.5, 2026, and 2027-Filed  25th May,
A.D. 1897 .- CHARLES  CAM-NI FLL  AND CO ,  LIMITED, Cyclops
Works, Shellield, England, manufacturers Application No.
202 .5, to regi-t r in Class 5 ,  in res; wct of Iron and  steel,
separately or combined , Armour and Boiler  Plates, and Wire ;
Application  No. 2026,  to  register  in Class 6, in respect of
Machinery and Parts thereof, inchadi  Macid c Tools, Springs,
Buffers, 'l'yres, Axles,  ']Ieels.  So iicirc s, and Railway Points
Application  No.  2027,  to register in  Class 12, in  respect of Files
and Rasps , Cutlery, and Ed--e  T,) 1s, imicllt':ing Saws, a Trade
Mark  of which the following is a r epresentation :-
t
The said trade mark has been used hit the Compan.v and
their  predecessors in business in ,,eyrie/ of the said (/gods for
upwards of twventy-fire years before the 13th Oct:lrer,  1884.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Oorern-
onent  Gazette  of 10th July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade  mark advertisements.
Applications Nos. 2019, 2020, and 2021-Filed 18th May,
A.D. 1897.-WILSINSON, IIEYWOOD, AND CLARK, LIMITED, Of
7 Caledonian road, King's Cross, 1'.onrlon, TA gland. and of
304 Flinders lane, Melbourne, Victoria, varnish and colour
manufacturers  : Application Na 2119, to register in Cass 1,
in respect  of Mineral Dye Stuff.;, Colours. Paints, IigI nents,
Varnishes, Sheep Markers, Glues; Application No. 2')20, to
register  in Class 4, in respect of Gnnls, Resins. Oakum, I iils
(Seed , Fish, Animal, ''ege;aide, and )lirieral) for use in
manufacture , Sponge Dyes (other than mineral, tallow, and
grease ) prepared or unprepared for use in manufacture, and
Oils for making  Paints and Varnishes; Application No. 2021,
to register in Class  47, in respect  of Illuminating , Heating,
:aid Lubricating Oils (Seed, Fish,  Animal ,  Vegetable, and
Mineral), Starch, Colton Wicks, and Grease  for Lubricating
purposes, a Tra le '%I-irk of which the  following is a repre-
sentation :-
ct, it 04 0
FA!GGN, BRAND C9.
n02 goy
ND
7lie essential partic>rlars of the  trade mark  are thefollow-
in,t:--Tire device a,rd the word "•T<,leon"; and  we disclaim any
riyh.t to the orrlusire use of the added  matter, save and except
our trading name and addrrss.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of luth .1 11y, A.D. 1597.  Vide  notice  at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application -No. 20:37-Filed 8th June,  A.D. 1897.-THE
CLEMENT, GLADIATOR, AND IIL'M13Eit ( FRANCE ),  LIMITED, of 31
Rue do 4 Septenlbre, Paris, France, and 4 Regent  street,
I London, England. to register in Class 22, in  respect of Bicycles,
Tricycles.  an.l Velocipedes, and other  like vehicles ,  a Trade Mark
of which the following is  a  representation:-
The ssential pa,ticulrrrs of the trade mark  are the fol.lowing :-The device, the words " Le Clement," and our name
and address; and we di'claina any right to  the exclusive use of
the aided matter.
This mark was first advertised  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 10th July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade :nark advert] senremts.
Application Nos. 2028, 2029 ,  and 2030 - Filed 25th May,
A.D. 1597.-CII .s RLE.s CAMMELI, AND Co., LIMITED ,  of Cyclops
Worl:s,  ` heilield, England, manufacturers : Application  No.
2 ,21, to register in Class .5, in respect  of' Iron and Steel,
separately or conibin od,  Armunr and Boiler Plates and Wire ;
Application  No. 2 2`9,  to register in Class 6, in respect of
Macmunerv and parts thereof .  includlin Machine Tools ,  Springs,
Buffers, Tyres , Axlh s, W heels. Switches ,  and Railway Points
and Application No. 2030, to reg:stcr in Class 12, in respect of
Files amid Rasps. Cutlery and Edge Tools, including Saws, a
Ti ade  .Marl: of  wlaell the following is a  representation :-L
CYCLOPS
The said trade mark has been used by the Company and
their predecessors in business in respect (f the said goods for
upwards  of tieentr/ ;dears before the 13th October,  1884.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
meat Gazette  of 10th July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade nark advertisements.
Application No. 1939-Filed 23rd January , A.D. 1897.-
J. FHOSSAaD AND Co., of Spring  street, Sydney, New South
Wales, and Payerne,  Switzerland ,  cigar manufacturers, to
register in Class 45, in respect of Cigars , Cigarettes, and
'I obacco, a Trade hark of which  the following is a representa-
ti,,n : -
POLO
This mark was first advertised  in  time  Queensland Govern-
ment 6'azette  of  10th July,  A.D. 1897 .  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements,
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Application  No. 1997-Filed 20th Apr11, A.D. 1897.- BREIDENnAcrr  AND CO., of Greek street, Soho Sq uare ,  London,
England ,  manufacturing  perfumers, to register in Class -IS, in respect of Perfumed Soap, a Trade Mark of which the  following is
a representation
" BUTTERFLY "
This mark was first advertised in the  Qi%ecn.sland Gocer• nmerit  Gazelle  of 2.1t1h July, A.D. 1897.  l'ir'e  notice  at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application  No. 2062-Filed 22nd Jul}'. A.D. 1597.- JAMES
CLACHER,  trading as  "The Bnlignlow Tea Company," of George
street, Brisbane ,  storekeeper , to register in Class .1.2, in respect
of Tea ,  a Trade  Mark of which. the following  is a representa-
tion :-
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing:-The device and the word "Bungalow," and I disclaim
any right to the exclusive use of the added matter,
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 31st July, A.D 1897.  1 ide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2065-Filed 26th July, A.D. 1897.-SAMUEL
ALLEN AND SONS, LIMITED, trading as "Crystal Lager Brewery
Company," of Townsville, Queensland, merchants, to register
in Class 43, in respect of Beer, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
Application -No 2!)5(;-Filed St'I July. A.D. 1897.-
TII1; AAMERIC.aN TOBACCO COMPANY  OF  NLAV SOUnI \VALES,
LIMITED, of 190 Castlereagh str('et, Sydne.v, New -south Wales,
cigarette Iminufacturer, to register in Class 15, in respect of
Manufactured Tobacco, including Cigars and Cigarettes, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :--
THESE
R p reCA
rJUIac0ret_
W)II: _
OF SOuTRW1 S °" 4Nm LIMITED
BRISBANE
RR AWWW
77ie esacnfial, particular of the allure trade mark is the
word `'Dixon.',"; and the applicant Compine discl,ti;ns all right
to the exclusive use of the added matter, except its name and
a tdress.
This mark was first advertised in the_  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 21th July, A.D. 1897.  1 ide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2054-Filed 6th July-, A.D. 1597.-ILAISER-
BRATJFI1EI BECK AND Co., of Bremen, Germany, to register
in Class 43, in respect of Beer, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
KAISER - BRAUERE I
BECK & Co.
Bremen.
The essential  particulars of the trade mark are the folloic-
ing:-The device and the signature ; and -ice disclaim any right
to the exclusive  use of tht added rnattcr•.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 31st July, A D. 1897.  Fide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2005-Filed 30th April, A.D. 1897.--
LAMBERT AND  BUTLER, of 141 and  142  Drury lane, London,
and 23 Bucknall street , London, England, tobacco manufac-
turers ,  to register  in Class 45, in respect of Tobacco whether
Manufactured  or Unmanufactured, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
MAY BLOSSOM
UFACTURED LAMBERTS
ONLY  BUTLER
BY LONDON
The essential  pccrtieul!u's  of the  trade .niccr'k  are the device
of a pearl-shell a,rd mire word "I=cu ''; aoi't applicants disclaim
ctn./ right  to the  exclusive use of the added ;natter, save and
except their name and address.
This mark was first  advertised  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 2-1tli July, A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 20021 - Filed 3',th April, A D. 1897. -
LAMBERT AND BrTLT,r,, of 141 end 142 Drury lane, London,
and 23 Bucknall street, London, England, tobacco manufac-
turers, to register in Class 4.5, in respect of Tobacco whether
Manufactured or LTnmanufactured, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation  :--
AC
LX%SERyTLER
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing :-The combination of devices and the words "Sphinx" and
"Viking"; and we disclaim any right to the exclusive use of
the added matter, except in so far as it consists of our na-me
and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 31st July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
The essential particulars  of the trade  mark  are the follow-
ing:-The combination  of devices and the words "Sphinx" and
"May Blossom ";  and we  disclaim any right to  the exclusive use
of the added matter, except  in so far  as it consists  of our name
and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 31st  July,  A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
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Application  No. 201i3-Filed 26th July,  A.D. 1897. - ARTHUR
RICBARD ,  of 28  O'Connell street, Sydney, N.S.W.. importer, to
register in Class 42, in respect of Flour , a 't'rade Mark  of which
the following is a  representation: -
HERCULES
This mark  was flr,t ;advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette of 31st .July, A.P. 18117 r i-re n Lice at head of
trade mark  advertiseo: ents. ( lit consent.)
Application No 2t)t11--Fil!-d :10tlt April, A.D.  1897.-
LAMBERT  AND BUTLER, of 1-11. and 142 Drury  lane, London, and
23 Bucknall  st r et, London, England. tobacco  manufacturers,
to register in C :tss 1.). in respect of Tobacco  whether Manu-
factured  or U.Im:niut'actured, a Trade Hark of which the
following is a representation :-
4 1
_. `  V Jl.l I] V i
MANUfACT URED[SwUt'u<L/ IN FCND A• ill
w4BER VE.T&BUTLER'SDO"  l+oise Wows, uNuC J I
__j
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the rollow-
iny:-The combinatioiu at' devices and the words "Sphin.r" an-1
" Log Cabin"; and we disclciin, any right to the exclusive use of
the added matter, except in so.frr as it consists of one name and
address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 31st July,  A.P.  1897. Vide notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2 )t)2 - Filed 30th April, A.D. 1897. -
LAMBERT AND BUTLER, . f 141 and 142 Drury lane, London,
and 2:3 Bucknall street, London, England, tobacco manufac-
turers, to register in Class 15, in respect of Tobacco whether
Manufactured or Unnianufactured, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representa:ion :-
r%
S PHI N X
This  mark  was  fi rst advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 31st  July, A.D. 1897.  Vi -le  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2057-Filed 8th July,  A.D. 1897 .- BRABANT
AND COMPANY, of Charlotte  stre: t, Brisbane, wholesale mer-
chants ,  to register in Class 4:3, in respect of  Whisky,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
ROYA L
pND 4&Ltia
SELECTED HIGHLAND
OLD WHISKY
ti,±
ptRlTY,  51a ,
The essential  particulars of the trade (nark arc the folloic-
ing :-Co.rbinatioi of devices, de-vice of diamond, coal  of arms,
and the  word " Diamond " ; and we disclaim. any right to the
exclusive  use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 17th July, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at heal of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 1831.-Filed 17th August, A.D. 1896.-
RICHARD SMITH, trading as •` S. Fitton and Son," of k.Taccles-
field, county of Chester. England, to register in Class 42, in
respect of all Substances a ed as Food or as Ingredients in Food,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation
This mark  was first  advertised in tlic  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 17th .Tilly, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice  at bead of
trade mark  advertisements.
Application No. 2()58-Filed 13t1  July.  A. 1).  1897.-
GEORGE VICKERS, ,,f Angel Court. 172 Srrand, London, whole-
sale booksellers and manufacturers of inks and gums, to register
in Class 39. in respect of Stationery, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation:
The essential ,  particul ars of  the trade marls are the device
and the word "Penwing.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
rnent Gazette  of  17th July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at bead of
trade mark advertisements.
Applications No. 21)45 and 2043-Filed 23rd June, A.D.
1897.-GEoRGE CAREY BARCLAY, of 4.1 Stone street, New York,
U.S A., wholesale druggist : Application No. 2045,  to register in
Class 3, in respect of Chemical Substances prepared  for use in
Medicine and Pharmacy ; and Application No. 2046, to  register
in Class 48, in respect of Perfumery (including 'T'oilet Articles.
Preparations for the Teeth and Nair, and Perfumed Soap), a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation:-
The he essential particulars  of the trade mark ai,e the device ;
and applicant disclaims  a ny right to the  exclusive  use of the
added matter save and  except his  trading name  and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 17th  July, A.D.  1897.  Fide  notice  at head of
trade mark advertisements.
At,'plication No. 203:5--Filed 14 .June, A.D. 1897. -I)AVEY
AND 1IALLIDAY, Standard Factory. Edward and Charlotte
streets. Brisbane, boot manufacturers, _U ., to register in Class
38, in respect of Boots, Shoes, and Slipl)ersof every description,
a Trade Mark of w]Iie.h the following is a representation :-
u+e `STA/VD,4RD
The ssential particular of the trade mae/c isthe .follou'-
ing:-l'lhe device; and wediselaicc any right to the exclusive use
of' the added matter.
This (nark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 20th June, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 1957-Filed 22nd February, A.D. 1897.-
THE DIASTASE FLOUR COMPANY, of Needham Market, Suffolk,
England. merchants, to register in Class 42, in respect of Flour,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation
't'his mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
;newt Gacetle  of 1 _=tlt June. -s.n. 1897.  Vide  notice at bead of
trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2024.-Filed 22nd May, A.D. 1897.-" The Queensland Meat Export and Agency Company, Limited," of
Brisbane and Townsville, in the colony of Queensland, to register in Class 42, in respect of Meat and Extracts, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
a 'I,, FACTOar Mo
a r •
.,,,r..r
4y,. ."+
r v"uXjg PACKEDjAT
O --+v+3L79
I
The essential particulars  of the  trade mark are the following :-The combination of devices  forming  the label including the
bullocks '  heads and the monogram  " (f.B. H. " on the left -hand top corner ,  and letters  "G.B. H. " with  scroll in right-hand bottom
corner ;  and we disclaim any right to the exclusive use of the added matter ,  including the Government  i nspection mark, except in
so far  as it consists of our name and addresses.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 19th June ,  A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application  No. 2022-Filed  19th May, A.D. 1897 .- LIONEL CHRISTIA N  AYERS, care of  ff. Foxlee, of Gill street, Charters
Towers ,  Queensland ,  clerk, to register in Class 42 ,  in respect of Teas, a Trade Mark of which the  following  is a  representation:-
_'k
The essential particular  of the trademark  is  the following :-The device of swans, swimming on pond or  water with lilies
and flags.
This  mark was first advertised  in the  Queensland Government  gazette  of 19th .June, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice  at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 1955-Filed 15th February, A.D. 1897.-
HENRY BERRY AND COMPANY, of Edward  street, Brisbane,
to register in Class 42 ,  in respect  of Tea, a Trade Mark of
which the following i s a representation :-
Victoria, to register in Class 45, in respect of Tobacco, whether
Manufactured or Unmanufactured. including Cigars, Cigarettes,
and Snuff. a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
SNAP -SHOT
w
The essential particular of the trade marls is the foliou-
ing : Devise of a woman playing .guitar, with the word "Na,,ki-
Poo" overhead, and stork by her side; and we aisclaim any
right  to the exclusive  use of the added matter.
This  mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 12th June, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2041-Filed 14th June, A.D. 1897.-THE
NATIONAL CIGARETTE COMPANY OF AUSTRALASIA PROPRIETARY,
LIMIIED, of 567 Flinders street, Melbourne, in the colony of
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 19th June, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice  at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Applicaticn No. 2042-Filed 17th June, A.D. 1897.-
TAYLOR  BROTHERS, West End, Suuth  Brisbane, in the colony
of Queensland , manufacturers , to register  in Class 42, in
respect of Jams, Jellies, Preserved and Dried  Fruits, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a  representation:-
FRESH
7L!©[1 air
RESH  FRUIT JAM:  MANUFACTURERS,
The essential .  particul ars of the  trade mark are the  follow,
ing:-The  device and the name "Taylor Brothers ";  and Z
disclaim any right to the exclusive  use of the  added matter.
This  mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 26th June, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2047-Filed 23rd June, A.D. 1897.- GEORGEApplication No. 2033-Filed 31st May, A.D. 1897.-ANILO-SwISs CONDENSED MILK COMPANY, of Cham, Switzerland
and10 Mark lane, London, England, condensed milk manufactirers,
to register in Class 42, in respect of Substances used as Fcod or
as Ingredients in Food, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation
CARE: BARCLAY, of 44 Stone street, New York,  U.S.A., whole-
sale drugist, to register in Class 48, in respect of Preparations
for the Hair and Skin, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation
TRICOPHEROUS
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 7th August, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2069 - Filed 30th July, A.v. 1897.-
WOODBERRY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, city of Baltimore,
state of Maryland, U.S.A., to register in Class 25, in respect
of Cotton Duck (for Sails for Shipping, Belt% Tents, Car
Covers, Awnings, Aprons for Agricultural Machtnes, and other
purposes) and Cotton Twine, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
0 4M ?#PoA
AM.rte , t
= ...A,
The applicant Compan
claim. user of said mark sir
This mark was first
ment Gazette  of 7th Ar
of trade mark advertis,
Ap lication No
ALICE OUISA POTT
and Paint Company
facturer, to regist(Fluid and Paints
representation :-
nd their predecessors  in business
bout the month of January,  1867.
-tised in the  Queensland Govern-
A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
-Filed 5th August, A. D. 1897 .--
lin.; as "  Potter's Sheep  Branding
08 Collins  street,  Melbourne, manu-
ss 1, in respect  of Sheep  Branding
Mark of which  the following is a
The said trade mark his been in  use since  the year  1810.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 10th July, A.D. 1897.  Vide notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2048--Filed 23rd June, A.D. 1897.-
GEORGE CAREY BARCLAY, of 44 Stone street, New York,
U.S.A., to register in Class 4R, in respect of Preparations
for the Skin, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
PEARL CREAM
The said trade mark has been in use since the year  1867.
This mark was t i rst advertised in the  Queensland Govei
meet Gazette  of 10th July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 1941-Filed 25th January, A.D. 1897
THE JOHN GRIFFITHS CYCLE CORPORATION, LIMITED,
Oriel House, Westland Row, Dublin, Ireland, and Oriel Ho
Coventry, England, cycle agents, to register in Class 1*
respect of Cycle Accessories, a Trade Mark of which
following is a. representation :-
ARIEL
The essential particular of the trade mark  is  the
"Ariel.."
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland G
ment Gazette  of 26th June, A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice at h
trade mark advertisements.s. ti Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th August,
17' is hereby notified, for public information, that t1
•
Library attached to this Office contains the Specif
of all Patents granted in the United Kingdom since A.
A which have been supplied by the English Governr
`A
condition that the Works shall he rendered daily acce10 htirI arge.the public for reference or for copying, free of cFiles of the following Publications may also be i
The es ular  of the trade mark  is  the  following :-- in the Library.
The comb )iees;  and I disclaim any right to the The Tnglish Illustrated Official Journal (Patents)
exclusive save as to the name"Potter's." The English Trade Marks Journal.d matter
Thi!
,
The Patent Review, published at Ottawa,  Canada,
'st advertised in the  Queensland  Govern- Discover landool Enublished at Liverment Ge , g .py, pFide notice at head of1897A DustAu ''trade m . . .,g News.and ContractorsThe Australian Buildersments. The Australasian Building and Engineering JouriA
.
1942-Filed 25th January, A.D. 1897.- The Australasian Manufacturer.
THE J The Ironmonger (English Edition).f i l
Ho s,',
Or eS CYCLE CORPORATION, LIMITED, o
Dublin, Ireland, and Oriel House, The Australasian Ironmonger.ow
'(Covent: , Engineering.to register in Class 13, in;ycle  agents
respect
,
a Trade Mark of which the The Scientific American.cessoriesfollow , The Patents Supplement to the New South WaJ
station :-
ment Gazette.
Oy
COVEN'c?"4"'
iculars of the trade mark are  the device,the w(, id our name.
Th, t advertised in the  Queensland  Govern.went Ga: June, A.D. 1897. Vide  notice  at head oftrade mars
.ents.
The Patents Supplement to the Victorian
Gazette.
The Patents Supplement to the New Zealand
Gazette.
The Patents Supplement to the Queensland
Gazette.
The Official Gazette of the United States I
(from January, A.D. 1877).
Complete Specifications and Lithographs of
Inventions for which Patents were gr
'United States of America, from the ye:
other Works.
The Library is open to the public daily f
4 p.m., exec. it Saturdays, when it is open fr im 9 a
WTLLIA'si T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of
Printed and Published by EDMUND GaFooar, Governor
William street ,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL ORDER.
By Colonel HOWEL GIINTEE, Commandant.
Guard of  Honour.
No. 203.
[No. 37.
Brisbane , 7th August, 1897.
66A91 BATTERY, Queensland Permanent Artillery, will furnish a Guard ofHonour at the Exhibition, BowenPark, at Noon on Wednesday, the 11th instant, on the occasion of the opening of the Agricultural
Show of the National Industrial and Agricultural Association by His Excellency the Governor.
The Guard will be drawn up fronting the Main Entrance to the Building, leaving  room for carriages to
approach the door.
The Headquarters' Band will parade with the Guard of Honour.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Lieutenant- Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief Staff  Officer.
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Chief Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 10th August, 1897.
f
IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct the publica'ion, for general information, of the following Despatch
and its Enclosures. received from the High Commissioner of the Western Pacific.
HORACE TOZER.
THE HIGH COMMISSIONER OF TUE WESTERN PACIFIC  to THE  GOVERNOR OF QUEENSLAND.
High Commissioner's Office, Western Pacific,
Suva , Fiji, 20th July, 1897.
MY LORD, -T have the honour to forward herewith ten copies each of Regulation-
No. 6 of  1897-To provide for the Registration of Bills of Sale ;
No. 7 of  1897-To regulate the recruiting and employment of native labourers within the Protectorate established by
Her Majesty in the Southern Solomon Islands.
I have, &c.,
(Signed) G. T. O'BRIEN.
No.  6 of 1897.1
In the name of Her Majesty ,  VICTORIA,  of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland Queen, Empress of India , &c., &c., &c.
QUEEN'S RE+3ULATION.
(Made by Her Majesty's High Commissionerfbr the Western Pacific, in accordance with the Provisions of the Paefc
Order in Council,  1893)
TO PROVIDE FOR THE REGISTRATION OF BILLS OF SALE. +a"° :...,,
[L.a.] H. S. BER K ELEY. '
Extent of  Regulation.
1. This Regulation shall apply only to the districts of-
(i) Tonga ;
(ii) The Gilbert and Ellice Islands ; and
(iii) The British Solomon Islands.
Definition of " The Court."
2. The term `' The Court" shall mean the High Commissioner's Court or a Judge thereof.
Definition of " Bill, of Sale."
3. The  term  " Bill of Sale"  shall include-
(i) Bill of Sale,  assignment , transfer, declaration of trust without transfer, inventory of goods with receipt thereto
attached ,  receipt for purchase -money of goods, and other assurance of personal chattels :
(ii) Power of attorney, and authority or license to take possession of personal chattels as security for any debt :
(iii) Any agreement (including debentures of a joint stock company) whether intended or not to be followed by the
execution of-any other instrument by which a right in equity to any personal chattels or to any charge or security
thereon shall be conferred :
(iv) Every attornment, instrument, or agreement, whereby a power of distress is given or agreed to be given by any
person to any other person by way of security for any present, future, or contingent debt or advance, and whereby
any rent is reserved or made payable as a mode of providing for the payment of interest on such debt or advance
or otherwise for the purpose of such security only. But this is not to extend to a mortgage of real estate which a
mortgagee in possession has leased to the mortgagor at a fair and reasonable rent.
Trade  machinery.
4. "Chattels personal " shall include machinery used in or attached to any factory or workshop exclusive of fixed motive
powers such as water-wheels ,  steam -engines, steam -boilers, donkey -engines and other fixed appurtances of the said motive powers,
and exclusive of fixed power machinery such as shafts ,  wheels, or drums and their fixed appurtenances ,  which transmit the action
of the motive powers, and exclusive of pipes for steam, gas, and water in the factory or workshop.
Bill of Sale to have schedule of property.
5. Every Bill of Sale given as security for money must have annexed to it, or written on it, a schedule containing an
inventory of the personal chattels specifically described in the said schedule; and shall be void ,  except as against the grantor, in
respect of any personal chattels not s) srecifieally described.
Bill of Sale  must be r egistered.
6. Every Bill of Sale must be executed in the presence of and attested by at least one witness, and must be registered in
the manner and within the time hereinafter provided, and must truly set forth the consideration for which it was granted. Any
Bill of Sale not complying with the requirements of this section shall be void in iospect of the personal chattels comprised in it.
- ;xro
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Seizure of chattels.
7. Personal chattels assigned under a Bill of Sale as security for the payment of money shall not be liable to be seized or
taken possession of by the grantee for any other than the following causes :-
(1) If the grantor shall make default in payment of the sum or sums of money thereby secured at the time therein
Provided for payment or in the performance of any covenant or agreement contained in the Bill of Sale and
necessary for maintaining the security;
(2) If the grantor shall become bankrupt or suffer the said goods or any of them to be distrained for rent, rates, or
taxes ;
(3) If the grantor shall fraudulently either remove or suffer the said goods, or any of them, to be removed from the
premises ;
(4) If the grantor shall, without reasonable excuse, refuse,-upon demand in writing by the grantee, to produce his last
receipts for rent, rates ,  and taxes ;
(5) If execution shall have been levied against the goods of the grantor under any judgment.
Proviso.
Provided that the grantor may apply to the Court, and the Court, if satisfied. that the said cause of seizure no longer  exists,
may restrain the grantee  (if a person subject to the jurisdiction of the Court )  from removing or selling the said chattels, or may
make such other order as may seem just.
How registration is to be efected.
8. Registration shall be effected by presenting to the Registrar of the Court the Bill of Sale with every schedule or
inventory thereto annexed or therein referred to, and by filing a true copy of such Bill of Sale and of every such schedule or
inventory together with an affidavit stating the time of such Bill of Sale being made or given, and of its due execution and
attestation and a description of the residence and occupation of the persons making or giving the same and of every attesting
witness to  such  Bill of Sale.
Defeasance or declaration of trust to be registered.
9. If the Bill of Sale is made or given subject to any defeasance or condition, or declaration of trust not contained in the
body thereof, such defeasance, condition, or declaration shall be deemed to be part of the bill, and shall be written on the same
paper or parchment therewith before the registration, and shall be truly set forth in the copy filed under this Regulation therewith,
and as  part thereof, otherwise the registration shall be void.
Transfer need not he registered.
10. The transfer or assignment of a registered Bill of Sale need not be registered.
Bills of Sale to be registered in district where the chattels are situated.
11. Registration shall be effected in each case at the office of the Court of the district in which the goods comprised in the
Bill of Sale are situated.
Limit of time for regi stration.
12. Registration of Bills of Sale shall be effected within the times set forth in the schedule "A" hereto. Provided that
the Court may order registration at any time of a Bill of Sale on proof by affidavit that it has been presented for registration by
the first available opportunity.
Register to he kept.
13. The registrar shall keep a book (in this Regulation called " The Register ") for the purposes of this Regulation and shall,
upon the filing of any Bill of Sale or copy under this Regulation, enter therein in the form set forth in the second schedule (B)
hereto annexed, or in any other prescribed form, the name, residence, and occupation of the person by whom the bill was made or
given, and also the name of the person or persons to whom or in whose favour the bill was given and all other particulars required
by the said schedule, and shall number all such bills registered in each year consecutively, according to the respective dates of
their registration.
Register to be open for inspection.
14. Any person shall be entitled to have an office copy or extract of any registered Bill of Sale, and affidavit of execution
filed therewith, or copy thereof, and of any affidavit filed therewith (if any) or registered affidavit of renewal, upon p.tying for the
same  at the like rate as for office copies of judgments of the Court, and any copy of a registered Bill of Sale, and affidavit
purporting to be an office copy thereof, shall be admitted as  primd facie  evidence thereof. Any person shall be entitled at all
reasonable times to search the register and inspect every registered Bill of Sale, upon payment of two shillings and sixpence for
every copy of a Bill of Sale inspected.
Avoidance of certain duplicate Bills of Sale.
15. When a subsequent Bill of Sale is executed within or on the expiration of the time prescribed after execution for the
registration of a prior unregistered Bill of Sale, and comprises all or any part of the personal chattels comprised in such prior Bill
of Sale, then, if such subsequent Bill of Sale is given as a security for the same debt as is secured by the prior Bill of Sale, or for
any part of such debt, it shall, to the extent for which it is a security for the same debt, or part thereof, comprised in the prior
bill, be absolutely void, unless it is proved to the satisfaction of the Court that the subsequent Bill of Sale was  bond' fide  given for
the purpose of correcting some material error in the prior Bill of Sale, and n_'t for the purpose of evading this Regulation.
Rectification of register.
16. The Court on being satisfied that the omission to register a Bill of Sale within the time prescribed by this Regulation,
or thg omission or misstatement of the name, residence, or occupation of any person was accidental or due Ito inadvertence, may in
its discretion order, such omission or misstatement to be rectified by the insertion in the register of the true name, residence, or
occupation. or by extending the time for such registration on such terms and conditions (if any) as to security, notice by-advertisement
or otherwise, or as to any other matter, as the Court thinks fit to direct.
Satisfaction to be entered in register.
17. The Court may order a memorandum of satisfaction to be written upon any registered copy of a Bill of Sale, upon proof
being given that the debt (if any) for which the Bill of Sale was made or given has been satisfied or discharged.
Fees.
18. There shall be paid and received the following fees:--
On filing a Bill of Sale ...  ... ... ...  ... ... ... ... 2s. 6d.
..
On filing the affidavit of execution of a Bill of Sale ... ... ... ... ... 2s. 6d.
Order and disposition.
19. Chattels comprised in a Bill of Sale which has been duly registered under this Regulation not being security for the
payment of money shall not be deemed to be in the possession, order, or disposition of the grantor of the Bill of Sale within the
meaning of "The Bankruptcy Act, 1883." Chatte's comprised in a Bill of Sale which has been duly registered under this
Regulation, and being security for the payment of money, shall be deemed to be in the possession, order, or disposition of the
grantor of the Bill of Sale within the meaning of ." The Bankruptcy Act, 1883," but subject to the claim of the grantee.
Bill of .Sale no protection against claim for taxes.
20. A Bill of Sale to which this Regulation applies shall be no protection in respect of personal chattels included in such
Bill of Sale which but for such Bill of Sale would have been liable to be seized in execution under a judgment of the Court for
any rates or taxes due  to the Governments of the Protectorates established by Her Majesty in the Southern Solomons, Gilbert
and Ellice Islands, or to the Government of His Majesty the King of Tonga, and the liability of such chattels to any such
seizure in execution shall be deemed to have arisen on the day when any such taxes became due, unless more than three months
shall elapse between the day when such taxes became due and the day on which judgment was given, when the liability of such
chattels to seizure in execution shall be deemed to have arisen three months before judgment was given.
Assignments accompanied by delivery need not be registered.
22. Nothing in this Regulation shall affect an assignment of personal chattels accompanied by a transfer of the possession
of such chattels.
This Regulation may be cited as " The Bills of Sale Regulation, 1897," and shall come into, force on the  first day of August,
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven.
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District.
SCHEDULES.
SCHEDULE A.
Times prescribed for registration  of Bills of  Sale under this Regulation.
Tonga ... ...
Gilbert and Ellice Islands
Southern Solomons
Place. Time.
Tongatabu ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Seven days.
Haabai  Group 1 Thirty days.Vavau Group f
... ... ... ...
... ....
Other islands in the kingdom of Tonga  ... ... ...  Sixty days.
Tarawa  . ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  Seven days.
...  Maiana and Abaiang  ... ... ... ... ... ...  Thirty days.
Other islands of Gilbert and Ellice Groups  ... ... ...  Sixty days.
Florida Island  ... .. ... ... ... ... ...  Seven days.
Guadalcanar ,  Savo, and Malayta  ... ... ... ...  Thirty days.
... ... Sixty days.Other islands in the Southern Solomons ...
SCHEDULE B.
Forms of  Register  of Bills of Sale.
Satisfaction entered. No.
By whom given  or  against whom process issued).
Name.  Residence . Occupation.
To whom given. Nature ofInstrument. Date. Date of Registration.
Published and exhibited in the  Public  Office of Her Majesty 's High Commissioner for the Western Pacific this twenty.
eighth day of June, 1897.
By Command,
H. A. SMALLWOOD,  Acting Secretary  to the  High Commissioner.
No. 7 of  1897.]
In the  name  of Her Majesty, VICTORIA, of the United Kingdom of Great  Britain and  Ireland Queen,  Empress of
India, &c., &c., &c.
QUEEN'S REGULATION.
(Made in the name and on  behalf  of Her Majesty  by  Her  Majesty's  High  Commissioner  Per  the Western Pacific,  in accordance
with the  provisions  of the Pacific Order  in Council ,  1893.)
TO REGULATE THE RECRUITING AND EMPLOYMENT OF NATIVE LABOURERS WITHIN THE
PROTECTORATE ESTABLISHED BY HER MAJESTY IN THE SOUTHERN SOLOMON ISLANDS.
L.S.] H. S. BERKELEY.
Interpretation.
1. In this Regulation, unless inconsistent with the context-
The word " Native" shall mean and include any aboriginal native of any island in the Pacific.
The Protectorate" shall mean the Protectorate established by Her Majesty in the Southern Solomon Islands.
" Inspector of Labour " shall include the Resident Commissioner, and every officer appointed as an Inspector of Labour
in the Protectorate.
Resident Commissioner" shall mean the Resident Commissioner in the Southern Solomon Islands or the High
Commissioner.
" Labourer" shall mean native labourer employed on board a vessel or on land or as crew of a vessel.
" Return-Passage Home" shall mean a return-passage to such part of the coast as shall, having regard to all
circumstances and particularly to the safety of the native, be the most convenient place for such native to
disembark in order to reach his home.
The " Home " of a native engaged under this Regulation shall mean either the place where he was residing when
engaged, or such other place as he may. desire, with the permission of an Inspector of Labour, to return to.
PART I.
RECRUITING FOR EMPLOYMENT ON BOARD OR IN CONNECTION WITH A VESSEL TRADING WITHIN THE PROTECTORATE.
Natives may be ngaged as crew.
2. Subject to the provisions of this Regulation it shall be lawful to recruit natives to serve as crew on board vessels trading
within the Protectorate. Provided that-
Conditions.
(i) Every vessel so carrying natives as crew shall have been furnished with a license to be obtained of the Resident
Commissioner or other officer appointed by him for that purpose, stating the number that may be carried :
(ii) No such native shall be carried beyond the limits of the Protectorate except by and in accordance with special
leave, given in writing by the Resident Commissioner :
(iii) The name of every such native, together with the place where he was shipped, the place where he is to be
discharged, the length of the engagement, the terms of payment, and all personal marks tending to identify such
native, shall be recorded on the articles or in the ship's log.
Natives may be engaged for employment in industry connected with the vessel.
3. The High Commissioner or the Resident Commissioner (if holding a Commission as a Deputy Commissioner)  may issue
a license  in the  case of a  British vessel under " The Pacific Islanders Protection Acts, 1872-1875," or in  the case of a foreign
vessel in the form set forth in Schedule A hereto to carry labourers in such vessel for the purpose of carrying on any fishery,
industry, or occupation in connection with the said vessel within the Protectorate. Provided that in the case of a foreign  vessel a
bond in the form set forth in Schedule B hereto and in the case of a British vessel in the form set forth in " The Pacific Islanders
Protection Act, 1875," shall have been entered into by the master of such vessel and one or more sureties before such license shall
issue. ' The provisions of subsections (ii) and (iii) of section two of this Regulation shall apply to  natives  employed on board any
vessel in  accordance with the provisions of this section.
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PART II.
RECRUITING  FOB EMPLOYMENT  ON LAND WITHIN THE PROTECTORATE AND FOE RETURN OF NATIVE LABOURERS TO THEIR
HOMES.
'Vessels  carrying  native labourers must be licensed.
4. No vessel shall carry native labourers for employment on land within the Protectorate  unless  duly licensed as hereinafter
set forth.
Bond to be ,given.-Proviso.
5. The High Commissioner or the Resident Commissioner (if holding a commission as Deputy Commissioner) may issue a
license in  the case of a British ship., in accordance with "The Pacific Islanders Protection Acts, 1872-1875," or in the case of a
foreign ship in the form set forth in Schedule C hereto, for the carriage of labourers for employment on land or for the carriage
of native labourers returning to their  homes  within the Protectorate. Provided that a bond in the case of a British ship in
accordance  with " The Pacific Islanders Protection Acts, 1872-1875 " or in the case of a foreign ship in the form set forth in
Schedule D hereto shall have been entered into by the master of such vessel and one or more sureties before such license shall
issue.
Description of native labourer to be entered in log.
6. The name of every native carried on board any vessel  in accordance  with the preceding section, together with the place
where he was shipped, the length of the engagement and terms of payment, the name of the employer, the place where the
labourer is to be or, if returning home, has been employed, the nature of the employment, and all personal marks tending to
identify such native, shall be recorded in the ship's log.
License for employment of natives on land.
7. Except as hereinafter provided no native shall be employed on land within the Protectorate except in accordance with
the terms of a license  granted by the Resident Commissioner.
Applicant  must  give  particulars.
Every application for such license must state the name and situation of the station or plantation for which the labourers
are required , the work upon which they are to be employed, the rate of  wages  to be paid and the duration of the  engagement.
License may be refused.
8. The Resident Commissioner may refuse to grant any such license unless security is given to his satisfaction for the due
performance  of the contract on the part of the employer.
No license required for employment of natives.fur short periods.
9. No license shall be necessary for the engagement of natives to be employed for terms not exceeding one month within a
distance  of twenty miles from their homes, but in all other respects their engagement shall be subject to the provisions of this
Regulation.
PART III.
RECRUITING FOR EMPLOYMENT BEYOND THE LIMITS OF THE PROTECTORATE.
Natives may be recruited for employment beyond the Protectorate.
10. Subject to the provisions of this Regulation it shall be lawful to iecruit natives for any place within the jurisdiction of
the Legislature of any British possession : Provided that a license for the purpose has been duly granted by the Government of
such British  possession.
Employment beyond Her Majesty' s dominions.
11. Natives may be recruited for places not being within the legislature of a British possession provided that a license has
been  obtained from the High Commissioner or from any person authorised by the High Commissioner to issue such license.
Every such license shall state the name of the vessel in which the native labourers are to be carried, the name of the master, the
number that may be recruited, and the condition' regarding accommodation, water, and medical appliances to be kept on board.
The license  will be accompanied by a form of contract approved and certified by the High Commissioner or by a person authorised
by him for that purpose. Any failure to comply with the conditions of the license and the making of any agreement not in
accordance  with the terms of the form  of agreement  provided for above shall be deemed to be a breach of this Regulation.
Recruiting  vessels to  report at Seat of Government.
11. All  vessels intending  to recruit shall report themselves at the Seat of Government at Tulagi, near Florida Island,
and shall not  commence recruiting  until a certificate has been received  from  an Inspector of Labour of such call having been
made.
Government Agent may be appointed.
12. The Resident Commissioner may, if he think fit, appoint an agent to  remain on  board any recruiting vessel during the
time such  vessel is engaged in recruiting  within the Protectorate. Such agent shall be berthed and boarded in the cabin at the ship's
expense and shall receive  such remuneration also at the ship's expense as the Resident Commissioner may order.
'Vessels may  be ordered to take final departure from particular port.
13. The Resident Commissioner may order recruiting vessels to take their final departure from the Protectorate from an
island or anchorage  to be named by him.
PART IV.
GENERAL.
Recruiting in particular places may be prohibited.
14. The Resident Commissioner may, for any  reason  which to him seems good, prohibit either for a specified time or
until further notice, the recruiting of natives for employment as labourers at any island or islands or place or places specified.
Such prohibition shall be reported forthwith to the High Commissioner' who may approve, vary, or rescind the same, and if
approved the High Commissioner shall take such steps as may appear advisable to make such prohibition public. No person who,
but for the provisions of this section, would be legally recruiting natives shall be liable to punishment for recruiting  at an island
or place at which recruiting is prohibited  unless it  is shown that such person or the master of the vessel in connection with which
such person is employed has had special notice of such prohibition.
Licenses may be refused.
15. The Resident Commissioner shall have a discretion to refuse any license provided for under this Regulation, but shall
in each case  report to the High Commissioner the reason for such refusal.
Enforcement of bond.
16. It shall be lawful for any person authorised in that behalf either generally or specifically by the Resident  Commissioner
to sue on Her  Majesty's behalf for the amount of any bond given under the provisions of this Regulation.
Payment cf wages.-Balance of wages.
17. Wages of all labourers employed in the Protectorate shall be held to accrue from day to day and shall be paid in money.
Native labourers may be paid one-half of their wages as they accrue, but the balance shall not be paid to them until the expiration
of their  engagement . The Resident Commissioner may at any time require the payment to him of the balance of wages accrued
due and hold the same on behalf of the labourer until the determination of the engagement.
.Engagement not to exceed two years.
18. No first or original  engagement  of any labourer for employment in the Protectorate shall be for more than two years,
but an Inspector of Labour may permit a labourer to re-engage for a further term not exceeding twelve months.
Native labourer to be returned to his home.
19. Every labourer at the termination of the term of his engagement or re-engagement shall receive from his employer a
free passage home.
Food and lodging to be provided.
20. It shall be held to be a part of every contract of service that the employer shall provide for each labourer suitable
lodging , water, food,  medicine and medical comforts.
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Inspection.
21. An Inspector of Labour may at any time, without notice, inspect any plantation,  station, or vessel  upon-which natives
are employed or carried, whether engaged under this Regulation or otherwise.
22. An Inspector of Labour may make any order he thinks necessary for the proper lodging of the labourers, and may
order the employer to keep a specified stock of medicines and medical appliances. Failure to comply with any such order shall
render the employer or the person in charge of such labourers liable to punishment for a breach of this Regulation.
Inspection of recruiting vessels.
23. An Inspector of Labour may at any time inspect any vessel engaged in recruiting  natives ,  and may examine the ship's
log, the stores, provisions and water-supply on board, and the labourers recruited, and may if he think fit order any labourer
recruited to be put on shore and the contract to be cancelled.
Cancellation of engagement.
24. An Inspector of Labour may for good cause cancel the engagement of any labourer and may direct the employer to
return such labourer to his home. If.the engagement is cancelled owing to any misconduct of the labourer the Inspector of Labour
may authorise the employer to deduct from the wages accrued due to such native the estimated cost of returning such native to
his home.
Obstructing Inspector.
25. Any person obstructing an Inspector of Labour in the execution of his duty shall be guilty of a breach of this
Regulation.
Ill-treatment of native labourer.
26. Any employer or person in charge of labourers who shall ill-treat any such labourer or who shall neglect to provide any
such labourer with proper lodging and food, or who shall neglect any such labourer when sick, shall be guilty  of an  offence  against
this Regulation.
Natives only to be recruited in accordance with Regulation.
27. Any person  recruiting , employing, or carrying on board any vessel, and any person aiding or counselling  the recruiting,
employment, or carriage on boar{ any vessel of any labourer otherwise than in accordance with the provisions of this Regulation
shall be guilty of a breach of this regulation.
Employers to make quarteri y returns.
28. Every  employer  or person in charge of labourers within the Protectorate shall, by the first opportunity after the first
day of January, the first day of April, the first day of July, and the first day of October in every year, forward to the  Resident
Commissioner a return in the form of Schedule E hereto of all labourers employed by him or under his control during the
preceding three months.
Wages of deceased labourers.
29. The wages of a deceased labourer shall 'be forwarded by the employer by the first opportunity to the  Resident
Commissioner together with a statement of how the balance is arrived at.
Wages to be first charge.
30. The wages of any labourer and the cost of his passage home shall be a first charge on the estate of his employer, and
shall be a charge on any real estate on which such labourer shalt have been employed, taking a preference over  all mortgages and
ineumbrances of which a memorandum had not been deposited with the Resident Commissioner at the time of the issue of the
license under which such labourer was engaged, or two months before the engagement of such labourer, whichever date shall be
last.
Natives nct to be taken out of Protectorate without permission.
31. No native other than a native recruited in accordance with this Regulation or any Regulation  amending the same shall
be received on board any vessel for the purpose of being carried beyond the limits of the Protectorate without the written
permission  of the Resident Commissioner, which permission may be subject to such conditions as the Resident  Commissioner may
think fit.
32. Any person guilty of a breach of this Regulation shall be liable to imprisonment not exceeding six months,  or to a fine
not exceeding  one hundred pounds.
Commencement  of Regulation.-Short Title.
This Regulation shall come into force on the first day of August one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven , and may
be cited as "The Solomons (Labour) Regulation, 1897."
SCHEDULES.
SCHRDULE A.
License for the Employment of Natives at Sea on board Foreign Vessels within the Southern Solomon Protectorate.
A.B.,  master of the  ,  the vessel more particularly described below, having shown to my satisfaction that he is engaged in the  fishery
[or industry or occupation,  as the case may be]  of in cunnee;iun nitl  such vessel, and having given the bond to Her Majesty
required by "The Solomons (Labour) Regulation, 1897," I [Her Majesty's High Commissioner for the Western Pacific or Her Majesty's Resident
Commissioner for the Southern Solomons, as the  case may be] do  hereby, in exercise of the authority for that purpose conferred on me by the
said Regulation ,  license the said vessel to employ in the said fishery  (or  as  the ease may be]  not more than native labourers from
the day of 18 to the day of 18 . Should this  vessel  he found to  answer the
subjoined description, and appear to be strictly engaged in the lawful pursuit of the above-mentioned object, it is the direction of Her Majesty's
Government that she shall not be obstructed in the prosecution of her present voyage, nor in the shipping, employment, or landing of her native
hands.
This license shall not be transferable ,  and shall be available only for the period aforesaid.
Description of the Vessel  above  referred to.
Nationality :
Tons (registered tonnage) :
Rig (i.e .,  ship, barque ,  brig, &c.) :
How painted :
Name painted  on stern :
Whether any poop :
Whether  any quarter galleries :
Whether a top-gallant forecastle :
Name of chief officer :
Number  of officers  and, crew including surgeon ,  if any :
Bound from to and intending to call at and
Given under my hand and seal at this day of 18 .
[High Commissioner or Resident Commissioner ,  as the case may be.]
To the  respective flag officers ,  captains ,  and commanding officers of Her Majesty 's ships, and to all others whom it may concern.
SCHHDULT B.
Form of Bond to be entered into by blasters of Foreign Vessels for the Employment of Natives at Sea within the Southern Solomons Protectorate, under
" The Solomons (Labour) Regulation,  1897."
KNow all men by these presents, that we,  A.B.  of and  C.D.  of , are held and firmly bound unto Her Majesty,
Victoria, by the Grace of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland Queen, Empress of India, in the sum of five hundred pounds
of good and lawful money of Great Britain, to be paid to her said Majesty, her heirs and successors, to which payment to be well and truly made
we bind ourselves and every of us jointly and severally for and in the whole, our heirs, executors, and administrators, and every of them firmly by
these presents.
Sealed with our seals. Dated this day of 18
The condition of this obligation is this-That if in respect of the vessel whereof the above-bounden  A,B.  is master, all and every the
requirements of " The Solomons (Labour) Regulation, 1897," and of the license now about to be issued thereunder to the said master shall be well
and truly performed, and if the above-bounden  A. B.  shall satisfy the Resident Commissioner for the Protectorate established by Her Majesty in the
Southern Solomon Islands that no kidnapping was allowed or connived at by any person on board or connected with the said vessel during the
currency of the said license to carry native labourers in such vessel for the purpose of carrying on any  fishery ,  industry ,  or occupation in connection
with the said vessel within the said Protectorate ,  then this obligation is to be void, otherwise to remain in full force.
Signed, sealed ,  and delive re d by the above -bounden  A.B.  andl L.a.
C.D.  in the presence  of  E.F.  Of  J L•a
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SCHEDULE C.
License for the Carriage by Sea on Board a Foreign Vessel of Natire Labourers for Employment on Land within the Southern Solomons Protectorate
under " The  Solorrrons  (Labour) Regulation,  1897.
A.B.,  master of the , the vessel more particularly described below, having duly given to Her Majesty Queen Victoria the
bond required by "The Solomons (Labour) Regulation, 1897," for the prevention of kidnapping and the due observance of the requirements of the
said Regulation , I [Her Majesty's High Commissioner for the Western Pacific or Her Majesty's Resident Commissioner for the Southern Solomons,
as the case may  be] do hereby,  in exercise  of the authority for that purpose conferred on me by the said Regulation,  license  the said vessel to carry
not more than native labourers from to . Should this vessel be found to answer the subjoined
description and appear to be strictly  engaged in  the lawful pursuit of the above-mentioned object it is the direction of Her Majesty's Government
that  she shall not be obstructed in the prosecution of her present voyage nor in the shipment or landing of her native passengers.
This  license shall  not be  transferable , and shall be available only for the voyage from to aforesaid, and for a
period not exceeding  days from the date hereof.
Description of the Vessel  above  referred to.
Nationality :
Tons  (registered  tonnage) :
Rig (i.e., ship, barque, brig, &c.)':
How painted:
Name painted on stern
Whether any poop :
Whether any quarter galleries :
Whether a top-gallant forecastle :
Name of chief officer :
Number of officers and crew including  surgeon ,  if any :
Bound from to , and  intending  to call at
Given under my hand and  seal at  this day of , 18
Sigh Comissioner  or  Resident Commissioner,  as the case may be.]
SCHEDULE D.
Form of Bond  to  be entered into by Masters of Foreign Vessels carrying Native Labourers within the Southern Solomons Protectorate under " The
Solomons (Labour) Regulation,  1897."
KNOW all men by these presents that we,  A.B.  of , and  C.D.  of , are held and firmly bound  unto  Her Majesty
Victoria, by the Gr ace of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland Queen, Empress of India, in the sum of five hundred pounds of
good and lawful money of Great Britain, to be paid to her said Majesty the Queen her heirs and successors, to which payment well and truly to be
made we bind ourselves and every one of us jointly and severally, for and in the whole our heirs, executors, administrators, and every of them
firmly by these presents.
Sealed with our seals. Dated this day of , 18
The condition of this obligation is this-That if in respect of the vessel whereof the above-bounden  A.B.  is master, all and every the
requirements  of "The Solomons (Labour) Regulation, 1897," and of the license now about to be issued thereunder to the said master shall be well
and truly performed the said  A.B.  shall satisfy the Resident Commissioner for the Protectorate established by Her Majesty in the Southern
Solomon Islands that no kidnapping was allowed or connived at by any person on board or connected with the said vessel during the currency of
the said license  to carry native labourers within the said Protectorate, then this obligation is to be void, otherwise to remain in full force.
Signed,  sealed , and delivered by the above-bounden  A.B.  and
C.D.  in the presence of  E.F.  of
SCHEDULE E.
Return of Labourers who have been in the  Employment of , at ,  durin g  the  three  months ending the  18
Name of Personal  Where  and When  Length of Rate of Nature of
Labourer .  Marks .  Engaged .  Engagement .  Wages.  Employment.
Wages Wages
Accrued .  Paid .  Remarks .- Insert Date of
Discharge or Death of£1s.d.1,218.Id.any Labourer.
Employer or Person in charge of Labourers.
Published and exhibited in the Public Office of the High Commissioner this twenty-eighth day of June, one thousand eight
hundred and ninety-seven.
By Command,
H. A. SMALLWOOD, Acting Secretary to the High  Commissioner.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, this fifth day of August, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.
W
HEREAS by  " The Diseases in Stock Act of  1896 " it
is amongst  other things enacted that the Governor in
Council  may,  from time to time, by Order in Council, prohibit
or put restrictions on the removal of any stock from any one
portion of the colony to any other portion of the colony:
And whereas by an Order in Council dated the 9th of
June, 1897, made in pursuance of the provisions of the
said Act, His Excellency the Governor in Council did
pro-hibit any cattle or horses pastured Within that portion of the
colony to the north  of a line commencing  at the mouth of
South Trees Inlet, and bounded thence by that inlet and the
Boyne River upwards to Futter's Creek, by that creek upwards
to the north-east corner of portion 311 parish of Bai mundoo, by
the north boundary of that portion and by a line west to the
southern watershed of the Calliope River and its tributaries, by
that watershed and the northern watershed of Bell's Creek
westerly to Calliungal Consolidation, by tie boundaries of
that consolidatiton south-westerly and north-westerly to the
western  watershed of Callide Creek; thence by that water-
shed southerly to the north-east  corner  of Rannes Resumption,
by part of the northern boundary of that resumption, and by
the eastern  and northern boundaries of Rannes Lease to
Granville Creek, by that creek downwards to Olinda Con-
solidation , by the cast and south boundaries of that con-
solidation to the Dawson River, by that river downwards to
the north-east corner of Ashfield Lease; thence by the north
and west boundaries of that lease, the north boundaries of
Nulalbin Lease and Alberta Occupation License, the northern
watershed  of Mimosa  Creek and tributaries, the northern
boundaries of Marshmead and Speculation Occupation Licenses,
the north-west' boundary of Speculation Occupation  License,
and the northern boundaries of Kenmare North Occupation
License and portion A of Comet Downs Lease to the Comet
River, by that river upwards to the south- east corner of
Arcturus Downs Consolidation, by the southern,  south-eastern,
and south-western boundaries of that consolidation, the
southern and western boundaries of Marmadillo Consolidation,
and the northern boundary of Rainworth Lease to Separation
Creek, by that creek downwards to the Nogoa River, by that
river upwards to the northern boundary of 'l'elemon No.
2 Resumption ; thence by the north boundary of that  resump.
tion  to a range forming  the southern watershed of Medway
Creek and its tributaries, by - that watershed southerly
and north-westerly to the Drummond Range, by that range
southerly and by the watershed between Alpha Creek
and Dismal Creek north-westerly to the northern boundary
of Birkhead No. 6 Block, by the north boundary of
that block, by part of the east and by the northern
boundaries of Mount Enniskillen Consolidation, and by
the eastern and southern boundaries of Paradise Downs
No. 2 Block A and Block B Occupation Licenses, the eastern
and northern boundaries of Northampton Downs Consolidation,
the eastern and northern boundaries of Evora Consolidation,
the eastern and southern boundaries of Home Creek Con-
solidation, and by the  eastern and  northern boundaries of
Avington Consolidation to the Alice River, by that river down-
wards to the south-east corner of L'arcaldine Consolidation, by
the southern and western boundaries of that consolidation, the
southern,  eastern , and southern boundaries of Wellshot Con-
solidation, the northern boundary of Westland Lease, the
north-eastern and northern boundaries of Tocal Consolidation,
the north-eastern and north-western boundaries of Silsoe
Consolidation, the northern and part of the western boun-
daries of Vergemont Consolidation, the south- eastern,  southern,
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and south-western boundaries of Rosebrook Station, the
southern, south- western , and north-western boundaries of
Cork Station, the north- eastern  and northern boundaries
of Brighton Downs Station, the western boundaries of Llan-
rheridol Station, the southern and western boundaries of
Bell Block, part of the western boundary of Kirby Block, the
southern and western boundaries of Beaudesert Station, the
northern boundary of Tooleybuck Station, the eastern and
northern boundaries (f Mount Merlin Station, and by the
southern and western boundaries of Devoncourt Station
(including Devoncourt, Teddington Loch, and Parkside) to
Mingera Creek ;  thence crossing  that creek, and by the south-
west  boundary of Gundaria Block ; and thence by the southern
boundaries of Flora Downs and Barclay Downs stations to the
boundary of the colony,-from being removed to any portion of
the colony south of such line : And whereas it is now deemed
expedient to rescind the said Order : Now, therefore, His
Excellency the Governor in Council, in pursuance of the provi-
sions of the said recited Act, doth hereby  rescind  the said
Order in Council dated the 9th of June, 1897.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Agriculture is to
give  the necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY, Clerk of the Council.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, this fifth day of August, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.
y r
WIIEREAS by " The Diseases in Stock Act of  1896 " it
is amongst  other things enacted that the Governor in
Council may, from time to time, by Order in Council, prohibit
or put restrictions on the removal of any stock from any one
portion of the colony to any other portion of the colony : Now,
therefore, His Excellency the Governor in Council doth hereby
prohibit any cattle or horses pastured within that portion of
the colony to the north of  a line commencing  at the mouth of
South Trees Inlet, and bounded thence by that inlet and the
Boyne River upwards to Futter's Creek, by that creek
upwards to the north- east corner  of portion 311 parish
of Barmundoo , by the north boundary of that portion
and by a line west to the southern watershed of the
Calliope River and its tributaries, by that watershed
and the northern watershed of Bell's Creek westerly to
Calliungal Consolidation, by the boundaries of that con-
solidation  south-westerly and north-westerly to the western
watershed of Callide Creek ; thence by that watershed
southerly to the north- east corner of ilannes  Resumption, by
part of the northern boundary of that resumption, and by
the eastern  and northern boundaries of Rannes Lease
to Granville Creek, by that creek downwards to (tlinda
Consolidation, by the  east  and south boundaries of that
consolidation to the Dawson River, by that river downwards
to the north-east  corner  of Ashfield Lease ; thence by the north
and west  boundaries of that lease, the north boundaries of
Nulalbin Lease and Alberta Occupation License, the northern
and western  watersheds of Mimosa Creek and tributaries, by
the west boundaries of Shotover Lease, by part of the west
boundary of Shotover Resumption, by the north boundary of
Marshmead No. 4 Occupation License, by part of the east
boundary of Humboldt North Occupation License, by the
north-east boundary of Comet Downs Resumption, by the east
boundaries of Killowen Occupation License, Laleham, and
Kenmare Occupation License, by part of the north boundary
of Kenmare  Occupation License, by the east boundary of
Kenmare North Occupation License, by the northern boun-
daries of Kenmare  North Occupation License and portion A.
of Comet Downs Lease to the Comet River, by that river
upwards to the south-east corner of Arcturus Downs Con-
solidation , by the southern, south- eastern,  and south-western
boundaries of that consolidation, the southern and western
boundaries of Marmadillo Consolidation, and the northern
boundary of Rainworth Lease to Separation Creek, by that
creek downwards to the Nogoa River, by that river upwards
to the northern boundary of Telemon No. 2 Resumption;
thence by the north boundary of that resumption to a
range  forming the southern watershed of Medway Creek and
its tributaries, by that watershed southerly and north-westerly
to the Drummond  Range , by that range southerly and by the
watershed between Alpha Creek and Dismal Creek north-
westerly to the northern boundary of Birkhead No. 6 Block,
by the north boundary of that block, by part of  the east and
by the northern boundaries of Mount Enniskillen Consolidation,
and by the eastern and southern boundaries of Paradise Downs
No. 2 Block A and Block B Occupation Licenses, the eastern
and northern boundaries of Northampton Downs Consolidation,
the eastern and northern boundaries of Evora Consolidation,
the eastern  and southern boundaries of Home Creek Con-
solidation , and by  the eakLtern  and northern boundaries of
Avington Consolidation to the Alice River, by that river down-
wards to the  south-east corner of Barcaldine  Consolidation, by
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the southern and western boundaries of that consolidation, the
southern , eastern , and southern boundaries of Wellshot Con-
solidation, the northern boundary of Westland Lease, the
north-eastern and northern boundaries of. Tocal Consolidation,
the north-eastern and north-western boundaries of Silsoe
Consolidation, the northern and part of the western boun-
daries of Vergemont Consolidation, the south- eastern , southern,
and south-western boundaries of Rosebrook Station, the
southern, south-western, and north-western boundaries of
Cork Station, the north-eastern and northern boundaries
of Brighton Downs Station, the western boundaries of Llan-
rheridol Station, the southern and western boundaries of
Bell Block, part of the western boundary of Kirby Block, the
southern and western boundaries of Beaudesert Station, the
northern boundary of Tooleybuck Station, the eastern and
northern boundaries of Mount Merlin Station, and by the
southern and western boundaries of Devoncourt Station
(including Devoncourt, Teddington Loch, and Parkside) to
Mingera Creek ; thence crossing that creek, and by the south-
west boundary of Gundaria Block ; and thence by the southern
boundaries of Flora Downs and Barclay Downs Stations to the
boundary of the colony,-from being removed-to any portion of
the colony south of such line.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Agriculture is to
give the necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY, Clerk of the Council.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the  resignation  tendered by
JOHN FALLows  BOREHAM
of his appointment as a Trustee of the Reserve for  Racecourse in the
parish of Bundaberg.
E.M.-30-7-97-A'. Res. 1873-22.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.
S Excellency the Governor, with the advice  of the  ExecutiveIF Council, hasbeen pleased to appoint
RICHARD HARGREAVES and
HENRY HERMANN SIMON
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Cemetery (Upper Coomera) in the
parish of Cedar, in the room of F. G. Walker and John Howard, who
have resigned.
E.M.-30-7-97-Y'. Cem.30.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.
'f1 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
I-L Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Mar-
supials Destruction  Act of  1895,"  been pleased to appoint
DONALD MCLEOD CAMERON
to be a Member of the Marsupial Board for the Marsupial District of
Waggamba, in the room of Donald Gunn,  resigned.
A. J. THYNNE.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has approved that the resignation of
JOHN AITCHESON, Line Repairer, Muttaburra,
be enforced in terms of section 36 of  "The Civil Service Act of
1889," as from the 24th December, 1896, for absence from duty
without leave.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 5th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, upon the recommendation of the  Public Service
Board, been pleased to approve of the undermentioned  transfer being
made in the Post and Telegraph Department,  viz.:-
JOHN MILLER KELSO, Junior  Assistant,
to Yandilla, as Junior Assistant in Charge.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 11th August, 1897.
1j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
jLL Council, has been pleased to appoint
Captain JOHN KEATLY FORSYTH
to be a Military Clerk in the Head-quarters' Office of the Queensland
Defence Force (Land), as from the 1st July, 1897.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation tendered by
THOMAS FAUSET MACDONALD
of his appointment as a Justice of the Peace.
HORACE TOZER.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that the name
MICHAEL  JAMES MCNA'•. AR.I
be substituted for the name Michael John Macnamara, appearing in
the notification of the appointment of certain gentlemen to be Justices
of the Peace, published in the  Government Gazette  dated the 24th
July ultimo.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Constable ROLAND WALTER GARRAWAY
to be Assistant District Registrar of Births and Deaths at Cardwell,
for the Registry District of Cardwell, in the room of Constable John
Splaine, superannuated ; and
EDWARD PHILLIPS POTTER
to be Acting District Registrar of Births, Marriages, and Deaths, at
Tambo, for the Registry District of Tambo, during the absence of the
District Registrar.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to make the following appointments
in the Home Secretary's Department,  viz. .-
Constable ROLAND WALTER GARRAWAY
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions, and Inspector of Slaughter- houses
and of Cattle intended for Slaughter, at Cardwell, in the room of
Constable John Splaine, superannuated ; and
Constable WILLIAM HAROLD RYAN
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle intended for
Slaughter at Woolgar.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1897.
ILl IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
ij Council, has. in pursuance of the provisions of  11 The Uirisional
Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM SELBY and
ROBERT HECTOR PAULWICH
to be Auditors for the Division of Nanango.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation tendered by
ARTHUR COLIN MACKENZTE
of his appointment as a licensing Justice for the Licensing District of
Mount, Morgan.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to approve of the appointment, by
the Brisbane Fire Brigade Board, of
JOHN EDWARD HINTON
as Superintendent, and of
ALFRRD ERNEST MOORMAN
as Assistant Superintendent, of the Brisbane Fire Brigade.
HORACE TOZER.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 11th Angcst, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the following transfers
of Teachers in the service of the Department of Public Instruction,
viz.
AGNES MAUD ADSEIT
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Esk ; and
MARGARET URSULA SCULLY
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Ross Island, Townsville.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
ROBERT KIRx STAINTON
be admitted into the service of the Department of Public Instruction
as a Teacher of Class III., Division 3, and be appointed to the position
of an Assistant Teacher in the State School for Boys at Kelvin Grove
road.
D. H. DA.LRYMPLE.
A PROCLAMATION.
13x- his Excellency The Right Honourable CIrARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIEa, Baron Lamingtou of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LL.S.J
I
Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAM ON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGuoer izur. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W HEREAS  by "The Chinese Immigration Restriction Act,1888," it is amongst other things provided that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazette,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person or class of persons mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas it is desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,..
Ali Young, Wong 1)y, Wong by, Wong Choong, Ali Sow, and Ali
Dow, should be exempted from the provisions of the said Act
for a period of two years: Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby declare that the
provisions of the said Act shall not apply to the said Ali Young,
Wong Dy, Wong Hoy, Wong Choong, Ali Sow, and Ali Dow for a
period of two years from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this eleventh day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GoD SAVE  THE QIIEEN 1
A PROCLAIIATION.
ay His Excellency The Right Honourable CuaRLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
r  t S ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMI..
Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedAMING TON,Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor.Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by  "The Bank Holidays Act of  1877" it is amongst
other things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to appoint a special  day to  be observed
as a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any part
thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district therein : And
whereas,  by my  Proclamation dated the 21st day of July ultimo,
Monday, the 30th of August instant, being the day appointed for
holding the Annual Race Meeting of the Walsh District Amateur Turf
Club, was proclaimed a public holiday within the Divisions of Walsh
and Tinaroo, and it is deemed expedient to rescind so much of my said
Proclamation as appointed the 30th of August instant to be a public
holiday within the Divisions of Walsh and Tinaroo : Now, therefore,
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, do, with the advice of the Executive Council,
rescind so much of my said Proclamation of the 21st day of July
ultimo as appointed Monday, the 30th of August instant, to be a
Public Holiday within the Divisions of Walsh and linaroo.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
t his eleventh day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAYE THE  QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedKingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLANIINGTON,Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by  " The Bank Holiday* Act of  1877 " it is  amongst
other things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be
observed as a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in
any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district therein :
Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the provisions of
the said Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby appoint the following days to be observed as Public
Holidays in the places hereunder named:-
WEDNESDAY, the 25th of August instant, being the day
appointed for holding the Annual Race Meeting of the Mount Morgan
Turf Club, in the town of Mount Morgan;
FRIDAY, the 27th of August instant, being the day appointed
for holding the Annual Race Meeting of the Dugandan Jockey Club,
in the Electoral District of Fassifern;
TIIURSD AY and FRIDAY, the 2nd and 3rd of September
proximo, being the days appointed for holding the Annual Race
Meeting of the Croydon Jockey Club, in the Petty Sessions District
of Croydon ; and
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MONDAY, the 13th of September proximo, being the day I
appointed for holding the Annual Race Meeting of the Walsh District
Amateur Turf Club, in the Divisions of Walsh and Tinaroo.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government House, Bris-
bane, this eleventh day,of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first  year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable Clean T.ES W.%T,L ACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Laming ton of T.ainington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L's'] Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedhAyI1NQTUN,Order of St. Michael and St. Gcor=e Governor andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its D +petideneies.
IN pursuance  of section 95 of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," 1,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described have been permanently reserved for the purpose
named.
E.M.-30-7 -97- 0 '.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR STATE SCHOOL, RED  HILL, MOUNT MORGAN (WITHIN
THE CROCODILE CREE K GOLD FIELD).
97-6988-P.I.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette  dated  1st May, 1897, page 1096, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Raglan, parish of  Calliungal , portion  2v.
Area,  2 acres  3 roods 1U perches.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of G.F.H. 900, and bounded
thence on the south-east by a road bearing 236 degrees three chains
and sixty- six and  three-tenths links, and 242 degrees two chains ; on
the south- west  by a line bearing 332 degrees two  chains  and sixty-three
links ; on the north-west by a road bearing 15 degrees six chains and
thirty- one and  eight one-hundredths links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing 122 degrees  three chains and ninety and thirty- seven one-
hundredths links; and thence by G.F.H. 900 bearing 188 degrees
33 minutes  three chains and sixteen and twenty-two one-hundredths
links,  and 98  degrees 37 minutes 30 seconds one chain and fifty-seven
and nine-tenths  links to the point of commencement;-as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No.
N 25-532.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government  House ,  Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty.
first year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
A 1'ROCLANi.A'TION.
By His Excrllencv The Right llonourab:e CnirnTES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of l,aucington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAafINC roN, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGovernor.' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of sections  95, 96, and 97 of  "The Crown Lands Actof  1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and  pro claim
that the land hereunder described has been temporarily reserved for
the purpose named, and placed under the control and management of
the following persons as Trustees, who are hereby empowered to make
By-laws for carrying out the objects of the Trust, subject to the
approval of His Excellency the Governor in Council :-
E.M.-30 -7-97-Z'.
W. N. AscorGH,
W. E. MAYNE, and
A. R. SCOTT.
THE TAROOM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  HOSPITAL, Towx of TAROOM.
97-78'6-C. Sec. -
County of Fortescue, parish of Taroom.-Area,  5 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the inters^ction of the south-west side of Kelman
street by the south-east side of Bonner street, and bounded thence on
the north-east by Kelman street bearing 157 degrees five chains and
fifty links ; on the south-east by a line bearing 247 degrees ten chains ;
on the south-west by Dawson street bearing 337 degrees five chains
and fifty links; and on the north-west by Bonner street bearing 67
degrees ten chains to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan
deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. T50-11.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GoD SAVE THE gtrnlt !
[14TH AUGUST, 1897.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CFIARLFS WALLACE
AI,EXANDRR NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lalning-
[L s ] ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
LA3IIN(3TONthe United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
' Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.Governor. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities
in me vested  under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884  to  1895," 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the operation of the 43rd section of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" shall be and is hereby suspended with
respect to the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated
in the MARY BOROUGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT :
And I further notify and declare, by and with the advice
aforesaid, that the said lands shall he open both for CON-
DITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under
the provisions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and
after FRIDAY, the FIRST day of OCTOBER, 1897, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in
the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and
declare that the price at which the lessee may purchase the
said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I
do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that
the maximum area which may be selected by any one person
in the said District shall be 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this fourth day of August, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven,
and in the sixty-first year of  Her  Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. F .)XTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
E.M.-4-8-97.
DESCRIPTIONS.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITITIN AGRICULTURAL AREA NO. 1.
Maximum  area,  1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 412d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, Is. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
(Being part of the Timber Reserve proclaimed  in  Government
Gazette  of 1894, part 1, folio 184.)
County of Lennox, parish of St. Mary.-Area,  about 850 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the north by a
road separating this land from portions 108v and 109v; on the
west by a line south from the south-west corner of portion 109v;
on the south by portions 1339 and 1464; and on the east by a
road separating  this land from portion 102;-exclusive of land
required for roads,  reserves , or other public purpose.
Situated about  six miles  south-westerly from Mungarr Junction
Railway Station ; intersected  by Middle Branch Creek; timbered with
gum, ironbark, &c. ; well grassed.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CrrARLEs WAT.LArA
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in  the  Peer,.!*e of the United
LAM x Tox Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
0overnor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies. -
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," 1, CHA1cLE5
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPTER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on
the recommendation of the Land Board, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the Lease of the following Agricultural Farm, under the said
Act, is declared forfeited
E.M.-30 -7-97.-W'.
315 18v Swaylands  ..  John Purtell
F3
00
o"
04
Parish .  Name of Lessee. Area. Land  Agent'sDistrict.
320 0 0 i  Blackall.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House,  Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven ,  and in  the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD  SAVE TEE QUEEN !
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A PROCLAMATION.
By Iris Excellency The Right Honourable CIIARLES WA LL..Acu
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamningtotr,
I in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMtve rov Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Guverew ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of section 95 f " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described have been temporarily reserved for the purpose
named with respect to each.
E.3t.-30-7 -97-C'.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PURPOSES, Tows OF KILCOY, ALLOTMENTS 4,
5, 6, AND 7 OF SECTION 4.
97-12599 - H. See.
County of Canning, parish of Kilcoy.-Area,  4 acre s.
Commencing at the north corner of allotment 3, and bounded
thence on the north-west by Royston street bearing 74 degrees 55
minutes four chains ; on the north- east  by Rose street bearing 164
degrees  55 minutes ten chains; on the south- east  by Hope street
bearing 254 degrees 55 minutes four chains; and on the south-west by
allotments 8 and 3 bearing 344 degrees 55 minutes ten chains to the
point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No K 379-1.
RESERVE_FOR  PUBLIC  PURPOSES , Tows OF KILCOY, ALLOTMENTS 1,
2, 3, 8, 9,  AND 10 OF SECTION 4.
Res. 1888-87.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in  Government
Gazette  of the 22nd December, 1888, page 1292, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Canning, parish of Kilcoy.-Area,  6 acres.
Commencing at the west corner of the section, and bounded thence
on the north-west by Royston street bearing 74 degrees 55 minutes six
chains ; on the north-east by allotments 4 and 7 bearing 164 degrees
55 minutes ten chains ; on the south-east by Hope street bearing 254
degrees 55  minutes six chains ; and on the south-west by Ethel street
bearing 344 degrees 55 minutes ten chains to the point of commence-
ment; -as shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's  Office-Cat. No. K 379-1.
THE BURKE DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK (WITHIN THE CLONCURRY
GOLD FIELD).
97-8178-Mines.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette  dated 21st April, 1888,  page  1325, which is hereby can-
cell ed.)
County of Beaconsfield, parish of Cloncurry.  -Area, about 590 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion A, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing east about seventy chains
to a road ; on the east by that road  bearing  southerly about one
hundred and ten chains ; on the south by a five-chain road separating
this reserve from G.F.H. 9 and bearing west about thirty-five chains
to the Cloncurry River, by that river downwards about seventy chains
to an anabranch of said river, by that anabranch downwards to the
south boundary of portion 2, and by the south and east boundaries of
that portion east and north to the point of commencement.
THE CHARTERS TOWERS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
Bea. 1886-57.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette  dated 25th July, 1,1891, page 926, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Davenport (on Charters Towers Gold Field).
Area, about 900 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burdekin River at a point
bearing 51  degrees 15 minutes from the north corner of G.F.H. 3051,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a road bearing 231 degrees 15
minutes to that corner; on the south-west by that G.F.H. and G.F.H.
149 bearing 141 degrees 15 minutes forty-two chains and forty-two
links ;  again on  the north-west by G.F.H.'s 149 and 150 and a line bearing
231 degrees  15 minutes forty-two chains; on the west by a line bearing
south about ninety-three chains; on the south by a line bearing east
eighty-two chains; on the east by a line bearing north ninety-seven
chains  and forty links to the Burdekin River; and thence by the right
bank of that river upwards to the point of commencement;-as
shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No.
K 103-397.
THE CLERMONT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
97-8922--S.G.
County of  Talbot ,  parish  of Capella.-Area ,  2 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Capella Creek at a point twenty
links west f ro m a  post bearing  256 degrees  5 minutes and distant
eighty- nine  and eight-tenths  links  from a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow W .R, and bounded  thence on the  north by  a road bearing east
three chains and twenty  links ; on the  east  by a line bearing south
four chains ; on the south by a line  bearing  west seven chains to
Capella Creek ; and thence  by the left  bank  of that creek upwards to
the point  of  commencement;-as  shown on  plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor -General 's Office-Cat .  No, L 42-343.
[14TH AUGUST, 1897.
THE ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  PASTURAGE.
97-9772-D:B.
County of Belmore, parish of St. George.-Area,  about 140 acres.
Commencing at a point two chains south from the south-west
corner of portion 39, and bounded thence on the) north by a road
bearing 89 degrees 50 minutes thirty-eight chains and six links; on
the north-east by a road bearing 143 degrees twenty-one chains and
seventy-five links and 124 degrees to a road separating this land from
a Police Paddock Reserve ; on the south by that road westerly ; and on
the west by a road separating this land from portion 35 bearing north
to the point of commencement  ;-as shown on  plan deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office -Cat. No. Bel. 53-7.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK.
97-9772-D.B.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette  dated 7tb October, 1876, page 619, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Belmore, parish of St. George.-Area,  about 5G5 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Balonne River at the south-
west corner  of portion 25, and bounded thence on the east by that
portion bearing  north ninety-six chains; on the north by the road to
Mungindi  and by  a  ro ad separating  this land from a Reserve for
Pasturage  westerly  to a  ro ad separating  this land from portion 35; on
the west by that road and a line  bearing  south to the Balonne River ;
and thence by the left bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement ;-as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office-Cat. No. Bel 53-7.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House, Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year  of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEE V I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES  NVAT.T.Acs
ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
rL s ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the t: nitc,l
LA3frx 0N' Order of
Kingdom,
StKnight. Michael r and
Commander ofGeorge,theist DistinguishedrsandGoveror. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland aLd
its Dependencies.
N pursuance  of the power  in me vested ,  and in accordance with
I the provisions of the 42nd section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884," 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington,
the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
unelected  lots of land  set forth in the  accompanying  Schedule shall
be and are  hereby withdrawn  f ro m selection.
Z.M.- 11-8-97.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Government House, Brisbane,
.this eleventh day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
Dist rict . Date ofPortion .  Parish or Place . Proclamation.Reference.
Brisbane ...
Cairns
Goondiwindi
Ditto ...
Nanango
Ditto I
Rockhampton
• Mooloolah ... 27 Aug., 1889 ... F. 3119
19v Russell  ...  14 Jan., 1897 ... F. 401
12v to 20v, Goondiwindi 20 Dec., 1888 ... L.O. 6
& 24v
21v ditto ... 10 Mar., 1897... F. 88
6v Boonimba ... 9 Feb., 1893 ... F. 95
7v ditto ... ditto .. F. 189
13v Westwood ... 30 June, 1897 ... L.O. 13
* 100 acres unsurveyed.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
rL s - in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMIr(}TON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of sections  96 and 97 of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884, '  I, CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and  proclaim
that the  Reserve for  Manure Depot, in the parish of Charters Towers,
set apart  by Proclamation dated the 3rd November, 1892, shall be and
is hereby placed under the control of the Dalrymple Divisional Board.
E 11 -30 7-97-X '. Req. 1892-33.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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A PROCLAMATION.By His nice ien •y The tttght Honourable UIIARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER  NAPIER , Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
ost DistinguishedL Autvo 'roIN Kingdom,  Knight  Commander of the 31
Governor . Ord:  r of St .  Michael and St. George ,  Governor andCommander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland  and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me vested underthe provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Maximum
Area allowed to be selected by any one  person as  an Agricultural
Farm in the " Cryna Estate ,"  opened for Selection under the p ro vi-
sions of  "The Agricultural Lands Purchase Act of  1894," in the
Brisbane Land Agent's District ,  shall be and is hereby increased f ro m
160 to 320  acres ; such  increase  to take effect from the 13th September,
1897.
E.M.-6-8-97. L.O. 233.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this  fifth  day of August ,  in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAUINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
( overnor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power in me vested ,  and in accordance with therovisions of  "The Crown Lands  Act of  1884," 1, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
afo re said , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Reserve for Customs Purposes in the
parish of Mungindi, in the St. George Land Agent's District,
established by Proclamation dated the 17th February, 1897, shall be
and is  hereby cancelled.
E.H.-11 -8-97. -
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Gove rn ment House, Brisbane,
this eleventh day of August ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty ' s  re ign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th June, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Road Case No. 1926.
IN pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  " The Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open a New Road tbrough the Holding described
hereunder.
Fairlight Holding, Burke District.
Lessees-Executors late James Thompson.
Any claims to which the Lessees may consider themselves entitled
under  the abovementioned A ct on account of the opening of the said
road must  be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands within two
months from the date hereof.
Nors.-A  copy of the above notice ,  with tracing ,  will be sent to the Lessees
within two months from the date hereof.
J. F. G: FOXTON.
Department of Public I.ands,
Brisbane , 13th August, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is  hereby noti fied ,  for general information , that  applications
under  the eighty- ninth section of  " The Crown  Lands Acct of
1884 "  have been made for closing the undermentioned Roa  Is;  and
all persons  who may  consider their interests  affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing,
not later  than the  date  mentioned  with respect  to each.
Plans of the Boads can be seen at the nearest Land, Police, and
Post  Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDILB of Roans PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
No.
*1
Applicant. situation. Parish .  Area.
A. A. T.
LATEST DATE  FOIL OBJECTIONS -18TH AUGUST, 1897.
The Tiaro Divisional The reserved  ro ad through Curra  ...  7 0 19
Board ,  on behalf of po rt ion 41v
Bermin ham Abo tT g u.
2 J. Darley  ... ...  The road separating portion Kunioon ... 3 1 8
141 from portion 141
About
*3 The Highflelds Divi -  Part of the road through Cro w's 1 0 0
sional Board ,  on, portion 20 Nest
behalf of W. L!
Mitche ll
No.
*4
[14TH AUGUST, 1897.
CLOSURE OF  ROADS-continued.
Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
1 A.  R.  P.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTION9-3RD SEPTEMBER, 1897.
The Barolin Divisional The road on the south and Electra  ...  About
Board ,  on behalf of J. south east boundaries of 4 0 0
Gillen (W. S. Clough) portion 7
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 9TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
*5 The Peak Downs Divi -  Part of the road separating
sional Board ,  on be -  portion 22v from section
half of G. W. Kettle 13
About
Town of 1 2 0
Capella
6 The Tarampa Divisional  The reserved  road through  'l'enthill ... 8 3 0
Board ,  on behalf of portion 100
Abo t
7
*8
s9
10
•11
*12
0. Caffrey
F. A. Darley  ... ...  The road separating por- Kunioon ... 3 1 8
tion  141 from portion 141
The Jondaryan  Divi-  The reserved road through Besuaraba 3 3 24
sional Board , on be- portion lv
half of C. Pitman
The Jondaryan Divi -  The road separating  por- Domville ...  10 0 0
sional Board ,  on  be - tion 3832 from 3858
half of F . Gillespie
LATEST DATE FOR
The Barron Meat Com-
pany, Limited
The Rosalie Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
G. Steuart
W. Ewing ... ...
LATEST DATE FOR
•13 The Goolman Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
owner
14
16
16
17
18
19
The Drayton Shire
Council ,  on  be half of
the Executors of
James Taylor
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
20 Ditto
1 Ditto
22 Ditto
23 Ditto
24 Ditto
24 Ditto
26 Ditto
OBJECTIO \ s- 2 3RD SEPTEMBER, 1897.
The reserved road through Formartine, 9 1 5
portion  136v About
Part of the road through  Milton ... 3 1 0
port ion 1996, at the north-
east corner
The reserved road  through  Blenheim 4 2 0
portion 169
OBJECTIONS-30TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
The reserved road through Melcombe ...
portion 9 from  the north-
east boundary of portion
47v easterly through por-
tion 9 to the road on the
south-west boundary of
portion 21 Totalling
The dedicated  ro ads through Drayton  ...  23 0 9
portions 88, 89,  90, and 91,being-
The road  separating sections
3, 17, and 31 of portions
88 and 91 from part of
portions 88 and 91
The  ro ad separating sections
3, 17, and 31 of portions
88 and 91 from sections 2,
16, and 30
The  ro ad separating sections
2, 16, and 39 of portions
88 and 89 fro m sections 1,
14, 15, and 29
... The road separating section
29 of portion 91 from sec-
tions 27 and 28
The  ro ad separating section
27 of portion 91 fro m sec-
tion 28
The ro ad separating sections
27,29 , 30, and 31 of portion
91 from sections 16 and 17
of portions 88 and 91 and
section 15 of portion 91
ditto ... 4 0 0
ditto ... 3 3 8
ditto ... 3 3 8
ditto ...  1 0 32
ditto ...  0 213
ditto  ... 2 034
... ... The road separating section ditto  ...  0 3 15
15 of portion 91 fro m sec-
tion 14 of portion 88
... ... The  road  separating sections
17 and 16 of portions 88,
and 91 and section 14 ofl
portion 88 from sections
1, 2, and 3 of portion 88
... ... The  ro ad separating section
24 of portions 89 and 99
and sections 38 and 39 of
po rt ion 90 from part of
portions 89 and 90
ditto  ...  1 2 3:
ditto ... 2 0 8
... ... The road separating section ditto ... 0 3 0
24 of portions 89 and 90
fro m section 26 of portions
89 and 90
... ... The  ro ad separating section
26 of portions 89 and 90'
fro m part of portion 89
... ... The road separating sections
24 and 26 of portions 89
and 90 fro m section 38 of
portion 90
... ... The  ro ad separating section
38 of port ion 90 from sec-
tion 39
ditto ... 0 129
ditto  ...  1 0 32
ditto  ...  1 1 14
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 6TH OCTOBER, 1897.
27 W. Quinn ,  on behalf of The  road separating  subdi- Yeerong-  1 1 27
Messrs.  Prentice and visions 28 to 53 of portion
Schilpp 87A fro m subdivisions 54
to so .
piny
28 Ditto  ... ...  The road  separating subdi-  ditto  ...  1 0 30
29
30
31
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
visions 81  to 105 of port ion
87A iron subdivisions 106
to 126
The  ro ad separating subdi -  ditto  ...  1 0 31
visions 131 to 151 of por-
tion 87A from subdivisions
162 to 173
The  ro ad separating subdi- ditto ... 2 0 9
visions 259 to 234 and 177
to 205 of portion 87A from.
subdivisions 206 to 233
The  ro ad separating subdi- ditto ... 1 3 8
visions 15, 39, 68, 91. 120,
137, 168, 191, and 220 of
po rt ion 87A fro m subdi-
visions 219, 192, 169, 138,
119, 92 ,  67, 40, and 14
* Nora .- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection  with the  opening  of other roads.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th March, 1897.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACTS,  1884 TO 1894."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
T Is hereby  notified ,  for public information , that the Land  Commissioners appointed under the provisions of  "The Croton
Lands Act  of 1884" will hold their Courts, in  pursuance of the  twenty-fifth  section  of the above- recited Act, at the
undermentioned Offices,  on the  dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868" and  "The  Crown  Lando
Alienation  Act of  1876"  will also be dealt  with by the  Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1897.
District or Place. Jan. Feb . March. April. Mas. June. July. August. Sept .  Oct. Nov. Dec.
Mon. 6  ... ... Mon. 6
Mon. 9 Mon .  13 Mon . 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Sat. 7 Sat. 11 Sat. 9 Sat. 6 Sat. 11
Fri. 6 .. Fri. 1 .. Fri. 3
Mon. 2 Mon.  6 Mon . 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Tues. 3 1 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 6 Fri . 3 Fri. 1 Fri.  5 Fri. 3
.. Tues. 5
Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon.  1 Mon. 6
Tues. 10 Tues. 14 Tues. 12 Wed. 10 Tues. 14
Tues. 17 ... Tues. 19 ... Tues. 21.
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
... ... Wed. 20 ... ...
... Wed. 15 ... Wed. 17 ...
Fri. 17 ... Fri. 19 .
Sat. 14 Sat. 11 Sat.  9 Sat . 13 Sat. 11
Tues . 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues. 17 Tues. 21 Tues. 19 Tues. 16 Tues. 21
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Mon. 16 Mon.  20 Mon . 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 20
Weil. 1 . Wed. 3
Fri. 13 Fri. 17 Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 17
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 6 Fri.  3 Fri.  1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Thur. 9 ... Thur. 9Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 11 Wed. 15 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 15
Mon. 9 Mon.  13 Mon. 11 Mon . 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 4 Wed. 6 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 5 Thur.  2 Thur . 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 5 Thur.  2 Thur.  7 Thur.  4 Thur. 2
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 15 Wed. 17
Wed. 18 Wed. 15  Wed. 20  Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Thur. 9
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed.  6 Wed . 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed.  20 Wed . 17 Wed. 15
Wed. 4 Wed. 1  Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed.  3 Wed. 1
Tues .  3 Tue.. 7 Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues.  7
Tues. 3 Tues .  7 Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed.  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Thur. 5 ... Thur.  7 .« Thur. 2
Allora  * ... ...Aramact ... • ...
Ayr ... ... ...
Banana ...
Barcaldinef ...
Beaudesert ... ...
Blackall .« .»
Bowen .„ .«
Brisbane ...
Bundaberg ...
Burketown ...
Cairns ...
Cardwell ... ...
Charleville ... ...
Charters  Towers ...
Clermont ... ...
Cooktown ..,
Cunnamulla ...
Dalby ... ...
Emerald  • ... ...
Esk • ...
Gatton .« ...
Gayndah ... ...
Georgetown ...
Geraldton (Mourilyan)
Gladstone ...
GoondiwindiW w
mpie ... .»
rberton ... ...
Hughenden...
Ingham ... .«
Inglewood ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Isisford
Landsborough ...
Longreach ... ...
Mackay
Maryborough
Miles ... wMitchell t ... ...
Muttaburra
Nanango ... w
Nerang • ... w
Normanton... w
Port Douglas w
Ravenswood
Rockhampton
Roma ... .»
St. George .« .N
St. LawrenceSpringsure ...
Stanthorpe ... w
Surat w w
Tambo ... ...
Taroom w w
Texas ,..
Thargomindah
Toowoomba...
Townsvi lle .„ w
Warw ick w wWintonw w
Windorah
Mon. 1
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Sat. 9  Sat. 6 Sat. 6 Sat. 10
Fri. 5 .. Fri. * 2
Mon. 4  Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Tues. 5
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
Tues. 5  Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Tues. 5 .. .. Tues. 6
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Mon. 5
Tues. 12 Tues. 9 Tues. 9 Tues. 13
Tues. 16 '... Tues. 20
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
Fri. 8 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Tues.  19 ... Wed. 21
Wed. 20 ... We, 17 ...
Fri. 22 Fri. 19
Sat 9 Sat. 13 Sat. 13 Sat. 10
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Tues. 19 Tues. 16 Tues. 16 Tues. 20
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Sat. 2  Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 15 Tues. 20
Wed. 6 .. Wed. 3
Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Sat. 17
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 . Fri. 5 Fri. 2
. Tues. 9 .
Sat. 2 Fri . 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed, 10 Wed.14
Mon. 11 Mon.  8 Mon . 8 Mon. 12
Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. .3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 20 Thur. 18
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Tues. 16 Wed. 21
Fri. 8  Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Fri. 9
Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Mon. 4  Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Mon. 5
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Thur. 18 Wed. 21
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tue s.  2 Tues. 6
Tues. 5 Tues .  2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
... Thur . 4 ... Thur. 1 Thur. 3 ...
• The Courts marked thus  •  are only held for the purpose of dealing  with  applications for Certificates of Yulnlment of Oonditions
t  Omee for receiving applications.
S  Days will be Axed when Land Commissioner  visits Ayr.
In the event  of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court Will be held on the following day.
Special Courts ,  when necessary , in addition to the above, will be duly notified  from time to time.
Mon. 7
Mon. 10 Mon.  14 Mon. 12
We. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Sat. 8 Sat. 12 Sat. 10
Fri. 4 ..
Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
.. Tues. 6
Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Tues. 11 Tues. 8 Tues. 13
Tues. 15
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
,.. Tues. 20
Wed. 19 ... Wed. 21
Fri. 21 Fri. 2.3
Sat. 8 Sat. 12 Sat. 10
Tues. 4 Tues .  1 'Tues. 6
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Tues. 18 Tues. 15  Tues. 20
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 12 Wed. 9 Wed. 14
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Mon. 17 Mon. 21 Mon. 19
Wed. 5 Wed. 7
Fri. 14 Fri. 18 Fri. 16
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Tues. 8 .
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Wed. 12 Wed. 1.6 Wed. 14
Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12
Wed. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 19 Wed. 21
Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed. 21
Fri. 14 Fri. 11 Fri. 9
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Mon. 3 Mon .  7 Mon. 5
Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed. 21
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Tues.  4 Tue.. 1 Tues. 6
Tues.  4 Tues .  1 Tues. 6
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 13th August, 1897.
RETURN of all applications for Licenses, under the Timber
Regulations, made to and granted by the Land Commissioners
during the month and at the places hereunder specified.
WALTER C. HUME.
Applicant' s Name.
BARCALDINK.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
George Cooley ... ... ... To cut firewood ...
Robert Newcombe
Frank Kroll ... ... ... To cut and split ...
BLACKALL.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
R. Ruhl ... ... ... To cut and split ...
Mrs. Gibson ... ... ... To cut firewood ... ...
A. Elliott ... ... ...  ...  To burn charcoal ...
B0uLIA.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
Amount
of
Fee.
Ali  Sam ... ... ... ... I To cut and split ... ... 1 1 10
Description of License.
BowEN.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
Thos. Moloney ... ... ... To cut hardwood...
A. E. Christensen ...  ...  To cut firewood ...
F. Bobbermien
V. Bobbermien
F. Rutenberg
C. Nothling
J. Simpson
G. A. Mason
R. Bagnall
W. T. Chubb
Jno. Simpson
Wm. Power
A. Thaddock
W. T. Chubb
BRISBANE.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
... ... ... To cut firewood ...
... ...
To cut cedar
...
To cut and split ...
„ ...
To cut cedar ...
„ ...
To cut and split ...
W. Pegg ...
A. Cocking
S. Howard
W. Hammond
C. Moller ...
T. Fitzgerald
H. A. Niven
C. Joseph ...
Ali  Lin ...
T. Quinn ...
J. Lewis
C. T. Hopkins
E. Rowlands
H. O'Shea
Ah Young
B. Fonello
BUNDABERG.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
To cut hardwood
... ... To cut pine ...
„
... To cut and split ...
CAIRNS.
(For the month of June, 1897.).
... ... To cut firewood ...
... ...
2 10
... 0 10
£ s.
1 0
1 0
1 10
1 10
0 10
1 0
0 10
•0 10
0 10
5 0
5 0
5 0
3 0
1 10
5 0
5 0
3 0
4 10
2 10
3 10
3 10
3 10
1 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
6 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
6 0
0 10
CHARLE VILLE.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
John Thomas Dwyer ... ... J To cut pine ... ... 1 3 10
CHARTERS  TowERs.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
C. Windley ... ... To cut  firewood ...
Cavedon Virgilis ... ... ...
John Flowers ... ... ...
Edward Ryan ... ... ... To cut hardwood ...
Peter Zanetti ... ... ... To cut firewood ...
CLERMONT.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
F. Lamont ... ...  To  cut firewood ...
Robert Cannon ... ... .. „ „ ...
C LONCURRY.
(For the month df June, 1897.)
0 10
0 10
0 10
2 10
1 0
1 0
1 0
William Delaney ... ... ... To cut and split... ... I 1 10
Thomas Clark ... ... ... To out firewood ... ... 1 0 10
COORTO WN.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
D. Bolen ... ... To cut hardwood... ... 2 10
R. Lucas ... ... ... To cut firewood ... ... 0 10
Jung See ... ... ... „ „ ... ... 0 10
Jas. Keyling ... ... ... To out and split ... ... 1 10
[14'rH AUGUST, 1897.
L ICENSES-continued.
Applicant 's Name.
J. Pedenuci
A. Juditaha ...
T. Russell ...
Wm. McLean ...
Wm. Cahill; ...
... ...J.  Ivers
D. A. Reid ...
Thos. Blackburn ...
Wm. Parker
Jas. Kinsella ...
Wm. Ferguson
James Miller
Peter Woldh
Wm. Newell
Saml. Bailey
A. Mathewson
J. Reen ...
J. H. Hunter
Henry Shaw
Thos. Shaw
J. H. McLeod
J. H. Wilson
Geo. Geary
Thos. Moore
Geo. Patterson
Daniel Weston
Henry Davis
G. Zimmerdorf
J. Patten ...
C. Wegner
John Hatch
Ali Fah ...
iAmount
Description of License. Of
Fee.
CROYDON.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
To cut firewood ...
„
To cut hardwood ...
To cut firewood ...
CUNNAMULLA.
or the month of June, 1897.)
Edward James Watkins ... ... I To cut and split hardwood!
Wm. Doyle
John Sharp
Seth Smith
Joseph Clear
T. B. King
John Hogan
John Johnson
Win. Wallace
John Rosendahl
Neale McPhail
Henry Kolch
Geo. Paton
Wm. Smellie
John Sevens
GEORGETOWN.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
... ... To cut firewood
Wm. Calahane ...
Timothy Flaherty
Win. Thos. Shaw...
Chas.  Pargiter ...
Wm. Trevelyan ... ... ... I „
(For the month of June, 1897.)
Frederick Pierce... ... ... I To cut firewood
John Paton ...
John Melvor ...
Win. F. Edwards
Thomas Preston ...
John Robins ...
(For the
John Chapman ... ...
Duncan Henderson ...
John James McCray ...
Henry Alfred McCray ...
Donald Henderson, junr.
„
GLADSTONE.
month of June, 1897.)
... To cut hardwood'.,
(For the month of June, 1897.)
W. Stephens ...
Al.  Hanney ...
A. Zampatti ...
A. Rosatti ...
J. Innis ... ...
H. Raynor ...
E. J. Raynor ...
F. W. Goeths ...
A. M. Green ...
F. Nugent ...
A. (;eary .. ...
E. Cunningham ...
J. Paterson, junr.
IT. Sanderson ...
F. J. Conroy ...
J. Everett ...
To cut pine ...
To cut firewood ...
To cut hardwood
...  is is
... To cut cedar ...
... „ ...
... To cut and split ...
... „ ..
... To cut hardwood
... „ ...
... To cut pine .
... To cut hardwood
... To cut  pine ...
S.
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
2 10
1 0
1 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
1 0
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10.
3 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
5 0
5 0
1 10
1 10
2 10
2 10
3 10
3 0
3 10
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LICENSES - continued.
Description of License.Applicant 's Name.
Amount
of
Fee.
£  S.
Peter Gasper
F. Vetis
Sopphia Vetis
HERBERTON.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
(For the month of June, 1$97.)
A. G. Brabazon ... ... ... To cut firewood ... ...  I 1 0
INGHAM.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
J. C. Hubinger ... ... ... To cut firewood ... ... . 1 0
IPSWICH.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
W. C. Taylor ... ... . To cut hardwood
A. Sloane ... ... ... ... To cut  firewood ...
A. H. Trulson ... ... ... To cut and split ...
T. W. Evans
LEYBVRN.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
... ... I To cut pine ...
LON GRE A CH.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
... To cut firewood ... .... 1 0
••• ,, ... ... 1 0
... ... ... 1 0
HUGHENDEN.
John T. Nelson ...
Michael Dwyer ...
J. G. Kelly ...
W. Brown
A. Wilkinson
To cut and split ...
To cut firewood ...
MARYBOROUGH.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
C. Fuller ... ... ... ... To cut pine ...
T. Berthelsen ... ... ... To cut hardwood
R. Horne .. ...
Hyne and Son
C. King ... ...
J. Becht ... ...
F. Fullelove ...
A. Nichols ...
S. Hubner ...
J. Ginter ... ...
D. Wright ...
H. Barnett
Thomas Akers
Thomas Bourne
C. Anderson
D. Durham
C. Anderson
R. J. Bourne
W. Rusconi
Henry Biggar
Wm. Armstrong
John Toomey
Edwd. Toomey
Thomas Weaven
John Hammond
J. Foletti ...
Wm. Lancaster
John McConnon
Wm. Metcalfe
Thomas Doyle
T. Sherrington
Sam Akers
Sid Edmunds
,,  It  •..
11
1,
,1 f1 •••
To cut and split ...
•.• 11
... To cut firewood ...
MILES.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
... ... ... To cut hardwood
To cut and split ...
To cut hardwood
To cut and split ...
To cut hardwood
To cut and split ...
11
,, ,,
11
11
11
To cut hardwood
To out  and split ...
MOUNT  MORGAN.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
Joseph D. Walker ... ... To cut firewood ...
Thomas Henderson ... ... ...
H. Ferndale
L. Finch ...
NERANG.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
... ... To cut hardwood
NORMANTON.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
William Harris ... ... ... ( To cut firewood ...
PENTLAND.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
P. M. Johnson ... ... I To cut hardwood
John Towler ...
Thomas  McLaran
Charles Bird
L. Harrison ...
2 10
0 10
1 10
... l 7 0
1 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
3 10
2 10
2 10
10 0
6 0
2 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
0 10
... 2 10
... 1 10
2 10
... 1 10
2 10
3 0
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
3 0
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
... 16 10
1 10
1 10
... 5 0
3 0
.. ` 1 0
1 0
2 10
2 10
... i 1 0
2 10
2 102 10
2 10
2 10
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Lic$IgSES- continued.
Applicant 's Name. Description of License.
PORT DOUGLAS.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
E. Neilson  ... ... ...  To  out firewood ...
Jas. McIntosh ... ... ... „ ...
C. Lever
J. Low ... ... ... ... To cut hardwood
P. J. Green
Thos. Lee ...
John Williams
Colin Williams
Giovanni Pietro ...
Lawrence Johnson
Sam Woo .. ...
William Tangewa
Sophia Petersen ...
William Tangewa
John Hoare
Ditto ...
G. C. Willcocks
Ernest Johnson ...
John Leyden ...
John Murray ...
...
RAVENSwooD.
,,
,,
(For the month of June, 1897.)
... To out  firewood ...
11
... To cut and split ...
... To cut firewood ...
RocxEAMPTON.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
... ... To cut and split ..
To cut hardwood
To  out and split ...
To cut hardwood...
ROMA.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
Jonathan Linnett ... ... ( To cut firewood ...
Victor Taylor
A. J. Smith
Chas .  Duncan
SPRINGSURE.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
... ... To  out and split ...
ST. GEORGE.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
... To cut pine ...
TAROOM.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
... . I To out pine ...
TEXAS.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
W. G. Thompson ... ... I To out firewood ...
(For the month of June, 1897.)
ToowooMBA.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
Fraser Booth ... ... . To cut firewood 1
James McDonald ... ... ( 1) 1) ... ... 1 00
THARGOMINDAH.
(For the month of  June,  1897.)
James  Williams ... ... ... ) To cut hardwood ... I 2 10
THURSDAY ISLAND.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
Seedin  ... ... ... ...  To cut firewood ...
l J ava ...Ti
WINDORAH.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
Alexander Wilke ... . To out hardwood ... I 5 0
John Noll ... ... • To cut and split ... 1 10
TOWNSVILLE.
(For the month of June, 1897.)
Chas. Riggs ...
A. Rasmussen ...
C. Rasmussen,
George Hill
John Powell ...
John Langdale ...
Edward Quarterman
Wm. Field
Joseph Stagg ...
... I To cut firewood ...
...
„
WARWICK.
...
a
(For the month of June, 1897.)
James Wagenbach ... ... ( To cut pine ...
Wm. Dawson Lamb ... . To cut cedar
Thomas Murry
Amount
of
Fee.
£  S.
.w
...
0 10
0 10
0 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
1 0
1 0
0 10
1 10
0 10
18 0
5 0
3 0
2 10
7 10
1 0
1 0
... 0 10
... 0 10
... 0 10
... 0 10
... 0 10
... 0 10
... 0 10
... 1 0
... 1 0
3
5 10
... ... ... To cut firewood ... ... 0 10
WINTON.
(For the montlf of June, 1897.)
Pat. Heuston ...
Ditto ...
A. Chellingworth
P. Conway ...
Alf. Dale ... ...
R. Kerridge ...
M. Griffin
Geo. Jackson
... To cut firewood ...
... To cut hardwood
... To cut firewood ...
1 0
2 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
o 10
0 10
0 10
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 13th August, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Bowen Land Agent's District,  as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the BOWEN LAND
OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the TWENTIETH day of SEP-
TEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an  Annual Rental
of 10s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-15262-K.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE BOWEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
FORFEITED OCCUPATION LICENSE No. 86.
D, gander  No. 5.-Area, about 10 square miles.
Commencing on the coast at the north-east corner of Dryander
No. 4 Block, and bounded thence on the west by that block bearing
south about two miles; thence on the south by a line bearing east to
the coast-; and thence by the coast northerly and westerly to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1897.IT is hereby notified, or general information, that the following
Lands, in the Port Douglas Land A gent's District, as per descrip-
tions herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATIoN LICENSE UNDER PART
V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the PORT DOUGLAS
LAND OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the TWENTIETH day
of SEPTEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual
Rental of 5s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
lands may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-10554-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE PORT DOUGLAS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Riftemead.-Area,  about 43 square miles.
Commencing at the confluence of Rifle Creek with the Mitchell
River, and bounded thence by the Mitchell River upwards to a tree
marked broad-arrow over N over R  At.;  thence by a line bearing 31
degrees about thr: a miles eleven chains to Rifle Creek at a tree marked
broad-arrow over R over 4, by that  creek  upwards to a tree marked
broad-arrow over R over  7;  thence by a line bearing 30 degrees about
four miles thirty chains ; thence by a line bearing 300 degrees about
five mires forty-five chains ; and thence by a line bearing 210,degrees
about seven miles to the point of commencement ; -exclusive of
alienated, selected, or reserved land.
Also,-Vale of Mitchell.-Area,  about 27 square miles.
Commencing at the confluence of Rifle Creek with the' Mitchell
River, and bounded thence by a line bearing 30 degrees about seven
miles ; thence by a line bearing 300 degrees about five miles forty-seven
chains ; thence by a line bearing 198 degrees about five miles to the
Mitchell River; and thence by the Mitchell River upwards to the
point of commencement ; -exclusive of alienated, selected, or reserved
land.
Cudgee Cudgee No. 1 Run.-Area,  about 50 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Mitchell River at a tree
marked broad-arrow over CC1 over T, and bounded thence by a line
bearing 198 degrees about five miles; thence by a line bearing 108
degrees about ten miles six chains; thence by a line bearing 18 de_zrees
about five miles to the Mitchell River ; and thence by that river down-
wards to the point of commencement;-exclusive of alienated, selected,
or reserved land.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th August, 1897.
IT is hereby  notified, for general information ,  that the following
Land ,  in the St . George  Land Agent ' s District ,  as per description
herewith ,  will be opened  for OCCUPATION  LICENSE UNDER PART V.  Of
"The Crown Lands Act  of  1884," at the ST. GEORGE LAND
OFFICE, on  and after  MONDAY, the THIRTEENTH day of
SEPTEMBER ,  1897 , at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual
Rental of 12s. 8d per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situatiQp  of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent ,  or to the
Under Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
97-15008-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
On the Resumed Part of  Bullamon Run.
Area, about  204 1  square miles.
The Crown land comprised  in Ballandine , Ballandine North,
Warree, Warree East, Warree West,  Haran, and Moyall Plains
Blocks, being the unselected part of the resumed part  of  Bullamon
Run, to the north of a line bearing  east from  the south- east corner of
portion 3v (G.F. 40).
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1897.IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Blackall Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the BLACKALL LAND
OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the TWENTIETH day of
SEPTEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual
Rental
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local land Agent, or to the
Under- Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-15233-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE BLACKALL LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
The Resumed Part of Evora Run.-Area,  about 107 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion 5v, and bounded
thence by a line bearing west about twelve miles seventy-two chains ;
thence by a line bearing south five miles three chains twenty-three
links to a point west of a post marked W.N over E ; thence by a line
bearing east passing through said post about eleven miles forty-eight
chains to a point bearing 357 degrees and distant two chains from a
Moreton Bay ash-tree marked broad-arrow over W.D.E over W.D.N
in triangle ; thence by a line bearing south about seven miles twenty-
four chains to a point bearing 200 degrees and distant one chain forty
links from a boree-tree marked broad arrow over W. E over C.M in
triangle ; thence by a line bearing east about one mile seventy chains
to a tree marked broad-arrow over P4 over C.M in triangle; thence by
a line bearing north about one mile nine chains; thence by a line
bearing east about four miles sixteen chains; thence by a line bearing
north about eleven miles sixteen chains to a point east from the
starting point and north of the north-east corner of portion 4v ; and
thence by a line bearing west about four miles sixty-eight chains to
the point of commencement; -exclusive of all alienated and reserved
land.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  " The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the lands intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct areas and descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous areas and descriptions; and such grants and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-10008-R.T.
No. of Deed-17557.
Date of Deed--3rd August, 1867.
Name of Grantee-William Gunn.
Land Granted-Portion  48, county of Churchill, parish of
Blenheim.
Area-63 acres 2 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of  Blenheim , portion 48.
Area, 63 acres 2 roods 35 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 57, and bounded
thence on the south-west by a road bearing 299 degrees 10 minutes
fifteen chains; on the west by a road bearing north forty-eight chains
ani sixty-two links ; on the north-east by a road bearing 119 degrees
5 minutes fifteen chains; and on the east by portion 57 bearing south
forty-eight chains and sixty-four links to the 1 oint of commencement;
-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office-Cat. No. M 33-2981.
97-14985-S.G.
No. of Deed-] 8073.
Date of Deed-14th November, 1867.
Name of Grantee-John Bell.
Land Granted-Portion  57, county of Churchill, parish of
Blenheim.
Area - 63 acres 2 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOR THE  CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of  Blenheim , portion 57.
Area, 63 acres 3 roods 15 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 58, and bounded
thence on the south-west by a road bearing 299 degrees 10 minutes
fifteen chains  and six  links; on the west by portion 48 bearing north
forty-eight chains and sixty-four links ; on the north-east by a road
bearing 119 degrees 5 minutes fifteen chains ; and on the east by
portion 58 bearing 179 degrees 57 minutes forty-eight chains and
sixty-six links to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. M 33-2981.
Public Lands Office,
Townsville ,  5th August, 1897.
To. Mr. WILLIAM STEWART, Charters Towers.
j HEREBY call upon you ,  under clause No. 137 of  "  The Crown
1 Lands  Ac-t of  1884," to appear before me, at the Land Court to
Crazing Farm No. 31,
being portion 2v,
parish of West Burdekin,
county  of  Elphinstone.
be held at the Court House at Charters Towers,
on TUESDAY, the Twelfth day of October
next, at Two o'clock in the afternoon, to show
cause why the Grazing Farm as per  margin shall
not be declared forfeited in consequence of it
having  been held in contravention of subsection  6 of clause  No. 58 of
the hereinbefore cited Act.
P. W. YOUNa-,  Land Commissioner.-  - -
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LAND BOARD COURT.IT is hereby notified, that  Land Board Court, for the determination
of Rents, and for such other business as  may  be required, will
be held at the Office of the Land Board, Brisbane, on TUESDAY,
the Twenty-fourth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
By Order of the Land Board,
P. W. SHANNON, Secretary.
Office of the Land Board, Brisbane, 13th August, 1897.
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFF ICE,
BRISBANE.
AP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
14 revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets  at 2s.  6d. per Sheet, and Two at Is. 6d. per Sheet.
. This Map includes  one of  Australasia-on a small scale , illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing  the Main Telegraph Lines. Scale, 160 miles to an inch.
Price : Plain, Is. 6d.; coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d . per Sheet.
Single Sheet  Map of the Colony. Price, 1s. plain, or coloured
(illustrating the Counties and Financial Districts) Is. Gd.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. Gd.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. Gd. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s . 6d. per sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles to an  inch. Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catchment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers, • &e., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, Is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, Is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile  Maps  of the Settled Districts. Price, I s.  6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta. Scale, 1 mile to an inch. Price,
1s. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s.; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, ,frt.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony. Price, Is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56  miles  west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. Gd.
Environs of Longreach. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs  of Blackall. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure. Scale,  2 miles  to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-Maps of Lands Open to Selection r for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. MCDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane , 31st August, 1896.
Geological Survey Office,
George street, Brisbane.
ON SALE,  at this  Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No .  4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field ,"  now ready  (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK,  Government Geologist.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th August, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the under-
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
Repairs and Painting, State School, Gympie, Two-Mile-A. F.
JOHNSTONE-£45.
Painting, State School, Warrill Creek-H. CATLOW-£16 19s.
Repairs and Painting, State School, Plainview-W. A. CHALK-
£29 18s. 6d.
New Veranda, State School, Deep Creek-L. AN DE a  SON-£34 10s.
New Court House, Childers-Messrs. HORTON AND BOUTTELL-
£30G 7s.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
[14TH AUGUST, 1897.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 13th August, 1897.
TENDERS.
SENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.
For full particulars,  see  Government Gazette.
Nature of Work, Date of  Gazette  containing original  Notice,
snd Place and Date to which Tender can be received, respectively:-
MAYTOwN-Fencing and Gates, Post and Telegraph Office.
17th July. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses,
Maytown, Cooktown, and Townsville; 20th August.
ROCKHAMPTON NORTH-Repairs and Painting, State School
(Boys' and Girls'). 24th July. Works Office, Brisbane,
and Court House, Rockhampton; 20th August.
BURN SIDE-Additions, Repairs, and Painting, State School.
24th July. Works Office, Brisbane ; 20th August.
CABOOLTURE SOUTH-Repairs and Painting, State School.
24th July. Works Office, Brisbane; 20th August.
BRISBANE-Alterations, Custom House. 24th July. Works
Office, Brisbane ; 20th August.
GEORGETOWN-New Pencing and Gates, Post and Telegraph
Office 24th July. Works Office, Brisbane, and PostOffices, Georgetown, Croydon, and Normanton; 27th
August.
BANANA-New Roof-covering for Residence, State School.
24th July. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court  Houses,
Rocknampton and Banana; 27th August.
ISISFORD - New Shed, Repairs, and Painting, Post and
Telegraph Ofice. 24th July. Works Office, Brisbane,
and Post Offices, Barcaldine, Blackall, Rockhampton, and
Isisford ; 27th August.
MAYTOWN-Repairs and Painting, Court House and Mining
Offices. 24th July. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
Houses, Maytown, Cooktown, and Townsville; 27th
August.
GYMPIE-Repairs and Painting, Powder Magazine Quarters.
31st July. Works Office, Brisbane ; 27th August.
ONE-MILE (GYMPIE)-Improvements, Repairs, and Painting,
State School. 31st July. Works Office, Brisbane; 27th
August.
GIN GIN-Repairs and Painting, State School. 31st July.
Works Office, Brisbane ; 27th August.
YENGARIE-Repairs and Painting, State School. 31st July.
Works Office, Brisbane; 27th August.
GATTON-Chemical Laboratory, Agricultural College. 31st
July. Works Office, Brisbane ; 2 7th  August.
ARAMAC-Additions, Improvements, Repairs, and Painting,
State School.  31st  July. Works Office,  Brisbane, and
Court Houses, Aramac, Barcaldine, and Rockhampton;
27th August.
RAVSNswooD JUNCTION-New State School, Fencing and
Gates, and Conversion  of Existing  School into Residence,
with Additions. 31st  July.  Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court Houses, Charters Towers and Townsville; 27th
August.
EMU PARR-New Kitchen to Residence, State School. 31st
July. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Rock-
hampton and Gladstone ; 27th August.
WILSONTON-New State School Building and Conversion of
Existing School into Residence. 7th August. Works
Office, Brisbane ; 3rd September.
HoMEBUsH-Additions, State School. 7th August. Works
Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Mackay and Rock-
hampton ; 3rd September.
ROCKHAMPTON.- Repairs,  Improvements, and Painting, Immi.
gration  Barracks. 7th August. Works Office, Brisbane,
and Court House, Rockhampton ; 3rd September.
CONINGSBY-New Playshed, Repairs, and Painting, State
School. 7th August. Works Office,  Brisbane , and Court
Houses,  Mackay and Rockhampton; 3rd September.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW :STATE SCHOOL, FENCING AND GATES, AND .CON-
VERSION OF EXISTING SCHOOL INTO RESIDENCE,
WITH ADDITIONS, ISIS NORTH.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.on FRIDAY, the 17th September, for New  State School , Fencing
and Gates, and Conversion  of Existing  School into Residence, with
Additions, Isis North.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of  £20, and
endorsed  "Ness State School, 4'c., Isis North."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
and at the Court Houses, Maryborough, Bundaberg, and Gympie.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual  noti fication
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for  securing such
performance  ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under  Secretary.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW FLOOR TO PLAYSHED, &c., STATE SCHOOL, MACKAY
NORTH.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses,Mackay and Rockhampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 10th September, for New Floor to Playshed, &c., State School,
Mackay North.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  " New Floor to Playshed, 4-c., State School, Mackay
North."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
and at the Court Houses, Mackay and Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND NEW FURNITURE, COURT HOUSE,
CHARTERS TOWERS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses,Charters Towers and Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 10th September, for Repairs and New Furniture,
Court House, Charters Towers.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  " Repairs,,-c., Court House, Charters Towers."
Plan and specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
and at the Court Houses, Townsville and Charters Towers.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, PAINTING, AND NEW CLOSET, STATE SCHOOL'
TAROOM.
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court House,
r Taroom, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th Septem-
ber, for Repairs, Painting, and New Closet, State School, Taroom.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4-c., State School, Taroom."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
and at the Court Houses, Dalby, Roma, and Taroom.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.IT is hereby notified, or general information, that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substituted
therefor:-
Notice is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.
96-2450--Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary for Works.
POST AND TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, AND MAILS AND PARCELS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES 1898,  1899 , AND 1900.
C+EPARATE TENDERS are invited, and will be received until
Noon of SATURDAY, the 2nd October next, for the Conveyance
of Her Majesty's Mails, and  Mails and Parcels,  for one, two, or three
years, from the 1st January, 1898.
Full particulars of the various Services in the several Districts of
Queensland for which Tenders are invited, c )nditions of Contract, and
mode of tendering will be furnished, or forwarded,  on app lication to
the Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs,  Brisbane, or
to any of the principal Post Offices in the colony.  These particulars
will also be found in a Supplement to the  Queensland Government
Gazette  dated the 28th July, 1897, which can  be seen at any Po lice
Office, and in a Notice exhibited in front of the various  Post and
Receiving Offices;  but special  attention is directed to the additions
to the list of services now being notified in  the Government Gazette.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each service for the
periods mentioned-namely, one, two, or three years;  and, in the case
of  coach  services , the rates for " Mails only"  and " Mails and Parcels"
should be stated.
Tenderers  must state  is every  case the means by which they
propose to convey  the mails or mails and parcels ,  whether by horse or
by coach or other  vehicle.
Tenders for horse services should  not include parcels.
Tenderers are specially instructed  to state  the  frequency  and give
the distinguishing  letter  where  alternative  tenders are  invited.
The lowest or any Tender may not  necessarily be accepted.
JAMES R. DICKSON,  Postmaster -General.
Brisbane , 13th August, 1897.
QUEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, AND MAILS AND PARCELS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES 1898, 1899, AND 1900.
Post and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1897.
`PECIAL ATTENTION is hereby directed  to the fo ll owing
Additions to the List of Mail  Services  for which  Tenders were
invited in a Supplement to the  Government  Gazette  of 28th July
ultimo.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
ADDITIONS TO LIST.
42A.  Alternative :  Augathella and Tambo,  via  Biddenham, Oak.
wood,  Mentmore,  Bayrick,  Toliness, Highfields,  and Landsdowne;
once a week.
42n. Alternative :  Augathella and Tambo,  via  Biddenham, Oak.
wood,  Mentmore,  Bayrick,  Toliness, Highfields,  and Landsdowne;
twice a  week.
175A.  Alternative :  Gowrie Junction and  Gowrie Little Plain,
via  Glencoe ; three times a week.
1758.  Alternative: Meringandan  and  Evergreen  (Patch' s), via
Goombungee and Doctor's Creek; three times a week.
344A.  Alternative:  Beenleigh and  Redland  Bay,  via Loganholme,
Gramzow, and Mount Cotton ;  six times a week.
. 489A.  Alternative: Glenroy  and Bower  Bird; once a week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the  Postmaster.
General.)
SUPPLY OF POLES FOR TELEPHONE LINES IN
ROCKHAMPTON.
ri1ENDERS will be received at the Office of the 'Under
1 Secretary and Superintendent- of Telegraphs,  Brisbane,
until Noon on MONDAY, the Sixth.day of September, 1897,
from persons desirous of contracting for the supply of Telephone
Poles, according to the terms, general conditions,  and specifi-
cations appended hereto.
Tenders  must state-
1. Price, per pole, for poles thirty-five (35)
feet in length-
£  F. d.
(a) Delivered at any railway  stations or
sidings on  the Central Railway, or the
Clermont Branch Railway, as stated in
the General Conditions,.. ,.,
(h) Delivered in Rockhampton ... ...
2. Price, per pole, for poles forty (40) feet in
length-
(a) Delivered at any railway stations or
sidings  on the Central Railway, or the
Clermont Branch Railway, as stated in
the General Conditions... ... ...
(b) Delivered at Rockhampton ... ...
General Conditions.
1. The words " Inspecting Officer" throughout these condi-
tions and specifications shall mean any officer appointed by the
Postmaster-General to supervise the work.
2. The word " Contractor " throughout  these conditions and
specifications shall mean all and  any of the  partners of a firm,
or any single  individual.
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3. The delivery of the poles must be commenced within
three (3) weeks of the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, and delivery must be continued at a fair rate until the
contract is completed. If delivery is not completed within
the specified time, the contractor shall forfeit and pay to the
Government, as and for liquidated and ascertained damages, the
sum of ten (10) shillings per week or any part of a week which
may elapse between the expiry of the specified time and the date
of completion of the contract, and the amount of such damages
may be deducted by the Government from any money payab:e
to the contractor under this contract.
4. If the prices for delivering the poles on the Centra'
Railway or on the Clermont Branch Railway are accepted, the
contractor  must deliver the poles at the railway stations or
sidings  decided upon conveniently fur loading into railway
trucks. If the prices for delivering the poles in Rockhampton
are accepted, the contractor must deliver the poles on the sites
required in or about Rockhampton, or in the Telegraph Yards,
Rockhampton, at the option of the inspecting officer. Delivery
will not be taken nor will the poles be inspected until laid where
required by the inspecting officer.
5. The inspecting officer will have full power, at any time
prior to payment, to zejrct and condemn any pole which is in his
opinion unfit for the purpose intended.
Any pole so rejected or condemned must be removed by
the contractor within a week, or the Government will remove
same at the contractor's expense.
6. Payment will be made on the completion of the contract
to the satisfaction of the Government.
7. No action or suit shall be brought or maintained by
the contractor or the Under Secretary and Superintendent
of Telegraphs against the other of them to recover any
money for or in respect of or arising out of this contract, or
any breach thereof by the contractor or the Under Secretary
and Superintendent of Telegraphs, or for or in respect of any
other matter or thing arising out of this contract, unless and
until the contractor or the Under Secretary and Superintendent
of Telegraphs has obtained a certificate of the inspecting officer
for the amount sued for, and then only for the amount so certified.
8. The contractor will be responsible for all claims for
compensation  for damage to fences or other property caused
by the delivery of the poles, also for damage so caused to
roads or the railway works ; and if such claims are not
defrayed, the Under Secretary and Superintendent of Tele-
graphs is authorised to pay the  same  from any moneys due to
the contractor.
9. Should the contractor fail to proceed in the execution of,
or to complete, the contract in the  manner  and at the rate of pro-
gress  required by the Postmaster-General, it shall be lawful for
the- Postmaster-General, by a notice in writing delivered to the
`contractor or his representative, or by a notice in the  Queensland
Government Gazette,  to terminate the contract , as far  as relates to
the work remaining to be done, and to enforce the penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract; and all sums of money which
may be due to the contractor shall be forfeited to the Govern-
ment,  and the amount shall be considered  as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
10. On the acceptance of any tender, the successful
tenderer will be required to deposit with the Under Secretary
and Superintendent of Telegraphs the sum of three (3) pounds
as security for the due performance of tLe contract, also a copy
of these conditions and specifications signed by himself and
duly witnessed.
11. All workmen and employees engaged upon this work
by the contractor shall be paid their full  wages  in lawful money,
at least  onue in every month.
12. Such payments shall be made in  some  building or
other convenient place, but in no case shall such payments be
made  at any public-house or other place where liquors or
refreshments  are sold.
13. The contractor shall not sell or dispose of, or be in any
way interested in the sale or disposal of, alcoholic liquors or
other  articles  of consumption, to the workmen or employees
engaged upon the works.
14. If the contractor sublets any portion of the contract,
all workmen and employees engaged thereon shall be paid by the
sub-contractor at the times and under the conditions herein
specified, but in the event of the sub-contractor failing to make
any such payments then the contractor shall be liable to make
the same.
15. Before the payment of any money to the contractor, the
Postmaster-General may require from him satisfactory evidence
that all the workmen and employees then and theretofore engaged
on this contract have been paid their wages and other lawful
claims of every kind in full, in lawful money, and to the latest
date at which such wages and claims are due; and the Postmaster-
General may withhold the payment of all moneys due or that
may become due to the contractor, until he is satisfied that
such wages and claims have been paid.
16. If the contractor fails or omits to pay to any workmen
[14TH AUGUST, 1897.
,is often asthe same shall happen,  upon complaint of such
failure or omission made, and upon evidence satisfactory tohim of an order or judgment of a Court of Petty Sessions, or
any t ther court of competent jurisdiction ,  pay the amount
mentioned in such order to such workmen or employees, and
deduct the  amounts  so paid from any sum  or sums  which may
be due or become due to the contractor.
17. Although the Under Secretary and Superintendent
of Telegraphs or his officers may furnish any information
in connection with this contract, any such information shall
not relieve the contractor from any risk or from the fulfilment
of his contract, nor will the fact of any such information being
given entitle the contractor to make any claim for  compensation.
IS. The inspecting officer shall have the power to order
the dismissal or removal of any foreman or workman employed
by the contractor upon giving written notice to the contractor
of his intention to do so; and if such foreman or workman
is retained by the contractor after such notice has been given,
then the inspecting officer shall have the power to delay the
signing of  any voucher or certificate for payment for any work
done until such order has been obeyed.
1.4. The Government reserve the right to use any number
of the poles  as soon as  they are delivered and approved of
whether the contract for the total number of nineteen (19) poles
be completed  or not.
20. The decision of the Government Electrical  Engineer
will be final in all matters of dispute between the contractors
and the Gov( rnment in  regard to this contract.
21. Tenderers must state the time within which they will
undertake to complete the contract ; such time to commence
from. the date of the notification of the acceptance of tender.
22. The Government does not bind itself to accept the
lowest or any Tender.
rpecifieation.
1. The poles must be of the best description of narrow-
leafed grey ironbark. No broad-'eafed, red, or ringed timber
will be accepted.
2. Each pole to be straight, and to have4he bark removed.
3. Each pole to be free from pipes, cracks, splits, knots,
grub-holes,  gum-veins , and all other defects of any kind
whatsoever, and to be sawn off square at the ends.
4. Poles thirty-five (35) feet in length to be  not less than
eleven (11) inches in the least diameter at the  small  end, seven-
teen (17) inches in the least  diameter  at the butt, and not less
than forty-seven (47) inches  in circumference at nine  (9) feet
from  the butt.  Poles  forty (40)  feet in length to be  not less
than twelve (12) inches in the  least  diameter at the  small end,
nineteen  (19) inches in the least diameter at the butt,  and not
less than  fifty-tv o (52)  inches in circumference at nine  (9) feet
from the butt. All the above  measurements , with the excep-
tion of that  at nine  (9) feet  from the butt.  are exclusive of
sapwood. Poles must be not less than the specified  measure-
ment at the ends, and must not exceed those measurements by
more than two (2) inches at the small end and three (3) inches
at the butt.
5. There will he eleven (11) poles thirty-five (35) feet in
length, and eight (8) poles forty (40) feet in length.
Any further  information , and copies of the specification,
may be obtained on application at the Office of the Under
Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane; at the
Telegraph Otlices, Rockhampton, Emerald, and Clermont; or
Henry Crcw, Telegraph Maintenance Overseer, Central
Railway.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1897.
TENDER.
To the Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs,  Brisbane.
SIR,-I  [or We],  the undersigned, do hereby tender to supply and
deliver the poles as specified herein in accordance with the foregoing
terms, general conditions ,  and specifications at the prices stated.
Dated the day of , 1897.
Tenderer 's Signature :
Witness :
SUPPLY OF TELEGRAPH POLES FOR REPAIRS TO TELE-
GRAPH LINES, ALONG THE CENTRAL RAILWAY.TENDERS will be received at the  Office of the  Under Secretaryand Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Thirtieth day of August, 1897, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of Telegraph Pales, according
to the terms, general conditions, and specifications published in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday, 24th July, 1897.
Any further information may be obtained on application at
the Office of the Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs,
Brisbane; at the Telegraph Offices, Rockhampton and Emerald; the
Railway station-master, Duaringa ; or Henry Crew, Telegraph
Maintenance Overseer, Central Railway.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
pr employees engaged upon  the contract their full wag( s in  cash Putt and Telegraph Department,
once at least in every month, the Postmaster-General- may, Brisbane , 30th July, 1897.
METEOROLOGY OF AUSTRALASIA.
Post and Telegraph Department, Meteorological Branch,THE following
 OBSERvATIONs
 taken at Meteorological Stations in Queensland during NOVEMBER, 1896, are published for general information. Brisbane, 27th July, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON, I'ostmaster•General.
STATION.
Atherton ... ...
Ayr ... ... ...
Bowen ... ...
Burke District Hospital t
Burketown ... ...
Cairns .. ... ...
Cambridge Downs ...
Camooweal ... ...
Cape Grafton ... ...
Cape York ... ...
Cardwell ... .. ...
Charters Towers ...
Cloncurry ... ...
Coen
Cooktown ... ...
Croydon ... ... ...
Donaldson
Donor's Hill $ .., ...
Dungeness ... ...
Evelyn
 .. ... ...
Fairview ... ... ...
Georgetown ...
Geraldton ... ...
Goondi .. ... ...
Haughton Valley ...
Herberton ...
Homebush ... ...
Homestead
Hughenden ...
Junction Creek... ...
Kamernnga ...
Karumba
Low Island ...
Mackay ... ... ...
McDonnell .. .
Mapoon, Batavia River
Maxwelton ... ...
Mein ... ... ...
Moreton  ... ... ...
Musgrave ... ...
Normanton ... ...
Palmerville .
Plane Creek (Mackay)
Port Douglas ...
Prairie ... ...
Richmond ... „•
Southwick ... ...
Tangorin ... ...
Tate River ...
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NORTHERN DIVISION.
'73'8 74%, 58.2
19° 33'
 147'24'!
 7 .. 81'1 55 721
19 59 148 16 on coast 30'022 80'6 61 72'0
17 38 141 10 21 I 85'1 56 751
17 45 139 33 22c 29.962 86.8 43 72.9
16 55 145 47 1 on coast 30'006 I
 62-2 66 71'6
20 27 142 58 242 ... 1 ... I .. 667'4
19 b7 11 38 17 192c 29.937 86'4 37 68'3
80'6 71 72'4
29'956 84'5 64 75'6
18 15 146 3 on coast . 30'014 81'9 61 70'3
20 3 146 8 66 29.980 78'4 60 67'8
20 43 140 30 207c 29'962 85 5 38 71.0
13 55 143 15 21 84'2 56 70.6
15 28 145 17 1on coast 29'987 83'0 70 76'0
18 12 142 15 970 1 29'953 88'1 38 75'8
19 50 140 24 { 141c ... 84'9. 39 68'2
18 45 140 35 73c 29'928 87'8 45 65'4
18 33 146 19 on coast I • 79'8 ... 64'9
17 43 145 23 46
15 30 144 18 65 81'9 57 71
18 22 143 32 166 29,938 83'3 50 169.3
17 32 146 4 4 ... 81'3 71 68'7
...  1 17 31 146 2
 5 ... ... 6;7.5
19 52 146 37 46 ... 80.6 1 67 67'017 23 145 23 40 ... 73'8 60 62.7
21 17 149 6 10
20 51 144 12 191 85.1 40 67'3
18 16 144 24 108 82'3 56
 63,8
16 53 145 41 6 80'6 68 7 0'7
17 27 140 54 oncoastc 29.957 83.4 73 74'3
16 23 145 36 off coast 80'2
21 9 14913 1 30.039 796 67 681
11 6 142 33 25 29 966 85'2 55 69'5
88.1 58 71'2
20 46 142 45 254c 66'8
13 13 142 47 45 29'967 85'1 51 72'9
12 28 142 34 36 8515 58 70'0
14 50 143 35 35 29'985  843 55 69'8
17 39 141 5 20 29956 87'4 46 74'5
15 56 144 8 84 29'968 85.6 45 71.6
16 30 145 28 on coast
20 52 144 31 177
20 44 143 10 1 23819 51  145 40
 74
21 49 144 13 237
17 22 144 17 99
78'029.903 80'3
29'938 84'3
29'957 84'9
74
47
39
48
84'4 26'2
87'5 14.8837  11.7
95.7 20'0
92.7 19.8
87'8 16.2
1.01'4 34 0
97.4 29.1
84'9 12.5
88'9 13.3
920 24.2
96.9 25.9
91.6 21.0
85'6 9'6
l01.9 261
99'8 31.6
103'0 37'1;
87'2 22'3
96.2
96'6
86'0
92'1
83'9
88'8
24'6
27'3
18.5
25'1
21.2
97'3  300
99'4 35'6
89 3 15'0
85'6 5.4
82'8 141
93'6 24.1
98.7 27'5
100'7 339
95'6  227
96'8 26.8
90'3 265
98'8 24'3
97'7 26'1
73'0 84'6 1111
65'2 93'2 28'0
67'2 97'1 29.9
64'1 98'0 33'9
66.1 101.2  351
70.1 98.4 28'0
71'3
80.1
77'9
85'7
82'8
79.7
84'4
82'9787
82'3
79'9
84'0
81.1
80 8
88'9
84'0
84'2
76'1
8.3'9
83'0
76'8
79 6
73'3
82.3
8111
818
82'9
75'8
81'6
85'0
83.8
84'3
83'4
83.1
86'7
84.7
78'8
79'2
82.2
811
83'7
84.4
44.5 91.2
62'8 93'3
65'0 87'0
65'5 105'5
59'8 105'0
63.6  937
54.0 107'0
48'6 104'5
67.6 87'0
71'1 92.6
55'5
57'3 100.7
55.0 104'1
58.0 98'9
72'8 87'8
61'8 109'0
50'4 106 5
57'1 90'3
46.7 S.W. ..
30'5 E. ...
22.0 S.E.400  ...
45'2 E. ...30'1 S.E.
53.0 S.E.
55'9 S.E.
19.4 E. ...
21.5 S E.
E.
43'4 N.E. ...
49.1 S.E.
40'9 E. ...
15.0 I S.
 .E.
47'2 N.
561 Calm ...
S.E.
33'2 , S.E. & E.
2.0 3'4 1 ..
4.1 7'4 ...
1'4 4.5 ...
2.2 4'3
1.6 5.5 S.E.
4.3 3.7 ...
3'0 3.8 ...
2.6 6.0 ...
2.2 5'6 ...
1'1 5'3
11
3.2  27
3.2 3'7
3.3 5'9
1.4 2'9 ...
1'5 2'3 ...
2.5 3.5 ...
2.4 5'8 ...
68'8 102'0 332 E. ... 2.8 3'4
54'0 102'5 148'5 S.E.  ...  2'5 2'8
604
°2'
..I .. i Calm ... 0-5 3'2
61'0 0I  31'0 ... ..
58.0 100'31 42'3 E. ... 3'7 5'8
47'8 98.6 50.8 E. ... 1.5 311
... 90 0 ...
49 6 103.0
5144 107'4
64'3 ...
78'0 88'0
61.1 85'0
58'7 100'4
65.7 ,104'9
49'0
 '107'0
60'3 1102.4
59.8 102.2
62.3 100'5
60'2  1106-2
62'7 1102.1
66.9 86.6
49'4 I 98' 7
15'8 102'1
50.0 106'0
501
 111'2
59.8 103'5
53.4 N.E&E.1 2.1 2.31
56.0 E. &N.E. 2'6 4'3
S.E. ... 1'3 5.7
N. ... 2'8 3'61
10'0 S.E. ... 2'2 1'0
239  S.E.. ... 2'2 4'8
41.7 S.E. ... 3.1 4'3 E.
39.2 S.E. ... 2.9 3.1
58'0 Variable 1'8 3'4
42'1 E. ... 3'3 3'8
42'4 S.E. . 1'7 5'6
38'2 1E:. & NE. 2'7 42
460 N.W.... 2'7 3'1
39'4 E. .... 3.5 4'0
19.7 S.E.
49'3
 B.
563 NE.&N.
56.0 B.
61.1 NE. & E.
43.7 S.E. ...
1'2 3'0
3'9 2'2
2.8 3'1
1'8 3'6
3.6 3'4
1'4 2'3
EARTH TEMPERATURES.
c
N
z
0
W
W
0.515 3I
0.340 5
1.040 8
2'105 6
11160 3 184.0
2.330 10
1.550 7
0.265  5  8811
9'850 l4
0'160 7 !
3'440 111
2.350 31
2.082 5
0'730 4
1'030 8 7511
0'540 3
40 4
1'990 7
1'570 9
Nil
3'460 4 8511
6'140 10
5'740 15
1'130 3
0'290 1
2'350 11
0'263 5
2'007 3
3'550 8
4'430 8
4'170 8
1'430 13 80'5
0'228 5
2'760 3
2'500 6
0'040 2
0'060 2
Nil
2'810 4
0.160 3
3'410
0'080
0'910
0'710
0'670
0'440
88.0 86.0 84'8 i 8311  1 82'5 831.
88'3 87'0 85.0 83.1 82'4 1 812
1 76'1 77-0I 78'2 79'3 80'1 81'3
c9
85'6 84.3 862 84'4 84.0 821
1
79.7 7811  766 7611  75'7
+  All barometric readings corrected and reduced to 32 degrees Fahr .  at mean sea level ; all corrections applied to thermometric readings. t Readings are taken at 9.30 a.m . ;  Figures are approximate.
¢  The letter c attached to
 figures giving least distance from coast indicates distance  fr om the Gulf of Carpentaria ;  s.,&. to distance from coast of South Australia.
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Thursday Island ... 10° 34' , 142°12' off coast 29'931 85'8
/
77'2 89.2 12'0 83'2 72,8  92'2 119'4 S.E. 3'2 0'120 1 85.0 8516 185.9 8513 851 86.0 85'7
Townsville .. ... 19 15 1146 49 on coast 30 054 81'5 72 71.9 85'9 114.0 78.9 63'6 90'0 26.4 E. & S. E. 3'0 4.9 1'090 6 ,
Victoria Mill, Herbert River
.
69'4 93'9 24.5 81'7 58'0 98'0 40.0 0'790 6 I IWest Leichhardt 84'4 37 66'9 98'0 31.1 82.5
1
2'0  2'6SE 4-900
Wyandotte .
... ...
184014451 86' 29.976 78'4 54 64.0 91'9 27'9 78.0 ...47'91 98'6 507 . .E.  2'6  5'1 0.300 1
CENTRAL DIVISION.
Alice River ...
 23 34 145 47 257  30'035 83'1 40 66'3 92'5 26'2 79'4 52'8 99'0 46'2 Variable  41 2'8 1.228 2 81.4 8213 801  7813 77'4 7613  7513
Avon Downs ...  21 49 147 15 123  30'031 80.3 46 63'2 95'9 32'7 79'6 N.E. ...  3'1 3.5 0.020 I 1
Barcaldine ...
 23 42 145 6 302  81'6 42 67'4 94.3 26.9 80'9 50'0 100'7 50.7 N.E. .., 2'7 3'3 0'188 5 !
Blackall ...
Boulia
...
 24 24 145 26
...
 22 55 139 38
302  82.9
359c
 29947  86'2
43 67.6
36 69.2
93'6 26'0 80'6 54'1 99.0
96.6 27'4 82.956'0 105.5
44'9 N.E. 2'3 2'6 0'420
 3
0'550 449'5 Variable  2'9 3.0
Bowen Downs ...  22 30 145 1 255
Bustard Head ...
 24 2 151 48 on coast  30'079 7 5.5 67 67'4 78'6 11.2 73,0 59'3 82'2 22.9 S.E. & E.  3'2 5'9 6'053 11
Clermont .  22 45 147 38 129 ... 77'2 57 65.6 92'3 261  7910 56'6 100'5 43.9 N.E. ... 3'3 4'2 0.900 3
Diamantina Lakes  23 42 141 11 417c
 .70.3 9541 247  82.7 53.1 102'5 49'4 E. ... 2'0 2'6 0'260 6
Emerald ... ...
 23 28 148 5 124  30'071 77'1 54 64.8 90.5 25'7 777  50'7 961 40'0 N.E. ...  1.8 5.2 1.230 4
Isisford ... ...
 24 14 144 22 357  29'943 86.6 37 70.0 103'5 33'5 86.8 51.3 111'0 56'7 N.  2.6  2'9 1'230 6
Kynuna ... 21 39
 142 0 289c 29'981 85'2 37 69'2 96'9 27.7 83.1 50'5 102'5 52'0 SE. & NE.  3.5 3'3 2'020 6
Longreach ...
 23 27 144 8 335  85.1 3S 69.3 96'8 27'5 83.1 53.1 103'5 50'4 N. ... 1'6 1'9 0'460 5
Rockhampton ...  23 24 150 30 18 30'071 77'7 60 66'5 85'2 18'7 75'9 61'3 89.9 28'6 E. 1'6 5.8 4'160 11
St. Lawrence ...
 22 20 149 32 7 30.018 79'0 58 637  84'7 21'0 74'2 58'7 90.2 31.5 NE. & E.  1.2 5.2 0.930 5
Springsure
 24 3 148 3 153  75.4 56 667  881 22'0 77'7 53'7 96'0 42.3 N.E. ...  2'0 5'5 1.660 7
Tambo
 24 52 146 16 280  29.995 78'6  44 65.1 90'9 25'8 78'0 48.2 97'0 48'8 N.E. ... 2.2 3'3 0.430 2
Tower Hill 22 5 146 36 240  81'8 66'8 97'1 30'3 82'0 48'0 102'0 2'654'0 N E 1's 0'970 2...Urandangie ...
 21 35 138 24 287 29'934 84'2 35 66'6 97'0 30'4 81.8 47'2 106.0
. . ...
58.8 S.E.
 3.8 3'2 1.940 6
Winton ... ...
 22 23 143 3 316 29'963 &5'8 46 68'3 98'6 30'3 &3.5 54'4 104'2 49.8 N.
 2'0 2.4 1'280 1 7
SOUTHERN DIVISION
BRISBANE
 AND  SUBURBS-
Wickham Terrace 27 28 153 6 10  30'096 73.2 64 62'5 78'5 16'0 70'5 56'9 83'3 26'4  N & S 113  5.9 7'848 20 7513 76'2 75.3 74'3 73'3 72'3 711...
Botanic Gardens ... 27 30 153 6 10 ... 71.2 60'8 77'8 17'0 69'3 54'0 82.6 . .28'6  Variable ...1'1 4.5 ... 7'150 18
Bowen Park ... ...
 27 28 153 8 8 ... 74'0 69 60.8 80'1 19.3 70'5 54'9 85'4 30'5 S. ... 6.0 ... 8.890 20
Brookfield ... 2730 152 56 16 74'5 74 61.1 79'2 18.1 70'2 43'2 87'0 43'8  Calm 0.5 69 76510 15...
Bulimba ... ...
 2728 153 9
 7 ...... 73'2 67 61'2 80'3 19.1 70'8 55'0 85'1 ...30'1  S. & S.E. ...2.4 5.7 ... 8.570 19
Capemba ... ...
 27 30 153 2  12 ... 74.4 79 62'0 81'3 19'3 71'7
 557  89'1 33'4  S.E. 1'6 7.6 ... 7'416 17
New Farm *
 27 29  153 8  8
 ... 71.5 ... 63.2 80'3 17'1 71.8 58'0 86'3 28.3  Variable 1.0 5.5 ... 8.092 18
South Brisbane * ...
 27 29  153 4 11 ... 73'1
 ... 62'1 81'1 19'0 716 55'8 89'3 33.5 4.8 ... 8'120 19
Adacale ... ...  25 56 144  36 403 29'969 81'3 43 68.0 93.1 25.1 80.6 511 101.2 49'5  N. 2'6 2.8
 ... 2'470 4
Ashwell .... ...  27 37 152 39 35 ... 72.5 65 59.3 80'2 20'9 69'8 50'2 90.3 40'1 E. 2.1 6'9 4'250 9
Beauaraba ...  27 42 151 39  93 ... 686 66 56.5 79.4 22'9 68'0 49'4 90'6
,..
41.2 S.E. 2.8 6'4 ... 3.250 11
Blinkbonnie ...  27 45 151 33 104  ...  ... 55'9 78'1  22.2 67'0 48'0 92'0 44'0  S.E.  4'930 15
Bollon  28 6 147 29 347 30'011 81'4 44 62'9 92'8 29.9 77'9 49'5 105.8 56'3  N.E.  27 41  ... 1'940 3
Bon Accord ...  27 30 151 14 115 ... ... ... 59'2 84'4 25'2 71.8 50'5 95.5 45'0  N.E.  3.5 5'7 3.500 9
Boonara ... ...  26 7 152 5 64 ... ... .. 61'4 82'3 20.9 71.9 56'0 92'0 36'0 3'980 9
Braeside ... 2830  151 51 27 ... 50.6 69'8 19'2 60'2 ... ... ... ... 5.410 10
Buderim Mountain 26 41  153 4 4 7113  69 61.6 56*3 Variable  2.6 518 ... 16'819 12
Bundaberg 24 53 152 21 9 304080 77'4 63
'
65.3 86.9
. '
2i"6 76.1
''
60'2 92.8
' .
32.6  Variable  2.0 6.6
 ... 4.158 11
. .' .Cambooya ...
Cape  Moreton ...
2041 151 53 80
27 2 153 29  off coast 30125 694 7271'4 77 52 5 80 162'5 78.2 6 66 32715'7 70'4 45 1 89 858'8 82'5 44 8 64  2 6 E . ... 5 170 1423'7 E.E ...  3.4 5.6
 ... 8'930 15
• 1teaAings token  at 8 a.m.
SHADE TEMPERATURE.
MEANS.
to,O
co
90
.
STATION.
Cecil Plains ' ... ...
Charleville ... ...
Childers
 .. ... ...
Crohamhurat
 t ... ...
Cunnamu lla ...
Dalby
Double Island Point ...
Dulacca ... ...
Dunwich...
Eulo ..
Gayndah
Goondiwindi
Gympie
Hungerford
Ipswich ...
Juandah ...
Kallidiwarry
Kilcoy ...
Killarney
L )wood ... .. ...
Maryborough
 (Botanic Gardens)
Miles .. ... ...
Mitchell
 ... ... ... ...
Mount Playf air ... ...
Mount Woot-tha ... ...
Mundoolun
 ... ... ...
Roma
 ... ... ... ...
Sandgate
 ... ... ...
Sandy Cape ... ... ,..
Southport ... ,.. ,,.
Stanthorpe ...
St. Helena .
Tambourine
 Mountain ..,
Tewantin
 ,.. ... .,.
Texas ... . .. ... ...
Thargomindah ... ... ...
Toowoomba
„ The Laurels ,,.
Wallangarra
 ... ... ...
Warwick ... ... ...
Whyenbah
Windorah ,. ... ...
Woogaroo (Goodna)$ ... ...
Yagaburne ... ...
Yandilla ... ... ... ...
Yandina
 ... ... ... ...
GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION.
b
  V
m
aA
MEANS, 9 A.M.
CLIMATOLOGICAL TABLE-NOVEMBER, 1896.
BHADE TEMPEEATUEE.
27°32' 151° 13' 115 301)42 701)  65°/ I
26 25
 146 13  351  291)65 791.  45
2516
 152 18  21 ... 761)  64
2650 15255 16
28 5 145 38 453 301)09 801)  48
27 32
 151 15  110 301)85 71.8 60
25 55 1013 13
 on coast 30.068 72.8 83
26 36 149 38  209 30 '073 711) 58
27 31
 153 26 on coast ...
28 10 144 59 485
25 38 151 37 70 30.066 73'9 59
28 33 150 21 186 30'042 731) 57
26 12 152 38 28
 ...
 75'2 67
29 0 144 20 468 S.A. ...
27 37 152 47 29 ... 73.7 80
26 10 149 57 175 ... ... ...
24 53 138 43 504 ... ... ...
26 55 152 36
 29 ... ... ...
28 18 152 21 72 ... 661) 71
27 25 152 34
 32 ... 72.2 69
25 33 152 43 12 ... 75'4 64
26 39
 150 7 182 .. 721) 71
26 32 147 52 278 301)26 75'0 56
25 4 147 2 250 ...
26 46 152 53 17 ... 67'8 73
27 54 153 9 17 ...
26 36 148 42 247 30'054 71.5 64
27 20 153 5 on coast 721  72
24 41
 153 16  off coast 301)42 75.6 62
27 57 153 27 on coast 30'083 72.6 71
28 37 151 58 97 ... 641 67
27 25 153 15  off coast
 ... 7011 75
27 56 153 13 16 6411 81
26 24 153 4 3 30'080 74.5 70
28 51 151 12 137 .. ...
27 58 143 43 539 291)99 80'4 46
27 34 151 58 71 ... 651) 72
66'4 76
28 54 151 59 90 301)56 64.3 7828 12  152 4 85 ... 671  69
28 24 148 19 303 ...
25 26 142 36 490 29'895 84.5 40
... ... ... ... 69.5 80
Min.
MEANS.
Max. Range Mean. Min.
EITREXEa.
Max.
WIND.
M
Range.
A
SOUTHERN DIVISION --contimud.
57'31 80.7 23 '4 691)  47'4 90'3 421)  N.
65 11  91 1)  25 11  78 1)  52 1)  99'21 47 1)  Variable
61.8 851.  23'3 73'5 551)  981)  42.8 S.E. ...
59'3 7710 171  68.2 531)  89.1 359 Calm ...
63'4 92.1 281 771) 47.2 10711 60'3 SE & NE
57'5 8211 251. 701 ' 49.0 941) 451) Calm ...
... 75.7 ... ... ... 80'0 ... Variable
59.7 82'3 2211 711) 44'9 94'0 49.1 N. & E.
63.2 79'9 161 7111 58.0 861) 281) S.E.
651) 98.8 32'9 82.4 481) 1141) 661) S.E.
63.4 91'5 281 77'5 571) 103.2 46.0 NE & E.
61.3 89'3 281) 75'3 50.6 101.1 5011 N.E. ...
6211 8611 23'9 7411  52-8  97'0 441) S.E.
65'8 90 '5 24.7  78.2 501) 1071) 57.0 S.E.
60'9 84.4 23.5 721 531) 931) 401) S.E.
56.9 84.7 27'8 70.8 41.0 961) 55.0 ...
924  .. ... 104.0 ...  S. ...
62.5 799 17'4 711) 56'2 881) 3111 ...
53'4 751) 21.6 64'2 451) 90'5 45'3 E. ...
59'3 811) 217  70.2 511) 90'9 39'9 E. ...
641 831) 19'2 74.3 59.6 94'5 34'9 S.E.
64.6 851) 20.4 74'8 501) 99'3 491 N. & N.E.
60.8 85'7 24'9 73'3  43-1  95.4 521) N.E. ...
61.8 861 24'9 74'3 451) 94'0 491) N. ...
5611 751  18'5 65'9 51'0 83'3 32'3 S.E.594  80.7 21'3  70-1 511  894  38.3
621 86.4 23'7 74.6 52'8 96'7 4311 N.E. ...
621)  78 11  16.0 70'3 56.4 81 11  25'4 Variable
..64.8 81.0 161) 72.9 601) 851) 24.2 B.64-4 771 13.3 711.  5711  85.6 27'8 Variable
53'3 72.8 19.5 63'1 44.8 85.8 41.0 N.E. ...
63'3 861) 22'9 74.8 571) 991) 42.0 S. & S. E.
57'0 71.3 14'3 64'2 50'0 81.3 311  Variable61-3  ... ... ... 52.4 ... ... S.E.
59.4 86.2 26'8 72'8 49.0 99.0 50'0
621) 89.3 27'3 75'7 45'7 1041 584  S;E.
50'3 75.6 25.3 631) 38-6  85.6 471) S.E.
561 74'4 1811  65-3 46'4 861 397  E.
52'1 71'1 19'0 61.6 42'2 841) 41'8 Calm
561) 831. 27.1 69.61 49.9 95.7  45-8 S.E.
6511 871) 21.9  76-3 531) 101'0 48'0 N.E.
69'7 95'9 26.2 821) 52'1 105'6 53.5 S.E.
64.3 75'8 11'5
 70-1 57'0, 81'6 21'6 S.E.
27 50 151 22 113 30'012 71.1 60 561 80-5 24-4 68-3 49-0 92-0 43.0
26 34 152 59 8
 751  70 56.8 81'1 2411  69-0 481) 91.3 42'4
• Readings taken at 7 a.m. t Readings taken at 8 am.
Variable 2'6 5'1
Calm ... 0'8 6'4
CLOUD. RAIAPALL. ZAETH TEIIPEHATUEES.
p A 0 m $
0 0 M w M
H N !
Inches.
s 5
Q
M M
G °D
3'630 7
1'750 73-880 9
17'123 16
0.510 4
4.270 8
5'727 12
4.570 8
13'050 14
1.370 3
2.560 4
5'170 12
5'273 11
1'810 1 6
6.210 14
4.360 8
0.220 2
6.810 13
8'620 166-476 12  74-7 74'9 721)
4'550 13
3.540 8
2.150 7
0'700 6
17'080 10
6.260 16
4'410 9
9'065 15
2.760 11
12'510 18
4'090 12
11'590 13
9'220 20
10'470 13
6'020 9
2.490  4 80'5 81.9  80'9 80'7
6'470 15
6'760 17
6'703 10
3.650 10
1'750 8
1.170 5
5'770 16
2'420 10
11'130 14
t Readings taken at 1Q a.m.
8
a
CLEMENT L WRAGGE,
Government Meteorologist.
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Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 14th July, 1897.
]`HE Commissioner for Railways hereby gives notice, in accordance
T with the provisions of  " The Railn'aq Act of  1864," that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having approved of the Plan and Book of Reference of the Second
Section of the Charleville to Cunnamulla Railway, from 61 miles to
121 miles 7 chains, in length 60 miles 7 chains, such Plan and Book
of Reference may be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Cunnamulla ; and all persons interested in the lands
t) be affected by the said intended Railway are hereby required to set
forth, in writing, to me, at this Office, within one month from the first
publication hereof, any well-grounded objections that may appear to
them to exist to the adoption of the said line of Railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection therewith.
By Order,
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1897.
N OTICE is hereby given, in accordance with the provisions of the
Railway Aets, that the Plan an3 Book of Reference of the
Tivoli Branch , Southern and Western Railway, in length 2 miles
22 chains , have been approved and confirmed; and that the Commis-
sioner  for Railways intends to proceed with the construction of the
Line above referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference
so confirmed.
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 9th August, 1897.
"THE CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT OF 1896."IN accordance with  provisions of section 4 f " The Customs
Duties Act of  1896," 1 hereby direct that no duty be levied on
PARTS OF BOOTMAKINa MACHINERY
which are component parts of articles not liable to duty, and which,
in the opinion of the Collector or Principal Officer of Customs,
verified by a declaration from the importer, are imported for and
can only be used as such.
ROBERT PHILP,
Treasurer.
THE followinginformation.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  13th August, 1897.
NOTICES TO MARINERS.
Notices to  Mariners  are published for general
ROBERT PHILP.
Ox and after Mond'v, the 11th instant, the Two Vertical Red
Lights exhibited on the Lightship "Pearl" will be displayed from a
Fixed Beacon, and the Lightship removed. The Bell will be rung
from the Beacon as formerly during foggy weather.
By Order,
J. H. VEITCH, Secretary Local Marine Board, Newcastle.
4th August, 1897.
IT is hereby notified that the Bar now carries 19 feet 11 inches
(low-water spring) on a lead with Fairway Light Towers, and from a
point,  i.e., the  Signal Masts on Nobby' s in line,  halfway out to the
Light Tower on the Southern Breakwater. A little to the Southern of
the line of Fairway there is, however, slightly better water, but on no
account should  vessels  of heavy draught attempt to borrow to the
Northward.
HENRY NEWTON, Harbour Master.
Harbour Office, Newcastle, 5th August, 1897.
AUSTRALIAN STATION.
" Orlando,"  at Brisbane , 14th July, 1897.
Hydrographie Notice No. 41.
1. -MALACCA STRAITS.
Information has been received that Chart No. 796 in portfolio IV.,
Australian Station,-" Straits of Malacca ,  Mount Formosa to Tanjong
Bolus"-was cancelled by Chart No. 795.
Chart No .  796-" Plans  in the Malacca  Straits "- is still retained.
("Orlando," No. 120, of 9th July, 1897 :  Office  No. SS°.)
5.-PRINCESS ROYAL HARBOUR, ALBANY.
Australian Station Hydrographic Notices Nos. 31 and 35 are
hereby cancelled, and the following information promulgated:-(1.) Two rel leading lights have b& en placed on the town pier,
Princess  Royal Harbour : they are shown from posts about 110 yards
apart, and when in line N. 44° W. (approximate) lea-1 up to the pier
in the deepest water.
(2.) The fairway s now marked by the follo«ilig buoys:---
A red cask buoy lies N. 41° W. 1'9 cables from south end of
railway pier.
A red cask buoy lies in 19 feet, S. 47° E. 1.9 cables from end of
town pier.
A black cask buoy lies in 15 feet, S. 42° E. 3.1 cables from end
of town pier.
A black cask buoy lies in 16 feet, S. 26° E. 4'6 cables from end
of town pier.
A black cask buoy  lies S.  23° E. 9.3 cables from town pier.
[14TH AUGUST, 1897.
(3.) Four coal  hulks are  moored in the  anchorage ,  the northern-
one being approximately  west 3.6 cables from end of railway pier.
(4.) Vessels are  not allowed to anchor  in the fairway, and the
leading  lights on the town pier should be  well open to the southward
vefor, ' anchoring.
Charts Nos. 1418 and 2,319.
Sailing Directions -Australia, Vol. I., 1897,  page 89.
Notice  to Mariners ,  No. 683 of 1896.
l" Orlando," -No. 121, 10th July, 1897: Office No. 8+0.)
3 -NEW HEBRIDES.
A bank, consisting of sand and lava  stones , is reported awash to
the northward of Laika Bank, New Hebrides : it appears to have been
thrown up by a volcano which was in eruption in June, 1897.
The approximate position of the bank is latitude 16" 49' 50" S.,
longitude 168° 32' 13" S.
Charts Nos. 2226, 1570, 1380.
Sailing Directions-Pacific Islands, Vol. I., page 301; Pacific
Islands , Vol. I., Part II., page 224.
(" Tauranga," Note No. 1, 21st June, 1897: Office No. eBo_)
CYPRIAN A. G. BRIDGE, Rear Admiral.
To the respective Captains, Commanders, and Officers Commanding
Her Majesty's Ships and Vessels on the Australian Station.
ERRATUM.
In Australian Station Hydrographic Notice No. 40, of 7th July,1897, section 5, for " Chart No. 380" read " Chart No. 880."
ROCKHAMPTON  CHILDREN 'S HOSPITAL.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  11th August, 1897.
H
IS Excellency  the Govef nor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Hospitals
Act of  1862 ,"  been pleased to approve of the following Rule framed
by the Committee of the Rockhampton Children 's Hospital, and
adopted 1.y the duly  quali fied contributors thereto.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by  "The Hospitals Act of  1862" it is provided that the com-
mittee of any hospital established under the Acts 11 Vic. No. 59 and
13 Vic. No. 20 may frame Rules and Regulations for the election of
trustees, treasurers, and other officers of such hospital, and for the
general management  thereof ,  and that such Rules and Regulations, when
adopted by the duly qualified contributors to such hospital, approved by
the Governor in Council, and published in the  Government Gazette,  shall
have the force of law :  It is  hereby resolved by the duly qualified
contributors to the Rockhampton Children's Hospital, by and with the
approval of the Governor in Council, that the following Rules shall be
in force in the said hospital from the date of the publication hereof :-
31. Rule 4 of the Rules of the Rockhampton Children's Hospital,
published in the  Government Gazette  dat?d 24th December, 1892, is
hereby repealed, and the following Rule substituted therefor :-
The management of the Hospital and its affairs shall be vested in a
president, vice-president, treasurer, and committee  of seven ladies, all
of whom shall be contributors either of the  annual  sum of one pound
or of ten pounds  in one  sum, and shall be elected at every  annual general
meeting of subscribers. The president and treasurer shall be  ex officio
members of the committee.
The foregoing Rule, which was framed by the committee of the
Rockhampton Children's Hospital, was adopted by the duly qualified
contributors to the sa;d hospital at the annual meeting duly convened
n the 24th July, 1897.
MARY  MORGAN, Chairwoman.
DIVISION OF COWRIE.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 11th August, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has, in pursuance of the provision3 of "  The  Divisional
Boards Act  of 1897,"  been pleased  to approve  of the following
By-law made by the Board of the Division of Gowrie.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by  "The Divisional Boards Act  of 1887" it is enacted that
the Board of any Division may make By-laws for all or any of the
purposes in the Act mentioned : It is hereby resolved by the Board
of the Division of Gowrie, by and with the approval of the Governor
in Council, that the following By-law shall be in force within the said
Division from the date of the publication hereof :-
BY-LAW No. 31.
Repeal.
Clause 31 of By-law No. 6 of the Division of Gowrie, published in
the  Gazette  dated 18th July, 1891, is hereby repealed, and the following
substituted therefor :-
On the last Saturday of the month after the conclusion of every
annual election of fnembers, the Board shall hold a meeting at 12 o'clock
noon for the purpose of electing a chairman, and on the laot Saturday of
every month the Board shall meet for general business at 2'30 p.m.
Certificate.
The foregoing, By-law was passed by the Board of the Division of
Gowrie, at a special  meeting held  on the twelfth day of June, A.D. 1897;
the said By-law was duly published in accordance with the provisions of
" The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," and was confirmed at a - ubsequent
special meeting of the said Board on the twenty-first day of  July,  A.D.
1897.
M. HEFFERNAN,  Chairman.
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Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 13th August, 1897.
THE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of The Commercial Bank of Australia, Limited,
within the Colony of Queensland, taken fr )m the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 31st March, 1837, to 30th
June, 1897, is published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W.H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL  ABSTRkCT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE COMMERCIAL BANS OF AUSTRALIA, LIMITED,
within the Colony of Q,ue;nsland, take   from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 31st March, 1897, to 30th
June, 1897.
L[ABM .ITIES.
Notes in Circulation ... I Not bearing Interest
Bearing Interest
Bills in  Cirr.ulation , Not bearing InterestBearing Interest ...
Balances due to other Banks ...
Deposits f Not bearing Interest ...Z Bearing Interest ...
.AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
23,093 19 2
14,859 1 8
TOTAL.
£ s. d.
132 14 4
37,953 0 10
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date S PreferenceOrdinary
Rate  of the Last Iividend declared to the Shareholders ...
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at, the time of declaring such Dividend
ASSE F
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ... ... ... ... ...
Treasury Notes ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Batiks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Balances due  from other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of Debts due to the Bank, including Notes, Bills of Exchange, and,
all Stock and Funded Debts of every description, excepting Noes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Dotal Amount of  1sse_s
Brisbane, 3rd August, 1897.
AMOUNT.
f s. d.
2,117,070 0 0
825,210 15 0
2 per  cent.  on preference
shares  only.
21,170 14 0
5,940 7 10
I'OTAL.
£ s.d.
36,515 16 8
3,471 15 4
23,514 0 0
783 7 7
215,402 7 4
£279,687 6 11
A. H. HUDSON , Manager.
J. EDWIN LORD,  Accountant.
1, Alexander Henry Hudson, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, t tie toregoing Abstract i•  a tr le and  faithful
Ac;oun  -,n t to Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period  specified ; and that tho  same was made
up from the  Weekly Statements  thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New
South Wales, 4 Victoria No. 13.
A. H. HUDSON.
Sworn  before me, at Brisbane, Queensland, this third day of August, 1897.
J. BUYERS,  Justice of  the Peace.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
A
N  Office for the transaction of all business connected with the
above is now open in a portion of the Ports and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted by the Assistant Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba: Maryborough, l3undaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns in the Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers in  charge, stating the class of men required, the work to be
done, and the wages offered ; and applicants seeking work should
personally register their  names  and addresses.
Information respecting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district  is always  obtainable at the Head Office.
J. O'N. BRENAN, Officer in Charge.
causing an explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the morning of the 25th of
December, 1896; also that a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the crime, not being the principal offender, who shall give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 13th August, 1897.
(j1HE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich is
published  in pursuance  of the  Regulations  for the  management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDED  7TH DAY OF AUGUST, 1897.
Number of Inmates remaining  in Asylum at date
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid for such information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed all or any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey,
that were stabbed at that place on the said night; and that a
Free Pardon be given to any person concerned in the crime, not being
the principal offender, who may give such information.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 6th January, 1897.
Tj IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information  which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of  the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
of previous Report ... ... ... ... 902
Number since admitted ... ... ... ... 2
Number returned from  leave ... ... ... 3
907
Number discharged ... ... ... ... 1
Number died ... ... ... ... 1
Number absent  on leave ... ... ... 7
9
Number remaining at date hereof ,.. ... 898
Admissions during the week :
Daniel Kennedy Morarity, 79, labourer, from Diamantina; last
two years droving in the North, and in Brisbane Depot.
Re-admission :
Esther Langridge, 77.
Discharged during  the  week:
Con Corkley, 50; admitted 12th March, 1895.
Death• during the week :
Ralph Duval, 75; admitted 21st July, 1896.
P. SMITH,  Medical Superintendent.
£38,085 15 2
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinafter
mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or
before the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated -within the Central
District, in which case the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton.
Name of Deceased
Pro prietor.
Bali (otherwise Saul) Men-
delsohn ,  late of N anango,
storekeeper
Thomas Douglas , late of
Brisbane ,  storeman
William Pattison ,  late of
Rockhampton ,  grazier
Date of I Estate
Death Name  of Claimant. Description and Situation of Land , claimed to be. transmitted.
1897. I
19 March Abbie Mendelsohn, of the  Allotment .5 of section 7, town of Nanango ... Fee-simple
same place ,  widow of
deceased
iool.
6 Feb . !Matilda Jane Harden ,  wife Subdivision 12 of block 1 of portion 47, Fee-simple
of Ernest Alfred Harden , county  of Stanley ,  parish  of North Brisbane
of Woolloongabba, near
Brisbane ,  postman; Fran-
i cis Douglas ,  of Brisbane
aforesaid ,  storeman ;
Thomas Douglas, of the
same place ,  labourer ;
James George Douglas,
of the same place ,  store-
keeper 's assistant ; Lucy
Elizabeth Douglas and
Annie Florence Douglas,
children of deceased
1896.
8 June The Honourable Boyd
Dunlop Morehead, of
Brisbane ,  esquire ; John
Stevenson,  of the same
place ,  esquire ;  and Bees
Rutland Jones ,  of Rock-
hampton, solicitor
Subdivision  28 of portion 111,  county of  j Fee-simple
Stanley,  parish of Bulimba
1896.
Hugh William Hoyles ,  late  22  Dec.
of Rockhampton, but
formerly  of Glenora,
Cawarral ,  near Rock-
hampton aforesaid, gen-
tleman
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
George Rennie Wilson, of Portions 8 to 17 and 417, county of Living -  I Fee-simple
Ipswich, merchant, and stone, parish of Cawarral; subdivisions 33
Anthony Darvall, of the to 38 of portion 5, county of Livingstone,
same place ,  bank manager parish of  Rockhampton ;  and subdivisions
14 to 16 of block 1 of subdivision 2 of por-
j tion 240D, county of Livingstone, parish of
I Hewittville
Particulars of Will or
otherwise.
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
1897.
Will dated 1 February,  21 Sept
1897
1897.
Will dated  21 Septem- 21 Sept.
ber, 1896
Will dated 19 May,
1890
1897.
21 Sept.
1897.
Will dated 17 May,  24 Sept.
1889, and a Codicil
thereto  dated 9  MAY,
1895
I 1 I !
Registrar  of Titles' Office, Brisbane, 14th August, 1897. J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE NOTICE, that application has been made to bring the Land described below tinder the provisions of the Real Property Acts of
1861 and 1877. Any person desiring to oppose will require to lodge, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of the said Acts,
on or before  the day named.
Description and Situation of Land.
Allotment 19 of portion 1 and portion 91, county of Stanley, parish
of Toombul ; and allotment 261, county of Stanley, parish of
North Brisbane
Registrar of Titles' Office ,  Brisbane , 14th August, 1897.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 14th August, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or after the Thirty-firstday of  August, 1897, in conformity with the provisions of the
95th section  of the  "  Real  Property Act of  1861," to dispense with
the production of Certificate of Title No. 10380, volume 83, folio 150,
in the name  of Hugh Miller, for subdivisions 1 to 5 of section 4 of
western suburban  allotment 72, for the purpose of registering Lease,
No. 311050, of all the said  lands, made  by the Borough of South
Brisbane in favour  of James Cole ; the said Certificate of Title never
having been  in the  possession  of the said Borough, which is therefore
unable to produce the same.
J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that Iintend, o  or after  the 14th
September, 1897, in conformity with the 117th section of the
"Real  Property Act of  1861," to issue, in the name of Anne Gertrude
Cribb, provisional Certificates of Title for allotment 3 of section 22,
allotment  9 of section 19, and allotment 3 of section 33, town of
Bowen,  in place  of Certificates of Title Nos. 25952, 57820, and 58805,
volumes 8 , 21, and 21, folios 157, 109, and 195, Northern District,
which  were  destroyed by the flood of 1893.
J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
Office of Registrar of Friendly Societies,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1897.
"THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.
T
HE Loyal Excelsior Lodge* is registered as a Branch of the
Queensland Branch of the Manchester Unity Independent
Order of Oddfellows' Friendly Society, under  "The Friendly Societies
Act of  1S94," this sixth day of August, 1897.
Previously registered under separate rules,  which have been cancelled.
ROBERT RENDLE ,  Registrar  of Friendly  Societies.
Name of Applicant.
Andrew Lang Petrie, of Brisbane, contractor,
and James Petrie, of the same place, solicitor
(as Trustees under the Will of the late John
Petrie ,  deceased)
Date  within which a Caveat
may be  Lodged.
21st September, 1897.
J. O. BOURNE , Registrar of Titles.
Office of Registrar of Friendly  Societies,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1897.
"THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1891."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.Tf i `HE Loyal Gin Gin Lodges is registered as a Branch of the1 Queensland Branch of the Manchester Unity Independent
Order of Oddfellows' Friendly Society, under  "The Friendly Societies
Act of  1894," this sixth day of August, 1897.
•  Previously registered  under separate rules, which have  been cancelled.
ROBERT RENDLE,  Registrar  of Friendly Societies.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain WALTON  DRAKE, Q.M.D.F., Acting Naval
Commandant, Q.D.F.
Head- Quarters , Naval  Brigade,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1897.
No. 237.
r 1HE following changes will  take effect  from date :-
1 MARYBOROUGH NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 129, John J. Borey, A.B., is allowed  to resign.
CAIRNS NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 182, T. C. Roberts, A.B., and No. 184, C. R. Miles, A. B., are
transferred to Brisbane.
No. 199, T. P. Boland, A.B., is allowed  to resign.
BRISBANE NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 489, T. W. Adams, A.B., is transferred to Maryborough.
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Acting Naval Commandant ,  Q.D.F.
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Queensland Medical Board, I
Brisbane , 7th August, 1897.
IT is hereby notified that the gentlemen  whose names  are hereunder
specified  have, on the dates stated, been registered, under the pro-
visions  of the  "Medical Act of  1867,"  as legally  qualified Medical
Practitioners : -
1s1 Tuly,  1897.
613. Joseph Andrew Going, Mem. R. Coll.  Surg . Eng. 1857,
Lie. Soc. Apoth. Lond. 1884.
5th August,  1897.
614. Charles Henry Smith- Hozier , Lie., Lie. Midwif. 1871,
K. Q. Coll. Phys. Irel. ; Lie. 1871, Fell. 1883, R. Coil. Surg.
Irel.
JOHN THOMSON,  M.B., President.
CHARLES A. J. WOODCOCK,  Secretary.
NOTICE.
T a Special Sitting in Petty Sessions held this day, WILLIAMA  ROBERTSON MITCHELL was reappointed Poundkeeper at
Maryborough for the ensuing twelve months.
FRED. R. BANBURY, Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Court, Maryborough, 6th August, 1897.
NOTICE.AT a Special Court of Petty Sessions heldthis day, WILLIAM
JOHN HUSTON was reappointed Poundkeeper at Clermont for
the ensuing twelve months.
W. G. F. KING, Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House, Clermont, 4th August, 1897.
MUNICIPALITY OF MACK AY.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
MUNICIPALITY OF MACKAY for the Half-year ended 30th June, 1897.
REoEIi rs.  4 s. d. £ s. d.
To Rates-
West Ward ...
East Ward ...
South Ward ...
Government Endowment
Salepard Fees ...
Sundry Receipts... ...
Rents ... ...
Leased Lands ... ...
Police Court Fines
Hay Sold ... ... ...
Tennis  and Cricket Clubs
Cleansing Charges ...
Registrations-
Cattle ... .. ...
Dogs ... ... ...
Goats ... ... ...
Lodging Houses ...
Licenses-
Drays
Cabs and Drivers
Balance, Q. N. Bank-General Account ...
Water Supply Account
... 117 5 7
... 132 5 8
... 121 8 1
086
2 12 619 10 0
42 2 8
[14TH AUGUST, 1897.
QUEEN'S PARK ACCOUNT.
Government Endowment  ... ... ... ...
Municipal Endowment ... ...
Balance  Last Audit ...
Timber .. ... ...
Sundries .. ...
Cartage ... ...Labour... .. ...
Contracts ... ...
Balance ... ...
£ a. d.
... 120 0 0
... 120 0 0
£240 0 0
8 6 5
3 13 0
6 8 0
2 11 0
85 3 11
37 10 0
96 7 8
A240 0 0
JOHN ALLAN, Auditors.P. A. GRAHN,
STATEMENT OF LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES . :£ 8. d.
General Account, Dr. ... ... ... ... ... 977 12 0
Water Supply Account, Dr. ... ... ... ... ... 1,080 19 2
Government Loans ... ... ... ... ... ... 19,495 9 0
Arrears, Government Loans ... ... ... ... ... 4,013 10 11
.£25,567 11 1
Cr. Balance-
Queen's Park Account
Suspense Account ...
Council Land (Estimated)
Plant ... ... ...
Stock ... ... ...
Furniture .. ... ...
Outstanding Accounts ...
Rates-
West Ward ... ...
East Ward .. ...
South Ward ...
Rates, Cleansing-
West Ward... ...
East  Ward ... ...
South Ward ...
Balance ... ...
4 15 0 GEORGE DIMMOCK, Town Clerk.
370 19 4
374 10 2
7 0 0
10 15 6
21 15 0
39 17 0
20 3 6
0 12 6
9 9 0
-- 70 2
... 2 10 0
14 5 0
1618 63s.
MUNICIPALITY OF GLADSTONE.
13ALANCE-SHEET for the Half-year ended 30th June, 1897.
1897.  RuouIPTS.
30th June-  A 8. d.
To Balance at A. J. S. Bank ... ... ... ... ... 191 11 2
Rate Endowment, First Moiety .. . 70 10 6
0 „ General  Rates ... ... ... .. . ... 52 0 11
Various Receipts ... ... ... ... ... ... 17 6 5
„ Goat Registration  Fees  ... ... ... ... ...  0 3 0
„ Rent-
16 15 0
... 977 12 0
...1,080 19 2
2,058 11 2
EXP ]ZNDITURE.
By Balance , Q. N. Bank, 31st December, 1896-General Account ... ... ... ...  330 4 10
Water Supply Account ... ... ... 996 5 8
£2,999 16 10
1,326 10 6
Bank Charges and Interest  ... ... ... ... 55 3 7
Interest on Government Loans  ... ... ...  374 10 2
Labour  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  139 11 9
Cartage  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  61 5 6
Tim be r  ... ... ... ... .. ... ...  43 17 6
Ironmongery  ... ... ... ... ... ...  9 16 3
Contracts  ... ... ... . . . ... ... ...  5 10 0
Metal, Gravel ,  and Bricks  ... ... ... ...  44 15 3
Plant  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 4 11
Sundries  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  21 19 5
Police  Court  ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 7 0
Refund Saleyards  ... ... ... ... ... .2 2 0
Printing and Advertising  ... ... ... ...  51 4 0
Office Expenses  ... ... ... ... ... ...  21 14 3
Lighting  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  42 16 0
Ni gghtman  ... ... ... ... ... ...  150 0 0
Salaries-
Town Clerk ... ... ... ... ... 100 0 0
Foreman 98 11 0
Inspector  ... ... ... ... ... 75 8 0
-
Auditors' Fees ... ... ... ... ... ...
Contributions-
Queen's Park ... 120 0 0
Fire Brigade  .. ... ... ... ...  82 7 9
Bridges Board ... ... ... ... ... 121 10 0
Returning Officer 's Expenses  ... ... ... ...
Mayor's Allowance ... ... ... ... ...
Water Supply ... ... ... ... ... ...
„
„
GEORGE DIMMOCH,  Town Clerk.
273 19 0
10 10 0
323 17 9
12 10 0
21 13 0
4 19 0
.92,999 16 10
HENRY B. BLACK, Mayor.
Examined and found correct.
JOHN ALLAN, Auditors.P. A. GRAHN, 1
Town Hall ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  7 14 0
Leased Allotments  ... ... ... ... . ... 7 4 6
Reservoir  and Cottage  ... ... ... ... ... 6 11 0
Land, Section No. 1... ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
Wharf and Landings ... ... ... ... ...  5 0 0
30th June-
By Government Loan-
AssETS.
EXPENDITURE.
£859 1 6
Redemption of ... ... ... ... ... ... 9 12 10
Interest on ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 21 11 4
Repairs to Streets and Roads ... ... ... ... 149 4 4
General Expenses 73 5 10
Salaries and Fees ... ... ... ... ... ... 45 17 4
Tools ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2 18 9
Repairs to Reservoir  ... ... ... ... ... ... 42 2 9
Extraordinary Expenditure ...  3 3 0
Balance  at A. J. S. Bank ... ... ... ... ... 11 5 4
£359 1 6
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
1897.  LIABILITIES .  £  a. d. £ a. d.
To Unpaid Rates ... ... ... ... ... ...  1,030 4 5
„ Leased Allotments Rent Account ... ... . ... 21 14 1
„ Balance of  Government Loan ... ... ... 852 3 8
Capital Account ... ... ... ... ..,  1,096 2 0
£3,000 4 2
30th June -  AssETS.
By Unpaid Rates  ... ...
„ Rent of Leased Allotments ...
„ Balance  at A. J.  S. Bank ...
„ Estimated Value-
Town Hall ...
Reservoir and Cottage
Land, Section No. 1...
Cattle Yards ... ...
Baths ... ...
Fire Bell ... ...
Office Furniture ...
1,030 4 5
21 14 1
11 5 4
599 8 9
1,186 3 0
... 85 18 5
18 0 2
7 4 3
12 12 3
27 13 6
1,937 0 4
£3,000 4 2
W. HIGGINS, Town  Clerk. W. J. MANNING,  Mayor.
Examined and found correct.
PATRICK BRESLIN , Auditors.13t  J86uly, 18W.  J. E. COASE, I .
96 7 8
20 0 0
2,505 0 0
64 6 2
12 15 3
27 2 4
5 18 0
1,441 .7 2
1,197 14 81,544 1  5
107 11 0
57 15 0
43 18 0
18,443 1 5
£25,567 11 1
HENRY B. BLACK, Mayor.
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DIVISION OF 1)UARINGA.
TATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
s DIVISIONAL  BOARD OF  DUARINGA for the  Six Months  ended 30th
June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January-  £ s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 266 2 4
30th June-
To Rates Received-
Subdivision  No. 1 ... ... ... ... 1 5 4
Subd  i vision  No. 2 ... ... ... ... 1 12 4
Subdivision  No. 3 ... ... ... ... 0 13 11
„ Government Endowment-
Subdivision  No. 1 ...
Subdivision No. 2 ...
Subdivision No. 3 ...
„ Wagon License ...
30th June-
By Contingencies-
Salaries  ... ... ...
Petty Cash ...
Duaringa  Water Reserve
Tools ... ...
Horse  Feed ... ...
EXPENDITURE.
„ General  Expenses-
Subdivision No. 1
Subdivision No. 2
Subdivision No. 3
Roads and Works-
Subdivision No. 1
Subdivision No. 2
„ Balance
3 11 7
34 13 1
43 6 11
12 11 10
-- 90 11 10
39 0 0
5 0 0
19 11 6
8 8 7
r, 4 4
1 0 0
.£361 5 9
77 4 5
5 7 11
5 7 11
4 17 11
47 19 0
30 7 6
ERNEST E .  WHITE ,  Clerk . EDWARD DEMPSEY,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned ,  certify that we have examined all Books of
Account and Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of Duaringa, and
that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
THOMAS BELWARD, Auditors.JAMES T. D'ARCY,
Duaringa , 17th July, 1897.
1575
4 4 0
23 11 0
6 0 0
91 13 4
30 8 10
29 3 1
8 6 11
5 0 0
DIVISION OF TORRES.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
DIVISIONAL BOARD OF TORRES from 1st January to 30th June,
1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
30th June-  £  s. d. .6 a. d.
To Rates-General ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 2 6
„ Government Endowment ... ... ... ... 105 1 4
„ General Expenses-
Sale of Goats 3 2 0
Fines and Refund of Costs in various Police
Court Cases ... ... ... ... ... 11 7 4
14 9 4
Proceeds Sale of Water from Reservoir and
Wells ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 710 0
Lodging-house Vc-enses ... ... ... ... .. 40 0 0
Licenses-Goats, &c. ... ... ... ... ... 48 15 0
Suspense Account-Rates wrongfully Struck
and not Claimed 2 16 8
„ Douglas Street-Part Payment or Forming
Footpath ... 5 0 0
„ Balance, Q.  N. Bank,  Limited  ... ... ... 273 3 3
Plus Outstanding Cheques  ... ... ..  1 4 0
1st January -  EXPENDITURE.
By Balance , Q. N. Bank ... ... ...
30th June-
By Contingencies-
Auditors' Fees ... ... ... ...
Advertising ... ... ... • .
Petty Cash ... ... ... ...
Salaries ... ...
General Expenses ... ... ...
Weeds and Rubbish ... ... ..
Stationery ... ... ... ...
Office Rent ... ... ... ...
„ Works and Repairs-
Hastings Street...
Pearl Street ...
Jetty Street ...
John Street ...
Tully Street ...
Douglas Street ...
Reserve Road
Victoria Parade...
„ Property Account-
Quarters ... ...Office Furniture... ...
Plant Account ... ...
Office  Requisites
Interest  Account-
Water Loan .
Loan-Forming  Streets
Q. N. Bank Overdraft ...
0 2 3
3 12 7
1 4 6
2 9 9
0 5 6
48 3 7
1 4 7
17 1 8
15 13 9-
78 6 6
190 1 1
£361 5 9
24s.
274 7 3
£508 2 1
74 18 7
198 7 2
74 4 5
31 2 5
5 8 9
6 5 6
12 7 5
55 4 1
[14TH AUGUST, 1897.
EXPENDITURE-Continued.
By Queensland Government Redemption-
Water Loan .. ...
Loan - Forming Streets
£ s. d. £ s. d.
9 6 6
37 10 6
-- 46 17 0
£508 2 1
1897. LOAN RATE ACCOUNT.
1st January- £ a. d.
To Balance ,  Q. N. Bank  ... ... ... ... .. ...  17 18 9
30th June-
To Rates  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 7 6
30th June-
£21 6 3
By Balance  at Q. N.  Bank  ... ... .. ... £ 21 6 3
1897. WATERING RATE ACCOUNT.
1st January- £ s. d.
To Balance , Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... ...  4 12 11
30th June-
To Rates  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1 13 9
£6 6 8
30th June-
By Street Watering ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 14 0
Balance at Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 12 8
£6 6 8
GEORGE GUMMOW, Chairman.
DAVID DIETRICHSON, Clerk.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that  we have examined all
Books of Accounts and Vouchers kept by the Divsiional Board  of Torres,
and that the above Statement corresponds herewith.
GEORGE HARTLEY, Auditors.P. J. DOYLE,
Thursday  Island , 5th July, 1897.
1678 48s.
DIVISION OF CABOOLTURE.
TATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE for the
si Half-year ended 30th June, 1897.
1897 . RECEIPTS.
1st January-
To Balance in Royal Bank  ... ... .
30th June-
To Subdivision No. 1-
£ a. d. £ 8. d.
872 11 2
Rates Received ... ... ... ... ... 67 5 10
Government Endowment ... ... ... 149 6 0
Rent of Mooloolah Store  ... ... ...  1 10 0
Subdivision  No. 2-
Rates Received ... ... ... ... ... 167 12 10
Government Endowment  ... ... ...  224 9 6
„ Subdivision No. 3-
Rates Received ... ... ... ... 40 3 2
Government Endowment ... ... ... 207 12 4
„ Miscellaneous Receipts ...
218 1 10
392 2 4
- 247 15 6
1 5 0.
£1,731 15 10
30th June- EXPENDITURE. -
By Salaries and other Contingencies ... ... 280 18 0
„ Road Expenditure-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... ... 169 17 2
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 447 1 3
Subdivision No. 3 . ... ... ... 641 12 2
„ Balance Carried forward ... ... 192 7 3
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
3)rh June- LIABILITIES.
To Government Loans-
£1,731 15 10
£ a. d.
No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 56 1 8
No.4 ... ... ... ... ... ... 366 4 5
No. 6 ... ... ... ... ... ... 317 5 7
No. 7 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 138 1 6
No.  8 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 384 2 0
30th June- ASSETS.
£1,261 15 2
By Caboolture  Rafting Ground ... ... ... 130 0 0
Horses and  Drays... ... ... ... ... ...  135 0 0
Board' s Buildings ... ... ... ... ... 208 0 0'
„ Office Furniture ... ... ... ... ... ...  35 0 0
„ Mooloolah Wharf Account ... ... ... ...  130 0 0
Landsborough Quarry ... ... ... ...  40 0 0
Tools and Plant  ... ... ... ... ... 150 0 0
Lagoon Creek Pump  ... ... ... ... ... 5 0 0
„ Balance in Bank  ... ... ... ... ... ...  192 7 3
Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  236 7 11
£1,261 15 2
A GENERAL RATE, of ld. in the £,  was struck  on 13th May, 1897.
Contract No. 20 was let to Robert Seib  for clearing  road  at Kilcoy
f.,r 26; Contract No. 21 was let to John Webb for upkeep of Jimna road
for £10; Contract No. 22  was let to  Thomas Walker for  formation and
graveling Neurum road for £37.
J. FALSHAW FOUNTAIN,  Chairman.
WILLIAM G. BUCKLE, Divisional Clerk.
We certify that we have examined the Books and Accounts of the
above Board for the Half-year ended 30th June, 1897, and that the
foregoing  Statements  correspond therewith.
... 9 2 8
... 40 9 6
8 18 8 Caboolture, 17th July, 1897,
58 10 10 1681
JAMES BATTERSBY,
1
Auditors.ARTHUR TOMS, 1
68s.
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£31 0 0
MUNICIPALITY OF ROMA.
ABSTRACT STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPEN-
DITURE for the Half-year ended 30th June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January- £ s. d.
To Balance  in Q. N. Bank ... ... ... 154 19 0
30th Juno-
To First Moiety Endowment on Rates ... ... ... 63 19 7
,, Rent Collected ... .. ... ... ... ... 203 7 9
„ Rates ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  6  12 11
„ License Fees ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 26 0 0
Registration  Fees .  ... ... .. ... ... 23 4 0
Refund from Special Loan Account ... ... ... 13 1 3
„ Contract Deposits ... ... ... ... ... ... 13 11 6
Sundry Receipts ... ... ... ... ... ... 7 11 0
„ Balance  Overdrawn ... ... ... ... ... ... 426 9 0
30th  June-  EXPENDITURE.
£938 16 0
By Interest  and Liquidation Paid ... ... ... ... 151 13 4
„ Public Works ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  541 2 6
„ Town  Clerk's Office ... ... ... ... ... ...  64 4 0
Inspector 's Salary ... ... ... ... ... ...  26 0 0
Printing  and Advertising ... ... ... ... ... 17 12 6
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 0 0
„ Fire Insurance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  8 0 0
„ Contract Deposits Refunded .. ... ... ...  50 9 6
Sundry Payments ... ... ... ... ... ... 76 14 2
SPECIAL LOAN ACCOUNT.
1st January-
To Balance  in Q. N.  Bank  ... ... ...
30th June-
To Rates Collected ... ... ... . ... ... ...
30th June-
By Refund to General Account ...
„ Balance  in Q. N. Bank ...
RECREATION RESERVE ACCOUNT.
1st January-
To Balance  in Q. N. Bank ... ...
30th June-
To Government  Subsidy ... ...
30th June-
By Public Works and Supplies ... ... ... ... ... 17 8 0
„ Balance in  Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... ... 13 12 0
£31 0 0
GOVERNMENT LOANS ACCOUNT.
30th June- £ s. d.
To Amount Paid in Liquidation ... ... ... ... 46 17 1
„ Balance  forward ... ... ... ... ... ... 4,141 5 9
1st January-
£938 16 0
9
4
£13
s. d.
7 1
4 2
11 3
13 1 3
0 10 0
£13 11 3
£ s. d.
... 11 0 0
... 20 0 0
£4,188 2 10
By Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4,188 2 10
£4,188 2 10
G. L. CHRYSTAL, Town Clerk. THOS. ENRIGHT, Mayor.
Audited and found correct.
Town Hall, Roma,  23rd  July,  1897.
1683 34s. 6d.
DIVISION OF BAROLIN.
STATEMENT SHOWING RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE
from 1st January  to 30th June, 1897.
1897.  RECEIPTS.  £  a. d. £ s. d.
To Subdivision No. 1-
Endowment ... ... ... ... ... 104 10 9
General Rates ... ... ... ... ... 29 8 4
„ Subdivision No.  2-Endowment ... ... ... ... ... 76 11 7
General Rates  ... ... ... ... ...  9 5 0
133 19
387 [19TH AUGUST, 1897.
1
85 16 0
Subdivision No. 3-
Endowment ... ... ... ... ... 208 16 5
General Rates  ... ... ... ... ... 9 17 6
Q. N. Bank, Overdraft
218 13 11
446 18 11
£885 8 6
EXPENDITURE. -
By Q. N. Bank , Balance Brought forward 39 11 0
„ Office Furniture ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 17 0
Office Rent... ... ..... .... ... ... ... 12 10 0
Salary Account ... ... ... ... ... ... 81 13 4
„ General Expenses................ ... 12 6 9
Advertising and Printing ... ... ... 11 0 9
„ Audit Fees ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 4 0
Law Expenses ... ... ... ... ... .. 2 15 0
Petty Cash ... ... 10 0 0
„ Subdivision No. 1-
Interest  on Overdraft ... ... ... ... 1 9 9
Bingera Road ... ... ... ... ... 208 14 4
Kensington Estate Roads ... ... ...  3 12' 0
Branyan Road ... ... ... ... ... 1 16 0
Electra Road ... 0 10 0
New Road, Pine Creek ... ... ... 2 0 0
Spring Creek Road ... ... ... ... 3 6 0
Millbank Road ... ... „. ... ...  43 6 0L
E. O'CONNOR,
A. C. HARVEY, } Auditors.
264 14 1
EXPENDITURE-continued.
:Tnbdivision No. 2-
Interest  on Overdraft ... ... ... ...
Interest  on Loan ... ... ... ...
4edemption of Loan ... ... ... ...
Maryborough  Road ... ...
Drainage  Scheme,  South Bundaberg ...
£ s. d. .1 a. d.
6 8 0
10 5 8
21 18 8
180
5 10 0
„ Subdivision No. 3-
Interest on Overdraft ... ... ... ...  5 0 0
Redemption of Loan ... ... ... ... 65 15 4
Interest of Loan ... ... ... ... 32 3 0
S'field  Reserve  ... ... ... ... ... 13 13 9
Barolin Road ... ... ... ... ... 195 3 2
Behukes' Road ... ... ... ... ... 5 0 0
Springfield Road .. ... ... ...  69 7 6
Anderson's Road ... ... ... ... 4 15 6
Tools Account ... ... ... ... ... 4 1 6
Ashfield Road ... ... ... ... ...  2 9 0
Hummock ... ... ... ... ... 2 17 6
45 10 4
400 6 3
£885 8 6
BALANCE- SHEET ,  30TH JUNE, 1897.
1897. LIABILITIES.  £ 8. d.
30th June-
To Loans-
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... 224 1 5
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... ... ... 616 14 5
Q. N. Bank, Overdraft  ... ... ... ... ...  446 18 11
30th June- ASSETS.
£1,28714 9
By Land, Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... ... 121 6 9
„ Office Furniture, Reduced 5 per cent. ... ... ... 44 15 1
Capital Account ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,121 12 11
£1,28714 9
G. F. PRATTEN, Clerk. W. G. MOORE, Chairman.
We hereby certify that we have examined the Books of Account
and Vouchers of the Board, and found them correct, and that the above
Statement is a true Extract from the said Books.
W. H. MAY, F.S.A.A. Lond., 1 Auditors.W. G. LE W IS, 1
Bunda berg, 23rd July, 1897.
1699 41s. 6d.
DIVISION OF GOOBURRUM.
ABSTRACT OF ACCOUNTS of the GOOBURRUM DIVISIONALBOARD for the Half-year ended the 30th June, 1897.
1897. -  RECEIPTS.
1st January-  £  s. d. £ s. d.
By Balance in Q. N. Bank ... ... 124 3 5
4th April-
By Government Endowment
30th June-
316 15 10
By Precept- Half-share  from Joint  Ferries  Board ... 150 0 0
„ Licenses-
Timber Carriers... ... ... ... ...  12 0 0
General Carriers ... ... ... ... 2 10 0
Dogs ... ... ... ... ... ... 115 0
16 5 0
General Rates-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 0 17 5
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 1 12 6
2 .9 11
Sanitary Receipts, Subdivision No. 1 ... ... 52 16 8
Debit to Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... 194 6 4
30th June-
By Contingencies ..
Works and Repairs-
Subdivision No. 1
Subdivision No. 2
Subdivision No. 3
EXPENDITURE.
£856 17 2
... ... ... ... ... 453 3 10
115 8 11
232 1 5
56 3 0
£856 17 2
RATES STRUCK  FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31sT DECEMBER, 1897.
General Rate-d .  in the £.
Sanitary Rate- £ 13s. 6d. per pan.
BALANCE-SHEET, 30TH JUNE, 1897.
LIABILITIES. £ a. d.
To Treasury  Outstanding  Loan ... ... ... ... ...  368 8 6
„ Overdraft, Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... 194 6 4
ASSETS.
£562 14 10
By Office  Furniture  . ... ... ... ... ... 19 11 11
Divisional Board's Hall, &c.... ... ... ... ... 270 17 8
„ Land, Real Property  ... ... ... ... ... ...  204 4 10
„ Liabilities in excess of Assets ... ... ... ... 68 1 3
SAM. BRAGG, Clerk.
20th July, 1897.
£562 14 10
JAS. PALMER , Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify  that we have examined all
Books of Accounts and Vouchers kept by the Divisional  Board of
Gooburrum, and that the  above Statements correspond therewith.
W. H. MAY, F. S. A. A. Lond. Auditors.ADAM McINTOSH,
North Bundaberg , 21st July, 1897.
1697 28a.
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SCHEDULE A.
A
NNUAL ABSTRACT of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the
AUSTRALIAN METROPOLITAN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,
LIMITED, on the 18th August., 1806.
LIABILITIES.
Amount assured on Life Policies issued elsewhere
£ s. d.
than in Queensland ... . ... ... ... Nil
Amount assured on Life Policies issued in Queens-land up to 18th August, 1896 ... ... ... 40,180 ] 2 0
Total Contingent Liabilities... ... £40,180 12 0
All other Liabilities-
Shareholders' Capital Paid-up ... ... ... 603 0 0
Sundry Creditors... ... ... ... ... Nil
Premiums in Suspense ... ... ... ... Nil
Outstanding Claims ... ... ... ... Nil
Total Liabilities ... ... ... £40,783 12 0
In Queensland-  ASSETS.
Queensland Government Securities ... ...
Other Government Securities ... ... ...
Loans on Mortgage ... ... ... ...
Loans on Company's Policies ... ...
House Property ... ... ...
Other Investments not specified ... ...
Outstanding Interest ... ... ... ...
Outstanding Premiums ... ... ... ...
On Deposit ... ... ... ... ... ...
In Hand and on Current Account ... ... ...
Nil
Nil
100 13 4
Nil
Nil
71 0 2
5 7 0
81 15 7
500 0 0
93 16 0
Total Assets... ... ... ... ... £852 12 1
Assets of every description at date of last Annual
Report ... ... 852 12 1
Total Assets... ... ... .. ... £852 12 1
Amount of Contingent Liabilities at the date of
last Annual Report ... ... ... ... £40,180 12 0
Amount Estimated to be required to Re-insure same £412 0 0
I, Terence John Harold, of 116 and 118 Edward street, Brisbane,
in the colony of Queensland, general manager of the Australian
Metropolitan Life A.surance Company, Limited, do solemnly -and
sincerely declare that the above writing is, and contains, to the best of
my knowledge, information, and belief, a general and true statement
of the Liabilities and Assets of the said Company up to the eighteenth
day of August, 1896, as exhibited and set forth in the last Annual
Report of the said Company; and I make this solemn declaration
conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of . the
provisions of the  " Oaths Act of  1867."
TERENCE JOHN HAROLD, General Manager.
Declared and subscribed before me this thirteenth day of August,
1897.
1721 JAS. MULLINS, J.P. 27s.
MUNICIPALITY OF SOUTH BRISBANE.
TATEMENT OFRECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE for the
Half -year ended  30th June, 1897.
RECEIPTS.  £  R. d.
To Total Receipts  ... ... 11,273 17 6
,,  Balance, Q. N .  Bank ,  South Brisbane ... ... ... 18,866 6 0
£30,140 3 6
1st January- EXPENDITURE.
By Balance, Q. N. Bank, South Brisbane ... ... ... 17,359 16 10
30th June-
By Total Expenditure ... ... ... ... ... ... 12,780 6 8
£30,140 3 6
BALANCE-SHEET, 30TH JUNE, 1897.
LIABILITIES. £ s. d.
Government Loans ... ... ... ... ... ... 82,839 8 3
Q. N. Bank, Limited ... ... ... ... ... 18,866 6 0
Contractors' Deposits ... 638 0 0
Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  96,310  12 1
ASSETS.
£198,654 6 4
Public  Reserves  and Properties ... ... ... ... 195,292 10 9
Plant  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,800 0 0
Rates  Account ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1,561  15 7
£198,654 6 4
JOHN W.  HILL, Town Clerk.
ALEX.  D. WRITECROSS,  Accountant.
We, the undersigned ,  hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the South Brisbane Municpal
Council, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
ALLAN C. WYLIE, F.I. A.Q.,lAuditors.
WILLIAM C. POOLE,
South Brisbane ,  29th July, 1897.
Presented to and approved by the Council this second day of
August, 1897.
A. F. LUYA, Mayor.
1722 19a. 6d.
MUNICIPALITY  OF BUNDABERG.
LTATEMENT  OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
0,J MUNICIPALITY OF BUNDABERG for the Half -year ended 30th
June, 1897.
MUNICIPAL FUND.
1897.  RECEIPTS.
1st January-  £ s. d.
To Cr . Balance, Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... 1,062 14 4
30th June-
To Contingencies  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  124 9 0
Ferries Board  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  150 0 0
„  Rates-General  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  206 16 10
Cleansing ... ... ... ... 88 3 8
Special  Loan  .. ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 7 10
„ Government Endowment  ... .. ... ... ...  383 1 6
„ Dr. Balance ,  Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... 125 18 2
30th June -  EXPENDITURE.
£ 2,144 11 4
By Works and Repairs  ... ... ... ... ... ...  999 0 2
Contingencies  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  729 2 10
„ Tantitha Park  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2 10 0
„ Interest on Government Loan  ... ... ... ...  117 6 6
Kennedy  Bridge Board  ... ... ... ... ...  5 0 0
Salaries 198 6 0
„ Joint Drainage Scheme 5 10 0
Cash  in hand  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 7 10
Fire Brigade Board  ... ... ... ... ... ...  84 8 0
£2,144 11 4
GENERAL HEALTH RATE ACCOUNT.
1897.
1st January
To Cr.  Balance, Q. N. Bank
30th June-
To Rates ... ... ...
30th June
RECEIPTS.
EXPENDITURE.
By Scavenging Streets ... ...
„ General Expenses ... ...
„  Salaries  ... ... ... ...
„ Cr. Balance , Q. N. Bank ...
£  S.  d.
140 15 9
19 8 3
£160 4 0
.. ... 46 2 0
1 8 0
50 0 0
... ... 62 14 0
£160 4 0
BUNDABERG BOTANICAL GARDENS ACCOUNT.
1897.
1st January-
To Cr.  Balance,  Q. N. Bank
30th June-
„ Government  Grant ...
30th June-
RECEIPTS.
EXPENDITURE.
A a. d.
51 5 5
50 0 0
£101 5 5
By General  Expenses  ... ... ... ... ... ...  8 0 6
Wages ... .. ... ... ... ... ... 19 10 0
„ Cr. Balance , ;Q. N. Bank ... ... . ... ... ... 73 14 11
STATEMENT OF RATE-BOOK.
£101 5 5
£ a. d.
To Arrears from 1896 ... ... ... ... ... ... 330 17 6
,, Rates Struck for 1897  ... ... ... ... ...  3,259 10 8
£3,590 8 2
By Rates Paid from 1st January to 30th June, 1897 ... 317 16 7
,, Balance Due  ... ... ... .. ... ... ...  3,272 11 7
RATES STRUCK FOR 1897.
General  Rate-2d. in the £.
General Health  Rate-0. in the  X.
Cleansing Rate-£1 per pan.
£3,590 8 2
BALANCE-SHEET.
LIABILITIES.  £ a. d.
To Government Loan  ... ... ... ... ... 4,692 15 2
,, Overdraft, Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ...  125 18 2
ASSETS.
By Cr.  Balance , Q. N. Bank-
£4,818 13 4
General Health Rate ... ... ... ... ...  62 14 0
Botanical Gardens ... ... ... ... ... ... 73 14 11
„ Council Chambers ... ... ... ... ... ...  766 7 4
Office  Furniture  ... ... ... ... ... ...  101 8 6
„ Plant Account ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  82 1 10
Tool- house .. . ... ... ... ... ... ...  23 10 0
Gravel Pit ... ... ... .. ... ... ...  180 6 0
„ Cash  in hand  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 7 10
„ Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  3,525 2 11
£4,818 13 4
E. BRADY, Town Clerk. P. DUFFY, Mayor.
We, the undersigned ,  certify that  we have examined all Books of
Accounts and, Vouchers kept by the Municipal Council of Bundaberg
for the Half-year ended 30th June ,  1897,  and that the  above Statements
correspond therewith and are correct.
1700
W. H. MAY, 1Auditors.D. HOGAN, 1
51s.
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MUNICIPALITY OF GAYNDAH.H STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND  EXPEN-DITURE ofthe GAYNDAH MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, ended on the
30th June, 1897.
1897.
1st January-
To Balance on date
30th June-
To General Rate
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d.
... 44 10 0
64
12
8
3
7
„ Special Rate  ... ... ... ...
,, Rents  ... ... ... ... ...
„  Licenses  ... ... ... ... ...
„  Refunds  ... ... ... ... ...
30th June --  ExPENDrruu$.
By General Expenses  ... ... ...
„ Printing and Advertising
„ Salaries ... ...
Petty Expenses...
„ River Crossing ...
„ Dalgangal Road
„ Interest on Loans
„ Legal Expenses...
„ Cash on hand ...
„ Bank Balance ...
£141
[14'nt AUGUST, 1897.
STATEMENT OF RATES MADE DURING THE YEAR 1897.
General Rate, lid. in the  X.
Cleansing Rate (in Subdivision No. 3, East Bundaberg only), £1 1s.
per pan.
To Government  Loans  Outstanding .... ... ... 5,367 15 1
12 71 ,, I)r. Balance, Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... 428 4 9
9 10
18 0 X5,79519 10
10 0. ASSETS.
19 0 By Assets ... ... ... ...
E f Li it tbiliti l AA t C
840
9554
18 10
1 0
19  5J xcess o ccoun,, a es over sse s, aap ,
£5, 795 19 10
38 5
15 4
34 19
2 17
4 9
1 6
12 3
2 2
0 0
30 12
£141 19 5J
WILLIAM SEENEY, Mayor.
W. D. MALTBY, Town Clerk.
We have  this day examined all Books  of Accounts ,  Receipts,
Vouchers,  &c., of this Municipal  Council, and certify that the above
Statement corresponds  therewith.
Gayndab,13th  July, 1897.
1705
RANDEL HAMER,
} Auditors.JACOB WALKER,
17s. 6d.
DIVISION OF WOONGARRA.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE  for the
Half -year ended 30th June, 1897.
1897.  RECEIPTS.
1st January -  £  s. d. £ s. d.
To Credit  Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... 256 11 3
30 June-
To Government Endowment-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 182 8 4
Subdivision No. 2 225 7 8
Subdivision  No. 3 ... ... ... ... 129 3 0
„ General Rates-
Subdivision  No. 1 .. ... ... ... 16 7 4
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 20 6 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... 0 12 6
„ Sanitary Rates-Subdivision No. 3... ... 2 2 0
536 19 0
39 7 10
„ ]Receipts-
. ... ... ... ... 48 15 61 200-acre  Reserve,"
ganitary Account ... ... ... 14 0 0
Sundr 4 14 9
Special ,eoeipts  -  Cran Bros. and Co.'s
Share of Expense Clearing Drain,
1,`100-acre Reserve  ... ... ... ... 38 17 8
„ Dr. Balance ,  Q. N. Bank  ... ... ... ...  428 4 9
£1,36710 9
30th June -  EXPENDITURE.
By Tools and Repairs  ... ... ... ...  11 6 9
Kennedy Bridge Board  ... ... ... ...  5 0 0
„ Salaries  and Clerical ... .. ... ... ... 182 0 0
Salar Account ,  1,200 -acre Reserve  ...  23 3 8
Gas Lighting ... ... ... ... ... ... 27 0 0
„ General Expenses  .. ... ... ... ... 46 0 6
,, Maintenance  Account ... ... ... 122 15 5
Printing and Advertising  ... ... ... ... 17 0 6
„ Petty Cash ... ... ... ... ... ... 15 0 0
Interest and Cheques  ... ... ... ... ... 5 7 7
„ Legal Expenses  ... ... ... ... ... 3 17 8
„ Audit Fees ... ... ... ... ... ...  6 6 0
1,200 -acre Reserve  ... ... ... ... ...  85 16 7
Interest ,  Government Loan  ... ... ... ...  268 8 0
„ By Works  and Repairs-
Subdivision No. 1-
Grimwood 's Road, one-half  ... ...  119 10 2
Rehbein's Road ... ... ... ... 17 12 6
Sandhills Road  ... ... ... ...  6 16 6
143 19 2
Subdivision No. 2-
Grimwood 's Road, one -half ... ... 119 10' 2
G aylard 's Road  ... ... ... ... 114 7 8
Subdivision No. 3-
Scotland St re et  ... ... ... ...  12 15 0
Creek and .Burnett Streets  ... ...  43 1 2
233 17 10
55 16 2
,,  Sanitary Account-Subdivision  No. 3 ... ... 114 14 11
J. TOPPING,  Clerk . JAS. CRAN, Chairman..
We, the undersigned ,  hereby certify that we have Examined all
Books of Account and  Vouchers  kept  by the  Divisional Board of
Woongarra ,  and that the above Statement corresponds the re with.
W. H. MAY, F.S.A.A. Lond., Auditors.P. W. NICOLSON, A.S.A.A.  Lond., }
Bundaberg, 22nd July, 1897.
1698
£ s. d.
46s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  James Paton, of
Toowoomba, in the colony of Queensland, plumber, by The Union
Bank of Australia, Limited, carrying on business amongst other
places at Brisbane, in the colony aforesaid.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and upon proof
satisfactory to the Court of the debt of the Petitioner and of
the act of Insolvency alleged to have been committed by the said
James Paton having been given, it is ordered that the said James
Paton be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that James Boyne
Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
James Paton, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Principal Registrar, Supreme Court, Brisbane, on the Twenty-sixth
day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said James Paton shall, on the Twenty-fourth
day of August, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this ninth day of August, 1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
MACPHERSON AND FEEZ,
Lutwyche Chambers, Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for The Union Bank of Australia, Limited.
14s. 64.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd  pauper's.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against James  Byrne, of
Maryborough, in the colony of Queensland, horse-dealer, by
himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,  it is  ordered that the
U said  James  Byrne be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent  in
formal pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hal], Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First  General
Meeting of the creditors of the said James Byrne, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Nineteenth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said James Byrne shall, on the
Seventeenth day of August, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as  known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this sixth day of August, 1897.
lls. Gd.
BALANCE- SHEET, 30TH JUNE, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Abraham Ruddick,
of Gowrie Scrub,  near  Toowoomba, in the colony  of Queensland,
farmer, by the said Abraham Ruddick.
£1,367 10 9
UPON  the hearing  of this Petition this day, it  is ordered thatV the said Abraham Ruddick be and  he is  hereby  adjudged
STATEMENT  OF GOVERNMENT LOANS OUTSTANDING insolvent, and that  James  Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official  Trustee of
ON 30TH JUNE, 1897.  his Estate . And it is further ordered that the First General  Meeting
£ s. d. of the creditors of the said Abraham Ruddick, for the election of a
Total Loans incurred  ... ... ... ... ... 8,277 9 4 Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Repaid in Redemption of Loans  ... ... ... 2,901) 14 3 Twenty-sixth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the  forenoon.
Balance Due to Treasury  ... 5,367 15 1 And it is further ordered that the said Abraham  Ruddick sha ll , on
the Twenty-fourth day of August, 1897,  at Brisbane, deliver to the,
48,277 9  4 Trustee in this  Estate  a full, true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified  OP
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oath, of  his debts and liabilities  of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as  known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this ninth day of August, 1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
RICHARD  DODD, Solicitor for Insolvent, Toowoomba.
By MORRIS  AND FLETCHER,
12s. 6d . Celtic Chambers, George street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Robert Greene, of
Maryborough, in the colony of Queensland,  late a licensed
victualler,  now a labourer , by the said Robert Greene.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered thatthe said Robert Greene be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formd  pauperis ,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of  his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Robert Greene, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Nineteenth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Robert Greene shall, on the
Seventeenth day of August, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in
this  Estate  a full, true,  and accurate  statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and  residences,
so far as  known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this ninth day of August, 1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
JAS. M. STAFFORD, Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Bazaar street , Maryborough.
By his Agent-THOS. O'SULLIVAN, Solicitor, Brisbane.
13s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE  CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against William McAllister,
of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the
said William McAllister.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said William McAllister be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the Creditors of the said Insolvent, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Nineteenth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Insolvent shall, on
the Eighteenth day of August, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this second day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor, Flinders street, Townsville.
Agent for F. MILFORD, Solicitor for Insolvent,
13s. 6d. Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  John Strongman
Palmer, of Townsville, in the colony of Queensland, labourer, by
the said Jobn Strongman Palmer.
MONDAY, THE SECOND DAY OF AUGUST, 1897.
1 TPON the hearing of this Petition this day,  it is  ordered that the
J said John Strongman Palmer be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent in  forma' pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the said John
Strongman Palmer, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office
of the Registrar of this Court on the Twelfth day of August, 1897,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said John Strongman Palmer shall, on the Eleventh day of August,
1897, at Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate  statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the  names  and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this second day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
EDWIN NORRIS AND SON, Insolvent's Solicitors, Townsville.
135.
[14TH  AUGUST, 1897.
In the  Supreme  Court of  Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma  pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the  Matter  of an Insolvency Petition  against  Joseph Williams, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, carpenter, by the
said Joseph Williams.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day,  it is ordered  that the
said Joseph Williams be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent  in
forma pauperi s,  and  that Thomas George Fraser,  Esquire, be Official
Trustee of  his Estate . And it is further ordered that the First
General  Meeting of  the creditors of  the  said Joseph Williams, for the
election of a Trustee , be held at the Office of the  Registrar of this
Court, Principal Registry, Townsville, on the Twentieth day of August,
1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Joseph Williams shall, on the Nineteenth day of August,
1897, at Townsville  aforesaid , deliver to the Trustee  in this Estate a
full, true,  and accurate  statement, verified on oath, of his  debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and residences ,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of  the causes  of his inability  to meet his
engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this fourth day of  August,
1897.
12s. 6d.
By. the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Informd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Joseph James
Latchford, of Charters 'l'owers, in the colony of Queensland,
miner, by the said Joseph James Latchford.
J
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Joseph James Latchford be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Joseph
James Latchford, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office
of the Registrar of this Court, Principal Registry, Townsville, on the
Twentieth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Joseph James Latchford shall,
on the Nineteenth day of August, 1897, at Townsville aforesaid,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate state-
ment, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and
of the names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this fourth day of August,
1897.
By the,-,Court,
12s. 6d. T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Archibald Richardson,
of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, miner,  by the
said Archibald Richardson.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Archibald Richardson be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent
in formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George  Fraser ,  Esqui re, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting  of *the creditors-of the said Archibald Richardson, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court. Principal Registry, Townsville, on the Twentieth day of
August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Archibald Richardson shall, on the Nineteenth
day of August, 1897, at Townsville aforesaid, deliver to the  Trustee in
this Estate a full, true,  and accurate statement , verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of  the names and residences,
so far  as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet  his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this fourth day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
12s. 6d. T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma  pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE _CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  George  Charles
Warboys, of Charters Towers, in the colony  of Queensland,
saddler, by the said George Charles Warboys.
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered  that the
said George Charles Warboys be and he is hereby  adjudged
insolvent  in formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George  Fraser,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the Fii st General Meeting of the  creditors of the
said Insolvent , for the election  of a Trustee , be held at the
Office  of the Registrar  of this Court. on the Nineteenth day of
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August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is furl l a 'it is debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and residences,
ordered that the  said  Insolvent  shall, on  the Eighteenth day of so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
August, 1897, at Townsville,  deliver  to the Trustee in this Estate a meet his engagements.
full, true, and accurate statement , verified on  oath, of his debts and Given under the  seal  of the Court this tenth day of August, 1897.
liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and residences , so far as
1 By the Court,known , of his creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to meet his i
engagements. J. BLOOD-SMYTH, Registrar.. -
Given under the seal of the Court this fourth day of August, EDFOItD M. P. PUGH, Longreach.
1897. Town Agents -REES  R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
By the Court, Quay street, Rockhampton, 1
h IfT. G. FRASER, Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor, Flinders street, Townsville.
Agent for F. MILFORD, Solicitor for Insolvent,
14s. Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency Petition against George Claude
Hamilton, of Longreach, in the colony of Queensland, shearer,
by the said George Claude Hamilton,  in forma pauperis.
MONDAY,  THE NINTH  DAY OF AUGUST, 1897.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that. the
said George Claude Hamilton be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in  forma pauperis,  and that John Love Blood-Smyth, Esquire,
be Official Trustee-of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said George Claude
Hamilton, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court on the Twenty-sixth day of August, 1897,
at Eleven  o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said George Claude Hamilton  shall , on the Twenty-fifth day of
August, 1897, at Rockhampton, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full,  true , and accurate  statement , verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and  residences,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under  the seal of  the Court this tenth day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,  Registrar.
REES  R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Quay street, Rockhampton.
Agents for FITZGERALD AND MAJOR,
15s. Solicitors for Insolvent, Longreach.
nso vent.or t14s. Solicitors e
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Michael O'Gorman, of Brisbane, in the colony
of Queensland, civil servant.ARTHUR LESLIE RELY, ofBrisbane, i  the colony of Queens-land, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twelfth day of August, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
TAYNNE AND MACARTNEY,
Solicitors for the Debtor and Trustee, Edward street, Brisbane.
1712 9s.
T. G. FRASER , Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of James C. Nolan, of Charters Towers, in the colony of
. Queensland, tobacconist, an Insolvent.
HARLES REGINALD TIDEMAN, of Townsville, in the colony
C of Queensland, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this eleventh day of March, 1897.
1688 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JIISTICB POWER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Peter Nolan, of
Urandangie, in the colony of Queensland, licensed victualler, by
the said Peter Nolan.
MONDAY, THE NINTH DAY OF AUGUST, 1897.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Peter Nolan be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that John Love Blood-Smyth, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting of the creditors
of the said Peter Nolan, for the election of a Trustee, be held  at  the
Office of the Registrar of this Court, Supreme Court Buildings, Rock-
hampton, on the Twenty-eighth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the, said Peter I' olan
shall, on the Twenty-seventh day of August, 1897, at Rockhampton,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate state-
ment, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences , so far as known, of his creditors, and of the
causes of  his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this tenth day of August, 1897.
By the Court,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH, Registrar.
REES R . AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors, Rockhampton.
Town Agents  for ROBERTS, Lau, AND BARNETT,
13s. 6d .  Solicitors  for Insolvent, Townsville.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Jeremiah Walsh, of
Longreach, in the colony of Queensland, baker, by the said
Jeremiah Walsh.
MONDAY,  THE NINTH  DAY OF AUGUST, 1897.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Jeremiah Walsh be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that John Love Blood-Smyth, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General Meet-
ing of the creditors of the said Jeremiah Walsh, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court.,
Supreme Court Buildings, Rockhampton, on the Twenty-sixth day
of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further' ordered that the said Jeremiah Walsh shall, on the Twenty-
fifth clay of August, 1897, at Rockhampton, .deliver to the T rustee
in this Estate a full,  true, and accurate statement ,  veri fied on  oath, of
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of John Weatherston, of South Bolan, near Bundaberg,
in the colony of Queensland, licensed victualler, insolvent.
1 AMES POWERS, of Bundaberg, in the colony of Queensland,
auctioneer, has been appointed Trustee of the property of the
Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not  yet  proved their debts mustforward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this ninth day of August, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Depi y Registrar.
HAMILTON AND PAYNE, Solicitors for the Trustee, Bundaberg.
Town Agents-BERNAYS AND OSBORNE,
1694 Solicitors, 150 Queen street, Brisbane. 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of Alexander Sellars, of Charters Towers, in the colony
of Queensland, contractor, insolvent.THE Court has appointed the Last Examination of the Insolventto take place before the Supreme Court, Townsville, on FRIDAY,
the Third day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this ninth day of August, 1897.
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
A. F. B. CHUBB, Insolvent's Solicitor, Charters Towers.
Agent-A. M. BEAUMONT, Solicitor, Townsville.
1725 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of James Kelly, of Mount Morgan, in the colony
of Queensland, storekeeper, trading as "James Kelly & Co."
r HE Creditors of the abovenamed James Kelly who have not
1 already proved their debts are required, on or before the
Twenty-third day of August, 1897, to send  their names and addresses,
and the particulars  of their debts or claims,  to me, the undersigned,
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Richard Daniel Shaw ,  of Rockhampton , the Trustee under the Liqui-
dation ,  or in default  thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of
the dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this second day of August, 1897.
PATTISON AND TYLER,
Solicitors for Trustee,
Melbourne Chambers,
1724 Rockhampton.
R. SHAW, Trustee.
98.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Arthur Creese, of Charteis Towers, in the colony
of Queensland, storekeeper.
T
HE  Creditors of the abovenamed Arthur Creese who have not
already proved their debts are required, on or before the Twenty-
third day of August, 1897, to send their names and addresses, and the
particulars of their debts or claims, to me, the undersigned, Gerald
Gordon, of Charters Towers aforesaid, accountant, the Trustee under
the Liquidation, or in default thereof they will be excluded from the
benefit of the dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this sixth day of August, 1897.
1714
GERALD GORDON,
Trustee.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of J. E. Matthews, of Mount Morgan, in Liquidation
by Arrangement.THE Creditors of the abovenamed who have not already provedtheir debts are required, on or before the Twenty-fourth day of
August 1897, to send their names and addresses, and the particulars
of their debts or claims, to me, the undersigned, Thomas Edward
White, of Edward street, Brisbane, the Trustee under the Liquida-
tion, or in default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of
the dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this tenth day of August, 1897.
1691
THOS. E. WHITE, Trustee.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by John James Moore,
of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, commercial broker and
agent.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed person or persons has been
summoned to be held at Brisbane on the Twenty-fourth day of
August, 1897, at Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this sixth  day  of August, 1897.
1708
WINTER AND McNAB,
Solicitors of the said John James Moore,
88 Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Frederick Wil li am Wheldon, of Clermont, store-
keeper ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared  in the  matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudicated on the twenty -sixth day of
April, 1897.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the First day of
September ,  1897 ,  will be excluded.
Dated this fourth day of August, 1897.
1679
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,
Official Trustee in Insolvency, Rockhampton.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Hely,  of Mount Morgan , labourer, an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A
FIRST  and Final  Dividend, at the rate of 2s. 1-Ad. in the £, is
now payable  at my Office, upon all debts proved.
Dated this third day of August, 1897.
1680
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,
Official Trustee in Insolvency, Rockhampton.58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the matter of William
Carter ,  of West End, Brisbane ,  adjudicated insolvent on the
tenth day of February, 1897.
Creditors who have not pro ved their debts  by the  Twentieth day
of August ,  1897 ,  will be excluded.
Dated this seventh day of August, 1897.
THOS.  E. WHITE, Trustee.
1692 4..
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will and Codicil of Jean Baptiste Loridan, late of Croydon, in
the colony of Queensland, and lately temporarily residing at
Stawell, in the colony of Victoria, retired storekeeper, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteenthe from date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will and
Codicil of the abovenamed Jean Baptiste Loridan, deceased, may be
granted to William Arthur Webb, of Croydon aforesaid, merchant,
the sole Executor named in the said Will and Codicil. Any person
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard
upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant
is made.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of July, A.D. 1897.
1706
BEOR AND7GORTON,
Solicitors  for the  said William  Arthur Webb,
Samwell street , Croydon.
9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
In the  Will of Harriet Townion, late of Ingham, in the colony of
Queensland ,  widow, deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof ,  application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Wi ll  of the
abovenamed Harriet Townson ,  deceased ,  may be granted to George
Heathcote Townson, of Ingham, in the colony of Queensland, con-
tractor, the sole Executor named in the said Will. Any person
interested who desires to object to the application ,  or to be heard
upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant
is made.
Dated this seventh day of August, 1897.
1703
ROBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
Solicitors for the said George Heatheote Townson,
Denham street, Townsville.
8s.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
In the Will of George Townson, formerly of Timaru, in the colony of
New Zealand ,  sub-inspector of permanent ways ,  but late of
Ingham ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  contractor ,  deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof ,  application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Letters of Administration of
the personal estate of the abovenamed George Townson ,  deceased,
with his Will,  may be granted to George Heathcote Townson, of
Ingham ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  contractor ,  the sole Executor
named in  the Will of  Harriet Townson, late of Ingham aforesaid,
widow ,  deceased ,  the sole Executrix named in the Will of the said
George Townson ,  deceased .  Any person interested who desires to
object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a Caveat in
the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this seventh day of August, 1897.
ROBERTS, LEU ,  AND BARNETT,
Solicitors for the said George Heathcote Townson,
1702
Denham street,
Townsville.108.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of David Pringle Milne, late of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, boot and shoe maker (retired), deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and
personal estate of the said David Pringle Milne, deceased, who died
quasi  intestate, with his Will, may be granted to Richard Milne, of
Gympie, in the colony aforesaid, miner, brother of the said  deceased,
the sole Executrix named therein being dead, and there  being no
residuary or other legatee named therein. Any person interested who
desires to object to the application,  or to  be heard upon it, may file a
caveat in the Registry  at any time  before the  grant is made.
Dated this seventh day of August, 1897.
1704
J. NICOL ROBINSON,
Solicitor  for the  said Richard Milne,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Jeremiah Spillane, late of Mitchell, in the'colony of
Queensland, labourer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the' date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Jeremiah Spillane, deceased, may be granted to  Benjamin
Thomas Harris, of Mitchell aforesaid,  grazier , the sole Executor named
in the  said  Will. Any person interested  who desires  to object to the
application, or to be heard upon it, may  file a  caveat in the  Registry
at any time before the grant  is made.
Dated this sixth day of August, 1897.
R. H. DYBALL,
Solicitor for the said Benjamin Thomas  Harris,
• Roma.
Town Agents--Messrs. Moans 4ND FLIATC$ER,
1710 Celtic  Chambers, Brisbane.  8s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will and two Codicils of Charles Zacharia Bertheau (otherwise
called Charles Zacharie Bertheau), late of Bundaberg, in the
colony of Queensland, cordial manufacturer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Charles Zacharia Bertheau (otherwise called Charles
Zacharie Bertheau), deceased, may be granted to Zacharia William
Bertheau, of Bundaberg aforesaid, cordial manufacturer, and Joseph
Gillen, of same place, freeholder, the Executors named in the said
Will and Codicils. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this sixth day of August, A.D. 1897.
CHAS. POWERS AND H. N. THORBURN,
Solicitors for the said Zacharia William Bertheau and
1696
Joseph Gillen,
Barolin street, Bundaberg.
9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Ida Mary Moore, late of Warwick, in the
colony of Queensland (wife of Richard Albert Moore, of Warwick
aforesaid , poli ce  magistrate ),  deceased ,  intestate.NOTICE ishereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate  of the abovenamed Ida Mary Moore, of Warwick aforesaid,
deceased , who died intestate, may be granted to the said Richard
Albert Moore, of Warwick aforesaid, police magistrate, the lawful
husband of the said deceased.
Dated this.tenth day of August, 1897.
1695
GEORGE VALENTINE'HELLICAR,
Solicitor for the said Richard Albert Moore,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Emily Gertrude Skyring (sometimes
called Gertrude Skyring, late wife of George Skyring, of Bunda-
berg, in the colony of Queensland, butcher), deceased, intestate.NN OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the  real  and personal
estate  of the abovenamed Emily Gertrude Skyring (sometimes called
Gertrude Skyring), deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
George Skyring, of Bundaberg, in the colony of Queensland, butcher,
the lawful husband of the said deceased.
Dated this ninth day of August, 1897.
1701
CHAS. POWERS AND H. N. THORBURN,
Solicitors  for the said George Skyring,
Ba rolin street ,  Bundaberg.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Baxter Hartley (in the Will called John Hartley),
late of Charters  Towers,  in the colony of Queensland, dairyman,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made  to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed John Baxter Hartley (in the Will called John Hartley),
may be granted to Joe Millican, of Charters Towers, in the colony of
Queensland,  mining  agent, the sole Executor named in the said Will.
Any person interested who desires to object to the application, or to
be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before
the grant  is made.
Dated this sixth day of August, 1897.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for the said Joe Millican,
Gill street, Charters  Towers.
Agent-A. M. BEAUMONT, Solicitor,
1693  Supreme  Court House, Townsville. 108.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Louise  Eleanor Briggs , late of Burleigh,  near  Southport,
in the colony of Queensland, widow, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the above-
named Louise  Eleanor Briggs , deceased, may be granted to Robert
George Wonderley, of Toowoomba, in the said colony, solicitor, one of
the Executors named in the said Will,  reserving  leave for Anthony
Brough Briggs, the other Executor named therein, who resides out of
the jurisdiction of the said Honourable Court, to  come in and  prove at
any time hereafter. Any person interested who desires to object to
the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this eleventh day of August, A.D. 1897.
CHARLES WILLIAM HAMILTON,
Solicitor for the said Robert George Wonderley,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
By his AgentS-HAMILTON AND GRAHAM,
1723 Solicitors, 57 Queen street, Brisbane. 108.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of William John Dangar, late of Neotsfleld, in the
county of Northumberland, in the colony of New South Wales,
esquire, deceased.
.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to  this  Honourable  Court that Ancillary Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed William John Dangar, deceased, may be
granted to The Honourable Henry Cary Dangar, of Grantham, near
Sydney, in the said colony of New South Wales, one of the Executors
named in the  said  Will, reserving leave for Frederick Holkham
Dangar , the other Executor named in his  said  Will, to come in and
prove at any time hereafter. Any person interested who desires to
object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in
the Registry at any time before the  grant is made.
Dated this fourteenth day of August, 1897.
HART, FLOWER, AND DRURY,
Solicitors for the said The Honourable Henry Cary Dangar,
1713
Adelaide  street ,  Brisbane.
10s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Hans Pedersen (also called and known as
Hans Petersen), late of Walkerston, in the colony of Queensland,
farmer, deceased, intestate.
N
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed Hans Pedersen (also called and known as
Hans Petersen), deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Antionette Margrett Campbell (wife of James Campbell, of Plane
Creek, near Mackay, in the said colony, blacksmith), the daughter of
the said deceased ; Christina Morgan (wife of Thomas Morgan, of
Townsville, in the said colony, sailor), the eldest daughter of the said
deceased, having renounced her right thereto.
Dated this sixth day of August, A.D. 1897.
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
Solicitor for the said Antionette Margrett Campbell,
By his Town Agents-
W. H. WILSON AND HEMMING},
Sydney street, Mackay.
1709 Selborne Chambers, Adelaide street, Brisbane. 10s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be ELIZABETH EABOEN, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Elizabeth Eaborn, late of Withington street, East Brisbane,
in the colony of Queensland, widow, deceased, who died at Withington
street, East Brisbane aforesaid, on the second day of October, 1896,
and of whose Will Probate was, on the fifth day of November, 1896,
duly granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to Edmund James
Eaborn, of Stanley street, South Brisbane, in the said colony, under-
taker, and George Melton, of Cemetery road, Toowong, near Brisbane,
in the said colony, compositor, the Executors named in the said Will,
are required to send in, in writing, particulars of their claims or
demands to the said Edmund James Eaborn and George Melton, at
the Office of the undersigned, their solicitor, on or before MONDAY,
the Thirteenth day of September, 1897. And notice is hereby also
given, that after the expiration of the last-mentioned day the said
Edmund James Eaborn and George Melton will proceed to distribute
the assets of the said deceased amongst the persons entitled .thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which they shall then have had
notice, and that they will not be liable, for the assets or any part
thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim they
shall not have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this twelfth day of August, 1897.
1707
JAS. F. WATSON,
Solicitor for the said Executors,
82 Queen street ,  Brisbane.
15s.
"THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
(FORM L.)
NOTICE is hereby given, that, in accordance with the provisions of
the 12th section of  " The Friendly Societies Act of  1894," the
Acting Attorney-General has, by writing under his hand dated the
fifth day of August, 1897, cancelled the registry of the Branch known
as the Loyal Gin Gin Lodge of the Queensland Branch of the
Manchester Unity Independent Order of Oddfellows' Friendly
Society, the Registered Office of which Branch was situated at Gin
Gin. It is further notified that, in consequence of such action having
been taken by the Acting Attorney-General, the Branch absolutely
ceases to  enjoy the privileges of a Registered Branch, subject, however,
to the right of appeal given by the said Act; but such cancellation
of the registry of such Branch is without prejudice to any liability
actually incurred by such Branch, which may be enforced against the
same  as if such cancellation had not taken place.
Dated at Brisbane this sixth day of August, 1897.
1673
ROBERT RENDLE,
Registrar  of Friendly  Societies.
lOs.
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"THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES  ACT OF 1894."
(FORM L.)
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that, in accordance with the provisions
of the 12th section  of  " The  Friendly Societies  Act  of  1894," the
Acting Attorney- General has ,  by writing under his hand, dated the
fifth day of August ,  1897, cancelled the registry of the Branch known
as the Loyal Excelsior Lodge of the Queensland Branch of the
Manchester  Unity Independent  Order of Oddfellows '  Friendly
Society, the Registered  Office of which  Branch was situated at
Gympie. It is further notified that, in consequence of such action
having been taken by the  Acting Attorney- General, the Branch
absolutely ceases  to enjoy the  privileges of a Registered Branch,
subject, however , to the  right of appeal given by the said Act; but
such cancellation of the  re gistry of such Branch is without prejudice
to any liabi li ty actua lly incurred by such Branch ,  which may be
enforced against the same as if such cancellation had not taken place.
Dated at Brisbane this sixth day of August, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE,
Registrar of Friendly Societies.
1674 10s.
THE BRISBANE  TRAMWAYS COMPANY, LIMITED.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that application has been made to the
Minister for Railways for an Order in Council to Construct
Tramways within the limits of the Municipality of South Brisbane
and the Shire of Coorparoo ,  respectively , by the  above Company,
under the provisions of  " The Tramways  Acts,  1882 -1890," and that
certified copies of the Plans, Sections ,  Specifications ,  Book of Reference,
and Estimate of the Cost of such Tramways ,  and also certified copies
of the  Memorandum and Articles of Association of the said Company,
with the Statement of Share Capital of the Company ,  have been
deposited  with the  said Minister for Railways ,  and in the Offices of the
Town  Clerk-for  the Municipality of South Brisbane and the Office of
the Coorparoo Shire Council ,  and are at all times open to inspection
to every ratepayer interested therein.
THOMAS  IRVING,  Secretary.
Brisbane ,  5th August, 1897.
1675 8s.
THE BRISBANE TRAMWAYS COMPANY, LIMITED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that application has been made to the
Minister for Railways for an Order in Council to Construct
Tramways within the limits of the Municipality of Brisbane and the
Division of Booroodabin, respectively, by the above Company, under
the provisions of  " The Tramways Acts,  1882-1890," and that certified
copies of the Plans, Sections, Specifications, Book of Reference, and
Estimate of the Cost of such Tramways, and also certified copies of -the
Memorandum and Articles of Association of the said Company,
with the Statement of Share Capital of the Company, have been
deposited with the said Minister for Railways, and in the Offices of
the Town Clerk for the Municipality of Brisbane and the Office of
the Booroodabin Divisional Board, and are at all times open to
inspection to every ratepayer interested therein.
THOMAS IRVING, Secretary.
Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.
1674 8s. .
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act  1863," and The Brisbane Ice
Company, Limited, in Liquidation.
A
T an Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders of The
Brisbane Ice Company, Limited, convened and holden at the
Registered Office, North Quay, Brisbane, on Tuesday, the tenth day
of August, A.D. 1897, the subjoined Resolutions were duly passed:-
1.  That the Company be wound-up voluntarily, under Clause 1; 9
of  " The Companies Act  1863."
2. That Mr. John Howorth be appointed Liquidator at a
remuneration of £10 lOs.
JOHN HO WORTH, Chairman.
Witness- J. FREDERIKSEN.
Brisbane , 12th August, 1897.
1711 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  1863 to 1893," and in the
matter of The Struck Oil P.C. and Reward United Gold-mining
Company, Limited.THE Creditors of the abovenamed Company who have not alreadyproved their debts are required, on or before the Eleventh day
of September, 1897, to send their names and addresses, and particulars
of their debts or claims, to me, the undersigned, William Harper
Rogers, of Rockhampton, the Liquidator of the said Company, or in
default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of the dividend
proposed to be declared.
Dated this tenth day of August, 1897.
WILLIAM HARPER ROGERS,
Liquidator.
1727 7s. 6d.
WARRIOR GOLD-MINING COMPANY, LIMITED,
CHARTERS TOWERS, QUEENSLAND.AT an Extraordinary General Meeting of the Members of theabovenamed Company, duly convened and held at the
Registered Office of the Company, Mosman street, Charters Towers,
on the third day of July, 1897, the subjoined Resolution was duly
passed, and at a subsequent Extraordinary General Meeting of the
Members of the said Company, also duly convened and held at the
same place on the twenty-eighth day of July, 1897, the said Resolution
was duly confirmed :-
$esolution.
That the Company be wound-up voluntarily, under the pro-
visions of  " The Companies Actsy  1863  to  1893."
And at such last-mentioned meeting, Harry Thompson and
Charles Aird Watson, of Charters Towers, were appointed Liquidators
for the purpose of the winding-up.
Dated at Charters Towers this second day of August, 1897.
1726
W. M. WATT,
Chairman  of both  Meetings.
9s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that it is intended during the present
session of the Parliament of Queensland  to apply for  leave to
bring in a Bill to enable and empower The Charters Towers Gas,
Coke, Coal, and Light Company ,  Limited, incorporated under the
pro visions of  " The Companies Act  1863," to manufacture ,  sell, and
supply gas or other  means of public  and private lighting, whether
by the manufacture of gas or of electricity ,  or any other methods, and
to manufacture ,  render saleable ,  and deal in coke, coal ,  tar, pitch,
asphaltum ,  ammoniacal liquor ,  and all residual products obtained in
the manufacture of gas or in the production of any other means of
lighting at and to the inhabitants of Charters Towers and other places
in Queensland ,  and to generally empower the said Company to obtain,
construct, and maintain all  works and appliances ,  acquire all lands,
and to do all such acts and things as may be deemed necessary in and
about the manufacture ,  sale, and supply aforesaid ,  and to undertake
and carry into effect any other pro cesses for lighting towns and
buildings which it may be found advantageous to adopt, and the
doing of all such other things as are incidental or conducive to the
attainment  of the  above objects.
Dated this twenty-first day of  July, 1897.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors to The Charters Towers Gas ,  Coke ,  Coal, and
1534
Light Company, Limited,
Gill street, Charters Towers.
13s. 6d.
LICENSED GATES NOTICE.
I HEREBY give notice that I intend to apply to the Hughenden
Divisional Board for Licenses for Two Public Gates on Richmond
road, four miles and six miles, respectively, from Hughenden.
HARRY HAMMOND.
Hughenden Station, 2nd August, 1897.
1690 3s. 6d.
DAWSON MARSUPIAL BOARD.
V
WNERS of Stock within the Dawson Marsupial District are
hereby notified that an Assessment has this day been made and
levied by the  Board as  follows:-
.9. d.
On every 20 head of Cattle  or Horses .... 0 3
On every 100 Sheep ... ... ... ... 0 3
The Assessment must be paid to the Clerk of the  Board, at
Taroom, within two months from the date of this publication.
By Order of the Board,
MORGAN J. RYAN, Clerk.
Taroom, 2nd August, 1897.
1682 5s. 6d.
CLERMONT MARSUPIAL BOARD.
TT is hereby notified, for the information of Land, Cattle, and Sheep
1 Owners, also Pastoral Lessees, residing in the Clermont Marsupial
District, that the Members of the Board, duly constituted under
" The Marsupials Destruction Act of  1895," for the said Marsupial
District, have fixed the rate of Assessment for the ensuing six months
at the following rate, viz.
s. d.
Sheep, per 100 head ... ... ... ... 1 6
Cattle and Horses, per 20 head ... ... 1 6
Or for every Square Mile of Country ... 1 6
Assessments must be paid to the Clerk of the Board, at the Town
Hall, Clermont, within two months from the date thereof.
By Order of the Board,
FRANK LEYSLEY, Clerk.
Clermont, 13th  July,  1897.
1587 8s.
NOTICE.
0
WNERS of Stock within the Carnarvon Rabbit District are
requested to pay to the Clerk of the Board at Inglewood, within
two months of the date of the publication of this notice, the First
Assessment for 1897, levied  by the  Board as  under:-
.  d.
Sheep, per 100 head ... ... ... 1 0
Cattle  and Horses , per 20 head ... ... ... 1 0
'Run, if Unstocked or Understocked,  per square  mile... 1 0
By Order,
J. P. SUTHERLAND,  Clerk.
Inglewood, 31st July, 1897.
1716 6s. 6d.
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WESTERN DOWNS MARSUPIAL BOARD.
NOTICE.
0
WNERS of Stock within the Marsupial District of Inglewood are
hereby requested to pay to the Clerk of the Board, at Ingle-
wood, within two months of the date of this notice, the First Assess-
ment for 1897, levied by the Board, as under
s. d.
Sheep, per 100 head ... 2 6
Cattle and Horses, per 20 head 2 6
Ran, if Unstocked or Understocked, per square mile... 2 6
By Order,
J. P. SUTHERLAND, Clerk.
Inglewood, 31st July, 1897.
1715 6s.
GRANVILLE DIVISIONAL BOARD.N is hereby given, that the Board for the Division ofL\ Granville propose to Borrow from the Government the Sum of
£300, for the purposes hereunder stated ; Plans and Specifications of
which can be seen at the Office of the Board :-
Boonooroo Main Road -- Forming and Constructing £
Watertables ... ... ... ... ... ... 120
Walker's Point Road-Forming and Culverts ... ... 30
Kirkeubbin Road-Forming and Culverts ... ... 40
Divisional Board's Hall, Additions to ... ... 50
Sandy Creek Bridge and Approaches ... ... ... 60
Total ... ... £300
By Order,
HENRY PARKER, Inspector of Works.
Granville , 7th August, 1897.
1728
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane 27th December, .1893.THE following Botanical Works, by F. Manson Bailey, F.L.S.,
Colonial Botanist, may be obtained at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane:-
I. The Synopsis of the Queensland Flora ; 900 pp., demy 8vo,
half-bound. Price, 21s.; posted, 22s.
2. First Supplement to ditto, in boards; 100 pp. and 4 plates.
Price, 3s.; posted, 3s. 2d.
3. Second Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 153 pp. Price, 3s.;
posted, 3s. 3d.
4. Third Supplement to ditto, in boards; 135 pp. and 21  plates.
Price, 3s. 6d. ; posted, 3s. 9d.
5. Catalogue of the Indigenous and Naturalised Plants of
Queensland, with Index of vernacular names and their
botanical equivalents. Price, in cloth, is. 3d.; posted, Is. 6d.
In paper, Is.; posted, Is. 2d.
6. Plants Poisonous and Injurious to Suck. (Bailey and Gordon.)
Containing a brief description, with plates, of Queensland
plants suspected of having a poisonous effect upon stock.
Price, 4s.; posted, 4s. 6d.
7. Lithograms of the Queens ii d Ferns, in one volume, containing
191 plates, illustrating 223 kinds, with index giving botanical
and common name. Price, 2s. 6d.; posted, 6d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
SUBSCRIPTION AND ADVERTISING RATES:-
Quarterly d.uarterly Subscription ... ... ... ... • ... ... 10 0
(Postage  nil,  if subscription begins from date of receipt
of order ; on back numbers, 3d. per week.)
Single copy, current year, 6d. ; previous years, Is.; large-sized
at proportionally increased price. Postage, id. additional.
ADVERTISING RATES.
A uniform charge of 6d. a line for all advertisements.
Table matter charged 50 per cent. extra on first insertion only
and a proportional extra  charge for very  small sized  type.
HANSARD.  s, d
Subscription for Session ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 0
8s.
MUNICIPALITY OF GYMPIE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the following portion of the Munici-
pality has been brought under the provisions of sections 6 and 7
of the Municipal By-Laws for the erection and management of Earth
Closets.
Area proclaimed.
Commencing from the right bank of the Mary River at the south-
east corner of G.F.H. 42, Gympie; thence by the boundary of G.F.H.
42 to Pine street'. thence along Pine street to the old boundary of the
Municipality; thence along that boundary to the Horse-shoe Bend
road; thence along the Horse-shoe Bend road to Tozer street; thence
along Tozer street and the road on the northern side of the old cemetery
to a creek in Tozer Park; thence along that creek to the Deep Creek;
thence along the Deep Creek to the Brisbane road ; thence along the
Brisbane road to the eastern boundary of G.F.H. No. 93; thence along
a blind creek to the Mary River ; thence along the Mary River to the
point of commencement.
All allotments abutting the said boundary to be included in the
said area.
By Order of the Municipality of Gympie,
ALFRED R. RANSON, Town Clerk.
Council Chambers, Gympie, 4th August 1897.
1687 lls.
JUST PUBLISHED.
THE LAw OF FRIENDLY SOCIETIES IN QUEENSLAND, being a
Compendium of the existing Act and Regulations in force, with
a comprehensive Introduction, and Notes'of English and Colonial
Cases decided up to May, 1896. By John L. Woolcock, B.A., and
George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law, Authors of "Act and Rules
relating to the District Court." Holland binding. Price 5s.; postage,
4d. extra.
July, 1896. EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1893.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office, William street,
Brisbane :-"Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating to
Local Government outside the Boundaries of Municipalities," with an
Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L. Woolcock, B.A. Demy
octavo, 400 pages. Linen bound, 5s.  6d.;  paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part, of the Australian Colonies, 9d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
ON SALE, the "Act and Rules relating to the District Court, with
an Introduction, Notes, and Index," by John L. Woolcock, B.A.,
.and George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law.
Price, 7s. 6d. full cloth; postage, 6d. extra.
Half-bound and interleaved, 10s. 6d. ; postage, 8d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
NOW ON SALE.IIEDWATER DISEASE in Cattle in the Gulf Country, by C. J.
Pound, F.R.M.S., Director Stock Institute, Brisbane, Is.; posted,
Is. 1d. Government Printing Office, Brisbane.
; ' r)7 HE  Stamp Act  of  1894 ,"  and Regulations thereunder, with aT Manual on the provisions  of the Act.  Price ,  2s.; posted ,  2s. 2d.
Orders must be accompanied by postage stamps (not exceeding
5s.), money order, postal note, or cash, sufficient to cover cost.
Private  cheques will not be accepted.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship or rail if so desired,
the freight to be payable by consignee.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office, the Pacific Island
Labourers Acts and Regulations in Pamphlet form, containing
Imperial and Colonial Acts, and Regulations thereunder. Price,
Is.  6d.; posted, Is. 7d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
« rfULE Justices Act of  1886 " and  ".The Offenders  Probation Act
l of  1886," with an Introduction,  Notes ,  and Index , by John L.
Woolcock, B.A. Price, 3s. 6d. in cloth ; 2s.  6d. in paper .  Postage, 6d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government  Printer.
NOW PUBLISHED, A Digest of the Statutory Criminal Law inforce in Queensland on the first day of January, 1896 (which it
is within the competence of the Parliament of Queensland to repeal or
amend), with a Table of the Statutes, prepared by the Hon. Sir
Samuel Walker Griffith, G.C.M.G., Chief Justice of Queensland.
In 8vo royal. Bound in cloth, 15s. Posted, 15s. 7d. Government
Printing Office, Brisbane.
TIRE Government Printer acknowledges the receipt of the  following
J_ amounts, from the 7th to 13th August, 1897 :-
Duaringa Divisional Board, Is. 6d.; E. M. Rothery, 6s. 4d.; A.
Hodgson and Son, Is. ld.; E. J. Presland, 10s.; F. Spencely, 7d.;
Peak Downs Divisional Board, £1 ; Gibson and Allan, 2s.; Powers
and Thorburn, 8s. 6d.; Torres Divisional Board, £2 8s.; W. J. Law,
6s.; W. Grambauer, 2s. 6d.; J. B. Smyth, 11s. 6d.; Caboolture Divi-
sional Board, £3 Ss.; C.P.S., Blackall, Is.; Gympie Municipal Council,
11s.; C. It. Tideman,10s.; A. Taylor, 8s.; G. T. Murray, 10s.; Mackay
Municipal Council, Es.; J. A. McKinlay, Is.; H. Hammond, 3s. 6d.;
A. Provan and Co., 9d.; E. Maxey, 5s.; C.P.S., Townsville, Is.; C.P.S.,
Winton, £1 2s.; Roma Municipal Council, £I 18s. 9d.; C.P.S., St.
George, Is.; Dawson Marsupial Board, 5s. 6d.; Caboolture Divisional
Board, Is. Id.; Powers and Thorburn, 8s. 6d.; Gayndah Municipal
Council, 17s. 6d.; T. Willmett and Co., £1 15s. lld.; A. Gordon, 10s.;
Hamilton and Wonderley, 12s. 6d.; It. Shaw, 9s.; M. Scrafton Browne,
is.; W. H. Rogers, 10s.; Western Downs Marsupial Board, 12s. 6d.;
W. Smith, ls.'6d.; Daintree Divisional Board, 2s.; A. M. Beaumont,
5s. 6d.; G. Watson, 10s.; J. A. Brown, 6s. 6d.; W. H. Sparks, 4s.;
C. Wiltshire, It. T. Creed, J. McDonald, E. E. Hall, P. M. Hishon,
G. Porter, Clermont Marsupial Board, Capt. Sellheim, R. Davidson,
S. W. McCalla, S. J. Collins, each 3s.
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IMCPOUNDINGS.
PODNDKEEPRRS are reminded that Advertisements of
Impounded Stock will be charged for at the uniform rate
Six incoE PER LINE ;  and no such Advertisement will be
inserted in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by a remittance
(Money Orders, Postal Notes, Postage Stamps, or Cash)
sufficient to cover the cost of insertion.
Postage Stamps will be received only when amount  is 6$.
or less.
When describing brands a distinction should be made
between  REGISTERED and other brands ,  by placing the words
ERGISTRRED BRAND  after the description. Brands type will
be used for such descriptions, but where these words do not
appear ordinary type only will be used.
IMPOUNDED at Westwood, from Dundee, on the 3rd August, 1897,by order of C. Moller, Esqui e. Driving, 4s.
One ebald  gelding  (bay and white), DU4 near shoulder.
One black gelding, star, hind feet white, H9Q over 0 near shoulder,
like D9Z off shoulder.
One brown mare, star, RD3 near thigh, cc near neck.
One bay mare,  star , 6MC near shoulder.
One brown gelding, star and snip, off hind foot white, blotch like OQ
near  shoulder, J,g3 off thigh.
If not released on or before the 27th August, 1897, will be sold to
defray expenses.
W. J. LAW, Poundkeeper.
1718 6s.
MPOUNDED at Alpha, from Sedgeford, on the 2nd August, 1897,
by order of R. Donaldson, Esquire.
One black gelding,  star , off hind foot white, like 8LY over L near
shoulder.
One black mare, saddle, star on forehead, hind foot white, 4T'4 near
shoulder ; grey colt foal, progeny of last-described mare.
One bay colt, draught,  star  on forehead, hind foot white, 7 Q-4 near
shoulder.
One grey filly, draught, RJR near shoulder.
One blue-grey filly, unbranded, bell on neck.
If not released on or before the 27th August, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
E. J. PRESLAND, Poundkeeper.
1719 es. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, onthe 12th August, 1897.
One roan and white steer , VX6 near rump.
One spotted steer, indistinct brand off ribs.
If not  released  on or before the 31st August, 1897, will be sold to
defray  expenses.
One grey pony mare, 4QS near shoulder.
If not released  on or  before the 7th September, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
W. H. SPARKS, Poundkeeper.
1720 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Aramac, on the5th August, 1897.
One grey gelding, draught, 7CY over like 849 near shoulder, like 7VY
near  thigh, bell on.
If not released on or before the 7th September, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
GEO. PORTER, Poundkeeper.1689 as.
IMPOUNDED
at Harrisville, from enclosed lands, Mutdapilly, on
the 15th  July,  1897, by order  of Mrs . Weber. Driving, 10d.
One bay gelding,  star , E7C near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 17th August, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
W. BROWN, Poundkeeper.
1685 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Pentland, from Allandale St tion, on the 31st July,.
1897.
One bay gelding, ZOE near thigh, UL7 over 007 off thigh,.
star.
One black mare, W9> ( near shoulder, three white feet, star.
One chestnut mare, F9> ( near shoulder, hind feet white, white face.
One bay filly, unbranded, star, near hind foot white, scar near rump.
One bay filly, W' $ near shoulder.
One bay colt, 100 near shoulder, three white feet, star and snip.
If not released on or before the 4th September, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
ALBERT TAYLOR,  Poundkeeper.
1717 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Bollon, from  Charlton,  on the 3rd August,  1897,.
by order of Thomas  Fitzpatrick ,  Esquire.
One brown mare , MP5 near shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 7th  September ,  1897 ,  will be sold
to defray expenses.
ROBERT DAVIDSON ,  Poundkeeper.
1684 8s.
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QUEENSLAND LAND  FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL  ORDERS.
By Colonel HOWEL  GUNTER, Commandant.
Changes.
Correspondence.
Finance.
Range Officer.
No. 204.
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
[No. 39.
Brisbane , 12th August, 1897.
BRISBANE GRAMMAR SCHOOL CADET CORPS.
WILFRED ARTHUR WEEDON is appointed an Officer Cadet,  vice  Officer Cadet A. H. Marks who has left
the school.
"A" COMPANY, 4vu REGIMENT, TOOWOOMBA RIFLE CLUB.
James West, Esquire, is appointed President.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
CROYDON RIFLE CLUB.
James Rogers, Esquire, is appointed President.
NORMANTON RIFLE CLUB.
D. Graham, Esquire, is appointed President.
No. 205.
ATTENTION is again directed to the practice of sending telegrams on subjects which are unimportant and
not of an urgent nature. In future, Officers will incur the risk of having to pay for a message the substance of
which ought to have been sent by letter.
No. 206.
IT is notified, for information, that when Commanding Officers of Corps requisition for S. A. Ammunition
on repayment, a cheque for the value of the ammunition, drawn on the Contingent Account, payable to the order
of the Staff Officer in the Northern District or Central District if the Corps is stationed in either of those districts,
and the Comptroller of Stores if the Corps is stationed in the Southern District, must be forwarded with the
requisition. Prior to any cheque being drawn on the Contingent Account, the amount it is proposed to draw must
be paid into the Bank to the credit of the Contingent Account.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER,  Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief  Staff Officer.
No. 207.
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL K. HUTCHISON is detailed for duty as Range Officer at the Toowong  Rifle Range
on Saturday  next, the 14th  instant.
NOTICES.
THE Annual Meeting for 1897 of the Queensland Rifle Association will be held at Toowong during the
week ending 18th September next.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the National Rifle Association of New South Wales has been fixed for
25th to 30th October, inclusive.
Attention is directed to the Programme issued by the Queensland Rifle Association in connection with the
forthcoming Annual Meeting, and particularly to the competitions open to members of the Defence Force
(including Volunteers, Cadets, and Rifle Clubs).
Printed and Published by EDMUND GRmonr, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3755.-FREDERICK HENRY HAYILAND, Of
St. Peter's Chambers, solicitor ; ARTHUR HOLLOWAY. Of
" Hagley," Drummond road, Boscombe, science master; JOHN
BRUCE COLLIER, of Delphi Chambers, electrical engineer; and
WILIAM HENRY MuRCH, of Upper Terrace road, engineer, all
of Bournemouth, in the county of Hants, England.  " Method
and Apparatus for the Manufacture of Calcium Carbide."
Dated 18th February, 1897.
Application No. 3923.-CONRAD FRIEDRICH CHRISTIAN
LoHMANN, of No. 13 Andrew street, Northcote, near Melbourne,
in the colony of Victoria, engineer.  An Improved Rotary
Motor to be Driven by Steam or other Motive Fluid."  Dated
10th June, 1897.
Application No. 3939.-ARTHUR JOHN CUMING, of 71
Cathedral Square, Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colony of
New-Zealand, journalist.  " Means  for Preventing Puncture of
Pneumatic Tyres."  Dated 18th June, 1897.
Application No. 3946.-CHARLES CHEERS WAKEFIELD, Of
3 Pendennis road, Streatham, Surrey, England, general  manager.
" Improvements  in or relating  to Sight feed Lubricators."
Dated 26th June, 1897.
Application No. 3948.-CARROLL  CHAINLESS  CYCLE COM-
PANY, of the State of New Jersey, United States of America
(Assignees  of Thomas  Henry Carroll).  "  Improvements in
Chainless Bicycles."  Dated 26th June, 1897.
Application No. 3951.- JAMES HERBERT  BULLARD, of 777
State street , city of Springfield, county  of Hampden ,  state of
Massachusetts, United States of America,  mechanical engineer.
" Improvements  in Brakes  for Bicycles  and similarly  propelled
Vehicles."  Dated 29th June, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
[No. 40.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th August, 18c7.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have received theundermen-
tioned application for the registration of a Trade Mark.
Any person or persons intending to oppose such appli-
cation must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form I), of his or their objections thereto, within two months
(or such further time, not exceeding six months, as the
Registrar may allow) of the advertisement of the application
in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of one pound
is payable with such notice.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Application No. 2067-Filed 29th July, A.D. 1897.-JoHN
CHAPMAN and HENRY BLUM, trading as "The Eureka Yeast
Manufacturing Coy.," of Adelaide street, Brisbane, to register
in Class 42, in respect of Yeast, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
*40
STAFFoFLIFE
4
The essential particular of the trade mark is the following :-
The device; and we disclaim any right to the exclusive use of the
added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 14th August, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY,  Government Printer,
•  William street, Brisbane.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1897.
SURVEYED RUNS.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN LANDS IN
THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the 27th clause of  "The Pastoral
l Leases Act  of 1869," the unexpired terms of the Leases of the Runs of Crown lands hereunder described, which have
become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction looms of Cameron Bros.,
Queen street, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, 28th September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name in the appended
Schedule, according to the estimated area in each case ; and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the unexpired
period of the Leases ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
A deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of sale.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six months to stock the country;
failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon as prescribed by the Act, the Lease may
become cancelled.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF CAMERON BROS., QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY, 28TH SEPTEMBER, 1897,
AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.
Lot. Name ofRun. Description of Boundaries.
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BURKE DISTRICT.
1 Lema  ...  25 Commencing at the north -east corner of the Flora North Run at a gum-tree
marked broad -arrow over  FN over I within  triangle ,  and bounded thence on the
north by an east line  five miles crossing a creek to a point  fifty chains north of a
gum-tree marked broad -arrow over J over 3 within triangle on north side ; thence
on the east by a south line five miles passing through that tree and a gum-tree
marked broad -arrow over LE within triangle on east side  five miles to a gum-
tree  marked broad -arrow  over J  over 2 within triangle  ;  thence on the south by a
west line  five miles crossing Johnson 's Creek  to a point four chains south and two
chains ten links west from a gum -tree marked broad -arrow over F over ND within
triangle  ;  thence on the west by a north line along the eastern boundary of Flora
North  Run crossing Johnson 's Creek at a bloodwood -tree marked broad-arrow over
J within triangle on south side, passing through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over L over Ll within triangle on east side ,  and crossing a branch of that creek
at a tree marked broad -arrow within triangle five miles to the point of commence- 1897. 1907.
ment  ... .. ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ...  10 1 July 30 June 5 0
2 MetaDowns' 75
No.2 1
COOK DISTRICT.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Archer River  at a gum -tree marked broad-
arrow over  MD2 over MD3  in triangle on its  north  side,  and bounded  thence on
the east by  a north line  along  part  of the west  boundary  of Meta Downs No. 3 Run
seven miles sixteen chains  to a bloodwood -tree marked  broad -arrow over MD2 over
PD1 in triangle  on its east  side ; thence on the north by a west line  along the south
boundary of Pioneer Downs No 1 Ruri ten  miles to a box-tree  marked broad-arrow
over MD2 over PD2  in triangle on its  north  side ; thence  on the  west by a south
line along part  of the east boundary of Pioneer Downs No. 2 Run  and the east boun-
dary of Meta Downs No. 1 Run,  in all twelve  miles seventy -seven chains ,  passing
through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over MD1 over PD2  in triangle on its west
side to the Archer River  at a gum -tree marked broad- arrow  over MD1 over MD2
in triangle on its east  side ; and thence on the south -east by the right bank of that 1906.
river upwards  to the point of  commencement  ... ... ...  9 1 July 30 June 6 8
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1 July
COOK  DISTRICT-continued.
3 MetaDowns 75 Commencing on the right bank of the Archer or Peach River at a gum-tree marked,
No. 3 broad-arrow over MD2 over MD3 in triangle  on its  north side, and bounded thence
on the west by a north line along the east boundary of Meta Downs No. 2 Run
and a continuation of same line, in all eight miles twenty-two chains ; thence on
the north by an east line ten miles to an ironwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
MD3 over PD in triangle on its west side ; thence on the east by a south line
eleven miles forty-nine chains to the Archer or Peach River at a tree marked
broad-arrow over MD3 over PT in triangle  on its west side  ; and thence on the 1897. 1906.
Routh by the right bank of that river downwards to the point of commencement ... 9 1 July 30 June 6 8
4 Pine Tree 75 Commencing on the right bank of the Archer or Peach River at a tree marked broad-
arrow over MD3 over PT in triangle on its north side, and bounded thence on the
west by a north  line along  part of the east boundary of Meta Downs No. 3 Run
eleven miles  twenty-seven chains to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
PT over PD in triangle on its south side ; thence on the north  by an east line ten
miles; thence on  the east  by a south line eight  miles sixty -two chains to the
Archer or Peach River at a box-tree marked broad- arrow  over PT over PT1 in
triangle on its north  side ; and  thence  on the south by the right bank of that river 1907.
downwards to the point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 1 July 30 June 6 8
5 Pine Tree 75 Commencing on the right bank of the Archer or Peach River at a box-tree marked
No.  I  broad-arrow over PT over PT1 in triangle on its north side, and bounded thence on
the west by a north line along part of the east boundary of Pine Tree Run seven
miles  twenty-three chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over PT1 over PT8 in
triangle on its west side; thence on the north by an east line twelve miles four
chains to an ironwood-tree marked broad-arrow over PT1 over PT8  in triangle on
its west  side ; thence on the east by a south  line six miles  seventy-four chains to the
Archer or Peach River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over PTI in triangle on
its north side ; and thence on the south by the right bank of that river downwards
to the point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 1 July 30 June 6 8
6 Pine Tree 58 Commencing on the left bank of the Archer or Peach River at a gum-tree marked
No. 2 broad-arrow over MD6 over PT2 in triangle on its south side, and bounded thence
on the west by a south line along the east boundary of Meta Downs No 6 Run and
a continuation  of the same line, in all seven miles, passing through a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over MD6 over B1 in triangle on its west side to a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over PT2 over B1 in triangle  on its  west side ; thence
on the south by an east line ten miles passing through an ironwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over B1 over B2 in triangle on its south side to a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over PT2 over B2 in triangle on its west side ; thence on the
east by a north  line nine  miles forty-seven chains to the Archer or Peach River at
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over PT2 over PT3 in triangle on its north side ;
and thence on the north by the left bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement ... ... ... .. ... 10 1 July 30 June 6 6
7 Pine Tree 39 Commencing on the left bank of the Archer or Peach River at a box-tree marked
No. 3 broad-arrow over PT2 over PT3 in triangle on its north side, and bounded thence
on the west by a south line along part of the east boundary of Pine Tree No. 2
Run and a continuation  of the same line, in all ten miles , passing through a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over PT2 over B2 in  triangle on its west side
to a messinate -tree marked broad-arrow over PT3 over B2  in triangle  on its west
side ; thence on the south by an  east line ten  miles passing through  a messmate-
tree marked broad-arrow over B2 over B4 in triangle on its west side to a point
south of a bloodwood-tree on the left bank of the Archer River marked broad-
arrow over PT2 in triangle on its south side ; thence on the east by a north line
four miles thirteen chains to the last-mentioned marked tree ; and thence on the
north-east by the left bank of the Archer or Peach River downwards to the point
of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 10
8
9
10
Pine Tree 25 Commencing on the right bank of the Archer or Peach River at a gum-tree marked
No. 4 broad-arrow over PT1 in triangle on its north side, and bounded thence on the west
by a north line along the east boundary of Pine Tree No. 1 Run anda continuation
of the same line, in all  ten  miles seventeen chains, passing through an ironwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over PTl over PT8 in triangle on its west side to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over PT4 in triangle on its west side; thence on the north by
an east line  five miles crossing Pot's Creek to a tree marked broad-arrow over PT4
over PT11 in triangle ; thence on the east by a south line ten  miles  to the Archer or
Peach River at a tree marked broad-arrow over H over 105 in triangle ; and thence
on the south by the right bank of that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Pine Tree 25
No. 5
Pine Tree
No. 6
40
Commencing on the left bank of Picaninny Creek where it is intersected by the north
boundary of Pine Tree Run, being a point seven chains  east  of a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over PD over PT6 in triangle on its east side, and bounded
thence on the south by an east line along part of the last-mentioned boundary and
a continuation of the same line, in all eight miles forty- six chains  fifty-four links,
passing through an ironwood-tree marked broad-arrow over PT over PT8 in
triangle on  its east side to a point one mile seven chains fifty-four links east of
said tree ; thence on the north-east by a north- west line seven  miles thirty-eight
chains to Picaninny Creek at a-gum-tree marked broad-arrow over AL in triangle l
on its  north-west side ; and thence on the north-west and west by the left bank of
that creek downwards to the point of commencement ... ... ... ... ...
Commencing on the right bank of Picaninny Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over AJ in triangle on its south side, and bounded thence on the west by a
north line along part of the east boundary of Pioneer Downs Run six miles fifteen
chains to a guru-tree marked broad-arrow over PD over PT6 over PD6 over PD7
in triangle  on its east side; thence on the north by an east  line ten miles  crossing
Picaninny Creek to a guin-tree marked broad-arrow over PT6 over PD6 over YD8:
in triangle on its east side ; thence on the east by a south line eight miles twenty-
two chains passing through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over PTS in
triangle on its south side and a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over PT6 over PT8
in triangle on its north side to a point fifty-six chains south of the last-mentioned i
marked tree ; thence on the south by a west  line one mile  twenty-six chains
twenty-six links to a point one mile seven chains fifty- four links east of an
ironwood-tree marked broad-arrow over PT over PT8 in triangle on its east side;
thence on the south-west by a north-west line along the north-east boundary of
Pine Tree No. 5 Run seven miles thirty-eight chains to Picaninny Creek at a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over AL in triangle on its north-west side ; and thence
on the north-west by the right batik of that creek downwards to the point of
commencement  ... ... ... ...
10
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COOK DISTRICT-continued.
11 Pine Tree 25 Commencing on the left bank of Picaninny Creek at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
No. 9 over P over 1 in triangle on its north-west side, and bounded thence on the west by
a south line to the north-east corner of Pine Tree No. 6 Run and a continuation of
the same line, in all five miles sixty-six chains, passing through a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over PT6 overPD6 over YD8 in triangle on its east side to a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over PT8 in triangle on its south side ; thence on the
south by an east line along one of the north boundaries of Pine Tree No. 8 Run
three miles seventy-two chains twenty-five links to a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over AE in triangle on its south side ; thence on the east by a north line seven
miles  one chain to Picaninny Creek at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over P over
5 in triangle on its south side ; and thence on the north by the left bank of that 1897. 1907.
creek downwards to the point of commencement  ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 1 July 30 June 5 6
12 Pine Tree 25 Commencing at the north-west corner of Pine Tree No. 4 Run at a box-tree marked
No. 11 broad-arrow over PT4 in triangle on its west side, and bounded thence on the west
by a north line along part of one of the east boundaries of Pine Tree No. 8 Run
three miles fifty -seven chains to a box-tree marked broad -arrow over PT8 in triangle
on its north side; thence on the south by a west line along one of the north
boundaries of the  same run  fifty-eight chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over AG in triangle on its west side ; thence again on the west by a north line along
part of the east boundary of Big River No. 1 Run five miles fifteen chains forty
links to the south-west boundary of Big River Run ; thence on the north-east by a
line bearing north 110 degrees east along part of that boundary six miles seven
chains forty links  ;  thence on the east by a south line six miles sixty -five chains
seventy links to an ironwood-tree marked broad-arrow over PT4 over PT11 in
triangle on its north side; and thence on the south by a west line along the north 1908.
boundary of Pine Tree No. 4 Run five miles to the point of commencement ... 11 1 July 30 June 8 6
13 Pine Tree 25 Commencing on the right bank of the Archer River at a tree marked broad- arrow
No. 12 over H over 105 in triangle, and bounded thence on the west by a north line along
part of the east boundary of Pine Tree No. 4 Run seven miles ; thence on the north
an east line six miles ; thence on the east by a south line seven miles ten chains to
W ikie Creek at a tree marked broad -arrow over G over 2 in triangle  ;  and thence
on the south by the right bank of that creek downwards to its junction with the
Archer River, and by the right bank of that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 11 1 July 30 June 9 6
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
14 Bengal 50 Commencing at the south -east angle of Fort William No. 7 Run at a point two chains
No. 2 west of a cairn ,  and bounded thence on the south by an east line along part of the
north boundary of the Bengal No. 1 Run and by a continuation of said line, in all
five miles ,  passing through a bloodwood -tree marked broad-arrow  over G over VI
to a point bearing north 275 degrees east and distant  thirty- three chains
from a giddia -tree marked broad -arrow over  •G over VII ;  thence on the east
by  a north line ten miles to a point  be aring north 266 degrees east and
distant twenty chains from an oak-tree marked broad -arro w over G over
X ; thence on the north by a west line to the south -east angle of the Nor-
thern -side No. 7 Run, being a point bearing north 104 degrees east distant
seven chains from a whitewood -tree marked broad-arrow over  G over  IX, and by a
continuation of said line along part of the south  boundary  of that run, in all five
miles, to a coolibar-tree at the north -east angle of the Fort William No. 7 Run
marked broad -arrow  over G over VIII;  and thence on the west by a south  li ne 1900.
along the east boundary of that run ten miles to the point of commencement  ... 3 1 July 130 June 5 0
15 Bengal 40 Commencing at the south -west corner of Fort William No. 2 Run ,  being a point one
No. 3 chain thirty links south of a beefwood -tree marked broad-arrow over X over B.3.
FW.3 in triangle on its north side ,  and bounded thence on the east by a north line
along the west boundary of the aforesaid run ten miles to the south boundary of
Fort William No. 4 Run at a point twelve chains north and  forty-four  chains west
of a mulga -tree marked broad -arrow over XII over B .3 over F .W over 2  in triangle
on its south side ; thence on the north by a west line along part of the south
boundary of the last-named run to the south -east corner of Bengal No. 4 Run at a
giddia-tree marked broad -arrow over  XV over FW4  over B4 in triangle on its
north side ,  and by a continuation of same line along part of the south boundary of
the last -named run ,  in all five miles, to a giddia -tree marked broad -arrow over
XVI over BI .B.3 in triangle on its south side; thence on the east by a south line
ten miles to a point forty -three chains west and  five chains fifty links north of a
giddia -tree marked broad -arrow  over VIII over AB  in triangle  ;  and thence on the
south by an east line passing through a gum-tree marked broad -arrow over IX
over AL. 3 in triangle five miles to the point of commencement  ... ... ... 3 1 July  30 June 6 6
16 Bengal 40 Commencing at the south -west corner of Fort William No. 4 Run at a giddia-t re e
No. 4 marked broad -arrow  over XV  over FW4 over B4 in triangle on its north side, and
17 Datson ..
bounded thence on the east by a north line along the west boundary of the aforesaid
run ten miles to a mulga-tree marked broad-arrow over XXI over FW4 over B4
in triangle  ;  thence on the north by a west line passing through a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over XX over 52 over FW6 in triangle on its north side five miles to
a mulga-tree marked broad-arrow over XIX over S2 over B4 in triangle on its
south side ; thence on the west by a south line passing th ro ugh a sum -tree marked
broad -arrow over XVIII over Sl over S2 in triangle on its west side ten miles to a
mulga -tree marked broad -arrow over XVII over  Si  over B4 in triangle on its
north side ; and thence on the south by an east line to the north-west corner of
Bengal No .  3 Run at a giddia -tree marked broad-arrow  over XVI  over B.1.B3 in
triangle on its south side, and by a continuation of same line along part of the
north boundary of the last -named run ,  in all five miles ,  to the point of commence-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 1 July  30 June 6 6
85 Commencing at the south -east corner of Bengal No. 1 Run, being a point bearing
353 degrees and distant five chains from a coolibar-tree marked broad-arrow over
G over IeV in triangle, and bounded thence by that run bearing north ten miles to
a point bearing 67 degrees and distant eight chains from a giddia-tree marked
broad -arrow over C over VII in triangle ; thence by a line bearing east about ten
miles ; thence by a line bearing south about ten miles to a point bearing 49 degrees
and distant eleven chains from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over G over
XIII  in triangle  ;  and thence by a line bearing west ten miles to the point of
commencement  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 1 July 30 June 6 0
L 8.
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GREGORY NORTH  DISTRICT-continued.
18 Loxa  No.  1 75 Commencing at the south corner of Bullu  Bullu No. 1 Run ,  being a point bearing north
181 degrees east and distant eight chains from a coolibar -tree marked broad-arrow
over Y over XXV , and bounded thence on the north-west by a north-east line
along the south -east boundary of that run ten miles to a point  be aring north 130
degrees east and distant one chain from a coolibar -tree marked broad -arrow over
Y over XXXI ;  thence on the south -west by a north -west line along part of the
north- east  boundary of the  same  run sixty-four chains to a point bearing north 304
degrees east and distant  twelve chains from a coolibar-tree marked broad-arrow
over Y over XXXII ; thence  again  on the north-west by a north-east line along
part of the south-east boundary of the Bullu Bullu No. 3 Run five miles to a point
bearing north 215  degrees east  and distant twenty-five chains from a coolibar-tree
marked broad -arrow  over Y over XXXIII ; thence on the north-east by a south-
east line  five miles  forty-four chains to a point twenty-one chains south- west of a
post marked  broad -arrow  over Y over XXXIV ; thence on the south-east by a
south- west line fifteen miles  to a point twenty chains north- west from a post
marked broad -arrow  over Y over XXVI; and thence  again  on the south-west by a
north- west line four miles sixty chains  to the point of commencement ... ...
19 Loxa No.  4 75 Commencing  at the south corner of Loxa No. 3 Run, being a point forty-four chains
north- east  of coolibar-tree marked broad-arrow over III over BB4 over L4 in
triangle  on its north-eastside, and bounded thence on the south-east by a south-west
line along  part of the north-west boundary of Bullu Bullu No. 4 Run and passing
through the before -mentioned tree one mile forty-four chains to the west corner of
of a coolibar-treethe last -named run ,  lasing  a point twenty-five chains no
marked broad- arrow  over BB4 over L4 in triangle on its north-west side ; thence
on the north-east by a south- east line passing  through  said  tree and along part of
the south-west boundary of the Iast-mentioned run
sixty-four chains to the north
corner  of Bullu Bullu No. 2 Run, being a point three chains north- west  of a beef-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over I over BB2 over BB4 over Ll in  triangle on its
north- west side ;  thence again  on the south- east  by a south- west line  along the
north- west  boundary of the last-named run and part of the north-west boundary of
Beechworth No. 5 Run thirteen miles fifty-six chains to a beefwood-tree marked
broad- arrow over  K over L4 in triangle  on its  west side;  thence on  the south-west
by a north- west line passing  through a post marked broad-arrow over K over Bl
five miles  to a post marked broad- arrow  over C over L5; thence on the north-west
by a north- east line  passing through
a stake
marked broad-arrow over G.P. fifteen
miles twenty chains  to the south-west boundary of Loxa No. 3 Run at a point
twenty  chains north -west and  one chain south-west of a beefwood tree marked
broad-arrow over W over PL4 in triangle on its north-west side; and thence again
on the north-east by
a south-east
line along part of the south-west boundary of the
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last-named  run four miles sixteen chains to the point of commencement ... ... 3 1  July  30 June 5 0
20 Tolarno 75 Commencing at the south corner of Loxa No.1 Run, being a point twenty chains north-
No. 1 west from  a post marked  broad-arrow over Y over XXVI, and bounded thence on
the north-west by a north- east line  along the south-east boundary of that run fifteen
miles to  a point twenty- one chains  south-west from a post marked broad-arrow over
Y over XXXIV ; thence on the north-east by a south- east line five miles passing
five chains  south- west  of a coolibar-tree marked broad-arrow over Y over XXXV
to a point bearing north 126 degrees  east  and distant thirteen  chains from a
coolibar- tree marked  broad- arrow  over Y over XL; thence on the south-east by a
south- west line  fifteen miles  passing  through a post marked broad-arrow over Y
over XLI to a point twenty chains north-west from a post marked broad-arrow
over Y over XXX ; and thence on the south- west  by a north-west line  passing
through a coolibar-tree marked broad-arrow over Y over XXVII five miles to
the point  of commencement  ... ... 3 1 July 30 June 5 0
21 Tolarno 76 Commencing at the south angle of Tolarno No. 3 Run, being a point bearing north
No. 4 276 degrees east and distant eighteen chains from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow  over Y over XLIII, and bounded thence on the north-east by a north-west
line  along the south-west boundary of that run four miles forty-eight chains to the
east boundary of the Tolarno No. 2 Run at a post marked broad-arrow over Y
over XLII ; thence on the west by a south line along part of that boundary two
miles  nineteen  chains to a point bearing north 293 degrees east and distant five
chains  fifty links from a coolibar-tree marked broad-arrow over Y over V ; thence
on the north- west  by a south-west line along the south-east boundary of the same
run nine miles  eleven chains to the north-east boundary of the Tolarno No. 1 Run
at a point five chains south-west from a coolibar-tree marked broad-arrow over Y
over XXXV ; thence on the south-west by a south-east line along part of that
boundary forty-four chains to a point bearing north 126 degrees east and distant
thirteen chains  from a  coolibar-tree marked broad-arrow over Y over XL ; thence
again on the north -west by a south- west line  along part of the south-east boundary
of the last-mentioned run five  miles  to a post marked broad-arrow over Y over
XLI ; thence  again  on the south-west by a south-east line five miles fifty-four
chains to  the north-west boundary of the Livingstone No. 1 Run at a point thirty-
seven chains  south- west  from a post marked broad-arrow over Y over XII ; thence
on the south -east by a north-east line along part of that boundary passing through
that post and through a giddia -tree  marked broad-arrow over Y over XI five miles
seventy -one chains  to the south-west boundary of the W eta Run at a point eight
chains  north- east from  a post marked broad-arrow over Y over X ; thence  again on
the north- east by a north -west line along  part of that boundary sixty chains to a point
eight  chains  north-east from a post marked broad-arrow over Y over IX ; thence
again  on the south-east by a north- east line  along the north-west boundary of the
same run four miles  seventy-two chains to the south-west boundary of the Anna-
dale No.  2 Run  at a point bearing north 102 degrees east and distant five chains
from a giddia -tree  marked broad-arrow over Y over VII ; thence again on the
north- east by a north -west line  along part of that boundary two miles thirty-six
chains to a point bearing  north 5 degrees east and distant eleven chains from a
beef wood-tree marked broad-arrow over Y over VIII ; and thence again on the
south -east by a north -east line  along the north-west boundary of the same run four
miles seventy -two chains to the point of commencement ... ... ... ... 3 1 July 30 June 5 0
22 Tolarno 52 Commencing at the south angle of Tolarno No. 1 Run, being a point twenty chains
No. 5 north-west from a post marked broad-arrow over Y over XXX, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a north-east line along part of the south-east boundary
of that run  ten miles  to a post marked broad-arrow over Y over XLI ; thence on
the north-east by a south- east  line along one of the south-west boundaries of the
Tolarno No. 4 Run five miles fifty-four chains to the north-west boundary of the
Livingstone No. 1 Run at a point thirty-seven chains south-west from a post
marked broad-arrow over Y over XII; thence on the south-east by a south-west
line along  part of that boundary three miles seventy-three chains to the north-east
boundary of the Livingstone No.. 2 Run at a point..bearing north 83 degrees east
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GREGORY NORTH  DISTRICT-continued.
Tolarno and distant forty  chains  from a post marked broad- arrow  over Y over XIII ;
No. 5- thence on the south-west by a north-west line along part of that boundary sixty-
cnntinued.  two chains to a point bearing north 7 degrees  east  and distant forty chains  from the
last-described post ;  thence again  on the south-east by a  south -west line along part
of the north -west boundary of the  same run six miles seven chains to a point
thirty-seven  chains south -west from a post marked broad- arrow  over Y over XI V ;
and thence  again on  the south -west  by a north- west line along part  of the north-
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east boundary of the Livingstone N o'. 4 Run four miles  seventy-two chains to the  1897.
1900point of commencement  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  3  1 Jul y  30 J.'.e  5 0
23 Hamilton 100 Commencing at the southern angle of Annadale No. 1 Run at a point five chains
No.  I  south-west from a coolibar-tree marked broad-arrow over Y over VI, and bounded
thence on the north- east  by a south -east line passing six chains south -west of a
coolibar-tree marked broad-arrow over K over I eleven miles thirty-four chains to
a post marked broad-arrow over K over III ; thence on the south-east by a south-
west  line  nine miles sixty -four chains to a point bearing north 335 degrees east and
distant twenty-one chains from a cairn of stones  ;  thence on the south -west by a
north-west line eight miles seventy-eight chains to a post marked broad-arrow over
K over XXV  ;  thence on the north -west by a north -east line along the south-east
boundary of the Wyeta Run four miles seventy -two chains to a post marked
broad-arrow over K over XXIV; thence again on the south-west by a north-
west line along part of the north -east boundary of the same run two miles thirty-
six chains to a post marked broad-arrow over K over XXIII ; and thence again
on the north -west by a north-east line along the south -east boundary of the
Annadale No. 2 Run four miles seventy-two chains to the point of commencement 3 1 July 30 June 5 0
24 Hamilton 49 Commencing at the southern angle of Hamilton No. 1 Run at a point bearing north
No. 14  335 degrees east and distant  thirty-five  chains from a cairn of stones ,  and bounded
thence on the north-west by a north-east line along the south boundary of that
run nine miles six ty -four chains to a post marked broad -arrow over K over III ;
thence on the north -east by a south -east line along part of the south -west boundary
of the Hamilton No. 13 Run and the south-west boundary of the Elizabeth Springs
No. 3 Run passing through a giddia-tree marked broad-arrow over K over IV, in
all five miles eight chains ,  to a point bearing north 251 degrees east and distant
eighteen chains from a giddia-tree marked broad-arrow over K over V ; thence on
the south -east by a south -west line along one of the north -west boundaries of the
last -mentioned run passing three chains  north- west of a giddia -tree marked broad-
arrow over K over VI five miles twenty-four chains to a point bearing north 91
degrees east and distant  thirty- seven chains from a cairn of stones  ;  thence on
the south by a west line thirty -six chains to a point bearing north 132 degrees east
and distant one chain  from  the abovenamed cairn of stones  ;  thence on the east by
a south line thirty-six chains to a point bearing north 179 degrees east and distant
thirty- seven chains from the same cairn of stones  ;  thence again on the south-east
by a south -west line three miles sixty -nine chains to a point bearing north fifty
degrees east and distant nine chains from a coolibar -tree marked broad -arrow over
K over  VII ;  and thence on the south -west by a north -west line five miles eight
chains to the point of commencement  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 I 1 July 30 June 5 0
25 Livingstone 28 Commencing on the Hamilton River at the south corner of Livingstone No. 2 Run
No. 3 at a point twenty -eight chains south -east and twelve chains north -east of a tree
marked broad -arrow over Z over  CXLV,  and bounded thence on the north -east by
a north -west line along part of the south -west boundary of that run and a
prolongation thereof, in all five miles sixty -eight chains  ;  thence on the north-west
by a south -west line six miles fifty -six chains to the north-east boundary of Marion
Downs No. 11 Run  ;  thence on the south -west by a south -east line five miles
twenty -one chains along part of the last -named boundary to the Hamilton River
passing at four miles  fifty -four chains through a point  thirty- seven chains north-
east of a tree marked broad -arrow over Z over CLI ; and thence on the south-east
by the right bank of that river upwards to the point of commencement  ... ...  3 1 July 30 June 5 0
26 Prestbury  50 Commencing at the north corner of Gawsworth Run at a giddia-tree marked broad-
arrow over P over G in triangle on its south -east side ,  and bounded thence on the
south -west by a south -east  line along the north -east boundary of said run passing
through a tree on sma ll  creek marked broad-arrow over G over P in triangle on its
south -east side ten miles to the north -west boundary of Loxa No. 4 Run at a stake
marked broad -arrow over G.Y. ; thence on the south -east by a north -east line
along part of the north -west boundary of the last -named run five miles twenty
chains to the south-west boundary of Loxa No. 3 Run at a point twenty chains
north -west and one chain south -west of a beefwood -tree marked broad -arrow over
IV over P. L.4 in triangle on its north -west side ; thence on the north -east by a
north -west line along part of the south -west boundary of the last -named run sixty-
four chains to a point six chains south -west of a coolibar -tree marked broad-arrow
over V  over L3P in triangle on its north-east side  ;  thence again on the south-east
by a north-east line along the north -west boundary of same run and passing
through the last -mentioned tree two miles twenty -one chains to a point four chains
south of a coolibar -tree marked broad -arrow over VI over L.3.P. in triangle;
thence on the east by a north line along part of the west boundary of same run
and passing through the last-mentioned tree six miles thirty -seven chains to a point
three chains forty links west of a giddia -tree marked broad -arrow over VII over
A. P. in triangle on its west side  ;  thence on the north by a west line ten miles to a
point twenty -one chains south and  twenty- five chains west of a giddia-tree marked
broad- arrow over 3 over S over P in triangle ; thence on the west by a south line three
miles thirty -six chains to a point twenty -nine chains south-west of a giddia-tree
marked broad -arrow over 2 over S over P in triangle  ;  and thence on the north-
west by a south -west line two miles forty -five chains passing through a tree on
Bengiacca Creek marked broad-arrow over S over Pin triangle to the point of
commencement  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 1 July 30 June 10 0
27 Warenda 25 Commencing at the south corner of Warenda No. 5 Run, being a point bearing north
No. 7 328 degrees east and distant eight chains from a post marked broad -arrow over K
over XI and bounded thence on the south-west by a south-east line along part of
the norti-east boundary of the Canary No. 2 Run and by a continuation of said
line, in  all five  miles eight chains, passing through a giddia -tree marked broad-arrow
over K over XII to a point forty chains south-west from a post marked broad-arrow
over K over XIII ; thence on the south-east by a north-east line four miles
seventy-two chains to a post marked broad-arrow over K over IX; thence on the
north-east by a north-west line along the south-west boundary of the Canary No. 1
Run five miles eight chains to a point eight chains north-west from a post marked
broad-arrow over K over X ; and thence on the north-west by a south-west line
along part of the south -east  boundary of the Warenda No. 5 Run four miles
seventy-two chains to the point of commencement ... ... ... ...
1901.
4 1 July . 30 June 5 0
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GREGORY NORTH  DISTRICT-continued.
28 Warenda 75 Commencing at the south corner of Warenda No. 7 Run, being a point forty chains
No. 11 south-west from a post marked broad-arrow over K over XIII, and bounded thence
on the south- west  by a south-east line five miles eight chains passing through a
ggiddia-tree marked broad-arrow over K over XIV to a point bearing north 328
degrees east  and distant eight chains from a post marked broad-arrow over K over
XVI ; thence on the south-east by a north- east line  fourteen miles fifty-six chains
to the south-west boundary of the Hamilton No. 14 Run at a point bearing north
18 degrees east and distant eight chains from a cairn ; thence on the north-east by
a north-west line along part of that boundary and part of the south-west boundary
of the Hamilton No. 1 Run, in all five miles eight chains, to a point four chains
north- east from a cairn  ; and thence on the north-west by a south-west line along
the south-east boundaries of the Canary No. 1 and Warenda No. 7 Runs, in all
fourteen  miles  fifty-six chains, passing through a coolibar-tree marked broad-arrow
over K over VIII and through a post marked broad-arrow over K over IX to the 1897. 1901.
point  of commencement  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 1 July 30 June 5 0
29 Warenda 40 Commencing at the south- east  corner of Canary No. 2 Run at a cairn, and bounded
No. 12 thence on the north- west  by a north-east line along the south-east boundary of the
last-named  run eleven miles thirty-eight chains to the south-west boundary of
Warenda No. 7 Run at a point thirty chains north-westerly of a post marked
broad-arrow over K over XIII ; thence on the north-east by a south- east line
along  part of the last-named boundary passing through the said post and along
the south- west  boundary of Warenda No. 11 Run passing through a giddia-tree
marked broad-arrow over K over XIV in triangle and a post marked broad-arrow
over K over XV, in all five. miles seventy-two chains, to the south corner of the
last-named run at a pointbearing north 328 degreeseastand distanteight chains from
a post marked broad-arrow over K over XVI ; thence on the south-east by a south-west
line five miles  forty-six chains to a post marked broad-arrow over A over 35 ; and
thence on the south by a west line to a post marked broad-arrow over A over 36
at the north-east corner of Congie Fast Run and by a continuation of the same
line, in all  eight  miles  twenty-seven  chains,  along the north boundary of the last-
named run to the point of commencement ... ... ... ... 4 1 July 30 June 6 6
30 Canary 75 Commencing at the east  angle  of Warenda No. 6 Run, being a point bearing north
No. 2 319  degrees east  and distant twenty-eight chains from a post marked broad-arrow
over K over XVII, and bounded thence on the north-west by a south- west line
along the south-east boundary of the above-mentioned run eleven  miles  thirty-eight
chains passing twenty-eight chains north-west of a coolibar-tree marked broad-
arrow over K over XVIII and passing also twenty-eight chains north- west of a
coolibar-tree marked broad-arrow over K over XIX to a point twenty-eight
chains  north-west of a post marked broad-arrow over K over XX ; thence on the
south-west by a south-east line  six miles  forty-five chains passing through that
post to a point bearing north 73 degrees  east  and distant twelve chains from a
calm ; thence on the south-east by a north-east line  eleven miles  thirty-eight
chains to a point thirty chains north-west from a post marked broad-arrow over
K over XIII; thence on the north-east by a north-west line to the south angle of
the Warenda No. 5 Run and by a continuation of said line along part of the
south-west boundary of that run, in all six miles forty-five chains, passing through
a giddia-tree marked broad-arrow over K over XII and also through a point
bearing north 328 degrees  east  and distant eight chains from a post marked broad- 1900,
arrow over K over XI to the point of commencement ... ... 3 1 July 30 June 5 0
31 Windsor 50 Commencing at the western angle of Tooleybuck No. 4 Run at a point bearing north
No. 4 113 degrees  east  and distant one chain twenty links from a coolibar-tree marked
broad-arrow over 'C over XLII, and bounded thence on the south-east by a north-
east line  along the north-west boundary of the Tooleybuck No. 4 Run eight miles
seventy-two chains to a point eight chains south-east of a giddia-tree marked broad-
arrow  over C over XXX ; thence on the north-east by a north-west line along part
of the south-west boundary of Tooleybuck No. 3 Run, the south-east boundary of
the Windsor No. 1 Run, and part of the south-east boundary of the Windsor No: 2
Run, passing through a giddia-tree marked broad-arrow over C over XXIX, and
then nineteen  chains  south-west of a giddia-tree marked broad-arrow over W over
LXIII,  in all nine  miles seventy-two chains, to a point thirty-seven chains south-
i east  of a giddia-tree marked broad-arrow over W over LXIX ; thence on the north-
west by a south- west line passing  thirty-five chains south- east  of agum marked broad-
arrow  over W over LXV ten miles to a point bearing north 117 degrees east and
distant thirty -nine chains  from a giddia- tree  marked broad-arrow over W over
LXVI ; thence on the south-west by a south-east line ten miles sixty-seven  chains
to a point thirty-two chains north-east of a giddia-tree marked broad-arrow over C
over XLIII ; thence  again  on the south-east by a north-east line along part of the
north-west boundary of the Tooleybuck No. 5 Run one mile eight  chains  to a point
bearing north 279 degrees east  and distant one chain from a giddia-tree marked
broad- arrow  over C over XLI ; and thence again on the north-east by a north-west
line along  part of the south-west boundary of the Tooleybuck No. 4 Run seventy-
five chains to the point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 1 July 30 June 10 0
32 Windsor 50 Commencing  at the west angle of  the Windsor No. 4 Run at a point bearing orth 117
No. 6 degrees east and distant thirty-nine chains from a giddia-tree marked broad-arrow
over W over LXVI, and bounded thence on the north-east by a south-east line
along the  south- west  boundary of the Windsor No. 4 Run ten miles sixty-seven
chains  to the north-west boundary of the Tooleybuck No. 5 Run at a point thirty-
two  chains  north- east  of a giddia-tree marked broad-arrow over C over XLIII ;
thence  on the south-east by a south-west line along part of that boundary  passing
through the last-mentioned tree and giddia-trees marked broad-arrow over C over
XLIV and broad-arrow over C over XLV respectively five miles thirty-three chains
to a point bearing north 297 degrees east and distant twenty-seven chains from a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C over XLVI; thence on the east by a south
line along part  of the west boundary of the same run one mile fifteen chains to a
point'bearing north 197 degrees east and distant eighty-eight chains from the last-
mentioned tree ; thence on the south by a west line along the north boundary of the
Ontario Run eight  miles one  chain to a point bearing north 125 degrees east and
distant eight chains from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C over LXIX ;
thence on the west by a north line along part of the east boundary of the Tipperary
Run and the  east  boundary of the Quebec Run, in all.eight miles forty chains, to a
point bearing north 165 degrees east and distant forty-one chains from a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over W over LXVII ; and thence on the north-west by a
north- east  line  along  the south-east boundary of same run and part of the south-east
boundary of the Windsor No. 5 Run, in all five miles seventy-one chains, to the
point of commencement  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 1 July 30 June 10 0
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GREGORY NORTH  DISTRICT-ewdiesued.
Commencing at the south-east angle of the Drinan's Gorge No. 2"*'Run, being a
point hearing north 89 degrees east distant eight chains from a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over U over LIV, and bounded thence on the south by an east
line along part of the north boundary of the Merrion Downs No. 8 Run four
miles fifty-four chains passing thirty-two chains north of a giddia-tree marked
broad-arrow over U over LIII to the west boundary of the Merrion Downs No. 7
Run at a point bearing north 359 degrees east distant thirty-two chains from
a giddia-tree marked broad-arrow over U over LII; thence on the east by
a northerly line along part of that boundary six miles one chain to a point
bearing 284 degrees distant forty-four chains from a wattle-tree marked broad-
arrow over U over XL ; thence on the south-east by a north-easterly line
along the north-western boundary of the same run four miles twenty-two chains
passing twenty-two chains north-west from a giddia-tree marked broad-arrow
over U over XXXVI to the south angle of the Locharoch Run at a post
marked broad-arrow over U over XXXV; thence on the north-east by a north-
westerly line along part of the south-west boundary of that run one mile twenty-
seven chains to a point one hundred and twenty-four chains south-easterly of a tree
marked broad -arrow over  U over XXXIV;  thence on the north by a west line
eight miles twelve  chains to a post at the north -east angle of the Drinan's Gorge
61
No. 1 Run marked broad-arrow over U over LV ; thence on the west by a south
line along  the east boundary of that run five miles to the north boundary of the
Drinan's Gorge No. 2 Run at a point fourteen  chains west  of a cairn ; thence
again on the south by an east line along part of that boundary one mile thirty
chains passing  through the last-mentioned cairn to another cairn at the north-east
angle of the before-mentioned Drinan's Gorge No. 2 Run ; and thence  again on
the west by a south line along the east boundary of that run five miles to the point 1897.
of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 1 July
Commencing at the south-east angle of the Elizabeth Springs No. 2 Run, being a
point bearing north 204 degrees east distant three chains from a giddia-tree marked
broad-arrow over U over LVI, and bounded thence on the south by an  east line
along  part of the north boundary of the Drinan's Gorge No. 1 Run to a post at the
north- east angle  thereof marked broad-arrow over U over LV and by a continuation
of said line along the north boundary of the Prairie No. 4 Run, in  all eleven miles
seventy-two chains, to the south-west boundary of the Locharoch Run at a point
one hundred and twenty-four chains south-easterlyof a tree marked broad-arrow over
U over XXXIV ; thence on the north-east by a north-westerly line along part of
'the south-west boundary of that run nine miles fifty-three chains passing through
the last -mentioned tree to a point bearing north 330 degrees east distant eight
chains from a giddia-tree marked broad-arrow over U over XXXIII; thence on
the north by a west line eight miles thirty-three chains to the east boundary of the
Elizabeth Springs No. 1 Run at a point  nine chains  north of a giddia-tree marked
broad-arrow over U over LXI; thence on the west by a south line along part of
that boundary one mile eighteen chains to the north boundary of the Elizabeth
Springs No. 2  Run  at a, point bearing north 108 degrees east distant seven chains
from a giddia-tree marked broad-arrow over U over LX ; thence again on the south
by an east line along part of that boundary two miles forty chains to a giddia-tree
at the north- east  corner thereof marked broad-arrow over U over LVII I ; and
thence again on the  west  by a south line five miles along the east boundary of the
same run passing  through a giddia-tree marked broad-arrow over U over LVII to
s. d.
1901.
30 June 5 0
34 Prairie 50
No. 5
the point  of commencement  ... ... ... 4 1 July 30 June 6 0
35 Prairie 85 Commencing at the south -east corner of Prairie No. 3 Run at a point forty chains south
No. 6 of a post marked broad -arrow over A over 11, and bounded thence on the east by
a south line two miles forty-three chains passing through a post marked broad-
arrow over A over 12 to a point forty chains south of same ; thence on the north
by an east line six miles twenty -one chains to a point twenty -five chains south and
twenty -six chains east of a whitewood -tree marked broad -arrow over A over 14 in
triangle ; thence on the east by a south line eight miles fifty -six chains to a post
marked broad -arrow over N over 36 at the north -east corner of Ingledoun No. 3
Run ; thence on the south by a west line along the north boundary of the last- I
name  run ten miles to its north -west corner at a post marked broad-arrow over
N oN r  35;  thence on the west by a north line passing through a post marked
broad-arrow over A over 8 and a coolibar -tree marked broad-arrow over A over 9
in triangle eleven miles ten chains to the south boundary of Prairie No. 3 Run at
a point forty chains south of a post marked broad -arrow over A over  10;  and
thence again on the north by'an east line along part of the last-named boundary
three  miles  fifty-six chains to the point of commencement 4 1 July 30 June 5 6
36 Locharoch 85 Commencing at the northern angle of Locharoch Run at a point bearing north 131
No. 6 degrees east and distant fourteen chains from a giddia -tree marked broad-arrow
over U over XTX, and bounded thence on the south -east by a south -west line
along the north -west boundary of the Locharoch Run ten miles to a point bearing
north 330 degrees east and distant eight chains from a giddia -tree marked broad-
arrow over U over  XXXIII;  thenc e.  on the south-west by a north -westerly line
passing through a coolibar-tree marked broad -arrow over U over XXXI, then
through a point two chains north -east of a coolibar -tree marked broad -arrow over
U over XXX, and then through a point two chains south -west of a giddia-tree
marked broad -arrow over  U over  XXIX ten miles to a point bearing north 298
degrees east and distant two chains from a giddia-tree marked broad -arrow over
U over XXVIII  ;  thence on the north -west by a north -cast line along part of the
south -east boundary of the Locharoch No. 2 Run passing through a giddia-tree
marked broad -arrow over  U over XXVII,  then through a giddia -tree marked
broad -arrow over  U over XXVI,  and then through a giddia -tree marked broad-
arrow over  U over XXV ten  miles to a point bearing north 311 degrees east and
distant eight chains from a giddia -tree marked broad-crow  over IT  over XXIV ;
and thence on the north -east by a south -east line along part of the south-west
boundaries of the Locharoch No. 3 and Seighford No. 12 Runs passing through a
Igiddia -tree marked  broad-arrow o'er U  over XXII, then through a giddia-tree
marked broad -arrow over  U over  XXI, and then through a giddia -tree marked
broad -arrow over  U over XX,  in all ten miles ,  to the point of commencement  .. 4  1 July 30 June 6 0
37 Locharoch  30 Commencing at the south angle  of the Locharoch No. 6 Run  at a point bearing north
No. 7 330 degrees  east and distant  eight  chains from a  giddia- tree marked broad-arrow
over U over XXXIII, and hounded thence on the north -east  by a north -westerly
line pas jog through a coolibar-tre., nwr'•c, d broad-arrow over U over XXXI, then
tl,roubh a point two c!ruius n )rth rat of a coolibar-tree marked broad-arrow over
U over XXX, and thence through  a point two chains south -west  of a giddia-tree
marked broad -arrow over  U over XXIX,  in all ten miles ,  to the south-east
Be.
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GRJGORY NORTH DISTRICT-continued.
Locharoch boundary of the Locharoch No. 2 Run at a point bearing north 298 degrees east
No. 7- and distant two chains from a giddia-tree marked broad-arrow over U over
continued .  XXVIII ;  thence on the north -west by a south -westerly line along part of that
boundary two miles three chains to the east boundary of the Elizabeth Springs No.
3 Run  ;  thence on the west by a south line along part of that boundary to the north-
east angle of the Elizabeth Springs No. 1 Run, being a point bearing north 277
degrees east and distant two chains from a giddia -tree marked broad -arrow over U
over LXIII and by a continuation of same line along part of the east boundary of
that run, in all  five miles sixty -four chains ,  to a point nine chains north of a
giddia -tree marked broad -arrow over U over LXI ; and thence on the south by an
east line along the north boundary of the Prairie No. 5 Run eight miles thirty -three 1897. 1901.
chains to the point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 1 July  130 June 5 8
38 Florida 35 Commencing at the most northern north -east corner of the Binburi No .  3 Run at a
Vale post marked broad -arrow over H1 over B3 over F1 ,  and bounded thence on the
No. 1 north -west by a north -east line about eight miles twenty -six chains along the
south -west boundary of the Hyde Park No. 1 Run to a tree marked broad-arrow
over H1 over F1 ; thence on the north -east by a south-east line along part of the
south -west boundary of the Hyde Park No. 2 Run and the south -west boundary of
the Hyde Park No. 3 Run ,  in all nine miles, to a point bearing 5 degrees distant
three chains ten links from a mallee -tree marked broad-arrow over HP3 over Fl ;
thence on the south -east by a south -west line about three miles sixty chains to the
north boundary of the Binburi No. 3 Run at a giddia-tree marked broad-arrow
over F12 on its north -east side ; and thence on the south by a west line along part
of that boundary about nine miles forty -eight chains to a gum -tree marked broad-
arrow over F1 over B3 on its east side ;  and thence on the west by a north line
along one of the east boundaries of the same run three miles ten chains to the 1903.
point of commencement  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  6 1 July 30 June 10 0
39 Fox . ..  25 Commencing at the west corner of Blackboy West Run at a giddia -tree marked
broad -arrow over F over BW in triangle ,  and bounded thence on the south -east by
a north -east line along part of the north -west boundary of that run seven miles to
a giddia -tree marked broad -arrow over F over H in triangle  ;  thence on the north-
east by a north -west line along one of the south -west boundaries of Hound Run
four miles forty chains to a beef wood -tree marked broad-arrow over F over H in
triangle  ;  thence on the north -west by a south -west line along one of the south-east
boundaries of the same run and a continuation of the same line, in all seven miles,
passing through a tree marked broad-arrow over L in triangle to a mulga-tree
marked broad -arrow over W1 over H over F over R in triangle ; and thence on the
south -we$t by a south -east line along part of the north-east boundary of Henry 1904.
Downs Run four miles forty chains to the point of commencement  ... ... ...  7 1 July 30 June 6 6
40 Doniebrook 45 Commencing at the south -west corner of Scattery No. 4 Run at a mulga -tree marked
No. 4 broad -arrow over S4 in triangle on its north side ,  and bounded thence on the north
by an east line along the south boundary of the aforesaid run eight miles to the
west boundary of Scattery Run at a beefwood -tree marked broad-arrow over S4
over D4 in trian?le on its south side ; thence on the east by a south line along part
of the last -mentioned boundary three miles seventy chains to a mulga-tree marked
broad -arrow over S over D4 in triangle on its east  side;  thence again on the north
by an east line along part of the south boundary of the last-named run two miles
to the north -west boundary of Hog Run at a giddia marked broad -arrow over
S over D4 in triangle on its east side  ;  thence on the south -east by a south -west'
line along part of the last -mentioned boundary one mile forty -six chains to the
north -east boundary of Doubtful No. 2 Run at a point bearing north fourteen
degrees east and distant one chain sixty links from a mulga -tree marked broad-
arrow over H over D4 in triangle ; thence on the south -west by a north -west line
along part of the last-mentioned boundary forty chains to a gum -tree marked
broad -arrow over D2 over D4 in triangle on its south side  ;  thence again on the
south -east by a south -west line along part of the north -west boundary of the last-
named run six miles sixty -six  chains;  thence by a north -west line about seven
miles sixty chains ; thence on the west by a north line four miles one chain five
links to a mulga -tree marked broad -arrow over D4 in triangle on its east side ; and
thence again on the north by an east line one mile sixty-two chains to the point of 1903.
commencement  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  6 1 July 30 June 8 0
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FORMER BRAN D.
"THE BRAT 1)S ACT OF 1872."
V1HE following Statement of Brands, being those Registered during the month of JULY  last, is  published for vt•t,eral
information,  in accordance  with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners whose Names, Addresses, or Brands may be incorrectly stated are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar ;  and in all  such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner or the Number of Certificate of Registration
must be given.
Registrar of Brands ' Office,
Brisbane , 9th August, 1897.
10
0
2q Horses. Cattle.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
P aOPRI F.TOR.
Run or Farm where Brand
is to be used.ame.
C Series.)38041
5 V 38067
,44 a 38080
,16  9 38070  ...
38073  ...
49 f 38029  ...
.R8 UT 38077  ..
8.fU 38038 ...
720 38033
1 71 ../tt 38068
R  7 W 38031
38084
CA5 38028
211// 38051 ...
2J 7 38006  ...C
r'?
0 .
9 271 38053 off  ...
8 46 73 38078 ...
38039
804 38072
38083
E0W
...
38085
38065 ...
g1 9 38032
38071
.77 38052
Daandine
Selinia Brooking...  ...  Ropely ... ... ... Gattou
Arthur Bowman ... ... Reserve ... ... Birdsville
Alexander Patrick Cameron Lands Office ... ... l pswieh
Alexander Knox Graham Little Cabbage-tree Creek' Brisbane
Ernest Abraham McLean Bimerah .. .. Longreach
Alexander Stronach ... Goldfield, Mona) Gladstone
Alexander Knox Graham Little Cabbage-tree Creek; Brisbane
and Win. Graham
Arthur Holmes  Wright ... Laidley...
[No. 42.
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Laidley
Bell Bros. and Co. ... Belmont ... ... Winton
John Thomas Peter Bruhn Southport ... ... Southport
William Edward Booth ... Eulolo ... Mackinlay
George Smith Fletcher
Charles  Rissmann
Maroon Creek, Croftby  Dugandan
Pittsworth  ... ... Pittsworth
British and Australasian
Trust and Loan Com-
pany, Limited
Denis  Lane ...
Richard  Ernest  Moss  ...
Ernest  henry Mix ...
Eva Jane Cameron ...
Ellen Teresa  Conroy ...
Eugene Winter  ... ...
Macalister
Stewart's Creek ... , Townsville
Commonage ... ...  Irvinebank
1 Woombye, and
IIughenden ...
Wallumbilla ...
Croydon
Eiustac•e  Welford  Watson Poolham
... Box 79, G.P.O.,
Brisbane
... I Hughenden
... Wallumbilla
... Croydon
Southbrook
Christoplt Friedrich  Burow Loganliolme
Joseph Heni;v Foster ... Dee street
George Henry Alford ...
George Samuel Dennis ...
Turn-off Lagoon
Daisy Hill
l.oganholme
.. Mount Morgan
Burketown
Loganlea, South
Coast Railway
.63
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C Series.
1 Cj ,7  38035
 9 4 yr'  38056
38036
38037
38047
38070
38081
38059
,9 4 2.) 38060
0 9 9 38079
9 G 2 38058
3 1 CT 38043
9 9 jr  38069
,X 1.K 38075
4mq
m78
me6
,,C2
.7 0  R
38062
38040
38030
38055
38042
38057
(5,7  7 38048
J278 38061
.RDC'6
8,R  M
.R 0 .R
6 .R UI
38054
38034
38063
38064
FORMER BRAND.
Horses.
5 Or  C 38046
9 aC 6 38044
7-,70  38074
VI 8 C 38045
U/ 9 C 38082
Uf 1 0C 38049
38050
Limberg
Richard Magoffin  ...  Melrose Grazing Farm Longreach
Mary Roberts ,  as Guardian Bungil  Bridge ... ... Roma
of Ralph Roberts
George  Childs,  as Guardian  Maroon... ... ... Ipswich
of Robert Warwick
Thomas Charlton... ... Durham House, Lindum Ilemmant
Thomas Lewis ... ... Happy Valley, Kunioon Nanango
Brown and  Cummins ...  Victoria Vale ... ... Croydon
Willie Davidson Cocking Black Jack
William Churchill ... Torbanlea ...
William Lyons ... ... Sunnyside Farm
John Francis Bernardi Adare ...
Holcombe
BRANDS TRANSFERRED during the MONTH of JULY, 1897.
Brand.
2CN
2DV
F 2 A
FL4
G12
MaY
T4N
YT7
WR3
Certuicate.
234 John Horrocks  ... ... .  Barbara Horrocks ...
6317 Joseph Clarkson  ... ... ...  George Bentley ...
10618 Queensland Trustees , Limited ...  Richard Gustavus Gilmour and
Robert Lionel Gilmour
10774 Francis Albion  ... ... ...  Angilbert Wilfrid Anderton
3947 George Edward Turnbull  ... Freeman Lawrence ...
14561 John Phair
15450 The Trust and Agency Company
of Australasia , Limited
11982
9059
13205
423
7 Y T 14861
>(9L 6118
a 2 B18863
Elizabeth Marshall ... ...
Saekville Kidman and Sidney
Kidman
William Symington Findlay ... Kyrle William Trenfield ...
Tolson and Bagge  ...  Francis Frederick Tolson .
Queensland Trustees, Limited ... Richard Gustavus Gilmour,
George, Thomas, and
Robinson
Cattle. Name.
George Duncan ..
George Moore
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where Brand Nearest Post Town
is to be  used .  of Bun or Farm.
Flagstone , Lilydale ... Ilelidoll
Quibet  ... ... ... Roma
... Henry Haylittle ... ... Muisgrave street ... Gy>.upie
... Ezra George Harvey ... Maroon... ... l)ngm dan
... Harry Lyde ... ... Carrier, Reserve ... Jericho
... William Herbert Napper Queen street ... ... Southport
... Joseph Haidley ... ... Maryland .. . ... Warwick
... Henry Rixon ... ... Greenvale ... ... Townsville
John Dwyer ... ... Marian ... ... ... Mackay
John Wesley Johns ... Restdown ... ... Tewantin
Patrick Joy ... ... Colebrook ... ... Hughenden
Robert Stephen ... ... Canis Gold Field ... Mount Perry
James Turnbull ... ... Wigugomrio ... ... Birdsville
Wilhelm Kuhl, as Guar- Happy Home ... ... Taroom
dian of George Ward
Kuhl
Mary Bickle ... ... North Pine ... ... North Pine
Mary Bagot ... ... Meadowbank ... ... Roma
Michael Fitzpatrick ... Eumundi ... Eumundi
Mary Smith ... ... Selection ... Greenmount
... Neil Came ro n  ... ...  Blacksnake  ... ...  Kilkivan
... Thomas North and  Co.... Clermont  ... ... Clermont
Thomas Bolling  ... ... Noondoo ... ... St. George
Ralph Parnell Elliott ... Emu Farm ... ... Winton
Rudolf Herman Adolf Plainland  ... ... Laidley
Transferee.
Robert Lionel Gilmour, and
Andrew  Taylor Kerr
James  James  Robinson ... ...
Fitzroy Clarence Trotman ... Charles Gustave Burgoyne Reese
Maurice Lee ... ... ... F. and C. Curr ... ...
John O'Connor ... ... ... Thornton High ...
Transterror.
Charters Towers.
Torbanlea
Wallumbilla
Gatton
I, Name of Run or Farm where Nearest Post Town.
B i  and is to be used.
Spring Creek ... ... Drayton
Fig ti  cc Pocket Indooroopilly
N accowlah ... ... ...  Thargomindah
Miles ...
Rockhampton
Wolea Siding
Rosberth
St. Paul's
Corinda
Tenapera
Miles
Rockhampton
Gin Gin
Government
Greens, S. A.
Ravenswood
Aramac
Th argomind ah
Dingo Head
Breadalbane ...
Abingdon Downs ...
Etheridge Gold Field
Telemon  Crossing
Boulia
Georgetown
Georgetown
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BRANDS TRANSFERRED  during the  MONTH of  JULY,  1897- continued.
Brand. o. ofCertificate Transferror. Transferee.
Name  of Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
B22239
H b * n23382
J b 3  1319297
L 5 > 1130239
M 0 B30408
P5ni B24317
$ P A B28487
R 1 ci 1;24137
R 1 Ci n24137
S 0-14  B28072
S 0--4  B28072
8 T  coB25)217
V m 3 B30829
9 W zJ  :B25466
7 Z A2  B2522939-4 c35578
Brand. No. ofCertificate.!
Y9C
B26018
B30913
David Power  ... ... ...  Elizabeth Power
Peter Laughton Harcus...  ... , Cook Brothers
Janet Pointon  ... ... ...  Samuel Pointon ...
Alexander Lumsden  ... ... James Kerr ...
Thomas  -Hobbs  ... ... ...  Fanny Mobbs ...
Philip Coyne  ... ... ...  Peter Coyne
George Pain .. . ...  Graham Hewett ...
The Bank of New South  Wales  William Craig ...
William Craig  ... ... ... William  McDowvall
The Bank of New South Wales  William Craig
William Craig
Joel  Treveskas ...
William Egan
William Fraser .. ,
John  Gray Brodie
James Larkin .,.
... William Mc] owall
... ... Francis  John Wallis
... ... Ellen Egan
William Fraser, jour.
Mary Brodie
... ... Kate Lucy Smart
-Name o Proprietor.
Mayers Bros.
John  Coulson
J 8 J. 3417 ) John Delger
CHANGE  of RESIDENCE.
Run or Farm where Brand is to be
used.
Collumpton Lodge
Coolabunia ...
CORRECTION.
Neardie ...
Normanby River ...
Surbiton
Forest Plain ...
Coomera River
Kilkivan Junction...
Moondoonglioora ...
Niagara Vale ...
Niagara Vale ...
Niagara, Vale ...
Niagara Vale
Sheep Station ('reek
Woode's Lake ...
Percy River ...
Bedourie ... ...
Wallumbilla ...
Nearest Post  Town. Remarks.
Ilfracombe ... ... I Brands Director3 for 1896.
Nanango ...
... I Durah ... ... ... ... J Dalby
The following QUEENSLAND REGISTERED BRAND has also been registered in New South  Wales for the use of its owner in that Colony.
IPA 4 110237 1Albert Prewett ... ... I Railway Department ... ... + Brisbane ...
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Nearest  Post Town.
Neardie
Cooktown
Clermont
. Allora
Upper Coomera
Kilkivan Junction
Cunnainulla
Cardwell
Cardwell
Cardwell
Cardwell
Charters Tower,-
Burketown
Georgetown
... Boulia
Wallumbilla... i
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QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEADQUARTERS' GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel HowEL GUNTER, Commandant.
No. 208.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
[No. 43.
Brisbane , 16th August, 1897.
Rise Association . 'SHE undermentioned Officers have been nominated by the Government to serve on the council of the Mackay
District Rifle Association:-Major W. G. Hodges, Unattached,
Captain G. Dimmock, Unattached, and
Captain F. Riechelmann, Mackay Mounted Infantry.
No. 209.
Disbandment . THE disbandment of the following Corps was duly proclaimed in the  Government Gazette  of the 31st
July, 1897:- No. 2 Company, Wide Bay Mounted Infantry, and
44 I," S," and M " Companies, Regiment of Queensland Rifles.
Route.
B ea d-quarters'
(Officers).
Changes.
No. 210.
CAPTAIN T. O. LEwis will proceed to Rosewood on Tuesday, the 17th  instant , on duty , retu rn ing to
Brisbane on completion.
No. 211.
Mess [S.G.O.] The following Rules for the maintenance of the Head-quarters' Mess (Officers), Victoria  Barracks,
Brisbane, have been approved
All Officers of the Head-quarters' Staff, the Queensland Permanent Artillery, and the Permanent Regimental
Staff in Brisbane , if approved by the Commandant in each instance, shall be members of the Mess.
His Excellency the Governor and Commander-in-Chief and Staff, and the Commandant of the Queensland
Defence Force (Marine), shall be invited to become honorary members. Officers attached to the Queensland
Permanent  Artillery for quarters and discipline may be invited to become honorary members whilst so attached.
Other Officers visiting Brisbane may, at the discretion of the Mess Committee, be made honorary  members for
short periods.
All members of the Mess will pay an entrance contribution of three pounds, in twelve equal  instalments
for dining members, and twenty-four equal instalments for non-dining members.
Monthly subscriptions shall be paid by all members. For dining members the amount will be one-half of
their regimental pay for one day, and for non-dining members one-quarter of their regimental pay for one day.
The Mess will be managed by a committee consisting of a president and two members, and one of such
members will perform the duties of secretary and treasurer. The committee will be appointed  at a general
meeting, the appointments  being subject to the approval of the Commandant. Appointments to interim  vacancies
in the  committee  shall be made by the  committee , but shall be subject to the approval of the next  general meeting.
The Mess Committee are authorised to frame By-laws for the administration of the Mess. Such By-laws
after being passed  at a general meeting  will be submitted for the approval of the Commandant.
No. 212.
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON MOUNTED INFANTRY.
No. 4 Company.
No. 17, Acting Company Sergeant -Major J .  Bond ,  having passed the necessary examination ,  is promoted to
the rank of Company Sergeant -Majjor  ;  such promotion to date from the 15th May, 1897.
No. 28, Acting Sergeant C. J. F. Buhmann ,  having passed the necessary examination ,  is promoted to the
rank of Sergeant  ;  such promotion to date  fr om the 26th May, 1894.
"A
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[24TH  AUGUST, 1897.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
KENNEDY  MOUNTED INFANTRY.
No. 52,  Acting Sergeant  J. Lynam, and No.  82, Acting Sergeant  J. C. Armstrong, having passed the
necessary examination ,  are promoted  to the  rank of Sergeant ;  such promotions  to date from the 15t6 May, 1897.
No. 213.
IN continuation of General Orders Nos. 160 and 191 of 1897, it is notified, for the information of
Commanding Officers of Corp sstationed in Brisbane, that a Third Recruit Squad will be formed at the Boundary-
street Drillshed on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday evenings, at 7.45 p.m., commencing on Monday, the
pith September, 1897. As this will probably be the last squad formed for the instruction of recruits for some
time, Commanding Officers should endeavour to complete the estab li shment of their respective corps prior to the
above date.
It is absolutely necessary that recruits detailed to attend this squad should report themselves on the above
date, so that all can commence at the same time.
Recruits who cannot report themselves on the 6th must wait for another squad ,  but some time may elapse
before it will be formed.
The attention of Commanding Officers is directed to Regulation 52.
No. 214.
LtEVTENANT-COLONEL K. HvTCaisoN is detailed for duty as Range Officer at the Toowong Rifle Range
from the 21st instant to the 18th proximo, both dates inclusive.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief  Staff Officer.
NOTICES.
Tan Annual  Meeting  for 1897 of the  Queensland  Rifle Association will be held  at Toowong  during the
week ending  18th  September next.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the South Australian National Rifle Association has been fixed for 4th
to 9th October, inclusive. The Federal Rifle Match for 1897 will be fired atAdelaide on the 8th October.The Annual Meeting for 1897 of  the National  Rifle  Association  of New South Wales  has been fixed for
25th to 30th October,  inclusive.
Attention  is directed  to the  Programme issued  by the  Queensland  Rifle Association  in connection  with the
forthcoming Annual Meeting,  and particularly to the competitions  open  to members of the Defence Force
(including Volunteers,  Cadets, and Rifle Clubs).
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JAMES  EDWIN TURNER and
GUSTAV STEINDL
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Hospital in the parish of Bundaberg,
in the room of Thomas Manchester and Alfred Henry Brown,
deceased.
E.M.-5.8-97 -N'. Res. 1879--24.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has  been  pleased to appoint
WILLIAM ROAD
to be a Trustee  of the Reserve for Cemetery in the parish of Calliungal
(Mount Morgan ), in the room of James Swaddling, deceased.
E.M.-5-8 -97-0'. Cem.202.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council,  has been pleased- to appoint
ALFRED JAMES SKINNER,
WILLIAM ALEXANDER COLLIE, and
JOHN  PRESNELL
to be Trustees  of the Reserve for Cemetery in the parish of Adavale,
in the room of  William Travers, David Whitlaw, and Edward Bruce
Learmonth, who have left the district.
Cem. 157.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of tho Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation tendered by
JOHN MITCHELL
of his appointment as a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery in the
parish of South Kolan.
E.M.-5-8 -97-Q'. Cem.100.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1897.
J IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
1 Council, and on the recommendation of the Public Service
Board , has been pleased to appoint
ERNEST MORETON WARAKER
to be a Staff Surveyor of the Second Class.
Z.M.-18-8-97.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane, 18th August, 18J7.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
11 Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board , has been pleased to appoint
CHARLES SWENSON
to be a Clerk, upon probation, in the Department of Agriculture; such
appointment to take effect on and from the thirteenth day of August,
1897.
A. J. THYNNE.
Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
FRANCIS WILLIAM MURPHY
to be a Clerk, upon probation, in the Department of Agriculture; such
appointment to take effect on and from the thirteenth day of August,
1897.
A. J. THYNNE.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM WATKIN S
to be Bailiff of the Warden's Court at Georgetown, in the room of
G. K. Browne, resigned.
ROBERT PHILP.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation of
WILLIAM CHARLES WAIN
as First Assistant .Analyst ; such resignation to take effect from the
31st instant.
ROBERT PHILP.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, and on the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has been pleased to readmit
MICHAEL O'GORMAN
to the Public Service, and to reappoint him to his former  position as
a Landing Waiter in the Customs Department, Brisbane.
ROBERT PHILP.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1897.
u IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
jj. Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation tendered by
WILLIAM FIELDING
of his appointment as a Justice of the Peace.
IiORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, been pleased to appoint
AR.CH]BALD EDWARD CRIC'IITON
to be an Inspector for the purposes of  "The Factories and Shops
Act of  189G."
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1897.
j j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the E xecutive
j Council,  has been  pleased to appoint
JOIIN EDMUND BARROW HAMR0ND
to be an Inspector for the purposes of  "The Factories and Shops
Act of  1896," in the room of F. R. Chester-Master, relieved of the
duties of that office.
IIOR ACE T OZER.
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Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Local
Government Act of  1878," been pleased to appoint
SAMUEL ROWLEY
to be an Alderman for the Borough of Mount Morgan, in the room
of T. Egan,  resigned.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
j Council,  has, in pursuance  of the provisions of  "The Local
Government  Act of  1878,"  been pleased  to appoint
EDWARD HORATIO BESSELL
to be an  Auditor for the Division of Ravenswood, in the room of
D. P. Barry, resigned.
HORACE TOZER.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  18th August, 1897.HIS Excellency theGovernor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to app rove  of the following  transfers
of Teachers in the service  of the Department  of Public Instruction,
viz.:
JOHN NICHOLAS WILSON
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant  Teacher in the State
School at Clermont;
ALICE MARTHA BRIMBLECOMBE
to be transferred  to the  position of an Assistant  Teacher in  the State
School at Bowen Bridge road;
SARAH JANE HENRY
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Milton ; and
SELINA ELIZABETH PAMPLING
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Goondiwindi.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
'Brisbane, 19th August, 1897.
T
HE following  appointments of Members of Committees for State
Schools are notified, viz.:-
Cooktown.
Corn elius Burrows,
vice  Frank Kimbell, resigned.
I eulba.
Robert Armstrong,
vice  Charles Thomas  Walters, who has left the  district.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L.s.J Kingdom, Knight Commander of theMost Distinguished
Governor.Order of St. Michael  and St . George, Governor andovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by  " The Bank Holidays Act of  1877 " it is amongst
other things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be
observed as a Public Holiday, either -throughout Queensland, or in
any part  thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district therein :
Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington , the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the provisions of
the said Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby appoint the following days to be observed as Public
Holidays in the places hereunder named:-
THURSDAY and FRIDAY, the 26th and 27th  of August
instant , being the days appointed for holding the Annual Race
Meeting of  the Longreach Jockey Club, in the town of Longreach ;
FRIDAY, the 27th of August instant, being the day appointed
for holding the Annual Race Meeting of the Port Douglas Race Club,
in the town of Port Douglas ;
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, the 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd  of September proximo, being the days appointed for holding
the Annual Show of the Cairns Pastoral, Agricultural, and Mining
Association , and the Annual Race Meeting of the Cairns Racing Club,
within the Petty  Sessions  Districts of Cairns and Mareeba; and
FRIDAY, the 10th of September proximo, being the day
appointed for the Opening of the Annual Show of the Agricultural
and Pastoral  Society of Southern Queensland, in the Electoral
Districts  of Logan and Albert.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House,  Brisbane,
this eighteenth day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven,  and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SATE TIE Quin 1
[21ST AUGUST, 1897.
A PROCLA'.1fATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACI
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedL.s.] Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAxsIN(ITON,Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS  by "The Chinese Immigration Restriction deg,
' r 1888,"  it is  amongst other things provided that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazette,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person or class of persons mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas it is desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,
Louis Gee Long, Ali Bing, Loe Lun, Chun Tung, Lo Yeck, Jan Sang,
Wong On, and the wife and child of Ali Hop, should be exempted from
the provisions of the said Act for a period of two years: Now, there-
fore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby declare that the provisions of the said Act shall not apply to
the said Louis Gee Long, Ali Hing, Loe Lun, Chun Tung, Lo Yeck,
Jan Sang, Wong On, and the wife and child of All Hop for a period
of two years from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighteenth day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SITE THE QUEEII
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Governor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Mineral Lands Act of  1882," 46 Victoria
NO. 8, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby proclaim that the following shall be deemed to be
a Mining  District  under  the  said Act:-
CUNNAMULLA MINING DISTRICT.
Area, 3,384 square miles.
Counties of Wellington, Paroo, and Palmer.
Commencing on Yowah Creek at the intersection of the Cunna-
mulla and Thargomindah road, and bounded thence by that road
westerly to the western boundary of Bingara North Block, by the west
boundary of same northerly, by the south and west boundaries of Back
Dundoo, by the- west boundary of Back Dundee, by the south and west
boundaries of Mulga South, by part of the south and west boundary of
Mulga North, by part of the east boundary of Bundilla, by the south
boundary of Cecil Downs easterly, by the west and south boundaries
of Retrac, the south and east boundaries of Dundoo northerly, and the
east boundary of Marathon East, by the south boundaries of Chevy
and Tirga easterly, by the east boundaries of Tirga and Boneberry
northerly, by the south boundaries of Beechel West and Beechel East
easterly, and by the east boundary of Beechel East northerly to
Taroura Creek; thence by the track from Beechel Creek to the Paroo
and Warrego Rivers  easterly to the west  boundary of Tyson Block,
by the west and south boundaries of Tyson southerly and easterly,
by the west boundary of Barbara Plains southerly, and a line con-
tinuing south from the south-west corner of portion IT, Grazing
Farm No. 229, to the north-west corner of portion 1v, Bando ; thence
by a road running south, by the western boundaries of portions IT,
Grazing Farm No. 106, 2v, Grazing Farm No. 111, and 3v, Grazing
Farm No. 102, parish of Bando, by the same road easterly along the
southern boundary of the lastnamed portion ; thence by the same road
south along the western boundaries of portion 27v, Grazing Farm
No. 16, to the road running west along the northern boundaries of
portions 26v, 38v, and 39v, Tinnenburra Resumption ; thence by a
road running south along the western boundaries of portions 39v and
25v, and along the northern boundaries of portions 24v and* 29v, and
the western boundary of portion 29v, by the same road continuing
along the western boundaries of portions 4v and 5v, parish of Bowra,
by the same road continuing along part of the west and south boun-
daries of the leased part of Bowra Run, along part of the west
boundary of portion 15v, Tinnenburra Resumption, to the Cunnamulla
and Thargomindah road ; and thence by that road in a westerly
direction to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twentieth day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty.
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SATE THE QIIEEX 1
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Area.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington  of Lamington,
[L.S.]  in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMING}TON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  and execution  of all powers and authorities in me vested und,'r the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895 ," and  "The Agricultural Lands Purchase Act of  1894," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron
Lamington , the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Country Land specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated in the BRISBANE LAND AGENTS DISTRICT,
shall be  open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCON DIi IONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of "The Agricultural
Lands Purchase act of  1894," on and after MONDAY, the FOURTH day of OCTOBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK
A.M., at  the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the
lessee  may purchase the said land shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid,
declare  that the maximum area which may be selected by any one  person in  the said District shall be  as follows , that is to say,
1,280 acres.
Provided  always and  I do hereby further declare that the maximum  area  which may he selected by any one person within
the land comprised  in lot  numbered 1 in the said Schedule shall be as specified opposite such lot.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, further declare the land  comprised
in the said lot numbered 1 to be a District for the purposes of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895"; but so that for
administrative  and other purposes it shall nevertheless form part of the said Brisbane Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of August, in the  year  of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
E.M.--18-8-97.
No. of
Lot.
1 Beaudesert
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
"THE AGRICULTURAL LANDS PURCHASE ACT OF 1894."
CRYNA ESTATE, MORETON DISTRICT.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office,  Brisbane.)
Parish.
No. of
Forfeited
Farm.
3157
No. of
Portion.
26v
Purchasing
Price.
[21ST AUGUST) 1897.
Annual Rent. Survey Fee.
Maxi-
mum
Axes.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
86 338 126 0 0 9 12 8
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
Unconditional  Selection.
£s.d.
3 6 0
A PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington, in the
LAMINGTON, county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
Governor.  St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated in the undermentioned
Land Agents' Districts, shall be open both for CONDI CIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts,
on and after MONDAY, the FOURTH day of OCTOBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in
the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person
in the said Districts shall be  as in  the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety -seven , and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-18-8-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON. ;
THE SCHEDULE.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
'
No. of
For-
feited No of
Conditional Selection.
0
z
Land Agent s
District.
Parish. Selec-
tion or
Farm.
.
Portion. Area. Survey Fee.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
1 Brisbane ... ... Palen 2817 21v A. R. P.160 0 0 £ s. d. £ s.  d. £ s. d.10 10 0 0 0 4 0 15 02  Mackay ... ......  Hector 281  1 1325 160 0 0 ;9 0 0 0 0 7 1 5 0 i
3 Ditto ... ... Homebush ... 343 1229 197 0 0 9 15 0 0 0 9 1 10 0
4 Ditto ... ... ditto 283 28v 200 0 0 9 15 0 0 0 6 1 0 0 1
5 Mourilyan  (Geraldton)  Glady ... I 83 C 18v 79 0 0 7 2 0 1 0 0 6 1 0 0
6 Rockhampton ... Playfair ... 308 36v 630 0 0 I 14 4 0 0 0 4 0 15 0;
7 Ditto ... ...  ditto  ... 513 63v 160 0 0 1 9 0 0 0 0 4. 0 15 0
8 Roma ... ...  Roma 16v 84 2 36 7 7 0 0 0 4 0 1.i 0 i
9 Ditto ... ...  Wallumbilla 755 31v 70 0 0 6 16 0 0 0 4 0 15 0 i
Acres.
320
Agricultural
Area.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
do EM S.4
£ s. d. £ s. d.  Acres.
0 1 0 1 0 0 2 1,280
0 1 8 1 13 4 1 1,280
0 2 0 2 0 0 1 1,280
0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 11 1,280
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lainington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the  Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule
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hereto, and situated in the undermentioned  LAND AGENTS' DISTRICTS,  shall be open for Selection as GRAZING
FARMS, under the provisions  of the said Acts,  on and  after FRIDAY, the FIRST day of OC rOBER, 1897,  at the annual
rental speci fied in the said Schedule  :  And I do hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which
may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of July, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-18-8-97.
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN GRAZING AREAS.
No. of Land Agent's
Lot. District. Run Resumption .  Parish.
[21ST AUGUST,1897.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Area. Survey Fee. Annual Rent  Maximumper Acre. Area.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection
or Farm.
the following persons as Trustees, who are hereby empowered to make
By-laws for carrying out the objects of the Trust, subject to the
approval of His Excellency the Governor in Council :-
E.M.-5-8 -97-P'.
FRANCIS BROWN ,  ALBERT JOHN  DILLON, and
NATHANIEL  PERRY,  JOHN  JAMES HEWITT.
ALLAN WILLIAMS,
1 Bowen ... ... ...  Strathdarr  ... 172 4v
2 Hughenden  .:.  Richmond Downs 388 4v
"3 Isisford  (Long -  Westlands  (Portion A )  Forrest Grove  ...  373 1
reach)
4 Ipswich  ...  Diaper Expired Lease Monsildale  ...  2663 4v
A. R. P. £ s.  d. £ s. d. Acres.
7,600  0 0 35 0 0 0 0 1 20,000
17,991  0 0 60 0 0 0 0 11 20,000
15,181 0 0 55  0 0 0 0 2 20,000
2,341  3 16  21 0 0 0 0 1j 6,500
Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Longreach.
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements .  if any,
A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACB
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L's'] Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGoverTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
jN pursuance of sections  95, 96, and 97  of 11The Crown  Land, Act
1 of  1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and  proclaim
that the land hereunder described has been temporarily reserved for
the purpose  named , and placed under the control  and management of
the Paroo Divisional Board.
E.M.-5-8 -97-K'.
THE CUNNAMULLA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC ROAD.
97-14332-S.G.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Govern.
ment Gazette  dated 12th June, 1897, page 1396, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Wellington, parishes of Eulo, Mirraparoo, and Werai.
Area, about 22,000 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Mirraparoo Creek at a point
bearing  south from the south-west corner of portion 2v, parish of
Eulo, on the  opposite  bank, and bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing south  eighty chains ; thence by  a line  bearing south-easterly
to the south-west corner of portion 22, parish of Eulo ; thence by
that portion and portions 20 and 19, same parish, by the north-west
boundary of portion 45v, parish of Werai, by the north boundaries of
that portion and portions 46v and 47v, same parish, easterly, by the
north-east boundaries of portions 47v and 49v, same parish, and by
the east boundary of portion 49v to the south-east corner of that
portion; on the south by a line bearing  east  eighty chains ; on the
east by a line and portions 22v and 21v, parish of Cunnamulla, bearing
north to a point east from the south-east corner of portion 48v,
parish of  Werai; thence by a line west to that corner, and by that
portion to its north-west corner; thence by the southern boundaries
of portions 35v, 34v, and 41v, parish of Mirraparoo, to Mirraparoo
Creek; and thence by the left bank of that creek downwards to
the point of commencement,;-as shown on plan deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. Well. 53-57.
Given  under  my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this fifth day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven,  and in  the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
A PROCLAMATION.
By  His Excelloncy  The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L.s.] Kingdom,Govern dom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAMINGTN, o Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland arnd
its Dependencies.
N pursuance  of sections  95, 96, and 97 of  " The Crown Lands Act
of  1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the land hereunder described has been temporarily reserved for
the purpose named, and placed under the control  and management of
No. of
Portion.
THE MACKAY LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE, NEBO.
97-10670-Sec.
County of Wodehouse, parish of Wodehouse.
Area,  160 acres 3  ro ods.
Commencing at the north corner of portion 29A, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that portion bearing 248 degrees thirty-two
chains ; on the south-west by a line and portions 36, 37, 38, and 39, a
road, and portions 40 and 41 bearing 338 degrees fifty chains and thirty
links ; on the north-west by a road bearing 68 degrees thirty-two chains ;
and on the north-east by a line bearing 158 degrees fifty chains and
thirty links to the point of commencement;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. Lhdt 40-9
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this fifth day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty.
first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUAES !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAxINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the power in me vested ,  and in accordance with
I the provisions of the 42nd section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884 ,"  1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
unselected lots of land set forth in the accompanying Schedule shall
be and are hereby withdrawn from selection.
L.M.-18-8-97.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighteenth day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
District .  Portion .  Parish or Place.
Bundaberg ... 100v Childers ...
Bowen ... 91v, 97v Tawvale
Roma  ... 51v Euthulla
Ditto ... 64v ditto
Ditto ... 212v Bute ...
S ringsure ... 29v, 30v St. Peter
Clermont 23v, 25v to Colinby
27v
Ditto .. 28v ditto ...
Ditto ... 24v and 29v ditto ...
Date of
Proclamation. Reference.
23 May, 1894  ... L.O. 22
19 May, 1897 ... L.O. 53
17 Feb., 1897 ... F. 689
ditto ... F. 702
25 April, 1894... L.O. 6
17 Aug., 1891 ... L.O. 25
8 July, 1896 ... L.O. 54
26 Aug., 1896 ... L.O. 54
14 July, 1897 ... L.O. 54
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAYINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of the authority in me vested, and in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1895,"
I, CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Agricultural and Grazing Farfns, under the said Acts, are declared
forfeited :-
E.M.-30-7 -97-E'.
o o c Name of Licensee LandAgent's
to z o Parish ,  or Lessee .
Area . District.
14 06  w
A. R. P.
2406 49v Telemon  ...  William Walsh ,  junr. 159 0 0 Brisbano
1266 90v Childers  ...  George Farthing  ...  150 0 0 Bundaberg
]8A 4v Collaroy ... Edith M. Pattison 15,000 0 0 Clermont
81 202 Tupia  ... ...  Peter Heavy  ...  640 0 0 Cooktown
593 29v Brooyar ... Arthur J. Clarke ... 40 0 0 Gympie
598 10 Teebar  ...  George Yerby  ...  291 0 0 ditto
177 1114 Hamilton ... James Pearce ... 141 1 28 Mackay
594 380r Wallumbilla ... John H. Kuhlmann 160 0 0 Roma
595 377v  Ditto . W. M. M. Kuhlmann 160 0 0 ditto
766 14v Gubberamunda Kate Crowe  ...  1,280 0 0 ditto
770 11v Ditto ... William J. Lavery 1,280 0 0 ditto
1299 108v Milton  ...  William  Moloney  ... 166 3 27 Toowoomba
1354 10v Gore ... ... James P. Peters ... 320 0 0 ditto
1727 24v Rosalie  ...  Curator Intestate 160 0 0 ditto
1799 140v Milton
Estates
...  Thomas Handford 160 0 0 ditto
1963 19v Motley ... Robert Elliott ... 160 0 0 ditto
2058 165v Milton  ...  Ernest Grills  ...  160 0 0 ditto
2064 166v Ditto ... Wilhelm Tegge  ...  160 0 25 ditto
2061 l0 0v Rosalie  ...  Denis D .  Sheehan 160 0 0 ditto
2087 52v Djuan  ... ...  Cornwell E .  Williams 160 0 0 ditto
2088 103v Rosalie  ...  Charles G. Reimers 160. 0 0 ditto
837 39v Bengalla  ...  James G.  Lalor  ...  320 0 0 Boma
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1897.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that applications
under the 89th section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads; and all persons
who may consider their  interests  affected thereby are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections, in writing, within two
months  from this date.
Plans  of the Road  can be seen  at the Land, Police, and Post
Offices, Banana.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Road  Case No. 2027.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BB CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
$l
•2
I I A. B. P.
The Lands Depart -  The two -chain road from Coreen  ...  7 0 27
ment, on behalf of the south -west corner of
E. K. Tidswell portion 2186  southerly
Ditto
No.
21ST AUGUST, 1897.
CLOSURE OF  ROADS-continued.
Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. E. P.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-9TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
About
I The Peak Downs Divi- Part of the road separating Town of 1 2 0
sional Board, on be- portion 22v from section Capella
half of G. W. Kettle 13
The Tarampa Divisional The reserved road through Tenthill ... 8 3 0
Board, on behalf of portion 100
0. Caffrey About
P. A. Darley ... ... The road separating por- Kunioon ... 3 1 8
I tion 141 from portion 141
The Jondaryan Divi- The reserved road through Beauaraba 3 3 24
sional Board, on be- portion 1v
half of C. Pitman
The Jondaryan Divi- The road separating por- Doraville... 10 0 0
sional Board, on be- tion 3832 from 3858
half of F. Gillespie
*2
.3
4
*5
*6
7
.8
*9
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-23RD SEPTEMBER, 1897.
The Barron Meat Com-
pany, Limited
The Rosalie Divisional
Board, on behalf of
G. Steuart
W. Ewing ...
The reserved road through
portion 136v
Part of the road through
portion 1996, at the north-
east corner
The reserved road through
portion 169
Formartino 1 9 1 5
Milton ...
Blenheim
About
3 1. 0
4 2 0
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-30TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
*10 The Goolman Divisional
Board, on behalf of
owner
The Drayton Shire
Council, on behalf of
the Executors of
James Taylor
11 Ditto ... ...
12
13
14
15
16
Ditto ...
through portion 2v to
the ten-chain road
through that portion About
The western  end of  the ditto ... 119 2 33
ten-chain road .,through
portion 2v
s NoTx.-The closure of these roads is proposed  to be carried out in  connection
with the  opening  of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that applicationsunder the eighty-ninth section of  " The Crown Lanas Act of
1884" have been made for closing the undermentioned Roads; and
all persons who may consider their interests- affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing,
not later than the date mentioned with respect to each.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the nearest Land, Police, and
Post Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF RODS PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
R P
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-3RD SEPTEMBER, 1897.
*1 The Barolin Divisional The road on the south and Electra About
Board, on behalf of J. south east boundaries of 4 0 0
Gillen (W. S. Clough) portion 7
17
18 Ditto
19 Ditto
20 Ditto
21 Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
22 Ditto
23 Ditto
The reserved road through
portion 9 from the north-
east boundary of portion
47v easterly through por-
tion 9 to the road on the
south-west boundary of
portion 21
The dedicated roads through
portions 88, 89, 90,  and 91,
being-
The road separating sections
3, 17, and 31 of portions
88 and 91 from part of
portions 88 and 91
The road separating sections
3, 17, and 31 of portions I
88 and 91 from sections 2,
16, and 30
The road separating sections
2, 16, and 30 of portions
89 and 89 from sections 1,
14, 15, and 29
The road separating section
29 of portion 91 from sec-
tions 27 and 28
The road separating section
27 of portion 91 from sec-
tion 28
The road separating sections
27, 29, 30, and 31 of portion
91 from sections 16 and 17
of portions 88 and 91 and
section 15 of portion 91
The road separating section
15 of portion 91 from sec-
tion 14 of portion 88
The road separating sections
17 and 16 of portions 88
and 91 and section 14 of
portion  88 from sections
1, 2, and 3 of portion 88
The road separating section
24 of portions 89 and 90
and sections  38 and 39 of
portion 90 from part of
portions 89 and 90
... ... The road separating section
21 of portions 89 and 90
from  section 26 of portions
89 and 90
... ... The road separating section
26 of portions  89 and 90
from part of portion 89
... ... The road separating sections
24 and 26 of portions 89
and 90 from section 38 of
portion 90
... ... The road separating section
38 of portion 90 from sec-
tion 39
Melcombo
Totalling
Drayton  ... 23 0 9
ditto ... 4 0 0
ditto ... 3 3 8
ditto ... 3 3 8
ditto  ... 1 0 33
ditto ...  0 213
ditto ...  2 034
ditto ...  0 316
ditto ...  1 2 32
ditto ... 2 0 8
ditto ... 0 8 0
ditto ... 0 120
ditto  ...  1 0 32
ditto ... 1 1 14
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - GTH OCTOBER, 1897.
24 W. Quinn ,  on  be half of The road separating subdi- Yeerong- 1 1 27
Messrs.  Prentice and visions 28 to 53 of portion pilly
23
26
27
28
Schilpp
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
87A from subdivisions 51
to 80
The road separating subdi- ditto ... 1 0 30
visions 81 to 105 of portion
87.t from subdivisions 106
to 126
The road separating subdi- ditto ... 1 0 31
visions 131 to 151 of por-
tion  87A  from subdivisions
152 to 173
The road separating subdi- ditto ... 2 0 9
visions 259 to 234 and 177
to 205 of portion 87A from
subdivisions 206 to 233
The road separating subdi- ditto ... 1 3 8
visions 15, 39, 68, 91, 120,
137, 166, 191, and 220 of
portion 87A from subdi-
visions 219, 192, 169, 138,
119, 92, 67, 40, and 14
*  NOTE.-The  closure of these roads is proposed to be carri ed out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th March, 1897.
THE CROWN LANDS ACTS,  1884  TO 1899."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
IT is hereby noti fied , for public  information , that the  Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of  "TJie Crown
Lands Act  of 1884" will hold their Courts,  in pursuance  of the twenty- fifth section  of the above- recited Act, at the
undermentioned  Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection  with selections under  "The  Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  and  "The Ciro" Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876 "  will also be dealt  with by the  Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1897.
District or Place.
Allora" ...Aramact ... ...
Ayr ... ... ...
Banana .
Barcaldine t
Beaudesert ...
Blackall ...
Bowen ...
Brisbane ..
Bundaberg ...
Burketown ...
Cairns ...
Cardwell
Charleville ...
Charters Towers
Clermont ...
Cooktown ...
Cunnamulla
Dalby ... ...
Emerald" ... ...
Esk • ... N.
Gatton ... ...
Gayndah ... ...
Georgetown ...
Geraldton  (Mourilyan)
Gladstone ...
Goondiwindi
ympie ...
rberton ...
Hughenden ...
Ingham ...
Inglewood ...
Ipswich ...
Isisford ...
Landsborough ...
Longreach ... ...
Mackay ...
Maryborough ...
Miles ... .N
Mitchell t ... ...
Muttaburra
Nanango ... »
Nerang" ... .N
Normanton ...
Port  Douglas
Ravenswood ...
Rockhampton ...
Roma ... .«
St. George ... ...
Sb. Lawrence N.
Springsure ... ...
Stanthorpe ... ...
Surat
Tambo N. ...
Taroom ». ...
Texas
Thargomindah ...
Toowoomba...
Townsvi lle .N w
Warwick ... ...
Winton N. ...
Windorah .N N.
Jan. Feb . March.
Mon. 11
Wed. 6Sat.  9
Mon. 4
Thur. 7
Tues. 5
Tues. 5
Wed. 6
Sat. 2
Tues. 5
Mon. 4
Tues. 12
Tues. 5
Thur. 7
Fri. 8
Tues. 19
Wed. 20
Fri. 22
Sat. 9
Tues. 5
Wed. 6
Mon. 11
Sat. 2
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Sat. 2
Mon. 18
Wed. 6
Fri. 15
Wed. 6
Sat. 2
Sat. 2
Wed. 13
Mon. 11
Wed. 6
Thur. 7
Thur. 7
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Thur. 7
Wed. 6
Wed. 20
Wed. 20
Fri 8
Wed. 6
Mon. 4
Wed. 20
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Tues. 5
Tues. 5
Wed. 6
Mon. 1
Mon. 8 Mon. 8
W.  3 Wed. 3
Sat. 6 Sat. 6
Fri. 5 ..
Mon. 1 Mon. 1
Thur. 4 Thur.
Tues. 2 Tues.
Tues. 21 Tues.
Wed. 3 Wed.
Fri. 5 Fri.
April. May.
Mon. 12 Mon. 10
Wed. 71 Wed. 5
Sat.  10! Sat. 8
Fri.  21  ...
Tues.  51 Mon. 3
4 1 Thur. 1 Thur. 6
2 1 Tues .  6 1 Tues. 4
2 Tues .  6 Tues. 4
3 Wed. 7 Wed. a
5 Fri .  2 Fri. 7
Tues.  61
*
..
Mon. 5 Mon. 3
Tues. 13 Tues. 11
Mon. 1 Mon. 1
Tues .  9 Tues. 9
Tues. 16 ...
Tues. 2 Tues. 2
Thur. 4 Thur. 4
Fri. 5 Fri. 5
...  WW. 17
Fri. 19
Sat. 13 Sat. 13
Tues.  2 Tues. 2
Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Mon. 8 Mon. 8
Fri. 5 Fri. 5
Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Tues . 16 Tues. 16
Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Wed. 10 Wed. 10
Fri. 5 Fri. 5
Mon. 15 Mon. 15
Wed. 3
Fri. 12 Fri. 12
Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Fri. 5 Fri. 5
Tues. 9
Fri. 5 Fri. 5
Wed. 10 Wed. 10
Mon. 8 Mon. 8
Wed. 3
Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Thur. 4 Thur. 4
Thur. 4 Thur. 4
Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Thur. 4 Thur. 4
Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Thur. 18
Wed. 17 Tues. 16
Fri. 12 Fri. 12
Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Mon. 1 Mon. 1
Wed. 17 Thur. 18
Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Tues. 2 Tues. 2
Tues. 2 Tues. 2
Wed, 3 Wed. 3
Thur. 4 ...
Tues. 20
Tues. 6
Thur.' 1
Fri. 2
Wed. 21
Sat. 10
Tues. 6
Wed. 7
Mon. 12
Fri. 2
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Tues. 20
Wed. 7
Wed. 14
Fri. 2
Tues. 20
Sat. 17
Wed. 7
Fri. 2
Tues. 4
Thur. 6
Fri. 7
Wed. 19
Fri. 21
Sat. 8
Tues. 4
Wed. 5
June.
Mon. 7
Mon. 14
Wed. 2
Sat. 12
Fri. 4
Mon. 7
Thur. 3
Tues. 1
Tues.  I
Wed. 2
Fri. 4
Mon. 7
Tues. 8
Tues. 15
Tues. 1
Thur. 3
Fri. 4
Sat. 12
Tues. 1
Wed. 2
Mon. 10 Mon. 14
Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Tues .  18 Tues. 15
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Wed. 12 Wed. 9
Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Mon. 17 Mon. 21
Wed. • 5
Fri. 14  (  Fri. 18
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Fri. 7 1 Fri. 4
Fri. 2 Fri. 7Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Mon. 12 Mon. 10
Wed. 7
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Thur. 1 Thur. 6
Thur. 1 Thur. 6
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Thur. 1 Thur. 6
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 21
Fri. 9
Wed. 7
Mon. 5
Wed. 21
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Tues. 6
Tues. 6
Wed. 7
Thur. 1
Wed. 19
Tues. 8
Fri. 4
Wed. 16
Mon. 14
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Thur. 3
Thur. 3
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Thur. 3
Wed. 2
Wed. 19 Wed. 16
Fri. 14 Fri. 11
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Mon. 3' Mon. 7
Wed. 19 Wed. 16
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Tues. 4 Tues. 1
Tues. 4 Tues. 1
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Thur. 3
July. August.  Sept .  Oct. Nov. Des.
Mon. 6
Mon. 12 Mon. 9 Mon. 13
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Sat. 10 Sat. 7 Sat. 11
Fri. 6 ..
Mon. 5 Mon. 2 Mon. 6
Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2
Tues. 6 Tues. 3 1 Tues. 7
Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Tues. 6 ... ...
Mon. 5 Mon. 2 Mon. 6
Tues. 13 Tues. 10 Tues. 14
Tues. 17
Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7
Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Tues. 20 ...
Wed. 21 ... Wed. 15
Fri. 23 Fri. 17
Sat. 10 Sat. 14 Sat. 11
'Cues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Mon. 12 Mon. 9 Mon. 13
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Tues. 20 Tues. 17 Tues. 21
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Mon. 19 Mon. 16 Mon. 20
Wed. 7 .. Wed. 1
Fri. 16 Fri. 13 Fri. 17
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Thur. 9Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 15
Mon. 12 Mon. 9 Mon. 13
Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2
Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 21 Wed. 15
Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed. 15
Fri. 9 Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Mon. 5 I Mon. 2 Mon. 6
Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed. 15
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7
Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Thur. 5
.. Mon. 6
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Sat. 9 Sat. 6 Sat. 11
Fri. 1 .. Fri. .3
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Tues. 5
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Tiles. 12 Wed. 10 Tues. 14
Tues. 19 ... Tues. 21
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Fri. I Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 20 ...
... Wed. 17 ...
Fri. 19 .
Sat. 9 Sat. 13 Sat. 11
Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues. 19 Tues. 16 Tues. 21
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Mon. 18 Mon.  15 Mon. 20
Wed. 3
Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 17
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
. Thur. 9
Fri. 1 Fri.  5 Fri. 3
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 15
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 6 Wed. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 17
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Fri. 8 Fri 12 Thur. 9
Wed. 6 Wed, 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Tues. 5 Tues.  2 Tues. 7
Wed 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 7 ...  Thur. 2
• The Oemts marked thus • are  only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates  of Fulfliment of Oonditions
t  Omoe for receiving applications.
:  Dap will be fixed when  Land Commissioner visits Ayr.
In the event  of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
8peeial Courts ,  when necessary , in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1897.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  "The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the land intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct area and description shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous area and description ; and such grant and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-10863-R.T.
No. of Deed-40377.
Date of Deed-6th December, 1879.
Name of Grantee-Richard Jones.
Land Granted-Portion  100, county of Cook, parish of Kalkie.
Area-190 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Cook, parish of Kalkie, portion  100.
Area, 191 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the north corner of portion 45, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that portion bearing 148 degrees 26
minutes forty chains and seventy-five links ; on the south-east by
portion 96 bearing 58 degrees 16 minutes twenty-six chains and ninety-
three links  ; again  on the south-west by that portion bearing 148
degrees fifteen minutes seven chains and fifty-seven links ; again on
the south-east by portion 87 bearing 58 degrees 18 minutes sixteen
chains and ninety-two links ; on the north-east by a road bearing 328
degrees 19 minutes forty-eight chains and fifty links; and on the
north-west by a road bearing 238 degrees forty-three chains and
seventy-nine links to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan
of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No.
W 39-885.
Public Lands Office,
Bowen, 13th August, 1897.
To WILHELMINA MACKENZIE, of Bowen.
U NDER section 137 of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I call
upon you to attend, at the Land Court to be held at Bowen on
THURSDAY, the Fourth day of November, 1897, to show cause why
Grazing Farm No. 114, Bowen, being portion 44v, in the parish of
Tawvale, shall not be declared forfeited for non-fulfilment of the
condition of occupation.
FREDK. W. MYLES, Acting Land Commissioner, Bowen.
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
BRISBANE.
MAP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets at 2s. 6d. per Sheet, and Two at Is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia on a small scale, illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
-Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing the Main Telegraph Lines. Scale, 160 miles to an inch.
Price : Plain, Is.  6d.;  coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony. Price, Is. plain, or coloured
(illustrating the Counties and Financial Districts) is. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s. 6d. per sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catchment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers, &c., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, 1 s.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, Is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts. Price, is. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta. Scale, 1 mile to an inch. Price,
1s. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s,
Suburbs of Brisbane .  Scale, 10 chains to an inch .  Three Sheets.
Price,  5s.; or mounted, varnished ,  and on rollers ,  complete,  21.
Townsville.  Scale, 8 chains to an inch .  Two Sheets .  Price, 4s.
Maryborough.  Scale, 8 chains to an inch .  Two Sheets .  Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in  the colony.  Price, Is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No . 11A. Scale ,  4 miles to an inch .  Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac.  Price, 2s. 6d.
Environs of Longreach. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure .  Scale, 2 miles to an inch .  Price ,  1s. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned  Maps can be obtained  free:-Maps of Land- Open to Selection or for Sale  by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts ,  Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. McDOWALL, Surveyor -General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st August, 1896.
Geological Survey Office,
George street , Brisbane.
ON SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No. 4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government Geologist.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th July, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substituted
therefor
Notice is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.
96-2450-Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary  for Works.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th August, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the under.
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
Additions to Court House, Cunnamulla-J. CLELLAND-£197 119.
Alterations to Post and Telegraph Office, Cooktown- Messrs.
GREEN AND MURRELL -£ 64 59.
Additions , &c., Police Station,  Texas-B .  GREE 2tLAND-£99
10s. 6d.
New Police Station, Yangan-J. G. GRoss-£338 6s. 6d.
Repairs to  Roof, Sub-Collector  of Customs ' Quarters, Townsville-Messrs. GREEN A D MURRELL-£86  10s.
Fencing Gaol, Fortitude Valley-E.  G. WHITS -£169 10s.
Additions, &c., Court House, Thargomindah-M. J. PowER-
£220.
Repairs and Painting, State School, Lord John  Swamp-D.
CONNOLLY-£39 108.
Repairs and Painting,  State  School, Yeulba-A.  MAY-£43 15s.
FRED. BELL, for the Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 20th  August, 1897.
TENDERS.
T ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned  Public Works.For full particulars,  see  Government Gazette.
Nature of  Work ,  Date of  Gazette  containing original Notice,
and Place and Date to  which Tender  can be received,  respectively:-
GEORGETowN- New Fencing  and Gates,  Post  and Telegraph
Office. 24th July .  Works Office ,  Brisbane ,  and Post
Offices ,  Georgetown ,  Croydon,  and Normanton; 27th
August.
BANANA-New Roof -covering for Residence ,  State School.
24th July. Works  Office, Brisbane , and Court  Houses,
Rockhampton  and Banana ; 27th August.
ISISFORD  - New Shed,  Repairs, and Painting ,  Post and
Telegraph Office. 24th July. Works Office,  Brisbane,
and Post Offices ,  Barcaldine ,  Blackall, Rockhampton, and
Isisford ; 27th August.
MAYTOwx-Repairs  and Painting ,  Court  House and Mining
Offices. 24th July. Works Office,  Brisbane ,  and Court
Houses,  Maytown, Cooktown ,  and Townsville; 27th
August.
GYMPIE-Repairs  and Painting ,  Powder Magazine Quarters.
31st July. Works Office,  Brisbane  ; 27th August.
ONE-MILE  (GYMPIE)- Improvements ,  Repairs, and Painting,
State School. 31st July. Works Office , Brisbane; 27th
August.
GIN GIN - Repairs and Painting, State School .  31st July.
Works Office, Brisbane  ; 27th August.
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YENGtARIE-Repairs  and Painting, State School. 31st July.
Works Office,  Brisbane  ; 27th August.
GATTON-Chemical Laboratory, Agricultural College. 31st
July. Works Office, Brisbane ; 27th August.
ARAMAC-Additions, Improvements, Repairs, and Painting,
State School . 31st July. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court Houses, Aramac, Barcaldine, and Rockhampton;
27th August.
RAVENSWOOD JUNCTION-New State School, Fencing and
Gates, and Conversion of Existing School into Residence,
with Additions. 31st July. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court Houses, Charters Towers and Townsville; 27th
August.
Emu PARK-New Kitchen to Residence, State School. 31st
July. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Rock-
hampton and Gladstone; 27th August.
WILSONTON.-New State School Building and Conversion of
Existing  School  into  Residence. 7th August. Works
Office,  Brisbane  ; 3rd September.
HOMEBUSH-Additions,  State  School. 7th August. Works
Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Mackay and Rock-
hampton; 3rd September.
ROCKHAMPTON-Repairs, Improvements, and Painting, Immi-
gration Barracks . 7th August. Works Office, Brisbane,
and Court House, Rockhampton; 3rd September.
CONINGSBY-New Playshed, Repairs, and Painting, State
School. 7th August. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
Houses , Mackay and Rockhampton; 3rd September.
MACKAY NoRTH-New Floor to Playshed, &c., State School.
14th August. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses,
Mackay and Rockhampton ; 10th September.
CHARTERS Towns - Repairs and New Furniture, Court
House. 14th August. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
Houses, Charters Towers and Townsville ; 10th September.
TAROOM-Repairs, Painting, and New Closet, State School.
14th August. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court House,
Taroom ; 10th September.
Isis NORTH-New State School, Fencing and Gates, and
Conversion of Existing School into Residence, with
Additions. 14th August. Works Office, Brisbane; 17th
September.
R. ROBERTSON , Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REMOVAL FROM PRESENT SITE, AND RE-ERECTION
NEAR MOUNTAIN MAID, OF EXPLOSIVES MAGA-
ZINE, CROYDON.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court  Houses,
Normanton, Croydon, and Cooktown, until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 24th September, for Removal from Present Site, and
Re-erection  near Mountain Maid, of Explosives Magazine, Croydon.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Removal from Present Site, 4 c., Explosives Magazine,
Croydon."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
and at the Court Houses, Normanton, Croydon, and Cooktown.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Decd to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW FENCING AND GATES, COURT HOUSE RESERVE,
INGLEWOOD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court House,
Goondiwindi and Inglewood, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRI-
DAY, the 17th September, for New Fencing and Gates, Court House
Reserve, Inglewood.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "New Fencing, 4c., Court House Reserve, Inglewood."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
and at the  Court Houses, Warwick, Goondiwindi, and Inglewood.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender  there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sumo of 10 per cent, on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
[21ST AUGUST, 1897.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 19th  August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, STATE SCHOOL, HILLGROVE.
FENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 17th September, for Repairs and Painting,
State School, Hillgrove.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "Repairs, cS-c., State School, Hillgrove."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office; at the
Court Houses, Ipswich and Boonah; and State School, Hillgrove.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen clays from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration,
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 19th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW TELEGRAPH OFFICE, EXPLOSIVES MAGAZINE,
NORTH PINE:.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.on FRIDAY, the 10th September, for New Telegraph Office,
Explosives Magazine, North Pine.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "New Telegraph Office, Explosives Magazine, North Pine."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; at
the Court House, North Pine; and at the Police Station, Cab3olture.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her- Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, PAINTING, AND IMPROVEMENTS, STATE
SCHOOL, MURPHY'S CREEK.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.on FRIDAY, the 17th September, for Repairs,  Painting, and
Improvements, State School, Murphy's Creek.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Repairs ckc., State School, Murphy's Creek."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; at the
Court Houses, Toowoomba and Laidley ; and at the State School,
Murphy's Creek.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party  tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount  of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual  notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for  securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be  taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 19th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW PLAYSHED, STATE SCHOOL, DALRYMPLE CREEK.
FRESH TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th September, for New
Playshed, State School, Dalrymple Creek.
Y Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "New Playshed, State School, Dalrymple Creek."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
at the Court Houses, Warwick and Allora; and at the State School,
Dalrymple Creek.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a• memorandum signed by the party  tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under  Secretary.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
CLEANING WINDOWS, &c., AND SWEEPING FOOTPATHS,
TREASURY BUILDINGS, BRISBANE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
on WEDNESDAY, the 25th August, for Cleaning Windows, &c.,
and Sweeping Footpaths, Treasury Buildings, Brisbane.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit Of £5, and
endorsed  " Cleaning  Windows, 4'c., c c., Treasury Buildings, Bris-
bane."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars  obtained, at the Government Architect's Office.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must be a  memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security  for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being  accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver  at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance , a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing Such
performance  ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 19th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, PAINTING, AND IMPROVEMENTS, COURT
HOUSE, SURAT.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.on FRIDAY, the 17th September, for Repairs, Painting, and
Improvements, Court House, Surat.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4'c., Court House, Surat."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and at the
Court Houses, Roma, St. George, and Surat.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 14th July, 1897.
T
HE Commissioner for Railways hereby gives notice, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864," that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having approved of the Plan and Book of Reference of the Second
Section of the Charleville to Cunnamulla Railway, from 61 miles to
121 miles 7 chains, in length 60 miles 7 chains, such Plan and Book
of Reference may be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Cunnamulla; and all persons interested in the lands
0 be affected by the said intended Railway are hereby required to set
forth, in writing, to me, at this Office, within one month from the first
publication hereof, any well-grounded objections that may appear to
them to exist to the adoption of the said line of Railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection therewith.
By Order,
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1897.
N Railway
is hereby given, in accordance with the provisions of the
 Acts, that the Plan and Book of Reference of the
Tivoli Branch, Southern and Western Railway, in length 2 miles
22 chains , have been approved and confirmed ; and that the Commis-
sioner  for Railways intends to proceed with the construction of the
Line above referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference
so confirmed.
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 20th August, 1897.
NOTICES TO MARINERS.
THE following Notices to  Mariners  are published for general
information.
ROBERT PHILP.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
No. 5 of  1897.
SPENCER GULF.
MUNDOORA CHANNEL, PORT BROUGHTON.
NOTICE is hereby given that the buoys marking the Mundoora
Channel (entrance to Port Broughton) have been removed, and that
in lieu thereof forty-five beacons have been erected.
The two outer beacons mark the bar entrance. In navigating the
channel the black one with- square head should be left to port when
entering, and the red one with round head left to starboard; the
remaining forty-three (each alternate one of which has a round head)
are painted red, and are on the starboard side of the channel,  extending
from the outer bar to the Port Broughton Jetty.
This affects Admiralty Chart 2389B.
THOS. N. STEPHENS, President  Marine Board.
Marine Board Offices, Port Adelaide, 17th July, 1897.
SOUTH COAST OF CEYLON.
NOTICE is hereby  given  that the Beacon Buoy has broken adrift
which marked the Gindurah Rock, four  miles west  of Galle.
All vessels rounding the South Coast of the  Island are  warned to
note this.
Due notice will be given when the rock  is again  buoyed.
J. P. TRUSCOTT, Acting Master Attendant.
Master Attendant's Office, Galle, 2nd July, 1897.
Office of the Marine Board of New South Wales,
Sydney, 29th July, 1897.
LIGHTHOUSE-POINT PERPENDICULAR.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that a Lighthouse
Tower is being erected on Point Perpendicular, the Northern Headland
of Jervis Bay, in substitution of the Light near Cape St. George, which
is in  a faulty position.
The New Light will be of the Group Flashing character  in place
of the Coloured Light at present exhibited.
By Order,
GEO. S. LINDEMAN, R.N., Secretary.
AUSTRALIAN STATION.
" Orlando," at Sydney, 2nd August, 1897.
Hydrographic Notice No. 42.
1.-STEWART ISLANDS (SIKAIANA).
The north point of the centre island of the group has been found
by astronomical observations to lie in
Latitude 8° 21' 34" S.
Longitude 162° 42' 37" E.
Charts Nos. 780, 214, 2483, 2683.
Sailing Directions-Pacific Islands, Vol. I., page 420.
(" Wallaroo," Note No. 1, 27th June, 1897: Office No. 641.)
2.-WOLLONGONG LIGHTS.
Information has been received from the harbour authorities that
the Wollongong light is  white,  and not red; and that the light
exhibited when it is dangerous to enter is  green.
Charts Nos. 1020, 1211.
Sailing Directions-Australia, Vol.  1.,  1897, page 809.
Light List, Part VI., page 180, No. 702.
(Chart Office, Sydney, Note No. 1, 10th July, 1897: Office No. 8+1.)
3.-" OCEAN RANGER" REEF.
This reef is to be removed from Admiralty charts and books in
which it may appear.
Charts Nos. 2763, 2683.
Supplement 1892 to Australia Directory, Vol. II., page 52.
(M. No. 167, 11th June,  1897; Office No. 1790.)
4.-GAVATU HARBOUR, SOLOMON ISLANDS.
The small buoy referred to in  paragraph  2 of Australian  Station
Hydrographic Notice No. 30, of 29th October, 1896,  as lying N. 58 E.
80 yards from the North  Beacon, has  disappeared,  and will not be
replaced.
Chart No. 2658.
Sailing Directions :-Pacific  Islands , Vol. I., page 378.
(" Wallaroo," Note No. 2, 291h June, 1897:  Office No. e:1.)
5.-INNER ROUTE, TORRES STRAITS.
A. A 5-fathom patch lies in latitude 13° 25' 50" S. and longitude
143° 41' 20" E., and from it
Ellis Island beaconbears N. 12° W ., 4.2 miles.
Heath Rocks beacon bears S. 26° W., 2.5 miles.
Morris Island bushes bear S. 25° E., 3.4 miles.
NOTE.-These distances are correct, but do not agree with the
published chart.
B. A 414-fathom patch lies N. 29° W., 2 cables, and a 5-fathom
pitch N. 15° E., 2 cables, from that mentioned in paragraph "A."
Charts Nos. 2921 and 2764.
Sailing Directions-Australia, Vol. IT., page 370.
(" Dart," Note No.  2, 21st  July, 1897: Office No. 8 1.)
CYPRIAN A. G. BRIDGE, Rear Admiral.
To the respective Captains, Commanders, and Officers  Commanding
Her Majesty's Ships and Vessels on the Australian  Station.
MARINE DEPARTMENT OF QUEENSLAND.
TENDERS FOR STORES.Tr ENDERS will be received at the Treasury, Brisbane, until Noon on SATURDAY, 6th November, fro  persons willing to contract
for the Supply of Stores at the various Ports and Lightships for the
above Department, for two years from 1st January, 1898.
Forms of Tender, Schedules, and General Conditions may be
obtained on application to the Portmaster, or any of the  local Harbour
Masters.
Tenders  to  be endorsed  " Tender for Stores, Marine  Department."
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
T. M. KING, Under Secretary.
The Treasury, Brisbane, 19th August, 1897.
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IT is hereby notified, for general information,
that Licenses under  "Tlie Tobacco Act
of  1894" have been issued to the undermen-
tioned persons during the month of July,
1897.
ROBERT PHILP,
Treasurer.
LICENSES TO SELL TOBACCO.
(To 30th June, 1898.)
Name. Name.
ARRILALAH.
Connor, Michael
I
Rogers, A. J.
McGovern, Jas.
AYR.
Andrews, Mrs. M. Chaco Choo
Kelly, John J. Benjamin, Harry
Baxter , Wm. Lynch, Elizabeth
AUGATHELLA.
Fitzwalter , Chas. J.
Prior , Egeton M.
Archer, Tom P. (2)
Ashburn, Jas. C.
Brumpton, H.
Raleigh, Jno. E.
Comerford, Alice
Neylan, Sarah E.
Barnes and Co.
Reppel, Henry
Deacon, Wm.
Kennedy Bros.
Holmes, David
Carr, Robt.
Bailey and Hodgen
Palmer , Edwin A.
Brodie , Thos. A.
Fox, Ellen
Udvin,  Maurice
Wright, Jas.
McGrath, Michael
ALLORA.
Talty, Michael
Dean, Henry
Warren and Co.
Hurley, Winifred
Holmes, Jacob
Hill, Joseph
Basford, John
Hislop, Jas.
ALPHA.
Russell, Wm.
Furber, Chas.
Jaques, D. W.
McArdle, Thos.
Ij Brett, Arthur B.
Gum Sung
AYTON.
Baird, Robt. (2) ) Johnston, Shaw, & Co.
ARAMAC.
Payne, Mary Phillips, Louis
Morley, Edward Inman, Chas. H.
Strutton, Wm. F. Porter, Geo.
BRISBANE.
Aitcheson, Wm. Cain, Hugh
Abrahams, Albert E.
Achilles, Mary Jane
Aplin, Brown, andCrawshayAli Kum
S.S. "Arrawatta" (F.
G. Lee)
S.S. "Aramac" (N.
Armstrong)
Bruce, Annie
Barnett, Robt. G.
Buckley, Maurice
Bush, Wm H.
Burton, Sophia
Brelsford, Wm.
Burgess, Edward
Brosnan, John
Birdseye, Emma
Brading, Mary
Butterfield, Albert
S.S.  "  Burwah" (G.
Smith)
Britton, Fredk. (2)
Buchanan, Jas.
Byrne, Ann
Buchanan, Daniel
Barnes and Sons (3)
Bain, John
Boaler, F. W.
Ball, A. N.
Barnett, Jas.
Bryce, Agnes
Berry, Chas. G.
Cooper, Geo. E.
Clark, Clara
Coupland, Jno. R.
Clacher, Jas.
Colyer, Thos.
Cruikshank, Jane
Coulters, Jas.
Corrigan, Nathaniel
Carter, D.
Chance, Margaret
Chapman, John
Cahill, Daniell
Crowe, Michael
Campbell, Zana
Charlson, Mary
Corrigan, D.
Dong Chong and Co.S.S. "Derwent" (Wm.
Hurford)
Downey, Hannah
Daniell, Chas. H.
Dingwall, Margaret
Dommett, Susan
Dowridge, John
Downs, Jas.
Day, Edward
Dart, Samuel
Donohue and Cranny
Evans. O.
Eustace, Harriet
Edward, Elizabeth
S.S. " Eurimbla" (J.
Grahl)
Bushell and Co. Engel, Emily A.
Commercial Travellers ' Elliott, John
Club
Close, David
Campbell, Catherine
Chong Tai
Congeau ,  Norman
Cutbush, Geo. B.
Coomber, Fredk. J.
S.S. "Cintra" (d, Z.
$utcher)
Edney, Emma
Frost, Sarah Ann
S.S. "Fitzroy" (W. R.
Thompson)
Fleming, John
Flynn, Wm.
Fat Kee
Fleming, Joseph
Foster, Fredk. E,
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Name. Name.
BRISBANE - continued.
Greaves, Jno.
Galloway, Ann
Grant, Jas.
Goodwin, Bridget
Gentner, Elizabeth
Green, Boaz
Gregg, Jas.
Goldsmith, Fanny
Gralton, Jas.
Garnett, Ernest
Gunsler, John F.
Garget, Alfred
Grimes, S. and G.
Gordon and Campbell
Gray, Nina
Gibson, Andrew
Gibson, Samuel
S.S. "Garnet" (B. F.
Bengtsson)
Gardiner, Henry T.
Howling, Mary
Hynes, John (2)
Heaslop, J. and T. (3)
Halliday, J. W. L.
Hardie, Johanna
Hamilton, Catherine
Harrison, Thos.
Hill, Sarah Ann
Hazleton, Dawson
Heaton, Chas. A.
Hefferan, Mary
Holmes, Thos.
Hartigan, Michael
Herbert, Geo.
Hinton, Mrs. Wm.
Ive, Ellen
Izatt, Samuel
Jenkins, Geo. B.
Jennings, Robt.
Jackson, John, and Co.
Jung, Chas.
James, Adolphus
Kenyon. Fredk. A.
S.S. " Koonoowarra
(Wm. Hammer)
Larsen, Niels
S.S. " Leura " (Wm.
Ellis)
Lardner, Elizabeth
Langdon, Wm.
Lamond, John '
Leggett, Ernest W.
Long, Chas.
Lenneberg, Theodore
Lapraik, Andrew H.
Maloney, Chas. J.
McGuire, Thos.
Morse, John;
Marlor, Fanny
McGinn, Jas.
Monahan, Jno.
S.S. " Maranoa" (W.
Sinclair)
Milliken and Co. (2)
McLeod, M.
Muling, Ernest
Moore, Jas.
McMaster. John
Mooney, Wm.
Margules, Henry
Murphy, Peter
Mackay, Donald
Marsden, May
McNally, Norah'
McGeehin and Butters
McKay, Mrs. L.
Morrison, Roderick
McRitchie, David
McDermott, Annie
McKinnon, Angus
Monyel and Burton
McLennan, Simon
McNeill, Stewart
Neale, Mary
Newman, James
Nicklin, Miss M. H.
Napper, Joseph G.
O'Neill, Patrick
On War Tai and Co.
O'Sullivan, T.
O'Shea, Martin V.
Pickett, H. T.
S.S. "Peregrine"
(John Pain)
Phillips, Bernard A.
Phillips, Sarah
Perry, Ernest J.
Proe, Thos.
Phillips, Chas. W.
Park and Co., Wm.
Perkins and Co , Ltd.
Phillips and Lemon (2)
Powter, Robt. H.
Parker, Joseph H.
Phillips, Margaret
Pyrah, TomPeachey, Chas.
Quinn, Edward
Q uine, Margaret
Roweliffe, John
Robinson, Henry
Ruddle, Wm.
Roberts, Mary
Ruston, Mary
S.S."Ranelagh" (T. L.
Johnson)
Rayment, Thos. P.
Rabjohns, Samuel
Reed, Jessie H.
Rogers, Wm.
Robertson, Wm. H.
Robinson, Isabel
Rousell, Clara
Smith, Kate
Smith, Peter
Sun Yee
Southwick, W. M. H.
Sheridan, Edward
Shadforth, Alicia
Shanks, Alexr. D.
Sheldon, Chas.
Simms, Ernestine
Sun Hop Lee
Smith, Wm.
Sweetman and Co.
Scott, Agnes
Soy Chow Loong'& Co.
Singer, John
Sheehy, Martin
Starkey, John G.
Squire, Helena
Spring, Martha
Steadman, Geo.
Slawson, Wm.
Somers, Arthur Wm.
Tucker, Walter E.
S.S. "Tyrian" (J. D.
Joy)
Twist, Geo.
Taylor, F. H.
Thurlow & Co., R. W.
Toggville, J. A.
Tranberg and Lloyd
Talty, Patrick
Wy lie, Robt.
Walters, Fredk. G.
Wallin, Wm.
Williams, Jno. H.
Williams, Louisa
Walker, Fanny
Wood, Walter L.
S.S. " Wodonga" (J.
E. Meaburn)
S.S. " Warrego" (W.
N. Fleetwood)
Williams, Jas. O.
Wilce, Allan
Willis, Emma
Worsley, John
Wilson and Brown
Wilson, James
Yates, Mary M. M.
Yates, Joseph W.
You Hop
Zalewski, A.
BURKETOWN.
Harry Sue  F9o4  I; Murray,  George T,
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Name. Name.
BIGGENDEN.
Lutteral, Thos. Harrington , Frank (2)
Stephenson, Jens C. (2)
BEAUDESERT.
Love,  James  `  Markwell, John
Manning, Samuel 1
BEENLEIGH.
Musch, Carl
Peek, Jane
Cahill, Edward
Harrison, Robert
Savage, James
Meilandt, Peter M.
Thorsborne, August
Sadler, Alexr.
Palm, Christina
BooNAH.
Blumberg, Mrs. E.
Blumberg Bros.
Pigott and Co.
Adams, Mrs. E.
Bickerton , E. W. (3)
McGi ll , Jae.
Behnckerr, Otto
Streiner, John C.
Ball, Jas.
Schwartz, F. A.Wise Bros.
Welge, H.
BUNDABERG.
Lydicksen, Jens Hawe, Margaret
Paterson & Co. Dahl, Angers N.
Mitchell, Edmund Ryan, Jno.
Buss & Co. Connolly, Wm.
Wright, Robt. Gorey, Richd.
Kingston, Joseph Cullun, Geo.
Nott and Co., E. Coomber, A. T.
Duffy Bros. Thomson, Jas.
Adams, Cecelia M. Smith, Mrs. Alice
Nielson, Peter Matthews, Thos.
Totten, Margaret Bennett, Fredk.
Buss, Frederick (2) Nicol, James
Black, J. and R. Foster, Wm.
Dyball, Percy Petersen, Hans
Sinclair, John Toft, John
Levy, H. G. Casmaroski, John
Mehan, Ellen Anderson, Wm.
Williams, Wm. Matthewson, Jas.
Brand, C. H. Hart, Agnes
McCann, W. H. Lees, J. Edward
Banner, Wm. Bauer, Wm. F.
Pringle, Jas. Colman, Lucy
Redmond, Wm. Price, Sarah
Winter, Chas. Phillips, James
Longhurst, Richd. Reidy, Matilda J.
Turner, Win. Walters, Joseph
Lennox, J. M. C. C. Walters, R. H.
Crow, J. S. and E. W. Christsen and Co.,
Price, Frank R. H. T.
Olesen, Thos. Rasmussen, A. M.
Dempsey, John Donaldson, Allan
Francis, Isaac Staneig, L.
Petersen, Thos. Ayers, Dora
Lancaster & McKenzie Stafford, Catherine
Dall, Niels C. McIntosh, Hugh
Williams, Wm.
BLACKALL.
Hart, Fredk. Olen, E. G.
McKenzie, James Ahnfeldt, F. W.
Kirk, Jas. M. Wicker, E. H.
Colville, Edward Lane, Richd.
Chapman, Chas. Banks, Wm. H.
Ward, Geo. Phillips, Patk. J.
BARCALDINE.
Shakespeare, Emma J. Vesper, Peter
Sealey, H. J. Cudmore, J. K.
Parnell, A. Page, Jas.
Park, R. Ellis, Henry
McMerny, Mary I
BOLLON.
Lomax, J. R. McConachy Bros.
Nuby, G. Clancy, H.
Acby, A.
CLONCLTRRY.
Sum Cum Loong & Co. Ford, G. E.
Emmet, Mrs. J. R. Allis, Anthony
Dr. Dunda Sing Wheeler, Thos.
Johnston, John Jimmey Ah Sue & Co.
Weir, John Absolon, John
CABOOLTURE.
Tracey, Faith Johnson, Alfred
Duncan, Wm. Carlyle, Thos. R.
Toms and Son, G. Pleace, Jas. H.
COOKTOWN.
Hansen, August
O'Beirne, Julia
Donald, Bessie
Donald, Robt.
Claussen, Minnie
Why KeeTiielson, Margaretta
Weiss, Geo.
Kwon Yee Wing & Co.
Gee Kee (2)
Sun Kum Fung
Walmsley, Geo.Fenno, Jae. V.
Hong Shun Goou
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Name. Name.
TOBACCO  LICENSi.. s---continued. TOBACCO LICENSEs- continued.
Name. Name.
COOKTOWN - Continued.
Burns,  Philp, and Co. Lee Liy
Savage,  Jas. Hip On and Co.
Byrnes, Samuel Hing  Kee Chong
Galvin, Annie  Mary Kin Kee
Dick,  Jas. Gee  Wah Chung
Newman, Jas. Foo Kee
Lane, Daniel  McKeown, John
Watkins, Geo. Reynolds, Owen
Jacobson , Geo. Hall, Richd. N.
Sleep,  W. T. Henry, Maria
Ruge, Mark  Whitehead, Ralph
Maher, Jas . Williams, Sarah
Bremen, Annie  Von Jimmy Ali Kum
Clunn and Sons, John
CROYDON.
Ah One ' Drew, John
Hayman ,  Isabella  Paxton, A. L.
Irwin,  Joseph  Burns,  Philp, and Co.
Jones,  T. M. Treacey, J.
Brennan,  John J. Drew, J.
Purcell ,  Jas. Jackson and Coomber
CLEVELAND.
Slawson,  David I Veitch, Julia
Yeo, Wm. Beech,  Flora B.
Marsden,  Henry Coyle, Wm.
CRow's NEST.
Ryan,  Jno. I Littleton, J. T.
CHARLEVILLE.
Mackenzie , A. J. Hassall, E. B.
Smith,  H. G. Hawley, Win.
Langridge ,  F. M. Fitzwalter and Co.
Agnew and Co., R. Aeschimann, A.
Lucas,  R. B. Willie Chan War
Lefoe, Jane
CABARLAH.
Cooke, Geo. Wockner, F.
McIntyre, D. Lovejoy, Annie
Queale, Robt. Barry, Patrick
McLay, Jno. C. Munro, Jno.
CHILDERS.
Buss and  Turner Penny and Co.
Willie Quin Hoi Jensen, J. P.
Abdullah, A. Slater, J. A.
Mathieson, Emma Kulick, J. W. A.
Gum Loong Lloyd, W. H.
Hood,  Wm. H. Brand, F. R.
Holmes, Chas. Davis, Robt.
Carter, John Wilton, R.
Crampton, Chas.
CUNNAMULLA.
Heuston, Wm. J. Land, E. M.
Hing Sam McCollim, A. J.
Cow Yep and Co. Cobb and Co. (2)
Sharp, H. Campbell, Malcolm
Hinch, M.  Moody, John
Elliott, Hugh F. Adams, Wm. F.
Birdsall , E. Porter, Robt.
Armstrong, Jno. (2) Bignell, John
King, E. Stevens, Wm.
McGuigan , Patk. Saunders, F.
McGuigan and Co. Richards, Geo. H.
CAIRNS.
Mayers & Co., Geo. R. Boland, M.
On War Loong McLean, N.
Yocota Tatsu Hobson and Co.
Kato Howley, P. J.
Sindo Omitsu Keane, Mary May
Ward, Michael Bardon, Geo.
Byrne, Sarah Spillane, M.
Burns, Philp, and Co., Rubello, Joseph
Ltd.
Hickey, Michael
Craig, Robt.
Street, Alfred
Standen, Chas.
Pryn, Wm.
Ali Rum and Co.
Look Sun
-Rides, Elizth. M.
Byrnes, Ellen
Donegan, E.
Fox, Geo.
Walsh and Co.
Yee Hing
COEN.
Harris, Catherine
Brennane, Henry
CA MOO W E AL.
Johnson, Henry
CHARLESTON.
Gordon, Wm. Jenkin, Eliza
James Ali Kee Roberts, George
Ah Say Steele, J. P.
Sing Yong  Kee Cam Yack
Jenkin, Jas , Lawther, $,
CHARTERS
Stuart, Peter
Dilger, Chas.
War Hop Jang
Wood, Sophia M.
Hayes, Elizth.
White, Wm.
Shing Kee
Wallstot, John
Hop Chong
Bang Gum
Dungavell, Ellen
Richards, C. F.
Collins, Robt.
Martin, R. E.
Walsh, M. S.
Kominski, H.
Jenkins, Wm. F.
Brooks, John M.
Harding, Mrs. Thos.
Mclnomey, P.
Howard,  H.
Gee Wah
Allen and Sons, Ltd.
Olsen, Maria
Forbes, Wm.
Earl, A.
Davis, Thos.
Williamson, Jno.
Hansen, Peter
Lewis, J. B.
Phillips, Wm.
Irwin , Archibald
Irwin, Margaret
Name.
TOWERS.
Ryan, Edward
Tolsen, Thos.
Flynn, Thos.
McKeown, S.
Ross, David
Winterbottom, D.
Gum Lee
Walsh, Mary
Hardy, Fredk. R. R.
Foxter, H.
Larkin, Joseph
Yen Wah
Jeffs, Harry
Clark, John
Knox, Thos. A.
Foy, Patrick
Whitehead Bros.
Carroll, Wm.
Edwards, Thos. S.
Fun Kee
Andrews, W. A.
Danvers, Wm. F.
Heaslop, J. and T.
Stiller, Max
Woodhouse, Geo.
Fook On Chong
Lemel, Israel
Rodgers, Thos. J.
Henderson, F.
Gough, William
Rodgers ,  Jas., junr.
Hammatt, Wm.
DUARINGA.
Diamond ,  William Beattie, John
Fletcher, Henry I Lee Tye
DALBY.
Sweeney , John J. Long, T. W.
Matheson ,  F. Clarke, James
Thomson, A. P. O'Keefe, E. M.
Chooi, J. G. Sam Chong
Hoppe, Bertha Studley, Geo.
Coles, Ellen G. Tommy Ah Long
Darling Downs and Ryan, E.
Western Land Coy. Lum Chew
Hanley, Thos. C. Just, David G.
O'Brien, Daniel Hynes, Mary Ann
Davies,  Alfred C.
EMU PARK.
Redman, Chas. (2) Eccles, Hugh G.
Sam Sang I Power, Mary Ann
Wakefield, Jabez
EsK.
Webb, Thos. Vernon, John
Chaille, Jas. M. Clifford and  Sons, P.
Thompson  and Francis  Gillmuster, G. A.
McDonald, E. Busk, Catherine
ELTLO.
Hall, W. A. Pearse, W. H.
Hickling, J. F. Brodie, Jno.
Beresford, P. R. Henry, J. S.
Westhead, R. T. Campbell, J. T.
Kearney, W. M. Quarterman, Geo.
Kahn,  Samuel  Rostron, L.
Harris, S. D.
EMI BALD.
Kitchiner, Wm. Gallager and O'Byrne
Wilson, Bennett, and Gordon and Davis
Co. Eyles, Wm. Thos.
Archer Bros. Nalty, Jno.
Wah Sung Carrington, Wm.
Ah Quee Dennis Bros.
Gore, Jno. Howes, 0. Ii.
Kun Sue Jones, Joseph
Tommy Ali Fat Dobson, Emily
Bianchi, Carlo
ETON.Ali Foo Pearson, E. A.
Ali Cum I Lockie, Jas.
Go0DNA.
Thomas, E. S. Coleman,
Clifford, Harnell, Catherine E.
Pitt, E. S. Johnston, W. H.
GYMPIE.
Griffiths, F.  H. Newman, M.
Thomas, M. Barry, P.
Currie, L. Donnelly, E. F.
Martin, D. Ferguson Bros.
O'Brien, M. J. Horan,  Bridget J.
Martin,  Win. Conheady, Thos.
Walsh , John  'Raker ,  Stephen
Name.
GYMPIE - continued.
Heenan,  Rody Nicholsen, J.
Alcock, Richd. Lister, G. F.
Findlay, Mary Furey, J. P.
Cox, Richd. H. McQuade, Norah
Gorto and  Co., Isaac  Grant, Lewis
Jamieson , W. McQueen, M. A.
Shepherd, Hannah i Dige, A. H.
Green, C. F. Stewart, J. J. E.
Duff, John Powell, Elizth.
Cullinane,  J. S. Moore , Richd.
Donovan,  Jno. Chow Gain
Allchin, Christopher Pring, R. L.
White and Co., John McSweeney, D.
Tyrrell, B. Gympie Industrial Co-
Brown,  A. operative Society
Lister, A. Lochran, George
McSweeney, J. Dunlea, Robt.
Dowd, P. H. Fullerton, J. S.
Ball, A. Flay, Geo. S.
Sim, R. A. Hurley, Pricilla
Bradford,  Mary  Pilcher, Wm.
Smith, Chas. McMahon,  Johanna
Carlow & O'Callaghan Niemann, W. J.
Hill, M. A. 0. Kennedy, R.
Cooley, Annie
GEORGETOWN.
Hutsen, A. I Candlish, Jno. (3)
Turner, H.
GOONDIWINDI.
McAuliffe, Wm.
GLADSTONE.
Carmichael, Wm. Bedford, E.
McGuire, Chas. Bruce, J. MeL.
Con Tai Herbertson, Robt.
Greig, Jas.. K. Welch, Chas.
Cowan, Walter J. Ryalls, Richd.
Crosisco , Geo. G.  McCray, Rose
Gum Gee Breslin, C. 0.
Friend, H. and J. Emery, F.
Parsons, Edwin Lee, G. J.
Bendish, A. F. Reilly, Thos.
Griffiths, J. W. Boles, J.
Ullman, Carl . Vallis, A.
GATTON.
O'Sullivan, Wiggins, C. B.
Marsh, Win. Skinner, Jno.
Bannerman , A. Clapham, F.
Gaul, E. Chapman, H.
Selby, Elizabeth Gilbert, C.
Ballantine, R. (2)
GAYNDAH.
Ashney, T.
Hazeel,  J. McNa" 3-.E ,tk.
Ashney, R. Jeynes, €1.'
HUGHENDEN.
Gillespie, B. 'Lavery, H.
Hall, H. J. Boyle, W.
Wardeminde, M. H.  Bray, A. J.
Goldring, Tolano & Co.. Lee Bros.
Price & Co., Wm, . rHaywoo4 J. H. .
Goldring, Win. H. (eary, t W.
Ryan, D. P. Curtis, W. C.
Robinson, G. L. Washington, G.
Howell, B. L. Tie Hop & Co.
Cox, Thos. Dick Yuen & Co.
HARRISTILLE.
Walmsley, Emily Greenaway, F.
Nelson, P. Dickfos &  Sons, C.
Sealy, A. J.
HUNGER FORD.
Gower, J. F. Maslen, G.
Fowler, R. R. Logan, Jno.
McDuie and Bevan
HERBERTON.
Jack & Newell (3) Jack, Mrs. J. G.
Kelly, Win. B. Matthews, Win. J.
McAulay, Hugh Lum Chung
Bimrose, Joanna  White, D.
Carr, Wm. T. O'Sullivan, Kate
McCraw, Win. Parry, Ellen
Halfpapp, Annie  Gee  Lee
Airey, Geo. E. Fov, G.
Hides,  J. P. Noonan, Jae.
Bird , T. C. Clifford, W. C.
Maund, Wm. C
HOWARD.
Moody, Caroline Carroll,  Mrs. E. M.
Flint, John White, F.
Newsom,  W. Steley, Robt, 14.
Watson, Thos,
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Name. Name.
INGHAM.
Gilbert, Geo. ( Gillam, W. G.
Melvin, L.
Auld, Jno.
Humphreys, Thos.
McQueen, Wm.
Johnson, G. W.
Price, Jno.
Siemon, Wm.
Gordon, J. R.
Reilly, Jno.
Bourne, Wm.
Cribb and Foote
Pattison, Jane
Cox, Jno.
Sloane, Peter
Normile, Jno.
Vincent, Hubert C.
Stephenson, Elizth.
Evans, Tbos.
Ferguson, Jas.
Smith, Sarah
Lieman, J.
Storey, Margaret
McLelland, Johanna
Molloy, M. J.
Shine, D.
IPSWICH.
Fullelove, Sarah
Toohey, Margaret
Watson, Dora
Lavercombe, Thos.
Jenyns, Thos.
Boody, Thos. W.
Wilson & Co., G. H.
McGrath,
Spresser, J.
Reilly, H.
Real, M.
Hooper & Co., H. T.
Cuthbert, R.
Lee and Reid
Jeffrey, John
Johns, S.
Swift, S. H.
Vincent, G.
Roberts, A. H.
Hooper, Jane E.
Evans, D.
Thomas, Thos. if.
Woods, F.
INGLEWOOD.
Percival and O'Hara Gray, W. J. B.
Stephenson, S.
ISISFORD.
Moore, E.
Miller, J.
Whitman, J.
Nash, John A.
Appleton, Robt. A.
Brockhurst, H. T.
Cary, C. J.
Bignell, H.
Charley Sue
Peice, E.
Oliver, Smith & Co. (2)
Macansh, J. D.
Mackin, Chas. T.
Shaw, E. J.
Sutton, E.
Price, S. (2)
Dunn, S.
JONDARYAN.
Jondaryan  Estate  Co. Taylor, Thos.
of Australia, Ltd. Flanagan, Denis
Baldock, Wm. Clohessy, David
KILLARNEY.
Barnes  & Co., Ltd. Sheppard, W. J.
Canning , A. I Logan, T.
KILKIVAN.
MCKewen , Wm. (2) I Coleman & Co., J.
LANDSEOROUGH.
Grigor, Wm. A. Otto, Augusta E.
McNab, J. Simpson, John
Dyer, H. (2) Tytherleigh & Co., J.
LAIDLEY.
Bourne,  Levina Wyman, Geo.
Sinclair , Jas. Bisgrove, L.
Overell & Co. Viertel, E. R.
Aitken, T. K. Mackay, D.
Forsyth & Co., J. Boyd, G. D.
Adie, J. Campbell, J., junr.
Giesemann, A. Miles, J.
Graham, Geo. Sweet, S.
Wiegel, K. Thorn, R. C. S.
Alexander, J. A.
LowooD.
Jessop, S. Vohernbach, J.
Brandidt, A. Graf, J.
Cribb & Foote Schwreck, L.
Schwreck, J. Michel, E.
Pakleppa, G.
LONGREACH.
Manning , E. H. Bacchi, L.
Edgar , W. G. I. Perry, Mrs.
Edg, Margaret  Gibson, W. G.
Adymee, J. Corcoran, J.
Bowes ,  Mrs. D . J. Wah Sung and Co.
Parker , W. J. Hollingsworth, Thos.
Holmberg , Jno. Bromley, Josephine
Mullavey , J. Lucas, J. A.
White, H. Gardner, J. J.
Pyne, T. Taylor, Rowan and Co.
Fairbairn , S. Cooney, A.
Ah. Foo, James
LEYBVRx.
Tighe ,  P. I Briggs, A. B.
White, W. E.
MoRVEN.
Band,  A. I Johnson, A. C.
TOBACCO  LICENSES- continued.
Name. Name.
MILES.
Mackevoy, W. E. Geary and  Sons, J.
Kochs, J. Rayner, Elizth.
Fogarty, M. J.
MABBURG.
Sakrzewski, O.
Frederick, J. L.
Simmonds, Johanna
Lutz, H.
Dance, Geo. B.
Primus, T. R. W.
A.
MACHINLAY.
Stockford, C. A.
MARYBOROUGH.
Rabaa, Eva
Carswell, Wm.
Reed, H.
Maher, D.
Graham and Gataker
Phillips, M. A.
Brown, J. E.
Concannon, T.
Corser and Co.
Brown, H. J.
Edwards, Thos.
Reid, Eliza
Hanley Bros.
Prove, F.
Smith, Charlotte
Dryden, J.
Braun, M. W.
Ellwood, J. D.
Tushy, Patk.
Daly, Mary
Pollard, J. McC.
Beiers, M.
Bankhead, C.
Hall, J. W.
Antcliff, Emma
Lockyer, Geo.
Moule, Mary Ann
Dobson, W. A.
Ringelstein, Mathias
Linning, F. W.
Feeny, Wm.
Gardiner, C.
Campbell, A.
Malmborg, F. H.
Goddard, H.
Watson, Eliza
Ferguson, Margaret
Miller, P. C.
Tighe, J.
Free, C.
Bennett, Susan E.
Clemence, Mary E.
Leong Chong
Horner, J.
Wilson, Agnes
Holmsen, V. F.
McKinlay, J.
Hetherington, Isaac
Bell, J.
Bryant, A. M.
Ashfield, A.
Heath, H. A.
Carlson, A.
Brennan & Geraghty
Whitaker, Mary A.
Sibbald, F.
Thompson,  Margaret
MACKLY.
O'Rourke, P.
Holden, Bridget
Trenaman, John
McNeill, Mary
Douglas, P. R.
Deising, F.
Shepherd, D.
Hampton, W.
Kemp, W. T.
Smith, J. R.
Francis, G.
Black, F.
Hansen, S. P.
Hunter, C.
Hodges, W. G.
Denman, E.
Adams, H. J.
Brown, F. (2)
Marsh and Webster
Butterworth, T. B.
Williams, Margaret
O'Neill, M. 13.
Hamilton, A. (2)
Balmer, W.
Bentley, Robt.
Osborn, C. H.
Hart, J.
Healy, R.
Nielson and Arndt
Wesche, H.
O'Reilly, F.
Morgan, Jas.
Thornber & Co., J. H.
Morthensen, N. C.
Kippen, R.
Barclay, A.
Maslen, S.
Jones, W.
Ready, C. P.
Neill, R.
Lee Jam, Wm.
Keeffee, Jno.
Keneally, M.
Wentzel, P.
Kemp, C.
McIntyre, A.
Thompson, R.
Lee, John
Kemp, J. P.
Lennon, E.
Hodge, Geo.
Cashin, A.
Harris, M. H.
Ke ll er, Wm.
Hossack, H.
Barron, Mary
Kennedy, R.
J.
Sharpley, J. (2)
Healy, Maria
Kenney, Rose
Hannan, E.
Appelt, Wm.
Farrelly, Wm. (2)
Lambert, S.
Staines, E.
Morthensen, N. P.
Bourne, F.
Froggatt, C. J. (2)
Whitcomb, Wm.
Hoey, Annie
Northey, Wm.
Bruce, W. R.
Michelmore  &  Co.,  J.
Kable, F.
Kirkup, Wm. H.
Tetley, Annie
Wood, Geo.
Hannah, T.
Perroux, C.
Yen Yeen
Paxton & Co., W. H.
Beck, M. (2)
Mansell, A. W.
MAYTO W N.
Davis, L. Pow Kee
Sin Yee Chong Wah Kee
Foo Chong Wah Chong
MUTTABURRA.
Domency, Will Atcheson, R.
Scottish Australian Bloom, M.
Investment Co. (4) Rigg, T.
West, Wm.
TOBACCO  LICENSES - continued.
Name. Name.
MIRANI.
Pearce,  W. R. I Lockie, T.
MOUNT
Linde, J. J.
Easton, E., junr.
Mitchell, Wm. C.
Thorne, T.
Conroy, M.
Barr, J.
Mannion, D.
Wotley, A. J.
Mitchell, John
Moulds, J.
Nankivell
Forrest, Elizabeth
O'Dea and Allen
Hop Kee
Tillman, Wm.
Macdonald, F.
Gordon, G. H.
Barber, H. L.
Costello, T. J.
MORGAN.
Manion, John
Bury, Elizabeth
Samuels, B.
Weedman, Geo. H.
Hill, Jas.
Smith, C.
Parker, J.
Miller, G. H.
Linde, J. J.
Wakelin, T.
Heiser, Sarah
Lyons, A.
Hayward and Grey
MUNGINDI.
I  Maidens, Walter
NOCUNDRA.
Broad, G.
Hughes, E. B.
McColl, Jas.
NORTH PINE.
McCarthy, J. (2) Gottschalk, H.
Duffield, J. Piggott, Ellen
Dor, Jno.
NANANGO.
Moore Bros.  &  Baynes.
NERANG.
Lees, Wm. (2) I Walker, Mary
Clark, M. l Mathewson, J.
PITTSWORTH.
Tillett, G. B. V. Pierce, W.
Bowden, Wm. Walpole, E.
Lindenberg, C. O. Baxter, T. H.
Bolger , P. J. Willson and Co.
Drinkall, J. Marwedel and Co., F.
Torpie, J. West, F. J.
PARADISE.
Burns ,  Margaret  Shaw, O.
Richards , J. Hunter, A.
Berrie, R.
PERCYVILLE.
Hogg, P. T.
RICHMOND.Home, Wm.
REDCLIFFE.
Edds,  Mary  Duffield, J.
O'Shea, M. McGregor, J. E.
Grant, W. Cutts, C.
Moxley, Fanny L.
ROMA.
McGregor, A. R. Alford & Co., H. K.
Bryant and McLean Spencer, T. A.
Plummer, J. Riley, T. H.
Hunter and Co. Warren, J.
Ward, G. McNaughton, D.
Mcllwee, J. Gayler, C.
May, S.. Reid, W.
Symes, J. A. Lawson, W. J.
Bones, J. N. Roach, Mrs. C. (2)
Golden, M. Bayard, G. A.
ROSEWOOD.
Sakrzewski, A. H. Ponting, Selina
Fischer, M. Frederick, J. L.
Johnson, J. E. Butt Bros.
Hodge, R. S. Prebble, H.
Gerstner, C. J.
ROCKHAMPTON.
Wolff and Co., S. Yam Gee
Lee Sing Butter,'A.
Savage,  J. Hoffmann  &  Co., H. S.
Charlton, W. Bell and Co.
Mellick, G. Dolan, J.
Lake's Creek Co- Schilling, Max
operative Society  Sang , Charlie
Miller and Co., Jas. Sizer, E. W.
Cheng Mew Fulton, H.
Ross,  Ann Lipstone, S.
Landerer, Mary Winton, W.
JgcDonald, D. Crompton, T. B.
Finberg, Franz F. Nelson, T. P.
Dowling, J. F. McAdam, T.
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Name. Name.
ROCKHAMPT 0N-continued.
Ball , E. Stamp, E.
Anderson , J. F. Kelly and  Sons, T.
Jackson , A. Kelly, P.
Hop Hing Johnson, Leah
Hop Wah Powell, H. T.
Brodie,  D. and L. Dorrell, G.
McIntosh ,  Isabella  Johnson, H.
Devenish,  Margaret  J. Lawrence, C. T.
Creed, T. Allen, M.
Ryan, D. Glackin, Mary
O Shanesy, Bridget McGrath, W.
Reid  and Co., Walter Edgar, R.
Knott,  Jas. Higson  and Co., W.
Wah Hop Elliott, C. B.
O'Dwyer, T. Evans, Thos. E.
Esler, Jno . Bream, H. C.
Cross, Catherine Mannion, P.
Murray,  Jno. Ching Wah
Wah Sing Squibb, J. R.
Carmody, J. Le Feuvre, W. F.
Dean , F. T. Barry, J.
North, J. F. Shu Wah
Rieman,  J. H. Birch, G. H.
Curtain, D. Thomas & Co., F. W.
Treacy, D. Allen and Co.
Fenzi,  Elizabeth Stewart and Co., J.
Duffy, Annie Irwin, Catherine
Fong Kee Chong  Marquess., H.
Nash, C. Steele, Jno.
I[ogden ,  Hannah  Caird, Mary A.
Williams, Mary R. Hansen, P.
Bolton & Co., M. (2) Muldoon, P.
Radunsky, H. McLaughlin, T.
Wyatt, A. Daley, Jno.
Quin, Bridget Charlie Yam Quay
Chippendale, D. Hopkins, J. A.
Mackay, T. C. Morehead & Co., B. D.
Burke,  Bridget Hogan, D. (2)
Laity,  Jas. Eaton, S.
Morrissey, J. Gillinder, D.
Costello, Robt. Petersen, C.
Larman,  Georgina F. Carroll, T.
Boland, Mary Boyle, Geo. C.
Sun Tai Hop O'Dwyer, J.
SANDGATE.
Pascoe,  Mary Ann Jobst, Jno.
O'Regan, Jno. Lingley, Alice
Healion,  Win. Joyce, J.
Hale and  Sons, S. Gilpin, J.
Jones, A. A. Landers, Ellen
Baxter,  Sarah Carseldine, J.
Thomson, D. A.
STONEHENGE.
Rely, Wm. Turner, J. A.
Lonergan, J. Wiley, Jas.
McGrath, S.
I
STANTHORPE.
McCook,  Jas. Kie Kee
McQuaker, W. H. Young Kee
Greeve,  C. Way HopBrunckhorst, Johanna Simcocks, Geo.
C. Stewart, C.
Ah Que Tiernan, Patk.
SOUTHPORT.
Simpson,  Mary Fass, E.
Tusley, Mary Meyers, J. N. C.
Downes, Win. Meyers,  Savine
Lancaster , Geo. Griffiths, Ellen Jane
Andrews,  Geo. Jones, Mary
Barron, Wm. S.
SURAT.
Cavanough, J. W.
ST. GEORGE.
Griffiths, R.
SOUTH KOLAN.
Nelson, M. Bourke, J.
Hesse, Christine Weatherstone, J.
Simonsen , C. G. Gibson and Howes
SOUTH BRISBANE.
Antonini, Jno.
Arundell, H.
Abrahams, A.
Andrews, H.
Bartlett, S.
Brown, M.
Bardsley and Co., G.
Barrow, Thos.
Chong Lee
Chalmers, S.
Cullen, F.
Copinger, J.
Cohen, M.
Cruikshank, C. D.
Cousins, Isaac
Carroll, P.
Corbett, J. T.
Cole, Jessie C.
Chong Sing
Deviney, A.
Delaney, T.
Doyle, Catherine
Dykes, A. W.
Duffy, Ellen
TOBACCO  LICENSES- continued.
Name. Name.
SOUTH  BRISBANE-continued.
Dunning, Catherine McLaughlin, Essie
Denne, Jas. McCorkindale, Jane
Darragh, Jas. Meyer, Julia
Demack, S. Mulhall, Geo.
Davis, Mrs. Mary Ann Mahon, Jas.
Dowbridge, Marie Maynard, Jno.
Evenden, Eliza Manning, Thomas
Eckhart, H.
Farry, Jas.
Farling, A.
Forbes, Amelia
Firth, L. H.
Fitzgerald, M. J.
Fegan and Co., Eliza
Fegan, Elizabeth
Faust, P. J.
Farry and Co., J.
Farrid, J.
Furlong, E.
Gillman, H. T.
Gibbs, Margaret G.
Muller and Woolfrey
Nolan, Ann
O'Connor, Win.
Ormerod, Jas,
O'Neill, Elizth.
Oelkers, Franz
O'Connor, Win. D.
Potts, Catherine
Petersen, F. C.
Phillips, E.
Pott, Geo. F.
Piper, C. H.
Pratt, Sarah
Price, G. W.
Grose, Rachel  Pullen, A. E.
Helmholtz ,  IN.  Powell, Bessie
Heaslop, J. and T. (5)
Hedges, Thos.,
Hayden, Sarah
Innocenti, Claude
Just, Joseph
Johnson, E.
King, Jas.
Klaassen, B.
Knowles, T W.
Kearney, Ellen
Kluver, H.
Kwong Fat
Lyons, D.
Lindsay, Jessie
Lawton, A.
Lacey, Eliza
Lum See
Lehane,  Margaret
Lear, Phoebe
Mullins, M.
Morgan, H.
McLellan, Geo.
Mecke,  Win.
McKenna, M.
Milner, Louisa
McLean, Catherine
Moretti, G. C.
Marquis ,  Maggie
Morris, Win.
Mockford, C.
Male, W.
Minnoch, Jas.
Raven, Kate
Ryan, Sarah
Rouse, Mark
Rogerson, Jas.
Ransome, Chas. H.
Richards, A. J.
Raine, Thos.
Ryan, Eliza
Short, Ellen
Simmich, Alice
Small, Robt.
Smith, John
Savery, Ellen
Stewart and Walker
Spillane, P. J.
Stanton, Emma
Smith, Lucy
Sue Sam
Trueman, John
Tucker, A.
Trim, Agnes
Trotter, Geo., junr.
Underhill, E.
Underwood, Wm., snr.
Vanstone, Wni.
Wong Way
Whitehead, Jno.
Webber, Louis
Wright, Thos.
Wallace, C.
Winterford, Margaret
TooWOOMBA.
Given Agnes
Driver, F. E. (2)
Keating, Mary Ann
McShane, A. H.
McDougall, R.
Shultz, D.
Kirk, R.
Cullen, G.
Cardew, F. T. L.
Aldridge, E.
Perkins, C. E.
Corner, Jno.
Keefe, Matthew
Meagher, C. F.
Heffernan, M.
Steinberger,
Laidlaw and Peat
Scully, Jno.
Cushway Geo.
Cullen, D.
Evans, O. W.
McGovern, M.
Beasant, W.
Bell, Chas.
Fogerty, Jno.
Allmann, J.
White, Mrs. C.
Menz, V.
Campb; ll, M.
Desmond, R.
Gentle, `Vm.
Anderson, A. (2)
Smiley, Jno.
Tewes, Henry
TIARO.
Cuningham ,  S. (2) Edmunds, Jas.
Poulson,  L. Reid, Alex.
Job, Jonathan  ( 2) Frail, N.
Gardiner , Jno. Smith, L. S.
McKewen ,  J. Balderson, B.
Bauer, B .  Connors, P.
TAMBO.
Hang, Jack
TEWANTIN.
Pumfrey, Jno.
TALLEBUDGERA.
Leonard, P. I O'Shea, Thos.
Dwyer, Maria
THARGOMINDAH.
Kennedy,  Jas. Ord, T. W.
Paterson ,  H. (2) Me  _'oll, Jas.
Ross, R. Abernethy, E.
McDonald, A. C.
TOBACCO  LICENSES- continued.
Name. Name.
TENNINGERING.
Muller , Louisa I. W. Buckett, T. P.
Miller, Alex. Brock, W. B.
Buss  and Co. Venables, R.
Thompson, Jno.
Ross, D.
McLean, Jno.
Cran, Jessie
Wyatt, C.
Downs, E.
Lander, A. M.
Fitzsimmons, T.
Wise, A.
Crump, H.
TOWNSVILLE.
Richards, Mary Jane
Flanagan, P.
Butts, Alice
Buchanan, D.
Fisher, Henry
Enright, Thos.
H. Fearon, B.
McAlister, Collin (2)
Maclurcan, Donald
Woo Lee
Guthrie, Jane
Sin Chong and Co.
Sam Hop
Cameron, Murdo
Dent, Jacob
Riley, Jas.
Hodel, H.
Finnigan, Annie
Hop On
Long, Joseph
Jones, H. R.
Short, Albert
See Wah
Satini, Margaret
McDonnell, E.
Vigers, J. J.
Harris, Geo.
Jenkin, Matthias
Wood, J. B.
Gillmer, Mary
Kwong Hing Loong
George, H. H.
Biltner, Agnes
Taylor,  Louisa
Minehan, D.
Clive, Andrew
THORNBOROUGH.
Grainer, Chas. I War Lee and Co.
TANGORIN.
Preston, Geo. S . Lennox, John
Keane,  John Stuart, Jas.
TAROOM.
Moore,  J. and W. H. Clarke,  Chas. (2)
Clarke, Jas.
Scott Bros.
McCorley, Jas.
Shue, J. Tai
Meagher, P.
Devine Bros.
Reynolds, D.
Atkins, F.
Manager , Waterton
Station
King,  R. N. & W. R.
Mundell Bros.
WALKERSTON.
Overman, A. J. Burke, J. F.
Pedersen, Nina Yun Sing
W OODFORD.
Poole, Wm. Jenkinson, J. D.
McSweeney, Jno. Young, John
Stanton, E.
I
King, Thos., junr.
WINTON.
White and Bullon McDonnell, M.
Macartney and Percy Webber, Geo.
Cobb and Co.
WARWICK.
Bocher, L.
Mara, Jas.
Peterson, W. H.
Hewitt, Mrs. F. G.
Lamb, Jno.
Hyslop, W. K.
Barnes and Co. (2)
Smith, Jacob
Smith, Win.
Schureck, H.
Hutton, Alex.
Jones, Mary Ann
Newcomb, Mrs.
Higgins, Mrs M.
Teitzel, H. A. C.
Sattler, Jacob
O'Hagan, Jas.
Bishop, W.
Pender, Thos.
Maynard, Jno.
Clifford, Jas.
Mathisen, Peter
Cantwell, Jno.
McKey, J. T.
Barrett, J.
Page, Jno.
McMahon, Jas.
De Conley, Jas. (2)
Sterne, Jno.
Rynne, F.
Thegard, W.
Johnson, T. A.
Chandler, H.
Evenden, Eliza
TRANSFERS OF LICENSES TO SELL
TOBACCO.
From . To
SOUTH  BRISBANE.
Milner, Louisa I Hay, James G.
CHANGE OF PREMISES.
POLLEN, A. E.-Removed from Logan road
to Boggo road, South Brisbane.
ANDREWS, HENRY.-Removed from Lytton
road to the corner of Ipswich road and Broad-
way street, South Brisbane.
NEILSON, JOHN A., of Stanley street, South
Brisbane,, removed to premises a few doors
from the Victoria Bridge.
PowTER ,  ROBERT H.-Removed  from Roma
street to George street ,  Brisbane. ' -
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POST AND TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, AND MAILS AND PARCELS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES 1898, 1899, AND 1900.SEPARATE NDERS areinvited, and will be received untilNoon of SATURDAY, the 2nd October next, for the Conveyance
of Her Majesty's Mails, and  Mails and Parcels,  for one, two, or three
years, from the 1st January, 1898.
Full particulars of the various Services in the several Districts of
Queensland for which Tenders are invited, c )nditions of Contract, and
mode of tendering will be furnished, or forwarded, on application to
the Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, or
to any of the principal Post Offices in the colony. These particulars
will also be found in a Supplement to the  Queensland  Government
Gazette  dated the 28th  July,  1897, which can be seen at any Police
Office, and in a Notice exhibited in front of the various Post and
Receiving Offices;  but special  attention  is  directed  to the alterations
in and additions  to the list of services now being notified in the
Government  Gazette.
Tenders,  on separate  forms, are required for each service for the
periods mentioned-namely, one, two, or three years ; and, in the case
of  coach  services, the rates for " Mails only" and " Mails and Parcels"
should be stated.
Tenderers  must state  in every case the means by which they
propose to convey the  mails or mails  and parcels, whether by horse or
by coach or other vehicle.
Tenders for  horse services  should  not include  parcels.
Tenderers are specially instructed to state the  frequency  and give
the  distinguishing letter  where alternative tenders are invited.
The lowest or any Tender may not necessarily be accepted.
JAMES R. DICKSON, Postmaster-General.
Brisbane , 20th August, 1897.
QUEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, AND MAILS AND PARCELS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES 1898, 1899, AND 1900.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 20th  August, 1897.SPECIAL ATTENTION is hereby directed to the followingAlterations in and Additions to the List of Mail Services for
which Tenders  were  invited in a Supplement to the  Government
Gazette  of  28th July  ultimo.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
ALTERATIONS.
1108. Insert " Moura" in route after " Roundstone."
195. Insert  "Spring 'Valley School "  in route before "Kincora."
ADDITIONS TO LIST.
42A. Alternative :  Augathella and Tarnbo,  via  Biddenham, Oak-
wood,  Mentmore,  Bayrick,  Toliness, Highfields,  and Landsdowne;
once a week.
42B. Alternative :  Augathella and Tambo,  via  Biddenhamn, Oak-
wood,  Mentmore,  Bayrick,  Toliness, High fields,  and Landsdowne;
twice  a week.
175A.  Alternative:  Gowrie Junction and  Gowrie Little Plain,
via  Glencoe ; three times a week.
175B.  Alternative: Meringandan  and  Evergreen  (Patch's), via
Goombungee and Doctor's Creek ; three times a week.
198A.  Alternative :  Waterford and Logan Reserve ;  three times
a week.
344A.  Alternative:  Beenleigh and  Redland Bay, via  Loganholme,
Gramzow, and Mount Cotton ; six times a week.
351.  Alternative :  Banana and Wooroona,  via Wando, Harcourt,
Graycle,  Redcliffe, and Nulalbin; once a week.
489A.  Alternative: Glenroy  and Bower Bird; once a week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.)
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SUPPLY OF POLES FOR TELEPHONE LINES IN
ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under Secretaryand Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Sixth day of September, 1897, from persons desirous
of contracting for the supply of Telephone Poles, according to the
terms, general conditions, and specifications published in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of Saturday, the 14th August, 1897.
Any  further information, and copies of the specification, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Under Secretary and
Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane; at the Telegraph Offices,
Rockhampton, Emerald, and Clermont ; or Henry Crew, Telegraph
Maintenance Overseer, Central Railway.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 20th August, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
SUPPLY OF TELEGRAPH POLES FOR REPAIRS TO TELE-
GRAPH LINES, ALONG THE CENTRAL RAILWAY.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under Secretary
and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the' Thirtieth day of August, 1897, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of Telegraph Poles, according
to the terms, general conditions, and specifications published in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday, 24th  July,  1897.
Any further information may be obtained on application at
the Office of the Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs,
Brisbane; at the Telegraph Offices, Rockhampton and Emerald; the
Railway Station-master, Duaringa; or Henry Crew, Telegraph
Maintenance Overseer, Central Railway.
Post and  Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid for such information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed all or any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey,
that were stabbed at that place on the said night ; and that a
Free Pardon be given to any person concerned in the crime, not being
the principal offender, who may give such information.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers. Gold Field on the morning of the 25th of
December, 1896; also that a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the crime, not being the principal offender, who shall give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 20th August, 1897.
THE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of The Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Limited, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 5th April
to 28th June, 1897, is published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GVtERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OP SYDNEY,
LIMITED, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER, from the 5th April to
28th June, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
S Not bearing Interest ...t in Circuo es latN ion  ... t Bearing Interest ...
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...
' € Bearing Interest  ... ...
Balances due to other Banks
Deposits ,,, i Not bearing Interest... ...Z Bearing Interest  ... ...
Total Amount of Liabilities ...
AMOUNT. TOTAL.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
... ... ... ... ... .........
. . 991 6 4..
...
.. ..
... .. .. . 2,444 11 8
... ... ... ... ... 479,092 11 6
565 209 0 10... ... ... ... ... , 1044301 12  4, ,
... ... £1,047,737 9 4
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THE COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY,  LIMITED-- continued.
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ... ...
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ...
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ...
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ... ... ... ... ...
Government Securities-Treasury Notes... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and  Bills of  other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks ... ... ... ... ... .. ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes, Bills of Exchange, and
all Stock and Funded Debts of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances  due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £1,269,273 16 10
Brisbane,  9th August,  1897. D. J. ABERCROMBIE ,  Manager.
A. L. DAWSON,  Accountant.
I, Arthur Leonard Dawson, make oath that ,  to the best of my knowledge and belief ,  the foregoing Abstract is a trae and faithful
Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified ;  and that the same was made
up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions  of the Act of the G overnor and Council of the Colony of New
South Wales ,  4 Victoria No. 13.
A. L. DAWSON.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane ,  this ninth day of August, 1897.
JAS. CowLISHAw,  Justice of the Peace.
Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 20th August, 1897.
T
HE  following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Queensland Deposit Bank and
Building Society, Limited, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st April to 30th June, 1897, is
published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the QUEENSLAND DEPOSIT BANK AND BUILDING
SOCIETY, LIMITED, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st April to 30th June, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in  Circulation Not bearing Interest ... ::: ::: ::;Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation . ( Not bearing Interest ... ... ... ...Bearing Interest ...
Balance due to other Banks ... ...
Deposits ... Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest  .. ... ... ...
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1,000,000 0 0
8 per cent.
40,000 0 0
1,025,256 19 5
TOTAL.
£  it.  d.
285,000 19 9
37,712 15 5
36,384 18 9
4,308 2 0
1,619 18 11
904,247 2 0
AMOUNT. TOTAL.
i' s. d. £ s. d.
7,613 11 5
74,137 16 1
5,283 4 4
81,751 7 6
Total Amount of Liabilities £87,034 11 10
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the Quarter ended 30th June, 1897 ... ... ... ... 84,020 5 3
Rate of  the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 per cent.
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,905 1 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... ... ... ... ... ... . 36,467 6 1
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ... ... ... ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion  or Bars  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks  ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes, Bills of Exchange, and all Stock
and Funded Debts of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances due to
the said Bank from other Banks
Total  Amount  of Assets ... '£152,512 7 4
W. H. PARKER,  Manager.
F. G. DEWAR, Accountant.
I, William Henry Parker, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract  is a true  and faithful Account
of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above  Bank during  the period  specified  ; and that the  same was made up from the
Weekly  Statements  thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
AMOUNT. TOTAL.
£ a.  d. £  it. d.
57 1 0
95,810 7 3
11 3 1
60 14 2
56,573 1 10
W. H. PARKER.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane ,  this tenth day of August, 1897.
LESLIE  G. Comm,  Justice of the Peace.
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MERIN GANDAN CEMETERY.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1897.
-IIIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of the  " Cemetery
Act  1865," been pleased to approve of the following Rules and
Regulations  made by the Trustees of the Meringandan Cemetery.
HORACE TOZ ER.
WHEuE As by the  " Cemetery Act  1865 " the Trustees of any public
cemetery are empowered to make Rules and Regulations for all or any
of the purposes in the said Act mentioned : It is hereby resolved by
the Trustees of the Meringandan Cemetery, by and with the approval of
the Governor in Council, that the following Rules and Regulations shall
be in force within the said cemetery from the date of the publication
hereof :-
RULES AND REGULATIONS.
Meetings of Board.
1. The trustees sball'meet  quarterly,  at such time and place as may
be agreed upon. A special meeting may at any time be called on the
requisition of two trustees or by the secretary.
Election of officers.
2. At the first ordinary  meeting  in each year the trustees shall elect
one of their number as a chairman and another of their number as
treasurer and secretary ,  who shall hold  office  for the ensuing twelve
months, and  shall be eligible at any time for re-election.
Quorum.
3. No business shall be transacted at any meeting of the Board,
whether ordinary or special ,  unless three trustees at least are present.
Banking account.
4. All moneys received shall be paid to the credit of the trustees
with their bankers, and all payments shall be made by cheques, such
cheques shall be signed by the secretary and other two trustees ; but no
payments, excepting the ordinary expenses of conducting the cemetery,
shall be made until passed by it meeting of the Board. To meet any
small accounts under one pound, cheques from time to time as required
shall be paid to the treasurer, who shall account for the disbursement of
same  in the petty cash book.
Minutes of meeting.
5. The minutes of every meeting of the trustees shall be fairly
transcribed in a book to be kept for that purpose.
Appointment of sexton.
6. The sexton  shall be appointed by the trustees , and shall procure
to their satisfaction a fidelity guarantee bond for twenty-five pounds, or
such other sum as may be agreed upon.
Sexton's duties.
7. The sexton's duties include the following : Digging graves ; being
present at all burials and rendering whatever assistance  may be re quired ;
closing in graves  ;  affixing a number to each grave  (immediately on com-
pletion of interment) corresponding with the entry in the register ; seeing
that the gates are properly and securely fastened ,  and fences in good
repair ; keeping down the grass and weeds, and generally keeping the
grounds in good order ; keeping the paths clean, in good order and
repair ; planting out from time to time any shrubs or trees that may be
provided by the trustees, and attending to and looking after the pre-
servation of same ; keeping the register of burials ,  and rendering an
abstract once a month to the secretary of the trustees; receiving burial
fees , and paying over the same on the 1st and 16th of every month to
the treasurer ,  accompanied by a memorandum showing from  whom they
have been received.
Disturbance  of grazes, &c.
8. The sexton is on no account to allow any person to disturb any
grave or vault ,  or to erect ,  remove, or alter any monument, tomb-
stone, railing , &c., without the written  authority  of the secretary,
excepting as provided for in Rule 9.
Disinterments.
9. When the ends of justice  require  it, the sexton shall disinter
bodies, but not without a magistrates order ,  countersigned by one of
the trustees ,  and in all cases in terms of the 38th section of the
" Cemetery Act  1865." Hours of burial.
10. The hours appointed for the performance of burials are from
6 a.m. to 6 p.m. throughout the year . No burial  will be allowed to
take place at any other time ,  unless in cases of great emergency, and
upon the written authority of one of the trustees ,  and subject to such
conditions as may be imposed.
Fees  and charges.
11. The several fees and charges set forth in Schedule A hereto shall
be payable in respect ,  of the several matters therein specified .  All fees
and charges must  be  paid at the time of making application for the things
or matter in respect of which they are payable.
Size and position  of graves.
12. The trustees ,  or person appointed  by them  for that purpose,
shall determine the size and  position  of all graves or vaults to be sunk
in the cemetery .  No catacombs will be allowed.
Sexton to prepare graves.
13. No person . shall be allowed to prepare a grave within the cemetery
except the sexton appointed  by the  trustees or his assistants.
Depth of graves.
14. All graves made in the cemetery for an adult of eight years
of age and upwards shall be sunk at least six feet, and for a child under
eight  not less than four feet six inches .  Not more than two bodies of
adults or children shall be interred in one grave.
Application for burials.
15. App li cations for interment must  be  made in writing to the sexton.
The application must be in the form and containing the particulars
speci fied in Schedule B hereto. It must be signed by the applicant, and
accompanied by the proper fees. This application must be presented to
the sexton eight working hours at least before the time fixed for the
burial of the deceased person ,  otherwise an extra charge will be made in
accordance with the scale in Schedule  A_hereto.  No free interment will
be allowed without such notice.
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Certificate of death.
16. No burial will be allowed to take place, except under  circum-
stances of the most urgent nature, and upon the written authority
of two trustees, or certificate of some duly qualified practitioner,
without a certificate of the registration of death, signed by the
district registrar or his deputy, or a certificate of a coroner or magistrate
holding an inquest or inquiry. Such an authority or certificate must
be delivered to the sexton before the funeral enters the gates of the
cemetery.
Paupers' burials.
17. All charges will be remitted on burial of any  poor person
in the cemetery (except in  case  of burials by persons  under con-
tract with the Government, a local authority, or any public hospital
to perform such burials )  upon its being proved to  the satisfaction of at
least two trustees that such person was a pauper, or that the  relations
and friends of the deceased are unable to pay the cost and charges of
such burial. Where paupers are buried by such contractors the
charges will be in accordance with the scale set forth in Schedule A
hereto.
Monuments, railings,  S•c.
18. Applications for permission to have a private  grave  prepared, a
vault constructed, or a monument, tombstone, or tablet erected must be
made to the trustees or to the person authorised by them for that pur-
pose, whereupon, if approved of, a permission in the form  set forth
in Schedule C (or D. if required, on payment of the  charges set
forth in Schedule A in that behalf) will be granted to the person
applying. Any person desirous of erecting a monument, tombstone,
tablet, or railing in any part of the cemetery shall submit a plan or
description of same to the trustees, who shall be at liberty to withhold
their permission and prevent the erection of any monument  or railing
which shall appear to them inappropriate or unbecoming. The trustees
may order the removal of any monument, tombstone, or other erection
which shall not have been sanctioned by them, and of any  trees or
shrubs planted on or near any grave which in their opinion are objec-
tionable. All fees in connection with monuments, tombstones, vaults,
railings, &c., must be paid to the secretary before anything is done
towards their erection.
Brick graves  or vaults.
19. Persons requiring brick graves or vaults to be made in the
cemetery must submit plans of them for the approval of the trustees,
and construct them under the direction of a surveyor appointed by the
trustees, at their own cost. Every body interred in such vault must be
enclosed first in a wooden shell, then, secondly, in a leaden shell, hermetic-
ally sealed, and thirdly,  in an  outer shell, on the lid of which shall be
placed a metal plate with the name of the deceased stamped thereon.
Copies of epitaph.
20. A copy of every epitaph or inscription proposed to be engraven
or placed on any monument, tombstone, or tablet must be submitted to
the trustees for approval, and they may withhold such approval if the
proposed epitaph or inscription appears to them inappropriate or un-
becoming.
Graves and monuments to be kept in order at owners' expense.
21. All monuments, graves, gravestones ,  railings, &c., must be kept
in repair and proper condition by or at the expense of the owners.
Dimensions of graves, &c.
22. The space allowed for a single grave shall be eight feet by four
feet ; for a double grave or vault, eight feet by eight feet  ; and for a
family grave, eight feet by twelve feet.
Gratuities not allowed.
23. The 'sexton ahd other persons employed by the trustees shall
not receive any gratuity for performance of their duties without the
special permission of the trustees.
Plan of the cemetery.
24. A plan of the cemetery, a register of all special grants, and
the position of all graves in the cemetery will be kept by the trustees
and be open to inspection upon application to the secretary and upon
the payment of the charges mentioned in Schedule A hereto.
Penalty of infringement of laws.
25. The sexton has orders to turn out or take into custody (as the
case may require) any person who shall behave indecorously, or commit
any trespass or injury to the trees, flowers, or erections, or otherwise
infringe any of the provisions of the laws relating to the management of
cemeteries in Queensland, or the regulations framed under the authority
thereof ; and any such person will be proceeded against in accordance
with the 36th section of the  " Cemetery Act  186.5."
SCHEDULE A.
Public graves.  £  s.  d.
A single grave in open ground . . ... ... .  1 0 0
A single grave in open ground, for children under eight
years ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
A single grave in open ground,  fora  still-born child ... ...  0 7 6
A single grave in open ground, in case of burials by contract,
as mentioned in Rule 17, adults ... ... ... ... 0 12 0
A single grave in open ground, in case of burials by con-
tractors, as mentioned in Rule 17, children under  eight ... 0 8 0
Private graves.
Land for graves (unselected), 8 feet by 4 feet ... ... ... 0 12 6
Land for graves (selected), 8 feet by 4 feet ... ... ... 1 2 6
Land for graves (selected), 8 feet by 8 feet ... ... ... 2 5 0
Land for graves (selected), 8 feet by 12 feet ... ... ... 3 7 6
Interment fee, including cost of sinking each  6 feet  ... ... 0 15 0
Interment fee, including cost of sinking  each grave over 6 feet,
each additional foot as under-
For the first additional foot  ... ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
For the second additional foot ... ... ... ...  0 7 6
For the third additional foot .. ... ... ... 0 10 0
And so on for every additional foot ... ... 0 10 0
For opening a grave or vault... ... ...  0 15 0
For certificate of right of burial in private  graves . 0 5 0
For all interments which take place on Sunday (unless the
grave is prepared on the previous day), additional  fee . 0 7 6
Fjr all interments not taking place at the usual hour (addi-
tional fee ) ... .. ... ... ... .. 0 10 6
For all interments where the notice required under Rule 15 is
not given (additional  fee) ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 6
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For permission to erect headstones ,  tombs, half -tombs, vaults,  £ s. d.
or brick graves, upright pedestal, or monument, or railings 0 10 6
For permission to erect small wooden or iron tablet ... ... 0 5 0
For tur fing grave  (to  be  charged in all cases ) ... ... ...  0 2 6
For iron label  (to be charged in all cases) .. ... ... ... 0 3 0
For copy of  register  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 2 6
For inspecting plan or register  ... ... ...  0 1 0
Interment fee for children under eight ... ... ... 0 10 0
Interment fee for still-born children ... ... ... ... 0 7 6
Conversion of public into private  grave  ... 0 15 0
Clergyuiau's fee for burial when officiating .. ... ... 0 7 6
Clergyman' s fee  for burial when officiating for children under
eight ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Clergyman's fee for burial when officiating at public funerals Nil
SCHEDULE B.
Application for grave.
To the Sexton of the Meringandan Cemetery.
A grave in the Meringandan Cemetery is required by the under-
signed,  .  feet inches long and feet inches wide, and
feet inches deep, in accordance with the undermentioned
particulars :-
1. Name  of deceased :
2. What denomination :
3. Late  residence of deceased :
4. Rank of the deceased :
5. Age of  the deceased :
6. M here born:
7. Minister to officiate :
8. Day of  funeral :
9. What hour :
10. In what portion of cemetery is deceased to be buried :
11. No.  of grave on plan :
12. If a public grave :
13. If a private grave unselected ,  what width :
14. If a private grave, selected, what width :
15. If a family vault or brick grave ,  what width :
16. What depth :
17. If first or second interment :
18. Nature of disease or supposed cause of death :
[Signature.
Representative  or  Undertaker.
Order received this day  of 189 , at
o'clock  in the noon.
Answers to be written
of giving order.
Sexton.
opposite to the above questions at the time
SCHEDULE C.
To the Sexton.
Permission is granted to Mr. , on account of the late
Grave No. £ s. d.
To take up ground feet by feet
*Permission to erect railing  ... ... ... ... ...
Permission to erect headstone, tomb, half-tomb, vault, brick
grave, pedestal ,  or monument ... ...
For permission to erect small wooden or iron tablet ... ...
Total ... ... ... ...
Hon. Secretary.
*  No railing will be permitted to be erected over 3 ft. 6 in .  in height.
SCHEDULE D.
Form of certifcate of right of burial in the Meringandan Cemetery.
On the application of , and upon payment of the sum of
, which is hereby acknowledged to have been received, the
trustees of the Meringandan Cemetery, in pursuance of the Act 29 Victoria
No. 15, have agreed to grant, and hereby grant unto the said
permission to dig or make a grave or vault on that piece of ground,
feet long by feet broad, lying within the portion
of the said  cemetery  described  as , and  marked No. , compart-
ment No. , on the map or plan of the said cemetery, kept by the
said trustees ,  and to erect and place on the said piece of ground a n i onu.
ment or tombstone, on payment of such charges as may from time to
time be established. And it is hereby declared that the said
shall be entitled to have, maintain, and keep up such vault, monument,
or tombstone, according to the terms of this permission, to and for the
sole and separate use of the said and his  (or their )  repre-
sentatives  for ever: Provided always, and it is hereby declared, that
this  grant is made subject to the terms and conditions following-that
is to say, First, that the said piece of ground shall be kept and used
by the said ,  and his  (or their )  representatives ,  solely as
a burying -place, and that no other use will be made thereof .  Second,
that no enclosing wall, fence ,  building, monument ,  or tombstone shall
be  erected or placed on the said piece of ground until a plan thereof shall
have been exhibited to the said trustees, and their authority given for
the erection thereof. Third, that the said grave or vault, and such wall,
fence, building ,  monument ,  or tombstone  (if any )  shall be maintained
and kept up by the said and his  (or their )  representatives in
proper repair ,  to the satisfaction of the said trustees .  Fourth ,  that the
said and his  (or their )  representatives shall, in the use of the
said piece of ground and access thereto, be subject in every respect to
such Rules and Regulations as the tru stees of the said cemetery may
from time to time make ; and shall not be entitled to exercise the right
to bury  or inter therein, except on payment of such charges as shall
from time to time be established by the said trustees.
, Chairman.
Certificate.
The foregoing Rules and Regulations wers made and passed by the
Trustees of the Meringandan  Cemetery  on the fourteenth  day of June,
1897.
J. C. McLAY, Chairman.
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Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1897.
HIS Excellenvy the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Factories and Shops Act of  1896," been pleased to
approve of the following additional Regulations.
HORACE TOZER.
"THE FACTORIES AND SHOPS ACT OF 1896."
ADDITIONAL REGULATIONS.
1. Every factory erected after the publication of these
Regulations over three s,ories in height, in which persons are
employed above the second story, shall be provided with stairs
of fire-resisting materials properly insulated from factory work-
ing apartments, and having the walls carried up through the roof
at least eighteen inches; all openings between stair and factory
shall be provided with iron doors.
2. In such  cases as  may be deemed necessary by the
inspector,  a separate  stair, apart from that used for ordinary
traffic, shall be provided  as a means  of escape  in case of fire,
access to which must be at all times free of any obstruction.
3. For every factory or shop in which two or more men or
in which ten or more females are engaged there shall be provided
for their convenience a sufficient number of urinals, not being
less than one for every forty persons, male or female, which
urinals shall at all  times  be kept clean, and separate sets shall
be provided for the use  of males and females , and shall have,
respectively, separate approaches.
4. The fees chargeable by medical practitioners for
examination  and certificate, as provided by section 37 of the
Act and clauses 10 and 11 of the Regulations thereunder
published in the  Gazette  dated 24th July, 1897, shall be two
shillings and sixpence for each examination and certificate
whether conducted at the factory or elsewhere.
5. The name of the occupier of every registered factory
shall be legibly exposed on the outside of such factory in a
manner  easily noticeable from the public thoroughfare.
6. Every occupier of a factory or shop whose employees
are engaged working overtime shall, at the end of each week in
which such overtime is worked, cause to be delivered to the
inspector for the district a record in the prescribed form of the
particulars of the overtime so worked during the week just
completed.
7. The rec, rd of outside work must be' carefully kept in
the prescribed form (Schedule 1, Form IV.), and correctly
written up to date, for inspection at all times by the inspector,
and shall be posted to or delivered at his office on the
following dates-31st March, 30th  Jure,  30th September, and
31st December- giving a  true and correct statement of the
amount of work so executed during the three months preceding
each of these dates.
8. The forms numbered respectively I. and II. shall be the
additional forms to be used for the purposes of the Act and
these Regulations.
FORM I.
"Tun FACTORIES AND  Snore  ACT OF 1896."
Notice to register.
(Under sections 14 and 15 of the Act.)
To the Inspector, Office of Chief Inspector of Factories and Shops.
(In the case of the Metropolitan District; or to the "Inspector of
Factories and Shops for the District of ," at his
gazetted address ,  in the  case of  country districts.)
I [or We] hereby give you notice that I am [or we
are] the occupier  [or  occupiers] of a factory within the meaning of
sections 14 and 15 of  " The Factories and Shops Act  of 1896,"
particulars of which are furnished herewith, and request that a
Certificate of Registration be issued to me  [or  us].
The premises from which materials are issued are situated
in , and are built of , roof of , and are
of the dimensions stated below.
040
0
p3
Maximum
Number of
Persons
who may be
Height. Length. Breadth.
employed
in Room in
connection
with Feet .  Inches .  Feet .  Inches .  Feet .  Inches
Outside
workers.
o
A
0 c
Number of
Ventilators.
Inlet .  Outlet.
Nature of work to be carried on ,  or articles to be manufactured:
The mechanical power is a engine of
horse-power.
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Name of occupier or firm in full  for registration is : Home  Secretary ' s Office,
The number of outside workers employed  is as under :- Brisbane , 20th August, 1897.
HE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich is
Adults.
Males.  Females
Persons
and over
Males.
under 18
16 years .
Females
Children under 16  Tpublished in pursuance of the Regulations for the  management
years. of that institution.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
Males.  Females. . .
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDED  14TH DAY OF AUGUST, 1897.
Outside Number of Inmates  remaining  in Asylum at date
workers .,. of previous Report  ... ... ... ...  898
Number since admitted  ... ... ... ...  6
Office Number returned  from leave  ... ... ...  2
Delivery ... 906
Number discharged  ... ... ... ...  1
Total under 18  Number died  .. ... ... ...  3
Total  Adults : Total under 18and over 16 Number  absent on leave 8... ... ...
years years:
-- 12
Total of all employees :
I [or  We]  declare the above particulars to be Number remaining at date hereof  . ...  894
substantially true and correct in every respect. Admissions during the week :
Otto Claus Bornson, 58, bookkeeper, from Mackay; last two yearsO i Fi[ ccup er or rm.] ill and inmate of Mackay Hospital.,[Date.] James Mathewson engineer ' s assistant; last two years working61, ,Received : for the Graziers' Butchering Company and inmate of the Brisbane,Registered,': Hospital.No. of Certificate : Henry Walters 53 labourer from Brisbane ; last two years, , ,
Remarks : living in Brisbane, and inmate of the Brisbane Hospital.
FORM  IT.
Notice by Inspector to Occupier  of Factory or Shop of  breach of
provisions of Act.
SiR,-As Inspector under the Factories and Shops Act, I hereby
give you notice that by , a breach of the provisions of the
said Act is taking place at the factory occupied by you at
within this district, which breach renders you liable to penalties under
the said Act for any continuation of the said breach after the delivery
of this notice.
I have, &c.,
Inspector of Factories and Shops.
Julia Murphy, 80, housewife, from Brisbane ; last two years
in Brisbane ,  and inmate  of the Brisbane Hospital.
Be-admissions :
John McRae, 65.
Frederick Harding, 66.
Discharged during  the  week:
J. E. Dunne, 76; admitted 26th March, 1897.
Deaths during  the week :
Terence McKewan, 68; admitted 12th May, 1896.
Norah Fitzgerald, 80; admitted 30th April, 1897.
James Perkins, 58; admitted 20th July, 1897.
P. SMITH, Medical Superintendent.
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.NOTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinaftermentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, oil or
before the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Thomas McGuire, late of
Brisbane ,  licensed vic-
tualler
Margaret Johnson ,  late of
Drake street, Hill End,
South Brisbane, widow
John Hetherwick ,  late of
West Bridge street, Too-
woomba ,  labourer
Date of
Death.
1898.
29 Nov.
1896.
6 July
1897.
1d March
1897.
Peter Gallagher ,  late of 3 March
Maryborough, senior
sergeant  of police
Henry Harris ,  late of Cook-
town,  late inspector of
maintenance ,  Queensland
Railway Department
1897.
Name of Claimant. Description and Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed  to  be
transmitted.
Bridget McGuire ,  of the  * (See below)  ...  Fee-simple  ...
same place ,  widow of
deceased
Michael Hartford ,  of Hill Subdivisions 51 and 52 of western suburban Fee-simple
End, South Brisbane, allotment 49,  county of Stanley, parish of
drayman South Brisbane
Agnes  Hetherwick ,  of Too-
woomba aforesaid, widow
of deceased
Margaret Gallagher, of the
same place ,  widow of
deceased
Subdivision 71 of portion 13, county  of Fee-simple
Aubigny,  parish of  Drayton,  at Toowoomba,
Drayton Swamp
Subdivision  9 of section 2 of resubdivision 2 Fee -simple
of subdivision 17 of portion 2, county of
March, parish of Urangan  ;  subdivisions 1
and 2 of section  6 of portion 25, county of
Cook ,  parish of Burrum  ;  allotment 9 of
section  101 ,  town of  Maryborough ; and
allotments 1 and 2 of section 7, town of
Howard
Particulars of Will or
otherwise.
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
1897.
Will dated  8 Septem -  28 Sept.
ber, 1896
1897.
Will dated 8 Septem -  28 Sept.
ber, 1894
1897.
Will dated 15 February ,  28 Sept.
1897
1897.
Will dated 19 February, 28 Sept.
1897
1897.
18 Jan. Catherine Harris ,  of the Subdivision 10 of section 11 of subdivision  1 Fee -simple  ...  Will dated 17 April, 28 Sept.
Coen, near Cooktown ,  of portion 4, county of Cook, parish of
widow of deceased Barolin
1890
* Allotme n ts 16 to 20 of section 20 and allotment 7 of section 15, parish of South Brisbane, city of Brisbane  ;  allotments 5, 6, 9, and 10 of section 17, town of
Coolangatta ; subdivisions  222 to 229,  214 to 265,  and 277 of portion 56, county of Ward ,  parish of Gilston  ;  subdivisions 27 and 28 of allotment 8 of portion 3,
county of Stanley, parish of Toombul  ;  allotment 8 of section 22, town of  Lytton  ;  subdivisions 47 to 65 and 9 to 12 of portion of land formerly granted to National
Association of Queensland ,  county of Stanley, parish  of North  Brisbane  ;  subdivisions 6 and 7 of allotments 9, 10, and 11 of section 40, allotment 10 of section 7,
and allotments 6, 7, and 8 of section 24,  parish of  North  Brisbane ,  city of Brisbane.
Registrar of Titles ' Office,  Brisbane , 21st August, 1897. J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
MAKE NOTICE, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the provisions of the Real Property Acts of
1 1861 and 1877. Any person desiring to oppose will require to lodge, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of the said Acts,
on or before  the day named.
Description and Situation of Land.
Allotments 3 and 4 of section 89, town of Maryborough ...
Subdivisions 19 and 20 of suburban allotment 24, county of Stanley,
parish of South Brisbane, at Kangaroo Point ... ... ...
Subdivision I of allotment 8 of section 2, parish of North Brisbane,
city  of Brisbane
Name of Applicant.
Edward Gilbert Booker, of Maryborough ...
Donald G eorge Sinclair , of Brisbane, electric
telegraph operator
James Cowlishaw,  of Brisbane ... ...
Date within which  a Caveat
may be  Lodged.
28th November, 1897.
28th October, 1897.
28th September, 1897.
Registrar of Titles' Office, Brisbane, 21st August, 1897. J, O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
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Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1897.N OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or after the 7thSeptember, 1897, in conformity with the 117th section of the
"Real  Property Act of  1861," to issue, in the name of Margaret
Thompson, a provisional Deed of Grant for portion 42, county of
Stanley, parish of Tingalpa, in place of Deed of Grant No. 3667,
volume 2, folio 26, which has been lost.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar  of Titles.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
A
N  Office for the transaction of all business connected with the
above is now open in a portion of the Ports and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted by the Assistant Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns in the Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers in charge, stating the class of men required, the work to be
done, and the wages offered ; and applicants seeking work should
personally register their names and addresses.
Information respecting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district is always obtainable at the Head Office.
J. O'N. BRENAN, Officer in Charge.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 16th August, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
JOHN NAIRN, a Minister of the Primitive Methodist Denomina-
tion, residing at Rockhampton, in the Registry District of Rock-
hampton, has been duly registered as a Minister of Religion authorised
to celebrate Marriages in the colony of Queensland, under the
provisions of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar-General.
NOTICE TO PERSONS USING ROWING BOATS IN
QUEENSLAND WATERS.
UNDER  the new Rules for preventing Collisions in Queensland
waters , "  Rowing boats ,  whether under oars or sail ,  shall have
ready at hand a lantern showing a white light ,  which shall be
temporarily exhibited in sufficient time to prevent collision."
Failure to comply with this rule renders the person so offending
liable to a penalty of fifty pounds.
T. M. ALMOND,  Portmaster.
Marine Department ,  Brisbane , 19th  August, 1897.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane,  11th August, 1897.
EXHIBITIONS TO UNIVERSITIES.
HIS Exce ll ency the Gove rn or ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to direct that a Competitive
Examination for Exhibitions to Universities be held at Brisbane,
commencing at 9.30 o 'clock a .m. on the 15th November next.
The Sydney Senior Examination will be used for the purposes of
the competition,  and the subjects will be as  follow:-
English ... ... ... ... ... ...  200 marks.
Latin (prescribed book) ... ... ... 200
Latin (unseen) ... 300
Greek (prescribed book) ... ... ... 200
G re ek  (unseen ) ... ... ... ... ... 300
Mathematics, including Algebra, Geometry,
Trigonometry, and Mechanics ... ... 900
French or German ... ... ... ... 200
History of Europe ... ... ... ... 200
Ancient History ... .. ... ... 200
Natural Science (one only of the following
subjects - viz., Inorganic Chemistry,
Physics, Botany,  Geology,  Zoology, or
Physiology) ... ... ... ... 200 „
2. The Examination will be open to all students of either sex'who
will not have attained the age of nineteen years on the 31st of
December next, or who are State School scholars under five years'
standing, and who have resided in the colony for the two years
immediately preceding the Examination, or whose parents have resided
in the colony for the three years immediately preceding the Examination.
Every candidate for an Exhibition must, when making application to
be examined, submit to the Department of Public Instruction a
certificate attesting the date of birth, and must state the alternative
subjects to be taken-namely, whether the candidate elects to be
examined in French or in German, and which of the four subjects
under the head of " Natural Science" is chosen.
3. Exhibitions tenable for a period of three years commencing in
1898, subject to good behaviour and the pleasure of Parliament, and
of the annual value of £100, will be awarded to the candidates, not
exceeding three in number, who attain the highest places at the
Examination, and whose papers are of sufficient merit.
4. The amount of each Exhibition will be payable upon the
condition that the holder thereof proceeds to some University approved
by the Governor in Council, and becomes a matriculated student
thereof ; and payment will be made only during such time as such
holder remains in attendance upon lectures in such University as a
matriculated student, and shows satisfactory diligence and good
conduct.
5. Payment will be made annually, half-yearly, or quarterly, at
the option of the holder. Before the first payment is made, a certi-
ficate from the Registrar or other responsible officer of the University
attended by the Exhibitioner must be produced, certifying that the
applicant is a matriculated student of such University ; and before
each subsequent payment  is made,  a certificate must be presented to
the effect that the applicant  remains in  attendance on lectures at that
University, and has shown satisfactory diligence and good conduct
during the period for which payment is claimed.
6. Intending candidates must forward to the Under Secretary for
Public Instruction their names, with particulars showing that they
are eligible, under the conditions above stated. That information
must reach the Education Office not later than the 30th September
proximo, accompanied by a certificate from the head of a Grammar
School, or from a magistrate, that the candidates have resided in the
colony for the two years immediately preceding the Examination, or
that their parents have resided in the colony for the three years
immediately preceding the Examination.
7. The Examination will be held in Brisbane, and will be
conducted by an officer of the Department of Public Instruction.
The Senate of the University of Sydney has consented to accept the
Examination so conducted as valid for the purposes of the ordinary
Senior Examination.
D. H. DALRYMPLB.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the following  Regula-
tions in connection with the granting of State Scholarships and
Bursaries, and to direct that Examinations for the  same  shall be held
on the 14th and 15th December next.
STATE SCHOLARSHIPS AND BURSARIES.
Subject to appropriation by Parliament of funds for the purpose,
and to the following conditions, the Governor in Council may annually
grant Scholarships to Grammar Schools, and Bursaries to Grammar
Schools and to the Queensland Agricultural College. The awards to
be based on written competitive examinations.
I.-STATE SCHOOL  SCHOLARSHIPS TO GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
The number of State School Scholarships to Grammar Schools
shall not exceed thirty-six (36), three-fourths being open to boys and
one-fourth to girls.
The Scholarships will entitle the holders to free education at a
Grammar School established under the  " Grammar Schools Act  1860 "
or other Act of the Legislature, and will be tenable during good
behaviour and the pleasure of Parliament for a period of three years.
Candidates must be nominated by the head teachers of the schools
at which they attend, and only those are to be nominated whointend to
take up the scholarship if successful. They must be children who will
not attain the age of fourteen years till after the thirty-first day of
December in the year of examination, who have not been pupils at a
Grammar School within eighteen months of the date of the examina-
tion, who have been in fairly regular attendance for the previous six
months at a school inspected by the officers of this Department, and
who have been in attendance at such school for eighteen months, or
such shorter period as may, in special  cases,  be approved by the
Minister. The nomination of each candidate for a scholarship must
be accompanied by a certificate attesting date of birth.
Candidates will be examined  in grammar , arithmetic, and
geography, according to the course of instruction prescribed in
Schedule V. of the Regulations, up to and including the fifth class.
The nominations must reach the Education Office not later than
the 30th of September in each year.
The examinations for State Scholarships will be held in the
month of December in each year, at the principal towns in the colony
and any other place approved by the Minister. They will be held
under the supervision of responsible officers of the Department or other
persons appointed for the purpose. The candidates' papers must be
anonymous, and distinguished by means of a motto and a number.
Before the examination begins each candidate must fill up a form
showing  name,  number,  motto, age, sex,  and  school  now attended,  and
then seal it up in an envelope addressed to the Under Secretary for
Public Instruction. The sealed envelopes and the papers written by
the candidates will be forwarded under seal to the Under Secretary
immediately after the examination.
Unless the attendance begins with a school quarter, payment will
not be made for that quarter; and unless the attendance  is regular
and punctual the scholarship will be withdrawn.
II.-STATE SCHOOL  BuRSAnIES  TO GRAMMAR  SCHOOLS.
The number of State School  Bursaries  to Grammar Schools shall
not exceed eight, of which six will be open to boys and two to girls.
Bursaries to Grammar Schools will entitle the holders to free
education at a Grammar School established under the  " Grammar
Schools Act  1860" or other Act of the Legislature, together with an
allowance not exceeding £30 per annum ; and will 'be tenable during
good behaviour and the pleasure of Parliament for a period of three
years.
Candidates must be nominated by the head teachers of the schools
at which they attend, and only those are to be nominated who intend
to take up the bursary if successful. They must be children who will
not attain the age of fourteen years till after the thirty-first day of
December in the year of examination, who have not been pupils at a
Grammar School within eighteen months of the date of the examina-
tion, who have been in fairly regular attendance for the previous six
months at a school inspected by the officers of this Department, and
who have been in attendance at such a school for eighteen months, or
such shorter period as may, in special  cases, be approved by the
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Minister . The nomination of each candidate  for a  bursary must be
accompanied  by a certificate  attesting  date of birth. The nominations
must reach the Education Office not later than the 30th of September
in each year.
Those candidates only who must necessarily board away from
home in order to attend  a Grammar  School will be allowed to compete.
A bursary will not be awarded to any pupil whose parents or
guardians  are in a position to pay for his education.
The parents  or guardians  of candidates for bursaries  must fill in
and forward to the Under Secretary forms of application  at least six
weeks before the date of  examination . Such forms may be obtained
at the Education Office.
Candidates will be examined  in grammar , arithmetic, and
geography, according to the course of instruction prescribed in
Schedule V. of the  Regulations , up to and including the fifth class.
The examinations for bursaries will be held in the month of
December of each year at the principal towns in the colony and at
any other place approved by the Minister. They will be held under
the supervision of responsible  officers of  the Department or other
persons appointed for the purpose. The candidates'  papers must be
anonymous, and distinguished by means of a motto and a number.
Before the  examination  begins each candidate must. fill up a form
showing  name,  number, motto , age, sex,  and  school now attended.
This form he must seal up in an envelope addressed to the Under
Secretary for Public Instruction. The sealed envelopes and the
papers written by the candidates will be forwarded under seal to the
Under Secretary immediately after  the examination.
Unless the  attendance  begins with a school quarter, payment will
not be made for that quarter;  and unless  the attendance  is regular
and punctual the bursary will be withdrawn.
III.-STATE  BURSARIES TO THE  QUEENSLAND AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE.
The number of State Bursaries to the Queensland Agricultural
College shall not exceed four, and will be open to males only who
have resided in the colony for the two years immediately preceding
the examination, or whose parents have 'resided in the colony for the
three years immediately preceding the examination.
State  Bursaries  to the Agricultural College will entitle the holders
to free board and instruction  as resident  students at any Agricultural
College endowed by the State, and will be tenable during good
behaviour and the pleasure of Parliament for a period of three years.
Candidates must be not  less  than sixteen nor more than eighteen
years of age on the thirty-first day of December in the year of
examination . The candidate must apply to the Under Secretary for
permission to be examined  on or before the first day of November in
the year of  examination , and with his application he must forward -
(a)  A certificate  attesting  the date of birth ;  (b)  a certificate from a
magistrate  that he has resided in the colony for the two years
immediately preceding  the examination , or that his parents have
resided in the colony for the three years immediately preceding the
examination  ; (c) a medical certificate  that he is of sound constitution
and in good  health.
Candidates for State  Bursaries  to the Agricultural College will be
examined  to the extent prescribed in Schedule V. of the  Regulations
up to and including the sixth  class, in reading , writing, arithmetic,
English composition, geography,  mechanics , and drawing to scale.
The examinations for these bursaries will be held in the month
of December of each year, at the principal towns in the colony and at
any other place approved by the Minister. They will be held under
the supervision of responsible officers of the Department or other
persons appointed for the purpose. The candidates' papers must be
anonymous , and distinguished by means of a motto and a number.
Before the  examination  begins each candidate must fill up a form
showing  name,  number, motto ,  and  age,  and then seal it up in an
envelope addressed to the Under Secretary for Public Instruction.
The sealed envelopes and the papers written by the candidates will be
forwarded under seal to the Under Secretary immediately after the
examination.
At entrance and during residence the holder of a bursary will
be subject to the  regulations  of the Agricultural College which he
attends; and unless his attendance  is regular  and punctual and his
diligence and conduct are satisfactory the bursary will be withdrawn.
Payment of the bursary will be made only for the period of attend-
ance as a resident  student.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
NOTICE.AT a Special Court of Petty Sessions held this day, JOHN HARKINwas appointed Bailiff of the Sma ll  Debts Court at Geraldton
for the ensuing twelve months.
Geraldton, 8th August, 1897.
P. MACARTHUR,  Registrar.
NOTICE.
G EORGE HOPE MILLER has this day been appointed Pound-keeper at Barcaldine for the ensuing twelve months.
For the Bench,
A. LEE, P.M.
Court  House, Barcaldine , 10th August, 1897.
NOTICE.
A T a Special Court of Petty Sessions held at Rockhampton, on the. 11th August instant ,  PETER CRAwLEY was reappointed Pound-
keeper at Yeppoon for the ensuing twelve months.
WALDRON BURROWES ,  Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House ,  Rockhampton ,  14th August, 1897.
[21ST AUGUST, 1897.
NOTICE.
A T a Special Court of Petty  Sessions  held this day, WILLIAM
t WATKINS was appointed Bailiff of the Small Debts Court at
Georgetown.
A. TREGEAR, Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court  House, Georgetown , 30th July, 1897.
DIVISION OF JOHNSTONE.
sTATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
DIVISION  OF JOHNSTONE, from the 1st January to 31st December,
1896; prepared  in terms of Clause 234, Part  15, of  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887."
1896.
1st January-
RECEIPTS.
To Balance to Credit of the Johnstone Divi-
s. d. £ s. d.
sional  Board, with the Queensland National
Bank, Limited, at Geraldton ... ... ... 22 7 4
„ Cash on Hand ... ... ...
31st December-
To Rates Received-
General-
... ... ... 15 8 8
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 184 2 9
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 431 17 9
Subdivision No. 3... ... ... ... 245 5 7
- 861 6 1
Special Sanitary-Subdivision No. 2
Government Endowment-
... ... 67 0 0
Subdivision N . 1 ... ... ... ... 74 1 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 137 0 2
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 98 0 1
309 1 3
Lease of Board's Wharf and Store ... ... ... 52 0 0
Ferry Dues Collected at Bamboo Ferry ... 3 19 7
Fine Enforced at Bamboo Ferry
Rent of Hall ... ... ...
...
...
...
...
... 0
... 41
5 01.9 0
Goat License ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 2 6
Sanitary Account ... ... ... ... ... 40 13 4
License Gates ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 0 0
Carrier's License .. ... .. .. ... 4 0 0
Police Court Fine for Carting without a
License ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
„ Government Loan for Bamboo Bridge ... ... 500 0 0
„ Sale of Timber ... ... ...
„ Conscience Money ... ..
...
...
...
...
... 5
... 0
0 0
5 0
„ Rent of Manure Depot ... ... ... 9 0 0
Deposit Account ... ... ... ... ... 27 10 0
Draft Account ... ... ... ... ... ...  7 2 6
Exchange Account ... ... ... ... ... 1 18 7
Suspense  Account ... ... ... ... ... 0 19 1
£1, 980 16 11
31st December- EXPENDITURE.
By Contingencies-
General  Expenses  Conference N. Local
Authorities, Post Office Box, Tele-
grams , &c. ...
Advertising ... ...
Audit Fees ... ...
Salaries ... ..
Stationery, Books, &c.
Printing ... ...
Board Acts ... ... ... ... ...
Valuation
Petty Cash-Stamps, Freight, Rope, &c.
Legal Expenses ... ... ... ...
Office Expenses ... ... ...
Forage ... ... ... ... .. ...
„ Works and Repairs and Sanitary ... ...
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ...
„ Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ...
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ...
„ Interest on Loans-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ...
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ...
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ...
12 12 0
11 2 3
6 6 0
185 8 0
18 11 10
3 13 11
4 3 6
19 16 0
12 0 0
2 2 0
7 10 0
19 16 0
53 2 5
143 7 2
72 9 9
303 1 6
645 0 2
3 11 6
192 2 10
91 1 10
268 19 4
,,  Q. N. Bank, Limited, Interest on Overdraft ... 8 14 6
„ Miscellaneous Accounts-Insurance, Hall,
Lighting, Exchange, &c. ... ... 81 13 9
„ Credit,  Q.  N. Bank, Limited, Geraldton ... ... 202 9 9
Cash  on hand, 31st Decem be r, 1896 ... ... 184 1 9
£1,980 16 11
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE OF
SPECIAL GRANTS AND OTHER ACCOUNTS  DURING THE
YEAR ENDED  31ST DECEMBER, 1896.
1896.
1st January-
Towalla Road (Grant)-
To Credit, Q. N. Bank, Limited ...
£ s. d.
44 10 3
31st December-
By Expenditure  .. .. ... .. ...  30 0 0
,,  Balance to Credit, Johnstone Divisional Board ... ... 14 10 3
1896.
1st January-
Towalla Road (Subscription)--
To Credit, Q. N. Bank, Limited
31st December-
£44 10 3
£ s. d.
13 16 6
By Balance to Credit, Johnstone Divisional Board... ... 13 16 6
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1896.
1st January-
Geraldton-Herberton Road-
1£ s. d.
To Credit, Q. N. Bank, Limited ... ... ... ... 4 0 0
„ Grant from Department of Public Works ... ... 50 0 0
31st December-
£54 0 0
By Balance to Credit, Johnstone Divisional Board ... ... 54 0 0
1896.
10th September-
Bamboo Bridge-
£ s. d.
To Loan for the Construction of a Bridge over Bamboo
Creek from the Department of Public Works... ... 500 0 0
31st December-
By Expenditure .. .. ... .. ... 369 16 9
„ Balance to  Credit, Johnstone Divisional Board ... ... 130 3 3
£500 0 0
1896.
10th March- £ s. d.
Cardwell Road-
To Grant from Department of Public Works ... ... 50 0 0
31st December- -
By Expenditure .. .. .. ... .. 13 0 0
„ Balance to Credit, Johnstone Divisional Board ... ... 37 0 0
£50 0 0
J. W. ROBERTSON,  Chairman.
A. OwEN JONES,  Divisional Clerk.
10th April, 1897.
We, the undersigned , hereby  certify that we have examined all
the Accounts  of the Johnstone Divisional Board, and that the aboveStatement agrees with same.
1740
B. MARSHALL,
W. J. CALLENDAR, } Auditors.
67s. 6d.
DIVISION OF BARCALDINE.STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
DIVISIONAL  BOARD OF BARCALDINE from the 1st January to the
30th June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January- £ s. d.
To Balance in Q. N. Bank to the credit of the Divisional
„
Board  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 270 19 7
General Rates-
Subdivision  No. 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... 44 2 1
Subdivision  No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 8 10
Government Endowment-
Subdivision  No. 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... 68 1 1
Subdivision  No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... 53 15 0
"Earth _-pans  ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Dray Licenses ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
Sanitary Fees ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 61 11 3
Reserve Fees ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7 19 0
Dog Registration ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 10 0
Waterworks Department ... ... ... 7 13 2
Balance ,  being  Overdraft in Q. N. Bank ...  ...  ... 274 11 9
30th June-
By Cost of Drain ...
„ General Expenses
Petty Cash ...
Stationery
Burr Cutting-
No. 1 ... ...
No.2 ..
EXPENDITURE.
£793 1 9
368 4 0
33 1 0
9 0 0
4 0 6
1 10 017 0 0
Salaries  and Wages ... ... ... ... ... ... 98 10 2
Printing and Advertising ... ... ... ... ... 5 19 3
Redemption of Loan ... ... ... ... ... ... 49 17 4
Sanitary Wages ... ... ... ... ... 77 6 0
Rent of Office ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 12 10 0
Waterworks Department ... ...
„ Improvements, No. 1-
Oak street ... ... ...
St re ets  ... ... ... ... ...
Improvements ,  No. 2, Blackall road
„ Cash on hand ... ... ... ...
BALANCE- SHEET, 30TH JUNE, 1897.
To Bore  ... ... ... ... ... ...
,,  Tools
„ Plant ...
„ Office Furnitu re  ... ... ... ... ... ...
„ Sanitary  Account  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Waterworks Department  ... ...
„  Cash on hand  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
By Earth -pans  ... ... ...
„ Gove rn ment Loan  ... ... ...
Capital .. ... ...
„ Balance  Overdraft Q. N. Bank ...
Contingent  Liability,  Bank Interest ...
28 1 8
6 19 2
70 16 5
14 0 0
1 6 3
£793 1 9
£ s. d.
1,393 5 0
2 10 0
74 10 4
33 15 8
15 14 9
28 1 8
1 6 3
£1,549 3 8
[21ST  AUGUST, 1897.
WATERWORKS DEPARTMENT.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE FROM THE 1ST  JANUARY
TO THE 30TH  JUNE, 1897.
1st January-
To Balance in Q. N. Bank to the credit of the Divisional
s. d.
Board ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 69 10 10
„ Rates  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 144 4 11
Stand-pipe Receipts ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 5 0
„ Licenses ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 0
£219 1 9
30th June-
By Contingencies ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 181 12 10
„ Salaries and Wages ... ... ... ... ... ... 58 10 0
General Expenses ... ... ... ... ... ... 12 8 3
„ Interest on Loan ... ... ... ... ... ... 94 7 3
Redemption, Loan ... ... ... ... ... ... 16 7 4
Repairs to Main ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 17 6
Fire Appliances ... ... .. 10 1 2
,, Toola ... ...  0 4 2
„ Balance in Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... 24 4 1
„ Cash on hand ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 2 0
BALANCE- SHEET.
30th June-
To Reticulation-
No. 1 ... ... ...
No. 2 .. ... ...
Separate ... ...
„ Material ... ... ...
Pipe-laying ...
„ Fire Appliances ...
„ Tools .. ... ...
„ Casing Bore .
„ Balance in Q. N. Bank
„ Cash on hand ... ...
By Government Loan-
No. 1 ... ... ..
No. 2 .. . ...
Capital Account ...
£ s. d.
£219 1 9
£ s. d.
1,398 10 9
539 7 4
66 12 0
6 6 9
59 12 6
12 1 2
0 19 2
117 1 10
24 4 1
1 2 0
1,424 18 10
495 16 8
305 2 1
£2,225 17 7
C. H. FYSH, Clerk. H. H. C. PEUT, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have  examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Waterworks Department
of the Divisional Board of Barcaldine, and that the above Statement
and Balance-sheet correspond therewith.
B. McKAY, Auditors.Barcaldine, 7th July, 1897. CHAS. DOWNES,
1746 61s. Gd.
DIVISION OF KOLAN.
C TATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
t` KoLAN DIVISIONAL BOARD for the Half-year ended 30th June,
1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January-
To Balance in Queensland National Bank
30th June-
To General Rates-
No. 1 ... ... ... ...
No. 2 ... ... ... ...
No. 3 .. .
Separate Rate, Gingin Township
Government Endowment for 1896-
No. 1 ... ... ... ... ...
No. 2 ... ... ... ...
No. 3 ... ... ... ...
Wheel Tax...
Licensed Gates
Court Fines
30th June-
By Contingencies
Works-
EXPENDITURE.
Main and Branch Roads-
Subdivision  No. 1 ...
Subdivision No. 2 ...
Main Roads-
Subdivision No. 3 ...
Balance in Q. N. Bank ...
£489 13 1
165 10 4
109 17 5
86 9 0
65 4 0
62 12 4
£489 13 1
BALANCE -SHEET.
1897 .  LIABILITIES. £ s. d.
30th June-
To Capital Account ... ... ... ... ... ... 81 12 9
£81 12 9
... ... 0 10 0
... ... 106 15 6 30th June-
£81 12 '9
E. K. WOLLEN, Clerk. FANSHAWE GOSTLING,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of
Kolan, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
... ... 1,167 6 5 By  Balance  in Q. N.  Bank ... ... ... ... ... 62 12 4
... ... 274 11  9 „ Office Furniture ,  reduced 5 per cent.  ... ...  19 0 5
£4 1 11 -
£1,549 3 8
C. H. FYsH, Clerk. H. H. C. PEUT, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of Bar-
caldine, and that the above Statement and Balance-sheet correspond
therewith.
Baroaldine, 7th July, 1897.
B. McKAY,
CHAS. DOWNES, } Auditors. Gingin, 28th July,  1897,
ASSETS.
SAMUEL PHILLIPS, }  Auditors.
A. B. DAVIDSON, j
1748 278,
£ s. d.
276 5 4
6 18 7
0 14 22 19 10
0 3 9
90 16 7
42 12 4
4076
-- 173 16 5
20 15 0
5 0 0
... 3 0 0
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MUNICIPALITY OF CLERMONT.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OF CLERMONT for the Half -year ended 30th
June, 1897.
1897.
30th June-
RECEIPTS.
To Rates Received ... ... ...
„
„
Licenses ... ...
Mis ce llaneous ...
Dr. Balance
30th June- EXPENDITURE.
By Dr. Balance, 31st December, 1896 ... ... ... ...
it Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Contracts ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
„ Day Labour ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Office Expenses ... ... ... ... ... ...
„
Water Supply ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bank Exchange  ... ...
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Nuisan ces  .. ... ... .... ... ... ...
General Working ... ... ... ... ...
£ a. d.
56 16 2
15 0 0
2 15 6
523 17 4
259810  0
434 18
55 0
18 10
37 3
18 9
19 19
0 2
5 0
3 13
5 13
£598 10 0
SPECIAL RATE ACCOUNT.
To Balance, 31st December ,  1896 ... ...
„  Rates Received  ... ... ... ... ... ...
By Paid Colonial  Treasurer
„ Balance  to Credit ... ...
£ s. d.
93 8 10
14 4 0
£107 12 10
... 47 12 0
30th June-
By Public Works-
Wade Street
Eton  Vale Road
South Street
St@nner  Street ..
Hume -street Well
Spring-street  Well
Burr Account ...
Bellvue Street ..
Alderley  Street ...
Ramsay Street ...
Hume St re et ..
Ruthven Street ...
Boundary Street
Listower  Road ...
Sprin g  Street ...
Day Labour
Mackenzie Street
West Street
[21ST  AUGUST, 1897.
EXPENDrruRE.
£  S. d.  ks.d.
2 5
3 18
0 5
5 5
... 0 15
... 19 0
... 4 0
... 3 3
... 8 2
... 0 12
... 29 0
... 5 1
1 16
... 13 15
... 11 8
.
West S. Road (South End)
Contingencies-
Petty Cash ...
Sundries . ...
Shire Hall Account
Audit Fees ...
Salaries  ... ... ... ...
Printing and Advertising
Balance ,  Bank New South Wales
Cash in hand ...
811
11 15
1 10
2 2
We, the undersigned hereby certify that we have examined and
audited the Accounts and; Vouchers kept by the Shire Council of Middle10 Ridge, and  that  the above Statement corresponds therewith.60 0
£107 12 10
SPECIAL LOAN ACCOUNT.
To Balance ,  31st Decem ber,  1896 ...
„  Rates Received ... ... ... ... ... ...
£ s. d
140 5 6
14 4 1
£154 9 7
By Cr. Balance  ... ... ... ... .. ... ... 154 9 7
TOWN HALL ACCOUNT. £ a. d.
To Balance , 31st December, 1897 ... ... ... ...  379 9 3
„ Rents  Received ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 104 11 6
£484 0 9
By Sundry Payments  ... ... ... ... ... ...  91 9 11
„ Credit  Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 392 10 10
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES.
ASSETS.
Rates and Arrears of Rates
Special Rate Account ...
Special Loan Account ...
Town Hall Account. ...
Buildings and Furniture ...
Boat Account ... ...
Rents now  due ... ...
Government Loan ...
Interest and Redemption...
Salaries ... ...
Bank General Account ...
Balance  ... ... ...
LIABILITIES.
£2,836 19 1
... 1,920 10 5
... 50 6 5
... 10 8 4
... 523 17 4
...  $31 16 7
£2,836 19 1
F. LEYSLEY, Town Clerk. C. APPLETON, Mayor.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have duly  examined
the Books, Accounts, and Vouchers of the Municipal Council of
Clermont, and that the foregoing Statement corresponds.
J. G. DRUERY,
)Auditors.W. H. KETTLE, 1
Presented and allowed at the General Meeting of the Council held
on 2nd August, 1897.
1745 41s. 6d.
SHIRE OF MIDDLE RIDGE.
STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE of theShire Council of MIDDL  RIDGE for the Half -year ended 30th
June, 1897.
1897.
30th June-
REVENUE.
£484 0 9
£ a. d.
... ... ... 1,161 11 6
... ... ... 60 0 10
... ... ... 154 9 7
.. ... ... 392 10 10
... ... ... 1,022 8 9
... ... ... 26 0 7
... ... ...  1917  0
a. d. £ a. d.
To Balan ce  last Half -year  ... ... ... ...  137 2 0
Government Endowment  ... ... ... ...  44 16 2
Refund , T.M.  Council  ... .. ... ...  7 11 6
Refund, Tarampa Divisional  Board ... ... ...  1 10 0
General Rates  ... ... ... ... ... ...  39 3 1
Licenses  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1 10 0
„ Sundries  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2 13 0
£234 5 9
E. C. Senar ,  Shire Clerk.
31st July, 1897.
1749
S. G. STEPHENS, l1 Auditors.
BENJAMIN BRITTAIN,
IEDWARD EGGLETON,  President.
28s.
MARYBOROUGH PERMANENT BUILDING AND
INVESTMENT SOCIETY.BALANCE-SHEET, 30th June, 1897.
LIABILrr IEs.  £ 8.  d. £ 8. d.
To Fixed Deposits ... ... ... ...
„ Reserved Interest thereon ... ...
„ Permanent Preferential Paid -up Shares
it Reserved Interest thereon ... ...
Unpaid Accounts ... ... ...
Balance  at Credit of Members ...
„ Reserve Depreciation Fund .. ...
Less Written off Losses during year
„ Profit and  Loss .. ...
ASSETS.
£7,152 6 2
By Cash ,  Union Bank  ... ... ... ... ...  439 1 2
„ Office Furniture  ... ... ... ... ...  106 8 0
„ Fines accrued to date  ... ... ... ...  3 17 3
„ Interest  .. . ... ... ... ...  29 7 11
„ Arrears on Investing Shares ... ... ... ... 37 8 1
„ Sundry Debtors  ... ... .. ... ... 11 17 5
„ Balances due on Mortgages  ... ... ... ...  6,524 11 4
..1,197 14 0
... 78 12 2
132 4 4
2 0 0
9 16 6
11 5 6
2 2 0
42 0 0
14 2 0
16 19 9
3 15 8
£234 5 9
500 0 0
5 19 3
1,370 0 0
41 2 0
28 9 11
3,942 14 7
1,119 1 10
... 144 18 7
£7,152 6 2
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT.
£ 8. d. £ s. d.
To Written -off Office Furniture  ... ...  ...  ...  5 12 0
„ Paid Dividend on Credit Balances  ... ... ...  143 15 8
„ Paid Dividend Tax ... ... ... ... ... 11 2 3
„ Paid Dividend on Shares matured during year  ...  4 18 2
„ Sundries  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  10 16 4
„ Charges-
Paid Directors  ... ... ... ... ...  51 10 0
„
„
„
Rent ... ... ... ... ... 25 17 6
Wages  ... ... ... ... ...  52 0 0
Auditors '  Fees  ... ... ... ...  21 0 0
Costs of Registration under Building
Societies Act, New Rules , &c.... 23 13 4
Secretary ... ... ... ... ... 89 1 0
Incidentals  ... ... . ... ...  41 8 2
304 10 0
„ Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 144 18 7
£625 13 0
By Balan ce  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  255 12 0
„ Sundries  ... ... ... ... ... ... ..  0 15 3
„ Fines 49 10 7
Interest  ... ...  319 15 2
£625 13 0
JOHN PURSER,  Secretary.
We  certify that we have examined the Books , Vouchers  Accounts,
and Securities of the Maryborough Permanent Building and Investment
Society, and  find the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Maryborough,  12th  July, 1897.
1747
JAS. MARSDEN,1 Auditors.ALF. HALL, f
30s. 6d.
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QUEEN'S PARK, COOKTOWN.TATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE  from 1st
11..77 January to 30th June, 1897.
1897.  RECEIPTS.
1st January- £ s. d.
To Cr.  Balance , Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... 21 17 10
30th June-
To Subsidy ... ... ... 31 0 0
„ Rent of Paddock ...  22' 0 0
„ Sale of Produce  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 1 0
Votes from Local Authorities ... ... ... ... 30 0 0
EXPENDITURE.
30th June--
By Wages ... ... ... ...
Advertising ... ... ...
„ Tools ... ...
„ Auditors' Fees ... ... ...
,, Weeding ... ... ...
Incidental Expenses ... ...
Conservatory ...
„ Cr. Balance, Q. N. Bank ...
£107 18 10
... ... ... 67 2 6
... ... ... 2 7 0
.. ... 0 17 1
... ... 1 1 0
... ... ... 2 0 0
... ... 1 7 5
... ... ... 13 17 9
... ... ... 19 6 1
£107 18 10
M. A. LYONS, Hon. Secretary.
Examined with the Account Books and Vouchers of the Queen's
Park, and found correct.
R. D. LORD, Auditors.JOHN BAIRD, }
Examined and passed  by the  Trustees of the Queen 's Park, at
Cooktown ,  the twenty -second day  of July, 1897.
J. B. MARTIN,  Chairman of Trustees.
1730 16s. 6d.
MUNICIPALITY OF COOKTOWN.THE FORTY-SECOND HALF-YEARLY STATEMENT of
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE to the  30th June, 1897.
1896.  RECEIPTS. £  8.  d. £ s. d.
31st December-
To Credit  Balance, Q.  N. Bank  ... ... ... ...  268 1 8
„ General Rates  ... ... ... ... ... ...  656 6 6
„ Wharfage Fees ... ... ... ... ... ...  667 5 3
„ Wharf  Rent  ... ... ... ... ... ... 37 7 10
„ Dray Li censes  ... ... ... ... ... ...  9 0 0
„ Dog Licenses  .. ... ... ... ...  7 4 0
„ Goat Licenses  ... ... ... ... ...  13 16 6
„ Cab Licenses  ... ... ... ... ... ...  14 0 0
„ Night-cart Licenses  ... ... ... ... ...  4 0 0
Miscellaneous Receipts  ... ... ... ... ...  7 9 10
„ Rent of River Frontages  ... ... ... ...  152 19 6
„ Rent of Baths  ... .... ... ... ... ...  4 0 0
„ Rent of Piano  ... .. ... ... ... ... 1 1 0
„ Government Endowment  ... ... ... ...  216 12 8
„ Separate Watering Rates  ... ... ... ...  1 9 2
1897.
30th June-
By Wages, &c.-
EXPENDITURE.
Charlotte Street  ... ... ...
Furneaux Street  ... ... ...
Adelaide  Street  ... ...
Watering Charlotte Street ... ...
Walker  Street  ... ... ... ...
Green Street ... ... ... ...
Hogg Street  ... ... ... ...
Hope  Street  ... ... ...
Flinders Street  ... ... ... ...
Helen Street  ... ... ... ...
Boundary Street ... .. ...
McCarey's Road ... ... ...
Palmer Road  ... ... .
Annan Road ... ... ... ...
General Works  Expenses ... ...
Nightsoil Depot Expenses ... ...
Wages, Foreman of Works ... ...
Salaries  ... ... ... ...
„ Wharves  Expenses  ... ... ...
„ Hall Expenses  ... ... ... ...
„ General Expenses... .
Printing, Advertising, and Stationery
„ Valuation  Expenses ...
„ Auditors'  Fees ... ...
„ Government Loans-
Redemption ... ...
Interest  ... ... ...
„ Law Expenses ... ...
„ Petty Cash ... ...
Queen's Park  Vote ... ...
„ Credit  Balance,  Q. N. Bank ... ...
72 2
29 11
26 17
13 8
7 6
1 0
2 15
48 4
012
5 2
0 8
0 16
22 12
17 5
32 3
2 8
£2,060 13 11
282 12 5
78 0 0
169 18 9
178 5 9
27 11 3
12 14 3
40 12 2
7 10 0
6 6 0
511 15 7
421 14 7
32 18 4
6 10 0
30 0 0
254 4 10
£2,060 13 11
RATE MADE DURING THE HALF-YEAR.
A General  Bate of 2d .  in the  £  on all  assessable property in the
Municipality ,  struck 4th March, 1897.
CONTRACTS  ENTERED INTO.
1. With H .  Box, to Construct Bridge on connection of Palmer and
Annan Roads ,  at £18.
2. With J.  H. Hargreaves ,  to effect certain Repairs to No.  2 Wharf,
at £4915s.
3. With A .  Granaghan ,  to Get and Deliver from Railway Pit 1,000
tons Gravel ,  at 1s.  7d. per ton.
4. With James Hunter, to Cart on to Charlotte Street 600 tons
(more or less )  Gravel, at 7d.  per ton.
1897.
30th June-
[21sT AUGUST, 1897.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES.
Government Loans ... ... ...
Interest on same to date ... ...
a. d.  Y.  a. d.
...  13,278 7 5
338 13 10
... 262 2 6
13,879 3 9
Balan ce of Rent Received on Leased Allot-
ments in Excess  of Rates  Due at time
of Sale  ... ... ... ... ... ...  67 4 3
Rent of Leased Allotments  ... ... ... ... 2 0 0
30th June-  ASSETS.
£13,948 8 0
Credit Balance, Q. N. Bank .. ... ... 254 4 10
Endowment on Second Moiety 1896 Rates... ... 216 12 8
Rates in Arrear ... ... ... ... 484 18 4
Wharves-Amount of Purchase ... ... 8,915 14 3
No. 2 Wharf  Extension  ... ... ... ... 2,140 9 4
Working Plant ... ... ... ... ... ... 31 7 0
Wharf office ... ... ... ... ... ...  24 14 0
Stable ... ... ... ... ... ... 2018 0
Baths  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  162 9 0
Watercart  .. ... ... ... ... ... ...  30 8 0
Cut Stone  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 15 0 0
Office Furniture ... ... ... ... ... ... 26 12 0
Piano  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  100 0 0
Expenses on Allotments in Arrear ... ... ... 3 1 0
Balan ce  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1,521 19 7
M. A. LYONS, Town Clerk.
£13,948 8 0
Examined with the Account Books and Vouchers of the Municipality,
and found correct, on twenty-second day of July, 1897.
R. D. LORD, Auditors.JOHN BAIRD j uditors.
and passed by the Municipal Cuuncil of dooktown the
twenty-second day of July, 1897.
J. B. MARTIN , Mayor.
1731 56s. 6d.
DIVISION OF INDOOROOPILLY.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITUREHalf-year ended 30th June, 1897.
1897.  RECEIPTS.
1st January-
To Balance to Credit a*he Q. N. Bank, Limited,
Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ...
30th June-
To Rates Received-
Subdivision No. 1
Subdivision No. 2
Subdivision No. 3
Government Endowment-
Subdivision  No. 1 ...
Subdivision  No. 2 ...
Subdivision No. 3 ...
EXPENDITURE.
By Subdivision No. 1-
Branch Roads  ... ... ... ...
Brookfield Road ... ... ...
Pullen Vale Road ... ... ...
Moggill Bridge  .. .. ... ...
Water Trough Account ... ...
Tool Account ... ... ... ...
Subdivision No. 2-
Branch Roads  ... ... ... ...
Main Moggill Road  ... ... ...
Figtree Pocket Road ... .. ...
Main Brookfield Road... ... ...
M oggi ll Bridge ... ... ... ...
Water Trough Account ... ...
Tool Account ... ... ... ...
Subdivision No. 3-
Branch Roads .. ...
Main Moggill  Road ...
Moggill Ferry Road ...
Pullen Vale Road ...
Moggi ll  Bridge ... ..
Water Trough Account
Tool Account .. ...
Contingencies-
Audit Fees  ... ... ...
General Expenses ...
Printing and Advertising ...
Petty Cash  ... ... ...
Stamps  ... ...
Stationr ... ... ...
Moggill Ferry  ... .. ...
Salaries  ... ... ... ...
Law Expenses ...
Election Expenses
Balan ce at Q. N. Bank, Brisbane
41 5 1
4 1 9
7 4 6
1 16 7
1 2 6
110 6
6 0 0
44 11 3
11 1 8
27 5 31 16 8
2 5 0
3 3 5
3 9 0
9 17 0
25 0 8
100
1 16 8
1 2 6
1 8 7
2 2 0
10 7 6
1119 9
3 0 0
3 0 0
2 16 0
7 5 2
57  Oil
96 3 3
43 14 5
40 10 5
... 50 0 0
... 4 5 6
... 1 1 0
... 114 4 4
19
T. I. JONES, Clerk. T. J. MOORE, Ch£ai man.10
We, the undersigned hereby certify that we  have examined all
Books of Account and ;Vouchers kept by the Divisional  Board of
Indooroopilly, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
1795
Redemption on same to date ...
ANDREW BOGLE, Auditors.JAMES SHAW,
34s.
it.
for the
£ 8. d.
214 2 9
d.
... 12 6 6
... 27 15 3
... 32 18 2
72 19 11
34 16 3
... 41 17 7
... 43 3 4 119.17 2
2"  19 10
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DIVISION OF BRASSALL.ABSTRACT STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDI-
TURE of the DIVISIONAL BOARD Or BRASSALL from the 1st
January to the 30th June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January-  £ s. d.  £ s. d.
To Balance  in Q. N. Bank, Ipswich ... ... ... 181 16 2
30th June-
To Government Endowment-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 76 7 2
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 73 11 11
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 51 13 1
201
„ General Rates Received-
Subdivision  No.  1 ... ... ... ... 48 9 0
Subdivision  No. 2 ... ... ... ...  63 6 4
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 28 3 4
£523
THE BRISBANE TRAMWAYS COMPANY, LIMITED.NN OTICE is hereby given, that application has been made to theMinister for Railways for an Order in Council to Construct
Tramways within the limits of the Municipality of Brisbane and the
Division of Booroodabin, respectively, by the above Company, under
the provisions of  " The Tramways A(is,  18S2-1890," and that certified
copies of the Plans, Sections, Specifications, Book of Reference, and
Estimate of the Cost of such Tramways, and also certified copies of the
Memorandum and Articles of Association of the said Company,
with the Statement of Share Capital of the Company, have been
deposited with the said Minister for Railways, and in the Offices of
the Town Clerk for the Municipality of Brisbane and the Office of
the Booroodabin Divisional Board, and are at all times open to
inspection to every ratepayer interested therein.
THOMAS IRVING, Secretary.
2
139 18 8 Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.
- 1674 8s.
30th June -  EXPENDITURE.
By Conti ngencies  ... ... ... ... ... ...
„ Works and Repairs-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 32 1 11
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 19 15 6
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 40 8 7
,,  Balance  in Q. N. Bank, Ipswich
12
7 0
142 4 3
92 6 0
288 16 9
£523 7 0
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
30th June- LIABILITIES. £ 3. d.
To Contingencies ... ... ... ... ... ... 44 17 8
„ Contracts not Completed ... ... ... ... ... 87 10 0
„ Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 370 6 4
30th June- ASSETS.
£502 14 0
By Rates in Arrears ... ... ... ... ... ... 178 18 6
„ Office Furniture 23 18 9
„ Half-cost of One Contract (Walloon Divisional Board) 11 0 0
„ Balance  in Q. N.  Bank  ... ... ... ... ...  288 16 9
£502 14 0
E. N. FREEMAN, Clerk. JOHN BORTHWICK,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we  have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Divisional  Board of
Brassall , and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
P. W. CAMERON, Auditors.North Ipswich, 9th July, 1897. W. C. H. KILNE It, }
1735 25s.
DIVISION OF ROSEWOOD.
r:TATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
1i ROSEWOOD DIVISIONAL BOARD from 1st January to 30th June.
1897.
RECEIPTS.
To Balance in Bank, 1st January ...
„ Cash in hand, 1st January ... ...
„ Government Endowment ... ...
„ Miscellaneous  Receipts ... ...
„ Contractors' Deposits... ... ...
„ General Rates ... ... ... ...
By Works  and Repairs ...
Petty Cash ...
„ General  Expenses
EXPENDITURE.
„ Election Expenses ... ...
it Office Rent .. ... .
Printing and Advertising ...
„  Salaries  ... ... ... ...
„ Contractors' Deposits ... ...
„ Chairman's Allowance
„ Balan ce in  Bank, 30th June'...
Less Outstanding Cheques
„ Cash in hand, 30th June ...
£492 17
3 10 0
£ a. d.
422 5 4
22 6 0
141 12 0
0 0 10j
5 8 0
56 7 0j
£64 7 19 3
10 0
6 0 0
12 5 11
3 3 0
3 18 0
6 19 6
41 6 8
2 6 0
7 10 0
489 7 8
0 12 6
£647 19 3
JOHN O'SHEA, Clerk. JOHN LANE,  Chairman.
Examined and found correct.
1744
ALFRED GOWER, Auditors.BERNARD SLOANE, 1
16s. 6d.
TIIE BRISBANE TRAMWAYS COMPANY, LIMITED.NOTICE+' is hereby given, that application has been made to the
Minister for Railways for an Order in Council to Construct
Tramways within the limits of the Municipality of South Brisbane
and the Shire of Coorparoo, respectively, by the above Company,
under the provisions of  The Tramways Acts,  1882-1890," and that
certified copies of the Plans, Sections, Specifications, Book of Reference,
and Estimate of the Cost of such Tramways, and also certified copies
of the Memorandum and Articles of Association of the said Company,
with the Statement of Share Capital of the Company, have been
deposited with the said Minister for Railways, and in the Offices of the
Town Clerk for the Municipality of South Brisbane and the Office of
the Coorparoo Shire Council, and are at all times open to inspection
to every ratepayer interested therein.
THOMAS IRVING, Secretary.
Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.1675  8s.
THE GOLDEN CROWN AND NEW ZEALAND GOLD-
MINING COMPANY, LIMITED.
PASSED THE THIRTIETH DAY OF MARCH, 1897.
CONFIRMED THE TWENTY-THIRD DAY OF APRIL, 1897.
A
T a Special Meeting of The Golden Crown and New Zealand
Gold-Mining Company, Limited, duly convened and held at the
Registered Office of the Company, Mary street, Gympie, on the
thirtieth day of March, 1897, the subjoined Special Resolution was
duly passed, and at a subsequent Special Meeting, duly convened and
held at the same place on the twenty-third day of April, 1897, the
subjoined Resolution was duly confirmed:-
Resolution.
That the Company be wound-up voluntarily, and that Sidney
Shepherd, of Gympie, be and he is hereby appointed
Liquidator for the purpose of such winding-up.
Dated at Gympie this thirty-first day of July, 1897.
GEORGE A. POTTER, Chairman.
CASTON AND DAVIDSON, Secretaries.
Received in the Office of the Local Registrar, at Gympie, this
thirty-first day of July, 1897.
No. 444, Book 3.
JAMES BRACEWELL,  Local Registrar.
1769  116. 6d.
GREAT EASTERN  AND ORIENT EXTENDED GOLD- MINING
COMPANY, LIMITED, IN VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION.
EDWIN MAXEY,  the Liquidator of the abovenamed Company,
I9 hereby give notice that a General Meeting of the abovenamed
Company will be held at Eleven o'clock a.m. on MONDAY, 20th
September, 1897 ,  in pursuance of section 132 of  "The Companies
Act  1863," when I shall lay before the meeting my Account showing
my acts and dealings and the manner in which the winding-up has
been conducted.
Dated at Gympie this seventeenth day of August, 1897.
EDWIN MAXEY.
1756 5s. 6d.
NOTICE.
SAMUEL ALLEN A D SONS, LIMITED, trading as "TheNorth Queensland Cycle Agency," give notice that they have
disposed of the business conducted by them at Townsville and
Charters Towers, under the above style.
The business at Townsville is being conducted as from 24th July
by James Adam on his own account, and the Charters Towers  business
by Wilkie & Francis as from the 9th instant.
Dated at Townsville this tenth day of August, 1897.
1761 4s.
NOTICE.
IT is my intention to apply to the Pioneer Divisional Board for
permission to Erect Licensed Gates on the road running through
Selection 1302, parish of Abingdon, on the northern boundary.
D. MARKEY.
1780 2s. 6d.
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1897.
GOLDSTEIN v. NEWMAN.
To all Persons Concerned.
T
AKE NOTICE, that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has been issued upon
a Judgment obtained by the Defendant in the above action, and
that all Plaintiff's right, title, and interest (if any) of, in, and to the
book debts, goods, chattels, property, and effects mentioned in a Bill of
Sale made by the Plaintiff in favour of the Defendant, and bearing date
the fourth day of September, 1896, and registered in the office of the
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland, at Brisbane, on the
tenth day of September, 1896, and numbered 1027 of 1896, will be
sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by Public Auction, at the Exchange
Hotel, Gympie, on SATURDAY, the Twenty-fifth day of September
next, at Twelve o'clock Noon, unless this Execution is previously
satisfied.
WM. TOWNLEY, Sheriff.
(By JOHN GALLWEY, Under Sheriff.)
O'SHA AND O'SHEA,
1794 Solicitors for the Defendant. 12s0
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In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
REGUL,E GENERALES.
As OF FRIDAY, THE TWENTY- SEVENTH  DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1896.
I T is ordered by the Honourable Sir Samuel Walker Griffith,Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George, Chief Justice of Queensland, and
the Honourable Pope Alexander Cooper, the Honourable Charles
Edward Chubb, the Honourable Patrick Real, and the
Honourable Virgil Power, Esquires, Justices of the Supreme
Court of Her Majesty's said Colony, in pursuance and execu-
tion of the power and authorities enabling them in this behalf,
as follows:- Interpretation.
1. In these Rules,  unless  the context otherwise indicates-Board" means the Barristers' Board constituted under
these Rules ;
" Court " means the Supreme Court of Queensland ;
Form "  means  form in the Schedule hereto ;
"Judge " means a Judge of the Supreme Court. ;
The term "Judges " means three or more Judges of the
Supreme Court of Queensland, of whom the Chief
Justice is one ;
" Registrar " means the Registrar of the Supreme Court
at Brisbane, and includes a Deputy-Registrar ;
"Prescribed" means  prescribed by these Rules ;
" Secretary "  means  the secretary of the Board for the
time being.
Existing Rules annulled  save as to  proceedings already
commenced.
2. All existing Rules relating to the admission of barristers
to practise in the Court, except the Rule as of Tuesday the first
day of August, 1893, are hereby annulled, save as to any steps
or proceedings taken or to be taken by any person heretofore
admitted as a student-at-law, but as to any such person shall
continue in force as if they had not been annulled.
THE BOARD.
Barristers' Board.
3. There shall be a Board constituted as herein provided,
and called the " Barristers' Board."
Constitution of Board.
4. The members of the Board shall be the Attorney-
General, the Solicitor-General (if any), Her Majesty's Counsel
learned in the law resident and practising in Queensland, and
five practising barristers of the Supreme Court of at least five
years' standing, three of whom shall be annually elected by the
practising barristers of the Court, and the remainder of whom
shall be annually nominated by the Judges in the month of
December. The Board as so constituted shall hold office from
the first day of January to the thirty-first day of December in
the year following.
Mode of voting for members of Board.
5. Each practising barrister of the Court desirous to vote
shall, on or before the thirtieth day of November in each year,
signify in writing signed by him, and addressed to the Board,
the names of the practising barristers whom he proposes to act
for the ensuing year as members of the Board ; and the
barristers, being duly qualified, for whom the highest number
of votes is given shall be elected. In case of an equality of votes
the existing Board shall determine the matter by lot.
Vacancies, how filled up.
6. A member of the Board may resign his office. In the
event of such resignation or of the death or permanent absence
from Queensland or the disbarring  or suspension  of any member,
the office of such member shall be vacated, and the vacancy
shall be filled by the nomination by the Judges of another
barrister of like standing, who shall hold office for the
remainder of the year of office.
Chairman.
7. The Attorney-General shall be the chairman of the
Board. If he is absent from any meeting after a quorum has
been formed, the senior barrister then present shall be the
chairman of that meeting, and shall  sign  all documents
requiring signature in connection with the business of the
meeting.
Quorum and voting.
8. Three members shall form a quorum. All questions
arising at  any meeting shall be decided by the votes of the
members present (including the chairman), and in case of
equality of votes the chairman shall have a casting vote.
Meetings.
9. The Board shall  meet  as occasion requires, and may
make  regulations for the conduct of its  business.
Secretary.
10. The Board may appoint a secretary, fix his remuneration,
and determine his duties. Until another secretary is appointed
the Librarian of the Supreme Court Library shall be the
secretary  of the Board.
MEETINGS.
Convening  meetings.
11. Meetings of the Board shall be convened by the secre-
tary, who shall post or deliver to each member, so as to reach
his chambers twenty-four hours before the time appointed for
holding the meeting, a written notice stating the time and place
of meeting. '1 he omission to post or deliver any such notice
in sufficient time or at all or the non-receipt thereof shall not
affect or prejudice anything done or agreed to at any meeting.
Special meetings.
12. The secretary shall, when instructed in writing by the
chairman or any two members so to do, convene a special
meeting of the Board.
If no  quorum , may be adjourned.
13. If a quorum of members is  not  present within fifteen
minutes of the time for which the meeting is convened, it may
be,adjourned to such time and place as the  members present
may determine.
Resolutions  not to  be rescinded until after  notice.
14. No resolution arrived at, or act, matter, or thing done or
authorised by or at any meeting, shall be rescinded or amended
at any subsequent  meeting unless  notice of such intended
rescission  or amendment is given in the notices convening the
meeting at  which such rescission or amendment is proposed.
Minutes.
15. Minutes of every meeting shall be kept by the secre-
tary and signed by the chairman of the next subsequent meeting.
BARRISTERS-AT-LAW.
Persons entitled to be admitted.
16. Every person applying to be admitted as a barrister of
the Court must be of good fame and have attained the full age
of twenty-one years, and must be either-
(1) A person who has been admitted as a student-at-law
under the Rules hereby annulled, and has passed
the examinations required by and otherwise complied
with those Rules ; or
(2) A person who has been a student-at-law under these
(3)
Rules for at least one year after passing the inter-
mediate examination, and has passed the final exami-
nation, hereby prescribed; or
A person who has complied with the conditions
prescribed by section Hof the  " Supreme Court Act
of  1867 "; or
(4) A person who has been duly admitted as a barrister
,or advocate in the United Kingdom or in New South
Wales.
Condition precedent  to'admission  of barristers.-Form 1.
17. No person shall be entitled to be admitted to practise
as a barrister  of the Court until he has received the certificate
of the Board in Form 1.
STUDENTS-AT-LAW.
Conditions of admission-Forms 2, 3, and 4.
18. A person who desires to become a student- at-law must
be a natural born or naturalised British subject,  and must
deliver to the secretary a written notice in Form 2, together
with certificates in the Forms 3 and 4, and pay the prescribed fee.
If he has not obtained the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Master
of Arts in some university in the British Dominions, he must
pass  a preliminary examination as hereinafter prescribed.
When studentship  commences-Forms 5 and 6.
19. Upon production to the Board of a certificate of having
passed the preliminary examination, or satisfactory evidence of
having obtained such degree, and upon signing in the student's
roll-book  a declaration  in Form 5, he shall be admitted as a
student-at-law, and the Board shall grant to him a certificate
in Form 6, and from the date of such certificate such person
shall be deemed to be a student- at-law.
Subjects of preliminary  examination.
20. The preliminary  examination  shall be in the following
subjects :-
(1) Latin;
(2) Greek, German, or French ;
(3) Geometry and Mechanics (Statics);
(4) Algebra, to the Binomial Theorem, and Plane Tri-
gonometry ;
(5) Inorganic Chemistry or Geology ;
(6) English Literature, including Composition;
(7) Logic (elementary).
Period of absence from Queensland  not to count unless
allowed by Board.
21. A student-at-law shall  not cease  during any part of
his term of studentship to reside in Queensland without special
leave first obtained from the Board, and the time of any
absence from Queensland, except during the  summer and winter
vacations, shall not be included in the period of his term of
studentship, unless the Board thinks proper to  all ow the same ,
or some part  thereof.
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Attendance at Full Court.
22. Every student-at-law shall attend every sitting of the
Full Court held. between the date of the Board 's certificate that
he has passed the intermediate examination and the passing of
the final examination herein mentioned ,  but the Board may
exempt any student-at-law wholly or partly from such attend-
ance.
Attendance to be reported to the Registrar.
23. Every student-at -law shall at each such sitting of the
Full Court report himself to the Registrar in Court ,  who shall
record such fact in his book, and also ,  so far as may be prac-
ticable ,  the hours during which such student so attended. The
book shall be produced to the Board from time to time, when
required by them.
INTERMEDIATE EXAMINATION.
Conditions precedent to examination.
21. A student -at-law may present himself for examination
at an intermediate examination at any time after his admission .
Subjects of examination.
25. The intermediate examination shall be in the following
subjects
International Law-public and private ;
Constitutional Law and Legal History, including the
Queensland Statutes relating to the Constitution;
Roman Law ;
Jurisprudence.
Exemption.
26. The Board  may  accept a degree in law granted by any
university within the British dominions as an equivalent for the
examination in any of the subjects prescribed for the interme-
diate examination ,  if they are satisfied that the student before
he obtained his degree passed a sufficient examination in such
subject or subjects.
FINAL  EXAMINATION.
Conditions precedent to examination.
27. A student -at-law must have passed the intermediate
examination at least twelve months before he presents himself
for examination at a final examination.
Subjects of examination.
28. The final examination shall be in the following sub-
jects: -(1) Equity ;
(2) Criminal Law ;
(3) Real Property and Conveyancing ;
(4) Personal Property and Contracts ;
(5) Torts ;
(6) Admiralty ,  Ecclesiastical ,  and Matrimonial Law ;
(7) Insolvency Law and Practice ;
(8) Pleading ,  Practice ,  and Evidence  in-(a) The Supreme Court,
(b) The District Court and all inferior 2 papers ;
Courts.
NOTICES FOR, TIMES OF, AND GENERAL REGULATIONS AS TO
EXAMINATIONS.
Notices by candidates-Forms 6, 7, 8,  9, 10,  and  11.
29. Every candidate intending to present himself for any
examination shall give at least one month 's notice in writing to
the Secretary of his desire to be examined ,  and shall, at the
same time ,  pay the prescribed fee for such examination, and
also state the place at which he desires to be examined, and if
such place is not Brisbane sha ll  specify his reasons for desiring
to be examined elsewhere.
If the notice is for an intermediate examination ,  the candi-
date shall at the same time also send a certificate in Form 6,
and also any certificate under which he claims exemption from
examination  in  any subjects of such examination.
If the notice is for a  final examination ,  the candidate shall
at the same time also send the certificate in Form 6, certificates
in Form 7 or 8 as to his intermediate examination ,  and certifi-
cates in Forms 9 ,  10, and 11,  signed by the  `persons therein
named.
If the Board are of opinion that any certificate prescribed
to be furnished before examination is unsatisfactory ,  they may
decide accordingly ,  and thereupon the candidate shall be inell-
glble for the examination in respect of which the same was
furnished.
Examinations held quarterly.
30. Examinations shall be held in the Supreme Court
House, Brisbane ,  and may be held in any other place at which
there is an office of the Supreme Court, if the Board is satisfied
that proper arrangements can be made for the supervision of
the examination .  They shall be held on the first Monday in
March, May, August ,  and November in each year, and
sha ll  be continued from ` day to day ,  omitting Court holidays.
If either Monday is a Court holiday, the examination shall
commence on the  first succeeding day which is not a Court
holiday.
By printed or written papers.
31. The examination shall  be conducted by written or
printed papers, and at every place the same papers shall be
set on the same day and at the same hour.
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Books.
32. The Board shall from time to time publish a list of
books in which students shall be examined at the preliminary
and intermediate examinations  ;  but no list shall be altered
except after twelve months' notice of such alteration.
The following are the books in which candidates shall be examined,
until others have been selected by the Board
At  the preliminary ex mination-
Latin :
Cicero - De Amicitia.
Horace - Satires ,  Book I.
Greek  :  Demosthenes - De Corona  ;  and Sophocles - Electra.
French :
La Fontaine - Select Fables  (Macmillan).Guizot-Alfred the Gr at  (Hachette).
German  :  Goethe-Gotz von Berlichingen  ;  and Uhland - Ballads
and Romances.
Geometry  :  Euclid - Books I. to IV .  and Propositions 1 to 19,
and A of Book VI .,  and easy problems.
Trigonomet ry :  Todhunter - Elementary Plane Trigonometry.
Mechanics  :  Todhunter - Mechanics  (Statics only).
Algebra  :  Todhunter  (to Binomial Theorem).
Inorganic Chemistry : Roscoe.
Geology : Geikie - Classbook of Geology.
English Literature  :  Sto_pford Brooke-Primer of English Litera-
ture ; Macaulay 's Essays  ;  Warren Hastings and Addison ;
and Milton-Lycidas.
Logic :  Jevons-Logic.
At the intermediate examination-
International Law : Public  (Hall) ; private  (Westlake).
Constitutional Law and Legal History :
Taswell -Langmead - English Constitutional History.
Thomas-Leading Cases.
Dicey - Constitution.
Roman Law :
Sandars-Institutes of Justinian.
Hunter - Introduction to Roman Law.
Hadley - Introduction to Roman Law.
Jurisprudence
Holland - Elements of Jurisprudence.
Markby - Elements of Law.
Hearn - Legal Duties and Rights.
Notification to candidates.
33. The secretary shall notify to candidates who have
given notice of a desire to be examined elsewhere than in
Brisbane the place  fixed for the examination.
Time . for each paper.
34. Three _hours shall be allowed for each paper.
Honours - 1st class.
35. Any candidate as to whom the examiners report that
in their opinion he is entitled to first class honours in any final
examination embracing all the subjects mentioned in Rule 28
sha ll , if the Board concur in such opinion ,  be entitled to
exemption from the payment of any fee payable on admission
as a barrister.
Honours - 2nd class.
36. Any candidate as to whom the examiners report that
in their opinion he is entitled to second class honours in any
final examination embracing all the subjects mentioned in
Rule 28 shall, if the Board concur in such opinion ,  be entitled
to exemption from the payment of half the fee payable on
admission as a barrister.
Candidate passing examination entitled to certificate-
Forms 7 and 8.
37. When the Board are satisfied that any candidate-
(1) has passed a satisfactory examination ; or
(2) is entitled to exemption from examination in certain
subjects, and has passed a satisfactory examination
in the other  (if any )  subjects prescribed for any
examination-
they shall deliver to the candidate a certi ficate in Form 7 or 8,
as the case may be.
ExAMINERs.
Board may appoint examiners.
38. The Board may appoint such practising barristers of
the Supreme Court of not less than five years' standing ,  not being
members of the Board ,  as they think fit, to conduct the pre.
liminary, intermediate ,  and final examinations ,  and such other
persons as they think fit to conduct the preliminary examina.
tion.
Duration of office of examiners.
39. The examiners so appointed shall hold office for three
years from the first day of January succeeding their appoint-
ment ,  unless sooner removed from office.
Vacancies ,  how filled up.
40. Any vacancy created by resignation or by death or
permanent absence from Queensland ,  or the removal from office
of any examiner so appointed ,  shall be filled by the appoint-
ment of another examiner or examiners for the  remainder of
the time for which such examiner so resigning ,  dying, being
permanently absent, or being removed, was appointed.
Remuneration of examiners.
41. The examiners shall  be remunerated in such manner as
the Board may determine, and the Board may apply for that
purpose any part of the fees paid by candidates.
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When an examiner is not to adjudicate.
42. No examiner shall examine any candidate who is a
relative of the examiner, or who has been a pupil or a clerk of
the examiner.
Examiner to report to Board-Form  12.
43. Every examiner after adjudicating upon the questions
answered by a candidate shall made and sign in the Form 12 a
report to the Board, and transmit it forthwith to the secretary.
Supervision of examinations.
44. The examiners may, with the consent of the Board,
appoint one of themselves or any other person to supervise any
examination, but unless such consent is given every examiner
who sets a paper shall be present during the whole of the
examination upon such paper.
ADMISSION.
Conditions to be performed before  admission -Forms  13  and 14.
45. (1) Every person seeking admission  as a barrister
shall-
(a) At least ten clear days before the sitting of the Court
(b)
at which he intends to seek admission cause a notice
in Form 13 to be stuck up in the office of the
Registrar, and on the frames provided for that
purpose in the hall and library of the Supreme
Court at Brisbane ; and
Cause notice in Form 13 to be advertised three several
times in two newspapers published in Brisbane during
such period.
(•l) If he has not been previously admitted elsewhere he
shall at least five days before seeking admission-
(a) File with the Registrar an affidavit of compliance
with these Rules ; and
(b) Deliver a copy of such affidavit to the secretary.
(3) If he is a barrister previously admitted elsewhere,
he shall at  least  five days before seeking admission-
(a) Submit his certificate of admission to the Board ;
(b) File with the Registrar an affidavit in and contain-
ing the several allegations specified in form 14 ;
and
(c) Deliver a copy of such affidavit to the secretary.
Copies of documents with secretary.
46. Every applicant under these  Rules  shall deliver to the
secretary copies of all documents prescribed to be filed with
the Registrar.
Certificate by Board-Form 1.
47. (1.) Two days at least before the time notified for the
making of any such application for admission the Board, if
satisfied of the fitness of such person to be admitted to practise,
shall deliver to him a certificate in Form 1.
(2.) If such person is entitled to honours in respect of the
final examination, the Board shall endorse the certificate
accordingly, specifying whether first or second class.
Barrister  may be  admitted  at any  Full Court.
48. A person may be admitted to practise  as a barrister-
at-law  at any sittings of the Full Court.
Must attend  unless excused.
49. Unless in any particular case the Court dispenses with
such attendance, every person  seeking admission  as a barrister
shall personally attend in Court. The certificate in Form 1
must be produced in Court.
And take oath of allegiance, and sign roll.-Is entitled to
certificate of admission-Form  15.
50. Every person admitted to practise as a barrister shall,
on such admission, take the oath of allegiance and the oath of
office, and shall sign the roll of barristers kept by the Registrar,
and shall thereupon be entitled, on payment of the prescribed
fee, to receive a certificate in Form 15, signed by the
Registrar, and bearing the seal of the Court.
Honours seniority.
51. At every admission to practise  as a barrister , students
who have obtained honours shall take rank in seniority over all
other students admitted on the same day.
FEES.
Fees Pa able.
52. The following fees shall payable
£ s. d.
On delivering Form 2 ... ... ... ... ... 5 5 0
For any preliminary  examination  ... ... ... ... ... 10 10 0
For any intermediate  examination  ... ... ... ... 10 10 0
For any final  examination  ... ... .. ...  10 10 0
For examination  in classics or mathematics  of a solicitor
desiring to become  a barrister ... ... ... ...  5 5 0
On application  for admission as a barrister--
(a) Of a student -at-law  ... ... ... ... ..  52 10 0
(b) Of a person previously admitted  as a barrister else-
where-
(i.) If in England, Scotland, or Ireland ... ... . 31 10 0
(ii.) If in New South Wales , the same fee as is  payable
by a Queensland barrister  on admission  to practise
in that colony.
The Court may, if in any case it thinks right so to do, remit the
whole or any part of the fee prescribed payable for any examina-
tion under these Rules.
Fees to be paid into  the bank.
53. Such fees shall be lodged by the person liable to pay
the same to the credit of the Supreme Court Library Fund, in
the bank in which the account of that fund is kept, and such
person shall obtain a receipt for the same from the said bank,
and deliver it to the secretary.
If applicant not admitted, fee to be returned.
54. If any applicant for admission as a barrister is no
admitted, the fee paid by him on his application for admission
shall be refunded to him if he so requests.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Course when moral unfitness shown.
55. When any allegation as to the moral unfitness of any
person applying to become a student-at-law, or of any student-
at-law or other person to practise  as a barrister  of the Court, is
made  to the Board, the Board shall take such steps for inquiring
into the matter  as it  may deem necessary and proper, and if
such allegation is, in their opinion, proved, the Board may refuse
to grant a certificate to such person.
Appeals from  decisions  of Board.
56. Any person dissatisfied with any decision of the Board
may, within one month next after such decision, appeal against
such decision to the Court or a Judge. The Court or Judge
may dismiss or allow such appeal or make such  order as seems
just, and may order the appellant to pay a fixed sum for costs
of the appeal.
Form of appeal-Form  16.
57. (1.) Every such appeal shall be in the form or to the
effect of Form 16.
(2.) The appellant shall deliver a copy thereof to the Court
or to each of the Judges and to the secretary.
Times may be extended or abridged.
68. The Court may extend or abridge the time allowed for
the doing of any act or matter under these Rules, except the
time between the admission of a student-at-law and his final
examination, upon cause shown by any person interested.
Court may exempt  persons  from Rules.
59. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in these
Rules contained, the Court, if under special circumstances it
thinks fit so to do, may exempt any person from compliance
with any of these Rules, either wholly or partially, or subject
to such conditions as the Court thinks proper.
Board may apply to Judge.
60. The Board may apply to the Court or a Judge for
advice on any question arising upon the interpretation of these
Rules.
THE SCHEDULE.
FORM 1  (Rules  17 and 47).
Board's certificate of compliance with Rules.
I hereby certify that A.B., of , has complied with the
Rules relating  to the  admission of barristers  to practise in the Supreme
Court of Queensland.
Dated this day of , 18
C.D.,
Chairman (or Acting  Chairman)  of the  Barristers' Board.
FORM 2  (Rule  18).
Notice of desire to become  a student -at-law.
To the  Barristers '  Board.
I, , of  [add residence and occupation]  do hereby
declare that I am desirous to become a student -at-law for the purpose
of  be ing admitted to practise as a barrister in the Supreme Court of
the colony  of Queensland.
I promise  that  I will  obey the Rules of the Supreme Court as far as
they may apply to me as a student -at-law ,  and I declare that I believe
that I have  attained the age of years.
Dated the day of , 18
(1) Name of candidate :
(2 Residence :
3 Occupation :
4 Name of father :
5 Residence of father :
6) Profession or call ing of father :
(7) Date and place of birth :
(Signed)
FORM  3 (Rule  18).
Certificate of three householders to accompany Form 2.
To the Barristers '  Board,
We, the undersigned householders ,  resident in , certify that
we are acquainted with , who now resides at
We believe him to be  a fit person  to be admitted  as a student -at-law
of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
We  believe that he is a person of good fame and character.
Dated this day of , 18 .
A.B.
(Signed) C.D.
E.F.
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FORM  4  (Rule  18).
Certificate  by two practising barristers to accompany Form 2.
To the Barristers '  Board.
We  certify that we know  ,  and that we believe him to be a
fit person to be admitted as a student -at-law of the Supreme  Court of
the colony of Queensland.
Dated this day of , 18
(Signed) A. B.,
C. D.,
Practising Barristers of the said Court.
FORM 5  (Rule  19).
Declaration.
I, , do sincerely promise that I will obey the Rules of the
Supreme Court of the colony of Queensland, so far as they may apply
to me.
Dated this day of , 18
(Signed)
FORM  6 (Rule  19).
Board's certificate of admission  as  student-at-law.
I hereby certify that A.B., of , has complied with the
Rules as to the admission of students -at-law.
Dated this day of , 18
C.D.,
Chairman  (or  Acting Chairman) of the Barristers' Board.
FORM 7  (Rules 29  and 37).
Board's certificate  as  to preliminary, intermediate, or final examination.
I hereby certify that A.B., of , has passed the  (as the
case  may  be) examination prescribed by the Rules relating to the
admission of barristers to practise in the Supreme Court of Queens-land.
Dated this day of , 18
C.D.,
Chairman (or Acting Chairman) of the Barristers' Board.
FORM 8  (Rules 29  and 37).
Board's certificate as to exemption from preliminary examination or from
intermediate examination in certain subjects and of examination  in
other subjects.
I hereby certify that A.B., of , has satisfied the Board
that he is entitled to exemption from the preliminary examination  [or
from the intermediate examination in  (specify the subjects),  and has
passed a satisfactory examination in  (specify the subjects),  being the
other subjects prescribed for the intermediate ;examination] under the
Rules relating to the admission of barristers to practise in the Supreme
Court of Queensland.
Dated this day of , 18
C.D.,
Chairman (or Acting Chairman) of the Barristers' Board.
FORM  9 (Rule 29).
Certificate by student- at-law  applying for  final  examination.
I, , of , student-at-law, hereby certify
(1) That I am years of age ;
2) That I am a natural-born [or naturalised] British subject ;
(3) That I have attended all the sittings of the Full Court held
since I passed my intermediate examination ;
(4) That I have not at any time since I became a student-at-law
been absent from Queensland except during the summer and
winter vacations without permission of the Barristers' Board.
Dated this day of 18
(Signature)
Present address :
NoTx.-If  this  certificate in its  present form is not tin paragraphs 3 and 4) in
accordance  with the  facts ,  alter it so as to accord  with  the facts.
FoRM 10  (Rule  29).
Certificate by three householders to accompany Form 9.
To the Barristers' Board.
We, the undersigned householders, resident in , certify
that we are acquainted with , who resides at
We believe him to be a fit person to be admitted to practise as a
barrister of the Supreme Court of the colony of Queensland, and to be
a person of good fame and character.
Dated this day of , 18
A.B.
(Signed) C.D.
E.F.
FORM  11 (Rule 29).
Certificate of two practising barristers to accompany Form 9.
To the Barristers' Board.
We certify that we have known for the last twelve months,
and that we believe him to be a fit person to be admitted to practise as
a barrister of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Dated this day of , 18 .
(Signed) A.B.,
C.D.,
Practising Barristers of the said Court,
FORM 12  (Rule  43).
Examiner's report  as  to examination.
EXAMINATION FOR BARRISTERS.
I hereby certify and report that on the day of
18 , I personally conducted the preliminary  (or as the case may be)
examination of the undermentioned persons in the undermentioned
subjects, and adjudicated upon the answers given with the following
results :-
Names of Candidates  Subject of
in Order  of Merit.  Examination.
Total Marks allotted
fur Full and Correct  Marks Awarded.
Answer s.
And I further certify that in my opinion the candidates numbered
1, 2, &c., have satisfactorily passed the examination.
I herewith  transmit  to you the  examination -papers set, with the
candidates '  answers;  and I further certify that  none  of the candidates are
related to  me or have  been at any  time  my pupils or clerks.
[If  at  a final examination any candidate  is  recommended for honours,
add here the recommendation, names of candidates, and reasons for recom-
mendation.]
Dated this day of , 18
A.B.,
An Examiner under the Rules relating to the Admission of
Barristers to practise in the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Nora  - If the examiner has not personally supervised  the examination, the
necessary alterations  are to  be made.
FORM 13  (Rule  45).
Notice previous to admission as a barrister.
I hereby notify that I intend to apply at the ensuing sittings of the
Full Court to be admitted to practise as a barrister of the Supreme
Court of Queensland.
Name in full:
Present address :
[Description, as e.g., student-at-law, or barrister-at-law; and if
the latter add name of every Supreme Court in which he has been
admitted to practise.]
Dated this day of , 18
A.B.
FORM 14  (Rule  45).
Affidavit by barrister previously admitted.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the matter of A.B., esquire.
I, A.B., of , in the colony of Queensland, esquire, do
make oath and say that-
(1) I was on the day of , A.D. 18 , admitted
to practise as a barrister in the Supreme Court of
[If the applicant has been admitted to practise in any other Court or
Courts, he should here set forth the date or  dates  of every such admission,
and the name of every such Court in which he has been admitted.]
(2) That I have not done or committed any act or thing which
would  cause  me to be disbarred or suspended from practise in
the said Court [or Courts, or any of them] ;
(3) That to the best of my knowledge and belief  I still remain a
barrister of the said Court  [or  Courts] ;
(4) That the copies of certificates annexed are true copies of my
admission therein;
(5) That I am the person named therein ;
(6) That I ceased to practise as a barrister in (here set forth
the dates when the applicant ceased to practise in the
various Courts to which he has been admitted,  and the nature
of his employment thereafter);
(7) That I arrived on the day of 18 , in the
colony of Queensland ;
(8) And I refer to C.D., of , and E.F., of
resident within the said colony, as persons to whom I am
known;
(9) That I have caused to be posted and published the notices
required by the Rules of this Honourable Court, and otherwise
in all respects  complied therewith.
Signed and  sworn, &c.
FORM 15  (Rule  50).
Certificate of admission  as barrister -at-law.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
I hereby certify that ,  of , was on the
day of , 18 , admitted to practise  as a barrister -at-law of the
Supreme Court of Queensland.
Given under my hand and the seal of the Court, at Brisbane, this
day of 118
[L.s.] Registrar.
FORM 16  (Rule 57).
-Appeal from a decision  of the Board.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Mr. Justice
I [state name , address, &c., at full length]  hereby appeal  against a
decision of the Barristers' Board that  [state shortly the decision]  on the
grounds that  [state briefly and clearly the grounds of appeal].
Dated this day of , A.D. 18 .
A.B.  (name in full).
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH. C.J.
POPE -A. COt)P14,1i. J.
C. E. CHUBB, J.
WILLM. BELL  Registrar.
PATRICK REAL, J.
VIRGIL TOWER, J,
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against  Walter  Maidens, of
Mungindi ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  licensed victualler, by the
said Walter Maidens.
UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said  W alt r Maidens be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent.
And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting of
the creditors of the said Walter Maidens, for the election of a
Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Second day of September ,  1897 ,  at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Walter Maidens shall, on the
Thirty-first day of August ,  1897 ,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full ,  true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirteenth day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
WILLM .  BELL, Registrar.
FREDK.  HARVEY,  Solicitor ,  St. George.
By his Town Agents - WINTER AND McNAB,
12s. 6d .  Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
1N INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Mather of an Insolvency Petition against John Charles Tepper,
of Beaudesert ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  labourer ,  by the said
John Charles  Tepper.
UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said John Charles Tepper be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent ,  and that James Boyne  Hall,  Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of
his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said John Charles Tepper ,  for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
First day of September ,  1897, at Eleven o 'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said John Charles Tepper
shall ,  on the Thirty -first day of August ,  1897 ,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to
the  T rustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences, so far as known ,  of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this eighteenth day of August,
1897.
11s. 6d.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THB CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvenc y  Petition against James Francis O'Brien,
at present of Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland, stock and
sha re  broker ,  by Thomas O'Sullivan ,  of Brisbane ,  aforesaid,
solicitor.
U PON  the hearing of this Petition this day ,  and upon pro of
satisfactory to the Court of the debt of the Petitioner and of
the act of insolvency alleged to have been committed by the said
James Francis O'Brien having been given ,  it is ordered that the said
James Francis O'Brien be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire, be Official  T rustee of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said James Francis O ' Brien, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Twenty -sixth day of August, 1897 ,  at Eleven o 'clock in the fo re noon.
And it is further ordered that the said James Francis O'Brien shall,
on the Twenty-fourth day of August, 1897 ,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified on
oath, of his debts and liabi li ties of every kind ,  and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this eighteenth day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS,  Deputy Registrar.
BARNETT COHEN, Solicitor for the Petitioning Creditor,
14s. 6d. 150 Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Joseph Barrett, of
Toowoombs ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  cabinetmaker, by the
said Joseph Barrett.
UPON the hearing of this Petition, it is ordered that the said
<J Joseph Barrett be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official  Trustee  of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Joseph Barrett ,  for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Twenty-sixth
day of August ,  1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon .  And it is
further ordered that the said Joseph Barrett shall ,  on the Twenty-
fourth day of August ,  1807, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences, so
far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this sixteenth day of August,
1897.
lls. 6d.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPE$.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Charles Kanaan, of
St. George, in the colony of Queensland, hawker, by the said
Charles Kanaan.
U PON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered thatthe said Charles Kanaan be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent ,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of
his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Charles Kanaan, for the election of a
Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Twenty -sixth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Charles Kanaan shall, on
the Twenty -fourth day of August ,  1897, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true, and accurate statement ,  verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inabi li ty to meet his engagements.
Given under .the seal of the Court this thirteenth day of August,
1897.
11 s. 6d.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma  pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE  COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  William Johnson,
of Commercial road, Fortitude Valley, Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, fireman, by the said William Johnson.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said William Johnson be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James  Boyne  Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said William Johnson, for the election of
a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Nineteenth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said William Johnson shall, on
the Seventeenth day of August, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences,  so far as  known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under' the seal of the Court this second day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
12s. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against John Arnold, of
Croydon, in the colony of Queensland, carter, by the said
John Arnold.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said John Arnold be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said John Arnold, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Thirty-first day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said John Arnold shall, on the
Thirtieth day of August, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true,  and accurate statement , verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and residences, so
far as  known, of his creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to
meet his  engagements.
Given under  the seal  of the Court this eleventh day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
LYONS AND ROBINSON, Solicitors for Insolvent, Croydon.
Town Agents- ROBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
13s. Solicitors, Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Joseph West, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland,  miner , by the said
Joseph West.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said  Joseph West be and lie is hereby adjudged  insolvent  in
forma pauperis,  and that Thomas C3eorgo Fraser, Esquire, be Official
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Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Insolvent, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Thirty-first day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Insolvent shall,
on the Thirtieth day of August, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true ,  and accurate statement,
verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the
names and residenceb ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the
causes of  his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirteenth day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
E. J. FORREST,  Solicitor, Flinders street, Townsville.
Agent for F. MILFORD, Solicitor for Insolvent,
13s. 6d. Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Andrew James
Moir, of Townsville, carpenter, by the  said  Andrew James Moir,
in forma pauperis.
MONDAY, THE NINTH DAY OF AUGUST, A.D. 1897.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Andrew James Moir be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Andrew
James Moir, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court on the Eighteenth day of August, 1897, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Andrew James Moir shall, on the Seventeenth day of August,
1897, at Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences , so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this tenth day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
G. C. SELWYN SMITH, Solicitor for the Insolvent, Townsville.
13s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the  Matter of  an Insolvency Petition  against Charles James
Smith, of Croydon, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the
said Charles  James Smith.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Charles James Smith be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that Thomas George  Fraser , Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Charles James Smith,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court on the Thirty-first day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Charles
James Smith shall, on the Thirtieth day of August, 1897, at Towns-
ville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences,  so far  as known, of his creditors, and
of the  causes of  his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this eleventh day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
LYONS AND  ROBINSON,  Solicitors for Insolvent , Croydon.
Town Agents - RoBBRTa ,  LET, AND  BARNETT,
13s. Solicitors , Townsville.
In the Supreme Court'of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formal pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  William Smith, of
Moonlight Creek, Croydon, in the colony of Queensland, bullock-
driver, by the  said  William Smith.
J
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said William Smith be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in formal pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said William Smith,
for the election of a.Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court on the Twenty-seventh day of August, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
William Smith shall, on the Twenty-sixth day of August, 1897, at
Townsville,  deliver  to the  Trustee in  this Estate  a full, true, and
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accurate  statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the  names and residences , so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this ninth day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
M. O'MALLEY,  Solicitor  for Insolvent ,  Townsville.12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the  Matter  of an Insolvency Petition  against  William Grigg, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, engine-driver, by
the said William Grigg.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said William Grigg be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official Trustee of hi-4
Estate . And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting of
the creditors of the said William Grigg, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the  Registrar  of this Court on the Twenty-
sixth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it
is further ordered that the said William Grigg shall, on the Twenty-
fifth day of August, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as known , of his creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court ,this ninth day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
A. F. B. Cn rBB, Insolvent's Solicitor, Charters Towers.
Agent-A. M. BEAUMONT, Solicitor, Townsville.
12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of. Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Robert Newcombe,
of Barcaldine, in the colony of Queensland, labourer, by the
said Robert Newcombe,  informal pauperis.
MONDAY,  THE SIXTEENTH  DAY OF AUGUST, 1897.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this  day,  it is ordered that the
said Robert Newcombe be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formal pauperis,  and that John Love Blood-Smyth, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First Meeting of the creditors of the said Robert Newcombe, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court on the Second day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Robert
Newcombe shall, on the First day of September, 1897, at Rock-
hampton, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the  names  and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this seventeenth day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH, Registrar.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES, Quay street, Rockhampton.
Agents for FITZGERALD AND MAJOR,
14s. Solicitors for Insolvent, Longreach.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the  Matter  of an Insolvency Petition  against  Michael Haynes
Roberts, of Blackall, in the colony  of Queensland , carrier, by the
said  Michael Haynes Roberts.
FRIDAY,  THE THIRTEENTH  DAY OF AUGUST, 1897.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Michael Haynes Roberts be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that John Love Blood-Smyth, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Michael Haynes
Roberts, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court, Supreme Court Buildings, Rockhampton, on
the Twenty-sixth day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the  said  Michael Haynes
Roberts shall, on the Twenty-fifth day of August, 1897, at Rock-
hampton, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,  true, and
accurate statement , verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences,  so far  as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the  seal  of the Court this fourteenth day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,  Registrar.
REES R .  AND SYDNEY JONES, Quay street,  Rockhampton,
13s. 6d .  Solicitors for the Insolvent.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of Matthew Wilson Walker, of Kalkie,  near  Bundaberg,
in the colony of Queensland, sugar-planter, an Insolvent.
i
PON reading a Report of the Trustee of the property of the Insol-
vent, dated the fourth day of August, 1897, reporting that so much
of the property of the Insolvent  as can ,  according  to the joint opinion
of himself and the committee of inspection, annexed to  the said  Report,
in writing under their hands, be realised without needlessly protracting
the insolvency, has been realised, as shown by the statement thereunto
annexed, and that a dividend, to the amount of 7s. 3}d. in the £, on
preferential  claims  only, has been paid, and upon hearing the solicitor
for the Trustee, the Court, being satisfied that so much of the property
of the Insolvent  as can , according to the joint opinion of the said
Trustee and the committee of inspection, be realised without-needlessly
protracting the insolvency has been realised, and that a dividend to
the amount of 7s. 31d. in the £, on preferential claims only, has been
paid, doth order and declare that the insolvency of the said Matthew
Wilson Walker has closed, and the Court doth further order that
WEDNESDAY, the Twentieth day of October, 1897, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon, before the Supreme Court of Queensland,  at Brisbane,
be appointed as the time and place upon which the said Trustee may
make application for his  release.
Given under the seal of the Court this eighteenth day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy Registrar.
19-8-97.
HAMILTON  AND PAYNE,
Solicitors for the  Trustee, Bundaberg.
Town Agents-
BERNAYS AND OSBORNE,
1757 150 Queen street,  Brisbane . 17s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of James Walker, of Maryborough, in the colony
of Queensland, saddler.ROBERT JONES, of Maryborough, in the colony f Queensland,
accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the property of the
Liquidating Debtor.
All persons having in  their possession any of the effects of the
Liquidating Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee,  and all debts
due to the Liquidating Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts  must  forward their
proofs of  debts to the Trustee.
Dated this ninth day of August, 1897.
1733
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CIIUBB.
In the Matter of Henry Evans, of Ravenswood Junction, in the colony
of Queensland, carrier, an Insolvent.
TOHN SCOTT MILLER, of Townsville,.in the colony of Queens-land, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the property of
the Insolvent.
Al persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts mustforward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this tenth day of March, 1897.
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor for Trustee, Flinders street, Townsville.
1796 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of Peter Ambrose McIntyre and Alfred James Penney,
of South Townsville, in the colony of Queensland, bakers, trading
as "McIntyre and Penney," Insolvents.
TOHN SCOTT MILLER, of Townsville, in the colony of Queens-land, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the property of
the Insolvents.
A ll  persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvents must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvents must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of April, 1897.
T. G. FRASER , Registrar.
E. J. FoRREST, Solicitor for Trustee, Flinders street, Townsville.
1797 8s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of  Frederic -Leatbes Day,  of Townsville,  in the colony
of Queensland ,  commission agent ,  an Insolvent.
ON the  second day  of April,  1897, a Certi ficate of Discharge was
granted to Frederic Leathes Day ,  of Townsville aforesaid,
commission agent ,  who was adjudicated insolvent on the sixteenth day
of March, 1891.
T. G. FRASER ,  Registrar.
IINMAcx ,  Fox, AND HOBBS,
Solicitors for App licant ,  Townsvi lle.
Town Agents-UNMACK AND Fox,
1760  Queen street, Brisbane. 7s.
In the Sup re me Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTIC E. REAL.
In the Matter of P ro ceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors ,  instituted by Ro be rt Carr ,  of Allora,
in the colony of Queensland, licensed victualler.
N OTICE is hereby given, that  a General Meeting of the Creditors
of the  abovenamed person has been summoned to be held
at the Club Hotel ,  Allora , on THURSDAY,  the Second day of
September ,  A.D. 1897.
Dated this sixteenth day of August ,  A.D. 1897.
J. R. CURNOW, Attorney  for-the said Robert Carr.
By his Town Agents-
FoxTON AND HAVARD,  Solicitors ,  Brisbane.
1781 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Henrich Pohlmann, of Blenheim, near Laidley,
farmer, an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A
FIRST and Final Dividend, at the rate  of 2s . 11d. in the £, is
now payable at this Office, upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL, Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,  Brisbane , 20th August, 1897.
1792 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Maurice Jasper Livingston Power, of Mount
Morgan ,  miner ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A FIRST and Final Dividend, at the rate of 61d. in the £, is nowpayable at this Office, upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL, Official Trustee in Insolvency,
Insolvency Chambers, Brisbane, 20th August, 1897.
1793 4s. 6d.
In the  Matter of  Kelly, Webb, and Co., of Croydon, in Liquidation.A FOURTH Dividend, of 3s . 4d. in the £,  is payable in the above
Estate on all claims pro ved and admitted , on TUESDAY, the
Seventeenth day of August, 1897, at my Office, Edward  street,
Brisbane.
THOS. E. WHITE,
Trustee.
1754 3s. 6d.
In the Matter of W. H .  Cox, of Mackay, in Liquidation.A THIRD and Final Dividend ,  of  is.  4d. in the  £,  is payable in
the above Estate,  on all  claims proved and admitted, this
Sixteenth day of August, 1897, at my Office,  Edward street, Brisbane.
1755
THOS. E. WHITE,
Trustee.
38.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Daniel Fraser  MacDonald,  of Ravenswood,
an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent, adjudicated on the fifth day  of March,
1897.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Twenty- seventh
day of August, 1897, will be excluded.
Dated this tenth day of August, 1897.
1739
A. G. PEASE, Creditors '  Trustee.
5s,  61
In the  Matter of  Thomas O'Connor, of Oxley, in the colony of
Queensland, surveyor, in Liquidation.
A FIRST and Final Dividend, of 6d.  in the £, is payable in the
above  Estate on all claims  proved and admitted,  on and after
WEDNESDAY, the Eighteenth day of August, 1897,  at my Office,
Australian  Chambers, Queen street ,  Brisbane.
1736
ALEX. T. FRASER,  Trustee.
Se. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Alexander Wilson, of Invergourie, near Warwick,
farmer.
A SECJND Dividend has been declared in this matter, of the sum
of 5s. in the £, on all debts proved, and the same is payable at
my Office, Albion street, Warwick, on and after this date.
Dated this thirteenth day of August, A.D. 1897.
JAMES DE CONLAY, Trustee.
1729 5s.
In the Matter of John Albert Herrick and Thomas Bassett, of Brisbane,
in the colony of Queensland, boot manufacturers, trading together
as " Herrick and Bassett," in Liquidation.
A
SECON D Dividend, of 3s. 4d. in the £ (making lOs. in the £ to
date), is payable in the above Estate on all claims proved and
admitted, on and after FRIDAY, the thirteenth day of August, 1897,
at my Office, Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1759
GEO. S. HUTTON,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
Estate of James Crowley, draper ,  Cairns, in Liquidation.
A FIRST  Dividend, of  is.  in the  £,  has been declared in the above
Estate, and is now payable on all debts proved and admitted,
at the Office of Hall-Gibbs Mercantile Agency, Flinders street,
Townsville.
1798
C. REG. TIDEMAN,  Trustee.
3s.
In the  Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Trusts of the Will and Codicils of Owen Gardner,  late of
Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland , aerated water manu-
facturer,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Richard Gailey,
John  Greaves,  and John Robb  Baxter Bruce , the Trustees of
the abovenamed  Estate  from the first day of July, 1893, to the
thirtieth day of June, 1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly
verified by the said Richard Gailey, John Greaves, and John Robb
Baxter Bruce ,  and that  the said Richard Gailey, John Greaves, and
John Robb Baxter Bruce intend to apply to the Court for an allowance
of a commission on the income and proceeds  of sales  of trust property
received  by them. All parties  claiming  to be interested in the said
Estate are at  liberty to  inspect the  said Account, at my Office in the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before THURSDAY, the
Twenty-third day of September  next, and , if they think fit, to object
thereto. Notice is also given , that whether any objection  is taken
to the said  Account or  not I shall, after  the aforesaid day, proceed to
examine and inquire into  the said Account.  Notice is further given,
that  any person who may desire to object  to the  said  Account, or any
item or items  therein, or to the allowance of a commission to the
Trustees ,  must before  that day file in my Office  a memorandum to that
effect.
Dated this nineteenth  day of August, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy Registrar.
ARTHUR WILLIAMS CHAMBERS,
Solicitor  for the said  Trustees,
1772 Adelaide  street, Brisbane. 15s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Denis Minehan, late of Townsville, in the colony of
Queensland, storekeeper, deceased.
Tl OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
lr days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to the said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Denis Minehan may be granted to Bridget Minehan, of
Townsville aforesaid, widow of the said deceased, the sole Executrix
named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated at Townsville this ninth day of August, 1897.
1742
G. F. BUTT,
Proctor for  the said  Executrix,
Townsvi ll e.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Goods of Henry Richard Forbes, late of Longreach, in the
colony of Queensland, carrier, deceased, intestate.NN OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal
estate of the abovenamed Henry Richard Forbes, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Isabella Forbes, of Longreach, in the
colony of Queensland, the lawful widow of the said deceased.
Dated this thirteenth day of August, A.D. 1897.
EDFORD M. P. PUGH,
Solicitor for the said Isabella Forbes,
Eagle street, Longreach.
Town Agents-REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
1765 Solicitors, Rockhampton. 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
In  the  Lands and Goods of Bridget Markwell, late of South Brisbane,
in the colony  of Queensland  (wife of Benjamin Markwell),
deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from  the publication  hereof ,  application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the  re al and personal
estate of the abovenamed  Bridget  Markwell ,  deceased ,  who died
intestate , may be  granted to Benjamin Markwell ,  of Stanley street,
South Brisbane aforesaid , the husband  of the said deceased.
Dated this nineteenth  day of August, 1897.
1776
JOHN REID GAIR,
Solicitor  for the said Benjamin Markwell,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Edward Joseph McDonnell (in the said Will called
Edward McDonnell), late of Brisbane, in the colony of Queens-
land, gentleman, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Edward Joseph McDonnell (in the said Will called
Edward McDonnell), deceased, may be granted to Queensland
Trustees, Limited (in the said Will called The Queensland Permanent
Trustee, Executor, and Finance Agency Company, Limited), the
Executors named in the said Will. Any person interested who
desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may
file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this eighteenth day of August, 1897.
1770
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Solicitors for the said Queensland Trustees, Limited,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
9s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands of Hannah Ball, late of Mackay ,  in the colony of
Queensland  (wife of Albert Throgmorton Ball, late of the same
place, gentleman ),  deceased ,  intestate.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real estate of the
abovenamed Hannah Ball, deceased ,  who died intestate, may be
granted to Charles Albert Ball, of Brisbane, in the colony of Queens-
land, barrister -at-law, Executor as to the property in the colony of
Queensland of the Will and Codicil of Albert Throgmorton Ball,
late of Mackay, in the said colony ,  gentleman ,  deceased, the lawful
husband of the said intestate.
Dated this second day of August, 1897.
FREDERICK CHARLES MACNISH,
Solicitor for the said Charles Albert Ball, Mackay.
Town Agents - ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
1775 Solicitors ,  Brisbane. 9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will and Codicil of Albert Throgmorton Ball, late of Mackay,
in the colony of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the date of the publication hereof, application will be made
to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will and Codicil of the
abovenamed Albert Throgmorton Ball, deceased, may be granted to
Charles Albert Ball, of Brisbane, in the said colony, barrister-at-law,
one of the Executors named in the said Will and Codicil as to the
Estate in the colony of Queensland of the said deceased ; Clarence
Haslewood Ball, the other Executor named in the said Will and
Codicil as to the said Estate, having renounced Probate thereof.
Any person interested who desires to object to the application, or to
be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before
the grant is made.
Dated this nineteenth day of August, A.D. 1897.
FREDERICK CHARLES MACNISH,
Solicitor for the said Charles Albert Ball,
Sydney street, Mackay.
Town Agents-ROBERTS AND ROEEETS,
1774 Solicitors, Brisbane. 10s. Gd.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Alexander McKay Gellatly, late of Mahone Creek,
near Gayndah, in the colony of Queensland, storekeeper's assistant,
deceased, intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, thai, after the expiration of fourteen daysfrom the publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of the
abovenamed Alexander McKay Gellatly, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to James Gellatly, of Brisbane, in the said colony,
bootmaker, the father of the said deceased.
Dated this sixteenth day of August, A.D. 1897.
1790
M. P. HALLEY,
Solicitor for the said James Gellatly,
26 Queen street ,  Brisbane.
Gs. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Goods of Richard  Raftis  (more commonly known as Richard
Rafters ), late of Cooktown, in the colony of Queensland, miner,
deceased ,  intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
.L days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed  Richard  Raftis  (more commonly  known as  Richard
Rafters ),  deceased , who died intestate, may be granted to Charles
Patching , of Cooktown, in the colony of Queensland, solicitor, the
lawfully constituted Attorney of Catherine Raftis, of Mill street,
Thomastown , in the county of Kilkenny, Ireland, spinster, sister of
the said deceased.
Dated  this twelfth day of August, A.D. 1897.
BARNETT AND PATCHING,
Solicitors  for the said Charles Patching,
Charlotte street, Cooktown.
Town Agents - RoBERTS,  LEU, AND BABNBTT,
1777 Denham  street , Townsville . 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Elizabeth (commonly called  Bessie ) Powell, late of
South Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, licensed victualler,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the above-
named Elizabeth (commonly called  Bessie ) Powell, deceased, may be
granted  to Alfred Thomas Powell, of South Brisbane, in the colony
aforesaid , gentleman, the sole Executor named in the said Will. Any
person interested who desires to object to the application, or to be
heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before
the grant is made.
Dated this seventeenth day of August, 1897.
1778
O'SHEA AND O'SHEA,
Solicitors for the said Alfred Thomas Powell,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Will and Codicil of John Rule; late of Rockhampton, in the
colony of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
'NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
v days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will and
Codicil of the abovenamed John Rule, deceased, may be granted to
Edward Rowland Huey Edkins, of Bimbah, near Longreach, in the
said colony ,  grazier , and John Thomas Campbell  Ranken , of Rock-
hampton aforesaid, stock and station agent, the Executors named in,
the said Will and Codicil. Any person interested who desires to
object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat
in the Registry at Rockhampton, at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this seventeenth day of August,  A.D. 1897.
WALTER THOMPSON,
Solicitor for the said Edward Rowland Huey Edkins and
1799
John Thomas Campbell Ranken,
Fitzroy street, Rockhampton.
95.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will and Codicil of David Thomas Stewart, late of Brisbane,
in the colony of Queensland, boot manufacturer and importer,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made  to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will and
Codicil of the abovenamed David Thomas Stewart, late of Brisbane,
in the colony of Queensland, boot manufacturer and importer, deceased,
may be granted to Martha Roberts Stewart, of Brisbane aforesaid,
widow , Frank Arthur Narracott, of Brisbane aforesaid, commercial
traveller, and George Down, of Brisbane aforesaid, managing law clerk,
the Executrix and Executors named in the said Will. Any person
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard
upon it, may  file a  caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant
is made.
Dated this twenty-first day of August, 1897.
1789
HART, FLOWER, AND DRURY,
Solicitors for the said Martha Roberts Stewart,
Frank Arthur Narracott, and George Down,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
lOs.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Michael Flanagan, late of Cairns, in the
colony of Queensland, licensed victualler, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this  Honourable Court that Administration  de bonis non  of the real
and personal  estate of the abovenamed Michael Flanagan, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to Queensland Trustees, Limited,
whose  principal place of  business  is situate at Queen street, Brisbane,
in the colony of Queensland, the lawful constituted Attorneys of Mary
Flanagan , of Adelaide, in the province of South Australia, spinster,
Elizabeth Byrt, of Adelaide, in the said province, and Thomas Byrt,
her husband, of the same place, carpenter, the lawful sisters and two
of the next-of-kin and brother-in-law respectively of the said deceased.
Dated  at Brisbane  this thirteenth day of August, A.D. 1897.
THYNNE AND MACARTNEY,
Proctors for the said Queensland Trustees, Limited,
1787
Australian Mutual Provident Chambers,
Edward and Queen streets, Brisbane.
9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Franz Louis Leopold Becker, late of Bundaberg, in the
colony of Queensland, professor of music, deceased.N is hereby given, that,  after  the expiration of fourteenl days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Franz Louis Leopold Becker, deceased, may be granted
to Fannty Louise Becker, of Bundaberg, in the said colony, widow, the
sole Executrix  named  in the said Will. Any person interested who
desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a
caveat  in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this thirteenth day of August, A.D. 1897.
JOHN JOHNSTON,
Solicitor for the said Executrix,
Bourbon street, Bundaberg.
Town Agents-Monars  AND FLETQnRR,
1784 Solicitors, Brisbane. 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Margaret Keating, late of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, spinster, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed  Margaret  Keating, deceased, may be granted to Catherine
Mullen, of  Brisbane aforesaid , wife of Joseph Mullen , of the same
place, commercial  traveller,  the sole  Executrix named in the said
Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the application,
or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time
before the grant  is made.
Dated this nineteenth day of August, 1897.
MACDONALD-PATERSON AND HAWTHORN,
1785
Solicitors for the said Catherine Mullen,
Edward street ,  Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands of William Parker, late of Waterloo street, Rope
Works Estate ,  Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland, master
mariner ,  deceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that ,  after the expiration of fourteen
l days from the publication hereof, application wi ll  be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real estate of the
abovenamed William Parker ,  deceased ,  who died intestate, may be
granted to Ann Parker, of Waterloo street, Rope Works Estate,
Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  the widow of the said deceased.
Dated this nineteenth day of August , 1897.
1788
J. P. FORD E,
78 Queen street,  Brisbane.
Solicitor  for the said Ann Parker.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Wi ll  of Thomas Furlong, late of Toorbul ,  near Brisbane, in
the colony of Queensland ,  oysterman, deceased.
N OTICE  is hereby given, that ,  after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application wi ll
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the  Will of the
abovenamed Thomas Furlong ,  deceased, may be granted to Anne Jane
Furlong, of Toorbul aforesaid ,  widow, the Executrix named in the
said  Will. Any person  interested who desires to object  to the appli-
cation, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any
time before the grant is made.
Dated this seventeenth  day of  August,  A.D. 1897,
1786
THOMAS O'SULLIVAN,
Proctor for the said Anne Jane Furlong,
181 Queen street, Brisbane.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Wi ll  of Thomas Prendible ,  late of Eidsvold ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  chemist, deceased.
N OTICE  is he re by given ,  that, after the expiration of fourteen days
f ro m the date of the publication he re of, application will be made
to this Honourable Court that Probate of  the Will  of the abovenamed
Thomas Prendible ,  deceased ,  may be granted to George Forrest, of
Eidsvold ,  in the said colony, one of the Executors named in the said
Will. Any  person interested who desires to object to the application,
or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time
before the  grant is made.
Dated this thirteenth day of August, 1897.
1783
J. F. FITZGERALD,
Solicitor for the said G. Forrest,
Commercial Chambers, Queen street,  Brisbane.7.9. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Good3 of James Burke (otherwise Bourke), late of Cairns, in
the colony of Queensland, miner, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed James Burke (otherwise Bourke), deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Queensland Trustees, Limited, of Bris-
bane, in the colony of Queensland, the duly constituted Attorney of
Martin Bourke, of Glenmorgan, Hollyford, in the county of Tipperary,
in Ireland, labourer, the lawful brother and only next-of-kin of the
said intestate. Any person interested who desires to object to the
application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry
at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-first day of August, 1897.
FOXTON AND HAVARD,
Solicitors for the said Queensland Trustees, Limited,
1782
Albert street, Brisbane.
9s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
WILLIAM FRANcIs WISE, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the  "Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons having any claims
or demands upon or against the Estate of William Francis Wise, late
of Gympie, in the colony of Queensland, timber-getter, deceased, who
died on the twenty-second day of December, 1896, and of whose Will
Probate was, on the seventeenth day of February, 1897, granted to
Henry Wise, the sole Executor therein named, are hereby required to
send in particulars of their debts or claims to the said Executor, at
the Office of Messrs. Tozer and Tozer, his Solicitors, at Gympie or
Brisbane, on or before THURSDAY, the Thirtieth day of September,
1897. And notice is also  hereby  given, that after that date the said
Executor will  proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased
amongst the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims
of which he shall then have had notice, and that he will not be
liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person
of whose debt or claim he shall not then have notice.
Dated this seventeenth day of August, 1897.
1764
TOZER AND TOZER,
Gympie and  Brisbane,
Solicitors  for the said  Executor.
12s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  JAMES LONG, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the  " Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons having any claims
or demands upon or against the Estate of James Long, late of Gympie,
in the colony of Queensland, engine-driver, deceased, who died on the
thirtieth day of December, 1895, and of whose Will Probate was, on
the twenty-first day of February, 1896, granted to Bridget Long, the
sole Executrix named in the said Will, are hereby required to send in
particulars of their debts or claims to the said Executrix, at the Office
of Messrs. Tozer and Tozer, her Solicitors, at GLympie or Brisbane, on
or before THURSDAY, the Thirtieth day of September, 1897. And
notice is also hereby given, that after that date the said Executrix will
proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the
parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which she
shall then have had notice, and that she will not be liable, for the
assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt
or claim she shall not then have notice.
Dated this seventeenth day of August, 1897.
1763
TOZER AND TOZER,
Gympie and  Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Executrix.
12s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be JOHN HENRY REYNOLDS, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against
the Estate of John Henry Reynolds, late of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, printer, deceased, who died at Brisbane, in the said
colony, on the' second day of July, 1897, and Probate of whose Will
was, on the tenth day of August, 1897, granted by the Supreme
Court of Queensland to Queensland Trustees, Limited, of Brisbane
aforesaid, the sole Executors therein named, are hereby required to
send in, in writing, particulars of their claims or demands, to the said
Queensland Trustees, Limited, at the Office of the undersigned, their
solicitors, on or before the Thirtieth day of September, 1897. And
notice is also given, that after the expiration of the last-mentioned
day the said Queensland Trustees, Limited, will proceed to distribute
the assets of the said deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which they shall then have had
notice, and that they will not be liable, for the assets or any part
thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim they shall
not have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this twentieth day of August, 1897.
1773
UNMACK AND FOX,
Solicitors for Queensland Trustees ,  Limited,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
14s.
[21ST  AUGUST,  1897.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Richard John Dodd, late of Gympie ; Philip Garret,
late of Boulia ; Abraham White,  late of Brisbane  ; John  Mangan,
late of Portland Downs ; Jens  Peter Jensen , late of South Brisbane;
Jasper  Burns, late of South Brisbane ; Elizabeth Caird, late of
Bribie;  Rose  Ann Greer, late of Oxley ; and Stephen Gannon,
late of Golden Gate.
PURSUANT to  " The  Intestacy  Act  of 1877 ," all persons having
any claims against the Estates  of any of the  abovenamed
deceased  persons are to come in and prove  their debts, at my Office,
Public  Offices,  George  street, Brisbane ,  on or  before the twenty- second
day of October  next ,  or in default  they will be peremptorily  excluded
from all  benefits accruing from the said Estates.
GILSON FOXTON,
Deputy Curator of Intestate  Estates.
Brisbane , 20th  August, 1897.1791-  9s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS-PURSUANT to the provisions of the "Trustees and Incapacitated
.Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of John Muirhead, late of Elgin Downs, in the colony of
Queensland, grazier, deceased, who died at Elgin Downs aforesaid on
or about the second day of April, 1897, intestate, and Letters of
Administration of whose Estate were, on the sixteenth day of July,
1897, granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to Catherine
Muirhead, of Elgin Downs aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased,
are hereby requested to send in particulars of their debts to the said
Catherine Muirhead, the Administratrix, at Elgin Downs, near
Clermont, in the said colony, on or before the Thirtieth day of
September, 1897. And notice is hereby given, that at the expira-
tion of the last -mentioned day the said Administratrix will proceed
to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the persons
entitled thereto, havinregard only to the claims of which she shall
then have had notice,-and that the said Administratrix will not be
liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person
of whose debt or claim notice shall not have  been  received  at the
time of the distribution.
Dated this fourteenth day of August, A.D. 1897.
P. G. RISIEN,
Solicitor for the Administratrix,
By his Agents-
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
1771 Adelaide street, Brisbane.
Capella street, Clermont.
14s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be WILLIAM FOWLER HOUSTON, deceased.
PURSUANT to "The Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons having any claims
or demands upon or against the Estate of William Fowler Houston,
late of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, commercial traveller,
deceased, who died on the sixth day of March, 1896, and Probate of
whose Will was, on the fourteenth day of April, 1896, granted to
Lallie Sarah Jane Gibson Hogg Houston, the sole Executrix named in
the said Will, are hereby required to send in particulars of their debts
or claims to the said Executrix, at the Office of the undersigned,
her Solicitors, on or before SATURDAY, the Twenty-fifth day of
September, 1897. And notice is also hereby given, that after that
day the said Executrix will proceed to distribute the assets of the said
deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto, having regard only to
the claims of which she shall then have had notice, and that she will
not be liable, for the  asset s or any part thereof so distributed, to any
person of whose debt or claim she shall not then have notice.
Dated this twentieth day of August, 1897.
1779
ROBERTSON  AND BERGIN,
Victoria  Chambers,  Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Executrix.
12s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In  Be JOSEPH LEEDS, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the  "Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act  of 1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons
having any claims or demands upon or against the Estate of Joseph
Leeds, late of Hereford street, Glebe, near Sydney, in the colony
of New South Wales, auctioneer and stock and station agent, who died
at Sydney aforesaid on or about the fourteenth day of January, 1897,
and of whose personal estate and effects Letters of Administration,
with Will and two Codicils annexed, were, on the tenth day of
August, 1897, granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to
Queensland Trustees, Limited, the duly constituted Attorney of
Phoebe Leeds and Ernest Frederic Ickerson, both of Sydney aforesaid,
the Executrix and Executor named in the said Will and Codicils,
are hereby required to send, in writing, the particulars of their debts
and claims to the said Queensland Trustees, Limited, at its Office,
177 Queen street, Brisbane, on or before the Fourth day of October
next. And notice is hereby also given, that after that date the said
Queensland Trustees, Limited, will proceed to distribute the assets of
the said deceased among the parties entitled thereto, having regard
only to the claims of which it shall then have had notice, and that it
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will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed,
to any person of whose debt or claim it shall not then have had
notice.
Dated this nineteenth day of August, 1897.
1758
G. V. HELLICAR,
Solicitor for Queensland Trustees, Limited,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
14s. 6d.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane 27th December, 1893.
HE following Botanical Works, by F. Munson Bailey, F.L.S.,TColonial Botanist, may beobtained at he Government Printing
-Office, William street, Brisbane :-
1. The Synopsis of the Queensland Flora ; 900 pp., demy 8vo,
half-bound. Price, 21s.; posted, 22s.
2. First Supplement to ditto, in boards; 100 pp. and 4 plates.
Price,  3s.;  posted, 3s. 2d.
3. Second Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 153 pp. Price, 3s. ;
posted, 3s..3d.
4. Third Supplement to ditto, in boards; 135 pp. and 21 plates.
Price, 3s.  6d.;  posted, 3s. 9d.
5. Catalogue of the Indigenous and Naturalised Plants of
Queensland, with Index of vernacular names and their
botanical equivalents. Price, in cloth, Is.  3d.; posted, Is. 5d.
In paper, Is.; posted, Is. 2d.
6. Plants Poisonous and Inj urious to St ,)ek. (Bailey and Gordon.)
Containing a brief description, with plates, of Queensland
plants suspected of having a poisonous effect upon stock.
Price, 4s.; posted, 4s. 5d.
7. Lithograms of the Queen9, nn d Ferns, in one volume, containing
191 plates, illustrating 223 kinds, With index giving botanical
and common name. Price, 2s. 6d.; posted, 6d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
SUBSCRIPTION AND ADVERTISING RATES:-
,Quarterly d.- uarterly Subscription ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 0
(Postage  nil,  if subscription begins from date of receipt
of order ; on back numbers, 3d. per week.)
Single copy, current year, 6d. ; previous years, 1s.;  large-sized
at proportionally increased price. Postage, 1d. additional.
ADVERTISING RATES.
A uniform charge of 6d. a line for all advertisements.
Table matter charged 50 per cent. extra on first insertion only
,and a  proportional extra charge for very  small -sized type.
HANSARD.  s. d.
Subscription for Session ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 0
Orders must be accompanied by postage stamps (not exceeding
5s.), money order, postal note, or cash, sufficient to cover cost.
Private  cheques will not be accepted.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship  or rail  if so desired,
the freight to be payable by consignee.
JUST PUBLISHED.THE LAW OF RIENDLY SOCIETIES IN QUEENSLAND, being a
Compendium of the existing Act and Regulations in force, with
a comprehensive Introduction, and Notes of English and Colonial
Cases decided up to May, 1896. By John L. Woolcock, B.A., and
George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law, Authors of "Act and Rules
relating to the District Court." Holland binding. Price 5s.; postage,
4d. extra.
July, 1896. EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1893.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office, William street,
Brisbane :-" Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating to
Local Government outside the Boundaries of Municipalities," with an
Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L. Woolcock, B.A. Demy
-octavo, 400 pages. Linen bound, 5s.  6d.;  paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Australian Colonies, 9d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
ON SALE, the "Act and Rules relating to the District Court, with
an Introduction, Notes, and Index," by John L. Woolcock, B.A.,
and George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law.
Price, 7s. 6d. full cloth ; postage, 6d. extra.
Half-bound and interleaved, 10s.  6d.;  postage, 8d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
0
N S.kLE, at the Government Printing Office, the  Pacific Island
Labourers Acts  and Regulations  in Pamphlet  form, containing
Imperial and Colonial  Acts,  and Regulations  thereunder. Price,
Is.  6d.;  posted , Is. 7d.
NOW PUBLISHED, A Digest of the Statutory Criminal Law inforce in Queensland on the first day of January, 1896 (which it
is within the competence of the Parliament of Queensland to repeal or
amend), with a Table of the Statutes, prepared by the Hon. Sir
Samuel Walker Griffith, G.C.M.G., Chief Justice of Queensland.
In 8vo royal. Bound in cloth, 15s. Posted, 15s. 7d. Government
Printing Office, Brisbane.
cc  rj1HE Justices  Act of  1886 " and  " The Off enders Probation Act
-
- of  1886," with an Introduction,  Notes, and  Index, by John L
Woolcock, B.A. Price, 3s. 6d. in cloth;  2s. 6d. in paper .  Postage, 6d:
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
NOW ON SALE.
R EDWATER DISEASE in Cattle in the Gulf Country, byC. J.Pound, F.R.M.S., Director Stock Institute, Brisbane, Is.; posted,
Is. Id. Government Printing Office, Brisbane.
« HE Stamp Act of  1894," and Regulations thereunder, with a
l Manual on the provisions of the Act. Price, 2s.; posted,  2s. 2d.
THE Government Pri ter acknowledges the receipt of the fo llowingamounts, from  the 14th to 20th August,  1897 :-
J. Holmes, 4s. 6d.; J. De Conlay, 5s.; S. Shepherd, 10s. 6d.; A.
Taylor, 4s. 6d.; G. H. Miller, 2s.; E. M. Rothery, 3s. 2d.; Middle
Ridge Shire Council, £1 10s.; Bank of N.S.W., Warwick, is. 4d.;
T. R. Girle, 6s. 4d.; W. J. Huston, 6s.  6d.;  E. S. Appleton, 2s.  6d.;
Calliope Divisional Board, £2 10s.; W. Johnston, is.; Nebo Divisional
Board, £2 2s.; Clermont Municipal Council, £2 Is.  6d.;  A. Wallace,
2s. 2d.; Brassall Divisional Board, £1 5s.; M. McAuliffe, 2s. 8d.;
T. L. N. Fitzgerald, Is.; T. Lillis, 5s. 6d.; North Queensland Meat
Export Company, Is. Id.; Dalrymple Divisional Board, £2; W. Smith,
2s. 6d.; A. G. Teace, 5s. 6d.; W. Halton, 4s.: Johnstone Divisional
Board, £3 7s. 6d.; W. H. Langdon, 3s. 6d.; G. F. Butt, 9s.; H. A.
Vere, 2s. 6d.; E. G. Rabig, 10s. 6d.; Rosewood Divisional Board,
16s. 6d.; H. Dolan, 3s. 6d.; E. Maxey, 7s. 6d.; W. Thompson, 9s.;
Rockhampton Newspaper Company, £2 16s.; North Rockhampton
Borough Council, £1 10s.; C. R. Tideman, 5s.; E. J. Forrest, 15s.;
S. Nicholas and Co.,  18s.;  S. Shepherd, Is.  6d.;  W. Dawson and Son,
£1 18s. 6d.; A. B. Kenrick, G. Porter, J. O'May, A. J. Thompson,
W. McG. Kidd, G. Candlish, each 3s.
IMPO UNDINGS.POUNDKEEPERS are reminded  that Advertisements of
Impounded Stock  will  be charged for at the  uniform rate
Of  SIXPENCE  PER LINE ;  and no such  Advertisement will be
inserted in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by a remittance
(Money Orders, Postal Notes, Postage Stamps, or Cash)
sufficient  to cover the  cost of insertion.
Postage Stamps will be received only  when amount is 5s.
or less.
When  describing brands a distinction should be made
between  REGiSTERED  and other  brands,  by placing  the words
REGISTERED BRAND  'after the  description . Brands type will
be used  for such, descriptions , but where these words do not
appear ordinary type only  will be used.
MPO UNDED at Clermont, from Mount Eagle, on the 6th August,
I 1897, by order of R. Rolfe, Esquire.
One brown gelding, TD near shoulder.
One brown gelding, star, 7 y M near shoulder.
Also, from Wolfang, by order of IT. A. Coldham, Esquire.
One steel-grey gelding, like E over 18 near shoulder.
One bay gelding,  star  and snip, 7UT over 95 near shoulder, 8 near
cheek, 01 Q 2 off thigh.
One chestnut gelding, blotched brand near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 17th August, 1897, will be sold to
defray expenses.
W. J. HUSTON, Poundkeeper.
1767 6s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Windorab, from enclosed land, Galway Downs
J Run, on the 9th August, 1897, by order of E. N. H. Birt, Esquire.
One black-roan mare, FOV near shoulder.
One black mare, FOV near shoulder, hind feet white.
One chestnut filly, FOV near shoulder.
One black gelding, 1 over like SIC near shoulder, like 4RB off shoulder,
R3E near thigh, hind feet white.
If not  released on or  before the 6th September, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
E. G. RABIG, Poundkeeper.
1743 5s.
IMPOUNDED  at Cunnamulla ,  from Cuttaburra Reserve, on the
24th July, 1897, by order of Paroo  Divisional Board .  Driving, Is.
One dark-bay mare,  star , off fore foot  enlarged, blotch  over like A over
1TJK near shoulder, like blotched  brand off  shoulder,  like 3 near
rump.
One grey mare, like blotched 3aP near  shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 24th August,  1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer. 1768
THOS. LILLIS, Poundkeeper.
5s.
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MPOUNDED at Gympie , from  enclosed lands, Glastonbury, on the
1  30th July, 1897 , by order  of T. E .  II. Betts ,  Esquire.
One bay mare ,  like  XXO  near shoulder.
One bay horse, like 1JY near shoulder.
One bay horse, like OXS over blotch near shoulder.
If not released on or before the  24th August , 1897 ,  will be sold
to defray  expenses.
1766
JAMES  IIOLMES, Poundkecper.
4s.
ID't"Oi"LADED at Muttaburra, from Crossinore, o  the 10th August,
ib',)7, by order of E. R. Edkins, Esquire.
One brown gelding, like TR7 over 19 near shoulder, off hind foot
white, star and snip, blotch near neck.
If not released on or before the 7th September, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
W. H. LANGDON, Poundkeeper.
1741 3s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Pentland, from Helenslee Station, on the 7th
August, 1897.
One chestnut mare, S1S over  0 near shoulder, E7U off shoulder,
like R 3  0 registered brand near thigh, 45 near cheek, white face.
One brown gelding, two blotches and ti near shoulder, shod all round.
One bay gelding,  KB3 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 4th September, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
ALBERT TAYLOR, Poundkeeper.
1732 4s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Beenleigh, from Cedar Creek.
One roan mare, D N3 and B3 near hip.
One roan mare, aged, shod, no visible brand.
One bay gelding, like CO near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 27th August, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
L. W. HOWELLS, Poundkeeper.1734  3s. 6d.
IMPOLNDED at Leyburn, from enclosed lands, Ellangowan, on the
23rd July, 1897, by order of W. P. Douglas, Esquire. Damages,
£5.
One roan bull, like B05 or E05 near ribs, ear-narked, back notch each
car, hole in near car.
If not released on or before the 27th August, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
1738
WILLIAM  SMITH, Poundkeeper.
4s.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane.
One bay gelding, star and blaze, hind feet white, 9E e71 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, white face, off fore and hind feet white, patch near
flank, 3RH near shoulder, 2 near neck.
One bay mare, star, off hind foot white, like ZC7 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th August, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
T. BEVERLEY, Poundkeeper.
1762 33.
IMPOUNDED at Aramac, on the 13th August, 1897, by order of
- McWhannell, Esquire.
One bay iuare, like 9MA near shoulder, hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 14th September, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
GEO. PORTER, Poundkeeper.
1737 3s.
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SUPPLEMENT
SATURDAY,  21sT  AUGUST , 1897.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
1. tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3333. - JOSEPH Amos LINLEV, of 57
Ridginount Gardens. Gower street, county of London, England,
shipbroker, temporarily residing at 63 Pitt street, Svdne c , in
[No. 45.
(or such further time, not exceeding six months, as the
liegistrar may allow )  of the advertisement of the application
in the  Queensland  G overnment Gazette.  A fee of one pound
is payable with such notice.
WILLIAM T. BLAK EN.EY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Application No. 2072-Filed loth August.  A.D. 1897.-
1 ABRAM LYLE  AND Soso, LIMITED, of 21 Mincing lane , London,
and Plaistow  Wharf, Victoria I)oclcs, London.  England, sugar
j refiners  and iwu;iifacturing  confectioners , to register  in Class 42,
in respect  of Confec'tioii`ry, a Trade Mark of which  the follow-
ing is a representation:-
the colony ofNew South Wales. "Improvements in Means fur
Preserving Rcfriger•ated or Arti fieially Chilled Meat intended
for Transport."  Dated 25th April, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3853.-GEOI{ uE GI L'BINS, of Cowper street,
Footscray, in the colony of Victoria, agricultural implement
maker.  "Improvements in Multi-furrow Ploughs."  Dated
241]3 April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3938.-SAMUEL JOSEPH WILLS, of West-
wood, in the colony of Queensland, State school teacher. •._4n
Improved Bolt and Lock 1Qiet."  Dated 17th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3959.-WILLIAM FREDERICK WVILLI.tMS,
of 32 Sliaftesbnry avenue, London, England.  "Improvements
iii the Drirint Gear of Bicycles and other' Pedal-operated
Vehicles or Machines."  Dated 6th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. :3961.-ALBERTO ISSEL, Of 11 Via Rionm,
Genoa, Italy, furniture manufacturer.  "Iiii i'nre )-neats in
Rendering Substances Incombustible."  Dated 6th July. A.D.
1897.
Application No. 3962. - RUDOLF CHILLINGWORTII, Of
Ostbalinliof, Nuremburg. in the empire of Germain-, metal
stamper.  "A - eic or Improved 31ethod or P roces.c fbr the
Manufactiere of .girhs for Velocipede and other fVheels, and
Machinery or Apparatus used therefore."  Dated (3th July, A.D.
1897.
Application No. :39611.-TIfE AMERICAN TOBACCO Co31-
PANI or  -NEW SOUTH WALES, LIMITED, Of 19 1i Castlereagh
street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales (Assignees
of William Henry Butler).  "Improeen Cutting cnd Printinft
.3lcchanism speciallii applicable to Box-making Ilfaehines."
Dated 8th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3 9 S 0 .-SAMUEL RICHARD POPE, Of llama,
in the colony of Queensland, miner.  "  New  or I mprored Alcans
for Propelling Velocipedes and other Vehicles."  Dated 2uth
July, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have received the undermen-
tioned applications for the registration of Trade Marks.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form I), of his or their objections thereto, within two months
0
The essenti al particular of the trade  mark is the combination
of devices, and applicant company disclaims any  right to the
exclusive  use of the added  matter ,  save and except their name and
addresses.
This  mark  was first advertised  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 21st August, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2070-Filed 2nd August, A.D. 1897.- Application No. 2073-Filed 17th August, A.D.  1897.-
RYLANDS AND SONS, LIMITED ,  of New High street, Manchester ,  HUGH DIXSoN (trading as  `•  Diason and Sons," at Park and
England ,  merchants and manufacturers ,  to register in Class 38, Elizabeth streets, Sydney , Ne.v South Wales,  and Brunswick
in respect of Articles of Clothing ,  a Trade Mark of which the street ,  Brisbane ,  Queensland ),  tobacco manufacturer, to register
follow ing is a  representation:-  in Class 45, in respect of Manufactur  • i Tobacco ,  Cigars, and
Cigarettes ,  a Trade Mark of a hich the following is a represen-
tation :-
RECORD
This  mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 21st August , A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice  at head of
tr ade mark advertisements.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
meat Gazette of 21st August ,  A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice  at head of PMntea  and Published  by EUYuzgo Gav(.oaY , Government Printer,
trade mark  advertisements. . Whitson striet ,  Brisbane.
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Home Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane , 18th August, 1897.THE following REPORT of the REGISTRAR-GENERAL on the VITAL STATISTICS of the REGISTRY DISTRICTof BRISBANE ,  including the CITY and SUBURBS, for  the Month of July,  1897, is published for. general
information.
HORACE IOZER.
BIRTHS.
During the month of July 171 births were registered in the Registry District of Brisbane,  being 86 males
and 85 females , the number being 10 more than in the previous month of 'June.
In the month of July, 1896, there were 187 births registered ; the number for the corresponding month of
this year  being 16 less than in July of last year.
DEATHS.
There have been 58 deaths registered in the Registry District of Brisbane during the month-31 males
and 27 females ; the excess of births over deaths being 113.
The number of deaths was 17 less than was registered in the previous month of June.
In the month of July, 1896, there were 107 deaths registered; the number for the corresponding month of
this year being 49 less than in July of last year.
TABLE showing ESTIMATED POPULATION ,  the NUMBER of BIRTHS and DEATHS of MALES and F E MALES Revisterea within and outside
the MUNICIPALITY ,  in the REGISTRY DISTRICT of BRISBANE  and  SUBURBS ,  from the 1st to the 31st  July,  1897; also,
TOTAL DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR, and PROPORTION of DEATHS under ONE YEAR to the TOTAL NUMBER of
BIRTHS; also the PROPORTION of DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR to TOTAL DEATHS in the REGISTRY
DISTRICT of BRISBANE and SUBURBS.
Registry District of Brisbane and Suburbs.
BRISBANE-
Part within the Municipality
Part outside the Municipality .. ..
Part within the Municipality of South
Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ...
TOTAL, BRISBANE DISTRICT ..
Suburbs outside the Registry District of Bris-
banee  ... ... ... ...
27,555
7,826
26,362
61,743
39,170
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52 1 50 102 1 7 8 15 2
8 8 16 1 17 8 25 5
26 27 53 7 11 18 5
1 0.98
2 1250
[No. 46.
13.33 0 .37 0.05 6'67 87 ...
20.00 0.20 0.32 8'00 ... 9
3 5.66  127-78 0.20 0.07 16.67 35 ...
86 85 171 31 27 58 12 1 6
61 62 123 11 12 23 10 7
TOTAL ... ... ... ... ... 100,913 147 147 294 42 39 81 22 13
* Within a radius of five miles from General Post Office.
3.51 20'69 0.28 0'09 10.34 113
5'69 43.48 0.31 0.06 30.43 100
4-42  2716 0.29 0.08 16'05 213
It will be seen that, within the Municipality of Brisbane, 13.33 per cent. of the deaths were of children under
five years  ; the rate in. the part of the Registry District outside that municipality, exclusive of the Municipality of
South Brisbane , having been 20-00; the rate in that part of the District within the Municipality  of South Brisbane was27-78, and of the suburbs outside of  the Registry District 43-48; the total rate for city  and suburbs  being 27.16.
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The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the District, is seen to have
been 0.98 per cent. within, and 12.50 per cent. outside, the Municipality of Brisbane; 5'66 in that part of the
District within the Municipality of South Brisbane; and 5.69 in that part of the suburbs outside of the Registry
District; the total rate for city and suburbs being 4.42.x`
The General Hospital, Lady Bowen Hospital, Children's Hospital, Diamentina Asylum, Infants' Asylum,
Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, Gaol, and Immigration Depot  are all in  the Registry District of Brisbane.
The deaths occurring in these institutions numbered 18 during the month, or 22.22 per cent. of the total number
of deaths in the District and Suburbs.
The total mortality of Brisbane and Suburbs for the month of July, 1897, together with the  mean shade
temperature and mean atmospheric pressure,  is seen as  follows :-
Period. Number  of Deaths.
July, 1897 ... ... ... ... 81
Grand Mean Temperature
of Air.
60.8
The following Meteorological information is furnished by the Government Meteorologist:-
30-173
Post and Telegraph  Department,
Meteorological  Branch, Brisbane , 20th August, 1897.
a BRISBANE OBSERVATORY, WICKHAM TERRACE.
JULY, 1897.
Latitude, 27° 28' 0" South. Longitude, 10 h. 12  m. 7 s. East.  Above Sea Level, 137 feet.
METEOROLOGICAL SYNOPSIS.
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.
(Barometer  corrected  and reduced to 32° Fah. and Mean  Sea Level.)
Mean, at 3 a.m., 30.190.
Mean,  at 9 a .m., 30.210.
Mean, at 3 p .m., 30.113.
Mean, at 9 p.m., 30.178.
Grand Mean,  30.173.
Highest, 30.392, at 9 a.m., 29th.
Lowest, 29.830, at 0.30 p.m.,  26th.
Range, 0'562.
SHADE TEMPERATURE.
(Thermometers exposed in enlarged Stevenson screen.)
Mean, at 3 a .m., dry bulb, 54'4.
„ „ wet bulb, 51.0.
Mean ,  at 9 a .m., dry bulb, 58.4.
„ „ wet bulb, 53.8.
Mean , at 3 p.m., dry bulb, 70'3.
„ wet bulb, 59.6.
Mean , at 9 p.m., dry bulb, 59.9.
„ „ wet bulb, 55.2.
Grand Mean Temperature of Air,  60'8.
Grand  Mean Temperature of Evaporation,  54'9.
Maximum Shade Temperature of Air, 78.9, at 1'30 p.m., 20th.
Minimum  Shade Temperature of Air, 43'4, at 7'10 a.m., 14th.
Absolute range, 35.5.
Mean daily  range, 21'0.
Mean maximum, 71.3.
Mean minimum, 60.3.
RADIATION  TEMPERATURE.
Maximum in  sun's  rays (by black bulb thermometer  in vacuo ),  123.1,
29th.
Minimum on  ground  (bulb exposed on blackboard), 31.9, 13th.
EARTH  TEMPERATURE.
(Mean values ,  about 9 a.m.)
At 1 foot, 60-4; at 2 feet,  63'3 ; at  4 feet, 65'9; at 6 feet, 68'2 ;
it 8 feet,  69'8; at  10 feet, 70'8; and at 12 feet, 71.9.
HYGROMETRIC  CONDITIONS.
Mean ,  at 3 a.m.-
Vapour tension, '330.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 78°/,.
] )ew point, 47'7.
Mean, at 9  a.m.-
Vapour tension, '357.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 73°/O.
Dew point, 49'7.
Mean , at 3 p.m.-
Vapour tension, '379.
Relative humidity ( saturation  = 100), 51°/a.
Dew point, 51.4.
Mean, at 9 p.m.-
Vapour tension, '375.
Relative humidity (saturation - 100), 72°/a.
Dew point, 51.1.
Grand Moan-
Vapour tension, '359.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 68°I°.
Dew point, 49'8.
Highest percentage of relative humidity (saturation
from 4 a.m. till 8 a.m., 10th.
° 100), 1 °/C"
Lowest percentage of relative humidity (saturation  - 100), about
21°/a, at 4 p.m., 18th.
The vapour  tension ,  which may  be regarded as the absolute humidity of the
air, is expressed in thousandths of an inch of the barometric column. If the
values for vapour tension be subtracted from the values for atmospheric pressure
the remainders will represent the weight of the air proper or dry air. The
tensions ,  in fact, represent the weight of the vapour.
VELOCITY OF WIND.
(Beaufort scale-0 to 12.)
Mean, at 9 a.m., 1'6, or 11 miles per hour.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 2.9, or 171  miles  per hour.
Mean, at 9 p.m., 0'9, or 72 miles per hour.
Grand Mean,  1.8, or 12 miles per hour.
Northerly wind observed 3 times.
North-east wind observed 5 times.
Easterly wind observed 9 times.
South-east wind observed 4 times.
Southerly wind observed 27 times.
South-west wind observed 15 times.
Westerly wind observed 13 times.
North-west wind observed 1 time.
Calms observed 16 times.
AMOUNT OF CLOUD.
(Scale-0 to 10.)
Mean, at.9 a .m., 3.5. Mean;  at 9 p.m., 1'7.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 4'0.  Grand Mean,  3'1.
Cumulus types observed about 41 times; cirrus,  5 times;
nimbus, 6 times; cirro-stratus, 11 times ; cirro-cumulus,  9 times;
cumulo-stratus, 23 times ; cumulo-nimbus, 29 times ;  and stratus,
0 times,-as approximate values at the ordinary hours of observation.
RAINFALL.
(Gauge exposed at 2 feet above ground.)
Number of " rainy days" (0.006  and over), 9.
Greatest fall in 24 hours, 2.292 inches, or about  231 tons per acre,
on 25th.
Grand total,  3.963 inches,  or about 400 tons  per acre.
a All  values are corrected for Index Error ,  if necessary.
REMARKS.
Aran pressure  was 0 .083 lower, and mean temperature was 1.7 lower than in June. The mean vapour tension  was 0 .064 lower and
the relative humidity 7 per cent. less than last month. Frequent lightning, fog, and dews noted during month. A tropical disturbance from
the neighbourhood of New Caledonia was experienced between 9 a.m. and 7'45 p.m. on 25th.
Grand Mean Atmospheric
Pressure.
*  NOTE.-The average death-rate of children under one year ,  as compared to births ,  during the ten years ended 31st  December, 1896 ,  throughout the whole
of Queensland ,  was 10.88.  Vide  Vital Statistics  of 1896.
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July,  1897,  compared with  .Tuly,1896.
Mean pressure was 0.154 higher than for the same period a year ago. The mean shade temperature was 51 higher than last year. The
mean  vapour tension or absolute weight of vapour  was 0 .078 higher, and the  percentage  of humidity  was 3° f ° higher, than twelve months
ago. The mean wind velocity was 0.2 more than in July, 1896; while the amount of cloud  was 0 '3 more than a year ago.  Examining the
winds, we find that during July, 1897, northerly and north- east  winds were observed 3 and  5 times, as against 1  and 4 times for the
previous year. Easterly winds were observed 9 times in July, 1897, and 5 during July, 1896; and the south-east winds were 4 and 0
respectively. The southerly winds  were  27 this year, against 28 a year ago. South-west currents  were  noted 15 and 9 this and last year
respectively. Westerly winds were 13 and 24 this and last year respectively, and the north- west winds were  1 this year and 0  a year  ago. The
amount of calms observed was 16 this year,  as against  22 twelve months ago. As for rainfall,  we had 3.963 inches  in July, 1897,
against  3.646  inches in  July, 1896.
The Observatory, which was  reorganised  on 1st January, 1887, is conducted entirely  in accordance  with the Royal  Meteorological
Society's Rules.
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE, Government  Meteorologist.
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions  were  as follow:- Males.  Females. Total.
Brisbane Hospital ... ... ... ... 12 2 14
Children's Hospital ... ... ... ... ... 2 2 4Lock Hospital ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Lady Bowen Hospital ... ... ... ... ... ... ...Diamentina Asylum... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Infants' Asylum ... ... ... ... .. ...
Lunatic Reception House ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Brisbane Gaol ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Immigration Depot ... ... .. ... ... ... ...
Total ... ... ... ... 14 4 18
The following table shows  the causes  of death of  persons of  both sexes, under one year, total under five years,
and over five years; also the proportion per cent. of deaths from such  causes in  Brisbane and Suburbs during the
month:-
Class. Causes of Death. Totallyeaer under 6 years Total.5  years.
Proportion
per cent.
I. Specific febrile or zymotie  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 12 14 17'28
II. Parasitic  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. .. ..
III. Dietic  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 1 .2 2.47
IV. Constitutional  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 8 9 11.11
V. Developmental  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 4 5 6117
VI. Local  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 9 14 27 41 50.62
VII. Violence . ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 7 9 11.11
VIII. Ill-defined and not specified ... ... ... 1 1 ... 1 1.24
All Causes ... ... ... ... ... ... .,. ... 13 22 59 81 100.00
Class. Order. Nature of  Disease.
Number of
Deaths
in each Class
and Order.
I SPECIFIC FEBRILE OR  ZYMOTIC DISEASES.
1. 1  Miasmatic diseases.-Typhoid  fever, 1; dengue fever, 5 ; diphtheria, 1; simple fever, 2 ... ... ... 9
2 Diarncoeal  diseases.-Diarrhoea, 3 ; dysentery, 1... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4
3 Malarial  diseases .-None.
4 Zoogenous diseases.-None.
5 Venereal diseases.-None.
6  Septic  diseases.--Septicaemia, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 1
II.
LII.
PARASITIC  DISEASES .-None.
... DIETIC DISEASES .-Want of breast milk, 1; chronic alcoholism , 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... 2
TV. ... CONSTITUTIONAL DISEASES.-Cancer,  3;  tabes mesenterica, 1; phthisis, 4; diabetes mellitus, 1 ... 9
V. ... DEVELOPMENTAL DISEASES.--Atelectasis, 1 ; old age, 2 ; senile decay, 2 ... ... 5
LOCAL DISEASES.
VI. 1  Diseases of the nervous  system.---Inflammation of brain, 1 ; hemiplegia, 1; convulsions, 3 5
2 Diseases of organs of special sense.-Otitis, 1 ... ... ... ... ... 1
3 Diseases of circulatory  system.-Endocarditis, 4; heart disease, 3 ... ... ... ... ... ... 7
4 'Diseases of respiratory  system.-Bronchitis, 4; pneumonia,  7;  lung disease, 2 ... ... ... 13
5 Diseases of the digestive  system.-Disease of stomach,  I;  enteritis, 6 ; hernia, 1; peritonitis, 1 ; liver
disease, 1 ... .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10
6 Diseases of lymphatic system and ductless glands.-None.
7 Diseases of the urinary  system.-Acute nephritis, 2, kidney disease, 1 ... ... ... ... ... 3
8 Diseases of organs of generation.-Disease  of scrotum, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
9 Diseases of parturition.-Miscarriage, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
10  Diseases of organs of locomotion.-None.
11  Diseases of the integumentary system.-None.
VII. 1
2
3
VI 11.
4
' VIOLENCE.
Accident or negligence.-Fractures,  contusions, &c.,  6;  burns, 1; drowning, 2
Homicide.-None.
Suicide.-None.
Execution.-None.
ILL-DEFINED AND NOT  SPECIFIED  CAUSES.-Debility, 1 ... ... ...
TOTAL ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
9
1
81
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As will be seen from the foregoing table of deaths registered during the month  as arising  from external
causes, 9 are  ascribed to accident, none to homicide, none to suicide, and none to execution.
The following are the particulars:-
Males. Females.
Accidentally fell from a cart ... ... ... ... ... ... adults 2 0
„ an omnibus ... ... ... ... ... ... „ 1 0
fell down a cutting ... ... ... ... ... ... „ 1 0
„ fell off a log ... ... ... ... ... child 0 1
struck by a winch ... ... ... ... ... ... adult 1 0
„ burned by playing with matches ... ... ... .... child 0 1
fell into river ... ... ... ... ... ... ... adults 2 0
General Registry Office, Brisbane , 17th  August, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar -General.
Printed  and Published by EDMUND Gx$aoiY ,  Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland Government Gazette , Friday, 27th August, 1897.- No. 47.
Vurmo Iacrib.
ANNO SEXAGESIMO PRIMO
VIGTORLIXE REGINE.
No. 2.
An Act to Amend  "The Married Women's Property Act, 1890."
[ASSENTED TO 26TH AUGUST, 1897.]
B E it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, b  andwith the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and
by the authority of the  same , as follows :-
1. Every contract hereafter entered into by a married woman Effect of contracts
otherwise than as  agent- by married women.
(1) Shall be deemed to be a contract entered into by her
with respect to, and to bind, her separate property,
whether  she is or is  not in fact possessed of or entitled
to any  separate  property at the time when she enters
into such  contract ;
(2) Shall  bind all separate property which she may at that
time or  thereafter  be possessed  of or entitled to; and;
(3) Shall also  be enforceable by process of law against all
property which she may thereafter while discovert be
possessed  of or entitled to :
Provided that nothing in this section contained shall render
available  to satisfy any liability or obligation arising out of such
contract  any separate property which at that time or thereafter she is
restrained  from anticipating.
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Married Women's Property Act.
Costs may be ordered 2. In any action or proceeding now or hereafter instituted by a
to be paid out ofproperty subject to woman or by a next friend on her behalf, the Court before which such
restraint on action or proceeding is pending shall have jurisdiction, by judgment or
anticipation.
order, from time to time to order payment of the costs of the opposite
party out of property which is subject to a restraint on anticipation,
and may enforce such payment by the appointment of a receiver and
the sale of the property, or otherwise as may be just.
Wills of married 3. Section fifty-six of  " The Succession Act of  1867 " shall
women.
apply to the will of a married woman made during coverture, whether
she is or is not possessed of or entitled to any separate property at the
time of making it, and such will shall not require to be re-executed
or republished after the death of her husband.
Repeal.
Short title.
4. Subsections three and four of section three of  " The Married
Women's Property Act,  1890,"  are hereby repealed.
5. This Act may be cited as  11 The Married Women's Property
Act,  1897."
By Authority : EDMUND  GREG 0BI ,  G}oTernment Printer ,  William street ,  Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland Government  Gazette, Friday, 27th Auqu$t, 1897.- NO.  48.
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ANNO SEXAGESI MO PRIMO
VICTORLE REGIN1E.
No. 3.
An Act to Authorise the Appropriation out of the Consolidated Revenue
Fund of  Queensland  of further  Sums  towards the Service of the
Y ear ending  on the thirtieth day of June, 1898.
[ASSENTED TO 26TH AUGUST, 1897.]
WHEREAS we, your Majesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects, Preamble.
the members of the Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled, have in the present Session of Parliament
cheerfully granted to your Majesty the sum hereinafter mentioned
towards the services of the year ending on the thirtieth day of
June, One thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight, in addition to
the sums already granted during the present Session of Parliament
towards the same services : And whereas we desire to make good
out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Queensland the sum
granted to your Majesty as aforesaid : Be it therefore enacted by
the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and
consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of
Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the
some, as follows :
1. In addition to the sums of Two hundred and fifty thousand Appropriation.
pounds already applied . from the Consolidated Revenue Fund
(exclusive of the moneys standing to the credit of the Loan Fund
Account), Twenty-five thousand pounds already applied from the
Trust and Special Funds, and One hundred thousand pounds already
applied from the moneys standing to the credit of the Loan Fund
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Appropriation Act No. 2.
Treasurer to pay
moneys as directed
by warrant.
Treasurer to be
allowed credit for
sums paid in
pursuance of
warrant.
Short title.
Account towards the services of the year ending on the thirtieth day
of June ,  One thousand eight hundred and ninety -eight,  by " The
Appropriation  Act of  1897-98,  No .  1," there shall and may be issued
and applied towards making good the supplies granted to Her
Majesty for the services of the year ending on the thirtieth day of
June, One thousand eight hundred and ninety -eight, the further sums
following, that is to  say,From the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Queensland (exclu-
sive of the moneys standing to the credit of the Loan
Fund Account )  the sum of Two hundred and fifty
thousand pounds.
From the moneys standing to the credit of the Loan Fund
Account the sum of One hundred thousand pounds.
2. The Treasurer of the Colony shall issue and pay the said sum
for the  purpose hereinbefore mentioned ,  to such persons ,  upon such
clays, and in such proportions as the Governor, by any warrant or
order in  writing under his hand and directed to the said Treasurer,
shall from time  to time order and direct ,  and the, payments so made
shall be charged upon and payable out of the Consolidated Revenue
Fund of the Colony.
3. The Treasurer shall in his accounts from time to time be
allowed credit for any sum or sums of money paid by him in pursuance
of such warrant or order in writing as aforesaid, and the receipt or
receipts of the respective persons to whom the same shall be so paid
shall be a full and valid discharge to the said Treasurer in passing
his accounts for any such sum or sums as shall be therein mentioned,
and he shall receive credit for the same accordingly.
4. This Act may be  cited  as  " The Appropriation Act of
1897-98,  Ko. 2."
By Authority  :  EDMUND GissooRy ,  Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND LAND  FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel  HowBL GUNTER,  Commandant.
[No. 49.
Brisbane, 27th August, 1897.
No. 215.
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
REGIMENT OF QUEENSLAND RIFLES.
" D " COMPANY, 1ST BATTALION.
Changes.  0. 155, Acting Colour-Sergeant J. C. Browne, and No. 158, Acting Sergeant H. Watt, having passed the
necessary  examinations , are promoted to substantive rank.
Musketry.
LYTTON RANGE.
Saturday ,  4th, 11th, 18th ,  and 25th September-
Brisbane Engineers.
When  targets have been allotted to any Corps and the Commanding Officer finds  that  he will not
require them ,  a report to that effect must be immediately made to the Infantry Staff Officer in order that other
arrangements  may  be made.
range.
No. 216.
To enable Corps stationed in Brisbane to carry out their annual course of musketry for the year ending
30th June, 1898, the Rifle Ranges in the Metropolitan District are placed at the disposal of Commanding Officers
as follows :-
TOOWONG RANGE.
16th August to 18th September, inclusive-Queensland Rifle Association. The whole of range.
Saturday, 25th September and 2nd October, 1897-
Recruits (Squads formed, General Orders Nos. 160 and 191 of 1897). The whole of range.
Saturday, 9th, 16th, 23rd, and 30th October, 1897-
Regiment of Queensland Rifles. The whole of range.
Saturday, 6th, 13th, 20th, and 27th November, 1897-
Nos. 1 and 2 Companies, Moreton Mounted Infantry. The whole of range.
Saturday, 4th, 11th, and 18th December, 1897, and 8th, 15th and 22nd January, 1898-
Naval Brigade. The whole of range.
March and April, 1898-
The Moreton Regiment (1st Battalion),  "A,"  " B," " C," " D," and "E " Companies. The whole of
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Bugle calls.
No. 217.
THE following Bugle Calls which appeared (No. 17) in Army Order 140, July, 1896, and No. 3 and No. 19,
in Infantry Drill, 1896, will be substituted,  respective ly, for Calls No. 17, Section II., Part 2, " Camp and
Quarters Calls," and No. 3 and No. 19, Section  II., Part 3, " Dismounted Calls" of Trumpet and Bugle
Sounds, 1895:-
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By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER,  Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief  Staff Officer.
NOTICES.THE Annual Meeting for1897 of the Queensland Rifle Association will be held at Toowong during the
week ending 18th September next.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the South Australian National Rifle Association has been fixed for 4th
to 9th October, inclusive. The Federal Rifle Match for 1897 will be fired at Adelaide on the 8th October.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the National Rifle Association of New South Wales has been fixed for
25th to 30th October, inclusive.
Attention is directed to the Programme issued by the Queensland Rifle Association in connection with the
forthcoming Annual Meeting, and particularly to the competitions open to members of the Defence Force
(including Volunteers, Cadets, and Rifle Clubs).
Printed and Published by EnMUrcn Gascony, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN FEILDING
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery in the parish of Laidley,
in the room of James C. Ward, resigned.
E.M.-11.8-97 -R'. Cem.37.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN DASH
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery in the parish of  Blackall,
in the room of Charles  Isaac  Ball Mills,  resigned.
E.M -11-8-97-s'. Cem.  67.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice ofthe ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to appoint
GEORGE FRIEDRICH DAUTH,
ALFRED SUTTON, and
THOMAS QUINN
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Racecourse, Beenleigh, in the parish
of Albert, in the room of Ernest J. Stevens, James McCowan, and
Frank Gooding, who have resigned.
Ex-11 .8-97-T'.  Res. 1875-1.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JAMES SMITH BRYDEN and
DAVID CANNON
to be Trustees of the Reserve for School of Arts in the parish of
Longreach, in the room of John Cooke, deceased, and Stephen
Fairbairn, resigned.Res. 1891-71.
- J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1897H .
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
THOMAS MCADAM
to be a Trustee of Allotments 1 and 2 of Section 65, Town of
Rockhampton, being the land granted in Trust for a Presbyterian
Church by Deed of Grant No. 2850, i -'ie room of William Pattison,
deceased.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board,  has been pleased to appoint
PATRICK MORTIMER HISHON
to be Mining Registrar at Georgetown, in the room of Alfred P. W.
Tregear, transferred ; such appointment to take effect from the 1st
proximo.
ROBERT PHILP.
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Department of- Mines,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice ofthe ExecutiveCouncil, and upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
ALFRED PETER WELLINGTON TREGEAR
to be Clerk in the Warden's Office at Charters Towers, in the room of
Patrick M. Hishon, transferred; such appointment to take effect from
the 1st proximo.
ROBERT PHILP.
Department of Justice,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM CHIPPENDALE
to be Bailiff of the District Court at Longreach, in the room of C. E.
Williams, dismissed.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1897.
IS Excellency the -Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveH Council, has, uponthe r commendation of the Public Service
Board, been pleased to approve of the undermentioned  transfers of
Assistants being made in the Post and Telegraph Department,  viz.:-
CHARLES STUART WILLIAMS FURLONG,
Cressbrook to Yandilla; and
JOHN  MILLER KELSO,
Yandilla to Cressbrook.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th August,  1897,IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
rl Council, has been pleased to direct that the name
FERGUS HENRY MCDOUGALL
be substituted for the name Fergus McDougall, appearing in the
notification of certain gentlemen to be Justices of the Peace, published
in the  Oorernment Gazette  dated 24th July, 1897.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the undernalned gentlemen
to be Justices of the Peace :-
FREDERICK RUDOLPH C. STRUVER,
ALEXANDER STEUART, and
MARMADUKE GRANVILLE HAYMIEN.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  25th  August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the appointment, by
the Charters Towers Fire Brigade Board, of
HENRY BLEASDALE WALKER
as Superintendent, and of
FRANCIS CHARLES BREwER and
PATRICK DWAN
as Assistant Superintendents, of the Charters Towers Fire Brigade.
HORACE TOZER.
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Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the undernamed members
of the Police Force to be Inspectors of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter at the places mentioned in connection with
their respective  names:-
Sergeant MICHAEL PORTLEY,
at Brisbane ,  in the room of Sergeant Manes  Ferry,  superannuated; and
Constable WILLIAM TASKER,
at Proserpine.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, has been  pleased  to appoint
Acting  Sergeant  ROBERT CROOKS
to be Assistant District Registrar of Births and Deaths for the
Registry District of Warrego, at Windorah.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane , 25th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the  advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased  to appoint
ROBERT STEWART KERR
to be  a Warder in the  Prison Service , as from the 27th of August,
1896.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice ofthe ExecutiveCouncil, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to appoint
PERCY WILLIAM PEGLER
to be an Auditor for the Division of Adavale, in the room of Henry
Charles Pegler,  resigned.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WALTER RANSON DE VAUX
to be a Justice  authorised to celebrate  Marriages ,  under  the provisions
of the Act 36 Vic. No. 12, within the limits of the District, the
boundaries  of which are defined in the following description, viz.:-
Commencing  at the south -west corner of Marcas  Run, and
bounded thence by the southern boundary of the colony bearing
easterly to the south- east corner  of Ottawa Run ; on the east by the
east boundary of Ottawa Run and part of the  east  boundary of
Toronto Run to the south- east  corner of Moppamurro Run, the
south- east and easte rn boundary of that run to the south-west corner
of Waggan Run ; thence by the eastern and northern boundaries of
that run to the eastern boundary of Ferenze Run, and by the eastern
boundary of that run to the south-eastern corner of Le Loup Run, by
the southern boundary of that run and of Wantata Run to the south-
east corner  of Wantata Run, and by the eastern boundary of Wantata
Run to the south-east corner of Sunshine Run ; on the north by
the southern boundaries of Sunshine, Colamia, Carcory, Wanstead,
Yandarran South, Bidtha, and Billa Billa to the north-west corner
of Listore Run; on the west by the western boundary of Listore,
Chatham, Primrose, and Marcas Runs to the point of- commencement.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ARTHUR THOMAS PEIRSON
to be Deputy Comptroller-General of Prisons, during the absence of
the Comptroller-General.
HORACE TOZER.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 25th August, 1897.
T E following appointments of Members of Committees for State
Schools are notified ,  viz.:-
Crow's Nest.
William Lacey and
John Patrick Nolan,
vice  Thomas Ladner  and Arthur  Martin, resigned.
Irvinebank.
Rynan M. Bradby,
vice Charles  Speed,  resigned.
Lowood.
William  James  Knox and
Charles Schiffelbein,
vice  Carl Beutel,  whose seat  has been declared vacant, and John
Daniel Handley,  resigned-
Swanfels.
John Purcell,
vice  Peder Christensen  Widt, who has left the district.
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Tambo.
James Carnegie,
vice  Harry William Webber, who has left the district.
Urangan.
Anton Andersen and
James Northeott,
vice  Jens Peder Berthelsen and Anders Christiansen, resigned.
D. if. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the following  transfers
of Teachers in the service of the Department of Public Instruction,
viz.:- -
NEVILLE CHARLES  HERBERT
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School for Boys at Ipswich East ; and
RICHARD HOOPER
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School for Boys at Charters Towers.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
SARAH SPROUL
be admitted into the service of the Department of Public Instruction
as a Teacher of Class III., Division 3, and be appointed to the
position of an Assistant Teacher in the State School at Croydon.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L.s. j Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor.o\, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCoin i atide r-in-Chief of the Colony ofQueensland 
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with
the provisions  of  "The Gold Fields Act  1874," 38 Victoria No.
11, I, CHARLES  WALLACE  ALEXANDER NAPIBR, Baron Lamington,
the Governor  aforesaid,  by and with the advice  of the Executive
Council ,  do hereby proclaim that the following  shall be deemed to be
a Goldfield  under the said Act:-
ROCKY RIVER GOLD FIELD.
County  of York,  district  of Cook.-Area ,  140 square miles.
The whole  of the area  comprised within the  northe rn , western,
and southern watersheds  of the Chester and Rocky  Rivers.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House,  Brisbane,
this twenty-fifth day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in the sixty-
first  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SAVE THE QvuRR 1
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
T A IN TON,
Kingdom, Knight Commander of theMost Distinguished
Governor.Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W v
W  HEREAS  by "The Chinese  Immigration Restriction Act,
1888,"  it is amongst  other things provided that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by  P ro clamation
published in the  Gazette,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person  or class  of persons  mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas it is desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,
Ali Hoh and Loo Hing, should be exempted from the provisions of the
said Act for a period of two years : Now, therefore,  I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby  declare
that the provisions of the said Act shall not apply to the said Ab Hoh
and Loo Hing for a period of two years from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this twenty-fifth day of August, in the year  of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SAVE THH QVREH 1
11 1'1tUCLAMA 110Vii.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WVALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
L s in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAIt IN u iov Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor.
, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WHEREAS by" The Bank Holidays Act of  1877 "  it is amongstother things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
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by Proclamation in the  G azette,  to  appoint a  special  day to be
observed  as a Public  Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in
any part  thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district therein :
Now, therefore,  I, CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron
Lamington , the Governor  aforesaid , in pursuance of the provisions of
the said Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby appoint the following days to be observed as Public
Holidays  in the places  hereunder named :-
THURSDAY, the 2nd of September proximo, being the day
appointed  for holding Cycle Races, in the town of Barcaldine ;
THURSDAY, the 2nd of September proximo, being the day
appointed  for holding the Annual Show of the Southern Queensland
and Border  Agricultural and Pastoral Association, within the Electoral
Districts of Logan and  Albert ; and
TUESDAY, the 7th of September proximo, being the day
appointed  for holding the Annual Ploughing Match of the Lockyer
Agricultural and Industrial Society, in the town of Laidley and the
Petty  Sessions  District of Gatton.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this  twenty-fifth day of August, in the year  of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in the sixty
first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
Gon SAVE THE QUSax!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedKingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAIIINGITON,Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of the  power  and authority  in me  vested under the
pro visions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, hereby define and set apart the Crown lands
described  in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural Area for the
purposes  of  the said Act ,  with a  maximum area  of 1,280 acres.
.M.-1I -8-97-Y'.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government House, Brisbane,
this eleventh day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
T HE GLADE  TONE LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 2.
(In lieu of Agricultural Area No. 2 established by Proclamation dated
17th May, 1893, which is hereby amended.)
Commencing  at the confluence of Colosseum Creek and Baffle
Creek, and bounded thence by Colosseum Creek upwards to the north
corner  of portion 501, parish  of Miriam  Vale ; thence by the south-
west boundaries  of that portion and portion 207 south-easterly to
Nobbys Range ; thence by that range westerly to Many Peak Range,
by that range north-westerly to a point west from the south-west
corner  of portion 15v; thence by a line bearing east thereto ; thence
by portions 15v, 14'r, 13v, 12v, 8v, 4v, 3v, 1v, and a line bearing north
to the northern watershed of Baffle Creek ; thence by that watershed
easterly  to Arthur's Seat; thence by a spur range to Baffle Creek ; and
thence by that creek downwards to the point of commencement;-
exclusive  of Agricultural Area No. 3.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CIIARLES' WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
TN pursuance  of section 95 of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
1 CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder  described have been temporarily reserved for the purpose
named with respect to each.
E.M.-11 -8-97.-C'.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
97-13286-- 3.O.
County of  Bowen , parish of New Cannindah.
Area, about 5,400 acres.
Commencing  at the north-east corner of portion 8v, and bounded
thence by that portion bearing 268 degrees 59 minutes 62 chains
and 64 links; on the west by a Camping Reserve bearing north
about 146 chains to the Dawes Range, by that range south-easterly to
the Burnett  Range,  by that range southerly to the north corner of
portion 4v (44th section), by the north-west boundary of that portion
south-westerly to the north-east corner of portion 5v, by the north
boundary of that portion bearing west 119 chains and 25 links to
portion 3v ; and thence by . that portion and portion 8v bearing
northerly to the point of commencement:- as shown on plan deposited
in, the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. Bu. 37-428.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
97-13285-S.G.
County of  Bowen , parish of New  Cannindah.
Area, about 1,350 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of P.P. 3, and bounded
thence on the east by a Timber Reserve bearing north about 146
chains to portion 8v, parish of Bompa, by that portion bearing
westerly and southerly to its south-east corner;  and on  the south by
P.P. 3 bearing  east  125 chains and 90 links to the point  of commence-
ment;-as  shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-General 's Office
-Cat. No. Cl. 40-277.
THE CHARTERS TOWERS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR MUNICIPAL PURPOSES  No. 1, CHARTERS TowERs
( WITHIN THE CHARTERS TOWERS GOLD  FIELD).
97-11995-Mines.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Govern.
ment Gazette  dated 24th June, 1893, page 427, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Davenport, parish of Charters Towers.
Area, 1 acre 1 rood 36 perches.
Commencing at t he intersection of the north-west side of Stubley
street by the south-west side of Jane street, and bounded thence on
the south-east by Stubley street bearing 192 degrees four  chains and
four links ; on the south-west by lines bearing 302 degrees two chains
and three and eight-tenths links, 212 degrees  5 minutes  seventy-eight
and three-tenths links, and 302 degrees two chains and fifty  links ; on
the north-west by Miner street bearing  32 degrees 5 minutes three
chains and forty-three links ; and on the north-east by Jane street
bearing  102 degrees 3 minutes three chains and thirty-five and eight-
tenths links to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-Gl eneral's Office-Cat. No. CT 182-50.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
97-1464-s.G.
County of March, parish of Vernon.
Area, 55 acres 2 roods 13 perches.
Commencing at the eastern termination of the northernmost
boundary of portion 1068, and bounded 1 hence on the north by a road
bearing east twenty-five chains and ninety-five links ; on the east by a
line bearing 183 degrees 42 minutes twenty-two chains and  six links;
on the south by portion 1068 bearing 269 degrees 5S minutes twenty-
four chains and fifty-three and seven-tenths links; and on the west by
that portion bearing 2 minutes twenty-two chains and two and two-
tenths links to the point of commencement ;- as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. M37-12370.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
Closure 568.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation  in the  Government
Gazette  dated 18th April, 1885, page 1289, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Aubigny, parish of Stephens.-Area,  about  9 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of King Creek at the north-west
corner of portion 96, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing south fifteen chains and forty-six links; on the south by that
portion and a road bearing west seven chains ; on the west  and again
on the south by portion 18v bearing north seven chains and forty links
and west six c' ains and seventy-five links ; again on the west by
portion 95 bearing north one chain and eighty links to King Creek;
and thence by the right bank of that creek downwards to the point
of commencement;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor General's Office-Cat. No. N 25-527.
THE WINTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL OF ARTS, TOWN OF WINTON.
97-7863-C.T.
County of Ayrshire, parish of Winton.-Area, 2  roods.
Commencing at the south-west corner of allotment 7 of section 6,
and bounded thence on the north by that allotment bearing  93 degrees
30 minutes one chain ; on the east by a line bearing 183 degrees
30 minutes five chains; on the south by Vindex street bearing 273
degrees 30 minutes one chain ; and on the west by a line bearing 3
degrees 30 minutes five chains to the point of commencement; as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General' s  Office-
Cat. No. W 240-11.
RESERVE FOR WATER, TOWN OF WINTON.
Res. 1883-240A.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Govern-
ment  Gazette  dated 27th October, 1883, page 1136, which is
hereby amended.)
County of Ayrshire, parish of Winton.-Area,  1 acre  2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of the east side of Werna street
by the north side of Vindex street, and bounded thence on the west
by Werna street bearing 3 degrees 30 minutes five chains; on the
north by allotments 10, 9, and 8 of section 6 bearing 93  degrees 30
minutes three chains ; on the east by a line bearing 183 degrees 30
minutes five chains; and on the south by Vindex street bearing 273
degrees 30 minutes three chains to the point of commencement;-as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-
Cat. No. W240-11.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House , Brisbane,
this eleventh day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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A. PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL
SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after FRIDAY, the FIRST day of OCTOBER, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.ac., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the
price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be
as in  the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of August, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven,  and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-25-8-97.
Land Agent ' s District.
Brisbane
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Bundaberg
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Banana
Bowen
Cairns
Cbarlev ille
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Gympie
Herberton
Ditto
Ingham
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
Inglewood  (Texas) ...
Mary borough ...
Mackay ... . ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Mourilyan (Geraldton)
Ditto ditto
Roma ... ...
Toowoomba ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Warwick
Parish.
Byron ... ...
ditto ... ...
Parker ... ...
Palen ... ...
Logan ... ...Kilcoy ...
Samson Vale ...
ditto ...
Telemon ...
Electra ... ...
Childers ... ...
Booyal ... ...
Gregory ... ...
Childers ... ...
Rosedale ...
Bingera ... ...
Banana ... ...
Euri ... ...
Trinity ... ...
Glengarry ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
Kenilworth ...
East Barron ,..
ditto ...
Tyson .. ...
Trebonne ...
Tyson ...
Waterview
...
ditto ,
Trebonne ...
Texas ... ...
Burrum ... ...
Hector ... ...
Abingdon ...
Hector ... ...
Glady ... ...
ditto ...
Amby
Beauaraba ...
Djuan
Milton ... ...
Killarney ...
GOD SAVE TH R  QUEEN)
THE SCHEDULE.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
Fi0
a Area.
1341
1133
1134
2500
538
2508
2954
1692
2586
2703
1375
1364
1365
1335
1260
135911966
97
322
107
70
74
139
430
166
167
137
139
167
175
176
86
152
5:34
302
310
314
82
92
1,102
1,938
1,808
1,943
937
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Survey
Fee.
Conditional Unconditional Agricultural
Selection .  Selection. Area.
av
R. P.  £ s. d. a. d.
[28TH AUGUST, 1897.
£  S.
31v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 4 0 15
13v 560 0 0 13 14 0  04  0 15
14v 435 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 15
5v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 4 0 15
64v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 15
23v 40 0 0 '5 8 0  06  0 15
66v 268 2 5  10 19 0  04  0 15
72v 134 1 18 8 12 0 0 0 15
61v 128 0 0 8 8 0 0 0 15
52v 67 0 0 6 16 0 0 0 15
34v 111 0 0 8 3 0 0 4 0 15
113v 160 0 0 9 0 0 06 1 0
47v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 15
111v 124 1 34 8 8 0 0 4 0 15
109v 259 0 22 10 13 0 0 4 0 15
39v 143 0 0 8 16 0 0 6 1 0
17v 159 338 9 0 0 04,E  0 15
lv 159 3 32  9 0 0  06  1 0
4v 157 3 0 9 0 0 06 1 0
547 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 1 0
59v 1,069 1 37 17 3 0  03  0 16
28v 140 0 0 8 12 0  03  0 15
26v 160 0 0 9 0 0  03  0 15
40v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 3 0 15
37v 208 0 0 10 1 0 0 45 0 15
45v 26 0 0 4 15 0 0 6 1 0
46v 40 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 1 0
29v 16000 900 06 10
7v 640 0 0 14 4 -0 0 45 0 1538v 16000 900 06 10
2v 160 0 0 9 0 0 04 015
3v 160 0 0 9 0 0  0 4 0 15
3v 100 0 12 7 13 0  06  0 15
29 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 1 0
4v 160 0 0 9 0 0 06 1 0
18v 330 0 0 12 7 0 0 45 1 0
21v 185 0 0 9 15 0  06  1 0
19v 55 2 1 6 9 0 0 6 1 0
17v 76 3 6 7 2 0 0 6 1 0
33v 8000 720 06 10
22v 83 3 25 7 7 0  04  0 15
56v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 4 0 15
145v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 1 0
148v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 45 0 15
1135 155 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 1 0
be
n
f
x
83
a. d. I I Acres.
0 0 10 320
0 0 1 1,280
0 0 1 1,280
0 0 1B 640
0 0 2 1,280
0 0 1  1,280
0 0 9 1,280
0 0 IB 640
0 0  in  640
0 0 1 1,280
0 0 2 1,280
6 8 1 640
0 0 2 1,280
0 0 3 1,280
0 0 1 640
6 8 11 320
0 0 2  1,2806 8 1 1,280
6 8 1 640.
6 8 2 1,2800 0 1 1,280
0 0 1 1,2800 0 1 1,280
0 0 1 1,280
0 0 3 1,280
6 8 4 320
6 8 4 3206 8 1 1,280
0 0 1 1,280
6 8 1 1,280
0 0 . 1,280
0 0 'P 1,2800 0 1 1,280
6 8 5 320
6 8 1 1,280
6 8 1 1,280
6 8 1 1,280
6 8 1 1,280
6 8 1 1,280
6 8 2 80
0 0 3 1,280
0 0 1 1,280
6 8 3 640
0 0 1 1,280
6 8 1 1,280
• Subject to the pro visions of  "The  Mineral Lands  (Sales ) Act of  1892" and "The  Mineral  Lands  (Sales )  Act Amendment  Act of  1894."
t Not within  an Agricultural Area.
N.B.-Each lot selected subject  to payment  of the value of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION,
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington, in the
LAIrINuTON, county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
Governor.  St. Michael and St. G eorge,  Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  and execution  of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions  of " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1895,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NArixR, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated in the BRISBANE
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION only, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after
TUESDAY, the FIFTH day of OCTOBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule: And I
do hereby further notify and declare that the  price  at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule:
And I do hereby, by and with the advice  afo re said, declare  that the  maximum area  which may be selected by any one person  in the said
District shall be as follows, that  is to  say, 1,280 acres.
provided always and I do hereby further  declare that the maximum area which may be  selected by  any one  person within Agricultural
Area No. IA  in  the said District  shall be 640 acres.
v 0
0 °
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And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 1A
to be a District for the purposes of the said Acts; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless form part of the
said Brisbane Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Government House, Brisbane,  this twenty -fifth day of August,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.31.-25 .8.97.  GOD SAVE THE QIIis$N! By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.--WITnxN AG:armmTIIBAL AREA No. IA.
No.
of Lot.
1
2
3
Parish.
Stapylton ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
2071A
2071A
2131
No. of
Portion.
18v
19v
20v
Area.
A. R. P.
40 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
Survey Fee.
£ s. d.
5 8 0
5 8 0
5- 8 0
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,.  if any.
Unconditional  Selection.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
P. a. d.
0 1 6
016
0 1 6
Purchasing
Price per Acre
£ s. d.110 0
110 0
1 10 0
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency the Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,
1881  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice. of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Land specified in the
Schedule hereto, and situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open for SELECTION as GRAZING
FARMS, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after THURSDAY, the SEVENTH day of OCTOBER, 1897, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum. area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the said
Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of August, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-25-8-97 .  GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN GRAZING AREAS.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
No Of
'
No. of
Forfeited No. of Annual Maximum.
Lot. s District.Land Agent Run Resumption . Parish. Seleetton
or Farm.
Portion. Area. Survey Pee.  Rentper Acre. Area
1 Blackall  ... ... ... Home Creek  ... ... Glenpatrick ... 58 12v A.325 B. P.0 0 .2  a. d. £12 7 6 0 a. d.0 Acres.20,000
2 St. George ... ... ... Boombah  ... ... 104 8 5,401 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 2 20,000
3 Roma  ... ... ... ... BungU ... ... 551 5v 2,200 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 0J 16,000
Lot 1- Applications to be lodged  at the land  Office ,  Barcaldine.
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of  improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLAcE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington  of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
. to 1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Land specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open for SELECTION as GRAZING HOMESTEADS,
under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after W EDNES DAY, the SIXTH day of OCTOBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK
A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid , declare that the
maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person shall be 2,560 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of August, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-25 -8-97. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
No.
of Lot.
No. of
Land Agent ' s District .  Run Resumption .  Forfeited
Farm.
1 Hughenden  ... ... ... ...  Afton Downs  ... ... ...  211
2 Winton  ... ... ... ... ...  Eldershe  ... ... ...  104
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
No. of Annual RentPort ion. Area. Survey Fee. per Acre.
A. B. P.  £' a.  d. £ a. d.
3 2,560 0 0 21 0 0 0 0
32  2,560  0 0 21 0 0 0 0 Of
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements,  if any.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPISB,  Baron Lamiugton of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAHINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its -
Governor.  Dependencies.
WHEREAS  by  Orders in Council made on the sixth day of January, 1887, and the twenty-first day of January, 1891., I
1` 1' did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the
operation of so much of the 43rd section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and
marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land
described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the said land
into lots, and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly
divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans :
Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said
Schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after FRIDAY, the FIRST day of OCTOBER,
1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby further notify and
declare that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do
hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
Districts shall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of August, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-25-8-97.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
Land Agent 's Expired  Parish .  A°. Area.V District. Lease.
d
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Conditional Unconditional Agricultural
Selection. Selection. Area.
Provisional ai
Survey Fee. p v
A. R. P.  £ s. d.
al Cairns ... Sophia... 27v 160 0 0 17 10 0
b2 Ipswich  I Colinton ... Colinton 87vA 85 0 0 7 7 0
b3 Ditto ditto ditto 88v 298 1 37 11 5 0
s. d.
04
0
£ 8. d.
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
8. d. £s.d.
1 0 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 01 0 1 0 0
8
8g
2
1
Acres.1,280
1,280
1,280
N.B.-Each  lot selected subject to payment  of the  value of improvements ,  if any.
a. This portion consists of dense lawyer and vine scrub, and has frontage to the Mulgrave River, situated about ten miles from the
mouth of said river.
b. These portions consist of fairly grassed country, intersected  by the  head of Sandy Creek,  situated about twenty miles south-easterly
from Nanango.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMiNGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1895,"  1,  CHAliLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this ray Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated in the GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL
SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after WEDNESDAY, the SIXTH day of OCTOBER, 1897, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare
that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be
as foll ows ,  that is to say, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of August, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-25-8 - 97. GOD SAVE THE QUSSN I
No. of
Lot.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT: WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Conditional Unconditional
I Selection. Selection.
Parish. No. ofPortion. Area .  Survey Fee.
Annual Purchasing Annual Purchasing
Rent Price  Rent  Pri ce
per Acre. per Acre.  per Acre,  per Acre.
I Gutchy
A. It. P.  ,'  s.  d. £ a. d.  £  8.  d. £ s. st. 4  s.  d.
102  3 31 7 18  0 0 0 6 1 0 0 0 1 4 1 6 833...
...
...
• • .2 Ditto
2
v
128 0 7 8 8 0 0 0 6 1 0 0 0 1 4 1 6 834..,
.
...Ditto
v
58 0 20 6 9 0 0 0 6 1 0 0 0 1 4 1 6 835... .. .
4 Ditto  .. „, ...
..
... ..
v
36v 138 0 37 8 12 0 0 0 6 1 0 0 0 1 4 1 6 8
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment  of the value of improvements ,  if any.
These portions consist partly of dense vine scrub and  thickly timbered country, with fairly light  soil  timbered  with gum, box ,  stringybark,
wattle  &c., unwatered ,  Situated  on the  road from Gympie to Maryborough ,  about a m il e westerly  from Kilkivan  Junction Railway Station,
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By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency the Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington  of Lamington,
[L.S.] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most  Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. Georue, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and its
, Governor.  Dependencies.
%HE1EAS by an Order in Council made on the twenty-first day of March, 1894, I did, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd  section
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is  proclaimed
open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-
General was, by the said Order in Council, required to mark off the said land and to indicate the position  on proper maps
or plans  : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly marked off the said land specified in the said  Schedule, and has
indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans: Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution  of all powers and authorities
in me  vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895." I, CHARLES WALLACE  ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICF, shall be open for UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION only, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after
TUESDAY, the FIFTH day of OCTOBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual  rental specified in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the  lessee may  purchase  the said land shall
be as  specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that  the maximum area
which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of August, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-25-8-97. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
A0
No. of Parish .  P+ Area.
Lot. o
0
z
1 Nerang ...
[28TH  AUGUST, 1897.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Unconditional Selection.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
A. R. P. £ s.  d. £ s. d.
23v 16 2 0 4 0 0 0 1 3
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
This portion is fairly grassed ,  unwatered ,  and situated between Ernest Junction and Molendinar Railway Stations.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
£ s.d.
1 5 0
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron  Lamington  of Lamington,
[L.S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the  provisions  of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with  the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in thel  Schedule
hereto, and situated in the undermentioned LAND AGENTS' DISTRICTS, shall be open for Selection as GRAZ [NG
FARMS, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after FRIDAY, the FIRST day of OC [OBER, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the  annual  rental. specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid ,  declare
that the  maximum area  which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule respectively
stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane , this eighteenth day of August, in  the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven ,  and in  the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
E.M.-18-8-97.
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN GRAZING AREAS.
No. of Land Agent's
No. of
Forfeited Annual  Rent Maximum
Lot. District. Run Resumption . Parish. Selection
or Farm.
No. of
Portion.
Area . Survey Fee. per Acre. Area.
A. R. P. £ s.  d. £ 8. d. Acres.
1 Bowen ... ... ... Strathdarr ... 172 4v 7,600 0 0 35 0 0 0 0 1 20,000
Hughenden ... Richmond Downs 388 4v 17,991 0 0 60 0  0 0 0 1j 20,000
*3 Isisford (Long-
h
Westlands (Portion A) Forrest Grove ... 373 1 15,181 0 0 55 0 0 0 0 2 20,000-
4
reac )
Ipswich ... Diaper Expired  Lease  Monsildale ... 2663 4vA 2,341 3 16 21 0 0 0 0 1j 6,500
 Applications to be lodged at the Land Office ,  Long re ach.
N.B.-Each  lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s ] to the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON,Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority  in me vested under the
provisions  of  " The  Crown  Lands dot  of 1884,"  I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  by and with  the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the rent and purchsa-
ing price of portion 24v, parish of Cooyar ,  in the Toowoomba Land
Agent's District ,  opened to Agricultural Farm Selection by Proclama-
tion dated the 2nd December ,  1896 ,  shall ,  on and after the 1st October,
1897, be reduced from 6d. and £1 to 41d .  and 16s .  per acre.
E.M.-18 -8-97. F. 1461.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighteenth day of August, in the year of our  Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE Qvw l
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A PROCLAA.MT1OY.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CJ1Al r.Es WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Latniuoton of l.atnington,
[L. S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the, United
LAMINQTON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGovernor.'Order of St. Michael and St. Gl orge, Goveruor, andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Quee1131aitd at-.d
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested ,  I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington ,  the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Roads described hereunder
shall be and are hereby opened as Public Roads:-
DESCRIPTIONS.
E.M.-5-8 -97-I'. Road Cage No. 2355.
Description of Road through portions  92, 434, 451, 462,  and  1472,  parish
of Bundalba, county of Raglan.
1. From the south -east corner of portion 92, Rockhampton District,
south -westerly across the south -east  corner of that portion bearing 240
degrees  40 minutes fifteen chains and eighty -two and a -half links, and
224 degrees 37 minutes seven chains and thirty -one and three -tenths
links, and containing 7 acres 2 roods 34 perches.
2. South -westerly through portion 434 bearing 224 degrees 37
minutes twenty -three chains and twenty -one and seven -tenths links, 223
degrees 10 minutes nine chains and seventy-four links, 215 degrees 49
minutes four chains and twenty -two and a-half links ,  203 degrees 52
minutes nine chains and sixty -two and a-half links ,  182 degrees 41
minutes fourteen chains and eighteen and a-half links, and 186 degrees
20 minutes thirteen chains and one and a-half links, and containing 22
acres  1 rood 33 perches.
3. South-westerly through portion 451 bearing 186 degrees 20
minutes five chains and fifty-nine links ,  200 degrees 23 minutes forty-
sir chains and seventy-five links, 187 degrees 6 minutes five chains and
twenty-five links, 167 degrees 59 minutes thirty-one chains and ninety
links, 178 degrees 3 minutes eleven chains and seventy-six links, 185
degrees 48 minutes thirteen chains and fifty links, 203 degrees 10 minutes
fourteen chains and forty-four links, 219 degrees 28 minutes fifteen
chains and eighty-two and a-half links, 223 degrees 27 minutes twenty-
six chains and four links, 220 degrees 36 minutes thirteen chains and
seventy-four links, 207 degrees 50 minutes fifteen chains and forty-eight
links ,  and 200 degrees 41 minutes nineteen chains and twenty -eight and
a-half links ,  and containing 65 acres 3 roods  19 perches..
4. South-westerly through portion 462 bearing 200 degrees 41
minutes twenty-four chains and forty-nine links, and 214 degrees 19
minutes fifty chains and twenty and a-half links ,  and containing 22
acres 1 rood 30 perches.
5. South-westerly through portion 1472 to a reserved road bearing
214 degrees 19 minutes one chain and ninety -five and a-half links, and
211 degrees 40 minutes thirty-seven chains and thirty-nine links, and
containing 10 acres 2 roods 37 perches.
Nora .- This road is opened in lieu of the roads advertised for closure in the
Government  Gazelle  of 21st November ,  1896, page 1116,  which roads are hereby
closed.
E.M.-19 -5-97. Road Case  No. 2284.
Description of Road through portion  173v,  parish of Maroochy,
county of Canning.
From the north -west corner of portion 173v southerly along and
within part of the west boundary of that portion  ;  thence south -easterly
across the south -west corner bearing 180 degrees 3 minutes six chains
and twenty -six links ,  and 134 degrees five chains and thirty -nine and
eight -tenths links ,  and containing 1 acre 25 perches  ;  freehold ; registered
owner , S. Kelly.
Naffs .- This road is opened in lieu of the road advertised for closure in the
Govern ment Gazette  of 12th December ,  1896,  page 1289, item 1, which is hereby
closed.
E.M.-5-8 -97-I2. Road Case  No. 2116.
Description of Road through portion  31v,  parish of Terry, and  42v,  parish
of Flagstone, county of Churchill.
1. A slight deviation at the eastern side of. the southern end of the
road through portion 31v, A.F. 494, Toowoomba District, bearing 97
degrees 12 minutes two chains and ninety-four and four-tenths links, and
140 degrees 19 minutes two chains and twenty-four and four-tenths links,
and containing 3 roods 5 perches taken from a reservation of 3 acres
reserved for road purposes ; freehold ; registered owner, J. McArthur.
2. A slight deviation at the eastern side of the northern end of the
road through portion 42v, A.F. 547, bearing 218 degrees 42 minutes two
chains and ,forty-three and a-half links ,  and containing 29 perches taken
from a reservation of 2 acres 3 roods reserved for read purposes ; free-
hold ; registered owner, R .  Baker.
Road Case  No. 2559.
Dedication of part of the Recreation Reserve, town of Sandgate, county of
Stanley, as a public road.
Commencing at the north -east corner of allotment 1 of section 16,
town of Sandgate, and bounded thence on the north by that allotment
bearing west two chains and thirty -five and six -tenths links ; on the
north -west by Kate street bearing 52 degrees 11 minutes two chains and
ninety-eight and one-fifth links; and on the east by a line bearing south
one chain and eighty-two and eight-tenths links to the point of com-
mencement, and containing 34J perches. -
Road Case  No. 2429.
Description of Road through portion  155v,  parish of Gregory,
county of Cook.
South-easterly through portion 155v, Bundaberg District, to a
reserved road bearing 141 degrees seven chains and ninety -six links, and
containing 3 roods 16 perches; freehold ; registered owner, The Isis
Central Sugar Mill Co., Limited.
NoTz .- This road  is opened in lieu of the road advertised for closure in the
Government Gazette  of 9th January ,  1897 ,  page 47, which is hereby closed.
Road Case  No. 2513.
Description of Road through portions  433  and  434,  parish of Enoggera,
county of Stanley.
1. South -westerly across the south -east corner of pcrtion 433 bearing
198 degrees 47 minutes 30 seconds one chain and eighty -nine and seven-
tenths links, and containing 8-& perches ; freehold ; registered owner,
W. Johnston.
2. South -easterly across the north -east corner of portion 434 bearing
174 degrees 13 minutes six chains and eight and a-half links ,  and con-
taining 29 perches; freehold  ;  registered owners ,  the Trustees of H.
Biggs.
Road Cage No. 2312.
Description  of Road through  portion  17v ,  parish  of Murphy,
county  of Aubigny.
South- easterly across  the north- east corner of portion  17v, A.F.
1767, Toowoomba District ,  beating  169 degrees  three chains and seventy
links,  130 degrees  two chains  and fifty links, 159 degrees  two chains,
117 degrees  2 chains  and thirty  links, 162 degrees 30 minutes three
chains  and forty  links,  125 degrees 30 minutes  three chains ,  92 degrees
4 chains, 145  degrees three chains ,  and 133 degrees one chain and forty-
four and  three -quarters links,  and containing 9 acres 2 roods 23 perches
partly taken  from a reservation of 3 acres reserved for road purposes ;
1884 Act; registered owner, H. Robertson.
Road Case, No. 2142.
Description of Road through portion  27v,  parish of  Douglas,
county of  Aubigny.
South -easterly across  the south -west corner of portion  27v, A.F.
1453, Toowoomba District, bearing 127 degrees  12 minutes five chains
and seventy -one and a-quarter links ,  and containing  3 roods 5
perches taken  from a reservaation of 5 acres  reserved for road
purposes  ; 1884 Act ;  registred owner , M. Connors.
Road Case  No. 2390.
Description of Road through portion A (Exchange  32)  and portion  25,
parish of Jondaryan, county of Aubigny.
South-westerly across the  south-east corner  of portion A and portion
25 bearing  182 degrees  5 minutes  177 chains and 75 links ,  and containing
25 acres 3  roods 16 perches; freehold ; registered  owners,  Kent and
Wienholt (Trustees).
NOTE.-This road  is opened in lieu of the road advertised for closure in the
Government  Gazelle  of 16th January , 1897, page 131, item 5. which is -hereby
closed.
Road Case  No. 2305.
Description of Road through portions N18 and  Z18,  parish of Cordelia,
county of Cardwell.
1. South- easterly along  and within the north-east boundary of N18
bearing  135 degrees  fifty chains  and ninety links ,  and containing 5 acres
14 perches ; freehold ; registered owner, E. K. Christensen.
2- A continuation of the above road south-easterly through portion
Z18 bearing 135 degrees twenty chains and fifty- one links ,  and contain.
ing 2 acres  7 perches  ;  freehold  ;  registered owner, J .  C. Gillam.
Road Case No. 2400.
Description of Road through portions  530  and  422, parish  of Watts,
county of Aubigny.
1. Easterly along and within the north boundary of portion 530, Too-
woomba District, bearing 77 degrees 57 minutest thirty- one chains and ten
and a-half links, 60 degrees 35 minutes thirty- six chains  and ninety links,
62 degrees 45 minutes five chains and ninety-three  and a-half links, 74
degrees 52  minutes two chains  and sixty -nine links ,  and- containing 7
acres 2 roods 26 perches; freehold; registered  owners,  Messrs. Shanahan
and Jennings.
2. Southerly  along and within the east  boundary of portion 422
bearing  south sixty -three chains  and eighty  links and east one chain ;
thence  south thirty-five  chains  and eighty- seven links  ; being part of the
closed road separating portion 421  from portion 422,  and containing 10
acres 10  perches; freehold ;  registered owners, Messrs. Shanahan and
Jennings.
NoTs.- These roads are opened in lieu of the road advertised for closure in
the  Government Gazette  of 16th  January,  1897, page 131,  item 16, and which are
hereby closed.
Road Case No. 2183.
Description  of Road through portions  22v  and  59,  parish of Whitestone,
county of Churchill.
1. From the south boundary of portion 22v, A.F. 785,  Ipswich
District, north-westerly through that portion bearing  342 degrees three
chains and seventy-two and three-tenths links, 335 degrees  20 minutes
fifteen  chains  and forty and eight-tenths links,  354 degrees 10 minutes
seven chains  and forty -four and nine -tenths links ,  297 degrees  47 minutes
four  chains  and thirty -one and four -tenths  links ,  and 353 degrees 55
minutes seven  chains and twenty -eight and eight -tenths links, and
containing 3 acres 3  roods 10 perches taken from  a reservation of 5 acres
reserved for road purposes ; 1884 Act ; registered owner, George
Thomas Ballard ,  junior.
2. A continuation of the above road through portion 59 to  a reserved
road bearing 353 degrees 55 minutes two chains and fifty-five and three-
tenths links ,  and 346 degrees  ten chains  and twenty -six and one-tenth
links, and containing 1 acre 39 perches ; freehold ;  registered owner,
George Thomas Ballard, junior.
Road Case No. 2183.
Description of Road through portion  81v,  parish of East Haldon,
county of Churchill.
From the north boundary of portion 81v, A.F. 2043, Ipswich
District, southerly through that portion bearing 166 degrees  12 minutes
5 chains and forty-six and seven-tenths links, 178 degrees  38 minutes
seven chains  and sixty -eight  links,  196 degrees 10 minutes  five chains and
ninety-seven and two-tenths links, 129 degrees  30 minutes six chains and
nineteen  and eight-tenths links, and 183 degrees 19 minutes  six chains
and thirty -nine and nine -tenths links , and  containing 3  acres  28 perches ;
1884 Act ; registered  owner , C. Sellars.
NoTE .- This road is  opened in lieu of the roads advertised for closure in the
Government  Gazette  of 16th May, 1896,  page 1164,  items 4 and 5, which roads are
hereby closed.
Road Case  No. 2225.
Description of Road through portion  142,  parish of Grafton,
county of Nares.
Easterly through portion 142. Cairns District,  bearing east  thirty-
eight chains and sixteen links,  and containing 5 acres  2 roods 15 perches
taken from  a reservation  of 9 acres reserved for road  purposes ;  freehold;
registered owner,  W. H. Swallow.
Road Case No. 2402.
Description of Road through portion  49v,  parish of Childers,
county of Cook.
From the west boundary of portion 49v, A.F. 944, Bundaberg
District, easterly and southerly through that portion to Oaky Creek
bearing 94 degrees ten chains and seventy  links,  and 189 degrees three
chains  and forty -five links, and containing  1 acre 1 rood 29 perches;
1884 Act; registered owner, R. Lacey.
Narx.- This road is opened in lieu  of the  road advertised for closure in
the  Government Gazette  of 6th February, ]897, page 295, item 1,  which  ro ad is
hereby closed.
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Road Can No. 2425.
Description of Road through portions  3292A and  2002,  parish of
Meringandan ,  county of Aubigny.
1. Southerly along and m ithin part of the west boundary of sub-
division 2 of portion 3292A,  Toowoomba District, bearing south three
chains and twenty -three links ,  and  containing  1 rood 11 perches taken
from a reservation of 4 acres 2 perches reserved for road purposes ; free.
hold ; registered owner ,  J. Garske.
2. Easterly and southerly along and within part of the north and
west boundaries of subdivision 5 of portion  2002 bearing east nine chains
and eight and a-half links ,  and south twenty-five chains and eighty-one
links, and containing 3 acres 2 roods 14 perches  ;  freehold  ;  registered
owner, L. Kuhl.
Road Cape No. 2221. -
Description of Road through portion  5v,  parish of Wambiana,
county of Davenport.
From the west boundary of portion 5v, G.F .  52, Charters Towers
District ,  south -easterly through that portion to a reserved road bearing
120 degrees sixty-five chains and ten links, and 137 degrees 30 minutes
fifty -three chains and sixty -seven links ,  and containing 22 acres 3 roods
taken from a reservation of 27 acres reserved for road purposes ; 1884
Act; registered owner, E. Philipson.
Road Case No. 2261.
Descriptiml of Road through portion  310,  parish of Coochin,
county of Churchill.
South -easterly across the south-west corner of portion 310, A.F.
2189,  Ipswich District ,  bearing 110 degrees six chains and twelve links,
east four chains and seven links, 126 degrees four chains and forty-five
links ,  92 degrees 30 minutes two chains and twenty -three links, 51
degrees three chains and eighty -eight links ,  94 degrees three chains and
thirty -nine links, 139 degrees three chains and ninety links, and 116
degrees 30 minutes three chains and three links, and containing 2 acres
3 roods 35 perches ; 1884 Act ; registered owner ,  F. 1V.  Hem my.
Nora.-In connection with the opening of this road the road through portion
20v, advertised in  Government .  Gazette  of 31st October ,  1896, is hereby closed.
Road Case No. 680.
Description of Road through portion 2, parish of Deuchar,
county of Merivale.
From the south boundary of portion 2, Warwick District, northerly
and easterly through that  portion  to a reserved road bearing north four
chains and ninety -two links, 43 degrees nine chains and ninety -six links,
and 90 degrees 30 minutes two chains and one link, and containing 1
acre 3 roods 6 perches freehold ; registered owner ,  P. F. l{optmann.
Norf.-This road is opened in lieu o f  the corresponding part of the road
through the portion advertised for closure is the  Gooernment Gazette  of 20th
March ,  1897,  page 822, which road is hereby closed.
Road Case No, 2454.
Description of part of Hughenden to Charters Towers Road.
Road ten chains wide along the  south-east-side  of the railway line
through Stonington ,  Allandale, (lenroy, Glengalder ,  Powlathanga, and
Desmond Holdings ,  North Kennedy District.
NoTS.- This road is opened in lien of part of the present road from llughenden
to Charters Towers along the telegraph line through these holdings, which is
hereby closed.
Road Case No.  2087.
Deviation of reserved Road through subdivisions 1 and 2 of portion  11v,
and  through portion  lv,  parish of Killarney  ( W. J. and C. Dagg).
From near the south -east corner of subdivision 1 of portion 11v
northerly and north -easterly 4 minutes 605 links, 13 degrees 828 links,
and 43 degrees 30 minutes 924 links.
Branch road easterly through subdivision 1 of portion 11v and
portion 1v bearing 128 degrees 1,541 links ,  106 degrees 1,18G links,
77 degrees 47 minutes 1,121 links ,  52 degrees 48 minutes 492 links,
56 degrees 21 minutes 641 links, 95 degrees 39 minutes 600 links, and
50 degrees  50 minutes 121 links.
Norx.-The deviation above described Is opened in lieu of the corresponding
part of the original road through portions llv and lv, which is he re by closed.
Road Case No. 2405.
Descriptwn of Road through O.L.  115  and Rio Holding,
Lcichhardt District.
Road three chains wide along and within the northern boundaries of
O.L. 115 and Rio Lease  ;  owners, D. R. Walsh and the Union Bank of
Australia ,  Limited, respectively.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at-Government House, Brisbane,
this fifth clay of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
A PE O CLA M7 ATIO N.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable CIlARLFS WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAFIER,  Baron Lamington of Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark , in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of theLAMINGTON, Most Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St.Governor . George, Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in
me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895 ,"  I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington ,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation
of the Land Board ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and
declare that the operation of the 43rd section of  " The Crown
Lands  Act of  1884 shall be and is hereby suspended with
respect to the Country Lands described hereunder ,  and situated
in the ROCKHAMPTON  LAND AGENT' S  DISTRICT:
And I further notify and declare , by and with  the advice
aforesaid ,  that the said lands shall be open  for UNCt)NDI-
TIONAL SELECTION  only, at the LAND  OFFICE,
ROCKHAMPTON ,  under the provisions of the said Acts, as
unsurveyed lands, on and after WEDNESDAY ,  the SIXTH
day of OCTOBER ,  1897 ,  at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the
[28TH AUGUST, 1897.
annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do
hereby  further notify and  declare  that the price at which the
lessee may purchase the said lands shall be  as specified in
the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with  the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may  be selected
by any one person in the said District shall be  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of August, in  the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred  and ninety-
seven, and  in the sixty -first  year of Her Majesty's
reign.
E.3i -25 8-9?.
By Command, J. F. G. FJXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN  I
DESCRIPTION.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Rockhampton)
NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA (Section 17, Act
of 1891).
Unconditional-Annual rent,  Is. per acre.
Purchasing price ,  91-per  acre.
County of Livingstone, parish of Limestone.
Area, about 360 acres.
The unsurveycd Crown land within the following boun-
daries : --
Commencing at the south-west  corner  of portion 2041, and
bounded thence by that portion and portion 2279 to the south-
west corner of the latter ; thence by  a line  west to a point south
from the starting point; and thence by a line north thereto ;-
exclusive of land required for roads, reserves, or other public
purpose.
Situated about twenty  miles  north -westerly from  Rockhampton ;
chiefly scrubby ironbark ridges , intersected  by Middle Creek.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  If any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACs
[L.S.]
LAMINOTON,
Governor.
ALEXANDER NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington of Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom ,  Knight Commander of the
Most  Distinguished  Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Gov ernor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its Dependencies.
f N pursuance and execution of all powers and authori tiesin me vested  under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
APIs,  1884 to 1895," 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER RAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the  recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify  and declare
that the operation of the 43rd  section of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884" shall be and is hereby suspended with  respect to
the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the
I XGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT : And I further
notify and declare, by and with the  advice aforesaid, that
the said lands  shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under  the provisions of
the said Acts, as unsurveyed  lands, on and after  WEDNESDAY,
the SIXTH day of OCTOBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK
A.H., at the  annual rental  specified in the  said  Schedule : And
I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which
the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be  as specified in
the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the  maximum area  which may be
selected by any one person in the said District  sha ll  be as in
the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at  Government House,
Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of August,  in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred  and ninety-
seven,  and in the  sixty-first year  of Her Majesty's
reign
E.M.-25-8-97.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QVEEE I
DESCRIPTION.
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area, 1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 6d.  per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
Unconditional-Annual  rent , Is. 4d . per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 6s.  8d. per acre.
County of Cardwell, parish of  Tyson.-Area,  160 acres.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed  portion 36v
(forfeited A.F. 133), parish of  Tyson ;-exclusive of land
required for roads ,  reserves , or other public purpose.
Situated on the Murray River about thirteen miles in a direct line
easterly from its mouth .  The eastern part consists of dense vine scrub,
the western of forest of gum, &c.
N.B.-Subject to payment of ttie vslue of 1mprov0ID011t$,.lt MY.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L-S-3in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedLA N Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedMMGTO
vernor',
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andAGo Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested,  and in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,"
I, CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Agricultural  and Grazing  Farms, under the said Acts, are declared
forfeited:-
iz.k
'I
00 Parish.
2069 29v Durundur
2263 49v Redoliffe
2415 111v Maroochy
2520 51v Conondale
605 15v Wallan ...
1870 .  6v  Bahl  ...
211
333
72693
75
50
609
1901
1930
1942
1951
47v Degilbo..,
102, St. Mary
17v Barmoys
4v St. Peter
10v Surat .,
4v Goombungee ...
16v Western Creek.,.
19v Goombungee .,
219v  Djuan ,.,
220v Ditto ...
1Qv Flagstone
2030 43v Milton
2069 42v Motley ...
2076 180v  Djuan ...
2095 172v Milton ...
2097 67,68 .  Douglas& 69
Name  of Licensee
or Lessee.
Area. Laud Agent'sDistrict.
A. R. P.
Wi lliam Dean  ...  143 1 28 Brisbane
Frederick Haupt ...  10  2 25  ditto
Charles  May ... 156 0 0 ditto
Annie Kruger ... 160 0 0 ditto
Emma  M.  Addison ... 160 0 0 Dalby
Charles Cronan  ...  460 0 0 Ipswich
Edmund W. Thurgar  80 0 0 Maryborough
Harry Shaw ... ... 140 3 0 ditto
William  H. Wassmann  160 0 0 Rockhampton
Robert Trail  ...  160 0 0 Springsure
Susan Campbell .., 160 0 0 Surat
William Molony ,.. 290 1 0 Toowoomba
David Keefer ... 5,000 0 0 ditto
William Molony ... 122 3 0 ditto
James T. Frawley ... 160 0 0 ditto
Patri,k L. Frawley... 160 0 0 ditto
George B. Anderson 140 0 0 ditto
Fredrick Kirstenfeldt 131 2 8 ditto
James Warren  .., 63 1 15 ditto
Otto H. Fick ... 160 0 0 ditto
Robert Pattie ... 159 3 0 ditto
Albert T. Walker .., 62 1 10 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eleventh day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lainington,
rn
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMING}TON,Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Qovernor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies. -
T N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance
L with the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the Leases of the following Agricultural Farms, under
the said Acts, are declared forfeited:-
Parish.
2616 8v Whiteside
93 38v Gayndah
95 37v Ditto
96 39v Ditto
48 683 Morrill
Name  of Licensee Area. Land Agent's
or Lessee. District.
A. R. P.
Charles  Basics  ... 159 0  0 Brisbane
Jane M. Cullen ... 159 3 30 Gayndah
Mary A. Gillard ... 127 2 6o ditto
Thomas 0. Cullen... 160 0 0 ditto
George L. Smith  ...  361 0 0 Townsville
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eleventh day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty.
first year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD  SAVE  THE QUEEN !
A. PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce ll ency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
CL
s
] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAmixaTOx, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of the authority  in me vested ,  and in accordance
with the provisions of  t0 The Crown  Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,"
I, CHAR L$9 WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER,  Baron Lamington, the
governor 4foresi id ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
[28TH AUGUST, 1897.
do  hereby  notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Agricultural and Grazing Farms, under the  said  Acts,  are declared
forfeited :-- .
E.M.-5-8 -97-R'.
Parish.
829
59
2056
14v
lv
IV
Bengalis
Guralda ...
Rosalie ...
Name of Licensee
or Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
Gerald F. Lalor ...
Owen E. Carrigan...
Michael Horn ,,.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this fifth day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION,
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACI
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[LS.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINCToN, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor , Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, I, CHARLES WALLACEALEXANDER NAPIS1 , Baron La ington, the Governor  aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the roads described  hereunder
shall be and are hereby closed,
E.M.-25-10-93 - I'. Road Cases Nos. 1556,  2236 ,  & 2515.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
S CHEDULS  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 The Murilla Divisional
Board , on behalf of
M. Moroney, J. C.
Sanney, B . Moroney,
and T. Moroney
The Isis Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
owners
I The Lands Department,
on behalf of the
Police Authorities
Situation.
A.  It.  P.
1,280 0 0 Roma
10,000 0  0 St. George
639  1 11  Toowoomba
Parish. Area.
I I A. s. P.
The road through portions' Drillham...  32 222
2v, 3v,  5v, 9v ,  and 13v
About
Part of the road separating Childers ... 1 0 0
allotment 26 of  portion $
from allotment 27
The road separating portion Wellshot ...  32 0 0
18v from 19v and 18v
from 21v, and the con-
tinuation of same th ro ugh
the Police Reserve
• NOTE.-- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in Connection
with the opening of another  ro ad.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government  House, Bris-
bane, this fifth day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and  in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SATs  THE QDBBN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
L A\II cOTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Goveenur. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
TN pursuance of sections  96 and 97 of  " The Crown Lands Act
l of 1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify  and declare
that the persons hereunder named shall be and are hereby appointed
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Recreation, Pittsworth, in the parish
of Rolleston, established by Proclamation dated the 2nd November,
1889, and the said persons and their  successors  shall,  as Trustees,
have the control and management of the said  Reserve ;  and the said
Trustees shall be and are hereby empowered to make By-laws for
carrying out the objects of the Trust, subject  to the approval of His
Excellency the Governor in Council:-&M.-II-8-97-W2. Res. 1889-167.
TIMOTHY JAMES O'CARROLL, THOMAS DoiAvoir, and
ROBERT WILSON, ALEXANDER  GEORGE SALTER.
AUGUST ERNEST STUMM,
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government  House, Brisbane,
this eleventh day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in  the sixty
first year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
G o3) SATE TUN Qtruj I
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedINGTONKingdom, Knight Commander ofthe Most Distinguished
Governor.Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andovernor . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
j N pursuance of sections 96 and 97 of  " The Crown Lands Act
1 of  1884,"  I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEB, Baron
Lamington,  the Governor aforesaid,  by and with  the advice of the
Executive Council, do , by this  my Proclamation , notify and  declare
that the persons hereunder named shall be and are hereby appointed
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Racecourse in the parish of
Tinaroo  (Mareeba),  established by Proclamation  dated the 11th
January,  1894, and the said persons and their successors shall, as
Trustees , '  have the cont rol and management of the said Reserve;
and the said Trustees shall be and are hereby empowered to make
By-laws for carrying out the objects of the Trust,  subject to the
approval of His Excellency the Governor in Council :-
R.ffi.-11 -8-97-V '.  Res. 1894-129.
CHARLES CHRISTIAN SCHEMING,
MICHAEL WALSH, and
PETER BYRNE.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane,
this eleventh day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven,  and in the  sixty.
&d  year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUBBN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
rL s 1 in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINOTON,Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section 95 of " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Ba ro n Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid ,  by and with  the advice  of the Executive Council,
do, by  this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that  the lands
hereunder  described have been permanently  reserved for the purpose
named with respect to each.
THE ST . GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR STATE SCHOOL, PORTION  11V, MUN GINDI.
f7-435-P.I.
County of  Belmore ,  parish  of Mungindi.
Area,  4 acres 1 rood 34 perches.
Commencing  at the north  corner  of portion 1A, and  bounded
thence  on the north -west by Barwan  street bearing 57 degrees seven
chains ;  on the north -east by a  li ne  bearing  147  degrees  three chains
and twenty  links  ;  on the south-east by lines bearing  194 degrees 15
minutes eight chains and  twenty-five links, and  237 degrees  ninety-four
li nks ;  and on the south -west  by portion  1A bearing  327 degrees eight
chains  and eighty links to the point of  commencement  ;- as shown on
plan of  survey deposited in the Surveyor -General 's Office - Cat. No.
N 25.524.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR STATE SCHOOL.
96-6169-D.B.
County of  Aubigny, parish  of Stephens,  portion  18v.-Area ,  5 acres.
Commencing  at the northern  termination  of the easternmost
boundary of portion 95, and bounded thence on the south by that
portion bearing west six chains  and seventy -five links  ;  on the west by
that portion bearing north seven chains  and forty links  :  on the north
by a Water  Reserve bearing east six chains and  seventy -five links; and
on the east  by that  reserve bearing  south seven chains and forty links
to the point of commencement ;-aa shown  on plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor -General ' s Office-Cat .  No. N 25-527.
THE WARWICK LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVES FOR STATE SCHOOLS  ( WITHIN STANTHORPB MINING
96-9213-- Twba.
DISTRICT).
County  of Merivale,  parish  of Talgai,  portion  47v.
Area,  5 acres 16 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 225 degrees and distant eight
chains  and eighty -five links  from  the east corner  of portion 2023 on
the left bank of Thane Creek, and bounded thence on the north-east
by a line bearing 135 degrees six chains  and sixty  links ;  on the south-
east by a  ro ad bearing  206 degrees  30 minutes six chains  and ninety-
eight links  ;  on the south -west by a road bearing 315  degrees eight
chains and  eighty- one links  ; and on the north -west  by portion 2023
bearing 45 degrees six chains  and sixty -two links to the point of com-
mencement ; -as shown  on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor.
General 's Office-Cat. No. N 25-528.
90-8817-P.I.
County of Merivale , parish of Rosenthal, portion  52v .-Area, 5 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of Rosenthal Creek at the south-
east  corner thereupon of portion 342, and bounded thence on the west
by that portion bearing north five chains  and fifty links ; on the north
by that portion bearing 89  degrees 63  minutes eight  chains and one
link ; on  the out by  a line bearing 174 degrees six chains  and foi ty
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links to Rosenthal Creek ; and thence by the right bank of that creek
downwards to the point of commencement ;- as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. N 25-529.
THE BLACKALL LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
REsznVB  FOR CEMETERY ,  JERICHO, SECTION 15.
96-21228-Bkl.
County of Tambo, parish of Jericho.-Area,  10 acres.
Commencing at a point five chains  east  and one chain and fifty
links south from the south -east corner of section 14 ,  and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing east ten chains  ;  on the east by a
line bearing south ten chains  ;  on the south by a line bearing west
ten chains  ;  and on the west by a line bearing north ten chains to the
point of commencement  ;- as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. C 8-257.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane,
this eleventh day of August ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty.
first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right :Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lainington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedKingdom, Knight Commander of theMost DistinguishedLANINGTON' Order of St. Michael' and St. George, Governor andGovernor . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queciislanci and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the power and authority in me vested underI the provisions of  "The Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"  1, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington,  the Governor
aforesaid,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation,  notify and proclaim that the rent and purchas-
ing price of portions 46v and 47v, parish of Wildash ,  in the Warwick
Land Agent a District,  opened to Agricultural Farm Selectioli by
Proclamation dated the 15th June ,  1891, shall,  on and after the 5th
October,  1897, be reduced from 6d. and  21 to  4-,Id. and 168. per acre.
E.M.-18 -8-97. L.O.34.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighteenth day of August ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,  J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVa THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kin dom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished1`A3IINgTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority  in me vested under
the provisions of  "The Crown Lands  Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the  Maximum
Area allowed to be selected by any one  person as a Grazing Farm,
within the Stanthorpe Land Agent's District, not in a Grazing Area,
sha ll  be and is hereby increased  fr om 6 ,000 to 10,000  acres; such
inc re ase to take effect f ro m the 6th September, 1897.
E.M.-18-8-97.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighteenth day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty.
first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th  August, 1897.
SPRINGSURE COMMONAGE.
IN pursuance of the Commonage Regulations of the 1st March,1877,  it is  hereby notified,  for general information, that
GEORGE ALCHIN
has been elected a Trustee of the Springsure Town Common, in the
room of George Horsfield, deceased.
97-15880-Sec.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th  August, 1897.
SPECIAL LAND COURT.IT is hereby notified, or general information, that  Special L nd
Court will be held at the Land Office, Charleville, on WEDNES-
DAY, the 8th September, 1897.
J. F, G, FO.ZTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  12th March, 1897.
"THE CROWN  LANDS  ACTS, 1884 TO 1894."
LAND COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
.L1T  Is hereby notified, for public information,  that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of  The  CrownLands Aot f  1884 "  will hold their  Courts, in pursu ce of the  twenty -fifth  section of t abo e -recited Act, at the
undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All  business in connection with selections under  " The Crown Lands  Alienation Act of  1868 "  and  "The  Orown  Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876 "  will also be dealt with  by the Land  Commissioners at their Courts.
Dist rict or Place.
Allora  • ... ...
Arameo  t ... ...
Ayr ... ... ...
Banana . • ...
Barcaldine t ...
Beaudesert ...
Blackall ... ...
Bowen ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Bundaberg ... ...
Burketown ... «.
Cairns ... .N
Cardwe ll ...
Charleville ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Clermont ... ...
Cooktown ... ...
Cunnamulla ...
Dalby ... ...
Emerald • ... .N
Esk" •.. .N
Gatton ... ...
Gayndah ... ...
Georgetown
Geraldton (Mourilyan)
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
G pie ... .«
erberton .» .«Hughenden...
Ingham ...
Inglewood ...
Ipswich ...
Isisford ...
Landsborough
Long h
Mackay
Maryborough
Miles ...
Mitchell f ...
Muttaburra
Nenango
Nerang"
Normanton...
Port Douglas
Ravenswood
Rockhampton
Roma ...
$t. George ...
Sb. Lawrence
Sprin ggssuurree ...
Stanthorpe
Surat ...
Taroom 0" oft
Texas ... ...
Thargomindah
Toowoomba...
Townsville
Warwick
Winton ...
Windorah
am
Jan. Feb.
..
Mon. 11 M on. 8
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Sat. 9 Sat. 6
Fri. 5
Mon. 4 Mon. 1
Thur .  7 Thur .  4
Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Sat. 2 Fri .  5
Tues. 5 . ..
Mon. 4 Mon. 1
Tues .  12 Tues. 9
Tues. 5
Tues. 16
Tues. 2
Thur . 7 Thur. 4
Fri. 8 Fri .  5
Tues. 19 ...
Wed. 20 ...
Fri. 22
Sat. 9 Sat. 13
Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Mon. 11 Mon .  8
Sat. 2 Fri .  5
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 6 Wed .  3
March .  April.
Mon. 1 ..Mon.  8 Mon. 12
Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Sat. 6 Sat. 10
...  Fri. 2
Rion .  1 Tues. 5
Thur .  4 , Thur. I
Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Tues .  2 Tues. 6
Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Fri .  5 Fri. 2
...  Tues. 6
Mon. 1 Mon. 5
Tues. 9 Tues. 13
...  Tues. 20
Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Thur .  4 Thur. 1
Fri .  5 Fri. 2
Wed. 21
Wed. 17 ...
Fri. 19
Sat. 13 Sat. 10
Tues. 2 Tues. 6
W ed. 3 Wed. 7
Mon .  8 Mon. 12
Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Tues. 19 Tues. 16 Tues .  16 Tues. 20
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 13 Wed .  10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 15 Tues. 20
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Sat. 17
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Sat. 2 Fri .  5 Fri .  5 Fri. 2
Tues. 9
Sat. 2 Fri .  5 Fri .  5 Fri. 2
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed .  10 Wed. 14
Mon. 11 Mon .  87 Mon ,  8 Mon. 12
Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Thur .  7 Thur .  4 Thur .  4 Thur. 1
Thur. 7 Thur .  4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
Wed. 6 Wed .  8 Wed .  3 Wed. . 7
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Thur .  7 Thur .  4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 20 Thur. 18
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Tues .  16 Wed. 21
Fri.  8 Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Fri. 9
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon .  1 Mon. 5
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Thur .  18 Wed. 21
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tue s.  2 Tues. 6
Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Wed. 6 Wed. 3  Wed.  3 Wed. 7
... Thur .  4 ... Thur. 1
1897.
May. June . July .  August .  Sept .  Oct. Nov. Des.
Mon. 7
Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12
Wed. 5  Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Sat. 8 Sat. 12 Sat. 10
Fri. 4
Mon. 3  Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Thur. 6 Thur.  3 Thur. 1
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Tues .  4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Wed .  5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Fri. 7  Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Tues. 6
Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Tues .  11 Tues. 8 Tues. 13
Tues. 15
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Thur. 6 Thur .  3 Thur. 1
Fri. 7 Fri .  4 Fri. 2
... Tues. 20
Wed. 19 . ..  Wed. 21
Fri. 21  Fri. 23
Sat. 8 Sat .  12 Sat. 10
Tues. 4 Tues .  1 'Tues. 6
Wed. 5 Wed .  2 Wed. 7
Mon. 10 Mon .  14 Mon. 12
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 5 Wed . 2 Wed. 7
Tues. 18 Tues. 15 Tues. 20
Wed. 5  Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 12  Wed. 9 Wed. 14
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Mon. 17 Mon. 21 Mon. 19
Wed. 5 Wed. 7
Fri. 14 Fri. 18 Fri. 16
Wed. 5 Wed .  2 Wed. 7
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Tues. 8
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Wed. 12 Wed. 1.6 Wed. 14
Mon. 10 Mon .  14 Mon. 12
Wed. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Thur. 6 Thur .  3 Thur. 1
Thur .  6 Thur .  3 Thur. 1
Wed. 5  Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 5  Wed. 2  Wed. 7
Thur. 6 Thur .  3 Thur. 1
Wed. 5 Wed .  2 Wed. 7
Wed. 19 Wed. 21
Wed. 19 Wed .  16 Wed. 21
Fri. 14 Fri. 11 Fri. 9
Wed. 5 Wed .  2 Wed. 7
Mon. 3 Mon .  7 Mon. 5
Wed.19  Wed.16 Wed.21
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 5  Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Wed. 5 Wed .  2 Wed. 7
... Thur. 3 ...
.. Mon. 6  ..  Mon. 6
Mon. 9 Mon .  13 Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Wed.- 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Sat. 7 Sat. 1 Sat. 9 Sat .  6 Sat. 11
Fri. 6  ...  Fri. 1 ... Fri. 3
Mon. 2 Mon .  6 Mon .  4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Thur .  5 Thur .  2 Thur .  7 Thur .  4 Thur. 2
Tues. 3 Tues .  7 Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  6 Wed. 8 Wed. 1
Fri. 6 Fri .  3 Fri. 1 Fri .  5 Fri. 3
Tues. 5
Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon .  1 Mon. 6
Tues. 10 Tues .  14 Tues. 12 Wed. 10 Tues. 14
Tues. 17 . ..  Tues .  19 ... Tues. 21
Tues .  3 Tues. 7 Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Thur .  5 Thur .  2 Thur .  7 Thur .  4 Thur. 2
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
... Wed. 20 ...
... Wed.15  ...  Wed.17 ...
Fri. 17 ... Fri. 19
Sat. 14 Sat. 11 Sat .  9 Sat .  13 Sat.
Tue s.  3 Tues. 7 Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues.
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon .  11 Mon. 8 Mon.
Fri. • 6 Fri .  3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri.
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Toes. 17 Tues. 21 Tues. 19 Tues .  16 Tues.
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed.
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri .  1 Fri. 5 Fri.
Mon. 16 Mon .  20 Mon .  18 Mon. 15 Mon.
Wed Wed1 3. .. .
Fri. 13 Fri. 1?  Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 17
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 6 Fri ,  3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Thur .  9 .. .. Thur. 9
Fri. 6 Fri .  3  Fri.  1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 11 Wed. 15 Wed .  13 Wed .  10 Wed. 15
Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 4 Wed. 6 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur .  S Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur .  4 Thur. 2
Thur .  5 Thur. 2 Thur .  7 Thur .  4 Thur. 2
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 5 Thur .  2 Thur .  7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed.15 Wed.17
Wed. 18 Wed .  15 Wed . 20  Wed .  17 Wed. 15
Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 8 Fri .  12 Thur. 9
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon .  4 Mon. I Mon. 6
Wed. 18 Wed .  15 Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed.. 15
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues .  3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Tues. 3 Tues .  7 Tue s.  5 Tues .  2 Tue s.  7
Wed. 4 Wed. 1  Wed.  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Thur. 5 ... Thur .  7 ... Thur. 2
•  TM  Courts marked  thus • are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certifostes  of Ynlfiment of Conditions
t  Ofltee for receiving  applications.
=  Days will be  fixed when Land Commissioner visits Ayr.
In the event of any of the above  days  falling on  a holiday the Court will be held  on the following day.
Special Courts,  when necessary, in addition to the above,  will be duly  notified  from time to time.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Depa rtment of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th August, 1897.
PERMANENT  AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is  hereby notified, for general information ,  that applications
under  the eighty- ninth section of  " The Crown  Lands Act of
1884" have been made for closing the undermentioned Rea  ]a;  and
all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are
required to transmit to i his Department their objections, in writing,
not later than the date mentioned with respect to each.
[28TII AUGUST,-1897.
CLOSURE of  RoADS-continued.
No.
2i
Applicant.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-6T13 OCTOBER, 1897.
W. Quinn, on behalf of
Messrs. Prentice and
Schilpp
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the nearest  Land,  Police, and 25
Post Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
•1
*2
*3
Situation.
A. R. P.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-3RD SEPTEMBER, 1897.
The Barolin Divisional The road on the south and Electra  ..  About
Board, on behalf of J. south  .east boundaries of 4 0 0
Gillen  ( W. S. Clough )  portion 7
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS--9TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
About
The Peak Downs Divi- Part of the road separating Town of 1 2 0
sional Board , on be- portion 22v from section Capella
half of G. W. Kettle 13
The Tarampa  Divisional The reserved road through Tenthill ... 8 3 0
Board ,  on behalf  of portion 1000. Caffrey About
4 F. A. barley  ... ...  The road separating por- Kunioon ... 3 1 8
*5
*6
7
*8
•9
•10
11
tion 141 from portion 141
The Jondaryan  Divi- The reserved road through Beauaraba 3 3 24
sional Board , on be- portion 1v
half of  C. Pitman
The Jondaryan Divi- The road separating por- Domville... 10 0 0
sional Board ,  on be -  tion 3832 from 3858
half of F .  Gillespie
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIO NS-23RD SEPTEMBER, 1897.
The Barron Meat Com-
pany, Limited
The Rosalie Divisional
Board, on behalf of
G. Steuart
W. Ewing ... ...
The reserved road through Formartine
portion 136v
Part of the road through Milton ...
portion 1996, at the north-
east corner
The reserved road through Blenheim
portion 169
9 1 6
About
3 1 0
4 2 0
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-30TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
The Gooiman Divisional The reserved road through Melcombe ...
Board, on behalf of portion 9 from the north-
owner east boundary of portion
The Drayton Shire
Council, on behalf of
the Executors of
James Taylor
Ditto ... ...
12 Ditto
47v easterly through por-
tion 9 to the  road on the
south-west boundary of
portion 21  Totalling
The dedicated roads through Drayton ...  23 0 9
portions 88 89 90 and 91,
being-
Tberoad separating sections
3, 17, and 31 of portions
88 and 91 from part of
portions 88 and 91
The road  separating  sections
3, 17, and 31 of portions
88 and 91 from sections 2,
16, and 30
ditto ... 4 0 0
ditto ... 3 3 8
13 Ditto ... ... The road separating sections I ditto ... 3 3 8
2, 10, and 30 of portions
88 and  89 fro m sections 1,
14, 15, and 29
14 Ditto The road separating section ditto ... 1 0 33
f i 91  f29 porto on rom sec-
tions 27 and 28
iL Ditto ... ... The road separating section ditto ...
27 of portion 91 from sec-
tion 28
16 Ditto  .. ...  The road separating sections ditto
27, 29,  30, and 31 or portion
91 from  sections 16 and 17
of portions 88 and 91 and
section 15 of portion 91
0 2 13
2 0 34
17 Ditto ... The road separating section ditto ... 0 3 15
18 Ditto
15 of portion 91 from sec-
tion 14 of portion 88
The road separating sections
17 and 16 of portions 881
and 91 and section 14 at
portion 88 from sections
1, 2, and 3 of portion 88
Parish .  Area.
ditto ... 1 2 32
19 Ditto  ... ...  The  ro ad separating section ditto ... 2 0 8
21 of portions 89 and 93
and sections 38 and 39 of
portion 90 from part of
portions 89 and 90
10 Ditto The road separating section ditto ... 0 3 0
31 Ditto
21 of portions 89 and 90
from  section 26of portions
89 and 9J
The road  separating section
26 of portions 89 and 90
from part of portion 89
ditto ... 0 1 29
22 Dit to ... ... The road separati ng sections  ditto  ,..  1 0 S2
23 Ditto
24 and 26 of portions 89
and 90 from section 38 of
portion 90
The road separating section
33 of portion  90 from sec-
tion 89
ditto ... 1 1 14
Ditto
Situation .  Parish.
The road separating subdi-
visions 28 to 53 of portion
87A. from subdivisions 54
to 8I
The road separating subdi-
visions 81 to 105 of portion
87A from subdivisions 106
to 126
Yeereng-
pilly
Area.
1 127
ditto  ...  1, 1 0,30
28 Ditto The road separating subdi- ditto
visions 131 to 151 of por-
tion 87A  from subdivisions
152 to 173
27 Ditto ... ... The road separating subdi- ditto
m
visions 259 to 234 and 177
to 205 of portion 87A from
subdivisions 206 to 233
Ditto ..  The road separating subdi- ditto
visions 15, 39, 68,  91, 120,
137, 166,  191, and 220 of
portion 87A from subdi-
visions 219,  192, 189, 138,
119, 92, 67, 40, and 14
1 0 31
2 0 9
1 3 8
LATEST  DATE FOR OBJECTIONS -- 20TH OCTOBER ,  1897.
'29 The Lands Depart -  The two -chain road from Coreen  ...  7 0 27
ment ,  on behalf of the south -west  corner of
E. K, Tidswell po rt ion 2186 southerly
through portion 2v to
the ten -chain road
through that portion About
•30 Ditto  ... ...  The western end of the ditto  ...  119 2 33
ten-chain road through
portion 2v
• Nora .- The closure  of these  ro ads is proposed to be carried out in
confection  with  the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th August, 1897.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that applications
under the 89th section of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884" have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads;  and all persons
who may consider their interests affected thereby are required to
transmit to this Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land Offices, Aramac,
Clermont, and Taroom; Police Offices, Aramac, Clermont, and Roma;
and Post Offices, Aramac, Clermont, and Yeulba.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Road Cases  Nos. 2602,  2595, & 2633.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Pariah. Area.
A a
1
*2
t3
. . P.
James Tolson ,  junr . ...  The nine-chain road; sepa -  Marathon 128 2 28
rating portion 3v from
Aramac Holding
Mackay, Neville ,  Rolfe ,  From a point on the Mount South
and Co .  Rolfe to Alpha stock road Kennedy
about one mile south of Dist ri ct
the Miclere Creek Bridge,
and thence southerly
about four and a-half
miles  to a point on the
said  road at the gate,
where it is intersected by
a private road from the
northern road to Frank-
field
Flower Bros . ... ...  The road through Durham Leichhardt
Downs Holding ,  from the District
head station easterly to
the gate on the west
boundary of Clifford
Holding
• Nom.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out  in connection
with the opening of another road.
t Nora.- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried  out in connection
with the opening of a road which leaves the Durham Downs  to Taroom road at a
point about four  and a-half miles  east  of Durham  Downs  Station ;  thence due
east to Slatehill Creek  ;  thence in a south-easterly direction  about one and a-half
miles ; thence easterly to Sam 's Gully ; and thence south -east to the gate on the
west boundary of Clifford Holding.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1897.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set,forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act  of 1858" and  "The Of-own
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments  endorsed on such
Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony,  describe
the land intended to be granted, to the intent that,  by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned , the correct  area and description sb awll
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be taken to have been inserted in the said grant and in every deed A ll  information -respecting the boundaries and situation of the
containing the erroneous area and description ; and such grant and land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
every such deed sha ll  operate and be construed  accordingly.  Under Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
97-15970--8.G.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-10863-R.T.
No. of Deed-40377.
Date of Deed-6th December, 1879.
Name of Grantee-Richard Jones.
Land Granted-Portion  100, county of Cook, parish of Kalkie.
Area-190  acres  3 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOR THE  CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Cook, parish of Kalkie, portion  100.
Area, 191 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the north corner of portion 45, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that portion bearing 148 degrees '26
minutes  forty chains and seventy-five links ; on the south-east by
portion 96  bearing 58  degrees 16 minutes twenty-six chains and ninety-
three links;  again  on the south-west by that portion bearing 148
degrees  fifteen minutes seven chains and fifty-seven links ; again on
the south- east  by portion 87 bearing 58 degrees 18 minutes sixteen
chains  and ninety-two links ; on the north-east by a road bearing 328
degrees  19 minutes forty-eight chains and fifty links; and on the
north-west by a road bearing 233 degrees forty-three chains and
seventy-nine links to the point of commencement;- as shown on plan
of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No.
W 39-885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  27th  August, 1897.IT is hereby notified, or general information, that he following
Lands, in the Bowen Land Agent's District, as per descriptions
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
t0 The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," at the BOWEN LAND
OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the FOURTH day of OCTOBER,
1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an  Annual Rental of £1 10s.
per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
lands may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
87-16300--9.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE BOWEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish  of Eoundback (being part of Forfeited Occupation  License
No. 82).
Area, about  2 square miles.
Commencing  at a point on the northern boundary of portion 63,
parish of  Roundback ,  two miles from  the north -west corner of said
portion , and bounded thence by a fenced line bearing north-westerly
to mang ro ves ; thence south-westerly by mangroves and Splitters'
Creek  to the north-west corner of portion 63;  and  thence by the
northern boundary of that portion to the point of commencement.
Also,-Area, about 7 square miles.
Commencing  at a point on the northern boundary of portion 63,
parish of Roundback, two miles from the north-west corner of said
portion, and bounded thence by a fenced line bearing north-westerly
to mangroves ; thence north-easterly by mangroves to portion 256;
thence by that portion north and east to portion 355; thence on the
north and east by that portion and portions  257, 208, 207,  and 334 to
the south-west corner of the latter; and thence by portion 63 to the
point of  commencement  ; inclusive  of portion 256.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1897.
T is hereby notified, for  general information , that the following
Land, in the Bundaberg Land Agent's District, as per descrip-
tion herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART
V. of " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the BUNDABERG
LAND OFFICE,  on and after  MONDAY, the TWENTY-SEVENTH
day of SEPTEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an
Annual Rental  of 5s .  per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of  the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-16408-s.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
FOBFEITED  OCCUPATION LICENSE No. 15 (GLADSTONE).
Parish of Bulburin.-Area,  about 362- square miles.
Bounded on the north by the leased part of Miriam Vale Run;
on the east by the leased and the resumed parts of Bulburin Run ; on
the south by the  leased part  of Thornhill Run ; and on the west by the
leased part of Molangul Run and the resumed  and the  leased parts of
Bompa Run.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1897.IT is hereby notified, or general information, that the following
Land, in the Cooktown Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the COOKTOWN LAND
OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the FOURTH day of OCTOBER,
1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at  an Annual Rental of 12s. 6d.
per square mile.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE COOKTOWN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
FORFEITED OCCUPATION LICENSE No. 23.
Parish of  Annan.-Area ,  about 22 square miles
Commencing at the mouth of the Annan River, and bounded
thence by that river upwards to Trevethan Creek, by that creek
upwards to the south-west corner of portion 160; thence by that
portion and portions 70, 110, 118, and 46 to the north-east corner of
the latter; thence by a line east to the Esk River; and thence by that
river downwards to the point of commencement;- exclusive of
alienated and reserved land.
LAND BOARD COURTS.
IT is hereby notified, that Land Board Courts, for the determination
of the Value of Improvements, and for such other  business as may
be required, will be held at the Court Houses at the following  places,
at Ten o'clock a.m. on the date stated in each  case,  respectively:-
Gympie-Tuesday, 7th September, 1897.
Maryborough-Wednesday, 8th September, 1897.Bundaberg-Thursday, 9th September, 1897.
By Order of the Land Board,
P. W. SHANNON, Secretary.
Office of the Land Board, Brisbane, 23rd August, 1897.
Department  of Agriculture,
Brisbane ,  23rd August, 1897.
THE Department  has Plants  of the  Agave rigida,  var.  Sisalans
(Sisal Hemp ), for distribution. Applications to be  addressed to
the Under  Secretary.
PETER MCLEAN, Under Secretary.
Geological Survey Office,
George street, Brisbane.
-IN SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
`J Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No. 4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government Geologist.
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFIICE,
BRISBANE.
/rAP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets  at 2s . 6d. per Sheet, and Two at Is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes  one of  Australasia  on a small scale ,  illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony,  in Six  Sheets. Revised to April, 1894.  Scale,
16 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing  the Main Telegraph Lines. Scale, 160 miles to an inch.
Price : Plain, Is. 6d.; coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets ; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony. Price, Is. plain, or coloured
(illustrating the Counties and Financial Districts) Is. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands . Scale, 12 miles  to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s. 6d. per sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles to an  inch. Price ,  2s. 6d.
Map of  Catchment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers, &c., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, Is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, Is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile  Maps  of the Settled Districts. Price, Is. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta.  Scale , 1 mile to an inch. Price,
Is. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch, Three Sheets.
Price, 5s.; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, £1.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony. Price, Is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.
Environs of Longreach. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.,
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Environs of Blackall.  Scale, 2 miles  to an inch. Price, is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, 1s. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-Maps of Landi Open to Selection r for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. MCDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane , 31st August, 1896.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1897.
EXAMINATION FOR LICENSED SURVEYORS UNDER
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
IT is hereby notified, that an Examination of Candidates desirous of
qualifying themselves as Licensed Surveyors will be commenced
before the Board of Examiners, at the Surveyor-General's Office,
George street, on MONDAY, the 20th September, 1897.
1. An intending Candidate shall forward to the Secretary of the
Board-
(a) Notice of his intention to present himself for examination,
with documentary evidence of having complied with the
preliminary conditions specified hereunder, all of which
must  reach the Secretary at least ten (10) days before the
date fixed for examination ;
(b) A fee of five guineas, which must be paid to the Secretary
on or before the date of examination.
2. Each Candidate presenting himself for examination shall
provide himself with a book of logarithms, a 40-20 scale, a parallel
ruler, protractor, and necessary appliances for plan-drawing, except
paper.
PRELIMINARY CONDITIONS.
3. Every Candidate shall satisfy the Board that he is of the full
age of  twenty years at the time of examination, but no certificate or
license will  be issued until the Candidate shall have reached his
majority.
4. Every Candidate shall present satisfactory evidence as to
character.
6. (1.) A Candidate shall have passed, at an Australasian
University, the Matriculation Examination, including English,
Geography, Arithmetic, Geometry, Algebra, and Physics, or such
other  examination  as shall, in the opinion of the Board, be equivalent
thereto; and shall have been professionally employed with some
qualified surveyor or surveyors for not  less than  three years, two of
which must have been in the field, and one of which must have been
served with a surveyor or surveyors working for the Surveyor-General's
Department.
(2.) Or, he shall have served under articles, or other  similar
agreement , with some qualified surveyor or surveyors for a period of
four years, three of which must have been in the field, and eighteen
months of which must have been served with a surveyor or surveyors
working for the Surveyor-General's Department, and he shall further
produce satisfactory evidence of having received such education as
will qualify him for the proper exercise of his profession.
(3.) Or, he shall have completed the course for the degree of
Bachelor in  Engineering at an  Australasian University, and have been
professionally employed in the field for a period of two years with a
qualified surveyor or surveyors, one year of which must have been
served with a surveyor or surveyors working for the Surveyor-General's
Department . Documentary evidence will be necessary to show that
these conditions have been complied with.
6. Every candidate shall produce, in the form hereafter, or in a
like form,  a certificate  or certificates from a qualified surveyor or
surveyors with whom he has served that he is competent to undertake
surveys.
Certificate of field  service and  competency for presentation to the Board of
Examiners.
I, A.B., a registered land surveyor of the colony of Queensland,
hereby certify that C.D. has been professionally and continuously
employed with  me as  in the practice of land surveying for the
period  of , viz.,  from to and that he is fully
competent  to conduct surveys.
[Here state the nature  of professional  experience  of C. D.]
Signed, A.B.
Date :
NoTZ.- It the certi ficate be of professional  employment  only, the words from
"  and that" to "surveys "  inclusive shall be  struck out.
7. A Candidate shall produce before examination his original
field notes, and plan plotted by him therefrom, of the survey of an
area of not less  than forty (40) acres, one of the boundaries of which
shall be  a watercourse  or other natural feature, or be bounded by
road lines  of devious direction.
The field notes, plan, and survey must be certified by the
applicant to be entirely his own work.
SUBJECTS OF EXAMINATION.
8. The  examination  shall embrace the following subjects:-
Mathematics.
Trigonometry, plane and spherical. Geometry and Algebra.
These subjects will be treated  as far  as they are applicable
to surveying.
Computation.
Reduction of traverses. Computation connected with the
setting out of roads and curves. Adjustment of dis-
crepancies in surveys. Computation  of areas -including
such as  have irregular and curved boundaries.
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Principles and practice of surveying.
Details of field practice-including the keeping of field notes.
Topographical surveying. Setting out  of areas . Redeter-
mination of boundaries. Laying  out  ro ads. Setting out
curves. Plotting from field notes. Stadia  surveying.
Barometric and other measurement of heights.  Surveying
under Real Property Acts.
Levelling, 4'c.
Levelling.  Measurement  of earthwork.
Principles of construction, adjustment, and use of the following
instruments, 4 c.
Steel band, plane table, compass,  sextant, level, clinometer,
telemeter, theodolite, barometer,  thermometer ,  and tacheo-
meter.
Field astronomy, geodesy, 4'c.
Determination of time, latitude, and azimuth. Reduction of
star places. Elementary geodesy- including  spherical
excess, and  convergence of meridians.  Declination of the
magnetic needle.
Drawing.
Plan drawing. Compilation of plans. Projection  of maps and
charts.
.Miscellaneous.
Elementary optics and light in relation to the construction and
use of surveying instruments.
Elementary stratigraphical geology. Description writing.
A. McDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Department of Public Works,
NOTICE. 8th July, 1897..
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.IT is hereby notified, for general information, that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substituted
therefor:-Notice ishereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender'
96-2450-Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary for Works.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1897.
TENDERS.
T ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.For full particulars, see  Government Gazette.
Nature of Work, Date of  Gazette  containing original Notice,
and Place and Date to which Tender can be received, respectively:-
WILSONTON-New State School Building and Conversion of
Existing School into Residence. 7th August. Works
Office, Brisbane ; 3rd September.
HOMEBUSH-Additions, State School. 7th August. Works
Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Mackay and Rock-
hampton ; 3rd September.
RoCKEAMPTON-Repairs, Improvements, and Painting, Immi-
gration Barracks. 7th August. Works Office, Brisbane,
and Court House, Rockhampton ; 3rd September.
CON INGSBY-New Playshed, Repairs, and Painting, State
School. 7th August. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
Houses, Mackay and Rockhampton; 3rd September.
MACKAY NORTH-New Floor to Playshed, &c., State School.
14th August. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court  Houses,
Mackay and Rockhampton ; 10th September.
CHARTERS TowERs - Repairs and New Furniture, Court
House. 14th August. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
Houses, Charters Towers and Townsville; 10th September.
TAROOM-Repairs, Painting, and New Closet,  State  School.
14th August. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court House,
Taroom ; 10th September.
Isis NORTH-New State School, Fencing and Gates, and
0 Conversion of Existing School into Residence, with
Additions. 14th August. Works Office, Brisbane; 17th
September.
NORTH PINE-New Telegraph Office, Explosives  Magazine.
21st August. Works Office, Brisbane; 10th September.
INGLEWOOD-New Fencing and Gates, Court House Reserve.
21st August. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court  Houses,
Goondiwindi and Inglewood; 17th September.
HILLGROVE - Repairs and Painting, State School. 21st
August. Works Office, Brisbane; 17th September.
MURPHY'S CREEK-Repairs, Painting, and Improvements,
State School. 21st August. Works Office, Brisbane;
17th September.
DALRYMPLE CREEK - New Playshed, State School. 21st
August. Works Office, Brisbane; 17th September.
SURAT-Repairs, Painting, and Improvements, Court Souse.
21st August. Works Office, Brisbane ; 17th September.
CROYDON-Removal from Present Site, and Re-erection near
Mountain Maid, of Explosives Magazine. 21st August.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Normanton,
Croydon, and Cooktown ; 24th September. 0
R. ROBERTSON, Under  Secretary:
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 26th August, 1897.IT is hereby notified ,  for general  information, that the under-
mentioned Tenders  have been accepted, viz.:-
New Roof, Police Stables, Maryborough-A. NELsoN-£28 15s.
New Police  Station , Yangan-D. CONNOLLY-£382.
Imp ro vements ,  State  School, Nanango-J. HEiNER-£144 3s. 4d.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 26th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW PLAYSHED, STATE SCHOOL, TEVIOTVILLE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY,  the 24th  September, for New Playshed, State
School,  Teviotville.
Tenders to be accompanied  by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "New Playshed , State  School,  Teviotville."
Plan and Specification  may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars  obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
at the Court  Houses,  Ipswich and Boonah; and at the State School,
Teviotville.
Tenders must  be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender  there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender  being  accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance , a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 26th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS  AND PAINTING, STATE SCHOOL, TORBANLEA.
f FIENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
.1L on FRIDAY, the 24th September, for Repairs  and Painting,
State  School , T orbanlea.
Tenders to  be accompanied by a preliminary .deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4 c., State School, Torbanlea."
Speci fication  may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars  obtained, at the Government Architect's Office; at the
Court Houses , Maryborough and Bundaberg; and at the  State  School,
Torbanlea.
Tenders must  be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must  be $ memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to  deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security  for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted , and undertaking in that event to execute and
de li ver at  this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance , a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 26th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, POST AND TELEGRAPH
OFFICE, STANTHORPE.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.on FRIDAY, the 1st October,  for Repairs  and Painting, Post
and Telegraph  Office, Stanthorpe.
Tenders to  be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  " Repairs 4'c., Post and Telegraph Office, Stanthorpe."
Specification  may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars  obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and at the
Post Offices , Stanthorpe, Warwick, and Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on a pro per  printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender  there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit  the sum of 10 per cent, on amount of  Tender as
security  for the due  performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted , and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance , a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ;  otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 26th August, -1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW KITCHEN AND SERVANT'S ROOM TO RESIDENCE,
STATE SCHOOL, LORD JOHN SWAMP.
M ENDERS will  be received  at this  Office until Four o'clock p.m.
j on FRIDAY, the 24th September, for New Kitchen and
Servant's Room to Residence , State School, Lord John Swamp.
Tenders to be accompanied  by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  " New Kitchen , 4'c., State School, Lord John Swamp."
Plan and  Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars  obtained, at the Government Architect' s Office ;
at the Court Houses ,  Warwick and Toowwoomba;  and at the State
School, Lord John Swamp.
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Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1'6th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW PLAYSHED AND GYMNASTIC APPARATUS,
STATE SCHOOL, AYR.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court  Houses,
Ayr, Bowen, and Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 1st October, for New Playshed and Gymnastic Apparatus, State
School, Ayr.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "New Playshed, 4'c., State School, .Ayr."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and
at the Court Houses, Ayr, Bowen, and Townsville.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of  Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event  to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for  securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 26th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND. OTHERS.
REPAIRS, PAINTING, AND NEW ROOM, TELEGRAPH
STATION, KEPPEL BAY.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court House,Rockhampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 24th
September, for Repairs, Painting, and New Room, Telegraph  Station,
Keppel Bay.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4'c., Telegraph Station, Keppel Bay."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect' s Office ;
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party  tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount  of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender  being accepted, and undertaking in that event  to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for  securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 26th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW JURY ROOM AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS,
SUPREME COURT, TOWNSVILLE.T will be received at this Office, and at the Court House,1 Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 24th
September, for New Jury Room and other Requirements,  Supreme
Court, Townsville.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "New Jury Boom, 'c., Supreme Court, Townsville."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained,  at the  Government Architect's Office; and at the
Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party  tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of  Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 26th August, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FITTING-UP QUEEN'S WAREHOUSE FOR TEMPORARY
OFFICES, CUSTOM HOUSE, ROCKIIAMPTON.
(]ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at  the Court House,
.1 Rockhampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the  24th
September , for Fitting-up Queen's Warehouse for Temporary  Oiices,
Custom House, Rockhampton.
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Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Fitting-up  Queen 's Warehouse  for Temporary Offices,
Custom House, Rockhampton."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect' s  Office;and at
the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party  tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent, on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 27th August, 1897.
NOTICES TO MARINERS.THE following Notices to Mariners  are published  for generalinformation.
ROBERT PHILP.
ON and after 15th September, 1897, the two Blue Lights in
succession  shown from the Pilot Station at night, to indicate that the
Pilot  is engaged  with another  vessel , will be discontinued, and instead
thereof a Red Light will be shown in  answer  to the Blue Light of .a
vessel  in the offing to indicate that the Pilot on night duty is engaged
with another vessel, and will  go off  as soon as possible.
J. DONNAN,  Master  Attendant.
Master Attendant's Office, Colombo, .14th July, 1897.
CEYLON SOUTH COAST:
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Buoy marking the Gindurah
Rock has been replaced.
It is moored on the contour 20-fathom line, magnetic, South of
the Rock.
J. P TRUSCOTT, Acting Master Attendant.
Master Attendant's Office, Galle, 15th July, 1897.
MARINE DEPARTMENT  OF QUEENSLAND.
TENDERS FOR STORES.
TENDERS will  be received at the Treasury ,  Brisbane ,  until Noon on
SATURDAY,  6th November ,  from persons willing to contract
for the Supply of Stores at the various Ports and Lightships for the
above Department ,  for two years from Ist January, 1898.
Forms of Tender ,  Schedules ,  and General Conditions may be
obtained on application to the Portmaster ,  or any of the local Harbour
Masters.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Stores ,  Marine Department."
The lowest or any Tender wi ll  not necessarily be accepted.
T. M. KING, Under Secretary.
The Treasury ,  Brisbane ,  19th August, 1897.
"TREASURY NOTES ACT OF 1893."
STATEMENT for the month ending Thursday, 26th August, 1897,
showing the amount of Treasury Notes issued, Coin held by
Treasurer, and Treasury Bills vested in Trustees, published in terms
of Clause 5 of 56 Victoria No. 37 :-
*Total  issue  of Treasury Notes  at date ...
Coin held by Treasurer  ... ... ...
Fixed Deposits held by Treasurer... ...
Treasury  Bills vested in Trustees ...
s Notes held by Banks as per last Returns
.Notes  held by  Public)  ... ... ...
... 980,440
... 393,940
... 2G0,000
... 1,000,000
... £546.616
... 433.824
£980,440
T. M. KING, Under  Secretary.
The Treasury ,  Brisbane ,  26th August, 1897.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Rail-
ways Guarantee Act of  1895," been pleased to make the following
Regulations for adjusting the amount of cre dit to be given for Traffic
brought by or to the Pialba Branch Railway to or by the Main Line or
other Branch Lines respectively, and for apportioning the expenditure
in connection with the maintenance and working of such Railway.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
PIALBA BRANCH RAILWAY.
Rrmym TION $  Fon APPORTIJNMENT OF TnAFFIO EARNINGS AND
ExPENDITIIEE.
59  Vic. No. 17, Section 24.
1. In apportioning the amount of credit to be given to the
Pialba Branch Railway  (hereinafter referred to as the "Branch
Railway ,"  and being a railway constructed under the provisions of
" The Railways Guarantee Act  of  1895"), inrespect oftraffic to
and from such of the stations or sections on the Main Line and the
Branch Lines  as are  mentioned or included in the first column of the
Schedule hereto, from and to stations on the Branch Railway, such
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amount shall not be calculated according to the exact  mileage, but
shall be such percentage of the gross receipts  as is  shown in the second
column of the said Schedule, and for the purposes of such apportion-
ment the Branch Railway  shall  be taken to include only the stations
between Nikendah and Pialba, both inclusive.
The allowance to the Branch Railway in respect  of season
tickets available thereon issued to  Ministers  of Religion and Com-
mercial Travellers, and for traffic to and from stations between
Nikendah and Colton from and to  stations  on the Main Line and
other Branch Lines, shall be apportioned  on a mileage basis.
2. In computing the mileage upon which  rates and fares from or
to stations (other than Maryborough) south of Croydon  Junction are
based, the distance from any such station shall be taken to Croydon
Junction ,  and thence to Pialba  or to any station  on the  Branch Rail-
way as the case may require, and shall not include the distance
between Croydon Junction and Maryborough, and rice  versa,  notwith-
standing  the fact that the traffic to and from  stations  south of Croydon
Junction may be conveyed by way of Maryborough  Station.
3. In apportioning the expenditure for each year, the Branch
Railway shall be debited with-
(a) The working expenses  and maintenance  thereof (inclusive
of relaying when necessary ),  less one-half  of the cost of
the working  expenses  of Colton  Station ;
(b) Locomotive  expenditure  (including  salaries ,  wages, stores,
and repairs ), at the  average rate  of 10'28d. per train mile
run over the Branch Railway ;
(c) Four per cent. per annum upon the sum of £42,860, being
the total cost of the construction (including surveys) of the
Branch Railway up to the present time ; and
(a) Interest at the above rate for such additional expenditure
from Loan Funds which may from time to time be
incurred in providing  extra  accommodation  to meet expan-
sion of tra ffic.
4. A statement of revenue due to, and of expenditure chargeable
against, the Branch Railway shall be furnished to the Burrum
Divisional Board at the end of each financial year, which  statement
shall form the basis for determining what charge (if any) shall be
raised against  the guarantors in respect of any deficiency in the
working of  the Branch Railway.
THE SCHEDULE.
Apportionment  of Earnings  due to the Pialba Branch Railway
in respect  of Traffic from and to  Stations on the  Main  Line and
other Branch Lines to and  from  Stations on the Branch Railway.
Stations and Sections  on Main and Branch Lines.
Percentage
of Earnings due
to the Pialba
Branch Railway
Between Colton and Pialba ,  both inclusive  (local ) ...  The whole.
Main Line (South).
Between Colton and Aldershot inclusive ... ... ... 90 per cent.
„ Aldershot and Maryborough inclusive ... ..  80
Croydon Junction and Mungar Junction 70
inclusive
„ Mungar Junction and Tiaro inclusive  ... ...  60
„ Tiaro and Gootchie inclusive ... ... ... 50
„ Gootchie and Gunalda inclusive ... ... 40
Gunalda and Monkland inclusive  ... ...  30
A ll  stations south of Monkland ... ... ... ... 10
Hilkivan  Branch.
Between Kilkivan Junction and Brooyar inclusive
„
f,
„
„
„
„
... 40
... 30
Mungar Junction and Thinoomba inclusive ... 50
Thinoomba and Boompa inclusive ... ... 40
Boompa and Woowoonga inclusive  ... ...  30
Brooyar and Kilkivan inclusive... ...
Gayndah Branch.
„
Isis Branch.
Between Isis  Junction and Cordalba inclusive  ... ...  50 „
Main Line (North).
Colton and  Howard inclusive  . ... ...  80
Howard  and Isis  Junction  inclusive  ... ...  60
Isis  Junction and Elliot  inclusive  ... ... 50
E ll iot and Bundaberg inclusive ... ... ... 40
All stations north and west of Bundaberg, including 10
Mount Perry Line
„
NOTE.-In this Schedule ,  where the word "inclusive " is used ,  it shall be taken
to include only the Station immediately preceding it.
SUPPLY OF POLES FOR TELEPHONE LINES IN
ROCKHAMPTON.T will be received at the Office of the Under SecretaryJ. and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Sixth day of September, 1897, from persons desirous
of contracting for the supply of Telephone Poles, according to the
terms, general conditions, and specifications published in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of Saturday, the 14th August, 1897.
Any further information, and copies of the specification, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Under Secretary and
Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane; at the Telegraph Offices,
Rockhampton, Emerald, and Clermont ; or Henry Crew, Telegraph
Maintenance  Overseer, Central Railway.
Post and  Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 20th August, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
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SUPPLY OF TELEGRAPH POLES FOR REPAIRS TO TELE-
GRAPH LINES, ALONG THE CENTRAL RAILWAY.TENDERS will be received  at the Office of the Under Secretaryand Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Thirtieth day of August, 1897, from persons
desirous  of contracting for the supply of Telegraph Poles, according
to the  terms, general  conditions, and specifications published in the
Government  Gazette  of  Saturday,  24th  July, 1897.
Any further information may be obtained on application at
the Office of the Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs,
Brisbane ; at the Telegraph Offices, Rockhampton and Emerald; the
Railway Station- master , Duaringa ; or Henry Crew, Telegraph
Maintenance Overseer, Central Railway.
Post and  Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
SUPPLY OF TELEPHONES.
MENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under Secretary
J and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Thirteenth day of September, 1897, from persons
desirous of contracting  for a Supply of Two Hundred Telephone
Instruments complete, according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications obtainable on application.
General conditions.
1. The telephones must be delivered at the  Stores,  Post and
Telegraph Department, Brisbane, within four months of the first
intimation of the acceptance of the successful Tender. The price
quoted must include all charges, including delivery, but need not
include any duty.
2. The telephones to be subject to test and inspection on arrival
at the Stores, Brisbane, and, if not strictly in accordance with the
sealed pattern, accepted sample, or the specification, may be rejected.
3. If the quotation is not made strictly to the sealed pattern or
the specification, a sample instrument must be deposited with the
Tender, and, if accepted, all deliveries must be made in  accordance
therewith. Preference will be given to an instrument in accordance.
with the sealed pattern or specification.
4. Payment will be made on the completion of the contract to
the satisfaction of the Government Electrical Engineer, whose decision
in all matters of dispute in regard to this contract shall be final.
5. Each Tender must be accompanied by a deposit of twenty
pounds, as security for the performance of the contract should the
Tender be accepted.
6. Should the contractor fail to execute the contract at the time
stated, any moneys deposited by the contractor shall be forfeited.
7. The Government does not bind itself to accept the lowest or
any Tender. Specification.
The telephone  sets  shall be in every respect substantially similar
to the sealed pattern, which can be seen at any time between the
hours of 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. at the Office of the Storekeeper, Post and
Telegraph Department, Brisbane ; or
Each telephone set shall be  in accordance  with the followingparticulars:-
Each set o consist of an English Running magneto c mbination,
in polished teak case complete. The following indicate the leadingpoints:-
Magneto to be of the triple magnet type, with approved gearing
for driving the armature, and approved contacts.
Armature to have a resistance of 300 ohms, and to ring surely
through 20,000 ohms.
Bell to be approved and wound to a resistance of at least 150
ohms; to ring surely with its own generator on either short
circuit or through 20,000 ohms resistance.
Microphone to be the "Dekkert,"  or so-called English Running
type, with composition bell mouth-piece ; all essential parts
must be protected from moisture, to be mounted on the
magneto call -box, and fitted with a means of sealing the
transmitter to detect unauthorised interference.
The microphone to transmit speech clearly and audibly when
used with its own set of battery, coil and receiver, through
an arti ficial line having a KR equal to 10,000.
Receiver to be of the double pole pattern, wound to a resistance
of 200 ohms, and to be tested through the same artificial
line as the microphone. Two such receivers to be supplied
with each telephone set.
Coil to be of the Gower Bell or approved type, 3} inches long
inside cheeks, 1; diameter outside, and  with  resistances 5
primary and the secondary 200 ohms.
Battery to be two cells Leclanche carpo .ous type No. 1, large
size,  fitted in suitable battery-box of teak or approved
wood.
Lightning arrester.-Each instrument to be fitted with approved
lightning  arrester  and fuse for protecting the instrument
against heavy currents.
General.-The  whole of the instrument to be well and accurately
made and fitted and mounted on approved backboard. The switch
lever to make the requisite contacts with certainty. All contact points
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to be tipped with platinum. All hinges used as conductors to be
supplemented by spring  coils.  All magnets to be specially made with
a view to permanency, and the instruments to be in every way to the
approval  and satisfaction  of the  Engineer  appointed to inspect them.
Where any deviations from the  resistances  stated above are
suggested so as to enable  manufacturers to quote for standard
instruments , such deviation to be set forth in the Tender, and  maker's
specification.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 24th August, 1897.
POST AND TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, AND MAILS AND PARCELS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES 1898, 1819, AND 1900.
SEPARATE TENDERS are invited, and will be received until
Noon of SATURDAY, the 2nd October next, for the Conveyance
of Her Majesty' s Mails,  and  Mails  and Parcels ,  for one, two, or three
years, from the 1st January, 1898.
Full particulars of the various Services in the several Districts of
Queensland for which Tenders are invited, conditions of Contract, and
mode of tendering will be furnished, or forwarded, on application to
the Linder Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, or
to any of the principal Post Offices in the colony. These particulars
will also be found in a Supplement to the  Queensland  Government
Gazette  dated the 28th July, 1897, which can be seen at any Police
Office, and in a Notice exhibited in front of the various Post and
Receiving Offices;  but special  attention  is  directed  to the alterations
in and additions to the list of  services  now being notified in the
Government Gazette.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each service for the
periods mentioned-namely, one, two, or three years ; and, in the case
of  coach  services, the rates for " Mails only" and " Mails and Parcels"
should be stated.
Tenderers must state  in every case the means  by which, they
propose to convey the mails or mails and parcels, whether by horse or
by coach or other vehicle.
Tenders for horse services should  not include  parcels.
Tenderers are specially instructed to state the  frequency  and give
the  distinguishing letter  where alternative tenders are invited.
The lowest or any Tender may not necessarily be accepted.
JAMES R. DICKSON, Postmaster-General.
Brisbane , 20th August, 1897.
QUEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, AND MAILS AND PARCELS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES 1898, 1899, AND 1900.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1897.SPECIAL ATTENTION is hereby directed to the followingAlterations in and Additions to the List of Mail Services for
which Tenders were invited in a Supplement to the  Government
Gazette  of 28th July ultimo.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
ALTERATIONS. '
110B. Insert " Moura" in route after " Roundstonp."
195. Insert  "Spring Valley .School "  in route before " Kincora."
ADDITIONS TO LIST.
21A. Alternative :  Mumbilla and Fassifern,  via  Engelsburg ;
daily  to Engelsburg ; three times a week to Fassifern.
42A.  Alternative :  Augathella and Tambo,  via  Biddenham, Oak-
wood,  Mentmore,  Bayrick,  Tolinese, High,fields,  and Landsdowne;
once a  week.
42B.  Alternative :  Augathella and Tambo,  via  Biddenham, Oak-
wood,  Mentmore,  Bayrick,  Toliness , Highflelds,  and Landsdowne;
twice a  week.
149A.  Alternative :  Gatton and East Haldon,  via  Tent Hill,
Upper Tent Hill, and Mount Sylvia (Whitestone) ; three times a week
(omitting Ropeley).
194A.  Alternative :  Gatton  and Hessenberg (Wonga Creek),  via
Ropeley ;  three times a week.
175A.  Alternative:  Gowrie Junction and  Gowrie Little Plain,
via Glencoe ; three times a week.
175B.  Alternative: Meringandan,  and  Evergreen  (Patch' s),  via
Goombungee and Doctor's Creek ; three times a week.
198A.  Alternative:  Waterford and Logan Reserve;  three times
a week.
344A.  Alternative:  Beenleigh and  Redland Bay,  via Loganholme,
Gramzow, and Mount Cotton ; six times a week.
351A.  Alternative:  Banana and  Wooroona, via Wando, Harcourt,
Graycl'e,  Redcliffe, and Nulalbin ; once a week.
489A.  Alternative: Glenroy  and Bower Bird; once a week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the  Postmaster-
General.)
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Post
and Telegraph Act,  1891," has been pleased to make the followingRegulation:- Repeal.
The whole of Telegraph Regulation 18, " Scale of Charges,"
published in the  Gazette  dated 30th May, 1892, is hereby rescinded,
and the following Regulation is substituted therefor : -
SCALE OF CHARGES. Message Each
of ten additional
Queensland.  words. word.
18. Between all Stations in Queensland (exclusive of  s. d. s. d.
address and  signature ) ... ... ... 1 0 0 1
With the following exceptions :-
*Between Brisbane, Albion, Bulimba, Brunswick-
street Railway Station ( Brisbane ), Fortitude
Valley,  Roma -street Railway Station (Bris-
bane), Petrie terrace, Red Bill, Toowong,
Melbourne strecet, Woolloongabba, and all
Stations within a radius of six miles from the
General Post Office (exclusive of address and
signature ) ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 1
Between any Stations in Queensland and the New
South Wales Border  Stations ,  viz. Barrin-
gun, Boggabilla, Cinderah, Cudgen, Goodooga,
Hungerford, Mangindi, Murwillumbah, New
Angledool, Parragundy (telephone), Tum-
bulgum,  Texas , Tweed Heads, Wallangarra,
and Yetman (exclusive of address and signature) 1 0 0 1
Telegrams marked " Urgent," double rates.
Sunday telegrams, both inland and intercolonial :-
(a) " Urgent" and ordinary  messages , one hundred (100) per
cent. more than the usual daily rate;
(b) Press messages, fifty (50) per cent, more than the usual daily
rate.
No telegrams will be transmitted after 10 p.m. on Sundays.
Press messages within the colony intended for publication are
charged the following rates:-
Not exceeding twenty-four (24) words-including address and
signature-one shilling (1s.)
Each additional four (4) words, or portion thereof, one penny (ld.)
Press messages  between any station in Queensland and any Border
Station in New South Wales are allowed to pass as ordinary
messages  when the total charge is below  the  minimum inter-
colonial press rate of two shillings (2s.) : for example,  a press
message of thirteen (13) words would be charged one shilling
and threepence (1s. 3d.).
For intercolonial and international  charges,  lists of stations, &c.,
see Postal Guide, published quarterly.
•  The above Scale of Suburban Charges comes into force  on 1st September, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  27th August, 1897.
THE following  Retu rn of the Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich is
JL published in pursuance of the Regulations for the management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER,  Under Secretary.
RBTUBN FOR TBB WBBY ENDED  21ST DAY OF AUGUST, 1897.
Number  of Inmates remaining in Asylum at date
of previous Report ... ... ... $94
Number since admitted  ... ... ... ... . 3
Number returned  from leave  ... ...  11
Number discharged...
Number died .. ...
Number absent on leave ...
908
2
4
8
- 14
Number  remaining  at date hereof  ... ..,  894
Admission  during the week :
Thomas Montgomery, 61, miner, from Herberton; last two years
at tinfields at Herberton and California Creek.
Re-admissions :
Martin McMahon, 58.
Simon Schmidt, 66.
Discharged during  the  week:
Jen Petersen, 66; admitted 26th January, 1897.
Julia Murphy. 80; sent to Reception House ; admitted 10th
August, 1897.
Deaths during  the week :
John Charles Fitzpatrick, 75; admitted 12th March, 1895.
Samuel Bevan, 68; admitted 12th May, 1896.
Margaret Buckley, 52; admitted 17th April, 1895.
Andrew Munroe, 60; admitted 16th July, 1886.
David Elliott, 60; admitted 1st June, 1897.
P. SMITH, Medical Superintendent.
MUNICIPALITY OF SOUTH BRISBANE.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 25th August, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with theadvice f the ExecutiveCouncil, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Local
Government Act of  1878" and  "The Local  Government  Act Amend-
ment  Act of  1886," been pleased to approve of the following By-law
for the establishment of the Fish Market, made by the Council of the
Municipality of South Brisbane.
HORACE TOZER.
Preamble.
WHEREAS by  " The  Local Government  Act of  1878" and  " The  Local
Government Act Amendment  Act of  1886 " Local Authorities are
empowered to make By-laws for all or any of the purposes in the
said Acts mentioned  :  It is hereby reso '.ved by the Council of the
Municipality of South Brisbane ,  by and with the approval of the
Governor in Council ,  that the following By -law shall be in force within
the said Municipality from the date of the publication hereof
BY-LAW No. 15.
FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT AND REGULATION OF THE FISH MARKET AT THE
COLD STORAGE WORKS, MUSGRAVE WHARF, SOUTH BRISBANE.
Establishment  of fish  market.
1. The room situated within the Brisbane Cold Storage Works,
immediately adjoining the fish refrigerating chambers ,  together with such
other site adjacent to the works as may  be  approved of by the Council,
is hereby appointed as a place for the reception ,  inspection ,  and wholesale
disposal of fish other than salted or preserved fish, and shall  be  called
the Musgrave Wharf Fish Market.
Duties of officers.
2. A market inspector shall be appointed who shall be responsible
for the proper conduct of the market ,  and shall be in regular attendance
and see that the market is opened and closed at the hours appointed,
and properly cleansed each day, and perform such other duties as may
be set forth in the By-laws. If from any cause the market inspector is
absent from the market or unable to perform the duties thereat, the
mayor may appoint any person to act as deputy market inspector for
the time being.
Market appointed the place for inspection and wholesale  disposal of fish.
3. The Musgrave Wharf Fish Market is hereby appointed as a
place for the inspection and wholesale disposal, by auction or otherwise,
of  fish  (not  be ing preserved or salted).
Responsibility  of market  inspector.
4. The market inspector shall  be  responsible for the inspection of
all fish brought to the market prior to sale, and for the carrying out of
such other duties as are set forth in the By-laws. No fish shall  be
allowed to be placed upon the floor of the markets, and all sales must
be effected from the tables provided for the purpose.
Use of  authorised entrances to market.
5. No fish shall be brought into the market except through such
main or other entrances thereto as may  be  authorised and approved by
the' market inspector.
Returns to be kept.
6. The said market inspector shall keep an account of the fish
brought to the said market for sale or inspection.
Auctioneers  to furnish accounts.
7. The auctioneer shall furnish daily to the market inspector a full
and correct account of the sales made by him and the  prices  realised,
and shall keep proper books containing such information ,  and also the
names of the persons on whose behalf the sales are effected, and the
names of the persons to whom the sales are made. Such books shall  be
open to the inspection of the market inspector at the market, as and
when he shall require to inspect same. The auctioneer shall furnish the
market inspector with all information in his power with reference to the
fish sold or offered for sale ; and he shall, at the time of sale, announce
the name of the person on whose  behalf the sale is to be made.
Auctioneer to have permit under hand of town clerk.
8.  No  person shall act as auctioneer in the market unless authorised
so to do in writing by the town clerk.
Auctioneer not to act as buyer, &c.
9. The auctioneer holding an authority as aforesaid shall not act as
buyer or forwarding agent in connection with the sale of fish or the
carriage thereof ,  either directly or indirectly .  Any breach of this clause
will be punished by cancellation of the auctioneer 's authority.
Standing  places to be approved  of,  de.
10. No person shall occupy any standing place, table ,  or trough, or
bring into or use any contrivance or thing ,  in the said market without
the sanction of the market inspector.
Power to enter spaces, d•c.
11. The said market inspector shall have full power to enter into
any space in the said market at any time, and to cause and  re quire all
offensive or unwholesome matter to be removed therefrom ,  or from any
part of the said market ,  by the occupiers of the space, or the owners of
such offensive or unwholesome matter ;  and in default of their removing
same forthwith ,  then to remove it at the expense of such occupier or
owner.
Fish unfit for sale &c.,  to be destroyed.
12. Any person who shall bring into the said market ,  for inspection,
sale, or other purpose ,  any fish unfit for human food ,  or other offensive
or unwholesome matter ,  and shall not immediately remove the same on
be ing requested so to do by the market inspector ,  shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding fifty pounds.
Opening of  market.
13. The said market sha ll  be open every day, except Sundays and
Christmas Day, from the first day of October to the thirty- first day of
March in each year ,  from 4 o'clock a.m. until 6 o'clock p.m., and for the
remainder  of the  year from 5 o 'clock  9. in.  until 6 o'clock p.m. ; but on
Saturday evenings the said market shall remain open until 7 o'clock,
after which the said market sha ll  be cleansed ,  and thereupon be reopened
only for the reception of fish for the refrigerating room until 11 o olook
at night .  Sales sha ll  be conducted by auction from 4 to 7 am. and 10
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to 11  a.m. in the morning  of each day  in summer , and from 5 to 7 a.m.
and 10 to 11  a.m. in winter  months, and at such other  times  as may be
.found necessary (Sundays, Good Friday, and Christmas Day excepted).
The lessees or occupiers of the markets may from time to time hold
such extra  sales as  they may deem necessary.
No person allowed to sleep in market.
14. No person shall be allowed to sleep upon any portion of the
market building.
Removal of fish.
15. Any person  purchasing  fish in the  said market  shall remove the
same therefrom immediately after the sale.
Fees on sale of fish.
16. Persons  bringing or sending  fish to the said market shall pay to
the said market  inspector the dues named in the Schedule hereto.
Meaning of terms.
17. The word "  Market, " whenever  occurring  in the foregoing By-
law,  shall  refer to the  building situate  in Stanley street, South  Brisbane,
known as Brisbane  Markets and Cold Stores ; the words "Market
Inspector"  shall mean the  market inspector duly appointed by the
Council, and  also any  deputy who may temporarily be appointed by the
mayor to act in the stead of the market inspector.
Penalties.
18. Any person  guilty of an offence against any of the provisions of
the foregoing By-law for which  no specific  penalty is provided shall,
for every such  offence,  be liable to a penalty  not exceeding  fifty pounds
and not less  than one pound.
Dues.
Twopence (2d.) per Brisbane basket or part thereof ;
Twopence (2d.) per peck or part of peck of prawns (cooked or
uncooked);
Sixpence (6d.) per dozen for crabs, crayfish, or lobsters ;
Ninepence (9d.) per bag for oysters, equal to four (4) bushels or
two cwt.
The foregoing By-law was passed by special order of the Council of
the Municipality of South Brisbane on the first day of March, A.D. 1897.
The said By-law was duly published in accordance with the provisions
of  "The Local Government Act of  1878," and was confirmed at a special
meeting of the Council on the fifteenth day of March, A.D. 1897.
JOHN W. HILL, Town Clerk.
A. F. LUYA, Mayor.
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid for  such  information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed all or any of the eight horses belonging to James MdConkey,
that were stabbed at that place on the said night ; and that a
Free Pardon be given to any person concerned in the crime, not being
the principal offender, who may give such information.
HORACE TOZER.
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Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the morning of the 25th of
December, 1896; also that a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the crime, not being the principal offender, who shall give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
A
N  Office for the transaction  of all business  connected with the
above is now open in a portion of the Ports and  Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret  and  Edward  streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted by. the Assistant  Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns in the Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers in charge, stating  the class of men required, the work to be
done, and the  wages of ered ; and applicants  seeking  work should
personally register  their names and addresses.
Information respecting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district  is always  obtainable at the Head Office.
J.  ON. BRENAN, Officer  in Charge.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 26th August, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
A$THLR RICHARD MEAD, B.A., a Minister of the Church of
England Denomination, having removed from Warwick, in the
Registry District of Warwick, to Southport, in the Registry District of
Logan, has given me due notice thereof, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar-General.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 28th August, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or  after the Fourteenthday of September, 1897, in conformity with the provisions of
the 95th section of the  "Real Properig Act of  1861," to dispense
with the production of Certificate of Title No. 8038, -volume 68,
folio 58, for subdivision 12 of section 5 of allotment 312, parish of
North Brisbane, city of Brisbane, in the name of William Pickering,
as Official Assignee in the Insolvent Estate of William Coleman, for
the purpose of registering Appointment No. 311552, over all the said
lands, in favour of the Official Trustee in Insolvency at Brisbane;. the
said Certificate of Title having been lost  or mislaid.
J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
POPULATION OF THE COLONY.RETURN of the ESTIMATED POPULATION of the COLONY OF QUEENSLAND on the 30TH  JUNE, 1897.
EXCESS.
Males. Females.  Persons.  Males. Females. Persons.
Males.  Females. Persons.
Estimated Population on 1st January ,  1897  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  264,613 207,566 472,179
Births registered during March Quarter  ... ... ... ...  1,745 1,651 3,396
Deaths registered during March Quarter ... ... ... 868 475 1,343
Natural Increase to Population during March Quarter ...
Arrivals by sea and by rail during March Quarter ... ...
Departures by sea and by rail during March  Quarter-  ...
Increase to Population by excess of Arrivals over Departures
by sea and rail during March Quarter  ... ... ...
Total Increase to Population during March Quarter ,..
877 1,176 2,053
5,549 2,332 7,881
4,853 2,060 6,913
Estimated Population on 31st March, 1897 ... ...
Births registered during June Quarter ... ... ... ... 1,824 1,787 3,611
Deaths registered during June Quarter  ... ... ... ...  863 500 1,363
696 272 968
Natural Increase to Population during June Quarter  .. ..  961 1,287 2,248
Arrivals by sea and by rail during June Quarter ... ... 5,731 2,379 8,110
Departures by sea and by rail during June Quarter  ... ...  3,841 1,638 5,479
Increase to  Population by excess of Arrivals over Departu res
by sea and rail during June Quarter  ... .. ...
Total Increase to Population during June Quarter  ... ... ...
Estimated Population on 30th June, 1897  ... ... ...
... ... . ...Natural Increase for the Half-year
Increase by excess of Arrivals  over  Departures by sea and
by rail for Half-year  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
T otal Increase for the Half -year  ... ... ... ... ...
1,890 741 2,631
1,573 1,448 3,021
266,186 209,014 475,200
2,851 2,028 4,879
269,037 211,042 480,079
1,838 2,463 4,301
2,586 1,013 3,599
4,424 3,476 7,900
N.B.-These  figures are subject to slight alteration after  final revision at the end of the year.
Statistical Office,  Brisbane,  20th August,  1897.  WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY, Registrar-General
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Date of
Death.
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinafter
mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or
before the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central or
Northern District, in which case the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton or Townsville.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
1897.
Mary Ann McMurdy ,  late of 13 May
Woodend road ,  Ipswich,
wife of William  McMurdy,
of Ipswich aforesaid,
lengthsman
1897.
Name  of Claimant.
George Robert McMurdy,
of Ipswich  aforesaid,
salesman
Matilda Green ,  of the same
place, widow of deceased
Tom Green ,  late of Buck- 5 Jan.
land terrace ,  near Roma,
freeholder
1897..
Johan Modrow ,  late of Isis 24 April
Scrub , .  near Childers,
farmer
1879.
Barnet  McMahon,  late of 22 June
Brisbane ,  railway labourer
1884.
Jane Gray Craig ,  late of 1 May
Taringa, widow
1897.
Robert  g ent, late of Camp- 12 May
bell street ,  Bowen Hills,
Brisbane ,  freeholder
1871.
John  Herbert ,  late of Lays 28 Feb.
Farm, near Drayton ,  farmer
1871.
John Herbert aforesaid  ...  28 Feb.
James Presland ,  late of
Rockhampton ,  licensed
victualler
Also Ellen Harris ,  late wife
of William James Harris,
formerly widow of the
said James Preslan4, de-
ceased ,  and administra-
trix of his estate
Helen Margaret Pattison,
late of Rockhampton,
spinster
Mary Hutton ,  late of Sum-
mer Hill, New South
Wales ,  wife of James
Hutton, formerly of Sum-
mer Hill aforesaid, but
now of Raspberry Creek,
near Rockhampton ,  grazier
Alexander Maitland ,  late of
Sydney ,  New South Wales,
sto rekeeper
William Gowans ,  late of
Townsville ,  merchant
Paul Modrow  and Johan
Modrow ,  of the same
place, farmers
The Curator of Intestate
Estates
Florence  Henrietta Kirk-
patrick Craig,  of Taringa
aforesaid,  spinster, and
Edward Hammond, of the
same place ,  gentleman
Jane Kent ,  of the same
place ,  widow of deceased
Mary Herbert,  deceased,
widow of the said John
Herbert
William Henry Hyne, for-
merly of  Fort Cooper
South , by Nebo, but now
Description and Situation of Land.
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Estate
claimed to be
transmitted.
Particulars of Will or
otherwise.
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
1897.
Allotment 2 of suburban section 75n ,  parish  Fee-simple  ...  Will 'dated 10 May, 5 Oct.
of Ipswich ,  town of Ipswich, and suburban 1897
portion 64, county of Stanley ,  parish of
Ipswich, at Ipswich
1897.
Portions 367, 393, and 444, county of Walde- Life estate ... Will dated 23 Novem- 8 Oct.
grave , parish of  Tingun  her,  1896
1897.
Subdivision 1 of portion 968, county of Cook, Fee -simple ...  Will dated 2 June, 6 Oct,
parish of Gregory 1896
1897.
Subdivision 7 of portion 587, county of Fee -simple  ...  Order of Supreme 6 Oct.
Stanley ,  parish of Enoggera  Court  dated 9 June,1
1897.
Subdivisions 4, and 6 of section 10 of por- Fee-simple  ...  Will dated 29 April, 6 Oct.
tion 43,  county of Stanley ,  parish of 1884
Indooroopilly
1897.
Subdivisions 182 and 183 of portion 146, sub- Fee-simple  ... Will  dated 9 April, 6 Oct.
divisions  136, 137, 162,  and 163 of portion 1895
147, county  of Stanley ,  parish of Kedron,
and subdivisions 8 and 9 of portion 108,
county of Stanley,parish of North Bri sbane
1897.
Portion 30 in the Drayton Agricultural Life estate  ...  Will dated 10 Septem- 5 Oct.
Reserve, county of Aubigny, parish of bcr, 1869
Eton Vale
1897.
Portion 30 In the Drayton  Agricultural Fee-simple  in Will  dated 10 Septem- 6 Oct.
Reserve, county of Aubigny, parish  of remainder  ber, 1869
Eton Vale
of Mackay,  grazier, and
John Herbert ,  of Brisbane,
produce dealer
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
1885.
19 April Edward James Presland, of Subdivisions  4 and 4A of portion 1744 ,  county Fee -simple ... Letters of Administra-
Alpha ,  butcher, as Ad- of Livingstone, parish of Gavial tion
1893.
10 Jan.
ministrator of lands left
unadministcred
1894.
11 April
1896.
29 Aug.
1896.
13 Jan.
1897.
19 June
William Pattison, of the
same place, grazier
James Hutton aforesaid ...
Hugh Munro ,  of Qui ri ndi,
New South Wales ,  store-
keeper,  and George
Munro ,  of Sydney afore-
said ,  merchant
Jessie Forrester .  Gowans,
formerly of Perth,
Western Australia,  store-
keeper ,  but now of
Townsville aforesaid,
spinster
Registrar of Titles ' Office, Brisbane, 28th August, 1897.
1897.
8 Oct.
1897.
Allotment 16 of section 60,  town of Rock- Fee-simple  ..  Letters :of Administra• 8 Oct.
hampton tion
1897.
Subdivision 16 of allotment 4 of section 86, Fee-simple  ...  Letters of Administra- 8 Oct.
town of Rockhampton tion
NORTHERN DISTRICT.
1897.
Allotment 22 of section 10, town of Cook-  Fee-simple  .., Will dated 24 October, 19 Oct.
town 1895
1897.
Subdivision 4 of section 7A of portion  8,!  Fee-simple ... Will dated 2 April, 11 Oct.
county of Nares, parish of Mourilyan ; and 1897
subdivisions 1 to 16 of section 20 of resub-
division 1 of subdivision E of portion 65,
county of  Elphinstone, parish of Stuart
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 18th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the following Regula-
tions in connection with the granting of State Scholarships and
Bursaries ,  and to direct that Examinations for the _ same  shall be held
on the 14th and 15th December next.
STATE SCHOLARSHIPS AND BURSARIES.
Subject to appropriation by Parliament of funds for the purpose,
and to the following conditions, the Governor in Council may annually
grant Scholarships to Grammar Schools, and Bursaries to Grammar
Schools and to the Queensland Agricultural College. The awards to
be based on written competitive examinations.
I.-STATE SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS TO GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
The number of State School Scholarships to Grammar Schools
shall not exceed thirty-six (36), three-fourths being open to boys and
one-fourth to girls.
The Scholarships will entitle the holders to free education at a
Grammar School established under the  " G rammar Schools  Act  1860"
or other Act of the Legislature, and will be tenable during good
behaviour and the pleasure of Parliament for a period of three years.
J. O. BOURNE ,  Registrar of Titles.
Candidates must be nominated by the head teachers of the  schools
at which they attend, and only those are to be nominated who intend to
take up the scholarship if successful. They must be children who will
not attain the age of fourteen years till after the thirty-first day of
December in the year of examination, who have not been pupils at a
Grammar School within eighteen months of the date of the  examina-
tion, who have been in fairly regular attendance for the previous six
months at a school inspected  by  the officers of this Department, and
who have been in attendance at such school for eighteen months, or
such shorter  period as  may, in  special cases,  be approved by the
Minister. The nomination of each candidate for a scholarship must
be accompanied by a certificate attesting date of birth.
Candidates will be examined in grammar, arithmetic, and
geography, according to the course of instruction prescribed in
Schedule V. of the Regulations, up to and including the fifth class.
The nominations must reach the Education Office nct later than
the 30th of September in each year.
The examinations for State Scholarships will be held in the
month of December in each year, at the principal towns in the colony
and any other place approved by the Minister. They will be held
under the supervision of responsible officers of the Department or other
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persons appointed  for the  purpose .  The candidates '  papers must be
anonymous ,  and distinguished  by means of a motto and a number.
Before the examination  begins each candidate must fill up a form
showing  name ,  number ,  motto ,  age, sex ,  and  school now attended,  and
then seal it up in an  envelope addressed to the Under Secretary, for
Public Instruction. The sealed  envelopes  and the  papers  written by
the candidates  will be forwarded  under seal  to the Under Secretary
immediately  after the examination.
Unless the  attendance  begins with a school quarter, payment will
not be  made for that quarter;  and unless  the attendance  is regular
and punctual  the scholarship will be withdrawn.
II.-STATE SCHOOL BURSARIES TO GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
The number of State School Bursaries to Grammar Schools shall
not exceed eight, of which six will be open to boys and two to girls.
Bursaries to Grammar Schools will entitle the holders to free
education at a Grammar School established under the  " Grammar
Schools Act  1860" or other Act of the Legislature, together with an
allowance not exceeding  £ 30 per annum  ;  and will be tenable during
good behaviour and the pleasure of Parliament for a period of three
years.
Candidates must be nominated by the head teachers of the schools
at which they attend, and only those are to be nominated who intend
to take up the bursary if successful. They must be children who will
not attain the age of fourteen years till after the thirty-first day of
December in the year of examination, who have not been pupils at a
Grammar School within eighteen months of the date of the examina-
tion, who have been in fairly regular attendance for the previous six
months at a school inspected by the officers of this Department, and
who have been in attendance at such a school for eighteen months, or
such shorter period as may, in special cases, be approved by the
Minister . The nomination of each candidate  for a  bursary must be
accompanied by a certificate attesting date of birth .  The nominations
must reach the Education Office not later than the 30th of September
in each year.
Those candidates only who must necessarily board away from
home in order to attend a Grammar School will be allowed to compete.
A bursary will not be awarded to any pupil whose parents or
guardians are in  a position to pay for his education.
The parents or guardians of candidates for bursaries must  fill in
and forward to the Under Secretary  forms  of application  at least six
weeks before the date of examination. Such forms may be obtained
at the Education Office.
Candidates will be examined  in grammar , arithmetic, and
geography, according to the course of instruction prescribed in
Schedule V. of the Regulations, up to and including the fifth class.
The examinations for bursaries will be held in the month of
December of each year at the principal towns in the colony and at
any other place approved by the Minister. They will be held under
the supervision of responsible officers of the Department or other
persons  appointed for the purpose. The candidates' papers must be
anonymous ,  and distinguished by means of a motto and a number.
Befo re  the examination begins each candidate must fill up a form
showing  name ,  number ,  motto ,  age, sex ,  and  school now attended.
This form he must seal up in an envelope addressed to the Under
Secretary for Public Instruction. The sealed envelopes and the
papers written by the candidates will be forwarded under seal to the
Under Secretary immediately after the examination.
Unless the attendance begins with a school quarter, payment will
not be made for that quarter; and unless the attendance is regular
and punctual the bursary will be withdrawn.
III.-STATE  BURSARIES TO THE QUEENSLAND  AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE.
The number of State  Bursaries  to the Queensland Agricultural
College shall not exceed four, and will be open to males only who
have resided in the colony for the two years immediately preceding
the examination, or whose parents have resided in the colony for the
three years immediately preceding the examination.
State Bursaries to the Agricultural College will entitle the holders
to free board and instruction as resident students, and will be tenable
during good behaviour and the pleasure of Parliament for a period of
three years.
Candidates must be not less than sixteen nor more than eighteen
years of age  on the thirty-first day of December in the year of
examination . The candidate must apply to the Under Secretary for
permission  to be  examined  on or before the first day of November in
the year of  examination , and with his application he must forward -
(a)  A certificate attesting the date of birth ;  (b)  a certificate from a
magistrate  that he has resided in the colony for the two years
immediately preceding the examination, or that his parents have
resided in the colony for the three  years  immediately preceding the
examination  ; (c) a medical  certificate that he is of sound constitution
and in good  health.
Candidates for State Bursaries to the Agricultural College will be
examined to  the extent prescribed in Schedule V. of the Regulations
up to and including the sixth class, in reading, writing, arithmetic,
English composition, geography, mechanics, and drawing to scale.
The examinations for these bursaries will be held in the month
of December of each year, at the principal towns in the colony and at
any other place approved by the Minister. They will be held under
the supervision of responsible officers of the Department or other
persons appointed for the purpose. The candidates' papers must be
anonymous, and distinguished by means of a motto and a number.
Before the examination begins each candidate must fill up a form
showing  name ,  number, motto,  and  age,  and then seal it up in an
envelope addressed to the Under Secretary for Public Instruction.
The sealed envelopes and the papers written by the candidates will be
forwarded under seal to the Under Secretary immediately after the
examination.
At entrance and during residence the bolder of a bursary will
be subject to the regulations of the Agricultural College which he
attends ; and unless his attendance is regular and punctual and his
diligence and conduct are satisfactory the bursary will be withdrawn.
Payment of the bursary will be made only for the period of attend-
ance as a  resident student.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  27th August, 1897.
EXHIBITIONS TO UNIVERSITIES.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Competitive
Examination for Exhibitions to Universities be held at Brisbane,
commencing  at 9.30 o'clock a.m. on the 15th November next.
For full particulars, see  Government Gazette  of Saturday, 21st
August, 1897.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Office  of Registrar  of Friendly  Societies.
Brisbane , 20th August, 1897.
" THE BUILDING SOCIETIES ACT OF 1886."
N OTICE is hereby given, that a Building Society, called " The
Darling Downs Permanent Building and Investment Society," is
duly registered under the provisions of the said Act.
Dated this twentieth day of August, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE,  Registrar  of Building  Societies.
NOTICE.AT a Special Court of Petty Sessions held at Alpha on the 13th
August, 1897 ,  EDWARD JAMES PRESLAND was appointed Pound-
keeper for the ensuing twelve months ,  vice  Felix O 'Leary, resigned.
ROE COYLE,  Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House , Alpha, 19th  August, 1897.
BOROUGH OF NORTH ROCKHAMPTON.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS of the
1iJJ NORTH ROCHHAMPTON BOROUGH COUNCIL for  the Half-year ended
30th June, 1897.
RECEIPTS.  .2  s. d. £ 8. d.
To Balance ,  Q. N. Bank, Limited  ... ... ...  29 8 6
Rates-
General ... ... ... ... ...  140 0 6
Special Loan ... ... ... ... ... 7 3 4
Fitzroy Bridge ... ... ... ...  35 2 4
182 6 2
„ Charges  .. ... ... ... ... ... 10 1 9
Endowment  (First Moiety) ... ... ... ... 301 4 7
„ Carriers '  Li censes ... ... ... ... ... 48 10 3
„ Goat  Licenses  ... ... ...  0 4 0
Balance, Q.  N. Bank , Limited ... ... ...  828 12 0
DISBURSEMENTS.
£1,400 7 3
By Ch arges  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 69 10 10
„ Municipal Chambers  ... ... ... ... ...  15 0 0
Valuation ... ... ... ... ... ... 20 0 0
Fitzroy Bridge .. ... ... ... ... ... 175 0 0
„ Nightsoil ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 13 6
„ General  Maintenan ce ... ... ... ... ... 745 7 1
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  83 6 8
Lighting  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  31 9 8
„ Loan Account-
Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ... 133 11 10
Redemption ... ... ... ... ... ... 105 12 2
„ Elections  ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 3 0
Interest  (Bank ) ... ... ... ... ... 12 12 5
.21,400 7 3
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES .  £ 8. d. £ s. d.
To Government  Loan Account  Balance  ... ...  5,128 19 10
Q. N. Bank,  Limited  ... ... ... ... ...  828 12 0
„ Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  640 19 2
Assmrs.
£6,598 11 0
By Uncollected Rates-
General ... ... ... ... ... 1,461 10 3
Special Loan  ... ... ... ... ...  515 9 3
Fitzroy Bridge ... ... ... ... 186 11 6
2,163 11 0
„ Furniture ... ... ... ... ... 125 0 0
„ Plant .. ... 10 0 0
„ Municipal Lands ... ... ... ... 3,100 0 0
„ Municipal Buildings  ...  1,200 0 0
£l'i,598 11 0
Examined and found correct by us this 31st July, 1897.
SAMUEL PART, }Auditors.F. E. HUNT, J
Allowed and adopted by the Council of the Borough of North
Rockhampton on the fourth day of August, 1897.
A. H. CAMPBELL, Town Clerk.
18%0
FRANK POWER , Mayor.
30s.
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Asssrs. £ s. d.DIVISION OF WINTON.
STATEMENT OF THE RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of
the DIVISIONAL BOARD, WINTON, from 1st January to 30th June,
1897.
1897.lit January- RECEIPTS.
To Balance at Q. N. Bank ...
„ Cash in hand . .. ... ...
30th June-
To Registration of Goats ... ...
„  Government Subsidy ... ...
„ Refund for Burning Carcasses
„  Registration of Dogs ... ...
Carters '  Licenses ... ...
Sundry Receipts ... ...
„ Fees for Licensed Gates
„ Pasturage Reserve per Rent..:
„ Plant Account ,  Goods Sold ...
„ Gravel Sold  ... ... ...
„ Rates Received-
Subdivision No . 1 ... ...
Subdivision No. 2 ... ...
Subdivision No. 3 ... ...
30th June-
By Contingencies-
Salaries ... ...
EXPENDITURE.
Rent ... ...
Plant Account ... ...
Plant Account, Expenses
Removing Goats
General Expenses ...
Works and Repairs-
Gravel Account ...
Mistake Waterhole ...
Boulia Road ... ...
Manuka Street ...
Sesbania Street
Elderslie Street ...
Werna Street ... ...
Vindex Street
Oondooroo Street ...
Longreach Road ...
Pasturage Reserve ...
Town Repairs... .
Warrnambool Road...
Magpie Gully...
Lower Diamantina Road
£ s. d. £ s. d.
... 872 3 3
... 0 7 6
23 0 0
257 14 3
1 0 0
4 9 0
3 0 0
1 5 6
54 0 0
68 18 0
0 15 0
0 10 0
... 7 15 10
... 83 15 9
... 99 0 10
190 12 5
... 19 10 0
... 2 10 0
... 10 0 0
2 10 0
1 0 0
7 10 0
3 10 0
5 0 0
6 10 0
2 0 0
406 12 2
19 9 3
11 5 0
91411
12 5 0
„ Balance as  per Pass-book ... ... ... 777 17 7
Less Outstanding Cheques ... ... 20 2 6
£1,477 14 11
93 10 0
27 0 0
176
2 0 6
1 5 0
75 10 6
519 6 4
757 15 1
£1,477 14 11
A. G. FRASER, Chairman.
We hereby certify that we have examined the Books and Vouchers
of the Winton Divisional Board to the 30th June, 1897. We further
state that the Balance-sheet is a fair and correct one, exhibiting a true
Statement of the affairs of the Divisional Board on the 30th June, 1897.
E. F. FRAYNE, Auditors.D. BARRY, 1`
1810  31s. 6d.
DIVISION OF NORMANBY.ABSTRACT STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPEN-
DITURE of the DIVISIONAL BOARD OF NORMANBY for the Half-
year ended the 30th June, 1897.
1897.  RECEIPTS.
1st January- £ s. d.
To Balance, Q. N. Bank, Ipswich ... ... ... ... 259 16 5
,, Cash in hand ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 45 18 2
30th June-
To Endowment, Rates 1896 . ... ... ... ... ... 100 3 6
„ General Rates Received ... ... ... ... ... 5 3 11
„ Deposits on Contracts ... ... ... ... ... ... 7 5 3
30th June- EXPENDITURE.
£418 7 3
By Contingencies ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 58 0 3
Works and Repairs ... ... ... ... 36 10 6
Deposits Refunded ... ... ... ... 0 10 9
Balance to Credit Q. N. Bank, Ipswich ... ... ... 323 5 9
£418 7 3
ABSTRACT STATEMENT OF CONTRACT ACCOUNT FOR
THE HALF-YEAR.
Amount .  Expended .  Balance.
1897.
lst January-  £ s. d. £ s. d. £  8.  d.
To Balance Last Statement ... 12 5 0 12 5 0
30th June-
Eleven Contracts entered into... 143 8 2 12 10 0 130 18 2
£155 13 2 £24 15  0 £130 18 2
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES.
Contracts  not Completed ... ... ... ...
Contractors '  Deposits ... ...
Outstanding  A ccounts  .. ... ...
Balance of Assets over Liabilities ... ...
£ s. d.
... 130 18 2
... 17 16 11
... 303 11 2
£459 7 0
Arrears of Rates ... ... ... 25 1 6
Divisional Board Office ... ... ... ... ... ... 63 8 6
Property-Office Site ... ... ... ... ... ... 11 7 11
Road Plant ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 12 1 11
Office Furniture ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 24 1 5
Q. N. Bank Balance... ... ... ... ... ... ... 323 5 9
£459 7 0
BRYAN W. WELLS, Clerk.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Accounts and Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of
Normanby, and that all the foregoing Statements correspond therewith.
WALTER H. JONES,
JOHN M. McLAUGHLIN, } Auditors.
All the foregoing Statements allowed by the Board this fourth day
of August, 1897.
M. BOWERS, Chairman.
Board's Office, Mutdapilly, 24th July, 1897.1814 36s. 6d.
MUNICIPALITY OF IPSWICH.ABSTRACT STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPEN-DITURE for the Half -year ended 30th  June, 1897.
To Rates ... ...
RECEIPTS. £ s. d.
... ... 395 5 6
„ Rents ... ...
„ Dog and Goat Registration ...
„ Government Endowment ...
Contract Deposits ... ...
Sundry Receipts ... ...
„ Gravel Sales ... ... ...
„ Balance ... ... ... ...
EXPENDITURE.
... 159 11 8
... 19 5 6
... 507 7 0
40 0 0
... 60 12 11
... 32 4 24,610 12 8
£5,82419 5
By Balance ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3,482 14 0
Maintenance Streets, Metal, Gravel, Watertables, and
„ Street Lighting Account ...
Salary Account... ... ...
„ Interest Loans Account ...
„ Town Hall Account ... ...
Electric Lighting  Expenses ...
„ Health Rate Expenses ...
Other Expenses... ... ...
WATERWORKS.
... 189 12 0
... 170 6 0
469 16 6
... 92 13 2
... 38 17 0
... 62 0 3
... 304 17 3
£5,824 19 5
£ s. d.
To Balance ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,426 18 2
„ Rates ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 643 7 3
„ Rents ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 12 9 3
„ Other Receipts ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 67 18 0
£3,150 12 8
By Maintenance and Fuel ... ... ... ... 618 13 6
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 178 7 6
„ Interest on Loans ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,281 11 6
„ Other Expenses... .. . ... ... ... ... 106 10 5
Contract for Measuring Buildings ... ... ... ... 45 0 0
Balan ce  ... ... ... ... ... ... .:. ...  1,020 9 9
£3,150 12 8
SCHOOL OF ARTS. £ s. d.
To Balance ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 44 4 3
Subscriptions ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 89 16 10
„ Endowment ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  42 6 8
„ Other Receipts ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 13 3
£177 1 0
By Books and Periodicals... ... ... ... ... ... 53 5 9
Salary and Commission ... ... ... ... ... 45 15 5
Other Expenses... ... ... ... ... ... ... 35 7 4
Balance ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 42 12 6
£177 1 0
PARK ACCOUNT. £ s. d.
To Balance  ... .... ... ... ... ... ... ...  393 7 5
„ Rents and Donations ... ... ... ... ... ... 53 9 8
„ Endowment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  281 0 0
„ Other Receipts  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 28 16 11
By Wages ... ... ... ...
„ Salar y .•. .•. .•.
Erecting  Stable... ..
„ Excavating 200 Yards Gravel
„ Other  Expenses ... ...
Balance  ... ... ... ...
£756 14 0
122 18 0
52 0 0
26 5 0
12 11 8
40 13 1
502 6 3
£75614 0
ALBION HAYNE, Town Clerk. WM. THOS. DEACON, Mayor.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Account kept by the Ipswich Municipal Council, and that the
foregoing Statements correspond therewith.
WILLIAM FIELD,
} Auditors.W. C. H.- KILNER,
Council Chambers, Ipswich, 5th August, 1897.
Examined and allowed by the Council this 9th day of August, 1897.
1833 41s.
Drains ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,014 3 3
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MUNICIPALITY OF MARYBOROUGH.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE for the
 J Half- year ended 30th  June, 1897.
RECEIPTS. £ s. d.
To Total Receipts  ... ... ... ... ...  2,513 7 7
Q. N. Bank ,  Limited  ... . ... 7,881 7 10
Q. N. Bank , Limited, Cr.  Balance ,  31st December ,  1896 941 7 8
£11,336 3 1
EXPENDITURE. -
By Balances , Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... 4,879 8 11
to Total Expenditure ... ... ... ... ... ...  6,456 14 2
£11,336 3 1
BALANCE- SHEET ,  30TH JUNE, 1897.
Government  Loans ...
Q. N. Bank, Limited ...
Sundries  ... ... ...
Balances . _ _
LIABILITIES.
Properties ,  Reserves, &c.
Government Endowment ...
Rates  Account ... ... ...
ASSETS.
£ s. d.
60,615 0 2
7,881 7 10
304 5 9
10,235 10 11
£79,036 4 8
... 76,076  6 11
... 711 5 4
2,248 12 5
£79,036 4 8
14th July, 1897.  KENNETH MILLER, Town Clerk.
Audited and found  correct.
T. WOODWARD, } Auditors.19th  July, 1897. ALF. HALL, 1
1897
Presented to and approved by the Council this third day of August,
.
JAS. M. STAFFORD,  Mayor.
1836 17s. 6d.
DIVISION OF CLIFTON.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
DIVISIONAL BOARD OF CLIFTON from 1st January to 30th June,
1897 ; prepared and published  in terms  of Clause  233 of  " The Divisional
Boards  Act of  1887."
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January -  £ s. d. £ a. d.
To Current Account, Q. N. Bank ... ... ... 521 13 1
„ Fixed Deposits-
Union Bank of Australia ... ... ... 1,583 5 9
Q. N. Bank ... ... 411 2 0
A. J. S. Bank ... ... ... ... 411 1 11
15th April-
To Government Endowment
30th June-
To Interest on Deposits-
- 2,405 9 8
Union Bank  ... ... ... ... ...  32 9 9
Q. N. Bank .. ... ... ... ... 3 1 8
A. J. S. Bank ... ... ... ...  3 1 8
Rent of Land, Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ...
License Fees ,  Gates-
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 3 0 0
27 7 6
22 1 5
19 19 0
100 0 0
10 0 0
23 10 9
5 11 6
- 3 10 0
Noxious Weeds, Private Properties ... ...  6 0 0
Legal Expenses ... ... ... ... ... ...  4 2 6
„ Miscellaneous Receipts and Forfeited
Deposits ... ...
Contractors' Deposits ... ... ...
General Rates Received-
„
„
518 19 8
38 13 1
4 11 8
1 18 0
41 1 0
Subdivision No. 1 . ... ... ... ... 103 10 6
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 63 12 3
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 66 4 1
- 233 6 10
30th June-
By Contingencies-
EXPENDITURE.
Advertising ... ...
Election  Expenses ...
General Expenses ...
SalariesPostage and  Petty Cash
Road Plant Account
Legal Expenses ...
Contractors'  Deposits ...
Noxious Weeds-
Subdivision No. 1
Subdivision No. 2
Subdivision No. 3
Crown Lands...
Private Properties
Roads Account-
Subdivision No. 1
Subdivision No. 2
Subdivision No. 3
„
„ Fixed Deposits-
Union  Bank ...
Q. N. Bank ...
A. J. S. Bank...
Current Account, Q. N. Bank
1,877 9 6
... 245 17 9
£3,779 5 6
F- A GENERAL RATE of 4d. in the  £ was made on the tenth day of
may, 1897.
£3,779 5 6
208 10 2
... 59 15 0
49 10 0
27 6 6
24 10 0
54 14 0
4 0 0
160 0 6
... 476 17 6
... 285 5 4
... 465 9 9
1,227 12 7
... ... 1,049 2 3
... ... 414 3 8
... ... 414 3 7
30th June-
[28TH AUGUST, 1897.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES.
To Contracts for Works ... ... ...
„  Contingencies  ... ... ... ...
„ Contractors' Deposits ... ... ...
Balance, Assets over Liabilities ...
£ a. d.
,.. 705 4 10
50 0 0
30 11 6
... 1,856 18 5
£2,642 14 9
30th June- ASSETS.
By Fixed Deposits  in Banks ... .. . ... 1,877 9 6to Current Account, Q. N. Bank ... ... ... 245 17 9to Arrears of Rates from 1896 ... ... ... 142 15 3toQuarry Reserve, Subdivision 1 ... ... ... 35 11 6
„ Divisional Office, Clifton ... ... ... ... 126 19 6
„ Divisional Office, Allora ... ... ... ... 124 15 0
Furniture ... ... ... ... ... ... 32 4 0
Road Plant ... 57 2 3
£2,642 14 9
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all the
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of
Clifton, and the above Statement corresponds therewith.
T.  ALLEN,Auditors.24th July, 1897. J. DOUGALL, }
Allowed by Board.
H. MOTT, Clerk. E. HARVEY, Chairman.
Clifton, 9th August, 1897.
1812  49s. 6d.
DIVISION OF RAVENSWOOD.
(STATEMENT  OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE  from 1stS AT MENT
to 30th June, 1897.
1896.  RECEIPTS.
31st December-  £ s. d.
To Balance in Bank  ... ... ... ... ... ...  221 11 9
1897.
30th June-
To Fees on Dogs  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 1 0
„ Fees on Goats  ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 1 0
„ Vehicle Licenses  ... ... ... ... ... ...  8 12 6
„ Rates Received  ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 12 6
Sundry  Receipts ... ... ... ... ... ... 59 19 4
„ Government  Endowment ... ... ... ... ...  102 9 6
EXPENDITURE.
30th June-
By Election Expenses  ... ... ...
„ Wages ... ... ... ... ...
„  Salaries  .. ... ... ...
„ General Expenses ...
„ Printing and Advertising ... ... ... ...
to Contract - Road Metal  ... ... ... ...
„ Petty Cash ... ... ... ... ... ..:
„ Interest on Government Loans  ... ...Repayment of Loan, Sellheim R. G. Account ...
„ Balance at  Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ...
£396 7 7
14 2 3
81 15 11
32 10 0
31 13 8
23 14 6
13 13 4
8 0 0
58 5 0
50 0 0
82 12 11
£396 7 7
BALANCE-SHEET.
LIABILITIES.
30th Juno-  £ a. d.
To Amount due to Government Loans ... ... ... 1,165 3 1
„ To Amount due to Sellheim R. G. Account ... ... 40 0 0
30th June- ASSETS.
£1,205 3 1
By Capital Account ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,122 10 2
„ Balance  at Q. N.  Bank  ... ... ... ... ...  821211
£1,205 3 1
SELLIIEIM ROAD GRANT ACCOUNT.
31st December ,  1896-  £ a. d.
To Balance  at A. J.  S. Bank  ... ... ... ... ... 47 16 1
30th June, 1897-
To Repayment of Loan-General  Fund ... ... 50 0 0
£97 16 1
30th June-
By Wages for  Repairs to Road  ... ... ... ... ...  13 6 8to Balance at Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... ... 84 9 5
£97 16 1
HILLSBOROUGH ROAD GRANT ACCOUNT.
30th December ,  1896- £ a. d.
To Balance at Q. N. Bank  ... ... ... ... ... ...  7 13 1
30th June, 1897-
By Wages for Repairs to Road ... ... ... ... ... £7 13 1
MAIN ROAD AND BRIDGES ACCOUNT.
30th December, 1896- £ a. d.
To Grant from Government  ... ... ... ... ... 100 0 0
30th June, 1897-
By Wages for Repairs to Roads  ... ... ... ... ...  98 0 4
Horse -feed  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1 15 6
Cheque-book ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 4 2
£10000
WILLIAM JENKINS, Chairman.
ALFRED L. GROSS, Clerk.
Examined and found correct.
W. H. STITT, Auditors.2nd August, 1897. E. H. BESSELL, )
1825 $86,
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MUNICIPALITY OF CHARLEVILLE.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE for theHalf-year ended  30th June, 1897.
RECEIPTS.
To Goat Fees ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Divisional Board Paddock ... ... ... ...
Recreation Reserve  ... ... ... ... ...
Dog Licenses .. ... ... ... ... ...
„ Hot-air Engine and Pump ... ... ... ...
Bath Fees ... ... ... ... ... :.
„ Town Common Fees ... ... ... ... ...
Plumbers' License ... ... ...
l RG
... ...
ates ... ... ... ...„ enera
„ Water Rates ... ... ... ...
... ...
... ...
„ Carriers' Licenses ... ... ... ... ...
Jillett's Allotment ... ... ... ... ...
Curll's Allotment .. .. ... ...
„ Overdraft at Bank, 30th June, 1897 ... ...
EXPENDITURE.
By Balance at Bank, 1st January, 1897... ... ...
Advertisements, Printing, &c. ... ... ...
Audit Fees ... ... ... ... ... ...
Drainage .. ...
General Charges ... ... ... ... ...
Municipal Offices ... ... ... ... ...
Furniture ... ... ... ...
Legal Expenses ... ... ... ... ... ...
„ Plant ... ...
„ Divisional Board Paddock ... ...
Interest  on Overdraft ... ... ... ... ...
,, Tim be r ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
„ Post Office Lamp ... ... ... ...
„ Charleville Water Supply ... ... ...
„ Town Common-Repairs to Gates ... ... ...
Charleville Streets ... ... ... ... ...
Salaries-
Town Common Ranger ... ... ... ...
Inspector of Nusiances  ... ... ... ...
Town Clerk ... ... ... ... ... ...
.2  s. d.
... 25 12 6
... 40 0 0
... 5 0 0
... 4 7 0
... 10 10 0
... 3 7 8
... 3 9 4
... 1 0 0
82 12 5
... 362 2 10
... 8 10 0
... 32 10 0
... 1 10 0
... 191 9 5
X772 1 2
... 75 5 4
... 27 7 6
... 4 4 0
33 11 5
... 49 16 2
... 1421211
... 5 5 0
... 13 8 4
... 35 10 6
8 8 0
... 3 7 0
... 4 8 0
... 1 1 0
...  1191111
... 3 10 .0
... 106 4 1
... 34 13 4
... 51 15 0
... 52 1 8
£772 1 2
BALANCE-SHEET ON 30TH JUNE, 1897.
ASSETS.
Charleville Boat ... ... ... ...
Capital Account ... ...
Municipal Offices ... ...
Furniture ... ... ...
Plant ... ... ... ...
Timber ...
Charleville Water Supply
Curll's Estate  ... ... ..,
LIABILITIES.
£3,348 12 10
Overdraft at Commercial Banking Company... ... ... 191 9 5
Government Loans... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,900 0 0
Jillett's Allotment ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 257 3 5
.43,348 12 10
Examined and compared with Books and Vouchers and found
correct.
CHAS. T. DOWNING, Town Clerk.
Charleville, 7th July, 1897.
1832
G. H. WILDIE
M. ABERDEEl , }Auditors.
FRANCIS ADRAIN, Mayor.
34i'.
SHIRE OF TOOWONG.
STATEMENT OF THE RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE ofthe SHIRE  COUNCIL OF TooWONG  for the Half -year ended 30th
June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January- £ s. d.
To Balance at Union Bank of Australia ... ... ... 1,429 1 4
30th June-
To Rates Received .. ... ... ... ... ... 251 18 2
„ Government Endowment ... ... ... ... ... 400 9 5
„ Registration  Fees ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 7 6
Sundry Recei  is ... .. ... ... ... 2 4 2
Contractors' Deposits ... ... ... ... 11 0 0
30th June-  EXPENDITURE.
By Works and Repairs ... ... ...
Redemption of Government Loan ... ...
„ Interest on Government Loan ... ...
Shire Council Office ... ... ... ...
Contractors' Deposits ... ... ...
Tools and Plant ...
Pumping Plant ... . ... ...
Toowong and Milton Fire  Brigades ...
Quarry Account .. ...
Contingencies  ... ... ...
„  Balan ce, Union Bank  of Australia...
SANITARY ACCOUNT.
1st Januwy- RECEIPTS.
To Balance, Union Bank of Australia ... ...
30th June-
To Cleansing Rates Received
.£ s. d.
... ... 14 0 0
... ... 179 1 1
... ... 142 12 11
... ... 32 6 0
... ... 35 10 6
... ... 4 8 0
... ... 2,929 3 2
... ... 11 11 2
.22,099 0 7
... ... 1,294 11
... ... 35 15
... ... 42 5
... ... 99 0
... ... 30 0
... ... 93 0
... ... 39 9
... ... 10 0
7 9
... ... 343 1
... ... 1,04 9
„ Sundry Receipts .. ... ... ... ...
„ Balance, Union  Bank  of Australia...
£2,099 0 7
£ s. d.
... 213 11 4
... 266 9 0
... 27 4 0
... 43 18 3
051  2 7
30th June- EXPENDITURE. £ s. d.
By Collection of Nightsoil... ... ... ... ... 350 17 8
„ Destruction of Nightsoil ... ... ... ... -.. 194 5 6
Sanitary Works ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 19 5
£551 2 7
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
30th June-  X s. d.
To Government Loan ... ... 1,619 1 0
Union Bank, Sanitary Account ... ... ... ... 43 18 3
Contractors' Deposits ... ... ... ... .. ... 2 0 0
30th June-
By Union Bank, General Account ...
„ Sanitary Works ... ... ...
„ Shire Council Office ... ... ...
Pumping Plant ... ...
„ Park Road and Toowong Ferries ...
„ Tools and Plant ...
Balance ... ... ... ... ...
£ s. d. £ s. d.
£1,66419 3
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Shire Council of Toowong,
and that the foregoing Statements correspond therewith.
JOHN ANDERSON, F. S. A.A.,1 Auditors.WILLIAM D. HARDING, J
Toowong, 19th July, 1897.
Allowed by the Council this seventeenth day of July, 1897.
CHARLES PATTERSON, President.
WILLIAM E. IRVING, Shire Clerk.
1853 35s.
DIVISION OF ISIS.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
Isis DIVISIONAL BOARD for the Half-year ended 30th June, 1897.
1897.
30th June-
To Rates  Received-
RECEIPTS.
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 36 5 9j
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 58 15 7
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 28 10 79
123 12 0
Wagon License Fees .. ... ... ... 26 10 0
„ Impounding Expenses-Fees for Maintenance
and Refund of Paddockage ... ... ... 0 10 8
„ Rent Account-Rent of Hall ... .. ... 1 10 0
Suspense Account-Rates Received for Pro.
perties not specified ...
„ Colonial Sugar Refining Company, Limited-
Allowance for Accident on Tram Line ...
Childers Roads Account-Moiety of Cost of
5
5
0
0
Kerbing, &c., paid by G. Upham ... ...  2
Government Endowment-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 100 19 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 318 14 8
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 227 5 7
„ Cash in hand, 31st December ,  1896 ..
„ Q. N. Bank, Limited-Overdraft to 30th
June, 1897  ... ... ... ... ...
30th June-
By Contingencies-
EXPENDITURE.
7 10
646 19 3
102 16 0
... 1,054 19 4
£1,66419 3
104 9 3
691 0 0
390 0 0
217 0 0
30 0 0
80 0 0
152 10 0
0
5
£1,964 15 1
Salary-Clerk,  Inspector , and Foreman of
Works ... ... 75 0 0
Salary-Valuator and Rate Collector ... ... 12 10 0
Advertising ... ... ... ... ... ... 18 10 6
Auditors' Fees  ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 6 0
Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2017  0
Law Charges ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 11 6
Impounding  Expenses  ... ... ... ... 0 15 0
Election  Expenses ... ... ... ... ... 3 3 0
„ Tools-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 1 2 9
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 3 16 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 15 18 10
Cleansing  Account ... .. ... ...
Incidental  Expenses , General ... ...
Public Works-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ...
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ...
Subdivision No. 3
Suspense  Account-Rates Overpaid Refunded
„ Caeh on hand, 30th June 1897 ..
„ Q. N. Bank, Limited, overdraft, 31st De.
cember,  1896  ... ... ... ... ...
20 17 7
46 7 3
... 128 9 3
... 612 19 1
... 548 14 2
015 7
... 19 18 8
... 447 14 6
£1, 964 15 1
WILLIAM CRAN, Chairman.
COLIN D. W. RANKIN, Clerk of the Board.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined the
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Isis Divisional Board,
and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
ROBERT JONES, Auditors.Childers, 4th August, 1897. GEORGE BALES, j itors.
33s, 6d,
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SHIRE  OF WINDSOR.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE  for Half-
year ended 30th  June, 1897.
1897.  RECEIPTS.
1st January-
To Q. N. Bank,  Limited,  Balance- d
General Account ... ... ... ... 128 2 4
Loan  Account ... ... ... ...  430 0 0
,,  Cash on hand ... ... ... ... ... ...
30th June-
To General Rates and Arrears-
No. 1 Ward ... ... ... ... ... 64 1 2
No. 2 Ward ... ... ... ... ... 18 10 2
No. 3 Ward ... ... ... .. ... 26 11 10
Registration Fees-
Dogs  ... ... ... ... ... ...  38 15
Goats  ... ... ... .. ... ... 5 10
Government Endowment on 1896 Rates,
First Moiety... ... ...
„  Hamilton Divisional Board  ... ... ...
„  Contractors '  Deposits  ... ... ... ...
Sundry Receipts ... ... ... ...
„ Stone from  Quarry  ... ... ... ...
„ Road Metal from Stock ... ... ...
„ Hire of  Steam  Roller ... ... ... ...
Q. N. Bank, Limited, Balance ... ...
30th June-By Works- ExPEN DITURE.
I..
£ s.
558 2
010
[28TH AUGUST, 1897.
Registrar 's Office, Supreme Court,
Brisbane, 28th August. 1897.
To The Coen Quartz-Crushing Company, Limited, and the Secretary,
Chairman of Directors, and Shareholders thereof, Charlotte street,
Cooktown. (No. 115, Book 7.)
T
AKE NOTICE, it appearing to me that the abovenamed Company
- is not carrying on business or in operation, you are hereby required,
within three months after the date hereof, to show cause before me, at
my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register. And further, take notice, that
in default of your so showing cause within the time aforesaid, I shall, at
the expiration thereof, strike the name of the said Company off the
Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, in pursuance of the
provisions  of section 42 of  "The Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
Registrar's Office, Supreme Court,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1897.
To The Colonial Mining Agency and Investment Company, Limited,
and the Secretary ,  Chairman of Directors ,  and Shareholders thereof,
Gill street, Charters Towers. (No.  225,  Book 6.)
TAKE NOTICE, it appearing to me that the abovenamed Companyis not carrying on busin ss or in op ration, you ar  her by required,
within three months after the date hereof, to show cause before me, at
my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register. And further, take notice, that
in default of your so showing cause within the time aforesaid, I shall, at
the expiration thereof, strike the name of the said Company off the
Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, in pursuance of the
provisions of section 42 of  "The Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
Registrar 's Office, Supreme Cour:,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1897.
To The Eastern Monkland Gold- Mining  Company. Limited, and the
Secretary, Chairrnan.of Directors, and Shareholders thereof, Mary
street,  Gympie. (No. 157, Book 7.)
TAKE NOTICE, it appearing to me that the abovenamed Company
is not carrying on business or in operation, you are hereby required,
within three months after the date hereof, to show cause before me, at
my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register. And further, take notice, that
in default of your so showing cause within the time aforesaid, I shall, at
the expiration thereof, strike the name of the said Company off the
Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, in pursuance of the
provisions of section 42 of  "The Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
d.
4
0
109 3 2
0
0
44 5 0
325 5 10
158 16 0
2 0 0
5 8 9
112 9 4
164 1 0
21 18 9
507 19 0
£2,009 19 2
No.  1 Ward ... ... ... ... ... ... 439
No. 2 Ward ... ... ... ... ... ... 193
No. 3 Ward ... ... ... ... ... ... 42
„ Road Metal ... ... ... ... ... ... 168
Lutwyche Quarry ... ... ... ... ... 113
„ Steam Roller-Working Account ... ... ... 15
„ Interest and Redemption, Government
Loans ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 243
„ Interest on Overdraft ... ... ... ... ... 7
„ Salaries . .. ... ... ... ... ... 112
Auditors'  Fees ... ... ... ... ... ... 8
„ Election Expenses ... ... ... ... ... 9
„ Law Costs ... ... .. ... ... ... 19
„ Office Furniture ... ... ... ... ... 36
President's Allowance... ... ... ... ... 30
Stationery and Printing ... ... ... ... 26
Advertising ... ... ... ... ... ... 17
„ Office Rent  ... ... ... ... ... ...  8
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
„ General Expenses  ... ... ... ... ...  32
Contractors' Deposits ... ... ... ... ... 1
Building Shire Offices  ... ... ... ... ...  480
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES.
To Gove rnment Loans-
No. 1 ... ...
No. 2 ... ...
N. Bank, Limited, Overdraft ...
„ Contractors '  Deposits  ... ... ...
AssE rs.
By General Rates and Arrears-
No.  1 Ward  ... ... ... ...
No. 2 Ward  ... ... ... ...
No. 3 Ward  ... ... ... ...
Office Furniture ... ...
„ Land ... ... ...
Suspense Account ... ...
„  Steam Roller  .. ... ...
„  Road Metal in Stock ... ...
„ Shi re  Offices
Outstanding Accounts
„  Balance  ... ... ... ...
£5,741 19 5
403 13 1
416 7 10
245 5 9
1,065 6 8
... 58 13 8
... 163 0 0
... 10 0 0
... 283 10 0
... 135 13 9
... 690 8 0
15 3 9
... 3,320 3 7
£5,741 19 5
We, the  undersigned , hereby certify  that we have examined the
Books  and Vouchers kept by the Windsor Shire Council, and that the
above Statement corresponds therewith.
CHAS. E. BIRKBECK, F.I.A.Q., Auditors.W. H. BEATTIE, A.F.I.A.,
30th  July, 1897.
Allowed by the Windsor Shire Council  this  tenth day of August,
1897.
ROBERT B .  LAxr, Shire Clerk.
1865
HUGH CAMERON,  President.
45s. 6d.
Registrar 's Office, Sup reme Court,
Brisbane ,  28th August , 1897.
To The Colorado Silver Proprietary ,  Limited ,  and the Secretary,
Chairman of Directors ,  and Shareholders the reof, Townsville.
(No. 74,  Book  6.)
TAKE NOTICE , it appearing to me that the abovenamed  Company
is not carrying on business or in operation ,  you are  hereby  require(,
within three months after the date hereof, to show cause before me, at
my Office, Sup re me Court House ,  Brisbane ,  why the said  Company
should not be struck off the Register .  And further ,  take notice, that
in default of your so showing cause  within the time  aforesaid ,  I shall, at
the expiration thereof, strike the name of the said  Company off the
Register of Registe re d and Incorporated Companies ,  in pursuance of the
pro visions of section 42 of  "The Companies Act Amendment  Act of  1889.
WILLM. BELL , Registrar  of Joint  Stock Companies.
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12 3
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6 11
8 4
19 5
11 2
19 0
12 11
8 0
19 0
4 0
8 2
0 0
15 1
1 6
4 6
17 8
17 5
0 0
16 0
£2,009 19 2
.2  s. d.  .2  s. d.
... 4,633 0 5
... 600 0 0
-- 5,233 0 5
... ... 507 19 0
1 0 0
Registrar 's; Office, Supreme Court,
Brisbane ,  28th August, 1897.
To The East Columbia Smithfield Gold -Mining Company ,  Limited, and
the Secretary ,  Chairman of Directors ,  and Sha reholders thereof,
Mary street, Gympie.  (No. 272, Book 7.)
T
AKE  NOTICE ,  it appearing to me that the abovenamed Company
is not carrying on business or in operation ,  you are hereby required,
within three months after the date he re of,  to show cause before me, at
my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane ,  why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register .  And further ,  take notice, that
in default of your so showing cause within the time aforesaid ,  I shall, at
the expiration thereof, strike the name of the said Company off the
Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of section 42 of  " The Companies Act Amendment Act  of 1889.
WILLM .  BELL ,  Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
Registrar 's Office, Supreme Court,
Brisbane ,  28th August, 1897.
To The Ironclad Block Gold -Mining Company ,  Limited, and the
Secretary ,  Chairman of Directors ,  and Shareholders thereof, Office
of Messrs .  Marsland and Marsland ,  Gill street ,  Charters Towers.
(No. 290, Book  7.)
TAKE NOTICE ,  it appearing to me that the abovenamed Company
is not carrying on business or in operation ,  you are hereby required,
within three months after the date hereof ,  to show cause before me, at
my Office, Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane ,  why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register .  And further ,  take notice, that
in default of your so showing cause within the time aforesaid ,  I shall, at
the expiration thereof, strike the name of the said Company off the
Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of section 42 of  " The Companies Act Amendment Act  of 1889.'
WILLM .  BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
Registrar 's Office ,  Sup re me Court,
Brisbane ,  28th August, 1897.
To The New Louisa Gold -Mining Company Limited, and the Secretary,
Chairman of Directors ,  and Sha re holders thereof, Mary street,
Gyympie.  (No. 112,  Book 7.)
3E NOTICE ,  it appearing to me that the abovenamed Company
T is not carrying on bus in ess or in operation ,  you are hereby required,
within three months after the date he re of, to show cause before me, at
my Office, Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane ,  why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register .  And further ,  take notice, that
in default of your so showing cause within the time aforesaid ,  I shall, at
the expiration thereof ,  strike the name of the said Company off the
Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of section 42 of  " The Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889.
WILLM .  BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
Registrar 's Office, Supreme Court,
Brisbane ,  28th August, 1897.
To The No. 1 North New Zealand Extended Gold -Mining Company,
Limited ,  and the Secretary, Chairman of Directors ,  and Sha re holders
thereof ,  Mary street, Gympie. (No. 142, Book  7.)
TAKE  NOTICE, it appearing to me that the abovenamed Company
is not carrying on business or in operation ,  you are hereby required,
within three months after the date hereof ,  to show cause before me, at
my Office,  Supreme Court House, Brisbane ,  why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register. And further ,  take notice, that
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in default of your so showing cause within the time aforesaid ,  I shall, at
the expiration thereof, strike the  name of  the said Company off the
Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, in pursuance of the
provisions of section 42 of  "The Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889."
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
Registrar 's Office,  Supreme Court,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1897.
To The No. 4 North Great New Zealand Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
and the Secretary, Chairman of Directors, and Shareholders  thereof,
Mary street, Gympie. (No. 155, Book 7.)
TAKE NOTICE, it appearing to me that the abovenamed Company
is not carrying on business or in operation ,  you are hereby required,
within three months after the date hereof, to show  cause before me, at
my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register. And further, take notice, that
in default of your so showin cause within the time aforesaid ,  I shall, at
the expiration thereof, strike the name of the said Company off the
Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, in pursuance of the
provisions of section 42 of  "The Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock  Companies.
Registrar 's Office, Supreme Court,
Brisbane , 28th August, 1897.
To The 4 North Smithfield Gold-:Mining Company, Limited, and the
Secretary, Chairman of Directors, and Shareholders thereof, Mary
street, Gympie. (No. 266, Book 7.)
TAKE NOTICE, it appearing to me that the abovenamed Company
is not carrying on business or in operation, you are hereby required,
within three months after the date hereof, to show cause before me, at
my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company
should not be struck of the Register. And further, take notice, that
in default of your so showing cause within the time aforesaid, I shall, at
the expiration thereof, strike the name of the said Company off the
Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, in pursuance of the
provisions of section 42 of  "The Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889."
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
Registrar 's_Office,  Supreme Court,
Brisbane ,  28th August, 1897.
To The No. 1 South Smithfield Gold-Mining Company ,  Limited, and
the Secretary ,  Chairman of Directors ,  and Shareholders thereof,
Mary street , Gympie.  (No. 288 ,  Book 7.)
T
AKE NOTICE,  it appearing to me that the abovenamed Company
is not carrying on business or in operation ,  you are hereby required,
within three months after the date hereof ,  to show cause before me, at
my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane ,  why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register .  And further ,  take noti ce , that
in default of your so showing cause within the time aforesaid ,  I shall, at
the expiration thereof ,  strike the name of the said Company off the
Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of section 42 of  " The Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889.
WILLM.  BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
Registrar 's Office, Supreme Court,
Brisbane ,  28th August, 1897.
To The Phoenix P.C. Tribute Gold-Mining Company ,  Limited, and the
Secretary ,  Chairman of Directors ,  and Shareholders thereof, Mary
street ,  Gympie.  (No. 80 ,  Book  7.)TAKE NOTICE ,  it appearing to me that the abovenamed Compan yis not carrying on business or in operation ,  you ar  her by required,
within three months after the date hereof ,  to show cause before me, at
my Office, Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane ,  why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register .  And further ,  take notice, that
in default of your so showing cause within the time aforesaid ,  I shall, at
the expiration thereof, strike the name of the said Company off the
Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies ,  in pursuan ce  of the
provisions of section 42 of  " The Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889."
WILLM.  BELL ,  Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
Registrar 's Office , Supreme Court,
Brisbane ,  28th August, 1897.
To The Victory and Smithfield Gold-Mining Company ,  Limited, and
the Secretary ,  Chairman of Directors ,  and Shareholders thereof,
Mary street , Gympie. (No. 277, Book 7.)
TAKE NOTICE,  it appearing to me that the abovenamed Company
is not carrying on business or in operation ,  you are hereby required,
within three months after the date hereof, to show cause  be fore me, at
my Office , Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane ,  why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register .  And further ,  take noti ce , that
in default of your so showing cause within the time aforesaid I shall, at
the expiration thereof, strike the name of the said Company off the
Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of section 42 of  " The Companies Act Amendment Act  of 1889."
WILLM .  BELL ,  Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Daniel Garnett, of
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland ,  produce merchant, by
William B rown Kinghorn ,  of Bundaberg ,  in the said colony,
wheelwright ,  and John Edwin El li ott, of Brisbane aforesaid,
commission agent, Executors of the Wi ll  and Codicils of Allan
B ro wn Watt, late of Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland,
gentleman ,  deceased.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, and upon pro of
satisfactory  to the Court  of the debt of the Petitioners and of the
act of insolvency alleged to have been committed by the said Daniel
Garnett having been given, it is ordered that the said Daniel
Ga rn ett be and  he is hereby  adjudged insolvent ,  and that James
Boyne Hall, Esqui re , be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is
further ordered that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the
said Daniel Ga rn ett ,  for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the
Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Ninth day of September,
1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Daniel Garnett shall, on the seventh day of September,
1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the  names  and residences,  so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-fifth day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
16s. Solicitors for Petitioning Creditors.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Daniel Thorp Riding,
of Fortitude Valley, Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland,
mechanic, by the said Daniel Thorp Riding.
TTPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
V the said Daniel Thorp Riding be and be is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Daniel Thorp Riding, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Second day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And' it is further ordered that the said Daniel Thorp Riding
shall, on the Thirty-first day of August, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-third day of
August, 1897.
12s.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In' the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma  pauperis.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against Samuel Diver, of
Gootchie, in the colony of Queensland, timber- loader , by the said
Samuel Diver.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Samuel Diver be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in  forma pauperis ,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of  his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of  the creditors of the said  Samuel Diver , for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Second  day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Samuel Diver shall, on the
Thirty- first  day of August, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true, and accurate  statement , verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and residences,
so far as  known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of -.the Court this twenty-third day of
August, 1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
Jas. M. STAFFORD, Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Bazaar street, Maryborough.
By his Agent-Taos. O'SULLIVAN, Solicitor, Brisbane.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Philip Sainty, of
Texas, in  the colony of Queensland, tobacco grower, by himself.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Philip Sainty be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General  Meeting
of the creditors of the said Philip Sainty, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Ninth day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Philip Sainty shall, on
the Seventh day of September, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-fifth day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
E. J. D. MACHAY, Solicitor for the Insolvent, Warwick.
Town Agents-BERNAYS AND  OSBORNE,
12s. 6d. Solicitors, 150 Queen street, Brisbane.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against William John Hanna,
of the Mulgrave, near Cairns, in the colony of Queensland, farmer,
by the said William John Hanna.
U
PON the bearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said William John Hanna be and he is hereby adjudged insol-
vent, and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said William John Hanna, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Fourth day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said William John Hanna shall, on
the Third day of September, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of  every  kind, and of the names and residences,
so far  as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this eighteenth day of August,
1897.
By,the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
G. WILTON LE VAUX, Solicitor, Cairns.
Town Agents-RoBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
13s. Solicitors, Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  James O'Rourke, of
Croydon, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the said James
O'Rourke.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the  said James O'Rourke be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said James O'Rourke,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court on the Second day of September, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
James O'Rourke shall, on the First day of September, 1897, at
Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate  statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences,  so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this sixteenth day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
UNMACK, Fox, AND HOBBS, Solicitors for Insolvent, Townsville.
12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against David Hamilton, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the said
David Hamilton.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said David Hamilton be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in format pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said David Hamilton, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court on the Fourth day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said David
Hamilton shall, on the Third day of September, 1897, at Townsville,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate state-
ment, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the
causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twentieths day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
R. WYNN WILLIAMS, Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
Town Agents-RoBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
13s. 6d . Solicitors, Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the  Matter  of an Insolvency Petition  against  Edward Morrissey,
of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, labourer, by
the said Edward Morrissey.
'n PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
J said Edward Morrissey be and he is hereby  adjudged insolvent
in formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First  General Meeting of the creditors of the said Insolvent, for the
election of a Trustee , be held at the Office of the  Registrar of this
Court on the Thirty-first day of August, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Insolvent shall,
on the Thirtieth day of August, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the
causes  of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirteenth day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor, Flinders street, Townsville.
Agent for F. MILFORD, Solicitor for Insolvent,
13s. 6d. Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of John James Moore, of Brisbane, in the colony
of Queensland, commercial broker and agent.
T HOMAS WELSBY, of Brisbane, accountant, hasbeen appointedTrustee of the property of the Debtor.
All persons having in their- possession any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of August, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
WINTER AND McNAB, Solicitors for Trustee,
1840 88 Queen street, Brisbane.
In;the;Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
8s.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Thomas Patrick Shanahan, of Bundaberg, in the
colony of Queensland, boot manufacturer, trading as " T. P.
Shanahan and Company."
G EORGE SAMUEL HUTTON, of Brisbane, in the colony ofQueensland, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-first day of August, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
HAMILTON  AND PAYNE,
Solicitors  for Trustee ,  Bundaberg.
By their Agents- BERNAYS AND OSBORNE,
1809 Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
]SIR. JUSTICE POWER.
108.
In the Matter of Augustus Chenery Drake,  carrying on business under
the style of " Drake &  Barron ," of Longreach, in the colony of
Queensland, storekeeper, an Insolvent.CARL HARDEN, of Rockhampton, ccountant, has beenappointed
Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent  must deliver  them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts  must  forward their
pro ofs  of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twentieth day of August, 1897.
EDFORD  M. P. PUGH,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,  Registrar.
Solicitor for Insolvent, Longreach.
Town Agents-
REES  R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
1817 Solicitors, Quay street, Rockhampton. lOs.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland ,  Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Esther Gordon and Edmond Davis, of Emerald,
in the colony of Queensland,  trading as  " Gordon & Davis,"
storekeepers.
CARL HARDEN, of Rockhampton, in the colony of Queensland,
accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the property of the
Debtors.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Debtors must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtors must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this  nineteenth  day of August, 1897.
WALTER THOMPSON,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTI1,  Registrar.
Solicitor for the Trustee, Fitzroy street, Rockhampton.
1835  9s, 64.
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.In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Michael Cahill, of Rockhampton, in the colony
of Queensland, draper, trading as M. Cahill and Company."CARL HARDEN, of Rockhampton, in the colony ofQueensland,accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the property of the
Liquidating Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Liquidating Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts
due to the Liquidating Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this nineteenth day of August, 1897.
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH, Registrar.
REFS R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the Trustee, Quay street, Rockhampton.
Agents -- REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
1816 Albert  street, Brisbane. 9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of William Henry Ward, of Caboolture, jn the colony
of Queensland, boot manufacturer, an Insolvent.
ON the twenty-fifth day of August, 1897, a Certificate of Discharge
was granted to William Henry Ward, of Caboolture, in the
colony of Queensland, boot manufacturer, who was adjudicated
insolvent on the fourteenth day of May, 1897.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-seventh day of August, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
CROUCH AND DARVALL, Solicitors for William Henry Ward,
1841 Queen street, Brisbane. . 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of Robert Hope, of Nerang, in the colony of Queensland,
storekeeper, an Insolvent.
ON the eighteenth day of August, 1897, a Certificate of Discharge
was granted to Robert hope, of Nerang, in the colony of
Queensland, storekeeper, who was adjudicated insolvent on the ninth
day of May, 1894.
W. A. DOUGLAS,  Deputy Registrar.
1815 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of William Henry Barltrop, of Brisbane, in the colony
of Queensland, builder, an Insolvent.
ON the Twentieth day of October, 1897, at Ten o'clock in the fore-
noon , William Henry Barltrop, of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, builder, adjudicated insolvent on the eighteenth day of
January, 1895, will apply to the Supreme Court of Queensland, at
Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of August, 1897.
1842
ROBERTSON AND BERGIN,
Solicitors for William Henry Barltrop,
Victoria Chambers, Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of Robert Hay, of Palparara  Station , in the colony of
Queensland,  grazier , an Insolvent.
tJ
ON the Twentieth day of October, 1897, at Ten o'clock in the fore-
noon, Robert Hay, now of Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria,
but formerly of Palparara Station, in the colony of Queensland,
grazier , adjudicated insolvent on the twenty-third day of November,
1894, will apply to this Honourable Court, at  Brisbane , for a Certificate
of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of August, 1897.
MACDONALD-PATERSON AND HAWTHORN,
1855
Solicitors  for the  Insolvent,
Edward street,  Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Friederich Schultz, formerly of Charters Towers and
Toowoomba, in the colony of Queensland, but now of Hughenden,
watchmaker and jeweller, an Insolvent.
ON the Twenty-second day of September, 1897, at Ten o'clock in
the forenoon, Friederich Schultz, formerly of Charters Towers
and Toowoomba, in the colony of Queensland, but now of Hughenden,
watchmaker and jeweller, an Insolvent, adjudicated on the twenty-
first day of February, 1894, will apply to the Supreme Court, at
Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-third day of August, 1897.
1856
UNMACK AND FOX,
Solicitors for the said Friederich Schultz,
Queen street, Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Joseph Dalby and John Bunyard, of Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, pork butchers, trading under the name,
style, or firm of " Dalby & Bunyard," Insolvents.
ON the twenty-fifth day of August last a Certificate of Discharge
was granted to Algar Bunyard, one of the abovenamed Insolvents
(erroneously described in the Petition and Order of Adjudication as
John Bunyard), formerly of Brisbane aforesaid, but now of Auckland,
in the colony of New Zealand, who was adjudicated insolvent on the
fifth day of December, 1888.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of August, 1897.
1854
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
6s.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of David Oliver McClay, George Patterson Raff,
and Thomas Howatson, of Brisbane, trading together under the
style of " The Union Butchering Company," at Brisbane afore-
said.
T
HE  Creditors of the abovenamed Thomas Howatson who have not
already proved their debts are required, on or before the Eleventh
day of September, to send their names and addresses, and the particu-
lars of the r debts or claims, to me, the undersigned, George Samuel
Hutton, of Brisbane, the Trustee under the Liquidation, or in default
thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of the dividend proposed
to be declared.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of August, 1897.
GEO. S. HUTTON,
Trustee.
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1863 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Walker, of Maryborough, saddler, in
Liquidation.
T HE Creditors of the. abovenamed James Walker who have notalready proved their d bts are required, on or before the
Fourteenth day of September, 1897, to send their names and addresses,
and the particulars of their debts or claims, to me, the undersigned,
Robert Jones, of Maryborough, the Trustee under the Liquidation,
or in default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of the
dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated at Maryborough this twenty-third day of August, 1897.
1866
ROBT. JONES,
Trustee.
7s. 6d.
In the Matter of Ebenezer Watson Hargreaves ,  of Ipswich ,  hardware
merchant ,  in Liquidation.
A FIRST Dividend,  of 2s. 9d .  in the £, upon all duly proved and
admitted claims in the above Estate, has been declared.
A Dividend of 20s .  in the  £  upon all duly proved and admitted
preferential claims has been declared.
The above Dividends are now payable at my Office, Creek street,
Brisbane.
TH. UNMACK,  Trustee.
Brisbane , 23rd August, 1897.
1805 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrange-
ment of the Affairs of James  K elly, of Mount Morgan, in the
colony of Queensland ,  storekeeper, trading as  "James  K elly & Co."
A
FIRST  Dividend ,  of 5s. in the  £,  upon all duly proved and
admitted claims ,  is now payable at my Office, Denham street,
Rockhampton.
Dated this thirtieth day of August, 1897.
R. SHAW ,  Trustee.
PATTISON AND TYLER,  Solicitors for Trustee,
1829 East street, Rockhampton .  5s. 6d.
In the Matter  of William  Carter ,  of West End, an Insolvent.
A FIRST  and Final Dividend ,  of 4s .  44d. in the  £,  is payable in
the above Estate on all claims pro ved and admitted, on the
Twentieth day of August, 1897, at my Office, Edward street,
Brisbane.
1822
THOS. E. WHITE, Trustee.
3e.
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In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Will and Codicil of Thomas Weedon, late of Woolloongabba,
near Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Thornhill Weedon
and William Arthur Weedon, the Executors in the abovenamed
Estate, from the twentieth day of April, 1896, to the thirtieth day of
June, 1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by the
said Thornhill Weedon and William Arthur Weedon. All parties
claiming to  be interested in the said  Estate are at  liberty to inspect
the said Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on or before FRIDAY, the First day of October next, and, if they
think fit, to object thereto. Notice is  also given , that whether any
objection  is taken to  the said Account  or not  I shall, after the afore-
said day, proceed to  examine and inquire into the said  Account.
Notice is further given, that any  person  who may  desire  to object to
the said Account, or any  item or items  therein, or the  allowance to
the Executors  of a commission  thereon ,  must before that day file in my
Office  a memorandum  to that effect.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy  Registrar.
MACPHERSON AND FEEZ,
Lutwyche Chambers, Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Executors.
1859 13s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Will of George Parker Hides,  late of  Cairns, in the colony of
Queensland ,  licensed  victualler ,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that the Account of Elizabeth Moir
Hides, of Lake street, Cairns, in the colony of Queensland, the
Executrix  in the abovenamed  Estate,  from the fourteenth day of
December, 1895, to the fifth day of March, 1897, has this day been
filed in my Office, duly verified by the said Elizabeth Moir Hides.
All parties  claiming to  be interested in the said  Estate  are at liberty
to inspect the said Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House,
Brisbane , on or before TUESDAY, the Twelfth day of October
next,  and, if they think fit, to object thereto.. Notice is  also given,
that whether any objection  is taken  to the said Account or not I shall,
after  the aforesaid day, proceed  to examine  and inquire into' the said
Account. Notice is further given, that any person who may desire
to object to the said Account, or any item or items therein, or the
allowance to  the Executrix  of a commission  thereon, must before that
day file in my Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this twenty-third day of  August,  A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy  Registrar.
E. A. MILFORD,
Solicitor, Cairns.
Town Agents-
1818 BERNAYS AND OsBORNE,  Brisbane .  13s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the  Will of Marga re t Eliza  Elliott, late of Ipswich, in the colony
of Queensland ,  widow ,  deceased ,  and in  the Trusts of the said
Will of the said  Margaret  E'.iza Elliott,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Francis John Coulson
and Campbell Thomas McDonald, the Executors and Trustees
of the abovenamed  Estate,  from the sixth day of May, 1896, to the
thirteenth day of July, 1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly
verified by  the said Francis  John Coulson and Campbell Thomas
McDonald, and that the  said Francis  John Coulson and Campbell
Thomas McDonald intend to apply to the Court  for an allowance of a
commission  on the income and proceeds  of sales of trust  property
received by them. All parties  claiming  to be interested in the said
Estate  are at liberty to inspect the said Account, at my Office in
the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane , on or before TUESDAY, the
Fifth day of October  next,  and, if they think fit, to object thereto.
Notice is also given , that whether any objection is taken to the said
Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed  to examine
and inquire into the said Account. Notice is further given, that any
person  who may desire to object to the said Account, or any item or
items therein , or to the allowance  of a commission  to the Executors
and Trustees , must before that day file in my Office a memorandum to
that effect.
Dated this twenty-first day of August, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
P. L. CARDEW,
Solicitor for Executors and Trustees, Ipswich.
By his Town Agents-
FoxToN AND HAVARD,  Brisbane.
1827 15s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Will of George Grimes, late of Mary street, St. Kilda, in the
colony of Victoria, gentleman, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Queensland Trustees
Limited, the Administrators, with Exemplification of Probate of
the Will of the abovenamed deceased, of the personal Estate of the
abovenamed deceased in the abovenamed Estate, from the twenty-
first day of May, 1896, to the fifteenth day of August, 18b7, has this
day been filed in my Office, duly verified by Peter Arthur  Blunde ll ,
[28TH AUGUST, 1897.
the manager  of the said  Queensland  Trustees, Limited. All  parties
claiming  to be interested in the said Estate are at liberty to inspect
the said Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House, Bris-
bane, on or before TUESDAY, the Twelfth day of October next.,
and, if they think fit, to object thereto. Notice is, also given,
that whether any objection is taken to the said Account or not I
shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to examine and inquire into
the said Account. Notice is further given, that any person who may
desire to object to the said Account, or any item or items therein,
or the allowance to the said Administrators of a commission there-
on, must  before that day file in my Office a memorandum to that
effect.
Dated this twenty-first day of August, 1897.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE , AND MONAB,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane,
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy  Registrar.
Solicitors for the said Administrators.
1847 14s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Patrick McGovern, late of Middle Ridge, near
Toowoomba, in the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Patrick McGovern, deceased, may be granted to Mary
McGovern, of Middle Ridge, near Toowoomba aforesaid, the sole
Executrix named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires
to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat
in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of August, A.D. 1897.
1843
M. J. O'SULLIVAN,
Solicitor for the said Mary McGovern,
Margaret street, Toowoomba.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of A ngus Bell, late of Sunnyside, near Mackay, in the
colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the above-
named Angus Bell, deceased, may be granted to Robert Fleming, of
Mackay aforesaid,  ironmonger , one of the Executors named in the
said Will ; Jens Peter Sorensen, of Rosemead,  near  Mackay aforesaid,
farmer, the other Executor named in the said Will, having renounced
Probate thereof. Any person interested who desires to object to the
application, or to be heard upon it, may file  a caveat in  the Registry
at any  time  before the  grant is made.
Dated this twentieth day of August, A.D. 1897.
Town Agents-
SCHACHT AND COHEN,
1839 Solicitors ,  Queen street ,  Brisbane.
In the Sup re me  Court of Queensland, Townsville.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
108.
In the Will of Thomas Wright, late of Charters Towers, in the colony
of Queensland, blacksmith, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Thomas Wright, deceased, may be granted to Esther
Lydia Wright, of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland,
widow, the sole Executrix named in the said Will. Any person
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard
upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any  time  before the
grant is made.
Dated this twentieth day of August, 1897.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for the said Esther Lydia Wright,
Gill street, Charters Towers.
Agent-A. M. BEAUMONT, Solicitor,
1821 Supreme Court Buildings; Townsville. 9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Will of Frank Bat rhn, late of North Rockhampton, in the colony
of Queensland, gardener, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Frank Smith, deceased, may be granted to Joseph
Goodsall, of North Rockhampton aforesaid, carpenter, the sole
Executor named in the said Will. Any person interested who
desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may
file a caveat in the Registry at Rockhampton, at any time before the
grant is made.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of August, 1897.
1852
FRANK HENRY SMITH,
Solicitor for the said Robert Fleming,
Sydney street, Mackay.
LOUIS E. HOBLER,
Solicitor for the Executor,
Fitzroy Chambers, Denham street, Rockhampton.
8s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will of John Weatherly Elcoate, late of Charters Towers, in
the colony of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
N  OTICE  is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publi, ation hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed John Weatherly Elcoate, deceased, may be granted to
Isabella Elcoate, of Charters Towers, widow, the sole Executrix named
in the said Will, there being no Executor appointed thereby. Any
person interested who desires to object to this application, or to be
heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before
the grant is made.
Dated this eighteenth day of August, 1897.
1844
It. WYNN WILLIAMS,
Solicitor for the said Isabella Elcoate,
Mosman street, Charters Towers.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Catherine Zwoerner ,  late of Warwick ,  in the colony
of Queensland  (the wife of William Zwoerner ,  of the same place,
freeholder ),  deceased ,  intestate.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof ,  application wi ll  he made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed Catherine Zwoerner ,  deceased ,  who died intestate,
may be granted to William Zwoerner ,  of Warwick aforesaid, free-
holder ,  the lawful husband of the said deceased.
Dated this nineteenth day of August, A.D. 1897.
J. R. CURNOW,
Solicitor for the said William Zwoerner,
Warwick.
Town Agents-
FOxTOx A' D HAVARD,
1869 Brisbane. 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
In the Goods  of Thomas Earl ,  late of Yacamunda Station, near
Ravenswood ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  drover, deceased,
intestate.NOTICE ishereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the publication  hereof,  application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed Thomas Earl ,  deceased ,  who died intestate, may be
granted to Thomas Earl, of Yacamunda Station ,  near Ravenswood
aforesaid ,  grazier, the father of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-first day of August, 1897.
1826
W. B. MACDONALD,
Solicitor for the said Thomas Earl,
Flinders street, Townsville.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Frederick Peddie, late of St. George, in the colony of
Queensland, selector, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Frederick Peddie, deceased, may be granted to Jane
Peddie, the sole Executrix named in the said Will. Any person
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard
upon it, may' file a Caveat in the Registry at any time before the
grant is made.
Dated this thirteenth day of August, A.D. 1897.
FREDERICK WILLIAM TAYLOR,
Solicitor for the said Jane Peddie,
Grey street, St. George.
Town Agents-MoRRIS AND FLETCHER, Solicitors,
1860 George street, Brisbane. 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Daniel Goddhalf Hermann Goeldner (otherwise
Hermann Goeldner), late of Eagle Junction, near Brisbane, in
the colony of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Daniel Goddhalf  Hermann  Goeldner (otherwise Hermann
Goeldner), deceased, may be granted to Hermann Feuerriegel (in the
said Will called Hermann Feuriegal), of Bald Hills, near Brisbane
aforesaid, farmeri, and Carl David Goeldner, of Albion, near Brisbane
aforesaid, saddler, the Executors named in the said Will. Any person
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon
it, may  file a  caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant is
made.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of August, 1897.
1858
WILLIAM THOMAS ATTHOW,
Solicitor for the said Executors,
81 Queen street, Brisbane.
9s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  HELEN WAIrxER, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the 5th section of the  "Trustees
and Incapacitated  Persons  Act of  1867," notice is hereby given,
that all creditors and other persons having any claims or demands
upon or against the Estate of Helen Walker, late of Charters Towers,
in the colony of Queensland (wife of Walter Frederick Walker, of
the same place, engineer), deceased, who died at Charters Towers, in
the colony of Queensland, on or about the twenty-sixth day of May,
1897, and Probate of whose Will was granted by the Supreme Court
of Queensland, Townsville, on the twenty-sixth day of July, 1897, to
Edward David Miles, of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland,
mining agent, and Joe Millican, of Charters Towers aforesaid, mining
agent, are hereby required to send, in writing, particulars of their
claims and demands tar the undersigned ,  Marsland and Marsland,
Solicitors to the said Edward David Miles and Joe Millican, at
Charters Towers aforesaid, on or before the 't'hirtieth day of Sep-
tember, 1897. And notice  is also  hereby given, that  at the expiration
of the last-named date the said Edward David Miles and Joe Millican
will proceed to distribute the assets of the said Helen Walker, deceased,
amongst the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims
of which the said Edward David Miles and Joe Millican shall have
then had notice, and that the said Edward David Miles and Joe
Millican will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so
distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim the said Edward
David Miles and Joe Millican shall not have had notice at the time of
distribution.
Dated this sixteenth day of:August, 1897.
1807
MARSLAND AND MARSL&ND,
Solicitors for the Executors,
Gill street ,  Charters Towers.
16s. tad.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be EDWARD JAMES COANE, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the 5th section of the  " Trustees
L and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given,
that all creditors and other persons having any claims or demands
upon or against the Estate of Edward James Coane, late of Charters
Towers, in the colony of Queensland, assayer and sharebroker,
deceased, who died at Auckland, in New Zealand, on or about the
twenty-eighth day of April, 1897, and Probate of whose Will was
granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville, on the
twenty-fourth day of July, 1897, to Alexander Robson Pritchard, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, bank manager, but now
of Brisbane, in the said colony, bank inspector, and John Marsland, of
Charters Towers aforesaid, solicitor, are hereby required to send, in
writing, particulars of their claims and demands to the undersigned,
Luke Wagstaff Marsland, solicitor to the said Alexander Hobson
Pritchard and John Marsland, at Charters Towers aforesaid, on or
before the Thirtieth day of September, 1897. And notice is also
hereby given, that at the expiration of the last-named date the said
Alexander Hobson Pritchard and John Mar.-land will proceed to
distribute the assets of the said Edward James Coane, deceased,
amongst the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims
of which the said Alexander Robson Pritchard and John Marsland
shall have then had notice, and that the said Alexander Hobson
Pritchard and John Marsland will not be liable, for the assets or any
part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim the
said Alexander Hobson Pritchard and John Marsland shall not have
had notice at the time of distribution.
Dated this sixteenth day of August, 1897.
1808
L. W. MARSLAND,
Solicitor for the Executors,
Gill street ,  Charters Towers.
16s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
TIMOTHY JAMES DONOVAN,  deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the  "Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having  any claims or demands  upon or against the
Estate of Timothy  James  Donovan, late of Oakey Flat, Morayffeld, in
the colony of Queensland, contractor, deceased, who died on or about
the ninth day of February, 1896, at Oakey Flat, Morayfield  aforesaid,
and Letters of Administration of whose  personal  estate with his Will
were on the fifteenth day of June, 1896, duly granted by the Supreme
Court of Queensland to Grace Maria Donovan, of Oakey Flat, Moray-
field aforesaid, widow, are hereby required to send  in, in writing,
particulars of their debts  or claims to  the said Administratrix, at the
Offices of the undersigned, her Solicitors, on or before MONDAY, the
Fourth day of October, 1897. And notice is hereby  also  given, that
after the expiration of the last-mentioned day the said Administratrix
will proceed to distribute  the assets  of the said deceased amongst the
persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which
the said Administratrix shall then have had notice, and that the said
Administratrix will not be liable, for the  assets or  any part thereof so
distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim the said Adminis-
tratrix shall not have had  notice  at the time of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of August, A.D. 1897.
1857
W. H. WILSON AND HEMMING,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide  street,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Administratrix.
19 s. fld.
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STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  WILLIAM LUCAS, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the "  Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons
having any claims or demands upon or against the Estate of William
Lucas, late of Flinders, in the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased,
who died on the seventeenth day of November, 1896, of whose Will
Probate was granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland, on the
fifteenth day of January, 1897, to Caroline Mary Lucas, of Flinders
aforesaid, widow, are hereby required to send in particulars of their
debts or claims to the undersigned, Solicitor for the said Caroline
Mary Lucas, on or before the Ninth day of October next. And notice
is hereby also given, that after the last-mentioned day the said
Caroline Mary Lucas will proceed to distribute the assets of the said
deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto, having regard only to
the claims of which she shall then have had notice, and that the said
Caroline Mary Lucas will not be liable, for the assets or any part
thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim she shall
not then have had notice.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of August, 1897.
1870
P. L. CARDEW,  Solicitor for the said Executrix,
Brisbane street,  Ipswich.118.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  "  The Intestacy  Act of  1877 ,"  and in the matter of
the Land of Richard Bohan ,  late of Goodna, in the colony of
Queensland ,  shepherd ,  deceased.
To the Heir -at-law  (unknown )  of RICHARD BOHAN, deceased.
WHEREAS information  has been given to me ,  the Curator of
Intestate Estates , upon oath, that  Richard Bohan, late of
Goodna, in the colony of Queensland , shepherd,  deceased ,  who died
at Goodna ,  in the said colony ,  on the twenty -first day of December,
1872, left certain land within the said colony of Queensland ,  and that
although twelve months have elapsed from the death of the said
Richard Bohan you have not taken possession of the said land, I do
hereby require you ,  within sixty days of the second publication hereof
in the  Queensland Government Gazette ,  to cause an appearance to be
entered for you in the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  at Brisbane,
to show cause why an order should not be made authorising me to
administer the said land as Curator of Intestate Estates.
Given under my hand ,  at Brisbane ,  this twenty-fourth day of
August, A.D. 1897.
J. B. HALL, Curator  of Intestate Estates.
1861 lOs.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of John Mur hy, late of Bowen Downs; Patrick
(otherwise called Sydney) Humphries, late of Maxwelton ;
Thomas Anderson, late of Oondooroo ; John Henabery, late of
Brisbane ; Michael Dwan, late of Warwick ; Patrick Cullen, late
of Homebush ; and John Beyde, late of Brisbane.
PURSUAN T  to  "The Intestacy Act  of 1877," all persons having
any claims against the Estates of any of the abovenamed
deceased persons are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Public Offices, George street, Brisbane, on or before the Twenty-ninth
day of October next, or in default they will be peremptorily excluded
from all benefits accruing from the said Estates.
GILSON FOXTON, Deputy Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, 27th August, 1897.
1862 7s. 6d.
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1897.
DEANE AND ANE. v. DEANE.
To all Persons Concerned.
T
AKE NOTICE, that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has been issued upon
a Judgment obtained by the Plaintiffs in the above action, and
that all Defendant's right, title, and interest (if any) of, in, and to all
that piece or parcel of land situated in the county of Elphinstone,
parish of Coonambulah, being resubdivision 4 of subdivisions 11 and
12, allotment 5, section 2, containing 16 perches more or less, will be
sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by Public Auction, at Lennon's
Hotel, George street, Brisbane, on THURSDAY, the Second day of
September next, at Twelve o'clock Noon, unless this Execution is
previously  satisfied.
PERCIVAL PAUL,
WM. TOWNLEY, Sheriff.
(By JOHN GALLWEY, Under Sheriff.)
Solicitor for Plaintiffs, Brisbane.
1846 10s.
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION.
No. 284, Book 8.
I
WILLIAM ARCHIBALD DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar of
Joint Stock Companies of the colony of Queensland, hereby
certify that the Farleigh Sugar Plantations, Limited, duly incorporated
on the eighth day of February, 1897, under the laws of England, has
this day been registered in the Office of the Registrar of Joint Stock
Companies of the colony of Queensland, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The British Companies Act of  1886."
Given under my hand and seal of office, at Brisbane, this twenty-first day of August, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
1845 6s. 6d.
[28TH AUGUST, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
T
WILLIAM BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies of the
4) colony of Queensland, hereby certify that The Mount Usher
Gold Mines, Limited, duly incorporated on the fifth day of June,
1896, under the laws of England, has this day been registered in the
Office of the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies of the colony of
Queensland, in accordance with the provisions of  " The British
Companies Act of  1886."
Given under my hand and seal of office, at Brisbane, this twenty-
fourth day of August, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Quay street, Rockhampton,' and Albert street, Brisbane.
1824 6s. 6d.
TUESDAY, 12TH OCTOBER, BY AUCTION.BB D. MOREHEAD AND CO. have received instructions from• the Mortgagees to offer for Sale by Public Auction, at their
Sale Rooms, Mary street, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, 12th October, 1897,
at Eleven o'clock forenoon, the following Agricultural and Grazing
Farms:-
Grazing Farm No. 54, Blackall District, portion 4v, county
Tambo, parish of Buccleugh,  area 2 ,000 acres ;
Agricultural Farm No. 152, Blackall District, portion 20v,
county Tambo, parish of Buccleugh, area 640 acres ;
Agricultural Farm No. 82, Blackall District, portion 19v,
county Tambo, parish of Buccleugh,  area  640 acres.
Further particulars on application to the Auctioneers, Mary street,
Brisbane.
1837 6s.
In  Be Webb's Lease, Croydon, and  "The Gold Fields Homestead
Leases Act of  1886."
I THOMAS EDWARD WHITE, Trustee in the Estate of Kelly,
9 Webb, and Co., as Licnee, do hereby give notice that I have
duly authorised George E. Davies to sell William Arthur Webb's
Lease, No. 397, by Public Auction, on premises, Croydon, at Noon,
SATURDAY, 2nd October, 1897.
1823
THOS. E. WHITE,
Trustee ,  Estate  Kelly, Webb, and Co.
48.
THE BRISBANE TRAMWAYS COMPANY, LIMITED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that application has been made to theMinister for Railways for an Order in Council to Construct
Tramways within the limits of the Municipality of South Brisbane
and the Shire of Coorparoo, respectively, by the above Company,
under the provisions of  " The Tramways Acts,  1882-1890," and that
certified copies of the Plans, Sections, Specifications, Book of Reference,
and Estimate of the Cost of such Tramways, and also certified copies
of the Memorandum and Articles of Association of the said Company,
with the Statement of Share Capital of the Company, have been
deposited with the said Minister for Railways, and in the Offices of the
Town Clerk for the Municipality of South Brisbane and the Office of
the Coorparoo Shire Council, and are at all times open to inspection
to every ratepayer interested therein.
THOMAS IRVING, Secretary.
Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.
1675 8s.
THE BRISBANE  TRAMWAYS COMPANY,  LIMITED.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that application has been made to the
Minister for Railways for an Order in Council to Construct
Tramways within the limits of the Municipa li ty of Brisbane and the
Division of Booroodabin ,  respectively , by the  above Company, under
the provisions of "  The Tramways  Acts,  1882-1890 ,"  and that certified
copies of the Plans, Sections ,  Specifications ,  Book of Reference, and
Estimate of the Cost of such Tramways ,  and also certified copies of the
Memorandum and Articles of Association of the said Company,
with the  Statement of Share Capital of the Company, have been
deposited with the said Minister for Railways ,  and in the Offices of
the Town Clerk  for the Municipa li ty of Brisbane and the Office of
the Booroodabin Divisional Board, and are  at all times open to
inspection  to every  ratepayer interested therein.
Brisbane, 5th August, 1897.
1674
THOMAS IRVING, Secretary.
8s.
In the Matter of  " The  Companies  Acts,  1863  to  1896," and in the
matter of The Etheridge Tunnel, Limited.
AT an Extraordinary General Meeting of the abovenamed Company,
duly convened and held at Georgetown on the Twenty-eighth day
of July, 1897, the following Special Resolution was duly passed, and at
a subsequent Extraordinary General Meeting of the members of the
said Company,  also  duly convened and held at the same place on the
eleventh day of August, 1897, the following Resolution was duly
confirmed, viz.:-
That The Etheridge Tunnel, Limited, be wound-up voluntarily,
under the provisions of  " The Companies Acts,  1863  to
1896," and that Robert Donald Stewart, of Georgetown,
merchant, be and he is hereby appointed Liquidator for
the purpose of such winding-up.
Dated at Georgetown, Queensland, this fourteenth day of August,
1897.
1849
R. D. STEWART, Chairman.
8s. 6d.
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MARANOA RABBIT BOARD.AT a Meeting of the above Board held this day, aRate was truck,of 2s. 6d. per 100 Sheep, and 2s. 6d. per 20 head of Cattle and
Horses, on all Stock depasturing within the District, according to the
Returns sent in for the 1st January, 1897.
Runs, the return of which does not equal the minimum provided
by the Act, will be assessed on their area.
The above Rate is payable to the undersigned within two months
of the date hereof.
C. L. MORGAN, Maranoa Rabbit Board Clerk.
St. George, 9th August, 1897.
1864 6s. 6d.
WARREGO MARSUPIAL BOARD.
OWNERS of Stock in the Warrego Marsupial District are hereby
notified that an Assessment has been this day made and levied
by this Board, as follows:- d..
On every 20 head of Cattle and Horses ... 1 9
On every 100 head of Sheep ... ... ... 1 9
(as returned on January, 1897).
The Assessment must be paid (with exchange on cheque added)
to the Clerk of the Board within two months from this date.
H. J. CARTER, Clerk. THOMAS A. BRODIE, Chairman,
Charleville, 11th August, 1897.
1868 6s.
GREGORY MARSUPIAL BOARD.
1
THE First Assessment for 1897-98 has been levied by the Gregory
Marsupial Board:-
9.  d.
For every 20 head of Cattle or Horses ... ... 1 0
For every 100 Sheep 1 0
Runs stocked with less than 20 head of Cattle or
Horses or  100 Sheep to the Square Mile, per
square mile ... ... ... 1 0
1811
By Order,
F. W. RILEY, Clerk.
5s. 6d.
BARCOO MARSUPIAL BOARD.A SECOND Assessment, of Is. 6d. on every 20 head of Cattle and
Horses and  100 Sheep,  was  this day made by the above Board,
and is payable to  the Clerk  of the Board within two months from this
date.
R. DAWES, Clerk  Barcoo Marsupial  Board.
Blackall, 13th August, 1897.
1801 3s. 6d.
TIARO DIVISIONAL BOARD.
To M. B. STRINGER or Owner of portion 2, section 36, parish
of Gundiah.TAKE NOTICE, that it is the intention of the above Board toproceed, under  "The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of
1878," to resume about 1 acre of land from the north-western corner
of portion 2, section 36, parish of Gundiah; the same being required
for road purposes.
Plan and Book of Reference may be seen at the Board's Office,
Tiaro.
Any objection thereto must be made, in writing, to the Board
within one month from date hereof.
By Order,
A. F. WARAKER, Clerk.
Board's Hall, Tiaro, 17th August, 1897.
1803 7s. 6d.
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership which has for some
l time past been carried on by Leslie Kerr Uhr and Francis
William Giles, under the firm of " L. K. Uhr & Co.," at Townsville,
in  the  colony of Queensland, in the trade or business of butchers, was
this day Dissolved by mutual consent.
Dated this nineteenth day of August, 1897.
FRANK W. GILES.
LESLIE UHR.
Witness to both  signatures-
ARTHUR HOBBS,
1806 Solicitor, Townsville. 6s. 6d.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.N is hereby given, that the Partnership hitherto  existingy between John Mathewson and Thomas Mathewson, trading
under the name and style of " Mathewson & Coy.," photographers,
of Charters Towers and Mackay, has this fourteenth day of August,
1897, been Dissolved by mutual consent.
The undersigned will continue to carry on the business  as far as
Charters Towers is concerned, under the old style, and will pay all
debts due by and receive all accounts owing to the said firm,
JOHN MATHEWSON.
1830 58.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will  and two Codicils of Charles Zacharie Bertheau (in the
said Will called Charles Zecharia Bertheau, and sometimes ca ll ed
Charles Zacharia Bertheau ),  late of Bundaberg, in the colony of
Queensland ,  cordial manufacturer ,  deceased.
N
OTICE is  hereby given , that, after  the expiration of fourteen
days from the date  of the  publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Charles Zacharie Bertheau (in the said Will and two
Codicils called Charles Zecharia Bertheau ,  and sometimes called
Charles Zacharia Bertheau ),  deceased ,  may be granted to Zacharie
William Bertheau  (in the said Will and two Codicils called Zecharia
William Bertheau ),  of Bundaberg ,  in the colony of Queensland,
cordial manufacturer ,  and Joseph  Gillen, of  same place, freeholder,
the Executors named in the said Will and Codicils .  Any person
interested who desires to object  to the  application ,  or to be heard
upon it, may file a caveat  in the Registry  at any time before the grant
is made.
Dated this nineteenth day of August, A.D. 1897.
CHAS. POWERS AND  H. N. THORBURN,
1867
Solicitors for the said Zacharie William Bertheau
and Joseph Gillen,
Barolin street, Bundaberg.
lls. 6d.
TRE Government Printer acknowledges the receipt of the  followingamounts, from the 23rd to 27th August, 1897:-
Geo. Porter, 5s.; R. Hillcoat, Is.; Powers and Thorburn, 8s. 6d.;
Barcoo Marsupial Board, 3s. 6d.; W. Thompson, 8s. 6d.; J. Donald,
3s. 6d.; Ravenswood Divisional Board, £2 2s.; Tiaro Divisional Board,
7s. 6d.; Ipswich Boys' Grammar School, 9s. 6d.; Townsville Municipal
Council, £3; J. A. Brown, 3s.; J. McGiffin, 3s.; Clifton Divisional
Board, £2 9s. 6d.; D. O'Keeffe, 3s 6d.; Winton Divisional Board,
£1 Ils. 6d.; Gregory Marsupial Board, 5s. 6d.; G. H. Miller, 3s. 6d.;
Barcoo Independent,  is. ld.; H. Doran, 4s.;  G.  J. Young and Co.,
£7 2s. 6d.; J. Millar, lid.; P. L. Cardew, 16s.; W. B. MacDonald,
10s.; C. T. Turner, 14s. 6d.;  Morning bulletin, 7s. 4d.;  R. Shaw, 6s.;
J. Mathewson, 5s.; T. E. Dixon, 3s. 6d.; L. E. Hobler, 8s. 6d.;
Einasleigh Divisional Board, £1 10s.; W. Tatham, £1 16s. 6d.; R. D.
Stewart, lOs. ; Charleville Municipal Council, £1 14s.; M. Condon,
12s. 6d.; Ipswich Municipal Couheil, £2 Is.; J. Holmes, 3s. 6d.;
Maryborough Municipal Council, 17s. 6d.; R. B. Rogers, 16s.; W.
Dawson and Son, £2 Is.; J. R. Curnow, 8s. 6d.; Glengallan Divisional
Board, £2; P. L. Cardew, lls.; Warrego Marsupial Board, 6s.; J.
Anderson, 6s. 6d.
IMPOUNDIIVGS.POUND-KEEPERS are reminded that Advertisements of
Impounded Stock will be charged for at the  uniform rate
of SIXPENCE  PER LINE ;  and no such Advertisement will be
inserted in  the  Gazette  unless accompanied by a remittance
(Money Orders, Postal Notes, Postage Stamps, or Cash)
sufficient to cover the cost of i nsertion.
Postage Stamps  will be received  only  when amount is 6s.
or less.
When describing brands a distinction  should be made
between  REGISTERED and other brands, by placing the words
RRQISTERED BRAND  after the description. Brands type will
be used for  such  descriptions,  but where these words do not
appear ordinary type only will be used.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from enclosed lan s, Millie, on the
16th July, 1897, by order of G. W. Pitt, Esq. Driving, 3s. 4d.
One bay gelding, F+ C over 1 near shoulder, 5C" near thigh.
One bay gelding, draught, SOB near shoulder, strap on neck.
Also, from enclosed lands, Charleville Town Common, on the 28th
July, 1897, by order of the Ranger. Damages, 2s. 6d.
One chestnut gelding, like B6W near shoulder, star and snip, white
spots on back.
One brown mare, like 6UP near shoulder.
One bay gelding, GGN off shoulder, star.
Also, from enclosed lands, Springfield, on the 4th August, 1897,
by order of Thos. Warlow, Esquire. Driving, 8s. 2d.
One brown gelding, draught, indescribable brand like blotched A near
shoulder.
One grey gelding, like RD t near shoulder, FF5 near thigh.
One brown mare, draught, 2JY near shoulder.
One bay gelding, draught, SG2 near shoulder.
One black gelding, like H7 near shoulder.
One chestnut  mare , like G05 near shoulder, 5c. K near thigh.
One bay gelding, draught, no visible brand.
One chestnut gelding, KQ8 near shoulder.
One bay more, 7HT near shoulder ; bay horse foal at foot.
One bay gelding, AP over C near shoulder, bell on.
One bay mare, ES 1 near shoulder, U d2 off shoulder, star, white spots.
One brown gelding, like R k7 near shoulder.
One bay mare, bald face, OSZ near shoulder, bumbled.
If not  released  on or before the 7th September, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
R. B. ROGERS, Poundkeeper.
1850 14s. - 6d.
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IMPOUNDED at Duaringa, from Boolburra Reserve, on the 20th
August, 1897, by order of the Stock Inspector.
One black gelding, 7SB  near  shoulder, 5VA off shoulder.
One grey mare, MRO near shoulder.
One bay gelding, hind feet white, like LC and blotch near shoulder,
0 blotch E off shoulder.
One black mare, 7DT over FB4 near shoulder, 7Y C' off shoulder, star.
One brown gelding, RA8 near shoulder, 3N near thigh.
One black gelding,  star , H C7 near shoulder.
One piebald  mare, like  J1A near shoulder.
One bay  mare, star , W4 U near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, hind legs white, star, L3F near shoulder.
One bay gelding, M8R near shoulder, like bGC7 off shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, 8RY over 12 near shoulder.
One bay  mare , P6E near shoulder, star.
One black  mare,  8GS over 68 over like RRI or KRI  near  shoulder, off
hind leg  white, star.
One bay mare, HB5 over B t47 near thigh, 78 near neck.
One bay gelding, white face, white legs, blind  near  eye, R2N off thigh.
If not released  on or before the 21st September, 1897, will be
sold  to defray  expenses.
MICHAEL CONDON, Poundkeeper.
1851  118.
IMPOUNDED at Barcaldine, from Reserve, on the 5th August,
1897, by order of the Barcaldine Divisional Board.
One  grey  gelding , 3UB off shoulder, 9NV near shoulder, (30 off
thigh.
One bay gelding , indistinct  brand near  shoulder.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
Impounded  at Barcaldine , from Home Creek, on the 8th June,
1897, by order of H. J. Sealy, Esquire.
One bay gelding, draught, near hind foot white, UR5 over like YK8
(blotched)  near  shoulder, 7 near neck, D 7 L off shoulder, like
W P4 near thigh.
If not released on or  before the 7th September, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
GEORGE H. MILLER, Acting Poundkeeper.
1828 7s. 6d.
I MPOUNDED at Nebo, on the 19th August, 1897, by order ofG. F. Bridgman, Esquire.
One brown gelding, light draught, blaze down face, near hind foot
white, 78B over 26 near shoulder, like RB4 registered brand off
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 23rd September, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
THOS. E. DIXON, Poundkeeper.
1831 3s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Aramac, on the 14th August, 1897, by order of
R. G. Miller,  Esquire.  Driving, 1s. 2d.
One brown  gelding, 7RQ over F3Q  near  shoulder, like SF7 off shoulder.
Also, on the  same date.
One bay gelding, indistinct  brand near  shoulder, off hind foot white.
If not  released on or before  the 7th September, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
GEO. PORTER, Poundkeeper.
1800 3s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Gympie, from enclosed  lands , Glastonbury, on the
30th July, 1897, by order of J. E. Ii. Betts, Esquire.
One bay mare, XXO (the 0 a little blotched) near shoulder.
One bay horse, like 1JY near shoulder, like CWl off shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 31st August, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
JAMES HOLMES, Poundkeeper.
1834 3s. 6d.
I
MPOUNDED at Wivenhoe, from enclosed lands, on the 18th
August, 1897, by order of Charles  Seales, Esquire . Damages, 6s.;
driving,  9 miles.
One dark-bay  rig, star, 3JC near shoulder.
If not released  on or before  the 21st September, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
1802
JAMES DONALD,  Poundkeeper.
3s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED  at Winton ,  from the Pasturage Reserve, on  the 17th
August, 1897,  by order of the Herdsman .  Damages ,  2s. 6d.
One bay or bro wn gelding ,  saddle-marked ,  like OFO over like g25 near
shoulder.
if not released on or before the 21st September ,  1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
DAVID  O'KEEFE, Poundkeeper.
1813 3s. 6d.
MPUUNDED at Hughenden, on the 4th August, 1897, by order of
I J. Hammond, Esquire.
One black gelding, E02 over like 17 near shoulder, W8 H off shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 14th September, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah, from Norley Station, on the 14th
August, 1897, by order of A. Brierty, Esquire. Driving, 3s. 4d.
One roan gelding, white face, hind feet white, D -sj 0 near  shoulder.
One chestnut mare, stripe, two white feet, 3 TJ;Ef off shoulder.
One brown mare, stripe, hind feet white, 7><Hnear shoulder ; foal
at foot.
One brown gelding, 7) (E over 44 near shoulder, K3> ( off shoulder.
One black gelding, stripe and snip, like CK (blotched) near shoulder,
93N off  shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, white face, three white feet, 0Q),3  near rump.
One roan cow, L7A over 9 off rump, off ear marked; calf at foot.
One red cow, bald face, 7Y1 over 1 near rump,  near  ear marked ; calf
at foot.
One roan and white bullock, 9AP over  2 near  rump, near ear marked.
Also, from Bulloo Downs, on the same date, by order of A. C.
Macdonald, Esquire. Driving, 11s. 8d.
One brown gelding, star, like faint J near shoulder, like faint RJF off
shoulder.
Also, from the Thargomindah Common, by order of the Divisional
Board .  Damages, 2s. 6d.
One bay filly, blotched undecipherable brand  near  shoulder.
One brown mare, white face, hind feet white, 4 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, M2@ near shoulder, 4PtR near thigh, Q faint
brand and P off shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 14th September, 1897,  will be sold
to defray  expenses.
C. T. TURNER, Poundkeeper.
1848 13s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED  at Mungindi , from Gnoolooma, on the 19th August,
J 1897, by order of F. H. Grenbee, Esquire.  Damages, 2s.  6d.;
driving, 18 miles.
One grey horse, R over  oo near  shoulder, H3 blotch  near  thigh, aged.
One chestnut horse, S near shoulder, white face, off fore and near hind
feet white, aged.
One brown horse, slit off ear, 0 over  E-= near  shoulder, aged.
One creamy horse, hind feet white, X over 1C near shoulder, aged.
One  grey  colt, no visible brands, white face, white feet, unbroken.
If not claimed will be sold according to Impounding Act.
1871
JOHN ANDERSON,  Poundkeeper.
5s. 6d.
JMPOUNDED  at Toowong.
One brown gelding, like 9MG near shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 17th  September ,  1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
H. MARTIN, Poundkeeper.
1838 2s. 6d.
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Patent  Office,
Brisbane , 28th August, 18t.7.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have received the undermen-
tioned applications for the registration of Trade Marks.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form I), of his or their objections thereto, within two months
(or such further time ,  not exceeding six months, as the
Registrar may allow )  of the advertisement of the application
in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of one pound
is payable with such notice.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &e.
Application No. 2008-Filed 4th May, A.D. 1897.-A. G.
THoMSON AND Co., LIMITED, Glasgow, distillers, to register in
Class  43, in respect of Whisky, a Trade Mark of which the
following  is a representation :-
,ssEROYALB(£N40
Ns SUPPLIED -ro
JL
E49
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES
WHISKY.
O
O
The essential particulars  of the trade  mark are the  follow-
ing : -The word  " Royal," the  combinations  of devices, and
applicant  Company's fac-simile of signature;  and we disclaim
any right to the exclusive  use of the added matter. The said
trade mark has been in use  by the applicant Company and their
predecessors  in business since  prior to 13th Ociob-r,  1884.
This  mark was first  advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 28th August, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
[No. 51.
Application No. 2074-Filed 21st August, A.D. 1897.-THE
QUEENSLAND MODEL DAIRY, FRESH FOOD, ICE, AND STORAGE
COMPANY, LIMITED, of Turbot street, Brisbane, Queensland,
manufacturers, to register in Ulass 42, in respect of Butter, a
Trade Mark of which th.e following is a representation :-
Y CH!j1,
®
BRAND w=4BUTTERFLY f- ,.
. CD OF Z
The essential p-rrticulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing:-The  device of a butterfly,  with the device of a band with
two buckles ,  and the  word "Butterfly";  and we disclaim any
right to the exclusive  use of the  added matter.
This  mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
mneat Gazette  of 28th August, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade  mark advertisements.
Patent  Office,
Brisbane ,  28th August, 1897.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned  applica-tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto ,  have been ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate
(on Form D ),  of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the  first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensla,id Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable  with  such notice.
Application  No. 3635 -  HENRY WILLIA M  TICKNER
DOGGETT,  draper ,  and JAMES MCCHESNEY ,  builder, both of
54 Lambton  Quay, Wellington,  in the colony of New Zealand.
"An Improved  Checking  Apparatus*  to Prevent  Horses from
Running away ."  Dated 19th November ,  A.D. 1896.
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Application No. 3812.-JAMES TRACKSON, of Trackson
Bros ., Elizabeth street, Brisbane, engineer and agent. "Im-
provements in Apparatus for the Manufacture and Storage of
Water Gas (Acetylene)."  Dated 29th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3829.-JEHu BAXTER SCHAFER, of 34
Longmore street, Middle Park, South Melbourne, in the colony
of Victoria, commercial agent.  "An Improved Freezing and
Cooling Apparatus forlce-cream Making, Butter Cooling, and
the like."  Dated 2nd April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3960.-WILLIAM  FREDERICK  WILLIAMS,
of 32 Shaftesbury avenue, London, England.  " Improvements
in Sociable Bicycles."  Dated 6th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3970.-WILLIAM JOHN NAPIER, of the
Government Freezing Works, Roma street, Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, mechanical engineer, and CHARLES
SEALY and BRUCE MALCOLM, both of Trelawny, Harrisville, in
the said colony,  farmers  and graziers.  "Improvements in or
relating to Refrigerating Machines."  Dated 10th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3976 : SAMUEL  VAN BUSKIRK, of Sydney,
in the colony of New South Wales, horse-trainer.  "An
Improved Horse Bridle."  Dated 14th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3976. - TEXTILE CLEANING COMPANY,
LIMITED, of No. 1 Saint Peter's Church walk, Nottingham,
England (Assignees  of Frederick Nicholson Turney).  "Im-
provements in Apparatus for Degreasing Wool, Cotton Waste,
and other Fibrous Materials."  Dated 15th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3979. - EDWIN MAYHEW BRISSENDEN,
barrister ,  and JOHN STONEMAN LANE, ship chandler ,  both of
Sydney,  in the colony of New South Wales.  "Rotary
Pulverising  Machine." Dated 17th July ,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3983 .-  GEORGE BOHAN SHEPARD, Of
Ogdensburg ,  county of .  St. Lawrence ,  state of New York,
United States of America ,  attorney -at-law .  " Rotary Machines."
Dated 24th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3985.-HENRY RICHARD HANCOCK, of
Moonta Mines ,  in the province of South Australia, mine
superintendent, and HENRY LIPsoN HANCOCK and LEIGH
GEORGE HANCOCK,  of the same address, mining engineers.
"Improvements in Rock Drills and other like Machines."
Dated 26th July, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY ,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Printed  and Published  by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer,
William  street ,  Brisbane.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
[L.S.]
LAMINGTON,
Governor.
ALEXANDER NAPIER, baron Lamington of Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Crown Lund. Acts,  1884  to
1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that
the following lots of Land will be offered for Sale by Public
Auction, at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on
the days specified, at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively.
TEEMS:
Lots 1, 2, and 4 to 36 of Brisbane Sale, the St. George Sale,
and Lots 15 and 16 of Woombye Sale, one-fourth
cash, the balance in three equal instalments at twelve,
twenty-four, and thirty-six months from date of sale;
Lots 1 to 6 of Woombye Sale, one-third cash, the
balance in two equal instalments at twelve and twenty-
four months from date of sale  ;  the remaining lots asfollows:-Purchasers to an aggregate not xceeding £12must pay
one-half cash and the balance within one month from
the date of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £12 but not
exceeding £30 must pay half cash and the balance
within four months from the date of sale;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £30 but not
exceeding £100 must pay one-third cash and the
balance in two equal instalments at four and eight
months from the date of sale;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £100 must pay
one-fourth cash and the balance in three equal
instalments at four, eight, and twelve months from
the date of sale ;
without interest.
And I further notify and proclaim that the Lots which may
remain unsold shall, at and after Eleven o'clock on the day
following such Auction, be open to Selection by purchase at the
upset price for one month from the date of sale.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be charged
according to the scale  established by the Act and Regulations.
SALE AT ALPHA,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 12TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of No. of
Allotment .  Section.
97-14659-S.G.
Area. Price per Lot.
A. R. P. £  S.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Belyando, parish of Alpha, town of Alpha.
(These allotments have frontage to Shakespeare street.)
1 9 2 0 1 8 2 8
2 10 2 0 1 0 2 0
No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment.
No. of
Section.
7
[No. 52.
Area .  Pri ce per Lot.
A. R.
(These allotments have frontage to
P.
Milto
£
n street.)
8.
3 1 13 2 0 1 0 2 0
4 14
(These allotm
.2
ents have fr
0 1
ontage to D
8
ryde
2
n street.)
8
5 4 8 0 2 0 4 0
6 5 8 0 2 0 4 0
7 6
(These allot
8
ments have f
0 2
rontage to
0
Byro
4
n street.)
0
8 i 7 8 0 2 0 4 0
9 8 8 0 2 0 4 0
10 9 8 0 2 0 4 0
11 10
(This allot
8
ment has fro
0 2
ntage to Mi
0
lton
4
street.)
0
12 9 ( 11 0 1
(These allotments have frontage to D
0
ryd
2
en street )
0
13 12 11 0 1 0 2 0
14 13 11 0 1 0 2 0
15 14 11 0 1 0 2 0
16 15 .11 0 1 4 2 4
(These allotments have frontage to Sha kesp eare street.)
17 5 12 0 1 0 2 0
18
(
6
These allot
12 I 0 1
ments have frontage to
0
Milto
2
n street.)
0
19 15 12 0 1 0 2 0
20 16 12  0 1 0 2 0
21 18 12 0 1 0 2 0
22 19 12  0 1 0 2 0
23 1 13 0 2 0 4 0
24 2 13 0 2 0 4 0
25 3 13 0 2 0 4 0
26 4 13 0 2 0 4 0
27 5 13 0 2
(These allotments have frontage to D
0
ryd
4
en street.)
0
28 6 13 0 2 0 I 4 0
29 7 13 0 2 0 4 0
30 8 13 0 2 0 4 0
31 9 13 0 2 0 4 0
32
(
10 13 0 2
These allotments have frontage to
0
Byro
4
n street.)
0
33 1 14 0 1 10-19i, 2 11
34 2 14 0 2 11100 4 12
35 3 14 0 3 12146 6 13
36 5 14 0 2 0 4 0
37 6 14
(These allotments have f
0 2
rontage to H
0
oop
4
er street.)
0
38 8 14 0 2 0 4 0
39
(
9
These allotm
14
ents have f
0 2
rontage to
0
Byro
4
n street.)
0
40 3 15 0 2 0 4 0
41 4 15 0 2 0 4 0
42 5 15 0 2 0 4 0
43 6 15 0 2 0 4 0
TOWN  LOTS - continued.
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TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No. of No. of No. of Area.Lot. Allotment . Section.
_
Price per Lot.
I  A.  it.  r. £ 3.
(These allotments have frontage to Hooper street.)
44 7 15 0 2 0 4 0
45 8 15 0 2 0 4 0
46 9 15 0 2 0 4 0
47 10 15 0 2 0 4 0
48 11 15 0 2 0 4 0
49 12 15 0 1 24?.6  3 5
(These allotments have frontage to Dryden street.)
50
51
52
53
54
16
16
16
16
16
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 4i j5
4 0
4 0
4  '0
4 0
4 5
(These allotments have frontage to Byron street.)
55 6 16 0 2 418W  4 5
56 7 16 0 2 0 4 0
57 8 16 0 2 0 4 0
58 9 16 0 2 0 4 0
59 10 16 0 2 0 4 0
60 1 17 0 2 0 4 0
61 2 17 0 2 0 4 0
62 3 17 0 2 0 4 0
63 4 17 0 2 0 4 0
64 5 17 0 2 41 4 5
(These allotments have frontage to Hooper street.)
65 6 17 0 2 4I 4 5
66 7 17 0 2 010 4 0
67 8 17 0 2 0 4 0
68 9 17 0 2 0 4 0
69 10 17 0 2 0 4 0
70 1 18 1 0 0 8 0
71 2 18 1 0 0 8 0
72 3 18 f 1 0 0 8 0
(These allotments have frontage to Gordon street.)
73
74
75
76
77
18
19
19
19
19
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
(These allotments have frontage to Kendal street.)
78 5 19 1 0 0 8 0
79 1 20 1 0 0 8 0
80 2 20 1 0 0 8 0
81 3 20 1 0 0 8 0
82 4 20 1.0 0 8 0
(This allotment has frontage to Swinburne street.)
83 5 20 1 1 0 0 8 0
Survey Fee-£1 Is. each Lot.
SALE AT BRISBANE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 12TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
I
No of
Portion.
97-15125-S.G.
No. of
Section. Area.
A. R. P.
Price per Lot.
£ .s.
500 [31sT AUGUST, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
A. B. P.
No. of
Portion.
COUNTRY LOTS  --continued.
No. of
section. Area. Price per Lot.
£ 3.
97-13687--S.G.
County of Wolseley, parish of Rimera,  Bimera  Resumption.
(These portions are situated about thirty miles northerly from
Jundah, and about eighty miles westerly from Isisford.)
4 13 ... 256 3 8 128 10
5 13A  ... 256 3 8 128 10
6 13B ! ... 256 3 8 128 10
7 13c ... 320 0 0 160 0
8 13D ... 320 0 0 160 0
9  13F  ... 320 0 0 160 0
10  13F  ... 320 0 0 160 0
11 13G ... 320 0 0 160 0
12 13H ... 320 0 0 160 0
13 131 ... 320 0 0 160 0
14 13K ... 320 0 0 160 0
15 11L 320 0 0 160 0
16 13M ... 320 0 0 160 0
17 13N ... 320 0 0 160 0
18 14  ... 320 0 0 160 0
19 14A ... 320 0 - 0 160 0
20 14B ... 320 0 0 160 0
21 14c ... 320 0 0 160 0
22 1.11)  ... 3 20 0. 0 160 0
23 14E ... 320 0 0 160 0
24 14F ... 320 0 0 160 0
25 HG ... 320 0 0 160 0
26 14H 320 0 0 160 0
27 141 ... 320 0 0 160 0
28 14K ... 320 0 0 160 0
29 14L ... 320 0 0 160 0
30 17 ... - 159 2 0 79 15
31 17A ... 320 0 0 160 0
32 17B ... 320 0 0 160 0
33 17c ... .320 0 0 160 0
311 17D ... 320 0 0 160 0
35 17E ... 320 0 0 160 0
36 17F ... 320 0 0 160 0
survey Fees-  £  e. d.
Lott ... . ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 9 0
Lots 1 and  3 ... ... .. ... ... ... 8 16 0 each.
4to6  ... ... ... 1013 0
7to29,and31to36.. ... ... ... ... 11 9 0
Lot 30... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  9 0 0
The purchasers of  lot  I and of Lots 4 to 36  to pay the  value of improvements,
it any.
SALE AT MAREEBA,
ON THURSDAY,  THE 14TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment.
No. of
Section. Area .  Price per Lot.
A. B. P.^ I £ 8.
97-15809-S.G.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Nares, parish of Tinaroo, town of Mareeba.
(These allotments have frontage to Byrnes street  and are near
the railway station.)
1 2 13 0 1  25-f86  5 0
1 2 4 13 0 1 351-L 5 0
3 5 13 0 1 35; 5 0
*4 6 13 0 1 35;$ 10 0
5 7 13 0 1 35k 5 0
6 8 13 0 1 28 ,, 5 0
7 9 13 0 1 34k 5 0
8 10 13 0 1 10io-  5 0
Survey Fee-£1 Is. each Lot.
• The purchaser of Lot 4 to  pay  £ 100 for improvements.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Ward, parish of Kerry.
(This portion is situated about fifteen miles southerly from
Beaudesert, being cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 1290A,
Brisbane District.)
1 I 16v ... 145 0 0 1 72 10
97-927 2-3.G.
County of Ward, parish of. Telemon.
(This portion is situated between portions 41v and 121, near the
head of Christmas Creek, and is about thirty miles from
Beaudesert Railway Station.)
2 I 54v ... 55 3 5 28 0
97-15126-S.G.
County of Clinton, parish of Boyne.
(This portion is situated on Machine Creek at the crossing of
the Gladstone to Bundaberg road, about thirty-eight miles
from Gladstone.)
3 1 68 ... 143 1 0 1 143 5
SALE AT CLUNNAMULLA,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 5TH  DAY OF  OCTOBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Section.
£  S.
Area .  I Price  per Lot.
97-15322-8.G.
A. R. P.
COUNTRY LOTS
County of Cassillis, parish of Bendee, Bendee Downs
Resumption.
(These portions are situated about sixty miles south-easterly
from Cunnamulla.)
1 1 ... 320 t) 0 160 0
*2 2 ... ! 320 0 0 160 0
Survey Fee-£11 9s. each Lot.
• The purchzser of Lot 2 to pay £2iX  for improvements.
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SALE AT GAYNDAH,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 12TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Section. Area. Price per Lot.
'97-15320-B.G.
A. B. P. £ s.
COUNTRY LOT.
County of Mackenzie, parish of Gayndah.
,(This portion is situated between the Racecourse  Reserve and
portion 1293, about  a mile and a-half westerly from the
town of Gayndah.)
1 58v ... 116 2 30 1 116 15
Survey Fee-£8 3s.
No. of
Lot.
COUNTRY  LOTS-continued.
No. of (  No. of
Po rt ion. Section. Area.
A. B. P.
21 40 ... 320 0 0
22  41-  ... 320 0 0
23 42 ... 320 0 0
24  43  ... 320 0 0
25 44 ... 320 0 0
26 45 ... 320 0 0
27 46 ... 320 0 0
28 47 I ... 320 0 0
29 48 I ... , 320 0 0
Survey Fees-Lots 1 to 5 and 7 to 29 ...  ... ... ...
Price per Lot.
£ s.
160 0
160 0
160 0
160 0
160 0
160 0
160 0
160 0
160 0
B s. d.
11 9 0 each.
... 10 7 0
there may  be  of theseThe purchasers to pay the value of any improvements
portions.
SALE AT GIN GIN,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 12TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1897.
No. of No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment.  Section. . Area.
A. R. P.
Price per Lot.
£ 8.
'97-15807-5.G.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Bowen, parish of Gin Gin.
(These allotments are situated about a mile south of Gin Gin
Railway Station.)
1
fI3
4
2
3
Survey Fee - 22 2s .  each Lot.
7 17
8 0
8 0
8 1
9 1
7 12
5 11
8 0
10 0
6 0
6 0
6 0
6 0
3 13
9 2
10 0
10 0
9 16
6 12
6 0
6 0
9 16
SALE AT ST. GEORGE,
ON TUESDAY, THE 12TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1897.
No. of No. of
Lot. Portion.
97-15683-S.G.
\'o. of
Section. Area.
A. R. P.
Price per Lot.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County  of Belmore ,  parish of Boombah ,  Boombah Resumption.
(These  portions are situated  about  fifteen miles south-easterly
from St . George.)
1 20 ... 320 0 0 160 0
2 21 ... 320 0 0 160 0
3 22 320 0 0 160 0
4 23 ... 320 0 0 160 0
5 24 ... 320 0 0 160 0
6 25 ... 240 0 0 120 0
7 26 ... 320 0 0 160 0
8 27 ... 320 0 0 160 0
9 28 ... 320 0 0 160 0
10 29 ...  320 0 0 160 0
11 30 ... 320 0 0 160 0
12 31 ... 320 0 0 160 0
13 32 ...  320 0 0 160 0
14 33 ... 320 0 4) 160 0
15 34 ... 32) 0 0 160 0
16 35 ... 320 0 0 160 0
17 36 ...  11320 0 0 160 0
18 37 ... 320 0 0 160 0
19 38 ... 320 0 0 160 0
20 39 ... 320 0 0 160 0
1
1
1
2
2
2
3 3 26
4 0 0
4 0 0
4 0 4
4 2 3
3 3 6
2 3 2
3 3 38
5 0 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
1 3 12
4 2 7
5 0 0
5 0 0
4 3 21
3 1 5
3 0 0
3 0 0
3 1 1
1 3
2 3
4 3
5 3
6 3
7 3
8 3
9 3
10 3
11 3
12 3
1 4
2 4
3 4
5 4
SALE AT WOOMBYE,
ON THURSDAY, THE 30TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment.
No. of
Section. Area .  Price per Lot.
A. B. P. £ 8.
97-15692-S.G.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah, town  of Buderim.
(These allotments are situated on Buderim Mountain near the
School Reserve.)
1 1 ' 1 0 2 14i7 4 15
2 4 1 0 2 0 4 0
3 5 1 0 2 0 4 0
4 6 1 0 2 0 4 0
5 7 1 0 2 0 4 0
6' 8 1 I 1 0 0 8 0
97-15904-S.G.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah, town of Woombye.
(These allotments are situated near Woombye Railway Station.)
7 7 2 0 2 0 12 0
8 8 2 0 2 0 12 0
9 9 2 0 2 0 12 0
97-16359-S.G.
'SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah, Palmwoods.
(These allotments are situated near Palmwoods Railway
Station.)
10
11
12
13
14
1 8 4 3  37-7-  35 0
2 8 4 3 38io 35 0
1 10 5 0 0 25 0
4 10 5 0 0 25 0
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
(These portions are situated on the east side of the North Coast
Railway line, about one mile northerly from Palmwoods
Railway Station.)
Portion.
15 19(1A ... 53 3 30 51 0
16 209v ` .., 53 3 30 54 0
Survey Fees-  B s. d.
Lots  1 to 9  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1 1 0 each.
10to14 ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 2 0
l5and16 . .. ... ... ... ... ...  6 9 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of August, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington  of Laming-ton,j in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
LA>aINaTONthe United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
Governor.
, Most Distinguished  Order of St. Michael and St.
George , Governor  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its Dependencies.
1
N pursuance of the authority in me vested,  and in accord-
ance  with the provisions of  " the Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895,"  " The Mineral Lands (Sales) Act of  1892," and
"The Mineral Lands (Sales) Act Amendment Act of  1894,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington
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the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following lots
of Land will be offered for sale by Public Auction, at the
undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on the days specified,
at the upset price affixed to each lot respectively.
TERMS:
Purchasers to an aggregate not exceeding £12 must pay
one-half cash. and the balance within one month
from the date of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £12 but not
exceeding  £30 must pay half cash and the balance
within four months from the date of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £30 but not
exceeding £100 must pay one-third cash and the
balance in two equal instalments at four and eight
months  from the date  of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £100 must pay
one-fourth cash and the balance in three equal
instalments at four, eight, and twelve months from
the date of sale ;
without interest.
And I further notify  and proclaim  that the Lots which may
remain unsold shall, at and after Eleven o 'clock on the day
following such Auction, be open to Selection by purchase at
the upset price for three months from the date of sale, except
in the  case  of the Cairns lot, which shall be so open for one
month from the date of sale.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be charged
according to the scale established by the Act and Regulations.
SALE AT MAREEBA,
ON THURSDAY ,  THE 14TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment.
No. of
Section. Area. Price per Lot.
97-16808--S.G.
A. R. P. £ s.
SUBURBAN LOT.
County of Nares, parish of Tinaroo, town of Mareeba.
(This allotment has frontage to Atherton street and the Barron
River.)
9 9 1 1 337 I 4 0
Survey  Fee- 4 2 2s.
SALE AT WARWICK,
ON TUESDAY, THE 12TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment.
No. of
Section. Area. Price per Lot.
97-14236 -S.G.
A. R. P. £ s.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Merivale, parish of Pratten, town of Pratten.
(These allotments have frontage to Macalister street.)
1 2 1 1 0 0;15 10 0
2 3 1 1 0 0i6 10 0
3 4 1 1 0 0k 10 0
(These allotments have frontage  to W hite street.)
4 6 1 1 0 0-,go 12 0
5 7 1 1 0 0 0 10 0
6 8 1 1 0 0o 10 0
7 9 1 1 0 Oio 10 0
(These allotments  have frontage  to Macalister street.)
8 4 3 1 0 0A 10 0
9 5 3 1 0 0-J, 12 0
(These allotments  have frontage to W hite street.)
10 6 3 1 0 02 12 0
11 7 3 1 0 05 10 0
(These  allotments  have frontage to MZacalister  street.)
12 1 4 1 0 0 12 0
13 2 4 1 0 0 10 0
14 3 4 1 0 0 10 0
15 4 4 1 0 0 10 0
16 5 4 1 0 0 12 0
(These allotments  have  frontage to White street.)
17 6 4 1 0 05 12 0
18 7 4 1 0 0g 10 0
19 8 4 1 0 05 10 0
20 9 4 1 0 0IS 10 0
21 10 4 1 0 03 12 0
22 1 5 1 0 0 ;( 12 0
23 2 5 1 0 0-a 10 0
24 3 5 1 0 0-0 10 0
25 4 5 1 0 0 Jo 10 0
26 5 3 1 0 0 0 12 0
[31ST  AUGUST, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment.
TOWN  LOTS- continued.
No. of
Section.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD  SAVE THE QUEEN!
I A.  R.
(These allotments have frontage to
Price per Lot.Area.
P. I £  X.
Elliot street.)
27 1 6 5 1 0 0. 12 0
28 7 5 1 0 0-11 10 0
29 8 5 1 0 0 10 0
30 9 5 1 0 0a 10 0
31 10 5 1 0 05 12 0
32 8 6 1 0 0 10 0
33 9 6 1 0 0-a- 10 0
34 10 6 1 0 0in 12 0
35 6 7  1 0 05 12 0
36 7 7 1 0 O5 10 0
37 8 7 1 0 0 10 0
38 9 7 1 0 03, 10 0
(These allotments have frontage to White street.)
39 1 8 1 0 05 12 0
40 2 8 1 0 01 10 0
41 3 8 1 0 0a 10 0
42 4 8 1 0 0S 10 0
43 5 8 1 0 05 12 0
(These allotments  have  frontage  to Elliot  street.)
44 6 8  1 0 00 12 0
45 7 8 1 0 0k 10 0
46 8 8  1 0 07&  10 0
47 9 8 1 0 0k$ 10 0
48 10  8 1 0 0& 12 0
49 1 9 1 0 05 12 0
50 2 9 1 0 05 10 0
51 3 9  1 0 05 10 0
52 4 9  1 0 06 10 0
53 5 9  1 0 06 12 0
(These  allotments have frontage  to Lester  street.)
54 6 9 1 0 0ia 12 0
55 7 9 1 0 Oi,, 10 0
56 8 9 1 0 0-1J 10 0
57 9 9 1 0 0.fXO 10 0
58 10 9 1 0 0J 12 0
(These allotments have frontage  to Elliot  street.)
59 1 10 1 0 0} 12 0
60 2 10 1 0 0110 0
61 3 10 1 0 6 10 0
62 4 10 1 0 0 10 0
63 5 10 1 0 01 12 0
(These  allotments have  frontage to Lester street.)
64 6 10 1 0 0-1-36 12 0
65 7 10 1 0 0i,6 10 0
66 8 10 1 0 0 10 0
67 9 10 1 0 0 10 0
68 10 10 1 0 0. 12 0
(These allotments have frontage  to Elliot  street.)
69 1 11 1 0 01 12 0
70 2 11 1 0 01 10 0
71 3 11 1 0 01 10 0
72 4 11 1 0 01 10 0
73 5 11 1 0 01 12 0
(These allotments have frontage  to Lester  stree!.)
74 6 11 1 0 Oda 12 0
75 7 11 1 0 0_j'jJ 10 0
76 8 11 1 0 0. 10 0
77 9 11 1 0 0336 10 0
78 10 11 1 0 0 3 12 0
(These allotments have frontage  to Elliot street.)
79 1 12 1 0 0. 12 0
80 2 12 1 0 05 10 0
81 3 12  1 0 03,  10 0
82 4 12 1 0 05 10 0
83 5 12 1 0 05 12 0
84 6 12 1 0 0 12 0
85 7 12 1 0 0 10 0
86 8 12 1 0 0 10 0
87 9 12 1 0 0 10 0
88 10 12 1 0 0 12 0
Survey Fees-  £ s. d.
Lots 12 to 16,  66 to 68, and 84 to 88  ... ... ...  1 1 0 each.
„ 1 to 11,  17 to 65, and 69 to 83 ... ... ... 2 2 0 „
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane , this twenty-fifth day of August, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
seven ,  and in  the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane.
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No. 218.
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL  ORDERS.
By Colonel HOWEL GUNTER,  Commandant.
O sages.
[No. 53.
Brisbane ,  2nd September, 1897.
No. 1 COMPANY, DARLING DOWNS MOUNTED INFANTRY.
NO. 125, Acting Sergeant J. Locke, and No. 128, Acting Sergeant W. Nickel, having passed the necessaryexamination, are promoted to substantive rank ; such promotions to date from the 15th May, 1897.
No. 219.
Guard o f 6' 1  COMPANY, MORETON REGIMENT, will furnish a Guard of Honour at Nerang on Thursday, the 2nd
instant, on the occasion of the opening, by His Excellency the Governor, of the Agricultural Show at that place.
The hour of, and position of the Guard of Honour on, parade will be arranged by the Commanding Officer.
Examinations.
C.;9.8
No. 220.
THE following Results of Examinations for the promotion of Non-commissioned Officers of the Regiment of
Queensland Rifles, held in Brisbane during June and July, 1897, are published for information :-
THURSDAY,  2ND SEPTEMBER, 1897.
Result.
Rank and Name .  Corps.
318 Acting  Sergeant -Major F. C. Lenihan
Acting  Sergeant -Major W. R. Turnbull
173 Acting Colour-Sergeant G. S. Purkiss
155 Acting Colour-Sergeant J. C. Browne
170 Acting  Sergeant  E. W. Purkiss ...
190 Acting  Sergeant  L. S. Purkiss ...
158 Acting  Sergeant  H. Watt ... ...
198 Acting  Sergeant  P. Marshall ... ...
364 Corporal A. S. Gibson ... ... ...
Rank  for which
Examined.
... "A" Coy.,  lot Battalion  ...  Sergeant-Major
Staff ,  2nd Battalion  ...  Sergeant-Major
" C " Coy., lot Battalion ... Colour- Sergeant
"D" Coy., 1st Battalion ... Colour -Sergeant
... " C " Coy ., let Battalion  ...  Sergeant ...
... " C " Coy.,  1st Battalion  ... Sergeant ...
" D " Coy ., 1st Battalion  ...  Sergeant ...
"E " Coy., 2nd Battalion...  Sergeant ...
.. " A " Coy., 1st Battalion ...  Sergeant ...
Practical .  Written.
... Good ... Good
... Good ... Good
... Fair  ...  Fair
... Fair  ...  Fair
... Fair  ...  Fair
... Fair  ...  Fair
... Fair Fair
... Very good Very good
... Good ... Good
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER,  Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief  Staff Officer.
NOTICES.
THE Annual Meeting for 1897 of the Queensland Rifle Association will be held at Toowong during the
week  ending  18th September next.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the South Australian National Rifle Association has been fixed for 4th
to 9th October, inclusive. The Federal Rifle Match for 1897 will be fired atAdelaide on the 8th October.The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the National Rifle Association of New South Wales has been fixed for
25th to 30th October, inclusive.
Attention is directed to the Programme issued by the Queensland Rifle Association in connection with the
forthcoming Annual Meeting, and particularly to the competitions open to members of the Defence Force
(including Volunteers, Cadets, and Rifle Clubs).
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Chief  Secretary 's Office ,  Brisbane, 31st August, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct thepublication,  for general information ,  of the following Despatch
and its enclosure ,  received from the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
HORACE TOZER.
(For previous papers on  this  subject see Government Gazette of 23rd March,  1895,  P.  89,8.)
THE SECRETARY OF STATE  FOR THE COLONIES  to  THE GOVERNOR OF QUEENSLAND.
Circular.]  Downing street, 8th July, 1897.
SIR,-With reference to my Predecessor's Circular Despatch of the 15th January, 1895, I have the honour  to transmit to
you, for publication in the colony under your Government, a translation of a Spanish Royal Decree,  increasing certain taxes,
including Customs duties, by 10 per cent.
I have, &c., J. CHAMBERLAIN.
Translation.]  ROYAL DECREE.
At the instance of the Minister of Finance and in accord with the Council of Ministers, I make the following Decree as
Queen Regent of the Kingdom, in the name of my August Son, King Alfonso XIII.:-
ARTICLE 1.
In accordance with Article I. of the Law of the 10th instant, providing extra revenues to cover the yearly payment on the
loan guaranteed by the Custom House duties during the next financial year, the following temporary and interior duties on the
revenue included in the direct and indirect taxes in the Estimates are imposed. The temporary surcharge will be at the rate of
one-tenth of the assessed amounts, the tariffs and the liquidations to realise the payments under the following headings of the
Estimates :-
Industrial and Commercial Taxes, Custom House Duties,
Probate Duties, Consular Fees,
Royalty on Mines, Special Tax on the Manufacture of Spirits,
Duties on Titles, Nobility, &c., Tax on Sugar (Foreign, Colonial, or Native),
Personal Documents (Cedulas), Special Octroi Duty on Colonial Importations,
Payments by the State, whether Provincial or Municipal, Duties on the Tariffs on Travellers and Merchandise,
Port Dues in the Canary Islands, Stamp Duty,
Duty on Private Carriages, Duty on Gunpowder and Explosives.
Duties on Commercial Bills,
The tax on  salaries  and on articles of consumption, including the special duties on spirits and salt, will also be increased by
a temporary surcharge of 2 per 100 on existing tariffs.
ARTICLE 2.
The surcharge of one-tenth, designated as an interior tax on the Custom House duties, is not to be considered as an alteration
in the existing tariff, but as a temporary addition to the total amount due on each declaration. However, all the engagements
entered into under the international tariff regulations will be respected.
ARTICLE 3.
In all towns, whether the taxes on articles of consumption are leased or administered directly, whether they are collected
by an agreement with the Guilds or by assessment of inhabitants, the temporary surcharge will be levied on the amount paid to
the Treasury under this head.
When the  assessment  agreed to between the Government and the Municipal Corporations on the  new leases  produce a higher
income for the Treasury from the 1st of July next, the temporary surcharge will be exacted only on that  sum necessary  to complete
the amount of the surcharge.
ARTICLE 4.
When the tax to be levied on the tariff rates for travellers and merchandise does not amount to one  peseta , the surcharge
will be excused.
ARTICLE 5.
The temporary surcharge of 10 per cent. on the tax on Government stamps will be paid by special stamps of values
corresponding to the amount of the stamps used ; excepting that of 0.75 pesetas, the surcharge of which will be five cents.
Postage and telegraph stamps of all descriptions, as well as stamps of less than 50 cents, and the stamps used for the bonds
of external and Colonial debts, are excepted from special surcharge.
ARTICLE 6.
So long as the lease for the manufacture and sale of explosives is not effected, the temporary surcharge will only be exacted
on the actual stamped duties.
arQ
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ARTICLE 7.
The special surcharge will be imposed at the same time as the tax on which it is based, and the collection will be made at
the same time and by means of the same receipt.
The income obtained from the temporary surcharge will b3 entere3 under section 5 of the ordinary estimate receipts, under
the heading of " Special Income to pay the annuity on the loan guaranteed by the Custom House Duties," which entry will be
headed " Temporary Surcharge."
ARTICLE 8.
The Minister of Finance will give the necessary orders to carry out this Decree.
Given at the Palace on the 25th June, 1897.
[Sd,] . MARIA. CRISTINA.
[Sd.] JOAO NAVARRO REVERTER,  Minister of Finance.
Chief Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 31st August, 1897.
H IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct the publication, for general information, of the following Despatches
received from the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
HORACE TOZER.
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES  to  THE GOVERNOR OF QUEENSLAND.
Downing street, 16th  July,  1897.
MY LORD,--The time has arrived for the departure from this country of the various component units of the remarkable
military assemblage which has constituted one of the most striking fL'atures of the recent Jubilee Celebrations, and I cannot
allow the occasion to pass without expressing the great satisfaction of Her Majesty's Government that such a unique and
characteristic gathering of Her Majesty's Colonial Forces should have been so successfully brought about.
2. The Colonial Troops have attracted the marked attention not only of the British public but of military experts of all
nations,  and by their so!dierlike bearing and appearance and their discipline and general behaviour, both on parade and in
quarters , they have won the highest opinions on all si•'es.
3. Her Majesty's Colonial Forces during their stay in England have been treated in all respects as regular soldiers ; they
have readily and cheerfully conformed to every requirement of regimental and barrack discipline; and, by an  intimate association
with their comrades of Her Majesty's regular forces. have become acquainted with every detail of a soldier's life.
4 It has been a particular satisfaction to Her Majesty's Government that this great occasion has been the means of
bringing together men of all creeds and of all races, who, although coming as many of them have done from widely separated
portions of the Empire, are all united by one bond of allegiance as soldiers of Her Majesty the Queen Empress.
5. Her Majesty's Government feel that they are justified in hoping that the effects of this exceptional military gathering
will be permanent, and that the Imper*al and National interests which have been by this means so forcibly illustrated and
brought home to the minds of all classes of Her Majesty's subjects will now he realised in a manner that has been scarcely
possible before. They can hardly doubt that the events of the last few weeks will have done much to knit closer the bonds of
union between the Colonies and the mother country, and to this end the presence of the Colonial Troops will have largely
contributed.
6. I will only add, in conclusion, the expression of my hope that the troops will carry with them to their homes pleasant
memories  of their visit, and that their stay in this country will have proved not only agreeable but instructive; and I feel
confident that in years to come it will be a source of pride and satisfaction to those who are now leaving our shores to think that
they have taken part in this great and important national demonstration.
7. I shall be glad if you will publish this despatch.
I have, &c., J. CHAMBERLAIN.
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES  to  THE GOVERNOR OF QUEENSLAND.
Downing street, 23rd July, 1897.
MY LORD,--I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your telegram of the 18th ultimo, stating that the Parliament
of Queensland had passed an Address to the Queen on the occasion of the completion of the sixtieth year of her reign.
This Address has since been presented in person by Sir Hugh Nelson to Her Majesty, who was pleased to return a very
gracious reply.
I have, &c., J. CHAMBERLAIN.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, this first day of September, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.WHEREAS by "The Diseaces in Stock Act of  1896" it isamongst other things enacted that the Governor in Council
may from time to time, by Order in Council, prescribe the roads or
route by which infected or suspected stock shall be taken "to their
destination : Now, therefore, his Excellency the Governor in Council
doth hereby prescribe the roads described in the Schedule hereto to
be the only roads or routes by which working horses may be travelled
from the northern waters of the Cape River to the Belyando and
Clermont Districts.
SCHEDULE.
No. 21.
The road or route crossing the northern line of railway at Pent-
land, and thence following the Cape River to St. Ann's Station.
No.  22.
The road or route crossing the quarantine line at Ft. Ann's Station,
and thence by way of Yacamunda and Mount Douglas.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Agriculture is to give the
necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY, Clerk of the Council.
Department of Public Lan.is,
Brisbane, 1st September 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has  been pleased to appoint
FREDERIC WILLIAM BARLOW
to be Land Commissioner for the St. George Land Agent's District,
under the provisions of  "T/ee Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876"
and  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," in the room of
John Macalister, Police Magistrate, who has been relieved of those
duties.
E.M.-1-9 -97. L.C.44.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st September, 1897.
T IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
J Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
FREDERIC WILLIAM BARLOW
to be Land Commissioner for the Inglewood Land Agent's District,
ender the provisions of " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 "
and  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," in the room of the
Telegraph Line Repairer in Charge (Jacob Cheshire), who has been
relieved of those duties.
E.31 -1 9-97. L.C. 64.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st September, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
FREDERIC WILLIAM BARLOW
to be Land Commissioner for the Goondiwindi Land Agent's District,
under the provisions of " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876"
and  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1895," in the room of the
Police Magistrate, who has been relieved of those duties.
E.M.-1-9-97.  L.C. 24.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM THYNNE
to be a Bailiff and Ranger of Crown Lands, under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1876" and  " The Crown
Lands Acts,  1881  to  1895."
E.M.-25-8-97.
J. F. G. FOXTON.  J. F. G. FOXTON.
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The Treasury,
Brisbane, lot September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Public Service
Board , has been pleased to appoint
RICHARD WILLIAM  Sims,  Officer in Charge, Post and Telegraph
Department, Bowen,
to be  also  a Customs Officer.
ROBERT PHILP.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 1st September, 1897.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Public Service
Board , has been pleased to appoint
ROBERT STANISLAUS  STILLER , Postmaster, Bundaberg,
to be  also a Customs  Officer.
ROBERT PHILP.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 1st September, 1897.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM TREEN
to be a Locker in the Customs Department, Townsville.
ROBERT PHILP.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 1st September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Public Service
Board , has been pleased to appoint
LAWRENCE HEALY,
FREDERICK  THOMAS BOYLE, and
THOMAS MOORE
to be Clerks in the Government Savings Bank; such appointments
to take effect from the 25th February, 1897, being the date of the
above -mentioned officers' probationary appointments.
ROBERT PHILP.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 1st September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased  to appoint
JOHN SIMPSON
to be a Clerk  in the Department of Colonial Stores; such appointment
to take effect  from the 25th February, 1897, being the date of Mr.
Simpson 's probationary appointment.
ROBERT PHILP.
Department of Justice,
Brisbane, 1st Sept ember, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board ,  has been pleased to appoint
JOHN ALEXANDER BOYCE, Relieving Police Magistrate at Roma,
to act as Registrar  of the District Court at that place, and Deputy
Sheriff for the Roma Ci,cuit Court District, during the absence on
leave of the Registrar  and Deputy Sheriff, Frederick Vaughan ; these
appointments take effect from 1st September instant.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Department of Justice,
Brisbane, ]at September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
PATRICK MORTIMER HISHON
to be Registrar District Court, District Receiver in Insolvency under
"The Insolvency Act of  1874," and High Bailiff under  " The
Sheriff's Act of  1875," at Georgetown, in the room of A. P. W.
Tregear ,  transferred.
4
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Department  of Justice,
Brisbane , 1st September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
GEORGE SIMCOCKS
to be Bailiff  of the District Court at Stanthorpe, in the room of
E. B. Cullen, who has been relieved of the duties of that Office; this
appointment takes effect from 1st September instant.
I  W. HORATIO WILSON.
Chief Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane, 1st September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
EDWYN MITFORD LILLEY, Barrister-at-law,
to be a Trustee of the Queensland National Art Gallery, in the room
of The Honourable Sir Horace Tozer, K.C.M.G., M.L.A., resigned.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor has, in view of the intended absence
from Queensland of the Honourable J. C. Heussler, M.L.C.,
Imperial German Consul at Brisbane, and Consul for the Netherlands
for Queensland, been pleased to approve that
WILHELM TON PLOENNIES
shall be recognised as Imperial German Acting Consul at Brisbane;
and Acting Consul for the Netherlands for Queensland, until other
arrangements are made by the German and Netherlands authorities
respectively.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1897.
TJ IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
jj been pleased to appoint
Lieutenant-Colonel JOHN SANDERSON LYSTER,, Queensland
Defence Force (Land),
to be an Extra Aide-de-Camp on His Excellency's Personal Staff.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st September, 1897.
Lj IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
j j Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to appoint
GEORGE ERNEST JONES
to be a Member of the Board of the Division of Eidsvold, for Sub-
division 2 of that Division, in the room of John Joseph Kenealy,
resigned.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 1st September, 1897.
IIIS Excellency the  Governor,  with the advice of the  Executive
[ L Council, has been pleased to appoint
WALTER BLAKE NISBET, M.B.,
to be Acting Health and Medical Officer at Townsville, during the
absence of Dr. E. Humphry; and
NIGEL ALAN ALLISON TRENOW, L.R.C.S. Irel.,
to be Acting Health and Medical Officer at Cooktown , during the
absence of Dr. A. H. F. B. Kortim.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st September, 1897.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
j Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions  of " The Liquor
Act of  1886," been pleased to direct that, in addition to the Quarterly
Meetings prescribed by the 14th section of  " The Licensing Act of
1885," Monthly Meetings of the Licensing Authority of
MOUNT MORGAN
be held within that District, for the purposes set forth in the 17th
section of the first-named Act.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st September, 1897.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
j Council, has, upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, been pleased to make the following appointments in the Home
Secretary's Department:-
-PATRICK MORTIMER HISHON
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions at Georgetown, in the room of A. P. W.
Tregear, transferred;
CHARLES CARRINGTON
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Gympie, during the absence
on leave of John Farrelly ; and ;I I - --
BERTRAM PARR  SMITH.  0T-
to be a Clerk on probation in the o1hce-ojt the Chief Inspector of
Factories and Shops.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, has been pleased to make the following appointments
in the Home Secretary's Department :-
CHARLES CARRINGTON
to be Acting District Registrar of Births, Marriages, and Deaths at
Gympie, for the Registry District of Gympie, during the absence on
leave of John Farrelly ;
PATRICK MORTIMER HISHON
to be District Registrar of Births, Marriages, and Deaths at George.
town, for the Registry District of Etheridge, in the room of A. P. W.
Tregear, transferred ;
MARY JANE LITTLE
to be Assistant District Registrar of Births and Deaths at Fernvale,
for the Registry District of Moreton West, in the room of Johann
Michel, resigned ; and
JOHN ALEXANDER BOYCE
to be Acting Registrar of Births, Marriages, and Deaths at Roma, for
the Registry District of Maranoa, during the absence on leave of J. A.
Vaughan.
HORACE TOZER.
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Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 2nd September, 1897.THE following appointments of Members of Committees for State
Schools  are noti fied, viz.
Bulwer.
Gilbert Norman,
vice  Thomas Haynes, deceased.
Westwood.
William Collins,
Francis Joseph Gavagan, and
John Lynch,
vice  William Code and Michael Sheridan, resigned, and Henry Flint,
whose  seat  has been declared vacant..
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedKingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
by "The Chinese  Immigration Restriction  dot,
Y 1888,"  it is  amongst other things provided that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazette,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person  or class of  persons mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas it is desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,
Ali Ching, Ali Wah, Lee Mee, Chun Foon, Ah Chong, Lee Ching, Ah
Young, Tommy Leong Choy, Ali Yet, Men Choy, Sun Looey, Him
Wah, Moon Sing, Jang Mon, and Dow Yong, should be exempted from
the provisions of the said Act for a period of two years : Now, there-
fore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby declare that the  pro visions  of the said Act shall not apply to the
said Ali Ching, Ali Wah, Lee Mee, Chun Foon, Ali Chong, Lee Ching,
Ali Young, Tommy Leong Choy, Ali Yet, Men Choy, Sun Looey, Him
Wah, Moon Sing, Jang Mon, and Dow Yong for a period of two years
from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this first day of September, in the year of. our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SAVE Tua QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce ll ency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of  the United[L.s.] Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
TON , Order of St. Michael and St. George ,  Governor andGovernor.Commander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WHEREAS by " The Bank  H otida,,'s  Act  of  18/7" it is amongst
other things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be
observed as a Public  Holiday,  either throughout Queensland, or in
any part thereof ,  or in any city ,  town, borough ,  or district therein :
Now, therefore ,  I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, BaronLamington, the Governor aforesaid ,  in pursuance of the provisions of
the said Act ,  and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby appoint the following days to be observed as Public
Holidays in the places hereunder  named:-
WEDNESDAY, the 8th September instant, being the day
appointed for the Opening of the Mirani Bridge, within the Petty
Sessions  District of Macka7 ;
WEDNESDAY, the 15th September instant, being the day
appointed for holding the Annual Spring Meeting of the Thargomindah
Race Club, within the Petty  Sessions  District of Thargomindah; and
THURSDAY, the 16th September instant, being the day,
appointed for holding a Sports Carnival in Aid of the Funds of the
Townsville Hospital, in Townsville.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this first day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in the sixty-
first  year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedKingdom, Knight Commander of theMost DistinguishedL ON,Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor.Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of sections 95, 96 , and 97 of  "The Crown Lands det
of 1884,"  I, CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron
Lamington ,  the Governor aforesaid , by and with the advice of the
[4TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify  and proclaim
that the land hereunder described has been temporarily  reserved for
the purpose named, and placed under the control and  management of
the following persons as Trustees, who are hereby empowered to make
By-laws for carrying out the objects of the Trust, subject to the
approval of His Excellency the Governor in Council
£ M.-18 8 -97-II'.
TIMOTHY MCPHILLAMY,
JonN MCKEN LIE, and
WILLIAM WILLIAMSON.
THE WINDORAH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESSRVE FOR RACECOTRSE ,  WINDORAH.
97-8215--J.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  G overnment
Gazette  dated 20th December, 1884,  page 1999 , which is hereby
cancelled.)
County of Grey, pariah of Murken.-Area ,  320 acres.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion 3, and bounded
thence on the south-oast by a road bearing 214 degrees forty-eight
chains and twenty-five links ; on the south by portion  4 bearing west
sixty-six chains and fifty-one  links  ; on the west by portion  4 bearing
north forty chains; and on the north by portion  3 bearing  east ninety-three chains and forty-nine li ks to the point of commencement; as
shown on plan of  survey  deposited in the Surveyor. General's  Office-
Cat. No. G 249-12.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government  House, Brisbane,
this eighteenth day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven,  and in  the sixty.
first  year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES W ALL ACE
ALEXANDER N AFTER, Baron Lamington of Laming.
ton, in the county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of
LAMINGTON, the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
Governor . M ost Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St.George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities
in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Acts, 1884  to  1895," 1, CHARLES WALLACEALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Laming lon,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare
that the operation of the 43rd section of  " The Crown Lands
Art of  1884" shall be and is hereby suspended with respect to
the Country Lands described hereunder ,  and situated in the
I GHAM LAND AGENT' S  DISTRICT:  And I further
notify and declare ,  by and with the advice aforesaid, that
the said lands shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION,  under the provisions of
the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after WEDNESDAY,
the SIXTH  day of OCTOBER , 1897 ,  at ELEVEN O'CLOCK
A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And
I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which
the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in
the said Schedule : And I do hereby ,  by and with the advice
aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be
selected by any one person in the said District shall be as in
the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House,
Brisbane ,  this twenty -fifth day of August, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
seven ,  and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
E.M.-25-8-97.
DESCRIPTION.
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA NO. 1.
Maximum area, 1,281) acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 6d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, Is. 4d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 6s. 8d . per acre.
County of Cardwell, parish of Tyson.-Area,  160 acres.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portion 36v
(forfeited A.F. 133), parish of Tyson ;-exclusive of land
required for roads, reserves, or other public purpose.
Situated on the Murray River about thirteen miles  in a direct line
easterly from its mouth. The eastern part consists of dense vine scrub,
the western of forest of gum, &c.
N.B.-Subject  to payment  of the value of improvements ,  if any.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of the authority in mevested, I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Pro-
clamation, notify and declare that the Roads described hereunder shall
be and are hereby opened as Public Roads.
E.3f.-18 -8-97-F '.  Road  Case  No. 1934.
DESCRIPTIONS.
Exchange of Roads at Mount Brisbane Station, parishes of Byron and
Dixon, county of Stanley.
New road one chain wide through portions 17 and 18, Byron (F. and
F. Bigge), portions 21v (C. I. Bowman) and 88 (F. and F. Bigge), from
the eastern end of the reserved road through portion 17 along and within
the north boundary of that portion bearing 90 degrees thirty chains,
125 degrees 10 minutes four chains forty-six links ,  96 degrees 19 minutes
thirteen chains ; thence across the north -west corner of portion 1R bear-
ing 50 degrees 48 minutes seven chains ninety -one links  (including the
area  10 acres  1; roods 7 perches up to the south boundaries of portions 74
and 21v ) ;  thence along and within the south boundary of portion 21v
bearing  50 degrees 48 minutes one chain fifty-eight links' and 90 degrees
thirty -nine chains  eighty -four links ,  containing 4 acres 7 perches;
thence through portion 88 bearing 90 degrees one chain sixteen links,
70 degrees eight chains ,  95 degrees 25 minutes ten chains thirty links,
60 degrees four chains ,  37 degrees 15 minutes eleven chains ,  and 104
degrees 23 minutes four chains forty-seven links ; containing 4 acres
1 rood 2 perches.
New road one chain fifty links wide through portions 20A and 19A,
parish of Dixon (F. and F.
Bigge), from the south-west corner of portion20A bearing 89 degrees 57 minutes twenty-four chains fifty.two links,
36 degrees four chains seventy-five links, 10 degrees fourteen chains
five and a-half links, 40 degrees five chains sixty-seven links, 60 degrees
eight chains five links, 44 degrees ten chains three links, 62 degrees
seventeen chains eighty links ,  82 degrees fourteen chains ninety-four
links, 60 degrees 50 minutes twelve chains eighty-eight links, 35 degrees
three chains nine links, 67 degrees fifteen chains forty-six links, 136
degrees four chains seventy-one links, 112 degrees eleven chains forty-six
links, 60 degrees 30 minutes nine chains seventy-one links, 19 degrees
ten chains thirty links, 8 degrees 50 minutes thirteen chains sixty-five
links ,  352 degrees fourteen chains fifteen links ,  20 degrees seven chains
ninety-seven links, 350 degrees five chains fourteen links, 35 degrees 10
minutes seven chains thirty-three links, and 82 degrees 51 minutes five
chains seventy-eight links to western end of reserved road through
portion 63; containing 32 acres 1 rood 3 perches.
New road of varying width along and within the eastern boundary
of portion 65, parish of Dixon  (F. and F. Bigge ),  bearing 346 degrees
fourteen chains, 19 degrees 15 minutes ten chains twenty-seven links,
360 degrees sixteen chains ,  and 295 degrees two chains four links to
Reedy Creek and Reedy Creek road ; containing 8 acres 22 perches.
Nora .- The above roads are opened in  lieu of the reserved roads through
portions  87 and 88, parish of Byron ,  part of the unproclaimed reserve at south-
eastern corner of  portion 86, now known as portion 140v, Byron, and containing 3
roods ,  and the reserved  road through 20A,  Dixon ,  ac ro ss  the southern end of portions
17 and 18, Byron ,  and through portion 19A,  Dixon ,  all advertised  for closure in the
Government  Gazelle  of  22nd September ,  1894,  page 14'31, and subsequently, and
which ro ads and part of reserve  are hereby permanently closed.
Road  Case No. 2411.
Description of Road through portion  138v,  parish of Warwick,
county of Merivale.
Easterly along and within the south boundary of portion 138v,
A. F. 1208, Warwick District, bearing east twenty-three chains ninety
links ,  and containing 2 acres 1 rood 23'perches  ;  1884 Act ; registered
owner, J. L. Craig.
Road Case No. 2427.
Description of Road through  portion. 32v,  parish of Milton,
county of Aubigny.
From the west boundary of portion 32v, A. F. 1686, Toowoomba
District, north-easterly through that portion bearing 72 degrees six
chains  and twenty-two links, 81 degrees five chains and fifty links, 90
degrees 2 minutes nineteen chains and seventy -two and a-half links,
76 degrees sixteen chains and ninety links, 27 degrees 50 minutes five
chains and twenty links, 23 degrees 12 minutes seven chains and sixteen
links, and 97 degrees four chains and thirty-eight links, and containing
6 acres 2 roods 4 perches ; 1884 Act ; registered owner, W. Clements.
Road Case  No. 2444.
Description of Road through portion 12v, parish of West Burdckin,
county of Elphinstone.
Southeasterly across the south-wet corner of portion 12v, G.F. 9,
Charters Towers District, bearing 132 degrees seven chains and sixty-
three links, 137 degrees seventeen chains and twenty-two links, 145
degrees eight chains and fifty -four links ,  and 228 degrees thirteen chains
to the Burdekin River, and containing 10 acres 2 roads taken from a
reservation of 22 acres reserved for road purposes ; 1884 Act ; registered
owner , P. Foy (G. Cavey).
Description of Road through portions  20  and 4, parish of Sarabah,
county of Ward.
Easterly along and within the northern boundaries of portions 20
and 4 to a reserved road bearing east eighteen chains and thirty-six links
through portion 20, and again east thirty-one chains and seventy-two
links through portion 4, and containing 5 acres  ;  freehold  ;  registered
owner, J. H. Banks.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighteenth day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,  J. F. G.  FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,[I s ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of the authority in me vested, I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Road described hereunder
shall be  and is hereby permanently closed.
E.M.-18 -8-97-F '.  Road Case  No. 2394.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF ROAD.
Applicant.
F. W. Kroll ...
Situation.
The road separating portion 168 from por-
tion 244
Parish.
Coochin
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighteenth day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGovernor.'Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power  in me  vested,  and in accordance with
the provisions of the 42nd section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
unselected  lots of land set forth in the accompanying Schedule shall
be and are  hereby withdrawn from  selection.
R.M.-25-8-97.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government  House ,  Brisbane,
this twenty-fifth day of August, in the year of  our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
District. Portion. Parish or Place . Date ofProclamation. Reference.
Banana ...
Port Douglas
Ditto ...
* 18 acres, unsurveyed.
A PROCLAMATION. . -
By His Excellency The Right Honourable
_Cl1A$LES WALLACE
ALEXANDER. NAPIE$,, BarolrLainington of Lamington,
[L s ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor.
, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of the power and authority in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions  of section  121 of  11 The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify  and proclaim  that the
part of  the Suburban Reservation around the town of Gayndah,
described hereunder, shall be  and is  hereby rescinded.
E.M.-18 -8-97-I'. 97-15321--3.(i.
DESCRIPTION.
THE GAYNDAH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
County  of Mackenzie, parish of Gayndah.
The land  comprised  in portion 58v.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government  House ,  Brisbane,
this eighteenth day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven ,  and in the sixty-
first  year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command; J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
2 Cottenham ... 19 June, 1895... L.U. 9
173 Alexandra ... 8 May, 1895 ... S. 173
* Whyanbeel... 1 April, 1896... L.  0.  52
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
L $1 in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority  in me vested under the
provisions  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"  I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation , notify  and declare  that the Maximum Area
allowed  to be selected by any one  person as a Grazing  Farm within
Grazing Area  No.-4, in the Nanango Land Agent's District, shall be
and is hereby  increased  from 10,000 to 13,000 acres ; such  increase to
take effect  from the 20th September, 1897.
L.J.-25-8-97.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Gove rn ment House ,  Brisbane,
this twenty-fifth day of August, in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and ninety- seven, and  in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFIICE,
BRISBANE.
MAP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets  at 2s . 6d. per Sheet, and Two at Is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia on a small scale, illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the-Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to  an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing the  Main Telegraph Lines. Scale, 160 miles to an inch.
Price : Plain, Is. 6d.; coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d . per Sheet.
Single Sheet  Map of the Colony. Price, Is. plain, or coloured
(illustrating  the Counties and Financial Districts) Is. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various Local  Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st  December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. 64.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price,  2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline  Run Maps, showing external boundaries  of Consolidations.
Price , 2s. 6d. per sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles to an  inch. Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catchment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers, &c., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price,  Is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, Is.
Four- mile Maps of  parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile  Maps of the Settled Districts. Price, Is. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta. Scale, 1 mile to an inch. Price,
Is. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling  Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price,  2s. 6d. each.
City of  Brisbane . Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of  Brisbane . Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Privel s or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, £1.
Townsville. 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough.  Scale, c *ns Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all  towns in the colony. Price, s.  A o .3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY  PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTin?T
Sheet No. 11A.  Scale,  4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56  miles  west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.
Environs of Longreach.  Scale, 2 miles  to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall. Scale , 2 miles to an inch. Price, is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs  of Springsure.  Scale, 2 miles  to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-Maps of Land-3 Open to Selection or for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. McDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor -General's Office,
Brisbane , 31st August, 1896.
Geological Survey Office,
George street, Brisbane.
ON SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No. 4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government Geologist.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule llereymder written being erroneous  in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  "The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the  expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the lands intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct  areas and  descriptions  shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and  in every deed
containing the erroneous  areas  and descriptions; and such grants and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-11517-R.T.
No. of Deed-34825.
Date of Deed-12th December, 1877.
Name of Grantee-Patrick McNamarra.
Land Granted-Portion  455, county of Churchill,  parish of
Walloon.
Area-120 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion  455.
Area, 121 acres 3 roods 37 perches.
Commencing at the west corner of portion 452, and bounded
thence on the north-east by that portion bearing 142 degrees  25 minutes
thirty-one chains and fifty-five links, and 52 degrees 25 minutes three
chains and eleven links, and by portion 453 bearing 142 degrees 25
minutes twenty-two chains and twenty three links ; on the south-east
by a road bearing 232 degrees 25 minutes twenty-four chains and fifty-
one links ; on the south-west by portion 456 bearing 322 degrees 25
minutes fifty-three chains and seventy-seven links; and on the north-
west by a road bearing 52 degrees 25 minutes twenty-one  chains and
forty links to the point of commencement; -as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. M33-2986.
97-10213-L.B.O.
No. of Deed-30053.
Date of Deed-15th October, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Andrew Thornton.
Land Granted-Portion  369, county of Stanley, parish of Oxley.
Area, 320 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley,  portion  369.
Area, 323  acres  1 rood 10 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion 39, parish of
Woogaroo, and bounded thence by portion 46,  same  parish, bearing
north one chain and one link, and west one  chain and  seventy-eight links;
on the west by a road bearing north forty chains and eighty- six links;
on the north-west by that road bearing  68 degrees  18 minutes forty
chains and eleven and four-tenths links, and 69 degrees  2 minutes
twenty-four chains and eighteen links ; on the east by  a road bearing
south sixty-six chains and four and seven-tenths links ; and on the
south by portion 39, parish of Woogaroo,  bearing  270 degrees 42
minutes fifty-eight chains  and six  and nine-tenths  links  to the point
of commencement ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. S 31-2944 B.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1897.
Road Case No. 1102.
NEW ROADS.-FIRST NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the  new roads
described in the Book of Reference hereunder are intended to be
opened as Public Roads, under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878," and all persons who may consider
their interests affected by the opening of the said roads are required to
transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections,  in writing,
within one month from this date.
A plan of these roads may be seen at this Office, or at the Office
of the Maroocho  nivisional Board.
-- --3. F; G. -TOXTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE.
Description of Roads through  portion  93,  county  of Canning,
parish of Maroochy.
1. From the south- east corn er  of portion 168v south- westerly
through portion 93 to Coolum Creek bearing  190 degrees six chains
and thirteen and seven-tenths links, 209 degrees eighteen  chains and
fifty-nine and three-tenths links, 286 degrees seven chains and thirty-
seven links, 313 degrees fourteen chains, 256 degrees seven chains and
thirteen and four-tenths links, 195 degrees nineteen  chains  and twenty-
three and six-tenths links, 219 degrees  sixteen chains and sixty-one
and seven-tenths links, 209 degrees twelve chains and twenty and
a-half links, and 265 degrees six chains and fifty links,- and containing
10 acres 3 roods 17 perches ; freehold ; registered owner, E. S. Bailey.
2. A branch road from the above road south-easterly to the
western boundary of portion 171v bearing 116 degrees  six chains and
thirty-five and six-tenths links, 137 degrees  nine  chains and twenty-
six and one-fifth links, 160 degrees 41i minutes five chains and three
links, and 135 degrees six chains and fifty-seven and seven-tenths
links,-and containing  2 acres 2 rods  30 perches.
R3uiAaxs.-Land unenclosed  ;  it acres of cleared land included in road ; no
other improvements  interfered with.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th  March, 1897.
THE  CROWN  LAN DS ACTS,  1884 TO 1894."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
IT Is hereby notified, or public information, that he Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the above-recited Act, at the
undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868" and  "The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876" will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1897.
District or Place.
Allora *  .,. ...
Aramact ... ...
Ayr ... ...
Banana ... ...
Barcaldine t ...
Beaudesert ... ...
Blackall .,, ...
Bowen
Brisbane ...
Bundaberg ... ...
Burketown ... ».
Cairns ... .»
Cardwell ... ...
Charleville ... ...
Charters  Towers ...
Clermont ... ...
Cooktown ...
Cunnamulla ...
Dalby ... ...
Emerald • .» ...
Esk"
Gatton ...
Gayndah ... ...
Georgetown
Geraldton  (Mourilyan)
Gladstone ...
Goondiwindi ».
W
ympie .., .»
erberton ... ...
Hughenden ...
Ingham ... ...
Inglewood ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Isisford ...
Landaborough ...
Longreach ... .«
Mackay
Maryborough
Miles ... ...
Mitchellt ... ...
Muttaburra
Nanango ...
Nerang  • ... ...
Normanton ... ...
Port Douglas ,.,
Ravenswood
Rockhampton ...
Roma ... ...
St. George ...
St. Lawrence ».
Springsure ... ...
Stanthorpe ... «.
Surat .„ ...
Tambo ...
Taroom ...
Texas ...
Thargomindah ...
Toowoomba... ...
Townsville ... w
Warwick .» ...
Winton ...
Windorah .»
Jan. Feb . March. April.
... Mon. 1
.., Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12
... Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Sat. 9 Sat. 6 Sat. 6 Sat. 10
., Fri. 5 .. Fri. 2
... Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Tues. 5
... Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
... Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
.., Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
... Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
... Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
... Tues. 5 .. .. Tues. 6
... Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Mon. 5
... Tues. 12 Tues. 9 Tues. 9 Tues. 13
... Tues. 16 ... Tues. 20
... Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
... Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
... Fri. 8 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
... Tues. 19 Wed. 21
... Wed. 20 Wed. 17 ...
... Fri. 22 Fri. 19
... Sat. 9 Sat. 13 Sat. 13 Sat. 10
... Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
... Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
... Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12
... Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
... Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
... Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
.,. Tues. 19 Tues. 16 Tues. 16 Tues. 20
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7oo.
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
... Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
.., Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 15 Tues. 20
... Wed. 6  ...  Wed. 3 ..
Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Sat. 17
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7Do.
.,, Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
... . Tues. 9 .
,„ Sat. 2 Fri ..  5  Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
... Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12
Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed, 7
.., Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
... Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
.,, Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
.,, Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
.., Wed. 20 Thur. 18
... Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Tues. 16 Wed. 21
Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Fri. 9
.., Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
... Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Mon. 5
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Thur. 18 Wed. 21
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
... Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
... Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
.., ... Thur. 4 ... Thur. 1
May.
' Mon. 7
Mon. 10 Mon. 14
We. 5 Wed. 2
Sat. 8 Sat. 12
. Fri. 4
Mon. 3 Mon. 7
Thur. 6 Thur. 3
Tues. 4 Tues. 1
Tues. 4 Tues.  I
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
1 Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Mon. 3 Mon. 7
Tues. 11 Tues. 8
... Tues. 15
Tues. 4 Tues. 1
Thur. 6 Thur. 3
Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Wed. 19 ...
Fri. 21
Sat. 8 Sat. 12
Tues. 4 Tues. 1
Wed. 5  Wed. 2
Mon. 10 Mon. 14
Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Tues. 18 Tues. 15
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Wed. 12 Wed. 9
Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Mon. 17 Mon. 21
Wed. 5
Fri. 14 Fri. 18
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Tues. 8
Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Wed. 12 Wed. 16
Mon. 10. Mon. 14
Wed. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Thur. 6 Thur. 3
Thur. 6 Thur. 3
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Thur. 6 Thur. 3
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Wed. 19
Wed. 19 Wed. 16
Fri. 14 Fri. 11
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Mon. 3 Mon. 7
Wed. 19 Wed. 16
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Tues. 4 Tues. 1
Tues. 4 Tues. 1
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
,., Thur. 3
June .  July. August. Sept .  Oct. Nov. Dec.
Mon. 6 ... ...  Mon. 6
Mon. 12 Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
+ +
Wed. 7
Sat. 10
Mon. 5
Thur. 1
Tues. 6
Tues. 6
Wed. 7
Fri. 2
Tues. 6
Mon. 5
Tues. 13
Tues. 6
Thur. 1
Fri. 2
Tues. 20
Wed. 21
Fri. 23
Sat. 10
Tues. 6
Wed. 7
Mon. 12
Fri. 2
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Tues. 20
Wed. 7
Wed. 14
Fri. 2
Mon. 19
Wed. 7
Fri. 16
Wed. 7
Fri. 2
Fri. 2
Wed. 14
Mon. 12
Wed. 7
Thur. 1
Thur. 1
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Thur. 1
Wed. 7
Wed. 21
Wed. 21
Fri. 9
Wed. 7
Mon. 5
Wed. 21
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Tues. 6
Tues. 6
Wed. 7
Wed. 4 Wed.  I  Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Sat. 7 Sat. 11 Sat. 9 Sat. 6 Sat. 11
Fri. 6 .. Fri. 1 .. Fri. 3
Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 8
Tues. 5 ... ...
Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Tues. 10 Tues. 14 Tues. 12 Wed. 10 Tues. 14
Tues. 17 ... Tues. 19 ... Tues. 21
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 8
... ... Wed. 20 ... ...
... Wed. 15 ... Wed. 17 ...
. Fri. 17 ... Fri. 19 .
Sat. 14 Sat. 11  Sat. 9 Sat. 13  Sat.
Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5  Tues .  2 Tues.
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed, 3 Wed.
Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon. 11  Mon. 8 Mon.
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri.
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Tues. 17 Tues. 21 Tues.  19 Tues. 16 Tues.
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed.
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri.
Mon. 16  Mon. 20  Mon. 18 Mon.  15 Mon.
Wed 1 Wed 3 •, . ,.,
Fri. 1S Fri. 17 Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 17
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 6 Fri.  3 Fri.  1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
,., Thur.  9 ... ... Thur. 9
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri.  5 Fri. 3
Wed. 11 Wed. 15 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 15
Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon. 11 Mon.  8 Mon. 13
Wed. 4 Wed. 6 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur . 4 Thur. 2
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. I
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur.  4 Thur. 2
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 15 Wed. 17
Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri.  8 Fri . 12 Thur. 9
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 2 Mon . 6 Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues. 3 Tues . 7 Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 3 Tues.  7 Tues. 5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 5 ... Thur.  7 ... Thur. 2
• The Courts marked thus • are only held for the purpose of dealing  with  applications for  Certificates  of Fulfilment of Conditions
t  Office  for receiving applications.
S  Days will be fixed when Land Commissioner visits Ayr.
In the event of any  of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts ,  when necessary , in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. F. G. FOXTON. .
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd September, 1897.
RETURN  of all  applications for Licenses, under the Timber
Regulations, made to and granted by the Land Commissioners
during the months and at the places hereunder specified.
WALTER C. HUME.
Applicant 's Name. Description of License.
ALLORA.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
R. W. Wright ... ... ... I To cut and split ...
ARAMAC.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
John Kingston ... ... ... I To cut firewood ...
BLACKALL.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
Jas. McKean ... ... ... To cut firewood ...
BRISBANE.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
A. Maddock ... ... ... To cut and split ...
T. Chambers ... ... To cut pine ...
A. Trail ... „
W. G. Bonney ... ... ... To cut and split ...
F. Vandreike ... ... To cut cedar ...
Jno. Simpson  ... ... To cut hardwood ... ...
W. A. Grigor ... ... To cut  cedar ... ...
T. Murphy
Jas. Mawhinny  ... ... ... To cut hardwood ...
W. Cannon ... ... ... To cut pine ... ...
Amount
of
Fee.
1 10
3 10
7 0
1 10
5 0
2 10
5 0
5 0
2 10
3 10
BDNDABERG.
(For the month of  July,  1897.)
H. Brown... ... ... ... To cut pine ... ... I 3 10
J. James ... ... ... „ ... ... 3 10
F. Niel ... ! „ ... ... 3 10
Ware Bros: To cut hardwood ... 2 10
J. Smith ... ... ... To cut pine ... ... 3 10
E. Ebbesen ... ... ... „ ... ... 7 0
S. Smith ... ... ... ... To out firewood ... ... 0 10
BURKETOWN.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
H. G_ Wilkinson ... ... ... To dig and remove
C. Smith ... ... ... ...
J. Hopkins ... ... ...
CAIRNS.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
Rotumah ... ... ... ... To cut firewood ...
T. Welsh ... ... ... ...
M. Liston ... ... ... „
P. Beam ... ... ... ...
Tom Thomas ...
T. Norris ... ... ... ... „
John  Carrington
E. A. Woolley
T. F. Maurice
Victor C. Marks
CAMOOWEAL.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
... ... To cut firewood ...
1)  „...
CHARLEPILLE.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
... ... ... To cut pine ...
„
CHARTERS TowEas.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
George Dean ...
A. Phillips ...
Mrs. Pryor ...
Oliver G. Hussey
John Dick
B. Bates
Tim Sue
... (To cut hardwood ...
... To cut firewood ...
...
2 10
2 10
2 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
3 10
3 10
2 10
1 0
1 0
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
CHINCHILLA.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
Thomas  Hall ... ... ... I
To cut and split ... .... 1 10
1 10Thomas McCaw ... „
CLERMONT.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
James Sign  ... ... ... ; To cut firewood ... ... 1 0
CLONCURRY.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
Charles  Brown ... ... ... I To cut firewood ... ... I 1 0
COOKTOWN.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
Joseph Bryant ... ... ... To cut firewood
George Holman ... ... ...
G. A. Seagren ... ... ...
1 0 10
0 10
1 10
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LicENsRs-continued.
Description of License.Applicant's Name.
Thos .  Bryant
Robt .  Lawrence
Hy. Brailey
John PearceWin. Irvine
Wm. Lane
John Leslie
N. Montgomery
A. E. Dowling
Thomas Smith
Wm. Smith
John Ahern
J. P. Shaw
A. Kelley ...
F. Botterill
CROYDON.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
... ... ... To cut firewood ...
„
... ,. To cut hardwood...
... ... To dig and remove
... ... To cut  firewood ...
CUNN A MULLA.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
William Wallace... ... ... To cut firewood
Wm. J. Marshall
GAYNDAH.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
... To strip bark
GEORGETOWN.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
Peter Canovan ... ... ... I To cut firewood
Wm. Edwards ...
Mi. Hoolihan ...
Thos. Elliott ...
Chas.  Rodgers ...
Tom Irving ...
GLADSTONE.
(For the month  of July, 1897.)
A. H. Pershouse ...
John McCrudden...
Martin Boyle ...
Theodore Schulze
R. K. Smith
To cut hardwood...
To cut pine "
... To cut hardwood...
GOONDIWINDI.
(For the Month of July, 1897 )
(For
... ... To cut pine ...
GYMPIB.
the month of July, 1897.)
W. Siedow ...
J. Green ... ...
Hy. Armitage, junr.
G. Jorgensen ...
A. Reid .. ...
W. Everett ...
C. Brown ... ...
B. Maninga ...
J. Green ... ...
H. Hutchins, junr.
H. J. Brunges ...
George Ellems
John Dennis
F. A. Meyers
William Watkins
Robert Beckett
W. Grieve
J. Yarrow
T. Stokes ...
W. Cross
W. McCabe
J. F. Rowland
To cut hardwood
To cut firewood ...
To cut and split ...
To out hardwood
Yj
To cut pine ...
To cut firewood ...
... To cut pine
To cut firewood
HUGHENDEN.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
To cut hardwood
... ... To cut and split ...
„
INGHAM.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
... To cut hardwood
is
IPSWICH.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
... ... To cut and split ...
... ...
... To cut  firewood ...
LONGREACH.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
... I To cut firewood ...
MACKAY.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
Wm. Spencer Edmunds ... I To cut firewood
Maurice Dennis
J. Bernard ...
Thomas Walker ...
A. Law, son ...
John Roberts ...
John St icken ...
M. Gower .. ...
G. H. Roebig ...
H. O. Teale ...
MACKINLAY.
(For the month of May, 1897.)
... ... ... I To cut firewood
MILES.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
To cut and split ...
Amount
of
Fee.
£ s.
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
2 10
2 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
1 0
0 10
0 10
0 10
... l 0 10
... 1 1 0
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
2 10
2 10
7 0
2 10
...1 310
... 2 10
... 0 10
... 7 10
... 2 10
... 2 10
... 3 10
... 1 0
0 10
0 10
... 3 10
... 0 10
2 10
1 10
1 10
2 10
2 10
0 10
0 10
...I 1 0
... 1 0 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
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LICENSES - continued.
Applicant 's Name. Description  of License.
MOUNT MORGAN.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
Rundle Portus ... ... ... ( To cut hardwood
NnUANG.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
Henry Ferndale ... ... ... To cut hardwood
NoRMAKTON.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
Robert Sherrin ... ... ...I To cut firewood ...
(For
William  J. Cable...
PENTLAND.
the month, of July, 1897.)
... To cut hardwood
Frank Crapp
August Kriesel
...
...
James  Campbell ...
Walter King ...
A. Peagan ...
.E. H. Simpson ... „
A. Hawkins ...
C. Canty ...
Henry Elms ...
R. McDonald ...
Thomas Kelly ... „
W. Maloney
W. Chenery „
T. Johnson ...
W. Thurling ...
Patrick Small ...
H. J. Janes
M. Morton „
R. Hazel
RAVEN SWOOD.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
George Johnson ... ... To cut firewood ...
Herman Guskie ... ... ... ...
Peter Caspani ... ... ... ...
Peter Pietro ... ... ... „ „ ...
James Strambini ... ... „ „ ...
Joseph Deessier ... ... ... „ „ ...
Con Searle ... ...
Gustave Hicier ... ... ... „ „ ...
Wm. Hy. Dennis... ... ... „ „ ...
(For the
ROCKHAMPTON.
month of July, 1897.)
C. L. Ohl ... ... ... ... To cut hardwood...
Maurice Lonergan ... . _
James  Mitchell ... ... ...
Henry Brockett ... ... ...
Mark Stegemann ... ... ...
T. M. Lonergan ... ... ...
G. G. Barnett ...
A. H. Jiras ... To dig and remove
Wm. Kelly .
Nathaniel Manning
Thomas Merr y „ ...
John Henderson  ... ...  To cut  firewood ...
Wass (kanaka) ...
R. J. Wright ...
„
Amount
of
Fee.
2 10
2 10
5 0
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
5 0
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
... 0 10
... 0 10
... 0 10
... 0 10
... 0 10
... 0 10
0 10
... 1 0
... , 0 10
2 10
... 2 10
... 2 10
2 10
... 12 10
... 2 10
... 10 0
2 10
2 10
2 10
... 2 10
... 2 0
1 0
... 1 0
ROMA.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
Wm. Auchter ... ... ... To cut firewood ... ... I 1 0
Cbas. Kanchstead ... ... ,, ... 1 0
Wm. Byrnes ... ... ... To cut pine and hardwood 3 10
Samuel Lebb ... ... ... To cut and split ... 1 10
John Smith ... ... .. „ „ ... ... 1 10
SPRINGSURE.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
W. McLaughlin ... ... ... I To cut and split ... ... 1 1 10
STANTIIORPE.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
John Thompson ... ... ... To cut firewood and strip ! 1 0
bark
TAMBO.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
W. S. Sutteliffe ... ... ... To cut pine ... ... 1 10 10
ToowooMBA.
(For the month of Jul 1897 )
F d
y, .ilshie, Broadfoot, an
Robert Montgomery
Co. ... To cut hardwood
To dig and remove
J
... ...
ohn McLauchlan ...
... 20 0
... 2 10
... „ „ ... ... 2 10
John McArthur ... ... ... „ „ ... ... 2 10
LICENSES-continued.
Applicant's Name. Description of License.
TOWNSVILLE.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
Amount
of
Fee.
II
1 £ s.
Llewellyn Jones ... ... ... To cut firewood  0 10
Patk. Shannon ... ... „ 0 10
Patk. Fitzpatrick ...  0 10
Wm. Nash ... ...  0 10
Jas. Brown ... ...  0 10
R. T. Walker ... ...  1 0
Sam Clough ... 0 10
John Markagee ... ...  0 10
A. G. Stocker ... ...  „ 0 10
B. Stocker... ... 0 10
J. F. Hog .. ... ...  0 10
M. McNamara ... ...  1 0
Wm. Usher ... 1 0
John Healy ... ... 0 10
Wm. Emmerson ... ... To cut hardwood  2 10
Wm. Nott... ... ... To cut firewood ...  0 10
Jas. Boulton ... ... 0 10
John Boulton ... ... 0 10
W. J. Srell ... ... 1 0
Edward Molloy ... ... 0 10
Wm. Sheppard ... ... 0 10
Wm. French ... ... ...
WIN
0 10
TON.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
John Lannard ... ... . To cut firewood ... 0 10
Fred. Nuss ...
..
... .
.
0 10
Geo. Jackson ... ... ... To cut and split ... 1 10
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd September, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information ,  that the following
Land, in the Springsure Land Agent 's District ,  as per description
herewith ,  will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the SPRINGSURE LAND
OFFICE, on and after  MONDAY, the FOURTH  day of OCTOBER,
1897,  at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of £1 10s.
per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local  land  Agent ,  or to the
Under Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
97-16299-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SPRINGSURE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
ON THS RESUMED  PART OF CAIRDBEI GN RUN.
Parish of Springsure.-Area,  about  1,280 acres.
The Crown land bounded on the east and south by portions 6v
and 6v; on the west by the Springsure Town  Reserve ; and on the
north by the watershed forming the northern boundary of the  resumed
part of Cairdbeign Run.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1897.
IT is hereby notified,  for general information ,  that the fo ll owing
Land, in the Charters Towers Land  A gent's District, as per
description herewith, will be opened for OvcUPATIoN  LICENSE UNDER
PART V. Of  11 The Crown Lands Act of  1884 ," at the  CHARTERS
TOWERS LAND OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the Fourth
day of OCTOBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at an Annual
Rental of 10s. per square mile.
All information respecting  the boundaries and situation of the
lands may be obtained by application  to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lends, Brisbane.
97-16886-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE CHARTERS TOWERS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
ON THE RESUMED PART OF WANDO VALE RUN.
Portion  A.-Area, about 185 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Yates Creek with  the Clarke
River, and bounded thence by the right bank of the said creek
upwards to Junction Creek ; thence by the right bank of the last-
named creek upwards to a point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow
over III in triangle ; thence by a line bearing north 103 degrees east
about five miles; thence by a south-east line about seven miles forty-
four chains; thence by a north-east line about one mile sixty chains;
thence by a south-east line passing through a tree marked broad-
arrow over I in triangle four miles sixteen chains to the  Basalt River;
thence by the left bank of that river downwards to a point north of a
tree on the opposite bank marked broad-arrow over XL in  triangle
the nee by a north line passing six chains west of a tree marked broad-
arrow over X in triangle on the road survey  five miles  twenty chains;
thence by a north-west line fifty chains; thence by a south-west line
six miles forty chains ; thence by a north-west line five miles  ; thence
by a north-east line three miles forty chains; thence by a north-west
line nine miles to the Clarke River at a tree marked broad- arrow over
XII in triangle; and thence by the right bank  of the said  ri ver
upwards to the point  of commencement.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1897.
T is hereby notified,  for general  information, that the following
Lands,  in the Gregory South District, as per descriptions here-
with, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of  "The
Crown  Lands Act of  1884," at the WINDORAH LAND OFFICE,
on and after  MONDAY, the EIGHTEENTH day of OCTOBER,
1897 , at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of 15s. per
square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
lands  may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-17213-9.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
Ravine. -Area, about 37 square miles.
Commencing  at the south-west corner of the Tamrookum No. 3
Run at a post  marked broad-arrow over T, and bounded thence on the
north by an  east line  along part of the south boundary of that run about
nine miles and  twenty-eight chains to a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over  P within triangle on south side; thence on the east by a
south line along part  of the west boundary of the Powell Run about
four  miles to  a point twenty-seven chains south and thirty chains west
f ro m a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow over T over E within triangle on
south -west side  ; thence on the south by a west line about nine miles
and twenty-eight chains to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over R
over  T within triangle on south side ; and thence on the west by a
north line  along part of the west boundary of the Nocton Run about
four miles  to the point of commencement.
Forest.-Area,  about 97 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Alma Mata Run at a
corkwood-tree marked broad-arrow over A over F within triangle on
south side, and bounded thence on the west by a south line about
fourteen  miles and eight chains to a point forty-five chains east and
seventy -five links south from a needlewood-tree marked broad-arrow
over  F within triangle ; thence on the south by an east line along part
of the north boundary of the Heels Run about five miles and sixty-four
chains  to a point six chains and seventy-five links south and seven
chains eighty links west from a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over L within triangle ; thence on the south-east by a north-east line
along part  of the north-west boundary of the Midgrave Run about
four miles  and fifty chains to a small tree marked broad-arrow over F
within  triangle on north-west side; thence on the north-east by a
north-west line along part of the south-west boundary of the Modock
Run about  two miles  and thirty-two chains to a point bearing north
92 degrees east and distant four chains and ten links from a corkwood-
tree  marked broad-arrow over E over F over M within triangle ; thence
on the north by  a west  li ne  along the south boundary of k ulbertie
Secundus  Run seventy-two chains to a point bearing north 220 degrees
east and  distant five  chains  eighty-five links from a corkwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over E over F in triangle ; thence on the east by
a north line along part of the west boundary of the Eulbertie Secundus
Run about  nine miles  and sixteen chains to a post marked broad-arrow
over F over A ; and thence again on the north by a west line along the
south boundary of Alma Mata Run about six miles and sixty chains to
the point of commencement.
Barrolka  Secundus.-Area, about 30 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Heels Run at a point
seventy-five links north and twenty- nine  chains east of a needlewood-
tree  marked broad-arrow over F in triangle, and bounded thence on
the north by a west line five miles to a point one chain west of a
beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over B in triangle; thence on the
west  by a south line six miles to a point on the north boundary of
Bar ro lka Run  four chains Louth and nine chains east of a bloodwood-
tree marked  broatl-arrow over E over G in triangle ; thence on the
south by an east line along that boundary five miles to a point two
chains  north and  six chains  east of a tree marked broad-arrow over
B.S in triangle ; and  thence on the east by a north line along part of
the west boundary of Heels Run six miles to the point of commence-
ment.
Grove .-  Area, about 54 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Barrolka Secundus Run
at a point  one chain west of a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
B in triangle , and bounded thence on the north by a west line nine
miles  to a peg twenty-three chains east of a coolibali-tree marked
bro ad-arrow  over V in triangle ; thence on the west by a south line
passing through a point bearing north 240 degrees east and distant
fifty links from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 in triangle
and along  the east boundary of Murdo Run six miles to a point seven-
teen chains  fifty links east and fifty links north of a needlewood-tree
marked broad-arrow over M  over K  in triangle; thence on the south
by an east line along  part of the north boundaries of The Lake and
Barrolka Runs passing  through a point twenty links south of a tree
marked  broad-arrow over B over L in triangle nine miles to a point
four  chains south  and nine  chains  east of a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over E over G in triangle ; and thence on the east by a
north line  along the west boundary of Barrolka Secundus Run six
miles  to the point of commencement.
Murdo.-Area,  about 452 square miles.
Commencing  at the north-west corner of Gum Creek Run at a
point bearing  north 307  degrees east  and distant ten chains fifty links
from a minaritche -tree marked broad-arrow over G over M in triangle,
and bounded  thence on the west by a north line passing through a
point  bearing north 3 degrees  east and distant four chains twenty-five
links from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over W in triangle five
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miles three chains to a point bearing north 81  degrees  east and distant
one chain twenty links from a minaritche-tree marked broad-arrow over
M in triangle; thence on the north by an  east line  passing through a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over M over 1 in triangle about nine
miles and forty-nine chains to a point bearing north 240 degrees east
and distant fifty links from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over 0
in triangle passing through a point one chain fifty links south of a
mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over M over G in triangle; thence
on the east by a south line four miles and forty-five chains to a point
seventeen chains fifty links west and fifty links eouth from a needle-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over M over K within triangle; thence
on the south by a west line along part of the north boundary of The
Lake Run six miles eight chains to a point bearing north  18 degrees
east and distant two chains fifty-five links from a minaritche-tree
marked broad-arrow over L over M in triangle on the Moottamootappa
Creek ; thence again on the east by a south line along part of the west
boundary of the lastmentioned run thirty-eight chains to a point bear-
ing north 139 degrees east and distant eighty links from a minaritche-
tree marked broad-arrow over M over G in triangle ; and thence again.
on the south by a west line along the north boundary of Gum Creek
Run passing through a point bearing north 180 degrees east and
distant three chains sixty-five links from a minaritche-tree marked
broad-arrow over G over M in triangle three miles forty-nine chains
to the point of commencement.
Watson.-Area,  about 54 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Murdo  Run at a point
bearing north 307 degrees east and distant ten chains fifty links from
a minaritche-tree marked broad-arrow over G over M in triangle, and
bounded thence on the east by a south line along part of the west
boundary of Gum Creek Run five miles seventy-two chains to a point
bearing north 267 degrees east and distant one chain eighty links from
a minaritche-tree marked broad-arrow over W over W .S in triangle ;
thence on the south by a west line five miles thirty- one chains to a
point bearing north 141 degrees east and distant twenty-two chains
from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over W in triangle ; thence on
the west by a north line passing through a point bearing north 47
degrees east and distant eleven chains from a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over U over W in triangle ten miles to a stake marked
broad-arrow over W ; thence on the north by an east line  five miles
thirty-one chains to a point bearing north 3 degrees east and distant
four chains twenty-five links from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over W in triangle; and thence again on the east by a south line four
miles eight chains to the point of commencement.
Watson West.-Area,  about 892 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Watson Run at a point
bearing north 141 degrees east and distant twenty-two chains from a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over W in triangle, and bounded
thence on the south by a west line ten miles to a stake marked broad-
arrow over W.W thirty-six chains true north of a post marked 540
P.B. on the boundary between South Australia and Queensland;
thence on the west by a true north line eight miles fifty-one chains to
a post marked broad-arrow over W on that boundary ; thence on the
north by an east line passing through a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over C over C in triangle ten miles seventy-two chains to a point
bearing north 47 degrees east and distant eleven chains from a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over C over W in triangle on the west
boundary of Watson Run; and thence on the east by a south line
along that boundary eight miles - forty-six chains to the point of
commencement.
Monanyabra.-Area,  about 942 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west  corner  of the Mitchell  Plains Run
at a point bearing north 18 degrees east and distant one chain eighty
links from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over M over ]VI within
triangle on south side, and bounded thence on the east by a north line
along part of the east boundary of that run about  six miles and  seventy-
four chains to a point sixty-seven chains south and three chains fifty-
two links east from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over L over
M within triangle ; thence on the north by a west line about six miles
and forty chains to a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over L within
triangle on south side ; thence again on the east by a north line about
two miles and forty-six chains to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over CS within triangle on north-east side ; thence again on the north
by a west line along the south boundary of the Canterbury South Run
and a  continuation of same, in all about five miles and seventeen  chains,
to a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over M over P on south side
passing through a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over CS over T
within triangle ; thence on the west by a south line about nine miles
and fifty chains to a stake bearing north 343 degrees east and distant
one chain and forty-five links from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over A over E within triangle on south side ; and thence on the south
by an east line along the north boundary of the Ellenburnie Run and
part of the north boundary of the Eulbertie Run passing through a
point two chains fifty-four links north of a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over A over M within triangle on north-east side  crossing
a creek at a point fifteen links north of a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over E over M within triangle and one chain eleven links south
of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over E over E within  triangle
on east  side, in all about eleven miles fifty-two chains, to the point of
commencement.
Powell.-Area,  404 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Monanyabra Run,
tieing a point bearing north 343 degrees east and distant one chain
and forty-five links from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over A over
E within triangle, and bounded thence on the east by a north line
along  the western boundary of that run about nine miles and fifty
chains to a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over M over P within
triangle  on south side ; thence on the north by a west line three miles
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and twenty-eight chains to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over T4
within triangle on north-west side ; thence on the west by a south line
along the eastern boundary of the Tamrookum No. 3 Run five miles
to a point bearing north 262 degrees east and distant seven chains from
a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over T3 within triangle on east
side ; thence again on the north by a west line along part of the south
boundary of the last-named run about one mile and fifty-two chains
to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over P within triangle on south
side ; thence again on the west by a south line about four miles and
fifty-six chains to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over P over R
within triangle on south side ; and thence on the south by an east line
about five miles to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd September, 1897.
TT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
1 Lands, in the Clermont Land Agent's District,  as per  descriptions
herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
"The Crown  Lands Act of  1884," at the CLERMONT LAND
OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the ELEVENTH day of
OCTOBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual
Rental  of 7s. 6d. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
lands  may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-17068-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE CLERMONT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
FORFEITED  OCCUPATION LICENSE No. 47.
Scott.-Area,  about 271 square miles.
Commencing  at the north- west corner  of Wandah Block, and
bounded thence by Bowie No. 1 Block bearing west five miles and
forty- five chains ; thence by Byron Block bearing south about five miles;
thence by Scott No. 1 Block  bearing east  to the west boundary of
Wandah Block ; and thence by that boundary bearing north about
five miles to  the point of commencement.
Also,-Scott  No.  1.-Area, about 361  square miles.
Commencing  at the north-east corner of Dyllingo Block, and
bounded thence by that block  bearing west  five mites; thence by
Byron Block  bearing  north about five  miles and  fifty-six  chains ;
thence by Scott Block  bearing east  to Wandah Block ; thence by that
block  bearing  south  about one mile and east about one  mile and twenty-
eight chains  ; thence by Ulcanbah Block bearing south to the north-
east corner of Marion  Vale Block ; and thence by that block  bearing
west one mile  and seventy-one chains and south one mile and thirty-
seven chains to  the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1897.IT is hereby notified, or general information, that he following
Land, in the Ipswich Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," at the IPSWICH LAND OFFICE,
on and after  MONDAY, the FOURTH day of OCTOBER, 1897,
at ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at an  Annual Rental of £1 the lot.
All information respecting the 'boundaries and situation of the
land may  be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-16878-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish of East  Haldon.-Area, about 470 acres.
The Crown land comprised in portions 16v, 21v, and 23v, parish
of East Haldon, as mapped out under 44th section.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Lands, in the Blackall Land Agent's District, as per descriptions
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the BLACKALL LAND
OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the FOURTH day of OCTOBER,
1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the Annual Rental stated in
each case.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
lands  may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-16885-3.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE BLACKALL LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
PORTION G (ON THE RESUMED  PART OF ALICE DOWNS RUN).
Parish of Buccleugh.-Area,  about 48 square miles.
Annual rent, 15s. per square mile.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the resumed part of
Burra Burrs Run, and bounded thence by the resumed part of
Malvern Hills Run north to the Barcoo River ; thence by that river
upwards to a point north from the north-west corner of portion 15v,
parish of Buccleugh; thence by a line south thereto; thence by
portion 15v, a Police Reserve, portions 14v and 9v, a road separating
this land from portions 22v and 23v, portion 25v, a line southerly from
the south-east corner of portion 25v to portion 3v, and portions 3v,
5v, 29v, and 30v to the road from Blackall to Malvern Bills; thence
by that road westerly to the leased part of Burra Burra Run ; and
thence by the leased and resumed parts of that runt to the point of
commencement,
4TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
Also,-PORTION H, ALICE DOWNS  RESUMPTION.
Parish of Buccleugh.-Area,  about 104 square miles.
Annual rent, lOs. per square mile.
So much of the resumed part of Alice ])owns Run as is to the
south of the road from Malvern Hills to Blackall, and portion 30v,
a Water Reserve, and portions 76, 2v, parish of Buccleugh, and
portion 32, parish of Dalkeith.
Also; PORTION F, ALICE DOWNS  RESUMPTION.
Parish of Norwood.-Area,  about  121 square miles.
Annual rent, £1 per square mile.
Commencing on the left bank of Douglas Ponds Creek at the
north-east corner of portion 6v, and bounded thence by that portion
south to its south-east corner; thence by a Stock Route south-easterly
and easterly to portion lv ; thence by portions lv, 23v, and 19v, the
Blackall Town Reserve Extension, portion 21v, and a Water  Reserve
to Douglas Ponds Creek; and thence by that creek downwards to the
leased part of Alice Downs Run ; and thence by the leased part of
that run and again by Dismal Creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
Also,-PORTION D, ALICE DOWNS  RESUMPTION.
Parish of Glenusk.-Area,  about 41  square miles.
Annual rent,  5s. per square mile.
Bounded on the north by Dismal Creek; on the  west  by portion
iv; on the south by portion 2v; and on the east by portion 8v.
AlsO; PORTION E, ALICE DOWNS  RESUMPTION.
Parish of Glenusk.-Area,  about 7 square miles.
Annual rent, 5s. per square mile.
Bounded on the north and west by portions 12v, 3v, and 72; on
the south by portions 9v, by, and 11v; and on the east by a line from
the north-east corner of portion 11v to the south- east  corner of
portion 12v.
Also,-PORTION C, ALICE DOWNS  RESUMPTION.
Parish of Glenusk.--Area,  about 201 square miles.
Annual rent, 25s. per square mile.
Bounded on the north  and east  by the leased part of Alice Downs
Run and the Camping and Water Reserve proclaimed  in  Government
Gazette,  1895, part 1, folio 884; on the south- east  by a road  separating
this land from portion 4v; and on the south-west and west by portions
8v and 14v.
Also PORTION A, ALICE DOWNS RESUMPTION.
Parish of Evora.-Area,  about 13 square miles.
Annual rent, 5s. per square mile.
So much of the resumed part of Alice Downs Run as is to the
north-east of portion 14v.
Also,-PORTION B, ALICE DOWNS RESUMPTION.
Parish of Evora.-Area,  about  244 square miles.
Annual rent, 30s. per square mile.
So much of the resumed part of Alice Downs  Run as  is to the
north of portion 6v, parish of Glenusk, and to the south- east of a
road  separating  this land from the Camping and Water. Reserve pro.
claimed in  Government  Gazette,  1895, part 1, folio 884, and from
portion 14v, parish of Evora.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd September, 1897.
T is hereby notified,  for general  information, that  the fo ll owing
Land, in the Stanthorpe Land Agent's District,  as per descrip-
tion herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION  LICENSE UNDER PART
V. of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," at the STANTHORPE
LAND OFFICE,  on and after  MONDAY, the FOURTH day of
OCTOBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental
of £4 the lot.
All information  respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land  Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands,  Brisbane.
97-16645-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE STANTHORPE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
ON THE RESUMED  PART OF BALLANDEAN RUN, AND INCLUDING
PART OF THE  BALLANDEAN TOWN  RESERVE.
Parish of Ballandean.-Area,  about 4 square miles.
Bounded on the east by portions 2v, 4v, and 6v; on the south by
a line bearing west from the south-west corner of portion 6v; on the
south-west by the leased part of Ballandean Run ; on the north by
the Severn River and Accommodation Creek; and on the north-east
by the main road from Stanthorpe to Wallangarra; -exclusive  of
alienated land.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd September, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified, for general information, that  applications
under the eighty-ninth section of  " The Crown Lances Act of
1884" have been made for closing the undermentioned  Roals; and
all persons  who may consider their interests affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections,  in writing,
not later  than the date mentioned with respect to each.
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Plans of the Roads can be seen at the nearest Land, Police, and
Post Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS PROPOSED TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
The Peak Downs Divi-
sional Board, on be-
half of  G. W. Kettle
Parish.
1 I A. R. P.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-9TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
*1
*2 The  Tarampa Divisional
3
*4
*5
6
*7
*8
•9
Board ,  on behalf of
0. Caffrey
F. A. Darley ... ...
The Jondaryan Divi-
sional  Board, on be-
half of C. Pitman
The Jondaryan Divi-
sional Board, on be-
half of F. Gillespie
Situation.
Part of the road separating Town of
portion 22v from section Capella
13
The reserved road through Tenthill ...
portion 100
The road separating por- Kunioon ...
tton 141 from portion 141
The reserved road through  Beauaraba
portion lv
Area.
About
1 2 0
8 3 0
About
3 1 8
3 324
The road separating por- Domville... 10
tion 3832 from 3858
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-23RD SEPTEMBER, 1897.
The Barron  Meat Com-
pany, Limited
The Rosalie Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
G. Steuart
W. Ewing ... ...
LATEST DATE FOR
The Goolman Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
owner
The Drayton Shire
Council ,  on behalf of
the Executors of
10
James Taylor
Ditto
The reserved road through
portion 136v
Part of the road through
portion 1996, at the north-
east corner
The reserved road through
portion 169
Formartine
Milton ...
Blenheim
0 0
9 1 5
About
3 1 0
4 2 0
OBJECTIONS-3OTH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
The reserved road through Melcombe ...
portion 9 from the north-  I
east boundary of portion
47v easterly through por-
tion 9 to the road on the
south-west boundary of
portion 21 Totalling
The dedicated roads through Drayton ... 23 0 9
portions 88, 89, 90, and 91,
being-
... The road separating sections
3, 17, and 31 of portions
88 and 91 from part of
portions 88 and 91
ditto ... 4 0 0
11 Ditto ... ... Theroad sep!irating sections ' ditto ... 3
3, 17, and 31 of portions
88 and 91 from sections 2,
16, and 30
12 Ditto ... ... The road separating sections ditto ... 3
2, 16, and 3:) of portions
88 and 89 from sections 1,
14, 15, and 29
... The road separating section
29 of portion 91 from sec-
tions 27 and 28
The road separating section
27 of portion 91 from sec-
tion 28
The road separating sections
27,29,30, and 31 of portion
91 from sections 16 and 17
of portions 88 and 91 and
section 15 of portion 91.
16 Ditto . ... ... The road separating section I ditto ...
17 Ditto
15 of portion 91 from sec-
tion 14 of portion 88
ThP road separating sections
17 and 16 of portions 88
and 91 and section 14 of
portion 88 from sections
1, 2, and 3 of portion 88
ditto ...
3 8
CLOSURE OF  ROADS-continued.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
LATEST  DATE FOR  OBJECTIONS-2OTH OCTOBER, 1897.
*28 The Lands Depart -  The two -chain road from Coreen ... 7 0 27
ment ,  on behalf  of the south -west corner of
E. K. Tidswell portion 2186 southerly
*29 Ditto
through portion 2v to
the ten-chain road
through that portion About
The western end of the ditto  ...  119 2 33
ten-chain road through
portion 2v
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-27TH OCTOBER, 1897.
30 James Tolson ,  junr. ...  The  nine -chain road sepa -  Marathon 126 2 28
rating portion 3v from
Aramac Holding
*31 Mackay ,  Neville, Rolfe ,  From a point on the Mount South ...
and Co. Rolfe to Alpha stock  ro ad Kennedy
about one mile south of District
the Miclere  Creek  Bridge,
and thence southerly
about four and a-half
miles to a point on the
said road at the gate,
where it is intersected by
a private road from the
northern road to Frank-
field
t32 Flower Bros . ... ...  The road through Durham Leichhardt ...
Downs Holding, from the Dist ri ct
head station easterly to
the gate on the west
boundary of Clifford
Holding
* NOTE.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
t NOTE.- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the opening of a road which leaves the Durham Downs to Taroom road at a
point about four and a-half miles east of Durham Downs Station  ;  thence due
east to Slatehill Creek  ;  thence in a south -easterly direction about one and a-half
miles; thence easterly to Sam ' s Gully ;  and thence south -east to the gate on the
west boundary of Clifford Holding.
IT is hereby notified, for  general information ,  that applications
under the 89th section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
3 8 been made for closing  the undermentioned Roads;  and all persons
who may  consider  their interests affected thereby  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections, in writing,  within two
0 32 months from this date.
2 13
0 34
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land Offices ,  Bundaberg
and Toowoomba; and Police and Post Offices, Bundaberg and Crow's
Nest.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Road  Cases Nos .  2503 & 2509.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BB CLOSED.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd September, 1897.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
0 3 15
No.
1 2 32
18 Ditto ... ... The road  separatin g section ditto ..^" 2
24 of portions 89 and 9)1
and sections  38 and 39 of
portion 90 from part of
portions 89 and 90
19 Ditto ...  ... The road separating section, ditto
21 of portions 89 and 90
from  section 26 of portions
89 and 90
20 Ditto  ... ... The road separating section ditto
26 of portions 89 and 90
from part of portion 89
21 Ditto  ... ...  The road separating sections ditto
24 and 26 of portions 89
and 90  from section 38 of ,
portion 90
22 Ditto  ... ...  The road  separating  section ditto
38 of portion 93  from sec-
tion 39
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-6TH OCTOBER, 1897.
23 W. Quinn ,  on behalf of The road separating subdi -  Yeerong-
Messrs.  Prentice and visions 28 to 53 of portion pilly
Schilpp 87A from subdivisions 54
91 Ditto
Ditto
26 Ditto
27 Ditto
to 8')
The road separating subdi- ditto ...
visions  81 to 105 of portion
87A from subdivisions 106
to 126
The road separating subdi- ditto ...
visions  131 to 151 of por-
tion  87A from subdivisions
152 to 173
The road separating subdi- ditto ...
visions  259 to 234 and 177
to 205 of portion 87A from
subdivisions 206 to 233
The road separating subdi- ditto ...
visions 15 , 39, 68, 91, 120,
137, 166, 191, and 220 of
portion 87A from subdi-
visions  219, 192 ,  169, 138,
119, 92, 67, 40, and 14
0 8
Applicant.
1 The Rosalie Divisional
Board,  on behalf of
F. M. Bridgeman
2  The  Lands Department,
on behalf of the
Defence Authorities
tituation. Parish. Area.
The northern  end of the
reserved road  through
portion 20v
The roads separating  sec-
tions 77 and 78 included
In the proposed new
Rifle Range Reserve
Milton ...
Town of
Bundaberg
A.  R. P.
2 0 26
About
3 2 5
No'rx .- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in connection
0 3 0 with the opening of other roads.
0 1 29
1 0 32
1 1 l4
1 1 27
1 030
1 0 31
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  2nd September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PURCHASE AND REMOVAL OF OLD COTTAGES, CUSTOMS
BUILDINGS, PORT DOUGLAS.
r  'ENDERS  will be received at this Office, at the Court House,
I Townsville, and Custom Houses, Port Douglas, Cooktown, and
Cairns, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st October, for
Purchase and Removal of Old Cottages, Customs Buildings, Port
Douglas.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £10,
and endorsed  " Purchase and Removal of Old Cottage, Customs
Buildings, Port Douglas."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; at the
Court House, Townsville ; and Custom Houses, Port Douglas, Cook-
town, and Cairns.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
2 0 9 agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of  Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
1 3 8 deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual  notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for  securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The highest or any Tender will  not necessarily  be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under  Secretary.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, RENOVATIONS, AND IMPROVEMENTS, POLICE
OFFICE AND BARRACKS, GYMPIE.
'ENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.TENDERSFRIDAY, the 1st October, for Repairs, Renovations, and
Improvements, Police Office and Barracks, Gympie.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £10, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4c., Police Office and Barracks, Gympie."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and at
the Court Houses, Gympie, Maryborough, and Bundaberg.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, CUSTOMS BUILDINGS, PORT
DOUGLAS.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, at the Court House,Townsville, and Custom Houses, Port Douglas, Cooktown, and
Cairns,  until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st October, for
Repairs and Painting, Customs Buildings, Port Douglas.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £10, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4^c., Customs Buildings, Port Douglas."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; at the
Court House, Townsville ; and at the Custom Houses, Port Douglas,
Cooktown, and Cairns.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the loot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
ag re eing to  deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO SCHOOL AND CLOSETS, STATE SCHOOL,
GOOND1WINDI.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court House,
Goondiwindi, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
October, for Additions to School and Closets, State School, Goondi-
windi.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £10,
and endorsed  "Additions to School and Closets, State School,
Goondiwindi."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and
at the Court Houses, Goondiwindi, Warwick, and Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd September, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the under.
mentioned  Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
New Veranda, &c., Customs Quarters, Lucinda-F. GREEN-
£57 16s. 6d.
Fencing and  Gates, State School, Millchester-Messrs. WYATT
AND GATES -£105  10s.
Erection  of New Police Station, Yangan -D. CONNOLLY-£382.
Cleaning  Windows and Sweeping Footpaths, &c., Treasury
Buildings , Brisbane, for a period of two years-J. HUNTER
-£296.
Erection of New Stables, Lands Office, Roma-GEo. LILLY-
£69 16s.
New Veranda, Playshed, and Improvements, State School,
Cattle Creek- Messrs . J. WILLIAMS AND Sox-£190.
Additions, Post and Telegraph Office, Cairns-Messrs. ALF AND
KRIeKER-£350.
Rec reation  Hall and Library, Benevolent Asylum, Dunwich-
Messrs .  HOOPER AND  Ross-£703.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1897.
TENDERS.
rIlENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.
.lL For full  particulars ,  see  Government  G azette.
Nature of  Work, Date of  Gazette  containing original Notice,
and Place  and Date to which Tender can be received ,  respectively:-
MACKAY NORTH-New Floor to Playshed, &c., State School.
14th August. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court  Houses,
Mackay and Rockhampton ; 10th September.
CHARTERS TowERs-Repairs and New Furniture, Court
House. 14th August. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
Houses, Charters Towers and Townsville ; 10th September.
TAROOM-Repairs, Painting, and New Closet,  State School.
14th August. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court House,
Taroom; 10th September.Isis NORTH-New State School, Fencing and Gates, and
Conversion of Existing School into Residence, with
Additions. 14th August. Works Office,  Brisbane; 17th
September.
NORTH PINE-New Telegraph Office, Explosives  Magazine.
21st August. Works Office, Brisbane; 10th September.
INGLEWOOD-New Fencing and Gates, Court House  Reserve.
21st August. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court  Houses,
Goondiwindi and Inglewood; 17th September.
HILLGROVE - Repairs and Painting, State  School. 21st
August. Works Office, Brisbane; 17th September.
MURPHY'S CREEK-Repairs, Painting ,  and Improvements,
State School. 21st August. Works Office,  Brisbane;
17th September.
DALRYMPLE CREEK - New Playshed,  State School. 21st
August. Works Office, Brisbane; 17th September.
SURAT-Repairs, Painting, and Improvements, Court House.
21st August. Works Office, Brisbane ; 17th September.
CROYDON-Removal from Present Site,  and Re-erection near
Mountain Maid, of Explosives  Magazine . 21st August.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court  Houses, Normanton,
Croydon, and Cooktown ; 24th September.
TEVIOTVILLE-New Playshed, State School. 28th August.
Works Office, Brisbane ; 24th September.
TORBANLEA-Repairs and Painting, State School. 28th August.
Works Office, Brisbane ; 24th September.
LORD JOHN SWAMP-New Kitchen and Servant' s Room to
Residence, State School. 28th August. Works Office,
Brisbane ; 24th September.
KEPPEL  BAY-Repairs ,  Painting ,  and New  Room ,  Telegraph
Station. 28th August. Works Office,  Brisbane, and
Court House, Rockhampton ; 24th September.
TowNSVILLE-New Jury Room and other Requirements,
Supreme Court. 28th August. Works Office, Brisbane,
and Court House, Townsville; 24th September.
RocKHAMPTON-Fitting-up Queen's Warehouse for Temporary
Offices, Custom House. 28th August. Works Office, Bris-
bane, and Court House, Rockhampton; 24th September.
AYE-New Playshed and Gymnastic Apparatus, State School.
28th August. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court  Houses,
Ayr, Bowen, and Townsville ; 1st October.
STANTHORPE-Repairs and Painting, Post and Telegraph Office.
28th August. Works Office, Brisbane; 1st October.
R. ROBERTSON, Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substituted
therefor :-
Notice is hereby given, that., from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.
96-2450-Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary for Works.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain WALTON DRAKE, Q.M.D.F ., Acting Naval
Commandant, Q.D.F.
Head -Quarters ,  Naval Brigade,
Brisbane, 2nd September, 1897.
No. 238.THE following changes will take effect from date :-
BRISBANE NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 479, T. J. Gilbert, A.B, and No. 496, A. Crook, A.B., are
granted six  months'  leave of absence  from 1st September, 1897.
MARYBOROUGH NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 183, G. Le Breton, A.B., is transferred  to Townsville Corps.
No. 166, W. Cree, A.B., is  dismissed for non-attendance.
TOWNSVILLE NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 297, D. Fairweather, A.B., is allowed  to resign.
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Acting Naval  Commandant,  Q.D.F.
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Railway Department,
Brisbane ,  3rd September, 1897.
RAILWAY TRAFFIC BY-LAW.
u IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the
11 Executive Council ,  has been pleased to approve of the
following By-law ,  made by the Commissioner for Railways,
under the provisions of  "The Railways  Act  of 1888."
JAMES R. DICKSON.
BY-LAW No. 30.
IN pursuance  of the provisions of  "The Railways Act . of
1888 ,"  the Commissioner for Railways hereby makes the follow-
ing By-Law relating to Passenger Traffic on the Railways of the
Colony :-
Short title  and date of  coming into operation.
1. This By-law shall be termed and may be cited as  "The
Railway Passenger Traffic By-Law of  1897," and shall come
into operation on and after the first day of October, 1897,
fro m which date  "The Railway Passenger Traffic By-law of
1891 " shall be repealed.
Interpretation clause.
2. In this By-law the following terms in inverted commas
shall ,  unless the context otherwise indicates ,  have the meanings
set against  them respectively, that is to say-
"Commissioner  "- The Commissioner for Railways for
the time being, appointed under the authority of
" The Railways Act of  1888  Amendment Act of
1896";
"Officer of the Commissioner "-Any person employed
by the Commissioner ;
Proper officer "-The officer charged with the par.
ticular service or duty in respect of which the term
is used ;
" Passenger  "- Any person other than an officer of the
Commissioner who travels by the railway ; and
shall include any officer of the Commissioner who
pays his fare ;
Railway premises  "- The premises of a station, plat-
form , pier, wharf, or jetty, stopping place, siding,
gate, or warehouse or other place used in con
nection with the railway ,
"Fare "-The rate, toll, or charge made for the convey-
ance of passengers  on the railway;
"Railway carriage  "- A passenger carriage, goods
truck, horse-box, or other vehicle attached to a
train on the railway ;
"Personal luggage  "- A passenger 's wearing apparel
and other  personal necessaries  required by a
passenger upon the journey ;
Words importing the singular number shall include
the plural and the plural the singular, and words
importing the masculine gender shall include the
feminine and the feminine the masculine.
No power to officers to dispense with or vary By-law.
S. No officer of the Commissioner has any authority
to dispense with or vary the provisions of this By-law.
TICXETS AND FREE PAssEs.
Passengers not to travel without tickets or passes.
4. No passenger shall travel by railway in any manner
whatsoever unless he is provided with a ticket or free pass
issued as  hereinafter provided.
Piraeengers to show and deliver up tickets when required.
5. Every passenger on paying his fare will be furnished with
a ticket, and every ticket (whether single, return, excursion, or
season ) must be produced for examination, marking, or collec-
tion, when required by, and must be delivered up upon the
demand of, any officer of the Commissioner. Any person offend-
ing against  the provisions of this clause shall be liable to
a penalty not exceeding £5.
Passengers being unable to  produce  season tickets.
6. Holders of season tickets being unable to produce their
tickets for inspection when required shall pay the full fare to
the station at which they leave the train.
Any passenger who is unable to produce his season ticket
when required by the proper officer and refuses to pay his fare
shall be deemed to have travelled without a ticket, and shall be
dealt with accordingly.
Season tickets to be given  up on expiry.
7. Any  person being  the holder  of a season  ticket who, on
the demand of any officer of the Commissioner, neglects or
refuses  to give up his ticket after it has ceased by effiuxion
of time to be available for further use, shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding £2.
Attempting to travel without ticket.
8. Any person, not having a free pass, who travels or
attempts to travel in or upon a railway carriage without having
first paid his fare, and obtained a ticket for the class to
which such carriage belongs, or for a superior class, shall be
liable to pay the full fare in respect of the class to which
such carriage belongs, from the railway station from which
the train started, and shall be further liable to a penalty not
exceeding £2.
Attempt to avoid payment of proper fare, etc.
9. Any person who knowingly travels or attempts to travel
in or upon a railway carriage of a class superior to that indi-
cated on his free pass or ticket, or any person who alters any
free pass or ticket with intent so to travel, shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding £10, and, in addition, to pay the full first-
class  fare for the distance travelled.
Places where no tickets issued.
10. Every passengerwho joins a train at a place where tickets
are not issued shall obtain a ticket at the first railway station
at which the train stops and pay the fare f i om the place
at which he joined the train, and in default shall be liable to
pay the full fare from the railway station from which the
train started,  and a  further amount by way of penalty not
exceeding £2.
Free passes and tickets not transferable.
11. Any person, not duly authorised by the Commissioner,
who sells or offers to sell any free  pass , ticket, or the return
half of a ticket, or who uses or attempts to use a transferred
free pass or ticket, or the return half of a ticket, or who uses a
free pass or ticket, or the return half of a ticket, the time for
using which has expired, shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding £20.
Tickets only  available to stations named thereon.
12. A ll  tickets shall be available and shall be used by
passengers only to convey them to the railway station named
thereon, or to a railway station short of that destination, and
in the latter case only when a passenger in doing so derives no
advantage in respect of fare.
Any person who travels beyond the railway station for
which the ticket he holds is issued shall, unless he pays the
proper fare on demand, be liable to a penalty not exceeding £2.
Tickets  not to  be defaced.
13. No ticket shall be recognised by any officer of the
Commissioner unless the number, date, and names of the railway
stations printed or written thereon are perfectly legible.
The bolder of any ticket which is defaced or rendered
illegible in any of the above particulars who uses or attempts
to use the same shall be regarded as not having paid a fare,
and shall forthwith be required to do so, and in addition
thereto shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding £2.
Obtaining tickets, etc ., by fraud.
14. Any person who, by any fraudulent or collusive means,
or by any false representation, obtains any free pass, or ticket,
or claims or takes the benefit of any exemption from the
payment of any fare, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
£10.
Ladies '  waiting -rooms and carriages.
15. No male person shall be allowed to enter or  remain in
any carriage or waiting-room set apart solely for the accom-
modation of females, and any such person entering, or persisting
in remaining, therein after having been warned not to do so,
shall be removed therefrom, and be liable to a penalty not
exceeding £5.
Opening carriage doors or getting through windows.
16. Any person, not being an officer of the Commissioner,
who lets himself in or out of any railway carriage by getting
through a window, or who opens  a carriage  door with a key or
other instrument, for the purpose of entering or, leaving the
carriage at any railway station or at any time during the
journey, or who enters or leaves a carriage on the side furthest
from the platform at which the carriage is standing, shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding £2.
Travelling outside; joining or leaving train in motion.
17. No person, other than an officer of the Commissioner,
shall travel on the roof, steps, or foot-board of a railway
carriage, or on the engine or any portion of a carriage not
intended for the accommodation of passengers, or shall get upon
or into or quit any carriage when the train is in motion, and
any person doing so, or attempting to do so, shall be liable to
a penalty not exceeding £10.
Smoking  in carriages.
18. Any person who smokes tobacco in or upon any railway
carriage other than that specially set apart for the purpose, and
who persists in smoking after being required by any passenger
or by any officer of the Commissioner to desist, and any
person who smokes opium or other substance than tobacco
on railway premises, whether in a smoking carriage or not, may
be removed therefrom, and shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding £2.
Smoking on railway premises prohibited.
19. Any person who smokes tobacco  in or  upon any
railway premises, on which a notice is exhibited that smoking
is prohibited, and who persists in smoking after being warned
to desist by an officer of the Commissioner, may be removed
from such premises, and shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding £2.
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Drunkenness ;  indecent and obscene language ;  nuisance.
20. Any person who, in or upon a railway carriage, or
railway premises, is found to be in a state of intoxication, or
who makes  use of obscene, indecent, or blasphemous language,
or creates any disturbance either by fighting or otherwise, or
commits  any nuisance, or gambles, or wilfully interferes with
the comfort of any passenger or other person, may be removed
from such carriage or premises by any officer of the Commis-
sioner , and shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding £5.
Interference  with  officers in execution  of duty.
21. Any person who makes use of insulting or abusive
language  to, or obstructs  or assaults , or endeavours to obstruct
or assault , any officer of the Commissioner in the execution of
his duty, may be removed from a railway carriage or railway
premises , and shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding £5.
Wilful  damage to  railway property.
22. Any person who wilfully injures any railway carriage,
or any cushion or other furniture thereof, or breaks or defaces
any window, or removes  or injures  any number, plate, or
advertisement, or removes or extinguishes any lamp, or pulls
down, destroys, or injures any gate, mile-post, board, or notice,
or obliterates or defaces any of the letters or figures thereon,
or in any railway carriage or railway premises, shall be liable
to a penalty not exceeding £5, in addition to payment of the
amount of damage done.
Interference with signal cord.
23. Any person who wilfully cuts, pulls, or in any other
way interferes with any signal used in connection with railway
carriages , unless in case of. urgent necessity or danger, shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding £5.
Interference with brakes, signals, c4c.
24. Any person who interferes or tampers with,  or alters
any brake, signal, or switch, or apparatus used in connection
therewith, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding £10.
Persons loading  timber ,  4c.,  to  clear  line for approaching  trains.
25. Any person, at any place where it is necessary to bring
a team  of horses or bullocks on to the line of railway or
railway premises for the purpose of loading or unloading
timber or other heavy goods, who persists in loading or other-
wise keeping his team on the line, after being warned by the
proper officer to desist and to leave the line clear for an
approaching train, shall be liable to. a penalty not exceeding
£10.
Dogs not allowed in passenger  carriages.,
26. Any person taking a dog or other animal with him,
or allowing a dog or other animal to follow him, into  a passenger
carriage , shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding £2.
Sale of goods  on railway premises.
27. Any person who holds any sale on any railway
premises , or who comes  or remains  upon any railway premises
for the purpose of selling or offering for sale, any fruit,
pastry, confectionery, newspaper, book, pamphlet, or other
article of  merchandise, without the written permission or
license of  the Commissioner, shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding  £ 2 for each offence.
Touting prohibited.
28. Any person who enters upon any railway premises for
the purpose of soliciting custom or hire, or for the purpose of
removing  any passenger or luggage (unless engaged by the
passenger  for such service), and who refuses or neglects to
quit the premises when required by the proper officer so to
do, may be removed from the premises, and shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding £2.
Attempting  to cross line when train  in sight.
29. Any person who rides or drives, or attempts to ride or
drive, any animal (with or without any vehicle) across any line
of railway at any place, when an approaching  train is  due or in
sight or  has been signalled, or when warned. not to do so by
any railway gatekeeper or crossing-keeper, shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding £10.
Opening and  closing of  railway gates.
30. Any person who opens or attempts to open any public
or occupation gate set up along a line of railway, with or
without the intention of passing through the same, while a
train is  signalled  or is in  sight approaching, or who neglects or
omits to shut and fasten any such gate.  so soon as  he and the
vehicle, cattle, or any other  animals  under his  care  have passed
through  the same, sha ll be liable to a. penalty not  exceeding
£10.
Trespass.
31. Any person, other than an officer of the Commissioner,
who without written authority walks, rides, travels,  or trespasses
upon any line of railway, or drives any vehicle, horses,  cattle,
or other animals thereon, or enters land enclosed by the
boundary  fences  of any railway  line, shall  be liable to a penalty
not exceeding £20.
Persons crossing line on level where overbridges or subways are
provided.
32. Any person on foot (other than  persons in charge of
vehicles or live stock, at authorised level crossings ) who at a
station or other place  crosses  or attempts  to cross any line of
railway on the level, where an overbridge  or a subway is
provided, or where other  means exist  for crossing the fine
otherwise than on the level, shall be liable to  a penalty not
exceeding £2.
Persons  not passengers may be removed  from  railway premises.
33. Any person, not being  an intending passenger and in
possession of a ticket, who does not leave any  ra il way premises
when required so to do by the proper  officer, may be removed
therefrom, and shall he liable to a penalty  not exceeding £2.
Persons not passengers not allowed  on platforms  at stopping places.
34. Any person, other than  an intending passenger, who
stands forward to be observed by the driver  of an approaching
train ,  at a platform where no officer  of the Commissioner is
employed, shall be liable to a penalty  not exceeding £5.
Animals  allowed to stray upon railway lines.
35. Any person who wilfully  drives or negligently allows
any sheep, cattle, horses,  or other animals  to stray on  any fenced
line of railway, or on any railway premises  or lands vested in
or under the control of the Commissioner, shall be liable t4 Da
penalty not exceeding £10, and the Commissioner  sha ll  not be
liable to make or grant  compensation  to the  owner or owners
of any such sheep, cattle, horses , or other animals , killed
or injured by engines or rolling-stock.
Diseased animal allowed to stray on to railway premises.
36. Any person who knowingly or negligently  drives,
attempts to drive, or allows to stray, or brings,  into any
railway premises , any animal which, in the opinion of the
Commissioner or his officers ,  is  suffering from scab or any
other infectious  disease , shall be liable to a penalty  not exceed-
ing £10.
Polluting  water in tanks or reservoirs.
37. Any person who bathes  in, or permits dogs or pigs to
swim in , or otherwise pollute the water, in any of the railway
reservoirs  or tanks, or in any way pollutes  the water in any
filter or water -bag on railway  premises ,  shall be  liable to a
penalty not exceeding £5.
Posting or  sticking bills or placards.
38. Any person,  unless  duly authorised by the Commisr-
sioner ,  who posts or sticks bills or placards , or paints notices
or advertisements,  or assists  in posting or sticking  or painting
the same, within or upon any railway premises, or upon any
fence or wall or other property of the  Commissioner ,  shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding £5.
Loaded firearms  and shooting not allowed in railway carriages.
39. Any person who takes into or places upon,  or attempts
to take into or place upon, any railway  carriage ,  any loaded
firearms, or who shoots or attempts to shoot from  any railway
carriage, shall be liable to a penalty  not exceeding £5.
Carriage of explosives  in violation  of regulations.
40. Any person who takes any dynamite, lithofracteur,
nitro-glycerine, or other explosive  into  a railway  carriage, or
who forwards or attempts to forward by railway  any parcel
containing dynamite, nitro-glycerine, lithofracteur,  or other
explosive, except under the provisions of  " The Railway GoodsTraffic By-Law" in force for the time being, shall be liable to
a penalty not exceeding M.
Persons suffering from infectious  disorders.
41. Any person suffering from any  infectious, disease or
disorder, who travels or attempts to travel  in any railway
carriage  without the  special permission of the Commissioner,
and any person who knowingly or negligently  causes, procures,
or assists  any person so suffering to so travel without having
first obtained  permission , shall be liable  to a penalty not
exceeding £10.
Lost Property.
42. All articles* of whatsoever description  which are left
by travellers or others in railway  carriages  or on any railway
premises  shall, when found, be forthwith handed over to the
officer in charge of the station where the articles  are found.
Any railway employs finding any such  articles ,  and failing
to at once hand them over to the  station -master ,  shall be liable
to a penalty of £2 and dismissal from the Railway  Service.
And any person removing from the railway  premises any
articles  so found, without the  permission  of the  station -master
in charge , shall be- liable to a penalty of £5.
Restricting  sale of  liquor at refreshment rooms.
43. Any  lessee of  a railway  refreshment room or other
person who upon  railway premises-
(a) Supplies , or permits  to be supplied,  any wine,
(b)
beer, spirits, or other intoxicating liquor to any
passenger or other person in a state of intoxi-
cation ; or
Supplies, or permits to be supplied, any such liquor
to any boy or girl apparently under  the . age of,
fourteen years ; or
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(f) Supplies, or permits to be supplied, any such liquor
to any person when ordered not to do so by the
officer for the time being in charge of the station;
shall be  liable to a penalty of £5, and upon conviction thereof Gough, Arthurhis lease and license  may be cancelled by the Comn issioner . Aberdeen, R. M....
LICENSES TO DRIVERS  OF CABS, ETC. Charles, F. W. B.
Drivers  of  cabs,  4c., to be licensed by Commissioner . Gordon, Henry ...Jones, A. O. ...
44. No driver or conductor of any hackney carriage, cab, White, John ...
omnibus , or other vehicle, shall ply for hire within any railway Bryant, E. A. ...
premises , without having first obtained from the Commissioner Aitken, G. K. ...
a license  in the duly authorised form. Any person offending
against  the provisions of this clause shall be liable to a penalty Lawrie,  James
not exceeding £5.
DISTRICT.
Coen...
... Cunnamulla
... ... ditto
... ... Gatton
... ... Geraldton
... ... Gympie
... ... Maryborough
... ... Mount Morgan
GENERAL.
... ... { South Brisbane
Drivers to obey directions of proper ofcer. LICENSED VICTUALLERS' LICENSES.
45. Every such driver or conductor shall, while in or upon (To 30th June, 1898.)
such premises, obey the reasonable directions of the proper Phaff, J. F. ... ... ... Bowen
officer. Any person offending against the provisions of this Madge, H. A. ... ... ... Clermont
Clause shalt be liable to have his license cancelled, and, in Campbell, Jeremiah ... ... Croydon
addition, to a penalty not exceeding £2. Jones, Mary ... ... ... ditto
Temple, J. M. ... ... ... ditto
Drivers to be  in attendance on their vehicles . Ryan, Mary ... ... ... Mount Morgan
46. The driver of every hackne y acarriage, cab, omnibus, Worrall, Charles ... ... ... ditto
or other vehicle who is duly licensed by the Commissioner to PACKET LICENSE.
come within or stand for hire upon any railway premises, shall (To 30th June, 1898.)be constantly in attendance on his vehicle, and shall not tout
or solicit  custom or  hire. Any person offending against the McKenzie, Murdo ... "Lass o' Gowrie"
provisions  of this Clause shall be liable to have his license QUEENSLAND WINE LICENSE.
cance ll ed , and, in addition, to a penalty not exceeding £2. (To 30th June, 1898.)
Vehicles  to enter and leave stations at a reasonable  pace. Milne, George .. . ... ...  Brisbane
47. Any person who furiously drives any horse or other BILLIARD LICENSES.
animal  attached to any carriage, cab, omnibus, dray, or other (To 30th June, 1898.)
vehicle, through, into, or out of any railway premises shall Blumberg, Elizabeth ... ... Boonah
be liable to a penalty not exceeding £2. Purssell, A. G. ... ... ... Clermont
Vehicles  to enter and leave stations  by the proper gates. Thompson, J. R.... ... ... CoenA. greach
48. Where there are separate means of access to and egress WorraDrake, , C. ... ... ... Lonl1 Charles Mountnt Morgan
from  any railway station, and the gates thereof are marked Hely, C. B. ... ... ... Normanton
" In' and " Out " respectively, any person who drives into or out
of any such staticn except through the proper gate shall be liable TRANSFERS OF LICENSED VICTUALLERS' LICENSES.
to a penalty not exceeding £2.
Drivers to produce  licenses  for inspection.
49. Any driver who refuses to produce his license from the
From To
Commissioner for inspection  when called upon to do so by the BIGGENDEN.
proper officer shall be liable tohave his license  cancelled.  Mackenzie, Wm. ... ... I Wells; Owen
Drivers convicted of demanding excessive fares may have their
licenses cancelled.
50. Any driver, being the holder of a license from the
Commissioner, who is convicted of demanding a fare in excess
of the amount to which lie is legally entitled shall be liable
to have his license cancelled.
BRISBANE.
Barnett, James ... ... .... Elliott, M. P.
Currie, John ... ... ... Corrigan, Thomas
CHARTERS  TOWERS.
Irammatt, Wm. ... ... Hunter, Robert
Hiller, Max ... ... I Brewer, F. C.
CLERMONT.
Drivers  ceasing  to hold  licenses .from Local Authorities, to lose Kettle, H. E. .. ... ... ( Kettle, E. E.
railway  license . CROYDON.
51. Any driver who  ceases  from any cause to hold a O'Rourke, James ... ... ... Walsh, Patrick
license from a Local Authority or Joint Local Authority, as Presley, E. M. ... ... . Stack, Margaret
the case may be, or from the Collector of Customs, shall have Walsh, Patrick ... ... Goode, Josiah
his license from the Commissioner cancelled. HERBERTON.
C.Drivers to be of good  behaviour . Frith, Robert ... ... ... I MaimBurke,
d,
WW.m.
52. Any driver who is intoxicated or makes use of
Maund, W. C . ... ... ..
HIIGFHENDrN.blasphemous, indecent, or obscene language, while on any Kukart, Wm. .. ... j NDEN
railway premises, may be removed forthwith from such Wilson, Ellen
premises , and shall have his license cancelled, and in addition IP
... s
.
illehmot, Paulshall be liable to a penalty not exceeding £5. Raabe, John Gu
Steven, Mark ... ... ... Harris, W. H.
Licenses, how cancelled. LAIDLEY.
53. A driver's license shall be deemed to be cancelled Pohlman, Henry, junr. ... ... I Sweet, Samuel
upon delivery to him of a written notice of the fact, signed LONGREACII.by the officer in charge of the station at which he is licensed Jackson, Wm. .. .. ... I Finn, Jane
to ply for hire.
MARYBOROUGH.ROBT. J. TRAY, Holmsen, V. F. .. ... ... I Johnston, H. A.C i i f R ilomm ss oner or a ways.
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(c) Supplies, or permits  to be supplied, any such liquor The Treasury,
to any  boy or girl apparently under the age of Brisbane ,  1st September, 1897.
eighteen  years for consumption on the railway IT is hereby notified,  for general  information, that  Licenses  from the
premises ; or 1 Treasury have been issued to the undermentioned persons during
(d) Supplies , or permits to be supplied, any such liquor the month of August, 1897.
to any aboriginal native of Australia, or to any ROBERT PHILP, Acting  Treasurer.
aboriginal  native of the Pacific Islands; or
(e) Supplies, or permits to be supplied,. any such liquor AUCTIONEERS.
to any person during such time as the refreshment- (To 31st December, 1897.)
room  from which the liquor was supplied, is under
the conditions of lease required to remain closed ; or Name.  Place.
ROCKHAMPTON.
Murphy, J. T. ... ... ... Hourigan , Cornelius
The official seal of the Commissioner for Railways was Smith, Agnes ... ... ... IMcInerney, George
affixed hereto, this thirtieth day of August, 1897, in the ROMA.
presence  of Riley, T. H. ... ... ... Hogan, Ellen
T. S. PBATTEN, Secretary. Shambrook, Susan ... ... , Wieneke, Catharina
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TRANSFERS OF LICENSED  VICTUALLERS'  LICENSES- continued.
From To
SOUTH BRISBANE.
Maynard, John ... ... ... I Sheldon, E. A.
Morris, Wm. ... ... ... Turner, H. R.
ToowooMBA.
McLoughlin, James ... ...  I  Watson, Thomas
TOWNS PILLS.
Pritchard, Agnes ... ... ... ( O'Hara, Samuel
TRANSFER OF BILLIARD LICENSE.
GLADSTONE.
Herbertson, Robert ... ... Herbertson, Francis
CHANGE OF NAME OF PREMISES.
TOOWOOMBA.
Lake Hotel, sign changed to " Railway Hotel."
NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
SOUTH BRISBANE.
Edward Flynn, of St. Helens Hotel, removed to Russell Hotel,
Stanley street.
The Treasury,
Brisbane,  27th August, 1897.
"THE CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT OF 1896."
IN accordance with the provisions of section 4 of  " The Customs
Duties  Act of  1896," I hereby direct that no duty be levied on
PARTS OF TYPEWRITERS and
PARTS OF CASH RE G ISTERS,
which are component parts of articles not liable  to duty ,  and which,
in the opinion  of the Collector or Principal Officer of  Customs,
verified by a declaration from the importer,  are imported for and
can only be  used  as such.
ROBERT PHILP,
Treasurer.
MARINE DEPARTMENT OF QUEENSLAND.
TENDERS FOR STORES.TENDERS will be received at the Treasury, Brisbane, until Noon onSATURDAY, 6th November, from persons willing to contract
for the Supply of Stores at the various Ports and Lightships for the ;
above Department, for two years from 1st January, 1898.
Forms of Tender, Schedules, and General Conditions may be
obtained on application to the Portmaster, or any of the local Harbour
Masters.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender. for Stores, Marine Department."
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
T. M. KING, Under Secretary.
The Treasury, Brisbane, 19th August, 1897.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 14  of  1897.
NEW BEACONS, MARY RIVER AND HERVEY BAY.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Beacons have
been erected :-
1. Black beacon in 8} feet at low water, about 100 feet
inside- the present position of the Junction Buoy at the
entrance  to the Mary River. The beacon should be passed
or rounded  at a distance  of not less than 200 feet. The
buoy will be  removed on  the 15th September.
2. Black  beacon on  the western extremity of Sandy Point
bank on the eastern  side  of the East Channel midway
between the buoys on Long Middle Bank and Middle
Bank, Hervey Bay.
T. M. ALMOND, Portmaster.
Marine  Department, Brisbane, 31st August, 1897.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 15  of  1897.
TORRES STRAIT.
ROCK IN NORMAN BY SOUND.NOTICE is hereby given, that a small pinnacle  rock, with a depthof nineteen  (19) feet over it at L.W.S., has been discovered in
the following approximate position ,  viz.:--
Webb Point, Friday Island, bearing W. J N, distant 3$
cables.
Masters of vessels  of deep draught when in the vicinity are
cautioned accordingly.
Charts affected , Nos. 437, 691, 2354, and 2375; Australia Directory,
vol. 2.
T. M. ALMOND, Portmaster.
Marine Department ,  Brisbane , 3rd September, 1897.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 1897.
IT is hereby notified ,  for public information ,  that the Post Office at
North  Rockhampton is being made a Money Order Office also,
on and after the 1st September, 1897.
JAMES R.  DICKSON,
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 1st September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Tramways
Acts,  1882  to  1890," and  " The Electric Light and Power Act, 1896,"
has been pleased to make the following additional Regulations in
regard to Electric Traction :-
20. The owners of any tramway in respect of which it is proposed
to use electricity as a motive power shall give to the Postmaster-
General at least seven (7) days' notice in writing of their intention to
open such tramway or any portion thereof, and such tramway or
portion thereof shall not be opened for public traffic until an inspector
appointed by the Postmaster-General has inspected the same and has
certified that it is fit for traffic.
The abovementioned notice must be accompanied by a diagram of
the lines submitted for inspection on a scale of not  less  than two (2)
inches to a mile.
21. The Postmaster-General may from time to time, and shall, on
application of the Local Authority of any of the districts through
which the said tramways pass, cause an inspection 'to be made, by an
inspector duly appointed by him in that behalf, of the carriages used
or to be used on the tramways, and the working arrangements generally,
and may, whenever he thinks fit, prohibit the use of such carriages
and working arrangements on any of such tramways or portion thereof
which, in the opinion of the inspector, are not safe for use.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
SUPPLY OF TELEGRAPH POLES.
r1r`ENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under  Secretary and
Superintendant of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane,  until Noon on
MONDAY, the Twentieth day of September, 1897,  f ro m persons
desirous of contracting for the Supply of Telegraph Poles,  according to
the Specification appended hereto.
Specification.
Poles to be of the best description of narrow-leafed ironbark.
Each pole to be straight, and to have the bark removed.
Each pole to be free from pipes, cracks, splits, knots, grub-holes,
gum-veins, and all other defects of any kind whatsoever.
There will be 50 poles required, and they are to be delivered at
the yard of the Post and Telegraph Department, situated in Alice
street, Brisbane,  or as otherwise  directed.
The contractor must deliver the poles on the ground. The Post
and ;Telegraph Department will not accept delivery until the poles are
so delivered.
Delivery to commence not  later  than 14 days after the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender, and to be continued at the rate of not
less than 10 poles per week until completed.
Poles to be not less than thirty-five (35) feet in length,  not less
than ten (10) inches in the least diameter at the small end, and not
less than sixteen (16) inches in the least diameter at the butt. These
measurements to be exclusive of sapwood. The above  measurements
are not to be exceeded by more than two and a-half (2k) inches at the
small  end, and three (3) inches at the butt.
The inspecting officer will have full power at  any time prior to
payment to reject and condemn any pole which  is in his  opinion unfit
for the purpose intended.
Any pole so rejected or condemned must be removed by the
contractor within a week or the Government will remove same at the
contractor' s expense.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of 75 per  cent. on
the number of poles delivered, and approved by the inspecting officer.
The total balance will be paid when the entire contract has been
completed to the satisfaction of the Government.
The contractor will be liable for  all claims  for damage or injury
to fences or other property caused by getting or delivering the poles;
and if such claims are not paid by the contractor, the Government
can satisfy any such claim out of money due to the contractor.
1he decision of the Government Electrical L+ ngineer will be final
in all matters of dispute between the Contractor and the Government
in regard to this contract.
The Government does not bind itself to accept the lowest st or any
Tender.
A copy of this specification, signed by .the contractor and duly
witnessed, and a deposit of three pounds (23) must accompany each
Tender.
JAMES R. DICKSON.__
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 1st September, 1897.
Witness :
Tenderer 's Signature.
SUPPLY OF POLES FOR TELEPHONE LINES IN
ROCKHAMPTON.
/TENDERS will be received at the Office of the rUmder,Secretary
1 and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Sixth day of September, 1897, from persons  desirous
of contracting for the supply of Telephone Poles, according to the
terms, general conditions, and specifications published .in the Govern-
ment  Gazette  of Saturday, the 14th August, 189.7.
Any further information, and copies of the specification, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Under .Secretary and
Superintendent of Telegraphs,  Brisbane  ; at the Telegraph Ofices,
Rockhampton, Emerald, and Clermont ; or J¢Lenry Grew, Telegraph
Maintenance Overseer, Central Railway.
JAMES R. D,IC$SQN.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 20th August,.1897.
.80
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SUPPLY OF TELEPHONES.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under Secretary
and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Thirteenth day of September, 1897, from persons
desirous of contracting for a Supply of Two Hundred Telephone
Instruments complete, according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications published in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, the
28th August, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1897.
POST AND TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, AND MAILS AND PARCELS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES 1898, 1899, AND 1900.
SEPARATE TENDERS are invited, and will be received until
Noon of SATURDAY, the 2nd October next, for the Conveyance
of Her Majesty's Mails, and  Mails and Parcels,  for one, two, or three
years, from the 1st January, 1898.
Full particulars of the various Services in the several Districts of
Queensland for which Tenders are invited, conditions of Contract, and
mode of tendering will be furnished, or forwarded, on application-to
the Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, or
to any of the principal Post Offices in the colony. These particulars
will also be found in a Supplement to the  Queensland Government
Gazette  dated the 28th July, 1897, which can be seen at any Police
Office, and in a Notice exhibited in front of the various Post and
Receiving Offices;  but special attention  is  directed to the alterations
in and additions to the list of services now being notified in the
Government Gazette.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each service for the
periods mentioned-namely, one, two, or three years ; and, in the case
of  coach  services, the rates for " Mails only" and " Mails and Parcels"
should be stated.
Tenderers must state in every case the means by which they
propose to convey the mails or mails and parcels, whether by horse or
by coach or other vehicle.
Tenders for horse services should not include parcels.
Tenderers are specially instructed to state the  frequency  and give
the  distinguishing letter  where alternative tenders are invited.
The lowest or any Tender may not necessarily be accepted.
JAMES R. DICKSON, Postmaster-General.
Brisbane, 20th August, 1897.
QUEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, AND MAILS AND PARCELS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES 1898, 1899, AND 1900.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1897.
SPECIAL ATTENTION is hereby directed to the following
Alterations in and Additions to the List of Mail Services for
which Tenders were invited in a Supplement to the  Government
Gazette  of 28th July ultimo.
ALTERATIONS.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
39. Omit from list.
1108. Insert "Moura" in route after "Roundstone."
195. Insert  "Spring Valley School " in route before " Kincora."
231. To read "Laidley and  Summerhill, via  Plainland and Hatton
Vale (Woolshed Creek) ; three times a week."
366. Route to be reversed and to read thus :-Logan Village and
Logan Village, via  Thompson's, South Maclean, North Maclean,
Nash's, Greenbank,  Park Ridge, Chambers' Flat,  and  the Bridge.
ADDITIONS TO LIST.
21A. Alternative:  Mumbilla and Fassifern,  via  Engelsburg;
daily  to Engelsburg ; three times a week to Fassifern.
42A.  Alternative :  Augathella and Tambo, via Biddenham, Oak-
wood,  Mentmore,  Bayrick,  Toliness, Highfields,  and Landsdowne;
once a week.
42B. Alternative :  Augathella and Tambo,  via  Biddenham, Oak-
wood,  Mentmore,  Bayrick,  Toliness, Highfields,  and Landsdowne;
twice a  week.
78A.  alternative :  Turallin and  Crowder's Creek, via  Western
Creek, Dunmore, and Junction Station ; once a week.
149A.  Alternative :  Gatton and East Haldon,  via  Tent Hill,
Upper Tent Hill, and Mount Sylvia (Whitestone) ; three times a week
(omitting  Ropeley).
175A.  Alternative:  Gowrie Junction and  Gowrie Little Plain,
via Glencoe ; three times a week.
175n.  Alternative: Meringandan  and  Evergreen  (Patch's),  via
Goombungee and Doctor's Creek ; three times a week.
194A.  Alternative : Gatton  and Hessenberg (Wonga Creek),  via
Bopeley ;  three times a week.
198A .  Alternative:  Waterford and Logan Reserve;  three times
a week.
257A.  Alternative :  Croydon and  Woodstock, via  Esmeralda
Diggings  and  Glenora;  once a week. (Subject to one month' s notice
of discontinuance by Postmaster-General.)344A. Alternative: Beenleigh and  Redland Bay, via  Loganholme,
Gramzow, and Mount Cotton ; six times a week.
351A.  Alternative:  Banana and Wooroona,  via Wando, Harcourt,
GrayclWe,  Redoliffe, and Nulalbin; once a week.
489A.  Alternative: Glenroy  and Bower Bird ; once a week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.)
NEw Snnvicz.
30. Milmerran and Bringabilly, via Koorongarra ; once a week.
[4TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
Home  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd September, 1897.
T
HE following  Return of the Benevolent  Asylum  at Dunwich is
published in pursuance of the Regulations for the management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
RETURN FOR  THE WEEK  ENDED  28TH DAY OF AUGUST, 1897.
Number of Inmates  remaining  in Asylum at date
of previous Report ... ... ... ... 893
Number since admitted ... ... ... ... 12
Number returned  from leave ... ... ... 10
915
Number discharged ... ... ... ... 3
Number died ... ... ... ... 0
Number absent on leave ... ... ... 7
- 10
Number remaining at date  hereof ... ... 905
Admissions during the week :
Ali Cooey, 74, miner, from Gympie ; last two years seeking work
about Gympie, and inmate of the Gympie Hospital.
Denis Sullivan, 69, miner, from Mount Morgan; last two years
about Taroom and Mount Morgan, and inmate of the Mount Morgan
Hospital.
James Kemp, 72, bricklayer, from Goondiwindi ; last two years
in the Goondiwindi Hospital.
Henry Edwards, 64, carpenter ; last two years seeking work, and
inmate of the Winton Hospital.
John Roberts, 64, labourer, from Blaekall ; last two  years  about
Barcaldine, at Rodney Downs, and inmate of the Blackall Hospital.
Frank McCulloch, 50, miner, from Charters Towers ; last two
years on the opal fields near Longreach and Peak Downs, and inmate
of the Charters Towers Hospital.
George Leslie, 67, miner, from Dalby; last two years shepherd at
Dalby, and inmate of the Dalby Hospital.
William Dillies, 45, labourer, from Blackall ; last two years
shearing  at Blackall, and inmate of the Blackall Hospital.
Henry Hudson, 67, umbrella maker, from Toowoomba; last two
years working at Toowoomba, and inmate of the Toowoomba Hospital.
Samuel Willington, 72, labourer, from Longreach ; last two years
at Barcaldine, and inmate of the Longreach Hospital.
Re-admission :
John Langlands, 73.
Discharged during  the  week:
George Fry, 71; admitted 4th February, 1890.
Sent  to Reception House :
Thomas Cassidy ; admitted 29th March, 1887.
Deaths during  the week :
Nil.
P. SMITH ,  Medical Superintendent.
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
F1 Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid for such information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed all or any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey,
that were stabbed at that place on the said night ; and that a
Free Pardon be given to any person concerned in the crime, not being
the principal offender, who may give such information.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the morning of the 25th of
December, 1896;  also  that a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the crime, not being the principal offender, who shall give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
A
N Office for the transaction of all  business  connected with the
above is  now open in a portion of the Ports and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted by the Assistant Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns in the Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers  in charge, stating the class of men required, the work to be
done, and the  wages  offered ; and applicants  seeking  work should
personally register their  names  and addresses.
Information  respecting  the condition of the Labour Market in
every district  is always  obtainable at the Head Office.
J. O'N. BRENAN, Officer in Charge.
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Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 3rd September, 1897.THE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Town and Suburban BuildingSociety, Limited, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 9th March to 8th June, 1897, is published
in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the TOWN AND SUBURBAN  BUILDING  SOCIETY,
LIMITED, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 9th March to 8th June, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation S Not bearing Interest ...t Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation
I
Not bearing Interest ... ...
Bearing Interest ...
Balance due to other Banks ... ... ...
Deposits  ...
"'
Not bearing Interest ...
€ Bearing  Interest ... ...
Other Liabilities ... ... ... ...
Total Amount of Liabilities
AMOUNT. TOTAL.
io  S.  d. £ a. d.
... ... ... ...
7,041 17 7
1,692 2 3
£8,733 19 10
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the Quarter ended 8th June, 1897 ... ... ... ... 9,387 10 11
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Nil.
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Nil.
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 730 8 9
ASSETS. I AMOUNT. TOTAL.
£  a. d. £ s. d.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... .. ... ... ......... 97 6 4
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... .........
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... 5,789 3 0
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ........
Balances due  from other  Banks  ... ... ... .. ... ... ... .........  299 18 5
Amount of all Debts due to the Society, including Notes, Bills of Exchange, and all Stock )
and Funded Debts of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances due to ......... 12,494 8 4
the said Society from other Banks )
Total  Amount  of Assets  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 218,680  16 1
Maryborough, Queensland, 23rd August, 1897. HERBERT A. JONES, Secretary.
I, Herbert Algernon Jones, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is  a true  and faithful Account
of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Society during the period specified; and that the  same was made  up from the
Weekly  Statements  thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
Sworn before me , at Maryborough, this twenty-third day of August, 1897.
W. SOUTHERDEN, Justice of the Peace.
HERBERT  A. JONES.
Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 3rd September,  3 897.
THB following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount f the Liabilities and Assets of The Australian Jo nt S ock Bank, Limited,
within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statementp during the Quarter from the 1st April to 30th June, 1897,
is published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT 'showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK, LIMITED,
within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from  the lot April to 30th June, 1897.
LIABILITIEb.
Notes in Circulation ... f Not bearing InterestBearing  Interest
..
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest
"' € Bearing Interest ...
Balances  due to other  Banks  ... ...
Deposits ... Not bearing Interest...Bearing  Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities
AMOUNT . TOTAL.
165,447 14 9622,820 15  4
529 18 6
3,626 17 0
788,268 10 1
£792,425 5 '7
Amount of the Capital Stock paid ul at the close of the Quarter ended 30th June, 1897 (including £3,654 Old Bank
Share Capital in Suspense) ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,166,578 0 0
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Nil
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Nil
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend as Nil ... .. ... ... 52,000 0 0
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THE AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANS,  LIMITED-continued.
ASSETS.
4TH S EPTEMBER, 1897.
AMOUNT. TOTAL.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
Coined Gold  and Silver  and other Coined Metals ... ... ... ... ... a 115,829 11 8
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... 16,249 7 2
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 103,588 3 0
Notes  and Bills  of other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... 155 16 8
Balances  due from other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... .........  7,217  9 9
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes, Bills of Exchange, and
all Stock and Funded Debts of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and 801,687 8 6
Balances  due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total  Amount of  Assets ,., ... ... ... ... ... ...
*  ncluding Queensland Government Notes , £ 26,959 13s. 4d.
... £1,044,72716 9
ALEX.  KERR, Assistant Manager.
GEO. MARSHALL, Accountant.
-I, Alexander  K err, make  oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract  is a true  and faithful Account
of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified; and that the same was made up from
the Weekly  Statements  thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
ALEX. KERR.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this nineteenth day of August, 1897.
JoRN Tnos. SNow, Justice of the Peace.
MACKAY DISTRICT HOSPITAL.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, let September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Hospitals
Act of  1862," been pleased to approve of the following Rules and
Regulations framed by the Committee of the Mackay District
Hospital, and adopted by the duly qualified contributors thereto.
HORACE TOZER.
WsERans by  " The Hospitals Act of  1862 " it is provided that the com-
mittee of  any hospital established under the Acts 11 Vic. No. 59 and
13 Vic. No. 20 may frame Rules and Regulations for the election of
trustees ,  treasurers , and other officers of such hos ital, and for the
general management  thereof, and that such Rules and Regulations, when
adopted by the duly qualified contributors to such hospital, approved by
the Governor in Council, and published in the  Government Gazette,  shall
have  the force  of law : It is hereby resolved by, the duly qualified
contributors to the Mackay District Hospital, by and with the approval
of the Governor in Council, that the following Rules and Regulations
shall be in force  within the said hospital from the date of the publica-
tion hereof
RULES.
Name.
1. The  name  of the institution shall be the " Mackay District
Hospital."
2. All rules and regulations hitherto in force relating to the Mackay
District Hospital shall be and are hereby repealed.
Objects.
3. The objects of the institution shall be to afford medical and
surgical aid and treatment to indoor and outdoor patients, and otherwise
assist indigent persons.
Funds.
4. The institution shall be supported by voluntary contributions,
charges to patients, and 1police fines, together with such aid as the
Government may afford.
Government.
5. The government of the institution shall, be vested in persons
qualified according to law, who shall alone be entitled to vote or take
any part in the administration of affairs.
Qualification for voting.
6. Every annual subscriber shall be qualified by payment of a
subscription of one pound to one vote; of two pounds and under five
pounds, two votes; of five pounds and upwards, three votes. Life
members, ten pounds, one vote ; twenty pounds, two votes ; thirty
pounds and upwards, three votes. Divisional boards, friendly societies,
and associated subscribers contributing one pound and upwards annually,
one vote; five pounds and upwards, two votes; ten pounds and
upwards, three votes. Such votes shall be given through their
chairman ,  manager , or other person duly appointed by them for that
purpose. All annual subscriptions of one pound and upwards shall
entitle the subscribers, or their proxy, to vote at all general meetings
extending from the time of the yyument of such subscription to the end
of twelve calendar months.
Provided always that paid officers orservants  of the hospital shall not vote on any matter relative to the
institution.
Admission of patients.
7. No ticket or order shall be necessary for entrance to the institu-
tion but applicants for treatment shall be admitted by the surgeon at
any ;hour if there be room in the hospital for them and if he finds on
examination  their complaints warrant it. In the surgeon 's absence, the
matron sha ll  admit pending his examination. All patients admitted
shall, if able, pay the full hospital charges, as the same shall be deter-
mined by the committee. All paying patients shall be charged the sum
of four shillings each day whilst inmates of the hospital, such charge
shall be payable weekly in advance.
Any subscriber of one pound per annum during the hospital current
financial year, which expires on 31st December, shall be entitled to be
treated free of charge  in the institution during that year, provided the
said subscriber shall have paid his subscription one calendar month prior
to his app lication for admiadion .  Sugar mills, plantations ,  and other
firms will have a similar privilege for their employees for every one
pound subscribed by them. Such subscribers on admission shall not be
required to sign the declaration as to their inability to pay the hospital
charges referred to in this rule,
All patients, except as aforesaid, admitted to the institution,
whether as indoor or outdoor patients, shall at the time of admission,
or as soon after as possible,  sign a  book to be called "The Patients'
Admission Book," which book shall contain a copy of these Rules and
Regulations, also a declaration as to their being able or otherwise to pay
the hospital charges, and that they submit to the said Rules and
Regulations. In the event of any patient, who has declared his or her
inability to pay, being afterwards found to have been in possession of
means to pay the hospital charges at the time of admission, such
patient shall be charged at the rate of five shillings for each day he or
she remained in the hospital, which may be recovered in the usual
manner in any court in Queensland as a debt due to the hospital, and
which the treasurer is hereby authorised to sue for if necessary.
Election and mode of voting.
8. All candidates for the honorary offices of the institution shall be
nominated by two life members or subscribers, such nomination must be
lodged with the secretary seven clear days before the day appointed for
the annual meeting, provided that, in addition to the  names of such
candidates so nominated, the names of any or all of the outgoing com-
mittee (subject to their consent in writing being forwarded to the secre-
tary), shall be placed upon the ballot-papers without formal proposition,
and should a poll be required it shall be taken by ballot. The chairman
shall appoint two scrutineers before the ballot begins. If the votes are
equal the chairman shall have a casting vote. Life members or sub-
scribers may vote either in person or by proxy.
Proxies.
9. The written authority for proxies to vote shall only be in force
for the particular meeting for which it was given, or any adjournment
thereof.
Ofcers.
10. The officers of the institution shall be chosen from among the
life members or subscribers, and shall be  as follows  -President, one
town vice-president and four country vice-presidents (the latter must be
bond fide  residents of the country or outlying districts, and are not to be
disqualified through non-attendance at the meetings of the committee),
treasurer, two auditors, and a committee of twelve. The honorary
officers shall be  ex offlcio  members of the committee.
General committee.
11. The general committee shall meet once in every month to
authorise payment of moneys, to consider the reports of the surgeon and
all committees for the past month ; to consider the admission and
discharge of patients ; to consider any complaints ; to appoint four of its
members to constitute a visiting committee for the ensuing month ; and
to transact any other business in connection with the institution which
may appear necessary.
The general committee shall have power to appoint or dismiss any
paid officer or servant of the institution, and to appoint a sub-committee
from amongst themselves for any specific purpose. If any member of
the committee shall, without showing reasonable cause, absent himself
from three consecutive monthly meetings, he shall  ipso facto  cease to be
a member of the committee.
Should the necessity arise, a meeting of the committee may be called
at any time by order of the president, vice-president, or on the
requisition of three members of the committee, at which meeting the
object for which it is called shall only be considered.
Quorum.
12. At all meetings of the general committee, five members shall
constitute a quorum, but if such number shall not assemble at the place
of meeting within thirty minutes of the time fixed for the meeting, no
business shall be done ,  but such meeting shall stand adjourned until the
same day and hour in the following week, at which adjourned meeting
three shall form  a quorum.
Visiting committee.
13. The visiting committee shall be appointed monthly, and shall
meet at the hospital at least once in each week (two to form a quorum)
to see that the servants of the institution perform their duties, and that
the patients conform to-the Rules and Regulations of the institution, also
that the premises are kept in good order. The visiting committee is
empowered to suspend any paid servant who violates the Rules or in
any other way shows himself or herself unfit for his or her post, and
temporarily fill up the vacancy until the first meeting of the general
committee.
Vacancies.
14. In case of any vacancy occurring amongst the officers of the
institution, other than the treasurer, trustee or trustees, the committe
shall fill up the vacant post till the next ensuing annual genera
meeting.
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Contractors.
15. No contractor for hospital supplies shall be eligible  to act as a
member of the committee.
General meeting of subscribers.
16. An annual meeting of life members and subscribers shall be held
on the second Friday in February for the following purposes :-The
reception of the annual report and statement of accounts ; the election
of president, vice-presidents,  treasurer , honorary medical officers, com-
mittee of management for the ensuing year, and two auditors. Fourteen
days' notice of such meeting shall be given in the local newspapers.
The reports of the committee and auditors and the balance-sheet
shall be printed and copies thereof sent to every life member and sub-
scriber of one pound and upwards ,  at least seven clear  days before the
annual general meeting.
On the authority of the committee, or upon a requisition signed by
at least  five life members or subscribers, the president shall call a
general meeting ,  and shall give fourteen days '  notice in the local news-
papers, specifying the day of meeting and the purpose for which such
meeting is called.
Quorum.
17. If  at any general meeting there  be not  present  within a
quarter of an hour from the time appointed at least ten life members or
subscribers,  no business  shall be transacted, but the meeting shall stand
adjourned to the same day of the following week, at the same hour and
place.
Surgeon.
18. The surgeon, whether resident or otherwise, shall be appointed
by, and be under the control of, the committee. He shall observe the
Rules  and Regulations  of the hospital ,  and any  recommendations  or orders
of the committee, and generally perform the duties of a medical officer
in a skilful  and satisfactory  manner.
Honorary surgeons.
19. Honorary  surgeons , who must be qualified to practise in Queens-
land under the  "Medical Act of  1867," may be appointed by the
committee on application, but shall not be eligible as members of the
committee.
Servants.
20. The servants of the hospital shall be such as may be deemed
necessary  by the committee.
Treasurer.
21. The treasurer's cheques on the bank  account must  bear, besides
his own ,  the signature of a committeeman  and be countersigned by the
secretary. In the absence  or illness  of the treasurer, the bank account
may be operated upon by cheques signed by the secretary and two
members of committee, or by three members of committee. The
treasurer  shall render to the committee  an annual  audited account of
all receipts and disbursements from the 1st January to the 31st December
in the previous year, on or before the third Tuesday in January in every
year.
President  and vice-president.
22. The president  or in his absence  the town vice -president  shall be
chairman of all meetings .  In the absence of both the  president and the
town  vice -president ,  the meeting shall elect a chairman.
Trustees.
23. The real  property of the  institution  shall be vested  in three
trustees .  They shall be elected by the life  members and subscribers in
general meeting , and shall hold office until removed by death,  resigna.
tion , withdrawal from the district, or by incapacity  to act from what-
soever  cause. Any such vacancy or  vacancies occurring  in their number
shall be filled up at  a general meeting of  life  members and subscribers
convened  for that purpose.
Auditors.
24. At the  annual general meeting  two auditors shall be elected for
the ensuing year ,  whose duties  it will ,be to audit  the treasurer 's finan-
cial statements ,  and examine  all accounts and vouchers  in connection
therewith ,  and report  the results  of their inspection to the committee.
Alteration of rules.
25. Notice of proposal to alter or to add to these  rules must be
given by not  less than  five life members or subscribers ,  in writing, to the
secretary, and be by him advertised  fourteen  days prior  to annual or
special meeting.
Religious  ministrations.
26. Any patient may at any time procure the ministrations of any
minister  of religion  he or she may think proper, and it shall be the duty
of the surgeon or matron to give notice to the clergyman immediately.
Visitors.
27. With the exception of office-bearers and  ministers  of religion, no
person shall  have access  to the hospital without written permission from
the surgeon or any member of the committee except at the regular
visiting hours.
REGULATIONS FOR THE INTERNAL MANAGEMENT OF
THE MACKAY DISTRICT HOSPITAL.
Honorary medical officers.
1. The honorary medical officers shall attend the hospital as agreed
among themselves, and there shall be a consulting day once in each week,
at which they should endeavour to be present.
Resident house surgeon.
2. No candidate shall be eligible for the appointment of resident
surgeon unless  he produces a diploma recognised by, or a certificate from,
the Queensland Medical Board.
3. The house  surgeon  shall, provided it shall not interfere with his
immediate duties, be allowed private practice within five miles radius.
4. He shall reside in the house, and not be absent for more than six
hours at one time nor after 12 o'clock at night without the express
leave of the president or vice-president, in which case he shall leave the
matron  (who shall never be absent at the same time as the house surgeon)
in charge and inform her where he may be found.
5. He shall have the general superintendence of the internal affairs
of the institution. He shall preserve order and sobriety, and in case of
insubordination or gross default of duty on the part of any servant he
shall suspend or discharge such servant, and shall report his having
done so, with the cause of such suspension or discharge, to the visiting
committee or president at once.
6. He shall have charge of and see that the  surgical instruments
are kept in proper  order, and  shall be accountable for the medicines,
medical comforts ,  medical and surgical instruments ,  and stores  of every
kind.
7. He shall enter or cause to be entered regularly, in proper books
for such purpose ,  the names of the patients as they are admitted and
discharged, and the clinical records of their diseases while under treat-
ment, and shall present to the committee a monthly report particularising
all cases then under treatment and the term  same  have been in the
hospital, and as to the number of patients and general condition of the
hospital. He shall have such books ready at all  times for the inspection
of the committee, and for the use and convenience of the honorary
medical officers ; he  shall  attend the meetings of the committee ,  to give
such information as may b'e required.
8. He shall visit each patient morning and evening ,  or oftener if
necessary ,  and shall see that the treatment prescribed has been
attended to, and ascertain if any cause of complaint exists.
9. He shall ,  on his vists to the wards ,  examine their condition with
respect to cleanliness, temperatu re ,  and ventilation ;  and shall observe
if the wardsman and nurses have done their duty.
10. He shall write or cause to be written upon every medicine
dispensed  by him,  or under his direction ,  the name of the patient for
whom it is prescribed ,  and the time at and the manner in which it is to
be administered ,  and this however frequently the same medicine may be
repeated  ;  he shall cause the medicines to be administered as directed ;
and he sha ll  keep or cause to be kept ,  ready for immediate use, a bed
and a proper supply of the necessary apparatus for cases of accident or
emergency.
11. He shall inspect the diet of the patients and see that it is of
good quality and properly prepared ,  and such as is ordered ,  and that
the patients do not partake of food ,  liquor, or medicine except such as
may he prescribed.
12. He shall order ordinary supplies as maybe required, but be shall
not purchase any article uncontracted for, or enter into any contract for
the institution exceeding one pound ,  without the sanction of the visiting
committee .  All orders shall be on approved form of printed requisition,
and attached to the account when rendered.
13. He shall give notice to the honorary medical officers when a
consultation is required.
14. He shall take charge of all moneys or property received from
patients while in the hospital ,  and shall return same on their leaving the
institution. He shall also receive all donations and moneys from pay-
patients ,  and account for same to the treasurer at least once a week.
15. He shall keep a correct list of all pay-patients ,  and see that all
moneys are properly accounted for to the treasurer.
16. He shall instruct the nurses and probationers as far as possible
in all branches of their departments.
Secretary.
17. The secretary shall attend all special ,  general, and committee
meetings, and take minutes of the proceedings ,  which he shall transcribe
into books kept for the purpose .  He shall carry out the directions of
special ,  general ,  and committee meetings as required.
18. He shall conduct the correspondence and do such clerical work
and keep such books as the committee may require .  He shall also
prepare, sign ,  and issue all circulars and advertisements under the
supervision and direction of the committee.
19. He shall examine all  accounts against the hospital ,  and schedule
them on a pay -sheet ,  which pay-sheet shal l be laid before the finance
committee together with the accounts .  And shall visit the hospital at
least twice a week.
20. In event of there being any other work than above,  such as
inquiries ,  buildings , &c., &c., the secretary may receive remuneration or
a commission on expenditure as the committee shall decide.
Matron.
21, The matron shall live on the premises ,  and shall not leave the
hospital without the consent of the resident surgeon ,  nor be absent after
10 o'clock  at night without his exp re ss leave. In case of absence at any
time she shall  leave the keys with the  resident surgeon.
22, She shall have charge of and be accountable for the furniture,
bedding, linen ,  glass, cutlery ,  cooking and other utensils; and shall
make an inventory of the same in a book to be kept for that purpose, in
which she shall regularly enter receipt ,  loss, or breakage of any article.
She shall at the close of each year ,  and at such times as the committee
may require ,  prepare and submit ,to them an, inventory of everything
under her charge.
23. She shall receive the stores and supplies furnished by the
contractors and tradesmen ,  with the exception of medicines ,  medical
stores, and surgical requisites ,  and shall see that they cor re spond in
description, quality, and quantity with the tenders and orders ; and in
case they do not, she shall report accordingly forthwith to the resident
surgeon .  She shall weigh and measure out the provisions and other
necessaries required  for the day' s consumption and sha ll  enter the
quantity regularly in a book to be kept for that purpose. She shall
attend to the cutting up and distribution of food to the patients when
cooked, and shall not  suffer  any of the provisions,  utensils ,  or stores to
be wasted or carried away. She shall also enter in the stock-book the
receipt and issue of stores and supplies, and at the close of each month
strike a balance, which shall be compared by herself and the resident
surgeon with the actual stock in hand .  She shall refuse to receive any
goods unless the same are accompanied by an invoice.
24. She shall see that the food for the inmates is properly cooked,
and shall discharge the duties of matron as directed by the committee,
25. She shall superintend the laundry, and be accountable for the
return therefrom of all clothes sent to be washed or cleaned. And
it shall be part of her duty to see that the floors of the servants' rooms,
passages, and staircases are scrubbed as may be directed by the resident
surgeon.
26. She shall see that all patients' clothes, as they are admitted,
are cleansed and put carefully away, and shall enter in a book a list of
the patients' clothes as they are received, and procure a receipt for the
same when a patient leaves. She shall not permit any of the patients'
things to be removed from the store but in her presence.
27. She shall see that all articles that can be, are made and mended
on the premises.
Wardsmen, nurses, and servants.
28. All wardsmen, nurses, and servants shall be obedient to the
Regulations of the institution and to the instructions of the resident
surgeon and matron ; they shall behave with  tende rn ess  to all the
patients and with civility and respect to strangers; they shall take no
presents or gratuity in money or otherwise from the patients, their.
friends, or strangers who may visit the institution on any pretence
whatever.
29. No wardsman ,  nurse, or servant shall leave the institution
without the permission of the resident surgeon, or remain out later than
10 o'clock p.m.
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30. Leave of absence may be granted to any employee of the
hospital, by the sanction of the committee, on the recommendation of
the resident surgeon.
Patients.
31. Patients shall conduct themselves in an orderly manner, and
shall  strictly observe all the directions .of the resident surgeon, as con-
veyed by matron, wardsmen, or nurses, or otherwise.
32. They  shall take  their medicines at the time directed, and they
shall take no other medicines than those prescribed ; and they shall not
conceal  or put away any portion of the medicines or diet administered to
them.
33. No one shall leave his or her ward and go into another ward or
apartment ,  nor leave the house ,  nor remain out a longer time than is
granted ,  nor introduce visitors, nor receive medicines ,  victuals , liquors,
or anything without express leave of the resident surgeon.
34. Patients having money or valuables in their possession on
admission shall deliver up the same to the resident surgeon, in order
that such money or valuables may be returned to therm in safety when
they are discharged, subject to any special order of the committee.
35. No patient shall give reward or gratuity to any of the wardsmen,
nurses, or other servants.
36. Any patient having any cause of complaint shall make the same
known to the resident surgeon or visiting committee, whose duty it shall
be to enter such complaint immediately, in the presence of the nurse or
wardsman  of the ward, in a book kept for that purpose, which book shall
be laid before the president at once and the committee at each meeting.
37. Non-paying patients judged by the resident surgeon sufficiently
convalescent to be able to assist in the work of the institution shall be
so employed.
38. Patients shall not sit up after 8 o'clock in the winter nor 9
o'clock in the summer, and all patients considered by the resident surgeon
able to do so shall rise by 7 o'clock in the summer and 8 o'clock in the
winter.
39. Every patient offending against any of the above Regulations
will be discharged for irregularity.
40. Out-patients will be treated daily between the hours of 9 to 11
a.m.
Visitors.
41. Visitors may be admitted into the institution on Sunday and
Wednesday in each week, between the hours of 2 and 5 o'clock p.m.
42. Not more than two visitors shall be admitted to see each
patient, except on special occasions or by leave of the resident surgeon.
43. Visitors are required to give their names to the matron or nurse
in charge, on entering, and the name of the patient they wish to see ;
and to sign  the visitors' book.
44. Visitors may be admitted on special occasions by a written
order from a member of the committee, or secretary, addressed to the
resident surgeon.
45. Visitors will not be allowed to go into any ward without the
leave of the resident surgeon, and every visitor must retire when
requested.
46. On no account shall male visitors be admitted to the female
wards ; but this rule does not apply to clergymen or members of the
committee when visiting, nor to the near relatives of such patients, and
in the latter case only subject to the approval of the resident surgeon.
47. Visitors shall not be permitted to give or to leave with any
patient any money, medicines, food, or liquor of any kind, nor any other
thing without the express sanction of the resident surgeon. Anyone
doing so will not be again admitted.
48. No visitor shall give to any servant of the institution any money
or gratuity of any kind.
49. Visitors are . requested not to interfere with the wardsmen or
nurses,  and not to disturb the patients by loud talking or unnecessary
noise.
50. Clergymen are admitted to the wards at all reasonable hours,
but Bible readers and all other persons visiting for religious purposes
require a written order from a member of the committee, which order
must be renewed yearly. They shall be admitted every afternoon
except Friday from 2 to half-past 4 o'clock, but males shall not be.
admitted to the female wards, and no one shall enter the fever wards ;
all such clergymen shall confine their services to the sick patients who
belong to their communion unless their services are specially requested
by any patient of another communion.
Certificate.
The foregoing Rules and Regulations, which were framed by the
committee of the Mackay District Hospital, were adopted by the duly
qualified contributors to the said hospital on the seventh day of June,
1897, at a public meeting duly convened.
WILLIAM J. HARTLEY, Chairman.
J. C. BINNEY, Secretary, Mackay District Hospital.
[4TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1897.
EXHIBITIONS TO UNIVERSITIES.
11
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, hss been pleased to direct that a Competitive
Examination for Exhibitions to Universities be held at Brisbane,
commencing at 9.30 o'clock a.m. on the 15th November next.
For full particulars, see  Government Gazette  of Saturday, 21st
August, 1897.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
STATE SCHOLARSHIPS AND BURSARIES.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 3rd September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve  of Regulations in connec-
tion with the granting of State Scholarships  and Bursaries, and to
direct that Examinations for the same shall be held on the 14th and
15th December next.
For full particulars, see  Government  Gazette  of Saturday, the
28th August, 1897.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
NOTICE.
MARY ANN FITZGERALD  was this day appointed Poundkeeper
11  at Ipswich for the ensuing twelve months.
A. II. WARNER SHAND , Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House , Ipswich , 2nd September, 1897.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane ,  2nd September, 1897.
T is hereby notified , that the  gentlemen whose names are hereunder
i specified have this day been registered ,  under the p rovisions of
the  "Medical  Act of  1867,"  4s lega lly qualified Medical Practi-
tioners : -
615, Malcolm Gillies,  M.B., Mast.  Surg. 1890, Univ .  Glasg.
616, Nigel  Alan Allison  Trenow, Lic. Soc.  Apoth.  Loud.,  1890;
Lie. R.  Coll. Surg. Irel., 1891.
JOHN  THOMSON, M .B., President.
CHARLES A. J. WOODCOCK,  Secretary.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or after the Ninth day
l of October, 1897, in conformity with the provisions of the 95th
section of the  "Real Property Act of  1861," to dispense with the
production of Duplicate Lease No. N 13631, from the Municipal Council
of Bowen to William Chamberlain, over allotment 8 of section 48,
town of Bowen, being the land described in Certificate of Title No.
15808, volume 4, folio 223, Northern District, for the purpose of
registering Transfer of Leasehold No. N 17619, of all the said lands,
made by the said William Chamberlain in favour of Charles Beveridge
Waite; the said duplicate lease having been lost.
J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 4th September, 1897.
j OTICE is hereby given, that I intend,  on or after  the Twenty-
1 \ eighth day of September, 1897, in conformity with the pro-
visions of the 95th section of the  " Real Property Act of  1861," to
dispense with the production of Deed of Grant No. N 1624, volume
89, folio 200, Northern District, in the name of Oliver Birrell, for
allotment 9 of section 178, town of Townsville, for the purpose of
registering Lease No. N 17730, of all the said lands, made by the
Council of the Municipality of Townsville in favour of William
Penny ; the said Deed of Grant never having been in the possession
of the said Council, which is therefore unable to produce the same.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar  of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE  NOTICE ,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the provisions of the Real Property Acts of
1 1861 and 1877 .  Any person desiring to oppose will require to lodge, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of the said Acts,
on or before  the day named.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of  Applicant.
Date within which  a Caveat
may be Lodged.
Suburban allotment 1 of section 152, county of March, parish of Berkeley Basil Moreton, of Brisbane... ... 11th October, 1897.
Maryborough
Resubdivision A of subdivision 1 of allotment 9 of portion 9, county Edward Edwards and Rachel Edwards, of  11th October, 1897.
of Stanley, parish of Toombul Brisbane, as Trustees under the Will of
Samuel Edwards, late of Eagle Farm, near
Brisbane, deceased
Subdivision 2 of portion 103 and portion 102, county of Stanley, I Richard Ash Kingsford, of Cairns, Thomas  11th October, 1897.
parish of Bulimba ; portion 86, county of Stanley, parish of William Connah, and Anne Stephens,
Yeerongpilly ; subdivisions B and D of suburban allotments 143 widow, both of Brisbane
and 144, county of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane
Subdivision 22 of suburban portion 188, parish of North Brisbane, Charles Sydney Norris, of Townsville, as  11th October, 1897.
city of Brisbane Administrator of the Estate of Edwin
Norris, late of Townsville, solicitor, deceased
Subdivision 1 of portion 142 of Toowoomba, county of Aubigny, parish Edward Pillar, of Toowoomba, farmer ...  11th November, 1897.
of Drayton
Registrar of Titles' Office, Brisbane, 4th September, 1897. J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinafter
mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or
before the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central or
Northern District, in which case the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at, Rockhampton or Townsville.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Richard Wood  (otherwise
Richard Wood, junior),
late of  jack Smith ' s Gully,
near  Warwick,  farmer
George Hefner  (otherwise
Hower),  late of Hemmant,
near Brisbane ,  farmer
George Carter the elder,
late of Chambers' Flat,
Logan River ,  farmer
William White, late of
Ipswich ,  licensed vic-
tualler
George Rice, late of Mount
Walker, near Ipswich,
farmer
Murdoch Saxby Waring,
late of Hamilton, Victoria,
bank manager
Peter Joseph Dunne ,  late of
Eagle Farm ,  near Bris-
bane, plasterer
Joseph Fountain,  late of
Milton ,  near Brisbane,
contractor
William Pattison, late of
Rockhampton ,  grazier
Michael Pender ,  late of
Blacka ll, carrier
Thomas Lynam, late of
Rockhampton, officer in
charge of the Government
Powder Magazine
John  Lennon ,  late of Barcal-
dine ,  licensed  victualler
Date of
Death.
1887.
14 June
1896.
7 Dec.
1896.
31 May
1875.
7 Feb.
1897.
Name of Claimant.
Mari a Jane Armstrong, of
Swan Creek ,  near War-
wick (wife of Thomas
Armstrong ,  of the same
place ,  farmer ),  formerly
Maria Jane Wood, widow
of deceased
Dorothea Hafner, of the
same place ,  widow of
deceased
Alice  Holloway ,  wife of
William Smith  Holloway,
of the same place ,  dairy-
man
Desc ription and Situation of Land. Estateclaimed to be
transmitted.
Portions 62 and 63, county of Merivale ,  Fee-simple ...
parish of  Canning
Portions 112 and 116, county of Stanley ,  Fee-simple ...
parish of Tingalpa
Portion  433, county of Stanley ,  parish of Fee-simple
Perry
James White, of Drake ,  Allotment 8 of section 37 and allotment 8 Fee -simple
New South Wales ,  car- of section 44,  parish of Ipswich, town of
penter Ipswich
26 May Henry Rice, of the same Portions 57, 58,•  and 60,  county of Churchill,
place, farmer parish o Forbes
1894.
7 July  Caroline  Waring ,  of the Resubdivisions 1 to 9 of subdivisions 28 to
same place ,  widow of 30 of portion 133, county of Stanley ,  parish
1897
deceased  of Yeerongpilly
.
18 Apr il  Thomas  '; Dunne ,  of the Portion 343, county of Stanley ,  parish of
same place ,  labourer Tingalpa
1897.
26 April James  Falshaw Fountain,
of Brisbane ,  contractor ;
Eliza Louisa Fountain, of
the same place, widow
of deceased  ;  and James
Bennion Price, of the
same place, solicitor
1896.
8 June The Honourable Boyd Dun-
1897.
22 Jan.
1897.
25 June
lop Morehead ,  of Brisbane,
esquire ; John Stevenson,
of the same place,4esquire ;
and Rees Rutland Jones,
of Rockhampton ,  so licitor
Catherine Pender, of the
same place, widow of
deceased
Frances Lynam ,  of the same
place, widow of deceased
Subdivision 23 of portion 210 and subdivi-
sions 35,  36, and 37 of portion 494,  county
of Stanley ,  pari sh of Enoggera  ;  subdivi-
sion 7 of western suburban allotments 30
and 31,  county of Stanley, parish of South
Brisbane  ;  subdivisions 90 to 105 of section
1 of portion 165, county of Stanley ,  parish
of Redcliffe ;  and subdivisions 251 to 258
of po rt ion 1, county of Stanley ,  parish of
Russell ,  on Macleay Island
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
Portions 67, 68, 69 ,  and 70 ,  county of Living-
stone, parish  of Karkol ,  and one undivided
half part or share in  portion 1717, county of
Livingstone ,  parish of  Yeppoon
Allotment 1 of section 10, town of Jericho ...
Allotment 2 of section 114A, town of Rock-
hampton
1889.
3 Sept. Cathe ri ne Lennon ,  of the Allotments 6 and 15 of section 3,  town of
same place ,  widow of de -  Barcaldine
ceased ,  licensed  victualler
1897.
Margaret  Clifton ,  late of 14 Jan,
Bowen, wife of Frank
Clifton, lately of Bowen
aforesaid ,  but at present
of Paddington, Sydney,
New South Wales, con-
tractor
Joseph  Rainden Emmet, late
of Cloncurry ,  sto rekeeper
NORTHERN DISTRICT.
Frank Clifton ;  aforesaid  ...  North -east halt of a llotment 3 of section 36,
town of Bowen
1897.
20 March Eileen Valentine Emmet, of Subdivision 1 of resubdivision B of subdi-
the same place ,  daughter vision 10 of section 14 of resubdivision 2 of
of deceased subdivision 19s of portion 19, county of
1897.
Beaconsfield, parish  of Cloncurry,  and all ot-
ment 9 of section  27, town of Cloncurry
Sarah  (otherwise  Sara) 29 May  Hans Olsen ,  of the  same  Allotment 2 of section 60, town of Towns-
Christina Hoede ,  late of place, labourer; ville
Townsville ,  spinster
Registrar  of Titles' Office,  Brisbane, 4th September, 1897.
Office of  Registrar  of Friendly  Societies,
Brisbane ,  2nd September, 1897.
THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.
HE St.  Joseph's, Kangaroo Point, Female  Branch, is registered asT a Branch of the Hibernian Australasian  Catholic  Benefit Society,
Brisbane  District,  under  "The  Friendly  Societies  Act of  1S94," this
second day of September, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE ,  Registrar of Friendly Societies.
1897.
Fee-simple  ... Will dated  5 March ,  11 Oct.
189
1897
Fee-simple  ...  Will dated 11 June , 11 Oct.
1894
1897.
Fee-simple  ...  Letters of Administra- 11 Oc
tion
1897.
Fee-simple  ... Will dated 30 Novem -  11 Oct.
ber, 1896
1897.
Fee-simple  ..  Will  dated 19 May, 14 Oct.
1890
1897.
Fee-simple  ...  Letters of Administra .  19 Oct.
tion
Fee-simple ...
1897.
Will dated 19 Decem- 14 Oct.
her,  1896
Fee-simple ...
Fee-simple ...
Fee-simple ...
Fee-simple ...
Particulars of Will or
otherwise.
Will dated 13 June,
1887
Date
withix
whichCaveat
may be
lodged.
1897.
11 Oct.
1897.
Letters of Administra -  11  Oct.
tion
1897.
Will  dated 8 Septem - 11 Oct.
ber, 1895
1897.
Will  dated  7 February ,  11 Oct.
1875
1897.
Will dated  18 July ,  19 Oct.
1889
1897.
Letters of Administra -  23 Oct.
tion
1897.
Will  dated 18  July, 29 Oct.
1896
Will  dated 25 May,
1897
1897.
14 Oct.
J. O. BOURNE ,  Registrar of Titles.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1897.
NOTICE.IT is hereby notified, or public information, that the Reverend
ALEXANDER MACULLY, a Minister, of the Church of England
Denomination, residing at Ipswich, in the Registry District of Ipswich
has been duly registered as. a Minister of Religion authorised to
celebrate Marriages in the colony of Queensland, under the provisions
of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM. T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar-General.
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DIVISION OF BOORINGA.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
DIVISION of BOORINGA from the 1st  January  to the 30th June,
1897 ;  prepared and published in terms of Clause 233 of  "The Divisional
Boards  Act  of  1887.
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January- £ s. d.
To Balance ,  Q. N. Bank ,  Roma  ... ... ... ...  358 18 9
30th June-
To General Rates  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 9 13 10
„ l overnmept Endowment  ... ... ... ... 147 4 3
„ Refund Cheque Dishonoured  ... ... ... ... 1 18 7
„ Goat Registration Fees  ... ... ... ... ...  5 5 0
30th June-
By. Northern Road
ofSt. George Road
EXPENDITURE.
„ Charleville Road
Roma Road ...
Upper Warrego Road
„ Horse-feed .. ... ...
„ General Road  Expenses ...
Road Plant ... ... ...
„ Town of Amby ...
Town of Mitchell
Miscellaneous  Expenditure ...
„ Destruction Bathurst Burr ...
Destruction Prickly Pear ...
Windmill ... ... ...
Clerk' s Salary  ... ... . .
Exchange ...
Printing and Advertising ...
Office  Expenses ... ...
„ etty
Cash ...
...Audit
„ Balance, Q. N. Bank, Roma
£523 0 5
2 5 0
5 4 0
... ... 1 17 0
... ... 015 0
... ... 34 13 0
... ... 5 17 3
3 6 3
... ... 2 15 0
... ... 42 1 2
... ... 15 19 0
... ... 4 12 3
... ... 19 5 6
... ... 37 8 0
... ... 3 16 6
... ... 90 0 0
0 0 6
5 9 6
5 3 7
... ... ... 10 0 0
4 4 0
... ... 228 7 11
£523 0 5
FRED DUNSMURE,  Chairman.W. BARON LETHBRIDGE,  Clerk.
We, the undersigned , hereby  certify that we have examined all
Books  of Accounts and Vouchers kept by the  Divisional  Board of
Booringa ,  and that the  above  Statement corresponds therewith.
WILLIAM SAUNDERS, }Auditors.Mitchell, 9th  July, 1897. JNO. HOLLAND,
1897. CAPITAL ACCOUNT.
80th June-
To Transfer from Profit and Loss Account ... ...
Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
1st January-
£ a. d.
... 139 0 1
606 11 4
£745 11 5
By Balance  . .. ... . ... .. £745 11 5
1st July, 1897-By Balance, £ ..606 lls. 4d.
1897. BALANCE-SHEET 30TH JUNE, 1807.
80th June-  £ s. d.
To Divisional  Board Hall ... ... ... ... ...  55 9 3
Divisional  Board Paddock ... ... ... ... ... 36 2 0
„ Furniture  ... ... ... ... ... - 8 18 0
„ . Road Plant ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 49 19 3
„Iron Boat  No. 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... 42 2 9
„ Iron Boat  No. 2 ... .. .. ... ... 22 18 3
„Fixed  Deposit-Government Grant, Bridges 162 13 11
... ... ... 228 7  11„ Balance, Q. N. Bank,  Roma ...
£606 11 4
80th June-
By Capital Account . .. ... ... ... ... ... £ 606 11 4
FRED DUNSMURE,  Chairman.
W. BARON LETHBRID GE, Clerk.
Examined and-found correct.
WILLIAM SAUNDERS, Auditors.Mitchell, 9th July, 1897. JNO. HOLLAND,
1i 38s.
MUNICIPALITY OF TOOWOOMBA.REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE of the MUNICIPALITY of
ToowooMBA for the Half -year ended 30th June, 1897.
1897.  RECEIPTS.
80th June-
To General Rates-
£ 3. d.
East Ward ... ... ... ... ... 216 14 10
West Ward ... ... ... ... ... 137 1 3
South Ward ... ... ... ... ... 84 3 1
Lighting  Rates . .. ... ... ...
„ Special Loan Rates ... ... ... ...
Water Rates
Rate Endowment, First Moiety, 1896 ...
Rant, Steam Roller ... ... ... ...
Lighting, " Joint "
„ Stone Sold ... ... ...
„ Gravel Sold ... ... ...
Registration Fees, Dogs ...
„ Incidental Sources of Revenue ...
„ Licenses-
£ s. d.
437 19 2
94 7 9
0 11 2
555 8 5
552 5 6
4 18 0
8 0 0
97 18 7
0 6 11
34 12 6
109 5 5
Nightmen  ... ... ... ... ... 15 0 0
Drays and Cabe  ... 120 0 0
Cabdrivers  ... ... ... ... ... ...  2 0 0
Plumbers  ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 5 0
„ Ha ll  Revenue  ... ... ... ... ...  2 2 0
Corporation  Seal ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 0
„ Fines  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 13 0
„ Rent-
Building Sites  ... ... ... ... ... 25 17 6
Swamp Reserves  ... ... ... ... 57 14 2
Overdraft ,  Union Bank  ... ... ... ... 3,654 1 1
£5,780 7 2
1
[4TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
30th June- EXPENDITURE. £ s. d.
By Balance, Union Bank, 1st January ... 870 13 7
„ Salaries .. .. ... ... ... ... ... 373 15 0
„ Auditors' Fees ... ... ... ... ... ... 15 0 0
Advertising and Printing ... ... ... 36 0 0
Stationer , &c. ... ... ... ... ... 29 6 10
„ Interest, Union Bank... ... ... ... ... 44 13 10
„ Town Hall ... ... ... ... ... ... 23 12 6
„ Election Expenses ... ... ... ... ... 16 8 0
„ Bathurst Burr ... ... ... ... ... 6 12 6
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... .. ... 33 0 0
Nuisances ... ... ... ... ... 3 0 0
Crossings ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 12 7
Telephone, Rent ... ... ... ... 3 12 6
Incidental Expenses ... ... ... ... ... 69 5 9
„ Fire Brigade ... ... ... ... ... ... 121 13 7
Sanitary Site ... ... ... ... ... ... 57 12 10
Queen's Park ... ... ... ... ... ... 150 0 0
„ Steam Roller ... ... ... ... ... ... 165 13 4
„ Stone Crusher ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 11 8
Asphalting Plant ... ... ... ... ... 3 6 0
„ Interest and Redemption, Government Loans ... 913 1 4
„ School of Arts ... ... ... ... ... 27 9 10
Street Lighting.. ... ... ... ... ... 316 14 6
„ Water Supply ... ... ... ... ... ... 756 4 10
Quarry ... ... ... ... .. 423 5 11
„ Works and Repairs-
East Ward ... ... ... ... ... 380 1 1
West Ward ... ... ... ... ... 454 6 6
South Ward ... ... ... ... ... 474 12 8
1,309 0 3
£5,780 7 2
1897. LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
30th June- LIABILITIES. £ s. d.
To Government Loans ... ... ... ... ... ... 25,483 11 7
Interest and Redemption ... ... ... ... ... 945 11 9
„ Steam Roller, Balance due ... ... ... ... ... 138 8 6
., Sanitary Site, Balance due ... ... ... ... 163 13 6
Sundry Accounts Unpaid ... ... .. ... ... 476 1 1
Overdraft, Union Bank ... ... ... ... ... 3,654 1 1
„ Overdraft, Union Bank-Baths ... ... ... ... 319 11 1
„ Balance ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 9,137 3 11
30th June-
By Balance , Union Bank-
ASSETS.
8ueen's Park ... ... ... ... ... 210 7 11Commonage .. 2  2 9
Rate Endowment, Second Moiety, 1896 ... ... ... 552 5 6
„ General Rates ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3,668 1 7
Special Loan Rates ... ... ... ... ... ... 8 14 0
Lighting Rates ... ... ... ... ... ... 599 10 6
„ Water Rates ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,215 13 10
Sanitary Site ... ... ... ... .. ... ... 272 13 10
„ Stone Crusher ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 650 1 2
„ Steam Roller ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 605 -5 6
„ Town Hall ... ... ... ... ... 3,934 14 6
Furniture ... ... ... ... ... .. ... 204 14 5
„ School of Arts... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4,000 0 0
„ Asphalting Plant ... ... ... ... ... ... 47 17 10
Municipal Baths ... ... ... h ... ... 1,201 19 10
Waterworks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 22,124 19 4
£40,318 2 6
STATEMENT OF RATES MADE To  31sT DECEMBER, 1897.
General
Rates.
East Ward
West Ward
South Ward
Lighting Tot 1 Water GrandaRates. .
£40,318 2 6
Rates. Total
£ 8. d. £ a. d. £ 8. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
... 1,379 0 2 303 12 9 1,693 1 11 ... ...
... 1,106 13  91  266 4 6 1,372 18 3 ... ...
... 600 3 9 1 159 14  5  759 18  2 ...
£ 3,086 6  8  729 11 8 3,815 18 4 2,881 6 8  6,697 6 0
QUEEN'S PARK ACCOUNT.
30th June- .'  8.  d.
To Balance , Union Bank,  1st January ... ... ... ...  188 18 4
„ Vote by Council ... ... ... ... ... ...  150 0 0
„ Gove rn ment  Subsidy ... ... ... ... ... ...  150 0 0
„ Rent ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 31 17 6
.952015 10
30th June- --By Salary, Curator and Wages ... ... ... ... ... 217 16 0
„ Park Improvements ... ... ... ... ... ... 65 8 11
Incidental Expenses ... ... ... ... ... ... 27 3 0
Balance, Union Bank... ... ... ... ... ... 210 7 11
£520 15 10
MUNICIPAL BATHS ACCOUNT.
30th June- £ s. d
...To Rent ... ... ... ...  ... ... ... 12 0 0
„ Balance, Overdraft, Union Bank ... ... ... ... 319 11 1
£331 11 1
30th June-
By Balance , Union Bank, 1st January .. ... ...  283 19 10
„ Interest , Union Bank ... ... . ... ...  8 3 8
„ Interest and Redemption ,  Gove rn ment Loan  ... ...  32 10 5
„ Disbursements  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  6 17 2
£331 11 1
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COMMONAGE ACCOUNT.
30th June-
To Balance, Union Bank, 1st January
,,  Agistment Fees... ...
30th  June-
By Ranger's Fees
„ Works and Repairs ...
Balance, Union Bank
STATEMENT OF CONTRACTS.
Amount.
30th June, 1896-
To Balance  due on Various Con-
£ s. d.
tracts, 1st January ... 153 12 6
„ 3 Contracts for the Half-year 50 14 6
£ s. d.
31 7 8
... 24 13 0
.256 0 8
10 5 .5
24 12 6
21 2 9
£56 0 8
Expenditure.
£ a. d.
68 13 8
7 0 6
Balance.
s. d.
84 18 10
43 14 0
£ 204 7 0 75 14 2 128 12 10
A. MERRITT ,  Town Clerk.
Town Hall ,  Toowoomba ,  27th July, 1897.
We, the undersigned hereby  certify that we have examined all
Books of Accounts and Vouchers kept by the Toowoomba Municipal
Council, and that the above Statements correspond therewith.R. H.  DODD,
F. W. G. ANNAND, } Auditors.
Examined and passed  by the  Toowoomba Municipal Council, 2nd
August ,  1897. -
E. BOLAND, Mayor.
1882 99s.
DIVISION OF GLENGALLAN.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
GLENGALLAN DIVISIONAL BOARD from 1st January to 30th June,
1897 ; prepared and published in terms of Clause 233 of  "The Divisional
Boards  Act of  1887."
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January-  £  a. d. £ s. d.
To Cr. Balance, A. J. S. Bank, Limited ... ... 928 12 10
„ Govdrnment Savings Bank ... .200 -0 0
30th June-
To Rates Collected-Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 12 12 2
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 17 0 5
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 15 5 4
45 7 11
Government Endowment ... ... ... ... 462 2 10
„ Government Grant-Repairs, Border Road ... 250 0 0
„ Rosenthal Board-half Share Repairs,
Black Gully Culvert ... ... ... ... 24 7 5
„ Refund from Government Printer ... ... ... 0 2 6
30th June- EXPENDITURE.
-.1,910 13 6
By Salaries (Clerk and Inspector) five months ...  1.00 0 0
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 0 0
Printing and Advertising ... ... ... ... 17 19 6
„ Auditors' Fees ... 4 4 0
„ Election Expenses, Subdivisions Nos. 1
and 2  ... ... "' ... 44.17 6
Stationery and Stamps .. .. ... 13 12 7
Municipal Council-Governor's Reception ... 10 0 0
Refund of Rates ... ... ... ... ... 3 1 8
Municipality Rates ... ... ... ... 3 4 0
Miscellaneous Expenses ... ... ... ... 16 14 7
Subdivision No. 1-
Elbow and Lucky Valley Roads ... ... 80 11 10
Sandy Creek Road ... ... ... ... 48 15 0
Stanthorpe Road ... ... ... ... 37 10 0
Work and Labour on Roads ... ... 20 6 2
Royalty on Gravel ... ... ... ... 1 11 0
Destruction of Burr ... ... ... 9 5 0
,,
Subdivision No. 2-
Swan Creek and Emu Vale Roads
Freestone Creek
Work and Labour on Roads ...
Land Resumption ... ... ...
Destruction of Burr
Subdivision No. 3-
Killarney Roads
Emu Vale and Farm Creek Roads
Work and Labour on Roads ...
Royalty on Gravel ... ... ...
Destruction of Burr ... ...
197 19 0
257 19 2
83 15 0
22 19 10
2 5 0
49 0 0
-- 415 19 0
134 13 0
15 0 0
10 14 9
6 3 6
11 15 0
178 6 3
„ Fixed Deposit, Bank of New South Wales ... 500 0 0
Cr. Balance, A. J. S. Bank, Limited ... ... 201 15 5
Cr. Balance, Government Savings Bank ... ... 200 0 0
£1, 910 13 6
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that  we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of
Glengallan, and  that the above  Statement corresponds  therewith.
FRAS. B. WOODS,
}Auditors.JAMES McINTOSH,
Board's Office, Warwick, 31st July, 1897.
Passed by the Board of the Glengallan Division  at a General
Meeting held 7th August, 1897.
PETER HAGENBACH,  Chairman.
J. SELKE, Clerk to Board.
1877 35a.- 6d•
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MUNICIPALITY OF WARWICK.
R
` TATEMENT OF RECEIPTS .  AND EXPENDITURE of the
IT WARWICK MUNICIPAL COUNCIL from the 1st January to the 30th
June, 1897.
1897.
30th June-
RECEIPTS. £ 8. d.
To General Rates ... ... ... ... .. ... ... 264 9 2
Special Rate .. ... ... ... ... ... 39 16 9
Endowment on General Rates ... ... ... ... 243 12 5
„ Government Park Grant ... ... ... ... 111 10 0
Carriers' Licenses ... ... ... ... ... ... 41 0 0
„ Town Hall Rent ... .. ... ... 84 11 4
„ Commonage Fees ... ... ... ... ... 5 17 0
Registration Dogs and Gouts ... ... ...  2 0 0
Saleyards Rent  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8 0 0
„ Weighbridge Fees ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 14 0
„ Butchers' Licenses ... 1 10 0
„ Donations and Rent of Park ... ... ... ... 21 15 0
Miscellaneous Receipts ... ... ... ... ... 17 10 0
„ Glengallan Divisional Board ... ... ... ... 10 .0 0
„ Rosenthal Divisional Board ... ... ... ... ... 5 0 0
Balance ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,736 0 8
EXPENDITURE.
£2,599 6 4
1st January-
By Balance .. .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,340 19 0
30th June-
By Salaries ... . ... ... ... ... 120 0 0
,,  Town Hall and Weighbridge Expenses ... ... ... . 53 5 4
„ Commonage Expenses... ... ... ... ... ... 14 11 6
„ Auditors' ees ... ... ... ... ... ... 15. 0 0
Contract Work and Day Labour-Repairs, Streets,
Roads, Bridges ... ... ... ... ... ... 3.39 14 1
„ Park Improvements ... ... ... ... ... ... 200 14 10
„ Watering Streets ... ... ... ... ... ... 24 15 0
Street Lams, Lighting, &c. ... ... ... ... 62 0 0
„ Repairs to
Street Lamps ... ... ... ... ... 3 1 6
„ Winding Tower Clock ... ... ... ... ... 4 0 0
Sanitary Expenses  ... ... ... ... ... ...  20 3 0
Election Expenses ... ... ... ... ... 26 4 6
„ School of Arts Grant ... ... ... ... ... ... 27 0 0
Saleyards Repairs  ... ... ... ... ...  3 11 4
„ Governor's Reception ... ... ... ... ... ... 89 11 5
„ Local Authorities Association ... ... ... ... 5 5 0
Night Watchman's Wages ... ... ... ... ... 6 0 0
Printing and Advertising ... ... ... ... ... 21 11 6
Stationery, Book, and Stamps ... ... ... ... 12"11 6
Cab Hire, &c. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7 6 0
„ General Expenses ... .. ... ... ... ... 26 15 5
„ Interest on Government Loan ... ... ... ... .142 3 0
„ Interest on Overdraft, A. J. S. Bank ... ... ... 33 2 5
£2,599 6 4
WARWICK WATERWORKS.
1897.
1st January -  REcEIPTs.  £ a. d.
To Balance from last Year  ... ... ... ... ...  827 3 10
30th June-
To Water Rates Received  ... ... ... ... ... 511 5 11
£1,338 9 9
30th June- EXPENDITURE.
By Salaries andWorking Expenses ... ... ... 362 10 3
„ Extension of Mains ... ... .. ... ... ... 125 13 11
Interest and Redemption, Government Loans ... 500 14 3
„ Balan ce  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 349 11 4
£1,338 9 9
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
30th June- LIABILITIES.  £ a. d.
To Government General Loan ... ... ... ... 5,685 16 5
Government Waterworks Loan ... ... ... ... 15,041 16 8
Overdraft, A. J. S.. Bank, Limited ... ... ... 1,736 0 8
Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7,008 1 6
£29,471 15 3
30th June- ASSETS.
By  Balance, Waterworks Account ... ... ... ... 349 11 4
„ Furniture and Working Plant ... ... ... ... 248 1 0
„ Town Hall, Weighbridge, Saleyards, and Lands ... 7,198 14 6
Waterworks Plant, Buildings, and Lands ... ... 20,170 14 9
„ Rates due to 30th June, 1897-
General ... ... 566 7 3
Special ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 121 2 4
Water ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 817 4 1
X29,471 15 3
STATEMENT OF RATES MADE FOR YEAR ENDING
31ST DECEMBER, 1897.  £ 8. d.
General Rate of 2d. in the  .2  on £154,517 7s. 10d. ... ... 1,287 12 10
Special Loan Rate of id. in the £ on same amount ... ... 321 18 2
Water Rate on Buildings and Lands having a Frontage
to Water Mains ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,011 17 4
Total ... ... ... ...  R3,621  8 4
FRAS. B. WOODS,
Town Clerk.
We hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account
and Vouchers kept by the Warwick Municipal Council, and that the
above Statement corresponds therewith.
PETER CONNOLLY,1 Auditors.JAS. L. CAMPBELL, I
Town Hall, Warwick, 29th July, 1897.
Examined and passed by the Municipal Council of Warwick this
eleventh day of August, 1897.
1891
JOHN ,ARCHIBALD,
Mayor.
54e. 6d.
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DIVISION OF BALMORAL.ABSTRACT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE
year ended 30th June 1897, .
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January-
To Balance to Credit at Commercial Banking
Company, Limited, Brisbane ... ...
30th June-
To General Rates-
Subdivision No. 1
Subdivision No. 2
Subdivision No. 3
for Half-
£ s. d. £ s. d.
... 325 10 6
... 45 0 0
... 38 9 1
... 54 14 1
138 3 2Special R tes-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 14 18 9
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 17 0 2
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 19 16 1
0 8 0
106 5 0
5 0 0
143 2 0
4 9 10
„ Hawthorn Ferry Rent ... ... ... ... 4 0 0
Sundry Receipts ... ... ... ... ... 0 15 0
Commissioner for Railways' Contribution
towards New Mooraree Road ... ... ... 75 2 8
Properties on Lease ... ... ... ... ... 1 10 0
Properties ... ... ... ... .. ... 2 14 6
30th June-
By Contingencies-
EXPENDITURE.
Office Furniture ...
Salaries, Clerk and Foreman
Petty Cash ... ...
General Expenses ... ...
General Tools ... ... ...
„ Works and Repairs-
Subdivision No. 1 ...
Subdivision No. 2 ...
Subdivision No. 3 ...
51 15 0
£599 10 10
259 4 10
37 8 6
... 65 15 9
... 150 2 10
253 7 1
Balance, Commercial Banking Company
of Sydney, Limited ... ...
1897. LIABILITIES.
512 11 11
86 18 11
£599 10 10
30th June- £ s. d.
Queensland Government Loans ... ... ... ... 14,298 12 3
Drainage Rates, Subdivision No. 3 ... ... 8 3 1
ASSETS.
£14,306 15 4
30th June-
Board's Buildings ... ... ... ... ... ... 619 4 9
Office Furniture ... ... ... ... ... ... 74 9 0
Plant ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 27 10 0
Bulmba Wharf ... ... ... ... ... ...
2,429 16 0
Hawthorn Wharf ... ... ... ... ... 181 2 0
Norman Park Bathing Shed ... ... ... ... 5 8 0
Properties on Lease ... ... ... ... ... 6 13 7
Sundry Debtors ... ... ... ... ... ... 131 4 11
Balance,  Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Limited ... ... ... ...
Capital Account ...
86 18 11
£4,154 11 5
... ... 10,152 3 11
£14,306 15 4
We certify that we  have examined the various Books  of Account
and Vouchers of the above Board for the  period mentioned ,  and that
the above  Statement  corresponds therewith.
ALLAN C. WYLIE, F.I.A.Q., Auditors.A. S. LANG, F.I.A.Q.,
Morningside , 3rd August, 1897.
J. S. PURDIE, Clerk. ROBERT JAMIESON,  Chairman.
1893 38s. 6d.
DIVISION OF LAIDLEY.TATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE' for Half-
year ended 30th June, 1897.
1897.
1st January-
RECEIPTS.
To Bank Balance ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
„ Unpresented Cheques ...
30th June-
... ... ... ...
To Contingent Expenses ... ... ... ... ... ...
„ Loan Redemption and Interest
„ Works and Repairs-
... ... ... ...
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... ... ...
„ Bank Balance ... ... ... ... ... ...
Cash in hand ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
1st January- EXPENDITURE.
By Cash  in hand ... ...
30th June-
By Recovered Law Costs ...
It Rate Account ... ... ... ...
Refund on Pound-yard from Colonial Secretary
Miscellaneous Receipts ... ... ... ...
„ Government Endowment ... ... ... ...
Unpresented Cheques ... ... ... ...
LIABILITIES AND 'ASSETS.
£ a. d.
29 16 4
4 15 10
80 4 7
25 18 0
78 7 10
116 2 6
93 4 0
33 2 2
4 4 2
£465 15 5
97 15 2
0 14 6
122 13 9
53 1 0
436
180 6 8
... 7 0 10
£465 15 5
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
1897.
30th June-Rent and Salaries
LIABILITIES.
Outstanding Contracts ... ... ... ...
Unpresented Cheques ... ... ... ...
Loan-,from,Colonial Treasurer ... ... ...
Balance  ... ... ... ... ...
30th June- ASSETS.
Outstanding Rates ... ... ... ...
Less Amount on Old Township Allotments
Unrecoverable ... ... ... ...
£147 13 10
39 5 4
£ s. d.
9 6 8
82 4 0
7 0 10
167 8 0
65 2 2
£331 1 8
108 8 6
Cash in Bank  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  33 2 2
Cash in band  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  4 4 2
Office Furniture  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 17 18 10
Patrick -street Bridge  ... ... ... ... ... ... 167 8 0
£331 1 8
J. STORK, Clerk. R. J. BLAKE, Chairman.
Audited and found correct.
1892
J. FIELDING
E. C. DIVEW , } Auditorb,
27s. 6d.
DIVISION OF TINAROO.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS  AND EXPENDITURE for theHalf-year ended 30th June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
lat January- £ s. d.
To Bank Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  102 13 1
30th June-
To Refund of Cheque No. 124  ... ... ... ... ...  0 18 0
„ General Rates-
Subdivision  No. 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... 11 12 3
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... 23 2 3
„ Government Endowment on Rates ,  1896 ... ... ... 120 12 4
30th June-
By Audit ...
„ Salaries -Clerk ...
General Expenses
EXPENDITURE.
„ Legal Expenses ... ... ... ...
„ Petty Cash ...
„ Advertising and Printing
„ Bank  Interest  ... ... ... ...
Stationery ... ... ... ...
Government Grant, Main Road ...
Cairns Road ... ...
Roberts' Road ... ...
Barson 's Road ... ...
Tools Account .. .
Cairns-Atherton Road
Maund's Road, Subdivision No. 1 ... ...
Jackson's Road ... ... ... ...
Dowling's Road ... ... ...
Maund's Road, Subdivision No. 2 ... ...
Putt's Road ... ... ... ...
Aplin's Road ... ... ... ... ...
Ford's Road ... ... ... ...
Bosci's Road ... ... ... ... ...
Young's Road ... ... ... ... ...
Interest on Government Loan ... ...
Bank of Australasia, Credit  Balance ...
£25817 11
4 4 0
... ... 23 6 8
... ... 10 1 6
... ... 10 12 61150
15 10 2
... ... 010 8
... ... 1 7 7
... ... 87 19 0
... ... 19 13 0
... ... 1 0 0
... ... 2 8 0
... ... 1 12 0
... ... 2 15 0
... ... 1 8 0
... ... 0 16 0
... ... 0 8 0
... ... 3 15 0
0 8 0
... 0 16 0
... ... 0 16 0
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
1897.
30th June-
LIABILITIES.
To Government Loan-Watsonville Road ... ...
Division of Herberton... ...
„ Government Grants Accounts
Outstanding Contracts, Nos. 134 and 136 ... ...
Balance, Assets over Liabilities ... ... ...
1 0 0
1 0 0
10 4 0
55 11 10
£258 17 11
£ s. d.
204 3 7
50 0 0
32 3 0
28 19 0
95 5 4
£410 10 11
30th June-  ASSETS.
By Outstanding  Rates .. . ... ... ... ... ... £410 10 11
CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO  FROM 1ST  JANUARY TO
30TH JUNE, 1897.
£ s. d.
No. 133-D. McDonald, Clearing Maund's Road, completed 3 0 0
No. 134-Neil McGeehan, Clearing Port Douglas Road,
incomplete ... .. . ... .. ... 24 19 0
No. 135-Robert Hill, Clearing Cairns Road, completed 10 0 0
No. 136-D. McDonald, Cutting Approaches Maund's Road,
incomplete ... ... ... ... ... ... 15 0 0
RATES MADE, 1897. £ s. d.
To Subdivision No. 1, at U d. in the £ ... ... ... ... 191 17 0
„ Subdivision No. 2, at lid. in the £ ... ... ... ... 188 13 3
£380 10 3
We, the undersigned Auditors for the Division of Tinaroo, hereby
certify that the above is a true and correct Statement of the Receipts,
Expenditure, &c., of the Division for the Half-year ended the thirtieth
day of June, 1897. GEO. H.
Atherton, 17th July, 1897. ROBT C.OMA TINLL' }Auditors.
Confirmed, 7th August, 1897.
W. F. LOGAN, Clerk. GEO. E. MARTIN, Chairman.
1905 39s.
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62 10 0
10 0 0
13 16 6
4 12 8
3 10 0
10 18 0
DIVISION OF EINASLEIGH.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
DIVISIONAL BOARD OF  EINASLEIGH from the let January to the
30th June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January- ., £ s. d.
To Balance to Credit, Eina,4leigli Divisional Board, with the
Bank of New South Wales at Georgetown ... ... '425 6 8
30th June-
To General Rate Account ... ... ... ... ... 2 6 8
„ Government Endowment ... ... ... 174 0 10
£601 14 2
30th June-
By Contingencies-
EXPENDITURE.
Salary of Clerk ... ... ...
Valuation  Expenses  ... ... ...
Advertising ... ... . ... ...
Office Repairs ... ... ...
Petty Cash  and Postage ... ...
Stationery and General Expenses
to Works  and" Repairs-
Herberton Road ... ... ... ... ... ... 8 17
Townsville Road ... ... ... ... ... ... 8 13
Normanton Road ... ... ... ... ... ... 49 0
Castleton Road ... ... ... ... ... ... 25 0
Goldsmith's Road ... ... ... ... .... ... 3 13
Mareeba Road ... ... ... ... ... ... 15 0
Charleston Road ... ... ... ... ... ... 16 13
Croydon Road ... ... ... ... ... ... 8 10
Racecourse Road ... ... ... ... ... ... 12 2
St. George Street, Georgetown ... ... ... ... 1 0
Low Street, Georgetown ... ... ... ... 4 0
North Street, Georgetown ... ... ... ... ... 2 14
Normanton Street, Georgetown ... ... ... ... 23 0
South Street, Georgetown ... ... ... ... ... 3, 15
Durham Road ... ... ... ... ... ... 18 10
Tools Account ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 4
Road Plant Account ... ... ... ... ... 24 0
„ Balance to Credit in Bank of New South Wales,
Georgetown ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
531 [4TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
We certify that we have this day examined the Books of Account and
Vouchers, which  are all in  order, and which  agree  with the above
Statement.
BLAKISTON ROBINSON,
t
Auditors.
Brisbane, 16th July, 1897.
A. S . LANG,
Presented to and Allowed by the Board at the Meeting held on
Wednesday, 4th August, 1897.
J. F. COLE,  Chairman.
1898  31s. 6d.
In the :Batter of  "The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896," and in the matter
of The Brisbane Co-operative Printing Company, Limited. (No.
270, Book  5.)
j T is hereby  notified , for public  information ,  that notice having been
1 given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation, and not having received  any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the seventh
day of 'April, 1897, sent to the said Company by post a registered
letter, in accordance with section 42, subsection 2, of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889," and not having received any answer thereto
within one month after sending the said letter, and a notice dated the
twenty-second day of May, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-second day of May, 1897,
and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders
thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause having'een -shown before me in pursuance of such notice, I
have caused the name of the said Company to be struck off the said
Register, in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  "  The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  "  The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896," and in the matter
of The Dulong Central Mill Company, Limited. (No. 15, Book  8.)
! T is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
1 given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation ,  and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the seventh
day of April, 1897, sent to the said Company by post  a registered
letter, in accordance with section 42, subsection 2, of  " The Compa nies
Act Amendment Act of  1889," and not having received any answer thereto
within one month after sending the said letter, and a notice dated the
twenty-second day of May, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-second day of May, 1897,
and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders
thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies,
and no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of such
notice, I have caused the name of the said Company to be struck off
the said Register ,  in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  "The
Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  1863 to 1896,"  and in the matter
of The Gaeta Gold-Mining Company, No. Liability. (No. 42,
Book  8.)
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation, and not having received any answer
thereto within one `month of sending the said letter, I, on the seventh
day of April, 1897, sent to the said Company by post a registered
letter, in accordance with section 42, subsection 2, of  " The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889," and not having received any answer thereto
within one month after sending the said letter, and a notice dated the
twenty-second day of May, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-second day of May, 1897,
and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders
thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of such notice, I
have caused the name of the said Company to be struck off the said
Register, in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act  of 1889."
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896," and in the matter
of The Great Western Gold-Mining Company, Limited. (No.
53, Book  8.)
T is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in opera: ion, and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the seventh
day of April, 1897,  sent  to the said Company by post a registered
letter, in accordance- with section 42, subsection 2, of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889," and not having received  any answer  thereto
within one month after sending the said letter, and a notice dated the
twenty-second day of May, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-second day of May, 1897,
6
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4
0
0
261 12 10
£601 14 2
W. A. CooKE, Clerk. JOHN LACY, Chairman.
Georgetown 15th July, 1897.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of
Einasleigh, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
WILLIAM KEEGAN,Auditors.
V. W. BOYLE,
2nd August, 1897.
1876 25s. 6d.
DIVISION OF ENOGGERA.
TATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
ENOGGERA DIVISIONAL BOARD from 1st January to 30th June, 1897.
RECEIPTS .  £  s. d. £ s. d.
To Cash in Royal Bank of Queensland ,  Limited,
and in hand 31st December ,  1896  ... ...  310 15 5
Endowment  ... ... ... ... ... ...  493 6 8
„ General Expenses  .. ... ...  0 15 0
„ Stuartholme Road  (Half Cost of Forming,
&c., paid by Toowong Shire Council ) ... ...  7 1 9
to  General Rates-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 195 1 8
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 52 2 2
247 3 10
EXPENDITURE.
By Interest on Government Loan ...
„ Valuation Fee (M. B. Gannon) ...
„ Rent of Office
„ Chairman's Allowance, first moiety
„ Printing By-lsws, &c. ... ... ...
„ Tools ... ... ...
It Election Expenses ...
„ General Expenses
„ Office Expenditure ...
„ Auditors' Fees ... ...
Sundry Roads-
Subdivision No. 1 ...
Subdivision No. 2 ...
to  Cash in Royal Bank of Queensland, Limited,
and in hand ... ... ... ... ...
£1,059 2 8
221 1 0
25 0 0
13 0 0
12 10 0
37 1 0
1 10 0
5 19 0
48 16 3
91 16 9
5 5 0
321 17 2
122 5 4
444 2 6
153 1 2
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES. £ s. d.
To Queensland Government Loan  ... ... ...
AssETs.
By Office Furniture ...
„ Tools  ... ... ...
„  Property  ... ... ...
Maps .. ...
toArrears, General Rates-
Subdivision  No. 1 ...
Subdivision No. 2 ...
£1,059 2 8
£ s. d.
4,421 10 7
65 13 10
11 17 6
292 16 10
27 9 6
... 835 5 5
... 500 11 4
to  Cash in Royal Bank of Queensland, Limited,
1,335 16 9
and in hand ... ... ... ... ... ... 153 1 2
Profit and Loss ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,534 15 0
£4,421 10 7
J. MCFARLANE, Clerk. J. F. COLE,  Chairman.
16th July, 1897.
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and sent to the abovenamed Company ,  addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders
thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company, should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of such notice, 1 have
caused the name of the said Company to be struck off the said Register,
in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  " The Companies Act
Amendment Act of  1889.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896," and in the matter
of John Walker and Company, Limited. (No. 300, Book 2.)
T is hereby notified, for public  information ,  that notice having been
given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and the
secretar y , chairman of directors ,  and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation, and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the seventh
day of April, 1897, sent to the said Company by  post a registered
letter ,  in accordance with section 42,  subsection 2, of  " The Companies
Act Amendment Act  of 1889," and not having received any answer thereto
within one month after sending the said letter ,  and a notice dated the
twenty-second day of May, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-second day of May, 1897,
and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders
thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of such notice, I
have caused the name of the said Company to be struck off the said
Register, in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896," and in the matter
of The Jones's Caledonian Extended Gold-Mining Company,
Limited. (No. 83, Book  8.)
T is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation, and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the seventh
day of April, 1897, sent to the said Company by post  a registered
letter, in accordance with section 42, subsection 2, of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act  of 1889," and not having received  any answer  thereto
within one month after sending the said letter ,  and a notice dated the
twenty-second day of May, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-second day of May, 1897,
and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company  and the secretary ,  chairman of directors ,  and shareholders
thereof, requiring them ,  or some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company. should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, andno cause having been shown before me in pursuance of such notice, I
have caused the name of the said Company to be struck off the said
Register, in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  " The Companies
Art Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Acts,  1863 to 1896," and in the
matter of The Lady Florence No. 1 West Gold-Mining Company,
Limited. (No. 43, Book  8.)
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation, and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the seventh
day of April, 1897, sent to the said Company by post  a registered
letter, in accordance with section 42, subsection 2, of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889," and not having received any answer thereto
within one month after sending the said letter, and a notice dated the
twenty-second. day of May, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-second day of May, 1897,
and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders
thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of such notice, I
have caused the name of the said Company to be struck off the said
Register, in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act  of 1889."
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896," and in the matter
of The Mercantile Finance and Investment Corporation, Limited.
(No. 236, Book  5.)
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the.
fourth day of March, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation, and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the seventh
day of April, 1897, sent to the said Company by post a registered
letter, in accordance with section 42, subsection 2, of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889," and not having received any answer thereto
within one month after sending the said letter ,  and a notice dated the
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twenty-second day of May, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-second dap of May, 1897,
and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders
thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause  having been shown before me in pursuance of such notice, I
have  caused the name of the said Company to be struck off the said
Register ,  in pursuance  of the provisions of section 42 of  " The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  1863 to 1896," and in the matter
of The Mount Morgan Grass-tree Lode Extended Gold- Mining
Company, Limited. (No. 82, Book 8.)
T is hereby notified, for public  information , that  notice  having been
1 given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary,  chairman  of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business  or in operation, and not having received  any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the seventh
day of April, 1897, sent to the said Company by post a registered
letter,  in accordance  with section 42, subsection 2, of  " The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889, " and not having received any answer thereto
within one month after sending the said letter,  and a  notice dated the
twenty-second day of May, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-second day of May, 1897,
and sent to  the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders
thereof ,  requiring them ,  or some or one of them ,  within three months
after the  date of  such  notice, to show cause before me, at my Office,
Supreme  Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck  off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause having  been shown before  me in pursuance  of such notice, I
have caused  the name of the said Company to be struck off the said
Register ,  in pursuance  of the  provisions of section  42 of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act , 1863 to 1896,"  and in the matter
of The North Australian  Tin-Mining  Company, Limited. (No. 156,
Book 2.)
T is hereby notified ,  for public  information ,  that notice  having been
given  by me, by post letter  addressed  to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman  of directors ,  and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March, 1897, inquiring whether the  said  Company was
carrying on business or in  operation ,  and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the seventh
day of April, 1897, sent to the said Company by post a registered
letter , in accordance with section 42, subsection  2, of "The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889," and not having received  any answer  thereto
within one  month  after  sending the said letter, and a notice dated the
twenty-second day of May, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-second day of May, 1897,
and sent  to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary ,  chairman  of directors ,  and shareholders
thereof, requiring them,  or some or  one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice, to show cause before  me, at  my Office,
Supreme  Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck  off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause having  been shown before  me in pursuance  of such notice, I
have  caused the  name of the  said  Company to be struck off the said
Register ,  in pursuance of the provisions of section  42 of  "The Companise
Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM. BELL,  Registrar  of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  1863 to 1896," and in the matter
of The New Excelsior Gold-Mining Company, Limited. (No. 28,
Book 8.)
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation, and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the seventh
day of April, 1897, sent to the said Company by. post a registered
letter, in accordance with section 42, subsection 2, of  " The Companies
Act Amendment Act  of 1889," and not having received any answer thereto
within one month after sending the said letter, and a notice dated the
twenty-second day of May, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-second day of May, 1897,
and sent to  the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders
thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of such notice, I
have caused the name of the said Company to be struck off the said
Register, in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896," and in the matter
of The Queensland Railway Carriage, Waggon, and Tramcar
Company, Limited. (No. 215, Book 2.)
j T is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
1 given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying  on business or in  operation, and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the  seventh
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day of April, 1897, sent to the said Company by post a registered
letter, in accordance with section 42, subsection 2, of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889," and not having received any answer thereto
within one month after sending the said letter, and a notice dated the
twenty-second day of May, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-second day of May, 1897,
and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders
thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at ipy Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of such notice, I
have caused the name of the said Company to be struck off the said
Register, in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the  Matter of  " The Companies Acts, 1863  to 1896,"  and in the matter
of The South Great Eastern Extended Gold-Mining Company,
Limited. (No. 188, Book 4.)
IT is hereby notified, for public  information , that  notice having been
given  by me, by post letter  addressed  to the  above Company and
the secretary,  chairman  of directors,  and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying  on business  or in operation ,  and not  having received any answer
thereto within one month  of sending  the said letter, I, on the seventh
day of April, 1897,  sent  to the said Company by post  a registered
letter, in accordance with section 42,  subsection  2, of  " The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889," and not having received  any answer  thereto
within one month after sending the  said  letter, and a notice dated the
twenty-second day of May, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-second day of May, 1897,
and sent to the abovenamed Company,  addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary , chairman of directors ,  and shareholders
thereof, requiring them, or some or  one of  them, within three months
after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck  off the  Register of Registered and Incorporated  Companies, and
no cause having  been shown before  me in pursuance  of such  notice, I
have  caused the name of  the said Company to be struck  off the said
Register ,  in pursuance of the provisions of section  42 of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act  of 1889."
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM. BELL,  Registrar  of Joint Stock  Companies.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  1863 to 1896," and in the matter
of The No. 1 North Lucknow Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
(No. 175, Book 2.)
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
twenty-fourth day of February, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company
was carrying on business or in operation, and not having received any
answer thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the
twenty-ninth day of March, 1897, sent  to the said Company by post a
registered letter, in accordance with section 42, subsection 2, of  " The
Companies Act Amendment Act  of 1889," and not having received any
answer thereto within one month after sending the said letter, and a
notice dated the twenty-second day of May, 1897, having been published
by me in the  Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-second day
of May, 1897, and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the
abovenamed Company and the secretary,  chairman of directors, and
shareholders thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within
three months after the date of such notice, to show  cause  before me, at
my office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated
Companies, and no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of
such notice, I have caused the name of the said Company to be struck
off the said Register, in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of
" The Companies Act Amendment Act 'of  1889."
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Acts,  1863 to 1896," and in the
matter of The No. 1 West Ellen Harkins Gold-Mining Company,
Limited. (No. 62, Book  8.)
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on
the fourth day of March, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation ,  and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the seventh
day of April, 1897, sent to the said Company by post a registered letter,
in accordance  with section 42, subsection 2, of  " The Companies Act
Amendment Act of  1889," and not having received any answer thereto
within one month after sending the said letter, and a notice dated the
twenty-second day of May, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-second day of May, 1897,
and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders
thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of such notice, I
have caused the name of the said Company to be struck off the said
Register, in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies,
In the Matter of  "The Companies Acts,  1963  to  1896," and in the matter
of The Struck Oil No. 2 South -East Gold-Mining Company, No
Liability . (No. 4, Book 8.)
IT is hereby notified, for public information ,  that notice having been
given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary ,  chairman of directors ,  and shareholders thereof, on
the fourth day of  March,  1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation ,  and not having received any
answer thereto within one month of sending the said letter ,  I, on the
seventh day of April, 1897, sent to the said Company by post a registered
letter ,  in accordance with section 42,  subsection 2, of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act  of 1889, "  and not having received any answer
thereto within one month after sending the said letter ,  and a notice
dated the twenty -second day of May, 1897, having been published by
me in the  Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty -second day of
May, 1897 ,  and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the
abovenamed Company and the secretary ,  chairman of directors, and
shareholders thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them ,  within
three months after the date of such notice ,  to show cause before me, at
my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane ,  why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated
Companies ,  and no cause having been shown before me in pursuance
of such notice, I have caused the name of the said Company to be
struck off the said Register, in pursuance of the provisions of section
42 of  " The  Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889.
Dated this twenty -sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM .  BELL ,  Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  " The  Companies Acts ,  1863  to  1896," and in the matter
of The Standard Manufacturing Company, Limited.  (No. 12, Book 8.)
IT is hereby notified, for public information ,  that notice having been
given by me by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, , chairman of directors ,  and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March ,  1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation ,  and not having received any
answer thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the
seventh day of April, 1897, sent to the said Company by post a registered
letter ,  in accordance with section 42 ,,  subsection 2, of  " The  Companies
Act Amendment Act  of 1889," and not having received any answer thereto
within one month after sending the said letter ,  and a notice dated the
twenty -second day of May ,  1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty -second day of May, 1897,
and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary ,  chairman of directors ,  and shareholders
thereof ,  requiring them, or some or one of them ,  within three months
after the date of such notice, to show cause before me ,  at my Office,
Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and no
cause having been shown before me in pursuance of such notice, I have
caused the name of the-said Company to be struck off the said Register,
in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  "  The Companies Act
Amendment Act  of 1889."
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM.  BELL ,  Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts ,  1863  to  1896, "  and in the matter
of W. E. Thomas and Company, Limited.  (No. 40,  Book 8.)
IT is hereby notified, for public information ,  that notice having been
given by me ,  by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary ,  chairman of directors ,  and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March ,  1897 ,  inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation ,  and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the seventh
day of April ,  1897,  sent to the said Company by post a registered letter,
in accordance with section 42, subsection 2, of  " The Companies Act
Amendment  Act  of  1889," and not having received any answer thereto
within one month after sending the said letter ,  and a notice dated the
twenty -second day of May, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-second day of May, 1897,
and sent to the abovenamed Company ,  addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary ,  chairman of directors ,  and shareholders
thereof ,  requiring them, or some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice ,  to show cause before me ,  at my Office,
Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane ,  why the said Company should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause having  been shown before me in pursuance of such notice, I have
caused the name of the said Company to be struck off the said Register,
in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  " The Companies Act
Amendment  Act  of 1889."
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM. BELL,  Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896, "  and in the  matter
of The Wilmot and Smithfield Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
(No. 38, Book  8.)
IT is hereby noti fied ,  for public information ,  that notice having been
given by me ,  by post letter addres =ed to the above Company and
the secretary ,  chairman of directors ,  and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March ,  1897,  inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation ,  and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter ,  I, on the seventh
day of April, 1897, sent to the said Company by post a registered
letter ,  in accordance with section 42, subsection 2, of  " The Companies
Aot Amendment  Act of  1889," and not having received any answer thereto
within one month after sending the said letter, and a notice dated the
twenty -second day of May, 1897 ,  having been published by me in the
Queensland Government  Gazette on the twenty-second day of May, 1897,
and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary ,  chairman of directors ,  and shareholders
thereof ,  requiring them, or some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice, to show cause before me ,  at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane ,  why the  s aid Company should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of such notice, I
have caused the name of the said Company to be struck off the said
Register ,  in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  " The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this twenty -sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM,  BELL ,  Registrar of Joint Stock Companies,
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In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896,"  and in  the matter
of The Borehole Colliery Company, Limited. (No. 198, Book 7.)
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary ,  chairman  of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
twenty-sixth day of April, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in  operation, and having received an answer
from the said Company to the effect that it is not carrying on business
or in operation, and a notice dated the eighth day of May, 1897, having
been published by me in the  Queensland Government Gazette  on the eighth
day of May, 1897, and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to
the abovenamed Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and
shareholders thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within
three months after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at
my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated
Companies,  and no cause  having been shown before me in pursuance of
such notice,  I have caused  the name of the said Company to be struck
off the said Register,  in pursuance  of the provisions of section 42 of
" The Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Acts,  1863 to 1896," and in the matter
of The Queensland Goongarrie Gold_Mining Company, No Liability.
(No. 105, Book 8.)
1 T is hereby notified, for public  information , that notice having been
( given  by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman or directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
fourth day of March, 1897 , inquiring  whether the said Company was
carrying  un business  or in operation, and not having received  any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the seventh
day of April, 1897, sent to the said Company by post a registered letter
in accordance  with section 42, subsection 2, of  "The Companies Act
Amendment Act of  1889," and having received  an answer  from the said
Company to the effect that it is not carrying on business  or in  operation,
and a  notice dated the eighth  day  of May, 1897,  having  been published by
me in the  Queensland Government Gazette on  the eighth day of May, 1897,
and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the ahovenamed
Company and the secretary,  chairman  of directors, and shareholders
thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck off the  Register  of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause  having been shown before  me in pursuance  of such notice,
I have caused the name of the said Company to be struck off the said
Register ,  in pursuance  of the provisions of section 42 of  " The Com-
panies Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma' pauperis.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Bernard McCrystal,
of Fortitude Valley, Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland,
draper, by the said Bernard McCrystal.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Bernard McCrystal be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his. Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Bernard 31 cCrystal, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Ninth day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Bernard McCrystal shall, on
the Seventh day of September, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and'
residences, so far as known, of his, creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirtieth day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
12s. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Arthur Putnam,
of Murphy's Creek, in the colony of Queensland, baker, by the
said Arthur Putnam.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Arthur Putnam be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Arthur Putnam, for the election of
a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Ninth day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Arthur Putnam shall, on
the Seventh day of September, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirtieth day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
C. W. Louis  HEINER, Solicitor, Ipswich.
12s.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against Frances  Dare (wife
of Louis Dare, of Wynnum, in the colony of Queensland, financial
agent), a married woman having separate estate, by Joseph Orton
Bourne, of Brisbane, in the said colony,  Registrar  of Titles.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and upon proof
satisfactory to the Court of the debt of the Petitioner and of the
act of insolvency alleged to have been committed by the said Frances
Dare having been given, it is ordered that the said Frances Dare
be and she is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that James Boyne
Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of her Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Frances Dare, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office
of the Registrar of this Court on the Sixteenth day of September,
1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Frances Dare shall, on the Fourteenth day of September,
1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate  statement, verified on oath, of her debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the  names and residences , so far as known, of her
creditors, and of the  causes of  her inability to meet her  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirtieth day of August,
1897.
By the_Court,
138. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma'  pauperis.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against Thomas  Madsen, of
Lutwyche,  near Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland,  labourer,
by the said Thomas  Madsen.
UPON  the hearing  of this  Petition  this day, it  is ordered  that the
said  Thomas  Madsen be and he is  hereby  adjudged insolvent,
and that Jam s Boyne  Ha ll , Esquire , be Official Trustee of his
Estate.  And it  is further ordered  that the  First General Meeting of
the creditors  of the said Thomas Madsen, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the  Office of the Registrar  of this Court on the
Sixteenth day of September, 1897,  at Eleven o ' clock  in the  forenoon.
And it  is further  ordered  that the said  Thomas  Madsen  shall, on the
Fourteenth day of September, 1897,  at Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true,  and accurate statement ,  verified on
oath, of his  debts and liabilities  of every kind,  and of the names and
residences,  so far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability  to meet his engagements.
Given  under the seal of the  Court  this first  day of September,
1897.
12s.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY. .
MR.  JUSTICE OOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  James McLelland
Cavaye, of Gympie, in the colony of Queensland, grocer and
produce mercy ant, by the said  James  McLelland Cavaye.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said James McLelland Cavaye  be and he is  hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said James McLelland Cavaye, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the 9 ce of the Registrar of this Court on the
Sixteenth day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said James McLelland Cavaye
shall, on the Fourteenth day of September, 1897,  at Brisbane , deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,  and accurate  statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names  and residences, so far as known, of  his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the  seal  of the Court this first day of September,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
O'SHEA AND O'SHEA, Solicitors for the Petitioner,
12s. 6d. Queen street,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma  pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency Petition  against Owen McKenna, of
Wrotham Park,  near  Cooktown, in the colony of Queensland,
miner , by the said Owen McKenna.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Owen McKenna be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Owen McKenna,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court on the Tenth day of September, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
Owen McKenna shall, on the Ninth day of September, 1897, at
Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
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accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the  names and residences ,  so far  as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-third day of
August, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
BARNETT AND PATCHING, Solicitors for Insolvent, Cooktown.
Town Agents-RoBRRTS, LEU, AND  BARNETT,
13s. 6d. Solicitors, Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  John Duncan
Matheson, of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland,
miner, by the said John Duncan Matheson.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said John Duncan Matheson be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George  Fraser,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his  Estate.  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the said John
Duncan Matheson, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office
of the Registrar of this Court, Principal Registry, Townsville, on the
Eighth day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said John Duncan Matheson shall, on the
Seventh day of September, 1897, at Townsville aforesaid, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of his
inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twentieth day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
W. F. R. BovcE, Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
Town Agents-UNMACK, Fox, AND HOBBS, Townsville.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Valentine Guy, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the said
Valentine Guy.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Valentine Guy be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent
in formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Valentine Guy, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
Principal Registry, Townsville, on the Eighth day of September, 1897,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Valentine Guy shall, on the Seventh day of September, 1897, at
Townsville aforesaid, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the  names and  residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twentieth; day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
W. F. R. BOYCE, Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
Town Agents-UNMACK, Fox, AND HoBBS,'Townsville.
13s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Henry Carpenter
McMillan, of Croydon, in the colony of Queensland, butcher, by
the said Henry Carpenter McMillan.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said  Henry Carpenter McMillan be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that Thomas  George  Fraser, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Henry Carpenter McMillan, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the  Registrar  of this Court on the
Fourteenth day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Henry Carpenter  McMillan
shall, on the Thirteenth day of September, 1897, at Townsville, deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences ,  so far  as known, of his creditors ,  and of the
causes of  his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-fifth day of
August, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
LYONS AND ROBINSON, Solicitors for Insolvent, Croydon.
Town Agents-UNMAC%, Fox, AND HOBBS, Townsville.12s. 6d.
4TH SEPTEMBER ,, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the  Matter of an  Insolvency Petition  against Eric  Hultman, of
Rockhampton, in the colony  of Queensland , grocer, by himself.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Eric Hultman be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that John Love Blood-Smyth, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting of the creditors
of the said Eric Hultman, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the
Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Second day of September,
1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said Eric Hultman shall, on the First day of September, 1897, at
Rockhampton, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,  true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every'
kind, and of the names and residences,  so far as  known, of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-fifth day of
August, 1897.
By the Court,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH, Registrar.
W. H. MISHIN, Denham street, Rockhampton,
11s. 6d. Solicitor for the Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of James Grace, of Allora, near Warwick, in the colony
of Queensland, tailor, an Insolvent.
JU PON reading a Report of the Trustee of the property of theInsolvent, dated the twenty-sixth day of August, 1897, report-
ing that the whole of the property of the Insolvent has been realised
for the benefit of his creditors, and that, the property having only
realised the sum of £19 3s. 6d., the Trustee was unable to declare
or pay any dividend. And upon hearing the solicitors for the Trustee,
and the Court being satisfied that the whole of the property of the
Insolvent has been realised for the benefit of his creditors, and that,
the property having only realised the sum of £19 3s. 6d., the Trustee
was unable to declare or pay any dividend, doth order and declare
that the Insolvency of the said James Grace has closed, and doth fix
the Eleventh day of October, 1897, for the Trustee to apply to the
Court, at Brisbane, for his release as such Trustee.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-seventh day of
August, 1897.
1936
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy  Registrar.
30-8-97.
11s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of James Francis O'Brien, of Brisbane, stock and
share broker, an Insolvent.THOMAS EDWARD WHITE, of Brisbane, accountant, has beenappointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs  of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of August, 1897.
1879
W. A. DOUGLAS,  Deputy Registrar.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of Joseph Barrett, of Toowoomba, cabinetmaker,
an Insolvent.THOMAS EDWARD WHITE, of Brisbane, accountant, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts mustforward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of August, 1897.
1880
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of Charles Kansan, of St. George, in the colony of
Queensland, hawker, an Insolvent.
G
FORGE SAMUEL HUTTON, of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
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Creditors who have not yet proved their debts  must  forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of August, A.D. 1897.
F. W. TAYLOR,
Solicitor for Trustee ,  St. George.
Town Agents - MORRIS AND FLETCHRH,
1928 Solicitors, Brisbane.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
10s.
In the Matter of George Hunt the  younger ,  of Roma, in the colony
of Queensland ,  butcher ,  an Insolvent.
ON the first day of September ,  1897 ,  a Certificate of Discharge was
granted to George Hunt the younger ,  of Roma ,  in the colony
of Queensland ,  butcher ,  who  was  adjudicated insolvent on the twenty-
eighth day of February, 1894.
W. A. DOUGLAS ,  Deputy Registrar.
WM. GEO. MAYNE,
Solicitor for the said George Hunt, Roma.
By his Agents - BoucHARD AND HOLLAND, Solicitors ,  Brisbane.
1908 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE  COOPER.
In the Matter of Franz Carl Edward Schweitzer, of Beenleigh, in the
colony of Queensland, baker, an Insolvent.
ON the twenty-fifth day of August, 1897, a Certificate of Discharge
was granted  to Franz Carl Edward Schweitzer, of Beenleigh,
in the colony of Queensland, baker, who was adjudicated insolvent on
the fifteenth day of November, 1889.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
ARTHUR WILLIAM BALE,
Solicitor for the Insolvent, Beenleigh.
By his Agent-
J. BENxION PRIca,
Brisbane.
1899 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Informd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE  COOPER.
In the Matter of William Thwaites, of Cedar Creek, Albert River, in
the colony  of Queensland ,  labourer , an Insolvent.
ON the Twenty-ninth day of September , 1897, at  Ten o'clock
in the forenoon, William Thwaites, of Cedar Creek, Albert
River, in the colony of Queensland, labourer, adjudicated insolvent
on the sixth day of May,  1895 , will apply to the Supreme Court of
Queensland,  at Brisbane, for a  Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this second day of August, 1897.
ARTHUR WILLIAM BALE,
Solicitor  for the Insolvent, Beenleigh.
By his Agent-
J. BENwiow PRICE, Brisbane.
1900 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE  COOPER.
in the Matter cf Philip Arthur Levy, of Brisbane, in the colony
of Queensland, tailor, an Insolvent.
`J
ON the Twenty-ninth day of September, 1897, at Ten o'clock in
the forenoon, Philip Arthur Levy, formerly of Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, tailor, but at present of Sydney, in the colony
of New South Wales, commercial traveller, adjudicated insolvent on
the twenty-third day of January, 1889, will apply to the Supreme
Court of Queensland, at Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this thirty-first day of August, 1897.
1889
ALFRED DOWN,  Solicitor  for the  Insolvent,
66 Queen street, Brisbane.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of John Peter Hensler, lately of Goondiwindi, in the
colony of Queensland,  grazier , but at present of Boggabilla, in the
colony of New South Wales, hotel  manager , an Insolvent.
ON the Twentieth day of October, 1897, at ten o'clock in the fore-
noon, John Peter Henslt r, lately of Goondiwindi, in the colony
of Queensland, grazier, but at present of Boggabilla, in the colony of
New South Wales, hotel manager, adjudicated insolvent on the six-
teenth day of December, 1896, will apply to the Supreme Court of
Queensland, at Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of August, 1897.
1934
WINTER AND McNAB,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
88 Queen street, Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy Registrar.
[ 4'rH SEPTEMBER, 1807.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,RRockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Ma. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation or Composition with
Creditors ,  instituted by Patrick  Guckin,  of Mount Morgan ,  in the'
colony of Queensland ,  the only  member  (sui juris )  of the firm of
Mitchell and Guckin, carrying on business at Mount Morgan afore-
said, under the style or firm of " Mitche ll  and Guckin ,"  grocers.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that a First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed person or firm has been
summoned to be held at the Office of W. H. Miskin ,  solicitor,
Denham street, Rockhampton, on the Sixteenth day of September
next ensuing ,  at Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of August, 1897.
1919
W. H. MISKIN,
Denham street, Rockhampton,
Solicitor for the said Patrick Guckin.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of A. 0. B ro wn, insolvent ,  of Charters Towers.
A
FIRST Dividend,  of 3s .  4d. in the  £,  is now payable in the above
Estate on all claims proved and admitted ,  on the 30th May,
1897, at my Office, Gi ll  street ,  Charters Towers.
W. R. SOILLEUX,
Trustee.
1.884 4s.
In the Matter of J. E. Matthews ,  of Mount Morgan, in Liquidation.
A FIRST Dividend,  of 8d. in the  £,  is payable in the above Estate
on all claims proved and admitted , on FRIDAY,  the Twenty-
seventh day of August ,  1897, at my Office ,  Edward street, Brisbane.
1878
THOS. E. WHITE,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the Matter of Simon
Alphousus Rourke, of Townsville, insurance and general agent,
trading as " S. A. Rourke & Co.," adjudicated insolvent on the four-
teenth day of May, 1897.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the fifteenth day of
September will be excluded.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of August, 1897.
1916
H. A. McMAHON, Trustee.
5s.
In the Matter of Kate Taylor ,  Peter  Lightbody,  George Herbert
Brazier ,  and Duncan Murray, trading as " Taylor , Lightbody, &
Co.," general merchants ,  of Toowoomba ,  in Liquidation.
A SIXTH Dividend,  of 2s .  in the £  (making 16s. 6d .  to date), is
payable in the above Estate, on all claims proved and admitted,
on and after  FRIDAY,  the Twenty-seventh  day of  August, 1897, at
my Office, Adelaide st re et, Brisbane.
1896
GEO. S. HUTTON, Trustee.
4a
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Will and Codicil of Allan Campbell, late of Yass, in the colony
of New South Wales, surgeon, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Robert William
Pearson, Allan Campbell, and Robert Adye Campbell, the
Executors in the abovenamed Estate, from the twenty-second day of
July, 1895, to the first day of August, 1897, has this day been filed in
my Office, duly verified by the said Robert William Pearson, Allan
Campbell, and Robert A dye Campbell. All parties claiming to be
interested in the said Estate are at liberty to inspect the said Account,
at my Office in the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before
TUESDAY, the Nineteenth day of October next,. and, if they think
fit, to object thereto. Notice is also given, that whether any objection
is taken to the said Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day,
proceed to examine and inquire into the said Account. Notice is
further given, that any person who may desire to object to the said
Account, or any item or items therein, or the allowance to the
Executors of a commission thereon, must 'before that day file in my
Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this first day of September, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy Registrar.
MACPHERSON AND FEEZ,
Lutwyche Chambers, Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Executors.
1932 13s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Will and Codicil thereto of Richard Scott flews, late of
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Queensland Trustees,Limited, the Executors in the abovenamed Estate, from the
nineteenth day of May, 1896, to the twenty-sixth day of August,
1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by Peter
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Arthur Blundell ,  the manager  of  said Queensland Trustees ,  Limited.
All parties claiming to be interested in the said Estate are at liberty
to inspect the said Account ,  at my Office in the Sup re me  Court  house,
Brisbane ,  on or before  THURSDAY,  the Seventh  day of  October
next, and, if  they think  fit, to object thereto .  Notice is also given,
that whether any objection is taken to the said Account or not I shall,
after the aforesaid day, proceed to examine and inquire  into  the said
Account .  Notice is further given, that any person who may desire
to object to the said Account, or any item or items therein ,  or to the
allowance to the Executors  of  a commission ,  must before that day file
in my Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this twenty -seventh day of August, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
THYNNE AND MACARTNEY,
Solicitors for Queensland Trustees, Limited.
Edward street, Brisbane.
1925 12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE  COOPER.
In the Will of James Swan, late of Brisbane, in the colony of Queens-land, freeholder (a member of the Legislative Council of the said
colony), deceased, and in the Trusts of the Will of the said
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Richard Gailey and
William Henry Ewing, the Executors and Trustees in the
abovenamed Estate, from the twenty-ninth day of August, 1896, to
the thirty-first day of August, 1897, has this day been filed in my
Office, duly verified by the said Richard Gailey and William Henry
Ewing, and that the said Richard Gailey and William Henry Ewing
intend to apply to the Court for an allowance of a commission on the
income and procee;ls of sales of trust property received by them. All
parties claiming to be, interested in the said Estate are at liberty to
inspect the said Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, on or before MONDAY, the Eleventh day of October next,
and, if they think fit, to object thereto. Notice is also given,
that whether any objection is taken to  the said  Account or not I
shall, after the  aforesaid  day, proceed to examine and inquire into
the said Account. Notice is further given, that any person who may
desire  to object to the said Account, or any item or items therein,
or to the allowance of a commission to the Executors or Trustees,
must before that day file in my Office  a memorandum  to that effect.
Dated this thirty-first day of August, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
W. H. WILSON  AND HEMMING,
Selbo rne Chambers , Adelaide  street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Richard Gailey and William
1913 Henry Ewing.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
15s.
In the Will of George Whittaker, late of North Branch, near
Toowoomba, in the colony of Queensland, farmer,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the  expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
Lo made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed  George Whittaker , deceased , may be granted to Timothy
James O'Carroll,  bank manager ; and Daniel McEwan Hunter,  store-
keeper, both of Pittsworth, near Toowoomba  aforesaid , the Executors
named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this first day of September, A.D. 1897.
1924
M. J. O'SULLIVAN,
Solicitor for the said  Timothy  James O'Carroll and
Daniel McEwan Hunter,
Margaret street, Toowoomba.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Andrew Hamilton, late of Downfall Creek, near
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, blacksmith, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Andrew Hamilton, deceased, may be granted to  Margaret
Hamilton, of Downfall Creek aforesaid, widow, and Thomas Andrew
Hamilton, of the  same place , blacksmith, the Executors named in the
said  Will. Any  person  interested who desires to object to the appli-
cation, or to be heard upon it, may file  a caveat in  the Registry at any
time  before the grant  is made.
Dated this second day of September, 1897.
WILLIAM THOMAS ATTHOW, -
Solicitor for the said Executors , 81 Queen street,  Brisbane.
1907 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands of John Curtis  (otherwise called John Courtis ),  lately
an inmate of the county lunatic asylum ,  Bodmin, in the county
of Corn wall ,  England ,  miner, deceased ,  intestate.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that ,  after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof ,  application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the real
estate of the abovenamed  John Curtis (otherwise called John Courtis),
Deputy  Registrar.
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to Richard Meddleton,
of Smythe street, Gympie, in the colony of Queensland, miner, the
lawful cousin-german and one of the next-of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated this third day of September, A.D. 1897.
1904
JAS. F. WATSON,
Solicitor for the said Richard Meddleton,
82 Queen street, Brisbane.
7s..
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will of John Fraser, late  of Mareeba , in the colony of
Queensland ,  contractor ,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the  date  of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed John Fraser, deceased, may be granted to Michael Joseph
O'Brien, of Cairns, in the said colony, accountant, and John Cairns,
of the same place,  auctioneer , the Executors named in the said Will.
Any person interested who desires to object to the application, or to be
heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the
grant is made.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of August, 1897.
1909
ROBERTS, LEV, AND BARNETT,
Solicitors for the said Executors,
Denham street, Townsville.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the  Will of  James Faulkner ,  late of Barcaldine ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  boundary rider, deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that ,  after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable  Court  that Probate of the Wi ll  of the
abovenamed James Faulkner ,  deceased ,  may be granted to Ellen
Faulkner ,  of Barcaldine aforesaid ,  widow ,  the sole Executrix named
in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the
application ,  or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry
at any time  be fore the grant is made.
Dated this twenty -seventh day of August ,  A.D. 1897.
Agents-
R. J. McCULLOUGH,
Solicitor for the said Ellen Faulkner ,  Barcaldine.
CKAb'uas, BRUCE, AxD McNAB, Brisbane.
1886 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Hugh Geddes Gauld, late of Brisbane, in the colony
of Queensland, commercial broker, deceased, intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that, at er the xpiration of fourteen daysfrom the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this  Honourable  Court that Administration of the personal
estate  of the abovenamed Hugh Geddes Gauld, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Dora Australina Gauld, of Brisbane, in
the colony of Queensland, widow of the said deceased.
Dated this third day of September, 1897.
1935
WINTER AND McNAB,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Dora Australina Gauld.
6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
In the Will of John Ferrier, late of Ipswich, in the colony of
Queensland, miner, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the above-
named deceased may be granted to Thomas Ferrier, of Ipswich, in the
colony of Queensland, engine-driver, the sole Executor named in said
Will. Any person interested  who desires  to object to the application,
or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time
before the  grant  is made.
Dated at Ipswich this second day of September, A.D. 1897.
WM. H. SUMMERVILLE,
Solicitor for the said Executor,
Greenham's Chambers, Nicholas street, Ipswich.
Town Agent-J. G. MCGREGOR, Queen street, Brisbane.
1931 8s.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
In, the Will of Emma Morton, late of Toowoomba, in the colony of
Queensland, widow, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Emma Morton, deceased, may be granted to Peter
Mansford , of Toowoomba aforesaid, railway employee, and Joseph
Gordon, of the same place, carpet planner, the Executors named in
the said Will. Any person interested who desires  to  object to the
application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry
at any time before the grant  is made.
Dated this second day of September, A.D. 1897.
C. S. EDEN,
Solicitor for the said Peter Mansford and Joseph Gordon,
Margaret street, Toowoomba.
Town Agent-J. G. MCGREooa, • _ . • .
1929 Solicitor, Brisbane.  8s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Christina McCabe, late of South Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, widow, deceased, intestate.NOTT CE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen daysfrom the publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court that administration of the personal estate of the
abovenamed Christina McCabe, deceased, who died intestate, may, be
granted to Queensland Trustees, Limited, of Brisbane, in the said
colony,  the lawfully constituted Attorneys of James Cameron, of
Monkey Creek, in the colony of New South Wales, grazier, one of the
next-of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated this third day of September, e.n. 1897.
1926
J. F. FITZGERALD,
Solicitcr for the said Queensland Trustees, Limited,
Commercial Chambers, Queen street, Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will and Codicils of The Honourable Sir Charles Lilley, knight,
late of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Coui t that  Probate of  the Will and
Codicils of the abovenamed Sir Charles Lilley, deceased, may be
granted to Edwyn Mitford Lilley, of  Brisbane  aforesaid, esquire,
barrister- at-law , and Peter Mac 1'h,  rson , of the same place, solicitor,
the Executors named in the said Will. Any pe-sin interested who
desires to object to the application,  or to  be heard upon it, may file a
caveat  in the Registry  at any time  before  the grant is made.
Dated this first day of September, A.D. 1897.
A. F. M. FEEZ,
Solicitor for Edwyn Mitford Lilley and Peter MacPherson,
Lutwyche Chambers, Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1927 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Louise Schultheisz, late of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, widow, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Louise Schultheisz, deceased, may be granted to the
Reverend Ernst Otto  Maier , of Brisbane aforesaid, and Johannes
Balzer, of Logan road, Brisbane aforesaid, farmer, the Executors
named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the  grant is made.
Dated this second day of September, A.D. 1897.
1901
R. VINCENT LITTLE,
Proctor for the said Executors ,  Queen street ,  Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  PETER McGriNNEss, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the  "Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any  claim or  demand upon or against the
Estate of Peter McGuinness, late of Brisbane, in the colony of Queens-
land, hotelkeeper, deceased, who died at Brisbane aforesaid on the
fourth day of July, 1897, and Probate of whose Will was granted by
the Supreme Court of Queensland, on the twenty-fifth day of August,
1897, to Edward Vallely, of  Brisbane , in the colony aforesaid, con-
tractor, one of the Executors named in the said Will (Neil Warde
McDermott, the other Executor therein  named , having predeceased
the deceased), are hereby required  to send in ,  in writing , the particulars
of their  claims  and demands to the said Edward Vallely, addressed to
the Office of the undersigned, his solicitors, on or before the Thirtieth
day of September, 1897. And notice is hereby also given, that at the
expiration  of the last-mentioned date the said Edward Vallely will
proceed to distribute the Estate of the said deceased  amongst the
parties  entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims c,f which he
shall then have had notice,  and that  he will not be liable, for the
assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose claim
or demand he shall not then have had notice.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of August, 1897.
1922
THYNNE AND MACARTNEY,
Solicitors for the said Edward  Vallely,
A. M. P. Chambers,
Edward street, Brisbane.
14s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be HENRY JOHN WooncocK, deceased, intestate.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claim or demand upon or against the
Estate of Henry John Woodcock, late of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, tailor, deceased, who died intestate, at Brisbane aforesaid,
on the eleventh day of February, 1896, and Letters of Administration
of whose b'sfate were granted by the Supre.-re Court of Queensland, on
the twentieth day of October, 1896, to Anne Woodcock, of Brisbane
aforesaid, his lawful widow, are hereby required to send in, in writing,
the particulars of their claims and demands to the said Anne Wood-
cock, addressed to the Office of the undersigned, her solicitors, on or
before the Thirtieth day of September, 1897. And notice is hereby
also given, that at the expiration of the last-mentioned date the said
Anne Woodcock will proceed to distribute the Estate of the said
deceased am, ngst the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to
the claims of which she shall then have had notice, and that she will
not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any
person of whose claim or demand she shall not then have had notice.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of August, 1897.
1923
THYNNE AND MACARTNEY,
Solicitors for the  said  Anne Woodcock,
A. M. P. Chambers,
Edward street,  Brisbane.
12s. 6c1.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be MARY SWAN, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons  Act  of 1867," notice is hereby  given,  that all  persons
having any claims or demands upon or against the Estate of Mary
Swan,  late of Newbury,  near  Mackay, in the colony of Queensland,
widow, who died on the fifth day of February, 1891, intestate, of
whose Estate Letters of Administration were granted by the Supreme
Court of Queensland, Townsville, on the eleventh day of August, 1894,
to Samuel Bryant Wright, of Mackay aforesaid, solicitor, the lawfully
constituted Attorney of Robert Wilson Syme, of New York, in the
United States of America, carpenter, the brother of the said intestate,
are hereby required to send in, in writing, particulars of their debts or
claims to Roberts, Leu, and Barnett, solicitors for  the  said Adminis-
trator, Denham street, Townsville, on or before the Eighth day of
January, 1898. And notice is hereby also given, that after the last-
mentioned day the said Administrator will proceed to distribute the
assets  of the said deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto, having
regard only to the claims of which the said Administrator, or his
solicitors aforesaid, shall then have had notice, and that the said
Administrator will not be liable, for the  assets  or any part thereof so
distributed, to any person of whose claim the said Administrator, or
his solicitors aforesaid, shall not then have had notice.
Dated this twenty-first day of August, 1897,
1910
ROBERTS,  LEU, AND BARNETT,
Solicitors for the said Administrator,
Denham street,
Townsville ,  Queensland.
14s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be WILLIAM HoSIE STEWART, deceased.
PURSUANT to the  " Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby  given , that all creditors, beneficiaries,
next-of -kin, and other  persons having  any claims or demands upon or
against the  Estate of the said William Hosie Stewart, late of Isisford,
in the colony of Queensland,  hospital wardsman , deceased, who died
on the twenty-second day of August, 1896, and of whose Will Probate
was, on  the twelfth day of December, 1896,  granted  by the Supreme
Court of Queensland to Mary Stewart, of Isisford aforesaid, the sole
Executrix named in the  said  Will, are hereby required to Fend in
particulars of their debts  or claims to  the said Executrix, at the Office
of the undersigned, her solicitors, on or before the Ninth day of
October next. And notice  is also  hereby given, that after that day
the said Executrix will proceed to distribute the assets of the said
deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to
the claims of which she shall then have had notice, and that she
will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed,
to any person of whose debt or claim she shall not then have had
notice.
Dated this second day of September, 1897.
1911
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Executrix.
13s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
ANTHONY CONWBLL, deceased.
P
URSUANT to  " The Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867,"  notice is  hereby given, that all persons having any claims
or demands  upon  or against  the Estate of Anthony Conwell, late of
Gympie, in the colony of Queensland, solicitor, deceased, who died
on the fourth day of April, 1897, 'and of whose Estate Letters of
Administration were, on the thirteenth day of August, 1897, granted
by the Supreme Court of Queensland to Janet Summers Conwell, of
Gympie, the lawful widow of the said deceased, are hereby requested
to send in particulars of their debts  or claims  to the said Janet
Summers Conwell, at the Office of  Messrs . Tozer and Tozer, her
solicitors , at Gympie or Brisbane, on or before SATURDAY, the
Sixteenth day of October, 1897. And notice  is also  hereby given,
that after that date the said Janet  Summers  Conwell will proceed to
distribute  the assets  of the said deceased  amongst the parties  entitled
thereto, having regard only to the claims of which she shall then
have had notice, and that  she  will not be liable, for the assets or any
part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or  claim she
shall not then have notice.
Dated this twenty-third day of August, 1897.
1572
TOZER AND TOZER,
Gympie and  Brisbane,
Solicitors  for the Administratrix, the said
Janet Summers  Conwell.
12s. Gd.
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STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re CHARLES HaNKEY, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons  Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Charles Henkey, late of Little Ipswich, but formerly of
Veresdale, Upper Logan, in the colony of Queensland, labourer,
deceased, who died at. Little Ipswich aforesaid on the nineteenth day
of February, 1897, and Probate of whose Will was, on the twenty-fifth
day of March, 1897, granted to Mary Henkey, the sole Executrix
named in the said Will, are hereby required to send in particulars of
their debts or claims to the Executrix, at the Office of the undersigned,
her solicitor, on or before TUESDAY, the Twelfth day of October,
1897. And notice is also hereby given, that after that day the said
Executrix will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased
amongst the persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims
of which she shall then have had notice, and that she will not be
liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person
of whose debt or claim she shall not have had notice.
Dated the third day of September, 1897.
1906
C. W. LOUIS HEINER,
Solicitor for the said Executrix,
Ipswich.
12s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  THOMAS WALKER, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims against the Estate of Thomas
Walker, late of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, formerly of
St. Andrew street, Leith, in the county of Edinburgh, in Scotland,
drill instructor, deceased, who died on or about the twentieth day of
October, 1886, at Leith Hospital, Leith aforesaid, intestate, Adminis-
tration of whose real Estate was, on the fourteenth day of June, 1897,
granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to Margaret Walker,
of Petrie terrace, Brisbane aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased,
are hereby required to send in, in writing, particulars of their debts
or claims to the said Administratrix, at the Office of the undersigned,
her solicitors, on or before SATURDAY, the Sixteenth day of October,
1897. And notice is hereby also given, that after the expiration of
the last-mentioned day the said Administratrix will proceed to distribute
the assets of the said deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which the said Administratrix
shall then have had notice, and that the said Administratrix will not
be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any
person of whose debt or claim she shall not have had notice at the
time of such distribution.
Dated this third day of September, 1897.
1933
HART, FLOWER, AND DRURY,
Solicitors for the said Administratrix,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
14s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re JosIAH PITTY, deceased.
PURSUAN IL to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claim or demand upon or against the
Estate of Josiah Pitty, late of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland,
drayman, deceased, who died at Brisbane aforesaid on the second day
of January, 1897, and Probate of whose Will was granted by the
Supreme Court of Queensland, on the thirteenth day of March, 1897,
to Harriet Pitty, of Brisbane aforesaid, the Executrix named in the
said, Will, are hereby required to send in, in writing, the particulars of
their claims and demands to the said Harriet Pitty, addressed to the
Office of the undersigned, her solicitors, on or before  the  Thirtieth day
of September, 1897. And notice is  hereby  also given, that at the
expiration of the lastmentioned date the said Harriet Pitty will pro-
ceed to distribute the Estate of the said deceased amongst the parties
entitled thereto, having regard  only  to the claims of which she shall
then have had notice, and that she will not be liable, for the assets or
any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose claim or
demand she shall not then have had notice.
Dated this thirtieth day of August, 1897.
1921
THYNNE AND MACARTNEY,
Solicitors for the said  Harriet Pitty,
A. M. P. Chambers,
Edward street, Brisbane.
12s. 6d.
Executor will proceed to distribute  the assets  of the said deceased
amongst the  parties  entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims
of which he shall then have had notice, and that he will not be
liable, for the  assets  or any part thereof so distributed, to any person
of whose debt or claim he shall not then have notice.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of August, 1897.
1903
TOZER AND TOZER,
Gympie and Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Executor.
12s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
SARAH GERIcxu, deceased.
PURSUANT to the  "Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons having any claims
or demands upon or against the Estate of Sarah Glericke, late of
Gympie, in the colony of Queensland, widow, deceased, who died on
the twenty-eighth day of September, 1896, and of whose Will Probate
was, on the thirtieth day of November, 1896, granted to James Bennett
and William Bines, the Executors named in the said Will, are hereby
required to send in particulars of their debts or claims to the said.
Executors, at the Office of Messrs. Tozer and Tozer, their solicitors, at
Gympie or Brisbane, on or before SATURDAY, the Sixteenth day
of October, 1897. And notice is also hereby given, that after that
date the said Executors will proceed to distribute the assets of the
said deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto, having regard only
to the claims of which they shall then have had notice, and that they
will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed,
to any person of whose debt or claim they shall not then have
notice.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of August, 1897.
1902
TOZER AND TOZER,
Gympie and  Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Executors.
12s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
BENJAaIIN BYTHEWAY, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the  "Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act
of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons having any
claims or demands upon or against the Estate of the late Benjamin
Bytheway, late of Gympie, in the colony of Queensland, taxidermist,
deceased, who died on the second day of April, 1897, and of whose
Will Probate was, on the seventeenth day of July, 1897, granted
to James Woodrow and Edward Bytheway, the Executors named
in the said Will, are hereby required to send in particulars of
their debts or claims to the said Executors, at the Office of Messrs.
Tozer and Tozer, their solicitors, at 0-ympie or Brisbane, on or
before SATURDAY, the Sixteenth day of October, 1897. And notice
is also hereby given, that after that date  the  said Executors will
proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the
parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which they
shall then have had notice, and that they will not be liable, for the
assets  or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt
or claim they shall not then have notice.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of August, 1897.
1874
TOZER AND TOZER•,
Gympie and Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said  ][Executors.
12s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
JOSEPH. CRossMAN, deceased.
PURSUANT to the  "Trustees and Incapacitated Persons  dot  of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons having any claims
or demands upon or against the Estate of Joseph Crossman, late of
Yellan, Miva, in the colony of Queensland, selector, deceased, who died
on the twelfth day of November, 1896, and of whose Will Probate was,
on the twenty-first day of January, 18t)7, granted to August Gesch,
one of the Executors named in the said Will, are hereby required to
send in particulars of their debts or claims to the said Executor, at
the Office of Messrs. Tozer and Tozer, his solicitors, at Glympie or
Brisbane, on or before SATURDAY, the Sixteenth day of October, 1897.
And notice is also hereby given, that after that date the said Executor
will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the
parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which
he shall then have had notice, and that he will not be liable, for the
assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt
or claim lie shall not then have notice.
Dated this twentieth day of August, 1897.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.
JANE HARTNETT,  deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the  " Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is he re by given ,  that all persons having any claims
or demands upon or against the Estate of Jane Hartnett , late  of
Lagoon Pocket ,  near Gympie, in the colony of Queensland  (wife of
Denis Hartnett ,  of same place, farmer ),  deceased .  who died on the
twenty -first day of October ,  1896, and of whose Will Probate was, on
the eighth day of February ,  1897, granted to Denis Hartnett, the
sole Executor therein named ,  are hereby required to send in par-
ticulars of their debts or claims to the said Executor ,  at the Office
of Messrs .  Tozer and Tozer ,  his solicitors ,  at Gympie or Brisbane,
on or  before SATURDAY,  the Sixteenth day of October, 1897.
And notice is also hereby given ,  that after that date the said
1873
TOZER AND TOZER,
Gympie  and Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Executor.
12s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  "The Intestacy Act of  1877," and in the matter of
the Land of Richard Bohan, late of Goodna, in the colony of
Queensland, shepherd, deceased.
To the Heir-at-law (unknown) of RrOJARD BonAN, deceased.W information has been given to me, the Curator ofvv Intestate Estates, upon oath, that Richard Bohan, late of
Goodna, in the colony of Queensland, shepherd, deceased, who died
at Goodna, in the said colony, on the twenty-.first day of December,
1872, left certain land within the said colony of Queensland, and that
although twelve months have elapsed from the death  of the said
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Richard Bohan you have not taken possession of the said land, I do
hereby require you, within sixty clays of the second publication hereof
in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  to cause an appearance to be
entered for you in the Supreme Court of Queensland, at Brisbane,
to show cause why an order should not be made authorising me to
administer the said land as Curator of Intestate Estates.
Given under mf hand, at Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
August, A.D. 1897.
J. B. HALL, Curator of Intestate Estates.
1861 lOs.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Robert Barefoot, late of Duck Creek; William
Kessock, late of South Brisbane ; Michael Scanlon, late of Mary-
borough ; William Webster, late of Goondiwindi ; and Jane
Akred, late of South Brisbane.
PURSUANT to  " The Intestacy Act of 1877," all persons having
any claims against the Estates of any of the abovenamed
deceased persons are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Public Offices, George street, Brisbane, on or before the Fifth day
of November next, or in default they will be peremptorily excluded
from all benefits accruing from the said Estates.
GILSON FOXTON, Deputy Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1897.
1937 7 s.
THE EAST LADY SHERRY GOLD-MINING COMPANY,
NO LIABILITY.AT an Extraordinary General Meeting of the abovenamed Company,duly convened and held at the Registered Office of the Company,
Norman Chambers, Creek street, Brisbane, on the thirtieth day of
July, 1897, the following Special Resolution was duly passed, and at
a subsequent Extraordinary General Meeting of the members of the
said Company, also duly convened and held at the same place on the
twenty-fifth day of August, 1897, the following Resolution was duly
confirmed, viz.:
That the Company be wound-up voluntarily, under the pro-
visions of  " The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1893."
And at such last-mentioned meeting Francis Augustus Muller,
of Brisbane, accountant, was appointed Liquidator for the purposes
of the winding-up, at a remuneration of twenty guineas.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
JAS. STODART,
Chairman.
BERNAYB  .AND OSBORNE,
1881 Solicitors, Brisbane. 108.
A
MEETING of Shareholders in the North Australian  Brewery
Company, Limited, will be held at my Office, Mackay, on
THURSDAY, 7th October, 1897, at 4 p.m., to receive the Liquidator's
Report. WM. GEO. HODGES, Liquidator.
1930 2s.
MARANOA RABBIT BOARD.
AT a Meeting of the above Board held this day, a Rate was struck,of 2s. Gd. per 100 She p, and 2s. Gd. per 20 head of Cattle and
Horses, on all Stock depasturing within the District, according to the
Returns sent in for the 1st January, 1897.
Runs, the return of which does not equal the minimum provided
by the Act, will be assessed on their area.
The above Rate is payable to the undersigned within two months
of the date hereof.
0. L. MORGAN, Maranoa Rabbit Board Clerk.
St. George, 9th August, 1897.
1864 6s. Gd.
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
N
is hereby given, that the Partnership heretofore subsisting
lr between us, the undersigned, Henry Frederick Henlein, Richard
Persse  O'Sullivan, and Sigismund Henlein, as wholesale wine and_
surit and general merchants, at Townsville and Charters Towers,
.ider the style or firm of " Henlein, O'Sullivan, & Co.," was this
ix Dissolved by mutual consent so far as regards the said Richard
Pease O'Sullivan, who has retired from the business, and that all debts
dae and owing to or by the late firm will be received and paid by the
said Henry Frederick Henlein and Sigismund Henlein, who will
henceforth carry on the said business on their own account, under the
name of "H. F. Henlein and Co."
Dated this twelfth day of August, A.D. 1897.
H. F. HENLEIN.
R. P. O'S U LLIVAN.
S. HENLEIN.
Witness to the signatures of all Parties-
WALTER JARVIS, Solicitor, Charters Towers.
1888 9$.
NOTICE OF WITHDRAWAL.
THE Agricultural  and Grazing  Farnis advertised  for Sale by
Auction on  12th  October are  now Withdrawn from Sale.
1897
B. D. MOREHEAD  AND CO.,
Auctioneers.
2s. 6d.
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Government Printing Office,
Brisbane 27th December, 1893.THE following Botanical Works, by F. Munson Bailey, F L.S.,Colonial Botanist, may be obtained at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane:-
1. The Synopsis of the Queensland Flora ; 900 pp., demy 8vo,
half-bound. Price, 21s.; posted, 22s.
2. First Supplement to ditto, in boards; 100 pp. and 4 plates.
Price,  3s.;  posted, 3s. 2d.
3. Second Supplement to ditto, in boards; 153 pp.  Price, 3s.;
posted, 3s. 3d.
4. Third Supplement to ditto, in boards; 135 pp. and 21 plates.
Price, 3s. 6d. ; posted, 3s. 9d.
5. Catalogue of the Indigenous and Naturalised Plants of
Queensland, with Index of vernacular names and their
botanical equivalents. Price, in cloth, 1s. 3d.; posted, Is. 5d.
In paper, is.; posted, 1s. 2d.
6. Plants Poisonous and Injurious to S',.3ck. (Bailey and Gordon.)
Containing a brief description, a ith plates, of Queensland
plants suspected of having a poisonous effect upon stock.
Price, 4s.; posted, 4s. 5d.
-7. Lithograms of the Queeni:ii d Ferns, in one volume, containing
191 plates, illustrating 223 kinds, with index giving  botanical
and common name. Price, 2s. Gd.; posted, 6d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.SUBSCRIPTION AND A VERTISING ATES:-
s. d.
Quarterly Subscription ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 0
(Postage  nil,  if  subscription begins from date of receipt
of order; on back numbers, 3d. per week.)
Single copy, current year,  6d.; previous years,  Is.; large-sized
at proportionally increased price. Postage, Id. additional.
ADVERTISING RATES.
A uniform charge of 6d. a line for all advertisements.
Table matter charged 50 per cent .  extra on first insertion only
and a proportional extra charge for very small-sized  type.
HANSARD.  S.  d.
Subscription for Session ... ... ... ... ...  3 0
Orders must be accompanied by postage  stamps  (not exceeding
5s.), money order, postal note, or cash, sufficient  to cover cost.
Private  cheques will not be accepted.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship or  rail if so desired,
the freight to be payable by consignee.
JUST PUBLISHED.
THE LAW OF FRIENDLY SOCIETIES IN QUEENSLAND,  being a
Compendium of the existing Act and Regulations in force, with
a comprehensive Introduction, and Notes of English and Colonial
Cases decided up to May, 1896. By John L. Woolcock, B.A., and
George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law, Authors of "Act  and Rules
relating to the District Court." Holland binding. Price 5s.; postage,
4d. extra.
July, 1896. EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1893.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office, William street,
Brisbane :-"Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating to
Local Government outside the Boundaries of Municipalities," with an
Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L. Woolcock, B.A. Demy
octavo, 400 pages. Linen bound, 5s. 6d.; paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Australian Colonies, 9d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
NOW PUBLISHED, A Digest of the Statutory Criminal Law inforce in Queensland on the first day of January, 1896 (which it
is within the competence of the Parliament of Queensland to repeal or
amend), with a Table of the Statutes, prepared by the Hon. Sir
Samuel Walker Griffith, G.C.M.G., Chief Justice of Queensland.
In 8vo royal. Bound in cloth, 15s. Posted, 15s. 7d. =Government
Printing Office, Brisbane.
/j1HE Justices Act of  1886 " and  " The Offenders  Probation  Act
1 of  1886," with an Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L.Woolcock, B.A. Price, 3s. 6d. in cloth; 2s. 6d. in paper. Postage, 6d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
NOW ON SALE.
R EDWATER DISEASE in Cattle inthe Gulf Country, b  C. J.Pound, F.R.M.S., Director Stock Institute,  Brisbane ,  Is.; posted,
Is. ld. Government  Printing  Office,  Brisbane.
« HE Stamp Act of  1894," and Regulations thereunder, with a
TManual on the provisions of the Act. Price, 2s.; posted , 2s. 2d.
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ON SALE, the "Act and Rules relating to the District Court, with
an Introduction, Notes, and Index," by John L. Woolcock, B.A.,
and George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law.
Price, 7s. 6d. full cloth ; postage, 6d. extra.
Half-bound and interleaved, 10s. 6d.; postage, 8d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
J
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office, the Pacific Island
Labourers Acts and Regulations in Pamphlet form, containing
Imperial and Colonial Acts,  and Regulations  thereunder. Price,
Is. 6d.; posted, Is. 7d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government -Printer.
THE Government Printer acknowledges the receipt of the followingamounts ,  from the 28th August to 3rd September , 1897:- -
Powers and Thorburn, 3s.6d.; J. Topping, 5s.4d.; W. Thompson,2s.; E. S. Appleton, 2s.; A. Proven and Co., 2s. 3d.; Toowoomba
Municipal Council, £4  19s.; Warwick Municipal Council, £2 15s.;
D. O'Keeffe, 7s.  6d.; Booringa Divisional Board, £1 18s.; B. M. Mair,8s.; Wambo Divisional Board, 2s.; W. Price and Co., Is.; M. Farrell
and Co., 2s. 6d.; W. R. Soilleux, 4s.; J. Macnamara, 15s. 7d ; Jarvis
and Turner, us.; T. E. Dixon, 3s.; R. J. McCullough,  8s.; F. J.
Henricks, 3s.; F. M. Burstall, 3s.; Laidley Divisional Board, £17s. 6d.;
W. J. Spalding, 8s.  8d.; J. Stewart,  5s.; A. G. Stephens,  59.; A. Morey,
4s.; C.P.S., Miles, Is.; E. Broad, 5s.; W. Brown, lOs.; A. H. Turnbull,
8s.; E. G. W. Pott, 3s. 6d.; H. A. McMahon, 5s.; W. Solomon, 3s. 6d.;
Munro and Co., £1; W. H. Miskin, 10s.; H. Lloyd, 3s.  6d.; Munro
and Co, £8 Ils. 8d.; C. Jorgensen, 8d.; C. Douglas,  Is.; F. Reidy,
5s.; Geo. Walker, Is.; J. Donald, 5s.; C.P.S., Charleville, Is.; W.
Martin, 18s.; D. Renyolds, Is. Id.; W. J. Law, 12s. 6d.
IAIPOUNDINGS.
pOUNDKEEPERS  are reminded that Advertisements of
Impounded Stock will be charged  for at  the uniform rate
of SIXPENCE PEE LINE  ;  and no such  Advertisement will be
inserted in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by a remittance
(Money Orders , Postal Notes ,  Postage Stamps ,  or, Cash)
sufficient to cover the  cost of  insertion.
Postage Stamps will be received only when amount  is 5s,
or less.
When describing brands a distinction should be made
between  REGISTERED  and other brands, by placing the words
REGISTERED  BRAND  after  the description . Brands type will
be used for  such descriptions ,  but where these words do not
appear ordinary  type only  will be used.
IMPOUNDED at Harrisville, from enclosed land, Normanby, on the
1st September, 1897, by'order of T. B. Stanners, Esquire.
One bay  mare,  C over 8 near shoulder, HF off shoulder.
One bay mare, like $'N- registered brand near shoulder, blaze, hind
feet white.
One taffy mare, J5F near shoulder,  star  ; black colt foal at foot.
One chestnut gelding,  ()@U near shoulder.
Also from enclosed  land , by order of W. Robinson, Esquire.
Driving, Is. 10d.
One bay gelding, 1LY near shoulder.
One black gelding, V FNnear shoulder, star.
One bay mare, P3C near shoulder, hind feet white.
One bay gelding, O1H near shoulder.
One heifer, bald face, like (3) (Y registered brand off rump.
One red and white cow, like N2 off rump; red heifer calf at foot.
If not released on or before the 21st September, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses. W. BROWN, Poundkeeper.
1915 9s.
IMPOUNDED at Winton, from Oondooroo, on the 19th August,
1897.  Damages , 2s. 6d.; driving, 3s.
One chestnut  mare, blaze  and snip, saddle-marked, like KG4 over like
DIE near shoulder.
One grey gelding, like SY8 near shoulder, OGP  off  shoulder, scars
near thigh.
One grey mare, W over TT near shoulder, 4ZK near thigh.
One brown gelding, draught, unbroken, G2 g near  shoulder, star.
Also, from Teviot, on the 23rd August, 1897. Damages , 2s, 6d.;
driving, 8s. 10d.
One bay gelding,  snip, saddle -marked,  GG6  near shoulder, W5D off
shoulder.
If not ,  released on or before  the 21st September ,  1897, will  be
sold to defray expenses.
DAVID O'KEEFE,  Poundkeeper.
1887 7s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Adavale, from Reserve, on the 25th August, 1897,
by order  of Divisional Board.
One bay  gelding , 9HE near shoulder, like 148 blotched  near neck, near
hind foot white.
One brown gelding, M4 d near rump, near hind leg enlarged.
One red bullock, VC4 over 2 off ribs, off ear marked.
One yellow and white bullock, B Ml off rump, 3 off cheek,  ears  marked.
One white bullock, B 041 off rump, 4 off cheek, ears marked.
Also, from Milo, on the 27th August, 1897, by order of W. H.
Calder, Esquire.
One red bullock, bald face, VC4  over 2  off ribs,  off ear  marked.
One red bullock, Vt;4 over 2  off ribs ,  off ear marked
One red and white bullock, bald face, VC4 over 2  off ribs, off ear
marked.
One red and white bullock, VC4 over  2 off ribs, off ear marked.
One white bullock, VC4 over 2 off ribs, off  ear marked.
One white bullock, VC4 over like 1 off ribs, off ear marked.
One light-roan bullock, VC4 over 2  off ribs, off ear marked.
One roan bullock, bald face, VC4 over 2 off ribs,  off ear marked.
One red and white bullock, VC4 over 2 off ribs,  off ear marked.
One roan bullock, VC4 over 2 off ribs, off ear marked.
One red  and white  bullock, VC4 over like 0 off ribs,  off ear marked.
One red and white bullock, VC4 over 2 off ribs, off  ear marked.
One red and white bullock, like H81 over 3 near rump, both ears
marked.
If not  re leased on or before  the 21st September, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
WALTER MARTIN,  Poundkeeper.
1941 14s.
IMPOUNDED at Westwood, fr m theReserve, on the29th August,
1897, by order of the Inspector of Stock.
One piebald (bay and white) gelding, >( 9E near  shoulder.
One black gelding, T5D near shoulder.
One bay mare, shod, OKM near shoulder.
One brown gelding, S NO near shoulder.
One bay gelding, W4 and blotch near shoulder.
One bay mare, J20 over (;  O  0  near  shoulder, L0$4 off shoulder.
One bay mare, near hind foot white, LO = near shoulder, H near
cheek.
One bay mare,  star , 72C over 10 near shoulder.
One bay  mare,  Y4D blotch over like 81 blotch  near  shoulder.
One bay gelding, white face, hind feet white, H7-< near shoulder.
One blue-grey mare, HS1 near shoulder, S near neck.
One black gelding, L O = near shoulder, H near cheek.
One yellow-bay gelding, draught, U3N over KM7 near shoulder.
One brown gelding,  star  and snip, 1 Z c1 near thigh.
One bay  gelding , L O = near shoulder
One chestnut gelding, 8 "FE near  shoulder,1LQ off shoulder.
One brown  gelding , HN7 over 125  near  shoulder.
If not  released on  or before the 24th September, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
1940
W. J. LAW,  Poundkeeper.
lls. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Mackay, from a cane paddock, Farleigh, on the30th August, 1897, by order of F. W. Bolton, Esquire. Damages,
16s. 8d.
One bay gelding, W3 4 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, HJ3 both shoulders.
One black mare, TVO near shoulder.
Also, from a cultivation paddock, by order of T. Solway, Esquire.
Damages, 2s. 6d.
One bay gelding, A3 04 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th September, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
F. REIDY, Poundkeeper.
1939 6s.
IMPOUNDED at W ivenhoe,  from Calkill, on the 30th  August, 1897,
by order  of J. Roulston ,  Esquire.
One bay horse, blaze on face, 5PH near shoulder, like AK1 regis-
tered brand over c x i off shoulder.
One roan horse, shod on three feet, like H7Y registered  brand near
shoulder.
If not  released on or before the  24th September, 1897 ,  will be
sold to defray expenses.
JAMES DONALD, Poundkeeper.
1938 5s.
IMPOUNDED  at Esk , from enclosed  lands,  Colinton, on 31st August,
1897, by order of - Moore, Fsquire. Driving, 27 miles.
One bay horse, 7S U near rump.
One chestnut  mare,  like CB4, star and snip.
One chestnut mare, DPI,  white face.
One bay horse, like 9RK blotched.
If not released on or before the 21st September , 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
E. BROAD, Poundkeeper.
1895 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, f om Forest Plains, on 21st August, 1897,
by order of W. Allen, Esquire. Damages and driving, Is. 8d.
One red bullock, W) (9 off ribs, piece out of off ear.
One red heifer, OAF' off rump.
One red heifer, 2 (h 3 off rump.
One red bullock, J Ll off rump,  2U M near rump.
If not released on or before the 14th September, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES STEWART,  Poundkeeper.
1914 5e.
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IMPOUNDED at Gracemere, on the 21st July, 1897,
One bay gelding, E1 Q near shoulder.
Also, on the 18th August, 1897.
One roan bullock, PH4 off ribs.
One red heifer, bald face, no visible brand.
One red heifer, bald face, like 5PG off rump.
One white cow, like H  0 3 off ribs.
One roan bullock, J2G off rump.
Also, on the 19th August, 1897.
One red bullock, bald face, like D3E off rump.
One red bullock, 5BG off rump.
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IMPOUNDED at Nebo, onthe 21st August, 1897, by order of G. F.
Bridgman, Esquire. Driving,  6 miles.
One brown mare, 9G:Z over AN2 near  shoulder, 53 near cheek.
If not released on or before the 23rd September, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
THOS. E. DIXON, Poundkeeper.
1885 as.
If not released on or before the 21st September, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
A. ARMSTRONG, Poundkeeper.
1918 7%. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, on the 31st August, 1897, by order of
D. P.H. Mackay, Esquire.
One grey mare,.80J near shoulder.
One roan mare, B1F near shoulder.
One white heifer, R X40 near loin.
If not  released on or before  the 7th September ,  1897 ,  will be sold
to defray  expenses.
ALFRED MOREY, Poundkeeper.
1894 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane.
One chestnut mare, white face, white feet, RDS near thigh.
One bay gelding, no visible brand.
One brown gelding, star and snip, 8Z td near rump.
One black  mare, star , 8Z t4 near rump.
If not  released on or before  the 15th September, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
T. BEVERLEY, Poundkoeper.
1912 2s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Cooktown, from Annan, o  the 16th August, 1897,
by order of D. Turner, Esquire. Driving, 6d.
One red  steer5  ear-marked , :  near ear.
If not released  on or before  the 14th September,  1897 ,  will be
sold to defray  expenses.
LOUIS SOLOMON, Poundkeeper.
1917 2s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, on the 28th August, 1897.
One brown  mare, like  I)P6 near shoulder.
One iron-grey colt, blotched  brands  with like Z near shoulder.
If not  released on  or before the 21st September, 1897,  will be
sold  to defray  expenses.
H. LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
1920  as. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Isisford, from Albilbah, on the 21st  August, 1897,
by order of J. D.  Macansh , Esquire.
One bay mare, stripe down face, OS6 near shoulder.
If not released on or  before the 16th September, 1897, will be sold
to defray  a;penes,
E. S.APPLETON, Boundkeeper.
1890 3s.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3425.-JOHN TUCK, of O'Neil street,Leichbardt, Sydney, New South Wales, messenger. "A Bicycle
Brake."  Dated 6th July, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3591.-WILLIAM HENRY NICHOLS ST FED,
of Eagle Chambers, King William street, Adelaide, in the
province of South Australia, clerk.  "An Lnprove t Scoring-
board ,for Cycling and other Sports."  Dated 17th October,
A.D. 1896.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that he undermentioned applica-tions  for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications  annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are now
open to public  inspection at this  Office. -
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars  in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months  from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement  in the  Queensland Government  Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings  is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3243.- EDWARD  NICOLL  DICKERSON, Of
the city, county,  and state  of New York, United States of
America,  inventor , and JULIUS JOHN SUCKERT, of Ridgewood,
Bergen  county, New Jersey, United States of America, inventor.
"Improvements in Apparatus for Producing and Liquefying
Acetylene Gas."  Dated 21st January, A.D. 1896.Application N . 3403.-ERNEST FREDERICK TURNER, of
the Adelaide University, Adelaide, in the province of South
Australia .  "An Improved  Regenerative  Process ,for the Treat-
ment of Argentfferous Sulphide Ores."  Dated 18th June, A.D.
1896.
Application No. 3488.-HERMAN  FRASCH, of Euclid avenue,
corner  of Kennard  street,  city of Cleveland, county of Cuyahoga,
state of Ohio, United  States of  America.  "Improvements in
Mining Gold and Similar  Metals."  Dated 10th August, A.D.
1896. (By order of the Law Officer)
Application No. 3826.-GEORGE EDWARD WRIGHT, of
Wollaton, Nottingham, England, electrical  engineer, and
WILLIAM  MoNE ,  of 428  Alfreton road, Nottingham  aforesaid,
engineer .  " Improvements in the  Method of and Machines for
Degreasing Leather."  To be dated, under  section  80, 19th
May, A.D. 1806. Filed 2nd April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3855.-GEORGE THOMAS BooTH, engineer,
and WILLIAM SCOTT,  engineer , both of 71 Cathedral  square,
Christchurch, Canterbury, New Zealand.  "Improved Cycle
Propelling Mechanism."  Dated 26th April, A.D. 1897.
[No. 55.
Application No. 391I.-AnoN M. BEAM, of Denver, county
of Arapahoe,  state  of Colorado, United States of America,
metallurgist and assayer.  " Muffler Furnaces."  Dated 5th
June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3918.-PHILIP  M. SHARPLES, of West
Chester, county of Chester, state of Pennsylvania, one of the
United States of America, manufacturer of dairy supplies.
"Improvements in Centrifugal Machines for effecting the
Separation of Liquids,"  (Assignee of Herbert McCornaek).
Dated 7th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3932.-CHARLES HENRY WILLMORE, of
Starling street , Leichhardt, near Sydney, in the colony of New
South Wales, saddle-tree maker.  " Improvements in Saddle-
trees used in the Construction of D)•at', Van, Sprinq-cart, f,ah,
Buggy. and other Jlarness in which Saddle-trees are required."
Dated 14th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3940.-JoHANN ERNST GERSCH, black-
smith; FREDERICH WILHELM SALLMANN, farmer; HETNRICH
WILHELM PASCHKE, farmer; and CARL OTTO MOLL, farmer,
all of Dimboola, in the colony of Victoria.  "Improvements in
the means  of Generating Gas from Wood, and Apparatus
therefir."  Dated 18th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3953.-PAUL WILIIELM VON 0-EHLEN, Of
87 Langestrasse, Ploen, in Holstein, Prussia, druggist.  "An
Apparatus for Producing Jicnzine Gas, and a Burner for use
therewith, for the P? oduction 'f an incande. cent Light."
Dated 3rd July, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Ollice,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1897.
lOT[CE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in_ the  Queensland Government  Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings  is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3554.-ADELAIDE RITCHIE MCDON ALD,
31 Moray Place, Dunedin, in the colony of New Zealand.
"Improvements in Pneumatic Slufin,q for Horse, Carriage, and
Domestic Furniture."  Dated 22,d September, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3863.-Professor 11R. WILHELM HAMPE,
of Clausthal University, Clausthal, Hanover, in the empire
of Germany.  "Improvements  in the  Manufacture of Zinc
Pigments."  Dated 3rd May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3869.-CHARLEs LANCELOT GARLAND,
gentleman , and ALEXANDER OGDEN, contractor, both of 156
Vickery's Chambers, 82 Pitt street, Sydney, in the colony of
New South Wales (Assignees of Frederick Boyling).  "An
Improved Enamel Paint, and Mode of Applying the same."
Dated 4th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3899.-WILLIAM Tens BULL, Junior, of
505 to 527 Victoria Parade, East Melbourne, in the colony of
Victoria, timber merchant.  "Improved Contrivances.for Autc-
maticallp  Operating the Well-doors of Lifts  or Elevators."
Dated 22nd May, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  15th May, 1897.
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that  the undermentioned  applica-tions for the grant  of Letters Patent ,  and the complete
specifications annexed thereto ,  have been ACCEPTED,  and are now
open to  public  inspection  at this Office.
Any person  or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate
(on Form D ),  of his or their objections  thereto, within four
calendar months  from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement  in the  Queensland Government  Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable  with  such notice.
Application No. 3758.-WALTER BAILEY, of Town Bush
Valley, Pietermaritzberg, Natal, engineer.  "An Improvement
in the Construction of Wrought-iron Gates and Fences;
applicable also for  certain other  Classes of Ironwork."  Dated
19th February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3767 - ALEXANDER MACPHERSON,  of South
Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  mining engineer, and
THOMAS JOSEPH MOONEY ,  of New Farm ,  Brisbane aforesaid,
esquire .  "An Improved Plant for the Better Working of the
Cyanide Process in the Extraction of Gold from Refractory/
Ores."  Dated 25th February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3779.-FREDERICK WALTON, of No. 114
Holborn, in the city of London, England, manufacturer.  "Im-
provements  in the  .Manufacture of Mosaic Floor-cloth, and
Apparatus therefor."  Dated 6th March, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAK.ENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  8th May, 1897.
N
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the com lete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED,  andp are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3478.-ALEXANDER CAMERON, of 10 Bligh
street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, tobacco
manufacturer and agent.  "  Improvements in Metal Cans or
Canisters to facilitate Tight Jointing of Removable Lids or
Covers."  Dated tith August, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3777.-JOHN WYNN, of Andrew's Hall
Chambers ,  32 St. Mary street, Cardiff, county of Glamorgan,
South Wales ,  auctioneer ,  house ,  land ,  and estate agent.
"Means ,for the Automatic Control of Gas Supply in Gas
Cooking-stoves."  Dated 6th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3821 .- SIDNEY PATTISSON,  of 20 Edwardes
square, Kensington, county of Middlesex, England.  " Improve-
ments  in. Saddles for Velocipedes."  Dated 1st April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3804.-WILLIAM  JOHN RAWLING, Of
Pulteney street, Adelaide, in the province of South Australia,
tinware manufacturer .  " Improved Hand Pump for Extracting
-Kerosene or other Liquids from Tins."  Dated 23rd March,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3809.-CHARLES OSCAR KEMP, of Sydney,
in the colony of New South Wales, merchant.  " An Improved
Carrier ,for Pneumatic Tube Lines."  Dated 27th lvlarch,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3810.-ALFRED SMITH, of 71 Cathedral
square, Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colony of New Zealand,
electrician .  " Improved Combined Measure and Cost Indicating
Apparatus."  Dated 29th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3811.-GEORGE  BETZONWK, of Harwood,
Clarence River ,  in the colony of New South Wales, cane
inspector .  "  A Sugar-cane and Sugar-beet  Tester."  Dated
29th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3815.-CHARLES LANCELOT GARLAND and
OCTAVIUS PLATE II CLAYTON, both of 156 Vickery's Chambers,
82 Pitt street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales
(Assignees  of W. M. Coward.)  " An Improved Buckle for
Straps and other purposes."  Dated 31st March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3816. - PHILIP ZEPHANIAH DAVIS, of
Lometa ,  county of Lampasas ,  state of Texas, United States of
America, machinist .  "  Improvements in and relating  to Vehicle
Wheels, and more particularly to Driving  Wheels for  Locomo-
tives ."  Dated 31st March, A.D. 1897.
App li cation No. 3822.-DONALD CAMERON, civil engineer;
FREDERICK JAMES COMMIN,  Fellow of the Institute of Sur-
veyors ; and ARTHUR JOHN MARTIN ,  civil  engineer;  all of
Exeter ,  England .  "  Improvements in the Treatment of Sewage,
and in Apparatus therefor ."  Dated 1st April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3823 :  DONALD CAMERON,  civil engineer ;
FREDERICK JAMES COMMIN,  Fellow of the Institute of Sur-
veyors  ;  and ARTHUR JOHN MARTIN ,  civil engineer ; all of
Exeter, England .  " Improvements in Apparatus for the Treat-
ment of Sewage or other Liquids ."  Dated 1st April, A.D. 1897.
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Application No. 3824.  -  THOMAS ALBERT DARBY and
SIDNEY CHARLES  DARBY, both of Pleshey Lodge, Pleshey, in
county of Essex, England ,  engineers .  " Improvements in
Implements  for Digging  or Cultivating  Land."  Dated 1st
April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3825.-THOMAS  HUNTINGTON AND FERrI-
NAND HEBERLEIN ,  both of Pertusola , near Spezzia ,  Italy,
metallurgical engineers .  " Improvements in the  Treatment ofSulphide Ores of Lead preparatory to Smelting the same, and
incidentally in obtaining  Sulphurous Acid."  Dated 2nd April,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3830.--- EDWARD JOEL PFNNINGTON, of
The 11_lotor Mills, Coventry, Warwick,  England, engineer.
"Improvements in or  relating to Machine  Guns. their  Carriages
and Appurtenances."  Dated 2nd  April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3834.-ALEXAN DER  McLFOD, of Queen
street, Brisbane ,  in the colony  of Queensland ,  confectioner.
"An Improved  Bottle Closure .".  Dated  9th April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3835.-ALFRED  HART , of 294 Nicholson
street, Fitzroy, in the colony of Victoria, poulterer, and GEORGE
EDWARD ANDREW, of 111  Swanston street,  Melbourne, in
Victoria, broker.  " An Improved Export Crate for Rabbits
and the  like."  Dated 10th April, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane,  22nd  May, 1897.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and  the complete
specifications annexed thereto ,  have been ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate
(on Form D ),  of his or their objections thereto , -within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A. fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3776.- JAMES FRANK DURYGA, residing at
70 Montrose street, Springfield , county of  Hampden, state of
Massachusetts ,  United States of" America ,  mechanical engineer.
" Improvement  in Motor  Vehicles."  Dated 6th  March, A.D.
1897.
Application No. 3814.-WILLIAM ADOLPH KONEMAN, Civil
and mining engineer ,  and WILLIAM HENRY HARTLEY, gentle-
man, both of 43 2  Strand, in the county of Middlesex ,  England.
" Improvements in or relating to the Treatment  of Ores."
Dated 31st March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3818.-JAMES EBwnrzER TONKIN, of
Merton Lodge, Stanmore road, Sydney, mining agent ;  ARTHUR
CHARLES CAVENDISH LIARDET, of 134 Phillip street, Sydney,
commission agent; and JOHN LAMB SOUTTER,  of Avenue road,
Mosman ,  wine and spirit merchant ,  all in the colony of New
South  Wales.  "An  Improvement in Bottles to Prevent their
being  Refilled  without Detection ."  Dated 1st April,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3837.- JAmEs MARSH, of 477 Little
Bourke street ,  Melbourne ,  in the colony of Victoria, engineer.
"An Improved  Flushing  Syphon  Cistern ."  Dated 20th April,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3841 .- MARINus WEBER,  of Adelaide, in
the province of South Australia ,  miner .  "An Improved  Stamper
Battery for  Pulverising Ore in a Dry State."  Dated 20th
April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3844.-OwEN BLACKET, of Sydney, in the
colony of  New South  Wales, engineer .  " Improvements in Ore-
concentrating  Machines."  Dated 22nd  April, A.D. 1897.
Application  No. 3852 .- HARRY MORRISON, of 27  Martins
lane, Cannon street, London ,  England, engineer.  " Improve-
ments in Brakes ."  Dated  24th  April ,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3859.-ALFRED SAUNDERS,  of 48 Elder
street, London road, Brighton ,  Sussex, England ,  grocer.
"Improvements in Cheese -cutting Apparatus ."  Dated 30th
April,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3860.-FREDERICK  WILLIAM  STREATFEILD,
of 31 Vincent  r oad , Wood  Green, London ,  England ,  Fellow of
the Institute of Chemistry .  " Improvements  i n Extracting
Metals.  from their Ores or in Obtaining Solutions of same."
Dated  30th April,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3874.-11OBERT LOUDON, of Balmain, near
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, grocer.  " An
Improved  Head for  Butter Boxes to Facilitate Access to the
Contents."  Dated 8th  May, A.D. 1897.
Application  No. 3875. - HENRY SPENCER COPE, of 266
Collins street, Melbourne ,  in the colony of Victoria ,  mining
expert.  "Improved Amalgamating Apparatus ."  Dated 8th
May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3876.-RICHARD STACHOW,  of 42 Grabow.
Strasse, Elberwalde ,  Prussia ,  part of the German Empire,
master painter .  "Protectin g  Devic :; for the Soles  and Heels of
Boots and Shoes."  Dated 8th May, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T.  BLAXENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
1. tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months  from  the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of,ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3515.-WILLIAM RICHARD CLAY, Of 1
Slater street, Farnworth, near Bolton, Lancashire, England,
engineer.  "Improvements in or appertaining to Burners for
use in  Incandescent Gas Lighting."  (To be dated under section
80 as of the 30th March, 1896.) Filed 24th August, 1896.
Application No. 3542.-CHARLES MACDERMOTT, of Irving
street, Fcotscray, in the colony of Victoria, retired railway
employee.  "An Improved Railway Car Coupling."  Dated
11th September, 1896.
Application No. 3805.-ELIZABETH WHITELEY, Of The
Palms Apiary, Coowonga, county of Livingstone, colony of
Queensland, widow, beekeeper.  . " The Production of Honey
Comb Foundation and Sheeted Wax."  Dated 24th March, 1897.
Application No. 3872.-HARRY MARKHAM EVANS and
THOMAS HENRY ROSS, of 109 York street, Sydney, New South
Wales, journalist and commercial traveller.  "A Combination
Device f;r Cutting Tobacco and Cigars, Delivering Matches, and
Indicating Numbers and other Characters."  Dated 6th May,
1897.
Application No. 3892.-DAVID JOHN RUSSELL DUNCAN, of
2S Victoria street, Westminster, London, England, civil engineer.
"Improvements  in the  Means of Jointing Mains, Pipes, and
other Conduits fur Water, Gas, and other Fluids and Vapours."
Dated 18th May, 1897.
Application No. 3893.-WILLIAM CORFE, Of 12 and 13
Cleveland Square, Liverpool, England, printers' and book-
binders' engineer.  "A New or Improved Index Cutting and
Printing Machine."  Dated 18th May, 1897.
Application No. 3894.-RUDOLF CHILLINGWORTH, Of
Ostbahnhof, Nuremburg, German Empire, metal stamper.
" New or Improved Machinery or Apparatus for Finishing,
Perfecting, or Truing up Tubes, Tubular Unions, Sockets, or the
like."  Dated 18th May, 1897.
Application No. 3904.-EDWARD ANDERSON BLANTON,
Junior, of Wallingford, Pennsylvania, United States of America,
engineer, but at present of 43 Threadneedle street, London,
England.  "Improvements in and connected with Means for
securing Cams and the like upon Shafts."  Dated 28th May,
1897.'
Application No. 3905.-Lucius  TUCKERMAN GIBBS, of 5
East 27th street, city of New York, United States of America,
engineer .  "Improvements in Compressed Air Engines."  Dated
28th May, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 12th June, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for  the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications  annexed thereto ,  have been ACCEPTED,  and are
now open  to public  inspection  at this Office.
Any person  or persons intending  to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars  in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from  the date of the first  appearance  of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland  Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings  is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3582.-WILLIAM DOBSON, of Albert
street, Warwick, in the colony of Queensland, plumber.  "An
Improved Apparatus for Filtering, Aerating, and Cooling or
Heating Milk or other Liquid."  Dated 5th October, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3880.-DANIEL EDWARD SMITH, boot
manufacturer , and ALFRED TYREE, merchant, both of 71
Cathedral square, Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colony of
New Zealand.  "Improved Attachment to Lasting Pliers."
Dated 13th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3882.-FRANCIS GosSLER, of Korrumburra,
in the colony of V ictori  i, engineer .  "Improvements in or
connected with 1 yres for Bicycles and other Vehicles."  Dated
14th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3883. - JOSEPH AUGUSTUS VENN, of
Finniss street, North Adelaide, in the province of South
Australia, licensed victualler.  "An Improved Conduit or
Extractor for Fermented Liquors and the like."  Dated 14th
May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3889.-LA SOCIETE ANONYME POUR
L'EBPLOITATION  DES MACHINES  A FABRIQUER  LES  CIGAR ES
(EUREKA FRANQAISE BREVETS CH. J. LACOSTE), of 5 Boulevard
Botanique, Brussels, in the kingdom of Belgium, manufacturers
(Assignees of Charles Joseph Lacoste, of Brussels aforesaid).
"Improvements in Cigar-making Machines."  Dated 18th May,
A. D. 1897.
Applicaaion No. 3891.-ANDRE BRALY AND Louis BRALY,
both residing at Paris, in the republic of France, Rue Taitbout
41. "Improved Means for Preventing the Fraudulent Re-filling
of Bottles and other Containers, and Verifyinq  the Genuineness
of their Contents."  Dated 18th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3895. - JOHN ARMSTRONG, of Ramle,
Springfield Park, Acton, London, England, consulting metal-
lurgist.  "Improvements  in the  Treatment of Complex Ores,
Mattes, and the like, and in Furnaces therefor."  Dated 18th
May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3897.-GEORGE HENRY GRUNDY, of 27
Duffield road, Derby, England, photo-engraver and collotype
printer, and GEORGE ARTHUR LINGARD, of Mount  Pleasant,
Old Normanton, near Derby, England, collotype printer.
"Improved Method or Means of Photo-collographic Printing on
Ceramic, Metallic, and other Bard Surfaces."  Dated 21st
May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3900.-LoulsA LAwsoN, of 402 George
street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, printer and
publisher.  " An Improved Combination Buckle and Seal Lock,
spccially applicable for Fastening Mail-bags."  Dated 25th
May, 197.
Application No. 3901.-GEORGE  FREDERICK SMITH, Of
Sydney, New South Wales, electroplater.  "Improvements in
Apparatus for Extracting Precious Metals by Chlorination."
Dated 25th May, 1897.
Application No. 3902.- HERBERT ROBINSON BROOKES,
CHARLES GRAHAM WEIR OFFICER, and JOHN JONES, all of
34 Queen street, Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria,  mining
and electrical engineers.  "Improved Apparatus for the Treat-
ment of Sludge Tailings or Pulverized Earths containing Gold,
Silver, or other Minerals."  Dated 25th May, 1897.
Application No. 3908.-THOMAS COOPER JOHN THOMAS,
engineer , and WILLIAM MUDD STILL,  manufacturer , both of
London, England.  "Improvements in Gas Lamps."  Dated
29th May, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  5th June, 1897.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto ,  have been ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto ,  within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette .  A fee of ten
shi ll ings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3499 .- Louis HENRY HART, of 325 Collins
street, Melbourne ,  in the colony of Victoria .  "An Improved
Self- acting Stereopticon ."  Dated 17th August, A.D. 1896.
App li cation No. 3663.-THOMAS RICHARDS,  Junior, brick-
layer ,  and EDMUND FRANCIS NOLAN,  carpenter ,  both of
Brewarrina ,  in the colony of New South Wales .  "An Improved
Screw and Screw-driver  Bit for  Fastening Corrugated Iron to
Roofs and  Walls of  Buildings ."  Dated 9th December, A.D.
1896.
Application No. 3701 .- HENRY W. HENNEBERG, of 485
Wells street ,  Chicago, Illinois, United States of America,
mechanic .  " Improvements in Bicycles or Velocipedes ."  Dated
9th January ,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3759.-EMIL LAWRENCE OPPERMANN, of
27 Martin ' s lane, Cannon street, London ,  engineer.  "A New
or Improved Apparatus and Process for Amalgamating and
Extracting  Gold or other suitable Metal from Dry Crushed
Ore."  Dated 20th February ,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3763.-THOMAS ROWLEY,  of Corporation
street, Manchester ,  county of Lancaster ,  England ,  consulting
india-rubber expert .  " Improvements relating to Pneumatic
Tyres."  Dated 22nd February ,  A.D. 1897.
App lication No. :3838.-CHARLES SINCLAIR DRUMMOND, of
10 Eastcheap, city of London ,  England .  " Improvements in or
connected with Saddles or Seats for Bicycles and other Vehicles."
Dated 20th April ,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3862 . -  WILLIAM LAWRENCE AUSTIN,
metallurgist ,  of Denver ,  state of Colorado ,  United States of
America .  "  Improvements in Tuyeres for Furnaces ."  Dated
3rd May, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T.  BLAXENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
No. 55 . VOL. Lgvri.l
NOTICE is hereby given, that the  undermentioned applica-tions  for the grant  of Letters Patent,  and the complete
speci fications  annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED; and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars  in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government  Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is  payable with such notice.
Application No. 3635. - HENRY WILLIAM TICKNER
DOGGETT, draper, and JAMI s MCCEESNEY, builder, both of
54 Lambton Quay, Wellington, in the colony of New Zealand.
"An Improved Uheckinq Apparatus to Prevent Horses from
Running away."  Dated 19th November, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3812.- JAMES TRACKSON, of Trackson
Bros ., Elizabeth street,  Brisbane ,  engineer  and agent.  "Im-
provements  in Apparatus for the Manufacture and Slot-aye of
Water Gas (Acetylene)."  Dated 29th TIf arch, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3829.-JEIIU B&xrna SCHAFER, of 34
Longmore street, Middle Park, South Melbourne, in the colony
of Victoria, commercial agent.  "An Improved Freezing and
Cooling Apparatus forlce-cream Making, Butler Cooling, and
the like."  Dated 2nd April, A.D. 1x97.
Application No. 3960.-WILLIAM  FREDERICK  WILLIAMS,
of 32 Shaftesbury  avenue , London, England.  "Improvements
in Sociable Bicycles."  Dated 6th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3970.-WILLIAM JOHN NAPIER, of the
Government freezing Works, Noma  street,  Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, mechanical  engineer , and CHARLES
SEALY and BRUCE MALCOLM, both of Trelawny, 1-Iarrisville, in
the said colony, farmers  and graziers .  "Improvements in or
relating to Refrigerating Machines."  Dated 10th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3975.-SAMUEL VAN  BUSKIRK, of Sydney,
in the colony of New South Wales, horse-trainer. "An
Improved horse Bridle."  Dated 14th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3976. - TEXTILE CLEANING COMPANY,
LIMITED, of No. 1 Saint Peter's Church walk, Nottingham,
England (Assignees of Frederick Nicholson Turney).  "Im-
provements in Apparatus for Degreasing Wool, Cotton Waste,
and other Fibrous Materials."  Dated 15th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3979.-EDWIN MAYIIIW  BRESSENDEN,
barrister, and JOHN  STONEMAN  LANE, ship chandler, both of
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales.  "-Rotary
Pulverising Machine."  Dated 17th  July,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3983.- GEORGE BOHAN  SHEPA RD, Of
Ogdensburg, county of St. Lawrence , state  of New York,
United States of America, attorney-at-law.  "Rotary Machines."
Dated 24th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3985;- HENRY RICHARD  HANCOCK, of
Moonta Mines, in the province of South Australia, mine
superintendent, and HENRY LIPSON HANCOCK and LEIGH
GEORGE h ANCOCK, of the  same address , mining  engineers.
"Improvements in Rock Drills and other like Machines."
Dated 26th July, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY , Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that he undermentioned applica-tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objecticns thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3333. - JOSEPH Amos LINLEY, of 57
Ridgmount Gardens, Gower street, county of London, England,
shipbroker, temporarily residing at 63 Pitt street, Sydney, in
the colony of New South Wales.  "Improvements in Means for
Preserving Refrigerated or Artificially Chilled Iii eat intended
for Transport."  Dated 25th April, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3853.-GEORGE GIBBINS, of Cowper street,
Footscray, in the colony of Victoria, agricultural implement
maker.  "Improvements in Multi furrow Ploughs." Dated
24th April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3938.-SAMUEL JOSEPH WILLS, of West-
wood, in the colony of Queensland, State school teacher. "_4n
Improved Bolt and Lock Nut."  Dated 17th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3959.-WILLIAM  FREDERICK WILLIAMS,
of 32 Shaftesbury avenue, London, England.  "Improvement;
in the Driving Gem-, of, Bicycles and other Pedal-operated
Vehicles or Machines."  Dated 6th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3961.-ALBERTO ISSEL, of 11 Via Roma,
Genoa, Italy, furniture manufacturer.  "Improvements in
Rendering Substances -incombustible."  Dated 6th July, A.D.
1897.
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Patent Office, Application No. 396 2 . - RUDOLF CHILLINGWORTH, of
Brisbane, 28th August, 1897. Ostbahnhof, Nuremburg, in the empire of Germany, metal
stamper.  "A New or Improved Method or Process for the
Manufacture of Hubs for Velocipede attd  other  Wheels, and
Machinery or Apparatus used therefor."  Dated 6th July, A.D.
1897.
Application No. 3964.--THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COM-
PANY OF NEW SOUTH WALES,* LIMITED, of 196 Castlereagh
street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales (Assignees
of William Henry Butler).  "Improved Cutting and Printing
Mechanism specially applicable to Box•makiny Machines."
Dated 8th July, A.r. 1897.
Application No. 3980.-SAMUEL RICHARD POPE, of Roma,
in the colony of Queensland,  miner .  " New or Improved Means
for Propelling Velocipedes and other Vehicles."  Dated 20th
July, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEV, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 14th August, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that the undermentioned  applica-
L' tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to  public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications  must  leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of tie first  appearance  of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3755.- FREDERICK  HENRY HAYILAND, Of
St. Peter's Chambers, solicitor ; ARTHUR HOLLOWAY, of
" Hagley," Drummond road, Boscombe, science master ; JOHN
BRUCE COLLIER, of Delphi Chambers, electrical  engineer ; and
WILIAM HENRY MURCH, of Upper Terrace road, engineer, all
of Bournemouth, in the county of Hants, England.  " Method
and Apparatus for the Manufacture of. Calcium Carbide."
Dated 18th February, 1897.
Application No. 3923.-CONRAD FRIEDRICH CguISTIAN
LoHMANN, of No. 13 Andrew street, Northcote, near Melbourne,
in the colony of Victoria, engineer. "  An Improved Rotary
Motor to be Driven by Steam or other Motive fluid."  Dated
1t,th June, 1897.
Application No. 3939.-ARTHUR JOHN CUMINC, of 71
Cathedral Square, Christehutch, Canterbury, in the colony of
New Zealand, journalist. "  Means for Preventing Puncture of
Pneumatic Tyres."  Dated 18th June, 1897.
Application No. 3946 .-- Ct#ARLES CHEERS  WAKEFIELD, of
3 Pendennis  road, Streatham, Surrey, England,  general manager.
" Improveme nts in  or relating to Sight feed Lubricators."
Dated 26th June, 1897.
Application No. 3948.-CAfIROtL CHAINLESS CYCLE COM-
PANY, of the State of New Jersey, United States of America
(Assignees of Thomas Henry Carroll).  " Laprore rnents in
Chainless Bicycles."  Dated 26th June; 1897.
Application No. 3951.' --JAMES  HERBERT  BI?LLARD, of 777
State street, city of Springfield, county of Hampden,  state of
Massachusetts, United States of America, mechanical  engineer.
"Improvements in Brakes for Bicycles and similarly propelled
Vehicles."  Dated 29th June, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters  Patent, and the  complete
speci fications  annexed thereto ,  have been  ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to public  inspection  at this Office.
Any person  or persons intending  to oppose  any of such
applications  must leave particulars  in w ritiilg. , in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their  objections  thereto, within four  calendar
months from the date of the  first appearance  of this  advertise-
ment in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3487.-EDWIN TATHAM, of Colfe Lodge,
Lewisham Hill, county of Kent, England , gas engineer.
"Improvements in Means for  obtaining  Light."  bated 10th
August, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 8672.--JAMES DAVIDSON, of George  street,
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales,  grain merchant.
"An Improved Manufacture of Fatty Matter from  certain
Fatty Animal Tissues."  Dated 1st October, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3764, - GEORGE GATTON MELHUISH
HARDINGHAM, of 191 Fleet street, London, civil engineer
(Assignee of H. L. Webster, of Klerksdorp, in the South
African Republic , engineer ).  "Improvements in Rotary
Engines applicable for use as Motors, Pumps, Blowers, or the
like."  Dated 23rd February, A..D. 1897.
Application No. 3915.-SAMUEL CONNELL, of Bundaberg,
in the colony of Queensland, assistant imntnonger.  "An
Apparatus ,for Aerating Water, .13eo, Or other i7tsitls:"
Dated 7th June, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Fegistrar  of Patents, &o.
No. 55. Von,. Lxvni.] W
Patent Oiice,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applicaapplica-tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed  thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars  in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the  first  appearance of this advertise.
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is  payable with such notice.
Application No. 3688.-JOHN TOWNSEND TRENCH, of
Kenmare,  county Kenny, Ireland, land agent.  " Improvements
in Pneumatic . lyres."  Dated 29th December, 1896.
Application No. 3753.-THE COMMERCIAL UNION CIGAR
AND CIGARETT23 COMPANY, of New York, United States of
America (Assignees  of Alfred Gordon Vale),  " Cigarette
Machines ."  Dated 16th February, 1897.
Application No. 3768.-THE ANGLO-FRENCH MOTOR
CARRIAGE CoItrANY, LIMITED, of Digbeth, Birmingham,
England (Assignees of Edmund Gascoine,  junr ., and Charles
Daniel Courtois).  "Improvements in Horseless Carriages."
Dated 26th February, 1897.
Application No. 3771,- CHARLES  ANDREW EDWARD TALBOT
PALMER, of Pope street, 19irminghanl, England, engineer.
"Improvements i n and relating  to Valocipedes.'s  Dated 27th
February, 1897.
Application No.  3888. -WILLIAM ARTHUR CAMERON
WALLER, of 6 Kyverdale road, Stoke Newington, London,
England.  "I npro vent eats in  the Consh 'uetidn of Tiles."
Dated 17th May, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAE + IRY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent office,
Brisbane ,  29th  May, 1897.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that the undermentioned appli-
cations for the grant of Letters Patent ,  and the complete
specifications annexed thereto ,  have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to  public  inspection at this Office.
Any  person or persons intending to oppose any of such
Fapplications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (onorm  D ),  of his or their objections thereto, with four l ndar
months from the date of the first appearance of this adver-
tisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette .  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3736 .--- EASMUS MEULENGRACHT,  Of Assens'
Denmark ,  analytibal chemist ,  and POUL LUDVIG PETER GEORG
SYLOw, of Sydney ,  in the colony of New South Wales,
analytical chemist .  "A New or Improved Method of Con-
verting Animal Substances and Products into Manure or
Fertilisin,  Material."  Dated 1st February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3806 .- LEwis MCPHERSON, of Hodgson,
Roma ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  railway employee.  " Im-
N
vements in Railway Sleepers and Rail Fastenings ."  Dated
h March ,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3833 .- DAVID JOLLlii BRAND AND  DAVID
LEGGAT DRYBROUGH , both  of Townsville ,  in the colony of
Queensland, engineers and ironfounders .  " Improvements in
Suction -dredging Machines ."  Dated 9th April,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3846. - EDWIN ROBERT STANDFInLD,
medical electrician ,  and THOMAS DE RENZY HARMAN ,  solicitor,
both  of 71 Cathedral square ,  Christchurch ,  Canterbury, in the
colony of New Zealand .  " Improvements in Bicycle  Supports."
Dated 23rd  April,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3849 .- HENRY SYMES,  of Alexandra South,
Otago, in the colony of New Zealand .  "Improved Method of
and Mechanism  for Propelling  Vehicles ."  Dated 24th April,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3851 .- HARRY MORRISON,  of 27 Martins
lane ,  Cannon street, London, engineer .  "Improvements in Chain
Driving Wheels ."  Dated 24th April ,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3861 .- CARL DELLWIK,  engineer, of 6
Grafgaten ,  Stockholm ,  in the kingdom of Sweden .  " Improve-
ments in the Production  of Water gas  and in Apparatus
therefor ."  Dated 3rd May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3864 .- JAMES PHILIP ERIE,  engineer, of
Loa Angelos ,  Los Angelos county ,  state of California , United
States of America .  "  Improvements  in Motor Vehicles ."  Dated
4th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3865 .-- JAMES DAVIDSON ,  of George street,
Sydney ,  in the colony of New South Wales, grain merchant,
and CHARLES GRAHAM HEPBURN, of King street, Sydney afore-
said ,  patent agent  " Improvements in Apparatus  for Refining
Fats asd Oils, "  Dated 4th May; A.D. 1897.
Application No. 8866 .- SIMON LAKE,  formerly of Atlantic
Highlands ,  Monmouth county ,  New Jersey ,  but now of 229
South Chester street ,  Baltimore ,  Maryland, United States of
Amerioh ;  engineer .  " 1Thijiroventents in Submarine Vessels."
Dated 4th May, A.D. 1897,
[4Tn SLPTkM$ER, 1897.
Application No. 3868: JOSEPH HALL, of Burley Engine
Works, Leeds, England, engineer.  "Improvements in Machinery
for Treating Skins, Hides, Leather, and the like substances."
Dated 14th December, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3870.-TROMAs GRACE, of Darlington,
near Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, builder.
"Improvements in Driving Mechanism of Velocipedes."  Dated
6th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3873.-ARTHUR, REDMAN WILrt$Y, of
2805 Humboldt street, Denver, Arapahoe county, state of
Colorado, United States of America.  "An Ore Concentrator."
Dated 6th May, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAMxT. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1897.
S OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned appli-
cations for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto , have  been ACCEPTED,  and are now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3545.-ARTHUR GEORGE BROWN, of No.
38 Victoria Buildings, Manchester, in the county of Lancaster,
England, engineer.  "Improvements  in the  Manufacture of
Single Piece Cycle Frames and parts of Cycle Frames and
other similar light structures."  Dated 16th September, A.D.
1896.
Application No. 3926.-ANTON RAKY, of Rupprechtsau,
near Strassbourg, in Alsace, German Empire, manager.  " Im-
provements in Boring Apparatus fur Deep Borings."  Dated
12th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 8950.- FREDERICK  WILLIAM SELLRY, Of
Enmore, near Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales,
engineer, and WILLIAM HOLMES NISBET, of Martin Place,
Sydney  aforesaid .  "Improvements in Slack Ad,usters for
Brake Gears of Railway Rolling-stock."  Dated 29th June,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3952.-EnwAan JOHN WNSSELB, manager,
and HENR' PARIEli  MERRIAM, engineer, both of 100 Broadway,
New  York City, United States of America.  "Improvements in
Air Compressors for Vehicles."  Dated 29th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3956.-PHILIP JOHN WINCH, of 19 Hindley
street, Adelaide, in the province of South Australia, chemist,
and  JOHN  TEBBET SNELL, of 150 Rundle street, Adelaide
aforesaid, bicycle manufacturer.  "An Improved Method and
Composition for making Pneumatic Tyres Puncture-proof."
Dated 6th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3757.-ARTHUR EDWARD SEFTON, of 71
Cathedral square, Christchurch, Canterbury, New Zealand,
farmer.  " Process for Solving and Reintegrating Vuteanised
Indiarubber."  (Assignee of Ernest Sefton.) Dated 19th
February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3991.-CHARLES AXEL BACKSTROM, of
Pittsburg, Allegheny, state of Pennsylvania, United  States of
America,  engineer .  " Improved Rotary Steam Engine."  Dated
27th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3995.-EDWARD MAKIN, junior, of 40 Now
Brown street ,  Manchester , county of  Lancaster, England,
manufacturer .  "Improvements  in Steam Generators  and Super-
heaters  and Water Heaters."  Dated 27th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4002.-ARTHUR PILLSBURY DODGE, Of
No. 62'2 Lord' s Buildings , in the city, county, and state of
New York, United States of America, lawyer.  " Steam: Motor
especially designed for Street Car Service."  Dated 3rd August,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4007.-ERNEST WILLIAM  LYCETT, of 9
Queen street. Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria,  manager
(Assignee of William Henry Richards).  "An Improved Licbri-
cator and Wire-r a Cleaner."  Dated 6th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4012.-FREDERICK GEOR(#L MYERS, Of Box
No. 2608 Johannesburg, South African Republic,  mechanical
engineer.  "Improvements in Machines fbr I+bs'ging, Swaging,
or Hammering  Metal Articles."  Dated, under  section 80, 22nd
October, A.D. 1896: Filed 9th August, A,D. 1897.
Application No, 4018,-NIELS  BENDI%BN,  of Copenhagen,
Denmark ,  superintendent  of a laboratory .  "Improvements in
Propagatinq Apparatus for Developing Pure Cultures of Yeast
and Bacteria."  Dated 10th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4026.-ARTHUR JOHN CUMING, Of 71
Cathedral  square,  Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colony of
New Zealand.  "Improvements in Bicycles."  Dated 16th
August, ..D. 1897,
Application No. 4030.  -  HENRY CLAY  FLETCIJ'R, Of
Franklin street, Melboutne, in the edlony of  Victoriay manu-
facturer, and HENRY WALTER CgENowBT1; of Bryant stmt,
No. 55. VOL. XVIII.] 548 4TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
Newmarket, in said colony.  "An Improred means f>), Atlachinq
Mud(juards to Bicycles and similar T"ehicles."  1)ated 17th
August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4031.-D.1vEY PEGGING MACHINE COM-
PANY, of 105 Bedford street, Boston, Massaclluetts, United
States of America (As,ignee of John Francis Davey, Sherman
William Ladd, and William Winslow 6ell.).  ` ' An Imp; urea
Pegging Machine for hoots and ,Shoes."  Doted 17th August,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4033.-HERBERT JAMES WOOD,  Of 71
Cathedral square, Christchurch, Canterbury, colony of New
Zealand. grocer.  "Improved Device for Attaching Labels."
Dated 17th August, A.D. 1897.
WILLI1M T.  BLAKENEY. Registrar of Patents, &.c.
Patent Otlice,
Brisbane, 4th  September, 187.
NOTICE  is hereby given , that I have received theundermen-
tioned applications for the registration of Trade Marks.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form I), of his or their objections thereto, within two months
(or such further time, not exceeding six months, as the
Registrar Inay allow) of the advertisement of the application
in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of one pound
is payable with such notice.
\VILLIAI' I T. BLAKE N I:I', Registrar of Patents,  & c.
Application No. 2080--Filed 1st Septe:nl:er, A.D. 1897.-
PETER Itoss , of Newstead, Brisbane, to register in Class 47, in
respect of Candle Soap and Oil, a Trade Mark of which the
following  is a representatic_n:-
Application No. 2fl63-Filed 26th July, A.D. 1897.-ARTHUR
RlcKAu P, of 28 O'Connell street, Sydney, importer, to
register in Class 12, in respect of Flour, a Trade 1'MMark of which
the following is a representation :-
HERCULES
Tliis mark was first advertised in the  Queensland  Go vern-
ment Gazette  of 31st July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at Lead of
trade mark advertisements. (By consent.)
Application No. 2001-Filed 30th April, A.D. 1897.-
LA31BFBT AND BIJrLER, of 1.11 and 142 Drury lane, London, and
23 Bucknall street. London, England, tobacco manufacturers,
to register in C ass .15. iu respect of Tobacco whether Manu-
factured or TTnmanufactured, a Trade hark of which the
following is a representation :-
E p
IUISJvD Jar"
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 4th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2051-Filed 13th July, A.D. 1897.-
ARCHIBALD JOHN BULLOCII AND JAMES MACMAHON, of 4 and
5  Norwich Chambers, Hunter street, Sydney, New South
\Vales, to register in Class 44, in respect of Mineral Waters
and Beverages N atural or Artificial, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 4th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Applications No. 2'45 and 2046-Filed 23rd June, A.D.
1897.-GEORGE CAREY BARCLAY, of 44 Stone street, New York,
LT.S A., wholesale druggist : Application No. 2045, to register in
Class 3, in respect of Chemical Substances prepared for use in
Medicine and Pharmacy ; and Application No. 2046, to register
in Class 48, in respect of Perfumery (including Toilet Articles,
Preparations for the Teeth and flair, and Perfumed Soap), a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the device;
and applicant disclaims any right to the exclusive use of the
added matter save and except his trading name and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment  Gazette  of 17th July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2048--Filed 23rd June, A.D. 1897.-
GEORGE CAREY BARCLAY, of 44 Stone street, New York,
U.S.A., to register in Class 48, in respect of Preparations
for the Skin, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-PEA" CREdlM
The said trade mark has been in use since the o/ear  1867.
This mark was rst advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 10th July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
MANU ( ACTVft ED (SW"t&LUL/ I'+ EtONC A'
S J'i,Lu4BER &BUTLERUON
_J
The essential, particulars of the trade mark are tlce jollow-
ing':-The combination of devices and the words ,Sphinx" and
" Log Cabin"; and we disclaim any right to the exclusive use of
the added matter, except in so f cr cos it consists of our name and
address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 31st July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2)02 - Filed 30th April, A.D. 1897. -
LAMBERT AND BUTLER, Of 141 and 142 Drury lane, London,
and 23 Bucknall street, London, England, tobacco manufac-
turers, to register in Class 45, in respect of Tobacco whether
_1J anufactured or Unmanufactured, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 31st July, A.D. 1897.  tide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application  No. 2057-Filed  8th July ,  A.D. 1897 .- BRABANT
AND COMPANY,  of Charlotte street ,  Brisbane ,  wholesale mer-
chants, to register in Class 43, in respect of  Whisky,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
R O`AL I'-I
c ?TTY, -)
HIGHL-AND
1NH15KY
Th.e essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing :-Combination cf (Icvices, device of diamond, coat of arms,
and the  word " Diamond "; and we dirclaiw any right to the
exclusive use elf the added mutter.
This wart was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 17th July, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice  at head of
trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 1997-Filed 20th April, A.D. 1897.-BREIDEN13ACH AND CO., of Greek st;eet, Soho Square, London,
England. inanufacturing perfuniers, to register in Class 48, in respect of Perfumed Soap, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation :-
" BUTTERFLY "
Tliis mark was first advertised  in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of  24th July, A.D. 1897. Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advvertisements.
Application -No. 2::62-Filed 22nd July. A.D 1897.-JAMES
CLACIIER, trading as The Bungalow Tea Conipany,"of George
street, Brisbane, storekeeper, to register in Class 42, in respect
of Tea, a `Trade Mark o` whit•lr the following is a representa-
tion:_
The  e sczrfial j'ai'ftedars o% the trade mark are the follow-
ing :-The device and the woz d " Bitngaioir," and I di.selainm
any right t-, the c,r'e'vsirr ?('., ni' the crddrrt m(1tter.
This mark was first advertised iii the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 31st July, A.D 1597.  Vide notice at head of
trade mark adi-(,rtisemeiits.
Application No. 2U65-Filed 26th Juiy, A.D. 18'37.- SAMUEL
ALLEN AN I) SONS, LIME rep , trailing  as "Crystal Lager Brewery
Company." of Toa-iisville, Queensland, Inerclau; ts, to register
in Class 43, in respect of Beer, a 't'rade Mark of  which the
following is  a representation :-
Application No 2056-Filed 8tli J illy, A.D. 1897.-
THE  AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY OF 1 Ew SOU TH "WALES,
LIMITED, of 196 Casilereagli street. Sydney, New South Wales,
cigarette inanufacturer, to register in Class 15, in respect of
Manufactured Tobacco, including Cigars and Cigarettes, a
'T'rade Mark of which the following is a r, presentation :-
TIIESE
CSICG III - Are
Flan:,fciured
byIlr =_'Pf ER I CA-r
[A BACCO
oqlvjocul, RWALs
L.M! T E 0
G .' !  i3,11. N
A.,....,...
The essential particular of the above trade nzazh; is the
word "Di:reoo's"; and the applicant Comp,.anr' disclaims all right
to the exclusive use of the added matter, except its  name and
a -c dress.
This marls was first  advertised in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette of  21th July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application  No. 2054 -Filed 6th July,  A.D. 1897 .- KAISER-
BRAI 'EREI BECK  AND Co., of  Bremen, Germany ,  to register
in Class 13, in respect of Beer , a Trade Mark  of which the
following is a representation :-
P'I! ! S  E  L -rr r
The essential particulars of the trade niecele are the folloze-
irg:-T he device and the sien, (ture; and we (11,clai in  any  right
to the exclusive us' of the added  »ir.fli.e.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
.,
inent Gazelle  ,i i  31St
July, A D. 1$9/.  Vale notice at head  of
trade marls adver isetnents.
Application  No.  2i)05 -Filed  30th April, A.D.  1897.--
LAMBERT AND PI."TLER,  of  111  in!! 112  Drury lane ,  London,
and  23 Bucknall street ,  London, h mgland, toi acco inanufac-
titrers, to register in C:las 1.5, in rc =test of Tobacco whether
Manufactured or 1-ninanufact u red, a 'T'rade Mark of  which. the
following is a representation
i' s
BLOSSOM-
0
NA.YUFACTURCO
{.F. ONLY }
v BY  Fa
LAMBERT i
BUTLER
LON D ON
The essential particulars of the trade murk are the follow-
;n7;-?he coznl, iuation of dtviets and the words "rSphinx" and
,w LJat,, Ji/ossom  ';  and ice ci zsclaint  ang rrcllrt  to the exclusive use
of the added matter, except in sof t;- as it consists of our name
and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 31st July, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
KAISER - BRAUERE I
BECK & CO.
B rernen.
The essential pccrtieuleirs (,f the trade mark are the device
of a pearl-shell  aid  the word '` Feel''; awl app; ic'rrc:ts  disclaim
any right to the exclusive use of the added  matter, save and
except their  nalne and  address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 21th July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application  No. 2003 - Filed  3, tli April .  A D. 1897. -
LAMBERT  AND BUTLER, Of 1I1 and 11 2  Drury lane, London,
and 23  Bucknall street ,  l.onclan,  England,  tot.aceo manufac-
turers, to register in Class 45, in respect of Tobacco whether
Manufactured or 1 nnianufactu : ed, a Trade  Mark  of which the
following is a representation :-
e,
3
I.A.-4BEi6, TLER
The essential pa)'ti.,•ular's of the trade mark are the follow-
in,q  :-The c'0 inbinalion  of devices  and the words  -Sphinx" and
" Viking" ; acrd  we disclaim any right to the exclusive use of
the added  matter, except in so far as it consists of our name
and address.
This mark was first advertised in tha  Queensland Govern-
nzent Gazette  of 31st  July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2044-Filed 23rd June , A.D.
CARET .BARCL,AY, of 44 Stone street, New York, U. S.A., whole.
sale druggist .  to register in Class 3, in respect of Pills, a  Trade
Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
THEY HEY ARE LITTLE GIANTS ro CURING.
CURE Ct3iI2TIPAT!0111.
CURE DYSPEPSIA.
CURE HEADACHE.
CURE BILIOUSNESS.
CURZ FLATULENCY.
READ THE PAMPHLET CURE LIVER DISEASE.
25 CENTS PER BOTTLECURE DIZZINESS.
CONTAINING FORTY PILLS. CURE t!P. SEA i  DI:;TnESS
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the device of
a rhomboid in black, and the name " Renter's"; and applicant
disclaims any right to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 10th July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 1986-Filed 2nd April, A.D. 1897.-
S. KUTNOW AND Co., LD., of 66 Holborn Viaduct, London,
England, merchants and dealers in and sellers of medicines and
medicated articles and substances, to register in Class 3, in
respect of Chemical Substances prepared for use in Medicine
and Pharmacy, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
+0
4
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow.
ing :-The device; and we disclaim any right  to the exclusive
use of the added  matter , except in so fir as it consists of our
own name.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 10th July, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisemeets.
Applications Nos. 202.5, 2026, and 2027-Filed 25th May,
A.D. 1897.-CHARLES CAMMELL AND Co., LIMITED, Cyclops
Works, Sheffield, England, manufacturers : Application No.
2025, to regitnr in Class 5, in respect of Iron and Steel,
separately or combined, Armour and Boiler Plates, and Wire ;
Application No. 2026, to register in Class 6, in respect of
Machinery and Parts thereof, including Machine Tools, Springs,
Buffers, Tyres, Axles, Wheels, Switches, and Railway Points ;
Application No. 2027, to register in Class 12, in respect of Files
and Rasps, Cutlery, and Edge Tools, including Saws, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation:-
The said trade mark has been used brt the Company and
their predecessors in business in respect of the said ,goods for
upwards of twenty five years before the 13th October,  1884,
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 10th July, A.D.1897.  Tide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Applications Nos. 2019, 2020, and 2021-Filed 18th May,
A.D. 1897.-WILKINSON, HEYWOOD, AND CLARK, LIMITED, Of
7 Caledonian road, King's Cross, Loudon, England, and of
304 Flinders lane, Melbourne, Victoria, varnish and colour
manufacturers : Application No. 2019, to register in Class 1,
in respect of Mineral Dye Stuffs, Colours, Paints, Pigments,
Varnishes, Sheep DMarkers, Glues ; Application No. 2020, to
register in Class 4, in respect of Gums, Resins, Oakum, Oils
(Seed, Fish, Animal, Vegetable, and Alineral) for use in
manufacture, Sponge Dyes (other than mineral, tallow, and
grease) prepared or unprepared for use in manufacture, and
Oils for making Paints and Varnishes ; Application No. 2021,
to register in Class 47, in respect of Illuminating, Heating,
[4T19 SEPTEMB ER, 1897.
and Lubricating Oils (Seed ,  Fish, Animal ,  Vegetable, and
Mineral ),  Starch, Cotton Wicks, and Grease for Lubricating
purposes ,  a Trade  Mark  of which the following i A repre-
sentation :-
BRAND9,n l9
'1 2 /cal
-%4000119
The essential particulars off the trade mark are the follow-
ing:-The device and the word "Falcon"; and we disclaim any
right to  the exclusive  use of the added matter,  save  and except
our trading name and address.
This mark  was first  advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 10th July, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements,
Application No. 2037-Filed 8th June, A.D. 1897.-THE
CLEMENT, GLADIATOR , AND HUMBER  (FRANCE), LIMITED, of 31.
Rue dit 4 Septembre, Paris, France, and 4 Regent street,
London, England, to register in Class 22, in respect of Bicycles,
Tricycles, and Velocipedes, and other like vehicles, a Trade Mark
of which the following  is a representation :-
C L M
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the ful-
lowing :-The device, the words " Le Clement,"  and our name
and address; and we disclaim any right  to the  exclusive use of
the added matter.
This  mark was  first advertised  in the  Queensland Govern-.
meat Gazette  of 10th July, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head of
trade mark  advertisements.
Application Nos. 2028, 2029, and 2030-Filed 25th May,
A.D. 1897 .- CHARLES CAMMELL AND Co .,  LIMITED ,  Of Cyclops
Works, Sheffield ,  England ,  manufacturers  :  Application  No.
2028, to register in Class 5, in respect of Iron and Steel,
separately or combined ,  Armour and Boiler Plates and Wire ;
Application No. 2029, to register in Class 6, in respect of
Machinery and parts thereof ,  including Machine Tools ,  Springs,
Buffers , Tyres,  Axles, Wheels, Switches ,  and Railway Points ;
and Application No. 2030, to register in Class 12, in respect of
Files and  Rasps, Cutlery  and Edge Tools ,  including Saws, a
Trade  Mark  of which the following is a representation
CYCLOPS
The said trade mark has been used by the Company and
their predecessors  in business  in respect of the  said  goods for
upwards of twenty years before the 13th October,  1884.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 10th July, A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 1939-Filed 23rd January, A.D. 1897.-
J. FEOSSARD AND Co., of Spring street, Sydney, New South
Wales, and Payerne, Switzerland, cigar manufacturers, to
register in Class 45, in respect of Cigars, Cigarettes, and
Tobacco, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representa-
tion :---
POLO
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 10th July,  A.D. 1897 .  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
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Application  No. 20OS-Filed It], 'May, D. 1897.-A. G.
TIIO \ isON AND Co ., LIIII'rrll, Glasgow. distillers, to register in
Class 4:3, in respect of  Whisky, a Tra(!e Mark  of ii Mich the
follow ing is a  representation
VA I
P P fiLJ tldS
_ -Y/ InNl
r_ -
HIS ROYAL HIGNNNESS THE P^IPCE CF l'; A! cS
WHISKY.
The essential pai'tirulars  01'  the Ic eile hark are the follon'-
inq:-'i7ie zrord " h'of'a1,'' the ('01 1)inations  (.if d(-z'i(•(•s, and
applicant C'onipciuy's jirc-simile of signali(re ; ((11(7 we disc/(ri(n
any i'z(tht to  the e,rcli(sire a e of the  added matter, the said
trade mark has teen in n.vc by the applicant Coinp(i)?y and their
predecessors in husincss sin('e prior  to  1:3ti, Helot r,  lti:ti•l.
This nark was first advertised in the  Queenslaid Gorer'n-
ment Gazette  of 28th August, A.D. 1897.  1 ide  notice at lie at
of trade mark advei tisenients.
Application N o. 207 4-FiIvd 21st august, A.D. 181)7.-T]II,
QUEENSLAND MODEL DAIRY, FitaSII Foot', 1'CF, AND  STORAGE
COMPANY, LIMITED, of' Turbot street, Brisbane, Queensland,
manufacturers, to register in Class 12, in respect of Butter, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation
p\RY CHIijF
BUTTERFLY
The essential particular s of the trade mark  are the  follow-
in_q:-The device  of a butterfly,  with  the device of a band with
two buckles , and the ?cord utt'I/it' ; and we disc/a int any
right to the exclusive  use of the added nwttei'.
This mark was  first advertised  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 28th  August,  A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2071-Filed 5th August, A.D. 1897.-
ALICE LouISA POTTER (trading as "  Potter's Sheep  Branding
and Paint  Company "), of 408 Collins street,  Melbourne, manu-
facturer ,  to register  in Class  1, in respect  of Sheep  Branding
Fluid and Paints , a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
Application No. 2u172-Filed 10th August, A.D. 1897.-
Ar.n.4_11 LYLE AND SONS. Liurrr.r>, of 21 Mincing lane, London,
and Plaistow \VItarf, 1 ieti)ria Docks, London, ;ii-land, sugar
refiners and in:Inllfaetur g 1'oil feel ioiier-4, to register ill Class 42,
in respect of Coll feet iconelly, a Trade Mark of which the follow-
ing is a representation :-
The Essential  p(n'tieul( ri of the trade  in(zrk is  the combination
of devices, and applic uit c,,nipcuty diselaiiizs an .y  right to the
ca'clusiz'e use of the add('d >n(!lt( r, sore  an(l except  their name and
addresses.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
nieiit Gazette  of 21st August, A.). 1597.  1- (.le notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2070---Filed 2nd August,  A.D. 1897.-
I1YLA,DS AND  SONS, LIMITCl). of New Iligll street,  M.ancllester,
England,  lnerelw  :tlld amanul'acturers, to register  in Class 38,
in respect of Articles of Clothing', a Trade Mark of  which the
following  is a representation :-
irk- 1#
hiALI f
This mark was first advertised  in the  Queensland Govern-
nzent Gazette  of 21st august, A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice  at head of
trade nark adveriisenlel.its.
Application \o. 2,Wi; -File.l 21)tll July, A.D. 1S97.- 1? .
Morris AND So-)Ns. (if Paddington, Brisbane. boot manufacturers,
to register in Class :35, in respect of Boots, S! IOc.,, and Slippers,
a Trade Mark of wliicll the follow ing is a  re'rc,; cntation:-
0 Goo
ARGUS
The essential particular  of the trade mark is the following :-
The combination  of devices; and I disclaim any right to the
exclusive  use of'the added matter,  save as to  the na ive "Potter's."
This mark was  first  advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of  7th August, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
 
b - Y
The essential partieal.:(i's of the trade mark are the follow-
ing:-The dcri('c aid the word "-trgz(s''; and we disclaim any
right to the exclusive use of  Me  (added matter.
This mark was first wtvertisod in the  Qucciisland Govern-
th A.D, 1897.  F ide  notice at headment Gazette  of 7t ,
of trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2067-Filed 29th July, A.D. 1897.-JOHN
CHAPMAN and HENRY BLUM,  trading as  "The Eureka Yeast
Manufacturing  Coy.," of Adelaide street, Brisbane, to register
in Class  42, in respect of Yeast, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
ti0
STAFF  oFLIFE
Ji`
'4,
The essential particular  of the trade  mark  is the  following :-
The device ;  ant we disclaim any right to the exclusive  use of the
added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 14th August, A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2069 -Filed 30th July, A.D. 1897.-
WOODBERRY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, city of Baltimore,
state of Maryland, U.S.A., to register in Class 25, in respect
of Cotton Duck (for Sails for Shipping, Belts, Tents, Car
Covers, Awnings, Aprons for Agricultural Machines, and other
purposes) and Cotton Twine, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation:-
Il4V  100
41,jk;  A& -.0sms,
IITh'TRA
The applicant Company and their predecessors in business
claim  user of said mark since about the month of January,  1867.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 7th August, A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2033-Filed 31st'May, A.D. 1897.-ANGLO-
.SWISS CONDENSED MILK COMPANY ,  of Cham, Switzerland, and
10 Mark lane, London, England, condensed milk manufacturers,
to register in Class 42, in respect of Substances used as Food or
as Ingredients in Food, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation :-
DAI RYMAI D
This mark  was  first advertised  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 7th August, A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice at head
of trade  mark advertisements.
Application N . 2073-Filed 17th August, A.D. 1897.--
HUGH DIxsoN (trading as " Dixson and Sons," at Park andElizabeth  streets,  Sydney, New South Wales, and Brunswick
street, Brisbane , Queensland), tobacco manufacturer, to register
in Class 45, in respect of Manufactured Tobacco, Cigars, and
Cigarettes , a Trade Mark of which the following  is a represen-
tation
RECORD
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 21st August, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2068-Filed 30th July, A.D.1897.-KAISER-
BRAUEREI BECK AND Co., of Bremen, Germanv, to register
in Class 43, in respect of Beer, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
KAISE R- BIER
The applicant Company and their predecessors in business
claim user of the said trade mark since  1873.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 7th August, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 1834-Filed 17th August, A.D. 1896.-
RICHARD SMITH, trading as " S. Fitton and Son," of Maccles-
field, county of Chester, England, to register in Class 42, in
respect of all Substances used as Food or as Ingredients in Food,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation : -
HOVIS
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 17th July, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at bead of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2058-Filed 13th July, A.D. 1897.-
GEORGE VICKERS, of Angel Court, 172 Strand, London, whole-
sale booksellers and manufacturers of.inks and gums, to register
in Class 39, in respect of Stationery, a Trade Mark of which
the following  is a representation : -
+E14V2111Gl.
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the device
and the word "Penwing."
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 17th July, A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application N . 2047-Filed 23rd June, A.D. 1897.-GEORGE
CARET BARCLAY, of 44 Stone street, New York, U.S.A., whole-
sale druggist, to register in Class 48, in respect of Preparations
for the Hair and Skin, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation :-
TRICOPHEROUS
The said trade mark has been in use since the year  1810.
This  mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 10th July, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1897.
AMENDMENTS MADE.
N
0.3598 of 1896-EDGAR ARTHUR AsHcROFT.-In pursuance
of leave granted, the above-numbered Specification has
been amended in the manner set forth in No. 6, volume 68,
Government  Gazette  dated 10th July, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 4th September, 1897.
1
7' is hereby notified, for public  information , that the Free
Library attached to this Office  contains  the Specifications
of all Patents granted in the United Kingdom since A.D. 1588,
which have been supplied by the English Government  on
condition that the  Works shall be rendered daily accessible to
the public for reference or for copying, free of charge.
Files of the following Publications may also be inspected
in the Library.
The English Illustrated Official Journal (Patents).
The English Trade Marks Journal.
The Patent Review, published at Ottawa,  Canada.
Discovery, published at Liverpool, England.
The Australian Builders' and Contractors' News.
The Australasian Building and Engineering Journal.
The Australasian Manufacturer.
The Ironmonger (English Edition).
The Australasian Ironmonger.
Engineering.
The Scientific American.
The Patents Supplement to the New South Wales Govern-
ment Gazette.
The Patents Supplement to the Victorian Government
Gazette.
The Patents Supplement to the New  Zealand  Government
Gazette.
The Patents Supplement to the Queensland Government
Gazette.
The Official Gazette of the United States Patent Office
(from January, A.D. 1877).
Complete Specifications and Lithographs of Drawings of
Inventions for which Patents were granted in the
United States of America, from the year 1889 ; and
other Works.
The Library is open to the public daily from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m., except Saturdays, when it is open from 9 a.m. to 12 noon.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Printed and  Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government  Printer,
William  street ,  Brisbane.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedL.s. Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
I' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor.Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WWHEREAS by  "Thee Bank Hotidajs Act of  1577" it is amongst
other things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be
observed as a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in
any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district therein :
Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEB, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the provisions of
the said Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby appoint the following days to be observed as Public
Holidays in the places hereunder named:-
THURSDAY, the 9th September instant, being the day appointed
for holding the Annual Exhibition of the-Rosewood Farmers' Club,
within the Electoral District of Rosewood ; and
THURSDAY, the 23rd September instant, being the day
appointed for holding the Annual Race Meeting of the Gatton Turf
Club, within the Petty  Sessions  District of Gatton.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane,
this first day of September, in the year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and  in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAYS TKI Quiii l
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 9th September, 1897.
u IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that, being about to be absent from the
1.L Colony for a short period, His Excellency has, under and in pursuance of the provisions
er Majesty's Royal Letters Patent of the 13th of April, 1877, constituting the Office of
Governor of the Colony of Queensland, appointed, by an Instrument under his Hand and the
Great Seal of the Colony,
The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-Governor of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies, and President of the Legislative Council
of the said Colony,
to be Deputy Governor during his temporary absence from the Colony, for the purposes of
making, signing, and publishing such Proclamations, and signing such Commissions, Letters
Patent, or other Instruments under the Great Seal of the Colony, and of administering all
such Oaths, as may require to be made, signed, published, or administered during such absence.
HORACE TOZER.
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Chief Secretary 's Office, Brisbane ,  9th September, 1897.
His Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct the publication ,  for general information ,  of the following Copy of
a Commission under his Hand and the Great Seal of the Colony, appointing The Honourable Sir Arthur Hunter Palmer,
Knight Commander of the  Most  Distinguished  Order  of St. Michael and St. George ,  Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies, and President of the Legislative Council of the said Colony, to be Deputy Governor for certain
purposes therein stated during His Excellency's temporary absence from the Colony.
HORACE TOZER.
COPY OF COMMISSION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Laming-
.{; ton of Lamington, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight
Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
To The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
Z w St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies, andPresident of the Legislative Council of the said Colony.
Whereas by Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent, bearing date the thirteenth day of April, 1877, Her
Z  CO
.
Majesty constituted, ordered, and declared, that there should be a Governor and Commander-in-Chief in and over
the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies, with the powers and authorities in and by the said Letters
Patent declared and conferred : And by the said Letters Patent, after reciting that it might be necessary or
expedient that the Governor of the said Colony should absent himself occasionally from the Seat of Government,
CS co
whereby the affairs of the said Colony might be exposed to detriment if there were no person on the spot
W eo authorised to exercise the powers and authorities by the said Letters Patent granted to the said Governor, or some
c
of them, Her Majesty authorised and empowered the said Governor in every such case, as occasion should require,
rc by an Instrument under the Public Seal of the said Colony, to constitute and appoint the Lieutenant Governor
c for the time being of the said Colony, or, if there should be no such Officer, then any other person, to be his Deputy4.4 to in the said Colony during such temporary absence, and in that capacity to exercise, perform, and execute, for and
on behalf of the said Governor, during such absence, but no longer, all such powers and authorities vested in the
said Governor as should in and by such Instrument be specified and' limited, but no other : And whereas I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEB, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, am about to be absent
from the said Colony for a short period, and I consider it expedient to appoint a Deputy to act on my behalf,
during my absence, for the purposes hereinafter specified : Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER
NAPIEB, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, do hereby appoint you, the said Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Lieutenant-Governor and President of the Legislative Council aforesaid, to  be my  Deputy in the
said Colony during such my temporary absence, and in that capacity, for me and on my behalf, during such my
absence, to make, sign, and publish all such Proclamations as it may be necessary or expedient for the good
government of the said Colony to make and publish during such  my absence ,  and also for me, and  on my behalf,
during such my absence, to sign all such Commissions, Letters Patent, or other Instruments under the Great Seal
of the Colony, and to administer all such Oaths, as for the good government of the said Colony it may be
necessary or expedient to sign or administer during such my absence.
Given under my Hand and the Great Seal of the Colony, at Government House, Brisbane, this ninth day
of September, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven.
(Signed) LAMINGTON.
By His Excellency's Command,
(Signed) HORACE TOZER.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st September. 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Public Service
Board) has been pleased to accept  the voluntary  resignation of
ANDREW COLVILLE REID
of his position in the Public Service of Queensland ; such resignation
to take effect from the 30th June, 1897.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1897.
IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to di re ct that ,  in accordance with
the provisions of section 5 of  "The Rabbit Boards Act,  1896," the
retiring Members of the Carnarvon Rabbit Board for the ensuing year
shall be-
PHILIP DUDLEY PEROIYAL,
HERBERT FRASER  ELWYN, and
RICHARD EDWARD O'HARA.
E.M.-25 -8-97-S'.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  25th  August, 1897.
-LTIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN JONES,
RICHARD EDWARD O'IIARA, and
CHARLES EDWARD NICHOLAS
to be a Board for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of  "The
Rabbit Boards Act,  1896," within the Carnarvon District.
E.M.-25-8 -97-T'.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department  of Agriculture,
Brisbane , 8th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to  direct that the name
JOHN OLIVER FRITH
be substituted for the name  John Oliver Firth, appearing  in the
appointment of Sheep  Directors for 1897-8 under  "  The Diseases in
Sheep  Act of  1867," published in the  Government  Gazette  dated 16th
of May, 1897.
A. J. THYNNE.
Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane ,  8th September, 1897.
HIS Exce ll ency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to direct that the name
ALEXANDER  K ENNEDY
be substituted for the name Arthur Kennedy ,  appearing in the
appointment of Members  of the Marsupial  Board for the Marsupial
District of Cloncurry , published  in the  Government Gazette  dated
26th of June, 1897. X. J. THYNNE.
Department of Justice,
Brisbane ,  8th September , 1897..
HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
CHARLES CARRINGTON, Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions, Gympie,
to act as Registrar District Court, District Receiver in Insolvency
under  " The Insolvent/ Act  of 1874," and High Bailiff under  " The
Sheriff's Act of  1875, at that place, during the absence on leave of
John Farrelly; these appointments take effect from 4th September
instant.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Department of Justice,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN SKENB FALCONER, Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at
Gladstone,
to act  as Registrar  District Court, Deputy Marshal of the  Supreme
Court, District Receiver in Insolvency under  " The Insolvency/ Act of
1874," and High  Bailiff  under  " The Sherirs Act of  1875," at that
place, during  the absence on leave of  R. B. Hetherington; these
appointments  take effect from 15th September  instant.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
M artment  of Justice,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appointJAMES BYItNE
to be a Clerk in the Sheriff's Office; this appointment  takes  effect from
the 25th February, 1897, being the date of Mr. Byrne's probationary
appointment in the Public Service.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has  been pleased to approve of the utldermentioned appoint.
ments being made in the Post and Telegraph Department, viz.
WALTER WOODYATT, Officer in Charge, Post Office,
Gympie to Charters Towers;
JosIAH MASON ILLIDGE, Officer in Charge, Telegraph Office,
Gympie,
to be Officer in Charge, Post and Telegraph Office, at that place;
WALTER CUTTING, Letter Carrier, Brisbane,
to be a Travelling Mail Officer, on probation,  vice  Latimer ; and
CHRISTOPHER  HENRY CORCORAN,  Messenger , Gympie,
to be a Junior Assistant at that place.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane,  1st September, 1897,
HIS Excellency  the Governor,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN  SzBNE FALCONER
to be Acting Inspector of Pacific Islanders at Gladstone, during the
absence on leave of R. B. Hetherington.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 1st September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, been  pleased to appoint
JOHN SKENE  FALCOY$R
to be Acting Clerk  of Petty Sessions  at Gladstone, during the absence
on leave  of R. B. Hetherington.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN SK ENE FALCONER
to be Acting District Registrar of Births,  Marriages , and Deaths, for
the Registry District of Gladstone,.at Gladstone, during the absence
on leave of R. B. Hetherington.
HORACE TOZER.
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Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, been pleased to appoint
JOSHUA TUOMAS KEENAN
to be a Clerk, on probation, in the Office of the Registrar-General.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, Sth September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
NIG}EL ALAN ALLISON TRENow, L.R.C.S. Irel.,
to be Acting Visiting Surgeon to the Prison at Cooktown, during the
absence on leave of Dr. A. H. F. B. Kortdm.
HORACE TOZER.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS  by "The Chinese Immigration Restriction Act,
v v 1888," it is amongst other  .things provided that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazelle,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person or class of persons mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas it is desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,
Wah Mow, Sam Sung, Lum Soi, Loi On, Chun Bing, Ah Que, Nip
Bow, and  Ali  Choong, should be exempted from the provisions of the
said Act for a period of two years : Now, therefore, I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby declare
that the provisions of the said Act shall not apply to the said Wah
Mow, Sam Sung, Lum Soi, Loi On, Chun Bing,  Ali  Que, Nip Bow,
and  Ali  Choong for a period of two years from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighth day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce ll ency  The Right  Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron Lamington  of Lamington,
[L.s - in the county of Lanark, in the  Peerage of  the United
LAMINITON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the  Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
by " The Bank Holidays Act of  1877 " it  is amongst
Yv other things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from  time to  time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to appoint  a special  day to be
observed as a Public Holiday, either throughout  Queensland, or in
any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,  or district  therein :
Now, therefore,  I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the provisions of
the said  Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby appoint the following days to be observed as Public
Holidays in the places hereunder named :-
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, the 15th and 16th of Septem-
ber instant , being the days appointed for holding the Annual Race
Meeting  of the Warwick Turf Club, in the Petty  Sessions  Districts of
Warwick and Killarney ; and
THURSDAY and FRIDAY, the 23rd and 24th of September
instant,  being the days appointed for holding the Annual  Race Meeting
of the Blackall Racing Club, in the town of Blackall.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighth day of  September , in the year  of our  Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Maj esty's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE THE QUBE,!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
L e.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LA [L 8 ] ON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order  of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.W by " The Prisons Act,  1890," it is amongst other! ' things enacted that every prison hereafter erected shall be
proclaimed by the Governor in Council  as a prison , and shall, from
and after the Proclamation thereof in the  Gazette,  be a prison within
the meaning and for the purposes of the said Act : And whereas it
is deemed  expedient to proclaim certain buildings erected for the
purposes of a prison at Cairns as a Prison : Now, therefore, I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council, do  hereby  proclaim
the said buildings at Cairns as a Prison.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighth day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first  year  of ;Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
CL.8.J Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAMING+TON,Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by  "The Prisons Act,  1890," it is amongst other vthings enacted that the Governor in Council may, by Procla-
mation, discontinue and close any Prison, and direct the removal of
the prisoners confined therein to some other Prison to be named in
such Proclamation : And whereas it is deemed expedient to dis-
continue and close the Police Gaol at Herberton, such Police Gaol
being a Prison within the meaning and for the purposes of the said
Act: NOW, therefore, 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby discontinue and close the said Police
Gaol at Herberton, and do further direct that the prisoners confined
therein be removed to the Prison at Cairns.
This Proclamation to take effect from the First day of October
proximo.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this eighth day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven,  and in  the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMIN TON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority  in me  vested under the'
p ro visions  of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"  I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this  my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the purchasing price
of portions  90v to 95v, and 114v and 115v, parish of Kilkivan, in the
Gympie Land Agent's District, opened to Unconditional Selection by
Proclamation  dated the 10th February, 1897, shall, on and after the
6th October, 1897, be reduced from £1 10s. to £1 per acre.
E.M.-1-9 -97.  L.O. 186.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government House,  Brisbane,
this  first  day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty.
first year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[LS ] , in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMI.rGTONKingdom, Knight Commander of theMost Distinguished
Governor . ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested,  I, CHARLES  WALLACHALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron La ington ,  the Governor  aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation , notify and declare that the road described hereunder
shall be and is hereby permanently closed.
E.3f. 14 -10-96- 9'. Road Case No. 2289.
PEw uieENT CLOSURE OF ROAD.
Applicant.No.
1 P L. Cardew, on
behalf  of E. and H.
Ferrett
situation.
The road separating section
1 from allotments 1 to 7
of section 2 of portion 146
Parish.
Ipswich ...
Area.
A. S. P.
1 233
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Government House, Brisbane,
this seventh day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and  in the sixty.
first  year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINOTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated in the GLADSTONE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL
SELECTION, urder the provisions of the said Acts, on and after FRIDAY, the EIGHTH day of OCTOBER, 1897, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK AM., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and  declare
that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be
as follows,  that is to say, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane , this eighth day of September, in the  year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-8-9-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GLADSTONE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.- WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 2.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office,  Gladstone.)
I Conditional Selection. Unconditional  Selection.
No. of Expired Lease. Parish. No. of Area. Survey Fee. ihPLot. Portion. Annual Rent
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
ngurc as
Price
per Acre.
A. R. P.  A a. d. £ a. d. .9 S. d. S. d. a. d.
1 Miriam Vale ... Miriam Vale ... 17v 160 0 0  9 0 0 0  0 6 0 15  0 0 1 0 1 0 0
2 Ditto ... Polmaily ... 94v 160 0  0 9 0 0 0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
3 Ditto ... ditto ... 97v 158 0 0 9 0 0 0 0  6 015  0 0 1 0 1 0 0
4 Ditto ...  ditto ... 113v  236 3 0 10 7 0 0 0 6  015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
5 Ditto ...  ditto ... 114v 154 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 6 015  0 0 1 0 1 0 0
6 Ditto ...  ditto ... 117v 640 0 0 14  4 0 0 0  6 015  0 0 1 0 1 0 0
7 Ditto ... ditto ... 124v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 6 015  0 0 1 0 1 0 0
8 Ditto ... ditto ... 125v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 6 015  0 0 1 0 1 0 0
9 Ditto ... ditto ... 146v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 6  015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
10 Ditto ...  ditto ... 147v 160 0  0 9 0 0 0 0  6 015  0 0 1 0 1 0 0
.11 Ditto ditto ... 148v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 6  015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
12 Ditto ditto ... 149v 160 0  0 9 0 0 0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
13 Ditto ditto ... 150v 250 2 0  10 13 0 0 0 6  0 15  0 0 1 0 1 0 0
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
These portions consist of good soil, well grassed, timbered with gum, bloodwood, &c. Portions 17v and 146v to 149v have frontage to
House Creek, and 124v and 125v have frontage to Round Creek, in which water can be stored. Portions 94v, 97v, 113v, 114v, and 117v are
watered by Colosseum Creek. Situated about seven miles from the Bundaberg-Gladstone Railway (under construction), and about thirty-six
miles from Rosedale Railway Station ; about forty-five miles southerly from Gladstone.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL
SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the FIRST day of NOVEMBER, 1897, at ELE VEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the
price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be
as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eighth day of September, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-8-9-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
Land Agent's
9
District.
Run Resumption. Parish.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Conditional Unconditional  (Agri cultural
o Selection.  Selection. Area.
Area . Survey c+- S. 1 a)'6 ;a„ 5 a m so. m a a815
0a  ` Aid
N S.
z
A. R P. £ s. d. s. d. £ s. s. d. £ s. d. IAcres.
1 Gympie ... Noosa ... 892 134v 159 0 7 9 0 0 0 6  1 0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
2 Ipswich ... Fassifern ... 2223 6v 40 0 0 5 8 0 0 4  0 15 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
3 Ditto ...  Eskdale Expired Lease Anduramba ... 80v 609 3 36 14 4 0 0 4. 0 15 1 0  1 0 0 1 1,280
4 Ditto ... ditto ditto ... ... 82v 455 3 2 13 0 0 0 0 15 1 0  1 0 0 1 1,280
5 Ingham ... Trebonne ... 134 6v 210 0 0 10 1 0 06 1 0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
6 Roma .. Mount Abundance ... Bengalla ... 2v 1,280 0 0 18 0 0 0 4  0 15 1 0 1 0 0 6 1,280
7 Toowoomba Djuan ... 2135 73v 96 0 0 7 13 0 0 4.  0 15 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
* 8 Stanthorpe... ... Mingoola ... 234 68 156 0 0 9 0 0 0 4  0 15 1 0  1 0 0 4 640
• Subject to the provisions of  "The Mineral Land8 (Sales) Act of  1892" and  "The Mineral Lands (Sales) Act Amendment Act of  189A."
N,B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron  Lamington of Lamington,
[L.a.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
EREAS by an Order in Council made on the fourth day of January, 1889, I did, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd
section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  as requires  land to be actually survey(.d and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed  open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the
Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position of such
lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots slecified
in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution
of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands  Acts, 1884 to 1895, ' I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,' do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the GLADSTONE
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the
provisions of the said Acts, on and after FRIDAY, the EIGHTH day of OCTOBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.,
at the  annual rental  specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the
lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid,
declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one  person in  the said District shall be 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane , this eighth day of September, in the year of our
Lord. one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and  in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE"  QUEENE.M.-8-9-97.
No. of
t.ot.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GLADSTONE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 2.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Gladstone.)
Expired Lease. Parish. No. of Area . Pro visionalPortion.  Survey Fee.
A. R. P.
1 Miriam Vale ... Polmaily ...  92v 260 0 0
2 Ditto ... ditto ...  93V 160 0 0
3 Ditto ... ditto 95v 224 0 0
4 Ditto ... ditto ...  96v 160 0 0
5 Ditto ... ditto ...  98v 490 0 0
6 Ditto ... ditto ...  99v 450 0 0
7 Ditto ... ditto ...  100v 660 0 0
8 Ditto ... ditto ...  101v 460 0 0
9 Ditto ... ditto ...  102v 440 0 0
10 Ditto ditto ...  103v 640 0 0
11 Ditto ditto ...  104v 580 0 0
12 Ditto ... ditto ...  105v 620 0 0
13 Ditto ... ditto ...  106v 720 0 0
14 Ditto ... ditto ...  107v 570 0 0
15 Ditto ... ditto ...  108v 332 0 0
16 Ditto ... ditto ...  109v 252 0 0
17 Ditto ... ditto ...  110v 310 0 0
18 Ditto ... ditto ...  111v 200 0 0
19 Ditto ... ditto ...  112v 160 0 0
20 Ditto ... ditto ...  115v 640 0 0
21 Ditto ... ditto ... 116v 600 0 0
22 Ditto ... ditto ... 119v 310 0 0
23 Ditto ... ditto ...  120v 340 0 0
24 Ditto ... ditto ...  121v 360 0 0
25 Ditto ditto 122v 160 0 0
26 Ditto ditto 123v 160 0 0
27 Ditto ... ditto ...  126v 200 0 0
28 Ditto ... ditto ...  127v 160 0 0
29 Ditto ditto 128v 160 0 0
30 Ditto ... ditto ...  129v 160 0 0
31 Ditto ... ditto ...  130v 159 0 0
32 Ditto ditto ...  131v 160 0 0
33 Ditto ... ditto ...  132v 239 0 0
34 Ditto ... ditto ...  133v 160 0 0
35 Ditto ... ditto ...  134v 160 0 0
36 Ditto ... ditto ...  135v 224 0 0
37 Ditto ... ditto ...  136v 158 2 0
38 Ditto ... ditto ...  137v 158 2 0
39 Ditto ... ditto ...  138v 155 0 0
40 Ditto .., ditto ,..  139v 160 0 0
41 Ditto ditto ...  140v 155 0 0
42 Ditto ditto ... 141v 160 0 0
43 Ditto ditto ... 142v 160 0 0
44 Ditto ... ditto ... 143v 160 0 0
45 Ditto ... ditto ... 144v 160 0 0
46 Ditto ... ditto ' ... 145v 142 2 0
£ s.
10 13
9 0
10 7
9 0
13 14
13 0
15 6
13 0
13 0
14 4
14 4
14 4
15 6
14 4
12 7
10 13
11 9
9 15
9 0
14 4
14 4
11 9
12 7
12 7
9 0
9 0
9 15
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
10 7
9 0
9 0
10 7
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
9 0
8 16
Conditional Selection . . Unconditional Selection.
Annual Rent Purchasing Annual Rent Purchasing1 rice per perper Acre.per Acre. Acre. . Acre.
£ s. d. .£ S. d. £ s. d.  £ s. d.
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 00 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
Q 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 00 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  100
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  100
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  100
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  100
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1. 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  100
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1000 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  100
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  100
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to the payment of the value of improvements, if any.
These portions consist of well-grassed land ; those having frontage to a creek contain good soil varying from brown to black, .timbered
with gum, bloodwood, ironbark, and apple. Some are watered by Colosseum Creek, and water can be stored in the smaller creeks. Situated
from three to ten miles from the Bundaberg-Gladstone Railway (under construction), and about thirty-six miles from Rosedale Railway Station ;
about forty-five miles southerly from Gladstone.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lanngton of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,
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Bribie ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Mooloolah ...
Mowbray ...
ditto ...
and situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open for UNCONDITIONAL. SELECTION only,
under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the FIRST day of NOVEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price
at which the  lessee  may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be
as in the said Schedule respectively  stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eighth day of September, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-8-9-97. GOD SAVB  THB QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
Land Agent 's District .  Parish.
a 1 Brisbane  ... ... ...
a 2 Ditto ... ... ...
a 3 Ditto ... ... ...
a 4 Ditto ... ... ...
a 5 Ditto ... ... ...
b 6 Ditto ... ... ...
c 7 Port Douglas ... ...
c 8 Ditto ... ... ...
Parish.
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
a These portions consist of fairly good soil, well grassed, timbered with bloodwood, box, &c. Portions 105v and 106v have frontage to a
creek with good waterholes ; portions 102v, 103v, and 104v are unwatered. Situated about three miles easterly from Mooloolah Railway
Station.
b This portion consists of dense vine scrub, good soil, unwatered. Situated about four miles westerly from Palmwoods Railway Station.
c These portions consist of rich soil. Portion 6 is covered with dense scrub, and portion 7 is partly dense scrub and partly open forest ;
unwatered. Situated about five miles southerly from Port Douglas and about ten miles south-easterly from the Mossman Central Sugar Mill.
A. PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington, in the
LAMINGTON, county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
Governor.  St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS the Lease of the Land hereunder specified was, on the twenty-fourth day of October, 1894, declared forfeited and vacated by
Proclamation issued under my Hand and Seal : And whereas it has been deemed expedient and advisable to cancel so much of the
said Proclamation as relates to the said Lease, and to reverse the said forfeiture : Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER
NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the power and authority in me vested, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that so much of the Proclamation aforesaid as relates to the said Lease
is hereby cancelled, and that the forfeiture of the Lease is hereby reversed.
E.M.-25-8 -97-U'.
County.
Churchill...
No. of
Portion.
[11TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
ca0
N Area .  Survey Fee.
0
0
Agricultural
Unconditional Selection. Area.
Annual Purchasing
Rent  per Price per
Acre. Acre.
A. R. P.  .6 s. d.  . s. d. .2 s. d. Acres.
102v  11 2 31  4 0 0  o 1 0 1 0 0  6 1,280
103v 10 1 34  4 0 0  0 1 0 1 0 0  6 1,280
104v  9 0 8 3 3 0  0 1 0 1 0 0  6 1,280
105v  13 1 29 4 0 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 6 1,280
106v 14 227  4 0 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 6 1,280
1428 96v 190 0 0 9 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 7 1,280
6 5 1 35 3 3 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 1 1,280
7 7 2 24 3 3 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 1 1,280
No. of
Selection. District. Area. Lessee.
I A. R. P.
Mort  ... ... ... I 30v 1747 Ipswich ... ... ... 160 0 0 John Willmer.
Given under my Rand and`Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Hor Majesty's reign.
GOD SAVE TILE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
BY  His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United.
LA [L
S
3 Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
T N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance
j- with the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Agricultural Fai'ms, under the said Acts, are declared forfeited :-
E.M.-25-8-97-A'.
;. a
%..0
Land Agent's
mow
2661
zo
416
Parish.
Yeerongpilly  ...
Name  of Licensee
or Lessee.
Giovanni A.Stumbuco
Area.
A. R. P.
160 0 0
District.
Brisbane
378 47v Woowoonga Samuel Simpson, junr. 123 0 0 Maryborough
379 69v  Ditto  ...  Hugh Logan  ...  160 0 0 ditto
486 48v Ditto  ...  Jane Fallon  ... ...  111 1 30 ditto
489 65v  Ditto ... Frederich A. Erhart 160 0 0 ditto
493 66v Ditto ... Thomas Acheson  ..  160 0 0 ditto
617 34v Dallarnil ... Albert It. Cornwell... 160 0 0 dit'o
459 22v Wyoming  ...  William  Hall  ...  430 0 0 Townsville
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-fifth day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES- WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L.s.] Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGoverTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
TN pursuance of the power in me vested, and in accordance with
1 the provisions of the 42nd section of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
unselected lots of land set forth in the accompanying Schedule shall
be and are hereby withdrawn from selection.
E.M.-1-9-97.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government  House, Brisbane,
this first day of September, in the  year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-
first year of  Her Majesty 's  re ign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
District. Portion.  Parish or Place . Date of Reference.Proclamation.
Gladstone ... 4v Prairie .. 11 Aug., 1892... L.O. 39
Goondiwindi ... 4 Tarewinnabar 27 Feb., 1895 ... L.O. 31
Ditto ... 3 ditto ... 11 Nov.,  1896 ...  F. 107
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAmix TON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority  in me  vested  by " The
Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,"  1,  CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington ,  the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Pro-
clamation, rescind Clause 35 of the Regulations under "  The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" published in the  Gazette  dated 3rd March, 1885,
Clause 3 of the Regulations under  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
published in the  Gazette  dated 31st October, 1885, Clause 3 of the
Regulation under  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1891," published
in the  Gazette  of the 6th February, 1892, page 489, and so much of
Clause 1 of the Regulation under  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to
1892," and  " The Special Sales of Land Act  of 1891," published in
the  Gazette  of the 29th April, 1893, as relates to survey fees; and I
do hereby make the following Regulation in substitution therefor.
E.M.-1-9-97.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this first day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty.
first  year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAV>s THE Quuze !
REGULATION UNDER "THE CROWN LANDS ACTS,
1884 TO 1895."
S URVEY FEES.
Applicants for Agricultural or Grazing Farms,  Grazing Home-
steads,  Unconditional Selections,  and purchasers of allotments or
portions sold at auction or offered at auction and not sold, will be
required to pay survey fees according  to the  following scale
Area.
Scale.
Fee. Area. Fee.
£  s. £ s.
Not exceeding 1 acre . .. 1 1 Not exceeding 300 acres ... 11 5
„
260  to  ... 10 13 of 20,000 „ ...  60  0280 ,, ... 10 19
100 „ ...  7 13 19 2,080  to  ...  20 0
110  to  ... 7 18 to 2,560 „ .. 21 0120 „ ... 8 3 „ 3,200  to  23 0
130 „ ... 8 8 of 4,160 „ ... 26 0
140 „ ... 8 12 of 5,120 „ ... 28 0
150 „ ...  8 16 99 6,400 „ ... 32 0
160  to  ... 9 0 „ 7,680 „ 35 0
180 „ ... 9 10 „ 10,000  11  41  0
200 „ ...  9 15 to 12,500  to  47 0
220 „ ... 10 1 of 15,000  to  ... 52 0
240 „ ... 10 7 „ 17,500 „ ... 56 0
5 acres . .. 2 2 „ 320 „ ... 11 9
10 „ ... 3 3 to 400  to  ... 12 7
20  to  ... 4 0 to 490  to  ... 13 0
30  to  ...  4 15  „ 560  13 14
640 „ ... 14 440 „ ... 5 8 of
50 to ... 6 0 it 800 „ .. 15 6
60 It ... 6 9 it 960  to  16 5
70 „ ...  6 16 it 1,120  to  ... 17 3
80 to ... 7 2 „ 1,280 „ ... 18 0
90 „ ... 7 7 „ 1,600 19 0
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L.S.]Kin dom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAII erso N, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor.'overnor. Commander-in-Chin of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested ,  I, CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER  NAPIER,  Baron Lamington ,  the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Roads described hereunder
shall be and  are hereby opened as Public ltoads :-
DESCRIPTIONS.
E.M.-6 -8-97-I '.  Road Case No. 2313.
Description  of Road through  subdivision  21  of portion  197,  county of
Cardwell., parish of Marathon.
North- easterly across  the south-east corner of subdivision 21 of
portion 197  bearing  67 degrees 37 minutes four chains and ninety-nine
and a-half links,  and containing  1 rood 20-& perches; freehold;
registered owner ,  E. S. Waller.
E.M.-S1 -3-97. Road Case No. 2389.
Description of Road through portion  128  and subdivisions 1 and 2 of
portion 227 ,  county  of Aubigny, parish of  Toowoomba.
South -westerly along and within the south -east boundary of
portion 128 and north -westerly along and within the north-east
boundaries of subdivisions 1 and 2 of portion 227 bearing 209 degrees
55 minutes twelve chains and seventy -six links ,  and 299 degrees
52 minutes twelve chains and seventy-nine and one-fifth links, and
[11TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
containing 2 acres 1 rood  3 perches; freehold ;  registered owners,
J. Drummond, junior, and A. Bremner.
Norr.-This  road is opened in lieu of the road advertised for closure In the
Government Gazette  of 12th December ,  1896, page 1288,  and which  is hereby  closed.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighth day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty.
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right, Honourable CIIAIILES \VAI.I.ACE
ALEXANDER NAPIEii, Baron Lamington of Lancing:
[L s j ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
,
the United Kin dLAMINGTON, Knight Commander of the
Governor . Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and Sr.George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities
in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884 to 1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Execut ve Council, and on the recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the operation of the 43rd section of  "The Crown Lands
Act of  1884" shall be and is hereby suspended with respect to
the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the
undermentioned Land Agents' Districts : And I further notify
and declare, by and with the advice aforesaid, that the
said lands shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of
the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after THURS.
DAY, the FOURTH day of NOVEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that
the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall
be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which
may be selected  by any one person in the said Districts shall be
as in the said  Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this eighth day of September, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
seven,  and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
LM-8-9-97.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Gob SAVE THE QUEEN !
. DESCRIPTIONS.
THE INGLEWOOD LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Texas.)
NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA (Section 17, Act
of .1891).
Maximum area,  1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 6d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1  per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, is. 4d.  per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 6s. 8d. per acre.
On the Resumed Parts of  Bengalla and  Texas Runs.
County of Clive, parish of Texas.-Area,  320  acres.
Situated on the right bank of Branch Creek to the west of
portion 45v, parish of Texas ;-exclusive of land required for
roads ,  reserves , or other public purpose.
Situated  about fifteen  miles north -westerly from Texas ; well
glassed; good soil along creek.
Also,-
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 6.
Maximum area, 610 acres.
On the Resumed Part of Gunyan Run.
County of Clive, parish of Bonshafo.-Area,  about 80 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the north by
portion 16v; on the west by a road separating this land from
portion 4v ; on the south by portion 20v ; and on the east by a
north and south line to include the area;-exclusive-of land
required for roads, reserves, or other public purpose.
Situated about twenty  miles  south-easterly from Texas.
THE PORT DOUGLAS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 2.
Maximum area, 320 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 6d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, Is. 4d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 6s. 8d. per acre.
County of 2' are,, parish of Victory.-Area,  about 40 acres.
The unsurveyed Croa n land bounded en the north by
portion 51v; on the west by the Little Mossman River ; on the
south by portion 50v ; and on the east by a line to include the
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area ;-exclusive of land required for roads, reserves, or other
public purpose.
Situated on the Little Mossman River about five miles north.
westerly from Pert Douglas and about one mile south-easterly from the
Moasunan  Mill. Consists of very rough precipitous ridges and  dense vine
scrub.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum  area,  1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 41d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, is. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
County of March, parish of Vernon.
Area about 15 square miles.
The unsurveyed Crown land within the following boun-
daries :--
Commencing on the south boundary of portion 9 at a point
two miles west from the Pialba Railway Line ; thence by a
line parallel to and distant two miles from that railway line
south-westerly about three and a-half miles; thence by a line
bearing about 133 degrees to a point west from the south-west
corner of portion 7, parish of Walliebum; thence by a line east
thereto ; and thence by that portion and portions 1, 1v, and
1163, same parish, a Water Reserve, parish of Vernon, portions
2v, lv, and 1416, parish of Urangan, northerly, and portions
1303, 25v, 23v, and 9, parish of Vernon, west, to the point of
commencement ;-exclusive of alienated and reserved land, and
of land required for roads, reserves, or other public purpose.
Inferior land, intersected by the Pialba Railway, and situated about
seven miles  southerly from Pialba.N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements .  It any.
A PROCLAMATION.
Ey- His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIEC, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[r s'] Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor.Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andovc. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony oQueensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Insects named in the
Schedule hereto shall be and are Insects within the meaning of  " The
Diseases in Plants Act of  1896."
Given under my Hand and Seal, At Government House, Brisbane,
this eighth day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, A. J. THYNNE.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE !SCHEDULE.
Name.
Ceraplastes Tuber .. ... ...
Asp idiot us  perniciosus ... ...Parlatoria, s p.  ... ... ...
Aspidiotus fceus
Mytilaspis fulva . ...
Tephritis  Gen., Fam.  Diptera ...
Carpocapsa  pomonella ... ...
Commonly  known as
... Pink Wax Scale
... San Jose Scale
... Parlatoria Scale
... Purple Round Scale
... Orange Mussel Scale
... Fruit Fly
... Codlin Moth
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington of Lamington,
rr'g] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMIN(ITON, K ingdom, Knight  Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
by an Act passed in thirty-first year of Her Majesty's
v v reign, •intituled the  " Diseases in Sheep Act of  1867," it is
amongst other things enacted that the Governor may, by  Proclamation,
suspend the provisions of any one or more of sections 43, 44, 45, and
46 of the said Act for any period not exceeding  six months in  respect
to Sheep  introduced, or proposed to be introduced, from any colony in
which disease is nqt known  to exist : Now, therefore, I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor afore-
said , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby suspend,
for a period  of six  months from the date hereof, the provisions of the
43rd, 44th, and 46th  sections  of the said Act, in respect to Sheep
introduced, or proposed to be introduced, from the colony of New
South Wales.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighth day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, A. J. THYNNE.
GOD SAYE TAE QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th September, 1897.
T is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Maryborough Land Agent's District, as per descrip-
tion herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART
V. of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the MARYBOROUGH
LAND OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the ELEVENTH day of
OCTOBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental
of £1 10s. the lot.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-17394-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish of Boompa.-Area,  about 170 acres.
(Being Forfeited Mineral Selection 874 and part of Forfeited  Mineral
Selections 1111, 1131, and 1164.)
Commencing at the south- west corner  of forfeited Mineral
Selection 874, and bounded thence by the west boundary of that
selection and a line in continuation bearing north to the north
boundary of forfeited Mineral Selection 1111; thence by the north
boundary of that selection bearing east, and the west boundary of
forfeited Mineral Selection 1131 bearing north, about fifteen chains;
thence by a line hearing east to Boompa Creek ; thence by that creek
downwards to the north-east corner of forfeited Mineral Selection
1164; thence by the north boundary of that forfeited selection bearing
west to the west side of the Mount Perry to Gigoomgan road ; thence
by that road south-easterly and south to the north-east corner of
forfeited Mineral Selection 1162; and thence by that forfeited selection
and forfeited Mineral Selection 66S bearing west to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th September, 1897.
TT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
1. Land, in the Tambo Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V.  Of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the TAMBO LAND OFFICE,
on and after MONDAY, the ELEVENTH day of OCTOBER, 1897,
at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of 5s. per square
mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-17212-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE TAMBO LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Braystone North.-Area,  about 30 square miles.
Commencing at the north corner of Braystone O.L., and bounded
thence by the leased part of Windeyer Run bearing north about two
miles; thence by a line bearing east to the western watershed of the
Claude River; thence by that watershed southerly to the. northern
boundary of the resumed part of Windeyer Run ; thence by the
resumed part of that run bearing west, south, and west, and the leased
part of same run west to the east corner of Braystone O.L.; and
thence by that O.L. north-westerly to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th September, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Charleville Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V.
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the CHARLEVILLE
LAND OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the ELEVENTH day of
OCTOBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental
of 14s. 5d. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
lands may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-17396-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE CHARLEVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
On the Resumed Part of Burenda  Run.-Area, about 233 square miles.
So much of the resumed part of Burenda Run as is to the north
of portion 32v, parish of Augathella, a Camping Reserve proclaimed
in  Government Gazette  1896, volume 1, page 166, and a line bearing
east from the north-east corner of said Camping Reserve ;-exclusive
of alienated and reserved land.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th September, 1897.
T is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Burke District, as per description herewith, will be
open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of  "The Crown Lands
Act of  1884," at the NORMANTON LAND OFFICE, on and after
MONDAY, the TWENTY-FIFTH day of OCTOBER, 1897, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of 5s. per square
mile.
A ll  information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-17059-3.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE BURKE DISTRICT.
Part of New Water Block.-Area,  about 36 square miles.
Bounded on the north by Nara No. 3 Block ; on the west by
Victoria Vale Block ; on the south by Wonderland and Sapphire
Blocks ; and on the north-east by the boundary of the Croydon Gold
Field.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  12th  March, 1897.
THE CROWN LANDS ACTS,  1884  TO 1894."
LAND COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
IT is  hereby notified ,  for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of  "Tke Crown
Lands  Act of  1884" will hold  their Courts ,  in pursuance of the twenty -fifth section of the above-recited Act, at the
undermentioned Offices,  on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868 "  and  "The  Oros  Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876 "  will also be dealt with  by the Land  Commissioners at their Courts.
1897.
District or Place .  Jan. Feb . March .  April. May .  June .  July. August .  Sept .  Oct.  Nov.  Dec.
Allors' ,.
Aramac t .«
Ayr ... ...
Banana ..
•••
..
...
...
Barcaldine t
Beaudesert ... ••.
Blaokall .» ...
Bowen ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Bundaberg
Burketown
Cairns .» ...
Cardwell
Charleville ... ..
Charters Towers ...
Clermont ... ...
Cooktown ... ...
Cunnamulla
Dalby ... ...
Emerald' .« ...
Esk'  N. N•
Gatton  ... ...
Gayndah ... ..
Georgetown ...
Geraldton  (Mourilyan)
Gladstone ..
Goondiwindi
...
,..
Gympie .., .N
Eerberton .N •N
Hughenden ... •.•
Ingham .« ...
Inglewood .N .r.
Ipswich „.
Isisford
Landsborough
Longreach . N.
Mackay ... ,«
Maryborough •N
Miles ••• wMitchell t
Muttaburra
Nanango .N W  Nt
Nersug'  •N W
Normanton,•. w
Port Douglas w
Ravenswood
.N
Rockhampton N.
Roma ...
St. George ,»
St. Lawrence
Springenre ... ...
Stanthorpe .., .«
Surat .N ...  N•
Tambo ... e"
Taroom  Vow... N•
Texas  ... ... ».
Thsrgomindah ... N•
Toowoomba... W «.
Townsville  .N .., .N
Warwick  .» ... «.
Winton N. w «.
Wipda :ab N. ... ..•
.. .. Mon. 1 ..
Mon. II Mon. 8 Mon .  8 Mon. 12
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Sat. 9 Sat.  6 Sat.  6 Sat. 10
.. Fri. 5 .. Fri. 2
Mon. 4 Mon. 1  Mon. 1 Tues. 5
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Sat. 2 Fri .  5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Tues .  5 .. ... Tues. 6
Mon. 4  Mo .n. 1  Dion .  1 Mon. 5
Tues .  12 Tues. 9 Tues. 9 Tues. 13
Tues. 16  ...  Tues. 20
Tues.  5 Tues.  2 Tues .  2 Tues. 6
Thur .  7 Thur. 4 Thur .  4 Thur. 1
Fri. 8 Fri. 5 Fri .  5 Fri. 2
Tues.  19 ... Wed. 21
Wed. 20 ... Wed. 17 ...
Fri. 22 Fri. 19
Sat. 9 Sat .  13 Sat .  13 Sat. 10
Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tues .  2 Tues. 6
Wed. 6  Wed. 3  Wed. 8 Wed. 7
Mon.  - 11 Mon .  8 Mon .  8 Mon. 12
Sat. 2 Fri .  5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues. 16 Tues. 20
Wed. 6 Wed. 8  Wed. 8 Wed. 7
Wed. 13 Wed . 10 Wed .  10 Wed. 14
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 F ri . 5 Fri. 2
Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 15 Tues. 20
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Fri. 15 Fri . 12 Fri .  12 Sat. 17
Wed. 6 Wed . 3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Sat. 2 Fri, 5 Fri . 5 Fri. 2
Tues. 9
Sat. 2  Fri. 5 Fri.  5 Fri. 2Wed. 13 Wed .  10 Wed ,  10 Wed. 14
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon.  8 Mon. 12
Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Thur .  7 Thur .  4 Thur .  4 Thur. 1
Thur. 7 Thur .  4 Thur .  4 Thur. 1
Wed. 6 Wed .  8 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed . 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Thur .  7 Thur. 4 Thur .  4 Thur. 1
Wed. 6 Wed.  3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Wed. 20 Thur. 18
Wed. 20  Wed. 17  Tues . 16 Wed. 21
Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Fri .  12 Fri- 0
Wed. 6 Wed . 3 Wed. 8 Wed. 7
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon .  1 Mon. 5
Wed. 20 Wed .  17 Thur . 18 Wed. 21
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  8 Wed. 7
Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Tues. 5 Tues .  2 Tues .  2 Tues. 6
Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues .  2 Tues. 6
Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
...  Thur. 4  ...  Thur. 1
Mon. 7  .. ..  Mon. 6  ..  Mon. 6
Mon. 10 Mon .  14 Mon .  12 Mon. 9 Mop .  13 Mon .  11 Mon .  8 Mon. 13
Wed. 5 Wed. 2  We.  7 Wed. 4  We.  1 Wed .  6 Wed .  8 Wed. 1
Sat. 8 Sat. 12 Sat. 10 Sat .  7 Sat .  11 Sat .  9 Sat. 6 Sat. 11
Fri. 4  ..  Fri. 6  ..  Fri. 1  ..  Fri. 3
Mon. 3 Mon .  7 Mon .  5 Mon .  2 Mon .  6 Mon .  4 Mon ,  1 Mon. 6
Thur .  6 Thur .  3 Thur .  1 Thur .  5 Thur .  2 Thur. 7 Thur .  4 Thur. 2
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues .  3 Tues .  7 Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 4 Tues. I Tues .  6 Tues. 8 Tues. 7 Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Wed. ..5i Wed. 2 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 1 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Fri. 7 Fri .  4 Fri .  2 Fri. 6 Fri .  3 F ri . 1 Fri .  5 Fri. 3
Tues. 6  ... ...  Tues. S
.Mon. 3 Dion .  7 Mon .  5 Mon .  2 Mon .  6 Mon .  4 Mon .  1 Mon. 6
Tues. 11 Tues .  8 Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues .  14 Tues .  12 Wed .  10 Tues. 14
Tues .  15 .., Tues .  17 ... Tuee . 19 ... Tues. 21
Tues .  4 Tues .  1 Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues .  7 Ties .  5 Tue., 2 Tues. 7
Thur .  6 Thur .  3 Thur .  1 Thur .  5 Thur .  2 Thur .  7 Thur .  4 Thur. 2
Fri. 7 Fri .  4 Fri .  2 Fri. 6 Fri .  3 Fri .  I Fri. 5 Fri. 3
... Tues. 20 ... ... Wed . 20 ... ...
Wed. 19 - ...  Wed. 21 . ..  Wed. 15 . ..  Wed. 17 ...
Fri. 21 Fri .  23 Fri. 17 ... Fri. 19 ...
Sat. 8 Sat .  12 Sat ., 10 sat .  14 Sat .  11 Sat. 9 Sat .  1$ Sat,
Tues .  4 Tues .  1 Cues.  6 Tues. 'S Tues .  7 Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues.
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed .  7 Wed . 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12 Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon .  11 Mon. 8 Mon.
Fri. 7 Fri .  4 Fri .  2 Fri .  6 Fri .  3 Fri .  1 F ri . 5 Fri.
Wed. 5 Wed .  2 Wed .  7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed, 8 Wed.
Wed. 5 Wed .  2 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Tues .  18 Tues. 15 Tues .  20 Tues .  17 Tues . 21 Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues.
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Wed. 12 Wed. 9 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed.
Fri. 7 Fri .  4 Fri .  2 F ri . 6 Fri .  3 Fri .  1 Fri. 5 Fri.
Mon. 17 Mon .  21 Mon .  19 Mon .  16 Mon. 20 Mon .  18 Mon .  15 Mon.
1 Wed 35 Wed 7 WedWed ,...
Fri. 14 Fri. 18 Fri .  16 Fri .  15 Fri. 17 Fri. 15 Fri.  12 Fri. 17
Wed. '5 Wed.  2 Wed. 7 Wed.  4 Wed.  1 Wed.  6 Wed.  3 Wed. 1
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri.  2 Fri. 6 Fri.  3 Fri.  11 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Tues. 8  .. ..  Thur.  9  ...  . Thur. 9
Fri. 7 F ri. 4  Fri. 2 Fri. 6  Fri. 3 Fri 1  Fri... 5  Fri. 3
Wed. 12 Wed .  1.6 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed. 15  Wed. 13 Wed .  10 Wed. 15
Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12 Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon .  11 Mop .  8 Mon. 18
Wed. 2 Wed. 4 Wed .  6 Wed. 1
Wed. 5 Wed .  2 Wed .  7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 8 Wed. I
Thur .  6 Thur .  3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur .  7 Thur .  4 Thur. 2
Thur .  6 Thur .  3 Thur .  1 Thur .  5 Thur .  2 Thur .  7 Thur .  4 Thur. S
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur .  1 Thur .  5 Thur .  2 Thur .  7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed.  1 Wed.  6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 19 Wed. 21 Wed. 15 Wed. 17
Wed. 19 Wed .  16 Wed .  21 Wed .  18 Wed .  15 Wed', 20 Wed .  17 Wed. 15
Fri. 14 Fri . 11 Fri .  9 Fri .  13 Fri. 10 Fri. 8  tf,_'12  Thur. 9
Wed. 5  Wed. 2  Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. I Wed .  6 Wed . 'S Wed. 1
Mon. 8 Mon. 7 Mon .  5 Mon .  2 Mon .  6 Mon . 24 Mon .  1 Mon. 6
Wed. 19 Wed .  16 Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed .  Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  1 Wod , 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues. 7 Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues .  4 Tues .  1 Tues. 6 Tues .  S Tues . 7 Toes . 5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  6 Wed . '8 Wed. 1
... Thur.  8 ... Thur.  5 ...  Thur. 7  •»  or.  9
, 0 OOAeft re rked thus '  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for oertino$Ss of linlf nt of OupdiilonsOft
f OBep for eceiving  applications.
3  Days  will  be Axed when  land Oommissioner  visits Ayr.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts,  when necessary,  in addition to the above,  will be duly notified  from time to time.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th  September, 1897.
SPECIAL LAND COURT.
j T is  hereby  notified ,  for general information ,  that a  Special Land
i Court will be held at the Land Office, I3ughenden, on SATUR-
DAY, the 18th  September, 1897.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  10th September, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified ,  for general information ,  that applications
under the eighty-ninth section of  i° The Crown Lands Act of
1884 "  have been made for closing the undermentioned Roals; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing,
not later than the date mentioned with respect to each.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the nearest Land, Police, and
Post Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS PROPOSED TO BE CrLOSED.
No. Applicant.
2, 16, and 30 of portions
88 and 89 from sections 1,
14, 15, and 29
... ... The road separating section
29 of portion 91 from sec-
tions 27 and 28
... ... The road separating section
27 of portion 91 from sec-
tion 28
... ... The road separating  sections
27,29 , 30, and 31 of portion
91 from sections 16 and 17of portions 88 and 91 and
section 15 of portion 91
... ... The  roal separating section
15 of portion 91 frofn sec-
tion 14 of portion 88
Situation. Area.
1 I A. E. P.
LATEST DATE  BOB OBJECTIONS - 23RD SEPTEMBER, 1897.
1 The Barron Meat Com- The reserved
road through Forma rtine 9 1 5pany ,  Limited portion 136v About*2  The Rosalie  Divisional Part of the  road  hrough Milton ... 3  0
*3
Board ,  on behalf of portion 1996,  at the north-
G. Steuart east corner
W. Ewing  ... ...  The  reserved road  through
portion 169
... ... Tha road separating sections
17 and 16 of portions 88
apd 91 and section 14 of
4 2 0
LATEST DATE FOR OBJEOTIONS - 30TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
*4 The Goolman Divisional The  reserved road through Melcombe ...
Board ,  on behalf  of portion 9 from  the north-
owner east  boundary  of portion
The Drayton Shire
Council ,  on behalf of
the Executors of
5
James Taylor
Ditto
pportion 88 from sections
1, 2, and 3 of portion 88
... ... The road  separating section
24 of portions 89 and 93
and sections 38 and 39 of
portion 90 from part of
portions 89 and 90
... ... The road  separating  section
21 of portions  83 and 90
47v easterly through por-
tion 9 to the road on the
south -west boundary of
portion 21
The dedicated  roads through
portions 88, 89,  90, and 91,
being-
The road separating sections
3, 17, and 31 of portions
88 and 91 fro m part of
portions 88 and 91
6 Ditto  ...  The road separating sections ditto
3, 17, and 31 of portions
88 and 91 from sections 2,
16, and 30
7 Ditto ... ... The road separating sections ditto
8 Ditto
9 Ditto
10 Ditto
11 Ditto
12 Ditto
13 Ditto
14 Ditto
15 Ditto
16 Ditto
Parish.
Blenheim
Totalling
Drayton ... 23 0 9
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
4 0 0
3 3 8
.3 3 8
1 0 82
0 2 13
2 0 34
ditto ...  0 315
ditto  ...  1 2 82
ditto ... 2 0 8
ditto ... 0 3 0
ditto ... 0 129
ditto  ...  1 0 32
and 90 from section 38 of
portion 90
from section 26 of portions
89 and 9J
... ... The  ro ad separating section
26 of portions 89 and 90
from part of portion 89
... ... The road separating sections
24 and 26 of portions 89
17 Ditto ... ... The road  separating  section ditto
38 of portion 9J from sec-
tion 39
1 1 14
LATEST  PATH FOR OBJECTIONS-6TH OCTOBER, 1897.
18 W. Quinn ,  on behalf of The  ro ad separating subdi -  Yeerong- 1 1 27
Messrs. Prentice and visions 28 to 53 of portion pilly
Schilpp 87A from subdivisions 51to 80
19 Ditto  ... ...  The road separating subdi -  ditto  ...  1 0 s0
20
21
Ditto
Ditto
22 Ditto
visions 81 to 105 of portion
87A from subdivisions 100
to 126 '
The road separating subdi- ditto  ...  1 0 31
visions 131 to 151 of por-
tion 87A from subdivisions
152 to 173
The  road separating subdi- ditto ... 2 0 9
visions 259 to 234 and 177
to 205 of portion 87A from
subdivisions 206 to 233
The road separating subdi- ditto ... 1 3 8
visions 15, 89, 68, 91, 120,
137. 166,  191, and 220 of
portion 87A from subdi-
visions 219, 192,  169, 138,
119, 92,  e7, 40, and 14
Applicant.
CLOSURE OF  ROADS -continued.
No.
Ditto
The northern end of the
reserved road  through
portion 20v
The roads separating sec-
tions 77  and 78 included
in the proposed new
Rifle Range Reserve
i I I ' A. S. P.
LATEST  DATE FOB  OBJECTIONS - 20TH OCTOBER, 1897.
*23 The Lands Depart- The two-chain road from Coreen  ... 7 0 27
went ,  on behalf of the south-west corner of
E. K. Tidswell portion 2186  southerly
*24
26
[11TH SEPTEMBFER ,  1897.
Situation .  I Parish.
through portion 2v to
the ten-chain road
through  that  portion About
The western end of the ditto  ...  119 2 33
ten-chain  ro ad ;through
portion 2v
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 27TH OCTOBER, 1897.
James Tolson ,  junr.  ...  The nine-chain road sepa -  Marathon 126 2 28
rating portion 3v from
Aramac Holding
Mackay, Neville ,  Rolfe ,  From a point on the Mount South ...
and Co.  Rolfe to Alpha stock road Kennedy
about one mile south of District
the Miclere Creek Bridge,
and thence southerly
about four and a-half
miles to a point on the
said road at the gate,
where it is intersected by
a private road from the
northern road to Frank-
field
t27 Flower Bros . ... ...  The road through Durham Leichhardt ...
Downs Holding, from the District
head station easterly to
the gate on the west
boundary of Clifford
Holding
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 3RD NOVEMBER, 1897.
28 The Rosalie Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
F. M. Bridgeman
29 The Lands Department,
on behalf of the
Defence Authorities
Situation.
* Nora .- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
t No'rx.- The closu re  of this  ro ad is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the opening of a  ro ad which leaves the Durham Downs to Taroom road at a
point about four and a-half miles east of Durham Downs Station ;  thence due
east to Slatehill Creek ; thence in a south -easterly direction about one and a-half
miles ;  thence easterly to Sam's Gully ;  and thence south-east to the gate on the
west boundary of Clifford Holding.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  10th September, 1897.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified,  for general information ,  that app li cations
under the 89th  section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have
been made  for closing the undermentioned Roads ;  and all persons
who may consider  their  interests  affected thereby are  required to
transmit  to this Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months  from this date.
Plans of  the Roads  can be seen at  the Land Office, Ipswich ;
and Police and Post Offices,  Gatton.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Road Case  No. 2643.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
I
1 The Tarampa Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
W. Vanneck
2 Ditto  ... ...
3 Ditto
4 Ditto  ... ...
5 Ditto  ... ...
6 Ditto
Milton  ...  1 2 0 26
About
Town of 3 2 5
Bundaberg
Parish.
Area.
Area.
I I A. R. P.
The road separating por- Clarendon 15 8 21
Lions 99 and 100 from
101, 215, and 216
The road separating por- ditto ... 6 2 2
tion 217 from portions 84,
98, and 99
From the north -east corner ditto ... 0 2 2
of portion 216 northerly
through portion 217
The eastern end of the road ditto ... 9 3 8
through portion 217
The road separating por- ditto ...  12 0 0
tions 54, 53,  and 52 from
217, 60, and 51
The road separating por- ditto ,,.  11 2 0
tions 69,  70, and 71 from
portions 52, 53, 54, and 217
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1897.
Road Case  No. 1102.
NEW ROADS.-FIRST NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the new roads
described in the Book of Reference hereunder are intended to be
opened as Public Roads, under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of 1878," and all persons who may consider
their interests affected by the opening of the said roads are required to
transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in writing,
within one month from this date.
A plan of these roads may be seen at this Office, or at the Office
of the Maroochy Divisional Board.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Boon OF REFERENCE.
Description of Roads through portion  93,  county of  Canning,
parish of Maroochy.
1. From the  south- east corner of portion 168v south -westerly
through portion 93 to Coolum Creek bearing 190 degrees six chains
and thirteen  and seven-tenths links, 209 degrees eighteen chains and
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fifty-nine  and three -tenths links,  286 deg re es seven  chains and thirty-
seven links , 313 degrees fourteen chains, 256 degrees seven chains and
thirteen and four-tenths  links , 195 degrees nineteen chains and twenty-
three and six-tenths links, 219 degrees sixteen chains and sixty-one
and seven-tenths links, 209 degrees twelve chains and twenty and
a-half link;, and 265 degrees.six chains and fifty links,-and containing
10 acres 3 roods 17 perches ; freehold ; registered owner, E. S. Bailey.
2. A branch road from the above road south-easterly to the
western boundary of portion 171v bearing 116 degrees six chains and
thirty-five and six-tenths links, 137 degrees nine  chains and twenty-
six and one -fifth links, 160 degrees 4' minutes five chains and three
links, and  135 degrees six chains and fifty-seven  and seven -tenths
links,-and containing 2 acres 2 nods 30 perches.
RNMARKs.-Laud unenclosed ;  It  acres of cleared land included in road; no
other improvements interfered with.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  "The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the lands intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct areas and descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous areas and descriptions; and such grants and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
-SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
97-11517-R.T.
No. of Decd-34825.
Date of Deed-12th December, 1877.
Name of Grantee-Patrick McNamarra.
Land Granted-Portion  455, county of Churchill,  parish of
Walloon.
Area-120 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion  455.
Area, 121 acres 3 roods 37 perches.
Commencing at the west corner of portion 452, and bounded
thence on the north-east by that portion bearing 142 degrees 25 minutes
thirty-one chains and fifty-five links, and 52 degrees 25 minutes three
chains and  eleven links , and by portion 453 bearing 142 degrees 25
minutes twenty-two chains and twenty-three links; on the south-east
by a road bearing 232 degrees 25 minutes twenty-four chains and fifty-
one links ; on the south-west by portion 456 bearing  322  degrees 25
minutes  fifty-three chains and seventy-seven links; and on the north-
west  by a road bearing 52 degrees 25 minutes twenty-one chains and
forty links to the point of commencement;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. M33-2986
97-10213-L.$.O.
No. of Deed-30053.
Date of Deed-15th October, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Andrew Thornton.
Land Granted-Portion  369, county of Stanley, parish of Oxley.
Area, 320 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion  369.
Area, 323 acres 1 rood 10 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion 39, parish of
Woogaroo, and bounded thence by portion 46, same parish, bearing
north one chain and one link, and west one chain and seventy-eight links;
on the west by a road bearing north forty chains and eighty- six links;
on the north-west by that road bearing 63 degrees 18 minutes forty
chains and eleven and four-tenths links, and 69 degrees  2 minutes
twenty-four chains and eighteen links; on the east by a road bearing
south sixty-six chains and four and seven-tenths links ; and on the
south by portion 39, parish of Woogaroo, bearing 270 degrees 42
minutes fifty-eight chains  and six  and nine-tenths  links  to the point
of commencement ;- as shown on  plan of survey deposited in the.
Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. S 31-2944 B.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  10th September, 1897.
THE following order of the Land Board,  con firming  the division
made under  the provisions of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
of the  Run known as Tarbrax, is published  as required  by the Act, and
for the information  of those whom it may  concern.
WALTER C. HUME, Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," and in the matter
of the Division of the Run known as Tarbrax ,  situated in the
Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS William Aplin, William Villiers Brown, and Alfred Thomas
Ha lloran, executors of the will of the late James Thompson, the
pastoral tenants of the consolidated run known as Tarbrax ,  situated in
the Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland, comprising
the conterminous runs known as Rupert's Creek, Rupert's Creek No. 2,
Rupert's Creek No. 3, Rupert's Creek No. 4, Tarbrax No. 1, Tarbrax
No. 2, Carnwath, Jeannie Downs, and Clara Downs, have given
notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the second day of
October, 1896, that they elect to take advantage of the provisions
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of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" with respect to such run :
And whereas the said run has been inspected and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the best mode of
making a fair division thereof : And whereas the Secretary for Public
Lands has caused the said run to be divided into two parts, and has
referred the matter of the said division to us, William Alcock Tully
and Edward Mansfield, being the Land Board constituted under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" : Now, upon reading
the said notice from the said pastoral tenant, and the said report here-
inbefore mentioned, we do order that the division of the said run
made  by the said Secretary for Public Lands, as amended hereby, be
confirmed : And we do further order that the said consolidated run
known as Tarbrax, and comprising the runs hereinbefore mentioned,
be divided into two parts, and that the part of the said run referred
to in the said Act  as the  resumed part shall comprise and include the
land described as follows, viz.:-
229 square miles.
Commencing  at the north -west corner of  portion 4v ,  parish of
St. Andrews, and bounded thence by  a line  bearing north about ten
miles forty -two chains  ;  thence by a line bearing  about 30 degrees to
Rupert 's Creek ;  thence  by that creek downwards  to its  junction with
Alick's Creek ;  thence  by Alick's Creek downwards to the intersection
of a fence  ; thence by  that fence  bearing 218 degrees 29 minutes thirty-
seven chains  twenty-five links and 218 degrees 27 minutes eighty chains
to a straining  post marked broad-arrow over 12v ; thence by a fence
bearing 270 degrees 15  minutes seven miles one  chain thirty-nine links
to a straining  post marked broad-arrow over 11v; thence by a line
bearing 270  degrees  about sixty-four chains; thence by a line bearing
south about  nine miles ten chains  ;  thence by a line bearing  east about
three miles fourteen chains  to a point  one mile seventy -six chains north
and one mile  fifty -six chains west of a post marked  broad -arrow over C
over  QG ; thence by a line  bearing  south about  ten miles  forty-two
chains ;  thence by  a line  bearing  east  about two  miles ten chains to a
point four chains sixty links  north of a whitewood -tree  marked broad-
arrow  over CD over Q7 in triangle ; thence by  a line  bearing south about
ten miles to a point west  of the south -west corner of portion  3v ; thence
by a line  bearing east about five miles  to the said  corner ; and  thence by
portions 3v and 4v bearing north about  nine miles seventy -six chains to
the point  of commencement  ;- exclusive of all alienated and reserved
land contained within these  described  boundaries.
And that the other part, being the part for which the said
pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive a lease for the term and
upon the conditions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and
include the land describedas follows, viz.:-
373  square miles.
Commencing  at the north -west corner  of portion 4v, parish of
St. Andrews, and bounded thence by a line bearing north about ten
miles  forty-two chains ; thence by a line bearing about 30 degrees to
Rupert's Creek ;  thence  by the left bank of that creek upwards to a
point opposite the south- west corner  of portion 13v ; thence by a line
bearing east across the said  creek  ;  thence  by portions 13v and 8v and a
line bearing  about  88 degrees 6 minutes  about  eight miles seventy-six
chains ;  thence by the  Maxwelton  Consolidation bearing south to the
north-west corner  of portion  5v ; thence  by that portion and a  line to a
point forty  chains south  of the south-west  corner of said  portion  ;  thence
by a road  bearing  about  90 degrees  about  sixteen  miles forty -eight chains ;
thence by a line  bearing  south about  ten miles  ; thence by a line bearing
about 270  degrees about  five miles  twenty -four chains crossing  Fraser's
Creek to a point about  twelve chains  south and thirty-eight  chains east
of a tree marked  broad -arrow over  F over XXIV  in triangle  ; thence
by a line  bearing 180  degrees about six miles  ;  thence by a line  bearing
270 degrees about ten miles forty chains  crossing Middle Branch Creek
at a point about sixteen chains below a tree  marked broad -arrow over E
over XVI  in triangle  to a point south of portion 1v, Hamilton Downs
Resumption  ;  thence by the Hamilton Downs Holding and  portions
lv and 2v bearing northerly ,  in all about ten miles  fifty -six chains,
crossing  Rupert's Creek  to a post marked  broad -arrow over 2 over V,
said post  being about  twelve chains  north and one chain  west  of a coolibab-
tree  marked broad- arrow  over E over XXX in  triangle  ; thence by
portion 2v bearing  329 degrees 58 minutes one mile  forty -three chains
ninety-five  links ,  270 degrees forty chains to a post marked  broad-arrow
over 2  over V, 296  degrees 30 minutes two miles ten chains to a post
marked broad -arrow over 2  over V,  and 270 degrees one mile twenty-one
chains twenty links to a post marked  broad- arrow over  2 over V and
broad -arrow over R ; and thence by a line  and portion 4v bearing 270
degrees eight miles  fifty chains  ninety links  to the point  of commence-
ment  ;- exclusive of all alienated and reserved  land contained within
these  described boundaries.
Given under  the seal of the Board this twentieth day of August,
A.D. 1897.
W. ALCOCK TULLY, Members of the
E. MANSFIELD, Land Board.
Department of Public Lands.
Brisbane , 10th September, 1897.
T
HE following order of the Land Board, confirming the division
made  under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
of the Run known as Clutha, is published as required by the Act, and
for the information of those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME, Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," and in the matter of
the Division of the Run known as Clutha, situated in the Pastoral
District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS The Commercial Banking Company of Sydney, Limited,
the pastoral  tenants  of the consolidated run known as Clutha, situated
in the Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland, com-
prising the conterminous  runs  known as Clutha No. 1, Clutha No. 2,
Clutha No. 3, Clutha No. 4, Pomeroy No. 1, and Mundradoc, have
given notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the third day
of March, 1897, that they elect to take advantage, of the provisions of
11 The Crown Lands Act of  1884" with respect to such run : And
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whereas the said run has been inspected and a report made thereon
to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the best mode of making
a fair division thereof : And whereas the Secretary for Public Lands
has caused the said run to be divided into two parts, and has referred
the matter of the said division to us, William Alcock Tully and
Edward Mansfield, being the Land Board constituted under the
provisions of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884" : Now, upon reading
the said notice from the said pastoral tenant, and the said report here-
inbefore mentioned, we do order that the division of the said run
made by the said Secretary for Public Lands, as amended hereby, be
confirmed : And we do further order that the said consolidated run
known as Clutha, and comprising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be
divided into two parts, and that the part of the said run referred to
in the said Act as the resumed part shall comprise and include the
land described as follows, viz.:-
1191  square miles.
Portion A.
Commencing on the left bank of the Flinders River at a point forty
chains easterly from the head station, and bounded thence by the left
bank of that river upwards to the north-west corner of the Richmond
Downs Resumption ; thence by a line bearing south to a fence at a point
twenty chains north of a post marked broad-arrow over 6V ; thence by
that fence bearing  in a general  westerly direction fifteen miles four
chains twenty-two links to the intersection of the fence forming the
west boundary of portion lv ; thence by Nelia Ponds Resumption
bearing north to the Flinders River; thence by the left hank of that
river upwards to a point about forty chains westerly from Clutha Head
Station ; thence by a line bearing south about one mile ; thence by a
line bearing east about one mile ; and thence by a line bearing north
about one mile to the point of commencement.
Portion B.
Commencing on the left bank of Giddery Creek at a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over Z over XLIX in triangle, and bounded thence by a
line bearing south about one mile fifty-six chains ; thence by the Nelia
Ponds Resumption bearing east about six miles ; thence by a line bearing
north about seven miles fifty-six chains ; thence by a line bearing west
about six miles ; and thence by a line bearing south about  six miles cross-
ing Giddery Creek to the point of commencement,;-exclusive of all
alienated and reserved land contained within these described boundaries.
And that the other part, being the part for which the said pastoral
tenants shall be entitled to receive a lease for the term and upon the
conditions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include the
land described as follows, viz.:-
1791  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Flinders River at a point
about forty chains easterly from the head station, and bounded thence by
the right bank of that river upwards to a point about sixty chains above
a tree marked broad-arrow over X[V in triangle; thence by the Cam-
bridge Downs Resumption bearing northerly to a whitewood-tree marked
broad-arrow over A over M in triangle ; thence by a line bearing west
about nine miles sixty-four chains ; thence by a line bearing south about
seven miles fifty-six chains; thence by a line bearing east about sixteen
chains ; thence by a line bearing south about nine  miles  twenty-four
chains to the Flinders River; thence by the right bank of that river
upwards to a point about forty chains westerly from the head station;
thence by a line bearing south crossing the river about one mile sixteen
chains; thence by a line bearing east about one mile; and thence by a
line bearing north about one mile  crossing  the Flinders River to the
point of commencement ;-exclusive of all alienated and reserved land
contained within these described boundaries.
Given under the seal of the Board this nineteenth day of August,
A.D. 1897.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,  Members of the
E. MANSFIELD, Land Board.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th  September , 1897.
T
HE following order of the Land  Board ,  confirming  the division
made under the provisions  of  "The  Crown  Lands Act of  1884"
of the  Run known as Albion , is published  as required  by the Act, and
for the  information of those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME, Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1834," and in the matter
of the Division of the Run known as Albion, situated in the
Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS The Scottish Australian Investment Company, Limited, the
pastoral tenants of the consolidated run known as Albion, situated in
the Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland, comprising
the conterminous runs known as Plainby, Plainby South, Plainby
East, Plainby West, and Albion East, have given notice to the Secretary
for Public Lands, dated the fifteenth day of March, 1897, that they
elect to take advantage of the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act
of  1884" with respect to such run: And whereas the said run has
been inspected and a report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of making a fair division thereof :
And whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has caused the said
run to be divided into two parts, and has referred the matter of the
said division to us, William Alcock Tully and Edward Mansfield,
being the Land Board constituted under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884": Now, upon reading the said notice from the
said pastoral tenant, and the said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do
order that the division of the said run made by the said Secretary for
Public Lands be confirmed : And we do further order that the said
consolidated run known as Albion, and comprising the runs herein-
before mentioned, be divided into two parts, and that the part of the
said run referred to in the said Act as the resumed part shall comprise
and include the land described as follows, viz.:-
78 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Fraser's Creek at a point opposite
a tree marked broad-arrow over F over XV in triangle, and bounded
thence by a line bearing north about five miles twelve chains to a point
east of the south-east corner of Tarbrax Holding; thence by a line
bearing  east  about five  miles  forty- eight chains  ; thence by a line
bearing south about ten  miles  thirty-two chains crossing Fraser's Creek
at a point about thirty-six chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over
F over VIII  in triangle ; thence by a line bearing  east  to the boundary
of Sesbania Holding; thence by the said holding bearing about south-
west about five  miles  twenty chains to a post marked broad-arrow over
N over CXI, about north-west about three  miles  fifty-seven chains to a
post marked broad-arrow over N over CXII, and about south-west
about four miles thirty-two chains to a point south of starting-point ;
and thence by a line bearing north about  nine miles  forty chains  crossing
Fraser's Creek to the point of commencement ;-exclusive  of all alienated
and reserved land contained within these described boundaries.
And that the other part, being the part for which the said pastoral
tenants shall be entitled to receive  a lease  for the term and upon the
conditions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include the
land described as follows, viz.:-
158k  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Fraser's Creek at a point opposite
a tree  marked broad-arrow over F over XV in  triangle , and bounded
thence by a line bearing north about five  miles  twelve chains to a point
east  of the southeast  corner  of Tarbrax Holding; thence by  a line and
the said holding bearing west about  six miles  four chains  crossing
Fraser's Creek at a point about thirty -two chains  above a tree marked
broad-arrow over F over XXIII in triangle to a. point thirty-eight chains
east  and twelve chains south of a tree marked broad-arrow over F over
XXIV in triangle ; thence by the  same  holding bearing south about six
miles  and west about seven  miles  thirty-two chains  crossing  Middle
Branch Creek at a point about sixteen chains below a tree marked
broad-arrow over E over XVI in triangle ; thence by Hamilton Downs
Holding bearing south about  nine miles  ; thence by Hamilton Downs
Consolidation bearing  east about  thirteen  miles  four  chains crossing
Middle Branch Creek at a point about ten chains below a tree marked
broad-arrow over E over VI in triangle to a tree marked broad-arrow
over N over CXIII in triangle ; thence by the Sesbania Holding bearing
about north- east  about forty  chains  to a point south of starting-point;
and thence by a line bearing north about  nine miles  forty  chains crossing
Fraser's Creek to the point of c )mmencement;  exclusive  of all alienated
and reserved land contained within these described boundaries.
Given under the seal of the Board this nineteenth day of August,
A.D. 1897.
W. ALCOCK TULLY, Members of the
E. MANSFIELD, Land Board.
Public Lands Office,
Rockhampton, 2nd September, 1897.
IN pursuance of the 22nd section of the Regulations of the 3rd
March, 1885, it is hereby notified, for general information, that
Grazing Farm No. 824, being Portion No. 8v, parish of Bunerba,
area 6,500  acres , which was withdrawn at the Rockhampton Land
Court of the 1st September, 1897, will be again available for Selection,
under the conditions of the Proclamation of the 2nd December, 1896,
on MONDAY, the Fourth day of October next, at Eleven o'clock
a.m., at the Lands Office, Rockhampton.
W. S. WARREN, Land Commissioner.
Department  of Agriculture,
Brisbane , 8th September, 1897.
r BE  Department has seed  of Egyptian Watermelons and Artichokes
for tustnbution. Applications to be addressed to the Under
Secretary.
PETER McLEAN, Under Secretary.
"THE DISEASES IN PLANTS ACT OF 1896."
Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane, 11th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Diseases
in Plants Act of  1896," has been pleased to make the following
Regulations.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
REGULATIONS.
Interpretation.
1. In these Regulations, unless the context otherwise indicates, the
following terms shall have and include  the meanings set against them
respectively, that is to say :-
" Act "-"  The Diseases in Plants Act of  1896 " ;
"Minister "-The Secretary for Agriculture or other Minister for
the time being charged with the administration of the Act ;
" Inspector "-Any Inspector appointed under the Act ;
" Place of Entry "-Brisbane, Cairns, and such other  place as may
be appointed by the Minister ;-
and words importing the singular  number  shall include the plural, and
words importing the plural shall include  the singular , and words import-
ing the  masculine  gender shall include  females.
Importations prohibited.
2. The importation is hereby prohibited  of all trees ,  plants, or
portion thereof , including  fruit  or seeds  (other than those manufactured)
from Ceylon, India, East Indies, East African Colonies, and all other
countries in which the coffee  leaf disease  (Hemeleia vastatrix)  is known
to exist. Provided always that the Minister may, at his discretion,
import from any of such countries  coffee seed and trees , plants, vegetables,
or portions thereof, all of which  shall, when  so imported, be suitably
disinfected and detained,  and grown in close quarantine for not less than
twelve calendar months.
Special importations prohibited.
3. The importation is hereby prohibited of the following  plants :-
(a) Sugar-cane and banana plants gro wn  in New Guinea, Sand-
wich Islands, Fiji, or other country in which the beetle borer
of sugar -cane  (Sphenophorus obscurus)  exists ;
(b) Potatoes from Europe and America, and all other  countries in
which the disease caused by  Phytophthorus infestans  exists ;
(c) Plants or portions of plants of  all and  every species of Vitis
from Eurolie, Asia Minor, America, Cape of Good Hope,
New South Wales, Victoria, and New Zealand,  and all other
countries  in which  Phylloxera vastatrix  is known to exist.
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Provided always that the Minister may, at his discretion, import from
any of the  said places  any of the plants mentioned in this Regulation,
all of which plants shall, when so imported, be suitably disinfected,
detained, and grown as directed in the next preceding clause.
Importations.
4. Trees, plants or portions thereof that are being introduced into
the colony shall be received at a place of entry and not elsewhere.
5. All parcels of trees, plants, or any portion thereof, as well as all
packages  that contain any such articles introduced from beyond the
limits of the colony shall on their arrival be distinctly marked with the
name of the  place or places where the said trees or plants have been
grown, and in the case of such as are being introduced, or are being
transmitted through the Post Office,  the nature  of their contents  shall in
addition be similarly set forth upon them.
6. All consignees,  agents, or  other persons interested shall within
twenty-four hours notify the Minister or some person authorised by him
of the arrival of any tree or plant, or any portion thereof, from beyond
the colony at a place of entry, or through the Post Office, and shall not
take possession of the same or any package that may contain or have
contained  the same  until a certificate has been issued setting forth the
fact that the said articles have been inspected and disinfected or other-
wise dealt with as hereinafter provided in Regulation 8.
The officers in charge of Post Offices at the places of entry shall
likewise , within twenty-four hours, notify the Minister or
of the arrival from beyond the colony of any tree, plant, or portion
thereof, or of parcels  containing  the same, and shall detain the same
until otherwise authorised by him or
7. At the places of entry all trees, plants, or any portion thereof,
and the packages that contain or have contained the same, shall on their
arrival be detained at a place of quarantine for the purposes of inspec-
tion, disinfection, or being otherwise dealt with, as provided for in these
Regulations.
8. All trees, plants, or any part thereof, and the packages that
contain or have contained the same, imported or introduced into the
colony shall be subject to detention and inspection by some person
authorised by the Minister at any of the places of entry, and shall be
subject to treatment by such person as follows, that is to say-
(1) If such trees or plants be found on inspection to be subject to
any  disease  not already known to exist in the colony, but
liable if introduced and established to become prejudicial to
its agricultural  or horticultural  interests , they shall be forth-
with destroyed ;
But in all other  cases,  and whether diseased or otherwise,
they shall on inspection be detained and immediately after-
wards disinfected in accordance with any one or more of the
methods for disinfection prescribed in Schedule No. 1 hereto.
(2) If such trees or plants be found on inspection to be subject to
any disease they shall, notwithstanding they have been dis-
infected, he further detained for a period of not less than
fourteen days.
If at the expiration of the said period of fourteen days,
and notwithstanding they have been subjected to process or
processes  of disinfection, they still harbour  or are  infested by
insect or fungus  pest or disease they shall be forthwith
destroyed.
When such  trees or plants  have been treated as bereinbefore pre-
scribed a certificate  in one  of the forms contained in Schedule 2 hereto
shall forthwith be issued to the  consignees ,  agents , or other person or
persons interested.
0. Consignees or their  agents shall  give a delivery order to the
inspector or other person authorised in that behalf for  all such trees,
plants, or parts thereof,  as well as  packages that may contain or have
contained the same, in order that they may be conveyed to a place of
quarantine . Consignees or their agents must pay the expense of such
removal and unpack and prepare such trees, plants, and packages for
inspection, disinfection, or other treatment, as provided for in Regulation
No. 8. They shall also pay all costs, charges, and expenses payable in
respect of the same. If the destruction of such trees, plants, packages,
or portions thereof has not been ordered, on obtaining the certificate of
inspection and disinfection provided for in Regulation 8 such consignees
or agents shall repack and remove the same within twenty-four hours
after the receipt of such certificate.
10. All trees, plants, or parts thereof, and packages that contain or
have contained the same, conveyed to any place of quarantine for the
purposes of inspection, disinfection, or other treatment provided for in
Regulation 8, and not so dealt with by  reason  of the default of the
consignee or his agent to provide the necessary payment for conveyance
and labour for unpacking and repacking may be destroyed by the
inspector or other officer authorised in that behalf, or may be held in
bond at the cost of and on behalf of the consignee or his agent.
11. All imported trees, plants, or portions thereof may be seized and
destroyed by or under the authority of the  Minister , should no sufficient
evidence of ,their being included in any certificate of disinfection be
tendered by their lawful owner  or owners  on such evidence being
demanded from them.
12. Culinary vegetables,  cereals , and fruit are hereby excepted from
the operation of the clauses 4 to 11, inclusive, of these Regulations.
Agencies for plant distribution.
13. Every nursery where  plants are raised  for sale, gift, or distribu-
tion shall be registered by the  owners or  occupiers thereof, at the Office
of the Department of Agriculture, on or before the First of January in
each year.
14. Every such registered nursery shall be inspected by an officer
duly authorised by the Minister,  at least twice  a year, at an interval of
not less  than one month, and in the event of the officer reporting that
such nursery  is free  from disease, a certificate in the form prescribed in
Schedule 3 hereto shall be issued to the  owner  or occupier thereof. In
the event of such nursery being subject to disease, the officer shall
forthwith  give  to the owner or occupier thereof written notice in the
form contained in Schedule 4 hereto, to take the necessary  measures
for the  eradication of such disease.
15. The owner  or occupier  of every such registered nursery who raises
for sale or  distribution trees,  plants, or  vegetables, or portions thereof, not
suitable for immediate  culinary purposes, shall give to the party imme-
diately concerned  in any transaction , whether of gift,  sale, or  exchange
for valuable consideration of any such trees, plants, or vegetables, a
written guarantee  in the form contained in Schedule 5 hereto, certify-
ing his nursery  is duly registered, and that the trees,, plants, or vegetables
have been disinfected by him, or his  agents,  by any  one or more of the
methods prescribed by Schedule I hereto, and that they are free from
disease, and are in a vigorous and healthy  condition.
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16. All market  gardens  devoted exclusively to the cultivation of
culinary vegetables,  and all  other gardens so far as relate to these kinds
of plants, shall be excepted from the operation of the next preceding
three  clauses  of these Regulations.
17. No person  shall sell  or dispose of, or offer for  sale,  any tree,
plant, or vegetable, or portion thereof, infested with or infected by any
disease.
Fruit  A.
18. All fallen fruit, of whatever kind (and whether harbouring
insects or not), shall be gathered before noon of each day by the
occupier or owner, or his or her agent, of any place where fruit-trees
are being grown, and all pest-infected fruit shall be submitted to the
process of boiling, or be buried beneath not less than one foot six inches
of solid earth.
SCHEDULE I.
DISINFECTION OF PLANTS AT PLACE OF ENTRY AND AT NURSERIES.
A. They shall be disinfected by being dipped for a period of not less
than two minutes in a solution of 1 lb. of whale oil or any similar soap
(80 per  cent .) to every gallon of water. The said solution to be kept at a
temperature of 115 to 120 degrees Fahrenheit.
B. Or in addition to being disinfected as prescribed in A, they shall
be further disinfected by fumigation with hydrocyanic  acid gas as
follows :-They shall be placed  in an air-tight box ; for each and every 100
cubic feet of space containei therein shall be used for
Plants in pots or  in  leaf
400 grains  of fused cyanide of potassium (98 per  cent .) with 1-1 oz. of
fluid sulphuric acid, 3 oz. of water :
Fruit trees and  shrubs,
530 grains of fused cyanide of potassium (98 per cent.) with 12 oz. of
fluid sulphuric acid, 3J oz. of water. The sulphuric acid and water shall
be placed  in an earthenware  vessel in the box the cyanide of potassium
shall be added and the box immediately closed tightly, and shall remain
so for  not less  than sixty  minutes.
SCHEDULE 2.
Place of Entry : Date :
This is to certify that the trees or plants imported into
by have been inspected by me, and that they have been dis-
infected  as set  forth in Schedule 1.
Signed :
Date :
SCHEDULE 3.
This  is to  certify that the nursery situated at , and of
which is the registered owner or occupier thereof, has been
inspected by me this day, and has been found to be free from disease.
Signed :
Date :
SCHEDULE 4.
ORDER TO ERADICATE 1)ISaASx.
I, being a duly authorised person, hereby give you
of , notice that your orchard is diseased with
and I order you to take the following measure or measures
within , for the eradication of such disease or diseases :-
(a) All fallen fruit of whatever kind  (and whether harbouring
insects or not) shall be gathered  be fore noon of each day and
all pest -infested fruit shall be submitted to the process of
boiling or be buried beneath not less than one foot six inches
of solid earth ;
(b) The trees shall be sprayed with one of the following mixtures
(the number of sprayings and interval .;  between sprayings to be
stated) :-
1.-Resin wash for scale insects.
Take 20 lb .  of resin, 6 lb. of caustic soda  (70 per  cent.),  3 pints of fish
oil, water to make 80 gallons . Place  the resin ,  caustic si.da, and fish oil
in a large boiler with 20 gallons of water, and boil for three hours, then
add hot water slowly and stir well till there are at least 40 gal'ons of hot
solution ;  then add cold water to make up the total to 80galloiis. Never
add cold water when cooking or the  re sin will be precipitated, and it
will  be difficult to get it in solution. The above is the strength to use
for citrus trees  ;  a winter wash for deciduous trees may be  u sed one-
half stronger ,  the total amount being made up to 54 gallons instead of
80 gallons. 2.-Sulphur,  lime, and salt  wash.
Take 40 lb. of unslackea lime, 20 lb. of sulphur, 15 lb. of salt, and
50 gallons of water.
To mix take  10 lb.  of lime ,  20 lb. of sulphur ,  and 20 gallons of water ;
boil for not less than one hour and a-half, or until ,  the sulphur is
thoroughly dissolved ,  when the mixture will be of a light -amber colour.
Slack  30 lb.  of lime in a barrel with hot water ,  and when thoroughly
slacked, but still boiling ,  add the 15 lb. of salt ; when this is dissolved
the whole should be added to the lime and sulphur in the boiler ,  and the
whole boiled for half -an-hour longer ,  when water to make the whole up
to 60 gallons should be added .  Strain through a wire si. ve ,  and keep
well stir red whilst in use.
3.-.Bordeaux mixture.
Winter strength - 6 lb. bluestone ,  4 lb. of unslackcd lime, 22
gallons of water.
Summer strength - 6 lb. bluestone ,  4 lb. of unslaiked lime, 40
gallons of water.
Prepa re  as follows  (for the 40 gallons solution ,  the 22 gallons solution
in proportion):--
(1.) Dissolve 6 lb. of bluestone in 20 gallons of cold water in one
cask ,  by placing it in a bag and suspending it in the water.
(2.) Slack 4 lb .  of unslacked lime in another cask slowly by first
pouring about 3 pints of water over it. This will reduce the lime to a
thick cream, free from lumps . Water  should now  be added,  stirring
well till there is 20 gallons of milk of lime in the cask.
(3.) Stir the milk of lime  u p well ,  strain it, and pour the whole of the
20 gallons of milk of  li me and the 20 gallons of bluestono water together
slowly into a third cask ,  stir well for three minutes ,  and if properly
made the mixture is  At  for use,
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4.-Any  other mixture ,  particulars  to be filled in by a duly authorised
person.
5.-Fumigation with hydr.cyanic acid gas, particulars to be filled in
by a duly authorised person.
SCHEDULE 5.
This is to certify that [I or we] have duly registered [my or our]
nursery situated at , and that [I  or  we] have disinfected
the plants or trees sold this day to , of , by one
or other of the methods prescribed by Schedule 1 of the Regulations
under  "The Diseases in Plants Act of  1896," and that the said trees or
plants are fres from disease and are in a healthy and vigorous condition.
Signed :
Date :
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFIICE,
BRISBANE.
MAP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets at 2s. 6d. per Sheet, and Two at Is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia on a small scale, illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing the Main Telegraph Lines. Scale, 160 miles to an inch.
Price : Plain, Is.  6d.;  coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony. Price, Is. plain, or coloured
(illustrating the Counties and Financial Districts) Is. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catchment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers, &c., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, Is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, Is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s:'6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts. Price, Is. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta. Scale, 1 mile to an inch. Price,
Is. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s.; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, £1.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony. Price, Is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.Environs of Longreach. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-Maps of Lands Open to Selection r for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. MoDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st August, 1896.
Geological Survey Office,
George street, Brisbane.
ON SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No. 4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government Geologist.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, STATE SCHOOL, BELMONT.
/ I SENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.T on FRIDAY, the 8th October, f r Repairs and Painting, State
School, Belmont.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "Repairs, c4c., State School, Belmont."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office; and at
the State School, Belmont.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND DRAINAGE, POLICE COURT, TOWNSVILLE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court House,
Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
October, for Repairs and Painting, Police Court, Townsville.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4'c., Police Court, Townsville."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and at
the Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS..
IMPROVEMENTS AND FENCING, DOG KENNELS,
LYTTON.
T ENDERS will be received at this  Office until Four o'clock p.m.on FRIDAY, the 8th October, for Improvements and Fencing,
Dog Kennels, Lytton.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "Improvements, 4c., Dog Kennels, Lytton."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th September, 1897.
TENDERS.TENDERS are invited forthe undermentioned Public Works.
For full particulars ,  see  Government  Gazette.
Nature of  Work, Date of  Gazette  containing original  Notice,
and Place  and Date to which Tender  can be  received, respectively:-
ISIS  NORTH-New State School, Fencing and Gates, and
Conversion of Existing School into Residence, with
Additions. 14th August. Works Office, Brisbane; 17th
September.
INGLEWOOD-New Fencing and Gates, Court House  Reserve.
21st August. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court  Houses,
Goondiwindi and Inglewood; 17th September.
HILLGROVE - Repairs and Painting, State  School. 21st
August. Works Office, Brisbane; 17th September.
MURPHY'S CREEK-Repairs, Painting, and Improvements,
State School. 21st August. Works Office,  Brisbane;
17th September.
DALRYMPLE CREEK - New Playshed, State School. 21st
August. Works Office, Brisbane; 17th September.
SURAT-Repairs , Painting, and Improvements, Court House.
21st August. Works Office, Brisbane ; 17th September.
CROYDON-Removal from Present  Site,  and Re-erection near
Mountain Maid, of Explosives Magazine. 21st August.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Normanton,
Croydon, and Cooktown ; 24th September.
TEVIOTYILLE--New Playshed, State School. 28th  August.
. Works Office,  Brisbane ; 24th September.
LORD JOHN SWAxP-New Kitchen  and Servant 's Room to
Residence ,  State  School. 28th August. Works Office,
Brisbane ; 24th September.
KEPPEL  BAY-Repairs, Painting, and New Room , Telegraph
Station. 28th August. Works Office,  Brisbane, and
Court House, Rockhampton; 24th September.
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TOWNSVILLE-New Jury Room and other  Requirements,
Supreme Court. 28th August. Works Office,  Brisbane,
and Court  House,  Townsville; 24th September.
ROOSHAMPTON-Fitting-up Queen's Warehouse for Temporary
Offices, Custom House. 28th August. Works Office, Bris-
bane, and Court House, Rockhampton ; 24th September.
AYR-New Playshed and Gymnastic Apparatus, State School.
28th August. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses,
Ayr, Bowen, and Townsville; 1st October.
STANTRORPE-Repairs and Painting, Post and Telegraph Office.
28th August. Works Office, Brisbane; 1st October.
GYMPIE-Repairs,  Renovations , and Improvements, Police
Office and Barracks. 4th September. Works Office,
Brisbane ; 1st October.
PORT DOUGLAS-Purchase and Removal of Old Cottages,
Customs Buildings. 4th September. Works Office,
Brisbane, Court House, Townsville, and Custom Houses,
Port Douglas, Cooktown, and Cairns; lot October.
PORT DOUGLAS--Repairs and Painting, Customs Buildings.
4th September. Works Office, Brisbane, Court House,
Townsville, and Custom  Houses ; Port Douglas, Cooktown,
and Cairns; 1st October.
GoONDIWINDI-Additions to School and Closets, State School.
4th September. Works Office,  Brisbane , and Court House,
Goondiwindi; 8th October.
R. ROBERTSON,  Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th September, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the under-
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.
New Shed, Repairs, and Painting, Post and Telegraph Office-
Isisford- Messrs . RENSUAW AND RICKETTS-£50.
Repairs to Quarters, Powder  Magazine , Gympie-A. KERSTEN-
£34 4s. 9d.
Alterations, Custom House, Brisbane-THOS. HIRONs-£94.
Repairs, &c., Benevolent Asylum, Rockhampton-Messrs. S. AND
F. KERRIDoE-£134 5s. 9d.
Chemical Laboratory, Agricultural College, Gatton - W. J.
SLAUGHTER-£615 14s.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8tli July, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substituted
therefor :-
Notice is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.
96-2450-Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary for Works.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 10th September, 1897.
N OTICE is hereby given, in accordance with the provisions of the
Railway Acts, that so much of the Plan and Book of Reference
of the Second Section of the Charleville to Cunnamulla Railway as
embraces that portion of the Section commencing at 61 miles from
Charleville and ending at 117 miles 52 chains 681 links, have been
approved and confirmed; and that the Commissioner for Railways
intends to proceed with the construction of the Line above referred
to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference so confirmed.
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 27th August, 1897.
EXHIBITIONS TO UNIVERSITIES.1E1IS Excellency the Governor, with theadvice f the ExecutiveCouncil, has been p eased to d rect that a Competitive
Examination  for Exhibitions to Universities be held at Brisbane,
commencing  at 9.30 o'clock a.m. on the 15th November next.
For full particulars,  see  Government  G azette  of  Saturday, 21st
August, 1897.
D. H. DALRY MPLE.
STATE SCHOLARSHIPS AND BURSARIES.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to approve of Regulations in connec-
tion with the granting of State Scholarships and Bursaries, and to
direct that Examinations for the same shall be held on the 14th and
15th December next.
For full particular§, see  Government Gazette  of Saturday, the
28th August, 1897.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
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Office of Registrar of Friendly Societies,
Brisbane, 6th September, 1897.
THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.
rpHE Queen Victoria Lodge (Female) is registered as a Branch of
1 the Protestant Alliance Friendly Society of Australasia, in
Queensland, under  "The Friendly Societies Act of  1594," this sixth
day of September, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE, Registrar of Friendly Societies.
MARINE DEPARTMENT OF QUEENSLAND.
TENDERS FOR STORES.TENDERS will be received at the Treasury, Brisbane, until Noon onSATURDAY, 6th November, from persons willing to contract
for the Supply of Stores at the various Ports and Lightships for the
above Department, for two years from 1st January, 1898.
Forms of Tender, Schedules, and General Conditions may be
obtained on application to the Portmaster, or any of the local Harbour
Masters.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Stores, Marine Department."
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
T. M. KING, Under Secretary.
The Treasury, Brisbane, 19th August, 1897.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 8th September, 1897.
"THE CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT OF 1896."IN accordance with. he provisions of section  4 of  "The  Customs
Duties Act of  1896," 1 hereby direct that no duty be levied on
PARTS OF BONE -CRUSHIN G  MACHINES,
which are component parts of articles  not liable to duty, and which,
in the opinion of the Collector or Principal Officer of Customs,
veri fied  by a declaration from the importer,  are imported for and
can only be used as such.
ROBERT PHILP,
Treasurer.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No.  16  of  1897.
CAIRNS HARBOUR, TRINITY BAY.
NEW FAIRWAY BEACON WITH ILLUMINATED TIDE
GAUGE.NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the 8th of Septemberan Automatic Clock-face Tide Gauge, illuminated at night,
will be exhibited from the New Fairway Beacon on the outer edge of
the Bar at Cairns Harbour. The beacon is placed in a depth of 15 feet
at L.W.S., and is 150 feet from the line of lights and beacons marking
the centre of the Bar Cutting. It is to be left on the port hand when
entering.
The tide gauge shows the height of the tide above low-.water datum
by means of a pointer moving round a clock-face dial looking seawards,
and the available depth in the cutting will be obtained by adding
122 feet to the height shown by the gauge.
The beacon will be visible at night at a distance of one to two miles.
The old red fairway buoy has been removed.
Charts affected-Nos. 2924,  2350; Australia Directory, vol 2.
T. M. ALMOND, Portmaster.
Marine Department, Brisbane, 6th September, 1897.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 17 of  1897.
INNER ROUTE TO TORRES STRAIT.
KHANDALLA AND DART SHOALS.
N OTICE is hereby given that Lieutenant Commander Howard, R.N.,
H.M.S. "Dart," reports as follows, viz.:-
That the position of Khandalla Shoal as laid down on the latest
charts is relatively correct, and that the depth of water thereon is
13 feet at L.W.S. From Claremont Lightship this shoal bears N. 29°
30' W., distant 3 miles 3, 16 cables.
That a shoal, with 18 feet at L.W.S. over it, exists in the position
assigned to the Khandalla Shoal in the older charts, bearing N. 29°
15'W., distant 3 miles 8 o cables from the Claremont Island Lightship.
That a depth of 21 feet was obtained west of Blanchard Reef.
As there may be other unknown shoal patches between Blanchard
Reef and Khandalla Shoal, mariners are notified that the route
recommended, which passes west of Khandalla Shoal, should be
adhered to.
The position of " Dart " Shoal, which has a depth of 11 feet at
L.W.S. with 17 to 18 fathoms close round, is approximately as follows,
viz.:-
Latitude, 13° 8' 30" S.
Longitude, 143' 43' 00" E.
Chart affected- No. 2921; Australia Directory, vol. 2.
T. M. ALMOND, Portmaster,
Marine Department, Brisbane, 7th September, 1897.
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The Treasury,
Brisbane, 1st September, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information,
that Licenses under  "The Tobacco Act
of  1894" have been issued to the undermen-
tioned persons during the month of August,
1897.
ROBERT PHILP,
Treasurer.
LICENSES TO SELL TOBACCO.
(To 30th June,  1898.)
Name. Name.
ADAVALE.
Fan, Charlie Woodhatch, Edwd.
Gilmour, Geo. J. Pegler, A. H.
Fitzwalter and Co. Clarke, Richd.
Cronin, Catherine Roche, H. M.
Murnane, Patrick Presnell. John
Skinner, Alfd. McDonald, Jno. W.
Flynn, Jas. Williams, Thos.
Calder, W. H. (4) Metford, Mary
Smith, Ii. A. Deshon, F. H.
AItRILALAH.
Rees, Elizabeth Rogers, A. J.
Grant, Thos. I McGoven, Jas.
ALPHA.
Gee Cong and Sons Doherty, Frances
Stewart, Jno. Grembauer, Wm.
North, A. H. Black, R.
Ali Fat  Ali Dinn, Tommy
Atkinson, William Edwards, J. C.
Webber, Harry W. Hickson, C. R.
Morgan-Reade, Geo.
AYR.
Pilcher, Louis Ali One, Charlie
Gray, Chas. Tong, Ick Jang
Closkey, Patrick J. Sing Wah
Gifford, Chas. J. Kelly, Joseph
Ching Do, Wm. (2) Drysdale, John
Land, J. H. Rae, Jas. H.
Coutts, Chas. (3) Ali Cook
ARAMAC.
Yuen On, Tommy Thompson, W. F.
McWhannell and Co., Tolson,  Jas., senr. (3)
Jas. Henderson, J. S.
Carlin, John Gairdner, Allan P.
Cullin, Edward  Macalister, M.
Browne and Booker Mellick, Jno.
Kingston, Chas. Jas. Tolson,  Jas., junr. (2)
AuGATHELLA.
Cavanough, Daniel I Comford, Chas.
Tom, Alf. P.
BBisBANE.
Adams and Co., Ltd. Civil Service Co•ope-
G. H. rative Company
Anderson, Thos. Cocks, R and C.
Ayres, Arthur Cohen, David
Arkell, Alice Cooper and Son, S.
Aitken,  Agnes  Corrie, Annie
Alvisio, Philip Clarke, Jane E.
Blake, Robt. Cusack, L.
Bulling, Gustav Dalgetty and Co., Ltd.
Burnett, Robt. Daniels, Emilia
Boreham, Sarah Doyle,=Michael
Bradshaw, Thos. Davidson, Alexr.
Brown, Sophia Davey, Jno. L.
S.S. " Barrabool " Edward, Geo.
Burton, Geo. Ealing, Jas.
Brewster, Saml. Fitzgerald, M.
Burnitt, John E. Finney, Isles, and Co.
Brisbane Industrial Forsdike, Jas.
Co-operative Socy., Flood and Co.
Ltd. SS. " Franklin"
Brisbane Safety Bi- Fenson, J.
cycle Club Gough, Francis
Brabant and Co. Gross and Co., Alf.
Burnett, Jno. Gunderson, Geo.
Boardman, Hannah Gagliardi, Jno.
Brown and Co., D. L. Gray, Geo.
Berry, C. G. (2) Geissmann, Wm.
Bartlett, Geo. A. Hurley, Sarah
Bailes, Annie Holland, E. A.
Brown, Chas. Hollander and Co., P.
Coupland, F. W. Hanlon, A.
Chambers, Alice Hamilton, Thos.
Carberry and Co. Hertzberg and Co.
Collings and Son, Holben, Amy
Joseph S.
Cooper, S.
Carlisle, Enima
Cope, John
Chardon, Jane
Howes, Harry A.
Hailing, Robt.
Hoffnung and Co., S.
Hersey, H.
Hungerbiilker, J. B.
TOBACCO  LICENSES - continued.
Name. Name.
BRISBANE - continued.
Healion, Wm. (3) Power, Annie
Harrop and Co. Queensland Agency
Hughes, Jane Co.
Hampson, Sarah Queensland  Mercantile
Harkiss, Thos. Co.
Hawgood, Sand.,  senr . Quinlan,  Gray, & Co.
Hull, Geo. A. Robinson, Wm.
Henry, J. B. Rigney and Co.
Jorgensen, Catherine Raybould, C.
Johns, Thos.  Robinson , Geo. E.
Jeffries, Mary J. Rowe, Mrs. M.
Jull, Mary Russo, Gaetano
Jones, Bertram Reynolds, Mary
Josephson, Annie Rosenberg, Joseph
King, Jno. (2) Robertson, Elizth. E.
Kelly, Ann Renard,  Manson, & Co.
Kenn, B. Robson, Jane
Killikelly, H.  M.  Rollason, Albert
Lawless, Thos.  Stephens , Thos. D.
Lenneberg, Ada Smith,  Sarah Ann
Lassetter  and Co., F. Sun Toon Wan
Loughley,  Mary Sacre and Gleave
Lock, Sias Scanlon, Patk., junr.
Lee Hing Kee Smith, Agnes
Lusk, Robt.  Sparrow ,  Thos. H.
Levy,  Sarah Stodart, Jas.
Milroy, Robb.  SS."South Australian"
McCann,  Jas. I Small, Saml.
Matthews, Mary R. Smith, Frank
McDonald, Bridget Stocken and Thompson
McGuiness, Annie Swords, Margaret
McGuire, Hugh  Sampson,  Win.
Masters,  Mary Ann Spink, Rose
Myers  and Co.,  Geo. Saunders , Herbert
Murdock, Wm. J. Scott, John
McKennairey,  Michael  Todd,  Selina
Muller & Woolfrey (3) Tootell,  Margt.
Malone,  Mary (2) Trinder, Joseph
Morgan, John and Trundle, Frank K.
Chas. Uhlmann, Fredk.
Morehead & Co., B. D. Volkmann, Julius C.
McCahon, Wm. B. Victorsen, Mark
Moran, Joseph White, Hannah
Mclvor and Hickling Wardhaugh, Win. F.
McCorkell,  Jno. Jas . Webb and Co.
McKay, Annie Wheeler and Lynch
Maile, Elizabeth Whitecoak, Wm.
McMahon, Mary Willmington, Henry
Nolan, Michael West, Harry
Nowell, Esther Williams, Mary
Offner, John Williams, Wm.
O'Connor,  Denis  Wilson, Wm.
O'Keefe, Michael Wright, Jas.
Petermann, Wm. Wan Loy
Perrett, Jas. Ward and Co.,'C.
Paxton, Walter Young, Josiah
Pike,  Jessie  Young,  Margt.
BODLIA.
Smith, Oliver I Gillett, Henry K.
Lee Brothers Darge, J. B.
Fielding, Wm. McKinnon Bros.
Wienholt and Co., E. Rose, W. H.
Howard, James P. Young, Wm. J.
Thin Foo Milson, R. K.
Speechley, Henry Roberts, Jno. J.
Kennedy, J. O. Edwards, Jno. H.
Sheahan, Philip
BUNDABERG.
Ifampson, Jas. Sooti, Wm.
Clowes, W. S. Chong Kong
Christoe and Co. Darlington, Win.
McRae, Kenneth Que Hue
Herrington, Jas. O'Connell & Horwood
Boat, Eliza Rogers, Wm.
Little, Jas. Kerr, Ann
Peirson, Sarah Saint, Sophie
Howard, Henry Jew Kow, J.
Morris, Chas. Overell, Jno. Wm.
Farley, Elizth. Kendall, Jno.
BIRDSVILLE.
Alexander, A. (2) Reese, G. B. G.
Bowman, W. Groth, J. H.
Bowman, H. Parker, Win.
Ralston, H. R. Sinclair, Jas.
Lamotte, L. S. Acres and Field
Parker, F. Whitman and Hughes
Brodie, Mary Frazer, A.
Smith, Debney, & Co.  Kidman Bros.
Scott, Wm.
BUEKETOWN.
Rendall and Co. I Affieck and Co.
TOBACCO  LICENSES - continued.
Name. Name.
BOWEN.
Hooper, F. Hornung, W. G.
Pullen, Mrs. Merriga, G.
Wharton and Co. Sun Man Loong
Hughes, J. M. Bamford, F. W.
Davidson, W. D. Rogers, H. G.
Voss, T. C. C. Bergl and Co.
barley Bros. Mawhist, G.
Betzel, G. Mackenzie, A.
BANANA.
McNab & Sutherland Price, E. C.
Martin, D. Brown, A.
Little, T. Living, Jno.
Mackenzie, J. A. Archer, R. S. and J.
Davey, R. Dewar, R.
Hutchison, J. R. McConnel  and Sons,
Bell and Hyde D. C.
BAECALDINE.
Wong Wah  Goong  Yen Hop
Loney Ali Lock
Wah Sung and Co.
Savage, H.
Sam Yet
Young Doong
Fothergill, W.
Begg, Wm.
Millar, R. J.
Duncan, J. K.
Tomi, Jno.
BLACKALL.Barbell, W. and J. Ahern, Sarah
Cameron, W. H. Berkleman & Lambert
Malvern Hills Pastoral Murphy and Sons,
Co. Sir F. (2)
Clewitt, F. Aitkin, P. A.
Murray and Thompson! Leishman, S. B.
Ma Hing Moffatt, G.
Sullivan, J. Hale, E.
Whittingham Bros.
BOLLON.
Teitzel and Gibson Baker, E. B.
Nelson, Chas. + Gadsden, M. D.
Aronsten, Max. I Raleigh, C. W.
Squatting Investment I Bowman, P. M.
Co.
BooNAH.
Stumer, C. McCdurt, J.
Wilkie, Mrs. J. Anders, A. (2)
Moller, H. Soady, Thos. A.
O'Dea, Mrs. J.
BEENLEIGH.
Schneider , J. G. Marlow, H.
Edmunds, C.
Collins, Jno. G.
Green,  Win.
Alexander, J.
Benyon, D.
Cable, R.
McManus, M.
Webb, W.
Jones, J. J.
Heenan, C. J.
Lee Foy
Presley, S.
Savage, H.
Creagh, H.
Tong On Chong
Ha ll, Jas.
I
BEAUDESERT.
Wyllie, Wm.
Enright, M.
Slater, M.
Holtorf, D.
Dicks, T.
CROYDON.
Ali Cue
Hayman,  Isabella
Jang Chew
Irwin, Joseph
Sin Wah Chong
Purcell, James
Logan, G.
Drew, John
Eginton, E.
Mu llin, Annie
CHARTERS TowEns.
Hip Lee  Jang  (2) Akis and Flindt
Hip Lee Ching Wing Lum
Lee Yick Vanstone, M. C.
Roberts, C. E. Arida, J. D.
Dick On Lumb, Mrs. L.
Sun Sing  Wall Atkins, J. A.
Burns,  Philp, and Co., Evert, J.
Ltd. Nicholls, K.
Tyack, J. H. Fang Lee
Nelson , H. Sowden, Geo.
Binder , S. Heery, C.
McCarry, H. Oxenan, Jno.
McCann, J. Sun Lee Chong
Sun Wah Foo Kee
Siebold, C. Chee KeeAli In McKinlay Bros.
Hop Way Wing ChongAli Pan Flynn, M.
Bullock, B. Labatt, F.
Dunsford, Jno. Toll, Mrs.
Holt, C. Robins, E.
Nankervie , T. Lee Sing JangAli Mee, On Lee, & Co. Ah Quang
Sam Hop Cocking, Agnes
Wing Lee  Jang Lai Ring Loong
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CHARTERS  TowERS-Continued.
Kong Lee
Morris and Co.
Bing Chong
Ellis, G. R.
Wong Chung
Penny, Thos.
Silva, E.
Millican, W. H.
Richards, Chas.
Sing Wing
Mackay, K. G.
Crocker, Wm.
Jones, Wm.
Brailey, Agnes
Peiniger, A.
Shaw, J.
Loo New
Breitkrewz, C. L.
McAuley, J.
Sing Ching
Farrell and Co., M.
Hop Lee
Ah by
Kendrick, Mrs.
Hearn and Co., T.
CUNNAMULLA.
Warner ,  R. Aylwin, H. P.
White, Geo. Toub, H.
Shepherd, J. D. Grant, T.
Ramsay, Wm. Millar, C.
Morrison ,  M. Deen, A. D.
Thalberg, D.
CHARLE VILLE.
Allan, Geo. Abood, C.
Dalton, P. Overell and Co.
Eng, H. Phillips, Thos.
Robertson, R. Espie, D. E.
Spreadborougli,  Isaac  Pugsley, Wm.
Ah Quey, Geo. Jeanneret, A.
Enright, Annie G. Ford, Wm.
Briant, H. W. Mackay, Wm.
Billington, W. G. Williams Bros.
Fitzwalter, C. T. Ivory, M.
Crozier, Robt. Warlow, Thos.
Grisel, H. A. Strachan, A.
Charles, F. W. B. Coleman, H.
Love, D. Warmington, C.
Hawkins, T. W. Patterson, D. G.
Troup, Wm. Bourke, E.
Gorman,  James  Peyton, G.
Howlett, Geo.
CLERMONT.
Richards, Jno. • Winter and Lea
Manager Kiloummin Morrison, D. K.
Station North and Co.
Finn, Frank Small, A.
Sinnott, Ann Boyle, Thos.
Comley, Alice Young, Tommy
Griffin and Co. Ah Sam
Behr, B. Smith, Howard
Willey, Thomas Ebart, Moritz (2)
Manager Banchory Kinsey, Wm. D.
Station Shun Wah (2)
Coldham, Henry A. Long Sam
Clermont Club Ricketts, Mary A.
Manager Langton Muirhead, Jas.
Station Heard, T.
Dunamine and Menzies, Madge, H. A.
Manager Logan Dowris Johnston, William
Station Tappenden, E.
Manager Peak Downs Pohl, Wm.
Station Ah Nye
Manager Peak Vale Tong Shing
Station McDonald, A. B.
Jock, Charlie Purssell, A. G.
Pah Loon, Jimmy Connolly, M.
Manager Ketro Station Manager Beresford
Scobie and Squires
Johnson, N.
McKay and Co.
Kettle, Harry E.
Grant, Geo.
Chan Lee
Ah Foy
Sing Lee
Fallon, Jno. J.
Blackwell, R.
Yee Hop
Boland, Jno.
Lee On Gee
Schmidt, A.
O'Connor, Jno..
Willie Ming
Ah Ming
Kee Chan
Sun Wo Tye
Jones, Mary
Chong Lee
Sturt & Co., R.
Patteson, Wm.
Lee Yan Bros.
See Lee Chan
Station
Kingsbury, Sarah
Hynes, Mary
Lockie, R. S.
Peterson, C.
CAIRNS.
Sun Sun LeeSam Sing
Ah Tong
Yee Ring
Ah Young, Jimmy
Sun Kwong Lee
Ho Wah Tay
Gee Wah
Wong Fong and Co.
Omitsu
Wing Hing and Co. (2)
Hook Gee
Hip Wah
Gee KeeAli Lin, Jimmy
On Wah
Wilkinson, F. J.
Sun Poy Kee
Northage, F. C.
TOBACCO LICENSES- continued.
Name. Name.
CAMOOWEAL.
Dunne and Co. Rose, W. H.
Allison, Jas. Murray, D. E.
Beaumont. Wm. Green, Thos.
Webber, Jno. Glisson, A. H.
COEN.
Thompson, J. R. Marsh, H.
COOBTOWN.
Ah Tong
CLONCURRY.
Cardell, E. B. Reid, S. G.
Barry, M. Nieholls, A.
Curel, H. E.
CHILDERS.
Staneig ,  L. Sorensen, Niels
Chattin, E. War Loong
Atkins, Mrs. A. H. Watton, Wm.
Geraghty, M. J. Poeppel, F.
Kirby, E. Tenai, T.
Chong Butt Pumfrey  and Trivor
Finke, Emil Hooker, Alice L.
Stevenson ,  Margaret Blissett and Hart
Birkett, M. Delaney, J.
CLEVELAND.
Coyle, Wm. Hurst and Son
Cross, Jas.  I  Fogarty, Jno.
CABARLAH.
Barnett, E.  I O'Connor, Sarah
CABOOLTURE.
Zanow, M.
CHINCHILLA.
Conroy, Jno. J. Heedham, F. H.
Hogg, Alice O'Neill, Jas.
CRow's NEST.
Collins, M. Williams Bros.
Ladner and Co., M. Jobson, J. T.
Pechey, W. E.
DALBY.
Bassett, J. T. Weir, Geo.
Schaffer, L. H. Keys, A.
Conroy, Jas. North British A., Coy.
D UARI NGA.
Tooker, M. G.
EROMANGA.
Murray, F. Scanlan, Mary
Tuppin & Webber (2) Hollman, Wm.
Paterson, Jno.
EULO.Widderick, Hermann
EaR.
Smith, Wm. Moore, J. and W. H.
Lord and Sons McConnel & Sons (2)
Cross, 0.
ETON.
Antoney, Joseph ( Robertson, H. E.
EMERALD.
Ling, Margt. L. (Bolek, J. H.
GATTON.
Bloom, H. S.  Corcoran, Jno.
Goldman, Jno. S. Mortimer, H.
Buchanan, G. Barlow, Jno.
Gunne, C. Jenson, C.
Campbell, E. Lockyer Tanning Co.
Smith, A.
GEORGETOWN.
Lim Kin Mow Fat
Yen Ching Chang
I
War Yuen  Jan & Co.
Coin Yick
GERALDTON.
Wilson, Henry O'Malley,  Armstrong,
Nishikado, G. and Co.
Ah Pow Edgerton, Chas.
GOO:IDI WINDI.
Crowdy and Co. Mow, Patk.
Fenn,  H. Yeo, Chas.
Giltrow, Frederica Leonard and  Sinclair
Cranney, J. B. Trustees, Winton
Perry, Amelia  Station
GAYNDAII.
Walker, C. G. ( Turner, F. B. (2)
GYMPIE.
Llewellyn, H.
White, Jas.
Lee Chong, J.
Flay, C. A.
Yuen Yun
Lyons, Jno.
McDonald, Fanny
Woodrow and Sons
Reath, A.
Cryan, Ellen
Ellis and Kerney
O'Shea, Hannah
Smith, Catherine
Hassell, J. C.
Lindley, Geo.
Manning, Mary
Baxter, Jessie
Parr, Eliztli.
Bowdery, A.
McCormack, J.
Reid, Annie W.
Nielsen, Rasmino
TOBACCO LIOENSES- continued.
Name. Name.
GLADSTONE.
Swayne, W. Cum Yuen
Robertson, Wm. Murphy, Jas.
Roberts, J. J. Bloomfield, E. C.
Moran, Annie Mahammed, Noor
GOODNA.
Simpson, Janet
Our GIN.
Brotherton, Wm. Punchon, R.
Brown,  Samuel  Roffey, N. F.
Harm, Henry Stapleton, Jno.
Lewis, Wm. Walker, A. F.
Lund, A. Wilson, A. S.
HALIFAX.
KwongWing Chong (2)
Rigazzoli,  Eugenio
Campbell Bros. (2)
Sun Ick Jang
Fung Sing
Antoni, A.
Kayata, K.
Li Dong
Atkin, M. E.
Robinson , A. F. A.
Wallace, Rose
Hata, G.
HUGRENDEN•
Docker, Clark, and Fox, M. E.
Smith Nilson, Ellen
Roberts, Jas. Flynn, Thos.
Armytage, Chas. H. Helmore, Mark
Williams, Eli Bowden and Crombie
McNulty, Jno. Tall, H.
On Kee Thompson, H.
Moore, Mary Murray, Wm.
Currie,  John L.
HEREEBTON.
Williams, Henry S. - Wade, H.
Hill, Margt.
Lee Gue
Stanfield, Jno.
Jun Goi
Leahy, Jno.
Lum Hoon
HIINGERFORD.
Raleigh, Russell, & Co.1 Paterson, It. B., & Co.
HOWARD.
Mole, H. (2)
HABRISYILLE.
McConnachy,  Beatrice
Buttler , Ellen
McDonald, Angus
Sealy, A. W.
O'Brien, D.
Cross, A.
Robinson, R.
Dalton, M.
IrSWICH.
Cullen, Ellen 1 Weldon, Mary
Meredith, T. J. Couzens, G. R.
Cahill, Jane Ware, Geo.
Champion,  Emilie  Macfarlane  and Sons
Ash, Sarah M. Weise, Gustav R.
Balls, Sarah Foote, Fredk.
Newbold, J. H. Johnston, W. G.
Vogel, Jno. Dobie, Robt.
Lawson, Sarah Russell, A. S.
Webb, Wm. J. Bird, Wm.
D enning , Jas. G. Johnston, J. J.
Gehrmann, Christina  Stirling, Janet
Jackson, D. McKie, M.
Kennedy, B. J. Brown  and Tea ll
Woolley, Catherine  A. Jordan, Mrs.
Hardie, W. E. Keogh, Agnes A.
Mcllwaine, Mary Stoodley, N. J.
Maltman, Wm.
INGHAM.
Nee Chong Cockrill, L. C.
Wing Mow Loong Son Lee
Ah Tin Irwin, W.
Boyde,  R. M. Redman, F.
Farr, E. Look Hop
ISISFORD.
Christian, H. Miller, Jas.
Murphy, D. Parren, W. H.
INGLEWOOD.
McLeod, R. Archbald; J. Wm;
Dowling, E. W.
JIINDAH.Williamson & Co. Wm.i Australian Pastoral
Bowman,  Wm. Co. (4)
Bayliss, E.
JONDARYAN.
Allen, Jane McDougall, F.
Platz, V.
KILKIVAN.
Webb, Geo. S. { Lawless, Ellen
Cogan,  M.  Jones, L. M.
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Howell, S. B.
Clapperton, T. W.
Longreach Club
Young Shuey
Cannon, D.
Bryden, Jas. S.
Mayers Bros.
Loney, Chas.
Loney Quey
Pang Ho -
Affoo, Wm.
Burrowes ,  R. S. N.
Clark and Spiers'
Tommy Sue
Klugh, S. K.
Name.
KILLARNEY.
I Fan King
LONGREACH.
Cain, Thos.
O'Kane, H. A.
Wedgwood, R. J.
Putney, E. J.
Savage, Hugh
Willis,  Samuel
Evans, E.
Cowen, Alex.
Morris, Wm.
Magoffin, Jas.
Denison, W. E.
Finn, Jane
Lum Gee
LIMESTONE.Ali Kow Woh KeeAli Bue
LowooD.
Adermann, Wm. Weyer, Victor
Arndt, Carl F.
LEYBunN.
Johnson, .Jno. Mahony, Jas.
Clay, Geo. Boullon, Geo.
MACSINLAY.
Stanley, Geo. Higginson, F. L.
Powne, A. T.
MARYBOROUGH.
Abraham, Margt. Bow, Richd. H.
Feorr, H. J. Payne, Benjamin
Borry, Johannes J. Carroll, Ellen
White Bros. Donnelly, John
Dunne, Patk. Murray, J.
Warry and Co., T. S. Brennan, M.
Eadie, Jno. Sales, E.
Cain, J. Cung Tung.
Scully, Richard McLean, Wm.
Kruger, Lucy Doolan, H.
Mah Hee Ching Kew
Ah Chong King, A.
Hills, E. Maitland ,  Claretta
St. Ledger, Maria Lee Tuck
Antcliff, Jno. Miller, J. E.
Birtles, Jno. Hutchinson, Jas.
Parker, Jae. Burke, Wm.
Sim, Walter Cran and Co.
Barbeler, V. Williams, Wm. H.
Webster and Co .  Connor, Mary
Murphy, M. Ammanhauser,
Jones ,  Rebecca Johannes
Jones, Benjamin Ammanhauser,
Clark ,  Alice Kate E.
Christmas ,  Julia Jackson, Charlotte
Kasulke, H. Robertson ,  Margt.
Wilson ,  Hart, and Co .,  McLiver, Jno.
Limited Bobbins, F.
Korber ,  Albert Marshall, D.
Coffey,  Teresa
MITCHELL.
Clapperton, Geo. Cassidy, A. J.
Gabriel ,  Joseph Walsh, Thos.
Lethbridge, It. C. Thompson, A. F.
Stewart, Alice  'Sorensen, N.
Hunter and  Co. Verner, E. W.
Gardner and Co., S. G. Griffiths, Richd.
Saunders,  Wm. Trustees late Jonathan
Holland, Jno. McLean
Corbett, Jane H. Macdonald, M.
Boyle, Thos.
MOUNT MORGAN.
Elliott and  Rowe Manuel, Joel
Fell, Catherine Worrell, Chas.
Kelly and Sons, Thos .  Heiser ,  Samuel
Robertson, Jag. H. Dent, Sarah
Gen Kee Ke lly and Co., Jae.
Yen Kee  Gee  Wah
Wong Sam Tommy Chong
Stack ,  Jag. B ro snan, Patk.
King, Naomi Gee Hop
Egan and Sons ,  Thos. McBryde, Jane
Monckton, Wm. Cahill, Jae.
Ryan, Mary Lennox, Jno.
Cowap, H.
MAYTOWN.
Yee On I Sun Tong Sing
MoxrALRION.
Ah Hon
Scully, Patk.
Dong Lee
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Jago, A.
Collins, D.
Richards, Jae.
Dillon, Thos.
Byrne, Peter (2)
Lo Let
Walsh and Co.
Name.
MAREEBA.
Low Chook
See Chin
Walton, Jno.
Wong Wood
Petersen ,  Maria C.
Kearney, M.
MUTTABURRA.
Short, Robt.
Cooper, A. C.
Cameron Bros.
Klugh and  Samuels
Booth, Robt.
Tye Nee and Co.
Ali Lind
McCarthy, T.
Clemesha, Saml.
Domeney, D.
O'Connor, Wm. J.
MARBURG.
Trulson, A. M. K.
MIRANI.
Perry,  Chas.
MACS AY.
King,  Jno. Oliver, Jas.
On Loong Daveney, Mary Ann
Petersen ,  H. D. Bolton ,  Fredk. Wm.
Long and Robertson Coste ll o, J. M.
Lamb and Little Kennedy, Wm.
Paget Bros. Warberton, Geo.
Hannah, Thos. Newman, Fredk. Wm.
Beldan, E. White, Fredk.
Iwers , Annie C. Am Bue
Biltoft, M. Martin ,  Jno. C.
Thompson ,  Jno. Langford ,  Benjn.
Anderson ,  M. James Sue
English, Wm. Waters, D.
Millard ,  A. Bridgman ,  Geo. F.
Tidemann, A.
MUNGINDI.
Robertson, J. A. Butler, S.
Davison,  H. F. Tillman, Wm.
Graeber, F. H. Clark, T. J.
O'Neill, Jno.
NAMBOUR.
Lunn, Jno. Currie, D. and J.
Sommer , Jno. G.  Remington, R. P.
Meise ,-Jno. O. Arundell, E. T.
Smith, H. McNab, Jno.
Bury, Geo. L. Dixon, J. C.
Corrigan, Thos. Walter, C.
Schubert ,  F. Burnett ,  Jno, K.
Emerton, Kate
NORMANTON.
Smith and  Co., A. J.  Nielson,  Caroline
Williams, Jas. Churnside & Co., A. S.
Meriga,  Mary Sing Kee
Ruge  and Co., Wm. Borck, C. T.
Baker , Robt. Loo Fat
Chong Kee Harvey, J. H.
NoCUNDRA.
Renrick, O. B. Bevan, Thos.
Goodwin ,  Saml. Canrick, Jno.
Propsting, C. E. Walker, Alf.
Hubbard, W. Dickson, Jas.
NERANG.
Turpin ,  Annie Ferguson, Margt.
Bozier , Ann Siganto, Jno.
Kerlin, Jas. Atkinson, Mrs. A.
Ross, Angus Shay,lBridget
OPALTON.
Sinclair ,  Jas. I Booker, James
Morgan -Reade ,  Geo.
PERCYVILLE.
Foo Jah Perry, H.
James Sue Hansen, L. S.
Nimmo, J. R.
PORT DOUGLAS.
O'Brien, Teresa Tyrell, M.
Rose, Annie Rutherford, Geo. D.
Fynn, N. Con Kee
Jack and Newell Gin Fong
Roney, Margt. Tong Chon
Carstens , F. D. A. Way Kee
Walsh and Co. (2) Bow Chan
Wong Wah Loong
PENTLAND.
Ferguson, H. C. Daunton, H. D.
Edgar, C. Rees, Cbas. W.
Gill, Jos. J. Youn Shin
Sin Hop Wah  Ali Choy
Taylor, A.
PITTsWORTH.
-Maloney,  Jas. IHutting, W. B.Iltveringha m, E.
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RocKUaMPTON.
Lennon,  Jas. McInern , Geo.
Yum Hing O'Neill, M.
Lee, Margt.  Sat Bee
Edwards, Frances Greevy ,  E llen C.
Jackson, Thos.  Waasmann, H. C.
Sharpies, Robt .  Wassmann, E. C
Sullivan,  Win. B. Dowzer, Jno.
Mitchell, Mrs. L.  Sang Yeen and Co.
Thurecht,  P. Brackett, B. W.
Conlon,  Emma  Collopy, J. G.
Yee Wah Hourigan, C.
Kidston, Wm. Collins, Denis
Roden, Kate Armstrong ,  Mrs. W.Ali Won, Jimmy (3) Scott, H.
Wah Sing Bell and Co.
Bethune ,  Mary Dobinaon, Jno.
Pearce, Rose A. Farrell,  Win.
Jagerndorff,  C. Corbett,  Win. Geo.
Curley, Mary Ann Chin Fun
New Zealand Loan and Huetman, Eric
M. A. Coy.  Harbottle and Co.
Davies, R. Sue Yek
Watson, Jane E.
Lee Fook
Kerr ,  Geo.,  senr.
Turner, H.
Lucas, E. $.
Fung Yeen
Yee Sang and Co.
Tait, Win.
Pattison ,  Joseph, sear.
Redman, E.
Dow, W. L.
Ah Wooh
Ogilvie, Alexr.
Sue Yek Bros.
Jester, O.
Hoc Sam
Egan and Sons, P.
Sing Chong
Bartholomew,  Jno. T.,
junr.
Face,  B.  S.
Headrick, K. C.
Foreman, B.
Esdale, Robt.
Pascoe, T. B.
The People' s Cash Store '  Pitzermaur, L.
Keen, Amy
ROMA.
Spark,  Jno. Chue Sing
Conroy, C.  McLellan, Jno.
Broad,  A. O'Sullivan, J.
Rayner , B. Johnson, L. B.
Holloway , Geo. Forrester, Jno.
Young Way
RICHMOND.
Middleton, Geo.
Crapp, Albert
Izar,  E. Jillet, T.
Young, Jas. Moulder, Wm.
Helton,  Wm. Wilson and Co., G. S
RAVENSwooD.
McManus, Annie Still, N. H.
Sun Yuen Chong King, Jas.
Podosky,  Joseph Delaney, J.
Jenkins,  Win.  Delaney, Margt.
Moon Too Sing Chong and Co.
Sam Lee Malpass, Joe.
Ladner, T. Haydon,  Win.
ROSEWOOD.
Henrichsen,  F. Coll ins, Mary
Sipple, H. W. Lindemann,  C. A. P.
REDCLIFFE.
Moxley, T. C.
SOUTH
Allen, G. H.
Ah Ching
Birchley, H. V. (2)
Brownlee, J. if.
Barton, R.
Bell, Jos.
Burton, F. F.
Bowker, Jos.
Beattie, Ann
Bennett, T. M.
Bright, W. H.
Curry, Mary Ann
Campbell, Annie
Chatwood, B.
Crowley, Annie
Collier, Thos.
Chambers, T. J. (2)
Clarke, Geo. J.
Carlin, Jno.
Davis, Thos.
Dwyer, Elizth. K.
Delahunty, J.
Dwyer, Jno.
En Fat
Freeney, E.
Firman ,  Hannah
Fong Tie
BRISBANE.
Groom, R.
Graziers'  Butchering
Co.
(filbert,  Frances
Garnett, Jno. W.
Gibson, Grace
Hicklin, J. A.
Harding, A.
Huetter, Wm.'
Healion, Wm.
Hawkins,  Charlotte
Higman, J. C. F.
Halls, J. T.
Jinks,  Ann
Juster, I. J.
Jefferies, W. W.Jones and Co.,$ . H.
Kennedy, S. C.
Kelly, Minnie
King, W. J.
Kerlin Bros.
Keating,  Win.
Kendrick, Sarah
Lehane, J. J.
Learmouth, C.
Laanngg, Jno.
Laidlar ,  Oatheadno
Sin Hop Lee
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TOBACCO  LICENSES - continued.
Name. Name.
SOUTH  BRISBANE - continued.
Lees, Jno. Peak, Bridget
Murphy, T. Prahl, Mrs. E.
Mewing , F. Ryan, M.
Mulcahy, Elizabeth Reynolds, Wm.
McCarthy, Chas. Ross, Margt.
McMillan ,  Eliza  Rourke, Rosa
Mumford , E. Ryan, D. P.
Montgomery, G. W. Savage, F.
Martin , W. M. Smith, J. H.
Maguire ,  Margt . Sibley, F.
Meorae, Jno. Sullivan, T.
More, A. Smith, Eleanor
McNae, R. Stelfox, Cecilia
Miller ,  Annie Tonges, C.
Neilson , J. A. Tritton, Jno.
Newmann, F. Tritton, Jos. W.
Newton , C. Valentine, Annie M.
Niebmis, D. W. Vallely, P. D.
Petit,  Isabella  Viner, Matilda
Phillips, Thos. Wong Chong
Postgate , W. H. Wright, R.
Petersen , C. M. B. Walden, Wm.
Petersen, C. M. Wilson, J.
SPRINGSURE.
Hewitt, E. , Winter, Irving,.and
Foot and Son, T. Alison
Perry, W. W. Foot Bros. & Biddulph
Biddulph, W. J. McLean, A. A.
,Gillespie, A. C. Bean, A. J. (2)
Campbell, J. Denne, J. C.
Hinton Bros. Brock-liollingshead,
Roache, P. H. C.
Wah Sue Murphy, A. E.
Hop Yek Daniels Bros.
Cahill, E. M. Hyde, J.
STAATHOBPE.
Barton,  A. H. E. Sheahan, Jno.
Joy Chin Lawson, Robt. B.
Foo Look Tevlin, Patk.
Cobb, C.  S. Alman, Jas.
Fletcher, Jas. Whittard, A. W.
ST. LAWRENCE.
Carroll, Mee. L .  Owens, Thos.
Christirin,  M. M. Randell, Jas.
McGrade, M. Robertson, Jno.
ST. Gieond$.
Jim Yin  land Co:  Anderson, W. B.
Harris and  C.  Cavanough, Jas.
q•illQapie, Allan L. Macalister, A.
Xidereb ri, A. G. Klinge, A. J.
Elliott,  Wm. McMahon, M.
Ali Coy, Jitney Kirwan, W. W.
Prior ,  Jas. Galton, M. A.
Ali  Hee  Goldston and  Brigston
Haywood,  G. McMicking ,  Germain
O'Keeffe, Thos. (2)
SANDGATE.
Harris, Eliza
SOUTH roar.
Fann
-
Brunt, J.'Mobbs y
hlon, L. Giles, Wm.
SUBAT.
Rouse , F. R. Sun War
Bays, F . B. Fisher, H.
Sheridan, R. McGregor, J. R.
Simpson , E. J. Cavanough, J. W.
ToRRENs CREEK.
Gallcott, F. Page, Mrs. W.
Brabayon, A. G. Long, Mrs. M. A.
Cramp', Geo.
ToowoOMEA.Reithmiiller, E. King and SonsAli Hoo * Alderson, G.
Anderson ,  Jno. (2 ) G iles, J.
Carey, R. Fraser and Co.
Dossetto , F. Welby, Jane
Brazier and  Lightbod Hooper, A. F.
Hainwood , w. & A. L.. Bain and Sydenham
Burt and Bills  Doxey, Mrs. S.
Thompson ,' Helena Karl, M. A.
Ramsay ,  R. Long, Jno.
Stevens and  Co. Thackeray, A. M.
Kwong Sang  Farrell, Thos.
Brodribb, F. C. Silva, L.
Murphy, K. Ivory, Geo.
Stover , J. Hennessy, Eliz If.
Goodsall, G. A. McDougall, E,
White,  Susannah  McKinney, J.
Marwedel and Co., F. Speedy, D.
Horn, J.` Connole Bros.
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TOBACCO  LICENSES- continued.
I
Name. Name.
TCOWOOMBA - continued.
Purcell, J. McDonnell, M.
Strohfeld, A. F. W. Elliott, H. F.
Braunholz ,  Sarah  O'Brien Bros.
Brodie, V.
Gibson, B.
Atkinson, J.
Kayser, C.
Gore and Co.
French, Jr:o.
Palmer, Mrs. A.
Shepherd, Robt.
Cumming, W. K.
MVliitze, J,
Brosnan, Win.
Burns, H. II.
Price, T.
Solley, Wm.
Shanahan & Jennings
Kirkwood, M.
Robertson and Co.,
J. H. (2)
Troy, J.
McCook B ro s.
Rohl, A.
Newman, C.
McLeish & Co., J. P.
I)ong On
Somerville , Elizth.
Nihill, Jno.
Ingram, Jos.
Curry, Sarah
Fahy, John
TOWNSYILLE.
Cobb and Bennie  I  Clarke , W. G. W.
Yee Woh Loong & Co.
Hook Ing Chong & Co.
Sun Kin Lee
Sun Sam Woh
Clarke, F.
Kary, Mrs. M.Ali Hong
Sam, George
Hammalt, Jas.
Hodgson, N.
Soon Hing and Co.
War Ick Jang and Co.
Lum Kaw
Gee Hop
McQueen, Rachael
Long Kee
Spiegelhauer, H.
Mow Sing
Sin On Lee
Corbett, J.
Collins, T. H.
Byrnes, E.
Sing Loy
Taylor, Wm. A.
Gaul, Jno.
Arida, J. D.
Chong Wah (2)
Tye Kee, S.
Quong Chong and Co.
Vidler, Jno.Ali Coo
O'Hara, S.
Davis, P.
Hulbert, S. J.
Brown, M. S. (2)
Chong War Jang
Allen and Sons, S.
Jang JueAli Sam
Jim  Ali Chow
Conlan J.
Johnston, C.
Brodziak and Rodgers
Munday, G.
Marshall, J.
Swails, A.
Yee Yeck
Loong Yow
Tin Yuen
Aplin, Brown, & Co.,
Ltd.
Sing Wah
Welch and Co.
Wah Hing
Sexton, J.
Wing Lee
Campbell, A.
Thomas, R. H.
Yuen Lee and Co.
Eade and Co., C.
Atkinson & Sons, W.
Potier Bros.
Collins, Jno.
King LeeIS . "Lass o' Gowrie "
THURSDAY  ISLAND.
Pearson, Geo.
Davies, D. S.
Sullivan, W. T.
Soopaya, R.
Bowden, H.
Guivarro, P.
Burke, W. A.
Hop Bah
Sa,tow, T.
Doyle, James
Collps, A.
Soopaya, R.
Lewis, Jno.
Law Loo Kee
Bain, Isabella
McMahon, Mary
Burns, Philp, and Co.,
Ltd.Ali Yung
Sun Ty Lee
On Chang
Dan, A.
Buckner, A.
Brown , Campbell, and
Co., Ltd.
Doyle, P. I.
Geo. Smith and Co.
Cin Yen ChowAli Whee
Ching Foo
Munro,Outridge, & Co.
James Clark and Co.
The Silvery Wave Co.
Tung SingWoh and Co.
Kwong Sing and Co.
George Sing and Co.
Mrs. Jimmy  Ali  Sue
Chow Bow
Tommy Ali Shue
Lay Hing and Co.
Toulasik, Thos. B.
Woda, Y.
Clark, Steve
Ali King
Ali  Pung
Kowkami, K.
Scho, Henry
Francis, Johnny
Manbiag Pearling and
Trading Co. (2)
Long Gee Jong
Hop Sing
You Lee
Fong Kee
Outong, Charlie
Eggers, Isabella
Tong Jock and Co.
TAMBO.
Walsh, Hannah
Dorman ,  Mary Ann
Ali Chong, Tommy
Kim Koo, Jimmy
Browne, T. M.
Walsh, F. L.
Dowell, J. C.
Gin Fung
Miller, T. G.
Raynor, B.
Willshire, W. J.
Carnegie, Jas.
Dillet Bros.
Tyrwhitt and Carven
Johnston, Geo.
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TOBACCO  LICENSES-continued.
Name. Name.
TsNGOBIN.
Stuart Bros andi H  ill, L. H.
McCoughy I Tolson, J.
THORNBOROUGH.
Grogan, P. Ali SueAli Nge  Mason, If.
TRAR GOMINDAH.
Green, W. J. Moore, W. J.
Armitage, F. W. A. Peppin & Webber (2)
White, Jos. Cordner, J.
Knight, F. Cross, Robt.
Yelf, H. Lock, H.
Dewhurat,  Jessie  S. Lock, G. B.
Low Chan Tobin, E.
Leahy and Co., P. J. Howell, H.
TAaoo r.
Lcrd, Wm. Collins and  Sons, Jno.
TEWANTI'(.
Armitage, II.
TIARO.
McKellar , A. Gesch, A.
Mant, Geo.
TEXAS.
Bowe, Margt . Greenup, E. B.
Ali Que, Frank Farrar, J.
TENNII WERING.
Schmidt, H.
WARWICK.
Knock, Ellen  Jermyn, E.
Stephens , Kate Lee Yick
Macdonald , W. Mackay, D. H.
Allman, J. (2) Bracey, J. A.
Howell, Margt. Costello, Mrs.
Clancy, J. Jones, J.
Brown ,  S. Marshall and Slade
Healy. Jno. Gillespie, J. J.
Kelly, R.  Schnitzerling, M.
Coman, E. D. Schnitzerling, H.
Spilliday, R. J. Burmester, E. A.
Miles ,  l+.liza Johnson, Jno.
Leonard,  J. Barnes, R.
Grayson, F.
WINLORAH.
Whitman & Sons, E. Rabig, Herman
Gerger, Geo. Jones, J. F. P.
Williamson, W. Birt, P. H.
McCullagb, Lizzie
WALKERSTON.
Parkes, Mary Ann
WINTON.
Gaughan and Young Dee, R.
Bennett, J. R. Lynett, T.
Ross , Louisa Darling Downs W.
Nee Hop L. Co.
Sum Kum Wah Sloggatt, Win.
WOOROOROOKA.
The Squatting Invest- Jackson, E.
ment Co. Warmwoll, R. H.
Tyson, Jas. Costello, E. W.
WOODFORD.
Webst er, S. I Bra .oley, W.
YEULBA.
McLoughlon, H. Tang Quay
Duve, H. T. C. Pembleton, Mrs. If.
Thorns and Co., J. A. Harris, J. C.
Hunter and Co. Richardson, Jas.
Cobb and Co.
TRANSFERS OF LICENSES TO SELL
TOBACCO.
From To
SOUTH BRISBANE.
Cole,  Jessie Camelia ... O'Brien,  Mrs. Mary
Annie
WYNNUM.
Morris,  Wm. ... Turner, Mrs. H. R.
BRISBANE.
Carter, D. ... ... I Morris, Wm.
RocKLEA.
Maynard, John ... I Sheldon,-E. A.
CHANGE OF PREMISES.
R. H. Powter -Removed from  Roma street
to George streeu, Brisbane.
Corser and Co.-Removed from Kent street
to Bazaar  street, Maryborough.
Henry harm.-Removed from Albionville
to premises  in Perry street,  North Bundaberg.
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TENDERS will be received at the Office of  the UnderSecretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs ,  Brisbane,
until Noon  on MONDAY,  the eighteenth day of October, 1897,
from persons desirous of contracting for the Excavating  for, Lay-
ing, Jointing ,  making good ,  and all  Work  in connection  with Lay-
ing, two and three -inch cast-iron pipes for Telephone wires, in and
about the City of Brisbane.
General Conditions.
1. In construing these General Conditions and the
Specification ,  the following words shall have  the following
meanings:-
" Electrical  Engineer" shall mean the Government
Electrical Engineer ,  or other engineer authorised to
act in his place for the time being ,  or the engineer
authorised and appointed to superintend the work.
" Contractor  "  shall mean the person ,  firm, or company
contracting for the works herein specified, shall
include his or their heirs ,  executors ,  administrators,
successors ,  and assigns.
2. The Government does not bind itself to accept the
lowest or any tender.
3. All  tenders must be on the printed form ,  and must be
accompanied by a copy of these General Conditions and the
Specification ,  duly signed and witnessed.
4. A deposit of a sum equal to ten per cent. of the total
tender cost of the work must accompany each tender . Without
this deposit the tender will be deemed informal.
5. Such deposit will be retained by the Government until
the completion of the contract to the satisfaction of  the
Postmaster -General or his officers ,  or until- such time as the
money retained on account of completed works shall equal ten
per cent .  of the total tender cost of the work.
6. All workmen and employees engaged upon  the works by
the contractor shall be paid their full wages in lawful money at
least once in every month.
7. Such payments shall be made in some building or place
convenient to the site of the works ,  but in no case shall such
payments be made at any public -house or other place where
liquors or refreshments are sold.
8. The contractor sha ll  not sell or dispose of ,  or be in any
way interested in the sale or disposal of, alcoholic liquors or
other articles of consumption to the workmen or employees
engaged upon the works.
9. If the contractor sublets any portion of the works, all
workmen and employees engaged thereon shall be paid by the
sub-contractor at the times and under the conditions herein
specified ,  but in the event of the sub-contractor failing to make
any such payments then the contractor shall be liable to make
the same.
10. Before the payment of any money to the contractor the
Postmaster-General may require from him satisfactory evidence
that all the workmen and employees then and theretofore
engaged upon the works have been paid their wages and other
lawful claims of every kind in full, in lawful money ,  and to the
latest date at which such wages and claims are due, and the
Postmaster -General may withhold the payment of all moneys
due or that may become due to the contractor until he is
satisfied that such wages and claims have been paid.
11. If the contractor fails or omits to pay to any workmen
or employees engaged upon the works their full wages in cash,
once at least in every month ,  the Postmaster-General may, as
often as the same shall happen ,  upon complaint of such failure
or omissi on made, and upon evidence satisfactory to him of an
order or judgment of a court of petty sessions, or of any other
court of competent jurisdiction ,  pay the amount mentioned in
such order to such workmen or employees ,  and deduct the
amounts so paid from any sum or sums which may be due or
become due to the contractor.
12. The Electrical Engineer shall have the power to order
the dismissal or removal of any agent ,  foreman, or workman
employed  by the  contractor upon giving written notice to the
contractor of his intention to do so, and  if  such agent, foreman,
or workman is retained by the contractor after such notice has
been given , then the Electrical  Engineer shall have the power
to delay the signing of any voucher or certificate for payment
for any work done until such order has been  obeyed.
13. The contractor will have, at his own cost ,  to provide all
timber ,  fencing ,  or other material, and all lights ,  watchmen, or
any other precautions which may be necessary for guarding the
safety of vehicular or pedestrian traffic ,  either by day or by night,
where any trenches or pits are being or have been excavated, or
where pipes or any other material of any kind connected with
this contract may be stacked.
14. The contractor will be responsible for all claims for
compensation for damage or injury to any person or property
caused by any default or negligence of the contractor, or his
agents or workmen ,  or for any such damage or injury ,  if caused
by defective . material or plant of any kind ,  either in the execu-
tion of this contract or in guarding the safety of traffic. And
all claims for compensation or for damages must be settled by
the contractor before final payment will be made by the Govern-
ment ,  provided always that if all or any such claims are not
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defrayed  by the  contractor it sha ll  be lawful for the Under
Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs to satisfy any such
claim or claims he may see fit from moneys then due to the
contractor.
15. If from any cause not attributable to the action of the
Government ,  the completion of the work is delayed beyond the
stipulated dates, the contractor shall forfeit and pay to the
Government ,  as and for liquidated and ascertained damages,
the sum of ten pounds for every week or part of a week that
shall elapse after such dates until their completion in all
respects to the satisfaction of the Electrical Engineer ,  and such
sum or sums may be deducted by the Government from any
money payable to the contractor under this contract.
16. The  contractor shall, at his own cost, during the pro-
gress of the works, or until the Electrical Engineer has certified
in writing that the works are completed to his satisfaction,
maintain and keep the said works in good and complete con-
dition ,  order ,  and repair ,  and shall reinstate all injuries and
damages thereto caused by floods ,  fire, or any other cause
whatsoever.
17. In all cases the contractor shall be paid for work done
by him according to net '  measurement only, notwithstanding
any trade or other custom to the contrary.
18. None of the works shall be considered as completed
until the granting of the final certificate by the Electrical
Engineer.
19. Should the contractor fail to proceed in the execution
of or to complete the work in the manner and at the rate of
progress required  by the  Government ,  it shall be in the power
of the Government ,  by a notice in writing to the contractor or
his representative ,  or by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  to terminate the contract as far as relates to the work
remaining to be done, and to enforce the penalty for non-fulfil-
ment thereof ,  by forfeiting the deposit money and any other
moneys due to the contractor ,  and the contractor shall have no
claim on the Government for any preparation that he may have
made, or for any work that has been done ,  nor for any-material
which may have been purchased by him for the purposes of
this contract.
20. The successful tenderer will be required to execute a
contract deed for the due fulfilment of the contract ,  General
Conditions ,  and Specification ,  and with two approved sureties
shall, within fourteen days from the notification of the accept-
ance of his tender ,  execute a bond, jointly and severally, to the
extentof twenty percent. of he totaltendercostofthewholework.
Such bond will not be discharged until the Electrical Engineer
has certified in writing that the works are completed to his
satisfaction.
21. The contractor shall not assign this contract, or any
portion thereof ,  or any of the moneys or other benefit whatso-
ever ,  payable or to become payable, or arising or which may
arise thereunder ,  or sublet any of the works ,  without the per.
mission in writing  of the Under  Secretary and' Superintendent
of Telegraphs first obtained.
22. Permission to assign the contract or any portion
thereof ,  or to sublet any of the works ,  shall not discharge the
contractor from liability to see that the whole of the works are
constructed and executed in terms of this contract ,  unless with
respect to any particular works for which the Under Secretary
and  Superintendent of T legraphs ,  by writing  under his hand,
expressly discharges the contractor from ,such liability.
23. If the contractor sublets any portion of the worksft he
sub-contractor shall not have or maintain ,  directly or indi r is y,
any claim or action against the Government in respect of such
subletting.
2t. The contractor  must  satisfy himself as to the nature of
the soil ,  as to the nature and extent of the work included in
this contract ,  and as to all  other matters or things relating to
the work ,  and any information which may be obtained from
the Electrical Engineer or his officers shall not relieve the
contractor from any risk, or from the fulfilment of his contract,
or from the execution at his own cost of any incidental works
not particularly mentioned in the Specification ,  but which from
the nature of the works included in the contract may be
required ,  whether temporary or permanent.
25. The contractor must provide at his own cost all  labour,
plant, tools, material, or whatever else may be required for the
due performance of this contract ,  except where otherwise
specified ,  so as to leave the work in good and complete order.
26. In case the Electrical Engineer is of opinion at any
time, before the final completion of the works ,  that any part of
the said works has been or is being executed unsoundly or
imperfectly or not with proper plant or materials ,  or in any
respect not in accordance with the Specification ,  drawings, or
instructions given by the Electrical Engineer to the contractor,
the Electrical Engineer may give notice in writing to the con-
tractor requiring him to cause such part of the said works to be
removed ,  and to be re -executed properly and with suitable
materials according to the Specifications ,  drawings', or' instruc-
tions  as aforesaid ,  and to remove all improper plant or materials
fr om the works or adjoining thereto, and in case the contractor
declines to comply with such notice ,  the Electrical Engineer
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shall have the power to withhold the payment of any money or
moneys due  to the contractor until such notice in writing has
been obeyed.
27. The Government will provide all necessary cast-iron
spigot and socket pipes,  all surface -box frames and covers, but
no bricks, mortar, cement, gasket, lead, or other material for
jointing  the pipes or building the boxes.
28. The work is to be carried out under the direction,
control, and to the entire satisfaction of the Electrical Engineer,
but the contractor shall, at his own expense, set out the work
and be responsible for the accuracy of the same.
29. The Government  reserves  to itself the right to make
use of any of the completed works prior to the granting of the
final certificate if such should seem advisable, such use of any
portion of the completed works not to prejudice in any way the
provisions of the contract as to maintenance  for a  stipulated
time after  the completion of the whole contract.
30. The contractor shall give all necessary personal
superintendence during the execution of the work, and shall
constantly employ at least one competent foreman to be kept on
the work during all working hours, to superintend the work in
the absence of the contractor, and to receive all orders or
instructions  from the Electrical Engineer  as he  may see fit
to give.
31. As the work progresses the Government will pay the
contractor eighty per cent. upon the amount of the work executed
to the satisfaction of the Electrical Engineer, but no more than
one payment shall be made in any one month.
The balance of twenty per cent. will be paid by the Govern-
ment to the contractor in two equal instalments, the first instal-
ment  within three months of the final completion of the contract
to the satisfaction of the Engineer, and the second instalment
twelve months thereafter. But the second instalment shall in no
case  be due until the completion to the satisfaction of the
Electrical  Engineer  of any repairs to any part of the work
necessary  through settling of the soil, sinking of footways, or
any other cause whatsoever, fair wear and tear excepted.
E2. The decision of the Electrical Engineer will be final in
all matters  of dispute between the contractor and the Govern-
ment in  regard to this contract.
33. The work will be laid out from time to time  in sections
b the Electrical Engineer, and after once being so laid out
shall not be varied by the contractor. . But the Electrical
Engineer  shall . have power, at any time before the actual
commencement  by the  contractor  of the work so laid out, to
alter or amend the same  as he may deem fit.
34. The Electrical  Engineer  shall have power to alter,
modify, enlarge,  or diminish  any part of the works. No such
alteration , modification,  enlargement , or diminution shall in any
way vitiate this contract, or, except  in so far  as the Electrical
Engineer considers reasonable , and by writing under his hand
allows, extend the time limited for the completion of the works.
No compensation  for damage , injury, loss of profit, or otherwise
shall be allowed to the contractor for or on account of any such
alteration, modification, enlargement, or diminution of the
works, but all additions  or alterations  shall be measured,
certified to, and paid for, or deductions credited to the
Government, as the case may require, in accordance with the
schedule of prices annexed hereto.
35. All instructions, whether verbal or in writing, given by
the Electrical Engineer during the progress of the works, to
any foreman  or agent acting  for the contractor in the
construction of the works, shall be as binding upon the
contractor as if such  instructions  were given personally to the
contractor.
36. If the contractor neglects or refuses to obey any of the
instructions  of the Electrical Engineer with reference to the
works, the Electrical Engineer shall have the power to delay
the monthly  certi ficate  or voucher for payment for work done
until the contractor has obeyed such instructions to the
satisfaction  of the Electrical Engineer.
37. No work included in this contract shall be covered up
or hidden from view until the same has been inspected and
approved by the Electrical  Engineer , otherwise the same may be
opened or exposed to inspection at any time by the Electrical
Engineer  at the expense of the contractor.
38. The Government will not become liable for the payment
of any charge in respect of any work, alterations to work, or
amendments  other than those specified in the contract,  unless
the instructions for the performance of the same shall have been
given in writing  by the Electrical Engineer, nor unless such
instructions  shall distinctly state that the matter thereof is to be
the subject  of an agreed  and stated extra or varied charge, nor
unless  the particulars of such claim shall be furnished to the
Government by the contractor by the end of the month in which
the alterations  or amendments  are completed. The non-delivery
of such particulars of claim at the proper and stated time shall
be considered as the abandonment of any claim for the value of
such alterations  or amendments, and as exonerating the
Government from all liability relating thereto.
39. Should there be any doubt or obscurity as to the
meaning of any portion of the Specification or these General
Conditions, the contractor  must  set forth the particulars thereof
i and submit them to the Electrical Engineer in order that such
doubt or obscurity may be removed before the signing of the
contract.
If any misunderstanding should arise, the decision of the
Electrical Engineer as to the meaning of any dimensions, word,
clause, sentence, or otherwise must be taken as final.
40. The contractor shall defray all charges made by the
municipal councils or other local authorities interested for any
work done in connection with the opening or making good of
any footpaths or roadways.
41. Should the municipalities or the local authorities
desire to make good the footways or roadways opened by the
contractor, the contractor must make all the necessary arrange-
ments, and the Government will not be in any way affected by
such arrangements, nor will it accept any responsibility in
connection therewith, nor will any such arrangements be con-
sidered as in any way affecting the contract.
42. The whole of the works referred to in the schedule
attached to this Specification shall be completed and ready for
handing over to the Government within six calendar months
from the date of signing the contract.
Specfation.
1. In the schedule of prices the following shall be under-
stood to be included for each section of the work :-
Frice 1 shall include excavating for, laying and jointing,
filling in and making good to the satisfaction of the
Government and of the local authority, and in
accordance with the General Conditions, for a trench
containing one 2-inch cast-iron pipe.
Price 2, ditto, two 2-inch cast-iron pipes.
„ 3 „ three
4 „ one 3-inch
5 „ two
6 „ three
„ 7 „ four
8 „ five
9 „ eight
10, price for every 3 in. or part of 3 in. in depth added to 1
11 „  of  „
12 ,  it
13 „
14 „
15
16
„ 17
18
19, price per box to drawing number 1
20 „ „ 2
21 „ if 3
22  It It 4
2. Where one, two, or three two-inch or three-inch cast-
iron pipes are to be laid in one trench, they are to be laid an
average depth of fifteen inches from the top of the socket of
each pipe to the ground level, measured at the unction boxes
at each end of the section, and are to be laid in the same
plane and as close together as possible.
3. Where four, five, or eight two-inch or three-inch pipes
are to be laid in one trench, they are to be laid in not
more than two rows, the top of the socket of the top row
of pipes being an average depth of twelve inches from the
ground level, measured at the junction boxes at each end of the
section. In the  case of an uneven  number of pipes, the bottom
tier to contain the odd pipe.
4. The pipes are to be laid as close together as possible, but
the four three-inch pipes must not occupy more than the width
of the surface box No. 2.
5. Joints.  The pipes are to be laid in a perfectly straight
line, and joined in the following  manner :-
The spigot of one pipe is rammed tightly into the socket
of the next.
A filling of tarred hemp or other suitable gasket  is rammed
tightly and evenly into the joint to within three-quarters of an
inch from the end of the socket.
The remainder of the joint is then run in with melted lead,
which is to be cut off flush with the socket, and then caulked
tight all round. The joints must be so made that when com-
pleted the interior surface of the pipes at the joints will be
perfectly true. f
No joint will be passed which is uneven on the interior
surface or which shows any signs of breaking away after being
laid.
6. When laid, the pipes must be in a perfectly  straight
line, and on an even grade, from one junction box tote other.
If it is impossible at one end of the line of  pipes to see a
light placed at the other, the contractor must straighten the
line of pipes.
7. The position of the boxes and the fall of the pipes will
be marked out on the site during the progress of the work by
the Electrical Engineer. The fall must be uniform between
each pair of junction boxes.
8. The contractor shall exercise all care in opening up the
footways, and shall make good in a workmanlike  manner, to the
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satisfaction  of the owners,  all gas , water, or drain pipes, tram-
ways, railways, or any other works whatsoever damaged or
interfered with during the carrying out of the work.
9. The filling in shall be soundly and firmly done, and
shall be tightly rammed with iron punners to avoid  as far as
possible any settling of the surface of the footway later.
10. The contractor shall make good any sinking of the
footway or surface of the roadway which may be due in any
way to the carrying out of this contract, and shall maintain the
same to the satisfaction of the local authority for a period of
twelve months after the completion of the whole contract.
11.  Surface  Boxes.--Drawings of the surface boxes can
be seen daily between the hours of 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., at the
office of the Electrical Engineer. Copies will be furnished to
the successful tenderer.
12. There will be required approximatiely the number of
boxes stated in the quantities. They are to be built of best
First " bricks.
The whole of the inside of the boxes (walls and floor) to be
floated half-inch thickjwith cement.
The pipes are to be carefully built. into the walls of Ithe
boxes.
The covers and frames of the boxes to be well and truly
fitted, and made flush with the surface of the roadway.
All other particulars to be according to the drawings.
13. Concrete shall be of the following proportions --Two
and a-half (2k) parts of clean gravel, which must pass through
a one and a-half (11) inch mesh; one and a-half parts of clean
sharp sand, and one (1) part of approved Portland cement (the
approval of any cement will be at the option of the Electrical
Engineer).
The material shall be gauged separately, in properly
constructed boxes, on an approved sawn timber platform, then
mixed dry by being turned over twice at least, and afterwards
thoroughly incorporated with the necessary quantity of water
added through  a rose, again  turned over twice at least, and
used immediately afterwards, or it will be rejected. It shall be
laid in one layer of the required thickness, properly levelled,
and well rammed. When concreting is commenced, the work
must be continued until the concrete bed in hand is completed.
If any of the material, such as gravel or sand, contains
dirt of any kind, it will have to be washed, at the contractor's
expense, as often as  the Electrical Engineer so directs.
14. Any kerbing, whether of stone or wood, any water-
tables, whether of stone, concrete, asphalt, or any other
substance, or any other portions of the streets or roadways,
whether blocked, paved, asphalted, metalled, or made in any
other way whatsoever, that may be broken or otherwise injured
by the contractor, shall be repaired by him, at his own cost, to
the satisfaction of the officers of the municipal councils or other
local authorities affected, and in accordance with their
respective specifications.
15. Where the  surface  of any footpath opened by the
contractor is of cement concrete, asphalt concrete, or. is laid
with slates, or any other material whatsoever, the contractor
will have, at his own cost, to repair all or any such footpaths to
the satisfaction of the officers of the municipal councils or
other local authorities affected, and in accordance with their
respective specifications.
16. As the work proceeds, the contractor will have to
remove all excavated and surplus material of any kind
whatsoever. Such material must not be allowed to obstruct
the streets or roads longer than is unavoidable, and the
contractor will be held liable for any damages which may be
claimed by any person or persons through any such material
having been left in the streets or roads.
S t ecifications, Schedules, and all other information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Under Secretary and
Superintendent of Telegraphs.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 10th September, 1897.
POST AND TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, AND MAILS AND PARCELS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES 1898, 1899, AND 1900.
SEPARATE TENDERS are invited, and will be received until
Noon of SATURDAY, the 2nd October next, for the ConTeyance
of Her Majesty's Mails, and  Mails and Parcels,  for one, two, or three
years, from the 1st January, 1898.
Full particulars of the various Services in the several Districts of
Queensland for which Tenders are invited, c )nditions of Contract, and
mode of tendering will be furnished, or forwarded, on application to
the Under Secretary and Superintendent of 'telegraphs, Brisbane, or
to any of the principal Post Offices in the colony. These particulars
will also be found in a Supplement to the  Queensland Government
Gazette  dated the 28th July, 1897, which can be seen at any Police
Office, and in a Notice exhibited in front of the various Post and
Receiving Offices;  but special attention is directed to the alterations
in and additions to the list of services npw being notified in the
Ooverement Gazette,
[11TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each service for the
periods mentioned-namely, one, two, or three years ; and, in the case
of  coach  services, the rates for " Mails only" and " Mails and Parcels"
should be stated.
Tenderers must state in every case the means by which they
propose to convey the mails or mails and parcels, whether by horse or
by coach or other vehicle.
Tenders for horse services should not include parcels.
Tenderers are specially instructed to state  the frequency  and give
the  distinguishing letter  where alternative tenders are invited.
The lowest or any Tender may not necessarily be accepted.
JAMES it. DICKSON, Postmaster-General.
Brisbane, 20th August, 1897.
QUEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, AND MAILS AND PARCELS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES 1898, 1899, AND 1900.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 10th September, 1897.SPECIAL ATTENTION is hereby directed to the followingAlterations in and Additions to the List of Mail Services for
which Tenders were invited in a Supplement to the  Government
Gazette  of 28th July ultimo.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
ALTERATIONS.
39. Omit from list.
1108. Insert " Moura" in route after " Roundstone."
195. Insert  "Spring Valley School"  in route before " Kincora."
231. To read "Laidley and  Summerhill, via  Plainland and Hatton
Vale (Woolshed Creek) ; three times a week."
237. Omit Lilliesmere from route.
366. Route to be reversed and to read thus :-Logan Village and
Logan Pillage, via  Thompson's, South Maclean, North Maclean,
Nash's, Greenbank,  Park Ridge, Chambers' Flat,  and  the Bridge.
ADDITIONS TO LIST.
21A. Alternative:  Mumbilla and Fassifern,  via  Engelsburg;
daily  to Engelsburg; three times a week to Fassifern.
42A. Alternative :  Augathella and Tambo,  via  Biddenham, Oak-
wood,  Mentmore,  Bayrick,  Toliness, Highfields,  and Landsdowne;
once a week.
428.  Alter native :  Augathella and Tambo,  via  Biddenham, Oak.
wood,  Mentmore,  Bayrick,  Toliness, Highfields,  and Landsdowne;
twice  a week.
78A.  Alternative:  Turallin and .Crowder's Creek, via  Western
Creek, Dunmore, and Junction Station ;. once a week.
149A.  Alternative: Gatton and East Haldon,  via  Tent Hill,
Upper Tent Hill, and Mount Sylvia (Whitestone) ; three times a week
(omitting itopeley).
175A.  Alternative:  Gowrie Junction and  Gowrie Little Plain,
via Glencoe ; three times a week.
175B.  Alternative: Meringandan  and  Evergreen  (Patch's),  via
Goombungee and Doctor's Creek ; three times a week.
194A.  -Alternative : Gatton  and Hessenberg (Wonga Creek),  via
Ropeleq ;  three times a week.
198A.  Alternative :  Waterford and Logan Reserve;  three times
a week.
257A.  Alternative :  Croydon and  Woodstock,  via Esmeralda
Diggings  and  Glenora ;  once a  week. (Subject to one month' s notice
of discontinuance by Postmaster-General.)
274A. Alternative :  Woombye and  Hutchison's  (Portion 51),  via
Diddilibah,  Heddon's Sawmill,  and  Bli Bli (Keil's) ;  three times a
week. Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the
Postmaster-General.
344A.  Alternative:  Beenleigh and  Redland Bay,  via Loganholme,
Gramzow, and Mount Cotton ; six times a week.
351A.  Alternative:  Banana  and Wooroona,  via Wando, Harcourt,
Grayclje,  Redcliffe, and Nulalbin; once a week.
489A.  Alternative: Glenroy  and Bower Bird;  once a week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the  Postmaster-
General.)
NEW SE$vICB.
30. Milmerran and Bringabilly,  via  Koorongarra  ;  once a week.
SUPPLY OF TELEPHONES.TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under Secretaryand Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Thirteenth day of September, 1897, from persons
desirous of contracting for a Supply of Two Hundred Telephone
Instruments complete, according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications published in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, the
28th August, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1897.
SUPPLY OF TELEGRAPH POLES.TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under Secretary ndSuperintendant of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Twentieth day of September, 1897, from  persons
desirous of contracting for the Supply of Telegraph Poles, according to
the Specification published in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday,
4th September, 1897.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 10th September, 1897,
JAMES R. DICKSON,
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1897.
T is hereby notified, for public information, that a Money Order
Office will be opened on the 1st October, 1897, at each of the two
undermentioned places :-
JERICHO and
ILFRACOMBE.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post  and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1897.
HIS  Excellency the Governor,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Post
and Telegraph Act,  1891," has been pleased to make the followingRegulation:- Repeal.
That portion of Regulation 18, published in the  Government
Gazette  of 28th August, 1897, fixing the rate for  press messages on
Sundays at  50 per  cent. more  than the daily  rate  (subsection b), is
hereby rescinded, and the following is substituted therefor:-(b) Press  and cable messages  at the ordinary rate.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1897.
S Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveHI
Council, has been pleased to approve of the following Regula-
tions made  by the Central Board of Health, in pursuance of the
powers conferred upon them by  " The Health Act of  1884," for the
treatment of persons affected with scarlet fever, and for preventing the
spread of that disease.
His Excellency, with the advice aforesaid, has also been pleased
to approve of the Order made by the Board declaring the said Regula-
tions to be in force within the whole of the District of each of the
Local Authorities within the colony for a period of twelve months.
Attention is directed to the 114th section of the Act, under which
any person violating any of these Regulations, or wilfully obstructing
any person acting under the authority or in the execution of the
Regulations, is liable to a penalty not exceeding one hundred pounds.
HORACE TOZER.
REGULATIONS OF THE CENTRAL BOARD OF HEALTH
FOR THE TREATMENT OF PERSONS AFFECTED
WITH SCARLET FEVER, AND FOR PREVENTING
THE SPREAD OF THAT DISEASE.
Definitions.
In these Regulations-
"Local Authority" means the Municipal or Shire Council or
Divisional Board having jurisdiction within the district
in which these Regulations are in force;
"Medical Officer "  means the medical officer appointed by the
Local Authority  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The
Health Act of  1884";
"  Scarlet Fever "  includes scarlatina.
1. When the person in charge of any household or other place
has reason  to believe or suspect that any person living therein is
suffering  from scarlet fever, he shall forthwith report the fact to the
Local Authority in whose district such person shall be then residing.
When any  case  of suspected scarlet fever comes under the
observation of a legally qualified medical practitioner, he shall
forthwith  make  a like report to the Local Authority.
2. It shall be the duty of the Local Authority to whom any such
report is made to communicate at once  with their medical officer, who
will, as soon as`possible after any such report is made to him, proceed
to examine  the person suspected to be suffering from scarlet fever and
all other persons found upon the premises in which he is.
3. If upon making  such  examination  the medical officer finds that
any person  on the  pre mises is  suffering from scarlet fever, and that he
cannot be  attended to or treated with safety to the public health in
the said pre mises ,  and his condition admits of removal ,  he shall cause
such person to be removed to the hospital or other suitable place for
the reception of the sick within, or within a convenient distance of,
the district of such Local Authority, and no person so removed shall
leave such hospital or place until the medical superintendent in charge
of such hospital or place has certified that he is free from scarlet fever.
If any person suffering from scarlet fever cannot be removed, or for any
reason it is not desirable to remove him, the medical officer or medical
practitioner in attendance shall see that the patient is isolated and
that all necessary precautions are taken to prevent the spread of the
disease.
4. The medical officer, if he has reason to believe that any
premises , whether reported to him or not, are infected with scarlet
fever ,  may visit and examine such pre mises for the purpose of
ascertaining whether such infection exists ;  and all persons concerned
sha ll  permit the same to be so examined.
5. If the .  medical officer ,  on  making such examination, is of
opinion that the premises are infected with scarlet  fever ,  he shall give
such directions and- take such steps as may appear to him necessary
for the purpose of isolating ,  disinfecting ,  and cleansing the premises
where the infected person was found ,  and may cause any bedding,
clothing ,  fittings ,  or furniture found on such premises to be cleansed,
disinfected, or destroyed. And all persons concerned shall obey such
directions.
6. Should it be reported to the Local Authority that any case of
scarlet fever has occurred on the premises  or in the neighbourhood of
the  premises of any cowkeeper ,  dairyman ,  or seller of  milk, or should
the medical officer be of opinion that any case has been caused by the
use of  milk from such dairy, the owner or occupier thereof shall, on
demand of the medical officer, furnish a list of all customers or pur-
chasers of milk from such cowkeeper, dairyman, or seller of milk,
and the medical officer may prohibit absolutely the sale and forwarding
for sale of the milk from any premises of such cowkeeper, dairyman,
or seller of milk, until danger, in the opinion of the medical officer,
no longer exists.
7. No person suffering from scarlet fever, or having recently been
in contact with a person so  suffering , shall be allowed to milk cows or
to handle vessels used for containing milk for  sale, or  in any way to
take part  or assist  in the conduct of such trade or business, until, in
the opinion of the medical officer, all danger of the communication of
infection to the milk or of its contamination has ceased.
It is hereby ordered that these Regulations shall be in force within
the whole of the district of each of the Local Authorities within the
colony of Queensland, for a period of twelve months from the 8th
of September, 1897.
B. B. MORETON,
JOHN HARDGRAVE,
DAVID HARDIE, M.D.,
F. G. CONNOLLY, M.R.C.S.,
W. KEBBELL, M.R.C.S.,
JOHN THOMSON, M.B.,
WILTON  LovE,  M.B., Secretary.
Members
of
the Board.
MUNICIPALITY OF TOWNSVILLE.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 8th September, 1897.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Local
Government  Act of  1878" and  "The Local  Government  Act Amend-
ment  Act of  1886," been pleased to approve of the following By-law
made by the Council of the Municipality of Townsville.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by  " The Local Government Act of  1878 " and  " The Local
Government Act Amendment Act of  1886" the Council of any Munici-
pality is empowered to make By-laws for all or any of the purposes
in the said Acts mentioned : It is hereby resolved by the Council of
the Municipality of Townsville ,  by and with the approval of the
Governor in Council ,  that the following By -law shall be  in  force within
the said Municipality from the date of the publication hereof
BY-LAW No. 25.
FOR THE CONTROL AND THE SUPPRESSION OF THE GOAT NUISANCE.
This By-law shall be read and construed with and as an amendment
of By-law No. 8, "For the Control and Suppression of the Goat Nuisance
within the Municipality of Townsville." Schedule B of By-law No. 8,
which was published in the  Government Gazette of the 14th January, 1882,
is hereby repealed ,  and the following Schedule substituted in lieu thereof,
provided that such repeal shall not affect anything lawfully established
or perfected thereunder :--
SCHEDULE B.
Fees to be paid on the registration of goats.
£ s. d.
For every  male goat , each .. ... ...  2 2 0
For every wether goat ,  each  ' ... ... ...  0 7 6
For every female goat ,  each  ... ... ...  0 1 0
Certificate.
The foregoing By-law was passed by special order of the Council of
the Municipality of  T ownsville on the twenty -sixth day of July, 1897;
the said By-law was duly published in accordance with the provisions
of section 169 of  "  The Local Government  Act  of 1878, "and  was confirmed
at a subsequent meeting of the said Council on the ninth day of August,
1897,  and sealed with the common seal of the Municipality of Townsville
this eleventh day of  August, 1897.
M. McKIERNAN ,  Mayor.
D. F. TREEHY, Town Clerk.
MUNICIPALITY OF MACKAY.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The local
Government Act of  1878," been pleased to approve of the following
By-law made by the Council of the Municipality of Mackay.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by  "The Local Government Act of  1878" Councils of
Municipalities  are empowered  to make  By-laws for all  or any of the
purposes in the said Act mentioned : It is hereby resoled by the
Council of the Municipality of Mackay, by and with the approval of
the Governor in Council, that the following By- laws shall be in force
within the said Municipality of Mackay from the date of the publica-
tion hereof :-
BY-LAW No. 28.
FOR REGULATING THE TRAFFIC of BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, AND VELOCI-
PEDES THROUGH  THE STREETS  AND PUBLIC PLACES WITHIN THE
MUNICIPALITY OF MACKAY.
Interpretation  clause.
1. Throughout this By-law the expression " velocipede  " shall mean
a bicycle, tricycle, or other vehicle of similar description.
Using velocipedes on footways prohibited.
2. No person  shall  drive, ride, or impel a velocipede upon any foot.
way made or  set apart  for the use of foot  passengers.
Light to be carried after  sunset.
3. Every person who drives,  rides, or impels  a velocipede through
any street  or public place  during the hours between sunset and sunrise
shall carry  a lamp which  shall be attached  to the  velocipede ,  and shall
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be so constructed  and placed as to exhibit  a light in  the direction in
which he is proceeding , and such lamp shall be so lighted and kept
lighted as  to afford adequate  means of signalling  the approach and
position of such velocipede.
Use of alarm bell or whistle.
4. Every person who drives, rides,  or impels a  velocipede through
any street  or public place shall keep the same upon the near or left-hand
side of the carriage -way, and before overtaking any person ,  or wagon,
cart ,  carriage ,  or other vehicle ,  or any horse  or other beast of burden,
proceeding along the street or carriage -way, he shall ,  when within a
reasonable distance  from and before passing such person ,  wagon, cart,
or carriage ,  horse ,  or other beast of burden ,  by sounding a bell or whistle,
give audible  and sufficient  warning  of the approach of his velocipede.
Rule of the road.
5. Every person  driving,  riding, or impelling  a velocipede who
overtakes and passes any vehicle ,  or any  horse or  other beast of burden,
proceeding in the same direction in any street ,  road , or public place,
shall keep ,  while  so passing ,  to the right  or off  side of  such  vehicle or
animal ,  and when turning from one public street  or road into another
public street or road shall go at a slow pace.
Due care for the prevention of accidents.
6. In every case where a person  driving, riding, or  impelling a
velocipede  in any street  or public place  meets or overtakes any wagon,
cart ,  or carriage ,  or any  horse or  other beast of burden ,  and where any
animal drawing such wagon ,  cart, or carriage ,  or such horse or other
beast  of burden ,  may, on  such meeting or overtaking ,  become restive or
alarmed ,  or cease  to be under  the due control of the person for the time
being in charge of such wagon ,  cart ,  or carriage ,  or such horse  or other
beast  of burden ,  the person riding  the velocipede shall dismount as
speedily as  possible,  and shall  continue dismounted  so long as may be
reasonably  necessary  for the  prevention of accident.
Penalty.
7. Every person guilty of any  offence against any of the provisions
of this  By-law  shall, for  every  such offence,  be Fable to  a penalty not
exceeding  five pounds.
BY-LAW No. 29.
Repeal.
1. Clause 1 of By-law 14 of the Municipality of Mackay, published
in the  Gazette dated 25th November, 1892, is hereby repealed, and the
following clause substituted therefor :-
2. to  person shall  ply for hire or carry water for  sale  within the
Municipality of Mackay with any dray, cart, wagon, van, lorry, or other
vehicle  unless  such dray, cart, wagon, van, lorry, or other vehicle is
licensed  by the Council of the Municipality.
The foregoing  By-laws were passed  by special  order of  the Council
of the Municipality of Mackay on the seventh day of July, 1897 ; the
said By-laws  were duly published,  in accordance  with the  provisions of
section 169 of  " The L ocal Government  Act  of 1878,"  and were confirmed
at a subsequent meeting  of the said Council  on the  eleventh day of
August, 1897.
GEORGE DIMMOCK, Town Clerk.
HENRY B. BLACK,  Mayor.
DIVISION OF BELMONT.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 8th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has, in pursuance  of the  pro visions of "  The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to approve of the following
By-law  made by the  Board of the  Division of Belmont.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS  by  "The Divisional Boards Act of  1887"  it is enacted that
the Board of any Division may make By-laws for all or for any of the
purposes in the said Act mentioned  :  It is hereby resolved by the Board
of the Division of Belmont, by and with the approval of the Governor
in Council ,  that the following By-law shall be in force within the said
Division from the date of the publication hereof :-
BY-LAW No. 18.
Repeal.
1. Clause 10 of By-law 2 of the Division of Bulimba (the designation
of which Division was, by Order in Council dated 31st October, 1894,
changed to Belmont), published in the  Gazette  dated 10th March, 1894,
is hereby repealed, and the following clause substituted therefor :-
Fixing time  for holding ordinary meetings.
2. The ordinary monthly meetings of the Board shall be held at
3 o'clock p.m. on the first Wednesday in each month.
Certificate.
The foregoing By-law  was passed  by the Board of the Division of
Belmont at a special  meeting called for that purpose on the second day
of June, 1897; the said By-law w;'s duly published  in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Divisional Boards Act of  1887,"  and was confirmed
at a subsequent  special meeting of the Board held on the fourth day of
August, 1897.
WM. LEES, Chairman.
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a 'Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid for such information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person or persons
'who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed all or any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey,
that were stabbed at that place on the said night ; and that a
Free Pardon be given to any person concerned in the crime, not being
the principal offender ,  who may give such information.
HORACE TOZER.
[11TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that  a Reward  of £500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the  morning  of the 25th of
December, 1896;  also  that a pardon be granted  to any person concerned
in the crime, not being the principal offender,  who shall give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,Brisbane, 10th September, 1897.
THE following Return of the Benevolent  Asylum  at Dunwich is
published  in pursuance  of the  Regulations  for the  management
of that  institution.
W. H. RYDER, Under  Secretary.
RETURN FOR THE WEBK ENDED  4TH DAY  OF SEPTEM BER, 1897.
Number of Inmates  remaining  in Asylum at  date
of previous Report  ... ... ... ...  905
Number since admitted  ... ... ... ...  0
Number returned from  leave  ...  -0  ... 4
Number discharged... ...
Number died .. ...
Number absent on leave ...
...
- 5
Number remaining at date hereof ... ... 904
Admissions during the week :
Nil.
Discharged during the week :
Thomas  Page,  75; admitted  3rd September, 1886.
Death ,  during the week :
G eorge Burbidge , 50; admitted 20th July, 1897.
P. SMITH ,  Medical Superintendent.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
A N
Office for  the transaction of all business connected with the
above is now open in a portion of the Ports and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted  by the Assistant  Immigration Agents
at Ipswich , Toowoomba, Maryborough,  Bundaberg ,  Rockhampton,
Mackay,  and Townsville , and by the  Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns  in the Colony.
Employers of labour  should make known  their  wants to the
officers in charge ,  stating the class of men required ,  the work to be
done ,  and the  wages offered  ;  and applicants seeking work should
personally register  their  names and addresses.
Information  re specting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district is always obtainable at the Head Office.
J. O'N. BRENAN,  Officer in Charge.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane,  8th September, 1897.
NOTICE.IT is hereby noti fied , for public  information ,  that the Reverend
GILBERT WHITE ,  M.A., a Minister  of the Church  of England
Denomination ,  having  removed from Charters Towers ,  in the Registry
District  of Kennedy ,  to Townsvi lle, in the  Registry District of
Townsville ,  has given me due notice  thereof, in  accordance  with the
provisions of  "The Marriage  Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd Septem ber, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for public  information , that the  Reverend
JOHN MCKNI GHT ALEXANDER ,  a Minister of the Baptist
Denomination ,  having removed from Paddington ,  in the Registry
District  of Enoggera ,  to Petrie terrace,  in the  Registry District of
Brisbane ,  has given me due notice thereof, in accordance with the
p ro visions  of  " The  Marriage  Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar-General.
FIFTH Supplementary List  of Surveyors Licensed to act under
the provisions and for the purposes of the Real  Property Acts
of 1861 and  1877,  prepared in accordance  with the  41st section of the
Act of 1877 :-
Name.
Raff, Harry
White, C. E.
Brisbane
St. George.
Addres s.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  9th September, 1897.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.--REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.
N
OTICE is :hereby  given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinafter
mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below ,  and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or
before  the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central
District, in which case the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Albert Rudolph Hugo
Pietzoker,  late of South
.Brisbane ,  gentleman
Edward Joseph Dwyer, late
of South Brisbane ,  painter
Margaret Woods, late of
Beaudesert, widow
Date of
Death. Name of Claimant.
1896.
4 May Hannah  Pietzcker, of the
same place ,  widow of
deceased
Also,-
Ida Jeannette Nash, of
1894.
Sydney, New South
Wales, wife of Augustus
Harold Nash ,  of the same
place ,  and Alice Henrietta
Emma  Haussmann, of
Brisbane ,  wife of William
Benjamin Haussmann, of
the same place
29 June Eliza Dwyer ,  of the same
1895.
place, widow of deceased
12 March Edward John Woods, of the
same place , drover
1895.
Margaret Woods aforesaid.,. 12 March  Margaret Brusche, of
Beaudesert ,  wife of
Palmer Brusche ,  grazier
1887.
Christian Dablke ,  late of 15 Aug . Emilie Auguste Dahlke, of
Beenleigh ,  farmer the same place ,  widow of
deceased
1897.
William Henry Stuart,  for.  14 Jan.
merly of Mount  Cotton,
but lately of Slack's
Creek ,  gentleman
1894.
Mary Ann Livermore ,  late 7 Sept.
of Ipswich ,  wife of George
Livermore ,  of the same
place ,  cooper
1897.
Charlotte Ann Costin, late 26 May
of Brisbane ,  spinster
Sarah  Stuart, of Logan-
holme ,  widow of de-
ceased
George Livermore  aforesaid
county of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane,
Description and Situation of Land.
* (See below ) ... ... ... ... ...
« (See  be low ) ... ... ... ... ...
John Thomas Costin ,  of Two undivided third parts or shares in
the same place , civil resubdivision 12 of subdivisions 1, 5, 6,
servant and 7  of eastern  suburban allotment 66,
Estate
claimed to be
transmitted.
Particulars of Will or
otherwise.
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
1897.
Life estate ... Will dated 27 May,  I8 Oct.
1895
1897.
Fee-simple in Will dated 27 May , 18 Oct.
remainder
Fee-simple ...
1895
1897.
Will dated  15 July, 18 Oct.
1886
1897.
Willdated 11 February, 18 Oct.
1895
1897.
Will dated 11 February ,  18 Oct.
1895
1897.
Letters of Administra - 18 Oct.
tion
1897.
Will dated 9 Novem- 18 Oct.
ber, 1889
1897.
Will dated 10 July, 18 Oct.
1888
Letters of Administra-
tion
1897.
18 Oct.
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
1897. 1997.
Harriet Mackay, late of  21  Feb .  William Mackay aforesaid Allotment 7 of section 46, town of Gladstone Fee-simple  ...  Letters of Administra. 26 Oct
Gladstone ,  wife of William tion
Mackay ,  of the same place,
miner
All otments 3 and 4 of section 24 and allotment 18 of section 26 ,  parish of South Brisbane , city of  Brisbane ;  subdivision 1 of suburban portion 151,
subdivisions 8 and 9 of section 1 of suburban allotment 140, and resubdivisions 353 and 354 of subdivision 2 of suburban portion 177, county of Stanley ,  parish of
South Brisbane  ;  resubdivisions 64 and 53 of subdivision A of eastern suburban allotment 61, county of Stanley ,  parish of North Brisbane ; subdivisions 107, 108,
and 110 of portion 251 in the Radcliffe Agricultural Reserve ,  county of Stanley ,  parish of Redcliffe  ;  portion 222 and subdivision 1 of portion 1, county of Stanley, parish
of Mackenzie ;  resubdiviaions 27, 29,  and 31 of subdivision A of portion 168s ,  county of Stanley .  parish of Yeerongpilly; subdivision 185 of portions 107 and 108,
county of Stanley ,  parish of Bulimba  ;  allotment 3 of section 18. town of Kedron ; subdivisions 48 and 49 of portion 148 and subdivisions 132, 133,  and 139 of
portion 147,  county of Stanley ,  parish of Kedron ;  allotments 5 and 6 of section 10,  allotments 1, 2, and 3 of section 11, town of Beenleigh  ;  allotments 1 and 2 of
section 7,  town of Burleigh ;  and portions 92 and 93,  subdivision A of resubdivision 15 of subdivision 5, subdivision A of  re subdivision 16 of subdivision 6,
subdivision A of  resubdivisions  9A. 10,  10A, 11. 12, 13,  13a, 14,  and 149 of subdivision 5, resubdivisions 18 to 22 and 17A to 22A of subdivision 5 of portion 113A, and
resubdivision A of subdivision 1 of portion 113A,  county of  Ward,  parish of Boyd.
Registrar  of Titles' Office, Brisbane, 11th September, 1897. J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain WALTON DRAKE, Q.M.D.F., Acting  Naval Commandant , Q.D.F.
Head-Quarters,  Naval Brigade,
Brisbane , 9th September, 1897.
No. 239.
T HE following Comparative Stat ment of Efficiency of the undermentioned Marine Defence Corps, for the Year 1896.7, ispublished for general information :-
CI.Ass  FIRING.
Extra Average Hours'Name of Corps .  Strength . No. of Efficlents. Efficients .  Attendance
Marksmen . 1st Class Men going per Man.Shots. through.
Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 116 37 45
Maryborough  ... ... ... ... ... .. ... .. 50 13 14
Townsville  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 46 1 9
Cairns  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... , 52 16 24
Total Strength
The total strength at date is 296, exclusive of Officers.
264
Subdivision 51 of portion 210 ,  county of  Fee-simple
Stanley, parish of South Brisbane
Portion 93  and subdivision  B of portion  73, Fee-simple
county of Ward , parish of Beaudesert, and
portion 106, county of Ward, parish of
'l elemon
Subdivision A of portion 73, county of Ward,  Fee-simple
parish of  Beaudesert
Portion 45, county of Ward, parish of Gilston  Fee-simple
Portions 150 and 151,  county of Stanley ,  Fee-simple
parish of Mackenzie
Subdivisions 18 to 22 of section 7,  subdivi-  Fee-simple
sions 18 to 22 of section 8,  and subdivisions
1 to 8 of section 9 of portion 149, county
of Churchill ,  parish of Purga ;  and resub-
division 2 of subdivisions 3 and 4 of section
2. and subdivision 12 of section 7 of the
land descri be d in Certificate of Title 3250,
county of Stanley ,  parish of Ipswich
97 71 22 106.577
45 26 17 104.240
35 8 21 98.260
50 38 10 1357 69
WALTON DRAKE,  R,N., Acting Naval Commandant,
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MUNICIPALITY OF ALLORA.
A BSTRACT STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND  EXPEN-DITURE for the Half-year ended 30th June, 1897.
RECEIPTS. .2 a. d.
To Balance on 1st January ... ... ... ... ...  1951611
„ Commonage Fees ... ... ... ... ... ... 27 10 0
Contractors' Deposits Balance .... ... ... ... 1 6 3
„ Government Endowment ... ... 77 16 8
„ Rates ... ... ... ... 27 7 2
„ Rents  ... ... ... ... ... 23 18 6
EXPENDITURE.
£353 15 6
By Advertising and Printing  ... ... ... ... ... 7 13 6
„ Noxious Weeds Destruction  ... ... ... ... ...  14 9 6
General Expenses  ... ... ... ... ... ... 5  4 0
„ Government Loan-
Redemption  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  35 13 9
Interest  ... ... ...  41 9 6
„ Improvements  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 157 1 7
„ Petty Cash and Refunds  ... ... ... ... ... 5 14 0
„ Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 69 19 4
„ Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 16 10 4
£353 15 6
We, the undersigned ,  hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the  Allora Municipal  Council,
and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
ALEX. McMILLAN,1 Auditors.20th July, 1897. FRANCIS PAIN,
Passed and allowed  by the  Allora Municipal Council this seventh
day of August, 1897.
J. STAY,  Town  Clerk. W. DEACON, Mayor.
1949 16s. Gd.
MUNICIPALITY OF GYMPIE.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE for theHalf-year ended 30th June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January-  £ s. d. £ s. d.
To Cash in hand last audit ... ... ... ... 3 0 6
„ Government Endowment on Rates received,
1896 (First Moiety) ... ... ... ... ... 366 14 4
30th June-
To General Rates Received ... ... ... ... 232 14 9
'Bus, Hackney, and Dray Licenses ... ... 85 0 0
„ Dog and Goat Tax ... ... ... ... ... 1 15 0
Sundry Receipts ... ... ... 3 14 10
„ Plant Account ... ... ... ... ... ... 8 5 0
„ Nightsoil Service Receipts ... ... ... .. 179 14 1
Asphalt Receipts ... ... ... ... ... 31 9 5
„ Town Hall Account-Rent ... ... ... ... 10 10 0
Balance Royal Bank of Queensland ... ... 1,543 7 6
Add tnpresented Cheques ... ... ... 72 2 2
1st Januar - EXPENDITURE.
£2,538 7 7
By Balance , Royal Bank, 1st January, 1897 ... ... 1,442 14 6
„  Salaries-
Town Clerk ... ... ... ... ... 96 0 0
Rate  Collector ... ... ... ... 70 0 0
Auditors ... ... ... ... ... 15 15 0
181 15 0
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30th June-  EXPENDITURE.
By Disinfectants Account ... ... ...
„ Cremation ... ... ... ...
„ Balance, Royal Bank of Quee nsland...
Less Unpresented Cheque ...
„ Cash in hand ... ... ... ...
.£ s. d.
... ... 10 13 9
11 10 6
£3017 0
0 16 0
30 1 0
1 6 0
£53 11 3
1897.  RESERVES  ACCOUNT.
1st January -  RECEIPTS. £  s. d.  £ s. d.
To Credit Balance ,  Royal Bank  ... ... ... ...  70 3 6
is  Cash, Rent of Grounds ... ... ... ... ... 5 4 0
is  Goverhment Subsidy  ... ... ... ... ...  100 0 0
30th June-
By Works-
EXPENDITURE.
Wages Account ... ... ... ...
Material and Repairs  ... ... ...
Horse -feed Account ... ... ...
General  Expenses  ... ... ... ...
Cr. Balance , Royal Bank  of Queensland
Less Unpresented Cheque ... ...
1897.
1st January-
LOAN ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS.
To Credit Balance Royal Bank ...
it  Cash in hand ... ...
30ch June-
To Loan Rates Received ... ...
30th June-
By Overseer's SalaryitWorks-
EXPENDITURE.
Cootharaba Road ... ... ... 9 0 10
Nash's Gully ... ... ... ... ... 2 13 4
Noosa Road ... ... ... ... ... 0 13 0
Baker Street ... ... ... ... ... 16 5 5
Duke Street ... ... ... ... ... 140 2 11
Mellor Street ... ..: ... ... ... 5 11 0
Horseshoe Bend ... ... ... ... 4 12 8
Stanley-street Bridge ... ... ... 3 15 4
Victoria Road ... ... ... ... 83 11 6
Mary Street ... ... ... ... ... 44 10 6
Station Road ... ... ... ... ...  3 0 0
Crescent Road ... ... ... ... 15 0 0
One-mile Road ... ... ... ...  3 0 0
Crown Road ... ... ... ... ...  6 7 8
River Road ... ... ... ... ... 10 17 8
Mount Pleasant Road ... ... ... 45 11 3
Albert Street ... ... ... ... ... . 10 10 0
Elizabeth Street ... ... ... ... 2 17 4
Jane Street ... ... ... ... ...  8 0 0
Graham Stieet ... ... ... ... 15 10 5
Lucknow Road ... ... ... ... 10 0 0
Tozer Street ... ... ... ... ... 7 0 0
Lady Mary Terrace ... ... ... ...  5 6 0
Red Ilill Road 84 15 6
Araluen Terrace ... ... ... ...  4 2 6
Ann Street ... ... ... ...  2 10 0
Smyth Street ... ... ... ... ... 7 10 0
Alma Street ... ... ... ... ... 6 10 0
30th June-
By Mayoral Allowance (Half-year) ... ... 25 0 0
„ Printing, Advertising, and Stationery ... ... 73 13 8
„ Cash Advance Account ... ... ... ... 10 0 0
„ Professional Services ... ... ... ... ... 20 7 2
„ Election Expenses ... ... ... ... ... 46 4 6
„ Insurance-Furniture and Stables ... ... ... 11 15 0
„ General Expenses ... ... ... ... ... 33 1 6
Petty Cash Expenditure ... ... ... ... 9 4 0
Joint Committee, Noosa Railway ... ... ... 6 6 0
Nightsoil Service Expenditure ... ... ... 124 9 6
„ Tools and Plant ... ... ... ... ... 21 3 0
Compensation Account ... ... ... ... 27 10 0
Asphalt Expenses ... ... ... ... ... 70 2 6
„ Works-
Horse-feed Account... ... ... ... 21 7 2
General Repairs ... ... ... ... 215 16 5
One-mile Road ... ... ... ... 5 10 0
Crescent Rond ... ... ... ... 4 10 0
Station Road ... ... ... ... 5 0 0
Chapple Street ... ... ... ... 10 2 6
George Street ... ... ... ... 3 2 6
Stanley Street ... ... ... ... 2 0 0
Stewart's Arcade Drain ... ... ... 27 3 9
Reid Street ... ... ... ... ... 56 19 2
Water Supply ... ... ... ... 8 12 6
Mary Street ... ... ... ... ... 59 14 6
is Payment of Interest on Loans from Colonial
Treasurer-
On Balance of Consolidated Loan, £1,719
6s. I Od. ... ... ... ... ... 42 19 6
On Balance £3,000 Loan, £2,248 2s. 56 4 0
On Balance £1,000 Loan ... ... ... '25 0 0
On Balance £3,000 Loan ... ... 77 1 1
On £3,000 Loan, not suspended ... ... 42 0 0
it Cash in band
Balance, Royal Bank of Queensland ... 927 10 7
Less Unpresented Cheques ... ... 53 11 9
.£1,754 2 0
419 18 6
Interest on Overdraft, Royal Bank ... ... 6 3 3
„ Cash in hand .. ... ... ... ... ... 8 19 6
£2,538 7 7
RATES STRUCK.
The following Rates, on the Capital Value of Rateable Property,
were  struck on the twenty-first day of April, 1897 :-
A General Rate, of 2d. in the £. A Loan Rate, of id. in the £.
A Lighting Rate, of ld. in the £. ( A Health Rate, of Jd. in the  X.
1897.
HEALTH ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS.
1st January-  £ s. d.
To Credit Balance, Royal Bank ... ... ... ... ... 18 1 0
30th June-
To Health Rates Received ... ... ... ... ... ... 35 10 3
95311 3
LIGHTING ACCOUNT.
1897.  RECEIPTS .  £  a. d. £ a. d.
1st January-
To Credit Balance, Royal Bank ... ... 372 5 6
,, Cash in hand last Audit ... ... ... ...  0 19 0
30th June-
To Lighting Rates Received ... ... ... ...  80 3 8
30th June-  EXPENDITURE.
By Lighting, for Half-year ended 30th June,
1897-
Street Lamps ... ... ... 375 4 7
Town Clock ... ... ... ... ... 12 0 0
Town Hall ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
45 11 6
£1,754 3 0
76 0 0
559 4 10
243 4 7
873 18 10
1 14 9
£453 8 2
- 4  7itBalance, Royal Bank of Queensland ... 38818 7
„ Cash in hand ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 5 0
£453 8 2
ALFRED R. RANSOM, Town Clerk.
MATTHEW MELLOR,  Mayor.
Examined and found correct this fourth day of August, 1897.
Council Chambers, 4th August, 1897. J. JACKSON D' Auditors.
1942 919.
£175 7 6
... 92 8 4
... 16 15 9
4 15 4
... 1 10 0
115 9 5
... 69 18 1
... 10 0 0
- 59 18 1
£175 7 6
£ s. d. £ s. d.
... 1,708 2 0
0 9 6
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MUNICIPALITY OF ROCKHAMPTON.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OF  ROCKHAMPTON for the  Half-year ended
30th June, 1897.
RECEIPTS.  £  s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance Special Loan Rates . .. ... 51 10 7
Rates-
Archer Ward ... ... ... 1,169 3 9
Leichhardt Ward ... ... ... ... 487 10 10
Fitzroy Ward ... ... ... ... 342 10 9
1999 5 4
„ Special Loan Rates  ... ... ... ...  23 19 9
Lighting Rate  ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 19 3
to  Endowment  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,177 13 7
„ Fitzroy Ward  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,167 15 11
to  Market Reserve  ... ... ... ... ...  907 6 8
to  Carriers '  Licenses  ... ... ... ... ...  226 5 0
to  Sanitary  Account ... ... ... ...  117 18 3
„ Quarry  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  89 4 9
Miscellaneous  ... ... ... ... ... ...  70 18 4
„ Town Common  ... ... ... ... ...  65 14 10
„ Leichhardt Ward  ... ... ... ...  37 3 4
Rent, Allot .  6, Sec. 61 ... ... ... ... 27 1 8
Asphalt Pavement  ... ... ... ... ...  12 0 0
„ Steam Roller  ...  4 10 4
Balance, Union Bank of Australia ,  General Account 19,974 10 2
EXPENDITURE.
£25,956 17 9
By Balance , Union Bank, General Account... ... 14,143 10 8
„ Consolidated  Loans Account-
Redemption  ... ... ...
Interest-
72 5 8
Government  ... ... ... ... 1,105 7 11
Bank  ... ... ... ...  416 16 3
,„ Archer Ward ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 186 18 11
Fitzroy Ward ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,031 1 7
to  Leichhardt Ward ... ... ... ... ... 578 4 9
„ Sanitary  Account ... ... ... ... ... 1,451 0 3
„ Charges ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,405 18 2
Quarry ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1,087 19 11
Salaries ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 960 5 4
„ River Frontage  ... ... ... ... ... 779 15 2
Ligh ting  ... ... ... ... ... ... 433 13 11
to Market Reserve  ... ... ... ... ...  290 2 5
Advertising and Printing ... ... ... ... 201 0 3
Tree -planting  ... ... ... ... ... ...  150 0 0
to Stables  ... ... ... ... ... ... 147 11 4
Contract Deposits ... ... ... ... ... 113 17 6
Asphalt Pavement ... ... ... ... ... 88 19 11
„ Town Common ... ... ... ... ... 80 15 5
Fitzroy Bridge ... ... ... ... ... 67 10 0
„ Carriers' Licenses  ... ... ... ... ...  48 10 3
„ Steam Roller  ... ... ... ... ... ...  22 1 6
„ Market ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 1 6
„ Baths  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 4 6
Suspense  Account ... ... ... ... ... 11 14 4
Balance ,  Special Loan Rates  ... ... 75 10 4
£25,956 17 9
WATER SUPPLY ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS.  £ s. d.
To Cash in hand  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  4 0 0
„ Revenue  ... ... ... ... ... ... 4,177 5 3
„ Loan Account , 1897 ... ... ... ... ... ...  10,000 0 0
Balan ce,  Union Bank of Australia  ... ... ...  2,133 2 3
EXPENDITURE.
By Balance, Union Bank of Australia ...
„ Construction ... ... ... ... ...
Charges ... ... ... ... ... ...
„ Salaries ...
„ Fuel ... ... ...
Interest - Bank  ... ... ... ...
Contract Deposits ... ... ... ...
Advertising and Printing  ... ... ...
„ Revenue Account-Refund Rates ...
£16,314 7 6
7,000 6 10
6,918 13 7
1,361 3 4
237 0 0
470 9 3
197 14 0
110 3 0
13 17 6
5 0 0
£16,314 7 6
RATES MADE, CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO, AND
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
RATES MADE.  £ s. d.
Archer Ward  ... ... ... ... ... ...  5,058 0 2
Fitzroy Ward  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1,866 2 0
Leichhardt Ward  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,931  9 10
CONTRACTS. £ s. d.
No. 416-Excavati Trenches and Tree-planting
£8,855 12 0
(New Reserve) ... ... ... ... 1 7 6 per chain
„ 417-Tree Guards ... ... 1 3 0 per frame
418-Kerbing and Channelling Bolsover and
Fitzroy  streets  ... . ... ... 5 0 0 per chain
to 420-Excavating Trenches, Victoria Park
and Rubbish Ground ... ... 0 1 0 per c. yard
„ 421-Ironmongery, &c.... .. ... ... Schedule Prices
422-Castings and Fitters ' Work ...
423-Blacksmiths ' Work ... ...
424-Fodder  ... ... ... ...
„ 425-Timber  ... ... ... ...
„ 426-Cartage
LIABILITIES.
To Government on account Consolidated Loans
Owner, Allotment  6, Section 61 ...
Union Bank of Australia, Overdraft ..
„ Government  on account Interest  to 30th June, 1897
„ Balance  ... ... ... ... ...
toititof
of
ofis
„
„
P£ s. d.
... 3,615 10 7
... 1,108 16 3
...  19,974 10 2
.. 63 17 4
... 73,580 4 7
£98,342 18 11
[11TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
AssBTS.
By Uncollected  General Rate-
Archer Ward- £  S.  d.
Arrears ... ... ... 2,880 17 10
1897 ... ... ... 5, 051 12 4
Fitzroy Ward-
£ s. d. £ s. d.
7,935 10 2
Arrears  ... ... ...  1,862 6 6
1897 ... ... ...  1,862 9 0
Leichhardt Ward-
Arrears ...
1897 ...
„ Uncollected Rates-
Special Loan ...
Lighting ...
Uncollected-
3,724 15 6
1,782 4 3
1,925 19 10
3,708 4 1
Market Reserve  Rents ...
Sanitary Fees, Government ...
Municipal Properties-
15,368 9 9
... 262 8 10
47 6 0
309 14 10
... 846 19 8
... 80 10 0
927 9 8
Market Reserve ... ... ... ... 35,000 0 0
Town Hall Reserve and Buildings  ...  25,000 0 0
Victoria Park.. ...  ... 15,000  0 0
Land, Quay street, Section 27 ... ... 1,400 0 0
Plant Account  ... ... ... ... 2,000 0 0
Saleyard Reserve ... ... ... ... 1,000 0 0
Musgrave Park ... ... ... ... 100 0 0
Athelstane Park ... ... ... ... 150 0 0
Market  ... ... ... ... ...  2,000 0 0
81,650 0 0
Balance, Union Bank ,  Special Loan Rate  Account ... 75 10 4
„ Suspense  Account ... ... ... ... ... ... 11 14 4
£98,342 18 11
WATER SUPPLY ACCOUNT.
RATES MADE-Nil.
CONTRACTS.
No. 419-500-Cords Firewood, at 17s.  6d. per cord.
LIABILITIES. £To-Government, on account-
Consolidated Loans ...
Loan, 1897 ... ... ...
Interest to 30th June, 1897
s. d. £ s. d.
... 36,409 1 2
... 10,000 0 0
... 3,590 4 0
49,999 5 2
2,133 2 3
7,760 7 4
„ Union Bank of Australia-Overdraft ...
„ Balance  ... ... ... ... ...
By Uncollected Rates-
Arrears  ... ... ...
1896-7 ... ... ...
ASSETS.
Municipal Properties-
Water Reserve and Buildings ...
Reservoir  ... ... ... ...
£59,892 14 9
... 8,301 19 9
... 8,541 2 1
11,843 1 10
... 7,500 0 0
... 3,000 0 0
10,500 0 0
„ Construction Account-
Machinery, Pipes, &c. ... ... 27,731 14 3
Weir at Scrubby Creek, Embankment
at Murray Lagoon, and Sundry Lines
of Pipes and Wells  ... ... ...  9,817 18 8
37,549 12 11
£59,892 14 9
Examined and found correct,  19th July, 1897.
SYDNEY G. STICKLEY, }Auditors.SAMUEL PART, J
Allowed and adopted by the Municipal Council of  Rockhampton
this eleventh day of August, 1897.
WILSON W. LITTLER, Mayor.
Wm. DAvIS, Town Clerk.
1951 93s. 6d.
MUNICIPALITY OF SAN]JGATE.
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS of the MUNICIPALITY OF SANDGATE
for the Half-year ended 30th June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January- £ a. d.
To Balance, Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... ... 680 17 5
,, Cash ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 4 6
30th June-
„ General Rates-
East Ward . ... ... ... ... ... ... 31 1 6
Central Ward ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 26 7 3
North Ward ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 26 14 7
„ Lighting Rates ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ' 16 17 1
„ Licenses and Permits  ... ... ... ... ...  40 3 6
„ Rent ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 17 2 0
„ Endowment ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 198 15 11
„ Maps ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 7 6
30th June- EXPENDITURE.
By Mayor's Allowance ... ... ...
„ Audit Fees ... ... ...
„ Petty Cash ... ... ...isStationeryPrinting ... ... ... ...
Advertising ... ... ... ... ...
„  Band Stands  ... ... ... ... ...
„ Brisbane Hospital  ... ... ... ...
„ Insurance  ... ... ... ...
„ No. 2 Accounb ... ... ... ... ...
to Interest and Exchange  ... ... ...
to Town Hall Furniture  ... ... ... ... ...
£1,048 11 3
25 0 0
4 0 0
10 0 0
0 16 11
5 5 7
6 7 0
3 18 9
2 2 0
1 10 0
5 0 0
0 1 6
13 2 1
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EXPEND ITURE-continued.
By Election  Expenses  ... ... ... ...
„ General Expenses ... ... ... ...
Scavenging
Salaries -Town Clerk, Overseer, &c. ..
„ Gas-Street Lighting ... ... ... ...
„ Street Lamps ... ... ... ... ...
„ Works-
East Ward ... ... ... ... ...
Central Ward .. ... ... ... ...
North Ward ... ... ... ...
„  Balance , Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ...
£ s. d.
15 16 3
9 1 0
4 8 0
178 6 8
101 1 5
37 7 11
... 251 1 8
... 263 14 11
... 43 0 7
... 67 5 0
£1,048 11 3
SPECIAL LOAN ACCOUNT.
1st January- £ s. d.
To Balance , Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... ...  86 1 3
,, Cash  ... .. ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 18 0
30th June-
To Special Loan Rates 11 1 8
£98 0 11
30th June-
By Interest and Redemption of Government Loan to 31st
December, 1896 ... ... ... ... ... ... 43 19 6
„ Balance, Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... ... 54 1 5
No. 2-ACCOUNT.
30th June-
To Deposits ,  Contractors, &c.
£98 0 11
£  it. d.
85 0 0
By Deposits Refunded 75 0 0
„ Balance , Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 0 0
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
30th June - LIABILITIES.
To Government  Loan ... ... ... ... ...
Sanitary  Contractor ... ... ... ... ...
Balance, Capital  Account ... ... ... ...
30th June-
By Town Hall and Land ...
„ Hall Furniture ... ...
„ Office Furniture ...
Mayor's Furniture ...
Municipal Wharf ...
Road Rollers ... ...
„ Bath- houses ... ...
„ Shelter-sheds ... ...
Tools ..
Cottage, Manure Depot
Street Lamps ... ...
Maps ... ...
Water -cart .. ...
McCluskey's Right-of-way
„ Arrears of  Rates ...
„ Band Stands .. ...
Balance , Q. N. Bank-
General Account
Special Loan Account
No. 2 Account ...
ASSETS.
£85 0 0
£ s. d.
... 597 5 7
... 10 0 0
... 2,648 12 9
X3,255 18 4
1,487 16 3
190 19 1
73 5 0
27 0 0
95 0 036 0 0
95 0 0
129 12 0
10 0 0
93 1 0
182 17 5
50 0 9
21 7. 0
27 0 0
598 14 8
3 18 9
67 5 0
54 1 5
10 0 0
£3,25518 4
CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO.
DATE, NAME, AND NATURE.
10th April, 1897-Sandgate Sanitary Company. Sanitary service and
scavenging for five years, at 3d. per service for Government and Muni-
cipal premises, and 31d. for all other premises. Additional rubbish-
boxes, 3d. each. Contractor collecting his dues himself.
21st June, 1897-Samuel Drew. One band stand, £40.
We hereby certify that we have examined the Books and Vouchers
kept by the Municipal Council of Sandgate, and that the above State-
ment corresponds therewith. -
W. R. BARFOOT,
Sandgate , 23rd July, 1897. RICHARD BOARD, } Auditors.
Allowed by the Municipal Council of Sandgate this second day of
August, 1897.
R. W. SOUTHERDEN, Town Clerk. F. W. B. MANN, Mayor.
1953 56s. 6d.
DIVISION OF HAMILTON.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE for the
Half -year ended  30th June, 1897.
To Endowment ... ...
„ Rates-
General ... ...
Separate
Sundry Receipts  ..
„ Dr. Balance , Q. N. Bank
,,  Metal used on Roads...
By Dr. Balance .. ...
„ Streets and Roads ...
„ Office Furniture ...
„ Road Metal ... ...
RECEIPTS .  £  s. d. £  it. d.
... ... ... ... 515 9 10
... 70 18 3
2 6 10
EXPENDITURE.
73 5 1
81 16 1
1,465 6 1
£2,135 17 1
10 14 2
£2,146 11 3
872 6 10
497 16 7
12 12 0
45 15 3
ERPENDITU RE-continued. £ a. d.
By Timber, £6 8s. lId.; New Tools, £1 3s.... ... 7 11 11
„ By In'  erest  on Loan ... ... ... ... ... 267 13 6
Interest on Overdraft ... ... ... S7 11 8
Redemption of Loan... ... ... ... ... 175 6 0
„ Salaries  ... ... ... ... .. ..  124 3 4
General Expenses ...  70 12 3
„ Stationery, Stamps, and Advertising . ...  22 4 5
Petty Cash, £5 ;  Election , &c., £1 17s. Gd. ...  6 17 6
£2,146 11 3
J. W. HECKELMANN,  Chairman.
JAMES CARMICHAEL, Clerk.
Board's Office, 17th July, 1897.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify  that we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by  the Divisional Board of
Hamilton ,  and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
HENRY R. SYKES,1 Auditors.J. F. COOKSLEY,
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES.  £ a. d.
To Government Loan ... ... ... ... ... 5,175 19 8
,, Overdraft, Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... 1,465 6 1
£6,641 5 9
ASSETS.
By Toombul Wharf ... ... ... ... 1,110 3 11
„ Office Furniture ... ... ... ... ... ...  88 8 6
,, Metal ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 74 14 11
„ Gaythorn  Sewer  ... ... ... ... ... ... 853 18 7
„ Cooksley-street  Sewer  ... ... ... ... ... 748 19 5
Gas Lamps ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 47 3 6
„ Hamilton Drain ... ... ... ... ... ... 94 15 0
„ Board Premises ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,547 18 0
Clearing Lantana (private land) ... ... ... ... 16 17 4
£4,582 19 2
RATES MADE.-A General Rate of 1d. in the £,  and a Separate
Rate of id. in the £, within the Breakfast Creek * and Hamilton
Drainage Areas.
No Contracts entered into.
Corresponds with the Books  of Account.
HENRY R. SYKES, }Auditors.20th July, 1897. J. F. COOKSLEY,
Board Office ,  9th August, 1897.
1967 353.
DIVISION OF CLONCURRY.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of theCLONCURRY DIVISIO AL  BOARD for the Half -year  e nded 30th June,
1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January- £ a. d.
To Balance from last year ... ... ... ... ... 547 16 10
30th June-
To General Rates-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... ... 27 2 6
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... 87 5 11
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... ... ... 148 16 4
„ Miscellaneous Receipts ... ... ... 1 7 3
Dog and Goat Registration, Subdivision No. 1 ... ... 26 6 0
Hall Rent  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 2 0
Sale of Pump ... ... ... ... • ... ... 3 10 0
„ Government Endowment ... ... ... ... ... 224 7 7
,
30th June-  EXPENDITURE.
By General  Expenses  ... .. ... ... ... ... 18 16 10
„ Printing and Advertising ... ... ... ... ... 17 18 0
„ Clerk's Salary ... .. ... ... ... .. ...  55 0 0
Government Loan Redemption ... ... ... ...  57 2 2
„ Windmill Account ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 13 4
„ Subdivision No. 2-
Normanton Road ... ... ...  2 0 0
Flinders Road ... ... ... ... ... ...  20 0 0
„ Subdivision No. 1-
Cloncurry Streets ... ..
Hughenden Road ... ... ...
„ Audit Account ... ... ... ...
Sanitary Tank ... ... ... ...
„ Subdivision No. 1-Goat Destroying
„ Subdivision No. 3-Winton Road ...
„ Subdivision No. 2-Cattle Creek ...
„ License for Hall ... ... ...
„ Petty Cash ... ... ...
„ Interest on Government Loan ...
„ Subdivision No. 3-
Hughenden Road ... ...
Boulia Road .. ...
„ Subdivision No. 1-Town Wells ...
„ Chairman 's Grant  .. ... ,,.
„  Balance to  Credit Cloncurry  Divisional  Board at Q. N.
Bank, Cloncurry ...
...
... ...
... ...
£1 06914 5
28 15 6
135 0 0
4 4 0
17 9 11
1 12 6
14 10 0
1 10 0
2 0 0
3 0 0
45 9 2
3 8
3 5
0 10
10 10
622 0
0
0
0
0
0
£1,06914 5
R. C. HENSLEY, Clerk. J. H. MORPHETT, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of
Cloncurry, and that the above Statement compares therewith.
R. A. STANDISH,
} Auditors.Cloncurry, 27th July, 1897,  ROBT, S, ALLEN,
1968 27s.
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DIVISION OF CALLIOPE.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
DIVISIONAL BOARD OF CALLIOPE from the 1st January to the
30th June, 1897; prepared and published in terms of Section 233 of
The Divisional Boards Act  of 1887."
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January-  £ s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance Forward ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,039 19 1
„ Government Endowment ... ... ... ... 280 6 5
„ Licensed Gates ... ... ... ... ... ... 16 0 0
„ Wheel Tax ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 0 0
„ Rates Received-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... ... 164 9 3
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... 44 1 7
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... ... 66 19 7
30th June-
By Contingencies-
EXPENDITURE.
£1, 614 15 11
Audit Expenses .. 4 4 0
Salaries ... ... ... ... ... ... 87 10 0
General Expenses ... ... ... ... ... 23 6 2
Advertisements and Printing 28 18 0
Postage ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 0 0
Chairman's Allowance ... ... ... ... 20 0 0
Election Expenses ... ... ... ... ... 6 6 0
„ Works and Repairs-Subdivision No.1-
Norton Road, Contractor McLeod  ...  13 11 3
Rockhampton Road, Contractor J.
Murphy ... ... ... ... ... 12 10 0
Rockhampton Road, Contractor R. J.
Harvey ... ... ... ... ... 13 tO 0
Dawson Road, Contractor R. J. Mylne... 25 15 0
Refund Rates... ... ... ... ... 0 6 4
Subdivision No. 2-
Road Party ...
Norton Road Contract
Boyne Island Road ...
Plant ... ... ...
Subdivision No. 3-
Road Party .. ...
Colosseum Crossing ...
Plant ... ... ...
... 113 0 0
... 3 10 0
... 1 10 0
... 621
76 2 3
5 0 0
49 18 6
„ Balance in  A.J.S. Bank, 30th June, 1897 ... ... 918 16 4
„ Balance in  Government  Savings Bank  ... ... 200 0 0
£1, 614 15 11
JOSEPH FARMER,  Chairman.
W. H. NEILSON,  Divisional Clerk.
We, the undersigned , hereby certify  that we have examined all
Books of Accounts  and Vouchers kept  by the Divisional Board of
Calliope ,  and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
R. M. HARVEY,
Gladstone , 22nd July, 1897. J. E. COASE, J Auditors.
FINANCIAL POSITION OF SUBDIVISIONS ON 1sT JULY, 1897.
SUBra IsION No. 1.
Receipts. £ s. d.
Cr. Balance, 1st January, 1897 ... ... ... ... ... 376 13 7
Rates  Received ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 164 9 3
Gate Licenses... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 12 0 0
Wheel Tax ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
Endowment ... ... • ... ... ... ... ... 981111
Share  of Plant taken by Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... 15 12 7
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... 2 6 6
Roads Repaired ... ...
Contingencies  .. ... ...
Refund Rates... .
Cr. Balance , 1st July, 1897
Expenditure.
£670 13 10
SUBDIVISION No. 2.
Receipts.
Cr. Balance, 1st January, 1897 ... ...
Rates Received ... ... ...
Gate Licenses... ... ... ... ...
Wheel Tax ... ... ... ...
Endowment ... ... ... ...
Share of Plant taken by Subdivision No. 3
Expenditure.
Roads Repaired  ... ... ... ...
Contingencies ... ... ... ... ... ...
Plant Purchased  ... ... ... ... ...
Plant Transferred from Subdivisions  Nos. 1 and 2
Or.  Balance , 1st July, 1897 ... ... ...
SUBDIVISION No. 3.
Receipts.
Cr. Balance, 1st January, 1897 ... ... ...
Rates Received ... ... ... ... ...
Gate Licenses... ... ... ... ... ...
Wheel Tax ... ... ... ... ... ...
Endowment ... ... ... ... ... ...
Share of Plant taken by Subdivision No, 2 ...
£518 16 7
£ s. d.
245 12 5
66  19 7
2 0 0
1 0 0
128 17 9
13 16 1
x,458 5 10
... 65 6 3
... 43 2 10
0 6 4
... 561 18 5
X670 13 10
£ s. d.
... 417 13 1
... 44 1 7
2 0 0
... 1 0 0
... 52 16 9
... 1 5 2
65 12 7
124 2 1
131 0 9
£518 16 7
... 118 0 0
... 78 6 2
... 6 2 1
... 29 8 8
... 286 19 8
Roads Repaired ...
Contingencies... ...
[11TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
Expenditure.
Plant Purchased ... ... ...
Plant Transferred from Subdivisions Nos. 1 and 2
Cr. Balance, 1st July, 1897 ... ... ...
Examined and found correct.
Gladstone, 22nd July, 1897.
1875
£ s. d.
... 81 2 3
... 53 15 2
... 49 18 6
... 3 11 8
269 18 3
£458  5 10
R. M. HARVEY,
(Auditors.J. E. COASE,
598.
DIVISION OF TARINGA.
STATEMEN  P OF RECEIPTS  AND EXPENDITURE  for Half-
year ended 30th June, 1897.
1897.  REcsIPTS.
1st January -  £  s. d. £ s. d.
To Cash in Bank  ... ... ... ... ... ...  407 9 6
30th JuneTo Government Endowment
„ General Rates-
Subdivision  No. 1 ... ... ... ... 14 10 10
Subdivision  No. 2 ... ... ... ... 10 2 11
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 9 1 5
Goat Fees ...
30th June---
By General Expenditure-
Salaries . ...
Auditors'  Fees ...
Honoraria ...
EXPENDITURE.
Moggill  Road ... ... ...
Water  Troughs ... ... ...
Stationery and Advertising ...
Plant Account ... ... ...
Ferries  ... ... ... ...
General Expenses ... ...
Election Expenses ... ...
Subdivisional Expenditure  No. 1-
104 11 0
5 5 0
25 0 0
54 17 0
15 12 10
25 15 11
9 16 5
3 15 7
26 1 0
7 11 0
Long Pocket Road ... ... ... ... 24 13 0
Indooroopilly Road ... ... ... 17 9 3
Station and Lambert's Roads ... 31 17 4
Witton Roads ... ... ... ... ... 11 16 6
Branch Roads ... ... ... ... ... 38 17 11
Sundry Expenses 7 18 1
Subdivisional Expenditure No. 2-
Manchester and Rokeby Terraces ... ... 34 16 3
Russell Terrace ... ... ... ... ... 6 5 0
Branch Roads ... ... ... ... ... 31 17 4
Sundry Expenses ... ... ... ... 2 17 0
Subdivisional Expenditure No. 3-
Gailey's Poad . ... ...
Carmody's Road ... ...
St. Lucia Road . ... ...
South Toowong Streets ...
South Taringa Streets ... ...
Branch Roads ... ... ...
Election Expenses ... ...
Sundry Expenses ... ...
Balance with Q. N. Bank, Brisbane
10 9 0
4 5 95 19  6
12 3 3
5 19 8
14 3 10
11 7 6
8 1 11
244 19
33 15 2
1 2 6
£687 6 5
278 5 9
132 12 1
75 15 7
72 10 5
128 2 7
£687 6 5
We, the undersigned, have examined all the Books and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Taringa, and we hereby certify that
the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Taringa,  5th July, 1897.
W. A. WEEDON, Clerk.
9th August, 1897.
H. C. LUCK,
I Auditors.A. BOGLE, J
J. GOLDSBROUGH,  Chairman.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
1897. LIABILITIES.  £  8. d. £ 1. d.
30th June-
To Accounts Owing ... ... ... ... ... ...  80 0 0
„ Balance  ... ... ...  619 19 2
30th June-By Cash
Subdivision No. 1
Subdivision No. 2
Subdivision No. 3
Divisional Hall ...
„ Reserve Fence ...
Office Furniture ...
„ Road Plant ...
„ Ferries ...
„ Arrears of Rates-
Subdivision No. 1
Subdivision No. 2
Subdivision No. 3
ASSETS.
£699 19 2
80 0 11
24 8 6
23 13 2
128 2 7
... 64 5 9
... 77 8 9
... 30 18 0
... 17 17 0
... 6 17 3
... 117 12 2
... 107 10 11
... 149 6 9
- 374 910
£699 19 2
CONTRACTS ON HAND-None.
Examined with the Books and Documents, and we hereby certify
that the above Statement is correct.
H. C. LUCK, Auditors.Taringa, 5th July, 1897. A. BOGLE, }
2004 47s,
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DIVISION OF RAWBELLE.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
RAWBELLE  DIVISIONAL BOARD for the Half-year ended 30th
June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January-  £ s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance at date ... ... .... ... ... ... 278 18 9
30th June-
To Refund ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 19 0
„ Licensed Gates, Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... 2 0 0
„ Endowment Account-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... ... 89 12 G
Subdivision No. 2 ... 98 1G 4
30th June-
By Subdivision No. 1-
EXPENDITURE.
£470 6 7
Chinchilla Road .. ... ... ... 199 0 6
Redbank Road ... ... ... ... 7  0,  0
- 206 0 6
„ Subdivision No. 2-
Eidsvold Road ...
Nanango  Road ...
„ General Expenses .
„ Printing and Advertising
„ Salaries ... ...
„ Boat Account
Ferry  Wages
„ Cash on hand
„ Bank Balance ... ...
... 123 13 0
... 0 12 0
124 5 0
59 2 8
4 1 0
57 10 0
11 16 0
2 0 0
0 1 7
2 9 10
£470 6 7
W. D. MALTBY, Clerk. WILLOUGHBY ELIOTT, Chairman.
We have this day examined all Books of Accounts, Receipts,
Vouchers, &c., of this Board, and certify that the above Statement
corresponds therewith.
A. McCRACKEN, Auditors.Gayndah, 10th July, 1897. WM. HUMPHERY, }
1950 20s.
DIVISION OF TIARO.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
DIVISIONAL  BOARD OF  TIABO from the 1st January to the 30th
June , 1897;  prepared  '  and published in terms of Clause 233 of  "The
Divisional Boards  Act of  1887."
1897.  RECEIPTS .  £  s. d. £ 8. d.
To Rates Received-
Subdivision  No. 1 ... .. ... ... 3 15 9
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 24 14 9
Subdivision  No. 3 ... ... ... ... 29-18 4
58 8 10
„ Government Endowment  ... ... ... ... 267 11 2
„ Special Rates 45 5 6
30th June-
To Dr.  Balance,  Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... 315 16 9
£687 2 3
1st January -  EXPENDITURE.
By Balance, Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... 253 10 3
„ Works and Repairs-
Subdivision 1\o. 1-
Branch Roads... ... ... ... ... 20 9 4
Kilki van Road ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Bridges Account ... ... ... ... 3 0 0
Subdivision No. 2-
Interest and Redo-i ption of Loan ... 129 10 0
Branch Roads ... ... ... ... 16 12 0
Maintenance Tiaro Roads ... ... ... 6 5 0
Bridges Account .. ... 0 13 8
Fencing on Tiaro Bridge Approaches ... 1 5 0
Munna Crossing ... ... ... ... 3 0 0
Glenbarr Road ... ... ... ... 25 11 3
Subdivision No. 3-
Branch Roads ... ... ... ... 5 18 3
Bauple Road ... ... ... ... ... 5 5 3
Emery's Crossing ... ..._ ... ... 2 0 0
Bridges Account ... .. ... ... 12 5 7
Contingencies-
Postage and Telegrams ... ..
General Expenses ... ...
Audit  Expenses ... ...
Election Expenses ... ...
Legal Expenses ... ... ... ..
Survey Expenses ... ...
Salary Account ... ... ... ..
Bonus Account ... ... ... ..
Chairman's Expenses ... ..
Tools Account ... ... ... . .
Insurance Account
Advertising and Station-;ry Account
Noxious Weeds Account
Valuation Account ... ...
Deputation Expenses ... ... ..
Interest Account ... ...
Exchange Account ... ...
8 14 4
5 11 1
6 6 0
2 2 0
7 9 6
3 3 0
52 1 8
15 0 0
9 14 0
0 6 3
0 18 9
1 13 2
19 It 4
50 0 0
9 4 0
9 7 6
0 4 1
.23 19 4
182 16 11
25 9 1
201 6 8
£687 2 3
A. F. WARAxEB, Clerk. JOHN DALE, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Accounts and Vouchers kept by the Tiaro Divisional Board,
and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
D. S. O'GORMAN Auditors.Tiaro, 29th July, 1897. AL1~. HALL,
[11TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
BALANCE- SHEET TO THE 30TH JUNE, 1897.
Queensland National Bank
Government  Loan Account
Amount.  Amount Paid.
£876 10 11
Board' s Hall  ... ... ...  73 4 0
Office Furniture ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  13 3 5
Plant Account ... ... ... ... 57 18 3
Capital Account  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 732 5 3
£876 10 11
Examined and found correct.
D. S. O'GORMAN, Auditors.Tiaro,  29th  July, 1897. ALF. HALL,
LIST OF CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO  FROM 1ST JANUARY TO
THE 30TH JUNE, 1897.
Date. Name of Contractor.
Particulars of
Contract.
£ s.d. £ 8.d.
5 Jan.  John Bolderrow ... Glenbarr  road  ...  19 5 6 19 5 6
6 April John  Bolderrow ...  Browning road  ...  10 12 0 10 12 0
£29 17 6 £29 17 6
£ a. d.
315 16 9560 14 2
A. F. WARAKER, Clerk.
Examined and found correct.
D. S. O'GORMAN, Auditors.Tiaro, 29th July, 1897. ALF. HALL,
1977 53s.
DIVISION OF REDCLIFFE.
ABSTRACT STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND
DITURE  from  1st January to 30th June, 1897.
1897.  RECEIPTS.
1st January- £
To Balance, Q. N. Bank
30th June-
To General Rates-
Subdivision No. 1
Subdivision No. 2
Subdivision No. 3
„ Government Endowment  on Rates, 1896-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ...
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ...
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ...
EXPEN-
s. d. £ a. d.
... 185 16 5
... 15 11 7
... 8 2 10
16 13 7
40 8 0
„ Accident  Insurance Repayments
„ Sundries, Subdivision No. 1 .. ...
„ W. Pettigrew  and Son , Woody Point Jetty...
„ Special Rates  ... ... ... ... ...
,, Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ...
EXPENDITURE.
£605 15 5
30th June-
By Contingencies, Salaries, Rent, Printing,
General Expenses, &c. ... ... ... ... 199 16 3
„ Works and Repairs-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 184 8 2
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 128 14 6
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 90 18 8
„ Cash  on hand ...
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
1897.
30th June--
To Government Loan-
Woody  Point Jetty ... ...
Redcliffe Jetty ... ...
North Pine Bridge
„ Q. N. Bank ..
„ Capital Account...
30th June-
By Road Metal ...
„ Special Rates ...
„ Tools and Plant ...
„ Office Furniture ...
„ Map and Tracing
„ Woody Point Jetty
„ Redeliffe Jetty, &c.
North Pine Bridge
„ Cash on hand
- 404 1 4
... 11710
£605 15 5
LIABILITIES.  £  s, d. £ a. d.
ASSETS.
£1,36617 7
... ... ... 15 14 5
... ... ... ... 24 0 10
... ... ... ... 2 5 6
... ... ... 29 2 5
... ... ... ... 29 7 9
... ... ... ... 125 19 6
... ... ... ... 908 6 10
... ... ... ... 230 2 6
... ... ... 1 17 10
£1,366 17 7
A GENERAL RATE of lid. in the £  has been struck in  Nos. 1, 2, and 3
Subdivisions.
DAVID SERVICE, Clerk. PHILIP SILCOCK,  Chairman.
We hereby certify that we have examined the Books of Account
and Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of Redcliffe,  and this  State-
ment agrees therewith.
BLAKISTON ROBINSON,}Auditors.
A. S. LANG,
North Pine, 5th August, 1897.
1978 BSs•
... 125 19 6
... 908 6 10
... 230 2 6
- 1,264 8 10
... 84 16 8
... 17 12 1
111 2 11
83 18 1
93 18 2
288 19 2
1 0 4
... 0 4 0
... 4 6 6
... 0 4 4
... 81 16 8
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DIVISION OF BUNDANBA.
A
A BSTRACT STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPEN-
.ti DITURE  of the BUNDANBA DIVISIONAL BOARD  for the Half-
year ended 1st  July, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January-  .9  s. d.
To Balance in Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... 294 9 6
1st July-
To Contractors' Deposits ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
„ Rates Received ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 174 2 10
Government Endowment ... ... ... ... ... 223 15 5
„ Miscellaneous Receipts ... ... ... ... ... ...  15 16 9
1st January- EZPENDITURN.
By Contractors '  Deposits  ... ... ...
1st July-
X709 4 6
1 8
[11TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
Olliver be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent . And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
James Maclean  Olliver, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the
Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Ninth day of September,
1897,  at Eleven  o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the  said James  Maclean Olliver shall, on the Seventh day of
September, 1897, at Brisbane aforesaid, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true,  and accurate  statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and  liabilities  of every kind, and of the names  and residences,
so far  as known, of his creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability
to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this third day of September,
1897.
By the Court,
12s. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  James  Benjamin
Jones, of Watawa, near Bundaberg, in the colony of Queensland,
labourer, by himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said James Benjamin Jones be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said James Benjamin
Jones, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court on the Sixteenth day of September, 1897, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said James  Benjamin  Jones shall, on the Fourteenth day of September,
1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the  names  and residences,  so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this third day of September,
1897.
0
By Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 87 8 0
,,  Health Account ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 13 16 10
„ General Expenses ,  including Valuation ,  Map, and Plans 80 8 4
Printing and Advertising ... ... ... ... ... 21 4 6
„ Rent  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  10 8 0
Stationery  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 0 6
Petty Cash ... ... ... 10 0 0
„ Tools 0 18 0
Refund of Rates overpaid  ... ... ... ... 4 16 8
„ Works  and  Repairs-Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... 22 15 3
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... 84 10 2
Subdivision  No. 3 ... ... ... ... ... ... 275 16 10
Bridges Account-Repairs ... ... ... .. .. 21 17 9
„ Balance in  Q. N. Bank .., ... ... £181 2 9
Less Outstanding Cheques ... ... 110 7 1 70 15 8
£709 4 6
WILLIAM STAFFORD, Chairman.
HENRY  H. DAr, Clerk.
The Books and Vouchers of the Bundanba Divisional Board have
been examined by us, and this Statement found to agree therewith.
P. W. CAMERON, Auditors.Ipswich,  13th  July, 1897. JOHN BORTHWICK, 1
1964 21s.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified that A. W. WILSON has been appointed Acting
Poundkeeper at Charters Towers for six months, during the
absence on leave of  the Poundkeeper.
By Order,
H. L. ARCHDALL, Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House, Charters Towers, 31st August, 1897.
NOTICE.
R. GEORGE SIMCOCKS has this day been appointed Small
Debts Court Bailiff at Stanthorpe,  vice  Cullen, relieved.
F. H. HYDE, P.M.
Court House, Stanthorpe, 6th September, 1897.
NOTICE.
A
T a Special  Court of Petty Sessions held at Kilkivan on the
1st September, 1897, it was decided that the Public Pound be
opened for  public  business  on and after the 1st October, 1897.  Vide
Gazette  Notice , 5th September, 1896, No. 60, page 527, and 3rd
October, 1896, No. 87, page 751.
By Order of the Bench,
JNO. M. BROWN, Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House ,  Kilkivan,  3rd September, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency Petition  against  John Jenkins, of
Gympie, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the said John
Jenkins.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said John Jenkins be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that Jam s Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said John Jenkins, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Sixteenth day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock ' in the forenoon.
And it is  further  ordered that the said John Jenkins shall, on the
Fourteenth day of September, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this  Estate  a full, true,  and accurate  statement, verified on
oath, of his debts  and liabilities  of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far  as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under  the seal  of the Court this sixth day of September,
1897.
By the Court,
lls. 6d. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the  Matter of  an Insolvency Petition  against  James Maclean
Olliver, of Moorooka, near Brisbane, in the colony of Queens-
land, baker, by the said James Maclean Olliver.
UPON  hearing  the solicitor for the said Insolvent, and upon
reading the Petition of the said Insolvent, filed the third day
of September , 1897, it is ordered that  the said James Maclean
12s.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS,  Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Aaron Noble, of
Walloon, in the colony of Queensland ,  hawker, by the said Aaron
Noble.
U
PON the hearing  of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Aaron Noble be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate .  And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Aaron Noble ,  for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Sixteenth day of September , 1897,  at Eleven o 'clock in the forenoon.
And it  is further ordered that the said Aaron Noble shall, on the
Fourteenth day of September ,  1897, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the names
and residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this third day of September,
1897.
12s..
By-the Court, 1 -
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queenslagd.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  John Saunders, of
Gympie, in the colony of Queensland,  miner , by the said John
Saunders.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said John Saunders be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said John Saunders, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Sixteenth day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said John Saunders shall, on
the Fourteenth day of September, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and
residences,  so far as known , of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this third day of September,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
LESLIE JAMIESON, Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Mary street, Gympie.
Town Agents-Messrs. O'SHEA AND O'SHE.1,
14s. Queen  street, Brisbane.
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In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency Petition  against  Walter Harry
Wright  and Thomas  Chell Wright, of Allora and Clifton, in the
colony of Queensland, bootmakers, by themselves.
U
PON the  hearing of  this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Walter Harry Wright and Thomas Chell Wright be and
they are hereby adjudged insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall,
Esquire, be  Official Trustee of their  Estate.  And it is further ordered
that the First  General Meeting  of the creditors of the said Walter
Harry Wright and Thomas Chell Wright, for the election of a
Trustee,  be held at the Office  of the Registrar  of this Court on the
Twenty-third day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon . And it is further ordered that the said Walter Harry
Wright and Thomas Chell Wright shall, on the Twenty-first day
of September, 1897,  at Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full , true, and  accurate statement , verified on oath, of their
debts  and liabilities  of every kind,  and of  the names and residences,
so far as known , of their  creditors , and of the  causes of  their inability
to meet their engagements.
Given  under the seal  of the Court this eighth day of September,
1.897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
J. R. CIIRNOw, Solicitor for Insolvents, Warwick and Allora.
By FOXTON AND HAVARD, Solicitors , Brisbane.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Henry Hannam, of
Charters Towers,. in the colony of Queensland, timber-getter, by
the said Henry Hannam.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day ,  it is ordered that the
said Henry Hannam be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Henry Hannam, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
Principal Registry, Townsville, on the Seventeenth day of September,
1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Henry Hannam shall, on the Sixteenth day of September,
1897 ,  at Townsville aforesaid ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts and
liabi li ties of every kind ,  and of the names and residences ,  so far as
known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirtieth day of August,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
W. F. R. BOYCE,  Solicitor for Insolvent ,  Charters Towers.
Town Agents - UNMACK,  FOX,  AND HOBBS,  Townsville.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE  CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency  Petition  against  Stephen Bergin, of
Townsville, in the colony of Queensland, butcher, by the said
Stephen Bergin.
UPON  the hearing . of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Stephen Bergin be  and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  informd pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire,
be Official  Trustee of  his Estate . And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of  the creditors of the said Stephen Bergin,
for the election of a Trustee , be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court  on the Fourteenth day of September, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon . And it is further ordered that the said
Stephen Bergin sha ll, on the Thirteenth day of September, 1897, at
Townsvi ll e,  deliver to the  Trustee in  this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every  kind ,  and of the  names and residences ,  so far as  known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes  of his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under  the seal of  the Court this third day of September,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
M. O'MALLEY, Solicitor for Insolvent, Townsville.
12s. 6d.
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Norman MacDonald, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Twenty-second day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Norman
MacDonald shall, on the Twenty-first day of September, 1897, at
Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this third day of September,
1897.
lls. 6d.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHIIBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against John Hunter Owens,
of Townsville, in the colony of Queensland, carter, by the said
John Hunter Owens.
WEDNESDAY ,  TAE FIRST  DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1897.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered thatthe said Joh  Hunter Owens be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the
said John Hunter Owens, for the election of a Trustee, be held at
the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Sixteenth day of
September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said John Hunter Owens shall, on the Fifteenth day
of September, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of. his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and residences ,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given-under the seal of the Court this third day of - September,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER , Registrar.
EDWIN NORRIS AND SON, Insolvent's Solicitors, Townsville.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Robert Carr, of Allora, in the colony of
Queensland,  licensed  victualler.G`'1 EORGE SAMUEL HUTTON, of Brisbane,  ac.,ountant, hasbeen appointed Trustee of the property of the abovenamed
Debtor.
All persons  having in their possession  any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this eighth day of September, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
FoXTON AND HAVARD, Albert street , Brisbane,
Solicitors  for Trustee.
1987 8s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland. t '
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of Abraham Ruddick, of Gowrie Scrub, near Toowoomba,
in the colony of Queensland, farmer, an Insolvent.
u OBERT HENRY MGTNRO, of Toowoomba, in the colony of
JUL Queensland, clerk, has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their  possession  any of  the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them to the Trustee,  and all debts  due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts  must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this ninth day of September, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
CHARLES  HENNESSY,  Solicitor for Trustee ,  Toowoomba.
Town Agents-WINTER AND McNAB, solicitors, Brisbane.
1980 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHIIBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against  Norman MacDonald,
of Ayr, in the  colony of Queensland ,  cane -grower, by  the said
Norman MacDonald.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Norman MacDonald be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent ,  and that Thomas George Fraser ,  Esquire ,  be Official
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Ma. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of Eric Hultman, of Rockhampton, grocer, an Insolvent.
JOSEPH KENNA, of Rockhampton, accountant, has been appointed
Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them to the Trustee ,  and all debts due to the
Insolvent must  be-paid to the Trustee.
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Creditors  who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs  of debts to the Trustee.
Dated the third day of September, 1897.
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,
W. H. MIsxIN, Denham street, Rockhampton,
Registrar.
1955 Solicitor for the Trustee. 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Gilbert Garrick, of Gympie, in the colony of
.Queensland, grocer's assistant, an Insolvent.
ON the Eighth day of September, 1897, a Certificate of Discharge
was granted to Gilbert Garrick, of Gympie, in the colony of
Queensland, grocer's assistant, who was adjudicated insolvent on the
eighteenth 'day of November, 1895.
Dated this ninth day of September, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MONAB, Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Agents for FRANCIS ISIDORE PowER, Mary street, Gympie,
1974 Solicitor for the Insolvent. 7s.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Frank Sturgess, of Milton, near Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, civil servant, an Insolvent.
0
N the Thirteenth day of October, 1897, at Ten o'clock in the
forenoon, Frank  Sturgess , of Milton, near Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, civil servant, adjudicated insolvent on the
seventh  day of April, 1897, will apply to the Supreme Court of
Queensland ,  at Brisbane aforesaid , for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this seventh day of September, 1897.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1973
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Insolvent.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of Stephen Tucker, of Longreach, in the colony of
Queensland, brewer, Insolvent.
ON the Sixth day of October, 1897, at Eleven. o'clock in the fore.
noon, Stephen Tucker, of Longreach, in the colony of Queens-land, brewer, adjudicated insolvent o  the first day of April, 1896, will
apply to the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton, for a
Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this first day of September, 1897.
FITZGERALD AND MAJOR,
Solicitors for Insolvent, Longreach.
By their Agents-J. F. FITZGERALD AND WALSH,
1985 Solicitors, Rockhampton. 79.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by Gertrude Casper, of
Toowoomba, in the colony of Queensland, confectioner, trading as
"G. Casper and Co.,"  a married woman , having a separate estate.NOTICE ishereby given, that a First General Meeting of theCreditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to be
held  at the  Office of Charles Stockwell Eden, solicitor, Margaret street,
Toowoomba, on the Twenty-fourth day of September, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon precisely.
Dated this ninth day of September, 1897.
C. S. EDEN,
Attorney for the said Gertrude Casper,
Margaret street, Toowoomba.
Town Agent-J. G. MCGREGOR, Solicitor, Brisbane.
1989 8s.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by Patrick Joseph Smyth
and James  Edward Allison, both of Ann street, Fortitude Valley,
Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland, trading under the name,
style, or firm of " Smyth and Allison," at Ann street aforesaid,
storekeepers.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed persons has been summoned
to be held at the Offices of Mr. James Francis Watson, solicitor, 82
Queen  street,  Brisbane, on the Twenty-third day of September, 1897,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon precisely.
Dated at Brisbane this seventh day of September, A.D. 1897.
1952
JAS. F. WATSON, Solicitor for the Debtors,
82 Queen  street,  Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
[11TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by Harry Baynes, George
Baynes, Ernest Baynes, and John Vigors Francis,  of Brisbane, in
the colony of Queensland, merchants, trading under the name,
style, or firm of " The Graziers' Meat Export Company and The
Graziers' Butchering; Company."
NOTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of theCreditor of the abovenamed person  has  been summoned to be
held at the Office of Messieurs Thynne and Macartney, Australian
Mutual Provident Chambers, Edward street, Brisbane, on the Fourth
day of October, 1897, at Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this eighth day of September, 1897.
1995
THYNNE AND MACARTNEY,
Solicitors for the said Harry Baynes, George Baynes,
Ernest Baynes, and John Vigers Francis,
A. M. P. Chambers, Edward street, Brisbane.
9s.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of Charles Welch, formerly of Grasstree Gold Field,
near  Mackay, mining manager, but now of Calliope,  near Glad-
stone, in the colony of Queensland, licensed victualler, an
Insolvent.
0
N the twentieth day of October, A.D. 1897, at Ten o'clock in the
forenoon, Charles Welch, late of Grasstree Gold Field, near
Mackay, in the colony of Queensland,  mining manager , but now of
Calliope,  near  Gladstone, in the said colony, licensed  victualler,
adjudicated  insolvent  on the fourteenth day of November, A.D. 1892,
will apply to this Honourable Court, at  Brisbane , for a Certificate of
Discharge.
Dated this sixth day of September, A.D. 1897.
T. DE LACY KELLETT,
Solicitor for the Insolvent, Gladstone.
By his Town Agents-FoxTON AND HAVARD, Solicitors,  Brisbane.
1986 8s. 6d.
In the Matter of George James FitzWalter, trading as "FitzWalter &
Co.," merchants, of Brisbane, Charleville, and Adavale, insolvent.
A FIFTH Dividend, at the rate of  2s. in  the £ (making to date
] 2s. in the £), has been declared in the above Estate, on all
duly proved and admitted  claims,  and is now payable at the Office of
the Trustee, Adelaide street, Brisbane.
Dated at Brisbane the seventh day of.September, A.D. 1897.
GEO. S. HUTTON,
Trustee.
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1966 5s.
In the Matter of J. A. Grigg and Co., of Bundaberg, in Liquidation.
4
FIRST Dividend, of 6s. Sd. in the £, is payable in the above
Estate on all claims proved and admitted, on WEDNESDAY,
the Eighth day of September, 1897, at my Office, Edward  street,
Brisbane.
THOS. E. WHITE,  Trustee.
1969 3s.
In the  Matter of  A. Schuster , of Toowoomba,  an Insolvent.
A
FIRST Dividend,  of 2s .  in the  £,  is payable in the above Estate
on all claims p ro ved and admitted, on  SATURDAY,  the Fourth
day of September , 1897,  at my Office ,  Edward street ,  Brisbane.
1944
THOS. E. WHITE,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Robert Burns ,  of Charters Towers, an
Insolvent.
NOTICE  TO CREDITORS.A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the above Estate.
Creditors who have not proved their debts on or before 11th
September,  1897, will be excluded.
Dated at Charters Towers this twenty -fifth day of August, 1897.
HAROLD MoMAHON, Trustee..
1946 6s.
Estate of H. D. Humphreys, Halifax ,  storekeeper ,  in Liquidation.
A FOURTH Dividend , of 2s. in the £, is now payable at the
Office of Hall -Gibbs' Mercantile Agency.
2007
C. REG. TIDEMAN,  Trustee.
'2e.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ME. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Will of John Ernest Clayton, late of Bundaberg, in the colony
of Queensland, a clergyman of the Established Church of England,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Queensland Trustees,
Limited, the Administrator with the Will annexed in the
abovenamed Estate, from the twenty-seventh day of May, 1896, to
the twenty-fifth day of August, 1897, was, on the twenty-sixth day of
August, 1897, filed in my Office, duly verified by Peter Arthur
Blundell, manager of the said Queensland Trustees, Limited. All
parties claiming to be interested in the said Estate are at liberty to
inspect the said Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, on or before WEDNESDAY, the Sixth day of October
next, and, if they think fit, to object thereto. Notice is also given,
that whether any objection is taken to the said Account or not I
shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to examine and inquire into
the said Account. Notice is further given, that any person who may
desire to object to the said Account, or any item or items therein,
or the allowance to the Administrator with the Will annexed of
a commission thereon, must before that day file in my Office a memo-
randum to that effect.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of August, A.D. 1897.
1984
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
12s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands of Christopher Theodore Devencorn (sometimes known
as Christopher Theodor Devencorn), late of Bundaberg, in the
colony of Queensland, sailor, deceased, intestate.
T OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
l days from the publication hereof, application will be made
to this Honourable Court that Administration  de bonis non  of the
real estate of the abovenamed Christopher Theodore Devencorn
(sometimes known as Christopher Theodor Devencorn), deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to George Hicks, of Bundaberg afore-
said, sailor, the duly elected Guardian of Ellen Elizabeth Devencorn
and William Theodore Devencorn, minors, the natural and lawful
children and only next-of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated at Bundaberg this tenth day of September, 1897.
CHAS. POWERS AND H. N. THORBURN,
Solicitors for the said George Hicks, Bundaberg.
By their Agent-J. NICOL RoBINsoN, Solicitor, Brisbane.
1983 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Maria Devencorn, late of Bundaberg,
in the colony of Queensland, widow, deceased, inestte.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after  the expiration of fourteendays from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed Maria Devencorn, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to George Hicks, of Bundaberg aforesaid,
sailor, the duly elected guardian of Ellen Elizabeth Dcvencorn and
William Theodore Devencorn, minors, the natural and lawful
children and only next-of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated at Bundaberg this tenth day of September, 1897.
CHAS. POWERS AND H. N. THORBURN,
Solicitors for the said George Hicks,
Bundaberg.
By their Agent-J. NICOL ROBINSON,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
1982 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Edwin Smith Atkinson, late of Dubbo Downs, in the
colony of Queensland, drover, deceased,' intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will he made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed Edwin Smith Atkinson, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Joseph Atkinson, of Mount Remarkable Station,
Melrose, in the province of South Australia, labourer, the brother of
the said deceased.
Dated this eleventh day of September, A.D. 1897.
1998
HART, FLOWER, AND DRURY,
So li citors for the said  Joseph Atkinson,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of,Queensland.
In the Goods of Ellen Mary Whiteway Coward, late of Germanton,
in the colony of New South Wales ,  spinster ,  deceased ,  intestate.
l
N OTICE is hereby given, that ,  after the expiration of fourteen days
from the publication hereof, application will be made to  this
Honourable Court that administration of the personal estate of the
abovenamed Ellen  Mary Whiteway  Coward, deceased ,  who died
intestate ,  may be granted to Isabella  Mary Young,  of Cunnauiulla, in
the colony of Queensland ,  spinster ,  the lawful niece of the said
deceased.
Dated  this tenth  day of  September, 1897.
THOMAS BUNTON,N
Solicitor for the said Isabella Young,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
1999 6s. 6d.
[11TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Sheldon Pole, late of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, printer, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Sheldon Pole, deceased, may be granted to Queensland
Trustees, Limited, the sole Executors named in the said Will. Any
person interested who desires to object to the application, or to be
heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the
grant is made.
Dated this tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
1975
O'SHEA AND O'SHEA,
Solicitors for Queensland Trustees , Limited.
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
- In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Sarah Patrick, late of Oakland, near
Lowood, in the colony of Queensland, spinster, deceased, intestate.
1 \?
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed Sarah Patrick, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Daniel Patrick, of Oakland  aforesaid ,  grazier, the
brother and one of the next-of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated the sixth day of September, A.D. 1897.
P. L. CARDEW, Ipswich,
Solicitor for the said  Daniel  Patrick.
By FoxTON AND HAVARD, Brisbane.
1954 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of William Lale, late of Ipswich, in the
colony of Queensland, chemist, deceased, intestate.
TT OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
N days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed William Lale, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Annie Michael, of Bowen, in the colony of Queens-
land (the wife of Charles Michael, of that place, contractor), and the
lawfully constituted Attorney of John Lale, of Southsea, in the
county of Hants, in England, labourer, the lawful father of the said
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
2000
W. H. WILSON AND- HEMMING,
Solicitors  for the said Annie  Michael,
Selborne Chambers, Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In-the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of James Hope, late of Pittsworth ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  farmer, deceased ,  intestate.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the pub lication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable  Court that  Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed James Hope ,  deceased ,  who died intestate, may be
granted to Jane Hope, of Pittsworth aforesaid ,  the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated this ninth day of September,'A.D. 1897.
C. S. EDEN,
Solicitor for the said Jane Hope,
Margaret street, Toowoomba.
Town Agent -- J. G. McGREaox, Solicitor ,  Brisbane. •
1991 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Hienrich Fiedler (otherwise and in the  said  Will called
Henry Fiedler), late of Spring Creek, near Allora, in the colony
of Queensland, farmer.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Hienrich Fiedler (otherwise and in the said Will called
Henry Fiedler), deceased; may be granted to Theresa Fiedler, of
Spring Creek aforesaid, widow, the sole Executrix  named  in the said
Will. Any person interested  who desires  to object to the application,
or to be heard upon it, may file  a caveat in  the Registry at any time
before the  grant is made.
Dated this second day of September, A.D. 1897.
2011
J. R. CURNOW,
Solicitor for the said Theresa Fiedler,
Warwick.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Eliza Daly, late of Acacia Creek, in the
colony of New South Wales (late wife of Denis Daly, of the same
place, farmer), deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to1
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed Eliza Daly, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Harold Alfred Palmer, of Warwick, in the colony
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of Queensland , solicitor, the lawfully constituted Attorney of Denis
Daly, of Acacia Creek, in the colony of New South Wales, farmer, the
lawful widower of the said deceased.
Dated  this seventh day of September, 1897.
1988
MORRIS AND FLETCHER,
Celtic Chambers, George street, Brisbane,
Solicitors  for the said Harold Alfred Palmer.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Lands and Goods of David Marnock, late of Townsville, in the
colony of Queensland, railway guard, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate  of the abovenamed David Marnock, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Jessie Marnock, of Townsville aforesaid, the widow
of the said deceased.
Dated this fourth day of September, 1897.
1971
ROBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
Solicitors for the said Jessie Marnock,
Denham street, Townsville.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Goods of Frederick Andrew Brastrup, late of Charters Towers,
in the colony of Queensland, miner, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal
estate of the abovenamed Frederick Andrew Brastrup, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Alfred George Brastrup, of Charters
Towers aforesaid, miner, the lawful son and one of the next-of-kin of
the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of August, A.D. 1897.
W. F. R. BOYCE,
Solicitor for the said Alfred George Brastrup,
Arcade, Mosman street, Charters Towers.
Town Agents-UNMACK, Fox, AND HOBBS,
1996 Solicitors, Flinders street, Townsville. 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of William Want, late of Eagle Farm, near Brisbane, in
the colony of Queensland, dairyman, deceased.NN OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed deceased may be granted to Annie Mary Augusta Want,
of Eagle Farm, near Brisbane, in the said colony, widow of the said
deceased, the sole Executrix named in the said Will. Any person
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard
upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant
is made.
Dated this tenth day of September, 1897.
1990
J. BENNION PRICE,
Solicitor for the said Annie Mary Augusta Want,
145 Queen  street,  Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will of George  Shearan , late of Maytown, in the colony of
Queensland, miner, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, 'that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the abovenamed
George Shearan, deceased, may be granted to Ann Shearan, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, widow, the sole
Executrix named in the said Will. Any person interested who
desires to  object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a
caveat in  the Registry at any time before the  grant is made.
Dated this  second  day of September, 1897.
1937
R. WYNN WILLIAMS,
Solicitor for the said Ann Shearan,
Mosman street, Charters Towers.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of John Burke, late of Cooktown; Thomas Porter, late
of Bundaberg; an unknown man (supposed to be William Smith),
late of Ayrshire Downs ; Murdoch Stewart Mc L)onald, late of
Glenore ; Hugh Ryan, late of Cooran ; Leonard Arnold, late of
Oondooroo ; and Johan Hasenladen, late of Douglas, near Crow's
Nest.
PURSUANT to  " The Intestacy Act of  1877," all persons having
any claims against the Estates of any of the abovenamed
deceased  persons are  to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Public Offices, George street, Brisbane, on or before the Eleventh day
of November next, or in default they will be peremptorily excluded
from all benefits accruing from the said Estates.
GILSON FOXTON, Deputy Curator of  Intestate Estates.
Brisbane , 10th September, 1897.
2002 8s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
P
URSUANT  to an Act of Parliament of 31 Victoria No. 19,
intituled  "An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws relating
to Trustees, Mortgagees, Purchasers, and Incapacitated Persons,"
notice is hereby given, that all persons having any claims or demands
upon or against the Estate of David Holmes, late of Allora, in the
colony of Queensland, hotelkeeper, deceased, who died on or about the
thirteenth day of July, A.D. 1897, and Probate of whose Will was
granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland, on the twentieth day of
August, 1897, to Amelia Fanny Holmes, Isaac Holmes, and Samuel
Holmes, the Executors named in the said Will, are hereby required to
send in particulars of their debts and claims to the said Executors,
at the Office of the undersigned, their solicitor, on or before the
Eleventh day of October, 1897. And notice is hereby also given, that
after that day the said Executors will proceed to distribute the assets
of the said David Holmes, deceased, among the persons entitled
thereto, having regard only to the claims of which they shall then
have had notice, and that they will not be liable, for the assets or any
part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim they
shall not then have had notice.
Dated this third day of September, A.D. 1897.
2010
J. R. CURNOW, Solicitor for Executors, Warwick.
11s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be JAMES GILBERT, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the  " Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors,  beneficiaries,
next-of-kin, and other persons  having any claims or  demands upon or
against the Estate of James Gilbert, late of Ashgrove , near Brisbane,
in the colony of Queensland, accountant,  deceased , who died on the
twenty-fourth day of April, 1896, and of whose Will  Probate was, on
the fifth day of June, 1896 , granted  by the Supreme Court  of Queens-
land to Lucie Christina Gilbert, of Ashgrove,  near Brisbane aforesaid,
widow, the sole Executrix appointed by the Will of the  said James
Gilbert, deceased, are hereby required  to send in particulars  of their
debts or  claims to  the said Executrix, at the office of the  undersigned,
her solicitors, on or before the Ninth day of October next. And notice
is also hereby given, that after that day the  said  Executrix will pro-
ceed to distribute the assets of the said  deceased amongst the parties
entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which she shall
then have had notice, and that she will not be liable,  for the assets
or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt  or claim
she shall not then have had notice.
Dated this third day of September, 1897.
1972
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Executrix.
12s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be PATRICK KELLEY ,  deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the  "  Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867,"  notice is  hereby given, that  all creditors
and other persons having any claims upon or  against the Estate of
Patrick Kelley, late of Allora, in the colony of Queensland,  licensed
victualler, deceased, who died at Allora aforesaid  on or  about the
twenty-sixth day of April, 1897, and Probate of whose Will was, on
the sixth day of August, 1897, duly granted by  the Supreme  Court of
Queensland to Thomas Clinton Davies, of Allora aforesaid, bank
manager , and Jeremiah Collins, of Tabletop, in the colony  aforesaid,
farmer , the Executors named in the said Will, are hereby required to
send in, in writing, particulars of their  debts or claims to Thomas
Clinton Davies, of Allora aforesaid, on or before the Twelfth day of
October, 1897. And notice is hereby  also given , that after that day
the said Executors will proceed to distribute  the Estate  of the said
deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto, having regard only to
the claims of which the said Executors shall then have had notice,
and that the said Executors will not be liable, for the assets or any
part thereof so distributed, to any  person  of whose debt or claim
the said Executors shall not have had notice at the time of such
distribution.
Dated this eighth day of September, 1897.
1976
SYDNEY PRITCHARD,
Solicitor for the said Executors,
53A Queen street, Brisbane.
13s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
WILLIAM BLACK, deceased.PURSUANT to the provisions of the "Tru tees and Tncapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon,6r against the
Estate of William Black, late of Longreach, in the colony of Queens-
land, wool-scourer, deceased, who died on or about the twelfth day of
April last past, at Longreach aforesaid, and Probate of whose Will
was, on the sixteenth day of June last past, duly granted by the
Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton, to James Edgar, of
Craigilee, near Rosewood, in the said colony, grazier, and William
Grozart Johnson Edgar (in the Will called W. J. G. Edgar), of
Rockhampton, in the said colony, watchmaker and jeweller,  the
Executors named in the said Will, are hereby required to send in, in
writing, particulars of their debts or claims to the said Executors, at
the Office of the undersigned, their solicitor, on or before FRIDAY,
the Fifteenth day of October, 1897. And notice is hereby also given,
that after the expiration of the lastmentioned day the said Executors
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will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the
persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which the
said Executors shall then have had notice, and that the said Executors
will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to
any person of whose debt or claim the said Executors shall not have
had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
1956
WALTER THOMPSON,
Fitzroy street ,  Rockhampton,
Solicitor for the said Executors.
14s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  WILLIAM GRAY, deceased.
PURSUANT  to the  "  Trustees and Incapacitated  Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all  persons having any claims
or demands upon  or against  the Estate of William Gray, late of
Enoggera, in the colony of Queensland, gentleman, deceased, who
died on the twenty-fifth day of December, 1896, and Probate of
whose Will was, on the twenty-third day of February, 1897, granted
to Mary Ann Gray, the sole Executrix named in the said Will, are
hereby required to send in particulars of their debts or claims to the
said Executrix, at the Office of the undersigned, her solicitors, on or
before SATURDAY, the Sixteenth day of October, 1897. And notice
is also hereby given, that after that day the said Executrix will proceed
to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the persons
entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which she shall
then have had notice, and that she will not be liable, for the assets
or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or
claim she shall not then have notice.
Dated this tenth day of September, 1897.
1981
ROBERTSON AND BERGIN,
Victoria Chambers, Queen street,  Brisbane,
Solicitors  for the  said Executrix.
12s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  NILS THoxzsoN, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the  " Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
' 1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors, beneficiaries,
next-of-kin, and other persons having any  claims  or demands upon or
against the Estate of Nils Thoreson, late of Kilkivan Junction, in the
colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased, who died on the eleventh day
of September, 1895, and of whose Will Probate was, on the fourteenth
day of March, 1896, granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to
William George Currant, of Kilkivan Junction aforesaid, farmer, the
sole Executor named in the said Will, aie hereby required to send in
particulars of their debts  or claims  to. the said Executor, at the Office
of the undersigned, his solicitor, on or before the First day of October
next. And notice  is also  hereby given, that after that day the said
Executor will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased
amongst the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims
of which he shall then have had notice, and that he will not be liable,
for the  assets or  any part thereof so distributed, to any person of
whose debt or claim he shall not then have had notice.
Dated this seventh day of September, 1897.
FRANCIS ISII)ORE POWER,
Mary street, Gympie,
Solicitor for the said Executor.
Town Agents-
CHAMBEns,  BRUCE,  AND McNAB,
1994 Adelaide street, Brisbane. 13s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
J6,HN SUTTON, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of John Sutton, late of Redcliffe, in the colony of Queensland,
clerk in holy orders, deceased, who died on or about the ninth day of
June, 1897, at Redcliffe aforesaid, and Probate of whose Will and one
Codicil was, on the thirtieth day of August, 1897, duly granted by the
Supreme Court of Queensland to Fanny Lucy Sutton, of Redcliffe
aforesaid, widow, Florence Janey Sutton, of the same  place,  spinster,
and Queensland Trustees, Limited, of Brisbane, in the said colony,
Executors named in the said Will and one Codicil, are hereby
required to send in, in writing, particulars of their debts  or claims to
the said Queensland Trustees, Limited, at their Offices, 177 Queen
street, Brisbane aforesaid, on or before MONDAY, the First day of
November, 1897. And notice is hereby  also given , that after the
expiration of the last-mentioned day the said b xecutors will proceed
to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the persons
entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which the said
Executors shall then have had notice, and that the said Executors
will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to
any person of whose debt or claim the said Executors, shall not have
had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
W. H. WILSON AND HEMMING,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
Solicitors for the said Fanny Lucy Sutton, Florence Janey Sutton,
2001
and Queensland Trustees, Limited.
15s. 6d.
[11TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  JOHN TROUT, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the  " Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors, beneficiaries,
next-of-kin, and other persons having any claims or demands upon or
against the Estate of John Trout, late of Gympie, in the colony of
Queensland, butcher, deceased, who died on the fourth day of January,
1897, and of whose Will Probate was, on the eighth day of April,
1897, granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to Richard Trout,
of Brisbane, in the said colony, butcher, the sole Executor named in
the said Will, are hereby required to send in particulars of their debts
or claims  to the said Executor, at the Office of the undersigned, his
solicitor, on or before the Eleventh day of October next. And notice
is also  hereby given, that after that day the said Executor will proceed
to distribute  the assets  of the  said deceased  amongst the  parties
entitled thereto,  having . regard only to the  claims  of which be shall
then have had notice, and that he will not be liable, for the  assets or
any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt  or claim
he shall not then have had notice.
Dated this eighth day of September, 1897.
FRANCIS ISIDORE POWER,
Mary street, Gympie,
Solicitor for the said Executor.
Town Agents-
CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1992 Adelaide  street, Brisbane. 18s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be THOMAS JACxsoN, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the  "Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Thomas Jackson, late of Exeter street, West End, South
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, freeholder, deceased, who died
at Exeter street aforesaid on the twenty-seventh day of April, 1896,
and of whose Will Probate was, on the fourteenth day of July, 1896,
duly granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to John Jackson,
of Exeter street, West End aforesaid, drayman, the sole Executor
named in the said Will, are required to send in, in writing, particulars
of their  claims  or demands to the said John Jackson, at the Office of
the undersigned, his solicitor, on or before MONDAY, the Eleventh
day of October, 1897. And notice is hereby  also given , that after
the expiration of the last-mentioned day the said John Jackson will
proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the  persons
entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which he shall
then have had notice, and that he will not be liable, for the assets
or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or
claim he shall not have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this tenth day of September, 1897.
1976
JAS. F. WATSON,
Solicitor for the said  John  Jackson,
82 Queen street ,  Brisbane.
13s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  MARY CLARKE, deceased.
PURSUANT to the  "  Trustees and Incapacitated  Persons Act of
1867 ," notice is  hereby given, that all creditors, beneficiaries,
next-of-kin, and other  persons  having  any claims or demands upon or
against the Estate  of Mary Clarke, late of Gympie, in the colony of
Queensland, widow,  deceased , who died on the twenty-ninth day of
June, 1897, and of whose Will Probate  was, on the  tenth day of
August, 1897, granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to Michael
Joseph Healy, of Gympie aforesaid,  miner , and Henry Clarke, of
Gympie aforesaid,  miner , the Executors named in the said Will, are
hereby required to send in particulars of their debts or claims to the
said Executors , at the Office of the undersigned, their  solicitor, on or
before the Eleventh day of October next. And notice is also hereby
given, that after that day the said Executors will proceed to distribute
the assets of the said deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto,
having regard only to the  claims  of which thi:y shall then have had
notice, and that they will not be liable, for the  assets  or any part
thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim  they  shall
not then have had notice.
Dated this eighth day of September, 1897.
FRANCIS ISIDORE POWER,
Mary street, Gympie,
Solicitor for the said Executors.
Town Agents-CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
1993 Adelaide street, Brisbane. 13s.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1893," and in the
matter of Queen Constance P.C. Gold-Mining Company, Limited,
in Voluntary Liquidation.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, as the affairs of the abovenamed
Company are now full v wound-up, the Final General Meeting
of said Company will be held at my Office, at Mareeba, in the
colony of Queensland, on MONDAY, the Twenty-fifth day of October,
1897, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon, for the purpose set forth in
section 132, Part IV., of  " The Companies Act  1863."
Dated at Mareeba this first day of September, 1897.
1948
J. A. PARES,
Liquidator.
6s.
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DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership heretofore subsisting
between the undersigned, under the style or firm of " Brown &
Teall," as general storekeepers, at North Ipswich, has this day been
Dissolved by mutual consent.
David Teall retires from the said business, which will in future
be carried on by Alexander Brown alone, and he will pay and receive
all debts due by and owing to the late Partnership.
Dated 30th August, 1897.
Witness-P. L. CARDEW,
1943 Solicitor, Ipswich.
ALEXANDER  BROWN, JUNK.
DAVID TEALL.
6s. 6d.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.THE Partnership hitherto carried on between George Partridge andGeorge Katting, junior, trading as " Partridge & Co.," plumbers,
has this day been dissolved by mutual consent.
The business will in future be carried on by George Partridge as
" Partridge & Co."
.2003
GEORGE PARTRIDGE,
GEORGE KATTING, JUNIOR.
4s.
. MARANOA RABBIT BOARD..AT a Meeting of the above Board held this day, aRate was truck,of 2s. 6d. per 100 Sheep, and 2s. 6d. per 20 head of Cattle and
Horses, on all Stock depasturing within the District, according to the
Returns sent in for the 1st January, 1897.
Runs, the return of which does not equal the minimum provided
by the Act, will be assessed on their area.
The above Rate is payable to the undersigned within two months
of the date hereof.
C. L. MORGAN, Maranoa Rabbit Board Clerk.
St. George, 9th August, 1897.
1864 6s. 6d.
BOWEN MARSUPIAL BOARD.
THE MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1895."
IT is hereby notified, in pursuance of the provisions of the above Adt,
that an Assessment, of 3d. on every 20 head of Cattle and Horses
or 100 Sheep, has been made by this Board, and must be paid to the
undersigned within two months from date of publication of this
notice.
By Order,
F. H. MYLES, Clerk of the Board.
Bowen, 6th September, 1897.
1979 5s.
ESK DIVISIONAL BOARD.
N OTICE is hereby given, that this Board proposes to Borrow the
Sum of £1,100 from the Government for the purpose of
Building a Bridge over the Brisbane River, near Jimmy's Creek, on
the Neara Creek road.
1965
By Order,
J. W. C. HUNTER, Clerk.
3s.
COMPLETION OF THE BOWEN RAILWAY.
RAILWAY FROM WANGARATTA (THE PRESENT TERMINUS OF THE
BowEN RAILWAY)  TO A PLACE ON THE NORTHERN  RAILWAY
SITUATED ABOUT THIRTY - SEVEN  (37) MILES FROM TOWNSVILLE.
GUARANTEE FOR CONSTRUCTION.
DIVISION OF WANGARATTA.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  "The  Railways  Guarantee Act
of 1895," it is hereby notified, for the information of all rate-
payers in the Wangaratta Division, that the Board of the  said Division
proposes to join with the Council of the Municipality of Bowen in
giving to the Commissioner for Railways  a guarantee  under the pro-
visions of the said Act to defray such or any deficiency in the working,
maintenance, and interest on the cost of construction of a railway
(hereinafter described) connecting Wangaratta, the present  terminus
of the Bowen Railway, with a place on the Northern Railway situated
about thirty-seven (37) miles from Townsville, as they, by the said
Act, may be called upon to provide.
The proposed railway (in length about  51 miles ), the cost of which
has been estimated at One Hundred and Fifty Thousand pounds
(£150,000), exclusive of land resumptions-the value of which cannot
at present be definitely ascertained-leaves Wangaratta, the present
terminus of the Bowen Railway, takes an almost westerly direction
throughout its whole length, crosses in its course Wangaratta Creek at
14 miles, Yellow Gin Creek at 4 miles, the Six-mile Creek at 131,
miles, the Burdekin River (on the left bank of which is the town of
Clare) at 22 miles, Barratta Creek at 28 miles, Oaky Creek at 37 miles,
Redbank Creek at 42 miles, and the Haughton River at 46 miles
respectively from Wangaratta, and connects with the Northern Rail-
way at a place situated about 37 miles from Townsville.
It is hereby further notified, that the Board has determined that
the whole area of the said Division will be benefited by the construc-
tion of the said railway in respect of which the said joint Guarantee
is proposed to be given.
Ratepayers in this Division, to the number required by the 9th
section of the said Act, desiring that the question, whether the joint
guarantee  should or should not be given, should be submitted to the
election of the ratepayers in the Division,  must demand  that such
question  be submitted for the determination of the ratepayers of the
said Division within one month from the date of the last publication
hereof, by written notice delivered to the Chairman of the said Board.
Given under my hand and the corporate seal of the Division of
Wangaratta, this second day of September, 1897.
FREDERICK WATSON, Chairman of the Board.
F. W. CAINE, Solicitor for the Wangaratta Divisional Board,
2005 Town Hall, Bowen. 22s. 6d.
COMPLETION OF THE BOWEN RAILWAY.
RAILWAY FROM  WANGARATTA ( THE PRES ENT TERMINUS OF THE
BOWEN RAILWAY) TO A PLACE ON THE NORTHERN RAILWAY
SITUATED ABOUT THIRTY-SEVEN ( 37) MILES FROM  TOWNSVILLE.
GUARANTEE FOR CONSTRUCTION.
MUNICIPALITY OF BOWEN.
N pursuance  of the provisions of  "The  Railways  Guarantee Act
I of  1895," it is hereby notified, for the information of all ratepayers
in the Municipality of Bowen, that the Council of the said Municipality
proposes  to join with the Board of the Division of Wangaratta in
giving  to the Commissioner  for Railways a guarantee  under the pro-
visions of the said  Act to defray such or any deficiency in the working,
maintenance ,  and interest  on the cost of construction of a railway
(hereinafter  described)  connecting  Wangaratta, the present terminus
of the  Bowen Railway,  with a place on the Northern Railway, situated
about thirty-seven (37) miles from Townsville, as they, by the said
Act, may be called upon to provide.
The proposed  railway  (in length about fifty-one (51) miles), the
cost  of which has been estimated at One Hundred and Fifty Thousand
pounds (£150,000), exclusive of land resumptions, the value of which
cannot  at present be definitely  ascertained ,  leaves  Wangaratta, the
present terminus  of the Bowen Railway, takes an almost westerly
direction throughout its whole  length, crosses  in its course Wangaratta
Creek at 11 miles, Yellow Gin Creek at 4 miles, the Six-mile Creek at
131 miles , the Burdekin River (on the left bank of which is the town
of Clare) at 22  miles ,  Barratta  Creek at 28 miles, Oaky Creek at 37
miles,  Redbank Creek at 42  miles,  and the Haughton River at 46 miles
respectively from Wangaratta, and connects with the Northern Rail-
way at a place  situated about thirty-seven miles from Townsville.
It is hereby further notified, that the Council has determined that
the whole  area  of the  said  Municipality will be benefited by' the con-
struction  of the said Railway  in respect  of which the said Guarantee
is proposed to be given.
Ratepayers in this Municipality, to the number required by the
9th section of the said Act, desiring that the question, whether the
joint guarantee  should or should not be given, should be submitted to
the election of the ratepayers of the Municipality, must demand that
such question  be submitted for the determination of the ratepayers of
the said Municipality within one month from the date of the last
publication hereof, by written notice delivered to the Mayor of the
said Municipality.
Given  under  my hand and the corporate seal of the Municipality
of Bowen  this second day of September, 1897.
R. ANDREWS, Mayor of the Municipality.
F. W. CAINE, Solicitor for the Municipality of Bowen,
Town Hall, Bowen.
2006 23s.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane 27th December, 1893.THE following Botanical  Works, by F. Manson Bailey, F L.S.,
Colonial Botanist, may be obtained at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane:-
1. The Synopsis of the Queensland Flora ; 900 pp., demy 8vo,
half-bound. Price, 21s.;  posted, 22s.
2. First Supplement to ditto, in boards; 100 pp. and 4 plates.
Price, 3s.; posted, 3s. 2d.
3. Second Supplement to ditto, in boards; 153 pp. Price, 3s.;
posted, 3s. 3d.
4. Third Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 135 pp. and 21 plates.
Price, 3s. 6d.; posted, 3s. 9d.
5. Catalogue of the Indigenous and Naturalised Plants of
Queensland, with Index of vernacular  names  and their
botanical equivalents. Price, in cloth, is. 3d.; posted, Is. 5d.
In paper, is.; posted, 1s. 2d.
6. Plants Poisonous  and Injurious to Scnck. (Bailey and Gordon.)
Containing  a brief description, with plates, of Queensland
plants  suspected of having a poisonous effect upon stock.
Price, 4s.; posted, 4s. 5d.
7. Lithograms of the Queens _- n d Ferns, in one volume, containing
191 plates, illustrating 223 kinds, with index giving botanical
and common name . Price, 2s. 6d.; posted, 6d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
NOW PUBLISHED, A Digest of the Statutory Criminal Law inforce in Queensland on the first day of January, 1896 (which it
is within the competence of the Parliament of Queensland to repeal or
amend), with a Table of the Statutes, prepared by the Hon. Sir
Samuel Walker Griffith, G.C.M.G., Chief Justice of Queensland.
In 8vo royal. Bound in cloth, 15s. Posted, 15s. 7d. Government
Printing Office, Brisbane.
GG E Justices Act of  1886 " and  " The Offenders Probation Act
of  1886," with  an Introduction , Notes,  and Index , by John L.
Woolcock, B.A. Price, 3s. 6d. in cloth; 2s. 6d. in paper. Postage, 6d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
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GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
SUBSCRIPTION AND ADVERTISING} RATES:-
[11TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
IMPOUNDINGS.PO UNDISEEPERS are reminded that Advertisements of
Impounded Stock  will  be charged for at the  uniform rate
Of  SIXPENCE PEE LINE  ;  and no such  Advertisement will be
inserted  in the  Gazette  unless  accompanied  by a remittance
(Money Orders, Postal Notes, Postage Stamps, or Cash)
sufficient to cover the cost  of insertion.
Postage  Stamps will be received only when amount  is 6s,
or  less.
When describing  brands a distinction should be made
between  REGISTERED and other  brands, by placing  the words
REGISTERED BRAND  after  the description . Brands type will
be used  for such descriptions,  but where these words do not
appear ordinary type only  will be used.
s. d.
Quarterly Subscription ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 0
(Postage  nil,  if  subscription begins from date of receipt
of order; on back numbers, 3d. per week.)
Single copy, current year, 6d.; previous years,  Is.; large-sized
at proportionally  increased  price. Postage, Id. additional.
ADVERTISING RATES.
A uniform charge of 6d. a line for all advertisements.
Table matter  charged 50  per cent .  extra on first  insertion only
and a proportional extra charge  for  very  small-sized type.
HANSARD. s. d.
Subscription for Session  ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 0
Orders must be accompanied by postage stamps (not exceeding
5s.), money order, postal note, or cash, sufficient to cover cost.
Private  cheques will not be accepted.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship or rail if so desired,
the freight to be payable by consignee.
JUST PUBLISHED.THE LAw OF FRIENDLY SOCIETIES IN QUEENSLAND, being aCompendium of the existing Act and Regulations in force, with
a comprehensive Introduction, and Notes of English and Colonial
Cases decided up to May, 1896. By John L. Woolcock, B.A., and
George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law, Authors of "Act and Rules
relating to the District Court." Holland binding. Price 5s.; postage,
4d. extra.
July, 1896. EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1893.
J
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office, William street,
Brisbane :-"Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating to
Local Government outside the Boundaries of Municipalities," with an
Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L. Woolcock, B.A. Demy
octavo, 400 pages. Linen bound, 5s. 6d.; paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Australian Colonies, 9d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
NOW ON SALE.
REDWATER DISEASE in Cattle in the Gulf Country, by C. J.
Pound, F.R.M.S., Director Stock Institute, Brisbane, Is.; posted,
Is. Id. Government Printing Office, Brisbane.
TL HE Stamp Act of  1894," and Regulations thereunder, with aManual on the provisions of the Act. Price, 2s.; posted ,  2s. 2d.
ON SALE, the "Act and  Rules relating  to the District Court, with
an Introduction ,  Notes, and  Index," by John L. Woolcock, B.A.,
and George Scott, M.A., Barristers -at-law.
Price, 7s. 6d. full  cloth; postage,  6d. extra.
Half-bound and interleaved,  10s.  6d.;  postage,  8d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY , Government Printer.
O
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office, the Pacific Island
Labourers Acts and Regulations in Pamphlet form, containing
Imperial and Colonial Acts, and Regulations thereunder. Price,
Is.  6d.; posted, Is. 7d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
THE Government Printer acknowledges the receipt of the following
amounts ,  from  the 4th to 10th September, 1897 :---
Bundanba Divisional Board, £1  Is.; Cowie and Cowland, £5 10s.;
W. H. Langdon, 8s.; Esk Divisional Board, 2s.  6d.; Pitt, Son, and
Badgery, 3s. 8d.; W. Thompson, 14s.; Gympie Municipal Council,
£4 ] ls. ; Rawbelle Divisional Board, £1; W. J. Law,  10s.; P. L.
Cardew, 6s. 6d.;-Rockhampton Municipal Council, £5 13s.; W. H.
Miskin, 9s.; A. Taylor, 15s. 6d.; G. Aubrey, 7s. 6d.; H. McMahon,
Ss.; W. J. Law, 10s.; J. 0. Kennedy, Is.; C.P.S., Townsville, is.;
P. L. Cardew, 7s.  6d.; H. E. Curel, 6s ; W. Hawley, 9s. 4d.; J. N.
Black, 2s.  6d.; J. A. Parbs, IOs. ; E. R. N. McCarthy, 4s.  6d.; Geo.
Walker, 8d.; Allora Municipal Council, 17s.; A. G. Stephens, 2s. 2d.;
W. H. Sparks, 4s.; R. B. Rogers, 16s.; Esk Divisional Board, Is.;
Tiaro Divisional Board, £2 13s.;  Mount Morgan Herald,  Is. Id.;
Calliope Divisional Board, 9s.;  Morning Bulletin,  £6 8s.; C. Hansen,
4d.; Redcliffe Divisional Board, £1 15s.; E. R. Tideman, 4s.; J. R.
Curnow, 19s.; Bowen Marsupial Board, 5s.; H. L. Groom, 4s.; T.
Lillis, 8s.; C.P.S., Hughenden, 6s.; Geo. Black, J. Millar, J. B.Leonardo,H. B. Black and Co., P. Hansen, C. G. Lamond, G. Boulter,
J. Hill, each 3s,
IMPOUNDED at Pentland, from Stonington Station , on the 28thAugust, 1897.
One chestnut entire, 2)<K over 3  near  shoulder, three white feet
blaze.
One bay gelding, ZOE near thigh, 74 near neck, hind feet white.
One bay gelding, ZOE near  thigh,  near  hind foot white, star.
One brown gelding, ZCE near thigh, UL7 off thigh.
One bay mare, ZOE over like 4D near thigh.
One brown  mare,  ZGE near thigh,  star ; grey -colt foal at foot,
unbranded.
One bay mare, 'F 7 0 over H 5 -< near shoulder,  star, near hind foot
white ; bay colt foal at foot, unbranded.
One brown mare, T b -3 offshoulder, F (horizontal, reversed) over a
near shoulder, H 5 d near thigh.
One black gelding, ''/-p6 over 77 off shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, LM 1 over 28  near  shoulder, off bind foot
white, star.
One black gelding, T 11D near shoulder, white feet, blaze on face.
One bay  mare, 7ZS off rump, star.
One grey mare, YlT near shoulder, 2 near neck.
One black mare , K 8 U  near shoulder ,  43 near neck.
One black  mare, star, no visible brand.
Also, from the Terricks,  on the same date.
One bay mare, 3.Q>< near shoulder, HIS near hip.
If not released on or before the 2nd October, 1897,  will be sold
to defray  expenses.
ALBERT TAYLOR, Poundkeeper.
1958 139.
IMPOUNDED at Charters Towers, from Gainsford, on the 24th
August, 1897.
One bay gelding, like SF3 near shoulder, like C9 tg near thigh.
One chestnut gelding,  D2G  near shoulder, 007 OR shoulder.
One chestnut mare, B5Z  near  shoulder, O07 off shoulder,  24 near
neck.
One black  gelding, like lU 0 near shoulder, OQZ off shoulder, like
15 near cheek.
One bay  mare, D2 4 near thigh.
One brown gelding, FOA over 22  near  shoulder.
One bay gelding, 2JA near shoulder, FOA off shoulder.
One brown  mare,  SQ7 near shoulder, L3 W  near  thigh,  15 near neck.
One chestnut mare, 5XK over illegible brand near thigh.
One grey gelding, 6YK near thigh, illegible number near neck.
If not  released  on or before the 21st September, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
1957
GEO. AUBREY,  Poundkeeper.
8s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Westwood, from Evergreen, on the 3rd September,1897, by order of G. E. Turnbull, Esquire. Driving, 8d.
One grey mare, blotched brand like ARO registered brand over 5 off
shoulder.
One brown filly, b TM near shoulder.
One chestnut mare, 8 V X near shoulder,  blaze.
One bay gelding, SL E near  shoulder, Y7K off shoulder, star.
One chestnut gelding, F K2 near  shoulder, 227 near neck.
One dark-grey filly, QM3 over RB7 (script ) near  shoulder.
One brown  mare , 1 Z L-I near thigh,  star , hind feet white.
One bay  mare, F L4 near shoulder, 0 QQ off shoulder, C off neck,
One brown gelding, Y7K near shoulder, lump off flank.
One brown gelding, Y7K near shoulder,  blaze.
One brown  mare, Y7 K near shoulder, star.
If not released  on or before the 5th October ,  1897,  will  be sold
to defray expenses.
W. J. LAW, Poundkeeper.
1961 8s.
IMPOUNDED at Bowen, from Mountain Home, by order of
j R. Smith, Esquire. Damages,  25;  driving, 8s. 4d.
One bay entire, off fore and both hind feet white,  star and blaze, TZ8
near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th September, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
G. BOULTER,  Poundkeeper.
2009 4s,
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IMPOUNDED at Croydon, from Forest Home Station, Gilbert
River, on the 20th August, 1897, by order of O'Brien, Cobbold,
and Co.
CATTLE.
.: 1 I
I
Colour .  Sex. Age.
34 Roan  ... ... Mixed
13 Red ... ... do.
19 White . . do.
21 Red and white do.
3 Roan  ...  Female
1 Red and white do.
34 Roan ... ... Mixed
23 Red ... ... do.
8 White . . do.
20 Red and white do.
1 Brindle .. Male
1 Blue and white do.
1 drown ... . do.
1 Red and white do.
1 Do. ... do.
Mixed
do.
do.
do.
Aged
do.
Mixed
do.
do.
do.
2 years
do.
4 years
2 years
do.
Brands.
T%0 near rump
do.
do.
do.
1ZB near ribs, TXO off rump
do.
NT6 near rump
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Indistinct brand near rump
Indistinct brand like 9CtO near
rump
1 Red ... ... do. do. Blotch like 9CA near rump
1 Do. ... do. do. Q314 near rump
1 Roan ... ... do. 3 years do.
1 l Do. ... do. I do. 8R td  near ribs
If not released  on or  before the 13th September ,  1897,  will be sold
to defray  expenses.
COLIN DOUGLAS, Poundkeeper.
1945 21s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from enclosed  lands , Riversleigh,
on the 14th August, 1897, by order of W. E. Conners, Esquire.
Driving, Is. 6d.
One white cow, like AS t4 near ribs, notch out back  of near ear.
One yellow and white bullock, indescribable brand off rump, front
quarter out  of near ear,  back quarter  out of off ear.
One red steer, bald face, like 8 --10 near rump, full-eared.
One yellow  steer,  bald face, no visible brand, full- eared.
One spotted  steer, like K5E off ribs, indescribable brand near ribs,
full-eared.
One red and white heifer, like 9ZT off rump, notch out of top both
ears,  dewlap.
One yellow  steer, bald face, no visible brand, full-eared.
One strawberry heifer, like 9ZT off rump, notch out of top both ears,
dewlap.
One red steer, top off both ears, no visible brand.
One roan heifer,  indescribable brand ,  notch  out off ear.
One strawberry steer, indescribable brand off rump, top off of ear.
One grey stallion, W1B near shoulder.  Damages, £5.
One bay gelding, WOK near shoulder, blaze, off hind foot white.
One bay mare, bald face, no visible brand, sore back, collar-marked,
near hind foot white.
One black gelding, indescribable brand near shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 21st September, 1897, will be
cold to defray  expenses.
R. B. ROGERS, Poundkeeper.
1959 13s.
IMPOUNDED at Westwood, from off the roads, on the 31st August,
1897, by order of the Inspector of Stock.
One bay gelding, RT near shoulder, H Z5 off  shoulder, 3 near cheek.
One bay mare, hind feet white, C3C near shoulder.
One brown gelding,  star, off hind foot white, KGW near shoulder.
One chestnut filly,  star, GGM3 near  shoulder.
One bay  mare, star, ®9Y !ear shoulder.
One black  mare , hind feet white, QC 8 near shoulder.
One brown gelding, hind feet white, H 5 Q near shoulder.
One bay mare,  H 2 5 over  R4Q near thigh, J ?..s3 over like 5QY
registered brand off thigh.
One brown mare, off hind foot white, U 3 N near  shoulder.
One grey gelding, F'L4 near shoulder.
If not  released on or  before the 24th September, 1897, will be
sold  to defray  expenses.
W. J. LAW,  Poundkeeper.
1962 8s.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, on the 7th September, 1897.
One roan and  white cow, L ld1 off rump.
One strawberry heifer, like 9R sP over B 48 off ribs.
If not released on or before  the 24th September, 1897, will be
sold to  defray  expenses.
Also,
One black-roan gelding, like L7S near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th October,  1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
W. H. SPARKS, Poundkeeper.
1963 4s. 6d.
594 [11 TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from D wson Selection, on the 21st
August, 1897, by order of Thos. W. Dawson, Esquire. Damages,
£5 ; driving, 8d.
One roan horse, entire, draught,  2 J near  shoulder , YZ3 near
thigh.
Also, from the Reserve, by order of the Paroo Divisional Board.
One red and white bullock, worker, bell on neck, 2D N off rump,
0 off  thigh.
One spotted bullock, worker, blind  near  eye, strap  on neck , EB7 off
rump, like 3 off thigh.
Also, from Burrenbilla, by order of J. Austin,  Esquire.  Driving,
Is. 6d.
One bay gelding, hind feet white,  star and snip,  H6X over QO4
near  shoulder, like 7T W (faint) off shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 24th September, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
2008
THOS. LILLIS,  Poundkeeper.
8s. Gd.
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra, from Crossmore, on the 30th August,
1897, by order of A. S. Robertson, Esquire.
One bay gelding, like IY near thigh, O4Q off thigh.
Also, by order of the Town Ranger. Damages, 2s. 6d.
One bay gelding, star, DM near shoulder, like OM d near thigh.
One chestnut gelding, 7RQ near shoulder, star.
One chestnut gelding, 2 over over MY near shoulder, running
star.
One grey gelding,  R near  shoulder, 12 off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 24th September, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
W. H. LANGDON,  Poundkeeper.
1960 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Chinchilla, from Chinchilla Station, on the 4th
September, 1897, by order of John Zeller, Esquire.
One chestnut gelding, blotched brands like Q-O-K near shoulder, hind
feet white, saddle-marked.
If not  released  on or before the 2nd October, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
JOHN. N. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
1947 as.
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N OTICE is hereby  given ,that  I have received the undermen.
tioned applications for the registration of Trade Marks.
Any person  or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form  I), of his  or their objections thereto, within two months
(or such further time, not exceeding six months, as the
Registrar may allow ) of the  advertisement of the application
in the  Queensland Government Gazette .  A fee of one pound
is payable  with  such notice.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &o.
Application No. 1981-Filed 2nd April, A.D. 1897.-W. A.
Ross  AND SONS,  LIMITED , of 17 and 19 William street south,
Belfast, Ireland, aerated  and mineral water manufacturers, to
register  in Class 44, in respect of  Mineral and  Aerated Waters
(Natural and Artificial), including Ginger Beer,  a Trade Mark
of which the following  is a  representation:-
S'5 ;
. RO.•BELFAST-
iRELA.ND.
Jr- a
The essential particulars of the trade  mark are the
combination  of devices and the fac-simile signature "W. A. Ross
Sons," and applicant Company  disclaims  • any right to the
exclusive  use of the added matter, except in so far  as it consists
of their  own name  and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 11th September, A.D.1897.  Vide notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application N . 2086-Filed 3r  September, A.D. 1897.-
THE TEEEZOL COMPANY, LIMITED, of Terezol Works, Croft
street, Pendleton, Manchester, England, manufacturers, to
register in Class 50, Subsection 3, in respect of Polishing
Preparations and Materials included in that Class, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
TEREZOL
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 11th September, A.D. 1897.  Yide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Applications Nos. 2087 and 2088-Filed 6th September,
A.D. 1897.-ROBERT H. FOEEDEREB, of Frankford, Philadelphia,
state of Pennsylvania, U.S.A., manufacturer : Application No.
2087,  to register  in Class 37,  in respect  of Leather ; and Appli-
cation  No. 2088, to  register  in Class 50,  in respect  of Leather
Dressing, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representa-
tion :-
(vici
0 a
The essential particulars of the above trade mark are (1)
the word " Yici," and (2) the device of a horse-shoe.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 11th September, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2089-Filed 6th September, A.D. 1897.-
BOVEIL LIMITED, of 30 Farringdon street, London, England,
merchants, to register in Class 42, in respect of Substances used
as Food or as Ingredients in Food, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation
BOVRIL.
This mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 11th September , A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application  No. 2085-Filed 3rd September ,  A.D. 1897.-
FBANK LANGSTON, of East street, Rockhampton ,  Queensland,
storekeeper ,  to register in Class 42, in respect of Tea and other
Substances used as Food or as Ingredients in Food ,  a Trade
Mark of which the fo ll owing is a representation :-
.fie.
1« . 9
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing  :-The device and the word " Rickshaw  " ;  and the applicant
disclaims any right to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This  mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 11th September, A.D.1897 .  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
-%Co•
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 11th September, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons intending  to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government '  Gazette.  A fee
of ten shi ll ings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3654.-JAMES WESLEY HALL, of " Oma,"
Boundary road, Toorak, in the colony of Victoria, mine-owner,
and GEORGE ANDERSON RICHARD, of the Range, Mount
Morgan, in the colony of Queensland, metallurgist.  "An
Improved Steam Shovel principally for Emptying and Filling
Leaching and Lixiviation Vats used in Metallurgical and
similar Operations ."  Dated 5th Dec-amber, A.D 1896.
Application N . 3807.-PATRICK O'MEARA, of Pieter-
maritzburg, in the colony of Natal, civil engineer.  "Improve-
ments in  Means for Preventing Accumulation of Sand or
Detritus at or in Harbours or Harbour Entrances ,  Canals, or
other places ."  To be dated under  section  80, 1st August, A.D.
1896 . Filed 27th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3968.-JAMES CHRISTOPHER HALLIGAN
AND JAMES FERGUSON, both of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, lithographic  printers .  "Improvements in Litho-
graphic  Machines . '  Dated 10th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4020.-THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COM-
PANY OF NEW SOUTH WALES,  LIMITED,  of 196 Castlereagh
street , Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales (Assignees
of James Albert Bonsack).  "Improvements  in Cigarette
Machines ."  Dated 12th August, A.D.1897.
Application No. 4039.-THOMAS HITCHEN, of 87 Ferry
road, Glebe Point, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales.
"Improvements in the Construction  of Continuous Baking Ovens
for Bread,  Biscuits , Pastry, or Cont'ectionery ."  Dated 23rd
August, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer,
Will iam street ,  Brisbane.
asr. QUJ .
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QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL  ORDERS.
By Colonel HowEL  GUNTER, Commandant.
Brisbane , 9th September, 1897.
Changes.
No. 221.
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
HEAD-QUARTERS' STAFF.
T HE appointment of Lieutenant.Colonel J. S. Lyster, A.A.G. and Chief Staff Officer, as an Extra Aide-de-Camp on the Personal Staff of His Excellency The Governor and Commander-in-Chief, was duly notified
in the  Government Gazette  of the 4th instant.
PERMANENT STAFF.
SERGEANT INSTRUCTORS, FIRST CLASS.
The period of service with the Queensland Defence Force of Sergeant-Major J. G. Price, King's Royal
Rifles, has been further extended to the 20th November, 1899.
No. 222.
"A" BATTERY, QUEENSLAND PERMANENT ARTILLERY.
HORSE No. 110, " Stafford," having died at Lytton on the 21st August, 1897, is struck off the strength of
the Battery.
No. 223.
REGIMENT OF QUEENSLAND  RIFLES.
A" COMPANY (1ST BATTALION).
Leave of Absence. LIEUTENANT J. R. SANKEY is granted six months '  leave of absence  fr om the 1st May, 1897.
No. 221.
IN future, Commanding Officers of Mounted Infantry and Infantry Companies will certify, on the last page
of the Monthly Return, in the space for remarks, whether the Firing Exercise has been practised at each drill, as
provided for in General Order No. 87 of 1895.
No. 225.
Despatch. THE following Despatch has been received by His Excellency the Governor and Commander-in-Chief from
the Secretary of State for the Colonies, and is published for information :-
Downing street, 16th July, 1897.
MY Loan,-The time has arrived for the departure from this country of the various component units of
the remarkable military assemblage which has constituted one of the most striking features of the recent Jubilee
Celebrations, and I cannot allow the occasion to pass without expressing the great satisfaction of Her Majesty's
Government that such a unique and characteristic gathering of her Majesty's Colonial Forces should have been
so successfully brought about.
2. The Colonial Troops have attracted the marked attention not only of the British public but of military
experts of all nations, and by their soldierlike bearing and appearance, and their discipline and general behaviour
both on parade and in quarters, they have won the highest opinions on all sides.
3. Her Majesty's Colonial Force, during their stay in .England have been treated in all respects as regular
soldiers ; t!,ey have readily and cheerfully con; ormed to every requirement cf regimental and barrack discipline ;
and, by an intimate association with their comrades of Her Majesty's regular forces, have become acquainted with
every detail of a soldier's life.
4. It has been a articular satisfaction to Her Majesty's Government that this great occasion has been the
means of bringing together men of all creeds and of all races, who, although coming, as many of them have done,
from widely separated portions of the Empire, are all united by one bond of allegiance as soldiers of Her Majesty
the Queen Empress.
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5. Her Majesty's Government feel that they are justified in hoping that the effects of this exceptional
military gathering will be permanent, and that the imperial and National interests which have been by this means-
so forcibly illustrated and brought home to the minds of all c3asses of her Majesty's subjects will now be realised
in a manner that has been scarcely possible before. They can hardly doubt that the events of the last few weeks
will have done much to knit closer the bonds of union between the Colonies and the mother country, and to this
end the presence of the Colonial Troops will have largely contributed.
6. I will only add, in conclusion, the expression of my hope that the troops will carry with them to their
homes pleasant memories of their visit, and that their  stey  in this country will have proved not only agreeable but
instructive; and I feel confident that in years to come it will be a source of pride and satisfaction to those who'are
now leaving our shores to think that they have takea part in this great and important national demonstration.,
I have, &c., J. CHAMBERLAIN.
No. 226.
THE adoVtion of Infantry Drill, 1896, as a text-book for use in the Queensland Defence Force, has been,
approved; andinstructions as laid own therein, butwith modifications s under, will commence fromthis date.
C•oiies will be issued forthwith by the Comptroller of Stores to members of the Force entitled to a free issue,.
vide  Standing General Orders, Appendix V. A single copy may be purchased for the sum of is.
Sections 8, 10, 12, 12A, 46, and Appendices A and B may be omitted altogether by corps of the Defence-
Force, Volunteers, and Cadets, but not by the Permanent Fcrce.
Section  58 (4).
Omit the whole paragraph with exception of last two lines; also omit Plate VI.
Omit the whole paragraph.
Amendments,
Infantry  Drill, 1896.
Section 59.
Section  60.
Page 77, line 10 and 11, erase the words " Cut off and " ; on lines 16 and 17 erase the words " Close the
cut-off and breech"; on line 20 and 21 erase the words "formed as a company in column by the left and"; and on
line 22 erase all the words.
The following will be substituted for section 58 (4)
The  Company will fall in for inspection by its Captain in two ranks in column by the left, and will be
numbered from right to left, told off into two half companies. Each half-company will then be numbered and
divided into two sections.
When Companies are of unequal strength the right half-company and the outer sections will be the
strongest.
When ordered to form fours each half-company will act in a similar manner to a complete Company in
order that the flank fours of each half-company may be complete.
The 1893 edition of Infantry Drill, which has been used up to this date, is now obsolete, and all copies.
must be destroyed at once.
The following amendments, as published in Army Orders, No. 28, dated March, and No. 66, May, 1897,.
Section 53.
On. page 66, line 22, the word " Firing" will be omitted.
Section  130.
On page 153, the following will be substituted for lines 12 to 17 :-" 10. `A' Battery will open fire with-
shell and percussion fuze to find the range, and then change to time fuze. Should a pause occur when changing
fuzes, it will give an excellent opportunity for infantry to push in."
Section  188.
On page 220, line 15, after the word " Order," the words " with shouldered arms " will be inserted.
Section  190.
On page 220, line 3 from the bottom, the word " formation" will be substituted for "appui."
Section  191.
On page 227, line 2, after the word " formed," the words " with arms shouldered " will be inserted.
Section  192.
On page 229, line 9, after the word " play," an asterisk will be inserted, and the following note made at
foot of the page :-*Army Service Corps, mounted or dismounted, will, in marching past, follow the infantry.
Section 205.
On page 252, line 6, after the word " occasional," the word " signal " will be inserted.
On page 252 the following will be substituted for lines 14 to 20 :-
" To further denote the target fired at, after the ranging rounds have been fired, batteries will fire--
" If at Cavalry-three guns in rapid succession ;
" If at Artillery-two guns in rapid succession ;
"If at Infantry-single gun.
" Except when ranging, no other nature of fire will be employed with blank cartridge.
" Special signallers may often, with advantage, be attached to Artillery, and mounted signallers to the
chief umpire, so that the exact target may be more easily ascertained, and the effect of the fire
more readily assessed.
When practicable the signallers with the Artillery should occasionally indicate the targetfollows:-' M:-
Flag waved three times to the right-Cavalry ;
"Call up" Flag waved twice to the right-Artillery ;
Flag waved once to the right-Infantry.
" On each occasion finishing with the flag in the direction of the target."
will be made in " Infantry Drill, 1896.
Section  206.
On page 256 ,  line 6, after the word " retire ,"  the words " infantry  with  butts reversed "  will be inserted.
Section  221.
On page 282 ,  line 10, after the word " non-commissioned," the word  " officer"  will be inserted.
Appendix A.
On page 294 - syllabus  for the  sixth fortnight-the foll owing will be substituted for the last two lines of
the  table:-
"Marching order-two hours.
"Lecture-four hours. See Appendix B."Physical Training.-Amendments of section 46 have been approved. Copies will be issued to the officers
of the Head-Quarters' Staff, Sergeant Instructors, and  11 A" Battery Permanent Force.
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No. 227.
THE following General Orders are hereby cancelled :-No 205 of 1893, and No. 224 of 1895.
No. 228.
THE following General Orders , &c. (amended ),  are republished forinformation
No. 126 of 1895.
The attention of Officers Commanding Corps is directed to Part I., paragraph ,  23, of Infantry Drill, 1896.
All Corps  (including Artillery  and Mounted  Infantry when dismounted )  will fall in with this frontage ,  and care
should be taken that the men do not close in to touch during movements. 6
Half-arm interval gives approximately the correct frontage ,  and Corps will be taught to habitually raise the
unemployed elbow on the command  "  Dress."
Careful attention must be paid to the natural swing of the unemployed arm.
No. 121 OF 1896  (PORTION OF).
Squad or Company Drill.
When it is required to form a squad or company into single rank to carry out single -rank movements, for
instruction purposes ,  the squad or company will be  formed  and closed as follows :-
From No. to single rank-Extend.
To re-form the squad or company into two ranks-
On No. Close.
Company or Battalion Drill.
A company or battalion in column or quarter-column by the left is ordered to move to the right in fours
(i.e., on outer flank). The right guide will move up and place himself (if in company drill) on the directing flank
of the leading section of fours, and if in battalion drill on the flank that is nearest to the named company
ordered to direct. The left guide will turn to the right and march in rear of the left-hand man of the rear section
of fours. When the company or battalion is ordered to turn to the front or half-front, the right guide will take
post in rear of the centre of his section. If the company or battalion is in column by the right, and ordered to
move to the left in fours, the movements of the guides will be  vice versa.
No. 229.
GENERAL ORDER No. 649 of 1888 is hereby cancelled, and the following substituted
In submitting applications for discharge for the consideration of the Commandant, the reason for
discharge must be given in full and the Regulation quoted, together with the recommendation of the Commanding
Officer. Non-Commissioned Officers and men may be discharged for the following reasons:-
Regulation 49--Non-attendance at drill ;
Regulation 49-Guilty of misconduct (authority for discharge, General Order No.
Regulation 49-Medically unfit for service ;
Regulations 55 and 56-Inefficiency;
Regulation 76-Time expired ;
Regulation 77-Leaving the district-applies to retire ;
Regulation 77-Unable to keep a horse-applies to retire ;
Regulation 77-Unable to attend owing to nature of civil employment-applies to retire ;
Regulation 77-Reduction in the establishment of corps.
When a corps is disbanded every member sh,uld be furnished with a discharge, and the following words
should be inserted in the space provided for the reason On disbandment of corps." _•,_,,,
When men apply to retire their applications must he in writing-vide Regulations 76 and 77.
The reason must also be entered in the parchment certificate of discharge, but the Regulation need not be
quoted. Men discharged for misconduct will not necessarily be granted a discharge.
No. 230.
DURING the forthcoming meeting of the Queensland National Rifle Association,  commencing -at Toowong
Rifle  Range on  the 13th instant, the undermentioned officers, non-commissioned  officers, and  men will carry out
the following duties daily:-
Chief Range Officer-Lieutenant-Colonel K. Hutchison.
Assistant  Range  Officer-Major J. F. Robertson, I.S.O.
Magazine Keeper-Quartermaster-Sergeant Lenihan, Q.S.R.
In charge of itevolver Range-Sergeant-Instructor J. G. Price.
Statistical  Work in Secretary's Othce--Orderly-room Sergeant T. Mabbutt.
Cashier-Sergeant-Major Gorman, Q.Y.A.
One Bugler and one Orderly of " A" Battery, Q.P.A., will report themselves daily  at 8.45 a.m.
The Armourer  and an  Assistant will parade daily on the  range at 8 a.m. and  carry out such work as
may be required by competitors.
Sergeant-Instructor S. A. Glass will parade, at appointed hours, the squads detailed to fire.
The undermentioned Officers, who have offered their services as Range Officers, will be'-detailed for duty
as occasion arises  by the Chief  Range  Officer:-
Major J. W. Ayscough, 1st Regiment, Captain F. S. Hely, Field Artillery,
Captain P. W. G. Pinnock, Mounted Infantry, Captain D. P. White, Queensland Rifles,
Lieutenant E. O. Darval!, Field Artillery, Lieutenant C. H. Foott, Queensland Permanent Artillery,
Lieutenant R. H. Walsh, 1st Regiment, Acting Lieutenant W. IT. Pickburn, lst;Regiment,
Acting Lieutenant J. Knox, Queensland Rifles, and Acting Lieutenant L. Gordon, Queensland Rifles.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief Staff Officer.
NOTICES.
THE Annual Meeting for 1897 of the Queensland Rifle Association will be held at Toowong'during the
week ending 18th September next.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the South Australian National Rifle Association has been fixed for 4th
to 9th October, inclusive. The Federal Rifle Match for 1897 will be fired at Adelaide on the 8th October.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the National Rifle Association of New South Wales has been fixed for
25th to 30th October, inclusive.
Attention is directed to the Programme issued by the Queensland Rifle Association in connection with the
forthcoming Annual Meeting, and particularly to the competitions open to members of the Defence Force
(including Volunteers, Cadets, and Rifle Clubs).
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
[L.15.3 ton, in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
LAMINGTON ,
the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
4overnor. Most Distinguished  Order  of St. Michael and St.George, Governor  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested,  and in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to
1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that
the following lots of Land will be offered for Sale by Public
Auction, at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on
the day specified, at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively.
TERMS:
Brisbane  Sale, one-fourth cash, the balance in three equal
instalments  at twelve, twenty-four, and thirty-six
months from date of sale;  the remaining lots as
follows:-
Purchasers to an aggregate not exceeding £12 must pay
one-half cash and the balance within one month from
the date of sale;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £12 but not
exceeding £30 must pay half cash and the balance
within four months from the date of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £30 but not
exceeding £100 must pay one-third cash and the
balance in two equal instalments at four and eight
months from the date of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £100 must pay
one-fourth cash and the balance in three equal
instalments at four, eight, and twelve months from
the date of sale ;
without interest.
And I further notify and proclaim that the Lots which may
remain unsold shall, at and after Eleven o'clock on the day
following such Auction, be open to Selection by purchase at the
upset price for one month from the date of sale.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be charged
according  to the scale established by the Act and Regulations.
SALE AT BRISBANE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 12TH DAY  OF OCTOBER,  1897 .
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Section. Area. i Price per Lot.
A.  It.  P. £  R.
97-16693-S.G.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Cumberland, parish of Kensington.
(These portions are situated at the confluence of Eighteen-mile
Creek with the Darr River, about fifty miles easterly from
Winton.)
51 50 ... 320 0 0 160 0
52 51 ... 320 0 0 160 0
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
tg
COUNTRY  LOTS-continued.
[No. 61.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Section. Area. Price per Lot.
I I ) A. R. P. £ s.
53 I 52 ... 320 0 0  160 0
54 53 ... 320 0 0  160 0
55 54 ... 320 0 0  160 0
56 55 ... 320 0 0  160 0
57 56  ... 320 0 0  160 0
58 57 ... 320 0 0  160 0
59 58 ... 320 0 0  160 0
60 59 ... 320 0 0  160 0
61 60 ... 320 0 0  160 0
62 61 ... 320 0 0 160 0
63 62 ... 320 0 0  160 0
64 63 ... 320 0 0  160 0
65 64 ... 320 0 0  160 0
66 65 ... 320 0 0  160 0
67 66 ... 320 0 0  160 0
68 67 ... 320 0 0  160 0
69 68 ... 320 0 0 160 0
70 69 ... 320 0 0  160 0
71 70 ... 320 0 0  160 0
72 71 ... 320 0 0  160 0
73 72 ... 320 0 0  160 0
74 73 ... 320 0 0  160 0
75 74 ... 320 0 0  160 0
76 75 ... 320 0 0  160 0
77 76 ... 320 0 0  160 0
78 77 ... 320 0 0  160 0
79 78 ... 320 0 0  160 0
80 79 ... 320 0 0  160 0
81 80 ... 320 0 0  160 0
82 81 ... 320 0 0  160 0
83 82 ...  .3200 0 160 0
84 83 ... 320 0 0 160 0
85 8 t ... 320 0 0 160 0
86 85 ... 320 0 0  160 0
87 86 ... 320 0 0  160 0
88 87 ... 320 0 0  160 0
89 88 ... 320 0 0  160 0
90 89 ... 320 0 0  160 0
91 90 ... 320 0 0  160 0
92 91 ... 320 0 0  160 0
93 92 ... 320 0 0  160 0
94 93 ... 320 0 0  160 0
95 94 ... 320 0 0  160 0
96 95 ... 320 0 0  160 0
97 96 ... 320 0 0  160 0
98 97 ... 320 0 0  160 0
99 98  ... 320 0 0  160 0
100 99 320 0 0 160 0
101 100  ... 320 0 0  160 0
102 101 320 0 0 160 0
103 102  ... 320 0 0  160 0
104 103  ... 320 0 0  160 0
105 104  ... 320 0 0  160 0
106 105 320 0 0 160 0
,ko
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COUNTRY  LOTS--continued.
No. of
Lot.
107
108
109
110
111
No. of
Portion.
106
107
108
109
110
No. of
Section. Area.
A. B. P.
320 0 0
320 0 0
243 0 0
320 0 0
320 0 0
Price per Lot.
£ s.
160 0
160 0
121 10
160 0
160 0
Survey Fees- £ a. d.
Lots 51 to 108, 110 and 111 ... ... ... ... 11 9 0 each.
Lot 109 ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 13 0
The purchaser to pay the value of the improvements on Lots 51 to 111.
SALE AT GERALDTON,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 12TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment.
97-14452-LB.
No. of
section. Area.
A. B. P. £ a.
TOWN LOT.
County of Nares, parish of Johnstone, town of Geraldton.
(This allotment has frontage to Edith street and Owen street.)
1 1 22 1 0 0 3210 24 0
Survey Fee-£1 is.
The purchaser to pay the value of improvements.
SALE AT HUGHENDEN,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 12'rx DAY  OF OCTOBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
97-16573-S.G.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Section. Area.
A. B. P. £ r.
COUNTRY LOT.
County of Douglas, parish of Hughenden.
(This portion is situated at the Fifteen-mile Bend, FlindersRiver.)
1 106v I ... 1 40 0 0 I 40 0
Survey  Fee-£5 8s.
The purchaser to pay £521 for improvements.
SALE AT INGHAM,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 12TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. ofAllotment.
97-16546-Ingh.
No. of
Section. Area.
A. B. P. £ s.
SUBURBAN LOT.
County of Cardwell, parish of Trebonne.
(This allotment has frontage to Cooper street.)
1 1 37 0 2 3. 10 0110
TOWN LOT.
County of Cardwell, parish of Trebonne, town of Ingham.
*2 1 10A 1 11 1 0  2  6 1 4 6
survey Fee-£1 1s. each Lot.
• The purchaser of Lot 2 to pay £300 for improvements.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this eighth day of September, in.the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command, J. P. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES WALLACE
[L.s.]
LAMINGTON,
Governor.
ALEXANDER NAPIEB, Baron Lamington of Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
the -United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N  pursuance of the authority  in me vested ,  and in accordancewith the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to
1895," 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEB, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
Price per Lot.
Price per Lot.
Price per Lot.
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
following lots of Land will be offered for sale by Public
Auction, at the undermentioned place, at Eleven o'clock on
the day specified, at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively.
TERMS :
Lots 37 to 49, one-fourth cash, the balance in three equal
instalments at twelve, twenty-four, and thirty-six
months from the date of sale; the remaining lot as
follows :-
Purchasers to an aggregate not exceeding £12 must pay
one-half cash and the balance within one month from
the date of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £12 but not
exceeding £30 must pay half cash and the balance
within four months from the date of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £30 but not
exceeding £100 must pay one-third cash and the
balance in two equal instalments at four and eight
months from the date of sale;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £100 must pay
one-fourth cash and the balance in three equal
instalments at four, eight, and twelve months from
the date of sale ;
without interest.
And I further notify and proclaim that the Lots which may
remain unsold shall, at and after Eleven o'clock on the day
following such Auction, be open to Selection by purchase at the
upset price for•one month from the date of sale.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be charged
according to the scale established by the Act and Regulations.
SALE AT BRISBANE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 12TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Section. Area. Price per Lot.
97-16889-S.G.
A. R. P. s.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Cumberland, Rockwood Resumption.
(These portions are situated about eight  miles  south-westerly
from the town of Tangorin, and about seventy miles
southerly from Hughenden.)
37 4 .. 320 0 0 160 0
38 4A ... 320 0 0 160 0
39 413 ... 320 0 0 160 0
40 4c ... 320 0 0 16') 0
41 4D ... 320 0 0 160 0
42 4E ... 320 0 0 160 0
43 4F ... 320 0 0 160 0
44 4G ... 320 0 0 160 0
45 4H ... 320 0 0 160 0
46 41 ... 320 0 0 160 0
47 4x ... 320 0 0 160 0
48 4L ... 216 0 0 108 0
49 4m ... 216 0 0 108 0
97-18893-S.G.
TOWN LOT.
County of Stanley, parish of Mackenzie, town of Kingston.
(This allotment is situated about half-a-mile south-westerly from
,Kingston Railway Station.)
Allotment.
50 10 2A 1 1 0 01 I 8 0
Survey Fees-  £ a. d.
Lots 37 to 47 ... ... ... ... ... ... 11 9 0 each.
„ 48 and 49
Lot 50 ... 2 2 0
The purchaser of Lots 37 to 49 to pay the value of any improvements there
may be thereon.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this first day of September, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer,
William street, Brisbane.
I" $z^
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Railway Department,
Brisbane, 9th September, 1897.
THE following List of Persons Employed in the Railway Service of the Colony on 30thday of June is published in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Railways Act of  1888
Amendment .,let of 1896."
•
0
ROBERT J. GRAY,
Commissioner for Railways.
GENERAL ESTABLISHMENT.
SECRETARY'S OFFICE.
Thomas S. Pratten,
Allen, Frederick W., Assistant Station Auditor
Barker, Frederick, Apprentice Clerk
Barker, William H., Junior Draftsman
Boland, Sinon B., Clerk
Boyd, James, Clerk
Brown, Benjamin P., Clerk
Brown, William A., Accountant
Bunting, John A., Clerk
Burton, Ben, Clerk
Coffey, Daniel A., Apprentice Clerk
Connolly, Patrick J. Clerk
Cooling, John A., Clerk
Cowie, John E., Clerk
Craig, William, Clerk
Crowther, Arthur J., Clerk
Curtis, Richard W., Ledger-keeper
D'Arcy, Edward F., Clerk
D'Arcy George P., Clerk
Davis, Septimus, Traffic Auditor
Dearle, Charles W., Clerk
Derbyshire, Joseph W. G., Apprentice Clerk
Dixon, Robert, Clerk
Evans, Harry, Cashier
Ewing, Thomas, Clerk
Fallon, James F., Clerk
Fallon, James, Watchman
Fitzgerald, James J., Assistant Station Auditor
Fitzgerald, John F., Clerk
Flood, Edward, Clerk
Foley, Richard A., Clerk
Freeman, William, Clerk
Frost, Edward, Station Auditor
Graham, Patrick H., Clerk
Secretary to the Commissioner, for Railways.
Green, Charles S., Clerk
Hadley, John E. A., Clerk
Hannah, James , Apprentice Clerk
Hassett Philip, Apprentice Clerk
Hinch, Michael J., Apprentice Clerk
Hudson, Absolom,  Messenger
Hunter, Richard W., Clerk
Kelleher, John, Apprentice.Clerk
Kelleher, Joseph, Clerk
Lewis, John J., Clerk
Lloyd, Willi J., Clerk
McNab, Misams I., Operator
Masterson , Patrick J., Clerk
Mood, Christopher R., Clerk
Murphy, John, Clerk
O'Connor, Michael T., Clerk
O'Doherty, Denis, Clerk
Oxenham, Leo E., Apprentice Clerk
Purssell, John S., Clerk
Quigley, John R., Apprentice Clerk
Richards, Alfred J., Clerk
Schleusener , William E., Apprentice Clerk
Shaw, Ernest, Clerk
Sowden, Samuel, Clerk
Stanley, Hubert C. A., Apprentice Clerk
Sturgess , Frank L. D., Clerk
Swensson  Carl E. L., Clerk
Tainton, 'rank, Clerk
Tregurtha, Edward F. "Clerk
Trotter, Richard H.,
. lerk
Williams, George, Clerk
Willmington, Morris Clerk
Wimberley, Arthur *., Clerk
GENERAL TRAFFIC MANAGER'S OFFICE.
James  F. Thallon, Deputy  Commissioner and General Traffic Manager.
Brown, John G., Chief Clerk
Caspersonn, Charles H., Superintendent of Railway Telegraphs
Chambers, John, Clerk
Davidson, James W., Clerk
Falconer, James, Clerk
Fry, John, Apprentice Clerk
Hendren, Samuel  J., Acting Chief Clerk
Lavers, Gilbert W., Clerk
Newman, John S., Clerk
Shanks, Robert E., Clerk
Steer, George R., Clerk
Watts, William A. C., Apprentice Clerk
Wilkie, John, Clerk
Windle,  Thomas , Apprentice Clerk
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CHIEF ENGINEER'S OFFICE.
Henry C. Stanley,  M.I.C.E .,  Chief Engineer.
Armstrong, William J., Clerk
Armour , Robert, ClerkBarton ,  Ernest G .,  Draftsman
Bell, Norris  G., Relieving District  Engineer
Birkbeck ,  Robert E., Clerk
Bird ,  Charles F .,  Clerk
Cook ,  Bernard, Apprentice Clerk
Crawley ,  Herbert, Apprentice Clerk
Freeman ,  Aubrey It.,  Draftsman
Fryer ,  Charles E. S., Photographer
Gartside ,  James,  Chief  Draftsman
Graham ,  David, Apprentice Clerk
Hamilton ,  Arthur ,  Chief Clerk
Hansen ,  Henrik ,  Draftsman
Henderson ,  George, Clerk
Hill, Samuel S., Draftsman
Ayscough ,  Ernest L .,  Apprentice Clerk
Cook ,  Josiah W .,  Inspector
Cormack ,  James 0., Apprentice Clerk
Lowndes, David A .,  A pprentice Clerk
Mansfield ,  William L .  P., Inspector
McCaskie, E benezer G., Clerk
McCormack ,  Georgd J ., .Junior Draftsman
Hodel ,  Francis C.,  Clerk
Holclsworth ,  William J., Engineering Apprentice
Hoghton ,  William A., Draftsman
Jamieson ,  William J., Assistant Photographer
Larsen ,  Jens P. V., Draftsman
Lethem ,  Charles B., Officer in Charge of Surveys
May, Charles R., Draftsman
Miglin ,  Charles, Messenger
Pagan, William, Principal Assistant Engineer
Paterson ,  Walter, Clerk
Phillips, William  H. A., Clerk
Pollock, Robert D .,  Apprentice Clerk
Sivyer ,  Spencer ,  Inspector
Stokes, William ,  Draftsman
Zillman ,  Charles  W., Clerk
LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEER'S OFFICE.
Henry Horniblow ,  Locomotive Engineer.
Neild ,  Robert A., Inspector
Pigott ,  Arthur W ., Chief Draftsman
Robinson ,  John E., Draftsman
Wagenknecht ,  B., Draftsman
Welch ,  Stephen  R., Chief Clerk
Weise, Edward  C. G., Clerk
COMPTROLLER OF STORES' OFFICE.
Albert Prewett,  Comptroller of Stores.
Fitzgibbon ,  Raymond ,  Apprentice Clerk Pickburn ,  William H .,  Clerk
O'Brien, Richard W .,  Apprentice Clerk
I
EMPLOYEES
Allen, William ,  Draftsman
Amos, Owen L .,  Surveyor
Atkin, William H., Inspector
Bell, Michael M., Draftsman
Bernays, Lewis  A., Resident  Engineer
Betts, Francis, Inspector
Blackman, Archibald H., Assistant Surveyor
Brooks, William, Draftsman
Brunton, William E., -Draftsman
Butcher,  Anthony G .,  Inspector
Caldwell, John D., Draftsman
Collier, James F., Clerk
Cook ,  George, Inspector
Cormack John H., Draftsman
Crawford  Hugh R., Draftsman
Dean ,  Frederick W., -Inspector
Dea1c;  William J .,_ Field - Assistant.
Drew,  Frederick W., Surveyor
Fraser ,  Alfred W .,  Assistant Engineer
Fraser,  John A .,  Resident Engineer
Fraser ,  Hugh B .,  Resident Engineer
Gibbins, William ,  Assistant Engineer
Girling, Alfred H. S., Inspector
Goleby, Leonard ,  Inspector
Gorton ,  Eli H., Inspector
Graham Charles S., Field Assistant
Grant, John B., Assistant Surveyor
Greensill, Edmund H. R., Surveyor
Hamilton , John W .,  Assistant Engineer
Hassall ,  Lloyd, Resident Engineer
Hed5eland ,  Edmund W .,  Draftsman
Herlihy ,  J. D., Inspector
Hill, Samuel S., junr .,  Draftsman
H gan, Andrew ,  Resident Engineer
Holmes ,  John ,  Inspector
Home, William C., Inspector
Hutchinson ,  Thomas, Draftsman
Jessup, Vincent ,  Inspector
Johnson ,  William ,  Inspector
Jones, Francis L., Draftsman
Keir ,  Francis L .,  Assistant Engineer
Knott ,  John ,  Inspector
Knott, William H., Inspector
Lamer ,  0., Inspector
Lee William ,  Inspector
Le (rand ,  Alfred Y .,  Draftsman
Lethem ,  Herbert W .,  Surveyor
Longland ,  George, SurveyorMcArthur, Robert, Assistant Engineer
McGurk, Thomas P., Inspector
McVinish ,  C. T., Inspector
Macwhinnie ,  John W., Cement Tester
MacArthur ,  Edward H., Surveyor
Mapleston, Albert, Clerk
Maskrey, James, Inspector
Mathiesen ,  Thron, Inspector
Minehan ,  John, Assistant Surveyor
Morris, P. W., Inspector
Munro ,  William H., Resident Engineer
Netzler ,  Bror F., Field Assistant
Nevill ,  Frederick G., Draftsman
Nightingale ,  John S., Draftsman
North ,  Francis J. Surveyor
Oldham ,  James 1., Draftsman
Prosdocimi ,  Giovanni ,  Draftsman
Pearce ,  Thomas G. G., Draftsman
Palmer ,  Arthur C.  H., Draftsman
Price, Vincent ,  Draftsman
Paterson ,  Andrew ,  Surveyor
Parkinson ,  Henry W., Resident Engineer
Rhodes, John, Inspector
Raehricht ,  Oswald H .,  Surveyor
Robinson ,  A. R., Inspector
Roulston ,  William, Clerk
Rowling, Frederick H., Draftsman
Russon, George, Inspector
Sands, John L., Inspector
Snowdon, William ,  Draftsman
Spry, Richard, Inspector
Stanley, Talbot F. M .,  Field Assistant
Stoodley ,  Federick W., Inspector
Stringer ,  Charles S., Surveyor
Sutton, Henry N., Draftsman
Thistlethwayte ,  Donald S., Resident -Engineer
Thomas, George F., Draftsman
Thornton ,  John ,  Inspector
Tomassi, Carlo C., Draftsman
Turner ,  Leslie Al., Draftsman
Unsworth ,  William R., Assistant Surveyor
Vallis, Elijah C., Inspector
Walker ,  John ,  Inspector
Walker ,  Thomas A., Field Assistant
Walls, Nelson ,  Inspector
Watson ,  George J., Draftsman
White ,  Benjamin, Inspector
Whish, Claude A., Assistant Surveyor
Wilson, Robert, Draftsman
TRAFFIC BRANCH.
Adams, David J .,  signalman ,  Southern Division
Addison, Walter F., stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Ahern, John A., apprentice clerk ,  Northern Railway
Albertson, Isadore W., porter, Southern Division
Alford, Abel ,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Alford ,  Wi ll iam H .,  clerk, Southe rn  Division
Allardice ,  George ,  guard ,  Southern Division
Allatt, Charles E., guard ,  Southern Division
Allen ,  Alexander ,  lad porter ,  Southern Division
Allen, Charles F., guard ,  Southern Division
Allen ,  John R .,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Allen, William ,  clerk ,  Northern Railway
Allsop, Miss Ellen, booking -clerk ,  Southern Division
Appleton William ,  assistant stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Archibald ,  Ro bert .  assistant printer ,  Southern Division
Armstrong ,  Francis T., apprentice clerk, Mackay Railway
ENGAGED ON CONSTRUCTION.
Armstrong ,  George N., stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Armstrong ,  John A., guard, Southern Division
Armstrong ,  William, guard ,  Southern Division
Arnott, George M., stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Atkins, Thomas, guard ,  Central Railway
Atwell ,  Alfred ,  lad porter, Southern Division
Atwell, William J., porter, Southern Division
Atwell, William J., porter, Southern Division
Ayscough, Sutton, porter ,  Southern Division
Badcock, Onias J., porter, Southern Division
Baker ,  Alexander ,  checker ,  Northern Railway
Baker ,  Max, clerk ,  Southe rn Division
Baker, William ,  guard, Central Railway
Bannatyne ,  John, guard, Cairns Railway
Bannon, Thomas, foreman porter, Central Railway
Barker, Richard W., assistant stationmaster ,  Southern Division
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Ba rn es, William G., stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Barrie, David, T., porter, Southern Division
Barron, James J., stationmaster ,  Southerti  Division
Bartels, Otto A.; shunter, Northern Railway
Bartels, Henry J., porter, Northern Railway
Bateman ,  James, signalman , Southern Division
Bath, Edwin, apprentice clerk, Northern Railway
Bath, John, shunter, Southern Division
Batley, George, porter, Southern Division
Battersby . John J.,  relieving signalman ,  Southern Division
Beard, William I., night porter, Central Railway
Bearkley, James A., porter, Southern Division
Bearkley, Joseph H., lad porter, Southern Division
Beck ,  James, shunter ,  Southern Division
Beck ,  William, porter ,  Southern Division
Behan ,  Michael ,  gatekeeper ,  Southern Division
Belford, William T., guard, Southern Division
Bell, George ,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Bell , Walter W. A., porter, Central Railway
Bennett ,  Alfred T .,  shunter ,  Central Railway
Bennett ,  James, guard ,  Southern Division
Bennett ,  Miss Maggie A., booking -clerk ,  Southern Division
Berry ,  Alexander ,  guard, Southern Division
Berry, William H .,  porter ,  Southern Division
Bessell ,  Kyrle E., apprentice clerk ,  Northern Railway
Best, Thomas H., signalman ,  Southern Division
Bird, Joseph ,  craneynan ,  Southern Division
Bishop, William J., porter, Northern Railway
Black ,  Alexander ,  lad porter ,  Northern Railway
Black ,  Kingsborough ,  seer .,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Black ,  Kingsborough ,  junr., clerk ,  Southern Division
Black, Robert, lad porter, Northern Railway
Blaine, John B., stationmaster, Southern Division
'Blair, Charles, porter, Southern Division
Bloom, George, porter, Northern Railway
Bloom, Joseph, clerk Northern Railway
Blyde, Charles, E., clerk, Mackay Railway
Boatwright, Henry J., porter, Southern Division
Bogie, Joseph D., stationmaster, Central Railway
Bolton , Arthur, clerk, Southern Division
Bolton, William G., porter, Southern Division
Bone ,  Thomas ,  assistant stationmaster ,  Northern Railway
Boody, Joseph H., clerk, Southern Division
Bouell, Charles N. B., porter, Southern Division
Bowen , Rowland G., lad porter, Southern Division
Bowker, William, guard, Central Railway
Bowness, Robert  0., porter,  Southern Division
Boyd, John,  guard , Northern  Railway
Boyd ,  William H .,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Boyle,  James, stationmaster , Northern Railway
Braddock, George, foreman porter, Central Railway
Bradley, J. G., clerk, Northern Railway
Brady, William, porter, Central Railway
Brennan ,  Patrick, guard ,  Southern Division
Brennan, Robert ,  assistant stationmaster ,  Cooktown Railway
Bridges, Ben., gatekeeper ,  Southern Division
Brid3on ,  Edmund P., stationmaster, Central Railway
Briggs, William B .,  signalman ,  Southern Division
Brighouse ,  Edwin ,  signalman ,  Southern Division
Bright , Joseph J.,  porter ,  Southern  Division
Bright ,  William H., clerk ,  Southern Division
Broderick, Patrick J., porter, Southern Division
Brook ,  Henry, stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Brook, Thomas, porter, Southern Division
Brophy, James, night porter, Southern Division
Brothertou , Alfred,  stationmaster, Southern Division
Brotherton, George, inspector, Southern Division
Brown ,  Francis E., porter ,  Southern Division
Brown, Hugh, M., porter, Southern Division
Brown ,  Michael ,  night porter ,  Southern Division
Brown, William H., stationmaster, Southern Division
Brown ,  William ,  guard, Central Railway
Bryce, George L., stationmaster, Southern Division
Buckby, Charles, porter, Southern Division
Buckley, George, battery cleaner, Southern Division
Bullock, John, porter, Southern Division
Burgess, Thomas, clerk, Southern Division
Burgbardt, Carl F. T., lad porter, Southern Division
Burke, Jeremiah, gatekeeper, Southern Division
Burke, John ,  stationmaster ,  Central Railway
Burke, John, guard, Northern Railway
Burke, Thomas, porter, Southern Division
Burke, William P., clerk, Southern Division
Burns, James K., stationmaster, Southern Division
Burns,  Patrick J., shunter, Southern Division
Burrowes , George N., stationmaster, Southern Division
Burton ,  Ben., inspector ,  Southern Division
Burton , John,  assistant stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Butler, James H., porter, Southern Division
Butler, William G., shunter, Southern Division
Buxton, Frank, lad porter, Southern Division
Byrne, James, guard, Southern Division
Cain, Hugh J., clerk, Southern Division
Cairns, James, guard, Southern Division
Cairns, Peter, guard, Northern Railway
Callaghan, Stephen W., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Campbell, Duncan, night porter, Southern Division
Campbell, John, stationmaster, Southern Division
Campbell, Walter, clerk, Central Railway
Canning, Robert G., porter, Southern Division
Cannon, Patrick J., lad porter, Southern Division
Carey, Patrick, porter, Southern Division
Carey, Thomas F., clerk, Southern Division
Carey, William F., clerk, Southern Division
Carmichael, Thomas, porter, Southern Division
Carmody, Michael K.,  stationmaster , Central Railway
Carney, Frederick J., night officer, Southern Division
Carroll ,  Eugene ,  porter, Southern Division
Carroll, John ,  porter ,  Mackay Railway
Carroll ,  Matthew P .,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Carroll, Michael, porter, Southern Division
Carroll ,  William ,  lad porter ,  Southern Division
Carsteps, John A. A., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Carter, Albert E., porter, Southern Division
Casey, John B. T., guard, Northern Railway
Cathcart ,  James, lad porter ,  Southe rn  Division
Cathcart, John, clerk, Southern Division
Cathcart ,  William G., night porter ,  Southern Division
Champ, Francis J., clerk, Normanton Railway
Chardon, Joseph M.,  assistant stationmaster ,  Central Railway
Charles,  David,  stationmaster ,  Southe rn  Division
Child, George,  guard , Southern Division
Childs, Lewis J., porter, Southern Division
Ch=sholm, Alexander R., night porter, Southern.Division
Church Charles H., clerk, 5entral Railway
Clark, Frederick, foreman porter, Central Railway
Clark ,  Peter, stationmaster ,  Mackay Railway
Clark, William, porter, Southern Division
Clarke, Charle guard, Northern Railway
Clarkson, John, guard, Southern Division
Clarkson ,  Jo-eph S., stationmaster ,  Southe rn  Division
Cleeland ,  William, night porter ,  Southe rn  Division
Clifford, Stephen, night porter, Southern Division
Clinton, Charles, clerk, Southern Division
Cloake, Patrick J., clerk, Southern Division
Cochrane, John B.,  assistant stationmaster ,  Southe rn  Division
Cocking, Thomas H., shunter, Southern Division
Cocks, George ,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Coghlan, Michael D., c'erk, Southern Division
Coghill, Thomas A., porter, Southern Division
Cole, James, guard, Northern Railway
Cole, Michael J., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Coles, Charles, guard, Central Railway
Collins, Daniel G., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Collins, John B., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Collinson ,  James, apprentice  clerk,  Cairns Railway
Collier, Charles T., stationmaster ,  Northern Railway
Coman, Joseph, porter, Southern Division
Conley, W illiam ,  lad porter, Southern Division
Connolly,  Hugh ,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Connolly, Lawrence, foreman porter, Southern Division
Connolly, Patrick, porter, Northern Railway
Connor, Ernest F., apprentice clerk ,  Southe rn  Division
Connors, Charles ,  po rter ,  Southern Division
Conroy, William J porter, Southern Division
Cook, John J.,  porter ,  Southern Division
Cook, Sydney W., guard, Southern Division
Cooke ,  John S .,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Cooney, Patrick J., porter, Southern Division
Cooper, James N., night porter, Northern Railway
Costello, Thomas, guard, Central Railway
Costigan ,  Michael J .,  guard ,  Southern Division
Courtney ,  Lawrence, stationmaster ,  Cairns Railway
Cowan,  Andrew, stationmaster ,  Southern  Division-
Cox, George, night porter, Southern Division
Craggs, William, porter, Southern Division
Craine, Charles j., stationmaster ,  Mackay Railway
Craney, Thomas, porter ,  Central Railway
Cranley, John, lad porter, Southern Division
Cranley, James, clerk, Central Railway
Cranley, Patrick, stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Cranston ,  George, guard ,  Northern Railway
Crawford, Joseph, clerk, Central Railway
Crossan, John ,  guard ,  Central Railway
Crystal, Frank ,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Cummins,  John,  signalman ,  Southern Division
Cunningham ,  Edward ,  guard, Central Railway
Cunningham , George A., apprentice  clerk ,  Southe rn  Division
Cunningham ,  John ,  stationmaster ,  Southe rn  Division
Cunningham, William G., stationmaster, Central Railway.
Curnow, Frank S., lad porter, Southern Division
Curran, Michael, porter, Southern Division
Curran, Thomas, shunter, Southern Division
Currie,  John,  assistant stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Curry,  W illiam ,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Dale, James R., clerk ,  Southern Division
Dalton, William ,  gatekeeper ,  Southern Division
Daly, Daniel, shunter, Central Railway
Daly, Edmund ,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Daly, Thomas, porter, Southern Division
Danaher, John, lad porter, Southern Division
Danaher, Patrick, lad porter, Southern Division
Danaher, Phillip J., stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Davie, James F., clerk, Southern Division
Davie, William, porter, Southern Division
Davies, John C., guard, Southern Division
Davies, John W., checker, Southern Division
Davies, Richard C., guard, Southern Division
Davies, Richard, stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Davies, Samuel, guard, Southern Division
Davis, John A., lad porter, Southern Division
Davis, Norman M., stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Davison, Baxter ,  stationmaster, Central Railway
Dawson, George, guard, Southern Division
Deacon, William ,  assistant stationmaster ,  Northe rn  Railway
Dealtry Hamilton, guard, Southern Division
Dear, iliiss Caroline S., booking clerk, Southern Division
Dear, Miss Jessie W., booking clerk, Southern Division
Dear ,  Charles J., stationmaster ,  Southe rn  Division
Deegan, William, operating porter, Central Railway
De Garis, Sylla ,  apprentice clerk, Northern Railway
I)egnan, Patrick, checker, Southern Division
Delaney, Richard,  assistant  stationmaster, Southern  Division
Dempsey ,  Edward, apprentice clerk ,  Central Railway
Denham, Mrs., station mistress, Southe rn  Division
Denham ,  Wi ll iam H .  S., porter, Southern Division
Denning , Alfred J.,  lad porter ,  Southern Division
Dennis, Alfred H., lad porter ,  Southern Division
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Desmond , James, lad porter, Northern Railway
Desmond, John, apprentice clerk, Northern Railway
Devine, Francis G., porter, Southern Division
Devine, William, porter, Southern Division
Diamond, Richard, shunter, Southern Division
Dickens, Thomas B., clerk, Southern Division
Dillon, Edward, stationmaster, Northern Railway
Dineen, James W., lad porter, Southern Division
Dobbins, Alfred J., foreman porter, Central Railway
Dobson, Thomas, signalman, Southern Division
Dodd, William C., clerk, Central Railway
Dodds, James, lad porter, Southern Division
Dodds, William, guard, Central Railway
Dollery, Thomas, g'iard, Southern Division
Donaldson, Richard, signalman, Southern Division
Donnelly, John H., apprentice clerk, Northern Railway
Donnelly, John, stationmaster, Southern Division
Donnelly, Patrick. J., porter, Northern Railway
Donovan, Timothy,  signalman , Southern Division
Doolan, Edward H., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Doolan, James H., lad porter, Southern Division
Douglas, Arthur A., stationmaster, Normanton Railway
Douglas, James, guard, Southern Division
Dowdy, Thomas, signalman, Southern Division
Down, Victor A., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Drew, Michael, foreman shunter, Southern Division
Dunbar, Robert, district traffic manager, Central Railway
Dunbar, William, stationmaster, Central Railway
Duncan, Charles D., stationmaster, Mackay Railway
Duncan, Ralph R., night porter, Southern Division
Dunlop, Arthur, clerk, Southern Divis on
Dunne, Christopher J., clerk, Southern Division
Dunne, Michael, lad porter, Southern Division
Dwyer, Dennis, shunter, Southern Division
Dwyer, Edward J., lad porter, Southern Division
Dwyer, Timothy, guard, Southern Division
Eden, Alfred J., stationmaster, Central Railway
Edwards, David, checker, Northern Railway
Edwards, John, clerk, Southern Division
Egan, William, guard, Southern Division
Elam, William H., stationmaster, Southern Division
Elfverson, William H., lad porter, Southern Division
F,lleary, Thomas, guard, Mackay Railway
Elliott, John H., stationmaster, Central Railway
Ellis, Augustus, porter, Northern Railway
Elms, Henry, stationmaster, Southern Division
Emery James, stationmaster, Central Railway
EmmeQns, A. E., fireman cold stores, Southern Division
Evans,  Bernard C.,  stationmaster , Northern Railway
Evans, Charles, district traffic manager, Northern Railway
Evans, George, guard, Southern Division
Evans, George H., clerk, Northern Railway
Evans,  Walter  J., statioumaster ,  Southern Division
Ewing, Francis, stationmaster, Central Railway
Fahey ,  John T., clerk ,  Southern Division
Fanshawe ,  Harry, guard ,  Southern Division
Fanshawe , John H., lad porter, Southern Division
Farrell ,  Edmund G., stationmaster ,  Central Railway
Farrell ,  Michael,  foreman  shunter ,  Southern Division
Faust  Albert, night porter ,  Southern Division
Fay, John T., porter, Central Railway
Featonby, Joseph, guard, Central Railway
Fell, Edmund W., lad porter, Southern Division
Ferricks, Myles A., lad porter, Central Railway
Fewtrell, Barnibus, night porter, Southern Division
Fitzgerald, James, apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Fitzgerald, Thomas, night porter, Northern Railway
Fitzgerald, Walter V., guard, Southern Division
Fitzmanrice, Edward, porter, Southern Division
Flannery, Denis, porter, Southern Division
Foggitt Henry, porter, Southern Division
Foley, 'John E., chief clerk, Northern Railway
Forknall, William H., guard, Southern Division
Forrest, James,  signalman , Southern Division
Forrest, John, checker, Southern Division
Forrest, Robert T., porter, Southern Division
Forster, Edward H., clerk, Southern Division.
Forsyth, Thomas M., guard, Southern Division
Foster,  James,  stationmaster , Northern Railway
Foster,  John,  lad porter, Southern Division
Fowler, John S., guard, Southern Division
Fox, Thomas,  stationmaster , Southern Division
Francis, Charles, guard, Central Railway
Fraser, Miss Agnes C., operator, Southern Division
Fraser, Donald, foreman porter, Southern Division
Fraser, John ,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Frawley, Patrick, lad porter, Southern Division
Freeman, Charles, stationmaster, Southern Division
Freeman, Charles H., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Freeney, John, lad porter, Southern Division
French, James R., clerk, Southern Division
French, John,  signalman , Southern Division
French, Samuel  H, assistant  stationmaster, Southern Division
French, William A., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Furness, George, guard, Southern Division
Furness, James, checker, Southern Division
Gall, George,  stationmaster , Southern Division
Gallagher? John, porter, Southern Division
Gallagher, Peter, stationmaster, Southern Division
Galliott, Walter, guard, Northern Railway
Gallwey, Daniel, porter, Southern Division
Ganley, Patrick, stationmaster, Southern Division
Garbutt, James, porter, Southern Division
Gardiner, George, guard, Central Railway
Garven, Alexander, stationmaster, Southern Division
Garven, Patrick R., night porter, Southern Division
Gay, William, night porter, Central Railway
Gaynor, Joseph, apprentice clerk, Northern Railway
Geddes, Jelin,  shunter ,  Cairns  Railway
Gee, William C., guard, Southern Division
Gee, William J., porter, Central Railway
Gehrmann, Francis F., goods agent, Southern Division
Gentner, Albert C., lad porter, Southern Division
George, Samuel, guard, Central Railway
George, William M. B., lad porter, Southern Division
Gilkinson, Charles W., shunter, Southern Division
Gill, John W., porter, Central Railway.
Gillam, Arthur, porter, Southern Division
Gilligan, Peter, stationmaster, Southern Division
Gilligan, Robert, porter, Southern Division
Gilligan, Thomas E., guard, Southern Division
Gilmour, David, stationmaster, Central Railway
Gilvarry, M., night porter, Northern Railway
Girdlestone, Miss M., booking clerk, Southern Division
Girdlestone, Nelson B., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Girdwood, David, assistant  stationmaster , Central Railway
Gleeson, Martin J., porter, Southern Division
Glover, James, stationmaster, Southern Division
Godsmark, Arthur, night porter, Southern Division
Godwin, Arthur E., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Goff, Victor K., clerk, Southern Division
Goff, Z., stationmaster, Southern Division
Gollan, John, stationmaster, Central Railway
Goulding, Thomas, shunter, Southern Division
Grant, John, guard, Southern Division
Grant, Robert, guard, Southern Division
Green, Samuel, printer, Southern Division
Green, William H., guard, Southern Division
Greenfield, Henry, stationmaster, Southern Division
Gregory, Edward J., guard, Southern Division
Gregory, Henry A., guard, Southern Division
Griffin, Louis, checker, Northern Railway
Griffen, Maurice, guard, Bowen Railway
Grimes, Miss Barbara, booking clerk, Southern Division
Groth, George, shunter, Southern Division
Grubb, Thomas, porter, Central Railway
Guilfoyle, John, lad porter, Southern Division
Haimes, William E., clerk, Southern Division
Hair, William, guard, Northern Railway
Hale, Thomas,  signalman , Southern Division
Hall, Charles H., stationmaster, Southern Division
Hall, Frank W., night porter, Central Railway
Hall, Thomas, guard, Southern Division
Hall, William, guard, Southern Division
Hall, William, junr., stationmaster, Southern Division
Hallahan, John, porter, Southern Division
Hammond, Percy, porter, Southern Division
Hancock, John, foreman porter, Southern Division
Hancock, John W., signalman, Southern Division
Hancock, Richard, signalman, Southern Division
Hannam, Charles J., porter, Southern Division
Hanrahan, John J., guard, Northern Railway
Hanrahan, Michael, foreman porter, Central Railway
Hanrahan ,  Thomas ,  lad porter ,  Southern Division
Hardgrove, David T., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Hardy, Edward, guard, Normanton Railway
Hardcastle ,  John, stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Harding, Patrick, apprentice clerk, Central Railway
Harlin, Miss E., stationmistress ,  Southern Division
Harrison, Percival S., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Hartley, John, stationmaster, Central Railway
Harvey, William C., clerk, Southern Division
Hastie, Arthur, lad porter, Cairns Railway
Hayes, Michael, guard, Central Railway
Healy, John E., stationmaster, Southern Division
Healy, Thomas A:, clerk, Southern Division
Heers, Charles, porter, Southern Division
Heffernan, Joseph, la-i porter, Southern Division
Hegarty, Martin, guard, Southern Division
Helion, James, foreman porter, Southern Division
Helion, James J., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Helion, Thomas J., clerk, Southern Division
Henderson, William, guard, Northern Railway
Hendry, David M., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Hennesy, Martin, porter, Southern Division
Henry, Michael,  signalman , Southern Division
Hensley, Arthur, porter, Southern Division
Hewson, Robert, clerk, Northern Railway
Hickey, Edward, guard, Southern Division
Hickey, Frank, guard, Southern Division
Higgins, James, guard, Southern Division
Higgins, John M., guard, Central Railway
Higgins, William, H., porter, Southern Division
Highatt, Charles, lad  porter,  Central Railway'
Hinchey, Michael, gatekeeper, Southern Division
Hinson, Mrs., stationmistress, Southern Division
Hirons ,  Aldridge ,  signalman ,  Southern Division
Hoare, Albert, checker, Central Railway
Hobson, Stephen, lad porter, Southern Division
Hogan, John, lad porter, Southern Division
Hogan, Michael J., stationmaster, Central Railway
Hogan, Michael J., porter, Southern Division
Holdsworth, Joseph A., district traffic manager, Southern Division
Holdsworth, John J., stationmaster, Southern Division
Holloway, Lionel M., checker, Southern Division
Holme, Charles B., clerk, Southern Division
Holmes, Isaac, guard, Southern Division
Holt, George ,  shunter, Southern Division
Hook, James G., stationmaster, Northern Railway
Hooper, Joseph H., clerk, Northern Railway
Hooper, William A., assistant stationmaster, Northern Railway
Hope, Thomas A., assistant stationmaster, Southern Division
Hore, Thomas H., relieving stationmaster, Southern Division
Horne, Robert W., clerk, Southern Division
Horner, Alexander, stationmaster, Central Railway
Hotten, Henry, porter, Southern Division
Houston, Robert, relieving signalman ,  Southern Division
Howard, Edward S., porter, Northern Railway
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Howard, William  H., stationmaster , Southern Division
Hudson, David W., guard, Southern Division
Hudson, James, lad porter, Southern Division
Hughes, Henry E., lad porter, Southern Division
Humble, Thomas, guard, Central Railway
Hume, John C., lad porter, Southern Division
Hume, Joseph,  stationmaster , Southern Division
Hunt, John S., porter, Southern Division
Hunt, Paul, night porter, Southern Division
Hurford, John W.,  stationmaster , Southern Division
Hurley,  Bernard, porter , Northern Railway
Hurst, W., shunter, Southern Division
Huston , William, porter, Northern Railway
Iredale, William L., clerk, Southern Division
Irwin , Joseph, stationmaster, Southern Division
Jackson, James  H., signalman , Southern Division
Jackson,  John, signalman, Southern Division
James, Ernest  S., checker, Northern Railway
James, Joseph J., night porter, Central Railway
Jamie, David, porter, Southern Division
Jansen, George, lad porter, Southern Division
Jardine,  Robert, stationmaster , Central Railway
Jarrold, Archibald,  stationmaster , Southern Division
Jenkins, Thomas, checker, Northern Railway
Jenner, Clarence A. A., porter, Southern Division
Jenner, Charles S., mounted messenger, Southern Division
Jenner, Henry W., clerk, Southern Division
Jensen, Christian,  foreman  porter, Central Railway
Johnson, James, foreman porter, Cooktown Railway
Johnston, Adam, lad p )rter, Southern Divisions
Johnston, Charles, shunter, Northern Railway
Johnston, Ernest J., clerk, Southern Division
Johnston, Hugh J., stationmaster, Central Railway
Johnston, John, stationmaster, Southern Division
Johnston, Thomas, relieving  stationmaster , Southern Division
Jones, Alfred J., porter, Southern Division
Jones, George E. R., stationmaster, Southern Division
Jones, Jeffrey, guard, Central Railway
Jones, Morgan, porter, Southern Division
Jones, Percy,  apprentice  clerk, Central Railway
Julius, Stanford  P., stationmaster , Central Railway
Kavanagh ,  Miss Bessie,  booking clerk, Southern Division
Kavanagh , Francis P., lad  porter ,  Southern  Division
Keag ,  It., guard, Southern Division
Keane , Henry, checker, Northern Railway
Kearney,  Patrick J.,  stationmaster , Central Railway
Kearns, Matthew ,  lad porter ,  Southern  Division
Keen ,  William,  lad porter ,  Southern Division
Keir, James, guard, Central Railway
Kelleher,  Daniel ,  porter , Northern Railway
Kellett, Miss Fanny , booking clerk, Southern Division
Kelly, Dalton J.,  apprentice  clerk, Southern Division
Kelly, Edward, night  watchman , Central Railway
Kelly, James  W., stationmaster , Southern Division
Kelly, John,  stationmaster , Southern Division
Kelly, John, guard, Southern Division
Kelly, John, stationmaster, Southern Division
Kelly,  Michael  J., porter, Southern Division
Kelly, Patrick, gatekeeper,  Southern  Division
Kelly, Thomas F., lad porter, Southern Division
Kelly, Thomas F., porter,  Southern  Division
Kennedy Thomas , foreman  porter, Northern Railway
Kenny,  I;atrick  J., porter, Southern Division
Kent,  Horace J., porter, Northern Railway
Kent , William, guard, Southern Division
Keogh,  Edward, guard , Southern Division
Keogh, John J., porter, Southern Division
Kerr ,  Edward,  relieving stationmaster ,  Central Railway
Kerwin , John J., porter, Southern Division
Kidd, George, guard, Central Railway
Kielly, Patrick, guard, Southern Division
King, Alfred  E., stationmaster , Southern Division
King, John, lad porter, Southern Division
Kingsford, Ernest W., signalman, Southern Division
Kingsford, James, stationmaster, Southern Division
Kingsford, Samuel A., porter, Southern Division
Kininond, William, foreman porter, Central Railway
Kinsey, Isaac T., gatekeeper, Southern Division
Knox, John,  stationmaster , Southern Division
Knyvett, Miss Lottie, booking clerk, Southern Division
Kogler, William, lad porter, Southern Division
Kolberg, Albert, lad porter, Southern Division
Kerbs, Francis W., relieving porter, Central Railway
Kricker, Charles, porter, Northern Railway
Kroning, T. A., apprentice clerk, Central Railway
Laffey, William, shunter, Southern Division
Lamb, Henry C., guard, Southern Division
Lamb, Walter G., guard, Southern Divieion
Lane, James C., porter, Southern Division
Lane, William, apprentice  clerk, Southern Division
Laracy, Richard, guard, Southern Division
Lloyd, Thomas, porter, Central Railway
Locke, George D., clerk, Southern Division
Lockett, Thomas, porter, Southern Division
Logan, Martin, shunter, Central Railway
Loughman, Thomas, apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Love, Johnson, porter, Northern Railway
Lovely, James J. F., porter, Southern Division
Lovely, John R., porter, Southern Division
Luck, John E., guard,. Southern Division
Lumb, Thomas, shunter, Southern Division
Lyden, Patrick J., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Lynch, David, porter, Southern Division
Lynch, James, foreman porter, Southern Division
Lynch, Thomas, checker, Southern Division
Lyne, Myles, night watchman, Northern Railway
Lyons, Desmond, clerk, Southern Division
Lyons, Jeremiah, porter, Southern Division
Lyons, Lawrence J. P., night porter, Northern Railway
Lyons, Lawrence, porter, Southern Division
Lyons, Michael P., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Macalister, Alexander, guard, Southern Division
Macalister, Ronald K., clerk, Central Railway
Mackey, Thomas C., porter, Central Railway
McAuliffe, Arthur, signalman, Southern Division
McAuliffe, John, singnalman, Southern Division
McBride, William, apprentice clerk, Central Railway
McBryde, George, assistant stationmaster, Central Railway
McCann, Hugh W,, night porter, Southern Division
McCarthy, Patrick J., lad porter, Southern Division
McCartney, David, porter, Southern Division
McCaul, Bertrand, shunter, Southern Division
McCaul, James, apprentice clerk, Southern Division
McCusker, John, stationmaster, Southern Division
McCluskey, Patrick, guard, Southern Division
McConnell, James, clerk, Central Railway
McCook, Thomas A., clerk, Southern Division
McCoombe, William, night porter, Southern Division
McCormack, Thomas, night porter, Northern R•iilway
McCormack, William J., lad porter, Southern Division
McColter, John, porter, Southern Division
McCrystal, John, shunter, Southern Division
McDonald, Edward P., porter, Southern Division
McDonald, George, guard, Southern Division
McDonald, John, porter, Northern Railway
McDonough, Patrick, shunter, Southern Division
McDowall, Robert H. S., guard, Southern Division
McEnroe, John, stationmaster, Southern Division
McGavin, Matthew ,  district traffic manager ,  Southern Division
McGeever, William H., night porter, Southern Division
McGettigan, Thomas, porter, Northern Railway
McGhie, Robert, shunter, Southern Division
McGiffen, James, stationmaster, Northern Railway
McGrath, John, district superintendent, Southern Division
McGrath, William, shunter, Southern Division
McGregor, Edward, stationmaster, Southern Division
McGregor, John, assistant stationmaster, Southern Division
McGregor, Robert, apprentice clerk, Southern Division
McGuire, Andrew, porter, Southern Division
McGuire, John, apprentice clerk, Southern Division
McGuire, John, shunter, Southern Division
McGuire, Thomas, porter, Southern Division
McGuirk, James, porter, Southern Division
McInnes, Donald, porter, Southern Division
McInnes, John T., lad porter, Southern Division
McInnes, John, stationmaster, Southern Division
McIntosh, Daniel, porter, Central Railway
McIntosh, James, clerk, Southern Division
Mclvor, John, stationmaster, Southern Division
Mclvor, Peter, stationmaster, Cooktown Railway
McIvor, Samuel, signalman, Southern Division
McKay, Samuel, lad porter, Southern Division
McKay, Thomas, checker, Southern  Division
McKay, William C., learning guard, Southern Division
McKean, Edward, signalman, Southern Division
McKenna, James, night porter, Southern Division
McKenna, Thomas M., lad porter, Southern Division
McKenzie, James, signalman, Southern Division
McKenzie, Thomas, shunter, Southern Division
McKeon, William G., guard, Southern Division
McLaughlin, Joseph, signalman, Southern Division
McLeod, Mrs., stationmistress, Southern Division
McMahon, Michael, shunter, Southern Division
McMahon, Patrick, stationmaster, Southern Division
McMahon, Patrick J., checker, Southern Division
McMahon, Thomas, clerk, Southern Division
McMunn, Stephen, stationmaster, Southern Division
McNamara, Joseph , signalman , Southern Division
McNamara, Thomas P., porter, Southern Division
McNish, Henry L., stationmaster, Cairns Railway
McPherson, Alexander, porter, Southern Division
McQueen Robert,  guard, Southern Division
Laugher, Charles U., assistant stationmaster, Southern Division McRoberts, Andrew, foreman porter, Southern Division
Laugher, James, relieving stationmaster, Southern Division McSharry Thomas, signalman, Southern Division
Launders, Adam G., night porter, Southern Division
Lawson ,  Mrs., stationmistress , Southern Division
Leahy,  Daniel, guard , Southern Division
Leary, John D., signalman, Southern Division
Lee, James, porter, Southern, Division
Lee, Robert, learning guard, Northern Railway
Leighton, Joseph, porter, Southern Division
Lenihan, Frank E., clerk, Southern Division
Lester, Colville W., stationmaster, Southern Division
Lewis, Alfred A., signalman, Southern Division
Lewis, Edward, stationmaster, Northern Railway
Lewis, George S., stationmaster, Southern Division
Lindsay, William, guard, Northern Railway
Lipstine, Isaac B., relieving stationmaster, Central Railway
Little, G eorge, signalman , Southern Division
Lloyd, Arthur P.,  stationmaster , Southern Division
McStay, John,  shunter, Southern Division
McStay, Malcolm, guard, Southern Division
McVeigh, Edward, lad porter, Southern Division
Maddock, Ephraim, gatekeeper, Southern Division
Madsen, Anthony F., clerk, Southern Division
Mahoney, Edward, assistant stationmaster, Southern Division
Mahoney, James E., night porter, Northern Railway
Mahony, Michael, porter, Northern Railway
Maitland, Thomas H., stationmaster, Southern Division
Major, George A. W., lad porter, Southern Division
Major, Isaac, stationmaster, Central Railway
Malone, Edward, night porter, Southern Division
Mann, George N., porter, Normanton Railway
Mardon, Edward J., porter, Southern Division
Mark, James W., assistant stationmaster, Southern Division
Marnock, David, guard, Northern Railway
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Marshall , Charles, porter, Southern Division
Marshall , Charles J., porter, Central Railway
Marshall , George, night porter, Southern Division
Martin , Arthur,  stationmaster , Southern Division
Martin , Michael, porter, Southern Division
Martin, William, guard, Northern Railway
Maslen , Edward, stationmaster, Southern Division
Mason , Robert E., porter, Southern Division
Massey, Alexander, porter, Southern Division
Masterson , Phillip J., clerk, Southern Division
Mathers,  William J., night porter, Southern Division
Matthews, James P., lad porter, Southern Division
Maule, Andrew, porter, Southern Division
Maule , John A.,  clerk , Southern Division
Mauls, William, checker, Southern Division
Maxwell, Albert E. W., stationmaster, Southern Division
Maxwell, George, watchman, Northern Railway
Maxwell, John A. H., stationmaster, Southern Division
Mayes, Samuel, signalman, Southern Division
Meikle, Malcolm, porter, Northern Railway
Meredith, Joseph H., guard, Southern Division
Merrill, Charles G., lad porter, Central Railway
Merrill ,  Thomas, guard ,  Central Railway
Merritt ,  Donald, stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Messer ,  Frederick ,  guard ,  Southern Division
Messer ,  Jesse, porter, Southern Division
Mestrez, Henry F., porter ,  Central Railway
Metcalfe, John R., car-conductor, Southern Division
Meyers, Charles porter,. Southern Division
Miers, William Ii., assistant stationmaster, Southern Division
Miles, Francis J., stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Millar, John, guard, Cooktown Railway
Millar, Robert, stationmaster in charge, Cooktown Railway
Millard, Percy, wharfinger, Northern Railway
Millard, Thomas P., night porter, Southern Division
Millican , John H., clerk, Northern Railway
Milne, George, guard, Southern Division
Minnis,  Patrick  0.,  apprentice clerk, Cairns Railway
Mitchell, Alexander A., signalman, Southern Division
Moffat, David night porter, Southern Division
Montgomery ,  W omas, foreman porter ,  Southern Division
Mood, William, clerk, Southern Division
Moor, William ,  guard ,  Southern Division
Moor, Joseph J., guard, Southern Division
Moore, Frank H., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Moore, George, guard, Southern Division
Moran, Henry, clerk, Central Railway
Moran, Thomas J., apprentice clerk, Northern Railway
Morahan , Thomas, clerk, Southern Division
Morgan , Alfred J., lad porter, Southern Division
Morgan, William ,  guard , Northern Railway
Moriarty ,  Edward L., stationmaster, Southern Division
Morrison ,  James, assistant stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Morrow, Robert V., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Moss ,  William, signalman ,  Southern Division
Moynihan ,  Martin ,  night officer, Southern Division
Moynihan ,  Mrs., atationmistress ,  Southern Division
Moynihan ,  Nicholas ,  stationmaster ,  Northern Railway
Mulvihill John ,  stationmaster ,  Southe rn  Division
Munroe, 'James,  shunter ,  Southern Division
Munroe, Robert, guard, Southern Division
Mun t  Richard ,  porter ,  Southern Division
Murphy, Alfred S., stationmaster, Southern Division
Murphy, Cornelius ,  porter ,  Southern Division
Murphy ,  James, porter ,  Southern Division
Murphy, John ,  checker ,  Northern Railway
Murphy, John, clerk, Central Railway
Murphy, Peter, foreman shunter, Southern Division
Murray ,  James ,  stationmaster ,  Southe rn  Division
Murrell, Benjamin ,  stationmaster , Southern Division
Murrell ,  John ,  stationmaster ,  Southe rn  Division
Murton, Curtis A., clerk, Southern Division
Murton ,  Curtis, stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Murton, Frank C., relieving porter, Southern Division
Musson ,  Henry, stationmaster ,  Northe rn  Railway
Mustard, James ,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Nairn ,  James, guard ,  Southern Division
Nalder ,  William ,  porter ,  Southern Division
Napier, W. T., engineer, cold stores, Southern Division
Nash, George H., clerk ,  Southe rn  Division
Neil, John, porter, Southern Division
Neil, Thomas ,  stationmaster, Southern Division
Nelson ;  Alexander B., stationmaster, Southern Division
Neville, George ,  guard ,  Southern Division
Newman, Miss Ida, booking clerk ,  Southern Division
Newman, John W., gatekeeper ,  Southern Division
Nichol, George ,  stationmaster ,  Central Railway
Nixon ,  Thomas, signalman ,  Southern Division
Noble, Edward ,  operating porter ,  Central Railway
Nolan, Edward ,  guard ,  Southern Division
Nolan, Frederick E., guard, Southern Division
Nolan, John, porter, Southern Division
Nolan ,  Patrick ,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Nolan, Thomas, porter, Southern Division
Noonan , Michael, porter, Southern Division
North,  Isaac , shunter, Southern Division
Norton, Law rence M., app re ntice clerk ,  Southern Division
Nutley,  William , lad porter, Southern Division
O'Brien, James, apprentice clerk, Southern Division
O'Brien, John W., lad porter, Southern Division
O'Brien , John,  guard , Northern Railway
O'Brien, Thomas, stationmaster ,  Central Railway
O'Brien, Thomas J., porter, Southern Division
O'Brien , William J., clerk, Southern Division
O'Connor ,  James, porter, Northern Railway
O'Connor, Patrick F., lad porter, Southern Division
O'Donnell, Michael ,  signalman ,  Southern Division
O'Donohue ,  Michael ,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
O'Donohue, Michael, lad porter, Northern Railway
O'Donohue, Patrick, checker, Northern Railway
O'Dwyer, Cornelius, stationmaster, Southern Division
O'Dwyer, John,  stationmaster , Southern Division
O'Grady, Henry J., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
O'Loan, Hugh, stationmaster, Central Railway
O'Lonergan, Robert, stationmaster, Southern Division
O'Neil, John, porter, Central Railway
O'Reilly, Daniel, watchman, Southern Division
O'Shea, John, lad porter, Southern Division
O'Sullivan, Denis K ., signalman , Southern Division
O'Sullivan, John T., apprentice clerk, Northern Railway
O'Sullivan, Michael J.,  stationmaster , Southern Division
O'Sullivan, William,  stationmaster , Southern Division
Ogilvie, William, stationmaster, Southern Division
Ofive, George A., clerk, Central Railway
Oilier, Charles, foreman porter, Southern Division
Orr, George, guard, Southern Division
Orr, William, checker, Southern Division
Oxenbam, Augustus E., stationmaster, Southern Division
Oxenham, Herbert A., clerk. Southern Division
Page,  John,  stationmaster , Central Railway
Paine, Nathaniel, shunter, Southern Division
Parker, Charles, H., checker, Southern Division
Parker, Percy D., lad porter, Southern Division
Parker, Robert, stationmaster, Central Railway
Passmore, Geoffrey R., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Passmore, William H., stationmaster, Southern Division
Paterson, Marcus W., stationmaster, Southern Division
Pattison, Michael W., stationmaster, Central Railway
Patton, James,  stationmaster , Southern Division
Payne, Christopher J., stationmaster, Southern Division
Peacock, John It, guard, Central Railway
Peapell, Henry, inspector, Central Railway
Pearce, Edward N., signalman, Southern Division
Percival, Thomas J., porter, Northern Railway
Perrier, Henry A., guard, Central Railway
Peterson, Daniel, G., clerk, Southern Division
Petford, John J.,  stationmaster , Southern Division
Pettigrew, Daniel, guard, Southern Division
Philben, John, lad porter, Southern Division
Phillips, John A., officer in charge, NorrLsanton Railway
Pickthorne, Martin H., foreman porter, Southern Division
Pierce, Thomas, lad porter, Southern Division
Pincott, Henry J., clerk, Northern Railway
Pingel, Henry, clerk, Northern Railway
Pleace, James  H., stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Poole, William,  relieving  porter, Southern Division
Popple, William C., signalman, Southern Division
Potter, George G., checker, Northern Railway
Powell, Arthur, night porter, Southern Division
Powell, William, stationmaster, Southern Division
Power, John G., porter, Southern Division
Prewett, Walter S., stationmaster in charge, Cairns Railway
Price,  Miss Ellen  R., booking clerk, Southern Division
Price, Lloyd, apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Primrose, Milton H., lad porter, Southern Division
Pring, Frederick R., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Proudfoot, Robert, gatekeeper, Southern Division
Pryke, Alfred , stationmaster , Southern Division
Pryke,  Ezra  W., guard, Southern Division
Quick, William H., lad porter, Southern Division
Quinlan, John J., night porter, Northern Railway
Quinlan, John, porter, Northern Railway
Quinlan, Patrick J., stationmaster, Southern Division
Quirk, Edward, lad porter, Southern Division
Ramsay, William, checker, Southern Division
Raper, Pierce, apprentice clerk, Northern Railway
Ratcliffe, Richard T., shunter, Southern Division
Reardon, Patrick, porter, Southern Division
Redmond, William, night porter, Northern Railway
Rees,  Isaac,  lad porter, Southern Division
Reeve, Charles W., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Reid, Arthur, lad porter, Southern Division
Reid, Charles, lad porter, Central Railway
Reid, John, guard, Northern Railway
Reynolds, John, porter, Southern Division .
Reynolds, William P., stationmaster, Southern Division
Rich, George  H., senr ., clerk, Southern Division
Rich, George H., junr., clerk, Southern Division
Richmond, Hugh, guard, Southern Division
Ridge, Thomas, guard, Central Railway
Rinaldi, Benjamin B., guard, Southern Division
Riordan, Patrick,  stationmaster , Southern Division
Roberts, Richard U., clerk, Central Railway
Robertson, Lawrence J., stationmaster, Northern Railway
Robertson, Robert J., guard, Northern Railway
Robertson, William, guard, Northern Railway
Robinson, Edwin A.,  stationmaster , Southern Division
Robinson, Robert, guard, Southern Division
Rochester, Miss Eleanor G., booking clerk, Southern Division
Ross, Alexander, stationmaster, Southern Division
Ross, Andrew, porter, Southern Division
Ross, George, stationmaster, Southern Division
Ross, William, foreman porter, Central Railway
Route, William J., porter, Southern Division
Rowe, William J., porter, Northern Railway
Rugg. Elias G., porter, Southern Division
Russell, Samuel J., porter, Southern Division
Ryan, Andrew, porter,-Southern Division
Ryan, Hugh, lad porter, Northern Railway
Ryan, James J., relieving porter, Southern Division
Ryan, John M., lad porter, Southern Division
Ryan, John, porter, Southern Division
Ryan, John, porter, Southern Division
Ryan, Patrick, porter, Central Railway
Ryan, William F., night porter, Southern Division
Saal, John R., relieving porter, Southern Division
Sainsbury, Hector T., watchman, Southern Division
Sampson, William E., lad porter, Southern Division
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Sandridge ,  James, guard ,  Northern Railway
Sargeant ,  Charles A., apprentice clerk ,  Southern Division
Saunders, Edward G .,  guard ,  Southe rn  Division
Saunders ,  James W., checker ,  Southern Division
Scanlon, John M., guard, Southern Division
Scanlon, Samuel ,  guard, Southern Division
Scaroni, William,  porter, Southern Division
Schilling, Ernest W. C., lad porter ,  Southern Division
Schwick ,  James A .,  clerk, Southern Division
Seddon, William, porter ,  Southern Division
Self, William ,  foreman porter, Northern Railway
Sellars, Henry, stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Shale, Richard N. C., night porter ,  Southern  Division
Shambrook ,  Arthur D .,  porter ,  Cairns Railway
Shanahan, Garrett ,  checker ,  Southern Division
Shapcott ,  William E .,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Sharkey ,  Edward J., porter ,  Southern Division
Sharp, Benjamin, guard ,  Mackay Railway
Shaw ,  Christopher A., shunter ,  Southern Division
Shea ,  James A., night porter, Southern Division
Shearer ,  John ,  relieving porter ,  Southern Division
Sheppard ,  Andrew C .,  lad porter ,  Southe rn  Division
Sheppard ,  E. J., porter ,  Southern Division
Sheppard ,  James ,  inspector ,  Southern Division
Sheppard ,  Joseph ,  apprentice clerk ,  Southern Division
Sheppard ,  Joseph ,  stationmaster in charge ,  Mackay Railway
Sherman ,  Thomas ,  guard,  Southern Division
Sherman ,  William  R.,  lad porter ,  Southern Division
Sherrin, George J., checker Southe rn  Division
Shuttlewood ,  Robert, guard ,  Southern Division
Silver ,  W., labourer ,  Southern Division
Silvester ,  Charles, stationmaster ,  Central Railway
Simmonds ,  Alfred M., lad porter ,  Southern Division
Simmonds, William H., lad porter ,  Southern Division
Simpson ,  Charles E., foreman porter ,  Southern Division
Simpson ,  Hugh, guard, Southe rn  Division
Simpson, Gavin ,  guard, Northern Railway
Simpson ,  Peter, guard ,  Southern Division
Sinnott, James P., apprentice clerk ,  Southern Division
Skan ,  Albert, lad porter ,  Northern Railway
Skehan ,  Patrick J., clerk ,  Southe rn  Division
Skehan ,  William V .,  clerk ,  Southern Division
Skene, John ,  clerk ,  Northern Railway
Skinner ,  George, apprentice clerk ,  Central Railway
Skyring ,  Daniel T .,  stationmaster ,  Northern Railway
Small, Walter ,  stationmaster ,  Central Railway
Smallhorn ,  Henry ,  signalman ,  Southern Division
Smith, Albert ,  porter, Bowen Railway
Smith ,  Alfred H., stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Smnith,  Edmund stationmaster, Southe rn Division
Smith ,  Edward K, clerk,  Southern Division
Smith ,  Francis J. P., por ; er, Southern Division
Smith, George E., apprentice clerk ,  onthe rn  Division
Smith, Henry H., stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Smith, Hiram J .,  clerk ,  Southern Division
Smith ,  John A .,  guard ,  Southern Division
Smith ,  John E., guard, Central Railway
Smith, Miss M. F., booking clerk ,  Southe rn  Division
Smith ,  Patrick T .,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Smith ,  Percy T .,  night porter ,  Southern Division
Soden ,  John A .,  porter ,  Southern Division
Somervi lle,  John S., lad porter ,  Southern Division
Sparks, Edward ,  stationmaster ,  Northern Railway
Sparks, James, lad porter ,  Southern Division
Spowart ,  William, signalman ,  Southern Division
Spresser ,  Gottlieb F., apprentice clerk ,  Southern Division
Stafford, William ,  gatekeeper ,  Southern Division
Standish , Arthur W.,  clerk ,  Central Railway
Stanley, Montague H., stationmaster, Southern Division
Stanton ,  Patrick ,  porter, Northern Railway
Stark ,  John, district traffic manager, Southern Division
Stark, Joseph W., apprentice clerk ,  Southern Division
Starkey ,  Peter ,  guard, Southern Division
Statham ,  William, porter, Southe rn  Division
Statham, William 1'., porter ,  Southern Division
Stein, Gottleib ,  checker Southern Division
Stemp, George ,  guard, central Railway
Stephens ,  William H .,  clerk ,  Normanton Railway
Stevens ,  Magnus ,  guard Southern Division
Stewart ,  Charles L., clerk ,  Southern Division
Stewart ,  George, stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Stewart ,  Hugh, foreman ,  Southe rn  Division
Stewart William, night porter ,  Southe rn  Division
Stone, Job, gatekeeper ,  Southern Division
Stone ,  William C.,  guard ,  Southe rn  Division
Stormouth ,  John ,  guard ,  Southern Division
Strachan ,  James, stationmaster-in-charge ,  Bowen Railway
Strophair ,  James ,  foreman porter ,  Southern Division
Styles, Denis J .,  stationmaster ,  Southe rn  Division
Sullivan, Daniel ,  signalman ,  Southe rn  Division
Summers, Robert S., apprentice clerk ,  Northe rn  Railway
Sumner, Joseph W. B., porter ,  Southern Division
Sutherland ,  Hector H .,  messenger ,  Central Railway
Sutton, Arthur R .,  apprentice clerk ,  Southe rn  Division
Sutton ,  William H., stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Sweatman ,  George H., lad porter ,  Southern Division
Sweeney, James, guard ,  Southern Division
Synon, Sylvester ,  lad porter ,  Northern Railway
Tait, James H., porter ,  Southe rn  Division
Tait, Mortimer D., stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Tanner ,  Francis W., stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Taylor ,  Clement W., porter, Southern Division
Taylor ,  Henry ,  lad porter ,  Southern Division
Taylor ,  John, crane -driver, Southern Division
Taylor, Thomas, signalman ,  Southern Division
Taylor ,  William, electrician ,  Southe rn  Division
Telfer ,  John ,  guard, Southe rn  Division
Thomas, Edward ,  porter ,  Southern Division
Thomas, Thomas, assistant stationmaster ,  Cairns Railway
Thompson ,  Edward H., shunter ,  Southe rn  Division
Thompson ,  James, uard ,  Southern Division
Thompson ,  James J., lad porter ,  Southern 'Division
Thompson ,  John, apprentice clerk ,  Northern Railway
Thompson, John, guard ,  Southern Division
Thompson , J ames J., lad porter ,  Southern Division
Thompson ,  Thomas J., lad porter ,  Central Railway
Thompson, Walter L .,  stationmaster, Central Railway
Thompson ,  John ,  stationmaster ,  Central Railway
Thornton ,  Thomas, porter ,  Southern Division
Thorogood ,  James, night porter ,  Central Railway
Thurmer , J ames T., guard, Southern Division
Tierney, Thomaq, guard, Central Railway
Tilsley, George R., guard ,  Southern Division
Tottenham ,  John, relieving stationmaster ,  Southe rn  Division
Tregea ,  Joseph ,  apprentice clerk, Central Railway
Triggs, John J .,  porter ,  Southern Division
Trueman ,  Mrs., stationmistress ,  Southern Division
Truesdale ,  Samuel, clerk ,  Southern Division
Tuck ,  George A., apprentice clerk, Central Railway
Tunny ,  Robert, stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Turner ,  Arthur H .,  porter ,  Central Railway
Turner ,  William ,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Tuxworth ,  George,  porter, Southe rn  Division
Undy, William J., guard ,  Cairns Railway
Vance ,  Alexander J., guard ,  Southern Division
Vaughan, George E., porter ,  Southern Division
Vaughan ,  Herbert E .,  shunter ,  Southern Division
Viggars, George ,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Vowles ,  William, guard ,  Southern Division
Walden ,  George, clerk ,  Southern Division
Walker ,  Miss Bella, booking clerk, Southern Division
Walker ,  Charles, relieving porter ,  Southern Division
Walker ,  Ross L. B., porter ,  Normanton Railway
Walsh, Bernard ,  night porter ,  Northern Railway
Walsh ,  John J .,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Walsh, Joseph ,  lad porter ,  Southern Division
Walsh ,  Michael ,  guard ,  Central Railway
Walsh, Thomas J., porter ,  Southern Division
Walsh, William J., clerk, Southern Division
Walter, Herbert V., apprentice clerk, Southe rn  Division
Warburton ,  Frederick J., apprentice clerk ,  Northern Railway
Washbou rn e, John ,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Watkins, R. J., night porter ,  Southern Division
Watson, William G., clerk ,  Southern Division
Watson, William J., porter, Southern Division
Watt ,  John D., stationmaster ,  Southe rn  Division
Wetherall ,  George ,  signalman ,  Southe rn  Division
Weob ,  William H., lad porter ,  Southern Division
Webster ,  George ,  night porter ,  Southern Division
Webster ,  John ,  stationmaster ,  Southe rn  Division
Weir ,  James, stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Weir ,  John L .,  stationmaster, Southern Division
Weir, William ,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Weise, Frederick G., clerk, Southern Division
Weise, Wilhelm R .,  apprentice clerk, Southe rn  Division
West ,  Thomas, stationmaster ,  Northern Railway
Wheeling ,  James, signalman ,  Southern Division
Whealan, John H .,  clerk ,  Northe rn  Railway
Whight ,  Thomas, porter ,  Southern Division
White, Samuel, guard, Northern Railway
Whiting, Cecil E., porter, Southern Division
Whittle, Charles D., assistant stationmaster ,  Mackay Railway
Whyte, William ,  guard ,  Northern Railway
Wilkie, William ,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Wilkinson ,  Charles F .,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Williams ,  George ,  crane-driver ,  Southe rn  Division
Williams, George, junr .,  night porter ,  Southern Division
Williams, Humphrey ,  porter ,  Southern Division
Williams, James ,  shunter, Southern Division
Williams, Jenkin, stationmaster ,  Southe rn  Division
Wi ll is, Charles A., signalman ,  Southern Division
Wilson ,  Edward C.  H., porter, Southe rn  Division
Wilson ,  Charles S., foreman porter, Northern Railway
Wilson, Edward W .,  stationmaster ,  Southe rn  Division
Wilson ,  H., fireman ,  cold stores ,  Southe rn  Division
Wilson , .Tames, porter ,  Southe rn  Division
Wilson, James ,  night porter ,  Southe rn  Division
Wilson ,  Patrick A .,  porter ,  Southe rn  Division
Wilson ,  Thomas B., clerk, Southern Division
Wilson ,  William ,  stationmaster ,  Northern Railway
Wilson, W., foreman porter ,  Northern Railway
Windle ,  Joseph H., porter, Northern Railway
Wolfe, Joseph ,  porter ,  Southern Division
Woolston ,  William, clerk ,  Southe rn Division
Wood ,  Alfred ,  foreman porter, Central Railway
Wood ,  Harrold ,  c'erk, Southern Division
Wood, Michael ,  stationmaster ,  Southe rn  Division
Woodcroft ,  William ,  porter, Southe rn  Division
Woodgate ,  Henry ,  night porter ,  Southe rn  Division
Woodgate ,  Percy W. W., lad porter, Southern Division
Woodgate ,  Thomas N .,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Woods, Henry, car -conductor ,  Central Railway
Woods ,  James H., night porter ,  Southern Division
Woolcott ,  Charles E., shunter ,  Southern Division
Woosley, Miss Frances E .,  booking clerk ,  Southe rn  Division
Wren, Jolin J., lad porter ,  Southe rn  Division
Wriede, George, stationmaster ,  Cairns Railway
Wriggles, Albert ,  stationmaster ,  Northern Railway
Wright ,  Arthur C.,  apprentice clerk, Mackay Railway
Wright, Thomas, stationmaster ,  Southe rn  Division
Wright, William B., guard, Southern Division
Wrightson ,  Joseph ,  clerk ,  Southern Division
Young ,  James ,  stationmaster ,  Southern Division
Young, William, stationmaster ,  Southern Division
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Abbott,  Thomas, ganger , Southern Division
Ackerman, Daniel, lengthsman, Southern Division
Adams, Frederick, carpenter, Cairns Railway
Adams, Henry,  carpenter , Central Railway
Adams, James,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Adams, Robert, labourer Southern Division
Adkins , Benjamin , lenggthsman Southern Division
Adkins, Thomas,  lengthsman ,.Aouthern Division
Adkins, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Agnew, John,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Ahern, Michael,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Ahern, Peter, carpenter, Northern Railway
Ahlberg, Andrew, blacksmith,  Southern  Division
Aird, Alexander,  assistant  bridge carpenter, Southern Division
Alexander, John, labourer, Southern Division
Alford, George,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Alfredson, Alfred,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Allan, Peter, foreman carpenter, Cairns Railway
Allen, Edmund, clerk and storekeeper Cairns Railway
Allen, George, lengthsman, Southern bivision
Allen, Patrick, ganger, Northern Railway
Allison, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Ames, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Amor, Jesse,  ganger , Central Railway
Amundsen, Carl L.,  lengthsman  Central Railway
Anders, Paul, lengthsman, Southern Division
Anderson, Charles J. H., assistant carpenter, Cairns Railway
Anderson, Charles,  ganger , Southern Division
Anderson George, lengthsman, Southern Division
Andrew, 'James, bridge labourer, Southern Division
Andrews, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Andrews, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Archer, George,  ganger , Southern Division
Arnold, William H., clerk, Southern Division
Asken, Richard, lengthsman, Southern Division
Atkins, Charles, lengthsman, Southern Division
Atkins, Thomas, lengthsman, Southern Division
Atkinson, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Atterton, John W., lengthsman, Southern Division
Atwell, Albert, painter, Southern Division
Atwell, George, apprentice, Southern Division
Atwell, James, inspector, Southern Division
Atwell, William, chief inspector, Southern Division
Austin, Robert, ganger, Cairns Railway
Ayles, George,  assistant  carpenter, Southern Division
Backen, James, ganger, Southern Division
Bailey, Samuel, diver, Southern Division
Bainbridge, George, lengthsman, Bowen Railway
Baker, Edward,  ganger , Southern Division
Baker, George,  ganger , Central Railway
Baker, Henry, lengthsman, Southern Division
Baker, Henry,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Baker, John,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Baker  Thomas,  lengthsman , Northern Railway
Ball, idward,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Ball, William, labourer, Southern Division -
Ballantine , Thomas, lengthsman, Southern Division
Barber, Frank, ganger, Southern Division
Barclay, John,  lengthsman , Normanton Railway
Barker, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Ba rn es,  Albert,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Ba rn es,  George, lengthsman;, Central Railway
Ba rn es, George,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Ba rn es, James, lengthsman , Central Railway
Barrett, James, lengthsman, Central Railway
Barry, John, ganger, Central Railway
Barry, Patrick, lengthsman, Central Railway
Barry, Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Barton, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Bassett, Richard, lengthsman, Central Railway
Batchler, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Batley, George,  ganger , Southern Division
Batten, Robert, lengthsman, Central Railway
Battersby, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Baxter, Edward, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Bearkley, Henry, lengthsman, Southern Division
Beaton, John, lengthsman, Normanton Railway
Beattie, George, ganger, Cooktown Railway
Beckey, Arthur L.,  gan er, Central Railway
Beckett, Jesse, ganger, Southern Division
Bedington, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Beech, William H., ganger, Southern Division
Beeston, Thomas, inspector, Southern Division
Beeston, William J., labourer, Southern Division
Behan, Thomas, ganger, Southern Division
Behan, William,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Beiers , George, lengthsman, Southern Division
Belcher, Henry R., lengthsman, Southern Division
Bell, James, labourer, Southern Division
Bell, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
Bell, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
Bell, James, labourer, Southern Division
Bell, James, chief inspector, Central Railway
Bell, John, labourer, Southern Division
Bell, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Bell, Robert,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Bell, William, ganger, Northern Railway
Bennett, Henry, lengthsman, Southern Division
Bennett, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Bentley, Frederick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Bentley, George A., lengthsman, Southern Division
Bermingham, Thomas, lengthsinan, Southern Division
Berry, William,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Best, Edward ,  lengtbsman, Central Railway
Beutel, Wilhelm F., lengthsman, Southern Division
Bewsey, Samuel, lengthsman, Southern Division
Biddington, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Biddle, George,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Biggs, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Binnington,  Samuel ,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Bishop, Thomas, bricklayer, Southern Division
Bishop, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Blackley, Thomas, ganger, Northern Railway
Bleakley, Edward, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Bleney, Patrick, lengthsman, Central Railway
Blinco, George, lengthsman, Southern Division
Blow, George, ganger, Central Railway
Bluck, Thomas, lengthsman, Central Railway
Boatwright, John, ganger, Southern Division
Boland, Michael,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Boland, Michael, ganger, Central Railway
Boland, Patrick,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Boick, Johann, lengthsman, Central Railway
Bolton, William,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Bond, Charles,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Bond, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
Boniface, George, carpenter, Northern Railway
Borland, Alexander,  ganger , Cooktown Railway
Bottrill, Thomas,  lengthsman , Northern Railway.
Boulger, Thomas, gauger, Central Railway
Bourke, Daniel, lengthsman, Southern Division
Bourke, George, lengthsman, Southern Division
Bourke, John,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Bourke, Joseph, lengthsman, Southern Division
Bourke, Michael, lengthsman, Southern Division
Bourke, Michael, ganger, Southern Division
Bourke, Michael, lengthsman, Southern Division
Bourke, Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Bourke, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Bourke, William, ganger, Southern Division
Bowden, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Bowles, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Boyce, Thomas, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Boylan, Michael, ganger, Central Railway
Boyle, Michael, lengthsman, Southern Division
Boyle, Patrick, labourer, Central Railway
Bracken, Richard, lengthsman, Southern Division
Bradshaw, Corbett, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Bradshaw, Michael, inspector Central Railway
Brady, Charles, lengthsman, Aouthern Division
Brady, James, ganger, Northern Railway
Brady, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Brady, Philip, lengthsman, Southern Division
Brake, Herbert H., lengthsman, Normanton Railway
Brannelly, Michael, lengthsman, Southern Division
Bray, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Brazall, Denis,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Bremner, Alexander, ganger Southern Division
Bremner, Alexander, clerk, Aouthern Division
Bremner, Charles,  assistant  carpenter, Southern Division
Bremner, Richard K., lengthsman, Southern Division
Brennan, James, ganger, Southern Division
Brennan,  Michael,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Brenton , Samuel , labourer, Central Railway
Brereton, Thomas, bridge labourer, Cairns Railway
Brett, William T., painter, Southern Division
Brewin, Alfred P.,  lengthsman , Northern Railway
Brickley, Simon , lengthsman , Southern Division
Bridges, Alexander, labourer, Southern Division
Brigginshaw, William,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Brighton, Abraham, ganger, Central Railway
Brittain, Jesse, ganger, Southern Division
Broderick, John, lengthsman, Central Railway
Broderick, Michael, lengthsman, Central Railway
Broland, Dennis, labourer, Southern Division
Bromhall, Charles W., inspector, Northern Railway
Brooks, Frederick,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Broomfield, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Brophy, Michael, carpenter, Cairns Railway
Brosman, Benjamin , ganger , Southern Division
Brosnan, Peter, lengthsman, Southern Division
Brown, Charles J., striker, Normanton Railway
Brown, George, lengthsman, Central Railway
Brown, Henry, lengthsman, Southern Division
Brown, James J., lengthsman, Southern Division
Brown, James L., labourer, Southern Division
Brown, James, labourer, Central Railway
Brown, James, labourer, Southern Division
Brown, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Brown, John,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Brown, Michael, lengthsman, Southern Division
Brown, Peter, lengthsman, Central Railway
Brown, Richard H.,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Brown, Samuel, carpenter, Southern Division
Brown, Thomas, painter, Southern Division
Brown,  William, ganger , Central Railway
Brown, William, ganger, Southern Division
Bruce, Alexander,  lengthsman , Northern Railway
Bruce, Andrew , lengthsman , Southern Division
Bruce, Robert, bricklayer, Southern Division
Bruce, William, ganger, Southern Division
Brampton, Charles, lengthsman, Southern Division
Bryan, Henry, lengthsman, Southern Division
Buckley, Edward,  ganger , Southern Division
Buckley, Peter, ganger, Southern Division
Buckley, Redfern,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Buffey, Thomas,  assistant  carpenter, Southern Division
Bugdon, Walter,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Bull, Henry, ganger, Central Railway
Bulmer, Frank,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Bunt, Henry, ganger, Southern Division
Buntain, Alexander, lengthsman, Normanton Railway
Bunting, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Burke, Lawrence, lengthsman, Southern Division
Burnham. Edward, ganger, Southern Division
Burnett, Frederick W., lengthsman, Central Railway
Burns,  James, ganger , Normanton Railway
Burns, James, lengthsman, Northern Railway
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Burns, Martin ,  ganger,  Central Railway
Bu rn s, Martin ,  lengthsman , Northern Railway
Burrowes , Herbert, ganger, Central Railway
Burton, August, labourer, Southern Division
Burton, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Burton, William R., fencer, Southern Division
Busch , Ernest B. E., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Bussell,  William, carpenter, Cairns Railway
Bussey ,  Samuel ,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Bust, Edward,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Butler,  Charles, assistant  carpenter, Southern Division
Butler , George, ganger, Southern  Division
Butterfield , Charles,  ganger, Central  Railway
Byrnes, Henry, ganger , Southern Division
Cafferky, Anthony,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Cagney, John,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Cahill,  Michael ,  lengthsman , Northern Railway
Cain, Patrick ,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Cain ,  Thomas, lengthsman , Northern Railway
Cairns,  Alexander,  carpenter , Southern Division
Callaghan, James, labourer, Southern Division
Callaghan, James,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Callaghan, John, labourer, Southern Division
Callaghan , Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Callaghan , Patrick, lengthsman, Central Railway
Callum, Robert, ganger, Central Railway
Cameron, Alexander, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Came ron , James, carpenter, Central Railway
Cameron, John, ganger, Southern Division
Cameron, John, ganger, Northern Railway
Campbell, Alexander, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Campbell, Archibald, lengthsman, Central Railway
Campbell, Colin,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Campbell, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Campbell, Peter,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Campbell, 'Thomas,  lengthsman , Northern Railway
Campion, George, length;man, Southern Division
Carey,  Thomas, ganger , Southern Division
Carless, Frederick, labourer, Southern Division
Carley,  Michael, lengthsman , Northern Railway
Carley, William,  lengthsman , Northern Railway
Carmody, Patrick, storekeeper, Southern Division
Carmody, Thomas,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Carr, James,  lengthsman , Northern Railway
Carroll, John,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Carroll, John,  lengtbsman , Northern Railway
Carroll, John,  ganger, Southern  Division
Carroll, Michael,  ganger , Northern Railway
Carroll, Michael, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Carroll, Owen,  lengthsrnaii , Southern Division
Carstens , John,  ganger , Southern Division
Casey, John K., lengthsman, Normanton Railway
Casey, Michael K.,  lengthsman , Normanton Railway
Cassels, Michael,  lengthsman . Central Railway
Cassidy, John, carpenter, Southern Division
Cassidy, Michael, lengthsman, Southern Division
Caton, Alfred, lengthsman, Southern Division
Caton, George,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Chalmers, Alexander, ganger, Central Railway
Chalmers , Joseph, ganger, Central Railway
Chamberlain,  Isaac, ganger , Central Railway
Chambers, John,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Chaplin, Robert, lengthsman, Southern Division
Chapman,  Robert,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Chapman, James, labourer, Southern Division
Charles,  Thomas, lengthsman , Southern Division
Chatwin, George, lengthsman, Central Railway
Cheeney, Thomas, lengthsman, Southern Division
Chicken, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Chimes, Dudley,  lengthsman , Cairns Railway
Christie, Archibald,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Christie, Colin, bridge carpenter, Cooktown Railway
Clancy, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Clancy, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Clancy, Patrick,  signal  adjuster, Southern Division
Clancy, Thomas, ganger, Normanton Railway
Clarey, James, labourer, Southern Division
Clark, Albert H., lengthsman, Northern Railway
Clark, Alfred R., lengthsman, Central Railway
Clark,  Ralph, lengthsman , Southern Division
Clarke, Frederick, ganger, Normanton Railway
Clarke, William, carpenter, Southern Diviinn
Claussen , Henry, labourer, Cooktown Railway
Claydon,  Robert, ganger , Southern Division
Cleary, James,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Cleary, John, labourer, Southern Division
Cleary, Thomas, labourer, Southern Division
Clemente, John,  carpenter ,  Southern  Division
Clements ,  Martin ,  lengthsman , Northern Railway
Cochrane ,  Benjamin ,  ganger, Southe rn Division
Cock,  Jonathan ,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Cockroft,  David, lengthsman , Southern Division
Coe, Charles,  assistant carpenter , Southern Division
Coffee ,  Michael ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Coles ,  Thomas, lengthsman , Southern Division
Coles,  William, lengthsman ,  Southern  Division
Coleman ,  Henry ,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Coleman, John ,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Coleman,  Thomas ,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Collins, Cornelius,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Collins, Gabriel,  labourer ,  Southern  Division
Collins, James, labourer ,  Central  Railway
Collins,  John,  labourer , Central Railway
Collins, John, ganger ,  Southern  Division
Collins,  John,  ganger ,  Southern  Division
Collins,  Martin ,  lengthsman Southern  Division
Collins, Samuel J .,  ganger,  Aouthern Division
Condon ,  John ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Condon, John, lengthsman ,  Central Railway
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Conley, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
Conley, Thomas, labourer, Southern Division
Connell, David, painter, Southern Division
Connell, David, labourer, Southern Division
Connell, Michael, lengthsman, Southern Division
Connellan, Denis, lengthsman, Central Railway
Connolly, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Connolly, Martin, ganger, Southern Division
Connolly, Michael, lengthsman, Southern Division
Connolly, Timothy, lengthsman, Southern Division
Connor, Daniel, ganger, Central Railway
Consandine, John, Iengthsman, Southern Division
Consandine, Michael, ganger, Southern Division
Conway, James, labourer, Central Railway
Coombs, James, lengthsman, Central Railway
Coombes, Robert, lengthsman, Southern Division
"Coonan, Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Coonan, Timothy, lengthsman, Southern Division
Cooney, James, lengthsman, Central Railway
Cooney, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
Cooney, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Cooney, Michael T., labourer, Central Railway
Cooper, James, ganger, Southern Division
Cooper, John, carpenter, Southern Division
Corcoran, Michael, lengthsman, Central Railway
Corkill, Louis, lengthsman, Central Railway
Corrigan, Michael, ganger, Southern Division
Cossar, Alexander, carpenter, Southern Division
Cossart, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Costello, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
Costello, Michael, lengthsman, Southern Division
Costello, Michael, lengthsiiran, Southern Division
Costello, Thomas, ganger, Southern Division
Costigan, Michael, lengthsman, Southern Division
Cottew, William S., supdt. of signals, Southern Division
Coughlin, John A., lengthsman, Central Railway
Coughlin, John, lengthsman, Central Railway
Coughlin, Owen, lengthsman, Central Railway
Courtney, Michael, ganger, Cairns Railway
Cox, Albert, labourer, Southern Division
Cox, Frederick, ganger, Southern Division
Cox, Richard, painter, Southern Division
Crabb, Jonathan, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Craig, David, ganger, Southern Division
Craig, William, assistant bridge carpenter, Southern Division
Craney, Hugh, lengthsman, Central Railway
Crawford, James, labourer, Southern Division
Crawford, James, painter, Southern Division
Crawford, William, carpenter, Southern Division
Creery, James, ganger, Northern Railway
Cremaine, Lawrence, lengthsman, Southern Division
Creyan, John, ganger, Northern Railway
Cripps, Ancell, lengthsinan, Northern Railway
Crisp, Edmund, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Crocker, Frederick, ganger, Central Railway
Cronan, Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Crone, Matthew, painter, Southern Division
Cronin, James, labourer, Southern Division
Cronin, Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Cronin, Patrick, lengthsman, Cooktown Railway
Cronin, Timothy, lengthsman, Central Railway
Cronk, William, ganger, Southern Division
Crossan, James, ganger, Central Railway
Crothers, John, lengthsman, Cairns Railway
Crowe, James, lengthsman, Central Railway
Crowe, Michael, lengthsman, Central Railway
Crowe, Patrick, labourer, Central Railway
Crowley, Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Cryan, John , ganger , Northern Railway
Cuddihy, Thomas, lengthsman, Souti ern Division
Cnlhane, Daniel J., lengthsman, Southern Division
Culls, Robert, lengthsman, Southern DivisionCulla, Thomas, g nger, Southern Division
Cullen, George 'I'., lengthsman, Northern Railway
Cullinan, Lot, lengthsman, Southern Division
Cullinan, Patrick, lengthsman, Central Railway
Cummings, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
Cundell, James, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Cunningham, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Curley, Jarnei, lengthsman, Mackay Railway
Curnow, Frank E., clerk and draftsman, Southern Division
Curran, Bernard, ganger, Central Railway
Curran, Daniel, ganger, Southern Division
Curran, James, carpenter 's assistant , Southern Division
Curran, John, carpenter' s assistant , Southern Division
Curran, John, labourer, Southern Division
Curran, Thomas, ganger, Southern Division
Curran, William, lengthsman, Mackay Railway
Curtain, Bartholomew , Iengthsman , Mackay  Railway
Curtis, Thomas F., ganger, Central Railway
Cuskelly, James,  lengthsman , Southern  Division
Cuskelly, Michael,  ganger , Southern Division
Dagney, James,  lengthsman , Southern DivisionDagney, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
Dahl, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Dale, Herbert, lengthsman, Southern Division
Daley, William , ganger , Southern Division
Dann, Alfred, points cleaner, Southern Division
Darcy, Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Dare, Charles F., labourer, Central Railway
Darmody, John, lengthsman, Normanton Railway
Davidson, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Davis, Austin, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Davis, Charles,  ganger , Northern Railway
Davis, Ernest R., assistant carpenter, Southern Division
Davis, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
Davis, John , lengthsman , Southern Division
Davis, Stephen,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Davis, Thomas,  painter,  Southern Division
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Dawe, Thomas H., ganger ,  Normanton Railway
Day, George ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Day, Phillip ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Dean, Samuel  J., labourer,  Central Railway
Dean ,  William, carpenter ,  Southern Division
De Garis, Nicholas ,  foreman carpenter ,  Northern  Railway
Denney, William, ganger , Central Railway
Deighton ,  Henry, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Deighton, Robert F .,  lengthsman , Southern  Division
Deighton ,  William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Delane, John, labourer ,  Southern Division
Delane, Thomas, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Delaney ,  Peter, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Delaney ,  Thomas, lengthsman , Northern  Railway
Delaney, Thomas, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Dempsey, Edward ,  apprentice  clerk, Central  Railway
Dennis ,  William, lengthsman ,  Southern  Division
Denton, Thomas, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Deubbe, Gottlieb ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Deverry, John ,  ganger, Central Railway
Devitt, Alfred, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Devlin ,  Daniel ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Devonshire ,  Richard, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Diack ,  John, ganger ,  Northern Railway
Dillon ,  Denis, lengthsman ,  Cairns Railway
Dillon ,  John, ganger, Cairns Railway
Dillon, Thomas C .,  lengthsman ,  Cairns Railway
Dineen, John, ganger ,  Southern  Division
Dingwall, Alexander , lengthsman , Normanton  Railway
Ditchman, Thomas ,  ganger, Southern Division
Dittman, John, lengthsman ,  Southern  Division
Docherty , John,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Dodgson ,  Edward, lengthsman, Central  Railway
Doherty,  John,  lengthsm-irf ,  Southern Division
Donald, John, ganger , Southern Division
Donaellon ,  Timothy, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Donohue, Luke, lengthsman , Southern  Division
Donovan ,  Charles L., carpenter 's assistant ,  Central Railway
Donovan ,  Emanuel J., assistant carpenter , Central  Railway
Donovan , John,  lengthsman , Northern Railway
Donovan ,  John ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Donovan, Michael ,  ganger ,  Central Railway
Doolan, James, lengthsman , Southern  Division
Doorey, Edwin ,  inspector , Northern Railway
Douglas, Edward ,  ganger, Central Railway
Douglas, Thnma-, labourer, Southern Division
Douglas, William J ., labourer,  Southern Division
Dowd,  Thomas ,  ganger , Central Railway
Dowrick, Stephen, lengthsman , Southern  Division
Doyle,  Daniel, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Doyle, David, ganger ,  Southern Division
Doyle, George ,  gangr ,  Scuthern Division
Doyle, Patrick, ganger ,  Southern Division
Draper ,  David, ganger, Central  Railway
Draper ,  John, points cleaner, Southern Division
Draper ,  Walter, lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Drew, Cornelius ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Drew, Daniel ,  carpenter, Southern Division
Drew ,  Henry, lengthsman, Southern Division
Driscoll, John ,  lengtbsman ,  Southern Division
Driver, George ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Droney, John .  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Drummond ,  Charles, lengthsrnan ,  Southern Division
Drummond ,  James ,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Duffy, Bartley,  ganger, Cairns Railway
Duffy, Edward, ganger, Central  Railway
Dufferin ,  Thomas, assistant carpenter ,  Southern DivisionDuffill, Beilby, ganger, Central Railway
Dukes, Robert, ]engthsman ,  Southern Division
Dulson, James ,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Dulson, William ,  lengthsman , Central Ra lway
Dunphy, James,  lengthsman, Central Railway
Dunbar, James , bridge  carpenter ,  Southern Division
Duncan, Alexander, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Duncan, Martin ,  ganger, Southern Division
Dunlop, Edward ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Dunn, John, bridge carpenter ,  Southern Division
Dunne, Dennis, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Dunne, Thomas, lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Dunne, William,  ]engthsman ,  Southern Division
Dunning, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
Dunning, Robert, ganger ,  Southern Division
Dunsden ,  George ,  ganger, Southern Division
Dunsden, Richard, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Dunstan, George ,  ganger ,  Northern Railway
Dunstan ,  George R .,  ganger ,  Normanton Railway
Dwyer ,  Edward, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Dwyer ,  Timothy, painter ,  Southe rn  Division
Dyer , Arthur G.,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Dyer ,  William, ganger ,  Central Railway
Eadie, John ,  painter, Southern  Division
East, George ,  lengths rnan, Southern Division
Easterly, Alfred  E., lengthsman, Northern  Railway
Ebb, Edward ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Ebb, William, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Eckersley , Percy A.,  clerk, Southern Division
Edgar ,  William B .,  apprentice clerk, Central Railway
Edge, Noah ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Edmed, John , lengthsinan,  Southern Division
Edser ,  Joseph, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Edwards, Thomas,  lengthsman, Southern Division
Egan ,  Michael ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Egan ,  Patrick ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
EFerton ,  Francis P., lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Eiby ,  Erasmus, ganger ,  Southern Division
Elder ,  James, ganger ,  Southern Division
Elder ,  John ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Elliott, Walter ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
E ll ison ,  William, ganger ,  Southern Divisions
Emerson, William, ganger, Central Railway
Enright, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Erbacher, Adam, labourer, Southern Division
Erbacher, Frederick, labourer, Southern Division
Erskine, Andrew, labourer, Southern Division
Esmond, Michael, ganger, Central Railway
Evans, George, ganger, Southern Division
Evans, James,  ganger , Southern Division
Evans, Thomas, lengthsman, Central Railway
Evans, William J., labourer, Southern Division
Ewing, James A., ganger, Southein Division
Fagg, Henry, inspector, Southern Division
Fahey, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Fahey, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Fahey, Martin, ganger, Southern Division
Fahey, Michael, lengthsman, Southern Division
Fairbanks, Robert, lengthsman, Southern Division
Fallis, Alexander, inspector, Southern Division
Fallon, Patrick,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Fallon, Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Fanning, Laurence, lengthsman, Southern Division
Fannon, Thomas, lengthsman, Southern Division
Farley, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Farrell, Patrick, ganger, Southern Division
Favell, Thomas, ganger, Cooktown Railsyay
Fay, John, ganger, Central Railway
Feehely, Cornelius, ganger, Northern Railway
Feeney, William, lengthsinan, Bowen Railway
Felgate, George, labourer, Southern Division
Fennelly, Paul, ganger, Southern Division
Finch, Jonathan,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Findlay, Duncan,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Findlay, John B., lengthsman, Southern Division
Finnegan, John, labourer, Southern Division
Fisher, Joseph, ganger, Southern Division
Fisher, Josiah,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Fisher, William , ganger,  Mackay Railway
Fitzgerald, Cornelius, lengthsman, Southern  Division
Fitzgerald, Michael, ganger, Southern Division
Fitzgerald, William, labourer, Central Railway
Fitzgerald, William, ganger, Northern Railway
Fitzpatrick, James, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Fitzpatrick, Michael, ganger, Southern Division
Flaherty, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Flanigan, Patrick, lengthsman, Central Railway
Fleming, Robert, ganger, Northern Railway
Foley, Bartholomew, labourer, Central Railway
Foley, James, labourer, Cooktown Railway
Foley, Richard, lengthsman, Southern Division
Fopel, John W., lengthsman, Southern  Division
Forbes, George P., district engineer, Southern Division
Foide, John, ganger, Southern Division
Forse, Henry, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Forster, Alexander, carpenter, Southern Division
Foster, Leonard , lengthsman , Southern Division
Frahm, Henry,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Francis, John,  ganger , Southern Division
Fraser, Alexander,  ganger , Southern Division
Fraser, Matthew, labourer, Southern Division
Fraser, Robert, labourer, Southern Division
Frawley, Thomas, ganger, Southern Division
]Feeney, Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Frey, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Frost, Jacob,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Fury, Timothy, lengthsman, Southern Division
Gabhett, William, lengthsrnan, Southern Division
Gabriel, Carl, lengthsman, Mackay Railway
Gale, William R., ganger, Southern Division
Gallagher, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
Gallagher, John, lengthsman, Central Railway
Gallagher, Thomas, ganger, Southern Division
Galloghy, Terence,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Galloway, James, electric-light engineer, Southern Division
Gant, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Gardiner, George, lengthsman, Southern Division
Gardner, James,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Gardner, James, ganger, Bowen Railway
Garrahy, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Garrahy, Michael, lengthsman, Southern Division
Garry, John, carpenter, Cairns Railway
Garvey, John P., lengthsman, Southern Division
Garvey, John, labourer, Southern Division
Garvey, Thomas, lengthsman, Southern Division
Garvey, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Garvin, William,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Gaske, Edward, blacksmith, Southern Division
Gavan, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
Geddes, Peter, bridge foreman, Central Railway
Genford, James, ganger, Central Railway
George, Alfred, ganger, Normanton Railway
George, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
Gerhardt, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Gerickie, Charles, lengthsnian, Southern Division
Gerrighty, Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Gibbons, William J., (engthsman, Central Railway
Gibson, George, lengthsman, Central Railway
Gibson, Thomas, lengthsman, Southern Division
Gibson, William,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Gibson, William C., labourer, Southern Division
Gifford,  James, lengthsman , Central Railway
Giles, Albert, lengthsman, Nornianton Railway
Gilesduffy, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Gilliver, Joseph, lengthsman, Southern Division
Gilpin, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Girdwood, Robert, lengthsman, Central Railway
Girdwood, Thomas, lengthsman, Central Railway
Glans, Frederick , lengthsman , Southern Division
Glazebrook, Frank,  lengthsman  Central Railway
Glazier, Louis, ganger,  Central Railway
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Glover, George, labourer, Southern Division
Glynn, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Glynn, Thomas, lengthsman, Southern Division
Godwin, Edwin, lengthsinan, Southern Division
Goff, George, ganger, Cairns Railway
Goff, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Goldsborough, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Gooderham, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Goodman, Harry, clerk, Central Railway
Goodwin, Arthur, lengthsman, Central Railway
Gordon, William, ganger, Bowen Railway
Gorman, Edmund, lengthsman, Bowen Railway
Gorman, John, lengthsman, Central Railway
Gorman, Patrick, ganger, Southern Division
Gormley, Andrew, lengthsman, Normanton Railway
Gormley, Andrew, ganger, Southern Division
Gormley, Thomas, lengthsman, Southern Division
Gosney, James, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Gould, Patrick, labourer, Southern Division
Gowith, Joseph, ganger, Southern Division
Grainger, M., lengthsman, Central Railway
Grant, Alexander, lengthsman, Normanton Railway
Grant, Charles, lengthsman, Southern Division
Grant, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
Grattan, John, carpenter, Southern Division
Graven, William, labourer, Southern Division
Gray, Thomas, lengthsman, Southern Divi.ion
Gredden, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Green, Francis, lengthsman, Southern Division
Greenhalgh, Charles H., lengthsman, Southern Division
Greenlees, William, ganger, Northern Railway
Greer, Robert W., lengthsman, Northern Railway
Greer, William, labourer, Southern Division
Grell, Francis, lengthsman, Central Railway
Gregory, Edmund, assistant engineer, Southern Division
Gregson, Thomas, lengthsman, Southern Division
Grice, James W., lengthsman, Southern Division
Griffin, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Griffin, Michael, lengthsman, Southern Division
Griffin, Patrick, ganger, Southern Division
Griffith, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
Griffith, John H., ganger, Central Railway
Grimshaw, Joseph H., assistant carpenter, Cairns Railway
Grogan, Joseph, ganger, Cooktown Railway
Groocock, George, ganger, Central Railway
Groom, George, lengthsman, Southern Division
Gronow, Thomas, labourer, Central Railway
Grundy, Thomas, ganger, Southern Division
Grundy, William, bridge carpenter, Southern Division
Guerin, Patrick, lengthsman, Central Railway
Guinane, Edward, labourer, Southern Division
Gunston, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hackwood, Albert H., lengthsman, Southern Division
Hadwin, Joseph, labourer, Southern Division
Halford, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hall, Emanuel,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Hall, John, lengthsman, Central Railway
Hall, William, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Hallas, Sydney, lengthsnian, Southern Division
Halvorsen, Oscar P.,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Hambrook, William, lengthsman, Central Railway
Hamilton, Donald,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Hamilton, William, lengthsman, Mackay Railway
Hammond, Samuel, ganger, Southern Division
Hampson , Cornelius, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Hampson, Joseph, lengthsman, Southern Division
Handy, Lawrence, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hanley, Francis, lengthsman, Southern Division
Handly, Thomas, ganger, Southern Division
Handover, William, carpenter, Southern Division
Hann, Henry, painter, Northern Railway
Hannay, William, striker, Southern Division
Hannaway, Michael, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hansen , Christian, ganger, Central Railway
Hansen, Hans  D., labourer, Central Railway
Hansen ,  Hans  P., bridge carpenter, Central Railway
Hansen, Peter, lengthsman, Central Railway
Hardy, George,  ganger , Southern Division
Harding , Albert,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Harding, Joseph, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hare,  Matthew, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hare,  William, ganger, Southern Division
Hare,  William, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Harland, Thomas, ganger, Southern Division
Harney, Michael, ganger, Central Railway
Harney, Thomas, ganger, Central Railway
Hart, George, inspector, Southern Division
Hartley, Henry, ganger, Northern Railway
Harvey, John,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Harvey, John, lengthsman, Central Railway
Harvey, W illiam,  lengthsman, Central Railway
Harvey, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hastings , William, foreman carpenter, Southern Division
Hastings , William, apprentice, Southern Division
Hatton, Alfred, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hawke, William, yardman, Cooktown Railway
Hay, John, labourer, Southern Division
Hayden, Arthur, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hayden, Peter, lengthsman, Southern Division
Haydon, William, labourer, Southern Division
Hayes, John P., carpenter, Southern Division
Hayes, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hayman, Frank, lengthsman, Central Railway
Hayward, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hayward, John W., lengthsman, Southern Division
Hayward, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hazeltine , William, labourer, Southern Division
Hazzard, James,  ganger , Southern Division
Healy,  Denis, lengthsman , Southern Division
Healy, Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hearth, Henry, lengthsman, Southern Division
Heberlein, Robert, lengthsman, Central Railway
Hedges, Joseph, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hegarty, Michael, ganger, Central Railway
Hehir, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Heisler, Jacob, lengthsman, Southern Division
Henderson, Alexander, ganger, Southern Division
Henderson, Francis, ganger, Southern Division
Hennessy, John, lengthsman, Normanton Railway
Henry, Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Henson, Thomas, lengthsman, Southern Division
Herlihy, John, ganger, Northern Railway
Herlihy, Patrick, ganger, Northern Railway
Herschell, Charles L., labourer, Southern Division
Hewitt, James, labourer, Southern Division
Hewitt, Thomas, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hewston, James, labourer, Southern Division
Hickey, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hickey, John, ganger, Southern Division
Hickey, Owen, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hickey, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hickling, Aaron, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hidges, Joseph, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hill, George, lengthsman, Central Railway
Hill, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hill, Thomas, lengthsman, Central Railway
Hillery, John, lengthsman, Central Railway
Hillsden. George, striker, Southern Division
Hind, Martin, bridge carpenter, Northern Railway
Hinds, Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hoar, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hobler, George A., district engineer, Cairns Railway
Hocking, William H., lengthsman, Northern Railway
Hodges, Alfred, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hodges, Thomas, ganger, Southern Division
Hoey, John, lengthsman, Central Railway
Hoffbeck, Hans, lengthsman, Central Railway
Hogan, Denis, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hogan, Edward, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hogan, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hogan, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hogan, Martin, ganger, Southern Division
Hogan, Michael, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Hogan, Richard, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Hogan, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hogan, William, lengthsnian, Southern Division
Hogg,  Charles, ganger, Southern Division
Hogie, Frederick W., lengthsman, Central Railway
Holdsworth, Walton, ganger, Central Railway
Holloway, Henry, carpenter, Southern Division
Hood, Hugh G., clerk, Cooktown Railway
Hoog, John, lengthsman, Central Railway
Hoolahan, James, lengthsman, Central Railway
Hoolihan, Thomas, lengthsman, Central Railway
Horgan, Cornelius, ganger, Central Railway
Horn, Joseph, bridge carpenter, Southern Division
Horrigan, Daniel, lengthsman, Southern Division
Horrigan, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hoskings, Richard, ganger, Southern Division
Houndslow, Thomas, ganger, Southern Division
Hourigan, Denis, lengthsman, Southern Division
Howard, Benjamin, ganger, Southern Division
Howard, John, labourer, Southern Division
Hubbard, William, labourer, Cooktown Railway
Hudson, Edward, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hudson, James, ganger, Central Railway
Hughes, Hugh, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hughes, Patrick, ganger, Southern Division
Humphries, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hunt, Charles, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hunt, William, ganger, Cooktown Railway
Hurford, Arthur, labourer, Southern Division
Hurford, George, ganger, Southern Di%ision
Hutchinson, Joseph, lengthsnian, Southern Division
Hutchinson, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Hutson, John W., labourer, Central Railway
Hyde, George T., lengthsman, Central Railway
Ibell, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Iliffe, Henry, ganger, Cooktown Railway
Iliffe, John T., lengthsman, Central Railway
Ingham, Joseph W., lengthsman, Southern Division
Ingham, Richard, lengthsman, Southern Division
Inwood, Arthur W., lengthsman, Southern Division
Inwood, Edward J., labourer, Southern Division
Inwood, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
Inwood, John, lengthsman, Southern Di'.ision
Irvine, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Izzard, Henry W., lengthsman, Southern Division
Jackman, James,  lengthsman , Southern Divi-ion
Jackson, John, carpenter, Southern Division
Jackson, Joshua, ganger, Southern Division
Jacobi, August, lengthsman, Southern Division
James, Henry, ganger, Cooktown Railway
James, Richmond M., lengthsman, Central Railway
James, Walter, lengthsman, Southern Division
Jamieson, Alexander, painter, Southern Division
Jeffries, Robert, lengthsman, Southern Division
Jenkins, David, lengthsman, Southern Division
Jenkins, Samuel, lengthsman, Southern Division
Jennings, Loftus, ganger, Southern Division
Jensen, Christian P., ganger, Central Railway
Jensen, Ferdinand, labourer, Central Railway
Jensen, Jens T., electric-light driver, Southern Division
Jensen, Peter, lengthsman, Central Railway
Jeppeson, Hans, ganger, Southern Division
Jessup, William, lengthsman, Cairns Railway
Johnson, Charles, ganger, Central Railway
Johnson, John, carpenter, Southern Division
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Johnson,  Thomas, painter,  Southern Division
Johnson, William ,  lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Johnson, William ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Johnston ,  Alexander ,  carpenter ,  Southern Division
Johnston ,  William, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Jones, David ,  foreman carpenter ,  Southern Division
Jones ,  George B .,  clerk and draftsman, Central Railway
Jones ,  George, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Jones ,  Henry, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Jones ,  James, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Jones ,  John R., bridge carp}enter, Southern Division
Jones ,  John, lengthsman ,  Southetn Division
Jones ,  Morgan, labourer ,  Southern Division
Jones, Stephen ,  fencer, Southern Division
Jones ,  Thomas, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Jones ,  Thomas, lengt h sman, Southern Division
Jones, Thomas ,  bridge carpenter ,  Southern Division
Jones ,  Thomas, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Jones, Timothy, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Jordan, William, lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Jorgenson ,  Hans ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Joyce ,  Edward, lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Joyce ,  John, lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Juel, Jean F., ganger ,  Southern Division
Kaffer, Frederick ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Kanna ,  James, ganger ,  Central Railway
Kay, George J., bridge carpenter 's assistant ,  Central Railway
Kearnes, Patrick ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Kearney, John ,  lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Kearney, Joseph ,  ganger, Southern Division
Kearney, Michael ,  ganger, Southern Division
Kearney, Patrick J., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Keating, Thomas ,  ganger, Southern Division
Keeble, Alfred, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Keen, John ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Keen, William, labourer ,  Southern Division
Keenane ,  James ,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Keenan, James, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Keenan, Joseph ,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Keenan, Patrick, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Kehoe, Michael, ganger ,  Southern Division
Keleher ,  Denis ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Kelleher, Hugh, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Kelleher, James ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Kelleher, Jeremiah, ganger ,  Southern Division
Keleher, Lawrence ,  ganger, Southern Division
Keleher, Timothy ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Kelly, Denis ,  lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Kelly, James ,  labourer, Southern Division
Kelly, James ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Kelly, Jeremiah ,  labourer, Southern Division
Kelly, John , -lengthsrnan ,  Southern Division
Kelly, John, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Kelly, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Kelly, John, labourer, Southern Division
Kelly, John H .,  carpenter ,  Southern Division
Kelly, John J., lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Kelly, Martin ,  ganger ,  Southern Divi-ion
Kelly, Martin ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Kelly, Patrick J .,  ganger, Central Railway
Kelly, Patrick ,  assistant carpenter ,  Southern Division
Kelly, Patrick, labourer ,  Southern Division
Kelly, Patrick ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Kelly, Peter ,  lengthsman ,  Cooktown Railway
Kelly, Thomas ,  ganger, Southern Division
Kelly, Thomas ,  ganger, Southern Division
Kelly, Thomas ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Kelly, William ,  lengthsman ,  South - rn Division
Kenafake ,  James ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Kenefacke ,  Edward, lengthsman, Southern Division
Kenefacke ,  Patrick ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Kenna, Patrick, labourer ,  Central Railway
Kenneally, Martin ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Kennedy, Thomas, carpenter ,  Southern Division
Kennedy, Thomas, lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Kenny, Bernard ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Kenny, Patrick, lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Kenny, Thomas ,  ganger, Southern Division
Keogh Michael, lengthsman ,  Cairns Railway
Kerr,  Z, amen,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Kerr, Robert, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Kerridge ,  Alfred, lengthsman ,  Normanton Railway
Kerrisk, John ,  lengthsrnan ,  Northern Railway
Kersop, John ,  lengthsman, Southern Division
Kerwick, Nicholas, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Kerwin, Wilhelm, labourer ,  Central Railway
Keyes ,  Patrick, labourer ,  Southern Division
Kidd, James ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Kieran, John ,  lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Kiernan, Patrick ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Killeen, Michael ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Killeen, Timothy ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Killeen, Timothy, ganger, Southern Division
Killoran, Dominick ,  ganger, Cooktown Railway
Killoran, Michael, ganger ,  Northern Railway
Kilmartin ,  James ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
King, Patrick, lengthsman ,  Cairns Railway
Kinnane, James ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Kirk, Gabriel ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Kirk, Robert ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Klien, George, ganger, Southern Division
Knight, George ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Knott, George ,  lengthsman, Southern Division
Knowles, Charles ,  ganger, Southern Division
Knowles, William, lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Kraft, Frederick L., ganger, Northern Railway
Kraft, Jonathan ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Kroll, Hermann, labourer ,  Central Railway
Kunkell, George, ganger ,  Southern Division
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Kunkell, James ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Kunkell ;  Joseph, ganger, Southern Division
Kyle, John, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
La Frantz ,  William F., lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Ladbrooke, Richard, ganger, Southern Division
Laing, Peer, ganger, Northern Railway
Lalor, Michael, ganger, Southern Division
Landers, Michael ,  ganger, Northern Railway
Lane ,  Henry, ganger ,  Central Railway
Langton, Patrick, ganger, Southern Division
Lanyon ,  Richard ,  inspector ,  Central Railway.
Laracy, Thomas ,  lengthsman, Southern Division
Larkins, Joseph, lengthsman, S ,uthern Division
Larner, Stephen ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Larson, Peter ,  lengthsman, Central Railway .
Latimore ,  John, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Lauga , Alfred  H., lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Law, James, ganger, Southern Division
Lawler, Edward,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Lawler, Patrick ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Lawrence ,  Denis ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Lawson, Robert ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Lawton, Daniel ,  lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Lawton, Denis ,  lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Lawty,  Walter, painter ,  Southern Division
Lay, Arthur G., lengtlisman, Southern Division
Lay, George ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Lay, Samuel ,  labourer, Southern Division
Lea, Arthur C., lengthsman, Southern Division
Leahy,  Martin, ganger ,  Southern Division
Lear, Clement, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Lear, William ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Leaver, George, labourer, Southern Division
Leaver ,  William, labourer ,  Southern Division
Lee, James ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Lee, James ,  ganger, Southern Division
Lee, Thomas ,  labourer, Southern Division
Lee, William,  ganger, Central Railway
Lee, Wbliam, bridge carpenter, Southern Division
Leitch, Robert, lengthsman, Southern Division
Lenihan, Thomas ,  ganger, Southern Division
Lennane, John ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Lennane, John, ganger, Northern Railway
Lennane, Joseph ,  ganger, Northern Railway
Leverston, John, lengthsman, Cooktown Railway
Lewis, David J., ganger, Southern Division
Lewis, James, carpenter, Southern Division
Lewis,  James,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Lewis ,  James ,  lengthsman, Southern Division
Lewis, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Lewis, Robert, lengthsman, Southern Division
Lewis, William G., lengthsman, Central Railway
Lidstone, John, ganger, Central Railway
Lilley, Thomas ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Lindsay ,  Michael, ganger, Southern Division
Linnington ,  Joseph, labourer ,  Central Railway
Lipscombe, Wi ll iam, lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Littleboy,  Thomas ,  ganger, Central Railway
Lloyd, Charles, diver, Southern Division
Lloyd, Charles,  lengthsrnan ,  Southern Division
Lock, John, lengthsman, Central Railway
Lodge, Charles, inspector, Northern Railway
Lodge, Frederick J., lengthsman, Northern Railway
Lodge, George H., ganger, Northern Railway
Logan, Duncan, lengthsman, Central Railway
Lomas, Charles T., clerk, Central Railway
Lomas,  John , labourer, Southern Division
Londrrgan, John, ganger, Central Railway
Londrigan, Timothy, labourer, Central Railway
Lonergan ,  Edward ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Lonergan, Thomas, lengthsman, Southern Division
Long,  George, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Lord, Thomas, ganger, Southern Division
Lorigan ,  Daniel ,  ganger, Southern Division
Lorimer, John, lengthsinan, Northern Railway
Lourigan, Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Lourigan, Thomas, ganger, Southern Division
Lourigan, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Lowcock, Joseph, ganger, Bowen Railway
Lowry,  John, ]engthsnian ,  Northern Railway
Ludlow, Phillip, lengthsman, Southern Division
Luck, George, ganger, Southern Division
Lucey, Denis,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Luke, Andrew, lengthsman, Southern Division
Luke, Archibald, lengthsman, Southern Division
Luke,  Joseph, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Lund, Paul, lengthsman, Central Railway
Lunney, Thomas, lengthsman, Southern Division
Lunt, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Lush, John G., lengthsman, Central Railway
Luton ,  Charles, points cleaner ,  Southern Division
Lynam, William ,  lengthsman, Southern Division
Lynch, Eugene, ganger, Southern Division
Lynch, James ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Lynch, John , lengthsman , Central Railway
Lynch, Michael, ganger, Central Railway
Lynch,  Michael, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Lynch, William, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Lyons, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
Lyons, Jeremiah, ganger, Southern Division
Macfarlane ,  James ,  inspector ,  Central Railway
Mackay, Roderick, labourer, Central Railer ay
Mackey, Michael,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Maclaughlan, Robert A., lengthsinan, Central Railway
Macklin ,  George ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Maconochie, Robert, lengthsman, Cairns Railway
McAnally, Richard, ganger, Southern Division
McAnlev, Daniel ,  labourer, Southern Division
McAuli ffe, John, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
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McBain, Donald ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McBean, William, lengthsman ,  Central Railway
McBride, Bernard ,  lengthsman, Central Railway
McBride ,  Hugh ,  assistant carpenter ,  Southern Division
McBride ,  Samuel ,  lengthsman ,  Mackay Railway
McCabe, Matthew ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
McCall, Richard, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McCann, James ,  ganger, Northern Railway
McCann, Patrick ,  labourer, Southern Division
McCarthy ,  Charles, ganger ,  Central Railway
McCarthy ,  James, lengthsman, Southern Division
McCarthy ,  John, ganger ,  Southern Division
McCarthy ,  Michael, ganger ,  Southern Division
McCarthy ,  Michael, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McCaul, Thomas, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McCaw, John ,  bridge carpenter ,  Southern Division
McChrystal ,  John, lengthsman, Southern Division
McClafferty ,  Mark ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
McClosky, William, lengthsman , Northern  Railway
MCCombe, John ,  carpenter ,  Cairns Railway
McCombes ,  Daniel ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McCone, John ,  gan gger, Northern Railway
McConkey ,  Alexander ,  R.lumber, Southern Division
McCoombe ,  John, lengthsman, Cairns Railway
McCormack ,  F., inspector ,  Normanton Railway
McCormack ,  William ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McCormick ,  Joseph, labourer, Southe rn  Division
McCoy, Terence, labourer, Southern Division
McCreath ,  David ,  labourer, Southern Division
McCrystal ,  Francis, labourer ,  Southern Division
McCrystal,  Frank, labourer ,  Southern Division
McCulla ,  P., lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McDade, Henry, ganger ,  Southern Division
McDade, Hugh, ganger, Southe rn  Division
McDonald, Alexander ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McDonald, Dougald ,  ganger ,  Central Railway
McDonald, Hugh, labourer ,  Southern Division
McDonald, John D., bridge carpenter 's assistant ,  Central Railway
McDonald, John ,  bridge carpenter ,  Southern Division
McDonald, John ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McDonnell ,  Duncan ,  ganger, Central Railway
McDonnell ,  John, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McDonough ,  Bernard, lengthsman ,  Cairns Railway
McDougall ,  Robert, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McDougall, Simon ,  labourer ,  Central Railway
McEligott ,  Martin ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
McErlane, Patrick, lengthsman ,  Southe rn  Division
McFarlane ,  James ,  ganger, Southern Division
McFarlane ,  James ,  lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
McFarlane ,  Robert, lengthsman ,  Southe rn  Division
McFarlane ,  Thomas ,  lengthsman ,  Southe rn  Division
McFeetEr,  William, leng thsman, Southern Division
McGinn, Charles ,  ganger ,  Mackay Railway
McGladdery ,  James, ganger ,  Central Railway
McGrath, James ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McGrath, John ,  ganger, Southern Division
McGrath ,  Michael ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
McGrath, Michael, labourer ,  Southern Division
McGrath, Thomas, walking ganger ,  Southern Division
McGrath, Thomas H., lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McGrath, Thomas, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McGuiness ,  John ,  ganger ,  Central Railway
McGuire, Edward ,  lengthsman ,  Southe rn  Division
McGuire, Thomas ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McGuire, Thomas, ganger ,  Southern Division
McGuire, John ,  ganger, Southern Division
McHarg, John, inspector ,  Southe rn  Division
Mcllwrick ,  Thomas, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McInnes, Donald ,  1}Angthsman,  Central Railway
McInnes, Donald ,  lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
McInnes, Myles, lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
McIntosh ,  Daniel, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McIntosh ,  John, ganger ,  Southern Division
McIntyre ,  John, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McIntyre ,  Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
McKay, James ,  carpenter, Southern Division
McKay, Patrick ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
McKay, William, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McKee, William, ganger ,  Southe rn  Division
McKenzie ,  James, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McKeown, John, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McKerr ,  James ,  ganger, Central Railway
McKew, Michael ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McKew, Thomas, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McKewen, Robert S .,  labourer, Southern Division
MeKewen, Robert, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McKey, Patrick, ganger ,  Southern Division
McLaren ,  Robert, ganger ,  Southern Division
McLary, James ,  ganger ,  Mackay Railway
McLaughlin ,  Thomas, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McLean, John ,  lengthsman ,  Mackay Railway
McLelland, Lowry, lengthsman ,  Central Railway
McLellan ,  John ,. lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McLoughlan ,  Richard, lengthsman ,  Cairns Railway
McLucas, Wil li am, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McMahon ,  James, ganger, Cooktown Railway
McMahon, Michael, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McManus, Thomas, ganger, Southern Division
McManus, Thomas, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McMillan, Kenneth ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McMurdy, .John ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McNeave ,  John ,  ganger, Southern Division
McNeill, Thomas ,  ganger, Northern Railway
McPherson ,  Charles, ganger ,  Southern Division
McPherson,  Hugh, inspector ,  Southern Division
McPherson ,  Lewis ,  ganger, Southern Division
McRae, Donald ,  inspector ,  Southern Division
McSherry ,  Peter ,  ganger ,  Central Railway
McStravick ,  Henry, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McVeigh ,  George, ganger ,  Southern Division
McVickar ,  William, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
McWhinney ,  Andrew, ganger ,  Northern Railway
Madden, James ,  ganger ,  Normanton Railway
Maddison ,  Joseph, ganger ,  Southern Division
Maddock, John ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Madsen, Christian M., carpenter ,  Southern Division
Madsen, Morten ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Maguire, James ,  lengthsman; Southern Division
Maguire ,  Thomas, ganger ,  Southern Division
Maher, Patrick ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Mahon, John, ganger ,  Central Railway
Mahoney, Eugene ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Mahoney, Jaynes, ganger, Southern Division
Mahoney, John ,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Mahoney, Patrick ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Maidment ,  Henry, carpenter ,  Central Railway
Maitland, Alexander ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Malone, Michael ,  ganger, Southern Division
Manning, James ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Mannion, James ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Mannion ,  Matthew ,  ganger, Central Railway
Mannion, Peter ,  inspector ,  Central Railway
Mapston, Henry, carpenter ,  Southern Division
Mark, Hans ,  labourer, Central Railway
Mark ,  Jasper N., bridge carpenter ,  Central Railway
Mark, William ,  bridge carpenter's assistant, Central Railway
Manor, Thomas ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Marrian, Timothy ,  labourer, Central Railway
Marsh, Frederick, lengthsnyan, Central Railway
Marsh, Henry ,  carpenter ,  Southern Division
Marshall, George ,  ganger, Southern Division
Marshall, John ,  ganger, Central Railway
Marshall, Walter ,  carpenter Southe rn  Division
Marshall ,  William, ganger ,  Aouthe rn  Division
Marshall, William, lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Marsland, Benjamin ,  Clark and draftsman ,  Northern Railway
Marstaellar ,  Frank, labourer, Southern Division
Martin, John ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Martin, John ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Martin, Patrick ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Martin, Thomas ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Mason, James ,  assistant carpenter ,  Southern Division
Mason, John ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Massey, Edmund ,  labourer, Southern Division
Masterson ,  Thomas, ganger, Southern Division
Matthews ,  Alexander ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Matthews ,  John, labourer ,  Central Railway
Matthews ,  Richard, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Matthews ,  William, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
May, James ,  blacksmith ,  Cooktown Railway
May, Nicholas ,  ganger, Southern Division
Mead, Walter H., lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Meaney ,  William, ganger ,  Southern Division
Medlen, William ,  ganger, Bowen Railway
Meehan, James ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Meehan, William ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Meiklejohn ,  Alexander, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Meiklej ohn, George ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Meng, Jens ,  lengthsman ,  Mackay Railway
Messenger ,  John, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Metcalfe ,  Samuel, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Midgley, Samuel, lengthsman, Southern Division
Miller, Alexander ,  bridge foreman, Southern Division
Miller, Daniel ,  carpenter ,  Southern Division
Miller, David ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Miller, John J., lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Miller, William ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Millington, John ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Mills,  Joseph, ganger ,  Southern Division
Mills, William, lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Millward, Samuel ,  carpenter ,  Southern Division
Milne, Alexander ,  blacksmith ,  Southern Division
Milton, James ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Minehan ,  Peter, supdt. of maintenance ,  Northern Railway
Mines ,  Joseph ,  painter, Southern Division
Misfeld, Hans C., bridge carpenter's assistant ,  Central Railway
Mitchell, Bernard ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Mitchell, Edward ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Mitchell, Walter C., pay clerk ,  Northern Railway
Mobbe ,  Albert A .,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Moggridge ,  John, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Mogg, Samuel ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Molloy, John ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Moloney, James ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Moloney, William ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Mongovan ,  John, lengthsnyan ,  Southern Division
Montgomery, John, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Moore ,  Edward, lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Moore ,  Henry, lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Moore, James ,  ganger, Central Railway
Moore, John ,  lengthsman ,  Northe rn  Railway
Moore, Joseph H., storeman ,  Central Railway
Moore ,  Patrick, ganger ,  Southe rn  Division
Moore, William, lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Moore, William ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Moore, William ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Moran, John H., ganger ,  Southe rn  Division
Moran, John ,  lengthsman, Cairns Railway
Moran, Patrick ,  lengthsman ,  Cairns Railway
Morgan, Alfred ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Morgan, Martin, ganger ,  Southern Division
Morris ,  Hubert E., lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Morris, Hubert J., clerk and draftsman ,  Northe rn  Railway
Morris ,  Joseph, lengthsman, Normanton Railway
Morrow, Henry W., chief inspector ,  Southern Division
Moule ,  Jacob, labourer ,  Southern Division
Mountney, Frank ,  ganger, Southern Division
Moynihan ,  Patrick ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
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Mullen, John,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Mullen, Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Muller , John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Muller , William J., lengthsman, Central Railway
Mulligan , Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Mullins, James, ganger, Southern Division
Mullins, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Mullins, John,  ganger , Central Railway
Mullins,  Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Mullins, Robert, lengthsman, Southern Division
Mulvey, Owen,  lengthsman , Northern Railway
Mulqueeny, Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Mumford, Charles,  lengthsman , Northern Railway
Munt, Richard, ganger, Southern Division
Murchison, Donald, lengthsman, Cairns Railway
Murdoch, Charles, lengthsman, Southern Division
Murphy, James, labourer, Central Railway
Murphy,  James, lengthsman , Southern Division
Murphy, .Tames, labourer, Southern Division
Murphy, John,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Murphy, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Murphy, Patrick,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Murphy, Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Murphy, Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Murphy, William, ganger, Central Railway
Murray, James, labourer, Southern Division
Murray, James, ganger, Southern Division
Murray, Michael, lengthsman, Cairns Railway
Murray, Patrick,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Murray, Richard, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Murray, Richard, lengthsman, Southern Division
Murray, Thomas, labourer, Southern Division
Murray, Thomas,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Murtagh, James, lengthsman, Central Railway
Musselwhite, W., lengthsman, Central Railway
Nairn, Thomas, lengthsman, Southern Division
Nally, John,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Naskey Charles,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Neale, 'khomas, lengthsman, Southern Division
Neal, John,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Neilson, Matthew, lengthsman, Southern Division
Neville, George, ganger, Southern Division
Newbury, James, bridge carpenter, Cairns Railway
Newman, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Newton, Edwin,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Newton, George, ganger, Southern Division
Nichol, Fitz, lengthsman, Southern Division
Nicholls, Edwards, lengthsman, Central Railway
Nicholls,  James, ganger , Southern Division
Nicholson, George, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Nolan, David, lengthsman, Southern Division
Nolan,  Maurice,  lengthsman, Southern Division
Norwood, James, carpenter, Southern Division
Notley, Arthur,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Nugent, Edward, lengthsman, Southern Division
Nugent,  Michael, lengthsman , Central Railway
Nutsen , Peter, labourer, Central Railway
O'Brien, James,  lengthsman , Southern Division
O'Brien,  James , ganger, Southern Division
O'Brien,  James ,  lengthsman , Northern Railway
O'Brien, John,  lengthsman , Central Railway
O'Brien, Patrick,  lengthsman , Southern Division
O'Brien, Patrick, lengthsman, Central Railway
O'Brien, Richard, bridge carpenter's assistant, Central Railway
O'Connor, Jeremiah, lengthsman, Northern Railway
O'Connor, John, lengthsman, Northern Railway
O'Connor, Michael, lengthsman, Central Railway
O'Connor, Michael, ganger, Southern Division
O'Connor, Patrick, labourer, Southern Division
O'Connor, Patrick, lengthsman, Northern Railway
O'Connor, Thomas, labourer, Southern Division
O'Dea, J., ganger, Southern Division
O'Dea, Martin, lengthsman, Southern Division
O'Donnell, Edward, lengthsman, Southern Division
O'Donnell, George, lengthsman, Southern Division
O'Donnell, John, lengthsman, Central Railway
O'Donnell, Michael, lengthsman, Southern Division
O'Dwyer, Denis, ganger, Southern Division
O'Grady, Michael, lengthsman, Southern Division
O'Grady, Richard, bridge carpenter, Southern Division
O'Grady, William, ganger, Southern Division
O'Hare, John, lengthsman, Central Railway
O'Leary, Denis, lengthsman, Southern Division
O'Leary, James, lengthsman, Southern Division
O'Loughlin, John, ganger, Southern Division
O'Loughlin, Michael, ganger, Southern Division
O'Mara, Thomas, lengthsman, Bowen Railway
O'Meara, Michael, lengthsman, Northern Railway
O'Neill, John,  lengthsman , Central Railway
O'Neill, Joseph, lengthsman, Southern Division
O'Neill, Patrick, lengthsman, Central Railway
O'Reilly, James, ganger, Southern Division
O'Reilly, Thomas, ganger, Central Railway
O'Rourke, Cornelius, ganger, Southern Division
O'Rourke, Peter, labourer, Central Railway
O'Shaughnessy, Thomas, lengthsman, Normanton Railway
O'Shea, John, lengthsman, Central Railway
O'Shea, Michael, lengthsman, Southern Division
O'Sullivan, Michael, lengthsman, Mackay Railway
O'Sullivan, Michael, lengthsman, Southern Division
O'Sullivan, William, ganger, Southern Division
Ohl, Detlef F., ganger, Central Railway
Olsen, Thomas, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Orr, John, labourer, Southern Division
Osbaldiston, George W., lengthsman, Northern Railway
Osborne,  James, lengthsman , Central Railway
Ovens , George., ganger, Southern Division
Owens , John,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Pacey,  James, lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Paddison, George ,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Paradine ,  John ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Parcell ,  Henry, labourer ,  Southern Division
Parker ,  James, signal adjuster ,  Southern Division
Parker, John, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Parker, John ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Pascoe, John E., ganger, Southern Division
Paterson , Archibald,  ganger, Southern Division
Paterson , John,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Paton , John,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Pattel, George ,  ganger, Central Railway
Pattison ,  James ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Pattison ,  William, ganger ,  Central Railway
Pavitt, George ,  ganger, Central Railway
Pea, Alfred ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Pearce, Henry, labourer ,  Central  Railway
Pearson, James A., clerk ,  Southern Division
Peate, Thomas, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Peck ,  William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Pedersen ,  Christian F., labourer ,  Central Railway
Pederson , Frederick,  labourer ,  Central Railway
Peel, Frederick H., ganger, Central Railway
Peel, Joseph,  ganger, Southern Division
Peel ,  William, labourer, Southern Division
Pembroke, John ,  ranger, Southern Division
Perkins, Frederick ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Perro, William, ganger, Southern Division
Peterson ,  Hans, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Peterson ,  Peter, ganger ,  Southern Division
Petschat, Edward, labourer, Central Railway
Pettigrew ,  William, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Phie, Walter  D., lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Philben, James ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Phillips ,  Edmund ,  lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Phillips, George, ganger ,  Southern Division
Phillips,  George, lengthsman ,  Southe rn  Division
Phillips, Thomas, lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Phipps, Henry, ganger, Southern Division
Pick,  Jacob, lengthsman ,  Central Division
Pickard, John, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Pickstone ,  John, ganger ,  Southern Division
Pierce ,  Patrick, ganger ,  Southern Division
Pike, Charles ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Pillsworth, Thomas L .,  painter, Southern Division
Pinches, Thomas, painter ,  Southern Division
Platt, Matthew ,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Plum, Reuben, ganger, Central Railway
Portley, Patrick ,  lengthsman, Southern Division
Pottinger ,  Henry,  fitter, Southern Division
Poulton, Walter, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Powell ,  Andrew, ganger, Southern Division
Power, John,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Power, Lawrence ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Power, Nicholas, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Power ,  Patrick ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Power, Phillip ,  lengthsman ,  Mackay Railway
Prebe, Frederick ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Probe, Henry, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Preece, Henry, ganger ,  Central Railway
Pressy, Frederick ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Preston, Henry ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Price, Stephen , ganger,  Southern Division
Pritchard ,  Charles ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Provan, David, ganger ,  Southern Division
Prowse, Henry, ganger ,  Central Railway
Purie, Patrick ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Purtle, Thomas ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Putt, Richard T., lengthsman ,  Cairns Railway
Quane, Thomas ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Quainton ,  George, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Quainton ,  John, ganger ,  Southern Division
Quigley,  Daniel ,  ganger, Cairns Railway,
Quigley, John,  ganger, Northern Railway
Quigley, Michael, ganger ,  Northern Railway
Quillinan, John ,  lengthsman ,  Mackay  Railway
Quinlan, Charles E., district engineer ,  Southern Division
Quinlan, Edward ,  lengthsran ,  Southern Division
Quinlan, John ,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Quinlan,  Michael, lengthsman,  Southern Division
Quinlan, William ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Quinn, John, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Quinn, Owen ,  ganger, Southern Division
Quinn, Patrick ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Quinn, Patrick ,  lengthsman, Central Railway
Quinn, Robert, ganger, Southern Division
Quinn, Thomas ,  lengthsman, Southern Division
Quhey, Joseph,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Quirk , James, lengthsm an, Northern Railway
Quirk, John,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Radford, Robert, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Radloff, Albert W., labourer,  Central Railway
Radloff, August  F. W., ganger ,  Central Railway
Radloff, Charles ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Raff, Alexander C., district engineer ,  Southern Division
Rafferty, John, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Rafter, Patrick, ganger, Southern Division
Rahill, John,  labourer, Northern Railway
Raines ,  Joseph, ganger ,  Southern Division
Ramsay, James ,  lengthsman ,  Normanton Railway
Ramsay,  Ronald J., lengthsman, Southern Division
Redden, George ,  lengthsman , Northern  Railway
Reddan, Patrick ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Reece ,  Samuel, lengthsman ,  Southern Divison
Reed, William, lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Regan, Charles ,  ganger,  Northern  Railway
Reid, Edward, lengthsman , Northern  Railway
Reid, James ,  foreman carpenter ,  Southern  Division
Reilly ,  John, ganger ,  Southern Division
Reilly, Peter ,  lengthsman, Southern Division
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Reilly ,  Thomas,  ganger, Southern Division
Reilly ,  Thomas ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Reith , John,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Retchless ,  William T .  A., lengthsman, Central Railway
Reynolds, James ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Reynolds, James ,  lengthsman ,  Cairns Railway
Rice ,  John ,  ganger ,  Northern Railway
Rice ,  Michael, ganger ,  Normanton Railway
Rickards ,  George, blacksmith ,  Southern Division
Riddle, William ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Rider ,  J., lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Riggall, John ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Ritchie, Joseph, labourer ,  Southern Division
Ritchie ,  Robert ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Roads, Thomas, lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Roberts, David R .,  carpenter ,  Normanton Railway
Robertson ,  John D .,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Robertson ,  Thomas, lengthsman, Southern Division
Robertson ,  William ,  bridge carpenter ,  Southern Division
Robins, William ,  ganger ,  Centr al  Railway
Robinson, William B .,  clerk, Southern Division
Robson ,  Robert ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Roche, Richard, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Rodger ,  William L .,  su dt .  of maintenance ,  Central RailwayRodgers, Terence, lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Ronald ,  John ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Roots, Daniel ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Roots, Richard, carpenter ,  Southern Division
Rorbrig, Charles, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Rose, Peter ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Ross, George ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Ross ,  John ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Ross ,  John,  plumber,  Southern Division
Ross, John ,  len thsman ,  Southern Division
Ross, Nathaniel ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Ross, Robert ,  lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Rowbotham ,  Charles W„ lengthsman, Central Railway
Roy, Job,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Royal ,  James H .,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Rumble, William ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Rushton ,  Alfred, lengthsman ,  Southe rn  Division
Russell ,  Frederick ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Russell ,  George, lengthsman ,  Southe rn  Division
Russell William ,  ganger ,  Southe rn  Division
Ryan ,  kdward ,  lad labourer ,  Southern Division
Ryan, Henry ,  lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Ryan ,  James, lengthsman ,  Bowen Railway
Ryan, Jerry, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Ryan, John ,  labourer, Southern  Division
Ryan, John ,  lengthaman, Southern Division
an,  Martin ,  lengtbsman ,  Central Railway
Ryan, Matthew ,  lengtbsman ,  Central Railway
Ryan ,  Michael, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
an,  Patrick ,  lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Ryan ,  Patrick, ganger ,  Central  Railway
Ryan, Thomas ,  lengthsman ,  Southern
DivisionRyan, Timothy ,  carpenter's assi tant ,  Southe rn Division
Ryan, William ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Ryder, Alfred D., bridge carpenter ,  Central Railway
Ryder, David ,  ganger, Central Railway
Rynn, Darby ,  ganger, Southe rn Division
Salathiel ,  William, lengthsman ,  Cairns  Railway,
Salmon, Christopher ,  lengtbsman ,  Southern Diision
Sambrook Thomas, lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Sammon,  'Patrick, labourer ,  Southern Division
Sampson, Simon ,  signal adjuster Southe rn Division
Sander, Wi lliam, ganger, Central Railway
Sanderson ,  George, ganger ,  Southe rn Division
Savage, William, lengtbsman ,  Southern Division
Scanlon, Patrick ,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Schafer ,  John ,  lengtbsman ,  Central RailwaySchamburg, Andrew, lengtbsman ,  Central RailwaySchaniburg, Joseph, lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Schultz, August ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Schultz, Theodore ,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Schwede, Edward, lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Sconies ,  Robert ,  ganger ,  Southe rn Division
Scott, George ,  ganger ,  Southe rn  Division
Scott ,  Joseph ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Scott, Walter ,  bridge foreman ,  Central Railway
Scotney ,  John, labourer ,  Southern Division
Scroogggie,  George, lengthsman .  Northern Railway
Scully ,  William F .,  lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Seabrook ,  George ,  ganger, Southern Division
Seawright ,  Thomas ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Seeney, Stewart ,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Selvage ,  William, labourer ,  Southern Division
Semfel, William ,  carpenter ,  Central Railway
Semfel, William ,  junr .,  bridge carpenter ,  Central Railway
Sexton, Patrick, assistant carpenter ,  Southern Division
Sexton, Patrick, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Shannon, John, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Shannon, Michael , ganger,  Northe rn Railway
Shapland ,  William H .,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Sharkey, John ,  ganger Southern Division
Shaw ,  John ,  painter, Northern Railway
Shaw, Ro be rt,  ganger ,  Central Railway
Shaw, Thomas ,  labourer, Southern Division
Shaw, Thomas ,  ganger, Southe rn  Division
Shea, John ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Shea, John ,  lengthsman ,  Southe rn  Division
Shea ,  Michael, lengtbsman ,  Southern Division
Sheehy ,  Thomas ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Shelly ,  James, lengthsman ,  Northe rn  Railway
Shepherd ,  Alfred ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Sherman, Thomas ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Sherman Wi ll iam ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Shields Aamuel ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Shine,  John,  ganger, Southern Division
Shortell ,  Denis, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Short, Charles, labourer, Southern Division
Siddins, Henry A., lengthsman, Northern Railway
Silk, Edward,  ganger , Central Railway
Sim, George, labourer, Southern Division
Simmonds, James, ganger, Southern Division
Simpson, Charles F., labourer, Southern Division
Sismay, Edward, ganger, Southern Division
Skehan, John, ganger, Southern Division
Skelton, Robert, ginger, Northern Railway
Skinner, William, labourer, Southern Division
Slater, Frank, labourer, Southern Division
Slattery, Daniel, lengthsman, Central Railway
Slattery, John,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Slattery, Lawrence, lengthsman, Southern Division
Slattery, Patrick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Sleeman, James , lengthsman , Central Railway
Smart, John, carpenter, Southern Division
Smiley, John, lengthsman, Southern Division
Smith, Arthur, lengthsman, Southern Division
Smith, Frank, lengthsman, Southern Division
Smith, George H., bridge carpenter, Central Railway
Smith, George, lengthsman, Central Railway
Smith, James, ganger, Central Railway
Smith, John, ganger, Central Railway
Smith, John, ganger, Southern Division
Smith, Joseph, J., ganger, Central Railway
Smith, Joseph, lengthsman, Southern Division
Smith ,  Magnus, messenger ,  Cairns Railway
Smith, Robert, lengthsman, Southern Division
Smith, Thomas, ganger, Southern Division
Smith, Thomas, ganger, Southern Division
Smith, Thomas, lengthsman, Southern Division
Smith, William C., lengthsman, Central Railway
Smith, William,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Smith, William, ganger, Northern Railway
Smith, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Smoothey, George, lengthsnian, Southern Division
Smythe, George, lengthsman, Southern Division
Snee, Michael, lengthsman , Northern Railway
Snowdon, Richard, labourer, Cooktown Railway
Sorrensen, Neils, lengthsman, Southern Division
Spallacy, Michael, lengthsman, Southern Division
Sparks, George, lengthsman, Central Railway
Spillman , George,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Stack, Garrett,  ganger , Southern Division
Stack, James, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Stack, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Stafford .  Alexander ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Staier, Carl A., labourer, Southern Division
Stanley, William B., labourer, Southern Division
Starr, John ,  assistant carpenter ,  Cairns Railway
Stephens , Patrick,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Stephens , Richard, lengthsman, Southern Division
Stephenson, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Stewart, James, lengthsman, Central Railway
Stewart Robert ,  lengthsman, Central Railway
Stibbs, John W., ganger, Northern Railway
Stone, John P., plumber, Southern Division
Stone, Thomas, labourer, Southern Division
Strutton, Thomas G., labourer, Cairns Railway
Sugden, Albert, lengtbsman, Southern Division
Suley, Frederick, ganger, Southern Division
Sul li van, Eugene, ganger ,  Southern Division
Sullivan, James ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Sullivan ,  John ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Sullivan, Michael ,  storeman ,  Northern Railwa
Sullivan, Mortimer ,  lengthsman, Normanton  Railway
Sullivan, Moses ,  ganger , Southern Division
Sullivan, Timothy ,  ganger, Central Railway
Sullivan, Timothy ,  lengthsman, Southern Division
Summers, Charles ,  lengthsman, Southern Division
Summers Emanuel ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Sutton ,  J'obn,  lengthsman , Northern  Railway
Swift, George, labourer, Southern Division
Swift ,  G., lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Talty, Hugh,  ganger , Southern Division
Talty, Peter, lengthsman, Southern Division
Taplin, George, signal adjuster ,  Southern Division
Tapsall ,  William ,  junr., lengtbsman ,  Southern Division
Tate, Adam, ganger, Southern Division
Tate, William, labourer, Southern Division
Taylor, Alexander, inspector, Southern Division
Taylor, Charles, lengtbsman, Southern Division
Taylor, William, lengthsman, Southern Division
Teale, Charles, ganger ,  Southern Division
Tennant, Robert, ganger ,  Central*Railway
Tevlin, Thomas, ganger, Central Railway
Thacker, Charles, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Thiele ,  Ernest J .  R., labourer ,  Central Railway
Thies, Adolph,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Thomas, James, ganger, Southern Division
Thomas, William H.,  ganger , Southern Division
Thomas,  William J.,  lengtbsman ,  Southern Division
Thomson ,  George, ganger ,  Central Railway
Thomson ,  Richard R .,  lengtbsman ,  Cooktown Railway
Thompson ,  James lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Thompson, John ,  lengthsman ,  Southe rn  Division
Thompson, Joseph W., labourer, Southern Division
Thompson, Joseph W., lengtbsman, Northern Railway
Thompson ,  William, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Thorne, David, labourer, Central Railway
Tho rn e, George lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Thorogood, E. 6., lengthsman, Southern Division
Tibbett, John, painter, Southern Division
Tierney, Patrick, lengthsman, Cairns Railway
Tierney, Patrick, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Timpson ,  George R .,  len thsman ,  Southern Division
Tink ,  William,  striker, Southern  Division
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Tobin, Cornelius, lengthsman, Southern Division
Tobin, Michael , lengthsman , Southern Division
Tobin, Timothy, lengthsman, Central Railway
Tomkinson , John, ganger, Southern Division
Toohey, James, lengthsman, Normanton Railway
Toohey, John, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Town, Eli, lengthsman, Central Railway
Treacy, Francis, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Treacy, George, ganger, Central Railway
Treanor , Arthur, labourer, Southern Division
Tronc, Conrad, labourer, Southern Division
Troy, Michael, lengthsman, Southern Division
Troy, Thomas, ganger, Southern Division
Troyahn, John W., lengthsman, Southern Division
Trussler, Joshua, labourer, Southern Division
Tuck, John  T., lengthsman , Central Railway
Tuck,  William, ganger ,  Central Railway
Tucker. Joseph,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Tunny, Patrick, lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Tunny, Michael, lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Tunny, Peter ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Turnbull ,  Andrew G., lengthsman ,  Southe rn  Division
Turner,  Ezekiel, ganger , Southern Division
Turner, George ,  ganger ,  Southern  Division
Turner, Henry, lengthsman, Southern Division
Turner, Izaiah, lengthsman, Southern Division
Turner, Mark, ganger, Southern Division
Turner, William, lengthsman, Central Railway
Twigg, Frederick, lengthsman, Southern Division
Twigg, Walter, carpenter, Southern Division
Unger, John, labourer, Central Railway
Ure, John, ganger, Cooktown Railway
Urquhart, Henry, ganger, Northern Railway
Vaughan, Austin, lengthsman, Mackay Railway
Vennard, Joseph, lengthsman, Normanton Railway
Vickers, Robert, labourer, Central Railway
Vines,  Edwin ,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Viney, Jacob,  lengthsman , Central Railway
Vinning, William,  lengthsman , Southern Division
Vowles, George, carpenter, Southern Division
Wadsworth, Albert, lengthsnan, Northern Railway
Wakefield, George E., ganger, Cairns Railway
Wale, Francis W., carpenter, Southern Division
Walker ,  Charles, inspector, Cai rn s Railway
Walker ,  George, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Walker ,  Michael ,  lengthsman ,  Central  Railway
Walker ,  Stephen, labourer ,  Southern Division
Walker William ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Wall, William,  ganger , Southern Division
Walls, Alexander ,  foreman  carpenter,  Central Railway
Walls, Thomas A., carpenter,
Central RailwayWallace, Archibald ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Wallace, Charles ,  lengthsman , Northern  Railway
Walmsley ,  Robert ,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Walsh, James ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Walsh ,  Nicholas ,  lengthsman Central Railway
Walsh, Patrick ,  ganger, Sout liern Division
Walsh ,  Patrick ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Walsh, Peter ,  labourer ,  Central Railway
Walsh ,  Thomas, labourer, Normanton Railway
Walsh ,  Wi ll iam ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Walsh, William ,  ganger ,  Northern Railway
Ward, George ,  ganger, Cairns Railway
Ward, Henry ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Ward .  John ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Ward ,  Patrick ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Ward ,  Richard S., lengthaman ,  Central Railway
Ware, Arthur, labourer, Southern Division
Warfield ,  John, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Warner, Thomas W., painter ,  Southern Division
Warren, John, ganger, Southern Division
Wass, Limlurd, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Watson ,  George, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Weatherley, Albert E., lengthsman, Northern Railway
Weatherley, Charles J., ganger, Northern Railway
Weatherley, William, ganger, Central Railway
Webb ,  Arthur, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Webb,  Joseph ,  lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Weber ,  Francis A., clerk ,  Central Railway
Weber, William ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
BRANCH-continued.
Wedlock, William, labourer, Southern Division
Weedon, William, lengthsman, Central Railway
Weeks, Richard, lengthsman, Central Railway
Wellman, Edward, lengthsman, Southern Division
Wellings, Mansell, ganger, Central Railway
Wells, George, lengthsman, Southern Division
Welch, Henry, labourer, Central Railway
West, George T., lengthsman, Central Railway
West, Joseph, lengthsman, Northern Railway
Wheeler, Emanuel, foreman fitter, Southern Division
Wheeler, George, lengthsman, Bowen Railway
Wheeler, Peter, ganger, Central Railway
Wheeler, Thomas, carpenter, Cairns Railway
Wheeling, John C ,,  labourer, Southern Division
Whiffler, Jacob, lengthsman, Southern Division
Whight, Thomas, foreman carpenter, Southern Division
White, Aaron ,  lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
White, Charles, ganger, Central Railway
White, Frederick ,  lengthsman ,  Normanton Railway
White, George ,  labourer ,  Central Railway
White, James ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
White, Patrick ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Whiteford ,  Robert, ganger, Mackay Railway
Whiteley, Joseph ,  ganger, Central Railway
Whittaker ,  Henry, labourer ,  Southern Division
Whittington, George ,  ganger, Central Railway
Wickham, James ,  lengthsman, Southern Division
Wilkie , John, mason ,  Southern Division
Wilkinson ,  Charles ,  ganger, Southern Division
Willett, Frederick ,  lengthsman ,  Normanton Railway
Willett, Ro bert,  ganger, Southern Division
Willey, John  E., labourer, Southern Division
Willey, John,  carpenter, Southern Divison
Williams ,  Francis, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Williams ,  George, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Williams ,  George ,  labourer, Southern Division
Williams, Hector ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Williams, John ,  lengthsman Southern Division
Williams , Thomas,  lengthsman ,  Cairns Railway
Williams, William ,  carpenter ,  Southern Division
Williamson ,  Thomas, gasmaker ,  Southern Division
Willows ,  John, lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Wilson, Alfred ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Wilson, Charles ,  inspector ,  Southern Division
Wilson ,  Charles J., foreman bridge carpenter ,  Northern Railway
Wilson, Hamilton, lengthsman, Southern Division
Wilson, Hugh, lengthsman ,  Normanton Railway
Wilson, John E., lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Wilson, John,  lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Wilson, Ro be rt K., lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Wilson, William ,  bridge labourer, Southern Division
Wilson, William, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Winter, Henry, ganger ,  Southe rn  Division
Winter ,  Herman ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Wirth ,  Peter, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Wiseman ,  Robert ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Withers, James ,  ganger ,  Southern Division
Withers, Robert ,  lengthsman ,  Central Railway
Witt, Charles, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Witzke, Christy ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Wood,  Henry, labourer ,  Southern Division
Wood, Joseph ,  labourer, Central Railway
Woodhouse ,  Arthur C., ganger ,  Southern Division
Woodriffe ,  Thomas, lengthsman, Southern Division
Woods,  Henry, carpenter ,  Southern Division
Woods ,  James, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Woolard,  W alter, lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Wootton, Thomas, carpenter ,  Southern Division
Worley, George ,  ganger, Central Railway
Wotton, Joseph ,  lengthsman ,  Southern Division
Wright, Andrew C., inspector in charge, Mackay and Bowen
Railways
Wright, George ,  ganger, Central Railway
Wright, William ,  lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Wynn, Frank ,  lengthsman ,  Southe rn  Division
Yapp, Alfred ,  lengthsman ,  Northern Railway
Yapp, Thomas, ganger ,  Northern Railway
Young, Thomas, lengthsman Southern Division
Yourell ,  John, lengthsman, outhern Division
LOCOMOTIVE BRANCH.
Abbott, John W., engineman, Southern Division
Ackary ,  George,  coach-painter, Central Railway
Adams, John H.,  engineman , Southern Division
Adams, William, engineman ,  Southern Division
Aird, Donald  M., fireman ,  Southe rn Division
Aitchison ,  John ,  engineman ,  Northern Railway.
Aitchison ,  William ,  engineman ,  Southern Division
Alcorn ,  Alexander M., carpenter ,  Southern Division
Alexander, William, fireman , Southern Division
Allen, George A., engineman, Southern Division
Allen, William, pumper, Central Railway
Alsbury, James, fitter, Central Railway
Ambrose, William, fireman , Northern Railway
Anderson ,  James, labourer ,  Southern Division
Andrews, Samuel B., labourer ,  Southern Division
Anschaw ,  Francis, engineman ,  Southern  Division
Archibald ,  George, fireman ,  Southern Division
Archibald, Robert, fitter, Southern Division
Ardron, Harry F., coachbuilder, Southern Division
Atkinson ,  Andrew  It.,  cleaner ,  Southern Division
Bayley, George, pumper ,  Northern Railway
Bainford , Albert,  cleaner ,  Southern Division
Baker ,  Alexander ,  fireman, Northern Railway
Baker, Joseph,  engineman , Northern Railway
Baker, Richard ,  engineman ,  Southern Division
Baker, Thomas, fireman, Southern Division
Ball, John, blacksmith, Northern Railway
Bamford, Albert,  cleaner ,  Southe rn  Division
Barber,  William, carpenter ,  Southern Division
Barff, Harry E., tinsmith ,  Southe rn  Division
Barker, Edmund W., cleaner, Northern Railway
Barker , J ohn ,  engineman ,  Southern Division
Barker, San ,u,l, fitter ,  Northern Railway
Barnard, John,  fireman, Central Railway
Barnett, William ,  engineman ,  Southern Division
Barry, Joseph, holder-up, Central Railway
Barton, Howard, leading fitter, Southern Division
Barton, Thomas H., cleaner ,  Bowen Railway
Barton, William H., fitter, Northern Railway
Bashford, George F., labourer, Southern Division
Bassett, Richard, striker, Southern Division
Baxter ,  Thomas, engineman ,  Southe rn  Division
Bearkley, Thomas, fireman, Southern Division
Beasley, Joseph, brassfinisher ,  Southern Division
Bedford, David, apprentice, Southern Division
Beeston, George H., cleaner ,  Southern Division
Beetbam, John, wagonbuilder, Northern Railway
Bell, George E., fireman, Northern Railway
Bell, Richard J., engineman, Southern Division
Bendell, George F., carpenter ,  Southe rn  Division
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Bennett, William B., boilermaker, Southern Division
Bennett, William, cleaner, Southern Division
Beetham, J., wagonbuilder, Northern Railway
Betzien, Carl A. F., lifter, Central Railway
Beverley, Richard, carpenter, Southern Division
Bickerdike, William E., fitter, Normanton Railway
Biddle, Alfred, labourer, Southern Division
Biddle, William, blacksmith, Southern Division
Birkett, John J., boilermaker, Southern Division
Bishop, Henry, carriage foreman, Southern Division
Blaine, Peter I., engineman, Northern Railway
Blakely, John a., labourer, Southern Division
Bloom, Alexander, cleaner, Southern Division
Bloom, George, cleaner, Southern Division
Blundell, Henry, engineman, Cairns Railway
Blunt, Charles, fitter, Northern Railway
Bohrdt, Frederick W., fireman, Northern'Railway
Boldery, Herbert W., apprentice, Southern Division
Bolton, Frederick W. H., cleaner, Southern Division
Bonehill, Thomas, fireman, Southern Division
Bonham, Samuel J., carpenter, Southern Division
Boody, John W., fitter, Southern Division
Booker, Edward, fitter, Southern Division
Bourke, Charles W., cleaner, Central Railway
Bourke, Michael, fireman , Southern Division
Bowen, William, cleaner, Southern Division
Bowling, John, boilermaker, Southern Division
Bowron, Robert, engineman, Southern Division
Bracker, George,  cleaner,  Central Railway
Brackley,  Ernest, cleaner , Northern Railway
Brackley, Thomas, pumper, Northern Railway
Bradshaw, Edward, pumper, Northern Railway
Bradshaw, Henry T., fireman, Northern Railway
Bradshaw, John, blacksmith, Northern Railway
Bradshaw, Joseph, coachbuilder, Southern Division
Bradshaw, Ralph, fireman, Normanton Railway
Brady, John J., engineman, Central Railway
Brady, Michael, cleaner, Southern Division
Brady, Thomas W., cleaner, Southerni Division
Brand, William, engineman, Northern Railway
Brassey, Ernest E., fitter, Southern Division
Brassey, George, fitter, Southern Division
Brassey, Richard,  engineman , Southern Division
Bray, Arthur, turner, Northern Railway
Bray, John, tinsmith, Northern Railway
Breen , Jeremiah, carpenter, Southern Division
Bremner, John, labourer, Southern Division
Brennan ,  Francis, engineman , Southern Division
Brigden, Harry, apprentice, Southern Division
Brigden, Thomas, leading coachbuilder, Southern Division
Bristow, Henry, engineman, Southern Division
Brookman, Samuel, pumper, Cairns Railway
Broomfield, Eli, fireman, Central Railway
Brosnan, James,  engineman , Northern Railway
Brosnan,  Tbadeus  J., engineman , Southern Division
Brown, Albert E., cleaner, Southern Division
Brown, Alexander, coachpainter, Southern Division
Browning, Alexander N.,  cleaner , Central Railway
Bruce, Henry D., cleaner, Southern Division
Bryant, Edwin, labourer, Northern Railway
Bryant, Frank, fitter, Northern Railway
Bryant, William H., fitter, Northern Railway
Buchanan, James, fitter , Southern Division
Buchanan , John,  examiner , Northern  Railway
Budd, John, painter, Southern Division
Bull, David W., labourer,  Southern Division
Bull, Thomas H., labourer, Southern Division
Bunnett, William B.,  leading boilermaker , Southern Division
Burke, Patrick,  cleaner ,  Southern  Division
Burke, Thomas E. A., apprentice, Southern Division
Burnham, Edgar A.,  cleaner, Central  Railway
Burnham, William, coalman, Central Railway
Burton, Thomas, fitter,  Southern Division
Burton, William, pumper,  Southern  Division
Burton, William J.,  fireman , Southern Division
Burton, William  S., cleaner , Southern Division
Butcher,  George, engineman , Northern Railway
Butcher, Henry  J., fireman , Southern Division
Byrne, Denis F., holder-up, Southern Division
Cain, John, boilermaker,
Southern Division(alder , Charles, labourer, Southern Division
Callaghan, William H.,  engineman , Southern Division
Cameron, Arnold L., cleaner, Southern Division
Campbell, Archibald, tinsmith, Southern Division
Campbell, Charles,  engineman , Southern Division
Campbell, Edward B., apprentice, Southern Division
Campbell, John,  shunting  driver, Southern Division
Campbell, Lachlan, examiner, Southern Division
Campbell, Thomas J., cleaner, Southern Division
Campradt, Reinhold,  engineman , Northern Railway
Canavan, Patrick, fireman , Northern Railway
Canty,  James, engineman , Southern Division
Carr, Edward  E., cleaner ,  Southern  Division
Carroll, John J.; fireman , Southern Division
Carver, Charles, fireman, Southern Division
Cashin, John, boilermaker, Southern Division
Caven, Charles, engineman, Northern Railway
Chalk, Robert, fireman, Central Railway
Chambers, James,  examiner , Southern Division
Chant, Joseph, apprentice, Southern Division
Chapman, G.,  cleaner , Northern Railway
Charlton, Thomas,  trimmer , Southern Division
Cheethain, Joseph, cleaner, Central Railway
Cheshire, Frederick,  striker , Central Railway
Cheyne,  Charles, cleaner , Southern Division
Christy, Joseph, cleaner, Southern Division
Clark, John,  engineman , Central Railway
Clark, John, apprentice, Northern Railway
Clark, Thomas, labourer, Northern Railway
Clarke, George, shunting driver, Southern Division
Clarke, Ralph, engineman, Southern Division
Clarkson, Robert, leading fitter, Central Railway
Cochrane, George, carriage-trimmer, Northern 11ailway
Cochrane, James,  engineman , Southern Division
Coey, Owen, leading fitter, Southern Division
Coey, Thomas, spring maker, Southern Division
Coker, Albert N., apprentice, Central Railway
Coker, Leonard W. J., engineman, Central Railway
Cole, Edwin J., fireman, Central Railway
Cole, George, fitter, Northern Railway
Cole, Thomas, coachpainter, Southern Division
Coley, Albert, fireman, Southern Division
Coley, George, leading fitter, Cairns Railway
Collie, Thomas, fireman. Southern Division
Collings, John, striker, Central Railway
Collins, Daniel, cleaner, Northern Railway
Collins, James C., examiner, Southern Division
Collins, Simon,  cleaner , Southern Division
Collins, William J., leading trimmer, Southern  Division
Conn, Charles H., assistant fitter, Northern Railway
Conn, William J., boilermaker, Northern Railway
Conrad, Richard C., striker, Central Railway
Considine, Patrick, cleaner, Southern Division
Cook, Harry  E., cleaner , Southern Division
Cook, James, wagonbuilder, Central Railway
Cook, Joseph J., cleaner, Southern Division
Cooke, Bertram W., fireman, Central Railway
Cooke, Joseph, machinist, Southern Division
Cooke,  Robert, engineman , Southern Division
Coombs, Wilfred, engineman. Southern Division
Cooper, Joseph H., cleaner, Southern Division
Coote, George,  engineman , Southern Division
Coote, Samuel T., engineman, Southern Division
Corr, Edward E.,  cleaner , Southern Division
Cossart, Thomas A., cleaner, Southern Division
Costello, Thomas, cleaner, Southern Division
Costigan, Daniel E., cleaner, Southern Division
Costigan, James, fireman, Southern Division
Coulter, William,  examiner , Southern Division
Couper, John, engineman, Southern Division
Cowling, Robert,  striker , Northern Railway
Cox, Alexander, lifter, Southern Division
Cox, Alexander,  examiner , Southern Division
Craig, William, labourer, Southern Division
Craig, William, cleaner, Southern Division
Cramb, Douglas G., fitter, Southern Division
Crameri, Peter, fitter, Northern Railway
Crane, Frederick G., fitter, Southern Division
Cran, John, fitter, Southern Division
Creighton, Andrew,  engineman , Southern Division
Creighton, David J., fireman, Northern Railway
Creighton, William H., cleaner, Southern Division
Cribb, Arthur S., fitter, Southern Division
Crombie, Alexander C., fireman, Southern Division
Crompton, Thomas, apprentice, Southern Division
Cross,  Benjamin, engineman , Central Railway
Cross, Thomas B., fitter, Central Railway
Cross, William, pumper, Central Railway
Crowdace,  Henry, carriage cleaner,  Northern Railway
Crowley,  Michael ,  engineman , Southern Division
Crudgington, Albert,  engineman , Central Railway
Culls, James, labourer, Southern Division
Cumberland, John C.,  cleaner , Southern Division
Cummings. Thomas C., blacksmith, Southern  Division
Cuskelly, Joseph,  cleaner , Southern Division
Dale, David, carpenter, Southern Division
Dalton, Harry J., tinsmith, Southern Division
Daly, Daniel,  fireman , Southern Division
Daly, Eugene,  engineman , Southern Division
Daly, Henry M., apprentice, Southern Division
Daley, H. E., labourer, Northern Railway
Dann, David, boilermaker, Southern Division
Daniels, Samuel E., labourer, Southern Division
Darker, Albert G., apprentice, Northern Railway
Darker, George R., fitter, Southern Division
Darker, Richard T., superintendent, Southern  Division
Darker, William A., fitter, Northern Railway
Davidson,  James, engineman , Southern Division
Davies, Benjamin, carpenter, Southern Division
Davis, David, leading fitter, Southern Division
Davis, Frederick,  fireman , Southern Division
Davis, James C., carpenter, Northern Railway
Davis, William H., sawyer, Southern Division
Davison, Frederick W. district supdt., Northern  Railway
Dawson, William, coachbuilder, Southern Division
Dellar, George, painter,  Southern  Division
Dellar, Robert,  engineman ,  Southern  Division
Dellar, Thomas J.,  fitter , Southern Division
Dent, Herbert C., cleaner, Southern Division
Derrington, Harry, coachbuilder, Central Railway
Deuchars, Peter A., turner, Central Railway
Devlin, Daniel,  cleaner , Southern Division
Dingwall, Alexander,  engineman , Central Railway
Dowd, John J., labourer, Southern Division
Dowden, Michael, fireman , Southern Division
Dowden. Thomas, blacksmith, Southern Division
Down, John,  carpenter , Southern Division
Downs, Stephen, labourer, Southern Division
Doyle, Thomas P., cleaner, Southern Division
Drew, Alfred  G., pumper, Southern  Division
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Drury, Matthew,  engineman , Southern Division
Drysdale, George R., striker, Northern Railway
Duce, Frank C., cleaner, Southern Division
Duncan, William, labourer, Southern Division
Dunn, Thomas, fitter, Southern Division
Dunn, William W., blacksmith, Southern Division
Dunsdon, Edwin, fireman, Southern Division
Duthie, James, running shed foreman, Southern Division
Duval, George, cleaner, Northern Railway
Dwyer, Alfred W.,  cleaner , Southern Division
Dwyer, Patrick,  engineman , Southern Division
Dyer, Arthur, labourer, Northern Railway
Dyne, Alfred A., turner, Southern Division
Eadie, Ernest, labourer, Central Railway
Eadie, William A., fireman, Central Railway
Eagles, William, lifter, Southern Division
Easton, Robert,  cleaner , Southern Division
Eckert, Charles, lifter, Southern Division
Edgar, Alfred 0., clerk, Central Railway
Edgar, John D., fitter. Central Railway
Edmondston ,  James ,  fireman, Northe rn  Railway
Edmondstone, Robert G., carpenter, Southern Division
Edwards, Walter, cleaner, Southern Division
Effeney Edward,  engineman , Central Railway
Elder, 'khomas,  cleaner , Southern Division
Ellen, Alfred P., cleaner, Southern Division
Elliott, John A., coachbuilder,  Southern  Division
England, David, cleaner, Southern Division
Epple, Henry,  engineman , Southern Division
Evans, Charles, engineman, Southern Division
Evans, Charles T., engineman, Central Railway
Evans, Ernest, labourer, Southern Division
Evans,  George,  washout driver , Southern Division
Evans, Henry, shop  engineman , Southern Division
Evans, Thomas ,  fireman , Southern Division
Exton, Henry,  carpenter , Southern Division
Eyre, Joseph, examiner, Southern Division
Fairlie, Robert, labourer, Southern Division
Fairweather, Alexander, fitter, Southern Division
Fallon, John, engineman, Southern Division
Farr, Joseph, striker, Southern Division
Farren, John, labourer, Northern Railway
Farrington, Israel, wagonbuilder, Central Railway
Featonby, Frederick,  cleaner , Central Railway
Ferguson ,  Duncan, engineman ,  Southe rn  Division
Ferguson, George G.,  engineman , Southern Division
Ferguson, James, carpenter, Southern Division
Ferguson, Robert, fireman, Southern Division
Ferguson, Walter, carpenter, Northern Railway
Finney, Arthur,  fireman , Southern Division
Finter, William, cleaner, Southern Division
Fisher, James ,  fireman, Southern Division
Fitzgerald, Robert H. fireman, Northern Railway
Fitzpatrick, George H'., tinsmith, Central Railway
Flanagan, Patrick J., fireman, Southern Division
Fletcher, William, fitter, Southern Division
Florence, Alexander ,  engineman ,  Central Railway
Flowers, William ,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Flynn, Thomas ,  coalman, Southe rn  Division
Forbes, Donald  q.,  foreman, Southern Division
Foreman, Francis ,  engineman , Southern Division
Foreman, Thomas J., cleaner, Southern Division
Foreman ,  Thomas ,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Forrest, Charles, lifter, Central Railway
Foster, James ,  turner, Southe rn  Division
Foster, William  H., examiner , Southern Division
Fraser, Alexander .  examiner Southe rn  Division
Fraser, Frederick G., fitter, Aouthern Division
Fraser, John, fittter, Southern Division
Fraser, John, carpenter, Northern Railway ,
Fraser, Thomas ,  blacksmith ,  Southern Division
Freeman ,  Charles F., foreman ,  Central Railway
French, William G., leading fitter, Southern Division
Fricker, Arthur, pumper, Cairns Railway
Friedlien, Gustov J., labourer, Southern Division
Fullelove, George,  labourer , Southern Division
Fuller, Andrew J., fireman, Northern Railway
Fulton, John,  engineman , Central Railway
Gadesby, Walter J., cleaner, *Southern Division
Gallacher ,  John S .,  fireman, Central Railway
Gardiner , Henry E.,  fitter, Central Railway
Gardiner, William, fireman ,  Southe rn Division
Geddes, James ,  fireman ,  Southe rn Division
Gee, James,  cleaner,  Southern Division
George, John M., fireman, Central Railway
Gibson, John,  examiner ,  Southern Division
Gill, Charles,  engineman , Central Railway
Gill, James K., labourer, Southern Division
Gillespie, Dixon,  engineman , Central Railway
Gillespie, John, cleaner, Southern Division
Gillespie, William,  cleaner , Southern Division
Gilligan, James, storeman, Southern Division
Glazebrook, John H.,  engineman , Central Railway
Glynn, James,  fireman , Southern Division
Goddard, Enoch,  fireman , Central Railway
Goleby,  A., blacksmith ,  Southern Division
Goodair, Albert, painter, Southern Division
Goodwin, Edwin,  engineman , Southern Division
Goodwin, John,  carpenter , Southern Division
Gordon Sandeman,  painter , Southern Division
Gould, Frederick,  engineman , Southern Division
Graham, Hill  R., engineman , Southern Division
Graham, John G., fitter, Southern Division
Graham, Thomas  B., cleaner , Southern Division
Graham, William, fitter, Southern Division
Grant, Edwin, pumper, Northern Railway
Gray, Joseph P.,  fireman , Central Railway
Gredden, James, cleaner, Southern Division
Green, James H., carpenter, Southern Division
Green, William, engineman, Southern Division
Green, William, cleaner, Southern Division
Greenan , John,  engineman , Southern Division
Greenslade, Sydney, apprentice, Northern Railway
Grey, William , engineman , Southern Division
Griffith, George, labourer, Southern Division
Griffith, James, fireman, Southern Division
Grigor,  James, cleaner , Southern Division
Guthrie, William J., Nclerk, orthern Railway
Hadley, Henry, painter, Southern Division
H ue, Thomas, engineman, Northern Railway
Hall, Richard, apprentice, Northern Railway
Hall, William, turner, Northern Railway
Halsey, James, fitter, Southern Division
Hamblyn, Henry W., pumper, Southern Division
Hammill, Samuel ,  fireman  Southern Division
Hampson , John,  fireman , Aouthern Division
Handel, Daniel G., blacksmith, Southern Division
Hann, Henry, painter, Northern Railway
Hanvin, Paul, carriage cleaner, Northern Railway
Hardy, John S., coachbuilder, Southern Division
Hare, James, cleaner, Southern Division
Hargraves, James, striker, Southern Division
Hargrave, Samuel H., shop engineman, Central Railway
Hargrave, Thomas R., blacksmith, Central Railway
Harley, George, fireman, Southern Division
Harper, Benjamin J., apprentice, Northern Railway
Harris, John F., carpenter, Southern Division
Harris, Peter , engineman , Southern Division
Harris, William,  engineman , Central Railway
Harrison, Albert E., clerk, Southern Division
Harrison , Arthur E.  S., boilermaker , Southern Division
Harrison, Frederick E., labourer, Southern Division
Harrison, George W., fitter, Cairns Railway
Hart, James E., fireman, Southern Division
Hartley, Thomas  P., engineman , Northern Railway
Hartridge, Francis, driller, Central Railway
Harvey, Frederick,  fireman, Southe rn Division
Harvey, James, apprentice, Northern Railway
Harvey, William, carpenter, Southern Division
Haswell, Robert H. S., fitter, Central Railway
Haugh, James B., cleaner, Southern Division
Hawke, Arthur J., cleaner, Central Railway
Hawke, William, pumper, Central Railway
Hay, James E., cleaner Southern Division
Hayball, H., cleaner, l'ortbern Railway
Heagerty, George, cleaner, Southern Division
Healy, Charles, cleaner, Southern Division
Heath, George R. S., cleaner, Mackay RailwayHegarty, Cornelius J., leading blacksmith, Southern Division
Hellawell, John B., fitter, Southern Division
Hendren ,  George S., carpenter ,  Southern Division
Hendry, Alexander, boilermaker, Southern Division
Henry, Denis J., cleaner, Southern Division
Henry, John, fireman, Southern Division
Herbert, George, engineman, Southern Division
Hewson, Christopher, fitter and driver, Bowen Railway
Hewson, Robert,  examiner  Northern Railway
Hickey, Daniel J.,  cleaner , Southern Division
Higgins, Robert, tu rn er,  Southern Division
Higgins, Robert, cleaner ,  Southern Division
Hill, Frederick ,  cleaner, Southern Division
Hill, George,  engineman , Southern Division
H il l, James H .,  cleaner, Southern Division
Hill, James ,  engineman , Northern Railway
Hill, William,  engineman , Northern Railway
Hillsdon, George, striker, Southern Division
Hilsdon, William H., fireman ,  Southern Division
Hilsdon, William, engineman, Southern Division
Hobson, Robert ,  cleaner, Southe rn  Division
Hodgson, W il liam ,  engineman ,  Southe rn  Division
Hogan, John J., trimmer, Southern Division
Hogan , Patrick J.,  labourer , Southern Division
Ho berg ,  Charles, fireman ,  Southe rn  Division
Holdsworth ,  Benjamin ,  fitter ,  Central Railway
Holker, Henry,  enginean  Southern Division
Hollingsworth ,  Marshamll, clerk, Northern Railway
Holman ,  Henry, engineman Southern Division
Holmes ,  Henry, machinist ,  §outhern Division
Holmes, Henry H., fitter, Southern Division
Holmes, William, examiner , Southern Division
Hook, Norman D., cleaner ,  Southern Division
Hook,  Thomas ,  foreman, Southe rn Division
Hooper, Frederick B., coachbuilder, Southern DivisionHooper, William ,  shop engineman ,  Southern Division
Hopkino, William  M.,  fireman , Northern Railway
Horne, David,  engineman , Southern Division
Horn, Robert, pumper, Northern Railway
Horton, Edwaejl J. T., apprentice, Central Railway
Hoskings, Hefty S., engineman. Southern Division
Honldsworth, George, labourer, Northern Railway
Houston ,  Joseph ,  carpenter ,  Southern Division
Howard , Getar W.,  boilermaker , Southern Division
Howes, Charles H., striker, Southern Division
Hughes, Archibald, fireman, Southern Division
Hughes, Ernest, fireman, Southern Division
Hughes, Herbert W., apprentice, Southern Division
Hughes ,  James, striker ,  Southern Division
Humphrey, Francis, coachbuilder, Central Railway
Humphreys, William, foreman, Central Railway
Hunt, Richard, coach painter, Southern Division
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Hunter, John, clerk, Southern Division
Hurst, William, fitter, Southern Division
Hutton, Frank , cleaner , Central Railway
Hyde, Henry, carpenter, Southern Division
Innes, Richard A., fireman, Northern Railway
Jackson, James, blacksmith, Northern Railway
Jackson, Peter,  engineman , Southern Division
Jackson, Richard,  shop engineman , Southern Division
Jackson, Robert, striker, Normanton Railway
Jago, John R., lifter, Central Railway
James, John,  fireman , Northern Railway
Jamieson, James B., fireman, Northern Railway
Jay, Uriah,  engineman , Central Railway
Jeffries, Joseph, fitter, Northern Railway
Jeffrey, Donald ,  fireman , Southern Division
Jeffrey, John, labourer, Southern Division
Jenkin, Matthew H.,  cleaner , Northern Railway
Jenkins, Frederick W., fireman, Southern Division
Jenkins, John E., leading fitter, Southern Division
Jenkins, John, cleaner, Northern Railway
Johns, Alfred S.,  engineman , Southern Division
Johns, Henry C., coachbuilder, Southern Division
Johns, William G., fireman, Northern Railway
Johns, William H., driller, Southern Division
Johnson, James, labourer, Southern Division
Johnson, Thomas, cleaner, Southern Division
Johnstone, Alexander, blacksmith, Normanton Railway
Johnston, Robert B.,  cleaner , Southern Division
Jones, Herbert W., cleaner, Southern Division
Jones, John, turner, Central Railwa
Jones, Richard A., cleaner, Cairns Railway
Jones, Thomas, blacksmith, Southern Division
Jordan, Austin P., labourer, Southern Division
Jordan, Charles W., apprentice, Central Railway
Jordan, Ernest H., cleaner, Central Railway.
Jordan, Thomas, engineman, Southern Division
Jowett, Charles, blacksmith, Southern Division
Kamiaski, Charles H., carpenter, Southern Division
Karney, Michael, striker, Southern Division
Kavanagh, Martin A.,  cleaner , Southern Division
Keane, Patrick,  cleaner , Northern Railway
Keane, William, fireman, Northern Railway
Keir, John, engineman, Southern Division
Kelly, Alfred,  engineman , Northern Railway
Kelly, Charles, labourer, Southern Division
Kelly, Daniel, boilermaker, Southern Division
Kelly, Edward J.,  fireman , Southern Division
Kelly, George S., labourer, Northern Railway
Kelly, John, fireman, Southern Division
Kelly, Michael,  engineman , Southern Division
Kennedy, Daniel, fireman, Northern Railway
Kennedy, Daniel J., cleaner, Southern Division
Kennedy, Richard J., cleaner, Normanton Railway
Kennedy, Robert,  engineman , Central Railway
Kent, John H., apprentice, Southern Division
Keogh, Martin E., fireman, Southern Division
Kerwin, William P., cleaner, Southern Division
Kidd, Arthur J.,  engineman , Central Railway
Kidd, James, fitter' s assistant , Northern Railway
Kidner, Frederick, fitter, Northern Railway
Killeen, Cornelius, striker,  Southern  Division
King, Archibald , engineman , Southern Division
King, Edward T., turner, Southern Division
King, John D., fitter, Cooktown Railway
King,  Isaac, engineman , Southern Division
King, Phillip, engineman, Mackay Railway
King, William,  foreman, Southern  Division
King, William,  carpenter , Southern Division
Kingel, Otto C., fitter, Central Railway
Kippie, J., examiner, Southern Division
Kirby, David  E., cleaner , Bowen Railway
Kirk, Thomas, engineman, Southern Division
Kirton, Matthew,  cleaner,  Southern Division
Kreugh, John B., watchman, Southern Division
Lanskey, Robert, fitter, Northern Railway
Lappin. William,  enginemen , Northern Railway
Lapworth,  James, examiner , Southern Division
Lapworth, Joseph,  examiner , Southern Division
Larson, Christopher, striker, Northern Railway
Larter, Frederick H., carpenter, Southern Division
Larter, Frederick H., apprentice, Southern Division
Latham, William, engineman, Southern Division
Law, Andrew H., turner, Central Railway
Lawlor, Thomas, labourer, Southern Division
Lawrie, Charles, blacksmith, Mackay Railway
Lawrie, Robert,  cleaner  Southern Division
Leach, James,  cleaner , Aouthern Division
Lee, George, fireman , Southern Division
Lee, John J.,  cleaner , Southern Division
Lee, William, machinist, Central Railway
Leighton, Benjamin, fitter, Southern Division
Leitch, Robert, fitter, Southern Division
Lenehan, Patrick,  assistant  boilermaker, Southern Division
Lenneberg, Adolph, apprentice, Southern Division
Lewis , David,  engineman , Southern Division
Lewis, George P., labourer, Southern Division
Lewis, Joseph,  engineman , Southern Division
Lewis, William, cleaner, Southern Division
Liddy, Patrick J., fireman, Central Railway
Linthwaite, Frederick T., storeman, Northern Railway
Lobb, George A., fitter, Central Railway
Lobb, Thomas, fitter, Southern Division
Loeven, James C. L., apprentice, Northern Railway
Lomas, Frederick,  examiner , Central Railway
Lomas , John  H., engineman ,  Central Railway
Longleyl Alfred, moulder, Southern Division
Lord, Richard, washout driver, Southern Division
Lourigan, William, cleaner, Southern Division
Lowry, Frank R., fitter, Northern Railway. .
Lulham, William T., cleaner, Southern Division
Luton, Charles E., fireman, Southern Division
Lynch, John,  engineman , Southern Division
Lyons, John, fireman, Southern Division
Lyons, Stephen K., cleaner, Southern Division
Mackenzie, George C., apprentice, Southern Division
Mackenzie, William W., timekeeper, Southern Division
Macfarlane, James, labourer Southern Division
McAlister, Angus, fireman, Northern Railway
McAnany, Charles, fitter, Southern Division
McAnany, Patrick, labourer, Southern Division
McBryde, John, cleaner, Central Railway
McCarroll, Samuel H., senr., fitter, Southern Division
McCarroll, Samuel H., junr., fitter, Southern Division
McCarthy, Alexander, cleaner, Southern Division
McCarthy, Eugene, fireman, Southern Division
McCartney, John, engineman, Southern Division
McCloy, John, engineman, Southern Division
McCormack, Patrick M., cleaner, Southern Division
McCormack, Thomas, shop  engineman , Southern Division
McCullock, Thomas, engineman, Southern Division
McDonald, John S., fitter, Southern Division
McDonald, Percy D., fitter, Southern Division
McDonald, William, blacksmith, Southern Division
McDowall, Alexander, engineman, Northern Railway
McFarlane, Peter, fireman, Southern Division
McFarlane, Ralph S., fireman, Northern Railway
McGaw, James,  engineman , Southern Division
McGaw, James, junr., fireman, Southern Division
McGill, William,  cleaner,  Southern Division
McGrath, John, clerk, Southern Division
McGrath, Richard, cleaner, Southern Division
McGregor, Alexander, examiner, Southern Division
McGregor, George, fireman, Southern Division
McGregor, William blacksmith Southern Division
McGrory, Norman J.,  cleaner , gonthern Division
McHugh, Edward, fitter, Central Railway
McInally, Archibald, engineman, Southern Division
McInally, Peter, cleaner, Southern Division
McIntosh, David, furnaceman, Southern Division
McIntosh, John A., fireman, Southern Division
McIntosh, William, fitter, Southern Division
McIntyre, J. D., examiner, Southern Division
McIntyre, John,  cleaner , Central Railway
McKey, James  Francis, cleaner , Southern Division
McKenzie, Donald, fireman, Southern Division
McKenzie, George, apprentice, Southern Division
McKenzie, John M.,  engineman , Central Railway
McKinlay, John, cleaner, Central Railway
McKinlay, Henry E., pumper, Central Railway
McKnight, William, labourer, Southern Division
McLaren, Daniel, fireman, Southern Division
McLean, Alexander , engineman , Southern Division
McLean, Andrew, pumper, Southern Division
McLean, Robert, examiner, Central Railway
McLelland, John, fireman, Southern Division
McLeod, Alexander,  carpenter , Central Railway
McLeod, John A., apprentice, Central Railway
McLeod, Norman , cleaner, Central  Railway
McMahon, Denis,  fireman , Southern Division
McMahon, John,  engineman , Central Railway
MeMurdy, Thomas, apprentice, Southern Division
McMurtrie, Thomas,  engineman , Central Railway
McNab, Richard, fitter, Southern Division
MoNab, William,  fireman , Southern Division
McNamara, Patrick, beltmaker, Southern Division
McNamee, Daniel, clerk, Southern Division
McNeill, Alexander, striker, Southern Division
McNeill, John, pumper, Southern Division
McNeill, Nicol, apprentice, Southern Division
McPherson, James M., cleaner, Southern Dlvision
McPherson, James, fireman, Southern Division
McQuade, Bernard, cleaner, Southern Division
McQueen, Somers, fireman, Southern Division
McQuilty, David, fireman, Central Railway
McWalters, John A., blacksmith, Northern Railway
Madden, Michael, examiner, Central Railway
Madden, Michael, examiner, Northern Railway
Mahoney, James, machinist, Southern Division
Mahoney, William, fitter, Central Railway'
Maike Julius W., cleaner, Southern Division
Male, rWalter, sawyer, Southern Division
Maloney, John, coachbuilder, Southern Division
Maloney Thomas, blacksmith, Southern Division
Mann , Vfrilliam, cleaner, Southern Division
Mansford, Peter, examiner; Southern Division
Mapleston, Frederick, fitter, Central Railway
Markcrow, Edward, boilermaker' s assistant, Central Railway
Marshall, George,  engineman , Southern Division
Marshall, John, engineman, Northern Railway
Martin, Alexander  I., engineman , Southern Division
Martin, George A., fitter Southern Division
Martin, James, cleaner, Aouthern Division
Martin, John J., fitter, Southern Division
Martin, Owen J., engineman, Southern Division
Martin, Patrick,  cleaner , Southern Division
Martin, William, engineman, Southern Division
Mason, John W., blacksmith, Southern Division
Mason, Oliver, blacksmith, Southern Division
Massie , Henry,  engineman , Southern Division
Massey,  James A.,  engineman , Mackay Railway
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Mattingley ,  John T .,  fireman Northe rn  Railway
Maxwell ,  Arther F .,  striker ,  kouthe rn  Division
Maxwell ,  Walford E .,  storeman ,  Southern Division
May, Alfred, turner ,  Southern Division
Maynard, John ,  scre wer ,  Southern Division
Mead ,  Francis, cleaner ,  Southern Division
Meldon ,  Denis J., cleaner ,  Southern Division
Meldrum, Peter, assistant moulder ,  Southe rn  Division
Melville, Henry D., fitter ,  Northern Railway
Mensforth ,  John B., leading  fitter ,  Mackay Railway
Meriedith ,  Edward ,  cleaner ,  Southern Division
Meredith ,  Morgan ,  engineman ,  Southern Division
Merrill, Thomas apprentice ,  Central Railway
Merrit, Charles  JW.,  labourer ,  Southe rn  Division
Meyer ,  Henry, fireman ,  Southe rn  Division
Meyer ,  William F .,  fitter, Southern Division
Middleton ,  John ,  fireman, Southern Division
Middleton ,  Thomas, leading blacksmith ,  Southern Division
Millar ,  Alfred S., coachbuilder ,  Southe rn  Division
Millar ,  David, turner ,  Southern Division
Millar ,  James, patternmaker ,  Southern Division
Millar ,  William ,  labourer, Southern Division
Miller ,  David D .,  cleaner, Northern Railway
Mills, Charles E., apprentice ,  Southern Division
Mills, James H .,  moulder , Southern Division
Mills, William ,  engineman ,  Southern Division
Millward ,  Joseph ,  fireman, Northern Railway
Milne, E rn est ,  engineman ,  Northe rn  Railway
Minslow ,  John J .,  fitter, Southern Division
Miskin ,  Arthur ,  cleaner ,  Northern Railway
Mitchell, James, cleaner ,  Southern Division
Moore ,  George F .,  clerk ,  Southe rn  Division
Moore, George, fireman ,  Southern Division
Moore, George ,  apprentice, Northern Railway
Moore, Henry S .,  fireman, Southern Division
Moorhouse ,  Matthew W .,  carpenter ,  Southern Division
Moran ,  John F .,  leading fitter ,  Southern Division
Morgan , William,  blacksmith ,  Northe rn  Railway
Morris ,  Aaron ,  cleaner ,  Southern Division
Morrison ,  George D .,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Morrison ,  Hugh ,  engineman ,  Central Railway
Morrison ,  James, labourer ,  Southe rn  Division
Morrow ,  James, moulder ,  Southe rn  Division
Moss, Walter R .,  cleaner ,  Southern Division
Muir ,  Robert ,  blacksmith ,  Southe rn  Division
Mulho lland ,  Patrick  .T.1 cleaner Southern Division
Mundt ,  Charles, tinsmith, Southern Division
'Munro, Alexander ,  examiner ,  Central Railway
Munro, Alexander ,  fireman ,  Northern Railway
Munro, Donald, labourer ,  Southern Division
Munro, Donald ,  lifter ,  Southern Division
Munro, James ,  carpenter ,  Southern Division
Munro, William ,  pumper, Central Railway
Murphy ,  Henry ,  fireman, Southe rn  Division
Murphy ,  James J., labourer ,  Southern Division
Murphy, John W., fireman ,  Central Railway
Murphy ,  Thomas S., fireman, Central Railway
Murphy ,  William C.,  cleaner ,  Southern Division
Murray ,  Walter M .,  coachbuilder ,  Southern Division
Murray ,  William ,  engineman ,  Northe rn  Railway
Musson ,  Thomas, shop engineman ,  Northern Railway
Nai rn , John, furnaceman ,  Southern Division
Nai rn , Richard ,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Neilsen, Jacob ,  pumper, Southern Division
Nelson ,  Andrew ,  cleaner, Southe rn  Division
Newbold ,  Thomas, junr .,  engineman ,  Central Railway
Newton, William G.,  fireman ,  Southern Division
Nicholson, Allen 0., fireman ,  Central Railway
Nielsen ,  Hans, cleaner ,  Southern Division
Nimmo, John ,  engineman,  Central Railway
Nixon ,  Thomas ,  cleaner ,  Southern Division
Nixon ,  William H .,  engineman ,  Cai rn s Railway
Nugent, Michael J .,  cleaner, Southe rn  Division
O'Brien ,  Cornelius ,  fireman ,  Southern Division
O'Brien ,  Jeremiah coalman, Southern Division
O'Brien ,  Michael ,  lifter ,  Central Railway
O'Brien ,  Michael, labourer ,  Southern Division
O'Brien ,  Wi ll iam, pumper ,  Northe rn  Railway
O'Connor ,  David J .,  fireman ,  Northe rn  Railway
O'Connor ,  Thomas, blacksmith ,  Southern Division
O'Flaherty ,  Michael G.,  fitter ,  Southern Division
O'Flaherty ,  Thomas J., labourer ,  Southern Division
O'Hagan ,  Peter, blacksmith ,  Southern Division
O'Hanlon ,  John, labourer Southe rn  Division
O'Neill, Joseph ,  cleaner ,  Aouthern Division
O'Sullivan ,  Jeremiah ,  labourer ,  Southern Division
O'Toole ,  James, cleaner ,  Mackay Railway
Ogden, Charles ,  fire man ,  Southern Division
Ogden ,  George, driller ,  Central Railway
Ogden ,  John ,  boilermaker, Central Railway
Ogden ,  Walter ,  carpenter, Southern Division
Ogilvie ,  Alexander G., cleaner ,  Central Railway
Ogilvie, George A., cleaner ,  Central Railway
Oldenberg ,  Albert fitter ,  Northern Railway
Oldham ,  Charles *., leading coachbuilder ,  Southe rn  Division
Oldham John A., carpenter ,  Southe rn  Division
Oliver , Henry, fireman ,  Central Railway
Oliver, Herbert ,  cleaner ,  Southe rn Division
Olsen, Lauritz E. K.,  fitter ,  Central Railway
Orchard, Wil liam F .,  fireman, Northe rn Railway
Owens ,  James,  fireman ,  Northern Railway
Page, William ,  cleaner ,  Central Railway
Page, Wil liam ,  fitter, Southe rn  Division
Palmer, William ,  cleaner, Northe rn  Railway
parker ,  Thomas A., carpenter ,  Central Railway
Parker, Thomas K., fireman ,  Central Railway
Parker, William, blacksmith ,  Southern Division
Parks ,  Richard, fireman , N orthe rn  Railway
Paterson ,  Thomas, labourer ,  Northern Railway
Patrick ,  Thomas ,  moulder, Southern Division
Patterson ,  Neil, examiner ,  Southe rn  Division
Payne ,  William J., cleaner, Southe rn  Division
Payne, William, striker ,  Southern Division
Peapell ,  George, cleaner ,  Northern Railway
Peel, John J.,  fireman ,  Southern Division
Pelling ,  Colin S .,  fireman, Southe rn  Division
Pemberton ,  Charles F., district superintendent ,  Central Railway
Pengelly, Charles S., apprentice ,  Northern Railway
Penning, William C., labourer ,  Southern Division
Perrett, George ,  engineman ,  Southe rn  Division
Peterson ,  Thomas H., cleaner ,  Southe rn  Division
Pettigrew, James ,  tinsmith ,  Southern Division
P flesser, William, labourer, Central Railway
Phie, George ,  engineman ,  Southe rn  Division
Phillips, George ,  fitter ,  Southe rn  Division
Phillips, Samuel ,  boilermaker, Southe rn  Division
Philp, John  It.,  fitter ,  Northern Railway
Pillow ,  Harry ,  labourer, Southern Division
Poacher ,  William, fireman, Mackay Railway
Pollard ,  Arthur, fireman ,  Southe rn  Division
Pool, John ,  washout driver ,  Southe rn  Division
Poole, Alfred, enginemau ,  Southern Division
Porter ,  William, labourer ,  Southern Division
Portley, Edward ,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Pottinger ,  Henry, fitter ,  Southern Division
Powell, Cornelius ,  striker, Southe rn  Division
Preston, Albert E., apprentice ,  Southern Division
Preston ,  Edward A. ,  coachbuilder ,  Southe rn  Division
Price, William, sawyer ,  Northern Railway
Pringle, James ,  engineman ,  Southern Division
Pritchard ,  Edwin ,  striker , Northern  Railway
Purdie, Williacn, carpenter, Southern Division
Purdy, William, pumper, Northern Railway
Purnell ,  Charles S.,  fireman ,  Southern Division
Quinn, John P., striker ,  Southe rn  Division
Rabbett,  George,  fireman ,  Southern Division
Rae, Thomas
B., labourer, Mackay RailwayRaftrey, John ,  carpenter ,  Northern ail ay
Ramsay, John ,  fitter ,  Southe rn  Division
Randall ,  Frank ,  apprentice ,  Northern Railway
Randall, William ,  fitter ,  Northern Railway
Ratcliffe, James ,  engineman ,  Central Railway
Rawkins, Harry J., fireman ,  Central Railway
Ready, Henry, holder-up, Central Railway
Real, James ,  fireman, Southern Division
Reaney, Henry W., cleaner ,  Southern Division
Rees, Joseph ,  apprentice ,  Southern Division
Reese, Thomas,  fitter ,  Southern Division
Reid, James, coalman ,  Southern Division
Randall, John ,  wagonbuilder ,  Central Railway
Rew, Thomas ,  fireman, Central Railway
Reynolds, Anthony ,  pumper ,  Central Railway
Richards ,  John labourer ,  Southern Division
Richardson, Join ,  carriage cleaner ,  Southe rn  Division
Riemann ,  Walter A .,  cleaner ,  Central Railway
Rivers, William, carriage -builder ,  Mackay Railway
Roberts, Bartholomew ,  fireman ,  Southern Division
Robertson ,  Peter ,  cleaner, Mackay Railway
Robinson ,  Charles, engineman ,  Southe rn  Division
Robinson ,  Charles H., boilermaker ,  Southern Division
Robinson ,  John A .,  fitter, Southern Division
Robinson ,  Lemuel P .,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Robinson ,  Robert, striker ,  Southern  Division
Robinson ,  Solomon, labourer ,  Northern Railway
Robinson ,  Thomas J., cleaner ,  Southern Division
Robinson ,  Williacn, engineman ,  Southern Division
Robson, George M., fireman ,  Central Railway
Roden ,  William G. F., fireman ,  Central Railway
Rodger, David  It.,  fitter, Central Railway
Roots, George E., apprentice ,  Southern Division
Rose, Adolpi ,  cleaner, Southern Division
Rose, Alfred, engineman ,  Southern Division
Rosenberg ,  Frederick ,  coachbuilder, Central Railway
Ross ,  Goorge L.,  fitter ,  Southern Division
Ross, Samuel J., boilermaker ,  Southern Division
Ross, William ,  engineman ,  Southe rn  Division
Rosseau ,  August, sawyer ,  Southern Division
Rowatt, William, fireman ,  Southe rn  Division
Rowe, James ,  fireman, Northern Railway
Royes, Percy H., cleaner ,  Central Railway
Ruddle, James, foreman ,  Southern Division
Ruddle, Ronald J., app re ntice ,  Southe rn  Division
Rudolph ,  William, striker ,  Southern Division
Russon ,  Edwin, cleaner ,  Northern Railway
Ryan, Henry J., labourer ,  Southern Division
Ryan, John, boilermaker 's assistant ,  Southe rn  Division
Ryan, Thomas ,  engineman ,  Southern Division
Ryan ,  Thomas, cleaner ,  Bowen Railway
Salisbury ,  George, fireman ,  Southern Division
Salisbury ,  John ,  coachbuilder ,  Southe rn  Division
Salisbury ,  Thomas J., apprentice ,  Southern Division
Salter ,  George, fireman ,  Bowen Railway
Sanderson ,  James,  fireman ,  Southern Division
Sargeant ,  Frank ,  labourer ,  Southern Division
Saunders ,  Edwin, carpenter, Southe rn  Division
Saunders ,  Edwin A,, fitter, Southe rn  Division
Savage, Matthew ,  fitter ,  Southe rn  Division
Savage, Richard ,  boltmaker ,  Southern Division
Savage, Thomas, striker ,  Southern Division
Savage, William ,  cleaner, Nprthern Railway
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Sawers, Thomas H., cleaner, Southern Division
Sawers, Thomas, engineman, Southern Division
Scarborough, William, boilermaker, Southern Division
Schmit, August, carpenter, Southern Division
Schinit, Paul, apprentice, Southern Division
Schulte, Frederick A., fitter, Southern Division
Schwarten, Alfred C., fireman, Northern Railway
Schwilk, Ernest, cleaner, Southern Division
Scott, Alfred A., engineman, Southern Division
Scott, Robert, engineman, Southern Division
Striven, Charles, carpenter, Southern Division
Striven, John, carpenter, Northern Railway
Striven, Victor W., apprentice, Northern Railway
Scullen, Henry, cleaner, Southern Division
Sear, Thomas, cleaner, Southern Division
Seed, John, engineman, Southern Division
Sellars, Arthur P., clerk, Central Railway
Sellars, George, lifter, Central Railway
Senior, Thomas, moulder, Southern Division
Sewell, Charles, engineman, Southern Division
Shanks, Thomas, washout driver, Southern Division
Shapcott, William W., patternmaker, Southern Division
Share, Alfred W., engineman, Central Railway
Sharpe, George, pumper, Southern Division
Sharer, James, fireman, Southern Division
Shelly, Patrick, fireman, Southern Division
Sheppard, William R., coachpainter, Southern Division
Shera, Arthur J., apprentice, Central Railway
Sherrin, Ernest V., cleaner, Southern Division
Shipke, Frederick W., fitter, Northern Railway
Shipley, David W., cleaner, Northern Railway
Shipley, William, engineman, Northern Railway
Silvester, Charles It., turner, Central Railway
Simpson, Robert, lifter, Southern Division
Simpson, Robert, leading fitter, Southern Division
Simms, Thomas, striker, Central Railway
Sinclair, Charles, engineman, Southern Division
Skehan, Ambrose, cleaner, Southern Division
Skinner, David W., fitter, Central Railway
Skinner, Henry G., engineman, Central Railway
Smallman, Joseph T., pumper, Northern Railway
Smallwood, Charles, engineman, Central Railway
Smallwood, Henry J., engineman, Northern Railway
Smallwood, John J., foreman, Southern Division
Smart, Albert, fireman, Central Railway
Smith, Andrew W., fireman, Central Railway
Smith, Geoffrey G. M., turner, Southern Division
Smith, Henry H., fireman, Southern Division
Smith, James, carpenter, Northern Railway
Smith, James, fireman, Southern Division
Smith, James, engineman, Northern Railway
Smith, John R., fireman, Central Railway
Smith, John, shunting engineman, Southern Division
Smith, Thomas R., pumper, Central Railway
Smith, William E. E., fireman; Southern Division
Smith, William S., engineman, Southern Division
Smith, William, cleaner, Southern Division
Smith, Zachariah, engineman, Southern Division
Smoothy, Job K., fitter, Southern Division
Smoothy, Joseph, cleaner, Southern Division
Smyth, William, cleaner, Southern Division
Spanner, Henry P., lifter, Central Railway
Sparks, George, fitter, Southern Division
Sparks, Thomas H., cleaner, Northern Railway
Sparrow, James B., engineman, Southern Division
Sparrow, Robert B., apprentice, Southern Division
Specht, William, foreman, Central Railway
Spilsbury, Thomas H., fitter, Central Railway
Stacey, William, fireman, Southern Division
Stafford, William A.; apprentice, Southern Division
Stanley, Charles, oiler, Southern Division
Steele, Anthony, examiner, Central Railway
Steele, Johnston, carpenter, Northern Railway
Stephens, Robert, painter, Southern Division
Stephens, Robert A., painter, Southern Division
Steven, Robert B., fitter, Southern Division
Stephenson, John, blacksmith, Southern Division
Stevenson, Alexander, blacksmith, Mackay Railway
Stevenson, Samuel, blacksmith, Central Railway
Stewart, John H., engineman, Southern Division
Stewart, Walter, boilermaker, Southern Division
Stewart, William, engineman, Southern Division
Stirling, Andrew, furnaceman, Southern Division
Stokan, William, engineman, Southern Division
Stoodley, James, coachbuilder, Southern Division
Stoodley, William, coachbuilder, Southern Division
Straker, Thomas, carpenter, Northern Railway
Stream, William, engineman, Southern Division
Stringfellow, Henry, engineman, Southern Division
Sugden, Albert, engineman, Northern Railway
Sugden, Henry, striker, Southern Division
Sullivan, John R., apprentice, Northern Railway
Sullivan, John, labourer, Northern Railway
Sutcliffe, William, holder-up, Southern Division
Suthers, Charles, fitter, Southern Division
Suthers, Henry, coachbuilder, Southern Division
Sutton, Edward, engineman, Southern Division
Sutton, William, washout driver, Southern Division
Swan, James K., carpenter, Southern Division
Swanson, Nicholas, fireman, Central Railway
Swift, Bernard, oiler, Southern Division
Swindells, George  If.,  fireman, Central Railway
Tallon, Matthew, engineman, Southern Division
Tallon, Robert, junr., lifter, Southern Division
Tarling, William, foreman, Central Railway
Taylor, Thomas, cleaner, Southern Division
Taylor, William J., painter, Southern Division
Taylor, William, striker, Northern Railway
Tedford, Edward, fireman, Southern Division
Tedford, George, engineman, Southern Division
Tee, Jesse, carpenter, Northern Railway
Telfer, Robert, engineman, Southern Division
Tennant, Charles H., cleaner, Central Railway
Thallon, William, painter, Southern Division
Thomason, William J., cleaner, Northern Railway
Thompson, Harry, labourer, Southern Division
Thompson, James E., painter, Central Railway
Thompson, James P., fitter, Southern Division
Thompson, Robert, boilermaker, Central Railway
Thompson, Richard, leading boilermaker, Southern Division
Thornton, George, carriage cleaner, Southern Division
Till, Arthur, cleaner, Northern Railway
Till, Sydney M., cleaner, Central Railway
Tilley, Thomas E., fireman, Southern Division
Tilley, William H., labourer, Southern Division
Toner, Francis J., fitter, Central Railway
Toon, Theoron, fireman, Central Railway
Townley, Charles W. R., fitter, Southern Division
Trail, John, foreman, Cairns Railway
Troup, Alexander, enginenan, Southern Division
Truscott, John J., striker, Central Railway
Tweedale, Jacob, fitter, Southern Division
Tweedale, Thomas, engineman, Normanton Railway
Twigg, Charles, engineman, Southern Division
Tyrell, James, labourer, Southern Division
Tyrell, James H., blacksmith, Southern Division
Usher, Thomas, pumper. Central Railway
Vasella, Peter, blacksmith, Central Railway
Virgin, James, labourer, Southern Division
Vowles, Frederick, labourer, Southern Division
Weight, John, cleaner, Southern Division
Walker, Frederick T., engineman, Northern Railway
Walker, George H., carpenter, Southern Division
Walker, George L., cleaner, Southern Division
Walker, George, fitter, Southern Division
Walker, James, clerk, Southern Division
Walker, John, examiner, Southern Division
Walker, Peter F., cleaner, Northern Railway
Wall, James H., leading fitter, Southern Division
Wallace; David C., cleaner, Southern Division
Wallace, David, pumper, Southern Division
Wallace, John, engineman, Southern Division
Wallace, John F., blacksmith, Central Railway
Wallace, William F., cleaner, Central Railway
Wallis, Alfred E., apprentice, Southern Division
Walsh, James, striker, Southern Division
Walsh, James, striker, Southern Division
Walsh, Michael, striker, Southern Division
Walter, Phillip, painter, Northern Railway
Ward, Hugh C., fitter, Southern Division
Ward, John, labourer, Southern Division
Ward, Thomas, fireman, Southern Division
Warner, Timothy, machinist, Southern Division
Warren; Frederick A., storeman, Southern Division
Watkins, William A., cleaner, Southern Division
Watson, Daniel C., trimmer, Southern Division
Watson, David, trimmer, Central Railway
Watson, Henry, cleaner, Southern Division
Watson, Thomas F., engineman, Southern Division
Watson, William H., fireman, Southern Division
Watts, James, carriage cleaner, Southern Division
Watts, James, pumper, Central Railway
Weatherhog, Frank, apprentice, Southern Division
Webb, Alfred S., cleaner, Southern Division
Webb, Sydney, painter, Northern Railway
Weder, Max, fireman, Central Railway
Wedlock, John C., lifter, Southern Division
Weldon, James, labourer, Southern Division
Welldon, Thomas G., cleaner, Southern Division
Weller, Joseph, examiner, Northern Railway
Wellstead, George, fireman, Southern Division
Welsby, Edward, carpenter, Southern Division
Welsh, James, coalman, Southern Division
Welton, William, blacksmith, Central Railway
West, George H., fireman, Southern Division
West, Robert, engineman, Southern Division
West, Thomas, assistant boilermaker, Northern Railway
Weston, George 0., coachbuilder, Southern Division
Whitby, William, fireman, Central Railway
White, Herbert H., cleaner, Northern Railway
White, William, fireman, Northern Railway
Wild, Eli, examiner, Southern Division
Wilhelmsen, Karl, cleaner, Central Railway
Wilkinson, Gerald, apprentice clerk, Central Railway
Wilkinson, Richard, leading fitter, Southern Division
Williams, Daniel, blacksmith, Southern Division
Williain,,, George E., assistant fitter, Normanton Railway
Williams, James, carpenter, Southern Division
Willington, Henry, engineman, Southern Division
Wills, John, fireman, Central Railway
Wilson, Alexander, coachbuilder, Cairns Railway
Wilson, David M., cleaner, Southern Division
Wilson, Edward P., clerk, Northern Railway
Wilson, John, apprentice, Northern Railway
Wilson, Robert, fitter, Southern Division
Wilson, William, carpenter, Northern Railway
Winks, John, fireman, Southern Division
Winter, Robert, painter, Southern Division
Wood, Charles, fireman, Southern Division
Woodcock, Ernest W., cleaner, Southern Division
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LOCOMOTIVE  BRANCH- continued.
Woods ,  Frank ,  engineman ,  Southern Division
Woods ,  George, labourer ,  Southern Division
Woods ,  Michael J .  R., engineman ,  Cooktown Railway
Woods, William, blacksmith ,  Southern Division
Wriggles, Frederick ,  trimmer, Southern Division
Wriggles ,  Henry, foreman, Northern Railway
Wright ,  Henry, fireman ,  Northern Railway
Wright ,  William J., apprentice ,  Mackay Railway
Wright, William ,  leading coachbuilder ,  Southern Division
Wyeth ,  A. E., carpenter ,  Southern Division
Wylie, James, engineman, Southern Division
Yates, Peter ,  timekeeper ,  Central Railway
Yates, Richard S., engineman, Central Railway
Yelland, George ,  fire man ,  Northern Railway
Young, Frederick W., cleaner, Southe rn  Division
Young ,  John, turner ,  Southern Division
Young, Robert W .,  examiner ,  Southern Division
Zorn ig, William, painter ,  Central Railway
STORES BRANCH.
Alder ,  John ,  clerk ,  Central Railway
Bradshaw ,  George, storeman, Southern Division
Curnow ,  James H., clerk, Southe rn  Division
De Boon ,  Peter ,  tarpaulinmaker ,  Central Railway
Evans ,  William F., storeman ,  Central Railway
Fa llon ,  William J .,  clerk ,  Southern Division
Fitzgerald ,  Michael, storeman ,  Southern Division
Foote, Alfred W., coal -receiver ,  Southern Division
Gadd, Henry ,  sailmaker ,  Southe rn  Division
Gallagher ,  Bernard, district sto rekeeper ,  Southern Division
Gay,  William ,  sailmaker  Southern Division
Gray ,  John ,  storeman ,  l orthern Railway
Handy ,  John J., apprentice clerk, Southern Division
Hawkins ,  William C., clerk ,  Southern Division
Herdsman ,  Peter ,  tally clerk ,  Southern Division
Marquis, Richard L., clerk ,  Northern Railway
Nash ,  George, sailmaker ,  Southern Division
Pratt, James L .,  lad storeman ,  Southern  Division
Sloan, Wi ll iam ,  sailmaker ,  Central Railway
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"THE BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
HE following Statement of Brands, being those Registered during the month of AUGUST last, is published  for generalT
1 information,  in accordance  with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners whose Names, Addresses, or Brands may be incorrectly stated are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar; and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner or the Number of Certificate of Registration
must be given.
Registrar of Brands' Office,
Brisbane , 8th September, 1897.
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2.4m
4.4m
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C Series.
38126
38099
38105
38127
73000 38110
c m
709
30W
38113
38108
38119
38107
38096
Horses.
5 D 23  38125
1 L7 /Y  38111 ...
L72U(  38121 ...
6 9 R 38088 ...
.E P 8 38097 ...769  38117 ...
..7 Uf 4
Al 3 G
/185
A/ q9
h'2,
38092
38094 ...
38114
38122
38106
38086
38087
38100 ...
38104
FORMER BRAND .  PROPRIETOR.
Cattle. Name.
George Wilshire Pitt ...
Alexander McKay ...
August Millewski ..
Alexander Dickson Shanks
... James Bowles
... Charles Free
... Charles Herman Marsh ...
... James Henry Cecil Roberts
... Francis Charles Thompson
... Charles Claude Curwen-
Walker
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
Run or Farm where Brand
is to be used.
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Charleville ... Charleville
Drover ... ... .... Camooweal
Nanango  ... ...  i Nanango
Shamrock Hotel,  Bruns- Brisbane
wick  street,  Fortitude
Valley
Farm Creek, Tanny-
morel
Warwick
Mount Sturt ... . Warwick
The Glen . ... Warwick
Croxley, Gowrie ... I W. Railway
Durrie, Betoota ... Windorah
Boatman ... ... I Morven
... John Francis McKenzie... Windorah ... ... Windorali
... James Joseph Wafer ... Charleyvue ... ... Dingo
David Waters ... ... Eungella Gold Field ... Mackay
Ernst Biegel ... ... Bowenville ... ... Jondaryan
Ellen Frances Power ... Washington Farm ... Charters Towers
Ernest Theodore Pratten Charleston ... ... Georgetown
Fanny gable ... ... Reserve... ... ... Nebo
Frederick StonardSchollick Serpentine Creek, Oak- Kilkivan Railway
view
Friedrich Weber... ... Highland Plain, Gowrie W. Railway
Henry Connors ... ..
William Ronald Hodgetts
Harriet Evans ... ...
Henri Guilletmot
James Hamilton...
James  Hope ...
4IS
Annan Tin Fields ... Cooktown
Rocky Valley, Etheridge Georgetown
Killarney ... ... Killarney
Upper Bundamba, care Ipswich
of P. Guilletmot,
Union Hotel
Double Peak ... ... Eton
North Branch ... ... Pittsworth
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FORMER BRAND.
Horses. Cattle. Name.
C Series.
38089 James Harris Pedley ...
4 1 38116 William Thomas Harman
8  Al  Uf 38090 Hugh Farkinson Welsh...
9 1 46  38124 John Joseph Egan ...
9 9 9 38129 John Casey ... ...
38101 John Patch ... ...
0 3 rP 38093 John Presnell ... ...
X2m 38120 Kenneth Andrew Miller...
m f  7 38109 James Gregory McDonald3MR 38102 Martin Joseph Byrne ...
m4C 38103 Michael Cleary ... ...
M97 38130 Mark Guymer ... ...6mw 38128 Mary Jane Hemming ...
7 m 1i 38123 ... ... Robert Grant McDowall,
as Trustee  for Robert
McDowall
.2 9 3 38095 ... ... Parl Hermann Heinrich
Gramenz
./2 1 1 38115 .. Robert CocbraneElliott...
38098  ... ... Richard Letts ... ...
J2.2 7 38091 Roseanna  Parker ... ...
7 A  0 38112 Richard Pook ... ...
38118 Samuel Killer ... ...
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where Brand
is to be used.
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Caboolture ... ... Caboolture
Quarley Cottage, Manly Brisbane
Cooper' s Plains  ... Cooper' s Plains.
Brisbane street ... Ipswich
Yellow Waterholes .. Eton
Evergreen, Cooyar road Jondaryan.
Adavale ... ... Adavale
Ascot ... ... ...  Brisbane,
Reserve... ... ... Tangorin
Boatman ... ... Morven
Gatton ... ... ... Gatton
Mountside ... ... Warwick
care of B. Mountcastle Brisbane
and Sons, Adelaide
street
Kangaroo Hills ... Townsville
Ashgrove ... Brisbane
Pimpama ... ... South Coast Rail-
way
Margaret  Vale... ... Camooweal
Reserve  ... ...  Longreach
Moggill  ... ... Moggill
Gillen' s Siding...
BRANDS TRANSFERRED  during the  MONTH  of AUGUST, 1897.
Brand. No. ofCertificate.
D J c3 171
S D K 9821
D R b 2321
D Z 4 10b64
H B 5 1806
K 8 L 15061
K M 8 10553
K 4 15305
8 M 7242
N J 4 6896
Q  0 8 12993
S T Z 17675
U 3 A 13729
W 8 E 8447
WL9 4544
W t5 Z 16450
>(@  9 18476
1Y>( 16981
F 0 Q B26566
0 L W B28654
b M m 826500
M 1 B21673
M b X B24515
1 1 21 B20399
5 P -< B33764
8 R W B25591
8 ROD B25591
Rb0 B24470
5 T 'd B27727
B19524
We 9 B21088
.71/3 c36957
3J14 c37823
x1/ 1
1
c36608
TranSferror.
Duncan Johnson...
Charles Murphy ...
Charles William Cox
John James Hawkins
Henry Bawman ,..
Anne Ramm ... ...
Patrick Moran ...
Henry Hayes ... ...
Michael Wall ... ...
Nicholas Ingham ...
William Condon'...
The Australian and New  Zealand
Mortgage  Company, Limited
Christina Armstrong
Wilhelm Weber ... ...
Wilhelm Loge ... ...
Thomas Williams
William Sing Bundren ...
Evelyn James Metcalf ...
Friedrich Gersekowski
Cornelius O'Brien
James Mole ... ... ...
The Western Queensland Pastoral
Company, Limited
Transferee.
Catherine Tohnson .
William Alexander Horsfield ...
The Bank of Australasia ...
Henry John Atkinson ...
The Bank of North Queensland,
Limited
Daniel  Ramm ... ... ...
Arthur Pobar ... ... ...
Edward Joseph Hayes ... ...
Michael Wall ... ... ...
Richard Ingham... ... ...
Honors Condon ... ...
Samuel McCaughey, Henry
Stuart, and James Stuart
Edward James Bates ...
Ernestine  Weber ...
William Kennedy ...
Thomas Williams
Walter Martin ... ...
James Fletcher ... ...
Frederick Gersekowski ... .
Stephen O'Brien, as Trustee for
Cornelius O'Brien
William James Rowe ... ...
Edward James Bates ... ...
James  Terrace ... ... ... I  Montague Richardson ...
Patrick McGuigan ... . Thomas  Macnamara ...
Alfred Speechley ... ... John Speechley ... ...
Robert Brown ... ... ... Andrew Jackson  Banning
Andrew Jackson  Banning  ... Alexander Forsyth
William McAdam and John Orr
William Tippett ... ...
Stephen Hood ... ...
James Wilmot ...
Thomas John Harbottle...
George Ernest Hickson ...
Sydney Hubert  Jefferies
John Orr ... ... ... ...
Mary Ann Tippett ...
John Delaney Burton ... ...
Fredrick Wilmot... ... ...
Susan Harbottle ... ... ...
George Hickson, as Guardian of
Andrew Hamilton Hickson
William Petherbridge ... ...
Name of Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Woodside ... ...
Springsure ... ...
Wallabella ... ...
Wairuna ... ...
Tryphinia Vale ...
Bulah, Upper Ulam
Mort Estate ... ...
Mount Cassells, Rosevale...
Dalby ... ...
Yellowridge ... ...
Spring Creek
Barenya ...
Prospect ...
Mutdapilly
Mackay
Targo street
Town Common
Ballandean ...
Daandine West
Djuan ...
Springsure ...
Bundaberg
Nearest Post Town..
Blackall
Springsure
Yeulba
Ingham
Dingo
Rockhampton
Toowoomba
Ipswich
Dalby
Tiaro
Westwood
Hughenden
Croydon
Ipswich
Mackay
Bundaberg
Adavale
Stanthorpe, and
Dalby
Crow's Nest
Springsure
Ravenswood ...
Woodstock ... ...
Mo rn ey
Cocklariva  Grazing Farm...
Warenda .. .. ...
Etheridge  Gold Field,
Charleston
Etheridge Gold Field,
Charleston
K irk River  .. ... ...
Goldfield , Norton ... ...
Booie  ... ...
Croydon  ... ... ...
Boyne  ... ... ...
Boyne Downs ... ...
Running Creek
Ravenswood
Croydon
Windorah
C unnamulla
Boulia
Georgetown
Georgetown
Ravenswood
Gladstone
Nanango
Croydon
Gladstone
Gladstone
Woodford
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CHANGE  of RESIDENCE.
Brand. No. ofCertificate
8 H H 3788
P 2 M 2653
5  'PC  B33041K ri 1 B26483
7 U -3 B24736
Name of Proprietor. Run or Farm where Brand is to be
used. '
The British and Austra- Daandine Estate
lasian  Trust and Loan
Company, Limited
Michael James McNamara
Hugh McIntosh ... ...
James Kemp Lawson ...
Rose Mary Angela Terry
-Nearest Post Town.
Macalister
Laidley ... ...
Cunnamulla
Port Douglas ...
...  I Clare ... ...
CORRECTION.
3 K K 1 13010  1 John Kilpatrick ... ... I Grosvenor Downs ... ... I Clermont ...
M 5 ''d I B22833 Mary Ann Christiansen ...
Forest Hill .. ...
Jno. Schref's Selection...
Mossman River ...
Kirknie ... ... ...
TRANSMISSION BY MARRIAGE.
Mount Bassett, Hill End ... I Mackay ...
The following BRAND has been cancelled :-
8TK ; Number of Certificate ,  14966.
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QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel HOWL  GuNTEB,  Commandant.
Brisbane , 13th  September, 1897.
No. 231.
SO UTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
Route. MAJOR J. J. BYRON, A.S.O., will proceed to Sydney on the 14th  instant on  duty,  returning on completion.
Rifle Ranges.
No. 232.
IT is notified that the provisions of General Order No. 6 of 1896 can only be carried out as funds become
available for the purpose. Officers in charge of Rifle Ranges should annually submit requisitions for articles to
complete up to the authorised establishment, but the complete establishment can only be furnished as funds are
appropriated on the annual vote.
No. 233.
Examination. TER following Result of an Examination for the rank of Lieutenant in the Queensland Permanent Artillery,
held at Thursday Island during the months of June and August, 1897, is published for information:-
I- ,gym  q q E ° o r.we meo .
Name.
m a ceN P4 ;4 E -°+W All
ieutenant U. E. Parry- .48 .7 '63 .5 Good Fair !Fair Fair Fair Fair Fair Fair Fair Fair •578Okeden
REMARKs.-Passed for Lieutenant in Queensland Permanent Artillery.
Finance.
No. 234.
NuMEBous letters and other inquiries having been received for expenditure, increased allowances, &c., in
consequence of such and such an amount appearing on the Estimates for the year, it is notified that because an
amount appears on the Estimates for a specific object it does not necessarily follow that the whole or any of the
amount voted will be utilised. The Appropriation Act gives authority for expenditure  not exceeding  the amount
on the Estimates.
Commanding Officers and others concerned will act in accordance with Regulations, Proclamations, and
General Orders, also instructions from time to time issued from Head-Quarters.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER,, Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief Staff Offiicer..
NOTICES.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the South Australian National Rifle Association has been fixed for 4th
to 9th October, inclusive. The Federal Rifle Match for 1897 will be fired at Adelaide on the 8th October.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the National Rifle Association of New South Wales has been fixed for
25th to 30th October, inclusive.
A Military Tournament, the events of which will be open to members of the Queensland Defence Force,
will be held about the middle of December next at Lismore, Richmond River, New South Wales. Programmes
and full particulars will be available later on.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Treasury Buildings, Brisbane, Tuesday, the fourteenth' day of
September, 1897.
Present :
The Honourable the Home Secretary, presiding.
The Honourable the Postmaster- The Honourable the Secretary
General and Secretary for Rail- for Public Instruction and
ways Secretary for Public Works
The Honourable the Secretary The Honourable the Secretary
for Mines for Public Lands
The Honourable W. H. Wilson
The Honourable A. H. Barlow.
v v
W HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-ninth year of Her
Majesty's reign, intituled  " The Undue Subdivision of Land
Prevention Act of  1885," it is amongst other things enacted that the
Governor, at the request of the Council of a Municipality or Board of
a Division, may, by Order in Council, and subject to such conditions
as may be imposed by the Order in Council, suspend the operation of
the said Act or any part thereof with respect to any part of the Muni-
cipality or Division which is used principally for business purposes and
not for purposes of residence : And whereas the Council of the Muni-
cipality of South Brisbane has requested that the operation of the
said Act may be suspended with respect to subdivision 22 of western
suburban allotment 60, county of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, and in pursuance of the authority vested in him by
the said Act, doth order, and it is hereby ordered, that the operation
of the said Act shall be and the  same is  hereby suspended with respect
to the said subdivision 22 of western suburban allotment 60, county of
Stanley, parish of South Brisbane.
And the Honourable the Home Secretary is to give the necessary
directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY, Clerk of the Council.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN JONES,
RICHARD EDWARD O'HARA, and
CHARLES EDWARD NICHOLAS
to be Members of the Board for the purpose of carrying out the
provisions of  "Tie Rabbit Boards Act,  1896," within the Carnarvon
District.
E.M.-26 -8-97-T'.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th September, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice ofthe ExecutiveCouncil, and upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has  been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM THOMAS WHITE
to be Land Commissioner for the Mourilyan Land Agent's District,
under  the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876"
and  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," in the room of Peter
Macarthur, Police  Magistrate , who has been relieved of those duties.E.M.-8 9-97.  LO. 35.
DIED DaotT.
ur i1stluA
J. F. G. FOXTON.
[No. 65.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM THOMAS WHITE
to be Land Commissioner for the Herberton Land Agent's District,
under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 "
and  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," in the room of the
Gold Fields Warden (Adam Cuppage Haldane), who has been relieved
of those duties.
£.M.-8-9 -97..  L.C. 25.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM THOMAS WHITE
to be Land Commissioner for the Port Douglas Land Agent's District
under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876'
and  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," in the room of the
Sub-collector of Customs (William Joseph Connolly), who has been
relieved of those duties.
E.M.-8-9 -97. L.C.39.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of  the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has  been pleased  to appoint
WILLIAM THOMAS WHITE
to be Land Commissioner for the Cooktown Land Agent' s District,
under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876"
and  "The  Crown  Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895, " in the room of the
Clerk of Petty  Sessions  (Arthur Dean), who has been relieved of
those duties.M.N. --8-9-97. L.O. 17.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  8th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM THOMAS WHITE
to be Land Commissioner for the Cairns Land Agent's District,
under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876"
and  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," in the room of the
Inspector of Pacific Islanders (David Shepherd), who has been relieved
of those duties.
E.M.--8-9 -97. L.C.42.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
to
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board ,  has been pleased  to appoint
HENRY BROWNS
to be a Clerk in  the Department of Public Lands; such appointment
to take  effect from the 19th February, 1897, the date of Mr. Browne's
probationary appointment to the Public Service.
E.M.-8-9 -97. Appt. 125.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 14th  September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Public Servie
Board, has been pleased to make the following appointments in the
Government  Savings Bank :-
RICHARD JOHN O'SULLIVAN
to be a Clerk ; and
CLIFFORD JOHN STANLEY
to be a Clerk on probation.
ROBERT PHI LP.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 1.4th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been  pleased to direct that a Branch of the
Government  Savings  Bank  be established at
MuNGINDI.
ROBERT PHILP.
Department of Justice,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM WATKINS
to be Bailiff of the District Court at Georgetown, in the room of
G. K. Browne, resigned.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
AYLMER HALM
to be a Justice of the Peace.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 14th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Counc il,  has been pleased to accept the resignation  tendered by'
GEORGE EYRE SIMCOCKs
of his appointment as a Justice  of the Peace.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board , been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM JOHN MONTEITH
to be a Clerk in the Office of the Commissioner of Police; such
appointment to take effect from the 25th February, 1897.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the undernamed members
of the Police Force to, be Inspectors of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter at the  places  mentioned in connection with
their  respective names
Constable ALFRED BRENNAN,
at Moasman ;
Constable JOHN MAHER,
at Nelson  (Mulgiave  River) ; and
Acting  Sergeant  WILLIAM JOHN TIPPING,
at Mitchell , in the room of Acting Sergeant William Wayman
transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th September, 1897,
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Acting Sergeant WILLIAM JOHN TIPPING
to be  Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Mitchell, in the room of
Acting Sergeant -William Wayman, transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1897.H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to appoint
Constable PATRICK MCHUGH
to be Superintendent of the  Prison at  Cairns.
HORACE TOZER.
[18TH  SEPTEMBER, 1897.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN ALFXANDER BOYCE
to be Acting Visiting Justice to the Prison at Roma, and to be a
Licensing Justice for the Licensing District of Roma, during the
absence on leave of Frederick Vaughan.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation tendered by
PERCIVAL PITMAN OUTRIDGE
of his- appointment  as a Licensing  Justice for the Licensing District
of Somerset.
HORACE TOZER.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1897.HIS Excellency theGovernor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to approve that
MARY MARGARET LE VAUX
be readmitted into the service of the Department of Public Instruction
as a Teacher of Class 11I., Division 1, and be appointed to the position
of an Assistant Teacher in the State School at Hendon.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  8th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor , with the  advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to approve that
GUSTAV  HENRY HINRICHSEN
be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the Central
State School for Boys at Townsville.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 16th September, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, that
Thomas J. Maddigan and
George Mann
have been appointed Members of Committee for the State School at
Normanton,  vice  Edward James Bates and Charles Mullin, resigned.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, LieutenantA. H. PALMER, Governor of the Colony of Queensland and its
Deputy Dependencies, Pr ident of the Legislative CouncilG overnor,
of he said Colony, and Deputy Governor thereof.
W
HEREAS  by "The - Chinese  Immigration Restriction- der!,
1888,"  it is amongst  other things provided that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazette,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person  or class  of persons  mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any  time  fixed by such
Proclamation  :  And whereas -it is desirable  that certain Chinese, viz.,
Sue Wah, Sun.Hop, Ah Quee, Yang Look, Chin King, Wong Tai,
Fong Leu, Sun Loy, Choy Young, Joy Hou,  Mali Sing,  Ali Hock, and
Ali Sun, should be exempted from the provisions of the said Act for a
period of two  years  : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER,
the Deputy Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby declare-that the  provisions  of the 'said Act shall
not apply to the  said  Sue Wall, Sun Hop, Ah Quee, Yang Look,
Chin King, Wong Tai, .Fong- Leu, Sun Loy, Choy Young, Joy Hou,
Mah Sing, Ah Hock, and A b' Sun for a period of two years from the
date hereof.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government House,  Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTIIUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished[L.s.] Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-A. H. PALMER, Governor of the Colony of Queensland and itsDeputy
Governor. De p endencies, President of the Le gislative Council
of the said Colony, and Deputy Governor thereof.W7 HEREAS by an Act passed in the eleventh year of HerV V Majesty's reign, intituled  " An Act to 'enable certain Public
Hospitals to sue and be sued in the name of their Treasurer and to
provide for the taking and hclding of Real Property belonging to
such Hospitals respectively,"  it is among other things enacted, that
whenever the Governor shall deem it expedient to extend the provisions
of the said recited Act to any hospital thereafter to be established in
any town of the said Colony not mentioned in the said Act, it shall
and may be lawful, for the said Governor to declare the same, by
Proclamation to be published in the  Government Gazette :  Now,
therefore, I, the Deputy Governor aforesaid, do hereby extend the
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provisions of the said recited Act, as amended by a certain other Act of
Council passed in the thirteenth year of Her said Majesty's reign, and
numbered twenty, and by a certain other Act of Council passed in the
twenty-sixth year of Her said Majesty's reign and numbered one, and
by a certain other Act of Council passed in the twenty-ninth year of
Her said Majesty's reign and numbered nineteen, which said last-
recited Act is amended by a certain other Act passed in the fifty-fifth
year of Her Majesty's reign and numbered thirty-five, to the Taroom
Hospital, which Acts, from the date hereof, shall be deemed and taken
to apply to the said Hospital to all intents and purposes as fully and
effectually as if the said Hospital were specially named in the said
first-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourabl- Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-
A. H. PALMER, Governor of the Colony of Queensland and itsDeputy Dependencies, President of the Legislative CouncilGovernor. of the said Colony, and Deputy Governor thereof.
W
by " The Bank Holidays Act of  1877 " it is amongst
vv other things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be
observed as a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in
any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district therein :
Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy Governor
aforesaid, in pursuance of the provisions of the said Act, and by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby appoint
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, the 6th and 7th of October
proximo, being the days appointed for holding the Annual Show of
the Gympie Agricultural, Mining, and Pastoral Association, to be
Public Holidays within the Petty Sessions District of Gympie.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By.His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
[L.s.]
A. H. PALMER,
Deputy
Governor.
Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-
Governor of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, President of the Legislative Council
of the said Colony, and Deputy Governor thereof.
N pursuance  of the power and authority in me vested under the
I provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER  PALMER, the Deputy Governor  aforesaid , by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, hereby
define  and set apart the Crown lands described in the Schedule hereto
as an Agricultural Area for the purposes of the said Act, with a
maximum area of 1,280 acres.
E.M.-1-9 -97-Q'.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House, Brisbane,
this first day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty.
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE T$E QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSwICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 1.
(In lieu  of Agricultural Area No. 1 established by Proclamation dated
25th February, 1897, which is hereby amended.)
All Crown lands within the following boundaries :-
Commencing at the confluence of Woogaroo Creek with the Bris-
bane  River, and bounded thence by Woogaroo Creek upwards to Mount
Flinders  Range, by that range southerly to the source of Woollaman
Creek, by that creek downwards to Teviot Brook, by Teviot Brook
upwards  to the western boundary of portion 57A parish of Teviot ;
thence by that boundary southerly and by the western and north-
weste rn boundaries of the parishes of Bromelton, Tamrookum, Knapp,
and Melcombe south-westerly to Macpherson's Range (the southern
boundary of the colony), by that range westerly to the Great Dividing
Range, by the Great Dividing Range north-westerly to the Little
Liverpool  Range ; thence  by that range and the eastern boundaries of
the parishes of East Haldon and Whitestone northerly ; thence by the
northern  and north- eastern  boundaries of the parish of Whitestone
westerly and south-westerly to Ma Ma Creek  near  portion 13 parish of
Whitestone; thence by Ma Ma Creek downwards and the eastern boun-
dary  of the parish of Campbell northerly ; thence by the northern
boundaries of the parishes of Campbell and Flagstone westerly to Flag-
stone Creek near portion 49 parish of Terry, by Flagstone and Lockyer
Creeks downwards to the south-east corner of portion 48 parish of
Helidon, by the east boundary of that portion, the eastern and northern
boundaries of 148, and the north-eastern boundaries of 62 and 80 north-
westerly ; thence by the southern, western, and north-western boun-
daries of  the Timber Reserve proclaimed in the  Government Gazette  for
1876, volume 2, page 589,  and the western and part of the northe rn
boundary of the Timber Reserve proclaimed  in the  Government Gazette
for 1876, volume  2, page  907, northerly  to the western boundary of the
parish of  Buaraba , by that boundary northerly, the south- western
boundaries  of the parishes  of Deongwar and Anduramba ,  and the
eastern boundary of the parish of Emu Creek north-westerly to Emu
Creek, by that creek downwards to Googa Googa Creek,  by the eastern
watershed of that creek and of Taromeo Creek and  a spur range north-
erly to Cooyar Creek opposite the confluence of Paradise Creek, by
Cooyar Creek and the Brisbane River downwards  to Monsildale Creek,
by that creek  upwards  to the west  corner  of portion  18 parish of Monsil-
dale ; thence  by the  northern  boundary of the  parish of Neara easterly
to the  watershed  dividing  Monsildale  Creek from  Sheep Station Creek;
thence by that watershed and the  western watershed  of Kilcoy Creek
southerly and south-easterly,  to Goonneringerringgi Mountain  ;  thence
by the south boundary of Kilcoy Run easterly to the  Stanley River ;
thence by that river downwards to Oakey Creek, by that  creek form-
ing the northern boundary of portion 7 parish of  Byron upwards to
its source  ;  thence by  the southern  watershed of Neurum  and Delaney's
Creeks south-easterly to D'Aguilar' s Range, by that range south.
easterly and a line south to the north- east corner  of portion  172 parish
of Moggill, by the east boundary of that portion,  the south -weste rn
boundaries of 171, 170, 169, and 167, part of  the west boundary of 18,
the west boundaries of 159 and 158 southerly,  and the south boundaries
of 158, 13, and 14 easterly to the Brisbane River ;  and thence by the
Brisbane River upwards to the point  of commencement  ;- exclusive of
Agricultural Areas Nos. 3, 4, and 5, and Grazing Areas Nos.  4 and 5 ;
of portions 10v, 11v, and 12v, parish of Clarendon  ; the land comprised
in O.L. No. 54; of portions 9v and 11v,  parish of Deongwar, 1v and 2,
parish of Buaraba, and 91v, parish of Anduramba.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished[ Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-A. H.
P
ALMER, Governor of the Colony of Queensland and itsDeputy
Governor. De pendencies, President of the Legislative Council
of the said Colony, and Deputy Governor thereof.IN pursuance of thpower in me  vested,  and in accordance with
the provisions of the 42nd section of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the unelected lots of
land set forth in the accompanying Schedule shall be and are hereby
withdrawn from selection.
E.M.-8-9-97.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government  House, Brisbane,
this eighth day of September, in the  year of our  Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven , and in the sixty-
first  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
District .  Portion. Parish or Place. Date of Reference.Proclamation.
Cairns ... ... 17v Bellenden Ker 22 Nov., 1886 ... L.O.  31
Gladstone ... 1v Pembt rton ... 17 May, 1893 ... F. 26
Inglewood ... 5v Inglewood ... 31 Jan., 1891 ... L.U. 27
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
[L.s ] -Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
A. H. PALMER, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-Deputy Governor of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor. De p endencies, President of the Legislative Council
of the said Colony, and Deputy Governor thereof.
IN pursuance of the authority in me' vested , and in accordance
with the provisions of  " The"Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the Leases of the following Agricultural  Farms ,  under.
the said Acts, are declared forfeited:
E.M.-1-9 -97-X'.
M r-
w
m
C
ao o
00
Parish. Name of Licensee Area.
Land Agent's
55
X, o
w
8v Alpha
or Lessee.
Edward U .  Patterson
A. R. P.
640 0  0
District.
Clermont
62 17v Kbosh  Bulduk  Richard Greenslade  160 0 0 ditto
113 23v Alpha  .. ...  Edward U. Patterson  200 0 0 ditto
620 17v Chinchilla Sidney  W. Bassing -  7;6 1 0 Dalby
thwaighte
109 6v Malmaison  ...  John M.  Doherty  ...  470 0 0  Gayndah
962 17v Imbil ... ... John G. Wilkinson... 640 0 0 Gympie
2364  26 Bowman  ...  William Doolan  ...  159 3 0 Ipswich
2458 21v Rosewood  ...  William  Hannant  ...  100 -0 3 ditto399 13v  Boolburra  ...  Harriett Marshall  ...  160 0  0 Rockhampton87 7v Wagaily ... Robert Walsh ... 160 0 0 St. George
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government  House, Brisbane,
this first day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
[L s.] Knight  Commander of the Most Distinguished
A. H. PALMER,
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-
Deputy
Governor of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.Dependencies,
the said 1ColonyB
and Deputy Governor thereof.
N X"rsuance  of the power and authority  in me vested underI provisions of "The Crown Lands Acts,  1889  to  1895," 1,
Sir ARTRUE  HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy Governor aforesaid, by
and with the  advice of  the Executive Council,  do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify  and proclaim  that  the annual rent of portion
49, parish of Boombah,  in the  St. George  Land Agent's District,
opened to Grazing Farm Selection by P ro clamation dated the 30th
September, 1896, shall, on and after the 4th November, 1897, be
reduced from ltd. to ;d. per acre.
E.M.-8-9 97.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane,
this eighth day "of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. 0. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  TUB  QUBBNI
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony of Queensland
A. H. PALMER, and its Dependencies, President of the Legislative Council of the said Colony, and Deputy Governor
Deputy Governor.  thereof.
W
HEREAS by Orders in Council made on. the thirty-first day of October, 1894, fifteenth day of September, 1897, twenty-
seventh day of February, 1892, twelfth day of June, 1887, fifth day of May, 1887, and thirteenth day of November, 1890,
I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation
of so much of the 43rd section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the
ground before'it is proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country sand described in the
Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to
indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said
land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now,
therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in. the said Schedule hereto, being situated
in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open for SELECTION as GRAZING FARMS, under the provisions
of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the FIRST day of NOVEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the
annual  rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum
area  which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of September, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M: 15 -9-97. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
Land Agent's District. Run Resumption .  Parish.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Grazing
Area.
F. Area .  Survey  Rent
Fee. per Acre.
o No.
0
z
a 1 Bundaberg
a 2 Ditto
b 3 Hughenden
c 4 Ipswich
d 5 Ditto
d 6 Ditto
e 7 Nanango
f 8 Surat
{f9 Ditto10 itt
f 11 Ditto
Dalgangal  ... ... ... Dalgangal
ditto .. ditto
Colinbah No. 2 (O.L. 20)... Wyangarie
Monsildale
Buaraba  ... ... ... Buaraba
ditto ... ... ... ditto
Baramba  .. ... ... Charlestown
Spring  Grove, Portion A... Yambugle
ditto
ditto
... ... ...
... ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ... ... ... ditto
A. R. P.
17v 3,000 0 0
43v 2,900 0 0
32 16,000 0 0
31 1,500 0 0
lv 1,050 0 02,r 960 0 0
24v 1,500 0 0
lv 2,000 0 0
2v 1,400 0 0
3v 1,700 0 0
5v 1,800 0 0
Provisional Annual
£ a. d.
23 0 0
Maxi-
mim
Area.
d. ) Acres.
1 8 20,000
1 8 20,000
1 * 20,000
1 * 6,500
1 6 2,5601 6 2,560
0  2 2,560
20,000
* 20,000
* 20,000
* 20,000
*  Not within a Grazing Area.
N.13.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
a. These portions consist of we ll -grassed ironbark and gum ridges  ;  they are intersected by Iguana  Gully ;  situated about twenty miles
westerly from Mount Perry.
b. This portion consists of we ll -grassed open downs ,  unwatered  ;  situated about seventeen miles south-westerly from the town of
Richmond.
c. This portion consists of fairly well-grassed land, timbered with ironbark , &c., watered by Avoca Creek  ;  situated about twenty-five
miles easterly fro m Nanango and about forty -two miles northerly from Esk.
d. These portions are fairly well grassed, timbered with ironbark, gum, stringybark, and oak, watered by North Branch and Buaraba
Creeks ; situated about fifteen miles northerly from Gatton.
e. This portion consists of rough and broken gravel ridges, fairly grassed ,  unwatered  ;  situated about twenty miles northerly from
Nanango.
f. These portions consist of from poorly to fairly grassed country, thickly timbered with pine, brigalow, sandalwood ,  box, &c.,  watered
by Bungil Creek  ;  situated about sixty miles south -easterly from Roma ,  about fifty miles south -westerly from Yeulba ,  and from two to six
mil es  northerly from Surat.
A. PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony of Queensland
A. H. PALMER, and its Dependencies, President of the Legislative Council of the said Colony, and Deputy Governor
Deputy Governor,  thereof.
W
HEREAS by Orders in Council made on the thirty-first day of October, 1894, and the twenty-fourth day of January, 1894,
I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the
operation of so much of the 43rd section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and
marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land
described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the said land
into lots, and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly
divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps
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GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
or
xi"
s  :  Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
"Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said
Schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the FIRST day of
NOVEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further
notify and declare that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule :
And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person
in the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of September, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-15.9-97.
[18T]EE SEPTEMBER , 1897.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
Conditional Unconditional culture
c Selection .  Selection. Area.
440 Land Agent 'sDistrict . RunResumption . Parish . Na Area . ProvisionalSurvey Fee. a
w
to
Cu 0
A. R. P. £ s. d. s. d. £ s. d. s. d.
al Bundaberg ... Dalgangal ... Dalgangal 3tv 280 0 0 10 19 0 0 015 0 1 0
a2 Ditto ...
a3 Ditto ...
ditto
ditto
...
...
ditto
ditto
35v
36v
530
400
0
0
0
0
13
12
14
7
0
0
0
0 4
015
015
0
0
1 0
1 0
a4 Ditto ditto ... ditto 37v 240 0 0 10 7 0 0 4 015 0 1 0
a5 Ditto ditto ... ditto 38v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0
a6 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 39v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 015 0 1 0
a7 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto 40v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 4 015 0 1 0
a8 Ditto .. ditto ... ditto 41v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 4. 015 0 1 0
b 9 Marlborough ... Walsh ... 20 60 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 1 0 0 1 4
b 10 Ditto ... ... ditto 24 105 0 0 7 18 0 0 6 1 0 0 1 4
b 11 Ditto ... ... ditto 36 54 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 1 0 0 1 4
Acres.
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,2801,280
1,280
1,280
? 9
S.  d.
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
.0 0
6 8
6 8
6 8
* Not within an Agricultural Area.
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
a. Portions 34v to 37v consist of fairly grassed land, timbered with box, brigalow, gum, and wattle, well grassed along the river, watered
by the Burnett River. Portions 38v to 40v consist of open downs with rich brown soil, timbered with brigalow, box= &c. Portion 41v consists
of hard sandy loam, timbered with brigalow, box, and gum. Portions 38v to 41v contain waterholes in a small creek intersecting these portions.
These portions are situated about ten miles northerly from Eidsvold, and about thirty-five miles westerly from Mount Perry.
b. These portions consist of sandy soil, fairly grassed, thickly tim be red with ironbark ,  mahogany ,  tea-t re e, and stringybark ,  unwate red ;
situated near Torbanlea Railway Station.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony of Queensland
A. H. PALMER, and its Dependencies, President of the Legislative Council of the said Colony, and Deputy Governor
Deputy Governor.  thereof.
I
N pursuance  and execution  of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and  situated
in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open for SELECTION as GRAZING FARMS, under the provisions
of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the FIRST day of NOVEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the
annual  rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum
area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,, at  Government House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of September, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty- first  year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-15-9-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
No. of Land Agent's District .  Run Resumption .  Parish.Lot.
a 1
b 2
b 3
b 4
c 5
d 6
No. of
Forfeited No. of
Selection  Portion.
or Farm.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Annual
Area. Survey Fee. Rent
per Acre.
Grazing Area.
S
A. R. r.  .2  a. d. £ a. d. Acres.
Hughenden  ... ...  Lammermoor  ... ... Gv 4,095  0 0 26 0 0 0 0 1 20,000
Ditto ... ... Telemon ... ... Telemon ... ... ... lv 1,594 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 2 6 10,000
Ditto ... ditto ... ... ditto ... 2v 2,537 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 2 6 10,000
Ditto ... ditto ditto ... ... ... 3v 4,017 0 0  26 0 0 0 0 2 6 10,000
Ipswich ... ... Deongwar ... .. 1969,2028 9v, 11v 1,185 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 1 * 6,500
Roma ... ... Waroonga ... ... Waroonga ... ... ... 7v 2,482 0 18 21 0 0 0 0 0 * 16,000
*  Not within a Grazing Area.
N.B.-Eacb lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
a. This portion consists of spinifex and ironbark forest, unwatered ; situated about fifty miles south -easterly from Hughenden.
b. These portions consist of well-grassed open downs, unwatered ,  but artesian water may be obtained at a moderate depth  ;  situated
from  fifteen to twenty miles north-westerly from Hughenden on the main stock route along the Flinders River.
c. This land is fairly well-grassed ,  thickly timbered ,  broken country ,  watered by Little Oaky and other creeks; situated about eight
miles easterly from Crow's Nest.
d. This portion consists of  stony  downs and dense brigalow and vine scrub ,  good black soil, fairly grassed ,  unwatered ;  situated about
fifteen miles northerly from Mitchell  ailway  Station.
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by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum
area which may be selected by any one person in the said
Districts shall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
-Brisb,ine, this fifteenth day of September, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's
By His Excellency  The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
A. H. PALMER, George, Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony of
Deputy  Queensland and its Dependencies, President
Governor.  of the Legislative Council of the said Colony,
and Deputy Governor thereof.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities
in me vested  under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884 to  1895," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER, PALMER, the
Deputy Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive  Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the operation of the 43rd section of  "The Crown Lands Act
of 1884" shall be and is hereby suspended with respect to
the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the
IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT: And I further
notify and declare, by and with the advice  aforesaid , that the
said lands shall  be open for GRAZING FARM SELECTION,
under the provisions  of the  said  Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on
and after  FRIDAY, the FIFTH day of NOVEMBER, 1897,.
at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in
the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid , declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person in the said District shall be as stated.
Given  under  my Hand and  Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane , this fifteenth day of September, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
seven, and in the  sixty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
E.M.-15-9-97.
DESCRIPTION.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
Maximum area , 6,500 acres.
Annual  rent , 12d. per acre.
County of Churchill, parish of East Haldon.
Area, about 1a square miles.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the north-west by
portion 5; on the north-east by portions 95v, 9, 30, and 96v ;
and on the south-west by the eastern watershed of Black Duck
Creek;-exclusive of land required for roads, reserves, or other
public purpose.
Situated  about thirty  miles from  Gatton ;  consists  of fairly grassed
rough forest country.
Also,-
WITHIN GRAZING AREA No. 6.
Maximum area, 2,560 acres.
Annual rent, 1d. per acre.
County of Cavendish, parish of Buaraba.
Area, about 3,220 acres.
The unsurveyed land comprised in cancelled Grazing Farms
Nos. 3565 and 3566, parish of Buaraba;-exclusive of land
required for roads, reserves, or other public purpose.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[LS.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
A. H. PALMER, George, Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony of
Deputy  Queensland  and its  Dependencies, President
Governor .  of the Legislative Council of the said Colony,
and Deputy Governor thereof.
T N pursuance and execution  of all powers  and authorities in
l me vested  under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895, " I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy
Governor aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation  of the Land Board, do,
by this my  Proclamation , notify and declare that the operation
of the 43rd section  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" shall
be and  is hereby  suspended  with respect to the Country Lands
described hereunder , and situated in the undermentioned Land
Agents '  Districts  : And I further notify and declare, by and
with the  advice aforesaid , that the said lands shall be open both
for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION,
under the provisions  of the said Acts,  as unsurveyed  lands, on
and after MONDAY, the FIRST day of NO VEMBE K, 1897,
at ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at the annual  rental specified in
the said Schedule  : And I do hereby further notify and declare
that the  price at  which the  lessee may  purchase the said lands
shall be as specified in the  said Schedule : And I do hereby,
reign.
E.M.-15-9-97.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
DESCRIPTIONS.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1B.
Maximum area, 640 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 41.d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, is. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
County of Stanley, parish of Samson Vale.
Area, about 160 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land comprised  in cancelled
Agricultural Farm 3060, parish of Samson Vale ;- exclusive of
land required for roads, reserves, or other public purpose.
Situated about thirty miles by road north-westerly from  Brisbane ;
consists  of rough broken country.
THE GEORGETOWN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA (Section 17, Act
of 1891).
Maximum area ,  1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 6d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, 1s. 4d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 6s. 8d. per acre.
On Green Hills No. 6 Run.
Area, about 160 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land within the following boun-
daries :-
Commencing on the right bank of the Gilbert River at the
south-east corner of Goldfield Homestead No. 268, and bounded
thence by the east boundary of that goldfield homestead and a
line north to the main Croydon road; thence by that road
easterly to the west boundary of a Camping Reserve proclaimed
in  Government Ga:ette,  1897, part 2, folio 108; thence by that
boundary south to the Gilbert River ; and thence by that river
downwards to the point of commencement;-inclusive of forfeited
Goldfield Homesteads 52, 53, and 239, and exclusive of land
required for roads, reserves, or other public purpose
Situated on the Gilbert River and fronting the main Croydon road
about twenty-five miles westerly from Georgetown.
THE MOURILYAN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Geraldton.)
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No 1.
Maximum area , 1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 6d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, 1s. 4d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 6s. 8d. per acre.
County of Nares, parish of Glady.-Area,  320 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the west by
portion 7; on the south by a road separating this land from
portion I ; on the east by portion 146 and the Reserve for Public
Purposes proclaimed in  Government Gazette,  1880, part 2, folio997; and on the north by an east  and west line to include the
area;-exclusive of land required for roads, reserves, or other
public purpcse.
N.B.-Subject  to payment of the  value of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished, Order of St. Michael and St.
A. H. PALMER,- George, Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony of
Deputy  Queensland and its Dependencies President
Governor.  of the Legislative Council of the said Colony,
and Deputy Governor thereof.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities
in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Deputy Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the operation of the 43rd section of  " The Crown Lands Act
of 1884" shall be and is hereby suspended with respect to
the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the
TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT: Andifurther
notify and declare, by and with the advice aforesaid, that the
said lands shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UN-
CONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of the
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said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after MONDAY, the
FIRST day of NOVEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK
A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And
I do hereby further notify and declare that the pride at which
the lessee  may  purchase the said lands shall be as specified in
the said Schedule: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be
selected by any one person in the said District shall be
1,280 acres.
Given under hay Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this fifteenth day of September, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
E.M.-15-9-97.
DESCRIPTION.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area ,  1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 41§d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, 1s. per acre.
Purchasing price, 91 per acre.
County of Cavendish, parish of Crow's Nest.
Area, 380 acres.
The Crown land c3mprised in forfeited Mineral Selections
2775,  2776, 2789, and 1856, parish of Crow's Nest;-exclusive of
land required for roads, reserves, or other public purpose.
Situated about two miles north-easterly from Crow's Nest. Rough
country timbered with bloodwood, stringybark,  gum, &c.  Frontage to
Crow's Nest Creek.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
[L.s.]
A. H. PALMER,
Deputy
Governor.
Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-
Governor of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, President of the Legislative Council
of the said Colony, and Deputy Governor thereof.
T N pursuance of section 95 of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
1  I, Sir  ARTh UR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily  reserved  for the purpose named
with respect to each.
E.M.-1-9 -97.-W'.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
Res. 1873-9.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Notice in the  Government  Gazette
dated 6th February, 1875, page 253, which is hereby amended.)
County of Canning, parish of Bribie.-Area,  about 330 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of a small creek at a point bearing
north and distant about five chains from the north-west corner of portion
30v, and bounded thence on the east by a line passing along the west
boundary of that portion bearing south about sixty-two chains and fifty
links ; on the south by a line bearing west about sixty-six chains to the
Gympie road ; on the north-west by the east side of that road bearing
north -easterly to the south -west corner of a Gravel Reserve ; on the north
by that reserve and portion  104v  bearing east about eleven chains and
forty links ,  and 72 degrees 40 minutes eight chains and eighty -two and
five-tenths links ; thence by a line bearing east one chain to portion
105v, by that portion bearing south to the small creek aforesaid ; and
thence by that creek downwards to the point of commencement  ;-as
shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No.
M 33-230.
RESERVE  FOR GRAVEL.
Res. 1873-9.
County of Canning, parish of Bribie.-Area,  about,9 acres 32 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 102v, and bounded
thence on  the north by that portion bearing 85 degrees eight chains;
on the north- east  by portions 103v and 104v bearing 129 degrees four
chains ,  and 166 degrees six chains and sixty -five and nine -tenths links ; on
the south by a Timber Reserve bearing west about eleven chains and forty
links ; and on the south-west by the Gympie road bearing 351 degrees
24 minutes  about eight chains and forty links to the point of commence-
ment ;-as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor -General's Office-
Cat. No. C 31-1616.
THE CLERMONT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK.
Res. 1891-5.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette  dated 23rd May, 1896, page 1216, which is hereby cancelled.)
County of Belyando, parish of Alpha.-Area,  200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Alpha Creek at the south-east
corner  of portion 13v, and bounded thence on the west by that portion
and portion 15v bearing north seventy-four chains and fourteen links ;
on the north by a line bearing east thirty-three chains ; on the east by a
line bearing south  fifty-two chains and eighteen links ; on the south-east
by a line bearing 243 degrees 40 minutes thirty-four chains and thirty-
two links  ;  again on the east by a line bearing south five chains and
sixty links to Alpha Creek ; and thence by the left bank of that creek
upwards to the point of commencement  ;- exclusive of 1 rood 20 perches
for a surveyed road ,  as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor -General 's Office- Cat. No.  K 103-718.
THE GLADSTONE LAND AGENT' S DISTRIC T.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
97-1385 2-8.G.
County of  Clinton, parish of Riverston .- Area,  about  25 acres.
Commencing on  the right bank of New Zealand Gully at a point
south from the south -west corner of portion 350 on the opposite bank,
and bounded  thence on the west by portion 468 and a line bearing south
about eight chains ; on the south -west by portion 20v  be aring 119
degrees 42 minutes eleven chains ,  and 121 degrees 18 minutes thirty
chains and ninety links  ;  thence by that portion bearing 93 degrees 10
minutes two chains and twenty links ,  and by a line bearing 359 degrees
54 minutes eighty -two links to New Zealand Gully ; and thence by
the right bank of that gully upwards to the point of commencement --
as shown on  an  of survey deposited in the Surveyor 's-General 's Oi oe
- Cat. No. 01.40-308.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR RIFLE RANGE.
97-16108-S.G.
County of March, parish of Young.-A re a,  61 acres 3 roods 6 perches.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of portion 101, and bounded
thence on  the north- east by a line bearing 132 degrees sixteen chains
and eighty -four and a-half links  ;  on the south -east by a line and a road
bearing 222 degrees twenty -six chains and eighty links ; on the south
by portion 4 bearing 270 degrees 10 minutes sixteen chains and ninety-
six and seven -tenths  links ; on the north-west by lines bearing 13 degrees
19 minutes twelve chains and thirty -six and nine -tenths links, 102
degrees 19 minutes one chain and  fifty -seven links ,  13 degrees 19
minutes four chains and  fifty and three-tenths links, and 42 degrees
twenty chains and twenty-six links; and on the north by portion 101
bearing east three chains and forty and eight -tenths links to the point of
commencement  ;- as shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office-Cat. No. W  39-883.
Res.  1894--205. FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES, TORBANLEA..
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette  dated 15th Septem ber,  1894, page 610, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Cook, parish of  Walsh.-Area, about  50 acres.
Commencing at the east corner of a Recreation Reserve proclaimed
in  Government  Gazette,  1893,  part 2 ,  folio 940, and bounded thence on the
south-west by that reserve bearing 304 degrees 30 minutes eighteen chains
and eighty -three links  ;  on the north -west by portion 20 bearing 34
degrees 30 minutes twenty -eight chains and thirty -seven and five-tenths
links ;  on the north -east by a road bearing 124 degrees 30 minutes about
seventeen chains and fifty links  ;  and on the south -east by a road bearing
south -westerly to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan
deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. C 37-645.
THE NANANGO LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING.
97-16653-S.G,
County of Fitzroy, parish of Johnstoabn.-Area,  160 acres.`
Commencing on the left bank of Piggot 's Plain Creek at its inter-
section by the south boundary of P.P. 7, and bounded thence on the
north by  that portion bearing west sixty -three chains and seventy-five
links ; on the south -west by a line  be aring 155 degrees 15 minutes
thirty -three chains and ninety -two links  ;  on the south by a line  be aring
90 drees 4 minutes forty-four chains and fifty -one links to Piggot's
Plain  Creek ; and thence by the left bank of that creek downwards to
the point of commencement  ;- as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. B 39-153.
THE WARWICK LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR GRAVEL.
97-13042-War.
County of Merivale, parish of Warwick,  portions  313, 314,  and  315.
Area,  24 acres  3 roods.
Commencing at the south -west corner  of portion  312, and  bounded
thence on the north by that portion  bearing east sixteen chains and fifty
links ; on the east by portions 304, 305,  and 306 bearing south fifteen
chains ; on the south by a road bearing  west sixteen chains and  fifty
links;  and on the west  by a road bearing  north fifteen chains to the
point of  commencement ;-as shown  on plan  of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. W 40-7.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government  House ,  Brisbane,
this first day of September, in the year of our  Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SSAVs THE QUERN)
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER,
[L.s.]
A. H. PALMER,
Deputy
Governor.
Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-
Governor of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, President of the Legislative Council
of the said Colony, and Deputy Governor thereof.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me vested under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and declare that the Proclamation dated 20th August, 1896, appointing
Trustees for the School of Arts at Watsonville, shall be and is hereby
cancelled.
Jl.M.-1-9-97- 8 '.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government  House, Brisbane,
this first day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven,  and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEBN I
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-[. H. PALMER, Governor of the Colony of Queensland and itsDeputy Dependencies, President of the Legislative CouncilG overnor .
of the said Colony, and Deputy Governor thereof.
IN pursuance  of sections  95, 96, and 97 of  "The Crown Lands Act
of  1884,"  I, Sir  ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the land hereunder
described has been temporarily reserved for the purpose named, and
placed under the control and management of the following  persons as
Trustees, who are hereby empowered to make By-laws for carrying
out the objects of the Trust, subject to the approval  of His Excellency
the Governor in Council
E.M. 1.9 -97-T'.
THOMAS CHAPPLE,
JOHN GAY, Senr., and
HENRY GOODMAN.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL OF  ARTS ,  STANWELL,  ALLOTMENTS 1 AND 2OF SECTION 18.
97-13549-See.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  G overn-
ment  G azette  dated 18th June, 1897, page 1445, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Livingstone, parish of  Stanwell.
Area, 1 acre 3 roods 8 perches.
Commencing at the west corner of allotment 3, and bounded
thence on the north- east  by that allotment bearing 148 degrees four
chains; on the south-east by a road bearing 238 degrees three chains;
on the south-west by a line bearing 296 degrees 10 minutes five
chains; and on the north-west by Marion street bearing 58 degrees
six chains  to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat No. S 94-8.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this first day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty.
first  year of  Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished[L.s.] Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant.A. H. PALMER, Governor of the Colony of Queensland and itsDeputyGovernor.De p endencies, President of the Le gislative Council
of the said Colony, and Deputy Governor thereof.
TN pursuance of sections 95, 96, and 97 of  "The Crown Lands Act
of  1884;" I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this' my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the land hereunder described has been temporarily reserved for the
purpose named, and placed under the control and management of
the following persons as Trustees fit the Mitchell Rabbit Board
E.M.-1-9 -97-U'.
WILLIAM WALTER HOOD,
THOMAS  ALEXANDER  BRODIE, and
WILLIAM JOHN YOUNG.
THE CHARLEVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR EXTENSION  OF PADDOCK  FOR RABBIT BOARD.
Rae. 1898-59.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  dated 23rd May, 1896, page 1211, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Orrery, parish of Glamis.-Area,  about 290 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Warrego River at a point
east f ro m  the south-east corner of portion 13v, parish of Glengarry,
on the opposite bank, and bounded thence by that bank southerly
about four chains and twenty-five links ; thence by a line bearing 112
degrees 49 minutes two chains, 32 degrees 50 minutes two chains and
six and a-half links, and 121 degrees 10 minutes eight chains and
seventy-one links ; on the south-east by lines bearing 50 degrees 13
minutes thirty-nine chains and one and three-tenths links, 91 degrees
59 minutes seven chains and fifty-one and eight-tenths links, 12
degrees 3  minutes twelve chains and fifty-four and four-tenths links,
24 degrees seventeen chains and forty-nine and three-tenths links, and
54 degrees  3 minutes  seventeen chains and eight and three-tenths
links ; on the east by a line bearing 8 degrees 56 minutes four chains
and sixty-two links ; on the north- east  by lines bearing 291 degrees
2 minutes eighteen chains and sixty-six links, and 297 degrees 23
minutes seven  chains and seventy-seven and three-tenths links, to the
Warrego River; and thence by the left bank of that river downwards
to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. W 31-186.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government House, Brisbane,
this first day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE Qum l
[18TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLieutenant-OAL Order of St. Michael and St. George, ieutenant-A. 1ep PutyALMER' Governor of the Colony of Queensland and itsD eputy Dependencies, President of the Legislative CouncilGovernor.
of
the said Colony, and Deputy Governor thereof.( N pursuance of section 95 of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," It
i Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder described
have been permanently reserved for the purpose  named  with respect
to each.
E.M.-1-9 -97-v'.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVES FOR STATE SCHOOLS.
97-5109-P.I.
County of March, parish of Tuchekoi, portion  145v.-Area, 5 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 139 degrees 10 minutes and distant
fifty-three and four-tenths links from a mahogany-tree marked broad-
arrow 145v, and bounded thence on the south by a road bearing 263
degrees 13 minutes seven chains and twelve links ; on the west by a line
bearing north seven chains and forty-nine and two-tenths links ; on the
north by a line bearing east seven chains and seven links  ;  and on the
east by a line bearing south six chains and sixty -five and two-tenths
links to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. N 25-533.
97-3468-P.I.
County of March, parish of Tuchekoi, portion  144v.-Area, 5 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 259 degrees 36 minutes and distant
five chains and fifty-four links from the north-west corner of portion
135v, and bounded thence on the north-east by a line bearing 169 degrees
44 minutes eight chains ; on the south by a line bearing west seven
chains and six and a-half links ; on the west by a line bearing north
seven chains and eighty-seven and two-tenths links ; and on the north
by a line bearing east five chains and sixty-three and nine-tenths links
to the point of commencement ; as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. N 25-535.
THE BOWEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
EXTENSION OF STATE SCHOOL RESERVE, VILLAGE OF CONWAY.
97-12427-See.
County of Herbert, parish of Conway, allotment 7 of section 5.
Area, 2 roods.
Commencing at the north-west corner of allotment 8, and bounded
thence on the west by a road bearing north one chain ; on the north by
allotment 6 bearing east five chains ; on the east  by  a road bearing
south one chain ; and on the south by allotment 8 bearing west five
chains to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of survey
deposited in Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. C 406-1.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this first day of September, in the year  of our  Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty.
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THB QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR IIrNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished[L S.] Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-A. H. PALMER, Governor of the Colony of Queensland and itsDeputy
Governor. Dependencies, President of the Le gislative Council
of the said Colony, and Deputy Governor thereof.IN pursuance of thpower and authority in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of section 121 of  "The Crown
Lands Act  of 1884,"  1,  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the part of the Suburban Reserva-
tion around the town of Newport, described hereunder, shall be and is
hereby rescinded.
E.M.-1-9-97-R'. 97-16204-S.G.
DESCRIPTION.
THE ST. LAWRENCE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
County of Murchison, parish of St. Lawrence.
Sections 12, 13, 14, and 15, town of Newport.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this first day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FO,XTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUERN I
LAND BOARD COURT.
T is hereby notified, that a Land Board Court, for the consideration
of the Land Commissioner's approval of Application No. 1729,
by Joseph Watkinson, to select portions 456 and 457, parish of
Warwick, in the Warwick Land Agent's District, and for such other
business as may be required, will be held at the Court House, Warwick,
on TUESDAY, 28th September, 1897, at Ten o'clock a.m.
By Order of the Land Board,
P. W. SHANNON, Secretary.
Office of the Land Board, Brisbane 16th September, 1897.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th  March, 1897.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACTS,  1884 TO 1894"
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
IT is hereby  notified ,  for public information ,  that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of  "The Crowais
Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the above-recited Act, at the
undermentioned Offices,  on the dates speci fied.
All business in connection with selections under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 "  and  "The  Orown La ds
Alienation Act  of 1876"  will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1897.
District or Place. Jan.
Allora  *  ...
Aramao t ... ...
Ayr ... ... ...
Banana ...
Barcaldine t ...
Beaudesert ...
Blackall ...
Bowen ...
Brisbane ... .»
Bundaberg ...
Burketown ... ...
Cairns ...
Cardwell ...
Charleville ...
Charters Towers
Clermont ...
Cooktown ... ...
Cunnamulla ...
Dalby ...
Emerald  ... ...
Eak • ... .«
Gatton ... ...
Gayndah .. ...
Georgetown ...
Geraldton  (Mourilyan)
Gladstone
Goondiwindi ...
Gympie
Herberton
Hughenden :.. ».
Ingham ... ...
Inglewood .« .«
Ipswich ... ...
Isisfotd ...
Landaborough ...
Longreach .»
Mackay ... .»Mary rough
Miles ... ...
Mitchell t ... w
Muttaburra
Nanango ... .»
.» :..Nerang
Normanton ... w
Port Douglas
Ravenswood
Rockhampton
Roma ... .»
st George ... ...
St. Lawrence ...
Springsure ... ...
8tant orpe ... «.
Surat
Tambo ... ...
Taroom w w
Texas ...
Thargomindah ...
Toowoomba...
Townsville ... w
Warwick ... w
Winton .» w
"Windorah .« w
Mon. 11
Wed. 6
Sat. 9
Mon. 4
Thur. 7
Tues. 5
Tues. 5
Wed. 6
Sat. 2
Tues. 5
Mon. 4
Tues. 12
Feb. March .  April.
Mon. 1
lion. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Sat. 6 Sat. 6 Sat. 10
Fri. 5 ... Fri. 2
Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Tues. 5
Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Tues. 21 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Tues. 6
Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Mon. 5
Tues. 9 Tues. 9 Tues. 13
Tue. 16 Tues 20
May. June.
Mon. 10
We.  5
Sat. 8
Mon. 3
Thur. 6
Tues. 4
Tues. 4
Wed. 5
Fri. 7
Mon. 3
Tues. 11
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6
Fri. 8 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Tues. 19 ... Wed. 21
Wed. 20 .,. Wed. 17 ... Wed. 19
Fri. 22 ... Fri. 19 Fri. 21
Sat. 9 Sat. 13 Sat. 13 Sat. 10 Sat. 8
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues .  2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Alon.10
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 W'ed. 5
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Tues. 19 Tues. 16 Tues. 16 Tues. 20 Tues. 18
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. .3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 15 Tues. 20 Mon. 17
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 ... Wed. 5
Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Sat. 17 Fri. 14
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Sat. 2  Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Sat.-  2
Wed. 13
Mon. 11
Wed. 6
Thur. 7
Thur. 7
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Thur. 7
Wed. 6
Wed. 20
Wed. 20
Fri. 8Wed. 6
Mon. 4
Wed. 20
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Tues. 5Tues. 5
Wed. 6
Fri.  5
Wed. 10
Mon. 8
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Thur. 4
Thur. 4
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Thur. 4
Wed. 3
Wed. 17
Fri. 12
Wed. 3
Mon. 1
Wed. 17
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Tues. 2
Tues.  2
Wed. 3
... Thur. 4
Tues. 9
Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10
Wed. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6
Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Thur. 18 Wed. 19
Tues. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 19
Fri. 12 Fri. 9 Fri. 14
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 3
Thur. 18 Wed. 21 Wed. 19
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Tues .  2 Tues .  6 Tues. 4
Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4
Wed. 3 I Wed. 7 Wed. 5
... `Thur. 1 ...
July. August. Sept.  Oct. Nov. Dec.
Mon. 7 ... ... Mon. 6
Mon. 14 Mon. 12 Mon. 9 Mon. 13
Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Sat. 12 Sat. 10 Sat. 7 Sat. 11
Fri. 4 ... Fri. 6
Mon. 7 Mon. 5 Mon. 2 Mon. 6
Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2
Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Toes. 3 1 Tues. 7
Tues. I Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7
Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Tues. 6
Mon. 7 Mon. 5 Mon. 2 Mon. 6
Tues. 8 Tues. 13 Tues. 10 Tues. 14
Tues. 15 ... Tues. 17
Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7
Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2
Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
... Tues. 20 ...
... Wed. 21 ... Wed. 15
Fri. 23 Fri. 17
Sat. 12 Sat. 10  Sat.  14 Sat. 11
Tues. 1 'rues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7
Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Mon. 14 Mon. 12 Mon. 9 Mon. 13
Fri. 41 Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Tues. 15 Tues.  20 Tues . 17 Tues. 21
Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 9 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Mon. 21 Mon .  19. Mon .  16 Mon. 20
Wed. 7 Wed. 1
Fri. 18 Fri. 16 Fri. 1' Fri. 17
Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Fri. 4 Fri.  2 Fri. 6 F ri . 3
Tues. 8 Thur. 9
Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fria 6 Fri. 3
Wed. 16 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 15
Mon. 14 Mon. 12 Mon.  9 Mon. 13
Wed. 2 Wed. 4
Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2
Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur.  5 Thur. 2
Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2
Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 21 Wed. 15
Wed. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed. 15
Fri. 11 Fri. 9 Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Mon. 7 Mon. 5 Mon . 2 Mon. 6
Wed. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed. 15
Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Tues. 1 Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues. 7
Tues.  1 Tues . 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7
Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Thur.  3 ... Thur. 5 ...
.. Mon. 6
Mon. 11 Mon .  8 Mon. 13
Wed. 6 Wed.  8 Wed. 1
Sat. 9 Sat.  6 Sat. 11
Fri. 1 ..  Fri. 3
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 1 Fri.  5 Fri. 3
Tues. 5 .. ..
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Tues. 12 Wed. 10 Tues. 14
Tues. 19 ... Tues. 21
Tues. 5 Tues.  2 Tues. 7
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Fri. 1 Fri.  5 Fri. 8
Wed. 20 ...
... Wed. 17 ..
Fri. 19
Sat. 9  Sat. 13 Sat. 11
Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 11 Mon .  8 Mon. 13
Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues. 19 Tues. 16 Tues. 21
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Fri. 1 Fri.  5 Fri. 3
Mon. 18 Mon . 15 Mon. 20
Wed. 3
Fri. 15  Fri. 12 Fri. 17
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Thur. 9
Fri. 1  Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed.13 Wed.10 Wed. 15
Mon. 11  Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 6 Wed., 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 7 Thur.  4 Thur. 2
Thur. 7 Thur . 4 Thur. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed: 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur .  7 Thur.  4 Thur. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed.17
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Fri. 8 Fri.  12 Thur. 9
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Wed. 20 'Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tue s.  7
Wed. 6 Wed.  3 Wed. 1
Thur.  7 .» Thur. 2
• The  Courts  marked th us  * are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certi ficates of Pulflment of Oonditions
t  Office for receiving applications.
S Days will be fixed when Land Commissioner visits Ayr.
In the event  of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held  on the following day.
Special Courts,  when necessary,  in addition to the above,  will be duly notified from  time to time.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Department of Public lands,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1897.
PERMANENT  AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified ,  for general information ,  that applications
under  the eighty-ninth section of  " The Crown Lan,zs Act of
1884" have been madb for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing,
not later  than the date mentioned with respect to each.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the nearest Land, Police, and
Post Offices.
J. F.  G. FOXTON.
S CHEDULE OF ROADS PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
I
+2
.3
•4
LATEST DATE FOR
The Barron Meat Com-
pany, Limited
The Rosalie Divisional
Board, on behalf of
G. Steuart
W. Ewing ... ...
LATEST DATE FOR
The Goolman  Divisional
Board,  on behalf of
owner
The Drayton Shire
Council, on behalf of
the Executors of
James Taylor
Situation. Parish. Area.
I I A. R. P.
OBJECTIONS - 2 3RD SEPTEMBER, 1897.
The reserved  ro ad th ro ugh Forma rt ine 9 1 5
portion 136v About
Part of the road through Milton  ...  3 1 0
portion 1996,  at the north-
east corner
The  re served road  through  Blenheim 4 2 0
portion 169
OBJECTIONS- 30TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
The reserved road through Melcombe ...
portion  9 from the north-
east boundary of portion
47v easterly through por-
tion 9 to the road on the
south -west boundary of
portion 21 Totalling
The dedicated  roads through Drayton  ...  23 0 9
portions 88, 89,  90, and 91,
being-
5 Ditto  ... ...  The road separating  sections ditto ...
3, 17, and 31 of portions
88 and 91 from part of
portions 88 and 91
4 0 0
6 Ditto  ... ...  The  ro ad separating sections ditto ... 3 3 8
3, 17, and 31 of portions
88 and 91 from sections 2,
16, and 30
7 Ditto  ... ...  The road separating sections ditto ... 3 3 8
2, 16, and 30 of portions
88 and 89 from sections 1,
14, 15, and 29
8 Ditto  ... ...  The road separating section ditto  ...  1 0 32
29 of portion 91 from sec-
tions 27 and 28
9 Ditto  ... ...  The  ro ad separating section ditto  ...  0 2 13
27 of portion 91 from sec-
tion 28
10 Ditto  ... ...  The road separating sections ditto  ...  2 0 34
27,29 ,30, and 31 or portion
91 fro m sections 16 and 17
of portions 88 and 91 and
section 15 of portion 91
11 Ditto  ... ...  The road separating section ditto  ...  0 3 15
15 of portion 91 from sec-
tion 14 of portion 88
12 Ditto ... ... The road separating sections  ditto ...  1 2 32
13 Ditto
14 Ditto
17 and 16 of portions 88
and 91 and section 14 of
portion 88 fro m sections
1, 2, and 3 of  portion  88
... The road separating section
24 of portions 89 and 90
and sections 38 and 39 of
portion 90 from part  of'
portions 89 and 90
... The road separating section
21 of portions 89 and 90
from section 26 of portions
89 and 90
ditto ... 2 0 8
ditto ... 0 3 0
1G Ditto  ... ...  The road separating section ditto ... 0 1 29
26 of po rt ions 89 and 90
fro m part of portion 89
16 Ditto  ... ...  The road separating sections ditto  ...  1 0 32
24 and 26 of port ions 89
and 90 from section 38 of
portion 90
17 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating section ditto  ...  1 1 14
38 of portion 90 from sec-
tion 39
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS -6 TH OCTOBER, 1897.
16 W. Quinn ,  on behalf of The road separating subdi- Yee ro ng- 1 1 27
Messrs .  Prentice and visions 28 to 53 of portion piny
Schllpp 87A from subdivisions 54
19 Ditto
20 Ditto
21 Ditto
22 Ditto
.23
to 80
The road separating  subdi -  ditto  ...  1 0 3o
visions 8  i to 105 of portion
87A from  subdivisions 106
to 126
The road separating  subdi- ditto  ...  1 0 31
visions  131 to 151 of por-
tion 87A  from subdivisions
152 to 173
The  ro ad separating subdi- ditto ... 2 0 9
visions 259  to 234 and 177
to 205 of  portion  87A from
subdivisions  206 to 233
The road separating subdi -  ditto ... 1 3 8
visions 15,  39, 68 ,  91, 120,
137, 166, 191, and 220 of
portion 87A from subdi-
visions  2 19, 192, 169, 138,
119, 92 ,  67, 40, and 14
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 20TH OCTOBER, 1897.
The Lands  Depart- The two -chain road from I Coreen ... I 7 0 27
ment, on behalf  of the south -west corner of
E. K. Tidswell  portion 2186 southerly
. 24 Ditto
through portion 2v to
the ten-chain road
through that portion
ten-chain road through I
portion 2v
The western end of  the ditto  ...  119 2 33
About
Applicant.
CLOSURE OF  ROADS-continued.
No.
Downs Holding ,  from the District
bead station easterly to
the gate on the west
boundary of Clifford
Holding
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 3RD NOVEMBER, 1897.
The Rosalie Divisional The northern end of the Milton ... 2 0 26
Board,  on behalf of reserved road through
F. M. Bridgeman  portion 20v About
The Lands Department ,  The roads separating sec- Town of 3 2 5
on behalf of the tions 77 and 78 included Bundaberg
Defence Authorities in the pro posed new
Ri fle Range Reserve
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 19TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
A. R. P.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-27TH OCTOBER, 1897.
25 James Tolson ,  junr. ... The nine -chain road sepa -  Marathon 126 2 28
rating portion 3v from
Aramac Holding
+26 Mackay ,  Neville , Rolfe, From a point on the Mount South ...
and Co.  Rolfe to Alpha  stock road Kennedy
about one mile south of District
the Miclere Cre ek Bridge,
and thence southerly
about four and a-half
miles to a point on the
said road at the gate,
whe re  it is intersected by
a private  ro ad fro m the
northern  road to Frank-
field
t27 Flower Bros.  ... ...  The road th ro ugh Durham Leichhardt ...
28
29
30 TheTarampaDivisional The road separating por- Clarendon 15 3 21
Board ,  on behalf of tions 99 and 100 from
W. Vanneck 101, 215, and 216
31 Ditto  ... ...  The road separating por- ditto  ...  6 2 26
32 Ditto
33 Ditto  ... ...  The eastern end of the  ro ad ditto ... 9 3 8
through portion 217
34 Ditto  ... ...  The road separating por- ditto  ...  12 0 0
35 Ditto
+ NOTE.- The closu re  of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
t Nova.- The closure of this road is p ro posed to be carried out in connection
with the opening of a road which leaves the Durham Downs to Taroom road at a
point about four and a-half miles east of Durham Downs Station; thence due
east to Slatehill Creek  ;  thence in a south-easterly direction about one and' a-half
miles ;  thence easterly to Sam ' s Gully;  and thence  south -east to the gate on the
west boundary of Clifford Holding.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1897.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified , for general  information,  that applications
under the 89th  section  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been made for closing  the undermentioned Roads  ;  and all  persons
who may  consider their interests  affected thereby  are required to
transmit to  this Department their objections, in writing,  within two
months  from this date.
Plans of  the Roads  can be seen  at the Land Offices, Bundaberg,
Herberton, Ipswich, and Warwick ; and Police and Post Offices,
Bundaberg, Herberton, Laidley, and Warwick.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Road Cases Nos.  2509,  2593, 2519, 2585, & 2649.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.
+1
Applicant.
[18Th SEPTEMBER, 1897.
Situation. Parish. Area.
tion 217 from portions 84,
98, and 99
From the north -east corner ditto ... 0 2 2
of portion 216 northerly
through portion 217
tions 54, 53, and 52 from
217,50, and 51
The road separating por- ditto  ...  11 2 0
tions 69,  70, and 71 fro m
portions 52, 53,  54, and 217
Situation. Parish. Area.
I I I A. a. P.
About
The Lands Department ,  All the roads included Town of 3 2 5
on behalf of the De- within the proposed new Bundaberg
fence Authorities Rifle Range Reserve
2 Grant Brothers  ...  Part of the road fro m  North ...
Charters Towers to Her- Kennedy
berton through Wood -  District
leigh Holding ,  from Big
Oaky Creek to the Dry
River, following the east-
ern side of the Wild itiver
3 B. G. R.  Neumann  ...  The road separating portion Blenheim 4 0 16
148 from portions 125 and
123
4 J. Porter  ... ...  The road separating portion  Warwick.7 3 3 15
t5
lily from portions 1172
and 119v
Messrs .  Thynne and The road separating por- ditto ... 6 0 0
Macartney ,  on behalf  lions  339, 390, 391, and
of F. H .  O'Reilly  ...  392 from 407 ,  408, 409,
and 410
t6 Ditto  ... ...  The road separating por- ditto  ...  8 229
tions 411 ,  430, and 431
from  424, 428 ,  and 429 About
t7 Ditto ... ...  The roads separating por- ditto ... 6 1 0
tions 421,  422, 423, and
424  from 375, 376, 425,
426, 427,  and 428
+ NoTj..-The closu re  of these roads is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the opening of another road.
t Nora .- These  ro ads are proposed to be closed in pa rt  exchange for areas to
be resumed from portions 431 and 432, 374 and 375, for quarry purposes, which
roads are hereby closed.
No. 65. VOL. LXVIII.] 641 [1 8TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1897.
Road Case  No. 1102.
NEW ROADS.-FIRST NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the new roads
described in the Book of Reference hereunder are intended to be
opened as Public Roads, under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878," and all persons who may consider
their interests affected by the opening of the said roads are required to
transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in writing,
within one month from this date.
A plan of these roads may be seen at this Office, or at the Office
of the Maroochy Divisional Board.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
BooK OF REFERENCE.
Description of Road* -through portion  93,  county of Canning,
parish of Maroochy.
1. From the south-east corner of portion 168v south-westerly
through portion 93 to Coolum Creek bearing 190 degrees six chains
and thirteen and seven-tenths links, 209 degrees eighteen chains and
fifty-nine and three-tenths links, 286 degrees seven chains and thirty-
seven links, 313 degrees fourteen chains, 256 degrees seven chains and
thirteen and four-tenths links, 195 degrees nineteen chains and twenty-
three and six-tenths links, 219 degrees sixteen chains and sixty-one
and seven-tenths links, 209 degrees twelve chains and twenty and
a-half links, and 265 degrees six chains and fifty links,-and containing
10 acres 3 roods 17 perches ; freehold ; registered owner, E. S. Bailey.
2. A branch road from the above road south-easterly to the
western boundary of portion 171v bearing 116 degrees six chains and
thirty-five and six-tenths links, 137 degrees nine chains and twenty-
six and one-fifth links, 160 degrees 40 minutes five chains and three
links, and 135 degrees six chains and fifty-seven and seven-tenths
links,-and containing 2 acres 2 roods 30 perches.
RF.MARRS.- Land unenclosed ;  11 acres of  cleared land included  in road; no
other improvements interfered with.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1897.
I T is hereby notified, for general information, that the followingLand, in the Roma Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the ROMA LAND OFFICE,
on and after MONDAY, the EIGHTEENTH day of OCTOBER,
1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of 10s. per
square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-17696-Roma.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE ROMA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
THE RESUMED PART OF ARMADILLA RUN.
Portion  B.-Area, about 24 square miles.
Commencing on the Southern and Western Railway Line at
7 miles 47 chains and 50 links on the survey of section B of that line,
which point bears north 200 degrees east and distant one chain sixty-
one links from an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over DE over 1
in triangle, and bounded thence by a south line passing through a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over F2 over M2 in triangle two miles
fifty-nine chains; thence by a west line  nine miles  sixty chains; thence
by a north line to a point ten chains west of a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over Si in triangle ; thence by  an east line  passing through
that tree one mile forty-six chains ; thence by a north line thirty-two
chains to the railway line at 16 miles and  24 links on  the survey of
the before-mentioned section; and thence by the said railway line in
an easterly direction to the point of commencement ;-exclusive of
all reserved or alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Department of Pub li c Lands,
Brisbane ,  17th September, 1897.IT is hereby notified ,  for general information ,  that the fo llowing
Land ,  in the  Blackall Land Agent's District ,  as per description
herewith ,  will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V.  Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the  BLACKALL LAND
OFFICE, on and after  MONDAY, the TWENTY- FIFTH day of
OCTOBER,  1897,  at ELEVEN  O'CLOCK  A.M., at an Annual Rental
of £3 15s .  the lot.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent ,  or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-17395-B.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE BLACKALL LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
ON THE RESUMED PART OF HOME CREEK RUN.
Parish  of Swaylands.-- Area,  600 acres.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portion 24v (forfeited
A.F. 242),  parish of Swaylands.
Department of Public Land's,
Brisbane ,  17th September, 1897.
T is  hereby  notified, for general information ,  that the following
Land, in the Port Douglas  Land Agent' s District ,  as per descrip-
tion herewith ,  will be opened  for OCCUPATION  LICENSE UNDER PART
V. of  "The Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"  at the PORT DOUGLAS
LAND OFFICE, on  and after  MONDAY, the TWENTY-FIFTH
day of  OCTOBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual
Rental of 5s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-17433-Pt. D.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE PORT DOUGLAS LAND AGENT% DISTRICT.
TALGIJAH EAST.-Area, about  8'g square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the McLeod River at the
south corner of Crystal  Springs Run at a box -tree marked broad-
arrow over F over 36, and bounded thence by the south-west boundary
of Crystal Springs Run bearing  310 degrees five miles  ; thence by
Talgijah O.L. bearing 170 degrees 30 minutes  four miles and  seventy-
two chains to the McLeod River; and thence by that  river upwards
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1897.IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Ipswich Land Agent's District,  as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884,", at the IPSWICH LAND OFFICE,
on and after MONDAY, the EIGHTEENTH day of OCTOBER,
1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an  Annual Rental of £1 10s.
the lot.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-17581-B.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish of Townson.-Area, 740  acres.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portion 10v, parish of
Townson.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th  September, 1897.
T
HE following  order of the Land Board ,  confirming the division
made under the provisions  of  " The  Crown Lands  Act  of 1884"
of the  Run known as Nelia Ponds ,  is published as required by the
Act, and for  the information of those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,  Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," and in the matter
of the Division of the Run known as Nelia Ponds, situated in the
Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS The Australian Joint Stock Bank, Limited , the pastoral
tenants of the consolidated run known as Nelia Ponds , situated in
the Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland,  comprising
the conterminous  runs  known as Mitte, Willilbah, Lette  Benannee,
Proa, Nelia Ponds, Nelia Ponds No. 2, Proa No. 3, and Quambatook
No. 5, have given notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated
the twenty-second day of October, 1896, that they elect to take
advantage of the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884"
with respect to such run : And whereas the  said run has been
inspected and a report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of making a fair division thereof :
And whereas the Secretary for Public Lands  has caused  the said
run to be divided into two parts, and has referred the matter of the
said division to us, Edward Mansfield and William Alcock Tully,
being the Land Board constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884": Now, upon reading the said notice from the
said pastoral tenant, and the said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do
order that  the  division of the said run made by the said Secretary for
Public Lands be confirmed : And we do further order that the said
consolidated run known  as Nelia  Ponds,  and comprising  the runs
hereinbefore mentioned, be divided into two  parts,  and that the part
of the said run referred to in the said Act as the resumed  part shall
comprise and include the land described as follows, viz.:
177 square miles.
Commencing on the right  bank of Alick 's Creek at a point opposite
a tree marked  broad -arrow  over A over XXVIII  in triangle, and
bounded thence  by a line bearing 19 degrees 23 minutes about  five miles
fifty -six chains  to a point  west  of the north -west corner of portion lv,
Richmond Downs Resumption ; thence  by a line bearing north to the
Flinders River; thence by the left bank  of that river upwards to a point
opposite  a tree marked  broad- arrow over Z  over XLVIII  in triangle ;
thence by  a line bearing north crossing the said river about seven miles
sixteen chains to a point about one mile  fifty- six chains south of a
box-tree on Giddery Creek marked broad- arrow  over Z over XLIX in
triangle ; thence by a line bearing east about six miles sixteen chains ;
thence by  a line bearing south about nine miles twenty -four chains to
the Flinders River ;  thence by the right  bank of that river downwards
to a point  opposite  a tree marked  broad -arrow over  F over XIV in
triangle ;  thence by  a line bearing south crossing said river to the north-
west corner  of portion lv, Richmond  Downs Resumption  ;  thence by
the boundary of that portion  and portions  10v and llv  being a fence
bearing 199 degrees 20  minutes  forty -six chains ,  199 degrees 25 minutes
297 chains  12 links, and 199  degrees 18 minutes to the intersection of
Alick's Creek ;  and thence  by that  creek downwards  to the  point of
commencement ;-exclusive  of all alienated and reserved lands contained
within these described  boundaries.
And that the other part, being  the  part for whic%  the said pastoral
tenants shall be entitled to receive  a lease for  the term and upon the
conditions prescribed by the said Act, shall  comprise and include the
land described as follows, viz.:-
358t  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Alick 's Creek at a tree marked
broad- arrow  over A over XXVIII  in triangle ,  and bounded thence by a
line bearing 19 degrees 25 minutes  about live  miles fifty -six chains to a
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point west  of the north- west corn er  of portion 1v, Richmond Downs
Resumption  ; thence by  a line bearing  north to the Flinders River;
thence  by that river downwards to the junction of A lick's Creek ;
thence by that creek upwards to a point twenty-four chains south-east
of a eoolibah -tree marked broad-arrow over A over XV in triangle ;
thence by portion B of the Manfred Downs Resumption bearing 225
degrees  about thirteen miles thirty-six chains passing through a post
marked broad-arrow over A over XV and a post marked broad arrow
over P2 to a post marked broad-arrow over P3; thence by a line bearing
135 degrees about ten miles sixteen chains to a post marked broad-arrow
over P3 over Q.3. ; thence by a line bearing south about four miles
sixteen chains  to a post marked broad-arrow over P over Q.3. ; thence
lay a line bearing 135 degrees about thirteen  miles  thirty-six chains ;
thence by  a line bearing  east about fifty-six chains; thence by a line
bearing north  about nine miles ten chains ; thence by  a line  bearing east
about sixty-four chains to the south-west corner of portion 11v, Richmond
Downs Resumption, at a straining-post marked broad-arrow over 11v ;
thence by the fence of that portion bearing 19 degrees 18 minutes about
five miles to Alick's Creek ; and thence by the left bank of that creek
downwards to the point of commencement ;-exclusive of all alienated
and reserved  lands contained within these described boundaries.
Given under the seal of the Board this twenty-third day cf
August, A.D. 1897.
E. MANSFIELD, Members of the
W. ALCOCK TULLY, 5 Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1897.
T
HE following order of the Land Board, confirming the division
made under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
of the Run known as Saxby Downs, is published as required by the
Act, and for the information of those whom it may concern.
WALTER C.  HUM E, Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  18S4," and in the matter of
the Division of the Run known as Saxby Downs, situated in the
Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland.
WHEaaAs The Bank of New South Wales, the pastoral tenants of
the consolidated run known as Saxby Downs, situated in the Pastoral
District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland, comprising the
conterminous runs known as Ambv Downs, Berinda, Clio, Cudgel-
glomera Downs, Darwin, Denham - Plains, Galla, Newstead, Saxby
Downs, Saxby No. 1, Saxby No. 2, Saxby No. 3, and Zulu Downs, have
given notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the eighteenth day
of November, 1896, that they elect to take advantage of the provisions
of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884" with respect to such run : And
whereas the said run has been inspected and a report made thereon
to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the best mode of making
a fair division thereof : And whereas the Secretary for Public Lands
has caused the said run to be divided into two parts, and has referred
the matter of the said division to us, Edward Mansfield and
William Alcock Tully, being the Land Board constituted under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" : Now, upon reading
the said notice from the said pastoral tenant, and the said report here-
inbefore mentioned, we do order that the division of the said run
made by the said Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed : And
we do further order that the said run known as Saxby Downs, and
comprising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be divided into two parts,
and that the part of the said run referred to in the said Act as the
resumed part shall comprise and include the land described as follows,
viz.
338'square miles.
Portion A.
Commencing on the left bank of Express Creek at a point twenty-
eight chains below a tree marked broad-arrow over A over I in triangle,
and bounded thence by a line bearing south about eleven miles sixty-five
chains passing  through a point eighteen. chains east of a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V in triangle to a whitewood-tree marked
broad-arrow over A in triangle ; thence by Clutha Holding and the
Cambridge Downs Resumption bearing east about twenty miles; thence
by a line bearing north about  seventeen  miles fifty-six chains to
Express Creek at a point about twenty-eight chains north-easterly from
a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over V in triangle; and thence by
the left bank  of that creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Portion B.
Commencing at a point about forty chains north-westerly from a
bloodwood- tree on the  right bank of Express Creek marked broad-arrow
over IV in triangle, and bounded thence by a line bearing north about
seven miles  forty-eight chains ; thence by a line bearing east about ten
miles  fifty-two chains crossing Express Creek to a point about two miles
south  of a tree on  the said creek marked broad-arrow over H over
XIII  in triangle ; thencs by a line bearing south about seven miles
forty-eight chains to a point east of starting point ; and thence by a
line bearing  west  about ten miles thirty-five chains crossing Express
Creek to the point of commencement ;--exclusive of all alienated and
reserved  land contained within these described boundaries.
And that the other part, being th*e part for which the said pastoral
tenant shall be entitled to receive a lease for the term and upon the
conditions  prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include the
land described  as follows , viz. :-
569 square miles.
Commencing , on the left bank of Express Creek at a point twenty-
eight chains below a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over A over I in
triangle , and bounded thence by  a line bearing  south about four miles
twenty five chains ; thence by a line bearing west about ten miles cross-
ing Forester 's Creek and passing through a point four chains north of a
whitewood- tree  marked broad-arrow over II in triangle to a stake
marked broad- arrow over  V ; thenceby  a line bearing  north about
twenty miles  twenty- eight chaina  crossing  Express  Creek  at its junction
with the Saxby River at a  tree  marked broad- arrow  over XXI in
triangle passing through a point one chain east of a bauhinia-tree
marked broad-arrow over E over M in triangle and a point twenty
links west of a bauhinia-tree marked broad-arrow over M over W in
triangle to a point sixty links west of a bloodwood-tree narked broad-
arrow over P over G in triangle ; thence by a line bearing east about
thirty miles passing through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over X
over II in triangle, a box-tree marked broad-arrow over X over III in
triangle, a box-tree marked broad-arrow over X over IV in triangle,
and a point one chain south of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over X
over V in triangle to a post marked broad-arrow over DP over A ;
thence by a line bearing north about five miles forty- three chains to a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over A over B in triangle ; thence
by a line bearing east about ten miles fifty-two  chains  passing through a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over E over B  in triangle and a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over AD over B in triangle to a
point seventeen chains beyond the last-mentioned tree; thence by a line
bearing south about seven miles twenty-four  chains crossing Express
Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow over H over XIII  in triangle to a
point about two miles south of said tree ; thence by a line bearing west
about ten miles fifty-two chains ; thence by a line  bearing south about
eight miles eight chains to Express Creek at a point about twenty-eight
chains north-easterly from a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over
V in triangle ; thence by the right bank of that creek downwards to a
point opposite  starting  point, and thence by a line  across the creek to
the point  of commencement  ;-exclusive of all  alienated and reserved
land contained  within these described boundaries.
Given under the seal of the Board this sixth day of September,
A.D. 1897.
E. MANSFIELD, Members of the
W. ALCOCK TULLY, Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1897.
T
HE following order of the Land Board, confirming the division
made under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
of the Run known as Eddington, is published as required by the Act,
and for the information of those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME, Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"  and in  the matter
of the Division of the Run knowii as Eddington, situated in the
Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS The New Zealand and Australian Land Company, Limited,
the pastoral tenants of the consolidated run known as Eddington,
situated in the Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland,
comprising the conterminous runs known as Devon, Gilliat Downs,
Gilliat No. 1, Eddington, Alma, Kamarooka West, Giddia No. 1,
Gilliat No. 3 West, Gilliat No. 2 East, Wild Duck , and Lagaven, has
given notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the twelfth day
of March, 1897, that  they  elect to take advantage of the  provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884" with, respect to such run :
And whereas the said run has been inspected  and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the best mode of
making a fair division thereof : And whereas the Secretary for Public
Lands has caused the said run to be divided into two parts, and has
referred the matter of the said division to us, Edward  Mansfield and
William Alcock Tully, being the Land Board constituted under the
provisions of  " Tlae Crown Lands Aet of  1884" : Now, upon reading
the said notice from the said pastoral tenant, and the said report here-
inbefore mentioned, we do order that the division of the said run
made by the said Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed : And we
do further order that the said consolidated run known  as Eddington,
and comprising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be divided into two
parts, and that the part of the said run referred to in the said Act as
the resumed part shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.:-
318k  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Gilliat  River at a tree marked
broad-arrow over G over 58 in triangle, and bounded thence by a line
bearing west about  eight miles  fifty -two chains ; thence by a line bearing
south about  seven miles  forty chains to a point twenty chains  east of a
post marked broad-arrow over L3 over Gl ; thence by a line bearing
east  about two  miles  forty chains to a post marked broad-arrow over Si
over G1 ; thence  by a line  bearing south about  four miles sixty chains
to a post marked broad- arrow over  G3W over SN.1., said post being about
two miles forty-three  chains west  of a point thirty-two  chains below a
tree marked broad-arrow over K  over 8 in triangle  on the left bank
of Mackinlay River ; thence by  a line bearing west about three miles
fifty-two chains to a point  sixty chains west of a  post marked broad-
arrow over L over Sl ; thence by a line bearing south  ten miles to a point
sixty chains west of a post marked broad- arrow over  L over  S3 ; thence
by a line bearing  east about eleven miles twelve chains crossing the
Mackinlay River at a  point about  thirty-two  chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over K over  18 in triangle  to the Gilliat  River at a point
opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over BE over BW,  in triangle ;
thence by the left bank of that river downwards to a point forty chains
west of a post marked broad- arrow over  L over WE  ; thence by a line
bearing east about three  miles  thirty-two chains crossing the said river to
a post marked broad-arrow over G2E; thence by Toorak  Ho'ding hearing
north about thirty chains  to a post  marked broad- arrow  over WD and
north-east about twelve miles sixty- nine chains ;  thence by  a line bearing
north-west about  three miles  forty chains to Sadowa Creek ; thence by
the left bank of that creek downwards  to a point south -west  of a point
on Eastern Creek about fifty- six chains above a tree  marked broad-arrow
over E over 34 in triangle and eight chains below  a tree marked M over
V in triangle; thence by  a line bearing south-west  about  four miles
sixteen chains to a post marked broad -arrow over  A over WD ;  thence
by a line bearing north-west about  two miles  sixty-eight  chains ; thence
by a line bearing south about  two miles eight chains to a point east of
starting  point ; and thence by  a line bearing west about three miles
seventy- two chains crossing  the Gilliat River to the point  of commence-
ment ;-exclusive of all alienated and reserved lands contained within
these  described  boundaries.
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And that the other part, being the part for which  the  said
pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive a lease for the term and
upon the conditions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.
400k  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Gilliat River at a tree marked
broad-arrow over G over 58 in triangle, and bounded thence by a line
bearing west about eight miles fifty-two chains ; thence by a line bearing
north about two  miles  forty  chains  to a point twenty chains east of a
post marked broad- arrow  over L3 over G1; thence by a line bearing
east  about  one mile  thirty-six chains to a post marked broad-arrow over
Glover L2 ; thence by  a line bearing  north about three miles seventy
chains  to a point about two  miles twelve chains  north-west of a post
marked broad- arrow  over GI over G1; thence by  a line bearing  north-west
about five  miles  four  chains ;  thence by a line bearing north-east about
eighteen miles forty chains crossing  the Gilliat River at a point about
forty  chains  above a tree marked broad-arrow over G over 42 in triangle
and Easte rn Creek at a point thirty chains  east  and two chains south of
a t re e  marked broad-arrow over 1 over 18 to a point about  four miles
forty- two chains  beyond the said point ; thence by a line bearing south-
east  about  nine miles ; thence  by a line bearing south-west about two
miles thirty chains ;  thence by  a line bearing  south-east about  five miles
to a post marked broad-arrow over E ; thence by a line bearing south-
west  about one mile thirty-two chains ; thence by a line bearing south-
;east about  five miles to a post marked broad-arrow over A over H
thence by a line bearing not th-east about two- miles fifty-two chains ;
thence by a line bearing south-east about  seven  miles five chains to the
north  corn er  of Toorak Holding; thence by that holding bearing south-
west about ten miles crossing  Eastern Creek at a point about eight chains
above  a tree  marked broad-arrow over E over 41 in triangle ; thence by
a line  bearing north-west about three miles forty chains to Sadowa Creek ;
thence  by the right bank of that creek downwards to a point south-west
of a point on Eastern Creek about fifty- six chains  above a tree marked
broad-arrow over E over 34 in triangle and eight chains below a tree
marked broad -arrow over M over V in triangle ; thence by a line bearing
south -west about four  miles sixteen  chains to a post marked broad-arrow
over A over WD; thence by a line  bearing  north-west about two miles
sixty-eight chains ; thence by a line bearing south about two miles
eight chains  to a point east of starting point ; and thence by a line
bearing  west about three miles seventy-two chains crossing the Gilliat
River to the point of commencement -- exclusive  of all alienated and
reserved  lands contained within these described boundaries.
A.D. 1897.
E. MANSFIELD ,  Members of the
W. ALCOCK TULLY,  J Land Board.
Public Lands Office,
Ipswich, 10th September, 1897.
To the  REPRESENTATIVES  of the late John Watson.
U
NDER section 137 of  "Tice Crown Lands Act of  1884," I hereby
call upon you to show  cause , at the Land Court to be held at
Ipswich on FRIDAY, the Third day of December, 1897, at Ten
o clock in the forenoon, why Agricultural Farm No. 299, Ipswich
Register , being portion 542, parish of  Brassall , area 17 acres I rood
16 perches, should not be declared forfeited for failure to perform
the condition of occupation.
A. P. CAMERON, Land Commissioner.
Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1897.
f I illE Department  has seed  of Egyptian Watermelons and Artichokesfor distribution. Applications to be addressed to the Under
Secretary.
PETER MCLEAN, Under Secretary.
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFI ICE,
BRISBANE.MAP of Queensland  British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets  at 2s . 6d. per Sheet, and Two at is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia on a small scale, illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles  to an  inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing  the Main Telegraph Lines. Scale, 160 miles to an inch.
Price : Plain, is. 6d.; coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets ; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Single Sheet  Map of the Colony. Price, is. plain, or coloured
(illustrating the Counties and Financial Districts) is. Gd.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various  Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st  December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts.  Scale , 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale,  5 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catohment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers, &c., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, Is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, 1s.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Given under the seal of the Board this twentieth day of August,
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts. Price, Is. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta. Scale, 1 mile to an inch. Price,
Is. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s.; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, 91.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Twp Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony. Price, is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIO PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.
Environs of Longreach. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, is. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-Maps of Landi Open to Selection or for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. MoDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st August, 1896.
Geological Survey Office,
George street, Brisbane.
nN SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
`J Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No. 4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government Geologist.
VICTORIA BRIDGE BOARD.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th September, 1897.HHIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Victoria
Bridge Act of  1893," been pleased to approve of the following
additional By-law made by the Victoria Bridge Board.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
WHEREAS by  " The Victoria Bridge Act of  1893 " it is provided that the
Victoria Bridge Board may make By-laws for all or any of the purposes
in the said Act mentioned : It is hereby resolved by the Victoria Bridge
Board, by and with the approval of the Governor in Council, that the
following  shall  be a By-law of the said Board:-
BY-LAW No. 9.
The driver of any omnibus, dray, cab, or other vehicle while driving
over the Victoria Bridge shall not exceed the speed of six miles an hour,
and shall slacken his speed to a walking pace when approaching the
officer of the Victoria Bridge Board engaged in collecting toll on the
said bridge, and shall not increase such pace until he has delivered his
ticket to the said officer.
Certificate.
The foregoing By-law was passed by the Victoria Bridge Board at a
meeting held on the twenty-fifth day of August, 1897, and was con firmed
at a subsequent meeting held on the ninth day of September, 1897.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,  Chairman.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  17th September, 1897.
TENDERS.
T ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.For full particulars, see  Government Gazette.
Nature of Work, Date of  Gazette  containing original  Notice,
and Place and  Date to which Tender can be received, respectively:-
CROYDoN-Removal from Present Site, and Re-erection near
Mountain Maid, of Explosives Magazine. 21st August.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court  Houses , Normanton,
Croydon, and Cooktown ;  24th  September.
TEVIOTVILLE-New Playshed, State School. 28th August.
Works Office, Brisbane ;  24th  September.
LORD JOHN SWAMP-New Kitchen and Servant' s Room to
Residence, State School. 28th !August. Works Office,
Brisbane ; 24th September.
KEPPEL BAY-Repairs, Painting, and New  Room , Telegraph
Station . 28th August. Works Office,  Brisbane, and
Court House, Rockhampton ; 24th September.
TOWNSVILLE-New Jury Room and other  Requirements,
Supreme Court. 28th August. Works Office,  Brisbane,
and Court House, Townsville ; 24th September.
ROCKHAMPTON-Fitting-up Queen's Warehouse for Temporary
Offices, Custom House. 28th August. Works Office, Bris-
bane, and Court House, Rockhampton ; 24th September.
AYR-New Playshed and Gymnastic Apparatus,  State  School.
28th August. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court  Houses,
Ayr, Bowen, and Townsville ; 1st October.
STANTHoRPE-Repairs and Painting,  Post and Telegraph  Office.
28th August. Works Office, Brisbane;  1st October.
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GYMPIE- Repairs ,  Renovations ,  and Improvements ,  Police
Office and Barracks . 4th September. Works Office,
Brisbane ; 1st October.
PORT  DouoLAs- Purchase  and Removal of Old Cottages,
Customs Buildings . 4th September. Works Office,
Brisbane,  Court House, Townsville, and Custom Houses,
Port Douglas , Cooktown, and Cairns ; 1st October.
PORT DOUGLAs- Repairs  and Painting, Customs Buildings.
4th September. Works Office, Brisbane, Court House,
Townsville, and Custom Houses, Port Douglas, Cooktown,
y and Cairns ; 1st October.
GooNDIWINDI -Additions to School and Closets, State School.
4th September. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court House,
Goondiwindi; 8th October.
BELMONT-Repairs and  Painting, State School. 11th Sep-
tember . Works Office, Brisbane ; 8th October.
TowNSVILLE-Repairs and Drainage, Police Court. 11th
September. Works Office,  Brisbane , and Court House,
Townsville ; 8th October.
LYTToN-Improvements and Fencing, Dog Kennels. 11th
September, Works Office,  Brisbane  ; 8th October.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th September, 1897.IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the under.
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
Repairs, Improvements, and Painting, Immigration Barracks,
Rockhampton-H. G. YOUNG-£49.
Additions, Repairs, and Painting, State School, Ingham-E. C.
CoieBETT-£239 2,3. 8d.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE, ALBION.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
1 on FRIDAY, the 15th October, for Additions, Post and
Telegraph Office, Albion.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Additions, Post and Telegraph Office, Albion."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office.
Tenders must be on a proper prii.ted form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance , a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, REPAIRS, &c., POST AND TELEGRAPH
OFFICE, SURAT.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Post Offices,Surat and St . George, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 29th October, for Additions, Repairs, &c., Post and Telegraph
Office,  Surat.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £10, and
endorsed  ",Additions, 4'c., Post and Telegraph Office, Surat."
Flan _qnd Speci fication  may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
and at  the Post Offices, Roma, St. George, and Surat.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance , a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW"PLAYSHED, STATE SCHOOL, ZILLMERE.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.on FRIDAY, the 15th October, for New Playshed, State
School, Zillmere.
Tenders to be accompanied  by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "New  Playshed ,  State School, Zillmere."
Plan and Speci fication  may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars  obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
at the Court House,  North Pine ; and at the State School, Zillmere.
Tenders must be on a  proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must be a memorandum  signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent, on amount of Tender as
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security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for  securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substituted
therefor :-
Notice is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.96-2460-Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary for Works.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways, .
Brisbane, 10th September, 1897.
N
OTICE is hereby given, in accordance with the provisions of the
Railway Acts, that so much of the Plan and Book of Reference
of the Second Section of the Charleville to Cunnamulla Railway as
embraces that portion of the Section commencing at 61 miles from
Charleville and ending at 117 miles 52 chains 681 links, has been
approved and confirmed; and that the Commissioner for Railways
intends to proceed with the construction of the Line above referred
to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference so confirmed.
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 14th September, 1897.
THE Commissioner for Railways hereby gives notice, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864," that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having approved of the Plan and Book of Reference of the Mount
Morgan Branch Railway from Kabra (9 miles 73 chains, Central Rail.
way) to Mount Morgan (in length, allowing for deviations, 12 miles 61
chains 70 links), proposed to be constructed under the provisions of  "The
Railways Guarantee Act of  1895," such Plan and Book of Reference
may be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the Clerk of Petty
Sessions , Mount Morgan; and all persons interested in the lands to be
affected by the said intended Railway are hereby required to set forth,
in writing, to me, at this Office, within one month from the first
publication hereof, any well-grounded objections that may appear to
them to exist to the adoption of the said line of Railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection therewith.
By Order,
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 14th September, 1897.
"THE CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT OF 1896."IN accordance with  provisions of section 4 f " The Customs
Duties Act of  1896," I hereby direct that no duty be levied on
PARTS OF PRINTERS' AND BOOKBINDERS' MACHINERY,
which are component parts of articles not liable to duty, and which,
in the opinion of the Collector or Principal Officer of Customs,
verified by, a declaration from the importer, are imported for and
can only be used as such.
ROBERT PHILP,
Acting Treasurer.
MARINE DEPARTMENT OF QUEENSLAND.
TENDERS FOR STORES.TENDERS will be received at the Treasury, Brisbane, until Noon onSATURDAY, 6th November, from persons willing to contract
for the Supply of Stores at the various Ports and Lightships for the
above Department, for two years from 1st January, 1898.
Forms of Tender, Schedules, and General Conditions may be
obtained on application to the Portmaster, or any of the local Harbour
Masters.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Stores, Marine Department."
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accept d.
T. M. KING, Under Secretary.
The Treasury, Brisbane, 19th August, 1897.
NOTICE TO MASTERS OF VESSELS NAVIGATING THE
FITZROY RIVER.
N OTICE is hereby given, that there is an available depth of ten
(10) feet at L.W.S. in the Cutting recently dredged through
the Upper Flats, Fitzroy River.
On and after 15th September the tidal signals shown from the
Upper Flats Lightship will indicate the improved available depth
through the Flats.
T. M. ALMOND, Portmaster.
Marine Department, Brisbane, 13th September, 1897.
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NOTICE TO MASTERS OF VESSELS NAVIGATING THE
FITZROY RIVER.
ENTRANCE TO FITZROY RIVER.
BLACK BEACON.ON CURLEW SPIT.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Black Beacon on Curlew Spite
at the entrance to the Fitzroy River, is down, and its position
is temporarily marked by a black buoy. The beacon will be restored
as soon as  possible.
T. M. ALMOND, Portmaster.
Marine Department, Brisbane, 16th September, 1897.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1897.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.THE following Notice to Mariners i published for generalinformation.
ROBERT PHILP.
AUSTRALIAN STATION.
" Orlando," at Sydney, 3rd September, 1897.
Hydrographio Notice No. 43.
TONGA GROUP.
THE master  of the shi. " Meg Merrilies" reports having  passed a
reef in latitude 20° 32' 30' S., and longitude 174° 31' W., on which
the sea was breaking  heavily. The bottom was distinctly visible
underfoot.
Charts Nos. 780, 1829, 2421.
Sailing Directions-Pacific Islands, Vol. II., page 40.
(Vice-Consul, Tonga, 20th July, 1897: Office No. '+.l.)
CYPRIAN A. G. BRIDGE, Rear Admiral.
To the respective Captains, Commanders, and Officers  Commanding
Her Majesty's Ships and Vessels on the Australian Station.
SUPPLY OF TELEGRAPH POLES.TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under Secretary ndSuperintendant of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Twentieth day of September, 1897, from persons
desirous  of contracting for the Supply of Telegraph Poles, according to
the Specification published in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday,
4th September, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post  and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 10th September, 1897.
EXCAVATING TRENCHES AND LAYING PIPES FOR
TELEPHONE WIRES.TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under Secretaryand Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Eighteenth day of October, 1897, from persons
desirous of contracting for the Excavating for, Laying, Jointing,
Making Good, and all  Work in connection with Laying, Two and
Three Inch Cast-iron Pipes for Telephone Wires, in and about the
City of Brisbane, according to the general conditions and specification
published in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, 11th September,
1897.
Specifications, Schedules, and all other information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Under Secretary and
Superintendent of Telegraphs.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1897.
POST AND TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, AND MAILS AND PARCELS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES 1898, 1899, AND 1900.SEPARATE NDERS areinvited, and will be received untilNoon of SATURDAY, the 2nd October next, for the Conveyance
of Her Majesty's Mails, and  Mails and Parcels,  for one, two, or three
years, from the 1st January, 1898.
Full particulars of the various Services in the several Districts of
Queensland for which Tenders are invited, c )nditions of Contract, and
mode of tendering will be furnished, or forwarded, on application to
the Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, or
to any of the principal Post Offices in the colony. These particulars
will also be found in a Supplement to the  Queensland Government
Gazette  dated the 28th July, 1897, which can be seen at any Police
Office, and in a Notice exhibited in front of the various Post and
Receiving Offices;  but special attention is directed to the alterations
in and additions to the list of services now being notified in the
Government Gazette.
Tenders, on separate forms, are required for each service for the
periods mentioned-namely, one, two, or three years; and, in the case
of  coach  services, the rates for " Mails only" and " Mails and Parcels"
should be stated.
Tenderers must state in every case the means by which they
propose to convey the mails or mails and parcels, whether by horse or
by coach or other vehicle.
Tenders for horse services should not include parcels.
Tenderers are specially instructed to-state the  frequency  and give
the  distinguishing letter  where alternative tenders are invited.
The lowest or any Tender may not necessarily be accepted.
JAMES R. DICKSON, Postmaster-General.
Brisbane, 20th August, 1897.
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QUEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, AND MAILS AND PARCELS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES  1898 , 1899, AND 1900.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1897.S ATTENTION is hereby  directed to the following Alterations in and Additions to the List  of Mail Services for
which Tenders  were invited in a Supplement  to the  G overnment
Gazette  of 28th  July  ultimo.
JAMES  R. DICKSON.
39. Omit from list.
ALTERATIONS.
110B. Insert "Moura" in route after "Roundstone"
195. Insert  "Spring Valley School"  in route before "Kineora"
231. To read "Laidley and  Summerhill,  via Plainland and Hatton
Vale (Woolshed Creek) ; three times a week."
237. Omit Lilliesmere from route.
366. Route to be reversed and to read thus:-Logan Village and
Logan Village, via  Thompson's, South Maclean, North Maclean,
.Nash's, Greenbank,  Park Ridge, Chambers' Flat,  and  the Bridge.
ADDITIONS TO LIST.
21A. Alternative:  Mumbilla and Fassifern,  via  Engelsburg;
daily  to Engelsburg; three times a week to Fassifern.
42A. A lternative :  Augathella and Tambo,  via  Biddenham, Oak-
wood,  Mentmore,  Bayrick,  Toliness, Highfields,  and Landsdowne;
once a week.
42B.  Alternative :  Augathella and Tambo,  via  Biddenham, Oak-
wood,  Mentmore,  Bayrick,  Toliness, Highfields,  and Landsdowne;
twice  a week.
78A.  Alternative :  Turallin and  Crowder's Creek, via  Western
Creek, Dunmore, and Junction Station ; once a week.
112A.  Alternative :  Tambo and Shirburn (Ravensbourne),  via
Minnie Downs and Forest Hill; once a week. (Subject to rearrange-
ment of route.)
112B.  Alternative:  l'lackall and Listowel Downs,  via  Glencoe,
Malvern Hills, Terrick Terrick, Lorne, Bloomfield, and Bonnie Doon ;
once a week. (Subject to rearrangement.)
149A.  Alternative :  Gatton and East Haldon,  via  Tent Hill,
Upper Tent Hill, and Mount Sylvia (Whitestone) ; three times a week
(omitting Ropeley).
175A.  Alternative:  Gowrie Junction and Gowrie  Little Plain,
via  Glencoe ; three times a week.
175n.  Alternative: Meringandan  and  Evergreen  (Patch' s),  via
Goombungee and Doctor's Creek ; three times a week.
194A.  Alternative : Gatton  and Hessenberg (Wonga-Creek), via
Ropeley ;  three times a week.
198A.  Alternative:  Waterford and Logan Reserve;  three times
a week.
257A.  Alternative :  Croydon and  Woodstock,  via  Esmeralda
Diggings and  Glenora ;  once a week. (Subject to one month's notice
of discontinuance by Postmaster-General.)
274x.  Alternative :  Woombye and  Hutchison's  (Portion 51),  via
Diddilibah,  Heddon's Sawmill,  and  Bli Bli (Keil's) ;  three times a
week. Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the
Postmaster-General.
344A.  Alternative:  Beenleigh and  Redland Bay,  via Loganholme,
Gramzow, and Mount Cotton ; six times a week.
351A.  Alternative :  Banana and Wooroona,  via Wando, Harcourt,
Graycl Vie,  Redcliffe, and Nulalbin ; once a week.
489A.  Alternative: Glenroy  and Bower Bird; once a week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster.
General.)
NEW SERVICE.
30. Milmerran and Bringabilly,  via  Koorongarra ; once a week.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 17th Septeriiber, 1897.IT is hereby notified, for public nformation, thatWe Not Office at
Mosman River has been made a Postal Note Office also.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post  and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 14th September, 1897.IT is hereby notified, for public information, that i  has been
approved to close the Money Order Office  at Montalbion, and to
open a Money Order Office at Irvinebank instead.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 15th September, 1897.IT is hereby notified, or public information, that he Post Offices at
the undermentioned  places  have been made Postal Note Offices
also :-
JONDOWAIE,
PARLIAMENT HOUSE, and
REDLAND BAY.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Office of the Pharmacy Board of Queensland,
Brisbane, 14th September, 1897.
1 T is hereby notified, that JoHx EDWARD ELLIOTT, now of Boonah,
and formerly of Brisbane, has been restored to the Register of
Pharmaceutical Chemists in the colony of Queensland.
By Order of the Board,
E. CHAS. BLAKE,  Begietrar.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1897.
EXAMINATIONS FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE OF INDIA.
-[I I9 Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct that
notification be given, for general information, of the receipt of
copies  of  the  Regulations  for an open Competitive Examination for
admission  to the Civil Service of India, to be held in London, com-
mencing  on the 2nd August, 1898.
The Regulations may be seen upon application at the Chief
Secretary's Office, Brisbane.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary ' s Office,Brisbane, 17th s.eptember, 1897.THE following Returnof the Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich is
published  in pursuance of the Regulations for the management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary. .
RETURN FOB THB WEE K  ENDED  11TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1897.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum at date
of previous Report ... ... ... ... 904
Number since admitted ... ... ... ... 6
Number returned  from leave  ... ... ... 4
Number discharged ...
Number died ..
Number absent on leave
3
3
8
914
14
Number remaining at date hereof  ... ... 900
ddmissions during the week :
James Donnolly, 43, labourer, from Gladstone; last two years at
Milo and Dillalah Stations ,  and on Gladstone Railway, and inmate of
Gladstone Hospital.
Edmund Graham, 57, carpenter, from Blackall; last two years
working at Peak Downs and Blackall, and-inmate of Blackall Hospital.
Archibald Casey, 68, miner, from Charters Towers; last two years
laid-up in Charters Towers, and in Townsville and Charters Towers
Hospitals.
Samuel Nash, 58, labourer, from Brisbane ; last two years at
farm -work about Brisbane ,  and inmate of the Brisbane Hospital.
Barnard Livingstone, 78, carpenter, from Thursday Island ; last
two years boat -building at Thursday Island.
Be-admission
Clara Douglas, 34.
Discharged during the week :
John Coyne,  58; admitted 4th March, 1897.
James Malone, 66; admitted 23rd April, 1897.
William Loxton,  55; admitted 31st March, 1896.
Deaths during the week :
Sarah Palmer,  87; admitted 12th April, 1883.
Joel Howard,  53; admitted 4th December, 1895.
John B. Miller,  67; admitted 23rd April, 1891.
P. SMITH , Medical Superintendent.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1897.THE following Abstract of Receipts  and Expenditure  on account ofthe Grandchester Cemetery, for the year ended 31st December,
18896, is  published  in pursuance  of the provisions of the  " Cemetery Act
1865."
W. H. RYDER, Under  Secretary.
GRANDCHESTER CEMETERY.
RECEIPTS. £ s. d.
To Burial Fees  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 10 0
Land for Private Graves  ... ... ... ... ...  0 10 0
Miscellaneous  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 17 6
„ Private Contributions  ... ... ... ... ... ... 12 13 1
„ Government Endowment  ... ... .. ..:  30 0 0
.944 10 7
EXPENDITURE.
By Honorarium to Secretary ... ...
Fencing Cemetery  ... ... ...
Clearing Cemetery  ... ... ...
„ Labels  ... ... ... ... ...
Printing  ... ... ... ... ... ... .. .
„ Miscellaneous ...
„ Balance in  hand ...
... 2 2 0
22 11 6
6 14 6
... 0 16 0
... 2 11 0
0 14 0
9 1 7
.244 10 7
We, the  undersigned  Trustees of the Grandchester Cemetery, do
hereby solemnly and sincerely  declare that the above  Statement is
correct ;  and we make this solemn declaration  conscientiously believing
the same to be true,  and by virtue of the provisions of the  "Oaths Act
of 1867."
JOHN PENDER,
JOHN COLLINS,  Trustees.
JOHN MULLIS,
Declared before me,  at Grandchester, this ninth day of September,
1897.
H. GROSVENOR SIMPSON, J.P.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 14th September, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased to direct  that the Board of the
Division  of Diamantina  be, in  pursuance  of the  provisions of  " The
Valuation and Rating Act  of  1890," excused from making any
General Rate during the year 1897.
HORACE TOZER.
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
rj Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid for such information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed all or any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey,
that were stabbed at that place on the said night ; and that a
Free Pardon be given to any person concerned in the crime, not being
the principal offender, who may give such information.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1897.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an  explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the  morning  of the 25th of
December, 1896; also that a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the crime, not being the principal offender, who shall give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
QTEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
A N Office for the transaction of all  business connected  with the
above is now open in a portion of the Ports  and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets,  Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted by the Assistant Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty  Sessions at all
other towns in the Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers in  charge, stating the class of men required, the work to be
done, and the  wages  offered ; and applicants seeking work should
personally register their names and addresses.
Information  respecting  the condition of the Labour Market in
every district  is always  obtainable at the Head Office.
3. O'N. BRENAN, Officer in  Charge.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain WALTON DRAKE, Q.M.D.F., Acting Naval
Commandant, Q.D.F.
Head-Quarters, Naval Brigade,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1897.
No. 240.THE following alterations will take effect from date
MARYBOROUGH NAVAL BRIGADE.
General Order No. 238 is hereby cancelled,  in so  far as it refers
to No. 166, W. Cree, A.B. No. 166, W. Cree, A.B., services dispensed
with as unsuitable.
No. 85, C. Holme, A.B., is allowed to resign, as from 31st
December, 1895.
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Acting Naval  Commandant,  Q.D.F.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1897.
EXHIBITIONS  TO UNIVERSITIES.
j IS Exce ll ency the Governor , with  the advice of the Executive
j Council,  has been pleased to direct that a Competitive
Examination for Exhibitions to Universities be held at Brisbane,
commencing at 9.30 o'clock a.m. on the 15th Novem be r next.
For fu ll  particulars ,  see  Government Gazette  of Saturday, 21st
August, 1897.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
STATE SCHOLARSHIPS AND BURSARIES.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  3rd September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice  of the Executive
Council, has  been pleased  to approve  of Regulations in connec-
tion with  the granting of State Scholarships and Bursaries, and to
direct that  Examinations  for the  same  shall be held  on the  14th and
15th December next.
For full particulars ,  see  Government Gazette  of Saturday, the
28th  August, 1897.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
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Home Secretary ' s Office, Brisbane ,  3rd September, 1897.
THE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Town and Suburban  Building
Society, Limited, taken from the several Weekly Statements  during the Quarter from the 9th March to 8th June, 1897, is published
in conformity with the 2nd  section of  the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W.. H. RYDER, Under  Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of the TowN  AND SUBURBAN BUILDING SOCIETY,
LIMITED ,  taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from  the 9th  March to 8th June, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation S Not bearing Interest ... ... ... ... ...Bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ...
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest ... ... ... ...Bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Balance  due to other  Banks  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Deposits ... ,,, Not bearing Interest  .. ... ... ::: :::Bearing Interest
Other Liabilities ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Total Amount of Liabilities ...
7,041 17 7
1,692 2 3
£8,733 19 10
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the Quarter ended 8th June, 1897 ... ... ... ... 9,387 10 11
Rate of  the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Nil.
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Nil.
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  730 8 9
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Gold and  Silver in Bullion or Bars  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks  ... ... ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Society ,  including Notes ,  Bills of Exchange ,  and all  Stock
and Funded Debts of every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bills ,  and Balances due to
the said Society from other Banks ,
Total Amount of Assets ...
Axou xT. TOTAL.
£ s. d. £ ao d.
AMOUNT. TOTAL.
£  S.  d. £ a. d.
97 6 4
5,789  3  0
299 18 5
12,494 8 4
... ...
Maryborough, Queensland, 23rd August, 1897. HERBERT A. JONES, Secretary.
I, Herb'rt Algernon Jones, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account
of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Society during the period specified; and that the  same was made up from the
Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria. No. 13.
Sworn before  me, at  Maryborough, this twenty-third day of August, 1897.
W. SOUTHBRDEN,  Justice of the Peace.
... ...
Home Secretary's Office,  Brisbane,  3rd September, 1897.
E following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities. and Assets of The Australian Joint Stock Bank, Limited,I-
within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st April to 30th June, 1897,
is published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
£18,680 16 1
HERBERT A. JONES.
W. H. RYDER, Under  Secretary.
GENERAL  ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK, LIMITED,
within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st April to 30th June, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
Notes  in Circulation ... ( Not bearing InterestBearing Interest ...
Bills in Circulation
"'
Not bearing Interest
Bearing Interest ...
Balances due to other Banks ... ... ...
Not bearing Interest...
Deposits •••  . Bearing Interest .•,
Total Amount of Liabilities
AMOUNT .  TOTAL.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
.........
529 18 6
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... 165,447 14 9
... ... ... ... ... 622,820 15 4
... ... ... ... ... .........
... ... ... ... ... 3,626 17 0
... ... ...
Amount of the Capital  Stock  paid up at the close of the Quarter ended 30th June, 1897 (including £3,654 Old Bank
Share Capital in Suspense)  ... ... ... ...  ... ... ... ... ... ... ......
Rate  of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of the Last Dividend  declared  ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend  as Nil  ... ... ... ...
788,268 10 1
£792,425 5 7
1,166,578 0 0
Nil
Nil
52,000 0 0
100
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1895.
9 Nov.  Emma Sophia Tomkinson,
Coined Gold  and Silver  and other Coined Metals
Gold  and Silver  in Bullion  or Bars ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks  ... ... ...
Balances  due from other  Banks  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,  Bills of Exchange, and
all Stock and Funded Debts of every description, excepting  Notes, Bills, and
Balances  due to the  said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount  of Assets  ... ... ... ... ...
Including Queensland Government  Notes, £ 26,959 13s. 4d.
Charles McVeigh, of  Rockhampton ,  blacksmith
I, Alexander Kerr, make oath that, to the  best  of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract i, a true and faithf 1 Account
of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified; and that the same was made up from
the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
ALEX. KERR.
Sworn before  me, at  Brisbane, this nineteenth day of August, 1897.
JOHN THos. SNOW, Justice of the Peace.
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinafter
mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below,.and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, o;: or
before the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane.
Name  of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death. Name of Claimant. Description and Situation of Land . 1
Estate
claimed to be
transmitted.
Particulars of Will or
otherwise.
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
1997.
Portion 437,  county of Aubigny , parish of Fee-simple , Will dated 9. Novem- 25 Oct.
Drayton subject to the ,
charge createdi
her, 1895
by the Will i
1897.
Subdivision 224 of portion 225, county of Fee-simple ... I Will dated 14 February, 25 t.ct.
Stanley, parish of Enoggera 1893
1897
Subdivision 1 of allotment 16 of section 76,
town of Maryborough
Fee-simple Letters of Administra-
tion
25 Oct.
Mary Shepherd, late of
Charlton Farm, near
Toowoomba, widow
Abram Robertson Byram,
late of Brisbane ,  esquire
Jens Svendsen  Lilliendal,
late of Allen  Downs, near
Clermont ,  telegraph line
contractor
Also,-
Frandsine Lilliendal. late
of Maryborough, widow
of the said  Jens Svendsen
Liliiendal and adminis-
tratrix of  his estate
1893.
THE AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK,  LIMITED-continued.
ASSETS.
wife of William Tomkin-
son, of Charlton Farm
aforesaid ,  farmer
20 Feb .  Elizabeth  Freeman Byram,
of the  same place, widow
of deceased
1887.
5 Nov. Poul Christensen Poulsen,
of Brisbane ,  artist pho-
tographer ,  and Jens Peter
Wilhelm Larsen, of the
1893.  same place , civil  engineer,
17 Feb. as administrators of lands
not administered
1897. 1897.
John Trout,  late of  Gympie, 4 Jan . Richard Trout ,  of Brisbane, Portions  1, 51, 51A, 51B, 326, 1063, and 113.3, Fee-simple will dated 30  Septem-  25 Oct.
butcher
1897
butcher  county of Lennox,  parish of  Amamoor ber, 1896
1897
Thomas McKavanagh, late
of South Brisbane
.
12 Feb. Curator of Intestate Estates Subdivision 66 of  eastern allotment 127,
county  of Stanley , parish of South Bris-
Fee-simple ...
.
Order of the Supreme 25 Oct.
Court dated 4 August,
bane ,  and resubdivision 55 of subdivision
1 of allotment 2 or portion  1, county of
Stanley ,  parish of Toombul
Margaret Hollis, late of
Brisbane, widow
1895.
19 Aug. Curator  of Intestate Estates
Registrar  of Titles' Office,  Brisbane , 18th September, 1897.
Subdivision 106 of portion 104, county of
Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly
[18TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
AMOUNT.  IOTA L.
£ s, d. £ s. d.
* 115,829 11 8
16,249 7 2
103,588 3 0
155 16 8
7,217 9 9
801,687 8 6
£1,044,72716 9
ALEX. KERR, Assistant Manager.
GEO. MARSHALL, Accountant.
1897
Fee-simple
1897.
Order of the Supreme 25 Oct.
Court dated 4 Decem-
ber, 1895
J. O. BOURNE , Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE NOTICE, that application-has been made to bring the Land described below under the provisions of the Real Property Acts of
1861 and 1877. Any person desiring to oppose will require to lodge, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of the said Acte,
on or before  the day named.
Description and Situation of Land.
Subdivision 2 of allotment 7 of section 63, town of Rockhampton ...
Registrar  of Titles '  Office,  Brisbane , 18th September, 1897.
`IXTH Supplementary List of Surveyors Licensed to act under
8 the provisions and for the purposes of the Real Property Acts
of 1861 and 1877, prepared in accordance with the 41st section of the
Act of  1877:-
Name.
Murray, A. D.
McDonald, G. T....
Address.
Palmwoods, N. C. Railway
Survey Camp, Miriam Vale.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  18th September ,  1897.;
Name  of Applicant. Date within which a Caveatmay be Lodged.
28th October, 1897.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar  of 1`4'tles.
NOTICE.HENRY MARTIN was this day appointed Poundkeeper at
Toowong until 16th December next, in the room of Patrick
Martin, deceased.
J. MACALISTER, Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Central Police Court , Brisbane , 15th September, 1897.
NOTICE.AT a Special Court of Petty Sessions held this day, JosEPH
Bit,AnnunY was appointed Small Debts Court Baili ff  at Redc liff e
for twelve months.
JAMES RAFTER, Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,  Redeliffe,  10th September, 1897.
Date
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General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 15th September, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for public  information , that the Reverend
WILLIAM DUNLOP BARRIE, a Minister of the Presbyterian
Denomination, having removed from Herberton, in the Registry
District of Herberton, to Gladstone, in the Registry District of
Gladstone,  has given me  due notice thereof, in accordance with the
provisions  of  "The Marriage Act  of 1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar-Gieneral.
Office of Registrar of Friendly Societies,
Brisbane, 13th September, 1897.
THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
NOTICE is hereby given, that General Amendments and Revisions
of the Rules of the United Brisbane District of the Ancient
Order of Foresters' Friendly Society have this day been registered by
me, under  " The Friendly Societies Act  of 1894."
ROBERT RENDLE, Registrar of Friendly Societies.
DIVISION OF WOOTHAKATA.STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
DIVISIONAL BOARD OF WOOTHAKATA from the 31st December, 1896,
to 30th June, 1897 ; prepared and published in terms of Clause 233 of
The Divisional Boards Act of  1887."
1897. RECEIPTS.
30th June-  £ a. d.
To Balance, Q. N. Bank, Cairns ... ... ... ... 397 4 6
„ Rates Received... ... ... ... ... ... ... 21 4 5
„ Government Endowment ... ... ... ... ... 140 3 0
„ Suspense Account ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 15 0
30th June-
By Audit
EXPENDITURE.
£559 6 11
„ Awards for Road-making ... ...
„ Advertising and Printing ... ...
„ Chairman's Allowance ... ...
„ Exchange ... ... ... ...
„ General Expenses ... ... ...
„ Bridges Account ... ...
„ Kingsborough and Thomborough Road
„ Mareeba Main Road ... ... ...
„ Mitchell River ... ... ... ...
„ Limestone Road ... ... ...
„ Refund Account ... ... ...
„ Rifle Creek ... ... ... ...itPort Douglas Road ... ... ... ...
Petty Cash .. ... ...
„ Salaries Account ...
Stationery and Books ... ...
Springs  and McLeod's Road...
„ Kingsborough  Town and  Streets
Suspense  Account ..
„ Thornborough  Town and Streets
„ Union Road ... ... ...
„ Vanrook Road  and River ...
Balance,  Q. N. Bank,  Cairns
4 4 0
2 10 0
7 2 0
25 0 0
0 2 6
20 16 6
5 0 0
3 2 0
42 9 0
9 6 810 10 0
2 17 10
27 13 0
1 0 0
5 0 0
77 0 0
7 7 0
0 9 0
1 7 0
0 10 0
1 18 3
28 4 6
13 0 0
262 17 8
£559 6 11
JOHN  RANK, Clerk . G. J. EVENDEN,  Chairman.
Thorborough , 8th July.
We, the  undersigned , hereby  certify that we examined all Books
of Accounts  and Vouchers kept by the  Divisional Board of Woothakata,
and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
20th July, 1897.
C. A. EGERSTROiI,. Auditors.GEO. L. OGG,
2075 23s. Gd.
HODGKINSON DISTRICT HOSPITAL.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
HODGKINSON DISTRICT HOSPITAL for the  Year  ended the 30th
June, 1897.
1896. RECEIPTS.
30th June-  £ s. d.
To Balance in Q. N. Bank, Cairns ... ... ... ... 61 15 10
1897.
30th June-
To Public Contributions ``... ... ... ... ... ... 103 12 10
„ Endowment ... ... ... ... ... ... 190 12 8
„ Pay Patients ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 0 0
„ Other Receipts ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 11 16 8
30th June- EXPENDITURE.
By Advertising and Printing ... . ...
„  Salaries  ... ... ... ... ...
„ Maintenance ... ... ... ...
Drugs ... ... ... ... ...
„ Other j'xpenses ... ... ... ...
Balance, Q. N. Bank, Cairns ... ...
£372 18 0
... 4 13 6
... 178 3 2
... 70 6 1
... 61311
... 43 18 9
... 69 2 7
£372 18 0
Audited and found correct.
C. A. EGERSTROM, Auditors.DAVID LYON,
JOSEPH C CMMINCS,  Treasurir.
24th July, 1897.
2073 14i. Gd.
BOROUGH OF GOONDIWINDI.
STATEMENT  OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
BOROUGH of G00NDIwINDI for the Half-year ended 30th June,1897; prepared and published in terms of Clause 151 of  " The Local
Government  Act of  1878."
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January- £ a. d.
To Balance, Bank N. S. W. ... ... ... ... ... 209 2 4
30th June-
To Rates ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 45 14 8
„ Registration Fees  ... ... ... ... ...  23 6 0
„ Sale of Plant ... ... ... ... ... ... 19 5 6...
„ Cancelled Cheque ... ...  ..  ,.. ... ...  0 8 0
„ Government Endowment ... ... ... 36 9 10
30th June-
By Election  Expenses
Sandy Camp  Reserve ...
Petty Cash ... ...
Advertising ... ...
„ Municipal  Office ...
„ Audit Fees ... ...
„ General Expenses ...
„ Salaries  ... ... ...
Improvements
„  Balance, Bank N. S. W.
EXPENDITURE.
RATE DIADE,  2d. in the £.
£334 6 4
1 1 0
37 0 0
5 0 0
13 10 5
0 7 0
4 4 0
24 2 9
44 14 4
89 5 8
115 1 2
£334 6 4
STATEMENT OF LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES. £ a. d.
Salaries  ... ... ... ...  7 18  4
Outstanding Cheque ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 12 6
Contracts ... ... ... ... :.. ... ... ... 8 10 0
Sundry Accounts  ... ... ... 3 6 9
Excess  of Assets ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  182 5 2
Balance in  Bank ...
Municipal Office ...
Furniture ... ...
Plant  ... ... ...
Assa'rs.
£202 12 9
... 115 1 2
... 67 5 7
13 6 0
7 0 0
£202 12 9
J. F. WOODLOCK, Town Clerk. ALEX. WARDEN , Mayor.
We hereby certify that  we have examined all Books and Vouchers
of the Goondiwindi  Municipality and found them correct ,  and that the
above Statement corresponds therewith.
CHARLES T. OXLAD, ` Auditors.
T. B. PRICE, J
Goondiwindi, 5th August, 1897.
2015 27s. 6d,
DIVISION OF GOOLMAN.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE  from the
1st January to 30th June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January-  £ a. d. £ s. d.
To Balance to Credit  at Q. N.  Bank, Boonah, as
per Pass -book ..
„  Balance  to Credit  Government Loan, N. G.
35 10 11
Bridge ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 180 0 0
„  Balance  to Credit Government Loan, N. G.
Bridge ... ... ... ... ... ...
31st December-
17 3 8
To Cash in band ... ... ... ... ... ... 20 18 4
„ Endowment on Rates ... ... ... ... ... 631 10 6
Rates Received, 1897 ... ... ... ... ... 67 16 0
Deposits on Contracts ... ... ... ... ... 36 13 0
„ Miscellaneous Receipts ... ... ... ... ... 142 19 11
30th June-
By Balance of Overdraft at Q. N.
Bank  ... ... ... ... £417 7 9
Add Unpresented Cheques ... 5 14 6
- 423 2 3
Less Balance of Loan Account ... £17 3 8
Less Cash on hand ... ... 0 5 9
- 17 9 5
405 12 10
£1,538 5 2
1st January -  EXPENDITURE.
By Contingencies ... ... ... ... ... ... 194 2 0
„ Works  and  Repairs-Subdivision N . 1 ... ... ... ... 226 1 2
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 625 15 3
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 452 6 9
1,538 5 2
£1, 538 5 2
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined the
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of
Goolman, and that the above Statements correspond therewith.
WILLIAM FIELD, Auditors.21st July, 1897. W. C. H. KILNER.,
JAS. McBEAN, Clerk. ALEX. MOFFAT,  Chairman.
7th August, 1897.
2093 22s.
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A
NNUAL ABSTRACT of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY on
31st December, 1896.
LIABILITIES.
Amount assured on Life Policies issued elsewhere
than in Queensland at date of last Annual
S. d.
Report .. ... .. ... ... 6,290,315 0 0
Amount  assured on  Life Policies in Queensland up
to 31st December, 1896, deducting the amount
assured for during the year ending on that date 6,030 0 0
Amount assured on Life Policies issued in Queens-
the ast earland durin Nilg p y ... ... ...
Total Contingent Liabilities ... ...
All Other Liabilities ... ... ... ... ...
ASSETS.
In Queensland-
Queensland Government Securities ... ...
Other Government Securities ... ... ...
Mortgages ... ... ... ... ...
Loans on Company's Policies ... ... ...
Loans on Personal Security ... ... ...
House Property .. ... ... ...
Other Investments (not specified) ...
Outstanding Interest ... ... ...
Outstanding Premiums ... ... ... ...
Cash-
On Deposit ... ... ... ... ...
On Current Account ... ... ... ...
£6,295,345 0 0
£13,218 11 7
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Elsewhere  than  i n Queensland-
Assets of every description  at date of last
Annual Report ... ... ... ... £1,178,654 10 11
Melbourne, 7th September, 1897.
2016
W. ROBERT McCOMAS,
General Agent in Australasia.
18s. 6d.
DIVISION OF PINE.RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE from 1st January,  1897, to
30th June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
30th June- £ s. d.
To Endowment on 1896 Rates, Subdivisions 1, 2, and 3 ... 216 0 0
„ Rates Collected  since 1st  January, 1897, Subdivisions 1,
2, and 3 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 159 4 6
„ Miscellaneous Receipts .. ... ... ... ... 68 9 6
Overdraft, Q. N. Bank, Sandgate . .. ... 127 7 4
Amount owing, Petty Cash  and Stamps  Account ... 1 16 3
£572 17 7
30th June- EXPENDITURE.
By Contingencies-Interest, Printing, Salaries, &c. ... 172 8 8
Roads and Tools-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... 108 15 10
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... 52 1 9
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... 155 10 9
1st January-By -Overdraft, Q.  N.  Bank, Sandgate ... ... ... ... 84 0 7
£572 17 7
BALANCE-SHEET, 30TH JUNE, 1897.  £ s. d.
To Divisional Hall ... ... ... ... ... ... 280 0 0
Office Furniture ... ... ... ... ... ... 24 0 0
Land Resumption ... ... ... ... ... ... 68 13 3
„ Pile Engine . ... ... .. ... ... ... 87 0 0
„ Arrears Rates, Subdivisions 1, 2, and 3 ... ... ... 263 18 11
„ Nundah Board ... ... .... ... ... ... ... 0 4 6
„ Balances from Capital Account, Profit and Loss Account 175 18 9
By Capital Account, 1st January, 1897 (with Caboolture
Arrears , £ 65 Os.  7d.) ... ... ... ... ...
Loan-
£899 15 5
274 8 8
Cash Bridge ... ... .. ... ... ... ... 263 0 8
North Pine Bridge ... ... ... ... ... ...  230 2 6
Contractor's Deposit  ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 0 0
Amount  owing , Stamps Account ... ... ... ... 1 16 3
„ Q. N. Bank, Sandgate ... ... ... ... ... 127 7 4
£899 15 5
CONTRACTS FINISHED AND IN PROGRESS.
FINISHED.
T. Day-Samford Deviation : Balance owing with extras, 258; paid
11th January, 1897, £82 11s.
J. Block-Gravelling : Contract  since  1st January, 235; paid, £35.
H. Swainson-Winu's Road :  Balance  owing and extras, £3 5s; paid,2558.
Paid previous to January-Day, £24 ; Swainson, .£2-£26. Total paid,
£12216s.
IN PROGRESS.
J. Block-Upkeep 1st January, 1897: Balance, X25; paid, X20;
. balance, £5.
J. Cash-Upkeep list January, 1897:  Balance,  £30 6s. 8d.; paid,
£15 is. 5d. ; fine, £2 5s. 3d. ; balance, £13:
P. Day and P. Fitzgerald-Jenkinson's Culvert : Owing, £35 3d.;
665 yards Excavation at 9d., £2418s. 9d ; balance, £60.
Total paid, £37 6s. 8d. ; total balance, £78.
We, the undersigned Auditors to the Pine Divisional Board, certify
that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers kept by the
Divisional Board of Pine, and that the foregoing Receipts and Expendi-
ture, Balance Sheet, and Contracts agree therewith.
A. S. LANG, F.I. A. Q., Auditors.ROBERT TINNING,
C. SPonE, Clerk. WILLIAM FOGG, Chairman.
Pine Office, Strathpine, 30th July, 1897.
2022 34s. 6d.
DIVISION OF BUNGIL.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
DIVISIONAL BOARD of BUNGIL for the Half-year ended 30th June,
1897.
RECEIPTS. £ s. d.
To Balance on 1st January, 1897 ... ... ... ... 409 11 9
„ Rates Received-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 6 3
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 11 8
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 17 1
Agistment ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 0 0
Endowment-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... 105 17 2
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... 54 11 3
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... ... ... 26 13 1
„ Rent of Cottage ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 6 0
EXPENDITURE
£611 14 8
.By Burr Destruction... ... ... ... ... ... 27 11 0
„ Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 79 3 4
General Expenditure ... .. ... ... ... ... 22 6 6
Stationery ...
„ Road Expenditure-
Subdivision No. 1
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
1 14 6
26 6 6
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... 33 5 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 18 6
Printing and Advertising ... ... ... ... ... 16 16 0Horse-feed ...
Stamps ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
5 16 5
5 0 0
Petty Cash . ... ... ... ... .. ... 2 0 0
„ Balance in Bank ... ... ... 385 16 6
£611 14 3
D. Ross, Clerk. JAMES LALOR, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have  examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Divisional  Board of
Bungil, and the above Statement  corresponds  therewith.
THOMAS A. SPENCER,
Roma, 21st July, 1897. H. O. CATLING, Auditors.
2017 20s.
SHIRE  OF COORPAROO.STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE for Half.
year  ended 30th  June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
30th June-  £ s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance, Royal Bank, 1st January, 1897 ... ... 22 10 7
,,  Cash on hand ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 18 8
„ Rate Account-
No. 1 Ward ... ... ... ... ... 47 4 7
No. 2 Ward ... ... ... ... ... 140 15 9
No. 3 Ward ... ... ... ... ... 71 8 6
„ Government Endowment
Miscellaneous Receipts
Quarry Account-Refund
Balance,  Royal Bank ...
30th June- EXPENDITURE.
259 8 10
270 13 52011 5
... 73 11 6
... 542 15 9
£1, 200 10 2
By Government, Interest ... ... ... ... 101 6 6
Royal Bank,  Interest  ... ... ...  10 6 0
„ Contingencies-
Advertising ... ... ... ... ... 9 19 9
Election Expenses  ... ... ... ... 10 9 0
Salaries  ... ... ... .... ... 177 9 6
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... ...  4 0 0
Plant Account ... ... ... ...  3 0 0
Quarry Account ... ... ... ... 73 11 6
Stamp Account ... ... ... ... 12 0 0
Sanitary  Account ... ... ... ... 0 18 0
Stationery Account ... ... ... ... 12 13 0
Tools  and Repairs  ... ... ... ... 6 15 9
Street Lights  ... ... ... ... ... 30 14 8
341 11 2
General Expenses ... .. ... ... ... ... 85 10 7
Miscellaneous Expenses  ... ... ... ...  61 5 0
„ Works and  Repairs-
No. 1 Ward ... ... ... ... ... 358 11 1
No. 2 Ward ... ... ... ... ... 219 9 1
No. 3 Ward ... ... ... ... ... 65 12 8
,,  Cash on hand ...
643 12 10
6 18 1
£1,200 10 2
1897. BALANCE-SHEET.
30th June- £ s. d.
Cash on hand ... .. ... ... ... ... ... 6 18 1
Office Furniture Account ... ... ... ... ... 72 0 0
Plant Account ... ... ... ... ... ... 110 14 3
Hall and Property Account ... ... ... ... ... 929 19 11
Capital Account ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3,475 14 7
£1,595 610
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30th June- £
Government  Loan Account ... ... ... ... 4,052
Balance , Royal Bank ... ... ... ... ... ... 542
s. d.
11 1
15 9
£4,595  6 10
JOHN V. FRANCIS,  President.
J. H. HENZELL,  Junr.,  Shire Clerk.
We, the undersigned ,  hereby certify that we have examined all the
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Shire Council of Coorparoo,
and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
J. BERRY , JUNE., Auditors.WM. HOARE , A.I. A.Q.,
Council Chambers ,  Coorparoo ,  6th August, 1897.
Presented to and approved at the General Meeting of the Council
held on the thirteenth day of August, 1897.
2067
JOHN V. FRANCIS , President.
34s. Gd.
DIVISION OF WALSH.STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE for theHalf-year ended 30th June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
30th June- £ a. d.
To Balance, Q. N. Bank, Limited, Herberton, 31st December 354 16 3
„ General Rates ... ... ... ... ... ... 39 5 8
„ Endowment  ... .:. ... ... ... ... ... 124 14 8
Sundry Receipts ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 0 0
£520 16. 7
EXPENDITURE.
By Clerk' s Salary  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 35 0 0
„ Audit Fees ... .. ... ... ... ... ... 4 4 0
Stationery ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 0 0
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... ... ... ... • 6 0 0
„ General Expenses ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 1 0
„ Valuation .. .. ... ... ... ... ... 13 7 0
Printing and Advertising ... ... ... .. ... 10 16 0
„ Health Officer's Salary ... ... ... ... ... 12 10 0
„ Interest on Government Loan ... ... ... ... 12 13 0
„ Tools ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 9 19 6
Repairs--
Montalbion Street ... ... ... ... 1 4 0
Watsonville  Range , Main Road ... ... ... ... 44 16 0
Irvinebank Streets and Approaches .. ... 112 0 0
Montalbion and Watsonville Main Road, rid Orient ... 34 2 0
Montalbion and Watsonville Main Road, vidIrvin ebank 45 4 0
Georgetown Main Road ... ... ... .... ... 35 11 0
Calcifer and Griffith Main Road ... ... ... ... 3 5 0
Montalbion and Koorboora Main Road ... ... ... 14 11 0
Forming Street at Girofla ... ... ... ... ... 12 10 0
Balance , Q. N. Bank, Limited, Herberton ... ... 105 3 1
£520 16 7
GRANT EXPENDITURE ON MAIN ROADS,  HALF-YEAR ENDED
30TH JUNE, 1897.
30th June-
To Balance of Government Grant, 31st December, 1896-
£ a. -d.
Liability  to Main Roads  ... ... ... ... ... 195 12 0
By Repairs-
Georgetown  Main Road  .. ...  114 9 0
Montalbion -Koorboora and Griffith Main Road 17 16 0
Montalbion and Watsonville Main Road,  vid  Irvinebank 45 4 0
„ Tools ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 3 0
Liability-Watsonville  Range Deviation  Contract ... 17 0 0
£195 12 0
Government Loan, Share of Watsonville Road Loan, £252 13s. 2d.
Redemption suspended.
RATES STRUCK.-The maximum  estimated  return, £385 5s. 7d.
Wet. H. RAWLINGS, Clerk. SAMUEL BENNETT, Chairman.
We, the  undersigned , hereby certify that we have  examined all
Books, Accounts, and Vouchers kept by the Walsh Divisional Board,
and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
GEO. C. YOUNG, I Auditors.
Montalbion, 24th July, 1897. JAS. TUNNIE,
2076 29s, 6d.
JUST PUBLISHED.
THE' LAW OF FRIEVDLY S OCIETIES  IN QUEENSLAND, being a
Compendium of the existing Act and Regulations in force, with
a comprehensive Introduction, and Notes of English and Colonial
Cases decided up to May, 1896. By John L. Woolcock, B.A., and
George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law, Authors of "Act and Rules
relating to the District Court." Holland binding. Price 5s.; postage,
4d. extra.
July, 1896. EDMUND GREGORY, Governent Printer.
OW PUBLISHED, A. Digest of the Statutory Criminal Law in
N force in Queensland oe the first day of January, 1896 (which it
is within the competence of the Parliament of Queensland to repeal or
amend ), with a Table of the Statutes, prepared by the Hon. Sir
Samuel  Walker Griffith, G.C.M.G., Chief Justice of Queensland.
In 8vo royal. Bound in cloth, 15s. Posted, 15s. 7d. Government
Printing Office,  Brisbane.
<< HE Stamp Act  of 1894," and Regulations thereunder, with a
TManu41 on the provisions of the Act,. Price, 2$,; posted,  2s, 2d.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane 27th December, 1893.THE following Botanical Works, by F. Manson Bailey, F.L.S.,Colonial Botanist, may be obtained at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane :-
1. The Synopsis of the Queensland Flora ; 900 pp., demy 8vo,
half-bound. Price, 21s.; posted, 22s.
2. First Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 100 pp. and 4 plates.
Price,  3s.; posted, 3s. 2d.
3. Second Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 153 pp. Price,  3s.;
posted, 3s. 3d.
4. Third Supplement to ditto, in boards; 135 pp. and 21 plates.
Price, 3s.  6d.; posted, 3s. 9d.
5. Catalogue of the Indigenous and Naturalised Plants of
Queensland, with Index of vernacular names and their
botanical equivalents. Price, in cloth, is. 3d.; posted, Is. 5d.
In paper, Is.; posted, Is. 2d.
6. Plants Poisonous and Injurious to S l-jck. (Bailey and Gordon.)
Containing a brief description, R ith plates, of Queensland
plants suspected of having a poisonous effect upon stock.
Price, 4s.; posted, 4s. 5d.
7. Lithograms of the Queen3'.ix d Ferns, in one volume, containing
191 plates, illustrating 223 kinds, with index giving botanical
and common name. Price, 2s. 6d.; posted, Gd. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896," and in the matter
of The Clanricard Gold-Mining Company, No Liability. (No. 220,
Book  7.)
i T is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
l given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
eighteenth day of March, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation ,  and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the twenty-
sixth day of April, 1897, sent to the said Company by post a registered
letter, in accordance with section 42, subsection 2, of  " The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889," and not having received any answer
thereto within one month after sending the said letter, and a notice
dated the fifth day of June, 1897,  having  been published by me in
the  Queensland Government Gazette  on the fifth day of June, 1897,
and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders
thereof requiring them, or some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause having been shown  be fore me in pursuance of such notice, I
have caused the name of the said Company to be struck off the said
Register, in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act  of 1889."
Dated this fifteenth day of September, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against Elise  Emily Burt,
of Jane street, Newstead, in the colony of Queensland,  married
woman having separate estate, by the said Elise Emily Burt.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Elise Emily Burt be and she is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
her Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Elise Emily Burt, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Thirtieth day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Elise Emily Burt shall, on the
Twenty-eighth day of September, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on
oath, of her debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences, so far as known, of her creditors, and of the causes of her
inability to meet her engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this fifteenth day of September,
1897.
By the Court,
128. W. A.. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar..
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY. -
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
(THE CHIEF JvsTICS  in Chambers.)
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  again st  William U ougliton,
of Mount Morgan, in the colony  of ueensland, tobacconist, by
the said William Houghton.
UPON the hearing  of this Petition this day, it is ordered  that thesaid  William Hough on  be and he  hereby adjudged  insolvent,
and that  John Love Blood-Smyth, Esquire, be Official  Trustee of his
Estate. And  it is further  ordered that the First  General Meeting of
the creditors of the said  William  Houghton ,  for the election of a
Trustee,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on
the Twenty- first day of September ,  1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon . And it  is further ordered that the said William Houghton
shall ,  on the Twentieth day of September, 1897, at Roekhalnpton,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true ,  and accurate °state-
ment, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of  every  kind, and
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of the names and residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court  this thirteenth day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
J. L. BLOOD-SMY TII, Registrar.
W. H. MISKIN,  Denham street ,  Rockhampton,
138. Solicitor for the Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Frederick Robert
Cunning, of Hamilton Creek, near Mount Morgan, in the colony
of Queensland, log-hauler, by the said Frederick Robert Cunning.
WEDNESDAY,  THE EIGHTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1897.
(,J
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Frederick Robert Cunning be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent , and that John Love Blood-Smyth, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting  of the creditors of the said Frederick Robert
Cunning , for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar  of this Court on the Twenty-third day of September, 1897,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Frederick Robert Cunning shall, on the Twenty-second day of
September, 1897, at Rockhampton, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
[18TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of on Insolvency Petition against John Sweeney, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by, the said
John Sweeney.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said John Sweeney be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent  in
fornau pauperis,  and that Thomas' George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting  of the creditors of the said Insolvent, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Fourteenth day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Insolvent shall, on the
Thirteenth day of September, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the
Trustee of his Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences,  so far  as known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-seventh day of
August, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor, Flinders street, Townsville.
Agent for F. MILFORD,
13s. 6d. Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
a fu ll , true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences, so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the
1897.
12s. 6d.
seal  of the Court this ninth day of September,
By the Court,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,  Registrar.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of  an Insolvency Petition  against  John Taaffe, of
Mount Morgan, in the colony of Queensland, labourer, by the
said John Taaffe.
WEDNESDAY,  THE FIRST  DAY OF  SEPTEMBER, 1897.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said  John T aaffe  be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that John Love Blood-Smyth, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting of the creditors
of the said John Taaffe, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office
of the  Registrar  of this Court on the Sixteenth day of September,
1897,  at Eleven  o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said John  Taaffe  shall, on the Fifteenth day of September, 1897, at
Rockhampton, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate  statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names and residences,  so far as  known, of his creditors,
and of  the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this third day of September,
1897.
By the Court,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,  Registrar.
W. J. MACNISH AND CHALK,
Solicitors  for Insolvent, Mount Morgan.
Town Agents-J. F. FITZGER&LD AND WALSH,
13s. 6d. Solicitors, Rockhampton.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Informd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency 1etition against John Campsall, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the said
John Campsall.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said John Campsall be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be.
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Insolvent, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Fourteenth day of September, 1897. And it is further
ordered  that the said Insolvent shall, on the Thireenth day of Sep-
tember, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the Trustee of his Estate a
full, true,  and accurate  statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,  so far as
known,  of his creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-seventh day of
August, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor, Flinders street, Townsville.
Agent for F. MILFORD, Solicitor for Insolvent,
13s. 6d. Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
AIR. JUSTICE  C HUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Peter Koch, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, teamster, by the
said Peter Koch.
-UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Peter Koch be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Insolvent, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Second day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Insolvent shall, on
the First day of September, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this eighteenth day of
August, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor, Flinders street, Townsville.
Agent for F. MILFORD,
13s. 6d. Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Carlo Quaranta,
of Ayr, farmer, by the  said  Carlo Quaranta.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that thesaid Carlo Quaranto be and he is hereby adjudg d insolvent
in forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First Qeneral Meeting of the creditors of the said Carlo Quaranta, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court on the Fourteenth day of September, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Carlo
Quaranta shall, on the Thirteenth day of September, 1897, at Towns-
ville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences,  so far as  known, of his creditors,
and of the  causes of  his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this third day of September,
1897. -'
11s. 6d.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma' pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Dominico Scarsi, of
Ayx, farmer, by the said Dominico  Scarsi.
-UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Dominico Scarsi be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Dominico Scarsi,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
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of this Court on the Fourteenth day of September, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
Dominico Scarsi shall, on the Thirteenth day of September, 189;, at
Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind ,  and of the names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this third day of September,
1897.
By the Court,
11s. 6d. T. G. F RASE R, Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CIIUBB.
In the Matter of an  Insolvency  Petition against Charles  Henry Gandy,
of Townsville, lately hotelkeeper but now out  of business, by the
said Charles  Henry Gandy.
UPON the hearing  of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Charles Henry  Gandy be  and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formd pauperis ,  and that Thomas George Fraser ,  Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate . And it is  further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Charles Henry
Gandy, for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court on  the Twenty-third  day of September, 1897,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon .  And it is further ordered that
the said Charles Henry Gandy shall ,  on the Twenty -fourth day of
September ,  1897 ,  at Townsville ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full ,  true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of  his  debts and
liabilities of every kind ,  and of the names and residences, so far as
known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the seal  of the Court  this eighth  day of September,
1897.
12s. 6d.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Tow nsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CIILTBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Alice Reardon, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland ,  storekeeper, a
married woman having separate estate and carrying on business
apart from her husband ,  by the said  Alice  Reardon,
J
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Alice Reardon be and she is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of her Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Alice Reardon, for the
election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the seventeenth day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Alice
Reardon shall, on the sixteenth day of September ,  1897, at
Townsville ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement ,  verified on oath ,  of her debts and liabilities of
every kind ,  and of the names and residences ,  so far as known, of her
creditors ,  and of the causes of her inability to meet her engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this eighth day of September,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
A. COSTELLO,  Solicitor for Insolvent ,  Charters Towers.
By his Agent-M. O'MALLEY, Solicitor,13s. 6d. Townsville.
In  the  Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In•formu pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against James Sleep, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland ,  miner ,  by the said
James Sleep.
U PON  the hearing of the Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said James Sleep be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent  in
formd pauperis ,  and that Thomas George Fraser ,  Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said James Sleep ,  for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Twenty-fourth day of September ,  1897, at Eleven o'clock in the fore-
noon. And it is further ordered that the said James Sleep shall, on
the Twenty -third day of September, 1897, at  Townsville,  deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified on
oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of  every  kind ,  and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements with his creditors.
Given under  the-seal of the Court this eighth day of September,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
R. WYNN WILLIAMS, Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
Town  Agents-RoBERTS ,  LEV, AND BARNETT,
13s. 6d. Solicitors ,  Townsville.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma  pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Edward Robert
Findlay, of  Croydon, in the colony of Queensland , clerk, by the
said Edward Robert Findlay.
UPON the hearing  of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Edward  Robert  Findlay be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in • formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser,
Esquire,  be Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General  Meeting of the creditors of the said Edward
Robert Findlay ,  for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of
the Registrar of this Court on the Fourteenth day of September, 1897,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the
said Edward Robert Findlay shall, on the  Thirteenth  day of September,
1897 , at Townsville ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet  his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this sixth day of September,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER ,  Registrar.
M. O'MALLEY, Solicitor for Insolvent ,  Townsville.
12=. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma  pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Vincenzo Spelta, of
Ayr, farmer,  by;the  said Vincenzo Spelta.
U
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Vincenzo Spelta be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Vincenzo Spelta ,  for the
election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court
on the Fourteenth day of September ,  1897 ,  at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the said Vincenzo Spelta
shall, on the Thirteenth day of September ,  1897 ,  at Townsville, deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences, so far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the
causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this third day of September,
1897.
12s.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd  pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBS.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Bartolomeo
Catalagnio , of Ayr,  farmer , by the  said Bartolomeo Catalagnio.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Bartolomeo Catalagnio be and lie is hereby adjudged insol-
vent  in formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser ,  Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Bartolomeo
Catalagnio, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court on the Fourteenth day of September, 1897, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the
said Bartolomeo Catalagnio shall, on the Thirteenth day of September,
1897, at Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind ,  and of the names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this third day of September,
1897.
11s. 6d.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER , Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE  COOPER.
In the Matter of James Thomas Elson ,  of Dauphin terrace, Highgate
Hill, South Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland, tobacconist,
till lately trading under the name, style, or firm of "Gaujard
and Elson," of Queen street, Brisbane, in the said colony,
tobacconists, an Insolvent.
ON the Tenth day of November, 1897, at Ten o'clock in the fore-
noon, James Thomas Elson, of Dauphin terrace, Highgate Hill,
South Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, tobacconist, till lately
trading under the name, style, or firm of "Gaujard and Elson," of
Queen street, Brisbane, in the said colony, tobacconists, adjudicated
iusolvent on the eighteenth day of November, 1896, will apply to the
Supreme Court at Brisbane for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this seventeenth day of September, 1897.
2064
JAS. F. WATSON, Solicitor for the  Insolvent,
82 Queen street ,  Brisbane.
8s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CIILBB.
In the Matter of David Alexander Brown, of Charters Towers, in the
colony of Queensland, pyrites works manager, an Insolvent.
ON the Thirteenth day of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon, David Alexander Brown, of Charters Towers, in the
colony of Queensland, pyrites works manager, adjudicated insolvent
on the tenth day of June, 1895, will apply to the Supreme Court of
Queensland, Townsville, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this thirteenth day of September, 1897.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for Insolvent, Gill street, Charters Towers.
Agent-ARTHUR MORTON BEAUMONT, Solicitor, Townsville.2055 7s,
In"the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter  of James  Maclean  Olliver,  of Moorooka, baker,
an Insolvent.
r-PHOMAS EDWARD WHITE,  of Brisbane ,  accountant , has been
JL appointed  Trustee  of the property of the  Insolvent.
All persons  having in  their  possession  any of  the efl'ects of the
Insolvent must deliver  them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must  be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must  forw ard their
proofs  of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this fifteenth day of September, 1897.
2066 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by George Henry Rose,
of Montague road, West End, Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, boot manufacturer.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of the
-j Creditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to be
held at the Offices of Messieurs Morris and Fletcher, of Celtic
Chambers, George street, Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, on
THURSDAY, the Thirtieth day of September, 1897, at Three o'clock
in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this fourteenth day of September, 1897.
2062
MORRIS AND FLETCHER,
Solicitors for the said George Henry Rose,
Celtic Chambers, George street, Brisbane.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of_Queenaland.
Mts. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by Jane Allen, of Oakey,
near  Toowoomba, in the colony of Queensland, widow, licensed
victualler.
N OTICE is hereby given, that aFirst General Meeting of theCreditors of the abovenamed Jane Allen  has been  summoned to
be held at the Office of M. J. O'Sullivan, Toowoomba aforesaid, on
WEDNESDAY, the Twenty-ninth day of September, 1897, at Three
o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this seventh day of September, 1897.
M. J. O'SULLIVAN,
Solicitor for the said Debtor, Toowoomba.
By his Agent--THOMAS O'SULLIVAN,
Solicitor, 181 Queen street, Brisbane.
2014 7a. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Patrick Shanahan, of Bourbon  street,
Bundaberg, in the colony of Queensland, boot manufacturer,
trading as "T. P . Shanaban & Co.," in Liquidation.
HE Creditors of the abovenamed Thomas Patrick Shanahan who
1 have not already proved their debts are required, on or before
the First day of October next, to send their  names and  addresses,
and the particulars of their debts  or claims , to me, the undersigned,
George Samuel Hutton, of Adelaide street, Brisbane, the Trustee under
the Liquidation, or in default  thereof they will be excluded from the
benefit of the dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this sixteenth day of September, 1897.
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
GEO. S. HUTTON , Trustee.
2052 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter  of James Thomas Sandison, of Victoria Pottery, Ekibin,
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, potter, in Liquidation.
T
HE Creditors of the abovenamed James Thomas Sandison who
have not already proved their debts are required, on or before
the First day of October next, to send their  names  and addresses,
and the particulars of their debts or claims, to me, the undersigned,
George Samuel Hutton, of Adelaide street, Brisbane, the Trustee
under the Liquidation, or in default thereof they will be excluded
from the benefit of the dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this sixteenth day of September, 1897.
GEO. S. HUTTON,
Adelaide street, Brisbane. Trustee.
2051 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queenslard.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Carr, of Allora, in the colony of Queensland,
licensed victualler, in Liquidation.
T
HE  Creditors of the abovenamed Robert Carr who have not
already proved their debts are required, on or before the First
day of October next, to send their names and addresses, and the
particulars of their debts or claims, to me, the undersigned, George
Samuel Hutton, of Adelaide street, Brisbane, the Trustee under the
Liquidation, or in default thereof they will be excluded from the
benefit of the dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this sixteenth day of September, 1897.
GEO. S. HUTTON, Trustee,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
2050  69.6d.
In the Matter of Alexander Henderson Smith, of Fortitude Valley,
Brisbane, in Liquidation.
T
HE Creditors of the abovenamed Alexander Henderson Smith
who have not already proved their debts are required, on or
before the Ninth day of October, 1897, to send their names and
addresses, and the particulars of their debts or claims, to me, the
undersigned, James Boyne Hall, Trustee under the Liquidation, or in
default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of the dividend
proposed to be declared.
Dated this thirteenth day of September, A.D. 1891'.
J. B. HALL, Trustee.
2090 5s. 6d.
In the Matter of Percy Chippendall and Richard  Piers Barker,
trading as " Eungella Butchering Coy., Ltd.," at Mirani.THE Creditors f the abovenamed Eungella Butchering Company,Limited, who have not already proved their debts are required,
on or before the Twenty- first  day of September, 1897, to send their
names  and addresses, and the particulars of their debts or claims, to
me, the undersigned, Edward Robert Norfor MacCarthy, of Mackay,
Trustee under the Liquidation, or in default thereof they will be
excluded from the benefit of the dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this first day of September, 1897.
2074
E. R. N. MecCARTHY,  Trustee.
5s. 6d.
In the;Matter of McIntyre and Penney, of Townsville, bakers,
insolvent.AFIRST Dividend, of 3s. in the £, is now payable at the Office ofthe Trustee, Flinders street, Townsville.
2077
J. S. MILLER, Trustee.
2s.
In the Matter of William Robert  Gray,  of Townsville,  grazier, in
Liquidation.
A
FIRST and Final Dividend, of 6d. in the £, is now payable at
the Office of the Trustee, Flinders street, Townsville.
2078
J. S. MILLER, Trustee.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Joseph Martin, of Rockhampton, in the colony of
Queensland, bootmaker, in Liquidation.
A
FIRST and Final Dividend, at the rate of 2s. 4d. in the £, upon
all duly proved and admitted  claims in  the aboye Estate, has
been declared, payable at my Office, Adelaide street, Brisbane.
GEO. S. HUTTQN,
Trustee.
2053 4s. 6d.
In the Matter of A. J. B. Robinson, of Red Hill, in Liquidation.
THIRD and Final Dividend ¢f is 10. ( making total 8s . lid.) in
the 2, is payable in  the aLve Estate  on all claims  proved and
admitted, on MONDAY, the Thirteenth day of September, 18197, at
my Office, Edward street, Brisbane.
THOS. E. WHITE, Brisbane,
2065 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVEXCY.
In the Matter of Adolph Blumberg ,  of Boonah and Engelsburg, in
the colony  of Queensland ,  trading as " Blumberg B rothers,"
general storekeepers ,  in Liquidation.
A FIRST Dividend,  at the rate of 2s. in the £, upon all duly
proved and admitted claims in  the above  Estate, has been
declared, payable at my Office ,  Adelaide street .,  Brisbane ,  on and after
Wednesday ,  the 15th September.
GEO. S.  MUTTON,  Trustee.
2054 ba.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A
DIVIDENI) is intended to be declared in the matter of Charles
Kansan, of St.  George,  in the colony of Queensland, hawker,
adjudicated insolvent on the thirteenth day of August, 1897.
Creditors who  have  not proved their debts by the First day of
October, 1897, will be excluded.
Dated this sixteenth day of September, 1897.
Adelaide street, Brisbane. GEO. S. HUTTON, Trustee.
2049 4s. 6d.
In the Estate of Tai Wah and Co., of Charleville, in Liquidation.
A SECOND Dividend, of 2s. 6d. in the £, is payable in the above
Estate, on all claims proved and admitted, This 1)ay (TUES-
DAY), the 14th September, 1897, at my Office, Flgle street.
2034
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Assigned Estate of H. H. Aberdeen, of Adelaide street,
Brisbane.
A THIRD Dividend, of 2s. in the £ (making to date  119. in the£), is payable in the above Estate, on all admitted claims,
This Day (WEDNESDAY), the 15th September, 1897, at my Office,
Eagle street.
GEORGE -CANNON, Trustee.
2035 3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Middleton ,  of Gympie ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudicated on the fourth day of June,
1897.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Ninth day of
October ,  1897, will be excluded.
GILSON FOXTON,
Deputy  Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers ,  Brisbane ,  13th September, 1897.
2080 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Gazzard, of Toowong, an Insolvent.A DIVIDEND is intended to bedeclared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent, adjudicated on the tenth day of May,1897,
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Twenty-first
day of October,' 1897, will be excluded.
GILSON FOXTON,
Deputy Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers, Brisbane, 10th September, 1897.
2081 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Taylor, of Brassall ,  near Ipswich, an
Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the  matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudicated on the nineteenth day of
February ,  189 7 .
Creditors who have .  not proved their debts by the Ninth day of
October, 1897 ,  will be excluded.
GILSON FOXTON,
Deputy Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers ,  Brisbane ,  10th September, 1897.
2082 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Cusack Hassall, of Moggill, farmer, an
Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent, adjudicated on the eleventh day of
April, 1894.
Creditors who have mot proved their debts by the; Tenth day  of
October, 1897, will be expluded.
GILSON FOXTONT
Deputy Official Trustee in Insglvency.,
Insolvency Chambers, Brisbane, 11th September, 1897.
2083
(;s.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSQI YENCY.
In the Matter  of James McDowall , of Beenleigh,  farmer, an
Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared' in the matter of tho
abovenamed Insolvent, adjudicated on the tenth day of
February, 1897. -
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Ninth day of
October, 1897, will be excluded. , .
GILSON FOXTON,
Deputy Oilicial T rustee in  Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,  Brisbane,  10th September, 1897.
2084 6s,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Walter Barwise Scurfield, of Mitchell, butcher, an
Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent, adjudicated on the twenty-third day of
November, 1896.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Twenty-first
day of October, 1897, will be excluded.
GILSON FOXTON,
Deputy Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers, Brisbane, 10th September, 1897.
2085 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Henry Tucker, of Gympie, miner, an
Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent, adjudicated on the second day of June,
1897.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Ninth day of
October, 1897, will be excluded.
GILSON FOXTON,
Deputy Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers, Brisbane, 10th September, 1897.
2086 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of August Crabb, of Dinmore, miner, an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent, adjudicated on the nineteenth day of
October, 1896.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Ninth day of
October, 1897, will be excluded.
GILSON FOXTON, .
Deputy Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers, Brisbane, 10th,September, 1897.2087 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of David Timms, of Normanby, Brisbane, an Insolvent.
A DIVIDENI) is intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent, adjudicated on the twenty-third day of
April, 1897.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Ninth day of
October, 1897, will be excluded. ,
GILSON FOXTON,
Deputy Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers, Brisbane, 10th September, 1897.
2088 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.'
In the Matter of James Peter Fleming, of Gympie , miner, an
Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent, adjudicated on the fourteenth day of
July, 1897.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Ninth day of
October, 1897, will be excluded.
GILSON FOXTON,
Deputy Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers, Brisbane, 10th September, 1897.
2089 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
It the Trusts of the Will of John Growcock, late of Gympie, in the
colony, of Queenslank hotelkeeper,,leceased,
NOTICE is hereby giveq, that the Account.of Stephen Trueman,
the surviving . Trustee 9f the ab,9Per}amgd ,Tstate,, from the
thirtieth day of April, 1894, to the fourth clay of September, 1897,
has been  filed' `iii'  'm f  Once, duly verified by the said Stephen
Trueman , and that the said Stephen Trueman intends to apply to the
Court for  an allowance of a commission  on the income  attd'praceeds
of sale of trust property received by him. '' All parties elaihif6o to be
interirsted in the said Estateard at liberty to inabdt  the said  Account,
at my Office in the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane , on or before the
Twenty- sixth da'y of October next, and, if they think fit, to object
thereto. Notice is also given, that- -whether any objection is taken to
the said  Account or notr  I shall, after  the aforesaid day, proceed to
examine  and inquire  into the said  Account. Notice is further given,
that any person who may desire lo Abject to the said Account, or any
item or items therein, or 0. the gllawanee, of s, commissiou to The
Trustee, must before that day file in. my Office a memorandum to
that efte4 .
Dated this fifteenth day of September, A.D, 1897,
W . A. DOUGLAS .
Tozni r Aryl? TQZI , solicitors,
Deputy $egistrara
Qeorge  street,  Drisbune, . , t 1,'
2011  And, at Gympie.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Trusts of the Will of Daniel Skyring the elder, late of
Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland, freeholder, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Thomas Skyring, the
Trustee of the abovenamed Estate, from the nineteenth day of
October, 1886, to the nineteenth day of May, 1897, has this day been
filed in my Office, duly verified by the said Thomas Skyring, and that
the said Thomas  Skyring intends to apply to the Court for an
allowance  of commission on the income and proceeds cf sales of trust
property received by him. All parties claiming to be interested in the
said Estate are at  liberty to inspect the said Account, at my Office in
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before MONDAY, the
Twenty-fifth day of October next, and, if they think fit, to object
thereto. Notice is also given, that whether any objection is taken to
the said Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to
examine  and inquire into the said Account. Notice is further given,
that any person who may desire to object to the said Account, or any
item or items therein, or to the  allowance  of a commission to the
Trustee, must before that day file in my Office a memorandum to
that effect.
Dated this tenth day of September, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy  Registrar.
WILLIAM THOMAS ATTHOW,
Solicitor for the Trustee,
2012  81 Queen  street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
15s.
In the Lands and Goods of Patrick Geraghty, late of Milton, near
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, contractor, deceased,
intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Queensland Trustees,
Limited, the Administrator in the abovenamed Estate, from the
first day of September, 1893, to the eighth day of September, 1897, has
this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by Peter Arthur Blundell,
the manager of the said Administrator. All parties claiming to
be interested in the said Estate  are at  liberty to inspect the said
Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or
before WEDNESDAY, the Twentieth day of October next, and, if
they think fit, to object thereto. Notice is  also given , that whether
any objection is taken to the said Account or not I shall, after the
aforesaid day, proceed to examine and inquire into the said Account.
Notice is further given, that any person who may desire to object to
the said Account, or any item  or items  therein, or the allowance to
the Administrator of a commission thereon, must before that day file
in my Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this thirteenth day of September, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy Registrar.
CHARLES LILLEY,
Solicitor for the Administrator,
2037 171 Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
13s.
In the Will of Frederick- James Sympson, late of Holbrook, Barker's
Creek, Burnett District, in the colony of Queensland,  grazier,
deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Emily Eliza Toop,
one of the Executors in the abovenamed Estate, from the first
day of May, 1896, to the ninth day of September, 1897, has this day
been filed in my Office, duly verified by the said Emily Eliza Toop.
All parties  claiming  to be interested in the said Estate are at liberty
to inspect the said Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, on or before MONDAY, the Twenty-fifth day of October
next,  and, if  they think fit, to object thereto. Notice is also given,
that whether any objection is taken to the said Account or not I
shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed  to examine  and inquire into
the said Account. Notice is further given, that any person who may
desire to  object to the said Account, or any item  or items  therein,
or the allowance to the Executor  of a commission  thereon, must before
that day file in my Office  a memorandum  to that effect.
Dated this fourteenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy  Registrar.
W. T. ATTHOW,
Solicitor for Emily Eliza Toop,
2056 81 Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
13s.
In the Will of Robert  Harris,  late of Myrtle, near Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, freeholder, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of William Thomas
Atthow,  George  John  Harris,  and Robert James Harris, the
Executors  in the abovenamed  Estate  from the first day of April, 1896,
to the thirtieth day of August, 1897, has this day been filed in my
Office, duly verified by the said William Thomas Atthow, George
John  Harris , and Robert  James Harris . All parties claiming to be
interested  in the said  Estate  are at liberty to inspect the said Account,
at my Office in the Supreme Court  House, Brisbane , on or before
WEDNESDAY, the Twentieth day of October next, and, if they think
fit, to  object thereto.  Notice is also given , that whether any objection
is taken to the said Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day
proceed to examine and inquire into the said Account. Notice is
further given, that any person who may desire to object to the said
Account, or any item or items therein, or the. allowance to the
Executors of a commission thereon, must befcre that day file in my
Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this sixteenth clay of September, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy Registrar.
WILLIAM HEN RY BELL,
Solicitor for the Executors,
2048 Edward  street ,  Brisbane. 138.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Will of Robert Wylie, late of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, contractor, deceased, and in the Trusts of the Will
of the said Robert Wylie, deceased.
NOTICE is ht reby given, that the Account of Mary Jane Wylie and
John Stitt, the Executrix and Executor and Trustees in the above-
named Estate, from the twenty-first day of March, 1896, to the eighth
day of September, 1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly
verified by I he said Mary Jane Wylie and John Stitt, and that the said
Mary Jane Wylie and John Stitt intend to apply to the Court for an
allowance of a commission on the principal, income, and proceeds of
sale of trust properties received by them. All parties claiming to be
interested in the said Estate are at liberty to inspect the said Account,
at my Office in the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before
MONDAY, the Twenty-fifth day of October next, and, if they think
fit, to object thereto. Notice is also given, that whether any objection
is taken to the said Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day,
proceed to examine and inquire into the said Account. Notice is
further given, that any person who may desire to object to the said
Account, or any item or items therein, or to the allowance of a
commission to the Executrix and Executor and Trustees, must before
that day file in my Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this tenth day of September, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
WINTER AND MINAS,
Solicitors for Executors and Trustees,
2072 88 Queen street, Brisbane. 15s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will and Codicil of George Tate, late of Murra Murra Station,
near  Bollon, in the colony of Queensland,  grazier , deceased, and
in the Trusts of the Will and Codicil of George Tate, late of
Murra Murra Station, near Bollon, in the colony of Queensland,
grazier , deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Walter William
Richard Holcombe and Alfred Ernest Wren, the Executors and
Trustees in the  abovenamed  Estate, from the fifteenth day of January,
1896, to the tenth day of August, 1897, has this day been filed in my
Office, duly verified by the said Walter William Richard Holcombe
and Alfred Ernest Wren, and that the said Walter William Richard
Holcombe and Alfred Ernest Wren intend to apply to the Court for
an allowance  of a commission  on income  and proceeds of sales of trust
property received by them. All parties claimi!tDg to be interested in
the said Estate are at liberty to inspect the saidlAccount, at my Office
in the Supreme Court House, Brisbane , on or  li fore MONDAY, the
First day of November next, and, if they think, fit, to object thereto.
Notice is  also given , that whether any objection) is taken to the said
Account or not I shall, after the  aforesaid  day,l,proceed to examine
and inquire into the said Account. Notice  is furl ;her given, that any
person who may desire to object to the said Account, or any item or
items therein, or the  allowance  to the Executorit and Trustees of a
commission thereon, must before that day file in Itny Office a memo-
randum to that effect.
Dated this tenth day of September, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy Registrar.
MACDONALD-PATERSON AND HAWTHORN,
Solicitors for the Executors and Trustees,
2063 Edward street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
17s.
In the Goods of William John Trowland  (otherwise  William
T ro ulan ),  late of Charters Towers ,  in the colony of Queensland,
miner, deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, alter the expiration of fourteen days
from the date  of the  publication  hereof,  application will be
made to this Honourable  Court that  Administration of the personal
estate of the above>amed Wi ll iam John  Trowland (otherwise William
Troulan ),  deceased , who died intestate,  may be granted to Queensland
Trustees , Limited, the  duly constituted Attorneys of Hugh Trowland,
of 52 Garmoyle street, Belfast , County  Antrim ,  Ireland, shipwright;
Daniel Trowland ,  of Tullynewbane, in the said county ,  farmer;
Isabella Falkner  (or T ro wland ), of Cooper  street, Belfast aforesaid,
widow; and Jane Moore  (or Trowland ), of Ardmore,  in the county of
Armagh, Ireland  aforesaid ,  widow ;  four  of the  next-of -kin of the
said deceased.
Dated this fifteenth day of September, 1897.
2045
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane,
Solicitors  for the said Queensland Trustees , Limited.
Be. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will of Owen McManus, late of Cook own, in the colony of
Queensland, miner, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal
estate of the said Owen McManus, with his Will, may be granted to
Owen Reynolds, of Cooktown, in the said colony, licensed victualler,
the Attorney of Thomas Norton, the Executor named in the said Will.
Any person interested who desires to object to the application, or to be
heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the
grant is made.
Dated this tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
BARNETT AND PATCHING,
Solicitors for the said Owen Reynolds,
Charlotte street, Cooktown.
Town Agents-
ROBERTs , LEU, AND  BARNETT,
2039 Denham  street,  Townsville. 9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the  Will of John  Alexander Donaldson ,  late of Innamineka, in the
province of South Australia ,  publican, deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the date of the publication hereof, application will be made
to this Honourable Court that Ancillary Probate of the  Will of the
abovenamed John Alexander Donaldson ,  deceased, may be granted to
James Roberts, of Minlaton ,  in South Australia ,  schoolmaster, and
Frederick Gilson ,  of Blumberg ,  in South Australia ,  farmer, the
Executors named in the said  Will. Any pens^ n interested who
desires to object to the application ,  or to be heard upon it, may file a
caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this thirteenth day of September ,  A.D. 1897.
2042
UNMACK AND FOX,
Solicitors for the Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Lands of Maas Peter Hinz, late of Etna Creek, North Rock-
hampton, in the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased, intestate.
1`
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real estate of the
abovenamed Maas Peter Hinz, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Wiebka Louisa Dorathea Hinz, of Etna Creek, North
Rockhampton, in the colony of Queensland, the lawful widow of the
said deceased.
Dated this ninth day of September, A.D. 1897.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the said Wiebka Louisa Dorathea Hinz,
Quay street, Rockhampton.
Agents-REEs R. AND SYDNEY JONES, Albert street, Brisbane.
2024 7s. ed.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Lands and Goods of George Horsfield, late of Springsure, in the
colony of Queensland, licensed victualler, deceased, intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteend+ys from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed George Horsfield, deceased, who died intes-
tate, may be granted to Eliza Horsfield, of Springsure, in' the colony
of Queensland, the lawful widow of the said deceased.
Dated this ninth day of September, A.D. 1897.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the said Eliza Horsfield,
Quay street, Roekhampton.
Agents-REEs R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
2025 !olicitors, Albert street, Brisbane. 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Hobson, late of Charters Towers, in the colony
of Queensland,  engineer  and ironfounder, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed William Hobson, deceased, may be granted to Thomas
Sims Edwards, of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland,
licensed victualler, and Samuel Stephen James Edwards, of the same
place, miner, the Executors named in the said Will. Any person
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon
it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant is
made.
Dated this tenth day of September, 1897.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for the said Thomas Sims Edwards and
Samuel Stephen James Edwards,
Gill street, Charters Towers.
Agent;-A. M. BEAUMONT , Solicitor,
2023 Supreme Court  House , Townsville. les.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of William Astbury, We of Bald Bills, near
Pechey, in the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Coui t that Administration, of the real
and personal estate of the abovenamed William Astbury, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to Mary Ann Astbury, of Bald
Hills, near Pechey aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated this tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
C. S. EDEN,
Solicitor for the said Mary Ann Astbury,
Margaret street, Toowoomba.
Town Agent(-J. G. MCGREGOR, Solicitor, Brisbane.
2057 - 7s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland ,  Townsville.
In the Lands and Goods of Michael O'Shea  (otherwise known as
Michael Shea ),  late of Townsville, in the colony of Queensland,
drayman, deceased ,  intestate.
N
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration of the real and
personal estate of the abovenamed Michael O'Shea  (otherwise known
as Michael Shea ),  deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to
Queensland Trustees ,  Limited, the lawfully constituted  Attorney of
Johanna O'Shea, of Townsville aforesaid ,  widow of the said deceased .
Dated this eleventh day of September, 1897.
2038
EDWIN NORRIS AND SON,
Solicitors for Queensland Trustees, Limited.
Flinders street, Townsville.
7s. 6d.
In the  Sbtpreme  Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Thomas Edward Edwards, late of Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, importer and draper, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that,  after the expiration  of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Thomas Edward Eda ands, deceased, may be  granted to
Frances Jane Edwards, of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland,
widow, and The Union Trustee Company of Australia, Limited, of
Brisbane  aforesaid, the Executrix find Executor  named in  the said
Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the application,
or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time
before the  grant  is made.
Dated this fourteenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
ALFRED DOWN,
Solicitor  for the said  Frances  Jane Edwards and
The Union Trustee Company of Australia, Limited,
2018
66 Queen street ,  Brisbane.98.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Lands of Mary Wentzel, late of Mackay, in the colony of
Queensland (late wife of Peter Wentzel, of Sandringham, near
Mackay, in the said colony, licensed victualler), deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that., after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real estate of the
abovenamed Mary Wentzel, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Peter Wentzel, of Sandringhamr., near Mackay, in the
colony of Queensland, licensed victualler, the lawful husband of the
said deceased.
Dated this eleventh day of September, A.D. 1897.
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
Solicitor for the said Peter Wentzel,
Sydney street, Mackay.
By his Town Agents-RoBERTS, LEu, AND BARNETT,
2094 Solicitors, &c., Denham street, Townsville. 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Friederich Zupp (otherwise known as Frederick Zupp),
late of Racecourse, near Toowoomba, in the colony of Queensland,
farmer, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Friederich Zupp (otherwise Frederick Zupp), deceased,
may be granted to Anna Zupp, of Racecourse, near Toowoomba afore-
said, spinster, Auguste Krinke (wife of Hermann Krinke, of Pittsworth,
in the said colony, farmer), Albertine Bischof (wife of Daniel Bischof,
of Gowrie road, Toowoomba aforesaid, farmer), and Bertha Zupp, of
Racecourse, near Toowoomba aforesaid, spinster, the Executrices
named  in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of August, A.D. 1897.
HAMILTON AND WONDERLEY,
Solicitors fcr the said Anna Zupp, Auguste Krinke,
Albertine Bisehof, and Bertha Zupp,
Ruthven  street, Toowoomba.
By their Agents-HAMILTON AND GRAHAM,
2095 Solicitors ,  57 Queen street ,  Brisbane. lls. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Lands and Goods of Frances Jane Shields, late of Charters
Towers, in the colony of Queensland (the wife of Charles Henry
Shields, whose place of residence, or whether alive or dead, is
unknown, carpenter), deceased, intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed Frances Jane Shields, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to William Thomas Shields, of Charters
Towers, in the colony of Queensland, blacksmith, the eldest son and
sole surviving issue of the said deceased.
Dated this seventh day of September, 1897.
ALEXANDER COSTELLO,
Solicitor for the said William Thomas Shields,
Mosman street, Charters Towers.
Agent-M. O'MALLEY, Flinders street, Townsville.
2070 7s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be NILE GIBSON, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the  "Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors, beneficiaries,
next-of-kin, and other persons having any claims or demands upon or
against the Estate of Nils Gibson, late of Bustard Head, near Glad-
stone, in the colony of Queensland, light-keeper, deceased, who died
on the twenty-fifth day of February, 1896, and of whose Will Probate
was, on the second clay of May, 1896, granted by the Supreme Court
of Queensland to Lawrens Janson, of Police  Creek,  near Gladstone
aforesaid, gentleman, and John McLean Bruce, of Gladstone afore-
said, licensed victualler, the Executors of the said Will of the said
deceased, are hereby required to send in particulars of their debts or
claims to  the said Executors, at the Office of the undersigned, their
solicitor, on or before the First day of November next. And notice is
also  hereby given, that after that day the said Executors will proceed
to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the parties entitled
thereto, having regard only to the claims of which they shall then
have had notice, and that they will not be liable, for the assets or any
part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim they
shall not then have had notice.
Dated this seventeenth day of September, 1897.
WILLIAM H. NEILSON, Gladstone,
Solicitor for the said Executors.
Town Agents-
CHAMBERS , BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
2068 Adelaide street, Brisbane. 13s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  JAMES SWADLINGF, deceased.
PURSUANT to the  " Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors, beneficiaries,
next-of-kin, and other persons having claims or demands upon or
against the Estate of James Swadling, late of Mount Morgan, in the
colony of Queensland, labourer, deceased, who died on the ninth day
of June, 1897, and of whose Will Probate was, on the seventeenth
day of August, 1897, granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland,
at Rockhampton, to Samuel Lee, of Mount Morgan aforesaid, printer
and publisher, and James Armstrong, the elder, of Gracemere, near
Rockhampton, in the said colony, agricultural overseer, the Executors'
named in the said Will, are required to. send in, in writing, particulars
of their debts or. claims to the said Executors, at the Office of the
undersigned, their solicitor, on or before WEDNESDAY, the
Twentieth day of October, 1897. And notice is hereby  also given,
that after the expiration of the last-mentioned day the said Executors
will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the
persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which the
said Executors shall then have had notice, and that the said Executors
will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to
any person of whose debt or claim they shall not have had notice at
the time of such distribution.
Dated this eighth day of September, A.D. 1897.
LOUIS E. HOBLER,
Fitzroy Chambers; Denham street, Rockhampton.
. 2096
$olicitOr for the said ,Executors.
13s. Gd.
STATUTORY NOTICE'' TOCREDITORS.
Re. MARY .EL 124 STlCWAAT FIE1DE R, deceased ,  intestate.
PURSUANT
to the,  provisions  of the. "  Trustees. and Incapacitated
Persons .Oct  of 1867," notice is hereby given, that. all creditors
and other  persons  having. any -claims or demands upon; oragainst the
EstateEof  Mary Eliza Stewart Fielder, late of No. 13 Mitchell street,
:St. ;Kilda, in the colony of Victoria (wife of Walter Fielder, of same
place, cleisk  in  holy  orders),: deceased, who died intestate, at St. Kilda
aforesaid. on the.,twelfth dayo£,April, 1896, and Letters of Adminis-
tration f. whose  land s  and goods  was granted by the Suprevne Court
of Queensland on the sixteenth day of July, 1396, to David Kinrtoar,
of O'Connell -'t'own,,  near  Brisbane, in the colony ofQueensland,
accountant, the iltvyf y .constitutgd Attor t+y of, Walter Fielder, of
St. Kilda afgrt;saidt cie,rk in holy prders,' he husband of the said
deceased ,  are hereby,tequired,to send in, in writing, the particulars of
their cl aims and demaii  ss to'the'said bavid Kinnear, addressed to the
Office of the undersigned, his solicitors, on or before the Twenty-fifth
day of October, 1897... A44 notice is hereby alsp given, that ,at the
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expiration of the last-mentioned date the said David Kinnear will
proceed to distribute the Estate of the said deceased amongst the
parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which he
shall then have had notice, and that he will not be liable, for the
assets (r any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose claim
or demand he shall not then have had notice.
Dated at Brisbane this sixteenth day of September, 1897.
2069
CROUCH AND DARVALL,
Solicitors for the said David Kinnear,
Kingsford ' s Chambers ,  Queen street ,  Brisbane.
15s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be JOHN JOHNSTONE, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons having
any claims or demands upon or against the Estate of John Johnstone,
late of Buffalo road, Ryde, near Sydney, in the colony of New South
Wales, contractor, deceased, who died on the first day of May, 1896,
and Probate of an authentic or office copy of the  last  Will of the said
deceased was, on the twelfth day of February, 1897, granted by the
Supreme Court of Queensland to Andrew Macbeth, one of the
Executors named in the said Will, are hereby required to send in,
in writing, particulars of their debts or claims to the said Andrew
Macbeth, at the Office of the undersigned, his solicitors, on or before
SATURDAY, the Sixteenth day of October, 1897. And notice is
hereby given, that after that day the said Andrew Macbeth will pro-
ceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the parties
entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which the said
Andrew Macbeth shall have notice, and that lie will not be liable,
for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose
debt or claim he shall not have had notice.
Dated this sixteenth day of September, 1897.
2040
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Solicitors for the said Andrew Macbeth,
79 Queen street, Brisbane.
13s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be ROBERT CHARLES EAGLE, deceased.
PURSUANT to the  " Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors, beneficiaries,
next-of-kin, and other persons having any claims or demands upon or
against the Estate of Robert Charles Eagle, late of Thornborougb,
in the colony of Queensland, storekeeper, deceased, who died on the
first day of April, 1896, and of whose Will Probate was, on the
fourteenth day of September, 1896, granted by the Supreme Court of
Queensland to William John Williams Richards, machine owner,
Woodville, in the said colony, and James Williams,  mining registrar,
of Thornborough  aforesaid , the Executors thereof, are hereby required
to send in  particulars of their debts or  claims to  the said Executors, at
the Office of the undersigned, their solicitors, on or before the First
day of October next. And notice is also hereby given, that after that
day the said Executors will proceed to distribute the assets of the said
deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to
the claims of which they shall then have had notice, and that they
will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed,
to any person of whose debt or claim they shall not then have had
notice.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1897.
2047
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane,
Solicitors  for the said Executors.
13s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be THOMAS MULLALLY, deceased.P URSUANT to the "Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given that all creditors, beneficiaries,
next-of-kin, and other persons having  any claims or  demands upon or
against the  Estate of Thomas Mullally,  late  of Brisbane  road, near
Gympie, in the colony of Queensland,  farmer , deceased, who died on
the eighteenth  day' of  June, .1896 ,  and of whose  Will and Codicil
Probate  was, on the , eighth day,  of August , .1896, granted by the
Supreme  Court of Q,ueenslsud to James  Woodrow, of Gynipie afore-
said, grocer , and George Lister, ,of Gympie  aforesaid , storekeeper, the
Executors of the said  Will and Codicil  of the said  deceased„ are hereby
required  to sent.  in' particulars  of their debts or  claims  to the said
E+ xecutors, at the Office of the undersigned, their solicitor, on or before
the Eleventh day of October next. And notice  is  also hereby given,
that after that day the said Executors will proceed to distribute the
assets pl` the, said deceased amcngst the parties enti ed thereto,
having regard Anly to the claims of which they shall t1t n Nave had
notice, and that they will not be liable, for the assets tr any part
thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or clailji they shall
not then have had notice.1%ated this ninth day of, September, 1897.
FAAN CIS ISIDORE POWER,,
Mary street,
qp
mpie,
Solicitor  for the said 'k xecutors.
Town Agents-
CHAMBERS , BRUCE, AND MCNAB,2044 4ctelaide street, Brisbane, 149,
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STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  MARIA HAYES,  deceased.
PURSUANT to the  "  Trustees and Incapacitated  Persons Act of
1867, "  notice is hereby given ,  that all credit ors, beneficiaries,
next-of -kin, and other persons having any claims or demands upon or
against the Estate of Maria Hayes, wife of James Hayes ,  late of
Gympie ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  deceased ,  who died on the
eleventh day of May, 1897, and of whose Will Probate was, on the
eighteenth day of August ,  1897 ,  granted by the Supreme Court of
Queensland to James  Mayes,  of Gympie aforesaid, the sole Executor
of the said  Will of the  said Maria Hayes ,  deceased ,  are hereby
required to send in particulars of their debts or claims to the said
Executor ,  at the Office of the undersigned ,  his solicitor ,  on or before
the Eighteenth day of October next .  And notice is also hereby given,
that after that day the said Executor will proceed to distribute the
assets of the said deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto, having
regard only to the claims of which  lie  shall then have had notice, and
that lie will not be liable ,  for the assets or any part thereof so distri-
buted ,  to any person of whose debt or claim  he  shall not then have
had notice.
Dated this tenth day of September, 1897.
FRANCIS ISIDORE POWER,
Mary street, Gympie,
Solicitor for the said Execuorr.
Town Agents-CRAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MICNAB,
2046 Adelaide street ,  Brisbane. 14s
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be KATE FALXNER,  deceased.
P
URSU A NT to the  "  Trustees and Incapacitated  Persons Act of
1867 ,"  notice is  hereby given ,  that all creditors ,  bene ficiaries,
next-of-kin ,  and other persons having any claims or demands upon or
against the Estate of  Kate  Falkner, late  of Sydney ,  in the colony of
New South Wales ,  widow ,  deceased ,  intestate ,  who died on  the fourth
day of April ,  1831,  and of whose lands Letters of Administration were,
on the twenty -eighth day of April,  1897, granted  by the Supreme
Court of Queensland to Richard  Johh Cottell ,  of Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland ,  conveyancer ,  as Administrator thereof, are
hereby  required to send in particulars  of their debts  or claims to the
said Administrator ,  at the  Office of the  undersigned ,  his solicitor, on
or before  the Twenty -third day of October  next .  And notice is also
hereby given ,  that after that clay  the said Administrator will proceed
to distribute the assets  of the  said deceased amongst the parties
entitled thereto ,  having  regard only to the  claims of which he shall
then have  had notice ,  and that lie will not  be liable, for  the assets or
any part thereof so distributed , to any person  of whose  debt  or claim
lie shall not then have had notice.
Dated  this fourteenth  day of September, 1897.
2060
J. G. McGREGOR,
Solicitor for the said  Richard John Cottell,
Queen street, Brisbane.
12s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re  DAVID SCOTT,  deceased.
P
URSUANT to the  "  Trustees and Incapacitated  Persons Act of
1867, "  notice is  hereby given ,  that all creditors ,  bene ficiaries,
next-of-kin ,  and other persons having any claims or demands upon or
against the Estate of David Scott ,  late of Corinda, near .  Brisbane, in
the colony of Queensland ,  bank clerk, deceased ,  who died on the
thirteenth  day of July,  1897 ,  and of  whose Will Probate was, on the
tenth  day of September ,  1897 ,  granted by  the Supreme Court of
Queensland to Bessie Raymond, of Corinda aforesaid, spinster, the
sole Executrix named in the said  Will, are hereby  required to send in
particulars of their debts or claims to the said Executrix ,  at the Office
of the undersigned ,  her solicitor ,  on or before the  Thirtieth day of
October next. And notice is also hereby given, that after that day
the said Executrix will proceed to distribute the assets of the said
deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to
the claims of which she shall then have had notice ,  and that she will not
be  liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any
person of whose debt or claim she shall not then have had notice.
Dated  the fourteenth  day of September, 1897.
2061
J. G. McGREGOR,
Solicitor for the said Bessie Raymond,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
12s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be JOHN ANDERSON TAIr,  deceased.
PURSUANT to the  "  Trustees and Incapacitated  Persons Act of
1867," notice  is hereby  given, that all persons having any claims
or demands upon or against the Estate  of John Anderson  Tait, late of
Wellington  Point, near Brisbane , in the corny of Queensland, hotel-
keeper,  deceased ,  who died on the  twenty-sixth day of July, 1897, and
Probate of whose Will was,  on the ninth day of September, 1897,
granted to  William  Stephens ,  William John Harper, and Christopher
Tait,  all of Brisbane aforesaid ,  the Executors named in the said Will,
are hereby  required to send in particulars  of their debts or  claims to
the said Executors ,  at the Office  of Messieurs  Winter and McNab,
their solicitors , on or before SATURDAY, the Thirtieth day of
October ,  1897 .  And notice is also hereby given, that after that day
the said Executors  will proceed  to distribute the assets  of the said
deceased amongst the  parties entitled thereto,  having regard only to
the claims of which they shall then have had notice, and that they
will not be liable ,  for the assets or any part thereof so distributed,
to any person of whose debt or claim they shall not then have notice.
Dated this seventeenth day of September, 1897.
2071
WINTER AND McNAB,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Executors.
12s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be ROBERT QUINN, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the  provisions of the  "Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given ,  that all creditors
and other persons having any claim or demand upon or against the
Estate of Robert Quinn ,  late of Rockhampton ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  licensed victualler ,  deceased ,  who died at Rockhampton
aforesaid on the second day of April ,  1896 ,  and Probate of whose Will
was, on the twelfth clay of May, 1896, granted by the Supreme Court
of Queensland to Bridget Quinn , widow,  and Lawrence Connolly,
butcher, of Rockhampton, in the said colony, are hereby requested to
stnd in particulars  of their debts  or claims to  the undersigned,
solicitors for the said Bridget Quinn and Lawrence Connolly, on or
before the Twentieth day of October, 1897. And notice is here-
by given, that at the expiration of the last-mentioned day the said
Executors will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased
amongst the persons entitled thereto ,  having regard only to the debts
and claims  of which they  shall then have had notice ,  and that they
will not be liable ,  for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to
any person of who se debt or claim they shall not have had notice at
the time of the distribution thereof.
Dated this thirteenth day of September, 1897.
2043
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the said Executors,
Quay street,  Rockhampton.
13s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re MARGARET JOHNSTON,  deceased.
PURSUANT  to the  " Trustee: and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867 ,"  notice is hereby given ,  that all creditors, beneficiaries,
next -of-kin, and other persons having any claims or demands upon or
against the Estate of Margaret Johnston ,  late of Thompson Estate,
in South Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  widow ,  deceased,
intestate, who died on the fifth clay of July, 1897 ,  and of whose goods
Letters of Administration  were,  on the twenty-fifth day of August,
1897, granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to Margarette
Barber Wilson ,  of Ipswich ,  in the colony aforesaid  (wife of Charles
Wilson, junior ,  of the same place, builder), as Administratrix thereof,
are hereby required to send in particulars of their debts or claims to
the said Administratrix ,  at the Office of the undersigned ,  her Folicitor,
on or before the Twenty-third day of October next. And no'. ice is
also hereby given, that after that day  the  said Admiiiistratrit will
proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased among it the
parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which
she sha ll  then have had notice, and that she will not be liable, for the
assets or any part thereof so distributed ,  to any person of whose debt
or claim she shall not then have had notice.
Dated this fourteenth day of September, 1897.
2059
J. G. McGREGOR,
Solicitor for the said Margarette Barber Wilson,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
1897-No. 217.
Between The Australian Joint Stock Bank, Limited, Plaintiffs, and
Florence Honoria O 'Reilly, Defendant.
W
HEREAS.  an action has been commenced in this Court at the
suit  of the abovenamed The Australian Joint Stock Bank,
Limited, against the abovenamed Florence Honoria O'Reilly, to
recover  £ 3,132 7s. hod. due by the said Florence Honoria O'Reilly
for principal and interest due under a guarantee signed and given by
the said Florence Honoria O 'Reilly within the colony of Queensland,
dated 10th  July,  1894, and it being alleged that the said Florence
Honoria O'Reilly does not reside within this colony or its dependencies,
a writ of foreign attachment has issued ,  returnable  on MONDAY, the
Fourth day of October, 1897, wherein The Honourable Andrew
Joseph Thynne-, of Queen street, Brisbane, solicitor ,  and The Honour-
able  George Wilkie Gray, of Petrie 's Bight, Brisbane ,  merchant, are
garnishees. Noti; ,e is hereby given thereof ,  and if at any time after
final judgment in this action the said Florence Honoria O 'Reilly, or
any person on her behalf, will give the security and notice and file
the appearance required by the Act intituled the  " Common Law
Process 'Act of  1867," the attachment may be dissolved.
Dated this fifteenth day of September, 1897.
RUTHNING AND JENSEN,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for the abovenamed Plaintiffs ,  The Australian
Joint Stock Bank, Limited.
2058 Ils. 6d.
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MUNICIPALITY OF BRISBANE.
ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
NOTICE OF AN INTENDED APPLICATION BY THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
OF BRISBANE  FOR AN ORDER IN COUNCIL AUTHORISING THE
SUPPLY OF ELECTRICITY WITHIN THE MUNICIPALITY OF
BRISBANE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Municipal Council of Brisbane
intend to apply to the Governor in Council for an Order in
Council for the following purposes, that is to say :-
(1) The Supply of Electricity for all purposes within the area
of the Municipality of Brisbane;
(2) Interfering with or breaking-up a part or parts of the
Railways of the Queensland Railway Commissioner as far
as may be necessary for the proper carrying-out of the
Order in Council.
Further notice  is also given , that-
(1) It is  intended to Construct Electric Lines and Works in
the Streets hereinafter mentioned within two years from
the date of the Order, that  is to  say :-Queen street,
George street, Albert street, Edward street, Creek street,
William street, Elizabeth street, Charlotte street, Adelaide
street, Mary street, Alice  street,  North Quay, Margaret
street,  Wharf  street,  Eagle street, Ann street, Turbot
street, Tank  street,  Roma street, Herschell street, Makers-
ton street, Saul street, Skew street, Petrie terrace, Caxton
street, Wickham terrace, Leichhardt street, Wickham
street, and Brunswick street ;
(2) It is intended to construct Electric Lines and Works
(3)
throughout the whole of the remainder of the area of
supply within the periods and under the conditions set
forth in that behalf in the Draft Form of the Order in
Council ;
Printed copies of the Draft Order and of the Order when
granted can be obtained by any person at a price of one
shilling each at the Office of the Town Clerk of Brisbane ;
(4) Notices of objections and other documents may be served
upon the Town Clerk of Brisbane ;
(5) Any Local Authority, Company, or person desirous of
(6)
bringing before the Postmaster-General any objections
respecting the application must do so within three months
from the date hereof, by notice addressed to the Postmaster-
General, marked on the outside  "Electric Light and Power
Act,  1896 ";
A copy of every such notice of objection must also be
forwarded to the Town Clerk , Brisbane.
Dated this fifteenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
2036
W. HENRY G. MARSHALL, Town Clerk.
23s. 6d.
"ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER ACT, 1896."
ROCKHAMPTON GAS AND COKE COMPANY, LIMITED.
ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER ORDER.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Rockhampton Gas and CokeCompany,  Limited ,  of Rockhampton ,  intend to apply to the
Governor in Council for an Electric  Light  and Power Order, under
the provisions of  " The Electric Light and Power Act,  1896," for the
town of Rockhampton and district.
The area within which it is proposed to supply electricity includes
a portion of the district lying within the boundaries of the Municipality
of Rockhampton, a portion of the district lying within the boundaries
of the Borough of North Rockhampton, and a portion of the district
lying within the boundaries of the Division of Gogango.
List of Streets Dedicated to Public Use and Parts of Streets through
which the Company are to Lay .&fains within a period of Two
Years after  commencement  of thin Order.
Denham Street, from its intersection ' with Alma Street to its
intersection with Quay Street ; .
William Street, from its intersection with Alma Lane to its
intersection with Quay Street ;
Fitzroy Street ,  from its intersection with East Street to its
junction with the Fitzroy Bridge;
The Fitzroy Bridge ;
Quay Street ,  from its intersection with '  Fitzroy Street to its
intersection with Derby Street ;
East Street, from a point four chains twenty-seven links from
the intersection of East with Fitzroy Street, between
Archer and Fitzroy Streets, to a point four chains nineteen
links from the intersection of William Street with East
Street, between William and Derby Streets;
Bolsover Street, from its intersection with William Street to
the School of Arts ;
Alma Street ,  from its intersection with Denham Street to a
point four chains forty -eight links from its intersection
with William Street, and between William and Derby
Streets.
Railway  in  respect to which Powers to Break-up are sought.
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outside of the cover containing it,  " The Electric Light and Power Act,
1896," and a copy of every notice of such objection must also be for-
warded to the Secretary of the Rockhampton Gas and Coke Company,
Limited, Alma street, Rockhampton.
Printed copies of the draft order may be obtained from Messrs.
Muir and Morcom, printers, Brisbane, or from the Secretary of the
Company, on payment of the sum of one shilling for each copy.
WILLIAM SPIER,
Secretary and U eneral Manager.
Rockhampton , 10th September, 1897.
2079 28s.
MUNICIPALITY OF CHARLEVILLE.
APPLICATION FOR GOVERNMENT  LOAN.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Council of the Municipality of
Charleville proposes to borrow from the Queensland Government
the sum of Five Hundred Pounds for the purpose of Building a Traffic
Bridge on Wells street, and a Foot bridge in Sturt street-this as pro-
vided for by sections 219 and 220 of  " The Local Government Act of
1878. '
CHAS. T. DOWNING, Town Clerk.
Charleville, 20th August, 1897.
2091 5s.
BUNDABERG MUNICIPALITY.
NOTICE UNDER CLAUSE 219 OF "THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
OF. 1878."NOTICE is hereby given, that it is the intention of the Council ofthe above Municipalty to Borrow from the Consolidated Revenue
the Sum of One Thousand Two Hundred Pounds (£1,200) for the
purpose of Paying for the Grounds purchased from the Bundaberg
Agricultural and Pastoral Society, particulars of which can be obtained
at the Council Chambers.
E. BRADY, Town Clerk.
2092 4s. 6d.
W E hereby give  notice that we intend applying to the Bungil
Divisional Poard for permission to Erect a Licensed Gate
acro ss the Main Western road from Roma to Charleville ,  at a point
about two miles west of Hodgson Township ,  on the eastern boundary
of Bindango Run.
The said gate to be sixteen  feet wide,  and constructed of hardwood
timber.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
ADAM R. MACGREGOR, and
JOHN H. MCLEAN
(Trustees ,  Estate of the late Jonathan McLean).
Bindango ,  13th September, 1897.
2026 5s. 6d.
LICENSED GATE NOTICE.I HEREBY give notice that I intend to apply to the Hughenden
Divisional Board for a License for a Public Gate at the bend
of the wire on the Muttaburra road, about thirty-three miles from
Hughenden.
HERBERT RAMSAY.
Cameron Downs, Hughenden, 16th August, 1897.
2019 3s. 6d.
DEED OF GIFT.
r t HIS is to certify that I, the undersigned, Thomas Owen Jones,
1' do hereby make a Deed of Gift of all my Property, as scheduled
below, to Susan Jones, my wife; the same to take effect from the
undermentioned date (I am solvent, and have been for the last six
months)
One Bay Mare, branded DE1  near  shoulder.
One Bay Mare, branded DEl near shoulder.
One Bay Mare, branded P2 td  near  shoulder, W k 3 near rump.
One Bay Colt, branded WM7 near shoulder.
One Bay Colt, branded R (18 near shoulder.
Also,-One set of Shaft Harness  and one  set of Leading
Harness, and One Dray.
I certify that the above is correct.
THOMAS OWEN JONES.
Witness-WALTER CLIFFE.
Torrens Creek, 7th September, 1897.
2027 8s. 6d.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1893.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office, William street,
Brisbane :-" Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating to
Local Government outside the Boundaries of Municipalities," with an
Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L. Woolcock, B.A. Demy
octavo, 400 pages. Linen bound, 5s. 6d.; paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Australian Colonies, 9d.
EDMUND GREGORY,  Government Printer.
The Branch Government Railway Line from the Rockhampton
Terminus  to the Government Wharves ;
The Government  Railway  from North Rockhampton to Emu
Park ;
The Government Railway from Rockhampton to Gracemere.
Any Local Authority, Company,  or persons  desirous of  bringing
before the Postmaster-General any objection respecting the application
must do so within three  months  from t he seventeenth day of September,
1897, by notice addressed to the Postmaster-General, marked on the
0
N SALE, the " Act and Rules relating to the District Court, with
an Introduction, Notes, and Index," by John L. Woolcock, B.A.,
and George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law.
Price, 7s. 6d. full cloth; postage, 6d. extra.
Half-bound and interleaved, 10s. 6d. ; postage, 8d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
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T HE  Government Printing Office has on Sale the followingPublications :-
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
"THE QUkENSLAND STATUTES," revised by Alfred Pain and John
L. Woolcork, B.A., Barristers-at-law, in five volumes, containing-
Vols. 1, 2, and 3 -Public and Private Acts to the end of the Session
of 1888; also, Acts of the Federal Council of Australasia.
Vol. 4-A Selection oi Imperial Statutes.
Vol.5-Historical and Analytical Tables, and a comprehensive
Index  of the  above Volumes.
Full Calf, £ 7  7s.;Half Calf, £6 69.
Postage, 7s. 6d. extra.
Sessional Acts of 1889 ,  15s. ; with postage ,  15s. 6d.
1890, 15s. ; „ 15s. 6d.
1891, 25s. ; „ 25s. 9d.
1892,  25s.;  „ 25s. 10d.
1893, 25s. ; „ 25s. 8d.
1894, 32s.  6d.;  „ 33s. 6d.
1895, 25s. ; „ 25s. 8d.
25s. 9d25s ;1896 . „ .,
With  an index and Tables showing the effect of Legislation subse-
quent to the publication of the Queensland Statutes ,  complete to date.
SEPARATE ACTS OF THE COLONY. with
Price. Postage.
s. d. s. d.
Bills of Sale Act, 1891 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Bills of Sale Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Brands Act of 1872 Amendment Act, 1894 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Brisbane Traffic Act of 1895 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Brisbane Traffic Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Brisbane Municipal Loan Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Bundaberg Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Carriers Act (complete) ... ... ... ... 2 0 2 1
Cattle Slaughtering Act of 1877 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Companies Acts and Rules (complete) ... ... 10 9 11 3
Courts of Conciliation Act of 1892 ... .., ... 1 0 1 1
Crown Lands Act of 1895 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Customs Duties Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Defence Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Diseases in Stock Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
District Courts Act of 1891 ... ... ... 2 0 2 2
Divisional Boards Act of 1887 ... ... ... 3 0 3 2
Elections Act (complete) ... ... ... ... 4 0 4 3
Electric Light and Power Act .. ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Employers Liability. Act of 1886 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Employers Liability Act of 1886 (Seamen) ... ... 1 0 1 1
Factories and Shops Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Foreign Companies Act of 1895 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Gold Mines Drainage Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Government Loan Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Government Savings Bank Acts Amendment Act, 1896 0 6 0 7
Harbour Boards Act of 1892 ... ... ... ... 2 0 2 1
Harbour Dues Act of 1892 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Harbour Dues Act of 1893 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Harbour Dues Act of 1895 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Health Act (complete) ,,. ,., ... 5 0 5 4
Inebriates Institutions Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Impounding Acts (1863 -65-67, and 1879), complete 5 0 5 1
Irrigation Act of 1891... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Justices Act of 1886 ... ... ... ... ... 3 0 3 2
Licensing Act of 1885 ... ... ... ... ... 3 0 3 2
Liquor Act of 1886 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Liquor Act of 1895 ... . ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Live Stock and Meat Export Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Mackay Harbour Boards Act, 1896 ... 1 0 1 1
Married Women's Property Act of 1890 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Marsupials Destruction Act of. 1895 ... ... - ... 1 0 1 1
Masters and Servants  Act ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Meat and Dairy Produce Encouragement Act of 1893 1 0 1 1
Meat and Dairy Produce Encouragement Act of 1895 1 0 1 1
Mercantile Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands Sale Act of 1894 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Native Birds  Protection Act (complete) ... ... 3 3 3 6
Navigation Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pacific Island Labourers  (Extension ) Act of 1892... 1 0 1 1
Pastoral Leases Extension Act of 1892 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Pastoral  Leases Extension Act of 1892 Amendment
Act of 1894 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Pastoral  Leases Extension Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Pearl-Shell and B 5che-de-mer  Fisheries  Act of 1891 1 0 1 1
Pearl-Shell and BSche-de-Mer Fisheries Act Amend-
ment Act of 1893 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Pearl-Shell and BAche-de-Mer Fisheries Act Amend-
ment Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 -7
Public Service Act, 1896 ... ... ... ..: 0 6 0 7
Rabbit Boards Act of 1896 ... ...
... 1 0 1 1
Railway Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Railway Act Amendment Act of 1896 .. ... 0 6 0 7
Rockhampton Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Sale  of Goods Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 1 0  ' 1 1
Small Debts Act of 1867 Amendment Act of 1892 1 0 1 1
Small Debts Act 1867 Amendment Act of 1894 ... 1 0 1 1
Stamp Act, 1894 ... ... ... ... ... 2 0 2 1
Succession and Probate Duties Act of 1892... ... 2 0 2 1
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Succession  and Probate Duties Act of 1895 ... ...
Succession  Act Amendment Act of 1895 ...
Sugar Works Guarantee Act of 1893 ... ...
Sugar Works Guarantee Act Amendment Act of 1895
Suppression of Gambling Act of 1895 ... ...
Townsville Harbour  Boards  Act of 1895 ... ...
Trustee Act of 1889 ... ... ...
Valuation  and Rating  Act of 1890 ...
Wages Act of  1870 ... ... ...
Wages Act of 1884 ...
With
Price.  Postage.
s. d. s . d.
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
2 0 2 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
Friendly Societies Act of 1894 and Regulations  ... 2 0 2 2
JUST PUBLISHED.
New Land Pamphlet, containing the Acts and Regula-
tions relating to the Leasing and Alienation of
Crown Lands ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 9
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands Act of 1872, 3rd Edition ... ... ... 0
Cemetery Act ... ... ... ... ... ... 0
Civil Service Pamphlet .. ... ... ... ... 1
Cultural Industries,for Queensland ... ... ... 5
Divisional Board Pamphlet ... ... ... ... 5
Divisional Board Pamphlet (cloth-bound) ... ... 5
Defence Act of 1884 (including Amendments and
Regulations) ... ... ... ... ... 1
Drill Regulations and Field Exercises  for Mounted
Infantry ... ... ... ... •.-
Insolvency Pamphlet ... ... ... .. ...
Journals of Australian Explorations  by A. C. and
F. T. Gregory . ... ...
Justices  Act and Offenders Probation Act ..
Justices  Act and Offenders Probation Act (cloth-
6 0 7
9 0 10
0 1 2
0 5 4
0 5 4
6 6 0
0 1 2
1 0 1 1
2 6 2 9
5 0 5 4
2 6 2 9
bound) ... .. ... ... ... ... 3 6
Lithograms of Queensland Ferns , by F. M.Bailey,F.L.S. 2 6
Mining  Acts,  together with Regulations  ... ...  2 0
Pacific Island Labourers Acts and Regulations, con-
taining Imperial and Colonial Acts ,  and Regula-
tions thereunder  ... ... ... ... ..  1 6
Stamp Act of 1894 and Regulations ,  with a Manual
on the provisions of the Act ... ... ... 2 0
The Queensland Horticulturist and Gai dener ' s Guide 3 0
The All- range Queensland Register ... ... ...  2 0
3 9
3 0
2 2
1 7
2 2
3 3
2 2
FULL BOUND.
Acts  and Orders of Supreme  Court  (only)  ...  ... 63 0 64 8
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court  (Crown Side ) ...  42 0 42 10
Settled Land  Act, 1886 ,  usnd Rules of Court with Notes 15 0 15 8
Settled Land Act, 1886 ,  and Rules of Court with Notes 10 6 11 2
Synopsis of Queensland Flora ; F. M. Bailey, F.L.S. 21 0 22 0
1st Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ... 3 0 3 2
2nd Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ... 3 0 3 3
3rd Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ... 3 6 3 9
Catalogue of Queensland Plants ... ... ... 1 3 1 5
Catalogue of Queensland Plants (Paper) .. ... 1 0 1 1
Plants Reputed Poisonous and Injurious to Stock ... 4 0 4 4
Hints to Rifle Clubs, by Major Cl H. Des Viceux ... 0 6 0 7
Synonymical Catalogue of the Lepidoptera Rhopalocera (Butterflies)
of Australia, with full Bibliographical Reference ; including
Descriptions of some new.Speciee, By W. H. Miskin, F.L.S.,
F. E.S. Price, full bound, 10s. 6d. ; in boards, 7s. 6d. ; postage
within Australasia,  3d.;  to all other places, 6d.
The Geology and Palaeontology of Queensland and New Guinea,
by Robt. L. Jack, Government Geologist for Queensland, and
Robt. Etheridge, junior, Government Palaeontologist (New South
Wales), &c., &c.; 768 pages, crown quarto, full cloth, with sixty-
eight plates and a Geological Map of Queensland. Price, Two
guineas. Postage within Australasia, 2s.  10d.;  to all other
places, 5s. 8d.
Some of the More Important Metals and their Ores; a Reading
Book for the State Schools; by Wm. Thompson, Asso. M. Inst.
C.E., F.G.S., Government Mineralogical Lecturer. Price, Is.;
postage within Australasia, 1d. ; to all other places, 2d.
Journals of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C. Gregory,
C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon. F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S.
&e.;  209 pages, demy 8vo. Price, 5s. Postage within Aus.
tralasia, 4d.; to all other places, 8d.
CUSTOMS.
Ci:stoms Duties Act, 1894 (fobaceo Duties)
Customs Act of 1873 ... ... ... ...
Customs Duties Act of 1888 ... ... ...
Customs Duties Act of 1890 ... ... ...
Customs Duties Act of 1892 ... ... ...
Customs Duties Act, 1896 ... ... . ...
Customs Tariff (revised) ... ... ...
Interpretation Book ..
Spirit Calculation Book (revised)
With
Price. Postage.
s. d.  S.-1  0 1 1
4 0 4 2
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
2 6 2 8
1  0  1 1
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GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
SUBSCRIPTION AND ADVERTISING RATES: s. d.
Quarterly Subscription ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 0
(Postage  nil ,  if subscription begins from date of receipt
of order ; on back numbers, 3d. per week.)
Single copy, current year, 6d. ; previous years,  Is.,  large-sized
at proportionally increased price. Postage, 1d. additional.
ADVERTISING RATES.
A uniform charge of 6d. a line for all advertisements.
Table matter charged 60 per cent. extra on first insertion only
and a proportional extra charge for very small-sized type.
HANSARD.  S.  d.
Subscription  for Session ... ... 3 0
Orders must be accompanied by postage stamps (not exceeding
5s.), money order, postal note, or cash, sufficient to cover cost.
Private  cheques will not be accepted.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship or rail if so desired,
the freight to be payable by  consignee.
• e e  r]7HE Justices Act of  1886 " and  " The Offenders Probation Act
11 of  1886," with an Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L.
Woolcock, B.A. Price, 3s. 6d. in cloth ; 2s. 6d. in paper. Postage, 6d.
EDMUND GREGORY. Government Printer.
r HE Government Printer acknowledges the receipt of the following
amounts, from  the 11th to 17th September, 1897:-
Abbott and Beckett, 2s. 3d.; London a d Lancashire Life Assur-
ance Company, 19s.; J. P. Shaw, 3s.; J. C. Johnstone, 2s.;  Geo.
Porter, 3s.; J. Holmes, 4s.; W. Springer, Is.; Bungil Divisional
Board, £1 5s.; W. J. Law, 6s.; Rockhampton Gas and Coke Company,
lOs.; Goondiwindi Borough Council, £1 7s. 6d.; Acting Sergeant
O'Brien, 4s. 3d.; A. Blyth, 10d.; H. Ramsay, 4s.; A. Taylor, 3s.;
J. McGovern, 5s.; W. Cliffe, 7s. 6d.; T. 0. Jones, 9s.; Pine Divisional
Board, £1 15s. 6d.; Hodgkinson Hospital, 14s. 6d.; Torres  StraitsHospital, 15s. 6d.; E. R. N. McCarthy, Is.;Wild River  Times, is. Id.;
Rockhampton Building Society, £I  10s.; Daintree Divisional Board,
£2 10s.; Woothakata Divisional Board, £1 3s. 6d.; L. E. Hobler,
16s. 6d.; Walsh Divisional Board, £1 10s.; Torres Divisional Board,
lOs.; Hamilton and Wonderley, 9s, 6d.; C.P.S., Cooktown, is.; J. S.
Millar, 9s.; Rockhampton Gas and Coke Company, 18s.; S. B. Wright,
6s. 6d.; Goolman Divisional Board, £1 2s. 6d.; Murilla Divisional
Board, 3s. 3d.; Charleville Municipal Council, 7s. Gd.; C. Carring-
on, 33.
IMP O UNDIN GS.
POUNDBEEPERS  are reminded  that Advertisements (f,
Impounded Stock will be charged for at  the uniform rate
of SIXPENCE  PER LINE ;  and no such Advertisement will be
inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by a remittance
(&foney Orders, Postal Notes, Postage Stamps, or Cash)
sufficient  to cover the cost  of  insertion.
Postage  Stamps will be received only when amount is 5s.
or less.
When describing brands  a distinction should be made
between  REGISTERED and other  brands, by  placing the words
REGISTERED BRAND  after the description. Brands  type will
be used  for such descriptions,  but where these words do not
appear ordinary type  only will be used.
IMPOUNDED at Arrilalah, from Tocal Station, on the 8th September,
1897, by order of M. Connor, Esquire. Driving, 4s. 4d.
One bay mare, like 8 u6 or B rn6 near shoulder, small star,  scar on
back and rump, like 11 near neck.
One bay gelding, V2M near shoulder, 127 near neck.
One brown gelding, BLS over 8KZ  near  shoulder, 4J ,g off shoulder,
collar-marked.
One brown gelding, MY2 near shoulder, OW x near thigh, like lOT
off shoulder, star, saddle and collar marked.
If not  released on  or before the 5th October, 1897,  will be sold
to defray expenses.
JAMES McGOVERN, Poundkeeper.
2028 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Pentland, from Helenslee Station, on the 3rd
September, 1897.
One grey mare, 8JL near shoulder.
One roan  filly, N13Anear shoulder, 8 near neck, star.
If not  released on or  before the 2nd October, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
ALBERT TAYLOR,  Poundkeeper.
2020 3s.
I
MPOUNDED at Gympie, from Glastonbury, on the 31st August,
1897, by order of Mrs. J. Conway.
One red-roan horse,  star  on forehead, 7NP near shoulder.
One chestnut mare, star on forehead, UD3 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 21st September, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
JAMES HOLMES, Poundkeeper.
2030 3s. Gd.
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IMPOUNDED at Torrens Creek.
One white bullock, JK1 near rump.
One red bullock,  BH9 off rump.
One red bullock, bald face, blotched brand.
One white bullock, like W IQ off rump.
One red and white bullock, like 1HZ off rump.
One roan bullock, GG2 off ribs.
One red and white bullock, Ci Q b near rump.
One red bullock, bald face,  R,5U off ribs.
One spotted bullock, R5U off ribs.
If not  released on or before  the 2nd October, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
WALTER CLIFFE, Poundkeeper.
2021 6s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Westwood, from Evergreen , on the 7th September,
1897, by order of G. E. Turnbull, Esquire. Driving, 8d.
One bay gelding, LL7 near shoulder, indistinct brand 3C off shoulder.
One grey gelding, blotched brand  near  shoulder, 2MF off shoulder.
One chestnut mare, FL4 over  92 near  shoulder, like 3J W off shoulder.
One piebald mare, 8RL near shoulder, 3XQ near rump.
One bay gelding, hind feet white, star  and snip, indistinct  brand RT
near  shoulder.
If not  released on or before  the 5th October, 1897,  will be sold
to defray  expenses.
W. J. LAW, Poundkeeper.
2013 5s. 6d.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Aramac, by order of the Inspector  of Reserves.
One grey gelding, draught, bell on, 7CY over S79 near shoulder, like
7VY near thigh, sore shoulders.
If not released on or before the 21st September, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
GEO. PORTER , Poundkeeper.
2039 as.  6d.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 18th September, 1897.NOTICE is hereby  given, that  the undermentioned applica.tions for  'the grant  of Letters  Patent,  and the complete
specifications  annexed thereto, have been  ACCEPTED,  and are now
open to  public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications  must leave particulars in writing , in duplicate
(on Form D), of his  or their objections  thereto, within four
calendar  months from  the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement  in the  Queensland Government  Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3694.-JoirN Pnics,  mechanical engineer,
THOMAS HANN,  mechanical engineer , and WILLIAM  BROMLEY,
wine and  spirit merchant 's traveller , all of 18 Upper K ennington
lane, London,  England .  "Improvements in Velocipedes or
other Vehicles."  Dated 4th January, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3697.-JOHN THOMAS, of Summer Hill,
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, engineer.  "An
Improved Bicycle Brake."  Dated 4th January, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3820. -  MAURICE CHARLES  ALFBEDE
FOUBCHOTTE, of 101  bis, rue  Lauriston,  Paris,  in the republic
of France,  engineer .  " Improved Method of, and Apparatus
for, Generating Acetylene Gas."  Dated 1st April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4038.- JAMES HERMANN  ROSENTHAL, of
147 Queen Victoria  street , in the city of London, England,
engineer .  "Improvements in Feed Water Purer for Steam
Generators ."  Dated 23rd August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4043 .-FREDERICK  WICKs, of Halfway
Lodge,  Esher , Surrey, England,  newspaper  proprietor.  "Im-
provements  in Type founding Apparatus."  Dated 26th August,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4044. --  JAMES HAYDEN  AND VICTOR,
JULIUS  HEINECKE , of Hawthorn  street, South Brisbane, and
Gladstone road, South  Brisbane ,  engineers .  "An Improved
Combination Die for  Cutting and Pressing  Tops,  Bottoms,
Buttons, and Covers of Tins for  Preserving  Purposes, Syrup
Tins, and all kinds of  Tins  of similar  description ."  Dated
26th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4047.--Jo$N SWIFT, of Goulbiirn, in the
colony of New South Wales, cpmmercial traveller.  "An Im-
proved Stand for Bicycles."  ' Dated 27th .August,'A.D. 1697.
Application No. 4050.-LEwIs  FINDLAY EAST , of 19 Lorne
street , Prahran, in the colony of Victoria, civil  servant.  "Im-
provements in Lids or Covers for Jugs  and other  Vessels."
Dated 28th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4054. -PETER STRANG, of Gill street,
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland,  engineer.
"Improved . Manufacture of Zinc Shavings."  Dated 31st
August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4055.-ALEXANDER MCLBOD, of Queen
street, Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, confectioner.
"Improvements in Handles for Cycles."  Dated 31st August,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4056.-HENRY GEORGE DOWNTON, of
Croydon, near  Sydney,  in the colony of New South Wales,
brick manufacturer, and WILLIAM  HENRY  NICHOLLS, Of
Croydon aforesaid, accountant.  "Improvements in Process and
Apparatus for the Destruction of Nightsoil and Noxious
Matters."  Dated 2nd September, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY , Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,  Brisbane , 18th September, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have received the undermentioned applications for the  registration  of Trade
Marks.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such applications must leave particulars  in writing , in duplicate (on
Form I), of his or their objections thereto, within two months (or such further time, not exceeding  six months , as the  Registrar
may allow) of the advertisement of the applications in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of one pound is payable with
such notice.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Application No. 2081-Filed 2nd September, A.D. 1897.- THE EXCURSION WASHER COMPANY, LIMITED, of  Bradford,
Yorkshire, England,  soap powder manufacturers , to register in Class 47,  in respect of Soap and Detergents ,  a Trade Mark of
which the following  is a representation :-
EXCURSION  WASHER.
The essential particular of the trade mark is the word " Excursion," and the applicants disclaim any right to the word
" Washer."
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 18th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2077-Filed 28th August, A.D. 1897.- Application No. 2092-Filed 14th September, A.D. 1897.-
CHARLES RICHARD  VALENTINE, of Whitcliffe,"Grove Park, Lee, PERRY  BROTRERS, of Queen street, Brisbane, ironmongers. to
Kent, England, colonial merchant, to  register  in Class 42, in register in Class 12, in respect of Cutlery and Edge Tools, a
respect of Substances  used as Food  or as Ingredients  in Food, Trade Mark of which the following is a representation
but excluding Tea, a Trade Mark of which  the following is a
representation :
0
N
I
fihi`a mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 18th September ,  A.D.1897.'  Vide  notice at head
of  trademark advertisements.
Application No. 2078-Filed 28th August, A.D. 1897.-
CHARLES RICHARD VALENTINE, of Whitcliffe, Grove Park, Lee,
Kent, England, colonial merchant, to register in Class 42, in
respect of Substances used as Food or as Ingredients in Food,
but excluding Tea, a Trade Mark of. which the following is a
representation : , , .. .
A'I II 1
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow.
ing :-The word " Ringer" and the device, as shown above; and
we disclaim any right to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 18th September, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2079-Filed 28th August, A.D. 1897.-
CHARLES RICHARD VALENTINE, of Whitcliffe, Grove Park, Lee,Kent, England, colonial merchant, to register in Class 42, in
respect of Substances used as Food or as Ingredients in Food,
a 'trade  Mark of which the following is a representation :-
VALTI NE
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 18th September ,  A.D. 1897 .  Tide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
This mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 18th September, A.D. 1897 .  Tide  notice at printed and Published by EDMUND GaNGoRY, Government Printer,
head of trade mark advertisements . William street,  Brisbane.
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Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 13th September, 1897.THE following REPORT of the REGISTRAR-GENERAL on the VITAL STATISTICS of the  REGISTRY DISTRICTof BRISBANE, including the CITY and  SUBURBS, for the Month of August, 1897, is published  for general
information.
HORACE TOZER.
BIRTHS.
During the month of August 187 births were registered in the Registry District of Brisbane ,  being 99 males
and 88 females ,  the number being 16 more than in the previous month  of July.
In the month of August ,  1896, there were 180 births registered  ;  the number for the corresponding month of
this year being 7 more than in August of last year.
DEATHS.
There have been 63 deaths registered in the Registry District of Brisbane during the month- 36 males
and 27 females  ;  the excess of births over deaths being 124.
The number of deaths was 5 more than was registered in the previous month of July.
In the month of August, 1896, there  were  81 deaths registered ; the number for the corresponding month of
this year being 18 less than in August of; last year.
TABLE showing ESTIMATED POPULATION ,  the NUMBER of BIRTHS and DEATHS of MALES and FEMALES Registered within and outside
the MUNICIPALITY ,  in the RE GISTRY DISTRICT of BRISBANE and SUBURBS ,  from the 1st to the 31st August ,  1897; also,
TOTAL  DEATHS under FIvn YEARS and under ONE YEAR ,  and PROPORTION of DEATHS under ONE YEAR  to the TOTAL  NUMBER of
BIRTHS; also the PROPORTION of DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR to TOTAL DEATHS in the REGISTRY
DISTRICT of BRISBANE and SUBURBS.
Registry District of Brisbane and Suburbs.
BRISBANE-
Estimated i
Population .
on 31st
December,
1898.
BIRTHS . DEATHS.
0
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0
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11
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23
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Part within the Municipality ... ... 27,555 42
Part outside the Municipa li ty 7,826 12
Part within the Municipality of South
Brisbane  ... ... ... ... 26,362 45
TOTAL, BRISBANE DISTRICT  ... ... ... 61,743 99
Suburbs outside the Registry District of  Bris-bane* ... ... ... ... ... ... 39,170 46
TOTAL ... ... ... ... ... 100,913 145
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57
145
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14
76110
187
103
290
36
11
47
14 26 10 9
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6 16 9 i 5
27 63 2316
11 22 7 6
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10.23 38.46 0.32 0.09 34.62
8'70 19.05 0.29 0.27 9.52
6.58 56.25 0.29 0.06 31.25
8.56 36.51 0.30 0.10 25.40
5,83 31.82 0.26 0.06 27.27 1
7.59 35.29 0.29 0.08 125.88
62 ...
2 ...
60 ...
124 ...
81 ...
205
It will be seen that, within the Municipality of Brisbane, 38.46 per cent. of the deaths were of children under
five years ; the rate in the part of the Registry District outside that municipality, exclusive of the Municipality of
South Brisbane, having been 19.05 ; the rate in that part of the District within the Municipality of South Brisbane was
56.25,'and of the suburbs outside of the Registry District 31.82 ; the total rate for city and suburbs being 35.29.
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The true infantile mortality, or deaths  under one  year, as compared to births in the District,  is seen to have
been  10.23 per cent. within, and 8.70 per cent. outside, the Municipality of Brisbane; 6.58 in that part of the
District within the Municipality of South Brisbane ; and 5-83 in that part of the suburbs outside of the Registry
District ; the total rate for city and suburbs being 7.59.*
The General Hospital, Lady Bowen Hospital, Children's Hospital. Diamentina Asylum, Infants' Asylum,
Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital,  Gaol,  and  Immigration Depot are all in the Registry District of Brisbane.
The deaths occurring in these institutions numbered 17 during the month, or 20.00 per cent. of the total number
of deaths in the District and Suburbs.
The total mortality  of Brisbane  and Suburbs for the month of August, 1897, together with the  mean shade
temperature  and mean atmospheric  pressure, is seen  as follows :-
Period .  Number of  Deaths.
August, 1897... ... ... ... 85
Mean Sea Level.)
The following Meteorological information is furnished by the Government Meteorologist:-
30.091
Post and Telegraph Department,
Meteorological Branch, Brisbane, 17th September, 1897.
a BRISBANE OBSERVATORY, WICKIHAM TERRACE.
AUGUST, 1897.
Latitude, 27° 28' 0" South. Longitude, 10 h. 12 m. 7 s. East. Above Sea Level, 137 feet.
METEOROLOGICAL SYNOPSIS.
A TMOSPHERIC PRESSORE.
(Barometer corrected and reduced to 32°  Fah. and
Mean, at 3 a .m., 30.1(.)2.
Mean, at 9 a .m., 30.131.
Mean,  at 3 p.m., 30.033.
Mean ,  at 9 p .m., 30.096.
Grand  Mean,  30.091.
Highest. 30-303, at 9 a .m., 4th.
Lowest, 29 'x76, at 3 p.m., 9th.
Range, 0.427.
SHADE  TEMPERATURE.
(Thermometers exposed in enlarged Stevenson screen.)
Mean ,  at 3 a .m., dry bulb, 54.4.
„ )1 wet bulb, 51.3.
Mean ,  at 9 a .m., dry bulb, 60.9.
„ „ wet bulb, 55.5.
Mean , at 3 p.m., dry bulb, 70'5.
It
„ wet bulb, 59.0.
Mean, at 9 p.m., dry bulb, 60.5.
„ wet bulb, 55.9.
Grand Mean Temperature of Air,  61.6.
Grand Meals  Temperature  of Evaporation, 55'4.
Maximum Shade  Temperature of Air, 83'7, at 3 p.m., 30th.
Minimum Shade Temperature of Air, 43.6, at 6 a.m., 7th.
Absolute range, 41-1.
Mean  daily range, 20.0.
Mean maximum, 72.0.
Mean minimum, 52.0.
RADIATION TEMPERATURE.
Maximum  in sun's rays  (by black bulb thermometer  in vacuo ),129.1,
30th.
Minimum  on ground (bulb exposed on blackboard), 33.9, 7th.
EARTH TEMPE RATURE.
(Mean values, about 9 a.m.)
At 1 foot,  62.3 ; at 2  feet, 64'0; at 4 feet, 654; at 6 feet, 66.8; .
at  8 feet,  67'9; at 10 feet, 69 .3; and at 12  feet, 70.0.
HYGROMETRIC ONDITIONS.
Mean, at 3 a.m.-
Vapour tension, •338.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 80'/°.
Dew point, 48'3.
Mean, at 9 a.m.-
Vapour tension, -372.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 70'/..
Dew point, 50'9.
Mean,  at 3 p.m.-
Vapour tension, '363.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 48'110.
Dew point, 50'2.
Grand Mean Temperature
of Air.
61.6
Mean, at 9 p.m.-
Vapour tension, •386.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 74°/O.
Dew point, 51.9.
Grand Mean-
Vapour tension, '362.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 66°x°.
Dew point, 50'2.
Highest percentage of relative humidity (saturation  - 100), 94°10,
at 3 a.m., 2nd, 21st, and 22nd.
Lowest percentage of relative humidity  (saturation - 100), about
30%, at 3 p.m., 14th.
The vapour  tension ,  which may  be regarded as the absolute humidity of the
air, is expressed in thousandths of an inch of the barometric column. If the
values for vapour tension be subtracted from the values for atmospheric pressure
the remainders will represent the weight of the air proper or dry air. The
tensions ,  in fact ,  represent the weight of the vapour.
VELOCITY OF WrND.
(Beaufort Scale - 0 to 12.)
Mean, at 9 a.m., 1.5, or 10j  miles  per hour.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 2.2, or 14  miles  per hour.
Mean, at 9 p.m., 1.0, or 8 miles per hour.
Grand Mean ,  1-6, or 11 miles per hour.
Northerly wind observed  8 times.
North-east wind observed 4 times.
Easterly wind observed  8 times.
South-east wind observed  3 times.
Southerly  wind  observed  30 times.
South-west wind observed 8 times.
Westerly wind observed 17 times.
North- west  wind observed 0 times.
Calms observed 15 times.
AMOUNT  OF CLOUD.
(Scale-0 to 10.)
Mean, at 9 a.m., 4.8. I Mean, at 9 p.m., 2.7.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 41.  Grand Mean,  3.9.
Cumulus types observed 'about 45 times;  cirrus ,  16 times;
nimbus, 5 times; cirro-stratus, 10 times ; cirro-cumulus, 18 times;
cumulo -stratus, 28 times ; cumulo -nimbus, 29 times ; and stratus,
4 times,-as approximate values at the ordinary hours of observation.
RAINFALL.
(Gauge exposed at 2 feet above ground.)
Number of " rainy days" (0.006 and over), 7.
Greatest fall in 24 hours, 0.970 inches, or about 98
on 21st.
Grand total, 1.339 inches, or about 135 tons per acre.
a All values are corrected for Index Error ,  if necessary.
tons per acre,
REMARKS.
Mean pressure was 0 .082 lower  and mean temperature was 0.8 higher than in July. The mean vapour  tension was 0 .003 higher and
the relative humidity 2 per cent. less than last month. Frequent lightning, fog, and dews noted during month.
Grand Mean  Atmospheric
Pressure.
* NOTE.- The average death-rate of children  under  one year ,  as compared  to births ;  during the ten years  ended 31st December ,  1898, throughout the whole
of Queensland ,  was 10.88.  Vide  Vital Statistics  of 1896.
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August,  1897,  compared  w ith  August,  1896.
Mean pressure was 0.046 lower than for the same period  a year ago . The mean shade temperature was 2.4 higher than last year. The
mean vapour  tension or absolute weight of vapour was 0.027 higher, and the percentage of humidity was 1°/, lower, than twelve months
ago. The mean wind velocity was 0.1 less than in August, 1896; while the amount of cloud was 1.2 more than a year ago. Examining the
winds, we find that during August, 1897, northerly and north-east winds were observed 8 and 4 times, as against 11 and 4 times for the
previous year. Easterly winds were observed  8 times in  August, 1897, and 8 during August, 1896; and the south-east winds were 3 and 7
respectively. The southerly winds were 30 this year,  against  30 a year ago. South-west currents were noted 8 and 7 this and last year
respectively. Westerly winds were 17 and 13 this and last year respectively, and the north-west winds were 0 this year and 0 a year ago. The
amount of calms observed was 15 this year,  as against  13 twelve months ago. As for rainfall, we had 1.339 inches in August, 1897,
against  0.244 inches in August, 1896.
The Observatory, which was reorganised on 1st January, 1887, is conducted entirely in accordance with the Royal Meteorological
Society's Rules.
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE, Government Meteorologist.
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions were as follow:- Males.  Females. Total.
Brisbane Hospital ... .. .. .. 10 4 14
Children's Hospital ... ... ... ... 2 1 3
Lock Hospital ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Lady Bowen Hospital ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Diamentina  Asylum ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Infants' Asylum ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Lunatic Reception  House ... ... ... ... ..
Brisbane  G aol ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Immigration  Depot ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Total
... 12 5 17
The following table shows the causes of death of persons of both sexes ,  under oDt year, total under five years,
and over five years; also the proportion per cent .  of deaths from such causes in Brisbane and Suburbs during the
month:-
Class. Causes of Death. Under Total Over1 year. under 5 years.5 years. Total.
Proportion
per cent.
1. Specific febrile or zymotic  diseases ... ... ... ... ... 3 5 5 10 11.76
II. Parasitic  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
III. Dietic  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 1 1 1.18
IV. Constitutional  diseases ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 4 8 12 14.12
V. Developmental  diseases ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 2 2 4 4,71VI. Local  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 12 16 34 60 58.82
VII. Violence . .. ... ... ... 1 2 5 7 8.23
VIII. Ill-defined and not specified ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 ... 1 1.18
All Causes ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 22 30 55 85 100.00
Class. Order. Nature of  Disease.
SPECIFIC FBBBILB OR ZYMOTIC DISEASES.
I. 1  Miasmatic  diseases .-Typhoid fever ,  3;  dengue fever , 1 ; diphtheria, 1 ...
2 Diarnc oeal  diseases.-Diarrhoea ,  4 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
3 Malarial diseases .-None.
4 Zoogenous  diseases .-None.
5 Venereal  diseases ,- None.
6  Septic diseases .- Pysemia , 1 ... ... ... ...
II. ... P4BASITIC  DISBASBS .- None.
III. ... DIBTIC DISEAB )ZS.-Alcoholism,  1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
IV. ... CONSTITUTIONAL  DISEASES .-Cancer, 2 ; tabes mesenterica, 3 ; phthisis, 7 ...
V. ... DEVELOPMENTAL DisEAsEs . -Premature birth, 2 ; senile decay, 2 ... ...
LOCAL DISBASBS.
VI.  1 Diseases of the nervous  system .-Inflammation of brain, 1; apoplexy, 2 ; softening of brain, 1; epilepsy, 1;
convulsions ,  4; paraplegia ,  2 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
2 Diseases  of organs of special  sense.-None.
3 Diseases  of circulatory  system .-Endocarditis, 7; pericarditis, 1; angina pectoris, 1; heart disease, 4 ...
4 Diseases of respiratory  system .-Bronchitis, 5 ;  pneumonia, 5 ; lung disease, 1 ... ,..
5 Diseases  of the  digestive  system .-Dentition, I; dyspepsia, 2; melmna, 1 ; enteritis, 4 ; peritonitis, 2 ...
6 Diseases  of lymphatic  system and ductless glands .-None.
7 Diseases  of the  urinary system .-Acute  nephritis,  2 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
8 Diseases  of organs of generation.-Disease  of uterus, 1... ... ... ... ..
9 Diseases  of parturition.-Puerperal  convulsions, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
10  Diseases of organs of  locomotion.-Arthritis, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
11  Diseases of the integumentary  system .-None.
N umber o1
Deaths
in each Class
and order.
5
4
.1
1
12
4
2
1
1
1
VIOLENCE. I
VII.  1 Accident  or negligence .- Fractures ,  contusions, &c., 3; drowning, 2 ... ... ... ... ... .... 5
2 1 Homicide .-None.
3 I  Suicide.-Cut  throat, 2
4 Execution .-None.
ILL-DEFINED AND NOT SPECIFIED CAUSl3s .-Debility, 1VIII.
TOTAL ...
2
1
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As will be seen from the foregoing table of deaths registered during the month  as arising  from external
causes , 5 are ascribed to accident, none to homicide, 2 to suicide, and none to execution.
The following are the particulars:-
Males.  Females.
Accidental injury at birth ... ... ... ... infant 1 0
„ fall off a horse ... ... ... ... ... ... ... adults 2 0
drowning ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „ 1 1
Suicide-cut throat ... ... .. „ 2 0
General Registry Office, Brisbane, 10th September, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar -General.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel Howni. GUNTER, Commandant.
Brisbane, 20th September, 1897.
No. 235.
A COURSE of Training for Officers and Non-commissioned Officers in the Southern Military District only,
who desire to obtain Instruction in Drill and Field Training for Infantry, will commence at Victoria
Barracks, Brisbane, at 4.30 p.m. on Monday, the 11th October, and will terminate on Friday, the 5th November.
The Class will consist of-
(1) Officers and non-commissioned officers attached for duty to the Permanent Force, entitled to draw
the pay of their rank ;
(2) Officers and non-commissioned officers who attend the parades only and who are not entitled to
draw pay.
2. Officers and non-commissioned officers stationed beyond Brisbane, who desire to be attached to the
Permanent Force for the fu ll  period, and to draw pay, &c., should apply, in writing, at once through their
Commanding Officers.
Quarters or tent accommodation will be provided for any so attached.
The age of each candidate must be furnished with the application.
3. Only a limited number of Officers outside Brisbane can be admitted to the Class, on account of cost to
the public.
Preference will as a rule be given to those who have not previously had an opportunity of attending a Class.
4. Every member attending the Class will parade in drill order, with a rifle and sling, bayonet, waist-belt,
frog, and One pouch.
5. In selecting candidates for instruction, Commanding Officers will be careful to submit only names of
those who show special aptitude for drill, and should not select officers or non-commissioned officers who are likely
to be unable to complete the course through ill-health or otherwise.
6. Hours of attendance will be 6.30 a.m to 8 a.m., 9'30 a.m. to 11 a.m., 4.30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
7. Returns for Infantry to be sent to the I.S.O.; Returns for Volunteers, to be sent to the S.O. for
Volunteers.
Staff Officers to forward the names of those recommended to the A.A.G. not later than Thursday, the 7th
proximo.
8. A Practical Examination will take place on the day the Class assembles, and any officer or non-
commissioned officer who has not a fair knowledge of Squad Drill, Manual and Firing Exercise, will not be
allowed to remain, and all such men will be instructed by their respective Commanding Officers to join the
Recruit Squad on return to their Corps.
No. 236.
IT is notified, for information, that Boards for the Examination of Officers for Promotion will be held at
such places as may be necessary, for the Written Examination on Thursday and Friday, 4th and 5th November,
respectively.
Names of Candidates of the Defence Force or Volunteers should be sent as soon as possible to the Staff
Officers of the respective arms, who will forward complete lists in time to reach the A.A.G. by the 18th October.
The Practical Examination of Candidates for rank of Lieutenant, Captain, or Major, in the Moreton
Division, will take place during the last week of the Class of Instruction, at Victoria Barracks. In other
divisions the Presidents of Boards will arrange to hold the examination on a suitable date prior to the 30th
November, and warn the candidates to attend. Dress-Drill order.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief' Staff Officer.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS'  GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel  HOWEL  GUNTEa,  Commandant.
No. 237.
SOUTHERN MILITA R Y DISTRICT.
HEAD -QUARTERS '  STAFF.
Leave.
Oh*nsee.
Brisbane, 23rd September, 1897.
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL K.  HUTCHISON, S.O. for Volunteers,  is granted leave of absence until the
1st November, 1897, inclusive.
"A" BATTERY, QUEENSLAND PERMANENT ARTILLERY.
Captain E. H. Willis, R..A., is granted leave of absence from the 21st instant to the 7th October  proximo,
both  dates inclusive.
MORETON REGIMENT.
" S" Company.
No. 5, Acting Colour-Sergeant H. Denning, is appointed to be  a Sergeant. This appointment  to bear date
the 1st January, 1893.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
TOWNSVILLE GARRISON BATTERY.
Captain A. F. J. Draper is posted to the Battery for duty as a supernumerary.
NORTHERN RAILWAY RIFLE CLUB.
Charles Evans, Esquire, is appointed President.
Saluting.
Drill.
No. 238.
SOLDIERSdressed in plain clothes will salute as follows
On passing an officer and on the third pace before reaching him a soldier will seize (always with the right
hand) the hat or cap by the brim or peak opposite the centre of the forehead, and raise it one inch, lowering the.
hand on the third pace after passing him.
No. 239.
WHEN drilling as Infantry and performing Guard Duties, Manual, Firing, and Bayonet Exercises, the
undermentioned Corps will carry out the same motions of the rifle as laid down for Rifle Battalions
Mounted Infantry, Garrison Artillery, Engineers, Volunteer Corps, and Cadet Corps.
No. 240.
IN accordance with the provisions of Regulations No. 146f and  No. 152f,  I. and  If.,  it is noti fied, for the
information of Officers Commanding sections of the Medical Staff Corps, that to classify as " Efficient "  during
the current financial year Non-commissioned Officers and Bearers must be proficient in Drills and Exercises as
described in the " Manual for the Medical Staff Corps ,  1894 ,"  section  If.,  paragraphs 1 to 28 inclusive, and in
Ceremonial ,  paragraphs 47, 48, and 49 ,  same section ;  and to classify as  " Extra -efficient, "  in addition to above, to
pass a satisfactory examination ,  written or oral, or both, in the subjects of First Aid and Nursing ,  dealt with in the
Manual ,  section I .,  paragraphs 1 to 107 and 154 to 183 , both  inclusive .  The Manual referred to will be the
text-book until further orders; Officers Commanding not already in possession of a copy should forward a
requisition for same.
Errata.
No. 241.
IN that portion of General Order No. 226, of 1897, referring to Amendments Infantry Drill, 1896, section 130,
erase on  she first line the inverted commas above the letter A; also in General Order No. 228, "Company or
Battalion  Drill,"  erase  on the fifth line the words " or half front."
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief Staff Officer.
NOTICES.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the South Australian National Rifle Association has been fixed for 4th
to 9th October, inclusive. The Federal Rifle Match for 1897 will be fired at Adelaide on the Sth October.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the National Rifle Association of New South Wales has been fixed for
25th to 30th October, inclusive.
A Military Tournament, the events of which will be open to members of the Queensland Defence Force,
will be held about the middle of December next at Lismore, Richmond River, New South Wales. Programmes
and full particulars will be available later on.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Treasury Buildings, Brisbane, Tuesday, the fourteenth day of
September, 1897.
Present :
The Honourable the Home Secretary,  presiding.
The Honourable the Postmaster- The Honourable the Secretary
General and Secretary for Rail -  for Public Instruction and
ways Secretary for Public Works
The Honourable the Secretary The Honourable the Secretary
for Mines  for Public Lands
The Honourable W. H. Wilson
The Honourable A. H. Barlow.WHEREAS by "  The Crown Lands Acts ,  1884 to 1895," it isamongst  other things enacted that with respect to land which
it is practicable to divide into lots without actual survey, and to
indicate the position of such lots by means of maps or plans and by
reference to known or marked boundaries or starting points, the
Governor in Council, on the recommendation of the Land Board, may
at any time suspend the operation of so much of the 43rd section of
the Principal Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed and
marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, and
may require the Surveyor -General to divide the land into lots, and to
indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the land described in the
Schedule hereto into lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,  and by  reference to
known or marked boundaries or starting points : Now, therefore,
His Excellency the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation  of the  Land Board, and in
pursuance and exercise  of the authority vested in him by the said
Acts, doth order,  and it is  hereby ordered, that the operation of so
much of the 43rd section of the said Principal Act as requires the
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed  open  for selection be suspended with respect to the land
described  in the  said  Schedule : And the Surveyor-General is hereby
required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position
of such lots on pro per maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public Lands is to give the
necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY, Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown lands  in the following  Land  Agent's  District:-
District.
Hughenden
Locality.
Parish of Wyangarrie.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
DAVID  SHEPHERD ,  Inspector of Pacific Islanders ,  Cairns,
to be Assistant Land Commissioner for the Cairns Land Agent's
District, under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1876" and  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1895."
E.M.-21 -9-97.  L.O. 11.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
De
me"
epartment
14th  September, 1897.
HI8 Excellency  the Governor, with the  advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ANDREW LANG PETRIs
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Racecourse in the parish of Nttndah
(Sandgate),  in the room of Herbert Hunter, who has resigned.
D.2.-14 9-97-E'.  Res. 18W-140.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
The Treasure,
Brisbane,  21st September,  189'7HIS Excellency the Governor,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the  recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased  to make the following appointments in the
Marine Department :-
THoarAs JosspH O'Doxo u oE, Clerk,
to be Junior Draftsman ,  in the room of J. Watson ,  resigned; and
JOHN ANDREW MULCAHY
to be a Clerk, on probation.
The latter appointment to take effect from the 13th August, 1897.
ROBERT PHILP.
The  Treasury,
Brisbane,  21st September, 1897,
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the  advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Branch of the
Government  Savings Bank be established at
CAMOOWEAL.
ROBERT PHIL P.
Department of Justice,
Brisbane ,  21st September, 1897.
HIS Excellency  the Governor,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the  -recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
FREDERICK JOHN MARLOW,  Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions,
Gladstone,
to act as District Receiver in Insolvency under  "The Insolvency Act
of 1874,"  High Bailiff under  " The Sherds  Act  of  1875," Deputy
Marshal  of the Supreme Cou rt,  and Registrar ,  District Court, at that
place, during the absence on leave of Robert Blain Hetherington.
A. J. THYNNE.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane,  14th September, 1897.
HI8 Excellency  the Governor,  with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil,  and upon th  recommendation of the Public Servic
Board, has been pleased to approve of the undermentioned appoint-
ment being made in the Post and Telegraph  Department:-
CHARLES JOHNSTON,  Switchboard Attendant,  Brisbane,
to be a Junior Assistant.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st September, 1897.HIS Excellency th  Governor,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
GEORGE RANDALL
to be a Lecturer and Emigration Agent for the Colony of Queensland,
in Great Britain ,  for a further period of one year from the 1st
November, 1897.
HORACE TOZEB:
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 21st September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the  advice of  the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased  to appoint
UVEDALE EDWARD  PARRY-OKEDEN
to be a Lieutenant in the Queensland  Permanent  Defence Force
(Land),  as from  the 17th July, 1895.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office.
Brisbane, 25th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Defence Acts,  1884 to
1896," and the Regulations thereunder, been pleased to cancel the
notification of the approval of the formation of The North Queensland
Garrison Battery, dated the 12th September, 1896, and published in
the  Queensland Government Gazette  of the 19th September, 1896.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Defence Acts,  1884 to
1896," and the Regulations thereunder, been pleased to approve of an
increase , as from the 12th May, 1896, in the Establishment of The
Townsville Garrison Battery, as follows
Major ... ... ... ... ... 1
Captain ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
Lieutenants ... ... ... ... ...  2
Total Officers ... ... 4
Battery Sergeant-Major 1
Battery Quartermaster-Sergeant 1
Sergeants 4...
Corporals ... 4
Bombardiers 4
Trumpeters 2
Gunners ... 65
Total rank and file 81
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1897.
E IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has,
.11. in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Defence Acts,  1884 to
1896," and the Regulations thereunder, been pleased to approve of the
formation , as from the 12th September, 1896, of a Battery of Garrison
Artillery, with Head-Quarters at Thursday Island, to be designated
"The Torres Strait Garrison Battery," with an Establishment
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1897.
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
.j. Council, has been pleased to appoint
EDWIN SIMON MUNRO
to be a Licensing Justice for the Licensing District of Somerset.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1897.
1 FJ
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Divisional
Boards Act  of 1887," been pleased to appoint
JESSE JA\IES JESSOP
to be an Auditor for the Division of Cloncurry.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office;
Brisbane, 21st September, 1897.HIS Excellency theGovernor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to appoint the undernamed members
of the Police Force to be Inspectors of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter at the places specified in connection with
their respective names :-
Constable WILLIAM JOHNSON,
at Alpha, in the room of Sergeant Roe Coyle, transferred ;
Sergeant RoBRRT CROOKS,
at Bltickall, in the room of Senior Sergeant Hugh Malone, transferred;
and
Sergeant MICHAEL BRoDERICK,
at Windorah, in the room of Sergeant Robert Crooks,"transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the undernamed members
of the Police Force to be Assistant District Registrars of Births
and Deaths for the Registry Districts and at the places specified in
connection with their respective names
Acting Sergeant WILLIAM JOHN TIPPING,
for the Registry District of Maranoa, at Mitchell, in the room of
Acting Sergeant William Wayman, transferred;
Constable WILLIAM JOHNSON,
for the Registry District of Clermont, at Alpha, in the room of
Sergeant Roe Coyle, transferred ; and
Sergeant MICHARa BRODERICK,
for the Registry Districts of Diamantina and Warrego, at Windorah,
in the room of Sergeant Robert Crooks, transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
consisting of- Home Secretary's Office,
Captain ... ... 1 Brisbane, 21st September, 1897.
Lieutenant 1 HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the undernamed members
Total Officers 2 of the Police Force to be Acting Clerks of Petty Sessions at the places
specified in connection with their respective names:-
Battery Sergeant-Major 1 Constable WILLIAM JOHNSON
Sergeants ... ... ... 3
,
at Alpha, in the, room of Sergeant Roe Coyle transferred; and
Corporals ... ... ... 2
,
eant MICHAEL BRODERICKSerBombardiers ... ... 2 g ,
in the room of Sergeant Robert Crooksat Windorah transferredTrumpeter ... ... 1 , , .
Gunners ... ... ,34 HORACE TOZER.
Total rank and file ... ... 43
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1897.HH IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to direct that the Public Pound at
EMERALD
be abandoned.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st 'September, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
FREDERICK JOHN MARLOW
to be Acting Inspector of Pacific Islanders at Gladstone, during the
absence on leave of R. B. Hetherington.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board , been pleased to appoint
FREDERICK JOHN MARLOW
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Gladstone, during the absence
on leave of  R. B. Hetherington.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
FREDERICK  JOHN MARLOW
to be Acting District Registrar of Births, Marriages, and Deaths at
Gladstone, for the Registry District of Gladstone, during the absence
on leave of R. B. Hetherington.
HORACE TOZER.
HORACE TOZER.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 22nd September, 1897.IT is hereby notified, that
Christian Holz
has been appointed a Member of Committee for the State School at
Roadvale,  vice  Charles F. Schelbach, resigned.
D. II. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1897.
L] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
L1 Council, has been pleased to approve of the following transfers
of Teachers in the service of the Department of Public Instruction,
viz.:-
WILLIAM EDWARD RUTHERFORD DUNWOODY
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Winton ;
MICHAEL LEONARD SHEA
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Bundamba Lower ; and
ETHEL BANFIELD
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the Central
State School for Girls at Rockhampton.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
CATHERINE ELIZABETH JOHNSTON
be readmitted into the service of the Department of Public Instruction
as a Teacher of Class  Ill ,  Division 3, and be appointed to the position
of an Assistant Teacher in the Central State School for Girls and
Infants at Townsville.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
[L.s.]
A. H. PALMER,
Deputy
Governor.
Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant
Governor of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, President of the Legislative Council
of the said Colony, and Deputy Governor thereof.WW  IIEREAS. by " The Bank Holidays Act of  1877 " it is  amongstother things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be
observed as a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in
any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district therein :
Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy Governor
aforesaid, in pursuance of the provisions of the said Act, and by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby appoint
THURSDAY and FRIDAY, the 28th and 29th of October proximo,
being the days appointed for holding the Hibernian Race Meeting,
to be Public Holidays in the town of Hughenden.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House,  Brisbane,
this twenty-first day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and ninety- seven, and  in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished[L.s.] Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-A. H. PALMER, Governor of the Colony of Queensland and itsDeputy Dependencies, Pr ident of the Legislative CouncilGovernor.
of
the said Colony, and Deputy Governor thereof.IN pursuance of sections 95, 96, a d 97- of "The Crown Lands
Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily reserved for Rabbit
Board Paddocks, and placed under the control and management of
the following  persons as  Trustees for the Mitchell Rabbit Board
RM .-22-9-97.
WILLIAM WALTER, HOOD,
THOMAS ALEXANDER BRODIE, and
WILLIAM JOHN YOUNG.
THE CHARLEVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVES FOR PADDOOKS FOR RABBIT BOARDS.
97-14105--S.G.
County of Paroo, on Boothulla Resumption.-Area,  about 640 acres.
Commencing at a point on the division line between the resumed and
leased portions of Boothulla Consolidation on the east side of the present
road between Boothulla and Guinbardo Head Stations, and bounded
thence on the west by a line bearing north about eighty chains ; on the
north by a  line  bearing east about eighty chains ; on the east by a line
bearing south about eighty chains  ;  and on the south by a line bearing
west  about eighty chains to the point of commencement  ;- as shown on
plan deposited in the Surveyor -General 's Office.
97-14106--8.G.
County of Paroo, on Bierbank Resumption.-Area,  about 640 acres.
Commencing at the north -west corner of Bierbank Resumption, and
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing east about 100 chains ; on
the east by  a line  bearing south about 64 chains ; on the south by a line
bearing  west about 100 chains  ;  and on the west by a line bearing north
about 64 chains to the point of commencement  ;- as shown on plan
deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
97-14107-8.G.
County of Bulloo, on Tintinchilla Resumption.-Area,  about 640 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Comongin Resumption,
and bounded thence on the west by a line bearing north about eighty
chains ; on the north by a line bearing east about eighty chains ; on the
east  by a line bearing south about eighty chains ; and on the south by
Comongin Resumption bearing west about eighty chains to the point of
commencement ;- as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office.
THE GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
RESERVES FOR PADDOCKS FOR-RABBIT BOARDS.
97-14108-S.G.
County of Gordon, on Nickavilla Resumption.
(Being about 440 acres of the south -west corner of Cracow Block.)
Area, about 440 acres.
Commencing on the rabbit-proof fence, and bounded thence on the
east by a line bearing north about sixty chains ; on the north-west
by a line bearing south-westerly about eighty chains ; on the south-west
by the rabbit fence bearing south-easterly about sixty chains ; and on
the south by that fence bearing east about forty chains to the point of
commencement;--as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office.
97.14109-S.G.
County of Gordon, on Maroo Resumption.-Area,  about 550 acres.
Commencing on the rabbit -proof fence at a point about forty chains
north from the south-west corner of Westbank Block, Bulgroo Run, and
bounded thence on the south by the rabbit fence hearing westerly about
110 chains ; on the west by a line bearing north about forty chains ;
thence by lines bearing north-easterly about thirty chains and south.
easterly about thirty chains ; on the north by a line bearing  east about
seventy chains  ;  and on the  east  by a line bearing south about fifty
chains to the point of commencement  ;- as shown on plan deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office.
97-14110-8.G.
County of Grey, on Galway Downs  Resumption .-- Area ,  about 500 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Cooper 's Creek at a point where
the rabbit -proof fence crosses that creek about 40 chains above the
crossing of the Jundah-Windorab road, and bounded thence on the
south by the rabbit-proof fence bearing west about 120  chains ; on the
west by a line bearing north 40 chains ; on the north by a line  bearing
east about 120 chains to Cooper's Creek ; and thence by the right bank
of that creek downwards to the point of commencement  ,;- as shown on
plan deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
97-14111-S.G.
County of Grey, on Galalah East Block, Mount Leonard Run.
Area, about 1,000 acres.
Commencing on the rabbit-proof fence about two miles west from
Haddon Corner ,  and bounded thence on the south by that fence  hearing
west about 160 chains ; on the west by a line bearing north about forty
chains ; on the north-west by lines bearing north-easterly about twenty
6ains, northerly about fifteen chains, easterly about fifteen chains, and
north-easterly about twenty chains  ;  on the north by a line bearing east
about 100 chains ; and on the east by a line bearing south about seventy
chains to the point of commencement  ;- as shown on plan deposited in
the Surveyor-General's:Office.
97-1411E-S.G.
County of Rosebery,  on  Kookoola Block, Mount Leonard Run.
Area, about 640 acres.
Commencing on the rabbit -proof fence at a point twenty -seven miles
west from Haddon Corner, and bounded thence on the south by that
fence bearing west about eighty chains ; on the west by a line bearing
north about eighty chains  ;  on the north by a line bearing east about
eighty chains ; and on the east by a line hearing south about eighty
chains to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office.
97-12'.62-8.G.
County of Rosebery, on St. Clair Block, Miranda Run.
Area, about 640 acres.
Commencing on the rabbit -proof fence at a point fifty -six miles west
from Haddon Corner, and bounded thence on the south by that fence bear-
ing west about eighty chains; on the west by a line bearing north about
eighty chains ;  on the north by a line bearing east about eighty chains; and
on the east by a line bearing south about eighty chains to the point of com-
mencement  ;- as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor -General's
Office.
97-14113-8.G.
County of Rosebery, on Boundary East Block.-Area,  about 850 acres.
Commencing at the south -west corner of Miranda Run, and bounded
thence on the south by the rabbit -proof fence  bearing  west about 120
chains ; on the west by  a line  bearing north 20 chains ;  on the north-west
by a line bearing north -easterly about 160 chains  ;  and on the east by a
line bearing south about 120 chains to the point  of commencement  :-as
shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor -General 's Office.
97-14115-S.G.
County of Rosebery, on Blackboy Block, Annandale Run.
Area, about 480 acres.
Commencing on the rabbit -proof fence at a point about four miles
west from the south-east corner of Blackboy Block, and bounded thence
on the south by that fence bearing west about sixty chains; on the
west by a line bearing north about eighty chains ; on the north by a
line bearing east about sixty chains ; and on the east by  a line bearing
south about eighty chains to the point of commencement ;-as  shown
on plan deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-second day of September, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in
the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,  J. F. G.  FOXTON.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished[L.s.] Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-
A. H. PALMER, Governor of the Colony of Queensland and itsDeputy Dependencies, President of the Legislative CouncilGovernor,
of the said Colony, and Deputy Governor thereof.
IN pursuance of this power in me vested, and in accordance with the
provisions of the 42nd section of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Procla-
mation, notify and declare that the unselected lot of land, being
portion 89v, parish of Bengalla, in the Roma Land Agent's District,
opened to selection by Proclamation dated 24th March, 1897, shall be
and is hereby withdrawn from selection.
E.itii.-14  9-97. L.O. 182.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of September, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, K night Commander of the Most
[L.8.3 Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George ,  Lieutenant -Governor of the Colony of Queensland
A. H. PALMER,  and its Dependencies ,  President of the Legislative Council of the said Colony ,  and Deputy Governor
Deputy Governor .  thereof.
I
N  pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1895," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  the Deputy Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the*Executiye Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated in the
undermentioned Land Agents' Districts ,  shall be open for  UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION  only, under the provisions of the
said Acts ,  on and after  FRIDAY, the FIFTH  day of NOVEMBER ,  1897 , at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental
specified in the said Schedule :  And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the lessee may purchase the
said lands sha ll  be as specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the
maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane ,  this twenty-second day of September ,  in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M --22 .9-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
WITHIN  AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
o Unconditional Selection.
Agricultural
Area.
Land Agent 's District .  Parish .  a Area .  Survey Fee.
.. c Annual
o Rent per
x
x Acre.
Purchasing
Price per
Acre.
m
.
x
o
A. R. P. .g  a. d. £ s. d. £ a. d. Acres.
a 1 Gayndah  ... ... ...  Gayndah ...  ... ... 1293 180 0 0 9 10 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
b 2 Maryborough  ... ... Tiaro ... ... ... 101A 24 1 0 4 15 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 1. 1,280
b 3 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...  ... ... 101E 22 1 0 415 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 1 1,280
c 4 Springsure  ... ... ... Orion Downs ...  ... ... 1v 949 0 0 16 5 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 * 1,280
* Not in  an  Agricultural Area  (Section 17,  Act 1891).
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
a. This portion consists of fairly grassed country, timbered with ironbark ,  box, and wattle  ;  unwatered ,  but water can be conserved in the
gu ll ies; situated about one and a-half miles westerly  from the  town of Gayndah.
b. These portions, consist of fairly grassed land, timbered with gum ,  bloodwood ,  and ironbark; unwatered ;  situated on the Maryborough
and Gympie  road  about two miles northerly from Tiaro.
c. This portion consists of open downs ,  partly stony ,  black soil, good blue and other grasses ;  no surface water; situated about twenty
miles mouth-easterly from Springaure.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony of Queensland
A. H. PALMER,  and its Dependencies ,  President of the Legislative Council of the said Colony ,  and Deputy Governor
Deputy  Governor .  thereof.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1895," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Land specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated in the
DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for SELECTION as GRAZING HOMESTEADS, under the
provisions of the said Acts, at the LAND OFFICE, DALBY, on and after FRIDAY, the FIFTH day of NOVEMBER, 1897,
at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid , declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be 20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one  person as a
Grazing  Homestead, within the limits of the land described in this Schedule, shall be 2,560 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal,.at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of September, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of er Majesty's reign.
E.M.-22 -9-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
No.
of Lot.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Dalby.)
Run Resumption. Parish. No. ofPortion. Area.
1 J ing Jingi  ... ... ... ... ...  Jandowae  ... ... ... ... ...  50v 2,560 0 0
2 Ditto ... ... ... ... ...  ditto  ... ... ... ... ...  51v 2,560 0 0
Survey Fee. Annual  Pontper Acre.
£ a. d. £ a.
14 0 0 0 0
14 0. 0 0 0
d.
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
These portions consist of fair grazing land ,  timbered with box, gum , &c., intersected by Jingi Jingi and Diamond Creeks ; situated
about twenty -five miles north -easterly from  Warra  Railway Station.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony of Queensland
A. H. PALMER, and its Dependencies, President of the Legislative Council of the said Colony, and Deputy Governor
Deputy Governor.  thereof.WHEREAS by an Order in Council  made  on the seventeenth day of March, 1892, I did, by and with the advice of theExecutive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd
section  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for  selection  should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the
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Surv eyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to indicate the position of such
lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified
in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution
of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to 1895,"  1,  Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the ROMA
LAND AGENT'S- DISTRICT, shall be open for SELECTION as GRAZING FA11MS, under the provisions of the
said Acts, at the ROMA LAND OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the SECOND day of NOVEMBER, 1897, at
]ELEVEN  O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I 'do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be 16,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person within
Grazing Area No. 6, in the said District, shall be 10,000 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, further declare the said -Grazing
Area No. 6 to be a District for the purposes of the said Acts; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall never-
theless form part of the said Roma Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of September, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-22-9-97.
No. of
• Lot. Run Resumption.
No. ofParish. Portion. Area.
1  Combarngo ... ... ... ... Landor
A. R.
15v 3,720 0
2  Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ...  16v 3,780 0
3  Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ...  17v 3,880 0
4  Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 18v 3,815 0
5  Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ...  19v 4,730 0
6  Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ...  20v 4,730 0
7  Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ...  21v 3,815 0
8  Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto 22v 3,880 0
9  Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ...  26v 3,800 0
10  Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ...  27v 3,800 0
11  Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto 28v 3,900 0
12  Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto 29v 3,800 0
13  Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ...  30v 5,700 0
14  Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 31v 4,860 0
15 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 32v 4,600 0
16 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 33v 4,600 0
17 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 34v 9,300 0
s. d.  £:. d.
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0  0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0  0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0  0 0
0 0 0 0  1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0  1
0 0 0 0  1
0 0 0 0 of
N.B.-Each lot  selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
These portions consist of from well  to fairly  grassed country ,  mostly thickly  timbered  with  ironbark ,  box, pine ,  sandalwood, and
brigalow scrub.  With the  exception of portion 28v, they are not permanently watered ,  but water can be stored in the gullies on most of them.
Situated from twenty  to thirty  miles south -easterly from Roma.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony or Queensland
A. H. PALMER, and its Dependencies, President of the Legislative Council of the said Colony, and Deputy Governor
Deputy Governor.  thereof.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,
1884 to 1895," 1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and  situated
in the SPRINGSURE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for SELECTION as a GRAZING HOMESTEAD,
under  the provisions of the said Acts, at the LAND OFFICE, SPRINGS1JRE, on and after TUESDAY, the SIXTEENTH
day of NOVEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule: And I do
hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be 20,000 acres.
Provided always. and I do hereby further declare that the maximum  area  which may bu selected by any  one person as a
Grazing Homestead, within the limits of the land described in this Schedule, shall be 2,560 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of September, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-22-9-97.
No. of
Lot.
[ 25TH SEPTEMBER., 1897.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ROMA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT .-NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL REA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office,  Roma.)
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE SPRINGSURE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT. NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTUEAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office,  Springsure.)
Run Resumption.
1 Comet Downs ... ... ... .... Shotover
Parish. No. ofPortion.
1
Area.  Survey Fee. Annual Rentper Acre.
A. R. P.  ' 3. d. £' 8. d.
2,560 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 02
Survey Fee. Annual Rentper Acre.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
This portion consists of dense brigalow and vine scrub, prickly bush, and open plains, well grassed; water can be obtained  at a well
called The Springs in ordinary seasons ; situa*,e9 ab mt forty miles south-easterly from Comet Railway Station  and about fifty miles easterly
from Spr ingsure.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
A. H. PALMER, George, Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony of
Deputy  • Queensland and its Dependencies, President
Governor.  of the Legislative Council of the said Colony,
and Deputy Governor thereof.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities
in me  vested'under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884  to  1895," 1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Deputy Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the operation of the 43rd section of  "The Crown Lands
Act of  1884" shall be and is hereby suspended with respect to
the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the
undermentioned  Land Agents' Districts : And I further notify
and declare, by and with the advice aforesaid, that the
said lands shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of
the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after FRIDAY,
the FIFTH day of NOVEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that
the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall
be as  specified in the said Schedule : AM I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which
may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be
as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane , this twenty-second day of September, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ninety- seven.  and in the sixty-first year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
E.M.-22-9-97.
DESCRIPTIONS.
THE CAIRNS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 2.
Maximum area, 1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 6d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
Unconditional-Annual re t, Is .  4d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 6s. 8d. per acre.
County of Nares, parish of Russell.-Area, 536  acres.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portion 19v
(forfeited A.F. 401), parish of Russell; -exclusive of surveyed
road and land required for roads, reserves, or other public
purpose.
Situated about thirty miles in a direct line southerly from Cairns,
fronting the Russell River; consists generally of dense vine and lawyer
scrub.
THE GOONDIWINDI LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area ,  1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 4d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual re t, is.per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
On the Resumed Part of Callandoon Run.
County of Marsh, parish of Goondiwindi.
Area, about 8 square miles.
The Crown land comprised in  surveyed portion 21v
(forfeited A.F. 88), and portions 12v to 20v and 24v, as mapped
out under  441h section ;-exclusive of land required for roads,
reserves, or other public purpose.
Situated about four miles north from Goondiwindi, fronting Piggy
Piggy Creek ;  consists  generally of dense brigalow scrub with patches of
thickly timbered country.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce ll ency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER,  Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.  Michael and St.
A. H. PALMER,  George, Lieutenant -Governor of the Colony of
Deputy  Queensland and its Dependencies ,  President
Governor .  of the Legislative Council of the said  Colony,
and Deputy Governor thereof.
I
N  pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities
in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884  to  1895 ," 1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Deputy Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board , do, by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the
operation of the 43rd section of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884"
shall be and is hereby suspended with respect  to the Country
Lands described hereunder ,  and situated  in the CAIRNS
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT: And I  further notify and
declare , by and  with the advice aforesaid ,  that the said lands
shall be open  for CONDITIONAL SELECTION  only, under
the provisions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and
after FRIDAY, the FIFTH day of NOVEMBER,  1897, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in
the said  Schedule: And I do hereby  further notify and declare
that the  price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands
shall be as specified in the said Schedule :  And I do hereby,
by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum
area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this twenty -second day of September, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty-first year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
E.M.-22-9-97.
DESCRIPTION.
THE CAIRNS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 2.
Maximum area, 1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 6d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
County/ of Nares, parish of Grafton.-Area,  about 150 acres.
The Crown land comprised in the balance of portion 305,
to the north of portion 25v, parish of Grafton ;-exclusive of
land required for roads, reserves, or other public purpose.
Situated about six miles south-westerly from Cairns ; mountainous
country and dense scrub.
N.$.-Subject to payment  of the value of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Honourable  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
[L  S.]
A. H. PALMER,
Deputy
Governor.
Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George ,  Lieutenant-
Governor of the  Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies ,  President of the Legislative Council
of the said Colony, and Deputy Gove rn or thereof.
IN
pursuance of the authority  in me vested ,  and in accordance
with the  provisions  of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the Leases of the following Agricultural  Farms, under
the said Acts, are declared forfeited :-
E.M.-8-9-97 -U'.
a
m.. ° .. e
o v o o Name of Licensee Land
a o 0 0 Parish. or Lessee . Area .  Agent's
P4z
a
-_0
,
District.
a
A. B. P.
1352  431 Redland ...  George Blond ... 110 1  0 Brisbane
2607 135v Durundur  Thomas J. Doyle ... 159 0 0 ditto
2758 18v Byron ... Thomas E.  Ray nbird 160 0 0 ditto
2759 52v Bribie Kennith Grigor ... 160 0 0 ditto
1125 3v Hollywell Frederic Horn ... 70 0 0 Bundaberg
751 14v Tewantin George H. Rowe ... 160 0 0 Gympie
810 65v Woondum Ernst Perske ... 160 0 0 ditto
2359 33v Anduramba William G. Whitney 316 0 0 Ipswich
80 ' 20v St. Peters Watson Birkitt ... 100 0 0 Springsure
103 15v Wyoming Sam Clough ...  I 42 2 0 Townsville
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighth day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th September, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the name of the
Township on the Lower Herbert hitherto known as Noondoo has
been changed, and will in future be known as BARATTA.
E.M.-14-9-97-B' . 97-16201-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1897.
SPECIAL LAND COURT.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that a Special Land
Court will be held at the Land Office, Ipswich, on TUESDAY,
the 2nd November, 1897.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
No. 70. VOL. xVIII.]  679 [25T]E[ SEPTEMBER , 1 897.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1897.
THE CROWN LANDS ACTS, 1884 TO 1894"
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
IT is hereby notified ,  for public information ,  that the Land Commissioners appointed . under the provisions of  "Ti. Grown
Lands Act  of 1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the above-recited Act, at the
undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868" and  "The Crown Land*
.Alienation  Act of  1876" will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1897.
District  or Place.
Allora * ...
A ratnac t ...
Ayr ... ... ...
Banana .
Barcaldine t
Beaudesert ...
Blackall ... ...
Bowen ...
Brisbane ...
Bundaberg ...
Burketown ...
Cairn s ... ...
Cardwell ... ...
Charleville ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Clermont ... ...
Cooktown ... ...
Cunnamulla
Dalby ...
Emerald * ...
Esk * ...
Gatton ...
Gayndah ... ...
Georgetown ...
Geraldton (Mourilyan)
Gladstone ..
Goondiwindi
Wmpie ..
rberton ...'
Hughenden ...
Ingham ...
Inglewood ...
Ipswich ...
Isisford
Landaborough
Longreach ...
Mackay
Maryborough
Miles ...
Mitchellt ...
Muttaburra
Nanango ...
Nerang * ...
Normanton...
Port Douglas
Ravenswood
Rockhampton
Roma ...
St. George ...
St. Lawrence
Sprin ggssure ...
Stanthorpe ...
Surat
Tambo
Taroom
Texas
Thargomindah
Toowoomba...
Townsville ...
Warwick
Winton
Windorah
Jan. Feb. March. April.
Mon. 11
Wed. 6
Sat. 9
Mon. 4
Thur. 7
Tues. 5
Tues. 5
Wed. 6
Sat. 2
Tues. 5
Mon. 4
Tues. 12
Tues. 5
Thur. 7
Fri. 8
Tues. 19
Wed. 20
Fri. 22
Sat. 9
Tues. 5
Wed. 6
Mon. 11
Sat. 2
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Sat. 2
Mon. 18
Wed. 6
Fri. 15
Wed. 6
Sat. 2
Sat.** 2
Wed. 13
Mon. 11
Wed. 6
Thur. 7
Thur. 7
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Thur. 7
Wed. 6
Wed. 20
Wed. 20
Fri. 8
Wed. 6
Mon. 4
Wed. 20
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Tues. 5
Tues. 5
Wed. 6
. Mon. 1 ..
Mon. 8  Mon. 8 Mon. 12
Wed, 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Sat. 6 Sat. 6 Sat. 10
Fri. 5 .. Fri. 2
Mon. I Mon. 1 Tues. 5
Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
Tues. 2 Tues. 21 Tues. 6
Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
.. Tues. 6
Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Mon. 5
Tues. 9 Tues. 9 Tues. 13
Tues . 16 ... Tues. 20
Tues.  2 Tues .  2 Tues. 6
Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
Fri. 5  Fri. 5 Fri. 2
.,, Wed. 21
... Wed. 17 ...
Fri. 19
Sat. 13 Sat. 13 Sat. 10
Tues. 2 Tues.  2 Tues. 6
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12
Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Tues.  16 Tues.  16 Tues. 20
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Fri. 5  Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Mon. 15 Mon. 15 Tues. 20
Wed. 3
Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Sat. 17
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Fri. 5 Fri.  5 Fri. 2
Tues. 9
Fri. 5 Fri.  5 Fri. 2
Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Mon. 8 Mon .  8 Mon. 12
Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Thur. 18
Wed. 17 Tues. 16 Wed. 21
Fri. 12  Fri. 12 Fri. 9
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Mon. 5
Wed. 17 Thur. 18 Wed. 21
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Tues. 2 Tues .  2 Tues. 6
Tues .  2 Tues .  2 Tues. 6
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Thur . 4 ... Thur. 1
May. June .  July. August .  Sept .  Oct. Nov.. Dec.
. Mon. 7
Mon. 10 Mon. 14
Wed. 5  W.  2
Sat. 8 Sat. 12
... Fri. 4
Mon. 3 Mon. 7
Thur. 6 Thur. 3
Tues. 4 Tues. 1
Tues. 4 Tues.  I
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Mon. 3 Mon. 7
Tues .  11 Tues. 8
Tues. 15
Tues. 4 Tues. 1
Thur. 6 Thur. 3
Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Wed. 19 ...
Fri. 21
Sat. 8 Sat. 12
Tues. 4 Tues. 1
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Mon. 10 Mon. 14
Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Tues. 18 Tues. 15
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Wed. 12 Wed. 9
Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Mon. 17 Mon. 21
Wed. 5
Fri. 14 Fri. 18
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Tues. 8
Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Wed.12 Wed.16
Mon. 10 Mon. 14
Wed. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Thur .  6 Thur. 3
Thur .  6 Thur. 3
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Thur .  6 Thur. 3
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Wed. 19
Wed. 19 Wed. 16
Fri. 14 Fri. 11
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Mon. 3 Mon. 7
Wed. 19 Wed. 16
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Tues. 4 Tues. 1
Tues. 4 Tues. 1
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
.,. Thur. 3
Mon. 12
Wed. 7
Sat. 10
.. Mon. 6  ..  Mon. 6
Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon . 11 Mon.  8 Mon. 13
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed.  6 Wed .  8 Wed. 1
Sat. 7 Sat. 11 Sat. 9 Sat .  6 Sat. 11
Fri. 36 FriFri 1... . ..
Mon. 5 Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.  1,
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Tues. 6 ... ... Tues. 5 ...
Mon. 5 Mon.. 2 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Tues. 13 Tues. 10 Tues. 14 Tues. 12 Wed. 10 Tues. 14
... Tues. 17 ... Tues. 19 ... Tues. 21
Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Tues. 20 ... Wed. 20 ...
Wed. 21 ... Wed. 15 ... Wed. 17
Fri. 23  ...  Fri. 17  ... Fri. 19
Sat. 10 Sat. 14 Sat. 11 Sat. 9 Sat. 13 Sat.
Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues.
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Mon. 12 Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon.
Fri.. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri.
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Tues.20 Tues. 17 Tues. 21' Tues. 19 Tues. 16 Tues.
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed.
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri.
Mon. 19. Mon. 16 Mon. 20 Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon.
1 WedWed 3Wed 7 .. ...
Fri. 16 Fri. 1S Fri. 17 Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 17
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri.  3 Fri.  1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
.. Thur. 9 Thur. 9
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri 1 Fri**. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 15 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 15
Mon. 12 Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon. 11 Mon.  8 Mon. 13
... Wed. 4 ... Wed. 6 ... Wed. 1
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 1 Thur..5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur.  4 Thur. 2
Wed. 7  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 21 Wed. 15 Wed. 17
Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Fri. 9 Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 8 Fri.  12 Thur. 9
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 5 Mon .  2 Mon .  6 Mon .  4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1  Wed. 6  Wed. 8 Wed. 1
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed.  6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues .  6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues .  6 Tues. 8 Tues .  7 Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed.  3 Wed. 1
... + Thur.  5 ... Thur.  7 ... Thur. 3
• The Courts marked thus • are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of  Fulfilment  of Conditions
t  Office for receiving applications.
t Days will be Axed when Land Commissioner  visits Ayr.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts,  when necessary ,  in addition to the above ,  will be duly notified from time  to time.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set  forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  "The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the lands intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct areas and descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous areas and descriptions ;  and such grants and
every  such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SC1133DULB ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-12688 - L.B.P.
No. of Deed- 29815.
Date of Deed-13th September, 1875.
Name of Grantee -Daniel McCombe.
Land  G ranted  -  Portion 86, county of Stanley, parish of
Samford.
Area-- 160 acres.
AMENDED  AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE  CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Samford, portion  86.
Area, 159  acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion 52, and bounded
thence on  the west by that portion, a road, portions 53 and 56, a line,
and portion  103 bearing 179 degrees 38 minutes 30 seconds twenty-
four chains and ninety-four and seven-tenths links, and south
thirty-eight chains and seventy-three and one-tenth links; on the
south by portion 103 bearing  89 degrees  50 minutes twenty-eight
chains and thirty-four and six-tenths links ; on the east by portion
109A bearing  359 degrees  15 minutes 30 seconds fifty-four chains and
ninety- two and one -tenth links ; and on the north by a road bearing
303 degrees 18 minutes  two chains and forty-two and eight-tenths
links,  279 degrees  16 minutes five chains and one and nine-tenths
links ,  254 degrees  20 minutes  seven chains  and fifty links ,  269 degrees
18 minutes five chains,  299 degrees 25 minutes  five chains and ten and
six-tenths  links, 337 degrees 19 minutes four chains, and 309 degrees
31 minutes  three  chains  and fifty-three  and six -tenths links to the
point of  commencement  ; - as shown  on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. M 33-2947 A.
97.12628 - L.B.P.
No. of Deed-41304.
Date of Deed-2nd July, 1880.
Name of  Grantee-Daniel McCombe.
Land  Granted - Portions  53 and 56,  county of Stanley ,  parish of
Samford.
Area-50 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE  CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Samford,  portions  53  and  56.
Area, 52 acres 1 rood 20 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of Dry Creek at its intersection by
the north boundary of portion 102, and bounded thence on the south
by that portion bearing 269  degrees  3 minutes five chains and seventy-
five links ; on the west by a road bearing 359 degrees 14 minutes
twenty- one chains  and fifty-thee and-one-tenth links, and 359 degrees
39 minutes 30 seconds  eleven chains and fifty-three and three-tenths
links; on  the north by a road bearing 89 degrees 36 minutes twenty
chains and  seven  and seven -tenths links; on the east by portion 86
bearing south  fourteen  chains and twenty-three links to Dry Creek ;
and thence by that creek upwards to the point of commencement ;-
as shown on  plan of sui vey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office
-Cat. No. M 33-2947 A.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 25th September, 1897.
"THE PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
.L
THE Lessee of the undermentioned Runs having made application
for the Instruments of Lease to be issued to him by the Govern.
ment, the following description of the boundaries thereof are hereby
published in pursuance of the 58th section of  "The Pastoral Leases
Act  of 1869."
Any persons who may consider their interests prejudiced by said
descriptions must forward their objections, in writing, to this Depart-
ment, before the 28th December, 1897.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
BURKE DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Blacktown.
Claimant of Lease-William Mark.
Estimated Area-
Available ...
Unavailable ...
69 1  square miles.0
Total ... ... ... ...  69J itCommencing _at he south-east corner of Eureka Run at a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over E over B in triangle on its west
side,  and bounded thence on the south by Amby Downs Run bearing
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about east about eight miles sixty-two chains to a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over AD over B in triangle on its south-west side;
thence on the east by  a line  bearing about north about nine miles  fifty-
two chains to a point one chain east of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over B over II in triangle on its east side; on the north by a line
bearing about west about five miles twenty-nine chains passing through
a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over Z over VIII in triangle  and a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow in triangle to a point one chain north and
sixty links west of an ironwood-tree marked broad-arrow over B over I
in triangle  on its south side; on the west by Mirrame Run bearing
about south about four miles forty chains passing through a bauhinia-
tree marked broad-arrow in triangle to a point one chain west and
eight chains south of an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over M over
B in triangle on its south side; again on the north by the same run
bearing about west about three miles thirty-three chains  to a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over Z over V in triangle; and again on the west
by Eureka Run bearing about south about five miles twelve chains
passing through a point thirty links west  of a gum -tree marked broad-
arrow over B over E over I in  triangle on  its south side to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Ashfield.
Claimant of Lease-William Mark.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... ... 4221 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... ... ...  0
,,.Total ... ... ... ... 421
Commencing at the north-east corner of Pialah Run, being a point
eighty links west of a bloodwood-tree marked broad- arrow  over P over
A in triangle on its south side, and bounded thence on the west by that
run bearing about south about five miles and eight chains passing
through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over A over P in triangle on
its north side and a box-tree marked broad-arrow over X over V in
triangle on its east side to a point one chain beyond the last-mentioned
tree; on the south by Denham Plains Run bearing about east about
eight miles and twenty-seven chains to a post marked broad-arrow
over DP over A ; on the east by Amby Downs Run bearing about
north about five miles and eight chains passing through a point one
chain east of a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow  in triangle, a
becfwood-tree marked broad-arrow over Z over IV in triangle, and
a bauhinia-tree marked broad-arrow over B over AD in triangle to a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over A over B in triangle;
and on the north by Eureka Run bearing about west about eight
miles  and twenty-seven chains passing through a box-tree marked S
over - in square on its east side, and broad-arrow over NP conjoined
over HK conjoined over X in triangle on its south side, and a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow in triangle to the point of commencement.
Department, of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1897.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that applications
under the 89th section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been made for closing  the undermentioned Roads;  and all persons
who may  consider  their interests affected thereby are required to
transmit to this Department their objections, in writing,  within two
months from this date.
Plans  of the Roads can be seen at the Land, Police, and Post
Offices, Mackay and Rockhampton.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Road Cases  Nos. 2461 & 2577.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
A. B.P.
About
Part of the  road separating  Chelona ... 1 3 0
portion 833  fro m 676 and
part of 744
All the dedicated  roads in Gavial  .,.  13 1 30
*1 The Pioneer Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
D. P. Ready
*2 The Estate of W Patti-
son (deceased)
*3 Ditto
portion  1,  be ing the roads
separating portions D and
A from C  and B, sepa-
rating D  and C from A
and B,  separating C and
B from subdivisions 5, 6,
7, and  8, separating sub-
divisions 5, 6, 7, and 8
from 9 and 10,  and 8 and
9 from 7  and  10;  also
Part of  the road separating ditto
subdivisions  1 and 2 of
portion 2 west of pro-
posed new  road
* NOTE.-The closure  of these roads is proposed to be carried out In connection
with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public ;Lands,
Brisbane , 24th September, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.IT is hereby notified, for general  information, that  applications
under  the eighty-ninth section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884" have  been  made for  closing  the undermentioned  Roals; and
all persons  who may consider their  interests  affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing,
not later  than the date mentioned with respect to each.
No. 70. VOL. XVIII.] 681 [25TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the nearest Land, Police, and
Post Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
*1
$
P.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-30TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
The Goolman Divisional The reserved road through Melcombe
Board , on behalf of portion 9 from the north-
owner oast boundary of portion
47v easterly through por-'
tion 9 to the road on the
south-west boundary of
portion 21 Totalling
The Drayton Shire The dedicated roads through Drayton ... 23 0 9
Council ,  on behalf of portions 88, 89,  90, and 91,
the Executors of being- ..j
James Taylor
2 Ditto ... ...  The road separating sections  ditto ... 4 0 0
Ditto
3, 17, and 31 of portions
88 and 91 from part of
portions 88 and 91
The road separating sections ditto  ...  3 3 8
3, 17, and 31 of portions
88 and 91 from sections 2,
d 3016, an
4 Ditto  ... ...  The road separating sections ditto ... 3 3 8
2, 16, and 30 of portions
88 and 89 from sections 1,
14, 15, and 29
5 Ditto  ... ...  The road separating section ditto  ...  1 0 32
6 Ditto
7 Ditto
29 of portion 91 from sec-
tions 27 and 28
The road separating section ditto ... 0 2 13
27 of portion 91 from sec-
tion 28
Theroadseparatingsections '  ditto  ...  2 0 31
27,29,30, and 31 of portion
91 from sections 16 and 17
of portions 88 and 91 and
section 15 of portion 91
8 Ditto  ...  The
road  separating section ditto ... 0 3 15ff
9 Ditto
10 Ditto
11 Ditto
12 Ditto
13 Ditto
14 Ditto
15
16
17
18
19
'20
portion 915 o rom sec-
tion 14 of portion 88
ThProad separating sections, ditto 1 2 32
17 and 16 of portions 88
and 91 and section 14 of
portion 88 from sections
1, 2, and 3 of portion 88 i
The road separating section ditto ... 1 2 0 8
24 of portions 89 and 93
and sections  38 and 39 of
portion 90 from part of
portions 89 and 99
The road separating section ditto ... 0 3 0
24 of portions 89 and 90
from section 26 of  portions,
89 and 93
The road separating section ditto ... 0 1 29
26 of portions 89 and 90
from part of portion 89
Theroadseparatingsections ditto  ... 1 0 32
24 and 26 of portions 89
and 90 from section 38 of
portion 90
The road separating section ditto ... 1 1 14
38 of portion 99 from sec-
tion 39
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECT[ONS-6TH OCTOBER, 1897.
W. Quinn, on behalf of I The road  separating  subdi- Yeerong- 1 1 27
Messrs. Prentice and visions 28 to 53 of portion pilly-
Schilpp 87A  from  subdivisions 54
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
visions  15, 39, 68, 91, 120,
137, 166, 191, and  220  of
portion 87A from subdi-
visions 219, 192, 101), 138,
119, 92, 67, 40, and 14
to 80
The road  separating  subdi- ditto ... 1 0 30
visions 81 to 105 of portion
87A from subdivisions 106
to 126 -
The road  separating  subdi- ditto ... 1 0 31
visions 131 to 151 of por-
tion 87A from subdivisions
152 to 173
The road separating subdi- ditto ... 2 0 9
visions 259 to 234 and 177
to 205 of portion 87A from
subdivisions 206 to 233
The road separating subdi- ditto ... 1 3 8
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-20TH OCTOBER, 1897.
The Lands Depart-, The two-chain road from Coreen ... f 7
ment, on behalf of the south-west corner of
E. K. Tidswell portion 2186 southerly
i through portion 2v  to
the ten-chain road
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  B.  P.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-3RD NOVEMBER, 1897.
25 The Rosalie Divisional The northern end of the Milton  ...  2 0 28
Board,  on behalf of reserved road through
F. H. Bridgeman portion -0v I About
26 The Lands Department, The roads separating  see- Town of 3 2 5
on behalf of the tions 77 and 78 included Bundaberg
Defence Authorities in the proposed new
Rifle  Range Reserve
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-1OTH NOVEMBER, 1897.
27 The  Tarampa Divisional  '  The road separating por- ' Clarendon 15 3 21
Board, on behalf of tions 99 and 100 from
W. Vanneck 101, 215, and 216
28 Ditto  ... ... The road separating por- ditto  ...  6 2 26
tion 217 from portions 81,
98, and 99
29 Ditto ... .... From the north- east corner  .  ditto ... 0 2 2
of portion 216 northerly
through portion 217
30 Ditto ... ....  The eastern end of the road ditto ... 9 3 8
through portion 217
31 Ditto .... ...  I The road separating por- ditto  ...  12 0 0
32 ' Ditto
LATEST DATE
CLOSURE OF  RoADS - continued.
FOB
tions 54, 53,  and 52 fro m
217, 50, and 51
The road separating por- j ditto  ...  11 2 0
lions 69,  70, and 71 from
portions 52, 53, 54, and 217
OBJECTIONS-17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
About
*33 The Lands Department, All the roads  included Town of 3 2 5
on behalf of the De- within the proposed  new Bundaberg
34
fence  Authorities  Rifle Range Reserve
Grant Brothers ... Part of  the road from
35 E. G. R. Neumann
36 J. Porter
37 Messrs .  Thynne and
Macartney ,  on behalf
of F. H. O'Reilly ...
39  Ditto ... ...
39 • Ditto
Charters Tcwers to Her-
berton through Wood-
leigh Holding ,  from Big
Oaky Creek to the Dry
River, following the east-
ern side of the Wild River
The road separating portion
148 from portions 125 and
123
The road separating portion
lily from portions 117v
and 119v
The road separating por-
tions 339, 390, 391, and
392 from 407, 408, 409,
and 410
The road separating por-
tions 411, 430, and 431
from 424 ,  428, and 429 '
The roads separating por-
tions 421, 422, 423, and
424 from 375, 376, 425,
426, 427, and 428
North
Kennedy
District
Blenheim 4 015
Warwick ...  3 3 15
ditto ... 6 0 0
ditto ...  8 229
About
ditto ... 6 1 0
+  NOTE.-The  closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
t NOTE.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the opening of a road which leaves the Durham Downs to Taroom  road at a
point about  four and  a-half miles east  of Durham Downs Station ;  thence due
east to Slatehill Creek  ;  thence in a south -easterly direction about one and a-half
miles; thence easterly to Sam's Gully; and thence south-east to the gate on the
west boundary of Clifford Holding.
$ Nora.-These roads are proposed to be closed in part exchange for areas to
be resumed from portions 431 and 432, 374 and 375, for quarry purposes, which
roads are  hereby  closed.
-Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1897.
THE following order of the Land Board, confirming the division
made under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
of the Run known as Dagworth, is published as required by the Act,
and for the information of those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME, Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," and in the matter
of the Division of the Run known as Dagworth, situated in the
Pastoral District of Gregory North, in the colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS The Trust and Agency Company of Australasia, Limited,
the pastoral tenants of the consolidated run known as Dagworth,
situated in the Pastoral District of Gregory North, in the colony of
Queensland, comprising the conterminous  runs  known as . Eo1ia,
Wombat, Dagworth, Gordonia No. 1, Gordonia No. 2, and Crescent No.
2, have given notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the first
day of June, 1896, that  they  elect to take advantage of the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" with respect to such run :
And whereas the said run has been inspected and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the best mode of
making a fair division thereof : And whereas the Secretary for Public
Lands has caused the said run to be divided into two parts, and has
referred the matter of the said division to us, William Alcock Tully
and Edward Mansfield, being the Land Board constituted under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884": Now, upon reading
the said notice from the said pastoral tenant, and the said report here-
inbefore mentioned, we do order that the division of the said run
made by the said Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed : And we
do further order that the said consolidated run known  as Dagworth,
and comprising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be divided into two
parts, and that the part of the said run referred to in the said Act as
the resumed part shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.:-
198  square miles.
Commencing  on the left bank of the  Diamantina River at a point.
about twenty-four  chains below a tree marked broad -arrow over V over
LVII  in triangle ,  and bounded  thence by  the Eldere lie Holding bearing
0 27
through that portion About
*21 Ditto ... ... The western end of the ditto ... 1 119 2 33
ten-chain road through
portion 2v
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-27TH OCTOBER, 1897.
22 James Tolson ,  junr. ...  The  nine -chain road sepa -  Marathon 126 2 28
rating portion 3v fiom
Aramac Holding
•23 Mackay, Neville ,  Rolfe, From a point on  the Mount  South ...
and Co. Rolfe to Alpha stock road Kennedy
about one mile south of District
the Miclere Creek Bridge,
and thence  southerly  i.
about four and a-half
miles to a point on the
said road at the gate,
where it is intersected by
a private road from the
northern road to Frank-
field
t24 Flower Bros . ... ... The road through Durham Leichhardt ...
Downs Holding ,  frotu the District
head station easterly to
the gate on the west
boundary of Clifford
Holding
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north to a post marked broad-arrow over D over LVI, and east about
five miles crossing  Watt's Creek at a coolibab-tree marked broad-arrow
over D over LV in triangle to a point eleven chains beyond the said
tree; thence  by the Ayrshire Downs Holding bearing north about ten
miles ; thence by the Hamilton Downs Holding bearing west about five
miles to a post  marked broad-arrow over D over LV1Ii, north about
two miles six chains ,  west about seven miles five chains to a post marks d
broad-arrow over D over LIX, and north about two miles seventy-four
chains to  the south -east corner  of portion 7v Kynuna Resumption.;
thence by the fence forming the boundary of portions 7v and 8v bearing
271 degrees 12 minutes four miles thirty-four chains ninety links, 265
degrees 35 minutes eighty-one chains thirty links, 265 degrees 38 minutes
four  miles sixty -nine  chains forty-four links ; thence by a fence bearing
176 degrees 11 minutes four miles twelve chains ninety-seven links to the
Diamantina River at a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over E over 83
in triangle ; thence by Kynuna Holding bearing south crossing the said
river about five miles twenty-four chains ; thence by a line bearing east
about one mile seventy-two chains ; thence by a line bearing north about
five miles sixteen chains crossing the Diamantina River to a point south
of a point about sixteen chains east of a tree marked broad-arrow over
V over XLI in triangle, and thence by the left bank of that river down-
wards to the point of commencement ;-exclusive of all alienated and
reserved land contained within these described boundaries.
And that the other part, being the part for which the said
pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive a lease for the term and
upon the conditions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.:-
289k  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Diamantina River at a point
opposite a point twenty-four chains below a tree marked broad-arrow
over V over LVII in triangle, and bounded thence by the Eldeislie
Holding bearing south to a point bearing 104 degrees and distant eleven
chains fifty links from a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over 1)
over LXX in triangle, west about ten  miles  to a point six chains forty
links north of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over D8 over MV in
triangle, and south about five  miles passing  through the said tree to a
point bearing 45 degrees and distant nine chains from a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over MV over DS in triangle ; thence by a line
bearing west about three miles five chains; thence by a line bearing
south about three miles fifty chains to a point four chains fifty links
north of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C2 over HM in triangle ;
thence by  a line bearing  west about eleven miles to a point two chains
fifty links south and fifty links east of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over 2 in triangle; thence by a line-bearing north about nine
miles fifty-seven chains passing through a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over C2 over D in triangle to a point sixteen chains beyond sair,e ;
thence by Kynuna Holding bearing east about seven miles to a point
forty chains north and twelve chains east of a tree marked broad-arrow
over P over VIII in triangle and north ten miles ; thence by a line blar-
ing east one  mile seventy-two chains ; thence by a line bearing north
about five  miles sixteen  chains to the Diamantina River at a point south
of a point sixteen chains east of a tree marked broad-arrow over V over
XLI in triangle ; and thence by the right bank of that river downwards
to the point of commencement ;-exclusive of all alienated and reserved
land contained  within  these  described boundaries.
Given under the seal of the Board this thirteenth day of
September, A.D. 1897.
W. ALCOCK TULLY, Members of the
E. MANSFIELD, Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Ipswich Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the IPSWICH LAND OFFICE,
on and  after MONDAY, the TWENTY-FIFTH day of OCTOBER,
1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of £2 the
lot.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-16773-3.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish of Thornton.-Area,  about 1,000 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of Sandy Creek at the south-west
corn er  of portion 56, and bounded thence by that creek upwards to
portion 12v; thence by that, portion east and south and a line south
from its  south-east corner to a point west from the north-west corner
of portion 14v; thence by a line east thereto; and thence by portions
14v, 28v, 131, 132, 13v, 22v, 55, and 56 to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th September, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the -Brisbane Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V.
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the BRISBANE LAND
OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the TWENTY-FIFTH day of
OCTOBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental
of £2 the lot.
AU information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land  may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-18701-S.G.
J. F. G.  FOXTON.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish of  Telemon .- Area,  420 acres.
The Crown  lands comprised in surveyed portions  9v, lOv, 17v,
and 26v.
[ 25TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th September, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for  general information , that the following
Land, in the Brisbane Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the BRISBANE LAND
OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the TWENTY-FIFTH day of
OCTOBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental
of £1 per  square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries  and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-18136-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
BLOCK A.
(Situated on Resumed Part of Palen Run.)
Parish of Palen.-Area,  2 square miles.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of portion 53v, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion south to the north boundary of
portion 25; on the south by that portion  and a line east to  portion
75v; on the east by that portion and a line north to a point opposite
starting  point; and on the north by  a line and  portion 42v to the
point of commencement.
BLOCK  B.-Parish of Palen.-Area,  about  2 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan River at the inter-
section of the west boundary of portion 26; thence bounded on the
east by that portion  and a  line south to the Macpherson Range ;
thence by that range westerly about two and a-half  miles; on the
west by a line northerly about one mile; and thence on the north-east
by a line south-easterly to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th September, 1897.
IT is hereby  notified ,  for general  information, that the following
Land, in the Clermont Land  Agent's  District,  as per description
herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION  LICENSE UNDER  PART V. of
"The Croton Lands Act of  1884," at the CLERMONT LAND
OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the TWENTY-FIFTH day of
OCTOBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual
Rental of  10s. per square mile.
All information  respecting  the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-18702-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE CLERMONT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Leamington Block.--Area,  about 50 square miles.
Commencing at the north corner of Booroondara Lease, and
bounded thence on the north-west by Chudleigh No. 2 Block; on the
north-east by Tiny Downs Block and the resumed part of Leichhardt
Downs Run to Rolfe Creek ; thence on the south-east by that creek
upwards to its intersection with the- north-east boundary of
Booroondara Lease ; thence by that boundary north-westerly to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th September, 1897.
T is hereby notified,  for general  information, that the following
Land, in the Charleville Land Agent's District , as per description
herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of
"The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," at the CHARLE-VILLE LAND
OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the TWENTY-FIFTH day of
OCTOBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at an  Annual Rental
of £1 per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands,  Brisbane.
97-18703-3. G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE CHARLEVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
ON TEE  RESU M ED PART OF  OAKwooD RUN.
Parish of Burrandilla.-Area,  about 16,500 acres.
'Commencing at the south- west corn er  of portion 1, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion to Middle Creek, by that creek
downwards to south-west  corner  of portion 5v; thence by that  portion
easterly to western boundary  of Burrandilla  Resumption ; then 3 by
that boundary southerly to portion 16v; thence by that portion and
portion 8 westerly to the north- east corn er  of portion 17; thence by a
line northerly to the point  of commencement.
Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane , 8th September, 1897.
1 1.1 E Department has seed of Egyptian Watermelons and Artichokes
for aistnbution. Applications to be addressed to the Under
Secretary.
PETER MCLEAN, Under Secretary.
Geological Survey Office,
George street, Brisbane.
tJ
ON SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No. 4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government Geologist.
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MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
BRISBANE.
AP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
1 to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets at 2s. 6d. per Sheet, and Two at Is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia on a small scale, illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing the Main Telegraph Lines. Scale, 160  miles  to an inch.
Price : Plain, Is. 6d.; coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d . per Sheet.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony. Price, Is. plain, or coloured
(illustrating the Counties and Financial Districts) Is. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various  Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s. 6d. per sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catchment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivera, &c., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, Is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, Is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of. the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts. Price, Is. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta. Scale, 1 mile to an inch. Price,
IS. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s.; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, 91.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains loan inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony. Price, Is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED  ON THE  POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2a. 6d.
Environs of Longreach. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, 1s. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-Maps of Land-3 Open to Selection r for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. McDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st August, 1896.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
NOTICE. .
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.IT is hereby notified, or general information, that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substituted
therefor:-
Notice is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.
96-2454-Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary for Works.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd September, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the under.
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
Repairs and Painting, State School, Caboolture South-E. BAKER
-91810S.
Repairs, Improvements, and Painting, State School, Pine Hill-
J. DALLOW-£40.
Kitchen to Residence, State School, Tewantin-C. FIGGGIS-£48.
Telegraph Office at Explosives Magazine, North Pine-JonN
SMITH-£32.
Repairs, &c., State School, Boys' and Girls', Rockhampton North
-W. A. CHALK-2158  188.
Additions, State School, Gatton-W. J. MILLER-£211 lOs.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1897.
TENDERS. Works.TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public orks.
For full particulars, see  Government Gazette.
Nature of Work, Date of  Gazette  containing original Notice,
and Place and Date to which Tender can be received, respectively:-
AYR-New Playshed and Gymnastic Apparatus, State School.
28th August. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses,
Ayr, Bowen, and Townsville ; 1st October.
STANTHORPE-Repairs and Painting, Post and Telegraph Office.
28th August. Works Office, Brisbane ; 1st October.
GYMPIE-Repairs, Renovations, and Improvements, Police
Office and Barracks. 4th September. Works Office,
Brisbane; 1st October.
POET DOUGLAS-Purchase and Removal of Old Cottages,
Customs Buildings. 4th September. Works Office,
Brisbane, Court House, Townsville, and Custom Houses,
Port Douglas, Cooktown, and Cairns; 1st October.
PORT DOUGLAS-Repairs and Painting, Customs Buildings.
4th September.. Works Office, Brisbane, Court House,
Townsville, and Custom Houses, Port Douglas, Cooktown,
and Cairns; 1st October.
GOONDIwINDI-Additions to School and Closets, State School.
4th September. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court House,
Goondiwindi; 8th October.
BELMONT-Repairs and Painting, State School. 11th Sep-
tember. Works Office, Brisbane ; 8th October.
TowNSVILLE-Repairs and Drainage, Police Court. 11th
September. Works Qffice, Brisbane, and Court House,
Townsville ; 8th October.
LYTTON-Improvements and Fencing, Dog Kennels. 11th
September, Works Office, Brisbane ; 8th October.
ALBION-Additions, Post and Telegraph Office. 18th Septem-
ber. Works Office, Brisbane ; 15th October.
ZILLMERE-New Playshed, State School. 18th September.
Works Office, Brisbane; 15th October.
SURAT-Additions, Repairs, &c., Post and Telegraph Office.
18th September. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post Offices,
Surat and St. George ; 29th October.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONAL ROOM, FENCING, AND GATES, POST AND
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, MAYTOWN.
F
RESH TENDERS will be received at this Office, at the Post
Offices, Maytown, Cooktown, and Cairns, and at the Court
House, Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th
October, for Additional Room, Fencing, and Gates, Post and Telegraph
Office, Maytown.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  " Additional Room, 4c., Post and Telegraph Office,
Magt o wn."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
at the Post Offices, Maytown, Cooktown, and Cairns; and at the
Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PURCHASE AND REMOVAL OF OLD POST AND
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, I t` GLE WOOD.
r
('ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Post Offices,
1 Inglewood and Goondiwindi, until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 29th October, for Purchase and Removal of Old Post
and Telegraph Office, Inglewood.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  " Purchase and Removal of Old Post and Telegraph Ofce,
Inglewood."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office; and at the
Post Offices, Inglewood, Goondiwindi, and Warwick.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, COURT HOUSE, 11IAYTOWN.FRESH TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at theCourt  Houses , Maytown, Cooktown, Townsville, and Cairns,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th October, for Repairs
and Painting , Court House, Maytown.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 9(c., Court House, Maytou'n."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and at
the Court Houses, Maytown, Cooktown, Townsville, and Cairns.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent: on amount of Tender as
security  for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance , a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance  ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
LAND AGENT'S OFFICE, COURT HOUSE, WINDORAH.TENDERS will be received at his Office, and athe Court Houses,
Windorah and Longreach, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 5th November, for Land Agent's Office, Court House, Windorah.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Land Agent's Office, Court House, Windorah."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
and at the Court Houses, Windorah, Charleville, and Longreach.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this  Office,  within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 23rd September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW BRIDGE OVER McINTYRE BROOK, INGLEWOOD.
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court  Houses,T  Inglewood  and Goondiwindi, until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 29th October, for New Bridge over McIntyre Brook,
Inglewood.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £20, and
endorsed  "New Bridge over McIntyre Brook, Inglewood."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Engineer for Bridges' Office;
and at the Court Louses, Warwick, Inglewood, Goondiwindi, and
Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 23rd September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING AND REPAIRS, COURT HOUSE AND POLICE
MAGISTRATE'S QUARTERS, BLACKALL.
MENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses,
1 Blackall, Barcaldine, Tambo, and Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 5th November, for Painting and
Repairs, Court House and Police Magistrate's Quarters, Blackall.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of I;5, and
endorsed "Painting, 4 c., Court House and Police Magistrate's
Quarters, Blackall•."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars  obtained, at the Government Architect's Office; and at
the Court Houses, Blackall, Barcaldine, Tambo, and Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd September, 189'7.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, REPAIRS, PAINTING, AND IMPROVEMENTS,
STATE SCHOOL, GEORGETOWN.
/MENDERS will be received at this Office, and  at the  Court Houses,T Georgetown, Cooktown, Croydon, Normanton, a d Townsville,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 5th November, for Additions,
Repairs, Painting, and Improvements, State School, Georgetown.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £10, and
endorsed  "Additions, Repairs, Painting, and Improvements, State
.School, Georgetown."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
and at the Court Houses, Georgetown, Cooktown, Croydon, Normanton,
and Townsville.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane , 23rd September, 1897.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the,advice of the Executive
j Council, has been pleased to make the following  Regulations,
in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Gold Mines Drainage Act of
1891 " and  "The Gold Mines Drainage Act of  1896," and  to  repeal
the Regulations under the first-mentioned Act published in the  Gazette
dated 5th December, 1891.
ROBERT PHILP.
Different drainage ar as to be  distinguished.
1. If more than one drainage area shall be constituted upon any
goldfield, each of such  areas  shall be distinguished by some distinctive
name.
Qualification of members.
2. No person shall be eligible for election as a member  of a Drainage
Board unless he be an owner or part owner or director  of, or  shareholder
in, some mine situated within the boundaries of the drainage  area under
the control of such Board, or a shareholder  in a registered  mining
company holding any  mine, claim ,  or gold -mining lease  within the said
drainage area.
Time for holding  elections  and duration in office of Board.
3. The first  Drainage  Board for  any drainage area  shall  be elected as
soon as practicable after the constitution of the said  area, and thereafter
the Board shall be elected annually on the third Saturday  in January in
each year. Members shall continue to hold office and to act until their
successors are elected, and shall be eligible for re-election.
Qualification of voters.
4. The persons entitled to vote at the election of members of any
Drainage Board shall be the representatives of the different mines
situated within the boundaries of the drainage area of the said Board,
and such representatives shall be appointed by writing signed by the
owner or owners or directors of each mine, or by some  manager  or other
person duly authorised to act in their behalf, and such appointment may
be at any time cancelled and a fresh appointment made.
First  election-B earden to be returning  officer.
5. When any drainage  area  shall be constituted, the warden of the
goldfield upon which such area is situated shall, for the purpose of con-
ducting the election of the first Drainage  Board for such  area, be the
returning officer, and shall perform all the duties  and exercise all the
powers of a returning  officer in  connection with  such election.
Preparation of voters'roll.
6. Upon receipt of the proclamation constituting  any drainage area,
the warden of the goldfield upon which  such area is situated shall forth-
with compile a list of all  mines  within the  limits of the said Drainage
Area, and shall publish  such list  by causing  it to be affixed to the notice
board at his office , and also  to be advertised  in some local newspaper
(if there be any) together with a notice  requiring the owners of each of
the said  mines  forthwith to appoint  some person to act and  vote as the
representative of such mine, and to notify such  appointment to him in
writing, on or before a certain day prior to the day fixed by  him for the
nomination of candidates for election  as members  of the Drainage Board
for the  said area . And upon  receipt  of the said written  notices of
appointment of representatives, the warden shall compile 'therefrom a
list of persons entitled to vote at the said  election ,  and shall place
opposite to each voter's name the name of  the mine in respect  of which
he is appointed to vote, and such list shall be the voters' roll for the
election.
Warden to appoint day of nomination of candidates.
7. Upon receipt of the Proclamation constituting any drainage area,
the warden of the goldfield upon which such area is situated shall fix a
certain day, not less than fourteen days nor more than twenty-eight
days after the receipt by him of such Proclamation, on which day,
between the hours of 9 o'clock  a.m. and  4 o'clock p .m., he will, at his
office, receive nominations of persons nominated as candidates for
election as members of the first Drainage Board for the said  drainage area.
Notice to be published.
8. The warden shall make public the date fixed by him for the
nomination of candidates for election as members of the said Drainage
Board by  causing to  be affixed to the  notice -board at his office, and to
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be published  in tho local newspaper (if there be any), at least seven
days  before the  date of nomination ,  a notice in  the following form
Drainage area.
I hereby give notice that nominations of candidates for election as
members of  the Drainage Board for the above area will be received by
me, at my office, between the hours of 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. on
Dated 189 .
Nomination.
A.B., Warden.
. 9. Any  person  who is qualified to vote at the election of members
of the Drainage Board may nominate a candidate for election by
delivering  at the Warden's Office, within the time therefor appointed, a
nomination  paper in the form following:-
I, hereby  nominate  A. B. as a candidate for election as
a member.
Given under my hand this day of 189
Signed
Opening of nomination papers.
10. On the day appointed for the nomination of candidates, at 4 p.m.
the warden shall  attend at his office and shall open the nomination
papers and shall  declare the  names of the  candidates nominated and of
the persons  by whom  nominated in each case.
If only required number nominated.
11. If the number of candidates nominated shall not exceed the
number  of members  to be elected, the warden shall then and there
declare  such  candidates  to be duly elected.
If more than, required number nominated.
12. If the number of candidates nominated shall exceed the number
of members  to be elected, the warden shall then and there announce
that a poll  will be taken at his office, on a day fixed by him, not later
than seven  days after the  date of nomination.
Candidates may retire before poll.
13. Any  candidate  who has been nominated may retire before the
day fixed for  the taking  of the poll by giving to the warden a notice in
writing , signed by himself, stating that he withdraws his name from the
list of candidates , and if by any such retirement of a candidate or candi-
dates the number nominated shall be reduced to a number not exceeding
the number  of members to be elected, the warden shall declare the
remaining candidates  to be duly elected and no poll shall be taken.
14. When a poll is to be taken the warden shall attend at his office
from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. on the day appointed, for the purpose of
receiving votes.
Mode of voting.
15. Each voter on the roll shall be entitled to vote fors the whole
number of candidates to be elected, or- for any less number, and shall
record his vote by delivering to the warden, in writing, a list- of the
candidates  for whom he votes, signed by himself.
At close of poll.
16. When the poll shall have closed at 4 p.m., the warden shall
examine  the voting-papers  and count  the votes recorded by them for
each candidate ,  and shall  then declare the candidates who-have received
the greatest number  of votes to be duly'elected.
Provided that the candidates or their scrutineers may, if they so
wish, together with the  warden , inspect the voting-papers before the
declaration  of the  result  of the poll.
Warden's casting vote.
17. If at the  polling an  equal number of votes shall be recorded for
any two or more  candidates ,  the warden  shall have and give a casting
vote.
Appointment of chairman.
18. The Board  shall at its first meeting  elect one of their number
to be  the chairman  of the Board, and such  chairman shall, in  all divisions
of the Board, have  a casting as well as  a deliberate vote. Provided that,
if at any meeting  of the Board the chairman shall be absent, the Board
shall appoint a deputy to act as chairman at such meeting; and such
deputy chairman  shall, at such  meeting, in the absence of the chairman,
have a casting  vote in any division ; and the chairman shall at all times
have  power to appoint a deputy chairman in the event of his'absence, or
if from any other  cause  he is unable to act.
Seal of Board.
19. The Board shall have  a common seal , which shall be kept and
used in such manner  as the Board may by resolution determine.
Time and place of meeting.
20. The Board shall meet at such time and place as it may from
time to time  by resolution determine, and may, if requested in writing
by one or more members, at any time summon a special meeting.Office of  Board.
21. The Board may appoint a certain place to be the office of the
Board,  and may  make  all rates or assessments  payable at the said
office.
Appointment of officers.
22. The Board may from time to time appoint and employ a
treasurer , clerk, surveyors, valuers, collectors, and all such other officers
as they  shall think proper and necessary, and from time to time remove
any such  officers and appoint others in the room of any such as shall-be
so removed ,  or as  may die, resign, or discontinue their offices.
Vacation of seat.
23. If any member shall have failed to attend the meetings of the
Board for a period of three consecutive calendar months be shall be held
to have vacated his seat.
Board to fill  vacant seats.
24. If during their year of office any member or members shall die,
resign , or vacate  their seats  on the Board, the Board shall nominate
some qualified person or persons  to take the place of such member or
members,  and such  person  or persons shall, during the remainder of the
year, have  the same rights  and powers  as if he  or  they  had been elected
members of  the Board.
Estimates  to be  framed.
25. It  shall be the duty of the Board, during the month of February
in each  year, to make  an estimate  of the amount required to defray all
costs and charges for  drainage purposes.
Board to appoint returning officer.
26. The Board shall appoint one of its members or officers  to act as
returning  officer at the annual election in each year after the first election,
and such returning officer so appointed shall prepare the list of voters,
appoint a day of nomination , declare the nominations ,  fix a day for
polling if required ,  preside at the poll, give  a casting  vote if necessary,
and make a return showing  the result of the  election.
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Quorum of Board.
27. At the meetings of the Board three  members  shall form  a quorum.
28. It shall be lawful 'for the chairman, deputy  chairman, or any
chairman for the time being elected at a duly constituted  meeting of
the Board, by order under his hand, to order that,  for such time as the
Board may deem expedient ,  any mine situated  within the  drainage area
shall cease to carry on all or any operations, and that  all flood-gates or
other appliances erected in or upon such mine, whether by the Drainage
Board or otherwise, shall be closed or otherwise secured or fixed in such
manner as such chairman, deputy, or acting chairman  shall direct, and
the owners ,  manager, engine -drivers, and all other  persons  for the time
being working in or upon or employed by such mine shall do  all such
acts and things as such chairman, deputy, or  acting chairman  shall direct
for those purpose and shall do and execute all orders given by any
person appointed by such  chairman , deputy,  or acting chairman  to over-
see the carrying out of such orders  ;  and any manager, engine -driver, or
other employee as aforesaid refusing  or neglecting  to carry  out the orders
of such chairman, deputy, or  acting chairman , or the orders of any
person appointed by any of- them as such overseer, shall be liable to a
fine not  exceeding one hundred pounds ,  and, in default of payment of
such fine, to imprisonment for any period  not exceeding six months, or
to imprisonment not exceeding six months without the option  of a fine.
29. It shall be lawful for the chairman, deputy  chairman, or any
chairman for the time being appointed by the Board to order that any
mine situated  within the  drainage  area shall  be bailed of water; and
any obstruction of any kind whatsoever hindering or likely to hinder the
Board in viewing, repairing, or dealing with dams,  gates, doors, or
other appliances existing in or upon such  mine sha ll be removed ; and
any owner,  manager, engine -driver, or other employee  working in or
about such mine refusing or neglecting to obey any such order  shall be
liable to the fine or imprisonment provided for in Regulation No. 28.
30. No owner or mortgagee of any mine, or any director of any
company owning any mine, or any liquidator of any such company,
situate within the drainage  area , shall permit any driving  machinery or
other appliances used for descending  or ascending such mine, or
pumping machinery, to be removed from any such mine without first
giving fourteen days' notice of his or their intention to so remove such
machinery or appliance ; and every such owner, mortgagee, director,
liquidator, or other person having possession of or contiol over such
machinery who shall permit such machinery or appliances to be eo
removed shall be liable to the fine or imprisonment- provided for in
Regulation No. 28. Provided, nevertheless, that  if in any case the
Board shall be of opinion that such period of fourteen  days is not
sufficient notice of such removal as aforesaid, it shall be lawful for the
warden, on the application of the Board, to fix a time, and, if necessary,
to extend the time mentioned in the said notice.
31. Any person or persons hindering  or otherwise interfering with
any officer or officers of the Board in the  exercise  of any  of the powers
conferred by the Act or these Regulations shall be  liable to the fine or
imprisonment provided for in Regulation No. 28.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 14th September, 1897.
r HE Commissioner for Railways hereby gives notice, in accordance
I with the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864," that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having approved of the Plan and Book of Reference of the Mount
Morgan Branch Railway from Kabra (9 miles 73 chains, Central Rail-
way) to Mount Morgan (in length, allowing for deviations, 12 miles 61
chains 70 links), proposed to be constructed under the provisions of  "The
Railways Guarantee Act of  1895," such Plan and Book of Reference
may be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the Clerk of Petty
Sessions, Mount Morgan; and all persons interested in the lands to be
affected by the said intended Railway are hereby required to set forth,
in writing, to me, at this Office, within one month from the first
publication hereof, any well-grounded objections that may appear to
them to exist to the adoption of the said line of Railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection therewith.
By Order,
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 10th September, 1897.
N
OTICE is hereby given, in accordance with the provisions of the
Railway Acts, that so much of the Plan and Book of Reference
of the Second Section of the Charleville to Cunnamulla Railway as
embraces that portion of the Section commencing at 61 miles from
Charleville and ending at 117 miles 52 chains 681 links, has been
approved and confirmed ; and that the Commissioner for Railways
intends to proceed with the construction of the Line above referred
to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference so confirmed.
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1897.
THE CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT OF 1896."
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that the undermentioned
machines, which are of new invention, and have not heretofore been
made in Queensland, be exempted from duty, under the provisions of
"The Customs Duties Act of  1896" (Schedule), viz.:-
DEoP MACHINES (for Stamping Lollies).
ROBERT PHILP.
NOTICE TO MASTERS OF VESSELS NAVIGATING THE
BRISBANE RIVER.
LEADING LIGHTS, EAGLE FARM FLATS CUTTING.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that on and after Friday, the 24th
instant, the red and white leading lights marking the centre of
the Eagle Farm Flats Cutting will be moved to the beacons at the
upper end of the cutting, and exhibited therefrom instead of from
those at the lower end as heretofore.
T. M. ALMOND,  Portmaster.
Marine Department, Brisbane, 21st September, 1897.
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MARINE DEPARTMENT OF QUEENSLAND.
TENDERS FOR STORES.TENDERS will be received at the Treasury, Brisbane, until Noon onSATURDAY, 6th November, from persons willing to contract
for the Supply of Stores at the various Ports and Lightships for the
above Department, for two years from 1st January, 1898.
Forms of Tender, Schedules, and General Conditions 'may be
obtained on application to the Portinaster, or any of the local Harbour
Masters.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Stores, Marine Department."
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
T. M. KING, Under Secretary.
The Treasury, Brisbane, 19th August, 1897.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 14th September, 1897.
T is hereby notified, for public information, that arrangements have
been made for a direct exchange of Money Orders between
Queensland and British North Borneo, commencing from the 1st
October, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
EXCAVATING TRENCHES AND LAYING PIPES FOR
TELEPHONE WIRES.TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under Secretaryand Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Eighteenth day of October, 1897, from persons
desirous of contracting for the Excavating for, Laying, Jointing,
Making Good, and all Work in connection with Laying, Two and
Three Inch Cast-iron Pipes for Telephone Wires, in and about the
City of Brisbane, according to the general conditions and specification
published in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, 11th September,
1897.
Specifications, Schedules, and all other information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Under Secretary and
Superintendent of Telegraphs.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1897.
Q UEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, AND MAILS AND PARCELS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES 1898, 1899, AND 1900.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1897,
SPECIAL ATTENTION is hereby directed to the following
Alterations in and Additions to the List of Mail Services for
which Tenders  were  invited in a Supplement to the  Government
Gazette  of  28th July ultimo.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
ALTERATIO18.
39. Omit from list.
42. Insert "Bayrick" between "Oakwood" and "Landsdowne."
1108. Insert " Moura" in route after " Roundstone."
171. Add  "via McLiver's Store"  after "Torquay."
195. Insert  "Spring Valley School"  in route before "Kincora."
231. To read "Laidley and  Summerhill, via  Plainland and Hatton
Vale (Woolshed Creek) ; three times a week."
237. Omit "Lilliesmere" from route.
263. Omit from list.
366. Route to be reversed and to read thus:-Logan Village and
Logan Village, via  Thompson's, South Maclean, North Maclean,
Nash's, Greenbank,  Park Ridge, Chambers' Flat,  and  the Bridge.
ADDITIONS TO Lim
21A. Alternative:  Mumbilla and Fassifern,  via  Engelsburg ;
daily  to Engelsburg; three times a week to Fassifern. -
42A.  Alternative: Augathella and Tambo,  via  Biddenham, Oak-
wood,  Mentmore,  Bayrick,  Toliness, • Highfields,  and Landsdowne;
once a week.
428.  Alternative :  Augathella and Tambo,  via  Biddenham, Oak-
wood,  Mentmore,.  Bayriek,  Toliness, Highfields,  and Landsdowne;
twice  a week.
78A.  Alternative :  Turallin and  Crowder's Creek, via  Western
Creek, Dunmore, and Junction Station ; once a week.
112A.  Alternative :  Tambo and Shirburn (Ravensbourne),  via
Minnie Downs and Forest Hill; once a week. (Subject to rearrange-
ment of route.)
1128.  Alternative:  1'lackall and Listowel Downs,  via  Glencoe,
Malvern Hills, Terrick Terrick, Lorne, Bloomfield, and Bonnie Doon ;
once a week. (Subject to rearrangement.)
149A.  Alternative :  Gatton and East Haldon,  via  Tent Hill,
Upper Tent Hill, and Mount Sylvia (Whitestone) ; three times a week
(omitting Ropeley).
166A.  Alternative :  Tambourine and Canungra,  via  Flannagan's,
Fenwyke, O'Mahoney's, and Irvingsford;  six times a week.
171A.  Alternative:  Pialba and Torquay,  via McLiver's Store;
six times a  week  (omitting delivery en route).
175A.  Alternative:  Gowrie Junction and  Gowrie Little Plain,
via  Glencoe ; three times a week.
175B.  Alternative: Meringandan  and  Evergreen  (Patch' s),  via
Goombungee and Doctor's Creek ; three times a week.
194A.  Alternative : Gatton  and Hcssenberg (Wonga Creek),  via
.Ropeley ;  three times a week.
198A.  Alternative :  Waterford and Logan Reserve;  three times
a week.
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257A.  Alternative :  Croydon and  Woodstock,  via Esmeralda
Diggings and  Glenora ;  once a week. (Subject to one month's notice
of discontinuance by Postmaster-General.)
274A.  Alternative :  Woombye and  Hutchison's  (Portion 51),  via
Diddilibah,  Heddon' s Sawmill ,  and  Bli Bli (Keil's) ;  three times a
week. (Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the
Postmaster- General.)
344A.  Alternative:  Beenleigh and  Redland Bay,  via Loganholme,
Gramzow, and Mount Cotton ; six times a week.
351A.  Alternative:  Banana and Wooroona,  via Wando, Harcourt,
Grayclif'e,  Redcliffe, and Nulalbin; once a week.
401A.  Alternative:  Jimboomba Railway Station  and  Canungra,
via  Mundoolun Station, Mundoolun Receiving Office, Tambourine
Station, Flannagan's, Fenwyke, O'Mahoney's, and Irvingsford; six
times a week.
489A.  Alternative: Glenroy  and Bower Bird ; once a week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster.
General.)
NEW SERVICE.
30. Milmerran and Bringabilly,  via  Koorongarra;  once a week.
39. Canungra and Jerome's,  via  Drynan's; once a week.
SUPPLY OF TELEGRAPH POLES.FRESH TENDERS will be received at the Office ofthe UnderSecretary and Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane,
until Noon on MONDAY, the Twenty-fifth day of October, 1897,
from persons desirous of contracting for the Supply of Telegraph
Poles, according to the Specification appended hereto.
Specification.
Poles to be of the best description of narrow-leafed ironbark.
Each pole to be straight, and to have the bark removed.
Each pole to be free from pipes, cracks, splits, knots, grub-holes,
gum-veins, and all other defects of any kind whatsoever.
There will be 50 poles required, and they are to be delivered at
the yard of the Post and Telegraph Department, situated in Alice
street, Brisbane, or as otherwise directed.
Delivery to commence not later than 14 days after the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender, and to be continued at the rate of not
less than 10 poles per week until completed.
Poles to be not less than thirty-five (35) feet in length,  nor less
than ten (10) inches in the least diameter at the  small end, and not
less than sixteen (16) inches in the least diameter at the butt. These
measurements to be exclusive of sapwood. The above  measurements
are not to be exceeded by more than two and a-half (24) inches at the
small end, and three (3) inches at the butt.
The inspecting officer will have full power at any time prior to
payment to reject and condemn any pole which  is in  his opinion unfit
for the purpose intended.
Any pole so rejected or condemned  must be  removed by the
contractor within a week or the Government will remove same at the
contractor' s expense.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of 75 per cent. on
the number of poles delivered, and approved by the inspecting officer.
The total balance will be paid when the entire contract  has been
completed to the  satisfaction  of the Government.
The contractor will be liable for all claims  for damage  or injury
to fences or other property caused by getting or delivering the poles;
and if such  claims are  not paid by the contractor, the Government
can satisfy any such claim out of money due to the contractor.
The decision of the Government Electrical Engineer will be final
in all matters  in dispute between the Contractor and the Government
in regard to this contract.
The Government does not bind itself to accept the lowest or any
Tender.
A copy of this specification, signed by the contractor and duly
witnessed, and a deposit of three pounds (£3), must accompany each
Tender. .
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1897.
Witness :
[Tenderer' s Signature.]
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain WALTON DRAKE, Q.M.D.F., Acting Naval
Commandant, Q.D.F.
Head-Quarters, Naval Brigade,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1897.
No. 241.T`HE following changes will take effect from date
1 TOWNSVILLE NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 278, J. Humphries, A.B.; No. 294, W. J. Dearness, A.B.;
and No. 300, A. G. Curtis, A.B, are allowed to resign.
CAIRNS NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 158, D. Davis, A B., is allowed to resign.
No. 166, J. Brewer, A.B., is granted six months' leave of absence
from 1st August, 1897.
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Acting Naval Commandant ,  Q.D.F.
Home Secretary ' s Office, Brisbane ,  20th September, 1897.
GENERAL ABSTRACT  showing the AVERAGE LIABILITIES and ASSETS,
 and of the CAPITAL and PROFITS, of the undermentioned BANKS of the COLONY of QUEENSLAND,  for the QUARTER ended on the
30th June, 1897 ,  mado up from the Quarterly Statements published in the
 Government Gazette  in pursuance of the provisions of the 2nd section of the Act 4 Victoria No. 13.
Liabilities,
BANKS.
Bank of Australasia ...
Union Bank of Australia, Limited ... ...
Australian Joint Stock Bank ... ...
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney ...
Bank of New South Wales .... ...
Queensland National Bank, Limited... ...
London Bank of Australia ... ... ...
Commercial Bank of Australia, Limited ...
Royal Bank of Queensland, Limited ... ...
Bank of North Queensland, Limited... ...
English, Scottish, and Australian Bank ...
TOTALS ... ...
Notes in Circulation. Due to Treasury onAccount of Notes.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
1,473 0 0
3,615 0 0 ...
322,000 0 0
26,666 13  4
30,230 15  5
.$' 5,088 0 0 378,897 8 9
.£
 s. d. £ s. d.,
3,626 17 0
... 2,444 11 8
1,023 15 1558,331 0  0  27,904 14  3
7,040 15 10
1,426 2 9
558,33110 0  44,466
 16
 7
Assets.
BANgs.
Bank of Australasia ... ...
Union Bank of Australia, Limited ... ...
Australian Joint Stock Bank ... .. ...
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney ...
Bank of New South Wales ... ... ...
Queensland National Bank, Limited... ...
London Bank of Australia
Commercial Bank of Australia, Limited
Royal Bank of Queensland, Limited ... ...
Bank of North Queensland, Limited... ...
English , Scottish, and Australian Bank
TOTALS
Coined Gold and Gold and Silver in
Silver ,  and other Bullion or Bars,
Coined Metals .
 and Stamp  Account.
£ s. d.
270,677 15 6
187,684 10 1
(b) 115,829 11 8
285,000 19  9269,907
 12  6
377,602 14 11
(c) 32,810 11 5
36,515 16 8
54,976 4 2
15,469 5 4
28,091 15 2
£ s.
 d.
18,642 3 7
20,519 12 4
16,249 7 2
31,350 17 10
296,300 2 0
1,962 14 8
48,284 15  7
3,651 14 0
£
 1,674,566 17  2 436,961 7 2
Bills in Circulation Government
 Deposits lBalanc esdue to other' Deposits not bearing  Depositrbearing
not
 bearing Interest. not bearing Interest .
 Banks .  Interest. Interest.
£ s. d.
4,769 16 11
2,491 3 6
529 18 6
991 5 4
10,255 12 4
5,602 15 6
260 1 3
132 14 4
327 5 10
11,458 10 6
36,819 4 0
Government
Securities and Stamp Landed Property.
Account.
£ s. d.
765 4 5
1,271 9 9
31,405 0 0
33,441-14 2
Notes and Bills of
other Banks.
£ 's. d. £ s. d.
34,232 0 8 6,095 0 8
70,515 8 0
 4,685122_
103,588 3 0 155 16 8
36,384 18 9 4,308 2 0
79,994 14  0  327 18  5
• 238,936 15 2 120 2 166,104 12
 7 2,182 2 323,514
 0 0 783 7 7
57,428 8 0 114 3 1
12,096 10 11
... 1,920 6 7
722,795 11 1 20,692 11 6
£ s. d.
465,918 10 6
430,083 5 7
165,447 14  9
479,092 11 fi
839,895 19  6
870,548 8 6
34,804 7 1
23,093 19 2
210,948 4 0
68,791 12 8
17,380 6 2
3,606,004 19  5
Treasury Notes on
Hand.
£ s.  d.-
31,215 13 10
60,160 0 0
37,712 15 5
209,334 15 4
133,421 6 2
3,471 15 4
30,972 15  5
7,801 3 10
2,601 1 6
516,691 16 10
£ s. d.
356,473
 6 10
501,241 13 9
622,820 15 4
565,209
 0 10
1,138,525 7 2
1,166,797 2 5
63,922 0 0
14,859 1 8
328,478 15
 7
91,638 15 2
(a) 92,283 16 10
4,942,249 15 7
Government Deposits
bearing Interest. Total Liabilities.
£
 s. d. £ s. d.
...
 828,634 14  3
... 937,431
 2 10
... 792,425 5 7
1,047,737 9 4
1,990,700 14 1
2,140,659 19  6
 5,091,844 10  2
... 98,986 8 4
38,085 15  2
120,000 0 0
 693,461 4
 7
50,000 0 0 253,545 16 6
... 109,664 3 0
2,310,659 19  6 ' 11,882,517
 13 10
Balances  due from Amount of all Debts
other Banks. due to theBanks.*
£ s. d.
1,17755
7,217 9 9
1,619  18 11
7,839 19 7
49,683 12 11
140 6 11
54,193 5 10
14,956 9 1
136,828 8 5
Total Amount of
Assets.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
925,092 18 8 1,286,720 17 4
1,392,017 15  9 1,736,760 3 9
801,687 8 6 1,044,727 16 9904,247 2 0  1,269,273 16 10
1,824,821 5 4 2,423,577 3 0
7,116,07110 5  8,213,407 13  5
348,774 8 6  451,974 16  4
215,402 7 4 279,687  6 11
872,449 4 8 1,149,82316 9
368,605 17  9  422,581 0 11
170,244 15 7 202,857 18 10
14,939,414  6 I 18,481,393 010
•  Including Notes, Bills of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts of every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bills, and Balances due to the said Banks from other Banks.
BANgs.
Bank  of Australasia ... ... ... ...
Union Bank of Australia, Limited ...
Australian Joint Stock Bank ...
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney
Bank  of New South Wales ... ...
Queensland National Bank, Limited ...
London Bank of Australia ... ... ...
Commercial Bank of Australia, Limited ...
Royal Bank of Queensland, Limited ...
Bank  of North Queensland, Limited ...
English , Scottish, and Australian Bank ...
Capital paid up to
Date.
£ s. d.
1,600,000 0 0
1,500,000 0 0
(d) 1,166,578 0 0
1,000,000 0 0
1,949,500 0 0
(e) 453,974 2 2
1,418,845 0 0
(f) 2,942,280 15 0
404,306 0 0
200,000 0 0
970,987 10  0
£13,606,471 7 2
Rates per annum last Dividend.
5 per cent. ... ... ...
5 per cent. and bonus ... ... ...
...
8 per cent. ... ... ... ...
9 per cent. and bonus ... ... ...
3 per cent.  ... ... ... ...
2 per cent. on Preference Shares only
2j per  cent. ... ... ... ...
5 per cent. and bonus ... ... ...
Bonus.
Amount of the Reserved
Profits at the time of
declaring such Dividend.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
40,000 0 0 812,621 0 0
37,500 0 0 811,988 12 4
52,000 0 0
40,000 0 0 1,025,256 19 5
87,727 10  0 1,191,934 0 0
12,000 0 0 36,933 17 8
21,170 14 0 5,940 7 10
5,156 5 0 38,319 17 8
6,237 2 3 9,368 14 2
2249,791 11 3  23,984,363 9 1
(a) Including
 £ 75,5813s. Perpetual Inscribed Stock ;  also Terminable Deposits payable 19024 . (5) Including Queensland Government Note s,  526,959 13s. 4d. (c) Including Treasury Notes, 24,079 . (d) Including 23,654 old Bank Share Capital in suspense.
(e)  The above
 figures include Calls re ce ived on the London Register to 18th May ,  1897.  (f)  Preference ,  22,117,070; Ordinary ,  2825 ,21015x.
W. H. RYDER,  Under Secretary.
Amount of last Dividend
declared.
4
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Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th 'September, 1897T.
HE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich is
published  in pursuance  of the Regulations for the management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
NOTICE.
T McDONALD JOHNSTON was, on the 6th instant, appointed to
tl . act as  Poundkeeper at Windorah for one month, from 6th
September to 6th October, 1897, during the  absence  on leave of
Engelbert George Rabig, Poundkeeper.
R. CROOKS, Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDED 13TH  DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1897.
Court House,;Windorah, 13th September, 1897.
Number of Inmates  remaining  in Asylum at date
of previous Report ... ... ... ... 900 NOTICE.
Number  since  admitted ... ... ... ... 1 TILLIAM CHIPPENDALL has this da been a ointed Bailiff
Number returned from  leave ... ... ... 5
ppy
V V of the Small Debts Court at Longreach.
906 P. G. GRANT, P.M.Court House Longreach 30th August 1897.Number discharged ... ... ... ... 2 ,, ,
Number died .. ... ... ... 2
Number  absent on leave ... ... ... 8
- 12 Department of Public Instruction,
Bri b n 27th A t 1897
Number  remaining  at date hereof ,.. ... 894
s a e, ugus , .
EXHIBITIONS TO UNIVERSITIES.
Re-admission : IS Excellenc the Governor with the advice of the Executive
William Hendren, 65.
H y ,
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Competitive
Discharges : Examination for Exhibitions to Universities be held at  Brisbane,
Ebenezer Fox, 58; admitted 28th May, 1897. commencing at 9'30 o'clock a.m. on the 15th November next.
Ellen Paisley, 51; admitted 18th August, 1896. For full particulars, see  Government Gazette  of Saturday, 21st
Dismissal :
K iernan  Tobin; 58; admitted 22nd October, 1895.
Deaths :
41; admitted 8th April 1896.George Armstrong
August, 1897.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
,,
Richard Troy, 73; admitted 7th August, 1890. STATE SCHOLARSHIPS AND BURSARIES.
P. SMITH, Medical Superintendent. Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1897.
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid for such information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed all or any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey,
that were stabbed at that place on the said night ; and that a
Free Pardon be given to any person concerned in the crime, not being
the principal offender, who may give such information.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January,  1897,
S Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveHI
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and con.
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the morning of the 25th of
December, 1896; also that a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the crime, not being the principal offender, who shall give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
A
N  Office for the trans action  of all business connected with the
above is  now open in a portion of the Ports and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted by the Assistant Immigration. Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns in the Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers  in charge, stating the  class  of men required, the work to be
done , and the  wages  offered ; and applicants  seeking  work should
personally  register  their names and addresses.
Information respecting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district  is always  obtainable at the Head Office.
J. O'N. BRENAN, Officer in Charge.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of Regulations in connec-
tion with the granting of State Scholarships and Bursaries, and to
direct that Examinations for the same shall be held on the 14th and
15th December next.
For full particulars, see  Government Gazette  of Saturday, the
28th August, 1897.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Office of  Registrar  of Friendly  Societies,
Brisbane , 20th September, 1897.
THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.THE Loyal Hope of Yeppoon Lodge is registered as a Branch ofthe Queensland Branch of  the Manchester  Unity Independent
Order of Oddfellows' Friendly Society,  under  "The Friendly  Societies
Act of  1394," this twentieth day of September, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE,  Registrar  of Friendly  Societies.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1897.
NOTICE.
i T is hereby notified, for public information, that the ReverendHERBERT WILLIAM CURTIS, a Minister of the Church of England
Denomination, having removed from Herberton, in the Registry
District of Herberton, to Croydon, in the Registry District of Burke,
has given me due notice thereof, in accordance with the provisions of
The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar-General.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  25th September, 1897.NN OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or after the Sixteenthday of October ,  1897, in conformity with the 117th section of
the " Real Property  Act  of  1861," to issue ,  in the name of Patrick
Lillis, a provisional Deed of Grant, for allotment 10 of section G,
town of Gympie, in place of Deed of Grant No .  24731 ,  volume 199,
folio 241 ,  which has been either lost or destroyed by fire.
J. O. BOURNE ,  Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE NOTICE, that application has been made to bring the Lands described below under the provisions of the Real Property Acts of
1 1861 and 1877. Any person desiring to oppose will require to lodge, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of the said Acts,
on or before  the day named.
Description and Situation of Land.
Allotment 19 of section 28, and subdivision 5 of allotment 5 of section
27, parish of North Brisbane, city of Brisbane
Name of Applicant.
Jesse Paten, John Dunmore Campbell, and
Emma Reading, widow, all of Brisbane
(as Trustees under the Will of the late
George Reading, deceased)
Date  within which  a Caveat
may be Lodged.
1st November, 1897.
Registrar  of Titles' Office, Brisbane, 25th September, 1897. J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titled.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.--REAL PROPERTY ACTS QF 1861 AND 1877.
N
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinafter
mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below ,  and any person desi ri ng to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or
before the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central or
Northern District, in which case the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton or Townsville.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
August Michael  (otherwise
August )  Scheffler ,  late of
Pialba, boarding-house
keeper
Lewis Flegeltaub ,  late of
Brisbane , j eweller
Date of
Death. Name of Claimant.
1897.
5 June Bertha Scheffler, of the
same place ,  widow of
deceased
1897.
28 May  Esther Flegeltaub ,  of  the
same place ,  widow of
deceased
1896.
Robe rt Pitts ,  late of 4 Sept.
Toowong ,  near Brisbane,
painter
1896.
Robert Pitts  afore said  ...  4 Sept.
1896.
Valentine Jung  (otherwise 11 May
Young),  late of Tinana
Creek,  near  Maryborough,
farmer
1896.
Valentine Jung aforesaid  ... 11 May
1896.
Valentine  Jung  aforesaid  ...  11 May
1897.
John McMillan ,  late of 13 May
West  End, near Brisbane,
plumber
1894.
Joel Parcels ,  late of 4 April
Harrisville ,  near  Ipswich,
farmer
1894.
Joel Parcels aforesaid  ... 4 April
Mary Pitts,  of the same
place ,  widow of deceased
Robert Pitts ,  of Toowong
aforesaid ,  whipmaker
Frederick Jung and Joseph
Jung ,  of 9'inana Creek
aforesaid ,  farmers
Margaret  Jung ,  of Tinana
Creek aforesaid, spinster,
daughter of deceased
Louis Jung ,  of Tinana
Creek  aforesaid ,  farmer
John McMillan ,  of the same
place ,  plumber
Eliza Parcels ,  deceased,
widow of the said Joel
Parcels
Frederick Thomas Parcels,
of IIarrisville  aforesaid,
farmer
Description and Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed to be
transmitted.
Resubdivisions 13 to 16 of subdivisions 2 to 4 Fee-simple ...
of section 18 of portion 6,  and subdivisions
11 to 15 of section 2 of portion 12, county
of March ,  parish of Urangan
Allotments 3, 4, 5, 8,  9, and 10 of section 21 ,  Fee-simple ...
and 10,  11. 18,  19, and 20 of section 22, town
of Coolangatta  ;  subdivision 1 of section
8, and subdivisions 3 to 6 of section 1 of
portion 82,  county of Stanley,  parish of
Tingalpa  ;  resubdivisions 51. 52, and 67 of
subdivision 1 of allotment 2, and resub-
divisions 122 and 88 of subdivisions 101
and 116 of allotment 14 of portion 1,
county of Stanley ,  parish of Toombul
Resubdivision 77 of subdivision 1 of portions Life estate ...
216 and 247, county of Stanley ,  parish of
Enoggera
Resubdivision 77 of subdivision 1 of portions Fee-simple in
246 and 247, county of Stanley ,  parish of remainder
Enoggera
Portion 15, county of  March,  parish of Bidwell Fee -simple
Subdivision 6 of section 4 of portion 12, Fee-simple ...
county  of March ,  parish of Urangan
Portion  57, county of March ,  parish of Bidwell Fee-simple
Subdivision  14 of  western suburban allot-
ment 19,  and subdivisions 15, 16, and 17 of
Restern suburban allotment 79. county of
Stanley ,  parish of South Bri sbane
Subdivision 2 of portions 106 and 109, county
of Churchill ,  pa ri sh of Flinders
Resubdivision 2 of subdivision 2 of portion
109, county of Churchill ,  parish of  h inders
1897.
Michael Wallace, late of 26 April James Meshea and Joseph Portions 11, 37, and subdivision 3 of portion
Barolin, near Bundaberg ,  Gillen, both of Bunda be rg,  109, county of Cook, parish of Kalkie ; and
farmer farmer and freeholder ,  allotments 5 and 11 of section 5, town of
respectively Bundaberg
Johann Zielke  (otherwise
JohanLielke, otherwise
Johann Hein ri ch Adolph
Zielke),  late of Kalkie,
near Bundaberg ,  farmer
1897.
16 May Friedrich  Rehbein and Subdivisionl3 of portion 86, and subdivisions
Adsuu  Keiser ,  both of 3 and 14 of section  40A of portion 30, county
Kalkie aforesaid ,  farmers of  Cook,  parish of Kalkie ; allotments 6 and
7 of section 1, and allotment  17 of  section
2, town of Abington
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
Rees Rutland Jones  and'  Subdivisions 26 to 30 of  portion 277,  county
Robert Gamble  Brown, of Livingstone ,  parish of Rockhampton,
both of Rockhampton ,  and portions  324, 325, 326, 329,  330, 331, 332,
solicitors  333, 331, 335, 352, 353, 354, 355, 362, 363,
I
363A,  364, 365, 366  to 369,  and subdivision 3
of portion 369A, county of Livingstone,
parish  of Nicholson
1897.
John  McFie  (otherwise 13 March '  Maria  McFie ,  of the same Allotment 6 of section 7 and allotment 1 of Fee -simple
McPhee),  late of St. Law -  place ,  widow of deceased I section 19,  town of St .  Lawrence
rence, divisional board
y
overseer '
1896.
Frances Eleanor McIntosh, 3 June
late of Rockhampton,
widow
1897.
Elizabeth Mackenzie  (other-' 18 June
wise McKenzie ),  late of
Townsville ,  wife of Alex-
ander John  Mackenzie
(otherwise  McKenzie), of
the same place ,  formerly
hotel-keeper, but at
present out of business
NORTHERN DISTRICT.
Fee-simple
Life estate
Fee-simple
remainder
Fee-simple
Fee-simple
Particulars of Will or
otherwise.
Date
within
which
Oaveat
may be
lodged.
1897.
Letters of Administra- 1 Nov.
tion
1897.
Will dated 24 October, 1 Nov.
1893
1897.
Will dated 9 Novem- 1 Nov.
ber, 1890
1897.
Will dated 9 Novem- 1 Nov.
ber, 1890
1897.
Will dated 25 April, 1 Nov.
1896
1897.
Will dated 25  Apri l, 1 Nov.
1896
1897.
Will dated 25 April, 1 Nov.
1896
1897.
Letters of Administra- 1 Nov.
tion
1897.
Will dated 23 October, 1 Nov.
1885,  and a  Codicil
thereto dated 29 No-
vember, 1893
in Will dated 23 October.
1886, and a Codicil
thereto dated 29 N o-
vember, 1893
1897.
1 Nov.
1897.
Will dated 10 October, 1 Nov.
1894,  and two Codicils
thereto  dated 11 De-
cember ,  1896, and 4
April,  1897,  re spec-
tively
Will dated 24 Decem-
ber, 1895
Letters of Administra-
tion
1897.
1Nov.
1897.
11 Nov.
1897.
4 Nov.Fee-simple  ...  Will; dated 15 January,
1896
1897.
Letters of Administra- 4 Nov.
tion
Alexander  John  Mackenzie Subdivisions 4, 5, 6, 7, 18,19 ,  and 20 of section Fee-simple
aforesaid 12 of subdivision 2 of portion le, county of
Eiphinstone ,  parish of Coonambelah
Registrar of Titles '  Office ,  Brisbane ,  25th September, 1897.
DIVISION OF NERANG.
NOTICE TO BORROW.
N OTICE is hereby  given  of the intention of the Board of the
above Division to apply for a Loan of Three Hundred Pounds
from the Consolidated Revenue of Queensland for the purpose of
Defraying the Cost of the proposed Repairs to the Low-level Bridge
over Nerang River.
By Order of the Board,
Mudgeeraba, 11th  September, 1897.
W . J. BROWNE, Clerk.
J. O. BOURNE , Registrar  of Titles.
DARLING DOWNS RABBIT BOARD.
N
OTICE is hereby  given, that  under the provisions of the
Rabbit Boards Acts, 1890 to 1896, a First  Assessment for
1897, of Is. on every 20 head of Cattle and Horses and on every 100
Sheep, was this clay made on the Stockowners of the  Darling Downs
Rabbit Board District, and must be paid to the Clerk of the Board
within two months from this date.
By Order  of the Board,
F. W. G. ANNAND, Clerk.
Toowoomba, 15th September, 1897.
2114 6s. 6d.
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DIVISION OF CROYDON.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
DIVISIONAL  BOARD OF CROYDON  from the 1st January to the 30th
June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January-  4 s. d.  .2  s. d.
To Balance, Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... 164 3 7
30th June-
To Vehicle Licenses ... ... ... ... ... ... 20 5 0
Rent of Allotment ... ... ... ... ... 5 10 0
Sale of Tools ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 6
Refunds, General Expenses Account... ... ... 1 19 4
General Rates Received-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 60 0 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 40 6 0
Gove rn ment Endowment-
Subdivision  No. 1 ...
Subdivision No. 2
... 12G 16 10
72 15 6
100 6 0
199 12 4
£492 6 9
30th June-  EXPENDITURE.
By Plant Account ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 3 0
„ Stationery ... ... ... ... ... ... ..  2 1 0
,, Tools ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 6 0
„ Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  96 0 0
General Expenses ... ... ... ...  20 8 0
„ Health  Expenses  ... ... .. ... ... 11 12 0
„ Georgetown Road-Subdivision No. 1 ... ... 8 17 0Petty Cash... ... ... ...  5 0 0
Election Expenses  ... ... ... ... ...  1.1 4 0
Auditing ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 10 0
„ Office Repairs ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 5 7
Legal Expenses ... 15 5 0
„ Subdivision No. 1-
Golden Gate Road ... ... ... ... ... 86 19 6
Station Creek Road ... ... ... ... ...  96 2 0
Advertising  and Printing  ... ... ... ... 16 7 6
„ Tabletop Well ... ... ... ... ... .. 2 0 0
Valuation Expenses . .. ... ... ... ... 45 0 0
Balance, Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... 58 6 2
£492 6 9
FRANK L. MORRIS, Clerk. JAMES ROGERS, Chairman.
Croydon, 20th July, 1897.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers  kept  by the Divisional Board of
Croydon, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
A. G. INGRAM, Auditors.Croydon, 29th July, 1897. E. D. HARRIES, j
Allowed and adopted by the Board this second  day  of August, 1897.
FRANK L. MORRIS, Clerk. JAMES ROGERS, Chairman.
2101 27s.
DIVISION OF GOWRIE.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
DIVISIONAL BOARD OF GOWRIE from 1st January to 30th June,
1897;  prepared  and published  in terms of Clause 233 of  " The Divisional
'Boards  Act of  1887.
1897.
1st January-
RECEIPTS. £ s. d. £ a. d.
To Balance, Union Bank ... ... ... ... 87 19 5
„ Cash in hand ... ... ... ... ... ... 15 14 8
30th June-
To General Rates-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 7 2 6
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
-- 8 2 6
Government Endowment 211 6 8
„ N oxious Weeds (Department of jAgriculture) ... 59 10 6
£382 13 9
30th June- EXPENDITURE.
By Contingencies-
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ...  60 0 0 -
Petty Cash ... ... ... .. ... 9 0 0
Advertising 21 3 3
Printing and Stationery ... ... ... 11 7 3
Rent of Office ... ... ... ... 10 8 0
Lighting ... ... ... ... ... 8 0 0
Steam Roller ... ... ... ... ... 4 18 0
Sundries  ... ... ... ... ... 31 1 1
Works and Repairs-
Subdivision No. 1-
Roads .. ...
Noxious Weeds ...
Water Supply ...
Subdivision No. 2-
Roads ...
Water Supply ...
„ Balance  at Union Bank
155 17 7
114 15 2
1 15 0
26 0 3
50 5 2
28 6 3
142 10 5
78 11 5
5 14 4
.2382 13 9
R. H. DODD, Clerk. M. HEFFERNAN, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of
Gowrie, and the above Statement corresponds therewith.
9123
JAS. MURRAY, Auditors.GEORGE F. PE14NETT,I
24s.
DIVISION OF DAINTREE.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of theDIVISIONAL B ARD OF  DAINTREE  from 1st  January to 30th June,
1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January-  £ s. d. .£ a. d.
To Balance  in Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ...  272 5 9
30th June-
To Subdivision No. 1-
Ayton  Store ... ... ... ... ... 5 0 0
Endowment ... ... ... ... ... 36 5 9
Rates  ... ... ... ... ... ... 11 3 11
-- 52 9 8
„ Subdivision No. 2-
Rates  ... ... ... ... ... ... 12 19 4
Endowment ... ... ... ... ... 30 12 0
„ Subdivision No. 3-
Rates ... ... ... ... ... ... 13 14 3
Endowment :.. 37 3 0
„ General Account-Cattle Dip
30th June-
By Subdivision  No. 1-
Annan  Bridge
Annan  Road ...
Annan Vote ...
EXPENDITURE.
Subdivision No. 2-
Advertising
Geo. Hawkins, Road Contract
Mail Track  ... ... ...
43 8 4
50 17 3
2 7 0
X421 8 0
1 5 0
18 16 0
38 17 6
58 18 6
0 12 0
18 8 0
17 15 0
36 15 0
Subdivision No. 3-
Road Contracts-
M. A. Carroll ... ... ... ... 1 4 0
P. W ienert ... ... ... ... ...  4 8 0
T. Moran ... ... ... ... ... 13 4 0
W. Murphy ... ... 9 19 9
Endeavour Road .. ... ... 1 11 0
J. Barrett, Cameron's Creek ... ... 0 12 0
Advertising ... ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
McIver Road ... ... ... ... ... 1 16 0
„ General  Account-
Cattle Dip ... ... ... ... ... 11 3 9
Advertising ... ... ... ... ...  9 10 6
Incidentals ... ... ... ... ...  0 2 6
Salaries-
Clerk ... ... ... ... ...  40 0 0
Foreman ... ... ... 12 10 0
Painting Divisional Board Hall ... ... 17 8 6
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... ... 5 0 0
Auditors ... ... ... ... ...  4 4 0
Returning Oftioer . ... ... ...  2 2 0
Northern Local Authorities ... ...  2 2 0
Stationery ... ... ... ... ...  5 2 6
Interest on Loan ... ... ... 7 19 8
Law Expenses  .. ... ... ...  12 12 9
Redemption of Loan  ... ... ...  121310
„ Bank Balance ... ... ... ... 153 15 0
Less Cheques Outstanding-No. 28490 ... ... ...  2116 0
No. 28482 ... ... ...  0 12 0
2 8 0
„ Over-banked ...
E. A. C. OLIVE,  Secretary.
Examined and found correct.
21st July, 1897.
2104
32 19 9
142 12 0
151 7 0
Y422 12 3
... ... ... 1 4 3
£421 8 0
SOREN JENSEN,  Chairman.
JOHN BAIRD, Auditors.THOMAS HUNTER,
39s.
DIVISION OF BELMONT.
HALF-YEARLY STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EX.
PENDITURE from 1st January to 30th June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January- £ 8. d.
To Balance, Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... 35 10 7
30th June-
To Endowment on 1896 Rates ... ... ... ... ... 173 16 2
„ Rates Received ... ... ... ... ... ...  23 8 2
Sundry Recei is .. 2 5 10
„ Balance, Q.N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... 110 5 8
3rd June- EXPENDITURE.
By General Expenses - Sundries ... ...
„  Chairman 's Gratuity  ... ... ... ...
„ Audit  Fees  ... ... ... ... ...
„ Brisbane Hospital  ... ... ... ...
„ Sick Children 's Hospital  ... ... ...
City Ambulance Brigade .
Donaldson - Commission ,  Collecting Rates
Printing and Stationery  ... ... ...
„  Flying Foxes  ... ... ... ... ...
Postage and Petty Cash ... ...
„ Tools  ... ... ... ... ...
„  Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Advertising  ... ... ... ... ...
„ Election Expenses  ... ... ...
„ Interest ouOverdraft
£345 6 5
0 10 4
20 0 0
4 4 0
110
1 1 0
110
1 12 0
5 15 11
5 0 0
14 0 0
0 10 0
63 0 0
2 6 101213
02 3
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EXPENDITURE-continued.
By Interest on Government Loans ... ...
Redemption, Government Loans ...
'
...
„ Board s Buildings ...
„ Hall and Office Furniture
...
...
...
...
...
...
„ Roads and Works ... ...
£ s. d.
59 10 4
59 2 8
0 1 7
0 7 10
91 5 9
£345 6 5
1897. LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
30th June -  LIABILITIES. £ S. d.
To Government Loans ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,131 11 10
to  Balance,  9. N. Bank ... ... ... ... 110 5 8
30th June- ASSETS.
£1,241 17 6
By Plant ... ... ... ... ... 23 16 0
to  Gravel Lands... ... ... ... ... ... ... 124 0 0
to  Board's Buildings ... ... ... ... ... ... 624 19 1
to  Hall and Office Furniture ... ... ... ... ... 53 5 10
Sundry Persons ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 0 511
Balance, Q. N. Bank, Flying Fox Account ... ... 5 0 0
„ Liabilities over Assets ... ... ... ... 406 16 1j
£1,241 17 6
A GENERAL RATE, -Of lid.  in the  £,  struck for  the Year 1897.
CONTRACT.
No. 8.-F. Dummer, Clearing Mount Petrie Road South ; £9 lOs.
EDWD. SLAUGHTER, Clerk. WM. LEES, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined the
Books of Accounts and Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of
Belmont, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
A. S. LANG, F.I.A.Q.,Auditors.
fD. G.  HUTTON,
Board's Office, Carina, 2nd August, 1897.
2149 31s. 6d.
SHIRE  OF DRAYTON.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of theDRAY ON SHIRE  COUNCIL for  the Half -year ended  30th June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
lot January-  £ s. d. £ a. d.
To Bank Balance ... ... ... ... ... ... 482 17 6
30th June-
To Government Endowment ... ... ... ... 81 12 4
„ General  Rates  ... ... ... ... ... ...  66 8 3
Cgrriers'  Licenses  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
£631 18 1
30th June-
By Contingencies-
Salaries
EXPENDITURE.
Stationery and Printing
Petty Cash ... ...
Advertising ... ...
Audits ... ... ...
to  General Expenses-
Telephone ...
D. & T. H. & A.  Society
Valuations
Incidentals ... ...
Law Expenses ... ...
Painting .
Indian Famine Fund ...
Insuran ce
Destroying  Dead Cattle
Deposits ...
Property  (in Trust for) ...to Works and Repairs-
Roads ... ...
Wells ... ... ...
to Cr. Balance at Union Bank
R. H. DODD, Acting Shire Clerk.
53 11 8
8 9 6
7 0 0
13 1 6
4 4 0
10 0 0
1 1 0
1 1 0
3 9 7
1 1 0
4 15 0
1 1 0
1 0 0
2 2 6
86 6 8
25 11 1
3 0 0
25 0 0
... ... 308 11 6
... ... 22 6 0
330 17 6
... ... ... 161 2 10
£631 18 1
JOHN BROWN, President.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have  examined all
Books  of Account and Vouchers kept by the Shire Council of Drayton,
and that the  above Statement corresponds  therewith.
27th July, 1897.
W. C. PEAK, Auditors.W. H. LYNCH, }
2125 23s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
OR  the purposes mentioned in the 18th section of  " The Marriage
IF Act  of 1864,"  we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme  Court, do
hereby appoint PERCY LANGFORD TOWNLEEY,  of Muttaburra, in the
colony of Queensland ,  esquire ,  to be a Justice of the Peace in the
Registrar 's District of Aramac ,  who shall, by virtue of this appointment,
give consent in the cases provided for in and by the 18th and 19th
sections of the said Act.
Dated this tenth day of September , A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
to POPE A. COOPER, J.to VIRGIL POWER, J.
In the Sup reme  Court of.Queensland.
F OR the purposes mentioned in the 18th section  of  " The MarriageAc  of  1864,"  we, the u dersigned Judges of the Supreme  Cou t, do
hereby appoint ARTHUR CHARLES CooPER,  of Weewondilla, in the
colony  .  of Queensland ,  esquire, to be a Justice of the Peace in the
Registrar's District of Aramac, who shall, by virtue of this appointment,
give consent in the cases provided for in and by the 18th and 19th
sections  of the said Act.
Dated this tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
POPE A. COOPER, J.
„ VIRGIL POWER, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FOR the purposes  mentioned  in the 18th  section  of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864," we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court, do
hereby appoint CHARLES ROWDEN WIPPELL, of St. George, in the colony
of Queensland, esquire, to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar s
District of Balonne, who shall, by virtue of this appointment, give
consent in the cases provided for in and by the 18th and 19th sections of
the said Act.
Dated this tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
„ POPE A. COOPER, J.
„ VIRGIL POWER, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FOR the purposes mentioned in the 18th section of  "  The Marriage
Act of  1864," we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court, do
hereby appoint ANGUS GIBSON, of Bingera, in the colony of Queensland,
esquire, to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District of
Bundaberg, who shall, by virtue of this appointment, give consent in
the cases provided for in and by the 18th and 19th sections of the said
Act.
Dated this tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
„ POPE A. COOPER, J.
„ VIRGIL POWER, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
OR the purposes mentioned in the 18th section of  " The Marriage
FAct  of 1864," we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court, do
hereby appoint ALEXANDER FREDERICK JOHN DRAPER, of Cairns,
in the colony of Queensland, esquire, to be a Justice of the Peace in the
Registrar's District of Cairns, who shall, by virtue of this appointment,
give consent in the cases provided for in and by the 18th and 19th
sections  of the said Act.
Dated this tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
„ POPE A. COOPER J.
to VIRGIL POWER, 'J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FOR the purposes mentioned in the 18th section of  "  The  Marriage
Act  of 1864  to we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court, do
hereby appoint kOBERT STURT, of Cairns, in the colony of Queensland,
esquire, to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District of
Cairns, who shall, by virtue of this appointment ,  give consent in the
cases  provided  for in  and by the 18th and 19th  sections  of the said Act.
Dated this tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
„ POPE A. COOPER J.
it VIRGIL POWER, 'J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
.L
FOR the purposes mentioned in the 18th section of  "TheMarriage Act
of  1864," we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court, do
hereby appoint WILLIAM CRAIG CHRISTIE MACDONALD,  of Ingham, in
the colony of Queensland, esquire, to be a Justice of the Peace in the
Registrar's District of Cardwell, who shall, by virtue of this appoint-
ment, give consent in the cases provided for in and by the 18th and 19th
sections of the said Act.
Dated this tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
(Signed ) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
„ POPE A. COOPER J.
„ VIRGIL POWER, 'J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FOR the purposes mentioned in the 18th section of  " The Marriage Act
of 1864," we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court, do
hereby appoint JOHN ALM, of Halifax, in the colony of Queensland,
esquire, to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District of Card-
well, who shall, by virtue of this appointment ,  give consent in the cases
provided for in and by the 18th and 19th sections of the said Act.
Dated this tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH C.J.
„ POPE A. COOPER J.
„ VIRGIL POWER, 'J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FOR the purposes mentioned in the 18th section of  "The Marriage
Act of  1864," we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court,
do hereby appoint WILLIAM HOOD CALDER, of Milo  Station, in the
colony ofQueensland, esquire, to be a Justice of the Peace in the
Registrar's District of Charleville, who shall, by virtue of this appoint-
ment, give consent in the cases provided for in and by the 18th and
19th  sections  of the said Act.
Dated this tenth day of September. A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
„ POPE A. COOPER, J.
„ VIRGIL POWER, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FOR the purposes mentioned in the 18th section of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864," we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court,
do hereby appoint JOHN EGBERT RALEIGH, of Biddenham Station, in
the colony of Queensland, esquire, to be a Justice of the Peace in the
Registrar's District of Charleville, who shall, by virtue of this appoint-
ment, give consent in the cases provided for in and by the 18th and
19th sections of the said Act.
Dated this tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
„ POPE. A. COOPER J.
„ VIRGIL POWER, a.
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In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
F 1' OR the  purposes mentioned  in the 18th  section  of  " The MarriageL' Act  of 1864," we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court, do
hereby  appoint WILLIAM JOSEPH CONNOLLY, of Port Douglas, in the
colony of  Queeensland, Police Magistrate, to be a Justice of the Peace in
the Registrar 's District  of Cook, who shall, by virtue of this appoint-
ment ,  give consent in the cases  provided for in and by the 18th and 19th
sections  of the said Act.
Dated this  tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
„ 'POPE A. COOPER, J.
It VIRGIL POWER, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
rj OR the purposes  mentioned  in the 18th section of  " The Marriage
.LL Act  of 1864," we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court, do
hereby appoint DONALD GuNN, of Boolarwell, Goondiwindi, in the
colony of Queensland, esquire, to be a Justice of the Peace in the
Registrar 's District of Darling Downs West, who shall, by virtue of this
appointment ,  give consent  in the  cases  provided for in and by the 18th
and 19th sections  of the said Act.
Dated this tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
POPE A. COOPER, J.
„ VIRGIL POWER, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FOR the purposes mentioned in the 18th section of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864," we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court,
do hereby appoint REGINALD EDWARD HALLORAN, of Isisford, in the
colony of Queensland, esquire, to be a Justice of the Peace in theRegistrar's Di trict of Diamantina, who shall, by virtue of this
appointment ,  give consent  in the. cases provided for in and by the 18th
and 19th sections  of the said Act.
Dated this tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH C.J.
„ POPE A. COOPEk, J.
It VIRGIL POWER, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
rj OR. the purposes  mentioned  in the 18th  section  of  " The Marriage
11..'' Act  of 1864," we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court,
do hereby appoint WALTER RANSON DE VAUx, of Birdsville, in the
colony  of Queensland, Police Magistrate, to be a Justice of the Peace
in the Registrar 's District of Diamantina, who shall, by virtue of this
appointment ,  give consent  in the  cases  provided for in and by the 18th
and 19th sections  of the said Act.
Dated this tenth dayof September, A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
„ POPE A. COOPER, J.
it VIRGIL POWER, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FOR the purposes  mentioned in the 18th section of  " The Marriage
Act  of 1864,"  we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court,
do hereby appoint RICHARD DRANEY, of Jundah, in the colony of
Queensland ,  esquire ,  to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's
District of Diamantina ,  who shall, by virtue of this appointment, give
consent in the cases provided for in and by the 18th and 19th sections
of the said Act.
Dated this tenth day of Septem ber, A.D. 1897.
(Signed ) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
„ POPE A. COOPER, J.
„ VIRGIL POWER, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
F
OR  the purposes mentioned in the  18th section of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864," we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court,
do beseby appoint FREDERICK PHILIP PARKINSON, of Georgetown, in
the colony of Queensland, Police Magistrate, to be a Justice of the
Peace in the Registrar 's District of Etheridge, who shall, by virtue of
this  appointment ,  give consent in the cases  provided for in and by the
18th and 19th  sections  of the said Act.
Dated this  tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
(Signed ) S W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
POPE A. COOPER, J.
VIRGIL POWER, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
F
OR the purposes mentioned in the 18th section of  11 The Marriage
Act  of 1864," we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court,
do hereby appoint CHARLES BATTERSITY, of Georgetown, in the colony
of Queensland esquire, to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar s
District of Etheridge, who shall, by virtue of this appointment, give
consent in the cases provided for in and by the 18th and 19th sections of
the said Act.
Dated this tenth day of September, A. D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
it POPE A. COOPER, J.
„ VIRGIL POWER, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
1
FOR  the purposes mentioned in the 18th section of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864,"  we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court,
do hereby appoint WILLIAM CLARK ,  of Gympie ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  esquire ,  to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's
District of Gympie ,  who shall, by virtue of this appointment, give
consent in the cases provided for in and by the 18th and 19th sections of
the said Act.
Dated  this tenth day of September ,  A.D. 1897.
(Signed ) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
„ POPE A. COOPER J.
„ VIRGIL POWER, 'J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FOR the purposes mentioned in the 18th section of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864," we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court,
do hereby appoint JAMES MCGILL, of Ipswich, in the colony  of Queens-
land , esquire, to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District of
Ipswich, who shall, by virtue of this appointment, give consent in the
cases provided  for in  and by the 18th and 19th  sections  of the said Act.
Dated this tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
it POPE A. COOPER, J.
„ VIRGIL POWER, J.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
F
OR the purposes mentioned in the 18th section of  "The Marriage
Act of  1864,"  we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court,
do hereby appoint JAMES  CRAIGIE, of Alderley,  Boulia ,  in the colony of
Queensland, esquire, to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's
District of Marathon ,  who shall , by virtue  of this appointment, give
consent in the cases provided for  in  and  by the 18th  and 19th sections of
the said Act.
Dated this tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH C.J.
„ POPE A. COOPEk, J.
„ VIRGIL POWER, J.
In the Supreme  Court of.  Queensland.
F
OR the  purposes mentioned in the 18th section  of  " The  Marriage
Act of  1864," we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court, do
hereby appoint DANIEL WIRNHOLT, of Warenda ,  Winton ,  in the colony
of Queensland ,  esquire, to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's
District of Marathon ,  who shall , by virtue  of this appointment, give
consent in the cases provided for in and  by the 18th  and 19th sections of
the said Act.
Dated this tenth :day of September , A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
„ POPE A. COOPER, J.
to VIRGIL POWER, J.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
LIOR  the purposes mentioned in the 18th section of  "The Marriage
1' Act of  1864,"  we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court, do
hereby appoint  EDWIN FRANCIS  MORGAN, of Albion,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  esquire, to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's
District of Nundab ,  who shall, by virtue of this appointment, give
consent in the cases provided for in and  by the  18th and 19th sections of
the said Act.
Dated this tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
„ POPE A. COOPER, J.
VIRGIL POWER, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in  the 18th section of  "The Marriage
Act of  1864," we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court, do
hereby appoint WILLIAM MONTGOMERIE DAVIDSON, of Oxley, in the
colony of Queensland, esquire, to be a Justice of the Peace in the
Registrar 's District of Oxley, who shall, by virtue of this appointment,
give consent in the cases  provided for in and by the 18th and 19th sections
of the said Act.
Dated this tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
to POPE A. COOPER, J.
„ VIRGIL POWER, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
F
OR the purposes mentioned in the 18th section of  "The Marriage
Act  of 1864," we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court, do
hereby appoint PHILIP LANGLEY LAWFORD, of Rockhampton, in the
colony of Queensland, esquire, to be a Justice of the Peace in the
Registrar's District of Rockhampton, who shall, by virtue of this
appointment, give consent in the cases provided for in and by the 18th
and 19th  sections  of the said Act.
Dated this  tenth  day of September, A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
POPE A. COOPER, J.
„ VIRGIL POWER, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
F
OR the purposes mentioned in the 18th  section  of  "The Marriage
Act of  1864," we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court,
do hereby appoint FRANK HARRINGTON, of Biggenden, in the colony of
Queensland esquire, to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's Dis-
trict of Wide Bay, who shall, by virtue of this appointment, give consent
in the cases  provided for in and by the 18th and 19th  sections  of the said
Act.
Dated this tenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
POPE A. COOPER, J.
VIRGIL POWER, J.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
-IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Stephen Henry
Whichello, junior, of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland,
journalist, by himself.
UPON the  hearing  of this Petition this clay, it is ordered that the
said Stephen Henry Whichello, junior, be and he is hereby
adjudged insolvent  in forma pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Stephen
Henry Whichello, junior, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the
Office  of the Registrar  of this Court on the Thirtieth day of September,
1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the  said  Stephen Henry Whichello, junior, shall, on the Twenty-
eighth day of September, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in
this  Estate  a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of  every  kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known,  of his creditors, and of the  causes of
his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-second day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
12s. 6d. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court ofjQueensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR.  JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against William Edward
Burton, of Watawa, near Bundaberg, in the colony of Queens-
land, labourer, by himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said William Edward Burton be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in formd pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said William Edward
Burton, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court on the Seventh day of October, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
William Edward Burton shall, on the Fifth day of October, 1897, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twentieth day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
12s. W . A. DOUGLAS,  Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Frederick William
Brede, of Gympie, in the colony of Queensland, timber-getter, by
the said Frederick William Brede.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Frederick William Brede be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Frederick William Brede,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court on the Thirtieth day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Frederick
William Brede shall, on the Twenty-eighth day of September, 1897,
at Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement , verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this seventeenth day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS,  Deputy Registrar.
LESLIE JAMIESON, Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Mary street, Gympie.
Town Agents-Messrs. O'SHEA AND O'SBES,
14s. Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formal pauperis.
Mn. JUSTICE  COOPER.
In the  Matter  of an Insolvency Petition  against  James Henry Bell,
of Gowrie Junction, in the colony of Queensland, farmer, by the
said James  Henry Bell.
UPON the  hearing  of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said James  Henry Bell  be and he is  hereby adjudged  insolvent
in formal  pauveris ,  and that  James  Boyne  Hall, Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said James Henry Bell,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court on the Seventh day of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said James Henry
Bell shall, on the Fifth day of October, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twentieth day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
J. V. HERBEICT, Solicitor for the Insolvent, Toowoomba.
By MORRIS AND FLETCHER, Brisbane.
13s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Robert Towson,
of Silkstone ,  near Ipswich , in the colony of Queensland,  miner,
by the said Robert Towson.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Robert Towson be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in forma pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Robert Towson, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at Qte Office of  the Registrar  of this Court on the
Seventh day of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it
is further ordered that the said Robert Towson shall, on the Fifth day
of October, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his- debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and residences ,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twentieth day of September,
1897.
By the Court,
12s. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Denis Byrom, of
Eidsvold; in the colony of Queensland,  miner,  by himself.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Denis Byrom be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Denis Byrom, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Thirtieth
day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the  forenoon . And it is
further ordered that the said Denis Byrom shall, on the Twenty-
eighth day of September, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names  and residences,
so far  as known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this seventeenth day of Sep.
tember, 1897.
By the, Court,
11s. W. A. DOUGLAS,  Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR.  JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against William John
Frederick Russow, of Coorparoo, in the colony of Queensland,
dairyman, by the said William John Frederick Russow.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said William John Frederick Russow be and he is hereby
adjudged insolvent,  in forma pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the said William
John Frederick Russow, for the election of a Trustee, be held at
the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Thirtieth day of
September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said William John Frederick Russow shall, on the
Twenty-eighth day of September, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-second day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
12s. 6d. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar,
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In found pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency Petition against Jeremiah Dempsey,
of Townsville, carpenter, by the said Jeremiah Dempsey.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Jeremiah Dempsey be  and lie  is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formic pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, he
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the cred tors of the  said  Jeremiah
Dempsey, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of This Court on the Twenty-third day of September, 1897,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said  Jeremiah Dempsey shall, on the Twenty-second day of September,
1897, at Townsville, deliver to-the Trustee in this Estate  a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind ,  and of the names  and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of thv causes of his inability to meet  his engagements.
(liven under the seal of the Court this tenth day of September,
1897.
11s. 6d.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forml pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Arthur Jager, of
Georgetown ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  butcher 's assistant, by
himself.UPON the hearing of  this  Petition this day,  Lt is ordered that the
said  Arthur  Jager  be and  he is hereby adjudged insolvent  in
form a' pauperi s,  and that Thomas  George Fraser ,  Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Arthur Jager ,  for the
election of a Trustee ,  be held at the  Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the First day of October ,  1897 ,  at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the said Arthur Jager shall,
on the Thirtieth day of September ,  1897 , at Townsville,  deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true, and accurate statement, verified on
oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirteenth day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
R. S. WILLIAMS ,  Solicitor  for Insolvent ,  Georgetown.
Town Agents - ROBERTs, LEU, AND BARNETT,
13s. 6d. Solicitors, Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma  pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE  CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against Wi ll iam  Waters, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, labourer, by the
said William Waters.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said William Waters be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent in
formic pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser , Esquire,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Insolvent, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the  Registrar  of this Court on the
Twenty-third day of September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the fore-
noon. And it is further ordered that the said Insolvent shall, on the
Twenty-second day of September, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full,  true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,  and of the names
and residences , -so far  as known, of  his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Courtthis eighth day of September,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor, Flinders street, Townsville.
Agent for F. MILFORD,
13s. 6d . Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma  pauperis.
MB. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the  Matter of an  Insolvency Petition  against Charles  Tudor Lewis,
of Townsville ,  fireman ,  by the said Charles Tudor Lewis.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
V said Charles Tudor Lewis be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formal pauperis,  and that Thomas  George Fraser , . Esquire, be
Official Trustee of  his Estate . And it is further ordered that the
First General  Meeting of  the creditors of the said Charles Tudor
Lewis, for the election  of a Trustee , be held at the Office of the
Registrar  of this Court on the Twenty-third day of September, 1897,
at Eleven o'clock in the fo re noon .  And it is further ordered that
the said Charles Tudor Lewis shall,  on the Twenty -second day of
September, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the Trustee  in this Estate
a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on-oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and  residences ,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this tenth day of September,
1897.
By the Court,
12s. T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forml pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  James Henry
Williams, of Charters Towers, in the colony  of Queensland,
miner, by the said James Henry Williams.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said James Henry Williams be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in formal pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of  his Estate . And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Insolvent,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court on the Twenty-eighth day of September, 1897, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said  Insolvent shall, on the Twenty-seventh day of September, 1897,
at Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this tenth day of September,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER.,  Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor, Flinders  street,  Townsville.
Agent for F. MILFORD,
13s. 6d.  Solicitor  for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against Edward  Hall, of
Charters  Towers, in  the colony of Queensland,  miner , by the said
Edward Hall.
U PON the hearing of this  Petition  this -lay, it is ordered that the
said .Edward Hall  be and be is  hereby adjudged  insolvent
informal  pauperis ,  and that Thomas  George Fraser ,  Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the  creditors  of the said Edward Hall, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, Principal Registry, Townsville, on the Twenty-fourth day of
September, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Edward Hall shall, on the Twenty-third day of
September, 1897, at Townsville  aforesaid , deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true, and accurate  statement , verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names  and residences,
so far as  known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under  the seal of  the Court this eighth day of September,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
W. F. R. Boren, Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
Town Agents-UNMACE, Fog, AND HOBBS, Townsville.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.In forma, pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Hugh Reid, of
Charters  Towers , in the colony of Queensland , miner,  by the said
Hugh Reid.
U
PON the hearing of the Petition this day,  it is ordered  that the
said Hugh Reid be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent  in
forma' pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Hugh Reid, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, Principal
Registry, Townsville, on the Fourteenth day of September, A.D. 1897,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Hugh Reid shall, on the Thirteenth day of September, A.D. 1897,
at Townsville aforesaid, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities
of every kind, and of the  names and residences ,  so far as  known, of
his creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-seventh day of
August, A.D. 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
W. F. R. BOYCE,  Solicitor for Insolvent ,  Charters  Towers.
Town Agents-UNMAcK, Fog, AND HOBBS,  Townsville.
138,-
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In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBS.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Stephen Wall, of
the Golden Gate, near Croydon, in the colony of Queensland,
hotelkeeper, by George  Seager.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and upon proof
satisfactory to the Court of the debt of the Petitioner and of
the act of insolvency alleged to have been committed by the said
Stephen Wall having  been given ,  it is  ordered that the said Stephen
Wall be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that Thomas
George Fraser, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is
further ordered that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Stephen Wall, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the
Office of the Registrar of this Court on the First day of October, 1897,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said  Stephen Wall shall, on the Thirtieth day of September, 1897, at
Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirteenth day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
BEOR AND GOBTON, Solicitors for Petitioner, Croydon.
Town Agents-ROBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
14s. Solicitors, Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperia.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Frederick Duboyne
Granville, of Townsville, in the colony of Queensland, carpenter,
by the said Frederick Duboyne Granville.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said  Frederick Duboyne Granville be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in formc2 pauperis,  and that Thomas George  Fraser,  Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Frederick Duboyne
Granville, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court on the Thirtieth day of September, 1897, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Frederick Duboyne Granville shall, on the Twenty-ninth day of
September, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this fifteenth day of September,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
W. B. MACDONALD, Solicitor for Insolvent, Townsville.
13s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  ofReginald Strange Hawkins and Frederick Adamson,
trading at Marybo ro ugh ,  in the colony of Queensland, as
" Hawkins,  Adamson, & Co.," grocers and general dealers, insolvent.
UPON reading  the Report of the Trustee of the property of the
Insolvents ,  dated the thirteenth day of September, 1897,
reporting that the whole of the property of the Insolvents had been
realised for the benefit of their creditors ,  and a dividend of 12s. 3d.
in the  £  had been paid ,  as shown  by the  statement thereto annexed,
and upon hearing Mr. Robinson ,  so licitor for the Trustee, the Court,
being satisfied that the whole of the property of the Insolvents has
been realised for the bene fit of their creditors ,  and that a dividend
of 12s .  3d. in the £ has been paid, doth order and declare that the
Insolvency of the said Reginald Strange Hawkins and Frederick
Adamson has closed.
Given under the seal of. the Court this twenty-second day of
September, 1897.
2137
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
24-9-97.
9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Alexander Simpson, of Gympie, in the colony of
Queensland, grocer, an Insolvent.
(.J
U PON reading the Report of the Trustee of the property of the
Insolvent, dated the eighth day of June, 1888, reporting that
the whole of the property of the Insolvent had been realised for the
benefit of his creditors, and a dividend of 5s. 3d. in the £ had been
paid, as shown by the statement thereunto annexed, and upon hearing
Mr. Robinson, solicitor for the Trustee, the Court, being satisfied that
the vrbf'lb 4 the proper)- of the InfolY6Dt had been realised for the
benefit of his creditors, and that a dividend of 5s. 3d. in the £ has
been paid, doth order and declare that the Insolvency of the said
Alexander Simpson has closed.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-second day of
September, 1897.
2139
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
24-9-97.
9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Jens Petersen, of Pialba, near Maryborough, in the
colony of Queensland ,  farmer ,  an Insolvent.
U
PON• reading the Report of the Trustee of the property of the
Insolvent, dated the eleventh day of May, 1896 ,  reporting that
the whole of the p roperty of the Insolvent had been realised for the
benefit of his Cre ditors ,  and no dividend had been paid ,  as shown by
the statement thereunto annexed, and upon hearing Mr. Robinson,
solicitor for the Trustee ,  the Court ,  being satisfied that the whole of
the property of the Insolvent has been realised for the  benefit of his
creditors ,  but no dividend has been paid ,  doth order and declare that
the insolvency of the said Jens Petersen has closed.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty -second day of
September, 1897.
2138
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
24-9-97.
9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Marsden, of Maryborough, in the colony of
Queensland, accountant and commission agent, insolvent.UPON reading the Report of the TrLstee of the property of theInsolvent, dated the thirteenth day of September, 1897, report-
ing that the whole of the property of the Insolvent had been realised
for the benefit of his creditors, and a dividend of 13s. 4d. in the £ had
been paid, as shown by the statement thereto annexed, and upon
hearing Mr. Rubinson, solicitor for the Trustee, the Court, being
satisfied that the whole of the property of the Insolvent has been
realised for the benefit of his creditors, and that a dividend of lid. in
the £ has been paid, doth order and declare that the insolvency of the
said James Marsden has closed.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-second day of
September, 1897.
2136
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
24-9-97.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of,Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In  the Matter of William Royle, of Maryborough, in the colony of
Queensland ,  tailor and farmer ,  an Insolvent.
UPON  reading the Report of the Trustee of the pro perty of the
V Insolvent ,  dated the eleventh day of May, 1896, reporting that
the whole of the property of the Insolvent had been realised for the
benefit of his creditors ,  and a dividend of 12s. 94d. in the £ had been
paid ,  as shown by the statement thereunto annexed, and upon hearing
Mr. Robinson ,  solicitor for the Trustee, the Court, being satisfied that
the whole of the property of the Insolvent has been realised for the
benefit of his creditors ,  and that a dividend of 12s. 9 41d. in the £ has
been paid ,  doth order and declare that the insolvency of the said
William Royle has closed.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-second day of
September, 1897.
2142
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS,  Deputy Registrar.
24-9-97.
9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Alfred George Watson Cheyne, of Maryborough, in
the colony of Queensland, an Insolvent.
U PON reading the Report of the Trustee of the property of the
Insolvent, dated the eleventh day of May, 1896, reporting that
the whole of the property of the Insolvent had been realised for the
benefit of his creditors, and a dividend of 5s. 2-d. in the £ had
been paid, as shown by the statement thereunto annexed, and upon
hearing Mr. Robinson, solicitor for the Trustee, the Court, being
satisfied that the whole of the property of the Insolvent has been
realised for the benefit of his creditors, and that a dividend of
5s.  2-&d.  in the £ has been paid, doth order and declare that the
insolvency of the said Alfred George Watson Cheyne has closed.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-second day of
September, 1897.
2140
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
24-9-97 ..Of. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Carl Belfus ,  of Tinana, in the colony of Queensland,
grocer ,  an Insolvent.
PON  reading the Report  of the  Trustees  of the property of the
Insolvent ,  dated the eleventh day of May ,  1896, reporting that
the whole of the prope rt y of the Insolvent had been realised for the
benefit of his creditors ,  and no dividend had been paid ,  as shown by
the statement thereunto annexed, and upon hearing Mr. Robinson,
solicitor for the Trustee ,  the Court ,  being satisfied that the whole of
the prope rt y of the Insolvent has been realised for the benefit of his
creditors ,  and that no dividend has been paid , doth  order and declare
that the insolvency of the said Carl Belfus has closed.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-second day of
Septem be r, 1897.
2141
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
24-9-97.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of William Ferguson, of Gympie, in the colony of
Queensland, sawmiller, an Insolvent.
ON the Twenty-seventh day of October, 1897, at Ten o'clock in the
forenoon, William Ferguson, of Gympie, in the colony of
Queensland, sawmiller, adjudicated insolvent on the nineteenth day
of August, 1892, will apply to the Supreme Court of Queensland, at
Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twentieth day of September, 1897.
TOZER AND TOZER,
W. A. DOUGLAS , Deputy Registrar.
Solicitors for Insolvent, Brisbane,
2099 And at Gympic. 7 s. 6d.'
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of James McLelland Cavayc, of Gympie, grocer and
produce merchant, an Insolvent.
THOMAS EDWARD WHITE, of Brisbane, accountant, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-first day of September, 1897.
2111
W. A. DOUGLAS , Deputy Registrar.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Patrick Joseph Smyth and James Edward Allison,
both of Ann street, Fortitude Valley, Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, trading under the name, style, or firm of " Smyth
and Allison," at Ann street aforesaid, storekeepers.
GEORGE SAMUEL HUTTON, of Adelaide street, Brisbane, in
the colony of Queensland, accountant, has been appointed
Trustee of the property of the abovenamed Liquidating Debtors.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Liquidating Debtors must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts
due to the Liquidating Debtors must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-third day of September, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
JAs. F. WATSON,
Solicitor for the Trustee,
2130 82 Queen street, Brisbane. 10s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Patrick Joseph Smyth and James Edward Allison,
of Ann street, Brisbane, trading as " Smyth and Allison," store-
keepers, in Liquidation.
THE Creditors of the abovenamed Debtors who have not already
proved their debts are required, on or before the Eighth day of
October next, to send their names and addresses, and the particulars
of their debts or claims, to me, the undersigned, George Samuel
Hutton, of Adelaide street, Brisbane, the Trustee under the Liquida-
tion, or in default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of
the Dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of September, 1897.
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
GEO. S. HUTTON,  Trustee.
2129:.  '75.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by Joseph Smith, late of
Beenleigh, but now of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland,
hawker.N OTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of theCreditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to be
held at the Office of Winter and McNab, solicitors, Queen street,
Brisbane, on the Eighth day of October, 1897, at Three o'clock in the
afternoon precisely.
Dated this twenty-second day of September, 1897.
WINTER AND McNAB,
Solicitors for Debtor, 88 Queen street, Brisbane.
2132 7s.
In the Matter of Archibald Campbell Macmillan, of Airdmillan,
Lower Burdekin, in Liquidation.
A
FIRST Dividend, of 8s. in the £, is payable in the above Estate
on all claims proved and admitted, on the Sixth day of April,
1897, at my Office, Flinders street, Townsville.
WILLIAM BLACK, Trustee.
2116 3s.
A
FINAL  Dividend is intended to be declared in the matter of
Annie Maud Tomkins ,  of Yangan ,  storekeeper ,  adjudicated
Insolvent on the 24th December, 1895.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Fourth day o
October, 1897, will be excluded.
Dated this twenty -third day of September, 1897.
2119
GEORGE CANNON,  Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Estate of Daniel Lyons, of Brisbane ,  grocer, in Liquidation.
A
SECOND Dividend , at the rate of 2s .  6d. in the £, has been
declared upon all claims proved and admitted in the above
Estate, and same is now payable at my Office.
All promissory notes or negotiable documents upon which proof
has been made must be produced when applying for Dividend.
W. D. SYM, Trustee.
Eagle Chambers, Eagle street.
2120 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Will of Judith Kinsela, late of South Brisbane, in the colony
of Queensland, widow, deceased, and in the Trusts of the Will of
the said Judith Kinsela, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Martin Freney and
L' Philip Corrigan, the Executors and Trustees of the above-
named Estate, from the fifth day of August, 1890, to the eighth day of
September, 1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by
the said Philip Corrigan, the surviving Executor and Trustee, and
that the said Philip Corrigan intends to apply to the Court for an
allowance of a commission on the moneys received by them as Execu.
tors, and on the income and proceeds of sales of trust property
received by them as Trustees. All parties claiming to be interested in
the said Estate are at liberty to inspect the said Account, at my Office
in the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before TUESDAY, the
Twenty-sixth day of October next, and, if they think fit, to object
thereto. Notice is also given, that whether any objection is taken to
the said Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to
examine and inquire into the said Account. Notice is further given,
that any person who may desire to object to the said Account, or any
item or items therein, or the allowance to the Executors and Trustees
of a commission thereon, must before that day file in my Office a
memorandum to that effect.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of September, 1897.
THOMAS BUNTON,
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy Registrar.
-Solicitor  for the  Executors and Trustees,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
2135  15s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Will of Peter Gustaf  Brown , late of Goodna, an inmate of
the asylum, but formerly of Maryborough, in the colony of
Queensland,  master mariner , deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of,Queensland  Trustees,
Limited, the Administrators,  cum testanzento annexo,  in the
abovenamed Estate, from the twenty-eighth day of August, 1896, to
the fourteenth day of September, 1897, has this day been filed in my
Office, duly verified by Peter Arthur Blundell, the manager of the
said Queensland Trustees, Limited. All parties claiming to be
interested in the said Estate are at liberty to inspect the said
Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
or before t lie First day of November next, and, if they think fit, to
object thereto. Notice is also given, that whether any objection is
taken to the said Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day,
proceed to  examine  and inquire into the said Account. Notice is
further given,  that any person who may  .desire to object to the' said
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Account, or any item or items therein, or the allowance to the
Administrators,  cum testamento annexo,  of a commission  thereon,
must before that day file in my Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this eighteenth day of September, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
JAS. M.  -STAFFORD,
Solicitor for the said Administrators,
Maryborough.
By his Agent-THOMAS O'SULLIVAN,
2145 Solicitor, Brisbane.
Deputy Registrar.
14s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Rockhampton.
In the Wi ll  of Thomas Eddy ,  late of Rockhampton ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  gardener ,  deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication he re of, application wi ll
be made to this Honourable Cou rt  that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Thomas Eddy ,  deceased ,  may be granted to Lucy
Richardson  (wife of Archibald  John  Richardson ,  of Rockhampton
afo re said ,  surveyor ),  the sole Executrix named in the said Will. Any
person interested who desires to object to the application ,  or to be
heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the
grant is made.
Dated this twenty-first day of September ,  A.D. 1897.
2126
R. A. B aUMJI AND GRANT,
Solicitors for the said Lucy Richardson,
Denham street, Rockhampton.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Isabella Sanford, late of Gympie ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  widow, deceased ,  intestate.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that ,  after the expiration of fourteen
d -ys from the publication hereof ,  application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration ,  durante minore cetate,  of
the personal estate of the abovenamed Isabella Sanford ,  deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to August Ernest, of Mount
Morgan, in the colony aforesaid, sawyer ,  the duly elected guardian of
Jane Elizabeth Sanford, minor ,  the natural and lawful child and only
next -el-kin of the said deceased
Dated at Brisbane this twenty -second day of September, 1897.
TOZER AND TOZER,
Solicitors for the said August Ernest,
George street ,  Brisbane,
And at Gympie.
2112 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Christopher Gilligan, late of Charters Towers, in the
colony of Queensland,  master  baker, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Christopher Gilligan, deceased, may be granted to Thomas
Collins, of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, baker, and
William Carroll, of Charters Towers aforesaid, licensed victualler, the
Executors named in the said Will. Any person interested who
desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a
caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant  is made.
Dated this eighteenth day of September, 1897.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for the said Thomas Collins and William Carroll,
Gill street, Charters Towers.
Agent-A. M. BEAUMONT, Solicitor,
2121 Supreme Court Buildings, Townsville. 9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will and Codicil of Richard Bingham Sheridan, late of Manly,
in the colony of New South Wales, gentleman, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Ancillary Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Richard Bingham Sheridan, deceased, may
be granted to Richard Numa Sheridan, of Sydney, in the colony of
New South Wales, bank manager, the surviving Executor named in
the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the
application, or to be heard upon it, may file  a caveat in  the Registry
at any time before the grant  is made.
Dated this twenty-third day of September, 1897.
2134
THOMAS BUNTON,
Solicitor for the said Richard Numa Sheridan,
Queen street, Brisbane.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Francis Lindsay Barker, late of Sydney, in the colony
of New South Wales , agent , deceased.N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the xpiration of ourteen days
from the date of the publication hereof, application will be made
to this Honourable Court that Ancillary Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Francis Lindsay Barker, deceased, may be granted to
Emma Jane  Barker, of Stanmore,  near  Sydney, in the colony of New
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South Wales, widow, the sole Executrix named in the said Will. Any
person interested who desires to object to the application. or to be heard
upon it, may  file a caveat  in the Registry at any time before the grant
is made.
Dated this twentieth clay of September, 1897.
2127
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Executrix.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Larman Gromett, late of Cullin-la-ringo, near Spring;
sure , in the colony of Queensland, stockman, deceased, intestate.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to.
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal  estate of
the abovenamed Larman Gromett, deceased, who died intestate, may
be granted to Walter Thompson, of Rockhampton, in the said colony,.
solicitor, the lawfully constituted Attorney of Mary Ann Gromett, of
Downham Market, in the county of Norfolk, England, widow, th&
natural and lawful mother of the said deceased.
Dated this twentieth day of September, 1897.
2128
BERNAYS AND OSBORNE,
Solicitors for the  said  Walter Thompson,
150 Queen  street, Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of William Andreas Englart, late of Toowoomba, in the,
colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
1\' OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the above-
named William Andreas Englart, deceased, may be granted to George
N uss, of Toowoomba aforesaid, farmer, the surviving Executor named
in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the
application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry
at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-second day of September, A.D. 1897.
2147
M. J. O'SULLIVAN,
Solicitor for the said George Nuss,
Margaret street, Toowoomba.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of James Hope, late of Pittsworth, in the
colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to,
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed James Hope, deceased, who died intestate,.
may be granted to Queensland Trustees, Limited, of Brisbane, in
the said colony, the lawfully constituted Attorney of Jane Hope, of
Pittsworth aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-third day of September, A.D. 1897.
C. S. EDEN,
Solicitor for the said Queensland Trustees, Limited,
Margaret street, Toowoomba.
Town Agent-J. G. MCGREGOR, Solicitor, Brisbane.
2144 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the  Lands and  Goods of  Emily Mary Bennett, late of Brisbane, in ,
the colony of Queensland ,  spinster ,  deceased ,  intestate.
T OTICE is  hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days.
from the publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court that Administration  of the  real and personal estate
of the abovenamed Emily Mary Bennett, deceased ,  who died intestate,
may be granted to Edward James Bennett, of Brisbane aforesaid, the-
lawful father of the said deceased.
Dated this  twenty-fourth  day of September ,  A.D. 1897.
2143
MACPHERSON AND FEEZ,
Solicitors for the said Edward James Bennett,
Lutwyche Chambers, Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will of James Green, of Charters Towers, in the colony of
Queensland, blacksmith, deceased.NOTICE i3 hereby given, that, . after the expiration of fourteendays from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed James Green, deceased, may be granted to Eliza Hayes,
of Charters Toffs era aforesaid, boarding-house keeper, the sole Executrix
named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant  is made.
Dated this seventeenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
ALEXANDER COSTELLO,
Solicitor for the said Eliza Hayes,
Mosman street, Charters Towers.
Agent-'M. O'MALLEY,
2146 Flinders street, Townsville.  8s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the  Goods of William Askew,  of Elizabeth street, Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland ,  carpenter ,  deceased, intestate.
iN
OTICE is hereby given, that, after  the expiration of fourteen
j days from  the publication  hereof,  application will be made to
this  Honourable  Court  that Administration  of the  personal estate of
the abovenamed  William Askew,  deceased , who died  intestate, may
be granted  to Betsy Askew, of Elizabeth  street, Brisbane aforesaid,
widow of the said  deceased.
Dated this twenty-fi rst day of  September, 1897.
2131
R. J. LEEPER, Solicitor for the said Betsy Askew,
Celtic Chambers, George street, Brisbane.
6s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re  JAMES WooD the elder, deceased.
PURSUANT to the  " Trustees  ace  Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors, beneficiaries,
next-of-kin, and other persons having claims or demands upon or
against the Estate of James Wood the elder, late of Fernvale, New
Zealand Gully, near Rockhampton, in the colony of Queensland,
farmer, deceased, who died on the seventh day of July, 1896, and of
whose Will Probate was, on the fifteenth day of December, 1896,
.granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland, at Rockhampton, to
Samuel Sonter, of Stony Creek, near Rockhampton aforesaid, farmer,
and James Wood the younger, of Tungamul, near Rockhampton
aforesaid, railway employee, the Executors named in the said Will,
are required to send in, in writing, particulars of their debts or
claims to the said Executors, at the Office of the undersigned, their
solicitor, on or before SATURDAY, the Thirtieth day of October,
1897. And notice is hereby also given, that after the expiration of
the last-mentioned day the said Executors will proceed to distribute
the assets of the said deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which the said Executors shall
then have had notice, and that the said Executors will not be liable,
for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of
whose debt or claim they shall not ha, e had notice at the time of
such distribution.
Dated this eighteenth day of September, A.D. 1897.
2117
LOUIS E. HOBLER,
Fitzroy Chambers, Denham street, Rockhampton,
Solicitor  for the  said Executors.
14s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be FERDINAND SCHOE'FISCH, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
or other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Ferdinand Schoenfisch, late of Rosevale, in the colony of
Queensland, farmer, deceased, who died at Rosevale aforesaid on the
second day of April, 1895, and Probate of whose Will was, on the
twenty-eighth day of May, 1896, granted to Auguste Schoenfisch, the
sole Executrix named in the said Will, are hereby required to send in
particulars of their debts or claims to the Executrix, at the Office of
the undersigned, her solicitor, on or before WEDNESDAY, the
Twenty-seventh day of October, 1897. And notice is also hereby given,
that after that day the said Kxecutrix will pr,,ceed to distribute the
assets of the said deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto, having
regard only to the claims of which she shall have bad notice, and
that she will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distri-
buted, to any person of whose debt or claim she shall not have had
not ice.
Dated this twenty-second day of September, 1897.
2118
C. W. LOUIS  HEINER,
Solicitor for the said Auguste Schoenfisch,
Ipswich.
12s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be BRAINARD SKINNER, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Brainard Skinner, late of O'Connell Town, near Brisbane,
in the colony of Queensland, preserved provisions manufacturer,
deceased, who died at O'Connell Town, near Brisbane aforesaid, on
the twenty-sixth day of April, 1896, and Probate of whose Will
was granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland, on the twelfth day
of June, 1896, to Catherine Skinner, of O'Connell Town, near Brisbane
aforesaid, widow, the sole Executrix thereof, are hereby required to
send in, in writing, the particulars of their claims and demands to
the said Catherine Skinner, addressed to the Office of the undersigned,
her solicitors, on or before the Twenty-seventh day of October, 1897.
And notice is hereby also given, that at the expiration of the last-
mentioned date the said Catherine Skinner will proceed to distribute
the Estate of the said deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which she shall then have had
notice, and that she will not be liable, for the assets or any part
thereof so distributed, to any person of whose claim or demand she
shall not then have had notice.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-fourth day of September, 1897.
2122
CROUCH AND DARVALL,
So li citors for the said  Catherine  Skinner,
Kingsford 's Chambers,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
14s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re  JA31ES MowEN ,  deceased.
PURSUANT  to an Act of Parliament of 31 Victoria No. 19,
intituled  "  An Act to Consolidate and A  mend t  I to Laws relating
to Trustees Mortgagees Purchasers  and 1  ma acitatecl Persons,"
notice is hereby given, that all persons  having any  claims or demands
upon or against the Estate of James Mowen , late  of Clifton, in the
colony of Queensland ,  gentleman ,  deceased  (in the  said Will  described
as James Mowen ,  of Clifton,  Queensland),  at present residing at
Newtownbutler ,  county Fermanagh, Ireland , who di d on  or about
the twentieth day of April, 1897 ,  and Probate  of whose  Will was,
on the nineteenth day of June ,  1897, duly granted by the Supreme
Court of Queensland to John Logan, of Clifton, in the colony of
Queensland ,  merchant ,  William Dalton ,  of Spring Creek ,  Clifton
aforesaid ,  farmer ,  and John Gillam , of King's  Creek ,  Clifton aforesaid,
farmer ,  three of the Executors named in the said Will (leave being
reserved to make the like grant to John Johnston and John F. Wray,
the other two Executors named in the said  Will), are  hereby required
to send in ,  in writing ,  particulars of their debts and claims to the said
Executors .  at the Office of the undersigned, their solicitor ,  on or before
the First day of November ,  1897 .  And notice is hereby also given,
that after that day the said Executors  will proceed  to distribute the
assets of the said James Mowen, deceased ,  am:.ng the persons entitled
thereto, having regard only to the claims of  which they  shall then
have had notice ,  and that they will not be liable ,  for the assets or
any part the re of so distributed ,  to any person of whose debt or claim
they shall not have had notice.
Dated the sixteenth day of September ,  A.D. 1897.
2149
J. R. CURNOW, Solicitor for the said  Executors,
Palmerin street, Warwick.
15s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Denis Costello ,  late of Muttaburra ;  William Maher,
late of Charleville  ;  Alexander Blomme, late of Clermont  ;  Patrick
Murphy,  alias  O'Brien late of Barcaldine ;  Isabella McIntosh,
late of Cupar ,  Fife ,  Scotland; Arthur Evans, late of Hughenden;
Andrew Alexander  MacKenzie,  late of Aramac  ;  John Franks,
late of Stanthorpe  ; Herbert  John Willmer ,  late of Rockhampton;
Richard Keiller, late of Narangba  ;  George Turkington ,  late of
Croydon; John Jones, late of Cape  Horn ; John Buckley, late of
Noranside  ;  and Catherine  McKee,  late of South Brisbane.
PURSUANT  to  "The Intestacy  Act of  1877,"  all persons having
any claims against the Es aces of any of  the  abovenamed
deceased persons are to come in and prove their debts ,  at my Office,
Public Offices, George street, Brisbane ,  on or before the Twenty-fifth
day of November next, or in default they will be peremptorily
excluded from all benefits accruing from the said Estates.
GILSON FOXTON,  Deputy Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, 24th September, 1897.
2148 9s. 6d.
BOROUGH OF NORTH ROCKHAMPTON.
NOTICE UNDER  " THE VALUATION AND RATING ACT OF 1890."
To Mr .  JOHN MCLACHLAN.
T
OTICE is  hereby given, that the sum of £4 13s. id. is now due
and unpaid to the Municipal Council of the Bo ro ugh of North
Rockhampton for Rates in respect of subdivision 1 of portion 112,
county of Livingstone ,  parish of Murchison.
Payment of the said sum is hereby demanded.
If the said sum is not paid within three months from the date
of this notice, the Municipal Council of the said Borough will take
possession of and lease the said land, under the provisions of  "The
Valuation and Rating  Act of  1890."
A. H. CAMPBELL,
Council Chambers, Town Clerk.
North Rockhampton, 16th September, 1.897.
2106 8s.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
V
WE, the undersigned, recently carrying on business as mercantile
agents at Mount Morgan, under the style of " Mount Morgan
Mercantile Agency Company," have this day, by mutual  consent,
Dissolved partnership entered into by us on 20th May, 1897.
W. C. MARSHALL.
GILBERT S. GRAY.
Witness-B. E. FORREST.
Mount Morgan, 9th September, 1897.
2100 4s. 6d.
LICENSED GATE NOTICE.
j HEREBY give notice that I intend to apply to the Perry
1 Divisional Board for a License to Erect Gate on my selection,
Mingo.
Mingo , 22nd September, 1897.
2115
CONRAD REIN.
3s.
LICENSED GATES NOTICE.
I HEREBY give notice that I intend to apply to the Hughenden
Divisional Board for permission to Erect Two Licensed Gates on
the Richmond and Cassilis road, one gate about six miles from
Richmond, and the other about fourteen miles from Richmond, being
the boundaries of my Grazing Farm.
Tweedamuir, 2nd August, 1897.
2097
W. J. MURRAY.
4s.
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Government Printing Office,
Brisbane 27th December, 1893.
THE following Botanical Works, by F. Manson Bailey, .F L.S.,
Colonial Botanist, may be obtained at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane:-
I.  The Synopsis of the Queensland Flora ; 900 pp., demy 8vo,
half-bound. Price, 21s.; posted, 22s.
2. First Supplement to ditto, in boards; 100 pp. and 4 plates.
Price, 3s.; posted, 3s. 2d.
3. Second Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 153 pp. Price, 3s.;
posted, 3s. 3d.
4. Third Supplement to ditto, in boards; 135 pp. and 21 plates.
Price, 3s.  6d.;  posted, 3s. 9d.
5. Catalogue of the Indigenous and Naturalised Plants of
Queensland, with Index of vernacular names and their
botanical equivalents. Price, in cloth, 1s. 3d.; posted, Is. 5d.
In paper, Is.; posted, 1s. 2d.
6. Plants Poisonous and Injurious to S: 3ck. (Bailey and Gordon.)
Containing a brief descriptio,, with plates, of Queensland
plants suspected of having a, poisonous effect upon stock.
Price, 45.; posted,  U.  5d.
7. Lithograms of the Queens n d Ferns, in one volume, containing
191 plates, illustrating 223 kinds, with index giving botanical
and common name. Price, 2s. 6d.; posted, 6d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
SUBSCi TPTION AND  ADVERTISING RATES:-
s. d.
Quarterly  ti:ib-cription ... ... ... ... ... ...  10 0
(Postage  nil,  if subscription begins from date of receipt
of order ;  on back numbers ,  3d. per week.)
Single copy, current year ,  6d. ; previous years , Is.;  large-sized
at proportionally increased  price., Postage, Id. additional.
ADVERTISING RATES.
A uniform charge of 6d .  a line for all advertisements.
Table matter charged  60 per cent .  extra on  first insertion only
and a proportional extra charge for very sma ll-Sized type.
HANSARD.  s. d.
Subscription for Session  ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 0
Orders must be accompanied by postago stamps (not exceeding
5s.), money order, postal note, or cash, sufficient to cover cost.
Private  cheques will not be accepted.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship  or rail if so  desired,
the freight to be payable by consignee.
JUST PUBLISHED.
1
THE LAW OF FRIENDLY SOCIETIES IN QUEENSLAND ,  being a
Compendium  of the existing  Act and  Regulations in force, with
a comprehensive Introduction ,  and Notes  of English  and Colonial
Cases decided up to May, 1896 . By John L. Woolcock,  B.A., and
George Scott ,  M.A., Barristers -at-law , Authors of " Act and Rules
relating to the District  Court."  Holland binding .  Price  5s.;  postage,
4d. extra.
July,  1896.  EDMUND GREGORY,  Government Printer.
NOW PUBLISHED, A Digest of the Statutory Criminal Law inforce in Queensland on the first day of January, 1896 (which it
is within the competence of the Parliament of Queensland to repeal or
amend ), with a Table of the Statutes, prepared by the Hon. Sir
Samuel Walker Griffith, G.C.M.G., Chief Justice of Queensland.
In 8vo royal. Bound in cloth, 15s. Posted, 15s. 7d. Government
Printing Office, Brisbane.
64 1HE Stamp  Act of  1894," and Regulations thereunder, with a
7 Manual on the provisions of the Act .  Price, 2s.; posted ,  2s. 2d.
0
N SALE, the " Act and Rules relating to the District Court, with
an Introduction, Notes, and Index," by John L. Woolcock, B.A.,
and George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law.
Price, 7s. 6d. full cloth; postage, 6d. extra.
Half-bound and interleaved, 10s.  6d.;  postage, 8d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
THE Government Printer acknowledges the receipt of the followingamounts, from  the 18th to 24th September, 1897 :--
A. F. Waraker, 7d.; W. J. Law, 14s.; W. B. P. Spurway, Is.;
R. Hillcoat, Is. 3d.; W. J. Murray, 4s.; G. Aubrey, £1; G. S. Gray,
7s. 6d.; North Rockhampton Borough Council, 8s.; W. J. Huston,
6s.; Croydon Divisional Board, £1 7s.; J. B. Hodge,  3s.;  J. Gibson,
10s. Gd.; Rockhampton Newspaper Company, £1 12s.; A. Taylor,
12s.  6d.;  J. H. Ward, 4s.; Ula Ula Divisional Board, 22;  Warwick
Augus,  6d.; T. Dixon, 5s.; A. F. Walker, 2s. 6d.; Darling Downs
Rabbit Board, 8s. 9d.; C. Rein, 3s.; Tooth and Co., 4s. 6d.; G.
Boulter, 2s. 6d.; W. Black, 3s.; L. E. Nobler, 16s. 6d.; Brumm and
Grant, 8s.; Drayton Shire Council, £1 3s.; Nerang Divisional Board,
5s.; Gowrie Divisional Board, £1 4s.; J. R. Curnow, 11s.; R. B.
Rogers, 17s. 6d.; W. Martin, 6s.; D. Renyolds, Is. 5d.; Manager,
Mount Abundance, Roma, £2.
IMP O UNDIIV GS.
POUND-KEEPERS are reminded that Advertisements of
Impounded Stock will be charged for at the uniform rate
of SIXPENCE PER LINE ;  and no such Advertisement will be
inserted in the  Gazette  unless  accompanied by a remittance
(Money Orders, Postal Notes, Postage Stamps, or Cash)
sufficient to cover the cost of insertion.
Postage Stamps  will  be received only when amount  is  5s.
or less.
When describing brands a distinction should be made
between  REGISTERED  and other brands, by placing the words
REGISTERED  BRAND  after the description. Brands type will
be used for such descriptions, but where these words do not
appear ordinary type only will be used.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from enclosed lands, Armstrong's
Three-mile Paddock, on the 7th September, 1897, by order of
G. Armstrong, Esquire. Driving, 6d.
One bay gelding, like N (backwards) K near shoulder.
One chestnut mare, bald face; F z-47 near shoulder, OFR over 0 off
shoulder, 4 near neck.
One chestnut stallion, no visible brand, star and snip.
Also, from enclosed lands, Oak Park, by order of Messrs. Lang-
more and Sons. Damages, 2s. Gd. ; driving, 5s.
One black mare, 7WP  near  shoulder, white face.
One roan mare,  2 near  shoulder, 2 near thigh.
One chestnut  gelding , CY7 near shoulder, B1L off shoulder.
One bay mare, T61` (writing) near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, 7EV near shoulder, U1K off shoulder, star.
One chestnut gelding, blotched brand near shoulder, white face, hind
feet white.
One brown gelding, GGF near shoulder.
One black gelding, draught, U70 near thigh.
One bay gelding, NOU off shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, like 6D,ml near shoulder.
CORRECTED  BRANDS.
Also, from enclosed lands, Springfield, on the 4th August, 1897,
by order of Thomas Warlowe, Esquire. Driving, 8s. 2d.
One roan gelding, draught, half-circle over indescribable brand like
part half-circle through half-triangle  near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th October, 1897,  will be
sold to defray expenses.
R. B. ROGERS, Poundkeeper.
2153 14s.
IMPOUNDED at Pentland, from Allandale Station, on the 14th
September, 1897.
One bay gelding, )(R55 near shoulder, T4cn off shoulder.
One black gelding, Gt0t 1 near  shoulder,  like 5 P -4 registered brand
off shoulder, like faint brand near hip, star, 7 near shoulder.
One brown mare, J 1 T near shoulder, like I{ 5 -< registered brand
off shoulder, 854 near neck, near fore and hind feet white, white
face.
One bay colt, K5 ' near shoulder, white feet, white face.
One chestnut colt, 1'NC near shoulder, white face, hind feet white.
One bay gelding, blotch near thigh, V9* off thigh.
One creamy  mare, 1 RA over like 28 near shoulder, B 24 off
shoulder.
One bay gelding, like F9>< registered  brand near '§houlder, star and
snip, near fore and hind feet white.
One roan colt , B  Cog near  shoulder, white feet.
One bay mare,,ZZL7 over 19  near  shoulder, B=4 off shoulder.
One black gelding, like 7F Q registered brand near shoulder, like
8 U'd registered brand off shoulder,  OWE , near thigh, 3 near
neck.
One bay mare, T 7 -44 near shoulder, K 5-< off shoulder, off hind
foot white,  star ; filly foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay mare, 4EP over 254 near shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 9th October, 18'7, will he sold
to defray  expenses.
2109
ALBERT  TAYLOR, Poundkeeper.
13s.
I MPOUNDED at Nebo, from Nebo Reserve, on the 14th September,1897, by order of the Nebo Divisional Board.
One red and white bullock, )(]j( over 4 near ribs.
One red bullock, )<1K over 0 near ribs.
One roan bullock, NOP near ribs.
One white bullock, like 2H P (blotched) near rump.
One roan bullock, (nD6 near rump.
If not released on or before the 18th October, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
THOS. E. DIXON, Poundkeeper.
2105 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Gingin, from Moolboolaman Station, on the 17th
September, 1897, by order of R. M. Barton, Esquire. Driving, 2s.
One black mare, draught,  star , Z1 C near shoulder.
One chestnut horse, short tail, hind feet white, near fore foot white,
white face, no visible brand.
If not released on or before the 5th October, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
A. F. WALKER, Poundkeeper.
2113 4s.
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IMPOUNDED at Westwood, from Evergreen, on the 13th Septem-
ber, 1897, by order of G. E. Turnbull, Esquire. Driving, 8d.
One yellow-bay mare, J W41 near shoulder, g, illegible letter, and 5
off shoulder.
One black gelding, WD7 near shoulder,  star and snip , hind feet white.
One roan  mare,  KV and blotched numeral near shoulder.
One bay gelding, like D e19 near shoulder,  star , hind feet white, hip
down, rope on neck.
Also, from Ripple Vale, on the 14th September, 1897, by order of
R. Triffitt, E+ squire.  Damages,  2s. 6d.; driving, Is.
One yellow-bay mare, FL4 over 14  near  shoulder,  5, illegible  letter,
and i off shoulder ; foal at foot.
One brown  mare,  J20 near shoulder, V3 01 off shoulder,  star, near
hind foot white.
One blue-grey gelding, J20 near shoulder.
One brown mare, J20  near shoulder ,  star, near  hind foot white.
If not released  on or  before the 19th October, 1897,  will he sold
to defray  expenses.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
One bay gelding, RT near shoulder, like 210 off neck,  star  and snip,
hind feet white.
If not released  on or  before the 5th October, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
W. J. LAW, Poundkeeper.
2107 12s.
IMPOUNDED at Charters Towers, from Bletchington-Park, on the
6th September, 1897, by order of Symes Bros.
One black  mare , 719' over 73 near thigh, 43QZ off thigh, 8 near
neck, blaze.
One bay filly, BC4near  shoulder,  near  hind foot white.
One brown mare, U1J over 0 near shoulder, 108 near neck, star.
One bay mare, OND over 77  near  shoulder.
One chestnut  mare, ER2 over 185  near  shoulder, hind feet white,
star.
One chestnut  mare, LC5 near shoulder, 532 near neck, hind feet
white, star and snip.
One bay colt, illegible brand  near  shoulder, off hind foot white.
One bay  mare, NP8 near  shoulder, Y W 8 off shoulder, Q-39
near thigh.
One black gelding, 200 near  shoulder, 66 near neck, 9 near cheek.
If not released on or before the 5th October, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses. GEO. AUBREY, Poundkeeper.
2098 9s.
IMPOUNDED at Adavale, from Adavale Reserve, on the 14th
September, 1897.
One brown gelding, star, J (horizontal) over P in circle  near  shoulder,
A over SB off shoulder, 1ZT near thigh.
One bay gelding, off hind foot white,  M near  shoulder.
One white bullock, small red spots, B M1 off rump, 4 off cheek, both
ears marked.
One roan bullock, B {11 off rump, 4 off cheek, both  ears  marked.
One white bullock, like K8Z (blotched) near ribs, near ear marked.
If not released  on or  before the 19th October, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
WALTER MARTIN,  Poundkeeper.
2151 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont,  from Laglan,  on the 14th September,
1897, by order  of J. McCormack ,  Esquire.
One bay gelding , white  face, like  -  over J over 1QP near shoulder,
three indistinct letters off shoulder , FF5 over FFi'7 nearthigh.
Also, from Banehory ,  by order of Messrs. McVean and Boadle.
One bay mare , blotched  brand over number near shoulder, star.
One black gelding, star ,  hind feet white, R4U over blotch 5 near
shoulder, V30 off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 24th September ,  1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
W. J. HUSTON,  Poundkeeper.
2108 6s.IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Consuelo, on the 11th Septembers
1897, by order of John Wells, Esquire.
One bay gelding, star on forehead, off hind foot white, 8RY over 301
near  shoulder.
If not released  on or  before the 5th October, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
JAMES If. WARD, Poundkeeper.2110  4s.
[25TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
I MPOUNDED at Bowen, from Sonoma,  on  the  20th September,1897, by order  of  Messrs. Massey Bros . Driving, lOs. lOd.
One grey gelding , fleabitten,  draught, indistinct  brand  near  shoulder,
collar -marked.
If not  released on or before  the 15th October, 1897,  will be sold
to defray expenses.
G. J. BOULTER, Poundkeeper.
2152 3s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, on the 16th September,  1897, by order
of W. H.  Banks, Esqui re.  Damages,  21.
One red and white steer,  notch out back and front of near ear, no visible
brand.
If not  released on or befo re  the 19th October ,  1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
J. B. HOD G E, Poundkeeper.
2102 3s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, from Samford.
One brown gelding ,  U5A near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th October ,  1897, will be
sold to  defray expenses.
T. BEVERLEY ,  Poundkeeper.
2133 Is.  Gd.
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SATURDAY,  25TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  25th September, 1897.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned  applica-tionsfor the grant of Letters Patent ,  and the complete
specifications annexed thereto ,  have been ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto ,  within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3683 .- ALFRED HOGG,  of 31 Moray Place,
Dunedin, in the colony of New Zealand ,  salesman.  "An
Improved Method of Working a Steam Engine."  Dated  24th
December ,  A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3737 .- SIDNEY PR&TT BLACEMORE, residing
at the George Goch Amalgamated Gold-Mining Company,
Limited, Johannesburg ,  South African Republic ,  electrical
engineer  ;  RICHARD OLIVER GARDNER DRUMMOND,  of Com-
missioner street, Johannesburg aforesaid ,  electrical engineer ;
and EDWARD JOHN WAY, general manager of the George
Goch Amalgamated Gold-Mining Company, Limited ,  Johannes-
burg aforesaid .  " Improvements in Rock and like Drills."
Dated 1st February ,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3878 .- PERRY ERNEST DOOLITTLE, Of 180
Sherbourne street, city of Toronto ,  province of Ontario,
dominion of Canada ,  physician .  " Improvements in Brake
Mechanism for Bicycles and other  'Vehicles."  Dated 10th May,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3945 .- GEORGE WILLIAM BALLOU, Of 10
Wall street ,  city, county ,  and state of New York ,  U.S.A., and
AUGUSTUS SEAVER, of Needham ,  county of Norfolk ,  state of
Massachusetts ,  U.S.A., manufacturer .  Improvements in
Glass Globes  for the Diffusion  and Distribution  of Light."
Dated 26th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3984 .- MARMADURE CONSTABLE ,  of Victoria
Arcade, HERBEST CHAPPEL, engineer ,  of Victoria Arcade, and
THOMAS SMALE HOOFER .  patent agent, all of the city of Sydney,
in the colony of New South Wales.  "An Improved Method
used in Conjunction with Refrigeration for Treating and
Preserving Meat, Poultr, Fruit ,  and other Articles of Food
for Transit or  otherwise."' Dated 24th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4019 . -  HENRY GRoxo, of Newtown,
Sydney ,  in the colony of New South Wales, mine manager,
and HENRY PATESON, of Harbour street, Sydney aforesaid,
manager of the New South Wales Fresh Food and Ice Com-
pany, Limited .  "  Improvements  in the Process of Chilling and
Freezing Meat and other Alimentary Substances ,  and Means
therefor ."  Dated 10th August, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  25th September, 1897.
OTICE is hereby given ,  that I have received the undermen-N tioned applications for the gistration of T de Marks.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must  leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form I), of his or their objections thereto ,  within two months
(or such further time ,  not exceeding six months, as the
Registrar may allow )  of the advertisement of the applications
[No. 71.
in the  Queensland Government Gazette .  A fee of one pound
is payable with such notice.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
A_ pplication No. 2094-Filed  14th September, A.D. 1897.-
THE LAKE OF THE WOODS MILLING COMPANY,  LIMITED, Of
Keewatin, dominion of Canada, millers, to register in Class 42,
in respect  of Flour ,  a Trade Mark of which  the following is a
representation :-
HA'It Rp*,%CANADA
. w""
OFTyF
0 11
FFWA40
S S 'tee..
The essential particulars of the trade mark are thefollowing:-The monogram on shield, combination  of devices,
and our name and address; and we disclaim any right to the
exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 25th September ,  A.D. 1897 .  Vide  notice at
bead of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2129-Filed 22nd September ,  A.D. 1897.-
STEWART AND HEMMANT ,  of Brisbane ,  warehousemen, to register
in Class 38, in respect of Articles of Clothing ,  a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
The essential particular  of the trade  mark is the device
above set out.
This mark was first advertised  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 25th September ,  A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at
head of trade  mark advertisements.
Application No. 2111 - Filed 15th  September ,  A.D. 1897.-
THE AUSTRAL CYCLE AGENCY ,  LIMITED ,  of Oxford  Chambers,
Bourke street ,  Melbourne ,  Victoria ;  Coventry ,  England; and
Sydney, New South Wales , & c., cycle importers and manu-
facturers ,  to register in Class 22, in respect of Velocipedes and
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other Carriages, a Trade Mark of which the following
representation :-
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is a Application No. 2126-Filed 21st September, A.D. 1897.-
SAMUEL ALLEN  AND SONS,  LIMITED, of Townsville, Q ueens-
land, merchants , trading as " Douglas Bros. & Co.," to register
in Class 43, in respect  of Whisky, a Trade Mark of which the
following  is a representatidtin :-
The essential particular of the trade mark is the follow
ing :-The combination of devices; and we disclaim any right to
the exclusive use of the added matter, except our name.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2123-Filed 20th September, A.D. 1897.--
GEon&E HILL ADAMS, trading as " Marshall's," of 136 Eliza-
beth street, Brisbane, and 235 Flinders lane, Melbourne,
merchant, to register in Class 50, subsection 7, in respect of
Twine, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representa-
tion :-
MARSHALL ' S
PfekRESE
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the fol-
lowing:--The device, the words "Old Rebel," and the name
"Douglas Bros. 4' Co." and we disclaim any right to the
exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2127-Filed 21st September, A.D. 1897.-
SAMUEL ALLEN AND SONS, LIMITED, of Townsville, Queensland,
merchants, to register in Class 43, in respect of Schnapps, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation:-
NAGS LS
r SC
SCHNAPPS
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing : -The device and the word " Marshall's."
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2125-Filed 21st September, A.D. 1897.-
SAMUEL ALLEN AND SONS, LIMITED, trading as "Jules Hulene
& Co.," of Townsville, Queensland, merchants, to register in
Class 43, in respect of Brandy, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation:-
0
I 1
A
•
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing :-The device and the signature; and we disclaim any right
to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2119-Filed 15th September, A.D. 1897.-
THE AUSTRAL CYCLE AGENCY, LIMITED, of Oxford Chambers,
Bourke street, Melbourne, Victoria ; Coventry, England ; and
Sydney, New South Wales, &c., cycle importers and manu-
facturers, to register in Class 22, in respect of Velocipedes and
other Carriages, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
ATALANTA
Man ufactured by
ThePropnetor at
NORDER SAND.
'Fstahlrshed/865i
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing :-The device, the letters  "N.B.S.,"  the word "Nagel's," and
the signature; and we disclaim any right to the exclusive use of
the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2128-Filed 22nd September, A.D.  1897.-
STEWART AND HEMMANT, of Brisbane, Queensland, warehouse-
men, to register in Class 38, in respect of Articles of Clothing,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
The essential particular of the trade mark is the device
above set out, and we disclaim any right to the exclusive use of
the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer,
head of trade mark advertisements. William street, Brisbane.
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Q.UEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, AND MAILS AND
PARCELS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES, 1898, 1899, AND 1900.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1897.SEPARATE TENDERS are invited, and will be receiveduntil Noon of SATURDAY, the Second day of October,
1897, for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, and  Mails and
Parcels,  for one, two, or three years from the 1st January, 1898,
as hereinafter specified.
All Tenders must be written on an approved form, printed
copies of which may be had gratuitously, on application at any
Post Office in the Colony ; and may be forwarded (if by post,
prepaid), addressed to the Postmaster-General, with the words
"Tender for the Conveyance of Mails  [or  Mails and Parcels,"
as the case  may be], together with the number of the service,
endorsed on the cover, or may be placed in the Tender Box at
the General Post Office, Brisbane.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their numbers as
below, the services for which they tender; and every Tender
will be taken to include the entire service as called for in each
case.
Tenderers  must  also  state in every  case  the means by which
they propose to convey the Mails, whether by horse or /y coach
or other vehicle.
Tenders on separate forms are required for each service,
for the periods mentioned-namely, one, two, or three years,
and in the  case of  COACH  SERVICES  the rate for the conveyance
of mails only should be shown as well as the rate for mails and
parcels, the weight of the latter (parcels) not exceeding 11 lb.
each.
Tenders for horse services should not include a rate for
parcels.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures of the
Tenderer and two responsible persons willing to become bound
with him in such sum as the Postmaster-General may direct,
not exceeding  the gross amount of the contract, and must be
accompanied by a certificate of competency and character in the
case of  Tenderers who have not held a contract previously.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required to be in
attendance at the General Post Office, at Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 11th October next, and must then forthwith pay to the
Postmaster-General a sum equal to ten per cent. of the amount
of such of their Tenders as may be accepted, as a guarantee for
their duly  commencing  and carrying on the service tendered
for.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the Govern-
ment in the event of the Contractor failing either to complete
the bond and contract within a reasonable time, or to commence
the service on the date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the contracts and
bonds have been executed and the service has been in operation
for at least one month, to the satisfaction of the Postmaster.
General.
The stamp duty imposed by law upon the bond (viz., 10s.)
must be paid by the successful Tenderer  in each case  where the
contract rate  exceeds £40 per annum.
In the routes specified, only the  principal  places of  call are,
as a rule, named  ; and no  change must  be made in the route of
a service as at  present run without the express authority of the
Department.
Drivers of mail coaches will not be required to leave the
usual direct line of road for the purpose of receiving or deliver.
ing private mails.
No claims for ferry or other dues will be considered by the
Department.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed form of
Tender can be inspected at the General Post Office, or at any
Post Office in the Colony ;  and attention  is directed to Clauses
11A  and 26, as follows :-
" Contractor adjudicated  insolvent.
" 11A. In the event of a mail contractor being adjudicated
"insolvent, or whose estate is to be wound-up in liquidation,
" the Postmaster-General reserves to himself the right ofit cancelling  any mail contract or contrac ts so far as such
" contractor is concerned, and at the same time holding the
" sureties or  bondsmen to their bond for the due fulfilment of
"the said contract or contracts."
"Reductions  or cancellation.
4126. In all cases where it may be at any time practicable
" for the Government to convey any mails by railway, either for
" the whole or for any part of the way by direct route or other-
" wise, the Postmaster-General shall in the former case have
"power to terminate the Contract, and in the latter  case a  rate-
able mileage reduction, to be settled by the Postmaster-General,
may be made from the payments to the Contractor, and the
Contractor will be required to take up and receive the mails
" at any part of the road to which the railway  communication
shall extend. The Postmaster-General shall at any time
" during the continuance of this Contract have the option of re-
arranging ,  increasing  the frequency, and of changing the routes
of the  services  to be performed thereunder, or of reducing the
frequency thereof ; and if such re-arrangement and change of
" route shall  increase or lessen , or if such reduction in frequency
" shall lessen  the distance to be travelled by mail vehicles or
" horses, or if the frequency be increased, a proportionate  increase
or reduction,  as the case  may require, may be made in the
"amounts to be paid under this Contract, computed upon the
"basis of  the mileage rate of the Contract. I he Postmaster-
" General may, however, contract  or agree  with any person other
"than the Contractor for any increase in the frequency of such
"services ; and the Contractor shall have no right to demand
"that any increased frequency in any of the services contracted
for by him shall be carried out by him at the contract or any
other rate."
Contractors are bound to convey  all mails, or mails and
parcels, as the case may be, entrusted to their care,  irrespective
of the number of horses or vehicles required. _
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The Government will not necessarily accept the lowest or
any Tender.
Tenderers are specially instructed to state the  frequency  and
mode of conveyance ,  and, when alternative Tenders are invited,
to give the  distinguishing letter  of the Service tendered for.
JAMES R. DICKSON,  Postmaster-General.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
(Services from and to, and to and from.)
1. Woowoonga and Paradise ,  via  Degilbo and Mount Sham-
rock  ;  three times a week . (Subject to one month's notice of
discontinuance by the Postmaster -General.)
5. Landsborough and Caloundra ,  via  Meridan  ;  twice a
week.
6. Nerang Railway Station and Murwillumbah , N.S.W.,
via  Carrara,  Mudgeraba ,  Tallebudgera, and The Tamarinds ;
six times a week.
9. Cardwell and Cashmere ,  via  Ellerslie ,  Ardross
(McKenzie 's), Bedford Creek ,  Stamp 's, Upper Murray, Kir-
rama ,  and Blincoe  ;  once a week . (Subject to three months'
notice of discontinuance  by the  Postmaster -General.)
11. Childers and North Isis  (Central Mill ),  via  Wergerts'
Hill ; three times a week.
12. Woowoonga and Mount Biggenden  ;  twice a week.
13. Port Douglas Post Office and the Wharf  ;  to and from
all present and future vessels carrying mails.
14. Ilfracombe and Aramac ,  via  Beaconsfield ,  Marchmont,
and Rodney Downs ; once a week.
16. Brisbane .- To clear newspaper and packet pillar-
receivers at the following places,  viz. :-Corner of Queen and
George streets  ;  Roma street, near Markets  ; Wickham  terrace,
near Edward street ; corner Wharf and Ann streets  ;  corner
Ann and Wickham streets, North Brisbane ;  and corner Stanley
and Ernest streets ,  South Brisbane ; and to deliver contents at
General Post Office, Brisbane ,  twice a day.
20. Ipswich and Kholo  (Bell's ) ;  once a week.
21. Munb illa Railway Station and Fassifern Receiving
Office ,  via Engelsburg ;  three times a week.
21A.  Alternative  :  Mumbilla and Fassifern ,  via  Engels-
burg ;  daily  to Engelsburg ;  three times a week to Fassifern.
24. Harrisville and Coleyville ,  via  Mutdapilly ;  three times
a week.
28. Jimbour and Spring Flat  (Campbell 's),  via  Maida Hill,
Maida Hill School ,  Saunders ',  and Ensor 's ; once a week.
32. Leyburn and Warroo ,  via  Punch 's Creek, Stonehenge,
Koorongarra ,  Bringabilly ,  Canning Creek ,  Bodumba, Ingle-
woed ,  Coolmunda ,  Glenelg ,  Terrica ,  and Dowling ' s ; once a
week.
34. Dalby Post Office and Railway Station  ;  and to convey
loose letters as required to and from all  present and future
trains.
40. St ..  George and Mungindi  (N.S.W.),  via  Minimi,
Nindigu lly ,  Bullamon ,  and Dareel ;  also Dareel and Gnoolooma;
twice a week ;  to be run in one day each way.
42. Augatbella and Tambo ,  via  Biddenham ,  Oakwood,
Bayrick, Lansdowne ,  and Mitoura  ;  once a week.
42A.  Alternative :  Augatbe ll a and Tambo ,  via  Biddenham,
Oakwood,  Mentmore ,  Bayrick ,  Toliness , Highfields,  and Lands-
downe ; once a week.
42n.  Alternative  :  Augatbella and Tambo ,  via  Biddenbam,
Oakwood ,  Mentmore ,  Bayrick ,  Toliness ,  Highfields,  and Lands-
downe  ;  twice  a week.
43. Wyandra and Cunnamulla ,  via  Claverton ,  Coongoola,
and Emu Sandhill ; twice a week.
45. Cunnamulla and Thargomindab ,  via  Moonjarrie, Eulo,
Bingara ,  and Dynevor Downs  ;  twice a week.
47. Gingin and Miriam Vale,  via  Monduran, Tararan,
Kolonga ,  Gaeta ,  Molangool ,  Charnwood ,  Borilla ,  Toweran,
Warroo, Thornhill ,  Oriti, and Hoffman 's ; twice a week ;
returning once a week  via  Mount Jacob, Hoffman 's, Oriti,
Thornhill ,  Warroo ,  Toweran, golonga ,  Tararan ,  and Monduran;
and once a week  via  Hoffman s,  Oriti , Thornhill, Waroo,
Toweran ,  Molangool ,  Gaeta , Kolonga,  Tararan ,  and Monduran.
47A. Alternative : Miriam Vale  and  Miriam Vale via.
Mount Jacob ,  Dingle's ,  Oreti ,  Moralyaran, Thornhill ,  Charn-
wood ,  and Borilla to Toweran ,  returning  via  Warroo ,  Thornhill,
Oreti ,  and Hoffman 's ; twice a week.
47s. Alternative  :  Gingin and  Gingin via  Gossner's,
Monduran ,  Tararan, Kolonga, Thynne 's, Lund's, and Gaeta
to Molangool ,  returning by same route ; twice a week.
48. Miles and Surat,  via  Tieryboo ,  Condamine, Myall
Grove, Undulla, Yulabilla ,  Coalbar  (H aas's ),  Ladas Downs,
Murilla,  Warkon, Retreat ,  Combarngo ,  and Noorindoo ; twice
a week to Condamine ,  and once a week to Surat.
53. Miles and Taroom .  via  Christianburg Sawmills,
Juandah ,  Bungaban ,  Rochdale ,  Carabah ,  and Lilyvale ; twice
a week  ;  to be run in one day each way.
54. Jericho and Blackall  ;  twice a week.
55. Roma and  Taroom ,  via  Eutbella ,  Gubberamunda,
Myall Downs, Mount Hutton ,  Springwater Station, Pony Hills,
Baroondah ,  Hornet Bank  (Googarry ),  Euroombah, and Kiunoul;
oane a week.
59. Maryborough Post Office and Wharf, and Post Office
and Railway Station ; to transfer mails from one train to
another, and carry loose letters if required .  To and from all
vessels carrying mails ,  and all present and future trains.
62. Charleville and Blackall ,  via  Gowrie, Nive Junction
letter-box, Augathella, Nive Downs  (Royal Hotel), Tambo,
Greendale ,  Enniskillen ,  and Northampton  (in time  of fl,)od,
mails to be packed and deviation made in route via  Nine  Downs
and Biddenham and along Telegraph line );  twice a week to
Tambo and once a week to Blackall.
64. Woowoonga and Gayndah ,  via  Mount Shamrock,
Dideot, Byrnestown and Resolute Co-operative Groups, and
Wetheron  ;  three times a week  ;  to be run in one day each
way.
65.  Alpha and Tambo,  via  Sedgeford ,  Alpha Station,
Cheshire ,  and Birkhead  ;  twice a week.
66. St. Lawrence and Clermont ,  via  Waverley ,  Lotus Creek,
Croydon Station ,  Lake Station ,  Conner's Gap ,  Rookwood, Bom-
bandy ,  Leichhardt Downs, Cotherstone ,  and Huntley Downs ;
once a week.
67. St .  Lawrence and Eton ,  via  Waverley ,  Glenlee,
Collaroy, Cardowan ,  Salt Bush, Tierawoomba ,  Wandoo,
Bolingbroke ,  Coulston Park ,  Blue Mountain ,  Hazelwood, and
Hazeldean . (Deviation to be made in flood -time to serve
Cardowan and Salt Bush ) ;  once a week.
70. Eton and Nebo,  via  Mount Spencer  ;  twice a week.
71. Clermont and Miclere ,  via  Spring Diggings and Black
Ridge  ;  twice a week . (Subject to one month 's notice of discon-
tinuance by the Postmaster -General.)
74. Clifton and Spring Creek  (service to start from and
terminate at Spring Creek ) ;  six times a week.
77.  The Rocks and Kyabra ,  via  Newcastle ,  Ray, and
Thylungra  (subject to rearrangement ) ;  once a week.
78. Turallin and Junction Station,  via  Western Creek,
Dunmore, and Warr Warr  ;  once a week.
78A.  Alternative  :  Turallin and  Crowder's Creek, via
Western Creek ,  Dunmore, and Junction Station  ;  once a week.
79. Mitchell and Westgrove ,  via  Waroonga ,  Kilmorey,
Toolumbilla ,  Womblebank ,  and Merivale  ;  once a week.
S0. Bowen and The Leap,  via  Deicke 's Hotel, Woodlands,
Roma Peak ,  Proserpine ,  Happy  Valley, K elsey Creek ,  Cattle
Vale School ,  Amelia Vale, liromby Park, Bloomsbury Electric
Telegraph Office, The Plain  (Raymond's ),  St. Helens ,  J olimount,
Royston ,  and Hampden ; once a week.
81. Brisbane ,  Kelvin Grove ,  and Enoggera ;  six times a
week.
82. Be llevue Railway Station and Moombra  (Five-mile
Water ),  via  Bellevue Station  ;  three times a week.
84. Warwick Post Office and Railway Station  ;  also to
transfer mails from one train to another ,  if required, carry
loose letters ,  and clear letter -box at western entrance to Railway
Station  ;  to and from all present and future trains.
88. Taroom and Bauhinia Downs Post and Telegraph Office,
via  Bottle -tree View ,  Palm-tree Creek, Gwambegwyne, and
Coorada ; returning  via  Fair field  ;  once a week.
92. Wangaratta and Reid River ,  via  Inkerman ,  Soper's
Crossing ,  Ayr, Brandon ,  Pioneer ,  Acaciafield ,  Brook field,
Clare, and Woodhouse  ;  twice a week.
92A.  Alternative  ;  Wangaratta and Reid River ,  via  Inker-
man, Soper 's Crossing ,  Ayr, Brandon ,  Pioneer ,  Acaciafield,
Brookfield ,  Clare, and Woodhouse ; twice a week .  Also Ayr
and Reid River, via Clare ; once a week  (one way only).
98. Thursday Island and Horn Island  ;  once a week. Also
Thursday Island and vessels lying off Black Rock ,  Scott's
Rock ,  and outside Inner Harbour  ;  to and from all vessels.
(Subject to one month 's notice of discontinuance by the Post-
master-General.)
98A.  Alternative  :  Thursday Island and vessels lying o$
Black Rock, Scott's Rock ,  and outside Inner Harbour ; to and
from all vessels.  (Subject to one month 's notice of discontinu-
ance by the Postmaster -General.)
99. Charters Towers and Maryvale ,  via  Burdekin Downs
letter -box, Fletcher Vale ,  Hi llgrove ,  and Bluff Downs ;
returning  via  Nulla Nulls, Rocky Springs, Bluff Downs ,  South-
wick, Hillgrove, Fletcher Vale, and Burdekin Downs letter-box ;
once a  week.
100. Cloncurry and Normanton ,  via  Quamby ,  Granada,
Donaldson ,  Donors Hlll, Paddy's Lagoon ,  Walker 's Bend, and
Milgara ; once a week.
103. Gladstone and Banana ,  via  Bend of River, and
Selections ,  East Stowe ,  Calliope ,  main road to Catfish Hotel,
Upper Calliope Station ,  Mount Alma ,  Iona, Dumgree, Kil-
burnie, Prairie,  K ooingal ,  and Bar field  (mailman to take on
from Calliope to Gladstone mails from Cania,  &e., on Saturday,
if required ) ;  once a week.
106. Charleville and Eulo,  via  Yarron Vale ,  Bierbank,
Bechal ,  Mount Alfred ,  Humeburn ,  and Tilbooroo ,  and  via
Gowrie if required  ;  once a week . (Subject to three months'
notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster -General.)
110. Taroom and Roundstone ,  via  Bottle -tree View, Palm-
tree Creek ,  Waterton ,  Ghinghinda ,  Glenmoral ,  and Thornby ;
once a week.
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156. Strathpine and Samford Post Office, via South Pine,110x.  Alternative :  Taroom and Roundstone,  via Spring
Creek ZTo. 2, Waterton, Ghinghinda, Glenmoral, and Thornby ;
once a week.
110x.  Alternative :  Taroom and  Banana, via  Bottle-tree
View, Palm-tree Creek, Waterton, Ghinghinda, Glenmoral,
Thornby, ltoundstonc, and Moura ; once a week.
111. Cressbrook and Ivory's Creek, and to keep Receiving
Office  at Ivory's Creek ; twice a week.
112. Tambo and Blackall-(a) Tambo and Shirburn (Ra-
vensbourne),  via  Minnie Downs and Forest Hill ; once a week ;
(b)  Blackall and Listowel Downs,  via  Glencoe, Malvern Hills,
Terrick Terrick, Lorne, Bloomfield, and Bonnie Doon ; once a
week. (Subject to  rearrangement  of route.)
112A.  Alternative :  Tambo and Shirburn (Ravensbourne),
via  Minnie  Downs and Forest  Hill; once a  week. (Subject to
rearrangement  of route.)
112B.  Alternative :  Blackall and Listowel  Downs,  via
Glencoe, Malvern Hills, Terrick Terrick, Lorne, Bloomfield,
and Bonnie  Doon ; once a week. (Subject  to rearrangement
of route.)
113. Southport and Ashmore,  via  Bundall (Currangal) and
Benowa ; six  times a week.
119. Rosedale and Gladstone, via Rosedale Station (Little's),
Beck's, Neilson's,Olsen's, Rothman's, Neilsen's,Grill's, Pittuck's,
Hale's, Denny's, De Abel's, Wills's,  Baffle  Creek Station, B. and
T. J. Webster's, Greenvale, Taunton, Quondong, Erimbula,
Turkey Station, Rodds Bay, Riverstone, Marblestone,  Mann's,
Boyne Crossing, F. Pershouse's Farm, Boyne Reef, and Ten-mile
(subject to  rearrangement ) ; once a week.
120. Georgetown and Croydon,  via  Durham, Cumberland,
Forest Home, Lower Gilbert, The Springs, Belmore (Cork-
tree), King of Croydon, and Gorge Creek ;  once a  week. (Sub-
ject to one month's notice of  discontinuance  by the Postmaster-
General )
121. Hughenden and Coalbrook,  via'  Fairlight, Charlotte
Plains, and Compton Downs (New Station) ; once a week.
122. Nanango and Booie, via Parson' s Bridge  ;  returning
by King's Bridge  along  Barambah road ; once a week.
123. Charters Towers and Rishton,  via  Millchester and
Broughton ;  once  a week. (Subject to one month' s notice of
discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
124. North Pine and Mount Pleasant (Story's),  via Harri-
son's  Pocket,  Whiteside (Adsett's), Terror's Creek (Hamilton),
and Lacey's Creek ; twice a week to Terror's Creek, once a
week to Whiteside, Lacey's Creek, and Mount  Pleasant.
125. Greenmount and Emu Creek Post Office,  via  Mount
Sibley ; six times a week.
126. Geraldton Post Office and Wharves, to and from all
present  and future vessels carrying mails.
128. Brisbane General Post Office and Fortitude Valley
Post Office  (all mails to be taken  from and delivered at the
offices as required ) ;  six times  a day. Also Fortitude Valley and
Bulimba Post Office ; twice a day (one way only).
132. Thargomindah and Kyabra,  via  Norley, Tobermerry,
Mount Margaret, Eromanga, and Eroonghoola Township ; once
a week.
133. Adavale and Thargomindab,  via  Gunadorah, Comongin
North, Comongin South, Toompine, Ardoch, and Norley ; once
a week.
135. Stanthorpe and Willson's Downfall (N.S.W.),  via
Kyoomba and Sugarloaf ; twice a week.
138. Yaamba and Stanage,  via  Tilpal. Banksia Plains,
Fernleigh, Wandorah, Coonyan Creek, Waratah, Cooti LTti, and
Booroobirri ; once a week.
139. St. George and Bolton,  via  Wondit Dam, Kirk's
Waterhole, Boolba Waterhole, Gem Waterhole, and Uhr's
Camp ;  once a week.
140. Thargomindah and Hungerford (N.S.W.),  via
Mcintyre's Gap, Curracunya, Boorara, and Currawinya ; twice
a week.
142. Yeppoon and Coonyan (Flower' s),  via  Bomoyea,
Adelaide Park, Croft's, Norton's, Maryvale, Byfield, The
Peninsula , and Raspberry Creek ; once a week.
144. Barcaldine and Aramac, twice a week.
145. Aramac and Muttaburra, twice a week.
146. Laura and Maytown, once a week.
148. Eudlo and Ilkley, three times a week. (Subject to
one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
G eneral. )
149. Gatton and East Haldon,  via  Tent Hill, Ropeley
(Deep Gully), Upper Tent Hill, and Mount Sylvia (White-
stone ) ; three times a week.
149A.  Alternative :  Gatton and East Haldon,  via  Tent
Hill, Upper Tent Hill, and Mount Sylvia (Whitestone) ; three
times  a week  (omitting  Ropeley).
152. Thargomindah and Oontoo,  via  Nocatunga, Nocundra,
and Chastleton  (in flood-time  between  Nocundra and Oontoo,
deviation in route to be made to get outside flood-waters);  once
a week (to be run in two days each way between Thargomindah
and Nocundra if required).
154. Cooktown and Butcher's Hill,  via  selections, Deep
Creek, K ing's  Plains, Norman Vale,  and Springs  ;  once a week.
Albany Creek, and Wongun (Bunya) ; route to be  via  Bald
Hills in time of flood, omitting South Pine ; twice a week.
157. Maryborough and Elliot,  via  Nichols, Elston Grange,
Warrah, Gilmore's, The School, East Doongal, and Doongal ;
twice a week (to be run to and fro in one day).
158. Villeneuve and Hazeldean, once a week.
162. Warwick and Elbow Valley,  via  Lord John's Swamp
and Lucky Valley ; three times a week.
163. Clermont and Yacamunda,  via  Bathampton School,
Venus Store, Mount Eagle, Gregory's Creek, Lanark Downs,
Beresford, Frankfield, Elgin Downs, Tween Hills. and Avon
Downs ; once a week.  (In times of flood,  when mailman cannot
travel  between Avon Downs and Yacamunda,  to run to  and from
Avon Downs only.)
164. Ilfracombe and Isisford,  via  Portland Run and Well-
shot Station ; once a week.
1.66. Tambourine and Canungra,  via  Flannagan 's, Fenwyke,
O'Mahoney's, and Irvingsford ; three times a week.
166A.  Alternative:  Tambourine and Canungra, via Flanna-
gan's, Fenwyke, O'Mahoney' s, and  Irvingsford;  six times a
week.
167. Beaudesert and Rockbrook (Tilley' s),  via  Errisvale
(Yellow Waterholes), Tamrookum, Telemon Crossing (Dry-
nan's ), Knapp's Creek Receiving Office (Hodgson's), Clune, and
Kooralbyn ; three times a week to Kooralbyn, once a week to
R ockbrook.
171. Pialba and Torquay,  via McLiver's Store,  delivering
all mail matter  en route  as  directed; six times a week.
171A.  Alternative :  Pialba and Torquay,  via McLiver's
Store;  six times a week  (omitting  delivery  en route).
173. Brisbane General Post Office, 'South Brisbane Post
Office, and Woolloongabba ; daily as often as required.
175. Cowrie Junction and Doctor's Creek (White's),  via
Glencoe, Gowrie Little Plain, and Goombungee (Gomoron) ;
three times a week.
175i.  Alternative  :  Gowrie Junction and  Gowrie Little
Plain, via  Glencoe ;  three times a week.
1758.  Alternative :  Meringandan  and  Evergreen  (Patch's),
via  Goombungee and Doctor's Creek ; three  times a week.
176. Brisbane and Woody Point Jetty  ; also  Redeliffe
Jetty, weather permitting ; three  times  a week, or more fre-
quently when  steamer runs . (Subject to one month's notice of
discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
177. Yuleba and St. George,  via  Beranga , Surat, and
Warroo ; twice a week.
179. Burketown and Wollogorang, via Escott and West-
moreland (and to keep Receiving Office at Wollogorang) ; once
a fortnight.
183. Brisbane General Post Office and Ashgrove,  via  Red
Hill Post Office ; four times a day to and from Red Hill, and
once a day to and from Ashgrove.
185. Woodhill and Undullah Station,  via  Kilmoylar and
Undullah Receiving Office (Teviot School) ; three times a week.
187. Gympie and Imbil,  via  Lagoon Pocket, Bunya Creek
Receiving Office, Yabba Vale, and Bollya Plains; returning
via  Kandanga (Sprowle's), Bunya Creek, and Lagoon Pocket ;
twice a week.
192. Jimbour and Jumma,  via  Maida Hill, Maida Hill
School, Saunders', Ensor's, Spring Flat (Campbell's), Sharow,
Rosevale, Bilboa, Selections, Webster's, Wylarah, Porter's,
Mathieson's, Jules', and Just's ; returning  via  Greystanlea,
Ross', McLaughlin's, &c., to Webster 's ;  once  a week ; and
once a week extra from Jimbour to Spring Flat on Mondays, if
contractor resides at Maida Hill.
194. Mount Sylvia and Hessenberg (Wonga Creek) ; three
times a week.
194A.  Alternative: Gatton  and Hessenberg (Wonga Creek),
via Ropel eeyy ,  three  times a week.
195. Pittsworth and Balgownie,  via Spring 'Valley School,
Kincora, North Branch, and Gentleman's Seat; twice a week.
197. Bolton  and Barringun  (N.S.W.),  via  Fernlees, Murra
Murra, Bundaleer, Noorama, Thurulgoona, and Wooroorooka ;
once a week.
198. Waterford and  Logan Reserve;  twice a week.
198A.  Alternative:  Waterford and Logan  Reserve ;  three
times a  week.
199. St. George and Goodooga (N.S.W.),  via  Gulnabar,
Mouraby, Whyenbah, Mithong,Cubbie, Mogrugulla, Woolerina,
Yako, Bogandina, and Brenda, N.S.W.; once a week.  (In
flood-time between Whyenbah and Brenda,  deviation in route to
be made to get outside of flood- waters). .
200. Langlo Crossing and Langlo Downs,  via  Mount
Morris ; once a week.
201. Mareeba and Herberton,  via  Martintown, Atherton,
and Carrington (Scrubby Creek); twice a week. (Subject to one
month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
203. Isisford and Welford Downs,  via  Ruthven, Albilbab,
and Mount Marlow ; once a week.
206. Dugandan Post Office and Bigriggan,  via  Dugandan
Station, Milford, Mount French, Mount Alford, Coochin,
Croftby, *Carney's Creek, and Maroon ; three  times a week.
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206A.  Alternative :  Dugandan Post Office and Bigriggan,
via Dugandan Station, Milford, Mount French, Mount Alford,
Coochin, Croftby, *Carney's Creek, and Maroon  (subject to a
time-table  under which mailman would leave Dugandan after
arrival of  morning train  from Ipswich and return from
Bigriggan to Dugandan next day) ;  three times every week.
* NOTK.- It is  required that Carney's Creek be  served in  the same way as other
places  en route  instead of once a week  one way only , as at present.
207. Winton and Hughenden,  via  Oondooroo, Manuka,
Stock's Dam, and Afton Downs ; once a week ; to be run in a
day and a-half from Hughenden to Winton.
210. Herberton and Georgetown,  via  Watsonville, Orient
Camp, Montalbion, California Creek, Fossilbrook, and Quartz
Hill; once a week. (Subject to one month's notice of discon-
tinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
210A.  Alternative : Mareeba  and  Croydor., vid Oakey
Creek Hotel, Koorboora, Four-mile, Muldiva, Tate Tin Mines,
Tate Telegraph Office, Linde Crossing, Hurdleyard, Springs,
Anabranch, Einasleigh Crossing, Fiery Creek,  Georgetown,
Durham, Cumberland, Forest Home, Lower Gilbert, The
Springs, Belmore (Cork-tree), King of Croydon, and Gorge
Creek ; once a week.  (Tenderers must attac. 4 to  their tenders a
copy of the time-table to whicle they propose to run the service )
211. Chinchilla and Fairy Meadow,  via  Lower Wombo
(and to keep Receiving Office at Fairy Meadow); once a week.
212. Oakey and Biddeston,  via  Crosshill, Happy Valley,
Aubign , Plainview School, and the Springs, returning  via
Crossh only ; twice a week.
214. Palmwoods and Flaxton (Wyer's, portion 106v),  via
Hunchy X.O. and the Razorback ; twice a week.
215. Boulia and Urandangie,  via  Herbert Downs, Glenor-
miston , Roxborough Downs, and Carandotta ; once a week.
216. Winton and Boulia,  via  Elderslie, Llanrheidol, Middle-
ton, Lucknow, and Hamilton Hotel ; once a week (to be run in
four days each way).
217. Redland Bay and Gramzow,  via  Mount Cotton ; six
times a week.
220. Caboolture and Upper Caboolture (and to act as Post-
master at  Upper Caboolture) ; three times a week.
221. Maryborough and Teddington,  via  Tinana, River road
past Jindah, Fonthill letter-box, Nerada, and Woongool ; six
times a week.
222. Oakey and Boah, twice a week.
223. Nobby and Mount Kent (Back Plains),  via Coleman's
and Moran's Well ; three times a week.
223A.  Altern- itire :  Nobby and Mount Rent (Back Plains),
via Coleman 's  and Moran's Well ;  twice a week.
224.  Helidon and Helidon,  via  Postman's Ridge R.O.,
Withcott, Derrymore, and Iredale (and to keep Receiving Office
at Withcott) ; twice a week.
225. Nocundra and Mount Howitt, via Nocatuna, Kihee,
Woomanoka, and Durham Downs ; once a week.
227. The Leap and St. Helen' s,  via  Hampden, Jolimount,
Royston, and St. Helen's Station ; once a week.
228. Wright's Creek (Cairns and Goldsbornugh road) and
Babinda  Creek,  via  Packer's Camp, Highleigb, Kensington, and
Russell River (Hickey's); once a week. (subject to one
month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
228A.  Alternative:. elson and Babinda Creek,  via Ken-
sington  and Russell River (Hickey's) ; once a week. (Subject
to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.)
230. Lyndhurst and Gilberton,  via  Oak Park, Christmas
Hill, Percy River. and Mount Hogan ; once a week. (Subject
to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.)
231. Laidley and  Summer Hill, via  Plainland and Hatton
Vale (Woolshed Creek) ; three times a week.
233. Cloncurry and Boulia,  via  Devoncourt, Chatsworth,
Noranside, Buckingham Downs, and Police Camp; once a week.
237. Ayr and Seaforth, via Airdmillan ; twice a week.
241. Dalveen and Mountside,  via  North Maryland road
Schoolhouse, Geaney's, Patterson's, and Braeside ; five times a
week. Also Dalveen and Kaffirville (Pikedale Gold Field),  via
Turnbull's, Clune's, McDonald's, and Mulgowan ; once a week.
243. Adavale and Windorah,  via  The Rocks (J. D. Springs),
and Bulgroo ; once a week.
246. Richmond Downs and Woolgar (New Camp),  via
Cambridge Downs and Merton Ponds ; once a week. (Subject
to three months' notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.)
247. (a) Parcel Post Office, Brisbane, and parcel post
offices and all addresses within (1) North Brisbane, Booroodabin,
and parts of Ithaca and Toowong ; (2) South Brisbane and
Kangaroo Point ; (3) Windsor and part of Hamilton ; (b) also
for the conveyance to the Parcel Post Office, Brisbane, of
parcels collected at parcel post offices within those limits ; once
a day.
248. Hughenden and Cloncurry,  via  Telemon, Marathon,
Richmond Downs, Hulbert's Camp, Coobiaby, Eddington, and
Leilaville ; once a week,
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248A. Alternative :  Hughenden and Cloncurry,  via  Tele-
mon, Marathon, Richmond Downs, Hulbert's Camp, Coobiaby,
Eddington, and Leilaville ;  twice a week to Richmond  Downs,
once a week to Cloncurry.
2t8B.  Alternative :  1ughenden and Cloncurry,  via  Tele-
mon, Marathon, Richmond Downs, Hulbert's Camp, Coobiaby,
Eddington, and Leilaville ;  twice a  week.
250. Longreach and Winton,  via  Maneroo, Evesham, and
Vindex ; once a week.
250x.  Aitc rnative :  Longreach and Winton,  via  Maneroo,
Evesham, and Vindex ;  twice  a week.
252. Charleville and Adavale,  via  Glengarry,  Burrandilla,
and Langlo Crossing  (in fl..od-time  nail s to be carried by pack-
horse, and deviation made in route to gef cutside flood-waters) ;
twice a week.
253. Stonehenge and Currawilla,  via  Warbreccan, Conne-
mara, and Palparara ; once a week.
255. Windorah and Kyabra,  via  Hammond Downs, Munro,
Tenham, Thewin, Springfield, and Keeroongooloo; once a week.
257. Croydon and Esmeralda Diggings ; once a week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Post-
master -General.)
257A.  Alternative :  Croydon and  Woodstock,  via  Esmeralda
Diggings and  Glenora ;  once a week. (Subject to one month's
notice of discontinuance by Postmaster-General.)
259. Leyburn and Yandilla,  via  Tummaville Head Station,
Tummaville School, Wright's, Pillar' s, Baillie's,  and Feniton;
twice a week.
260. Wynnum and Lvtton,  six times a week.
261. Birthamba and Kolan South, twice a day.
262. Port Douglas and Mi+allo,  via  Mosman River Post
Office, returning  via  Mosman River Post Office and the Ferry;
once  a week . (Subject to one month' s notice of discontinuance
by the Postmaster-General.)
264. Bundaberg and Duingal (Maynard'.,;),  via  McShea's,
Rosecliffe' s, Brannan ,  Bonna ,  Bingera Station , Ferriby, Sloane's,
Stanig's, hill's, Baldwin's, Phillips', W. Newitt's, Haylock's,
Kernell Receiving Office, Drinan's, Chandler and Jenkins',
Lvmer's, Neilsen's, Sugden' s, and Duncan's, returning  via
Woodward's, Kernell, and Fourteen-mile (subject to  rearrange-
ment ) ; twice a week.
266. Bundaberg Post Office and Railway Station, and
Post Office and Wharves ; to transfer  mails  from one  train to
another, carry loose letters, and clear the letter-box at the
Railway Station as required ;  also to  convey Post and T elegraph
Office  stores,  furniture, &c., as required, to and from all present
and future  trains and all vessels carrying mails.
267. Nebo and Mount  Britten  (Gold Field),  via  Nebo
Station, Burrenbring, Tongwarry, Woodstock, and Homi vale ;
once a  week. (Subject to one month's notice of  discontinuance
by the  Postmaster -General.)
269. Pialba and Uraugan, twice a week.
271. Morven and Augathella,  via  Victoria Downs,  Brunell
Downs, Angellala Downs, Clare Creek, Burenda Woolshed, and
Burenda  Station  (in flood-time mails for Tambo and flackall
to be conveyed front h1Morven by  this service ) ;  twice a week.
272. Birkdale and Capalaba, three times a week.
274. Woombye and Diddillibah, three times a week.
(Subject to one month' s notice of discontinuance  by the Post-
master -General.)
274A.  Alternative :  Woom'ye  and  Hutchison 's  (Portion 51),
via Diddilibah,  Heddon' s Sawmill ,  and  Bli  Bli (Keit's) ;  three
times a week . (Subject to one  month 's notice of discontinuance
by the  Postmaster -General.)
275. Strathpine and Fishery Pocket (Mackenzie's, portion
150), via Samson  Vale and Samson Creek ; twice a week.
276. Boulia and Birdsville,  via  Marion  Downs,  Cuorabulka
(except  in flood- time ),Breadal bane, Sandringham, Bidouri, Cluny,
Glengyle, Carcory, Roseheath,  and Salmonville  ;  once a week.
277. 7  aroom and Mirriourie ,  via  Bottle -tree View,  1lroad-
mere,  Glenhaughton, Reedy Creek, and Ruined Cattle Creek ;
once a week.
279. Barcaldine Post Office and Railway Station ;  also to
convey loose letters as required ; to and from  all present and
future trains.
280. Cairns Post Office  and Railway Station  ; also to con
vey loose letters as required, and to clear pillar-boxes on two
days a week ; to and from all present  and future trains.
281. Muttaburra and Hughenden,  via  Culloden, Rockwood,
Tangorin, Borenya, and Cameron Downs ;  once a  week (to be
run in two  days each way).
284 Gympie Post Office and Railway Station ; also to
clear pillar-boxes on the route and the letter-box at the Railway
Station , transfer  mails  from one  train  to another, and carry
loose  letters as  required ; to and from all present and future
trains.
287. Port Douglas and Daintree River, once a week.
(Subject to one month's notice of  discontinuance  by the l'ost-
master -General.)
288. North Killarney and The  Head, once a week,
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292. Walloon and Smith's Mills, via Kircheim and Mar-
burg, six times a week ; also Marburg and Glamorgan Vale,
three times a week.
293. Beaudesert and Wyaralong,  via  Bromelton Station,
Bromelton Receiving Office, Jenyn's letter-box, Allandale
(Binstead's), and Overflow ; three tim ?s a week.
295. Macalister and Jimbour, six times a week.
296. Laura and Neville Creek,  via  Police Camp, Byrne's
Station, Lakefield, Breeza Plains, Musgrave Telegraph Station,
Lalla Rookh, and Coen Telegraph Station ; returning from
Musgrave Telegraph Station to Laura,  via  Koolburra and Fair-
view Telegraph Station (the route  via  Koolburra and Fairview
Telegraph Station to be observed both ways in flood-time) ;
once a fortnight. (Subject to discontinuance beyond Coen
Telegraph Station upon one month's notice being given by thePostmaster-General.)
296i.  Alternative :  Laura and  Coen, via  Police Campp,
Byrne' s Station . Lakefield,  Breeza Plains , Musgrave Telegraph
Station, and Lalla Rookh ; returning from Musgrave Telegraph
Station to Laura  via  Koolburra and Fairview Telegraph Station
(the route  via  Koolburra and Fairview Telegraph Station to be
followed both ways in flood- time ) ; once a fortnight.
296B.  Alternative : Coen  and Neville Creek, once a fort-
night. (Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the
Postmaster-General.)
300. Pentland and Cape Diggings, three times a week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Post-
master-General.)
301. Hendon and Pratten, twice a week.
302. Tallebudgera and Westbury, and to keep Receiving
Office at Wesbury; once a week. (Subject to one month's
notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
304. Thargomindah and Wompah,  via  Thuringowa, Bulloo
Downs, Tickalara, and Caldwell's Station ; once a week.
307. Brisbane General Post Office and Jubilee,  via  Ithaca ;
three times a day.
308. Gladstone Post Office and the Railway Station, to and
from all present and future  trains ;  also Gladstone Post Office
and Wharf, as required to and from all steamers and vessels
carrying  mails , and to carry Post and Telegraph Office stores,
furniture, &c.
309. Hodgson Railway Station and Hodgson Receiving
Office, twice a day. (Subject to one month's notice of discon-
tinuance  by the Postmaster-Genera.L)
313. Cunnamulla and Widgeegoara,  via  Widgeegoara
Hotel, Charlotte Plains, Weelamurra, and Avonda!!e ; twice a
week.
316. Spring Bluff (Highfields Railway Station) and Koo-
jarewon,  via  The Bluff, Garret's, De Gruchy's, and Palmer's ;
returning same  route; six times a week.
317. Rockhampton and Bondoola, via Mount Hedlow
Receiving  Office (Wyatt's Hotel) ; to procee f to Yeppoon if
necessary; once a week.
319. Bundaberg and Woongarra Scrub, delivering all mail
matter  within the following boundarie and clearing letter-
boxes as  required :-
Commencing  on the right bank of the Burnett River at the
north-western corner of portion 3& parish of Kalkie ; thence
by the northern and eastern boundaries of that portion easterly
and southerly to its south-eastern corner; thence by a line
southerly to the eastern corner of portion 30; thence by the
road forming the south-eastern boundary of that portion south-
westerly to the Barolin road, by that road south-easterly to
portion 112, by the road forming the north-western boundary
of that portion south-westerly to a small reserve, by the north-
western and south-western boundaries of that reserve, and part
of the south-western boundary of portion 112 south-westerly
and south-easterly to the western corner of portion 46, by the
road forming the south-western and south-eastern boundaries of
that portion and the south-eastern boundaries of portions 27
and 21 south-easterly and north-easterly to the northern corner
of portion 10, by the road forming the north-eastern boundary
of that portion south-easterly to the western corner of portion
1, by the road forming the north-western boundary of that por-
tion and portion 12 north-easterly to the northern corner of the
last -named portion, by the road forming the north-eastern
boundary of portion 12 south-easterly to the southern corner of
portion 50 parish of Barolin, by the road forming the south-
eastern boundaries of portions 50, 42, and 43 same parish
north-easterly to the eastern corner of the last-named portion ;
thence by a line north-easterly to the sea coast at the eastern
corner of portion 10, and by the sea coast north-westerly
to the Burnett River, and by the right bank of that river
upwards to the point of commencement ; six times a week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Post-
master-General.)
320. Narangba and Deception Bay, twice a week.
321. Cunnamulla and Barringun (N.S.W.),  vice  Burnabilla,
Trunkey, Thurulgoona, Tuen Hotel, and Wooroorooka ; twice a
week ; to be run  in one  day each way.
322. The Leap and Finlayson's (Cape Hillsborough), once
a week.
322A. Alternative :  The Leap and Finlayson's (Cape Hills-
borough),  via Mackay and Mount Juke's Ccffee  Estates ;  return-
ing via  Bosse's ;  once a week.
326. Clermont and Clermont,  via  Copperfield, Peak Vale,
Craven Outstation, Craven, and Islay Plains ; return route  via
Surbition, Banchory, and Red Rock; once a we; k.
330. Delaney's Creek (Caboolture- Baramba  road) and
Mount Mee,  via  McDonald's Selection ; twice a week.
332. Pratten and Thane's Creek, twice a week. (Subject
to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster
General.)
332A.  Alternative :  Pratten and Thane' s Creek ;  three times
a week. (Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by thePostmaster-General.)
333. Allora and Goomburra,  via  Forest Plain ; twice a week.
335. Townsville and Ingham,  via  Armidale, Ollera (Bell's),
Mt. Ruth, Waterview, and Francis Creek ; once -a week.
336. Bethania Railway Station and Waterford Post Office,
twice a day.
338. Cloncurry and Canobie,  via  Fort Constantine, Clonagh,
Yadthor, Byromine, Carr's Camp, and Fort  Bowen ; once a
week.
339. Cordalba and Barnes' School,  via  Isis  Mill ReceivingOffice; six times aweek.
340. Yuleba and Ma mead (Durham Downs),  via  Bende-
mere, Muggleton, and Clifford ; once a week.
341. Jericho and Pentland,  via  Desmond's, Garfield (Gran-
bars), Texas, Boongoondoo, Clare, Widgemen, Lake Dunn,
Westmere, Mt. Surprise, Annie Vale, Bowie, Yarrowmere,
Blair Athol, Longton, Nevena, Milray Station, and Boundary
Station ; returning  via  Boundary Station, Milray Station,
Nevena. Longton, Blair Athol, Yarrowmere, Bowie, Doongma-
bulla, Labona, Annie Vale, Fleetwood, Eastmere, Dunrobin,
Wee Dunrobin, Springer's, Strasburg, Garfield (Granbars), and
Desmond's ; once a week.
342. Avon Downs and Byerwin,  via  Glenavon, Gleneva,
Eaglefield, Mount Lookout, and Cerito ; once a week.
343. Surat and Russell Park, via Cambridge Downs,
Noorindoo, Wehl's, Dehnertvale, Sydenham, and Oaklands ;
once a week ; to be run to and fro in one day.
344. Beenleigh and Gramzow,  via  Loganhol me;  six times a
week.
344A.  Alternative :  Beenleigh  and  Redland  Bay, via  Logan-
holme, Gramzow, and Mount Cotton ;  six times a week.
315. Hawkwood and Gayndah,  via  Dykehead, Coonambula,
Mundaberra, and Mount Debatable ; once a week.
348. Winton and Boulia,  via  Whitewood, Cork, Brighton
Downs, Mayne Hotel, Diamantina Lakes, and Springvale ;
returning  via  Springvale, Diamantina Lakes, Mayne Hotel,
Brighton Downs, Cork, and Elderslie ; once a week.
349. Cairns Post Office and Wharves ; to and from all pre-
sent and future vessels carrying mails.
350. Longreach and Muttaburra,  via  Bimbah, Camoola,
and A mbo ; to -run on western side of river if required ; once
a week.
351. Banana and Wooroona,  via  Moura, Roundstone,
Redcliffe No. 2, Redcliffe, and Nulalbin; once a week.
351A.  Alternative:  Banana and Wooroona,  via Wando,
Harcourt, Grayclife,  Redcliffe, and Nulalbin; once a week.
353. Cooktown Post Office and Wharves ; also Post Office
and Railway Station; and to convey loose letters as required;
to and from all present and future  trains  and all vessels carry-
ing mails.
355. Chinchilla and Durah,  via  Turner's, McIntyre's,
Chinchilla Woolshed, Seven Oaks, Pelican, Fairyland, and
Canaga ; once a week.
359. Springsure Post Office and Railway Station ; also to
carry loose letters if required; to and from all present and
future trains.
361. Logan Village and Tambourine, three times a week.
363. Coomera Upper and Tambourine Mountain,  including
delivery to Cameron's, &c. ; and to keep Receiving Office at
Tambourine Mountain; twice a week. (Subject to one month's
notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
366. Logan Village and  Logan Village, via  Thompson's,
South Maclean, North Maclean, Nash's, Greenbank,  Park
Ridqe, Chambers' Flat,  and  The Bridge;  three times a week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Post-
master .General.)
367. Argentine and Kangaroo Hills Station,  via  Argentine
Extended and Ewan ; once a week. (Subject to one month's
notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
368. Woody Point Jetty and Wood Point Post Office, and
Redcliffe Jetty and Redcliffe Post and Telegraph Office, to andfrom steamers carrying mails ; also Woody Point Post Office
and Redcliffe Post and Telegraph Office, daily, including the
delivery of all letters, newspapers, packets,  and telegrams
along the Main Coast road from Mrs. Bell's to Reef Point,
Scarborough, and to all houses between the Main Coast road and
the beach.
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371. Charters Towers Parcels Delivery between Post Office
and addresses  (1) within the Municipality, and (2) outside the
Municipality, but within letter-carrier's delivery, under special
conditions ; once a day.
376. Townsville and Ross River- (Meat Works) twice a
day.
378.  Brisbane  and Little Cabbage-tree Creek Receiving
Office,  via  Kedron and Downfall Creek; twelve times a week to
Kedron,  and six times  a week to Little Cabbage-tree Creek.
381. Bogantungan and Echo Hills,  via  Medway Park,
Rosedale, Bainchi's Selection, J. Bianchi's Selection, Medway
Station, and Duckabrook; once a week.
384. Ingham and Hidden Valley Station,  via  Stoneleigh
and Kangaroo  Hills Tin Mines ; once a week. (Subject to one
month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
389. Hughenden Post Office and Railway Station, and to
convey loose letters as required ; to and from all present and
future trains.
390. Hulbert's Camp and Mackinlay,  via  Maxwelton, Tar-
brax, Eastern  Creek (Toorak), and Eulolo ; once a week.
(And to keep Receiving Office at Hulbert's Camp.)
392. Telemon Crossing and Eulalie (N.S.W.),  via  Rath-
downey, Flanagan's, Bigriggan, Thulumbah Receiving Office,
Taylor's, Palen Creek (Yore's), Tylerville Receiving Office, and
Mount Lindsay ; twice a week to Palen Creek ; once a week to
Eulalie.
394. Birdsville and Dubbo Downs,  via  Adria Downs,
Annandale, and Kalliduwary ; once a fortnight.
395. Longreach and Rosebrook,  via  Maneroo, Evesham,
Corona, Silsoe, Vergemont, and Opalton ; once a week.
395A.  Alternative : Evesham  and Rosebrook,  via  Corona,
Silsoe,  Vergemont, and Opalton ; once a week.
396. Miles Post Office and Railway Station, to and from
all present and future trains. (Subject to one month's notice
of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
400. Yuleba and Moraby,  via  Moongool, Marra-Marra,
Scotland, Westbourne Grove, and Callitris ; once a week.
401. Jimboomba Railway Station and Mundoolun Re-
ceiving Office,  via  Mundoolun Station ; six times a week.
401A.  Alternative:  Jimboomba Railway Station and
Canungra , via  Mundoolun Station, Mundoolun Receiving Office,
Tambourine  Station, Flannagan's, Fenwyke, O'Mahoney's, and
Irvingsford ; six times a week.
406. Childers and The Culvert (Isis Scrub),  via  King's,
Epp's, Rankin's, &c.; three times a week. Also Childers and
Eureka; once a week, subject to one month's notice of dis-
continuance by the Postmaster-General.
409. Blackall and Isisford,  via  Boree , Malvern, Moorlands,
Thornleigh, Springfield, and Isis Downs ; once a week ; to be
run in one  day each way
412. Nocundra and Womrah,  via  Bransby, Huddersfield,
Yanko, and Naryilco; once a week; to be run in two days each
way if required.
414. Tuchekoi Receiving Office and Gympie,  via  Collisson's ;
once a week. (Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance
by the Postmaster-General.)
417. Cairns and Towalla,  via  Wright's Creek, Nelson
(Mulgrave Central Mill), Riverstone, Goldsborough, and Coopa ;
twice a week to Riverstone ; once a week to Towalla. (Subject
to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.)
417A.  Alternative :  Cairns and  Nelson, daily;  time-table
to fit in with movements of mail steamer from and to the South.
417B.  Alternative: NEl..ona  and Towalla,  via  Riverstone,
Goldsborough, and Coopa; twice a week to Riverstone; once a
week to Towal]a. (Subject to one month's notice of dis-
continuance  by the Postmaster General.)
420. Springsure and Tambo,  via  Rainworth, Glenlee (Tele-
mon), Mantuan  Downs, Goodliffe's, Mt. Playfair, Carwell, and
Malta ; once a week.
421. Maryborough and Bidwell, once a week.
424. Wynnum and Manly. To deliver all letters, tele-
grams , &c., within the following boundaries, viz. :-Commencing
where Old Lytton road leaves the beach beyond Tingall Hill ;
thence along railway line to point opposite Lota House ; thence
by straight line to beach and along beach to starting-point ;
also to deliver within same bounds all telegrams received at
a ynnum Telegraph Office b tween 9 a.m. and 6 p.m.; once a
y
426. Tanby Railway Station and Yeppoon, s x times a
week.
430. Eumundi and Kenilworth,  via  Mount Eerwah,
Murray's, and Belli Park (Bouney's) ; once a week. (Subject to
one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.)
431. Rosedale and Rosedale,  via  Rosedale Station (Little's)
Beck's;Neil sen's,Olssen'sBothman's,Neilsen'sGrill's, Pittuck's,
Hale's, Denny's, De Able's, Wills', Baffle Creek, H. and T. J.
Webster's, Taunton Station, Greenvale, H. Skyring, Grant's,
thence calling at selections on north bank of Baffle Creek to the
crossing near Manning's, to Walters', Humphries', and selec-
tions along Murray Creek to Courtoy's, thence to North's,
delivering and collecting all mail matter  en route  as required
(subject to rearrangement) ; once a week. (Subject to one
month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
433. Texas and Borella,  via  Fleming's, Rigney's, Selections
on Brush and McGee's Creeks, and Browne's ; twice a week.
(And to keep Receiving Office at Borella.)
434. Port Douglas and Mareeba,  via  Craiglie, Mowbray
Crossing, Rifle Creek, Weatherboards, and Biboohra ; once a
week.
437. Gatton and Buaraba,  via  Campsey Ash, Lake Claren-
don, and Clarendon School ; twice a week. (Subject to one
month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
439. Longreach and Windorah,  via  4rrilalah, Westland,
Tocal, Bimerah, Stonehenge, Caralla, Jundah Station, Jundah
Post Office, and Galway Downs ; once a week.
440. Urandangie and Camooweal,  via  Headingly, Lake
Nash, and Austral Downs; once a fortnight. (Subject to three
months' notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
441. Eidsvold and Dalgangal,  via  Trelinga ; once a week.
(And to keep Receiving Office at Dalgangal.)
445. Longreach Post Office and Railway Station ; also to
transfer  mails  from one train to another, and carry loose letters
if required; to and from all present and future trains. (Sub-
ject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
448. Croydon Post Office and Railway Station, and to
convey loose letters as required ; to and from all present and
future trains.
449. Canungra and Sarabah ; once  a week . (And to keep
Receiving Office at Sarabab.)
451. Muttaburra and Prairie,  via  Crusoe, Hardington,
Tower Hill, Glenariff, Jireena, Bogunda, Lammermoor, and
Redeliffe  (mailman to travel  via The Springs and Tablederry in
time  of flood without extra charge to the Department, and to
return from Tower Hill to Prairie in flood- time when so
instructed by Mr. Thornton) ;  once a week.
452. Woombye and Maroochydore,  via  Buderim Mountain
(mails  to be conveyed from Eudlo,  via  Ilkley, in flood-time)
three times a week.
454. Goondoon and Goondoon along the Burnett River road,
via  Albionville School, Albionville, and Meville's, delivering
and collecting correspondence along the route as required (the
Nobby Hill road,  via Wy nter's, to be used when the river
road is impracticable in flood-time) ; twice a week. (Subject
to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.)
454A. Goondoon and Goondoon along the Burnett River
Road,  via  Albionville School, Albionville, and Melville's, de-
livering and collecting correspondence along the route as
required (the Nobby Hill road,  via  Wynter's, to be used when
the river road is impracticable in flood-time) ;  once a  week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Post-
master -General.)
455. Stewart's Creek (Northern Railway) and St. Helier's,
via  McAllister's, Oolbun (Alligator Creek Meat Works), and
Bently's ; subject to extension to Cromarty or Houghton Farm,
at mileage  rate ; twice a week.
456. Bundaberg and Gooburrum,  via  Waterview, Flynn's,
Ditman's, Herwigg's, Neilson's, Tantitha, Fairymead, O'Lough-
len's, Chase, Wegert's, Waimea, Robinson's, Palmer's, Vane's,
Oberon, returning along Gooburrum road,  via  Flint's, Jones',
The Oaks, Read's, Twin's, Stories', Zahn's, Ruthergien, Goo-
burrum School, Carlton, and Mahoney's ; twice a week. (Sub-
ject to alteration or to discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General upon giving one month 's notice.)
461. Engelsburg and  Clumber, via  Charlwood and Kilroy's
(Moogera) ; once a week.
464. Stockyard Creek and Rockmount ; twice a week.
(And to keep Receiving Office at Rockmount.) (Subject to one
month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
474. Rockhampton Parcels Delivery between Post Office and
addresses within a radius of three  miles , under special conditions ;
once a day.
475. Yowah Crossing (Cunnamulla-Thargomindab road)
and Dundoo,  via  Yowah Station and Millyvale ; once a week.
and to keep Receiving Office at Dundoo. (Subject to one
month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
475A.  Alternative : Eulo  and  Zoompine, via  Yowah Station,
Southern Cross Opal Mines, Millyvale outstation, Dundoo
Station, Dickson',; Cam,), and Ducks' Creek Opal Mines; once
a week. (Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by
the Postmaster-General.)
478. Woodlands and Currigee ; twice a week. (Subject
to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.)
480. Broowena " and Broowena,  via  Clifton Brook, Teebar
Mines, West Teebar Selections, Tbompson's, Westwood, Buel-
bah, Teebar Station, Malarga, Dovedale, and Tholothin; return-
ing  via  Tholothin, Dovedale, Malarga, Teebar Station  via  East
Teebar Selections, and Clifton Brook ; three times a week.
481. Longreacli and Muttaburra,  via  Strathdarr, East
Darr, Green Hills, and Kensington ; once a week.
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437. Gladstone and Parson's Point (Meat Works) ; three
times a week . (Subject to one month 's notice of discontinuance
by the  Postmaster -General.)
489. Donaldson and Bower Bird ; once a week. (Subject
to one month's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.)
489A.  Alternative  :  Glenroy  and Bower  Bird; once a week.
(Subject to one month 's notice of discontinuance by the
Postmaster -General. )
490. Cloyne (Boonara-Gayn(lah road), and Neaavie ; once
a week. (And to keep Receiving Office at Cloyne.)
494. Bierbank (Charleville-Eulo road) and Toompine (Ada-
vale-Thargomindah road),  via  Cowley ; once a week. (Subject
to three months '  notice of discontinuance  by the  Postmaster-
General.)
500. Roma and Yingerbay ,  once a week.
502. Springsure and Castlevale,  via  Wealwandangie, Card-
beign, Selections, Nardoo, Wariena, Yandaburra, Wharton
Creek, and Cungelella ; once a week.
505. Longreach and Camoola,  via  Selections on western
side of the Thomson River ; to run on eastern side of river if
required ; once a week.
507. Jericho and Glenbower,  via  Burgowen and Mexico,
and to keep Receiving Office at Glenbower; once a week.
(Subject to one month 's notice of discontinuance by thePostmaster-General.)
508. Georgetown and Mount Macdonald,  via  Rocky and
Western Creeks; once a week. (Subject to one month's notice
of discontinuance  by the  Postmaster -General).
5081.  Alternative:  Georgetown and Mount Macdonald,  via
Rocky and Western Creeks and  Glenrowan ;  once a week.
(Subject to one month's notice of discontinuance by the
Postmaster-General.)
508B.  Alternative: Mount Macdonald and Glenrowan;
once a week . (Subject to one month 's notice of discontinuance
by the Postmaster-General.)
508c.  Alternative  :  Cumberland and Glenrowan ,  via  Mount
Macdonald; once a week. (Subject to one month's notice of
discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
509. Homebush and Plane Creek,  via  Ball 's Creek,
Reynolds', Saunders', Bolam's, O'Connor's, Milton's, Dunn's,
Beresford 's (Islington ),  Martin 's  (late  Harvey's ),  Nicholson's,
Ross's, Plane Creek Central Mill, &c.; once a week . (Subject
to one month 's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.)
511. Townsville and Aitken Vale, six times a week.
512. Yandaran Railway Siding and Hawthornden
(Neilson's),  via  selections of Knight, Taylor, Hall, E. and R.
Hair, Bumpstead, Waller, W. and H. Neisbecker, Hobbs,
Gaylard, Hipathite, Pringle, Skerman, Darlington, Bryer, Tindel,
Pittock, and Waterloo Mill (Thygesen' s), delivering all  matter
en route  as required  ;  twice a week . (Subject to one month's
notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-General.)
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515. Glengarry (Charleville-Adavale road) and Quarrel's,
via  selections of Rossitor , W. C. Yeates, A. Yeates,  and Mil li e
Station ; and to keep Receiving Office at Glengarry ; once a
week . (Subject to one month 's notice of discontinuance by the
Postmaster -General. )
515x.  Alternative:  Glengarry (Charleville-Adavale road)
and  Oakwood, via  Selections of Rossiter's, W. C. Yeates, and
A. Yeates, Millie Station, Quarrel' s, and selections ; and to
keep  Receiving Office at Glengarry  ;  once a week . (Subject to
one month 's notice of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General.)
516. Thursday Island and Cape York Telegraph Office,
calling at Possession Island and Red Island on return trip, if
required  ;  once a fortnight.
517. Ayr and Reid River (one way  only),  via  Clare ; once
a week.  (Subject to one month ' s notice of discontinuance by
the Postmaster -General.)
518. North Rockhampton; delivery within the following
boundaries-viz., by Moore's Creek, the Fitzroy River, Lime-
stone (or Four-mile) Creek,  including Blanchard's,  to Olive's, a
direct line from the latter to the Two-mile Peg on Yaamba
road ,  thence by that road to  M oore 's Creek  ;  also to clear
letter -receivers ,  if required  ;  six times a week.
5184.  Alternative :  North Rockhampton; delivery within
the following boundaries-viz., by Moore's Creek, the Fitzroy
River ,  Limestone  (or Four-mile) Creek ,  including Blanchard's,
to Olive's, a direct line from the latter to the Two-mile Peg on
Yaamba road, thence by that road to Moore's Creek ; also to
clear letter-receivers ,  if required  ;  three times a  week.
520. Monkira and Bedouri ,  via  Gowrie ,  Meterboo, St.
Albans, and Cluny ; once a week.
521. Ingham and Victoria, twice a week.
522.  North Pine Railway Station and Woody  Point,  via
Redcliffe ; three times a week. (Subject to one month's notice
of discontinuance  by the  Postmaster -General.)
525. Mackay suburban delivery of letters ,  newspapers,
and packets to all addresses outside the ordinary letter -carrier's
delivery, but within the Municipality ; once a day.
NEW SERVICES.
30. Milmerran and Bringabilly ,  via  Koorongarra; once a
week.
39. Canungra and Jerome 's,  via  Drynan a  ;  once a week.
527. Marlborough and Glenroy ,  via  Duncau 's ; once a
week.
528. Bollon and Cunnamu lla  ;  once a week.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Ba ro n  Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedOrder of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland aad
its Dependencies.W by  " The Bank Holidays Act of  1877 "  it is  amongsty other things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be
observed as a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in
any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district therein :
Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the provisions of
the said Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby appoint the following days to be observed as Public
Holidays in the places hereunder  named :-
THURSDAY, the 30th of September instant, being the day
appointed for holding the Golden Gate Bicycle Sports, within the
Petty  Sessions District of Croydon ; and
at te
[No. 73.
WEDNESDAY, the 20th of October proximo, being the day
appointed for holding the Spring Race Meeting of the South Warrego
Racing Club, in the town of Cunnamulla.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-ninth day of September, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Printed and Published by EDMUND GatcoaY ,  Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane.
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Changes.
Formation of Corps
QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel Hower. GUNTSU, Commandant.
[No. 74.
Brisbane ,  29th September, 1897.
No. 242.
No. 3 COMPANY, MORETON MOUNTED INFANTRY.
N
O. 19,  Acting Sergeant J. A. Paroz ,  having passed the necessary examination ,  is appointed Sergeant. This
appointment to bear date the 16th November, 1894.
"A" BATTERY, QUEENSL AND PERMANENT ARTILLERY.
The following horse having been purchased is taken on the strength of the Battery :-
No. 152,  chestnut gelding, branded ST3 on near shoulder ,  also 3 on near side of neck.
BRISBANE ENGINEERS (SUBMARINE MINING SECTION).
No. 136 ,  Acting Sergeant W. Ewart, having passed the necessary examination, is appointed Sergeant.
This appointment to bear date the 1st July, 1893.
No. 243.
Tnn following Extracts from the  Government Gazette  of the 26th September, 1897, are published forinformation:- Chief Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 25th September, 1897.
His Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Defence
Cancelled.  Acts,  1884  to  1896," and the Regulations thereunder ,  been pleased to cancel the notification of the approval of the formation
of The North Queensland Garrison Battery, dated the 12th September, 1896, and published in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  of the 19th September, 1896.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 25th September, 1897.
Increase in  His Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Defence
Establishment.. Acts,  1884 to 1896 ," and the  Regulations  thereunder, been pleased to approve  of an increase ,  as from  the 12th May,  1896, in
the Establishment  of The Townsville Garrison Battery, as follows :-
Major  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .... ... 1
Captain ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
Lieutenants ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2
Total Officers ... ... ... 4
Battery Sergeant-Major ... ...
Battery Quartermaster-Sergeant
Sergeants  ... ... ...
Corporals ... ...
Bombardiers ... ... ...
Trumpeters ... ...
Gunners
Formation and
Establishment of
New Corps.
1
1
4
4
4
2
65
Total rank and file ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  81
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,  Brisbane , 25th September, 1897.
His Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has, in  pursuance  of the provisions of  "The Defence
Acts,  1884  to  1896," and the Regulations thereunder, been pleased to approve of  the formation ,  as from  the 12th  Septem be r,
1896 , of a Battery of Garrison Artillery, with Head-Quarters at Thursday  Island, to be designated  The  Torres Strait
Garrison Battery," with an Establishment consisting of-
Captain ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
Lieutenant ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
Total Officers ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2
Battery Sergeant-Major
Sergeants ... ...
Corporals ... ...
Bombardiers ...
Trumpeter ...
Gunners
Total rank and file ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 43
HORACE TOZER.
1II
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No. 244.
Bugle Cane. BUGLE CALLS NOS. 13 and 14, Infantry Drill, 1896, are substituted respectively for Calls Nos. 13 and 14,
Section 2, Part 3, " Dismounted Calls," of Trumpet and Bugle Sounds, 1895.
Commanding Officers will instruct  Buglers of  their respective Corps to practise the new Calls, and will test
the progress made by them at each drill until satisfied that they are thoroughly proficient.
iV /3Quick
J X08
Rifle shooting.
..wV911Double
J 108
No. 245.
THE Commandant notices that comparatively few members of the Defence Force attend the Annual
Meeting of the Queensland Rifle Association in the Southern District. He therefore urges the Officers of Corps
to endeavour to create more enthusiasm by organising Company teams to compete in the Rifle Clubs match. The
result would among themselves no doubt be most satisfactory,, and would create a desire to reach a higher standard
of efficiency in shooting, which should ever exist among troops armed with the rifle.
No. 246.
Mounted Infantry THE Commandant desires to place on record his high appreciation of the exemplary conduct of the
Contingent. contingent of Mounted Infantry which recently returned to the colony after taking a prominent part in the
Queen's Procession in London, on the 22nd June last, and other parades in connection with the Jubilee
celebrations, and congratulates Officers, Non-commissioned Officers, and men of the contingent, and also the
Military Forces of Queensland whom they represented, on the golden opinions won  on all sides  as to their
discipline and general turn-out during their service in the United Kingdom.
No. 247.
New Rine  Range. A RESERVE for a Rifle Range at Maryborough was duly proclaimed in the  Government Gazette  of the18th September, 1897.
Route.
Drill.
Range  Officer
No. 248.
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL P. R. RICARDO, S.O.M.I., will proceed to Ipswich on duty on the 5th  instant,
returning  to Brisbane on completion.
No. 249.
IN Part IX. of Infantry Drill, 1896, section 181, the following words, which appeared  in the  same  section
of Infantry Drill, 1893, have been omitted, viz.:-
',` And men in the ranks will preserve a light touch."
In consequence of the alteration, it is notified, for information, that in future a light touch will not be
preserved, even on ceremonial parades. Every man will occupy a space of twenty-seven inches.
No. 250.
MAJOR J. F. ROBERTSON, I.S.O., is detailed for duty as Range Officer at the Toowong Rifle Range on
Saturday next, the 2nd instant.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, -Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief Staff  Officer.
NOTICES.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the South Australian National Rifle Association has been fixed for 4th
to 9th October, inclusive. The Federal Rifle Match for 1897 will be fired at Adelaide on the 8th October.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the National Rifle Association of New South Wales has been. fixed for
25th to 30th October, inclusive.
A Military Tournament, the events of which will be open to members of the Queensland Defence Force,
will be held about the middle of December next at Lismore, Richmond River, New South Wales. Programmes
and full particulars will be available later on.
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Chief Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 27th September, 1897.
H IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct the publication, for general information, of the following Despatch
received from the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
HORACE TOZER.
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES  t o  THE GOVERNOR OF QUEENSLAND.
Queensland-No.  43. Downing street, 13th August, 1897.
MY LORD,-I have the honour to inform you that Her Majesty will not be advised to exercise her power of disallowance
with respect to the following Acts of the Legislature of Queensland, transcripts of which accompanied your Despatch, No. 61,
of the 27th July,  1896:  -
Act 2 of 1896, entitled "An Act to Authorise the Appropriation out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Queensland
of certain Sums of Money towards the Service of the Year ending on the thirtieth day of June, 1897."
Act 3 of 1896, entitled "An Act to Amend the Law relating to Persons holding Office under the Crown who may Sit
and Vote in the Legislative Assembly, and to fix the Salaries payable to Ministers of the Crown."
Act 4 of 1896, entitled "An Act to Amend the `Government Savings Bank Act of 1864' and `The Savings Bank
Amending Act of 1882.' '
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government  House ,  Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
September, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency  the Governor in Council.WHEREAS by an Act passed in th  forty-ninth year of HerMajesty's reign, i tituled  " The Undue Subdivision of Land
Prevention Act of  1885," it is amongst other things enacted that the
Governor, at the request of the Council of a Municipality or Board of
a Division, may, by Order in Council, and subject to such conditions
as may be imposed by the Order in Council, suspend the operation of
the said Act or any part thereof with respect to any part of the Muni-
cipality or Division which is used principally for business purposes and
not for purposes of residence : And whereas the Council of the Muni-
cipality of Brisbane has requested that the operation of the said Act
may  be  suspended with  respect  to resubdivision A of subdivisions 4 to
8 of section 1 of part of north-eastern suburban allotment 84, county
of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursu-
ance of the authority vested in him by the said Act, doth order, and it
is hereby ordered, that the operation of the said Act shall be and the
same is hereby suspended with respect to the said resubdivision A of
subdivisions 4 to 8 of section 1 of part of north-eastern suburban
allotment 84, county of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
And the Honourable the Home Secretary is to give the necessary
directions herein accordingly.
I have, &c., J. CHAMBERLAIN.
marked an the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, and
may require the Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and to
indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the land described in the
Schedule hereto into lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,-and by reference to
known or marked boundaries or starting points : Now, therefore,
His Excellency the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the Land Board, and in
pursuance and exercise of the authority vested in him by the said
Acts, doth order, and it is hereby ordered, that the operation of so
much of the 43rd section of the said Principal Act as requires the
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection be suspended with respect to the land
described in the said Schedule : And the Surveyor-General is hereby
required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public Lands is to give the
necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY, Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown  lands in the following Land  Agent' s District :-
District.
A. V. DRURY,  Clerk  of the Council.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the twenty-ninth day of
September, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.W by "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," it isY amongst other things enacted that with respect to land which
it is practicable to divide into lots without actual survey, and to
indicate the position of such lots by means of maps or plans and by
reference to known or marked boundaries or starting points, the
Governor in Council, on the recommendation of the Land Board, may
at any time suspend the operation of so much of the 43rd section of
the Principal Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed and
Bundaberg
Locality.
Old Cannindah Run.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice  of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the  Public Service
Board, has  been pleased  to appoint
FRADnRICK JOHN MARLOW
to be Acting Land Agent for the Gladstone Land Agent' s District,
under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Alienation-Act of  1876"
and  " The  Crown  Lands Acts,  1881  to  1895," during the absence on
leave of Robert B. Hetherington.
E.M.--29-9-97. L.A.87.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
`-3rO
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The Treasury,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has been pleased  to appoint
JOSEPH GEORGE NEWMAN, Clerk in the Customs Department,
Thursday Island,
to be also Deputy Shipping Master for that Port.
ROBERT PHILP.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  29th September, 1897.HIS Excellency theGovernor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, and on the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has  been pleased to appoint
HOWARD GRATNELL  MITCHELL
.to be a Clerk in the Government  Savings  Bank; such appointment to
take effect from the 19th March, 1897.
ROBERT PHILP.
Department of Justice,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice  of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
JAMES MCNAMARA, Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions  at Urandangie,
to be District Receiver in Insolvency, under the provisions of  "The
Insolvency Act of  1874," at that place.
A. J. THYNNE.
Department  of Justice,
Brisbane , 29th  September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the  advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased-to appoint
GEORGE WASHINGTON POWER,  Barrister -at-law,
to prosecute, on behalf of the Crown, at the Sittings of the District
Courts to be held at Gladstone, Barcaldine, Longreach, Clermont, and
Springsure , on the Fourth, Thirteenth, Fifteenth, Nineteenth, and
Twenty-first days of October  next,  respectively.
A. J. THYNNE.
Department of Justice,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice ofthe ExecutiveCouncil, and upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
FRANK MAIDEN ALLSOP
to be a Clerk in the Stamp Office at Brisbane; this appointment takes
effect from the 1st March, 1897, being the date of Mr. Allsop's pro-
bationary appointment in the Public Service.
A J. THj'NNE.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1897.
-[ IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct that
JOHN HENRY ROGERS
shall be recognised as Consular Agent at Townsville for the United
States of America.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1897.
-LTIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
Lieutenant-Colonel PERcY RALPH RICARDO
to be Officer Commanding Queensland Mounted Infantry and Staff
Officer for Mounted Infantry on the Head-Quarters' Staff of the
Queensland Defence Force (Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1897.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
JOHANNES CHRISTIAN BRUNNICH,
LExxoz GORDON, and
JOSEPH WAGNER
to be, provisionally, Lieutenants in the Queensland Defence Force
(Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  27th  September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
FRANK EUGENE LENIHAN
to be, provisionally, a Lieutenant in the Volunteer Branch of the
Queensland Defence  Force (Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Chief. Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,, 27th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
The Reverend DAVID CREIGHTON
to be an Honorary Chaplain in the Queensland Defence Force (Land).
HORACE TOZER.
[2ND OCTOBER, 1897.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
RODERICK  MACDONALD, M.B.,
to be  a Surgeon  on the Medical Staff of the Queensland Defence Force
(Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct that
Lieutenant ERNEST JOHN LINDLEY
be placed on the Unattached List (Defence Force Division) of the
Queensland Defence Force (Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct that
Captain GEORGE SAMUEL HUTTON
be placed on the Retired List (Defence Force Division) of the Queens-
land Defence Force (Land), with honorary rank of Major.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has,
in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Defence Acts, 1884  to
1896 ," and the Regulations thereunder, been pleased to disband
THE TOWERS  MOUNTED RIFLE CLUB.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor directs itto be notified thathe has,
in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Defence Acts,  1884  to
1896 ,"  and the Regulations  thereunder, been pleased to approve of the
formation of a Ri fle Club  at Tambo ,  to be known and  designated  as
THE TAMBO RIFLE CLUB.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, has , upon the  recommendation  of the Public  Service
Board, been pleased to appoint
ROY SUTHERLAND MACKAY
to be a Clerk in the  Office of the  Commissioner  of Police ; such
appointment to take effect from  the 11th of  March, 1897.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  29th September, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Divisional
Boards Act  of  1887,"  been pleased to appoint
JAMES WILLMETT,
JOSEPH X. GERAGHTY, and
GEORGE MITCHELL
to be Members of the Board  of the  Division of Einasleigh.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the following appoint.
ments in the Home Secretary's Department :-
Sergeant ROE COYLE
to be Assistant District Registrar of Births and Deaths at Barcaldine,
for the Registry Districts of Aramac and Blackall, in the room of
Sergeant Patrick Ryan, transferred; and
Constable THOMAS BATES
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Stonehenge, in the room of
Acting Sergeant Philip Walsh, transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 29th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the undernamed  members
of the Police Force to be Inspectors of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter at the places mentioned in connection with
their respective  names :-
Constable PATRICK BROOKS,
at Croydon, in the room of Constable George Thomas Edwards,
transferred;
Sergeant  RoE COYLE,
at Barcaldine, in the room of Sergeant Patrick Ryan, transferred; and
Constable THOMAS BATES,
at Stonehenge, in the room of Acting  Sergeant  Philip Walsh,
transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
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Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1897.
-L7 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
p Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Prisons
Act,  1890," been pleased to appoint
BRABAZON RICHARD STAFFORD
to be Visiting Justice, and
EDWARD ALBERT KOCH, M.D.,
to be Visiting Surgeon, of the Prison at Cairns.
HORACE TOZER.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
JANE TREWEExE
be readmitted into the service of the Department of Public Instruction
as a Teacher of Class III., Division 3, and be appointed to the position
of an Assistant Teacher in the State School at Queenton, Charters
Towers.
D. H. DALRYMPLE'.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1897.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that State Schools be
established at
BRANDON  (Lower  Burdekin) and
SELLHEIM  (near Charters Towers).
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
RUBINA PHILLIPS
be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School for Girls at Charters Towers.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, that
Hermann Hilbert
has been appointed a Member of Committee for the State School at
Wallumbilla,  vice  Thomas Hewitt, whose seat has been declared
vacant.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
[L'S'J Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-A. H. PALMIER,Governor of the Colony of Queensland and its
Deputy De p endencies, President of the Legislative CouncilGovernor.
of the said Colony, and Deputy Governor thereof.
W
HEREAS by  " The Chinese Immigration  Restriction Act,
1888," it is amongst  other things provided that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  G azette,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person  or class  of persons mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas it is desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,
Young Sing Nam,  Sing  Jang, Sin Hen, Maw Ho, Lum Jing, Ah Sing,
Buck Yow, and Lum Loong, should be exempted from the provisions
of the said Act for a period of two years : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Deputy Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby declare that the provisions
of the said Act shall not apply to the said Young  Sing  Nam, Sing Jang,
Sin Hen,  Maw .Iio, Lum Jing, Ah Sing, Buck Yow, and Lum Loong
for a  period of two years from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-first day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
A" PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAHINt1TON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
by  "The Chinese Immigration Restriction Act,
y y 1888," it is amongst other things provided that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazette,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any Berson or class of persons mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas it is desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,
Ah Sam, Ali Dung, Ah Lin, Ah Gib, Yen Gib, Mu Can, Dick Lee,
Leong See, Kum Ching, and Jang Pong, should be exempted from theprovisions of the said Act for a period ftwo years : Now, therefore,I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby declare that the provisions of the said Act shall not apply to
the said Ah Sam, Ah Dung, Ah Lin, Ah Gib, Yen Gib, Mu Can, Dick
Lee, Leong See, Kum Ching, and Jung Pong for a period of two years
from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-ninth day of September, is the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in
the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SASE  THE QUEEN  I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES" WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON,Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Govefv,or. Order of St. Michael  and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
j N pursuance  of the authority  in me vested ,  I, CHARLES  WALLACE
1 ALEXANDER  NAPIER,  Baron Lamington , the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Roads described hereunder
shall be and are  hereby opened as Public Roads:-
DESCRIPTIONS.
Road  Case No. 1056.
Description of Road through portions 27,  21v,  and  22v,  parish of Witheren,
county of Ward.
1. South-easterly across the south-west corner of portion 27, bearing
141 degrees 30 minutes thirteen chains and sixty-two links, 170 degrees
three chains and ninety-two links, 135 degrees three chains and twenty
links, 170 degrees four chains, 154 degrees 30 minutes  nine chains and
sixty-three links, and containing 3 acres 2 roods 3 perches ; freehold ;
registered owner, H. Morgan.
2. Southerly through portion 21v, A.F. 151, bearing 180  degrees
30 minutes eleven chains and eighty links, 206 degrees six chains and
ninety links, 142 degrees two chains and eighty  links , 227 degrees ten
chains and six links, 193 degrees five chains and eighty links, and 173
degrees 55 minutes five chains and seventy-eight links, and containing
4 acres 1 rood 12 perches ; 1884 Act ; registered owner, G. Fitzgerald.
3. Southerly through portion 22v, A.F. 152, bearing 217 degrees
30 minutes two chains and forty-six links, 145 degrees three chains,
215 degrees  30 minutes six chains  and eighty links, 168 degrees 30
minutes  four chains; 176 degrees 30 minutes eleven chains and eighty
links, 133 degrees three chains and sixty links, 198 degrees three chains
and thirty links, 207 degrees 30 minutes seven chains and twenty-two
and four-tenths links, and 271 degrees three chains and twenty-eight
and a-half links, and containing 5 acres 15 perches; 1884 Act;
registered owner, P. Fitzgerald.
Road Case No. 2392.
Area resumed for road purposes from portion  26v,  parish of Terry,
county of Churchill.
Commencing on the western boundary of portion at a point about
fifteen chains from its south-west corner, and bounded thence by a line
bearing 70 degrees 32 minutes six chains and five links to a road ; thence
by that road bearing 38 degrees 2 minutes one chain and eight and nine-
tenths links; thence by lines bearing 104 degrees 47 minutes three
chains and sixty links, and 243 degrees 42 minutes three chains and
twenty-two links ; and thence by portion 27v bearing south two chains
and thirty-six and one-tenth links to the point of commencement ;-
containing 1 acre 1 rood 10 perches ; registered owner, James Tysoe.
Land is unenclosed and unimproved.
Road Case No. 1636.
Description of Road through portions  6v,  4v, and 7v, parish of Beor,
county of Elphinstone.
1. From the right bank of Stuart Creek at the continuation of
Henry street south-easterly through portion 6v, A.F. 195, Townsville
District, bearing 56 degrees six chains and ninety links1 140 degrees 30
minutes thirteen chains and six links, 134 degrees eight chains, 92
degrees 30 minutes sixteen chains and fifty links, 151 degrees 30 minutes
eight chains and twenty links, and 112 degrees 30 minutes five chains
and sixty-nine and a-half links, and containing 6 acres partly taken
from a reservation of 4 acres reserved for road purposes ; freehold ;
registered owner, R. Tickle.
2. South-easterly across the south-west corner of portion 4v, A.F.
191, and bearing 112 degrees 30 minutes four chains and ninety and
a-half links and 167 degrees one chain and ten links, and containing
2 roods taken from a reservation of 10 acres reserved for road purposes ;
1884 Act ; registered owner, C. McAlister.
3. South-easterly through portion 7v, A.F. 225, bearing 144 degrees
47 minutes ten chains and twenty links, 125 degrees 30 minutes eighteen
chains, 146 degrees twenty-two chains, 169 degrees seven chains, and
200 degrees seven chains, and containing 6 acres 2 roods partly taken
from a reservation of 5 acres reserved for road purposes ; 1884 Act ;
registered owner, E. Lower.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. P. G.  FOXTON.
GOD SAVE TILE QUEEN l
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency the Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of the United Kingdom ,  Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON,  Order of St. Michael and St. George ,  Governor and Commander -in-Chief  of the Colony  of Queensland and its
Governor .  Dependencies.
WHEREAS  by an Order in Council made on the twenty -ninth day of September ,  1897, I did ,  by and with the advice of the
Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  order that the operation of so much of the
43rd section of  "The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 "  as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground
before it is proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule
hereto ,  and the Surveyor-General was ,  by the said Order in Council ,  required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate
the position of such lots on  proper  maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor -General has accordingly divided the said land into
the lots specified in the said Schedule ,  and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans  :  Now, therefore, in
pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts ,  1884  to
1895 ," 1,  CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington ,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,  notify  and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto,
being situated in the BUNDABERG  LAND AGET' S DISTRICT ,  shall be open for Selection  as GRAZING FARMS,
under the provisions of the said Acts, at the BUNDABERG  LAND OFFICE , on and after  MONDAY,  the FIRST day of
NOVEMBER ,  1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule  :  And I do hereby, by
and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall
be 13 ,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person as a
Grazing Farm within Grazing Area No. 8, in the said District ,  sha ll  be 20 ,000 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid ,  further declare the said Grazing
Area No .  8 to be a District for the purposes of  -the  said Acts ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall
nevertheless form part of the said Bundaberg Land Agent 's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -ninth day of September ,  in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven ,  and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-29-9-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
No.
of Lot.
No. of
Portion.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT: WITHIN GRAZING AREA No. 8.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Bundaberg.)
Run Resumption. Parish.
[2ND OCTOBER, 1897.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Area. ProvisionalSurvey Fee.
Annual  Rent
per Acre.
1 Old Cannindah Cannindah 1
A. R. P.
500 0 03
£ s. d.
26 0 0
£ s. d.
0 0 1
2 Ditto
.
ditto 2
,
4,600 0 0 28 0 0 001
3 Ditto ditto 3 4,800 0 0 28 0 0 0 0 1
4 Ditto ditto 4 1,900 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 1
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements , if any.
These portions consist of well-grassed ridges, timbered with gum, bloodwood, &c., watered by Splinter Creek ; situated about thirty
miles  northerly from Eidsvold, and about thirty miles westerly from Moolboolaman Railway Station.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency the Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. Georue, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1890," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Land specified in the said Schedule hereto,
being situated in the ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for Selection as a GRAZING FARM, under
the provisions of the said Acts, at the ST. GEORGE LAND OFFICE, on and after WEDNESDAY, the THIRD day of
NOVEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby, by
and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall
be 20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of September, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
E.M.-29-9-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
No. of
Lot.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, St. George.)
I Woolerina, Portion C ...
Run Resumption. Area. Survey Fee.
A. R. P. £ s. d.
lv 9,877 0 0 41 0 0
Annual Rent
per Acre.
£ 8. d.
0 0  it
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
Consists of from good to fairly grassed land, timbered with coolibah and gidya, with patches of scrub; frontage to the Culgoa River;
situated about eighty miles south-westerly from St. George.
A PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington, in the
LAMINGTON, county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
Governor.  St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.W by an Order in Council made on the twenty-ninth day of September, 1897, I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,/ r and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd -eectioti of  " The Crown Lands Act
of 1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with
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respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the
said land into lots and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly
divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, there-
fore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I,
CHARLES W ALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the ST. GEORGE
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for Selection as GRAZING FARMS, under the provisions of the said Acts, at the ST. GEORGE
LAND OFFICE, on and after WEDNESDAY, the THIRD day of NOVEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN' O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental
specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by
any one person in the said District shall be 20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year  of Ier  Majesty's reign.
E.M.-29.9-97.
No. of
Lot.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, St. George.)
Provisional  Annual Rent
Survey Fee .  per Acre.
A. R. P.  S s. d. £ s. d.
1 Woolerina, Portion A ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 15,700 0 0 56 0 0 0 0
2 Ditto ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 18,600 0 0 60 0 0 0 0
3 Ditto ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 19,300 0 0 60 0 0 0 0 0
4 Ditto ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  5 20,000 0 0 60 0 0 0 0
5 Ditto ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 .14,900 0 0 52 0 0 0 0
6 Ditto, Portion B ... ... ... ... ... ... 7 20,000 0 0 60 0 0 0 0 0
7 Ditto ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8 17,600 0 0 60 0 0 0 0
8 Ditto ditto ... .... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 9 13,500 0 0 52 0 0 0 0
9 Ditto ditto ... . ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 18,100 0 0 60 0 0 0 0 0h
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
These portions consist of from fair to poor grazing land  ;  portions 3, 4, and 5 contain tanks, 2 and 6 are unwatered ,  7 to 10 are watered
by Mungallala Creek ; situated from eighty to ninety miles south-westerly from St. George ; timbered with box, gidya, mulga, and brigalow.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twenty-first day of January, 1891, I did, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd
section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the
Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position of such
lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified
in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution
of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands  Acts, 1881  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the IPSWICH
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and ITNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the
provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the FIRST day of NOVEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.,
at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the
lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid,
declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of September, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-29-9-97.
No. of
Lot.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.- WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Ipswich.)
THE SCHEDULE.
Expired Lease.
Run Resumption . No. of Area.Portion.
Parish . No. of Area . Provisional
Portion. Survey Fee.
Colinton ... ... Neara
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ditto
Ditto ... ditto
Colinton Resumption, ditto
Ditto ... ...I ditto
A. R. P.
113v 435 0 0
114v 160 0 0
115v 160 0 0
116v 160 0 0
117v 160 0 0
118v 160 0 0
119v 160 0 0
120v 160 0 0
121v 160 0 0
122v 768 0 0
123v 216 0 0
124v 420 0 0
£ s. d.
13 0 0
9 0 0
9 0 0
9 0 0
9 0 0
9 0 0
9 0 0
9 0 0
9 0 0
15 6 0
10 1 0
13 0 0
Conditional Selection. Unconditional Selection.
Annual Rent Purchasing Annual Rent Purchasing
per Acre. Price per per Acre. Price perAcre. Acre.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.004 0150  0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 4i 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 4. 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 4. 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 4. 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 4. 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 4. 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 4 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 `0
0 0 4 015  0 0 1 0 1 0 0
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
These portions  consist of  fairly  grassed land , timbered with gum, ironbark, &c. Portions 115v, 116v, 117v, and 118v  are watered by Spring
Creek ; 120v, 121v, and 122v by Nears Creek; and 124v by Gregor's Creek. The other  portions  are unwatered. Situated  about thirty miles
northerly from Eak.
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A PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Ba ro n Lamington of Lamington, in the
LAMINGTON, county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
Governor.  St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," 1,
I CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Land specified in the Schedule hereto, being situated in the ISISFORD LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for SELECTION as a GRAZING FARM, under the  pro visions  of the said Acts, at the
ISISFORD LAND OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the FIFTEENTH day of NOVEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the
annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may
be selected  by any  one person in the said District shall be 20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven,  and in the sixty -first  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-29-9-97.
No. of
Lot.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
By Command,
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ISISFORD  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT .- NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(App lications to be lodged at the Land Office ,  Isisford.)
Run Resumption.
1 Mount Marlow
Parish.
Moonda ...
Annual Rent
per Acre.
.2  s. d.
0 0 1j
Area.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
A. R. P.  £ s. d.
1,222 2 20 18 0 0
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of imp ro vements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER N APIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON Kingdom, Knight Commander of theMost Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of the power and authority in me vested, and in
accordance  with the provisions  of section  121 of  " The Crown
Lands  Act of  1884,"  1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Ba ro n  Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and  pro claim  that the part of
the Suburban  Reservation aro und  the town of Gayndah, described
hereunder , shall be and is hereby re scinded.
E.M.-14 -9-97-F ' .  97-17220-S.G.
DESCRIPTION.
THE GAYNDAH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
County of Mackenzie, parish of  Gayndah.
Portion 1293.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane,
this  fourteenth day of  September ,  in the  year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred  and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies,
IN pursuance of the power in me vested ,  and in accordance with
the provisions of the 42nd section of  " The Crown Lands dot of
1884 ,"  I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the
unelected lots of land set forth in the accompanying Schedule shall
be and  are hereby withdrawn from selection.
E.M.-21-9-97.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-first day of September, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty -first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
District . Portion. Parish or  Place.: Date ofProclamation. Reference.
Ipswich 13v Coochin ... 25 April, 1891... F. 1049
Ditto ... 12v Buaraba ... :25 Nov., 1896 ... F. 2352
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES WALLACE
L.S.]
LAMINGTON,
Governor.
No. of
Portion.
5A
ALEXANDER NAPIER,  baron  Lamington of Laming-
ton, in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
Most  Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N  pursuance and execution of all powers and authoritiesin me vested under the provisions  of  "The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884  to  1895 ,"  1, CHARLES  WALLACE  ALEXANDER NAPIEB,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation
of the Land Board , do, by  this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the operation  of the 43rd  section of  "The Crown
Lands Act  of  1884 "  shall be and  is hereby  suspended with
respect to the Country Lands described hereunder ,  and situated
in the  MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT:
And I further notify and declare ,  by and with the advice afore-
said ,  that the said lands shall be open for  17NCONDITIONAL
SELECTION only,  under the provisions of the said Acts, as
unsurveyed lands ,  on and after  FRIDAY, the FITFH day of
NOVEMBER,  1897 , at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.,  at the
annual rental specified in the said Schedule  : And I do hereby
further notify and declare that the price at which the lessee
may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said
Schedule  :  And I do hereby ,  by and with  the advice aforesaid,
declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any
one person  in the  said District shall be 1,280 acres.
Given under  my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House,
Brisbane ,  this twenty-ninth day of  September, in the
year of  our Lord  one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-seven ,  and in the sixty -first year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
E.M.-29-9-97.
DESCRIPTION.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area ,  1,280 acres.
Unconditional - Annual  rent, 1s. per acre.
Purchasing price,  £ 1 per acre.
County of March, parish of Vernon.-Area,  about 40 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land within the following boun-daries:- Commencing on the left bank of Strathdees Creek atits
intersection  with the south boundary of portion 3, parish of
Vernon, and bounded thence on the north by that portion
westerly twenty chains ; on the west by a line south
twenty  chains; on  the south by a line easterly to Strathdees
Creek ; thence by the left bank of the said creek downwards to
the point of commencement;--exclusive of land required for
roads, reserves , or other public purpose.
Situated about two and a-half miles north-easterly from Torbanlea
Railway  Station ;  Consists  of wattle, gum, and bloodwood forest; poorly
grassed  ;  intersected  by head of Strathdees Creek.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLE'S WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[z`s.- in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINaTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of sections 96 and 97 of " The Crown Lands Act of
1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIEB, Ba ro n
Lamington , the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the Eulo Town Reserve, established by Proclamation dated the
20th November, 1895, shall be and is hereby placed temporarily under
the control of the Paroo Divisional Board.
E.M.-14 .9-97-Z '.  Res. 1895-51.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government  House ,  Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES WALLACE
[L.s.]
LAMING.TON,
Governor.
ALEXANDER NAPIEB,  Baron Lamington of Laming-
ton, in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished  Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Governor  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland  and its  Dependencies.TN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities inme vested  under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEB,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the operation of the 43rd section of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" shall be and is hereby suspended with
respect to the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated
in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts : And I further
notify and declare, by and with the advice aforesaid, that the
said lands  shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of
the said Acts, as unsurveyid lands, on and after MONDAY, the
FIRST day of NOVEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK
A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And
I do hereby further notify and  declare  that the price at which
the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in
the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the said
Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Sea ], at Government House,
Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of September, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-seven ,  and in the sixty -first year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
E.M-29.9-97.
DESCRIPTION S.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area ,  1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 41d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, Is. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
County of Bard, parish of Telemon.-Area,  437 acres.
The Crown land comprised in portion 19v (forfeited A.F.
575), parish of Telemon ;-exclusive of land required for roads,
reserves , or other public purpose.
Situated about twenty -six miles south -westerly from Nerang;
frontage to Christmas Creek .  Extremely rugged country  ;  the frontage
to the creek is dense vine scrub, the back country is heavily timbered
with ironbark ,  bloodwood, &c.
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area , 1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 4id. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional - Annual rent ,  Is. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
County of Cardwell, parish of Garrawalt.-Area,  160 acres.
The Crown land comprised in portion 6v (forfeited A.F.
156), parish of Garrawalt;-exclusive of land required for
roads, reserves , or other public purpose.
Situated about thirty miles north -westerly from Ingham. Has a
frontage to Gowrie Creek  ;  partly granite country tim be red with blood-
wood ,  gum, wattle, &c.
THE NANANGO LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area, 1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, QW. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, Is. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
On the Resumed Part of Tatung Run.
County of Fitzroy, parish of .Kunioon.  Area, 524 acres.
The Crown land comprised in portions 35v and 91v
(forfeited A.F. 256), parish of Kunioon ;-exclusive of land
required for roads, reserves, or other public purpose.
Situated about ten miles west of Nanango .  Dense vine scrub in the
north -west corner of 91v  ;  the balance is thickly timbered with gum,
ironbark ,  and bloodwood  ;  chocolate and black soil.
Also,-
Conditional-Annual rent, 3d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, Is. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
On the Resumed Part of Tatung Run.
County of Fitzroy, parish of  Kunioon.-Area, about 617 acres.
The Crown land comprised in portions 44v and 45v, parish
of Kunioon, as mapped out under 44th section ;-exclusive of
land required for roads, reserves, or other public purpose.
Situated about ten miles south-westerly from Nanango. Thickly
timbered with ironbark, gum, and stringybark.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
• A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
rL s ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINaTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  18U:+,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEB, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following Agri-
cultural Farms, under the said Acts, are declared forfeited :-
E.M.-14 -9-97.-G'.
Parish. Name of Licensee Area.
or Lessee.  District.
A.  R.  P.
411 151 Cairns  ...  Michael McCoy  ...  180 0 0 Cairns
709 60v Tuchekoi Charles W. Bland ...  159 833 Gympie
818 8v Tewantin William Fielding  ...  160 0 0 ditto
881 56v Tuchekoi  ..,  Richard Whalley  ...  160 0 0 ditto
934 59  Ditto  William  J.  Metcalfe 160 0 0 ditto
666 113, Bute  ... ...  George Traill  ...  160 0 0 Roma
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of September ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred  and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIEB, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
rL s ] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEB, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the Lease of the following Agricultural Farm, under
the said Act, is declared forfeited:-
E.M.-14 -9-97-A'.
 .
A
m..
eoo.°..
x aIn.
00
Zoo
Parish.
Tawvale
Land Agent's
District.Name of Lessee.
Area.
Coryndon H. Lua-
moore
A.E.  P.
139 0 0
Land Agent's
Gayndah
(Bowen
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of September, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty -first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LA3LIN(ITON,Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me vested under  the
provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that portion 31v,
parish of Rosedale, in the Bundaberg Land A gent's District., opened to
Unconditional Selection only by Proclamation dated the 7th October,
1896, shall, on and after the 2nd November, 1897, be also opened for
Conditional Selection, at an Annual Rental of 41d. and Purchasing
Price of 15s. per acre for Conditional Selection, and an Annual Rental
of is. and Purchasing Price of £1 for Unconditional Selection.
E.M.-21- 9-97. F. 1203.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-first day of September, in the year of our Lord
on thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, ' J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th September, 1897.
BY-LAWS OF THE RECREATION RESERVE, THURSDAY
ISLAND.
T HE following By-laws made  by the Trustees of the  RecreationReserve , Port Kennedy (Thursday Island), pursuant to section
96 of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," having been approved
and confirmed by His Excellency the Governor in Council, are hereby
published for public information
Preamble.
WHEREAS by Proclamation dated 20th October, 1896, the Trustees of
the Reserve for Recreation at Port Kennedy, established by a Procla-
mation dated 6th May, 1896,  were  empowered to make By-laws for
the control and management of the said reserve : It is hereby
resolved by the said Trustees, by and with the approval of the
Governor in Council, that the following By-laws shall be in force
within the  said reserve  from the date of the publication hereof
Interpretation.
1. In these By-laws the following words and expressions shall
have  the meanings  set opposite to them respectively :-
(a) " The Reserve"--The Reserve for Recreation, in the parish
of Port Kennedy (Thursday Island), established by Pro-
clamation  dated 6th May, 1896, and published in the
Government Gazette  dated 23rd May, 1896;
(b) " The Trustees "-The Trustees for the time being of the
reserve as  above described ;
(c) " Club "-Any body or club formed or constituted for
outdoor recreation  purposes  which may be duly authorised
by the Trustees to use the reserve.
2. The Trustees may authorise any club to use the reserve for
any outdoor  game or  sport. No person or club shall be allowed to use
the reserve or any part thereof without having first obtained the per-
mission of the Trustees. Provided that  inmates  and officials of and
visitors  to the Thursday Island Hospital shall be allowed to pass and
re-pass  at all times over the reserve, but not so as to interfere with any
lawful game or sport that may be played thereon. Provided further
that the members, officials,  and guests  of any club so authorised as THOS. ILLIDGE, Acting Land Commissioner.
aforesaid shall, during such times as may be allowed by the Trustees,
have the exclusive right to use such part or parts of the Reserve as
have been or may be prepared or set apart for the purpose of such
club.
Rubbish, 4-c., not to be deposited.
3. No rubbish, broken or empty bottles, tins, or other refuse shall
be deposited on the reserve or any part thereof elsewhere than in such
receptacle as may be placed on the reserve for that purpose.
.Removing, 4,c.trees, 4-c.
4. No person or persons shall remove or destroy any trees, shrubs,
fruit, or plants growing or being on the reserve, nor shall any person
injure or destroy any fence, building, or other erection on the Reserve.
Penalty.
5. Every person guilty of an offence against any of the foregoing
By-laws shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty not exceed-
ing forty shillings.
The foregoing By-laws were made and passed by the Trustees of
the Recreation Reserve, at Port Kennedy, this eighteenth day of
August, 1897.
[2ND OCTOBER, 1897.
JOHN DOUGLAS, ITrustees.P. J. DOYLE,
Witness-A. G. STUART,
Solicitor, Thursday Island.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive Council, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of September, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
LAMINGTON'
By Command,
J. F. G. FOXTON.
OCTOBER LAND COURT, TEXAS. '
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the Texas Land
Court, for the month of October, 1897, will be held on FRIDAY,
the 15th instant, instead of Wednesday, the 20th instant.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1897.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that
Francis Arthur Gore,
Charles Campbell, and
Warwick Buckland Taylor
have been elected Members of the Board for the purpose of
carrying out the provisions of  "The Rabbit Boards Act,  ]896,"
within the Darling Downs District.
97-19341-Rab.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Public Lands Office,
Gayndah, 28th September, 1897.
UNDER  section 137 of  " The Crown  Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I
hereby call upon you, the undermentioned Selector ,  to show
cause, at the Land Court to be held at Gayndah on  SATURDAY, the
Eleventh day of December, 1897 ,  at Ten o 'clock in the forenoon, why
your Agricultural Farm, mentioned below ,  should not be forfeited for
non-fulfilment of conditions of  occupation:-
No. 130,  George  William Kent; C.S.F., 159 acres 3 roods 34
perches, parish Goo roolbalin ,  district of Gayndali.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the interests of the previous Occupants in the undermentioned Runs of Crown Lands,
situated in the Unsettled Districts, have been transferred, during the Quarter ended 30th ultimo, with the sanction of the Government, to
the persons hereunder particularised.
J. F. G.  FOXTON.
Same of Transferror.
James Cooper McWhannell ...
James Milson and Oscar John De Satge
James Cooper McWhannell
Name of Transferee.
BURKE DISTRICT.
The London  Bank of Australia , Limited ...
1
Telmopleton
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
.James Milson  .. ... .. ... ...
The London  Bank of Australia , Limited ...
GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
Theophilus Foot, James Albert Foot,
Theophilus  Theodore Foot, and Allen
The Australasian  Mortgage and Agency
Co1pany ,  Limited
Ditto ...  ... ... ... ...
Nisbet Foot
ditto ...
Name of Run.
Downs No.  4 and Templeton Downs
Ida No.  1 and  Ida No. 2.
Dunsmuir , Witton No. 2, Witton No. 2 South,
Witton No. 3, and Witton No. 4.
Stream East.
Stream.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
The Bank of Victoria, Limited... ... ... I Ernest John Shaw ... ... ... .... Strathconnan No. 7, Strathconnan No. 3, Strath-
connan No. 2, Strathconnan No. 6, Strathconnan
No. 5, Strathconnan No. 1, and Gilgunyah.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th March, 1897.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACTS,  1884 TO 1894"
LAND COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
JT  is hereby  notified ,  for public information ,  that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of  "The crown
Lands  Act of  1884 "  will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty -fifth section of the above-recited Act, at the
undermentioned  Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 "  and  "The  Crown  Larnd,
Alienation  Act  of  1876 "  will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1897.
District or Place .  Jan. Feb .  March .  April. May.  June .  July. August .  Sept.  Oct. Nor. Dee.
Allora * .« ... ... .. Mon. 1 .. Mon. 7 .. Mon.  .6  .. Mon. 6
Aramao  f ... ... ...  Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon .  8 Mon .  12 Mon .  10 Mon .  14 Mon .  12 Mon .  9 Mon .  13. Mon .  11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Banana .« ... Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Barcaldine f ,« -.. Sat .  9 Sat .  6 Sat .  6 Sat .  10 Sat .  8 Sat .  12 Sat .  10 Sat .  7 Sat .  11 Sat .  9 Sat. 6 Sat. 11
Beaudesert  ... ... ... ... Fri. 5 ... Fri. 2 ... Fri. 4 ... Fri. 6 ... Fri. 1 ... Fri. 3
Blackall .» .« ... Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Tues. 5 Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5 Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Bowen  ... ... ... Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Brisbane .« .« ... Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Bundaberg  ,., .« ... Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 7 Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Burketown ... ... ... Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Cairns ... «. ... Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Cardwell ... .. ... Tues. 5 ... ... Tues. 6 ... ... Tues. 6 ... ... Tues. 5 ...
Charleville ... ... ... Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon.  . 1  Mon. 5 Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5 Mon. 2 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Charters Towers ... ... Tues. 12 Tues. 9 Tues. 9 Tues. 13 Tues. 11 Tues. 8 Tues. 13 Tues. 10 Tues.14 Tues. 12 Wed. 10 Tues. 14
Clermont ... ... ... ... Tues. 16 ... Tues. 20 .... Tues. 15 ... Tues. 17 ... Tues. 19 ... Tues. 21
Cooktown ... ... ... Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Cunnamu lla  ... ... Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Dalby ... ... ... Fri. 8 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Emerald  * ... .« ...  Tues . 19 ,,. Wed. 21 ... Tues. 20 ... Wed. 20 ...
Esk* ... ... ... Wed. 20 ... Wed. 17 ... Wed. 19 ... Wed. 21 ... Wed. 15 ... Wed. 17 ...
Gatton ; ,..  Fri. 22 Fri . 19 Fri. 21 ... Fri. 23 ... Fri. 17 ... Fri. 19 ..
Gayndah .. ... ...  Sat. 9 Sat. 13 Sat. 13 Sat :  10 Sat .  8 Sat .  12 Sat. 10 Sat . 14 Sat. 11 Sat. 9 Sat.  13 Sat.
Georgetown ... ... Tues.  5 Tues.  2 Tues .  2 Tues .  6 Tues .  4 Tues. 1 Tues .  6 Tues. 3 Tues .  7 Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues.
Geraldton (Mourilyan ) ... Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Gladstone
Goondiwindi «.
Gympie ... .»
Herberton  ... ...
Hughenden  ». ».
Ingham  ... .«
Inglewood  ... «.
Ipswich  ... ...
Isisford ... ...
Landeborough ...
Longreach ... .«Mackay ...
Maryborough .»
Miles .. . ...
Mitchell t ...
Muttaburra ...
Nanango ... ...
Nerang  * ... ...
Normanton... «.
Port Douglas ...
Ravenswood  ...
Rockhampton ...
Roma  ... ,,.St. George ... .»
Sb. Lawrence  «.
Springsure  ... ...
Stanthorpe
Surat .« ...
Tambo ... ...
Taroom  ... ...
T exas  ,..
Thargomindah  ...
Toowoombs... ...
Townsville  ... ...
Warwick  ... ..,
Winton ... ...
Windorah ... ...
...  Mon. 11 Mon .  8 Mon .  8 Mon .  12 Mon . 10 Mon. 14  Mon. 12 Mon. 9 Mon . 13 Mon.  11 Mon. 8 Mon.
... St . 2 Fri.  5 Fri . 5 Fri.  2 Fri . 7 Fri. 4 Fri.  2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri . 1 Fri. 5 Fri
... Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
«. Wed. 6 Wed, 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
...  Tues .  19 Tues. 16 Tues .  16 Tues .  20 Tues. 18  Tues. 15  Tues .  20 Tues . 17 Tues.  21 Tues .  19 Tues. 16 Tues.
... Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
», Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12 Wed. 9 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed.
Sat. 2 Fri . 5 Fri.  5 Fri . 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri.  6 Fri.  3 Fri.  1 Fri. 5 Fri.».
...  Mon. 18 Mon .  15 Mon.  -15 Tues .  20 Mon . 17 Mon.  21 Mon .  19 Mon. 16 Mon. 20 Mon .  18 Mon .  15 Mon.
1 Wed 3Wed 6 Wed 3  Wed 5 Wed . 7 Wed . ... .  ... .  .... ...  ....
«. Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Sat. 17 Fri. 14 Fri. 18 Fri. 16 Fri. 13 Fri. 17 Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 17
« . Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
«.  Sat. 2 Fri. 5  Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri.  3 Fri.  1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
...  Tues .  9  ...  Tues .  8 Thur .  9 Thur. 9
.« Sat. 2 Fria 5 Fri. 5 Fri.  2 Fri . 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fn**** 6 Fri. 3 Fria  1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
... Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed, 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12 Wed. 1.6 Wed. 14 Wed.-11 Wed. 15 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 15
... Mon. 11 Mon .  8 Mon .  8 Mon .  12 Mon .  10 Mon .  14 Mon .  12 Mon .  9 Mon .  13 Mon.11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
.» ... Wed. 3 ... Wed. 7 ... Wed. 2 ... Wed. 4 ... Wed. 6 ... Wed. 1
...  Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
... Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur.  4 Thur. 2
», Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
... Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
... Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
». Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur.  5 Thur .  2 Thur.  7 Thur.  4 Thur. 2
«. Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
... Wed. 20 Thur. 18 Wed. 19 Wed. 21 Wed. 15 Wed. 17
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Tues. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed.  20 Wed . 17 Wed. 15
«. Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Fri. 9 Fri. 14 Fri. 11 Fri.  9 Fri . 13 Fri. 10 Fri.  8 Fri . 12 Thur. 9
«. Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
».  Mon. 4  Mon. 1 Mon .  1 Mon .  5 Mon .  3 Mon .  7 Mon .  5 Mon .  2 Mon. 6 Mon .  4 Mon .  1 Mon. 6
... Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Thur. 18 Wed. 21 Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
«. Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
». Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed . 3 Wed. 1
».  Tues. 5 Tues .  2 Tues .  2 Tues .  6 Tues.  4 Tues. 1 Tues .  6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
...  Tues. 5 Tues .  2 Tues .  2 Tues .  6 Tues .  4 Tues. 1 Tues .  6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
...  Wed. 6 Wed. 3  Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed.  4 Wed.  1 Wed.  6 Wed .  8 Wed. 1
... Thur .  4 ... Thur .  1 ... Thur .  3 ... Thur .  5 ... Thur .  7 .« Thur. 2
• The Courts marked thus  •  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Oertifioates of Fulfilment of Conditions
t  ofiics for receiving applications.
S Days will be fixed when Land Commissioner visits Ayr.
In the event of  any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the  following day.
Special Courts, when  necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time. a
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st October,  1891.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROAD.
IT is hereby noti fied, for general information ,  that app li cation
under the 89th section of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road; and all persons
who may consider their interests affected thereby are  requ ir ed to
transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing, within two
months f ro m  this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land Office ,  Townsvi lle ;
Police Office, Ayr ; and Post Office, Kirknie.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Road Case No. 2208.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
1 Kirknie ...
A. 1. P.
About
825 0 0
NOTE.-The closu re  of this road is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby  notified ,  for general information ,  that applications
under the eighty-ninth section of  "  The Crown  Lands Act of
1884 "  have been made for closing the undermentioned Roa  Is;  and
all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing,
not later than the date mentioned with respect to each.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the nearest Land,  Police, and
Post Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1 I I A. R. P.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 6TH OCTOBER, 1897.
1 W. Quinn ,  on behalf  of The road separating subdi- Yee ro ng- 1 1 27
Messrs. Prentice and visions  28 to 53 of portion pilly
Schilpp 87A  from subdivisions 54
to 80
2 Ditto  ... ...  The road  separating  subdi- ditto  ...  1 0 30
3
4
6
*6
*7
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 27TH OCTOBER, 1897.
8 James Tolson ,  junr. ... The nine-chain  ro ad sepa -  Marathon 126 2 28
*9
The Ayr Divisional  The  road separating por-
Board ,  on behalf  of tion 20v from 18v and the
A. J. M. Terry  reserved  roads th rough
portions 18v and l7v
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 20TH OCTOBER, 1897.
The Lands '  Depa rt- The two-chain road from Coreen ... 7 0 27
ment, on behalf of the south -west corner of
E. K. Tidswell portion 2186 southerly
Ditto
rating portion 3v from
Aramac Holding
Mackay, Neville ,  Rolfe ,  From a point on the Mount South ...
and Co.  Rolfe to Alpha stock  road Kennedy
about one mile south of District
the Miclere Creek Bridge,
and thence southerly
about four and a-half
miles to a point on the
said road at the gate,
where it is intersected by
a private road fro m the
northern road to Frank-
field
visions 83  to 105  of portion
87A from subdivisions 106
to 126
The  ro ad separating subdi-  ditto  ... 1 0 31
visions  131 to  151 of por-
tion  87A from subdivisions
152 to 173
The  ro ad separating subdi- ditto ... 2 0 9
visions 259 to 234 and 177
to 205 of portion 87A from
subdivisions  206 to 233
The  ro ad separating subdi-  ditto ... 1 3 8
visions 15,  39, 68,  91, 120,
137, 166, 191, and 220 of
portion 87A  from subdi-
visions  219,  192, 169, 138,
119, 9A, 67,  40, and 14
through portion 2v to
the ten -chain road
through that portion
I
About
The western end of the ditto  ...  119 2 33
ten-chain  road through
portion 2v
t10 Flower Bros.  ... ...  The  road th rough Durham Leichhardt ...
Downs Holding ,  from the District
head station easterly to
the gate on the west
boundary of Clifford
Holding
11
12
LATEST DATE  FOR OBJECTIONS - 3RD NOVEMBER, 1897.
The Rosalie Divisional
Board, on behalf of
F. M. Bridgeman
The Lands Department,
on behalf of the
Defence Authorities
The northern  end of  the I Milton  ...  I 2 0 26
reserved  road through
portion 20v
The  roads separating  sec- Town of 3 2 5
tions 77 and 78 included  Bundaberg
in the proposed new
Rifle Range Reserve
About
Applicant.
CLOSURE OF  ROADS-continued.
No.
W. Vanneck  101, 215, and 216
Ditto  ... . . The road separating por-
tion 217 from  portions 84,
R. P.
[2iD OCTOBER, 1897.
Situation. Parish. Area.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-10TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
13 The Tarampa Divisional  ; The road separating por- Clarendon 15 3 21
Board on behalf  of tions 99  and 100 from
14
iL Ditto
16 Ditto
17 Ditto
18- Ditto
LATEST DATE  FOR
*19 The Lands Department,
on behalf of the De-
fence  Authorities
20 Grant Brothers ...
21 E. G.  R. Neumann
22 J. Porter
;23
+24
Messrs .  Thynne and
Macartney ,  on behalf
of F. H .  O'Reilly ...
Ditto ...
+25 Ditto
LATEST DATE FOR
*26
*27
The Pioneer Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
D. P. Ready
The Estate of W. Patti-
son (deceased)
*28
98, and 99
From the north -east corner
of portion  216 northerly
through portion 217
The eastern end of the  road
through portion 217
The road  separating por-
tions 54,  53, and 52 fro m
217, 50, and 51
The road separating por-
tions  69, 70,  and 71 from
portions  52, 53, 54, and 217
ditto  ... 6 2 26
ditto ... 0 2 2
ditto ... 9 3 8
ditto .. , 12 0 0
ditto ... 11 2 0
OBJECTIONS-17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
About
All the roads included Town of 3 2 5
within the proposed new Bundaberg
Rifle Range Reserve
Part of the road from  North ...
Charters Towers to Her- Kennedy
berton through Wood- District
leigh Holding ,  from Big
Oaky Creek to the Dry
River ,  following the east-
ern side of the Wild River
The road separating portion Blenheim 4 0 15
148 fro m portions 125 and
123
The road separating po rt ion Warwick ...  3 3 15
lily from portions 117v
and 119v
The road separating por- ditto ... 6 0 0
tions 339,  390, 391, and
392 from  407, 408, 409,
and 410
The road separating por- ditto ... 8 2 29
tions  411, 430, and 431
from 424, 428 ,  and 429 About
The roads separating por- ditto ... 6 1 0
tions 421 ,  422, 423, and
424 from 375,  376, 425,
426, 427,  and 428
OBJECTIONS-24TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
Part of  the  road separating
portion  833 from 676 and
part of 744
All the dedicated roads in
portion 1,  being the roads
separating portions D and
A from C  and B, sepa-
rating  D and C from A
and B,  separating 0 and
B from subdivisions 5, 6,
7, and 8, separating sub-
divisions 5, 6, 7, and 8
from 9 and 10, and 8 and
9 from  7 and 10; also
About
Chelona ... 1 3 0
Gavial  ...  13 1 30
Ditto  ... ...  Part of the  road separating ditto
subdivisions 1 and 2 of
portion 2 west of pro-
posed new  road
* NOTE.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
t NOTE.- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the opening of a road which leaves the Durham Downs to Taroom road at a
point about four and a-half miles  east  of Durham Downs Station; thence due
east to Slatehill Creek  ;  thence in a south -easterly direction about one and a-half
miles; thence easterly to Sam's Gully; and thence south-east to the gate on the
west boundary of Clifford Holding.
+ NOTE.- These roads are proposed to be closed in part exchange for areas to
be resumed from portions 431 and 432, 374 and 375, for quarry purposes, whichroads are hereby closed.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1897.
j T is  hereby  notified, for general information, that the  following
.LL Land, in  the Ravenswood Land Agent 's District ,  as per  description
herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION  LICENSE UNDER  PART V. of
"The Crown Lands  Act of  1884," at the RAVENSWOOD LAND
OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the FIRST day of NOVEMBER,
1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at an Annual Rental of 5s. per
square mile.
All information re specting  the boundaries  and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
97-19662-8.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE RAVENSWOOD LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
STONE'S CREEK No. 2.-Area, about 511 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Glenroy Run, and
bounded thence by a line bearing north to the south-east corner of
Marlborough Block ; thence by that block bearing north and east to
the leased part of Strathmore Run ; thence by the leased part of that
run bearing south, east ,  and south ,  and the resumed part of same run
bearing south to the north boundary of Ravenswood No. 3 Block ;
thence by that block bearing west and south and the north boundary
of Glenroy Run bearing west to the point of commencement.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1897.IT is hereby notified, for general information , that the following
Land, in the Ingham Land Agent's District,  as per  description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION  LICENSE UNDER  PART V. Of
"The Crown ' Lands Act of  1884," at the INGHAM LAND
OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the FIRST day of NOVEMBER,
1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at an  Annual  Rental  of 10s. per
square mile.
All information  respecting  the boundaries  and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands,  Brisbane.
97-18260-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
ASHTON  SOUTH  No. 1.-Area,  about 3 squa re  miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the right branch of the Stone
River at a point bearing south from the south- east  corner of the
leased part of Ashton Run, and bounded thence by a line bearing
north about seventy chains ; thence by a line  bearing west  about three
and one-third miles ; thence by a line bearing south to the right
branch of the Stone River; and thence by the left bank of that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Also,-A SHTON SOUTH.-Area, about 7 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Ashton South No. 1
Block, and bounded thence by a line bearing north to the south-east
corner of the leased part of Ashton Run; thence by the leased part of
that run bearing west about three and one-third miles ; thence by a
line bearing south to the north-west corner of Ashton South No. 1
Block; and thence by that block  bearing east  to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for  general information , that the  fo ll owing
Land, in the Gympie Land Agent's  District ,  as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION  LICENSE  UNDER PART V.
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the GYMPIE LAND
OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the FIRST day of NOVEMBER,
1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an  Annual  Rental of  £2 the lot.
All information  respecting  the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands,  Brisbane.
97-18820-8.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
ON THE  RESUMED PART OF YABBA RUN.
Parish of Yabba.-Area,  about 840 acres.
The Crown lands comprised in.portions 1168 and 1723.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ., 1st October, 1897.IT is hereby notified, for general  information, that the following
Land, in the Ipswich Land Agent's District,  as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION  LICENSE UNDER  PART V. Of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the IPSWICH LAND OFFICE,
on and after MONDAY, the FIRST day of NOVEMBER, 1897, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at an  Annual Rental of £1 the lot.
All information  respecting  the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-18819-8.0.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish of Alfred.-Area,  360 acres.
The Crown lands contained in portions 19v and 26v.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the Land in the
Bowen Land Agent's District as per description hereunder will
be open to the operation of Timber and other Licenses on and after
MONDAY, 1st November, 1897.
J. F. G. FOXTON,
Secretary for Public Lands.
THE BOWEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
County of Herbert, parish of Tawvale.-Area,  2,000 acres.
Commencing at the confluence of Kelsey Creek or Lethe Brook
with the Proserpine River, and bounded thence by Lethe Brook
upwards to the north-east corner of portion 476; on the south by that
portion bearing west to portion 468; on the west by that portion
bearing north to its north-east corner ; on the north by a line bearing
east to the Proserpine River ; and thence by the right bank of that
river downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1897.
ERROR IN DEED.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant mentioned in theSchedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  "The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the land intended to be granted, totbe intent that, by force of the Act
first he re inbefore mentioned ,  the correct area and description shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous area and description ; and such grant ' and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-13383-B..T.
Ni of Deed-29412.
Date of Deed-3rd August, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Friedrich Draheim.
Land G ranted -Portion  144, county of Churchill, parish of
North.
Area-78 acres 27 perches.
AMENDED  AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOR THE  CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of North, portion 144.
Area, 79 acres 2 roods 6 perches.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of portion 166, and bounded
thence on the north by a road bearing east twenty-two chains and .
ninety-three links ; on the east by a road bearing south thirty-five
chains and  twenty-three links ; on the south by portion 124 bearing
269 degrees 41 minutes twenty-two  chains and  ninety-two links ; and
on the  west  by portion 166 bearing north thirty-five chains and thirty-
five links to the point of  commencement  ;- exclusive  of 1 acre 1 rood
18 perches for a surveyed road, as shown on plan of. survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. M 33-2991.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  "The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the lands intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore- mentioned, the correct  areas and  descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted tin the said  grants  and in every deed
containing the erroneous  areas  and descriptions; and such- grants and
every such-deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
97-12628-L.S.P.
No. of Deed-29815.
Date of Deed-13th September, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Daniel McCombe.
Land, Granted  - Portion 86, county of Stanley, parish of
Samford.
Area-160 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Samford, portion  86.
Area ,  159 acres  2 roods.
Commencing at the north -east corner  of. portion 52, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion, a road, portions 53 and 56, a line,
and portion 103 bearing 179 degrees  38 minutes  30 seconds twenty-
four chains and ninety-four and seven-tenths links, and south
thirty-eight chains and seventy-three and one-tenth links ; on the
south by portion 103 bearing 89 degrees 50 minutes twenty-eight
chains and thirty-four  and six -tenths links ; on the east by portion
109A bearing 359 degrees 15 minutes 30 seconds fifty-four chains and
ninety-two and one-tenth links ; and on the north by a road bearing
308 degrees 18 minutes two chains and forty-two and eight-tenths
links, 279 degrees 16 minutes five chains and one and nine-tenths
links, 254 degrees 20 minutes seven chains and fifty links, 269 degrees
18 minutes five chains, 299 degrees 25 minutes five chains and ten and
six-tenths links, 337 degrees 19 minutes four chains, and 309  degrees
31 minutes three chains and fifty-three and six-tenths links to the
point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. M 33-2947 A.
97-12628-L.B.P.
No. of Deed-41304.
Date of Deedr2nd July, 1880.
Name of Grantee-Daniel McCombe.
Land Granted-Portions  53 and 56,  county of Stanley, parish of
Samford.
Area-50  acres 3 roods.
AMENDED  AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOR THE  CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Samford,  portions  53  and  56.
Area,  52 acres  1 rood 20 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of Dry Creek at its intersection by
the north boundary of portion 102, and bounded thence on the south
by that portion bearing 269 degrees  3 minutes  five chains and seventy-
five links ; on the west by a road bearing 359 degrees 14 minutes
twenty-one  chains  and fifty-three and one-tenth links, and  359 degrees
39 minutes  30 seconds  eleven chains and fifty-three and three-tenths
links ; on the north by a road bearing 89 degrees 36 minutes twenty
chains and seven and seven-tenths links; on the  east  by portion 86
bearing south fourteen chains and twenty-three links to Dry Creek ;
and thence by that creek upwards to the point  of commencement;-
as shown  on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor -General's Office
-Cat. No. M 33-2947 A.
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Geological Survey Office,
George street, Brisbane.
ON SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No. 4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government Geologist.
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
BRISBANE.
MAP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets at 2s. 6d. per Sheet, and Two at Is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia on a small scale, illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing the Main Telegraph Lines. Scale, 160 miles to an inch.
Price : Plain, Is.  6d.;  coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets ; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony. Price, Is. plain, or coloured
(illustrating the Counties and Financial Districts) Is. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catchment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers, &c., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, Is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, Is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile  Maps  of the Settled Districts. Price, Is. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta. Scale, 1 mile to an inch. Price,
Is. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s.; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, 21.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4$.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony. Price, Is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.Environs of Longreach. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained freeMaps of Land-3 Open to Selection r for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. MoDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st August, 1896.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  24th September, 1897.
TENDERS.
r LENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.
For full particulars ,  see  Government  G azette.
Nature of Work, Date of  Gazette  containing original Notice,
and Place and Date to which Tender can be received, respectively:-
GOONDIwINDI-Additions to School and Closets, State School.
4th September. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court House,
Goondiwindi; 8th October.
BELMONT-Repairs and Painting, State School. 11th Sep.
tember. Works Office, Brisbane ; 8th October.
TowNSVILLE-Repairs and Drainage, Police Court. 11th
September. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court House,
Townsville ; 8th October.
LYTTON-Improvements and Fencing, Dog Kennels. 11th
September, Works Office, Brisbane; 8th October.
ALBION-Additions, Post and Telegraph Office. 18th Septem-
ber. Works Office, Brisbane ; 15th October.
ZILLMERE-New Playshed, State School. 18th September.
Works Office, Brisbane ; 15th October.
SURAT-Additions, Repairs, &c., Post and Telegraph Office.
18th September. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post Offices,
Surat and St. George ; 29th October.
[2ND OCTOBER, 1897.
MAYTOWN-Additional Room, Fencing, and Gates, Post and
Telegraph Office. 25th September. Works Office, Bris-
bane, Post Offices, Maytown, Cooktown, and Cairns, and
Court House, Townsville ; 29th October.
MAYTOWN-Repairs and Painting, Court House. 25th Septein-
her. Works Office, Brisbane, Nnd Court Houses, Maytown,
Cooktown, Townsville, and Cairns; 29th October.
INGLEWOOD-Purchase and Removal of Old Post and Telegraph
Office. 25th September. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Post Offices, Inglewood and Goondiwindi; 29th October.
INGLE WOOD-New Bridge over McIntyre Brook. 25th Septem-
ber. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Ingle-
wood and Goondiwindi ; 29th October.
WINDORAH-Land Agent's Office, Court House. 25th Septem-
ber. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Win-
dorah and Longreach ; 5th November.
BLACxALL-Painting and Repairs Court House and Police
Magistrate's Quarters. 25th September. Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court Houses, Blackall, Barcaldine, Tambo,
and Rockhampton ; 5th November.
GEORGETOWN-Additions, Repairs, Painting, and Improve-
ments, State  School. 25th September. Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court Houses, Georgetown, Cooktown,
Croydon, Normanton, and Townsville ; 5th November.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the under-
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
Fencing Reserve, Court House, Inglewood - GEO. LovELL-
£38 2s. 6d.
Repairs, Court House, Surat-E. J. GRIGG-£79 5s.
Additions and Alterations, Court House, Kilkivan - Messrs.
CRYSTALL AND ARMSTRONG}-£70.
Repairs and Painting, State School, Port Douglas - Messrs.
GREEN AND MURRELL-£169 96.
New State School, Selllieim-Messrs. SANDERSON AND MORGAN
-£808.
New State School, Brandon-D. EDwARDS-£587 16s. 3d.
Repairs and New Furniture, Court House, Charters Towers-
Messrs. WYATT AND GATES-£38.
FRE1). BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, PAINTING, AND IMPROVEMENTS, COURT
HOUSE AND POLICE STATION, MOUNT PERRY.
FRESH TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th October, for Repairs,
Painting, and Improvements, Court House and Police Station, Mount
Perry.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4 c., Court House and Police Station, Mount
Perry."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and at
the Court Houses, Mount Perry, Bundaberg, and Maryborough.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to 'deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 30th September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE,
CUNNAMULLA.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Post Offices,Cunnamulla and Thargomindah, until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 5th November, for Additions, Post and Telegraph
Office, Cunnamulla.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Additions, Post and Telegraph  Off ce, Cunnamulla."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further  particulars  obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
and at the Post Offices, Cunnamulla, Thargomindah, Charleville, and
Roma.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of  every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent, on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, STATE SCHOOL, MOUNT
PERRY.F TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four1 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th October, for Repairs and
Painting, State School, Mount Perry.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed." Rep airs, State School, Mount Perry."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office; and at
the Court Houses, Mount Perry, Bundaberg, and Maryborough.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW HOSPITAL, NANANGO.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court House,
Nanango, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th October,
for New Hospital, Nanango.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £10, and
endorsed  "Neap Hospital, Nanango."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
and at the Court Houses, Nanango, Dalby, Esk, Ipswich, and Too-
woomba.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
INTERNAL PAINTING AND REPAIRS, POST AND
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, SANDGATE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 22nd October, for Internal Painting and
Repairs, Post and Telegraph Office, Sandgate.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3,
and endorsed  "Internal fainting,  4'c.,  Post and Telegraph Ofice,
Sandgate."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and at the
Post Office, Sandgate.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty* for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
FRED. BELL, for the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.
T is hereby notified, for general information, that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, -and the following Notice substituted
therefor:-
Notice is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.
:f6-2450-Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary for Works.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
• Brisbane, 14th September, 1897.
HE Commissioner for Railways hereby gives notice, in accordance
T with the provisions of  "The Railway Act of  1864," that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having approved of the Plan and Book of Reference of the Mount
Morgan Branch Railway from Kabra (9 wiles 73 chains, Central Rail-
way) to Mount Morgan (in length, allowing for deviations, 12 miles 61
chair's 70 links), proposed to be constructed under the provisions of  "The
Railways Guarantee Act of  1895," such Plan and Book of Reference
may be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the Clerk of Petty
Sessions, Mount Morgan ; and all pei sons interested in the lands to be
affected by the said intended Railway are hereby required to set forth,
in writing, to me, at this Office, within one month from the first
publication hereof, any well-grounded objections that may appear to
them to exist to the adoption of the said line of Railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection therewith.
By Order,
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 10th September, 1897.
N OTICE is hereby given, in accordance with the provisions of the
Railway Acts, that so much of the Plan and Book of Reference
of the Second Section of the Charleville to Cunnamulla Railway as
embraces that portion of the Section commencing at 61 miles from
Charleville and ending at 117 miles 52 chains 684 links, has been
approved and confirmed; and that the Commissioner for Railways
intends to proceed with the construction of the Line above referred
to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference so confirmed.
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
MARINE DEPARTMENT OF QUEENSLAND.
TENDERS FOR STORES.TENDERS will be received at the Treasury, Brisbane, until Noon onSATURDAY, 6th November, from persons willing to contract
for the Supply of Stores at the various Ports and Lightships for the
above Department, for two years from 1st January, 1898.
Forms of Tender, Schedules, and General Conditions may be
obtained on application to the Portmaster, or any of the local Harbour
Masters.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Stores, Marine Department."
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
T. M. KING, Under Secretary.
The Treasury, Brisbane, 19th August, 1897.
" TREASURY NOTES ACT OF 1893."STATEMENT for the month ending  Thursday,  30th September,
1897, showing the amount of Treasury Notes issued, Coin held by
Treasurer ,  and Treasury Bills vested in Trustees ,  published in terms
of Clause  5 of 56 Victoria No. 37 :-
*Total issue  of Treasury  Notes at date  ... ...
... 964,175
Coin held by Treasurer  , ... ... ... ... ... 325,675
Fixed  Deposits held by Treasurer... ... ... ... 250,000
Treasury Bills vested in Trustees  ... ... .,,  1,000,000
* Notes held by Banks as per last Returns  ... ... ... 9557,037
Notes  held by  Public  ... ... ... ... ...  407,138
£964,175
T. M. KING, Under Secretary.
The Treasury,  Brisbane, 30th September, 1897.
SUPPLY OF TELEGRAPH POLES.FRESH TENDERS will be received at the Office ofthe UnderSecretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until
Noon on MONDAY, the Twenty-fifth day of October, 1897, from
persons desirous of contracting for the Supply of Telegraph Poles,
according to the Specification published in the  Government Gazette
of Saturday, 25th September, 1897.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
EXCAVATING TRENCHES AND LAYING PIPES FOR
TELEPHONE WIRES.TENDERS will be received at the Office ofthe Under Secretaryand Superintendent of Telegraphs , Brisbane , until Noon on
MONDAY, the Eighteenth day of October, 1897, from persons
desirous  of contracting for the Excavating for, Laying, Jointing,
Making Good, and all Work in connection with Laying, Two and
Three Inch Cast-iron Pipes for Telephone Wires, in and about the
City of Brisbane, according to the general conditions and specification
published in the  G overnment Gazette  of  Saturday, 11th September,
1897.
Specifications, Schedules, and all other information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Under Secretary and
Superintendent of Telegraphs.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1897..
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and eon.
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the morning of the 25th of
December, 1896; also that a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in tl!e crime, not being the principal offender, who shall give such
information.
EORACE TOZER.
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STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.Rome Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
Is Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
H Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid for such information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed all or any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey,
that were stabbed at that place on the said night ; and that a
Free Pardon be given to any person concerned in the crime, not being
the principal offender, who may give such information.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1897.
THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich i
s
published in pursuance of the Regula ions for the  management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER, Under  Secretary.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDED 26TH  DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1897.
Number of Inmates  remaining  in Asylum at date
of previous Report ... ... ... ... 894
Number since admitted ... ... ... ... 8
Number returned from leave ... ... ... 4
906
Number discharged ... ... ... ... 2
Number died ... ... ... ... 2
Number absent  on leave ... 6
9
Number remaining at date hereof  ... ... 897
Admissions :
John McCormack, 76, shearer, from Toowoomba; last two years
on Balonne River and about Warwick, and inmate of Toowoomba
Hospital.
James O'Reilly, 72, miner, from Cairns ; last two years  wardsman
at Limestone Hospital, and prospecting on the Hodgkinson, and inmate
of Cairns Hospital.
James Alexander Duncan, 61, miner, from Hughenden; last two
years on Christmas Creek, Burdekin, and at Townsville, and inmate
of the Hughenden Hospital.
John Smith, 71, shearer, from Muttaburra ; last two years at odd
jobs at Aramac, and inmate of Muttaburra B ospital.
Robert Hunter, 74, ironmoulder, from Warwick; last two years
about Warwick at odd jobs, and inmate of Brisbane Hospital.
John Howarth, 72, blacksmith, from Brisbane; last two years
living with his son in South Brisbane.
Catherine Hynes, 70, housewife, from Brisbane ; last two years
with daughter, and inmate of Brisbane Hospital.
Christiana Katrina Young, 75, charwoman and needlewoman,
from Toowoomba ; last two years living at Toowoomba-supported by
the Benevolent Society.
Discharges :
John Andreas Schilling, 73; admitted 14th July, 1896.
Yepsine Patrina Schilling, 63; admitted 14th July, 1896.
Deaths :
John O'Brien, 81; admitted 20th February, 1894.
Mary Mitchell, 91; admitted 6th April, 1882.
P. SMITH, Medical Superintendent.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
A
N  Office for the transaction of all business connected with the
above is now open in a portion of the Ports and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted by the Assistant Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns in the Colony.
-Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers in charge, stating the class of men required, the work to be
done, and the wages offered ; and applicants seeking work should
personally register their names and addresses.
Information respecting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district  is always  obtaingble at the Head Office.
J. O'N. BRENAN, Officer in Charge.
STATE SCHOLARSHIPS AND BURSARIES.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of Regulations in connec-
tion with the granting of State Scholarships and Bursaries, and to
direct that Examinations for the same shall be held on the 14th and
15th December next.
For full particulars, see  Government Gazette  of Saturday, the
28th August, 1897.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
2ND OCTOBER, 1897.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 27th August, 1897.
EXHIBITIONS TO UNIVERSITIES.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
j Council, has been pleased to direct that a Competitive
Examination for Exhibitions to Universities be held at Brisbane,
commencing at 9.30 o'clock a.m. on the 15th November next.
For full particulars,  see  Government  Gazette  of Saturday, 21st
August, 1897.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  25th September, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified ,  for public information ,  that the Reverend
FRANCIS WILLIAM NEVIL FULLER, a Minister  of the Church of
England Denomination ,  having removed f ro m Esk, in the Registry
District of Stanley ,  to Gayndah ,  in the Registry District of Burnett,
has given me due  notice  thereof, in accordance  with the  provisions of
"The Marriage  A ct of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 28th September, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
GEORGE DOWGLASS HALFOB,D, M.A., a Minister of the Church of
England Denomination, residing at Longreach, in the Registry District
of Aramac, has been duly registered as a Minister of Religion
authorised to celebrate Marriages in the colony of Queensland, under
the provisions of  "The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 26th September, 1897.
NOTICE.IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
CARL GEORGE BJEL%E PLTERBEN, a Minister of the Evangelical
Lutheran Emanuel Convention Denomination, residing at East
Brisbane, in the Registry District of Brisbane, has been  duly  registered
as a Minister of Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in the
colony of Queensland, under the provisions of  "The Marriage Act of
1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1697.
NOTICE.IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
MONTAGUE THOMAS HAINSSELIN, B.A., a Minister of the Church
of England Denomination, residing at Mount Morgan, in the Registry
District of Westwood, has been duly registered as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in the colony of Queens-land, under the provisions f "The Marriage Act  of 1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar-General.
Office of Registrar of Friendly Societies,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1897.
THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A' BRANCA.THE Loyal Pride of Nambour Lodge isregistered as aBranch ofthe Queensland Branch of the Manchester Unity Independent
Order of Oddfellows' Friendly Society, under  "The Friendly Societies
Act of  1394," this twenty-seventh day of September, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE, Registrar of Friendly Societies.
Office of Registrar of Friendly Societies,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1897.
"THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.
T
HE Maryborough Juvenile Court'is registered as a Branch of the
Rockhampton United District of the Ancient Order of Foresters'
Friendly  Society,  under  "The Friendly Societies Act of  1894," thistwenty-seventh day of September, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE, Registrar of Friendly Societies.
Office of Registrar of Friendly Societies,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1897.
THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.Tr HE Court Will Scarlett is registered as a Branch of the Rock-hampton United District of the Ancient Order of Foresters'
Friendly Society, under  " The Friendly Societies Act of  1894," this
twenty-seventh day of September, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE , Registrar  of Friendly Societies.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinafter
mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, one or
before the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane,  unless  the lands are situated within the Central
District, in which  case  the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
1897.
Name of  claimant.
John Downing, late of Glan- 21 May Mary Downing ,  of the same
vi lle Dale, near  Warwick, place,  widow of deceased
farmer
1896
Elizabeth Smith, late of
.
29 Oct. Elizabeth  Rea, wife of John
Walloon, near Ipswich, Fyfe  Rea, of Walloon,
widow grazier ,  and Mary Sarah
Ann von der Groeben, of
idbM
1889.
owar urg, w
John Simmonds ,  late of 23 Jan. Mary  Jemima Simmonds,
Brisbane , monumental deceased ,  widow of the
sculptor said John  Simmonds
Mary Jemima Simmonds
aforesaid ,  late of Taringa,
near Bri sbane, widow .
189^.
Ida Mary Moore ,  late of 21 July
Warwick ,  wife of Richard
Albert Moore ,  of the same
place ,  police  magistrate
1897.
26 June Samuel  Augustus Pethe-
bri dge, of Brisbane,
civil servant
1897.
John Anderson Tait ,  late of 26 July
Wellington Point, near
Brisbane ,  hotelkeeper
James Rogers  (sometimes
called James Williams
Rogers ),  late of Adelaide,
South Australia ,  commer-
cial traveller
1896.
Richard Albert Moore
aforesaid
William  Stephens , of Bris-
bane, tannery proprietor;
William  John Harper,
of Brisbane aforesaid,
tanner; and Christopher
Tait ,  of Albion, near
Brisbane aforesaid, car-
penter
14 July Reginald MacDonell  King,
of Brisbane ,  solicitor
1896.
Henry Paterson .  late of 8 Dec.
Thargomindah ,  merchant
Matthew Buscall  Goggs, late
of Wolston ,  near Brisbane,
gentleman
David Paterson ,  of Thargo-
mindah aforesaid ,  sales-
man ; John Paterson, of
Eromanga ,  salesman ;
and Nathaniel Louis
Marienthal ,  of Brisbane,
accountant
1882.
13 May Matthew Buscall Goggs, of
Wolston aforesaid ,  gentle-
man ; Richard Hargrave,
of Brisbane ,  gentleman ;
Henry Goggs  ;  and Charles
George Henry Carr Clark
(otherwise'Charles Clark),
late of  'l'enterfield, New
South Wales ,  grazier,
deceased
Registrar  of Titles' Office,  Brisbane , 2nd October, 1897. J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSI'ER NOTICE.
PKE NOTICE, that application has been made to bring the Lands described below under the provisions of the Real Property Acts of
1861 and 1877. Any person desiring to oppose will require to lodge, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form'B of the said Acts,
on or  before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land.
Allotments 15 to 17  of section  25, parish of North  Brisbane , city of
Brisbane
Registrar  of Titles' Office,  Brisbane , 2nd October, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
No. 55-1897.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
Between Michael Patrick Hammond, Plaintiff, and James Washington
Hammond, John Joseph Hammond, and John Matthias Mahoney,
and Bridget ti ammond, Defendants.
PURSUANT to an Order of the Supreme Court of Queensland
r made in  an action  Hammond against Hammond and others,
numbered 55 of 1897, the Creditors of the firm of Hammond Brothers,
of Tenham Station, in the Gregory South District, near the town of
Windorah, in the colony of . Queensland,  graziers , are, by their
solicitors ,  on or  before the Eleventh day of November, 1897, to come
in au d  prove their debts before the  Registrar  of the said  Court,  at his
Desc ri ption and Situation of Land.
Name of  Applicant.
Allotment  3 of section 23, town  of Warwick  Fee-simple
Portion  304, county of Churchill , parish of  Fee-simple
Walloon
Subdivision 8 and the northern half of sub -  Fee-simple
division 7 of suburban portion 207, county
of Stanley ,  parish of North Bri sbane; and
subdivision 2 of portion 243, county of
Stanley, pari sh of Enoggera
Subdivision 8 and the northern halt of sub -  Fee-simple
division 7 of suburban portion 207, county
of Stanley ,  parish of North Bri sbane ; sub-
division 2 of portion 245, county of Stanley,
parish of Enoggera  ;  and subdivision 1 of
portion 314,  county of Stanley ,  parish of
Indooroopilly
Allotment  2 of section 27, town of  Charle-
ville
Subdivisions 105 of portions 59 and 63 and
subdivisions 199 and 200 of portion 63,
county of Stanley, parish of Capalaba
John McLennan, Alexander Muir, John
Grant, and James Henry, all of Brisbane,
Trustees of the Ann street Presbyterian
Church
One undivided halt part or share of resub -  Fee-simple
division 2 of subdivision 1 of portion 215,
county of Stanley ,  parish of Indooroopilly
Allotments 1, 2, and 6 of section 9.  town of
Eromanga ;  allotment 10 of section 3 and
allotment 2 of section 8, town of Thargo-
mindah ; allotment 9 of section 6, town of
Noccundra ;  and subdivisions 19 and 38 of
portion 258, county of Stanley ,  parish of
Radcliffe
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
Estate Particulars of Will or
claimed to be otherwise.transmitted.
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
1897.
Will dated 6 July, 9 Nov.
1880
1897.
Will dated 26 October, 9 Nov.
1896
1897.
Will dated 13 April, 9 Nov.
1882
1897.
Will  dated 18 February, 9 Nov.
1889
1897.
Fee-simple ... Letters of Administra -
tion
13 Nov.
1897.
Fee-simple Will  dated 13  July, 9 Nov.
1895
Fee-simple ...
1897.
Letters of Administra- 9 Nov.
tion
Will dated 1 February. 241897.Nov.
1895,  and a  Codicil
thereto dated 10 No-
vember, 1896
1897.
Will dated 14 February, 13 Nov.
1882
One undivided half part or share of portion Fee-simple
2, county of Raglan, parish unnamed
Date within which  a Caveat
may be Lodged.
9th November, 1897.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
Chambers, Supreme Court House, William street, Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, or in default thereof they will be peremptorily
excluded from the benefits of the said Order.
FRIDAY, the Twelfth day of November, 1897, at Ten o'clock in
the forenoon, at the  Registrar 's Chambers aforesaid, is appointed for
hearing and adjudicating upon the claims, and every creditor holding
any security is required to produce the same to the Registrar upon the
-hearing of his claim  as aforesaid.
Dated the twenty-eighth day of September, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
MACDONALD-PATERSON AND HAWTHORN,
Plaintiff's Solioito;s,
2200 Edward street, Brisbane. 133.
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THE LIFE INSURANCE ACT OF 1879 "
(QUEENSLAND).
SCHEDULE A.
ANNUAL ABSTRACT of the  LIABILITIES  and ASSETS ofTHE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF NEW YORK,
on the 31st DECEMBER, 1896.
LIABILITIES.
Amount assured on Life Policies issued elsewhere
than in Queensland, at date of last Annual
£ s. d.
Report ... ... ... ... ... ... 188, 500, 809 11 8
Amount assured on Life Policies in Queensland
up to 31st December, deducting the amount
assured for during the year ending on that date 121,678 2 0
Amount assured on Life Policies issued in Queens-
land during the past year ... ...
Total Liabilities ... ...
ASSETS.
In Queensland-
Queensland Government Securities ...
Other Government Securities ...
... 21,935 0 0
£188,644,42213 8
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES.
ASSETS.  £  s. d. £  S.  d.
Loans on Freehold and Leasehold Security  ... ...  225 0 0
Loans on Scrip ... ... ... ... ... ... 417 0 0
Arrears-
Subscriptions-
Investing Shares ... ... ... ... 2,584 5 0
Borrowing Shares  ... ... ... ...  1,808 9 7
Fines  ... ...  431  4 10
Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ...  320 9 7
Insurance  ... ... ... ... ...  23 2 0
... £42,096,639 7 5 Directors'  Fees  ... ... ... ...
... Nil
... Nil
Mortgages ... ... ... ... ... Nil
Loans on the Company's Policies, being the
amount of the balance of the year's
Premiums when paid semi-annually or
quarterly, deductible from the amount
assured in case of claim ... ... ... 973 9 6
Loans upon Personal Security ... ... Nil
House Property ... ... ... ... Nil
Other Investments not specified ... ... Nil
Outstanding Interest ... ... ... ... Nil
Outstanding Premiums .., ... ... 163 1 9
Cash-
On Deposit ... ... ... ... ... 3,183 17 4
In Hand and on Current Account...
Elsewhere than in Queensland-
Assets of ever descri Lion at date of lasty p
Nil
£4,320 8 7
Annual Report ... ... ... 48,197,763 8 9
£48,202,083 17 4
Amount of Contingent Liabilities at date of last
periodical examination ... ... ... £188,644,422 13 8
Amount estimated to be required to re-insure
same ...  . ... ... ... ... ... 42,096,639 7 5
The ascertained surplus, at 4 per cent., on 31st
December, 1896, was ... ... ... ... 6,105,444 9 11
And bonuses therefrom are allotted to the members entitled to partici-
pate in proportion to their contributions thereto and with proper
regard to their respective plans of insurance selected.
N(YTE.-In these  Statements the £ sterling is taken as $4.87.
Queensland,  to wit.
I, William Houlding Kelynack, of Queen street, Brisbane,
in the colony of Queensland, manager for Queensland of the
Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York, do solemnly
and sincerely declare that the above writing is, and contains, to
the best of my knowledge, information, and belief, a general and
true statement of the Liabilities and Assets of the said Company
up to the thirty-first day of December, one thousand eight
hundred and ninety-six, as exhibited and set forth in the last
Annual Report of the said Company ; and I make this solemn
declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and
by virtue of the  " Oaths Act of  1867."
WILLIAM H. KELYNACK,
Manager for Queensland.
Dated and signed this twenty.ninth day of September,
1897, before me-
A. MACINTOSH, J.P.
2209 36s.
ROCKHAMPTON PERMANENT MUTUAL BENEFIT AND
BUILDING SOCIETY.
11
THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL BALANCE-SHEET of the
ROCKHAMPTON PERMANENT MUTUAL BENEFIT AND BUILDING
SOCIETY, 31st July, 1896.
RECEIPTS.  .2  s. d. £ s. d.
To Borrowing Shares ... ... ... ... ... 205 1 1
„ Interest on Arrears ... ... ... ... 44 4 0
„ Insurance  ... ... ... ... ... ... 9 7 0
Repayment of Advances ... . ... 109 12 0
„ Guarantee to Union Bank, J. Stewart and
J. Ferguson  ...  . ..  ... ... 500 0 0... ...
„ Union Bank, General Account ... ... 1,913 16 1
Less  Cr. B. and B. Account ... ... 61 1 1
-- 1,852 15 0
EXPENDITURE.
To Balance , Union Bank... ... ...
Charges ...
Charges Account, Liquidation
Insurance .. ... . .. ...
Advanced on Mortgage, Rent, &c....
„ Interest , Union Bank .. ... ...
£2,720 19 1
...  2,233  9
... 196 1 10
...  2010 0
... 10 10 0
... 96 8 0
... 164 5 6
£2,720 19 1
Union Bank, General Account ... ... ...
Less Cr. B and B. Account... ... ...
EXPENDITURE.
Office Furniture  ... ... ... ... ...  25 0 0
Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2,932 15 0
LIABILITIES.
Amount Due on 240 Shares ... ... ...
Dividends Unpaid . ... ... ...
Interest Due, Union Bank  ... ... ...
Guarantee Account-Stewart and Ferguson ...
and General
PROFIT AND LOSS.
£ s.d.
To Balance ... ... ... ... ... .... ... .. 2,426 0 7
Advertising, Printing, and Management ... ... ... 196 1 10
Expenses  on Account Liquidation of Society ... ... 20 10 0
„ Directors '  Fees  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  220 3 0
Interest ,  Union Bank ,  Paid and Due ... ... ... 146 15 3
£3,009 10 8
By Interest on Mortgages  ... ... ... ... ... 7 5 8 8
,, Fines  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 7 0
„ Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2,932 15 0
£3,009 10 8
R. L. DIBDIN,  Secretary.
Examined and found correct, 26th August, 1896.
F. T. JACKMAN, Auditors.H. W. BOLDEMAN, }
Rockhampton ,  26th August, 1896.
GENTLEMEN,- We have  pleasure in reporting completion of the
Audit of your  Books to  31st July,  and, in conjunction with the Vouchers
and Receipts connected therewith ,  find them all correct and in order.
Yours faithfully,
F. T. JACKMAN, T Auditors.H. W. BOLDEMAl, }
The Chairman and Board of Directors ,  Rockhampton Permanent
Mutual Bene fit and Building Society ,  Rockhampton.
2179 40s.
DIVISION OF MUTDAPILLY.HALF-YEARLY STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS ANDEXPENDITURE  of the MUTDAPILLY DIVISIONAL BOARD frcm
1st January to 30th June, 1897.
1897.  RECEIPTS .  £ s. d. £ s. d.
-1st January-
To Balance forward  ... ... ... ... ...  86 5 10
Deposits on Contracts ... ... ... ... ... 7 9 6
General Rates  Received-
Subdivision  No. 1 ... ... ... ... 6 11 7
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 4 4 2
Subdivision  No. 3 ... ... ... .. 5 4 6
5,167 11 0
.28,767 6 0
... 5,615 0 0
... 24 19 3
... 54 8 9
1,000 0 0
220 3 0
1,913 16 161 1 1
1,852 15 0
Receipt of Half-cost of Mail ... ... ... . ... 1 1 0
Miscellaneous Receipts... ... .. ... ... 3 0 0
Endowment on Rates-Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 43 16 5
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 57 5 9
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 47 16 6
30th June-
To Debit  Balance
4
By Contingencies-
Allowance and Audit
Advertising, Printing,
Expenses ...
Deposits Refunded ...
Salary ... ..
Interest  on Overdraft...
„ Works and  Repairs-Subdivision N . 1 ...
Subdivision No. 2 ...
Subdivision No. 3 ...
12 2 0
25 S 3
4 13 6
51 5 0
0 7 0
£8,767 6 0
16 0 3
148 18 8
49 13 9
£312 9 0
93 15 9
41 16 9
... 108 16 0
68 0 6
218 13 3
£312 9 0
No Rate struck during  Half-year.
JAMES  HOGAN, Clerk. F. C. KINGSTON,  Chairman.
We, the  undersigned , hereby certify that  we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Mutdapilly  Divisional
Board, and that the  foregoing Statement corresponds therewith.
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BERNARD SLOANE, )Auditors.PATK. J. HOWE,
23s. 6d.
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DIVISION OF HANN.
ABSTRACT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
DIVISION OF HANN  from  1st January to 30th June, 1897.
1897 .  RECEIPTS.
1st January -  £  s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance  from last Year--
General Account ... ... ... 99 4 7
Maytown to Laura Road Account... ... 142 6 10
Coen to Port  Stewart  Road Account ... 100 0 0
Subdivision No. 1-
General Rates  ... ... ...
Government Endowment ...
Subdivision No. 2-
341 11
731  [2ND OCTOBER, 1897.
DIVISION OF TAROOM.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
DIVISIONAL BOARD OF TAROOM from 1st January to 30th June,
1897; prepared  and published in terms of Clause 233 of  "The Divisional
Boards Act  of 1887."
1897.
1st January-  £  s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance at Bank.. ... ... ... ... ... 278 12 5
„ Cash  on hand  ... ... ... ... ...  0 11 6
5 30th June-
To Government Endowment Received-
No.  1 ... ... ... . ... ... ... 32 0 3
No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... 13 16 8
No. 3 ... ... ... ... ... ... 34 14 4
Rates Received-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 6 0 1
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 29 18 0
... 19 11 0
... 54 6 5
- 73 17 5
General Rates  ... ... ... ... ... 27 17 0
Government Endowment  ... ... ...  21 12 9
„  Miscellaneous Receipts...
30th June- EXPENDITURE.
By Contingencies  ... ... ... ...
Works and Re airs-
49 9 9
2 6 0
£467 4 7
121 17 9
Subdivision No. 1 48 15 6
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 86 10 4
- 135 5 10
„ Balance to next Half-year-
General Account ... ... ... ...  69 4 8
Maytown to Laura Road Account... ... 106 16 4
Coen to Port Stewart Road Account ... 34 0 0
210 1 0
£467 4 7
1897.  BALANCE- SHEET, 30TH JUNE, 1897.
30th June-  £ s. d.
Bank of New South Wales  ... ... ... ... ...  210 1 0
Divisional Board Hall  ... ... ... ... ... ...  383 15 8
Office Furniture  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  63 9 0
Ida Pump  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  5 •4 3
Subdivision No. 1-
Ferry Boat and Plant  ... ... ... ... ... 43 17 9
Dunbar Boat ... ... ... 5 18 6
Subdivision  No.  2-Ferry Boat and Plant  ... ... ...  46 8 8
£758 14 10
30th June- -
Government Grant-
Maytown to Laura Excepted Road ... ... ... 106 16 4
Coen to Port Stewart Excepted Road  ... ... ...  34 0 0
Capital Account ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 617 18 6
£758 14 10
ISAAC J. BROWN, Clerk. ALFRED DIMES, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of
Hann , and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Maytown , 24th July, 1897.
GEO. DENMAN,
} Auditors.HENRY EDMONDSON,
2208 30s.
DIVISION OF ADAVALE.TATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
 0 DIVISIONAL BOARD OF ADAVALE from 1st January  to 30th June,
1897.
•1897.  RECEIPTS.
1st January-
To Balance to Credit with Q. N. Bank at
s. d. £ s. d.
. Charleville  ... ... ... ... ... ...  978 15 2
30th Juno-
To Government Endowment  ... ... ... ...  176 3 9
„ General Rates  ... ... ... ... ... ...  9 16 3
Watering Fees  ... ... ... ... ... ... 11 18 7
Commonage Fees  ... ... ... ... ...  5 5 6
ASSETS.
£1,181 19 3
30th June-
By Contingencies-
Salaries - Clerk and Herdsman  ... ... 115 0 0
Insurance  ... ... ... ... ... 10 10 0
Advertising, Printing, and General
Expenses ... ... ... ... ... 12 5 0
Legal Expenses ... ... ... ... 2 14 10
Petty Cash and Exchange ... ... ... 6 7 6
„ Plant ... ... ... ...
„ Divisional Board Hall ... ...
Works  and Repairs-
Range Tank .. ... ... ... ... 15 10 0
Horse-collar Tank ... ... ... ... 5 0 0
Charleville-Tompine Road... ... ...  2 0 0
Adavale  Crossings  ... ... ... ... 2 14 0
„ Balance to Credit with Q. N. Bank at
Charleville ... ...
146 17 4
2 1 fi
11 19 11
25 4 0
995 16 6
£1,181 19 3
D. MACNEILL, Clerk. A. H. PEGLER, Chairman.
Adavale, 6th July, 1897.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of
Adavale, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Adavale, 4th September, 1897.
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W. A. COLLIE,
}Auditors.P. W. PEGLER,
22s. 6d.
„ Rent Received for Divisional Hall ...
30th June-
REOEIPTS.
EXPENDITURE.
80 11 3
35 18 1
10 10 0
£406 3 3
By General Expenses  ... ... ... ... ...  17 15 0
„ Petty Cash ... ... .. ... .. ...  6 0 0
„ Tools Account .... ... ... ... ...  3 18 6
„ Salaries  ... .. ... ... ... ... ...  36 10 3
Exchange Account ... ... ... ... ...  0 1 8
„ Subdivision No. 1-
Palm-tree Creek Road  ... ... ... 13 0 4
Gwambegwine Road ... ... ... ...  2 0 0
Taroom Reserve (Half Cost) ... ...
Bridge and Ferry (Half Cost) ... ...
New Bridge { Half Cost) ... ... ...
Side Plain  Road ... ... ... ...
5 12 0
2 13 0
0 7 6
2 10 0
„ Subdivision No. 3-
Juandah Road ... ... ... ... ...  66 5
Rochedale Road ... ... ... ...  1 3
Carrabah Road ... ... ... ...  8 2
Cockatoo Road  ... ... ... ... ... 5 0
Hutton -street Culvert  ... ... ...  10 3
Taroom Reserve  (Half Cost ) ... ...  5 12
Divisional Hall ... ... ... ... 4 15
Taroom Bridge and Ferry (Half Cost) ... 2 13
Taroom Streets  ... ... ... ...  0 18
New Bridge  (Half Cost ) ... ... ...  0 7
Cockatoo-Bungaban Road ... ... ...  2 0
Lilyvale Road ... ... ... ... ... 12 12
Bungaban Road  ... ... ... ...  1 10
26 2 10
121 3 7
„ Interest on Loan ... ... ... ... ... 10 10 0
„ Redemption of Loan  .. ... ... ... ...  10 13 8
„ Balance at  Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... 172 7 9
„ Cash  on hand  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1 0 0
£406 3 3
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
Government Loan ...
Capital Account ...
Office Furniture ...
Divisional Board Hall ...
Boat Account ...
Balance at  Q. N. Bank ...
Cash  on hand ... ...
LIABILITIES.  £ s. d.
... ... ... ... ... 202 12 8
ASSETS.
... 429 17 8
.463210 4
... 8 11 0
... 400 11 7
... 50 0 0
... 172 7 9
... 1 0 0
£632 10 4
M. RYAN, Clerk. ALFRED E. DEVINE, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that  we have this day examined
all Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the  Divisional Board of
Taroom ,  and that the above Statement  corresponds therewith.
2161
GEO. B. RIGBY, AuditorE.PATRICK MEAGHER, }
38s. 6d.
DIVISION OF BAUHINIA.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE from1st January to 30th June, 1897.
Union Bank of Australia, Fixed Deposit 200 0 0
Bank of N. S. Wales, Current Account ... 445 7 8
1897.
1st January-
To Balance-
RECEIPTS.
£ ,. d. £ a. d.
57 12 1
64 16 1
98 4 2
645 7 8
30th June-
To Interest on L.D.
Rates Received-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 14 8 5
Subd i vision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 11 6 3
„ Endowment Account-
Subdivision No. 1
Subdivision No. 2
Subdivision No. 3
„ Rent of Paddock
Agietment Account ... ...
„ Timber Sold ... ...
Refund, Cost of Removing Cow
7 0 0
25 14 8
220 12 4
3 0 0
1 19 0
01210
0 10 0
£904 16 6
113
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30th June-
By Works and Re
EXPENDITURE.
Subdivision  1;Yo. 1- £ s.  d. £ s. d.
Springsure to Emerald  Road ... ... 28 1 11
Springsure to Tambo Road  ...  25 4 3
Springsure  to Arcturus Downs Road ... 7 15 0
Town of Springsure . ... 5 7 2
Fernlees to  Cullin- la-ringo  Road ... 11 18 11
Charles and Boundary Street  Bridges ... 3 1 7
Cullin -la-ringo  to St .  Helen 's Road  ...  20 2 0
Subdivision No. 2-VandykeCreek ... ... ... ... 40 18 10
Springsure to Tambo Road  ... ...  8 8 4
Subdivision No. 3-
Springsure to Rolleston  Road ... ... 0 10 0
Orion Downs Road ... ... ... 20 8 5
Rolleston Boat  ... ... ... ... 15 19 1
By Contingencies-
Repairs to Paddock  ... ... ... ...  9 2 6
Divisional Hall ... ... ... .. 9 9 3
Plant Account... 7 8 0
Tools and Harness  ... ... ... ... 4 16 4
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... ... 75 0 0
General Ex penses  ... ... ... ... 27 14 11
Chairman ... ... ... ... 12 10 0
Printing and Advertising ... ...
... 6 16 6
„  BalanceFixed Deposit .. ... ... ... ... 200 0 0
Current Account  ... ... ... ...  364 3 6
d.
[2ND OCTOBER, 18970
DIVISION OF HIGHFIELDS.HALF-YEARLY BSTRACT OF ACCOUNTS of the HIGH-
FIELDS DIVISIONAL BOARD from the 1st January to the 30th
June, 1897.
1897.
1st January- -  £  s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance to Credit with Union Bank ... ...  666 4 3
„ Government Endowment-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 124 2 9
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 134 11 2
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 89 7 9
Miscellaneous Receipts
Rates Received-
Subdivision No. 1 ...
Subdivision No. 2 ...
Subdivision No. 3 ...
348 1 8
5 2 6
51 10 7
43 14 4
29 14 7
124 19 6
30th June-
By Salaries  ... ... ... ... ...
„ General  Expenses  ... ... ...
Petty Cash  and Postage  ... ... ... ...
„ Furniture  ... ... ... ... ...
Miscellaneous Expenses ... ... ...
Advertising and Printing ... ... ... ...
Road Surveys ... ... ... ... ...
„ Works and Repairs-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 117 18
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 115 11
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 161 1
6
564 3 6
£904 16 6
We, the duly appointed Auditors, do hereby certify that we have
examined  the Books and Vouchers of the Bauhinia Divisional Board,
and that  this Statement  corresponds therewith.
JOSEPH FISHER, 1Auditors.Springsure, 6th August, 1897. JOSEPH L. DENNE, j
GEO. ALCHIN, Clerk. ALEX. McLAUGHLIN,  Chairman.
Springsure , 8th September, 1897.
2181 34s. 6d.
DIVISION OF NANANGO.TATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE from 1st
January to 30th June, 1897.
1897.  RECEIPTs.
1st January-
To Balance with the Bank of Australasia at
Brisbane ... ...
30th June-
To General Rates-
d.
Subdivision  No. 1 ... ... ... ... 0 13 9
Subdivision  No. 2 ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Endowment-Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 100 0 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 68 7 2
Divisional . Board Hall
„ Other Receipts ... ...
30th June-
By Contingencies-
EXPENDITURE.
Salary, . Clerk ... .. ... ...  62 10 0
Advertising ,  Stationery , &c. ... ... 9 It 6
Other Expenditure ... ... ... ... 9 19 0
Deposits  ... ... ... ... ...
Divisional Board Hall
E. J. Persson ,  Deposit in Savings Bank ...
Works and Repairs-
Subdivision No. 1-
Jondaryan Road  ... ... ... ...
Taabinga Road ...Kingaroy Road ... ...
Blackbutt Road  ... ... ... ...
Thorpe's Road ... ... ...
Anderson's Road ...
Barambah  Road ... ... ...
Ipswich Road ... ... ... ...
Coolabunia and Booie Road ... ...
Village and Booie Road ... ... ...
Town Work ... ...
f,
101 10 10
49 7 2
36 17 6
152 17
£ s. d.
93 14 4
1 3 9
168 7 2
7 10 0
5 6 6
£276 1 9
82 0 6
213 0
4 9 9
... 13 16 6
0 5 0
33 6 6
9 10 0
5 1 0
0 5 0
0 3 0
3 7 6
22 3 11
0 4 0
0 4 6
5 4 2
Subdivision No. 3-
Mount Stanley Road ... ... ... 0 6 0
Cressilly Road ... ... ... ... 3 6 0
Barambah Road  ... ... ... ... 3 7 6
Ipswich Road  ... ... ... ..,  22 3 10
Coolabunia and Booie Roads ... 0 4 0
Village and Booie Road ... 0 4 6
Town  Work ... ... ... ... 5 4 1
91Balance with the Bank of Australasia at
Brisbane  ,., ... ,,, ,,,
79 14 7
34 15 11
58 11 6
£276 1 9
JNo. DARLEY, Clerk. HUGH MOORE, Chairman.
We, the undersigned hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Accounts and Vouchers  kept by  the Divisional Board of
Nanango ,  and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
WILLIAM SELBY,
ROBERT H . PAULOVICH, }Auditors.
Nanan o, 19th  August, 1897.
Allowed by the  Board, 27th August, 1897.
2162 32s.
,,  Balance  to Credit with Union Bank, Too-
£1,144 7 11
75 0 0
21 12 3
24 19 6
2 17 6
34 3 5
17 17 3
20 11 0
6
6
6
394 11 6
woomba ... ... ... ... ... ... 552 15 6
£1,144 7 11
J. C. BLACK, Clerk. D. MUNRO, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers of the Highfields Divisional Board, and
that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Board's  Office,  Cabarlah,
23rd July, 1897.
2171
JOHN - MUNRO, 1Auditors.GEORGE SAY, 1
22s. 6d.
NOTICE.
A
T a Special Court of Petty  Sessions  held at Rockhampton on the
17th instant, JOHN LONERGAN was appointed Poundkeeper at
North Rockhampton for six months.
WALDRON BURROW ES, Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House, Rockhampton, 24th September, 1897.
NOTICE.
A T a Special Court of Petty Sessions  for the District of Townsville,held on the fourth day of August, A.D. 1897,  FREDERICK
CRUCKSHANK was reappointed Poundkeeper for the ensuing twelve
months.
W. HANDLEY DEAN, Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House, Townsville, 20th September, 1897.
NOTICE.AT a Special Court of Petty Sessions held at Kilkivan on the 29th
September ,  1897, GsoRaE KNIGHT was appointed Poundkeeper
for the ensuing twelve months ,  as from the 1st October, 1897.
By Order of the Bench,
JNO. M.' BROWN, Acting  Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House, Kilkivan, 29th  September, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  George Haughton,
at present of Edward street, Brisbane, in the colony of Queens-
land, station owner, by himself, the said George Haughton.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,  it is  ordered that the
said George Haughton be and  lie is  hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his  Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said George Haughton, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Seventh
day of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the  forenoon . And it is
further ordered that the said George Haughton  shall, on  the Fifth
day of October, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-fourth day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
WILLM. BELL,  Registrar.
CROrcn AND DARVALL, Solicitors for Insolvent,
13s. Queen  street , Brisbane.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd  pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Philip  John Hardy,
of Ba ro lin, near Bundaberg , in the colony  of Queensland,
labourer ,  by himself.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
V the said  Philip John  Hardy be and  he  is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma  pauperis ,  and that James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further  ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Philip John Hardy,
for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court on the Fourteenth day of October , 1897,  at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Philip
John Hardy shall ,  on the  Twelfth day of October,  1897 ,  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of  the Court this twenty- ninth day of
September, 1897.
12s.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Carl Kunde, of
Mount Beppo, in the colony of Queensland, farmer, by the said
Carl ICunde.
TTPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
J the said Carl Kunde be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formal pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Carl Kunde, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Fourteenth day of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Carl Kunde shall, on the
Twelfth day of October, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-ninth day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
129. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE  COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  William Stuckey,
of Watawa,  near Bundaberg , in the colony of Queensland,
farmer, by himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,  it is  ordered that the
said William Stuckey be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in  forma pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said William Stuckey, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Fourteenth day of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said William Stuckey
shall, on the Twelfth day of October, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the navies
and residences , so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-seventh day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
HAMILTON AND PAYNE, Solicitors  for the  Insolvent ,  Bundaberg.
Town Agents - BERNAYS AND OSBORNE,
13s. 6d .  Solicitors ,  150 Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In fornui pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against George William
Cooper, of Spring Hill, Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland,
bookkeeper, by the said George William Cooper.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said George William Cooper be and lie is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in formal pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said George William
Cooper, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court on the Fourteenth day of October, 1897, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said George William Cooper shall, on the Twelfth day of October,
1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-seventh day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
ALFRED DOWN, Solicitor for the  Insolvent,
13s. Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Mary Rudkins, of
Elizabeth street, Paddington, in the colony of Queensland,
married woman having separate estate, by the said Mary  Rudkins.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Mary Rudkins be and she is hereby adjudged
insolvent,  in forma pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of her Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Mary Rudkins,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court on the Fourteenth day of October, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
Mary Rudkins shall, on the Twelfth day of October, 1897, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of her debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so far as known, of her
creditors, and of the causes of her inability to meet her engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-ninth day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
12s. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against Thomas  Fellowes, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the said
Thomas Fellowes.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Thomas Fellowes be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent
in forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Thomas Fellowes, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court, Principal Registry, Townsville, on the Eighth day of
October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Thomas Fellowes shall, on the Seventh day of
October, 1897, at Townsville aforesaid, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as  known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-second day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
W. F. R. BOYCE, Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters  Towers.
Town Agents-UNMACx, FOX, AND HOBBS, Townsville.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Informal pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against Francis Charles
Smith, of Charters  Towers , in the colony of Queensland, labourer,
by the said Francis Charles Smith.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Francis Charles Smith be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George  Fraser , Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Francis  Charles
Smith, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court, Principal Registry, Townsville, on the Eighth
day of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said Francis Charles Smith shall, on the
Seventh day of October, 1897, at Townsville aforesaid, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-second day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
W. F. R. BOYCE, Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
Town Agents-UNMACK, Fos, AND HOBBS, Townsville.
13s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.Informd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against William Henry
Budge, of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, labourer,
by the said William Henry Budge.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said William Henry Budge be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Insolvent,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court on the Fifth day of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Insolvent
shall, on the Fourth day of October, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and  residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the
causes  of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this fifteenth day of September,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor, Flinders street, Townsville.
Agent for F. MILFORD,
13s. 6d. Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against William McMurray,
of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the
said William McMurray.
1 PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that theV said William McMurray be and  lie is  hereby adjudged insolvent
in formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George 'Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Insolvent,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court on the Fifth day of October, 1897, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Insolvent shall, on the Fourth day of October, 1897, at Towns-
ville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this fifteenth day of September,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
E. J. FORREST,  Solicitor,  Flinders street, Townsville.
Agent for F. MILFORD,
13s. 6d .  Solicitor for Insolvent , Charters  Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE  CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Patrick Gilligan,
of Ross River ,  Townsville , in the colony  of Queensland ,  labourer,
by the said Patrick Gil ligan.
U
PON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered  that the
said Patrick Gilligan be  and he is hereby  adjudged insolvent
in formd pauperis ,  and that  T homas George Fraser ,  Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered  that the
First General Meeting of  the creditors  of the said Patrick Gilligan,
for the election of a Trustee , be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court  on the Fifth  day of  October, 1897,  at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon .  And it is further ordered that  the said Patrick
Gilligan sha ll,  on the Fourth  day of October, 1897,  at Towns-
vi ll e, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities  of every kind,
and of the names and residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of  the Court 'this twenty-second day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
M. O'MALLRY, Solicitor  for Petitioner ,  Townsville.
12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against John Roy MeGallart,
of Charleston,  near  Georgetown, in the colony of Queensland,
engine-driver, by the said John Roy McGallan.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said John Roy McGallan be and lie is hereby adjudged
insolvent , and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said John Roy McGallan, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Eighth day of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said John Roy
McGallan shall, on the Seventh day of October, 1897, at Townsville,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-second day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
C. ROBINSON, Solicitor for Insolvent, Georgetown.
Town Agents-UNMACK, Fox, AND HOBBS, Townsville.
12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against John Ferguson
McDonald, of Townsville, in the colony of Queensland, labourer,
by the said John Ferguson McDonald.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said John Ferguson McDonald be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Insolvent, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on
the Seventh day of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the fore-
noon. And it is further ordered that the said Insolvent shall, on
the Sixth day of October, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of
his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-fourth day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor for Insolvent, Flinders street, Townsville.
12s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forinir pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of Carlo Quaranta, of Ayr, in the colony of Queens-land, farmer, anInsolvent.
TOHN SCOTT MILLER, of Townsville, in the colony of Queens-land, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the property of
the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-first day of September, 1897.
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
ROBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
2188 Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
9s. 6d.
In the Matter of Domenico Scarsi, of  Ayr, in the  colony of
Queensland ,  farmer, an Insolvent.
JOHN SCOTT  MILLER ,  of Townsville ,  in the colony of Queens-
land ,  accountant ,  has been appointed Trustee of the property of
the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to
the Insolvent must be paid to the  T rustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this  twenty- first day of September, 1897.
T. G. FRASER ,  Registrar.
ROBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
Solicitors-for the Trustee,
2187 Townsville. 9s. Gd.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of Bartolomeo .Catalagnio, of Ayr, in the colony of
Queensland, farmer, an Insolvent.
TOHN SCOTT MILLER, of Townsville, in the colony of Queens-land, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the property of
the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
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Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-first day of September, 1897.
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
ROBERTS,  LEU, AND BARNETT,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
2189 Townsville. 9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland , Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the  Matter  of Vincenzo Spelta, of Ayr, in the colony of Queens-
land, farmer , an Insolvent, in  forma pauperis.
J OHN SCOTT MILLER, of Townsville, accountant, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver  them  to the Trustee ,  and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid  to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved  their debts  must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this  twenty-first day of September, 1897.
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
G. C. SELWYN SMITH,
Solicitor for the Trustee, Townsville.
2173 88.64.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Patrick Guckin, of Mount  Morgan , in the colony of
Queensland , the only member  (suijuris) of the firm of Mitchell
and Guckin, carrying on business at Mount Morgan aforesaid,
under the style or firm of " Mitchell & Guckin," grocers.CHARLES BRIGGS, of Mount Morgan, auctioneer, hasbeenappointed Trustee under this Liquidation by Arrangement.
All persons having in their  possession  any of the effects of the
Liquidating Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts
due to the Liquidating Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs  of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-third  day  of September, 1897.
J. L. BLOOD -SMYTH ,  Registrar.
W. H. MISKIN,  Denham street, Rockhampton,
2160 Solicitor  for the Trustee. 9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
(THE CHIEF JUSTICE in Chambers.)
In the Matter of William Houghton, of Mount Morgan, tobacconist,
an Insolvent.
J
OSEPH KENNA, of Rockhampton, accountant, has been appointed
Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them to the Trustee ,  and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of  debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-second day of September, 1897.
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,  Registrar.
W. H. MISKIN, Denham street, Rockhampton,
2159 Solicitor for the Trustee. 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Frederick Schultz, formerly of Charters Towers and
Toowoomba, in the colony of Queensland, but now of Hughenden,
watchmaker and jeweller, an Insolvent.
ON the twenty-second day of September, 1897, a Certificate of
Discharge was granted to Frederick Schultz, formerly of
Charters Towers and Toowoomba, in the colony of Queensland, but
now of Hughenden, watchmaker and jeweller, who was adjudicated
insolvent on the twenty-first day of February, 1894.
Dated this twenty-third day of September, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
2177 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Peter Abraham Abrahamsen, of Tambo, in the
colony of Queensland, wheelwright, an Insolvent.
ON the third day of September, 1897, a Certificate of Discharge
was granted to Peter Abraham Abrabamsen, of Tambo, in the
colony of Queensland, wheelwright, formerly publican, who was
adjudicated insolvent on the seventeenth day of December, 1884.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
2185 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by Thomas Hamilton
Murray, of Rockhampton, in the colony of Queensland , grazier.NOTICE ishereby given, that a First General Meeting of theCreditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to be
held at the Office of Louis Edward Hobler, solicitor, Fitzroy Chambers,
Denham street, Rockhampton, on the" Twelfth day of October, 1897,
at Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this twenty-second day of September, 1897.
2155
LOUIS E. HOBLER,
Fitzroy Chambers, Denham street, Rockhampton,
Attorney for the said Thomas Hamilton Murray.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Summers, aerated water manufacturer, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland ,  in Liquidation.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend ,  at the rate of 3s .  11d. in the £, upon
all duly proved and admitted claims in the above Estate, has
been declared ,  and the same is now payable at my Office ,  Creek and
Adelaide streets, Brisbane.
Brisbane, 1st October, 1897.
TH. UNMACK , Trustee.
2186  58.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend to  declare a First and Final
Dividend in the  insolvent estate  of the  Eungella Butchering
Company, of  Mirani.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts  must do so on or
before the Thirtieth day of September, or they will be excluded.
E. R. N. MAcCARTHY,  Trustee,
River street,  Mackay.
Mackay, 21st  September, 1897.
2158 4s.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Lands and Goods of John Ormsby Wilkins (also called and
known as Ormsby John Wilkins), late of Woolloongabba, Bris-
bane, in the colony of Queensland,  assistant manager,  deceased,
intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Queensland
Trustees, Limited, of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland,
the Administrators in the abovenamed Estate, from the twenty-
sixth day of September, 1895, to the twentieth day of September,
1897 , was, on  the twenty-fifth day of September, 1897, filed in
my Office, duly verified by Peter Arthur Blundell, the  manager of
the said Queensland Trustees, Limited. All parties  claiming to be
interested in the said Estate are at liberty to inspect the said Account,
at my Office in the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before
FRIDAY, the Fifth day of November next, and, if they think fit, to
object thereto. Notice is also given, that whether any objection is taken
to the said Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to
examine and  inquire into the said Account. Notice is further given,
that any person who may desire to object to the said Account, or any
item or items  therein, or the allowance to the said Administrators
of a commission  thereon, must before that day file in my Office a
memorandum to that effect.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-eighth day of September, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
W. H. WILSON  AND HEMMING,
Selborne Chambers, Adelaide street,  Brisbane,
2193 Solicitors for Queensland Trustees, Limited. 14s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Will and Codicil of James William Lannam (in the said Will
and Codicil called James Lannam), late of Roma, in the colony
of Queensland, butcher, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Frederick Bourne
and Herbert Octavius Calling, the Executors in the abovenamed
Estate, from the tenth day of December, 1895, to the twenty-seventh
day of September, 1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly
verified by the said Frederick Bourne and Herbert Octavius Catling.
All parties claiming to be interested in the said Estate are at liberty
to inspect the said Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, on or before the Tenth day of November next, and, if they
think fit, to object thereto. Notice is  also  given, that whether any objec-
tion is taken to the said Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid
day, proceed to examine and inquire into the said Account. Notice is
further given, that any person who may desire to object to the said
Account, or any item or items therein, or the allowance to the
Executors  of a commission  thereon, must before that day file in my
Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of September, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
R. H. DYBALL,
Solicitor for the Executors, Roma.
Town Agents-
MORRIS AND FLETCHER,
2198 Solicitors ,  Brisbane . 13s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will and Codicil of William Franklin Whitney, late of
Coombing Park, near Carcoar, in the colony of New South
Wales, grazier, deceased.
N 
OTIC is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Ancillary Probate of the
Will and Codicil of the abovenamed William Franklin Whitney,
deceased, may be granted to Arthur Leeds, of Cunnamulla, in the
colony of Queensland, st' tion manager, one of the Executors named
in the said Will and Codicil, leave being reserved by the said grant
for Isabella Whitney, the Executrix, and William Kelty, the other
Executor named in the said Will.and Codicil, to come in and prove
the said Will and Codicil in this Honourable Court at any time here-
after. Any person interested who desires to object to the application,
or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time
before the grant is made.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-eighth day of September, A.D. 1897.
2202
THYNNE AND MACARTNEY,
Australian Mutual Provident Chambers,
Edward stre et ,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said  Arthur Leeds.118.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of James Goleby, late of South Brisbane, in the colony
of Queensland, railway inspector, deceased.
N
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the above-
named James Goleby, deceased, may be granted to Mary Ann Goleby,
of Toowoomba, in the said colony, widow, the Executrix named in the
said Will (Donald Sidney Thistlethwayte, the Executor named and in
the said Will called Donald Thistlewhite, having renounced Probate
thereof). Any person interested who desires to object to the appli-
cation, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any
time before the grant is made.
Dated this thirtieth day of September, 1897.
2178
GEORGE VALENTINE HELLICAR,
Solicitor for the said Mary  Ann Goleby,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will of James MacNamara (erroneously described as James
McNamara), late of Samarai, British New Guinea, miner,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that,  after  the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to  this Honourable, Court that Administration of the personal
estate  of the said  James MacNamara ,  with his Will, may be granted
to William MacNamara , of Townsville, in the colony of Queensland,
labourer , one of the Legatees named and mentioned in the said Will.
Any person  interested  who desires to object to the application, or to be
heard upon  it, may file a  caveat in the Registry at any time before the
grant is made.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of September, A.D. 1897.
BARNETT AND PATCHING,
Solicitors for the  said  William MacNamara,
Charlotte street, Cooktown.
Town Agents-ROBERTs, LEU, AND BARNETT,
2190 Denham street, Townsville. 98.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Ann Parker,  late of East Brisbane , in the colony of
Queensland, widow, deceased.INOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Ann Parker, deceased, may be granted to Stephen
Eugarde,  of East Brisbane aforesaid, ironworker, one of the Executors
named  in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this thirtieth day of September, A.D. 1897.
2182
MICHAEL PATRICK HALLEY,
Solicitor for the said Stephen Eugarde,
26 Queen street, Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court  of Queensland.
In the  G oods of Frederick  Slawson, late of Brisbane ,  in the colony
of Queensland ,  boatbuilder ,  deceased ,  intestate.
OTICE is hereby  given , that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this  Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed Frederick  Slawson,  deceased, who died intestate, may
be granted to David Slawson ,  of Brisbane  aforesaid ,  father of the
said deceased.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of September, A.D. 1897.
2170
GRAHAME I. DICKSON,
Solicitor for the said David Slawson,
219 Queen street, Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Robert Ernest Davey, late of Thomby Station, in the
colony of Queensland, grazier, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal
estate of the said Robert Ernest Davey, with his Will, may be granted
to Mary Ann Davey, of Thomby Station, in the colony aforesaid,
the widow of the said deceased, and Legatee and Devisee under the
said Will. Any person who desires to object to the application, or to
be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before
the grant is made.
Dated this first day of October, 1897.
J. P. FORDE,
78 Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitor for the said Mary Ann Davey.
2201 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Knud Lauritsen Aaroe, late of Bundaberg, in the
colony of Queensland, selector, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court-that Administration of the personal
estate of the said Knud Lauritsen Aaroe, with his Will, may be
granted to Queensland Trustees, Limited, the lawfully constituted
guardians of the infant children of the said deceased, the Executor
named in the said Will being dead. Any person interested who
desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a
caveat in the Registry at any time before the  grant is made.
Dated this thirtieth day of September, 1897.
HAMILTON AND PAYNE,
Solicitors for Queensland Trustees, Limited, Bundaberg.
Town Agents-BEuNAYs AND OsBoRNE, Solicitors,
2191 150 Queen street, Brisbane. 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Charles Edward McCollim (also called and
known as Edward McCollim), late of Brisbane, in the colbny of
Queensland, civil servant, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed Charles Edward McCollim (also called and
khown as Edward McCollim), deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Robert Joseph Aloysius McCollim, of Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, mercantile clerk, a natural and lawful brother
of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this first day of October, A.D. 1897.
W. IT. WILSON AND HEMMING,
2192
Selborne Chambers, Adelaide street,  Brisbane,
Solicitors  for the  said Robert  Joseph Aloysius  McCollim.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of William  Slawson  (otherwise  known as
William James  Slawson ), late of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland,  restaurant  proprietor, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the  expiration  of fourteen days
from the publication hereof, applicat ion will be made to this
Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal estate
of the abovenamed William Slawson (otherwise known  as William
James Slawson), deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Emily Slawson, of Brisbane aforesaid, widow of the deceased.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of September, A.D. 1897.
2169
GRAHAME I. DICKSON,
Solicitor  for the  said  Emily Slawson,
219 Queen  street,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re EDWARD HUNAN, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the  " Trustees  and Incapacitated  Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons having any claims
or demands  upon or against  the Estate of Edward Heenan, late of
Laidley, in the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased, who died on
the fifth day of December, 1b96, and Probate cf whose Will was, on
the twelfth day of January, 1897, granted by the Supreme Court of
Queensland to James Heenan, of Laidley aforesaid, farmer, and George
Wyman, of the  same place , storekeeper, are hereby required to send
in particulars , in writingf of their debts or claims to the said  Executors,
at the Office of the undersigned, their solicitor , on or  before MONDAY,
the Eighth day of November, 1897. And notice is hereby  also given,
that after that day the said Executors will proceed to distribute the
assets of  the said deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto,  having
regard only to the claims of which they shall then have had notice,
and that they will not be liable, for the  assets  or any part thereof so
distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim they shall not then
have had notice.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of September, 1897.
CHARLES WALTER HOOVER,
Town Agents-
MORRIS AND FLETCHER,
2199 Solicitors, Brisbane,
Solicitor , Laidley.
12s. Gd.
No,  75. VoL. L$VIII.] 73' 2ND OCTOBER, 1897.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  JOHN SHAW MURDOCH,  deceased.
P
URSUANT to the  "Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons having any claims
or demands  upon or  against the  Estate of John Shaw Murdoch, late
of Withcott, near Toowoomba, in the colony of Queensland, painter
and farmer , deceased, who died on the thirteenth day of July, 1896,
and Probate of whose Will was, on the eleventh day of September,
1896,  granted  to Annie Murdoch, the  sole Executrix  named in the
said  Will, are hereby required  to send in particulars  of their debts or
claims to the said Executrix , at the Office of  M essieurs  Winter and
MCNab, her  solicitors , on or before SATURDAY, the Sixth day of
November, 1897. And notice is also hereby given, that after that day
the said  Executrix will proceed to distribute  the assets  of the said
deceased  amongst the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to
the claims  of which she shall then have had notice, and that she will
not be  liable, for  the assets  or any part thereof so distributed, to any
person  of whcse debt or claim she shall not then have had notice.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of September, 1897.
2194
WINTER AND McNAB,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Executrix.
12s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be ANNA DAVENPORT, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the  "Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act  of 1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons
having any  claims  or demands upon or against, or claiming any
interest  in, the Estate of Anna, Davenport, late of Bundaberg, in the
colony of Queensland, widow, deceased, who died at Bundaberg afore-
said on  the twenty-fourth day of February, 1897, Probate of whose
Will was granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland on the se.:ond
day of April, 1897, to Reinke Grotherr, of Bundaberg aforesaid,
farmer, are hereby required to send in, in writing, particulars of
their debts or claims to Chas. Powers and H. N. Thorburn, solicitors
for the said Executor, Bundaberg, on or before the Sixth day of
November, 1897. And notice is hereby also given, that after that
day the said Executor will distribute the said Estate of the said
deceased  amongst  the persons entitled thereto, having regard only to
the claims of which the said Executor shall then have had notice,
and that the said Executor will not be liable, for the assets or any
part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim
he shall not have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of September, 1897.
CHAS. POWERS AND H. N. THORBURN,
Solicitors for the said Executor,
By their Agent-
J. NICOL ROBINSON,
2183 Solicitor ,  Brisbane.
Bundaberg.
13s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.Be G FORGE DAVENPORT, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the  provisions  of the  "  Trustees  and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby  given,  that all persons
having  any claims  or demands upon  or against ,  or claiming  any interest
in, the Estate of George Davenport, late of Bundaberg, in the colony
of Queensland,  farmer, deceased , who died  at Bundaberg  aforesaid on
the eighth day of June, 1896,  intestate , of whose Estate (as far as the
same was  left unadministered by Anna Davenport, the lawful widow
of the  intestate  and Administratrix of his Estate, who died at Bunda-
berg aforesaid on the twenty-fourth day of February, 1897,  leaving
part  of the said Estate unadministered) Letters of Administration
were  granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland, on the thirtieth
'day of April, 1897, to Reinke Grotherr, of Bundaberg  aforesaid,
farmer , are hereby required 0 send in, in writing, particulars of their
debts or  claims to  Chas. Powers and H. N. Thorburn, solicitors for the
said  Administrator, Bundaberg, on or before the Sixth day of Novem-
ber, 1897. And notice is hereby also given, that after that day the
said Administrator will proceed to distribute the said Estate of the
said deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto, having regard only
to the claims of which the said Administrator shall then have had
notice, and that the said Administrator will not be liable, for the
assets cr  any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt
or claim the said Administrator shall not have had notice at the time
of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of September, 1897.
CHAS. POWERS AND H. N. THORBURN,
Solicitors for the Administrator, Bundaberg.
By their Agent-J. NICOL ROBINSON,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
2184 15s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be MICHAEL FLANAGAN, deceased, intestate.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act  of 1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claim or demand upon or against the
Estate of Michael Flanagan, late of Cairns, in the colony of Queens-
land, licensed victualler, deceased, who died at Cairns aforesaid on the
fourteenth day of April, 1890, intestate, and Letters of Administration
(de bonis non) of  whose estate were granted by the Supreme Court of
Queensland on the twenty-seventh day of September, 1897, to Queens-
land Trustees, Limited, whose principal place of business is situate
at Queen street, Brisbane, in the said colony, are hereby.required to
send  in, in  writing, the particulars of their claims and demands to the
said Queensland Trustees, Limited, addressed to the Office of the
undersigned, their solicitors, on or before the Thirtieth day of October,
1897. And notice is hereby also given, that at the expiration of the
last-mentioned date the said Queensland Trustees, Limited, will pro-
ceed to distribute the estate of the said deceased  amongst the parties
entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which they shall
then have had notice, and that they will not be liable,  for the assets
or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose  claim or
demand they shall not then have had notice.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of September, 1897.
2203
THYNNE AND MACARTNEY,
Solicitors for the said Queensland  Trustees , Limited,
A. M. P. Chambers,
Edward street, Brisbane.
14s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
JEREMIAH  SPILLANE, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the "  Trustees  and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby, given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Jeremiah Spillane, late of Mitchell, in the colony of Queens.
land, labourer, deceased, who died on or about the fourth day of
August., 1897, at Mitchell aforesaid, and Probate of whose Will was,
on the ninth day of September, 1897, duly granted by the  Supreme
Court of Queensland to Benjamin Thomas  Harris,  of Mitchell afore-
said,  grazier , the sole Executor thereof, are hereby required  to send in,
in writing, particulars of their debts or  claims  to the said Executor, at
the Office of the undersigned, his solicitor, on or before SATURDAY,
the Thirteenth day of November, 1897. And not ice is hereby  also given,
that after the expiration of the last-mentioned day the  said  Executor
will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased  among the
persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the  claims  of which the
said Executor shall then have had notice, and that the  said Executor
will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to
any person of whose debt or claim the said Executor shall not have
had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of September, 1897.
R. H. DYBALL,
Solicitor for the said.  Executor, Rows,
By his Agents-MORRIS AND FLETCHER, Solicitors, Brisbane.
2196 9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  " The Intestacy  Act of  1877,"  and in the Matter of
the Land of William Maynard, late of Eagle Farm ,  near Bris-
bane, in the colony of Queensland ,  deceased.
To the Heir -at-law  (unknown ) of William Maynard ,  deceased.
WHEREAS  information has been given to me, the Curator of
1' Y Intestate Estates, upon oath ,  that William Maynard, late of
Eagle Farm ,  near Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  carpenter,
deceased ,  who died at Brisbane ,  in the colony aforesaid ,  on the ninth
day of September ,  1856, left certain land within the said colony of
Queensland ,  and that, although twelve months have elapsed from the
death of the said William Maynard ,  you have not taken possession of
the said land ,  I do hereby require you, within sixty days of the
second publication hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  to
cause an appearance to be entered for you in the Supreme Court. of
Queensland to show cause why an order should not be made
authorising me to administer the said land as Curator of Intestate
Estates.
Given under my hand, at Brisbane, this ninth day of September,
A.D. 1897.
J. B. HALL, Curator of Intestate Estates.
2205 10s.
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 27th September, 1897.
WILLIAM THOMAS REID v. ANNIE  SPRINGER  (WIFE OF HENRY
SPRINGER).TAKE NOTICE, that a Writ of Fieri  Facias  has been  issued upona Judgment obtained by the Plaintiff in the above action, and
that all and every of the right, title, and interest, benefit, claim, and
demand whatsoever of the abovenamed Defendant, under the last
Will and Testament and Codicils of Alfred George Covey,  late of the
Albion,  near Brisbane , freeholder, deceased, and particularly in all
that piece of land, being subdivisions 6 and 7 of suburban portion 74,
parish of North Brisbane, containing 351 perches  more or less ,  will be
sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by Public Auction, at Lennon's
Hotel, George street, Brisbane, on SATURDAY, the Sixth day of
November next, at Twelve o'clock Noon, unless  this Execution is
previously satisfied.
WM. TOWNLEY,  Sheriff.
MACPHERSON AND FEEZ, Plaintiff' s Solicitors,
2197 Adelaide  street, Brisbane. 9s.•.
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1 NORTH COLUMBIA AND SMITHFIELD GOLD-MINING
COMPANY, LIMITED.
PASSED 24TH  AUGUST, 1897.
CONFIRMED 10TH SEPTEMBER, 1897.
A
T a Special General Meeting of 1 North Columbia and Smithfield
Gold-Mining Company, Limited, duly convened and held at the
Registered Office, Mary street, Gympie, on the twenty-fourth day of
August, 1897, the subjoined Special Resolutions were duly passed, and
at a subsequent Special General Meeting of the 1 North Columbia
and Smithfield Gold-Mining Company, Limited, also convened and
held at the  same place  on the tenth day of September, 1897, the
subjoined Special Resolutions were duly confirmed
Resolutions.
1. That the Company be wound-up voluntarily, and that
Thomas Henry Cullinan be and he is hereby appointed
Liquidator for the purpose of such winding-up.
2. That the said Liquidator be and he is hereby authorised to
consent  to the re gistration  of a new Company, to be named
the "1 North Columbia and Smithfield Gold-Mining Com-
pany, Limited," with a memorandum and articles of
association , which have already been prepared w=th the
privity and approval of the directors of this Company.
3. That the draft  agreement  submitted to this meeting, and
expressed to be made between this Company and its
Liquidator on the one part, and the 1 North Columbia
and Smithfield Gold-Mining Company, Limited, of the
other part, be and the same is hereby approved, and that
the said Liquidator be and he is hereby authorised to enter
into  an  agreement  with such new Company (when incor-
porated) in the terms of the said draft, and to carry the
same  into effect.
Dated at Gympie this thirteenth day of September, 1897.
T. H. CULLINAN, Chairman.
MAXEY AND MOODIE,  Secretaries.
Received in the Office of the Local Registrar, Gympie, this
fifteenth day of September, 1897.
JAMES BRACEWELL, Local Registrar.
2154 19s. 6d.
THE COOLGARDIE GOLDEN RUN GOLD-MINING COM-
PANY, NO LIABILITY.
A
T an Extraordinary General Meeting of the abovenamed Company,
duly convened and held at the Registered Office of the Company,
Norman  Chambers, Creek street, Brisbane, on the third' day of Septem-
ber, 1897, the following Special Resolution was duly passed, and at a
subsequent  Extraordinary General Meeting of the members of the said
Company, also duly convened and held at the same place on the
twenty-seventh day of September, 1897, the following  Resolution was
duly  confirmed ,  viz.:-
That the Company be wound-up voluntarily, under the provi-
sions  of  " The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896."
At such  last-mentioned meeting,  Francis Augustus Muller, of
Brisbane ,  accountant , was appointed Liquidator for the purposes of
the winding -up, at a remuneration  of twenty  guineas.
Dated  at Brisbane  this twenty-eighth day of September, 1897.
DAVID BENJAMIN, Chairman.
BERNAYS AND OSBORNE, Solicitors, Brisbane.
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In the Matter of The Gympie Gold Mines,;Limited.AT an Extraordinary General Meeting of the Members of -theabovenamed Company, duly convened and held at the Office of
the said Company, 206 Queen street, Brisbane, on the twenty-ninth day
of September, 1897, the following Extraordinary Resolution was duly
passed :-
That it has been proved to the satisfaction of this meeting that
the Company cannot, by reason of its liabilities, continue
its business, and that it is advisable to wind-up the same,
and accordingly that the Company be wound-up volun.
tarily, and James Simpson Todd be appointed as Liquidator
for the purposes of such winding-up.
Dated the thirtieth day of September, 1897.
LESLIE G. CORRIE, Chairman.
Witness-J. S. TODD, Secretary.
2204 7s.
NOTICE.
I
I
HE undersigned have acquired the business of a general merchant
and produce dealer formerly carried on by their late brother,
Patrick Lennon, deceased, at Cairns, and which business has since the
decease of their brother been conducted and managed by Mr. William
Lennon for and on behalf of his brother's estate.
All debts due and liabilities owing in respect of the business of
their late brother will be paid and discharged by them, and all moneys
due to the said business are payable to them alone.
The business will in future be carried on by the undersigned,
under the style or firm of " Wm. Lennon & Co.," and under the
management of Mr. William Lennon as heretofore.
Dated at Cairns this first day of September, 1897.
WILLIAM LENNON.
THOMAS LENNON.
Witness to  signatures-
G. WILTON LE VAUX, Solicitor, Cairns.
2195
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GOGANGO MARSUPIAL BOARD.
"THE MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1895."
IT is hereby notified, for the information of Owners of Stock
depasturing within the Gogango Marsupial District, that the
Board appointed under the above Act for the said District have fixed
an Assessment in respect of Cattle, Horses, and Sheep depasturing
within the District aforesaid, at the following rates, viz.:-
a. d.
For every 20 head of Cattle and Horses ... ...  0 6
For every 100 head of Sheep ... ... ... 0 6
The above Assessment must be paid on or before the First day of
December, 1897, to the Clerk of the Board at Rockhampton.
By Order,
A. S. TOMPSON, Clerk.
Denham street, Rockhampton, 25th September, 1897.
2172 7s. 9d.
DIVISION OF PINE.
SUBDIVISION No. 3.
NOTICE  UNDER  "THE VALUATION AND RATING ACT OF 1890."
To Mr. ALEXANDER FOSTER, Sydney, New South Wales, or other
Person or  Persons  interested.
1\T
OTICE is hereby given, that the sum of £6 19s. 7d. is now due
and unpaid to the Board of the Division of Pine for Rates in
respect of portions 168, 169, and 171, situated in the parish of
Warner, in the Pine Division.
Payment of the said sum is hereby demanded.
If the said sum is not paid within three months from the date
of this notice, the Board of the Division of Pine will take  possession
of and lease the said land, under the provisions of  "The Valuation
and Rating  Act of  1890."
By Order,
COPELAND SPODE,  Divisional Clerk,
Pine Division.
Pine Divisional Board's Office,
Strathpine, 24th September, 1897.
2166 10s.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane 27th December, 1893.THE following Botanical Works, by F. Manson Bailey, F.L.S.,Colonial Botanist, may be obtained at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane:-
1. The Synopsis of the Queensland Flora ; 900 pp., demy 8vo,
half-bound. Price, 21s.; posted, 22s.
2. First Supplement to ditto, in boards; 100 pp. and 4 plates.
Price, 3s. ; posted, 3s. 2d.
3. Second Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 153 pp. Price, 3s.;
posted, 3s. 3d.
4. Third Supplement to ditto, in boards; 135 pp. and 21 plates.
Price, 3s. 6d.; posted, 3s. 9d.
5. Catalogue of the Indigenous and Naturalised Plants of
Queensland, with Index of vernacular names and their
botanical equivalents. Price, in cloth, Is. 3d.; posted, 1s. 5d.
In paper, is.; posted, is. 2d.
6. Plants Poisonous and Injurious to S ,)ck. (Bailey and Gordon.)
Containing a brief description, v ith plates, of Queensland
plants suspected of having a poisonous effect upon stock.
Price, 4s.; posted, 4s. 5d.
7. Lithograms of the Queen 3.ll d Ferns, in one volume, containing
191 plates, illustrating 223 kinds, with index giving botanical
and common  name . Price, 2s. 6d.; posted, 6d . extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
9s.
GOVERNMENT  G AZETTE.
SUBSCQR PTION AND ADVERTISING  RATES :-
s, d.
Quarterly Subscription ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 0
(Postage  nil,  if subscription begins from date of receipt
of order ;  on back numbers ,  3d. per week.)
Single copy ,  current year , 6d.;  previous years,  Is.; large-sized
at pr*6rtionally increased price. Postage ,  1d. additional.
ADVERTISING RATES.
A uniform  charge of 6d. a line for all advertisements.
Table matter charged 50 per cent .  extra on first insertion only
and a proportional extra charge for  very  small-sized type.
HANSARD. s. d.
Subscription for Session ... ... 3 0
Orders must be accompanied by postage  stamps  (not exceeding
5s.), money order, postal note, or cash, sufficient  to cover cost.
Private  cheques will not be accepted.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship  or rail if so desired,
the freight to be payable by  consignee.
N
OW PUBLISHED, A Digest of the Statutory Criminal Law in
L force in Queensland on the first day of January, 1896 (which it
is within the competence of the Parliament of Queensland to repeal or
amend), with a Table of the Statutes, prepared by the Hon. Sir
Samuel  Walker Griffith,  G.C.M.G.,  Chief Justice of Queensland.
In 8vo royal. Bound in cloth, 15s. Posted, 15s. 7d. Government
Printing Office,  Brisbane.8s. 6d.
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THE Government Printing Office has on Sale the followingPublications :-
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
"Tug Q,UkENSLAWD STATUTES," revised by Alfred Pain and John
L. Woolcoek, B.A., Barristers-at-law, in five volumes, containing-
Vols. 1, 2, and 3 -Public and Private Acts to the end of the Session
of 1888; also, Acts of the Federal Council of Australasia.
Vol. 4-A Selection of Imperial Statutes.
Vol.5-Historical and Analytical Tables,  and a  comprehensive
Index of the above Volumes.
Full Calf, £7 7s.; Half Calf, £6 69.
Postage, 7s. 6d.  extra.
Sessional  Acts of 1889, 15s. ; with postage, 15s. 6d.
1890, 15s.;  „ 15s. 6d.
1891, 25s. ; „ 25s. 9d.
1892, 25s.; 25s. 10d.
„ 1893, 25s. ; „ 25s. 8d.
1894, 32s. lid. ; „ 33s. 6d.
1895, 25s. ; „ 25s. 8d.
1896, 25s. ; 25s. 9d.
With
Price. Postage.
s. d. s . d.
Succession and Probate Duties Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Succession Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... .. 1 0. 1 1
Sugar Works Guarantee Act of 1893 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Sugar Works Guarantee Act Amendment Act of  1895  1 0 1 1
Suppression of Gambling Act of 1895 ... 1 0 1 1
Townsville Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... 1 0 1 1
Trustee Act of 1889 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Valuation and Rating Act of 1890 ... ... ... 2 0 2 1
Wages Act of 1870 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Wages Act of 1884 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Friendly Societies Act of 1894 and Regulations ...  2 0 2 2
JUST PUBLISHED.
New Land Pamphlet,  containing  the Acts  and Regula-
tions relating  to the  Leasing and  Alienation of
Crown Lands ... ... ... 0 6
With  an Index and Tables showing the effect of Legislation subse-
q uent  to the  publication  of the  Queensland Statutes ,  complete to date.
SEP.IRATE ACTS OF THE COLONY.
Price.
s. d.
With
Postage
1 1
0 7
1 1
1 1
0 7
0 7
1 1
2 1
1 1
11 3
1 1
1 1
0 7
0 7
0 7
2 2
3 2
4 3
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
0 7
0 7
0 7
2 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
5 4
0 7
5 1
1 1
3 2
3 2
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
0 7
1 1
3 6
0 7
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
0 7
0 7
1 1
1 1
0 7
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
2 1
2 1
Bills of Sale Act, 1891 ... ... ... ... 1 0
Bills of Sale Act Amendment Act, 1896 .,, 0 6
Brands Act of 1872 Amendment Act, 1894 ... ... 1 0
Brisbane Traffic Act of 1895 ... ... ... ... 1 0
Brisbane Traffic Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... 0 6
Brisbane Municipal Loan Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6
Bundaberg Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... 1 0
Carriers  Act (complete) ... ... .,. 2 0
Cattle Slaughtering Act of 1877 ... ... ... 1 0
Companies Acts and Rules (complete) ... ... 10 9
Courts of Conciliation Act of 1892 ... ... 1 0
Crown Lands Act of 1895 ... ... ... 1 0
Customs Duties Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 0 6
Defence Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6
Diseases  in Stock Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 0 6
District Courts  Act of  1891 ... ... ... . 2 0
Divisional Boards Act of 1887. ... ... .., 3 0
Elections Act (complete) ... ... ... ... 4 0
Electric Light and Power Act .. '... ... ... 1 0
Employers Liability Act of 1886 ... ... ... 1 0
Employers Liability Act of 1886 (Seamen) ... ... 1 0
Factories and Shops Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 1 0
Foreign Companies Act of 1895 ... ... ... 1 0
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act of 1895 .., ... 1 0
Gold Mines Drainage Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6
Government Loan Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 0 6
Government Savings Bank Acts Amendment Act, 1896 0 6
Harbour Boards Act of 1892 ... ... ... ... 2 0
Harbour Dues Act of 1892 ... ... ... ... 1 0
Harbour Dues Act of 1893 ... ... ... ... 1 0
Harbour Dues Act of 1895 ,,. .. ... ... 1 0
Health Act (complete) ... ... ... 5 0
Inebriates Institutions Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6
Impounding Acts (1863-65-67, and 1879), complete 5 0
Irrigation  Act of 1891... ... ... ... ... .1 0
Justices Act of 1886 ... ... ... ... ... 3 0
Licensing  Act of 1885 ... ... ... ... ... 3 0
Liquor Act of 1886 ... ... ... ... 1 0
Liquor Act of 1895 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0
Live Stock and Meat Export Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0
Mackay Harbour Boards Act, 1896 ... .. , ... 1 0
Married Women's Property Act of 1890 ... .;; : a1 0
Marsupials  Destruction Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0
Masters and Servants  Act ... ... ... ,., 1 0
Meat and Dairy Produce Encouragement Act of 1893 1 0
Meat and Dairy Produce Encouragement Act of 1895 1 0
Mercantile Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6
Mineral Lands Sale Act of 1894 ... ... ... 1 0
Native  Birds Protection Act (complete) ... ... 3 3
Navigation Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... 0 6
Pacific  Island  Labourers (Extension) Act of 1892... 1 0
Pastoral Leases Extension Act of 1892 ... ... 1 0
Pastoral Leases Extension Act of 1892 Amendment
Act of 1894 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0
Pastoral Leases Extension Act of 1895 ;.. .. 1 0
Pearl-Shell and B eche-de-mer Fisheries Act of 1891 1 0
Pearl-Shell and B6che-de-Mer Fisheries Act Amend-
ment Act of 1893 ... .,. . ... ... ... 1 0
Pearl-Shell and  Beche-de-Mer  Fisheries  Act  Amend-
ment Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... .. , 0 6
Public Service Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 0 6
Rabbit Boards Act of 1896 ... ... ... 1 0
Railway Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0
Railway Act Amendment Act of 1896 ... ... 0 6
Rockhampton Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0
Sale of Goods Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 1 0
Small Debts Act of 1867 Amendment Act of 1892 1 0
Small Debts Act 1867 Amendment Act of 1894 ... 1 0
Stamp Act, 1894 ... ... ... ... ... 2 0
Succession and Probate Duties Act of 1892.., ... 2 0
114
0 9
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands  Act of 1872, 3rd Edition ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Cemetery Act ... ... ... ... ... 0 9 0 10
Civil Service Pamphlet .. ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Cultural Industries for Queensland ... ... ...  6 0 5 4
Divisional Board Pamphlet ... ... ,., ... 5 0 5 4
Divisional Board Pamphlet (cloth-bound) ... ...  5 6 6 0
Defence Act of 1884 (including Amendments and
Regulations) ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Drill Regulations and Field  Exercises  for Mounted
Infantry ... ... ... ... .., 1 0 1, 1
Insolvency Pamphlet ... ... ... ... ...  2 6 2 9
Journals of Australian Explorations by A. C. and
F. T. Gregory  ... ... ...  ... ... 5 0 5 4
Justices Act and Offenders Probation Act .. .  2 6 2 9
Justices  Act and Offenders Probation Act (cloth-
bound) ... ... ... 3 6 3 9Lithograms of Queensland Ferns, by F. M.Bailey,F.L.S. 2 6 3 0
Mining  Acts, together with Regulations ...  2 0 2 2
Pacific Island Labourers Acts  and Regulations, con-
taining Imperial and Colonial Acts,  and Regula-
tions thereunder ...
... 1 6 1 7
Stamp Act of 1894 and Regulations, with  a Manual
on the provisions of the Act ... ...  2 0 2 2
The Queensland Horticulturist and Gardener's Guide 3 0 3 3
The All-range Queensland Register... ,,,  ...  2 0 2 2
FULL BOUND.
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court (only) ... 63 0 64 8
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court (Crown Side) ... 42 0 42 10
Settled Land Act, 1886, and Rules of Court with Notes 15 0 16 8
Settled Land Act, 1886, and Rules of Court with Notes 10 6 11 2
Synopsis of Queensland Flora ; F. M. Bailey, F.L.S. 21 0 22 0
1st Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ...  3 0 3 2
2nd Supplement to The Queensland Flora ...
...  3 0 3 3
3rd Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ... . 3 6 3 9
Catalogue of Queensland Plants ... ... ... 1 3 1 5
Catalogue of Queensland Plants (raper) ... ... 1 0 1 1
Plants Reputed  Poisonous  and Injurious to Stock ... 4 0 4 4
Hints to Rifle Clubs, by Major C. H.. Des Voeux ... 0 6 0 7
Synonymical Catalogue of the Lepidoptera Rhopalocera (Butterflies)
of Australia, with full Bibliographical Reference; including
Descriptions of some new Species. By W. H. Miskin, F.L.S.,
F.E.S. Price, full bound, 10s. 6d. ; in boards, 7s.  6d.;  postage
within Australasia,  3d.;  to all other places, 6d.
The Geology and Palaeontology of Queensland and New Guinea,
by Robt. L. Jack, Government Geologist for Queensland, and
Robt. Etheridge, junior, Government Palaeontologist (New South
Wales), &c., &c.; 768 pages, crown quarto, full cloth, with sixty-
eight plates and a Geological Map of Queensland. Price, Two
guineas. Postage within Australasia, 2s. 10d.; to all other
places, 5s. 8d.
Some of the More Important Metals and their Ores; a Reading
Book for the State Schools; by Wm. Thompson, Asso. M. Inst.
C.E., F.G.S., Government Mineralogical Lecturer.  Price,  is.;
postage within Australasia,  1d.; to all other places, 2d.
Journals of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C. Gregory,
C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon. F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S.
&c.; 209 pages, dewy 8vo. Price, 5s. Postage within Aus-
tralasia, 4d.; to all other places, 8d.
Ci_stoms Duties Act, 1894 (Tobacco Duties)
Customs Act of 1873 ... ... ... ,,.
Customs Duties Act of 1888 ... ... ...
Customs Duties Act of 1890 ... ... ...
Customs Duties Act of 1892 ... ... ..,
Customs Duties Act, 1596 ... ...
Customs Tariff" (revised) ... ...
Interpretation Book  ... ... ...
Spirit Calculation  Book  (revised ) ... ...
With
Price.  Postage.
CUSTOMS,  a, d. a. d.
... 1 0 1 1
4 0 4 2
... 1 0 1 1
... 1 0 1 1
... 1 0 1 1
... 0 6 0 7
... 0 6 0 7
...2 6 2 8
... 1 0 1 1
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JUST PUBLISHED.
THE Lew OF FRIENDLY SOCIETIES IN QUEENSLAND, being a
Compendium of the existing Act and Regulations in force, with
a comprehensive Introduction, and Notes of English and Colonial
Cases decided up to May, 1896. By John L. Woolcock, B.A., and
George Scott , M.A., Barristers-at-law, Authors of "Act and Rules
relating  to the District Court." Holland binding. Price 5s.; postage,
4d. extra.
July, 1896. EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
THE Government Printer acknowledges the receipt of the following
amounts , from the 25th September to 1st October, 1897
Maxey  and Moodie , £1; L. E. Nobler, 8s.; Tooth and  Co.,  3s.;
E. R. N. MacCarthy, 5s. 6d.; E. Swavne, 2s.; Geo. Betts, 3s.; J. P.
Purcell, 3s.;  Morning  Bulletin ,  Is.; W. H. Miskin, 19s. 6d.; T. E.
Dixon, 4s. 6d.; Bauhinia Divisional Board, 92; J. R. Norris, 2s. 6d.;
Taroom Divisional Board, £1 18s. Gd.; J. Bergmier, 2s. 6d.; A. F.
Walker, Is. 6d.; Murilla Divisional Board, 12s. 6d.; Nanango Divi-
sional Board, £1 12s.; J. Holmes, 3s. 6d.; D. Henderson, 6d.; J.
McGovern, 3s. 6d.;  Gogango Marsupial  Board, 7s. 9d.; Pine Divisional
Board, £1 lls. 6d ; T. Willmett and Co., £3 9s.; Hughenden Muni-
cipal Council, £1 5s.; W. J. Huston, 8s.; W. J. Law, 3s. 6d.; D.
O'Keefe, 11s.; E. Eglinton, 15s. 7d.; 0. C. Selwyn Smith, 9s.; T. W.
Pyne, 3s.; Geo.  Martin , 3s.; Geo. Black, 4s. lld.; J. Foster, 2s.;
Highfields Divisional Board, £1 2s. 6d.; Milo and Welford Downs
Pastoral  Company, 22; W. Dawson and Son, £4 7s. 10d.; Rock-
hampton Building Society, IOs. 6d.; G. Knight, 15s. 2d.; Bann Divi-
sional Board , £1 12s. 3d.; Mi:chell Rabbit Board, 10s.; W. Martin,
3s.; L. G. Board, 6s.; Adavale Divisional Board, £1 2s. 6d.
IMPOUNDINGS.
POUNDKEEPERS  are reminded that Advertisements of
Impounded  Stock will be  charged for  at the uniform rate
Of  SIXPENCE  PER LINE ;  and no such  Advertisement will be
inserted in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by a remittance
(Money Orders, Postal Notes, Postage Stamps, or Cash)
sufficient  to cover the cost  of insertion.
Postage Stamps will be received only when amount is 5s.
or less.
When describing  brands a distinction should be made
between  REGISTERED  and other  brands, by placing  the words
REGISTERED  BRAND  after  the description . Brands type will
be used for  such descriptions ,  but where these words do not
appear  ordinary type only  will be used.
IMPOUNDED at Winton, from enclosed lands, Sesbania Station, on
the 14th September, 1897, by order of J. E. Bostock, Esquire.
Damages,  2s. 6d. ; driving, 13s. 4d.
One bay mare , unbroken, 7LV near shoulder, 125 near neck; chestnut
filly foal at foot, bind feet white, small blaze, unbranded.
One dapple-grey mare, draught, collar-marked, Z4P near shoulder.
One chestnut filly, unbroken, blotched brand near shoulder.
One brown gelding, saddle-marked, small star, black spot near neck,
5S H near  shoulder.
Also, from Werna. Damages, 2s..6d. ; driving, 8s. 4d.
One bay gelding, saddle-marked, off fore foot white, blotched brands
over like 40 near shoulder, S5 Q off shoulder.
One bay gelding, N2S near shoulder, small star.
One grey gelding, flea-bitten, draught, bullet-hole off nostril, J2  C-q off
shoulder , like 8 off neck.
One brown gelding, like ORl near shoulder, 82 near neck, blotched
illegible brand off shoulder.
One chestnut mare, unbroken, E6 t•+ near shoulder.
One brown mare, draught, blaze and snip, like 90 near shoulder.
One  grey  gelding, draught,  collar -marked, 9CC near shoulder, MIX off
shoulder.
If not released  on or before the 19th October, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
DAVID O'KEEFE, Poundkeeper.
2174 11s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, fr m Beresford Station, on the 24th
September, 1897, by order of P. McCann, Esquire.
One bay mare,  sma ll star, like QF 1 registered brand near shoulder,
88 near cheek.
One black gelding, IQST near shoulder, RU 1 off shoulder.
One bay gelding, W6D or W60 near shoulder.
One brown gelding, Y L,5 near shoulder, bald face.
One bay gelding, star, CL4 over 35 near shoulder, 8 near cheek.
One dark-bay mare, indistinct brand like AS near shoulder.
One bay gelding, star, like LLO or LOO near shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 5th October, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
W. J. HUSTON, Poundkeeper.
2167 6s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Nebo,fr m Oxford Downs, o  the20th September,
1897, by order of H. J. Adams, Esquire. Damages, 2s. 6d.;
driving, 10 miles.
One bay gelding,  few grey hairs , EMS over 344 near thigh, J 33
oft thigh.
One grey gelding, light draught, Sy y off shoulder, R B 4 off thigh.
If not released on or before the 18th October, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
THOS. E. DIXON, Poundkeeper.
2105 4s. 6d.
'POUNDED at Westwood, from Avondale,  on the 24th September,
I 1897, by order of A. Woodhouse,  Esquire. Damages ,  2s. 6d.;
driving, Is. 4d.
One bay  mare, star , U 1O over  1Z N near thigh.
One black gelding, LH1 over  1 near  shoulder.
Ii not released on or before  the 19th October,  1897, will be sold
to defray expenses. W. J. LAW, Poundkeeper.
2168 3s. 6d.
IMPO Uri DED at Nanango, from Blackwater, on the 23rd September,
1897, by order of John Coutts, Esquire. Damages, 5s.; driving,
2s. 4d.
One brown horse,  119S near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 19th October, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
GEORGE BETTS, Poundkeeper.
2156  as.
IMPOUNDED at Arrilalah, from Tocal Station, on the 20th Sep-
t ember, 1897, by order of M. Connor, Esquire. Driving, 4s. 4d.
One grey gelding, 1WR conjoined  near  shoulder, like X over 7CY
near thigh, 2 off shoulder, K and indistinct brand off thigh.
If not  released on or  before the 19th October, 1897, will be'
sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES McGOVERN, Poundkeeper.
20 7 5 3s. 6d.
T MPOUNDED at Gympie, from enclosed land, on the 16th
j September, 1897, by order of James Merrin, Esquire.
One chestnut horse, star on forehead, off fore and hind feet white,
like WY conjoined near shoulder, 4 near quarter.
If not released on or before the 5th October, 1897,  will be sold
to defray expenses.
JAMES HOLMES, Poundkeeper.
2164 3s. 6d.
CORRECTED BRAND.IMPOUNDED at Adavale, from Milo, onthe 27th September, 1897
by order of W. H. Calder, Esquire.
One red and white bullock, like H2U or H2D over 3 near rump.
If not released on or before the 19th October, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
WALTER MARTIN, Poundkeeper.
2209 3s. 6d.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3425.-JOHN Tuts, of O'Neil street,Leichhardt, Sydney, New South Wales, messenger. "A Bicycle
Brake."  Dated 6th July, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3591.-WILLIAM HENRY NICHOLS STFED,
of Eagle Chambers, King William street, Adelaide, in the
province of South Australia, clerk.  "An Improved Scoring-
board for Cycling and other Sports."  Dated 17th October,
A.D. 1896.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for  the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications  annexed thereto ,  have been ACCEPTED,  and are now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette.  A fee
of ten  shillings is  payable with such notice.
Application No. 3243.-EDWARD NICOLL DICKERSON, of
the city, county, and state of New York, United States of
America, inventor, and JULIUS JOHN SUCKERT, of Ridgewood,
Bergen county, New Jersey, United States of America, inventor.
"Improvements in Apparatus for Producing and Liquefying
Acetylene Gas."  Dated 21st January, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3403.- ERNEST  F REDERICK  TURNER, of
the. Adelaide University, Adelaide, in the province of South
Australia.  "An Improved Regenerative Process ,for the Treat-
ment  of Argentiferous Sulphide Ores."  Dated 18th June, ,&.D.
1896.
Application No. 3488.-HERMAN FRASCK, of Euclid avenue,
corner of Kennard street, city of Cleveland, county of Cuyahoga,
state of Ohio, United States of America.  "Improvements in
Mining Gold and Similar Metals."  Dated 10t',i August, A.D.
1896. (By order of the Law Officer.)
Application No. 3826.-GEORGE EDWARD WRIGHT, of
Wollaton, Nottingham, England, electrical engineer, and
WILLIAM MONK, of 428 Alfreton road, Nottingham aforesaid,
engineer .  "Improvements in the Method of and Machines ,for
Degreasing Leather."  To be dated, under section 80, 19th
May, A.D. 1896. Filed 2nd April, A.D. 1897.Application N . 3855.-GEORGE THOMAS BOOTH, engineer,
and WILLIAM SCOTT, engineer ,  both of 71 Cathedral square,
Christchurch. Canterbury. New Zealand.  " Imvroved Cycle
[No. 76.
Application No. 3914 .- AEON M .  BEAM ,  of Denver ,  county
of Arapahoe ,  state of Colorado ,  United States of America,
metallurgist and assayer .  " Muffler  Furnaces ."  Dated 6th
June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3918 .- PHILIP M .  SHARPLES,  of West
Chester ,  county of Chester ,  state of Pennsylvania, one of the
United States of America, manufacturer of dairy supplies.
" Improvements in Centrifugal Machines  for effecting the
Separation of Liquids ."  (Assignee of Herbert McCornack).
Dated 7th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3932 .- CHARLES HENRY WILLMORE, Of
Starling street ,  Leichhardt, near Sydney ,  in the colon y- of New
South Wales ,  saddle-tree maker .  " Improvements in Saddle-
trees used in the Construction of Dray, Van, Spring-cart, Cab,
Buggy, and other Harness in which Saddle -trees are required."
Dated 14th June ,  A.D. 1897.
Application  NO.  3940.-JOHANN ERNST GERSCH, black-
smith; FREDERICH WILHELM SALLMANN,  farmer; HEINRICH
WILHELM PASCHKE ,  farmer ;  and CARL OTTO MOLL ,  farmer,
all  of Dimboola, in the colony of Victoria.  "Improvements in
the means of Generating Gas from Wood ,  and Apparatus
therefor."  Dated 18th June ,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3953.-PAUL WILHELM VON GEHLEN, Of
87 Langestrasse ,  Ploen, in Holstein ,  Prussia, druggist.  "An
Apparatus  for Producing  Benzine Gas ,  and a Burner for use
therewith, for the Production  of an  Incandescent Light."
Dated 3rd July ,  A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T .  BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd July, 1897.
1\
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto ,  have been ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form D ),  of his or their objections thereto ,  within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten.
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3554 .- ADELAIDE RITCHIE MCDONALD,
31 Moray Place ,  Dunedin, in the colony of New Zealand.
"Improvements in Pneumatic  Stuffing for Horse, Carriage, and
Domestic Furniture ."  Dated 22nd September ,  A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3863 .- Professor DR. WILHELM HAMPE,
of Clausthal University ,  Clausthal ,  Hanover ,  in the empire
of Germany .  " Improvements in the Manufacture of Zinc
Pigments."  Dated  3rd May ,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3869 .- CHARLES LANCELOT GARLAND,
gentleman ,  and ALEXANDER OGDEN,  contractor ,  both of 156
Vickery ' s Chambers ,  82 Pitt street ,  Sydney ,  in the colony of
New South  Wales (Assignees of Frederick Boyling).  "An
Improved Enamel Paint, and  Mode of  Applying the same."
Dated 4th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3899.-WILLIAM TURNBULL, Junior, of
505 to 527 Victoria Parade ,  East Melbourne, in the colony of
Victoria, timber merchant .  " Improved Contrivances for Auto-
matically Operating the Well -doors of  Lifts  or Elevators"
Dated 22nd May, A.D. 1897.
No. 76. VoL. LXVIII.I 742 [2ND OCTOBER, 1897.
Patent Office, Application No. 3962. - RUDOLF CHILLINGWORTH, Of
Brisbane, 28th August, 1897. Ostbahnhof, Nuremburg, in the empire of Germany, metal
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned  applica - stamper.  "A New or Improved Method or Process for the
Lions  for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete  Manufacture of Hubs for Velocipede and other Wheels, and
specifications  annexed thereto, have  been ACCEPTED,  and are  Machinery or Apparatus used then efor."  Dated 6th July, A.D.
now open to public inspection at this Office. 1897.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such Application No. 3964.-THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COM-
applications must leave  particulars  in writing, in duplicate PANY OF NEW SOUTH WALES, LIMITED, of 196 Castlereagh
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales (Assignees
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this of William Henry Butler).  " Improved Cutting and Printing
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee  Mechanism specially applicable to Box-making Machines.'
of ten  shillings is  payable with such notice. Dated 8th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3635. - HENRY WILLIAM TICKNER Application No. 3980: SAMUEL RICHARD POPE, of Roma,
DOGGETT, draper, and JAMES MCCHESNEY, builder, both of in the colony of Queensland,  miner .  "New or Improved Means
54 Lambton Quay, Wellington, in the colony of New Zealand. for Propelling Velocipedes and other Vehicles."  Dated 20th
"An Improved Checking Apparatus to Prevent gorses from July,  A.D. 1897.
Running away."  Dated 19th November, A.D. 1896. WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c
Application No. 3812.-JAMES TRACKSON, of Trackson Patent Office,Bros. , Elizabeth street, Brisbane,  engineer and agent .  "Im- Brisbane, 14th August, 1897.provements  in Apparatus for the Manufacture and Storage of
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-Water Gas (Acetylene)."  Dated 29th March, A D. 1897. tions  for th  grant of Letters Patent, and the completeApplication No. 3829.-JEHu  BAXTER  SCHAFER, of 34 specifications  annexed  thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
Longmore street, Middle Park, South Melbourne, in the colony' now open to public inspection at this Office.
of Victoria, commercial agent.  "An Improved Freezing and Any person or persons intending to oppose any of suchCooling Apparatus forlce-cream Making, Butter Cooling, and
applications  must leave  particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
the like."  Dated 2nd April, A.D. 1897. Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendarApplication No. 3960.-WILLIAM FREDERICK W ILLIAMS,
months from the date of the first  appearance  of this advertise-
of 32 Shaftesbury  avenue , London, England.  "Improvements
ment  in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of tenin Sociable Bicycles.  Dated 6th July, A.D. 1897.
shillings is payable with such  notice.Application No. 3970.-WILLIAM JOHN NAPIER, of the Application No. :3755. - FREDERICS HENRY HAVILAND, OfGovernment Freezing Works, Roma street, Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, mechanical  engineer , and CHARLES St. Peter's Chambers, solicitor; ARTHUR HOLLOWAY, of
SEALY and BRUCE MALCOLM, both of Trelawny, Harrisville in Hagley, Drummond road, Boscombe, science master; JOHN
colony, farmers  and graziers .  "Improvements i,n or BRUCE COLLIER, of Delphi Chambers, electrical engineer; andthe said
relatin  to Refrigerating Machines."  Dated 10th Jul A.D. 1897. WILIAM HENRY MURCH, of Upper Terrace road, engineer, all
Applicatin o. 3975.- SAMUEL VAN Busxiun,
of Sydney,
of Bournemouth, in the county of Hants, England.  " Method
in the colony of New South Wales, horse-trainer.  As and Apparatus for the Manufacture of Calcium Carbide.
Improved gorse Bridle."  Dated 14th July, A.D. 1897. Dated 18th February, 1897.
Application No. 3976. - TEXTILE CLEANING COMPANY, Application No. 3923.-CONRAD FRIEDRICH CHRISTIAN
LIMITED, of No. 1 Saint Peter's Church walk, Nottingham, LoHMANN, of No. 13 Andrew street, Northcote, near Melbourne,
England (Assignees of Frederick Nicholson Turney). "Im-  in the colony of Victoria, engineer.  An Improved Rotary
provements in  Apparatus for Degreasing Wool, Cotton Waste, Motor to be Driven by Steam or other Motive Fluid." Dated
and other Fibrous Materials."  Dated 15th July, A.D. 1897. lfth June, 1897.
Application No. 3979.-EDWIN MAYIIRw  BRISSENDEN , Application No. 3939.-ARTHUR JOHN CUMING, of 71
barrister , and JOHN STONEMAN LANE, ship chandler, both of Cathedral Square, Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colony of
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales.  "Rotary New Zealand, journalist.  Means for Preventing Puncture of
Pulverising Machine."  Dated 17th.July, A.D. 1897. Pneumatic Tyres."  Dated 18th June, 1897.
Application No. 3983.- GEORGE  BOHAN SHEPARD , Of Application No. 3946.-CHARLES  CHEERS  WAKEFIELD, of
3 Pendennis road, Streatham, Surrey, England, general manager.O densbur count of St. Lawrence state of New York,g g , y relating Siht- d Lubricators."United States of America, ttorney-at-law .  "Rotary Machines." " Im p r'ovements  ' in or 9 to 9 fee
Dated 24th  July,  A.D. 1897. Dated 26th June, 1897.
Application No. 3985.-HENRY RICHARD HANCOCK, Of Application No. 3948.-CARROLL  CHAINLESS CYCLE COM-
Moonta Mines, in the province of South Australia, mine PANY, of the State of New Jersey, United «States of America
superintendent, and HENRY LIPSON HANCOCK and LEIGH (Assignees of Thomas Henry Carroll).  Improvements in
GEORGE HANCOCK, of the same address, mining engineers. Chainless Bicycles.  Dated 26th June, 1897.
"Improvements in Rock Drills and other like Machines." Application No. 3951.-JAMES  HERBERT BULLARD, of  777
Dated 26th July, A.D. 1897. State street,  city  of Springfield, county of Hampden, state of
Massachusetts, United States of America, mechanical  engineer.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.  " Improvements  in Brakes  for Bicycles  and similarly  propelled
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 21st August, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given , that the undermentioned applica-tions  for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed  thereto, have been  ACCEPTED ,  and are
now open to  public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose any of such
applications  must  leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement  in the  Queensland  Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3333. - JOSEPH Amos LINLEY, of 57
Ridgmount Gardens, Gower street, county of London, England,
shipbroker, temporarily residing at 63 Pitt street, Sydney, in
the colony of New South Wales.  "Improvements in Means for
Preserving Refrigerated or Artificially Chilled Meat intended
for Transport."  Dated 25th April, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3853.- GEORGE  GIBBINS, of Cowper  street,
Footscray, in the colony of Victoria, agricultural implement
maker .  " Improvements  in Multi furrow Ploughs."  Dated
24th April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3938.- SAMUEL JOSEPH  WILLS, of West.
wood, in the colony of Queensland, State school teacher.  "An
Improved Bolt and Lock Nut."  Dated 17th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3959.-WILLIAM FREDERICK WILLIAMS,
of 32 Shaftesbury avenue, London, England.  "Improvements
in the  Driving Gear of Bicycles and other Pedal-operated
Vehicles or Machines."  Dated 6th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3961.-ALBERTO  ISSEL, of 11 Via Roma,
Genoa, Italy, furniture  manufacturer .  " Improvements in
Rendering  Substances ]  Incombustible ."  Dated 6th July, A.D.
1897.
Vehicles."  Dated 29th June, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the  undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications  annexed thereto, have  been ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons intending  to oppose any of such
applications  must  leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such  notice.
Application No. 3487.-EDWIN TATHAM, of Colfe Lodge,
Lewisham Hill, county, of Kent, England,  gas engineer.
"Improvements in Means for  obtaining  Light."  Dated 10th
August, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3572.- JAMES  DAVIDSON, of George street,
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales,  grain merchant.
An Improved Manufacture of Fatty Matter from  certain
Fatty Animal  Tissues."  Dated 1st October, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3764. - GEORGE GATTON MELHUISH
HARDINGHAM, of 191 Fleet  street,  London, civil  engineer
(Assignee of H. L. Webster, of Klerksdorp, in the South
African Republic,  engineer ).  "Improvements in Rotary
Engines applicable for use as Motors, Pumps, Blowers, or the
like."  Dated 23rd February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3915.-SAMUEL CONNELL, of Bundaberg,
in the colony of Queensland,  assistant  ironmonger.  "An
Apparatus for Aerating Water, Beer, or other liquids."
Dated 7th June, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
No. 76. VOL. XVIII.] 743 [2ND OCTOBER, 1897.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave  particulars  in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government  Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3515.-WILLIAM RICHARD CLAY, of 1
Slater  street , Farnworth, near Bolton, Lancashire, England,
engineer .  "Improvements  in or  appertaining to Burners for
use in  Incandescent Gas Lighting."  (To be dated under section
80 as of the 30th March, 1896.) Filed 24th August, 1896.
Application No. 3542.-CHARLES MACDERMOTT, of Irving
street, Footscray, in the colony of Victoria, retired railway
employee.  "An Improved Railway Car Coupling."  Dated
11th September, 1896.
Application No. 3805.-ELIZABETH WHITELEY, Of The
Palms Apiary, Coowonga, county of Livingstone, colony, of
Queensland, widow, beekeeper.  "The Production of Honey
Comb Foundation and Sheeted Wax."  Dated 24th March, 1897.
Application No. 3872.-HARRY MARKHAM EVANS and
THOMAS HENRY Ross, of 109 York street, Sydney, New South
Wales, journalist and commercial traveller.  "A Combination
Device fur Cutting Tobacco and Cigars, Delivering Matches, and
Indicating Numbers and other Characters."  Dated 6th May,
1897.
Application No. 3892.-DAVID JOHN RUSSELL DUNCAN, of
28 Victoria street, Westminster, London, England, civil engineer.
"Improvements  in the  Means of Jointing Mains, Pipes, and
other Conduits for Water, Gas, and other Fluids and Vapours."
Dated 18th May, 1897.
Application No. 3893.-WILLIAM CORFE, of 12 and 13
Cleveland Square, Liverpool, England, printers' and book-
binders' engineer.  "A New or Improved Index Cutting and
Printing Machine."  Dated 18th May, 1897.
Application No. 3894.-RUDOLF CHILLINGwORTH, Of
Ostbahnhof, Nuremburg,  German Empire ,  metal stamper.
" New or Improved Machinery or Apparatus for Finishing,
Perfecting, or Truing up Tubes, Tubular U nions,  Sockets, or the
like."  Dated 18th May, 1897.
Application No. 3904.-EDWARD ANDERSON BLANTON,
Junior, of Wallingford, Pennsylvania, United States of America,
engineer , but at present of 43 Threadneedle street, London,
England.  "Improvements in and connected with Means for
securing  Cams and the like  upon Shafts."  Dated 28th May,
1897.
Application No. 3905.-Lucius  TUCKERMAN  GIBBS, of 5
East  27th  street , city of New York, United States of America,
engineer .  "Improvements in Compressed Air Engines."  Dated
28th May, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 12th June, 1897.
N OTICE is hereby given, that he undermentioned  applica-tions  for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications  annexed thereto , have  been ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to  public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must  leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from  the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment  in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings  is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3582.-WILLIAM DoBSON, of Albert
street , Warwick, in the colony of Queensland, plumber.  "An
Improved Apparatus for Filtering, Aerating, and Cooling or
Heating Milk or other Liquid."  Dated 5th October, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3880.-DANIEL EDWARD SMITH, boot
manufacturer, and ALFRED TYREE, merchant, both of 71
Cathedral square, Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colony of
New Zealand.  "Improved Attachment to Lasting Pliers."
Dated 13th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3882.-FRANCIS GosSLER, of Korrumburra,
in the colony of Victoria,  engineer .  "Improvements in or
connected with Tyres for Bicycles and other 'Vehicles."  Dated
14th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3883. - JOSEPH AUGUSTUS VENN, Of
Finniss street, North Adelaide, in the province of South
Australia, licensed victualler.  "An Improved Conduit or
Extractor  for Fermented Liquors  and the like."  Dated 14th
May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3889.-LA SOCIETE ANONYME POUR
L'EXPLOITATION  DES MACHINES  A. FABRIQUER LES CIGARES
(EUREKA FRANCAISE BREVETS CH. J. LACOSTE), of 5 Boulevard
Botanique, Brussels, in the kingdom of  Belgium , manufacturers
(Assignees of Charles Joseph Lacoste, of Brussels aforesaid).
"Improvements in Cigar-making Machines."  Dated 18th May,
A. D. 1897.
Applictaion No. 3891.- ANDRE  BRALY AND Louis BRALY,
both residing at Paris, in the republic of France, Rue Taitbout
41.  "Improved Means for Preventing the Fraudulent Re-filling
of Bottles and other Containers, and Verifyinq  the Genuineness
of their Contents."  Dated 18th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3895. - JOHN ARMSTRONG, of Ramle,
Springfield Park, Acton, London, England,  consulting metal-
lurgist.  "Improvements  in the  Treatment of Complex Ores,
Mattes, and the like,  and in  Furnaces therefor."  Dated 18th
May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3897.-GEORGE HENRY GRUNDY, of 27
Duffield road, Derby, England, photo-engraver and collotype
printer, and GEORGE ARTHUR LINGARD, of Mount Pleasant,
Old Normanton, near Derby, England, collotype printer.
"Improved Method or Means of Photo-collographic Printing on
Ceramic, Metallic, and other Hard Surfaces."  Dated 21st
May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3900.-LOUISA LAWSON, of 402 George
street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, printer and
publisher.  " An Improved Combination Buckle and Seal Lock,
specially applicable for Fastening Mail-bags."  Dated 25th
May, 1t+97.
Application No. 3901.-GEORGE  FREDERICK SMITH, Of
Sydney, New South Wales, electroplater. "Improvements in
Apparatus for Extracting Precious Metals by  Chlorination."
Dated 25th May, 1897.
Application No. 3902.- HERBERT ROBINSON BROOKES,
CHARLES GRAHAM WEIR OFFICER, and JOHN JONES, all of
34 Queen street, Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria,  mining
and electrical  engineers .  "Improved Apparatus for the Ti•eat-
ment ,of Sludge Tailings or Pulverized  Earths containing Gold,
Silver, or other Minerals."  Dated 25th May, 1897.
Application No. 3908.-THOMAS COOPER JOHN THOMAS,
engineer , and WILLIAM  MUDD STILL ,  manufacturer , both of
London, England.  "Improvements in Gas Lamps."  Dated
29th May, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 5th June, 1897.NOTICE ishereby given, that the undermentioned applica-tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have  been ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must  leave particulars  in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the  first appearance  of this  advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3499.-Louis HENRY HART, of 325 Collins
street, Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria.  "An Improved
Self-acting Stereopticon."  Dated 17th August, A D. 1896.
Application No. 3663.-THOMAS  RICHARDS, Junior, brick-
layer, and EDMUND FRANCIS NOLAN, carpenter, both of
Brewarrina, in the colony of New South Wales.  "An Improved
Screw and Screw-driver Bit for Fastening Corrugated Iron to
Roofs and Walls of Buildings."  Dated 9th December, A.D.
1896.
Application No. 3701.-HENRY W. HENNEBERG, of 485
Wells street, Chicago, Illinois, United States of America,
mechanic.  "Improvements in Bicycles or Velocipedes."  Dated
9th January, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3759.-EMIL LAWRENCE OPPERMANN, of
27 Martin's lane, Cannon street, London, engineer.  "A New
or Improved Apparatus and Process for Amalgamating and
Extracting Gold or other  suitabl e. Metal from Dry Crushed
Ore."  Dated 20th February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3763.-THOMAS ROWLEY, of Corporation
street, Manchester, county of Lancaster, England,  consulting
india-rubber expert.  "Improvements relating to Pneumatic
Tyres."  Dated 22nd February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3838.-CHARLES SINCLAIR DRUMMOND, Of
10 Eastcheap, city of London, England.  "Improvements in or
connected with Saddles or Seats for Bicycles and other Vehicles."
Dated 20th April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3862. - WILLIAM LAWRENCE AUSTIN,
metallurgist, of Denver, state of Colorado, United States of
America.  "Improvements in Tuyeres for Furnaces."  Dated
3rd May, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
No.76. VOL. LXVIiI.] 744
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned appli-
cations for  the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications  annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are now
open to public  inspection  at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from  the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment  in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3545.-ARTHIIR GEORGE BROWN, of No.
38 Victoria Buildings, Manchester, in the county of Lancaster,
England, engineer .  " Improvements  in the  Manufacture of
Single Piece Cycle Frames and parts of Cycle Frames and
other  similar light  structures ."  Dated 16th September, A.D.
1896.
Application No. 3926.-ANTON RAKY, of Rupprechtsau,
near  Strassbourg, in Alsace, German Empire, manager.  " Im-
provements  in Boring Apparatus for Deep Borings."  Dated
12th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3950.- FREDERICK  WILLIAM SELLEY, Of
Enmore, near Sydney, in the colon y of New South Wales,
engineer , and WILLIAM HOLMES NISBET, of Martin Place,
Sydney aforesaid.  "Improvements in Slack Adjusters for
Brake Gears of Railway Rolling-stock."  Dated 29th June,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3952.-EDWARD JOHN WESSELS,  manager,
and HENRY PARKER MERRIAM, engineer, both of 100 Broadway,
New York City, United States of America.  " Improvements in
Air Compressors for Vehicles."  Dated 29th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3956.-PHILIP JOHN WINCH, of 19 Hindley
street , Adelaide, in the province of South Australia, chemist,
and JOHN TBBBET  SNELL,  of 150 Rundle street, Adelaide
aforesaid , bicycle manufacturer.  "An Improved Method and
Composition for making Pneumatic Pyres Puncture proof"
Dated 6th July, A.D. 1897.Application N . 3757.-ARTHUR EDWARD SEFTON, of 71
Cathedral  square , Christchurch, Canterbury, New Zealand,
farmer.  "Process for Solving and Reintegrating Vulcanised
Indiarubber."  (Assignee of Ernest Sefton.) Dated 19th
February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3991.-CHARLES ABEL  BACKSTROM, Of
Pittsburg, Allegheny, state of Pennsylvania, United States of
America, engineer .  "Improved Rotary Steam Engine."  1lated
27th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3995.-EDWARD MAKIN, junior, of 40 New
Brown street, Manchester, county of Lancaster, England,
manufacturer .  "Improvements in Steam Generators and Super-
heaters and  Water Heaters."  Dated 27th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4002.-ARTHUR PILLSBURY DODGE, Of
No.  622 Lord's Buildings , in the city, county, and state of
New York, United States of America, lawyer.  " Steam Motor
especially  designed for Street Car Service."  Dated 3rd August,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4007.-E RNEST  WILLIAM LYCETT, Of 9
Queen street, Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria, manager
(Assignee  of William Henry Richards).  "An Improved Lubri-
cator  and Wire-rope Cleaner."  Dated 6th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4012.- FREDERICK  GEORGE MYERS, of Box
No. 2508 Johannesburg, South African Republic, mechanical
engineer .  " Improvements in Machines for Forging, Swaging,
or Hammering  Metal Articles."  Dated, under section 80, 22nd
October, A.D. 1896. Filed 9th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 9018.-NIELS BENDIXEN, of Copenhagen,
Denmark, superintendent of a laboratory.  "Improvements in
Propagatinq Apparatus for Developing Pure'Cultures of Yeast
and  Bacteria." Dated 10th August, A.D. 1897.Application N . 4026.-ARTHUR JOHNCUMING, Of 71
Cathedral square, Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colory of
New Zealand.  "Improvements in Bicycles."  Dated 16th
August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4030. - HENRY CLAY FLETCHER, Of
Franklin street, Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria, manu-
facturer, and HENRY WALTER CHENOWETH, of Bryant street.
Newmarket, in said colony.  "An Improved means for Attaching
Mudguards to Bicycles and similar Vehicles."  Dated 17th
August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4031.-DAVEY PEGGING MACHINE COM-
PANY, of 105 Bedford street, Boston, Massachusetts, United
States of  America (Assignee of John Francis Davey, Sherman
William Ladd, and William Winslow Kelly).  "An Improved
Pegging Machine for Boots and Shoes."  Dated 17th August,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4033.--HERBERT JAMES WOOD, of 71
Cathedral  square , Christchurch, Canterbury, colony of New
Zealand, grocer .  "Improved Device for Attaching Labels."
Dated 17th August, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
[2ND OCTOBER, 1897.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 11th September, 1897.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar  months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3654.-JAMES WESLEY HALL, Of " Oma,"
Boundary road, Toorak, in the colony of Victoria, mine-owner,
and GEORGE ANDERSON RICHARD, of the Range, Mount
Morgan, in the colony of Queensland, metallurgist.  "An
Improved Steam Shovel principally for Emptying and Filling
Leaching and Lixiviation 'Tats used in Metallurgical and
similar Operations."  Dated 5th December, A.D, 1896.
Application No. 3807.-PATRICK O'MEARA, of Pieter-
maritzburg, in the colony of Natal, civil engineer. "  Improve-
ments in Means for Preventing Accumulation of Sand or
Detritus at or in Harbours or Harbour Entrances, Canals, or
other places."  To be dated under section 80, 1st August, A.D.
1896. Filed 27th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3968.-JAMES CHRISTOPHER HALLIGAN
AND JAMES FERGUSON, both of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, lithographic printers.  " Improvements in Litho-
graphic Machines."  Dated 10th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4020.-THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COM-
PANY OF NEW SOUTH WALES, LIMITED, of 196 Castlereagh
street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales (Assignees
of James Albert Bonsack).  "Improvements in Cigarette
Machines."  Dated 12th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4039.-THOMAS HITCHEN, of 87 Ferry
road, Glebe Point,. Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales.
"Improvements in the Construction of Continuous Baking Ovens
for Bread, Biscuits, Pastry, or Confectionery."  Dated 23rd
August, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar  of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 25th September, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica.
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been  ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.Application N . 3683.--ALFRED HOGG, of 31 Moray Place,
Dunedin, in the colony of New Zealand,  salesman.  "An
Improved Method of Working a Steam Engine."  Dated 24th
December, A.D. 1896.
Application No.  3737.- SIDNEY PRATT  BLACKMORE ,  residing
at the George Goch Amalgamated Gold-Mining. Company,
Limited, Johannesburg, South African Republic, electrical
engineer; RICHARD OLIVER GARDNER DRUMMOND, Of COm-
missioner street, Johannesburg aforesaid, electrical  engineer ;
and EDWARD JOHN WAY,  general manager  of the George
Goch Amalgamated Gold-Mining Company, Limited, Johannes-
burg aforesaid.  "Improvements in Rock and like Drills."
Dated 1st February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3878.-PERRY ERNEST DOOLITTLE, of 180
Sherbourne street, city of Toronto, province of Ontario,
dominion of Canada, physician.  " Improvements in Brake
Mechanism for Bicycles and other Vehicles."  Dated 10th May,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3945.- GEORGE  WILLIAM BALLOU, Of 10
Wall street, city, county, and state of New York, U.S.A., and
AII USTUS SEAVER, of Needham, county of Norfolk, state of
Massachusetts, U.S.A.., manufacturer.  " Improvements in
Glass Globes for the DiFusion and Distribution of Light."
Dated 26th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3984.-MARMADUKE CONSTABLE, of Victoria
Arcade, HERBERT CHAPPEL, engineer, of Victoria Arcade, and
THOMAS SMALE HOOPER. patent agent, all of the city of Sydney,
in the colony of New South Wales.  "An Improved Method
used in Conjunction with Refrigeration for Treating and
Preserving Meat, Poultry, Fruit, and other Articles of Food
for Transit or otherwise."  Dated 24th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4019. - HENRY GRONO, of Newtown,
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, mine  manager,
and HENRY PATESUN, of Harbour street, Sydney aforesaid,
manager  of the New South Wales Fresh Food and lee Com-
pany, Limited.  " Improvements in the Process of Chilling and
Freezing Meat and other Alimentary Substances, and Means
therefor."  Dated 10th August, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
No. 716.  VOL. LxVIII.j 745 [2ND OCTOBER, 1897.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 18th September, 1897.
;NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
.L tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed  thereto, have been  ACCEPTED,  and are now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons intending  to oppose any of such
applications  must  leave particulars  in writing , in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from  the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement  in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette.  A fee
of ten  shillings  is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3694.-JOHN PRICE, mechanical engineer,
THOMAS HANN,  mechanical engineer , and WILLIAM  BROMLEY,
wine and spirit  merchant 's traveller, all of 18 Upper K ennington
lane, London, England.  "Improvements in Velocipedes or
other Vehicles."  Dated 4th January, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3697.-JOHN THOMAS, of Summer Hill,
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, engineer.  "An
Improved Bicycle Brake."  Dated 4th January, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3820. - MAVRICE CHARLES ALFREDE
FOURCHOTTE, of 101 bis, rue Lauriston, Paris, in the republic
of France,  engineer .  "Improved Method of, and Apparatus
for, Generating Acetylene Gas."  Dated 1st April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4038.-JAMES  HERMANN ROSENTHAL, Of
147 Queen Victoria street, in the city of London, England,
engineer .  "Improvements in Feed Water Purer for Steam
Generators ."  Dated 23rd August, A.D. 1897.
Application NO. 4043.-FREDERICK WICKS, of Halfway
Lodge, Esher, Surrey, England, newspaper proprietor.  Im-
provements  in Type founding Apparatus."  Dated 26th August,
A. D. 1897.
Application No. 4044. - JAMES HAYDEN AND VICTOR
JULIUS  HEINECKE , of Hawthorn street, South Brisbane, and
Gladstone road, South Brisbane,  engineers .  "An Improved
Combination  Die for Cutting and Pressing Tops, Bottoms,
Buttons , and Covers of Tins for Preserving purposes, Syrup
Tins,  and all  kinds of Tins of similar description."  Dated
26th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4047.-JOHN SWIFT, of Goulburn, in the
colony of New South Wales,  commercial  traveller.  "An Im-
proved Stand for Bicycles."  Dated 27th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4050.-LEWIS FINDLAY EAST, of 19 Lorne
street , Prabran, in the colony of Victoria, civil servant. "Im-provements in Lids or Covers forJugs and other Vessels."
Dated 28th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4054.-PETER STRANG, of Gill street,
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland,  engineer.
" Improved Manufacture of Zinc Shavings."  Dated 31st
August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4055.-ALEXANDER McLEOD, of Queen
street ,  Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland,  confectioner.
"Improvements in Handles for Cycles."  Dated 31st August,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4056.-HENRY GEORGE DOWNTON, of
Croydon, near Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales,
brick manufacturer,  and WILLIAM  HENRY NICHOLLS, Of
Croydon aforesaid,  accountant .  "Improvements in Process and
Apparatus for the Destruction of Nightsoil and Noxious
Matters."  Dated 2nd September, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3688.-JOHN TOWNSEND TRENCH, of
Kenmare, county Kenny, Ireland, land agent.  " Improvements
in Pneumatic. lyres."  Dated 29th December, 1896.
Application No. 3753.-THE COMMERCIAL UNION CIGAR
AND CIGARETTE COMPANY, of New York, United States of
America (Assignees of . Alfred Gordon Vale).  " Cigarette
Machines."  Dated 16th February, 1897.
Application No. 3769.-THE ANGLO-FRENCH MOTOR
CARRIAGE COMPANY, LIMITED, of Digbeth, Birmingham,
England (Assignees of Edmund Gascoine, junr., and Charles
Daniel Courtois).  "Improvements in Horseless Carriages."
Dated 26th February, 1897.
Application No. 3771.-CHARLES ANDREW EDWARD TALBOT
PALMER, of Pope street, Birmingham, England, engineer.
"Improvements in and relating to Velocipedes."  Dated 27th
February, 1897.
Application No. 3888. -WILLIAM ARTHUR  CAMERON
WALLER, of 6 Kyverdale road, Stoke Newington, London,
England.  "Improvements in the Construction of Tiles."
Dated 17th May, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been  ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave  particulars  in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
A plication No. 3709.-HUGH JOHN SPENCER KELLY, Of
Thursday Island, in the colony of Queensland, electrical
engineer.  " An Improved Submarine Diving Dress."  Dated
13th January, A.D 1897.
Application No. 3752.- HERBERT  LEONIDAS BAILEY, of
189 La Salle street, Chicago, in the county of Cook and state of
Illinois, United States of America, manufacturer.  " Improve-
ments in Automatic Brakes."  Dated 15th February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4059.-CHARLES SMITH, of Casterton, in
the colony of Victoria (M.D. London), surgeon.  "Improve-
ments in  Office Indicators." Dated 3rd September, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1897.NOTICE is hereby  given , that I have  received the undermen.tioned  applications for the registration  of Trade Marks.
Any person  or persons intending  to oppose any of such
applications  must leave particulars in writing , in duplicate (on
Corm I), of his or  their objections  thereto, within two months
(or such further  time, not exceeding six months, as the
Registrar may allow ) of the  advertisement of the applications
in the  Queensland Government Gazette .  A fee  of one pound
is payable  with  such notice.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Applications Nos. 2082 and 2083-Filed 2nd September,
A.D. 1897.- LEVER BROTHERS ,  LIMITED , of Birkenhead, Eng-
land, and Sydney, New South Wales, soap manufacturers :
Application No. 2082, to register in Class 47, in respect of
Laundry Soap ; Application No. 2083, to register in Class 48,
in respect of Toilet Soap, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation:- CORAL
This mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 2nd October ,  A.D. 1897 .  Vide  notice at bead
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2091 - Filed 11th September ,  A.D. 1897.-
ROBERTSON,  SANDERSON,  AND CO., LIMITED ,  of 14 Quality
street,  Leith, North  Britain, distillers and blenders ,  to register
in Class 43, in respect of Whisky, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
wo
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The - essential particulars of the trade mark are (1) the
name "Sanderson's" printed in the particular and distinctive
manner shown, and (2) the copy signature; and applicant Com-
pany disclaims the right to the exclusive use of the added  matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 2nd October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark  advertisements.
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Application  No. 2093-Filed  1.1th September ,  A.D.  1897.-
WILLIAM 11IORTON STEVENSON, of :327 George street ,  Sydney.
New South  Wales, to  re ,inter in Class :3, i ll respect of Chemical
Substances  prepared for use in .lledic•ine and  Pharmacy, aTrade Mark of  which t e follow in- is a representation :-
TYPHOINI.
( REOISTEREI)).
The only known preven-
tive and cure for
TYPHOID FEVER.
This remedy has been known
to the natives of India for over
loo tears as a certain PROPH v-
LACTIC and cure for TYruoin
and all other fevers. Dose.-
PREVENTIVE : One drop
night and morning  in a little
water, and you will never con-
tract Fever. AsaSPECIFIC:
Four drops in a little water
c very four hours. and the fever
is cured in about Live days.
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY
FISHER & COMPANY,
AT i sjicturin j C1ieininto,
337 GEORGE - ST, SYDNEY
The essential  particular of the trradc marl' is  the device;
and I  disclaim  any right to the exclusive use of  the added
matter.
This mark  was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 2nd October, A.D. 15:17. Vide notice  at head of
trade nark  advertisements.
Application No. 2131-Filed 23rd September,  A.D. 1897.-
PnrtcY  FRANK IIuN'rEi,, of Hunter's Steam Preserving Works,
Cairns , North Queensland, mmufactitr.' r, to register in Class
42, in respect  of Substances used as Food or  as Ingredients in
Food, particularly  Sauces and Preserves, a Trade Mark of
which  the following  is a representation -
Application  No. 1981-Filed 2nd April, A.D. 1897.-W. A.
Ross  AND Soxs, LIMITED, of 17 and 19 W illiam street south,
Belfast, Ireland , aerated and mineral water  manufacturers, to
register in Class  1.1, in respect of Mineral and Aerated Waters
(Natural and Artificial), including Ginger Beer, a Trade Mark
of Which the following is a representation
BELFAS,
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the
combination of devices and the fec-simile sajnature "TV. A. Ross
ek  Sons," and applicant Compan,rl disclaims any right to the
exclusive use of the added mutter, except in so far as it consists
of their own name and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 11thh September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Applications Nos. 2087 and 2:)S$-Filed 00h September,
A.D. 1897.-RonRET H. FORI;DEREa, of Franlcl'ord, Philadelphia,
state of Pennsylvania, U.S.A., manufacturer : Application No.
2087, to register in Class 37, in respect of Leather ; and Appli-
cation No. 2088, to register in Class 50, in respect of Leather
Dressing, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representa-
tion :-
lQ
The essential particulars of the above trade mark are
(1) the representation of a paw p tw tree, and (2) the words
The Paw Paw Tree."
This mark was rst advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 2nd October, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2132-Filed 23rd September, A.D. 1897.-
ANiaE SopuuIA BRODIE, trading as the " Natural Food Manu-
facturing Coy.," of 50 Ultimo road, Sydney, to register in
Class 42, in respect of Flour and all Substances used as Food
or Ingredients in Food, a Trade Bark of which the following
is a representation :-
HOMAH
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 2nd October, A.D. 181=17.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Applications Nos. 21.1.9 and 21S0-Filed 21t1i September,
A.D. 1897. •-WILLIAM 1'ai:Try  A ,-\D SON,  of  Ipswich, Suffolk,
England. corset nianiitat inrer:a : Application No. 2119, to
register in Class 13,  111 respect of  '. orset Shields, composed
principally of ordinary met e 1; A1plieat ion N o.  2159, to register
in Class 38, in respect of Corsets and Belts, being in the nature
of Corsets and other Articles of Clothing, a Trade Hark of
which the following is a representation:-
0
22  AmrM AV
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 2nd October, A. D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
The essential particulars of the above trade mark are (1)
the word " Vici," and (2) the device of a horse-shoe.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 11th September, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 21189-Filed Gth September, A.D. 1897.-
BOVRIL LIMITED, of 30 Farringdon street, London, England,
merchants, to register in Class 42, in respect of Substances used
as Food or as Ingredients in Food, a Trade Hark of which the
following is a representation :-
A  y
V a
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of  11th September,  A.D 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application  No. 2080--Filed 1st Septemb ber, A.D. 1597.-
PETER Ross ,  of Newstead ,  Brisbane, to register in Class 47, in
respect of Candle Soap and  oil, a Trade  Mark of  which the
following is a  representation:-
iLBARRA
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 4th September, A.D.  1897,  fide notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 20=6-Filed :)rd September, A.D. 1897.-
THE TEaECOL CO a PANY, Liiii rgD, of Terezol Works, Croft
street, Pendleton, Manchester, England, manufacturers, to
register in Class 50, Subsection 3, in respect of Polishing
Preparations and Materials included in that Class, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation
This mark was first advertised in  the Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 11thi September, A,D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
TEREZOL
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Application No. 2008-Filed 4th May, A D. 1897.-A. G.
THOMMSON AND Co., LIMITED, Glasgow, distillers, to  register in
Class 43, in respect of \\']cisky, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation
YAL1
SUPPLIEDAS Tp
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES
WHISKY.
Application No. 2072-Filed  10th August , A.D. 1897.-
ABRA3I LYLE AND SoNs, LriIITd .D, of 21  M incing lane, London,
and Plaistow  W harf, Victoria Docks, London, England, sugar
refiners and manufacturing confeciioners ,  to register in Class 42,
in respect of Confectionery ,  a Trade  Mark of which  the follow-
ing is a representation :-
41
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing :-The word " Roryal," the cumbinations of devices, and
applicant Company's fc-tc-simile of signature; and we disclaim
any right to the exclusive use of the added matter. The said
trade mark has been in use by the applicant Company and their
predecessors in business since prior to 13th Octob.'r,  1884.
This nark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 28th. August, A.D. 1897.  1 'ide  notice at head
of trade mark advem tisements.
Application No. 2074-Filed 21st August, A.D. 1897.-THE
QUEENSLAND MODEL DAIRY, FEESIi FooD, l:'F, AND STORAGE
COIII'ANY, LIMITED, of Turbot street, Brisbane, c,tueensland,
manufacturers, to register in Class 12, in respect of Butter, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation
p\RY CHILLf0
Z IT A-\14,
BUTTERFLY
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
inq:-Tlie device of a butterfly, with the device of a band with
two buckles, and the word " Butterfly"; and we disclaims any
right to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 28th August, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2071-Filed 5th August, A.D. 1897.-
ALICE LoursA POTTER (trading as " Potter's Sheep Branding
and Paint Company "), of 108 Collins street, Melbourne, manu-
facturer, to register in Class 1. in respect of Sheep Branding
Fluid and Paints, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
Q o
10),0
V5,
A
91*4
The essentialparticular of the trademark is the fbllowing:-
The combination  cf devices; and I disclaim any right to the
exclusive use  of'the added matter,  save  as  to  the name" Potter's."
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  of  7th August, A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
I1
Ike essential  particular of the trade mark is the combination
of devices, and applicant c' mpany disclaims any right to the
exclusive  use of the added matter,save and except their  name and
addresses.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 21st August, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2070-Filed 2nd August, A.D. 1897.-
RYLANDS AND SONS, LIMITED, of New High street, Manchester,
England, merchants and manufacturers, to register in Class 38,
in respect of Articles of Clothing, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation  :-
This mark was first adv ertised in the  Queen sland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 21st  August,  A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application  -No. 206G--Filch 29th July, A.D. 1897.- 11..
MORRIS AND SONS, of  Paddington, Brisbane, boot  manufacturers,
to register  in Class 38,  in respect of Boots, Shoes ,  and Slippers,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
GOOD
<' ARMS D
.,. I-
F
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing:-The device and the word "Arqus"; and we disclaim any
right to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 7th August, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2081-Filed 2nd September, A.D. 1897.-THE ExCVRSION WASHER COMPANY, LIMITED, of Bradford,
Yorkshire, England, soap powder manufacturers, to register in  Class  47, in respect of Soap and Detergents, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
EXCURSION  WASHER.
The essential  p articular  of the  trade mark is the word  " Excursion ,"  and the applicants disclaim any  right  to the word
Washer."
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 18th September ,  A.D. 1897 .  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application  No. 2123-Filed 20th September , A.D. 1897.- Application No. 2094-Filed 14th September,  A.D. 1897.-
GEORGE HILL ADAMS,  trading as  "  Marshall's ,"  of 136 Eliza -  THE LAKE OF THE WOODS MILLING COMPANY, LIMITED, Of
beth street ,  Brisbane ,  and  235  Flinders lane, Melbourne , K eewatin, dominion of Canada ,  mi ll ers, to register in Class 42,
merchant ,  to register in Class 50, subsection 7, in respect of in respect of Flour ,  a Trade Mark  of which the  following is a
Twine, a Trade Mark of which the fo ll owing is a representa -  representation :-
tion :-
MA RSH ALL'S
MILLING
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-ing:-The device and the word " Marshall's."
This  mark was first  advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2125-Filed 21st September, A.D. 1897.-
SAMUEL ALLEN AND SONS,  L IMITED ,  trading as  "Jules Hulene
& Co.," of Townsville, Queensland, merchants, to register in
Class 43, in respect of Brandy, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation:-
A
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The essential particulars of the trade  mark are the
following:-The monogram on shield,  combination  of devices,
and our name  and address; and we disclaim any right to the
exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 25th September, A D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2092-Filed 14th September, A.D. 1897.-
PERRY  BROTHERS, of Queen street, Brisbane,  ironmongers, to
register in Class 12, in respect of Cutlery and Edge Tools, a
Trade M ark of which the following  is a representation : -
0
The essential particulars  of the trade  mark are the  follow.
ing :-The device  and the signature ;  and we disclaim  any right.
to the exclusive  use of the added  matter.
This  mark was first  advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2078-Filed 28th August, A.D. 1897.-
CHARLES RICHARD VALENTINE , of Whitcliffe, Grove Park, Lee,
Kent ,  England, colonial merchant ,  to register  in Class 42, in
respect of Substances used as  Food or  as Ingredients  in Food,
but excluding Tea, a Trade  Mark of which the  following is a
representation :-
•
I
The essential  particulars  of the trade  mark are  the follow.
ing : -The word " Ringer" and  the device ,  as shown  above;  and
we disclaim  any right to  the exclusive  use of the added  matter.
This mark  was first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 18th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade  mark advertisements.
Application No. 2079-Filed 28th August, A.D. 1897.-
CHARLES RICHARD VALENTINE, Of Whitcliffe, Grove Park, Lee,
KL nt, England, colonial merchant, to register in Class 42, in
respect of Substances used as Food  or as  Ingredients in Food,
a Trade Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
'iaA LT I N E
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 18th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment  Gazette  of 18th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2126-Filed 21st September, A.D. 1897.-Application No. 2111-Filed 15th September, A.D. 1897.-
THE AOSTEAL CYCLE AGENCY, LIMITED, of Oxford Chambers,
Bourke street, Melbourne, Victoria ; Coventry, England ; and
Sydney, New South Wales, &c., cycle importers and manu-
facturers ,  to  re gister in Class 22, in respect of Velocipedes and
other Carriages ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
The essential particular of the trade mark  is  the follow
ing :--The  combination  of devices; and  we disclaim  any right to
the exclusive use of the added matter, except our name.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2077-Filed 28th August, A.D. 1897.-
CHARLES RICHARD VALENTINE, of Whitcliffe, Grove Park, Lee,
Kent, England, colonial merchant ,  to register in Class 42, in
respect of Substances used as Food or as Ingredients in Food,
but excluding Tea, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :
SAMUEL ALLEN  AND SONs ,  LIMITED ,  of Townsville ,  Queens-
land ,  merchants ,  trading as " Douglas Bros . & Co.," to  register
in Class 43, in respect of Whisky, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
p , , , .S
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The essential particulars of the trade mark are the fol-
lowing  :-- The device ,  the words  " Old Rebel ,"  and the name
"Douglas Bros . 4' Co."; and we disclaim any right to the
exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2127-Filed 21st September, A.D. 1897.-
SAMUEL ALLEN AND SONS, LIMITED, of Townsville, Queensland,
merchants, to register in Class 43, in respect of Schnapps, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation:-
I
4.
NAGS L'S(aTMAN154'scHIED
SCHNAPPS
This  mark was first  advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 18th September ,  A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2129-Filed 22nd September, A.D. 1897.-
STEWART AND HEx)u NT ,  of Brisbane ,  warehousemen ,  to register
in Class 88, in respect  of Articles of Clothing, a Trade Mark of
which the  following is a representation :-
The essential particular  of the  trade mark  is  the device
above set out.
This mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment  G azette  of  25th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2069 - Filed 30th July, A.D. 1897.-
WOODBEBRY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, City of Baltimore,
state  of  Maryland , U.S.A., to  register in Class 25, in  respect
of Cotton Duck (for Sails  for Shipping,  Belts , Tents, Car
Covers, Awnings, Aprons for Agricultural Machines, and other
purposes) and Cotton Twine,, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation
1?X11N1 ll4 ;XP11.I e I P
The applicant Company and their predecessors in business
claim user  of said mark  since about the month  of January,  1867.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 7th August, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Man ufactu red byThe Proprietor at
NORDER SAND.
'&vtab &s+ed/8b'Si
The essential particulars  of the  trade mark are the  follow-in. q:-The device ,  the letters  "N.B.S.," the word  " Nagel's," and
the signature; and we disclaim any right to the exclusive use of
the added matter.
This  mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 25th September ,  A.D. 1897 .  Tide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2128 - Filed 22nd September ,  A.D. 1897.-
STEWART AND HEMMANT,  of Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  warehouse-
men, to register in Class 38, in respect of Articles of Clothing,
a Trade Mark  of which the  following is a  re presentation :-
The essential particular of the trade mark is the device
above set out, and we disclaim any right to the exclusive use of
the added  matter.
This  mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
meet Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements,
Cl
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Application No. 2085-Filed 3rd September, A.D. 1897.-
FaeNK LANGSTON, of East street, Rockl,amptoii, Queensland,
storekeeper, to register in Class 42, in respect of Tea and other
Substances used as Food or as Ingredients in Food, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
other Carriages , a Trade Mark of which the  following is a
representation :-
ATALANTA
This  mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
meat  Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 20,3-Filed 31st May, A.D. 1897.-ANGLO-
SwISS CONDENSED MILK COMPANY, of Cham, Switzerland, and
10 Mark lane, London, England, condensed milk manufacturers,
to regist -r in Class 42, in respect of  Substances  used as Food or
as Ingrf dients in Food, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation
DAI RYMAI D
The essential particulars  of the trade  mark are the  follow-ing:-The device and the word  " Rick; haw "; and the applicant
disclaims  any right  to the exclusive  use of the added  matter.
This mark  was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 11th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2067-Filed 29th July, A.D. 1897.-JoiiN
CHAPMAN and HENRY BLUM, trading as "The Eureka Yeast
Manufacturing Coy.," of Adelaide street, Brisbane, to register
in Class 42, in respect of Yeast, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
V40
S hFFoiLIFE
V4
r
The essential particular of the trade mark is the following :-
The device;  ani we disclaim  any right to the exclusive use of the
added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 14th August, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2051-Filed 13th July, A.D. 1897 -
ARCHIBALD JOHN BULLOCH AND JAMES MACIIAHON, of 4 and
5 Norwich Chambers, Hunter street, Sydney, New South
Wales, to register in Class 44, in respect of Mineral Waters
and Beverages Natural or Artificial, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Ga:ette  of 4th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2073-Filed 17th August, A.D. 1897.-
HUGH DlxsoN (trading as " Dixson and Sons," at Park and
Elizabeth streets, Sydney, New South Wales, and Brunswick
street, Brisbane, Queensland), tobacco manufacturer, to register
in Class 45, in respect of Manufactured Tobacco, Cigars, and
Cigarettes, a Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation :-
RECORD
This mark was first advertised in the  Queeo,slund Govern-
ment Gazette  of 21st August, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice  at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2119-Filed 15th September, A.D. 1897.-
THE AUSTRAL CYCLE AGENCY, LIMITED, of Oxford Chambers,
Bourke street , Melbourne, Victoria; Coventry,  England; and
Sydney, New South Wales, &c., cycle importers  and manu-
facturers ,  to register in Class 22, in respect of  Velocipedes and
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern=
ment Gazette  of 7th August, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2068-Filed 30th July, A.D.1891.-KAISEB-
BRAUEREI BECK AND Co., of Bremen, Germany, to register
in Class 43, in respect of Beer, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
KA ISER- BIER
The applicant Company and their predecessors  in business
claim user of the s iid trade mark since  1873.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 7th August, A.D. 1897.  Vide•  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1897.
Notice of Cancellation of Registration of Trade Marks No.
251 of 1883, and No. 651 of 1890, in the name of E. and J.
Burke, Dublin, Ireland.NOTICE is hereby given, that the ntries upon the Registers
of Trade Marks of the Trade Marks Nos. 251 and 651,
in Class 43, in respect of Whisky, Stout, or Porter, have been
cancelled by me on receipt of the prescribed form of application.
The trade marks above ref(rred to appeared, respectively,
in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 21st July, A.D. 1883,
Vol. 33, No. 13, page 348, and of the 30th August, A.D. 1890,
Vol. 50, No. 109, page 1360.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1897.
I T is hereby notified, for public information, that the Free
Library attached to this Office  contains  the Specifications
of all Patents granted in the United K ingdom since  A.D. 1588,
which have been supplied by the English Government  on
condition that the Works shall be rendered  daily accessible to
the public for reference or for eonyinq, free of charge.
Files of the following Publications may also be  inspected
in the Library.
The English Illustrated Official Journal (Patents).
The English Trade Marks Journal.
The Patent Review, published at Ottawa, Canada.
Discovery, published at Liverpool, England.
The Australian Builders' and Contractors' News.
The Australasian Building and Engineering Journal.
The Australasian Manufacturer.
The Ironmonger (English Edition).
The Australasian Ironmonger.
Engineering.
The Scientific American.
The Patents Supplement to the New South Wales Govern-
ment Gazette.
The Patents Supplement to the Victorian  Government
Gazette.
The Patents Supplement to the New Zealand Government
Gazette.
The Patents Supplement to the Queensland Government
Gazette.
The Official Gazette of the United States Patent Office
(from January, A.D. 1877).
Complete Specifications and Lithographs of Drawings of
Inventions for which Patents were granted in theUnited States of America, from the year 1889; and
other Works.
The Library is open to the public daily from  9 a.m. to
4 p.m., except Saturdays, when it is open from 9 a.m. to 12 noon.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &e.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GRFGORY, Government Printer,
Will iam street, Brisbane.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
[L.s.)
LAMINGTON,
Governor.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and in accordance
with the provisions of  ".The Croton Lands Acts,  1884 to
1895," 1,  CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  liaron
Lamington , the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
following lots of Land will be offered for sale by Public
Auction, at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on
the days specified, at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively.
TERMS:
Lots 5 and 6 of the Rockhampton Sale, and Lot 1 of
Toowoomba  Sale, one -fourth cash; the balance in
three  equal instalments  at twelve, twenty-four, and
thirty-six months from the date of sale ; the  remaining
lots as follows  :-
Purchasers to an aggregate  not exceeding £12 must pay
one-half  cash and the balance within one month from
the date  of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate  exceeding £12 but not
exceeding  £30 must pay half cash and the balance
within four  months from the date  of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate  exceeding £30 but not
exceeding  £100 must pay one-third cash and the
balance  in two  equal instalments  at four and eight
months  from the date of sale;"
Purchasers to an aggregate  exceeding £100 must pay
one-fourth cash and the balance in three equal
instalments  at four, eight, and twelve months from
the date of stile;
without interest.
And I further notify and proclaim that the Lots vi hick may
remain unsold  shall, at and after Eleven o'clock on the day
following  such Auction, be open to Selection by purchase at the
upset price  for one month from the date of sale.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be charged
according  to the scale established by the Act and Regulations.
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lansing:
ton, in the county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St.
George, Governor and Commander -in-C,ief of the
Colony of Queensland  and its Dependencies.
PUBLIS HED BY AUTHORITY.
SALE AT BUNDABERG,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 16TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of No. of
Portion .  Section. Area. i Price per Lot.
97-18137-S.G.
A. R. P. £ S.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Flinders, parish of Rosedale.
(This portion is situated on the left bank of Grevillia Creek
and on the road from Toweran to Rosedale.)
1 47v I ... ( 40 0 0 20 0
COUNTRY  LOTS-  continued.
No. of No. of No. of
Lot. . Portion. Section. Area.
[No. 77.
Price per Lot.
I A. R. P.  £ s. d.
97-18139-s.G.
(This portion is situated on  Baffle Creek ,  near Rosedale Head
Station.)
2 101v  I ... 313 *2 0 I 235 2 6
Survey Fees- $ •. d.
Lott ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 8 0
.. 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... 11 9 0
SALE AT CAIRNS,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 16TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment.
97-16965-S.O.
No. of
Section. Area.
A. R. P.
Price per Lot.
£ s.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Nares, parish of Cairns.
(These allotments are situated about two miles south-wes(erly
from the town of Cairns.)
1 1 153 4 0 0 25 0
2 2 153 4 0 0 25 0
3 1 154 4 0 0  25 0
4 2 154  4 0 0  25 0
5 3 154 4 0 1 25 0
6 1 155  4 0 0 25 0
7 2 155 4 0 0 25 0
8 3 155 2 3 18 17 18
9 ' 1 156 4 2 30 29 6
10 2 156 4 0 0 25 0
11 3 1511 4 0 0 25 0
12 4 156 4 1 14 27 2
13 5 156 4 2 2 28 3
14 1 157 4 3 5 29 17
15 2 157 4 1 0 26 10
16 3 157 4 0 0  25 0
17 4 157 4 0 0 25 0
18 1 158 5 0 14 31 16
19 I 2 158 5 0 12 31 14
20 3 158 5 0 10 3112
21 4 158 5 0 4 31 10
22 1 159 4 0 0 25 0
23 2 159 4 0 0 25 024 3 159 3 3 23 24 7
25 4 159 2 3 27 24 10
26 5 159 3 3 20 24 4
Survey  Fees-
Lot.i 1 to 17 and 22 to 26
„ 18 to 21 ... ...
£ d.
2 2 0 each.
3 3 0 „
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SALE AT ILFRACOMBE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 2ND  DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment.
No. of
Section. Area. Price per Lot.
97-19080-S.G.
A. E. P. £  S.
SUBURBAN LOT.
County of Portland, parish of Wellshot, Ilfracombe.
(This allotment is situated about half-a-mile north of the
Ilfracombe Railway Station.)
1 I 1 15 I 5 0 0 ( 50 0
Survey Fee-£2 2s.
SALE AT MILES,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 16TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment.
No. of
Section. Area. Price per Lot.
97-16774-S.G.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Bulwer ,  parish  of  Dogwood,  town of Miles.
(These allotments are situated  on the north side of the  line near
Miles Railway Station.)
1 5 2 0 2 190 4 19
2 6 4 0 1 0116 2 0
3 7 4 0 1 01b 2 0
4 8 4 0 1  01  2 0
5 9 4 0 1 0k 2 0
6 10 4 0 1 01 2 0
7 11 4 0 1 oia 2 0
8 12 4 0 1 0ia 2 0
9 13 4 0 1 0;  2  0
10 14 4 0 1 011s 2 0
11 16 4 0 2 .0' -a  6 0
12 1 11 0 2 Ol'W 6 0
13 2 11 0 2 01' r 6 0
14 3 11 0 1 01'u 2 0
15 4 11 0 1  0-?n  2 0
16 5 11 0 1 0i6  2 0
17 6 11 0 1 01% 0
18 7 11 0 1 0-120 2 0
19 8 11 0 1  0-126  2 0
20 9 11 0 1 0,&  2 0
21 12 11 0 1 OT's 2 0
22 13 11 0 1  0126  2 0
23 4 12 0 1 OT16  2 0
24 5 12 0 1 0i6  2 0
25 7 12 0 1  01-s 2 0
26 8 12 0 1 pia 2 0
27 9 12 0 1 0-, 2 0
28 10 12 0 1 OT75  2 0
29 11 12 0 1  0_f16  2 0
30 12 12 ()  1 00a 2 0
31 13 12 0 1 Oda 2 0
Survey Fee -£ 1 1s. each Lot.
SALE AT MUNGINDI,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 16TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion. No. ofSection. Area. Price per Lot.
97-10786-S.G.
A. B. P. £ a.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Belmore, pariah of Mungindi.
(These portions are situated at the south-east corner of the
town.)
1 23v
2 24v
3 25v
4 26v
5 27v
(These portions are
6
7
8
9
10
11
12V
13v
14v
15v
16v
17v
1 0 0 3 0
1 0 0 3 0
1 0 0 3 0
1 0 0 3 0
1 0 0 3 0
situated on the north-east boundary of the
Town Reserve.)
... 5 0 0*
5 0 0k
... 5 0 01
... 5 0 01
5 0 01
5 0 0*
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
SUBURBAN  LOTS-continued.
No. of
Section. Area. Price per Lot.
I I A. B. P. I £ 8.
12 18v ... 5 0 0, 15 0
13 19v ... 5 0 Of 15 0
14 20v ... 5 0 01  15 0
15 21v ... 5 0 0; 15 0
16 22v ... 5 0 0* 15 0
(These allotments are situated on the north- east  side of the
Allotment.
town of Mungindi.)
17 1 27 4 1 231n 8 17
18  2  27 4 1 31k 8 18
19 3 27 4 2 81% 9 3
20 1 28 5 0 0 10 0
21 2 28 5 0 0 10 0
22 3 28 5 0 0 10 0
23 4 28 5 0 0 10 0
Survey Fees-  £ s. d.
Lots  1 to 5  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1 1 0 each.
17to23  ... ... ... ... ... ...  2 2 0
6to16 ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 3 0
SALE AT ROCKHAMPTON,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 16TH DAY  OF NOV EMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment.
97-15903-8.G.
No. of
Section. Area. Price per Lot.
A. B. P.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Livingstone, parish of Rockhampton, town of
Rockhampton.
(This allotment  has frontage  to Murray  street.)
1( 9 ( 4 I 0 2 0 ( 150 0 0
(This allotment  has frontage  to George street.)
2 1 7 5 1 0 2 0 I 150 0 0
97-15808-8.G.
County of Kimberley, parish of Duaringa, town of  Duaringa.
(This  allotment has frontage  to Olga street.)
3( 2 I 25  I 0 2 0 1 4 0 0
97-16298-8.G.
SUBURBAN LOT.
County of Livingstone, parish of Gracemere.
(This allotment is situated on the north side of the railway line,
near Gracemere Railway Station.)
4 13 ( 9( 1 1 4 ( 4 0 0
97-18140--8.G.
COUN IRY LOTS.
County of Liebig, parish of Glenprairie.
(These portions are situated on Back Creek,  near Glenprairie
Head  Station.)
Portion.
6 3v I ... 233 3 16 117 0 0
Survey  Fees- £ t. d.
Lots 1 to 3 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1 1 0 each.
Lot 4  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2 2 0
11 9 0
... 10 7 0
SALE AT ST. GEORGE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 16TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Section. Area. Price per Lot.
97-18822-5.G.
A. R. P.
£ a. d.
£  S.
COUNTRY LOT.
County of Belmore, Gulnarbar Resumption.
(This portion is situated near the Forty-mile Tank, on the road
from Bollon to St .  George.)
1  1v I 1 3 0 0 1 3 0
Survey Fee- 22 2s.
The purchaser to pay £280 for improvements.
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SALE AT ST. LAWRENCE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 16TH DAY  OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment.
No. of
Section. Area. Price  per Lot.
97-16203-S.G.
A. R. P. £ S.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Murchison, parish of St. Lawrence, town of
Newport.
(These allotments are situated about three  miles  south-easterly
from St. Lawrence, on the road to the Meatworks.)
1 1 4 0 2 0 4 0
2  2  4 0 2 0 4 0
3 3 4 0 2 0 4 0
4 4 4 0 2 0 4 0
5 5 4 0 2 34io 5 15
6 6 4 0 2 0 4 0
7 7 4 0 2 0 4 0
8 8 4 0 2 0 4 0
9 1 5 0 2 0 4 0
10 2 5 0 2 0 4 0
11 3 5 0 2 0 4 0
12 4 5 0 2 0 4 0
13 5 5 0 2 0 4 0
14 6 5 0 2 0 4 0
15 7 5 -0 2 0  4 0
16 8 5 0 2 0 4 0
17 9 5 0 2 0 4 0
18 10 5 0 2 0 4 0
19 1 6 0 2 0 4 0
20 2 6 0 2 0 4 0
21 3 6 0 2 0 4 0
22 4 6 0 2 0 4 0
23 5 6 0 2 0 4 0
24 6 6 0 2 0 4 0
25 7 6 0 2 0 4 0
26 8 6 0 2 0 4 0
27 9 6 0 2 0 4 0
28 10 6 0 2 0 4 0
29 1 7 0 2 0 4 0
30 2 7 0 2 0 4 0
31 3 7 0 2 0 4 0
32 4 7 0 2 0 4 0
33 5 7 0 2 0 4 0
34 6 7 0 2 0 4 0
35 7 7 0 2 0 4 0
36 8 7 0 2 0 4 0
37 9 7 0 2  0 4 0
38 10 7 0 2 0 4 0
39 1 8 0 2 0 4 0
40 2 8 0 2 0 4 0
41 3 8 0 2 0 4 0
42 4 8 0 2 0 4 0
43 5 8 0 2 0 4 0
44 6 8 0 2 0 4 0
45 7 8 0 2 0 4 0
46 8 8 0 2 0 4 0
47 9 8 0 2 0 4 0
48 10 8 0 2 0 4 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Parish of St.lLawrence.
49 1 9 2 2 32 5 8
50  2 9 2 0 12; 4 4
51 3 9 3 0 18 6 5
62 4 9 3 0 10  6 3
53 5 9 2 2 26; 7 7
54 6 9 2 2 24-0  7 6
55 1 10 3 3 194 7 15
56 2 10 4 0 25  8 6
57 3 10 4 1 29k 8 17
58 4 10 3 3 30 7 18
59 5 10 3 330.6  7 18
60 6 10 i 2 27 9 7
61 1 11 3 0 6;0  6 2
COUNTRY LOTS.
Parish of St. Lawrence.
62 1 12 10 0 0 10 0
63 2 12 9 3 211 9 18
64 1 13 10 0 2 10 1
65 2 13 10 0 0 10 0
66 3 13. 10 3  13y36  10 17
67 1 14 10 0 0 10 0
68 2 14 10 0 0 10 0
69 3 14 10 0 0 10 0
70 4 14 10 0 0 10 0
71 1 15 14 3 5 6  1416
No. of I No. of
Lot. Allotment.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
No.  Of
Section. Area. Price per Lot.
A. R. P. S.
97-9239-S.G.
Parish of St. Lawrence.
(These allotments are situated on the east side of the town of
St. Lawrence.)
72 2 11 4 3 19io 10 0
73 3 11 3 3 35 8 0
Survey Fees- £ s. d.
Lots 1 to 48 ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 0 each.
49 to 61,  72 and 73  ... ... ... ... ... 2 2 0
62, 63, 65,  and 67 to 70  ... ... ... ... 3 3 0
64, 66. and 71  ... ... :.. ... ... 4 0 0
SALE AT TOOWOOMBA,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 16TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
JI
No. of
Allotment. Section.
97-18704-8.G.
Area.
A. B. P.
Price per Lot.
£ S.
TOWN LOT.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town of Toowoomba.
(This allotment has frontage to Russell street.)
1 19 I 5 0 0 16io i 750 0
97;16646-S.G.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Aubigny, parish of Beauaraba.
(This portion is situated about four  miles  north-westerly from
Pittsworth Railway Station.)
Portion.
2( 54v I ... I 6 2 3 916
97-13281--S.G.
County of Aubigny, parish of Westbrook.
(This portion is situated on Westbrook Creek at the south-west
corner of portion 98v, and is about four and  a-half miles
south-westerly from Westbrook Railway Station.)
3 I 139v I, ... 10 0 0-- I 30 0
Survey Fees-  £ s. d.
Lot I ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 0
2 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 3 0
3 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane , this twenty-ninth day of September, in the
year' of our Lord one  thousand  eight hundred and
ninety-seven ,  and in the  sixty-first  pear of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CIIAELES WAILACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laining-
ton, in the county of Lanark, in theG Peerage of[L.] the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of theGovernor. ' Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.Governor. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested,  and in  accord-
ance with the provisions of  "The Crown Lands  ,dets,1884
to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEB, Baron
Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the following Leases will be offered for Sale by Public
Auction, at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on
the day specified, at the upset  annual  rent affixed to each lot
respectively.
And I further notify and proclaim that the lease  or leases
which may  remain unsold  shall, at and after Eleven o'clock
on the day following such Auction, be open to Selection by
purchase at the upset annual rent for one month from the date
of sale.
SALE AT CAIRNS,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 1ST DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Special Lease.
No. of
Section. Area. Upset Rent.
97-18705-8.G.
A. B. P. £ S.
SPECIAL LEASE.
County of Nares, parish of Cairns, town of Cairns.
(This land has frontage to Trinity Inlet.)
1 I 350 I ... 0 2 0 I 50 0
Survey Fee-21  is.
No. 77. VOL. Lx'vm.] 754
The term  of the  lease  to be twenty- one years.
The upset  rent to  be £50 per annum for the first period of
seven years . The rent for the second and third periods of
seven ears to be determined  by the Land Board.
The rent must be paid yearly in advance.
No compensation for improvements at the expiration of the
lease.
The right  of resuming  the whole or any part of the leased
land at any time, on giving  six months ' notice and paying only
the value  of impro vements , to be reserved to the Government.
SALE  AT ROCKHAMPTON,
ON MONDAY, THE 1ST DAY OF NOVEMBER,  18.47.
No. of  N o. of No. of
Lot. Quarry Site .  Section. Area. Upset Rent.
A. R. P. I £
SPECIAL LEASE.
County of Livingstone, parish of Stanwell.
(Formerly Special Lease No. 247.)
6  ..  1  0 2 2 10 0
Survey Fee-XI  is.
[2ND OCTOBER, 1897.
The term of the  lease to  be ten years.
The upset rent to be £10 per  annum  for the first period of
five years. The rent for the second period of fire years to be
determined by the Land Board.
The rent must be paid yearly in advance.
The right of resuming the whole or any part of the leased
land at any time, on giving six months' notice and paying only
the value of improvements, to be reserved to the Government.
No compensation to be payable for improvements at the
expiration of the lease, but the lessee to have the right to remove
his improvements.
The lessee to have two licenses to dig and remove free, but
a license  fee to be paid for each additional man employed above
that number.
I
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government House,
Brisbane , this twenty-second  day of September, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ninety -seven ,  and in  the sixty- first year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Printed and Published by EDUUND GREGORY, Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane.
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Decrease.
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE Of the COLONY  of QUEENSLAND, and of the SPECIAL FUNDS
paid into the TREASURY  at BRISBANE , during the QUARTERS ended 30Ta  SEPTEMBER,  1896, and 30TH SEPTEMBER, 1897,
respectively, showing the INCREASE  or DECREASE  under each head thereof.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th September, 30th September,
1896. 1897.
CUSTOMS- TAXATION.
Spirits ... ... ... ...
Wine ... ... ...
Ale, Porter, Vinegar, &c.... ...
Tobacco, Snuff, and Cigars ...
Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, and Chicory ... ... ...
Provisions, Fruits, Pickles, &c. ... ... ...
Grain, Malt, &c. ..: ... ...
Sugar and  Molasses  ... ... ... ...
Iron Castings, Wire, &c.... ... ... ...
Oils, Chemicals, Soap, Starch, &c. ... ...
Miscellaneous ... ... ... ... ...
Ad valorem... ... ... ... ... ...
EXCISE-
Duty on Colonial Tobacco and Cigars ... ... ...
Duty on Colonial Spirits ... ... ...
Export Duty on Station Produce ... ...
Export Duty on Cedar and Royalty on Guanu ...
Totalisator Tax ... ... ... ... ...
Duty on Colonial Beer ... ... ... ... ...
STAMP DUTY-
Impressed Stamps
Adhesive Stamps ...
DIVIDEND DUTY ... ,,,
[No. 78.
Increase.
£ a. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. d.
67,987 16 4 66,523 0 11 1,464 15 5
3,531 9 10 3,688 10 6 ... 157 0 8
5,786 9 0 7,035 1 0 ... 1,248 12 0
59,622 7 9 40,425 3 7 ... 802 15 10
23,617 18 2 23,127 12 1 490 6 1
48,854 8 0 44,225 9 8 4,628 18 4
17,406 17 7  14,325 19 11 3,080 17 8
288 8 9  221 8 4 67 0 5,
8,391 12 4 5,810 13 3 2,580 19 127,014 12  5 24,859 19 2  2,154 13  3
7,898 8 7 6,117 3 4 1,781 5 3
89,065 11 11 72,516 9 5 16,549 2 6
339,466 0 8 308,876 11 2 32,797 18 0 2,208 8 6
7,948  1 5 8,227 17 9 ...  279 16  4
9,550 12 5  8,789 16 2 760 16 3
70 1 7 86  1 2 ... 15 19 7
109 17  2 192 19 7 ... 83 2 5
1,418 11  5 1,608 12 9  ...  190 1 4
... 5,596 16 9  ...  5,596 16 9
19,097 4 0 24,502 4 2 760 16 3 6,165 16 5
23,976 4 5 I 21,132 6 6 2,843  17 11
4,963 18 10 5,272 3 2 ... 308 4 4
28,940 3 3 I 26,404 9 8 2,843  17  11 308 4 4
14,895 10 0 11,019 17 9 3,875 12 3
LICENSES--
Auctioneers 69 13 10 119 10 10 ... 49 17 0
Bil liard and Bagatelle  .., ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, 1,462 15 0 1,541 10 4 ... 78 15 4
Bonded  Storekeepers 1,682 19 0 1,864 2 0 181 3 0
Hawkers and  Pedlers  ,,, „ .,, ,,, 862 18 4 750 0 0 112 18 4
Manufacture and Sale of  Tobacco .. 1,105 15 0 1,098 10 0 7 5 0
Pearl -shell, Beche- de-mer , and Other Fishery Licenses 250 12 6 144 0 0 106 12 6
Retail  Fermented  and Spirituous  Liquors ... ... ... 19,543 9 2 19,442 16 8 100 12 6
Wholesale  Spirit Dealers ...  ... .... 136 13 4 10 0 0 126 13 4
All other  Licenses ... ... ... 264 14 0 181 1 0 83 13 0...
... ..,
25,379 10 2  25,151 10  10 537 14 8 309 15 4
TOTAL TAXATION ... £ j 427,778 8  1'  395,954 13 7 40 ,815-10 1 8,992 4 7
118
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF THE QUARTERS'  REVENUE-continued.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th September ,  30th September ,  Decrease.
1896. 1897.
TERRITORIAL REVENUE.
LAND REVENUE-
Land 'Sales-Auction and Selection
Rents of Homestead and Conditional
Purchases ... ... ... ...
Rents , Acts of 1884 to 1895 ... ..
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
Timber Licenses and other Receipts ...
£  s. d. £ a. d. £ s. d.
3,004 12 10  5,008 18  5
10 15 0 ..
9,649  4  10  12,242 12 3
366 17 .0 391 7  2
2,43018 5  2,781 17  3
10 15 0
15,462 8 1  20,424 15 1 10 15 0
PASTORAL OCCUPATION-
Occupation Licenses ,  Act of 1884...
Rent of Runs  ... ... ... ... ...
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ... ...
MINING OCCUPATION-
Miners' Rights and Business Licenses
Mining Leases and other Receipts ...
Survey Fees ... ... ... ...
Escort F ees ... ... ... ...
TOTAL TERRITORIAL ...
RAILWAYS.
Southern and Western Division ...
Central  ... ... ... ... ...
Mackay ... ... ...
Bowen  ... ...
Northern ... ... ...
Cairns ... ... ...
Cooktown ... ... ...
Normanton ... ...
TOTAL RAILWAYS ... ... £
OTHER SERVICES.
POSTAGE-
Sale of Stamps  ... ... ... ...
Commission on Money Orders and Postal
Notes
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS
HARBOUR RATES AND FEES-
Harbour Rates, Pilotage, &c. ...
Graving Dock ... ...
Marine  Board  ... ... ...
TOTAL OTHER  SEaVICES  ... ... £
OTHER RECEIPTS.
FEES OF OFFICE-
Courts of Petty Sessions ... ... ...
Registrar  of Titles ... ... ... ...
Registrar  of Patents ... ...
Sheriff ... ... ... ...
Shipping Master
All other Fees
FINES  AND FORFEITURES-
Courts of Petty  Sessions  .. ... ...
Confiscated  and Unclaimed Property ...
Crown's Share of Seizures ... ...
Sheriff  ... ... ... ... ...
All other Fines  ,., ... ...
Carried forward  ... ... £
12,036 19 7 10,129 16 3 1,907 3 4
322,308 8 7 256,370 6 10 65,938 1 9
53 4 0 43 8 0 14 16 0
334,403 12 2 266,543 11 1 67,860 1 1
1,184 0 0 1,286 0 0
4,353 8 3 4,260 9 9 9218 6
54 9 2 386 6 6
174 18 0 ... 174 18 0
5,766 15 5 5,932 16 3 267 16 6
355,632  15 8 292,901 2 5 68,138 12 7
160,110 5  0 155,842 19 0  4,267 16  0
58,175 14 0 60,991 10 10 . .
2,025 6 7 1,929 11 8 95 14 11
495 0 7 1,145 18 9 ...
48,160 10 10 58,234 10 4 ...
2,692 2 10 3,271 5 9 ...
507 10 4 580 19 6
3,614 6 8  3,188 18 10  425 7 10
275,781  6 10 285,185 14  8  4,788 18  9
39,132 3 0 41,630 1 3 .
1,655  6 11  1,398 4 5 257 2 6
40,787 9 11 43,028 5 8 257 2 6
20,189  18 0 21,731 8 11
4,941 16 3 4,391 0 4  550 15 11
371 18 10 1,136 12 4 ...
189 15 0 25612 0 ...
5,503 10  1 5,784 4 8  550 15 11
66,480 18  0  70,543 19  3 807 18 5
9291710 956 5 5 ...
2,352 17 4 2,604  7 10  ...
64211 6 780 6 0 ...
46 16 2 50 7 11 ...
281 9 9 292 5 0 ...
562 9 10 1,343 2 1 ...
4,816 2 5  6,026 14  3
843 14 6 971 18 7
2 19 0  26 11 10
234 6 11 57 10 9 176 16 2
14 4 0 5 0 0 9 4 0
808 9 4 70 10 0 737 19 4
1,903 13 9
6,71016 2
1,131 11  2  923 19  6
7,158 5 5  923 19  6
Increase.
£ s. d.
2,004 5 7
2,593 7 5
24 10 2
350 18 10
4,973 2 0
102 0 0
331 17 4
433 17 4
5,406 19 4
2,815 16 10
650 18 2
10,073 19 6
579 2 11
73 9 2
14,193 6 7
2,497 18 3
2,497 18 3
1,541 10 11
764 13 6
66 17 0
831 10 6
4,870 19 8
26 7 7251 10 6
137 14 6
3 11 9
10 15 3
780 12 3
1,210 11 10
128 4 1
23 12 10
151 16 11
1,362 8 9
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COMPARATIVE  STATEMENT  OF THE QUARTERS'  REVENUE-ooatinued.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th September, 30th September ,  Decrease.
1896. 1897.
OTHER  RECEIPTS-continued. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Increase.
£ s. d.
Brought forward ... ... ... 6,719 16 2 7,158 5  5 923 19 6 j 1,362 8 9
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Asylums, Orphanages, &c. .. 1,377 11 5 1,002 0 10 375 10 7
Civil Service Superannuation Fund, 1863 Act 183 14 10 165 16 9 17 18 1
Contributions towards Cost of Garrison,
Thursday  Island  ... ... ... 2,161 18 11  2,354 12 3  ...  192 13 4
Commission and Balances in Insolvency ... 1 1 10 94 13 3 ... 1 93 11 5
Government Printer ... ... 889 0 5 .864 15 10 24 4 7
Interest on Loans to Local Bodies ... ... 1,972 1 6 8,772 13 4 ... 6,800 11 10
„ Pub li c  Balances ... ... ... 35 8 0 10 14 9 24 13 3
Powder Magazines ... ... ... ... 505 15 3 1,049 15 4 ... 544 0 1
Repayment of Loans to Sugar Mills ... 954 7 0 415 12 3 538 14 9
Sale of Government Property ... ... 532 3 4 869 10 2 .. 337 6 10
Surcharges and Refundments  ... ...  813 2 0 254 18 2 558 3 10
Wharves ... ... ... ... ... 457 7 5 303 8 1  153 19  4
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ... 740 15 7 1,423 9 5 ... 682 13 10
10,624 7 6  17,582 0 5 1,693 4 5  8,650 17  4
TOTAL OTHER RECEIPTS  ... £ 17,344 3 8 24,740 5 10 2,617 3 11 10,013 6  -1
TOTAL REVENUE PROPER  ... £ 1,143,017 12 3 1,069,325 15 9 117,168 12 9 43,476 16 3
Decrease  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  117,168 12 9
DECREASE of REVENUE PRoP>tR ON CORRESPONDING  QUARTER ,  1896 ...  £  73,691 16 6
TRUST FUNDS RECEIPTS.
"Agricultural Lands Purchase Act of  1894"... 1,403 14 0 3,535 1 6 2,131 7 6
Assurance Fund, Real Property Act ... ... 1,436 0 10 1,220 10 11 215 9 11
Brands Act Fund ... ... ... ... ... 178 11 6 128 9 0 50 2 6
British New Guinea Trust Account ... ... 1,471 19 7 5,944 7 1 ... 4,472 7 6
Central Rabbit Board Account ... ... ... 3,799 16 0 ... 3,799 16 0
Civil Service Superannuation Trust Account .. 443 14 5 1,163 3 10 ... 719 9 5
" Crown Lands Act of  1884" (Improvements) 3,838 1 5 5,151 12 11 ... 1,313 11 6
Defence Stores Trust Account ... ... ... . 3,725 15 5 4,648 1  9 ... 922 6 4
Diseases  in Sheep Act Fund ... ... ... 9 18 6 14 12 0 ... 4 13 6
Diseases  in Stock Fund Account... ... ... 4,000 0 0 540 19 2 3,459 0 10
Harbour and River Dues Trust Account ... 14,397 9 3 11,186 14 11 3,210 14 4
Immigration Collections, Colony ... ... 418 0 0 540 0 0 ... 122 0 0
„ London ... 74 0 0 272 11  9 ...  198 11  9
Live Stock and Meat Export Fund ... ... 196 16 10 947 3 5 750 6 7
Marsupials  Destruction Act Fund ... ... 77 19 3 .. 77 19 3
Pacific Islanders' Fund ... ... ... ... 3,094 2 1 3,285 8 11 ... 191 6 10
Police Reward Fund ... ... ... ,,. 460 6 10 479 19 6 ... 19 12 8
Pound Sales ... ... ... ... 20 4 2 17 6 10 2 17 4
"Special Sales of Land Act of 1891"  ... 1,039 16 4 ... 1,039 16 4
Stock Tax-Dairy Fund ... ... ... ... 26 11 3 615  4 6 ... 588 13 3
„ Meat Fund ... ... .... ... 338 11 3 10 16 0 327 15 3
Straits  Hospital Fund ... ... ... ... 141 2 0 184 4 0 ... 43 2 0
Supreme Court Funds Account ... ... ... 4,289 18 10 6,095 19 11 ... 1,806 1 1
Survey Fees (Land) Trust Account ... ... 3,008 3 11 2, 680 15 9 327 8 2
Trust Fund, Audit Act ... ... ... ... 100 13 11 362 17 5 ...  262 3 6
TOTAL TaUST FUNDS  RECEIPTS  £ 47,991 7 7 49,026 1 1 12,510 19 11 13,545 13 5
ROBT. PHILP,
The Treasury ,  Acting Treasurer.
Queensland , 2nd October, 1897.
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COMPARATIVE  STATEMENT  Of the CUSTOMS DUTIES received at each PORT Of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND
and paid into the TREASURY, at BRISBANE, during the QUARTERS ended 30th September, 1896,
and 30th September, 1897, respectively.
Port. Quarter ended 30th Quarter ended 30thSeptember, 1896. September,  1897-
2  s. d. £ s,  d.
Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 179,485 8 5 162,561 9 11
Ipswich ... ... ... ... ... 4,226 13 8 3,922 18 6
Maryborough ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 12,489 6 3 11,001 6 4
Burnett River ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8,368 9 8 5,943 2 5
Gladstone ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,490 8 2 1,096 18 11
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 40,567 8 5 41,332 4 9
St. Lawrence ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 69 5 0 76 0 10
Mackay  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6,321 14 0 5,363 12 10
Port Denison ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,210 2 3 1,694 0 0
Cleveland Bay ... ... ... ... ... 54,785 19 10 47,934 9 3
Dungeness  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 870 11 8 553 6 8
Geraldton ... ... ...
...
...
...
... ... 1,348 4 0 1,944 6 8
Cairns  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6,555 8 1 6,981 0 3
Port Douglas ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,206 3 8 570 1 1
Cooktown ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3,286 17 4 3,802 1 6
Thursday Island ... ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ... 2,867 10 11 2,931 1 11
Normanton ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6,244 16 10 5,709 7 7
Burketown  ... . .. ... ... 694 12 10 469 13 0
Cunnamulla ... ...
...
... ...
.
.
.
... ... ... 1,170 2 3 1,050 17 1
Thargomindali ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,009 5 8 391 13 8
Border Patrol ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4,197 11 9 3,546 18 0
TOTAL ... 339,466 0 8  308,876 11 2
ROBT. PHILP,
The Treasury, Acting Treasurer.
Queensland, 2nd October, 1897.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the  EXPENDITURE  of the  COLONY Of QUEENSLAND during the QUARTERS ended 30th
September, 1896, and 30th September, 1897,  respectively.
Quarter ended Quarter ended Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th Sept .,  1896. 3oth Sept .,  1897. 30th Sept .,  1896. 30th Sept., 1897.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £  a. d. £ s. d.
0 1,250 0 0
0 11,969 6 6
50 0 0
9 9,468 13 3
No. 1.-SCHEDULES.
Schedule A ... ... ... 1,250 0
Schedule B ... ... ... 11,086 18
Schedule C ... ... ...
Schedule D ... ... ... 16,854 9
£ 29,191
A 1.
Interest on the Public Debt
No. 2.-EXECUTIVE AND
LEGISLATIVE.
His Excellency the Governor ...
Executive Council ... ...
Legislative Council ... ...
Legislative Assembly
Legislative Council and Assembly
No. 3.-CHIEF SECRETARY.
Chief Secretary ... ..
Agent-General for the Colony
Defence Force (Land) ...
Defence Force (Marine) ...
Public Service Board ...
Immigration ... ...
No. 4.-HOME  SECRETARY.
Department ... ... ...
Thursday Island ...
Thursday Island Water Police ...
Labour Bureau ... ... ...
Public Health ... ... ...
Registrar -General ... ... ...
Po li ce ... ... ...
Petty  Sessions  ... ... ...
Government Printing ... ...
Advertising Board ... ... ...
Lunatic Asylums ... ... ...
Lunatic Reception Houses ... ...
Prisons ... ... ...
Reformatories ... ... ...
Lytton Water Police
Benevolent Asylum, Dunwich
Steamers  " Lucinda" and " Otter"
Charitable Allowances ... .
"The Factories and Shops Ant of
1896"
Medical and Medical Board ...
Misce ll aneous  Services ... ...
Roads and Bridges ... ... ...
Expenses  of Elections ... ...
Expenses Local Government Com-
mission ...
Interest, Commission, and Exchange 6,410 17 9 5,601 13 10
Miscellaneous Services ... ... 1,196 2 1 444 9 0
1,400 0 0 Customs ... 7,613 18 1 10,430 2 4
7 9 22,737 19 9 Bundaberg Wharf •"  ...  5,982  0 0
1,400 0 0
290 0 0
220 6 6
567 1 6
744 13 0
1,580 18 10
395 0 0
223 4 3
356 7 9
447 13 11
1,301 1 9
No. 7.-THE TREASURER.
Treasury ... ... ... ...
Colonial Stores . ... ...
Refund of Border Tax ..
Endowment to Local Authorities...
Compensation for Resumption,
Border Patrol ... ... 1,391 19 1 1,511 19 10
Distilleries and Excise ... ... ],152 18 10 1,522 15 9
Marine  Board 884 13 8 933 2 7
Harbours, Pilots, and Lighthouses 17,489 4 6 12,982 16 11
Powder Magazines  ... ... ... 211 7 1  202 0 11
Docks ... ... ... ... 474 3 8 524 8 6
Water Supply ... ... 612 5 11 684 1 10
1  48,118 19 10  38,636 5 2
£ 3,402 19  30 2,723 7 8
173 17 9 154 15 4
624 19 8 451 8 010,374 17  8 15,283 3 9
2,349 14 6 2,291 3 9
161 4 6 166 5 5
250 0 8  227  13 2
13,934 14 9 18,574 9 5
854 14 1 923 15 0
811 2 2 759 2 4
254 10 6 192 2 3
1,811 14 1 2,263  7 111,819 10  2 1,362 6 8
1,191 2 2 1,227 5 0
39,041 5 2 42,905 11 10
6,710 8 7 6,752 7 5
10,132  3 4 11,160 6 5836 15  7  1,284 18  4
7,911 5 5 9,609 8 7
580 3 8 . 625 5 0
5,934 9 7  6,579 16  1
440 11 6 400 4 3
328 10 10 327 11 0
2,402 3 2 3,823 15 1
1,301 4 1 1,772 19 3
12,142 5 2 16,480 4 6
280 15 4
571 3 0 507 18 1
3,166 4 5 5,172 2 111,266 14  0 1,661 7 7
65318 9 125 5 6
1,449 11 2
No. 8.-SECRETARY  FOR LANDS.
Department .. ... ... ... 1,667 14 1 2,307 11 6
Land Board ... ... ... ... 387 18 6 573 13 0
Division of Runs ... ... ... 687 10 0 660 0 0
Land Commissioners and Land
Agents .. ... .. ... 1,595 18 2 1,947 7 5
Bailiffs and Rangers of Crown
Lands ... ... ... 1,029 1 10 1,159 12 0
Opening  Roads  ... ... ... 275 1 3 579 4 1
Pastoral Occupation ... ... 493 11 4 259 19 8
Survey of Land ... ... ... 4,697 7 9 5,100 19 9
Trigonometrical Survey ... ... 33 11 6 59 4 10
Misce llaneous  ... ... ...  115 2 8 65 18 2
Rabbit Fencing ... ... ... 4,588 19 8 233 15 0
Royal Lands Commission ... ... ... 1,536 7 0
£  15,571 16  9  14,483 12  5
No. 9.-SECRETARY FOR
AGRICULTURE.
Department . ...
Agricultural College
State Farms ... ...
Misce ll aneous
Reserves ... ... ..
Agricultural and Horticultural
Societies
1,431  16 8 1,696 0 8
1,459  0 8 2,d8412 4
1,808 11 10 16, 0 8
1,666 14 8 3,648 6 6
.  2,256 2 9
1,159 18 4 2,411 15 10
850 6 342i* 0 0 629 4  0.
1,595 19 3 1,759 10 0
4,849 12  3 11,555 5 4
No. 10.-- SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION.
Department ... ... ... 727 19 6 775 17 6
Inspection ... ... ... ... 1,043 2 8 1,395 8 4
State and Provisional Schools ... 29,120 4 1 32,983 17 5
Grammar Schools ... 600 5 0 986 15 0
Schools of Arts and Technical
7 116,197 16 4£ 101,611 10
No. 5.-SECRETARY FOR WORKS.
Department ...  ... ... 2,222 3 0  2,600 19 4
Buildings  ... ... ... ... 13,032 2 0 16,476  2 11
Roads and  Bridges ... ... ... 255 12 0 1,326 0 0
£  15,509 17  0 20,403 2 3
No. 6. - DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE.
Chief Office .. , , ,
Crown Solicitor ,  Brisbane ...
Crown Solicitor, Townsville
Supreme Court, Southern ...
Supreme Court , Northern .,.
Supreme Court, Central ...
Sheriff, Southern ... ...
Sheriff, Northern ... ...
District  Courts ... ... ...
Insolvency, Intestacy, and Insanity
Registrar of Friendly Societies ...
Commissioner  of Stamps ... ...
Registrar  of Patents ... ...
Registrar  of Titles ... ... ...
1,115 19 1 1,447 2 3
369 12 4 585 13 1
64 13 0 83 19 0
1,623 19 0 1,332 6 11
456 15 0 520 3 6
296 3 0 303 9 0
931 12 11 754 0 7
325 8 0 21; 10 0
2,632 4 8 1,909 14 5
647 14 10 579 4 0
181 10 0 196 10 0
676 6 2' 676 10 0
434 7 0 487 0 0
1,821 17 6 1,810 6 9
11,578 2 6 10,903 9 6
Education  ... ... ... 1,971. 10 9 2,363 6 8
Museum  ... ... ... ...  120 5 0 161 19 2
Orphanages  ... ... ... ...  5,546 14 5 5,613 16 10
£ 39,130 1 5 44,281  0 11
No. 11.- SECRETARY FOB MINES.
Department ... ... ... ... 738 13 4 3,003 5 9
Gold Fields ... ... ... ... 4,225 18 7 4,238 0 5
Government Analyst ... 199 15 1 1 205 8 9
£ 5,164 7 0
No. 12.-SECRETARY FOR
RAILWAYS.
General Establishment
Southern Division ... ...
Central Railway ... ...
Mackay Railway ... ...
Bowen Railway ... ...
Northern Railway ... ...
Cairns Railway ... ...
Cooktown Railway ... ...
Normanton Railway ... ...
7,446 14 11
6,157  6 2 6,403 1 8
100,906 13 0 103,547 3 433,222 16  4 25,571 5 3
.1,444 7 10 1,831 12 7
883 10 1 1,047 10 0
17,842 11 7 20,882 8 102,682 13 5 2,468 5 4
1,391  3 2 1,232 7 8
2,692  18 10  3,163 7 4
£ 167,224 0 5  166,147 2 0
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF THE QUARTERS'  EXPENDITURE -continued.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th Sept .,  1896. 30th Sept .,  1897.
No. 13 .- PosTISAST BB-GBNBBAL.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Post and Telegraph Offices ... 32,889 19 4
Conveyance of Mails ... ... 28,222 6 6
Miscellaneous Services  ... ... 1 11,872 14 9
Meteorological Branch ...  ...  458 14 2
£; 73,443 14 9
£  s. d. £ s. d.
... 3,750 0 0  £ s. d. £ a. d.
237 11 0 158 15 10 Agricultural Lands Purchase Act... 1,717 11 5 80,758 13 4
Audit Act Trust Fund ... ... 99 2 2 105 19 4
1,171 9 8  Brands  Fund ... ... ... 10,028 9 3 724 0 9
British New Guinea Trust Account 128 16 0 ..
1,291 18 10 1,677 13 4 Central Rabbit Board ... 6,269 6 9 1,660 15 2
Defence Stores Trust Account ... .3,884 12 5 1,110 15 5
6,793 1 8 5,713 5 5 Dairy Fund- Salaries , &c.... ... 378 19 5 118 14 10
„ „ Advances ... ... ... 208 10 0
1,819 5 3 970  16 5 Diseases  in Stock Act ... ... 285 6 10 2,403 7 10
European Immigration ... ... 1,837 0 9 2,090 16 8
32,830 0 10 26,890 4 3 Harbour Dues Trust Account ... 18,686 14 6 17,781 10 11
Lands Act of 1884-Improvement
Fund ... ... ... ... 4,495 19 11 2,179 0 1
30,577 17 9 24,994 4 5  "Live Stock and Meat Export Act
No. 14.-AuDIToR- G E N E R AL.
Department ... ...
Grand Total ... ...
SUMMARY.
Quarter ended
30th Sept .,  1896.
Quarter ended
30th Sept., 1897.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
1,743  5 10 1,952 0 1
531,874 10  8 555,092 4 1
1896. 1897.
£ s. d. £ s. d
Revenue during Three Months ended 30th September ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,143,017 12 3 1,069,325 15 9
Expenditure during Three Months ended 30th September ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 531,874 10 8 555,092 4 1
Excess of Revenue over Expenditure  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £ 611,143 1 7 514,233 11 8
LOAN EXPENDITURE. TRUST FUNDS EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRACT of EXPENDITURE for the Quarters ended 30th September, STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE for the Quarters ended 30th September,
1896, and 30th September, 1897, respectively. 1896, and 30th September, 1897, respectively.
Quarter ended Quarter ended Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th Sept .,  1896. 30th Sept .,  1897.  30th Sept .,  1896. 30th Sept .,  1897.
Home Secretary- Purchase of Land,
George street  ... ... ...
Defence
Immigration
Public Works-Buildings ... ...
Harbour Works and Improvements
Waterworks and Water Supply ...
Loans  to Local Bodies ... ...
Advances under  " I%e Sugar Works
Guarantee  Act of  1893 " ...
Public Lands-Experimental Farms
Mines - Purchase of Mineral Speci-
mens  ... ... ... ...
Railways-
General Establishment
Southern ... ...
Central ... ... ...
Northern
General
Electric Telegraphs
550 0 0
33,908 2 2
29,188  11  1
14,247 3 9
306 1 4
77,649 18 4
of  1895" ... ... ... 230 12 6 608 3 10.
... Marsupials Destruction Act ... 272 0 11 ...
Meat Fund- Salaries  and Contin-
gencies  ... ... ... 102 17 11 140 14 2
434 14 3 Meat Fund--Advances ... ... 12,485 0 7 .,,
Police Reward Fund ... ... 11 17 6 171 0 0
Pacific Islanders' Fund ... ... 2,094 3 0 2,114 19 6
3,978 5 6 5,890 9 0 Poundage ... ... ... ... ... 6  9 10
89,758 15 3 45,516 2 0 Real Property Assurance Fund ... ... 836 14 5
5,309 4 5 43,469 12 6 Sheep Fund ... ... ... 736 11 4 707 12 1
17,871 7 9 41,412 8 8 Straits Hospital Fund ... ... 99 9 0 91 7 0
16,255 5 3 11,131 8 0 Stock Institute ... ... ... 225 2 8 274 1 11
Survey of Land, Special Account... 4,463 2 0 9,052 19 11
4,126 15 2 6 ,126 3 1 Supreme  Court  Trust Funds ... 2,590 5 11 861 5 7
Total ...  ,.. £  211,399 8 8 Total ... ... £219,307 6 10 71,123 2 9 124,007 12  7
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THE REVENUE ACCOUNT.
[8TH OCTOBER, 1897.
£ s. d.
Debit Balance, 30th June, 1897... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 286,722 6 4
Surplus three months 1897-98, per preceding page ... .., ...
... ... 514,233 11 8
Credit Balance, 30th September, 1897 ... ... ... ... ... ... £227,511 5 4
DISPOSAL OF TH8 PUBLIC  BALANCES , 30TH  SBPTBMBEB, 1897.
DR. £ S. d.
Bank of England ... ... ... 1,164,015 ] 5 8
Queensland National Bank, London-Current Account ... ... ... 5,849 7 9
Queensland National Bank, Brisbane-
Extended Depst. £2,009,995 0 0
Current Account 999,426 9 10
Treasury Notes 322,000 0 0
Treasurer's Coin Account-Loan ... ... £150,000  0
Treasury Notes 331,472 0 0
3,331 ,421 9 10
481,472 0 0
Agent-General ... ... ... 52,928 19 9
Royal Bank-
Extended Deposit £750 0 0
Fixed Deposit 120,000 0 0
Treasury Notes 33,500 0 0
154,250 0 0
Bank of North Queensland-
Fixed Deposit £50,000 0 0
Treasury Notes 33,000 0 0
--- 83,000 0 0
Bank of New South Wales-
Fixed Deposit ... 200,000 0 0
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney-
Fixed Deposit ... ... ... 200,000 0 0
Union Bank of Australia-
Fixed Deposit ... ... 100,000 0 0
Australian Joint Stock Bank-
Extended Deposits... ... ... 12,258 13 5
London Bank of Australia-
Extended Deposits... .. 328 0 0
English, Scottish, and Australian Bank-
Extended Deposits... ... ... 1,365 0 0
£5,786,889 6 5
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 5th October, 1897.
On. £ s. d.
Consolidated Revenue ... ... 227,511 5 4
Loan Fund ... ... ... ...  3,200,868 2 6
Trust Funds ... ... ... ... 133,663 7 10
Government Savings Bank  ... ...  939,228 8 9
Treasury Notes ... ... 969,972 0 0
Treasury Bills ... ... ... 3,613 0 0
Government Savings Bank Inscribed
Stock ... ... ... ... 312,033 2 0
£5,786,889 6 5
ROBT. PHILP,
Acting  Treasurer.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government  Printer,  William  street,  Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland Government  Gazette, Friday, 8th October,  1897.-No.  79.
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ANNO SEXAGESIMO PRIMO
VICTORTI1 REGINIE.
No. 4.
An Act for Granting to Her Majesty certain Altered and Increased
Duties of Customs.
[ASSENTED TO 7TH OCTOBER, 1897.]
W' E, your Majesty's mostdutiful and loyal subjects, .the Members Preamble.of the Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliam nt
assembled, have, towards raising the necessary supplies for defraying
your Majesty's Public Expenses, freely and voluntarily resolved to
grant unto your Majesty the duties hereinafter mentioned, and do
humbly pray your Majesty that it may be enacted : And be it there-
fore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with
the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows :-
1. This Act may be cited as "  1 he Customs Duties Act of 1897 ," Short itle and
and shall be read and construed with and as an amendment of  " The construction.
Customs Duties Act of  1888,"  " The Customs Duties Act of  1892,"
" The Customs Duties Act of  1894," and  " The Customs Duties Act of
1896"; and this Act and those Acts may together be cited as  " The
Customs Duties Acts,  1888  to  1897."
2. Upon the importation into Queensland, whether by sea or  New fixed uties.
by land, of the goods mentioned in the Schedule to this Act there (Schedule.)
shall be levied, collected, and paid to Her Majesty, in lieu of the
Customs duties previously levied upon the importation of such goods,
duties at the rates in the said Schedule set forth, and such duties shall
be payable also in respect of any such goods which at the time
appointed for the commencement of this Act were in any bonded
warehouse.
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Provision for cases 3. Every person who, before the day appointed for the com-
of existing contracts
.mencement of this Act, had made or entered into any agreement for
the sale or delivery at any time after that day of any goods in respect
of which an increased duty is payable under the provisions of this Act
shall be at liberty to add to the agreed price so much money as is
equivalent to the additional duty which, under this Act, is payable in
respect of such goods, and shall be entitled to be paid the same
accordingly by the purchaser, and to sue for and recover the same
from him.
Commencement.
See Section 2.
4. This Act shall be deemed and taken to have come into
operation and to have been in force on and from the fourth day of
August, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven.
THE SCHEDULE.
Goods .  Quantities. Rate.
8. d.
Per gallon ... ... 1 3
Ale, Beer, Porter, Cider, and Perry For six reputed quart bottles 1 6
( For twelve reputed pint bottles 1 6
By Authority :  EDMUND GBBGoRY, Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
Supplement  to the Queensland Government  Gazette, -Friday, Sth October,  1897.- 14 0. 80.
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ANNO SEXAGESIMO PRIMO
VICTORI}E REGINI.
No. 5.
An Act to Impose a Duty on Beer Manufactured in Queensland and to
Provide for the  Registration and Licensing of Breweries.
ASSENTED TO 7TH OCTOBER, 1897.
WHEREAS we your Majesty 's dutiful and loyal subjects ,  the Preamble.Members of the Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parlia-
ment assembled ,  have, towards raising the necessary supp lies to defray
the expenses of the Public Service ,  freely and voluntarily resolved to
give and  grant  to your Majesty the duties hereinafter mentioned :
And whereas it is expedient to make provision for the Registration. of
Breweries  :  We therefore  humbly  pray your Majesty that it may be
enacted, and be it therefore enacted by the Queen 's Most Exce llent
Majesty ,  by and  with  the advice and consent of the Legislative Council
and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled,
and by the authority of the same ,  as follows
1. This Act may be cited' as  " The Beer Duty Act  of 1897." Short itle.
2. In the construction of this Act, unless the context otherwise interpretation.indicates
"Beer" means  and includes ale, porter, and all other
malt liquors, and all fermented beverages  containing
five per centum or more than five per centum of proof
spirit made in imitation of beer or malt liquors and
brewed in whole or in part from malt or sugar.
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Brewery" means and includes any place or premises where
beer is made : And all offices, granaries, mash-rooms,
cooling -rooms , vaults, cellars, warehouses, store- rooms,
and other premises attached or appurtenant thereto, in
which any material to be used in the manufacture of
beer is kept or stored, or where any process of manu-
facture of beer is carried on, or where any apparatus
connected with such manufacture is kept or used, or
where any of the products of brewing or fermentation
are stored or kept, shall be held to be included in and to
form part of the brewery in connection with which they
are used or to which they are attached or appurtenant ;
"Brewer" means and includes any person who occupies,
carries on, or conducts a brewery, and any agent, super-
intendent, manager, foreman, or other person acting or
apparently acting in the general management, control,
or working of a brewery which is not managed or con-
ducted by the owner personally, and also any joint stock
company which is exclusively or partially engaged in
carrying on or conducting a brewery ;
Cask " includes any hogshead, half-hogshead, barrel,
kilderkin, firkin, and keg, or other'receptacle containing
beer ;
" Minister " means the Treasurer or other Minister charged
with the administration of this Act ;
Collector "-The Collector of Customs for Queensland or
any person appointed to act for him ;
" Officer " means the Collector or an officer appointed by
the Governor in Council for carrying out the provisions
of this Act, or any officer of Customs, excise, or police,
employed for that purpose by the direction of the
Collector ;
Sugar "  means any saccharine  substance, extract, or syrup,
and includes any material capable of being used in
brewing except-malt or corn ;
Stamps " means  the beer duty stamps prescribed under this
Act ;
" Regulations "  means  Regulation s made  under this Act ;
" Prescribed"  means  prescribed by this Act, or by the
Regulations.
Protection  of 3. Any  person  who before the commencement of this Act had
contracts  made b foremade or entered into any contract  or agreement  for the sale and
commencement of
Act. delivery,  on or  at any time after the fourth day of August, onethousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, of a y beer whereon any
additional duty is payable under the provisions of this Act, shall be
at liberty to add to the contract price so much money as will be
equivalent to the additional, duty which by reason of such provisions
has been paid or made payable on such beer, and shall be entitled to
be paid the same accordingly by the purchaser and to sue for and
recover the same from such purchaser :
Provided that the purchaser may, at his option, by notice in
writing under  his hand served on the other party to the contract
within fourteen days- after the passing of this Act, declare the contract
null and  void, and the same shall be null and void accordingly.
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4. The Collector, subject to the directions of the Minister,  Administration f
shall be the authority to carry out this Act, and shall have and may Act.
exercise  the like powers and authorities in relation to the  collection
and administration of the duty imposed by this Act as he now has in
relation to the collection of duties of Customs  and Excise under any
Acts in force for the collection of such duties, in so far  as the same
are applicable in the carrying out of this Act.
Every officer employed on any duty or service in carrying  out Evidence of
this Act shall be deemed to be the officer appointed for that duty  or  RPN'rtment ofoffice.
service ; and the statement on oath of any officer that  he is such officer
shall be sufficient proof at any trial, hearing, or  examination, in any
Court or upon any proceeding under this Act, that he was  authorised
to do the particular act or tiling in respect of which his evidence shall
be tendered.
5. From and after the fourth day of August, one thousand Breweries to be
eight hundred and ninety-seven, it shall not be lawful for any person C 84s vc. No. 10,
or corporation to carry on the business of a brewer unless the brewery s. 5.1
wherein such business is carried on is registered and licensed under
the provisions of this Act.
Any person or corporation offending against the provisions of
this section shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five hundred
pounds, and a further penalty not exceeding ten pounds for every day
during which the offence is continued.
6. Every person or corporation desiring to carry on the business Mode of registration.
of a brewer shall, before commencing or continuing to carry on such £ 6:49 Vic. No. io,
business, send to the Collector a notice in writing in the form or to
the effect set forth in the First Schedule to this Act. [First Schedule.]
Such notice shall be verified by the declaration of the person
sending or giving such notice, or, if it is sent by more than one person,
then by one of such persons ; and every such declaration shall be in
the form or to the effect set forth in the said Schedule.
7. The Collector may grant to any person giving such  notice  a Conditions on which
license for the premises mentioned in the notice in the form or to the license is granted.
effect of the Second Schedule hereto, but no such license shall  be [second Schedule.]
issued or be in force until such person has paid the prescribed annual
fee, and has entered into the bond hereinafter mentioned.
8. Every person shall, for every such license granted to him, Applicant for
pay to the Collector during the continuance of such  license  an annual pre nsebed f
y
.
fee of twenty-five pounds.
9. Every brewer shall forthwith after giving such notice Bond to be given.
execute and deliver to the Collector a bond in the form or to the effect e s
9 Vic . No. 10,
set forth in the Third Schedule to this Act to Her Majesty, her heirs [Third Schedule.]
and successors, with two sufficient sureties, to be approved by- the
Collector, in a sum equal to twice the estimated amount of duty that
such brewer will be liable to pay under this Act during any one
month, and conditioned-
(1) That he shall pay or cause to be paid, as directed by this
Act, the duty payable on all beer made by or for him
before the  same  is removed for consumption or sale,
except as hereinafter provided ;
T o$ 61° VICTORIA No.  5.
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Registration by
Collector of
breweries.
[Cf. 49 Vic. No. 10,
s. 9.]
Renewal.
Excise  duty on beer.
[Cf. 49 Vic. No. 10,D. 10.]
(2) And that he shall in all respects faithfully comply with
the requirements of this Act and the Regulations with-
out fraud or evasion.
The Collector shall fix the sum for which the bond shall be given in
each case, and in so doing shall be guided by the quantity of beer that
the brewery is capable or likely to be capable of producing in any one
month.
10. Every such notice and bond with the annual fee shall be
sent by the brewer to the Collector, who may thereupon register and
license the brewery.
Such registration shall continue in force until the thirtieth day
of June in every year.
Such registration must be renewed in the first week of the
month of July in each succeeding year.
11. There shall be charged, levied, collected, and paid for the
use of Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, upon all beer brewed
or manufactured within the Colony of Queensland which on or after
the fourth day of August, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
seven, is removed from a brewery for consumption or sale, an excise
duty of threepence per gallon, which duty shall be paid by the brewer
by whom such beer is made in the manner and at the times herein-
after specified.
Vessels in  which beer  12. Beer  shall not be removed from a brewery for con-
may be removed . sumption or sale  except in vessels of such size as may be approved49 Vic. No. 10,S. 11]  by the Collector.
Book to be kept by
brewer.
[49 Vic. No. 10,
s. 12.]
Any beer found in a brewery or removed therefrom in vessels
of a size not approved by the Collector shall be forfeited, and may be
seized by any officer.
13. Every brewer shall from day to day enter or cause to be
entered in books, to be kept by him for that purpose, the kinds of beer
made by him, and the estimated quantity of each kind in gallons, and
the actual quantity sold or removed for consumption or sale, specifying
the size and kind of each cask in which it is removed.
Books to be open  to 14. The books required to be kept by the last preceding section
inspection .[cf. 49 Vic.No. 10, shall be open at all reasonable hours in the daytime to the  ins pection9. 13.] of any officer, who may take extracts therefrom or transcripts thereof.
Entries to be verified 15. The entries made in such books shall at the end of each
by declaration .
[Cf. 49 Vic. No. 10, month be verified by the solemn declaration of the person by whom or
a. 14.] under whose direction they were made.
[Fourth Schedule.]
[Fifth Schedule.]
Monthly returns.
[Cf. 49 Vie. No. 10,
s. 15.]
to this Act.
Every such declaration shall be written in the book at the end
of such entries, and be signed by the person making such declaration,
and the same shall be in the form or to the effect set forth in the
Fourth Schedule to this Act.
And every brewer shall also, in case the original entries in his
books were not made by himself, subjoin thereto and sign the
declaration in the form or to the effect set forth in the Fifth Schedule
16. Every brewer shall render to the Collector, on or before the
seventh day of each month, a true statement in writing taken from
such books, showing the estimated quantity in gallons of beer brewed
in his. brewery during the preceding month, and the actual quantity
sold or removed for consumption or sale.
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17. Every brewer who neglects to keep any books, or to make Penalty for not
any declaration, or to furnish any statement, required by this Act, keepingg  enookss.or
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds for every day [49 vie. No. 10,
during which such neglect continues.
18. The Minister shall provide suitable stamps, to be called Beer duty stamps.
" Beer Duty Stamps," for denoting the amount of duty to be paid on e17 s vi No. 10,
beer ; and such stamps shall be sold only by persons authorised by
the Minister to sell such stamps, and to brewers only.
19. Every brewer shall affix to every cask containing beer, Casks to be  stamped.
before it is removed from a brewery (except in case of removal under s°1849 vie. N. 10,
permit as hereinafter provided), stamps denoting the amount of duty
payable on the beer contained in such cask under the provisions of
this Act, and such stamps shall be cancelled by the officer at the time
of the removal of the beer from the brewery by writing or imprinting
thereon the word CQ cancelled," the initials of the officer, and the date
when cancelled.
20. Every brewer who neglects to affix the stamps hereby Penalty for not
required onany cask containing beer before its removal from thestamping casks or
brewery, or sends out from the
brewery a cask containing beer on I49kVie. No. 10,which the stamps hereby required are not affixed, or on which such e•19•]
stamps having been affixed are not so cancelled, shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding ten pounds for every cask in respect of which
he so offends.
21. When beer is removed from a brewery in bottles for the s tamps for beer in
purpose of  sale or  delivery, the stamps denoting the duty payable on bo f les vie. No. 10,
such beer shall be affixed upon the butt of the carters delivery-book, a. 20.]
and shall be cancelled by the officer at the time when the beer leaves
the brewery.
Any ' brewer who neglects to affix the stamps hereby required
upon the butt of a delivery-book, or sends out from the brewery any
beer in bottles without having affixed the stamps hereby required upon
such butt, or without such stamps having been so cancelled, and any
person engaged in carting or delivering beer from a brewery who
refuses to produce his delivery-book at any time to an officer, shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
22. Every person who shall withdraw beer from any hogshead, Penalty for refusal
barrel, cask, vessel, or other receptacle to which any stamp is affixed or neglect to destroy
stamps.
pursuant to this Act shall destroy such stamp at the time of such
withdrawal by cutting the stamp into two or more pieces, and if any
person refuses or neglects so to do he shall upon conviction pay a
penalty not exceeding fifty pounds for each hogshead, barrel, cask,
vessel, or other receptacle in respect of which such refusal or neglect
has taken place or been committed.
23. The Collector shall cause permits for the removal of beer Collector toprepare
to be prepared in the prescribed form, and shall cause a sufficient cf 4svic. No. 10,
supply thereof to be kept on hand by each officer. s. 21.]
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Beer may in certain
cases be removed
upon permits.
[Cf. 49 Vic. No. 10,
s. 22.]
Casks to be  stamped
when leaving ware-
house.
Permit to  be affixed
to cask.
[49 Vic. No. 10,
B.  23.]
Beer improperly
removed to be
forfeited.
[Cf. 49 Vic. No. 10,
s. 24.]
Power of officer to
examine vehicles.
[Cf. 49  Vie. No. 10,
a. 25.]
24.  Any  brewer may upon obtaining a permit remove or cause
to be removed from his brewery to a bonded warehouse approved by
the Collector any quantity of beer of his own manufacture, in
quantities of not less than one half-hogshead at a time, without
affixing stamps on the casks containing such beer.
Every such permit shall be granted by an officer upon the
application of the brewer and under the prescribed conditions.
The brewer shall affix upon every cask containing beer so
removed before it is removed from such warehouses the same stamps,
and shall procure the same to be cancelled in the same manner and
under the same penalties as are herein prescribed with respect to beer
removed from a brewery.
25. A permit must be affixed to every cask so removed, and
must be cancelled in the same manner and at the same time and
under the same penalties as are herein prescribed with respect to
stamps.
26. If  any beer is removed or conveyed from any brewery
or warehouse contrary to the provisions of this Act or the Regula-
tions, then such beer, together with the casks containing the
same, and the boat, cart, carriage, or other conveyance in which
the same is found, together with all horses or other animals made use
of in such removal or conveyance, and any chattels, articles, or things
made use of for the purposes of such removal or conveyance, shall be
forfeited, and may be seized by any officer.
27. Any  officer may at any time and in any place call upon
the person in charge of any brewer's cart, or other vehicle engaged in
carting or delivering beer from a brewery, to stop for the purpose of
having the casks found thereon and the carter's delivery-book
examined, and any such person who refuses to stop on the demand of
the officer, or to allow the officer to examine his delivery-book or any
cask or package in such vehicle, shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding fifty pounds.
Penalty for removing  28. Any person who removes or receives from any brewery
beer in unstamped or warehouse any beer contained in any cask or package on or in
cask or package.
[Cf. 49 Vic. No. lo, respect of which the proper stamp has. not been affixed, or on or
s. 26.E in respect  of which a fraudulent or false stamp is affixed, or on or in
respect of which a stamp once cancelled is again used, shall be liable
to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds.
Penalty for evasion  29. Any brewer who evades or attempts to evade the payment
of duty. of any duty payable under this .Act, or neglects  or refuses  to make true
P. 49 Vic. No. 10,s. 27.) and exact entry and report of any matter or thing in the  manner
required by this Act, or to cause to be done any of the things by
this Act required to be done by him, or who makes any false entry
in any books hereby required to be kept, or in any statement hereby
required to be made, or allows or procures the same to be done, shall,
for every such offence, forfeit all the beer made by or for him and
then in his custody or possession, and all the vessels,  utensils, and
apparatus used in making the same, and shall in addition be liable
to a penalty of not more than two hundred pounds.
Forging stamps or 30. Any person who makes, sells,  uses, or has in his possession
dies a felony . any false or counterfeit stamp orpermit, or makes, sells, uses, or has in[Cf. 49 Vic. No. 10, Y p
s.28.] his possession  without the authority of the Collector, any die for
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printing or making stamps or permits, or who procures any such stamp
or permit, or (without the authority of the Collector) any such die to be
made by any other person, shall be guilty of felony, and shall be liable
on conviction to be kept in penal servitude for any term not exceeding
seven years, or to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding two years
with or without hard labour.
31. When any beer has from any cause become unfit for con- Spoilt beer.[Cf. 49 Vic. No. 10,
sumption, a brewer may sell the same for manufacturing purposes, 8.19.7
and such beer may, under a permit from the Collector, be removed
from the brewery without affixing thereon the stamps hereby required.
Provided that such beer, must be removed in casks containing not less
than twenty-five gallons each, and having the nature of the contents
plainly marked on the outside thereof.
32. Every brewer shall cause to be marked, with oil paint, All casks to bek
upon every cask or package containing beer brewed by him before it 1ed  with nameof  brecer, &c.
is removed from the brewery the name of the brewer and the place [Cf. 49 Vic. No. 10,
where it was brewed, and each cask shall be numbered consecutively. °•30.1
Any brewer who fails to- comply with the requirements of this
section  shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds for each
cask or package not.so marked.
Any person other than the owner of a cask  or package so
marked,  or some  person lawfully authorised by him so to do,,who
knowingly and wilfully removes or defaces such  marks  therefrom
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds for each cask or
package  from  which any mark is so removed or defaced.
33. When the Collector is satisfied that any beer upon which Drawback on spoilt
duty has been paid has been rendered unfit, for consumption after its [Cf '49 Vic. No. 10,
removal from the brewery in which it was made, and has been  re- s.  32.]
turned to the brewery, he may at any time within thirty days after
such return allow to the brewer who paid the duty on such beer draw-
back stamps equal in value to the duty paid thereon.
34. The absence of the proper stamps from any cask containing Absence of stamps
rima facie  evidencebeer after its removal from the brewery where the beer was brewed pand notice that duty
shall be  prima facie  evidence that duty has not been paid upon such not paid.
beer, and shall be notice to all persons that the duty has not been [Cf. 49 Vic. No. 10,33.]
paid thereon.
And if any cask containing beer is found after removal from
the brewery where the beer was brewed not having thereon the
stamps hereby required, every such cask shall be liable to be seized by
any officer, and to be forfeited ; but this provision shall not apply to
any cask containing beer which is removed under a permit.
35. All breweries, warehouses, stores, or premises, whether Inspection of
connected with a brewery or not, where an officer has reason to believe pia caries and other
that any beer liable to duty under this Act is stored or sold, and [Cf. 49 Vie. No. 10,
every house licensed for the sale of intoxicating liquors, and every 35.]
store or cellar adjacent thereto, shall at all times be open to inspection
by an officer who shall have power to search, examine, and take
account of all casks and packages found therein in which beer is
contained.
36. Any person who obstructs, resists, or molests any  officer in  penalty for
the performance of his duty under this Act shall be liable to a penalty ref. 49tV g. Noe10,
not exceeding  one hundred  pounds. •.36.1
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Minister may cancel 37. The Minister on being satisfied that any of the requirements
licenses if of this Act or the Regulations are or have been wilfully contravened
requirements  of Act
or Regulations  or evaded by a brewer in any brewery may cancel the registration and
contravened. license granted in respect of such brewery.
Every such cancellation shall be published in the  Gazette.
-Drawback on beer 38. There shall be allowed upon the exportation of beer
exported. manufactured in the Colony a drawback of the duty paid thereon[Cf.37]9 Vic. No.10, under this 'Act ; and drawback stamps equal in value to the duty so
paid shall be allowed to the brewer of the beer so exported.
Governor in Council 39. Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, the
may direct that duty Governor in Council may, by Proclamation published in the  Gazette,
shall be calculated by
measurement of beerdirect that the duty on beer shall be collected on the quantity of beer,
in the  tuns. as ascertained by measurement, in the tuns or other fermenting vessels
in the brewery, and that the said duty shall be collected and paid in
the same manner as Customs duties are now collected and payable.
Customs laws  40. The provisions of all laws now or hereafter in force,
incorporated relating to the Customs shall (save in so far as the same are inconsistentherewith. herewith or altered hereby) be deemed to be incorporated with this
Act, and shall be applied, as far as the same can be applied, to the
collection, recovery, and management of the duties enumerated in this
Act.
Regulations.
[Cf. 49 Vic. No. 10,
s. 38.]
Penalties for
breaches of Act
and Regulations.
[Cf. 49 Vic. No. 10,
s. 39.]
41. The Governor in Council may from time to time make,
alter, and revoke Regulations for all and any of the purposes of this
Act, and all Regulations so made shall be published in the  Gazette,
and shall take effect from a date to be named therein, and after such
date shall have the force of law as if they had been contained in this
Act.
42. Any person who commits an offence against this Act or
the Regulations  for which  no other penalty is hereby imposed shall
be liable to a penalty not exceeding  twenty  pounds.
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THE FIRST  SCHEDULE.
To the Collector of Customs.
Notice by  Brewers.
Date , 189 .
Notice is hereby given that of , in Queensland,
intend, under the name or style of , to carry on or engage in the business
of brewing in the building owned by , situated in street, in
, in Queensland.
Name of every person carrying on the business,
with place of residence ... ...
Description of all buildings on the brewery pre-
mises ,  and description of wall ,  fence, or
other outside boundary of premises ... .
Number of wort boilers and other permanent
vessels ,  and capacity of each  ... ...
Manner of boiling worts ,  whether by direct action
of  fire or by steam  ... ... ...
Average number of brewings per month
Statement of the total quantity of beer made,
and sold or removed from the brewery,
during the year immediately preceding the
date of this notice .. . ... ...
Number of fermenting tuns ... ... ...
1.
Capacity of every fermenting tuu in gallons ... 2.
3.
773
[Sre  section 6.]
Declaration  verifying  Notice.
I, , of , solemnly and sincerely declare that the several
statements set forth in the foregoing notice are true and correct in the several particulars
thereof ; and I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be
true and by virtue of the provisions  of  " The  Oaths  Act of  1867."
Declared before me this day of , 189
Justice of the Peace.
N.B.-This is to be accompanied with the annual fee of £2 5. And, if required,
plans of brewery and sectional elevation drawings showing every vessel and the position
and capacity in gallons of every vessel used in the brewery must be supplied.
THE SECOND SCHEDULE.
Brewer's License for a Brewery.
Whereas A.B. of  [here state place of residence],  has duly applied for the granting
of a license to him,  under the provisions of  " The Beer Duty  Act of  1897,"  in respect
of a brewery situated  [here describe the locality ,  giving name  of town,  and street  if any] :
And whereas the said A.B. has paid the sum of twenty -five pounds ,  being the prescribed
annual fee for such license ,  and has entered into the prescribed bond  :  Now I, by
virtue of the powers vested in me by the said Act ,  do hereby license the said brewery
as a place wherein ,  and not elsewhere ,  the said A .B. may, subject to the provisions of
the said Act and the Regulations ,  brew and sell beer manufactured by him. This
license commences on the day of next  [or  instant ],  and will
continue in force so long as the annual  fee, payable in respect thereof under the said
Act, is duly paid,  unless cancelled in the meantime.
Given under my hand, at Brisbane ,  this day of 18
;Collector.
[Sse  Section 7.]
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THE THIRD  SCHEDULE.
Bond.
Under Section 9 of  " The Beer Duty  Act of  1897."
KNOW "L MEN BY THESE PRESENTS,
That we, of  ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
brewer,  and of in the
Colony aforesaid  ,  are held and firmly bound unto Our Sovereign
Lady  Queen Victoria , by the Grace of  God, of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Faith, in the sum of
pounds of good and lawful money of  Great  Britain, to be paid to Our said Lady
the Queen ,  Her Heirs and Successors ,  for which payment well and truly to be
made we bind ourselves ,  and each and every of us, jointly and severally for and
in the whole ,  our and each of our Heirs ,  Executors ,  and Administrators, and
every of them,  firmly by these Presents
Sealed with our Seals, dated the day of
in the year one thousand _eight hundred and ninety-
WHEREAS the above-bounden brewer within the meaning of  " The
Beer  Duty Act of  1897," carrying on business in street ,  in the Colony
of Queensland.
And whereas the abovementioned sum is equal to twice the estimated amount of
duty the  said will be  liable to pay  during any one calendar month in
the year one thousand eight hundred and ninety , under the said Act :
Now the condition of the above-written Bond and , Obligation is such that if the
said , his executors or administrators, shall pay or cause to be paid, as
directed  by the  said Act, the  duty payable  by him or them under the said Act on all
ale and porter ,  and on all other malt liquors or fermented beverages made in imitation
of beer or malt liquors ,  and brewed in whole or in part from malt or sugar, made by or
for him or them, before the same is removed for consumption or sale,  except as otherwise
provided  by the  said Act, and further if the said shall in all respects
faithfully comply with the requirements of the said Act and the Regulations now made
or to be hereafter made thereunder ,  then this obligation shall be void ,  otherwise to
remain in full force and virtue.
Signed, sealed ,  and delivered by the above-
bounden
in the presence of,-
[See section 15.] THE FOURTH SCHEDULE.
I, A.B., solemnly and sincerely declare that the foregoing entries were made by
me, and that they state truly, according to the best of my knowledge and belief, the
estimated quantity of the whole amount of beer brewed, the actual quantity sold, and
the actual quantity removed from the brewery occupied by at
from the first day of the month of , 18 , to the last day
of such month ; and further that I have no knowledge of any matter or thing required
by law to be stated in such entries which has been omitted therefrom. And I make
this solemn  declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true and by virtue of
the provisions of the  " Oaths Act of  1867."
( See  section 15.] THE FIFTH SCHEDULE.
I, C.D., solemnly and sincerely declare that, to the best of my knowledge and
belief, the foregoing entries fully set forth all the matters required by law, and that the
same  are true in the several particulars thereof. And I make this solemn declaration
conscientiously believing the same to be true and by virtue of the provisions of the
"` Oaths Act of  1867."
By Authority :  EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
0 . QUI
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QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS ' GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel HOWEL  GU TER,  Commandant.
No. 251.
SOUTHERN M1 LITAR Y DISTRICT.
HEAD -QUARTERS '  STAFF.
[No. 81.
Brisbane , 6th October, 1897.
Changes.  CAPTAIN G. S. HUTTON has been appointed to the Retired List, with the honorary rank of Major.
QUEENSLAND ARTILLERY.
No. 1 Field Battery.
Acting Lieutenant L. Gordon is posted to the Battery for duty as a Supernumerary.
QUEENSLAND MOUNTED INFANTRY.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. R. Ricardo will take over command of the Queensland Mounted Infantry. 27th
September, 1897.
MORETON MOUNTED INFANTRY.
No. 5 Company.
Acting Lieutenant J. C. Briinnich is poste.l to the Company for duty as a Supernumerary.
WIDE BAY MOUNTED INFANTRY.
No. 1 Company.
Lieutenant E. J. Lindley is appointed to the Unattached List.
MEDICAL STAFF.
Dr. R. Macdonald, M.B., has been appointed a Surgeon on the Medical Staff.
REGIMENT OF QUEENSLAND RIFLES.
" C" Company.
Acting Lieutenant F. E. Lenihan is posted to the Company for duty as a Supernumerary.
MORETON REGIMENT.
" D " Company.
Hon. Major and Quartermaster J. W. Ayscough is transferred to the Regimental Staff, and will take over
the duties of Quartermaster,  vice  Captain and Quartermaster W. Watson appointed to Unattached List.
"E" Company.
No. 308, Private J. G. Atwell, is granted six months' leave of absence from the 21st September, 1897.
" F" Company.
Lieutenant W. McMurdy is transferred to and will take over command of "H" Company.
" II " Company.
Captain C. E. S. Fryer is transferred to and will take over command of " D" Company.
"  I"  Company.
No. 23, Acting Sergeant M. R. Walker, having passed the necessary examination, is appointed Sergeant,
the appointment to bear date as from 23rd March, 1893.
No. 23, Sergeant M. R. Walker, is appointed Acting-Colour Sergeant, the appointment to bear date as from
the 7th August, 1896.
THE ROMA RIFLE CLUB.
George Lilley, Esquire, has been re-elected President.
FIELD ARTILLERY.
Sergeant Instructor Catchpool is appointed Brigade Divisional Sergeant-Major.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
3RD REGIMENT.
Acting Lieutenant J. Wagner is posted to " D" Company for duty as a Supernumerary.
CLONCURRY RIFLE CLUB.
John Absolon, Esquire, is appointed President,  vice F.  H. Boddington, Esquire, resigned.
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No. 252.
A RETURN showing the effective strength, between the 24th and 30th September,  of the various Corps
comprising  the Queensland Land Forces, is published for general  information
MUSTER. ROLL.
ARSE N r.
CORrS. PRESENT.
With
Leave.
Wi
Le
thout
ave.
Commandant . ... ... ... 1 ... ...
Head-Quarters'  Sta ff ... ... 5
Defence Force  Staff  ... ... ... 1 ... ...
Principal Medical Officer ... ... ... 1 ... ...
Staff Veterinary Surgeon ... ... 1 ... ...
Paymaster ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 ... . ...
Comptroller  of Stores ... ... ... 1 ... ...
Staff  Quartermaster for Stores ... ... I ... ...
District Staff -
Central District ... ... ... 1 ... ...
Northern District ... ... ... ... 1 ... ...
Permanent Staff-
Warrant Officers ... ... ... 1 ... ...
Sergeant  Instructors-
Southern District ... ... ... ... 4 ... ...
Central District ... ... ... 1 ... ...
Northern District ... ... ... ... 2 ... ...
Storekeeper ... ... ... ... 1 ... ...
Storeman ... ... ... ... ... 1 ... ...Armourer ... ... ... ... ... 1 ... ...
„ Assistant ... ,.. ... ... 1 ... ...
TOTAL.
15
1
1
1
1
I
I
I
1
1
4
I
2
1
1
1
1
[8TH OCTOBER, 1897.
GRAND
TOTAL.
26
QUEENSLAND PERMANENT ARTILLERY.
"A" Battery-
Brisbane and Detachment at Lytton ... ... 73 2 ... 75
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... ... 1 ... ... 1
Townsville ... ... ... ... ... 15 ... ... 15
Thursday Island ... ... ... ... 46 ... ... 46
England ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 ... ... 1
Sydney ... ... ... ... ... 2 ... ... 2
DEFENCE FORCE.
Wide Bay-
No.  1 Company, Gympie ... ... 42 5 5
Rockhampton, No. 1 Company ... ... 30 4 11
Townsville, No. 2 Company ... .... ... 31 13 7
Mackay Sub-District-
Staff  ...  ... ...
Mounted Infantry ... .... ... ... 33 9 6
140
121
44 15 11 70
16 21 21 58
19 10 4 33
23 7 5 35
161
35
Staff  ... ... ... 2 1 .. 3
Moreton, No. 1 Company, North Brisbane ... 33 6 11 50No. 2  „ „ ,, 44 3 9 56No. 3  „ Ipswich ... 41 6 1 48
„ No. 4 „ North Pine ... 45 ... 5 50No. 5  „ Gatton ... ... 39 1 7 47
Darling Downs- No. I Company, Warwick ... 37 7 16 60No. 2 „ Toowoomba 46 8 9 63
Garrison  Artillery-
Brisbane Garrison Battery ... ...
Townsville „ „ ... ... ...
The Torres Strait Garrison Battery ... ...
Brisbane Engineers (Submarine Mining Section)...
Mounted Infantry--
No.2 ,, „
Field Artillery-
Staff ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 ...
No. 1 Field Battery ... ... 39 18
Head-Quarters' Band
1st Battalion.
( Staff 1
zt "A" Company
01 u "B" Brisbane
2nd B ntt li .a a o
" F " Company, Ipswich
m f " G" „ Southport .
F "  11  Blackstone ...
"
Vs
„ Nerang ...
" B" „ Lowood ...
LReserve, Class "A" ... ...
2nd Queensland " B " Company, Gympie ...
(W. B. & B.) 'C  Maryborough...
Regt. Reserve, Class "A" ... ...
22 5
52
45
51
27
2 ... 7
6 2 51
4 10 52
10 4 48
5 11 48
12 2 47
5 2 49
10 1 48
2 21 42
2 10 45
1 9 52
1 ... 2
29 8 10 47
37 4 8 49
3
4 61
5 57
573
27
491
REMARKS.
96
Carried forward ... .,, 1,226 217 227 1,670 ],670
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MUSTER  ROLL-continued.
CORPS.
15
17
46
46
Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ... ... 18 ... 4
Wide Bay ... ... 17 5 ...
Port Curtis ... ... ... ... 5 1 6
Kennedy- I
Charters Towers Section ... ... ... 10 2
Townsville Section ... ... ... 4 2 1
Medical Staff ... ... .... ... .. .. 14 I ...
Veterinary Staff ... ... ... .. 1 ..
Brought forward ... ... ...
Staff  ... .. ...
"A" Company, Charters Towers
"B" „ Townsville ...
" C it „ Ravenswood ...
"D" „ Charters Towers
Baud, Charters Towers ... ...
ABSENT.
PRESENT.
With
Leave.
... 1,226 217
Without
Leave.
TOTAL . GBANI) REMARKS.TOTAL.
227 1,670 1,670
DEFENCE  FORCE- continued.
... i 4 1 1 6
15 15 27 57
18 19 11 48
.. 19 8 8 35
23 16 17 56
... 12 3 1 16
" A" Company, Rockhampton ... ... 28 3
«B" 18 11
Ambulance Corps-
VOLUNTEER BRANCH.
Examination.
Staff  ... ... ... ... .. ... ... 1 ... I
(Staff  ... ... ... ... ... ...  6 ... 6
Band and Pipers  ... ... ... ...  34 5 ... 39
Battalion Staff ... ... ... ... 2 1 ... 3
o
" E " Company, North Brisbane ... 16 1 36 53
0 "F" „ East Brisbane ... ... 11 23 8 42G  „ Ipswich ... ... ... 34 7 6 47
Id "B" „ South Brisbane ... 14 4 12 30
" C " „ East Brisbane ... ... 10 11 15 36
D West Brisbane ... ... 22 4 17 43
m
2nd Battalion (Queensland Scottish)-
218
92
90
2,070
46
,, 1st Battalion (Queensland Volunteers)-
Battalion Staff ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 ... Strength on last Monthly
A" Company, North Brisbane... ... 39 Return.
" D Maryborough ...
Battalion of Queensland Teachers' Volunteer"
Corps-
Battalion Staff ... ... ... 4 8 ..
"A" Company, Brisbane  ... ... 37
" C Toowoomba ... ... ... 32 13 ...
Total, Defence Force ... ... ... 1,432
p4 3rd Battalion  (Queensland Irish)-
Battalion Staff  ... ... ... ...  I • • • • • • . • • 2 Strength on  last Monthly
" L " Company, West  Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ... 45 ...
"  N)'  „ East Brisbane  ... Return.
Go
Total, Cadet Corps ... ... ... 114 11
264 1 82 96
CADET CORPS.
151
78
195
615 615
Staff ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 ... ... 1
"A" Company ... ... ... ... ... 24 4 ... 28
" B"
,, ... ... 52 5 ... 57
Maryborough Grammar School ... ... 37 2 ... 39
4
47
46
45
53
145
Total, Volunteer Force
Brisbane Grammar School-
Grand Total ... 1,810
22
22
12
12
714
303 335 2,070
396
125 125
431 2,810 2,810
Strength on last Monthly
Return.
No. 253.
Tna following Result of an Examination for the Rank of Major in the Defence Force held between the
5th October, 1896, and 24th September, 1897, is published for information:-
DECIMAL OP MARKS GAINED.
Rank, Name, and Corps.ank, Rank forwhich B.Artillery.
Examined. A.
Practical.
1 Captain W. A. Hoghton, Field Artillery Major ...
0.
Wr'ten
*
•81
D. E.
48 '45
a
W ° ;
_
Remarks.
p o
q) +3O bo
•57 '61 Passed  for Major.
* Previously  passed.
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'Recruits.
No. 254.
THE undermentioned Recruits, having completed twenty drills, were inspected by the Staff Officers named,
at the places and on the dates shown hereunder, and those whose names are published as having passed may now
be taken on the strength of their respective Corps as trained men :-
Corps.
Rifle cluhp.
Extract from
Army Orders.
Instructors.
Range Officer.
Postage.
Moreton Mounted Infantry-
No. 2 Company ... ...
Moreton  Regiment-
"A" Company ...
" D " Company ... ...
"E" Company ...
Kennedy Mounted Infantry-
No. 2 Company ... ...
Kennedy Regiment-
"B 'Company ...
Moreton Mounted Infantry-
No. 1 Company ... ...
No. 2 Company ... ..
Garrison  Artillery-
Brisbane Garrison Battery
Moreton Regiment-
"B" Company ... ...
" C " Company ... ...
"D" Company ...
Brisbane  Ambulance-
Corps ... ...
Regt.
No. Rank and Name.
i
Result. Place and Date. Inspecting Officer.
Act'g  Lieutenant  A. Gibson I  Passed
448 Private W. Luckmann ... do.
449 Private  C. A. A. Schmidt... do.
310 1 Private P. Spry .. ... do.
311 Private R. B. Moffatt ... do.
312 Private E. J. Plint ... ... do.
325 Private J. C. Carstens ... do.
339 Private * ... ... Failed
195 Act'g Lieutenant B. A. Ross Passed
196 Private R. Weir ... ... do.
197 Private A. Ackers ... ... do.
Act'g Lieutenant B. Marsland do.
356 Private J. Brennan ... do.
358 Private J. Cahill ... ... do.
506 Private F. G. Devine ...  Passed
450 Private W. Pacer . ... do.
452 Private C. E. Smith ... do.
...  Lieutenant H. Harris ... do.
328 Gunner H. Hayles ... ... do.
330 Gunner S. Higgs ... .. do.
Act'g Lieut. A. D. Crichton do.
275 Private . ... ... ... Failed
276 Private S. Hanna ... Passed
Act'g Lieut. H. Maddocks do.
328 Private * ... ... ... Failed
158 Bearer W. Winter ... .... Passed
159 Bearer J. B. Woodward do.
160 Bearer S. Woodward ... do.
161 Bearer A. Everett .. .... do.
162 Bearer A. G. Everett ... do.
1
Boundary-street Major J. F. Robertson,
Drillshed, Bris- Infantry Staff Officer
bane, 30th Au-
gust, 1897
Townsville, 15th Captain V. C. M. Sellheim,
September, 1897 Acting Staff Officer
N.M.D.
I
Brisbane, 24th Major J. F. Robertson,
September, 1897 I.S.O.
•  Failed to obtain  fifty points in recruits, course of musketry.
No. 255.
THE formation of the Tambo Rifle Club was duly notified in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of the
2nd instant.
No. 256.
THE disbandment  of the Towers Mounted  Rifle  Club  was duly notified in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  of the 2nd instant.
No 257.
THE following Extract from Army Order 106 of August, 1897, relative to the Review held at Aldershot by
Her Most Gracious Majesty The Queen, on the 1st August, 1887, is published for general information:-
"  The presence of representatives of Her Majesty's Colonial and Indian Forces added much to the Queen's
gratification, and has rendered this review remarkable in the annals of Her Empire."
Second-class Sergeant Instructor W. H. Raymond will be attached to " A " Battery, Q.P.A., from the 11th
instant till further orders.
Captain D. P. White, Adjutant Queensland Rifles, is detailed for duty as Range Officer at Toowong Rifle
Range on Saturday next, 9th instant.
in envelopes  marked "Commercial Papers" --
N o. 258.
The following Extracts from the Postal Regulations are published for the guidance and information of all
concerned.
Every effort must be made to save postage. Official Returns and Correspondence should be transmitted
LETTERS.
1. The rates of postage on letters posted in Queensland are-
(a) For delivery within the Colony-
1. From the post office at which they are posted and within the limits of Id. for each J oz. or fraction
the town delivery ... ... ... thereof.
2. From any other post office than that at which posted and beyond the limits 2d. for each t oz. or fraction
of town delivery ... ... ... ... ... . thereof.
BOOBS.
The postage for books is-
(1) To any place within Queensland, the Australasian Colonies (including the New Hebrides, Fiji, and British New
Guinea), for each 4 ounces or fraction thereof, Id.
3. The following articles may be sent as books :-Printed books, pamphlets, magazines, reviews, printed music (bound
or loose), photographs, prints, engravings, catalogues and reports of societies or companies, &c., and generally anything bound
and published in book form.
PRINTED PAPERS.
1. The postage on printed papers, except books and newspapers, is-To any place in or beyond Queensland, for each 2
ounces or fraction thereof, Id.
Printed papers include  plans, maps, catalogues, announcements,  and  notices of various kinds, whether printed,
engraved, lithographed, or autographed, and in general all impressions or copies obtained upon paper, parchment, or
cardboard by means of  printing,  lithography, autography, or any other mechanical process e')sy to recognise, except the
copying press and the type-writer and imitations thereof, and anything usually attached or appurtenant to any of the before-
mentioned articles in the way of binding, mounting, or otherwise, and anything convenient for the safe transmission by post
which shall be contained in the same packet;  also printed, engraved, or lithographed circulars, notwithstanding that such
circulars may be letters or communications in the nature of a letter, provided they bear internal evidence that they are
intended for transmission in identical terms to several persons,  the name of the addressee only being added in writing.
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Clothing.
Revolver Practice.
1. The postage for commercial papers is-
(1 To places within Queensland and the Australasian Colonies, for each 2 ounces or fraction thereof, Id.;
(2) To all places except the above, for any weight not exceeding 2 ounces, 3d.; between 2 ounces and 4 ounces,
31d.; between 4 ounces and 6 ounces, 4d.; between 6 ounces and 8 ounces, 41d.; between 8 ounces and 10
ounces, 5d.; between 10 ounces and 12 ounces, 6d.; each additional 2 ounces up to 5 pounds, id.
2. Commercial papers comprise all papers or documents written or drawn wholly or partly by hand (except letters or
communications in the nature of letters, or other papers or documents having the character of an actual and personal
correspondence).
PATTERNS AND SAMPLES.
1. The postage on patterns and samples is-To all places within and beyond Queensland, for each 2 ounces or fraction
thereof, 1d.
GENERAL PACKET REGULATIONS.
1. Books, printed papers, and commercial papers may be sent through the post without a cover (but not fastened with
anything adhesive such as gum,  sealing -wax, &c.), or in a cover entirely open at one end or side, or with the flap left unsealed,
or fastened with a binder ; if the cover be slit, the opening must be to the full extent of the end or side, and the contents must
be easy of withdrawal. For the greater security of the contents the packets may be tied with string, but in such  cases postal
officials are authorised to cut or untie the string, but if they do so they must securely tie up the packets. Officers will,
however, if possible, satisfy themselves as to the contents without withdrawing them.
COMMERCIAL  PAPERS.
[8TH OCTOBER, 1897.
No. 259.
SEALED PATTERNS Nos. 266 and 267 of Frock and Trousers Khaki Drill for Rifle Clubs, published in
General Order 45 of 1896, will apply to the Southern  as well as  the Northern and Central Districts.  Sealed
patterns Nos. 15 and 16 (General Order 110 of 1890) are hereby  cancelled.
Left  hand ...
Continuous  Practice.
... 6 Rounds
... ... ... 6 Rounds
Single Practice.
Right hand ... ... ...
No. 260.
[S.G.O.] The  annual issue of Ammunition to Sergeant Instructors for Revolver Practice is increased to
24 rounds .  The annual course  will be  carried out in the following  manner:-
Right and ...
Left hand ... ... ... ... ...
General Order No. 228 of  1896 is amended accordingly.
6 Rounds
6 Rounds
By Order,
J. SANDER.SON LYSTER,  Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief  Staff Officer.
NOTICES.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the National Rifle Association of New South Wales has been fixed for
25th to 30th October, inclusive.
A Military Tournament, the events of which will be open to members of the Queensland Defence Force,
will be held about the middle of December next at Lismore, Richmond River, New South Wales. Programmes
and full particulars will be available later on.
The first Annual Prize Meeting of the Queensland Western District Rifle Association will be held on the
Toowoomba Rifle Range on the 9th and 10th November, 1897. Programmes and all information can be obtained
from Mr. E. D. Easton, Secretary, Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer,  William  street ,  Brisbane.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice ofthe ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to appoint
CHARLES GREEN
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery, Mackay, in the parish of
Howard, in the room of William H. Williams, who has  resigned.
E.M.-21 -9-97-.P .  Cem. 16.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, and on the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
ALEXANDER RALSTON
to be Clerk in the Office of the Land Commissioner and Land Agent,
Brisbane, in the room of Matthew B. Salisbury, transferred; such
appointment to take effect from the 1st October, 1897.
E.M.-29-9-97.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Juustice,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, and upon the recommendation of the  Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
VICTOR BMANURt IIASELEB
to be Acting Deputy  Registrar  of Titles for the Northern District of
the colony, and Acting Deputy Commissioner of Stamps at Townsville,
during the absence on leave of the Deputy  Registrar  of Titles for that
District and Deputy Commissioner of Stamps at Townsville, A. D.
Sillars.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Chief Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane , 6th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the  advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation tendered by
HARRY BAYNES
of his appointment as a Justice of the Peace.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1897.I IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, and on the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to transfer
MATTHEW B. SALISBURY
from the Office of the Land Commissioner and Land Agent, Brisbane,
to be a Clerk in the Head Office of the Lands Department, Brisbane;
such appointment to take effect from the let October, 1897.
E.M.--29-9-97.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1897.
T1 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to accept the resignation of
WILLIAM RIDING,
Lift Engineer, Treasury Buildings, Brisbane.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 6th October,  1897,HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM ARTHUR HARGREAVES
to be First Assistant Analyst, in the room of William C. Wain,
resigned.
ROBERT PHILP.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
THOMAS MCCALL
to be Third Assistant Analyst.
ROBERT PHILP.
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HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  8th October, 1897.
HI S Excellency the Governor  has been pleased to direct that
Captain JAMES GEORGE  DRAKE  (Retired List)
be placed on the Unattached List  (Volunteer Division) of the Queens.
land Defence Force (Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 6th October, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice ofthe ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to direct that  the appointment of
Captain JOHN K EATLY FORSYTH,
to be a Military Clerk in the  Head -Quarters' OU.ce of the  Queensland
Defence Force (Land), as from the 1st July, 1897, be cancelled.
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 6th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Captain JOHN KEATLY FORSYTH
to be Staff Lieutenant on the Head-Quarters'  Staff  of the Queensland
Defence Force (Land), as from the 1st August, 1897.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has, upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, been pleased to appoint
JOHN SAVAGE MARTIN
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Brisbane, during the absence,
on leave, of James Macalister.
HORACE TOZER.
to
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Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to cancel the appointment of
LIMESTONE
as a place for  holding Courts of Petty 8essions.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1897.
-[j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
11  Council, has,. in pursuance of the provisions of  "The  Divisional
Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to appoint
JOSEPH LEE
to be a Member of the Board of the Division of Boulia, in the room
of Henry R. Gillett.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1897.
-IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to appoint
JOHN MCKINNON PRATT
to be Returning Officer for the Division of Hughenden.
HORACE TOZER.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 6th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the following transfers
of Teachers in the service of the Department of Public Instruction,
viz.:-
JAMES HEAP GARSDEN
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Cloncurry ;
EDWIN VANDERVORD NIXON
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School for Boys at Kangaroo Point ;
GEORGE LITTLE VARDON
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School for Boys at Petrie terrace;
HARRY WRIGHT
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher of the Unclassified
State School at Ramsay ;
SARAH MARIA HARRIS
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School for Girls and Infants at Kelvin Grove Road;
ADELE PRUCHE MCDOWALL
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School  at Roma ; and
AGNES LOUISA WARREN
to be  transferred  to the position of Head Teacher of the State School
for Infants  at Kangaroo Point.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 6th October, 1897.
u IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
11 Council,  has been  pleased to approve of the appointment of
JAMES MACINTOSH, Esquire,
as a Trustee of the  Grammar  School at Townsville, in the room of the
Honourable William Aplin, who is absent from Townsuille.
D. H. DALRYMPLE. '-
IT is hereby notified that
Department  of Public  Instruction,
.  Brisbane , 7th October, 1897.
John  C. Kenyon
has been appointed a Member of Committee for the State School at
Yeronga,  vice  George Weston, resigned.
• D. H. DALRYMPLE.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAMINGTOV, Gover nor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGover Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS  by "The Chinese  Immigration  .Rest ri ction Act,
1888,"  it is amongst  other things provided that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazette,  to  declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person  or class  of persons mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas it is desirable that  certain  Chinese, viz.,
Ah Kee, Chun Wah Yee, Chan Wah Chee, Ali Sam, Yin San,
Ali Ming, Ali Tai, Ali See, Ali Ung, Wah Hoon, and Sam Wah,
should be exempted from the provisions of the said Act for a period
of two years : Nqw, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER
NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby declare that the provisions of the
said  Act shall not apply to the  said  Ali Kee, Chun Wah Yee, Chan
Wah Chee, Ali Sam, Yin San, Ali Ming, Ah Tai, Ali See, Ali Ung,
Wah Hoon,  and Sam  Wah for a period  of two years from  the date
hereof.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government  House, Brisbane,
this sixth day of October, in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven ,  and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SAVE THB QUEEN,
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WHEREAS by " The Bank Holidays Act  of 1877 "  it is amongstother things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to appoint  a special  day to be
observed as a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in
any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district therein :
Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Ba ron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the provisions of
the said Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby appoint THURSDAY, the 14th of October instant, being
the day appointed by the Bundaberg Agricultural and Pastoral
Society for holding a Dairymen's Demonstration, to be a Public
Holiday within the Petty Sessions District of Bundaberg.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this sixth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROC L_'. MI_`,'i lO 1 .
fly His Excellency The Right lonourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAI'IElt, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LA INOTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
by  "The Health Act of  1884 " it is amongst other
' ! things enacted that the Governor in Council may from time
to time, by Proclamation, declare that all or any of the provisions of
the Third and Fourth Parts of the  said  Act shall be in force in any
Municipality or Division, or any Subdivision thereof, in addition to the
Municipalities or Divisions enumerated in the said Act, and that upon
the publication of any such Proclamation the said Parts of the said
Act, or such provisions thereof as shall be declared in the  P ro clamation,
shall extend to and be in force in the Municipality, Division, or Sub-
division mentioned therein: Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid, in
pursuance of the authority vested in me by the  said  Act, and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby declare that the provisions
of the Third and Fourth Parts of the said Act shall henceforth be in
force within the Division of Ravenswood.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane,
this sixth day of October, in th e year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred  and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
I-, G Kin doin, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Dover norTO\, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGover Commander-in-Chia" of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power in me vested, and in  accordance  with the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Reserve for Timber in the parish of
Gutchy, in the Gympie Land Agent's District, established by Procla-
mation dated the 24th July, 1884, shall be and is hereby cancelled.
14.M-219-97-T5.  Bes.1884-109.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-first day of September, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
rL S ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me vested under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, hereby define and  set apart  the Crown lands
described in the Schedule hereto as a Grazing Area for the  purposes
of the said Act, with a maximum  area  of 10,000 acres.
E.3&.--6-10-97.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this sixth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ROMA LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Grazing Area No. 6.
(In lieu of Grazing Area No. 6, set apart by Proclamation dated
5th May, 1892, which is hereby amended.)
The land comprised in the resumed part of Combarngo Run.
[9TH OCTOBER, 1897.
A PROCLAMATION.$y His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES "  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
rr s - in the county of Lanark, in the  Peerage of  the United
LAfINGTON, Kingdom ,  Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me vested under the
pro visions of  " The Crown Lands Act  of  1884,"  I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council ,  do, by this
my P roclamation ,  hereby define and set apart the Crown lands described
in the Schedule hereto as a Grazing Area for the purposes of the said
Act, with a maximum area of 10,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane,
this sixth day of October ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command , J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
THE HUGHENDEN  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Grazing Area No. 6.
The land comprised in portions Nos. 1v to 3v on Telemon Run
Resumption.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the fourth day of January, 1889, I did, by and with the advice of the
!!'' 11'' Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd
section of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the
Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to indicate the position of such lots
on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the
said Schedule, and his indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and'execution
of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " T7te Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,"  1,  CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the
BUNDAB ERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION,
ender the provisions of the said Acts, on and after THURSDAY, the ELEVENTH day of NOVEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the
price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with
the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be
1,280 acres.
GivEs under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this sixth day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of 'Fier Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-6-10-97. GOD SATE  THE QUEEN !
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA (Sec. 17, Act 1891).
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Bundaberg.)
K" . Conditional Selection. Unconditional Selection.
r
Provisio alNo. of
jot.
No. ofExpired Lease. Parish. Portion. Area.
n
Survey Pee.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price per
Acre. I
Annual  Rent Purchasing
per Acre . Price PerAcre.
A B. P. £ s. d.  .2  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Miriam Vale Polmaily ...  92v
.
260 0 0 10130 0 0 6  0 150 010 100
2 Ditto  ditto ... 93v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 6 015 0 010 100
3 Ditto ditto ...  95v 224 0 0 10 7 0 0 0 6 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
4 .  96vDitto ditto 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
5
..
Ditto ditto ...  98v 490 0 0 13 14 0 0 0 6 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
I; Ditto ditto ...  99v 450 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 6* 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
7 Ditto ditto ...  100v 660 0 0 15 6 0 0 0 6 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
8 Ditto ditto ...  101v 460 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 6 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
9 Ditto ditto ...  102v 440 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 6 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
10 Ditto ditto ...  103v 640 0 0 14 4 0 0 0 6 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
11 104vDitto ditto . 580 0 0 14 4 0 0 0 6 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
12
..
105vDitto  ditto .. 620 0 0 14 4 0 0 0 6 015 0 010 100
13
.
.  106vDitto ditto . 720 0 0 15 G 0 0 0 6 015 0 010 100
14 Ditto
.
ditto  107v 570 0 0 14 4 0 0 0 6 0 15 0 010 100
15 Ditto ditto  108v 332 0 0 12 7 0 0 0 6 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
16 Ditto ditto 109v 252 0 0 10 13 0 0 0 6 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
17 Ditto ditto 110v 310 0 0 11 9 0 ' 0 0 6 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
18 Ditto
...
ditto ... 111v 200 0 0 9 15 0 0 0 6 0 15 0 0 1 0 •100
19 Ditto ditto ... 112v 160 0 0- 9 0 0 0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to the payment of the value of improvements, if any.
These portions consist of well-grassed land ; those having frontage to a creek contain good soil varying from brown to black, timbered
with gum, bloodwood, ironbark, and apple. Some are watered by Colosseum Creek, and water can be stored in the smaller creeks. Situated
from three to ten miles from the Bundaberg-Gladstone Railway (under construction), and about thirty-six miles from Rosedale Railway Station ;
about forty-five miles southerly from Gladstone.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
j N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Grown Lands Acts,  1884
1 to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated in the BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and U JCONDITIONAL
SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after THURSDAY, the ELEVENTH day of NOVEMBER, 1897; at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare
that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be
as follows, that is to say, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this sixth day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of er Majesty's reign.
E.M.-6-10-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BUNDABERG  LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-- NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA (Sec.  17, Act 1891).
(Applications to be lodged at the Land  Office,  Bundaberg.)
N f
I 1
ofN
Conditional Selection. Unconditional Selection.
o. o
Lot. Expired Lease. Parish.
o.
Portion. Area. Survey Fee. Annual Rent  I Purchasing
per &ore. Priceper Acre.
Annual Rent
per Acre,
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d. .£ s. d. £ s. d. £ 8. d.
1 Miriam Vale ... Polmaily 94v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 6 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
2 Ditto ... ditto 97v 158 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 6 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
3 Ditto ... ditto 113v 236 3 0 10 7 0 0 0 6 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
4 Ditto ... ditto 114v 154 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 6 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
These portions consist of good soil, well grassed, timbered with gum, bloodwood, &c. Portions 94v, 97v, 113v, and 114v are watered
by Colosseum Creek. Situated about seven mites from the Bundaberg-Gladstone Railway (under construction), and about thirty-six miles
from Rosedale Railway Station  ;  about forty -five miles southerly from Gladstone.
A PROCLAMATION.
By  His Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMIxGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of section 95 of " The 'Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER' Baron Lamington,
'the -Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice ofthe Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder  described have been temporarily reserved for the
purpose named with respect to each.
R.M.-21 .9-97-X'.
THE CHARLEVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING, CHARLEVILLE TO CUNNAMULLA RAILWAY.
97-18264-S.G.
County of Orrery, parish of Glamis.-Area,  about 41 acres.
Commencing  at 8 miles 40  chains  (local mileage ) on the Charle-
Ville to Cunnamulla Railway, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing  west  about nineteen chains and twenty links to the main
Cunnamu ll a road  ; on the west by that road  bearing  about 187 degrees
25 minutes  twenty-five chains and four links ; on the south by a line
bearing east  about nineteen chains and eighty links to the railway line ;
and on  the east by that railway  line bearing 6 degrees  42 minutes and
twenty-five  chains  to the point of commencement;-exclusive of the
railway reservation  as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office-Cat. No. O 53-106.
THE CHARTERS  TOWERS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION.
97-18135--S.G.
County of Davenport, parish of Reeve.-Area,  about 400 acres.
Being an island  in the Burdekin River opposite the north boun-
dary of portion  3v ;-as shown  on plan deposited in the Surveyor-
General's  Office-Cat. No. D 124-1.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR WATER.
97-18047-S.G.
(In lieu of  the Reserve  established by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette  dated 1st October, 1887, page 399, which is hereby
amended.)
County  of Lennox, parish of Kilkivan.-Area,  about 33 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of King Bombi Creek at a point
nine chains  and twenty  links  east from the north-east corner of portion,
-211v, and bounded thence on the south by portion 1209 bearing west
nine  chains and twenty links; on the west by a road bearing north
five chains and twenty- six and three -tenths links ; on the south-west
by that  road bearing 325 degrees  15 minutes eight chains and seventy-
four  and a-half links, and by portion 6v, parish of Goomeribong,
county of Fitzroy, bearing 310 degrees 7 minutes nine chains and
ninety-nine and two-tenths links, 268 degrees 2 minutes thirteen chains
and ninety-eight links, and 323 degrees 5 minutes two chains and  fifty-
seven links; on the north-west by a line bearing 45 degrees fourteen
chains and fifty links to King Bombi Creek; and thence by the left
bank of that creek upwards to the point of commencement ;-as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat.
No. L 37-1233.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTfICT.
RESERVE FOR POST AND TELEGRAPH PURPOSES , TOWN OF YEPPOON,
ALLOTMENTS 2, 3, AND 6 or SECTION 3.
97-18266-S.G.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette  dated 29th January, 1887, page 351, which is hereby-
amended.)
County of Livingstone, parish of Yeppoon.
Area, 1 acre 1712- perches.
Commencing at the intersection of the east side of Mary street
by the south-west  side of  Normanby street, and bounded thence on
the west by Mary street bearing north two chains and seven and
three-tenths links ; on the north by  a lane bearing  east five chains
and three  and seven -tenths links; on the east by a Reserve for School
of Arts bearing south three chains and thirty-six and a-half links ;
and on the south-west by Normanby  street bearing 284 degrees 23
minutes five chains and twenty and one-tenth  links  to the point of
commencement ;- as shown on  plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. Y 171-1.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL OF ARTS, TOWN OF YEPPOON, ALLOTMENT
6A OF SECTION 3.
97-18267-S.G.
County of  Livingstone , parish of Yeppoon.
Area, 1 rood 131 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner  of allotment  7, and bounded
thence on the south -west  by Normanby  street  bearing 284  degrees
23 minutes  ninety-nine and four-tenths links ; on the west by a
Reserve for  Post and Telegraph Purposes bearing north three chains
and thirty -six and  a-half links ; on the north by a lane bearing east
ninety- six and  three-tenths  links ; and on the cast by allotment 7
bearing south three chains and sixty-one and two-tenths links to the
point of commencement;- as shown  on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. Y 171-1.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this twenty-first day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES -WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
rL s in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINaTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governer andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  of sections  95, 96, and 97 of  "The Crown Lands Act
of 1884,"  I, CHARLES  WALLAP$  ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the land hereunder described has been temporarily reserved for
the purpose  named , and placed under the control of the Sandgate
Municipal  Council.
E.M.-29-9 97.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RE8ERVB FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
97-18327-9.G.
County of  Stanley /, parish of Nundah.
Being the foreshore between high-water mark and low-water
mark from the junction of Bald 13 ills Creek with the Pine River to
the junction of Cabbage-tree Creek with Nundah Creek,  excepting
frontages  to Special Lease No. 150 (Jetty) and Children's Convalescent
Home, to the point of commencement;-as shown on plan deposited
in the Surveyor-General's Office.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government  House ,  Brisbane,
this twenty-ninth day of September, in the year of ottr Lord
one thousand  eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the
sixty -first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.GOD SAVE viz  Qus$N 1
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L S ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINaTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section 95 of  " The Crown hands Act of  1884," I,CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDEt NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described have been permanently reserved for the purpose
named.
E.M.-21-9 -$7 -X'.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY.
97-1$268-$.G.
County of Cook, parishh, of Childers.-Area,  10 acres.
Commencing at a point twelve chains north from the southern
termination  of the eastern boundary of portion 104v, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion bearing north ten chains; on the
north by a  line bearing east ten chains  ; on the east by a line bearing
south ten chains ; and on the south  by a line  bearing west ten chains
to the point  of commencement ;- as shown on  plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor- General's  Office-Cat. No. C 37-1113.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty- first day of September , in the year of our Lord
one thousand  eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the
sixty -fr et year  of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOp SAVE TtrB QUEER l
A PROCLAMATION.
Fy His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACn
AL1 XATDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINONO
[TON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
iN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in  accordance
with the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the Lease of the following Agricultural Farip, under
the said Act, is declared forfeited :-
E.M.-21-9 -97-N'.
A4 Fm„o
'off
eo o :?
7a
24319
w00;oa° Parish.
29v Grandchester ...
Name of Lessee.
groat T. Zimpel ...
Area.
A. R. P.
137 0 31
Land Agent's
District.
Ipswich.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-first day of September, in the  year  of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Iajesty' s reign.
By Command, T. F. G. FOXTON.
Goa SAYS  THE  (UESN !
A PROCLAMATION.
BS His Excellency The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
tLs - in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAdiINOTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of  the  Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of sections 96 and 97 of "The Crown Lands Act of
1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the Brooyar Village Reserve, established by Proclamation dated
the 1st November, 1888, shall be and is hereby placed temporarily
under the control of the Kilkivan Divisional Board.
E M.-21 -9-97-L'.  lies.  1888-21.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government  House ,  Brisbane,
this twenty-first day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in the sixty-
first  year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUERN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1897.
SPECIAL LAND COURT.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that a Special Land
Court will be held at the Land Office, Bundaberg, on FRIDAY,
the 12th November, 1897.
97-20088-Bond.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.iT is hereby notified, for general  information, that  applications
under the eighty-ninth section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884" have been made for closing the undermentioned Roads; and
all persons who may consider their  interests  affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing,
not later than the date mentioned with respect to each.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the nearest Land, Police, and
Post Offices.
No. Applicant . Situation. Parish .  Area.
*1
*2
I A. R. P.
LATEST  DATE FOR  OBJECTIONS-`ZOTII OCTOBER, 1897.
The Lands Depart -  The two -chain road from  Coreen  .. 7 0 27
inept,  on behalf of  the south -west corner of
E. K. Tidswell portion 2186 southerly
through portion 2v to
the ten-chain  road
through that portion About
Ditto  ... .... The western  end of the ditto  ...  119 2 33
ten-chain road  through
portion 2v
•  LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 27TH OCTOBER, 1897.
3 James Tolson ,  junr. ... The nine-chain road sepa- Marathon 126 2 28
rating portion 3v from
Aramac Holding
*4 Mackay,  Neville, Rolfe ,  From a point on the Mount South
and Co. Rolfe to Alpha stock road Kennedy
about one mile south of District
the Miclere Creek Bridge,
and thence southerly
about four and a-half
miles to a point on the
said road at the gate,
where it is intersected by
a private road from the
northern road to Frank-
field
t5 Flower Bros . ... ...  The road through Durham  Leiebliardt  ...
Downs Holding ,  from the District
head station easterly to
the gate on the west
boundary of Clifford
Holding
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-3RD NOVEMBER, 1897.
6  'The  Rosalie Divisional The northern end of the Milton ... 2 0 26
Board,  on behalf of reserved road  through
F. M. Bridgeman portion 20v About
7 The Lands Department ,  The roads separating sec- Town of 3 2 5
on behalf of the bons 77 and 78 included Bundaberg
Defence Authorities in the pro posed new
Rifle  Range Reserve
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-10TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
S TheTarampaDivisional The road separating per- Clarendon I 15 3 21
Board ,  on behalf  of lions 99 and 100 from
W. Vanneck I 101, 215,  and 216
9 Ditto  ... .... The road separating  nor- ditto  ... 6 2 26
10 Ditto
tion 217 from portions  84,
98, and 99
From the north -east corner ditto ... 0 2 2
of portion 216 northerly
through portion 217
11 Ditto  ... ...  The eastern end of the road ditto ... 9 3 8
13
through portion 217
Ditto  ... ...  The road separating nor- ditto ... 12 0 0
bons 54,  53, and 52 fro m
217, 50, and 51
Ditto ... ... The road  separating nor- ditto 11 2 0
lions  69, 70,  and 71 fro m
portions 52, 53,  K and 217
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS PROPOSED TO BS CLOSED .
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No.
CLOSURE OF  RoADS-continued.
Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
LATEST DATE FOR
*14 The Lands Depa rt ment,
on behalf  of the De-
fence Authorities
15 Grant Brothers ...
16 E. G. R. Neumann
17 J. Porter
;18 Messrs. Thynne and
Macartney ,  on behalf
of F. H . O'Reilly ...
$19 Ditto ... ...
$20 Ditto
LATEST DATE FOR
*21 The Pioneer  Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
D. P. Ready
*22 The Estate  of W Patti-
son (deceased)
A. R. P
OBJECTIONS -17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
About
All the roads  included Town of 3 2 5
within the proposed new Bundaberg
Rifle Range Reserve
Part of the road fro m  North ...
Charters Towers to Her- Kennedy
berton through Wood -  District
leigh Holding ,  from Big
Oaky Creek  to the Dry
River ,  following the east-
ern aide of the Wild River
The  road separating portion Blenheim 4 0 15
148 from portions 125 and
123
The road separating portion  Warwick... 3 3 15
lily from portions 117v
and 119v
The road separating por- ditto ... 6 0 0
tions 339 ,  390, 391, and
392 from 407, 408, 409,
and 410
The road separating por- ditto  ...  8 2 29
tions 411, 430, and 431
from  424, 428 ,  and 429 About
The roads separating por- ditto ... .6 1 0
tions 421 ,  422, 423, and
424 f ro m 375, 376, 425,
426, 427, and 428
OBJECTIONS-24TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
Part of the road separating
po rt ion 833 fro m 676 and
part of 744
All the dedicated roads in
portion 1,  being the roads
separating portions D and
A from C and  B, sepa-
rating  D and C from A
and B,  separating C and
B fro m subdivisions 5, 6,
7, and 8 ,  separating sub-
divisions 5, 6, 7, and 8
from 9 and 10, and 8 and
9 from 7 and  10;  also
About
Chelona ... 1 3 0
Gavial ... 13 1 30
*23 Ditto  ... ...  Part of the  ro ad separating
subdivisions  1 and 2 of
portion 2 west of pro-
posed new road
*24
ditto
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-1ST DECEMBER, 1897.
The Ayr Divisional The road separating por-
Board ,  on behalf of tion 20v fro m 18v and the
A. J. M. Terry reserved  ro ads through
portions  18v and 17v
About
Kirknie  ...  225 0 0
* NoTE.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
t NoTE.- The closure of this road is proposed  to be  carried out in connection
with the opening of a  ro ad which leaves the Durham Downs to Taroom  ro ad at a
point about four and a-half miles east of Durham Downs Station ;  thence due
east to Slatehill Creek  ;  thence in a south-easterly direction about one and a-half
miles ;  thence easterly to Sam ' s Gully; and thence south -east to the gate on the
west boundary of Clifford Holding.
+ NoTE.- These  ro ads are proposed to be closed in part exchange for areas to
be resumed from portions 431 and 432, 374 and 375, for quarry purposes, which
roads are hereby closed.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1897.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby  notified ,  for general information ,  that app li cations
under  the 89th  section  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been made for closing the undermentioned  Roads;  and all persons
who may  consider their interests  affected thereby  are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections , in writing ,  within two
months  from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen  at the Land Offices,  Brisbane,
Bundaberg ,  Cairns,  and Roma; Police Offces, North Pine, Childers,
Cairns, and Mitchell ; and Post Offices, North Pine, Childers, Cairns,
and Womblebank.
820, 2580, 2584, & 2611.Road Cases Nos. 2
No.
*1
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant.
The Caboolture Divi-
sional  Board, on behalf
of J. F .  Fountain
*2 The Isis Divisional
Board , on behalf of
A. C. Walker
*3
*4
t5
The Isis Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of J.
Elwood
The Cairns Divisional
Board ,  on  be half of
owner
P. Hoskin ... ...
Situation . I  Parish . I  Area.
The road separating portion Burpengary
4 from portion 5
A.  R.  P.
2 3 21
About
The southern half-width of Gregory  ... 11 0 0
the two- chain road along
the northern boundary of
portion 1052 About
The eastern end of  the road ditto ... 1 0 0
separating portion 1028
from 1052 About
The southern end of  the Sophia  ...  2 2 0
road through portion 75
The road and reserve  Womble- 325 1 0
through portion 4v bank
* NoTE.- The closure of these roads is pro posed to  be  carried out in connection
with the opening of other roads.
t NoTE.- The closure of this road and reserve is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of another road.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.Read Case No. 2290.
IN
pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  "The Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open a New Road through the Holding described
hereunder.
grazing  Farm No. 31, ChartersrTowers District, portion 2v, parish
of West Burdekin, being part of main road to Old Fanning  Diggings
and to Dottswood.
Lessee -W. Stewart.
Any claims to which the Lessee may consider himself entitled
under  the abovementioned Act on account of the opening of the said
road must  be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands within two
months from the date hereof.
NoTr .- A copy of  the above notice, with tracing ,  will be sent to the Lessee
within two months  from  the date hereof.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
OPENING ROADS.-PUBLIC NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended to open a public road
being a deviation of the road known as Burnes road, from
Normanton  via  Vanrook to Dunbar, on the Mitchell River, from
Stirling Station,  crossing  Bayswater Creek at Nemo Lagoon ; thence
via  the wire yard to the old road on Walker's Creek, through Vanrook,
Stirling, Stirling No. 4, and  Stirling  No. 3 Runs (holders, Bank of
New South Wales), and through Wingin and Scone Runs (holders,
The Royal Bank of Queensland, Limited).
NoTE.-In connection  with the opening  of the above  road ,  it is intended to
close the corresponding part of the original road.
A plan of the  road  may be  seen  at this Office, or at the Office of
the Croydon Divisional Board, at Croydon.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Publio Lands,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1897.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1897.
T is hereby notified, for  general  information, that the following
Lands, in the Bundaberg Land Agent's District,  as per descriptions
herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the BUNDABERG LAND
OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the SIXTEENTH day of
NOVEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at  an Annual
Rental  of 10s. each lot.
All information  respecting  the boundaries  and situation of the
lands may be  obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-19956-s.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
BEING UNPROCLAIMED RESERVES ON MONAL CREEK.
Parish of  Clonmel .- Area ,  about 80 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Monal Creek at the north-east
corner of portion 12v, and bounded thence by that portion bearing
west to a road intersecting its north boundary ; thence by that road
north-westerly  and portion 6v east to Monal Creek  ; and thence by
that creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Also,-Area, about 72 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Mortal Creek at the south-east
corner of portion 13v, and bounded thence by that portion bearing
west to a road intersecting its south boundary; thence by that road
south-easterly and portion 6v east to Mortal Creek ; and thence by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement; exclusive of a reserved
road three chains wide to the crossing of Monal Creek.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1897.IT is hereby notified, for general information , that the following
Lands, in the Surat Land Agent's District, as per descriptions
herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the SURAT LAND OFFICE,
on and after TUESDAY, the SIXTEENTH day of NOVEMBER,
1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an  Annual Rental of 12s. 6d.
per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
lands  may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-19384-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SURAT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
YANCEY No. 2.-Area, about 51 square miles'.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the leased part of
Murilla Run, and bounded thence by the western boundary of the
leased part of that run and a line in continuation northerly to the
leased part of Yancey Run ; thence by the leased part of that run
south-westerly to the leased part of Noorindoo Run ; thence by the
leased part of that run south-easterly and south-westerly to the north
corner of the leased part of Canmaroo Run; and thence by the leased
part of that run south-easterly to the point of commencement.
Also,-Parish of Noorindoo.-Area,  about 1,390 acres.
Bounded on the north-east by portion 31; on the south-east by
portion 16; on the south-west by portion 12; and on the north-west
by portion 14A and the leased part of Noorindoo Run.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1897.
TT is hereby  notified ,  for general  information, that the following
1 Land, in the Aramac Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith,  will  be opened for OCcuPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the ARAMAC LAND OFFICE,
on and after TUESDAY, the SIXTEENTH day of NOVEMBER,
1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at an  Annual Rental of 10s. per
square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-1A385-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE ARAMAC LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Lisnafunshion No.  2.-Area, about  48 square miles.
Commencing  at the south-west corner of the Lisnafunshion No. 1
Run at a yellowjacket-tree marked broad-arrow over Ll over L2 within
triangle  on south side, and bounded thence on the north by an east line
along  part of the south boundary of that run five miles to a point fifty
links south from a bendee-tree marked broad- arrow  over L2 within
triangle on south side ; thence on the east by a south line three miles
and thirty-five chains to a point  five chains  south and fourteen chains
west of a yellowjacket-tree marked broad-arrow over G within
triangle;  thence  again on  the north by an  east line one mile  and sixty-
seven chains  to a point fifty-nine chains south from a yellowjacket-tree
marked broad- arro w over S  within triangle on north side; thence again
on the east by a south line along part of the west boundary of the
Saltbush  Run six miles  and forty-five chains to a point 150 chains east
from a yellowjacket-tree marked broad-arrow within triangle ; thence
on the south by a west line  along  one of the north boundaries of the
Chevy Chase  Run passing  through that tree four  miles and  thirty-four
chains  to a point fifteen chains  west  of and passing through an ironbark-
tree marked  broad-arrow over L2 within  triangle ; thence on the west
by a north  line along part  of the western boundary of the  resumed
portion of the  Rosedale  Consolidation five miles and sixty-two chains
to a yellowjacket-tree marked broad-arrow over L over M within
triangle on west side  ; thence  again  on the south by a west line along
part of the north boundary of that resumed portion two miles and
thirty-three  chains  to an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over LD
within  triangle on east side;  and thence  again on  the west by a north
line along part  of the eastern boundary of the resumed portion of the
Strasburg  Consolidation four  miles  and eighteen chains to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1897.
T is hereby notified,  for general  information, that the Annual Rent
of Lands in the Glenroy Occupation License (Stone's Creek
No. 1), in the Ravenswood Land Agent's District, opened to Occupa-
tion License on the 4th April, 1892, shall, on and after the 16th
November, 1897, be reduced from 15s. to 5s. per square mile.
97-19582-B.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1897.
IT is hereby notified,  for general  information, that Ashton South
Block, in the Ingham Land Agent's District, opened to Occupation
License on the 6th January, 1897, by Notice in the  Government
Gazette  dated 4th December, 1.896, shall be and is hereby withdrawn
from Occupation License.
97-18260-8.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1897.
IT is hereby notified,  for general  information, that the Land knoll n
as Hare,  in the Gregory North District, opened to Occupation
License , at the Winton Land Office, on the 6th July, 1897, by Notice
in the  Government Gazette  dated 1st April, 1897, shall  be and is
hereby withdrawn from Occupation License.
97-19174-D.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1897.IT is hereby notified, for general information, that
Henry Burton,
George Quarterman, and
Adolph Wilhelm  Magnus  Hagerup Christie
have been elected Members of the Board for the purpose of carrying
out the provisions of  "The Rabbit Boards Act,  1896," within the
Warrego District.
97-19703-Rab.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1897.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Titles to Land  Act  of 1858"  and  " The Crown
Lands Acts  1884 to 1886  Amendment  Act of  1889,"  at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof ,  by instruments endorsed on such
Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe
the land intended to be granted ,  to the intent that ,  by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct area and description shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing  the erroneous area and description; and such grant and
every such deed  shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-13383-H.T.
No. of Deed-29412.
Date of Deed- 3rd August, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Friedrich Draheim.
Land Granted-Portion  144, county of Churchill, parish of
North.
Area-78 acres 27 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of North, portion  144.
Area, 79' acres 2 roods 6 perches.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of portion 166, and bounded
thence on the north by a road bearing east twenty- two chains and
ninety-three links ; on the east by a road bearing south thirty-five
chains and twenty-three  links  ; on the south by portion 124 bearing
269 degrees 41 minutes twenty-two chains and ninety-two links ; and
on the west by portion 166 bearing north thirty-five chains and thirty-
five links to the point of commencement; exclusive of 1 acre 1 rood
18 perches for a surveyed road, as shown on plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. M 33-2991.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  "The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the lands intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct areas and descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted [in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous areas and descriptions ; and such grants and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-13662-R.T.
No. of Deed-83264.
Date of Deed-21st February, 1896.
Names of Grantees-Henry Cathcart Arthur Young, Horace
Edward Broughton Young, and Charles Ernest Young (as Joint
Tenants).
Land  Granted-Resubdivision 1 of subdivision 2 of portion 904,
county of Cook, parish of Gregory.
Area-641 acres 19 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Cook, parish of Gregory,  resubdivision  I of subdivision 2
of portion  904.
Area, 642 acres 2 roods 25 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 269 degrees 58 minutes and
distant one chain from the north-west corner, of portion 954, and
bounded thence on the  east  by a road bearing 179 degrees  53 minutes
seventy-seven chains and fifty-four and four-tenths links ; on the south
by a road bearing 269 degrees 55 minutes 30 seconds sixty-five chains
and twenty-three and six-tenths links ; on the west by a road bearing
359 degrees 59 minutes twenty-three chains and forty-five and eight-
tenths links ; again on the south by a road bearing 269 degrees 59
minutes 30 seconds twenty-six chains and six links ; again on the west
by a road bearing north fifty-four chains and eleven and three-tenths
links; and on the north by a road bearing 89 degrees 58 minutes
ninety-one chains and thirteen links to the point of commencement;
exclusive of 3 acres 3 roods reserved for road purposes, as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office, but not
including any part of the soil of the said roads or any of them-
Cat. No. W 39-887.
97-13861-R.T.
No. of Deed-41889.
Date of Deed-lot September, 1880.
Name of Grantee-John Petersen List.
Land Granted-Portion  33, county of March, parish of Urangan.
Area-34 acres 1 rood.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of March, parish of Urangan, portion  33.
Area,  34 acres 2 roods 23 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the east by that portion and portion 18 bearing 180 degrees
7 minutes forty-five chains and sixty and seven-tenths links ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 310 degrees 1 minute fourteen chains and
thirty-five and four-tenths links; on the west by a road bearing north
seventeen chains and eighteen and seven-tenths links; and on the
north-west by that road bearing 30 degrees twenty-two chains and
sixteen links to the point of commencement,;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. W 39-891.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1897.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACTS,  1884  TO 1894."
LAND COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
T Is hereby  notified,  for public information,  that the Land Commissioners appointed ender the provisions of  "The  Cirow,i
Lands  Act of  1884"  will hold their  Courts, in pursuance  of the twenty -fifth section  of the above-recited Act, at the
undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All bngjness in connection  with  selections  under  "The Crown  Lands  Alienation Act of  1868 "  and  "The  Orow*  Lands
Alienation  Aot of  1876 "  will also be dealt with  by the Land  Commissioners at their Courts.
1897.
District or Place.  Jan. Feb . March. April. May. Juno. July. August.  Sept . Oat. Nov. Dec.
Allora * N.
Aramact . ..
Ayr ... ...
Banana  ...
.N
.N
Barcaldine t .«
Beaudesert ... ...
Blaokall .» .«
Bowen ...
.«
Brisbane ' ...
.«
undaki rg 
.N
Burketown ...
Cairns ... N.
Cardwell  ... .»
Charleville  ... .«
Charters  Towers ».
Cooktowu ••.
Cunnamullsi .«
Dalby .N ...
Emerald  * ... .»
Esk
Gatton i& .N .«
Gayndah  .. ...
Georgetown ...
Geraldton  (Mourilyan)
Gladstone ...
 /Goondiw }ndim plc .N!_'+•y
N.
w
lHerberton .N .N
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
.»
...
...
...
...
...
.»
N.
... ... Mon. 1  ... ...  Mon. 7  ... ...  Mon. 6  ... ...  Mon. 6
Mon. 11  M on. 8 Mon .  8 Mon .  12 Mon .  10 Mon .  14 Mon .  12 Mon .  9 Mon .  13 Mon .  11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 6 Wed. 3  Wed. 3 Wed. 7 We.  5  Wed.  2  We.  7 Wed. 4  We.  1 Wed .  6 Wed .  8 Wed. 1
Sat. 9 Sat .  6 Sat .  6 Sat .  10 Sat .  8 Sat .  12 Sat. 10 Sat .  7 Sat .  11 Sat. 9 Sat. 6 Sat. 11
... Fri. 5  ...  Fri. 2  ...  Fri. 4  ...  Fri. 6  ...  Fri. 1  ...  Fri. 3
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Tues .  5 Mon .  3 Mon .  7 Mon .  5 Mon. 2 Mon .  6 Mon .  4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Thur. 7 Thtr. 4 Thur.  4 Thur . 1 Thur. 6 Thur.  3 Thur . 1 Thur . 5 Thur .  2 Thur .  7 Thur .  4 Thur. 2
Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tues .  2 Tues .  6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues .  6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
'cues .  5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues .  4 Tues .  1. Tues .  6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5  Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4  Wed. 1  Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri .  5 Fri .  2 Fri. 7 Fri .  4 Fri .  2 Fri .  6 Fri. 3 Fri .  I Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Tues .  5 ... ... Tues .  6 ... ... Tues .  6 ... ... Tu es . 5 ...
Mon. 4 Mon. 1  on.  1 Mon .  5 Mon .  3 Mon .  7 Mon .  5 Mon .  2 Mon .  6 Mon .  4 Mon .  1 Mon. 6
Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues .  9 Tues. 13 Tues .  11 Tues .  8  Tues. 13  Tues .  10 Tues .  14 Tues .  12 Wed. 10 Tues. 14
Tues .  16 ... Tues. 20  ...  Tues. 15  ...  Tues . 17 ... Tues . 19 ... Tues. 21
Tues .  5 Tue.. 2  Tues.' 2 Tues. 6 Tues.  4 'Tues. 1 Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues. 7 Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur.  4 Thur. 1 Thur.  6 Thur.  3 Thur.  1 Thur.  5 Thur.  2 Thur. 7 Thur . 4 Thur. 2
Fri. 8 Fri. '5 Fri .  5 Fri .  2 Fri .  7 Fri. 4 Fri .  2 Fri. 6 Fri .  3 Fri .  1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Tues. 19  ... ...  Wed. 21  ...  Tuea . 20 ... Wed. 20 ...
Wed. 20 ... Wed. 17 ... Wed. 19 ... Wed. 21 ... Wed. 15 ... Wed. 17 ..
Fri. 22 Fri. 19 Fri. 21 Fri. - 23 Fri. 17 ... Fri. 19
Sat. 9  Sat. 13  Sat. 13 Sat .  10 Sat . 8 Sat .  12 Sat. 10 Sat .  14 Sat.  11 Sat .  9 Sat .  13 Sat.
Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues .  2 es. 6 Tues .  4 Tues .  1 Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues .  '7  Tues. 5 Tues .  '2  Tues.
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon .  8 Mon .  12 Mon .  10 Mon. 14 Mon .  12 Mon .  9 Mon .  18 Mon .  11 Mon. 8 Mon.
Sat. 2  Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 F i. 6 Fri. 8 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri.
ed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2  Wed. 7  Wed. 4 Wed. I Wed. 6 Wed. 8 Wed.¶
ed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 8 Wed.
Tues. 19 Tues. 16 Tues. 16 Tues. 20 Tues. 18 Tues. 15 Tues. 20 Tues. 17 Tues. 21 Tues. 19 Tues. 16 Tues.
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. '3 Wed. '7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12 Wed. 9 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed.
Sat. 2 Fri . 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri.' 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri.
Mon. 18 Mon .  15 Mon. 15 Tues .  20 Mon .  17 Mon .  21 Mon .  19 Mon .  16 Mon. 20 Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon.It _. WedWedWed 5 IT Wed 16 : Wed 3 Wed
Sughenden  ». N. ,..
#ng am  .» ... ..:
Inglewood  .« .N ...
Ipswich .» w ...
Isisford  ... .» ...
Landaborough
I,ongreacb ... w N.
Mackay ...
Maryborough w ...
Miles ... w N,
Mitchell t .N ... .N
Muttaburra w N.
Nauango ... w N.
Nerat g • .« w N.
Tormanton ... w .N
Port D 6uF1M .., ...
Eavenswood ... ...
Rockhampton w w
Moms  ... w ...St. George .» w ...
S6. Lawrence «. .»
8P uro  ... ». ...
Stan 1t orpe ». w s«
Sure .« ... «.
Tam .» «. .»
Taroont w w N.
Texas  fee 0"
Thargomindab w «.
Toowoomba ... w ...
Townsvi lle .N w ».
Warwick .N w ...
Winton N. w w
Windozab N. w .N
.... . .. .. ..... . ...
Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri.  12 Sat . 17 14 Fri. 18 Fri. 16 Fri. 18 Fri. 17 Fri. 15 Fri.  12 Fri. 17
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 8 ed. I
Sat. 2  Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri.  2 Fri . 7 1•''ri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri.  3 Fri.  1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Tues.  9 ... ... Tues . 8 ... ... Thur . 9 ... Thur. 9
Sat.- 2  Fri- 5 Fri .  5 Fri .  2 Fri. 7  Fri.
4
Fyi .  2 Fri .  6 Fri .  3 Fri .  1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 13  Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12 Wed. 1. Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 15 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 15
Mon. 11 Mon .  8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon .  14 Mon .  12 Mon. 9  Mon. 13 Mon. 11 Mon .  8 Mon. 13
Wed. 2 Wed. 4 Wed. 6 Wed. 1
Wed. 6  W d. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed.  2 Wed . 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed.  6 Wed . 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur.  4 Thur . 1 Thur. 6 Thur.  3 Thur . 1 Thur:o Thur.  2 Thur .  7 Thur .  4 Thur. 2
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur.  7 Thur .  4 Thur. 2
Wed. 6  Wed. 8 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed.  6 Wed . 8 Wed. I
Wed. 6 Wed . 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur . 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur.  6 Thur. 3  Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur.  2 Thur . 7 Thur.  4 Thur. 2
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed . 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed.  4 Wed . 1 Wed.  6 Wed. 3 Wed. I
Wed. 20 ... Thur. 18 ... Wed. 19 ... Wed. 21 ... Wed. 15 ... Wed. 17 ...
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Tues.16 Wed. 21 Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed.  20 Wed . 17 Wed. 15
8 Fri .  12 Fri .  12 Fri .  9 Fri. 14 Fri. 11 Fri. 9 Fri .  13 Fri .  10 Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Thur. 9
ed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed.  2 Wed . 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed.  6 Wed . 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 4 Mon .  1 Mon .  1 Mon .  5 Mon .  3 Mon .  7 Mqn .  5 Mon .  2 Mon .  6 Mon .  4 Mon .  1 Mon. 6
Wed. 20 Wed . 17 Thur. 18 Wed. 21 Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed.  2 Wed. 7 Wed.  4 Wed.  1 Wed .  6 Wed .  8 Wed. 1
Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed.  1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues .  5 Tues. 8 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues .  4 Tues .  1 Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues .  7 Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Tues . S  Tues . 2  Tues .  2 Tues. 6 Tues .  4 Tues .  1 Tues. 6 Tues .  8 Tue ..  7 Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Wed 6 Wed.  3 Wed . 3 Wed. 7 Wed.  5 Wed . 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed.  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
... Thur. 4 ... Thur.  1 ... Thur . 8 ... Thur.  5 ... Thur.  7 ... Thur. 2
•'Plop  CO" marked thus • are onl jr held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions
  O1dee  for eceiving applications.
=  Days wilt be fixed when  Land Commissioner visits Ayr.
In the event of any of the above days falling  on a holiday the Court will be held  on the following day.
Bpepi4 Courts,  when necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. P. G. FOXTON.
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It ETURN of all applications for Licenses, under the Timbert Regulations, made to and granted by the Land Commissioners
during the months and at the places hereunder specified.
WALTER C. HUME.
Applicant 's Name.
BOULIA.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
... ... ... To cut firewood ...
ALLORA.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
Frank D. Conley ... ... ... To cut and split ...
J. B. Rodgers ... ... ... „ „
ARAMAC.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
Michael Green ...  I  To cut firewood ...
BANANA.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
Amount
of
Fee.
£ s.
::: 1 10
1 10
... 0 10
John Munro ... ... 1 To cut and split ... ... i 1 10
BARCALDINB.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
Francis McDonnell ... ... To cut firewood ... ... 1 0
Wm. Sunderland ... ... To cut and split ... ... 1 10
L. W. Ramage ... ... ... To cut firewood ... ... 0 10
George Barney ... ... ... ... ... { 0 10
F. Church ... ...
J. Smith ... ... ... ... „
B IRDSYILLB.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
1 0
0 10
W. Scott ... ... ... I To cut firewood ... .... 0 10
BLACKALL.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
Head Bros. and dead ... ... ( To cut pine ... ... 10 10
Robert Oliffe
J. H. Edwards
Henry Bowlen
John W}thnall
T. F. Bestmann
Wm. Keene
J. H. Holbeck
Jno. Harris
A. Appel
Chas. Ferris
Jos. McCarthy
Hy. Fowler
W. A. Grigor
H. Roberts
T. B. Troe
C. F. Schmeider
C. Scholz ...
H. Peterson
W. G. Courtoy
N. P. Dahl
J. Baldwin
T. Dixon ...
W. Croft ...
G. Ware ...
T. Keys ...
J. James ...
J. Head ...
W. G. Courtoy
W. J. Chapman
J. Rein ...
H. Rein
W. Lehuhoff
T. W. Sloane
J. Sweeney
A. Gabriel
I. McLeod
G. Gunderson
R. Male ..
A. A. Lock
H. A. Niven
J. Toohey ...
A. Andrews
... ... ..., ...
BowEN.
(For the pipnth of August, 1897.)
... To cut and remove
BRISBANE.
(For the month of August, 1897.).
... .,, ... To cut and split ... ...
To cut hardwood
To cut cedar ...
... ... ... 11
... ... ... „ ,,
,,, ... To cut hardwood...
BUNDABERG.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
To cut pine .
... ... To cut hardwood
... ... ... To cut pine
... ... ... To cut hardwood
... ... ... To cut pine ...
,.: To cut hardwood
Description of License.
To cut pine
... ... To cut hardwood
To strip bark
... ... ,,
.
{ To cut pine ...
BURKETOWN.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
... ... To dig and remove
CAIRNS.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
... ... To cut firewood ...
... ... ... To cut pine ...
... ... ... To cut firewood ...
... ... „ „ ••
... ... ... To out hardwood... ...
... ... To cut firewood ... ...
... ... To cut  pine ... ...
... ... ... ,, ... ...
0 10
0 10
0 10
3 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
3 0
2 10
5 0
5 0
15 0
2 10
3 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
7 0
2 10
3 10
2 1Q
2 10
2 10
2 10
3 10
3 1p
3 10
2 10
1 0
1 0
1 0
3 10
1 2
CAIRNS-continued.
Applicant 's Name. Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
£ a.
T. Quinn ... ...
E. Troughton ...
M. Smith ...
L. H. Congdon ...
W. Bienz ... ...
H. Veivers ...
Tom Thomas ...
Simon Ceylon ...
LICENSES - continued.
[9TH OCTOBER, 1897.
To out firewood
To cut pine
To cut firewood
To cut pine
To cut firewood
CAMOOWBAL.
„
(For the month of August, 1897.)
William Brideson...
Richard Letts ...
To cut firewood ..
... ... To cut hardwood
CHARTERS TOWERS.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
E. Cockfield ... ... ... To cut hardwood ...
John Joseph Parry ... ... To cut firewood ...
Lauris H. Laurisen
James Morris ...
John  Graves ...
Thomas Gordon ...
Albert Stanb rook...
William Cuthbert
„   ...
To cut and split ...
To cut firewood ...
CHINCHILLA.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
John Collingwood
Herbert Wright ...
John Ryan
George Cuthell ...
John Cuthell ...
„
„
0 10
3 10
3 10
0 10
3 10
3 10
1 0
0 10
0 10
2 10
2 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
3 0
0 10
0 10
0 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
COOKTO WN.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
W. R. Thompson ... ... ... I To cut firewood ... .... 0 10
CROYDON.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
Wm. McMurtrie... ... ... To cut firewood ... ... 1 0
James Russell ... ... ... „ ,, 1 0
Wm. Lahey ... ... ... ... ... 0 10
John Diehm ... 0 10
E. J. Elgey ... ... ... 0 10
J. Murphy ... ... ... ... 0 10
James Dash ... ... „ 0 10
John Muldoon ... ... ... 0 10
Chas. Shaw ... ... „ „ ... • • 0 10
Optimus Stacey ... ... ... ... 0 10
Wm. Hackett ... ... ... 0 10
Daly Bros.
DALBY.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
... ... To cut hardwood...  ...  2 10
EIDSYOLD.(For the month of July, 1897.)
Conrad Hotz ... ... ... I To burn charcoal... ... 1 0
GEORGETOWN.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
Chas. Pigott ... ... ... To cut firewood ... ... 1 0.10
Jas. Beatson .... ... ... „ „ _ ... 0 10
J. R. Edwards ... ... ... „ „ ... ... 0 10
GL ADSTONE.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
Thos. D. Skyring ... ... ... To cut hardwood... ... 7 10
J. A. Ollson ... ... ... ... 5 0
Thgs. Lindley ... ... ... 2 10
Jno. H. Schulze ... ... To cut pine ... ... 3 10
John Jinks ... ... ... „ ... ... 3 10
Geo. E. Seeds ... ... ... To Flit hardwood... ... 2 10
GYMPIB.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
J. Bason ... ... ... To cut hardwood ... 2 10
'T. Meagher ... ... ... To cut and split ... ... 1 10
A. Lyon ... ... ... 1 10
H. Mahn ... ... To  cut  firewood .. , 0 10
J. Maccary ... ... ... 0 10
J. Doyle ... To cut pine 3 10
A. Godwin ... ... ... To cut hardwood 2 10
W. Brede ... ... ... „ „ ... ... 2 10
HBRBBRTON.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
George A. Young ... ... 1 To opt firewood ... ... 1 11 0
10
0 1¢
3 10
0 10
1 0
2 10
1 0
3 10
8 10
1UGH$fiTD1W.
(For the month of. August, 1897.)
Edwd. Black ... ... .... To cut hardwood
To cut and split ...
... I- 2 10
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LICENSES - continued.
Applicant ' s Name.
IPSWICH.
(For the month  of August , 1897.)
790 [9TH OCTOBER, 1897.
Amount
of
Fee.
£ s.
John  Hillier
J. O'Neil ... To cut hardwood ,,.
G. Main To cut firewood ...
W. Yarrow ... ... ... To cut and split ...
ISISFORD.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
2 10
0 10
1 10
Edward Moore ... ... ... I To cut firewood ... ... 1 1 0
LEYBURN.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
Edward Stevens ... To cut and split ...
Walter Mays
John Gallagher ... ... ... To cut hardwood
J. Cody ...
W. Harvey
J. Ah Foo
Description of License.
ING}HAM.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
I To cut hardwood... ... I 2 10
LONGREACH.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
.. ... ... I To cut firewood ...)I 1)
To cut and split ...
MARYBOROUGH.
(For the month of July, 1897.)
R. Grout ... ...
J. Wex ... ...
H. Byron ... ..
Hyne and Son ...
G. Wex ... ...
E. Williams ...
W. Robinson ...
0.  Horne ... ...
W. Ross ... ...
G. Dreger... ...
H. Eisentrager ...
H. Eisentrager, junr.
J. Eisentrager ...
P. Walters ...
W. Peock...
W. G. Ward ...
Chas. Hart
T. McMahon
D. G. Nichol
T. Boldery
A. Rockemer
R. P. Steley
T. J. Reid
W. O'Leary
C. Moreland
T. Crawford,
E. Horne
A. Horne
J. Wright
H. Strehlan
A. Wieland
W. Moffett
A. Rowston
To cut  pine ...
...
...
...
To cut hardwood
„
... To out firewood ...
...
... ... „ „ ...
(For the month of August, 1897.)
... ... To cut pine ...
„
junr.
To cut hardwood
D. Wright ...
W. Hodgkinson ...
C. Danzgar ...
Albert R. Smith
D. Durham
J. Birchall
George Rush
John Judas
E. T. Shorley
Charles Busch
Oliver Parsons
To dig and remove gravel
To cut firewood ... ...
MAYTOWN.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
... ... ...  I To  out firewood ...
MILES.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
To cut and split ...
...
MOUNT MORGAN.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
... To cut hardwood ..
To out firewood
„
NANANGO.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
... ... ... I To cut pine ...
PENTLAND.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
1 10
1 10
2 10
0 10
0 10
1 10
3 10
3 10
3 10
7 0
3 10
2 10
5 0
2 10
2 10
2 10
5 0
2 10
2 10
0 10
1 0
0 10
3 10
3 10
3 10
3 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
7 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
1 10
4 10
2 10
0 10
... I 0 10
1 10
3 0
1 10
2 10
1 0
1 0
... j 3 10
W. J. Simpson ... ... I To cut hardwood ;
J. H. Pickard  it It ... .. • • •  ... 2 102 10
LICENSES - continued.
Applicant 's Name. Description  of License.
S•
RAVENSwooD.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
Robert Watson ... ... ... , To cut firewood ...
Thomas Moore ...
Henry Moore ...
Edward Moore ...
James Richards ...
David Draper
John Donohue
John Kelly
John Solom
John Smith
„
Amount
of
Fee.
£ s.
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 101  0
RocgHAMPTON.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
William Bell ...
W. J. W. Davey....
Thomas Nash ...
Caleb Moon ...
John Stockden ...
James Sinclair ...
Chas.  Moon, senr.
Walter Southgate
Henry Farrow ...
Ernest  Bork ...
Thomas Motley ...
J. Parry ...
S. Steed and Co....
G. G. Barnett ...
John Rock ...
D. J. Draper ...
Michael Condon , ..
William Trewern
5 0
5 0
2 10
1 0
SPRINGSURE.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
Billy Lon ... ... ... J To cut firewood ... ... 1 0 10
STANTHOEPE.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
Joseph Maherg  ... ... ...  To cut firewood and strip
bark
William Taggart ...
Edward Collise ...
1 0
1 0
1 0
STONEHENGE.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
Henry Hicken ... ... . To cut firewood, strip bark, 1 0
and burn charcoal
TAMBO.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
Thomas Dumbrell ... .. ( To out and split ... ... ( 1 10
Ditto ... ... ... i To cut firewood ... ... I 1 0
John Burley
THAR GOMINDAH.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
... ... To cut firewood ... ... 0 10
THURSDAY  ISLAND.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
Tomita Japan ... ... .. To out firewood ... ... 1 0
Kanisama  ... ... ... ... I „ „ ... ... 1 0
Abbus Singapore... ... ... ... ... I 1 0
ToowooMBA.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
Peter Born  ... ... ...  I To cut  and split  ... ... I 1 10
E. Pike
John Healy
Wm. Stallan
J. H. Mains
John Mumford
Wm. Stallan
John Baker
Wm. Butcher
Ed. Davies
Albert Jones
John Bunting
Thos.  Morris
TOWNSVILLE.
(For the  month of  August, 1897.)
.. ... ... To cut firewood ...
WINTON.
(For the month of August, 1897.)
Ali Chellingworth ... ... To cut hardwood
To cut hardwood... ... 2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
... ... 5 0
... ... 10 0
... ... 5 0
... ... 7 10
1 0
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
... l 2 10
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Pub lic Lands Office,
Ipswich, 6th October, 1897.
To W. A.  C. WENDORF,  of Roadvale.
NDER section 137 of  " The Crown Lands Acts ,  1884  to  1895,"
VI hereby  ca ll  upon you to show cause ,  at the Land Court to be
held at Ipswich  on FRIDAY,  the Seventh day of January ,  1898, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon ,  why your Agricultural Farm, No. 2472,
Ipswich  Register ,  being portion 305 ,  parish of Coochin ,  area 160
acres, should not be declared forfeited for non-fulfilment of the
Condition of Occupation.
A. P. CAMERON,  Land Commissioner.
LAND BOARD COURT.
IT is hereby notified, that a Land Board Court, for the determination
of the Value of Improvements, and for such other business as may
be required, will be held at the Office of the Land Board, Brisbane, on
TUESDAY, the 2nd November, at Ten o'clock a.m.
By Order of the Land Board,
P. W. SHANNON, Secretary.
Office of the Land Board, Brisbane, 7th October, 1897.
Surveyor -General's Office,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1897.
T
HIS is to certify that Messrs . CHARLFS JAMES  PERKINS and
THOMAS ALLEN WALKER, having shown to the satisfaction of
the Board  of Examiners  that they are qualified for the position of
Land Surveyors, have been licensed to effect surveys, under the provi-
sions  of  " 2 he Crown Lands Act of  1884," and subject to the rules of
this Department.
A. McDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
BRISBANE.
AP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets at 2s. 6d. per Sheet, and Two at Is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia on a sma ll  scale, illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia ,  illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing the Main Telegraph Lines. Scale, 160 miles to an inch.
Price : Plain, Is.  6d.; coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d . per Sheet.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony. Price, 1s. plain, or coloured
(illustrating the Counties and Financial Districts) Is. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands .  Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps ,  in Districts .  Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price ,  2s. 6d .  per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps,  showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s .  6d. per Sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale ,  5 miles to an inch .  Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catebment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers , &c., South -East Queensland .  Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, Is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek.  Scale, 4 miles  to an inch. Price, Is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts. Price, Is. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of  the Burdekin Delta.  Scale , 1 mile to an inch. Price,
Is. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s. ; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, Ll.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony .  Price ,  Is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.
Environs of Longreach .  Scale ,  2 miles to an inch .  Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall .  Scale ,  2 miles to an inch. Price ,  Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure .  Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price ,  Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-Maps of Land-3 Open to Selection or for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. McDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane,  31st August, 1896.
[9TH OCTOBEIty 1897.
Geological Survey Office,
George street,  Brisbane.
ON SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No. 4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government Geologist.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND RE-FORMING ROAD, GOVERNMENT
HOUSE, BRISBANE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 29th October, for Repairs and Re-forming
Road, Government House, Brisbane.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4-c., Government House,  Brisbane."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, PAINTING, AND IMPROVEMENTS, STATE
SCHOOL, BUNDAMBA UPPER.
V I (ENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.IL on FRIDAY, the5th November, fo  Repairs, Painting, and
Improvements, State School, Bundamba Upper.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4 'c., State School ,  Bundamba  Upper."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars  obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; at the
Court House, Ipswich ; and at the  State  School, Bundamba Upper.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
ag re eing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance , a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance  ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, DIAMANTINA ORPHANAGE
BUILDINGS, BRISBANE.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.on FRIDAY, the 22nd October, for Repairs and Painting,
Diamantina Orphanage Buildings, Brisbane.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £10,
and endorsed  " Repairs ,  4'c., .Diamantina Orphanage Buildings,
Brisbane."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under, Secretary.
Department of Pub lic Works,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, POLICE STATION, MARYBOROUGH.T TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m,
on FRIDAY, the 5th November, for Repairs, Police Station.
Maryborough.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "Repairs, Police Station, Maryborough."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office; and at
the Court Houses, Gympie, Maryborough, and Bundaberg.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent .  on amount of Tender as
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security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW LAUNDRY, GOVERNMENT HOUSE, BRISBANE.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.on FRIDAY, the 29th October, for New Laundry, Government
House , Brisbane.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "New Laundry, Gover nment House ,  Brisbane."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office.
Tenders must  be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.  on amount  of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance , a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Additions, Repairs, &c., State School, Burnside-Messrs. R.
WILSON AND Co.-£144.
Removal and Re-erection, Explosives Magazine, Croydon-
J. Y. BAILLIE-£97 T0s.
Additions, 'State School, Homebusli -  CHARLES  PORTER-
£119 7s. tad.
Additions, Repairs, and Painting, State School, Tarampa-
ROBERT BODGE-£179 is. 6d.
Fitting up Queen's Warehouse as Temporary Customs Offices,
Rockhampton-Messrs. R. Covsl Ns AND Co.-£94 10s.
New Roof and Re-covering, State School, Banana-HERBERT
RATIIBONE-h58.
Repairs, Painting, &c., State School, Kelvin Grove (Girls)-Messrs. BROwNSDON AND HILL-£187.
New Kitchen, State School, Emu Park-G. PETTETT-£95.
R. ROBERTSON, Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.IT is hereby notified, for general information, that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substituted
therefor:-
Notice is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.
96-5450--Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary for Works.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1897.
TENDERS.
TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.
For full particulars,  see  Government  Gazette.
Nature of Work, Date of  Gazette  containing original Notice,
and Place  and Date to which Tender can be received, respectively: --
ALBioN-Additions, Post and Telegraph Office. 18th Septem-
ber. Works Office, Brisbane ; 15th October.
ZILLMERE-New Playshed, State School. 18th September.
Works Office, Brisbane ; 15th October.
SURAT-Additions, Repairs, &c., Post and Telegraph Office.
18th September. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post Offices,
Surat and St. George ; 29th October.
MAYTOwN-Additional Room, Fencing, and Gates, Post and
Telegraph Office. 25th September. Works Office, Bris-
bane, Post Offices, Maytown, Cooktown, and Cairns, and
Court House, Townsville ; 29th October.
MAYTOwx-Repairs and Painting, Court House. 25th Septem-
ber. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Maytown,
Cooktown, Townsville, and Cairns ; 29th October.
INGLEWOOD-Purchase and Removal of Old Post and Telegraph
Office. 25th September. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Post Offices, Inglewood and Goondiwindi; 29th October.
INGLE WOOD-New Bridge over McIntyre Brook. 25th Septem-
ber. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Ingle-
wood and Goondiwindi ; 29th October.
WINDORA$-Land Agent's Office, Court House. 25th Septem-
ber. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Win-
dorah and Longreach ; 5th November.
BLACKALL-Painting and Repairs, Court House and Police
Magistrate's Quarters. 25th September. Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court Houses, Blackall, Barcaldine, Tambo,
and Rockhampton ; 5th November.
GEORGETOWN-Additions, Repairs, Painting, and Improve-
ments, State School. 25th September. Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court Houses, Georgetown, Cooktown,
Croydon, Normanton, and Townsville; 6th November.
SANDGATS-Internal Painting and Repairs, Post and Telegraph
Office. - 2nd October. Works Office, Brisbane ; 22nd
October.
MOUNT PERRY-Repairs, Painting, and Improvements, Court
House and Police Station. 2nd October. Works Office,
Brisbane ; 29th October.
111OUNT PERRY-Repairs and Painting, State School. 2nd
October. Works Office, Brisbane; 29th October.
NANANGO-New Hospital. 2nd October. Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court House, Nanango ; 29th October.
CUNNAMuLLA-Additions, Post and Telegraph Office. 2nd
October. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post Offices, Cunna-
mulla and Thargomindah; 5th November.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th October, 1897.IT i$ hereby notified, for general information, that the under.
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
Repairs and Painting, State School, Conipgsby-D. MCDONALD-
£32 1s.
Repairs and Painting, State School, Gin Gin-SAMUEL STILES-93118.
New Floor to Playshed, &c., State School, Mackay North-
B. ORRISTENSEN-£25 17s.
Improvements  and Re-roofing , State School, Kirchheim- Messrs.
MOMAHON  AND GREEN-£178 10s.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 14th September, 1897.
r HE Commissioner for Railways hereby gives notice, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864," that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having approved of the Plan and Book of Reference of the Mount
Morgan Branch Railway from Kabra (9 miles 73 chains, Central Rail-
way) to Mount Morgan (in length, allowing for deviations, 12 miles 61
chains 70links), proposed to be constructed under the provisions  of "The
Railways Guarantee Act of  1895," such Plan and Book of Reference
may be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the Clerk of Petty
Sessions, Mount Morgan; and all persons interested in the lands to be
affected by the said intended Railway are hereby required to set forth,
in writing, to me, at this Office, within one month from the first
publication hereof; any well-grounded objections that may appear to
them to exist to the adoption of the said line of Railway, or any part
thereof, or of any works proposed in connection therewith.
By Order,
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 10th September, 1897.
1TOTICE is hereby given, in accordance with the provisions of the
l Railway Acts,,that so much of the Plan and Book of Reference
of the Second Section of the Charleville to Cunnamulla Railway as
embraces that portion of the Section commencing at 61 miles from
Charleville and ending at 117 miles 52 chains 681 links, has been
approved and confirmed; and that the Commissioner for Railways
intends to proceed with the construction of the Line above referred
to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference so confirmed.
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
MARINE DEPARTMENT OF QUEENSLAND.
TENDERS FOR STORES.
TENDERS will be received at the Treasury, Brisbane, until Noon on
j SATURDAY, 6th November, from persons willing to contract
for the Supply of Stores at the various Ports and Ligt}tships for the
above Department, for two years from 1st January, 1898.
Forms of Tender, Schedules, and General Conditions may be
obtained on application to the Portmaster, or any of the local Harbour
Masters.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Stores ,  Marine Department."
The lowest or any Tender  will  not  necessarily  be accepted.
T. M. KING, Under Secretary.
The Treasury,  Brisbane , 19th August, 1897.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
N Office for the transaction of all business condected with the
above is now open }n a portion of the Ports and Harbours
O ce, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted by the Assistant Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
11faekay, end Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns in the Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers in charge, stating the class of men required, the work to be
done, apd the wages offered ; and applicants seeking work should
personally register their names and addresses.
Information respecting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district is always obtainable at the Head Office.
J. O'N. BENAAT,  Of in Charge.
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The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1897.
IT is hereby  notified ,  for general information,
that Licenses under  "  The Tobacco Act
of  1894"  have been issued  to the  undermen-
tioned persons during the month of September,
1897.
ROBERT PIIILP,
Acting Treasurer.
LICENSES TO SELL TOBACCO.
(To 30th  June, 1898.)
Name. Name.
AUGATHELLA.
See Wall and Co. I Band, August
ADAVALE.
Tully,'Patrick
ALPH$.
Hickson, Wm. J.
AYR.All Cow
BRISBANE.
S.S. "Adelaide" Kenny, Jas.
Bunney, Fredk. Knight, Jane
Bick, 'Wm. T. Kirwan, Michael J.
13eet, Hichd. Knight, Kate
Corbett, Patk. Laurens, Rose
Currie, John Murray, D.
Darlington, Mary Ann McFarlane, Christina
Denham Bros. Muhl, Anna C.
Dingnan, Norah Phayre, Edward
Davis, Wm. Pitty, Walter
Early, Geo. Rudd, Andrew
Elliott, Mark P. Rayment, Annie
Finucane, Eliza Roylance, Emma
Fliteroft, John Sin Chen
France, Annie G. Scott, W. and C.
Finney, Thos. Stewart, Wnr.
Hernon, Denis Smyth and Allison
Hudson, Herbert Wilcox, Edwd. A.
Head, Thos. Philip Wilson, Kate
Haining. Eobert Zahel, Thirza
Johnson and Co.
BARCALDINE.
Brown, A. R.
BUNDABERG.
Claussen, P. J. Farry, Francis
Cochrane and Co. Davis, N. J.
Moore, Wm. Gaily, Etienne
Bun Yong Ruddell and Lucas
Chan Sum Hop Lee Kendall, Geo.
Cran Bros. and Co. McCosker, Thos.
BOLLON.
Bergin, Isaac B. Fletcher Bros.
Linton, Geo. R. Stack, Catherine
Dickson, J. G.
BLACKALL.
Moffatt, Jas. I Meilick, K.
BEAUDESERT.
Levinge, Geo. Mulcahy, Patk.
bakers, Robt. 1
11
BOONAIr.
Koop, Jasper
BUARETO WN.
Barrett, Wm.
BIRDSVILLE.
Turnbull, Jas.
BOWEN.
Andrews, Robt.
BBENLEIGH.
Quast, P.
CAIRNS.O'Neill, Jas. O'Hara, Denis
Lennon, Patk. Abrahams, A.
Williams & McClure Martin, J. V.
Allen, Jas. Chapple, Isaac
CUNNAMULLA.
Kuse, Jno. I Kong Low
COOKTOWN.
Olive, E. A. C.
CHARTERS  TOWERS.
Turner, B. B. Clements, John
Sullivan,  Geo.  Jenkins, A. (2)
McMillan, S. Haggar, J. A.
Nelson, N. Ward, J. W.
Mann, E. Whalley and Sons
Shaw, D. Stone, C.
Hansen, N. Kingston, E.
Johnson, F. E. Jones, D. J.
Paley, W. V. • -Shaw, Horace H. _
To'BACt0  LICENSES- continued.
Name.
CIIA1t.tEVfLLE.
Name.
Carter, Geo. A. Caporali, P.
Langmore, W. J.
CABARLAH.
Horrigan, D.
CLERMONT.
Mackay, Geo. H.
Sun Hap Lee
Madge, Rudolph
Manager, Gordon
Downs Station
On Sang ChongAll Gun
Nielsen, A.
Wee Kee
Sun Me Yeun
Yee Wah
McCarthy, Eugene
Slater, Chas.
Carroll, Jno.
Snoad, Percy
Thompson, James
CnoYDON.
Elger, W. R.
Brodie, F. A.
Moir, Mary
Temple, J. M.All Sue, E.
CLEVELAND.
Roatz,  R. ( Wilson, J. C.
DUARINGA.
Barnett, Geo. G. Dutton, H. C.
DALBY.
Cameron,  Alex. Bauer, Wm.
Horwood, Walter
TOBACCO  LICENSkS - continued.
Name. Name.
KILLARNEY.
Reid and Milward
KILKIVAN.
Jones, Geo. H.
LONGREACH.
Schildt and Allen
MOUNT MORGAN.
Haughton, Wm. Price, Annie S.Sell Sam Kee McCrea, Priscilla J.
Sue Yek Hodgson, Robt.
Hoggett, Albert Hill, J.
MAREEBA.
Jack and Newell
MORVEx.
Ilira Deen
MUTTABUBRA.
Dickson & Leslie Bros. Collins, Jas. (2)
Scottish Australian McLarty, Jas.
Investment Co. (2) Crombie, Wm.
Cameron & Co., John Thornton, Wm. H. L.
Lovett, Edmund
MA'RYBOROUGI#.
Johnston, Harriet Ann Ross, David
Lilley, Albert
EIDSVOT.D. MILES.
Baker, J. W. Weakley, John Smith, Herbert
Sinclair, G. Williams,  Geo. MITCHELL.
Stephen, Robt.
Fulloon, C. J.
Wiles Thos
Calvert, Wm.
Hamilton, Robt.
Adamson L F
Symes, J. L.
MUNGINDI.
,, . . .
ETON. Higginson, J. C. Ormerod, S.
Scott J F WBeagrie, Jas. Barber, Henry A.
EROMANGA.
, . . .
MACKAY.
Neal, Ernest, Congie Station
ESK.
Ney, Wm. Wright, Elgood
Winton, Peter
Williams, Robt. PITTSWORTH.
GAYNDAH. Harvey, Alfred John
Gray and Co., Thos. PERCYVILLE.
GOONDIWINDI. Barnes, Jno. H. S. Hosford, Wm.
Clarke, Wrr. Masse, Mahomet PORT DouoLAS.
Campbell, Alex. C. Lamberth & Lamberth
Truste E te of  Ah F Hent
Stuart, Jno. I Jensen, Christian F.
oo, ryes, s a
Silas Hardin GeoLucas PARADISE.g , .
GYMPIE.
Dillon, Josephine Jorgensen, Geo.
Pabst, Jno.
RAVENS WOOD.
Flack, Mrs. Ramkema, Mary
Houton, Wm. Conray, Ann
McKelvey,  Jno.
Brown, Chas. T.
Sam Woo and Co.
Malpass, Wm. H.
GRRALDTON.
Nolan, Chas. Bourke, Catherine
Tam Sic Schen, E. L.
Wah Hop and Co.
Jang Lum Kee
Wise, Fredk. B.
Scammel, Wm. E.
Hayles, Robt.
Sun Chong Shing & Co. Wakelam, Fredk.
Hop Kee Shaw, A. A. and F. E.
MacNamee, Fredk. Hook Lee
P h LS W
ROCKHAMPTON.
Curtis, G. S. Langston, Frank
Benstead, Jno. Rogan, Patk.
ee oy Sam eeo
McNamara, Kate Suen Chong and Co.
Gill, Henry L. O'Keefe, Denis J.
Clewett and Thompson Smith, David
Webster and Co. Row, John
Ryan Annie J. Yang Kee
GIN GIN.
,
Iloggett A. Ah Chen
Barton, M. R. Barton, R. G.
GEORGETOWN.
,
Queensland Agency Co. Lee Sang
Palmer and Co., A. W. Fawcett, J.
Robinson , Jas. H.
Elwell, R. M.
Barnsley, J. G.
GATTON.
.Callon, Minnie Summers, Lizzie
Constantine, Margaret Lowe, Annie
Phillips, H. Earl, Wm. T.
Logan,  Jas., senr. Power, F. Sanderson, Elizth.
d d CM C W b El
HOWARD.
anor o. arc y, ias
Ph l Th J Ti LDolling, Wm. e os. .an, e eeAbdul Azis Bow Sung
HERBERTON. Yet Young Sing Tynan, Julia
Lum Fat Burke, Wm.
Ah Fung McKinnon, Wm. L.
ROMA.
Hoskins, Lewis
HALIFAX. R
Hoong Sing Chong ICIialOND.Vau han Chas H Horne Wm
INGLEWOOD.
,g . .
Hulbert Harriet
, .
Chave Chave and
Bracker, Wm. I Riston, Moses
,
Ah Gow
, ,
Merson
ISISFORD.
Need Jas SOUTH  BRISBANE..,
IRVINEBANK.
Ah Pang McNeilly, Jno.
B t Alf d Mh Cl kJno.MollettChasSpranklin
a re cc , us y, Jas.
,, .
SamuelJoseph BennettBradshaw
Beckmann, Mrs. A. Martin, Wm. H. W.
,, Curtis, Joseph Olsen, Peter
IPSWICH. Darragh, H. Rice, Jno.
Harris, Wm. H. Bennett, Thos. Davies, Robt. J. Stewart, Jno.
Ridsdale Geo Harlow and Co. SynnottDartnell Wm Patk, .
Guilletmot, Paul Thomas, David
,. .,
Epson, James T. Saleem Mall 130op
Taylor, Elizth. Dawson, Margaret Hegleson, M. Taylor, Jas.
Phie, Sal-all Jane Jennings, Goo. Trueman, Wm. Chas.
JONDARYAN. Krause, Franz Carl Wegener, August
Bell, Jas. Kavanagh, M. Walden, Thos.
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TOBACCO  LIcENsES- continued.
Name.
ST. LAWRENCE.
Fox,  Geo.
SOUTH KOLAN.
Walker, Alexr. C.
DISTRICT.
... ... Aramac
... ... Charleville
... ... Charters Towers
... ... Mount Morgan
... ... Tambo
... ... Thursday Island
STONEHENGE.
Feehan, M.
SURAT.
Boulton, Wm. E.
ST. GEORGE.
Cummings & Co., T. M. Hill, Edward
Geary, Jno. Geo. Snowders, M.
Roberts, Luke
STANTHOBPE.
Allison, Margaret
THURSDAY ISLAND.
Farquhar, T. J. Rasmussen, Hans
Kwong Wo Ling Anderson Bros.
THARGOMINDAH.
McGregor, Jno. Fitzmaurice
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that Licenses from the
Treasury have been issued to the undermentioned persons during
the month of September, 1897.
ROBERT PHILP, Acting Treasurer.
AUCTIONEERS.
(To 31st December, 1897.)
Name.
Davis, W. H.
Vernon, George ...
White, F. J. ...
Caporali, Palmiro ...Wildie, G. H. ...
Harding, Silas ...
Mathias, C. A.
TOBACCO  LICENSES-continued.
Name.
TOWNSVILLE.
Name.
Tritton and Buswell
Campbell, A. E.
Rodgers, Edward
Bartlam, W. B.
Fisher, Henry
Fryer, Elizth.
Duck Chong
Summerfield & Yarrow
Smith, Helena
Ackers, Fredk.
Connell, Patk.
England, Jno.
Oldenburg, A. R.
Hanran, P. F.
Long Eat
ToowooMBA.
McLeish, Wm. A.
Beckmann, F. W.
Moore, J. G.
Greenbury, S.
Watson, Thos.
Jennings , Jno. F.
Careem Abood
TAMBO.
Irving and Co., W. M. I Lansdowne Pastoral
Co.
WINDORAH.
McGeorge, Anne Scott, W. S.
Kenavan, W. A. P. Feehan, Martin
Watson, W. H. Duncan, Wm.
Campbell, A.
WINTON.
Corfield and Bobbo Kahn
Place.
GENERAL.
... Brisbane
... ditto
... ditto
... Charleville
... ditto
. Ipswich
... Rockhampton
Tuckerman ,  L. E....
Fidler , David ...
Bovey, Joseph ...
Morris,  C. L. ...
Solomon, Maurice
Douglas,  H. A. C....
TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' LICENSES.
(To 31st December, 1897.)
Burt, Benjamin  ...  Brisbane
Greenup, E. B. ... ... + Texas
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALER.
(To 31st December, 1897.)
Lambert, F. S. ... ... ... 1 Cooktown
LICENSED  VICTUALLERS' LICENSES.
(To 30th  June ,  1898.)
Calvert, William ...
Connolly, Virgil ...
Maguire, J. F.
McDermott, John...
McPherson, Godfrey
Poncini, Joseph ...
Walker, Gustav ...
Weakley, John ...
Wiles, Thomas ...
Grant, Thomas ...
Clinton, Peter
Williams,  James ...
Brown, Robert ...
Name.
Eidsvold
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Longreach
ditto
Normanton
PACKET LICENSE.
(To 30th June, 1898.)
... .. ( Brisbane
Name.
Moore, Alfred* '...
Nesbit, James* ...
O'Hara, Samuel ...
Finn, Frank ...
Nielsen, Ane ...
Silva, Annie ...
Edmonds, Thomas
McCarthy, T. J. ...
TRANSFERS OF LICENSES TO SELL
TOBACCO.
Prom
BRISBANE.
McGuinness, Annie...
West, Henry ...
McGinn,  James ...
Foster , Frederick E.
To
Mortimer , Thomas
Oliver, Alfred
Falvey,  Miss Margaret
Foster, Mrs. Isabella E.
CHILDERS.
Wilson, Roland ... I McDonald, HarryE. P.
CHANGE OF PREMISES.
Mrs. S. A. Frost, removed from Enoggera
terrace, Red Hill, to Given terrace, Padding-
ton, next to Post Office.
Mrs. Fanny Marlor, removed to premises, a
few doors from those for which the license
was issued, in Manson street, Hendra.
BILLIARD  LICENSES.
(To 30th  June, 1898.)
Place.
... Brisbane
... ditto
... Charters Towers
... Clermont
... Croydon
... ditto
Eidsvold
Muttaburra
TRANSFERS OF LICENSED VICTUALLERS' LICENSES.
From
Banner , William ...
Carter, Dipper .
McGuinness, Annie
McGinn, James ...
West, Harry ...
Fitzpatrick, Edmond
O'Keeffe, E. M.
Bergin,  Timothy •..;
Trimble,  George ...
Clark, Annie ...
Hansen,  A. B. S....
Colwell, James ...
Roberts, David ...
Kukart, William ...
Evers, Amelia ...
Kavanagh, M. A....
Norris, James
To
B UNDABE KG.
... I Moran, Martin
BRISBANE.
... ... Morris, William
... ... Mortimer, Thomas
... ... Falvey,  Margaret
... Oliver, Alfred
DALBY.
... ... Hallinan, Patrick
... ... Webb, W. J.
CROYDON,
z ..1 ... Little, Robert
... • ... Redden, Mary
GEORGETOWN.
Blanch, Edward
... ... Butler, George
GYMPIE.
... ... 1 Leach,  George
HEBBERTON.
... ... I Parry, Robert
HUGHENDEN.
... ... J Nilson, Ellent
SOUTH  BRISBANE.
Vosteen, if. H.
... ... I Olsen, Peter
TOWNS VILLE.
... ... Lancaster, A. E.
TRANSFER OF WHOLESALE WINE AND SPIRIT LICENSE.
NORMANTON.
Rugo  and Co., William ... ... . Smith, A. J.
LICENSE CANCELLED.
Holmes, David, Royal Hotel, Allora.
*  Two tables . .t Erroneously  gazetted in August list as  Wilson, Ellen.
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EXCAVATING TRENCHES AND LAYING PIPES FOR
TELEPHONE WIRES.TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under Secretaryand Superintendent of Telegraphs,  Brisbane , until Noon on
MONDAY, the Eighteenth day of October, 1897, from persons
desirous of contracting for the Excavating for, Laying, Jointing,
Making  Good,  and all Work in connection with Laying, Two and
Three Inch Cast-iron Pipes for Telephone Wires, in and about the
City of Brisbane, according to the general conditions  and specification
published in the  Government  Gazette  of Saturday, 11th September,
1897.
Specifications, Schedules, and all other information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Under Secretary and
Superintendent of Telegraphs.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1897.
SUPPLY OF TELEGRAPH POLES.
FRESH TENDERS will be  received  at the Office of the UnderSecretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisban , until
Noon on MONDAY, the Twenty-fifth day of October, 1897, from
persons  desirous  of contracting  for the Supply of Telegraph Poles,
according  to the Specification published in the  G overnment Gazette
of Saturday, 25th September, 1897.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Home Secretary's  Office,Brisbane, 8thOctober, 1897.1 HE following Return of the Benevolent  Asylum  at Dunwich is
published  in pursuance  of the  Regulations  for the  management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDED  2ND DAY OF OCTOBER, 1897.
Number  of Inmates remaining  in Asylum at date
of previous Report ... ... ... ... 897
Number since admitted ... ... ... ... 7
1Number returned from leave ... ... ... 8
912
Number discharged... 0
Number died .. ... 2
Number absent on leave ... 8
-- 10
Number remaining at date hereof  . ... ... 902
Admissions :
Henry Richardson, 56, miner, from Cairns ; last two years ill at
Thornborough, and inmate of the Cairns Hospital.
Anthony Ralph, 50, labourer, from Warwick;' last two years at
odd jobs about Warwick.
John Hart, 65, sawyer, from Croydon ; last two years about
Croydon, and inmate of the hospital there.
Ann Lynch, 67, housewife, from Rockhampton ; last two  years at
Rockhampton,  and general  servant in  Brisbane.
Be-admissions :
Franklin  Lawrence, 54.
James Lake, 75.
John Keily, 58, labourer, from Grandchester ; last two years
working about Grandchester.
Discharge :
Nil.
Deaths :
Martin Keating, 59; admitted 30th October, 1888.
Robert De Roche, 67; admitted 24th February, 1897.
P. SMITH,  Medical Superintendent.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 6th January, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an  explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the  morning  of the 25th of
December, 1896;  also  that a pardon be granted to any  person  concerned
in the crime,  not being  the principal  offender , who shall give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid for such information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July  instant, at  Charters Towers,
stabbed all or any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey,
that were stabbed at that place on the said night ; and that a
Free Pardon be given to any person concerned in the crime, not being
the principal offender, who may give such information.
HORACE TOZER.
[9TH OCTOBER, 1897.
Judges' Chambers,
Supreme Court S ouse,  Brisbane, 8th October, 1897.THE Chief Justice directs it o be notified thatthe following
gentlemen have been appointed Commissioners for takingAffidavits:-
WILLIAM GEORGE WAKELY, Solicitor, Secretary to The Incor-
porated Law Society of Ireland, Solicitors' Buildings, Four
Courts, Dublin,
FRANCIS JAMES MURDOCH, Solicitor, 4 Newmarket street, Ayr,
Scotland, and
CHARLES WALTER MORRISSY, Solicitor, Numurkah, Victoria.
EDWARD A. DOUGLAS, Associate.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
ALFRED GEORGE WELLER, a Minister of the Baptist Denomina-
tion, having removed from Sandgate, in the Registry District of
Nundah, to Townsville, in the Registry District of Townsville, has
given me due notice thereof, in accordance with the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar -General.
Office of Registrar of Friendly  Societies,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1897.
" THE FRIENDLY. SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.
THE Loyal True Friendship Lodge*  is registered as a  Branch of
the Queensland Branch of the Manchester Unity Independent
Order of Oddfellows' Friendly Society, under  "The Friendly  Societies
Act of  1894," this second day of October, 1897.
•  Previously registered under separate rules,  which have  been cancelled.
ROBERT RENDLE,  Registrar  of Friendly Societies.
"THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
(FORM L.)
TOTICE is hereby given, that, in accordance with the provisions
of the 12th section of  "The Friendly Societies Act of  1894," the
Acting Attorney-General has, by writing under his hand, dated the
twenty-eighth day of September, 1897, cancelled the registry of the
Branch known as the Loyal True Friendship Lodge of the Queensland
Branch of the Manchester Unity Independent Order of Oddfellows'
Friendly Society, the Registered Office of which Branch was situated
at Gympie. It is further notified that, in consequence of such action
having been taken by the Acting Attorney-General, the Branch
absolutely ceases to enjoy the privileges of a Registered Branch,
subject, however, to the  right  of appeal given by the said Act; but
such cancellation of the registry of such Branch is without prejudice
to any liability actually incurred by such Branch, which may be
enforced against the same as if such cancellation had not taken place.
Dated at Brisbane this second day of October, 1897.
2223
ROBERT RENDLE,
Registrar  of Friendly  Societies.
lOs.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  " The Intestacy Act of  1877," and in the Matter of
the Land of William Maynard, late of Eagle Farm,  near Bris-
bane, in the colony of Queensland, deceased.
To the Heir-at-law (unknown) of William Maynard, deceased.W information has been given to me, the Curator ofY Intestate  Estates , upon oath, that William Maynard, late of
'Eagle Farm, near Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, carpenter,
deceased, who died at Brisbane, in the eolpny aforesaid,,on the ninth
day of September, 1856, left certain land within the  said  colony of
Queensland, and that, although twelve months have elapsed from the
death of the said William Maynard, you have not taken possession of
the said land, I do hereby require you, within sixty days of the
second publication hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  to
cause  an appearance to be entered for you in the Supreme Court of
Queensland to show cause why an order should not be made
authorising me to administer the said land as Curator of Intestate
Estates.
Given under my hand, at Brisbane, this ninth day of September,
A.D. 1897.
J. B. HALL, Curator of Intestate Estates.
2205 lOs.
CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION.
No. 1, Book 9.
WILLIAM BELL,  Registrar  of Joint Stock Companies of the
I, colony of Queensland, hereby certify that Bergl Australia,
Limited, duly incorporated on the sixteenth day of September, 1897,
under the laws of New South Wales, has this day been registered in
the Office of the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies of the colony of
Queensland, in accordance with the provisions of,  "The British
Companies  Act of  1886."
Given under my hand and  seal  of office, at Brisbane, in the colony
of Queensland, this fifth day of October, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies and
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB, Adelaide street, Brisbane,
2225 Solicitors for Bergl Australia, Limited. 7s. 6d.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.
NOTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinafter
mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or
before the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central
or Northern District, in which case the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton or Townsville.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
1891.
Wilhelm  (otherwise Wil- 27 May Henrietta Riese, of the
liam) Riese ,  late of Nerang, same  place , widow of
coach proprietor
1897.
deceased
Robert Smith, late of South 3 May Catherine Jane Smith, of
Isis,  parish of Childers,farmer
1897.
Mary  Hamilton ,  late of 4 May
South Brisbane ,  wife of
Matthew Dougald Hamil-
ton, of the same place,
gentleman
John Armstrong, late of
Woolloongabba ,  Brisbane,
storeman
1877.
9 Sept.
1897.
Name  of Claimant.
the same place ,  widow of
deceased
Matthew Dougald Hamilton
aforesaid
John McGill Armstrong, of
Yangan, sawyer
Thomas Henry Haynes, late 6 May Elizabeth Wilhelmina
of Bulwer ,  Moreton Haynes, of Brisbane,
Island ,  lighthouse keeper widow of deceased
1897.
William Robert Knight, late 11 March  George Knight, of Kolan
of Kolan, near Bundaberg,
farmer
1897.
aforesaid ,  farmer
Margaret Ann Barns ,  late of 6 April Egerton Brydges Barns
Gympie, wife of Egerton
Brydges Barns, of the
same prate ,  mining
aforesaid
secretary
1869.
Livingstone Ann Edmonds,
of Sydney, New South
Wales,  wife of Thomas
Edmonds, of the same
place, actor
Mary Evans ,  of Rosewood,
wife of Joseph William
Evans, of the same place,
chemist
John Adam ,  late of Ipswich ,  22 Oct.
tanner
Olivia Vance, late of Rose-
wood, near Ipswich,
widow
1886.
19 Dec.
1886.
Olivia Vance aforesaid ... 19 Dec.
1875.
George Clapperton, late of 15 Dec.
Tarong ,  grazier
1897.
Richard  Williams ,  late of 8 Feb.
Spring street ,  West End, i
farmer
Henry Lilly,  late of Boyne
Island ,  Port Curtis,
grazier
1896.
14 Oct.
Patrick Nolan ,  late of Kalka,
North Rockhampton, la-
bourer
Edward Charles Luck, late
of Cooberie, near Yeppoon,
grazier
Jacob Nielsen (otherwise
Nielson), late of The Leap,
near  Mackay ,  farmer
1897.
1 Jan.
1891.
25 Sept.
1893.
4 July
Victoria Vance, of Ashwell,
near Ipswich ,  now Vic-
toria Rucker ,  wife of
John Rucker, of the
same place ,  farmer
Thomas Alexander Clapper-
ton, of the same place,
grazier
Elizabeth Agnes Williams,
of the same place, widow
of deceased
Ellen Lilly, of Boyne
Island aforesaid ,  widow of
the late Alfred  Lilly, and
Elizabeth Ann Harrison, of
the same place ,  spinster
Mary  Ann Nolan , formerly
of Gladstone ,  but now of
Rockhampton ,  widow of
deceased
Julia Atkinson Luck, of
the same place, widow
of deceased
I  Estate Particulars  of Will orDescription  and Situation  of Land .  claimed  to be
otherwise.transmitted .
Subdivision 7 of portion 23, county of Ward , Fee-simple
parish of Gliston ,  and allotment
section 10,  town of Nerang
10 of
Portions  777, 1056,  and 1350,  county of Cook , Fee-simple  ...
parish of Childers
Subdivisions 41 and 42 of portion 158A,  county
of Stanley ,  parish of Yeerongpilly
Fee -simple
Resubdivision 1 of subdivision 17 of suburban Fee-simple:
portion 212, county of Stanley, parish of
South Brisbane
Subdivision 88 of western suburban allotment Fee-simple
36, county of Stanley ,  parish of Enoggera
Subdivision 1 of portion 6, county of Cook ,
parish of North Kolan
Fee-simple
Allotment 17 of section Q, town of Gympie  ... Fee-simple
Subdivision 1 of portion 130 and part of por-
tion 130, county of Churchill,  parish of
Purga
Subdivision 87 of reaubdivision A of sub-
division 2 of portion 7, county of Churchill,
parish of  Walloon
Subdivision 89 of  resubdivision A of sub-
division 2 of portion 7, county of  Churchill,
parish of  Walloon
* (See below)
t (See below) ...
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
Fee-simple ...
1897.
Fee-simple  ...  Will dated 3 Novem- 16 Nov.
ber, 1886
1897.
Letters of Administra - 20 Nov.
tion
1897.
Letters of Administra - 20 Nov.
tion
1897.
Will dated 16 July ,  16 Nov.
1892
1897.
As Heir -at-law  ... ...  16 Nov.
1897.
Will dated 31 August ,  16 Nov.
1893
1897.
Will dated 10 March , 16 Nov.
1896
1897.
Letters of Administra -  16 Nov.
tion
1897.
As Heiress -at-law ... 16 Nov.
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
1897.
Fee-simple  ...  Will dated 3 Novem -  16 Nov.
ber, 1886
Fee-simple ...
Letters of Administra-
tion
1897.
16 Nov.Fee-simple ...
Portions 37 to 41,  276, and  388, county  of Fee -simple
Clinton ,  parish of  Boyne ;  portions 188, 276,
and one undivided  half part  or share of
portion 44,  county of  Clinton, parish of
South Trees
Subdivision 77 of the eastern half of portion Fee -simple
32, county of Livingstone ,  parish of Archer
Portion 351, county of Livingstone, parish of  Fee-simple
Rosslyn
NORTHERN DISTRICT.
1
Julia Nielsen ,  of River Portion 1321, county of Carlisle ,  parish
street ,  Mackay, widow of Ossa
deceased
of Fee-simple
1897.
As Heir-at -law ... ... 16 Nov.
1897.
Will dated  25 April, 23 Nov.
1895
1897.
Letters of Administra - 19 Nov.
tion
..s
1897.
Letters of Administra - 19 Nov.
tion
Letters of Administra-
tion
1897.
26 Nov.
* Suburban allotments  2 and 3 of  section 55 ,  suburban allotments 1, 3, 4, and suburban  portion 2 of section 56, and suburban allotments 1 and 4 of section 61,
county of  Fitzroy ,  parish  of Nanango  ;  allotments  i to 4  of section 2, allotments 5 and 6 of section 4, allotments 5 and 6 of section 9,  allotment 5 of section 10,
allotment 1  of section 11, allotment 5 of section 12, allotments I and 2 of section 13,  and allotments 1 to 10 of  section 35,  town of Nanango.
t Subdivisions 11, 12,  and 52 of  western suburban allotment 75, subdivision 154 of  western suburban allotment 74, and subdivisions  131 and 132  of western
suburban allotment 70, county of Stanley,  parish of  South Brisbane ; portion 854, county of Stanley, parish of  Enoggera ; subdivisions  7 to 21,  23 to 25, 47 to 69, and
77 to 99 of portion 168A,  and subdivisions  1 to 6,  38, 39,  41 to 44, 103 to 105,  and 107 to 109 of  portion 296,  county of  Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly.
Registrar  of Titles' Office, Brisbane, 9th October, 1897. J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar  of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
AKE NOTICE, that applications have been made to bringf the Lands described below under the provisions of the Real Property Acts of
1861 and 1877. Any person desiring to oppose will require to lodge, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of the said Acts,
on or before the day named.
Desc ription and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
Southern half of garden allotment 35 ,  county of Stanley, parish of Adam Fuchs ,  of Ipswich ,  cabinetmaker  ...  16th Novem be r, 1897.
Ipswich
Subdivision 14 of suburban portion 226, county of Stanley ,  parish of Ellen Lohan ,  of No .  9 Clarke street ,  Abbots- 16th November, 1897.
North  Brisbane ,  at Brisbane ford, Victoria, widow, as Devisee under the
Will of Thomas  Loban, late of Clunes,
Victoria,  labourer, deceased
Subdivision 13 of suburban portion  226, county of Stanley,  parish of Charles Gundry ,  of Brisbane  ... ...  16th November, 1897.
North Brisbane ,  at Brisbane
Registrar  of Titles'  Office, Brisbane , 9th October, 1897. J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
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IPSWICH AND WEST MORETON PERMANENT BENEFIT  I 30th June-
BUILDING AND INVESTMENT SOCIETY.BALANCF.- SHEET , 31ST JULY, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
To Paid-up Share Account ... ... ... ...
„ Fixed Deposits ... ... ...
„ Investors' Account .. ... ... .. ...
Outstanding Cheques (including six months' interest
to 31st July, 1897) ... ...
„ Profit and Loss Account ... ... ...
ASSETS.
By Mortgage Account ...  ...
„ Premises Account ...
Furnishing Account  ...
„ Stock Account
„ Office Furniture
...  ...
...  ...
„ Bank of Australasia ...
„ Cash on band ...  ...
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT.
To Audit Fees ... ... ... ...
„ Directors '  Fees ... ...
Expenses  Account (including rent , £100) ...
Salary Account ... ... ... ... ...
Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ...
By Entrance Fees
Application Fees
Mortgage Fees
Rent Account
„ Interest  Account
CASH ACCOUNT.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
... 664 18 2
£ a. d.
Tr Balance, 1st August, 1896 ... ... ... ... ... 410 16 3
„ Balance at  Bank of Australasia, 1st August, 1896 ... 959 8 9
Stamp Duty ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 5 0
„ Entrance  Fees ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 0 6
„ Pass-books ... ... .. ... ... ... ... 0 11 6
Application Fees ... .. ... ... ... ...  6 3 0
„ Registration  and Mortgage Fees ... ... ... ... 15 8 0
„ Borrowers ' Repayments ... ... ... ... 5,832 6 11
Investors  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 396 17 9
Paid -upp Shares ... ... ... .. ... ... ... 490 0 0
„ Fixed Deposits .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 6,650 0 0
Cheques Outstanding ... ... ... ... ... ..: 1,179 17 4
£15,951 15 0
By Cheques Outstanding on 1st August, 1896 ... ... 1,396 0 1
„ Audit Fees ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 10 0
„ Investors' Shares Withdrawn ... ... ... 324 6 6
„ Directors' Fees ... ... ... ... ... .. ... 126 0 0
„ Expenses  Account .. ... ... ... ... ... 96 6 8
Fixed Deposits Matured ... ... ... ... .. 6,258 0 0
„ Paid-up Shares Withdrawn ... ... ... ... ... 2,170 0 0
„ Interest  Account (including Dividend Duty £10717s. 3d.) 2,368 17 6
Advances to Borrowers ... ... ... ... ... 1,982 2 4
Registration  Fees ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 12 6
,, Stamp Duty .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 5 0
„ Salary Account... ... ... ... ... ... ... 352 0 0
„ Cash on hand . ... .. . ... ... ... 202 8 11
„ Balance  at Bank of Australasia ... ... ... ... 654 5 6
£15,95115 0
H. M. SCOTT,  Secretary.
We hereby certify that we have carefully examined the Books of
the Society ,  and the Balance -Sheet herewith is correct.
SAML .  H.  HUNTER,1
W. C. H. KILNER , j Auditors.
We, the undersigned Directors, have examined the Securities held
by the Society, and found them in order, and in the possession of the
Society.
2226
A. J. STEPH +'NSON,1Directors.R. T. DARKER,
41s.
DIVISION OF TAMBO.
CTATEMENF OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE for Half-
year ended 30th  June, 1897 ;  in terms of Clause 233 of  " The
Divisional Boards  Act  of 1887."
1897 . RECEIPTS.
1st January-
31st DecemberTo Balance 1896, , ... ...
30th June-
To Subdivision No. 1-
Rates Collected during Half-year ...
Government Endowment ... ...
Subdivision No. 2-
Rates  Collected during Half-year ...
EGovernment ndowment ... ...
Sundry Receipts-
Goat Registration ... ...
Surplus from Cheque 125 ... ...
Refund, Government Printer ...
... 65 5 9
...  48 6 0
... 27 0 6
. 96 19 11
£ s. d.33,9300 0
6,215 0 0
1,127 10 9
1,179 17 4
279 18 7
EXPENDITURE.  £ 3. d. £ a. d.
By Subdivision No. 1--
Burr- cutting ... ... ... ... ... 28 18 3
Tambo Town ... ... ...  7 16 0
Greendale  Dam ... ... ... ... 3 15 0
Subdivision No. 2-
Burr- cutting  . ... ... ... ...  14 9 1
Minnie Downs Road ... ... ... ...  3 15 0
Windeyer Dam ... ... ... ... ... 13 12 8
Alpha Road ... ... ... ... ... 71 1 8
Alpha Town ... ... ... ... ...  8 3 0
£42,752 6 8 By General Expenses-
36,256 3 95,400 0 0
100 0 0
49 8 6
90 0 0
654 5 6
202 8 11
£42,752 6 8
£ a. d.
10 10 0
126 0 0
196 6 8
3.52 0 0
279 18 7
£964
Clerk' s Salary  ... ... ... ... ...  35 0 0
Returning Officer ... ... ... ...  2 2 0
Audit Fees ... ... ... ... ...  4 4 0
Blacksmith's Work ... ... ... ...  3 4 6
Printing and Stationery ... ... ...  8 10 6
Removing  Carcasses  ... ... ... ...  6 10 0
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... ...  5 0 0
Repairs to Saddlery ... ... ... ...  2 18 6
Legal Ex penses  ... ... ... ... ... 4 1 6
Board's Paddock ... ... ... ...  7 1 4
Horse ... ...  6 0 0
Tools, &c. ... ... ... ... ... 22 11 11
Sundries ... ... ... ... ... ...  23 2 7
Balance in  Bank of Australasia
15 3 £912 18 10
5 0 6
6 3 0
9 15 6
171 6 9
772 9 6
£964 15 3
113 11 9
124 0 5
... 9 15 0
... 0 8 0
... 0 5 6
------ 10 8 6
2912 18 10
125
£ a. d. £ a. d.
„ Cash on hand  ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
\l1 T tT/1TTAT/` I !Y7__ •-____
A2. X. 1 V11D:R , V1Gl h. .. . V . 1 V V 1\1.., V1aa-aaaaCYla.
We hereby certify that we have examined all Vouchers and Books
of Account of the Tambo Divisional Board, and the above Statement
corresponds therewith.
F. J. D. SIMFSON, f Auditors.8th September, 1897. J. E. DOWELL,
2213 309. 6d.
DIVISION OF CLEVELAND.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of theDIVISION OF CLEVELAND  for the Half -year ended 30th  June, 1897.
1897.  RRCEIPTs.
30th June-
To Rates Received-
Subdivision No. I ... ...
Subdivision No. 2 ... ...
„ Sundry Receipts-
Subdivision  No. 1 ...
Subdivision  No. 2 ...
Government Endowment-
Subdivision  No. 1 ...
Subdivision No. 2 ...
„ Overdraft, Q. N. Bank ...
1st January -  EXPENDITURE.
By Balance at Q. N. Bank ... ... ...
30th June-
By Works and Repairs-
.2319 4 1
50 010
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... ... 92 7 9
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... 15 3 2
„  Contingencies-Salaries ... ... ... ... ... ...  34 0 0
General Expenses ... ... ... ... 18 4 8Stamps ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 10 5
Rate
Collecting Expenses ... ... ... 11 6 9Advertising  and Printing  ... ...  ....  9 11 0
Election Expenses ... ... ... ... 2 18 0
Audit Fees ... ... ... ... ... 2 2 0
Petty Cash ... ... ... ...  5 0 0
Interest on Government Loan... ... ... 51 10 0
Flying Fox Fund ... ... ...  10 0 0
Interest on Bank Overdraft ... ... 4 19 6
Chairman's Gratuity, first moiety ... ... 7 10 0
161 12 4
SUBDIVISIONAL BALANCES. £319 4 1
Debit  Balance- £ s. d.
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... 119 6 10
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... 50 13 7
£170 0 5
F. W. WORT, Divisional Clerk. E. F. LORNE, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have  examined the
Books and Accounts of the Cleveland Divisional  Board, and that the
above Statement  corresponds therewith.
A. C. WYLIE F.I.A.Q., Auditors.3rd September, 1897. G. R. SEABROOK, F. F.I.A.,
2212 26s. 6d.
DIVISION OF TABRAGALBA.
f`tTATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
tID DIVISIONAL BOARD OF TABRAGALBA, from the 1st January to
30th June, 1897; prepared and published  in terms  of Clause 233 of
"The Divisional Boards Act of  1887."
1897.  RECEIPTS.
1st January-
To Balances  to Credit of the Tabragalba Divi-
22 5 9
8 1 0
... 5 13 6
... 0 10 0
636
40 9 3
130 6 10
630 16 4
3069
... 67 _1 3
... 45 12 2
112 13 5
... 170 0 5
£ a. d. £ a. d.
sional Board with Q. N. Bank, Brisbane ... 213 7 6
„ Cash in hand ... ... ... ... ... ... 117 5 1
30th June-
To Rate Receipts-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 124 15 2
Subdivision No. 2 25 1-7 5.
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 95 12 9
246 5 4
No. 82. VOL. LXVIII .] 798 [9 TH OCTOBER ,  1897.
RECEIPTS -Continued.  1; s.  d.
To Government Endowment-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 110 10 3
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 106 14 7
Subdivision  No. 3 ... ... ... ... 88 17 10
306 2 8
„ Wheel Tax  Receipts-'
Subdivision  No. 1 ... ... 28 7 4
Subdivision  No. 2 ... 6 13 4
Subdivision  No. 3 ... 9 5 0
44 5 8
Separate  Rate Receipts 8 15 6
Mis cellaneous Receipts... 15 15 10
£951 17 7
30th June- EXPENDITURE.
By Contingencies-
Salaries .. ... ... 52 1 8
General Expenses 59 17 9
Petty  Cash ... 0 5 0
112 4 5
„ Road Expenditure-
Subdivision No. 1 215 6 11
Subdivision No. 2 249 1 1
Subdivision No. 3 126 14 6
591 2 6
Refund Contractors ' Deposits .. 3 6 0
Redemption  of Government Loan 23 17 0
Interest on Government Loan 9 9 10
„ Cash in Q.  N. Bank ,  Brisbane 207 5 8
„ Cash in hand  ... ... ... 4 12 2
£951 17 7
Wit. WEBB, Clerk. W. T. WALKER,  Chairman.
We, the  undersigned , do hereby certify that  we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by  the Divisional  Board of
Tabragalba ,  and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
VERDON HINCHCLIFFE,) Auditors.WILLIAM GREEN, J
Tabragalba Divisional Board Office ,  Beaudesert ,  30th  July, 1897.
2214 27s. lid.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formic  pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE  COOPER.
In the Matter of an  Insolvency  Petition against  William if enderson,
of Albion, in the colony of Queensland,  commission  agent, by the
said  William  Henderson.
UPON  the hearing  of this  Petition  this day, it is ordered  that the
said William Henderson be and he  is hereby  adjudged insolvent
in formd  pauperis ,  and that  James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further  ordered that  the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said  William Hend erson, for
the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Fourteenth day of October, 1897 ,  at Eleven  o'clock in the
forenoon .  And it  is further ordered that the said  William  Henderson
shall, on  the Twelfth day of October, 1897,  at Brisbane , deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate statement ,  veri fied
on oath, of his debts and liabilities  of every kind,  and of the nauies
and residences ,  so far  as known,  of his creditors ,  and of  the causes
of his inability  to meet his  engagements.
Given under  the seal  of the Court this first day of October, 1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the  ,Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE  C OOPER.
In the .] fatter of an Insolvency Petition against Robert  G rayson, of
Kangaroo Point, Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, bridge
carpenter ,  by himself.
TT PON the  hearing of  this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
J said Robert Grayson be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire,  be  Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it is fa rt her ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Robe rt  Grayson ,  for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the  Registrar  of this Court on the Fourteenth
day of October ,  1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon .  And it is
further ordered that the said Robert Grayson shall, on the  Twelfth
day of October, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full ,  true, and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the names and residen ces,
so far as known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this first day of October, 1897.
By the Court,
11si WILLM. BELL, Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma' pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Luke Bull, of
Tivoli, near Ipswich, in the colony of Queensland, timber-getter,
by the said Luke Ball.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Luke Ball be and ho is hereby adjudged insolvent
is formd pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First  General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Luke Ball, for the  election of a
't'rustee, be held at the Office of the  Registrar  of this Court on the
Fourteenth day of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the  forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Luke Ball shall, on the
Twelfth day of October, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the T rustee in
this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the  names and residences,
so far as  known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to
meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-ninth day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
12s. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
.£ d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Tn formd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of  an  Insolvency Petition against Charles Henry
Nicholls, late of Waterford ,  but now of Oxley, in the colony of
Queensland , commercial  traveller ,  by the said Charles Henry
Nicholls.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day ,  it is ordered that
the said Charles Henry Nich ills be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  inJormd pauperis ,  and that James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire, be
Official  T rustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Charles Henry
Nicholls ,  for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court on the Fourteenth day of October, 1897, at
Eleven o 'clock in the forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the
said Charles henry Nicholls shall , on the Twelfth  day of October,
1897, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement ,  veri fied on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every  kind ,  and of the names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this fourth day of October,
1897.
By the Court,
12s. 6d. W. A. DOUGLAS , Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma' pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE  COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against James  Welsh, of
Brisbane road, near  Gympie, in the colony  of Queensland ,  miner,
by the said James Welsh.
U
PON the h earing of  this Petition this day , it is  ordered that the
said James Welsh be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent,  in
.forma pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Eequire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that  the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said James Welsh, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at, the Office of the  Regi strar of this
Court, on the Twenty-first clay of October, 1897, at Eleven  o'clock in
the forenoon .  And it is  further  ordered that  the said  James  Welsh
shall, on  the Nineteenth day of October, 1897,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to
the Trustee in this  Estate a full , true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified
on oath ,  of his  debts  and liabilities  of every kind ,  and of the names
and residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes of
his inability  to meet his engagements.
Given under  the seal of  the Court this sixth day of October, 1897.
11 s.  W. By the Court,WILLM. BELL,  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
INjINSOLVENCY.
In forme pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE  COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Sydney Leslie Deane,
of Brisbane ,  in the colony  of Queensland ,  actor ,  by the said
Sydney Leslie Deane.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day , it is ordered that
J the said Sydney Leslie Deane be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Sydney  Leslie Deane,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the  Registrar of
this Court on the twenty-first day of October, 1897,  at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Sydney
Leslie Deane shall, on the Nineteenth day of October, 1897,  at Bris-
bane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate it full, true,  and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his  creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this sixth day of October, 1897.
By the Court,
lls. 6d. W. A. DOUGLA., Deputy  Registrar.
No. 82. VOL. LZVIII.] 799 9TH OCTOBER, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICR COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against James French, of
Silketone, near Ipswich, in the colony of Queensland, lahourer,
by the said James French.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said James French he and lie is hereby adjudged
insolvent,  in forma pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said James French,
for the election of a Trustee, be held  at the  Office of the Registrar
of this Court on the Twenty-first day of October, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
James French shall, on the Nineteenth day of October, 1897, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this sixth day of October, 1897.
By the Court,
11s. Gd. • W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Isaac Shaw, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, storekeeper, by
Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, Official Trustee in Insolvency,
and Trustee in the insolvent estate of William Gindner Jolly, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, storekeeper.
FRIDAY, THE TWENTY-FOURTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1897.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, and upon proof
satisfactory to the Court of the debt of the Petitioner and of
the act of insolvency alleged to have been committed by the said
Isaac Shaw having been given, it is ordered that the said Isaac
Shaw be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that Thomas
George Fraser, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is
further ordered that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the
said Isaac Shaw, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office
of the Registrar of this Court on the Eighth day of October, 1897,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said Isaac Shaw shall, on the Seventh day of October, 1897, at
Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-fourth day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
EDWIN NORRIS AND SON, Solicitors for Petitioner, Townsville.
Court on the  Nineteenth day of October ,  1897 ,  at  Eleven  o 'clock in
the forenoon.  And it is further ordered that the said Insolvent
shall, on the Eighteenth  day of October, 1897, at Townsville ,  deliver
to the  Trustee of this Estate a full ,  true ,  and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given  under  the seal of the Court this twenty -ninth day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor,  Flinders street, Townsville.
Agent for  F. MILFORD,
13s. 6d. Solicitor for Insolvent ,  Charters Towers.
Jn the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Jane Allen, widow, of Oakey, near Toowoomba,
in the colony of Queensland, licensed victualler.
WILLIAM CLARK, of Toowoomba, in the colony of Queensland,
commission agent, has been appointed Trustee under this
Liquidation by Arrangement.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
abovenamed Jane Allen must deliver them to the Trustee, and all
debts due to the said Jane Allen must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this first day of October, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy  Registrar.
THOMAS O'SULLIVAN, Solicitor, Brisbane.
Town Agent for M. J. O'SULLIVAN, Solicitor, Toowoomba.
2210 9e.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the  Matter of an Insolvency Petition against James  Harneiss,
of Croydon, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the said
James  Harneiss.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said James  Barneiss  be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General  Meeting of the creditors of the said  James  Harneiss,
for the election  of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court on the Nineteenth day of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon . And it is further ordered that the said James
Harneiss shall, on the  Eighteenth day of October, 1897, at Towns-
ville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate  a full, true, and accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and  residences,  so far  as known, of his creditors,
and of the causes  of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given  under the seal  of the Court this twenty-ninth day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
M. O'MALLEY,  Solicitor  for Insolvent, Townsville.
12s. dd.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an 'Insolvency Petition against Samwell Jackson,
of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the
said  Samwell Jackson.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Samwell  Jackson be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Insolvent, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
In the Supreme;Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of George Henry Rose, of Montague road, West
End, Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, boot manufacturer.
THOMAS EDWARD WHITE, of Edward street, Brisbane, in
the colony of Queensland, accountant, has been appointed
Trustee of the property of the Liquidating Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Liquidating Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts
due to the Liquidating Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not  yet  proved their debts must  forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this second day of October, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
MORRIS AND FLETCH ER, Solicitors  for the Trustee,
2250 Celtic Chambers, George street, Brisbane. 9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Gertrude Casper, of Toowoomba, in the colony
of Queensland, confectioner (trading as  " G. Casper and Co."), a
married woman having a separate estate.THOMAS EDWARD WHITE, of Brisbane, in the colony ofQueensland, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Liquidating Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Liquidating Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts
due to the Liquidating Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this fourth day of October, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
C. S. EDEN, Solicitor for Trustee, Toowoomba.
Town Agent-J. G. MCGRF.QOR, Solicitor, Brisbane.
2247 98.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Ma. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of Edward Armstrong, of Gympie, in the colony of
Queensland, commission agent, an Insolvent.
J
ON the twenty-fourth day of November, A.D. 1897, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon, Edward Armstrong, late of Gympie, in the
colony of Queensland,  commission  agent, but now of Mount Jacob, in
the said colony , miner , adjudicated  insolvent  on the ninth day of
December, A.D. 1887, will apply to this Honourable Court, at  Brisbane,
for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this second day of October, A.D. 1897.
T. DE LACY KELLETT,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Gladstone.
By his Town Agents-
FOXTON AND HAVARD, Solicitors,
Brisbane.
2248 9a.
N o 82. VOL. Lrcflt.J 800 [9TH OC OI3ER, 1897.
In the  Supreme Court  of (Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
In the Matter of William Robert Dearnaley, of Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland ,  grocer's assistant , an Insolvent.
ON the Tenth day of November, 1897, at Ten o'clock in the fore-
noon,  William  Robert  Dearnaley, of Rockhampton, but formerly
of Erisbane ,  adjudicated insolvent  on the twenty- eighth  day of June,
1893, will  apply to  the Supreme  Court, at Brisbane, for a Certificate
of Discharge.
Dated  this seventh  day of October, 1897.
2251
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors  for William Robert Dearnaley,
Albert street, Brisbane.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVE't+CY.
In forma pa-nperis.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of William Thwaites, of Cedar Creek, Albert River, in
the colony of Queensland, labourer, an Insolvent.
ON the twenty-ninth day of September, 1897, a Certificate of
Discharge was, granted to William Thwaites, of Cedar Creek,
Albert River, in the said colony, labourer, who was adjudicated
insolvent on the sixth day of May, 1895.
Dated this fourth day of October, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
A RTIIi R WILLIAM BALE,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,'.Beenleigh.
By-his Agent--J. BENNION Pnrca, Brisbane.
2246 75. Gd.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mx. JUSTICE Cool ER.
In the  M atter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors ,  instituted  by William  Chamney
Faye ,  of Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland , piano ware-
houseman.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that a '  First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to be
held at the Offices of Harold Lilley, solicitor,. Eldon Chambers,
Queen street ,  Brisbane ,  on the Twenty -first  (lay  of October ,  1897, at
Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this sixth day of October, 1897.
2253
HAROLD LILLEY,
Solicitor  for Debtor,
Eldon Chambers, Queen street , Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of Samuel John Bickell, of Charters Towers, in the
colony of Queensland, licensed victualler, an Insolvent.TIIV, Court has appointed the Last Examination of the Insolventto tale place at Charters Towers on the Ninth  clay of  October,
1897, at, Ten o'clock in the foren..on.
Dated this first day of October, 1897.
2215
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declar, d in the matter of James
Giles, of Breakfast Creek, in the colony of Queensland, boot-
maker and storekeeper, adjudicated insolvent on the seventh day of
June, 1897. Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Four-
teenth day of October, 1897, will be excluded.
Dated this sixth day of October, 1897.
GEO. S. HUTTON, Trustee.
Selborne Chambers, Adelaide street, Brisbane.
2233 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of  James Murray, of Maryborough, in thecolony of
Queensland, boot and shoe merchant, in Liquidation.
A
SECOND and Final Dividend, at the rate  of Is . lid. in the £
(making in all 64. lid. in the £), upon all duly proved and
admitted  claims ,  has been  declared in the above Estate, and is
now payable at  any  Offine, Selborne Chambers, Adelaide street,
Brisbane.
Dated at Brisbane this seventh day of October, 1897.
GEO. S. HUTTON, Trustee.
2282 5s. Gd.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the matter of James
McLelland Cavaye, of Gympie, adjudicated insolvent on the
first day of September, 1897.
Creditors who have not proved  their debts  by the  eighteenth day
of October, 1897, will be excluded.
Dated this eighth day of October, 1897.
T. E. WHITE,  Trustee.
2231 3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court-of Queensland.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Wiil of Claude Henderson, late of Bendigo, in the colony of
Victoria, miner, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Theophilus Charles
Henderson, of Bendigo, in the colony of Victoria,  engine-
driver, the Executor in the abovenamed Estate, from the twenty-
sixth (lay of December, 1896, to the twenty-eighth day of September,
1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by the
said Theophilus Charles Henderson. All parties claiming to be
interested in the said Estate are at liberty to inspect the said Account,
at my Office in the Supreme Court hlouse, Brisbane, on or before
FRIDAY, the Third day of December next, and, if they think fit,
to object thereto. Notice is also given that whether any objection
is taken to the said Account, or not I shall, after the aforesaid day,
proceed to examine and inquire into the said Account. Notice is
further given, that, any person who may desire to object to the said
Account, or any item or items therein, must before that day file in
my Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this fifth day of October, A.D. 1897.
2252
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy Registrar.
lls. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR.  JUSTICE  COOPER.
In the Lands and Goods of David Oliver Howells, late of Eton,
near Mackay, in the colony of Queensland, licensed victualler,
deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Elizabeth Howells,
l the Administratrix in the abovenamed Estate, from the tenth
day of December, 1895, to the twentieth day of August, 1897, has
this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by the said Elizabeth
Howells. All parties claiming to be interested in the said Estate are
at liberty to inspect the said Account, at my Office in the Supreme
Court Rouse, Brisbane, on or before WEDNESDAY, the Seventeenth
day of November next, and, if they think fit, to object thereto.
Notice is also given, that whether any objection is taken to the said
Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to examine
and inquire into the said Account. Notice is further given, that any
person who may desire to object to the said Account, of any item or
items therein, or the allowance to the Administratrix of a commission
thereon, must before that day file in my Office a memorandum to that
effect.
Dated this fourth day of October, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy Registrar.
F. C. MACNISR,
Solicitor for Administratrix, Mackay.
Town Agents-RoBERTS AND RoBERTS,
2230 Solicitors, Brisbane. 13s. 6d.
In the Supreme_Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Will of Joseph Solomon, late of Hobart, in Tasmania, esquire,
deceased
J OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Rees Rutland Jones,
the Administrator, with the Will, in the abovenamed Estate,
from the sixth clay of March, 1897, to the twenty-third  day  of July,
1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by the said
Rees Rutland Jones. All parties claiming to be interested in the
said Estate are at liberty to inspect the said Account, at my Office in
the Supreme Court House, Rockhampton, on or before the First
day of November next, and, if they think fit, to object thereto.
Notice is also given, that whether any objection is taken to the said
Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to examine
and inquire into the said Account. Notice is further given, that any
person who may desire to object to the said Account, or any item or
items therein, or the allowance to the Administrator, with the Will,
of a commission thereon, must before that day file in my Office a
memorandum to that effect.
Dated this thirtieth day of September, A.D. 1897.
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,
Registrar.
ROBERT GAMBLE BROWN,
Solicitor for the said Rees Rutland Jones,
2221 Quay street, Rockhampton.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
12s.
In the Will of James Murtha, late of Ormeau, in the colony of
Queensland, farmer, deceased.
N OTICE i3 hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed James Murtha, deceased, may be granted to Eliza
Murtha, of Ormeau aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased, Robert
McCready, of Ormeau aforesaid, farmer, and George Henry Foxwell
(in the said Will called Henry Foxwell), of Brisbane, in the said
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colony, gentleman, the Executrix and Executors named in the said
Will. Any person interested Who desires to-object to the application,
or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time
before the grant is made.
Dated this fourth day of October, 1897.
ARTHUR WILLIAM BALE,
Solicitor for the said Eliza Murtha, Robert McCready, and
George Henry Foxwell,
Beenleigh.
By his Agent-J. BENNION PRICE, Solicitor, Brisbane.
2249 9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Will of Thomas Murphy, late of Rockhampton, in the colony
of Queensland, licensed victualler, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Thomas Murphy, deceased, may be granted to Alfred
William Palmer, of Rockhampton, in the colony of Queensland,
merchant, and James Grant Pattison, of Rockhampton aforesaid,
grazier, the Executors named in the said Will. Any person interested
who desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may
file a caveat in the Registry at Rockhampton, at any time before the
grant is made.
Dated at Rockhampton aforesaid this first day of October,  A. I).
1897.
REFS R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the said Alfred William Palmer and
James Grant Pattison,
Quay street, Rockhampton.
Agents-REEs R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
2228 solicitors, Brisbane. 9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Will of George Horsfield, formerly of  I  sisford, in the colony of
Queensland, but late of Springsure, in the said colony, licensed
victualler, deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
he made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal
estate of the abovenamed George Horsfield, deceased, with his Will,
may be granted to Queensland Trustees, Limited, pursuant to the
provisions of section 2 of  "The' Queensland Trustees, Limited, Act,
1892," James Williamson, of Rockhampton, in the colony of Queens-
land, carrier, one of the Executors named in the said Will, joining
with the said Queensland Trustees, Limited, in making such appli-
cation ; Joseph Marshall, the other Executor named in the said Will,
being dead without having taken Probate thereof. . Any person
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon
it, may file a caveat in the Registry, Rockhampton, at any time before
the grant is made.
Dated the first day of October,'A.D. 1897.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the said Queensland Trustees, Limited, and
James Williamson,
Quay street, Rockhampton.
Agents-REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES, Albert street, Brisbane.
2220 11s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Richard Murray, late of East Talgai, in the colony of
Queensland, labourer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the above-
named Richard Murray, deceased, may be granted to George Carr
Clark, of East Talgai, in the colony of Q.ueens'and, grazier, the sole
Executor named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires
to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat
in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this fifth day of October, A.D. 1897.
HAROLD A. PALMER,
Solicitor for the said George Carr Clark,
Warwick.
By his Agents --
MORRIS AND FLETCHER, George street, Brisbane.
2244 8s. 6d.
In  the  Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Lands and Goods of Richard Hughes, late of Mount Morgan,
in the colony of Queensland, miner, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed Richard Hughes, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Fanny Whitall Hughes, of Mount
Morgan, in the colony aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of September, A.D. 1897.
2211
PATTISON AND TYLER,
Solicitors for the said Fanny Wliitall Hughes,
last street, Rockhampton.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands  and Goods  of Mary Ann Driver,  late of Dalby, in the
colony of Queensland ,  spinster ,  deceased ,  intestate.
N OTICE  is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof ,  application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the  re al and personal
Estate of the abovenamed Mary Ann Driver, deceased, who died
intestate ,  may be granted to Walter Driver ,  of Mocatty 's Corner, near
Dalby aforesaid,  grazier ,  the lawful father of the said deceased.
Dated at Dalby  this twenty- fifth day of  August,  A.D. 1897.
THOMAS MADOC SEVERNE ROWLANDS,
Solicitor for the said Walter Driver,
Cunningham  street,  Dalby.
By his  Town Agents -W. H. WILSON  AND HEMMING,
Solicitors,  Selborne Chambers, Adelaide street, Brisbane.
2239  -  7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of James Graham, late of Indooroopilly, in
the colony of Queensland, labourer, deceased, intestate.
lr
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the  real and
personal estate of the abovenamed James Graham, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Queensland Trustees, Limited, of Bris•
bane, the lawfully constituted Attorneys of Emma Jane  Beeston,
Julia Georgina  Biggs,  Hephzibah Richards, and Alice Amelia Ferriday,
of Brisbane, sisters of the said deceased, Robert Compton Graham, of
Tallebudgera, brother of the said deceased, and John Bradley, of
Brisbane, husband of Cordelia Bradley, deceased, sister of the said
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this sixth day of October, A.D. 1897.
2256
THOMAS O'SULLIVAN,
Solicitor for the said Queensland Trustees, Limited,
181 Queen street, Brisbane.
8e.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland. .
In the Goods of Elizabeth Anderson, late of Gatton, in  the  colony of
Queensland, farmer, deceased, intestate.
? OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
1\ days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed Elizabeth Anderson, deceased, Who died intestate,
may be granted to Axel Anderson, of Gatton, in the said colony,
farmer, the lawful husband of the said deceased.
Dated the seventh day of October,!A.D. 1897.
P. L. CARDEW,
Ipswich,
Solicitor for the said Axel Anderson.
By FOXTON AND`HAVARD,2257  Brisbane. 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Frederick 'Edward Foster, late of  Albion, near
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland,  licensed  victualler,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the  personal
estate of the said Frederick Edward Foster, with his Will, may be
granted to Isabella Euphemia Foster, of Albion aforesaid, widow, the
sole Legatee named in the said Will. Any person interested who
desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon it,  may file
a caveat in the Registry at any time before the  grant is made.
Dated this fourth day of October, A.D. 1897.
2218
GRAHAME I. DICKSON,
Solicitor for the said Isabella Euphemia Foster,
219 Queen street, Brisbane.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Wilhelm Thiedeke (otherwise Thiedecke ),  late of
Waterford  District ,  Moffat, in the colony of Queensland ,  farmer,
deceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that ,  after the expiration of foulteen
j. days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable  Court  that Administration of the personal
estate  of the said Wilhelm  Thiedeke  (otherwise Tbiedeeke ),  with his
Will, may be granted to Caroline Thiedeke  (otherwise Thiedecke), of
Beenleigh ,  in the said colony ,  the widow of the said deceased ,  and the
sole Legatee named in the said Will .  Any person interested who
desires to object to the application ,  or to be heard upon it, thay file a
caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated  -this sixth day of  October, 1897.
ARTHUR WILLIAM BALE,
Solicitor for the said Caroline Thiedeke
(otherwise Thiedecke),
By his Agent-J. BENNiox PRIcn, Brisbane.
Beenleigh.
2243 9s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Thomas Blinkhorn, late of Miles, in the
colony of Queensland, lengthsman, deceased, intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed Thomas Blinklorn, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Elizabeth Blinkhorn, of Miles aforesaid,
the lawful widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Dalby this twenty-fifth day of August, A.D. 1897.
THOMAS MADOC SEVERNE ROWLANDS,
Solicitor for the said Elizabeth Blinkhorn,
Cunningham street, Dalb.v.
By his Town Agents-W. H. WILSON AND HEMMING,
Solicitors, Selborne Chambers, Adelaide street, Brisbane.
2240 7s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
MERV YN LIV INGSTONE, deceased, intestate.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
r Persons Act  of 1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Mervyn Livingstone, late of Blackall, in the colony of
Queensland, police constable, deceased, who died on or about the
fifteenth day of October, 1894, at Blackall aforesaid, intestate, and
Letters of Administration of whose personal  estate  were, on the
twenty-fifth day of September, 1897, duly granted by the Supreme
Court of Queensland to Queensland Trustees, Limited, of Brisbane, in
the colony of Queensland, a. e hereby required to send in, in writing,
particulars of their debts or claims to the said Company, at its
Offices, 177 Queen street, Brisbane aforesaid, on or before MONDAY,
the Twenty-second day of November, 1897 And notice is hereby also
given, that after the expiration of the last-mentioned date the said
Company will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased
amongst the persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims
of which the said Company shall then have had notice, and that the
said Company will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so
distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim the said Company
shall not have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this eighth day of October, A.D. 1897.
2237
W. H. WILSON AND HEMMING,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors  for the said  Queensland  Trustees, Limited.
14s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
ALEXANDER WILLIAM ROBERTSON, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the "  Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Alexander William Robertson, late of Ontario, Balaclava,
in the colony of Victoria, gentleman, deceased, who died on or about
the sixteenth day of July, 1896, at Balaclava aforesaid, and Ancillary
Probate of whose Will and six Codicils was, on the twenty-eighth day
of April, 1897, duly granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland t o
John Robertson, of Bourke street, Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria,
gentleman, and Roderick Murchison, of Collins street, Melbourne
aforesaid, manager of the Bank of New South Wales, two of the
Executors named in the said Will and six Codicils, are hereby required
to send in, in writing, particulars of their debts or claims to the said
Executors, at the Office of the undersigned, their Solicitors, on or
before MONDAY, the Twenty-ninth day of November, 1897. And
notice is hereby also given, that after the expiration of the last-
mentioned day the said Executors will proceed to distribute the assets
of the  said  deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto, having
regard only to the claims of which the said Executors shall then
have had notice, and that the said Executors will not be liable, for
the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose
debt or claim the said Executors shall not have had notice at the time
of such distribution.
Dated this eighth day of October, A.D. 1897.
W.  If. WILSON AND HEMMING,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said John Robertson and Roderick Murchison.
2241 15s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
JENKIN  REES,  deceased,  ELIZABETH REES, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Jenkin Rees, formerly of the parish of Bunya, and late of
Lutwyche,  near Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland, freeholder,
deceased, who died on or about the first day of November, 1895,
at Lutwyche aforesaid, and Probate of whose Will was, on the
fourteenth day of December, 1895, duly granted by the Supreme
Court of Queensland to Elizabeth Rees, of Lutwyche aforesaid,
widow, the sole Executrix  named in  the said Will, or upon  or against
the Estate of the said Elizabeth Rees, who died at Lutwyche aforesaid
on or  about the first day of March, 1896, and Proba•e of whose Will
was, on the seventh  day of July, 1896, duly granted by the Supreme
Court of Queensland to Samuel Hedge, of Lutwyche aforesaid, brick-
maker, Thomas Bradshaw, of the  same  place, fruiterer, and Morgan
Rees, of the same place, briekmaker, are hereby required to send in,
[9TH OCTOBER, 1897.
in writing, particulars of their debts or  claims  to the said Samuel
Hedge and Morgan Rees, the surviving Executors of the Will of the
said Elizabeth Rees, at the Offices of the undersigned, their solicitors,
on or before MONDAY, the Twenty-second day of November, 1897.
And notice is hereby  also given , that after the'expiration of the last-
mentioned day the said Executors will proceed to distribute  the assets
of the said deceased  amongst  the persons entitled thereto , having regard
only to the claims of which the said Executors shall then have had
notice, and that the said Executors will not be liable, for the assets
or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or
claim the said Executors shall not have had notice at the time of such
distribution.
Dotted this eighth day of October, A.D. 1897.
W. H. WILSON AND HEMMING,
223S
Selborne Chambers, Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Samuel Hedge and Morgan Rees.
18s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be PATRICK JOSEPH McLArGIILIN, deceased.
PURSUANT to the  " Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given,  that all persons  having any claims
or demands  upon or against  the Estate of Patrick Joseph McLaughlin,
late of  Rockhampton, in the colony of Queensland, gentleman , deceased,
who died on the twenty-second day of May, 1897, at Rockhampton
aforesaid , and Probate of whose Will was, on the tenth clay of August,
1897, granted to Joseph McLaughlin and John Leahy, the Executors
named therein (leave being reserved to the Executrices named therein
to come and prove at any time thereafter), are hereby required to send
in particulars of their debts  or claims  to the said Executors, at the
Office of Messieurs J. F. FitzGerald and Walsh, their  solicitors, on or
before MONDAY, the Twenty-second day of November, 1897. And
notice is  also hereby given, that after that day the  said Executors will
proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the  parties
entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which they shall
then have had notice, and that they will not bo liable,  for the assets
or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or
claim they shall not then have notice.
Dated this thirtieth day of September, 1897.
2245
J. F. FITZGERALD AND WALS H,
East  street, Rockhampton,
Solicitors  for the  said Executors.
12s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re THOMAS KAY HIGsoN, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the  "Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons having any claims
or demands upon or against the Estate of Thomas Kay Higson, late
of Rockhampton, in the colony of Queensland, merchant, deceased,
who died on the twenty-eighth day of December, 1896, at Rockhampton
aforesaid, and Probate of whose Will was, on the second day of
February, 1897, granted to Emma Higson and Thomas Ingham, the
Executrix and Executor therein named, are hereby required to send
in particulars of their debts or  claims to  the said Executrix and
Executor, at the Office  of Messieurs  J. F. FitzGerald and Walsh,
their solicitors, on or before MONDAY, the Twenty-second day of
November, 1897. And notice is also hereby given, that after that day
the Executrix and Executor will proceed to distribute  the assets
of the said deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto, having
regard to the claims of which they shall then have had notice,
and that they will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so
distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim they shall not then
have notice.
Dated this thirtieth day of September, 1897.
2242
J. F. FITZGERALD AND WALSH,
East street ,  Rockhampton,
Solicitors  for the said  Executrix and Executor.
12s. 6d.
DIVISION OF BURRUM.
SUBDIVISION No. 1.
To WILLIAM NooN, State school teacher, Yeppoon, Rockhampton,
or other Owner of portion No. 49, parish of Urangan, county
of March.
Br AKE NOTICE, that the Divisional Board of the Division of
Burrum propose to resume, under the provisions of  " The Public
Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," one square chain of land,
situated at the south-east corner of portion No. 49, parish of Urangan,
for road purposes, to connect a road at present running from east to
west along the southern boundary of portion No. 61, parish of Urangan.
with a new road about to be opened, running from the Urangan road
alongside the eastern boundary of portion No. 44, parish of Urangan
(Hans Jorgen Thompson, owner).
A plan of the land proposed to be resumed can be inspected at
this Office at all reasonable hours, and the Local Authority calls upon
all persons interested in the lands proposed to be resumed to set forth,
in writing, to the constructing authority, within one month from the
first publication of this notice, any objection that may appear to them
to exist.
J. MOORE LA BARTE, Divisional Board's Clerk.
Burrum Divisional Board Office,
Maryborough, 4th October, 1897.
2258 11 s. 6d.
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SHIRE OF WINDSOR.
WARD No. 2.
NOTICE UNDER " THE VALUATION AND RATING ACT Or 1890."
To Mr. HENRY JUBB.
N
01 ICE  is hereby given, that the sum of £3 12s. 8c1. is now due
and unpaid to the Shire Council of Windsor for Rates in
respect of allotment No. 161 of suburban allotment No. 18, situated
in Swan terrace, county of Stanley, parish of Enoggera.
Payment of the said suet is hereby demanded.
If the said sum is not paid within three months from the date of
this notice, the Shire Council of the said Shire will take possession of
and lease the said land, under the provisions of  " The Valuation and
Rating Act  of 1890."
Shire Council Office,
Lutwyche, 1st October, 1897.
2236
HUGH CAMERON,
President.
8s. 6d.
SHIRE OF WINDSOR.
WARD No. 1.
NOTICE UNDER "THE VALUATION AND RATING} ACT OF 1890."
To Miss CATHERINE FRANCES GILBERT.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the sum of £2 Is. ltd is now due
and unpaid to the Shire Council of Windsor for  rates in
respect of  allotment  No. 172 of portion No. 194, situated in Owen
street, Thorrold Town, county of Stanley, parish of Enoggera.
Payment of the said  sum is  hereby demanded.
If the said  sum is  not paid within three months from the date of
this notice , the Shire Council of the said Shire will take possession of
and lease  the said land,  under  the provisions of  " The  Valuation
and Rating  Act of  1890."
HUGH CAMERON,
President.
Shire Council Office,
Lutwyche, 1st October, 1897.
2234 8s. 6d.
SHIRE OF WINDSOR.
WARD No. 1.
NOTICE  UNDER "THE VALUATION AND RATING ACT OF 1890."
To Mr. WILLIAM HENRY KEMP.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the suns of £1 9s. 10d. is now due
and unpaid to the Shire Council of Windsor for Rates in respect
of allotment No. 586 of portion No. 194, situated in Hill stre.t,
Thorrold town, county of Stanley, parish of Enoggera.
Payment of the said  suns  is hereby demanded.
If the said sum is not paid within three months from the date of
this notice, the Shire Council of the said Shire will take possession of
and lease  the said land, under the provisions of  " The Valuation and
Rating Act of  1890." HUGH CAMERON,
President.
Shire Council Oflicc,
Lutwyche, 1st October, 1897.
2235 8a. 6c1.
DIVISION OF PINE.
SUBDIVISION No. 3.
NOTICE UNDER " THE VALUATION AND RATING Ac r OF 1890."
To Mr. ALEXANDER FOSTER, Sydney, New South Wales, or other
Person or Persons interested.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the suns of £6 19s. 7d. is now due
and unpaid to the Board of the Division of Pine for Rates in
respect of portions 168, 169, and 171, situated in the parish of
Warner, in the Pane Division.
Payment of the said  sum is  hereby demanded.
If the said  sum is  not paid within three months from the date
of this notice, the Board of the Division of Pine will take possession
of and lease the said land, under the provisions of  "The Valuation
and Rating  Act of  1890."
By Order,
COPELAND SPODE, Divisional Clerk,
Pine Division.
Pine Divisional  Board' s Office,
Strathpine ,  24th September, 1897.
2 166 10s.
TOWNSVILLE HARBOUR BOARD.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, in accordance with the  provisions
of section  33 of  "The Townsville Harbour Board Act of  1895,"
the Board propose to Borrow from the Consolidated Revenue of
Queensland the Sum of Fourteen Thousand Pounds (£14,000), for
the purpose of applying the same to the Purchase from the Melbourne
Harbour Trust (through the Government) of---
One (1) Dredge;
One (1)  Tugboat.; and
Two (2 ) Barges.
The Board will, in one month from the date of the last publica-
tion of this  notice, proceed, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act, to give effect to the said proposition.
By Order,
HUGH P. H. BENWELL, Secretary.
Townsville, 17th September, 1897.
2217  8s.
803 [9TH OCTOBER, 1897.
I TOWNSVILLE HARBOUR BOARD.NOT  ICE is hereby given, that., in accordance with the provisions ofsection 33 of  " The Townsville Harbour Board Act of  1895,"
the Board propose to Borrow the Suni of One Hundred and Seventy-
four Thousand Four Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£174,450) for the
purpose of applying the same to the Making, Constructing, and
Erecting certain Harbour Works in the Harbour of Townsville.
Plans, Specifications, and Estimates of said Works are open for
the inspection of payers of harbour dues at the Board's Office at all
reasonable hours.
The Board will, at some time not less than one month nor more
than three months after the last publication of this notice, proceed, in
accordance with the provisions of the said Act, to give effect to the
said proposition.
By Order,
HUGH P. H. BENWELL, Secretary.
Townsville, 17th September, 1897.
2216 8s. 6d.
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
J
HE Partnership hitherto carried on by Francis Joseph Lyons and
Christopher Stansfeld Robinson, at Croydon and Georgetown,
as solicitors, under the style or firm of Lyons and Robinson," has
been Dissolved, as from the twenty-first day of September, 1897.
Mr. Lyons will carry on the Croydon  business , and receive and
discharge all debts due by or to that business, and Mr. Robinson will
carry on the Georgetown  business , and receive and discharge all debts
due by or;to that business.
Dated this sixth day of October, 1897.
F. J. LYONS.
CHRIS. S. ROBINSON.
2224  5s. 6d.
r'` HE undersi_ ned, William Edward Higson and Walter Stanwell1'j 
beg to notify the public that they have purchased the
business lately carried on by Mr. William Kay Higson,  at East
street, Rockhampton, and that in future the  business  will 'be carried
on by them, under the style or firm of " Wm. Higson and Company,"
Mr. William Kay Higson having retired from  business.
Dated at Rockhampton this fifteenth day of September, 1897.
W. E. HIGSON.
W. S. CHAPPLE.
Wit Hess-R. C. BOLAND, Solicitor, Rockhampton.
REES  R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
2229 Solicitors, Rockhampton  and Brisbane. . 6s.
THE QUEENSLAND COOLGARDIE GOLD-MINING COM-
PANY, NO LIABILITY.
N OTICE is hereby given, in pursuance of section 132 of  " The
Companies Act  186:3," that a General Meeting of the members
of the abovenamed Company will be held at the Office of R. Smith
Lang, 177 Queen street, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the Eighth day of
November, 1897, at Three o'clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of
having an account laid before them  showing  the manner in which the
winding-up has been conducted, and the property of the Company
disposed of, and of hearing any explanation that may be given by the
Liquidator.
R. S. LANG, Liquidator.
Brisbane, 5th October, 1897.
Witness-
C'H.ns. B. Fox, Solicitor, Brisbane.
2222 7s. lid.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended to apply to the
Parliament of queensland, in the  present Session  thereof, for a
Bill to confer upon the Trustees for the  time being  of all those lands
reserved for Cricket and other Athletic Sports, situated in the county
of Stanley, parish of South  Brisbane , in the said colony, containing by
admeasurement 12 acres 4- perches, being allotment No. 1 of section
54, and being the whole of the land more particularly described in
Dees of Grant No. 82376, the power of giving  mortgages to an amount
not exceeding Four Thousand Pounds (£4,000), and applying the
moneys raised thereby  in discharging  the indebtedness  in respect of
the said lands, and the costs,  charges ,  and expenses  connected with
this application and the said Bill, and in discharging the cost of
buildings erected and to be erected, and other improvements, on
the land.
Dated this seventh day of October, 1897.
For Self and Co-Trustees,
GEORGE DOWN.
9s. 6d.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane ,  27th December, 1893.
ON SALE  at the Government Printing Office, William street,Brisbane  :--" Divisi nal Boards Ac s , being the Acts relating o
Local Government outside the Boundaries of Municipalities ,"  with, an
Introduction ,  Notes ,  and Index ,  by John L. Woolcock ,  B.A. Derry
octavo, 400 pages .  Linen bound, 5s. 6d .;  paper covers ,  5s. per copy.
Posted  to any part of the Australian Colonies, 9d.
EDMUND GREGORY ,  Government Printer.
rjI HE Justices Act of  1886 " and  " The Offenders Probation Act
l of  1886," with an Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L.
Woolcock, B.A. Price, 3s. 6d. in cloth; 2s. 6d.  in paper. Postage, 6d.
EDA1UND GREGORY. Government  Printer.
No. 82.  VOL. LXVIU.] 804 9TH OCTOBER, 1897.
NOW PUBLISHED, A Digest of the Statutory Criminal Law inforce in Queensland on the first day of January, 1896 (which it
is within the competence of the Parliament of Queensland to repeal or
amend ), with a Table of the  Statutes , prepared by the Hon. Sir
Samuel Walker Griffith, G.C.M.G., Chief Justice of Queensland.
In 8vo  royal. Bound in cloth, 15s. Posted, 15s. 7d. Government
Printing Office, Brisbane.
ON SALE, the "Act and Rules r lating to the District Court, with
an Introduction, Notes, and Index," by John L. Woolcock, B.A.,
and George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law.
Price, 7s. 6d. full cloth ; postage, 6d. extra.
Half-bound and interleaved,  IN. 6d.; postage, 8d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
THE Government Pri ter acknowledges the r ceipt of he followingamounts , from the 2nd to 8th October, 1897:-
Ipswich and West Moreton Building Society, £1 19s. 6d.; W.
Tatham, £1 3s. 6d.; C.P.S., Charleville, Is.; C.P.S., Miles, Is.;
Cleveland Divisional Board, £1 Ga. 6d. ; Tabragalba Divisional Board,
£J 7s. 6d.; Tambo Divisional Board, £1 10s. tid ; Ipswich and West
Moreton Building Society, Is. 6d .; Manager,  Waverley, £2; Towns-
ville Harbour Board, 16s.  6d.;.  J. Stewart, 2s. 6d.; Tinaroo Divisional
Board, 7s. 6d.; E. Presland, 5s.; C. Harden, 10s.; Cairns Divisional
Board, £29 7s.; J. Guinane, 7s.; C.P.S., Charters Towers, 2s.; W.
Munro and Co., £1; F. Reidy, £1; W. Dawson and Son, 10s. 6d.;
P. L. Cardew, 7s. 6d.; R. B. Rogers, 6s.; Tyrwhitt and Cowen, 3s.;
F. Colimo, 2s. 6d.; Taroom Divisional Board, 7d.
IfPOUNDINGS.
POUX,0KEEP R S are reminded  that Advertisements of
.mpounded Stock will be charged for at the uniform rate
of  SixP -zncS PE$ LINE ;  and  no  such Advertisement  will be
inserted in the  Gazette  unless  accompanied  by a remittance
(Money  Orders ,  Postal  Notes,  Postage Stamps , or Cash)
su oient  to  cover  the  cost of insertion.
Postage Stamps  will  be received only when amount  is 5s.
or less.
When  describing brands a distinction  should be made
between  REGISTERED  and other brands , by placing the words
REGISTERED BRAND  after the  description . Brands type will
be used  for such descriptions,  but where these words do not
appear ordinary  type  only will  be  used.
IMPOUNDED at Mackay, from Balnagowan  Grass Paddocks, on the
10 October, 1897, by order of John Cook, Esquire. Damages, is.;
driving, 2s.
One  grey  gelding,  like R 3 W registered brand near thigh.
One brown mare, like Q blotch M near shoulder.
One bay filly, like indistinct  5 near  shoulder.
One chestnut  gelding ,  like Z3 registered brand near shoulder.
Oup chestnut  mare,  like HAS, registered brand near shoulder, 8 on jaw.
One bay gelding, like HA].registered brand near shoulder.
One brown gelding, like Np$ over $TUp registered brands near
shoulder, 36 on neck.
One black colt, no visible brand.
One bay gelding, like LH1 registered brand over indistinct number
near shoulder.
One brown colt, no visible brand.
One bay  mare,  like BL blotch near shoulder.
One bay  mare, like WEB registered brand near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, indistinct brand  near  shoulder.
One black mare, like indistinct  R near  shoulder, arrow divided by 4
off shoulder.
One black entire, like 0 H -3 registered  brand near shoulder.
One brown  mare,  (,,,''1 near shoulder.
One bay entire, like 5y V'5 off shoulder.
One bay gelding, like blotched brand near shoulder.
One bay  gelding,  like blotched brand near shoulder.
One bay gelding, like $  3 registered  brand near shoulder.
One bay gelding, indistinct brand  over like  K81' registered brand
near shoulder.
One bay gelding, like blotched brand near shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 30th -  October ,  1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
F. REIDY, Poundkeeper.
2255 16s.
IMPOUNDED at Gracemere, on the 18th September, 1897.
One  grey  gelding, EX3  near thigh.
One bro wn  colt,  no visible brand.
One bay mare, 02D near shoulder.
One bro wn gelding ,  like P3L near  shoulder.
One black gelding , F8L over like  HJ7 near  shoulder.
One bay mare , UZ4 near thigh.
One black mare, like 4PA near shoulder.
One brown gelding , OH k4 near shoulder.
One black filly, 12 near rump.
One brown  mare,  J7Q over like X4C near shoulder.
One chestnut  mare,  2FB near thigh.
One bay mare, EX3 off shoulder, H7 C near thigh ; foal at foot.
One bay  gelding , 8DY near shoulder.
One bay  gelding,  W t48 near shoulder.
One bay filly, like SE7 near shoulder.
One grey mare,  WF7 near shoulder.
One bay colt,  like W ZS near shoulder.
One chestnut filly, like W Z8 near shoulder.
Also, on 21st September, 1897.
One red steer ,  D30 off ribs.
One red heifer ,  bald face ,  C1T off rump.
One red steer ,  bald face ,  like L  41 off rump.
One  spotted steer , li ke P 9 off rump.
One spotted cow, F7W off ribs.
One red and white heifer ,  blotch brand near rump.
Also, on 22nd September, 1897.
One brown mare ,  D30 near shoulder.
One grey gelding , 7CC  near shoulder.
One chestnut mare ,  TD4 near shoulder ,  7SB off shoulder, 8B near
thigh.
One chestnut gelding ,  LL7 over like YB7 near shoulder ,  indistinct
brand off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 19th October ,  1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
A. ARMSTRONG,  Poundkeeper.
2254 18s.
.IMPOUNDED at Alpha, from Alpha Station, on the 29th September,I POUNDED
by order of"R. Donaldson, Esquire.
One black filly, draught, (jup near shoulder.
One bay colt, star on forehead, GUp near shoulder.
One brown colt, star on forehead, like UQS (blotched) near shoulder,
blotch on neck.
If not released on or before the 29th October, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
E. J. PRESLAND, Poundkeeper.
2227  58.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from enclosed lan s on the Charle-
ville Town Common, on the 24th September, 1897, by order of
the Ranger. Damages, 2s. 6d.
One chestnut mare, bald face, like over MS near shoulder, H N3 off
shoulder.
One iron-grey colt, indescribable brand near shoulder.
One brown gelding, like 5 in 0 near shoulder.
One black mare, like TFA near shoulder, bumble near hind foot, white
spots on back.
If not released on or before the 19th October, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
R. B. ROGERS, Poundkeeper.
2260 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, on the 28th September, 1897by order of0. Hamill, Esquire. Damages, 10s.
One roan bullock, like KPb registered brand off rump.
One red heifer, blotched brand near rump.
If not released on or before the 29th October, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
JAMES STEWART,  Poundkeeper.
2261 3s. 6d.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 9th Oct ober, 1897.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that the undermentioned applica-tions for th  grant of Let ers Patent ,  and the complete
specifications annexed thereto ,  have been ACCEPTED,  and are now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form D ),  of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3668 .- REINHOLD STEINBACFT, Of 115
Schonebeckerstrasse Magdeburg -Buckau ,  Germany, foreman.
"Improvements in Apparatus  for Sorting  Ground Grain and
Removing  Dust therefrom."  Dated 14th December ,  A.D. 1896.
Application No. 4049. - CONSOLIDATED AND MCKAY
LASTING MACHINE COMPANY, of 105 Bedford street ,  Boston,
Mass., U.S.A.  (Assignees of Sherman  William  Ladd and
Ronald Francis McFeely ).  " Lasting Boots and Shoes."
Dated 28th August, A.D. 1897.
Application  No. 4079. - WILLIAM LAWRENCE AUSTIN, Of
Denver ,  in the county of Arapahoe ,  in the state of Colorado,
United  States of America ,  metallurgist .  "An Improved Method
of and Apparatus for Charging  Smelting Furnaces ."  Dated
18th September ,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4083.-ROBERT PRINGLE, of 11 Eliot
Park, Blackheath , K ent, England ,  doctor of medicine ,  Brigade
Surgeon Lieutenant -Colonel (Retired ).  " Improvements in Gas
Stoves for Cooking and other purposes ."  Dated 18th  September,
A.D. 1897.
Application  No. 4091.- JUAN CRAVERI,  of the  City  of
Buenos -Aires, Argentine Republic, doctor of chemistry and
pharmacy .  "Process for  entirely  Dispensing  with the use of
Phosphorus in the Manufacture  of Matches of all kinds."
Dated 25th September ,  A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  9th October, 1897.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have received the undermen-
tioned applications for the registration of Trade Marks.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
app lications must leave particulars in writing, in dup licate (on
Form I ),  of his or their objections thereto, within two months
(or such further time, not exceeding six months, as the
Registrar may allow )  of the advertisement of the applications
in the  Queensland Government Gazette .  A fee of one pound
is payable with such notice.
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY ,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
App lication No. 2164,- Filed 1st October, A.D. 1897.-
LYONS Ixx ,  LIMITED,  of 17 and 19 Park street ,  Cheetham,
Manchester ,  England, ink and sealing wax manufacturers, to
register in Class 39, in respect  of Writing  and Copying Inks
of all kinds and colours ,  Sealing  Wax, Ink Powders,  Endorsing
[No. 83.
Inks for Indiarubber Stamps (except Printing Ink), Endorsing
Ink Stamping Pads, Pens (not of precious metal or  imitation
thereof), Penholders (not of precious metal or imitation thereof),
Copying Booii s, Liquid Gum, Glue, and Mucilage, all being
articles of Stationery, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation :-
This mark was  first advertised  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 9th t >ctober, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2169-Filed 6th October, A.D. 1897.--
SAMUEL ALLEN AND SONS, LIMITED, trading as " Christian
Herring," of Townsville, Queensland, merchants, to register in
Class 43, in respect of Liqueurs, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation:-
U90
I
EN Wri
The essential particulars  of the trade  mark are the  follow-
ing:-The device and the signature : and we disclaim any right
to the exclusive  use of  the added matter.
This mark was  first advertised  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2145-Filed 23rd September, A.D. 1S97,-
.ALASKA PACKERS' ASSOCIATION, of San Francisco, America, to
register in Class 42, in respect of Preserved Fish, a Trade Mark
of which the following is a representation :-
The essen tial particulars  of the  trade mark  are the follow-
ing:-The combination  of devices,  including the word "Scroll";
and the applicant disclaims any right to the exclusive  use of the
added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 9th October ,  A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2166-Filed 4th October ,  A.D. 1897.-
THOMAS TRISTRAM AND EMILY CONSTANCE TRISTRAM,  trading
as " T. Tristram ,"  at Hope street ,  South Brisbane ,  Queensland,
non-intoxicating fermented drinks ,  aerated waters ,  and cordial
manufacturers. to register in Class 44, in respect of Mineral
and Aerated  Waters,  Natural and Artificial ,  including Ginger
Beer, a Trade  Mark  of which the following is a representa-
tion :-
The essential particulars  of the trade  mark  are the follow-g:-The device oftwo T's within two T's, surrounded b,q two
segmental border lines.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2168-Filed 6th October, A.D. 1897.--
SAMUEL ALLEN AND SONS , LIMITED, trading as "Christian
Herring, "  Townsville , Queensland, merchants,  to register in
Class 43, in respect  of Liqueurs, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
Purvg'orby5pecial  Appointments ro the Courts of Europe
.. r
Application No. 2121 -Filed 17th  September, A.D. .1897.-
THF, ICASTLEMAINE BREWERY AND QUINLAN,  GRAY ,  AND CO.,
BRISBANE,  LIMITED, of Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  merchants, to
register in Class 43, in respect of Fermented Liquors and Spirits,
a Trade  Mark of which the following  is a  representation :-
L l
The essential particular  of the  trade mark is the combination
of devices ,  and we disclaim  any  right to the exclusive use of the
added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 9th October ,  A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2140-Filed 23rd September, A.D. 1897.--
ALASKA PACKERS' ASSOCIATION, of San Francisco, America, to
register in Class 42, in respect of Preserved Fish, a Trade Mark
of which the following is a representation :-
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing:-The combination of devices; and the applicant disclaims
any right to the exclusive use of the added matter, save and
except its trading name and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2163-Filed 1st October, A.D.  1897.-
LYONS'  INK, LIMITED, 17 and 19 Park street, Cheetham,
Manchester, England, ink and sealing wax manufacturers, to
register in Class 39, in respect of Writing and Copying Inks of all
kinds and colours, Sealing Wax, Ink Powders, Endorsing Inks
for Indiarubber Stamps (except Printing Ink), Endorsing Ink
Stamping Pads, Pens (not of precious metal or imitation there-
of), Penholders (not of precious metal or imitation thereof),
Copying Books, Liquid Gum, Glue, and Mucilage, all being
articles of Stationery, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation :-
LYONS'
Mansfaeturtd at 'Cope nhaAen. Denmark,
Thin Liqueur ,  Called  Cberry Brandy or Cherty Cordial ,  and in Daaiah Darned
iraebsr . Liqueur,- Is known  throughout  the world.
In -
brand
All
Bytom
rbxos
alarr  ie fa ,hat Cher
with sW apjhg water
its aperiommo.er
E."y original package  . Dab- • circular bea ri ng y signature w bowr_
CAUTION .- None gonuine ' witbont bea ri ng a perforat . d safeguard
ayanie ,  showing fao.imUe of signature a s  above.
LION INK.
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow- The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow.
ing :-The device and the signature; and we disclaim any right ing :-The name " Lyons' " and the lion; and we disclaim any
to the exclusive use of the added matter. right to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-  This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head  meat Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
of trade mark advertisements. trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2136-Filed 23rd `eyteiulier. A.l' 1s•'I.-ALA-KA PACI:IERS' ASSOci.ariox. of San Francisco, America, to
register in Class  42, in respect of Preserved Fish, a Trade Marl, of which the fallowing is a representation
The essential particulars  of the  tra.le mark are  the fol! otvi.nq :- The combination of devices ,  including the representation of
the flag  of the Alaska Packers' Association and the wird  "  Glacier "; and the applicant  disclaims any right to the exclusive use of
the added matter, save and except its trading name and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government  Gazette  of  9th October ,  A.D. 1597.  Vide  notlee at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2137-Filed 23rd September, A.D. 1897.-ALASKA PACKERS' AssoclATION, of San Francisco,  America, to
register  in Class 42, in respect of Preserved Fish, a Trade 11ark of v hick the follo"ing is a representation
The  essential particulars  of the  trade mark are  the following :-The  combination of devices ,  including the representation of
the flag of  the Alaska  Packers' Association  and the word  L"Anton"; and the applicant  disclaims  any right  to the exclusive use of
the added matter, save  and except its trading name and address.
This mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland Government  Gazette  of 9th Octobar, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
S07 [O'1'H OCTOBER, 1897.
App lication  No. 2139-Filed  23rd SeiAemuer , A.P. 1597.- AL.AsKA PACKERS' ASSOCIATION', of San Francisco, America,
to register in Class 42 ,  in respect of Preserved  Fish, a Trade Mark  of which the  following  is a  representation:-
op g Mb I
The!essentiat particulars of the trade mark are the following :-The combination of devices, including the representation of
the flag of the Alaska Packers' Association and the word " Cruiser "; and the appli cant  disclaims any right  to the exclusive use
of the adaed matter, save and e.rccpt its tradinq name and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark  advertisements.
I
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Application  No. 2141-Filed 23rd September, A.D. 1897.-ALAssa PACKERS' AssoCIATIOs , of San Francisco, America, to
register in Class 42, in respect  of Preserved Fish, a Trade Mark of which the following  is a representation:-
The essential particulars  of the trade mark are the following :-The combination of devices, including  the representation of
the flag of the Alaska Packers' Association  and the  word "Scroll"; and the applicant disclaims  any right to the exclusive use of
the added matter, save  and except its trading name and address.
This mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2142-Filed 22r l September, A. 1). 1597.--A[,ASK.1 PACKIIS' ASSOCIATION, of San Francisco , America, to
register in Class  42, in respect of Preserved Fish, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation
The essential  particulars  of the trade  mark  are  the  follozrinry -The romhination  of  det• ires ,  including  the word  "  Scroll";
and the applicant  disclaims any right to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark  was first advertised  in the  Queensland  Government Gazette  Of 9th Octol)er, A.D. 11,97.  Tide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application  No. 21 !G-Filed 23rd September, A.D. 1597 .-ALA SKA  PACKERS' ASSOCIATION, of San Francisco ,  America,`,to
register in Class 42 , in respect of Preserved Fish, a Trade 11ark of which the fol  owing is a  repres ntation:-
Vie  essential particulars  of the trade  mark are  the followving :- The combination  of devices, including  the representation; of
the flag  of the Alaska Packers'  Association and the  words "Aurora  Borealis"; and the applicant disclaims any right to the
exclusive  use of the added  matter, save and except its trading name and address.
This mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 9th October , A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
No. 83. VOL. LKVIII.J S09 [9TH  OCTOBER, 1897.
Application No. 2117-File(i lard September. :+. t,. 1597.--Ar. Ass s P.&ri:.i ns' AssocIATION, of San Francisco, America, to
register in Class 1.2, in respect of Preserved Fish, a Trade \1 ark of which the following  is  a representation
The  ess cutial particulars  of the  trade mark are  the fol lowing  : - The combinati on. of  devices ,  including the r•epresentatiuta of
the flay of  the Alaska  Packers'  Associatiofa and th e word " Meteor" ; and the applicant disclaims any right  to the  excl usive +cse of
the added matter,  save and e xcept its trading  name  and address.
This  mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Governnneat Gar:dle  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, G uverni neiit 1'i iut, r, William  street ,  Brisbane.
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No. 261.
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
FIELD ARTILLERY.
THAT  portion of General Order No. 251 of 1897 referring to the appointment of Sergeant Instructor
j Catchpool as Brigade Divisional Sergeant -Major to the Field Artillery is hereby cancelled.
Sergeant Instructor W. H. Catchpoole is appointed to perform the duties of Brigade Division
Sergeant -Major.
TO THE
No. 262.
THE undermentioned Recruits, having completed twenty drills, were inspected by the Staff Officer named,
at the place and on the date shown hereunder, and those whose names are published as having passed may now
be taken on the strength of their respective Corps as trained men :-
VOL. LX.VIII.]  WEDNESDAY, 13TH OCTOBER, 1897.
QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel ROWEL GUNTER, Commandant.
/0", At 0
Brisbane , 11th October, 1897.
Ohange.
Recruits.
Corps.
n I E-6 D-$O ]LT.
SUPPLEMENT
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
Regt.
No. Rank and  Name. Result.
No. 1 Field Battery ... ... 364 Gunner L. R. Hacket ...
365 Gunner W. Millard ..
366 Gunner J. F. H. Manning
367 Gunner J. Primrose ...
368 Gunner C. G. Knowles ...
369 Gunner H. Hazell ... ...
370 Gunner D. Bingham ...
Place and Date.
[No. 84.
Inspecting  Officer.
Passed
do.
do. Brisbane 9th Major J J Byrondo.
do.
, . . ,
.September, 1897 Artillery Staff Officer
do.
do.
No. 263.
Class- of Instruction . THE following officers, non-commissioned officers, and men are attached during the Infantry Class of
Instruction, detailed in General Order No. 235, 1897, to "A" Battery, Permanent Artillery, for pay,  rations,
quarters , and discipline, from the dates set opposite their names, to 5th November, 1897, inclusive:-
No. Rank and Name.
I Lieutenant W. McMurdy ... ... ...
Lieutenant C. B. Steele ... ...
Lieutenant R. G. Groom ... ...
Acting Lieutenant C. B. B. White ...
... Acting Lieutenant G. Lather ... ...
Acting Lieutenant A. S. Gibson
Acting Lieutenant A. D. Crichton ...
Acting Lieutenant H. M. M. Maddock ..
164 Acting Sergeant-Major A. Kelly ... ...
158 Sergeant W. G. Careless ... ... ...
108 Corporal R. Cross ... ... ... ...
146 Corporal O. Nugent .. ... ... ...
19 Acting Corporal W. Baumann ... ...
95 Acting Corporal W. Bandidt ... ...
182 Acting Corporal M. J. Hade ... ...
303 1 Acting Corporal J. Webb ... ... ...
109  1 Bugler C. Kowaltzke ... ... ... ...
Corps.
Month and Date.
From To
" F " Company, 1st Regiment ... ... ... 11 Oct. I
" B " Company,  2nd Regiment  ... ... ... 28 Oct.
...  Brisbane Garrison Battery  ... ... ... ... 11 Oct.
" B " Company,  2nd Regiment  ... ... ... .  28 Oct.
" G " Company, 1st  Regiment  ... ... .... 11 Oct.
No. 2 Company,  Moreton Mounted Infantry  ... 11 Oct.
" B " Company , 1st Regiment  ... ... ... 11 Oct.
" C " Company, 1st  Regiment  ... ... 11 Oct.
... No. 1 Company, Moreton Mounted  Infantry  ... 11 Oct. } 5 Nov.
"A" Company,  1st Regiment  ... ... ... 11 Oct.
" C " Company,  1st Regiment  ... ... .. 11 Oct.
"A" Company,  1st Regiment  ... ... ....11 Oct.
"K" Company,  1st Regiment  ... ... .. 11 Oct.
K " Company,  1st Regiment  ... ... 11 Oct.
No. 1 Company , Darling Downs  M'ted Infantry 11 Oct.
F " Company,  1st Regiment  ... ... .... 11 Oct.
" K " Company ,  1st Regiment  ... ... .... 11 Oct. )
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The undermentioned are attached to the Class of Instruction, without pay or quarters, from the 11th
October to 5th November,  1897:-
No. Rank and Name. Corps.
Month and Date.
From
1
3186
201
123
Captain J. G. Drake ... ... ...
Lieutenant L. Stephens ... ...
Lieutenant It. H. Walsh
Acting Lieutenant W. H. Pickburn
Acting Lieutenant W. A. D. Green
Lieutenant H. Harris ... ...
Major W. H. Halstead ... ...
Captain G. A. Ferguson ... ...
Captain It. J. Catherwood ... ...
Acting Captain J. S. McPherson ...
Lieutenant C. A. Fifont ... ...
Acting. Lieutenant  J. Knox ... ...
Acting Lieutenant J. Hesketh ... ... ...
Acting Lieutenant F. E. Lenihan ... ...
Acting Quartermaster- Sergeant  J. A. Lenihan
Colour- Sergeant  T. H. Dodds ... ... ...
Acting  Sergeant  R. N. O'Brien ... ... ...
Acting Corporal C. K. E. Woods ... ... ...
Acting Sergeant J. Murray
To
Retired List (Defence Force Division) .. ...
No. 1 Company, Moreton Mounted Infantry ...
"D" Company, 1st Regiment ... ... ...
" B " Company, 1st Regiment ... ... ..
" D" Company, 1st Regiment ...
No. 2 Company, Moreton Mounted Infantry ...
Staff, Teachers' Volunteer Corps ... ... ...
"D" Company, Queensland Rifles ... ...
" B " Company, Teachers' Volunteer Corps ...
" B " Company, Queensland Rifles ... r 11 Oct. 5 Now.
"B " Company, Teachers' Volunteer Corps ...
"F" Company. Queensland Rifles ... ...
Brisbane Engineers ... . ... ... ...
" C " Company, Queensland Rifles ...
Staff, 2nd Battalion, Queensland Rifles ... ...
Staff, Teachers' Volunteer Corps ... ... ...
" D " Company, Queensland Rifles ... ...
" D " Company, Queensland Rifles ... ...
"C" Company, 1st Regiment ... ... ...
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER,  Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and  Chief Staff  Officer.
Printed and Published by EDMUND Gmmooay, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th October, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Tenders will be received
at this Office, until Noon of SATURDAY, the 27th
November, for supplying for the Public Service, in the several
towns and places hereinafter named, the undermentioned Articles
in such quantities as may from time to time be required during
the year 1898.
Tenders must be made on printed forms, which may be
obtained at the Colonial Stores, from the Clerks of Petty
Sessions in the towns named, or from the Medical Super.
i.ntendent at the Hospitals for the Insane at Goodna and
Toowoomba.
At the foot of every Tender there must be a memorandum
signed by the Tenderer and two persons willing, in the event of
the Tender being acoe+pted, to become sureties for the due
performance of the contract, and to execute, within one month
from the notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond
in such amount as the Government may determine, to secure
such due performance.
The envelope containing the Tender must be endorsed,
" Tender for Provisions, ic."
Samples of tea, sugars, and pipes for places marked * may
be seen at the Colonial Stores, and at the Hospitals for the
Insane at Goodna and Toowoomba.
Further informat;on may be obtained on application at
this Olfice, at the Colonial Stores, and at the several establish-
ments for which the supplies are required.
Separate Tenders will be required for each of the following
places and for the articles enumerated under Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, and 8, respectively.
The Government will not necessarily accept the lowest or
any Tender.
No Tender will be received for only a portion of the
articles  enumerated in any one Schedule.
The towns and places for which contracts will be required
are as  follow :-
•  Brisbane , including St. Helena and Dunwich
'* Asylum for the Insane, Goodna
* Ipswich, including Sandy Gallop Asylum
Agricultural  College , Gatton
Toowoomba
Roma
Maryborough
Bundaberg
Rockhampton
Mackay
Townsville
Cooktown
Thursday  Island.
The provisions and other  articles  required are:-
NO. 1.
Bread , 1st quality... ... ... ... ... ... per lb.
Fresh Beef ...
Fresh Mutton
Suet ... ...
Lard ... .
Corned Beef
No.
No. 3.
rI IEnglish bottled ... .•• quarts
Colonial bottled
Colonial,  in wood
English bottled14
N , Colonial bottled
quarts
pints
S quarts
t pints
quarts
pints
Brandy, Hennessy, op,e-star,  in cases  of two gallops
Geneva, JDKZ or Key, in cases of four gallons
Geneva, JDKZ or Key, in cases of four gallops,
quantities of five cases, by bond warrant ...
[No. 85.
. per lb.
„
... per case
in
„
In cases of two gallons ... .. ...
Ditto ditt f fii titij o n quan es o ve  ;cases,
by bond warrant
Rum, Queensland, in wood, of not  less  than fully twp
years of age, and not  less than  ;25 per cent. over
proof, by bond warrant ... ... ... ...  per gal.
Wine Port, one-diamond  or one -gripe ... ... per ,4oz.Sherry „ is „ ... ... „
No. 4.
Arrowroot ... ... ... ... ...
Blue-Keen's, Colman's, or Reckitt's ...
... per lb.
Candles,  Apollo,  16 oz. .. .. ..
Cornflour ... ...
Currants ... .,.
Coffee Ground ...I Raw
Hops, Brewers' bulk, fresh ... ... ...
Jams, 1-lb. tins, colonial ... ...
„
„
Kerosene, 150-test ... ... ... ... ... ...  per gal.
Limejuice ... ... ... ... ...
Mustard-D.S.F., Keen's, or Colman's, in lib. tins ... per lb.
Matches, safety, 100' s ,., ... ... ... ... per doz.boxes.
...
raes.
... per lb.
Oil Salad, in bottles, of not  less than  12 oz. ...perbottleI Castor, in bottles, of not less than 12  oz. ... „
Pepper ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per lb.
Peas, spli t ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Pearl Barley ... ... ...
Pies, Cutt ..
..
per 1b.Rice Queensland ,.. ... ... ... ...  tlAJapan No. 1 ... ... ... ... ... of
Raisins  ... ... ... ... ... ... it
'moo
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Salt Coarse ...Fine
.•. .•. .•.
Sugar Grainy, light-brown ... ...I Finest white ... ... ...
`Soap, best No. 1, 44's ...
... ,.,
Soda
Sago
Starch
Tapioca ... ... ...
'Tea, Ceylon,  superior  ration ...
Tobacco American, 16's, twist or nailrod ...
ueensland 16's, twist or nailrod
Treacle ...  ...  ... ... ... ...
... per lb.
93
„
13
Vinegar, brown or white ... ... per gal.
Exclusive of Dunwioh,  St. Helena,  and Government relief in Brisbane.
t Exclusive of Dunwioh ,  St.  Helena ,  Government relief in Brisbane, and
Asylum,  Toowoomba.
t Exclusive of places named in Schedule No. 6.
No. 5.
Tobacco, for Dunwich, St. Helena, and the Asylums for the
Insane  at Goodna, Sandy Gallop, and Toowoomba-
American, 16's, twist or nailrod, in original
packages, by bond warrant ... ... per lb.
Queensland, 16's, twist or nailrod ... „
No. 6.
Milk, new .,, ,,, ,,.
...  ...  ... ,,,per quart
No. 7.
Flour,  best  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per ton
Bran  ... ... ... ... ... ... .., perbshl.
Pollard  ... ,., ,., ... ...  per cwt.
No. 8.§
Onions .. .. ... .. . ... ... per lb.
Potatoes {English . ... ,. ... per cwt.
Vegetables (including cabbage, carrots, and turnips).., per lb.
• . • . ... per cwt.Chaff
c
Best oaten , •' ... ,...
Best mixed 99
Best  oaten ...
Hay Best lucerne ... ... ... „
Bush per load
Butter,  salt ...  ... ... ... ... ... .. per lb.
Butter, factory ...
Maize  ... ... ... .. ... ... ... per bshl.
Maize, cracked  ... ... ... ... ... ... „
Maizemeal  ... ... ... ... ...
... ... per lb.
i Exclusive of Police requirements.
CONDITIONS.
1. All the articles required  by this  notice are to be of the
best  quality of  their several kinds.
2. The  price demanded is to include all duties ,  when leviable,
except when delivery is specified as to he made by  bond  warrant.
3. Beef and mutton must be supplied in such proportions
as may be required.
4. Tea ,  when demanded in quantities of over 35 lb., to be
supplied in original packages ,  and proof to be furnished that
the weight charged for is that assessed  by H. M . Customs.
5. The supplies for Government relief in the different
depots are to be delivered at such times and places as may be
required by the Government Relief Officer.
6. The supplies for the penal and charitable establishments
in Brisbane and Ipswich are to be delivered at those establish.
meats  by the contractors. Those for St. Helena and Dunwich
will be received at the Colonial Stores or Queen's Wharf.
7. The supplies for (lie Asylum for the Insane, at Goodna,
are to be delivered at the Asylum, on the requisition of the
Medical  Superintendent.
8. The supplies for the Agricultural College are to be
delivered at the Gatton Railway Station or the College plat-
form,  as required.
9. Supplies for other  places are  to be delivered at the
establishments where they may be required, on the requisition
of the officer in charge.
10. The contractor will be bound to furnish any of the
articles tendered for, in such quantities as may be required,
when called upon to do so by the Government.
11. In the event of any failure or unnecessary delay on the
part of the contractor in supplying the articles Rhen required,
they will be otherwise procured and charged.
12. The head of the department, or officer in charge of the
establishment for which articles are required, shall have power
to reject, at the place of delivery, such article or  articles as are
obviously of inferior quality, it being distinctly understood that
lie will be responsible to the Government for so doing, and that
the contractor will have aright to appeal to the Government,
although in  the meantime  he must take back the rejected article,
and supply good in its stead ; failing which it will be obtained
by the officer or party requiring it, and the expenses charged to
the contractor.
13. A repetition of irregularity in the quality or quantity
of the supplies, or of any delay in delivery or replacing them
when required, will also subject the contractor, upon the report
of the officer in charge of the establishment, to be mulcted in a
sum not exceeding one-fourth of the amount of his monthly
account, as the Government may direct. It will also be in the
power of the Government, upon such repetition,  to terminate
the contract forthwith.
14. The contractor will be required to prepare his own
account monthly or quarterly, in the prescribed form, which he
will deliver in a complete state to the officer receiving the
supplies.
15. Packages adequate to the distance goods have to travel
must be provided, free of cost, by the contractor, and only the
following empties will be returnable :-Specially constructed
butter kegs, colonial ale or vinegar casks, and chaff bales.
16. It will be competent for any contractor, with  the sanction
of the Government, to transfer his contract on the first day of
any month, provided the party accepting the same on his behalf
shall, together with  two sureties ,  execute  a Bond to Her
-Majesty  for securing  the due performance of the contract on
the terms and conditions originally accepted.
17. The contractor will be bound to supply any branch or
department of the Public Service, with the exception of orphan-
ages,  if required, but the Government reserve the right of
procuring any supplies required for any branch of the Defence
Force, at any time, from other persons.
HORACE TOZER.
Printed and Published by Enxurrn Gascoar ,  Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the  Most  Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
EREAS by  "The Defence Acts,  1884  to  1896," it is amongst other things enacted that the Governor in Council may, from
time  to time, by Proclamation, appoint any part of the Colony to be a District for the purposes of the said Acts,  and may
divide any such District into Divisions, and direct what Force shall be established in. such Districts and Divisions respectively :
And whereas, by Proclamation bearing date the third day of December, 1891, it was directed that the Colony should be divided
into three  Military Districts, called respectively the Southern Military District, the Central Military District, and the Northern
Military District, and that within the Southern and Northern Military Districts there should  be certain  Divisions, and that the
Land Force to be established in the said several Districts and Divisions should be as set forth in the Schedule to the said
Proclamation , and that the Corps comprising such Force should be established at the places mentioned in the said Schedule,
and should be called by the names therein mentioned : And whereas the said Proclamation  has since , from time to time, been
varied  by other Proclamations bearing dates, respectively, the 12th of January, 1893, the 22nd of November, 1893, the 14th of
November, 1894, the 15th of November, 1895, the 29th of January, 1896, and the 19th of September, 1896, and it is expedient to
further vary the said Proclamation of the third day of December, 1891,  in manner  hereinafter set forth : Now, I, CHARLES
WALLACE  ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the powers vested in me by the said
Acts, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby declare and direct that the Land Force to'be established
in the said several Districts  and Divisions shall be as set forth in the following Schedule, and that the  Corps comprising such
Force shall  be established at the places mentioned  in such Schedule, and shall be called by  the names therein respectively
mentioned.
THE SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE (LAND).
Military Regimental Place where to be
District .  Division .  Established.
Southern  ...  Moreton  ...  Brisbane...
o c
Land Force to be  Established . Q b
a a
Name by which to be known.
zO° A ig
Head -Quarters  District  and Per -  15 ... 8
manent Staff
PERMANENT FORCE.
Southern  ...  Moreton  ...  Brisbane  ...  One Battery  of Artillery,  includ. 77 16 4
ing Submarine Mining Section
Northern ... Kennedy  ...  Townsville  ...  One Detachment .. ... ... 14 ... ...
Southern
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Moreton
Brisbane ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ipswich ...
North Pine
Gatton ...
DEFENCE Fonor.
General Staff  ... ... ...
... Field Artillery  Staff ...
... Two Batteries of Field  Artillery
One Battery ,'Garrison  Artillery
Engineers,  one Submarine
Mining Section
... Staff ...
... I One Company  of Mounted In.
fantry
ditto ...
... ! ditto ... ...
ditto ... ... ... ......
ditto  ... ... ... ...
1
4
10970
37
24
53
53
53
53
53
Horses.
... 1
4
40 20
... 1
... 53
... 53
53
... 53
... 53
1 "A" Battery ,  Queensland Permanent
Artillery.
}  Queensland Artillery.
Brisbane Engineers.
"A" (Moreton)  Company JQueensland
"B" (Moreton)  Company Mounted
" C " (Ipswich) Company (  Infantry.
"D " (Pine) Company
"E" (Gatton ) Company)
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QVEENSLAND DEFENCE FoRcE  (LAND )- continued.
Military Regimental
District .  Division.
Southern
Moreton
... {
Darling
Downs and {
Western
Wide Bay and
Burnett
Central  ...  Port Curtis
tr
(i
I
fantry
ditto ...
ditto .
... 1 One Company 'of Infantry
53
5353
50
l
... I ditto ... ... ... .. 51
Supe rnumeraries  ... .. ... 20
... OneDetachment of MedicalStaff
Corps
.. One Detachment of Medical
Staff Corps
}ffi
... One Company of Mounted In- 50
fantry
One Company  of Infantry ...
... One Company  of Infantry ...
Supernumeraries  ... .. ..
... One Section  of Medical Staff
Corps
... One Battery  Garrison  Artillery
... I One Company of Mounted In.
fantry
Charters Towers Re mmental Staff and Band
Northern Kennedy
One Detachment of Medical;StauCharters Towers
Corps
j Mackay  ... ...  One Company of Mounted In-
fantry
Federal Fortress Federal Fortress Thursday Island
DeQ hment of Permanent Force,
One Battery  Garrison  Artillery
VOLUNTEER BRANCH.
(I Brisbane  ...  General Staff  ... ... ..
( Ditto  ...  Regimental Staff and Band ..
I Ditto  ...  One Company of Infantry ...
Ditto  ...  ditto  ... ... ... ...
Southern
Moreton
Place where to be
Established. Land Force to be Established.
DEFENCE  Folios -continued.
Brisbane ... ...  Regimental Staff  ..  ... 12
Ditto ... .. . ,  One Company  of Infantry .. 49
Ditto  ... ...  ditto  ... ... ... ..  49
Ditto ... ....  ditto . .. ... ... ...  49
Ditto  ... ..  ditto  ... ... ... ...  49
Ditto  ... ... I ditto ... . .. ... ..  49Ipswich  ditto ... ... ... 49
Southport  ... ,  ditto . .. ... ... ...  49
Ipswich  ... ...  j ditto ... ... . .. ...  49
Nerang  ... ...  ditto . .. ... ... ...  49
Lowood ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... 49
Supernumeraries  ... ... ...  100
Brisbane  ... ..  Head -Quarters '  Band  ... ... 27
Ditto  ... . ...  One Section  of Medical Staff 30
Corps
Warwick ... ...  One Company of Mounted In-
Toowoomba
Gympie ...
Gympie ...
Maryborough
Gympie ...
Maryborough
Rockhampton
Ditto
Ditto
Rockhampton
( Townsville
I Ditto
Ditto One Company of Infantry
Townsville  ...  ditto  ... ... ...
Ravenswood  ... ditto ... ...
...
..
Charters Towers ditto
49
49
20
14
85
50
31
49
49
49
49
40Supernumeraries ... '
Townsville ... One Section of Medical Staff .
Ditto  ...  ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto  ...  ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto ditto
Ditto  ...  ditto  ... ... ... ..
pswich ditto
Toowoomba ... ditto ... ... ... ...
Brisbane  ...  ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ditto ... ... ... .. i
Ditto ... ditto
Ditto  ...  I Batta lion Sta ff  ...
Ditto ...  'One Company of Infantry ..
Darling Downs
Wide Bay and
Burnett
I Corps 22
Ditto ... ditto ... ...
Toowoomba  ... ditto ... ...
Maryborough ... ditto ... ... ..
51
50
45
51
4
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Name  by which to  be known.
... ... " A " Company
... ... "B" Company
... ... "C" Company
"D" Company
"E "Company 1st Queensland (or
" F" Company . Moreton )  Regiment.I
G " Company
"H "Company
"1" Company
" K " Company
Supernumeraries )
...  ...  Head -Quarters' Band.
... 2 (Brisbane Section )  Queensland  Medical
Staff Corps.
53 "G"(Warwick ) Company Queensland
... 53 "H" (Toowoomba)  Company Mounted
53 F" (Gympie) Company Infantry.
... .... " B " Company 2nd q ueensland (or
... ... " C " Company } W ide Bay and
... Supernumeraries Burnett )  Regiment.
(Wide Bay Section )  Medical Staff Corps.
50 " K " (Rockhampton )  Company, Queens-
land  Mounted Infantry.
"A" Company
"B" Company Rockhampton.
Supernumeraries
2 (Port Curtis Section )  Medical Staff Corps.
1 Townsville  Garrison  Battery.
50 "L" (Townsville )  Company ,  Queensland
Mounted Infantry.
3 Staff and Band
.. "A " Company
... ' `  B " Company 3rd Queensland (or
... "  C " Company  Kennedy )  Regiment.
" D " Company... ...
... ... Supernumeraries
2 (Kennedy Section )  Medical Staff Corps.
(Mackey )  Company, Queensland51 I'M"
Mounted Infantry.
1 ... " A" Battery ,  Queensland Permanent
Artillery.
...  I ... , Torres Strait Garrison Battery.
1
2 1 Regimental Staff and Band, Queensland
Rifles.
"A" (Queensland Volunteers) Company'
"B" (Queensland Volunteers) Company
" C " (Queensland Volunteers)  Company
"D" (Queensland Volunteers) Company
" E" (Queensland Scottish) Company
" F " (Queensland Scottish) Company
.. 'G" (Queensland Scottish) Company
.. "K" (Queensland Volunteers) Company
" L " (Queensland Irish) Company
"M " (Queensland Irish) Company
" N" (Queensland Volunteers) Company )
1 Staff
. I. A" Coman
" B" Company Queensland Teachers'
" C " Company Volunteer Corps.
"D" Company)
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government  House,  Brisbane , this thirteenth day of October,  in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
I
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  13th October, 1897.
H
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that be has been pleased to approve of the following Detailed
Establishments for Corps of the Queensland Forces  (Land).
HORACE TOZER.
QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
DETAILED ESTABLISHMENT OF  CORPS, FOIL THE  YEAR ENDING 15TH JUNE, 1898.
HEAD -QUARTERS ',  DISTRICT ,  AND PERMANENT STAFF.
Total .  Grand Total.
.9
Southern  ... ... ... ...
Military District.
1 *1
... 1
1
Central ...
Northern  ... ... ... ...
Total
•  S.O.M.I . and S.  0. Vol 's. included  in Staff of Corps.
GENERAL STAFF- 1 Lieutenant -Colonel
Distribution.
Q'land Permanent  Artillery-So'th- " A" Battery ,  Queensland
ern  Permanent Artillery
No'th - " A" Battery ,  Detachment,
ern Townsville
Fedr 'l "A" Battery ,  Detachment,
F'tr'ss Thursday Island
Field  Artillery-Staff  ... ... ...
0
0
r
No. 1 Battery ... ...
No. 2 Battery ... ...
Brisbane  Garrison Battery ...
..a
1 1
0
a
O ono
o, a 42
Mn
m br ., .
1
1 1 1 1
t  A.S.O. included in Permanent Force .
DEFENCE FORCE.
o
q
oI
W a
Horses.
817 [14TH OCTOBER, 1897.
1
ARTILLERY.
12 2 7
1 1
1 1
4
1
1
6
1
1
2 4 9 1 6 8 1 15 8
;  1 Garrison  Sergeant -Major and 1 Bandmaster.
1 I 1
1 1 1
24-2-85 ... 1 1 3 ... .... *1 1 1 * i 5
22-12-89 ... ... ... 1 ... ... I ... ... 1
i10-10-92 ... ... 1 1  ... ... ... ...  1 1 2
24-2-85 1 ... ... ... 1 1 ... 1  ... ... ...
24-2.85  ...  1 1 2 ... ... ... ... 1 1 4
19-2-97 ... ... 1 2 ... ... ... ... 1 1 4
24-2-85 ... 1 1 , 2
No'th -  Townsville Garrison Battery 24-2-85
ern
Fedr 'l Tor re s Strait Garrison Battery 12.9-96
F'tr'ss
Total
... ... ... 1 1 3
11 2 ... I... ... ... 1 1 4
1 1 ... 1 ... 3
1 4 7, 14 1 I 1 1 I 2  7 5 26
Total. GrandTotal.
m f .
3` 4 2 55 5 72t 16 4 77 20
1 . 1 10 1  13 ... ... 14..
.2 2 2 38 2 48 1 ... 50 1
... 1 ...... ... ...  3 4 4 4
4 4 2 35 4 514: 20 10 55 80
.4 4 2 85 3 514: 20 10 54 30
3 3 2 53 4 66$ ... 1 70 1
4 4 1 66 4 81+ ... 1 85 1
2 2 1 34 2  43+1... ... 45
23 23 j 13 326 28 426 57 30 45487
• "  A " Battery ,  Q.M.S., shown as Warrant Officer .  t Includes  1 Sergeant -Mechanist ,  I Submarine Mining Instructor ,  and 6 Submarine Miners.
I Includes  one member  who performs  the duties  of Orderly -room Sergeant.
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DSTAILBD ESTABLISHMENT OFCORM-continued.
DEFENCE  FORCE- continued.
QUEENSLAND MOUNTED INFANTRY.
Distribution.
Staff
"A" (Moreton)
"B" (Moreton)
Company
"C" (Ipswich)
Company
24-2-85
24-11-91
8-10-90
1 1
"D" - (Pine) 14-11-91 ......
Company
"E" (Gatton)  14-11-91 ......
C
"F "
m noy
((Gympie) 30-10-86 ......
Company
"G" (Warwick) 8-11-89 ......
Company
V "H" (Toow'ba) 8.11-89 , ....
Company
Central "K" (Rockh'p- 21-11-88 I... ....
ton) Company
" L " (To'sville) 21-11-88 ... .
No'th- Com any
em  "M " (Mackay) 30-10-86 ......
Company I I
1 1
n .
Iwo
y, eoi:ipjj
I ..1 1; 1 "1 11 y 1.
11
.. .
221f11
.i... ...1 ... 1 ... 2 .. ' 2 2
... ... ... I ... 2 ...1 2 2
1 ... 2 2'2
1 ... 2 ... 2 2
... ...j ... 1 ... 2 ... 2 2
... ... I ... 2 2 2
... ... ... 1 ... 2 ... 2 2 .
1
1
8 . 4 20 24 24
1 42 3 50 53 53
1 42 3 50 53 53
1 42 3 50 53 53
1 42 3 50 53 63
1 42 3 50 53 53
1 42 3 50 53 53
1142 3 50 53 53
1142 3  50  53  53
2 1 3 8 3 47 150 50
38 3
38 3
47 50 502t...i2 2 2
1 1 2 ..I 2 2 2
1  117 T11-1 22 122 22 22
 48 51 51
450 37 1562 {599 599
Remarks.
Formerly No. 1 Co., M.M.I.
Formerly No. 2 Co., M.M.I.
Formerly No. 3 Co., M.M.T.
Formerly No. 4 Co., M.M.I.
Formerly No. 5 Co., M.M.I.
Formerly No. 1 Co., W.B.M.I.
Formerly No. 1 Co., D.D.M.I.
Formerly No. 2 Co., D. D. M. I.
Formerly Rockhampton M.I.
Formerly Townsville M.I.
Formerly Mackay M.I.
+  Performs duties of Regimental Sergeant -Major .  t Includes 1 mem be r who performs  the duty  of Orderly-room Sergeant.
ENGINEERS.
Total .  Grand Total.
Distribution.
a
A o
Instructor ' ... ... ...
Engineers,  Submarine Mining Section ...
Total ,.,
... ... ... ... ...
I
24-2-85f1 7-11.85
1-2
m y All Banks.
CIO o z
2
1
30 2 34
21 30 3 34
37
• Permanent omesr.
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GrandIJ  I  Total. Total.
a a  ° ! Horses.
+Q U m  o o E e o .a
ca  o. ao' o aom Qv° as a s o x v'! w
DETAILED ESTABLISHMENT OF  COEDS --continued.
DEFENCE  FORCE-continued.
INFANTRY.
(
Distribution.
head-Quarters' Band ...
1st Queensland (or Moreton)
Regiment.
Regimental Staff ... ...
" A " Company, Bris-
bane
B " Company, Bris-
bane
C " Company, Eris-C4
ce
bane
y " D " Company,  Bris-00  bane
" E " Company, Bris-
bane
F " Coy., Ipswich ...
" G " „ Southport
"H " „ Ipswich ...I Nerang ...
" K Lowood .. .
Total ...
24-2-85
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x 1 1 ... 25 ... ... ...  27 ... ... ... I 27 ...
24-2-85 1 2......It1 1 §1 2 § ...I 1 1 1...... 1'... ...
24.2-85 ......  1 2+ ..... ... ... ............... I ...... 2 2
2nd Queensland (or Wide
Bay and Burnett) Regiment.
" B " Coy., G3 mple . 25-2-85
" C Maryborough 9-5-85
Total ...
A
B "
Coy., oy., Rockhampton ockhampton  25-2-85
-87
Total  ... ... ...
3rd Queensland(orfennedy)
Regiment.
d Regimental Staff ... ... 30-10-86
Band ... 30-10.86
{ "A" Coy., Charters Towers 24-2-85
" B " „ Townsville ... 24-2-85
7t,  " C " „ Ravenswood ...  6-6-85
"D' „ Charters Towers 27-3-88
Total ...
2
1,135 7
•  Included  in Permanent Staff . t  Permanent Ofmcer . $  Includes one member who performs the duty of Orderly-room  Sergeant.
9 Pertorms duty of Regimental Sergeant -Major .  Included in Mounted Infantry , ¶  Included in District Staff.
MEDICAL STAFF CORPS.
Distribution.
staff  ...
{ Brisbane Section
c Wide Bay Sectiont
Port Cu rt is Section
Kennedy Section$ ...
TOTAL ... ...
24-2-85  ......  1 2. ...... ... ... I...... 2 2 1
I24-2-85 ...... 1 2+...... ... 1...... 2 2 1
24-2-85 ... ...  1 21 ...... ... ... .............. I ...... 2 2 1
24.2-85  ......  1  21 ...... ...
24-2-85
27-11-86
5-5-87
6-8-90
14-11-91
15-10-86 ...
...  29-3-90  ...
... 11-11-92 ...
2 ...
2 ...
1
1
1
2
...... 1 2 ...... ... ... ........ ...... 1...... 2 2 1
1 2 ...... ... ... ........... ... 1 . . . . . . 2 2 1
1 21020  1 1 1 2  1 1 110  1'20, 20 10
---f-----.._.- -----
3 +46 ... ... I ... ...
3 $46 ... ... 10 ... ...
3 $46 ... ... 10 ... ...
3 $46 ... ... 10 ... ...
...  1 39 3  $46 ... .. 10 ... ...
... 1 39 3 $46 ... .. 10 ... ...
... 1 39 3 $46 ... .. 10 ... ...
... 1 39 3 $46 ... .. 1 ... ...
... 1 39 3  $46 ... ... 10 ... ...
10390 35 467 4  100 602 4
2, 2 2 ... 1 39 3 $47 .......  10 ... ...
2 2 2 .. 1 39 3 48 .. ... 10 ... ...
4 4 4 ... 2 78 ¶6 95 I... ... 20 121 ...
1...... 2 2 1 .... ...I 40 3 $46 +... ... 10
40 3 $46  ... ... 10
21 41 _ 4 `` `  2-1_ 4 4 2 80 6 92 ...  ...  20 118
... I..I. 1'1 1 1 1...  1 1  1 ... ..... ... ... .. 3 6 ... 3 ... ... 3
...... .... ..................  1 1 20 22  ...... ... ...
1 2 I . ... ... ............... 1 . 2 2 1  ...  1 39 3 $46  ... ...  10 ... ...
1 2 . . ... ... ............... 1.. . , 2 1  ...  1 39 3  $46 ... ... 10 ... ...
1 2'... ... ... ... ............... 1 ...... 2 2 1 ... 1 39 3 $46 ... ... 10 ...
1 2!. ' . ... ... 1 .. ' 2 2 1 ... 1 39 3 $46 ... ... 10 ... ...
1 41  8 11 1 1 l I 11  1 4 1- 8 9 4 20 4`156 15 212  .-,  3 40 267 3
...14-11-88
0
a
a
.esq ,. a d
o y g e
°oa
°m^ 8p a. o m 4
m m m v r U
6
... ... ...
... 2 3
... 2 2
... 2 1
.. ... ... ... 5 7 ... 4  ...  ... 4
1 ... 1 39 3  $46 ... ... 10 ... ...
2 1
Total .  Grand Total.
Horses.
C
PaA i O
O d q
... ... ... ... ... ...
... 23 2 28 ... 2
... 16 2 20 ... 2
... 9 2 12 ... 2
... 16 2 20 ... 2
... 64 8 80 ...
88 8
•  Included with Head -Quarters '  and District Staff .  Includes Detachment at Maryborough .  t Includes Detachment at Charters Towers.
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VETERINARY STAFF.
Military
District.
Staff  Veterinary Staff Veterinary Veterinary
Distribution .  Surgeon,  with Surgeon ,  with Surgeon, with
relative Rank of relative  Rank of relative Rank of
Major . .Captain ,  Lieutenant.
Southern WBrisbaneide Bay ... .,,
*'Included in Read -Quarters '  Staff.
VOLUNTEER BRANCH.
D ETAILED ESTABLISH M ENT OF CORPS FOR THE  YEAR ENDING 15TH  JUNE, 1898.
Total Defence Force
Distribution.
a
a0
O
a
C General Staff
Queensland Rifles-
Regimental  Staff ,  Brisbane 1 2
Band and Pipers ,  Brisbane
"A" (Queensland Volunteers )  4 :3-85 ......
Company, Brisbane
B "  (Queensland "  Vol
Company,  BrisbaneIf
REGIMENT  OF QUEENSLAND RIFLES.
1 ll 1 2 I l 1 11 ;lj I l
unteers )  3-12-86 ......  1
C" (Queensland Volunteers )  14-11-88 ...... 1
Company ,  Brisbane
"D" (Queensland  Volunteers )  17-7-891 ... ... 1
Company, Brisbane
"  Ell (Queensland Scottish) 13-5-85  ......  1
Company ,  Brisbane
1-1.-2111  23 1 lil 1 2 1 1, 1 1
"F" (Queensland Scottish )  28-5-85 ...... 1 2
Company ,  Brisbane
"G" (Queensland Scottish )  20-12-86....... 1 2
Corppany,Ipswich
"H"(Queensland (Volunteers ) ... ;...... I 1 2
Company, Toowoomba
" L" (Queensland Irish )  22-3-87  ......  12
Company ,  Brisbane i
"M" (Queensland Irish ) ... (.......  1 2
Company ,  Brisbane
N " (Queensland Volunteers )  4-9-89'... '...  1 2
Company, Brisbane
Total ,..
Q'ns'ld Teachers '  Vol. Corps-
Battalion Staff ... ...
" A " Coy .,  Brisbane ...
" B " Coy .,  Brisbane
" C " Coy .,  Toowoomba
" D " Coy .,  Maryborough,,,
a
• Pioneer Sergeant.
Distribution.
Brisbane Grammar  School-
Staff  ... ... ... ..,
"A" Company ...
" B " Company
Maryborough Grammar School
Total
2
2
1
BATTALION OF QUEENSLAND TEACHERS' VOLUNTEER -CORPS.
I I... ... .
1
1 11
16-8-96  .......
1
820
1 1
Total  ... .., ... .... 1
Grand Total.
1 1 1
1 1 1
656 2,330 712
m o TOTAL.
GRAND
6u0 am
'A TOTAL.
c.
67 n s.
a
y^ Horses.
a
N
0 A a
a
. C d
,..
,0, F m ao
w
q
xC a)s a aJ I h O
b
Q
a O
F
a) y
w
o0 Sao
a O
a
!
0 p`, a
q U O ri ra U p A Fv O z P
STAFF.
2
2
1
2
2
2
..
i
1
2  2 2  I ... 40
1 1 .2 2 2 ... ... 40
401 1 `i ... 2 2 2
... ... 401 ... ... ... ... I ... ... ... 1 ... ... 2 2  . 2
li 4 4
1 1 ... ... 3 3 1 1 ... 40
1 ... ... 3I 3  1  1  ...  4A
1 ... 3 i 3 1 1 ... 40
1 3 3 1 1  ...  1 4 0
1 ..,i...! 3 3 1 1  ...  40
1 ... .,. 1 3 3 1 1 ...140(IIII
1 1 ... I ... 3 3
I
1 1 ... 40
1 .. ... 3 3 1 1  ...  40
1 ... 3 3 1 1 ... 40
1 ... 3 3 1 1  ...  40
11 1 1 36 31  11 11 33 1410
I
4 1 T 1 8 8 1 8 ... ,.. 160
[14TH OCTOBER, 1897.
Total.
Horses.
ea
a
149 12,181 57
1j
( 6 10 15
36I... 36  .
3 t49  ! ...  I ... 62 ,,,
3 t49 153
31-49 ...I... 52
13 t49 1 ... ... 52 .,,
1 3 1 t 49 ... ... 52  ...
3t49
1
... ... . 52 ,.,
3 1 t49 {... ... .52 ...
3
I
t49
III
... 1 ... 52 ...
3 t49  ,,, 52 ...
3 t49 .. , !... 52 ...
3
l
t49 ... 52
138 685 4 623 4
1 3 ., 1 4 1
2 t47 49
2 t47 49 ...
2 t47 49{f ...
2 t47 ... 49 f ...
lot 1 2200 1
t Includes 1 member who will perform the duties of  Orderly-room Sergeant.
CADET CORPS.
24-2 85 ' ... ....1
8-5-89  1
6-9.91i ...1,..! 1
,.. 1 i 3
Total. Grand Total.
d Horses.
I I
v A
LL a
FN L I
40 3
40 3
40 2
120 9
a0
off
a aC
vs  aCo
'
S O
m Ut„
a O
.0. } O
O
,ya
ce
O •
aQ Aq
Horses-Riding.
2
33
3 3 1 1  ...  40
2; 22 2
2 I 2
61 6
Total Defence Force...
Volunteer Force
Cadet Corps ...
Grand Total ,,.
Total Q. T. Vol. Corps
1149
48
9
... 209
Printed and  Published by ED11CND GREGonr, Government Printer ,  William street ,  Brisbane.
.,. 1 1
46 ,,, ,,, 49
46 ... ...  49
46 1 ... 48
138 1 i
147 1
2,181 57  16562,330 712
776 ... 6 824 5
138 147 11
_
3,095 57 :662 3,301 718
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SUPPLEMENT
TO THE
uv4rnnurnt
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. LXVIII.] FRIDAY, 15TH OCTOBER, 1897.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House,  Brisbane, the twenty-ninth day of September, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.WHEREAS by " The .Electric Light  and Power  Act,  1896," it is amongst other things provided that theGovernor in Council may, from time to time, by Order in Council, authorise any Company to supply
electricity within any prescribed area for such purposes as may be specified in the Order, and for such period,
subject to the provisions of Part VI. of the said Act, as the Governor in Council may think proper. And whereas
the Charters Towers Electric Supply Company, Limited, having duly complied with the provisions of the said Act
in that behalf, have made application for an Order in Council under the said Act authorising them to supply
electricity within the area herein prescribed : Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, doth order as follows
1897
:---
1. This Order may be cited as the Charters Towers Electric Supply Company Light and Power Order,
.
[No. 87.
Short title.
2. This Order is to be read and construed subject in alt respects to the provisions of  " The Electric Light Interpretation.
and Power Act,  1896." which said Act is in this Order referred to as "the Act" ; and the several terms to which
by the Act  meanings are assigned  have in this Order the same respective  meanings , provided that in this Order the
several terms following have  the meanings  respectively  assigned  to them:-
The term -energy" means electrical  energy, and for the purposes of applying the provisions of the Act
to this Order electrical energy shall be deemed to be an agency within  the meaning  of electricity as
defined in  "The Electric Light and Power Act, 1896":
The term " power" means electrical power or the rate per unit of time at which energy is supplied :
The term " pressure" means the difference of electrical potential between any two conductors through
which a supply of energy  is given , or between any part of either conductor and the earth; and
(a) Where the conditions of the supply are such that the pressure may at any time exceed 500
volts if continuous, or 250 volts if alternating, but cannot exceed 3.000 volts, whether
continuous or alternating, the supply shall be deemed a high-pressure supply :
(b) Where the conditions of the supply are such that the pressure may on either system exceed
3,000 volts, the supply shall be deemed an extra high-pressure supply:
The terms " high-pressure" and " extra high-pressure" respectively are used in relation to  electric lines,
conductors, circuits, and apparatus according to the conditions of the supply delivered through the
same or particular  portions thereof :
The term  " main "  means  any electric line which may be laid down or erected by the Electric Authority
in or along  any street or public place and through which energy may be supplied, or is intended to
be supplied, by the Electric Authority for the purposes of general supply :
The term " service line"  means  any electric line through which energy may be supplied,  or is  intended
to be supplied, b the Electric Authority to a consumer either from any main or directly from the
premises of the Electric Authority :
The term " distributing  main" means the  portion of  any main  which is used for the purpose  of giving
origin to service  lines  for the purposes of general supply :
The term "  general  supply"  means  the general supply of ener3' to ordinary  consumers ,  and, unless
otherwise specially agreed with the Local Authority, to the public lamps, but shall not include the
supply of energy to any one or more particular consumers under special agreement :
The term "  area of  supply" means the area within which the Electric Authority is for the time being
authorised to supply energy under the provisions of this Order :
The term " Local Authority ' means,  with respect to each part of the area of supply, the Local
Authority having jurisdiction in that part :
The term " consumer' means any body or person supplied, or entitled to be supplied, with energy by
the Electric Authority :
The term "consumer' s terminals "  means  the ends of the electric lines situate upon any consumer's
premises and belonging to him, at which the supply of energy is delivered from the service lines :
The term " railway" includes any tramroad, that is to say, any tramway other than a tramway as
hereinafter defined :
The term "tramway " means any  tramway laid along any street :
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The term " daily penalty"  means  a penalty for each day on which any offence is continued after
conviction therof :
The term " deposited  map" means  the map of the area of supply deposited with the Minister by the
Electric Authority together with this Order and signed by or on behalf of the Minister :
The term " plan"  means a plan  drawn to a horizontal  scale  of at least 1 inch to 88 feet, or to such other
scale  as the Minister may approve, and, when possible,  a section  drawn to the same horizontal scale
as the plan and to a vertical  scale of  at least 1 inch to 11 feet, with such detail  plan and sections as
may be necessary.
commencement of 3. This Order shall come into force and have effect upon the twenty-ninth day of September, 1897, which
Order, date is in this Order referred  to-ass " the commencement  of this Order."
ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION OF THE ELECTRIC  AUTHO11ITY.
Address and 4. The Electric Authority for the purpose of this Order is " The Charters Towers Electric Supply Company,
description of Limited," being a company  registered  under "  The  Companies  Act,  186"3, with limited liability, and having itsElectric authority.
registered office at Mosman street, Charters Towers, and having  its capital  divided into twenty-five thousand
shares  of ten shillings (lOs.) each.
Provided that if the undertaking or any part thereof is at any time purchased by the Local Authority in
accordance with the provisions-of this Order or the.Aet, sueh Local Authority shall from tie date of such purchase
be the Electric Authority in relation to such undertaking or part thereof for the purposes of this Order in lieu of
the Company abovementioned ; but the Governor in Council may at any time make such amendments in the Order
as he may think just.
The Electric Authority shall not purchase or acquire the undertaking. of or .associate . itself with any other
compan or person supplying  energy  under any Order.
Revocation of Order. If in contravention of this  clause  the Electric Authority purchases or acquires any such undertaking or
associates itself with such other company or person, the Governor in Council may, if he thinks fit, revoke this
Order upon such terms as he may think just.
AREA OF SUPPLY.
Area of Supply. 5. Subject to the provisions of this Order the area of supply shall be the whole of the  area  included in the
Schedule I. First Schedule to this Order, which said  area is  more particularly delineated upon the deposited  map, and  thereoa
edged red.
Prohibition of 6. The Electric Authority shall not at any time after the commencement of this Order supply energy or
supply  beyond  area  (except for the purposes of this, Order) erect or lay down any electric  lines  or works beyond the  area  of supply,
of supply.
otherwise than under the Act.
Revocation of If the Electric Authority supplies energy or erects or lays down any electric lines or works in contravention
Order. of this clause, the Governor in Council may revoke this Order on such  terms  as he may think just.
SECURITY.
security for 7. The Electric Authority-within a period of six months after the commencement of 'this Order, and before
execution of works, exercising any of the powers by this Order conferred on it in relation to the execution of works, shall show to the
satisfaction of the Governor in Council that it is in a position fully and efficiently to discharge the duties and
obligations imposed upon it by this Order throughout the area of supply.
The Electric Authority shall also, within six months after the commencement 'of this Order, or such
extended period as may be approved by the Governor in Council, and before  exercising  any of the powers conferred
on it in relation to the execution of works, deposit or secure to the satisfaction of the Governor in Council'the sum
of one hundred pounds.
If the Electric Authority fails to show to the satisfaction of the Governor in Council within any such period
as aforesaid that it is in such a position as abovementioned ,  or fails to deposit or secure such sum as aforesaid, the
Revocation of Governor in Council may, after the Minister has considered any representations which the Local Authority may
Order. make, revoke this Order as to the whole or, with the consent of the Electric Authority, any part of the area of
supply, upon such terms as he  -may think just.
The said sum deposited or secured by the Electric Authority under the provisions of this clause shall be
repaid or released to the Electric Authority in equal moieties when and so soon as it is certified by an inspector
to be appointed by the Minister that amounts equal to the sums so to be repaid or released have been expended
by the Electric Authority upon works executed for the purposes of the undertaking, or that distributing mains
have been duly laid down in accordance with provisions of this Order in every street, or part of a street, specified
Schedule II. in that behalf in the Second Schedule to this Order, or at such earlier dates and by such instalments as may be
approved by the Minister.
ACCOUNTS.
Audit of accounts of 8. The annual statement of accounts of the undertaking, required to be made on or before the thirty-first
Electric Authority, day of March in every year under the provisions of section 16 of the Act, shall, before being published as
hereinafter mentioned, be examined and audited by such competent and impartial person as the Governor in
Council may appoint, and the remuneration of the auditor shall be such as the Minister may direct, and the same
and all expenses incurred by him in or about the execution of his duties, to such an amount as the Minister may
approve, shall be paid by the Electric Authority on demand, and shall be recoverable summarily.
The Electric Authority shall give to the auditor, his clerks, and assistants  access  to such of the books and
documents relating to the undertaking as shall be necessary for the purposes of the audit, and shall when required
furnish to him and them all vouchers and information requisite for such purpose, and shall afford to him and them
all facilities for the proper execution of his and their duty.
The Minister may prescribe the times at and the mode in which such audit shall be  made  and conducted,
or otherwise, for the purpose of giving effect to the provisions of this clause.
Any report made by the auditor, or such portion thereof as the Minister may direct, shall be appended to
the annual statement of accounts, and shall form part thereof for the purposes of the said section 16.
The annual statements of accounts shall be published within one month after the said statement is made up,
once at least in the  Government Gazette,  and in such other newspaper, if any, as the Minister may direct.
Systems and mode
of supply.
NATURE AND MODE OF SUPPLY.
9. Subject to the provisions of this Order and the provisions of section 7 and the other provisions of
the Act, the Electric Authority may supply energy within the area of supply for all purposes, provided as
follows :-
(1) Such energy shall be supplied only by means of some system which shall be approved in writing by
the Minister, and subject to such regulations and conditions for securing the safety of the public,
and for insuring a proper and sufficient supply of energy as the Governor in Council may prescribe ;
and
(2) The Electric Authority shall not permit any part of any circuit to be connected with earth except
so far as may be necessary for carrying out the provisions of any such regulations or conditions as
aforesaid, unless such connection is for the time being approved of by the Minister with the
concurrence of the Postmaster -General, and is made in accordance with the conditions  (if any) of
such approval.
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PROHIBITION OF ABOVE -a ROIIND WORKS.
10. The Electric Authority shall not, without the express consent of the Minister and in the manner Prohibition of shove.prescribed y the Regulations, place any electric l nes or works above ground, except within premises in the soleground works.
oecupation or control of the Electric Authority, and except so much of any service line  as is  necessarily so placed
for the purpose of supply.
If the Electric Authority constructs or fails to remove any electric lines or works in contravention of this Penalty.
clause, the Electric Authority shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding Five pounds for every such offence, and
to a daily penalty not exceeding Two pounds  ;  and any two justices ,  on complaint made in open court, may make
an order directing and authorising the removal of any such electric lines or works by such person and on such
terms as may seem fit.
Won S.
11. Subject to the provisions of this Order and the Act, the Electric Authority may exercise all or any  of rowers for
the powers conferred on them by this Order and the Act, and ma?, break up such tramways and railways (if any ) executio of works.111.
as  are  specified in the Third Schedule to this Order, so far as sue i tramways and railways may for  the time being
be included in the area of supply, and are upon land dedicated to public use : Provided, however, with respect to
any such railway, that the powers hereby granted shall extend only to such parts thereof as  pass across or along
any highway on the level.
Nothing in this Order shall authorise or empower the Electric Authority to break up or interfere with any
tramway or railway, except such tramways or railways (if any), or such parts thereof, as are specified in the said
schedule, without the consent of the authority, company, or person by whom such tramway or railway is repairable,
or of the Governor in Council under section 27 of the Act; and when the Governor in Council gives such consent,
the provisions of this Order shall apply to the tramway or railway to which the consent relates, as if it had been
specified in the said schedule.
12. Subject to the provisions of this Order and the Act, and the Regulations, the Electric Authority  may Street boxes.
construct in any street such boxes as may be necessary for purposes in connection with the supply of energy,
including  apparatus  for the proper ventilation of such boxes : Provided that no such box or apparatus shall be
placed above ground, except with the consent of the Minister and the Local Authority.
Every such box shall be for the exclusive use of the Electric Authority and under  its sole  control, except so
far as the Minister may otherwise order, and shall be used by the Electric Authority only for the purpose of
leading  off service lines and other distributing conductors, or for examining, testing, regulating,  measuring,
directing, or controlling the supply of energy, or for  examining  or testing the condition of the mains or other
portions of the work, or for other like purposes connected with the undertaking ; and the Electric Authority may
place therein meters, switches, and any other suitable and proper apparatus for any of the above purposes.
Every such box, including the upper surface or covering thereof, shall be constructed of such materials, and
shall be constructed and maintained by the Electric Authority in such manner, as not to be a source of danger
whether by reason of inequality of surface or otherwise.
The Local Authority may, with the approval of the Minister, prescribe the hours during which the Electric
Authority is to have  access to  such boxes, and if the Electric Authority, during any hours not so prescribed,
removes or  displaces , or keeps removed or displaced, the upper surface or covering of any box without the consent
of the Local Authority, it shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding Five pounds for every such offence,  and to a Penalty.
daily penalty  not exceeding  Two pounds : Provided that the Electric Authority shall not be subject to any such
penalties as aforesaid  if the court,  having cognisance  of the case, shall be of opinion that the case was one of
emergency , and that the Electric Authority complied with the requirements of this clause  so far as was  reasonable
under the  circumstances.
13. When the  exercise  of any of the powers of the Electric Authority  in relation  to the execution of any Notice of works
works (including  the construction of boxes) will involve the placing of any works in, under,  along, or  across  any withplan werved on  the
street or  public bridge, the following  provisions  shall, subject to the provisions of sections 19, 20, 21, 22,  and 23 of Postmaster-
the Act,  have effect  :- General and Local
(a) Not less than  seven  clear days  nor more  than twenty-eight;  clear  days before commencing the
Authority.
execution  of such works the Electric Authority shall serve a notice upon the Postmaster-General
and the Local Authority, or where in any district'there are  sewers, drains, or  tunnels which are not
under the management  of the Local Authority, but are under the charge or control of some other
authority, upon such other authority, describing the proposed works, together with the plan of the
works showing the mode and  position in which such works  are intended  to be executed, and the
manner in  which it is  intended  that such  street  or bridge, or any sewer, drain, or tunnel therein or
thereunder, is to be interfered with ; and shall, upon being required to do so by the Postmaster-
General,  the Local Authority, or such other authority  as aforesaid , give any such further  information
in relation  thereto as may be desired.
(b) The Postmaster-General, the Local Authority, or such other authority-as  aforesaid  may, in his or
its discretion , approve of any such works or plan, subject to such  amendments  or conditions as may
seem fit,  or may disapprove of the  same, and may give  notice of such approval or disapproval. to the
Electric Authority.
(c) When the  Postmaster -General, the Local Authority,  or such  other authority  as aforesaid  approves
of any such works or plan subject to any amendments or conditions with which the Electric Authority
is dissatisfied , or disapproves of any such works or plan, the Electric; Authority may appeal to two
or more justices  in petty  sessions , and the Justices may inquire into the matter, and allow or disallow
such appeal, and approve of any  such. works or  plan subject to such amendments or conditions as
may seem fit , or may disapprove of the same.
(d) If
the Postmaster-General, the Local Authority, or such other authority as aforesaid fails to giveany such notice  of approval or disapproval to the Electric Authority within seven days after the
service of  the notice upon him or it, he or it shall be deemed to have approved of such works and
plan.
(e) Notwithstanding anything in this  Order or the Act, the Electric Authority shall not be entitled to
execute  any such works as  above specified, except so  far as the same  may be of a description and in
accordance  ith a plan which has been approved or is to be deemed to have been approved by the
Postmaster -General , the Local Authority, and such other authority  as aforesaid , or by the  justices
as above-mentioned  ; but when any such works, description,  and plan are  so approved, or are deemed
to be approved, the Electric Authority  may cause  such works to be executed in accordance with such
description and plan, subject  in all respects  to the provisions of this Order, the Act, and the
Regulations.
(f) If the Electric Authority  makes default  in complying with any of the requirements or restrictions
of this  clause ,  it shall  (in addition  to any other  compensation  which it may be liable to make under
the provisions of this Order or the Act) make full compensation to the Postmaster-General, the
Local Authority, and such other authority  as aforesaid  for any loss or damage which he or it may
incur  by reason thereof, and in addition thereto the Electric Authority shall be- liable to a penalty  Penalty.
not exceeding  Five pounds forevery such default, and to a  daily penalty not exceeding Five pounds :
Provided that the Electric Authority shall not be subject to any such penalties as aforesaid if the
court having cognisance of the case  shall be of opinion that the case was one of emergency, and
that the  Electric  Authority complied with  the  requirements of  this clause so  far as was  reasonable
under the circumstances.
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Nothing in this clause shall exempt the Electric Authority from any penalty or obligation to which it may
be liable under this Order or otherwise by law in the event of any telegraph line or electric line of the Postmaster-
General being at any time injuriously affected by the Electric Authority's works or its supply of energy.
As to railways. 14. When the exercise of the powers of the Electric Authority in relation to the execution of any works
alw
trays,  and will involve  the placing of any works over or under any tramway, railway, or canal, the following provisions shall
have effect, unless otherwise agreed between the parties interested :-
(a) Not less than seven clear days nor more than twenty-eight clear days before commencing the
execution of any such works (not being the repairs, renewals, or amendments of existing works of
which the character and position are not altered), the Electric Authority shall, in addition to any
other notices which it is required to give under this Order or the Act, serve a notice upon the body
or person for the time being entitled to work such tramway or railway, or the owners of such canal
(as the case may be), in this clause referred to as the "owners," describing the proposed works.
together with a plan of the works showing the mode and position in which such works are intended
to be executed and placed, and shall, upon being required to do so by any such owners, give them
any such further information in relation thereto as they may desire.
(b) Every such notice shall contain a reference to this clause, and direct the attention of the owners to
whom it is given to the provisions thereof.
(c) Within seven days after the service of any such notice and plan upon any owners, such owners may,
if they think fit, serve a requisition' upon the Electric Authority requiring that any question in
relation to such works, or to compensation in respect thereof, and any other question arising upon
such notice or plan as aforesaid shall be settled by arbitration ; and thereupon such question,
unless settled by agreement, shall be settled by arbitration accordingly under the provisions of
the Act.
(d) In settling any question under this clause an arbitrator shall have regard to any duties or obligations
which the owners may be under in respect of such tramway, railway, or canal, and may, if he thinks
fit, require the Electric Authority to execute any temporary or other works so as to avoid any
interference with any traffic, so far as may be possible.
(e) When no such requisition as in this clause mentioned is served upon the Electric Authority, or
when, after any such requisition has been served upon it, any question required to be settled by
arbitration has been so settled, the Electric Authority may, upon paying or securing any
compensation which it may be required to pay or secure, cause to be executed the works specified
in such notice and plan as aforesaid, and may repair, renew, and amend the same (provided that
their character and position are not altered), but subject in all respects to the provisions of this
Order and the Act, and only in accordance with the notice and plan so served by it as aforesaid, or
such modifications thereof respectively as may have been settled by arbitration as hereinbefore
mentioned,  or as  may be agreed upon between the parties.
(f) All works to be executed by the Electric Authority under this clause shall be carried out to the
reasonable satisfaction of the owners, who shall have the right to be present during the execution
of such works.
(g) When the repair, renewal, or amendment of any existing works, of which the character or position
is not altered, will involve any interference with any railway level crossing, or with any tramway
over or under which such works have been placed, the Electric Authority shall, unless otherwise
agreed between the parties, or in cases of emergency, give to the owners not less than twenty-four
hours' notice before commencing to effect such repair, renewal, or amendment, and the owners shall
be entitled by their officer to superintend the work, and the Electric Authority shall conform to such
reasonable requirements  as may  be made by the owners or such officer. The said notice shall be in
addition to any other notices which the Electric Authority may be required to give under this
Order or the Act.
(A) If the Electric Authority  makes  default in complying with any of the requirements or restrictions
of this  clause , it shall (in addition to any other compensation which it may he liable to make under
the provisions of this Order or the Act) make full compensation to the owners affected thereby for
any loss or damage which they may incur by reason thereof, and in addition thereto the Electric
Penalty.  Authority shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding Five pounds for every such default, and to a
daily penalty not exceeding Five pounds : Provided that the Electric Authority shall not be subject
to any such penalties as aforesaid if the court having  cognisance  of the case' shall be of opinion
that the  case was  one of emergency, and that the Electric Authority complied with the requirements
of this  clause so far as  was reasonable under the circumstances.
street authority,  &a. 15 . Any Local Authority, body, or person for the time being liable to repair any street or part of  a street,
may give notice of or entitled to  work any tramway or railway, which the Electric Authority may be empowered to break up for thedesire to  break  up
streets,  sc., on  PurP ses of  this Order, may,  if  they think fit, serve a notice upon the Electric Authority stating that they desire to
behalf of Electric exercise or discharge  all or any part of any of the powers or duties of the Electric Authority as therein specified in
authority, relation  to the breaking up, filling in, reinstating, or making good any streets, bridges, sewers, drains, tunnels, or
other  works vested in or  under the control or management of such Local Authority, body, or person, and may
amend or revoke  any such notice by another notice similarly served. When any such Local Authority, body, or
person  (in this clause  referred to as the " givers of the notice") have given notice that they desire to exercise or
discharge  any such specified powers and duties of the Electric Authority, then  so long as  such notice  remains in
force  the following provisions shall have effect, unless otherwise agreed between the parties interested:-
(a) The Electric Authority shall not be entitled to proceed to exercise or discharge any such specified
powers  or  duties as aforesaid, except when it has required the givers of the notice to exercise or
discharge such powers or duties, and the givers of the notice have refused or neglected to comply
with such  requisition as hereinafter  provided,  or in  cases of emergency.
(b) In addition to any other  notices  which it may be required to give under the provisions of this Order
or the Act, the Electric Authority shall, not more than four days and not less than two days before
the exercise or discharge of any such powers or duties so specified  as aforesaid  is required to be
commenced ,  serve  a requisition upon the givers of the notice stating the time when  such exercise or
discharge is required to be commenced, and the  manner in  which any such powers or duties are
required to be exercised or discharged.
(c) Upon receipt of any such requisition as last aforesaid, the givers of the notice may proceed to
exercise  or discharge any such powers or duties as required by the Electric Authority, subject to
the like restrictions and conditions as the Electric Authority would itself be subject to in such
exercise  or discharge so far as the same may be applicable.
(d) If the givers of the notice decline or, for twenty-four hours after the time when any such exercise or
discharge of any powers or duties is by any requisition required to be commenced, neglect to comply
with such requisition, the Electric Authority may itself proceed to exercise or discharge the powers
or duties therein specified in like  manner as  it might have done if such notice as aforesaid had not
been given by the givers of the notice.
(e) In any case of emergency the Electric Authority may itself proceed to at once exercise or discharge
uch specified powers or duties as aforesaid as may be necessary for the actualso much of any s et,
remedying of any defect from which the emergency  arises  without serving any requisition on the
givers  of  the notice ; but in such  case  the Electric Authority shall, within twelve hours after it
begins to  exercise  or discharge such powers or duties as aforesaid, give information thereof in
writing  to the givers of the notice.
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(f) If the Electric Authority exercises or discharges any such specified powers or duties as aforesaid
otherwise than in accordance with the provisions of this  clause , the Electric Authority shall beliable to a penalty not exceeding Five pounds for every such offence, and to a daily penalty  not Penalty.
exceeding Five pounds : Provided that the Electric Authority shall not be subject to any such
penalties as aforesaid if the court having cognisance of the case shall be of opinion that the case
was one of emergency, and that the Electric Authority complied with the requirements of this
clause so far as  was reasonable under the circumstances.
(g) All expenses properly incurred by the givers of the notice in complying with any requisition of the
Electric Authority under this clause shall be repaid to them by the Electric Authority, and may be
recovered summarily.
(h) The givers of the notice may, if they think fit, require the Electric Authority to give them such
security for the repayment to them of any expenses incurred or to be incurred by them under this
clause as may be determined in manner provided by tlii,, Order. If the Electric Authority fails to
give any security  within seven;days after being required to do so, or  in case of  difference' aft rsuch
difference has been determined by a court of summary jurisdiction, it shall not be entitled  to serve
any further requisition upon such givers of the notice requiring them to exercise or discharge any
powers or duties under this clause until such security has been duly given.
Provided that nothing in this  clause  shall in any way affect the rights of the Electric Authority  to exerdise or
discharge any powers or duties conferred or imposed upon it by this Order or the Act in relation to the  execution
of any works beyond the actual breaking up, filling in, reinstating, or making good any such street or part of a
street, or  any such bridges, sewers, drains, tunnels, or other works, or railway or tramway,  as in this clause
mentioned.
16. The Electric Authority may alter the position of any pipes (not forming  part of  any  sewer  of the Local As to Attention of
Authori or of any other authorit pipe.,  wire., to„ty y), or any wires being under any street or place authorise to be broken up by  11,4der.treetR
the Electric Authority, which may interfere with the exercise of its powers under the Act or this Order; and any
Local Authority, Company, or person may in like manner alter the position of any electric lines or works of the
Electric Authority, being under an such street or place as aforesaid, which may interfere with the lawful  exercise
of any powers vested in such Local Authority, Company, or person in relation to such street or place, subject to the
provisions of the Act and to the following provisions, unless otherwise agreed between the parties interested:-
(a)  Not less than seven clear days nor more than twenty-eight clear days before commencing any such
alterations the Electric Authority, or such Local Authority, Company, or person (as the case may
be), in this clause referred to as the "operators," shall serve a notice upon the Local Authority,
Company, or person for the time being entitled to such pipes, wires, electric lines, or works (as the
case may be), in this clause referred to as the " owners," describing the proposed  alterations,
together with a plan showing the manner in which it is intended that such  alterations  shall be
made, and shall, upon being required to do so by any such owners, give them any such further
information in relation thereto as they may desire.
(b) Within seven days after the service of any such notice and plan upon any owners, such owners may,
if they think fit, serve a requisition upon the operators requiring that any question  in relation to
such works or to compensation in respect thereof, or any other question  arising  upon such  notice or
plan as aforesaid, shall be settled by arbitration; and thereupon such question, unless settled by
agreement , shall be settled by arbitration accordingly under the provisions of the Act.
(c) In settling any question under  this clause  an arbitrator shall have regard to any duties or obligations
which the owners may be under in respect of such pipes,  wires,  electric lines, or works, and may.
if he thinks fit, require the operators to execute any temporary or other  works, so as  to avoid
interference with any purpose for which such pipes, wires, electric lines, or works  are used so far
as may be possible.
(d) When Ito such requisition as in this clause mentioned is served upon the operators, the owners shall
be held to have agreed to the notice or plan served on them as aforesaid, and in such case, or when
after any such requisition has been served upon them, any question required to be settled by
arbitration has  been  so settled, the operators, upon paying  or securing  any compensation which they
may be required to pay or secure, may  cause  the alterations specified in such notice  and plan as
aforesaid to be made, but subject  in all respects  to the provisions of this Order and the Act, and
only in accordance with the notice  and plan  so served by them  as aforesaid , or such modifications
thereof respectively as may have been settled by arbitration  as hereinbefore  mentioned,  or as may
be agreed upon between the parties.
(e) At any time before any operators are entitled to commence any such alterations  as aforesaid the
owners may serve  a statement  upon the operators stating that they desire  to execute such alterations
themselves, and when any such statement has been served upon the operators they shall not be
entitled to proceed themselves to execute such alterations, except when they have notified to such
owners that they require them to execute such alterations, and such owners have refused or
neglected to comply with such notification as hereinafter provided.
(f) When any such statement as last aforesaid has been served upon the operators, they shall,  not more
than forty-eight hours and not less than twenty-four hours before the execution of such  alterations is
required to be commenced, serve a notification upon the owners stating the time when  such alterations
are required to be commenced, and the manner in which such alterations are required to be made.
(g) Upon receipt of any such notification as last aforesaid, the owners may proceed to execute such
alterations as required by the operators, subject to the like restrictions and conditions as thn'
operators would themselves be subject  to in executing  such  alterations so far as the  same  are
applicable.
(h) If the owners decline or, for twenty-four hours after the time when  any such alterations are require ,-.
to be commenced, neglect to comply with such notification, the operators  may themselves  proceed to
execute such alterations  in like manner  as they might have done if no such  statement as aforesaid
had been served upon them.
(i) All expenses properly incurred by any owners in complying with any notification of any operators
under this clause shall be repaid to them by such operators. and may be recovered  summarily.
(j) Any owners may, if they think [fit, by any statement served by them under  this clause  upon any
operators, not being a Local Authority, require the said operators to give them such security for
the repayment to them of any expenses to be incurred by them in  executing any alterations as above
mentioned  as may  be determined  in manner  provided by this Order , and when  any operators have
been so required to give security they shall not be entitled to serve  a notification  upon the owners
requiring them to execute such  alterations  until such security has been duly given.
(k) If the operators make default in complying with any of the requirements  or restrictions of this
clause,  they shall (in addition to any other compensation which they may be liable to male tamer
the provisions oP this Order or the Act) make full compensation to the owners affected tbereby for
any loss, damage, or penalty which they may incur by reason thereof,  and in addition  thereto they
shall be liable to a penalty not  exceeding  Five pounds for  every  such default , and to a daily  pet.lty reastt!.
not exceeding Five pouns : Provided that the operators shall not be subject to  any Stich penalties
as aforesaid if the court  having cognisance  of the  case is of  opinion that  the case Ras one of
emergency, and that the operators complied with the requirements of this  clause so far as was
reasonable  under  the circumstances.
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17. When the Electric Authority requires to dig or sink any trench for laying down or  constructing any
new electric lines or other works within ten feet of which any sewer, drain, pipe, watercourse, defence, or work
under the jurisdiction or control of the Local Authority, or other authority, or within ten feet of which any main,
pipe, syphon, electric line, or other work belonging to any gas, electric supply, or water company has been lawfully
placed, or  when  any gas or water company requires to dig or sink ao,,v trench for laying down or constructing any
new mains or pipes or other works within ten feet of which any lines or works of the Electric Authority have been
lawfully placed, the Electric Authority or such gas or water company (as the case may be), in this clause referred
to as the "operators," shall, unless otherwise agreed between the parties interested, or, in case of sudden emergency,
give to the Local Authority, or to such other authority as aforesaid, or to such gas, electric supply, or water
company, or to the Electric Authority (as the case may be), in this clause referred to as the " owners,"  not less
than two clear days' notice, nor more than three clear days' notice before commencing to dig or sink such trench
as aforesaid, and such owners shall be entitled by their officer to superintend the work, and the operators shall
conform with such reasonable requirements as may be made by the owners or such officer for protecting from
injury every such sewer, drain', watercourse, defence, pipe, syphon, electric line, or work, and for securing access
thereto, and they shall also, if required to do so by the owners thereof, repair any damage that may be done
thereto.
When the operators find it necessary to undermine, but not alter, the position of any pipe, electric line, or
work,' they shall temporarily support the same in position during the execution of their works, and before
completion provide a suitable and proper foundation for the same where so undermined.
When the operators (being the Electric Authority) lay any electric line which crosses  or is  liable to touch
any mains, pipes,  Lines, or  services belonging to any public authority, or to  any gas,  electric supply, or water
company, the cond,seting portion of such electric line shall be effectively insulated in a manner approved by the
Minister, and the Electric Authority shall not, except with the consent of such public authority, or the gas, electric
supply, or water company, as the case may be, and of the Minister, lay its electric  lines so as to  come into contact
with an- such mains, pipes, lines, or services, or, except with the like consent, employ any such mains, pipes, lines,
or services as conductors for the purposes of its supply of energy.
Any question or difference which may  arise  under this clause shall be determined by arbitration under the
provisions of the Act.
Penalty. If the operators make default in complying with any of the requirements or restrictions of this clause, they
shall make full compensation to all owners affected thereby for any loss, damage, penalty, or costs which they may
incur by reason thereof; and in addition thereto they shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding Five pounds for every
such default, and to a daily penalty not exceeding Two pounds : Provided that the operators shall not be subject
to any such: penalty ' if the court having cognisance of the case shall be of opinion that the case was one of
emergency, and that the operators complied with the requirements and restrictions of this clause so far as was
reasonable under the circumstances, or that the default in question was due to the fact that the operators were
ignorant of the position of the sewer, drain, watercourse, defence, pipe, electric line, or work affected thereby, and
that such ignorance was not owing to any negligence on the part of the operators.
For the purposes of this clause the term " gas company" means any body or person lawfully supplying gas ; the
term "water company" means any body or person lawfully supplying water or water power; and the term
" electric supply company"  means  any body or person supplying energy under the Act, but not under this Order.
For protection of 18. In the exercise of any of the powers of this Order relating to the execution of works, the Electric
Railway Authority shall not in any way injure the railways, tunnels, arches, works, or conveniences belonging to thecommissioner, ac. Queenslad Railway Comissioer,
or to any railwaor canal company, nor obstruct or interfere with theof the traffic passing along any railway r canal.
For protection of 19. (1.) The Electric Authority shall take all reasonable precautions in constructing, laying down, and
telegraph  and placing its electric lines and other works ofall descriptions, and inworking theundertaking so as  not injuriouslytelephone  wives. . g
to affect; whether by induction or otherwise, the 'working of any wire or line used for the purpose of telegraphic,
telephonic, or electric signalling communication, or the currents in such wire or line. If any question arises between
the Electric Authority and the Postmaster-General or other person or body for the time being entitled to any such
wire or line' as to whether the Electric Authority has constructed, laid down, or placed its electric lines or other
works, or worked its undertaking in contravention of this sub-clause or the Act, and as to whether the working of
such wire or line or the current therein is or is not injuriously affected thereby, such question shall be determined
by arbitration under the provisions of the Act, and the arbitrator may direct the Electric Authority to make any
alterations in, or additions to, its system  so as  to comply with the provisions of this clause, and the  Electric
Authority shall make such alterations or additions accordingly.
(2.) Not less than seven clear days nor more than twenty-eight clear days before commencing to lay down
or place any electric line, or to use any electric line in any manner whereby the work of telegraphic or telephonic or
electric  signalling communication  through any wire or line lawfully laid down or placed in any position may be
injuriously affected, the Electric Authority  shall, unless  otherwise agreed between the parties interested, give to
the Postmaster-General or other person or body for the time being entitled to any such wire or line, notice in
writing specifying the course, nature, and gauge of such electric line, and the manner in which such electric line
is intended to be used, and the amount and nature of the currents intended to be transmitted thereby, and the
extent to  and manner  in which (if at all ) earth returns are proposed to be used ; and such person or body entitled
to receive such notice 'may from time to time serve a requisition on the Electric Authority requiring it to adopt
.such precautions as may be therein specified in regard to the laying, placing, or user of such electric line, for the
purpose of preventing such injurious affection ; and the Electric Authority shall conform with such reasonable
requirements as may be made by such person or body for the purpose of preventing the communication through
such  wire  or  line from being injuriously affected as aforesaid.
If any difference arises between  any such person or body and the Electric Authority with respect to the
reasonableness of any requi re ments so made, such difference  shall be determined by arbitration under the provisions
of the Act.
Provided that nothing in this sub- clause shall  apply to repairs or renewals of any electric line so long as
the course,  nature, and gauge  oo such  electric  line, and the amount and  natu re of the current transmitted thereby,
are not  altered.
(3.) If in any case the Electric Authority  makes  default in complying  with  the requirements of this clause,
it shall make full  compensation  to the person or body entitled to any such wire  or line  for any loss or damage
which it or he may incur by reason thereof, and in addition thereto the Electric Authority shall be liable to a
penalty. penalty not  exceeding  Ten pounds for every day during which such non-compliance continues, or, if the telegraphic
communication  is wilfully interrupted, a penalty not exceeding Fifty pounds for every day on which such
interruption  continues  : Provided that the Electric Authority shall not be subject to any such penalties as aforesaid
if the court having  cognisance of the case  shall be of opinion that the case was one of emergency, and that the
Electric Authority complied with the requirements of this clause and the Act so far as was reasonable under the
circumstances , or that the default in question was'due to the fact that the Electric Authority was ignorant of the
position of the wire'-or line affected thereby, and that such ignorance was not owing to any negligence on the part
of the Electric Authority.
(4.) Nothing  in this clause  contained shall be held to exempt the Electric Authority  from  the provisions of
Part  IV. of the Act, nor to deprive the Postmaster-General or other person of any right to proceed against the
Electric  Authority by indictment, action, or otherwise in relation to any of the matters  aforesaid. .
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COMPULSORY WORKS.
20. (1.) The Electric Authority shall, within a period of two years after the commencement of this Order,  Mains, ac., to be
erect or  lay down suitable and sufficient distributing  mains  for the purposes of general supply throughout every laid ifidown e  inisecdte
street or part of a street specified in that behalf in the Second Schedule to this Order,  and shall  thereafter maintain  schedule, and in
the same. remainder of area of
(2.) In addition to the mains hereinbefore specified, the Electric Authority shall, at any time after the supply'
expiration of two years after  the commencement  of this Order, erect or lay down suitable and sufficient distributing
mains for the purposes of general supply throughout every other street or part  of a street  within the  area  of supply,
upon being required to do so  in manner  by this Order provided.
All such mains  as last above  mentioned (unless  already erected or laid down) shall be erected or laid down
by the Electric Authority within  six months  after any requisition in that behalf served upon them in accordance
with the provisions of this Order has become binding upon it, or such further time as may in any  case  be approved
of by the Governor in Council.
21. If the Electric Authority makes default in erecting or laying down any distributing mains in accordance if Electric Authority
with the provisions of this Order within the periods prescribed in that behalf respectively, it shall be liable to  a fails to lay down
mains kc, Orderpenalty not exceeding Five pounds in respect of each such default for each day during which such default nifty be  revoked.
continues, and if the Governor in Council is of opinion in any case that such default is wilful and unreasonably Penalty.
prolonged he may, on the recommendation of the Minister, after the Minister has, considered any representations
of the Local Authority, either revoke this Order as to the whole or any part of the area of supply, or if the
Electric Authority so desires, may suffer the same to remain in force as to such area or part thereof. subject to
such conditions as he may think fit to impose, and any conditions so imposed shall be binding on and observed by
the Electric Authority, and shall be of the like force and effect in every respect as though they were contained in
this Order : Provided that the Governor in Council shall not revoke this Order as to part of the area of supply in
any case in which the Electric Authority makes a representation that it desires to be relieved of its liabilities with
respect to the rest of the area of supply, and in such case the Governor in Council shall not under this clause
revoke this Order otherwise than as to the whole of the area of supply.
22. Any requisition requiring the Electric Authority to erect or lay down distributing  mains  for the purposes Manner in which
of general supply throughout any street or part of a street may be made by six or more owners or occupiers  of rrueagde s't'on is to be
premises along such street or part of a street, or, where the Local Authority has the control and management of
the public lamps in such street or part of street, by the Local Authority.
Every such requisition shall be signed by the persons making the same, or by or on behalf of the Local
Authority (as the case may be), and shall be served upon the Electric Authority.
Forms of requisition shall be kept by the Electric Authority at its office, and a copy shall be supplied free
of charge to any owner or occupier of premises within the area of supply and to the Local Authority on application
for the same, and any requisition so supplied shall be deemed valid in point of form.
23. When any such requisition is made by any such owners or occupiers as aforesaid, the Electric Authority Provisions on
(if it thinks fit) may, within fourteen days after the service of the requisition upon the Electric Authority, serve a requisition by
notice on all the persons by whom the requisition is signed, stating that it declines to be bound by such requisition owners or  occupiers.
unless such persons or some of them will bind themselves to take. or will guarantee that there shall be taken, a
supply of energy for three years, of such amount in the aggregate (to be specified by the Electric Authority in
such notice) as will at the rates of charge for the time being charged by the Electric Authority for a supply of
energy from distributing  mains  to ordinary consumers within the area of supply, produce annually such reasonable
sum as  shall be specified by the Electric Authority in such notice : Provided that in such notice the Electric
Authority shall not without the authority of the Minister specify any sum exceeding 20 per centum upon the
expense of providing and laying down the required distributing  mains  and any other mains or additions to existing
mains  which may be necessary fur the purpose of connecting such distributing  mains  with the nearest available
source of supply.
When such notice is served, the requisition shall not be binding on the Electric Authority unless, within
twenty-eight days after the service of such notice on all the persons signing the requisition has been effected, or in
case of difference the delivery of the arbitrator's award, there be tendered to the Electric Authority an agreement
severally executed by such persons or some of them, binding them to take or guaranteeing that, there shall be taken
for a period of three years at the least such specified amounts of energy respectively as will in the aggregate, at
the rates of charge above specified, produce  an annual  sum amounting to the sum specified in the notice or
determined by arbitration under this clause, nor unless sufficient security for the payment to the Electric Authority
of all moneys which may become due to it from such persons under such agreement is offered to the Electric
Authority (if required by the Electric Authority by such notice as aforesaid) within the period limited for the
tender of the agreement  as aforesaid.
If the Electric Authority  considers  that the requisition is unreasonable, or that, under the circumstances of
the case, the provisions of this clause ought to be varied, it may, within fourteen days after the service of the
requisition upon it, appeal to the Governor in Council, who, after such inquiry, if any, by the Minister, as he shall
think fit, may, on the recommendation of the Minister, by order, either determine that the requisition is unreasonable,
and shall not be binding upon the Electric Authority, or may authorise the Electric Authority by its notice to
require a supply of energy to be taken for such longer period than three years, and to specify such sum or
percentage, whether calculated as hereinbefore provided or otherwise, as shall be fixed or directed by the order,
and the terms  of the above-mentioned agreement shall be varied accordingly.
In a se ,.,nff„any;„such. appeal .to ,tli.e...Governor .in..Council,,,such, last-mentioned, notice by the Electric
Authority maybe seared i y it within fourteen days after the decision of the Governor in Council.
If any difference  arises  between the Electric Authority and any persons signing any such requisition as to
any such notice  or agreement , such difference shall, subject to the provisions of this clause and to the decision of
the Governor in Council upon any such appeal as aforesaid, be determined by arbitration under the provisions of
the Act.
24. When any such requisition is made by the Local Authority it shall not be binding on the Electric Provisions on
Authority  unless  at the time when such service is effected, or within fourteen days thereafter, there be tendered  to requisition by Local
the Electric Authority (if required by it)  an agreement  executed by the Local Authority, and binding it to take for suthority*
a period of three years at the least a supply of energy for lighting such public lamps in the street or part of a
street in  respect of which such requisition  is made as  may be under  the management  or control of the Local
Authority. -
$IIPpLY. 4
25. The Electric Authority  shall, upon being  required to do  so  by the owner or occupier of any premises Electric
situate  within fifty yards from any distributing  main  of the Electric Authority in which  it is , for the time being, Authority to
required  to maintain or is maintaining  a supply of energy for the purposes  of general  supply to private consumers supply of ens ay to
under  this Order  or any regulations  and conditions, subject to which it is authorised to supply energy under this owners and
Order , give and continue to give  a supply of energy for such premises  in accordance  with the provisions of this occupiers within the
Order ,  and of  all such  regulations and conditions as aforesaid ,  and it shall furnish and lay any electric  lines  that area of supply.
may be necessary  for the  purpose of  supplying  the maximum  power with which any  such  owner or occupier may
be entitled to  be supplied under this Order, subject to the conditions following (that is to say) :-
(a) The  cost of so much  of any electric line for the supply of energy to any owner or occupier as may
be laid upon  the property of such owner  or in the possession  of such occupier, and of so much of
any such electric lines as it may be necessary  to lay  for a greater distance  than sixty feet from any
distributing main of the Electric  Authority ,  although not on such property, shall, if the Electric
Authority  to  requires ,  be defrayed  by such  owner or occupier.
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(b) Every owner or occupier of premises requiring a supply of energy shall--
(1) Serve a notice upon the Electric Authority specifying the premises in respect of which such
supply is required and the maximum power required to be supplied, and the day (not being an
earlier day than a reasonable time after the date of the service of such notice) upon which such
supply is required to commence ; and
(2) Enter into a written contract with the Electric Authority (if required by the Electric Authority
so to do) to continue to receive and pay for a supply of energy for a period of at least two
years of such an amount that the payment to be made for the same, at the rate of charge for
the time being charged by the Electric Authority for a supply of energy to ordinary
consumers  within the area of supply, shall not be less than twenty pounds per centum per
annum  on the outlay incurred by the Electric Authority in providing any electric  lines  required
under this clause to be provided by it for the purpose of such supply, and give to the Electric
Authority (if required by the Electric Authority so to do) security for the payment to it of all
moneys which may become due to it by such owner or occupier  in respect  of any electric lines
to be furnished by the Electric Authority, and in respect of energy to be supplied by it.
Provided  always  that the Electric Authority may, after it has  given a  supply of energy for any
premises , by notice,  in writing , require the owner or occupier of such premises, within seven days after the date of
the service of such notice, to give to the Electric Authority security for the payment of all moneys which may
'become due  to it in respect of such supply, in case such owner or occupier has not already given such security or in
case any  security given has become invalid or is insufficient ; and in case any such  owner  or occupier fails to comply
with the terms of such notice, the Electric Authority may, if it thinks fit, discontinue to supply energy for such
premises so long as such  failure continues.
Provided also that if the owner or occupier of any such premises as aforesaid  uses  any form of lamp or
burner , or uses the energy supplied to him by the Electric Authority for any purposes, or deals with it in any
manner so as  to unduly or improperly interfere with the efficient supply of energy to any other body or person by
the Electric Authority, the Electric Authority may, if it thinks fit, discontinue to supply energy to  such premises
so long as  such  user  continues.
Provided also that the Electric Authority shall not be compelled to give a supply of energy to any premises
unless  the wires and fittings thereon are fixed and maintained in the manner prescribed by the Act and the
Regulations.
If any difference  arises under  this clause as to any improper use of energy, such  difference sha ll  be
determined  by arbitration under the provisions of the Act.
Maximum power. 26. The  maximum  power with which any such consumer shall be entitled to be supplied shall be of such
amount as  he may require to be supplied with, not exceeding what may be reasonably anticipated as the  maximum
consumption  on his  premises  : Provided that when any consumer has required the Electric Authority to supply him
with the maximum power of any specified amount, he shall not be entitled to alter that  maximum  except upon one
month's notice to the Electric Authority, and any expenses reasonably incurred by the Electric Authority in
respect of the service  lines  by which energy is supplied to the premises of such consumer, or any fittings or
apparatus of the Electric Authority upon such premises, consequent upon such  alteration , shall be paid by him to the
Electric Authority, and may be recovered summarily.
If any difference  arises  between any such owner or occupier and the Electric Authority as to what may be
reasonably anticipated as the consumption on his premises or as to the reasonableness of any expenses  under this
clause , such difference shall be determined by arbitration under the provisions of the Act.
supply of energy to  27 . The  Electric Authority upon receiving reasonable notice from the Local Authority requiring the Electric
public lamps. Authority to supply within the area of supply energy to any public lamps within the distance of seventy-five yards
from any distributing  main  of the Electric Authority in which it is for the time being required to maintain a supply
of energy  for the purposes of general supply under this Order, or any regulations and conditions subject to which it
is authorised  to supply energy under this Order, shall give and continue to give a supply of energy to such lamps
in such quantities as the  Local Authority may require to be supplied.
Penalty for failure 28. Whenever the Electric Authority makes default in supplying energy to any owner or occupier ofto  supply, premises  to whom it may be and is required to supply energy under this Order, the Electric Authority shall be
liable to  a penalty not exceeding  Two pounds in respect of every such default for each day on which any such
default occurs.
Whenever the Electric Authority makes default in supplying energy to the public lamps to which it may
be and is required to supply energy under this Order, the Electric Authority shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding  Two pounds in respect of every such default for each such lamp, aniE for each day on which any such
default occurs.
Whenever the Electric Authority makes default in supplying energy in accordance with the terms of anry
regulations  and conditions subject to which it is authorised to supply energy under this Order, the Electric
Authority shall be liable to such penalties as may by such regulations and conditions be prescribed in that behalf.
Provided that the penalties to be inflicted on the Electric Authority under this clause  shall in no case
exceed in the aggregate the sum of Fifty pounds in respect of any defaults not being wilful defaults on the part of
the Electric Authority for any one day, and provided also that  in no case  shall any penalty be inflicted  in respect
of any default if the court having cognisance of the case is of opinion that such default was caused by inevitable
accident or force majeure, or was of so slight or unimportant a character as not materia lly to  affect  the value of
the supply.
Notice of intention
to supply through
mains.
Electric Authority
to provide constant
supply.
Provisions as
regards stoppage.
Pressure  In mains
during  supply.
CONDITIONS FOR INSURING  A  PROPER AND SUFFICIENT SUPPLY Ol' ELECTRICAL ENERGY.
29. Forty-eight hours at least before the Electric Authority is ready to commence to supply energy through
any feeding, charging, or distributing main, it shall serve a notice upon the Postmaster-General and the Local
Authority of its intention to commence such supply.
30. From and after the time when the Electric Authority commences to supply  energy  through any
distributing main, it shall maintain a supply of sufficient power for the use of all the consumers for the time being
entitled  to be  supplied from such main; and such supply shall, except so far as may be otherwise agreed upon
from time to time between the Local Authority and the Electric Authority, or between the consumer and the
Electric Authority, be constantly maintained. Provided that, for the purposes of testing, or for any other
purposes connected with the efficient working of the undertaking, the authority by whom the electric inspector is
appointed may give permission to the Electric Authority to discontinue the supply at such intervals of time and
for such periods as the authority by whom the electric inspector is appointed may think expedient. When the
supply is so discontinued, notice of such discontinuance, and of the probable duration thereof, shall be forthwith
served upon the Local Authority.
31. The system of distributing mains shall be so arranged that in case it becomes necessary to stop the
supply through any portion of a main for more than one hour, for the purposes of repairs, or for any other reason,
the stoppage of supply will in no case exceed in amount a maximum power of 200,000 watts, or extend to the
premises of more than eighty consumers, and in the case of every stoppage for more than one hour reasonable notice
shall be previously given by the Electric Authority to every consumer affected thereby. except in cases' of
emergency.
32. During the whole of the period when the supply of energy is required to be maintained by the Ele«ric
Authority in the distributing mains under this Order it shall be maintained at a constant pressure termed the
"standard pressure," but the standard pressure may be different for different portions of the distributing mains.
Provided that the Electric Authority shall be deemed to have complied with the requirements of this clause so long
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as the pressure does not at any point  vary more than 2 per cent. from the corresponding  standard pressure in the
case of  a general  supply at high  pressure ,  or 3 per cent. in other  cases, unless changes in pressure recur so
frequently  as to cause unsteadiness  in the supply.
33. The standard  pressure  shall be fixed by the Electric Authority, and notice of the amount of such standard Fixing standard
pressure shall he given to the Local Authority before the Electric Authority  commences  to supply energy  to pressure.
consumers, and such  standard pressure  shall not be altered except by permission of the Local Authority, and upon
such terms and conditions as the Local Authority may impose, and after public  notice  has been given  during a
period of one month,  in such manner  as the Local Authority may require, of the intention of the  Electric  Authority
to apply for permission to alter the  same.  The Electric Authority may appeal  against  any decision of the Local
Authority under  this clause  to the Minister, whose decision shall be final.
34. Before  commencing  to give a supply of energy to any consumer, the Electric Authority shall declare  to Declared pressure
such consumer the constant  pressure  at which it proposes to supply energy at his  terminals . The pressure  so at consumer's
declared at any pair  of consumers terminals  shall not at any time be altered or departed from except in consequence terminals.
of any authorised  alteration  of the corresponding standard  pressure .  In the case  of a transformation  of energy on
the consumer' s premises , the Electric Authority shall give the consumer the choice of a supply at either of two
different  pressures . one of which shall be approximately half the other, and in such  case  the pressure so chosen by
the consumer shall be the declared  constant pressure.
35. The variation  of pressure  at any  consumer 's terminals  shall not, under any conditions of the supply variation of pressure
which the consumer is entitled  to receive ,  exceed 4 per cent. from the declared constant pressure. at cot,sumer's1 terwinals.
36. If the Electric Authority makes default in complying with any of the conditions as to supply contained Penalty for default,
in the seven preceding  clauses,  the Electric Authority shall, subject to the provisions of this Order, be liable on
conviction to a penalty  not exceeding  thirty pounds for every such default, and to a daily penalty not exceeding
ten pounds.
The recovery of a penalty under this clause shall not affect the liability of the Electric Authority to make
compensation  in respect  of any damage  or injury which may be caused by reason of the default.
37. The conditions contained  in clauses  29 to 36 (inclusive) of this Order are made subject to the power  of conditions liable to
the Governor in Council to make such further or other conditions  as he  may think expedient, and nothing in these be  altered.
clauses shall be construed to authorise the Electric Authority to construct any electric line or work its undertaking
otherwise than in accordance with the Act and the Regulations for the time being in force there,under.
PRICE.
38. The Electric Authority may charge for energy supplied by it to any ordinary  consumer  otherwise  than  methodsof charging.
ny agreement-
(1) By the  actual amount  of energy so supplied ; or
(2) By the electrical quantity contained in such supply ; or
(3) By such other method as may for the time being be approved by the Minister.
Provided that when the Electric Authority charges by any method so approved by the Minister any
consumer who objects to that method may by one month 's notice  in writing require the Electric Authority to
charge him at its option by the actual amount of energy supplied to him, or by the electrical quantity contained
in such supply, and thereafter the Electric Authority shall not, except with the consumer' s consent , charge him
by any other method.
Provided also that, before  commencing  to supply energy through any distributing main for the purposes of
f;eneral supply, the Electric Authority shall give notice to the Local Authority by what method the Electric
Authority proposes to  charge  for energy supplied through such  main , and if the Local Authority becomes the
Electric Authority under this Order, the Local Authority shall give the like notice by public advertisement ; and,
when the Electric Authority  has given  any such notice, it shall not be entitled to change such method of charging
except  after  one month' s notice of  such change has been given by it to the Local Authority and to every consumer
of energy who is supplied by it from  such main.
39. The  prices to be charged  by the Electric Authority for energy supplied by it shall not exceed those afaximnn, prices.
stated in  that behalf- in the Fourth  Schedule  to this Order in the first and second  sections  thereof respectively, or Schedule ic.
in the  case of a method of charge  approved by the Minister, such price  as the Minister  shall on approving such
method determine.
Provided that if the Local Authority or the Electric Authority  shall ,  at any time after  the expiration of
seven years after the commencement  of this Order ,  make a representation  to the  Minister  that the prices or methods
of charge stated in  the said schedule or approved by the  Minister  ought to be altered, the Governor in Council,
on the recommendation  of the  Minister , after such inquiry by the Minister  as he  may think fit, may make an
order varying the prices or methods of charge  stated in  the said  schedule or  so approved as aforesaid, or
substituting  other prices or methods of charge in lieu thereof, and the prices or methods of charge so varied or
substituted shall have  effect on and after such day as  may be  mentioned  in the order ,  as if they had been stated in
the said schedule : Provided also, that the  prices  and methods of charge for the time being in force may be
altered in like manner at any time after the  expiration of any or every period of seven years after the same were
last alte red.
40. Subject to the provisions of this Order and of the Act and to the right of the consumer to require  that Other charges by
he shall be  charged according to some one  or other of the methods above mentioned, the Electric Authority may agreement.
make any agreement  with a  consumer  as to the pprice to be charged for energy, and the mode in which such charges
are to be ascertained ,  and may charge accordingly.
41. The price to be charged by the Electric Authority and to be paid to it for all energy supplied to the public Price in the cane of
lamps, and the mode  in which  such charges  shall be ascertained, shall be settled by agreement between the Local public lamps.
Authority and the Flectric Authority,  and in  case of difference by arbitration under the provisions of the Act,
regard being  had to the  circumstances of the case ,  and the distributing  or other mains  (if any )  which may have to
be laid for the purpose , and the  prices charged to  ordinary  consumers  in the district.
ELECTRIC INSPECTORS.
42. The Local Authority , so long as it is not itself the Electric  Authority  for the purposes  of this Order , Appointment of
may appoint, and keep appointed ,  one or more competent and impartial person or persons  to be  electric inspectors electric inspectors
under  this Order.
If no electric inspector is appointed  by the Local Authority ,  or if the inspection of electric lines and
works  is imperfectly  attended  to by  the Local Authority, or if the Local Authority itself becomes the Electric
Authority for the  purposes  of this Order, the Minister, on the application of any consumer, or of the Electric
Authority ,  may appoint ,  and keep appointed ,  one or more competent and impar ti al  person or persons to be electric
inspectors  under this Order.
The duties  of an electric inspector under this  Order shall  be as  follows :--
(1) The inspection and testing ,  periodically  and in special cases, of the  Electric Authority 's electric
lines and works and the  supply of  energy given  by the Electric Authority.
(2) The  certifying and examination of meters ; and
(3) Such other  duties in relation  to the undertaking  as may be  required of him under the provisions of
this Order  or the Regulations.
The Local Authority, with the approval of the Minister, or the Minister, if the inspector is appointed by liim,
may prescribe the manner  in which and the times at which any such duties are to be performed by an electric
inspector ,  and also the fees  to be taken by him , and such fees  shall be accounted for and applied  as may  be directed
by the Local Authority  or the Minister ,  as the case may be.
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Remuneration of 43. The Local Authority may pay to any electric inspector appointed by it under this Order such  reasonable
electric inspector. remuneration (if any) as it may determine, and such remuneration may be in addition to, or in substitution for, any
fees directed to be paid to electric inspectors in respect of their duties under this Order or the Regulations,
according as the Local Authority shall determine.
Inquiry by Minister. 44. The Minister may also, if he deems it necessary, appoint any electric inspector or other fit person or
persons to inquire and report as to the cause of any accident affecting the safety of the public, which may li,t.vo
been occasioned by or in connection with the Electric Authority's works, or as to the manner and extent in and to
which the provisions of this Order and the Act, and the Regulations, so far as such provisions  affect  the safety of
the public, have been complied with by the Electric Authority ; and any person appointed under this clause, not
being an electric inspector, shall for the purposes of his appointment have all the powers of an electric inspector
under this Order,
TESTING AND INSPECTION.
Tasting of mains. 45. On the occasion of the testing of any main of the Electric Authority reasonable notice thereof shall be
given to the Electric Authority by the electric inspector, and such testing shall be carried out at such suitable
hours as, in the opinion of the inspector, will least interfere with the supply of energy by the Electric Authority,
and in such manner as the inspector may think expedient, but, except under the provisions of a special order in
that behalf made by the Minister, he shall not be entitled to have access to or interfere with the mains of the
Electric Authority at any points other than those at which the Electric Authority has reserved for itself access to
the said mains : Provided that the Electric Authority shall not be held responsible for any interruption in the
supply of energy which may be occasioned by or required by such inspector for the purpose of any such testing
as aforesaid : Provided also that such testings shall not be made in regard to any particular portion of a main
oftener than once in any three months, unless in pursuance of a special order in that behalf made by the Minister.
Testing of works  46. An electric inspector, if and when required to do so by any consumer, shall, on payment by the consumer
and supply  on of the prescribed fee, test the variation of electric pressure at the consumer's terminals, or make such other
consumer's
premises. inspection and testing of the service lines, apparatus, and works of the Electric Authority upon the consumer's
premises as may be necessary for the purpose of determining whether the Electric Authority has complied with
the provisions of this Order, and the Regulations and conditions subject to which it is for the time being authorised
to supply energy.
Electric Authority 47. The Electric Authority shall, at such places within a reasonable distance from a'distributing main, establish
to establish testing at  its own cost and keep in proper condition such reasonable number of testing stations as the Local Authority, or,
stations.
when the Local Authority is the Electric Authority, as the Minister shall deem proper and sufficient for testing
the supply of energy by the Electric Authority through such main, and shall place thereat proper and suitable
instruments of a pattern to be approved by the Minister, and shall connect such stations by means of proper and
sufficient electric lines with such mains, and supply energy thereto for the purpose of such testing.
If any dispute arises between the Local Authority and the Electric Authority as to whether the number of
such testing stations and the distance from the main at which they are established is reasonable or excessive, or
as to any excessive or improper use of energy for such testing. or as to the performance by the Electric Authority
of its duties under this clause, such dispute shall be determined by arbitration under the provisions of the Act.
Electric Authority 48. The Electric Authority shall set up and keep upon all premises from which it supplies energy by any
to its
keep instruments distributing mains such suitable and proper instruments of such pattern and construction as may be approved of
or prescribed by the Minister, and shall take and record, and keep recorded, such observations as the Ministerpremises.
may prescribe, and any observations so recorded shall be receivable as evidence.
Readings of 49. The Electric Authority shall keep in efficient working order all instruments which it is required by or
instruments to be under this Order to place, set up, or keep at any testing station or on its own premises, and any electric inspectortaken.
appointed under this Order may examine and record the readings. of such instruments at such times and in such
manner as he may be directed by the authority by whom he is appointed, and any readings so recorded shall be
receivable as evidence.
Electric inspector  50. Any electric inspector appointed under this Order shall have the right to have access at all reasonable
may test hours to the testing stations and premises of the Electric Authority for the purpose of testing the electric lines andinstruments. instruments of the Electric Authority, and ascertaining if the same are in order, and in case the same are not
in order he may require the Electric Authority forthwith to have the same put in order.
Representation of 51. The Electric Authority may, if it thinks fit, on each occasion of the testing of any main or service line,
Electric Authority or the testing or inspection of any instruments of the Electric Authority by any electric inspector, be representedat t. by some officer or other agent, but such officer or agent shall not interfere with the testing or inspection.
Electric Authority 52. The Electric Authority shall afford all facilities for the proper execution of this Order with respect to
to give facilities inspection and testing and the readings and inspection of instruments, and shall-comply with all the requirementsfor testings.
of or under this Order in that behalf ; and in case the Electric Authority makes default in complying with any of
Penalty.  the provisions of this clause, the Electric Authority shall be liable in respect of each default to a penalty not
exceeding Five pounds, and to a daily penalty not exceeding One pound.
Report of results of 53. Every electric inspector shall, on the day immediately following that on which any testing has been
testing. completed by him under this Order, make and deliver a report of the results of his testing to the Local Authority
or person by whom he was required to make such testing, and to the Electric Authority, and such report shall be
receivable in evidence.
If the Electric Authority or any such Local Authority or person is dissatisfied with any report of any
electric inspector, such authority or person may appeal to the Minister against such report, and thereupon the
Minister shall inquire into and decide upon the matter of any such appeal, and his decision shall be final and
binding on all parties.
Expenses of electric  54. Save as otherwise provided by this Order, or by the Regulations, all fees and reasonable expenses of an
inspector. electric inspector shall, unless agreed, be ascertained by a court of summary jurisdiction or (when the inspector is
appointed by him) by the Minister, and shall be paid by the Electric Authority, and may be recovered summarily.
Provided that when the report of an electric inspector, or the decision of the Minister, shows that any
consumer was guilty of any default or negligence, such fees and expenses shall, on being ascertained as above-
mentioned, be paid by such consumer or consumers as the court or Minister, having regard to such report or
decision, shall direct, and may be recovered summarily.
Provided also that in any proceedings for penalties under this Order any such fees and expenses incurred in
connection with such proceedings shall be payable by the complainant or defendant as the court may direct.
METERS.
Meters to be used 55 . The amount of energy supplied by the Electric Authority to an consumer under this Order, or the
unless agreement  to electrical quantity contained in such supply (according to the method by which the Electric Authority elects to
u& contrary.
charge), in this Order referred to as " the value of the supply," shall, unless otherwise agreed between such
consumer and the Electric Authority, be ascertained by means of an appropriate meter duly certified under the
provisions of this Order.
Meter to becertifled. 66. A meter shall be considered to be duly certified under the provisions of this Order if it is certified by
an electric inspector appointed under this Order to be a correct meter, and to be of some construction and pattern,
and to have been fixed and to have been connected with the service lines in some manner approved by the
Minister ; and every such meter is in this Order referred to as a " certified meter" : Provided that when any
alteration is made in any certified meter, or when any such meter is unfixed or disconnected from the service lines,
such meter shall cease to be a certified meter unless and until it is  again  certified as a certified meter under the
provisions  of this Order.
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57. Every  electric inspector , on being required to do so by the  Electric  Authority or by any consumer,  and  inspector to certify
on payment of the prescribed fee by the party  so requiring him, shall examine any meter  intended  for ascertaining meters.
the value of  the supply, and shall certify  the same as  a certified  meter if he considers  it entitled to be so certified.
58. When the value of the sup ly is under this Order required to be ascertained by means of an appropriate  Electric  Authority
meter, the Electric Authority shall, it required so to do by any consumer, supply him with an appropriate  meter, to supply meters it
'"
to do so.
and shall, if required so to do, fix the  same  upon the premises of the consumer and connect  the service  lines
therewith, and procure such meter to be duly certified under the provisions of this Order,  and for  such purposes
may authorise and empower any officer or person to enter upon such premises  at all  reasonable hours and  execute
all necessary works and do all necessary acts ; provided that previously to supplying any such  meter the Electric
Authority may require such consumer to pay to it a reasonable sum in respect of the price of such meter, or to
give security therefor, or (if he  desires  to hire such  meter ) may require him to enter  into an agreement  for the hire
of such meter as hereinafter provided.
59. No consumer shall connect any meter used or to be used under this Order for  ascertaining  the value of  meters  not to be
the supply with any electric line through which energy is supplied by the Electric Authority, or disconnect any
cconnected or
such meter from any such electric  line, unless  he has given to the Electric Authority not less than forty-eight without notice.
hours' notice in writing of his intention so to do ; and if any person acts in contravention of this  clause  he shall
be liable for each offence to a penalty not exceeding Two pounds, and the Electric Authority may forthwith  penalty.
discontinue the supply.
60. Every consumer shall at all times at his own expense keep  all meters belonging  to him whereby  the Consumer keep his
value of the supply is to be ascertained in proper order for correctly registeringssuch value, and in default  of his so meter in proper
doing the Electric Authority may cease to supply energy through such meter . order.
The Electric Authority shall have  access  to and be at liberty to take off, remove, test, inspect,  and replace
any such meter at all reasonable times : Provided that all reasonable expenses of and incident to any such taking
off, removing, testing, inspecting, and replacing, and the procuring such meter to be again duly certified when such
re-certifying is thereby rendered necessary, shall, if the meter is found to be not in proper order, be paid by the
consumer, but if the  same is  in proper order all  expenses  in connection therewith shall be paid by the Electric
Authority.
61. The Electric Authority may let for hire any meter for ascertaining the value of the supply  and any Power to the Electric
fittings thereto, for such remuneration in money, and on such terms with respect to the repair of such meter and Authority to let
fittings, and for securing the safety and return to the Electric Authority of such meter and fittings as may be meters.
agreed upon between the hirer and the Electric Authority, or. in case of difference, decided by the Minister, and
such remuneration shall be recoverable by the Electric Authority summarily.
62. The Electric Authority shall, unless the agreement of hire otherwise provides,  at all times , at its  own Electric Authority
expense , keep all meters let for hire by it to any consumer, whereby the value of the supply is ascertained,  in to  keep meter let
proper order for correctly registering such value, and in default of its so doing the consumer shall not be liable to for  hire in repair,
pay rent for  the same  during such time as such default continues. The Electric Authority shall, for the purposes
afo re said , have  access  to and be at liberty to remove, test, inspect, and replace any such it eter at all reasonable
times :  Provided that the expenses of procuring any such meter to be  again  duly certified when such re-certifying
is thereby rendered necessary shall be paid by the Electric Authority.
63. If any difference arises between an consumer and the Electric Authority as to whether any meter,  Differences as to
whereby the value of the supply is ascertained whether belongings to such consumer or the Electric Authority), is tcorreo  bec ness of meter
or is not in proper order for correctly registering such value, or as to whether such value has been correctly inspector.
registered in any case by any meter, such difference shall be determined upon the application of either party by an
electric inspector, or when the Local Authority is the consumer, by an inspector to be appointed by the Minister ;
such inspector shall decide by which of the parties the costs of and incidental to the proceedings before him shall
be paid, and the decision of such inspector shall be final and binding on all parties. Subject as aforesaid the
register of the meter shall be conclusive evidence in the absence of fraud of the value of the supply.
64. When any consumer who is supplied with energy by the Electric Authority from any distributing main Electric Authority
is provided with a certified meter for the purpose of ascertaining the value of the supply and the Electric to pato expenses of
Authority changes the method of charging for  energy  supplied by it from such main, the Electric Authority  shall mete st hen
new
method
pay to such consumer the reasonable expenses to which he may be put in providing a new meter for the purpose of  of charge altered.
ascertaining the value of the supply according to such new method of charging, and such expenses may be
recovered by the consumer from the lectric Authority summarily.
65. In addition to any meter which may be placed upon the premises of any consumer to ascertain the value  Electric Authority
of the supply, the Electric Authority may place upon the premises of the consumer such meter or other apparatus mays place
meters
ontosupply
as the Electric Authority may desire for the purpose of ascertaining or regulating either the amount of energy to check
supplied to such consumer, or the number of hours during which supply is given. or the maximum power taken by
me sue
measurement
such consumer, or any other quantity or time  connected  with the supply : Provided that such meter or apparatus
shall be of  some  construction and pattern, and shall be fixed and connected with the service lines in some manner
approved by the Minister, and shall be supplied and maintained entirely at the cost of the Electric Authority,
and shall not, swept by agreement, be placed otherwise than between the mains of the Electric Authority and the
consumer 's terminals.
MAPS.
66. The Electric Authority shall forthwith,  after commencing  to supply energy under this Order,  cause a map of area o
ma to be made of the area  of supply,  and shall  cause to be marked thereon the line and the depth below the supply to be made
surface  of all its  then existing mains ,  service lines , and other underground works and street boxes, and shall and deposited.
once in every year  cause such  map to he daily corrected,  so as  to show the then existing  lines . The Electric
Authority  shall also , if so required by the Minister, or the  Postmaster -General , or the Local Authority,  cause to
be made sections showing  the level of all  its existing mains and underground  works, other  than service  lines.
The said  map and sections sha ll  be made on such scale or scales as the Minister may prescribe.
Every map and section so made or corrected, or a copy thereof, marked with the date when  it was so made
or last corrected, shall be kept by the Electric Authority at its principal office within the area of 'supply, and shall
at all reasonable  times be open to the inspection  of all applicants, and such applicants may take copies of the same
or any part thereof. The Electric Authority may demand and take from every such applicant as aforesaid such
fee not exceeding one shilling for each inspection of such map, section, or copy, and such further fee not exceeding
five shillings for each copy of the same, or any part thereof, taken by such applicant, as the Electric Authority
may prescribe.
The Electric Authority shall, if required, supply to the Minister, or the Postmaster-General, or the Local
Authority, a copy of any such map or section, and cause such copy to be duly corrected  so as  to agree with the
original or originals thereof as kept for the time being at the office of the Electric Authority.
If the Electric Authority fails to comply with any of the requirements of this clause with respect to maps Penalty.
and sections , the Electric Authority shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding Ten pounds,
and to a daily penalty not exceeding Two pounds.
NOTICES, &C.
67. Notices, orders, and'other documents under this Order may be in writing or in print, or partly in writing icotices, &c.. may be
and partly in print, and when any notice, order, or document requires authentication by the Local Authority,  the printed or written.
signature  thereof by the chairman or clerk to the Local Authority shall be suf lcieut authentication,
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Service of notices, 68. Any notice, order, or document required or authorised to be served upon any body  or person  under this
ao• Order may be served by the same being addressed to such body or person,  and being  left  at or transmitted  through
the post to the following addresses respectively :-
(a) In the case of the Governor in Council or the Minister, the office of the Under Secretary to the
Minister ;
(b) In the case of the Postmaster-General, the office of the Under Secretary of the Post and Telegraph
Department ;
(c) In the case of the Electric Authority, the office, or, if there is more than one office, the principal
office of the Electric Authority ;
(d) In the case of any Local Authority, the office of the Local Authority ;
(e) In the case of any company having a registered office, the registered office of the company;
(f) In the case of a company having an office or offices, but no registered office, the principal office of
the company ;
(g) In the case of any other person, the usual  or last  known place  of  re sidence  of such person.
A notice, order, or document by this Order required or authorised to be served on the owner or occupier of
any premises shall be deemed to be properly addressed if addressed by the description of the " owner' or
" occupier" of the premises (naming  the premises) without further name or description..
Every notice, order, or document which by this Order is required to be served upon or given to any person
shall be served or given by being delivered to the person for whom it was intended, or by being left at the usual
or last-known place of residence or business of such person, or sent by post addressed to such person at such place.
If in any case any such person or his address is not known to the authority or person serving or  giving  any notice,
order, or document, and cannot after due inquiry be found or ascertained, then such notice, order, or document may
be served by being affixed for three days to some conspicuous part of any premises to which such notice, order, or
document relates.
Subject to the provisions of this Order  as to cases  of emergency, when the interval of time between the
service of any notice or document under the provisions of this Order and the execution of any works, or the
performance of any duty or act,  is less  than seven days, the following days shall not be reckoned in the computation
of such time-that is to say, Sunday, or any holiday under and within the  meaning  of  " The Bank Holidays Act of
1877."
Revocation of
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REVOCATION OF ORDER.
69. If at any time after the commencement of this Order the Governor in Council  has reason  to believe
that the Electric Authority has made any default in executing works or supplying energy in accordance with the
terms  of this Order, and that such default  is in  consequence of the liquidation or insolvency of the Electric
Authority, and that by reason of such liquidation or insolvency the Electric Authority is unable fully and efficiently
to discharge  the  duties and obligations imposed upon it by this Order, the Governor in Council may, on the
re commendation  of the Minister, after such inquiry as he may think  necessary , and after the Minister has
considered any representations of the Local Authority, revoke this Order  as to the  whole or, with the consent of the
Electric Authority, as to any part of the  area  of supply-
70. If at any time after the commencement of this Order the Electric Authority represents to the Minister
that the undertaking cannot be carried on with profit, and ought to be abandoned, the Minister shall inquire into
the truth of such representation, and if upon such inquiry he is satisfied of the truth of such representation lie
shall  recommend  accordingly to the Governor in Council, who may, if he thinks fit, revoke this Order as to the
whole or (with the consent of the Electric Authority and of the Local Authority) as to any part of the area of
supply.
71. In addition to any other powers which the Governor in Council may have in that behalf, he may revoke
this Order at any time with the consent and concurrence of the Electric Authority and the Local Authority upon
such terms  as the Governor in Council may think just.
72. If the Governor in Council  at any time  revokes this Order as to the whole or any part of the area of
supply, the following provisions shall have effect :-
(a) The Minister  shall serve a  notice of such revocation upon the Electric Authority and upon the Local
Authority, and shall in such notice fix a date at which such revocation shall take effect, and from
and after such date all the powers and liabilities of the Electric Authority under this Order for the
supply of energy within such area, or part thereof  as aforesaid , shall absolutely cease and
determine.
(b) Within two months after the service of such notice by the  Minister  upon the Local Authority, the
Local Authority, if it thinks fit, may by notice in writing require the Electric Authority to sell,
and thereupon the Electric Authority shall sell to the Local Authority so much of the undertaking,
or such part thereof as  afore said as  is within the district of the Local Authority, upon terms of
paying the then value of all land, buildings, works,  materials , and plant of the Electric Authority
suitable to and used by it for the purposes of the undertaking or such part thereof  as aforesaid,
such value being agreed or estimated  in manner  directed by the Act, in  the case of  purchases effected
b the Local Authority under section 46 of the Act.
(c) When any purchase  is so  effected, the undertaking, or the part thereof so purchased, shall vest in
the Local Authority, freed from any debts,  mort gages, or similar  obligations of the Electric
Authority or attaching to the undertaking ; and the revocation of this Order, as to the whole of the
area of  supply, or such part thereof as aforesaid, shall extend only to the revocation of the
rights, powers, authorities, duties, and obligations of the Electric Authority from whom the
undertaking, or such part thereof as  afore said , is purchased in relation to the supply of energy
within such area or part thereof,  and, save as aforesaid , this Order shall remain in full force within
such area  or part thereof in favour of the Local Authority by whom such undertaking or part
thereof is purchased  as aforesaid.
(d) When no purchase has been effected under the preceding provisions of this clause, the Local
Authority and any body -or person who may be liable to repair any street or part  of a street in
which any works of the Electric Authority may have been placed, may (subject, however, to any
agreement  between the Local Authority or such body or person and the Electric Authority
providing for the removal of such works by the Electric Authority) forthwith remove such works
with all reasonable care, and the Electric Authority shall pay to the Local Authority, or other such
body or person as aforesaid, such reasonable costs of such removal, and of the reinstatement of
such street or part of a street as may be specified in a notice to be served on the Electric Authority
by such Local Authority or other body or person, or (if so required by the Electric Authority,
within one week after the service of such notice upon it) as may be settled by arbitration under the
pro visions  of the Act.
If the Electric Authority  fails  to pay such re asonable costs  as aforesaid within one month
after the service u son it of such notice, or the delivery of the award of the arbitrator (as the case
may be), the Locat Authority, or other such body or person as aforesaid, may, without any previous
noti ce to  the Electric Authority (but without prejudice to any other remedy which it or he may
have for the recovery of the amount), sell and dispose of any such works as aforesaid, either by
public auction or private sale, and for such sum or  sums  and to such person or persons as it or lie
may think fit, and may, out of the proceeds of such sale, pay and reimburse itself or himself the
amount of  the costs so specified or settled as aforesaid and of the costs of sale ; and the balance (if
any) of the proceeds of the sale shall be paid over by it or him to the Electric Authority.
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(e) In case the  Local Authority or any body  or person may be entitled to compensation for any damage
sustained by it or him by reason or in consequence of the execution of any works within such area,
or part thereof as aforesaid ,  or the exercise of any powers by this Order granted to the Electric
Authority ,  or for any expenses to which such Local Authority ,  body, or person may have been put
in removing any works of the Electric Authority within such area or part thereof under the
provisions of this Order,  such compensation shall be a first charge on any money that may have
been deposited or secured by the Electric Authority under the provisions of this Order in respect
of such area or part thereof ,  and which may not have been repaid or released to the Electric
Authority ,  and such money shall be applied rateably in satisfying such claims ,  and in every such
case the amount of compensation to be paid in respect of the various claims ,  and the persons to
whom it is to be paid ,  shall be determined by an arbitrator to be appointed by the Minister, whose
decision shall be final and binding on all parties.
GENERAL.
73. If at any time it is represented to the Minister  (a•) that the Electric Authority is supplying energy Remedying of
otherwise than by means of a system which has been approved by the Minister or (without such consent or approval  System and works.
as is required by this Order )  has permitted any part of its circuits to be connected with earth ,  or placed any electric
line above ground in manner contrary to the Act or the Regulations  ;  or (b) that any electric lines or works of the
Electric Authority are defective ,  so as not to be in accordance with the provisions of this Order or the regulations
and conditions subject to which the Electric Authority is for the time being authorised to supply energy under this
Order ; or  (r) that any work of the Electric Authority or its supply of energy is attended with danger to the public
safety ,  or injuriously affects any telegraph line, the Minister may by order in writing make such requirements as
to him may seem meet in the circumstances ,  and direct the Electric Authority to take such measures as may be
necessary so as to comply with the Order within such period as may be therein limited in that behalf ,  and if the
Electric Authority makes default in complying with such order the Electric Authority shall be liable to a penalty Penalty.
not exceeding Twenty pounds for every day during which such default continues.
The Minister may also if he thinks fit, by the same or any other order made upon any such representation
as aforesaid ,  forbid the use of any electric line or work as  fr om such date as may be specified in that behalf until
the order is complied with ,  or for such time as may be so specified ,  and if the Electric Authority makes use of any
such electric line or work while the use thereof is so forbidden the Electric Authority shall be  liable to a penalty Penalty.
not exceeding Fifty pounds for every day during which such user continues.
When the Electric Authority is supplying energy otherwise than by means of a system which  _has been
approved of by the Minister ,  and fails to comp
in
with any order under this clause in respect thereof within the
time therein limited in that behalf ,  the Governor  Council may, if he thinks fit, whether a pecuniary penalty has Revocation of
been recove red or not, revoke this order on such terms as he may think just . Order.
74. All regulations and conditions made by the Governor in Council under this Order or the Act, affectiri the Publication of
undertaking and for the time being in force ,  sha ll  within one month after the same ,  as made or last altered, have regulations.
come into force ,  be printed at the expense of the Electric Authority ,  and a true copy thereof ,  certified by or on
behalf of the Electric Authority ,  shall be forthwith served upon the Local Authority ,  and like copies shall also be
kept by the Electric. Authority at its  • principal office within the area of supply, and supplied to any person
demanding the same at a price not exceeding Sixpence for each copy.
If the Electric Authority makes default in complying with the provisions of this clause the Electric Penalty.
Authority shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding Five pounds ,  and to a daily penalty not exceeding Two.
pounds. .
75. When any security is required under this Order to be .  given to or by the Electric Authority ,  such Nature and amount
security may be by way of deposit or otherwise ,  and of such amount as may be agreed upon between the parties, of security.
or as in default of agreement may be determined ,  on the application of either party, by a court of summary
jurisdiction ,  which may also order by which of the parties the costs of the proceedings before it shall be paid, and
the decision of the said .  court shall be final and binding .  on all  parties  :  Provided that when any such security is
given by way of deposit the party to whom such security is given shall pay interest at the rate of Four pounds per.
centum per annum on every sum of Ten shillings so deposited for every six months during which the same remains
in his hands.
76. When this Order provides '  for any consent or approval of the Governor in Council or Minister ,  the Approval or consent
Governor in Council or Minister may give such consent or approval subject to terms or conditions ,  or may withhold of Governor in
his consent or approval as he may think fit. Council or Minister.
All costs and expenses of or incident to any approval ,  consent ,  certificate ,  or order of the Governor in
Council or Minister ,  or of any inspector or person appointed -  by the Minister, including the cost of any inquiry or
tests for the purpose of determining whether the same should be given or made ,  to such an amount as the Governor
in Council or  Minister  shall certify to be due, shall be borne and paid by the applicant or applicants therefor :
Provided always that when any approval is given by the Governor in Council or Minister to any plan ,  pattern, or
specification ,  he may require such copies of the same, as he may think fit, to be prepared and deposited at such
place as may be directed at the expense of the said applicant or applicants ,  and may ,  as he thinks fit,  revoke
any approval so given ,  or permit such approval to be continued ,  subject to such modifications as he may think
necessary.
77. When the Governor in Council, upon the application of the Electric Authority ,  gives any approval or Notice of approval
grants any extension of any time limited for the performance of any duties by the Electric Authority ,  or when the of the  Governor in
Governor in Council ,  upon the application of the Local Authority or the Electrie Authority ,  revokes this Order as Council;d ense
be given
nto the whole or any part of the area of supply, notice that such pproval has been given ,  or such extension of time
granted ,  or such  re vocation made shall ,  if the Governor in Council so directs ,  be published by public advertisement
once at least in the  Government Gazette  and once at least in each of two successive weeks in some one and the
same local newspaper by the Authority ,  company ,  or person by whom such application was made as aforesaid.
78. When a y application is made to the Governor in Council to extend any time limited for the performance Notice of
of any duties by the Eleetric Authority ,  notice of such application shall be served on the Local Authority by the application for
Electric Authority ,. and an  ,opportunity shall be given to the Local Authority to make representations or objections  extension of ,, en io
with  reference thereto : Local Authority.
79. When no penalty is prescribed for any breach of the provisions of this Order ,  the offender shall  be Penalty when noneliable to a penalty not exceeding Twenty  pounds. nrrw*ibod.
80. All penalties ,  fees, expenses ,  and other mono s imposed by or recoverable under this Order ,  the recovery Recovery and
of which is not otherwise specia ll y provided for, maybe recovered in a summary way before any two justices ,  and a  cation  of
any person may sue or proceed for the same.
Any penalty recovered on prosecution by any officer of the Local Authority shall, if there is an electric
inspector for the time being appointed by the Local Authority,  be paid to such officer,  and by him to the Local
Authority.
Any penalty  recovered on prosecution by any other body or person,  or any part thereof,  may, if the court so
directs, be paid to such body or person.
81. The Electric Authority shall be answerable for all accidents ,  damages, and injuries happening through Riectric Authority
the act or default of the Electric Authority or of any person in its employment by reason of or in consequence of to s bsieall  dam.
any of the Electric Authority 's works, and shall  save harmless all  authorities ,  bodies, and persons by whom any
street is repairable ,  and all other authorities ,  companies ,  and bodies coll ectively and individually, and their officers
and servants ,  from all damages and costa in respect of such accidents ,  damages, and injuries.
82. Nothing in this Order shall prevent the  Electric Authority borrowing money on the security of mortgages As to mortgages.
of the undertaking ,  or shall make the consent or approval of the Governor in Council necessary to the va lidity or
effect of any such mortgage :  Provided that every mortgage of the undertaking shall  be deemed to comprise all
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purchase money which may be paid to the Electric Authority in the event of any sale or transfer of the undertaking,
or any part thereof, under section 46 of this Act, or under this Order, and that any mortgage granted by the
Electric Authority shall not be a charge upon the undertaking, or any part thereof, in the event of the undertaking
or such part being sold or transferred as aforesaid, and that every mortgage deed granted by the Electric Authority
shall be endorsed with notice to that effect.
83. Nothing in this Order shall affect any right or remedy of the Postmaster-General under the Act or
The Post and Telegraph Act,  1891," and all provisions contained in this Order in favour of the Postmaster-
General shall be construed to be in addition to and not in modification of the provisions of those Acts.
84. Nothing in this Order shall exonerate the Electric Authority from any indictment, action, or other
proceedings  for nuisance  in the event of any nuisance being caused by the Electric Authority.
85. Nothing in this Order shall exempt the Electric Authority or its undertaking from the provisions of the
Act, or the Regulations for the time being, nor exempt the Electric Authority from the provisions of, nor deprive
it of the benefits of any Act relating to electricity which may be passed after the commencement of this Order.
Temporary  provision.
86. When any electric  lines or  works of the Electric Authority have  been erected , laid down, or placed
above-ground before the commencement of this Order  (except so far  as  the placing thereof above-ground is
permitted by this Order), they shall be removed by the Electric Authority not later than the twenty-ninth day of
September, 1898.
Penalty. If the Electric  Authority  fails to remove any electric lines or works in contravention of this clause, the
Electric  Authority  shall be  lie le to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds for every such offence ,  and to a daily
penalty not exceeding five pounds  ;  and any Court of summary jurisdiction ,  on complaint made ,  may make an
order authorising and directing the removal of any such lines or works by such person and on such terms as may
seem fit.
FIRST  S CHEDULE.
The area  of supply  shall include so much of the Municipality of Charters Towers and of the Division of Dalrymple as is
surrounded by an imaginary line drawn from the intersection of the Mi llchester road and  K elly's road to the south -west corner
of the Racecourse Reserve, thence in a westerly direction to the intersection of Prior and Hewett streets ,  thence along Hewett
street to its intersection with Manners street ,  thence in a south-westerly direction to the north -west corner of the Recreation
Reserve ,  thence in a  southerly  direction along the western boundary of the Recreation Reserve to a point forty chains south from
• the south -west corner of  the
Recreation  Reserve, thence in an easterly direction to the north -east corner of the Cemetery ,  thencein a north -easterly direction to the point of commencement.
P ro vided that in case of difference between the above description and the area delineated upon the deposited map the latter
shall prevail.
SECOND SCHEDULE.
List of Streets dedicated to public use and parts of Streets through which the Company are to lay Distributing Mains within a period
of Two Years after the Commencement of this Order.
(1.) Mosman street, from the point of intersection with Mary street to the point were it meets Lee street ,  or Gard's
lane.
(2.) Gill street ,  fro m the point where it meets Mosman street to its intersection with Boundary street.
THIRD SCHEDULE.
Railways.
The main  line of railway fro m Townsville to Hughenden ,  with all such sidings and branches as be in the area comprised
within the First Schedule.
The branch lin es  of the Bril li ant Block Gold Mining Company ,  Limited.
The branch lines of the Brilliant Extended Gold Mining Company, Limited.
The branch lines of the Mills '  Day Dawn  United Gold  Mines Company ,  Limited.
The branch lines of the Day Down Block and Wyndham  Gold  Mining Company ,  Limited.
The branch lines of the Brilliant and St .  George Gold Mining Company ,  Limited.
The branch lines of the Kelly 's Queen Block Gold Mining Company ,  Limited.
FOURTH SCHEDULE.
In this Schedule-
The term "unit "  means the energy contained in current of 1,000 amperes flowing under an electro -motive force of
1 volt for one hour.
Section 1.
When the Company charges any consumer by the actual amount of energy supplied to him, the Company shall be entitled
to charge him at the following rates per month  :-For  any amount up to 10 units, ten shillings ;  and for each unit over 10 units,
one shilling per unit.
Section 2.
When the Company charges any consumer by the electrical quantity contained in the supply given to him, the Company
shall be entitled to charge him according to the rates set forth in section 1 of this Schedule ,  the amount of energy supplied to
him being taken to be the product of such electrical quantity and the declared pressure at the consumer 's terminals - that is to
say, such a constant pressure at these terminals as may be declared by the Company under this Order.
And the  Honourable the Postmaster-General is to give the necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
Printed and Published by EDxvw n GREGORY,  Government Printer ,  William  street, Brisbane.
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Chief Secretary's Office,  Brisbane , 7th October, 1897.
..j IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct the publication ,  for general information, of the following Circular
j Despatch ,  and its enclosure ,  received from the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
HO RACE TOZER.
(For previous papers on this subject see Government Gazette of  11th  May,  1895,p. 1158.)
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES  to  THE GOVERNOR OF QUEENSLAND.
Circular2.]
Downing street, 11th August, 1897.
SIR,
_With reference to Lord Ripon's circular despatch of the 7th February, 1895, I have the honour to transmit to you,
for publication in the colony under your Government ,  a copy of the Commercial Arrangement between this country and Bulgaria
which was signed at Vienna on the  24th  ultimo.
It will be observed that, under Article 5, the arrangement will be applicable to all Colonies subject to the right of any Colony
to refuse its acceptance within six months from the date of signature.
In view of this provision and the short duration of the arrangement , I did  not consider it necessary to invite the views Of
your Government before the arrangement was concluded.
[F,nclosure.]
Commercial Arrangement between  the United Kingdom of Great
Britain  and Ireland  and the  Principality of Bul garia.
THE Undersigned ,  Francis  Edmund Hugh Elliot, Esq.'
Her Britannic Majesty's Agent and  Consul -General in Bulgaria.
and his  Excellency Dr. C. Stoiloff, President of the Council
and Minister for Foreign  Affairs and Public Worship of His
Royal Highness  the Prince  o- Bulgaria, Grand  Cross of the
Princely Order  of St.  Alexander  in Brilliants ,  l: rand  Cordon of
the Orders of the  Osmanieh and Medjidieh in Brilliants, &c.,
duly authorized by their respective Governments ,  have agreed
as follows :-
Article  1. British subjects in Bulgaria ,  and Bulgarians in
the United  Kingdom of  Great  Britain and Ireland ,  shall respec-
tively enjoy ,  immediately and unconditionally ,  in all matters
relating to navigation ,  industry, and commerce ,  including
importation and exportation ,  as well as transit ,  the same rights,
privileges ,  liberties ,  facilities ,  immunities ,  and exemptions as
are enjoyed ,  or may l;ereafter  ba enjoyed, by natives or by
subjects of any other foreign State,  without payment of any
impost ,  tax, customs  duty, or other due ,  charge, or expense,
other or higher  than those  t3 which the  latter are liable ;
further ,  no customs duties or other dues or charges shall be
levied at any one frontier different from or higher  than those
which  are levied at any other frontier on similar articles.
British subjects in Bulgaria ,  and Bulgarians  in the United
Kingdom of  Great  Britain and Ireland ,  shall enjoy perfect
equality of treatment with natives and the subjects  of every
other foreign State in all matters relating to bonding ,  bounties,
drawbacks ,  facilities ,  patents for inventions ,  trade-marks,
distinctive marks of manufacture or of origin ,  patterns, and
designs.
Art. 2.  No prohibition  or restriction  shall  be maintained
or decreed against the importation of any article  the produce or
manufacture of one or other of the contracting countries, from
whatever place arriving ,  which  shall not  equally apply to the
I have, &c., J. CHAMBERLAIN.
Arrangement Commercial entre le Royaume - Uni de la Grande-
Bretagne et d'Irlande ct la Principautd de Bulgarie.
LES Soussign $s, Mr. Francis Edmund Hugh Elliot, Agent
et Consul -General de Sa Majeste Britannique  on  Bulgarie, ct
son Excellence  M. le Docteur C. Stoiloff, President du Conseil
et Ministre des Affaires Etrangeres  et des Cultes  de Son Altesse
Royale le Prince  de Bulgarie , Grand-Croix de I'Ordre  Princier
de Saint -Alexandre en Brillants ,  Grand -Cordon des Ordrrs de
l'Osmanie  et du Medjidie on Brillants,  &c., dumenj autorises
par leuri Gouvernements respectifs ,  sont convenus do ce qui
'suit
Article 1. Les sujets  Britannigncs  on  Bulgarie, et les
Bulgares clans  le Royaume -( Tni de l ;  Grande-Bretagne et
d'Irlande ,  jouiront  respectivement ,  immecliatement et sans
conditions , en toute matiere de navigation ,  d'industrie, et de
commerce ,  taut  pour l ' importation et 1'exportation quo pour le
transit, des mimes droits, privileges ,  libertes ,  facilites, im-
munites, et franchises  dont  jouissent ,  on  pourraient jouir i
l'avenir,  lea nationaux  on  les sujets  do tout  autre Etat etranger,
sans payer aucun  imp6t, taxe, droit,  de douane ,  on autre droit,
charge ou  frais ,  autre ou plus eleve que ceux auxquels ces
derniers sont assujcttis  ;  en outre, it  no  sera  preleve a dune des
frontieres  des droits do douane  oft  autres droits on charges,
differents on  plus eteves  que ceux qui  sont preleves a toute
autre frontiere sur les articles similaires . Les sujets  Britan.
niques en Bulgarie ,  et les Bulgares Bans le  Royaume-Uni do la
Grande-Bretagne  et d'Irlande ,  j ouiront d'une parfaite  egalite de
traitement avec les nationaux et les sujets  de tout  autre Etat
etranger, en tout ce qui concerne 1'entreposage, les primes, les
drawbacks ,  les facilites ,  les brevets  d'
Invention,  les marques defabrique ,  les marques distinctives  de fabrication et de proven-
ance, les modeles et les dessins.
Art. 2. 11  ne sera maintenu  on edicte  contre l 'importation
d'un article  quelconque ,  produit  du sol on  de l'industrie ,  de l'un
on de  l'autre des pays contractants, de quelque provenance que
cc soil,  aucune prohibition  on  restriction qui ne s'appliquerait
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importation of the like article produced or manufactured in any
other foreign country. It is,' nevertheless, understood that each
of the Contracting Parties reserves the right to apply sanitary
measures and restrictions affecting the importation of any
goods or articles injurious to public health, or to animals or
plants.
Art. 3. Her Britannic Majesty's Government consents that,
during the term of the present Arrangement. articles of British
origin or manufacture shall pay, on entering Buil,aria, the
customs, octroi. and excise duties specified in Annex (A) and in
the Final Protocol of the Treaty signed on the 9th (21st)
December, 1896, between the Austro-Hungarian and Bulgarian
Plenipotentiaries, saving all reductions which have been or may
be granted to other Powers, and excepting the articles scheduled
in Annex 2 of the present Arrangement, which shall pay the
duties therein specified.
Art. 4. Annexes Nos. 1, 2, and 3 shall be considered as
forming an integral part of the present Arrangement..
Art 5. The present Arrangement shalt be applicable, so far
as the laws permit, to all the Colonies and foreign possessions
of Her Britannic Majesty, provided always that each of the
said Colonies and foreign possessions shall be free to refuse its
acceptance of the Arrangement within six months from the date
of the signature thereof, notification to that effect being given
by Her Majesty's Representative at Sophia to the Minister for
Foreign Affairs of His Royal Highness the Prince of Bulgaria.
Art. 6. The present Arrangement shall come into effect on
the 12th (24th) July, 1897, and shall remain in force until the
19th (31st) December, 1899.
In case neither of the Contracting Parties shall have notified
six months before the end of the said period the intention of
putting an end to it, the Arrangement shall remain binding
until the expiration of 'one year from the day on which one or
other of the Contracting Parties shall have denounced it.
Done in duplicate at Vienna, this 12th (24th) day of July,
in the year of our Lord 1897.
(L.s.)(; i,gned) FRANCIS E.H. ELLIOT.
(L.s.)
(Signed) Da. C. STOYLOFF.
pas egalement it l'iinportation du meme article, produit du so
on de l'industrie de tout autre pays etranger. Il est neanmoins
entendu que chacune des Parties Contractantes se reserve le droit
d'appliquer des  mesures et restrictions sanitaires  concernant
1'importation de toute marchandise.ou cobs nuisible a In  saute
publique, aux animaux, ou aux plantes.
Art. 3. Le Gouvcrnement de `a Majeste Britannique con-
sent pour la duree du present Arrangement que lea marchan-
dises d'origine ou de manufacture Britanniquc acquittent it ]cur
entree en Bulgarie lea droits de donane, d'octroi, f t d'accise
indiques  dans  l'Annoxe (A), et dans• le Protocole Final du
Traite signe  to  -& Decembre, 1896, entre les Plenipotentiaires
Austro-Hongrois  et Bulgares , sauf toutes les reductions
accordees on qui seront accordees k d'autres Puissances, et it
1'exception  des articles  indiques dans 1'Annexe II du present
Arrangement, qui paieront les droits y mentionnes.
Art. 4., Les Annexes Nos. I, II, et III seront considerees
comme formant Artie integrante du present Arrangement.
Art. 5. Le resent Arrangement sera applicable,  dans la
mesure compatible  arec les lois ,  it  toutes les  Colonies et posses-
sions  etrangeres de Sa Majeste Britannique ; sons la reserve,
toutefois, que chacune des dites Colonies et possessions
etrangeres sera libre de renoncsr it 1'acceptation de I'Arrange-
ment dans un delai de six mois it partir de la date do la signature
de cet Arrangement, notification it cet effet etant donne par le
Representant  de sa  Majeste Britannique it Sopphia an Alinistre
des Affaires Etrangeres de Son Altesse Royale le Prince de
Bulgarie.
Art. 6. Le present Arrangement entrera en vigueur le a 2
Juillet, 1897, et demeurera executoire jusqu'au 3; Decembre,
1899.
Dans le  cas-ou aucnne  des Parties Contractantes n'aurait
notifie six mois avant la fin do la dite periode son intention d'en
faire cesser ]es effets, he dit Arrangement demeurera obligatoire
jusqu'a 1'expiration dun an it partir du jour ou l'une ou l'autrc
des Parties Contractantes )'aura denonce.
Fait en double exemplaire it Vienne, cc i Juillet, 1897.L
(L.s.)
(Signe) FRANCIS E. H. ELLIOT.
(L.s.)
(Signe) Da. C. STOXLOFF.
Annex No. 1.
1. The right of "cabot age" is maintained for British vessels.
During the term of the Arrangement signed on the 12th
(24th) July, 1897, British vessels  calling at Bulgarian
ports shall not be liable to any dues or charges, other or higher
than those set forth in the annexed Circular of the 3rd (15th)
April, 1885.
When ships can take advantage of the works now being
constructed, or which may hereafter be constructed, at certain
ports, the question of new dues to be paid at those ports shall
be settled by mutual  agreement. '
2. In all operations relating to commerce or navigation
(customs operations,  fines,  &c.) where British subjects are called
upon to provide guarantees, bank guarantees will only be
accepted as satisfactory if furnished by banks established in
Bulgaria with the sanction of the Government of the Princi.
pality.
3. Every facility shall be granted to British subjects for
bonding goods at the seaports ; and the bonding of coal shall
be permitted in depots either on land or afloat.
4. British subjects shall be permitted freely to ,exercise
the profession of ahipbroker. British subjects shall be permitted
freely to exercise the profession of grainbroker, provided they
pay a license tax of 400 fr. per annum.
5. In the event of the Government  of Bulgaria  undertaking
the administration of the Sanitary and Lighthouse services on
the Bulgarian coast of the Black Sea, it will not collect higher
dues than those nov(' levied by the  existing  Administrations.
6. With regard to the transport of goods by rail, the
Bulgarian Government undertakes to admit British goods, and
goods imported by British subjects or their, agents, to the
enjoyment of all advantages, or reduction of freight or of other
charges, and to all privileges and facilities which have been, or
may hereafter be, accorded to goods coming from any other
foreign country, or imported by the subjects of the most
favoured  nation.
All goods landed at Bulgarian ports, including goods
destined to be immediately dispatched to the interior of the
Principality under the conditions of a tariff of through rates,
may be cleared at the custom-house of the port of entry.
(L.s.)
(Signed) FRANCIS E. H. ELLIOT.
(L.s.) . ..
(Signed) D. C. STOILOFF.
Annexe No. 1.
1. Le droit de cabotage est maintenu pour les navires Brit-
tanniques. Pendant ]a duree de )'Arrangement  signe le
Juillet, 1897, les navires Britanniques  faisant escale  aux ports
de la Bulgarie ne seront soumts it  aucuns droits  ou charges
autres ni  plus cloves que ceux indiques dans l'Ordonnance Cir-
culaire du
-A Avril, 1885, dont copie annexee.15
Lorsque les navires pourront profiter des travaux des ports
actuellement en construction, ou qui seront construits it  l'avenir,
la question de nouveaux droits it payer dans  ces ports sera
reglee d'un commun accord.
2. Dana toutes les operations relatives an commerce ou it
la navigation (operations de dcuane,  amendes,  &c.) ou les sujets
Britanniques seront tenus de fournir caution, it no  sera  accepte
comme caution suffisante, en fait de garanties de banque, que
les garanties des banques fondees on Bulgarie avec la  sanction
de l'autorite Princiere.
S. Toute facility.  sera  accordee  aux sujets  Britanniques
pour I'entreposage de marchandises aux ports de Cher, et 1'entre.
p9sage du charbon de terre  sera perms  taut dans des depots sur
terre'quo dans des depots flottants.
4. L'exercice de la profession de courtier  maritime sera
Libre pour les sujets Britanniques. L'exercice de la profession
de courtier pour les cereales  sera  libre pour  les sujets
Britanniques qui paient la taxe de patente de 400 fr. par an.
• 5. Dans  le cas  ou le Gouvernement Bulgare se chargerait
de 1'administration du service Sanitaire etdu service des Phares
sur le littoral Bulgare de la Mer Noire, it no percevra pas des
taxes plus elevees  que celles  actuellement prelevees  par les.
Administrations existante?.
6. En ce qui concerne he transport de marchandises par
cliemind e for, le Gouvernement Bulgare s'engage it faire participer
les marchandises Britanniques, et celles importees par des sujets
Britanniques on leurs ayant cause, it tout  avantage  ou diminu-
tion de frais de transport ou d'autres charges, et it tout privilege
et facilitee qui sent ou qui seront accordes  aux marchandises
provenant de tout autre pays etranger, ou importes par les
sujets de la nation la plus favorisee.
Toutes marchandises debarquees aux ports  Bulgares,
memo  celles  qui sera lent aestinees it titre immediatement
dirigees vers l'interieur de la Principaute, sous les conditions
d'un tarif de transport' direct, pourront titre dedouanees it la
douane,du port d'entree.
(Signe) FRANCIS E. H. ELLIOT.
Ls
(Signe) DR. C. STOILOFF.
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Ordonnance Circulaire adressee  le 3 Avril,  1885,  par le Ministere Princier  des.Fi nances ,  a MM. les Directeurs des Dcuanes
(Traduction.)
etablies dans les  Ports, No.  8752.
Le Tarif  concernant  la perception des droits de port et  annexe a  1'Ordonnance en date du 28 Fevrier,  annee  courante, No.
5277, prevoit des  taxes  assez elevees ; queique- sunes  de ces taxes sont meme inutiles. Le Ministere des Finances de'sirant eviter
des reclamations de la part des proprietaires indigenes ou etrangers de bateaux  et ecarter  toute difculte, a elabore le Tarif ci-joint,
aux lieu et place de l'ancien Tarif et deg modifications qui y out A6 apportees it diverges reprises par lea Circulaires ulterieures.
Vona ates en consequence prie, M. le Directeur, de vous conformer au nouveau Tarif lors de la perception des droits de port
afferents aux bateaux qui arrivent  dans  n.)s ports.
Tarif des Droits de Port.
1. Pour ancrage et bouee.
ous  lea  batiments  de commerce battant pavilion Bulgare ou etranger, qui arrivent Bans des ports Bulgares oil la
chargement et le deehargem: nt des marchandises soot autorises, acquitteront lea droits  suivants : -
1. Si lea batiments ne chargent  ni ne  deehargent, dans un delai de liuit jours it partir de lour arrivee  dans  le port, ils no
paient  aucune taxe . Passe ce delai,  s'ils commencent  a charger, ils acquittent :-
(a.) Les batiments jaugeant jusqu'a 5 tonneaux, 1 fr.
(b.) de 5 it 50  tonneaux , 2 fr. 50 c.
(e.) de 50 a 301 „ 10 fr.
(d.) do 300 a 600 ., 15 fr.
(e.) de 600 tonneaux et all dela, 20 fr.(1) Les schleps ou radeaux, 2 fr.
Les ba( iments  qui, apres le delai de huit jours, no chargent point de marchandises, acquitteront la moitie des taxes
correspondantes ; mais si apres avoir pare cette derniere taxe ils commencent a charger, its devront acquitter l'autre moitie.
Remarque 1 : Les petits batiments qui voyagent  munis  d'un certificat de cabotage, lea bateaux de poste,  et  lea Socie'tes de
Navigation qui font un service regulier sont exemptes du payement de ces taxes.
Remarque 2: Les batiments venant d'un port Bulgare acquitteront  la moitie  du droit d'ancrage.
Remarque 3: Sont egalenient exemptes du pavement du droit d'ancrage les batiments qui, pour cause do tempete ou autre
accident de mer, accostent a un point du littoral oil le chargement et le dechargement des marchandises ne sont pas autorise's.
§ 2. Droits perqus annuellement des proprietaires de batiments et embarcations Bulgares.
(a.) Tout proprietaire de batiment jaugeant jusqu'a 5 tonneaux paie annuellement 8 tr.
(b.) Tout proprietaire de batiment jaugeant de 5 a 50 tonneaux paie annuellement 15 fr.
(c) Tout proprietaire de batiment jaugeant de 50 a 100) tonneaux paie annuellement 25 fr.
(d.) Tout proprietaire do batiment jaugeant de 100 a 200 tonneaux paie annuellement 40 fr.
(e.) Tout proprietaire de batiment jaugeant de 200 tonneaux et all dela, paie annuellement 50 fr.
Les petites barques de peche  et  lea  moulins a nef  sont exemptes du payement de ces taxes. Lea barques payeront
seulement  les droits etablis par in Loi sur la Pe'che et les moulins acquitteront lea droits prevus  dans  la Loi sur lea Pateutes.
§ 3. Les batiments neufs, construits  dans  in Principaute, paieront, lorsqu'ils seront  lances
(a.)  Les bateaux jaugeant 5 tonneaux, 2 fr.
(b.)  „ „ de  5 a 50  tonneaux, 10 fr.
(e.) „ „ de 50 it 100 „ 15 fr.
(d.) it ., de 100 it 200 „ 20 fr.
(e.) „ „ 200 tonneaux et au del 4, 25 fr.
§ 4. Les batiments construits it 1'etranger et battant pavilion Bulgare acquittent lea  taxes dans  la proportion  prevue au § 3.
§ 5. Droits pour delivrer differents documents et pour visa.
(a.) Les batiments soul pavilion Bulgare, qui desirent so munir d'un diplome de sujetion, doivent payer
1. Les batiments jaugeant de 5 it 300 tonneaux, it 10 c. par tonneau;
2. Les batiments jaugeant plus de 300  tonneaux  paient 4 c. par tonneau en plus. Les diplomes doivent en outre titre munis
d'un timbre d'enregistrecnent de 1 fr.
(b.) Pour un acte.de conge' delivre it des batiments sous pavilion Bulgare, it est percu 5-fr. Cot  acte  doit titre egalement
muni d 'un timbre de 1 fr.
(c.) Pour un role d'equipage delivre it des batiments sous pavilion Bulgare, pour un long ou court voyage, it est perru 2 fr.
(d.) Pour  un certi ficat  de navigation le long du littoral, delivre aux petites embarcations, 1 fr. Ce certificat  sera muni d'un
timbre de 50 c.
(e.) Pour dresser ou legaliser  un acte  quelconque, 4 fr.
(f.) Pour visa, ]ors du depart du batiment, 2 fr.
Remarque 1 : Sant exemptes du visa lea documents delivres aux petites embarcations naviguant lc long du littoral.
Remarque 2: Toutes lea  autres taxes  pour dresser et legaliser differents actes relatifs it la, navi(Yation, sont perrues par lea
Tribunaux competents on par les Agences de Bulgarie it l'etranger, contormement an tarif  annexe  it la Loi  sur  in  navigation de
commerce. (Voir Legislation Ottomane, Tome I, traduit par Ch. S. Arnaudoff, p.346.)
§ 6. Droit de- lest.
(a.) Tout batiment qui a jete son lest dans un port maritime Bulgare, it 1'endroit fixe' par 1'Administration du port,  paiera
3 centimes par tonne de jaugeage du batiment. Si le lest est deeliarge it terre ou charge dans un autre batiment, it ne sera percu
aucun droit.
(6.) Tout batiment qui prend du lest dans un port Bulgare out le lest est afferme, doit en payer le prix it 1'entrepreneur
contformement all  tarif en ,vigueur. - . ' '
Les $roits de port doivent titre acquittea,en argent-lorsqu'ils no depassent pas- 20 fr., et en or lorsqu 'ils sont supe'rieurs a
cette somme ,  ainsi qu 'il est etabli pour lea droits do douanc.
Annex No. 2.
1. During the  term  of the Arrangement signed on the
12th (24th) July, 1897, the  import duties on  the goods specified
below shall not exceed the rates scheduled as follows:-
(I.) Copper, iningots, plates, and sheets, 10 per cent. ad
valorem.
(2.) Caustic soda and soda of all kinds; potash ; alums of
all kinds ; carbonate  of ammonia  ; sal ammoniac; spirit of salt
of ammonia  and sulphate  of ammonia  ; green and blue vitriol,
12 per cent.  ad valorem.
(3.) Coal, 10 per cent.  ad valorem.
(4) Iron and steel scrap, 8 per cent.  ad valorem.
(5.) Pig-iron, 8 per cent.  ad valorem.
(6.) Steel and iron, in blooms, ingots, bars, plates, sheets,
hoop-iron, nail rods, 10 per cent.  ad valorem.
(7.) Wrought-iron and steel plates, polished, varnished,
coated with- copper, zinc, or tin, 12 per cent.  ad valorem.
(8.) Tin plates, 12, per cent.  ad valorem.
(9.) Coke, free.
(10) Sacks of all kinds for the exportation of cereals, free.
(11.) Agricultural and other machinery, free.*
* In conformity with the provisions of the Customs Law of January, 1885,
Article  4, clauses  ( e)  and  (f ).  and of theLaw  for the encouragement  of  Industry of
December 20, 1894,  Article 3,  clause (b).
Annexe No. 2.
1. Pendant la duree de 1'Arrangement signe le
,,
Juillet,
1897, lea droits d'importation sur lea marchandises ci-dessous
specifices no depasseront pas les limites des taux indique'es
comme suit:-(L) Cuivre, on ]ingots, plaques, et feuilles, 10 pour cent.
ad valorem. -
(2.) Soude caustique et soude de toute espece ; potasse ;
alums do toute t spece ; carbonate d'ammonium ;  salmiac;
esprit de sel d'ammoniac et sulfate d'ammonium ; vitriol vent
et vitriol blue, 12 pour cent.  ad valorem.
(s.) Charbon do terre, 10 pour cent.  ad valorem.
(4.) Dechets de vieux for et acier, 8 pour cent  ad  valorem.
(5.) Fonte brute en saumons, 8 pour cent  ad valorem.
(6.) Fer et acier, en morceaux, ]ingots, barries, plaques,
feuilles, toles, et bandes ; for pour fabrication de clous, 10
pour cent.  ad valorem.
(7.) Plaques d'acier et de fer forge, polies, vernies,
cuivre'es, zinguees, ou e'tame'es, 12 pour cent.  ad valorem.
(8.) Fenilles do fer-blanc, 12 pour cent.  ad valorem.
(9.) Coke, exempt.
(10.) Sacs de tout genre pour exportation do cereales,
exempts.
(11.) Machines, agricoles et autres, exemptes.*
En conformity avec les previsions  de  Is  Loi des Douanes du 8 Janvier,
1835, Article 4, clauses (e) at (j), et do IaLoi  pour 1'Encouragement do l'Industrie
du 20 D6cembre ,  1894 ,  Article  3, clause (b).
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2. With regard to the right which the Bulgarian Govern-
ment reserves  to levy excise dues on building materials and
combustibles, it is agreed that, among building materials, only
timber shall be liable to such dues, and that coal and coke shall
be free from  all excise dues.  It is likewise agreed that the
excise dues  which may be levied on sweet preserves shall not
exceed the rate of 40 fr. per 100 kilog. ; and on sweetened
biscuits, 10 fr. per 100 kilog.
(L.a.)
(Signed) FRANCIS E. H. ELLIOT.
(L.a.)
(Signed) DR. C. STOILOFF.
Annex No. 3.
1. It is agreed that commercial travellers' certificates of
qualification may be issued by the Chambers of Commerce in
the United Kingdom and by the British Consular authorities in
conformity with the form hereto annexed.
2. It is agreed that the certificates of origin which may be
required on the importation of certain goods into Bulgaria
shall be in conformity with the form hereto annexed. No
certificate shall be required on the importation of cotton.
3. The above-mentioned certificates of origin shall be
issued by the competent British Chamber of Commerce or local
authority.
(L.S.)
(Signed) FRANCIS E. H. ELLIOT.
(L.a.)
(Signed)  D.  C. STOTLOFF.
Commercial Travellers' Certificate of Qualification in Bulgaria.
The undersigned  (name, style, and residence of issuing authority)
certifies that the bearer of this certificate ,  Mr.  (christian
name and surname)  is authorised to represent the
manufactory  (ies) of
commercial house  (s) dealing in
established  at in  the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland as the fi rms of
Seal.
Sceau.
Signature  of the  bearerl
Signature  du porteur f
Note.
The bearer  of this certificate must  not solicit orders nor make
purchases otherwise than as a  traveller ,  and on account  of the above-
mentioned firms . He may carry with him samples, but not goods
He must , moreover , conform  to the  regulations in in force  Bulgaria.
Certificate of Origin.
I
certify that it appears from the documents  (produced
Mr.
on the
despatched by train from
shipped from this port of
station
marked
of
containing
which goods are the produce
manufacture
for the port of
on account of Mr.
at
order.
Nos.
before
189
(1)
me that(2)
`4)
(s)
kilogrammes gross  weight,
of this country ,  and are  destined
(9)
to
(10).
Date,  signature ,  and seal.
(1) Name and office of the official who signs  the certificate.
(2) Name of the manufacturer or merchant.
(3) Date.
(4) Name of the railway station or port.
5) Number of packages.
6) Desc ription of packages.
7) General description of the goods.
( 8) Name of port of landing.
(9) Name of consignee.
(10) Place of destination.
Declaration annexed to  the Commercial Arrangement  between
Great Britain and Bulgaria.
It is understood that all the stipulations and conditions of
the Treaties and Conventions actually in force are maintained
in so far as  they shall not have been modified for the term of
the Arrangement  signed on  the 12th (24th) July, 1897, by the
said Arrangement itself, or by the conclusion of a special Con-
vention between the two Contracting Parties.
(L.a.)
(Signed) FRANCIS E. H. ELLIOT.
(Signed) D. C. STOILOFF.
[16TH OCTOBER, 1897.
2. En ce qui concerne la faculte quo le Gouvernement
Princier sereserve de prelever des droits d'accise sur lee materiaux
de construction et lee combustibles, it est convenu que, comme
materiaux de construction, seulement lea bois de construction
seront passibles de ce droit, et one le charbon de terre et le coke
seront exempts de tout droit d'accise. Il est egalement con-
venu que le droit d'accise qui pourrait titre preleve sur lea con-
serves sucrees no depassera pas le taux de 40 fr. par 100 kilog.,
et sur lea biscuits sucres de 10 fr. par 100 kilog.
(L. a. )
(Signe) FRANCIS E. H. ELLIOT.
(L.a.)
(Signe) DR. C. STOTLOFF.
Annexe No. 3.
1. Il est convenu que lea  cartes  de legitimation pour lea
voyageurs do commerce pourront titre delivrees par lee Chambres
de Commerce clans le Royaume-Uni et par lea autorites Con-
sulaires Britanniques conformement au modele ci-joint.
2. Il est convenu que lea certificate d'origine qui pourront
titre demander a l'importation en Bulgarie de certaines mar-
chandises seront conformes an modele ci-joint. Aucun certificat
no sera demands a l'importation du coton.
3. Les certificats d'origine susmentionnes seront delivres
par la Chambre de Commerce ou 1'autorite locale, Britannique,
competente.
(L.S.)
(Signe) FRANCIS E. H. ELLIOT.
(L.S.)
(Signe) Ds. C. STOTLOFF.
Carte de Legitimation pour Voyageurs de  Commerce en Bulgarie.
Le soussignd  (nom, qualite, et residence de l'autorite competente)
certifie que le porteur de la presents carte, M.  (prenoms et
noms)  eat autorisd it reprdsenter la fabrique (s) de
lee maison  (s) de commerce en
domicilide  (s) it dans le Royaune -Uni de la Grande-
Bretagne et d'Irlande sous
es
raison  (s) socials (s)
Signature.
Avis.
Le porteur de ]a prdsente carte ne pourra rechercher des com-
mander ou faire des achats ,  autrement qu'en voyageant et pour le
de la maison susmentionnde
compte des maisons susmentionndes Il pourra avoir avec lui des dchan.
tillons mais point de marchandises .  Il se conformera ,  d'ailleurs, aux
dispositions en vigueur en Bulgarie.
Certificat d' Origins.
M.
certifie que d'apres lee documents exhibes
M.
le
numdtos'
kilogrammes ,  contenant
lesquelles  marchandises
pour le port de
pour le compte de M.
189
(4)
46) marque
avec poids brut de
sont produites dans
it _46e _(C order).
(1)
(2)() a embarque
(3) dans cette Aare de
(s) ce port de
z
ce pays et sont destinies
e
(9)
k
Date, signature ,  et sceau.
(1) Nom et qualit6s de l'autorit6 qui exp6die  le document.
(2) Nom du productour ou n6gociant.
(3 Date.
(4 Nom de In  gare  In chemin de  for ou du port.
(5 Nombre des colis.
(6 Sorte des colis.
(7) Desc ription  g6n6rique  des marchandises.
(8) Nom du port de d6barquement.
(9) Nom du  destinataire.
(10) Nom  du lieu do destination.
Declaration annexee a l'Arrangement Commercial entre la
Grande-Bretagne et la Bulgarie.
Il est entendu quo toutes lee stipulations et conditions des
Traites et Conventions actuellement envigueur sent maintenues
en tant qu'eller n'auront pas ete modifiees pour la duree de
l'Arrangement signs le JA Juillet, 1897, par le dit Arrangement
lui-meme, on par la conclusion d'une Convention speciale entre
lee deux Parties Contractantes.
(L.s.)
(Signe) FRANCIS E. H. ELLIOT.
LS
(Signe) Ds. C. STOILOFF.
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Chief Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 8th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct the publication, for general information, of the following Despatch
and its enclosures, received from the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
HORACE TOZER.
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES  to  THE GOVERNOR OF QUEENSLAND.
Circular.]  Downing street, 20th August, 1897.
SIR,-I have the honour to transmit to you copies of the despatches, noted in the margin, instructing Her Majesty's
Representatives at Berlin and Brussels to denounce the Treaties of Commerce between Her Majesty and the Zollverein of 1865,
and Her Majesty and the King of the Belgians of 1862.
I may add that in accordance with these instructions Her Majesty's Ambassador at Berlin announced the decision of Her
Majesty's Government to the German Government in a Note dated the 30th of July, and Her Majesty's Minister at Brussels
announced it to the Belgian Government in a Note dated the 29th of July.
The Treaty with Germany will therefore terminate on 30th July, 1898, and that with Belgium on the 29th July, 1898.
--- I have, &c., J. CHAMBERLAIN.
[Enclosure No. 1.]
No.  68,  Commercial.]  Foreign Office,  July  28th, 1897.
SIR,-I have to request that Your Excellency will at once give notice of the intention of Her Majesty's Government
to terminate the Treaty of Commerce between Great Britain and the Zollverein signed on the 30th May, 1865.
In virtue of the stipulations contained in Article VILI., the Treaty will accordingly terminate upon the expiration of a year
dating from the day upon which you give the notice.
I am., &c., SALISBURY.
His Excellency the Right Honourable Sir F. Lascelles, G.C.B., G.C.M.G., &c., &c., &c.
No.  69,  Commercial.]  Foreign Office,  July  28th, 1897.
SIR,-With reference to my preceding Despatch in this series, I have to request you to address a Note to the German
Government informing them,  in the sense  of the present Despatch, of the reasons which have decided Her Majesty's Government
to give  notice of  termination of the Treaty of Commerce of the 30th of May, 1865.
The general stipulations of the Treaty in question, being based on the principle of most favoured nation treatment, are in
accordance  with the present views of Her Majesty's Government, but Article VII. is in the following terms:-Article VII.
The stipulations of the preceding Articles shall also be applied to the Colonies and Foreign Possessions of Her  Britannic
Majesty.
"In those Colonies and Possessions the produce of the State of the Zollverein shall not be subject to any higher or other
import  duties than the produce of the United Kingdom.of Great Britain and Ireland, or of any other Country of the like kind ;
nor shall  the exportation from those Colonies or Possessions to the Zollverein be subject to any other or higher duties than the
exportation  to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland."
Stipulations to this effect are entirely unusual in Commercial Treaties. No record  exists in  the archives of this Department
of the circumstances under which this Article was adopted, or of the reasons which induced Her Majesty's Government at the
time to enter into an engagement of such a nature, and it would appear probable that the insertion of these words must have been
due to oversight, or to a want of adequate consideration of the exact consequences which would flow from them. The German
Government  are aware  that for many years past the British self-governing Colonies have enjoyed complete Tariff autonomy, and
that in all recent Commercial Treaties concluded by Great Britain it has been customary to insert an Article empowering the
self-governing  Colonies to adhere-or not-at will. No such Article is contained in the Treaty of 1865 between Great Britain and
the Zollverein, and the consequence is that certain of the British Colonies, which  are all  comprised within its operation, find
themselves committed by Treaty to a Commercial Policy which is not in accordance with the views of the responsible Colonial
Ministers , nor adequate to the requirements of the people.
Beyond this the provisions of Article VII. of the Treaty of 1865, quoted above, constitute a barrier against the internal
fiscal arrangements  of the British Empire, which is inconsistent with the close ties of commercial intercourse which subsist and
should be consolidated between the Mother Country and the Colonies.
Under these circumstances Her Majestey's Government find themselves compelled to terminate a Treaty which  is no longer
compatible with the  general interests  of the British Empire. They are, however, anxious at once to  commence  negotiations for
the conclusion  of a new  Treaty, from which the stipulations of Article VII. shall be omitted, and which, whilst containing a
clause providing  for the facultative adhesion of the British self-governing Colonies, shall in other respects be similar to the Treaty
now denounced.
Her Majesty's Government feel confident that the Imperial German Government will share their wish for the conclusion of
a new and mutually  satisfactory Treaty, in the negotiation of which Her Majesty's Government will be happy to consider any
suggestions  for improved stipulations which may be suggested by the experience gained during the period of over thirty years for
which the Treaty of 1865 has subsisted.
I am, &c., SALISBURY.
His Excellency The Right Honourable Sir F. Lascelles, G.C.B., G.C.M.G., &c., &c., &c.
[Enclosure No. 2.]
No  43,  Commercial .]  Foreign Office, July 28th, 1897.
SIB,-I  have to request that you will  at once  give notice of the intention of Her Majesty's Government to terminate the
Treaty of  Commerce  and Navigation between Great Britain and Belgium signed on the 23rd July, 1862.
In virtue  of the stipulations contained in Article XXV. the Treaty will accordingly terminate upon the expiration of a year
dating from  the day upon which you give the notice.
I am, &c.,  SALISBURY.
The Honourable Sir F. Plunkett, G.C.M.G., &c., &c., &c.
No. 44, Commercial.]  Foreign Office, July 28th, 1897.
Sts,-With reference to my preceding Despatch in this series I have to request you to address a Note to the Belgian
Government informing them , in the  sense of  the present Despatch, of  the reasons  which have decided Her Majesty' s Government
to give notice of termination  of the Treaty of Commerce and Navigation of the 22nd of July, 1862.
The general stipulations of the Treaty in question, being based on the principle of most favoured  nation treatment, are in
accordance  with the present views of Her Majesty's Government, but Article XV. is in the following terms:
Article XV.
• "Articles, the produce or manufacture of Belgium,  shall not  be subject in the British Colonies to other or higher duties
than those which are or may be imposed upon similar articles of British orig,n."
A stipulation to such effect is entirely unusual in Commercial Treaties. No record  exists  in the archives of this
Department of the circumstances under which this Article was adopted, or of the reasons which induced Her Majesty's
Government at the time to enter into an engagement of such a nature, and it would appear probable that the  insertion  of those
words must  have been due to oversight, or to a want of adequate consideration of the exact consequences which would flow
from them.
The Belgian Government  are aware  that for many years past the British self-governing Colonies have enjoyed  complete
Tariff autonomy; and that  in all  recent Commercial Treaties concluded by Great Britain it has been customary  to insert  an Article
empowering  the self-governing Colonies to adhere-or not,-at will. No such Article is contained in the Anglo-Belgian Treaty of
1862 ,  and the consequence  is that certain of the British Colonies, which are all comprised within its operation,  find themselves
committed by Treaty  to a Commercial  Policy which  is not in accordance  with the views of the  responsible  Colonial  Ministers,,
nor adequate  to the  requirements  of the people.
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Beyond this the provisions of Article  XV. of the  Treaty of 1862, quoted  above,  constitute a barrier against the internal
fiscal arrangements of the British Empire ,  which is inconsistent with the close ties of commercial intercourse  which  subsist and
should be consolidated between the Mother  Country  and  the  Colonies.
Under these circumstances Her Majesty 's Government find themselves compelled to terminate a Treaty which is no longer
compatible with the general interests of the British Empire . They  are, however ,  anxious at once to commence negotiations for the
conclusion of a new Treaty ;  from which the stipulations  of Article XV. shall  be excluded , and which,  whilst containing a clause
providing for the facultative adhesion of the British self-governing Colonies ,  shall in other respects be similar to the Treaty now
denounced.
Her Majesty 's Government feel confident that the Belgian Government will share their wish for  the speedy  conclusion of a
new and mutually satisfactory  Treaty,  in the negotiation  of which  Her Majesty 's Government will be happy to consider any
suggestions for improved stipulations which may be suggested by the experience gained during the thirty-five years continuance
of the Treaty of 1862.
The Honourable Sir F. Plunkett, G.C.M.G., &c., &c., &c.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has  been pleased to accept the voluntary resignation cf
GEORGE DOUGLAS DICKSON
of his position in the Public Service of Queensland ; such resignation
to take effect from the 30th September, 1897.
No. 19.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th September, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN BROWN
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Trades Hall in the parish of North
Brisbane (city of Brisbane), in the room of Engelbart Haagens Larnes,
deceased.
E.M.- 29-9-97-1i '.  Res. 1888-16•.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 13th  October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice  of the Executive
Council,  has, upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, been pleased  to appoint
EDMUND WALTER STANLEY
to be a Draftsman in the Professional  Branch of the Public Works
Department ,  in the room of Francis  McCabe, deceased ; such appoint.
merit  to take effect  from 10th September, 1897.
D. H. DALRFMI'LE.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th October, 1897.
Z7" IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
j Council, and upon the  recommendation  of the Public Service
Board, has  been pleased to appoint
FRANCIS EDWARD WALSH
to be a Cadet, on probation, in the Professional Branch of the Public
Works Department.
D. II. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane , 13th  October, 1897.
HIS Excellency  the Governor , with the advice  of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
Constable  PATRICK CONNOLLY
to be  Acting Mining Registrar  at Perryville  under  the  provisions of
The Gold Fields Act  1874" and  " The  Mineral  Lands Act of
1882," '  in the  room of Acting Sergeant John Casey,  transferred.
-
-,--- - i ROBERT PHILP.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 13th  Octooer,  1837.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to direct that a Branch of the
Government Savings Bank be established at
JERICHO.
ROBERT PHILP.
Department of Justice,
Brisbane, 13th October,  181 7.
Lj IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
j Council, has been pleased to appoint
GEORGE TOWNSEND
to be Examiner of Patents.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th October, 1897.
fi IS Excellency the Governor,  tivith the  advice of theExecutive Council. has been pleased to appoint the
undernamed gentlemen  to be justices ot'the Peace.
HORRACE TOZER.
Brown ,  Isaac  J., Maytou n
Buchanan , Edward Bovrtn, Weribone, <urat
Carew, Arthur Henry Jefferson, Bectcota
Carrington , Charles, Gympie
(.'raig, John Moore, Whitula, Windorah
I am, &c., SALISBURY.
Deshon, Frank Alfred, Mitchell Downs
Freshney, Reginald, Toowoomba
Gardner,  Samuel  John, Mitchell
Garsden, John,  East Brisbane
Harding, Charles. Herberton
Hobbs, Robert Kendall, Gladstone
Hollway, John Majendie, Herberton
Kent, William , Taringa
Lamotte, Leonard Leycester, Cluny, Bedourie
Lee, Patrick, Happy Valley, Westbrook H. A.
Major, Isaac, AlphaMcIntyre, Frank, Roeklands, CamoowealParker, rancis , St. Albans, Monkira
Reece, Charles Gustave Burgoyne, Breadalbane, Bedourie
Roebuck, George William, South Bolan
Shaw, Ernest John, Highlands, Isisford
Swanwick, Frederick fl'oulkes, Norman Park, Bulimba
Taaffe, Joseph, Clarina, Normanton
Trolman, Fitzroy Clarence, Monkira, Windorah
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
ROBERT MACKAY STODART
to be, provisionally, a Lieutenant in the Queensland Defence Force
(Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office.
Brisbane, 13th October, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he hasbeen pleased to appoint
ARCHIBALD FREDERICK CRICHTON
to be, provisionally, a Lieutenant in the Queensland Defence Force
(Land).
HORACE TOZER.
AMENDED NOTIFICATION.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, has been pleased to direct that
Captain  JAMES  G EOjas  DRAKE (Retired List)
be placed on the Unattached List (Defence  Force Division) of the
Queensland Defence Force (Land).
HORACE TOZER.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Defence Actr,  1884  to
1896," and the Regulations thereunder, been pleased to approve of the
formation of a Rifle Club at Terrors Creek, Upper North Pine, to be
known and desighated as
THE TERRORS CREEK RIFLE CLUB.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the undernamed members
of the Police Force to be Acting Clerks of Petty Sessions, and
Inspectors of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle intended for Slaughter,
at the places specified in connection with their respective names,
viz.:-
Sergeant JAMES KENNEDY,
at Emu Park, in the room of Constable William Johnson, trans-
ferred;
Constable PATRICK CONNOLLY,
at Perryville, in the room of Acting Sergeant John Casey, transferred;
Acting Sergeant JAMES SARGENT,
at Eton, in the room of Constable Michael Griffin, transferred;
Acting Sergeant WILLIAM JAMES MATTHEWS
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Eidsvold ; and
Acting Sergeant JOHN CASEY
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle intended for
Slaughter, at Burketown, in the room of Sergeant John Dunn,
transferred.
HORACE TOZER,
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Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 13th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of  the Executive
Council, has been pleased  to appoint
JOAN MURPHY
to be a Senior Warder in the Prison Service.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has, in pursuance  of the  provisions  of  "The Local
Government  Act of  1878,"  been pleased  to appoint
JosRPH  FUCHS and
JOSEPH GRITTNEB
to be Aldermen for the Borough of Normanton, in the room of E. J.
Bates and T. W. Davies,  resigned.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th October, 1897.
S Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveTV Council, has been pleased toppoint
FRANCIS ELLIOTT MCWHIRTER CAMPBELL
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral 1)istrict of Mitchell, in the
room of George Edward Bunning, resigned.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th October,  1897,HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM SPROULE, M.D. Edin.,
to be Health and Medical Officer, and Visiting Surgeon 0 the Prison,
at Normanton, in the room of Dr. Yeates, resigned.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th October, 1897.
Lj IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
ij Council, has; in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to appoint
JAMES  MAQOFFIN
to be a Member of the Board of the Division of Aramac; and
HENRY MCCULLOCH
to be an Auditor for the Division of Nebo, in the room of George
Goode, resigned.
. HORACE TOZER.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane, 13th October, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the establishment of
State Schools at
Isis NORTH and
WILSONTON (near  Toowoomba).
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 14th October, 1897.
T
THE following appointments of Members of Committees  for State
Schools are notified ,  viz.:-
Charters Towers.
Thomas Rice,
vice  Denis Miller, whose seat has been declared vacant.
Sharon.
Walter James,
vice  George Philp, resigned.
Warwick East.
Alfred Morey,
vice  Richard Albert Moore, resigned. '
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXAxDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
IL.S - in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMIN(TON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by  " The Chinese Immigration  Restriction Act,1888," it is amongst  other things provided that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazette,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person or  class of persons  mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation  : And whereas  it is  desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,
Dung Fun, Lum Shong, Wong Tim, Lee Guen, Ali Yet, Jimmy Ah
Nee, Sue Yee, Sue Sing, Foo Fai, ' and George Yuen, should be
exempted from the provisions of the said Act for a period of two
years  : Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Ba ro n Lamington , the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
executive Council, do hereby declare that the provisions of the said
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Act shall not apply to the said Dung Fun, Lum Sliong, Wong Tim,
Lee Guen,  Ali Yet, Jimmy  Ali Nee, Sue Yee, Sue Sing, Foo Fai, and
George Yuen for a period of two years from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand. and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this thirteenth-day of 'October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN I
.1 i'l 1O(111.1 .1I _'TI;t\.
By His Excellency The 1{)ggilt Bono::rahle Cii U1.1 S
ALExAN1)r.1: aI'IEI1. Baron Laining;on of Laiii:e -
ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Pcera;;e of[L.s. the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of theGover norITON, Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and Sr.Governor George, Governor and Commander-in-Cliief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by  "The Native Bird Protection Act of  1877
it is amongst other things enacted that the period of
the year during which the said Act shall be in operation,
as regards  Native Birds, shall be from and after the first
day of October to the first day of March in each year,
or such other period as the Governor in Council may, by
Proclamation, from time to time direct, and that the said Act
shall apply to certain districts therein specified, and to such
other districts as may from time to time be proclaimed by the
Governor in Council: And whereas it is deemed expedient
and necessary to declare that the said Act shall apply to the
Petty Sessions District of Mourilyan, and to direct as to the
periods of the year during which the said Act shall be in
o eration in the said district : Now, therefore, I, CHARLES
ALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid, in pursuance of the authority vested in me by the
said Act, and with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and direct that the said Act shall apply to the
said Petty Sessions District of Mourilyan, and that the periods
of the year during which the said Act shall be in operation in
the said district shall be as follows in respect of the Native
Birds specified in connection therewith, that is to say,-
From the first day of November in each ,year to the thirtieth
day of April in the following year inclusive.
Bitterns Quails
Black Swans Regent Birds
Bronzewing  and all Wild Pigeons Rifle Birds
Bustards  or Plain Turkeys Satin Birds and all Bower Birds
Curlews Tallegallas or Scrub Turkeys
Dottrels Water Rails
Land Rails (all species) Wild Ducks of any species
Lyre Birds Wild Geese.
Plovers (all species)
From the first day of January to the thirty-first day of December
in each  year inclusive.
Black Cockatoos Kites
Brown Hawks Larks
Cassowaries  Land Curlews
Cranes  Magpies (Organ Birds)
Cuckoos Magpie Larks
Dollar Birds  Martens
Doves Minah Birds
Dragoon Birds (Pittas) Moreporks or Owls
Emus Nankeen  Kestrels
Finches Native Companions
Grass Parrots Night Jars
Great Kingfishers (Laughing Pheasants
Jackasses )  Robins
Herons Spoonbills
Honeyeaters Waders, all
This Wagtails
Insectivorous birds, all Woodpeckers
Kingfishers Wrens.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government House,
Brisbane, this thirteenth day of October, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven,
and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACH
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINOTON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander -in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of thpower and authority in me vested under
the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,.  1884  to  1895," 1,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that portions 9 to
12, parish of Jundah, in the Windorah Land Agent's District, opened
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to Grazing Homestead Selection  by Proclamation dated the 21st
August ,  1895, shall, on and  after the 1st December, 1897, be also
opened for Grazing  Farm Selection at an annual rent of id per acre.
E.M.-8-10 -97. L.O. 2.
Given  under my Hand and  Seal,  Pot Government House,  Brisbane,
this  sixth  day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight  hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN! .
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACII
ALEXANDElt NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LA ING oN Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power in me vested, and in  accordance withthe provisions  of the 42nd section of  " The  Crown  Lands Act of
1884 ," 1,  CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington,
the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and  declare  that the
unselected  lots of land set forth in the accompanying Schedule shall
be and are hereby withdrawn  f ro m selection.
S.M.-6-10-97.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this sixth (lay of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
fi rst  year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
District .  Portion .  Parish or Place . Date of Reference.Proclamation.
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
Geoi getoc n
Ipswich
Port Douglas
Toowootn ba
... 92v to  114v  Polmaily ...
... 8v Minnel
* Green Hills
No. 6
t Tenthill
... 19v to 21v Victory
... 8v,9v,14v, Haldon
and 16v
to 22v
(being
lot 19)
8 Sept., 1897... L.O.
19 Sept., 1894...  IA. 0.  29
15 Sept., 1897... L.O.
... 16 Jan ., 1889 ...
... 27 Mar., 1895...
... 1 2 June,  1897 ...
Area.
* 16i acres unsurveyed. j-The unsurveyed land to the north of portion 53v.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACB
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lailiington of Lamington,
L
s
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance
with the provisions of  "The. Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1895,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Agricultural and Grazing Farms, under the said Acts, are declared
forfeited:-
004 0
g
°40
moo
-d
495
778
1132
1219
1339
1374
1415
1434
1446
142
1113
144
145
146
711
827
,,.,,  r.00
0
5v
25v
lv
73v
41v
6v
95v
Sv
9v
52v
53v
54v
48v
51v
38v
lev
Parish.
Bingera ... ...
Tottenham ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Booyal . ...
Moolboolaman ...
Tottenham ...
Clonmel ..
Eidsvold...
Glengarry
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
DittoWoondum
Ditto
Name of Licensee
or Lessee.
Thomas W.  Sloane
Henry S. Skyring...
Albert Skyring ...
Wm. A. Atkinson ...
Louis A. Robinson
Francis Lavaring ...
Ed. F. Atkinson ...
Sydney F. Boyce ...
... John Kitchen ...
... Joseph Pearce ...
... Thomas O' Keefe ...
... James Pearce ...
James A. Robertson
John Formby ...
William Thomas . .
... 'Jeremiah S. Culli-
nane
L.O. 87
L.O. 16
L.0.146
Land
A gent's
District.
A. R. P.
361 0 0 Bundaberg
160 0 0 ditto
1,050 0 0 ditto
160 0 0 ditto
157 1 28 ditto
2,455 0 0 ditto
160 0 0 ditto
360 0 0 ditto
160 0 0 ditto
160 0 0 Charleville
160 0 0 ditto
160 0 0 ditto
160 0 0 ditto
126 1 2 ditto
160 0 0 Gympie
44: 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this tweny-first day of September, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in
the sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAYS  THE QIIEBN 1
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
L
s
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. ' Order of St. Michael and St.. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following Agri-
cultural Farms, tinder the said Acts, are declared forfeited
E.M.-29 -9-97-S'.
Parish. Name of Licenseeor Lessee. Area.
Land Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
87 49 Bromelton ... Onslow F. Mitchell 294 1 0 Brisbane
1225 107v Childers ... .... Frank H. Fancy ... 180 0 0 Bundaberg
1309 31v Electra ... ... Louis A. Hatton ... 50 0 0 ditto
524 35v Drillham ... Joseph Ebb ... 160 0 0 Dalby
525 36v Ditto  ...  Eliza Ebb ... ... 160 0 0 ditto
866 47v Tuchekoi ... Frederick Montiford 61 2 9 Gympie
887 79v Gundiah ... James Cook ... 160 0 0 ditto
889 72v Ditto ... Daniel Hibbert ... 157 0 8 ditto
899 121v Noose ... ... James Anderson ... 100 1 0 ditto
245 1v to Howard ... Robert McEwen ... 283 1 28 Mackay
12v
642 7v Fleetwood ... Geo. F.Bartholomew 1(9 3 38; Rockhampton
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-ninth day of September, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in
the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
1L.s.3 in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAmLrNGTONKingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGovernor.'Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and.
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of section  95 of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the  lands here-
under described have been temporarily reserved for the purpose
named with respect to each.
E.M.-13-10 -97. 97-20528- Wks.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  MUNICIPAL PuRP0sES, MOUNT MORGAN.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Govern-
ment  Gazelle dat d 23rd July, 1892, page 829, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Raglan, parish of Calliungal.
Area, 1 acre 1 rood 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 80 degrees and distant two chains
and seventy-five links from the intersection of the south-east side of
Hall street by the north-east side of Central street, and bounded
thence on the north-west by Hall street bearing 80 degrees two chains
and seventy-five links ; on the north-east by a line bearing 170 degrees
two chains and fifty links ; on the south-east by Pattison street
bearing 260 degrees two chains and seventy-five links ; and on the
south-west by a Police Reserve bearing 350 degrees two chains and
fifty links to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan
deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. C 311-2.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PURPOSES, MOUNT MORGAN.
(In lieu of the  Reserve  for Public Buildings established by Proclama-
tion in the  Government  Gazette  dated 23rd July, 1892, page 829,
which is hereby cancelled.)
County of Raglan, parish of  Calliungal.
Area, I acre 1 rood 20 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of the north -east  side of Central
street by the south- east  side of Hall street, and bounded thence on the
north-west by Hall street bearing 80 degrees two chains and seventy-
five links ; on the north east by a Reserve for Municipal Purposes
bearing 170 degrees two chains and fifty links ; on the south-east by
Pattison street bearing 260 degrees two chains and seventy-five links;
and on the south-west by Central street bearing 350 degrees two
chains and fifty links to the point of commencement ;-as shown on
plan deposited in the Sut veyor-General's Office-Cat. No. C 311-2.
Given  under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this thirteenth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty.
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,  J. F. G.  FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEx !
No. 88. VOL. LXVIII.] 843 [16TH OCTOBER, 1897.
A PROCLAMATION.
[L.e.] By His Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIEE,  Baron Lamington of Lamington, in the
LAMINGTON, county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
Governor.  St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.IN pursuance and execution of all powers andauthorities in m  vested under the provisions of "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEE., Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated in the undermentioned
Land Agents' Districts, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts,
on and after WEDNESDAY, the FIRST day of DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in
the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which maybe selected by anyone person
in the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
'  eight hundred and ninety -seven,  and in the sixty -first year of Her  Majesty's  reign.
E.M.--13 -10-97. GOD  SAVE THE QUEEN 1
THE SCHEDULE.
WITHIN AG}RICIILTIIRAL AREAS.
0
X
Land Agent's
District.
1 ' Brisbane
2. Ditto
3 Ditto
4 Ditto
5 Ditto
6 Ditto
7 Bundaberg
8 Ditto
9 Cooktown
10  Dalby
11 Gympie
12 Gayndah
13 Ditto
14 Ditto
15 Ditto
16 Ipswich
17 Ditto
18 Maryborough
19 Ditto ...
20 Mackay ...
21 Roma ...
22 Ditto
23 Ditto ...
24 Ditto
25 Ditto
26 Ditto
27 Ditto ...
28 Ditto ...
29 Rockhampton
30 Surat ...
31 Springsure ...
32 Toowoomba ...
38 Ditto
84 Ditto ...
35 Ditto
36 Ditto ...
37 Ditto ...
38 Ditto ...
39 Ditto ...
40 Ditto
41 Ditto ...
42 Ditto ...
43 Ditto ...
44 Ditto ...
45 Ditto ...
46 Ditto
47 Ditto ...
48 Ditto
49 Ditto ...
50 Ditto
51 Ditto
52 Ditto
53 Ditto
Parish.
No. of
For-
feited
selec-
tion or
Farm.
No. of
Portion.
Telemon  ...  2406 49v
Tamrookum ...  2734 20
Whiteside  ...  2616 8v
Maroochy  ..  2415 111v
Waraba  ..  1914 38v
Conondale  ...  2520 51v
Gin Gin  ...  1170 23v
Childers  ...  1266 90v
Tupia . ..  81 202
Wallan  ...  605 15v
Teebar  ...  598 10
Gayndah  ...  93 38v
ditto . ..  95 37v
ditto  ...  96 39v
ditto ... 94 40v
Tenthill  ... ...  88v
Sahl ... 1870 6v
Degilbo ... 211 47v
St. Mary  ...  333 102v
Hamilton  .. 177 1114
Wallumbilla 936 469v
ditto  ...  594 380v
ditto 595 377v
Gubberamunda 766 14v
ditto ... 770 11v
Benga ll a  ...  829 14v
ditto ... 837 39v
Euthulla  ...  1190 123v
Barmoya ... 726 17v
Surat  ... 75 10v
St. Peter  ... 83 4v
I Motley  ...  1963 19v
I ditto  ...  2069 42v
Rosalie  ... 1727 24v
ditto  ... 2055 lv
ditto  ...  2088 103v
ditto  ...  2081 100v
Milton .. 1799 140v
ditto ... 1299 108v
ditto ... 2018 160v
ditto ... 2030 43v
ditto ... 2095 172v
ditto ... 2058 165v
ditto ... 2064 166v
Flagstone  ... 1951 12v
Goombungee 1901 19v
ditto ... 50 4v
Gore ... 1354 10v
Douglas  ...  2097 67,•68
69
Djuan  ...  2087 52v
ditto ... 1930 219v
.., ditto ... 1942 220v
ditto ... 2076 180v
Area.
A. R. P.
159 0 0
159 320
159 0 0
156 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
112 026
15000
640 0 0
160 0 0
291 0 0
159 330127 2
160 0  0
160 0 0
5110
460 0 0
80 0 0
140 3 0
141 1  28
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 01,280 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
63 1 35
160 0 0
639 1 11
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
166 327
160 0 0
131 2 8
159 3 0
160 0 0
160 025
14000
122 3 0
290 1 0
320 0 0
62 1 10
160 0 0
160 0  0
16000
160 0 0
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Conditional  Selection. Unconditional  Selection. AgriculturalArea.
Survey Fee.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
P
p
urchasing
Price
er Acre.
Annual Rent Purchasing
per Acre. Priceper Acre.
£ s. d. £ a. d. £ 8. d. £ 8. d. £ s. d.  Acres.
9 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
9 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
9 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0 0  '1 0 1 0 0 1A 640
9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0 010 100 5 640
11 9 0 0 0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 6 1,280
9 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 7 1,280
8 3 0 0 0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 4 6408160 00 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 * 1,280
14 4 0 0 0 6 1 0 0  0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
9 0 0 0 0 6 1 0 0  0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,28011  5 0 0 0 4J 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 13 640
9 0 0 0 0 6 2801 0 0  0 1 4 1 6 8 1 18 8 0 0 6 6 ,1 0 0  0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
9 0 0 0 0 6 1 0 0  0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
9 0 0 0 0 6 280100  0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1690 00 ,0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
13 0 0 0 0 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
7 12 0 0 0 6 1 0 0  0 1 4 1 6 8 2 320
816 0 0 0 6 1 0 0  0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
816 0 0 0 9 1 10 0  0 2 0 2 0 0 1 1 280
9 0 0 0 0 4
,
0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0  0  11 1,280
9 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 11 1,280
9 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 11 1 280
18 0 0 0 0 4
,
0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 6 1280
18 0 0 0 0 4
,
0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 6 128018 0 0 0 0 4 ,0 15  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 6 1280
11 9 0 0 0 4
,
0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 6 1,280
9 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
9 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
9 0 0 0 0 6 1 0 0  0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
9 0 0 0 -0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 3 1,280
9 0 0 0 0 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0  6 820
616 0 0 0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0
1
1 0 0 6I 320
9 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
14 4- 0 0 0 4 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 3 640
9 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 3 640
9 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
9 0 0 0 0 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
9 10 0 0 0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 280
9 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 ,1 0 0 1 1,280
812 0 0 0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
9 0 0 0 0 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
9 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 -0 0 1 1 280
9 0 0 0 0
,
0 15 0  010 100 1 12808120 00 6
,
100  0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1 280
8 8 0 0 0
,
0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
11 5 0 0 0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 280
11 9 0 0 0
,
0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
1 6 16 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
9 0 0 0 0 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
-9 0 0 0 0 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280900 00
9 0 0 0 0 ii
0 15 0  4 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 8 320
* Not within an Agricultural Area  (Section 17,  Act 1891).
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON,  Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Order in"Council made on the twenty-second day of September, 1887, Idid, by and with the advice of theExecutive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd
section of  "The Crown Lands Art of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the
Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position of such
lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified
in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution
of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1881 to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the BUNDABERG
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the
provisions of the said Actr., on and after WEDNESDAY, the FIRST day of DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK .&.m.,
No. 88. VOL. Lxvm.] 844 [16TH OCTOBER, 1897.
at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the
lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid,
declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person within
Agricultural Area No. 4, in the said District, shall be 640 acres. -
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, further declare the said Agricultural
Area No. 4 to be a District for the purposes of the said Acts; but so that fbr administrative and other purposes it shall never-
theless  form part of the said Bundaberg Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of October, in the year of our
Lord. one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
E.M.-13 .10-97.
,
0
1 Gin Gin
2 Ditto
3 Ditto
4 Ditto
5 Ditto
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-WITHIN  AGRICULTURAL  AREA No. 4.
Expired Lease.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Parish. Area. ProvisionalSurvey Fee.
Conditional selection.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
A. R. P. .4  s. d.  .4 s. d. £ a. d.
... ... ... Gin Gin ... 46v 70 0 0 6 16 0  0 0 4k 0 15 0
... ... ... ditto 47v 152 0 0 9 0 0  0 0 4- 0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ... 48v 140 0 0 812 0  0 0 4 0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ... 49v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4. 0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ... 50v 160 0 0 9 0 0  0 0 4 0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ... 51v 160 0 0 9 0 0  0 0 4 0 15 0
... ... . ... ditto ... 52v 173 0 0 9 10 0 0 0 0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ...  53v 61 0 0 6 16 0 0 0 0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ...  54v 160 0 0 9 0 0  0 0 0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ... 55v 160 0 0 9 0 0  0 0 4  0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ...  56v 112 0 0 8 3 0 0 0 4  015 0
... ... ... ditto ...  57v 120 0 0 8 3 0 0 0 0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ...  58v 90 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 4  0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ... 59v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ...  60v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ...  61v 104 0 0 7 18 0 0 0 4 0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ...  62v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4  015 0
... ... ... ditto ... 63v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 015 0
... ... ... ditto ...  64v 133 0 0 8 12 0 0 0 0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ...  65v 1450 0 8160 0 0 4  015 0
... ... ... ditto ...  66v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4  0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ...  67v 148 0 0 8 16 0 0 0 4 0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ...  68v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4  015 0
... ... ... ditto ...  69v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ...  70v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4  0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ...  71v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ...  72v 130 0 0 8 8 0 0 0 0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ...  73v 1600 0 9 0 0 0 0 4  0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ...  74v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 15 0
... ... ... ditto ...  75v 220 0 0 10 1 0 0 0 0 15 0
Unconditional  Selectionn.
Annual Rent  ` Purchasing
per Acre. Priceper Acre.
.£ a. d.  X  s. d.0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 00 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 jf 1 0 0
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
These portions consist of fairly well-grassed land, timbered with ironbark, gum, and box ; those fronting Gin Gin and Brushy Creeks are
watered, the rest are unwatered; situated between the Bundaberg and Mount Perry Railway and Gin Gin and Brushy Creek, near
Maroondan and Watawa Railway Stations.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency the Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER, NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
1--S-1 in the county. of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,
1884 to 1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEB, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule
hereto, and situated in the BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open both for CJNDITION AL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after WEDNESDAY, the FIRST day of
DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.m., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby
further notify and declare that the price at which the  lessee  may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid; declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any
one person in the said District shall  be as  follows, that is to say, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person
within Agricultural Area No. 4, in the said District, shall be 640 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, further declare the said Agricultural
Area No. 4 to be a District for the purposes of the said Acts ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall
nevertheless  form part of the said Bundaberg Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-13 -10.97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-WITHIN AGRICULTURAL  ABL& No. 4.
Conditional  Selection .  Unconditional  Selection.'
No. of Expired Lease .  Parish. No. of
Lot. Po rt ion. Area.  Survey Fee. Annual Rent Purchasing Annual  Rent P urchasing
per Acre . Price per per  Acre. Price perAcre. Acre.
1 Gin Gin
A. R. P.  £ s. d.  4 a. d. 4 a. d. £ a. d. £ s. d.
... ... Gin Gin ... ... 44v 106 2 21 7 18 0  0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
2 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 45v 67 0 6 616 0  0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
These portions consist of fairly grassed ridges, timbered with guip, ironbark, box, and wattle ; unwatered ; situated on the Bundaberg and
Mount Perry Railway, near Gi;a Gin Railway Station.
No. 88. VOL. XVIII.] 845
THE SCHEDULE.
Within  Agricultural Areas.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency the Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINOTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor iLwj Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies. .
W `T
ILEEEAS by Orders in Council made on the twenty-seventh day of June, 1889, and the fifteenth day of August, 1888,
I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the
operation of so much of the 43rd section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and
marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land
described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the said land
into lots, and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly
divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps
or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Execitive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands specified in
the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL
and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after THURSDAY, the SECOND day of
DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further
notify and declare that the price at which the  lessee  may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule :
And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person
in the said Districts shall be  as in  the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven,  and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
E.M.-13-10-97.  GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
04 Land Agent's
District.
a 1 Port Douglas...
a 2 Ditto ...
a 3 Ditto ...
a  41  Ditto ...
a 5 Ditto ...
a 6 Ditto ...
a 7 Ditto ...
a 8 Ditto ...
a 9 Ditto  ...
alO  Ditto ...
all Ditto ...
a12  Ditto ...
a 13 Ditto ...
a14 Ditto ...
a15  Ditto ...
b 16 Townsville  ...
6 17 Ditto ...
b 18 Ditto ...b19 Ditto  ...
a0
Run  Parish.  00. Area.
Resumption.
0
z
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Conditional Unconditional Agricultural
Selection. Selection. Area.
mi.
cry
[16TH OCTOBER, 1897.
A ni
v U
,A0„ phi r-
w
A. R. P.  £  s. d. s. d.  1
... ... Whyanbeel  77v  10 0 0 3 3 0 1 0
... ...  ditto  78v 20 0 0 4 0 0 1 0
... ditto  79v 26 0 0  415 0 1 0
... ...  ditto  80v 22' 0 0  415 0 1 0
... ...  ditto 81v 27 0 0  415 0 1 0
... ... ditto  82v 18 0 0  4 0 0 1 0
... ... ditto  83v 22 0 0  415 0 1 0
... ... ditto  84v 19 0 0  4 0 0 1 0
... ...  ditto 85v  17 0 0 4 0 0 1 0
... ...  ditto 86v  14 0 0  4 0 0 1 0
... ...  ditto  88v  38 0 0 5 8 0 1 0
... ditto  89v  31 0 0  5 8 0 1 0
... ... ditto 90v  82 0 0 5 8 0 1 0
... ... ditto 91v  32 0 0 5 8 0 1 0
... ditto 92v  17 0 0 4 0 0 1 0
Woodstock Lansdowne 90v 135 0 0 812 0 0 4...
... ditto ... ditto 91v  1350 0 812 0 0 4
... ditto ... ditto 92v  13.5 0 0 812 0 0 4
... ditto ... ditto 93v 812 0 0 4
£ s.  d. s. d.  £ a. d.  I Acres.
1 0 0 1 4 i 1 6 8  1 1,280
1 0 0 1 4 1 6 8  1 ],280
1 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
1 0 0 1 4 1 6 8  1 1,280
1 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
1 0 0 1 4 1 6 8  1 1,280
1 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
1 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
1 0 0 1 4 1 6 8  1 1,280
1 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
1 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
1 0 0 1 4 1 6 8  1 1,280
1 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
0 1 4 11 0 6 8  1 1,280.
] 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
015 0 1 0 1 0 0  4 1,280
015 0 1 0 1 0 0 4 1,280
015 0 1 0 1 0 0 4 1,280
015 0 1 0 1 0 0  4 1,280
N.B.-Each lot  selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
a. These portions consist of rich red and loamy soil ,  with dense vine scrub in places ,  we ll  watered ; situated on the Daintree River at
the head of navigation ,  and about eleven miles from its mouth  ;  adjoining the Government township of Daintree.
b. These portions consist of well-grassed land with good soil along the creek ;  situated about four miles north -westerly  from Toonpan
Railway  Station.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Laiington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1895," 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule
hereto, and situated in the undermentioned LAND AGENTS' DISTRICTS, shall be open for selection as GRAZING
FARMS, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after WEDNESDAY, the FIRST day of DECEMBER, 1897, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the  annual  rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the said
Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
E.M.-13-10-97.
No. of Land Agent's
Lot. District.
1 Clermont ...
2 Nan an go . ..
*3 Stanthorpe  ...
4 Toowoomba  ...
5 Taroon. ...
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
No.  Of
Run Resumption. Parish. ForfeitedSelection
or Farm.
No. of
Portion.
Area. Survey Fee. Annual Rentper Acre.
Maximum
Area.
A. R. P. £  8. d. £ 8. d . Acres.
Collaroy ... ... Oollaroy ... ... 18A 4v 15,000 0 0 52 0 0 0 0 1 20,000
Burrandowan .. Burrandowan  ... 711 37v 2,064 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 1 20,000
... Mingoola 285 2v 5,000 0 0 28 0 0 0 0 10,000
... Western Creek  ... 609 16v 5,000 0 0 13 14 0 0 0 1 5,120
... Broadmere 16 13v 865 0. 0 16 5  0 0 0 20,000
s Subject to the provisions of  " The Mineral Lands  (Sales ) Act of  1892  "  and  " The  Mineral Lands (Sales) Act Amendment  Act of 1891.11
Z4.B.-Each  lot selected  subject to  payment of the value of improvements,  if spy,
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A PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Ba ro n Lamington of Lamington, in the
LAMINGTON,  county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of  the United K ingdom -,  Knight Commander  of the  Most Distinguished  Order of
Governor .  St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander -in-Chief of  the Colony  of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the pro visions of  " The Crown Lands Acts ,  1884  to  1895," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington ,  the Governor aforesaid , by and with  the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare . that the Country  Lands specified in the Schedule hereto ,  and situated in the under-
mentioned Land Agents '  Districts ,  shall be open for Selection  as GRAZING HOMESTEADS, under the  provisions of the said Acts, on and
after WEDNESDAY ,  the FIRST  day of  DECEMBER , 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said
Schedule  : And I do  hereby ,  by and  with  the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be. selected by any one person in
the said Districts sha ll  be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty's reign.
EX-18-10-97. GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
No. Of  Land Agent 's District .
Lot.
1 Winton ... ...
2 Clermont ... ...
a3  Ditto ...
b 4 Aramac  (Longreach)
b 5 Ditto ... ...
b 6 Ditto ... ...
b 7 Ditto ... ...
b 8 Ditto ... ...
b 9 Ditto ... ...
b 10 Ditto ... ...
c 11 Charleville ...
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
No. of  Annual
Run Resumption .  Parish .  Forfeited  No. of Area .  survey  Fee. Rent
Selection  Portion .  per Acre.
or Farm.
Mazi-
mum
Area.
A. it. P.  £ 8. d. £ 8. d. Acres.
Elderslie  . ...  Winton  ... ...  68 34 2,560 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 0f 2,560
160 3 2,560 0 0 21 0 0 0Kilcool North ... Chantry 0 0 2,560
Craven  ... ...  ditto ... ... ... 27v 2,560 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 0' 2,560
Maneroo  ... ... ... ...  112 958 0 0 16 5 0 .  0 0 0 2,560
ditto ... ... ... ... 115 1,562 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 - 2,560
ditto ... ... ... ... 121 1,569 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 0' 2,560
ditto ... ... ... ... 127 1,574 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 2,560
ditto ... ... ... ... 133 1,832 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 2,560
ditto ... ... ... ... 139 1868 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 2,560
... ditto  .  ... ... 145 1,650. 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 2,560
... Oakwood and Burran- Burrandilla  ...  233 16 2,560 0 0 21 0 0 0
dills
0 2,560
Lots 4 to 10-Applications to be lodged at the Land Office ,  Longreach.
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
a. This portion consists of well -grassed land, timbered with ironbark ,  coo li bab, &c.,  with patches of scrub ; watered by Reade and
Ironpot Creeks ; situated about twenty miles north -easterly from Pine Hill Railway Station.
b. These portions consist of well-grassed rich alluvial flats, scrubby in places, and subjec t  to inundation  ;  watered by the Thomson
River  ;  situated on the Thomson River, from about twelve to twenty miles south -westerly from  Longreach.
e. This portion consists of fairly grassed land ,  reddish loam  and brown soil, timbered with box ,  mulga ,  and sandalwood  ;  watered by
Middle Creek  ;  situated about thirty miles north -westerly fro m Charleville.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom , K night Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON,  Order of St .  Michael and St. George ,  Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor .  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive  Council, do, by this my  Proclamation , notify  and declare  that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule
hereto, and situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts ,  sha ll  be open for Selection as GRAZING FARMS, under
the provisions of the said Acts, on and after WEDNESDAY, the FIRST day of DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK
A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the
maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-13 -10-97.
Land Agent 's District .  Run Resumption.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
Parish.
dM
0
0
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Area.
Grazing
Area.
survey
Fee.
Annual -
Rent
per Acre.
No.
Maii-
mxm
Area.
i A.  it.  P. £ a. d.  8. d.  I Acres.
a 1 Nanango  .,. ...  Boonb jan  ... ... ...  Windera ... ... 16v 530 2 26 13 14 0 0 1 20,000
b 2 Roma  ... ... ...  Wallabella  ... ... ...  Yuleba  ... ...  8v 2,560 0 0 21 0 0 0 1  214  8,000
b 3 Ditto  ... ...  Moongool ...
..
... ditto  ... ...  9v 1,191 1 0 18 0 0 0 1 2&4 8,000
b 4 Ditto ... .. ditto  ... ... ...  ditto  ... ..  10v 1,302 2 0 19 0 0 0 1 2&4 8,000
b 5 Ditto  ... ...  ditto  ... ... ...  ditto  ...  11v 2,440 0 0 21 0 0 0 2&4 8,000
b 6 Ditto  ... ...  Moongool and Wallabella ditto ... .. 12v 2 ,094 0 0 21 0 0 0 2&4 8,000
e 7 Rockhampton  ... ...  Canal Creek  (Terminated Werribee ... ... 1v 4,644 0 0 28 0 0 0 5 20,000
Lease)
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
a. This portion consists of granite ridges, timbered with ironbark, gum, bloodwood , &c; situated at the bead of Cloyne Creek, about
fifty miles northerly from Nanango and about forty miles southerly from Gayndah.
b. These portions consist of from fairly to well grassed forest, timbered with ironbark ,  box, &c.  permanently watered ; situated from
four to eight miles southerl y  from Yeulba Railway Station.
c. This portion coronets of fair grazing country ,  tim be red with ironbark ,  gum, &c. ; watered by Costa and Werribee Creeks ; situated
aboub fifty miles northerly from Rockhampton.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES \ AT LACE
ALEXANDER N APIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
[L.s.] ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage ofthe United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
LAJIINGTON, Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.Guvcnor. George, Governor and Commander- in-Cliief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities
in me vested under the provisions  of  " The Crown Lands
Acts, 1884 to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the operation of the 43rd section of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884" shall be and is hereby suspended with respect to
the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the
PORT DOUGLAS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT: And I
further notify and declare, by and with the advice aforesaid,
that the said lands shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of
the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after THURSDAY,
the SECOND day of DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK  A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that
the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall
be as specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which
may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this thirteenth day of October, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
E.M.-13-10-97.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD  SAVE THE QUEEN  I
DESCRIPTIONS.
THE PORT DOUGLAS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area, 1,280 acres.Conditional-Annual rent,  6d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1  per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, 1s. 4d.  per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 6s. 8d. per acre.
County of Nares, parish of Whyanbeel.-Area,  about 140 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land within the following boun-
daries :-
Commencing at the north- west corner  of portion 4v, and
bounded thence on the east by portion 5y any a line north to
the south- east  corner of portion 285; on the north by that
portion and portion 59v westerly to Saltwater Creek ; thence by
that creek upwards to a point op osite the  starting  point ; thence
by a line easterly thereto;-exclusive of land required for roads,
reserves , or other public purpose.
This land  is situated  about  eight miles  north-westerly from Port
Douglas and a mile and a-half northerly  from Mossman Mill site, and
consists  of very rough broken country  and dense vine scrub  ;  frontage
to Saltwater Creek.
Also,-
County of Banks, parish of Alexandra.-Area,  199 acres.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portion 173, parish
of Alexandra;-exclusive of surveyed roads, and of land required
for roads,  reserves , or other public purpose.
Situated on the left bank of the  Daintree  River, about  twelve miles
in a direct line from its mouth ;  consists  of broken country  and dense
vine scrub.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements.  If  any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
L.s. ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
LAMINGTON,the United King om, Knight Commander of the
Governor. Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  and execution of all powers and authorities
in me vested  under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884  to  1895, "  1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEB,
Baron Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the
advicelof the Executive Council, and on the  recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the operation of the 43rd  section  of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" shall be  and is  hereby suspended with
respect to the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated
in the BANANA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT: And I
further notify and declare, by and with the advice  aforesaid,
that the said lands shall be open for UNCONDITIONAL
SELECTION only, under the provisions of the said Acts, as
unsurveyed lands, on  and after  WEDNESDAY, the FIRST
[16TH OCTOBER,, 1897.
day of DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at the
annual rental  specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby
further notify and declare that the price at which  the lessee
may purchase the said lands shall be as specified  in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid,
declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any
one person  in the said District shall be 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane , this thirteenth day of October,  in the year
of our Lord  one thousand  eight hundred  and ninety-
seven ,  and in  the sixty -first year  of Her Majesty's
reign.
E.M.-13 -10-97.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD  SAVE THE QUEEN !
DESCRIPTION.
THE BANANA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area, 1,280 acres.
Unconditional-Annual rent,  is. per acre.
Purchasing price, £ 1 per acre.
On the Resumed Part of  Banana Run.
County of Ferguson, parish of Banana.-Area,  60 acres.
The Crown land contained within the following boundaries :
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 26v, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion  bearing east
twenty chains ; on the east by  a line  bearing south thirty chains ;
on the south by a  line bearing  west twenty chains; and on the
west by a line bearing north thirty chains to the point of
commencement  ;- exclusive of lands required for roads ,  reserves,
cr other public purpose.
This land adjoins the Banana  Town  Reserve on its eastern boun-
dary ,  and consists  principally of brigalow  and sandalwood country,
with patches of well -grassed ironbark forest; good soil.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements,  it any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACS
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedKingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAM ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor.Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of section 95 of " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands here-
under described have been permanently reserved for the purpose
named with respect to each.
E.M.-29 -9-97-P s.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR STATE SCHOOL.
97-11636-P.I.
(In lieu of the  Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette  dated 23rd February, 1878,  page  404, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Stanley, parish of Northbrook, portion  51A.
Area,  48 acres  2 roods 1 perch.
Commencing  at the  east corner  of portion 12v, and bounded
thence on  the north -east by a road bearing 150  degrees 51 minutes two
chains  and three and four -tenths links ,  143 degrees  ten chains and
thirteen links ,  133 degrees ten chains  and seven  links, and 147 degrees
seven chains and  eighty- one links  ;  on the  south by portion  14 bearing
west  thirty -one chains and eight links ; on the west  by a road bearing
north twenty  chains  and thirty -three and two-tenths  links ; and on the
north -west  by portion  12v bearing  • 76 degrees 23 minutes 30 seconds
twelve chains  and sixty-eight and one-tenth links to the point of com-
mencement  ;- as shown  on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office-Cat. No. N 25-90.
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR STATE  SCHOOL ,  LUCINDA.
Allotment  2 of section 3.
97-18863-R.T.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette dated 17th October, 1896, page 893, which is hereby amended.)
County of Cardwell, parish of Cordelia.-Area,  2 acres.
Commencing at the south -east corner of allotment 1 of section 3,
and bounded thence on the east by the Esplanade bearing 176 degrees
four chains  ;  on the  south by a  line bearing 266 degrees five chains ; on
the west by a street bearing 356 degrees four chains ; and on the north
by allotment 1 bearing eighty -six degrees  five  chains to the point of
commen cement ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office-Cat. No. L 469-2.
THE INGLEWOOD LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR STATE SCHOOL (IN THE STANTHORPE MINING
DISTRICT).97-8147-S.G.
County of Marsh, parish of  Bengalla.-Area,  10  acres 2 roods 38 perches.
Commencing at a point five chains and six links south from the
north- east  corner of portion 7v, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing east ten chains and seven -tenths of a link  ;  on the south-
east by a road bearing west one chain and eighty -nine and four -tenths
links ,  and 228 degrees 30 minutes ten chains and eighty -three and two-
tenths links  ;  and on the west by portion 7v bearing north fifteen chains
to  the point of  commencement;-as shown on plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor -General's Office-Cat .  No. Ma 34-90.
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THE TORRES LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR STATE  SCHOOL ON THURSDAY ISLAND, TOWN OF
PORT  KENNEDY.
97-16970-S.G.
Parish of port Kennedy, allotment 8 of section  11.
Area, 1  acre  3 roods 10 perches.
Commencing  at the south -east corner of allotment  10, and bounded
thence on  the west by  that allotment  and Hardgrave street bearing
north three chains  and thirty -seven and  one-tenth links ; thence by
Hardgrave street  bearing 35  degrees one chain and ninety -eight and
eight-tenths links ,  east one chain and seventy -two links, and 145 degrees
one chain and ninety -eight and  eight -tenths  links ; on the east by that
street and a line bearing  south three  chains and  thirty -seven and one
tenth links; and on the south  by a lane bearing  west four  chains to the
point of  commencement  ;- as shown  on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. Ptk 207-13.
THE BURKE DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY , TOWN OF CLONCURRY.
97-15163 - Mines.
County of Beaconsfield, parish of Cloncurry.
Area  6 acres 2 roods  26 perches.
Commencing at the  intersection  of the north side of Alice street by
the west side of Sheaffe street,  and bounded thence on the south by
Alice street bearing west  eight chains  and thirty-eight links ; on the
west by  a line bearing  north  eight chains  ;  on the  north by  a line bearing
east eight chain:; and twenty -nine  links ; and on the east by Sheaffe
street hearing  179 degrees  20 minutes eight chains to  the point of com-
mencement  ;-as  shown on  plan deposite3 in the Surveyor -General's
Office-Cat  .  No.  C 196-14.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this twenty-ninth day of September, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of B er Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
AL: XXANDE1I \_ PIEu, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L. s.] Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of section 95 of  "The. Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described have been temporarily reserved for the purpose
named with respect to each.
E.M.-29-9-97.-P'.
TUE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR POLICE  PURPOSES.
97-10400-S.G.
County of Stanley, parish of Northbrook, portion  12v.
Area,  10 acres 2 roods 35 perches.
Commencing at the north -west corn er of portion 51A, and bounded
thence on the west by a road bearing north nine chains and eighty-six
and three -tenths  links ; on the north -west by that road bearing 40 degrees
18 minutes five chains and forty -two links ; on the north -east by a road
be aring 130 degrees 18 minutes six chains and sixty -four and a-half links,
and 150 degrees 51 minutes seven chains and sixty -eight and six-tenths
links; and on the south-east by portion 51A bearing 256 degrees 23
minutes 30 seconds twelve chains and sixty-eight and one-tenth links to
the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's, Office-Cat. No. M 33-2935.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
97-13999 -Mines.
County of Raglan, parish of Calliungal.-Area,  about 6 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Dee River at the junction of
Nine-mile Creek, and bounded  thence on  the north by a line and portion
2605 bearing westerly to the north -east corner of portion 2671 ; thence
by that portion bearing southerly and westerly to the west boundary of
portion  2616;  thence by the boundary of the Crocodile Creek Gold
Field to the north boundary of portion  2111'3; thence by that portion
east and south to the Dee River; and thence by the right bank of that
river upwards to the point of commencement  ;- as shown on plan
deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-ninth day of September, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
w
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th October, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, thathe name of the
Township on the Lower Burdekin hitherto known as Noondoo
has been changed, and will in future be known as BARATTA.
E.M.-14 9-97 -B'. 97-16`201-S.G.
J: F. G.. FOXTON.
[16TH OCTOBER, 1897.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th October, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  " The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the lands intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct description  and names shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous description and names ; and such grants and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-13633-R.T.
No. of Deed-8608.
Date of Deed-31st May, 1864.
Name of Grantee-Robert Stewart.
Land Granted-Allotment 3  of section 62, county of Herbert,
parish of Pring, town of Bowen.
Area-2 acres 2 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Herbert, parish of Pring, town of Bowen, allotment 3 of
section 62.
Commencing at the east corner of allotment 2, and bounded thence
on the north-east by Gregory street bearing 144 degrees five chains;
on the south-east by Livingstone street bearing 234 degrees five chains ;
on the south-west by allotment 4 bearing  324 degrees  five chains ; and
on the north-west by allotment 2 bearing 54 degrees five chains to the
point of commencement ;- as shown on  plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. Rog. 34-16.
97-13953-P.L.
No. of Deed-84583.
Date of Deed-24th June, 1897.
Names of Grantees-Herbert Henry Booth and William Pert (as
Joint Tenants).
Land Granted-Allotment  6 of section 11, town of Crow's Nest.
Area-2 roods.
Nature of Error--The  name of one of the Grantees having been
inserted in the Deed as " William Pert,"  instead  of " William kart,"
the correct name.
97-13954-P.L.
No. of Deed-83594.
Date of Deed-18th June, 1896.
Name of Grantee-Christie Anderson.
Land Granted-Portion  15v, county of Cook, parish of Marathon.
Area-5 acres.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee having been inserted
in the Deed as " Christie Anderson," instead of " Christian Andersen,"
the correct name.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being  erro neous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  "The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed obi such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the lands intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct  areas and  descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said  grants and  in every deed
containing the erroneous  areas and  descriptions;  and such grants and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-13662-IL.T.
No. of Deed-83264.
Date of Deed-21st February, 1896. .
Names of Grantees-Henry Cathcart Arthur Young, Horace
Edward Broughton Young, and Charles Ernest Young (as Joint
Tenants).
Land Granted-Resubdivision  1 of subdivision 2 of portion 904,
county of Cook, parish of Gregory.
Area- 641 acres 19 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Cook, parish of Gregory, resubdi vision  1 of subdivision 2
of portion  904.
Area, 642 acres 2roods 25 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 269 degrees 58 minutes and
distant one chain from the north-west corner of portion 954, and
bounded thence on the cast by a road bearing 179 degrees 53 minutes
seventy-seven chains and fifty-four and four-tenths links ; on the south
by a road bearing 269 degrees 55 minutes 30 seconds sixty-five chains
and twenty-three and six-tenths links; on the west by a road bearing
359 degrees 59 minutes twenty-three chains and forty-five and eight-
tenths links;  again  on the south. by a road bearing 269 degrees 511
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minutes 30 seconds twenty-six chains and six links ; again on the west
by a road bearing north fifty-four chains and eleven and three-tenths
links; and on the north by a road bearing b9 degrees 58 minutes
nin-ty-one chains and thirteen links to the point of commencement;-
exclusive of 3 acres 3 roods reserved for road purposes, as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor- General 's Office, but not
including any part of the soil of the said roads or any of them-
Cat. No. W 39-887.
97 -13661-R.T.
No. of Deed-41889.
Date of 1)eed-1st September, 1880.
Name of Grantee-John Petersen List.
Land Granted  -Portion 33, county of March, parish of LTrangan.
Area- 34 acres 1 rood.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOR THE  CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Marc'i, parish of Urangan, portion  33.
Area, 34 acres 2 roods 23 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the east by that portion and portion 18 bearing 180 degrees
7 minutes forty-five chains and sixty and seven-tenths links ; on the
South-West by a line bearing 310 degrees 1 minute fourteen chains and
thirty-fice'and four-tenths links; on the west by a road bearing north
seventeen chains and eighteen and seven-tenths links; and on the
t orth-west by that road bearing 30 degrees twenty-two chains and
sixteen links to the point of commencement;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. W 39-891.
Depa rt ment of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th  October, 1897.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is  hereby notified ,  for general information ,  that applications
under the 89th section of  "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;  and all persons
who may consider their interests affected thereby are required to
transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans  of the Roads can be seen at the Land Offices, Aramae
and Bundaberg; and Police and Post Offices, Aramac and Childers.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
A.F. 135 and  Road Cases  Nos. 2652 & 2627.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish.
1 The Police Department  The road separating  portion  Marathon
llv from Aramac  Holding,
through the  proposed
Police Reserve
Area.
A. r.  P.
About
[16TH OCTOBER,  1897.
CLOSURE OF  ROADS - continued.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-3RD NOVEMBER, 1897.
6 The Rosalie Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
F. M. Bri dgeman
7 The Lands Department,
on behalf of the
Defence  Authorities
The northe rn  end of  the ! Milton ... 2 0 26
reserved  road through
portion 20v About
The roads separating sec- Town of 3 2 5
tions 77 and 78 iucinded Bundaberg
in the proposed new
iRifle lunge Reserve
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 1OTH NOVEMBER, 1897.
8  TbeTarampa Divisional The  road separating por- Clarendon  15 3 21
Board ,  on behalf  of tions 99 and 100 from
9 Ditto
Vanneck
... ...  . The )road
and
separating por- ditto  ...  6 2 26
10 Ditto
tion 217 from portions 84,
98, and 99
From the north -east corner ditto .. 0 2 2
of portion 216 northerly
through portion 217
li  Ditto  ... ... . The easte rn end of the road ditto ... 9 3 8
through portion 217
12 Ditto  ... ...  The road separating por- ditto  ...  12 0 0
tions  54, 53,  and 52 fro m
217, 50, and 51
13 Ditto  ... ... . The road separating por- j dit to  ...  11 2 0
Lions 69 ,  70. and 71 from
portions 52.5.3154, and 217
LATEST DATE FOR
*14 The  Lands Department,
on behalf of the De-
fence  Authorities
1G Grant  Brothers ...
16 E. G. R. Neumann
17 J. Porter
OBJECTIONS -17TH  NOVEMBER, 1897.
All the roads  included
within the proposed new
Rifle  Range Reserve
Part of the road fro m
Charters Tcwers to Her-
berton through Wood-
leigh Holding ,  from Big
Oaky Creek to the Dry
River ,  following the east-
ern side of  the Wild lover
The road  separating  portion
11S from portions 125 and
123
The road separating portion
lily from portions 117v
and 119v
About
Town of 3 2 5
Bundaberg
North - ...
Kennedy
District
Blenheim 4 0 15
Warwick... 3 3 15
+18 Messrs .  Thynne '  and The road separatin g  por- ditto ... 6 0 0
Macartney, on behalf tions 339 ,  390, 391, and
of F. H .  O'Reilly  ...  392 from 407 ,  408, 409,
and 410
+19 Dit to  ... ...  The  road separating por- dit to  ... 8 2 29
Ditto
tions 411, 430 ,  and 431
f ro m 424 ,  428, and 429
The  ro ads separating por-
tions 421 ,  422, 423, and
424 from 375, 378, 425,
426, 427 ,  and 428
About
ditto ... 6 1 088 2 0 +20
2 R. G. Miller  ... ...  The road separating portion  ' ditto  ...  I 52 1 16
19v from 18v
3 The Isis Divisional The reserved road th rough Gregory  ... 10 0 28
Board ,  on behalf of portion 158v
T. Cannock
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th October, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified ,  for general information , that  applications
under  the eighty-ninth  section  of  " The Crown Lanai Act of
1884 "  have been made for closing the undermentioned Roa  Is;  and
all persons  who may  consider  their  interests  affected thereby are
required to transmit  to this Department their objections ,  in writing,
not later  than the  date  mentioned with respect to each.
Plans  of the  Roads can be seen at the nearest  Land ,  Police, and
Post Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish .  I Area.
*1
*2
A. R. P.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 20TH  OCTOBER, 1897.
The Lands Depart- The two -chain road from Coreen  ...  7 0 27
ment, on behalf of the south -west corner of
E. K. Tidswell portion 2186 southerly
through portion 2v  to
the ten -chain road
th rough that portion  About
Ditto  ...  . The western end of  the I ditto  ...  119 2 33
ten-chain  road through
portion 2v
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS -27TH OCTOBER, 1897.
3 James Tolson ,  junr. ...  The  nine -chain road sepa- Marathon 126 2 28
*4
rating portion 3v from
Aramac Holding
Mackay, Neville, Rolfe, From a point on the Mount South ...
and Co. Rolfe  to  Alpha stock  ro ad Kennedy
about one mile south of District
the Miclere Creek Bridge,
and thence southerly
about four and a-half
miles  to a point on the
said road at the gate,
where it is intersected by
a priva te  road from the
northe rn road to Frank-field
t5 Flower Bros.  ... ...  The road through Durham Leichhardt ...
Downs Holding, from the  District
head station  easterly to
the gate on the west
boundary of Clifford
Holding
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-24TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
About
*21 The  Pioneer Divisional Part of the road  separating  Chelona  ...  1 3 0
Board ,  on behalf  of portion  833 fro m 676 and
D. P. Ready part of 744
*22 The Estate  of W Patti -  All the dedicated roads in Gavial  ...  13 1 30
son (deceased )  portion 1,  be ing the roads
separating portions D and
A from  C and B, sepa-
rating  D and C from A
and B,  separating C and
B from subdivisions 5, 6,
7, and 8, separating  sub-divisions 5,  6, 7, and 8
from 9 and 10,  and 8 and
9 from 7  and  10; also
*23 Ditto  ... . . Part of the road separating  ditto ... ...
subdivisions 1 and 2 of
portion 2 west of pro-
posed new road
LATEST DATE  FOR OBJECTIONS - 11ST DECEMBER, 1897.
.. ' About , 1i
*21 JThe  Ayr Divisional  The road separating  por- Kirknie  ...  225 0 0
Board ,  on  be half of  tion 20v  from 18v and the
A. J. M. Terry  I reserved  ro ads through
portions  18v and 17v
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 8TH DECEMBER, 1897.
*25 The Caboolture Divi- The road separating portion Burpengaryl 2 3 21
sional Board, on  be half 4 from portion 5
of J. F.  Fountain About
*26 The  Isis Divisional  The southern half-width of Gregory  ...:  11 0 0
Board ,  on behalf of the two -chain road along
A. C, Walker the northern boundary of
portion 1052 About
*Z7 The  Isis Divisional The easte rn end of the  road ditto ... 1 0 0
Board ,  on  be half of J. separating portion 1028
Elwood from 1052 About
28 The Cairns Divisional The southern end of the Sophia ... 2 2 0
Board, on  be half of road through portion 75
owner
§29 P. Hoskin  ... ...  The  road and  reserve Womble- 325 1 0
th rough portion 4v bank
* NoT$.-The closure of these roads is pro posed to  be  carried out in
connection with the opening of tither roads.
t NOTE.- The closure of this  ro ad is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the opening of a road which leaves the Durham Downs to Taro om  ro ad at a
point about four and a-half miles east of Durham Downs Station  ;  thence due
east  to  Slatehill Cre ek  ;  thence in a south-easterly direction about one and a-half
miles; thence easterly  to  Sam 's Gully; and thence south -east to the  gate  on the
west boundary of Clifford Holding.
NoTE.- These  ro ads are proposed to be closed in part exchange for areas  to
be resumed from portions 431 and 432, 374 and 375, for quarry purposes, which
ro ads are hereby closed.
§ NOTE.- The closure of this road and reserve is proposed  to be carried out in
connection with the opening of another road.
No. 88. VOL. LXVIII.] 850 [16TH OCTOBER, 1897.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th October, 1897.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACTS, 1884 TO 1894."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
I T is  hereby notified ,  for public information , that the Land Commissioners appointed  under the provisions  of  "The CrownLands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts,  in pursuance  of the twenty-fifth section of the above-recited Act,  at the
undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All  business in connection with selections under  "The  Crown  Lands Alie,nrtion Act of 1868 " and  "The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876"  will also be dealt  with by the Land  Commissioners  at their Courts.
1897.
District or Place. Jan. Feb .  March.
Allora * ...
Aramac f ...
Ayr ... ...
Banana
Barcaldine
Beaudesert ...
Blackall ...
Bowen ...
Brisbane ...
Bundaberg ...
Burketown ...
Cairns ...
Cardwell ...
... .., Mon. 11
April.
Mon 1
Slay.
Mon. 8  Mop. 8 Mort. 12 Mon. 10
Wed. 3 Wed. 3
...
...
Charleville ... ...
Charters Towers ...Clermont ...
Cooktown ...
Cunnamulla
Dalby ...
Emerald * ...
Esk * ...
Gatton ...
...
...
Wed. 6
Sat. 9
Mon. 4
Thur. 7
Tues. 5
Tues. 5
Wed. 6
Sat. 2
Tues. 5
Mon. 4
Tues. 12
Tues. 5
Thur. 7
Fri. 8
Tues. 19
Wed. 20
Fri. 22
Sat. 9
Tues. 5
Wed. 6
Mon. 11
Sat. 2
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Sat. 2
Mon. 18
Wed. 6
.Fri. 15
Wed. 6
Sat. 2
Sat. 2
Wed. 13
Mon. 11
Wed. 6
Thur. 7
Thur. 7
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Thur. 7
Wed. 6
Wed. 20
Wed. 20
Fri. 8
Wed. 6
Mon. 4
Wed. 20
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Tues. 5
Tues. 5
Wed. 6
Nov. Dec.
Mon. 6
Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Sat. 6 Sat. 11
Fri. 3
Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Wed. 10 Tues. 14
Tues. 21
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 17 ...
Fri. 19 ...
Sat. 13 Sat. 11
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 8 Alon. 13
Mon. 15 Mon. 13
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues. 16 Tues. 21
Wed. 3 Wed. I
Wed.17 Wed. 15
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Mon. 15 Mon. 20
Wed. 3
Fri. 12 Fri. 17
Wed. 3  Wed. 1
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Thur. 9
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 10 Wed. 15
Mon. 8 Aron. 13Wed. 1
Wed. 3 \Ved.' 1
Thur. 4 , Thur. 2
Thur. 4 1 Thur. 2
Wed. 3, Wed. 1
Wed.  31 Wed. 1
Mon. 1 I Mon. 6Wed. 3 I Wed. 1
Wed. 17
Wed.  171 Wed. 15
Fri. 121 Thur. 9Wed. 3 1 Wed. 1
Mon. 1 I Mon. 6
Fri. 19 1Fti. 17
Gayndah ... ...
Georgetown
Geraldton  (Mourilyan)
Gladstone  ...
Gympie ...
Herberton ...
Hughenden ...
Ingham ...
Inglewood ...
Ips',rich ...
Isisford
Landsborough
Longreach ...
Mackay
Maryborough
MilesMitchell t ...
Muttaburra
Nanango ...
Nerang * ...
Normanton ...
Port Douglas
Ravenswood
Rockhampton
Roma ...
St. George ...
St. Lawrence
Sprin ggsure ...
Stanthorpe ...
Surat ...
Tambo ...
Taroom ...
Texas
Thargontindah
Toowoomba...
Townsville ...
Warwick ...
Winton ...
Windorah ...
Wed. 3 I Wed.
Wed. 3 Wed.
Tues. 2 . Tues.
Tues. 2 Tues.
3 W dW d .. ee
... Thur.1
• The Courts marked thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions
t  Office for  receiving applications.
$  Days will be fixed when Land Commissioner visits Ayr.
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Sat. 6 Sat. 6  -Sat.  10 Sat. 8
Fri. 5 ..  Fri. 2 ...
Mon. I  Mon. 1  Tues. 5 Mon. 3
Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6
Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4
Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6  Tues. 4
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 I Wed. 5
Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Tues. 6
Mon. 1 Mon . 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 3
June. July. August.
Mon. 7 ...
Mon. 14 Mon. 12 1 Mon.
+
Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Sat. 12 Sat. 10
Fri. 4 ..
Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Thur. 3 Thur. 1'
Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Tues. I
Wed. 2
Fri. 4
Mon. 7
Wed.
Sat.
Fri.
Mon.
Thur.
Tues.
Tues.  6'  Tues.
Wed. 7 Wed.
Fri.  21  Fri.
Tues. 6
Sept. Oct.
Mon. 6
Mon. 13 Mon. 11
+
We.  1 Wed. 6
Sat. 11 Sat. 9
. Fri. 1
Mon. 6 Mon. 4
Thur. 2 Thur. 7
Tues . 7 Tues. 5
Tues . 7 Tues. 5
Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Fri. 3 Fri. 1
Tues. 5
Mon. 6 Mon. 4
Tues.  14 Tues. 12
9
Mon. 5 1Mon. 2
Tues. 9 Tues. 9 'Tues. 13 1 Tues.  11  Tues. 8 1 Tues. 13 Tues. 10
Tues. 16 ... Tues. 20! ... Tues. 15 ... I Tues. 17
Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6 I Tues. 3
Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1' Thur. 5
Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6
... Wed. 21 ...  Tues. 20
Wed.17 ... Wed. 19 ... Wed. 21
F' 19 F'  21 Fri 23
Sat. 13 Sat. 13 Sat. 10 Sat. 8 Sat. 12 Sat. 10 Sat. 14
Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues. 3
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7  ! Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12 1 Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12 Mon. 9
Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4' Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed.  71  Wed. 5, Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Tues. 16 Tues. 16 Tues. 201 Tues. 18 Tues. 15 Tues. 20 . Tue..17
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed.  71  Wed.  5. Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 10 Wed.  10  Wed. 14 Wed. 12 Wed. 9 Wed. 14 \Ved. 11
Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2, Fri. 7 1 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Mon. 15 Mon. 15 Tues. 20 Mon. 17 Mon. 21 Mon. 19 Mon. 16
Wed. 3 \Ved. 5 Wed. 7
Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Sat. 17 Fri. 14 Fri. 18 Fri. 16 1Fri. 13
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed.  7 Wed.  4
Fri. 5! Fri. 5 i Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Fri:" 5
Wed. 10
Mon. 8
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Thur. 4
Thur. 4
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Thur. 4
Wed. 3
Wed. 17
Fri. 12
Wed. 3
Mon. 1
Wed. 17
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Tues. 2
Tues. 9 ... ... Tues. 8
Fri. 5 j Fri. 21 Fri. 7 I Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Wed. 10 Wed. 14, Wed. 12 Wed. 16 Wed. 14 \Ved. 11
Mon.  81 Mon. 12 I Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12 ''Mon. 9Wed. Wed. 2 Wed. 4
Wed.  3! Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 1 Wed, 4
Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. I Thur. 5
Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur.  6  Thur.  31 Thur. I Thur. 5
Wed.  31 Wed. 7 Wed.  51 Wed. 2 Wed.  7 Wed. 4
Wed. 3' Wed. 7 Wed. 5 1 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 \Vtd. 4
Thur. 4 1 Thur. 1 Thur. 6' Thur.  3  Thur.  1; Thur. 5
Wed.  31 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 1 Wed. 2 Wed. 7' Wed. 4
Thur.18 Wed. 19 Wed. 21
Tues. 16 Wed. 21 1 \Ved. 19 Wed. 16 , Wed. 21 1 Wed.  IS
i 13iF i 1 F 9 F .. r . rr . r i. 1 rFri. 12 Fri. 9 Fri. 14
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 j Wed.  51  Wed. 2 Wed. 7; \Ved. 4 1 Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Mon. I Mon. 5 Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5 Mon. 2 Mon. 6 1 Mon. 4
Thur. 18 Wed. 21 Wed.  191  Wed. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. is Wed.  15'  Wed. 20
Wed. 3 \Ved. 7 \\ ed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 \Ved. 6
\Ved. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 f Wed. 2 Wed. 7; Wed. 4 Wed. 1 t Wed. 6
Tues. 2 Tues. 6 1 Tues. 4 Tues.  I  Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5
Tues. 2 1 Tues. 2 Tues . 6  Tues. 4 Tues.  'I  Toes . 6 Tues.  3 1 Tues. 7 Tues. 5
2 Wed. 7\\'ed. 4 I  Wed. I  Wed. 65! \Ved7 Wed3 Wed3 WedWed .....
Thur. 4 ... Thur. 1 ... ( Thur.  31  ... Thur.  5,1  ... Thur. 7
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special  Courts, when necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
Tues. 7
Thur. 2
Fri. 3
Wed. 15
Fri. 17
Sat. 11
Tues. 7
Wed. 1
Mon. 13
Fri. 3
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Tues. 21
Wed. 1
Wed. 8
Fri. 3
Mon. 20
Wed. 1
Fri. 17
Wed. 1
Fri. 3
Tues. 19
Tues. 5
Thur. 7
Fri. 1
Wed. 20
Sat. 9
Tues. 5
Wed. 6
Mon. 11
Fri. 1
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Fri. 1
Mon. 18
Fri. 15
Wed. 6
Fri. 1
Thur. 9 ...
Fri. 3 Fri. 1
Wed. 15  Wed. 13
Mon. 13  I Mon. 111 Wed. 6
'Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Thur .  2 Thur. 7
Thur. 2 Thur. 7
Wed. 1  Wed. 6
Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Thur. 2 1 Thur. 7
Wed.  I;Wed. 6
Wed. 15
Wed. 15
 
Wed. 20
10 F iF i S
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
851 [16TH OCTOBER, 1897.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts. Price, 19. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta. Scale, 1 mile to an inch. Price,
1s. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s.; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, £1.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Marlborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony. Price, is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.
Environs of Longreach. Scale,  2 miles to an  inch. Price, is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure. Scale,  2 miles to  an inch. Price, is. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free :-
Maps of Land.; Open to Selection or for  Sale  by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. McDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st August, 1896.
Read Case No. 2290.
IN pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  " The Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act  of 1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open a New Road through the Holding described
hereunder.
Grazing Farm No. 31, Charters Towers District, portion 2v, parish
of West Burdekin, being part of main road to Old Fanning Diggings
and to Dottswood.
Lessee-W. Stewart.
Any claims to which the Lessee may consider himself entitled
under  the abovementioned Act on account of the opening of the said
road must  be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands within two
months from the date hereof.
NoTF.- A copy of the above notice ,  with tracing ,  will be sent to the Lessee
within two months from the date hereof.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Public Lands Office,
Townsville, 14th September, 1897.
To Miss  MARY ELIZABETH MYTToN, care of Edward Mytton,
Esquire, Townsville.
I HEREBY call upon you, under  Clause  No. 137 of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884,"  to appear  before me, at the Land Court to
Grazing Farm No. 62. be held at Townsville on TUESDAY, the Seventh
Portion  34. day of December next, at Eleven o'clock in the
Parish of Jarvisteld . forenoon, to show  cause  why the Grazing Farm
County  of Elphinstone. as per margin  shall not be declared forfeited in
consequence  of your failure to comply with the conditions of the
lease.
P. W. YOUNG, Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Townsville, 14th September, 1897.
To Miss SARAH MYTTON, care of Edward Mytton, Esquire,
Townsville.
I HEREBY call upon you, under Clause No. 137 of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," to appear before me, at the Land Court to
Grazing Farm  No. 60. be held at Townsville on TUESDAY, the Seventh
Portion 33. day of December next, at Eleven o'clock in the
Parish of Jarvisfteld. forenoon, to show cause why the Grazing Farm
County of Elphinstone. as per margin shall not be declared forfeited in
consequence of your failure to comply with the conditions of the
lease.
P. W. YOUNG, Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Brisbane, 12th October, 1897.
To Miss ESTHER FREDERICA KLUMPP, of Jimboomba.
U NDER section 137 of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I call
upon you to attend, at the Land Court to be held at Brisbane
on TUESDAY, the Fourth day of January, 1898, at Ten o'clock a.m.,
to show  cause  why your Agricultural Farm, No. 2421, Brisbane
District, being portion 43v, parish of Logan, should not- be declared
forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of occupation.
W. M. WATTS, Land Commissioner.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the license to
survey, issued by the Surveyor-General on the 11th February,
1886, to Surveyor William Henry Hassell, has been suspended, under
section 120 of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," until further notice.
97-106€6 - B4. Exam.
A. MCDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Survey Department, Brisbane, 7th October, 1897.
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFpICE,
BRISBANE.
MAP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets  at 2s.  6d. per Sheet, and Two at Is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia on a sma ll  scale, illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to-an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing the Main Telegraph Lines. Scale, 160 miles to an inch.
Price : Plain, is. 6d.; coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets ; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony. Price, is. plain, or coloured
(illustrating the Counties and Financial Districts) is. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catchment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers, &c., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, Is.
Geological Survey Office,
George street, Brisbane.
ON SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No. 4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government Geologist.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.
IT is hereby notified, for general  information , that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substituted
therefor
Notice is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.
96-2450-- Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary  for Works.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th October, 1897..
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the under.
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
New State School,  Isis  North-A. REVIE--£453 15s.
New State School, Wilsonton-JOHN FRANCE-£502 16s.
Additions, Post and Telegraph OWce, Thursday Islandessrs.
ANDERSON AND MaNZIES-8259 lOs.
Repairs, Post and Telegraph Office, Stanthorpe-D. CONNOLLY-
£78.
Repairs, Customs Buildings, Port Douglas-C. LINDEMANN--
£223 5s.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 15th October, 1897.
TENDERS.
BENDERS are invited for the  undermentioned Public Works.
For full particulars ,  see  Government Gazette.
Nature of  Work , Date of  Gazette  containing original Notice,
and Place  and Date to which Tender  can be received ,  respectively:-
SURAT-Additions, Repairs, &c., Post and Telegraph Office.
18th September. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post Offices,
Surat  and St. George ; 29th October.
MAYTOWN-Additional Room, Fencing, and Gates, Post and
Telegraph Office. 25th September. Works Office, Bris-
bane, Post Offices, Maytown, Cooktown, and Cairns, and
Court House, Townsville ; 29th October.
MAYTOWN-Repairs and Painting, Court House. 25th Septem-
ber. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Maytown,
Cooktown, Townsville, and Cairns ; 29th October.
INGLEWOOD-Purchase and Removal of Old Post and Telegraph
Office. 25th September. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Post Offices, Inglewood and Goondiwindi; 29th October.
IN GLE WOOD-New Bridge over McIntyre.Brook. 25th  Septemi
ber. Works Office ,  Drisbane ,  and Court  Houses, Ingle-
wood and Goondiwindi; 29th October.
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WINDORAH-Land Agent's Office, Court House. 25th Septem-
ber. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Win-
dorah and Longreach ; 5th November.
BLSCKALL-Painting and Repairs, Court House and Police
Magistrate's Quarters. 25th September. Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court Houses, Blackall, Barcaldine, Tambo,
and Rockhampton ; 5th November.
GEORGETOWN-Additions, Repairs, Painting, and Improve-
ments, State School. 25th September. Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court Houses, Georgetown, Cooktown,
Croydon, Normanton, and Townsville; 5th November.
SANDGATE-Internal Painting and Repairs, Post and Telegraph
Office. 2nd October. Works Office, Brisbane ; 22nd
October.
MOUNT PERRY-Repairs, Painting, and Improvements, Court
House and Police Station. 2nd October. Works Office.
Brisbane ; 29th October.
MOUNT PERRY-Repairs and Painting, State School. 2nd
October. Works Office, Brisbane; 29th October.
NANANGO-New Hospital. 2nd October. Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court House, Nanango ; 29th October.
CUNNAMULLA-Additions, Post and Telegraph Office. 2nd
October. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post Offices, Cunna-
mulla and Thargomindah ; 5th November.
BRISBANE - Repairs and Painting, Diamantina Orphanage
Buildings. 9th October. Works Office, Brisbane ; 22nd
October.
BRISBANE-Repairs and Re-forming Road, Government House.
9th October. Works Office, Brisbane ; 29th October.
BRISBANE-New Laundry, Government House. 9th October.
Works Office, Brisbane ; 29th October.
BUNDAMBA UrrLa-Repairs, Painting, and Improvements,
State School. 9th October. Works Office, Brisbane ; 5th
November.
MARYBOROUGH - Repairs, Police Station. 9th October.
Works Office, Brisbane ; 5th November.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £10, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4 c., Bridge over McIntyre River, Goondiw'indi."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and at
the Court Houses, Goondiwindi, Inglewood, Warwick, and Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
I
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS TO COTTAGES, PILOT
STATION BUILDINGS, BURNETT HEADS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 12th November, for Repairs and Improve-
ments to Cottages, Pilot Station Buildings, Burnett Heads.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3,
and endorsed  " Repairs, 4'c., to Cottages, Pilot Station Buildings,
Burnett Heads."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and at the
Custom Houses, Bundaberg and Maryborough.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
'REPAIRS, &c., POLICE BUILDINGS, EIDSVOLD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses,
Gayndah and Eidsvold, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 19th November, for Repairs, &c., Police Buildings, Eidsvold.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4'c., Police Buildings, Eidsvold."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and at
the Court Houses, Gayndah, Eidsvold, Mount Perry, and Bundaberg.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Iler Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, BRIDGE OVER McINTYRE
RIVER, GOONDIWINDI.TENDERS will be received at his Office, and athe Court Houses,
Goondiwindi and Inglewood, until Four o'clock  P.M. on
FRIDAY, the 26th November, for Repairs and Painting, Bridge
over McIntyre River, Goondiwindi.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, STATE SCHOOL, HILLGROVE.FRESH TENDERS will be received at this Office until Fouro'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 5th November, for Repairs and
Painting, State School, Hillgrove.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4'c., State School, Iillgrove."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars  obtained, at the Government Architect's Office; at the
Court Houses, Ipswich and Boonah ; and at the State School,
Hillgrove.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW COURT HOUSE, HALIFAX.
rjIENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses,
Halifax, Townsville, Ingham, and Cooktown, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 19th November, for New Court House,
Halifax.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £10, and
endorsed  "New Court House, Halifax."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office; and
at the Court Houses, Halifax, Townsville, Ingham, and Ccoktown.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
TAKING DOWN AND RE-ERECTING BOATSHEDS,
TROLLY-WAY, &c., WATER POLICE STATION,
THURSDAY ISLAND.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses,Townsville, Cooktown, Thursday Island, and Normanton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 19th November, for Taking Down
and Re-erecting Boatsheds, Trolly-way, &c., Water Police Station,
Thursday Island.
Tenders to be accompanied by it preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Taking Down and Re-erecting Boatsheds, 4c., Water
Police Station, Thursday Island."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and
at the Court Houses, Townsville, Cooktown, Thursday Island, and
Nornanton.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Ilcr Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ALTERATIONS AND RENOVATIONS TO STEPHENS'
BUILDINGS, FOR PHARMACY BOARD, BRISBANE.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m. onFRIDAY, the 5th November, for Alternations and Renovations
to Stephens' Buildings, for Pharmacy Board, Brisbane.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Alterations, cc., to Stephens' Buildings, for Pharmacy
Board, Brisbane."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, RECEPTION HOUSE,
ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses,Rockhampton and Gladstone, until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 12th November, for Repairs and Painting, Reception
House, Rockhampton.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4,c., Reception House, Rockhampton."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and at the
Court Houses, Rockhampton and Gladstone.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, PAINTING, AND NEW ROOM, TELEGRAPH
OFFICE, KEPPEL BAY.
F
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Post
1' Offices, Gladstone and Rockhampton, until Four o'clock p.m
on FRIDAY, the 12th November, for Repairs, Painting, and New
Room, Telegraph Office, Keppel Bay.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4'c., Telegraph Office, Keppel Bay."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
and at the Post Offices, Rockhampton and Gladstone.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 15th October, 1897.
NOTICES TO MARINERS.THE following Notices to Mariners are published for general
information.
ROBERT PHILP.
AtSTRALIAN STATION.
Orlando," at  Sydney, 23rd September, 1897.
Hydrographie Notice No. 44.
1.-WASHINGTON AND PALMYRA ISLANDS.
H.M.S.  "Penguin" reports that the following are the correct
positions of the abovenamed islands :-
Washington  Island -Latitude 4° 43' N.
Longitude 160' 24' W.
Palmyra Island - Latitude 5° 52' 18" N.
Longitude 162° 5' AV.
Charts Nos. 782 and 2867.
Pacific Islands , Vol. II.,  pages 401 and 402.
2.-SANDWICH ISLANDS.
A bank  of 30 fathoms exists in latitude  20° 58' N.,  longitude
157° 37' W.,  extending for some considerable distance ;  it has not yet
been thoroughly examined.
Charts Nos. 782 and 1510.
Pacific Islands, Vol. II.,  page 428.
(" Penguin," Note No. 1, 12th August, 1897: Office No.
3.-APPROACH TO WOODLARK ISLAND.
Latitude 9° 13' S., longitude 152° 49' E. (approximate).
H.M.S. "Wallaroo" reports that the positions of Alcester
Islands and Sharp Island (which is that shown on chart No. 2764 as
N. 67° E., 19 miles, from Alcester Islands) are not correctly shown
on the existing chart and that they are situated approximately as
follows :-
Alcester Islands-Latitude 9° 33' 30" S.
Longitude 152° 25' E.
Sharp Island-Latitude 9° 29' S.
Longitude 152° 40' E.
Chart No. 2764.
("Wallaroo," Note No. 3, 28th August, 1897: Office No. °A2.)
4.-REEF ISLANDS.
With reference to Australian Station Hydrographic Notice No. 40,
paragraph 4, of 7th July, 1897, this locality has been further examined
by H.M.S. " Torch," the observations of which ship differ in some
cases from those of the " Rapid."
The reef shown in chart No. 17 as extending across the S.W.
entrance between Fenualoa and Lomlom has a passage through it by
which the " Torch" proceeded from the southward finding it clear of
dangers. She anchored in a bay about 11 miles to the N.E. of the
S.W. corner of the reef fringing Lomlom Island in 13 fathoms, about
12' cables off the fringing reef and about the same distance from a
9 ft. patch.
It was found that the S.W. corner of the fringing reef extended
further out than is shown on the chart, and that the S.W. extreme of
Lomlom when in transit with the south extreme of Nibanga (which
does exist) bore east; and that there is apparently deep water between
the two islands.
Chart No. 17.
Sailing Directions-Pacific Islands, Vol. I., part I., page 351.
(" Torch," Note No. 2, 19th July, 1897: Office No. ' e 1.)
5.-FIJI-NAITONITONI ANCHORAGE.
The black buoy said to mark the inner extreme of western reef
does not exist and there is no buoy on the coral patch.
There is a beacon on the coral patch which is some distance from
the main reef, with a channel on either side.
Ships usually anchor to the westward of the coral patch.
Chart No. 167.
Sailing Directions :-Pacific Islands, Vol. II., 1891, page 128.
("Royalist," Note No. 1, 22nd August, 1897: Office No. ' 4 j.)
6.--Q UEENSLAND COAST.
Claremont Island Light-vessel is situated S.  71'15'E. 2 miles 1'6
cables from Heath Rock Beacon. Approximate position
Latitude-13° 29' 10" S.
Longitude-143° 41' 50" E.
Khandalla Shoal has on it a least depth of 13 feet, and is about 2
cables long, north and south, and one cable wide. It is situated with
Heath Rocks Beacon S. 9° 55' W., 2 miles 2.7 cables.
The old Khandalla Shoal is about N. 27° W. half-a-mile froth the
above, and is about 2 cables long, north and south, and 1 cable wide.
The shoalest part, with 18 feet, lies with Heath Rocks Beacon
S. 3° 45' W., 2 miles 6'8 cables.
Dart Shoal, with 11 feet on it, lies with the boulder marked on
the reef to the south-east of it S. 59° E., 2 miles 0'8 cables.
Approximate position:-
Latitude -13° 8' 30" S.
Longitude-143° 43' E.
Chart No. 2921.
("Dart," 30th August, 1897, No. 40: Office No. b4 °.)
CY1'RI AN A. G. BRIDGE, Rear Admiral.
To the respective Captains, Commanders, and Officers Commanding
Her Majesty's Ships and Vessels on the Australian Station.
MARINE DEPARTMENT OF QUEENSLAND.
TENDERS FOR STORES.TENDERS will be received at the Treasury, Brisbane, until Noon onSATURDAY, 6th November, from persons willing to contract
for the Supply of Stores at the various Ports and Lightships for the
above Department, for two years from 1st January, 1898.
Forms of Tender, Schedules, and General Conditions may be
obtained on application to the Portmaster, or any of the local Harbour
Masters.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Stores, Alarine I)epartment.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
T.  Al.  KING, Under Secretary.
The Treasury, Brisbane, 19th August, 1857.
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to the ordinary postage, otherwise the fullfee as for the original
service must  be prepaid.
Articles in reply or further service can only be accepted
after the  messenger  has delivered all the express delivery
articles originally entrusted to him.
Acceptance of Express Articles by Telegraph Messengers.
A telegraph  messenger  on delivering  a telegram may, if
desired, take back to the post office at which he is employed a
letter or packet for express delivery. The postage and fee
must be prepaid by the sender by means of stamps affixed to
the article. The express fee will be charged as from the
residence of the sender and not from the office where the
messenger  is employed.
2.--ExrREss DELIVERY AFTER TRANSMISSION BY Posr.
Letters and packets intended for express delivery from
the post office of destination only can be posted like ordinary
articles, but they must be clearly marked " Express Delivery,"
and have a thick perpendicular line drawn on each side of the
envelope. The fee of 4d. in addition to the ordinary postage
must be prepaid by affixed postage stamps, and the minimum
rate, including postage, is 6d. Letters and packets marked
as directed and fully prepaid will be delivered by special
messenger  immediately after receipt of the mail in which they
are enclosed.
The conditions already specified for express letters and
packets for the local  service  will also apply to those intended
for express delivery after  transmission  by post.
3.-SPECIAL  DELIVERY  OF LETTERS AND PACKETS  IN ADVANCE
OF THE  ORDINARY DELIVERIES,  AT THE REQUEST OF THE
ADDRESSEE.
Persons or firms who  desire at any time to  receive their
letters or packets, not exceeding the weight  of 8 ounces
each ,  or in the  aggregate a total weight not exceeding 4 lb., in
advance of the ordinary delivery, may have them delivered by
special messenger on payment of the following fees, viz.:-
The full express fee of 4d.  a mile or fraction  of a mile for
one article, and Id. each for  each  additional article beyond the
first.
Written applications for such  special  delivery must be
made by the person to whom, or firm to which, the letters or
packets are addressed. The applications  must  be addressed
to the officer  in charge of an  express delivery office from which
the letters are ordinarily delivered. If possible they should be
delivered by hand, but if posted must be prepaid as ordinary
letters. Care should be taken that the applications reach the
office an hour at least  before the time at which the delivery by
letter carrier  commences.
The express fee on at least one article must be prepaid by
stamps affixed  to the application. All additional fees must be
paid to the  special messenger  on delivery.
If no letters or packets for the  address given are found, a
special messenger  will be  sent to inform  the applicant to that
effect, and the express fee will be  retained  to pay for this
service.
In cases where  a regular  delivery by  special messenger is
required, either on one or more days of the week, or of letters,
&c., arriving by any particular mail, it will be sufficient if
application is made accordingly and left with the officer in
charge. In such  cases  the whole of the charges will be collected
on the delivery of the letters.
4. EXPRESS LETTERS O$ PACKETS FOR DELIVERY  FROM TRA-
VELLING POST OFFICES, WITHOUT PASSING  THROUGH THE
LOCAL POST OFFICE.
Letters or packets with the ordinary postage fully prepaid,
together with the usual late fee,  and an express  delivery
fee of 4d. affixed by postage stamps, will be accepted by any
travelling mail officer for delivery at any railway  platform
where the mail train is timed to stop. Such articles must be
marked by the sender " Express Delivery" in the manner pre-
viously directed, and this endorsement will be covered by the date
stamp of the T.P.O. to indicate that no further or local express
delivery  service is  required. The sender must arrange for a
special messenger  to meet the train on arrival at the platform
and apply at the travelling post office for the article. If this
is not done the letter or packet will be handed loose to the
person carrying the mails to the local post office, and delivery
must be obtained in the  usual manner.
EXPRESS DELIVERY OFFICES.
Albion, Bowen, Brisbane, Bundaberg, Cairns, Charleville,
Charters Towers, Cooktown, Croydon, Dalby, Fortitude Valley,
Gladstone, Gympie, Ipswich, Mackac, Maryborougli, Mount
Morgan, Normanton, One-Mile, Petrie Terrace, Queenton,
Rockhampton, Roma, Sandgate, South Brisbane, Southport,
Toowong, Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Woolloongabba,
and such other offices as the Postmaster-General may from time
to time appoint.
Brisbane , 13th October, 1897.
I T is hereby  notified ,  for general information , that thefollowing Regulations for an  " Express  Delivery" Service
at certain towns in Queensland  have  been  approved and will
come into force  on the 1st November, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
REGULATIONS-POST OFFICE EXPRESS DELIVERY
SERVICE BY TELEGRAPH MESSENGERS.
There are four systems by which letters and packets not
exceeding 8 ounces in weight can be specially delivered-
namely:-
(1)  By special messenger all the way.--This  is the most
expeditious service, and to secure it letters, &c., must
be banded in at an " Express Delivery" Post Office.
(2) By special messenger after transmission by post.-
(3)
For this service a letter may be posted at any post
or receiving office, or in any letter-box or tram
posting-bag, and be " expressed" on reaching the
delivering office, providing such office  is an  express
delivery office. (See list at foot hereof.)
By special delivery in advance of the ordinary
delivery by letter carrier.-By  this means any
person may make an arrangement with the post-
master of any express delivery office to secure the
immediate delivery of his own correspondence on its
arrival.
(4) Special delivery by travelling mail officers  at all
stations where the mail trains are timed to stop
without passing through the local post office or
waiting local delivery.
1.-LOCAL SERVICE BY SPECIAL MESSENGER ALL THE WAY.
In Brisbane letters and packets not exceeding 8 ounces in
weight will be accepted at the Chief Post Office and the post
offices at South Brisbane, Woolloongabba, Fortitude Valley,
Albion, and Toowong. They will also be accepted at most post
offices from which there is a delivery of telegrams. Such
offices are  designated "Express Delivery Offices."
Scale  of charges.
(a.) In Brisbane, for a -letter or packet not exceeding 8
ounces  in weight for the first mile or part of  a mile,  in addition
to the proper postage, 4d., provided that the minimum rate,
including postage, shall not  be less  than 6d.; for every additional
half-mile or part of half-a-mile, up to two miles, 2d.
(b.) Express  messages  will be delivered by foot- messengers,
by omnibus, or by bicycle, at the discretion of the Department.
If the  sender desires  a cab or other special conveyance to be
used, the actual fare must be paid in addition to the express
fee and postage.
(c.) At the suburban and country post offices the express
delivery is limited to one mile from the post office.
(d.) All charges, including both postage and fee, must be
fully prepaid by valid postage stamps affixed to the letter or
packet.
Posting and  distinctive  marking.
(a) Every letter and packet intended for express
delivery  must  be handed in, and not posted in a letter-box,
during the hours when the office is open for ordinary business.
After the office has closed they may be posted in the letter-
boxes in the ordinary  manner , but will not be delivered until
the following  morning.
(b) The words " Express Delivery " must be boldly and
legibly written by the sender above the address in the left-hand
corner  of the  cover . When posted in a letter-box there must be
in addition a broad perpendicular line drawn from top to bottom
both on the front and the back of the cover.
(c) There  is no express  delivery on Sundays and holidays.
(d) All articles handed in or posted  for express  delivery
must be immediately marked with the date and time of posting.
Where  a date  stamp showing hours and quarter-hours in plain
figures is in use , it will be  sufficient  to date-stamp such articles
with the stamp showing the hour and quarter-hour of posting. At
offices where a stamp  of this description is not used the article
must, in  addition to dating with the  stamp in  ordinary use, be
marked with the exact  time  of posting, thus, " 9/5 A" indicating
five minutes  after nine  a.m. In the same manner fifty-five
minutes after  twelve noon would be indicated by " 12/55 P."
Reply and further service.
When a reply is required to an express delivery letter
or packet, the words " Wait Reply " must be legibly written by
the sender immediately under the words " Express Delivery,"
and the postage and fee required for the reply must be affixed
by postage  stamps  immediately under the above endorsement on
the article to which a reply is desired. The messenger will be
allowed to wait ten minutes for the reply.
When the letter or packet  sent  in reply, or as a further
service,  is to be taken to an address on the messenger's home-
ward route the express delivery fee will be 3d. in addition
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EXCAVATING TRENCHES AND LAYING PIPES FOR
TELEPHONE WIRES.TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under Secretaryand Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Eighteenth day of October, 1897, from persons
desirous of contracting for the Excavating for, Laying, Jointing,
Making Good, and all Work in connection with Laying, Two and
Three Inch Cast-ircfa Pipes for Telephone Wires, in and about the
City of Brisbane, according to the general conditions and specification
published in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, 11th September,
1897.
Specifications, Schedules, and all other information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Under Secretary and
Superintendent of Telegraphs.
Post and Telegraph  Department,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Brisbane , 17th September, 1897.
SUPPLY OF TELEGRAPH POLES.
Fj RESH TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under
Jig Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until
Noon on MONDAY, the Twenty-fifth day of October, 1897, from
persons desirous of contracting for the Supply of Telegraph Poles,
according to the Specification published in the  Government Gazette
of Saturday, 25th September, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1897.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
QUEENSLAND COASTAL SERVICES.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 14th October, 1897.
T ENDERS will be received at the Office of the Postmaster-General,Brisbane, until Noon of THURSDAY, the 30th of December
next, from Persons or Companies desirous of contracting for the
Conveyance of Mails for the Government of Queensland, according to
the terms and conditions following :-
1. The contract to be for the term of three years from the First
day of July, 1898.
2. The vessels engaged in the service to be steamships of at least
400 tons register, maintaining an average speed of not less than ten
knots per hour, and sufficient for the due observance of the time-table
between port and port; and all steamships, branch steamers, and steam
tenders required for carrying out the services to be at alltimes subject
to the approval of the Postmaster-General.
3. The vessels to sail between-
(a)  Brisbane and Cooktown, and  vice versa,  calling at the
(b)
Railway Wharf, Broadmount, Flat-top Island, the jetty,
Bowen, the wharf, Townsville, Cairns, and Port Douglas,
with branch  steamers  to ply between Townsville, Dunge-
ness,  Cardwell, Mourilyan Harbour, and Johnstone River,
calling off  Clump Point, and between Mackay and Flat-top
Island ,  once a week ;
Cooktown and Norman Bar, via Thursday Island, once a
fortnight, with branch  steamer to  ply between Norman Bar
and Normanton ;
(o) Normanton and Burketown,  once a fortnight , with branch
steamer to  ply between Burket:)wn Anchorage and Burke-
town.
4. The Postmaster-General to be at liberty at any time, upon
giving one  month's notice, to substitute for any of the ports named
any other port of call, or to add one port without additional subsidy.
If more than  one port of  call should be required  to be  added to the
service, then such additional subsidy, if any, to be paid as may be
mutually agreed upon:
5. Each vessel starting from Brisbane to have at least three-fifths
of her carrying capacity available for the receipt of Queensland cargo
for the northern ports of the colony.
6. The term "  Mails" means  and includes  all bags , boxes, baskets,
or other packages of letters and other postal packets, including parcels
not exceeding  the maximum weight of eleven pounds each, and all
empty bags,  boxes,  baskets ,  and  other  articles  used or  to be  used in
carrying on the Post and Telegraph Service, together with all stores
for Post and Telegraph use.
7. Mails to be conveyed by steam tenders between Mackay and
Flat-top Island, Cairns Anchorage and wharf, between Norman Bar
and Normanton , and between Burketown Anchorage and Burketown ;
and to leave Flat-top Island, Cairns Anchorage, Norman Bar, and
Burketown Anchorage with the  mails  immediately after arrival of
steamers ; the time of departure of such tenders from Mackay, Cairns,
Normanton, and Burketown  to  be fixed  by the  officers in charge of
the post offices at those places.
8. The contractors to land and ship mails at Broadmount, Mackay,
Bowen,  Townsville wharf, Cairns, Port Douglas, Cooktown, Thursday
Island, Normanton, and Burketown, as well as the other ports referred
to in clauses 3 and 4.
9. Time- tables  to be issued by the Postmaster-General from time
to time, and to be strictly adhered to, irrespective of cargo.
10. No vessel to leave a port of call before the time appointed by
the time-table.
11. The vessels engaged in the service to be at all times officered
and manned  by competent persons, to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-
General . No coloured labour or Asiatics to be employed  as crew,
engineers , or in any other capacity whatever in manning such vessels,
dzc.
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12. All vessels engaged in the service, and solely employed in the
colony of Queensland, to be exempt from the payment of all harbour
dues at all ports of call, excepting once in every period of twelve
months.
13. The annual subsidy to be paid by twelve equal monthly
instalments.
14. The contract to embody all the ordinary conditions of mail
contracts applicable to the services.
15. The contractors to enter into a bond with approved  sureties
in the penal sum of £5,000, conditioned to the due performance of
the contract.
16. A penalty of £5 per hour will be inflicted  in all cases of
late arrival at or departure from Brisbane, Broadmount, Townsville,
and Cairns, and a penalty of £2 per hour for late  arrival at or
departure from Cooktown and Norman Bar and for late  arrival at
Normanton.
17. The Government of Queensland does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Full information may be obtained on application to the Under
Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Post and Telegraph
Department, Brisbane.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Postmaster-General.
DIVISION OF WOONGARRA.
Home Secretary's Office;
Brisbane , 13th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887" and  " The Health Act of  1884," been pleased
to approve of the following By-law made by the Board of the
Division of Woongarra.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by  "The Divisional Boards Act of  1887 " and  "The Health
Act of  1884 " it is enacted that the Board of any Division may make
By-laws for all or any of the purposes in the said Acts mentioned :
It is hereby resolved by the Board of the Division of Woongarra,
by and with the approval of the Governor in Council, that the follow-
ing By-law shall be in force within the said Division from the date of
the publication hereof
BY-LAW No. 20.
FOR THE ORDERING OF COMMON LODGING-HOUSES WITHIN THE DIVISION
OF WOONGARRA.
1. In order that a common lodging-house may be registered, the
keeper of such house shall give notice in writing in the form of the
Schedule A hereto.
2. Each registration of a common lodging-house shall be in force from
the date of its registration until the thirty-first day of December next
ensuing and no longer : Provided always that if upon inspection or
satisfactory evidence it shall appear to the Board that either from
unhealthiness of position, the insufficiency of the premises, the improper
character of the keeper, three breaches of this By-law, or from other
sufficient cause, the Board may refuse to renew such registration, and
may, upon due notice and unless sufficient cause to the contrary be
shown, suspend or cancel any such registration ; and notice in writing
addressed to the keeper, signed by the clerk of the Board, of such
suspension or cancellation, shall be conclusive evidence of such suspen-
sion or cancellation.
3. There shall be no greater number of lodgers or other persons
permitted to occupy any sleeping apartment in any common lodging-
house than the number which can be accommodated with space according
to the undermentioned conditions, that is to say-
(a) In sleeping apartments in wooden buildings one person for
each space of not less than 480 cubic feet contained in such
apartment ;
(b) In every apartment where there is no chimney or equivalent
ventilation, one person for each space of not  less than 600
cubic feet contained in such apartment ;
(c) In brick buildings, one person to each 500 cubic feet of space
contained in such sleeping apartment, when proper  means of
ventilation are provided ;
(d) Two children under ten years of age shall be counted as one
lodger.
4. The keeper of every common lodging-house shall put up and keep
exhibited in a conspicuous place in each sleeping apartment a ticket,
signed by the clerk of the Board, stating the number of lodgers allowed
to sleep in such apartment, which ticket the clerk of the Board shall
issue upon registering such common lodging-house, or afterwards, when
required, upon any sleeping apartment being altered in  such a manner
as to increase or lessen the space available therein for lodgers, or upon
any fresh room being used as a sleeping apartment.
5. The keeper of any common lodging-house who shall put up and
exhibit, or allow or suffer to be put up or exhibited, in any apartment of
a common lodging-house any ticket, signed by the clerk of the Board,
stating the number of persons allowed to sleep in any apartment to
which the ticket does not apply, shall be liable to a penalty not  exceeding
five pounds.
6. Persons of different  sexes  shall not occupy  the same sleeping
apartments, except married couples, or parents with their children under
ten years of age, or any children under ten years of age.
7. The keeper of every common lodging-house shall keep the floors
of all rooms, passages, &c., of such house  at all times  clean, and washed
once in every week at least.
8. The keeper of every common lodging-house shall provide a
sufficient washstand and fittings, with a supply of water, soap, and
towels, in every sleeping apartment for females; and shall for male
lodgers provide sufficient accommodation and appliances for washing,
either in the sleeping apartments of such lodgers or in a convenient place
set apart for that purpose.
9. The beds, blankets, covers, and sheets shall be kept  clean and in
a wholesome condition.
10. Sheets in which any person or lodger shall have lain shall be
washed before being used by any other person.
11. The keeper of every common lodging-house shall provide  sufficient
ventilation in all apartments to the satisfaction  of the inspector of
lodging-houses and the health officer.
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12. It shall be the duty of the inspector of lodging-houses to see
that this By-law, and the provisions of the Health Act relating to
common lodging -houses, are  duly observed and complied with, within
the limits  of the Division.
13. The inspector of lodging-houses and also the officers of health
are hereby empowered and authorised to visit and inspect, from time to
time, the common lodging-houses within the Division, providing that
no visit for  the purpose of ordinary inspection shall be made between
the hours of 11 p.m. and 9 a.m. The inspector shall not enter any
apartment  occupied by females, unless upon information that the pro-
visions of  this By-law in respect to the separation of the sexes is being
violated, and then only in company with a police constable.
14. Every person offending against any of the provisions of this
By-law, shall, for every offence, be liable to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds, and a further penalty not exceeding forty shillings for every day
during which the offence continues.
15. The Board of the Division of Woongarra shall appoint an officer
to be named in connection with this By-law as the " Inspector of
Lodging Houses."
The foregoing By-law was passed by the Board of the Division of
Woongarra ,  at a special meeting called for that purpose ,  on the twentieth
day of July , 1897;  the said By-law was duly  published  in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards  Act of  1887,"  and was
confirmed at a subsequent special meeting of the said Board on the
seventh day of September, 1897.
J. TOPPING,  Clerk . JAS. CRAN,  Chairman.
BOROUGH  OF NORTH ROCKHAMPTON.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 6th October, 1897.
IS Excellency the Governor , with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Health
Act of  1884"  and  " The Health Act Amendment  of  1886," been
pleased to approve of the following  By-law  made  by the Council of
the Borough of North Rockhampton.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by  "The Health Act of  1884" and  "The Health Act Amend-
ment Act of  1886 "  it is  enacted that the Council of any Borough may
make By-laws for all or any of the purposes in the said Acts mentioned :
It is  hereby resolved by the Council of the Borough of North Rock-
hampton, by and with the approval of the Governor in Council, that
the following By-law shall be in force within the said Borough from the
date of the publication-hereof :-
BY-LAW No. 9.
FOR THE REGISTRATION OF DAIRIES AND INSPECTION OF GRAZING
GROUNDS, DAIRIES, YARDS, ANIMALS, AND MILK FOR SALE.
Registration.
1. Every person carrying on the trade or business of a cowkeeper,
dairyman ,  or seller  of milk shall, on or before the first day of January
in every year, register  himself  with the Council  in the manner  following,
that is to  say, by signing and forwarding to the clerk of the said Council
an application  and declaration in the form hereunder written :-
Application for Registration as
To the Clerk of the Borough Council of North Rockhampton.
SIR,-I desire to be registered in accordance with the particulars in
the Schedule hereunder:- Schedule.
Name in full :
Trade in respect of which Registration is required :
Style of Firm under which Trade is to be carried on :
Name or description of every Place within the jurisdiction of the
Borough Council of North Rockhampton at which such Trade
or any part of it is to be carried on, and description of all
Paddocks, Grass Lands, Grounds, and Enclosures occupied or
used, or intended to be used, by the Applicant :
Period of Time for which Registration is desired :
And I hereby declare that the cows belonging to me are in good
health ; that the grazing ground in my occupation is not, in regard to
water  supply or otherwise, in a condition likely to be prejudicial to the
wholesomeness  of the milk ; that every house, dairy, and cowshed in
my occupation  is in  good condition in regard to lighting, ventilating,
cleanliness ,  drainage , and water supply; that every place for keeping
the milk  is clean , well ventilated, and properly supplied with vessels.
Signed :
Address :
Date :
2. Upon receipt of such application the clerk of the Council shall
endorse the same with  a memorandum of the date upon which it was
received ,  and shall file the same , and enter the particulars in the schedule
to such application in a book to be kept for that purpose, and cause the
same  to be properly indexed.
Inspection of grazing grounds  and  herd.
3. All paddocks, grounds, lands, or enclosures used as  grazing
ground for  dairy cattle shall, when necessary, be inspected by the
inspector of nuisances  or health officer of the Council, or by any
person authorised in writing by the Mayor of the Council; and if on
inspection  such paddocks, grounds, or enclosures, or any one of them,
are, or is  likely, in the opinion of the officer or person inspecting, to be
prejudicial  to health by affecting the milk or otherwise, the Council may,
by  an  order in writing signed  by the Mayor, and served personally or
left at the dwelling -house of the person registered ,  or, in the case of an
unregistered person, served  personally, or left at his dwelling-house, or
posted upon the land , prohibit the use of the same for the purpose of feeding
dairy  cattle ,  either absolutely  or for any time named in such order. All
cattle in dairies shall also be similarly  inspected by a veterinary surgeon
or other competent person, and any cows  found to be diseased, or which
from poverty or weakness are, in the  opinion of the inspector, likely to be
unfit for use for dairy purposes , shall be forthwith removed from such
dairy if  ordered by such inspector or other  officer as aforesaid.
Inspection  of  dairies.
4. All houses ,  dairies, cowsheds ,  milkstores ,  rnilkshops ,  or other
premises  used for the  purposes of the trade  of a cowkeeper ,  dairyman,
or seller of milk, and the milk therein , shall be frequently inspected by
the inspector  or other person authorised in writing  by the Mayor, and if
on inspection there is  anything,
math o inion
of
the person so inspecting,prejudicial or likely to be prejudici l by  affecti g  the milk or
otherwise, the Council may, by order  in writing  signed by the Mayor, and
served personally or left at the dwelling-house of the registered person
or owner or occupier of such  premises , require such  measures to  be taken
as may be prescribed by the Council  or as  may be necessary for the
remedying of any defective condition.
Cleanliness of dairies.
5. All houses, dairies, cowsheds, milkstores, milkshops, *or other
buildings or structures used by any person carrying on the trade or
business of cowkeeper or dairyman for the purposes of such trade or
business, shall be kept in such a state in respect  of cleanliness  as not to
be a nuisance or injurious to health, and shall be thoroughly and
effectively lighted and ventilated, and the drainage of all such buildings
shall be so arranged that no stagnant water or refuse matter of any kind
shall remain or be in any way whatever in or upon or contiguous to any
such premises.
Cleanliness of yards.
6. All yards, sheds, or other places used for keeping or holding
dairy cows shall be regularly swept and kept perfectly clean, and shall,
within twenty-four hours of any order to such effect from the health
officer or inspector of nuisances, be fumigated, disinfected, or lime.
washed as may be in any such order directed.
Milk vessels.
7. All vessels used for containing milk shall be thoroughly scalded
and scoured every time they are used.
Health of eowi.
8. If at any time disease  exists in  the dairy, or among the cows
or cattle in any cowshed or dairy, or in the herds of any cowkeeper,
dairyman, or seller of milk, the registered person, owner, occupier, or
other person in charge, as the case may be, shall immediately give
notice to the Council or health officer, and the milk of the diseased
cow shall not be used in any way whatsoever.
Animals in dairies.
9. No cowkeeper, dairyman, or seller of milk shall keep, permit, or
suffer to be kept, in the sheds, buildings, or milking yards in which any
dairy cows are kept or sheltered, any pig or animal other than such cows.
Water supply.
-10. No cowkeeper or dairyman shall use for any dairy purposes or
allow his cattle to drirrk any water declared by the Council as unfit to
be used for such purposes.
Customers.
11. In the event of the appearance or outbreak of fever or any
infectious disease on the premises of any cowkeeper, dairyman,  or seller
of milk, or in the neighbourhood thereof, and any suspicion be raised
that such appearance or outbreak is due to the use of unwholesome
milk, the owner or occupier of such premises shall, on demand of
the Council or health officer, furnish  a list  of all customers or purchasers
of milk from such dairy or milk-seller.
In case of illness.
12. If any person or member of the family of any person registered
as aforesaid but employed as a cowkeeper, dairyman, or seller of milk, or
any visitor or member of the family of any visitor to any such person, or
any person in the employment and dwelling on the premises of such
registered person, shall be attacked by fever or any infectious disease,
the occupier of the house in which such person shall be, or (if he be the
person attacked) his wife or other person in charge, shall immediately give
notice thereof to the Council or health officer, and thereupon it shall
and may he lawful for the Council, by an order served as aforesaid, to
prohibit absolutely the sale and forwarding the milk for  sale from any
premises in the use and occupation of any such cowkeeper, dairyman,
or seller of milk until danger, in the opinion of the Council or health
officer, no longer exists ; and in any case it shall not be lawful to allow
any person so suffering, or having recently been in contact with a person
so suffering, to milk cows, or to handle vessels used for containing milk
for sale , or in any way to take part  or assist  in the conduct of such trade
or business, nor if the person registered or conducting such business be
himself the person suffering shall he take any part whatever in the
conduct of such trade or business until in either  case, in the  opinion of
the health officer, all danger therefrom of the communication of
infection to the milk, or of its contamination, has ceased.
Certificate.
The foregoing By-law was passed by special order of the Council of
the Borough of North Rockhampton on the eighteenth day of August,
1897, and was confirmed at a subsequent meeting of the said Council 01n
the fifteenth day of September, 1897 ; and the provisions of section
169 of  " The Local Government Act of  1878 " have otherwise been fully
complied with.
A. H CAMPBELL, Town Clerk. FRANK POWER, Mayor.
DIVISION OF WANGARATTA.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has, in pursuance of the provisions of "  The  Divisional
Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to approve of the following
By-law made by the Board of the Division of Wangaratta.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by  "The Divisional Boards Act of  1887" the Board of any
Division is empowered to make By-laws for all or any of the pur-
poses in the said Act mentioned : It is hereby resolved by the Board
of the Wangaratta Division, by and with the approval of the Governor
in Council, that the following By-law shall be in force within the said
Division from the date of the publication hereof
BY-LAW No. 13.
By-law No. 12, published in the  Gazette  dated 19th November, 1892,
is hereby repealed, and the following By-law substituted therefor :-
The Board shall meet for general business on the second Wednes-
day in every alternate month.
Certificate.
The foregoing By-law was passed by the Board of the Wangaratta
Division on the ninth day of June, 1897, at a special meeting called for
that purpose ; the said By-law was duly published, in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," and was con-
firmed at a subsequent special meeting of the said Board on the eleventh
f day of August, 1897.
J. WATSON, Chairman.
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Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 16th October, 1897.THE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Brisbane Permanent Buildingand Banking Company, Limited, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 28th June to 27th September,
1897, is published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS Of the BRISBANE PERMANENT BUILDING} AND BANKING
COMPANY, LIMITED, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 28th June to 27th September, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation ( Not bearing InterestBearing Interest ... ...
Bills in Circulation ( Not bearing  InterestBearing Interest ...
... ...
Balances  due to other Banks ... ... ... ...
Deposits  .,,
"'
Not  bearing InterestS
Bearing Interest ...
Other Liabil ities  .. . ... ... ... ...
Total Amount  of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ... ...
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ...
Amount of the Last Dividend declared
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ..,
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion and Bars ... ... ...
Government Securities ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Balances  due from other  Banks ...  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,  Bills of Exchange , and all Stock
]Rillsand Funded Debts of ever descri tion and  Balances due toexce tin Notesy p , p g ,,
'the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets ...
Brisbane , 4th October, 1897.
97 19 0
141,211 4 6
2,009 16 6
... £143,319 0 0
... 111,902 11 10
... 21 per cent.  per annum.
... 1,422 19 10
16,684 16 0
TOTAL.
£ a. d.
22,481 18 3
11,967 G 0
240,932 4 6
£275,381 8 9
B. R. BALE, Manager.
ALBERT E. WILLS, Accountant.
I, Benjamin Robert Bale, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account
of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified ; and that the same was made up from the
Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria No. 13.
B. R. BALE.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this fourth clay of October, 1897.
JAMES R. DicxsoN, Justice of the Peace.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
A
N  Office for the transaction of all business connected with the
above is now open in a portion of the Ports and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted by the Assistant Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns in the Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers in  charge, stating the class of men required, the work to be
done, and the  wages off ered ; and applicants seeking work should
personally register their names and addresses.
. Information  respecting  the condition of the Labour Market in
every district  is always  obtainable at the Head Office.
J. O'N. BRENAN, Officer in Charge.
Home Secretary' s Office,
.Brisbane , 15th October, 1897.
T
TIfE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum at Dunwici is
published  in pursuance of the  Regulations  for the management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDED 9TH DAY  OF OCTOBER, 1897.
Number of Inmates  remaining  in Asylum at date
of previous Report ... ... ... ... 902
Number  since  admitted ... ... ... ... 4
Number returned  from leave ... ... ... 2
908
Number discharged ... ... ... ... 0
Number died ... ... ... ... 1
Number absent  on leave ... ... ... 8
9
Number  remaining  at date hereof
Admissions :
... ... 899
John Gallagher, 63, labourer, from Croydon ; last two years
working at Croydon, and inmate of the Croydon Hospital.
Henry Oettinger, 76, farmer, from Toowoomba ; last two years
working in Toowoomba.
Margaret Oettinger, 80, housewife, from Toowoomba; last two
years with her husband in Toowoomba.
Re-admission :
Ellen Agnes Hickson, 63.
Discharge :
Nil.
Death.-Kate Richards, 70; admitted 21st September, 1897.
P. SMITH,  Medical Superintendent.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the morning of the 25th of
December,  1896; also  that a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the crime, not being the principal offender, who shall give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid for such information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person  or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed  all or  any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey,
that were stabbed at that place on the said night ;  and that a
Free Pardon be given to any person concerned in the crime,  not being
the principal offender, who may give such  information.
HORACE TOZER.
AMOUNT. TOTAL.
£  r. d. £ s. d.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.
N
OTICE is hereby  given , that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinafter
mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or
before the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central
District, in which  case  the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
James Cockerill ,  late of
Boobigan, Nerang Creek,
grazier
John Hendry (otherwise
John )  Boyle ,  late of
Harrisville ,  near Ipswich,
farmer
Date of
Death.
1897.
5 May
1896.
30 Aug.
1 1897.
David Pringle Milne ,  late of  1 30 July
Brisbane , boot and shoe
maker, retired
1897.
John Dwyer, late of Too- 20 June
woomba ,  farmer
1896.
William Williams, late of 27 Oct.
Maryborough,  insurance
agent ,  sometime draper
1889.
Henry Walters Risien, late 6 May
of Rockhampton, com-
mission agent
1897.
Bridget Wells .  late of  Con- 12 April
suelo Station, widow
1897
Bridget Wells aforesaid
.
... 12 April
1897.
Bridget Wells aforesaid ... 12 April
1897.
Bridget Wells aforesaid ... 12 April
Name of Claimant.
Mark Cockerill, of Jumna,
near  Jimbour,  grazier;
John Cockerill ,  of Bris-
bane, grazier ; and Mary
Shittler ,  of South Bris-
bane, widow
Margaret Boyle,  of Been-
leigh, widow of deceased
Richard Milne, of Gympie,
miner
Michael Tobin, of the same
place, labourer
Lydia Williams , of the same
place, widow of deceased
Henry John  Risien, of the
same place ,  accountant
Ellen Iionora Wells, of the
same place ,  spinster
Emily Mary Wells, of the
same place, spinster
William Joseph Wells, of
the same place, head
stockman
John Cunningham Wells, of
the same place, station
manager
Registrar of Titles'  Office, Brisbane , 16th October, 1897.
1897.
Will dated 3 Novem- 23 Nov.
ber, 1870
1897.
Will dated lO July, 1895 23 Nov.
1997.
Will dated 25 l;ovem- 23 Nov.
ber, 1880
1897.
Will dated 14 February ,  26 Nov.
1888
1897.
Will dated 8 April,  1897 26 Nov.
1897.
Will dated 8 April, 1897 26 Nov.
1897.
Will dated 8 April, 1897 26 Nov.
1897.
Will dated 8 April, 1897 26 Nov.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE..
TAKE NOTICE, that application has been made to bring the Lands described below unler the provisions of the Real Property Acts of
1861 and 1877. Any person desiring to oppose will require to lodge, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of the said Acts,
on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Date  within which  a Caveatmay be Lodged.
Subdivisions 10 and 13 of portion 49, county of Livingstoue, parish Elizabeth Marv Cuthell, wife of William 26th November, 1897.
of Rockhampton ; and the south-eastern hall of allotment 9 of Andrew Cuthell, of Randwick,  near  Sydney,
section 45, town of Rockhampton New South Wales, as devisee under the
will of Percival Douglas Mansfield, late of
Laidley, merchant, deceased
Registrar  of Titles' Office,  Brisbane , 16th October, 1897.
SEVENTH Supplementary List of Surveyors Licensed to act under
the provisions and for the purposes of the Real Property Acts
of 1861 and 1877, prepared in accordance with the 41st section of the
Act of  1877:-
Name.
Cullen, George F.
Address.
La Plata, Blackall.
J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 14th October, 1897.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 11th October, 1897.IT is hereby notified that THOMAS ALLEN WALKER is licensed a  a
Surveyor qualified to act under the provisions and for the
purposes  of the Real Property Acts of 1861 and 1877, and subject
to the Regulations of this Department.
J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 11th October, 1897.
IT is hereby notified that CHARLES JAMES PERKINs is licensed as a
Surveyor qualified to act under the provisions and for the
purposes of the Real Property Acts of 1861 and 1877, and subject
to the Regulations of this Department.
J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
Description and Situation of Land.
Estate P tfcul f Willr ar
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
s o orclaimed to  be a
transmitted , otherwise.
Portions 8, 10, 12,  13, 33, 46, 67, 70,  103, Fee-simple ...
subdivisions  14 and 24 to 30 of portion 1,
and subdivision  2 of portion 5, county of
Ward, parish of Gilston
1897.
Will dated  13 March, 23 Nov.
1897
1897.
Portions  145 and 148, county of Churchill,  Fee-simple  ... Letters of Administra- 23 Nov.
parish of  Flinders tion
llesubdivision 1 of subdivisions  1 and 2 of Fee -simple
suburban portion 153. subdivisions 12 and
13 of section 4 of allotment 310, parish of
North Brisbane ,  city of Brisbane ;  subdi-
viiions  24 and  28 of  north -eastern suburban
allotment 88, parish or North Brisbane ;
and subdivision 6A of allotment 2 of
section 12,  town of Sandgate
Allotments 2 and 3 of section 37, town of Fee -simple
Toowoomba
Subdivision 4 of allotment 1 of section 84, Fee-simple
town of Maryborough
CENTRAL  DISTRICT.
Allotment 3 of section 6, town of Gracemere Fee-simple
Portion 8A, county of Denison, parish of  Fee-simpleSpringsure
Portions 1 and 5 of section 21A, county of  Fee-simple
Denison ,  parish of Spnngsure
Allotment 23 of section 28, town of Gladstone Fee-simple
Allotment 22 of section 28, town of Gladstone Fee-simple
J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1897.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or after the Second day
of November, 1897, in conformity with the provisions of the 95th
section of the  "Real Property Act of  1861,"  to dispense  with the
production of Certificate of Title No. 10032, volume 81, folio 52, for
subdivisions 1 to 9 of section 4 of portion 15113, county of Stanley,
parish of Yeerongpilly, in the name  of Eliza  Trabuco, for the purpose
of registering  Lease, No. 313100, of all the said  lands , made by the
Stephens Divisional Board in favour of Albert Bess; the whereabouts
of the  said  Certificate of Title being unknown to the said Board,
which is therefore unable to produce the same.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar  of Titles.
Registrar of Titles ' Office,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1897.
N
OTICE is hereby given,  that I intend ,  on or after the Second
day of November ,  1897 , in conformity with the  pro visions of
the 95th  section of the  "Real Property  Act of  1861,"  to dispense
with the production  of Certi ficate of Title No .  133542, volume 833.
folio 32, for resubdivision 85 of subdivision 2 of portion 37, county of
Stanley, parish  of Indooroopilly,  in the name  of William  Bramley
Briggs, for the purpose of registering Lease ,  No. 312781 ,  of all the
said lands ,  made by the Taringa Divisional Board in favour of
Alexander  McLeod; the  said Certi ficate of Title never having been in
the possession of the said  Board, which  is therefore unable to produce
the same.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff's Office, Brisbane, 14th October, 1897.
THE QUEENSLAND NATIONAL BANK, LIMITED, v. THE UNION TRUSTEE COMPANY OF AUSTRALIA, LIMITED,  ADMINISTRATORS OF
THE ESTATE  OF GEORGE  ROGERS  HARPING, DECEASED.
To all Persons Concerned.TAKE NOTICE, that a Writ of Fieri Facias  has been issued upon a Judgment obtained by the Plaintiffs in the above  action,and that all the equity of redemption, right, title, and interest (if any) possessed by the abovenamed George Rogers
Harding at the time of his death, of, in, and to the lands described in the Schedule hereunder :-
The Schedule above Referred to.
Description  of Land. Area.
A. R. P.  1
Portion 138v ... ... 2 1 4
Portion 139v ... ... 2 1 4
Portion 140v ... ... 5 0 0
Portion 141v ... ... 5 0 0
Portion 142v ... ... 3 0 0
Portion 144v ... 4 120
Allotment 8 of suburban
section 16
1 2 19
Allotment 1 of section 1 1 0 36
Allotment 5 of section 6 1 0 0
Allotment 4 of section 6 1 0 0
Allotment 3 of section 6 1 0 0
Allotment 2 of section 6 1 0 0
Allotmeht 1 of section 6 1 0 0
Allotment 5 of section 4 1 0 0
Allotment 5 of section 3 1 0 0
Allotment 1 of suburban 1 0 0
section 2
Subdivision 1 of portion 27 2 4
166
Portion 382 ... ... 15 1 16
Subdivisiow 2 of portion 9 1 25;,,
164
Portion 381 ... ... 15 0 0
Portion 165 ... ... 52 0 0
Portion lAV ... ... 0 0 10
Subdivisions 631 to 636
and 664 to 667 of por-
tion 647
1 0 3i„
Subdivisions 65 to 76 and
177 to 186 of portion 306
2 1 21.
Subdivisions 101 to 105
and 150 to 154 of por-
tion 306
1 0 0
Subdivisions 134 and 135 .
of portion 306
0 0 32;
Allotment 12 of  section 2 0 1 0
Allotment 13 of section 2 0 1 0
Allotment 10 of section 3 2 1.34
Portion 127v ... ... 31 1 0
Subdivisions  505 and 506
of portion 308
0 0 33j
Subdivisions 541 and 542
of portion 307
0 0 32,u
Subdivisions  401 to 407
and 436 to 439 of por-
tion 308
1 0 27-u
Portion 143v ... ... 3 0 38
Allotment 1 of section 7 0 2 22j
Allotment 2 of section 7 0 2 25
Allotment 3 of section 7 0 2 14j
Allotment 4 of section 7 0 2 28
Allotment 5  of section  7 0 2 19
Allotment 6 of section 7 0 2 33}
Allotment  7 of section  7 0 2 0
Allotment 22 of  section  7 0 2 6
Allotment  23 of section  7 0 2 5j
Subdivision 69 of allot-
ment 14 of section 28
0 1 32
Subdivision 68 of allot-
ment 13 of section 28
0 1 32
Portion iv. ... ... 0 1 22
Subdivisions 92, 93, 162,
and 163 of portion 306
0 1 24
Subdivision B of portion 14 1 36
642
Subdivisions 1 to 7, 12 to 10 3 2-L10
22, 28 to 35, 37 to 44,
51 to 60, 62 to 70, 74 to
83, 93, 97 to 108, 113,
114, 117 to 128, 132,
133, 138, 139, 141 to
148 of portion 643
Subdivision  36 of por-
tions  642 and 643
0 0 16
Portion 639 ... ... 15 1 0
Portion 646 24 0 0
Portion 686 24 0 0
Portion 687 .. 13 2 20
Portion  688 ... ... 12 028
Portion 689 ... ... 1.4 1 13
Portion 690 ... ... 12 0 21
Portion 545 ... ... 1 1 33
Portion  546 ... ... 1 1 5
Portion 521 2 0 8
Suburban  allotment 695 15 0 0
County.
Stanley
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Ward ...
Stanley
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Parish. Town.
Yeerongpilly .
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...  ...
Nerang ... Southport
Yeerongpilly Booran ...
ditto ... ditto ...
ditto ... ditto ...
ditto ... ditto ...
ditto ... ditto ...
ditto ... ditto ...
ditto ... ditto ...
ditto ... ditto ...
Oxley ... ...
Enoggera ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ditto ... ...
ditto ... ditto ... ...
Stanley Enoggera ...
Yeerongpilly Sunnybankditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
- ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Enoggera
ditto
ditto
...
...
...
...
...
...
ditto  ...
ditto  ...
...
...
...
...
Yeerongpilly ..
Kedron ... Kedron ...
ditto ... ditto ...
ditto ... ditto ...
ditto ... ditto ...
ditto ... ditto ...
ditto ... ditto ...
ditto ... ditto ..
ditto ... ditto ...
ditto ... ditto ...
Cleveland ... Cleveland
ditto .. . ditto ...
Enoggera  ... ...
ditto ... ..
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
No. of Deed of Grant or
Certi ficate of Title. vol. Folio.
Deed of Grant 73521 ... 758 31
Deed of Grant 73522 ... 758 32
Deed of Grant 73523 ... 758 33
Deed of Grant 73524 ... 758 34
Deed of Grant 73525 ... 758 35
Deed of Grant 73526 ... 758 36
Deed of Grant 73272 ... 754 32
Deed of Grant 75226 ... 780 236
Deed of Grant 75227 ... 780 237
Deed of Grant 75228 ... 780 238
Deed of Grant 75229 ... 780 239
Deed of Grant 75230 ... 780 240
Deed of Grant 75231 780 241
Deed of Grant 75232
...
780 242
Deed of Grant 75233 ... 780 243
Deed of Grant 75194 ... 780 204
Certificate of Title 113765 731 5
Certificate  of Title 75027 512 17
Certificate  of Title 39694 269 196
Certificate  of Title 31324 215 76
Certificate of Title 31325 215 77
Deed of Grant 73639 758 149
Certificate of Title 76032 518 22
Certificate of Title 101722 666 212
Certificate of Title 101796 667 36
Certificate of Title 101794 667  34
Deed of Grant 73082 ... 750 92
Deed of Grant 73083 ... 750 93
Deed of Grant 73064 ... 750 74
Deed of Grant 73761 ... 763 21
Certificate  of Title 118473 753 213
Certificate of Title 118474 753 214
Certificate of Title 118475 753 215
Certificate of Title 118066 752  5G
Deed of Grant 68304 ... 669  64
Deed of Grant 68305 ... 669  65
Deed of Grant 68306 ... 669  66
Deed of Grant 68307 ... 669  •67
Deed of Grant 68308 ... 669  68
Deed of Grant 68.309 ... 669  69
Deed of Grant 68310 ... 669  70
Deed of Grant 68312 ... 669  72
Deed of Grant 68313 669  73
Certificate of Title 120028 762  18
Certificate of Title 120029 762  19
Deed of Grant 73208 750 218
Certificate of Title 136142 847 132
Certificate of Title 12221;5 773 205
Part of  the land  described 2.58 185
in Certificate of Title
37933
Part of the land described 258  185
in Certi ficate  of Title
37933 and  Deed  of Grant 641  5
66495
Certificate  of Title 37935 258 187)
Certificate of Title 39308 267 60
Deed of Grant 21389 162 150  I
Deed of Grant 21390 162 151
Deed of Grant 21391 162 152 I
Deed  of Grant 21392 162 153
Deed of  Grant 21393 162 154
Deed of Grant 19370 139 132
Deed of Grant 19371 139 133
Deed of Grant 19373 139 135
Deed  of Grant 24586 199 96)
Registered Encumbrances.
Bill of Mortgage dated the
eleventh day of July, 1879,
executed byGeorge gers
Harding in favour of the
Queensland  National
ank, Limited ,  Registered
No.  292256; principal sum
secured £55815s . 11d., and
further advances repay-
able with interest as
therein mentioned
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Description of Land. Area.
A. R. P.
Subdivision 3 of portion 18 3 10
166
Subdivision B of portion 1 2 18
667
Portion 694 ... ... 8 0 0
Portion 693 ... ... 11 3 12
Portion 304' ... ... 26 0 0
Portion 692 ... ... 9 0 0
Portion 691 ... ... 6 2 0
Portion 640 ... ... 17 0 3
County.
' Stanley
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
The Schedule- continued.
Parish. Town. No. of Deed of Grant orCertificate  of Title. Vol. Folio.
Enoggera Certificate of Title 113766 731 6 !
ditto Certificate of Title 45465 303 217 I
ditto Certificate of Title 100099 658 89
ditto Certificate of Title 100100 658 1 90
ditto Certificate of Title 109830 708 70 `
ditto Certificate of Title 39150 265 152 I
ditto Certificate of Title 105955 687 195ditto Deed of Grant 66496 ... 641 6 I
l
Registered Encumbrances.
Bill of Mortgage dated the
nineteenth day of Decem-
ber, 1889, executed by
George Rogers Harding
in favour of the Queens-
land National Bank,
Limited, Registered No.
292257 ; principal sum
secured £2,000, and fur-
ther advances repayable
with interest as therein
stated
Will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by Public Auction, at Lennon's Hotel, George street, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the Twenty-second day of November next, at Twelve o'clock Noon, unless this Execution is previously satisfied.
WM TOWNLEY, Sheriff.
(By JOHN GALLWEY, Under Sheriff.)
HART, FLOWER, AND DRURY, Solicitors for the Plaintiff Bank.
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 13th October, 1897.
THE UNION BANK OF AUSTRALIA, LIMITED, v. ALLAN RAVENS-
CROFT WETTENHALL.
To all Persons Concerned.TAKE NOTICE, that a Writ of Fieri Facies  has been issued upona Judgment obtained by the Plaintiffs in the above action, and
that all Defendant's right, title, and interest (if any) of, in, and to
all that piece or parcel of land being portion 59, county of Stanley,
parish of Warner, containing 14 acres 3 roods 20 perches, being the
whole of the land described in Deed of Grant No. 13997, volume
LXXXVI, folio 11;
Also, of, in, and to all that piece or parcel of land being portion
60, county of Stanley, parish of Warner, containing 15 acres 3 roods,
and being the whole of the land described in Deed of Grant No. 13996,
volume LXXXVI, -folio  10:
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by Public Auction,
at Lennon's Hotel, George street, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the
Twenty-second day of November next, at Twelve o'clock Noon,
unless this Execution is previously satisfied.
2302
WM. TOWNLEY,  Sheriff.
(By JOHN GALLWEY, Under  Sheriff.)118.
Office of Registrar of Friendly Societies,
Brisbane, 12th October, 1897.
"THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.THE Court Cooktown Lady Lamington (Female) is registered as aranch of the Rockhampton United District of the Ancient
Order of Foresters' Friendly Society, under  "The Friendly Societies
Act of  1894," this twelfth day of October, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE, Registrar of Friendly Societies.
Office of Registrar of Friendly Societies,
Brisbane, 12th October, 1897.
THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.
/ 1HE Court Little John is registered as a Branch of the Rock-hampton United District of the Ancient Order of Foresters'
Friendly Society, under  " The Friendly Societies Act  of 1894," this
twelfth day of October, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE, Registrar of Friendly Societies.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane, 13th October, 1897.IT is hereby notified, that the gentlemen whose names are hereunder
specified have this day been registered, under the provisions of
the  "Medical Act of  1867," as legally qualified Medical Practi-
tioners :-- 7th, October, 1897.
617, Bell, Hugh Thomas Symes, Mem. R. Coll. Surg. Eng., 1896,
Lie. R. Coll. Phys. Lond., 1896.
618, Meek, Robert Augustus, M.B., B.S., 1896, Univ. Melb.
619, Sproule, William, M.B., Mast. Surg. 1892, M.D. 1895, Univ.
Edin.
JOHN THOMSON, M.B., President.
CHARLES A. J. WooDcocR, Secretary.
NOTIOE.
A
T a Special Court of Petty  Sessions  held on the 7th instant,
MICHAEL CONDON was reappointed Poundkeeper at Duaringa
for the  ensuing twelve  months.
CHAS. J. KING, Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court  House, Duaringa , 7th October, 1897.
184s.
DIVISION OF THURINGOWA.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
TRURINGOWA DIVISIONAL BOARD for the Six Months ended 30th
June, 1897.
1897.
30th June-
To General Rates-
REcEIPTs.
s. d. £ s. d.
Subdivision No. 1 ... .,. ... ... 91 19 11
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 52 19 4
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 52 4 11
„ Licensing Rates-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 74 12 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 37 6 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 37 6 0
Deposits on Contracts ...
Balance ... ... ...
197 4 2
149 4 0
9 10 0
1,124 14 11
£1,480 13 1
30th June- EXPENDITURE.
By Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  123 2 9
Contingencies ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 16 6
Blacksinithing ... ... ... ... ... ... 17 0 7
Forage ... ... .. ... ... ... ...  28 3 0
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... ... ...  18 0 0
Solicitors ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 19 14 2
Stationery ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 30 19 1
Chairman ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 65 0 0
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  170 13 6
Saddlery ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5  4 6
Advertising ... ... ... ... ... ... 19 5 0
Auditors ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 11 11 0
General Repairs .. ... ... ... ... ...  22 2 0
Assurance ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 5 0
Ironmongery ... ... ... ... ... ... 32 1 11
Cattle-dip ... ... ... ... ... ... 13 18 4
Horse  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  15 0 0
Deposits on Contracts returned ... ... ...  95 9 6
Works Expenditure-
Subdivision No. 1-
Bayswater Road ... ... ... ... 9 1 0
Flinders Street West ... ... ... 61 3 11
King's Road ... ... ... ...  5 8 0
Philp Street ... ... ... ... ... 18 10 6
Lighting 31 15 0
Charters Towers Road ... ... ... 242 0 8
Ackers Street ... ... ... ...  0 16 0
Armstrong Street ... ... ... ... 5 13 0
Surrey Street ... ... ... ... 22 19 6
Church Street ... ... ... ...  2 2 0
Ingham Road ... ... ... ... 33 11 6
Hanran Street ... ... ... ... 1 4 0
Charlotte Street ... ... ... ... 4 12 0
Traffic ... ... ... ... ...  49 0 0
Interest ... ... ...  ... .  ... 10 17 6
Subdivision No. 2-
Hervey's Range and Dalrymple Road ... 32 0 0
Ingham Road ... ... ... ... 37 13 3
Traffic ... ... ... ... ... 24 10 0
Interest ... ... ... .... ... 4 17 6
Rates Refunded ... ... ... ... 0 16 6
Subdivision No. 3-
Government Road ... ... ... ... 1 2 0
Bowen Road .... ... ... ... 105 12 11
Alligator Creek Road ... ... ... 50 0 0
Traffic ... ... ... ... ... 24 10 0
Interest  ... ... ... ...  8 9 6
Audited and found correct.
498 14 7
99 17 3
189 14 5
£1,480 13 1
CLARENCE COLLIS, j Auditors.P. MCQUEEN,
G. R. BoUNTIFF, Clerk. JOSEPH HODEL, Chairman.
2263 386. 6d,
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MUNICIPALITY OF CHARTERS TOWERS.
G ERERAL ABSTRACT FROM THE AUDITED STATE-MENTS OF ACCOUNT  of the above Municipality for the
Half-year ended 30th  June, 1896;  published in terms  of Section 151 of
" The Local Government Act of  1878," 42 Vic. No. 8.
RECEIPTS. £ 8. d.
To Rates and Cleansing  Charges  Received  ... ... ...  128 3 0
„ Government Endowment  ... ... ... ... ... 739 19 7
„ License Fees  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 178 17 4
Rents  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 158 11 0
„ Government Grant  Account- Lissner Park  ... ...  43 4 6
Miscellaneous  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,134 10 6
Balance ,  Union Bank  of Australia ... ... ... 5,611 15 10
£7,995 1 9
EXPENDITURE.
By Balance ,  Union Bank of Australia ,  Limited  ... ...  3,458 19 6
„ General Public Works  ... ... ... ... ...  1,093 12 0
„ Tools and Plant Account  ... ... ... ... ...  27 6 8
„ Health Account  ... ... ... ... ... ...  320 8 9
Sanitary Contract  ... ... ... ... ... ...  621 12 4
Street Watering  ... ... ... ... ... ... 227 10 3
„ Government Grant Account - Lissner Park  ... ...  419 12 11
Street Lighting  ... ...  108 0 0
Interest and Redemption on-
Public Works Loan  ... ... ... ... ...  454 6 0
Waterworks Special Loan - Fire Protection  ...  204 3 4
„ Administrative Expenditure  ... ... ... ...  523 1.6 8
Miscellaneons  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 535 13 4
£7,995 1 9
BALANCE-SHEET, 30TH JUNE, 1896.
RECEIPTS.  £ s. d.
To Union Bank of Australia ,  Limited  ... ... ... 5,611 15 10
„ Health Account  ... ... ... ... ... ... 272 17 7
„ Contract Deposits  ... ... ... ... ... ... 51 0 0
„ Government Loan Account-
Fire Protection Scheme  ... ... ... ... ...  2,990 10 6
Public Works  ... ... .. ... ... ...  3,522 18 1
£12,449 2 0
EXPENDITURE. -
By Water -cart and Tools and Plant  ... ... ... ...  202 8 11
„ Mosman -street Building and Gas Fittings  ... ...  723 12 2
„ Capital Account  ... ... ... ... ... ...  6,793 19 11
„ Carts and Harness and Mathematical Instruments  ...  59 6 7
„ Cash Advance ,  Town Clerk  ... ... ... ...  25 0 0
Stables and Yards ,  Boiler and Fittings  ... ... ...  404 6 0
Waterworks Tools and Plant  ... ... ... ...  113 4 2
Office Furniture  ... ... ... ... ... ...  109 5 2
„ Road Metal in Stock ... ... ... ... ... ...  57 14 0
Reservoir ,  Cottage, Machinery, and Water  Mains ... 661 9 0
Special Loan Rates - Fire Protection Scheme  ... ...  204 7 8
„ Public Works Special Loan Rates  ... ... ... 171 11 3
„ Town Hall Property  (Public Works Loan ) ... ...  621 0 0
„ Gove rn ment Grant Account - Lissner Park ... ... 98 17 4
„ Street Lamps Account  ... ... ... ... ...  175 9 10
Typewriter  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  27 10 0
„ Town Hall Property Account  ... ... ... ...  2,000 0 0
£12,449 2 0
GOVERNMENT GRANT ACCOUNT-LISSNER PARK-STATE-
MENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE FOR THE HALF-YEAR ENDED
30TH JUNE, 1896.
RECEIPTS. £ s d.
To Balance, Union Bank of Australia, Limited ... 77 11 1
,,  Subsidy from Government ... ... ... ... ... 200 0 0
£277 11 1
EXPENDITURE.
By Refund to the Charters Towers Municipal Council,
Amount of Expenditure on Account of Lissner Park
paid out of the General Funds of the Council to 30th
June, 1896 ... ... £277 11 1
PUBLIC WORKS LOAN ACCOUNT  No. 2-STATEMENT OF
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE FOR THE  HALF-YEAR  ENDED 30TH
JUNE, 1896.
RECEIPTS .  £ s. d. £ s. d.
To Amount of Loan Received from Govern-
ment for Public  Works  ... ... ... ... 6,212 0 0
EXPENDITURE.
By General  Public Works-
North Ward  ... ... ... ... ...  245 0 0
South  Ward ... ... ... ... ...  885 16 8
West Ward  ... ... ... ... ...  959 0 0
- 2,089 16 8
Balance, Union Bank  of Australia, Limited  ... 4,122 3 4
.Q6,212 0 0
BALANCE- SHEET ,  30TH JUNE, 1896.
LIABILITIES .  £  s. d. £ s. d.
To Government Loan Account - Public Works  ...  6,212 0 0
Unexpended Loan Apportionments-
North Ward ... ... ... ... ... 1,700 0 0
South Ward  ... ... ... ... ...  1,352 0 0
West Waid  ... ... ... ... ...  1,107 0 0
ASSETS.
-- 4,159 0 0
£10,371 0. 0
By Union Bank of Australia, Limited... ... ... 4,122 3 4
„ Capital Account ... ... ... 6,212 0 0
Ryan Street-Church to High Street ... ... 22 0 0
High Street-Melville to Boundary Streets ... 5 16 8
„ Stubley Street--Marion to Elizabeth Streets ... 9 0 0
£10,371 0 0
(16TH OCTOBER)1897.
STATEMENT OF CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO  DURING THE
HALF-YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE, 1896.
On General Account .. ..
On Public Works Loan Account
£ s. d.
£1,75716 8
AMOUNTS PAID ON CONTRACTS To 30TH JUNE, 1896.
£ s, d.
On General Account ... ... ... ... ... 109 12 0
On Public Works Loan Account ... ... ... ... 1,309 12 0
Balance due 1st July, 1896 ... ... ... 338 12 8
£1,75716 8
RATES STRUCK FOR THE YEAR 1896.
General Rate, of 2d. in the £, throughout the whole Municipality.
Public Works Loan Rate, of 1d. in the £, throughout the whole Muni-
cipality.
Special Loan Rate, of Id. in the £, in portions of Mosman and Gill
streets only.
Separate (Street Watering) Rate, of 1d. in the £, in portions of Mosman
and Gill streets only.
Earth Closet System, 5d. per pan for each cleaning performed.
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HENRY B. WALKER,  Town Clerk.
66s.
DIVISION OF TAMBOURINE.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of theDIVISIONAL B ARD OF  TAMBOURINE from the 1st January t  30t
June, 1897; prepared and published  in terms of Clause 233 , Part XV.,
of  "The  Divisional  Boards Act of  1887."
1897.  RECEIPTS.
1st January-
To Balance  to Credit  of the Tambourine Divi-
.£ s. d.
... 109 12 0
...  1,648 4 8
£ 8. d.
sional  Board with Q. N. Bank, Brisbane ... ... 40 16 5
„ Cash in hand ... ... ... ... ... ... 112 6 0
„ Rate  Receipts-
Subdivision  No. 1 .. ... ... ... 19 14 1
Subdivision  No. 2 ... ... ... ... 15 5 9
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 17 2 10
„ Government Endowment-
Subdivision  No. 1 ...
Subdivision  No. 2 ...
Subdivision No. 3 ...
„ Contractors' Deposits
„ Wheel Tax Receipts-
Subdivision No. 1
Subdivision No. 2
Subdivision No. 3
,,  Overdraft with Q. N. Bank
30th June-
By Contingencies-
EXPENDITURE.
Salaries  ... ... ...
General Expenses
„ Road Expenditure-Subdivision N . 1
Subdivision No. 2
Subdivision No. 3 ...
Refunds-Contractors' Deposits
„ Cash in hand ...
52 2 8
... 39 0 0
... 23 0 0
... 30 10 2
- 92 10 2
... ... 0 17 0
5 1 8
668
19 19 2
31 7 6
36 7 5
£366 7 2
... 25 0 0
... 22 2 3
47 2 3
... 125 16 6
... 90 4 3
... 80 15 9
2.96 16 6
... ... 0 17 0
... ... 21 11 5
£366 7 2
WM. WEBB, Clerk. THOS. STRACHAN, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, do hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of
Tambourine, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
JOSHUA WALDRON, j Auditors.DENIS YORE,
Board Office ,  Tambourine ,  23rd September, 1897.
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MUNICIPALITY OF HUGHENDEN.
(STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE for the
0 Half-year ended 30th June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
30th June- £ s. d.
To Government Endowment ... ... ... ... ... 44 0 8
General Rates .... ... ... ... ... ... ... 26 2 6
Loan Rates ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 2 6
„ Rents ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 16 4 0
,, Dogs ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 0 0
„ Goats ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 27 15 0
„ Vehicles ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 15 10 0
Waterworks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 11 2 4
„ Reserve ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 46 2 0
Sanitary ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 91 6 8
Miscellaneous ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 9 0
Balance ... ... ... 555 12 7
£844 7 3
1st January- EXPENDITURE.
By Balance ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 373 4 2
30th June-
By Salaries ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  100 0 0
„ Streets and Roads  ... ... ... ... ..  230 6 3
Waterworks ... ... ... ... ... 5 15 0
5  5  0Auditors ... ... ...
Law Expenses ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 5 0
Bore Expenses ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 10 0
„ Rent  and Insurance  ... ... ... ...  10 15 0
Printing , Advertising, &c. ... ... ... ... ... 17 2 0
No. 88. VOL . LXVIII.]
EXPENDITURE--continued.
By General  Expenses  ... ... ... ... ...
Petty Cash ... ... ... ...
Miscellaneous  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
„ Interest  on Overdraft ... ... ... .. .. ..
Interest  on Government Loans, £77 18s. 10d. ; Less
amount  unpaid, £33 18s. 2d. ... ... ... ...
GOVERNMENT LOAN ACCOUNT.
1897.
1st January-
To Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
30th June-
By Tubing  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Forwarding ... ...
,, Balance  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
1897. BALANCE-SHEET.
30th June-
To Dr.  Balance, General  Account ... ...
„  Government Loans . .. ... ... ...
Capital Account ... ... ... ...
30th June-
£ s. d.
22 18 0
5 0 0
7 0 0
14 6 2
44 0 8
£844 7 3
£ s. d.
55 18 11
50 0 0
1 0 0
4 18 11
£55 18 11
£ s. d.
5.55 12 7
3,171 5 7
702 10 11
£4,429 9 1
By Cr.  Balance, Loan Account  .. ... ... ... 4 18 11
„ Waterworks Plant  ... ... ... ... ... ...  646 14 8
Office Furniture  ... ... ... ... ... ...  36 11 0
„ Bore . .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  3,741 4 6
X4,429 9 1
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Municipal Council of
Hughenden, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.J.-M. PRATT, Auditors.9th August, 1897. WM. ELCOATE, }
Adopted by the Council this twenty-fourth day of August, 1897.
H. PLAYFOOT, Town Clerk. J. V. SUPER, Mayor.
2176 34s. Gd.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against William Taylor, of
Booval, near Ipswich, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by
the said William Taylor.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the . said William Taylor be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said William Taylor,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court on the Twenty-first day of October, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
William Taylor shall, on the Nineteenth day of October, 1897, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this eighth day of October, 1897.
119. 6d.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS , Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma  pauperis.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency Petition against Thomas Charles
Hitchins, of Norfolk road, South Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, clerk, by the said Thomas Charles Hitchins.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said  Thomas Charles Hitchins be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in formd pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General  Meeting of the creditors of the said Thomas Charles Hit chins,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court on the twenty-first day of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Thomas
Charles Hitchins shall, on the Nineteenth day of October, 1897, at
Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors,
and of  the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this eighth day of October, 1897.
11s. 6d.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formic pauperis.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Thomas Mayhew, of
Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  warehouseman, by the
said Thomas Mayhew.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Thomas Mayhew be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formd pauperis ,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official
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Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Thomas Mayhew, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Twenty-first day of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Thomas Mayhew shall, on the
Nineteenth day of October, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this eighth day of October,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
ALFRED DowN, Solicitor for the Insolvent,
13s. Queen  street,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Townsvi ll e.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency Petition  against  David Grant, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, teamster, by the
said David Grant.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,  it is  ordered that the
said David Grant be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent
in forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Insolvent, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Nineteenth day of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Insolvent
shall, on the Eighteenth day of October, 1897, at Townsville,  deliver
to the Trustee of this Estate a full, true, and  accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every  kind, and of
the names and residences,  so far  as known, of his creditors, and of
the causes  of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this first day of October, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor, Flinders street, Townsville.
Agent for F. MILFORD,
13s. Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  John Toohey, of
Townsville, painter, by the said John Toohey.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said John Toohey be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent
in forma' pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said John Toohey, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Twenty-second day of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said John
Toohey shall, on the Twenty-first day of October, 1897,  at Towns-
ville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and  accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors,
and of the  causes  of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this sixth day of October, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
G. F. BUTT, Solicitor for Insolvent, Townsville.
us. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formic pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Thomas Waddell, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, engine-driver, by
the said Thomas Waddell.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Thomas Waddell be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent in
forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Thomas Waddell, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, Principal Registry, Townsville, on the Twenty-second day of
October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Thomas Waddell shall, on the Twenty-first day
of October, 1897, at Townsville aforesaid, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this sixth day of October, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
W. F. R. BOYCE, Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
Town Agents-UNMAcK, Fox, AND HOBBS, Townsville.
13s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma' pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Edwin Thomas
Haywood, of Terraces, Terrace street, Toowong, in the colony of
Queensland ,  grocer and produce retailer , by the  said Edwin
Thomas  Haywood.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Edwin Thomas Haywood be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma' pauperi8,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Edwin Thomas
Haywood, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court on the Fourteenth day of October, 1897, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Edwin  Thomas Haywood shall, on the Twelfth day of October,
1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-ninth day of
September, 1897.
By the Court,
12s. 6d. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Inform  a pauperis.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against James Smith
O'Donohue ,  of Harcourt street, Brisbane ,  in the colony of Q ueens-
land, commission agent, by the said James Smith O'Donohue.
JPON  the hearing of this Petition this day ,  it is ordered that
the said James Smith O'Donohue be and he is hereby
adjudged insolvent  in formic  pauperis ,  and that James Boyne Hall,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the said James
Smith O'Donohue ,  for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office
of the Registrar of this Court on the Twenty-first day of October,
1897 ,  at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon .  And it is further ordered
that the said  James  Smith O'Donohue shall, on the  Nineteenth
day of October ,  1897, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes of
his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this eighth day of October,
1.897.
By the Court,
12s. 6d.  W. A. DOUGLAS,  Deputy Registrar.
In the Sup re me Court  of Queensland,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an  Insolvency  Petition against  John  Roberts, of
Charters  Towers, in the colony  of Queensland ,  engineer, by the
said John  Roberts.
U
PON  the hearing  of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said  John Roberts be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent,
and that Thomas George Fraser ,  Esquire, be  Official Trustee of his
Estate.  And it is further ordered that the First General  Meeting of
the creditors of the said  John  Roberts, for  the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the  Registrar  of this Court on the Twentieth
day of  October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further ordered  that the said  John  Roberts shall ,  on the Nineteenth
day of October ,  1897 ,  at Townsville ,  deliver  to the Trustee in this
Estate a full ,  true, and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and  liabilities of every kind ,  and of the  names and residences,
so far as known,  of his creditors ,  and of the  causes of  his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this sixth day of October, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma'  pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Sam Barton, of
Charters Towers ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  miner, by the said
Sam Barton.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
(.J the said Sam  B arton be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent  in
forma' pauperis ,  and that Thomas George Fraser ,  Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Sam Barton ,  for the
election of a Trustee ,  be  held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, Principal Registry, Townsville, on the Fifteenth day of
October, A.D. 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said Sam Barton shall, on the Fourteenth
day of October, A.D. 1897, at Townsville  aforesaid , deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of  the names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of  the causes of his
inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this first day of October, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER , Registrar.
W. F. R. BOYCE, Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
Town Agents-UNMACK, Fox, AND HOBBS, Townsville.
13s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against William Barbour, of
Mount Morgan, in the colony of Queensland, labourer, by the
said William Barbour.
FRIDAY, THE EIGHTH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1897.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said William Barbour be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that John Love Blood-Smyth, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First  General Meeting of
the creditors of the said William Barbour, for the election of a
Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on
the Twenty -second day of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said William Barbour
shall, on the  T wenty -fires day  of October ,  1897, at Rockhampton,
deliver to the T rustee in this Estate a full ,  true, and accurate state-
ment,  veri fied on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and
of the names  -and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this ninth day of  October, 1897.
11s. 6d.
By the Court,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH , Registrar.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICIC POWER.
In the  Matter of an  Insolvency Petition  against Claus  Henry Linde,
of Crocodile ,  near Rockhampton ,  in the colony of  Queensland,
miner, by the said Claus Henry Linde.
FRIDAY, THE EIGHTH DAY  OF OCTOBER, 1897.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said  Claus Henry Linde be and he is hereby  adjudged
insolvent, and that John Love Blood-Smyth,  Esquire, be  Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First  General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Claus Henry Linde, for  the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the  Registrar  of this Court,,
Supreme Court  Buildings , Rockhampton ,  on the Twentieth day
of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it
is further ordered that the said Claus Henry Linde shall, on the
Nineteenth day of October, 1897, at Rockhampton, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate  statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the  causes of his
inability  to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this eleventh day of October,
1897.
By the Court,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,  Registrar.
PATTISON  AND TYLER, East street ,  Rockhampton,
13s. 6d. Solicitors for the Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of Robert Towson , of Silkstone ,  near Ipswich, in the
colony of Queensland ,  miner ,  an Insolvent.
TAMES REID ,  of Ipswich ,  in the colony  of Queensland ,  storekeeper,
J has been appointed Trustee of the property of the  Insolvent.
All persons having in their  possession  any of the  effects of the
Insolvent  must deliver  them to the Trustee,  and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts  must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this ninth day of October, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,  Deputy Registrar.
P. L. CARDEW,  Solicitor ,  Ipswich.
By his Agents-FOXTON AND HAVARD,  Solicitors ,  Brisbane.
2268 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of  a Special Resolution  for Liquidation  by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Harry Bayne s,  George Baynes ,  Ernest Baynes,
and John Vigers Francis,  of Brisbane , in the colony  of Queens-
land, merchants ,  trading under  the name, style , or firm  of "The
Graziers ' Meat Export Company and  The Graziers '  Butchering
Company."
1`I EORGE SAMUEL HUTTON,  of Brisbane ,  in the colony of
Queensland,  accountant , has been  appointed Trustee of the
separate  property of the Debtor  Harry Baynes.
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All persons having in their possession  any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver  them to the  Trustee,  and all debts due to the
Debtor must be paid to  the Trustee.
Creditors who have not  yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the  Trustee.
Dated this eighth day  of October, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
THYNNE AND MACARTNEY,
Solicitors for the Trustee, Edward street, Brisbane.
2300
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Harry Baynes, George Baynes, Ernest Baynes,
and John Vigers Francis, of Brisbane, in the colony of Queens-
land, merchants, trading under the name, style, or firm of "The
Graziers' Meat Export Company and The Graziers' Butchering
Company."
G EORGE SAMUEL HUTTON, of Brisbane, in the colony ofQueensland, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the
separate property of the Debtor George Baynes.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this eighth day of October, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
THYNNE AND MACARTNEY,
Solicitors for the Trustee, Edward street, Brisbane.
2296
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Harry Baynes, George Baynes, Ernest Baynes,
and John Vigers Francis, of Brisbane, in the colony of Queens-
land, merchants, trading under the name, style, or firm of " The
Graziers' Meat Export Company and The Graziers' Butchering
Company."
G EORGE SAMUEL HUTTON, of Brisbane, in the colony ofQueensland, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the
separate property of the Debtor Ernest Baynes.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this eighth day of October, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
THYNNE AND MACARTNEY, Solicitors for the Trustee,
2297 Edward street, Brisbane. los.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrauge-
ment of the Affairs of Harry Baynes, George Baynes, Ernest
Bayne, and John Vigers Francis, of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, merchants, trading under the name, style, or firm of
" The Graziers' Meat Export Company and The Graziers'
Butchering Company."
G
EORGE SAMUEL HUTTON, of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the separate
property of the Debtor John Vigers Francis.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors wdo have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this eighth day of October, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
THYNNE AND MACARTNEY, Solicitors for the Trustee,
2299 Edward street, Brisbane. 10s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Harry Baynes, George Baynes, Ernest Baynes,
and John Vigers Francis, of Brisbane, in the colony of Queens-
land, merchants, trading under the name, style, or firm of " The
Graziers' Meat Export Company and The Graziers' Butchering
Company."
GEORGE SAMUEL HUTTON, of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Debtors.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Debtors must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtors must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts mustforward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this eighth day of October, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,  Deputy Registrar.
THYNNE AND MACARTNEY ,  Solicitors for the Trustee,
2298 Edward street ,  Brisbane. lOs.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,' Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of Stephen Wall ,  of the Golden Gate ,  near Croydon, in
the colony of Queensland ,  hotel -keeper ,  an Insolvent.GEORGE EDGAR DAVIES, of Croydon ,  in the colony of Queens-land, accountant ,  has been appointed  T rustee of the property of
the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the  effects  of the
Insolvent must deliver  then  to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this first day of October, 1897.
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
10s.
BEOR AND GORTON,
Solicitors  for Trustee, Croydon.
Town Agents- ROBERTS,  LEU, AND BARNETT,
2286 Solicitors , Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
9s.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for the Liquidation by Arrange-
ment of the Affairs of Joseph Smith, late of Beenleigh, but now
of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, hawker.THOMAS EDWARD WHITE, of Brisbane, in the colony ofQueensland, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this eleventh day of October, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
10s.
WINTER AND MINAS,
Solicitors  for Trustee, Queen  street, Brisbane.
2279 9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Joseph Smith, late of Beenleigh, but now of
Brisbane, in Liquidation by Arrangement.THE Creditors of the abovenamed who have not already provedtheir debts are required, on or before the Twenty-third day of
October, 1897, to send their names and addresses, and the particulars
of their debts or claims, to me, the undersigned, Thomas Edward
White, of Edward street, Brisbane, the Trustee under the Liquida-
tion, or in default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of
the dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this twelfth day_of October, 1897.
THOS. E. WHITE, Trustee.
2278 6s.
Jn the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Frank Sturgess, of Milton, near Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, civil servant, an Insolvent.
ON the thirteenth day of October, 1897, a Certificate of Discharge
was granted to Frank Sturgess, of Milton, near Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, civil servant, who was adjudicated insolvent on
the seventh day of April, 1897.
Dated this thirteenth day of October, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MaNAB, Adelaide street, Brisbane,
2288 Solicitors  for the Insolvent. 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of Alexander Sillars, of Charters Towers, in the colony
of Queensland, contractor, an Insolvent.
ON the Tenth day of November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon, Alexander Sillars, of Charters Towers, in the colony
of Queensland, contractor, adjudicated insolvent on the eighth day of
November, 1892, will apply to the Supreme Court of Queensland,
Townsville, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this sixth day of October, 1897.
A. F. B. CHUBB,
Insolvent's Solicitor,
Charters Towers.
Agent-A. M. BEAUMONT, Solicitor,
2308 Townsville. 8e.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Lands and Goods of Samuel Nankivell, late of Mount Morgan
in the colony of Queensland ,  licensed victualler ,  deceased ,  intestate.
N
is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
l days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed Samuel Nankivell, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Lily Nankivell, of Mount Morgan afore-
said, widow of the deceased.
Dated this eighth day of October, A.D. 1897.
MACNISH AND CHALK,
Solicitors for the said Lily Nankivell,
Morgan street, Mount Morgan.
Town Agents-CIIAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
2289  Adelaide street ,  Brisbane .  7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of James Morrison ,  late of Meringandan,
Highfields ,  near Toowoomba ,  in the colony of Queensland,
farmer ,  deceased ,  intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
Estate of the abovenamed James Morrison ,  deceased ,  who died
intestate ,  may be granted to Maria Morrison, of Meringandan,
Highfields ,  near Toowoomba aforesaid ,  widow  of the  said deceased.
Dated this fifteenth day of October, 1897.
2292
R. J. LEEPER,
Solicitor for the  said Maria  Morrison,
Celtic Chambers, George street, Brisbane.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors ,  instituted by Harry Edgar Newton,
of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland ,  fancy goods
dealer.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that a First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to be
held at the Office of Mr .  J. R. Gair, solicitor ,  Oakden Chambers,
Queen street, Brisbane ,  on the Twenty -seventh day of October, 1897,
at Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this eighth day of October, 1897.
R. WYNN WILLIAMS,
Attorney for the said Harry Edgar Newton,
Buckland 's Buildings ,  Mosman street ,  Charters Towers.
Town  Agents-RoBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
2283 Solicitors ,  Townsville. 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Gertrude Casper ,  of Toowoomba ,  in Liquidation
by Arrangement.THE Creditors of the abovenamed who have not already provedtheir debts are required, on or before the Twenty-third day of
October, 1897, to send their names and addresses, and the particulars
of their debts or claims, to me, the undersigned, Thomas Edward
White, of Edward street ,  Brisbane ,  the Trustee under the Liquida-
tion, or in default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of
the dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this twelfth day of October, 1897.
THOS. E. WHITE, Trustee.
2277 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Henry Rose, of West End, in Liquidation
by Arrangement.THE Creditors of the abovenamed who have not already provedtheir debts are required, on or before the Twenty-fifth day of
October, 1897 ,  to send their names and addresses ,  and the particulars
of their debts or claims, to me, the undersigned ,  Tho•" as Edward
White ,  of Edward street, Brisbane ,  the Trustee under the Liquida-
tion, or  in default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of
the dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this fourteenth day of October, 1897.
THOS. E. WHITE, Trustee.
2276 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Henry Barltrop,  of Brisbane , builder,
an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A
SECOND and Final Dividend, at the rate of 2s. Id. in the £, is
now payable at this Office, upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL, Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers, Brisbane, 14th October, 1897.
2301 4s. 6d.
[16TH OCTOBER, 1897.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter  of Win.  R. Mogg ,  pearl-sheller , formerly  of Thursday
Island, Insolvent.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend ,  of 16s. 81d .  in the £, has been
declared, and is now payable on all proved and admitted claims,
at my Office ,  Creek and Adelaide streets ,  Brisbane.
Brisbane , 7th October, 1897.
TH. UNMACK,  Trustee.
2267 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A FIRST  and Final Dividend ,  of lid .  in the £, has been declared
in the matter of James William Phillips ,  of Cuba, Bundaberg,
sugar -planter, adjudicated insolvent on the first day of February,
1897, and will be paid by me, at Bundaberg, on and after the
Twentieth day of October ,  1897.
W. H. MAY, Trustee.
Bundaberg ,  9th October, 1897.2262  4s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter  of Charl Larsen ,  of Lower Freestone Creek, near
Warwick, in  the colony  of Queensland, farmer, an insolvent.
A FIRST and  Final  Dividend,  of Is. 3d. in the £, on all debts
proved ,  has been declared in this matter ,  and the same is now
payable at my Office ,  Palmerin street , Warwick.
Dated this fourteenth day of October, 1897.
2307
FRANCIS GRAYSON,
Trustee.58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MB. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of Elias Mellick and Albert Mellick, of Rockhampton,
in the colony of Queensland ,  trading as  " E. Mellick & Co.,"
drapers ,  adjudicated insolvent on the fourteenth day of  April, 1897.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the above Estate.
Creditors who have not proved their claims on or before the
Twenty-seventh day of October ,  1897, wi ll  be excluded from all
participation in such dividend.
Dated at Rockhampton this sixth day of October, 1897.
CARL  HARDEN, Trustee.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors, Rockhampton and Brisbane.
2272 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Michael Cahill, of Rockhampton, in the colony of
Queensland ,  draper ,  trading as  "  M. Cahill & Co."
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the above Estate.
Creditors who have not proved their claims on or before the
Twenty-seventh day of October, 1897, will be excluded from partici-
pation in such dividend.
Dated at Rockhampton this sixth day of October, 1897.
CARL HARDEN,  Trustee.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors ,  Rockhampton and Brisbane.
2270 78.
In the Assigned Estate of John Wright ,  of Mackay ,  draper.
A FIRST bividend, of 15s. in the £, is payable in the above Estate
on all admitted  claims , This Day (WEDNESDAY), 13th
October, 1897, at my Office, Eagle street.
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
2269 2s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Will of George Horsfield, formerly of Isisford, in the colony
of Queensland ,  but late of Springsure ,  in the said colony ,  li censed
victualler, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed George Horsfield ,  deceased ,  may be granted to James
Williamson ,  of Rockhampton ,  in the colony  of Queensland,  carrier,
one of the Executors named in the said Will  ;  Joseph Marshall, the
other Executor therein named, being dead without having taken
Probate thereof. Any person interested who desires to object to the
application, or to be heard upon it, may  file a caveat in the Registry,
Rockhampton ,  at any time before the grant is made.
Dated the twelfth day of October, A.D. 1897.
REI:S R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the said James Williamson,
Quay  street, Rockhampton.
Agents -  REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,  Solicitors ,  Brisbane.
2281  9s. 6d. .
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In the Supreme  Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
866 116TH OCTOBER, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Lands and Goods of John Thompson, late of Rockhampton, in
the colony of Queensland, road overseer, deceased, intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed John Thompson, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Mary Thompson, of Rockhampton, in
the colony of Queensland, the lawful widow of the said deceased.
Dated this ninth day of October, A.D. 1897.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the said Mary Thompson,
Quay street, Rockhampton.
In the Will of John Burton , formerly of the Old Parsonage, Greaford,
Wrexham ,  Denbighshire , in Wales, but late of Rockhampton, in
the colony of Queensland , gentleman, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Rees Rutland Jones
and Robert  Gamble Brown, the Executors in the abovenamed
Estate , from the twenty-fifth day of May, 1897, to the first day of
September , 1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by
the said Rees  Rutland Jones and Robert Gamble Brown. All  parties
claiming to be  interested in the said Estate are at libertto inspect the
said Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House,'-Rockhampton,
on or  before the Tenth day of November, 1897, and, if they think fit,
to object thereto. Notice is also hereby given, that whether any
objection is taken to  the said Account or not I shall, after the afore-
said day, proceed to  examine and inquire  into the said Account.
Notice is  further given,  that any person  who may desire to object to
the said Account , or any  item or items  therein, or the allowance to the
Executors of a commission  thereon, must before that day file in my
Office  a memorandum  to that effect.
Dated this eighth day of October, A.D. 1897.
ROBERT  CECIL BOLAND,
Solicitor for the Executors,
2271 Quay street, Rockhampton.
Agents- REES R . AND SYDNEY  JONES, Solicitors ,  Brisbane.
2282
13s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Will and Codicil of Ann Hull, late of Fortitude Valley,
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, widow, deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Account of John Best, the
Executor in the abovenamed Estate, from the fourth day of
June, 1896, to the thirteenth day of October, 1897, has this day been
filed in my Office, duly verified Vby the said John  Best.  All parties
claiming to be interested in the said Estate are at liberty to inspect
the said Account,  at my  Office in the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on or before FRIDAY, the Nineteenth day of November next, and,
if  they  think fit, to object thereto. Notice is also given, that whether
any objection is taken to the said Account or not I shall, after the
aforesaid day, proceed to examine and inquire into the said Account.
Notice is further given, that any person who may desire to object to
the said Account, or any item or items therein, or the allowance to the
Executor of a commission thereon, must before that day file in my
Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this fifteenth day of October, A.D. 1897.
ALFRED DOWN,
Solicitor for the Executor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
2285
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,
Registrar.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy Registrar.
12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of the Will of Patrick Higgins, late of Sandy Creek,
near Warwick, in the colony of Queensland, grazier, deceased.NOTICE is hereby liven, that he Accounts of Francis BarronWoods, of Warwick, in the colony of Queensland, gentleman,
and Marga re t Higgins , of Sandy Creek, near Warwick aforesaid,
widow, the Executor and Executrix, respectively, in the abovenamed
Estate , from the sixteenth day of October, 1894, to the second day of
April, 1895, have this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by the
said Francis Barron Woods and Margaret Higgins. All parties
claiming to be interested in the said Estate are at liberty to inspect
the said Accounts, at my Office in the Supreme Court House,
Brisbane ,  on or  before TUESDAY, the Twenty-third day of
November next, and, if they think fit, to object thereto. Notice is
also given , that whether any objection is taken to the said Accounts
or not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to examine and inquire
into the said Accounts. Notice is further given, that any person who
may desire to object to the said Accounts, or any item or items
therein, or the allowance to the Executors of a commission thereon,
must before that day file in my Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this thirteenth day of October, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
J. R. CURNOW, Solicitor for Executors,
Warwick.
By his Town Agents-
FoxTON AND HAVARD, Solicitors,
Deputy  Registrar.
2806 Albert  street,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
158.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of George Barton, late of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, gentleman, deceased.NN OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed George Barton, deceased, may be granted to Edmund
James Thomas Barton, of Brisbane, in the said colony, journalist, the
sole Executor named in the said Will. Any person interested who
desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a
caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this thirteenth day of October, A.D. 1897.
MACPHERSON AND FEEZ,
Solicitors for the said Edmund James Thomas Barton,
In the Goods of Arthur Day, late of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland , compositor, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the  publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable  Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed  Arthur Day, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted  to Isabel Day, of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland,
widow of the  said deceased.
Dated this twelfth day of October, A.D. 1897.
2304
2264
ALFRED DOWN,
Solicitor for the said Isabel Day,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands of Mary Jane Myles, late of Norman avenue, Norman
Park, East Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland (late wife of
Henry Glen Myles, of the same place and of the lightship
" Karumba," stationed in Torres Straits, in the district of Bourke,
in the said colony, master mariner), deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made
to this Honourable Court that Administration of the real estate of the
abovenamed Mary Jane Myles, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Henry Glen Myles, of Norman avenue, Norman Park, East
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, and of the lightship "Karumba,"
stationed in Torres Straits, in the district of Burke, in the said colony,
master mariner, the husband of the  said deceased.
Dated this thirteenth day of October, A.D. 1897.
13s 6d.
2303
Be MARGARET ANN BARNS (wife of Egerton  Brydges Barns ),  deceased.
P
URSUA NT to the  " Trustees  and Incapacitated  Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all  creditors ,  beneficiaries,
next-of-kin, and other persons having any  claims  or demands upon or
against the Estate of Margaret Ann Barns (wife of Egerton Brydges
Barns ), late of Gympie, in the colony of Queensland, deceased, who
died on the sixth  day  of April, 1897, intestate, and of whose  real estate
Letters of Administration were, on the ninth day of September, 1897,
granted by the Supreme Court o' Queensland to Egerton Brydges
Barns, of Gympie aforesaid,  mining  secretary, widower of  the said
deceased, are hereby required to send in particulars of their debts or
claims  to the  said  Administrator, at the Office of the  undersigned,
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
8a.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be MARGARET KENNY, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the  " Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby  given,  that all creditors, beneficiaries,
next-of-kin, and other persons having any claims or demands upon or
against the Estate of Margaret Kenny, late of Rockhampton, in the
colony of Queensland, widow,  deceased,  who died on the twenty-fifth
day of May, 1897, and of whose Will and Codicil Probate  was, on the
twenty-second day of September, 1597, granted by the Supreme Court
of Queensland to John Gillen, of Bundaberg, in the said colony,
freeholder, the sole Executor named in the said Will and Codicil of
the said deceased, are hereby required to send in particulars of their
debts or claims to the said Executor, at the Office of the undersigned,
his solicitor , on or  before the Twenty-fifth day of November next.
And notice  is also  hereby given, that after that day the said Executor
will proceed to distribute  the assets  of the said  deceased amongst the
parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which he
shall then have had notice, and that he will not be liable, for the
assets cr any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt
or claim he shall not then have had notice.
Dated this fifth day of October, A.D. 1897.
FRANCIS ISIDORE POWER,
Mary street, Gynipie,
Solicitor for the said John Gillen.
MORRIS AND FLETCHER,
Solicitors for the said Henry  Glen Myles,
Celtic Chambers,  George street ,  Brisbane.
9s. 6d.
Town Agents-
CRAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
2290  Adelaide street, Brisbane.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
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his solicitor, on or before the Eighteenth day of November next.
And notice is also hereby given, that after that day the said Adminis-
trator will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased
amongst the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims
of which he shall then have had notice, and that he will not be liable,
for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of
whose debt or claim he shall not then have had notice.
Dated this fifth day of October, A.D. 1897.
FRANCIS ISIDORE POWER,
Mary street, Gympie,
Solicitor for the said Administrator.
Town Agents-
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
2291 Adelaide street, Brisbane. 13s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re  LUDwIG GOTTLIEB BERGANN, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the  "Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that  all persons  having any claims
or demands upon or against the Estate of Ludwig Gottlieb  Bergann,
late of Teutoburg, Blackall Range, in the colony of Queensland,
farmer , deceased, who died on the thirtieth day of January, 1895, at
Teutoburg  afo re said , Letters of Administration  of whose Estate we re ,
on the twenty-fourth day of August, 1896, granted to Auguste
Henriette  Bergann, the  widow of the said deceased, are hereby
required to send in particulars of their debts or claims to the said
Administratrix, at the Office  of Messrs . Winter and McNab,  her solicitors,
on or  before SATURDAY, the Twentieth day of November, 1897.
And notice  is also  hereby given, that after that date the Administratrix
will proceed to distribute  the assets  of the  said  deceased amongst the
parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which she
shall then have had notice, and that she will not be liable, for the
assets or  any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt
or claim  she shall not then have had notice.
Dated this eleventh day of October, 1897.
2293
WINTER AND McNAB,
Solicitors for Administratrix,
88 Queen street, Brisbane.
13s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re  HENRY EVANS, deceased, intestate.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the "  Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claim or demand upon or against the
Estate of Henry Evans, late of Isisford, but formerly of Bowen, in
the colony of Queensland, bushman, deceased, who died at Isisford
aforesaid  on the fifteenth day of June, 1890, and Letters of  Adminis-
tration of whose Estate was granted by the Supreme Court of Queens-
land  on the seventeenth day of June, 1897, to Queensland Trustees,
Limited, whose principal Office is  situate  at Queen street, Brisbane,
in the colony aforesaid, the Administrators of the Estate of the
deceased, are hereby required to send in, in writing, the particulars of
their  claims and  demands to the said Queensland Trustees, Limited,
addressed to the Office of the undersigned, their solicitors, on or before
the Twentieth day of November, 1897. And notice is hereby also given,
that at the expiration the last-mentioned date the said Queensland
Trustees, Limited, will proceed to distribute the Estate of the said
deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to
the claims of which they shall then have had notice, and that they
will  not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to
any person of whose claim  or demand  they shall not then have had
notice.
Dated this thirteenth day of October, 1897.
THYNNE AND MACARTNEY,
Solicitors for the said Queensland Trustees, Limited,
2294
Australian Mutual  Provident  Chambers,
Edward street, Brisbane.
14s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be NICHOLAS MITCHELL, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the  " Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons having any claims
or demands upon or against the Estate of Nicholas Mitchell, late of
Kedron Brook, near Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, farmer,
deceased, who died on the eighth day of February, 1896, and Probate
of whose Will was, on the thirtieth day of March, 1896, granted by
the Supreme Court of Queensland to John Hegarty and James Boyne
Hall, the Executors and Trustees named therein, are hereby required
to send in particulars of their debts or claims to the said John
Hegarty and James Boyne Hall, at the Office of the undersigned,
their solicitor, on or before SATURDAY, the Twentieth day of
November  next . And notice is also hereby given, that after that
day the said John Hegarty and James Boyne Hall will proceed to
distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the parties entitled
thereto, having regard only to the claims of which they shall then
have had notice, and they will not be liable, for the assets or any
part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim they
shall not then have had notice.
Dated this thirteenth day of October, 1897.
THOMAS BUNTON,
Solicitor for the said John Hegarty and James Boyne Hall,
Queen street, Brisbane.
2284 12s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re JAMES MATTHEW TOOHEY, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claim or demand upon or against the
Estate of  James  Matthew Toohey, late of Sydney, in the colony of
New South Wales, brewer, deceased, who died at Pisa, in Italy, on the
twenty-fifth day of September, 1895, and Ancillary Probate of whose
Will was granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland, on the
twenty-eighth day of July, 1896, to John Thomas Toohey, of Burwood,
in the colony of New South Wales, Francis Bede Freehill, of Burwood,
in the colony of New South Wales, and John Thomas Toohey, of
Strathfield, in the colony of New South Wales, the Executors named
in the said Will, are hereby required to send in, in writing, the
particulars of their  claims and  demands to the said John Thomas
Toohey,  Francis Bede  Freehill, and John Thomas Toohey, addressed
to the Office of the undersigned, their solicitors, on or before the
Thirteenth day of November, 1897. And notice is hereby also given,
that at the expiration of the last-mentioned date the said John
Thomas Toohey, Francis Bede Freehill, and John Thomas Toohey
will proceed to distribute the Estate of the said deceased amongst the
parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which
they shall then have had notice, and that they will not be liable, for
the assets  or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose
claim or  demand they shall not then have had notice.
Dated this thirteenth day of October, 1897.
2295
THYNNE AND MACARTNEY,
Solicitors for the said Executors,
A. M. P. Chambers,
Edward street, Brisbane.
15s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be MARY ANN MCMURDY, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of  the " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other  persons  having any  claims  or demands upon or against the
Estate of  Mary Ann McMurdy, late of Woodend road, Ipswich, in the
colony of Queensland, deceased, a ho died at Ipswich aforesaid on the
thirteenth day of May, 1897, and Probate of whose Will was, on the
twenty-ninth day of June, 1897, granted to George Robert McMurdy,
the sole Executor named in the said Will, are hereby required to send
in particulars of their debts  or claims  to the Executor, at the Office
of the undersigned, his Solicitor,  on or  before SATURDAY, the
Twentieth day of November, 1897. And notice  is also  hereby given,
that after that day the said Executor will proceed to distribute the
assets of  the said deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which he shall have had notice,
and that lie will not be liable, for the  assets or  any part thereof so
distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim he shall not have
had notice.
Dated this fourteenth day of October, 1897.
2287
C. W. LOUIS HEINER,
Solicitor for the said George Robert McMurdy,
Ipswich.
12s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
No. 217-1897.
Between The Australian Joint Stock Bank, Limited, Plaintiffs, and
Florence Honoria O'Reilly, Defendant.
W
HEREAS  an action  has been commenced in this Court at the
suit of the abovenamed The Australian Joint Stock Bank,
Limited, against the abovenamed Florence Honoria O'Reilly, to recover
£3,132 7s. 10d., due by the said Florence Honoria O'Reilly, for principal
and interest due under a guarantee signed and given by the said Florence
Honoria O'Reilly, within the colony of Queensland, dated 10th July,
1894, and it being alleged that the said Florence Honoria O'Reilly
does  not reside within this colony or its dependencies, a writ of foreign
attachment has issued, returnable on WEDNESDAY, the Twenty-
seventh day of October, 1897, wherein the Honourable Andrew Joseph
Thynne, of Queen street, Brisbane, solicitor, and the Honourable
George Wilkie Gray, of Queen street, Brisbane, merchant, are gar-
nishees. Notice is hereby given thereof, and if at any time after final
judgment in this action the said Florence Honoria O'Reilly, or any
person on her behalf, will give the security and notice, and file the
appearance required by the Act entitled  " The Common Law Process
Act of  1867," the attachment may be dissolved.
Dated this twelfth day of October, 1897.
RUTHNING AND JENSEN,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the abovenamed Plaintiffs, The Australian Joint
Stock Bank, Limited.
2305 14s. 6d.
RAILWAY FROM AYR TO A PLACE ON THE NORTHERN
RAILWAY ABOUT SIX (6) MILES FROM TOWNSVILLE.
GUARANTEE FOR CONSTRUCTION.
THURINGOWA DIVISIONAL BOARD.
IN pursuance  of the provisions  of  " The  Railways  G uarantee Act
of 1895,"  it is  hereby notified, for the information of all
Ratepayers  in the Division of Thuringowa, that the Board of the
said Division purposes  to join with the Board of the Division of Ayr
and the Council of the Municipality of Townsville  in giving to the
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Commissioner for Railways a Guarantee, under the provisions of the
said Act, to defray such or any deficiency in the working, maintenance,
and interest on the cost of construction of a railway (herein afterward
described) connecting Ayr with a place situated about six miles from
Townsville, as they by the said Act may be called upon to provide.
The proposed Railway (in length about 44 miles) the cost of
which has been estimated at about One Hundred Thousand Pounds
(£100,000), exclusive of land resumptions, the value of which cannot
at present be definitely ascertained, would leave Ayr, taking an almost
north-westerly direction throughout its whole length, crosses in its
course Sheep Station and Barratta Creeks, Houghton River, Alligator
Creek, and Stewart's Creek, and connects with the Northern Railway
at a point about six miles from Townsville.
It is hereby further notified, that the Board has determined that
the whole area of the said Division will be benefited by the
construction of the said Railway in respect of which the said
Guarantee is proposed to be given.
Ratepayers in this Division, to the number required by the 9th
section of the said Act, desiring that the question whether the joint
Guarantee should or should not be given should be submitted to the
election of the Ratepayers of the Division, must demand that such
question be submitted for the determination of the Ratepayers of the
said Division, within one month from the date of the last publication
hereof, by written notice delivered to the chairman of the said
Divisional Board.
Given under my hand and the corporate seal of the Thuringowa
Divisional Board this fifth day of October, 1897.
JOSEPH HODEL, Chairman Thuringowa Divisional Board.
2266 18s. 6d.
MUNICIPALITY OF TOWNSVILLE.
CONSTRUCTION-TOWNSVILLE TO AYR RAILWAY.
PROPOSED RAILWAY FROM THE NORTHERN RAILWAY LINE, AT A
POINT ABOUT SIX MILES FROM TOWNSVILLE, TO An.
PROPOSED GUARANTEE FOR CONSTRUCTION.
-j N accordance with the requirements of  " The  Railways  G uarantee
J Act of  1895," it is hereby publicly notified that it is the intention
of the Council of the Municipality of Townsville to pass a resolution,
at a meeting thereof, to adopt a proposition for -giving  a Guarantee,
under the provisions of the said Act, jointly with the Boards of the
Division of Thuringowa and Ayr to The Commissioner for Railways to
defray such or any deficiency in the working, maintenance, and interest
upon  the capital expended upon the construction of the proposed
railway hereinafter described, connecting the Northern Railway, at a
point six miles from Townsville, with the town of Ayr, as by the said
Act required.
The total length of the proposed line would be about forty-four
miles sixty chains.
Description of Proposed Railway.
Commencing at about six miles from Townsville on the Northern
Railway, and bearing about north-east. The line passes through the
parish of Beor, and crosses Alligator Creek about three miles south of
the North Queensland Meat Company's Works, thence through the
parish of Abbotsford and across the Houghton River, through the
parish of Selkirk across Barratta Creek, and within about half-a-mile
of the town of Noondoo (now called Barratta). The line then goes
through the parish of Jarvisfield, crosses Sheep Station Creek into. the
parish of Antill, and terminates at the town of Ayr.
Estimated Cost of Proposed Railway.
It is estimated that the cost of the proposed railway will amount
to the sum of One Hundred Thousand Pounds (£100,000), exclusive
of the cost of resumption of land one chain wide along the proposed
line, the amount for which the Council  cannot at present ascertain.
The area to be benefited by the construction of the proposed
railway will comprise and include the whole of the Municipal District
of Townsville.
The deficiency, if any, under the said Guarantee, as provided by
the said Act, shall be contributed by the said Local Authorities.
Within one month after the last publication of this notice any
twenty ratepayers of the Municipality of Townsville may, by writing
under their hands, delivered to the Mayor, demand that the question
whether or not such Guarantee shall 'be given be submitted to the
election of the ratepayers for the `Municipality of Townsville.
Given under the common seal of the said Council, at Townsville
aforesaid, this sixth day of October, 1897.
D. F. TItEBHY, Town Clerk. M. McKIERNAN, Mayor.
2273 . 23s.
HAMILTON DIVISION.
NOTICE UNDER "THE VALUATION AND RATING ACT OF 1890."
To Mr WILLIAM MOISGAN BISSELL, or Owner or other Person
interested.NOTICE is hereby given, that he sum of £4 16s. 6d. is now dueand unpaid co Board of the Division of Hamilton for Rates
in respect of subdivision 16 of allotment I1 of portion 2, parish of
Toombul, situated in Eldernell avenue, Hamilton.
Payment of the said sum is hereby demanded.
If the said sum is not paid within three months from the date ofthis* notice, the Board of the said Division will take possession of
and lease the said land, under the provisions of  " The Valuation andRating Act  of  1890."
By Order,
JAMES CARMICHAEL, Clerk.
Divisional  Board Office, Hamilton road, 8th October, 1897.
2275 8s.
DIVISION OF PINE.
SUBDIVISION No. 3.
NOTICE 'UNDER "THE VALUATION AND RATING ACT of 1890."
To Mr. ALEXANDER FOSTER, Sydney, New South Wales, or other-
Person or Persons interested.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the sum of £6 19s. 7d. is now due,
and unpaid to the Board of the Division of Pine for Rates in
respect of portions 168, 169, and 171, situated in the parish of
Warner, in the Pine Division.
Payment of the said sum is hereby demanded.
If the said  sum is  'not paid within three months from the date,
of this notice, the Board of the Division of Pine will take possession
of and lease the said land, under the provisions of  " The  Valuation
and Rating Act of  1890."
By Order,
COPELAND SPODE, Divisional Clerk,
Pine Division.
Pine Divisional Board's Office,
Strathpine, 24th September, 1897.
2166 10s.
BROADSOUND DIVISIONAL BOARD.
N
is hereby given, that the above Board intends ,  in  con-
formity  with resolution passed at a meeting held on 5th October,
1897 ,  to apply for a Loan of £3 ,500, for the purpose of Supplying the
Townships of St. Lawrence and Newport  with Water,  by means of
Piping to  be  laid from above the Causeway over St. Lawrence Creek
on St .  Lawrence and Mackay Road.
Plans and Specifications may be seen at the Board 's Office,.
St. Lawrence.
By Order,
JOHN  ADAIR,  Divisional Clerk.
St. Lawrence, 8th October, 1897.
2265 6s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereb given, that it is intended to apply to the.y
Parliament of Queensland, in the present Session thereof, for a
Bill to confer upon the Trustees for the time being of all those lands.
reserved for Cricket and other Athletic Sports, situated in the county
of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, in the said colony, containing by
admeasurement 12 acres 4-1% perches, being allotment No. I of section
54, and being the whole of the land more particularly described in
Deed of Grant No. 82376, the power of giving mortgages to an amount
not exceeding Four Thousand Pounds (£4.000), and applying the
moneys raised thereby in discharging the indebtedness in respect of
the  said lands, and the costs, charges, and expenses connected with
this application and the said Bill, and in discharging the cost of
buildings erected and to be erected, and other improvements, on
the land.
Dated this seventh day of October, 1897.
2259
For Self and Co-Trustees,
GEORGE DOWN.
9s. 6d.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane 27th December, 1893.
T
HE  following Botanical Works, by F. Munson Bailey, F.L.S.,
Colonial Botanist, may be obtained at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane :--
1. The Synopsis of the Queensland Flora; 900 pp., demy 8vo,
half-bound. Price, 21s.; posted, 22s.'
2. First Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 100 pp. and 4 plates.
Price, 3s.; posted, 3s. 2d.
3. Second Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 153 pp. Price,  3s.;
posted, 3s. 3d.
4. Third Supplement to ditto, in boards; 135 pp. and 21 plates.
Price, 3s.  6d.; posted, 3s. 9d.
5. Catalogue of the Indigenous and Naturalised Plants of
Queensland, with Index of vernacular names and their
botanical equivalents. Price, in cloth, Is. 3d.; posted, Is. 5d.
In paper, Is.; posted, Is. 2d.
6. Plants Poisonous and Injurious to S:,ock. (Bailey and Gordon.)
Containing a brief description, with plates, of Queensland
plants suspected of having a poisonous effect upon stock.
Price, 4s.; posted, 4s. 5d.
7. Lithograms of the Queens. at d Ferns, in one volume, containing
191 plates, illustrating 223 kinds, with index giving botanical
and common name. Price, 2s. 6d.; posted, 6d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
JUST PUBLISHED.
f HE LAW OF FRIENDLY SOCIETIES IN QUEENSLAND, being a
Compendium of the existing Act and Regulations in force, with
a comprehensive Introduction, and Notes of English and Colonial
Cases  decided up to May, 1896. By John L. Woolcock, B.A., and
George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law, Authors of "Act and Rules
relating to the District Court." Holland binding. Price 5s.;  postage,
4d. extra.
July,  1896. EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
O
N SALE, at the Government  Printing  Office, the Pacific Island
Labourers Acts and Regulations in Pamphlet form,  containing
Imperial and Colonial Acts,  and Regulations  thereunder. Price,Is,-6d.; posted, 1s. 7d.
EDMUND GREGORY,  Government Printer.
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GOVERNMENT  GAZETTE.
SUBSCRIPTION AND ADVERTISING RATES
Quarterly Subscription ... ... ... ... ... ...
(Postage  nil ,  if subscription begins from date of receipt
of order ; on back numbers, 3d. per week.)
S69 [16TH OCTOBER, 1897.
s. d.
10 0
Single copy ,  current year ,  6d. ; previous years, Is.; large-sized
at proportionally increased price. Postage, 1d .  additional.
ADVERTISING RATES.
A uniform charge of 6d. a line  for all  advertisements.
Table matter charged 50 per cent. extra on first insertion only
and a proportional extra charge for  very  small-sized type.
HANSARD.  s. d.
Subscription for Session ...
Orders must be accompanied by postage stamps (not exceeding
5s.), money order, postal note, or cash, sufficient to cover cost.
Private  cheques will not be accepted.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship or rail if so desired,
the freight to be payable by consignee.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1893.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office, William street,Brisbane:-" Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating to
Local Government outside the Boundaries of Municipalities," with an
Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L. Woolcock, B.A. Demy
octavo, 400 pages. Linen bound, 5s.  6d.; paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Australian Colonies, 9d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
TC G HE Justices Act  of 1886 " and  " The Offenders Probation Actof  1886," with an Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L.
Woolcock, B.A. Price, 3s. 6d. in cloth ; 2s. 6d. in paper. -Postage, 6d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
l
OW PUBLISHED, A Digest of the Statutory Criminal Law in
l force in Queensland on the first day of January, 1896 (which it
is within the competence of the Parliament of Queensland to repeal or
amend), with a Table of the Statutes, prepared by the Hon. Sir
Samuel Walker Griffith, G.C.M.G., Chief Justice of Queensland.
In 8vo royal. Bound in cloth, 15s. Posted, 15s. 7d. Government
Printing Office, Brisbane.
J
ON SALE, the "Act and Rules relating to the District Court, with
an Introduction, Notes, and Index," by John L. Woolcock, B.A.,
and George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law.
Price, 7s. 6d. full cloth; postage, 6d. extra.
Half-bound and interleaved, 10s. 6d. ; _postage, 8d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
THE Government Pri ter acknowledges the r ceipt ofhe followingamounts , from the 9th to 15th October, 1897 :-
Quinlan, Gray, and Co., £1 18s.; J. Stewart, 1s.; W. H. May,
4s. 6d.; R. J. Wedgwood, £3 3s.; R. Hervey-Allen and Co., 3s.; W.
Johnston, 2s.; H. St. J: Wood, 3s.; G. J. Cockburn, 3s.; J. N. Black,
4s.; P. L. Cardew, 8s. 6d.; D. O'Keefe, 6s.; Buss and Turner, 2s. 6d.;
Mackay Municipal Council, 5s.; H. J. Adams, £2; Thuringowa
Divisional Board, £5 Is.; J. McGovern, 3s.; Hughenden Municipal
Council, 9s. 6d.; W. H. Sparks, 4s.; J. McWhannell, ;C2; T. Lillis,
8s.; R. Davidson, 2s. 6d.; J. A. Brown, 4s.; Broadsound Divisional
Board, 5s.; R. K. Milson, 3s.; J. Connolly, junr., 7s.; Townsville
Municipal Council, £1 3s.; F. Robinson and Co., Is. 2d.; Hughenden
Divisional Board, £1 Os. 6d.; A. M. Beaumont, 8s.; Tambourine
Divisional Board, £1 5s.; Cooktown Municipal Council, £2; W.
Condon, 7s.; P. S. King and Son, £1 0s. Id.; H. Lloyd, lls.; Esk
Divisional Board, 2s. 9d.; J..Bergmier, 9d.; P. M. Bowman, 2s. 6d.
IMPO UNDINGS.
POUNDK_EEPERS are reminded that Advertisements of
Impounded Stock will be charged for at the uniform rate
of  SIXP ENCE  PER LINE ;  and  no such  Advertisement will be
inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by a remittance
(Money Orders, Postal Notes, Postage Stamps, or Cash)
sufficient  to cover the cost of  insertion.
Postage Stamps will be received only when amount  is 5s.
or less.
When describing brands a distinction should be made
between  REGISTERED  and other brands, by pl:teinq the words
REGISTERED BRAND  after the description. 1lrands type will
be used  for such descriptions,  but where these  words do not
appear  ordinary type only will  be used.
IMPOUNDED' at Hughenden, from Henderson's Paddock, on the
17th September, 1897, by order of - Perry, Esquire.
One roan gelding, LD1 near shoulder, 520 near neck, like DC2 near
thigh, hind feet white.
One black gelding, BOQ off shoulder, 7 off neck, X off thigh, star,
off hind foot white.
If not released on or before  26th  October, 1897, will be sold to
defray  expenses.
J. A. BROWN,  Poundkeeper.
2312 4s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Longreach, on the 17th September, 1897, by order
of E. G. Clerk, Esquire, Cleve, Longreach. Damages, 2s. 6d. ;
driving, is.
One brown gelding, blaze, TH1 near shoulder, 8LP off shoulder, 33 off
neck.
One grey gelding, WS near shoulder.
One bay gelding, blaze, hind feet white, h; over B3 near shoulder.
One brown  gelding , bald face, C3L near shoulder, 156 near neck.
One brown gelding, HN over 4 near shoulder, 9 9Q off thigh.
One chestnut gelding, blaze, near fore and hind feet white, N near
shoulder, like near thigh, indistinct brand off thigh.
One bay gelding, star, CP3 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, star, M8M over like two diamonds near thigh, 5 near,
cheek.
One brown gelding, star, like star near shoulder.
Also, from West Longreach, by order of the Inspector. Damages,
2s.  6d.; driving, Is.
One bay gelding, star, white feet, R7D over 17 near shoulder, 7FD off
shoulder.
One bay mare, star and snip, S CD4 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, like M z-5 near shoulder, off hind foot white.
One black colt, blotched brand like ME4 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, like LCl near shoulder, star.
One bay gelding, star, like TG near cheek, C near neck, no other
visible brand.
One grey mare, like FQ6 over 11 near shoulder.
One black gelding, star, snip, off hind foot white, E over 'd (reversed)
near shoulder, like 8M- (the a reversed) off shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, bald face, near fore and hind feet white, 005
near thigh, IVX off shoulder.
One bay mare, star, like 9HN near shoulder, indistinct brand off
shoulder, like CAP near thigh.
One bay colt, snip, hind feet white, indistinct brand near shoulder.
One black gelding, near hind foot white, T5F near shoulder.
One grey mare, like PAD blotched near shoulder, blotched brand near
thigh, -UOX off shoulder.
One chestnut mare, like S4 C near shoulder.
One bay gelding, blaze, white feet, like PT2 blotched off shoulder.
One brown mare, near hind foot white, LC5 over 268 near quarter.
One bay filly, off hind and both fore feet white, like 3B ti near shoulder,
star.
One black colt, star, like V "eO near shoulder.
One bay filly, hind feet white, blaze, W5Q near shoulder.
Also, by order of Reserve Inspector. Damages, 2s. 6d.
One bay mare, star PI ty near shoulder.
One bay fill y, indistinct brand near shoulder, like H6 -d. 6 near neck,
like 9S y off shoulder.
One brown mare, star, R8G over Y2M near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, 6EX near shoulder.
One bay gelding, T (writing) near shoulder, star and snip, hind feet
white.
One brown gelding, t"4 over 6 near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, anchor near shoulder, like 1VZ off shoulder,
star, white feet.
Also, from Wellshot Station, by order of R. A. Hopkins, Esquire.
Damages, 2s.  6d.;  driving, 3s. 4d.
One brown gelding, 116W near shoulder.
One cream gelding, blaze, hind feet white, 5 over DL near shoulder,.
7QU near thigh, indistinct brand off shoulder.
One bay gelding, white feet, like K07 near shoulder, ZL9 off shoulder.
One brown filly, like 9B0 near shoulder.
One brown mare (boko), hind feet white, star, like TU1 near shoulder,
indistinct brand near thigh.
One bay gelding, near fore and both hind feet white, star, like 6UX
over 0 over 0 near shoulder, 19 near neck.
One brown mare, star, U05 over P5B near shoulder, G5N off shoulder.
One brown mare, like PV1 over 0 near shoulder, 24 near neck.
One bay mare, blaze, 73Y over 700 near shoulder, indistinct brand off
shoulder.
Also, from Selection 76, by order of T. J. Pilbeam, Esquire.
Damages, 2s.  6d.;  driving, Is.
One bay gelding, JV2 near shoulder, C c--i8 off shoulder.
One roan mare, like JCQ near shoulder.
One brown gelding, ''1F near shoulder, off hind foot white, star.
One bay gelding, blaze, near fore and hind feet white, LMF near
shoulder.
One bay gelding like 9T near shoulder, hind feet white, star.
Also, from Cleve, by order of E. G. Clerk, Esquire. Damages,.
2s.  6d.; driving, Is. 6d.
One black mare, TIZ near shoulder, like QW9 off shoulder.
One brown gelding, star, blotched brand like B10 near shoulder, like
El t+ off shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, star, off hind foot white, like A8Y over. 101
near shoulder.
One piebald gelding,. N4T near shoulder, OUT off shoulder.
One bay mare, star, near hind foot white, V8'0 near shoulder, RD3
near thigh, P  - 5 off thigh, 3 near neck.
One bay gelding, like K3Z over J5 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, star and snip, like UD7 near shoulder.
One brown  mare, star , u, over 55 near thigh, 3VO over indistinct
brand near shoulder.
One bay mare, near hind foot white, 4 before indistinct brand near
shoulder.
One bay gelding, star and snip, off hind foot white, blotched brand
over like 107 near shoulder, K before indistinct brand o1E'
shoulder.
One bay mare, M before indistinct brand near shoulder.
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Also, from Darr River Downs, by order of G. E. Bunning,
Esquire.  Damages , 2s. 6d. ; driving, 7s. 6d.
One bay filly, like 7XH near shoulder, JS4 (writing) off shoulder.
One bay colt, blaze, off fore  and near  hind foot white, no visible
brand ; damages, £5.
One bay colt, stripe down face, off fore and hind feet white; no
visible brand.
If not released on or before the 12th October, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
ROBT. J. WEDGWOOD,  Poundkeeper.
2309 53s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba.
One dark-brown horse, 3, indistinct brand, with like T near shoulder,
star.
One black filly, T with G (horizontal) 0 near shoulder, fore feet white.
One bay mare, CS3 near shoulder, 1KW off shoulder.
One brown mare, D with D or P (horizontal) 1 over 40 near shoulder,
star.
One bay mare, blaze face, like PD (blotched) near shoulder.
One bay filly, 4 with R (or B) V near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, near hind foot white, 98 near neck, 8 with L (or
K) C over W90 near shoulder.
One bay horse, indistinct brand near shoulder, 8RY off shoulder, RB4
off thigh, hind feet white.
One bay horse, blotched brands over like 1 near shoulder.
One black or brown mare, W2 with R (horizontal) near shoulder.
One chestnut horse, blaze face, 7WT near shoulder, hind feet white.
One bay mare, 3 or 5 with C (or G) Y (horizontal)  near  shoulder, star,
like 1 off shoulder.
One grey mare, J (horizontal) 8L near shoulder.
One yellow and white cow, 2PP near ribs, U6H off rump.
If not released on or before the 2nd November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
2320 11s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from Weelamurra, on 25th September,
1897, by order of Edward King, Esquire. Driving, 7s. 6d.
One white bullock, worker, nobby horns, square out of near ear, like
''A1 registered brand near rump, like X near thigh.
One red-roan bullock, worker, quarter out back off ear, like FV2 over 7
off ribs,  scars near  and off rump.
One roan bullock, worker, three notches out of  near ear, P :e 2 near
rump.
One light- roan  bullock, worker,  near  ear slit, LF (F reversed) and
blotch near rump.
One red bullock, worker, mottled face, slit out bottom both ears, like co
near rump.
If not released  on or  before the 29th October, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
THOS. LILLIS, Poundkeeper.
2311 7s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, fromEuroka, on the 8th October, 1897
by order of G. E. Jones, Esquire..
One bay mare, like 3P (blotched)  near  shoulder, sear on off foreleg.
Also, from Ideraway, by order of J. J. Cadell, Esquire.
One roan cow, 3T Q off rump, 1 off ribs; calf at foot.
One roan heifer, bald face, no visible brand.
Also, from Wetheron, by order of H. L. Pyne, Esquire.
One red cow, XXI near ribs, 4 near cheek.
One roan bullock, bald face, DS2 near ribs, 0 near cheek.
One red- roan  bullock, ND-z off rump, blotched brand on ribs.
If not  released on or before  the 2nd November, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
JOHN CONNOLLY, JNR., Poundkeeper.
2310 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Winton, from Aldringbam Selection, by order ofW. M. Hutchinson, Esquire. Damages, 2s. 6d. driving, 2s. 4d.
One bay gelding, blaze, U6 d over CX3 near shoulder, Q50 off
shoulder, saddle and collar marked.
Also, from Oondooroo. Damages, 2s. 6d. ; driving, 3s.
One bay mare, collar and saddle marked, blotched brand like F6U
near shoulder.
One bay gelding, few white hairs on face, like YK near thigh, like 54
near neck.
If not released on or before the 2nd November, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
DAVID O'KEEFE, Poundkeeper.
2317 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Duaringa, fromenclosed lan s, Bauhinia Downs,
on the 9th October, 1897, by order of H. C. Dutton, Esquire.
Damages,  2s. 6d.; driving, 13s. 4d.
One chestnut mare, 8KY over 637.
One grey mare, WQ5  near  shoulder.
One chestnut mare, white  near  fore leg, ONN  near  shoulder, white face.
One chestnut gelding, white stripe down face, like IU near shoulder,
like UD3 off shoulder, 16 or 18 off neck.
One dark-bay gelding, white face, hind legs white, PD3 near shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 16th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
MICHAEL CORDON,  Poundkeeper.
2318 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, on 5th October, 1897.
One red heifer, bald face, V off rump.
One roan cow, QS3 near rump.
One roan and white heifer, no visible brand.
If not released on or before the 19th October, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
CORRECTED BRAND.
One blue-roan gelding, star, near hind foot white, like L78 near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
W. H. SPARKS, Poundkeeper.
2313 6s.
IMPOLNDED at Arrilalah, from Township Selection, on the 4th
October, 1897, by order of S. M. Hopkins, Esquire. Driving, Is.
One bay gelding, WF6 over like WIT or W7T near thigh, like QOD
off thigh, 4 off shoulder, fore feet white.
One black gelding, G6Z over like L or part of brand near shoulder,
off fore and near hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 29th October, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
JAMES McGOVERN, Poundkeeper.
2315 4s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Bollon, from Fernlee Station, on the 8th October,
1897, by order of G. R. Linton, Esquire.
One black gelding, star, W near shoulder.
One grey mare, blotched brand near ribs.
If not released on or before the 2nd November, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
ROBERT DAVIDSON,  Poundkeeper.
2314 3s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Chinchilla, on the 30th September, 1897, by order
of E. B. Von Steiglitz, Esquire.
One bay mare, three white feet, star, like  Jr  near shoulder.
One bay stallion, 9YZ near shoulder ; damages, £2.
If not released on or before the 29th October, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
J. N. BLACK , Poundkeeper.
2316 3s. 6d.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tion for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specification annexed thereto, has been ACCEPTED, and is now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending ' to oppose such applica-
tion must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on Form
D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first  appearance  of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3418.-CHARLES Flaais, plumber, MARK
TAYLOR, architect, and EDWARD GARLAND ABELL, patent agent,
all of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland.  "Improvements
in Earth Closets."  Dated 1st July, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1897.NOTICE is hereby  given, that I have received the undermen-tioned applications  for the registration of Trade Marks.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications  must leave  particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form I), of his or their objections thereto, within two months
(or such further time, not exceeding 'six months, as the
Registrar  may allow) of the advertisement of the applications
in the  Queensland Government Gazette .  A fee of one pound
is payable with such  notice.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Application No. 2154-Filed 24th September, A.D. 1897.-
J. AND J. COLMAN, LIMITED, of Carrow Works, Norwich, and
108 Cannon street, London, England, mustard, starch, and blue
manufacturers, to register in Class 47, in respect of Starch, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation:-
ED
.0LMAN's
ORIGINAL PRIZE MEDAL
® S 'F .ARcZt
The applicants have used the above mark as a trade mark
before the 13th October,  1884.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 16th  -October, A.D. 1897. Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
[No. 89.
Application No. 2152-Filed 24th September, A.D. 1897.-
J. AND J. COLMAN, LIMITED, of Carrow Works, Norwich, and
108 Cannon street, London, England, mustard, starch, and blue
manufacturers, to register in Class 47, in respect of Starch, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
4
xx
4 4
:sue :.kri.
The applicants have used the above  mark as a  trade mark
before the 13th October,  1884.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 16th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2156-Filed 24th September, A.D. 1897.-
J. AND J. COLMAN, LIMITED, of Carrow Works, Norwich, and
108 Cannon street, London, England, mustard, starch, and blue
manufacturers, to register. in Class 47, in respect of Starch, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation:-
V V V V V V
C
C
A A
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the device of
a swan and the words "The Swan," and the applicants disclaim
any right to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 16th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
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App li cation No. 2157 - Filed 24th September ,  A.D. 1897 .-- J. AND J. COLMAN, LIMITED, of Carrow Works, Norwich, and
108 Cannon street, London, England, mustard ,  starch ,  and blue manufacturers ,  to register in Class 47, in respect of Blue, a Trade
Mark of which the fo ll owing is a representation
J -C. Soo-.c, AMo man
I57He BEST ue i 4 It
• - e? a
w .L'rm.9nn . •
®tttb` u s46
The applicants have used the above mark  as  a trade mark before 13th October,  1884,
This mark was first advertised  in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 16th October,  A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
App li cation No. 2172-Filed 12th October ,  A.D.  1897.-  Application No. 2155 - Filed 24th September ,  A.D. 1897.-
ANDREW USHER AND Co .,  of Edinburgh ,  disti ll ers, to register J. AND J. COLMAN,  LIMITED, of Yarrow  Works,  Norwich, and
in Class 43, in respect of Whisky ,  a Trade Mark of which 108 Cannon street ,  London ,  England, mustard ,  starch, and blue
the following is a representation manufacturers ,  to register in Class 47, in resl•ect of Flue, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
pgEWSHE'R,&poi
OLD VATTED GLENLIVET WHISKYGOLD "'OIL
... «..
to
R
to.00.  1473
6G.° MEGA.
Ca.GYTTa ....
LONDON  AND  EXPORT  AGENTS , FRANK BA/ LErd  CO. S9. MARK LANE. EC
The essential particulars  of the trade  mark are  the follow-
ing :-A  complete label as above, which said label has been used
by the applicants since  1880.
This mark was first advertised  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 16th October ,  A.D. 1897.  Yide  notice at head
of trade  mark advertisements.
Application No. 2173-Filed 12th October ,  A.D. 1897.-
ANDREW USHER AND Co., of Edinburgh ,  distillers ,  to register
in Class 43, in respect  of Whisky ,  a Trade ' Mark of which
the following  is a representation :-
V*1gw  usxER dos
SPEC UL RESERVE
OLD VATTED GLENLEVET WHISKY
`0i1
MEDAL
REGISTERED
e 1
..
REGISTERED
EDINBURGH.
EDINBURGH.
6GLO MEDAL
0 v0 0•'9 73 caacuiTa -.N
LONDON AND EXPORT ANENTS, FRANK BA/aEY6 CO.5,9 MANN LANE, EC
The essential particulars  of the trade  mark are  the follow-
ing :-A complete label as above , which said  label has been used
by the applicants since  1880.
This  mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 16th October ,  A.D.1897 .  Tide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application  No. 2158-Filed 24th  September, A.D. 1897.-
J. AND J .  COLMAN, LIMITED, of  Carrow Works ,  Norwich, and
108 Cannon street ,  London ,  England, mustard ,  starch, and blue
manufacturers ,  to register .  in Class 47, in respect of Blue, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
11
N4 - o Mti ~INDI to .
The applicants  have used the above mark as a trade mark
before the 13th  October, 1884.
This mark  was first advertised  in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 16th October, A.D. 1897 .  Vide notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
j42f
N01
ZUE
H
The applicants have used the above mark as a trade mark
before  the 13th October, 1884.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 16th October ,  A.D. 1897 .  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2153-Filed 24th  September ,  A.D. 1897.-
J. AND J.  COLMAN, LIMITED,  of Carrow  Works,  Norwich, and
108 Cannon street,  London,  England, mustard ,  starch ,  and blue
manufacturers ,  to register in Class 47, in  re spect of Starch, a
Trade Mark  of which the following  is,airepresentation :-
0
I
I
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the com-
bination of devices and the words  "  Bull's Head .,"  and the
applicants disclaim any right to the exclusive use of the added
matter except their name.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 16th October ,  A.D. 1897 .  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2174-Filed 12th October ,  A.D. 1897.-
ANDREW USHER AND Co., of Edinburgh ,  distillers ,  to register
in Class 43, in  respect of Whisky ,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a  representation:-
SPECIALRESERVE
The essential particulars  of the  trade mark are the follow-
ing:-The  shape of label  as above, used on neck of bottles, and
special device of monogram thereon ,  and we disclaim any right to
the exclusive use of the added matter, " S pecial Reserve."
This  mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 16th October ,  A.D. 1897 .  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements,
Printed and  Published by EDMUND GEFaosY, Government  Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane.
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Brisbane , 14th October, 1897.
QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS'  GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel HOWEL GUNTEB,  Commandant.
No. 264.
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
HEAD-QUARTERS' STAFF
CAPTAIN J.  K.  FORSYTH, Queensland Mounted Infantry, is appointed to be a Staff Lieutenant, and is
attached to the office of the Assistant Adjutant-General, and will perform such duties as may from time to time
be ordered.
"A" BATTERY, QUEENSLAND PERMANENT ARTILLERY.
No. 453, Sergeant M. O'Brien, is appointed at his own request, on discharge, to the Permanent Force
Reserve. 31st May, 1897.
The following horse, having been purchased, is taken on the strength of the BatteryNo. 153, brown colt, branded 9XZ on near shoulder, black points.
QUEENSLAND MOUNTED INFANTRY.
Sergeant-Major J. G. Price will perform the duties of 'Regimental Sergeant-Major, and No. 136, Sergeant
J. Mills, will perform the duties of Regimental Quartermaster-Sergeant, to the Queensland Mounted Infantry.
No. 1 COMPANY , MORETON MOUNTED INFANTRY.
Lieutenant L. Stephens is appointed to take over the command of the Corps,  vice  Lieutenant  V. Tozer.
Lieutenant H. Harris and Acting Lieutenant A. Gibson are posted to the Company for duty.
No. 5 COMPANY, MORETON MOUNTED INFANTRY.
Lieutenant J. K. Fowles is appointed to take over the command  of the  Corps ,  vice  Lieutenant  C. Elliot..
"A" COMPANY (1sT BATTALION), QUEENSLAND RIFLES.
No. 209,  Sergeant J. Sewe ll,  is appointed Orderly-room Sergeant,
Dress.
Range  Officer.
No. 265.
[S.G.O.] Officers of the Queensland Mounted Infantry will in future wear the Emu plume in place of the
cock' s feathers  in their hats.
Officers and non-commissioned officers and men of the Queensland Mounted Infantry will in future wear
khaki drill frocks, with shoulder straps of the same material, in place of white drill frocks. The letters Q.M I.
and the letter of the corps, in metal, will be worn on each shoulder strap. The khaki drill frock will be worn in
Drill Order," "Field Day Order," and " Marching Order."
Second-class Sergeant Instructors attached to Mounted Infantry Corps will wear the uniform of the
Queensland Mounted Infantry.
Chin- straps  will always be worn with the hat on parade. A free issue of one chin-strap for each non-
commissioned  officer  or man is  authorised ; each Commanding Officer will forward a requisition for the required
number at once.
No. 266.
CAPTAIN D. P. WHITE, Adjutant Queensland Rifles, is detailed for duty as Range Officer at Toowong Rifle
Range on Saturday next, 16th instant.
No. 267.
Erratum.  IN General Order No. 257 of 1897, second line, erase the figures "1887" and substitute the figures "1897."
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No. 268.
THE system of drill and training laid down in General Order No. 87, 1895, and carried out last year, has been further
revised, and Will remain in force until further orders. All ranks will be classified as follows:-
1.  RECRUITS.-Members who have not completed the course laid down for recruits, including range practice.
2. TRAINED SOLDIERs.-Members who have been passed into the ranks on completion of forty recruit drills and course
of musketry.
Officers on first appointment will be detailed to attend a Recruit Squad. The instruction afforded will be the same as for
the rank and  file.
OFFICERS.-Special squads will be formed in any district where required, and Staff Officers will detail an instructor to
afford the necessary instruction.
At places where it is impossible to form a squad the officer recruit must endeavour to arrange for attendance at one of the
classes  of instruction (the first, if possible) which are held prior to examination twice a year.
On completion of the recruit drills the Staff Officer of the district will inspect the squad and report to the A.A.G. upon
the proficiency of each officer recruit.
If the result is satisfactory, officers will then be posted to Corps for duty.
No officer will be permitted to present himself as a candidate for the theoretical portion of examination for promotion until
he has completed his recruit drill.
Instruction will be afforded in the various subjects in the manner laid down in the several tables hereunder, and no
deviation whatever will be attempted without special authority.
The Commandant relies confidently upon the co -operation of all Commanding Officers in carrying out rigidly the details of
the system.
Members who complete the recruits' course will be required in the first year of their service to attend the following
additional parades :-
Subject.
The above refers to annual drill and training only, exclusive of Camp of Continuous Training.
If a muster day falls during the recruit course, recruits will muster as a recruit squad, and the instructor will report the
attendance or absence the following day to the respective Commanding Officers.
Recruits will be paid for all recruit drills.
RECRUITS.
Commandant's Annual Inspection ;
Muster Parades (4).
Hours.
GARRISON ARTILLERY.
... ... ... 14 3
... ... ... 12* 3
8 6
6 3
FIELD ARTILLERY.
Foot Drill and Carbine  Drill ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 14 3
Gun Drill  . .. ... . ... ... ... ... ... ... 12* 3
Knotting ,  Lashing ,  and Packing Limbers  ... ... ... ...  3 3
Riding and Driving ,  and Battery Mounted Drill ,  if possible  ... ...  4 6
Part  I.-Infantry Drill-Manual and Firing Exercises
Gun Drill, 24-pr. ...
Gun Drill-6 in. B.L., 64-pr. R.M.L., and Q.F. ...
Knotting , Lashing Levers, Tackles, &c. ... ...
The detail for this course will be published later on.
MOUNTED INFANTRY.
Remarks.
NoTr. -Drivers to go to Instruction ,  Fitting
and Cleaning Harness, whilst Gunners are
at Carbine and Gun Drill.
* While at  Gun Dri ll  the Ammunition in use,
the sights ,  Gun Carriage ,  Stores,  &c., to be
described ,  also how to bore, set ,  fix, and
extract fuses.
ENGINEERS 'SUBMARINE MINING SECTION).
(Same as Infantry.)
INFANTRY.
Subject.
}H
* Squad Drill, Manual, Firing, and Bayonet 6
Exercise
Relieving or Posting Guards ,  Marching Reliefs, &c.
Musketry-
Care of Arms and Ammunition  ... ... ...
Theoretical Principles  ... ... ... ...
Aiming Drill, Rules of, &c. ... ...
Drill of a Section in  Extended Order
Aiming Drill up to 800 Yards ...
Firing while Advancing and Retiring ...
Blank Firing  ... ... ... ...
Range Practice ...
Total
Number of Drills.
Daylight
Hours.
3
12
6
... ... 27
Evening
Hours.
18
3
Number of
Drills.
Total.
Hours.  Drills.
2-1
3
12 half -hours  as soon as
6 6 4 Musketry  Instruction  possible the rifle
been
after
issued.h
6 0 6 Infantry Drill.
12
Duration of
Drill.
Book of  Reference  (latest
authorised  edition ). Remarks.
16 Infantry Drill, Rifle
Exercise.
2 Infantry Drill.
a{
6 4
33 60 40
t These dri lls to be car-
Nfusketry  Instruction I ried out on suitable
Infantry Drill ground,  if possible,
and not in  the Drill-
shed or Reserve.
Standing General Orders.
Recruits for bands will also be put through a portion of the same course as  Infantry,  marked thus *.
MEDICAL STAFF CORPS.
(Squad Drill as for Infantry.)
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Subject.
DRILLS.
let Quarter ,  2nd Quarter , 3rd Quarter, 4th Quarter,
commencing commencing commencing commencing
let July. 1st  October .  1st January. 1st April.
Biding  (a), Driving  (b), Battery  Drill (c) ... 4
Foot  (d),  Sword (e), Sword Bayonet  (f), * 6
Carbine  Drill (g),  and Firing Exercise (h)
Harness Cleaning ,  Fitting, and Stables  (when
Gunners are at Gun ,  Carbine ,  or SwordDrill)
Gunnery Course  t ... ... ... ... ...
Making up Cartridges  (i) and Filling  Shell (j)
Standing Gun Drill 10
Battery Gun  Drill ... ... 4
Laying at Fixed ,  Movable ,  and Concealed 4
Objects  (k),  and Range Finding  (l) $
Knotting,  Lashing, &c.  ... ... ...
Mounting,  Dismounting  (m), and Disabled 1
Ordnan ce(n)
Passing Obstacles ...
Packing Ammunition (o), Replacing Casual- 1
ties (p)
Class of Instruction ...
Practice ... ... ...
Gun Pits  and Emplacements
Entraining and Detraining
... Periodically
4 4 2
6
10
4
3
1
1
1
dates will
8
6
4
19
1
3
1 1
1 2
be notified in G.O.
2
As opportunity offers.
•  Sword Bayonet - It issued.  t  Gunnery Course - Theoretical  only. The practical to be done at Gun Drill.
and Men for  Laying ,  Range Finding, &c.
MOUNTED INFANTRY.
Subject.
let Quarter ,  2nd Quarter ,  3rd Quarter, 4th Quarter,
commencing commencing commencing commencing
lat July . 1st October .  let Janua ry.  1st April.
DRILLS.
Evening Drills.
3Squad  Drill  ... ... ...  3
Marching  in Groups .. ... 1 t
Manual and Bayonet Exercises 3 3
Musketry Instruction
Firing Exercises  ... ... 5 5
Aiming  Drill .. ... )JJ
Mounted Drill  (on foot ) ... ...  3 3
Guard  Mounting  . ... ... 1 1
Knotting  and Lashing  ... ... 1 1
Daylight Drills.
Field Movements ... { 3
COURSE OF INSTRUCTION FOR TRAINED SOLDIERS.
FIELD ARTILLERY.
General Programme of Year.
3
3
1
3
3
Duration
of
Drill.
Hours.
3 11
1 1
3 1
3
3
3
3
Duration of Books of Reference
Drill. (Latest Authorised Edition).
Hours.
3 (a) Cavalry Drill, 1896, Part I.,
sec. 1 to 23; (b) Field Artil-
lery Drill, 1896, Chapt. II.,
sec. 2  to 4; (c) Field Artillery
Drill, 1896, Chapt. IV., see.
1 to 6, 8 and 9.
1j (d) Cavalry Drill, Vol. I., 1896,
sec. 23  to 36 ; (e) Cavalry Drill,
Vol. 1., 1896, sec. 37 ; (f) Rifle
and Carbine Sword Bayonet
Exercises, 1896; (g) Cavalry
Drill, Part II., sec. 40 ;  (h)
Rifle and Carbine Exercises,
1896, sec. 55 to 84.
... Field Artillery, 1896, Chapt. IT.,
sec. 1.
1j Field Artillery, 1896, Chapt. III.,
sec. 1 to 3.
3 (i) Treatise  onAmmnunition, page
49; (j) T reatise  on Ammuni-
tion , page 322.
1} Handbook, 15-pr. B.L. 1896, and
9-pr. Drillbook, Q.D.F.
3 Field Artillery, Chapt. III., see.
8 and 9.
(k) Field Artillery, Chapt. III.,
sec.  7; (1) Handbook Field
Range Finding.
11 Field Artillery Drill, Chapt. V.,
sec. 1.
Handbook , 15-pr. B.L.
1j (m) Gun, 1896.
(n) Handbook, 9-pr. R.M.L.
Gun, 1895.
1j Field Artillery Drill, Chapt. V.,
sec. 2.
Handbook , 12-pr. B.L.
(o) Gun, 1893.
Handbook , 9-pr. R.M.L.
11 Gun, 1895.
Handbook, 15-pr. B.L.
(p) Gun, 1896.
Handbook, 9-pr. R.M.L.
L Gun, 1895.
3
3 Field Artillery, Chapt. V.,
sec. 3.
Field Artillery, Chapt. V.,
sec. 4.
Laying &c.-Voluntary  parade  for N.C..O.'s
Books of Reference  (Latest Authorised Edition).
Mounted Infantry Drill.
Firing Exercise (collective and individual firing by alternate half-companies) will be practised for half-an-hour at every drill after
expiration of the first hour ,  special attention being given to correct words of command, position ,  and, the adjustment of sights to the named
distan ce .
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GARRISON  ARTILLERY.
Subject.
Single Gun Drill ... ... ...
Group Drill ... ... ...
Manning Fort and Practice
lst Quarter,
commencing
let July.
4
D!u aLs.
2nd Quarter ,  3rd Quarter , 1 4th Quarter,
commencing  commencing commencing
1st October. 1st January. 1st April.
4 9
2
2 2
Laying (a), Range Finding  (b),;'  4
&c.*
Gunnery Courset ... ... ...
Elementary,  Mounting and I)is- 8
mounting
Making -up Cartridges and Filling I
Shell
Knotting,  Lashing,  Tackles, &c. 1
Class of  Instruction
Part I. Infantry Drill, Manual (r) 8
and Firing  Exercises  (d), and
Physical Drill (e)
Part II. Company Drill ... .. 6
Gyn Drill ... ... ...
Instructions  re  Magazines ... ...
2
4
12
1
As opportu  pities offer.
6 2
6 1
4
2nd Quarter ,  3rd Quarter ,  4th Quarter,
commencing commencing commencing
1st October.  let January .  1st April.
• Voluntary Parade for N.C. Officers and Men for Laying, Range Finding, &c. t Theoretical. Practical to be done whilst at Gun Drill.
Four  Drills each quarter 3 hours, remainder  1i hour.
BRISBANE ENGINEERS (SUBMARINE MINING SECTION).
DRILLS.
Subject.
1st Quarter,
commencing
1st July.
Evening Drills,
Knotting, Splicing, Use of Chains,;
Blocks and Tackle, Jointing
and Crowning Electric Cable,,
Loading and Connecting up
Mines,  Preparing Mooring
Lines,  Making-up and Testing
Electric Batteries, Fitting-up
M.D. Junction-boxes, Pre-
paring and Testing Mine
Apparatus, Use of Telephones
for S.M. purposes, Test Room
Operations, Rough Tests of
Electric Cable, Search Light
Manipulation
Infantry Drill ...
Lamp  Signalling  ... ...
Preparing Oxygen Gas for Lime-
light Signalling
Daylight Drills.
Rowing and Boat Work, Taking
Soundings, Loading and Con-
nocting up ,  Slinging, Laying
21
Duration
of
Drill.
Books of Reference  (Latest Authorised Edition).
Hours.
9 3 and  1i$ Q. D. F. Garrison Gun Drill, 1897.
5 3 Q. D. F. Garrison Gun Drill, 1897; and Sec. 1,
Part IV., Garrison Artillery Drill, 1895, Vol.1.
3 3 Garrison  Artillery Drill, 1895, Vol. 1,  Parts III.,
VI., and VII.
4 3 (a) Garrison Artillery Drill, 1895,  Sec. 3, Part I.
(b) Garrison Artillery Drill, 1895,  Sec. 3, Part
III. and Handbook.
7 1i Garrison Artillery Drill, 1895,  Parts I., II., and
III.
1j Garrison Artillery Drill, 1891, Vol. 2, Sec. 2 and
5, Part III.
I 1l1 Garrison Artillery Drill, 1895, Vol. 1, Part II.
1 1j Garrison Artillery Drill, 1891, Vol. 2, Sec. 1,
Part I.
5 1i
Duration
of Books of Reference  ( Latest Authorised Edition).
Dri ll.
(c) Rifle and Carbine Exercises, 1896, Sec. 1 to 84;
(d) Infantry Drill, 1896, Sec. 8, Part I. ; (e) In-
fantry Drill, 1896, Sec. 46, Part I.
Infantry Drill, 1896, Sec. 58 to 75, Part II.
Garrison Artillery Drill, 1891, Vol. 2, Sec. 5, Part I.
Garrison Artillery Drill, 1895, Vol. 1, Part V.,
Sec. 4 to 5.
Hours.
I
21 21 21 1j Parts I. II., and III., Submarine Mining.
lInfantry Drill.
} Manual of Signalling.
Parts I., II., and III., Submarine Mining.
out and Picking up Mines I
Preparing, Laying out, and
-
6 6 6 6 3
Firing Extemporized Charges,
Test Room Operation
Flag and Heliograph Signalling j .. ... ... ...
Musketry ... ... ... ... )
Manual of Signalling.
Musketry Regulations.
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INFANTRY.
DRILLS.
Subject. 1st Quarter ,  2nd Quarter ,  3rd Quarter,
commencing commencing commencing
lot July . lot October. let  January.
Evening Drills.
Squad  Drill ... ... 2
Section in  Extended Order, Field 2
Calls  and Signals
Company Drill ... ...
Company  in Attack
Advanced ,  Rear ,  and Flank
Guards
Marching Past and Firing a
Feu-de joie
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
4th Quarter,
commencing
lot April.
Duration
of
Dl ill.
[16TH OCTOBER, 1897•
Books of Reference  (Latest Authorised  Edition).
Hours,
1 1J Infantry Drill, Part I.
1  1
2
1
1
2
1 1
2 2
Relieving or Posting Guards, 1 ...
Marching Reliefs, &c.
Manual, Firing ,  and Bayonet 3 2
Exercises
Lecture in  Care  of Arms and
Ammunition
Theoretical Principles  and Aim.
ing Drills
1 1
Daylight Drills.
Battalion Drill and Tent Pitching 2 1
Battalion in Attack 2 1
Advanced ,  Rear, and Flank 1 1
Guards
1 1
1,j
1
1
1
1
1j
„ I.
f/
if.
V:
VI.
IX.
IX.
Musketry Instruction  and Rifle Exercise.
1 2 3 Infantry  Drill, Part  III., and General Standing
Orders.
1 1 3 Infantry  Drill, Part V.
1 1 3 „ „ VI.
Outposts  ... ... ... ... 1 1 3
Operations  by Night ... ... .. 1 1 3
Shelter Trench and Pit Exercise  ... 1 .. 1 3
Marching  Past, Advancing  in ... ... 1 1 3
Review Order ,  and Firing a
Feu•de joie
Manual ,  Firing, and Bayonet 1 1 1 1 3
Exercises
VII.
VIII.
X.
IX.
Musketry  Instruction and Rifle Exercise.
Firing Exercise  (collective and individual firing by alternate sections and half companies) will be practised for half- an-hour at  every drill
after expiration  of the first hour,  special attention  being given to correct words of command, position, and the adjustment of sights to the named
distance.
MEDICAL STAFF CORPS.
DRILLS.
Subject. let Quarter ,  2nd Quarter ,
commencing commencing
1st July .  1st October .
3rd Quarter,
commencing
lot January .
4th Quarter,
commencing
1st April.
Duration
of
Drill. Books of Reference  (Latest  Authorised  Edition).
Evening Drills.
Drills  and Exercises ...
Hours.
Stretcher  ... ... ...  9 9 1
Hand Seat ... 9 9
Training in First Aid
Anatomical and Physiological
Outlines
Bandages  and Bandaging 9 9 .. 1 } Manual for the Medical Staff Corps, 1894.
Surgical Outlines ...
Cases  of Emergency and their
immediate treatment j
Daylight Drills. .
Field Training ...
Wagon Drill ..
Tent Pitching  Exercise ...
} 3 3 3 3 3
In addition to the foregoing course for trained men, the prescribed course of gunnery for Artillery and course of musketry
for Mounted Infantry, Engineers, and Infantry will be carried out annually on dates arranged by Staff Officers of the respective
districts, and all members will attend the camp of continuous training when called out for the purpose by order of the
Commander-in-Chief.
If possible the musketry should be carried out by Corps going into camp on a rifle range for two or more days.
Bands.
Bands of Infantry Corps will be trained, whenever opportunity offers, in duties of rendering first aid to the sick and
wounded and in stretcher drill. When bands parade with their battalion for drill this special work will invariably be carried
out during the period that the battalion is being instructed in drill. To become efficient as musicians, bands should practise at
least two evenings each week throughout the year.
Trumpeters and buglers who attend parades, unless required to sound calls for drill purposes, should be ordered by the
senior  officer on parade to proceed to a convenient place and practise the several calls (for the arm to which they belong) which
are laid down in the latest authorised edition of " Trumpet and Bugle Bounds."
Signallers.
Special courses of instruction will be held at Victoria Barracks ,  Brisbane ,  from time to time ,  and Commanding Officers of
Artillery, Mounted Infantry, Engineers, and Infantry should each select intelligent men who show special aptitude for the work
to the extent of 2 men per Corps to go through the course. In an administrative battalion 2 men per Company should be
selected, including not less than 2 N.C. officers.
Pioneers.
In an administrative battalion 1 man from each Company should be selected to form a small Corps of Regimental
Artificers.
A suitable non-commissioned officer with special trade qualifications should also be selected to perform the duties of
Pioneer Sergeant* in the Corps.
The following distribution of trades should be adopted:-
140
1 sergeant* - a carpenter by trade, if possible, 1 smith  (able to shoe horses),
3 carpenters ,  1 mason  (able to cut stone),
2 bricklayers, 3 axemen and sawyers.
This  N.C.O. must go through a course of field works  and pass  examination before being made  a sergeant.
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Special instruction will be afforded all Pioneers, and the following course of training will be carried out annually in
Brisbane under the supervision of Captain Lewis, Instructor in Engineering and Submarine Mining:-
DRILLS.
Subj ect. 1st Quarter ,
commencin g
1st July .
2nd Quarter ,  3rd Quarter,
commencing commencing
1st Octo ber.  1st January.
4th Q
comm
1st A
uarter,
encing
pril.
Full Size . Model.
Hasty  Entrenchments ... ... ... ... 1 1 2 2 4 2
Loopholes ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 ... 2 1 2
Obstacles  ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 1 1 2 4 2
Revetments ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 1 1 3 1
Lashing Spars ... ... ... ... ... 1 2 1 2 4 2
Bridging ... ... ... ... ... 2 3 3 2 8 2
Roadmaking ... ... ... ... ... 1 .... 1 1 2 1
Latrines ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1 2 2 1
Water Supply ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 Lecture
Field Kitchens ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 2 2 2
Ovens, &c. ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 1 2 1
Total.
49
The drills attended by members during any month will be carefully recorded, and returns signed by the instructor will be
forwarded to Commanding Officers on the last day of each month.
In addition to the special course Pioneers should attend the required number of full and half-day parades with the battalion
to which they belong, and go through a course of musketry (annually) as prescribed for trained soldiers.
In districts where no special course of training is carried out, Pioneers will go through the course laid down for trained
soldiers of Infantry.
LIST OF BOOKS TO BE IN POSSESSION OF SERGEANT INSTRUCTORS.
Fieid Artillery. Mounted Infantry. Garrison Artillery.  Engineers.
Defence Act and
Regulations
Standing General Orders
General Orders (bound
Manual of Signalling
Regulations and Instruc-
tions for Encamp-
ments
Manual of Saddles and
Sore Backs
Field Artillery Drill
Cavalry Drill
Infantry Sword and Car-
bine Sword Bayonet
Exercise
Musketry Instructions
Handbook, 15-pr. B.L.gun
Handbook , 9-pr. R.M.L.
gun
Handbook , 12-pr. B.L.
gun
Handbook ,  Scott's Sight
Handbook ,  Field Range
Finder
Manual Field  Engineer-
ing
Treatise  on Ammunition
Trumpet  and Bugle
Sounds
.Defence Act and
Regulations
Standing General
Orders
General Orders (bound
Infantry Drill
Infantry Sword Exer-
cise
Manual of Field Engi-
neering
Manual of Signalling
Regulations and In-
structions for En-
campments
Regulations for Army
Medical Services
Manual for the Medical
Staff Corps
Infantry .  Medical Staff Corps.
Defence Act and
Re lations
Standing General
Orders
General  Orders (bound
Infantry Drill
Musketry Instructions
Manual and Rifle
Exercises
Infantry Sword Exer-
cise
Manual of Field Engi-
neering
Manual  of Signalling
Regulations and In-
structions for En-
campments
Trumpet and Bugle
Sounds
The latest edition of the abovenamed books will be issued free of charge, but one free issue only of each book  will be made .  Copies may
always be purchased.
From the 1st July, 1897, until further orders, the drills and parades of Corps in the several Divisions will be attended by
Sergeant Instructors as ordered,  and instructions  in drill and training laid down for the respective  arms will  be afforded under
the supervision of Staff Officers. Special instructions with regard to the attendance of Sergeant Instructors  at special parades
and the drilling of recruits will be issued a hen necessary. The system of training will be carried out in all Divisions, and Staff
Officers of districts will be responsible that all ranks in their respective districts receive regular instruction and rigidly adhere
to the system laid down. Insufficient attention has hitherto been paid to the  instruction  in musketry  and rifle exercises,
especially the preliminary drills. The standard of shooting is low, and it is impossible to improve  it unless a constant and
unflagging system of preparation and training is adopted and carried out. Sergeant Instructors are charged with the important
duties of properly grounding recruits in the'rudiments and theoretical principles of musketry, and it is within their power  to raise
the standard of shooting by close attention to this important duty.
It must be borne in mind that musketry training is of paramount importance. The balance- step can  be learnt by night or
c'ay, even after a Force has been called out for service ; but good shooting and fire discipline, which is one  of the secrets of
success in  military operations, can only be attained after constant training, theoretically and practically.  Many evenings in the
year when Corps attend drill the weather preyents any active work being carried out. On such  occasions -in fact, whenever an
opportunity offers-Infantry Instructors should lecture upon the theoretical principles, and explain  the mechanism  of the weapon
with which the Infantry  are armed , and test the knowledge of all bad shots by asking them questions on the termination of the
lecture.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief  Staff Officer.
NOTICES.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the* National Rifle Association of New South Wales has been fixed for 25th to 30th
October, inclusive.
A Military Tournament, the events of which will be open to members of the Queensland Defence Force, will be held
about the middle of December next at Lismore, Richmond River, New South Wales. Programmes and full particulars will be
available later on.
The first Annual Prize Meeting of the Queensland Western District Rifle Association will be held on the Toowoomba Rifle
Range on the 9th and 10th November, 1897. Programmes and all information can be obtained from Mr. E. D. Easton, Secretary,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GFEeoni, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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General Orders (hound
M unted Infantry Drill
Infantry Drill
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cises
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gineering
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
[L. s. )
LAMINGTON,
Governor.
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance
with the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to
1895,"  I, CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Paron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
following lots of Land will be offered for sale by Public
Auction, at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on
the day specified, at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively.
TERMS:
Lot 10 of Ipswich Sale, one-fourth cash, the balance in
three equal instalments at twelve, twenty-four, and
thirty-six months from date of sale;- the remaining
lots as follows:-Purchasers to anaggregate not xceeding £12must pay
one-half cash and the balance within one month from
the date of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £12 but not
exceeding £30 must pay half cash and the balance
within four months from the date of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £30 but not
exceeding £100 must pay one-third cash and the
balance in two equal instalments at four and eight
months from the date of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £100 must pay
one-fourth cash and the balance in three equal
instalments at four, eight, and twelve months from
the date  of sale ;
without interest.
And I further notify and proclaim that the Lots which may
remain unsold  shall, at and after Eleven o'clock on the day
followin6 such Auction, be open to Selection by purchase at the
upset price for one month from the date of sale.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be charged
according  to the scale established by the Act and Regulations.
SALE AT CAIRNS,
ON TUESDAY, THE 30TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
A.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Section. Area. Price per Lot.
R. P. I £  s.
97-19769--8.G.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Nares, parish of Formartine.
(These portions are situated on the left bank of the Barron
River, about a mile northerly from Biboohra 1'ailway
Station.)
1 67v ... 40 0 0 40 0
2 68v ... 40 0 0 40 0
3 69v ... 40 0 0 40 0
Surrey Fee-.45 8s. each.
[No. 91.
SALE AT IPSWICH,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 30TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
So. of No. of
Lot. Allotment.
97-17508-Ips.
Area.
A. R. P.
TOWN LOT.
No. of
Section. Price per Lot.
£ a.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich,  town of Ipswich.
(This allotment is situated west of Rowland  terrace and north
of Ferrett street, and  has a frontage to a street unnamed.)
1 4  1  104 1 0 1 6 { 2 6
97-15902-S.G.
County of Ward, parish of Coochin, town  of Dugandan.
(These allotments are situated near Dugandan Railway
Station.)
2 7 1
3 8 1
4 9 1
5 10 1
6 11 1
7 12 1
8 13 1
97 -13943-S.G.
0 1 9;6 2 10
0 1  8-1p-0  2 9
0 1 10 2 10
0 111k 212
0 028 1 8
0 0310 112
0 1 00 2 1
SUBURBAN LOT.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna.
(This allotment is situated abut three-quarters  of a mile south-
westerly from Goodna Railway Station.)
9 6 21 3 0 0 I 18 0
97-19768-S.G.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County.of Churchill, parish of Rosewood.
(This portion is situated about  a mile  from Lockyer Creek,
being forfeited Agricultural Farm No. 10.)
Portion.
10 105  ... ( 38 3 28 1 • 24 10
97-19688-S.G.
County of Churchill, parish of Thorn.
(These portions are situated on and near the Bremer River,
about seventeen miles southerly from Rosewood  Railway
Station.)
11 27v 5 0 0 10 0
12 28v 4 1 38 9 0
13 29v 6 0 0 10 0
14 30v 5 0 19 10 5
15 31v 5 0 32 10 8
16 32v 1 0 0 2 0
Survey Fees- E .. a.Lots 1 to 8 and 16 1 1 0 each.
9and11to13 2 2 0 „
14 and 15 ... 3 3 0
Lot 10 ... ... 5 8 0
41-zgttf
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SALE AT TEXAS,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 30TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment.
No. of
Section. Area. Price per Lot.
97-18891-8.G.
A. R. P. £ a.
880 [20TH OCTOBER, 1897.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
ton , in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
LAMINGTON, the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
Governor . Most Distinguished  Order of St. Michael and St.George, Governor  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance cf the authority in me vested, and in accord-
ance with the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895,"  " The Mineral Lands (Sales) Act of  1892," and
"The Mineral Lands (Sales) Act Amendment Act of  1894,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following lots
of Land will be offered for sale by Public Auction, at the
undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on the day specified,
at the upset price affixed to each lot respectively.
TERMS:
Purchasers to an aggregate not exceeding £12 must pay
one-half cash and the balance within one month from
the date of sale ;
Purchasers  to an aggregate  exceeding £12 but not
exceeding £30 must pay half cash and the balance
within four months from the date  of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £30 but not
exceeding £100 must pay one-third cash and the
balance in two equal instalments at four and eight
months from the date of sale ;
Purchasers  to an aggregate  exceeding £100 must pay
one-fourth cash and the  balance  in three equal
instalments  at four, eight, and twelve  months from
the date of sale ;
without interest.
And I further notify and proclaim that the Lots which may
remain unsold  shall, at and after Eleven o'clock on the day
following  such Auction, be open to Selection by purchase at
the upset price for one month from the date  of sale.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be charged
according  to the scale established by the Act and  Regulations.
SALE AT CAIRNS,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 30TH DAY OF NOVEMBER ,  1897.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Clive,  parish of Texas.
(These allotments are situated  from half-a-mile to  a mile easterly
from Rocky Creek.)
1 2  30 1 0 0 7 0
2 7  30 1 0 0 3 0
3 8  30 1 0 0 I 3 0
4 9  30 1 0 0 3 0
5 10  30 1 0 0 3 0
6 11  30 1 0 0 3 0
7 12  30 1 0 0 7 0
8 6  31 1 0 0 4 10
9 7 31 1 0 0 4 10
10 8  31 1 0 0 4 10
11 9  31 1 0 0 4 10
12 10 31 1 0 0 4 10
13 11  31 1 0 0 4 10
14 2  32 1 0 0 7 0
15 3  32 1 0 0 7 0
16 6  32 1 0 0 4 0
17 7  32 1 0 0 4 0
18 8  32 1 0 0 4 0
19 9  32 1 0 0 4 0
20 10  32 1 0 0 4 0
21 11  32 1 0 0 4 0
22 12  32 1 0 0 4 0
23 1  36 1 0 0 3 0
24 2  36 1 0 0 3 0
25 3  36 1 0 0 3 0
26 4  36 1 0 0 3 0
27 5 36 1 0 0 3 0
28 6 36 1 0 0 3 0
29 7  36 1 0 0 3 0
30 8  36 1 0 0 3 0
31 9  36 1 0 0 3 0
32 10  36 1 0 0 3 0
33 11  36 1 0 0 3 0
34 12  36 1 0 0 3 0
35 13  36 1 0 0 3 0
36 14  36 1 0 0 3 0
37 15  36 1 0 0 3 0
Survey Fee - 21 is .  each loot,
SALE AT TOOWOOMBA,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 30TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment.
97-19389-5.G.
No. of
Section. Area .  Price per Lot.
A. R. P. £ 8.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of  Aubigny,  parish of  Westbrook.
(These all otments are situated on the east side of the Railway
line, near Westbrook Railway Station , Westbrook  Estate.)
1 2 1 2 029 -,'0 13 2
2 3 1 1  336A 1118
3 4 1 1  3 37&  10 13
4 5 1 1 2 10k 9 8
5 • 6 1 1 1 171 10 18
6 7 1 2 3  13 1612
7 9 1 3 0 0 24 0
8 10 1 3 0 0 18 0
9 11 1 3 0 0 18 0
10 12 1 3 0 0 18 0
11 13 1 3 0 17.a 24 18
12 14 1 2 1 22k 14 7
13 15  1 2 1 30 14 14
Survey Fee-£ 2 2s. each Lot.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this sixth day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven,
and in  the sixty -first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Section. Area. Price per Lot.
A. R. P. £ s. d.
97-19759-8.G.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Nares, parish of Formartine.
(These portions are situated on the right bank of the Barron
River, from one to two miles northerly from Biboohra
Railway Station.)
4 71v ... 40 0 0 40 0
5 , 72v ... 40 0 0 40 0
6 73v ... 40 0 0 40 0
7 74v ... 40 0 0 40 0
8 75v ... 40 0 0 40 0
9. { 77v ... 40 0 0 40 0
Survey Fee-25 8s .  each Lot.
SALE AT HERBERTON,
ON TUESDAY, THE 30TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No of
Portion.
No. of
Section. Area. Price  per Lot.
97-19957-S.G.
A. R. P. 1 £ s.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Nares, parish of East Barron.
(This portion is situated on the right bank of Peterson's Creek.)
1 17  1  ... 6 1 0  1  6 5
97-11975-8.G.
County of Nares, parish of Barron.
(This portion is situated between the Racecourse Reserve,
Mazzlin Creek, and portion 9, and is about one mile
westerly from Atherton.)
2 1 129v  1  1 3 0 25 j 3 10
Survey Fees-  $ s. d.
Lot l  .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 3 0
2 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 2 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this sixth day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven,
and in the sixty-first year of Her 1 lajesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Got, SAVE  THE QUEEN
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer,
William  street, Brisbane.
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"THE BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
THE following Statement of Brands ,  being those Registered  during the  month of SEPTEMBER last, is published for generf linformation,  in accordance with the Fifteenth Section  of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners whose Names ,  Addresses ,  or Brands may be incorrectly stated are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar ;  and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner or the Number of Certificate of Registration
must be given.
Registrar of Brands' Office,
Brisbane, 14th, October, 1897.
zw
C Series.
4 J f  38159
4A L2. 38171
8 .of m 38143
.3.C
cos
c7Y7cdo
38152
38161
38138
38145
2
38160
38153
38157
38141
38149
38133
P. R. (CORDON,
Registrarof  Brands.
o,
FORMER BRAND .  PROPRIETOR.
Horses. Cattle. Name. Nearest Post Townof Run or Farm.
Annie and Clara Arnold, on Marshmead ... ... Blackwater
behalf of themselves and
as Guardians for Charles
and George Arnold
Arthur Drewe  ... ...  Yarrantree Selection ,  Cunnamulla
Grazing  Farm 23v
Annie Moore ...  ...  Reserve ... ... Bowen
... ...
...
000
... ...
... ...
James Christopher Bell  ...  Warr. ... ... ...  Warra
Joseph Cusack ...
Catherine Slack ...
Cecilia Spahn ...
Run or Farm where Brand
is to be used.
... The Lakes ,  Lakeside ,  Maryborough
Mungar and Gayndah
Railway
... Myrtle Bend ...
Helidon  ... ...  Helidon
Abraham Ditton  ... ...  Townsville  ... ...  Townsville
Alice Sidney  ... ...  Gray Mare ... ... Warwick
Ernest William Cross  ...  Meenbearra ,  Pie Creek Gympie
Edward Loder ... ... Inglewood ... ... Inglewood
Enos Pidgeon ... ... Blackfellow 's Creek ... Texas
Eliza Perrett  ... ...  Nanango and ... ... Crescent  ro ad,
Gympie
7 7 .9 38165 9730
9137
97" 1
H B 59
76
H X3
14
38135
38167
38150
38158
38142
38147
J7x Frederick  William Briggs  Fiery  Downs  ... ...  Burketown
... ...
off
Georgina Lily Darley  ...  Salisbury Plains ... Bowen
Gro svenor Griffin Francis 1nvicta, Avondale  ...  Bundaberg
Heinrich Nicholas Christian Prenzlau  ... ...  Lowood
Bichel
Frank Horne  ... ...  Neurum Creek ... Woodford
Hugh Ferguson ...  ...  Woonooga ,  Black Snake Kilkivan
Herman Kaperuick  ...  Prenzlau ... Lowood
,,, Inglewood
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FORMER BRAND.
Horses.
C Series.
H  5 JC2 0  381342 38131
etC .dr 1
.CZU'7
07 m517MY°
38164
38146
38163
38162
38166
38164
38132
38144
2 0 R. 38139
7 J2 38169
A 3 // 38136
do  735
7773
J  9 7
UOU
Ur E 2
8 UT 9
UT 7A
2195
38148
38168
38155
38151
38170
38156
38137
38172
38140
Cattle.
...
... ...
... ...
... ...
... ...
882
Name.
[20TH OCTOBER, 1897.
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where Brand
is to be used.
Henry George Osborne ... Eight- mile Plains  ... Eight- mile Plains
Patrick Meehan, junr. Finbar, Cresselley  ... Nanango
James Barcklay Andersan Hayes Inlet  ... ...  Redcli ffe
Irby  Fletcher  ... ...  Mayfield, Canal Creek Warwick
John  Wm. Charles  Thiele  Kindledale ,  Dalysford Bundaberg
Lawrence Nistri .. ...
Ludwig Andrew Wockner
Wallumbilla ... ... Wallumbilla
Clapton, Rosalie .. Jondaryan
John McCarthy  ... ...  Galteemo re ... ...  Roma
Moreton  Harlin Moore  ...  Colinton  ... ...  Esk
Mary Ann Shaw ... ...  Pine Gro ve ,  Irvingdale Dalby
Joseph  Burns  ... ...  Thylungra  ... ...  Adavale
Richard Brockhurst ... Mount Pleasant ... North Pine
Harry Alfred Roberts ... Salisbury Plains ... Bowen
Sarah Jane Burley ...  Rose  Valley ... ... Texas
Thomas Penny Broad ... Mount Hutton ...
Thomas Graham ... ... Nudgee road, Nundah...
Theophorus  Evangelus  Thorne  lane ...
Germain
BANDS TRANSFBRRBD  during the MONTH  Of SBPTB MBFR, 1897.
Brand.
J 1  B
4JE
KT8
L9E
No. of
Certificate.
332
1860
4157
550
6045
505
15456
13377
L a S 12001
N)(1 14569
007 13478
02@  3136
P4BT L5
A9p
BCb
E2*
7530
3294
841
1686,3
B29131
B28417
B24529
9 'N 0 B31808
M 9 M B26789
1 M3:  B24097
0R3
S 4 M
U=J2
bU=
. U10
B24488
B26S17
B32845
B27575
B18753
c34973
Transferror.
The Bank of New South Wales
James Baker ... ... ...
Richard Gailey, John Greaves,
and John Robb  Baxter Bruce
as Executors  of Owen Gardner
James Arthur  Browne ... ...
John  Eular ... ...
John Loughran ... ... ...
John  Hansen  ... ... ...
Horace Edward Williams ...
William McLucas ...
William Nunn .. ...
Samuel William McLeod
1, Alfred Hippomene Wilmington.
Philipp Benfer ...
Thomas Brew Lyons
William Squires...
Thomas George Lamb
Hans Jorgensen ...
Henry Robinson ...
Elizabeth Ward ...
James Dickson  ...  ... ...
James Meehan and Patrick Mee-
han,junr
Monet and Langmore .. ...
William McClintock ... ...
William and James Schofield ...
Elizabeth Harriet Ross ... ...
Henry Robinson ... . . ...
William Hansen ... ... ...
Robert Watson ... ... ...
Name of Run or Farm Where
Brand is to be used.
Albert and Walter Lander Albert River ... .... Beenleigh
Curtis
William Francis  Evans  ... Eight-mile  Plains
. ... Eight-mile Plains
William  Jones  ... ... Native Police Camp, Cooktown
Musgrave
William Leslie Rutledge Ruthven ... ...  Isisford
William Wright ... ... Lawn Hill ... ...  Burketown
Transferee.
William Slator Webb ... ...
Betsy Sage Baker ... ...
Richard Gailey and John Greaves,
as Trustees of the late Owen
Gardner
Robert Francis Douglas...
Ned Scott ... ...
Mary Loughran ... ... ...
Margaret Hansen ... ..
William Joseph Hutchinson and
Co.
Robert McLucas... ... ...
Caroline Nunn ... ... ...
Ellen McLeod ...  ...  ...
Wins* Herbert, Walter Alfred,
Sidney Alworth, and Ernest
Shorland Wilmington, trading
as  Wilmington Brothers
Daniel Benfer ... ...
William Fo•laeringhanl .. .
Charles Malyon and Charles
Malyon, j anr.
Walter Leslie Brown ... ...
Augusta Theresa Jorgensen ...
Samuel Thomas Holbrook ...
Percy Ross, as Guardian of Leslie
Hobart Ross
Patrick Kavanagh ... ...
James Meehan ... ... ...
Langmore  and Sons ... ...
William McClintock, junr.
James Schofield ... ...
Sarah Boyd
Samuel Thomas Holbrook
Hansen Brothers...
Ellen Watson ... ... ...
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Roma
Ipwich
Brisbane
Nearest Poet Town.
Black  Snake . .. ... I Kilkivan
Eight-mile  Plains  ... ... Eight- mile Plains
Eel Creek, &c. ... ... Gympie
Mount  Maria  ... ... Morven
Midlo'hian ...  Normanton
Mountain View ... Ipswich
Rosebrook, Morinish ... Rockhampton
Aldingham  Farms ... ... Wintcn
Milbong ... ... ... Milbong
Annan River ... ... Cooktown
Ingham  .. ... ...  Ingham
Windsor Park ... ...  Brandon
Mount Cotton ... ... Cleveland
Tivoli Ipswich
Bundamba... ... ... Ipswich
St. George ... .. ... St. George
Western View, St. Helens Pittsworth
Beachmere... ... ... Cabooltura
Percy River ... Georgetown
Lane's Creek ... ... Georgetown
Rockton ... ... ...  Nanango
Prairie ... ... ... Jondaryan, and
Oak Park ... ... ... Charleville
Woombye ... ... Woombye
Goldfields ... Cawarral
Prairie ... ... Prairie
Morayfield ... .. ... Caboolture
Rosebrook, Morinish ... Rockhampton
Ravenswood ... ... Ravenswood
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Brand.
Q(W7
No. of
Certificate.
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BRANDS  TRANSFERRED during the MONTH of SEPTEMBER,  1897-continued.
Transfer ror.
Co  SUCTIONS.
17197 Joseph and Daniel McLaughlin... Patrick J. and Joseph McLaughlin
13740 James Wilmot ... ... .... Frederick Wilmot ... ...
•,  Brands Gazette for  August, 1897.
CHANGE of RESIDENCE.
Brand. No. ofCerti ficate. Name of Proprietor.
Transferee.
Run or Farm where Brand is to be
used.
Name  of Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Nearest  Post Town.
Alma and William streets Rockhampton
Croydon ...  ...  Croydon*
Nearest Post Town. Remarks.
8 'Z' A 14357 John Albert Johnston ... Moore Park ... ... ... St.. George ...  Brands  Director  for 18i)6.
7 U 2 B25396 Charles Armstrong ... Moondah Park ... ... ... Jsisford ... ... „ „
5 Y 3 B29525 James  Murphy ... Sleepy Creek, Blythdale ... Yeulba ... ... ,... „ „
CORRECTION.
W C.. 9 B21088 James  Wilmot ... ... Stanthorpe ... ... .... Stanthorpe ... ...  Brands Gazette for August,
1897
TRANSMISSION  BY MARRIAGE.
3 Q Z 17776 f Elizabeth Ann Pappin ... I Chyandour ... ... I Ingham ... I  Brands  Directory  for 1896.
BU ND ALLOTTED and REGISTERED to PUBLIC PouND.
Brand.
*V7
Pound at which Brand  is to be used.
Kilkivan.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GRBaoRY, Government Printer, William street,  $ risbane.
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VOL. LXVIII.] FRIDAY,  22ND OCTOBER, 1897.
QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel HOWEL GUNTER, Commandant.
[No. 93.
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1897.
Changes.
Rifle Clubs.
Dress.
$ange O®oer.
No. 269.
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
"A" BATTERY, QUEENSLAND PERMANENT ARTILLERY.
CAPTAIN WILLIS, R.A., will proceed to Thursday Island on Saturday next, the 23rd instant, and take over
command of the Troops at that Station.
QUEENSLAND MOUNTED INFANTRY, "B" COMPANY.
Acting Lieutenants R. M. Stodart and A. F. Crichton are posted to the Company for  duty as supernumeraries.
No. 270.
THE formation of the Terrors Creek Rifle Club was duly notified in  the  Queensland Government Gazette
of the 16th  instant.
No. 271.
ATTENTION is directed to the Proclamation published in the Supplement to the  Queensland  Government
Gazette  of the 14th instant, containing the Detailed Establishment of Corps of the Land Force for the year
1897-8. Among the alterations therein, attention is particularly directed to the following:-
(I..) Corps of Mounted Infantry of the colony stationed in the several divisions have hitherto borne the
designations of their respective divisions. In future all Mounted Infantry Corps will have the
designation of a letter of the alphabet  in place  of a numeral, and the whole will be  known as
" The Queensland Mounted Infantry."
(2.) The Head-Quarters of " H " Company, 1st Regiment, are removed from Bundamba to Ipswich.
(3.) The respective corps of "The. Medical Staff Corps" are  now designated Sections  of the Medical
Staff Corps. No provision is made for the establishment of a detachment of the  Brisbane Section
at Ipswich.
(4.) The Regiment of Queensland Rifles has been reorganised. Three  separate Battalions no longer
exist. The staff of each has been absorbed in one Regimental Staff. " K" Company is reformed
with Head-Quarters at Toowoomba. "M" Company  is reformed  with Head-Quarters  at Brisbane.
Copies of the Supplement to the  Queensland Government Gazett e  containing  the above -mentioned  Procla.
mation  will be issued to Commanding Officers.
No. 272.
IN future a Chevron of white worsted on scarlet will be worn by Non-commissioned Officers of Infantry
Corps on Khaki, White Drill, and Scarlet Serge Frocks. A pattern has been approved  and sealed to govern
future supplies. The sealed pattern Chevron of scarlet worsted on Khaki  serge is  hereby  cance ll ed.
No. 273.
PATTERNS of  Khaki Drill Uniform to be worn by  the Regiment  of Queensland  Rifles have been approved
and sealed  to govern future supplies, viz.:-
Hat, Register  No. 279 ; Frock,  Register  No. 280;  and Trousers ,  Register  No. 281.
No. 274.
CAPTAIN D. P. WHITE, Adjutant Regiment of Queensland  Rifles, is  detailed for duty as  Range Officer at
Toowong Rifle Range, on Saturday next,  23rd instant.
143
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Manceuvres.
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No. 275.
ON Saturday, the 6th pproximo, the undermentioned  Corps , stationed in the Moreton Division, will march
out and practise taking up positions , offensive and defensive.
The opposing Forces will be  known  as "A" and "  B " Forces , respectively
"A" FORCE.
Commanding-Lioatanant.Colonel P. R. Ricardo, Q.M.I.
Staff Officer-e-  0 e e e *`
"A,"  at B," and " DO) Companies , Queensland  Mounted Infantry.
"A" Battery, Queensland  Permanent  Artillery.
"B" FoncE.
Commanding-Lieutenant-Colonel J. S. Lyster, A.A.G.
Staff  Officer-• --  4
Nos. 1  and 2 Batteries , Field Artillery.
Brisbane  Garrison Battery.
Brisbane  Engineers.lot Battalion, Moreton Regiment, a d Head-Quarters' Band.
ucensland Rifles  (Brisbane Oomppanies).
qsenslaud Teachers (Brisbane Companies).
ioal  Staff oerps  (Brisbane  Section).
instructions
Fifteen rounds S. A. blank per rifle will be issued to all Corps except Field Artillery and Medical Stag'
Corps.
Ten rounds per gun will be issued  to Field Artillery.
All ranks will carry two meals in the haversack, and also a canteen or pannikin.
The Troops will bivouac on Saturday night, and return to Brisbane on conclusion of the manoeuvres at an
early hour on Sunday morning.
The Commanders  of " A " and " B " Forces  will select a site  for their respective Corps to bivouac on,
and make all necessary arrangements for transport and supply.
Two rations  of tea and sugar  and two forage rations for Mounted Corps will be issued at Victoria Barracks
on Saturday morning, the 6th proximo, between the hours of 9 a.m. and  1 p.m. Commanding Officers of Corps
will detail Quartermasters of Corps to attend and draw on proper requisition forms the number of rations required.
In the  case  of Corps who have no Quartermasters,  Senior  Non•Commissioned Officers will be detailed for the duty.
Quartermasters and Quartermaster-Sergeants will carry out, as far as applicable, the duties specified in the
instructions for Quartermasters in the Standing Orders for Encampments.
Cart Transport will be hired for the occasion by Commanding Officers to the following extent for the
conveyance of camp kettles,  axes, forage , &c., coats  or blankets. No other expense or allowance is authorised.
Dress-Field day order. Haversacks, water.bottles, and leggings to be worn.
A general idea will be issued to Commanding Officers, and, immediately on receipt of same, the
will be thoroughly explained by them to all Officers under their respective commands.
A"  Force ... ... ... ... .. .
" B " Force, Field Artillery ... ...
Brisbane Garrison  Battery ...
Brisbane Engineers ...
1st Battalion, 1st Regiment and Band ...
Queensland Rifles  ... ... ... ...to Teachers ... ... ... ...
No. of Carts.
... 2
1 for Forage.
... 2
... 1
10
A Water Cart  will also be detailed  by Officer  Commanding  " A " Battery for duty with each Force.
EMtu
No. 276.
TQ that portion of General Order No. 264 of 1897 appointing No. 209, Sergeant J. Sewell, Orderly-room
Borges  t, to " A" Company (1st Battalion), Queensland Rifles, add the words " the appointment to bear date the
1st July, 1$97."
In General Order 268 of 1897, under the heading " Recruits" and subheading " Field Artillery," in column
headed "Number of Drills" erase the numbers 3 and 4 and substitute 6 and 8 respectively therefor, and in
column headed " Duration of Drill " erase the figures 3, 3, 3, and 6, and substitute 1 , 12, 11, and 3 respectively
therefor ; and under subheading " Garrison Artillery " and in column headed " Duration of Drill " erase the
figures 3, 3, 6, and 3, and substitute 11, 11, 3, and 1 respectively therefor.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief Staff Officer.
NOTICES.
The Annual Meeting for 1897 of the National Rifle Association of New South Wales has been fixed
for 25th to 30th October, inclusive.
A Military Tournament, the events of which will be Q to members of the Queensland Defence Force,
will be held about the middle of December next at Lismore, Richmond River, New South Wales. Programmes
and full particulars will be available later on.
The first Annual Prize Meeting of the Queensland Western District Rifle Association will be held on the
Toowoomba Riga Range on the 9th and 10th November, 1897. Programmes and all information can be obtained
from Mr. E. D. Easton, Secretary, Ruthven street, Toewoomba.
Printed and Published  by EDMUND Gnzaozv ,  Government Printer,  William  street, Brisbane.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government  House, Brisbane , the twentieth day of
October, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.
W
HEREAS  by " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," it is
amongst  other things enacted that with respect to land which
it is practicable to divide into lots without actual survey, and to
indicate the position of such lots by means of maps or plans and by
reference to known or marked boundaries  or starting  points, the
Governor in  Council, on the recommendation of the Land Board, may
at a4y time suspend the operation of so much of the 43rd section of
the Principal Act as requires  the  land to be actually surveyed and
marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, and
may require the Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and to
indicate  the position of such lots on proper maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the land described in the
Schedule hereto into lots without '  actual  survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots  by means  of maps  or plans, and by reference to
known or marked boundaries or starting points  : Now, therefore,
His Excellency the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive  Council, on the recommendation of the Land Board, and in
pursuance and exercise  of the authority vested in him by the said
Acts, doth order, and it is hereby ordered, that the operation of so
much of the 43rd section of the said Principal Act as requires the
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection be suspended with respect to the land
described in the said Schedule: And the Surveyor-General is hereby
required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position
of such lots  on p ro per maps or plans.
And the Honourable  the Secretary for Public Lands is to give the
necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY, Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown  lands in the following Land  Agents' Districts:-
District.  Locality.
Springsure ... ... ... Comet  Downs Run.
Taroom ... ... ... ... Lilyvale Run Resumption.
Gympie ... ... ... ... Parish of Boompa.
ORDER IN  COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane ,  this twentieth day of
October, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.WHEREAS by  "The Diseases in Stock  Act of  1896" it isamongst other things enacted that the Governor in Council
may from time to time, by Order in Council ,  prescribe the roads or
route by which infected or suspected stock shall be taken to their
destination  :  Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor in Council
cloth hereby prescribe the road described in the Schedule hereto to
be an additional road or  route to the roads or routes prescribed in the
[No. 94.
Order in Council of 1st September, 1897, b,y which working horses
may be travelled from the northern waters of the Cape River to the
Belyando and Clermont Districts.
SCHEDULR.
No. 23.
The road or route crossing the quarantine line at St. Ann's Station,
and thence by way of the Suttor River, Belyando River, and Mount
Douglas.
And the  Honourable the Sec re tary for Agriculture is to give the
necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY, Clerk of the Council.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  6th October, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOSEPH DAWSON
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery, Moore's Creek, in the
parish of North Rockhampton, in the room of William Hopkins, who
has  resigned.
EX  .-6 .1047 -C '.  Cem. 73.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, has been .pleased to appoint
JohN McKBwsn and
Jnaw DALE
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Cemetery in the parish of Tiara,
in the room of John Hamil and Charles Drain, who have left the
district.
E.M.--6 -10-97.- D'. Cem. 46.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane ,  20th Octobo, 1897.
u IS Exce ll ency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
j Council ,  has, in pursuance  of the  provisions of  " The Diseases
in Plants  Act of  1896,"  been pleased to appoint
THE UNDER SECRETARY FOR AGRICULTURE
to be  an Inspector under  the Act.
A. J. THYNNE.
Department  of Agriculture,
Brisbane, 20th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice  of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
GROBGE HOOPER
to be Inspector of Brands for the Sheep District of Gladstone.
A. J. THYNNE.
Department  of Mines,
Brisbane, 20th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice  of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the  Pub lic Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
Acting Sergeant DAVID WILLIAMSON
to be Acting Mining Registrar at Jundah, under the provisions of
"The Gold Fields Act  1874" and  "The Mineral Lands Act of
1882," in the room of Constable George Bell, transferred.
ROBERT PHILP.
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Department of Justice,
Brisbane , 20th October, 1897.HIS Excellency theGovernor, with the advice ofthe ExecutiveCouncil, and upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has  been pleased to appoint
ARNOLD ERNEST LAYERS
to be Probationary Clerk in the Titles Office at Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 13th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, been pleased to approve of the undermentioned transfers
being made in the Post and Telegraph Department, viz.:-
WILLIAM HENRY CALDWELL, Assistant in Charge,
Miriam Vale to Gin Gin;
LUDWIG WILLIAM SAPPHUS VILLAUME, Assistant,
Bundaberg to Clermont ;
GEORGE JAMES GAYLER, Assistant in Charge,
Mackinlay to Bundaberg, as Assistant;
TERENCE HENRY CALLINAN, Assistant,
Charleville to Mackinlay, as Assistant in Charge ; and
THOMAS SAMUEL JEFFERIES, Line Repairer, Thargomindah
(who has passed the necessary examination),
to be Assistant at Charleville.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th October, 1897.HIS Excellency theGovernor di ects it to be notified that he hasbeen pleased to appoint
Honorary Captain WILLIAM HOWARTH ACKERLEY,
Unattached List,
to be Staff Officer fQr Supply in the Queensland Defence Force
(Land).
HUGH M. NELSON.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th October, 1897.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
g Council, has been pleased to make the following appointments
in the Home Secretary's Department,  viz.:-
Acting Sergeant DAVID WILLIAMSON
to be Acting Clerk of  Petty  Sessions at Jundah, and Assistant District
Registrar  of Births and Deaths for the Registry District of Diaman-
tina, at Jundah, in the room of Constable George BeA, transferred ;
Acting  Sergeant  DAVID WILLIAMSON
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle intended for
Slaughter at Jundah, in the room of Constable George Bell,
transferred ; and
Constable DAVID TWADDLE
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle intended for
Slaughter at Laura, in the room of Constable Henry  James Syms,
transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th October, 1897.HIS Excellency theGovernor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has; in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Divisional
Boards Act  of 1887," been pleased to make the following appoint-
ments, viz.:-
DUNDAS SIMSON
to be Chairman of the Board of the Division of Hughenden ;
HENRY COLEY DUTTON
to be a Member of the Board of the Division of Duaringa, for
Subdivision 2 of that Division, in the room of James Diamond,
resigned;
JOSEPH BARKER
to be a Member of the Board of the Division of Cardwell, for
Subdivision 2 of that Division, in the room of Richard H.  Ramsden,
resigned ;
ROBERT  WILLIAM CRAN
to be an Auditor for the Division of Antigua, in the room of Frank
A. Purser, deceased ; and
CHARLES ALBERT  MATHIAS
to be an Auditor for the Division of Gogango, in the room of
F. T. Jackman, resigned.
HORACE TOZER.
Department of Public  Instruc tion,
Brisbane , 20th October, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has  been pleased  to approve of the following  transfers
of Teachers  in the service  of the Department of Public  Instruction,
viz..
ELIZABETH  LITSTER
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the
Central State School for Girls and Infants at Townsville ; and
MARY ELLEN MONTGOMERY
to be transferred to the position  of an  Assistant Teacher in the State
School for Infants at West End.
D. H. DA LRYMPLE.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 21st October, 1897.
I T is hereby  notified that
Robert Breydon
has been appointed a Member of Committee  for the  Unclassified State
School at Ramsay,  vice  Henry Neale, whose seat has been decla re d
vacant.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LA9NGTO\, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Gover nor. Or:lcr of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
W  HEREAS  by "The Chinese Immigration  Restriction Act,
1888," it  is amongst  other things provided that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazelle,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person or  class  of persons mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas it is desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,
Gung Ng, Ali Sam, and Choy Butt, should be exempted from the
provisions of the said Act for a period of two years : Now, therefore,
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby declare that the provisions of the said Act shall not apply to
the said Gung Ng, Ah Sam, and Choy Butt for a period of two years
from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twentieth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven,  and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.S in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTONKingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGovernor.'Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.W vW  HEREAS by  " The Bank Holidays Act  of 1877"  it is amongstother things enacted that it  shall  be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,  from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to appoint  a special  day to be
observed as a Public Holiday, either throughout  Queensland, or in
any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district  the rein :
Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Ba ron
Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid ,  in pursuance  of the  provisions of
the said Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby _ appoint the following days to be observed  as Pub lic
Holidays in the places hereunder named:-
WEDNESDAY, the 3rd of November proximo, being the day
appointed by the Gooinbungee Progress Association for holding a
Ploughing Match at Goombungee, within the Electoral District of
Aubigny ; and
TUESDAY, the 30th of November proximo, being the day
appointed for holding a Cricket Match between the Darling Downs
and the English Cricketers at Toowoomba, within the  Petty  Sessions
District of Toowoomba.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House,  Brisbane,
this twentieth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven ,  and in the sixty-
first  )ear of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
P..• His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAUINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
by an Act passed in the forty-fifth year of Her
v y Majesty's reign, intituled  "The Police Jurisdiction  Extension
Act of  1881," it is amongst other things enacted that the Governor in
Council may from time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,
declare and direct that the provisions of the Acts or any of the Acts
enumerated in the Schedule to the aforesaid Act, or the provisions of
any Act thereafter in force amending or in substitution for any of the
Acts enumerated in such Schedule, shall, either absolutely or for such
period as may be expressed in such Proclamation, be extended and
apply to the buildings and lands belonging to, used, or occupied by any
association, or that the  premises  of any such association shall be a
public place, or public thoroughfare, or place of public resort, within
the meaning of any of the Acts enumerated in the said Schedule, or
of any Act amending or in substitution for any of such Acts : And
whereas  the Act 27 Victoria No. 16, intituled "An Act to Consolidate
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and Amend the Laws relating to Licensed Publicans," mentioned in the
Schedule to the said first-mentioned Act, has been repealed and  " The
Licensing Act of  1885 " has been substituted therefor : And whereas
it is deemed expedient to extend the provisions of the said Acts to the
buildings and lands used and occupied by the Toowoomba Cricket
Union, known as " The Toowoomba Cricket Reserve," at Toowoomba :
Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACL ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the powers and
authorities in me vested, and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby declare and direct that the provisions of the said Acts,
except the said repealed Act, and including the provisions of the said
" Licensing Act of  1885," shall extend and apply to the buildings and
lands belonging to, used, and occupied by the said Toowoomba Cricket
Union at all times when the said buildings and lands shall be used for
the purpose of holding  games, sports,  races, shows, or exhibitions
thereon or therein, and at no other times, and that at such times as
last  aforesaid the premises of the said Toowoomba Cricket Union shall
be a public place, a public thoroughfare, and a place of public resort
within the  meaning  of the said several Acts.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twentieth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
• By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAXINGTONGovernor.'over n ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andl;xoveor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony f ueensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of sections 96 and 97 of  "The Crown Lande Act
of  1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the persons hereunder named shall be and are hereby appointed
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Sports Ground in the parish of
Selma (Emerald, Springsure Land Agent's District), established by
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAUINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the eighteenth day of June, 1890; I did, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd
section of  " The crown Lands Act of  1884 " as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the
Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position of such
lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified
in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution
of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1895," I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the
BUNDABE RG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for SELECTION as GRAZING FAH MS, under the provisions
of the said'Acts, at the BUNDABERG LAND OFFICE, on and after WEDNESDAY, the FIRST day of DECEMBER, 1897,
at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be 10,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person as a
Grazing Farm within Grazing Area No. 7 in the said District shall be  2,560  acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, further declare the said Grazing
Area No. 7 to be a District for the purposes of the said Acts; but so that for administrative and other purposes it.shall
nevertheless form part of the said Bundaberg Land Agent's District. I
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-20-10-97.
[23RD OCTOBER, 1897.
Proclamation dated the 25th February, 1897, and the said persons and
their  successors  shall, as Trustees, have the control and management
of the said Reserve, and the said Trustees shall be and are hereby
empowered to make By-laws for carrying out the objects of the Trust,
subject to the approval of His Excellency the Governor in Council
MICHAEL HAYES,
JOHN NALTY, and
ARTHtr$ J. KIDD.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House,  Brisbane,
this sixth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and  in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACH
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
EL S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most  Distinguished
Governor. I Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander -in-Chief of the .Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power  in me vested, and in accordance  with the
provisions of the 42nd section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIES , Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the unselected
unsurveyed lands, being about 18 square miles, on Tinnenburra Run
Resumption, in the Cunnamulla Land Agent's District, opened by
Proclamation dated 10th June, 1892, shall be and are hereby with-
drawn from selection.
E.M.-13 .10-97. L.O. 30.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government  House, Brisbane,
this thirteenth day of October, in the  year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven ,  and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty 's  re ign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUZSN !
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
GRAZING AREA No. 7.
The Crown  land comprised  in portions 115v to 120v, parish of  Rosedale.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT: WITHIN GRAZING AREA No. 7.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Bundaberg.)
No. of
Lot. Expired Lease. Parish.
No. of Area.Portion.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Annual Bent
per Acre.
A. R. P. £ s. d. 4 s. d.
1 Rosedale ... ... ... .... Ros edale ... ... ... ... ... 115v 1,010 0 0 17 3 0 0 0 1
2 Ditto ... ... ... .. ditto ... ... ... ... ... 118v 1,060 0 0 17 3 0 0 0 1
3 Ditto ... ... ... .... ditto ... 119v 1,520 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 1
4 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... ... 120v 1,820 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 1
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
These portions consist of fairly grassed land ,  tim be red with gum, bloodwood ,  ironbark ,  and wattle  .undergrowth ;  watered by the
heeds of Murray 's Creek ;  situated from  eight  to ten miles southerly from Rosedale Railway Station.
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Survey Fee.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIE R,  Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanar , in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor .  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated in the BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL
SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after WEDNESDAY, the FIRST day of DECEMBER, 1897, at
ELEVEN  O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare
that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be
as foll ows ,  that is to say, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do  hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person within
Agricultural Area No. 14 in the said District shall be 300 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, further declare the said
Agricultural Area No .  14 to be a District for the purposes of the said Acts, but so that for administrative and other purposes
it shall  nevertheless form part of the said Bundaberg Land Agent 's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,  this twentieth day of October,  in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-20-10-97.
Expired Lease.
[23RD OCTOBER, 1897.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT: WITHIN  AGRICULTURAL AREA NO. 14.
No. of
Lot. Parish.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
No. of
Portion. Area.
A. R. P.
Rosedale ... ... Rosedale ... 66v 160 0 0
Ditto ... ... ditto ... 67v 155 2 0
Ditto ... ... ditto ... 68v 159 0 0
Ditto ... ... ditto ... 69v 159 0 0
Ditto ... ... ditto ... 86v 160 0 0
Ditto ... ... ditto ... 90v 159 3 25
Ditto ... ... ditto ... 98v 160 0 0
Ditto ... ... ditto ... 99v 160 0 0
Ditto ... ... ditto ... 100v 160 0 0
Ditto ... ... ditto ... 103v 160 0 0
Ditto ... ... ditto ... 104v 160 0 0
Ditto ... ... ditto ... 105v 160 0 0
Ditto ... ... ditto ... 109v 92 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 00 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0  6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 00 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 00 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 00 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 00 0 6 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
Conditional  Selection.
Annual Rent IPurchasing
per Acre. Priceper Acre.
Unconditional Selection.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
a. d. £ s. d . £  a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.0 00 0
0 0
0 0
0 00 0
0 0
0 00 0
0 0
0 00 0
7 13 0
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
These portions consist of good agricultural land, well grassed ,  brown and black soil ,  timbered with gum, ironbark ,  bloodwood, and
wattle underg rowth in places ; watered by creeks and gullies  ;  situated near Rosedale Station on the Bundaberg -Gladstone Railway.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor .  Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the eighth day of February, 1888, I did, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd
section  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto,
and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to mark off the  said  land, and to indicate the position
on proper  maps  or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly marked off the said land, and has
indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans  :  Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution of all powers
and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the
CHARTERS TOWERS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for Selection as a GRAZING FARM, under the
provisions of the said  Acts, at the CHARTERS TOWERS LAND OFFICE , on and after  WEDNESDAY, the FIRST
day of DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN OCLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do
hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be 20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this twentieth day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty -first year  of, Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-20-10-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
No. of
Lot.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CHARTERS TOWERS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Charters Towers.)
Run Resumption.
1 ' Southwick ...
Parish.
Eumara ... ...
No. of
Portion.
6v
Area.
A. R. P.
9,000 0 0
Provisional Annual Rent
Survey Fee. per Acre.
£ s. d. £ 8. d.
41 0 0 0 0 1
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
This portion consists of we ll-grassed country timbered with iro nbark ,  gum, &c. ;  watered by Allipgham 's Creek ;  situated about thirty
miles north -westerly from Charters Towers.
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By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most  Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
%HRREAS by Orders in Council made on the twenty-second day of August, 1888, and eighteenth day  of September, 1889,
I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board,  order  that the
operation  of so much of the 43rd section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be  actually  surveyed  and marked
OR the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the
Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the said  land into lots and to
indicate  the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided  the said
land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper  maps or plans  :  Now, therefore,
in pursuance and execution  of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands  Acts, 1884 to
1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE  ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the  advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands specified in the  said Schedule hereto,
being  situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL
SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after WEDNESDAY, the FIRST day of DECEMBER,  1897, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereb further notify  and declare that
the price at which the  lessee may  purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one  person in  the said Districts shall be
as in the said  Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government House,  Brisbane ,  this twentieth day of October ,  in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-20-10-97.  GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
Land Agent 's District .  Parish.
Conditional Unconditional Agricultural
o Selection .  Selection. Area.
k Provisional is be53ao 4ma .  Survey 72
c Fee. °
A.  IL  P.  £ s. d. s. d. £ s. s.  d. I  £ s.  d. Acres.
a1 Bundaberg Childers 100v 124 0 0 8 8 0 06 015 1 0 1 0 0 * 1,280
b2 Gympie Kilkivan 153v 145 0 0 8 16 0 0 015 1 0 1 0 0 * 2801
b3
...
Ditto ... ditto 249v 175 0 0 910 0
41
04 015 1 0 1 0 0
,
1,280
*
section  17, Act 1891.
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value  of improvements ,  if any.
a. This portion is fairly well grassed, timbered  with gum and ironbark  ;  watered by Apple -tree Creek  ;  situated about six miles southerly
from  Childers Railway  Station.
b. These portions consist  of fairly  grassed land ,  timbered with ironbark, bloodwood ,  and gum ; unwatered ;  situated about four miles
southerly  from Kilkivan Railway Station.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDEU NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of $t. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by Orders in Council made on the twenty-seventh day of January, 1887, and the twentieth day of October, 1897,
I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the
operation of so much of the 43rd section of  "Tke Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked
on the ground before it is' proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the
Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to
indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans ; And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said
land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore,
in ursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to
18T5," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDES NAPIER, Baron I.4amington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being
situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open for Selection as GRAZING FARMS, under the provisions
of the said Acts ,  on and  after WEDNESDAY, the FIRST day of DECEMBEII, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK 5. M., at the
annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area
which may be selected by any one person in t}lo said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of October, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
E.M.-20.10.97.  GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN GRAZING AREAS.
No.
or Lot. Land Agent 's District. Run Resumption.
al  Roma  ... ... ... ... I
b 2 Taroom  ... ... ... .. . Lilyvale ...
b 3 Ditto  ... ... ..  ditto  ...
b 4 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
b 5 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
b 6 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Parish. No. ofPortion.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Area.
[23rD OCTOBER, 1897.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
Maximum
Area.
A. R. r. £ a.  d. £ a. d. Acres.
... Bute ... 21v 1 700 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 1 16 000
... ... 1
,
640 0 0 14 4 0 0 0
,20000
... ... 2 640 0 0 14 4 0 0 0 20,000
... ... 3 640 0 0 14 4 0 0 0 1 20,000
4 640 0 0 14 4 0 0 0...
...
...
... 5 2,400 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 0 20,000
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
a. This portion consists chieflof inferior grazing land ,  sandy soil ,  tim be red with box, ironbark ,  and sandalwood ;  unwatered ;  situated
on the eastern side of the Maranon lver, abort eighteen miles  southerl y' from Mitchell.
b. These portions consist of from medium to inferior quality, being thickly timbered with flooded coolibar and brigalow  flats along Sandy
Creek ,  changing to patchy brigalow and other scrub with grass in places .  Portions 2, 4, and 5 are permanently watered by Sandy . Creek;
portions 1 and 3 are unwatered ,  but water can be conserved in the gullies ,  and access is left to Sandy Creek  ;  situated about eight  miles
southerly from Taroom.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the eighteenth day of June, 1890, I did, by and with the advice of theExecutive Cou cil, and o  the recom endation of the La d Board, rder that the operation of so muc of the 43rd  section
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "  as requires  land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection  should be  suspended  with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor.
General  was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position of such lots on
proper  maps or plans  : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said lands into the lots specified in
the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps  or plans :  Now, therefore, in pursuance and
execution  of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CLARLEs
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated
in the 13UNI ABERG LAND. AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL
SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after WEDNESDAY, the FIRST daof DECEMBER, 1897,
at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual  rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby-further notify  and declare
that the price at which the  lessee may  purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby,
by and with the advice  aforesaid ,  declare  that the maximum area which may be selected by any one  person  in the said District
sall be  1,280 acres.
Provided  always  and I do hereby further declare that the  maximum area  which may be selected by any one person within
Agricultural Area No. 14 in the said District shall be 300 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, further declare the said Agricultural
Area No. 14 to be a District for the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other  purposes  they shall
nevertheless  form part of the said Bundaberg Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government House,  Brisbane , this twentieth day of October, in the year of our Lord
one thousand  eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-20-10-97.
0
A
1
2
3
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE BUNDABERG  LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 14.
The lands comprised in portions 66v to  100v  and 102v to 114v, in the parish of Rosedale.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BUNDABERG  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.-WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 14.
Expired Lease and Parish. No. of Area. Provisional
Conditional Unconditional
Selection .  Selection.
to  be
r. m p ..r m 0 ycc I.. 4D0 v 2ej App p
GL'
a
CL as
a
p,
Portion .  Survey Fee.
A. R. P. £ s.  d. s. d. £ s. d.  a. d.  .2  s. d.
Rosedale  70v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  71v 280 0 0 1019 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  72v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0  6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  73v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  74v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  75v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 915 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  76v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  77v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  78v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  79v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  80v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  81v 1600 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  82v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  83v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  84v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0  6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  85v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  87v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  88v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  89v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  91v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  92v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  93v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  94v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0  6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  95v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  96v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  97v 158 0 0 9 0  0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  102v 160 0  0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  106v 120 0 0 8 3 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto  107v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0.0
Ditto  108v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto 110v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto 111v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto 112v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto 113v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto 114v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 015 0 1 0 1 0 0
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
These portions consist of good agricultural land, well grassed ,  brown and black soil, timbered with gum ironbark ,  bloodwood ,  and wattle
undergrowth in places ; watered by creeks and gullies ; situated near Rosedale Station, on the. Bundaberg to Gladstone Railway.
A PROCLAMATION.[n.e.] By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington, in the
LAMINnTON, county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
G overnor .  St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Aets,  1884  to  1895,"
1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated in the BRISBANE
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION only, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after
MONDAY, the SIXTH day of DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEV EN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule: And I
do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the  lessee  may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule:
And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that  is to  say, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the  maximum area  which may be selected by any  one  person within Agricultural
Area No. 1A in the said District shall be 640  acres,  and within Agricultural Area No. 9 shall be 1,280 acres.
No. 94. VOL. ZVIII.] 893 [23RD OCTOBER, 1897.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, further declare the said Agricultural Areas Nos. 1A
and 9 to be Districts for the purposes of the said Acts ; but so that for administrative and other purposes they shall nevertheless form part
of the said Brisbane Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of October, in the  year  of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-20 -10-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Survey Fee.
THE  SCHEDULE.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
No.
of Lot. Parish.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
No. of
Portion. Area.
Unconditional Selection . AgriculturalArea.
Annual Rent Purchasing No. N Eper Acre.  Price per Acre. % 12
I I I A. It. P. £ 8. d. 1 £ 8. d. £ a. d. Acres.
1 Redcliffe  ... .. 2 2 6 3 49v 10 2 25 4 0 0 0 1 6 1 10 0 1A 640
2 Durundur  ... .. 2059 29v 143  1 28 8 16  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 9. 1,280
3 By ron ...  ... .. 2749 47v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 9 1,280
N.B.-Each lot  selected  subject to  payment  of *the  value of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Ba ro n Lamington  of Lamington, in the
LAMINGTON, county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United K ingdom , Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
G overnor ..  St. Michael and St.  George,  Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland  and its  Dependencies.W by an Order in Council made on the twenty- first  day of July, 1887, I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,v v and on the  recommendation  of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd section of  " The  Crown  Lands Act
of  1884"  as  requires  land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with
respect  to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor- General was , by the said Order in Council, required to divide the
said land  into lots, and to indicate the position of such lots on proper  maps or plans  : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly
divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule,  and has  indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, there-
fore,  in pursuance  and execution of all powers and authorities  in me vested  under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands A cts,  1884  to  1895," I,
CHARLES H  ALLACE  ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands specified in the  said  Schedule hereto, being situated in the CHARLEVILLE
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for Selection as GRAZING FARMS, under the provisions of the said Acts, at the CHARLEVILLE
LAND OFFICE,  on and after  MONDAY, the SIXTH day of DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the  annual  rental
speci fied in the said  Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid ,  declare  that the maximum area which may be selected by
any one person  in the said District shall be 20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government  House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the  sixty -first year  of Her  Majesty's  reign.
E.M.-20-10-97. GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE  CHARLEVILLE LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT .- NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Charleville.)
No. of
Lot. Run Resumption. Parish.
No. of
Portion. Area .
Pr
Su
ovisional Annual Rent
rvey Fee.  per Acre.
A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Murweh ... ... ... ... Murweh  ... ... ... ... 4v - 15,386 0 0 56 0 0 0 0 1
2 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... ... 5v 17,700 0 0 60 0 0 0 0 1
3 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ditto  ... ... ... ... ... 6v 12,500 0 0 47 0 0 0 0 1
4 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... . ... ... 7v 15,300 0 0- 56 0 0 0 0 1
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
These portions consist of fairly gra.9sed land ,  patches of spinifex ,  timbered with mulga and box ; portion 4v has a spring, two wells, and a
sma ll  tank ,  the other portions are unwatered ;  situated about twelve miles from Mangalore Railway Station, which is twenty -eight miles from
Charleville ,  on the Cunnamulla line.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency the Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington.
[L.s.] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAxINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor .  Dependencies.
T
N pursuance  and execution  of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895," 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPiRE, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the
Schedule hereto, and situated in the undermentioned 'Land Agents' Districts, shall be open for SELECTION as GRAZING
FARMS, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after WEDNESDAY, the FIRST day of DECEMBER, 1897, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid , declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the said
Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Band and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of October, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-20-10-97.
0
Land Agent 's District .  Run Resumption.
o1 r0
Parish. O
o
o
z
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Grazing
c Area.
A lnnua
c Area .  Survey Fee. Rent perAcre.
z
a 1 Charters Towers  ...  Southwick
d. Acres.
...  Eumara  .. ... ...  3v 1,900 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 1 *  20,000
2 Roma  ...  Tulloch  ... ...  733 21v 2,500 0 0  -  21 0 0 0 0 1 * 16,000
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
S' Not  within a Grazing Area.
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
a. This portion consists of well -gr assed country ,  timbered with ironbark ,  gum, &c. ; watered by Allingham Creek  ;  situated about thirty
miles north -westerly from Charters Towers.
No., 94. VOL. LX®III.} 894 [ 23RD OcToE R,  1997.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINOTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "Tice Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL
SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after WEDNESDAY, the FIRST day of DECEMBER, 1897, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that
the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be
as in  the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my If and and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this twentieth day of October ,  in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-20-10-97 .  GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
WITHIN AGR1QU TUEAL AREAS.
By Command, - J. F. G. FOXTON.
Conditional Unconditional Agricultural
Selection.  Selection. Area.
9 Land Agent 's ptstrict .  Parish.
0
Area .  SurveyFee . Annual Purchasing Annual Purchasing
0 c o Rent Price  .  Rent Price
Z
per Acre .A per Acre.  per Acre . per Acre. x
a 1* Herberton Bar ron
A. R. P.
102v  134 0 0
£ a. d.
8 12 0
s. d.
0
£ a. d. a. d.
015 0  1 0
£  . d.
1 0 0 1
Acres
ao
b2
...
Port Douglas ...
...
Mowbray 49 49A 32 0 6 5 8 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 8
.
2 13 4 1 1,250
b3 Ditto ... ditto 49 49B 30 0 2 4 15 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 8 2 13 4 1 1,280
b4 Ditto ... ditto 49 490 87 2 0 7 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 8 2 13 4 1 1,280
c5 St. George ... Burgorah 1v 639 3 0 14 4 0 0 6 0 15 0 1 0 100 1 1,280
s Subject to the provisions of  "The Mineral Lands  (Sales)  Act of  1892"  and  "The Mineral Lands  (Sales)  Act Amendment Act of  1894."
N.B.-Each lot  selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
a. This portion consists of dense scrub with good soil, watered by the Barron River ; situated about three miles east from the town of
Carrington.
C Portion 49A consists of good alluvial soil and  ro ugh spurs with dente vine scrub ,  portion 49B consists of good alluvial soil, portion 49c
consists of rough country with dense vine scrub; the portions are unwatered ,  but there is permanent water in Spring Creek ,  close by.
c. About half this portion consists of  blacksoil  plains and box forest, well grassed  ;  the remainder consists of balah and sandalwood
scrubs, well grassed ;  unwatered ,  fair tank site ; situated about eight miles easterly from St .  George.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington of Lamington,'
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of the United Kingdom ,  Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order  of St.  Midhael nd St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor .  Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twentieth day of October, 1897 ,  I did, by and with the advice of the
fir!!'' Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the  Land  Board ,  order that the operation of so much of the
43rd section of  " Tke Crown Lands Act  of  1884"  as requires land to be actually  surveyed and marked on the ground
before it  is proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule
hereto, and the Surveyor -General was , by the said  Order in Council ,  required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate
the position of such lots on proper maps or plans  :  And whereas the Surveyor -General has accordingly divided the said land into
the lots specified in the said Schedule ,  and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in
pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions  of  " The  Grown Lands Acts,  1884  to
1895 ," 1,  CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington ,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the
Executive Council ,  do, by  this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto,
being situated in the SPRING  SURE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT,  shall be open for Selection  as GRAZING FARMS,
under the provisions of the said  Acts,  at the  SPRINGSURE LAND OFFICE,  on and after  WEDNESDAY,  the FIRST day
of DECEMBER ,  1897 , at ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule  : And I do hereby, by
and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall
be 20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this twentieth day of October ,  in the year  of  our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
E.M.--20-10-97.  GOD  SAVE THE  QUEEN 1 By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE SPRINGSURE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Springsure.)
No.
of Loc. Run Resumption. Parish.
No
Por
. of
tion. Area.
P
Su
rovis
rvey
ional
Fee.
An
p
nual Rent
erAcre.
A. R. P. £ a.  d. £ a. d.
1 Comet Downs .... ... ... ...  Shotover ... ... ... ... 2 2,320 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 1
2 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... 3 2,550 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 1
3 Ditto ... ... ... ...  ditto ... ... ... ... 4 2,000 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 1
4 Ditto ... ... ... ...  ditto ... ... ... ... 5 2,930 0 0 23 0 0 0 0 1
5 Ditto ... ... ... ...  ditto ... ... 6 2,600 0 0 23 0 0 0 0 1
6 Ditto ... ... ... ...  ditto ... ... ... ... 7 3,200 0 0 23 0 0 0  _0 1
7 Ditto ... ... ... ...  ditto ... ... ... ... 8 3,200 0 0 23 0 0 0 0 1
8 Ditto ... ... ... ...  ditto ... ... 9 2,240 0 21 0 0 0 0 1
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
These portions consist of briialow scrub intersper with open plains  ;  well grassed .  Portions 4, !j, and 9 are watered in ordinary
seasons  by Shotover Creek, and portion 7 by Rocklands Creek ; portions 2, 3, 6, and 8 are unwatered.
No.  94. - Vou xxvrn .J ' 8961 [231D OCTOBER, 1897.•
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twentieth day of October, 1897, I did, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd section of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for
selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position of such lots on proper
maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said
Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all
powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the
GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION,
under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after WEDNESDAY, the TWENTY-FOURTH day of NOVEMBER, 1897, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare
that the price at which the  lessee may  purchase the said lands shall  be as  specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by
and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall
be 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of October, in the year of .our Lord
one thousand eight, hundred and ninety- seven,  and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G.  FOXTON.
E.M.-20.10.97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT:  NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA (Sec . 17, Act 1891).
No. of Terminated Lease .  Parish.Lot.
No. of
Portion. Area.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Conditional Selection.
Annual Rent Purchasing
per Acre. Price perAcre.
Quconditional Selection.
Annual Rent Purchasing
per Acre . Price perAcre.
I A. R. P. £ s. i£ s.  d. A s. d. £ s. d, £ s. d.
Teebar Portion A Boom a ...  1v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
'Ditto ditto .., 2v 80 0 0 7 2
0
0. 0 4 . 015 0 1 0 00 1 0
Ditto ditto ...  3v 140 0 0 8 12 0 0 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ditto 4v'.. 140 0 0 8 12 0 0 0 4.. 015 0  010 100
Ditto ditto
.
5v 105 0 0 7 18 0 0 0 4.. 015 0  010 100
Ditto ditto 6v 122 0 0 8 8 0 0. 0 4 . 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ditto 7v 140 0 0 -8 12 0 0.04 0150  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ditto 8v 180 0 0 9 10 0 0 0 i 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto dittb 9v 80 0 0 -7 2 0 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 00 0 4
Ditto ditto
..i
10v 160 0 0 9 0 0 ..0. 0 4 .. 0 15 0 0 1.0. 1 0 0
Ditto ditto 11v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ditto 12v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 4.. 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ditto 13v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 1 015 0  010 100
Ditto ditto 14v 67 0 0 •616 0 0.0 4 015 0  010 100
Ditto ditto 15v .90 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 015 0  010 100
Ditto ditto ..  16v 160 0 0 9 0 0 00 0150 010 1.00
Ditto ditto 17v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ditto 18v 118 0 0 8 3 0' 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ,.. ditto 19v 118 0 0 8 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto . ditto 20v 13.5 0 0 812 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto
.. ditto 21v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0 010. 100
Ditto
...
... ditto 22v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 .0 4 015 0  010 100
Ditto ... ditto 23v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 4 015'0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ditto 24v 90 0 0 7 7 0' 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto
...
... elitto
...
...  25v 150 0 0 8 16 0 .. .0. 0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... d tto 26v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 4 . 01.5 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ditto ...  27v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 .0 4 . 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ditto 28v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0. 0 4.' 015 0  0 1. 0 1 0 .0;.
Ditto ditto 29v 145 0 0 8 16 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto SOv '800 0 7 2 0 0 0 0 15- 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ditt 81v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0  0 015 0  010 100
Ditto ... ditto ...  32v 127 0;-Q 8' 8 0 0.0 . 01.5 0 010 100
Di ditto 83 160 0 0 ' 9 0 0 0 0 015, 0  0 1 0 1 0 0.tto
Ditto
...
ditto
v...  .
34v
..
160
.
0 0
.:
9 0
'
0
.
0 0 015 0  010 100
Ditto
...
... ditto
...
...  35v 160 0 0 9 0
0
0 0 4 015 0  010 100
Ditto ditto ...  36v 16000 90 00 0150  010 100
Ditto ditto 37v 147 0 0 8 16 0 0 0 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ditto
... 38v .160 0'.  0 .9.0 0 0 0 015 0  010 100Ditto dItto ... ... 050 0 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 00 0Ditto • _itto .. 40v 1 0 0' 9 0 0 ,0 0 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto itto 41v 160 0"0 9 0 0 b 0', ' 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditt ditto 41v 160 0 0' 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0o
Ditto ditto
...
48v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4  .015 .,0  0 1 0 . 1 0 0
Ditto ditto
... ...
... ...  49v 112 0 0 8 3 0 0 0 . Q15 0 010 10..0
Ditto
Ditto
ditto
ditto
... ...  50v
...  51v
160 0 0
160 0 q
9 0
9 0
0
0
Q 0 4 010 0  0 1 0 1. 0 0
0.0 01 0. 0 1' 0 1 b 0.Ditto ditto ... ...  52v 134 0 812 .S  015 0o
Ditto ditto ... ...  53v 160 0 0 9 0 0
,0'..0 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0-
•Ditto ditto ... ... 54v 16000 90 0 ' 0150  010 toe=00'
Ditto ditto- ... ... 55' 160 0 0 - 9 -0 II- .a_0 - 015-.0  010 100
Ditto ditto 56v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ditto
... ...
...  57v 140 0 0 .812 ID 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
'Ditto ditto .. i..  58v 140 0 0 - -8-12 0 015 0 ._0-_ 1 .0 _ 1 0 00 0
Ditto ditto ... ...  59v 140 0 0 8 12 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto 60v 140 0 0 8 12 0 0 0 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto di to ": : 61v 140 0  6 .. 8 12 0• .0 0 4 ..0.15,0 1 ..0 1 0 ..1 ,0.,0•):
Ditto ditto ... ...  62v 130 0 0 8 8
8 8
0 0 0 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
..00 0: b 0 0 1 0 T QDitto
Ditto
ditto
ditto
... .  63v
::  64v
124 0 0
124 0 0 8' 8' 10
.
0' 0 4 ""01 '0.. or 1 0 1-'0 0
Ditto ditto 65v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0' 0 00 1 !:;0' 0 1 0' 1 0 0
Ditto ditto 66v 132 0 0 88 12 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ditto 67v 80 22 0 0 0 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ditto
..,
68v 80" 0 .0 0 0 0 015 0  010 100
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THE SCHEDULE-continued.
N f
Conditional Selection .  Unconditional Selection.
P o i i nalNo. of
Lot. Terminated Lease .  Parisb.
o. o
Portion .
r v s oArea. Survey Fee.
Annual  Rent Purchasing PPrice per Annual  Rent P
urchasin-
rice  per'erper Acre . Acre per Acre. Acre.
A. E. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.  £ a.d. £ s. d.
64 Teebar ,  Portion A Boompa 69v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
65 Ditto ...  ditto 70v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
66 Ditto .. ditto 71v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
67 Ditto ditto 72v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 4 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
68 Ditto .. ditto 8 6 V 640 0 0 14 4 0 0 0 4 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
69 Ditto ... ditto 87v 640 0 0 14 4 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
70 Ditto ... ditto 88v 460 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
71 Ditto ... ditto 89v 640 0 0 14 4 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
72 Ditto ... ditto 90v 1,120 0 0 17 3 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
73 Ditto ...  ditto 91v 1,200 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
74 Ditto ... ditto 92v 1,280 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
75 Ditto ...  ditto 93v 740 0 0 15 6 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
76 Ditto ... ditto 94v 140 0 0 812 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
77 Ditto ... ditto 95v 160 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
78 Ditto ... ditto 96v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
79 Ditto ... ditto 97v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
80 Ditto ...  ditto 98v 160 0 0 9 0 0' 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
81 Ditto ... ditto 99v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
82 Ditto ... ditto 100v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
83 Ditto ... ditto lOly 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
84 Ditto ... ditto 102v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
85 Ditto ... ditto 103v 209 0 0 10 1 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
86 Ditto ... ditto 104v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
87 Ditto .. ditto 105v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
88 Ditto ... ditto 106v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
89 Ditto .. ditto 107v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0  It 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
90 Ditto ditto 108v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
91 Ditto ... ditto 109v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
92 Ditto ... ditto 110v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
93 Ditto ...  ditto 111v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
94 Ditto ... ditto 112v 160 0  0 9 0 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
95 Ditto ... ditto 113v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
96 Ditto ...  ditto 114v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
97 Ditto ... ditto 115v 138 0 0 812 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
98 Ditto ... ditto 116v 138 0 0 812 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
99 Ditto ... ditto 117v 142 0  0 816 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
100 Ditto ... ditto 118v 135 0 '0  812 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
101 Ditto ...  ditto 119v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
102 Ditto ...  ditto 120v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 t 0 0
103 Ditto ... ditto 121v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
104 Ditto ... ditto 122v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
105 Ditto ... ditto 123v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
106 Ditto ... ditto 124v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 .0 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
107 Ditto ...  ditto 125v 136 '0 0 812 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
108 Ditto ...  ditto 126v 116 0 0 8 3 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
109 Ditto ... ditto 127v 116 0 0 8 3 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
110 Ditto ...  ditto 128v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0ill Ditto ., ditto 129v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
112 Ditto ...  ditto 130v 105 0 0 7 18 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
113 Ditto ...  ditto 131v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
114 Ditto ...  ditto 132v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
115 Ditto ... ditto 133v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0 0
.
015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
116 Ditto ... ditto 134v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
117 Ditto ... ditto 135v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 . 1 0 0
118 Ditto ... ditto 136v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
119 Ditto ... ditto 137v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
120 Ditto ...  ditto 138v 112 0 0 8 3 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
121 Ditto ...  ditto 139v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
122
23
Teebar  O.L. 36 (Run ditto
Resumption)
D
73v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 015 0. 0 1 0 1 0 0
1
124
itto  ...  ditto
Ditto  ...  ditto
74v
75v
160
160
0 0 9 0
0 0 9 0
0 0
0 0
0
0
015 0 0 1
015 0 0 1
0
0
1 0 0
1 0 0
125 Ditto  ...  ditto 76v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
126 Ditto  ...  ditto 77v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 .0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
127 Ditto ... ditto 78v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
N.B.-Each lot selected  subject  to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
These portions  consist of from good to fair soil ,  well to fairly  grassed ,  timbered with  gum and  ironbark  ; those having  frontages to
creeks are watered ,  but the back portions are unwatered  ;  situated from half-a -mile to eighteen miles south -westerly fro m Boompa  Railway
Station.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CUAuLBs WAnnAcz AnnwA rnaa NAPIEn,  Baron Lamington of Lamington, in the
LAMINGTON,  county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of the United Kingdom ,  Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
Governor.  St. Michael and St. George,  Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.WHEREAS the Lease of the Land hereunder specified was, on the fifth day of August, 1897, declared forfeited and vacated byProclamation issued under my Hand and Seal:. And whereas it has been deemed expedient and advisable to cancel so much of the
said Proclamation as relates to the said Lease ,  and to reverse the said forfeiture  :-  Now, therefore ,  I, C$ABzzs WALI.ACe ALEXANDBU
NAPIE$,  Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid ,  in virtue of the power and authority in me vested ,  and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that so much of the Proclamation aforesaid as relates to the said Lease
is hereby cancelled ,  and that the forfeiture of the Lease is hereby reversed.
E.M.-29-9 -97--M'.
County.
Belmore ...
Parish.
Guralda ...
No. of
Portion.
m
No. of
Farm.
lv
Lessee.District. Area.
St. George ...
A. E. P.
10,000 0 0 Owen  Edward Carrigan.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,  this twenty -ninth  day of September,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven,  and in the sixty-first year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command , J. F. G. FOXTON.
Gon SAVB TUB Quuif l
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By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce ll ency The Right Honourable  CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAME ,  Baron Lamington  of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark,  in the Peerage  of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMTNGTON, Order  of St .  Michael and St. George , Governor  and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884to  1895," I, CHARLRS WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Laurington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands Specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated in the GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL
SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after WEDNESDAY, the TWENTY-FOURTH day of NOVEMBER,
1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the  annual  rental specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby further notify and
declare that the price at which ti lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby,
by and with the advice aforesaid', declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as follows, that is to say, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of October, in the year of our, Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven,  and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-20-10-97.  GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Gympie.)
Expired Lease .
0
a 1 Miva ... ... ...
a 2 Ditto
... ... ...
a 3 Ditto
... ... ...
a 4 Ditto ... ... ...
a 5 Ditto ... ... ...
a 6 Ditto ... ... ...
a 7 Ditto ... ... ...
a 8 Ditto ... ...
a 9 Ditto ... ... ...
alO Ditto ... ... ...
all Ditto ... ... ...
a12 Ditto ... ... ...
b13 Ditto
... ... ...
b14 Ditto ... ... ...b15 Ditto... ... ...b16 Ditto... ... ...
b17 Ditto
... ... ...b18  Ditto
... ... ...
b19 Ditto
... ... ...
b20 Ditto ... ..
b21 Ditto ...
b22 Ditto . ... .,
... ...  Miva
... ... ditto
... ... ditto
... ... ditto
... ... ditto
... ... ditto
... ... ditto
... ditto
... ... ditto
... ... ditto
... ... ditto
... ... ditto
... ... ditto
... ... ditto
... ... ditto
... . ... ditto
... ... ditto
... ...  ditto
... ... ditto
ditto
... ... ditto
ditto
Parish. No. of
Portion.
68v
69v
70v
717
72v
85v
86v
87v
887
897
90v
91v
75v
76v
77v
78v
79v
80v
81v
82v
83v
84v
Conditional Unconditional
Selection.  Selection.
Area.
23RD OCTOBER, 1897.
Survey m•I p  mrFee.
A. R. P.  .2  s. d.
91 0 0 7 13 0
80 0 0 7 2 0
80 0 0 7 2 0
99 3 0 713 0
59 1 14 6 9 0
117 320 8 3 0
118 323 8 3 0
130 3 2 8 8 0
160 0 0 9 0 0
160 0 0 9 0 0
10`2 2 0 718 0
160 0 0 9 0 0
128 012 8 8 0
113 2 0 8 3 0
151 0 0 9 0 0
160 0 0 9 0 0
109 2 0 7 18 0
160 0 0 9 0 0
160 0 0 9 0 0
160 0 0 9 0 0
122 1 0 8 8 0
102 1 0 7 18 0
a
w
as
s. d. .2s. s.d. £s.d.
0 015 1 0 1 0 0
0 015 1 0 1 0 0
0 015 1 0 1 0 0
04 015 1 0 1 0 0
0  015 1 0 1 0 004  015 1 0. 1 0 0
04 015 1 0 1 0 0
04 015 1 0 1 0 0
04  015 1 0 1 0 0
04 015 1 0 1 0 0
0 015 1 0 1 0 0
04  015 1 0 1 0 0
04 015 1 0 1 0 0
0 015 1 0 1 0 0
0 015 1 0 1 0 0
04  015 1 0 1 0 0
0 4  015 1 0 1 0 0
0 015 1 0 1 0 0
0 015  1 0 1 0 0
04 015 1 0 1 0 0
04 015 1 0 1 0 0
0 015 1 0 1 0 0
.N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
a. Portions 68v, 69v, and 70v consist of rich dense vine scrub and well -grassed open flats, apple and gum  ;  portions 71v and 72v consist of
well-grassed  gum and ironbark flats ; portions 85v to 91v consist of fairly well-grassed ridges, with rich blacksoil flats timbered with gum, ironbark,
&o. ; portions 68v to 71v and 90v are watered by the Mary River and Little Brooyar Creek, the other portions are unwatered ; portions 68v to
72v are situated about a mile west of the town of Miva ;  portions 85v to 89v and 91v are situated from four to seven miles westerly from Miva
Railway Station ;  portion 90v is situated about two miles northerly from Dickabram Railway Station.
b. These portions consist principally of well -grassed ridges ,  with patches of dense vine scrub, and apple and gum flats  ;  all watered by
Munna Creek, with the exception of 75v; situated about five miles north-westerly from Dickabram Railway Station.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
J
N  pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE, ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule
hereto, and situated in the MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENTS DISTRICT, shall be open for UNCONDITIONAL
SELECTION only, at the Land Office, Gympie, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
TWENTY-FOIIRTH day of NOVEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the  annual rental  specified in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the  lessee  may purchase the said lands shall be as
specified in the  said  Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may
be selected by any one  person  in the said District shall be 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of October, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
E.M.-20-10.97. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Gympie.)
iw
No. of Expired Lease and Parish .  Area .
Lot. O0
z
A. R.
1 Miva ... ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ... ... 73v 160 0
2 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 74v 160 0
Unconditional Selection.
Survey Fee. Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
P £ s d £ s. d. £ s. d:.
0 9
.
0
.
0 o10 100
0 9 0 0 010 100
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
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A. PROCLAMATION.
By•Hi$ Excellency The Right Honourable CHA14LES WALLACII A;.*XANDas NAPiER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAmiwGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
G overnor .  Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Croton Lands Acts,  1884to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron .Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto,
being situated in the BLTNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for Selection as GRAZING FARMS, under
the provisions of the said Acts, at the BUNDABERG LAND OFFICE, on and after WEDNESDAY, the FIRST day of
DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.m., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by
and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one: person in the said District shall
be 10,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any  one person as a
Grazing Farm within Grazing Area No .  7, in the said  District,  shall be 2,01.60 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, further declare the said Grazing
Area No. 7 to be a District for the purposes of the said Acts ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall
nevertheless form part of the said Bundaberg  Land Agent' s District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven,  and in  the  sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M. 20-10-97.  GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-WITHIN GRAZING AREA No. 7.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office,  Bundaberg.)
No.
of Lot. Expired Lease. t h
No. of Provisional Annual  RentPar Portion. Area.
1 Rosedale  ... ... ... ... ...  Rosedale ... ...
2 Ditto  ... ... ... ... ...  ditto ... ...
A.  R.  P. £ a.  d. £ a.  if.
116v . 1,700 0  0 20 0 0 0 0 1
117y 2,400 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 1
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
These portions consist of fairly grassed land ,  timbered with gum ,  ironbark bloodwood ,  and wattle undergrowth ;  watered by the heads
of Murray 's Creek  ;  situated about eleven miles southerly  from  Rosedale Railway §tation.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The  light ]Konourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDE a NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county o L ark, in the Peerage of the United  K ingdom, kni ght Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMIxGTON, Order of St.  Michael  and St.  George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor .  Dependencies. ...
'WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the second day of June ,  1892, I did ,  by and with the advice of the zecutiveH REAS
and on the  recomm endation  of the Land Board ,  order that the operation of so much of the 43rd section
of  "The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 "  as requires land to be actually surveyed and marke d on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land describgd  ' in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-
General was, by the said Order in Council ,  required to divide the said ' lapd into lots and to indicate  the position  of such lots on
proper maps or plans  :  And whereas the Surveyor -General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots sjieoifiod in the
said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans  :  Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution  'of all
powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  11 lie Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895 ,"  I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIEB, Baron Lamington ,  the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council ,  do, by this
my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule he re to, being situated in the GYMPIE
LAND AGENT ' S DISTRICT ,  shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION ,  under the
provisions of the said Acts ,  on and after WEDNESDAY ,  the TWENTY -FOURTH day of NOVEMBER ,  1897 , at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.H., at the annual rental specifie4 in the said Schedule  :  And I do hereby further notify and declare that the
price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule  :  And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, '  Brisbane ,  this twentieth day of October ,  in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-20-10-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE sCIKEDULE.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.- WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Gympie.)
0
0
Z
o Conditional  Unconditional
Selection .  Selection.
r. Pro visional
Expired Lease .  Parish .  S Area .  Survey Fee.
0
a
I Miva  ... .. ...
2 Ditto  ... ... ...
3 itto  ... ... ...Ditto  ... ...
6 Miva Run Resumption
6 Ditto  ... ... ...
7 Ditto ... ... ...
Miva ...
ditto ,,.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Annual
Bent
per Acre.
A. B. P. .4 S.  if.  A a.
92v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
93v 100 0 0 7 13 0 0 0
94v 120 0 0 8 3 0 0 0
95v 130 0 0 8 3 0 0 0
if,
4
Survey Fee ,  per Acre.
Purchasing Annual
Price  Rent
per Acre .  per Acre.
.4 s.  if.
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
£s.d.
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
96v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4
97v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4
98v 160 -0 - 0 - 9 0 0 0 0 4
£s.d.
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
010
0 1 0
0 1 0
N.B.-Eaoh lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
These portions consist of fairly well-grassed land sandy and gravelly sail, thickly thnbered with gum ,  Moreton Bay ash, &c. ;
iinwatered  ;  situated about two miles north -westerly from nickabram Railway  Station.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lam.ington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LA [L.TGN, Kingdom, Knight Command'` of the Most Diitiwguisihods
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in. me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of section •121 of  "The 'Crown
Lands Act of  1884," 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the part of
the Suburban Reservation arpuiid the town of Laidley, described
hereunder, shall be and is hereby rescinded.
E.3I.-20-10.97.  9'-1.'881$-9.G.
DESCRIPTION.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
County of ,Churchill, parish of Laidley.
Portion 9.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twentieth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand .eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty- .
first  year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command, . J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
Thy * His Excellency The Riglit Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
L
$ in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LA3LINGTON,Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority  in me  vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of section 121 of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and 'proclaim that the
part, of the Suburban Reservation around the town of Mungindi, "
described hereunder, shall be and is hereby rescinded.
E.M.-6-10-97 - F'. 97-19484-S.G.
DEscBIPTIoIY.
THE ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
County of Belmore, parish .of Mungindi.
Portions 9, 10A, 11A, and 12A.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, .
this. sixth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
.  By Command , J. F. G. FOXTON.
Gdn SAVE PEE  QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
L. 'in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the Unit[ ed
,
Xmgdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLASr"S 'l
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance
with the provisions of  t` Toe Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Agricultural and Grazing Farms, under the said Acts, are declared
forfeited :
E.H.-.6-10-97-1'.
Si
o o o Land
.5
a v o Parish .  Name of Lessee .  Area .  Agent's466 t
Ad District.
A.  It. P.
739 62v Harodian  ...  Anthony Conwell 207 3 0 Gympie
872 37v Goomboorian  ...  Robert (.atherum 160 0 0 ditto
2354 44 Townson ... ...  Jacob Young ,  junr. 155 0 0 Ipswich
2457 66v Clumber  ... ...  Frede ri ck Wood -  160 0 0 ditto
house
413 18v Kullogum  ...  Wi lliam  C. White 1,190 0 0 Mary-
borough
1 146 West Hi ll  John Adair  ...  636 2 0 St.Lawrence
45 6v St. Lawrence  ...  James E .  Rams- 160 0 0 ditto
botham
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House, Brisbane,
this sixth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven ,  and in the sixty-
first  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QVEEN I
[231u) OCTOBER, 1897.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMI GTON Kingddth; 1tiiiglit Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
T pursuance -of. the power and authority in me vested under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, hereby define and  set apart the Crown lands
described in the Schedule hereto•as a Grazing Area  for the purposes
of the said Act, with a maximum area of 2,560 acres.
E.M.-13 -10-97.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Governinetit  House,  Brisbane,
this thirteenth day of October, in the year  of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in the
silty- fi rst  year of Her Ma&esty',s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Grazing Area No. 6.
(In lieu of Grazing Area No. 6 established by I'roclAlnation dated
14th April, 1892, which is, hereby amended.)
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion 60v, parish of
Buaraba, and bounded thence by that, portion and portions 49v and 73
to Buaraba Creek, by that creek upwards to portion 90; thence by
portions 90 and 5v, the Pasturage Reserve proclaimed in  Government
Gazette,  1894, volume 1, folio  279,  and portion 81 to the north branch
of l3uaraba Creek, by that branch upwards.. to portion av ; thence by
that portion, portions 82, 21v, 2' v1 28v, and 7v, and the northern
watershed of Buaraba Creek to the point of commencement.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER •NAPIER, Baton Lamington of Lamington,
m  -the county ofLanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMTNQTON,K ingdom , Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, ;Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland 
its Dependencies. I
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested , I, CEABL tS WAL1:AOEALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron La ington, the Governor  aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the -Eiecutive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Road described  hereunder
shall be and is  hereby opened as a Public Read :--
E.H.-5-8 -97-I'. Road Case No. 2139. .
DESCRIPTION.
Description of Road through  portion 320 , county of Ward,
parish of Albert.
From the west boundary of portion  320, Brisbane District ,  south-
easterly through that portion bearing, 118 degrees 20 minutes twenty-
four  chains and  sixty -three links ,  and  south  one chain ,  and containing
2 acres 2  roods 14 perches ; freehold; • registered owner, W. Spann.
NorE.-In  connection  with the  opening of this xoad the. area reserved for road
purposes-In portions . 301 and 320 is hereby gancelled,
Given under my Hand and Seal;  at Govern ment  House ,  Brisbane,
this twenty-second day of October, in  the  year of our Lord
oge thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in the
sixty-firsst year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, - J. -F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVN  TILE QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES 'WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamdngton,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedEL-8-1 Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGone ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGover norr. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony -of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me vested under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Meta,  1884  to  1895," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Ba ro n Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the annual
rent  of portions 2 to 6, Bladensberg Run Resumption, in the
Winton Land Agent's District, opened to Grazing Farm Selection by
Proclamation dated the 23rd December, 1896, shall, on and after the
1st December, 1897, be reduced from 1#d. to Id per acre.
E.M -20 .10-97.  LO. 17. - -
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twentieth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVR TBB  QUEEN  I
No. 91.. VOL. XVIII.] 900 [23RD OCTOBER, 1897.
Department  of Public Laud.
Brisbane ,  16th  October, 1817.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACTS, 1884 TO 1894."
LAND  COMMISSIONERS ' COURTS.
I
T is  hereby notified ,  for public information , that the Land Commissioners appointed  under the provisions  of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in  pursuance  of the twenty-fifth section of the  above -recited  Act, at the
undermentioned Offices, on the dates speci fied.
All business in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 "  and  "The  Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876"  will  also be dealt  with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1897.
District or Place.
Allora * ... .»
A ramac t .» ...
Ayr ... ... ...
Banana .. ...
Barcaldine t ...
Beaudesert ... ...
Blackall ... ...
Bowen ... .»
Brisbane ... ...
Bundaberg ... ...
Burketown ... ...
Cairns ... ...
Cardwell ... ...
Charleville ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Clermont ... ...
Cooktown. ...
Cunnamulla
...
Dalby ... ...
Emerald  * ... ...
Esk * ... ...
Gatton ... ...
Gayndah ... ...
Georgetown ...
Geraldton  (Mourilyan)
Gladstone ...
Goon'diwindiGympie ...
Herberton ...
...
Hughenden ... ...
Ingham ... . ...
Inglewood ...
Ips•,rich ...
Isisford
Landsborough
Longreach ...
Mackay ...
Maryborough ...
Miles ... ...
Mitchell t ...
Muttaburra
...Nanango
...
Jan. Feb. M arch.
.. Mon. 1
Mon. 11 Mon .  8 Mon. 8
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Sat. 9 Sat. 6 Sat. 6
.. Fri. 5 ..
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 1
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4
Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 2
Tue s.  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5
Tues. 5 ..
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 1
Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues. 9
Tues. 5
Thur. 7
Fri. 8
Tues.19
Wed. 20
Fri. 22
Sat. 9
Tues. 5
Wed. 6
Mon. 11
Sat. 2
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Sat. 2
Mon. 18
Wed. 6
Fri. 15
Wed. 6
Sat. 2
Sat. - 2
Wed. 13
Mon. 11
Wed. 6
Thur. 7
Thur. 7
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Thur. 7
Wed. 6
Wed. 20
Wed. 20
Fri. 8
Wed. 6
Mon. 4
Wed. 20
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Tues. 5
Tues. 5
Wed. 6
Tues. 16 ...
Tues.  2 Tues. 2
Thur. 4 Thur. 4
Fri. 5 Fri. 5
Sat. 13
Tues. 2
Wed. 3
Mon. 8
Fri. 5
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Tues. 16
Wed. 3
Wed. 10
Fri. 5
Mon. 15
Wed. 17
Fri. 19
Sat. 13
Tues. 2
Wed. 3
Mon. 8
Fri. 5
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Tues. 16
Wed. 3
Wed. 10
Fri. 5
Mon. 15
Wed 3
April. may. June. July. August.
.. .. Mon. 7 .. ...
Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 121 Mon.
Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed.
Sat. 10 Sat. 8 Sat. 12 Sat. 10 Sat.
Fri. 2 .. Fri. 4 .. Fri.
Tues. 5 Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5 Mon.
Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur.
Tues.  61  Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues.
Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues; 1 Tues. 6 Tues.
Wed, 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2I Wed. 7  Wed.
Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 I Fri.
Tues. 6 .. .. Tues. 6 ..
Fri. 6
Mon. 5 Mon. 3 Mon. .7 Mon. 5 Mon. 2
Tues. 13 Tues. 11 Tues. 8 Tues. 13 Tues. 10
Tues. 20 ... Tues. 15 ... Tues. 17
Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues. 3
Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5
Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Wed. 21 ... ... Tues. 20
... Wed. 19 ... Wed. 21 ...
... Fri. 21 ... Fri. 23 ...
Sat. 10 Sat. 8 Sat. 12 Sat. 10 Sat. 14
Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues. 3
Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Mon. 12 Mon.  10  Mon. 14 Mon. 12 Mon. 9
Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Tues. 20 Tues. 18 Tues. 15 Tues. 20 Toes. 17
Wed. 7 \Ved. 5 Wed. 2
Wed. 14 Wed. 12 Wed. 9
Fri. 2  Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed.  141 \Ved. 11
Fri. 2
Tues. 20 Mon . 17 Mon. 21 Mon. 19
Sept. Oct.
Mon. 6 ..
9 Mon. 13 Mon. 11
4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6
7 Sat. 11 Sat. 9
6 .. Fri. 1
2 Mon .  6 Mon. 4
5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7
3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5
3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5
4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6
6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1
Tnes. 5
Mon. 6 Mon. 4
Tues. 14 Tues. 12
Tues. 19
Tues. 7 Tues. 5
Thur. 2 Thur. 7
Fri. 3 Fri. 1
Wed 20
Nov. Dec.
Mon. 8
Mon. 6
Mon. 13
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Sat. 6 Sat. 11
. Fri. 3
Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Wed. 10 Tues. 14
... Tues. 21
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 15 ... Wed. 17
Fri. 17  ...  Fri. 19
Sat. 11 Sat .  9 Sat. 13
Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Mon. 13 Mon. 11 Mon. 8
Fri. 3 Fri. - 1 Mon. 15
Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Tues. 21 Tues. 19 Tues. 16
Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 8 Wed.13 Wed.17
Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5
Mon. 16 Mon. 20 Mon. 18 Mon. 15Wed. 5 Wed. 7I
Sat. 17 Fri. 14 Fri. 18 Fri .  16 1 Fri. 13
Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed.  71  Wed. 4
Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri .  4 Fri. 2 1 Fri. 6
Tues. 8
Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri .  4 Fri. 2 1 Fri. 6
Wed. 14 Wed. 12 Wed. 16 Wed. 14  !  Wed. 11
Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon.  121  Mon. 9
Wed. . Wed. 2  ...  Wed. 4
Wed.  71  Wed. 5 Wed. 2  Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Thur.  11  Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5
Thur. 1 Thur .  6 Thur. 3 Thur.  1 Thur. 5
Wed. 7 \Ved.  5 Wed .  2 1IIWed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 7  Wed. 5 Wed.  2  Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur .  1 Thur. 5
Wed. 7 Wed. 5  Wed. 2 Wed. 7 !  Weil. 4
Wed. 19 .. \V ed. 21
Wed. 21 Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 18
Fri. 12 Fri. 12
Wed. 3 I Wed. 3
Fri. 5 Fri. 5
Tues. 9
Fri. 5 Fri. 5
Wed. 10 Wed. 10
Mon. 8 Mon. 8
Wed. 3
Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Thur. 4 Thur. 4
Thur.' 4 Thur. 4
Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Thur. 4 Thur. 4
Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Thur. 18
Nerang  * ... ...
Normanton ... ...
Port Douglas
Ravenswood
Rockhampton
Roma ... ...
St. George ... ...
St. Lawrence
Springsure ...
Stanthorpe ...
Surat ... ...
Tambo ... ...
Taroom ... ...
Texas ..
Thargomindah
Toowoomba...
Townsville ... ...
Warwick ... ...
Winton ... ...
Windorah ...
Wed. 17 Tues. 16
Fri. 12
Wed. 3
Mon. 1
Wed. 17
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Tues. 2
Tues. 2
Wed. 3
Thur. 4
Fri. 12 Fri. 9 ! Fri. 14 Fri. 11 Fri. 9 Fri. 13
\Ved. 3 Wed. 7' Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Mon. 1  NJ on. 5 Mon.  3:  Mon. 7 Mon. 5 Mon. 2
Thur. 18 \Ved. 21 \Ved. 19 Wed. 16, Wed. 21 ` Wed. 18
Wed. 3 \Ved. 7 Wed.  51  Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 \Ved. 4
Tues. 2  Tues. 61  Tues.  4 Tues.  1 Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues Tues 5Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues. 3 ..
Wed.  3  Wed. 7 Wed. 5  Wed. 2 Wed. 7 \Ved. 4 Wed. \Ved. 6
... Thur. 1 ... Thur. 31 ... Thur. 5 ; ... Thur. 7
ues.
Wed. 3
• The Courts marked thus . are only held for tue purpose of dealing with applications for Certi ficates of Fulfilment of Conditions
t Office for receiving applications.
t Days will be fixed when Land Commissioner visits Ayr.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day:
Special Courts ,  when necessary ,  in addition  to the  above,  will be duly  notified from time to time.
Wed. 1 Wed. 3
Fri. 17 Fri. 15 Fri. 12
Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5
Thur. 9
Fri. 3
Wed. 15
Mon. 13
Wed. 1
Thur. 2
Thur. 2
Wed. 1
Fri. 1
Wed. 13
Mon. 11
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Thur. 7
Thur. 7
Wed. 6
Fri. 5
Wed. 10
Mon. 8
Wed. 3
Thur. 4
Thur. 4
Wed. 3
Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Thur. 2 I Thur. 7 Mon. 1
Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 15 Wed. 17
Wed. 15 Wed. 20 Wed. 17
Fri. 10 Fri. 8 Fri. 12
Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Mon. 6, Mon.  41  Mon. 1
Wed. 15 Wed. 20 Fri. 19
Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 1 Wed. 6 \Ved. 3
Tues . 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2
T 2
Sat. 11
Tues. 7
Wed. 1
Mon. 13
Mon. 13
Wed. 1
Wed. 1.
Tues. 21
Wed. 1
Wed. 15
Fri. 3
Mon. 20
Fri. 17
Wed. 1
Fri. 3
Thur. 9
Fri. 3
Wed. 15
Mon. 13
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Thur. 2
Thur. 2
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Mon. 6
Wed. 1
Wed. 15
Thur. 9
Wed. 1
Mon. 6
Fri. 17
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Tues. 7
Tues. 7
Wed. 1
Thur. 2
J. F. G. FOXTON.
No. 94. VOL. XVIII.] 901
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd October, 1897.
1T is hereby notified, forgeneral information, that he Lands as
per Schedule herewith will be opened for OCCUPATION LICENSE
UNDER PART V.  Of "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the
respective Land Offices, on and after TUESDAY, the Twenty-third
day of November, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the Annual
Rentals stated.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
lands  may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
Run.
Cononda'e
Palen
Gross Area.
Sq. miles.
THE BRISBANE  LAND  AGENT ' S DISTRICT.
... ... ... 31
7h
THE BOWEN LAND
Eagle Vale ... .
Ditto (resumed part)
Laureston ... ... ...
Aberdeen ... ... ...
Ditto (resumed part)
Collingvale ... .
Ditto (resumed part)
Crystal Brook No. 1 .
Ditto (resumed part)
Crystal Brook No. 2 .
Ditto (resumed part)
Vine Hall ... .
Ditto (resumed part)
Cattle Vale ... .
Ditto (resumed part)
Cattle Hill ... .
Ditto (resumed part)
Ben Lomond .
Ditto (resumed part)
Mount Pleasant Lease
5
19
19
10
10
14
20
14
5R
.1
6
2
2
9
9
34
26
85
77t  107 0 0
29 12 19 7
THE BUNDABERG  LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Eureka  ... ... ...
Ditto  (resumed part)
Molangul ... .
Ditto (resumed part)
.Kolonga ...
Ditto (resumed part)
The Ranges ... .
Ditto (resumed part)
Euleilah Creek
Ditto  (resumed part)
Rosedale .
Ditto (resumed part)
Warm ... .
Ditto (resumed part)
Thornhill .. .
Ditto  (resumed part)
Taunton ... .. .
Ditto (resumed part)
Walla ... .. .
Ditto (resumed part)
Moolboolaman .
Ditto (resumed part)
Monduran ... .
Ditto (resumed part)
42129,
1061
931
26j
1
56
44
43
4
149
216
67j
34
271
76
3Q
THE BURKETOWN  LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Harrisdale  ... . ... ... ... 25
Ditto (resumed part ) ... ... . ... 25
THE COOKTOWN  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Kingslake  ... ... ... .. 12
Ditto (resumed part ) ... ... .... 10
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Miva ... 8
Ditto (resumed part ) ... ... ... 7
Keinilworth  ... ... ...
Widgee ... ... ...
Yabba ... ...
Teewoo
Ditto (resumed part)
Teebar ... ...
Kilkivan ... ... 59
THE GLADSTONE LAND AGENT ' S DISTRICT.
Bompa  ... ... ...
Kilburnie  ... ... ...
Barmundoo ... .
Ditto (resumed part)
Carrara ... .
4Ditto (resumed  part) ... ... ...  1
Drumburle ... • • • ... 7
Ditto (resumed part ) ... ... ... i 7
Rent.
£ s. d.
31 0 0
11 6 8
AGENT'S DISTRICT.
306
7717
10
10 0 0
26 0 0
26 0 0
12 0 0
20 0 0
28 0 0
21 6 8
14 0 0
4 10 0
8 0 0
8 0 0
4 0 0
4 0 0
12 0 0
12 0 0
34 0 0
37 0 0
140 0 0
75 0 0
39 0 0
200 0 0
121 '5 0
60 3 9
3 10 0
8 0 0
3 5 0
8 1 6
3 16 8
122 8 0
60 6 4
97 17 6
65,4 2
69 0 0
15 0 0
324 0 0
80 5 0
59 12 6
17 4 2
106 10 0
40 15 0
178 10 0
68 1 8
50 0 0
25 0 0
20 0 0
16 0 0
16 0 0
10 10 0
53 10 0
52 0 0
113 19 0
9 3 4
14 0 0
105 0 0178 10 0
63 0 0
12 0 0
190 6 3
135 5 0
20 0 0
13 5 0
18 5 0
14 15 0
23RD OCTOBER,.1897.
THE  SCHEDULE- continued.
Run. Rent.Gross Area.
I sq. miles .  £ 8. d.
THE GLADSTONE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT-Continued.
Facing  Island .
Ditto (resumed part)
Galloway Plains .
Ditto (resumed part)
Mount Alma .
Ditto  (resumed part)
Targinie  ... ... ...
Ditto (resumed part)
.Milton ... ... ...
Kooingal  ... ... ...
Booroom  ... ... ...
Ditto (resumed part)
Turkey
Ditto (resumed part)
Hummock Hill Island .
Ditto (resumed part)
Monte Christo .
Ditto (resumed part)
The Prairie ... .
Ditto (resumed part)
Waterview
8 0 0
10 0 0
67 10 0
40 0 0
41 70 17 6
41 63 0 0
t 70 102 0 0
51 73 0 0
216 540 8 0
48f 108 13 4
46 86 2 0
32 42 3 4
25 39 7 6
25 30 0 0
6 15 0 0
6 13 6 8
731 151 16 0
73 126 10 0
131 309 6 8
1171 154 5 0
5
5
35
35
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
... ... 110 1 200 0 0
THE IPSWICH  LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT.
Eskdale 52 102 0 0
Ditto (resumed part) ... ... .... 24A 21 16 8
THE MACKAY LAND
Mount Spencer ...
Ditto (resumed part) ...
St. Helens No. 1 ... ... ...
Ditto (resumed part) ...
St. Helens No. 3 and 4
Ditto (resumed part)
Abington ... ...
Ditto (resumed part) ...
Hamilton and Hopetown ... ...
Ditto (resumed part) ...
St. Helens No. 2 Lease ...
AGENT'S DISTRICT.
... .. 51
104
... 22
... .. 17
.. 87
... ..
87
. 9
... .. 103
... .. 21j
17
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND
Degilbo ... .
Ditto (resumed part)
Boompa
Ditto (resumed part)
Woocoo .
Ditto (resumed part)
Doongul ... .
Ditto (resumed part)
Glenbar
Ditto (resumed part)
65 0 0
72 16 0
22 0 0
18 0 0
144 0 0
125 6 85 10 0
6 15 0
114 0 0
24 0 0
34 0 0
AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
... 80 140 0 0
.. 57H 63 7 10
... 6 12 0 0
... 6 12 0 0
... 4 4 0 0
... 4 6 0 0
... 349 63 0 0
... 87 150 10 0
...1 79 127 811
THE NANANGO  LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Taro
Ditto  (resumed part )  50 59  3  4
Magowra
THE NORMANTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
... 23 46 0 0
THE ROCKHAMPTON  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
7'ilpal  ... ... ... ... ... ... .... 125
Ditto  (resumed part ) ... ... ...  60}23Canoona ...
Calliungal  ... . ... ... ... . 176
Ditto Iresumed part ) ... ... ....  1941
Rasp berry Creek ... ... ... ... .... 50Ditto  (resumed part )  
Shoalwater  ... . . ... ... .... 70
Ditto (resumed part ) ... ... ...  70
Tori lla ... ... ... ... ... ... 106
Marlborough  ... ... ... ...  64
Ditto  (re sumed part ) ... ... ...  721
Tooloombah  ... ... ... ... ... 57
Ditto  (resumed part ) ... ... ...  49
THE ST .  LAWRENCE  LAND  AGENT ' S DISTRICT.
Waverley ... .
Ditto (resumed part)
Wilan .
Ditto  (resumed part)
5171
63
THE TOWNBVILLE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Woodstock No. 2 ...
Storth No. 1 ...
Storth No. 2
THE TooWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Emu Creek  ... ... ... ..  91AQ1Ditto (resumed part)
Rosalie Plains  ... ... ... ... ... 1
220 0 0
60 13 4
36 0 0
352 0 0
170 10 0
65 0 0
65 0 0
90 0 0
90 0 0
163 0 0
123 15 0
41 13 4
93 6 8
74 0 0
132 0 0
83 13 4
158 13 5
115 0 0
20 10 011 10 0
4 0 0
96 8 425no 910
No. '94. 'V`oL* LEI.) 902
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd October, 1897.
TT is hereby notified ,  for general information ,  that the fo ll owing
.L Land, in the St. Lawrence Land Agent ' s District ,  as per description
herewith ,  will be opened for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of
"The Crown Lands  Act  of 1884,"  at the ST . LAWRENCE LAND
OFFICE ,  on and after  TUESDAY, the FOURTH  day of  JANUARY,
1898,  at ELEVEN  O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of lOs. the
lot.
A ll  information respecting the.boundaries and situation of the
land ihay be obtained by app lication to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.97-20740=-6.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE ST. LAWRENCE LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Parish of  St. Lawrence .- Area ,  126 acres.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portions 5, 6, and 45 to
48, parish of St. Lawrence.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Gympie Land Agent ' s District ,  as per description
herewith ,  will be open for OCCUPATION  LICENSE UNDER-  PART V.
of " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the GYMPIE LAND
OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY,
1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an  Annual Rental of 10s. per
square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
97-21129-8.G,
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish of  Gundiah.-Area ,  about  13 1  square miles.
The Crown land comprised in the expired  leased part  of Gutchy
Run, exclusive of alienated and reserved land.
Department of Pub li c Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd October, 1897.
IT is hereby notified ,  for general information, that the following
Land, in the St. George Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the ST. GEORGE LAND
OFFICE,  on and  after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY,
1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of £1 Is.
per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by app li cation to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
97-20741-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
ON THE RESUMED  PART  OF CASHMERE RUN.
Area, about 31 square miles.
Bounded.on the north-west by the south-east boundary of portion
2 (G.F. 150)  and a line in continuation  north-easterly to the  Marano%
River; on the east by the Maranoa River; and on the south- east and
south-west by the leased part of Cashmere Run.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd October, 1897.
IT is hereby notified,  for general information , that  the fo ll owing
Lands, in the Bowen Land Agent ' s District ,  as per descriptions
herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION  LICENSE UNDER PAEr Y.'of
"2'he Crown Lands  Act  of 1884," at the BOWEN LAND OFFICE,
on aid after  TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY, 1898,
atLEVEN O 'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of £1 6s .  Sd. per
square mile.
All information  respecting  the boundaries  and situation of the
lands may  be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-20642--Bo.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE BOWEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
MOUNTAIN HOME No. 2 RUN.
Blocks Nos. 1  and  2 .-Area, 5,280 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Andromache River at a
gum-topped box-tree marked broad-arrow over M.H, and bounded
thence by a line bearing south about four miles ;  thence by a line
bearing east about two miles and forty -four chains to a fence ; thence
by that fence, being the west boundary of Mountain Home No. 3
Block, bearing north to the Andromache River; and thence by that
river upwards to the point of commencement.
Also,--Block No.  3.-Area, about 2,640 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Andromache River at a
bloodwood -tree marked bro ad-arrow over M.H. opposite the junction
of Branch Cre ek ,  and bounded thence by a line bearing south about
five and a-half miles ; thence by a line bearing west about one mile to
a fence;  thence by that fence, being the east boundary of Mountain
Home No. 2 Block ,  bearing north about three miles and six chains to
the Andromache River ;  and "thence  by that  river dowsrivards to the
point of commencement.
123RD OCTOBER, 1897.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  8th October, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Road Case No. 2290.
IN pursuance  of the provisions of section 6 of  " The Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  188  Amendment Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open a New Road through the Holding described
hereunder.
Grazing Farm No. 31 ,  Charters Towers Dist ri ct ,  portion 2v ,  parish
of West Burdekin ,  being part of main road to Old Fanning Diggings
and to Dottswood.
Lessee - W. Stewart.
Any claims to which the Lessee may consider himself entitled
under the abovementioned A ct on account of the opening of the said
road must be forwarded to the Secretary for Pub li c Lands within two
months from the date hereof.
NoTE.-A  copy of the above notice, with tracing, will be sent to the Lessee
within two months from the date he re of.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  22nd October, 1897.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.IT is hereby notified, for general information,  that applications
under  the 89th  section  of  "The Crown  Lands Act of  1884"  have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads; and all  persons
who may consider their interests affected thereby are required to
transmit  to this  Department  their objections ,  in writing, within two
months  from this date.
Plans  of the  Roads can be seen  at the Land  Offices,  Charters
Towers, Isisford ,  Nanango,  Rockhampton ,  Brisbane ,  and Ipswich ;
Police Offices, Charters Towers, Jundah,  Nanango,  Yeppoon, Village of
Logan, Brisbane , and Ipswich ;  and Post Offices,  Charters Towers,
Jundah , Barambah , Yeppoon, Village of Logan,  Brisbane , and Ipswich.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Road Cases Nos.  2672,2671,2455,2669,2609; 2263,2674; & 2484.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
*1 The Dalrymple Divi-
sional Board ,  onbehalf
of Richard Craven
*2 Ditto
*3 Ditto
*4 Ditto
5 The Dalrymple Divi-
sional Board ,  on behalf
of the Mosman Gold
Mines ,  Limited
t6
I
H. Tomkins
7 Messrs .  Moore Bros. and
Baynes
*8 W. Broome ... ...
*9 The Yeerongpilly Divi-
sional Board, on
behalf of E. Lowen-
thal
The Yeerongpilly Divi-
sional Board, on
behalf of R. Miller,
]unr.
Messrs. Thynne and
Macartney, on behalf
of R. Dunne
*10
$11
12
Situation. Parish. Area.
The northern  end of the Charters
70-link  lane leading from Towers
Cooper street to Aplin
street
The southern end of Cooper ditto
street from the west
corner of W.R. 211
A.  it.  P.
The south -western end of  ditto ... ...
David st re et from a point
about sixty links west
fro m the west corner of
Homestead 2507 to the
intersection of Cooper
and Mill streets
•
Part of Mill street from a ditto  .... ...
point about 150 links east II
from the west corner of
W.R. 217 to  a point  about
one chain west from the
south-west corner - of
Homestead 2407
The southern end of  O'Kane  ditto  ...  About
st re et fronting Home- 1 0 0
steads Nos .  3983 and 3539,
and also that part ofWagstaff st reet fronting
Homesteads 3539 and 3561
The 10-chain road leading Jundah  ...  About
to - Windorah south- 190 0 0
westerly .. "through por-
tions 4 and 5
The reserved road through Barambah 25 0 0
portion 56
The road separating por- Woodlands About
tions 616 and 3 from por- 36 0 0
tions 83, 1564,  and 1923,
and the continuation of
same road through por-
tion 1923 to a reserved
road
The reserved road through Mackenzie 8 2 0
portion 17v
The reserved road along
and within the east
boundary of portion 52v
Parts of  Stoneleigh and
Camb ri dge streets sepa-
rating subdivisions 13
and 14 of section 9 of
allotments 318 and 319
and subdivision 9 of sec-
tion 10 of  allotment 319
from subdivisions 13, 12,
and 11 of section 10 of
allotment 319 and allot-
ments 10  .and 7 of sec-
tion C.1 -
ditto ... 3 210
North Bris-
bane
...
P. L. Cardew ,  on behalf The reserved road through
of W. Bindley portion llv
Kholo  ...  1 3 20
* Novr.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the opening of other  roads.
t Nom.- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the  widening of the road rulifing southerly through these portions.
$. NOTE: -The closure  of this road is proposed to be carried  put  in connection
with the opening  of another road ,  being an extension  of  Camb ri dge street
easterly to Elston terrace.
No. 94. VOL. xviii.] 903
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd  October, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that applications
under the eighty-ninth section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884" have been made for closing the undermentioned Roa Is; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections , in writing,
not later  than the date mentioned with respect to each.
Plans  of the  Roads can be seen at the nearest  Land, Police, and
Post Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF RoADs PROPOSED  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish.
f A. E. P.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 27TH OCTOBER, 1897.
1 James Tolson ,  junr. ... The nine-chain road sepa- Marathon 126 2 28
rating portion 3v from
Aramac Holding
*2 Mackay, Nev il le,  Rolfe, From a point on the Mount South ...
and Co. Rolfe to Alpha stock road Kennedy
about one mile south of District
the Miclere Creek Bridge,
and thence southerly
about four and a-half
miles to a point on the
said road at the gate,
where it is intersected by
a private road from the
northern road to Frank-
field
t3 Flower Bros. ... . ..  The road  through  Durham Leichhardt ...
Downs Holding ,  from the District
head station easterly to
the gate on the west
boundary of Clifford
Holding
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-3RD NOVEMBER, 1897.
4 The Rosalie Divisional
Board, on behalf of
F. M. Bridgeman
The Lands Department,
on behalf of the
Defence Authorities
The northern end of the
reserved road  through
portion 20v
The roads separating sec-
tions 77 and 78 inc luded
in the proposed new
Rifle Range Reserve
Milton ... 2
About
5
LATEST DATE FOR
6 The  Tarampa Divisional
Board ,  on behalf ofW. Vanneck
7 Ditto ... ...
8 Ditto
9 • Ditto
10 Ditto
11 Ditto
LATEST DATE FOR
*12 The  Lands Department,
on behalf of the De-
fence  Authorities
13 Grant  Brothers ...
14 E. G. R. Neumann
1G J. Porter
+16  Hours. Thynne and
Macartney ,  on behalf
of F. H .  O'Reilly ...
+17 Ditto ... ...
+i8 Ditto
Town of
Bunda berg
Area.
0 26
3 2 5
OBJECTIONS-10TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
The road separating por- Clarendon 15 3 21
tions 99 and 100 from
101, 215, and 216
The road separating por- i ditto  ...  6 2 26
tion 217 from portions 81,
98, and 99
From the north -east corner ditto ... 0 2 2
of portion 216 northerly
through portion 217
The eastern End of the  road ditto ... 9 3 8
through portion 217
The road separating por- ditto  ...  12 0 0
tions 54,  53, and 52 from
217, 60, and.51
The road separating por- ditto  ...  11 2 0
tions 69, 70.  and 71 from
portions 62, 53, 54,  and 217
OBJECTIONS -17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
About
All the roads  included Town of 3 2 5
within  the proposed  new Bundaberg
Rifle Range Reserve
Part or the road from  North ..,
Charters Towers to Her -  Kennedy
berton ,  through Wood -  District
leigh Holding ,  from Big
Oaky  Creek  to the Dry
River ,  following the-east-
ern side of the  Wild River
The road separating  portion  Blenheim 4 0 15
148 from portions 125 and
123
The road separating  rnrtion Warwick... 3 3 15
lily  from portions 117v
and 119v
The road separating  por- ditto ... 6 0 0
tions 339 ,  390, 391, and
392 from 407,  408, 409,
and 410
The road  separating por- ditto  ...  j 8 2 29
tions 411, 430, and 431
from 424 ,  428, and 429 About
The roads separating por- ditto ,. 6 1 0
tions  421,  422, 423, and
424 from 375,  376, 425,
4`126, 427 ,  and 428
LATENT DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 24TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
*19 The Pioneer Divisional Part of the road separating Chelona ...
*20
Board ,  on  behalf -  of portion 833 from 676 and
D. P.  Ready  part of 744 '
About
1 3 0
The Estate of W. Patti -  All the dedicated  roads in Gavial  ...  13 1 30
son (deceased )  portion 1. being the roads
separating portions D and
A from C and  B, sepa-
rating  D and 0 from A
and B, separating C and
B from subdivisions 5, 6,
7, and 8,  separating sub-
divisions 5,  6, 7, and 8
from 9 and 10, and 8 and
9 from 7 and 10; also
*21 Ditto  ... ...  Part of the road separating ditto ... ..,
subdivisions 1 and 2 of
portion 2 west of  pro-posed new road
[23RD OCTOBER, 1897,
CLOSURE OF  ROADS-continued.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
*22
A. s. P.
LATEST  DATE FOB  OBJECTIONS - 1ST DECEMBER, 1897.
About
The Ayr Divisional  The road separating por- Kirknie  ...  226 0 0
Board ,  on behalf of tion 20v fro m 18v and the
A. J. M. Terry  reserved  roads th rough
portions  18v and 17v
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS- 8TH DECEMBER, 1897.
*23 The Caboolture  Divi- The road separating portion Burpengary 2 3 21
sional Board ,  on behalf 4 fro m portion 5
of J. F.  Fountain About
*24 The  Isis Divisional The southern half -width of Gregory  ...  11 0 0
*25
*26
¢27
28
29
30
Board ,  on behalf of the two -chain  ro ad along
A. C. Walker the northern boundary of
portion 1052 About
The Isis Divisional The eastern end of the  ro ad ditto ... 1 0 0
Board ,  on behalf of J. separating portion 1028
Elwood  from 1052 About
The Cairns Divisional The southern end of the Sophia ... 2 2 0
Board ,  on  be half of road through portion 76
owner
P. Hoskin  ... ...  The  road and reserve Womble- 336 1 0
th rough portion 4v bank
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 15TH DECEMBER, 1897.
The Police  Department
R. G. Miller ... ...
The Isis Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
T. Cannock
The road  separating  portion Marathon
I lv from Aramac  Holding,
through the  proposed
Police Reserve
The road separating  portion
19v from 18v
The reserved road  through
portion 158v
About,
88 2 0
ditto  ...  62 116
Gregory ...  10 038
*  NOTE .-The  closure of these  roads is proposed to  be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
t NOM- The closu re of this  road is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the opening of a  road which leaves the Durham Dopwns to Taroom road at a
point about four and a-half miles east of Durham Dona Station ;  thence due
east to Slatehill Creek  ;  thence in a south -easterly direction about one and a-half
miles ;  thence easterly to Sam 's Gully;  and thence south -east to the gate on the
west boundary of Clifford Holding.
+ NOTE.- These  roads are proposed to be closed in part exchange for areas to
be resumed from portions 431 and 432,  374 and 375, for quarry purposes ,  whic broads are hereby closed.
¢ NoTE.-The closu re of this  road and reserve is proposed to  be carried out in
connection with the opening of another  road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th  October, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds  of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being  erro neous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor  wi ll , in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act of  1858 "  and  "The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act  of 1889,"  at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments  endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony,  describe
the lands intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct  description and names sha ll
be taken to have been inserted in the said  grants and in every deed
containing  the erroneous  description and names ;  and such  grants and
every such deed shall operate  and be  construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-13633-R.T.
No. of Deed-8608.
Date of Deed-31st May, 1864.
Name of Grantee-Robert Stewart.
Land  Granted-Allotment  3 of section 62, county of Herbert,
parish of Pring ,  town of Bowen.
Area-2  acres  2 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION  FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Herbert, parish of Pring,  town  of Bowen,  allotment 3 of
section 62.
Commencing at the east  corner of allotment 2, and bounded thence
on the north-east by Gregory street bearing 144  degrees five chains;
on the south -east  by Livingstone street  bearing 234 degrees five chains;
on the south-west by allotment 4 bearing  324 degrees five chains; and
on the north-west by allotment  2 bearing  54 degrees  five chains to the
point of commencement ;- as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General' s  Office-Cat. No. Rog. 34-16.
97-13953-P.L.
No. of Deed-84583.
Date of Deed-24th June, 1897.
Names of  Grantees-Herbert Henry Booth and William  Pert (as
Joint Tenants).
Land Granted-Allotment  6 of  section  11, town of  Cro w's Nest.
Area- 2 roods.
Nature of Error--The  name  of one of the  Grantees having been
inserted in the Deed as " William Pert, " instead of " Wi ll iam Peart,"
the correct name.
97-13934 -P.L. .
No. of Deed-83594.
Date of Deed-18th June, 1896.
Name of Grantee-Christie Anderson.
Land Granted-Portion  15v, county of Cook, parish of  Marathon4
Area-5 acres.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee having been  inserted
in the Deed as " Christie Anderson ," instead  of "Christian  Andersen;'
the correct name.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  "The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the lands intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct area and descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous area and descriptions ; and such grants and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-12831-R.T.
No. of Deed-82840.
Date of Deed-22nd August, 1895.
Name of Grantee-James Clarke Cribb.
Land Granted-Portion  21v, county of Churchill, parish of
Terry.
Area-248 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of Terry, portion  21v.
Area, 247 acres 6 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 12v, and bounded
thence on the south by portions 4v and 5v, parish of Flagstone,
bearing 269 degrees 41 minutes fifty-one chains and sixty links; on the
west by portion 26v bearing north forty-eight chains and ninety-eight
links; on the north by portions 19v and 18v bearing 89 degrees 39
minutes  fifty-one chains and forty-six links ; and on the east by
portions 20v and 12v bearing 179 degrees 50 minutes forty-eight
chains  and ninety-four links to the point of commencement ;-
exclusive of 5 acres 1 rood reserved for road purposes, as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office, but not
including any part of the soil of the said road-Cat. No. Ch. 31-18310.
97-14194-R.T.
No. of Deed-18848.
Date of Deed-12th August, 1868.
Name of Grantee-Alexander Dorsey.
Land Granted-Allotment  18 of section 29, town of Gympie.
Area-1 rood.
Nature of Error--The  number of the section having been
inserted  in the Deed  as "29 ," instead of "29A," the correct number.
97-21627-3.0.
No. of Deed- 18852.
Date of Deed-12th August, 1868.
Name of Grantee-William Kidman.
Land Granted-Allotment 17  of section 29, town of Gympie.
Area -1 rood.
Nature of Error-The  number of the section having been
inserted in the Deed  as "29 ," instead of "29A," the correct number.
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFIICE,
BRISBANE.
MAP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets at 2s. 6d. per Sheet, and Two at Is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia on a small scale, illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing  the Main Telegraph Lines. -  Scale,  160 miles to an inch.
Price : Plain, Is. 6d.; coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d . per Sheet.
Single Sheet  Map of the Colony. Price, Is. plain, or coloured
( ill ustrating  the Counties and Financial Districts) Is. 6d.
Single  Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s . 6d. per s heet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale ,  5 miles to an  inch. Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catchment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers , &c., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, la.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek.  Scale,  4 miles to an inch. Price, Is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts. Price, Is. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta. Scale, 1 mile to an inch. Price,
Is. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price,  2s. 6d. each.
City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s. ; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, £1.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chums to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains t o an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony. Price, Is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.
Environs of Longreach. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-Maps of Land3 Open to Selection r for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. McDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st August, 1896.
Geological Survey Office,
George street, Brisbane.
0
N SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No. 4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government Geologist.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.IT is hereby notified, for general information, that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substituted
therefor:-
Notice is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.
96-2450- Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary for Works.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 22nd October, 1897.
TENDERS.
r(ENDERS  are invited  for the  undermentioned  Public Works.
1 For full particulars,  see  Government Gazette.
Nature of Work, Date of  Gazette  containing original Notice,
and Place and Date to which Tender  can be  received, respectively:-
SURAT-Additions, Repairs, &c., Post and Telegraph Office.
18th September. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post Offices,
Surat and St. George ; 29th October.
MAYrowN-Additional Room, Fencing, and Gates, Post and
Telegraph Office. 25th September. Works Office, Bris-
bane, Post Offices, Maytown, Cooktown, and Cairns, and
Court House, Townsville; 29th October.
MAYTOwrt-Repairs and Painting, Court House. 25th Septem-
ber. Works Office,  Brisbane , and Court Houses, Maytown,
Cooktown, Townsville, and Cairns ; 29th October.
INGLEWOOD-Purchase and Removal of Old Post and Telegraph
Office. 25th September. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Post Offices, Inglewood and Goondiwindi ; 29th October.
INGLEWOOD -New Bridge over McIntyre Brook. 25th Septem-
ber. Works Office,  Brisbane , and Court Houses, Ingle-
wood and Goondiwindi ; 29th October.
WINDORAH-Land Agent's Office, Court  House.  25th Septem-
ber. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Win-
dorah and Longreach ; 5th November.
BLACKALL-Painting and Repairs, Court House and Police
Magistrate's Quarters. 25th September. Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court Houses, Blackall, Barcaldine, Tambo,
and Rockhampton ; 5th November.
GEORGETOWN-Additions, Repairs, Painting, and Improve-
ments, State School. 25th September. Works Office,
Brisbane , and Court Houses, Georgetown, Cooktown,
Croydon, Normanton, and Townsville ; 5th November.
MOUNT PERRY-Repairs, Painting, and Improvements, Court
House and Police Station. 2nd October. Works Office,
Brisbane ; 29th October.
MOUNT PERRY-Repairs and Painting, State School. 2nd
October. Works Office, Brisbane ; 29th October.
NANANGo-New Hospital. 2nd October. Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court House, Nanango ; 29th October.CUNNAMULLA-Additions, Post and Telegraph Office. 2nd
October. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post Offices, Cunna-
mulla and Thargomindah; 5th November.
BRISBANE-Repairs and Re-forming Road, Government House.
9th October. Works Office, Brisbane ; 29th October.
BRISBANE--New Laundry, Government House. 9th October.
Works Office, Brisbane ; 29th October.
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BUNDAMDA UPPER-Repairs ,  Painting , and Improvements,
State School. 9th October. Works Office, Brisbane; 5th
November.
MARYBOROUGII - Repairs, Police Station. 9th October.
Works Office,  Brisbane  ; 5th November.
BRISBANE-Alterations and Renovations to Stephens' Buildings,
for Pharmacy Board. 16th October. Works Office,
Brisbane ; 5th November.
HnLGROVE-Repairs and Painting, State School. 16th October.
Works Office , Brisbane ; 5th November.
BURNETT HEADS-Repairs  and Improvements to Cottages, Pilot
Station Buildings. 16th October. Works Office, Brisbane;
12th November.
RoCKHAMPTON- Repairs and Painting , Reception House. 16th
October. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses,
Rockhampton and Gladstone ; 12th November.
KEPPEL BAY-Repairs, Painting, and New Room, Telegraph
Office. 16th October. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post
Offices, Gladstone and Rockhampton ; 12th Novembf r.
EIDSVOLD-Repairs , &c., Police Buildings. 16th October.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court House, Gayndah and
Eidsvold ; 19th November.
HALIFAx-New Court House. 16th October. Works Office,
Brisbane , and Court Houses, Halifax, Townsville, Ingham,
and Cooktown ; 19th November.
TnuRSDAY  ISLAND -Taking Down and Re-erecting Boatsheds,
Trolly-way, &c., Water Police Station. 16th October.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Townsville,
Cooktown, Thursday Island, and Normanton ; 19th
November.
GOONDrwINDI-Repairs and Painting, Bridge over McIntyre
River. 16th October. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
Houses, Goondiwindi and Inglewood ; 26th November.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1897,
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the under-
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
Improvements and Fencing, Dog Kennels, Lytton-Messrs. A.
NORMAN AND Co.-£39 9s.
Repairs and Drainage, Police Court, Townsville-J. G. CORBETT
-£43 10s.
Repairs, &c ., Police Office and Barracks, Gympie - Messrs.
CEYSTALL AND ARMSTRONG-£280 2s.
Repairs, &c , State School, One-mile, Gympie-J. MACENROTII
-£141 6s.
Playshed, State School, Yangan-D. CoNNoLLY--£109.
Playshed, State School, Dalrymple Creek-Messrs. SHARPS AND
LEGGATT-£69 19s.
State School (Girls'), Mount Morgan- Messrs. PuGu Baos.-
£1,710.
New Kitchen, &c., State School Residence, Lord John Swamp-
J.  SMITH-259  18s.
Playshed, State School, Teviotville-F. WILLrAMS-£63 10s.
R. ROBERTSON, Under  Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  21st October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING, STATE SCHOOL, PINK LILY LAGOONS.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court House,
Rockhampton ,  until  Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 19th
November,  for Painting , State School, Pink Lily Lagoons.
Tenders to be accompanied by a teiiminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  " Painting ,_State .'Schbol, link lily Lagoons."
Specification  mgt be seen, And foriA' of Tender with further
particulars  obtained, at the Government Architect's Office; and at the
Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders  must be on a  proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender  there must  be a memorandum  signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security  for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being  accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance  ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 21st October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
SANITARY SERVICES, POST AND TELEGRAPH
OFFICE, DALBY.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m. onFRIDAY, the 19th November, for Sanitary Services, Post and
Telegraph Office, Dalby.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "Sanitary Services, Post and Telegraph Office, Dalby."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars  obtained,  at the  Government Architect's Office; and at the
Post Office, Dalby.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent, on amount of Tender as
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security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 21st October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO RESIDENCE, STATE SCHOOL,
INDOOROOPILLY POCKET.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 19th November, for Additions to Residence,
State School, Indooroopilly Pocket.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Additions to Res dente, State School, Indooroopilly
Pocket."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of  Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the  usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty  for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 21st October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW CLOCK DIALS, POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE,
BUND.ABERG.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.on FRIDAY, the 19th November, for New Clock Dials, Post
and Telegraph Office, Bundaberg.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "New Clock Dials, Post and Telegraph Office, Bundaberg."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect' s Office;
and at the Post Offices, Bundaberg and Maryborough.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 21st October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO LANDS OFFICE AND COURT HOUSE,
TAMBO.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court. Houses,
Tatnbo, Blackall, Barcaldine, and Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th November, for Additions, Lands
Office and Court House, Tambo.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Additions, Lands Office and Court House, Tambo."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
and at the Court Houses, Tambo, Blackall, Barcaldine, and Rock-
hampton.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty  for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender -will not be  taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW PORTABLE POLICE HUT, URANDANGIE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court House,
Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th
November, for New Portable Police Hut, Urandangie.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit  of £5, and
endorsed  "New Portable Police Hut, Uran dangie."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect' s Office;
and at the Court House, Townsville.
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Tenders must  be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance , a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW BALCONY, POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE,
TOWNSVILLE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Post Office,Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 19th
November, for New Balcony, Post and Telegraph Office, Townsville.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of 25, and
endorsed  "New Balcony, Post and Telegraph Office, Townsville."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
and at the Post Office, Townsville.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
REGULATIONS UNDER " THE BEER DUTY ACT OF 1897."
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 20th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased, under the provisions of  "The Beer
Duty Act of  1897," to make the following Regulations, to take effect
from the 23rd October, 1897.
ROBERT PHILP.
REGULATIONS.
Interpre tation.
1. In these Regulations ,  unless the context otherwise indicates, the
term  " the Act " shall  mean  " The Beer Duty Act of  1897," and the
« "
"brewery," "brewer," " "collector,"words beer,  cask ,  and
"officer "  shall have the meanings respectively assigned to them by the
Act.
Brewing to be under supervision of officer.
2. The manufacture and brewing of beer shall be carried on in every
brewery under the immediate supervision of such officers as the Collector
may direct to supervise the same.
Brewer to provide office,  &c.,  for supervising officer.
& Every brewer shall, if required by the Collector, provide in
connection with his brewery a suitable office for the accommodation of
the officer appointed to supervise the manufacture and brewing of beer
in his  brewery.
Access to brewery.
4. Every brewer shall provide all necessary facilities for enabling
the supervising  officer to have complete access to every part of his
brewery during all working hours, and for enabling such officer to
examine, note ,  and take ,  account of any process of manufacturing or
brewing beer.
5. The values of beer duty stamps issued to brewers shall be as
follow
Large. Small.
Twelve shillings and ninepence Twelve shillings and ninepence
Nine shillings  Nine shillings
Six shillings and sixpence Six shillings and sixpence
Four shillings and sixpence Four shillings and sixpence
Two shillings and sixpence Two shillings and sixpence
One shilling  and threepence One shilling and threepence
Two shillings
One shilling
Sixpence
Threepence.
6. All beer duty  stamps  for payment of excise duty on beer shall be
requisitioned for on excise home consumption  entries.
Hours for removal.
7. No beer shall be removed from any brewery except between the
hours of  eight o'clock a. m. and  five o'clock p.m. on ordinary days, and
eight  o'clock a.m. and  one o'clock p.m. on Saturdays , unless  with the
permission  of the Collector.
Book required to be kept.
8. Every  brewer shall  keep a book (to be styled " Brewer's Diary "),
in the form approved by the Collector, in which shall be entered the
particulars required by sections 13 and 15 of the Act. Such book shall
be supplied by the Collector to the brewer, and shall remain the
property of the Government.
Monthly statement.
9. The statement required to be rendered by the brewer, under the
16th section of the Act, shall be in the form approved by the Collector,
and such statement shall be signed by the brewer, and shall be a true
copy of all the entries in the Brewer's Diary during the preceding month.
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Stamps, how affixed.
10. Stamps are to be affixed to casks by securely pasting or gumming
the same upon the head of the cask.
Delivery book.
11. When beer is being removed from a brewery,  it is to be
accompanied by a delivery book showing the number of casks and
gallons, the name of the brewery, and the full address of the person or
persons to whom the beer is to be delivered, and upon the delivery of
beer in bottles the stamp shall be placed in the delivery book so that, in
separating the delivery order from the butt of the book, the stamps shall
be divided in halves. The delivery book shall be in the following form,
or to the like effect :-
Form of delivery  book.
Showing the Number or Numbers of the Vessel or Vessels  of Beer,
Contents, and to  whom sent.
From Brewery.
No. of Description ContentsDate . Vessel. of inVessel. Gallons.
Person
to whom
Delivered
or Sent.
Address .  Remarks.
Form of permit for removal.
1.2. Permits for the removal of beer from a brewery to a bonded
warehouse shall be in the following form :-
CUSrOMS AND EXCISE, QUEENSLAND.
No. of Permit :
Permit to remove beer under section  23  of " The Beer Duty Act
Excise.
of 1897."
No. 1. Date day of 189
Duty not paid.
Permit removal from  [name of brewery]  Brewery  [town]  of one  [kind
of  vessel] of beer, containing gallons, to  [name of warehouse]  bonded
warehouse at  [town].
Officer in Charge of Brewery.
Permit for removal of beer under bond.
13. Permits for the removal of beer under bond,  coastwise or to a
bonded warehouse, will be granted by the officer on the brewer  passing
the proper Customs entries.
Sound beer returned to a brewery.
14. Packages containing sound beer ,  on which the duty has been
paid , when returned  to a brewery ,  must be re-stamped with the proper
duty stamps  on being  again delivered  from  the brewery.
Drawback  stamps equal  to the duty  on the number of  gallons
returned will be issued by the Collector  at the end of each month, on
receipt  of an  application from the  brewer stating the beer was brewed in
the brewery, and accompanied by a certificate from the officer to the
effect that the beer  returned was duly  stamped ; such  certificate shall
also show  the mark and number, with the quantity  in gallons in each
cask ,  and the date  of cancellation of each stamp.
Every officer shall keep a return of all duty-paid  beer returned to
the brewery.
Stamp account.
15. Every brewer shall enter in the Brewer's Diary, on the debit side,
the value of all beer duty stamps purchased by him or received by way
of drawback, and the total value of the  stamps  used by him daily. At
the commencement of every month he shall balance the account, com-
paring his stock of stamps on hand with the amount  of stamps purchased,
and the amout of duty paid  en-beer  whicb has left the brewery during
the preceding month, as shown by his attested Brewer's Diary,  and shall
hand the officer a certified copy of the totals, showing  the balance of
stamps on hand on the evening of the last day of the month.
Deficiency or surplus of stamps.
16. If the value of the stamps purchased and received by way of
drawback, together with those on hand at the commencement of the
month, after deducting the stamps  remaining in band at  the end of the
month, is less than the value of the duty stamps which ought to have
been used on the beer declared by the brewer as having left his brewery
duly stamped, the brewer  shall at  once pay to the officer  the amount
appearing to be deficient. And if the value of the  stamps on hand is
more than the proper balance shown by the  account in  the diary the
brewer shall at once hand such excess  of stamps  to the  officer, who
shall cancel and destroy the same.
Drawback stamps.
17. Drawback  stamps on  exportation of beer will be allowed on the
production of a certificate under the hand of the Collector or Principal
Officer of Customs, at the port of destination,  stating that the beer so
shipped has been duly landed.
Application for drawback stamp on spoiled beer.
18. When a brewer applies for drawback on beer returned to the
brewery as unfit for consumption, and upon which duty has been paid,
he shall produce to the Collector a certificate signed by  the officer in
charge of the brewery setting forth the following particulars, viz. :-
The size and number of each cask in which the beer  was returned ;
that each cask is branded with the brewer' s name  ; the number  of gallons
in each cask ; the date of delivery of the beer from the brewery ; that
each cask bears a duly cancelled stamp cut as directed ; and that the
beer was unfit for consumption and had been destroyed in his presence.
Duty  on  beer exported.
19. Beer exported must bear full duty  in stamps.
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The Treasury,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1897.
NOTICES TO MARINERS.THE following Notices to Mariners are published for generalinformation.
ROBERT PHILP.
[Extracts from New Zealand Gazette, 71h October,  1897.]
No. 15  of  1897.
LIGHT ON QUAY STREET JETTY No. 3, AUCKLAND
HARBOUR.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 4th October, 1897.
THE Auckland Harbour Board have notified that a bright light is
exhibited 7 ft. 8 in. from the centre of the extreme end of Quay Street
Jetty No. 3, Auckland Harbour. The light is elevated 14 ft. 3 in.
from the surface of the jetty, and sheds a uniform light all round the
horizon.
WM. HALL-JONES.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
QUEENSLAND COASTAL SERVICES.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 22nd October, 1897.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Postmaster-General,
Brisbane, until Noon of THURSDAY, the 30th of December
next, from Persons or Companies desirous of contracting for the
Conveyance of Coastal Mails for the Government of Queensland,
according to the terms and conditions published in the  Government
Gazette  dated 16th October, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Postmaster -General.
SUPPLY OF TELEGRAPH POLES.
F RESII TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under
Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until
Noon on MONDAY, the Twenty-fifth day of October, 1897, from
persons desirous of contracting for the Supply of Telegraph Poles,
according to the Specification published in the  Government Gazette
No.  16 of 1897.
NORTH COAST OF MARIA PENINSULA, NORTH ISLAND,
NEW ZEALAND.-POSITION OF WRECK OF SUNKEN
S.S. " TASMANIA."
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 6th October, 1897.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that Mr. Armstrong, Government
Surveyor, reports the  accurate  position of the sunken steamship
"Tasmania ,"  as she now lies,  to be as follows:-
Latitude, 39° 2' 41" S.
Longitude, 177° 59' 50" E.
From the wreck Table Cape  bears S.  30° E. ; distant  3
-1miles.
Entrance  to Wangawai River (or Happy Jack's), S. 13° W.;
distant  21 miles.
Mahanga (native  village ), N. 81'W.; distant  4, miles.
The wreck  lies in an  upright position on an even sandy bottom,
in 15 fathoms of water, and is well inshore of the usual track of
vessels.  The tops of the masts are just below the surface of the water,
and a mark -buoy has been attached to each mast.
Caution .- Mariners  navigating  in the vicinity of the wreck should
not approach it within a distance of one mile, or place any reliance on
the mark-buoys being seen, because, owing to their exposed position,
they are liable to be washed away at any time, particularly in bad
weather.
NOTE.-All bearings  are correct magnetic , and the  soundings are
calculated for low-water springs.
Charts,  &o., affected :-Admiralty Chart No. 2528; New  Zealand
Pilot, Chapter iii.,  pages  155 and 156.
WM. HALL-JONES.
QUEENSLAND WATER SUPPLY DEPARTMENT.
T ENDERS are invited until Noon on WEDNESDAY, the 8thDecember next, for Sinking an Artesian Bore on Plevna Block,
Kyabra.
Tenders must be deposited in the Tender-box at the Treasury,
Brisbane, and each Tender must be distinctly endorsed with the words,
"Tender for Boring on Plevna."
A preliminary deposit of £20 by bank draft must accompany each
Tender.
Specification, General Conditions of Contract, &c., may be seen,
and Tender Forms, Schedules, &c , obtained, at the Offices of the
Police Magistrates at Barcaldine and Charleville, and at the Office of
the Hydraulic Engineer, Brisbane.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
T. M. KING, Under Secretary.
The Treasury, Brisbane, 15th October, 1897.
MARINE DEPARTMENT OF QUEENSLAND.
TENDERS FOR STORES.TENDERS will be received at the Treasury, Brisbane, until Noon onSATURDAY, 6th November, from persons willing to contract
for the Supply  of Stores  at the various Ports and Lightships for the
above Department, for two years from 1st January, 1898.
Forms of Tender, Schedules, and General Conditions may be
obtained on application to the Portmaster, or any of the local Harbour
Masters.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Stores, Marine Department."
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
T. M. KING, Under Secretary.
The Treasury,  Brisbane , 19th August, 1897.
CLEARING PART OF MAROOCHY RIVER.TENDERS are invited, up to Four p.m. on 5th November, frompersons willing  to undertake the Formation of a Boat Channel
through certain  Shoals  in the Maroochy River, between Pidnung
Island and Low's Landing, in accordance with Plan and Specification,
which may be seen at the Post Office, Yandina, or at Marine Depart-
ment  Offices,  Edward street.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
T. M. ALMOND, Portmaster.
Marine Department ,  Brisbane , 22nd October, 1897.
of Saturday, 25th September, 1897.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 19th October, 1897.
T is hereby notified, for public information, that it has been
approved to make the Post Office at Alpha a Money Order Office
forthwith.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
DIVISION OF TOOMBUL.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  20th October, 1897.
H
IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has ,  in pursuance of the pro visions of  " The Divisional
Boards  Act of  1887," been pleased to approve of the following
By-law made by the Board of the Division of Toombul.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS  by  "The  Divisional  Boards Act of  1887"  it is enacted that
the Board  of any Division  may make By-laws for all or any of the
purposes in the said Act mentioned : It is hereby resolved by the
board of the Division of Toombul, by and with the approval of the
Governor in Council, that the  following  By-law shall be  in force within
the said Division from the date of the publication hereof :-
BY-LAW No. 34.
Clause 2 of By-law No. 30 of the Toombul Divisional Board,
published in the  Csovernment Gazette  dated 19th December, 1893, is
hereby repealed (but such repeal  shall not affect anything lawfully done
under the  authority of the  said repealed clause ),  and the following clause
is substituted therefor:-Ordinary meetings  of the Board shall be held  at the office of the
Board on the first Wednesday in each month  at three o'clock in the
afternoon.
Certificate.
The foregoing By-law was passed by the Board of the Division of
Toombul at a special meeting called for that purpose on the twenty-
eighth day of July, A.D. 1897; the said By-law was duly published in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards Act of  1887,"
and was confirmed at a subsequent special meeting of the said Board on
the twenty-ninth day of September, A.g, 1897.
JOHN CHAPMAN,  Chairman.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1897.
PAPER, BINDING, AND LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIAL.
/TENDERS will be received at this Office until Noon of FRIDAY,
the 31st December, 1897, from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Paper, Binding, and Lithographic Material required by
the Government Printing Department in Queensland, for two years,
commencing on the 1st July, 1898.
Tenders must state the price at which each article is to be delivered,
free of all charges, at the Government Printing Office, Brisbane, where
samples can be seen,  and a  list of the quantities of each article
required obtained. The successful Tenderer must from time to
time supply, immediately upon demand, at contract prices, such
additional quantities as may be required by the Department.
A memorandum must be attached to each Tender, signed by the
Tenderer and two responsible persons  as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within seven days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance, in a
sum equal to 10 per cent. of the gross amount of the Tender.
Tenders to be addressed to the Under Secretary, Home Secretary's
Department, Brisbane, and superscribed,  " Tender for Paper, Binding,
and Lithographic Material."The Government will not necessarily accept the lowest orany
Tender.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
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Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 22nd October, 1897.
T
HE  following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the English, Scottish, and Australian
Bank, Limited, within the Colony of Queenslard, taken front the several Weekly St itements during the Quarter from the 1st July to
30th September, 1897, is published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL  ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the ENGLISH, SCOTTISH, AND AUSTRALIAN BANK,
LIMITED, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st July to
30th September, 1897.
LIABILITI ES. AMOUNT.
C Not bearin InterestNotes in Circulation ... Z inBearing Interest ... ;:; ;:; ...
( Not bearing InterestBills i Cir lati ... ... ... ... ...cun on Bearing Interest .., .., ... ... ... ...
Perpetual Inscribed Stocks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Depoeits* Not bearing Interest ... ... ...,,, . Bearing Interest
::: ::: ;::
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ... ... ... ... ...
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ...
£ s. d.
14,770 3 3
17,297 10 9
...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ...
... ... ...
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ... ...
Treasury Notes ... ... ... ... ... ... .. .
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property .. .. ..
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... .. ... ..
Balances due from other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes, Bills of Exchange, and all
Stock and Funded Debts of every description, excepting Notes,  Bills, and Balances
due to the  said  Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets ... ... ... ... ...
*  Including Terminable Deposits payable 1902-4.
£ s. d.
TOTAL.
£ a, d.
I .........
.........
75,029 10 9
32 067 14 0,
... £107,097 4 9
... 970,987 10 0
... .........
... .........
... .........
TOTAL.
£ s. d.
22,770 9 3
1,102 3 0
1,524 18 10
167,501 0 5
2192,898 11 6
PERCY MATTHEWS,  Manager.
D. B. FINLAYSON,  Accountant.
I, Percy Matthews, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract  is a true  and faithfu
Acooul.t of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified; and that the same was made up
from the Weekly  Statements  thereof.
Sworn berore me this  eleventh day of October, 1897.
S. B. CAMERON, Justice of the Peace.
PERCY MATTHEWS.
Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 23rd October, 1897.
THE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Limited, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 28th June
to 27th September, 1897, is published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS Of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY,
LIMITED, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 28th June to 27th
September, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation
Not bearing Interest ... ::; ::: ::
Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation j Not bearing Interest ... ... ... ...J Bearing Interest ... ...
Balances due to other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ...
BearingNot bearing Interest ... ... ... ...Deposits  ... ... Interest ... ... ::: :::
Ditto, Government
AMOUNT. TOTAL.
ig s. d. £ s. d.
422,428 14 5
583,761 18 5
107,692 6 2
1,484 6 4
1,546 15 2
1,113,882 19 0
Total Amount  of Liabilities £1,116,914 0 6
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,000,000 0 0
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8 per cent.
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 40,000 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,025,256 19 5
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THE COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY,  LIMITED- e0niinued.
ASSETS. AMOUNT. TOTAL.
£  a. d. £ s. d.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... 310,860 3 1
Gold and Silver in Bullion and Bars ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Government Securities, Treasury Notes ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... . 43,840 17 0
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... 38,178 9 3
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... 5,557 14 6
Balances  due from other Banks ... ... ... . ... ... ... .. 935 18 3
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes, Bills of Exchange, and all Stock )
and Funded Debts of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances due to lc ......... 933,386 8 11
the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £1,332,759 11 0
Brisbane , 20th October, 1897. D. J. ABERCROMBIE,  Manager.
A. L. DAWSON, Accountant.
I, David John Abercrombie, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful
Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified; and that the same was made
up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New
South Wales, 4 Victoria No. 13.
Sworn before me , at Brisbane, this twentieth day of October, 1897.
W. 11. PARKER, Justice of the Peace.
D. J. ABERCROMBIE.
Home Secretary's Office,  Brisbane , 22nd October, 1897.THE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount ofthe Liabilities and Assets  of Land  Bank of Queensland , Limited,taken from the several Weekly Statements (luring the Quarter from the 1st July to 30th September, 1897, is published  in conformity
with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13. _
W. H. RYDER, Under  Secretary.
GSNSRAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of LAND BANK OF QUEENBLAND ,  LIMITED, taken from
the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTEE from the 1st July to 30th September, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation ,.' ( Not bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ...Bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bills in Circulation ( Not  bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ...
' Z Bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Liabilities other than Balance due to Banks and Deposits
Balance due to other Banks ... ... ...
t
... ... ...
Deposits ,.. S Not bearing InterestBearing Interest
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... ...
AMOUNT. TOTAL.
£  it. d.
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ... ... ...
Rate of the Last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders ... ... ...
Amount of the Last Half-yearly Dividend and Bonus declared ... ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... ...
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ... ... ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Balances  due from other  Banks  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes, Bills of Exchange, and all Stock
and Funded Debts of every Description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances due to
the said Bank from other Banks
Total  Amount  of Assets £29,45916 2
HY. DONKIN,  Manager.
I, Henry Donkin, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract  is a true and  faithful
Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified; and that the  same was made up
from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
AMOUNT.
£  S. d.
7,500 0 0
6000 0
£8,100 0 0
20,100 0 0
TOTAL.
£  a. d. £  jr. d.
28,7635 9
112 .9 4
584 1 1
Sworn before me,  at Brisbane , this fourteenth day of October, 1897. HY. DONKIN.
BLAKISTON ROBINSON,  Justice of the Peace.
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Home  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1897.
HIS Excellency  the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
1111  Council, has been  pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information  which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of  the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an explosion  of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters  Towers Gold Field on the morning of the 25th of
December ,  1896 ;  also that  a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the crime , not being the principal offender, who shall give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred  and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid for such information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed all or any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey
that were stabbed at that place on the said night ; and that a
Free Pardon be given to any person concerned in the crime, not being
the principal offender, who may give such information.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary 's  Office,Brisbane, 22nd October, "1897.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum aDunwich is
published in pursuance of the Regulations for the management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
RETURN  FOR  THE WEEK ENDED 16TH  DAY OF OCTOBER, 1807.
Number of Inmates remaining  in Asylum at date
of previous Report  ... ... ... ,.. 899
Number since admitted  ... ... ... ...  8
Number returned from leave  ... ... ...  6
Number discharged ... 4
913
Number  died ... ... ... ... 1
Number absent on leave  ... ... 10
- 15
Number remaining at date hereof  ... ...  898
Admissions :
Thomas Macklewright ,  85, labou rer, from  Brisbane  ; last two
years ill in Brisbane,  and inmate  of the hospital there. .
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John Folliard, 64, cook, from Townsville; last two years cook at
an hotel in Townsville,  and inmate  of the hospital there.
Patrick Campbell, 67, miner, from the Johnstone River; last
two years on the Johnstone River, and inmate of the Port Douglas
Hospital.
James Harper, 69, labourer, from Warwick; last two years at
Warwick and Killarney, and innate of the Warwick Hospital.
Caroline Bleach, 60, washerwoman, from Brisbane; last two
years  washing at Kangaroo Point.
Annie Mary Coop, 49, cook, from Roma; last two years travelling
in New South Wales, and cook in Mungindi.
Be-admissions :
Peter Brandt, 77.
Richard Thomas, 73.
Discharges :
William Robert Page, 67; admitted 30th April, 1897.
Daniel Moriarty, 79; admitted 4th August, 1897.
Charles Thompson, 78; admitted 20th July, 1897.
Robert Livingstone, 42; admitted 8th December, 1896.
Death :
Henry Walters, 53; admitted 10th August, 1897.
P. SMITH, Medical  Superintendent.
QUEENSLAND  GOVERNMENT  LABOUR BUREAU.
A
N  Office for  the transaction of all business connected with the
above is now oxen in a portion of the Ports and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted  by the Assistant  Immigration Agents
at Ipswich ,  Toowoomba , Maryborough,  Bundaberg ,  Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville , and by the Clerks  of Petty Sessions at all
other towns in the  Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers in charge ,  stating the class of men required ,  the work to be
done, and the wages offered  ;  and applicants seeking work should
persona lly register their names and addresses.
Information respecting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district is always obtainable at the Head Office.
J. O'N. BRENAN,  Officer in Charge.
Office of Registrar of Friendly  Societies,
Brisbane, 18th October, 1897.
"THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.THE Loyal Park Ledge isregistered as a Branch  of the Indepen-dent Order of Oddfellows of Victoria (Queensland District)
Friendly Society, under  " The Friendly  Societies  Act  of 1594," this
eighteenth day of October, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE,  Registrar  of Friendly  Societies.
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made. for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinafter
mentioned.  Particulars  of such applications are given below, and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or
before  the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
D
D
ate of
eath. Name of Claimant. Description and Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed to be
transmitted.
Michael Nevin
Nevan ),  late
Creek,  near
farmer
(otherwise 30
of Swan
Warwick,
lay Michael Patrick  Nevin, of Portion 265 and subdivisions 1 and 8 of
the same place ,  farmer  portions  263 and 264,  county of  Merivale,
parish of Robinson
Fee-simple  ...
1895.
Joseph Cook (otherwise 30 Sept.  John Cook and Arthur  Portions  5 and 6, county  of Churchill, parish Fee-simple  ...
Joseph Cook ,  junior), late
of Laidley ,  farmer
Wyatt Cook, both of  of Townson  ;  portions 66  and 90 , county of
Laidley, farmers  Churchill ,  parish of  Thornton  ;  and subdi-
1893.
Charles CON ,  late of 6 Dec.
(lympie ,  commission
agent
Selina  Cuffe, of  the same
place ,  widow of de-
ceased
Registrar of Titles '  Office ,  Brisbane , 23rd October, 1897.
vision 1 of portion 3, county of Churchill,
parish of Mort.
Subdivision 2 of allotment 1 of section 139,
town of Maryborough
Particulars of Will or
otherwise.
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
1897.
Letters of Administra. ' 30 Nov.
tion
1897.
Will dated 10 Septem- 30 Nov.
her, 1895
1897.
Fee-simple Will dated 21  Novem -  30 Nov.
ber, 1893
J. O. BOURN,  Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
UIARE NOTICE,  that application has been made to  bring the Land described below under the provisions of the  Real  Property Acts of
1861 and 1877. Any person desiring to oppose will require to lodge, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of the said Acts,
on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land.
Allotment  9 of section  9, county of Merivale, parish of Allora, within
the Allora Village Reserve
Name of  Applicant.
Sarah Ann Houston, of South Brisbane,
widow,  as Administratrix  of the Estate of
Isaac Houston, deceased, the eldest son and
heir- at-law of James  Houston, deceased
Date  within which  a Cavest
may be Lodged.
30th November, 1897.
Registrar of Titles '  Ofce, Brisbane,  23rd October ,  1897. J .  O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
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Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or after the Seventeenth
day of November, 1897, in conformity with the provisions of
the 95th section of the  "Real Property Act  of 1861," to dispense
with the production of Certificates of Title Nos. 78317 and 7LN338,
volume 45, folios 7 and 11, Northern District, in the name of Peter
Deane, for subdivisions 12 and 13 of section 4 and subdivisions 5 and
6 of section 3 of suburban portion 9, county of Douglas, parish of
Hughenden, for the purpose of registering a Transfer,  No.  N 17887,
of all the said land, made by the Sheriff of Queensland in favour of
Percival Paul and Frederick Webb, in pursuance of a Writ of Fieri
Facias  tested the twenty-fifth day of March,  1897,  and issued cut of
the Supreme Court in an action wherein Fridrikke Deane and k% illiam
Reinhold are the plaintiffs, and the said Peter Deane is defendant; the
parties to the said Transfer being unable to produce the said Certifi-
cates of Title.
J. O. BOURNE ,  Registrar of Titles.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 20th October, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby  notified ,  for public information ,  that the Reverend
JOHN HENRY FANBROTHER,  a Minister of the Church of
England Denomination ,  having removed from Mount Morgan, in the
Registry District of Westwood, to Blackall ,  in the Registry District
of Blackall ,  has given me due notice thereof, in accordance  with the
provisions of  " The Marriage  Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 20th October, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
ROBERT MooIHEAb LEGATE, a Minister of the Presbyterian
Denomination, having removed from Dalby, in the Registry District
of Dalby, to Toowong, in the Registry District of Toowong, has given
me due notice thereof, in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Marriage .Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 20th October, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
ALEXANDER PEsRY, a Minister of the Church of England
Denomination, residing at Longreach, in the Registry District of
Aramac, has been duly registered as a Minister of Religion authorised
to celebrate Marriages in the colony of Queensland, under the
provisions of  "The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar-General.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain WALTON DRAKE, Q M.D.F., Acting Naval
Commandant, Q.D.F.
Head-Quarters, Naval Brigade,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1897.
No. 242.
THE following changes will take effect from date
BRISBANE NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 535, W. Moore, A B., is granted  six months ' leave of absence
from 1st November, 1897.
MARYBOROUO H NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 95,J. Bayley, A.B., is allowed to resign.
TOWNSVILLE NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 264, J. Billston, A.B.; No. 280, G. Culliss, A.B.; and No.
287, A. J. McCarthy, A.B., are allowed to resign.
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Acting Naval Commandant, Q.D.F.
DIVISION OF BURRUM.
(`STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE for the
Half- year  ended 30th June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January- £ s. d.
To Cash in hand ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 59 1 9
Credit, Loan Account ... ... ... ... 2 17 4
Total Receipts ... ... ... ... ... ... 425 7 0
,, -Balance  due Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... 903 9 1
1st January- EXPENDITURE.
By Balance, Q. N. Bank ... ...
„ Total Expenditure ..
„ Stock Account, Subdivision No. 1
„ Credit, Loan Aceount, Q. N. Bank
LOAN ACCOUNT.
3rd April- LOWER DIVISION.
Colonial Treasurer .
15th June- SUBDIVISION No. 2.
Gayndah  Road ... ... ... ...
Balance , 30th June ... ... ... ...
£1,39015 2
754 18 11
627 19 6
0 10 1
7 6 8
£1,39015 2
£ s. d.
400 0 0
62 10 5
337 9 7
£400 0 0
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BALANCE-SHEET, 30TH JUNE, 1897.
30th June-
Capital Account ... ... ...
Sundries ... .. ... ...
Credit, Loan Account ... ...
30th June-
Q. N. Bank, General Account :..
Government Loan ...
Labourers' Accident Fund ...
£ s. d.
... ... ... ... 1,521 7 1
... ... ... ... 49 19 11.
... ... ... ... 7 6 8
£1,57813 8
903 9 1
674 18 8
0  5 11
£1,57813 8
STATEMENT OF CONTRACTS FOR HALF-YEAR,
30TH JUNE, 1897.
30th June, 1897.-Seven Contracts  entered into  :  Estimated amount,
£205 3s. 10d. ; paid, £G2 10s.  5d. ; balance , £14213s. 5d.
E. B. C. CORSER,  Chairman.
J. MOORE LA BARTE,  Divisional  Board's Clerk.
Maryborough, 24th August, 1897.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify  that we have examined  all
Books of Accounts and Vouchers kept by the  Divisional Board of
Burrum ,  and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
JAMES CUNNINGHAM,
} Auditors.JAS. S. BARTHOLOMEW,
Mar orough, 24th August, 1897.7 26s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Alexander Thomson
Macfarlane, of Charleville, in the colony of Queensland, licensed
surveyor, by the said Alexander Thomson Macfarlane.UT i' PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered thatJ the said Alexander Thomson Macfarlane be and he is hereby
adjudged insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Alexander Thomson
Macfarlane, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office
of the Registrar of this Court on the Fourth day of November,
1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Alexander Thomson Macfarlane shall, on the Second
day of November, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of
his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under  the seal  of the Court this eighteenth day of October,
1.897.
12s.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS,  Deputy Registrar.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Joseph Dixon, of
Walla road, Gin Gin, in the colony  of Queensland , labourer, by
the said Joseph Dixon.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it  is ordered that
the said Joseph Dixon be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in formd pauperis,  and that  James  Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Joseph Dixon, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on THURSDAY, the Fourth day of November, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
Joseph Dixon shall, on the Second day of November, 1897, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences,  so far  as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this eighteenth day of October,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
CHARLES F. NIELSON, Insolvent' s Solicitor ,  Bundaberg.
By his A gents-BERNAYS  AND OSBORNE,
13s. 6d. 150 Queen  street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Anastasia  Barraclough,
of Maryborough, in the colony of Queensland, boarding-house
keeper,  a married  woman with  a separate  estate, by the said
Anastasia  Barraclough.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Anastasia Barraclough be and she is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of her Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Anastasia tarraclough, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Twenty-eighth day of October, 1897, at Eleven -o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the  said Anastasia
Barraclough shall , on the Twenty-sixth day of October, -  1897;  -at
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Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate  statement, verified on oath, of her debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the  names and  residences, so far as known, of her
creditors , and of the causes of her inability to meet her engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this fifteenth day of October,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
HENRY CORSER, Solicitor for Insolvent, Maryborough.
By G. V. HELLICAR, Brisbane.
13s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency Petition against Michael Conway, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, labourer, by the
said Michael Conway.
U
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Michael Conway be and be is hereby adjudged  insolvent in
forma' pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of  his Estate. And it is further ordered that  the  First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Michael Conway, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, Principal Registry, Townsville, on the Twenty-ninth day of
October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Michael Conway shall, on the Twenty-eighth day
of October, 1897, at Townsville aforesaid, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts  and liabilities  of  every  kind, and of the  names  and residences,
so far as  known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to
meet his  engagements.
Given under  the seal of  the Court this thirteenth day of October,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
W. F. R. BOYCE, Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
Town Agents-UNMACx, Fox, AND HOBBS, Townsville.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUTBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Francis Mark  Gregory,
of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, engine-driver,
by the said Francis Mark Gregory.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,  it. is  ordered that
the said Francis Mark Gregory be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George  Fraser, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Francis Mark
Gregory, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar  of this Court, Principal Registry, Townsville, on the Twenty-
ninth  day of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said Francis Mark Gregory shall, on the
Twenty-eighth day of October, 1897, at Townsville aforesaid, deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of  every  kind, and of the
names and  residences,  so far  as known, of his creditors, and of the
causes of  his inability to meet his engagements.
Given. under the:seal of the Court this thirteenth day of October,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
W. F. R. BOYCE, Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
Town Agents--UNMAcK, Fox, AND HOBBS, Townsville.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme:Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. ' JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against William Joseph
Bredhauer, of Golden Gate,  near  Croydon, in the colony of
Queensland, miner, by the said William Joseph Bredhauer.UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, itis ordered that hesaid William Joseph Bredhauer be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said William Joseph Bredhauer, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Twenty-ninth day of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said William Joseph
Bredhauer  shall, on the Twenty-eighth day of October, 1897, at
Townsville, deliver to the T rustee  in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement , verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the  names  and residences,  so far as  known, of his
creditors , and of the  causes  of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirteenth day of October,
1897.
By- the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
J.  LYONS, Solicitor for Insolvent, Croydon.
Town Agents-UNMACK, Fox, AND HOBBS, Townsville.
12s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against John McGhee, of
Croydon, in the colony  of Queensland ,  miner , by the said John
McGhee.
U
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said John McGhee be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in forma' pauperis,  and that Thomas  George  Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said John McGhee, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Twenty-ninth day of October, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said John
McGhee shall, on the Twenty-eighth day of October, 1897, at, Towns-
ville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true, and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this eleventh day of October,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
F. J. LYONS, Solicitor for Insolvent, Croydon.
Town Agents-UNMACK, Fox, AND HOBBS, Townsville.
13s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In form a' pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Theodore Petersen,
of Mackay ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  labourer ,  by the said
Theodore Petersen.
U
PON  the hearing  of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Theodore Petersen be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in formd pauperis ,  and that Thomas George Fraser,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First  General Meeting of the creditors of the said Theodore
Petersen ,  for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court on the  T wenty-ninth day of October ,  1897, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the
said Theodore Petersen shall, on the Twenty-eighth day of October,
1897, at Townsville ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabi li ties of
every kind ,  and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this eleventh day of October,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER ,  Registrar.
F. C. MACNISH,  Solicitor for Insolvent ,  Mackay.
Town A gents - UNDIACx, Fox, AND HOBBS,
13s. 6d .  Solicitors ,  Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsvi lle.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against William John Sobey,
of Charters Towers ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  miner, by the
said William John Sobey.
UPON the hearing  of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said William John Sobey be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in forma  pauperis ,  and that Thomas George Fraser ,  Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Insolvent, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this.
Court  on the Twenty -sixth day of October ,  1897 ,  at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the said Insolvent
shall, on the Twenty -fifth day of October ,  1897 ,  at Townsville ,  deliver
to the Trustee of this Estate a full ,  true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this eighth day of October,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
E. J. FORREST,  Solicitor ,  Flinders street ,  Townsville.
Agent for F. MILFORD,
13s. 6d .  Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formic pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  James Welch, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, butcher, by the
said James Welch.UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, itis ordered that hesaid James  Welch be  and  lie is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formd pauperis,  and that  Thomas George  Fraser ,  Esquire, be
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Official  Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Insolvent,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court on the Second day of  November,  1897, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Insolvent shall, on the First day of November ,  1897, at Towns-
ville, deliver to the  Trustee  of this Estate a full ,  true ,  and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts and  li abilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirteenth day of October,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor, Flinders street, Townsville.
Agent for F. MILFORD,
13s. 6d. Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of Robert Hay, of Palparara Station ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  grazier ,  an Insolvent.
ON the twentieth day of October, 1897, a Certificate  of Discharge
was granted  to Robert  Hay, of Palparara Station, in  the colony
of Queensland ,  who was adjudicated insolvent  on the twenty-third
day of November, 1894.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
MACDONALD-PATERSON AND HAWTHORN,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
2355 Edward street, Brisbane. 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of Charles Welch, formerly of Grass-tree Gold Field, near
Mackay, mining manager, but now of Calliope, near Gladstone,
in the colony of Queensland, licensed victualler, an Insolvent.
ON the twentieth day of October, A.D. 1897, a Certificate of Dis-
charge was granted to the abovenamed Charles Welch, formerly
of Grass-tree Gold Field,  near  Mackay, mining manager, but now of
Calliope, near Gladstone, in the colony of Queensland, licensed
victualler, who was adjudicated insolvent on the fourteenth day of
November, 1892.
Dated this twentieth day of October, A.D. 1897.
WILLM. BELL,  Registrar.
T. DE LACY KELLETT,
Solicitor for the Insolvent, Gladstone.
By his Agents-FoxTON AND HAVARD, Solicitors,
2256 Albert street, Brisbane. 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN  INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBS.
In the Matter of Tom Thomas ,  of the Mulgrave road ,  near Cairns, in
the colony of Queensland, timber-getter, an Insolvent.
ON the thirtieth day of August, 1897, a Certificate of Discharge
was granted to Tom Thomas, of the Mulgrave road, near Cairns,
in the colony of Queensland, timber-getter, who was adjudicated
insolvent on the fourth day of February, 1893.
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
E. A. MILFORD,  Insolvent 's Solicitor ,  Cairns.
Agents-
A. M. BEAUMONT, Solicitor, Townsville, and
BERNAYS AND OSBORNE, 150 Queen street, Brisbane.
2323  7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of James Francis O'Brien, presently of Brisbane, in
the colony of Queensland ,  stock and share broker ,  an Insolvent.
ON the Seventeenth  day of  November, 1897,  at Ten o'clock in the
forenoon ,  James Francis O'Brien, presently of Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland ,  adjudicated insolvent on the eighth day of
August, 1897, will apply to the Supreme Court, at Brisbane, for a
Certi ficate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-first day of October, 1897.
2345
SYDNEY PRITCHARD,
So li citor for Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Thomas Hamilton Murray, of Rockhampton, in
the colony of Queensland,  grazier.
ICHARD DANIEL SHAW, of Rockhampton, in the colony of
R Queensland, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Debtor.
Deputy Registrar.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this fourteenth day of October, A.D. 1897.
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,  Registrar.
Louis E. HOWLER,
Solicitor for Trustee, Denham street, Rockhampton.
2352 98.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by Carl Christian Julius
Jocumsen, of Maryborough, in the colony of Queensland, produce
merchant.NOTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of theCreditors of the abovenamed Carl Christian Julius Jocumsen
has been summoned to be held at the Office of James Malcolm
Stafford, at  Bazaar  street, Maryborough aforesaid, on THURSDAY,
the Fourth day of November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon
precisely.
Dated this nineteenth day of October, 1897.
JAS. M. STAFFORD,
By his Agent- Solicitor for the said Debtor, Maryborough.
THOMAS O'SULLIVAN, Solicitor, 181 Queen street, Brisbane.
2360 7s.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrange-
ment of the Affairs of Harry Baynes, George Baynes,  Ernest
Baynes, and John Vigers Francis, of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, trading together under the name, style, or firm of
"The Graziers' Meat Export Company and  Graziers '  Butcher-
ing Company."
T
HE Creditors of the abovenamed Harry Baynes, George Baynes,
Ernest Baynes, and John Vigers Francis are required, on or
before the Thirtieth day of October, to send their  names and addresses
and the particulars of their debts or claims to me, the undersigned
George Samuel Hutton, of Brisbane, the Trustee under the Liquida-
tion, or in default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of
the dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated at Brisbane this twentieth day of October, 1897.
GEO. S. HUTTON,
Adelaide street, Brisbane. Trustee.
2344 7s. 6d.
In the Assigned Estate of Jacob Young, of Ipswich, butcher.
A SECOND and Final Dividend, of 4d. in the £, is payable in the
above  Estate on all admitted  claims , This Day (WEDNES-
DAY), 20th October, 1897, at my Office, Nicholas  street , Ipswich.
2322
ELIAS HA DING,  Trustee.
2s. 6d.
Iii the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will and Codicil of Norman George Lampson, late of The
Farm House, Pont street,-in the county of Middlesex, in England,
and of No. 64 Queen street, in the city of London, commission
merchant, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal
estate of the abovenamed Norman George Lampson, deceased, with a
certified copy Probate of his Will and Codicil annexed, may be
granted to The Union Trustee Company of Australia, Limited, the
Jawfully constituted Attorney of John Blackburn Fergusson and Sir
George Curtis Lampson, Baronet, the Executors named in the said
Will and Codicil. Any person interested who desires to object to the
application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry
at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-third day of October, A.D. 1897.
HART, FLOWER, AND DRURY,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for The Union Trustee Company of Australia, Limited.
2359 10s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Gocds of John William Schild (otherwise John William Baker,
otherwise John Baker), late of Lake's Creek, Rockhampton, in the
colony of Queensland, carter, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of the
abovenamed John William Schild (otherwise John William Baker,
otherw;se John Baker), deceased, who died a bachelor, without parent
and intestate, may be granted to John Henry Flower, of Adelaide
street, Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, solicitor, the lawfully
constituted attorney of Catherine Elizabeth Jones, wife of George
James Jones, of No. 60 St. Peter's street, hackney road, in the
county of London, in England, carpenter, the natural and lawful
sister of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-third day of October, 1897.
GRAHAM LLOYD HART,
Solicitor for the said John Henry Flower,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
2357 9s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Trusts of the Will and Codicil of George Byrne, late of
Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Account f George Robert
Byrne and John Gallwey, the Trustees of the abovenamed
Estate , from the first day of'September, 1896, to the sixth day of
October, 1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by
the said George Robert Byrne and John Gallwey, and that the said
George  Robert Byrne and John Gallwey intend to apply to the Court
for an all owance  of a commission on the income and proceeds of sale
of trust property received by them. All parties claiming to be
interested in the said Estate are at liberty to inspect the said
Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
or before TUESDAY, the Thirtieth day of November, 1897, and, if
they think fit, object thereto. Notice is also, given, that whether any
objection is taken to the said Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid
day, proceed to examine and inquire into the said, Account. Notice is
further given, that any person who may desire to object to the said
Account, or any item or items therein, or to the allowance of a
commission  to the Trustees, must before that day file in my Office a
memorandum to that effect.
Dated this fifteenth day of October, 1897.
CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE,  AND MCNAB,
2321 Solicitors  for the Trustees,  Brisbane. 15s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Will of Simon Cullen (sometimes known as Simon Cullan),
late of Paddington, near Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland,
freeholder, deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Account of  George  Brown and
William Costello, the Executors in the abovenamed Estate,
from the twenty-third day of September, 1896, to the twelfth day of
October, 1897, has this day been  filed in my Office, duly verified by
the said George Brown and William Costello. All parties claiming
to be interested in the said Estate are at liberty to inspect the said
Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or
before MONDAY, the Twenty-ninth day of November next, and, if
they think fit, to object thereto. Notice is also given, that whether
any objection is taken to the said Account or not I shall, after the
aforesaid day, proceed to examine and inquire into the said Account.
Notice is further given, that any person who may desire to object to
the said Account, or any item or items therein, or the allowance to
the Executors of a commission thereon, 'must before that day file in
my Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this sixteenth day of October,. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
CHARLES LILLEY,
Solicitor for the said Executors,
2324 171 Queen street, Brisbane. 13s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Lands and Goods of Thomas Ford, late of Lake's Creek, near
Rockhampton, in the colony of Queensland, labourer, deceased,
intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed Thomas Ford, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Edward Ford, of Rockhampton; in the colony of
Queensland, labourer, the natural and lawful brother and one of the
next-of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated this nineteenth day of October, A.D. 1897.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the said Edward Ford,
Quay street, Rockhampton.
Agents-BEES R. AND SYDNEY JONES, Albert street, Brisbane.
2346 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Susan Flood (wife of John Flood), late of
Gympie, in the colony of Queensland, deceased, intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed Susan Flood, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to John Flood, of Gympie aforesaid, mining secretary,
the lawful widower of the said Susan Flood, deceased.
Dated this eighteenth day of October, 1897.
FRANCIS ISII)ORE POWER,
Mary street, Gympie,
Solicitor for the said John Flood.
Town Agents-CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
2348 Adelaide street, Brisbane. 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands of William Parker, late of Fast Brisbane, in the colony
of Queensland,  master  mariner, deceased, intestate.N is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen,lv days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the  real  estate of the
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy  Registrar.
abovenamed William Parker, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Stephen Eugarde, of East Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, ironworker, Executor of the Will of Ann Parker, late of
East Brisbane aforesaid, widow of the abovenamed William Parker,
deceased.
Dated this twenty-first day of October, A.D. 1897.
2349
MICHAEL PAT1;tICK HALLEY,
Solicitor for the said Stephen Eugarde,
26 Queen street , Brisbane.
78.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Robert Tyson, late of Croy don, in the colony of
Queensland ,  miner ,  deceased, intestate.
N OTICE  is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application wi ll  be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed Robert Tyson ,  deceased ,  who died intestate, may be
granted to The Union Trustee Company of Australia ,  Limited, of
Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  the lawfully constituted
Attorney of Sarah Tyson ,  of Newtown ,  near Sydney ,  in the colony of
New South Wales, widow of the said deceased.
Dated this twentieth day of October ,  A.D. 1897.
ALFRED DOWN,
Solicitor for the said The Union Trustee Company of Australia,
2325
Limited,
Queen street, Brisbane.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Norah Jane Tones ,  late of Kilcoy, near
Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  deceased, intestate, the
wife of John George Tones.
N
OTICE is  hereby given, that ,  after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made
to this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed Norah Jane Tones, deceased ,  who died
intestate ,  may be granted to John George Tones, of  Kilcoy  aforesaid,
freeholder ,  the husband of the said deceased.
Dated this nineteenth day of October, 1897.
2340
WILLIAM THOMAS ATTHOW,
Solicitor for the said  John  George Tones,
81 Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In  the  Will of Takizo Taguchi, late of Thursday Island, in the colony
of Queensland, diver, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that,  after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application  will be made to
this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the  abovenamed
Takizo Taguchi,  deceased , may be  granted to  Kametaro Taguchi,
Jinzaemon  Matsunami , and Yasutaro Yasukawachi, all of Thursday
Island aforesaid, the Executors named in the said Will. Any person
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon
it, may file  a caveat in  the Registry at any time before the grant is
made.
Dated this second day of October, 1897.
WILLIAM E. SELDON,
Solicitor for the said Executors, Thursday Island.
Town Agents-KING AND SACHSE,
2341 Queen street, Brisbane,  Solicitors. 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Ernle Kerr Amyatt Amyatt-Burney, late of No. 16
Chester square, in the county of Middlesex,  in England , retired
Lieutenant-Colonel in Her Majesty's Army, deceased,  intestate.
f OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed Ernie Kerr Aniyatt Amyatt-Burney, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to The Union Trustee Company of
Australia, Limited, the lawfully constituted Attorney of Clara Edith
Amyatt-Burney, of No. 16 Chester  square, in  the county of Middlesex,
in England, the widow of the said deceased, c rid the Administrator of
his  estate in  England.
Dated this twenty-third day of October, A.D. 1897.
HART, FLOWER, AND DRURY,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said The Union Trustee Company of
2358
Australia, Limited.
8s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be JOHN DORFELD, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the 5th section of  the "Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given,
that all creditors and other persons having any claims or demands
upon or against the Estate of John Dorfeld (sometimes and in his
Will called John Dorfeld, senior), late of Gowrie road, Towoomba, in
the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased, who died at Gowrio road,
Toowoomba aforesaid, on or about the twenty-seventh day of March,
1896, and Probate of whose Will was granted by the Supreme Court
of Queensland on the twenty-first day of May, 1896, to Catharina
Dorfeld, of Gowrie road, Toowoomba aforesaid, widow, John Dorfeld,
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of Wellcamp, in the said colony, farmer, Elisabeth Zupp, of Gowric
road, Toowoomba aforesaid, widow, and John Thomas Bell, of Well-
camp aforesaid, farmer, the Executrices and Executors therein named,
are hereby required to send, in writing, particulars of their claims
or demands to the undersigned, Hamilton and Wonderley, solicitors
to the said Catharina Dorfeld, John Dorfeld, Elisabeth Zupp, and
John Thomas Bell, at Toowoomba aforesaid, on or before the Twenty-
ninth day of November, 1897. And notice is hereby also given, that
at the expiration of the last-named date the said Catharina Dorfeld,
John Dorfeld, Elisabeth Zupp, and John Thomas Bell will proceed to
distribute the assets of the said John Dorfeld, deceased, amongst the
parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which the
said Catharina Dorfeld, John Dorfeld, Elisabeth Zupp, and John
Thomas Bell shall have then had notice, and that the said Catharina
Dorfeld, John Dorfeld, Elisabeth Zupp, and John Thomas Bell will
not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any
person of whose debt or claim the said Catharine Dorfeld, John
Dorfeld, Elisabeth Zupp, and John Thomas Bell shall not have had
notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-first day of October, 1897.
HAMILTON AND WONDERLEY,
Solicitors for the said Catharina Dorfeld, John Dorfeld,
2363
Elisabeth Zupp, and John Thomas Bell,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
18s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.
Be THOMAS EDWARD EDWARDS ,  deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the "  Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons  Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Thomas Edward Edwards, late of Brisbane ,  in the colony
of Queensland ,  importer and draper ,  deceased ,  who died on or about
the seventh day of September, 1897, at Brisbane aforesaid, and
Probate of whose Will was, on the thirteenth day of October, 1897,
duly granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to Frances Jane
Edwards, of Brisbane aforesaid ,  widow ,  and The Union Trustee
Company of Australia ,  Limited, of Brisbane aforesaid ,  the Executrix
and Executor named in the said Will, are hereby required to send in,
in writing ,  particulars of their debts br claims to the said The Union
Trustee Company of Australia ,  Limited ,  at their Offices, London
Bank Chambers, Creek street, Brisbane aforeseid, on or before
WEDNESDAY ,  the First day of December , 1897.  And notice is
also hereby given, that after the expiration of the last -mentioned day
the said Executrix and Executor will proceed to distribute the assets
of the said deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto, having
regard only to the claims of which the said Executrix and  Executor
sha ll  then have had notice ,  and that the said Executrix and Executor
will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to
any person of whose debt or claim the said Executrix and Executor
sha ll  not have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this twentieth day of October, 1897.
ALFRED DOWN,
Solicitor for the said Frances Jane Edwards and The Union
2326
Trustee Company of Australia, Limited,
Queen street, Brisbane.
15s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re MARGARET JOHNSON,  deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees  and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other  persons  having any  claims or demands  upon or against the
Estate of Margaret  Johnson, late of Drake street, Hill End, South
Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland, widow,  deceased , who died at
Drake street  aforesaid  on the sixth day of July, 1896, and of whose
Will Probate was,  on  the second day of November, 1896; duly granted
by the Supreme Court of Queensland to Margaret Goddard, of Drake
street aforesaid , widow, the sole Executrix named in the said Will,
are required to send in ,  in writing ,  particulars  of their claims or
demands to the said Margaret Goddard, at the Office of the under-
signed,  her solicitor,  on or  before MONDAY, the Twenty-ninth day
of November, 1897. And notice is hereby  also  given, that after the
expiration of the last-mentioned day the said  Margaret  Goddard will
proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the
persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which
she shall then have had notice, and that she will not be liable, for
the assets  or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose
debt  or claim she  shall not have had notice at the time of such
distribution.
Dated this twenty-first day of October, 1897.
2342
JAS. F. WATSON,
Solicitor for the said Margaret  Goddard,
82 Queen street ,  Brisbane.
14s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  MICHAEL O'SHEA, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the  11 Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claim or demand upon or.against the
estate of Michael O'Shea (otherwise known as Micnael Shea), late of
Townsville, in the colony of Queensland, drayman, deceased, who died
at Townsville aforesaid on the twenty-eighth day of May, 1897, and
Letters of Administration of whose real and personal estate and effects
were, on the Fifteenth day of October, 1897, granted by the Supreme
Court of Queensland, Townsville, to Queensland Trustees, Limited, are
hereby required to send in, in writing, particulars of their  claims and
demands to the said Queensland Trustees, Limited, addressed to the
Office of the undersigned, their solicitors, on or before the Thirtieth
day of November, 1897. And notice is hereby further given, that at
the expiration of the last-mentioned day the said Queensland Trustees,
Limited, will proceed to distribute the estate of the said deceased
amongst the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims
of which they shall then have had notice, and that they will not be
liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person
of whose claim or demand they shall not then have had notice.
Dated this sixteenth day of October, 1897.
2251
EDWIN NORRIS AND SON,
Solicitors  for the  said Queensland Trustees, Limited,
Flinders street Townsvi lle.
12s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
-Be DAVID PARK SHANNON, deceased.
URSUANT to the provisions of the 6th section of the  "Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given,
that all creditors and other persons having any claims or demands
upon or against the Estate of David Park Shannon, late of Geham,
in the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased, who died at Geham
aforesaid on or about the eighth day of December, 1895, and Probate
of whose Will was granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland, on
the fourth day of February, 1896, to Jemima Shannon, then of Geham
aforesaid, but now of Pechey, in the said colony, widow, the sole
Executrix therein named, are hereby required to send  in, in writing,
particulars of their claims or demands to the undersigned, Charles
Stockwell Eden, solicitor to the said Jemima Shannon, at Toowoomba
aforesaid, on or before the Twenty-seventh day of November, 1897.
And notice is hereby also given, that at the expiration of the last-
named day the said Jemima Shannon will proceed to distribute the
assets of the said David Park Shannon, deceased, amongst the  parties
entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which the said
Jemima Shannon shall have then had notice, and that the said
Jemima Shannon will not be liable, for  the assets  or any part thereof
so distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim the  said Jemima
Shannon shall not have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-first day of October, 1897.
C. S. EDEN,
Solicitor for the said Jemima Shannon,
Margaret street ,  Toowoomba.
Town Agent-J. G. MCGREGOR, Solicitor,  Brisbane.
2354  15s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of John Rose, late of Windermere ; William Matthews
late of Hodgkinson ; Henry Farrell, late of Beetoota ; John
Slater Clarke, late of Tate Tin Mines ; John Pearce, late of
Birdsville ; Alexander Louis Smith, late of Palms, Mackay;
Patrick Sweeney, late of Woolerina Station ; Angus Edward
McKie, late of Bundaberg ; Archibald Macarthur,  late of Mount
Morgan; William Bleakley, ]ate of Blackall; David Blake
Kennedy,  late  of Woodlark  Island , British New Guinea ; and
William Frederick, late of Plainland, near Laidley.
PURSUANT to  " The  Intestacy  Act of  1877,"  all persons having
any claims against the Estates  of any of the  abovenamed
deceased persons  are to come  in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Public Offices, George street, Brisbane, on or before the Twenty-fourth
day of December next, or in default they will be peremptorily
excluded from all benefits accruing from the  said Estates.
GILSON FOXTON, Deputy Curator of Intestate  Estates.
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1897.
2361 9s.
DIVISION OF AYR.
CONSTRUCTION, TOWNSVILLE TO AYR RAILWAY.
PROPOSED RAILWAY FROM THE NORTHERN RAILWAY LINE, AT A
POINT ABOUT SIX  MILES FROM  TOWNSVILLB, TO AY$.
PROPOSED GUARANTEE FOR CONSTRUCTION.
IN accordance with the requirements of  " The Railways Guarantee
Act  of 1895," it is hereby publicly notified that it is the  intention
of the Board of the Division of Ayr to pass  a  re solution at a meeting
thereof to adopt a proposition for giving a Guarantee, under the pro-
visions of the said Act, jointly with the Council of the Municipality of
Townsville and the Board of the Division of Thuringowa, to the
Commissioner for Railways, to defray such or any deficiency in the
working, maintenance, and interest upon the capital expended upon
the construction of the proposed railway hereinafter described, con-
necting the Northern Railway, at a point six miles from Townsville,
with the town of Ayr, as by the said Act required.
The total length of the proposed line would be about  44 miles
60 chains.
Description of Proposed Railway.
Commencing at about six miles from Townsville on the Northern
Railway, and bearing about north-east, the line passes through the
parish of Beor,  and cro sses  Alligator Creek about three miles south of
the North Queensland Meat Company's Works; thence through the
parish of Abbotsford and across the Houghton River, through the
parish of Selkirk across Barratta Creek, and within half- a-mile of the
town of Noondoo (now called Barratta) ; the line then goes through
the parish of Jarvisfield, crosses Sheep Station Creek  into the pariah
of Antill, and terminates at the town of Ayr.
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Estimated Cost of Proposed Railway.
It is estimated that the cost of the proposed railway will amount
to the sum of One Hundred Thousand Pounds (£100,000), exclusive
of the cost of resumption of land one chain wide along the proposed
line, the amount for which the Board cannot at present ascertain.
The area to be benefited by the construction of the proposed
railway will comprise and include the whole of the Division of Ayr.
The deficency, if any, Lnder the said Guarantee, as provided by
the said Act, shall be contributed by the said Local Authorities.
Within one month after the last publication of this notice any
twenty ratepayers of the Division of Ayr may, by writing under their
hands, delivered to the Chairman, demand that the question whether
or not such Guarantee shall be given be submitted to the election of
the ratepayers for the Division of Ayr.
Given under the common seal of the Ayr Divisional Board, at
Ayr aforesaid, this sixteenth day of August, 1897.
JOHN DRYSDALE, Acting Chairman.
J. A. HOLMES, Clerk.
EDWIN NORRis AND SON, Flinders street, Townsville,
Solicitors for the Ayr Divisional Board.
2350 24s.
RUSSELL ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT AND BELT
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED.
A SPECIAL  MEETING of Shareholders in the above Company
will be held in the Registered Office of the Company, Mary
street ,  Gympie, on FRIDAY, 29th October ,  1897, at 11 .30 a.m.
Business .- To  pass the necessary Resolutions for the dissolution
of the Company.
By Order,
CASTON AND DAVIDSON,  Secretaries.
Gyinpie, 14th October, 1897.
2334
The Council will ,  some time not less than one month nor more
than three months after the last publication of this notice ,  proceed, in
accordance  with the  provisions of the said Act, to give effect to the
said proposition.
By Order,
GEORGE DIMMOCK, Town Clerk.
Town Hall, Mackay, 18th October, 1897.
2337 6s. 6d.
HINCHINBROOK DIVISIONAL BOARD.
APPLICATION FOR A LOAN UNDER "THE TRAMWAYS
ACT OF 1882."
IT is the  intention of the Hinchinbrook Divisional Board to Borrow
by way  of Loan from the Government a Sum of £17 ,428, to
Construct a Tramway from the present terminus of the Lucinda line
to a point seventeen miles beyond.
Application has been made to construct same, and Plans, Sections,
Specification ,  and Book of Reference have been deposited with the
Minister for Railways ,  and are at all reasonable times open for the
inspection of every ratepayer interested therein at the Divisional
Board's Office.
2343
By Order,
BRYAN LYNN, Clerk.
7s.
In the Matter of The Lady Lamington Gold-Mining Company,
No Liability.
lv
N OTICE is hereby given, that at an 1+ xtraordinary General Meeting
of the abovenamed Company, duly convened and held at the
Brisbane Stock Exchange, Brisbane, on the third day of September,
1897, the following Special Resolution was duly passed, and at a
subsequent Extraordinary General Meeting of the said Company,
also duly convened and held at the Registered Office of the Company,
Brisbane, on the twenty-eighth day of September, 1897, the said
Special Resolution was duly confirmed, viz.  :-
That the Company be wound-up voluntarily, under the
provisions of  "The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896."
And at such last-mentioned meeting Francis Augustus Muller, of
Brisbane, accountant, was appointed Liquidator for the purposes of
the winding-up, at the remuneration of the sum of twenty-six pounds
five shillings, exclusive of his out-of-pocket expenses.
Dated at Brisbane this fourth day of October, 18b7.
5s.
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership heretofore subsisting
between us, the undersigned, George Richard Ward, William
John Chappel, and George Parsons, as bakers, at Charters Towers,
under the style or firm of " Ward, Chappel, and Parsons," was this
day Dissolved by mutual consent so far as regards the said George
Parsons, who has retired from the business; and that all debts due and
owing to or by the late firm will be received and paid by the said
George Richard Ward and William John Chappel, who will hence-
forth carry on the said business on their own account, under the
name of " Ward and Chappel."
Dated this twenty-fourth day of September, A.D. 1897.
GEORGE RICHARD WARD.
WILLIAM JOHN CHAPPEL.
GEORGE PARSONS.
Witness to the Signatures of all parties-
WALTER JARVIS, Solicitor, Charters Towers.
2338
2327
D. BENJAMIN,  Chairman.
8s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended to apply to the
Parliament of Queensland, in the present Session thereof, for a
Bill to confer upon the Trustees for the time being of all those lands
reserved for Cricket and other Athletic Sports, situated in the county
of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, in the said colony, containing by
admeasurement 12 acres 4 perches, being allotment No. 1 of section
54, and being the whole of ttse land more particularly described in
Deca of Grant No. 82376, the power of giving mortgages to an amount
not exceeding Four Thousand Pounds (£4.000), and applying the
moneys raised thereby in discharging the indebtedness in respect of
the said lands, and the costs, charges, and expenses connected with
this application and the said Bill, and in discharging the cost of
buildings erected and to be erected, and other improvements, on
the land.
Dated this seventh day of October, 1897.
9s.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Co-partnership carried on for
some time past at Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, by
Samuel Thomas Gibson and John Francis Maunsell, as tobacconists
and dealers in tobacconists' goods and otherwise, under the name,
style, or firm of " Samuel Gibson," was this day Dissolved by mutual
consent.
Mr. Samuel Thomas Gibson will continue to carry on the business,
and is empowered to receive, discharge, and settle all debts duo to and
by the said co-partnership concern.
Dated this twenty-first day of October, 1897.
S. T. GIBSON.
J. F. MAUNSE LL.
Witness to the Signature of Samuel Thomas Gibson-
R. J. MCNAB, Solicitor, Brisbane.
Witness to the Signature of John Francis Maunsell-
CHARLES A. MORRIS, Solicitor, Brisbane.
WINTER AND McNAB, Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for Samuel Thomas Gibson.
2353
2259
For Self and Co-Trustees,
GEORGE DOWN.
9s. 6d.
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.SUBSCRIPTION AND A VERTISING ATES
s. d.
Quarterly Subscription ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 0
(Postage  nil,  if subscription begins from date of receipt
of order ; on back numbers, 3d. per week.)
Single copy, current year, 6d.; previous years, 1s.; large-sized
at proportionally increased price. Postage, 1d. additional.
ADVERTISING RATES.
A uniform charge of 6d. a line for all advertisements.
Table matter charged 50 per cent .  extra on first insertion only
and a proportional extra charge for  very  small -sized type.
HANSARD. S.  d.
Subscription for Session ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 0
9s.NOTICE ishereby given, that he Partnership eretofore existingbetween the undersigned, William Hempseed and John Long,
carrying on business at Mount Morgan, as blacksmiths and wheel-
wrights, under th- style or firm of "Hempseed and Long," has been
this day Dissolved by mutual consent.
All debts- due to and owing by the said Partnership will,
respectively, be received and discharged by the said William Hempseed.
Dated at Mount Morgan this twelfth day of October, 1897.
WILLIAM HEMPSEED.
JOHN LONG.
Signed by the said William Hempseed and the said John Long,
in the presence of-
W. H. MISKIN, Solicitor,
2335 Rockhampton and Mount Morgan. 6s. 6d.
MUNICIPALITY OF MACKAY.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Local Government Act of  1878," the Council proposes
to Borrow a sum not exceeding Ten Thousand Pounds (£10,000), for
the purpose of applying the same for providing Waterworks for the
town of Mackay.
Orders must be accompanied by postage  stamps (not exceeding
5s.), money order, postal note,  or cash, sufficient to cover cost.
Priv ate  cheques  will not be accepted.
Parcels forwarded to any address  by ship  or rail if so desired,
the freight to be payable by  consignee.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane , 27th December, 1893.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office, William  street,Brisbane:-" Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating to
Local Government outside the Boundaries of Municipalities," with an
Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L. Woolcock, B.A. Demy
octavo, 400 pages. Linen bound, 5s. 6d.; paper covers, 5s. per  copy.
Posted to any part of the Australian Colonies, 9d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
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THE Government Printing Office has on Sale the followingPublications:-
STATUTES OFTHE COLONY.
"T$$ QUEENSLAND STATUTES," revised by Alfred Pain and John
L. Woolcock, B.A., Barristers-at-law, in five volumes, containing-
Vols. 1, 2, and 3--Public and Private Acts to the end of the Session
of 1888;  also , Acts of the Federal Council of Australasia.
Vol. 4-A Selection of Imperial Statutes.
Vol.5-Historical and Analytical Tables, and a comprehensive
Index of the above Volumes.
Full Calf, £7 7s.; Half Calf, £6 6s.
Postage, 7s. 6d .  extra.
Sessional  Acts of 1889, 15s. ; with postage, 15s. Gd.
15s. ; „ 15s. 6d.1890 ,
1891,  25s.
1892 ,  25s.;
1893, 25s. ;
1894,  32s.  6d.; „1895, 25s. ;
1896, 25s. ;
25s. 9d.
25s. 10d.
25s. 8d.
33s. 6d.
25s. 8d.
25s. 9d.
With  an Index  and Tables showing the effect of  Legislation subse-
quent  to the publication of the Queensland  Statutee , complete to date.
SEPARATE ACTS OF THE COLONY. WithPrice. Postage
s. d. s. d.
Beer Duty Act, 1897 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Bills of Sale  Act, 1891 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Bills of Sale Act Amendment Act, 1896
*.. ... 0 6 0 7Brands Act of 1872 Amendment Act, 1894 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Brisbane  Traffic Act of 1895 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Brisbane  Traffic Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Brisbane Municipal  Loan Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Bundaberg Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... ... 2 0 2 1
Carriers  Act (complete) ... ... ... 2 0 2 1
Cattle Slaughtering  Act of 1877 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Companies  Acts and Rules (complete) ... ... 10 9 11 3
Courts of Conciliation Act of 1892 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Crown Lands Act of 1895 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Customs  Duties Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Defence Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Diseases  in Stock Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
District  Courts Act of 1891 ... ... ... ...  2 0 2 2
Divisional Boards  Act of 1887 ... ... ...  3 0 3 2
Elections Act (complete) ... .. 4 0 4 3
Electric  Light and Power Act ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Employers Liability Act of 1886 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Employers Liability Act of 1886 (Seamen ) ... ... 1 0 1 1
Factories and Shops  Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Foreign Companies  Act of 1895 .. ... ... 1 0 1 1
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Gold Mines Drainage  Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Government  Loan Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Government  Savings  Bank Acts Amendment Act, 1896 0 6 0 7
Harbour Boards  Act of  1892  ... ... ... ...  2 0 2 1
Harbour Dues  Act of 1892 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Harbour Dues  Act of 1893 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Harbour Dues  Act of 1895 ... .. ... ... 1 0 1 1
Health Act (complete) ... ., ... 5 0 5 4
Inebriates Institutions  Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Impounding  Acts ( 1863 -65-67 ,  and 1879 ),  complete 5 0 5 1
Irrigation  Act of 1891 .. ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Justices  Act of  1886 .. ... ... ... ... 3 0  3 2
Licensing  Act of  1885  ... ... ... ... . ...  3 0 3 2
Liquor Act of 1886 .. ... .. ,.. ...., 1 0 1 1
Liquor Act of 1895 , ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 i. 1
Live Stock  and Meat Export  Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Mackay Harbour Boards  Act, 1896 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Married Women 's Property Act of 1890 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Marsupials Destruction  Act of  1895  ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Masters and Servants  Act ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Meat  and Dairy  Produce Encouragement  Act of 1893 1 0 1 1
Meat  and Dairy Produce Encouragement Act, 1894... 1 0 1 1
Meat  and Dairy Produce  Encouragement  Act of 1895 1 0 1 1
Mercantile  Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... .... 0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands  Sale Act of 1894 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Native Birds Protection  Act (complete) ... ...  3 3 3 6
Navigation  Act Amendment Act, 1896 .. ... 0 6 0 7
Paci fic Island  Labourers (Extension ) Act of 1892... 1 0 1 1
Pastoral Leases Extension  Act of 1892 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Pastoral Leases Extension  Act of 1892  Amendment
Act of 1894 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Pastoral Leases Extension  Act of 1895 ... 1 0 1 1
Pearl -Shell and B  eche-de-mer Fisheries Act of 1891 1 0 1 1
Pearl -Shell  and Beche -de-Mer Fisheries  Act Amend-
ment  Act of  1893  ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Pearl-Shell  and Beche- de-Mer Fisheries  Act Amend-
ment Act,  1896  ... ... ... ..: 0 6 0 7
Public Service Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Rabbit  Boards  Act of 1896 ... .. ... ... 1 0 1 1
Railway Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Railway  Act Amendment Act of 1896 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Rockhampton  Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... ... 2 0 2 1
Sale of  Goods Act, 1896 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Small Debts Act of 1867 Amendment Act of 1892 1 0 1 1
Small Debts  Act 1867 Amendment Act of 1894 .., 1 0 1 1
Stamp Act, 1894 ... ... ... ... ... 2 0 2 1
Succession and Probate Duties Act of 1892... ...
Succession and Probate Duties Act of 1895 ... ...
Succession Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... ...
Sugar Works Guarantee  Act of 1893 ... ..
Sugar Works Guarantee Act Amendment Act of 189.5
Suppression of Gambling Act of 1895 ... ...
Townsville Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... ...
Trustee Act of 1889 ... ... ... ...
Valuation and Rating Act of 1890 ... ... .,.
Wages Act of 1870 ... ... ... ... ...
Wages Act of 1884 .. ... .,.
With
Price. Postage.
s. d.  &.  d.
2 0 2 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
2 0 2 1
1 0 1 1
2 0 2 1
1 0 1 .1
1 0 1 1
Friendly Societies Act of 1894  and Regulations ... 2 0 2 2
Land Pamphlet,  containing  the Acts  and Regula-
tions relating  to the Leasing and  A li enation of
Crown Lands ... ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 9
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands  Act of 1872, 3rd Edition ... ... ...  0 6
Cemetery Act ... ... ... ... ... .. 0 9
Civil Service Pamphlet .. ... ... ... 1 0
Cultural Industries for Queensland ... ... ... 5 0
Divisional  Board Pamphlet ... ... ... ... 5 0
Divisional Board Pamphlet (cloth-bound) ... ... 5 6
Defence Act of 1884 (including Amendments and
Regulations) ... ... ... ... ... 1 0
Drill Regulations and Field Exercises for Mounted
Infantry ... ... ... ... . 1 0
Journals of Australian Explorations by A. C. and
F. T. Gregory ... ... ... ,.. ... 5 0
Justices Act and Offenders Probation Act .. .. 2 6
Justices  Act and Offenders Probation Act (cloth-
bound)  ... .. ... ... ... ... 3 6
Lithograms of Queensland Ferns, by F. M.Bailey,F.L.S. 2 6
Mining Acts, together with Regulations . ... ... 2 0
Manual of Drill for Queensland Schools ... ... 1 0
Pacific Island Labourers Acts and Regulations, con-
taining Imperial and Colonial Acts, and Regula-
tions thereunder ... ... ... ... .. 1 6
Stamp Act of 1894 and Regulations, with  a Manual
on the provisions of the Act ... ... ... 2 0
The Queensland Horticulturist and Gai dener's Guide 3 0
The All-range Queensland Register ... ... ... 2 0
0 7
0 10
1 2
5 4
5 4
G O
1 2
1 1
5 4
2 9
3 9
3 0
2 2
1 1
1 7
2 2
3 3
2 2
FULL BOUND.
Acts and Orders of. Supreme Court (only) ... ... 63 0 64 8
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court (Crown Side) ... 42 0 42 10
Settled Land Act, 1886, ind Rules of Court with Notes 15 0 15 8
Settled Land Act, 1886,and  Rules  of Court with Notes 10 6 11 2
Synopsis of Queensland Flora; F. M. Bailey, F.L.S. 21 0 22 0
1st Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ... 3 0 3 2
2nd Supplement to The Queensland Flora .... ...  13 0 3 3
3rd Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ... 3 6 3 9
Catalogue of Queensland Plants ... ... ... 1 3 1 5
Catalogue of Queensland Plants (Paper) ... 1 0 1 1
Plants Reputed Poisonous and Injurious to Stock ... 4 0 4 4
Hints to Rifle Clubs, by Major C. H. Des Viceux ... 0 6 0 7
Synonymical Catalogue of the Lepidoptera Rhopalocera (Butterflies)
of Australia, with full Bibliographical Reference; including
Descriptions of some new Species.  By W.  H. Miskin, F.L.S.,
F. E.S. Price, full bound, 10s. 6d. ; in boards, 7s. 6d. ; postage
within Australasia,  3d.;  to all other places, 6d.
The Geology and Palaeontology of Queensland and New Guinea,
by Robt. L. Jack, Government Geologist for Queensland, and
Robt. Etheridge, junior, Government Palaeontologist (New South
Wales), &c., &c.; 768 pages, crown quarto, full cloth, with sixty-
eight plates and a Geological Map of Queensland. Price, Two
guineas. Postage within Australasia, 2s. 10d.; to all other
places, 5s. 8d.
Some of the More Important Metals and their Ores; a Reading
Book for the State Schools; by Wm. Thompson, Asso. M. Inst.
C.E., F.G.S., Government Mineralogical Lecturer. Price, 1s.;
postage within Australasia,  Id.;  to all other places, 2d.
Journals of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C. Gregory,
C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon. F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S.
&c.;  209 pages, demy 8vo. Price, 5s. Postage within Aus-
tralasia, 4d.; to all other places, 8d.
CUSTOMS.
With
Price.  Postage.
s. d. s. d.
Customs Duties Act, 1894 (Tobacco Duties) ... 1 0 1 1
Customs Act of 1873 ... ... ... ... ... 4 0 4 2
Customs Duties  Act of 1888 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Customs Duties Act of 1890 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Customs Duties Act of 1892 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Customs  Duties Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Customs Duties Act, 1897 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs  Tariff (revised ) ,., ... ... 0 6 0 7
Interpretation Book ...
... ... ... ...
2 6 2 8
Spirit Calculation Book  (revised ) ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
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THE Government Printeracknowledges th  receipt of the following
amounts ,  from  the 16th to 22nd October, 1897:-
A. Provan and Co., 2s.; J. Donald, 6s.; D. P. Cleary, Is. 3d.;
F.  Ileness , 8d.; Cowie and Cowland, £3 10s ; R. J. Wedgwood,
5s.6d .;  Boase  and S.ott,2s.; Shaw and Co., £1; J. H. Ward, 14s. ld.;
Rogers and  Co., Gs.; F. Calcino, 2s. 6d.; Raff, Robertson, and Co., 4s.;
Manager  Wellshot Station, £2 Is.; W. H. Miskin, 7s. 6d.; E. H. T.
Plant, 3d.; C. Egan, 5s ; C. T. Turner, 10s.; E. A. C. Olive, 2s.;
W. H. Sparks, 2s. 6d.; W. B. Lethbridge, 5s.; W. Dawson and Son,
Is.; Mackay Municipal Council, Ss. 6d.; E. Norris and Son, £1 16s.;
Rockhampton Newspaper Company, £1 12s.; L. E. Hobler, 9s. 6d.;
Munro and Co., £2 8s. 7d.; P. Crawley, 43.; Jarvis and Turner, 9s.;
H. Lloyd, 6s.; Hamilton and Wonderley, 15s.; R. B. Rogers, 3s.
IMP O UNDIN CAS.
P9UNDKEEPERS  are reminded  that Advertisements of
Impounded Stock will be charged for at the uniform rate
of  SIXPENCE  PER LINE  ;  and no such Advertisement will be
inserted in  the  Gazette  unless accompanied by a remittance
(Money Orders, Postal Notes, Postage Stamps, or Cash)
sufficient to cover the cost ofinsertion.
Postage Stamps will be received only when  amount is 5s.
or less.
When describing brands  a distinction  should be made
between  REGISTERED and  other  brands, by placing the words
REGISTERED BRAND  after the description. Brands type will
be used for such descriptions,  but where these words do not
appear ordinary type only  will be used.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Fernlees Station,  the 9th
October, 1897, by order of S. Macdonald, Esquire. Driving,
3s. 4d.
One bay gelding, 1ZU near shoulder, T5V off shoulder, RB4 off thigh,
white feet.
One grey mare, draught, LCO near shoulder.
One bay gelding, 9AY near shoulder, 167 near neck, star, near hind
foot white.
One black gelding, 8YG near shoulder, hind feet white, star.
One brown mare, 7115 near shoulder, star, hind foot white.
One bay gelding, NiF near shoulder, R W1 off shoulder, bald face,
hind foot white.
One brown mare, 7CM near shoulder, 91 off shoulder, near hind foot
white, running star.
One roan mare,  HN (conjoined) over S4K near shoulder, LB7 over
L7V off shoulder, 54 off rump.
If not  released on or before  the 2nd November, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES H. WARD, Poundkeeper.
2329 9s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah, from Thargomindah Station, on
the 13th October, 1897, by order of A. Brierty, Esquire. Driving,
8s. 4d.
One roan and white bullock, like 2 D -3registered brand off rump,
off ear marked.
One red bullock, 9AP near rump, 0 near cheek, near ear marked.
One roan and white bullock, unbranded, off ear marked.
One roan and white bullock, 9AP over 2 near rump, near ear marked.
One yellow bullock, B  X  1 off rump, both ears marked.
One yellow and white bullock, Y C'i 7 off rump, like 7 N off ribs,
off ear marked.
One white bullock, Z) (3 over 1 off rump, off ear marked.
One roan and white cow, K1N near rump, near ear marked; calf at
foot.
Also, from -Ardoch Station, on the 13th October, 189.7, by order
of W. J. Green, Esquire. Driving, 7s. 6d.
One bay gelding, star, little white off fore foot, V7R near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
C. T. TURNER, Poundkeeper.
2332 10s.
IMPOUNDED at Wivenhoe, from enclosed lands, Glamorgan Vale,
l on the 11th October, 1897, by order of Christopher Barrett, Esquire.
Damages, 2s.  6d.;  driving, 6 miles.
One red and white cow, GIESS off ribs, ZNbnear ribs, ear-mark
off ear.
One blue-roan mare, shod fore feet, KQ3 off shoulder.
One bay horse, hind foot white, CR3 near shoulder.
One chestnut horse, TA 8 near shoulder, L off shoulder.
One chestnut horse, star, RW and blotch over 3HH near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
JAMES DONALD, Poundkeeper.
2328 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Longreach, from Bimbah, y order of R. H. Edkins,
Esquire. Damages, 2s.  6d.; driving, 2s. 4d.
One creamy gelding, V6 and blotch near shoulder, MK and like 0
off shoulder, hind feet white.
One bay mare, like J7 n near shoulder, star and snip, hind feet white,
wall eye.
If not released on or before the 2nd November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
ROBERT J. WEDGWOOD, Poundkeeper.
2330 4s. 6d,
IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Cowildi, on the 11th October,
1897, by order of Wm. Maskey, Esquire. Driving, 8s. 4d. each.
One brown gelding, hind fetlocks white, star, saddle-marked, AJT
(the T blotched) near shoulder, like K2 or R2 (faint) off shoulder.
One chestnut horse, blaze, saddle-marked, like  110A near shoulder,
FR5 off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
2331 5s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from enclosed lands, Oak Park, on
the 7th September, 1897, by order  of Messrs .  Langmore and Sons.
Damages ,  2s.  6d.; driving, 5s.
One bay mare , T7T (writing)  near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 2nd November , 1897,  will be sold
to defray  expenses.
R. B. ROGERS, Poundkeeper.
2362 3s.
IMPOLNDED at Mitchell, from Tyrconnell Downs Station, on the
15th October, 1897, by order of Wm. H. Brodie, Esquire.
Driving, 5s.
One bay filly, star in forehead, W1B over 138 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, star in forehead, like 6SK near shoulder, indistinct
brand like BH or B7 near thigh.
if not released on or before the 15th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
W. BARON LETHBRIDGE, Poundkeeper.
2339 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Yeppoon, by order of the Inspector of Stock.
One heifer, bald face, like YD4 near ribs.
One heifer, bald face, like U7R off rump.
One steer, bald face, like A9 r' off rump.
One brown gelding, Wl 5 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 2nd November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
PETER CRAWLEY,  Poundkeeper.
2336 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, on  the 11th October, 1897.
One bay mare, Al d near shoulder.
If not  released on or before  the 5th November,  1897, will be
sold  to defray  expenses.
W. H. SPARKS,  Poundkeeper.
2333 2s. 6d.
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Patent  Office,
Brisbane, 23rd  October, 18£7.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have received the undermen-
i tioned applications for the registration of Trade Marks.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form I), of his or their objections thereto ,  within two months
(or such further time, not exceeding six months, as the
Registrar may allow )  of the advertisement of the applications
in the  Queensland Government Gazette .  A fee  of one pound
is payable with such notice.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Application  No. 1980-Filed 2nd April,  A.D. 1897.-
WILLIAM JONATHAN GREEN, of  "Werundab," Young street,
Croydon, near  Sydney, New South Wales,  to register in Class
3, in respect of a Medicinal Preparation ,  a Trade Mark of
which the  following is a  representation:-
[No. 95.
Application No. 2182-Filed 18th October,  A.D. 1897.-
JAMES INGLIS AND Co., of 170 Queen  street ,  Brisbane, and
.Dean's Place. Sydney,  tea merchants ,  to register in Class 42,
in respect of Teas, Coffees, Spices,  Meals ,  Cornflour , Arrowroot,
and other Foods  and Substances used as Foods ,  a Trade Mark
of which the following  is a representation :-
DON
This nark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 23rd October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2181--Filed 18th October, A.D. 1897.-
JAMES INGLIS AND Co., of 170 Queen street,  Brisbane, and
Dean's Place, Sydney, tea merchants, to register  in Class 42,
in respect of Teas, Coffees, Spices, Meals, Cornflour, Arrowroot,
and other Foods and Substances used as Foods, a Trade Mark
of which the following is a representation:-
RECORD
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 23rd October , A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 23rd October,  A. D.  1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2180-Filed 18th October, A.D. 1897.-JA3IFs INGLIS AND Co., of 170 Queen  street, Brisbane ,  and Dean's
Place , Sydney, New South Wales,  tea merchants , to register in Class 42, in respect of Teas, Coffees,  Spices ,  Meals, Cornflour,
Arrowroot, and other  Foods and Substances used as  Foods, a Trade Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
A
The essential particulars  of the trade  mark are the following:-The  word " Witch"  and the genera? devices printed in
colours ;  and we disclaim any right to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 23rd  October,  A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
a4tfr
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QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL  ORDERS.
By Colonel  HOWEL GUNTER,  Commandant.
Examinations.
[No. 96.
Brisbane, 25th October, 1897.
IT is notified, for information, that Boards will assemble at the undermentioned places on the 4th of November,1897, to conduct the Written Examination of Candidates for promotion:-
BRISBANE.
President.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. S. Lyster, A.A.G.
Members.
Lieutenant-Colonel K. Hutchison, S.O. for Volunteers.
Major J. F. Robertson, I.S.O.
Major J. J. Byron, A.S.O. (will conduct Artillery Examination only).
ROCK]Ff AMPTON.
President.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. S. Armitage, S.O., C.D.
Members.
Two officers to be detailed by President.
TOWNSVILLE.
President.
0 aso= m-,
Captain V. C. M. Sellheim.
Members.
Two officers to be detailed by President.
The Practical Examination u ill also be carried out by the same Boards on convenient dates, and  as soon as
possible after the 4th instant.
Candidates for examination (written) in Brisbane will assemble in the Recreation Room, at Victoria  Barracks,
at the following hours for the respective papers:-
Subject. Date.
A Paper ... ... ... .. .. ..
B Paper  (Infantry ) ... ... ... ...
C Paper ...
D Paper  ... ... ...
B Paper  (Artillery) ... ..
General Examination for rank  of Field Officer ...
Hour.
4 November ... ... 9 a.m. to 10.30 a.m.
4 „ ... ... 11 a.m. to 12 noon
4 „ ... ... 2 p.m.  to 3'30 p.m.
5 „ ... ... 10 a.m. to 12 noon
a „ ... ... 10 a.m. to 11.30 a.m.
a „ ... ... 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Presidents of the Boards at Rockhampton and Townsville will issue instructions as to the hours of
attendance of candidates in the respective districts.
Dress-Drill Order.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Lieutenant- Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief  Staff Officer.
NOTICES.
A Military Tournament, the events of which will be open to members of the Queensland Defence Force,
will be held about the middle of December next at Lismore, Richmond  River , New South Wales.  Programmes
and full particulars will be available later on.
The first Annual Prize Meeting of the Queensland Western District  Rifle  Association will be held on the
Toowoomba Rifle Range on the 9th and 10th November, 1897. Programmes and all information can be obtained
from Mr. E. D. Easton, Secretary, Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
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Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th October, 1897.THE following REPORT of the REGISTRAR-GENERAL on the VITAL STATISTICS of the REGISTRY DISTRICTof BRISBANE, including the CITY and SUBURBS, for the Month of September, 1897, is published for general
information.
HORAC i . R
BIRTHS.
During the month of September 161 births were registered in the Registry District of Brisbane, being
78 males and 83 females, the number being 26 less than in the previous month of August.
In the month of September, 1896, there were 178 births registered ; the number for the corresponding month
of this year being 17 less than in September of last year.
DEATHS.
There have been 70 deaths registered in the Registry District of Brisbane during the month--36 males
and 34 females ; the excess of births over deaths being 91.
The number of deaths was 7 more than was registered in the previous month of August.
In the month of September, 1896, there were 66 deaths registered ; the number for the corresponding month
of this year being 4 more than in September of last year.
TABLE showing ESTIMATED POPULATION ,  the NUMBER of BIRTHS and DEATHS of MALES and FEMALES Registered  within and outside
the MUNICIPALITY, in the  REGISTRY DISTRICT of BRISBANE and SUBURBS , from the lot to the 30th September, 1897; also,
TOTAL DEATHS under  FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR ,  and PROPORTION of DEATHS under ONE YEAR  to the TOTAL  NUMBER of
BIRTHS ;  also the PROPORTION of DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and  under ONE  YEAR  to TOTAL  DEATHS  in the  REGISTRY
DISTRICT Of BRISBANE and SUBURBS.
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BRISBANE-
Part within the Municipality ... ... 27,555
146 44 90
10 14 24 5  4 4.44  120-83 0.33 0.09 16.67 C6 ...
Part outside the Municipality ... ... 7,826 4 8 12 17 15 32 8  5 41'67 125.00 0.15 0.41 15.63 ... 20
Part within the Municipality of South
Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ... 26,362 1 28 31 59 9 5 14 6  6 10.17 142.86 0.22 0.05 42.86 45 ...
TOTAL,  BRISBANE DISTRICT  ... ... ... 61,743 178 83 161 36 34 70 19 15 9.32 27'14 0.26 -0.11  121-43 91 ...
Suburbs outside the Registry District of Bris-
banes  ... ... ... ... .. ... 39,170 77 63 140 15 13 28 13 . 12 8.57 46.43 0.36 0.07 42.86 112 ...
TOTAL ... ... ... ... ... 100,913 1 155 1 146 301 51 47 98 32 27 8.97 32.65 0.30 0.10 27'55 203 . .
1
1 .
* Within  a radius of  live miles from General Post Office.
It will be seen that, within the Municipality of Brisbane, 20.83 per cent. of the deaths were of children underfive years ; the rate in-the part of the Registry District outside that municipality, exclusive of the Municipality of
South Brisbane, having been 25-00; the rate in that part of the District within the Municipality of South Brisbane vas
42.86, and of the suburbs outside of the Registry District 46,43; the total rate for city and suburbs being 32.65. ; -
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Grand Mean  Temperature
of Air.
The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the District, is seen to have
been 444 per cent. within, and 41.67 per cent. outside, the Municipality of Brisbane; 10.17 in that part of the
District within the Municipality of South Brisbane ; and 8.57 in that part of the suburbs outside of the Registry
District ; the total rate for city and suburbs being 8'97.*
The General Hospital, Lady Bowen Hospital, Children's Hospital, Diamentina Asylum, Infants' Asylum,
Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, Gaol, and Immigration DepOt  are all  in the Registry District of Brisbane.
The deaths occurring in these institutions numbered 25 during the month, or 25.51 per cent. of the total number
of deaths in the District and Suburbs.
The total mortality of Brisbane and Suburbs for the month of September, 1897, together with the mean shade
temperature and mean atmospheric pressure ,  is seen as  follows :-
Period .  Number of Deaths.
September, 1897 ... ... ... 98 65.7
The following Meteorological information is furnished  by the G overnment  Meteorologist:-
30-073
Post  and Telegraph Department,
Meteorological Branch, Brisbane , 27th October, 1897.
a a BRISBANE OBSERVATORY, WICKHAM TERRACE.
SEPTEMBER , 1897.
Latitude, 27° 28' 0" South. Longitude, 10 h. 12 m.  7 s. East . Above Sea Level, 137 feet.
METEOROLOGICAL SYNOPSIS.
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.
(Barometer  corrected  and reduced to 32° Fah. and Mean Sea Level.)
Mean , at 3 a.m. , 30.374.
Mean,  at 9 a.m., 30.110.
Mean,  at 3 p.m., 30.014.
Mean,  at 9 p.m., 30.093.
Grand Mean,  30.073.
Highest, 30'348, at 10 a.m., 14th.
Lowest, 29.672, at 8.15 p.m., 28th.
Range, 0.676.
SHADE TEMPERATURE.
(Thermometers exposed in enlarged Stevenson screen.)
Mean, at 3 a .m., dry bulb, 58.4.
„ „ wet bulb, 56.0.
Mean, at 9 a .m., dry bulb, 67.7.
„ „ wet bulb, 61'1.
Mean , at 3 p.m., dry bulb, 73'0.
wet bulb, 62.7. '
Mean,  at 9 p.m., dry bulb, 63-8.
„ „ wet bulb, 59.5.
Grand Mean Temperature of Air,  65'7.
Grand Mean Temperature of Evaporation,  59.8.
Maximum Shade Temperature of Air, 83.2, at 2 p.m., 23rd.
Minimum  Shade Temperature of Air, 45.7, at 6 a.m., 3rd.
Absolute range, 37.5.
Mean daily range, 19.5.
Mean maximum, 75'8.
Mean minimum, 56'3.
RADIATION  TEMPERATURE.
Maximum  in sun's rays (by black bulb thermometer  in vacuo ),132.8,
21st.
Minimum on ground (bulb exposed on blackboard), 38.0, 3rd.
EARTH TEMPERATURE.
(Mean values, about 9  a.m.,)
At 1 foot, 67'8; at 2 feet; 68'5; at 4 feet, 67'8; at 6 feet, 67'9;
at  8 feet,  68.3 ; at 10 feet, 69.0; and at 12 feet, 69.8.
HYGROMETRIC CONDITIONS.
Mean, at 3 a.m.-
Yapour tension, •415.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 85°/°.
Dew point, 53.8.
Mean , at 9 a.m.-
Vapour tension, '448.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 66 '/°.
Dew point, 55'13.
Mean, at 3 p.m.-
Vapour tension, -435.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 53°;O.
Dew point, 55.1.
Mean, at 9 p.m.-
Vapour tension, '449.
Relative humidity (saturation  = 100), 76°/O.
Dew point, 56.0.
Grand Mean-
Vapour tension, '433.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 69°Iq
Dew point, 54.9.
Highest percentage of relative humidity (saturation  100), 97°/°,
at 3 a.m., 8th.
Lowest percentage of relative humidity (saturation  100), about
33°/°, at 11 a.m., 1st.
The vapour  tension , which may  be regarded as the absolute humidity of the
air, is expressed  in thousandths  of an inch of the barometric column. If the
values for vapour tension be subtracted fro m the values for atmospheric pressure
the remainders will represent the weight of the air proper or dry air. The
tensions ,  in fact, represent the weight of the vapour.
VELOCITY OF WIND.
(Beaufort Scale-0 to 12.)
Mean, at 9 a.m., 1'8, or 12 miles per hour.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 2.7, or 161 miles per hour.
Mean, at 9 p.m., 1.0, or 8 miles per hour.
Grand Mean,  1.8, or 12 miles per hour.
Northerly wind observed 20 times.
North-east wind observed 5 times.
Easterly wind observed 11 times.
South- east  wind observed 3 times.
Southerly  wind  observed 25 times.
South-west wind observed 4 times.
Westerly wind observed 8 times.
North-west wind observed 1 time.
Calms observed 13 times.
AMOUNT OF CLOUD.
(Seale-0 to 10.)
Mean, at 9 a.m., 4.5.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 4'2.
[28TH OCTOBER, 1897.
Grand Mean Atmospheric
Pressure.
Mean, at 9 p .m., 3.5.
Grand Mean,  4.1.
NEW  NOMENCLATURE to be used henceforth.
Cirrus types observed 14 times; cirro- stratus, 6 times ;  cirro-
cumulus, 19 times; alto -cumulus, 3 times; alto-stratus ,  1 time;
cumulo-stratus ,  25 times  ;  nimbus, 5 times; cumulus ,  57 times;
cumulonimbus, 36 times ; and stratus, 1 time.
RAINFALL.
(Gauge exposed at 2 feet above ground.)
Number of " rainy days" (0.006 and over), 12.
Greatest fall in 24 hours, 1.336 inches, or about 1341 tons per acre,
on 21st.
Grand total, 3.240 inches, or about 327 tons per acre.I
a All values are corrected for Index Error ,  if necessary.
REMAuxa.
Mean pressure was 0-018 lower and mean temperature was 4.1 higher than in August. The mean vapour tension  was 0 '071 higher and
the relative humidity 3 per cent. more than last month. Thunderstorms at 0'30 p.m., at 1.45 p.m., and 5.40 p.m, 6th ; at 3'20 p.m., and off
and on till 4-30 p.m., 24th; at 2-20 p.m. till 2.45 p.m., 25th.
* Nor.s .- The average death-rate of children under one year ,  as compared to births ,  during the ten years ended  31st  December ,  1896, throughout the whole
of Queensland , was 1088.  Vide  Vital Statistics of 1896.
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September,  1897,  compared  with September,  1896.
Mean pressure was 0.080 lower than for the same period  a year ago . The mean shade temperature was 1.8 higher than last year. The
mean vapour tension or absolute weight of vapour was 0'009 higher, and the percentage of humidity  was 2°/° lower, than twelve months
ago. The mean wind velocity was 0.1 less than in September, 1896; while the amount of cloud was 1.5 more than a year ago. Examining the
winds, we find that during September, 1897, northerly and north- east  winds were observed 20 and 5 times,  as against  11 and 7 times for the
previous year. Easterly winds were observed 11 times in September, 1897, and 19 during September, 1896; and the south-east winds were 3
and 3 respectively. The southerly winds were 25 this year, against 27 a year ago. South-west currents were noted 4 and 7 this and last year
respectively. Westerly winds were 8 and 4 this and last year respectively, and the north-west winds were 1 this year and 1 a year ago. The
amount of calms observed was 13 this year,  as against  11 twelve months ago. As for rainfall, we had 3.240 inches in September, 1897,
against  0.495 inches in September, 1896.
The Observatory, which was reorganised on 1st January, 1887, is conducted entirely in accordance with the Royal Meteorological
Societ 's Rules .y
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE, Government Meteorologist.
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions were as follow: -
Males . Females. Total.
Brisbane Hospital ... ... ... ... ... 13 9 22
Children's Hospital ... ... ... ... ... 0 3 3
Lock Hospital ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Lady  Bowen Hospital ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Diamentina Asylum ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Infants' Asylum ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Lunatic Reception House ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Brisbane Gaol ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Immigration Depot ... ... ... ...
Total ... ... ... ... ... 13 12 25
The following table shows the causes of death of persons of both sexes, under one year, total under five years,
and over five years; also the proportion per cent. of deaths from such causes in Brisbane and Suburbs during the
month:-
Class. Causes of Death. TotalUnder Over-'A- Total Proportion1 year . 5 years . 5 years .  per cent.
1. Specifi c febrile or zy motic  d iseases ... 3 4 4 8
II. P arasit ic  diseases ... ... ...
•III. D ietic diseases ... ... 1 1 2 3
IV. Constit utional  diseas es .,. .. 14 14V. Develo pmental  disea ses ... ... 8 8 ... 8
VI. L ocal diseases ... ... ... 11 15 43 58
VII. V iolen ce .. ...
'
... 1 1 2 3
VIII. I ll-defi ned and not specified ... 3 3 1 4
All Causes ... 27 32 66 98
Class.
II.
Order. Nature of  Disease.
SPECIFIC FEBRILE OR ZYMOTIC  DISEASES.
Miasmatic diseases.-Typhoid  fever, 1
... ... ...
Diarnceeal  diseases.-Diarrhoea, 3; dysentery, 1 ... ... ... ...
Malarial diseases.-Remittent  fever, 1 ... ... ...
Zoogenous diseases .-None.
Venereal  diseases .-Syphilis,  2 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Septic  diseases .-None.
PARASITIC  DISEASES .-None.
III. ' ... DIETIC  DISEASES .-Want of breast milk, 1; chronic alcoholism,  2 ... ... ... ...
IV. ... CONSTITUTIONAL  DISEASES.-Rheumatic fever, 1; cancer, 4; tubercular meningitis, 1; phthisis, 8
V. ... DEVELOPMENTAL  DISEASES.-Premature birth, 8... ...
8-16
3.06
14.298-1659-193-06
4.08
100.00
Number of
Deaths
in each Class
and Order.
1
4
1
2
3
14
8
LOCAL DISEASES.
VI.  1 Diseases of the nervous  system .-Inflammation of brain, 2 ; apoplexy, 4; softening of brain, 2; hemiplegia, 1;
convulsions, 2; idiopathic tetanus, 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 13
2 Diseases  of organs of special  sense.-None.
3 Diseases of circulatory  system.-Endocarditis, 4; pericarditis, 1; thrombosis, 3; heart disease, 3 ... 11
4 Diseases of respiratory system.-Emphysema,  1; bronchitis, 2; pneumonia, 6; pleurisy, 1; lung disease,1 11
5 Diseases of the digestive  system .-Dentition,  1; enteritis, 7 ; obstruction of intestine, 1; peritonitis, 3;
liver disease, 3 ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 15
6 Diseases  of lymphatic  system and ductless  glands.-None.
7 Diseases  of the urinary  system .-Acute nephritis, 4; Bright's disease, 1; disease of bladder, 1 ... ... 6
8 Diseases  of organs of generation.-None.
9 Diseases  of  parturition .-Miscarriage , 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
10  Diseases of organs of locomotion.-Caries, 1 ... ... ... ... ... .•.
I
1
11  Diseases of the integumentary system.  None.
VIOLENCE.
VII.  1 Accident  or negligence .-Fractures,  contusions, &c., 2; injury at birth, 1
2 1 Homicide .-None.
3 Suicide.-None.
4 Execution .-None.
VIII. ... ILL-DEFINED AND NOT SPECIFIED  CAr sEs.- Debility, 2;atrophy, 1; unspecified, 1
TOTAL ... ... ... ...
8
4
98
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As will be seen from the foregoing table of deaths registered during the month  as arising  from external
causes, 3  are ascribed to accident ,  none to homicide ,  none to suicide, and none to execution.
The following are the particulars: --
Accidentally fell from a horse ... ... ... ... ... ... adult
Males.
1
Females.
0
trod on a rusty  nail (tetanus )
... ... ... „ 1 0
injured at birth ... ... ... ... ... ... infant 1 0
General Registry Ofce, Brisbane ,  13th September, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar-General.
Printed and Published by EDMUND Gais ouy ,  Government Printer, William  street,  Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland Government Gazette, Thursday, 28th October, 1897.-N o.  98.
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ANNO SEXAGESIMO PRIMO
VICTORLE  REGIME.
No. 6.
An Act to further amend  "The Matrimonial Causes Jurisdiction Act
of 1864."
ASSENTED TO 26TH OCTOBER, 1897.]
Y r W
HEREAS it is expedient to further amend 11 The Matrimonial  preamble.
Causes Jurisdiction Act of  1864 " : Be it enacted by the
Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent
of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows :-
1897."
1. This Act may be cited as  11 The Matrimonial Causes Act of short itle.
2. The Court may, on the application of either husband or Triai in  Ohambere.
wife, or at its own discretion, hear, try, and determine any matrimonial
action in Chambers, and may at all times in any such action, whether
heard and tried in Chambers or in Court, make an order forbiddingForbiddine
the publication of any report or account of the evidence, or other eudenceon
of
proceedings therein, either as to the whole or portion thereof, and the
breach of any such order, or any colourable or attempted evasion
thereof, may be dealt with as for contempt of Court.
3. The term " matrimonial action" means all proceedings Interpretation
instituted in the Supreme Court in its Divorce and Matrimonial clause.
Causes Jurisdiction.
By Authority  t ED&UND GRSGoRY, Government Pointer, William street, Brisbane.
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ANNO SEXAGESIMO PRIMO
VICTORI}E REGINI.
No. 7.
An Act to Authorise the Appropriation out of the Consolidated- Revenue
Fund of Queensland of further Sums towards the Service of the
Year ending on the thirtieth day of June, 1898.
[ASSENTED TO 28TH OCTOBER, 1897.]
HEREAS we, your Majesty's most dutiful and loyal ' subjects, preamble.
the members of the Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled, have in the present Session of Parliament
cheerfully granted to your Majesty the sum hereinafter mentioned
towards the services of the year ending on the thirtieth day of June,
One thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight, in addition to the sums
already granted during the present Session of Parliament towards the
same services  : And whereas  we desire  to make good out of the Con-
solidated Revenue Fund of Queensland the sum granted to your
Majesty as aforesaid : Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most
Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the
Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:-
1. In addition to the sums of Five hundred thousand pounds Appropriation.
already applied from the Consolidated Revenue Fund (exclusive of
the moneys standing to the credit of the Loan Fund Account),
Twenty-five thousand pounds already applied from the Trust and
Special Funds, and Two hundred thousand pounds already applied
from the moneys standing to the credit of the Loan Fund Account
150
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Appropriation  Act No. 3.
Treasurer to pay
moneys as directed
by warrant.
Treasurer to be
allowed credit for
sums paid in
pursuance of
warrant.
Short title.
towards the services of the year ending on the thirtieth day of June,
One thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight,  by  " The Appropriation
Act of  1897-98,  No .  1," and  "  The Appropriation  Act of  1897-98,
No. 2," there shall and may be issued and applied towards making
good the supplies granted to Her Majesty for the services of the
year ending on the thirtieth day of June, One thousand eight hundred
and ninety -eight, the further sums following , that  is to say,-
From the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Queensland
(exclusive of the moneys standing to the credit of the
Loan Fund Account )  the sum of Two hundred and
fifty thousand pounds ;
From the Trust  -and. Special Funds the sum  of`  enty-five
thousand pounds ; and
From the moneys standing to the credit of the Loan Fund
Account the sum of One hundred thousand pounds.
2. The Treasurer of the Colony shall issue and pay the said
sum for the purpose hereinbefore mentioned ,  to such persons, upon
such days, and in such proportions as the Governor , by any warrant
or order . in writing under his hand and directed to the said Treasurer,
shall  from time to time order and direct ,  and the payments so made
shall be charged upon and payable out of the Consolidated Revenue
Fund of the Colony.
3. The Treasurer shall in his accounts from time to time be
allowed credit for any sum or sums of money, paid by him in
pursuance of such 'warrant or order in writing as aforesaid, and the
receipt or receipts of the respective persons to whom the same shall
be so paid shall-be a full- and valid discharge to the said Treasurer in
passing his accounts for any such sum or sums as shall be therein
mentioned, and he shall receive credit for the same accordingly.
4. This Act may be cited as  16 The Appropriation Act of
1897-98,  No. 3.'.'
By Authority  :  EDMUND GREGORY, Government  Fritter, William street,  Brisbane.
n iEU DSO ix. .
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Chief Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 25th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct the publication, for general information, of the following Despatch
received from the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
HUGH M. NELSON.
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES  to  THE OFFICER ADMINISTERIN G  THE GOVERNMENT OF QUEENSLAND.
Queensland, No.  54.]  Downing street,  17th  September, 1897.
SIR,-I have the honour to inform you that Her Majesty will not be advised to  exercise  her powers  of disa ll owance with
respect to the Act No. 1 of 1897, of the Legislature of Queensland, entitled " An Act to Authorise the Appropriation out of the
Consolidated Revenue Fund of Queensland of certain Sums of Money towards the Service of the Year ending on the thirtieth
day of June, 1898," a transcript of which accompanied your Despatch, No. 60, of the 3rd of August.
I have, &c., EDWARD WINGFIELD, for the Secretary  of State.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane,  the twenty -seventh day of
October, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.
W
HEREAS  by  "  The Crown Lands Acts ,  1884  to  1895," it is
amongst other things enacted that with respect to land which
it is practicable to divide into lots without actual survey, and to
indicate the position of such lots by means of maps or plans and by
reference to known or marked boundaries or starting points, the
Governor in Council ,  on the recommendation of the Land Board, may
at any time suspend the operation of so much of the 43rd section of
the Principal Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed and
marked on the gro und before it is proclaimed open for selection, and
may require the Surveyor -General to divide the land into lots, and to
indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the land described in the
Schedule hereto into lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans, and by reference to
known or marked boundaries or starting points : Now, therefore,
His Excellency the Governor ,  by and with the advice of the
Executive Council ,  on the recommendation of the Land Board, and in
pursuance and exercise of the authority vested in him by the said
Acts,  doth order ,  and it is hereby ordered ,  that the operation of so
much of the 43rd section of the said Principal Act as requires the
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection be suspended with respect to the land
described in the said Schedule  :  And the Surveyor -General is hereby
required to divide the said land into lots ,  and to indicate the position
of such lots on pro per maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public Lands is to give the
necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,  Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown land in the  following  Land Agent's District :-
District.
Springsure
Locality.
Craven Run Resumption.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -seventh day of
October, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.
HEREAS by  "The Diseases in Stock Act  of 1896" it isW amongst other t ings acted that th  Governor in Council
may, from time to time ,  by Order in Council, prohibit or put
restrictions on the importation or introduction of any stock or any
carcass from such places beyond the Colony and during such  times as
may appear to him expedient  :  And whereas the disease called
" ltinderpest  "  is known to be prevalent in India  :  Now, therefore,
His Excellency the Governor in Council doth hereby prohibit the
importation or introduction into Queensland, for a period of two years
from the date of this Order ,  of any Cattle or other Ruminant Animals,
or any Carcass thereof ,  from India ,  or from any place beyond the
colony, by any ship which has called at any Port in India.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Agriculture is to give the
necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY, "Clerk of the Council.
Nora .- Under  "  The Diseases in Stock Act of  1896,"  the term  11 ftreass 11 means
the carcass of an animal ,  and includes part of a carcass ,  and the meat ,  bones,
hide ,  akin ,  hoofs ,  horns ,  offal ,  or other part  of an animal, separately or otherwise,
or any portion thereof.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  13th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the  advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to accept the resignation tendered by
JOHN GLASHEEN
of his  appointment as a Trustee  of the  Reserve for Pasturage in the
parish of  Stephens.
L.M.-13 10-97-X'. Res. 1882-199.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 27th  October, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor,  with the advice of the ExeeutlvdCouncil, and  upon the  recommendation of the Public Servio9
Board, has been pleased to appoint
Constable REUBEN SMITH
to be Acting  Mining Registrar at Mungana (late Girofla), under the
provisions of  "  The Gold Fields Act  1874" and  " The  Mineral Landd
Act  of 1882."
ROBERT PHILP.
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 20th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board,  been pleased to approve of the undermentioned  transfers
of Assistants and appointment being made in the Post and Telegraph
Department, viz.:
EDWARD WILLIAM HEALY,
Tambo to Brisbane ;
BERTRAM WARD,
Longreach to Tambo ;
JAMES GRANT,
Brisbane  to Longreach ;
JOSEPH ALBERT SCHNEIDER,
Cunnamulla to Brisbane ; and
JAMES JosEPH O'CONNoR, Paid Learner, Warwick,
to be Junior Assistant, Cunnamulla.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, been pleased to approve of the undermentioned transfers of
Assistants being made in the Post and Telegraph Department, viz.
JOSEPH JOHN FAY,
Blackall to Tambo ; and
BERTRAM WARD,
Tambo to Blackall.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased to accept the resignation tendered by
ISRAEL LEMEL
of his appointment as a Justice  of the Peace.
HUGH M. NELSON.
AMENDED NOTIFICATION.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
Honorary Captain WILLIAM HOWARTH ACKERLEY,
Unattached List,
to be  Staff Officer for Supply in the Queensland Defence Force
(Land), with the honorary rank of Major.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 27th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct that
Lieutenant EDWARD CLUDDE ELLIOT
be placed  on the Unattached List (Defence Force Division) of the
Queensland  Defence Force (Land).
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
Captain WILLIAM ALEXANDER HOGHTON
to be a Major  in the Queensland Defence Force (Land), as from the
27th  May,  1897.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
REGINALD JAMES HERBERT GIBBON
to be, provisionally, a Lieutenant in the Queensland Defence Force
(Land).
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane , 26th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Defence Acts  1884  to
1896," and the Regulations thereunder, been pleased to approve of
the formation of a Rifle Club at Killarney, to be known and designated
as
THE KILLARNEY RIFLE CLUB.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the undernamed  members
of the Police Force to be Inspectors of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter  at the places specified in connection with their
respective  names:-Acting Sergeant  PHILIP WALSH,
at Birdsvi ll e, in the room of Acting Sergeant David Williamson,
transferred ; and
Constable GEORGE BELL,
at Jericho, in the room of Sergeant Michael Portley, transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
[30TH OCTOBER, 1897.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to appoint
MUNGANA
to be a place for holding Courts of Petty Sessions, and to appoint
Constable REUBEN SMITH
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions thereat.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been  pleased  to appoint
THE DIP-YARD  ERECTED ON  .NANKIN CREEK  RESERVE, PARISH
OF THOZET, COUNTY OF LIVINGSTONE,
to be a place at which a Public Pound shall be established.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th October, 1897.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased  to accept the resignation of
JOHN SKENE FALCONER
of his appointment as a Clerk in the Metropolitan Police Court,
Brisbane; to take effect from the 10th September, 1897.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1897.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HENRY NALDER BURROWES
to be Acting Police Magistrate, and Acting Visiting Justice to the
Prison, at Normanton, during the absence on leave of Andrew
Henry Zillman.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1897:
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
CHARLES CARRINGTON
to be Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions  at Normanton, during the
absence on leave of Andrew Henry Zillman.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
CHARLES CARRINGTON
to be Acting District Registrar of Births, Marriages, and Deaths at
Normanton, for the Registry District of Burke, during the absence on
leave of Andrew Henry Zillman.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has, upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, been pleased to appoint
FREDERICK JOHN MARLOW
to be a Clerk in the Central Police Court, Brisbane, in the room of
John  Skene Falconer , resigned.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1897.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Divisional
Boards  Act of  1887,"  been pleased  to appoint
COLIN CAMPBELL  BERTRAM
to be  a Member  of the Board of the Division of Barcoo.
HORACE TOZER.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 27th October, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
OLGA KUTZMAN,
an ex -Pupil Teacher of the Fourth Class, be promoted to the status
of a Teacher of Class III., Division 3, and be appointed to the position
of an Assistant Teacher in the State School at Queenton; and that
EDITH GRACE CATHERINE LALOR,
an ex-Pupil Teacher of the Fourth Class, be promoted to the status
of a Teacher of Class III., Division 3, and be appointed to the position
of an Assistant Teacher in the State School at Queenton.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane, 28th October, 1897.IT is hereby notified that
Walter Rowton
has been appointed a Member of Committee for the State Schools at
Woolloongabba,  vice  George W. Baker,  resigned.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[Ls in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMING}TON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS  by "The Chinese Immigration Restriction Act,
1888,"  it is  amongst other things provided that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazette,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person or class of persons mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas it is desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,
Ah Hing, Ah Chong, Leong Foo,  Ali  Hing, Choy Gut Chew, Ali Sing,
Young Chun, Ah Sang, See Lee,  Ali  Chong, Lum Chong, Ah On,  Ali
Choy,  Ali  Yum, Chin Ah Choy, Say Sin, Mook Geer, Lee Choy,  Ali
Chow,  Ali  Wah, Ping Chin, Sha Yan, Ali Bun, Lee Kin, Chang Yuen,
Chin Chung, and Lum Goon Tai, should be exempted from the
provisions of the said Act for a period of two years : Now, therefore,
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER iVAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
declare that the provisions of the said Act shall not apply to the said
Ah Hing, Ah Chong, Leong Foo, Ah Hing, Choy Gut Chew,  Ali  Sing,
Young Chun,  Ali  Sang, See Lee, &h Chong, Luni Chong,  Ali  On, Ali
Choy,  Ali  Yum, Chin Ah Choy, Say Sin, Alook Geer, Lee Choy, Ali
Chow,  Ali  Wah, Ping Chin, Sha Yan,  Ali  Bun, Lee Kin, Chang Yuen,
Chin Chung, and Lum Goon Tai, for a period of two years from the
date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-seventh day of October, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HUGH M. NELSON.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN 1
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
[-L's'] Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LGovernorN' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WW  HEREAS by  " The Bank Holidays Act  of 1877 " it is amongstother things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be
observed as a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in
any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district therein :
Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the provisions of
the said Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby appoint TUESDAY, the 30th of November proximo,
being the day appointed for Playing a Cricket Match between a
Darling  Downs Team and Mr. Stoddart's English Eleven at Too-
woomba , to be a Public Holiday in the Electoral Districts of
Aubigny, Cambooya, and Drayton and Toowoomba.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-seventh day of October, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first  year  of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s i in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, CHARLES WALLACEALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Road described hereunder
shall be and is  hereby opened as a Public Road:-Road oad Case  No. 2281.
Description of Road through portion 5, parish of Buxdamba, county
of Stanley.
Southerly  along  and within the west boundary of portion 5
bearing  south twenty-two chains and two links, and containing
2 acres  32 perches ; freehold ; registered owner, P. Ward.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane
,
this twenty-eighth day of October, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON,
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
[30TH OCTOBER, 1897.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES.WALLACE
[L.a.]
LAMINGTON,
Governor.
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities
in me  vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the operation of the 43rd section of  "The Crown Lands
Act of  1884" shall be and is hereby suspended with respect to
the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the
undermentioned Land Agents' Districts : And I further notify
and declare, by and with the advice aforesaid, that the
said lands shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of
the said Acts, as unsurveycd lands, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the FIRST day of DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the  annual  rental specified in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that
the price at which the  lessee  may purchase the said lands shall
be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which
may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be
as in the  said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of October, in the
year of our Lord  one thousand  eight hundred and
ninety-seven,  and in  the sixty- first year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
E.M.-27-10-97.
DESCRIPTIONS.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 9.
Maximum area, 1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 42d. per acre.
Purchasing price,  15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent,  Is. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
County of Canning, parish of Durundur.
Area, about 320 acres.
The Crown land comprised in portion 79v, being forfeited
Agricultural Farm 1127, parish of Durundur;- exclusive of
land required for roads, reserves, or other public purpose.
THE CAIRNS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 2.
Maximum area, 1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 4ad. per acre.
Purchasing price,  15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent,  Is. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1  per acre.
County of Nares, parish of Bellenden Ser.
Area, about 300 acres.
The Crown land comprised in portion 17v, parish of
Bellenden Ker, as mapped out under the 44th  section;-
exclusive of land required for roads,  reserves , or other public
purpose.
Situated about fourteen  miles  north-westerly  from Geraldton, and
consists  of dense scrub, rich volcanic soil , unwatered ,  and fronts the
main road.
N.B.-Subject  to payment of the value  of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
[L. S.]
LAMINGTON,
Governor. .
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
j N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in
me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the operation of the 43rd section of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" shall be and is hereby suspended with
respect to the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated
in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts : And I further
notify and declare, by and with the advice aforesaid, that the
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said lands shall  be open both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of
the said Acts, as unsurveyed  lands, on and  after WEDNES.
DAY, the FIRST day of DECEMBER., 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that
the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall
be as specified  in the said Schedule: And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area
which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts
shall be as  in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of October, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-seven,  and in  the sixty-first year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
E.M:27 -10-97.
DESCRIPTIONS.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA (Section 17, Act
of 1891).
Maximum area , 1,280 acres.
Conditional--Annual rent, 4-1d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, Is. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
County of Bowen, parish of Chin Chin.-Area,  about 160 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land comprised in cancelled A.F.
1582, parish of Chin Chin;-exclusive of land required for
roads , reserves, or other public purpose.
Situated in Goodnight Scrub, about  fifteen miles  southerly from
Gin Gin Railway  Station,  on the Bundaberg to Mount Perry Railway.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area, 1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 41d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, Is. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
County of Lennox, parish of Imbil.--Area,  691- acres.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portion 17v, parish
of Imbil ;-exclusive of a surveyed road, and of land required
for roads,  reserves , or other public purpose.
Situated  on Kandanga Creek about fifteen miles south-westerly from
Traveston  Railway  Station; consists generally  of heavily timbered
country and  dense vine scrub.
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Geraldton.)
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area,  1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual  rent , 6d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, Is. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
County of Cardwell, parish of Tyson.-Area,  640 acres.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portion 26v, parish
of Tyson ;-exclusive of a surveyed road, and of land required
for roads,  reserves , or other public purpose.
Situated on the Murray River about twenty  miles  north-westerly
from Cardwe ll ; consists  principally  of dense  lawyer scrub, rich alluvial
soil.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
r L s ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINQTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section 95 of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described have been temporarily reserved for the purpose
named with  respect  to each.
E.M.-13 -10-97-A'.
THE STANTHORPE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  POE SHOW GROUND.
97-13059-Sec.
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe.-Area,  about 20 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion 288, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion west to the north-east corner of
a Police Reserve; on the west by that reserve bearing south about
ten chains and eighty links ; on the south by a line bearing east to a
road ; and on the east by that road and a line bearing 7 degrees to
the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. S 168-9.
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RESERVE FOR  RECREATION.
97-13069-sec.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 26th September, 1880, page 706, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Bentinck, parish of Stanthorpe.-Area ,  about 48 acre s.
Commencing at the south-east corner  of a Reserve  for Show
Ground, and bounded thence on the east by a road separating this
land from portion 428 bearing southerly to a point east from the
north-east corner of portion 32A ; on the south by a line  and portions
32A, 32, and 31 bearing west about twenty-one chains and seventy
links; on the west by portion 31 bearing north seven chains and
forty-eight links; on the north and again on the west by a Police
Paddock Reserve  bearing east  and north to the south-west corner of a
Reserve for Show Ground ;  and again  on the north by that  reserve
bearing east to the point of commencement ;- as shown on plan
deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. S 168-9.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  COURT HOUSE ,  CHILDEBS.
97-19826-5.0.
County of Cook, parish of Childers.-Area,  1 rood 35o perches.
Commencing at the intersection of the east side of McIlwraith
street by the north-west side of Main street, and bounded thence on
the west by McIlwraith street bearing 359 degrees  53 minutes one
chain and seventy-one links; on the north-west by a line  bearing
77 degrees 18 minutes two chains and eighty- one and  six-tenths links ;
on the east by a road bearing 179 degrees 53 minutes one chain and
seventy-one links ; and on the south- east  by Main street bearing 257
degrees 18 minutes two chains and eighty-one and six-tenths links to
the point of commencement; as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. W 39-888.
THE BURKE DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PURPOSES ON THE WOOLG}AR. GOLD FIELD.
97-13349-Mines.
County of Yappar.-Area,  about 3 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Woolgar River at a point
seven chains east from a tree marked broad-arrow, and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing west seven chains; on the west by a
line bearing north four chains ; on the north by a line  bearing east
about seven chains to the Woolgar River; and thence by that river
downwards to the point of commencement;-as shown on plan
deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR GRAVEL, ALLOTMENTS 4, 5, AND 6  OF SUBURBAN
SECTION 78.
97-10651-D.B.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg
Area, 1 acre 1 rood 33-L- perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of allotment 3 of suburban
section 78, and bounded thence on the south  by a road bearing 262
degrees 59 minutes nine chains and ninety-six and four-tenths links;
on the north-west by a road bearing 65 degrees nine chains and forty-
eight links; and on the north-east by allotment 3 bearing  155 degrees
three chains and seven and seven-tenths links to the point of commence-
ment ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor- General's
Office-Cat. No. B 158-58.
THE INGLEWOOD LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  GRAVEL.
97-16338-Ingle.
County of Clive, parish of Inglewood.-Area,  53  acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the east corner of portion 67v, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that portion bearing 315 degrees twenty
chains ; on the north-west by portion 5v and a road bearing 45 degrees
twenty-six chains and eighty-nine links ; on the north-east by portion
25v bearing 135 degrees twenty chains ; and on the south-east by
port ions 68v and 69v bearing 225 degrees twenty-six  chains  and eighty-
nine links to the point of commencement;-as shown  on plan  deposited
in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. Clv. 34-74.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOB ROAD METAL.
97-20424-8.0.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Notice  in the  Government
Gazette  dated 25th September, 1874, page 1922, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Ward, parish of Mudgeeraba.-Area,  about  454 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion 4, and bounded
thence on the west by that portion bearing north forty-nine chains ;
on the north by portions 3 and 27v bearing east forty-seven chains
and fifty links, south four chains and twenty and eight-tenths links,
and east twenty-four chains and thirty-five links; on the east and
again  on the north by portion 6 bearing south twenty- six chains and
east about forty-eight chains to the road separating this land from
portion 42; again on the  east  by that road bearing south-easterly to a
point east from the north-east  corner  of portion 64; and on the south
by a line  passing along  the north boundary of that  portion bearing
west about one hundred and thirty chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this thirteenth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by Orders in Council made on the sixth day of August, 1890, and the twenty-seventh day of February, 1889, I
did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation
of so much of the 43rd section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the
ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the
Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to
indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said
land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now,
therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in the said
Schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open for SELECTION as GRAZING
FARMS, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after WEDNESDAY, the FIRST day of DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid,
declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule
respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-27-10-97.  GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN GRAZING AREAS.
No. of Land Agent 's District.
Lot.
a 1 Aramac
b 2 Gladstone ...
c 3 Springsure ...
c 4 Ditto ...
c 5 Ditto ...
c 6 Ditto ...
* Grazing Farm No. 26.
N.B.--Each lot selected subject to payment of the valuo of improvements, if any.
a. This portion consists of well-grassed land, timbered with ironbark, gum, and box, with patches of  Triodia,  yellowjacket, tea-tree, and
underbrush ; water can be obtained at a spring which is reserved from the portion ; situated about forty miles north-westerly from Jericho.
b. This portion consists of well-grassed land, timbered with ironbark, gum, and bloodwood ; watered by the Boyne River ; situated
about twenty-six miles southerly from Gladstone.
c. These portions consist of well-grassed ridges with blacksoil flats along the creeks, timbered with ironbark and bloodwood ; watered
by Retreat, Argyle, and Spring Creeks ; situated about from six to twelve miles north-westerly from Withersfield Railway Station.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s ] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
W
E THEREAS by an Order in Council made on the nineteenth day of May, 1897, I did, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd
section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "  as requires  land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the
Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to mark off the said land, and to indicate the position on proper
maps or  plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly marked off the said land specified in the said Schedule,
and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER
NAPIES, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do. by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT, shall be open for SELECTION as GRAZING FARMS, under the provisions of the said Acts, at the IPSWICH
LAND OFFICE, on and after FRIDAY, the THIRD day of 1)ECE.UBEU, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual
rental  specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which
may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be 6,500 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of October, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Run Resumption .  Parish . No. of Area.
Portion.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Annual Maxi-
Rent mum
per Acre. Area.
A. R. P. £ 8.  d. £ s. d. Acres.
Boongoondoo,  Portion Boongoondoo  ...  6v 10,600 0 0 47 0 0 0 0 0J 20,000
Milton ... ...  Pemberton ... ... *1v 2,320 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 20,000
Craven  ... ... Argyle ... ...  2v 7,300 0 0 35 0 0 0 0 20,000
ditto  ... ...  ditto ... ... 3v 6,500 0 0 35 0 0 0 0 0 20,000
ditto  ... ...  ditto . .. ...  4v 5,000 0 0 28 0 0 0 0 0 20,000
ditto  ... ...  ditto  ... ...  5v 5,000 0 0 28 0 0 0 0 20,000
E.M.-27-10-97. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
No. of
Lot.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Ipswich.)
Expired Lease. Parish.
No. of
Portion. Area.
I
Provisional Annual
Survey Fee. Rent
per Acre.
A. R. P. £ s.  d. 4 S. d.
1 Eskdale  ... ... ... ... ...  Anduramba  ... ... ... ... ...  91v 430 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 1
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
This portion consists of fairly good grazing land ,  timbered with gum, ironbark ,  &c.; unwatered ;  situated about fifteen miles north-
easterly from  Crow' s Nest.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency the Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most  Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
WHEREAS by Orders in Council made on the second day of June, 1892, the sixth day of February, 1889, and the twenty-
seventh  day of October, 1892, I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on  the recommendation of the
Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd section of  "The Crown Lands Art of  1884" as requires land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground before  it is  proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the
Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide
the said land  into lots, and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has
accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans :  Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the  provisions of
"The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands  specified in
the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL
and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after WEDNESDAY; the FIRST day of
DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further
notify and declare that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be  as specified  in the said Schedule :
And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person
in the said Districts shall be  as in  the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of October , in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven,  and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-27 -10-97.  GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
' Land Agent's
o District.
d
-l
a 1 Gympie
a 2 . Ditto
a 3 Ditto
b 4 Ditto
b 5 Ditto
c 6 Inglewood
d 7 Ipswich
Run Parish.
Resumption.
... Whetstone
Woondum
ditto
ditto
Brooloo
ditto
Inglewood
Monsildale
81v
82v
83v
90v
91v
5v
7v
A. R. P.
122 0 0
37 1 29
122 2 11
110 0 0160 0 0
100 0 0
1,280 0 0
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Conditional Unconditional Agriculture
Selection .  Selection.  Area.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
q c 5
a
£ s. d. s. d.
8 8 0 0 4d
5 8 0 0  4
8 8 0 0 41
7 18 0 0 41
9 0 0 0 41
713 0 0 4
18 0 0 0 41
to
ej U
yam
£ s. d.
0 15 0
0 15 0015 0
0 15 00 15  0015 0
0 15 0
to
0
as W U v '
0 (D
z
8. d.
1 0
1 0
10
1 0
10
10
1 0
£ s. d.
1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1
1 0 0 2
1 0 0
Acres.
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
320
1,280
* Section  17, Act 1891.
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of  improvements ,  if any.
a. These portions consist of dense vine  scrub,  fair soil, watered  by Kin Kin Creek  ;  situated about eight miles northerly from Cooran
Railway Station.
b. These portions  consist of  fairly grassed land, timbered with gum, box, &c., watered  by Coonoon Gibber Creek ;  situated  about thirty
miles  southerly from Gympie.
c. This portion  consists  principally of thickly timbered forest,  fair grass ,  good agricultural  soil  of a loamy  nature ,  with a patch  of dense
brigalow and box scrub; situated on the main road from Goondiwindi to Inglewood, about four miles south-westerly from Inglewood.
d. This portion  is fairly well -grassed, timbered with ironbark, &c., watered by Squirrel Creek  ; situated  about twenty-fi ve miles easterly
from Nanango  and about forty -two miles  northerly from Esk.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to 1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified iii the Schedule
hereto, and situated in the undermentioned LAND AGENTS' DISTRICTS, shall be open for Selection as GRAZING
FARMS, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the THIRTEENTH day of DECEMBER, 1897, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at  the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid , declare that the  maximum area  which may. be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as  in the said
Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M. 27-10-97.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
0
a Area.°
0
0
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN GRAZING AREAS.
No. of Land  Agent's
Lot. District.
a 1 Gladstone ...
b 2 Springsure .
Run Resumption . Parish. No .  of Area .  Survey Fee.
Portion.
Annual Rent  Maximum
per Acre. Area.
A. R. P.  £ 8 .  d. £ 8. d.  Acres.
Mt. Larcombe O.L.... Mt. Larcombe 10v 1,000 0 0 17 3 0 0 0 1 20,000
Craven ... ... Argyle ... ... lv 10,004 0 0 41 0 0 0 0 0 20,000
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
a. This portion  consists  of fairly grassed country, rough ridges thickly timbered with ironbark, and open flats  along the gu ll ies  ;  unwatered,
but water may be conserved in the  gullies;  situated about twenty miles westerly from Gladstone, on the Rockhampton and Gladstone road.
b. This portion  consists  of well-grassed undulating ridges, timbered with ironbark, bloodwood, and box;  watered  by Retreat  Creek; situated
about ten  miles north -westerly rom  Witherstield Railway Station.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington, in the
LAMINGTON., county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
Governor.  St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare  that  the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated in the undermentioned
Land Agents' Districts, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts,
on and after WEDNESDAY, the FIRST day of I)ECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified  in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be  as specified in
the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected  by any  one person
in the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of October, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-27.10-97. GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Land Agent's
District.
Pariah.
No. of
For-
feited
Selec-
tion or
Farm.
By Command, J. F.  G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
I I Conditional  Selection.
I
No. of
Portion Area.
A. R. P.
1 I Brisbane .. Wickham ... 1910 17v 640 0 0
2 Ditto ... Mackenzie ... 2651 55v 83 2 11
3 Ditto ...  Redcliffe ... 1027 29v 119 2 0
4 Ditto ... Redland ... 1715 10v 157 0 0
5 Ditto ...  Yeerongpilly 2661 416 160 0 0
6 Ditto ...  Samsonvale ... 1090 59v 160 0 0
7 Ditto ... Byron 1051 62v 74 1 0
8 Ditto  ditto 2758 18v 160 0 0
9 Ditto ...  Kilcoy 962 16v 54 0 0
10 Ditto Durundur 1340 88v 630 0 0
11 Ditto ... ditto 1715 109v 178 0 0
12 Ditto ...  ditto 2607 135v 159 0 0
13 Ditto ...  ditto 1864 117v 160 0 0
14 Ditto ...  Canning 1954 64v 160 0 0
15 Ditto ...  ditto 2094 44v 159 0 0
16 Ditto ... Bribie 2759 5i2v 160 0 0
17 Ditto  Mooloolah 1783 122v 160 0 0
18 Ditto ...  Conondale 2110 104v 160 0 0
19 Ditto ...  ditto 2080 106v 160 0 0
20 Ditto ...  Maleny 2016 131v 157 2 35
21 Ditto ... Cedar ... 175 27v 141 3 24
22 Blackall ... Swaylands .. 315 18v 320 0 0
23 Clermont ... Khosh Bulduk 62 17v 160 0 0
24 Ditto ...  Alpha ... 27v 144 0 0
25 Ditto ... ditto ... 55 8v 640 0 0
26 Ditto ... ditto ... 113 23v 200 0 0
27 Dalby ... Chinchilla ... 620 17v 776 1 0
28 Gayndah ... Malmaison ... 109 6v 470 0 0
29 Cxympie W oundum ... 810 65v 160 0 0
30 Ditto Tewantin ... 751 14v 160 0 0
31 Ipswich ...  Biarra ... 2510 70v 160 0 0
32 Ditto ...  Bowman ... 2364 26 159 3 0
33 Ditto ... Rosewood ... 2458 21v 100 0 3
34 Ditto Kholo 3585 4v 87 2 18
35 Ditto .. Anduramba ... 2359 33v 316 0 0
36 Maryborough Woowoonga... 376 47v 123 0 0
37 Ditto ... ditto 379 69v 160 0 0
38 Ditto ditto 493 66v 160 0 0
39 Ditto ... ditto 489 6.5 v 160 0 0
40 D itto ... ditto 486 48v 111 1 30
41 Ditto Dallarnil 517 34v 160 0 0
42 Mackay ... Hampden ... 186 10{ ILv 800080 0 0
43 Roma ... Barabanbel ... 1214 78v 80 0 0
44 Rockhampton Boolburra ... 399 13v 160 0 0
45 Surat ... Bainbilla 54v 17 1 24
46 St. George Wagaily 87 7v 160 0 0
47 Springsure St Peters 80 20v 100 0 0
48 Townsville ...
.Wyoming 459 22v 430 0 0
49 Ditto ... 103 15v 42 2 0
*50 Waru ick ... Killarney 554 39v 146 0 0
'Survey Fee.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
£ 8. d. £
14 4 0 0
7 7 0 0
816 0 0
9 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
7 2 0 0
9 0 0 0
6 9 0 0
14 4 0 0
910 0 0
9 0 '0 0
9 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
816 0 0
11 9 0 0
9 0 0 0
816 0 0
14 4 0 0
915 0 0
15 6 0 0
13 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
7 13 0{ 0
7 7 0 0
11 9 0 0
8 8 0 0
9 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
8 3 0 0
9 0 0 0
7 2 0 0
7 2 0 0
7 2 0 0
9 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
7 13 0 0
13 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
816 0 0
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
Unconditional Selection.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
Agricultural
Area.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s, d. Acres.-
0 41 015 0 0  1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 6. 1 0 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 1A 640
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1A 640
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1A 640
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1A 640
0 4k 015 0  0'  10 100 1A 640
0  4-1  0  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 9 1,280
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 9 1,280
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 9 1,280
0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 9 1,280
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 9 1,280
0 4 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 9 1,280
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 6 1,280
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 6 1,280
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 6 1,280
0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 6 1,280
0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 5 640
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 7 1,280
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 7 1,280
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 8 320
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 640
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 t 1,280
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 + 1,280
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 . 1,280
0 4 01.5 0 0 1 0 1 0  0 1 1,280
0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 4 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 4 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 5 1,280
0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 2 320
0 6 1 0 0  0 1 4 1 6 8 2 320
0 6 1 0 0  0 1 4 1 6 8 2 320
0 6 1 0 0  0 1 4 1 6 8 2 320
0 6 1 0 0  0 1 4 1 6 8 2 320
0 6. 1 0 0  0 1 4 1 6 8 2 320
0 4J 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 00 4 015 0 0 1 0 }1 0 0 1 1,28
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 7 320
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 4 320
0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 ' 1,280
0 6 1 0 0  0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
0 4> 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 3 1,280
0 6 1 0 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 4 1,280
0 4J 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0 4 1,280
0 6 1 0 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
• Subject to the provisions of  " The Mineral  Lanus (Sales ) Act of  1892" and  " The  Mineral  Lands  (Sales )  Act Amendment Act of  1894."
t  Not within an Agricultural Area  (Section 17,  Act 1891).
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right  Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county  of Lanark,  in the Peerage  of the UnitedKingdom, Knight Commander  of the Most DistinguishedGove r nL ON, Order of St .  Michael and St. George ,  Governor andGovernor . Commander -in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power in me vested ,  and in accordance with the
provisions of the 42nd section of  "The Crown Lands Act  of  1884,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the unselected
lot of land, being portion 7v on Tower Hill and Ludgate Run
Resumption, in the Aramac Land Agent's District, opened to selection
by Proclamation dated the 28th December, 1894,  shall be and is
hereby withdrawn from selection.
E.H.--20-10-97 .  L.O. 38.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twentieth day of October, in the year of  our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the  sixty-first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
TN pursuance  of the authority  in me  vested, I, CHARLES WALLACE
.1 ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
P ro clamation , notify  and declare  that the road described hereunder
sha ll be and is hereby permanently closed.
E.M.-6-8 -97- 12. Road Case No. 2490.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation.
1 P. H. Smith ,  on behalf The road  separating subdi-
of R. B .  Ronald vision 1 of  portion 125
from portions  18, 17, and
16
Parish.
Bassett ...
Area.
A. R. P.
3 0 16
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-eighth day of October ,  in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in
the sixty -first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command , J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN 1
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACH
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
L
s ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGITON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. , Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested , and in accordance
with the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,"
I, CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby  notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Agricultural  and Grazing Farms,  under the  said  Acts, are declared
forfeited :-
E.M. 13 -10-97-B'.
p
go
Ala
a.
zpa
Parish. Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
2686 46v Palen  ... ... Gottlieb  Spre'ser ... 160 0 0 Brisbane
789 167v Noosa  ... ... William N. Atkin- 364 0 0 Gympie
son
836 62v  Traveston ... James Hannafin ... 160 0 0 ditto
23 22v Mourilyan  ... Alexander Cuthill 160 0 0 Mourilyan
68 48v ditto  ... ... James O'Halloran 160 0 0 ditto
78 8v Hull  .. ... Oliver Miles 160 0 0 ditto
482 41v Burrandowan  ... George A. J. White 2,512 2 0 Nanango
620 128v Kunioon  ... ...  John Watmough  ...  160 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this thirteenth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first  year  of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LGovernorN, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the power and authority in me vested under the
I provisions of "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this  my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Maximum Area
allowed to be selected by any one person as a Grazing Farm within
the Bundaberg and Gladstone Land Agents' Districts shall be and is
hereby increased from 10,000 and 13,000  acres  respectively to 20,000
acres ;  such  increase  to take effect from the 1st December, 1897.
". -20-10-97.
Given under my Havd and  Seal , at Government House, Brisbane,
this twentieth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first  year of Her  Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby  noti fied, for general information ,  that applications
under  the eighty- ninth section of  " The Crown  Lands Act of
1884 " have  been made for closing the undermentioned Roals ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections ,  in writing,
not later than the date mentioned  with  respect to each.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the nearest  Land,  Police, and
Post Offices.
No.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-3RD NOVEMBER, 1897.
1 The Rosalie Divisional
Board, on behalf of
F. M. Bridgeman
2 The Lands Department,
on behalf of the
Defence Authorities
The northern end of the
reserved  ro ad through
portion 20v
The roads separating sec-
tions 77 and 78 included
in the proposed new
Rifle Range Reserve
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-10TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
3 The Tarampa Divisional The road separating por- Clarendon 15 3 21
Board, on behalf of tions 99 and 100 from
W. Vanneck 101, 215, and 216
4 Ditto ... ... The road separating por- ditto ... 6 2 26
5 Ditto
tion 217 from portions 84,
98, and 99
From the north-east corner ditto ... 0 2 2
of portion 216 northerly
through portion 217
6 Ditto ... ... The eastern end of the road ditto ... 9 3 8
through portion 217
7 Ditto ... The road separating por- ditto ... 12 0 0
tions 54, 53, and 52 from
217, 50, and 51
8 Ditto ... ... The road separating por- I ditto ... 11 2 0
tions 69, 70, and 71 from
portions 62, 53, 54, and 217
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
` About
*9 The Lands Department, All the roads included Town of 3 2 5
on behalf of the De- within the proposed new Bundaberg
fence Authorities Rifle Range Reserve
10 Grant Brothers ... Part of the road from North ...
Charters Tcwers to tier- Kennedy
berton through Wood- District
leigh Holding, from Big
Oaky Creek to the Dry
River, following the east-
ern side of the Wild River
11 E. G. It. Neumann ... The road separating portion Blenheim 4 0 15
12 J. Porter
148 from portions 125 and
123
The road separating portion Warwick... 3 3 15
lily from portions 117v
and 119v
113 Messrs . Thynne and The road separating por- ditto 6 0 0
Macartney , on behalf  tions 339, 390, 391, and
of F. H. O'Reilly. ... 392 from 407, 408, 409,
and 410
t14 Ditto ... ... The road  separating  por- ditto ...  8 2 29
tlu Ditto
tions 411, 430, and 431
from 424, 428, and 429 About
The roads separating por- ditto ... 1 6 1 0
tions 421, 422, 423, and
424 from 375, 376, 425,
426, 427, and 428
LATEST DATE FOE OBJECTIONS-24TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
About
*16 The Pioneer Divisional Part of the road separating Chelona  _'I 1 3 0
Board, on behalf of portion 833 from 676 and
D. P. Ready part of 744
*17 The Estate of W Patti- All the dedicated roads in Gavial ... 13 1 30
son (deceased) portion 1, being the roads
separating portions D and
A from C and B, sepa-
rating D and C from A
and B, separating C and
B from subdivisions 5, 6,
7, and 8, separating sub-
divisions 5, 6, 7, and 8
from 9 and 10, and 8 and
9 from 7 and  10;  also
*l8 Ditto ... ... I Part of the  road separating  ditto ... ...
subdivisions 1 and 2 of
portion 2 west of pro-
posed new road
*19
*20
*21
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-1ST DECEMBER, 1897.
About
The Ayr Divisional ! The road separating por- Kirknie ... 225 0 0
Board, on behalf of tion 20v from 18v and the
A. J. M. Terry reserved roads through
portions 18v and l7v
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-8TH DECEMBER, 1897.
The Caboolture Divi-  The road separating portion Burpengary
sional Board , on behalf 4  from portion 5
of J. F. Fountain
The Isis Divisional
Board, on behalf of
A C. Walker
*22 The Isis Divisional
Board, on behalf of J.
Elwood
*23 The Cairns Divisional
Board, on behalf of
owner
$24 P. Hoskin ... ..
The southern half-width of
the two-chain road along
the northern boundary of
portion 1052
The eastern end of the road
separating portion 1028
from 1052
The southern end of the
road through portion 75
Milton ... 2 0 26
Town of
Bundaberg
Gregory ...
About
3 2 5
2 3 21
About
11 0 0
About
ditto ... 1 0 0
Sophia ...
About
2 2 0
I The road and  reserve  Womble- 325 1 0
I
through portion 4v bank
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1897.
T
HE following order of the Land Board, confirming the division
made under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
of the Run known as Penola Downs, is published as required by the
Act, and for the information of those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME, Under Secretary.
I I I A. R. P.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS -15TH DECEMBER, 1897.
About
25 The Police Department The road separating portion Marathon 88 2 0
llv from Aramac Holding, ;
through the  proposed
Police Reserve
26 R. G. Miller ... The road  separating  portion ditto ... ,  52 1 16
19v from 1Sv
27 The Isis Divisional
Board, on behalf of
T. Cannock
LATEST DATE FOR
*28 The Dalrymple Divi-
sional Board ,  on behalf
of Richard Craven
*29 Ditto
*30 Ditto
*31 Ditto
32 The Dalrymple Divi-
sional Board, on behalf
of the Mosman Gold
I Mines,  Limited
§33
34
*35
II. Tomkins
Messrs. Moore Bros. and
Baynes
W. Broome ... ...
*36 The Yeerongpilly Divi-
sional Board, on
behalf of  R. Lowen-
thal
*37 The Yeerongpilly Divi-
sional Board, on
behalf of R. Miller,junr.
1138 Messrs. Thynne and
Macartney, on behalf
of R. Dunne
IThe reserved road through Gregory ...
portion 158v
10 0 28
OBJECTIONS-22ND DECEMBER, 1897.
The northern end of the Charters
70-link lane leading from Towers
Cooper street to Aplin
street
The southern end of Cooper ditto ... ...
street  from the west
co rn er  of W.R. 211
The south-western end of ditto ... ...
David street  from a point
about sixty  links west
from the west  corner of
Homestead  2507 to the
intersection of Cooper
and Mill streets
Part  of Mill  street  from  a ditto .. ...
point about 150 links east
from the west corner of
W.R. 217 to a point about
one chain west from the
south-west corner of
Homestead 2407 About
The southern end of O'Kaue ditto ... 1 0 0
street fronting Home-
steads Nos. 3983 and 3539,
and also that part of
Wagstaff street fronting
Homesteads 3539 and 3561 About
The 10-chain road leading Jundah ... 190 0 0
to Windorah south-
westerly through por-
tions 4 and 5
The reserved road through Barambah 25 0 0
portion 56 About
The road separating por- Woodlands 36 0 0
tions 616 and 3 from por-
tions 83, 1564, and 1913,
and the continuation of
same road  through por-
tion 1923 to a reserved
road
The reserved road through Mackenzie 8 2 0
portion l7v I
The reserved road along
and within the east
boundary of portion 52v
Parts of Stoneleigh and
Cambridge streets sepa-
rating subdivisions 13
and 14 of section 9 of
allotments 318 and 319
and subdivision 9 of sec-
tion 10 of allotment 319
from subdivisions 13, 12,
and 11 of section 10 of
allotment 319 and allot-
ments 10 and 7 of sec-
tion C.1
39 P. L. Cardew. on behalf The reserved road through
of W. Bindley portion llv
ditto ...1 3 210
North Bris-
bane
Kholo 1 320
* NoTF .-The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
t NoTF .-These roads are proposed to be closed in part  exchange  for areas to
be resumed from portions 431 and  432, 374 and 375, for quarry  purposes, which
roads are  hereby  closed.
NOTE.-The closure of this road and reserve is proposed  to be  carried out in
connection with the opening of another road.
§ NOTE.- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the widening of the road running southerly through these portions.
11 NoTF.-- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the opening of another road,  being  an extension of Cambridge street
easterly to Elston terrace.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Road Case  No. 2290.
IN pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  " The Crown Lands
Acts  1884 to 1886  Amendment Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that  it is  intended to open a New Road through the Holding described
hereunder.
Grazing Farm No. 31, Charters Towers District, portion 2v, parish
of West Burdekin, being part of main road to Old Fanning Diggings
and to Dottswood.
Lessee-W. Stewart.
Any claims to which the Lessee may consider himself entitled
under  the abovementioned A ct on account of the opening of the said
road must be  forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands within two
months from the date hereof.
NOTE.-A  copy of  the above notice,  with tracing ,  will be sent to the Lessee
within two months  from the  date hereof.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Iii the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," and in the  matter of
the Division of the Run known  as Penola  Downs, situated in the
Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS The Law Debenture Corporation, Limited, of London, the
pastoral tenants of the consolidated run known  as Penola Downs,
situated in the Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of Queens-
land, comprising the conterminous runs known as Como,  P ro spero,
Constance Down, and Chance, have given notice to the Secretary for
Public Lands, dated the eighth day of October, 1896, that they elect to
take advantage of the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
with respect to such run : And whereas the said  run has been
inspected and a report made thereon to the said Secretary for Public
Lands as to the best mode of making  a fair  division thereof : And
whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has caused the  said run to be
divided into two parts, and has referred the matter of the said division
to us, Edward Mansfield and William Alcock Tully, being the Land
Board constituted under the provisions of  " Tice Crown Lands Act of
1884": Now, upon reading the said notice from the said  pastoral
tenant, and the said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that
the division of the said run made by the said Secretary for Public
Lands as amended hereby be confirmed : And we do further order
that the said consolidated run known  as Penola  Downs be divided
into two parts, and that the part of the said run referred to in the
said Act as the resumed part shall comprise and include the land
described as follows, viz.:-
881  square miles.
Commencing at a point on the west boundary of Kynuna  Holding
one mile  forty -one chains  south of a post marked broad-arrow over B3
over C, and bounded thence by a line bearing west about  thirteen miles
fifty-two chains ; thence by a line bearing south about  six miles forty
chains to a point three miles twenty-two chains west  of a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over D over CD in triangle ; thence by a line bear-
ing east about thirteen miles sixty chains passing through  the last-
mentioned tree to a lancewood-tree marked broad- arrow  over R over CD
in triangle ; and thence by Kynnna Holding bearing north about six
miles forty chains to the point of commencement ;- exclusive of all
alienated and reserved land contained within these described  boundaries.
And that the other part, being the part for which the said pastoral
tenants shall be entitled to receive a lease for the term and upon the
conditions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include the
land described as follows, viz.:-
1431 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the west boundary of Kynuna  Holding
one mile forty-one chains  south of a  post marked broad- arrow over B3
over C, and bounded thence by a line bearing west about  thirteen miles
fifty-two chains ; thence by a line bearing north about  eleven miles to a
point four chains fifty links south of a post marked broad-arrow over H
over P. ; thence by a line bearing  east about six miles eight chains ;
thence by  a line  bearing about 168 degrees  30 minutes  about  four  miles
forty-four chains ; thence by a line  i-.earing east about eleven miles forty.
eight chains passing through awhitewood-tree marked broad- arrow over
C over CD in triangle to a post marked broad-arrow over C. ; thence by
Kynuna Holding bearing south about  five miles passing  through a
whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over B2 over  B4 in triangle to a
giddiah-tree marked broad- arrow  over B3 over X in  triangle, west about
five iniles to the first -mentioned  post marked broad-arrow over B3. over
C., and south one mile forty -one chains  to the point  of  commencement'--
exclusive of  all alienated  and reserved land contained  within these
described boundaries.
Given under the seal of the Board this eighth day of October,
A.D. 1897.
W. ALCOCK TULLY, Members of the
E. MANSFIELD, ) Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1897.
T
HE following order of the Land Board, confirming the division
made under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands Act  of 1884"
of the Run known as Burleigh, is published as required by the Act,
and for the information of those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME, Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," and in the matter
of the Division of the Run known as Burleigh, situated in the
Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS Francis Allen, Edward Osborne Sealy Allen, and Percival
Dixon Voss, the pastoral  tenants  of the consolidated run known as
Burleigh, situated in the Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of
Queensland, comprising the conterminous  runs  known as Burleigh,
Surry, Kenmac Downs No. 4, Boree, Redmond Downs, Lisdermot,.
Lisdermot No. 1, Merton Ponds, Ongerabunda, and Cudgie Cudgie,
have given notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the fifteenth
day of March, 1897, that they elect to take advantage of the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" with respect to such run :
And whereas the said run has been inspected and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the best mode of
making a fair division thereof : And whereas the Secretary for Public
Lands has caused the said run to be divided into two  parts, and has
referred the matter of the said division to us, Edward Mansfield and
William Alcock Tully, being the Land Board constituted under the
provisions of  11 The Crown Lands Act of  1884": Now, upon  reading
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the said notice from the said pastoral tenant, and the said report here-
inbefore mentioned, we do order that the division of the said run
made by the said Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed : And we
do further order that the said consolidated run known as Burleigh
be divided into two parts, and that the part of the said run referred
to in the said Act as the resumed part shall comprise and include the
land described as follows, viz.:-
284  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Woolgar River at a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over XX in triangle, and bounded
thence by a line bearing east about three miles to a point bearing 135
degrees  and distant two chains eighty links from a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over M over 1 in triangle ; thence by a line bearing north
about five  miles ; thence  by a line bearing west about five miles crossing
the Woolgar River at a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow in triangle to
a point bearing 240 degrees and distant one chain ten links from an
ironwood-tree marked broad-arrow over MP. over B2. in triangle ; thence
by a line bearing south about  seven miles  nine chains forty links passing
through a paint sixty  links  west of an ironwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over MP. over Li. in triangle to a point one chain west of a box-tree
marked  broad-arrow over Ll. over B2. in triangle ; thence by a line
bearing  west  about six miles forty-three chains passing through a point
sixty links north of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over H over XI in
triangle to  a box-tree marked broad-arrow over L over III in triangle
and thirty links north and six chains forty-five links east from a beef-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over H over XII in triangle; thence by
portion R of the Saxby Downs Resumption bearing south about five
miles fifty- six chains  and west about ten miles thirty-five chains  crossing
Express  Creek to a point forty chains north-westerly from a bloodwood-
tree  marked broad-arrow over IV in triangle ; thence by Saxby Downs
Consolidation bearing south about eighteen miles sixteen chains to the
Cambridge Downs Resumption ; thence by that resumption bearing
east  to its north- east corner  ; thence by the Cambridge Downs Holding
bearing east  about one mile to a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow
over LV in triangle, north about seventy chains to a bauhinia-tree
marked broad-arrow over LII in triangle, and east about five miles
seventy chains to the Stawell River at a point opposite a tree marked
broad-arrow over XIII in  triangle ; and  thence by the right bank of
that river upwards to the junction of the Woolgar River, and by the
right bank of the last-named river upwards to a point opposite starting
point ; and thence by a line across the river to the point of commence-
ment ;-exclusive  of all alienated and reserved land contained within
these described boundaries.
And that the other part, being the part for which the said
pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive a lease for the term and
upon the conditions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.:-
4321  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Woolgar River at a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over XX in triangle, and bounded thence by a
line bearing  east about three miles to a point bearing 135 degrees and
distant two chains eighty links from a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over M over 1 in triangle ; thence by a line bearing north five miles ;
thence by a line bearing east about ten miles twenty-two chains passing
through a point seventy links north of an ironwood-tree marked broad-
arrow  over M over P4 in triangle and a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow  over B over BI in  triangle  to a point twenty links beyond the last-
mentioned marked tree ; thence by a line bearing south about thirteen
miles four chains crossing  Hampstead Creek at a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over T over XXXIII in triangle and passing through a
box-tree  marked broad-arrow over B1 over V in triangle to a point
bearing  140 degrees and distant one chain ninety links from a hauhinia-
tree marked broad-arrow over B over V in triangle ; thence by a line
bearing  west twenty-two chains to a point bearing 220 degrees and
distant  fifty-five links from a bauhinia-tree marked broad-arrow over B
in triangle  and twenty links east and five chains thirty links south of a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over L over IV in triangle; thence by a line
and the Richmond Downs Holding bearing south about fourteen miles
eight chains  crossing  the Stawell River at a point nineteen chains west
of a guns-tree marked broad-arrow over XT over C  in triangle  and fifty
links  east of  a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over K over V in triangle,
and passing  through a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over F over IV
in triangle  to a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over F over II in
triangle; thence by the Richmond Downs and Cambridge Downs
Holdings bearing west about twenty-two miles ten chains passing
through a post marked broad-arrow over K IIII to the Stawell River
at a tree marked broad-arrow over L in triangle being about thirty-six
chains below a tree marked broad-arrow over XV in triangle; thence
by the left bank of that river upwards to the junction of the Woolgar
River and by the left bank of the last-named liver upwards to the point
of commencement ;-exclusive of all alienated and reserved land
contained within these described boundaries.
Given under the seal of the Board this eighth day of October,
A.D. 1897.
W. ALCOCK TULLY, Members of the
E. MANSFIELD, Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1897.
T
HE following order of the Land Board, confirming the division
made under  the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
of the Run known  as Cassius , is published as required by the Act,
and for  the information of those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME, Under Secretary.
In the Matter  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  18S4," and in the matter
of the Division of the Run known as Cassius, situated in the
Pastoral  District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS  The Bank  of Australasia , the pastoral tenants of the
consolidated run known  as Cassilis , situated in the Pastoral District of
Burke, in the colony of Queensland, comprising the conterminous runs
known  as Cassius, Cassius West, Cassius East, Coleraine No. 2,
Coleraine  No. 3, and  Mossgiel ,  have given  notice to the Secretary for
Public Lands, dated the eleventh day, of February, 1897, that they
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elect to take advantage of the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act
of  1884" with respect to such run : And whereas the said run has
been inspected and a report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of making  a fair  division thereof :
And whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has caused the said
run to be divided into two parts, and has referred the matter of the
said division to us, Edward Mansfield and William Alcock Tully,
being the Land Board constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884": Now, upon reading the said notice from the
said pastoral tenants, and the said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do
order that the division of the said run made by the said Secretary for
Public Lands be confirmed : And we do further order that the said
consolidated run known as Cassius be divided into two parts, and that
the part of the said run referred to in the said Act as the resumed
part shall comprise and include the land described as follows, viz.:-
1391  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Alick's Creek  at a point  opposite
a point about  twelve chains  above a tree marked broad-arrow over A
over CVII  in triangle , and bounded thence by a line bearing west about
seven miles  sixty chains to a post marked broad-arrow over T No. 1 over
C ; thence by the Tarbrax Holding bearing south about  ten mileb ; thence
by the Albion Consolidation  bearing  east about  six miles twenty chains;
thence by the Albion Resumption bearing south about  ten miles thirty-
two chains  crossing  Fraser's Creek  at a point  about thirty- six chains
above a tree marked broad- arrow  over F over VIII  in triangle ,  and east
to the north-west boundary of the Sesbania Holding ; thence by that
holding bearing north-east about one mile forty  chains ; thence by a line
bearing north about twelve  miles  forty chains to Alick's Creek  at a point
about twenty- four chains  in a direct line above a tree marked broad-
arrow over A over CXVI in triangle ;  and thence  by the left bank of
that creek downwards to the point of commencement ;-exclusive  of all
alienated and reserved land contained within these described  boundaries.
And that the other part, being the part for which the said pastoral
tenants shall be entitled to receive a lease for the term and upon the
conditions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include the
land described as follows, viz.:-
291k  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Alick's Creek  at a point about
twelve chains  above a tree marked broad-arrow over A over CVII in
triangle, and  bounded thence by the right bank of that  creek upwards
to a point twenty- four chains in a direct  line above  a tree marked
broad-arrow over A over CXVI  in triangle ; thence by  a line bearing
south about twelve miles forty chains; thence by the Sesbania Holding
bearing north-east about  ei hteen miles  forty- eight chains to a post
marked broad- arrow  over Ng over CXXI and east about  four miles
forty chains; thence by a line bearing north about nine miles thirty-two
chains ; thence  by a line bearing east about thirty-two  chains ; thence
by a line bearing north about two miles sixty-four chains to the
Marathon Holding ; thence by the  said holding bearing west to the
south-east corner of portion 8v,  parish  of Wyangarrie,  at a post marked
broad-arrow over 8v; thence by the south boundary  of that portion and
part of the south boundary of portion 9v, parish of Wyangarrie,  westerly
about five  miles seventeen chains thirteen links to a straining post at
the north-east corner of portion 1v, parish of Gordon, marked broad-
arrow over 1v9v ; thence by that portion  bearing  about  179 degrees
41 minutes about five  miles seventeen  chains thirty- seven links, 271
degrees 28 minutes two miles  two chains ninety -seven links ,  and 268
degrees 10 minutes  four miles fifteen chains  sixty-six links  to a straining
post marked broad-arrow over 1v ; and thence by a fence  bearing about
west about two miles fifty- six chains  to the point  of commencement;-
exclusive of all alienated and reserved land contained  within these
described boundaries.
Given under the seal of the Board this eighth day of October,
A.D. 1897.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,  Members of the
E. MANSFIELD ,  Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1897.
T is hereby notified, for general  information , that the  Lands as
per Schedule herewith will be opened for OCcuPATION LICENSE
UNDER PART V. Of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the
respective Land Offices, on and after TUESDAY, the Fourth day of
January, 1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at  the Annual  Rentals
stated.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
lands may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
Run.
Kroombit .
esumed part )Ditto (r
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Banksia  .. ... ... ... ... ...  84 168 0 0
Ditto (resumed part ) ... ... ... 75 130 0 0
Raglan  ... ... ... ... ... ...  26 5813 4
Langmorne ... ... ... ... ... ... 67 146 13 4
Gross Area. Rent.
I  Sq. miles . I  .2  a. d.
THE GLADSTONE LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
... ... ... 189 270 7 6
... ... ... I  189 206 0 0
THE WARWICK  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Canal Creek ... ... ... ... ... 38 70 0 0
Ditto (resumed part) ... ... ... 13 25 3 4
Talgai ... . ... ... ... 5 10 10 -0
Ditto  (resumed part ) ... ... ... 3 4 6 8
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th October, 1897.
T T is hereby notified, for general information ,  that the following
1 Land, in the Charters  Towers Land  Agent's District, as per
description herewith ,  will be opened for OCCUPATION LicErsE UNDER
PART V.  Of  11 The Crown  Lands Act of  1884," at the CHARTERS
TOWERS LAND OFFICE, on  and after  TUESDAY, the FOURTH
day of  JANUARY,  1898 , at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual
Rental of IOs.  per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application  to the  local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
97-21321-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE CHARTERS TOWERS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
FORFEITED  OCCUPATION LICENSE No.  12.-Mytton Block.
Area, about 95 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Clark River at a point about
eighty chains in a direct  line  below a tree marked broad-arrow over IX
in triangle, and bounded thence by Maryvale Holding bearing about
north-west about two miles forty chains; thence by a line bearing
about north-westerly about eight miles sixty chains to the east corner
of Shield Creek Run ; thence by that run bearing about south-west
about six miles forty chains to the north boundary of portion B of the
Wando Vale Resumption ; thence by that portion bearing easterly
about three miles thirty-two chains ; thence by the same block bearing
about south to the Broken River at a point about six miles in a direct
line  above its junction with the Clark River; and thence by the left
bank of the Broken River downwards  to  the said junction, and by the
left bank of the Clark River downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1897.
IT is hereby  notified, for general information, that the following
1. Lands, in the Charters Towers Land Agent's District, as per
descriptions  herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER
PART V. of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the CHARTERS
TOWERS LAND OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH
day of JANUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual
Rental of  £1 2s. 8d. per  square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
lands  may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-22025-8.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE CHARTERS TOWERS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
BLOCK  A.-On the Resumed Part  of Bluff  Downs Bun.
Area, about 152 square miles.
So much of the resumed part of Bluff Downs Run as is to the
north of the Basalt River.
Also,-BLOCK  B.-On the Resumed Part of Bluf Downs Run.
Area, about 152 square miles.
So much of the resumed part of Bluff Downs Run as is to the
south of the Basalt River.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1897.
TT is hereby notified,  for general  information, that the following
L Land, in the St. Lawrence Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," at the ST. LAWRENCE LAND
OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY,
1898,  at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an  Annual Rental of £5 the
lot.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may  be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97.21041-St. L.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE ST. LAWRENCE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
CLAIRVIEw ISLAND.-Area, about 320 acres.
The Crown lands contained in Clairview Island, situated at
mouth of Clairview Creek, and distant about ten miles northerly
from town of St. Lawrence.
Department of Pub li c Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th October, 1897.
IT is  hereby notified ,  for general information ,  that the fo ll owing
Land, in the Warwick Land Agent 's District, as per description
herewith ,  will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V.
of  "The Crown Lands  Act of  1884," at the  WARWICK LAND
OFFICE, on and after  TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY,
1898, at ELEVEN  O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of £2 5s.
the lot.
A ll  information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent ,  or to the
Under Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
97-20275-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE WARWICK LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish of North Toolburra.-Area ,  1,202 acres.
The Crown  land  comprised in surveyed portion lv,  parish of
North Toolburra.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Charleville Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the CHARLEVILLE LAND
OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY,
1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of 15s.
per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-21650-8.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE CHARLEVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
ON THE RESUMFD PART OF VICTORIA DOWNS RUN.
Parish of Morven.-A rea,  about 6,900 acres.
Bounded on the north by portions 9v, 10v, 8v, lv, and 3v; on
the east by the resumed part of Eurella North Run; on the south by
the railway line and the Morven Town Reserve ; and on the west by
the leased part of Victoria Downs Run;-inclusive of portions 11v
and 12v and part of the Trucking Reserve proclaimed in  Government
Gazette,  1896, volume 2, folio 707.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1897.
IT.is hereby notified, for general information, that the followingLands, in the Rockhampton Land Agent's District, as per descrip-
tions herewith, will be opened for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART
V. of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," at the ROCKHAMPTON
LAND OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of
JANUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the Annual
Rental stated in each case.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
lands may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-21502-8.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
On the Resumed Part of Langmorn Run.
.
Area, about 11 square miles.
Annual rent, £1 per square mile.
Bounded on the north by portions 15v, 14v, 17v, 20v, 24v, and
23v; on the north-east by the north-east boundary of the resumed
part of Langmorn Run ; on the east by portions 1745 and 687; on the
south by portion 31 and the southern watershed of Horrigan's Creek ;
and on the north-west by the watershed forming the north-west
boundary of the resumed part of Langmorn Run.
Also,-Area, about 12 square miles.
Annual rent, £1 per square mile.
Bounded on the north by the southern watershed  of Horrigan's
Creek ; on the east by portions 31, 688, and 1393; on the south by
portions 1295, 2340, 1394, and 3, and Langmorn Greek ; on the west
by the leased part of Langmorn Run; and on the north-west by the
watershed forming the north-west boundary of the resumed part of
Langmorn Run;-exclusive of portions 1485 and 2301.
Also,-Area, about 7 square miles.
Annual rent, £1 per  square mile.
Bounded on the north by portions 29v, 1296, 689, and 820; on
the west by Cattle Creek ; on the south by a line bearing  east  from the
south-east corner of portion 1 (G.F. 691) ; and on the east by the
watershed forming the eastern boundary of the resumed part of Lang-
morn Run.
Also,-Area, about 32 square miles.
Annual rent, 15s. per square mile.
So much of the resumed part of Langmorn Run as is to the south
of portion 1 (G.F 691) and a line bearing east from its south-east
corner. -
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1897.
"f T is hereby notified, for general information, that the Lands known
j as Langmorn Run, in the Rockhampton Land Agent's District,
opened to Occupation License by Notice in the  Government Gazette
dated 18th October, 1895, shall be and are hereby withdrawn from
Occupation License.
97-21502-8.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1897.
IT is hereby notified,  for general  information, that the Annual Rent
of portion lv, parish of'Cooyar, in the Toowoomba Land Agent's
District, opened to Occupation License on the 7th January, 1895,
shall, on and after the 4th January, 1.898, be reduced from £7 to £5
the lot.
97-20945-Twba.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1897.
SPECIAL LAND COURT.
IT is hereby  notified ,  for general information , that  a Special Land
Court will be held at the Land Office, Gympie, on THURSDAY,
the 25th November, 1897.
J. F. G. I+ OXTO T.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th October, 1897.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACTS, - 1884 TO 1894."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
I
T is hereby  notified , for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the above-recited Act, at the
undermentioned  Offices, on the dates specified.
All business  in connection with selections  under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868"  and  "The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876  will also  be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1897.
District or Place .  Jan. Feb .  March .  April. May. June.
Allora  * ... ...
Aramac  t ... ...
Ayr ... ... ...
Banana .. ...
Barcaldine f ...
Beaudesert ... ...
Blackall ...
Bowen ...
Brisbane ...
Bundaberg ...
Burketown ...
Cairns ...
Cardwell ...
...
Charleville ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Clermont ... ...
Cooktown ... ...
Cunnamulla
Dalby
Emerald  * ... ...
Esk * ... ...
Gatton ... ...
Gayndah ... ...
Georgetown ...
Geraldton (Mourilyan)
Gladstone ...
Goondiwindi
Gympie ,..
Herberton ...
Hughenden ...
Ingham ...
Inglewood ...
Ips'1rich ...
Isisford
Landsborough
Longreach ...
...
...
Mackay ...
Maryborough
Miles ... ...
Mitchell t ... ...
Muttaburra
Nanango ...
Nerang  * ... ...
Normanton ...
Port Douglas
Ravenswood
Rockhampton
Roma ... ..,
St. George ...
St. Lawrence
Springsure ...
Stanthorpe ...
Surat ... ...
...
... Mon. 11
... Wed. 6
... Sat. 9
... Mon. 4
... Thur. 7
Tues. 5
... Tues. 5
... Wed. 6
... Sat. 2
... Tues. 5
Mon. 4
Tues. 12
... Tues. 5
... Thur. 7
Fri. 8
... Tues. 19
... Wed. 20
... Fri. 22
Sat. 9
... Tues. 5
... Wed. 6
... Mon. 11
... Sat. 2
... Wed. 6
... Wed. 6
... Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
... Sat. 2
... Mon. 18
... Wed. 6
... Fri. 15
... Wed. 6
... Sat. 2
Sat.** 2
Wed. 13
Mon. 11
... Wed. 6
... Thur. 7
... Thur. 7
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Thur. 7
.,. Wed. 6
... Wed. 20
... Wed. 20
Fri. 8
.,, Wed. 6
... Mon. 4
... Wed. 20
Wed. 6
,.. Wed. 6
Tues. 5
Tues. 5
... Wed. 6
Mon. 8
Wed. 3
Sat. 6
Fri. 5
Mon. 1
Thur. 4
Tues. 2
Tues. 2
Wed. 3
Fri. 5
Mon. 1
Tues. 9
Tues. 16
Tues. 2
Thur. 4
Fri. 5
Sat. 13
Tues. 2
Wed. 3
Mon. $
Fri. 5
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Tues. 16
Wed. 3
Wed. 10
Fri. 5
Mon. 15
Fri. 12
Wed. 3
Fri. 5
Fri. 5
Wed. 10
Mon. 8
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Thur. 4
Thur. 4Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Thur. 4
Wed. 3
Wed. 17
Fri. 12
Wed. 3
Mon. 1
Wed. 17
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Tues. 2
Tues. 2
Wed. 3
Thur. 4
Mon. 1  .. Mon. 7
Mon. 8 Mon. 12  Mon. 10 Mon. 14
Wed. 3
Sat. 6
Mon. 1
Thur. 4
Tues. 2
Tues. 2
Wed. 3
Fri. 5
Mon. 1
Tues. 9
Tues. 2
Thur. 4
Fri. 5
Wed.17
Fri. 19
Sat. 13
Tues. 2
Wed. 3
Mon. 8
Fri. 5
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Tues. 16
Wed. 3
Wed. 10
Fri. 5
Mon, 15
Wed. 3
Fri. 12
Wed. 3
Fri. 5
Tues. 9
Fri. 5Wed. 10
Mon. 8
Wed. 3
Thur. 4
Thur. 4
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Thur. 4
Wed. 3
Thur. 18
Tues. 16
Fri. 12
Wed. 3
Mon. 1
Thur. 18
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Tues. 2
Tues. 2Wed. 3
Wed. 7 Wed.
Sat. 10 Sat.
Fri. 2 ...
Tues. 5 Mon.
Thur. 1 Thur.
Tues. 6 Tues.
Tues. 6 Tues.
Wed. 7 Wed.
Fri. 2 Fri.
Tues. 6
Mon. 5
Tues. 13
Tues. 20
Tues. 6
Thur. 1
Fri. 2
Wed. 21
Sat. 10
Tues. 6
Wed. 7
Mon. 12
Fri. 2
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Tues. 20
Wed. 7
Wed. 14
Fri. 2
Tues. 20
Sat. 17
Wed. 7
Fri. 2
Mon. 3
Tues. 11
Wed. 2
Sat. 12
Fri. 4
Mon. 7
Thur. 3
Tues. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 2
Fri. 4
Mon. 7
Tues. 8
Tues. 15
Tues. 1
Thur. 3
Fri. 4
Sat. 12
Tues. 1
Wed. 2
Mon. 14
Fri. 4
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Tues. 15
Wed. 2
Wed. 9
Fri. 4
Mon. 21
Fri. 18
Wed. 2
Fri. 4
Tues. 8
Fri. 4
Wed. 16
Mon. 14
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Tues. 4
Thur. 6
Fri. 7
Wed. 19
Fri. 21
Sat. 8
Tues. 4
Wed. 5
Mon. 10
Fri. 7
Wed. 5
Wed. 5
Tues. 18
Wed. 5
Wed. 12
Fri. 7
Mon. 17
Wed. 5
Fri. 14
Wed. 5
Fri. 7
Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Wed.  141 Wed. 12
Mon. 12  Mon. 10
Wed. ; ..
Wed, 7 i Wed. 5
Thur. 1
Thur. 1
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Thur. 1
Wed. 7
Thur.  6 1 Thur. 3
Thur. 6' Thur. 3
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Thur. 6 Thur. 3
Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Wed. 19
Wed. 21 !' Wed. 19
Fri. 9 Fri. 14
Wed.  71 Wed. 5
Mon.  51 Mon. 3
Wed. 21 Wed. 19
Wed. 7 \\ ed. 5
Wed. 16
Fri. 11
Wed. 2
Mon. 7
Wed. 16
Wed. 2
Tambo ... ...
Taroom ... ...
Texas
Thargomindah
Toowoomba...
Townsville ...
Warwick ...
Winton ...
Windorah ...
Wed. 7 Wed. 5: Wed. 2
Tues. 6 Tues . 4  Tues.  I
Tues. 6 Tues .  4 Tues. 1
Wed. 7 Wed.  5! Wed. 2
Thur .  1 ... Thur. 3
July. August .  Sept .  Oct. Nov.
Mon. 12 Mon. 9
+
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Sat. 10 Sat. 7
. Fri. 6
Mon. 5 Mon. 2
Thur. 1 Thur. 5
Tues. 6 Tues. 3
Tues. 6 Tues. 3
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Tues. 6 ...
Mon. 5 Mon. 2
Tues. 13 Tues. 10
Tues. 17
Tues. 6 Tues. 3
Thur. 1 Thur. 5
Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Tues. 20 ...
Wed. 21 ...
Fri. 23 ..
Sat. 10 Sat. 14
Tues. 6 Tues. 3
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Mon. 12 Mon. 9
Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Tues. 20 Tues. 17
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Mon. 19 Mon. 16
Wed. 7 .
Fri. 16 , Fri. 13
Wed.  71Wed. 4
Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Fri. 21 Fri. 6
Wed. 14; Wed. 11
Mon. 12 1Mon. 9
Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Thur. 1 Thur. 5
Thur.  I I Thur. 5
Wed.  71 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Thur. 1 Thur. 5
Wed.  71Wed. 4Wed. 21 ...
Wed. 21 Wed. 18
Fri. 9 Fri. 13
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Mon.  5! Mon. 2
Wed.  21: Wed. 18
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 7, Wed. 4
Tues. 6 Tues. 3
Tues. 6 Toes. 3
Wed. 7, Wed. 4
... Thur. 5
Mon 6 .
Mon. 13 Mon. 11  Mon. 8 Mon. 13
+
Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Sat. 11 Sat. 9
. Fri. 1
Mon. 6 Mon. 4
Thur. 2 Thur. 7.
Tues. 7  Tues. 5
Tues. 7 Tues. 5
Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Fri. 3 Fri. 1
Tues. 5
Mon. 6 Mon. 4
Tues. 14 Tues. 12
... Tues. 19
Tues.  7 Tues. 5
Thur. 2 Thur. 7
Fri. 3 Fri. I
Wed. 20
Wed. 15 ,.,
Fri. 17 .
Sat. 11 Sat. 9
Tues.  7 Tues. 5
Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Mon. 13 Mon. 11
Fri. 3 Fri. 1
Wed. I Wed. 6
Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Tues. 21 Tues. 19
Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Wed. 8 Wed. 13
Fri. 3 Fri. 1
Mon. 20 Mon. 18
Wed. 1
Fri. 17 Fri. 15
Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Fri. 3 Fri. 1
Thur. 9
Fri. 3 Fri. 1
Wed. 15 Wed. 13
Mon. 13 Mon. 11
Wed. 6
Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Thur .  2 Thur. 7
Thur .  2 Thur. 7
Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Wed.  I  Wed. 6
Thur .  2  Thur. 7
Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Wed. 15
Wed. 15 Wed. 20
Fri. 10 ' Fri. S
Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Mon. 6  Mon. 4Wed. 15 Wed. 20
Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Wed, 1 Wed. 6
Tues. 7 Tues. 5
Tues. 7 Tues. 5
Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Thur. 7
Wed. 3  W.  1
Sat. 6 Sat. 11
. Fri. 3
Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Wed. 10 Tues. 14
... Tues. 21
Tues. 2 Tues. 7Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 17 ...
Fri. 19 .
Sat. 13 Sat. 11
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Mon. 15 Mon. 13
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues. 16 Tues. 21
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Mon. 15 Mon. 20
Wed. 3 .
Fri. 12 Fri. 17
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Thur. 9
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 10 Wed. 15
Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 1 Mon. 6Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 17
Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Fri. 12 Thur. 9
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Fri. 19 Fri. 17
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 2 Tues. 7Wed. 3 Wed. 1
... Thur. 2
1
• The Courts marked thus * are only held for  We purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions
t  Office for receiving applications.
$  Days will be fixed when Land Commissioner visits Ayr.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
Dec.
6Mon
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1897.THE following amended description of he Reserve for Police
Purposes , Mount Morgan,  is  published in lieu of that appearing
in the  Government  Gazette  of the 16th October, 1897, page 842.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PURPOSES, MOUNT MORGAN.
97-22x99-S.G.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Gorern-
ment Gazette  dated 16th October, 1897, page 842, which is
hereby amended.)
County of Raglan, parish of Calliungal.
Area, 1 acre 1 rood 20 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of the north-east side of Central
street by the south-east side of Hall street, and bounded thence on
the north-west by Hall street bearing 80 degrees two chains and
seventy-five links; on the north-east by a Reserve for Municipal
Purposes bearing 170 degrees five chains; on the south-east by
Pattison street bearing 260 degrees two chains and seventy-five
links; and on the south-west by Central street bearing 350 degrees
five chains to the point of commencement;-as shown on plan
deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. C311-2.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1897.
ERROR IN DEED.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant mentioned in the
N' Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  "The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the land intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct  area  and description shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous  area  and description ; and such grant and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
97-13157-R.T.
No. of Deed-77,873.
Date of Deed-4th March, 1892.
Name of Grantee-James Peter Hansen.
Land  Granted-Subdivision 1 of portion 206, county of Churchill,
parish of Fassifern.
Area-271 acres 2 roods 21 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of Fassifern , subdivision  1 of portion 206.
Area,  269 acres 2 roods  22 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 106, and
bounded thence on the north and west by that portion bearing 90
degrees 22  minutes fifty-nine chains and eighty-one and a-half links,
and 10 minutes twenty-eight chains and eighty-nine links ; again on
the north by portion 73 bearing 90 degrees 24 minutes seven chains
and nineteen links; on the east by portion 123 bearing 179 degrees
55 minutes twenty-seven chains and twelve links;  again  on the north
by that portion and portion 14v bearing 89 degrees 52 minutes
twenty-five chains; again on the east by portion 14v and a road
bearing 179 degrees 29 minutes twenty-nine chains and twenty-seven
links ; on the south by a line bearing 269 degrees 51 minutes twenty-
eight chains and twenty-one links ; again on the east by a line bearing
179 degrees 49 minutes fourteen chains and fifty-one links; thence by
a road bearing 269 degrees 47 minutes seven chains and eighty-four
links, and 179 degrees 57 minutes eight chains and five links ; again on
the south by portion 149 bearing 269 degrees 36 minutes twenty-two
chains and eight links ; again on the west by a road bearing 359
degrees 43 minutes forty-three chains and seventy links ; again on the
south by a road bearing 269 degrees 36 minutes thirty-eight chains
and thirty links ; and on the north-west by a road bearing 29 degrees
26 minutes three chains and twenty-four links, and 30 degrees 10
minutes five chains and eighteen links to the point of commencement ;
-exclusive of 3 acres 282 perches for a surveyed road, as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No.
M 38-2460.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  "The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the lands intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct area and descriptions shall be
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taken to have been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous area and descriptions ; and such grants and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
•
97-12831-R.T.
No. of Deed-82840.
Date of Deed-22nd August, 1895.
Name of Grantee-James Clarke Cribb.
Land Granted-Portion  21v, county of Churchill, parish of
Terry.
Area-248 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of Terry,  portion 21v.
Area, 247 acres 6 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 12v, and bounded
thence on the south by portions 4v and 5v, parish of Flagstone,
bearing 269 degrees 41 minutes fifty-one chains and sixty links; on the
west by portion 26v bearing north forty-eight chains and ninety-eight
links; on the north by portions 19v and 18v bearing 89  degrees 39
minutes fifty-one chains and forty- six links  ; and on the east by
portions 20v and 12v bearing 179 degrees 50  minutes  forty-eight
chains and ninety-four links to the point of commencement ;-
exclusive of 5 acres 1 rood reserved for road purposes,  as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office, but not
including any part of the soil of the said  road -Cat. No. Ch. 31-1831C.
97-14194-R.T.
No. of Deed-18848.
Date of Deed-12th August, 1868.
Name of Grantee- Alexander Dorsey.
Land Granted-Allotment  18 of section 29, town of Gympie.
Area-1 rood.
Nature of Error-The  number of the section having been
inserted in the Deed as "29," instead of "29A," the correct number.
97-21627-S.C.
No. of Deed-18852.
Date of Deed-12th August, 1868.
Name of Grantee--William Kidman.
Land Granted-Allotment 17  of section 29, town of Gympie.
Area-1 rood.
Nature of Error-The  number of the section having been
inserted in the Deed as "29," instead of "29A," the correct number.
Public Lands Office,
Brisbane, 25th October, 1897.
To Mrs. JEAN McKENZIE, widow,  of Taringa.
UNDER section 137 of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I call
upon you to attend, at the Land Court to be held  at Brisbane
on TUESDAY, the Fourth day of January, 1898, at Ten o'clock a.m.,
to show cause why your Agricultural Farm, No. 186, Beenleigh
District, being portion 3v, parish of Roberts, should not be declared
forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of occupation.
W. M. WATTS, Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Brisbane, 25th October, 1897.
To AUGUST HEINRICH WILHELM WERNOWSRI, of Dugandan.
T? NDER section 137 of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I call
v upon you to attend, at the Land Court to be held at  Brisbane
on TUESDAY, the Fourth day of January, 1898, at Ten  o'clock a.m.,
to show cause why your Agricultural Farm, No. 2674,  Brisbane
District, being portions IT and 2T, parish of Telemon, should not be
declared forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of occupation.
W. M. WATTS, Land Commissioner.
Geological Survey Office,
George street, Brisbane.
ON SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No. 4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government Geologist.
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFI+ICE,
BRISBANE.
AT of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets  at 2s . 6d. per Sheet, and Two at Is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia on a sma ll  scale ,  illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing the Main Telegraph Lines. Scale, 160 miles to an inch.
Price : Plain, Is. 6d. ; coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets ; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony. Price, Is. plain, or coloured
(illustrating the Counties and Financial Districts) Is. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands .  Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
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Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles  Wan inch. Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catchment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers,  &c., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, Is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, Is.
Four- mile  Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts. Price, I s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta.  Scale,  1 mile to an inch. Price,Is. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price,  2s. 6d. each.
City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s.; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, £1.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps  of all towns in the colony. Price, Is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.
Environs of Longreach. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure. Scale,  2 miles to an  inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-Maps of Land-3 Open to Selection r for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. McDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane , 31st August, 1896.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.IT is hereby notified, or general information, that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substituted
therefor:-
Notice is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.
96-2450-Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary for Works.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1897.
TENDERS.
T
ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.
For full particulars,  see  Government  Gazette.
Nature of Work, Date of  Gazette  containing  original Notice,
and Place  and Date to which Tender can be received, respectively:-
WINDORAH-Land Agent's Office, Court House. 25th Septem-
ber. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Win-
dorah and Longreach ; 5th November.
BLACKALL-Painting and Repairs, Court House and Police
Magistrate's Quarters. 25th September. Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court Houses, Blackall, Barcaldine, Tambo,
and Rockhampton ; 5th November.
GEORGETowN-Additions, Repairs, Painting, and Improve-
ments , State School. 25th September. Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court Houses, Georgetown, Cooktown,
Croydon, Normanton, and Townsville ; 5th November.
CUNNAMULLA-Additions, Post and Telegraph Office. 2nd
October. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post Offices, Cunna-
mulla and Thargomindah; 5th November.
BUNDAMBA  UPPER-Repairs, Painting, and Improvements,
State School. 9th October. Works Office, Brisbane ; 5th
November.
MARYBOROUG}H - Repairs, Police Station. 9th October.
Works Office,- Brisbane ; 5th November.
BRISBANE-Alterations and Renovations to Stephens' Buildings,
for Pharmacy Board. 16th October. Works Office,
Brisbane  ; 5th November.
HILLGROVE- Repairs  and Painting, State School. 16th October.
Works Office, Brisbane; 5th November.
BURNETT HEADS-Repairs and Improvements to Cottages, Pilot
Station Buildings. 16th October. Works Office, Brisbane;
12th November.
RoCKHAMPTON-Repairs and Painting, Reception House. 16th
October. Works Office,  Brisbane , and Court  Houses,
Rockhampton and Gladstone ; 12th November.
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KEPPEL  BAY-Repairs, Painting, and New Room, Telegraph
Office. 16th October. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post
Offices, Gladstone and Rockhampton ; 12th November.
EIDSVOLD-Repairs, &c., Police Buildings. 16th October.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court House, Gayndah and
Eidsvold ; 19th November.
HALIFAx-New Court House. 16th October. Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court Houses, Halifax, Townsville, Ingham,
and Cooktown; 19th November.
THURSDAY ISLAND-Taking Down and Re-erecting Boatsheds,
Trolly-way, &c., Water Police Station. 16th October.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Townsville,
Cooktown, Thursday Island, and Normanton ; 19th
November.
GOONDIWINDi-Repairs and Painting, Bridge over McIntyre
River. 16th October. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
Houses, Goondiwindi and Inglewood ; 26th November.
TOWNSVILLE-New Balcony, Post and Telegraph Office. 23rd
October. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post Office, Towns-
ville ; 19th November.
PINK LILY LAGOONS-Painting, State School. 23rd October.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court House, Rockhampton ;
19th November.
DALBY-Sanitary Services, Post and Telegraph Office, Court
House, and Police Station. 23rd October. Works Office,
Brisbane; 19th November.
INDOOROOPILLY POCKET-Additions to Residence, State School.
23rd October. Works Office, Brisbane ; 19th November.
BUNDABER G-New Clock Dials, Post and Telegraph Office.
23rd October. Works Office, Brisbane ; 19th November.
TAMBO-Additions to Lands Office and Court House. 23rd
October. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses,
Tambo, Blackall, Barcaldine, and Rockhampton ; 26th
November.
U RANDANGIE - New  Portable Police Hut. 23rd October.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court House, Townsville;
26th November.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th October, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the under-
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
Additions,. Post and Telegraph Office, Albion - Messrs. W.
SANDERSON AND Sox-£15.9.
Improvements, &c., State School, Rosewood - R. HODGE -
£36 15s.
Repairs, Painting, and Improvements, State School, Murphy's
Creek-E. YOUNG-£40.
Internal Painting and Repairs, Post and Telegraph Office,
Sandgate -Messrs.  GAUNT AND Co.-£29 lOs.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, STATE SCHOOL, AUGATHELLA.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court House,Augathella, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th
November, for Additions, State School, Augathella.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Additions,  State  School, Augathella."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
and at the Court Houses, Augathella, Charleville, and Roma.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent,  on amount  of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event  to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 28th October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE, TEWANTIN.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 26th November, for Repairs, Post and Telegraph
Office, Tewantin.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  " Repairs, Post and Telegraph Office, Tewantin."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office; and at the
Post Offices, Gympie and Tewantin.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily  be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,  Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO RESIDENCE, STATE SCHOOL,
EAGLE FARM.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.on FRIDAY, the 19th November, for Additions to Residence,
State School, Eagle Farm.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Additions to Residence, State School, Eagle Farm."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ALTERATIONS TO SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
BRISBANE.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 12th November, for Alterations to Surveyor-
General's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Alterations to Surveyor-General's O&ce, Brisbane."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed  to Her  Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, STATE SCHOOL, GOOMBURRA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 26th November, for Repairs and Painting,
State School, Goomburra.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4'c., State School, Goomburra."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office; at the
Court Houses, Toowoomba, Warwick, and Allora ; and at the State
School, Goomburra.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th October, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FITTINGS TO CHEMICAL LABORATORY, AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE, GATTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.on FRIDAY, the 26th November, for Fittings to Chemical'
Laboratory, Gatton.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £10, and
endorsed  "Fittings to Chemical Laboratory, Agricultural College,
Gatton."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and
at the Court Houses, Gatton, Toowoomba, and Ipswich.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
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" TREASURY NOTES ACT  OF 1893."
TATEMENT  for the month ending Thursday, 28th October,
1897,  showing the amount of Treasury Notes issued ,  Coin held by
Treasurer ,  and Treasury Bills vested in Trustees ,  published in terms
of Clause 5 of 56 Victoria No. 37
*Total issue of Treasury Notes at date
... ... ... 953,768
Coin held by Treasurer .... ...
... ... ... 314,935
Fixed Deposits held by Treasurer...
... ... ... 250,000
Treasury Bills vested in Trustees
,.. 1,000,000
* Notes held by Banks  as per last Returns
... ... ... £ 525,499
Notes held by Public ... ... ...
... ... ... 428,269
£953,768
T. M. KING, Under  Secretary.
The Treasury ,  Brisbane , 28th October, 1897.
THE following
information.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1897.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
Not ce to Mariners is published  for general
ROBERT PHILP.
[Extracts  from  New Zealand Gazette, 14 14  October,  1897.]
No.  17 of 1897.
EXHIBITION OF LIGHT ON ROCKY POINT, NEAR CAPE
PALLISER, EASTERN ENTRANCE TO COOK STRAIT,
NEW ZEALAND.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 12th October, 1897.
WITH reference to the preliminary notices, No. 37 of 1896 and
No. 9 of 1897, issued by this department on the 14th December, 1896,
and the 28th June, 1897, respectively, it is hereby notified that, on and
after Wednesday, the 27th October, 1897, a light will be exhibited
from sunset to sunrise from the lighthouse which has been erected on
Rocky Point , near  Cape Palliser, the position and characteristics of
which are as follow :-
Rocky Point is situated in latitude 41° 36' 45" S., and longitude
175° 18' 45" E., as measured from the Admiralty chart.
The tower is constructed of cast-iron, and has  a concrete base.
The total height from the bottom of the base to the top of the  lantern
is 58 ft. It is situated 640 ft. distant from high-water  mark, at an
elevation of 210 ft. above the level of the  sea, and  is painted white.
The light will be 258 ft. above sea-level at high  water, and is a
dioptric revolving white light of the second order, flashing twice every
half-minute, with intervals of three seconds between the flashes. It
will be visible to seaward over an are of the horizon of about 214°, or
as far as the land will allow, and should be seen in clear weather about
twenty-five statute miles from the deck of a vessel of ordinary height.
Caution.-It  is anticipated that Cape Palliser light will be visible
from the sea between the following bearings : namely, from E. 4 N.
round by south and east to S.W. t W. It will be seen from these
bearings that the light shows over the Black Rocks and part of the
mainland ; therefore  mariners are  cautioned not to approach within
four or five miles of the light until these dangers are passed.
Note.-All  bearings are correct magnetic.
Charts, &c., affected : Admiralty charts Nos. 695, 2054, and2582; " New Zealand Pilot," Chapter iii., page 167.
WM. HALL-JONES.
MARINE DEPARTMENT OF QUEENSLAND.
TENDERS FOR STORES.TENDERS will be received at the Treasury, Brisbane, until Noon onSATURDAY, 6th November, from persons willing to contract
for the Supply of Stores at the various Ports and Lightships for the
above Department, for two years from 1st January, 1898.
Forms of Tender, Schedules, and General Conditions may be
obtained on application to the Portmaster, or any of the local Harbour
Masters.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Stores, Marine Department."
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
T. M. KING, Under Secretary.
The Treasury, Brisbane, 19th August, 1897.
QUEENSLAND. WATER SUPPLY DEPARTMENT.
TENDERS are invited until Noon on WEDNESDAY,  the  8th
Dezember next, for Sinking an Artesian Bore on Plevna Block,
Kyabra.
Tenders must be deposited in the Tender-box at the Treasury,
Brisbane, and each Tender must be distinctly endorsed with the words,
" Tender for Boring on Plevna."
A preliminary deposit of  £20 by  bank draft must accompany  each
Tender.
Specification, General Conditions of Contract, &c., may be seen,
and Tender Forms, Schedules, &c , obtained, at the Offices of the
Police Magistrates at Barcaldine and Charleville, and at the Office of
the Hydraulic Engineer, Brisbane.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
T.. M. KING, Under Secretary.
The Treasury, Brisbane, 15th October, 1897.
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ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE FROM HUGHENDEN TO
STAMFORD (THE TERMINUS OF THE RAILWAY
EXTENSION FROM HUGHENDEN TOWARDS WINTON),
A DISTANCE OF 39 MILES, MORE OR LESS.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under
1. Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane,
until Noon on MONDAY, the Twenty-ninth day of November,
1897, from persons desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material (except where otherwise specified) and for all work-
manship necessary  for the abovementioned work, according to
the terms, general conditions, and specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately- £ s. d.
(1) Price, per chain, for clearing, in accord-
ance with Clauses 3, 4, 5, and 6 of the
specification (as and where directed by
the inspecting officer ) ; there will be but
little clearing required .. ...
(2) Price, per pole, for the erection of twenty
(3)
(4)
(5)
(20) feet  iron poles  (weight of each pole
about 190 lb.); this price will include
hole-sinking
Price, per pole, for the erection of twenty-
four (24) feet iron poles (weight of each
pole about 317 lb.) ; this price will include
hole-sinking  ... ... ...
NOT$.-There will be a total of about
780 poles on the line. The number of 24-
feet poles cannot  be stated, but there will
be about 112.
Price, per foot, for hole-sinking  in excess
of four (4) feet (only where directed by
the inspecting officer); the number of
holes which will exceed four (4) feet in
depth cannot be stated, but there will be
few, if any ...
Price, per tree, for felling overhanging
trees beyond the specified distance (only
where directed by the inspecting officer) ;
there will be but few, if any, such trees
to be felled, but a price is required to be
stated
(6) Price, per stay, for staying (to include
(7)
(8)
(9)
providing and fitting all anchor logs,
sinking and refilling trenches for same,
and all other work in connection there-
with );  there will not be many stays
Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire  (to include all work in
connection  with wiring) ; thirty-nine
miles, more or less ...
Price ,  per bracket ,  for affixing brackets to
timber poles on existing line, if such
should be required ; there will be but
few, if any ...
Price, per bracket, for fitting brackets to
iron poles ,  either on existing poles or on
new poles  if such should be required ;
there will probably be 17 or 18 such
brackets on existing poles, there will be
but few, if any, on new poles ... ...
The Government do not  guarantee  th,it the above quantities
or distances are correct . They are given to enable tenderers to
arrive at an approximate  total tender cost of the whole work. If
there should be a  greater or lesser number  of any of the above
items, or if the distances  should prove to be incorrect, the
contractor  will be paid for the work done  at his  schedule price,
and he  will have no  claim against  the Government in either case
for any  misstatement of quantities  or distances.
This contract  will include the erection of a telegraph line,
on iron poles ,  from  Hughenden to Stamford ,  a distance of
thirty -nine  (39) miles, more or less ,  stretching  an additional
wire on existing poles  (either of wood or  iron) where necessary,
and any  other work  necessary in connection  therewith.'
General Conditions.
1. In construing  these  general  conditions and the specifi-
cation  the following  words  shall have the following meanings:-
"Electrical Engineer " shall mean  the Government
Electrical  Engineer  or other  engineer  authorised to
act in his place  for the time being ;
"Inspecting  Officer"  shall mean. any officer appointed by
the Postmaster -General to  supervise  the work ;
" Contractor"  shall mean  the person ,  firm, or company
contracting  for the  works herein  specified , and shall
include his or their heirs ,  executors, administrators,
successors, and assigns.
The Government  reserve  the right to deviate from either
road or railway if  any such deviation  should be found advisable;
the work on any such deviation to be paid for at schedule rates.
2. The  wire, insulators ,  insulator  spindles ,  iron poles, stay
wire,  and stay tighteners  will be supplied by the Government
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and delivered to the contractor in Brisbane. Any surplus
material after the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor, free of charge, at Hughenden Post and
Telegraph Office or Stamford Railway Station, as may be
directed.
3. The whole of the works included in this contract must be
completed and handed over to the Government within three (3)
months of the notification of the acceptance of the Tender;
and should the completion of the works be delayed beyond that
date, the contractor shall forfeit and pay to the Government, as
and for liquidated and ascertained damages, the sum of five
pounds sterling for every week or part of a week that shall
elapse after such date until their completion, and the amount
of such damages may be deducted by the Government from
any money payable to the contractor under this contract.
4. Payment will be made monthly to the extent of seventy-
five (75) per cent. on the value of the work reported to have
been completed by the inspecting officer ; but ,  notwithstanding
such report and payment on account, the Electrical Engineer
shall have full power at any time, before final payment shall be
made, of rejecting and condemning any of the work or materials
in respect of which such report and such part payments may have
been made. Certificates must be produced from the Municipal
Council of Hughenden, the Chairmen of the Divisional Boards
through whose Divisions the line passes or has been taken, and
from property owners if through or near the boundaries of
private lands, that no claims are made by them under Clause 7,
before final payment will be made. The total balance will be
paid when the entire contract shall have been completed and
all claims settled to the satisfaction of the Government.
5. The Government reserves to itself the right to make use
of the line for the transmission of messages prior to final com-
pletion. Such use of the line not to prejudice in any way the
power to subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
6. The contractor may avail himself of the facilities afforded
by "The Post and Telegraph Act,  1891," for obtaining materials,
on signing a bond indemnifying the Government against any
claims for compensation arising from the action of the con-
tractor : Provided always that it shall be lawful for the Under
Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, from moneys due
to the contractor, if not otherwise settled ,  to satisfy any such
claim he may see fit.
7. No action or suit shall be brought or maintained by
the contractor or the Under Secretary and Superintendent of
Telegraphs against the other of them to recover any money for
or in respect of or arising out of this contract ,  or any breach
thereof by the contractor or the Under Secretary and Superin-
tendent of Telegraphs, or for or in respect of any other matter
or thing arising out of this contract ,  unless and until the con-
tractor or the Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs
has obtained a certificate of the inspecting officer for the amount
sued for, and then only for the amount so certified.
8. The contractor will have to provide, at his own cost, all
labour, plant, tools, material (other than that mentioned in
Clause 2 of these conditions), or whatever else may be required
for the due performance of this contract.
9. The contractor will be responsible for all claims for
compensation for damage to fences or other property caused
by the erection of the line, also for damage so caused to roads
or the railway works ; and if such claims are not defrayed, the
Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the contractor.
10. Should the contractor fail to proceed in the execution of,
or to complete, the work in the manner and at the rate of pro-
gress required by the Postmaster-General, it shall be lawful for
the Postmaster. General, by a notice in writing delivered to the
contractor or his representative, or by a notice in the  Queensland
Government Gazette,  to terminate the contract , ae far as  relates
to the work remaining to be done, and to enforce the penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract; and all sums of money
which may be due to the contractor, together with all plant,
materials ,  and implements in his possession on the ground, and
.all sums of money, whether named inthe bond to be entered
into by the contractor and his sureties, or otherwise, as penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited to the
Government ,  and the amount shall be considered as ascertained
damages for breach of contract.
11. A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of the
total tender cost of the whole work must accompany each
Tender (without which Tenders will be informal),  also a
memorandum signed by the party tendering ,  and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be answer-
able for the due performance of the contract within the time
stipulated ,  in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally execute and
deliver at the Office of the Under Secretary and Suppeer-
intendent of Telegraphs ,  in Brisbane ,  within ten  (10) da s
from the date of the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a bond to Her Majesty in a sum equal to twenty (20)
per  cent.  on the amount of the Tender.
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12. The successful tenderer will be required to execute a
Contract Deed, for the due fulfilment of the contract, general
conditions, and specification, within ten (10) days from the date
of the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
13. The contractor shall not assign this contract, or any
portion thereof, or any of the moneys or other benefits whatso-
ever, payable or to become payable,  or arising  or which may
arise thereunder, or sublet any of the works, without the per-
mission, in writing, of the Under Secretary and Superintendent
of Telegraphs first obtained.
14. Permission to assign the contract ,  or any portion thereof,
or to sublet any of the works ,  shall not discharge the contractor
from liability to see that the whole of the works are constructed
and executed in terms of this contract ,  unless with respect to
any particular works for which the Under  Secretary and Super-
intendent of Telegraphs, by writing under his hand, expressly
discharges the contractor from such liability.
15. If the contractor sublets any portion of the works, the
sub-contractor shall not have or maintain ,  directly or indirectly,
any claim or action against the Government in respect of such
sub-letting.
16. All workmen and employees engaged upon the works
by the contractor shall be paid their full wages in lawful money,
at least once in every month.
17. Such payments shall be made  in some  building or
place convenient to the site of the works ,  but in no case shall
such payments be made at any public-house or other place
where liquors or refreshments are sold.
18.  The  contractor shall not sell or dispose of, or be in any
way interested in the sale or disposal of, alcoholic liquors or
other articles of consumption ,  to the workmen or employees
engaged upon the works.
19. If  the contractor sublets any portion of the works, all
workmen and employees engaged thereon shall be paid by the
sub-contractor at the times and under the conditions herein
specified ,  but in the event of the sub -contractor failing to make
any such payments then the contractor shall be liable to make
the same.
20. Before the payment of any money to the contractor,
the Postmaster -General may require from him satisfactory
evidence that all  the workmen and employees then and thereto-
fore engaged upon the works have been paid their wages and
other lawful claims of every kind in full ,  in lawful money, and
to the latest date at which such wages and claims are due;
and the Postmaster -General may withhold the payment of all
moneys due or that may become due to the contractor ,  until he
is satisfied that such wages and claims have been paid.
21. If the contractor fails or omits to  pay  to any workmen
or employees engaged upon the works their full wages in cash
once at least in every month ,  the Postmaster -General may,
as often as the same shall happen ,  upon complaint of such
failure or omission made ,  and upon evidence satisfactory to
him of an order or judgment of a Court of Petty Sessions, or
of any other court of competent jurisdiction ,  pay the amount
mentioned in such order to such workmen or employees, and
deduct the amounts so paid from any sum or sums which may
be due or become due to the contractor.
22. Although the Under Secretary and Superintendent
of Telegraphs or his officers may furnish any information in
connection with this contract ,  any such information shall not
relieve the contractor from any risk or from the fulfilment of
his contract, nor will the fact of any such information being
given entitle the contractor to make any claim for compensation.
23. The inspecting officer shall have the power to order
the dismissal or removal of any foreman or workman employed
by the contractor upon giving written notice to the contractor
of his intention to do so  ;  and if such foreman or workman is
retained by the contractor after such notice has been given,
then the inspecting officer shall have the power to delay the
signing of any voucher or certificate for payment for any work
done until such order has been obeyed.
24. The Government reserve the right to alter, modify,
enlarge ,  or diminish any part  of the  works. No such alteration,
modi fication ,  enlargement ,  or diminution shall in any way vitiate
this contract or, except in so far as the Under Secretary and
Superintendent of Telegraphs considers reasonable and by
writing under his hand allows ,  extend the time stipulated for
the completion of the works. No compensation for damage,
injury, loss of profit, or otherwise shall be allowed to the
contractor for or on account of any such alteration ,  modification,
enlargement ,  or diminution of the works ,  but all additions or
alterations shall be paid for or deductions credited to the
Government ,  as the case may require ,  at prices  to be  mutually
agreed upon between the Government and the contractor.
25. No work included in this contract shall be covered up
or hidden from view until the  same  has been examined and
approved by the inspecting  officer , otherwise the same may be
opened or exposed for examination at any time by the inspecting
officer at the expense of the contractor.
26. The Government will not become liable for the pay-
ment of any charge in respect of any work, alterations to work,
or amendments other than those specified in the contract ,  unless
the instructions  for the  performance of the same have been
given in writing by the Electrical Engineer  or the Under
Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, nor unless such
instructions shall distinctly state that the matter thereof is to
be the subject of an agreed and stated extra or varied charge,
nor unless the particulars of such claim shall be furnished to
the Government by the contractor  by the  end of the month in
which the alterations or amendments are completed .  The non-
delivery  of such particulars of claim at the proper and stated
time shall be considered as the abandonment of any claim for
the value of such alterations or amendments, and as exonerating
the Government from  all liability  relating thereto.
27. Should  there be any doubt or obscurity as to the
meaning of any portion of the speci fication or general
conditions the tenderer must set forth the particulars thereof,
and submit them to the Electrical Engineer, in order that such
doubt or obscurity may be removed before the signing of the
contract.
If any misunderstanding should arise the decision of the
Electrical Engineer as to the meaning of any dimensions, word,
clause, sentence, or otherwise must be taken as final.
28. The decision of the Electrical Engineer will be final in
all matters of dispute between the contractor and the Govern-
ment in regard to this contract.
29. The contractor must shift camp for the inspecting officer
and his assistant (if any )  as required.
30. The Government does not bind itself to accept the
lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
1. The course of the line to be marked out by the contractor,
under the direction of the inspecting officer.
2. The clearing, where necessary, to be carried out in
accordance with and in the manner speci fied in Clauses 3, 4,
5, and 6. Clearing is only to be done in such places as the
inspecting officer may direct.
3. All  trees, dead timber ,  and underwood standing within
forty  (40) feet on the side of the line farthest  fr om the railway
line to be felled ; and all fa ll en timber ,  whether fe ll ed by the
contractor or otherwise ,  within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole or stay, to be cleared away .  Any timber fell ed by the
contractor to be cleared away for a space of six (6) feet on each
side of the railway fence ,  or any other fence within the clearing.
Where the  line is away from the railway  (i.e.  not within the
railway clearing), all trees, dead timber, and underwood stand-
ing within forty  (40) feet of each side of the  line to be felled, and
all fallen timber ,  whether felled  by the  contractor or otherwise,
within a radius  of twenty (20) feet from each pole or stay, to be
cleared away . Any timber felled by  the contractor to be
cleared away for a space of six  (6) feet on each side of any
fence within the clearing . Where  the line is not within the
railway clearing a bridle track of not less than eight  (8) feet in
width  shall be left in the centre of the clearing  (from pole to pole).
Such track shall be cleared of all fallen timber whether felled
by the contractor or otherwise.
4. Any branches overhanging from trees beyond the distance
speci fied, which ,  in the  judgment  of the inspecting officer,
might endanger the line, must be removed.
5. Trees outside the specified distance  of forty  (40) feet,
which ,  in the judgment of the inspecting officer, might
endanger the line, are to be felled .  Every care  must  be taken
in felling any timber whatsoever ,  or in carrying out any other
portion of the contract, not to damage the railway works.
6. All  existing cleared roads which may become  blocked by
fallen timber must be cleared by the removal of the  timber to
the original width  of such  roadway .  In cases where tracks
may become blocked ,  all fallen timber must be removed,
leaving a clear space of not less than  twenty  (20)  feet  in width,
following the course of such track.
7. Iron poles to be put together by fitting the tapered tube
into the cast-iron pedestal . The split  screw ring is then passed
down over the tapered tube, and screwed  tightly  into the cast-
iron pedestal, with  the wrench provided  for the purpose. The
split screw ring must be screwed home as tightly as possible.
The insulator spindle is  then  screwed into the top of the pole.
If the pole is to be stayed , the collar for  the stay wire must
also be fitted on the pole as instructed by the inspecting officer.
8. The poles to be not more than eighty -eight  (88) yards
apart, unless specially directed  ;  to be sunk four  (4) feet in the
ground ,  placed in a perpendicular position ,  and well and care-
fully  rammed with rubble and earth to the surface level of the
ground;  the soil  should  be piled around the pole to allow for sub-
sidence. If the inspecting officer so directs ,  poles shall be sunk
to a greater depth than  four  (4) feet.  Angle  poles must have a
batter,  or rake, of not less than nine (9) nor more than twelve
(12) inches from the vertical ,  against the strain.
9. Tl'e holes  in which the poles are erected are to be not
less than  (4) feet in depth ,  and as little larger than the bottom
flange of the cast-iron pedestal as is possible.
10. Angle  poles are to be stayed  with the  3-strand stay
wire and tighteners provided . The stay rod  of the stay
tightener is to be passed through a three -quarter (4) inch hole
in the longitudinal centre of a sound log of timber  (approved
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by the Electrical Engineer or the inspecting officer) not less
than twelve (12) inches in the least diameter, clear of sapwood,
and not less than four (4) feet in length. The sapwood must be
cut away around the three-quarter (4) inch hole on one side of
the log so as to make a flat surface for the large square washer
to lie against. The log to be placed horizontally in a trench
sunk transversely to the line of the stay, as little larger than
the log as is possible, and not less than four (4) feet in depth.
The trench to be undercut on the side nearest the pole so that
the thrust will be against unmade ground. The trench to be
sunk eight (8) feet nine (9) inches from the pole for a twenty
(20) feet pole, and nine (9) feet one (1) inch from the pole for a,
twenty-four (24) feet pole. The rod of the stay tightener
should enter the ground at about seven (7) feet six (6) inches to
eight (8) feet from the pole. The trench in which the log is
placed must be well rammed with rubble and earth to the
surface level of the ground, and a small mound formed on the
top to allow for subsidence of the soil. One end of the
stranded wire is to be formed into an eye around the thimble
on the adjustable end of the tightener. This must be done in
such a manner that the thimble will be immovable in the eye ;
the other end is also to be formed into an eye, through which
the bolt of the collar for fastening the stay to the pole must be
passed, thus securing the stay to both pole and tightener. In
forming the eyes at each end of the stranded wire, neat and
workmanlike splices must be made in the manner to be
prescribed by the inspecting officer.
11. The insulator spindle must be screwed into the top of
each pole, and the insulator screwed thereon.
12. All insulators must be perfectly clean when screwed
on the insulator spindles ; if the inspecting officer considers
that the insulators require mashing, the contractor must wash
them before  they  are placed on the spindles. Clean fresh water
must always be used when washing is required.
13. The wire is to be stretched in accordance with instruc-
tions to be given by the inspecting officer.
14. All joints are to be of the pattern known as the
" Britannia." joint, details and instructions for which will be
furnished by the inspecting officer.
15. The line wire is to be tied to the insulators with the bind-
ing wire supplied for that purpose and in the manner to be
prescribed by the inspecting officer.
16. All material used in the construction of this work, or
any part of it, must be of the best quality, and, together with
the workmanship, is to be subject to the final approval or
rejection of the Electrical Engineer, or any officer appointed by
him to inspect the same.
Specifications, with Tender Forms attached, and all other
information, may be obtained on application at the Office of the
Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane,
and at the Telegraph Offices, Bowen, Townsville, Charters
Towers, and Hughenden.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 20th October, 1897.
TENDER.
To the Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane.
Sir,-I  For  we], the undersigned, do hereby Tender to provide the
materials and perform the works specified in accordance with the fore-
going terms, general conditions, and specification, at the prices stated.
Should the foregoing Tender be accepted,  I [or  we], the under-
signed, do hereby agree to be responsible for the due performance of
the Contract within the time stipulated ; and I [or we] hereby under-
take that I  [or  we] will within ten (10) days from the date,of the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, jointly and severally
execute and deliver at the office of the Under Secretary and Superin-
tendent of Telegraphs, in Brisbane, a Bond to Her Majesty, in the
penal sum of twenty (20) per cent. of the estimated total amount of
Contract, for securing such performance.
Dated the day of , 189
IFZ
w NAMES  OF PROPOSED  SURETIES.  RESID ENCE. OCCUPATION.2.Z
s , R,D
°Qapo
.^I- F1
Q
Y
J
Witness :
Tenderer's Signature.
Address.
EXCAVATING TRENCHES AND LAYING PIPES FOR
TELEPHONE WIRES.FRESH TENDERS will be received  at the Office of the UnderSecretary and Superintendent  of Telegraphs,  Brisbane, until
Noon on MONDAY, the Fifteenth day of November, 1897, from
persons desirous of contracting  for the Excavating for, Laying,
Jointing ,  Making  Good, and all Work  in connection  with Laying, Two
and Three  Inch  Cast-iron Pipes for Telephone  Wires,  in and  about the
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City of Brisbane, according to the general conditions and specification
published in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, 11th September,
1897.
Specifications, Schedules, and all other information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Under Secretary and
Superintendent of Telegraphs.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 25th October, 1897.
CLEARING PART OF MAROOCHY RIVER.TENDERS are invited, up to Four p.m. on 5th November, frompersons willing to undertake the Formation of a Boat Channel
through certain Shoals in the Maroochy River, between Pidnung
Island and Low's Landing, in accordance with Plan and Specification,
which may be seen at the Post Office, Yandina, or at Marine Depart-
ment Offices, Edward street.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
T. M. ALMOND, Portmaster.
Marine Department, Brisbane, 22nd October, 1897.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
QUEENSLAND COASTAL SERVICES.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1897.
TENDERS will be-received at the Office of the Postmaster-General,
1 Brisbane, until Noon of THURSDAY, the 30th of December
next, from Persons or Companies desirous of contracting for the
Conveyance of Coastal Mails for the Government of Queensland,
according to the terms and conditions published in the  Government
Gazette  dated 16th October, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1897.
u IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
j Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Post
and Telegraph Act,  1891," has been pleased to make the followingRegulation:- Repeal.
The whole of Telegraph Regulation 18, "Scale of Charges,"
published in the  Gazette  dated 28th August, 1897, is hereby rescinded,
and the following Regulation is substituted therefor :-
SCALE OF CHARGES. Message Each
of ten additional
Queensland.  words. word.
18. Between all Stations in Queensland (exclusive of s. d. s. d.
address and signature) ... ... ... 1 0 0 1
With the following exceptions :-
Between all Stations within a radius of eight
(8) miles from the General Post Office
(exclusive of address and signature) ... ... 0 6 0 1
Between any Station in Queensland and the New
South Wales Border Stations, viz..:-Barrin-
gun, Boggabilla, Cinderah, Cudgen, Goodooga,
Hungerford, Mungindi, Murwillumbah, New
Angledool, Parragundy (Telephone), Turn-
bulgum, Tweed Heads, Wallangarra, and Yet-
man (exclusive of address and signature) ... 1 0 0 1
Telegrams marked " Urgent," double rates.
Sunday telegrams, both inland and intereolonial
(a)  "  Urgent" and ordinary messages, one hundred (100) per
cent. more than the usual daily rate ;
(b) Press and cable messages at the ordinary rate.
No telegrams will be transmitted after 10 p.m. on Sundays.
Press messages within the colony intended for publication are
charged the following rates : -
Not exceeding twenty-four (24) words-including address and
signature-one shilling (Is.)
Each additional four (4) words, or portion thereof, one penny (1d.)
Press messages between any station in Queensland and any Border
Station in New South Wales are allowed to pass as ordinary
messages when the total charge is below the minimum inter-
colonial press rate of two shillings (2s.) : for example, a press
message of thirteen (13) words would be charged one shilling
and threepence (Is. 3d.)
For intercolonial and international charges, lists of stations, &c.,
see Postal Guide, published quarterly.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
A
N  Office for the transaction of all business connected with the
above is now open in a portion of the Ports and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted by the Assistant Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty  Sessions at all
other towns in the Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers in charge, stating the class of men required, the work to be
done, and the wages offered ; and applicants seeking work should
personally register their names and addresses.
Information respecting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district  is always  obtainable at the Head Office.
J. O'N. BRENAN,  Officer in Charge.
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CORDALBA  DISTRICT  CEMETERY.
Home Secreta ry's Office,
Brisbane , 27th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council,  has, in pursuance  of the  provisions  of the  11 Centeter y
Act 1865," been pleased to approve of the following  Rules and
Regulations  made by  the  Trustees of the  Cordalba District  Cemetery.
HORACE TOZ ER.
WHEREAS by the  " Cemetery Act  1865 " the Trustees of any public
cemetery are empowered to make Rules and Regulations for all or any
of the purposes in the said Act mentioned : It is hereby resolved by
the Trustees of the Cordalba District Cemetery, by and with the
approval of the Governor in Council, that the following Rules and
Regulations shall be in force within the said cemetery from the date
of the publication hereof :-
RULES AND REGULATIONS.
1. The fees and charges set forth in Schedule A hereto shall be paid
at the time the order is given for the pre paration of the grave ,  or when
the permission of the trustees is obtained for the erection of any vault,
monument, or tombstone, within the said cemetery.
2. The trustees shall allot the size and position of all graves or
vaults to be sunk in the cemetery. No catacombs will be allowed.
3. No graves shall he dug at a depth of less than six feet for an
adult, and four feet six inches for children under twelve years of age.
All graves shall be dug by the sexton only, except in his absence or
illness, and then by some person duly appointed by two or more of the
trustees ; such appointment to be in writu,g.
4. The undertaker or person ordering a grave shall furnish to the
sexton a  memorandum in the form of Schedule D hereto at the time
that the trustees' permission is handed to him.
5. The sexton shall have the power to refuse to break the ground
for the purpose of digging a grave, or to allow the ground to be broken
by any person for the purpose of erecting any vault, monument, tomb-
stone, tablet, railing, or other erection until  It receipt is produced to him
signed by one or more of the trustees for the amount of fees or charges
to be paid under Schedule A hereto.
6. Applications for permission to have a grave prepared, vault con-
structed, or a monument, tombstone, or tablet erected must be made to
the trustees or to the person or persons authorised by them to receive
such applications ; whereupon, if approved of, a permission in the form
set forth in Schedule B hereto, if required, will be granted to the party
applying for the same on payment of the charges set forth in Schedule
A hereto.
7. All charges will be remitted on the burial of any poor person in the
said cemetery (except in the case of burials by Government, divisional
board, and hospital contractors) upon its being proved to the satisfac-
tion of the trustees that such person was a pauper, or that the relations
and friends of the deceased are unable to pay the cost and charges of
such burial. Where paupers are buried by Government or divisional
board contractors, the charges will be in accordance with the scale set
forth in Schedule A hereto.
8. Orders for interment must he given to the sexton at least eight
working hours prior to the hour fixed for the burial ;  if not, an extra
charge will be made in accordance with the scale in Schedule A hereto.
No free interment will be allowed without the above notice.
9. Parties requiring brick graves or vaults to be made in the ceme-
tery will be required to submit plans of the same for the approval of the
trustees, and every coffin placed in a vault or brick grave must be bricked
in, cemented, and covered with a slab of stone, slate, or iron. All such
work shall be performed under the direction of the surveyor appointed
by the trustees. Every such coffin rriust have on the lid a lead or copper
plate, with the name of the deceased stamped thereon.
10. At the  time orders for interment are given or an application is
made to the trustees to have a grave prepared,  the name,  age, late place
of residence, and probable cause of death of the deceased, together with
the rest of the particulars required to fill up the form, Schedule C hereto,
must be given by the party who makes the application.
11. The sexton must be informed of the hour fixed for the burial,
which must be understood  to mean  the hour at which the  procession is
to be at the cemetery ; the hour fixed must  in all cases  be punctually
observed.
12. The hours fixed for the performance of burials will be from 8
o'clocka.m. to 6 o'clock p.m. from the month of September to the month
of April inclusive, and from 8 o'clock a.m. until 5 o'clock p.m. from the
month of May to August. On Sundays the hours for burials, will be
from 2 o'clock to 5 o'clock p.m. throughout the year. Except  in cases of
great urgency, no burial will be allowed to take place between 7 o'clock
p.m. and 7 o'clock a.m., and then only subject to such conditions as the
trustees may impose.
13. A plan of the cemetery and a register of all special grants and of
the position of all graves in the cemetery shall be kept by the trustees,
and shall be open to the inspection of parties interested upon payment
of the charge mentioned in Schedule A hereto.
14. All monuments, vaults, graves, and gravestones must be kept in
repair and proper condition by or at the expense of their owners.
15. No burial will be allowed to take place (except under circum-
stances of the most urgent nature) without a certificate of the registra-
tion of the death signed by the Registrar-General, Deputy Registrar-
General, district registrar, or a certificate of a coroner or magistrate
holding an inquest or inquiry ; such certificate to be delivered to the
sexton before the funeral enters the gates of the cemetery.
SCHEDULE A.
CHARGES.
Public graves. £ s. d.
A single  grave in open  ground ,  including sinking . 1 0 0
A single grave in open ground for childern under five
years, including sinking, .. ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
A single  grave in  open ground, for a still-born  child, including
sinking ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 7 6
A single grave in open ground, but ials by Government and
hospital contractors (adults), including sinking ... .. 0 15 0
A single grave in open ground,  burials  by Government and
hospital  contractors  (children),  including kinking  ... 0 10 0
Private graves. £ s. d.
Land for graves (unselected), 8 feet by 4 feet ... ... .. 1 0 0
Land for graves (selected), 8 feet by 4 feet, exclusivenf sinking 2 0 0
Land for graves (selected), 8 feet by 8 feet, exclusive of sinking 3 0 0
Land for graves (selected), 8 feet by 12 feet, exclusive of sinking 4 0 0
Interment fee, including cost of sinking each grave 6 feet 0 10 0
Reopening grave or vault ... ... 0 15 0
For certificate of right of burial in all private graves .. . 0 5 0
For all interments which take place on Sundays (except the
grave is opened on the previous day), additional fee ... 0 7 6
}'Jr all interments not taking place in the usual hours (addi-
tional fee) ... 0 10 6
For all interments where the notice required under Rule 9 is
not given (additional fee) ... ... 0 10 6
For permission to erect headstones, tombs, or half-tombs-
upright, pedestal, or monument ... ... 0 10 6
For iron label (to be charged  for in all cases ) ... ... ... 0 5 0
For copy of register ... . ... ... ... ...  0 2 6
For inspection plan or register ... ... 0 2 6
SCHEDULE B.
Form of certificate of right of burial in, the Cordalba District Cemetery.
On the application of , and upon payment of the sum of
, which is hereby acknowledged to have been received, the
trustees of the Cordalba District Cemetery, in the terms of, and as
authorised by the Act of Parliament 20 Victoria No. 15, have agreed to
grant  unto the said permission to dig or make a grave or vault
on that piece of ground, feet long by feet broad, lying
within the portion of the said cemetery described as , and marked
No. , compartment on the map or plan of the said cemetery, kept
by the said trustees, with permission to erect or place on the said
piece of ground a monument or tombstone, on payment of such charges
as mayfrorn time to time be established ; and it is hereby declared that
the said shall be entitled to have, maintain, and keep up such
vault, monument, or tombstone, according to the  terms of this
permission , to and for the sole and separate use of the said
and his (or their) heirs and near relations for ever. Provided
always, and it is hereby declared, that this grant is made subject
to the terms and conditions following, viz. :-First, that the
said piece of ground shall be kept and used by the said
his heirs and near relations solely as a burying-place, and that no
other use shall be made thereof. Second, that no enclosing  wall, fence,
building, monument, or tombstone shall be erected or placed on the said
piece of ground until a plan thereof shall have been exhibited to the said
trustees , and their authority given for the erection thereof. Third, the
said grave or vault, and the said wall , fence ,  building,  monument, or
tombstone shall be maintained and kept up by the said
and his heirs and near relations in proper  repair to  the satisfaction of
the said trustees. Fourth, that the said and his  heirs and near
relations shall, in the  use of  the said piece of ground,  and access
thereto, be subject in every respect to such Rules  and Regulations as
the trustees  of the said cemetery  may from time  to time  make ; and
shall not be entitled  to exercise  the right to bury or inter therein,
except on payment of such  charges as shall from time to time be estab-
lished by the said trustees.
Given under our bands and seals, at Cordalba, in the colony of
Queensland, this day of , A.D. 18 .
[L.s.] Trustees of the Cordalba District Cemetery.
Signed by the said Trustees, in the presence of-
Reg. No.
Compartment No.
SCHEDULE C.
Form of instructions for graves.
Answers to be written opposite to the  following questions at the
time of giving order :-
1. Name of the deceased :
2. What denomination :
3. Late residence of the deceased :
4. Rank of the deceased :
5. Age of deceased :
6. Where born :
7. Minister to officiate :
8. Day of funeral :
9. What hour :
10. In what portion of cemetery  is deceased  to be buried:
11. No. of grave on plan :
12. If a public grave :
13. If a private grave, unselected , what width : feet inches.
14. If a private grave , selected, what width : feet inches.
15. If a family  vault or  brick grave,  what width : feet.
16. What depth :
17. If first  or second interment :
18. Nature of disease  or supposed cause of death :
[Signature.
Representative  or  Undertaker.
Order received this day of 18 , at
o'clock in the noon.
SCHEDULE D.
Information to sexton  to erutble  him to prepare graves proper  sine.
Undertaker' s name :
Name of deceased :
Length of coffin :
Width of coffin (widest part) :
Hour of funeral :
Date :
[Signature]
Representative or Undertaker.
Certiylcate.
The foregoing Rules and Regulations wer3 made  and passed by  the
Trustees of the Cordalba District Cemetery on the tenth day of Euly,
.
J. THURECHT,  Chairman.
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Home Secretary's  Office, -Brisbane, 29th October, 1897.THE following Ge eral Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of he Royal Bank of Queensland, Limited,
within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st July to 30th September,
1897, is pubhshed in conformity with the 2nd section or the Act or vouncu 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER,  Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the ROYAL BANK OF QUEENSLAND ,  LIMITED ,  Within the
Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st July to 30th September, 1897.
LIABILITIES.  AMOUNT. TOTAL.
$  a. d. £ a. d.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest ... ... ... ... ... ...
........,Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation
t
Not bearing Interest ..: ... ... ... ... ::; ......... 122 13 7
Bearing Interest  . ,,,,,,,
Balances due to other Banks .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 14,212 8 5
Deposits Not bearing Interest ... ... ... ... ... ... 217,887 9 3Bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  327,492 2 3
545,379 11 6
Deposits, Government, bearing Interest ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... 120,000 0 0
Treasury Note Account ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... 30,871 15 5
Total Amount  of Liabilities  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £710,586 8 11
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 385,875 10 0
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 22 per cent. per annum.
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ,.. ... ... ... 5,156 5 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 38,319 17 8
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ... ... ... ...
Treasury Notes on Hand ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion and Bars ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Government Securities  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ..
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes, Bills of Exchange, and all Stock
and Funded Debts of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances due to
the said Bank from other Banks
£ a. d.
TOTAL.
£ a. d.
57,498 0 0
34,812 9 3
35,507 3 1
34,011 10 4
57,534 9 8
158 9 3
61,074 0 1
880,030 3 1
Total Amount of Assets ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £1,160,626 4 9
Brisbane, 21st October, 1897. A. MACINTOSH, General Manager.
R. RYLAND, Branch Accountant.
I, Alexander Macintosh, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract  is a true  and faithful
Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank  during  the period  specified  ; and that the  same was made
up from the Weekly  Statements  thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New
South Wales, 4 Victoria No. 13.
A. MACINTOSH.
Swurn  before me ,  at Brisbane ,  this  twenty-first day of October, 1897.
JAMES IRVING,  Justice of the Peace.
Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 29th October, 1897.
T HE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of The London Bank of Australia, Limited,within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st July to 30th September,
1897, is published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE LoNDoN BANK OB AUSTRALIA,  LIMITED,
within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st July to 30th
September, 1897.
LIABILITIES . AMOUNT.
a. d.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ... .........
"' t Bearing Interest ..,
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest  ,.. ... ... ... ... .........Bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .........
Balances due to other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ........
Deposits .., .._
Not bearing Interest  .. ... ... ... ...  33,681 5 4
Bearing Interest  ... ... 4,827 10 8
Transferable Deposit Receipts ..,
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... ... ... ... ...
TOTAL.
£ a. d.
365 4 0
38,508 16  0
38,874 0 057,203 18  6
£96,07718 6
Amount of Capital  Stock paid up at the close of the Quarter ended the thirtieth day of September, 1897 ... ... 1,418,845 0 0
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ...
Amount of the Last Dividend declared  ,, ,,, ,, .,, ... .,, ,., ,,, .........
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend  ... ... ... ... ... ... .........
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Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1897.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCounci , has be n pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the morning of the 25th of
December, 1896; also that a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the crime, not being the principal offender, who shall give such
information.
THE LONDON BANS OF AUSTRALIA,  LIMITED-continued.
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals  (including Treasury Notes,  £ 3,460)...
Gold and Silver in Bullion  or Bars  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bi lls of other Banks  ... ... ... ... ...
Balances  due from other  Banks  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes, Bills of Exchange ,  and all`
Stock and  Funded Debts of every description , excepting  Notes, Bills ,  and Balances
due to the  said Bank  from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
Brisbane , 9th October, 1897.
... ... ... ... ... ...
HORACE TOZER.
I, John Joseph Booty, make oath that ,  to the best of my knowledge and belief ,  the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful
Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified; and that the same was made up
from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria No. 1.3.
J. J. BOOTY.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane,  this  eleventh day of October, 1897.
W. BULCOCK, Justice of the Peace.
Home Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1897.
THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich is
published in pursuance of the Regulations for the  management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
RETURN FOR THE  WEEK  ENDED  23RD DAY OF OCTOBER, 1897.
Number of  Inmates remaining  in Asylum at date
of previous Report ... ... ... ... 898
Number since admitted ... ... ... ... 4
Number returned from leave ... ... 9
911
Number discharged ...
Number died ..
Number  absent on leave ...
1
3
3
- 7
Number remaining at date hereof  ... ... 904
Admissions :
Joseph Byrnes, 67, tailor, from Toowoomba; last two years about
the Downs at his trade, and ill at Toowoomba.
William B arger , 72, tinsmith, from Nerang ; last two years at
odd jobs about Nerang.
Henry Lawson,  60, miner ,  from  Clermont;  last  two years about
Peak  Downs mining ,  and inmate  of Clermont Hospital.
Charles William Smith, 37, wood  engraver , from Nerang; last
two years ill in Sydney, and living with cousin at Gilston, Nerang.
Discharge :
Anthony Ralph, 50; admitted 29th September, 1897; to Reception
House. Deaths:
James Mathewson , 61; admitted 10th August, 1897.
"Muldatte," 28; admitted 3rd April, 1897.
Ephraim Stronell, 75; admitted 30th March, 1874.
P. SMITH, Medical Superintendent.
Home Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1897.
PAPER, BINDING, AND LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIAL.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Noon of FRIDAY,the 31st December, 1897, from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Paper, Binding, and Lithographic Material required by
the Government Printing Department in Queensland, for two years,
commencing on the 1st July, 1898.
Tenders must state the price at which each article is to be delivered,
free of all charges, at the Government Printing Office, Brisbane, where
samples can  be seen, and a list of the quantities of each article
required obtained. The successful Tenderer must from time to
time supply, immediately upon demand, at contract prices, such
additional quantities as may be required by the Department.
A memorandum must be attached to each Tender, signed by the
Tenderer and two responsible persons  as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within seven days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance, in a
sum equal to 10 per cent. of the gross amount of the Tender.
Tenders to be addressed  to the  Under Secretary, Home Secretary's
Department, Brisbane, and superscribed, "  Tender for Paper, Binding,
and Lithographic Material."
The Government will not necessarily accept the lowest or any
Tender.
W. H. RYDER; Under Secretary.
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid for such information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed all or any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey
that were stabbed at that place on the said night ; and that a
Free Pardon be given to any person concerned in the crime, not being
the principal offender, who may give such information.
HORACE TOZER.
NOTICE.MARGARET PALMER was this day reappointed Poundkeeper
at Tambo for a period of twelve months.
R. W. MORAN, Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House ,  Tambo, 2nd August, 1897.
EIGHTH  Supplementary List of Surveyors Licensed to act under
the provisions and for the purposes of the Real Property Acts
of 1861 and  1877 , prepared in accordance  with the  41st section of the
Act of 1877:-
Name.
Ahern, John ...
Desgrand , G. R. ...
Registrar of Titles' Office,
[30TH OCTOBER, 1897.
TOTAL.
£ s. d.
31,807 5 0
2,353 6 2
66,104 12 7
1,413 8 5
239 18 10
346,624 1 7
£448,54212 7
J. J. BOOTY,  Manager.
W. H. DALZELL, Accountant)
Address.
Charters Towers.
Mitchell.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
Brisbane ,  27th October, 1897.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 28th October, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the license of
WILLIAM HENRY HASSALL,  to act  as a Surveyor under the
provisions and for the purposes of the Real Property Acts of 1861 and
1877, is suspended until further notice.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar  of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1897.NN OTICE is hereby  given , that I intend, on or after the Twentiethday of November, 1897, in conformity with the 117th section
of the  " Beal Property Act of  1861," to issue, in the name of Carl
Ewald,. a provisional Certificate of Title for subdivision 2 of portion
78, county of Cook, parish of Kalkie, in place of Certificate of Title
No. 60664, volume 412, folio 154, which has been destroyed by fire.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
... ... ... ...
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Estate Particulars of Will orDescription and Situation of Land, claimed to be otherwise,transmitted,
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.
NOTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinafter
mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or
before the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central or
Northern District, in which case the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton or Townsville.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
William Soppa ,  late of
Elliott River ,  near Bun-
daberg, farmer
Date of
Death. Name of Claimant.
1891.
17 Sept.  The Curator of Intestate
Estates
1897.
Mary Smith, late of Roma ,  26 June
wife of Peter Smith, for-
merly of the same place,
but now of Goodna Asylum
1897.
George Wright ,  late of  Bun -  8 April
daberg, freeholder
1897.
Justin Edward Daniel 10 May
MacCarthy ,  late of
" Karoona ,"  O'Connell
and Lambert streets,
Kangaroo Point, Bris-
bane, esquire
1895.
David O'Sullivan ,  late of 26 Feb.
Caboolture
1895.
Ludwig Gottlieb  (Otherwise 30 Jan.
Ludwig )  Bergaun ,  late of
Teutoburg ,  Blackall Range,
farmer
John Headrick ,  late of
Rockhampton ,  merchant
1884.
28 Oct.
Mary McNab ,  late of
Kyanga,  near Banana,
widow and grazier
John Cheasty ,  late of
Walkerston ,  near  Mackay,
farmer
1894.
10 May
1893.
17 Sept.
Mary Ann Maguire, of
Roma aforesaid ,  wife of
Herbert Rowland  Maguire,
of the  same place, news-
paper proprietor
The Union Trustee Company
of Australia ,  Limited
Alice Gertrude  MacCarthy,
of Brisbane ,  spinster;
Edward Robert Norfor
MacCarthy,  of Mackay,
gentleman  ;  and Charles
Warwick Watts, of Bris-
bane aforesaid, civil
servant
The Curator of Intestate
Estates
Auguste Henriette Bergann,
of the same place, widow
of deceased
Jessie Headrick. of the
same place ,  widow of
deceased
Henry Bracker, of Brisbane,
stock and station agent
Emma Cheasty ,  of the same
place ,  widow of deceased
Portion 1283 ,  county of Cook, parish of
Kalkie
Subdivision 2 of allotment 3 of section 26,
town of Roma
• (See below)
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Portions 260, 261,  and 255, county of Stanley, Fee-simple
parish of Yeerongpilly ,  and subdivisions
66 and 67 of eastern suburban  allotment
42,  county of Stanley ,  parish of South
Brisbane
Portion ev, county  of Stanley ,  parish of Fee-simple
Caboolture
Portion 22v ,  county of March ,  parish of  Fee-simple
Maleny  ;  and one undivided sixth part or
share of subdivision 1 of portion  336 in the
extension of the Logan Agricultural Re-
serve ,  county of  Ward ,  parish of Moffatt
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
One undivided half part or sha re  of subdi- Fee-simple
vision 3 of portion 107,  county of Living-
stone ,  parish of Rockhampton
One undivided half part or sha re  of portion 1, '  Fee-simple
county of Ferguson, on the resumed part
of Kianga Run
NORTHERN DISTRICT.
Portion 1275,  county of Carlisle ,  parish  of Fee -simple
Hampden
Will not dated, but
executed on or about
the 25th March, 1897
Will dated  30 June,
1896
Will dated 17 March,
1893
,.. Order of Supreme Court
dated 3 May, 1895
... Letters of Administra•
tion
Will dated  13 June,
1s78
Will dated 11 October,
1887
Will dated 8 July,
1893
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
1897.
6 Dec.
1897.
9 Dec.
1897.
6 Dec.
1897.
6 Dec.
1897,
6 Dee.
1897.
6 Dec.
1897.
9 Dec.
1897.
11 Dee.
1897
16 Dec.
* Subdivisions 2, 3, and 4 of allotment 8 of section 38, town of Bunda be rg  ;  subdivision 18 of section 7A, subdivision 10 of section 13A, and subdivisions 14 and
16 of section 16a of subdivision A of resubdivision 2 of subdivision 2 of port ion 16, and subdivisions 10 and 11 of section 26A of subdivision 1 of resubdivision 13 of
subdivision 4 of portion 16, county  of Cook ,  parish of Bundaberg.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,  Brisbane , 30th October, 1897.
Robert Harrison Smith and James Longwill,
both  of Bowen
John Perrett, of Bundanba, as devisee under
the Will of Adam Perrett, late of Bun-
danba, farmer ,  deceased
Alfred Radford Perrett, of Bundanba, as
devisee under the Wilt of Adam Perrett,
late of Bundanba ,  farmer ,  deceased
John Perrett and William Arthur Albion
Perrett, of  Bundanba, as trustees under
the Will of Adam Perrett, late of Bun-
danba ,  farmer ,  deceased
George Mant, of Gigoomgan ,  and Henry
Palmer, of Maryborough
REM., PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE NOTICE, that  applications  has been made to bring the Lands  described below under  the provisions of the Real Property Acts of
1861 and 1877 .  Any person  desiring  to oppose will require to lodge, by  himself or  his attorney ,  a Caveat in  Form B of the said ActQ,
on or before  the day named.
Description and Situation of Land.
Allotment 10 of section 33, town of Bowen ... ... ... ...
Subdivision 4 of portion 153, county of Stanley, parish of Goodna ...
Subdivision 2 of portion 153, county of Stanley, parish of Goodna ...
Subdivision 3 of portion 153, county of Stanley, parish of Goodna ...
Subdivision 1 of allotments 11 and 12 of section 81, town of Mary-
borough
Registrar  of Titles' Office, Brisbane, 30th October, 1897.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
JOIIANN FREDERICK HOLTERMANN, a Minister of the German
and Scandanavian Lutheran Denomination, having removed from
Ipswich, in the Registry District of Ipswich, to Douglas, in the
Registry District of Highfields, has given me due notice thereof,
in accordance with the provisions of  "The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
JoHN Coos TENNANT, a Minister of the Presbyterian Denomina-
tion, residing at  11 Belvidere," North Quay, in the Registry District
Name of Applicant.
Fee-simple  ... Order of Supreme Court
dated 13 November.
1895
Fee-simple
,.. Fee-simple ...
J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
17th  December, 1897.
7th December, 1897.
7th December, 1897.
7th December, 1897.
7th December, 1897.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar  of Titles.
of Brisbane ,  has been duly registered  as a Minister  of Religion
authorised to celebrate  Marriages  in the colony of Queensland, under
the provisions of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar-General.
Office of  Registrar  of Friendly  Societies,
Brisbane , 25th October, 1897.
"THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 189t."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.THE Court Pride of Port Curtis is registered as a Branch of t e
Rockhampton United District of the Ancient Order of Foresters'
Friendly Society, under  "The Friendly Societies Act of  1894," this
twenty-fifth day of October, 1897.
ROBERT RENDL E, Registrar  of Friendly  Societies.
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Office of Registrar of Friendly Societies,
Brisbane ,  25th October, 1897.
THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.
T rHE Court Leichhardt  is registered as a Branch of the  Rock-
1 hampton United District of  the Ancient Order of Foresters'
Friendly Society,  under  "The Friendly  Societies  Act of  1894," this
twenty-fifth day of October, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE,  Registrar  of Friendly  Societies.
Office of Registrar of Friendly Societies,
Brisbane, 25th October, 1897.
THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.
THE St. Patrick's Fortitude Valley Female Branch is registered as
a Branch of the Hibernian Australasian Catholic Benefit Society,
Brisbane District., under  "The Friendly Societies Act of  1894," this
twenty-fifth day of October, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE, Registrar of Friendly Societies.
Office of Registrar of Friendly Societies.
Brisbane, 26th October, 1897.
THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.
THE St. Mary's Maryborough Female Branch is registered as a
1 Branch of the Hibernian Australasian Catholic Benefit Society,
Brisbane District, under  " The Friendly Societies Act of  1894," this
twenty-sixth day of October, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE, Registrar of Friendly Societies.
MUNICIPALITY OF CHARTERS TOWERS.
G ENERAL ABSTRACT FROM THE AUDITED STATE-MENTS OF ACCOUNT of the above Municipality for the
Half-year ended 30th June , 1897; published  in terms of Section 151 of
" The Local Government Act of  1878," 42 Vic. No. 8.
GENERAL ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS. £ s. d.
To Rates Received  ... ... ... ... ... ...  30 2 3
Cleansing Charges Received  ... ... ... ...  72 16 5
„ Government Endowment  ... ... ... ... ...  756 10 9
„ License Fees  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  188 12 1
„ Rents  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  165 10 0
Refund from Lissner Park  ... ... ... ... ...  152 13 10
„ Depasturing Horses in Lissner  Park ... ... ...  46 11 6
Miscellaneous  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 202 18 10
Balance ,  Union Bank of Australia ,  Limited ... ... 7,398 6 9
EXPENDITURE.
£9,014 2 5
By Balance, Union Bank of Australia, Limited ... ... 4,146 7 11
„ General Public Works ... ... ... ... 1,093 5 5
Tools and Plant ... ... ... ... ... ... 25 5 9
Stone-breaker ... ... ... ... ... ... 78 13 11
to  General Health Account ... ... ... ... ... 1,003 19 11
„ Street Watering .. . ... ... ... 204 2 7
Government Grant-Lissner Park ... ... ... 199 5 4
„ Street Lighting .. .. .. ... 108 0 0
Interest on Loans to 31st December, 1896, Two Half-
yearly Payments ... ... .. ... .. ... 618 7 8
Redemption of Loans to 31st December, 1896, Two
Half-yearly Payments ... ... ... ... ... 506 8 11
Administrative Expenditure ... ... ... ... 512 17 1
„ Miscellaneous ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 517 7 11
- £9,014 2 5
BALANCE- SHEET ,  30TH JUNE, 1897.
LIABILITIES. £ s. d.
To Union Bank of Australia ,  Limited  ... ... ...  7,398 6 9
tt
£13,629  4 11
ASSETS.
By Water-cart and Tools and Plant ... ... ... ... 241 5 3
„ Mosman street Building and Gas Fittings 672 13 8
to Capital Account ... .. ... ... ... ... 8,143 10 8
to  Carts and Harness and Mathematical Instruments ... 76 6 7
to  Cash Advance, Town Clerk ... ... ... ... 25 0 0
„ Stables and Yards, Boiler and Fittings ... ... ... 364 6 0
„ Waterworks Tools and Plant and Office Furniture ... 204 10 11
Health Account . ... .. ... ... 427 13 4
Reservoir, Cottage, Machinery and Water Mains ... 597 9 0
„ Public Works Special Loan Rates Account ... 78 9 11
to  Town Hall Property Account (Public Works Loan) ... 559 0 0
Stone-breaker, Plant, Buildings, and Tooli ... ... 231 0 0
„ Street Lamps ... .. ... ... ... ... 159 9 10
„ Charters Towers Fire Brigade Board ... ... 3 9 11
Typewriter ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 25 10 0
„ Town Hall Property ... ... ... ... ... 1,819 9 10
£13,629  4 11
GOVERNMENT GRANT ACCOUNT, LISSNER PARK.
RECEIPTS. £ s d.
To Subsidy from Government  ... ... ... ... ...  200 0 0
Balance, Union Bank of Australia ,  Limited  ... ...  79 16 1
£279 16 1
Contract Deposits ... ... ... ... ... ... 20 0 0
Government Loan Account-
Fire Protection Water Scheme ... ... ... ... 2,936 2 6
Public Works ... ... .. ... ... ... 3,244 15 10
Special Loan Rates Account ... .. ... ... 29 19 10
EXPENDITURE. £ s. d.
By Balance, Union Bank of Australia, Limited .. 127 2 3
„ Refund to General Account-Charters Towers Munici-
pality ... ... ... 152 13 10
PUBLIC WORKS  LOAN ACCOUNT, No. 2.
RECEIPTS.
To Balance, Union Bank of Australia, Limited ...
EXPENDITURE.
£279 16 1
£ s. d.
...  2,843 2 2
By General Public Works ... ... 1,478 18 6
„ Balance, Union Bank of Australia, Limited ... ... 1,364 3 8
£2,843 2 2
BALANCE- SHEET, 30TH JUNE, 1897.
LIABILITIES . £ '8. d.
To Government Loan Account ,  Public Works  ... ...  6,038 1 4
,,  Loan Apportionments Unexpended  ... ... ...  1,475 2 10
£7,513 4 2
ASSETS.
By Union Bank of Australia, Lilnitvd ... ... ... 1,364 3 8
Capital Account ... ... 6,038 1 4
„ Anne Street-Mosman to Deane Streets 4 4 0
Selbeim Street ... ... ... ... ... ... 7 16 0
„ Park Street-High to Boundary Streets... ... ... 21 3 4
High Street-Gill to Mary Streets ... ... ... 7 4 ti
Ryan Street-Church to High Streets ... ... ... 22 0 0
„ Aland Street-Deane to Myles Streets ... ... ... 2 3 4
„ Towers Street-High to Boundary Streets ... ... 4 7 4
High Street-Melville to Boundary Line ... ... 5 16 8
High Street-Towers to Melville Streets ... ... 2 10 0
Marion Street-Intersection of Stubley Street... ... 7 10 0
„ Stubley street-Marion to Elizabeth Streets ... ... 9 0 0
Elizabeth Street-Oxford to Boundary Streets ... 0 8 0
Mary Street-Miner to Oxford Streets ... ... ... 3 1 0
„ Marion Street-Miner to Oxford Streets ... ... 13 15 0
£7,513 4 2
CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO DURING THE  HALF-YEAR ENDED
30TH  JUNE, 1897.
£ s. d.
Balance from previous half-year  ... ... ...  106 0 0
Contracts  entered into during the Half-year ended
30th June , 1897... ... ... ... ... 634 4
Less Amounts paid on Contracts completed
to date, 30th June, 1897 ... ... ...
0
- 740
665
4
4
0
0
Balance due at date  ... ... ... ... ... £75 0 0
MEMO. OF RATES STRUCK FOR THE CURRENT YEAR.
(.ON THE TWENTY-NINTH DAY OF JUNE, 1897.)
General Rate of 2d. in the £ throughout the whole Municipality.
Health Rate of Id. in the £ throughout the whole Municipality.
Separate Street Watering Rate of 1d. in the £ in Mosman street,
from the Waverley Hotel to the Church of England ; and in Gill street
from Mosman street to Boundary street.
Also, an Order for the Payment of 5d. for each Cleaning performed
in connection with the Sanitary System.
2391
HENRY B. WALKER,  Town Clerk.
65s. 6d.
MUNICIPALITY OF TOWNSVILLE.
ABSTRACT STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPEN-
DITURE  of the TOWNSVILLE MUNICIPALITY for Half -year ended
30th June, 1897.
1897.
1st January-  £ s. d. £ s. d.
To Cash on hand ... ... ... ... ... ... 190 14 2
to  Credit Bank Balances ... ... ... 1,099 4 3
30th June-
To Rates Received (Arrears)-
General ... ... ... ... ... ... 706 5 9
Loan ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 27 2 2
Lighting ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 1 3
Street Watering ... ... ... ... 2 1 3
„ Rents ... ... ... ... ... ... 863 7 9
,, Licenses ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 166 15 0
Commonage Fees ... ... ... ... ... 46 17 6
„ Goat Registration ... ... ... ... ... 50 15 0
Dog Registration ... ... ... ... ... 38 17 6
Deposits on Contracts ... ... ... ... 86 0 10
Hire of Road Roller ... ... ... ... ... 6 6 0
„ Government Endowment ... ... ... ... 1,165 18 10
„ Revenue from Sundries ... ... ... ... 7 6 11
„ Refunds ... 159 15 6
„ Debit Bank Balance ... ... 4,639 11 5
1st January -  EXPENDITURE.
By Debit  Bank Balance  ... ... ...
t t Works  ... ... ... ... ...
„ Street Lighting  ... ... ...
„ Street  Watering ... ...
„ Refunds ...
Interest-
Government Loans  ... ... ...
Bank Overdraft  ... ... ...
„ General Expenditure ...
„ Contingencies ...
„ Credit Bank Balances
„ Cash on hand
£9,262 1 1
2,946 4 2
1,394 10 5
327 1 8
229 19 6
66 15 6
501 2 0
19 6 5
.520 8 5
2,501 18 8
56 5 10
1,178 14 7
___ 40 2 4
£9,262 1 1
GENERAL ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS.
No. 100. VOL. LXVIII.]
QUEEN 'S PARK TRUST  ACCOUNT.
1897.
1st January-
To Cash  on hand ...
„ Credit Bank Balance
30th June-
To Government Endowment
Agistment
„ Loan of Pot Plants ...
RECEIPTS.
30th June-
By Curator's Salary ...
Wages  .. ... ...
General Expenses ...
Credit  Bank Balance
Cash on hand ... ...
EXPENDITURE.
SANITARY ACCOUNT.
1897.
1st January-
To Cash on hand ... ...
30th June-
To Charges Received ...
„ Fine
Debit Bank Balance ...
RECEIPTS.
1st January -  EXPENDITURE.
By Debit  Bank Balance  ... ... ...
Sanitary Contractor  ... ... ...
„ General Expenses  ... ... ...
Interest ... ... ... ... ...
Cash on hand  ... ... ... ...
EXPENDITURE ON STREETS.
954 [30TH OCTOBER, 1897.
£ s. d.
2 12 6
174 0 10
200 0 0
6 15 0
1 1 0
£384 9 4
78 0 0
116 18 0
53 6 11
135 13 11
0 10 6
£384 9 4
£ s. d.
18 14 2
1,194 14 11
0 5 0
1,694 1 5
22,907 15 6
1,233 10 2
1,394 0 3
140 15 0
49 2 5
90 7 8
£2,90715 6
£ s. d.
North Ward-By Expenditure on 11 Streets and 3 Water
Troughs ... .. ... ... . ... .. ... 190 2 10
South Ward-By Expenditure on 17 Streets and 4 Water
Troughs ... ... ... ... ... 124 7 11
East Ward - By Expenditure on 15 Streets and Gutters
and 5 Water Troughs ... ... ... ... ... 519 12 4
West Ward-By Expenditure on 18 Streets and Gutters
and 2  Water Troughs ... ... ... ... ... 560 7 4
Credit by Refunds
£1,39410 5
... 58 17 11
£1, 335 12 6
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS OF GENERAL LOAN AND
WATER AUTHORITY ACCOUNTS  AS ON THE 30TH JUNE,
1897.
30th June- LIABILITIES . £ s, d.
To Government Loans-
General Consolidated  ... ... ... 20,044 2 5
Water Consolidated  ... ... ... 39,999 6 0
„ Trust Money  ... ... ... ... ...
„ Outstanding  Accounts-
6General ... ... ... ... ... 4 3 7 1
Water ... ... ... ... ... 487 0 5
£ s. d.
60,043 8 5
350 18 5
-- 950 7 6
„ Debit Bank  Balance-General  Account- ... 4,639 11 5
„ Balances  Capital Accounts-
General  ... ... ... ... ...  21,913 3 8
Loans  1, 2, and 3  ... ... ... 1,243 10 7
Water Authority ... ... ... 2,185 6 7
- 25,342 0 10
30th June-
By Credit Bank Balances
„ Arrears of Rates ...
„ Commonage Fees ...
„ Rents  . ... ...
Property ... ...
„ Machinery ... ...
„ Water Mains ...
„ Reservoir ... ...
„ Plant ,  &c.
„ Stock ... ...
„ Town Common ...
„ Change ...
„ Cash on hand ...
ASSETS.
£91,326 6 5
2,246 13 8
2,502 7 8
'277 16 6
119 15 6
43,408 16 7
5,832 0 0
30,117 13 9
3,102 8 11,793 13 6
1,011 15 5
832 9 8
15 0 0
65 16 1
£91,326 6 5
J. MACDOUGALL,  Accountant.
We, the undersigned ,  hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Townsville Municipality,
and that the foregoing Statements correspond therewith.
J. S. MILLER , Auditors.DAVID DONALD, }
I hereby certify that the above Statements of the Accounts of the
Council of the Municipality of Townsville ,  as balanced to the 30th June,
1997, were allowed and adopted by the said Council at an ordinary
meeting thereof ,  held on the 6th September, 1897.
2369
M. MCKIERNAN, Mayor.
72s. 6d.
TOWNSVILLE WATERWORKS AUTHORITY.
ABSTRACT STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDI-
TURE of  the TOWNSVILLE WATER AUTHORITY for the Half-year
ended 30th June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
1st January- £ s. d.
To Cash on  hand  ... ... ... ... ... ...  68 1 8
,,  Credit Bank Balance ... ... ... ... .. . 2,409 19 1
30th June-
To Rates  Received ... .. ... ... ... ... 2,184 11 7
Deposit Account, Water ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Leaky  Taps  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 17 0
„ Rent of Meters  ... ... ... ... ... 3 1 9
Refunds . .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 9 6
30th June- EXPENDITURE.
£4,670 10 7
By General Expenses ... ... ... ...
Syphon, Ross Creek ... ... ...
,,  Mains  ... ... ... ... ... ...
„ Interest on Government Loans ... ...
Contingencies  ... ... ... ...
Credit Bank  Balance  ... ... ...
„ Cash on Hand ... ... ... ...
1,869 13 2
26 13 2
272 5 0
1,342 10 10
65 15 7
1,067 19 1
25 13 9
£4,67010 7
J. MACDOUGALL,  Accountant.
We, the undersigned ,  hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept  by the  Townsville Water
Authority,  and that the foregoing Statement corresponds therewith.
J. S. MILLER, Auditors.DAVID DONALD,
I hereby certify that the above Statement of the Acoounts of the
Townsville Water Authority ,  as balanced to the 30th June, 1897, were
allowed and adopted by the Council of the  Municipality  of Townsville
at an ordinary meeting thereof ,  held on the 6th September, 1897.
2370
M. McKIERNAN, Mayor.
18s. 6d.
HINCHINBROOK DIVISIONAL BOARD.
APPLICATION FOR A LOAN UNDER " THE TRAMWAYS
ACT OF 1882."
IT is the intention of the Hinchinbrook Divisional Board to Borrow
by way of Loan from the Government a Sum of £17,428, to
Construct a Tramway from the present terminus of the Lucinda line
to a point seventeen  miles  beyond.
Application has been made to construct same, and Plans, Sections,
Specification, and Book of Reference have been deposited with the
Minister for Railways, and are at all reasonable times open for the
inspection of every ratepayer interested therein at the Divisional
Board's Office.
2343
By Order,
BRYAN LYNN,  Clerk.
7s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N
is hereby given, that it is intended to apply to the
l Parliament of Queensland, in the present Session thereof, for a
Bill to confer upon the Trustees for the time being of all those lands
reserved for Cricket and other Athletic Sports, situated in the county
of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, in the said colony, containing by
admeasurement 12 acres 4-A.- perches, being allotment No. 1 of section
54, and being the whole of the land more particularly described in
Deed of Grant No. 82376, the power of giving mortgages to an amount
not exceeding Four Thousand Pounds (£4,000), and applying the
moneys raised thereby in discharging the indebtedness in respect of
the said lands, and the costs, charges, and expenses connected with
this application and the said Bill, and in discharging the cost of
buildings erected and to be erected, and other improvements, on
the land.
Dated this seventh day of October, 1897.
2259
For Self and Co-Trustees,
GEORGE DOWN.
9s. 6d.
WARREGO DISTRICT RABBIT BOARD.
A
T a Meeting of the Board held this twenty-first day of July, a
Rate was struck of 5s. on every 20 head of Cattle and every 100
Sheep, to be levied on all Stock depastured within the Warrego
Rabbit District on the 1st January, 1897.
HUGH MITCHELL,
Clerk.
Thargomindah,  21st  July, 1897.
2414 4s.
LICENSED GATE NOTICE.
I
INTEND applying to the Divisional Board, Hughenden, to be
allowed to Erect a Public Gate across the road between Mount
Sturgeon and Chudleigh Park, near the Eleven-mile tree.
2373
WILLIAM ANNING.
2s. 6d.
LICENSED GATES NOTICE.WE hereby give notice that we intend to apply to the DalrympleDivisional Board for Li6nses to Erect  Two Gates  on the road
from Ravenswood Junction to Dotswood ,  on Fanning River Station.
W. YANNECK AND CO.
Fanning  River, 23rd October, 1897.
2367 3s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against John Leslie Watt,
of Swan Creek, in the colony of Queensland, farmer, by the said
John Leslie Watt.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said John Leslie Watt be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said John Leslie Watt, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court on the Eleventh day of November, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
John Leslie Watt shall, on the Ninth day of November, 1897, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-fifth day of
October, 1897.
By the Court,
11s. 6d. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Jacob Francis, of
Ma Ma Creek, near Gatton, in the colony of Queensland, black-
smith, by the said Jacob Francis.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Jacob Francis be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Jacob Francis, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Eleventh day
of November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said Jacob Francis shall, on the Ninth
day of November, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-seventh day of
October, 1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
CHARLES WALTER HOOPER, Solicitor for Insolvent, Laidley.
By his Town Agents-MORRIS AND FLETCHER, Brisbane.
12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Charles Victor
Roberts, of Gympie, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the
said Charles Victor Roberts.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Charles Victor Roberts be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Charles Victor Roberts,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court on the Fourth day of November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Charles
Victor Roberts shall, on the Second day of November, 1897, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twentieth day of October,
1897.
By the Court,
12s. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Annie Gill, of Gympie,
in the colony of Queensland, a married woman having separate
estate (wife of Richard Gill, of the same place, teamster), by the
said Annie Gill.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Annie Gill be and she is hereby adjudged insolvent
with respect to her separate estate, and that James Boyne Hall,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of her Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Annie
Gill, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court on the Fourth day of November, 1897, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Annie Gill shall, on the Second day of November, 1897, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of her debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so far as known, of her
creditors, and of the causes of her inability to meet her engagements.
Given under  the  seal of the Court this twenty-second day of
October, 1897.
By the Court,
12s. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
Mn. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Michael Mullins,
of the Southern Cross, near Charters Towers, in the colony of
Queensland, labourer, by the said Michael Mullins.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Michael Mullins be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in forma' pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Michael Mullins,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court on the Tenth day of November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Michael
Mullins shall, on the Eighth day of November, 1897, at Towns-
ville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors,
and of the  causes  of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-second day of
October, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
R. WYNN WILLIAMS, Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
Town Agents-RoBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
13s. 6d. Solicitors, Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma' pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Richard Telfer, of
Clermont, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the said
Richard Telfer,  in forma' pauperis.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Richard Telfer be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in forma pauperis,  and that John Love Blood-Smyth, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Richard Telfer,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, Supreme Court Buildings, Rockhampton, on the
Fourth day of November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Richard Telfer shall, on the
Third day of November, 1897, at Rockhampton, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-second day of
October, 1897.
By the Court,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH, Registrar.
P. G. RISIEN, Solicitor for the Insolvent, Clermont.
Town Agents-REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
14s. Quay street, Rockhampton.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Leong Moon, of
Townsville, in the colony of Queensland, labourer, by the said
Leong Moon.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
U said Leong Moon be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Insolvent,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court on the Second day of November, 1897, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Insolvent shall, on the First day of November, 1897, at Towns-
ville, deliver to the Trustee of this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences,  so far as  known, of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this fifteenth day of October,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor for Insolvent, Flinders street, Townsville.
12s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of William Henry Barltrop, of Brisbane, in the colony
of Queensland, builder, an Insolvent.
J
ON the twentieth  day  of October, 18:17, a Certificate of Discharge
was granted to William Henry Barltrop, of Brisbane, iii the
colony of Queensland, builder, who was adjudicated insolvent on the
eighteenth day of January, A.D. 1895.
Dated this twenty-second day of October, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
ROBERTSON AND BERUIN,
Solicitors for William Henry Barltrop,
2372 Victoria Chambers, Queen street, Brisbane. 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of John Peter Hensler, lately of Goondiwindi, in the
colony of Queensland, grazier, but at present of Boggabilia, in the
colony of New South Wales, hotel manager, an Insolvent.
0N  the twentieth day of October, 1897, a Certificate of Discharge
was granted to John Peter Hensler, lately of Goondiwindi, in
the colony of Queensland, grazier, but at present of Boggabilla, in the
colony of New South Wales, hotel manager, who was adjudicated
insolvent on the s'xteenth day of December, 1896.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
WINTER AND McNAB,
Queen street, Brisbane,
2403 Solicitors for John Peter Hensler. 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of David Alexander Brown, of Charters Towers, in the
colony of Queensland, pyrites works' manager , an Insolvent.
ON the fifteenth day of October, 1897, a Certificate of Discharge
was granted to David Alexander Brown, of Charters Towers, in
the colony of Queensland, pyrites works  manager,  who was adjudicated
insolvent on the tenth day of June, 1895.
T. G. FRASER,
Registrar.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Insolvent's Solicitors, Charters Towers.
Agent-A. M. BEAUMONT, Solicitor, Townsville.
2375 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of William Ferguson; of Gympie, in the colony of
Queensland,  sawmiller , an Insolvent.
ON the Eighth day of December, 1897, at Ten o'clock in the
forenoon , William Ferguson, of Gympie, in the colony of
Queensland,  sawmiller , adjudicated  insolvent  on the nineteenth day
of August, 1892, will apply to the Supreme Court of Queensland, at
Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of October, 1897.
2398
TOZER AND TOZER,
Solicitors for Insolvent , Gympie,
And at  George street ,  Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
all debts proved (making, together with dividends already paid, a total
sum equal to 20s. in the £, without interest), and for the annulling
thereafter of the Order of Adjudication made against the Insolvent.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of October, 1897.
2417
J. B. HALL, Official Trustee,
Trustee of the said Insolvent Estate.
9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition  with  Creditors ,  instituted  by Andrew  Samuel Orr,
of Rockhampton ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  grocer and
produce merchant ,  trading under the name of  "McCord  &
Company."
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that a First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to be
held at the Office of Alfred Down ,  solicitor ,  37 Queen street, Brisbane,
on the Eleventh day of November ,  1897, at Three o'clock in the
afternoon precisely.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of October, 1897.
2376
ALFRED DOWN,
Attorney for the said Andrew Samuel Orr,
37 Queen street, Brisbane.
7s. Gd.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Samuel William Smith ,  of Aldershot ,  labourer,
an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the matter  if  the
abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudicated on the  twenty-fourth day
of February, 1897.
Creditors who have not proved their  debts by the Twenty-sixth
day of November proximo will be excluded.
GILSON FOXTON,
Deputy Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers ,  Brisbane ,  26th October, 1897.
2416  5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Mary Rudkins, of Paddington ,  married woman,
an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudicated on the twenty -ninth day of
September, 1897.
Creditors who have not proved their debts  by the  Eighth day of
November pro ximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers, Brisbane, 25th October, 1897.
2415 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Jukes Floyd, of Charters Towers, butcher,
an Insolvent.A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudicated on the fourteenth day of
April, 1897.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Fifteenth clay
of November ,  1897, will be excluded.
Dated this twenty -fifth day of October, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of Herbert Stephen Owbridge, of The Endeavour Saw-
mill, Calliope River, near Gladstone, in the colony of Queensland,
sawmill proprietor, an Insolvent.
ON the Twenty-fourth day of November, 1897, at Ten o'clock in the
forenoon, Herbert Stephen Owbridge, of The Endeavour Saw-
mill, Calliope River,  near  Uladstone, in the colony of Queensland,
sawmill proprietor, adjudicated insolvent on the eighth day of
January, 1890, will apply to the Supreme Court of Queensand, at
Brisbane , for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of October, 1897.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
Agents for WILLIAM H. NEILSON, Gladstone,
Solicitor for Insolvent.
2407 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Frederick Berger Hayward, of Ipswich, in the
colony of Queensland, storekeeper, insolvent.
A MEETING of the Creditors of Frederick Berger Hayward, of
Ipswich, storekeeper, adjudicated insolvent on the twenty-third
day of December, 1876, will be held at my Chambers, Treasury
Buildings, George street, Brisbane, on the Sixteenth day of November,
1897, at Three o'clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of considering
the propriety  of sanctioning the acceptance  by the  Trustee of a com-
position offered on behalf of the Insolvent, of 7s. 8kd. in the £, on
2405
T. G. FRASER,
Official Trustee in  Insolvency, Townsville.
5s. 6d.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by James Brown, of
Hughenden ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  well-borer, lately a
member of the firm of B ro wn and Buick ,  of the same place,
well -borers.
A SIXTH Dividend,  of Is. ed. in the £, has  been  declared in the
above Estate ,  and is now payable at the Office of the under-
signed ,  Brodie street ,  Hughenden ,  on all claims pro ved and admitted.
Dated this twenty -third day of October, 1897.
J. V. SUTER,
Trustee.
Hughenden, 23rd October, 1897.
2425 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Simon Alphonsus Rourke, of Townsville ,  insurance
and general agent, trading as "S. A .  Rourke & Co.,"  insolvent.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend ,  of 9*d. in the £, upon all  duly
proved and admitted claims in the above Estate, is now due and
payable at my Office, Flindere street, Townsville.
Dated at Townsville this twentieth day of October, 1897.
2368
H. A. McMAHON,
Trustee.58.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Patrick Joseph Smyth and James Edward Allison,
trading as " Smyth & Allison," of Ann street, Fortitude Valley,
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, storekeepers.
A FIRST Dividend, at the rate of 4s. in the £, upon all duly
proved and admitted  claims, has  been declared in the above
Estate,  and is  now payable at my Office, Selborne Chambers, Adelaide
street, Brisbane.
Dated  at Brisbane  this twenty-sixth day of October, 1897.
2392
GEO. S. HUTTON, Trustee.
5s. 6d.
In the Assigned Estate of  C. A. Spring,  of Brisbane and Bundaberg,
draper.
A SECOND  and Final Dividend ,  of 3d. in the  £ (making in all
3s. 31d. in the £), is payable in the above Estate on all admitted
claims , This Day (SATURDAY),  23rd  October,  1897, at my Office,
Eagle street.
GEORGE CANNON,  Trustee.
2365 3s. 6d.
In the Matter of J. M. Cavaye, of Gympie, an Insolvent.
A FIRST Dividend, of 5s. 9d. in the £, is payable in above Estate
on all claims proved and admitted, on FRIDAY, the Twenty-
second day of October, 1897, at my Office, Edward street,  Brisbane.
2374
THOS. E. WHITE,
Trustee.
3s.
Re  F. J .  Murray, in Liquidation.
A
DIVIDENI)  is to be declared in this Estate. Creditors who
have not proved their debts on or before the Tenth day of
November ,  1897, will be excluded.
Dated at Townsville ,  20th October, 1897.
ROBERT ABRAHAM ,  Trustee.
2403 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Will of Thomas Roberts, late of Cooktown, in the colony of
Queensland, foreman and inspector of works for the municipality
of Cooktown aforesaid, deceased.
'n1 OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Annie Jane Roberts,
the sole Executrix in the abovenamed Estate, frem the eighteenth
(lay of March, 1896, to the twentieth day of September, 1897, has this
day been filed in my Office, duly verified by the said Annie Jane
Roberts. All parties claiming to be interested in the said Estate are
at liberty to inspect the said Account, at my Office in the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on or before TUESDAY, the Fourteenth day
of December next, and, if they think fit, to object thereto. Notice is
also given, that whether any objection is taken to the said Account or
not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to examine and inquire
into the said Account. Notice is further given, that any person who
may desire to object to the said Account, or any item or items therein,
or the allowance to the Executrix  of a commission  thereon, must
before that day file in my Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this twenty-third day of October, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
BARNETT AND PATCHING}, Cooktown,
Solicitors  for the said Annie Jane Roberts.
Town Agents-
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB, Adelaide street, Brisbane.
2400 14s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Lands and Goods of John Bell, late of Allora, in the colony of
Queensland, blacksmith, deceased, intestate.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Account of Anne Bell, the
Administratrix in the abovenamed Estate, from the eighteenth
day of April, 1896, to the twenty-sixth day of April, 1897, has this
day been filed in my Office, duly verified by the said Anne Bell. All
parties claiming to be interested in the said Estate are at liberty
to inspect the said Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, on or before TUESDAY, the Seventh day of December
next, and, if they think fit, object thereto. Notice is also given,
that whether any objection is taken to the said Account or not I
shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to examine and inquire into
the said Account. Notice is further given, that any person who may
desire to object to the said Account, or any item or items therein,
or the allowance to the Administratrix of a commission thereon, must
before that day file in my Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of October, A.D. 1897.
J. R. CuRNOw,
Solicitor for Executrix,
Warwick.
By his Town Agents-
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of George Kelly, late of Stone Quarry, near Ipswich, in
the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
N OT ICE is hereby given, that the Account of Stephen Kelly and
Joseph Andrew Platz, the Executors of the abovenamed Estate,
from the eighteenth day of January, 1896, to the first day of May,
1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by the said
Stephen Kelly and Joseph Andrew Platz. All parties claiming to be
interested in the said Estate are at liberty to inspect the said
Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
or before the Thirtieth day of November next, and, if they think
fit, to object thereto. Notice is also given, that whether any objection
is taken to the said Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day,
proceed to examine and inquire into the said Account. Notice is
further given, that any person who may desire to object to the said
Account, or any item or items therein, or the allowance to the
Executors of a commission thereon, must before that day file in my
Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this eighteenth day of October, 1897.
JOSEPH MCGRATH,
Solicitor for the Executors,
2421 Brisbane street, Ipswich. 12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Will of Murdoch Saxby Waring, late of Hamilton, in the
colony of Victoria, bank manager, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Alexander Henry
Hudson, the Administrator in the abovenamed Estate, from the
first day of August, 1896, to the thirty-first clay of August, 1897,
has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by the said Alexander
Henry Hudson. All parties claiming to be interested in the said
Estate are at liberty to inspect the said Account, at my Office in the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before TUESDAY, the Twenty-
eighth day of December next, and, if they think fit, to object thereto.
Notice is also given, that whether any objection is taken to the said
Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to examine
and inquire into the said Account. Notice is further given, that any
person who may desire to object to the said Account, or any item or
items therein, or the allowance to the Administrator of a commission
thereon, must before that day file in my Office a memorandum to
that effect.
Dated this twenty-second day of October, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
MACPHERSON AND FEEz, Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Alexander Henry Hudson.
2413 12s. Gd.
In the Supreme Court of 'Queensland, Townsville.
In the Lands and Goods of Enoch Price Walter Hays, late , of
Townsville, in the colony of Queensland, stock and station agent,
deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Marion Elizabeth
Hays, the Administratrix in the abovenamed Estate, from the
eleventh day of November, 1893, to the sixth day of October, 1897,
has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by the said Marion
Elizabeth Hays. All parties claiming to be interested in the said
Estate are at liberty to inspect the said Account, at my Office in the
Supreme Court House, Townsville, on or before the Twenty-fifth day
of November, 1897, next, and, if they think fit, to object thereto.
Notice is  also given , that whether any objection is. taken to the said
Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to examine
and inquire into the said Account. Notice is further given, that any
person who may desire to object to the said Account, or any item or
items therein, or the allowance to the Administratrix of a commission
thereon, must before that day file in my Office a memorandum to that
effect.
Dated this twenty-third day of October, 1897.
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
EDWIN NORRIS AND SON,
Solicitors for. Administratrix, Townsville.
2431 11s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will of Georgina- Adelaide Real (in her Will called Adelaide
Real), late of Charters  Towers, in  the colony of Queensland
(the wife of William  Real ,  of the same place, journalist),
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that,  after  the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed deceased  may be granted to Sarah  Boyd, of Prairie, in the
said colony,  selector , the Executrix  according  to the tenor of the said
Will; William Real, the Executor  according  to the  tenor  of the said
Will, having  renounced  Probate thereof. Any person  interested who
desires  to object to the  application , or to be heard upon  it, may file a
caveat  in the Registry  at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-third day of October, A.D. 1897.
FoXTON AND HAVARD, Brisbane.
2412 13s, 2427
R. WYNN WILLIAMS,
Solicitor for the said  Sarah Boyd,
Mosman  street,  Charters  Towers.
9s. 6d.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy Registrar.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the-Will of Elizabeth Emrey (sometimes called Elizabeth Mabbley),
late of -Normanton, in the colony of Queensland,  dressmaker,
deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Elizabeth Emrey (sometimes  called Elizabeth Mabbley),
deceased , may be granted to Thomas Marrett Arthur Emrey, of
Normanton, in the said colony, carter, the sole Executor named in the
said Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the
application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry
at any time before the grant  is made.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of October, 1897.
FRANCIS JOSEPH LYONS,
Solicitor for the  said Executor , Croydon.
Town Agents-CIAMBEas, BRUCE, AND MINAS,
2404 Adelaide  street, Brisbane . Ss. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of John Dennis Ware (sometimes  called John Tenes
Ware), late of Cordalba, in the colony of Queensland,  saw-mill
proprietor,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that,  after  the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to  this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed John Dennis Ware (sometimes  called John Tenes Ware),
deceased , may be granted to Alice Florence Ware, of Cordalba, in the
colony of Queensland, widow, the  sole Executrix  named in the said
Will. Any person  interested who desires  to object to the application,
or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the  Registry at any time
before the  grant is made.
Dated this twenty-second day of October, A.D. 1897.
CHAS. POWERS AND H. N. THORBURN,
Solicitors for the Executrix, Alice Florence Ware, Bundaberg.
2394 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of John Petersen List, late of Pialba, near Maryborough,
in the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.NN OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed John Petersen List, deceased, may be granted to Martin
Petersen List, of the same place, the sole Executor named in the said
Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the application,
or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time
before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-first day of October, 1897.
2366
MCGRATH AND SHELDON,
Solicitors for the said Executor,
Bazaar street,  Maryborough.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Lawrence O'Neill, late of Kilmoyla,
Woodhill, near Beaudesert, in the colony of Queensland,  grazier,
deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the  real  and personal
estate of the abovenamed Lawrence O'Neill, deceased, who died
intestate , may be granted to Edward Hugh O'Neill, of Kilrea, Wood-
hill, near Beaudesert, in the colony of Queensland,  grazier , the only
son and next-of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated at  Brisbane  this twenty-ninth day of October, 1897.
2410
CROUCH AND DARVALL,
Solicitors for Edward Hugh O'Ne ill,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will and Codicil of William Wear, late of Marden, in the
colony of South Australia, but formerly of Mackay, in the
colony of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the  expiration  of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Ancillary Probate of the Will
and Codicil of the abovenamed William Wear, deceased, may be
granted to Christian Frederick Theodor Ehsmann (in the said Will
called Frederick Theodore Ernest Ehsmann), of Mackay, in the said
colony, carpenter, and William Robertson, of The Marian, near
Mackay aforesaid , butcher, the Executors named in the said Will and
Codicil  as to  the Estate of the said deceased in the colony of
Queensland. Any person interested who desires to object to the appli-
cation,  or to be heard upon it, may Me a caveat in the Registry at any
time  before the grant  is made.
Dated this twentieth day of October, A.D. 1897.
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
Solicitor for the said Christian Frederick- Theodor Ehsmartn and
William Robertson,
By his Town Agents-
RoB$ETs ,  LEU, AND BAENETT,
Sydney street, Mackay.
2430 Solicitors, &c., Denham street, Townsville. 12s.
[30ra OCTOBER, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Edmond Butler (otherwise Edmund Xavier Francis
Butler), late of Normanby Hill, near Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, ea-acting sergeant of police, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
N  from the date of the publication hereof, application will be made
to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the abovenamed
Edmond Butler (otherwise Edmund Xavier Francis Butler), deceased,
may be granted to Mary Butler, of Kelvin Grove road, near Brisbane,
in the colony of Queensland, widow, the sole Executrix named in
the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the
application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry
at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of October, A.D. 1897.
2418
ROBERTSON AND BERGIN,
Solicitors for the said Mary Butler,
Victoria Chambers,
Queen street, Brisbane.
9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Goods of Alfred Harris, late of Rockhampton, in the colony of
Queensland, milkman, deceased, intestate.NI IN OTICE is hereby  given,  that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the publication  hereof,  application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the  personal  estate of
the abovenamed Alfred Harris, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Denis  Egan , of Rockhampton aforesaid, merchant, the law-
fully constituted Attorney of Nicholas Harris, of Homebush, near
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, labourer, and William
Harris and  Susan  Lugg, widow, both of Tregarn Mill, Saint Keverne,
in the county of Cornwall, England, the brothers  and sister  of the said
deceased.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of October, 1897.
2411
J. F. FITZGERALD AND WALSH,
Solicitors for the said Denis  Egan , Rockhampton.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Goods of John Morando, late of Charters Towers, in the
colony of Queensland,  miner, deceased , intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen daysN from the date of he publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal
Estate of the abovenamed John Morando, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to James English, of Charters Towers aforesaid,
miner , the lawfully constituted Attorney of Angelina Inglis, of Surry
Hills, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, widow, Margaret
Comber, wife of Thomas Comber, of Waverley,  near  Sydney aforesaid,
builder, and William Robert Morando, of Redfern, near Sydney
aforesaid , railway employee, the sisters and brother, respectively, and
the only next-of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated this fourteenth day of October, A.D. 1897.
W. F. R. BOYCE, Solicitor for the said James English,'
Town Agents- Arcade,  Mosman street ,  Charters  Towers.
UNMACx, Fog, AND HOBBS, Solicitors,
2428 Flinders street, Townsville. 94.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Graham Lloyd Hart, late of Greylands, Indooroopilly,
near Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland, solicitor, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
N days from the date of the publication hereof application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Graham Lloyd Hart,  deceased , may be granted to Sarah
Ellen Cooper Hart (in the said Will called Sarah Hart), of Grey-
lands , Indooroopilly,  near Brisbane aforesaid , widow, Blanche Emma
Roberts, of Greylande, Indooroopilly aforesaid, spinster, and William
Hamilton Hart, of Greylands, Indooroopilly  afo re said , solicitor, the
Executrices and Executor  named  in the said Will. Any person
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard
upon it, may file  a caveat  in the Registry at any time before the grant
is made.
Dated this thirtieth day of October, A.D. 1897.
HART, FLOWER, AND DRURY,
Solicitors  for the  Executrices  and Executor,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
2422  9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, &ockhampton.
In the Will of William Stanley Warren, late of Rockhampton, in the
colony of Queensland, land commissioner, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
l days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal
estate  of the said William Stanley Warren, with his Will, may be
granted to Emma Bertha Warren, of Rockhampton, in the colony of
Queensland,  spinster , a Legatee and one of the residuary Legatees
named in  the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry, Rockhampton, at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of October, A.D. 1897.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the said Emma Bertha Warren,
Quay street, Rockhampton.
Agents-REFS R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
2397 Solicitors , Brisbane. 9s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the  Lands of Lilley Jane McWatters ,  late of Maryborougb, in the
colony of Queensland  (wife of Hugh  MeWatters, of Mary-
borough aforesaid, compositor ),  deceased ,  intestate.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that ,  after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof ,  application will  be  made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real estate of the
abovenamed Lilley Jane McWatters ,  deceased ,  who died intestate,
may be granted to Mary  Ann White (wife  -  of Godfrey Freeman
White,  of Maryborough ,  in the said colony, contractor ),  the lawful
mother of the said deceased  ;  Hugh McWatters ,  of Maryborough
aforesaid ,  compositor ,  the lawful husband of the said deceased, and
the said God fr ey Freeman White, the lawful father cf the said
deceased ,  having renounced Administration of the said Estate.
Dated this twenty -sixth day of October, A.D. 1897.
2388 -
JAS. M. STAFFORD,
Solicitor for the said Mary Ann White,
Bazaar  street, Maryborough.
9s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  ALEXANDER EASTON, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the  "Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all  persons having any  claims
or demands upon or against the Estate of Alexander Easton, at one
time of Toowoomba, but late of Brisbane, in the colony of Queens-
land, engine-driver ,  deceased ,  who died on the thirteenth day of
August, 1896, at Brisbane aforesaid, and Probate of whose Will was,
on the sixteenth day of September, 1896, granted to Jane Easton,
the sole Executrix therein named, are hereby required to send in
particulars of their debts or claims to the said Executrix, at the
Office of  Messieurs  Winter and McNab, her solicitors, on or before
SATURDAY, the Fourth day of December, 1897. And notice is
also hereby given, that after that day the Executrix will proceed to
distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the parties entitled
thereto, having regard only to the claims of which she shall then have
had notice, and that she will not be liable, for the assets or any part
thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim she shall
not then have had notice.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of September, 1897.
24k)2
WINTER  AND McNAB,
Queen street, Brisbane,
So li citors for the said Executrix.
12s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re ROBERT MUBRAY,  deceased.
PURSUANT  to the provisions of the  "  Trustees and Incapacitated'
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Robert Murray, late of Ipswich, in the colony of Queens-
land, gentleman ,  deceased ,  who died at Ipswich aforesaid on the
thirteenth day of December, 1896, and Letters of Administration of
whose  personal  estate, with his Will and two Codicils  annexed, were,
on the tenth day of March, 1897, granted to Agnes Buckingham (the
wife of James Buckingham ,  of Ipwich aforesaid ,  carpenter), are
hereby required to send in particulars of their debts or claims to
the said Agnes Buckingham ,  at the  Office  of the undersigned, her
solicitor ,  on or  before SATURDAY, the Fourth day of December,
1897. And notice  is also  hereby given, that after that day the said
Agnes Buckingham will  proceed to distribute the assets of the said
deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto, having regard only to
the claims of which she shall have had notice, and that she will not
be liable, for the  assets  or any part thereof so distributed, to any
person of whose debt or claim she shall not have had notice.
Dated  this twenty- second day  of October, 1897.
2371
C. W. LOUIS HEINER,
Solicitor  for the  said Agnes Buckingham,
Ipswich.
12s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be DENis MAa rau, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons
having any claims or demands upon or  against  the Estate of Denis
Maguire, late of Coorparoo ,  near Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queens-
land, baker, deceased, who died on or about the first day of January,
1897 ,  and Letters of Administration of whose Estate were granted
by the Supreme Court of Queensland, on the seventeenth day of
September, 1897, to Peter Maguire, of Brisbane, in the colony afore-
said ,  baker, the Administrator of the Estate of the deceased ,  are here-
by required to send ,  in writing ,  the particulars of their claims and
demands to the Administrator ,  at the Offices of the undersigned, his
solicitors, on or before WEDNESDAY, the First day of December
next. And notice  is also  hereby given, that after that day the said
Administrator will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased
amongst  the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims
of which he shall then have had notice, and that he will not be liable,
for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of
whose debt or claim he shall not then have had notice.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of October, 1897.
2409
O'SH] A AND O'SHEA,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for  the  said Administrator.
138.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re EDWARD JOSEPH MCDONNELL (or EDWARD MCDONNELL),
deceased.
PURSUANT to the  " Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867,"  notice is  hereby given, that all creditors, beneficiaries,
next-of-kin, and other  persons  having any claims or demands upon
or against the Estate of Edward Joseph McDonnell (or Edward
McDonnell), late of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, gentleman,
deceased, who died on the fifth day of April, 1897, and of whose Will
Probate was, on the fourth day of October, 1897, granted by the
Supreme Court of Queensland to Queensland Trustees, Limited, the
Executors of the said Will of the said deceased, are hereby required
to send in particulars of their debts  or claims  to the  said Queensland
Trustees, Limited, Queen street,  Brisbane , on or before the Seventh
day of December next. And notice  is also  hereby given, that after
that day the said Queensland Trustees, Limited, will proceed to
distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the parties entitled
thereto, having regard only to the claims of which they shall then
have had notice, and that they will not be liable, for the  assets or any
part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim they
shall not then have had notice.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of October, 1897.
2399
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Queensland  Trustees , Limited.
13s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be SHELDON POLE, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the  "Trustees and Incapaci-
tated Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all
creditors and other persons having any claims or demands upon or
against the Estate of Sheldon Pole, late of Brisbane, in the colony
of Queensland, printer, deceased, who died at Brisbane aforesaid on
the fourth day of September, 1897, and of whose Will Probate
was, on the twentieth day of October,. 1897, duly granted by the
Supreme Court of Queensland to Queensland Trustees, Limited,
of Brisbane aforesaid, the sole Executors named in the said Will, are
hereby required to send in, in writing, particulars of their claims or
demands to the said Company, at its Offices, 177 Queen street, Brisbane
aforesaid, on or befcre WEDNESDAY, the First day of December,
1897. And notice is hereby also given, that after the expiration of
the last-mentioned day the said Company will proceed to distribute the
assets  of the said deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which the said Company shall
then have had notice, and that the said Company will not be liable,
for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of
whose debt or claim the said Company shall not have had notice at
the time of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of October, 1897.
2396
O'SHEA AND O'SHEA,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Queensland Trustees, Limited.
13s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  ALFRED  LAWSON HEALS, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Ineapaci.
tated Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all
creditors and other persons having any claim or demand against the
Estate  of Alfred Lawson Heale, late of Gisborne, in the colony of
New Zealand, medical practitioner, deceased, who died at Gisborne
aforesaid on or about the eighteenth day of December, 1895, and
Letters of Administration, with Exemplification of Probate of the
Will annexed, of whose Estate in Queensland were granted to The
Union Trustee Company of Australia, Limited, of Creek  street,
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, on the fifteenth day of
October, 1897, are hereby requested to send in, in writing, particulars
of their claims or demands to the said The Union Trustee Company
of Australia, Limited, on or before the Thirtieth day of November,
1897. And notice is hereby further given, that at the expiration of
the last-mentioned  date the said Company will proceed to distribute
the assets of the said Alfred Lawson Heale, deceased, having regard
only to the claims and demands of which the said Company shall then
have had such notice, and that the said Company will not be liable,
for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of
whose claim the said Company shall not have had notice at the time
of such distribution.
Dated this thirtieth day of October, 1897.
GEO. FRED. SCOTT,
Manager, The Union Trustee Company of Australia, Limited.
2395 13s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re JAMES DODD, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of James Dodd, late of Bowen, in the colony of Queensland,
miner, who died on the fifteenth day of April, 1896, and Probate of
whose Will was granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland on the
nineteenth dap of August, 1896, to James Gibson, of Mackay, in the
colony aforesaid, minister of the Presbyterian Church, the sole Executor
named in the Will of the said James Dodd, deceased, are hereby
required to send in, in writing ,  particulars of their debts  or claims to
Samuel Bryant Wright ,  solicitor for the said Executor ,  Sydney  street ;
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Mackay, on or before the Eighth day of November ,  1897. And notice
is hereby also given ,  that after the last -mentioned day the said Executor
will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the
persons entitled thereto ,  having regard only to the claims of which the
said Executor or his solicitor aforesaid shall then have had notice, and
that the said Executor will not be liable ,  for the assets cr any part
thereof so distributed , to any  person of whose claim the said Executor
or his solicitor aforesaid shall not then have  had notice.
Dated this twenty -third day of October, 1897.
2389
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
Solicitor for the said Executor,
Sydney street ,  Mackay.
12s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  THOMAS LYNAM, deceased.
PURSUANT  to the  " Trustees and Incapacitated  Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors ,  beneficiaries,
next -of-kin, and other  persons having claims or demands upon or
against the Estate of Thomas Lynam ,  late of Rockhampton, in the
colony of Queensland ,  officer in charge of the Government Powder
Magazine ,  deceased ,  who died on the twenty -fifth day of June, 1897,
and of whose Will Probate was, on the twenty-ninth day of July,
1897, granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  at Rockhampton,
to Frances  Lynam (in the said Will called Francis Hanah Lynam),
of Rockliamptou ,  in the said colony, wife of the said deceased,
the -Executrix named in the said Will, are required to send in, in
writing ,  particulars of their debts or claims to the said Executrix, at
the Office of the undersigned ,  her solicitor ,  on or before TUESDAY,
the Seventh day of December, 1897. And notice is hereby  also given,
that after the expiration of the last-mentioned day the said Executrix
will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the
persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which the
said Executrix shall then have had notice ,  and that the s lid Executrix
will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to
any person of whose .  debt or claim she shall not have had notice at the
time of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of September,  A.D. 1897.
2429
LOUIS E. HOBLER,
Fitzroy Chambers ,  Denham street ,  Rockhampton,
Solicitor for the  said Executrix.
13s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
DAVID THOMAS  STEW A RT , deceased.
PURSUANT to the  provisions  of the  "  Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons  Act  of  1867," notice  is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims against the Estate of David
Thomas Stewart, late of Brisbane ,  in the  colony of  Queensland, boot
manufacturer and importer ,  deceased, who died on or about the four-
teenth  day of August ,  1897, at Abbotsford road, Bowen Hills, near
Brisbane aforesaid ,  Probate of whose Will was ,  on the twentieth day
of September ,  1897 ,  granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to
Martha Roberts Stewart ,  of Brisbane aforesaid, widow, Frank Arthur
Narracott ,  of Brisbane aforesaid ,  commercial traveller, and George
Down, of Brisbane aforesaid ,  managing law clerk, the Executrix and
Executors named in the said Wi ll ,  are hereby required to send in, in
writing, particulars of their debts or claims to the said Executrix and
Executors ,  at the Office  of the  undersigned ,  their solicitors ,  on or before
SATURDAY, the Eleventh  day of December , 1897.  And notice is
hereby also given, that after the expiration of the last-mentioned day
the said Executrix and Executors will proceed to distribute the assets
of the said deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto, having
regard only  to the claims  of which they shall then have had notice,
and that the said Executrix and Executors will not be liable ,  for the
assets or any part thereof so distributed ,  to any  person of whose debt
or claim they shall not have  had notice  at the time of such distribution.
Dated this  thirtieth  day of October ,  A.D. 1897.
HART, FLOWER, AND DRURY,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane,
Solicitors  for the  said Martha Roberts Stewart,
2423
Frank Arthur Narracott ,  and George Down.14s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be CHRrSTOPH STEIN ,  deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the 5th section of the  "Trustees and
Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that
all creditors and other persons having any claims or demands upon or
against the Estate of Christoph Stein ,  late of Toowoomba ,  in the colony
of Queensland, freeholder ,  deceased ,  who died at Toowoomba aforesaid
on or about the first day of May, 1897, and Probate of whose Will
was granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland, on the second day
of October ,  1897 ,  to Michael Laracy, of Toowoomba aforesaid ,  licensed
victualler ,  and Christoph Warneke, of Toowoomba aforesaid ,  butcher,
the Executors therein named ,  are hereby required to send in ,  in writing,
particulars of their  claims  or demands to the undersigned ,  Hamilton
and Wonderley, solicitors to the said Michael Laracy and Christoph
Warneke, at Toowoomba aforesaid, on or before the Sixth day of
December ,  1897 .  And notice is hereby also given ,  that at the expira-
tion of the last-named date the said Michael I.aracy and Christoph
Warneke will proceed to distribute the assets of the said Christoph
Stein, deceased ,  amongst the parties entitled thereto ,  having regard
only to the claims of which the said Michael Laracy and Christoph
Warneke shall have then had notice ,  and that the said Michael Laracy
and Christoph Warneke will not be liable, for the assets or any part
[30TH OCTOBER, 1897.
thereof  so distributed ,  to any person of whose debt  or claim  the said
Michael  Laracy and Christoph  Warneke shall  not have had notice at
the time of  such distribution.
Dated this twenty-second day of October, 1897.
HAMILTON AND WONDERLEY,
Solicitors  for the  said Michael  Laracy and Christoph Warueke,
Ruthven  street , Toowoomba.
2426 15s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be WILLIAM  MORGAN, deceased.
PURSUANT to  the provisions  of the  "  Trustees and Incapacitated
C Persons  Act of  1867 ,"  notice is- hereby given ,  that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of William Morgan ,  late of Mackay ,  in the colony of Queens-
land, carrier , who died on  the eighteenth  day of May, 1896, and
Probate of whose Will was granted  by the Supreme Court of Queens-
land, on the twenty-second  day of October , 1896 ,  to Michael Barron,
of Mackay aforesaid ,  cordial manufacturer, and John  Allen, of Mackay
afo re said, accountant ,  the Executors named in  the Will of the said
deceased ,  are hereby required to send in ,  in writing ,  particulars of
their debts or claims to Samuel Bryant  Wright,  so licitor  for the said
Executors ,  Sydney  street, Mackay, on or before  the Eighth day of
November ,  1897 .  And notice  is hereby  also given ,  that  after  the last-
mentioned  day the said  Executors will proceed to distribute the assets
of the said deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto ,  having regard
only to the claims of  which the  said Executors, or their solicitor afore-
said, shall  then have  had notice ,  and that the  said Executors  will not
be liable ,  for the  assets or any part thereof  so distributed, to any
person of whose claim the said Executors ,  or their solicitor aforesaid,
shall not then have  had notice.
Dated this twenty-first  day of October, 1897.
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
2390
Solicitor for the said Executors,
Sydney street , Mackay.
12s. tid.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be WILLIAM WATSON (otherwise WILLIAM MITCHELL  WATSON),
deceased.PURSUANT to the provisions  of the  "  Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons  act of  1867 ,"  notice is  hereby given ,  that  all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of  William Watson  (otherwise  William Mitchell Watson), late
of Miva, in  the colony  of Queensland ,  labourer and prospector,
deceased, intestate ,  who died at  Maryborough , in the colony of
Queensland ,  on the first day of  February ,  1896,  and Letters of
Administration  of whose  personal estate were granted  by the  Supreme
Court of Queensland, on the tenth  day of July,  1896, to James
Orphant,  of Miva aforesaid, farmer and accommodation house keeper,
are hereby required to send in particulars of their debts or claims to
the said Administrator ,  at the Office of Thomas Morton, his solicitor,
on or before  SATURDAY , the Fourth day of December, 1897. And
notice is also hereby given, that after that day the said Administrator
will proceed to distribute the assets  of the  said deceased amongst the
persons entitled thereto, having regard  only to the  claims of which  he
shall have had notice ,  and that he will not be liable, for the assets or
any part .  thereof so distributed ,  to any person  of whose debt  or claim
he shall not have had notice.
Dated this  twenty- sixth day of October, 1897.
T. MORTON,
So li citor for the said James Orphant,
Wharf street ,  Maryborougli.
2419  12s. 6d.
In the Matter of Biggenden Mining Company,  Limited.
A
T an Extraordinary  General Meeting  of the  abovenained  Company,
duly convened  and held at  the Company 's Registered Office on
the twenty-eighth day  of September ,  1b97, the  following Special
Resolutions  were duly  passed, and at a subsequent Extraordinary
General Meeting  of the members of the said Company, also duly
convened  and held at the  same place on the twenty -sixth day of
October ,  1897 ,  the following Resolutions  were duly  confirmed, viz.:-
(1.) That it is desirable to reconstruct  the Company, and
(2)
accordingly that the Company be wound-up voluntarily,
and that John Hudson Pryce ,  of Mary boro ugh, accountant,
be and he is hereby appointed Liquidator for the purpose
of such winding-up.
That the said Liquidator be and he is hereby authorised to
consent to the registration of a new Company ,  to be named
" Biggenden Mining  Company, Limited ,"  with a memo-
randum and articles of association ,  which have already
been prepared with the privity and approval of the directors
of this Company.
That the draft agreement submitted to this meeting and
expressed to be made between this Company and its
Liquidator of the one part, and such new Company of the
other part, be and the same is hereby approved ,  and that
the said Liquidator be and lie is hereby authorised, pur-
suant to section 151 of  " The Companies Act  1863," to
enter into an agreement with such new Company (when
incorporated )  in the terms of the said draft, and to carry
the same into effect with such  (if any) modification as
they think  expedient.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of October, 1897.
F. BRYANT, Chairman.
Witness - T. MORTON,  Maryborougb ,  Solicitor. r
2420  14s. Gd.
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In the Matter of The Queensland International Exhibition
Company, Limited.
AT an Extraordinary  General Meeting of the abovenamed Com-
pany, duly convened and held at the Registered Office of the
abovenamed Company, on  T hursday ,  the seventh day of October,
1897 ,  the following Special Resolution was duly passed ,  and at a
subsequent Extraordinary  G eneral Meeting of the Members of the
said Company ,  also duly convened and held at the same place on the
twenty-first day of October ,  1897 ,  the fo ll owing Resolution was duly
confirmed ,  viz.:-
That the Company be wound -up voluntarily ,  under the pro-
visions of  " The Companies Acts,  1867  to  1891."
And at such last-mentioned meeting Thomas Welsby, of Brisbane,
in the colony of Queensland ,  accountant ,  was appointed Liquidator
for the purposes of the winding-up.
Dated the twenty -eighth day of October, 1897.
JNO. D .  CAMPBELL, Chairman.
Witness - HENRY C. WOOD, Secretary.
2424 7s. 6d.
BUNDABERG MUNICIPALITY.
NOTICE UNDER CLAUSE 219 of "THa LOCAL GOVERNMENT
ACT OF 1878."
N OTICE is hereby given, that it is the intention of the Council of
the above Municipality to Borrow from the Consolidated
Revenue the Sum of Two Thousand Three Hundred Pounds for the
purpose of Paying the Bundaberg Municipal Council's Share of the
Construction of a New Bridge over Saltwater Creek on the site now
occupied by Kennedy Bridge, the abovementioned amount being their
estimated share.
Plans and Specifications can be seen at the Council Chambers.
E. BRADY, Town Clerk.
2393 Gs.
r HE Government Printer acknowledges the receipt of the following
amounts,  from the 23rd to 29th October,  1897:-J.  McGovern, 7s.; W. J. Law, 3s. 6d.; C. Carrington, 3s. 7d.;
E. G. Rabig, 7s. 6d.; R. J. Wedgwood, 15s.; J. H. Ward, 5s ; H. A.
McMahon, 5s.; W. C. Jones, 3s. 9d.; Dalrymple Divisional Board,
3s. 6d.;  Northern Miner, 2s.;  A. Taylor, 5s.; Acting Sergeant Quain,
15s. 7d.; W. Dawson and Son, £1 .14s.; Geo. Porter, 3s.; Barcaldine
Divisional Board, 3s. 6d.; G. H. Miller, 7s. Gd.; Townsville Municipal
Council, £4 11s.; M. Lieban, 1s. lOd. ; T. Gellatly,  10s.; Toowoomba
Chronicle, £2  18s. 6d.; H. E. Harrington, 7d.; W. H. Sparks, 8s. 6d.;
W. B. Lethbridge, 12s..Gd.; Broadsound Divisional Board,  Is.; W. J.
Law, 3s.  8d.; T. Willmett and Co., 11s.  3d.; S. B. Wright, £1 7s.;
J. W. Doran, 10s.; Stanthorpe Divisional Board, Is. 1d.; D. O'Keefe,
12s.; C. Carrington, 5d.; J. M. Stafford, IN ; G. Aubrey, 10s.; A.
Llewelyn,  7s.; M. Lieban,  8d.; Powers and Thorburn, 8s.  6d.; H.
Smith, 6s.;  Maryborough Chronicle, is.; Hamilton and Wonderley,
15s.; E. Norris and Son, 13s. 6d.; R. Abraham, 4s.; Fred. Bourne,
3s. 2d.; J. V. Suter, 6s ; F. Reidy, 3s.; L. E. Hobler, 14s.; S. B.
Wright, 8s. 6d.; J. Lonergan, £1  16s. 6d.; P. M. Bowman, Is. 7d.;
A. Drewe,  2s.; Barcoo  Divisional Board, £2.
IMPO UNDINd'S.POUNDKEEPERS are reminded  that Advertisements of
Impounded Stock will be charged for at the uniform rate
Of  SIX P$NCR P$R LINK ;  and no such  Advertisement will be
inserted in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by a remittance
(Money Orders, Postal Notes, Postage Stamps, or Cash)
sufficient to cover the cost of i nsertion.
Postage Stamps will be received only when amount is 58.
or less.
When describing brands a distinction should be made
between  R EGISTERED  and other brands, by placing the words
REGISTERED  BRAND  after the description. Brands type will
be used for such descriptions, but where these words do not
appear ordinary type only  will be used.
IMPOUNDED at Windorah, from Thylungra Station, on the 9th
October, 1897, by order of H.. M. Roche, Esquire.
One bay mare, Z70 near thigh, off hind foot white.
One bay  mare,  d7 tr1 near shoulder, D7M off shoulder, off hip down.
One bay, gelding, COB over 132 off shoulder, near hind foot white,
star and snip.
One bay mare, ace of clubs over o  near  shoulder.
One grey mare, P c.o3 near shoulder.
One brown  mare , like GA4 near shoulder, A '7 off shoulder.
One brown mare, two diamonds and like 0 near shoulder, X near
rump, 22  off neck.
If not released on or  before the 6th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
2378
E. G. RABIG,  Poundkeeper.
7s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Westwood, from Evergreen, on the 19th October,
1897, by order of G. E. Turnbull, Esquire. Driving, 8d.
One grey mare, FL4 near shoulder.
One grey gelding, S2M over OCQ  near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
W. J. LAW, Poundkeeper.
2864 as. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at North Rockhampton, from roads and reserves near
Mount Hedlow, on the 9th October, 1897, by order of the
Inspector of Stock. Driving, 2s.
One chestnut gelding, like 40Y near shoulder, wall eye.
One chestnut gelding, WS1 near shoulder, white nose.
One bay filly,  2G0  near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, like AN1  near  shoulder, snip, three white feet.
One black gelding, E9M near shoulder.
One bay gelding, Q2-4 near shoulder.
One black gelding, RB4 near thigh, snip.
One chestnut mare, blotch off shoulder ; foal at foot.
One chestnut mare, NOII over 45  near  shoulder, star.
One brown mare, QOV over Q108  near  shoulder.
One chestnut  mare,  R8D near shoulder, blaze.
One bay gelding, ODV near shoulder, hind feet white.
One black filly, E5R near shoulder.
One brown gelding, no visible brand, off hind foot white.
One bay gelding, blotched brand near shoulder.
One bay gelding, like Q70  near  shoulder, like 8ET off shoulder.
One chestnut colt foal, unbranded.
One bay filly, Q4C near shoulder.
One bay gelding, indistinct brand  near  shoulder.
One black filly, SW5 near shoulder.
One grey gelding, blotched brand near shoulder.
One chestnut mare, GOD near shoulder, star.
One brown mare, unbranded.
One chestnut  mare,  Q.H9 near shoulder, snip.
One bay gelding, like Pa J5  near  shoulder.
One roan filly, like GH9 (blotched) near shoulder.
One bay filly, unbranded.
One bay gelding, like RR9 near shoulder.
One grey filly, VC8 near thigh.
One roan filly, QH9 near shoulder, off hind foot white.
One chestnut mare, OOV off shoulder.
One bay gelding, OV5 near shoulder.
One grey filly, 4BC near thigh.
One chestnut mare, Q119 near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, QH`i near shoulder.
One roan filly, UD1 near shoulder, hind foot white.
One bay mare, BK7 near shoulder.
One black gelding, 80B near shoulder.
One brown gelding, W9X over NK5 near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, Q119 near shoulder, blaze.
One bay mare, VC8 near thigh ; grey foal at foot.
One grey  mare , like 5W 0: off shoulder.
One brown  mare,  AHO near shoulder.
One bay filly, EF7 near shoulder.
One bay mare, ZOF near should(-r, C r3 off shoulder.
One brown  mare,  indistinct brand, snip ; foal at foot.
One chestnut gelding foal,  3 near  neck, two white feet.
Also, from Four-mile Blackball Flat. Driving, 8d.
One bay  mare,  ZOF near shoulder.
One grey gelding, BK7 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, AN2 near shoulder.
One taffy gelding, OOV near shoulder.
One chestnut  mare,  like A5 near shoulder.
One bay filly, 5W g near  shoulder.
One brown gelding, OTY near shoulder over blotch.
One brown  mare,  IN W near shoulder.
One bay colt, AN2 near shoulder.
One grey filly, IFE near shoulder, R t7 off shoulder.
One grey  filly, PR9 near shoulder.
One chestnut filly,  3 near neck.
One bay  gelding , like 4CW near shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 2nd November, 1897,  will be
sold to defray expenses.
J. LONERGAN, Poundkeeper.
2406 33s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Arrilalab, from Township Selection, on the 13th
October, 1897, by,order of S. M. Hopkins, Esquire. Driving, is.
One brown horse, C3 G''., near shoulder, J X19 off shoulder, star.
One bay gelding, OMZ near shoulder, M;0-0 over 8V* near thigh,
8YR over like 8 (indistinct brand) off shoulder, star, near fore
and hind feet white.
One bay mare, like H8X over 8A and other part of indistinct brand
near shoulder, running star, hind feet white.
One chestnut mare,  111C near shoulder, like 115 near neck.
One flea-bitten  grey  mare, UOX over 633 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
CORRECTED BRAND.
One bay gelding, WF6 over W IT or W7T near thigh, like QOD off
thigh, C2C over - near shoulder, 4 off shoulder, fore feet white.
If not released on or before the 29th October, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
2379
JAMES McGOVERN,  Poundkeeper.
9s.
IMPOUNDED at Westwood, fr m ff the roads, on the 23rd October,
1897, by order of the Inspector.of Stock,
One bay gelding, Y7K near shoulder, collar-marked, shod.
One grey mare, RD3 near thigh, ea near neck, collar-marked, shod.
If not released on or before the 16th November, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
W. J. LAW,  Poundkeeper.
2886 So.-8d.
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IMPOUNDED at Longreach, from Coombemartin, by order of I IMPOUNDED at Charters Towers, from Wambiana, on the 19th
R. R. Hopkins, Esquire. Driving, 3s. 4d.
One bay mare, like WL7 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, G7 t4 near shoulder.
One bay mare, G5N near shoulder.
One day gelding,. AF over W near shoulder, 2 near thigh, collar-marked,
star, scum near eye.
One bay mare, like 5K Z near shoulder.
One bay mare, C trJ2 over like RQ9 near shoulder, star, white spots on
back, near hind foot white.
One brown gelding, Z and indistinct brand near shoulder, 3QH near
thigh, 8 near neck.
One bay gelding, 319 over X2 over 4 near shoulder, LC5 near thigh,
over 1 off shoulder, like F near cheek, hind feet white.
One bay mare, like 9WZ near shoulder, roan tail, star.
One black gelding, like 42Y (blotched) near shoulder, L9 4 near thigh,
like 1 off shoulder, off hind and near fore feet white, star, boko
off eye.
One grey gelding, like V over JJ7 near shoulder, scum off eye.
One bay mare, W near shoulder, 7HT off shoulder, indistinct brand
before 5 near thigh, star and snip, hind feet white, bell on.
One roan gelding, 1W over 0 near shoulder, like UK4 (indistinct)
off thigh.
One black mare, 9T y off thigh, star and snip.
One brown gelding, HV5 near shoulder, star, hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 16th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
ROBT. J. WEDGWOOD, Poundkeeper.
2384 14s.
I MPOUNDED at Winton, from enclosed lands, Aldingham Selection,on the 7th October, 1897, by order of W. M. Hutchinson, Esquire.
Damages, 2s. 6d.; driving, 3s. 4d.
One bay gelding, blaze, J6 t over CX3 near shoulder, C 5* off
shoulder, saddle and collar marked.
Also, from Oondooroo. Damages, 2s. 6d.; driving, 3s.
One bay mare, collar and saddle marked, blotched brand like R6U
near shoulder.
One bay gelding, few white hairs on face, like YK near thigh, like 54
near neck.
Also, from Manuka, on the 9th October, 1897. Damages, 2s. 6d.;
driving 9s. 4d.
One bay gelding, star, near fore coronet and near hind foot white,
saddle-marked, E88 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, saddle-marked, like C1C over illegible brand near
shoulder.
One black gelding, draught, bald face, fore and near hind feet white,
three blotched brands near shoulder, collar-marked.
Also, from Bladensburg, on 9th October, 1897. Driving, Is. 8d.
One brown mare, J2 over 85 near shoulder, d2G off shoulder.
One brown  mare, star , like r near shoulder.
If not  released on  or before the 16th November, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
DAVID O'KEEFE, Poundkeeper.
2387 12s.
I MPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Tyreonnell Downs, on the 22ndOctober, 1897, by order of W. H. Brodie, Esquire. Driving, 5s.
One chestnut  mare, 5 S near  shoulder, UH6 off shoulder, like
FF (horizontal) and 3 near thigh.
One bay colt foal, unbranded.
One bay gelding, 4MH over ( R2Gt near shoulder.
One dark-chestnut mare, ML7 near shoulder, like LHO off shoulder.
One black colt, unbranded.
One brown  mare, star , Fe-7 near shoulder.
One bay colt foal, unbranded.
One black filly, DCO near thigh.
One black colt, indistinct brand like S (horizontal) 4 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th November, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
W. BARON LETHBRIDGE, Poundkeeper.
2385 7s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Barcaldine, from enclosed lands, Saltern Creek,
on the 13th October, 1897, by order of A. It. Brown, Esquire.
One bay gelding, G5C near shoulder, blotched brand like OB5 over
RD3 near thigh, like 505 off shoulder, like TON over H713 off
thigh.
One black gelding, star, hind feet white, MI (horizontal) near shoulder,
like TO H off shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, VJ7 near shoulder, indistinct brand like NQ3
near thigh.
One bay gelding, draught, hind feet white, star, collar-marked, like
US2 near shoulder, like RB4 off shoulder, like E wl near thigh.
If not released on or before the 16th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
GEORGE H. MILLER, Poundkeeper.
2380 7s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Town Common, on the 16th
October, 1897, by order of the Ranger. Driving, Is.
One grey mare, T over d near shoulder, JE off shoulder.
One bay gelding, A over like GV near shoulder.
One bay mare, like DH and blotched number near shoulder; foal at foot.
One brown mare, YN3 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
JAMES H. WARD, Poundkeeper.
2383 4s. 6d.
October,  1 897.
One bay mare, JR2 near shoulder.
Also, from Bletchington Park.
One bay gelding, Y1T near shoulder, OO7 off shoulder, off hind foot
white, star.
Also, from Burdekin Downs.
One black mare, 5A tt over illegible brand near shoulder.
One brown mare, 3A near shoulder, off fore foot white.
If not released on or before the 16th November, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
GEO. AUBREY, Poundkeeper.
2377 5s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Pentland, on the 18th October, 1897, by order of
J. S. R. Russell, Esquire.
One black gelding, ZbZ over 367 near thigh, star, near hind foot
white.
One bay gelding, like 7 C `d registered brand near shoulder, star.
One bay mare, 3AC  near shoulder, 6 near neck, B i 9 off thigh.
One bay mare, V N2 near thigh, star and snip.
If not released on or before the 13th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
ALBERT TAYLOR, Poundkeeper.
2382  58.
IMPOUNDED at Aramac, on the 18th October, 1897, by order of
J. Penny, Esquire.
One yellow-bay mare, U E2 over 2 near shoulder, three white feet.
One bay mare, ) (6A off shoulder.
One bay mare, 7 T-< near shoulder, star and snip.
One bay rig, (JANnear shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
GEO. PORTER, Poundkeeper.
2381 4s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Mungindi, from Mungindi Station.
One brown horse, H over  cI  over t over ti near shoulder, aged.
One roan horse, white feet, M near shoulder, aged.
One bay horse, WH over 4 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 9th November, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
JOHN ANDERSEN, Poundkeeper.
2432  3s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Mackay, from a cane paddock, on the 13th October,
1897, by order of J. Hogan, Esquire. Damages, 10s.
One black mare, like H (indistinct) near shoulder.
If not released on or before 10th November, 1897, will be sold to
defray  expenses.
F. REIDY, Poundkeeper.
2407 3s.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3836.-FREDERICK HENRY HAVILAND, Of
St. Peter's Chambers, Bournemouth, in the county of Hants,
England, solicitor, and WILLIAM HENRY MuRCH, of 6 Spinner's
End, Cradley Heath, in the county of Stafford, England,
engineer.  "An Improved Apparatus for Generating Acetylene
Gas."  Dated 20th April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4110. - -GEORGE MONTAGUE BowSER,
contractor, GEORGE CHARLES WILLCOCKS, contractor, and
CHARLES SIGLEY, accountant, all of Queen street, Brisbane, in
the colony of Queensland.  An Improved Bottle Closure for
the Prevention of Fraud."  Dated 5th October, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1897.NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have received the undermen-tioned applications for the registration of Trade Marks.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form I), of his or their objections thereto ,  within two months
(or such further time, not exceeding six months, as the
Registrar may allow) of the advertisement of the applications
in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of one pound
is payable with such notice.
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Applications Nos. 2095, 2096, 2097 ,  2098, 2099, 2100, 2102,
2103, 2104 ,  2105, 2106 , 2107,  2108, 2109, and 2110-Filed 15th
September, A.D. 1897 .- PERRY BROTHERS, of 108 Queen street,
Brisbane ,  wholesale and retail ironmongers  :  App li cation No.
2095, to register in Class 1, in respect of Chemical Substances
used in Manufactures ,  Photography ,  or Philosophical Research,
and Anti-corrosives  ;  Application  No.  2096, to register in Class 2,
in respect of Chemical Substances used for Agricultural,
Horticultural ,  Veterinary, and Sanitary Purposes  ;  Application
No. 2097 ,  to register in Class 5 ,  in respect of Unwrought and
Partly Wrought Metals used in Manufacture ; Application
No 2098, to register in Class 6 ,  in respect of Machinery of all
kinds and Parts of Machinery ,  except Agricultural and Horti-
cultural Machines included in Class 7; Application No. 2099,
to register in Class 7, in respect of Agricultural and Horticultural
Machinery and Parts of such Machinery  ;  Application No. 2100,
[No. 101.
to register in Class 12, in respect of Cutlery and Edge Tools ;
Application No. 2102, to register in Class 14, in respect of Goods
of Precious Metals (including Aluminum, Nickel, Britannia
Metals, &c.) and Jewellery, and Imitations of such Goods and
Jewellery; Application No. 2103, to register in Class 18, in
respect of Engineering, Architectural, and Building Con-
trivances ; Application No. 2104, to register in Class 20, in
respect of Explosive Substances ; Application No. 2105, to
register in Class 21, in respect of Naval Architectural Contri-
vances and Naval Equipments not included in Classes 19 and
20; Application No. 2106, to register in Class 47, in respect of
Candles, Common Soap, Detergents, Illuminating, Heating, or
Lubricating Oils, Matches, and Starch, Blue, and other Prepara-
ti;.ns for Laundry Purposes ; Application No. 2107, to register
in Class 49, in respect of Games of all kinds and Sporting
Articles not included in other Classes; Application No. 2108, to
register in Class 50, subsection 6, in respect of Furniture Cream,
Plate-powder, &c. ; Application No. 2109, to register in Class
50, subsection 7, in respect of Tarpaulins, Tents, Rick Cloths,
Rope, Twine, &c. ; Application No. 2110, to register in Class 50,
subsection 9, in respect of Packing and Hose of all kinds, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
EXCELSIOR
The essential particular of the trade mark is the follow.
ing:-The device  as shown  above; and we disclaim any right to
the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisement?.
Application No. 21.87-Filed 23rd October, A.D. 1897.-
ALFRED MooN, of Edward street, Brisbane, merchant, to
register in Class 42, in respect of Teas, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
RED FLAG
This  mark was first advertised  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2188-Filed 26th October, A.D. 1897.-
CLARK AND Co., LIMITED, of Anchor Thread Mills, Paisley,
Scotland, hewing cotton manufacturers, to register in Class 23,
in respect of Sewing Cottons and Yarns, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :--
A a 1
The mark has been in the hands of the present proprietors
and their predecessors about thirty five years before  1884.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 30th October , A. D. 1897 .  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2189-Filed 26th October ,  A.D. 1897.-
CLABK AND Co .,  LIMITED, of Anchor Thread Mills, Paisley,
Scotland ,  sewing cotton manufacturers ,  to register in Class 23,
in respect of Sewing Cottons and Yarns ,  a Trade  Mark  of which
the following is a representation :-
ED 0
The mark has  been in the  hands of the present proprietors
and their predecessors about thirty-five, ears before  1884.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment  Gazette of  30th October, A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2191-Filed 26th October, A.D. 1897.-
CLARK AND Co., LIMITED, of Anchor Thread Mills, Paisley,
Scotland, sewing cotton manufacturers, to register in Class 23,
in respect of Crochet Cottons, a Trade Mark of which the
folloiA  ing is  a representation :-
GLAR K & Cds
Application N . 2190--Filed 26th October, A.D. 1897.-
CLARK AND Co., LiM1TED, of Anchor Thread Mills, Paisley,
Scotland, sewing cotton manufacturers, to register in Class 23,
in respect of Sewing Cottons and Yarns, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
ATLAS
The mark has been in the possession  (f the present pro-
prietors and their predecessors about thirty-five years before
1884.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 18`)7.  Tide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2194 ---Filed 27th October ,  A.D. 1897.-
THE AUSTRALIAN  DRUG  COMPANY,  LIMITED ,  of  19  and 21
O'Connell street, Sydney, New South  Wales,  wholesale
drugg 'sts and importers ,  to register in Class 15, in respect of
Jars ,  Bottles, and other Glass Containers ,  a Trade  Mark  of
which the following is a representation :-
This  mark was first  advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 219--Filed 28th October, A.D. 1897.-
LoNGRN'ACH WOOL-SCOURING AND BOILING-DOWN COMPANY,
Longreach, Queensland, to register in Class 42, in respect of
Meat Extract, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
GOON -
P
4e
+rRA  U P,d
The mark has been in the possession of the present pro-
prietors and their predecessors about thirty-five years before
1884.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2193-Filed 26th October, A. D. 1897.-
CLARK AND Co., LIMITED, of Anchor Thread Mills, Paisley,
Scotland, sewing cotton manufacturers, to register in Class 23,
in respect of Sewing Cottons and Yarns, a Trade Mark of
which the following  is a  representation:-
W t11
OMNIA 1 ,
VINCIT
The essential particular of the trade mark i s the  device;
and we disclaim any right to the  exclusive  use of the added
matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 30th October ,  A.D. 1897 .  Vide  notice at head Printed  and Published by EDMUND GaKOOax,  Government Printer,
of trade mark advertisements .  William  strett, Brisbane.
so.¢. QUI
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHAI1T,Fs  WALLACE
[L. S.
LAMINGTON,
Governor.
ALEXANDER N tPIER, Baron Lamnigtou of Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom. Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chiief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested,  and in accord-ance  with the provisions of  " 7 he Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895,"  "The Mineral Lands (Sales) Act of  1892," and
"The Mineral Lands (Sa'rs) Act Amendment Act of  1894,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAP[ER, Baron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following lots
of Land will be offered for sale by Public Auction, at the
undermentioned place, at Eleven o'clock on the day specified,
at the upset price affixed to each lot respectively.
TERMS:
Purchasers to an  aggregate  not exceeding £12 must pay
one-half cash and the balance within one month from
the date of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding 212 but not
exceeding £30 must pay half cash and the balance
within four months from the date of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £30 but not
exceeding £100 must pay one-third cash and the
balance in two equal instalments at four and eight
months from the date of sale ;
Purchasers  to an aggregate  exceeding £100 must pay
one-fourth cash and the balance in three equal
instalments  at four, eight, and twelve months from
the date of  sale ;
without interest.Ana I further notify and proclaim that the Lots which may
remain unsold  shall, at and after Eleven o'clock on the day
following such Auction, be open to Selection by purchase at
the upset price for one month from the date of sale.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be charged
according to the  scale esta  lished by the Act and Regulations.
SALE AT INGLEWOOD, .
ON TUESDAY,  THE 7TH DAY OF DECEMBE R, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment.
No. of
Section. Area. I Price per Lot.
A. R. P. I £ s.
97-20425-s.G.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Clive, parish  of Jnglewood, town of Inglewood.
1 8 I 2 0 2 0 5 0
2 4 3 0 2 0 5 0
3 8 3 0 2 0 5 0
4 9 3 0 2 0 5 0
5 4 6 0 2 0 5 0
6 4 8 0 2 0 5 0
7 7 8 0 2 0 5 0
8 8 8 0 2 0 5 0  i
TOWN  LOTS-continued.
No. of No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment. Section. Area.
0 2
A. R.
0 2
0 2
0 2
O 2
0 2
0 2
u 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0  2-
0 2
o 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 20  20 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
I 1 0 2
[No. 102.
Price per Lot.
P. £ s.
0 5 0
0  5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5.0
0 5 0
0 I 5 0() 5 0
0 5 0
0 5  ()0 5 1)
1) 5 O
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0  5 1)
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
1) 5 1)
0 5 0
0 1 5 0
Survey  Fee-21 Is. each lot.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane , this twentieth day of OctoLer, in the year
of our Lord  one thousand  eight hundred and ninety-
seven , and in the sixty-first year of tier Majesty's
reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FJXTON.
GOD  SAVE THE QUERY I
A PROCLAMATION.
Ey His Excellency  The Right Honourable Cliar ,I.vs WA! LACE
ALEXANDER N APIES, Baron Laming.on of Laming-
[L s ] ton,  in the county of Lanark,  in  the Peerage of
LAMl GTONthe United  Kingdom, Knight Commander of the,
G'uvernar . Most  Distinguished Order of St.  Michael nd St.George, Governor and  Commander- i -Cliief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordancewith the pr,,visions of  " The  Crown  Lands Acts,  1884  to
1895, "  1, CB A SLES  W ALLACE ALEXANDER  .NAPIER ,  Saron
l.ainington ,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with t lie advice of
the Executive Council ,  do hereby notify and proclaim that the
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following lots of  Land will be  offered for sale by Public
Auction, at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o 'clock on
the days specified ,  at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively.
TERMS :
Purchasers to an aggregate not. exceeding £12 must pay
one-half cash and the balance within one month from
the date of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £12 but not
exceeding £30 must pay half cash and the balance
within four months from the date of sale ;
Purchasers  to an aggregate  exceeding £30 but not
exceeding £100 must pay one-third cash and the
balance in two equal instalments at four and eight
months from the date of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £ 100 must pay
one-fourth cash and the balance in three equal
instalments at four, eight, and twelve months from
the date of sale;
without interest.
And I further notify and proclaim that the Lots a hich may
remain unsold shall, at and after Eleven o'clock on the day
following such Auction, be open to Selection by purchase at the
upset price for one month from the date of sale.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be charged
according to the scale established by the Act and Regulations.
SALE AT BRISBANE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 30TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
[301'H OCTOBER, 1897.
SALE AT CARDWELL,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 14TH DAY OF DECEMBER, 1897.
No. of  I  No. of No. of
Lot. I Allotment .  Section.
97-21254--S.G.
Area. Price per Lot.
A. R. P.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Cardwell, parish of Tyson, town of Warringha.
(These allotments are situated near the right bank of the
Murray River, about six miles from its mouth at an old
landing known as " The Bluff," and about twelve miles,
northerly  from  Cardwell.)
1
23
4
56
78
9
10
11
- 12
13
14
15
No. of No. of No. of 16
Lot. Allotment. Section. Area .  Price per Lot. 17
18
A. R. P. £ s. 19
97-19756-S.G. 20
TOWN LOT. 21
County of Stanley,  parish  of South Brisbane. 22
(This allotment has frontage to Quarry  street,  South  Brisbane.) 23
1 1 16 2cG 0 0 24 I 60 0 242
97-17945-SG
5
. . 26SUBURBAN LOTS.
2County of Stanley, parish of Redcliffe. 728(These portions  are situated about a mile westerly from 29
Redcliffe Point.) 30
Portion. 312
3
lOly  ...
102v
1 0 2102 6 060 32
4 103v 1 0 2 0 6 0
33
345 104v 1 0 3
0
4 0 30-6 105v 0  2-k-  4 010 367 106v
8 107v
0 2s 4 0
1 0 0. 4 0 37
9 168v 1 0 0 %  4 0 38; 3910 109v 1 0 0-0L 4 0 4011 110v 1 0 O 4 01.0 4112 lily 1' 0 06 4 0
13 112v
,
0 0, 4 0 4243
97-20276-S.G.
COUNTRY L T
44
S.O 45
County of Stanley,  parish of Mackenzie. 46
(This portion  is situated near  Waterford  Bridge on the road to 47
Brisbane.) 48
14 58v
... 1 0 181 4 9 49
97-20737-S.G. 50
County  of Palmer ,  parish of Coongoola. 51
(This portion  is situated on the  boundary  between portions lOv 52
and 12v.) 53
54
*15 1 13v ... I 20 0 0 I 20 0 55
Survey Fees- £  8.  d. 56Lot 1  ... ... ... ... 1 1 0
Lots 2 to 14 ...  2 2 0 each. 57
Lot 15 ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 0 0 58
*  The purchaser of Lot 15 to pay the value of improvements. 59
60
61SALE AT BUNDABERG, 62
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 30TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897. 63
64
No. of No. of No. of
Lot. Portion .  Section. Area . j Price per Lot. 65
66
67
A. B. P.  £ s. 68
97-21322-S. G.
COUNTRY LOT
69
. 70
County of Cook,  parish of  Gregory. 71
(These  portions are situated near the Isis  Central Mill.) 72
156v,157v, ...1 13 1 16 13 7 731
161v l 745Survey Fee-£4.
The purchaser to pay the value of the improvements on this lot-£2,500.
7
1 , 1 0 2 0 4 0
2 1 0 2 0 4 0
3 1 0 2 0 4 0
4 1 0 2 0 4 0
5 1 0 2 0 4 0
6 1 0 2 0 4 07 1 0 2 0 4 0
8 1 0 2 0 4 0
9 1 0 2 0 4 0
10 i 1 0 2 0 4 0
1 2 0 2 0 4 0
2 2 0 2 0 4 0
3 2 0 2 0 4 0
4 2 0 2 0 4 0
5 2 0 2 0 4 0
6 2 0 1 0 2 0
7 2 0 1 0 2 0
8 2 0 1 0 2 0
9 2 0 1 0 2 0
10 2 0 1 0 2 0
11 2 0 1 0 2 0
12 2 0 1 0 2 0
13 2  0 1 0 2 0
14 2 0 1 0 2 0
15 2 0 1 0 2 0
1 4 0 1 0 2 0
2 4 0 1 0 2 0
3 4 0 1 0 2 0
4 4 0 1 0 2 0
5 4 0 1 0 2 0
6 4 0 1 0 2 0
7 4 0 1 0 2 0
8 4 0 1 0 2 0
9 4 0 1 0 2 0
10 4 0 2 0 4 0
11 4 0 2 0 4 0
12 4 0 2 0 4 0
13 4 0 2 0 4 0
14 4 0 2 0 4 0
15 4 0 1 0 2 0
1 5 0 1 0 2 0
2 5- 0 1 0 2 0
3 5 0 1 0 2 0
4 5 0 1 0 2 0
5 5  0 1 0 2 0
6 5 0 1 0 2 0
7 5 0 1 0 2 0
8 5 0 1 0 2 0
9 5 0 1 0 2 0
10 5 0 1 0 2 0
11 5 0 2 0 4 0
12 5 0 2 0 4 0
13 5 0 2 0 4 0
14 5 0 2 0 4 0
15 5 0 2 0 4 0
1 6 0 2 0 4 0
2 6 0 2 0 4 0
3 6 0 2 0 4 0
4 6 0 2 0 4 0
5 6 0 2 0 4 0
6 6 0 2 0 4 0
7 6 0 2 0 4 0
8 6 0 2 0 4 0I 9 6 0 2 0 4 0
10 6 0 2 0 4 0
1 7 0 2 0 4 0
2 7 0 2 0 4 0
3 7 0 2 0 4 0
4 7 0 2 0 4 0
5 7 0 2 0 4 0
6 7 0 2 0 4 0
7 7 0 2 0 4 0
8 7 0 2 0 4 0
9 7 0 2 0 4 0
10 7 0 2 0 4 0
Survey  Fee-£1  is. each Lot.
No.102. VOL. LXVIII.] 967
ON TUESDAY,  THE 7TH DAY OF DECEMBER, 1897.
No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment. Area. Price per Lot.
97-19663-s.0.
SALE  AT YANDINA,
No. of
Section.
TOWN LOTS.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
I I I A. R. P. 1 2 s.
(This allotment is situated  near  the left bank of the North
Maroochy River, about one mile north-easterly from
Yandina Railway Station.)
5 1 5 1 13 1 3 0 161? 9 5
Survey Fees-  £ s. d.
Lots 1 to 4  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1 1 0 each.
Loth  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2 2 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this twentieth day of October, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
seven ,  and in  the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's
A. a. P. I S.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy, town of Yandina.
(These allotments are situated on the west side of the Railway
Line, near  Yandina  Railway Station.)
1 3 4
2 8 4
3 2 13A
4 3 13A
0 1 4&
0 1 19
0 1 18
0  133-21
b 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
reign.
30TH OCTOBER,  1897,
SUBURBAN LOT.
No. of
Section. Area Price per Lot.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY,  Government Printer,
William  street,  Brisbane.
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SATURDAY, 30TH OCTOBER, 1897. [No. 103.
A RETURN IN INTESTACY,  showing the  TOTAL AMOUNT  RECEIVED , PAID,  and INVESTED in respect of all ESTATES
tl of DECEASED  PERSONS administered  by the  CURATOR of INTESTATE ESTATES  from the FIRST  day of JANUARY to the THIRTIETH
day of JUNE, 1897.
Name.
Abbott, John ... ... ...
Adams, Alfd. H. ...
Adams, EllenAli Matt, Chas. ... ... ...
Aitkens, Patrick... ... ...
Alexander, David ... ...
Allen, Nora W. ... ...
Allum, Charlotte Jane . ...
Ambryn, Harry
Arnold, James .. ...
Atkinson, Edwin Smith
Atkinson, Reuben ... ...
Austain, Jane ... ... ...
Baker, Charles ... ...
Barwood, William ...
Beckerleg, J. F. ..
Beilke, Justine A. B. J.
Bell, Alexander ... ...
Bell, R. Thompson ...
Bennett, Peter ...
Berrow, Jeffrey Price ...
Bourke, H. T. ... ...
Boyce, Thomas ... ...
Boyd, W. J.
Bradley, Daniel ... ...
Bromberg, Simon ...
Brown, J. ... ...
Brown, John ... ...
Brown, Paul ... ...
Bruce, Chas. A. ... ...
Bryce, James ...
Buchanan , Norman (Life
Where Died.
... Gatton ...
... South Brisbane
... Mount Morgan
... Cloncurry ... ...
... Dunwich ...
... Eureka Creek
... Cooktown ... ...
... Oxley ... ...
... Corinda ...
... Noorindoo Station
... Dubbo  Downs ...
... Clare ... ...
... Blackall ... ...
... ... Clermont ... ...
... ... Gympie  road ...
Rockhampton
... ... Lowood ... ...
... ... Camoola Farms ...
... ... Brisbane ... ...
... ... Cairns ... ...
Muldiva ... ...
... ... Charleville ...
... ... British New Guinea
... ... Thursday Island ...
... ... Black  Springs ...
... ... Brisbane ... ...
... ... Rockhampton
... ... Longreach ... ...
Tweed River ...
... ... Murray Island ...
. ... Rockhampton ...
Assurance Brisbane ... ...
Account)
Buckley, Timothy ... ... ...
Buckley, William ...
Burke, John ... ...
Burke, Thomas ... ... ... ...
Caird, Elizabeth ... ...
Calcott, E, S. ...
Callaghan, Michael ...
Callan, Charles ... ...
Callanan, Ellen .. ...
Campbell, Elizabeth ...
Cappagh, John ... ...
Casey, Patrick ... .,,
Celiers, William ... ...
Cittadini ,  Nicholas
Christensen , J. L. ...
Chong Gebong
Chong Yean or Jemmy ...
Clark,  John .. ...
Clydesdale ,  William ...
Bundaberg
Longreach ... ...
Cooktown ... ...
Croydon ... ...
Bribie ... ...
Jimboomba ...
Muttaburra ...
Eulolo station ...
Clermont .. ...
South Brisbane ...
Afton Downs ...
Brisbane ... ...
Waterloo ... ...
Monal ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Jundah .. ...
Plantation Creek ...
Welford Downs ...
ditto ...
Birthplace. Received. Paid.
Ireland .. ...
England ...
Ireland ... ...
China
...Ireland .. ...
Scotland ... ...
Ireland ... ...
... Unknown
... Ambryn Island...
... New South Wales
... South Australia
... England ... ...
... Unknown ...
... Tasmania
... Unknown
...  England-
...  Germany
... Scotland ...
Ireland ...
... Canada ...
... Unknown
... Ireland ...
... England ...
... Unknown
... ditto
... Denmark
... Unknown
... America ...
... Ireland ..
... Scotland
... Unknown
..I  ditto
Ireland ...
Queensland
Ireland ...
Unknown
England ...
Unknown
ditto
Scotland
Unknown
Ireland ...
ditto ...
ditto
Victoria ...
Italy ..
Denmark
China ...
ditto ...
Unknown
Scotland
CIZ
4Value of EstateInvested . ,I  after Payment
of Ascertained
Debts.
s. d. £ a. d. £ s. d. £ 8. d.
70
9
11 0 27 5 10
0 11 0 134 14 7 134 14 7
0 0 8 0 4 1 0 4 1
15 0 0 1 18 10 13 1 2 13 1 2
1 0 0 013 3 0 6 9
1 .5 6 7 1 2
25 0 0 6  0 0 3117 7
2 9 10 2 11 10
25 0 0 8 0 10 17 13 2
312 4 67 5 9 131 6 7 131 6 7
56 14 1 3 15 6 52 17 7 52 17 7
1 1 0 16 14 3 16 14 3
616 9 212 9 312 7
0 3 4 3 0 6
84 15  0 23 0 6 1,125 10 10
21 5 0 12 17 4 125 2 0 125 0 0
8113 8 11 7 5 70 6 3 70 6 3
0 16 2
15 0 0 015 0 314 3 3 314 3 3
618 8 73 1 2
239 15 5 29 3 4 194 17 4
25 1 10 2 010 23 1 0 23 1 0
1 1 10 55 "8 9
118 6 0 2 0 116 6 116 6
34 1 5 21 2 1 12 2 8 11 2 8
0 2 9 '5 3 6 5 3 6
3 9 1 0 14 11 2 14 2 2 14 2
0 5 0 139 3 9 139"3 9
1 7 9 012 8 0 2 7
... 80 5 0
... 010 6 8516 3 8516 3
2 1 1 38 14 11 46 9 3
0 3 9 513 5 0 3 8 0 3 8
44. 0 6 18 4 0 25 16 6  25 16 6
0 5 0 9 6 3 9 6 3
0 9 0 0 9 0
3 12 7 0 15 8 2 16 11 _2 16 11
2013 3 0 4 0
0 5 6 0 9 0 0 7 0 0 7 0
... 31 11 1 0 6 1
0 5 0 0 2 2
15 6 3 6 7 4 8 18 11 8 18 11
0 13 6 0 13 9
0 15 2 0 12 1 0 12 1
33 7 3 8 3 1 25 4 2 13 5 5
2517 0 2514 6' 0 2 6
6 3 0 517 3' "0 5 9
39 6 9 20 7 2' 1819 7
16 17 4 6 10 0" 10 7 4
4 10 0 0 14 10... :46 12 1 46 12 1
155
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A RETURN IN  INTESTACY - continued.
Name.
Cockerill ,  Benjamin
Cocking ,  N cholas
Coffee, Thomas ...
Co lles ,  Abraham ...
Colley, Thos. Wm.
Colvin , J. .. ...
Comfort ,  Frank ...
Connell, James ...
Connellan ,  L. R....
Cox, Harry ...
Crawford ,  Dawson
Cregan ,  Isabella ...
Croxton ,  Frank .
Cullinane ,  Patrick
Davis, David ...
Day John ... ...
De aourcey, George
elan",  James ...
Dew Robert
Dewburst ,  Richard
Dickson, Agnes ...
Dogherty ,  Chas....
Dougherty, James
Dowd, John ...
Drewitt, Arthur ...
-Driscoll ,  John ...
Duff, John ...
Duff, Michael ...
Dunn ,  Mary ...
Dunn, William ...
Dwyer, J .... ...
Dwyer, Thomas ...
Edmonds, Naomi
El lis, John
Ellis, Wm .  Watson ...
Ep Chin ...
E rryythropel , Adolph ...
Euler, John ... ...
Everett, John ... ...
Where Died.
Goodna ... ...
Abington ... ...
... Pine Hill ... ...
... Gympie ...
... Gumbaroo Station
... Cannungera ...
... Betoota ... ..
... Clermont ... ...
... Unknown ... ...
... Townsville ... ...
... Charters Towers ...
Adavale ... ...
Charters Towers ...
... Sydney ... ...
Clare, near Ayr ...
Ipswich ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Mackay ... ...
Betoota
Mount Morgan
Lane's Creek ...
Brisbane ...
Isis  Downs... ...
St. George ... ...
Currahunga ...
Ingham ... ...Coongolla ... ..
Brisbane ... ...
Cooktown ... ...
Opalton .. ...
British New Guinea
Maneroo ... ...
... ... Croydon
... ... South Brisbane
... Brisbane ...
... Duneira ...
... ... Brisbane ...
... ... Normanton
... ... Gympie ...
Fahey ,  Patrick  ... ... ...  Muttaburra
Faucher, Camille Wm.... .... Beaudesert
Field, Janet Agnes  ... ... ...  Curriwildi ...
Finn , Cornelius  ... ... ... ...  Birdsville ... '
Finnigan .  James  ... ... ...
Forbes , John ... ... ...
Foreman ,  Benjamin ... ...
Foster, Fred
Fraley, H. A. ... ... ..
Francis,  Thos .,  alias  Snooks ...
Froude ,  John  D.... ... ...
Gallon, John
Galvin , Patrick ... ... ...
Gardour, William ... ...
Gibson, Daniel  ... ... ...Glanfleld, William
Glombitza, F. D. .. ...
Godber, Edward W. N.
Goldbacb ,  Henry ... ...
Gough, James  ... ...
Gough, Robert ... ... ...
Graham, James  ... ... ...
Graham,  Joseph . ... ...
Greskey,  A. M. A. ... ...
Groat ,  William  ... ... ...
Gromett Larman ... ...
Gunn,  William  ... ... ...
Guretzky, Ann ... ... ...
all, Alex.  Boyne ,..
Hamilton , Wm. ... ...
Hanley, Mary Jane ... ...
Hart ,  Frank  ... ...
Harvey, Mary  .. ... ...
Harvey, William ,  junr .... ...
Harrison ,  Peter  ... ... ...
Hawdon Thomas ... ...
Hayes , James  ... ... ...
Heddle, James  ... ... ...
Henderson , G. A. ... ...
Hernage ,  Christopher ... ...
Hill, David Barry ... ...
Hill, James  ... ...
Hodel, Francis Chas.
Hoey, George Christopher
H , Michael ... ...At, Joseph ... ... ...
Hong .Fat ... ...
Hosking , W. E.  -  ... ...
Hughes ,  James W . ... ...
Hughes ,  Mary  Ann ... ...
Hynes, Patrick  ... ... .«
Hynes, Thomas  ... .» «.
... Townsville
... Scrubby Ridge
... Boulia ...
... Bengalla ...
... Opalton ...
... Birdsville ..
... Maryborough
188J -Miles , Q.C.R.
Fischerton ... ...
Longreacb ... ...
Normanton ...
Tweed River .
Nive  Downs Station
Cometvi ll e ...
Blackall ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Mackay ... ...
Birdsville ... ...
Winton ...
Isisford ... ...
Cloncurry ... ...
Cullinlaringo ...Croydon ... ...
Cooktowp ... ...
Birthplace.
Unknown ...
England  ... ...
Unknown ...
Ireland ... ...
England ... ...
Ireland  ... ...
Unknown ...
Scotland ... ...
Unknown ...
England  ... ...
Ireland
Scotland ... ..
South Australia
Ireland ... ...
Unknown
England .. ...
New Zealand ...
Ireland .. ...
England ... ..
Unknown
Scotland ... ...
Ireland ... ...
Unknown, ...
Ireland ... ...
Unknown
Ireland  ... ...
Scotland ... ...
ditto ... ...
I re land  ... ...
Unknown ...
Ireland ... ...
ditto  ... ...
New South Wales
... Wales, England
... England  ... ...
... China ... ...
... Germany ...
... Unknown ...
England ... ...
Ireland ... ...
France  ... ...
Unknown
Supposed Aus-
tralia
Unknown ...
England ... ...
Victoria ... ...
Unknown ...
England ... ...
Victoria .
Scotland  ...
Ireland ... ...
ditto  ... ...
Unknown
Australia  ...
England.. ...
Germany
Ireland  ... ...
Germany
Ireland  .. ...
England  ... ...
New South Wales
Scotland  .. ...
queensland
unknown ...
England ... ...
America  ... ...
Scotland  ... ...
I swich
Kimberley ...
Ipswich
Canal Creek  Gold Field...
Maryborough
Thargomindah ...
Eton ,  near Mackay
Cloncurry ... ...
Kynuna ...
Lane's Creek ...
Longreach ... ...
Taroom ... ...
Cooper 's Plains ...
Dunwich ...
...
Cooktown ...
Coreena Station ...
Oxford Downs ...
Brisbane ...
Isisford ... . .
Mackay
Rockhampton
ditto
Rochford ...
..
,
Rosedale ... ...
Queensland ...
Unknown ...QueenslandNew South Wales
England ...
Victoria ...
Unknown
ditto ...
ditto ..
Scotland ...
Denmark
England ...
Scotland ...
Unknown
England ...
Unknown
Ireland ...
ditto ...
China ...
England ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Unknown
Ireland ...
Received. Paid. Invested.
1 £ F. d. £  s. d. 1 £ a. d .,
4 4 0 3 4 0 11 4 1
... 155 0 0 0 16 2
... 4 8 2 0 7 2
... 0 11 11
5 14 6 11 4 1
24 1 0 1 4 0 22 17 0
0 1 0 110 6 0 3 0
3 8 10 016 5 212 5
154 7 4 154 7 4
4 13 4 113 4 3 0 05 14 8 2 5 10 3 8 10
0 8 0 43 17 943 144 118 17 6 1 4 2
0 16 4
512 9 2 1 1
1 0 0 4 4 3 3 4 0
0 18 5 0 1 0 0166
0 5 0 0 211
0 2 6 391 11 9
1 7*9
11 2 6 311 0 23 6 729 188 8 11 8 21 7 8
1 6 2 32 8 4 0 1 017 160 6 4 8 11 11 40 140 0 12 1 1 11 0
3 0 0 514 0 1 8 1
0 3 10 12 19 6 0 2 666 196 4 14 6 65 1 5104 19 8 6 3 10 98 15 10
0 7 9 33 17 6 0 4 8
20 6 1 1 12 8 18 13 5
0 8 6 1 0 0 019 3
84 7 5 20 13 1 63 14 4
20 10 0 9 11 9 10 18 3
2 10 8 15 3 3 29 16 3
617 6 313 9 3 3 9
1 0 0 1 11 0
4 0 0 015 8 3 4 4
29 7 2 10 15 8 45 3 5
4 4 3 0 1 8 73 1 6
814 0 1 7 6 613 3
85 7 0 0 5 0
4 9 3 2 1 5
127 1 7 7 5 11 119 15 8
7 6 7- 3 10 9 3 15 10
35 13 1 3 6 4Oil  5 32 6 9
4 18 3 0 5 0
613 9
413 3
9 9 8
011 0 82 7 6 0 0 8
0 17 0 2 10 3
4 3 4 0 16 6 3 6 10
0 7 1130171 2 2 3 28  14 10
1 0 0 0 0 8
0 2 0 0 11 6
.... 18 0 0 135 3 1
1 1 0 311 2
2 2 5 155 11 10 0 12 6
... 0 7 5 96 14 5
1 7 1 41 . 10 9
8 5 6 8 5 1Oil  7 0 0 5
27 -8 6 34 7 0 716 2
2 13 6 109 15 5
7 0 0 618 5 0 1 7
1 0 0 012 1 0 711
019 0 29 5 818'111 1 5 2 16 12 7
3 3 0 1 1 9 2 1 3
817 6 0 7 8
1 0 0 016 4 0 3 8
10 0 0 3 8
1 17 6 0 2 0 1 3 3 2
0 2 6 4 6 6 019 0
85 7 1 32 2 7 342 13  9
2 5 6 211 01,593 146 1,610  5 3 669 12 0
6 9 0 2 11 0 2 18 11
9 11 7 1 14 6 7 17 1
37 0 9 117 0 39 0 6
14 7 11 1 5 4 55 9 9
1 0 0 19 15 8
4 12 6 017 7 31411
36 9 0 2 1 6 34 7 6
164 5 0 9 2 9 155 2 3
0 2 6 4'6 6 019 0
51 16 0 10 8 6 120 12  2
0 13 10
13 6 3 7 16 6 4 16 7
0 19 6 12  IT  4 {
Value of Estate
after Payment
of Ascertained
Debts.
£  a,  d.
11 4 1
5 14 7
3 0 0
43 11 9
2 1 1
3 4 0
0166
0 211
377 13 9
23 6 7
0 1 0
1 11 0
1 8 1
65 1 5
98 15 10
18 13 5
019 3
10 18 3
'29 16 3
3 3 9
73 1 6
2 1 5
119 15 8
2 15 10
32 6 9
413 3
2 10 3
3 6 10
12 5 0
135 3 1
311 2
96 14 5
41 10 9
109 15 5
16 12 7
0 3 8
3 3 2
81 18 10
211 0
669 12 0
2 18 11
7 17 1
39 0 6
19 15 8
20 11 6
019 0
120 12 2
12 17 4
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A RETURN IN  INTESTACY- continued.
Name.
Jackson, Harry L.
Jeffrey, Thomas ...
John, George Henry
Johnson, Henry ...
Johnstone, George
Jones, James
Jones, Mary
Jubb, George ...
Kane, William ...
Kanty, Joseph ...
Keay, John
Kehr  (or Lehr ),  Fred. ...
Kennedy, John ... ...
Kennedy, Thomas ...
Kerr ,  James ... ...
Kerridge ,  Ellen ... ..
Kerridge , James ... ...
Where Died. Birthplace.
... Bundaberg ... ...
... Charters Towers ...
... Rockhampton ...
... Black Ridge ...
... Charleville ... ...
... Brisbane ... ...
... ditto ...
... Redford ... ...
England ... :..
ditto ... ...
Rockhampton ...
America ... ...
... Scotland ... ...
... England ... ...
... Unknown
... ditto ... ...
Cabarlah ... ... ... Ireland ... ...
Cloncurry ... ... ... Prussia ...
Unknown .. ... ... Glasgow, Scotland
Hospital, Winton ... Queensland
Queenton, Charters Towers) Tipperary, Ireland
South  Brisbane
Rockhampton
Maryborough
ditto
South Brisbane
Dunwich ...
Brisbane ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Gympie ...
Kesson, Wm. Brown ... ...
Kielavan, or Kavanagh, &c., Julia ...
Kincaide, John .. . ... ...
Kingsford, Robert 'Vest ... ...
Ditto (Life Assurance Account)
Knudsen, Elizabeth Jane
Krieg, Siegfried ... ... ... ...
Kuhfuss, - ... ... ... ...
Lang, Peter ...
Lappe, Ludwig
Lawrence, Benjamin
Lay, William ...
Laycock, Thomas
Lee, Patrick
Lenthold, Henry
Lewis, William ...
Lifu, Jimmy  ...
Little, Samuel ...
Lynch, James ...
Macdonald, A. W. H. ...
Ditto (Life Assurance
Mackeon, Marguerite A.
Macnamara , Bridget ...
Macroberts, Wm. K.
Main, John ...
Manki (S.S.I.) ...
Marshall , R. B. ... ...
Martin, John
Martin, Wm. Hy. ...
Mayall, George ... ...
Menzies,  William
Menzies,  William
Middleton, John ... ...
Millar, Theresa ... ...
Miller, Robert ... ...
Miller, Robert .
Molloy, John Alexdr.
Montgomery, Walter ...
Mooney, Martin ... ...
Moore, Chas. ...
Moores, Hy. Edwd.
Morris, John ... ...
Morris, John ... ...
Morris, Joseph ...
Mortimer, Samuel ...
Mourney, Henry ... ...
Mullaney Thos. ... ...
Mullins,  James ... ...
Munro, William ... ...
Murdock, Alexdr. ...
Account)
McCraw, Alexander
McCulloch, George
McDonald, Alexdr.
McFarquhar, Hy. R.
Mcllhannon, Thos.
McIntosh, Geor e
McKavanagh, Thos.
McKenzie, Thos....
McKinnon, Alexander
McLaren, Peter ...
McLean, Con. ...
McLean, George ...
McMahon, Barnett
McNeill, Alexander
Nakagawa ,  Shimei
Nedwig, Theodore
Nicholson ,  William ...
Noah  or Noah Newey ...
Nolan, Bridget ... ...
Nolan, John ... ...
Charters Towers
Port  Moresby
Ireland
ditto
... England
... ditto
Ireland
Unknown
Ireland
England
ditto
I  Queensland
... Germany
... ditto
Cooktown .
Maryborough
Bowen ...
Walkerston
Longreach ...
Winton
Mulligan River
Goodna
Port Moresby
Rocky Diggings
Blair Athol
Rockhampton ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
Wooloowin, near Brisbane
Muttaburra ... ...
Rosalie, Milton ... ...
Gigoomgan ... ...
Cunnamulla ... ...
Kangaroo Hills ... ...
Murweh Run ... ...
St. Helena ... ...
Isis Downs ... ...
Vindex Station ...  ...
Clermont ... ... ...
Cunnamulla ... ...
Clermont ... ... ...
Croydon ... ... ...
Mitchell .. ...
Conemara Station ...
Clermont ... ... ...
Avoca ...
Charters Towers ... ...
Tate Tin Mines ... ...
Weribone ... ... ...
Hospital, Rockhampton...
Crow's Nest
Templeton Creek ... ...
Longreach ... ... ...
Brisbane ... ... ...
Nocundra ... ... ...
Adavale ... ... ...
Carrington ...
Hodgkinson ...
Mount Perry ...
Townsville ... ...
Blackall ... ...
Pittsworth ... ...
South Brisbane ...
Charleston ... ..
Milo Station, Adavale
Toowoomba ...
Yatton Station ...
Ayrshire Downs ...
Brisbane ... ...
Cooktown ... ...
... Thursday Island ...
... Coorparoo ... ...
... Townsville ... ...
... Port Douglas ...
... South Brisbane ...
... ditto ... ...
Germany ...
Unknown
England
ditto
Unknown
New South Wales
Poland ... ...
Unknown ...
Loyalty Group ...
Ireland
Unknown ...
England ...
ditto ...
Ireland ...
ditto ...
Victoria ...
Scotland ...
Polynesia
Brisbane ...
Ireland ...
England ...
Unknown ...
Scotland ...
Unknown ...
New South Wales
Unknown ...
Born at Sea ...
Scotland ... ...
Ireland ... ..
Victoria ... ...
Ireland .. ...
England ... ...
Queensland ...
England ... ...
Scotland ... ...
England .. ...
ditto ... ...
Unknown ...
ditto ... ...
Ireland .. ...
Scotland .. ..
South Australia
Scotland ... ...
ditto ... ...
Unknown
Tasmania ...
Ireland ... ...
Scotland ... ...
Ireland ... ...
Scotland ... ...
ditto ... ...
Unknown ...
ditto ... ...
England ... ...
Ireand .
New South Wales
... Japan ...
... Unknown
Norway ..
Samoa
(Ireland ...
ditto ...
Received.
£ s. d.
0 18 11
4 13 9
4 17 6
o18 0
24 7 1
Paid.
£ s. d.
0 12 4
237 7 8
0 6 2
4 15 0
0 12 3
10 14 0
2 11 11
0 11 2
Invested.
Value of Estate
after  Payment
of Ascertained
Debts.
£ 3. d. 1 £ 3. d.
0 6 7 0 6 7
2,464 8 11 2,464 8 11
14 14 3 14 14 3
0 2 6
0 5 9 0 5 9
14 7 0 14 7 0
0 2 6
120 14 6 26 3 3 94 11 3 94 11 3
012 4 0 3 8
0 16 0
012 0 26 0 7 0 6 10
19 6 4 01210 01210
0 5 0 315 3 315 3
9 2 0 0 9 0 1019 2 1019 2
25 0 0 5 18 1 11 17 11
50 0 0 919 3 40 0 9
54 6 9 53 5 9 1 1 0
0 14 3
2,181 12 6 2,400 12 0
9 13 3 94 16 6
971 13 0 74 1 6 897 11 6
9' 6 8 9 6 8
62 2 0 5 17 4 82 16 9 82 16 9
26 8 7 1 6 0 25 2 7 25 2 7
6 5 4 6 9 0
0 16 0
119  6  1 5 3 014 3 010 9
4 10 0 2 12 8 1 17 4 1 14 10
2 5 0 6 3 1 27 15 2 2715 2
512 6 0 6 0 5 6 6 41510
0 5 0 31 4 6 31 4 6
1 6 11 47 8 4
0 10 6
211 6 20 4 1 20 4 1
28 6 9 6 10 0 127 8 10 127 8 10
0 1 4 2 12 11
01510 95 8 4 95 8 4
77 18 9 15 6 11 62 11 10 30 9 0
6 0 0 6 0 0
117 0 013 4 317 1 317 1
213 6 0 3 0 3415 0 3415 0
110 0 0 7 9 1 2 3
18 0 6 18 0 6
29 17 1 1 12 2 27 12 11 27 12 11
1 1 0 01 2  5 0 8 7
0 9 7 012 7
8 3 7 6 1 2 2 2 5 2 2 5
26 0 0 3 15 2 22 4 10 4 '4 10
5 0 0 0 5 0 415 0 415 0
1 17 9 65 2 9
5 7 0 2 7 6 219 6 219 6
0 5 11 11 5 8
16 7 4 12 8 2 12 8 2
4213 2 513 1 37 0 1 37 0 1
3 13 9 16 17 10
2 11 9- 0 3 0 90 13 7 90 13 7
18 2 6 18 2 6
3 0 6 014 5 2 6 1 2 6 1
81910 114 9 7 5 1
0 2 9 21 12 1. 21 12 1
614 9 018 0 516 9 5 6 9
217 6 015 1 2 2 5
33 8 8 8 17 7 241.1 1  24 11  1
0 14 0
7 9 0 018 8 610 4 5 4 4
6 9 0 517 3 011 9
1 1 6 12 13 0 12 13 0
0 7 9 0 6 1 0 6 1
11 5 0 11 5 0 1 11 10 1 11 10
40 11 2 13 1 0 31 10 9 31 10 9
19 17 0 19 15 6 0 1 6
1 1 0
0 15  6  .. 015 6 015 6
0 11 6 1 14 1 1 14 1
40 13 5 9 8 0 31 5 5 30 5 5
0 6 6 1 1 6
0 1 0 419 3 0 2 6
1815 9 110 0 17 5 9 17 5 9
1 0 0 019 1 0 011
64 7 8 19 9 7 45 9 3 45 9 3
141
7 3 4
1919 0 11711
2 15 10 570 1 4 3057 0 0
51 2 4  1 12 11 2
18 1 1 17 17 5
2 1 7 2 1 7
5 6 9 5 6 9
7 9 1 17 10 5 17 7 1024 19 6O'Brien, Daniel  ... ... ... ... Hughenden ... Queensland ...
0 12 80  Brien ,  Francis . .. ... ... ... Ashburton  Station,  W.A. Ireland ... ...
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A RETURN IN  INTESTACY-continued.
Name.
O'Brien, Thomas ...
O'Connor, Michael
O'Donohue, Frank
O'Riley, John ...
Osborne, Thomas...
Where Died.
.. - Ipswich
... Colosseum Creek ...
... Isisford .. ...
... Charters Towers ...
... Orient Station ...
Birthplace.
... Ireland ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
... Victoria ...
... Ireland ...
Mulligan River
l3irdsville ...
Dalgonally ...
Brisbane ..
Camooweal
Longreach ...
Maryilco Downs
Woogaroo ...
Longreach ...
Rockhampton
Paid. Invested.
Value of Estate
after  Payment
of Ascertained
Debts.
£ s. d. £ s.  d. I  £ s.  d. I £ s. d.
208 11 4 123 3 10 1 1 9
3 9 6 014 4 215 2 215 2
2 8 0 013 4 114 8 114 8
012 6 53 2 1 0 5 0
1 11 6 7 10 8 52 17 10 52 17 10
Page,  John ... ...
Panton, Cecil  Vernon ...
Parker,  Henry ... ...
Parlour ,  William ... ...
Parr , Daniel ... ...
Pitcher, jtobert .. ...
Peterson , John ... ...
Pohl, John ...
Powell,  Richard Henry ...
Pybus, Charles ... ...
Quinn, James
Quinn, James
Rae, Alexander ... ...
Rae, Alexander ... ...
Read ,  Michael ... ...
Read ,  Saml. Wm. ...
Reid, George  D. ... ...
Reid, James M. ... ...
Rhodes, John ... ...
Richards , J. T. ... ...
Richardson ,  Jas.... .
Ridger  or Taylor, Edwd.
Roach ,  Patrick ... ...
Roberts,  Hugh ... ...
Rodgers ,  Henry ... ...
Rogerson ,  David ... ...
Rorke, Terence ... ...
Russell, James ... ...
Ryan ,  Thomas
Ryan, Thomas ... ...
Clermont .. ...
Laidley Creek ...
Charters Towers
South Brisbane
Longreach ...
Brighton Downs
Sydney, N.S.W.
Brisbane
Goondiwindi
Gympie ...
Port Douglas
Turallin .
Rockhampton
Unknown ...
Ayr ...
Gladstone ...
Brisbane ...
St. George...
Blackall .. ...
Hospital, Brisbane
Scarborough, A....
Sohild, John Wm.  (otherwise called
John Baker)
Schmidt, F . ... ... ...
Sellman or Zillman,  J. C. ... ...
Sheed, Lewis  ... ... ... ...
Sheehan,  D. D. ... ... ... ...
Sheehan, Ellen  ... ... ... ...
Sheridan ,  Percy Michael ... ...
Silvester ,  Margaret  ... ... ...
Situ,  Thomas  ... ... ... ...
Simmonds , A. W. ... ... ...- Glad stone ... ...
Ditto (Life Assurance  Account) ditto .. ...
Simonelli, Battista ...
Simpson, George ... ...
Smith, Charles ...
Smith or Smyth, Jas. Ross
Smith, Samuel ...
Smith, Sarah ...
Sothern, John Russell
Speer, Jacob ...
Stanley, Harry ...
Starkey, Thomas...
Stapleton, Thomas
Stiger, Andrew ...
Steele, Robert ...
Stephens, John ...
Stevens, Henry ...
Stewart, Samuel ...
Stock, George ...
Taylor ,  A. W. ... ... ...
Tier ,  John  (Prospecting Account)
Tipping, Francis  A. ... ...
Tolman, Mary J. ... ...
Tommy Ah Hing ...
Tommy Japan ... ...
Trapp, Henry .. ...
Troulan, Wm .  John ... ...
Turner, George  ... ... ...
Turner, Jas. Wm. ... ...
Tyson, Robert  ... ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Mayneside, Longreach
Ashby Vale, Wompah
Toowoomba ...
Yatala ... ...
... Harrow, Cambooya
... I Mount Morgan ...
Mount Jacob ...
Boongavinna ...
Gladstone ... ...
... St. Helena... ...
... Stanthorpe ...
... Longreach ... ...
Winton ...
... Hughenden ...
Muttaburra
.. Rockhampton ...
Blackall ... ...
Cloncurry .
Stradbroke Island
Thursday Island ...
Maxwellton
Thursday Island ...
Callandoon Station
Charters Towers ...
Hohartville ...
New Guinea ... ...
Golden Gate, Croydon ...
Veith,  Russell Harris  ... ... ... Port Douglas
Vendura, Antonio
Walker, ,Chas. Thos. ... ...
Wallac Wm. ... ... ...
Walsh, Bridget ... ... ...
Ward, Edward ..
Ward, Fred, or Fred Barney ...
Warner, Louisa ... ... ...
Weir, James ... ...
Weirtheim, John Christian ...
Welch, John ... ... ...
Warbreccan  Station
Lake's Creek ...
Unknown ... 14 0 0 214  18  6 214 18 6
ditto ... 0 4 9 3  9 11 0 17  6
Victoria ... ... 26 11 0 25 17 1 0 2 6
Unknown ... 21 5 0 13  6 10  14  7 11 14  7 11
England ... ... 93 16 7 93 1 4 0 15 3
Unknown ...  10 12 0 11411  5 17  1  5 17  1
Polynesia ... ... 3 0 0  1 10  8  1 10  8
Unknown ... .. 2 0 6  38 17  8  38 17  g
England.. ... 5 4 6 20 10 9 20 10 9
Unknown ... 50 0 0 6 6 4 39 4 8 22 16 1
... Ireland ...
... ditto ...
Received.
11610 110 5 4 0 7 0
1 1 3 013 4 0 711
Unknown ... 5216 9 4  3 10  48 12 11  45 12 11
Aberdeen, Scot- 0 3 3 0 2 6
land
Unknown ... 7 4 6  1 17  3 4  15 10 3 15 10
England ... 22 8 5 10 0 2 11 16 7 7 2 1
Unknown ... 19  6 11  45 0 0
ditto 15 8 2 2 17 6 12 10 8
New South Wales 52 0 0
England ... ... 41 12 0 4 18 3 36 13 9 36 11 3
Scotland ... ... 224 19 1 25 3 10 199 15 3 177 12 3
England ... ... 38 5 0 8 15 1 29 9 11 20 13 11
Ireland ... ... 23 6 6 1 3 0 22 3 6 2013 6
England ... ... 27 11 9 10 3 2 17 8 7
Scotland ... ... 38 14 1 9 14 6 37 5 6 37 5 6
ditto ... ... 131011 9 1 4  6 19 10  4  8 10
Ireland ... ... 11 1 10 73 4 9  0 10  7
Unknown 2 9 6  0 13  3  1 16  3  1 16  3
ditto ... 4 2 0 017 4 3 4 8
Ireland ... ... 1,270 13 6 203 9 6 1,125 2 11 1,099 12 2
Unknown
England ...
215 2 014 1 2 1 1 2 1 1
0 12 0
Longreach ... ... ...
Southbrook
Warnambool Downs
Jondaryan ... ... ...
Brisbane . ...
Ballandoon, St. George.
New Farm ... ... ...
Queensport...
... Brisbane ...
Sydney ... ...
Kalkie, Bundaberg
Townsville ... ...
Birdeville ..
Jundah Station ...
Toowoomba ...
Samarai, B . N. G....
Ipswich ... ....
Radford ... ...
Austria ... ... 2 0 6 0 2 0 1 18 6 1 18 6
Germany  ... ... 55 0 0  28 11  8 2811 8
Vic'oria ... ... 6 18 0 3 9 11 3 9 11
Ireland ... ... 0 8 11 0 0 6 18 8 5 18 8 5
ditto ...  151 9  9 151 l9 9
Queensland  ... 2 10 0 13 0 0 10 10 0
.. 12 4 0 1 3 4 10 0 8 10 0 8Ireland ...
England  ... ... 2 13 4 2 13 4
Queensland  4 5 0 0 15 4 3 9 8
ditto 96 0 0 5 3 6 90 16 6 90 16 6
Italy ... ... 4 16 3 78 8 10 74 8 10
New South Wales ... 1 1 11
England  ... ... 14 9. 0 154 15 5 154 15 5
Ireland  ... ... 0 10 6
England  ... ... 0 10 0 1 15 6 0 13 6 0 13 6
Ireland  ... ... 12 19 0. 11 4 3 1 14 9 1 14 9
Unknown ... 0 6 9 6 15 0 0 8 8
ditto ...  161 0  5 43 1 6 118  8 11  118  8 11
New South Wales 0 12 1
Unknown 21 5 6 27 15 6
New South Wales 2 5 10 0 15 10 1 10 0 1 10 0
Germany ... 9 4 8 5 10 3 3 14 5
Unknown ... 2 8 0 7 3 3 7 3 3
Scotland  ... ... 1 13 9 0 13 8 1 0 1 1 0 1
England  ... ... 13 13 6 1 5 4 12 8 2 6 17 2
Unknown ... 0 11 3
England  ... ... 32 1 3 8 11 1 35 12 10 23 10 2
Unknown ... 1 8 0 1 3 2 0 2 6
Ireland ... ...  36 19  2
ditto  ... ...  0 2 6 110 5 0 3 6'
ditto  ... ... 11 8 0  8 6 8 3 1 4 3 1 4
China  ... ...  23 13  0  5 13  0 17 8 7 17 8 7
Japan  ... .. 0 1 0
Queensland  ... 106 13 1 11,13 2 94 19 11 92 9 9
Ireland  ... ... 1,581 3 11 105 18 9 1,475 5 2 1,474 14 5
India  ... ... 9 19  9 1 1 6  8 18 3 8 18 3
England  ... ... 7 4 6 55 18 9 55 18 9
ditto  ... ...  128 2 5 21 2  0 108  9 0 106 9 6
... Ireland ...
... Italy ...
0 10 6 5 19 7
017 6 1 3 9
... Ireland  ... ... 1 275 0  0 62 12 6 189 15 1 189 5 1
... Scotland  ... 27 13 2
Ireland  . 19 6 7 1 10 4 17 16 3 17 16 3
New South Wales 208 15 10 43 13 3 162 5 7
... Queensland  ... 4 10 0 2 1 5 4 4 7 4 4 7
... Germany ... 37 17 9 1 19 0 35 5 11
... Unknown ...  23 10  6 1 14 3 . 21 16 3 16 16 3
... Germany  .. 0 17  0  2 12  8 212 8
... England 1 26 7 3 13 2 1 14 1 2
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A RETURN IN  INTESTACY-continued.
Name.
Whitten, William
Whittle, Richard ...
Wigger, Adolph ...
Wilkie, North D.
Williams John
Wilson, Charles ...
Wilson, Charles ...
Wilson, Edward ...
Wilson, John ...
Where Died.
' Woolgar ... ..:
Brisbane ...
Charters Towers ...
Enoggera ... ...
Eidsvold ... ...
Betoota
Croydon ... ...
Dalgonally .. ...
Goondiwindi ...
Roma ... ...
St. Helena ... ...
Cloncurry ... ...
Ilfracombe ... ...
Proserpine .. ...
Sydney, N.S.W....
Longreach ... ...
Wilson, Joseph ... ... ...
Wilson, Thos.  H., alias  Maloney, &c....
Windred, Eliz. Ann ... ... ...
Wood, Drake ... ... ... ...
Work, James ... ... ... ...
Wright, Rose ... ...
Wynne Wm. Watkins (otherwise
known as Charlie Wynne)
Yen Lee Ah Moy ...
Yule, George
Charters Towers . .
Rockhampton ...
Birthplace.
Scotland ... ...
Ireland ... ...
Unknown ...
Scotland ...
England ...
• ditto ...
Germany ...
Unknown ...
Norway ...
Unknown
Ireland ...
Unknown ...
ditto ...
Scotland ...
Unknown
Wales, England
... China
.. Unknown
In accordance with Section No. 38 of  "The Intestacy  Act of  1877."
Dated this fifteenth day of October, 1897.
Office ofInsolvency, Intestacy, and Insanity,
Treasury  Buildings, Brisbane.
Received. Paid.
1
£ s. d. ' £ a. d.
0 11 0
0 5 0
24 14 1 6 13 7
34 11 6 33 7 4
128 15 7 404 16 3
0 11 0
2 8 0 0 5 0
6 1 0 312 4
0 4 0
1 4 6
2 2 3 016 9
2 10 0 44 16 10
0 5 0
3 8 0 016 00 1s 0
0 11 11
0 2 0
1 0 0 21110
Invested.
Value  of Estate
after Payment
of Ascertained
Debts.
£ s. d. 1 £ a. d.
0 7 6
1 3 5 1 3 5
19 9 2
0 2 6
1 19 6
3 18 7 1 3 18 7
2 8 8 2 8 8
29 3 1 29 3 1
115 0 115 0
1 5 6 1 5 6
42 8 5 42 8 5
612 7 612 7
7 12 9
1 12 10 1 12 10
J. B. HALL,  Curator of Intestate Estates.
By Authority :  EDMUND GRE G ORY , G overnment Printer,  William  street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND LAND  FORCES.
HEAD -QUARTERS '  GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel HOWEL GUNTER,  Commandant.
[No. 104.
Brisbane, 5th November, 1897.
Learn.
Changes.
salute.
Cancellation.
Dress.
No. 278.
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
HEAD-QUARTERS' STAFF.
CAPTAIN J. K. FoRSYTH,  Staff Lieutenant ,  is granted leave of absence from the 8th to the  21st  instant, both
dates inclusive.
PERMANENT STAFF.
T. James, late King's Own Scottish Borderers, who was appointed a Sergeant Instructor, Class " B," on
the 1st April, 1893, and discharged upon reduction of establishment on the 30th September, 1893, is appointed a
Second-class Sergeant Instructor on probation ; the appointment to bear date 18th October, 1897.
QUEENSLAND PERMANENT ARTILLERY.
No. 588, Trumpeter Charles Moss, is discharged from "A" Battery, Queensland Permanent Artillery, at
his own request, as from the 21st October, 1897.
QUEENSLAND MOUNTED INFANTRY.
" C" (Ipswich) Company.
No. 15, Acting Sergeant Adam Perrett, having passed the necessary examination, is appointed Sergeant ;
the appointment to bear date 20th May, 1897.
"L" (Townsville) Company.
Acting Lieutenant R. J. H. Gibson is posted to the Company for duty as a Supernumerary.
No. 279.
A ROYAL SALUTE will be fired by "A" Battery, Queensland Permanent Artillery, from the Saluting
Battery, Queen's Park, Brisbane, at 8 a.m. on the 9th instant, in honour' of the Birthday of His Royal
Highness the Prince of Wales.
The Royal Standard will be hoisted between the hours of sunrise and sunset at the Flag Stations specified
in section XIV., Standing General Orders.
No. 280.
THE Notice published with General Orders dated 22nd and 24th October, 1896, respecting the issue of
Martini-Henry Rifles at £2 10s. each to Rifle Clubs, is hereby cancelled.
No. 281.
REFERRING  to General Order No. 265, 14th October, 1897,  a Pattern Hat with Badge ,  Plume, and  Chin.
strap for  Mounted Infantry Officers has been approved and scaled to govern  future supplies .  Register No. 282.
Pattern No. 37 is hereby cancelled.
A Pattern of Khaki Drill Frock, to be worn  by all ranks of Mounted Infantry ,  has been approved and
sealed to govern future issues .  Register  No. 283.
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No. 282.
THE undermentioned Recruits, having completed twenty drills, were inspected by the Staff  Officers named,
at the places and on the dates shown hereunder, and those whose  names  are published  as having passed may now
be taken on the strength of their respective Corps  as trained men  :-
Corp..
" B " Company, 2nd Regiment ...
" D" Company,  3rd Regiment ...
Rank and Name .  Place and Date.
Acting Lieutenant C. B. B. Brisbane, 29th
White October, 1897
Acting Lieutenant S. Brad- Charters Towers,
shaw 18th August, 1897
Result.
Passed ...
do. ...
Inspecting Omcer.
Major J. F. Robertson,
I.S.O.
Captain V.  C. M. Se llheim,
Staff Officer, N.M.D.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER,  Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief  Staff Officer.
NOTICES.
A Military Tournament, the events of which will be open to members of the Queensland Defence Force,
will be held about the middle of December next at Lismore, Richmond River, New South Wales. Programmes
and full particulars will be available later on.
The first Annual Prize Meeting of the Queensland Western District Rifle Association will be held on the
Toowoomba Rifle Range on the 9th and 10th November, 1897. Programmes and all information can be obtained
from Mr. E. D. Easton, Secretary, Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREaoRY, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
OSBORN  JAMES FENWIOK
to be  a Trustee  of the Reserve for Cemetery, Townsville, in the parish
of Coonambelah, in the room of Robert Philp, who has  resigned.
E.M.-20 10.97 -K '.  Cem. 38.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department  of Mines,
Brisbane ,  3rd November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the  advice of the Executive
Council ,  and upon the  recommendation  of the Public  Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
REGINALD SCHUCKBURGH HURD
to be Warden and Commissioner for the colony of Queensland, to be
stationed at Eidsvold, under the provisions of  "The Gold Fields Act
1874" and  "The  Mineral  Lands Act of  1882," respectively, in the
room of James Wood.Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th October, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to  appoint
GEORGE WILLIAM NIXSON
to be a Trustee  of the  Reserve for  Cemetery  in the parish  of South
Kolan ,  in the room  of John Mitchell,  who has resigned.
E.M. 20 .10 97- L'. Cem. 100.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency  the Governor , with the advice  of the Executive
Council ,  and upon the  recommendation  of the ,Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
HERBERT  JOHN WILLIAMS
to be  a Junior Draftsman  in the Surveyor-General's Office ; such
appointment to take effect from the 13th April, 1897, the date of
Mr. Williams's probationary appointment to the Public Service.
E.M.-27-10-97.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
ALFRED STARCKE
to be Land Commissioner and Land Agent for the Rockhampton
Land Agent's District, under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876" and  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to
1895," in the room of William Stanley Warren, deceased; such
appointment to take effect from the 1st November, 1897.
E.M.-27-10-97.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board ,  has been pleased to appoint
LEWIS JACKSON
to be Land Commissioner for the Charleville Land Agent's District,
under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876"
and  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," in the room of Alfred
Starcke, who has been transferred ; such appointment to take effect
from the 1st November, 1897.
E.M.-27 -10-97.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane , 3rd November, 1897.
HIS Excellency  the Governor , with the  advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance  of the  provisions of the  "  Diseases
in Plants  Act of  1896 ,"  been pleased to appoint
HENRY TRYON,
ALBERT HENRY BENSON, and
EBENEZER  COWLEY,
to be  Inspectors  under the Act.
A. J. THYNNE.
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ROBERT PHILP.
Department  of Justice,
Brisbane,  3rd November, 1897.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the  advice of the Executive1E1 Council, has bee  pleased ,  in pursuance of section  10 of  "The
Insolvency, Intestacy, and Insanity  Administration  Act of  1893," to
appoint
JAMES BOYNE HALL, the Official Trustee in Insolvency
at Brisbane,
to act as the Trustee for the purpose of realising and properly
distributing some outstanding  assets  belonging to the Estate of
Ernest Holland Ramsden (who presented a Petition for Liquidation
to the Court on the 12th December, 1876), in which the  P ro ceedings
for Liquidation by Arrangement were closed, and the Trustee, John
Francis Buckland, was released, on the 30th June, 1879.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane ,  3rd November, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has, upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, been pleased to approve of the undermentioned  transfer and
appointment being made in the Post and Telegraph  Department ,  viz.:-
FITZROY HENRY MILNE ,  Assistant,
Childers to Rockhampton; and
EDWARD RUDOLPH  STAIGER
to be a Probationer in the Chief Office,  Brisbane.
JAMES R. DICKSON
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be noti fied that he has,in pursuance of the provisions of  " The  Defence  Acts ,  1884  to
1896," and the Regulations thereunder ,  been pleased to disband
THE BURKETOWN RIFLE CLUB.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
REGINALD SCHUCKBURGH HUED
to be a Justice of the Peace.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 3rd November, 1897.HIS Excellency theGovernor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to accept  the resignation tendered by
ALEXANDER THOMSON  MACFARLANE
of his appointment as a Justice of the Peace.
HUGH M. NELSON.
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Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd November, 1897.
HIS Excellency  the Governor , with the  advice of the Executive
Council, has ,  upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board ,  been pleased to appoint
REGINALD SCHUCKBURGII HURD
to be Acting Police Magistrate and Clerk of  Petty  Sessions at
Eidsvold, in the room of James Wood, resigned.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board , been pleased to appoint
EDITH MINNIE SMITH
to be an Inspector of Factories and Shops for the purposes of  " The
Factories and Shops Act of  1896"; this appointment to take effect
from the 1st May, 1897, the date of Miss Smith's probationary
appointment.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd November, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Fire
Brigades Act Amendment Act  of 1882," been pleased to direct the
notification of the names of the following gentlemen constituting the
Charleville Fire Brigade Board :-
Francis Adrain (Mayor of Charleville),
John Armstrong (nominated by Municipal Council),
John Vivian Williams and John Francis Farrow Lockett (elected
by the Fire Insurance Companies), and
Frank Goertz and Niels Johan Westergaard Nielsen (appointed
by the Governor in Council).
HORACE TOZER.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1897.
T
HE  following appointments of Members of Committees for State
Schools are notified, viz.:-
Boulia.
William Fielding,
Amos Hurst,
James P. Thomson, and
Walter G. Waite,
vice  Ernest Bates, who has left the district, James Edward Jones,
whose seat has been declared vacant, and Stephen Smith, resigned.
Sharon.
Richard Fagg,
vice  Nathaniel Ross, resigned.
D. H: DALRYMPLE.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom,
Governor.
Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAMINGTON,Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andovernor. Commander-in-Chic" of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
HEREAS  by "The Chinese Immigration Restriction Act,
W  v 1888," it is amongst other things provided that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazette,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person or clps of persons mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for 'any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas it is desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,
Ah My, Ali Chock, Ah Hoon, Mue Hoy, Lee Tong,  Ali  Wing,  Ali
Hong, and Foo Chow, should be exempted from the provisions of the
said Act for a period of two years : Now, therefore, I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington; the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby declare
that the provisions of the said Act shall not apply to the said Ali My,
Ali  Chock,  Ali  Hoon, Mue by, Lee Tong, Ali Wing,  Ali  Hong, and
Poo Chow for a period of two years from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this third day of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HUGH M. NELSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES • WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINOTON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor.
, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the eleventh year of HerMajesty's reign, intituled "  An Act to enable certain Public
$ospitals to sue  and be sued  in the  name of their Treasurer and to
provide for  the taking  and holding of Real Property belonging to
[6TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
such Hospitals respectively,"  it is among other things enacted, that,
whenever the Governor shall deem it expedient to extend the provisions
of the said recited Act to any hospital thereafter to be established in
any town of the said Colony not mentioned in the said Act, it shall
and may be lawful for the said Governor to declare the same, by
Proclamation to be published in the  Government Gazette:  Now,
therefore, I, the Governor aforesaid, do hereby extend the provisions
of the said recited Act, as amended by a certain other Act of Council
passed in the thirteenth year of Her said Majesty's reign, and
numbered twenty, and by a certain other Act of Council passed in the
twenty-sixth year of Her said Majesty's reign and numbered one, and
by a certain other Act of Council passed in the twenty-ninth year of
Her said Majesty's reign and numbered nineteen, which said last-
recited Act is amended by a certain other Act passed in the fifty-fifth
year of Her Majesty's reign and numbered thirty-five, to the City
Ambulance and Transport Brigade Ho.,pital, at Brisbane, which
Acts, from the date hereof, shall be deemed and taken to apply to
the said Hospital to all intents and purposes as fully ai:d effectually
as if the said Hospital were specially named in the said first-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this third day of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE.TUE  QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
Ty  His Excellency The Right Honourable CIIAIRLES 14ALL.ACE
ALEXANDER NAPIEit, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
IL . S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINOTON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of sections 96 and 97 of "The Crown Lands Act
of  1884," 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the persons hereunder named shall be and are hereby appointed
to be Trustees of the Reserve for School of Arts in the parish of
Yeppoon, established by Proclamation dated 21st September, 1897,
and the said persons and their successors shall, as Trusts es, have the
control and management of the said Reserve ; and the said Trustees
shall be and are hereby empowered to make By-laws for carrying out
the objects of the Trust, subject to the approval of His Excellency the
Governor in Council :-
E.M.-20 -10-97-P'. Res. 1897.
W. BnooaE,
JAMES ATHERTON,
J. W. POWER,
A. BUTLER, and
T. BRAITHWAITE.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twentieth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first  year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
IL.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LA,iIN(}TON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. , Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of sections 96 and 97 of "The Croton Lands Act
of  1884," 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baran
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the persons hereunder named shall be and are hereby appointed
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Cemetery in the parish of Childers,
established by Proclamation dated the 21st September, 1897, and the
said persons and their successors shall, as Trustees, have the control
and management of the said Reserve; and the said. Trustees shall be
and are hereby empowered to make By-laws for carrying out the
objects of the Trust, subject to the approval of His Excellency the
Governor in Council :-
E.M.-20-10-97-M'. Ccm.289.
HERBERT Epps,Nis SMITH,
WILLIAM COz.LINS,
THOMAS SWINDALL,
WILLIAM  ASH  BY,
ARTHUR RICHARD COI LINE, and
WILLIAM DAY.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government House, Brisbane,
this twentieth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALL ACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of'Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L's'] Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedL TON,Or:ler of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor.Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of sections  96 and 97 of  "The Croton Lands Act
of  1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington , the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the persons hereunder named shall be and are hereby appointed
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Sports Ground in the parish of Selma
(Emerald), established by Proclamation dated the 25th February,
1897, and the said persons and their successors shall, as Trustees, have
the control  and management  of the said Reserve, and the said Trustees
shall be and are hereby empowered to make By-laws for carrying out
the objects of the Trust, subject to the approval of His Excellency the
Governor in Council :-
E.M.-20-10 -97-0'. Res. 1897.
MICHAEL HAYES,
JOHN WALTY, and
ARTHUR J. KIDD.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twentieth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the "sixty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES V ALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lanlington of Lanlington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LArd xG oN Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedOrder of St. Michael and St. George, Governer andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of sections 96 and 97 of " The Crown Lands Act
of  1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the persons hereunder named shall be and are hereby appointed
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Cemetery in the parish of Mungindi,
established by Proclamation dated the 17th Februal y, 1897, and the
said persons and their successors shall, as Trustees, have the control
and management of the said Reserve ; and the said Trustees shall be
and are hereby empowered to make By-laws for carrying out the
objects of the Trust, subject to the approval of His Excellency the
Governor in Council :-
E.M.-20.10-97-N'. Cem.284.
JAMES THoMPsov,
PETER MILLIE MCAULEY, and
WASHINGTON HARPUR.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twentieth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAXINGTONGover nor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor.
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor  aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Agricultural and Grazing Farms, under the said Acts, are declared
forfeited :-
E.M.-20 -10-97-R'.
Parish. Name of Licensee
or Lessee. Area.
Land Agent's
District.
A. R. 1'.
149 2v Glendower ... Alexander G.Fraser 20,000 0 0 Hughenden
2699 1740  Laidiey ... Adolph It. F. Rieck 1 40 0 0 Ipswich
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twentieth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixtieth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
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I A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lanlington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
L.4AiING}TON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of the power in me vested,  and in accordance with
the provisions  of the 42nd section  of  " The Crown  Lands Act of
1834,"  I, CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington,
the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice  of the Executive
Council, do, by this my  Proclamation ,  notify and declare  that the
unselected lots of land set forth in the accompanying  Schedule shall
be and are  hereby withdrawn  from selection.
E.M.-27 -10-97.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this twenty-seventh day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in
the sixty first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
District. Portion. Parish or Place. Date of Reference.Proclamation.
Brisbane ... 27v & 111v Mooloolah ... 24 Dec., 1891 ... F. 1678
Ditto ... 79v Durundur ... 14 Nov., 1894 ... F. 1127
Gladstone 2v Annandale ... 1 July, 1887 ... L.O. 12
Maryborough ... 32v Woowoonga 26 April, 1893... L.O. 54
Ditto ... 54v Degilbo ... 8 July, 1896 ... F. 198
A PROCLAMATION.
13_ His Excellency The Right_ Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
L
s
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINOTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me rested, I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Road described hereunder
shall be and is hereby closed.
Road Case  No. 2527.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO RE CLOSED.
No.
1
Applicant.
The Lands Department,
on behalf of the
Secretary for Public
Instruction in Queens-
land
Situation.
The road separating por-
tions 3886 and 4081 from
the School Reserve
Parish.
Beauaraba
Ares.
A.P.  P.
3 1 24
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-seventh day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in
the sixty-first  year  of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The' !tight Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPlEIt, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L.s Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
erno ' Orler of St. Michael and St. George, Governor r andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
4 N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Road described hereunder
shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road :-
E.M.-1-7-97-L Road Case No. 1903.
DESCRIPTION.
County of Cavendish, parish of Djuan.
Road one chain wide across the north-western part of portion 24,
parish of Djuan, commencing ,on the road forming the western
boundary of the portion at a point about seven chains from Bum Bum
Creek ; thence bearing 74 degrees three chains eighty links, 1 degree
three chains twenty-five and a-half links, 15 degrees five chains
fifty-three links, and 308 degrees seven chains forty links to a crossing
of Burn Burn Creek.
Area of road-3 acres 2 roods 9 perches.
Land directly affected-Unenclosed and unimproved.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-seventh day of October, in the  year  of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency the Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers- and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  11 The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule
hereto, and situated in the HUGHENDEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for Selection as GRAZING FARMS,
under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the TWENTIETH day of DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK. A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare
that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be 20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this third day of November, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-3-11 -97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
No. of
Lot.
No. of Annual RentA
THE SCHEDULE.
THE HUGHENDEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Hughenden.)
Run Resumption. Portion. rea. Survey Fee. per Acre.
A. R. P. £ 8.  d. £ 8. d.
1 Cameron Downs  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 7,158 0 0 35 0 0 0 0 1
2 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 8,868 0 0 41 0 0 0 0 2
3 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 8,387 0 0 41 0 0 0 0 21
4 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8 4,895 0 0 28 0 0 0 0 2
5 Ditto • ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 9 3,508 0 0 26 0 0 0 0 1
6 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5v 18,900 0 0 60 0 0 0 0 1
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
These portions consist of open rolling downs ,  well grassed with Mitchell and blue grasses ,  black soil, tim bered in parts with bores and
giflya; portions 3, 6, and 5v are watered by the main branch of Landsborough Creek, the other portions are unwatered; situated from
twenty-five to thirty miles south-easterly from Hughenden, on the Hughenden-Muttaburra main stock route.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1t495," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule
hereto, being situated in the DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for Selection both as GRAZING FARMS
and GRAZING HOMESTEADS, under the provisions of the said Acts, at the DALBY LAND OFFICE, on and after
FRIDAY, the THIRD day of DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any
one person  in the said District shall be 20,000 acres. -
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one  person as a
Grazing Homestead within this area shall be 2,560 acres.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House, Brisbane, this third day of November, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty- first  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.--3-11 .97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Dalby.)
No.
of Lot. Run Resumption . '  Parish.
a 1 Logie Plains  ... ... ... ...  Earle
b 2 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
b 3 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ...
No. of
Portion.
22v
23v
24v
Area.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Grazing Farms . Grazing
Annual Rent homesteads.
per Acre . Annual Rentper Acre.
A. R. P.  £ a.  d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
1,847 3 16 20  0 0 0 0 1 0 0
2,000 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
2,000 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
a. The greater part of this portion consists of an open blacksoil plain ,  with patches of dense brigalow and oak scrub ,;  no natural water,
but water can be stored .  Situated about five miles northerly  in  a direct line) from Brigalow Platform ,  between Warra and Chinchilla.
b. These portions consist of well-grassed blacksoil plains, with dense scrub on the northern part of 23v and on the southern part of 24v ;
portion 23v is unwatered ,  24v has a well, windmill ,  and tank - the well is about 1.30 feet deep. Situated from four to five miles north -easterly
from Brigalow Platform, on the Western Railway ,  and about ten miles north -westerly from Warra Railway Station.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
W
'HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twentieth day of November, 1890, I did, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd
section of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto,
and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to mark off the said land, and to indicate the position
on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly marked off the said land, and has
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A. B. P.
7,500 0 0
indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans  :  Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution of all  powers
and authorities in me vested under the provisions  of  "The  Crown Lands Acts.  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington ,  the Governor aforesaid , by and with  the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the
SURAT  LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT,  shall be open for Selection  as a GRAZING FARM,  under  the  provisions of the said
Acts, on and  after THURSDAY, the NINTH  day of  DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN OCLOCK A.M., at the annual rental
specified in the said Schedule  : And I  do hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may
be selected by any one person in the said District shall  be 20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this third day of November ,  in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
E.M.-3-11-97 .  GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE SURAT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.- NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
No. of
*,Lot.
1 Glenearn
Run Resumption. Area.Parish.
... ... Kyeen
No. of
Portion.
5v
Pro visional Annual Bent
Survey Fee, per Acre.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
35 0 0 0 0 of
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
This portion consists of fairly grassed land ,  densely timbered ,  watered by Warroon Creek  ;  situated about twelve miles south -easterly
from Surat.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency the Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-iii-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
T
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lairds Acts
1884  to  1895,"  1,  CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Land specified in the
Schedule hereto, and situated in the IPSWICH LAND AGEV T'S DISTRICT, shall be open for SELECTION as a GRAZING
FARM, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after FRIDAY, the THIRD day of DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare
that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be 6,500 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this third day of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.- 3-11 -97. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
No. of
Lot.
1 Buaraba ...
Parish.
No. of
Forfeited
selection.
2352
£ s. d.'-
0 0  it
No. of
Portion.
12v
[6TH NOVE n R, 1897.
Area. Survey Fee. Annual Rentper Acre.
A. R. P.
1,100 0 0
.2 s.d.
17 3 0
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
Situated about twelve miles northerly from Helidon  ;  rough broken country, timbered with ironbark ,  oak, and gum  ;  watered by Palm-tree
Creek ,  which is fairly permanent.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington, in the
LAMINGTON, county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
Governor.  St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I,
I CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Land specified in the Schedule hereto, being situated in the CHARLEVILLE
LAND AGEN I'S DISTRICT, shall be open for Selection as a GRAZING HOMESTEAD, under the provisions of the said Acts, at the
CHARLEVILLE LAND OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the SIXTH day of DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at
the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which
may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be 20,000 acres.
Provided  always  and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one  person as a Grazing
Homestead within this  area  shall be 2,560 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this third day of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
E.M.-3-11 -97. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN
No. of
Lot.
1
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CHARLEVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Charleville.)
No. of No. of ProvisionalRun Resumption. Parish .  Forfeited Portion . Area . Survey Fee.Farm.
Oakwood and Burrandilla Burrandilla
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.- NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
Grazing Home-
steads.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
A. R. P. £  s. d.  .4  s. d.
233 16  2,560  0 0 21 0 0 0 0 of
N.B.-Subject  to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
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A PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington, in the
LAMINGTON, county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
Governor.  St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  '° The Crown Lands Acts,  1884,  to  1895,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated in the undermentioned
Land Agents' Districts, shall be open for UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION only, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after
TUESDAY, the SEVENTH day of DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule:
And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said
Schedule: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person
in the said Districts shall be  as in  the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this third day df November, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety- seven ,  and in  the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-3 -11-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEl3N
No.
of Lot. Land Agent 's District. Parish.
1 Gympie ... Woondum ... ...
a2  Gayndah
3
... Taughboyne ... ...
b Ditto
b4  Ditto
...
...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
b5  Ditto ... ditto ... ...
b6  Ditto ... ditto
c7  Townsville ... Ettrick  ...
THE SCHEDULE.
W ITHIN  AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection
or Farm.
No. of
Portion. Area.
808 53v
...  3v
... 57
...  58
...  63
... 64
... 6v
A. R. P.
160 0 0
344 0 0
23 3 14
84 2 0
82 0 0
34 2 30
350 0 0
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Unconditional  Selection. AgriculturalArea.
Survey Fee.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price per Acre. No.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. Acres.
9 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 280
12 7 0  016 1 10 0 1
,1280
4 15 0 016 1 10 0 1
,
1,280
7 7 0 0 1 6 1 10 0 1 1,280
7 7 0 016 1 10 0 1 1,280
5 8 0 016 1 10 0 1 1280
12 7 0  010 1 0 0 *
,
1,280
* Section 17, Act 1891.
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
a. This portion consists of well-grassed country, black and loamy soils, timbered with ironbark and bloodwood, watered by Reid's Creek ;
situated about two miles north -westerly from Gayndah.
b. These portions are fairly gassed, timbered with ironbark, gum, &c., unwatered ; situated about a mile north-westerly from Gayndah.
c. This portion consists of a well-grassed pocket ; the soil is a sandy gravel, thickly timbered with ash, bloodwood, &c.; there is a waterhole
upon it ; situated on Cleveland Bay about fourteen miles easterly from Townsville in a direct line, and about thirty miles by road.
A PROCLAMATION.
.By His Excellency The Right Honourable CIIARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIEn, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON Kingdom; Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor.
, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me vested under the
provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER, NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the maximum
area allowed to be selected in the case of portions 51v and 52v, in the
parish of Westbrook (Westbrook Estate), opened for Selection by
$r6 lamation dated 28th July, 1897, shall, on and after the 1st
/December, 1897, be increased from 160 acres to 178 acres.
E.M -27 -10-97. L.O. 134.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-seventh day of October, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CIIARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L .S ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andComnmander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Pro-
clamation , notify and declare that the Roads described hereunder shall
be and are  hereby opened as Public Roads.
DESCRIPTIONS.
Road Case No.  259).
Description  of Road through  portion  130,  parish of Tenthill, county of
Churchill.
North- easterly across  the south- east corner  of portion 130 to Dry
Creek  be aring 53 degrees 56 minutes six chains and sixty links, and con-
taining 1 acre  1 rood 30 perches ; freehold ;  registered  owner, J. D.
Philp ;-Cat. No. Ch 31-2478.
Road Case No. 2650.
Resumption for Road purposes from A.F.  1601,  Warwick  district , portion
24v, parish of North Toolburra, county of Merit-ale.
Commencing  on the south- east  boundary of portion 24v, thirty-two
chains from the Condamine  River ,  one chain wide,  along  and within
that boundary to southern  end of road  separating portions 24v and
144v, containing  two roods  twenty perches  ; holder, W. Collins ;-Cat.
No. M 34-1403.
Road Case  No. 1965.
Description of Road through portion  27v,  parish of Milton, county of
Aubigny.
South-easterly across the south-west corner of portion 27v, A.F.
639, Toowoomba district, bearing 99 degrees 19 minutes one chain and
sixty-eight links, 134 degrees twelve chains and twenty-two links, and
145 degrees twenty-one chains, and containing 5 acres 7 perches ; free.
hold ; registered owner, Annie Achilles (spinster) ;-Cat. No. D 36-1359.
G.H. 226-Cunnamulla.
Description of Road through portion  16v,  parish of Tilbooroo, county of
Wellington-Cat. No. Well.  53-?6.
Road three chains wide along and within the northernmost boundary
of portion 16v, G.H. 226, Cunnamulla district, bearing 89 degrees 54
minutes 30 seconds fifty -four chains ,  and containing fourteen acres ;
1884 Act ; holder, P. Flanagan.
Road Case No. 2167.
Description of Road through allotments 7 and 8 of section  26,  being part
of School Reserve, town of Cunnamulla, county of Wellington.
Road  one chain  and fifty links wide  along  and within the west
boundary of allotments 7 and 8, and  containing  three roods-Cat. No.
C  146-18.
Road Case  No. 2367.
Road resumption from portion  461,  parish of Hector, county of Carlisle.
South-westerly  across  the north- west corner  of portion 461, Mackay
district, bearing 215 degrees five chains and twenty-five links, and con-
taining two  roods twenty-three  and a-half perches ; freehold ;  registered
owner , W. R. Willis;--Cat. No. K 103-829.
Road Case No. 2241.
Description of Road through portion  14v,  parish of Gin Gin, county of
Bowen.
Road one chain  wide along and  within the south-westernmost
boundary of portion 14v, A.F. 349, Bundaberg district, bearing 134
degrees 52  minutes sixteen chains and  twenty -three and four-tenths
links, and containing  1 acre 2 roods 19 perches taken from a reservation
of 10 acres 2 roods reserved for road purposes; 1881 Act ; holder, V.
Murray ;-Cat. No. B 39-156.
Road Case  No. 2458.
Description of T.>ad through portion 6, parish of Booyal, county of Cook.
South-easterly across the south-west corner of portion 6, Bundaberg
district, bearing 157 degrees 32 minutes four chains fifty-three links, 108
degrees seven chains, 105 degrees  9 minutes  four chains ninety links,
145 degrees 4 minutes three chains forty-eight links, 124 degrees 19
minutes three chains, and 121 degrees 49 minutes  nine chains  sixty-five
links, and containing 3 acres 30 perches ; freehold ; registered owner,
M. Drinan ;-Cat. No. C 37-738.
Road Case  No. 2395.
Description of Road through portion  36v,  parish of Rosalie, county of
Aubigny.
From the south-east corner of portion 39v south-westerly through
portion 36v, A. F. 1519, Toowoomba district, bearing 209 degrees 10
minutes fifty- one chains  and fifty-four  links,  and containing  7 acres 3
roods 8 perches ; 1884 Act; holder, C. Wockner ;-Cat. No. D 36-1384.
Nore.-This  road is opened in lieu of the roads advertised for closure in the
Government Gazelle  of 12th December ,  1896,  page  1288  (items 5  and 6), which roads
are hereby closed.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this- thirteenth day of October, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven,  and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right  Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
[L. S.
LAMINOTON,
Governor.
ALEXANDER NAPIrR, Baron Laming ton of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of section 95 of " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," 1,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands here-
under described have been temporarily reserved for the purpose
named with respect to each.
E.M.-20-10-97-T'.
THE ARAM  AC LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK, PORTIONS 18V AND 27v.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette  dated 19th October, 1895, page 894, which is hereby
amended.)
Res. 1895-134.
County of Portland, parish of Wellshot.-Area,  882 acres 31 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 21v, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing 89 degrees 56 minutes
seventy-one chains and one link ; on the south-east by a line bearing
210 degrees 11 minutes thirty-nine chains and three links; on the south
by lines bearing 268 degrees 21 minutes fifty-three chains and thirty-
eight and a-half links, and west eighty-two chains and two links; on the
west by portion 19v bearing 359 degrees 59 minutes eighty chains ; again
on the north by a road bearing east eighty-four chains and four and a-half
links; and on the east by portion 21v bearing 179 degrees 52 minutes
30 seconds forty-four chains and ninety links to the point of commence-
ment;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office-Cat. No. Por 57-61.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
97-13652-K.
County of Wicklow, parish of Eidsvold.-Area,  about 640 acres.
A piece of land on the left bank of "A" Creek, having a frontage
of about forty chains on each side of the intersection by the Eidsvold to
Coonambula road ; as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office.
THE CHARTERS TOWERS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
97-16:92-5 G RESERVE FOR POLICE PURPOSES, OOMBABIA..
County of Etphinstonc, paris/i of West Burdekin.-Area,  2 acres.
Commencing at a tree marked A, and bounded thence on the east
by a line bearing southerly five chains ; on the south by a line bearing
westerly four chains ; on the west by a line bearing northerly five
chains; and on the north by a line bearing easterly four chains to the
point of commencement ;-as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office-Cat. No. B 124-208.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR  WATER.
97-15589-Ips.
County of Cavendish, parish of Clarendon.-Area,  30 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion 235, and bounded
thence on the west by a line bearing north fifteen chains ; on the north
by a line bearing east twenty chains ; on the east by a line bearing south
fifteen chains ; and on the south by portion 235 bearing west twenty
chains to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan. deposited in
the Surveyor General's Office-Cat. No. Ca 31-7.
THE MACKAY LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER AND CAMPING.
97 17423-Mcky.
County of Wodehouse ,  parish of Iiyambola .- Area,  312 acres.
Commenc ing on the left bank of Cooper  Creek  at the south-west
corner of portion 2v ,  and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing north fifty-six chains and sixty -nine  links;  on the north by that
portion bearing west eighty chains to the north -east corner of portion  1v;
on the west by that portion bearing south to Cooper Creek ; and thence
by the left bank of that creek downwards to the point of commence-
rneat; - as shown on plan of  survey deposited  in the Surveyor -General's
Office -  Cat. No .  W 40-21.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERV9 FOR POLICE PURPOSES ,  ALLOTMENTS 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, AND 11 OF
SECTION 1, TOWN OF BIGGENDEN.
97-2112 3-S.G.
County of Cook, parish of Degilbo.- Area,  3 acres 1 rood 8-  perches.
Commencing at the east corner of allotment 8, and bounded thence
on the north -east by a street bearing 129 degrees 24 minutes six chains
and eighteen and four-tenths links  ;  on the east by a road bearing south
three chains arid .twenty -three and a-half links; thence by allotment 1
bearing 309 degrees 24 minutes two chains and twenty -three and seven-
tenths links ,  and 219 degree ]  24 minutes two chains and fifty links; on
the south -west by a road bearing 309 degrees 24 minutes six chains; and
on the north -west by allotments 5 and 8 bearing 39 degrees 24 minutes
five chains to the point of commencement ;- as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor -General 's Office-Cat. No. B 446-1.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION, MOUNT MORGAN.
97-16352-M ines.
County of Raglan, parish of Calliungal.-Area,  about 125 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Horse Creek at the north-west
corner  of G.F.H. 200, and bounded thence on the east by that G.F.H.
and a  line bearing 177 degrees 24 minutes to a point bearing 71 degrees
15 minutes from the north corner of G.F.H. 1008; on the south-east by
a line and  that G.F.H. to the south-west corner of G.F.H. 1002 ; thence
by that G.F.H., a road, G. F. H.'s 486, 397, and 217, a line, G. F. H.'s
329 and 376,  and a line  to the borough boundary ; on the north by that
boundary bearing 80 degrees to a point bearing  350 degrees  from the
north corner of G.F.H . 152; again  on the south- east  by that G.F.H.
bearing south-westerly to Horse Creek and by  a line in  continuation to
the left bank thereof ; and thence by that bank upwards to the point of
commencement;-as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office.
RESERVE FOR POST AND TELEGRAPH PURPOSES, ALLOTMENTS 9 AND 10
97-16551-P. & T
OF SECTION 36, TOWN OF  HERBERT.
.
County of Livingstone, parish of Herbert.--Area,  1 acre.
Commencing  at the west corner  of allotment 8, and bounded thence
on the south-west by Wharf street bearing  280 degrees 45 minutes four
chains ; on  the north- west  by Rupert  street bearing  10 degrees 45
minutes  two chains and fifty links; on the north- east  by allotments 1
and 2 bearing 100 degrees 45 minutes four  chains ;  and on the  south-east
by allotment 8 bearing 190 degrees 45 minutes  two chains  and fifty links
to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited-
in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. H 80-12.
RESERVE FOR CATTLE Dip.
97-18886-P.D.
County of Pakinyton, parish of Westwood, portion  13v.
Area, 3 acres 1 rood 14 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of Westwood Creek at the south-
east corner of portion 12v, and bounded thence on the west by that por-
tion bearing north six chains and sixty- nine links ; on the  north by a
road bearing east five chains and ninety-seven links ; on the east by a
road bearing south  six chains  to Westwood Creek ; and thence by the
right bank of that creek downwards to the point of commencement;-
as shown  on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-
Cat. No. W 46-13.
THE TORRES LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR PILOT STATION, PORT KENNEDY, WAI WEER ISLAND.
97-21119-S.G.
A small island in Normanby Sound situated to the south-west of
Hammond Island ; as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office-Cat. No.  C43-99.
THE ST. LAWRENCE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR LIGHTHOUSE, ALLOTMENT 2 OF SECTION 11, TOWN OF
NEORT.
97-_ 1118-9.G.
County of Murchison, parish of St. Lawrence.
Area 14 acres 2 roods 18 perches.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of allotment 1, and bounded
thence on the north-east by a street bearing 154 degrees fifteen chains
and ninety-one links ; on the south by a street bearing  west thirteen
chains and seventy- one  links;  on  the west by a line bearing north
fourteen chains and twenty- nine  and eight-tenths links ;  and on the
north by allotment 1 bearing  east six chains  and seventy-three and two-
tenths  links to the point of commencement  ;-as shown  on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. Npt. 183-2.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twentieth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
1 in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[ING Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
GoverI, nor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of sections 95, 96, and 97 of  " The Crown Lands Actof  1884," 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify  and proclaim
that the land hereunder described has been temporarily reserved for
Rabbit Board Paddock, and placed under the control  and management
of the following persons as Trustees for th3 Darling Downs Rabbit
Board :--
E.M.-20-10 -97.-II'.
FRANCIS ARTHUR GORE,
WARWICK BUCKLAND TAYLOR, and
EVELYN JAMES METCALFE.
THE WARWICK LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR RABBIT BOARD PADDOCK.
96 5851-Flab.
County of Merivale, parish of Rosenthal.-Area,  about 70 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion 820, and bounded
thence on the east by that portion bearing south sixty-one chains and
ninety-one links to the Rabbit Fence ; on the south-west by that fence
bearing north-westerly to a road one chain wide dividing this land from
portion 542; and on the north by that road bearing  east  to the point of
commencement;-as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office-Cat. No. M 34-269.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twentieth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first)ear of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QIISEN !
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[LS.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMIN(3TON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of sections 95, 96 , and 97 of  "The Crown Lands
Act  of 1884 ," I, CHARLES  WALLACE  ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington , the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and  proclaim
that the lands hereunder described  have been temporarily reserved for
a Rabbit Board Paddock ,  and placed  under the control  and manage-
ment of the following persons as Trustees  for the Mitchell Rabbit
Board :
WILLIAM  WALTER HOOD,
THOMAS ALEXANDER BRODIE, and
WILLIAM JOHN YOUNG.
THE ARAMAC LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR RABBIT BOARD  PADDOCK.
97-21124-s.().
County of Cumberland, pariah of Lerida.-Area,  520 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 89 degrees  58 minutes 30 seconds
and distant three chains  from the south -west corner  of portion 7, and
bounded thence  on the north by that portion bearing 89 degrees 58
minutes 30 seconds  thirty -nine chains  and seventy -two and one-tenth
links  ;  on the east  by portion  8 bearing  south one hundred and twenty-
seven chains and thirty -four  and four -tenths links  ;  on the south by that
portion bearing west  forty -one chains  and ninety -five links; and on the
west by a road bearing 1 degree seventy -nine chains  and ninety-four and
one-tenth links ,  and 1 degree 25 seconds  forty- seven chains  and forty
and seven-tenths links  to' the point of commencement  ;- as shown on
plan of  survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No.
C 228-71.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twentieth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The  Right  Honourable CIIARLFS  WALLACE
[L. s.  ]
LAMINOTON,
Governor.
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities
in me vested  under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation
gf the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the operation of the 43rd section of  "The Crojvn
Lands Act of  1884" shall be and is hereby suspended with
respect to the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated
in the TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT: And
I further notify and declare, by and with the advice aforesaid,
that the said lands shall be open for GRAZING FARM
SELECTION only, under the provisions of the said Acts, as
unsurveyed lands, on and after TUESDAY, the SEVENTH
day of DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCI A.M., at the
annual rental  specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby,
by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum
area  which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be 15,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this third day of November, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety.
seven , and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
E.M.-3-11-97.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
DESCRIPTION.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
Maximum area, 15,000 acres.
Annual rent, I;d. per acre.
On the Expired Leased Part of Woodstock No. 2 Run.
County of Elphinstone, parish (f Abbotsford.
Area, about 1,800 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land within the following boun-
daries :-
Commencing on the east boundary of portion 462 at the
north- west  corner of portion 559, and bounded thence by portion
462 bearing  north and west and portion 399 bearing north to the
6TH NOVEMBEIt, 1897.
south boundary of a Water Reserve ; thence by that reserve
bearing east and north about twenty-five chains ; thence by a
line bearing east to Saltwater Creek ; thence by that creek
downwards to a point  east  from the  starting  point; and thence
by a line bearing west thereto; -exclusive of land. required for
roads, reserves, or other public purpose.
Situated about twenty-threo miles south-easterly from Townsville;
swampy country, subject to inundation.
v.B.-Subject to  payment of the value of improvements, if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CIIAIRLFS WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
[L s -
ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
LAMINGTON
the United Kingdom. Knight Commander of the
Governor.
, Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities
in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the operation of the 43rd section of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884" shall be and is hereby suspended with respect to
the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the
undermentioned Land Agents' Districts : And I further
notify and declare, by and with the advice aforesaid, that
the said lands shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of
the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after TUESDAY,
the SEVENTH day of DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said
Schedule: And I do hereby further notify and declare that
the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall
be as specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby, by and
with the adv'ee aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which
may be sele:.ed by any one person in the said District shall be
as in the sa:: Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this third day of i ocember, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
seven , and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
E.M.-3-11-97.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
DESCRIPTIONS.
THE CAIRNS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 2.
Maximum area ,  1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 49d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, Is. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
C.)unty of Nares, parish of Russell.-Area,  about 100 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land within the following boun-
daries :-
Commencing on the east boundary of portion 5v at the
intersection of Welshman's Creek, and bounded thence by that
portion bearing south, portion 559 bearing east and south, and
portion 565 bearing east to Welshman's Ureek ; and thence by
that creek downwards to the point of commencemt nt ;-
exclusive of land required for roads, reserves, or other public
purpose.
Situated about thirty miles south of Cairns ;  mountainous  country,
granite  formation ,  scrub soil.
THE SPRINGSURE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA (Section 17, Act
of 1891).
Maximum area ,  1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 42d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s .  per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent,  1s. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
On the Resumed Part of Marmadillo Run.
County of Denison, parish of St. Peter.-Area,  about 320 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land within the following boun-
daries :-
Commencing on the left bank of Minerva Creek a few
chains below the north-west corner of portion 36w, and bounded
thence by lines bearing north, west, and south to Minerva
Creek to include the  area  ; and thence by that creek downwards
to the point of commencement;-exclusive of land required for
roads,  reserves , or other public purpose.
Situated about  ten miles  north -westerly  fro m Springsure ,  fronting
Minerva Creek.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CIIARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
tL s ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of section 95 f " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described have been permanently reserved for the purpose
named.
E.M.-20-10-97-T'.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY.
Cem. 282.
(In lieu  of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette  dated 28th November, 1896, page 1178, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Livingstone, parish of Gracemerc.
Area,  42 acres  3 roods 23 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 13.5 degrees 50 minutes and distant
four chains  from the east corner of section 4, town of Gracemere, and
bounded thence on the north-east by a road bearing 135 degrees 50
minutes  fifteen chains an-I fifteen and two-tenths links ; on the south-
east by a road bearing 225  degrees 50  minutes thirty-eight chains and
ninety -four and three-tenths links ; on the west by a road bearing
4 degrees  58 minutes twenty-three chains and four links ; and on the
north-west by a road bearing 45 degrees 50 minutes twenty-one chains
and forty-two and seven-tenths links to the point of commencement ;
exclusive  of a surveyed road ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. C 8-248.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenticth day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the Land known
as Waterloo No 2 Run, in the Burke District, opened to Occupa-
tion License, at the Normanton Land Office, on the 5th January, 1897,
by Notice in the  Gov ernment  Gazette  dated 27th November, 1896,
shall be and is hereby withdrawn from Occupation License.
97-20806-8.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1897.
TT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
1 Land, in the Springsure Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of
[6TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Ipswich Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V.
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the IPSWICH LAND
OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY,
1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of £1 per
square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-21819-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish of Townson.-Area,  about 3 square miles.
The unsurveyed Crown land within the following boundaries:-Commencing at the north-west corner ofportion 31, and bounded
thence by portions 35, 13v, and a line bearing west to the watershed
forming the south-eastern boundary of portion  37; thence by that
watershed south-westerly to the Mistake Mountains ; thence by those
mountains south-easterly and a line bearing east to the south-west
corner of portion 3v; and thence by that portion and portions 30, 21,
22, and 31 to the point of commencement ;-inclusive of portion 5v.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Tambo Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V.  Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the TAMBO LAND OFFICE,
on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY, 1898, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of 13s. 11d. per
square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-22534-8.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE TAMBO  LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Area,-about 395 square miles.
The whole of the unselected and unreserved part of the resumed
part of Nive Downs Run.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the Land as
per Schedule herewith will be opened for OCCUPATION LICENSE
UNDER PART V.  Of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the
NORMANTON LAND OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the
FOURTH day of JANUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.,
at the Annual Rental stated.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane. -
J. F. G.FOXTON.
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the SPRINGSURE LAND
OFFICE, on and after T U !! SDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY,
1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of £1 per
square mile.
All  information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
d b tib bt i li t thl d l l L d A
- THE SCHEDULE.
Run. Gross Area. Rent.
ne y appan e o a ca on omay e oca an gent, or tothe 'Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-21320-3.G. sq. miles. £ s. d.
J. F. G. FOXTON. THE NORMANTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Inverleigh I 6 12 0 0THE SPRINGSURE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT. ... ... ... ... ... ...
ADJOINING} CONSUELO LEASE.-Area, about 3 square miles.
Bounded on the north by the resumed part of Meteor Downs
Run ; on the west by the watershed forming the eastern boundary of
the leased part of Consuelo Run ; on the south-west by O.L. 72 ; and
on the south-east and east by Crescent Creek No. 1 Block and the
Brown River,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th November, 1897.
THE following amended description of the  Reserve for Municipal
Purposes ,  Mount Morgan , is published  in lieu  of that  appearing
in the  G overnment Gazette  of  the 16th October, 1897,  page 842.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1897.
T is hereby notified, for  general  information, that the following
Land, in the Roma Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the ROMA LAND OFFICE,
on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY, 1898, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an  Annual Rental of £1 Os. 3d. per
square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
,97-22446-8.G.
J.  F. G. FOXTON.
THE ROMA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Area, about  715 square miles.
he Crown land comprised in the resumed part of Waroonga
Run ;-exclusive of reserved land and of portions 1v to 4v, 5v, and 7v,
parish if Waroonga.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR MUNICIPAL PURPOSES, MOUNT MORGAN.
97-22098-S.G. -
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  dated 16th October, 1897, page 842, which is
hereby amended.)
County of Raglan, parish of Calliungal.
Area, 1 acre 1 rood 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 80 degrees and distant two chains
and seventy-five links from the intersection of the south-east side of
Hall street by the north-east side of Central street, and bounded
thence on the north-west by Hall street bearing 80 degrees two chains
and seventy-five links ; on the north-east by a line bearing 170 degrees
five chains ; on the south-east by Pattison street bearing  260 degrees
two chains and seventy-five links ; and on the south-west by a Police
Reserve bearing 350 degrees five chains to the point  of commence-
ment;-as shown on plan deposited in the Surveyor-G eneral's Office
-Cat. No. C 311-2.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th October, 1897.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACTS, 1884 TO 1894."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
I T is hereby  notified , for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of  "The CrownLands Act  of 1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the above-recited Act, at the
undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business  in connection  with selections under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868" and  "The Grown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876 will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1897.
District or Place.
Allora * ...
Aramac t ...
Ayr ... ...
Banana ..
Barcaldine t
Beaudesert ...
Blackall ...
Bowen ...
Brisbane ...
Bundaberg ...
Burketown ...
Cairns ...
Cardwell
Charleville ...
...
...
...
...
...
Charters Towers
Clermont ...
Cooktown ...
Cunnamulla ...
1)alby ...
Emerald * ... ...
Esk * ... ...
Gatton ...
Gayndah ...
Georgetown ...
Geraldton (Mourilyan)
Gladstone .
Goondiwiridi
Gympie ...
Herberton ...
Hughenden ...
Ingham ...
Inglewood ...
AlkslVich ...
...
...
I sisford . ...
Landsborough ,.,
Longreach ... ...
Mackay ...
Maryborough ...
Miles ... ...
Dlitchellf ... ...
Mnttaburra ...
Nanango ...
Nerang * ... ...
Normanton ...
Port Douglas
Ravenswood
Rockhampton
Roma ... ...
St. George ...
St. Lawrence
Springsure .,.
Stanthorpe ...
Surat ... ...
Tambo ...
Taroom ...
Texas ..
Thargotnindah
Toowoomba...
Townsville ...
...
Jan. Feb . March. April.
Mon. 11 Mon. 8
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Sat. 9 Sat. 6
Fri. 5
Mon. 4 Mon. 1
Thur. 7 Thur. 4
Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Sat. 2 Fri. 5
Tues. 5 ...
Mon. 4 Mon. 1
Tues. 12 Tues. 9
Tues. 16
Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Thur. 7 Thur. 4
Fri. 8 Fri. .5
Tues. 19
Wed. 20 ...
Fri. 22 ...
Sat. 9 Sat. 13
Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Mon. 11 Mon. 8
Sat. 2 Fri. 5
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Tues. 19 Tues. 16
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 13 Wed. 10
Sat. 2 Fri. 5
Mon. 18 Mon. 15
Wed. 6 .
Fri. 15 Fri. 12Wed.-6- Wed. -3
Sat. 2 Fri. 5
Sat.** 2 Fri. 5
Wed. 13 Wed. 10
Mon. 11 Mon. 8
Wed. 3
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Thur. 7 Thur. 4
Thur. 7 Thur. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Thur. 7 Thur. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 20
Wed. 20 Wed. 17
Fri. 8 Fri. 12
Wed. 6 \Ved. 3
Mon. 4 Mon. 1
Wed. 20 Wed.  17
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 6 \Ved. 3
Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. ._
... Thur. 4
May. June.
Mon. 1  ...  ,.. Mon. 7
Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon. 14
+
Wed. 3  Wed. 7  Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Sat. 6 Sat. 10 Sat.  8 Sat. 12
. Fri. 2  ...  I'ri. 4
Mon. 1 Tues. 5 Mon. 3 Mon. 7
Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3
Tues. 2 Tues .  6 Tues .  4 Tues. 1
Tues. 2 Tues . (i Tues .  4 Tues. 1
Wed. 3 Wed .  71  Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Fri. 5 Fri.  2'  Fri. 7 Fri. 4
. Tues .  6 ( .. ..
Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 3 Mon. 7
Tues. 9 Tues .  13 '1'ues.11 Tues. 8
... Tues. 20 ... Tues. 15
Tues. 2 Tues .  6 Tues .  4 Tues. 1
Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3
Fri. 5 Fri .  2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Wed. 21 ...
Wed. 17  ...  Wed. 19
Fri. 19 Fri. 21 ..
Sat. 13 Sat .  1U Sat.  8 Sat. 12
Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues .  4 Tues. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 \Ved. 2
Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon. 14
Fri. 5 Fri .  2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed.  51  Wed. 2
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Tues .  16 Tues. 20 Tues. 18 Toes. 15
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12 Wed. 9
Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Mon. 15 Tues .  20 Mon. 17 Mori. 21
Wed. 3  ...  Wed. 5 .
Fri. 12 Sat. 17 Fri. 14 Fri. 18
Wed. 3  Wed. 7  Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Tues. 9  ... ... Tues. 8
Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Wed. 10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12 Wed. 16
Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon. 14
Wed. 7 Wed. 2
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur .  6, Thur. 3
Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3
Wed. 3 Wed. 7  Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Wed. 3  Wed. 7  Wed. 5  \Ved. 2
Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur.  6  Thur. 3
Wed. 3  Wed. 7  Wed, 5 Wed. 2
Thur .  18 Wed. 19 ..
Tues .  16 Wed .  21 Wed .  19 Wed. 16
Fri. 12 Fri .  9' Fri. 14 Fri. 11
Wed. 3  \Ved.  71Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mo-n. 3 Mon. 7
Thur. 18  Wed. 21 Wed. 19  Wed. 16Wed. 3 \Ved. 7 \\ ed.  51 \Ved. 2
Wed. 3  Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Tues .  2 Tues .  6 1 Tues .  4  1 Tues. 1
Tu  S. 2 Tues . 6  Tues. 4 , Trees. 1
ii ed. 3 '  Wed. 7 Wed.  5! Wed. 2
... I Thur .  1 ... Thur. 3
July. August.  Sept. Oct.
Mon. 6
Mon. 12 Dion. 9 Mon. 13
+ +
Wed. 7 Wed. 4  We.  1
Sat. 10 Sat. 7 Sat. 11
. Fri. 6
Mon. 5 Mon. 2 Mon. 6
Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2
Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7
Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Fri. 2 1 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Tues. 6
Mon. 5 Mon. 2 Mon. 6
Tues. 13 Tues. 10 Tues. 14
... Tues. 17 ...
Tues. 6 Tuts. 3 Tues. 7
Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Tues. 20 ...
Wed. 21 ... Wed. 15
Fri. 23 Fri. 17
Sat. 10 Sat. 14 Sat. 11
Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Mon. 12 Mon. 9 Mon. 13
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Tues. 20 Toes, 17 Tues. 21
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Mon. 19 Mon. 16 Mon. 20
Wed.  7 ...  Wed. 1
Fri. 16 Fri. 13 Fri. 17
Wed. 7 1 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Fri. 2 1 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Thur. 9
Fri. 2 1Fri. 6 Fri. 3Wed.  14; Wed. 11 Wed. 15
Mon. 12 Mon. 9 Mon. 13
I Wed. 4
Wed.  7  Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Thur. 1 i Thur. 5 Thur. 2
Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. I
Wed. 21 Wed. 15
Wed. 21, Wed. 18 Wed. 15
Fri. 9 Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Wed. 7 \\'ed. 4 1 Wed. 1
Dion. 5 Mon. 2 Mon. 6
Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed. 15
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. I
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7
Toes. 6 Tees. 3 Tues.
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. I
;Thur. 5i ...
Nov. Dec.
.. Mon. 6Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Sat. 9
Fri. 1
Mon. 4
Thur. 7
Tues. 5
Tues. 5
\\Ted. 6
Fri. 1
Tues. 5
Mon. 4
Tues. 12
Tues. 19
Tues. 5
Thur. 7
Fri. 1
Wed. 20
Sat. 9
Tues. 5
Wed. 6
Mon. 11
Fri. 1
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Fri. 1
Mon. 18
Fri. 15
Wed. 6
Fri. 1
Fri. 1
Wed. 13
Mon. 11
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Thur. 7
Thur. 7
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Thur. 7
Wed. 6
Wed. 20
Fri. S
Wed. 6
Mon. 4
\Ved. 20
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
T ues. 5
Tues. 5
Wed. 6
Thur. 7
Sat. 6 Sat. 11
... Fri. 3
Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Wed. 10 Tues. 14
Tues. 21
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 17 ...
Fri. 19
Sat. 13 Sat. 11
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Mon. 15 Mon. 13
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues. 16 Tues. 21
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Mon. 15 Mon. 20
Wed. 3 .
Fri. 12 Fri. 17
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Thur. 9
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 10 Wed. 15
Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed.  31 Wed. 1
Mon. 1 Mon. 6Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 17
Wed. 17  II Wed. 15
Fri. 12 ! Thur. 9
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. I Mon. 6
Fri. 19 Fri. 17
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues. 2 1 Tues. 7
Tues. 2 Tues. 7Wed. 3 Wed. 1
... Thur. 2
Warwick ... ...
Winton ... ...
Windorah ... ...
  The Courts marked  thus  *  are only held for We purpose of den, ing with applications for Certificates  of Fulfilment of Conditions
t  office for receiving  applications.
I  Days  will be  fined when Land Commissioner  visit, Ayr.
In the event of any of the  above days  falling on  a holiday the Court will be held on  the following day.
Special Courts ,  when necessary, in addition  to the above, will be duly notified from  time to time.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Department of Public  Lands, I
Brisbane , 5th November,  1897.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
IT is hereby notified, for general  information , that application
under the 89th section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has
been made  for closing the undermentioned Road; and  all persons
who may  consider  their  interests  affected thereby  are required to
transmit to this Department their objections,  in writing ,  within two
months  from this date.
Plans  of the Road can be seen at the Land Office, Bundaberg;
and Police and Post Offices, Childers.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Road Case  No. 2642.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A.R.P. r1 The Isis Divisional I The reserved road sepa- Gregory ... About
Board, on behalf of rating portion 969 from 5 0 0
Messrs. Broughton portion 904
and Young
NOTE.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the  opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that applications
under the eighty-ninth section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884" have been made for closing the undermentioned Roads; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing,
not later than the date inentioned with respect to each.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the nearest Land, Police, and
Post Offices.
No.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation.
LATEST DATE FOR
1 The Tarampa Divisional
Board, on behalf ofW. Vanneek
2 Ditto ... ...
3 Ditto
4 Ditto
5 Ditto
6 Ditto
*7
A. R. P.
OBJECTIONS-1OTH NOVEMBER, 1897.
The road separating por- Clarendon 15 3 21
tions 99 and 100 from
101, 215, and 216
The road  separating  por- ditto ...  6 2 26
tion 217 from portions 81,
98, and 99
From the north- east  corner ditto ... 0 2 2
of portion 216 northerly
through portion 217
The eastern end of the road ditto ... 9 3 8
through portion 217
The road separating por- ditto ... 12 0 0
tions 54, 53, and 52 from
217, 50, and 51
The road separating por- ditto ... 11 2 0
tions  69, 70, and 71 from
portions 52. 53, 54, and 217
Parish. Area.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
About
The Lands Department, All the roads included Town of 3 2 5
on behalf of the De- within the proposed new Bundabergi
fence Authorities Rifle Range Reserve
8 Grant Brothers ... Part of the road from North ...
Charters Tcwers to Her- Kennedy
berton through Wood- District
leigh Holding, from Big
Oaky Creek to the Dry
River, following the east-
ern side  of the Wild [liver
9 E. G. it. Neumann ... The road separating portion Blenheim 4 0 15
10 J. Porter
148 from portions 125 and
123
The road separating portion Warwick... 3 3 15
lily from portions 117v
and 119v
til Messrs. Thynne and The road separating por- ditto ... 6 0 0
Macartney, on behalf tions 339, 390, 391, and
of F. H. O'Reilly ... 392 from 407, 408, 409,
and 410
t12 Ditto ... ... The road separating por- ditto ... 8 2 29
t13 Ditto
tions 411, 430, and 431
from 424,  428, and 429 About
The roads  separating por- ditto 6 1 0
tions 421, 422, 423, and
424 from 375, 376, 425,
426, 427,  and 428
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-24TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
About
*14 The Pioneer  Divisional  ! Part of the road  separating Chelona  ...  1 3 0
Board, on behalf of portion 833 from 676 and
D. P, Ready part of 744
*15 The Estate of W Patti- All the dedicated roads in Gavial
son (deceased) portion 1, being the roads
separating portions D and
A from C and B, sepa-
rating D and C from A
and B, separating C and
It from subdivisions 5, 6,
7, and 8, separating sub-
divisions 5, 6, 7, and 8
from 9 and 10, and 8 and
9 fr-mm 7 and 10; also
*16 Ditto ... ... Part or t he road separating ditto
subdivisions 1 and 2 of
portion 2 west of pro-
posed new road
13 1 30
No.
*17
Applicant.
6TH NOVEMBER, 1597.
CLOSURE OF  ROADS- continued.
Situation. Parish.
i  I  I A.  It.  P.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-1ST DECEMBER, 1897.
About
The Ayr Divisional  The road separating  por- Kirknie ... 225 0 0
Board, on behalf of tion 20v from 18v and the
A. J. M. Terry reserved  roads through
portions 18v and 17v
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS- 8TH DECEMBER, 1897.
*18 The Caboolture Divi-
sional Board ,  on behalf
of J. F.  Fountain
*19 The Isis Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
A. C. Walker
*20 The Isis Divisional
Board, on behalf of J.
Elwood
*21 The Cairns Divisional
Board, on behalf of
owner
+22 P. Hoskin ... ...
The road separating portion Burpengary
4 from portion 5
The southern half-width of Gregory ...
the two-chain  road along
the northern boundary of
portion 1052
The eastern end of the road ditto ...
separating portion 1028
from 1052
The southern end of the Sophia ...
road through portion 75
The road and reserve Womble-
through portion 4v bank
Charters
Towers
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-15TH DECEMBER, 1897.
About
23 The Police Department The road separating portion Marathon 88 2 0
I  iv from Aramac Holding,
through the  proposed
Police Reserve
21 R. G. Miller ... ... The road separating portion ditto ... I 52 1 16
19v from 18v
25 The Isis Divisional The reserved road through Gregory  ...  10 0 28
Board, on behalf of portion 158v
T. Cannock
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-22ND DECEMBER, 1897.
*26 The Dalrymple Divi-
sional Board , on behalf
of Richard Craven
*27
*28
Ditto
Ditto
*29 Ditto
The northern end of the
70-link lane leading from
Cooper street to Aplin
street
The southern end of Cooper
street from the west
corner of W.R. 211
from the west corner of
The south -western end of
David street  from a point
about sixty  links west
Homestead 2507 to the
intersection of Cooper
and Mill  streets
Part of Mill street from a
point about 150 links east
from the west corner of
W.R. 217 to a point about
one chain west from the
south-west corner of
Homestead 2407
30 The Dalrymple Divi- The southern end of O'Kano
sional Board, on behalf street fronting Home-
of the Mosman Gold ; steads Nos. 3983 and 3539,
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
About
ditto ... 1 0 0
Area.
2 3 21
About
11 0 0
About
1 0 0
About
22 0
325 1 0
About
190 0 0
Mines , Limited and also that part of
¢31 H. Tomkins
Wagstaff street fronting
Homesteads 3539 and 3561
The 10-chain road leading Jundah
to Windorah south-
westerly through por-
tions 4 and 5
32 Messrs. Moore Bros. and I The reserved road through
Baynes portion 56
*33 W. Broome ... .. The road separating por-
tions  616 and 3  from por-
tions 83, 1564, and 1923,
and the continuation of
same road  through por-
tion 1923  to a reserved
road
*34 The Yeerongpilly Divi- The reserved road through
sional Board, on portion 17v
behalf of E. Lowen-
thal
*35 The Yeerongpilly Divi-
sional Board, on
behalf of it. Miller,
junr.
;136 Messrs. Thynne and
9laeartney, on behalf
of R. Dunne
The reserved road along
and within the east
boundary of portion 52v
Parts of Stoncleigh and
Cambridge streets sepa-
rating subdivisions 13
and 14 of section 9 of
allotments 318 and 319
and subdivision 9 of sec-
tion 10 of allotment 319
from subdivisions 13, 12,
and 11 of section 10 of
allotment 319 and allot-
ments 10 and 7 of sec-
tion  CA
Barambah  25 0 0
About
Woodlands 36 0 0
Mackenzie 8 2 0
ditto ... 3 210
North Bris-
bane
37 P. L. Cardew, on behalf The reserved road through Kholo ...
of W. Bindley portion llv
1 320
* NOTE.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
t NOTE.-These roads are proposed to be closed in part exchange for areas to
be resumed from portions 431 and 432, 374 and 375, for quarry purposes, which
roads are hereby closed.
+ NOTE.- The closure of this road and reserve is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of another road.
¢ NoTs;.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out  in connection
with the widening of the road running southerly through these portions.
II NoTE.--The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the opening of another road, being an extension of Cambridge street
easterly to Elston terrace.
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PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Read  Case No. 2290.
IN pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  " The Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended  to open a New Road through the Holding described
hereunder.
Grazing Farm No. 31, Charters Towers District, portion 2v, parish
of West Burdekin, being part of main road to Old Fanning Diggings
and to  Dottswood.
Lessee -W. Stewart.
Any claims to which the Lessee may consider himself entitled
under  the abovementioned Act on account of the opening of the said
road must  be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands within two
months from  the date hereof.
NoTx. A copy of the  above notice , with tracing,  will be sent to the Lessee
within two months from the date hereof.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1897.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Deed of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  "The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the land intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct area and description shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous area and description ; and such grant and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-13157-R.T.
No. of Deed-77,873.
Date of Deed-4th March, 1892.
Name of Grantee- James  Peter  Hansen.
Land  Granted-Subdivision 1 of p rtion 206, county of Churchill,
parish of Fassifern.
Area-271 acres 2 roods 21 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of Fassifern,  subdivision  1 of portion 206.
Area, 269 acres 2 roads 22 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 106, and
bounded thence on the north and west by that portion bearing 90
degrees 22  minutes fifty-nine chains and eighty-one and a-half links,
and 10 minutes twenty-eight chains and eighty- nine  links ; again on
the north by portion 73 bearing 90 degrees 24 minutes seven chains
and nine'cen links; on the east by portion 123 bearing 179 degrees
55 minutes  twenty-seven chains and twelve links; again on the north
by that portion and portion 14v bearing 89 degrees  52 minutes
twenty-five chains ; again on the east by portion 14v and a road
bearing 179 degrees 29 minutes twenty- nine  chains and twenty-seven
links; on the south by a line bearing 269 degrees 51 minutes twenty-
eight chains and twenty-one links ; again on the east by a line bearing
179 degrees 49 minutes fourteen chains and fifty-one links; thence by
a road bearing 269 degrees 47 minutes  seven  chains and eighty-four
links, and 179 degrees 57 minutes eight obains and five links ; again on
the south by portion 149 bearing 269 degrees 36 minutes twenty-two
chains and eight links; again on the west by a road bearing 359
degrees 43 minutes forty-three chains and seventy links ; again on the
south by a road bearing 269 degrees 36 minutes thirty-eight chains
and thirty links ; and on the north-west by a road bearing 29 degrees
26 minutes  three chains and twenty-four links, and 30 degrees 10
minutes five chains and eighteen links to the point of commencement ;
-exclusive of 3 acres 282 perches for a surveyed road, as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No.
M 38-2460.
LAND BOARD COURT.
IT is hereby notified, that a Land Board Court, for the determination
of the Value of Improvements, and for such other business as may
be required, will be held at the Court House, Ipswich, on TUESDAY,
30th November, 1897, at Ten o'clock a.m.
By Order of the Land Board,
P. W. SHANNON, Secretary.
Office of the Land Board, Brisbane, 2nd November, 1897.
LAND BOARD COURT.
IT is hereby notified, that a Land Board Court, for the determination
of the Value of Improvements, and for such other business as may
be required, will be held at the Office of the Land Board, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY, the 2nd December, 1897, at Ten o'clock a.m.
By Order of the Land Board,
P. W. SHANNON, Secretary.
Office of the Land Board, Brisbane, 3rd November, 1897.
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LAND BOARD COURT.
IT is  hereby notified ,  that a Land Board Court ,  for the determination
of the Value of Improvements ,  and for such other business as may
be required , will be held  at the Office of the Land Board, Brisbane, on
TUESDAY, the  7th December ,  1897, at Ten o'clock a.m.
By Order of the Land Board,
• P. W. SHANNON,  Secretary.
Office of the Land Board ,  Brisbane, 28th October, 1897.
Public Lands Office,
Roma,  28th October, 1897.
To GEORGE TRAILL, parish of Bute, near Amby.
UNDER section 137 of  11 The Crown Land. Acts,  1884  to  1895,"
I hereby call upon you to  show cause, at the  Land Court to be
held at Mitchell on FRIDAY, the Fourth day of February,  1898, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon, why your Agricultural Farms-No.
627, portions 108v, 110v, and lily, 480 acres; No. 638, portion 107v,
160 acres ; No. 700, portion 115v, 160 acres ; No. 1084, portion 112v,
160 acres,-all in the parish of Bute, Roma District, should not be
declared forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of occupation.
LEWIS JACKSON, Land Commissioner.
Geological Survey Office,
George street,  Brisbane.
ON SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No. 4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government Geologist.
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFI ICE,
BRISBANE.
J[ AP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets at 2s. 6d. per Sheet, and Two at is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia  on a small scale , illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing the Main Telegraph Lines. Scale, 160 miles to an inch.
Price : Plain, Is. 6d.; coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets ; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony. Price, Is. plain, or coloured
(illustrating the Counties and Financial Districts) Is. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands.  Scale,  12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 49. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catchment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers, &c., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, Is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, Is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts. Price, Is. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta. Scale, 1 mile to an inch. Price,
Is. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
City  of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s.; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, 91.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony. Price, Is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.
Environs of Longreach. Scale,  2 miles  to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall. Scale,  2 miles  to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, 1s. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-Maps of Land- Open to Selection or for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension  Acts.
A. MoDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane , 31st August, 1896.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th duly, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.IT is hereby notified, or general information, that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substituted
therefor:-
Notice is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.
96-2450-Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary for Works.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th November, 1897.
TENDERS.
rGENDERS  are invited  for the undermentioned Public Works.
.1 For full particulars,  see  Government  Gazette.
Nature of  Work, Date of  Gazette  containing  original  Notice,
and Place  and Date to which Tender can be received, respectively:-
BURNETT HEADS-Repairs and Improvements to Cottages, Pilot
Station Buildings. 16th October. Works Office, Brisbane;
12th November.
ROOKHAMPTON-Repairs and Painting, Reception House. 16th
October. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses,
Rockhampton and Gladstone; 12th November.
KEPPEL  BAY-Repairs, Painting, and New Room, Telegraph
Office. 16th October. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post
Offices, Gladstone and Rockhampton ; 12th November.
EmsvoLD-Repairs, &c., Police Buildings. 16th October.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court House, Gayndah and
Eidsvold ; 19th November.
HADIFAx-New Court House. 16th October. Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court  Houses,  Halifax, Townsville, Ingham,
and Cooktown; 19th November.
THURSDAY ISLAND-Taking Down and Re-erecting Boatsheds,
Trolly-way, &c., Water Police Station. 16th October.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Townsville,
Cooktown, Thursday Island, and Normanton ; 19th
November.
GOONDIWINDI-Repairs and Painting, Bridge over McIntyre
River. 16th October. Works Office,  Brisbane , and Court
Houses, Goondiwindi and Inglewood ; 26th November.
TowxsvILLE-New Balcony, Post and Telegraph Office. 23rd
October. Works Office,  Brisbane , and Post Office, Towns-
ville ; 19th November.
PINK LILY LAGOONS-Painting, State School. 23rd October.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court House, Rockhampton ;
19th November.
DALBY-Sanitary Services, Post and Telegraph• Office, Court
House, and Police Station. 23rd October. Works Office,
Brisbane; 19th November.
INDOOROOPILLY POCKET-Additions to Residence, State School.
23rd October. Works Office, Brisbane ; 19th November.
BUNDABERG-New Clock Dials, Post and Telegraph Office.
23rd October. Works Office, Brisbane ; 19th November.
TAMBO-Additions to Lands Office and Court House. 23rd
October. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses,
Tambo, Blackall, Barcaldine, and Rockhampton ; 26th
November.
USANDANGIE - New Portable Police Hut. 23rd October.
Works Office, Briscane, and Court House, Townsville;
26th November.
BRISBANE-Alterations to Surveyor-General's Office. 30th
October. Works Office, Brisbane ; 12th November.
EAGLE FARM-Additions to Residence, State School. 30th
October. Works Office, Brisbane ; 19th November.
AUGATHELLA-Additions, State School. 30th October. Works
Office, Brisbane, and Court House, Augathella; 26th
November.
TEwANTIN-Repairs, Post and Telegraph Office. 30th October.
Works Office, Brisbane ; 26th November.
GOOMBURRA - Repairs and Painting, State School. 30th
October. Works Office, Brisbane; 26th November.
GATTON - Fittings to Chemical Laboratory, Agricultural
College. 30th October. Works Office, Brisbane; 26th
November.
R. ROBERT90N, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the under.
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
Additions, State School, Goondiwindi-H. EvANS-£325 15s.
Playshed, &c., State School, Ayr-D. EDWARDS-£78 lOs.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITION TO RESIDENCE, STATE SCHOOL, BUNDABERG
SOUTH.
MENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
L on FRIDAY, the 3rd December, for Addition to Residence,
State School, Bundaberg South.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Addition to Residence, State School, Bundaberg South."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
and at the Court Houses, Bundaberg, Maryborough, and Gympie.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE,
GOONDIWINDI.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Post Offices,Goondiwindi and Inglewood, until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 3rd December, for Additions, Post and Telegraph
Office, Goondiwindi.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £10, and
endorsed  "Additions, Post and Telegraph Office, Goondiwindi."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
and at the Post Offices, Goondiwindi, Inglewood, Toowoomba, and
Warwick.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
EXTERNAL PAINTING AND REPAIRS, COURT HOUSE,
CLERMONT.T`ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses,1 Clermont and Rockhampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 26th November, for External Painting and Repairs, Court House,
Clermont.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  " External Painting, 4'c., Court House, Clermont."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and at the
Court Houses, Clermont and Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender' will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
s Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
TAKING DOWN AND RE-ERECTING STOCKADE FENCING,
LOCKUP, CROYDON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses,Croydon, Normanton, and Thursday Island, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th December, for Taking Down and Re.
erecting Stockade Fencing, Lockup, Croydon.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "Taking Down and Re-erecting Stockade Fencing, Lockup,
Croydon."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office; and at the
Court Houses, Croydon, Normanton, and Thursday Island.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual  noti fication
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty  for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily  be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under  Secretary.
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TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
RAISING BUILDING AND ASPHALTING, STATE SCHOOL
TEKOWAI.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court HousesMackay and Rockhampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 3rd December, for Raising Building and Asphalting, State School,
Tekowai.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Raising Building, 4c., State .School, Tekozcai."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office; and at
the Court Houses, Mackay and Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1897.
N OTICE is hereby given, in accordance with the provisions of
the Railway Acts, that the Plan and Book of Reference of
the Mount Morgan Branch Railway from Kabra (9 miles 73 chains,
Central Railway) to Mount Morgan, in length, allowing for deviations,
12 miles 61 chains 70 links, proposed to be constructed under the
provisions of  "The Railways Guarantee Act of  1595," have been
approved and confirmed ; and that the Commissioner for Railways
intends to proceed with the construction of the Line above referred
to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference so confirmed.
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
THE ROCKIIA31PTON HARBOUR BOARD.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 3rd November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
j. Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Harbour
Boards Act,  1892," been pleased to approve of the following By-law,
made by the Rockhampton Harbour Board.
HUGH M. NELSON.
VV HESEAS by section 104 of  " The Harbour Boards Act,  1892," it is
enacted  that a Harbour Board may, by By-laws made thdreunder, do
within  the limits of the Harbour all or any of the things in the said
section mentioned  : It is hereby resolved by the Rockhampton Harbour
Board, by and with the approval of the Governor in Council, that the
following  By-law shall be in force within the Harbour of Rockhampton
from the date of publication thereof :-
BY-LAW No. 3.
MANAGEMENT AND CONDUCT OF THE BUSINESS OF THE MEETINGS
OF THE BOARD.
1. In the interpretation of this By-law the words within inverted
commas shall have the meanings set against them respectively, unless the
context in any case otherwise requires-
"Board" shall mean "The Rockhampton Harbour Board," con-
stituted by  "The Rockhampton Harbour Board Act,  1895 ";
" Clerk" shall mean the Clerk of the said Board ;
" Chairman" shall moan the Chairman of the said Board.
2. The members of the Board shall meet for the transaction of
genhral business  at the office of the Board on the third Wednesday in
every month, commencing  at eleven  o'clock in the forenoon.
3. At every ordinary meeting ofttle Board the first business thereof
shall be the reading and confirmation of the minutes of the proceedings
at the preceding meeting, and no discussion shall be permitted thereon,
except  as to  their accuracy as a record of proceedings ; and the said
minutes of proceedings at the preceding meeting shall then be signed as
by law required.
4. After the signing of the minutes as aforesaid, the order of busi-
ness of a regular meeting shall be as follows, or as near therein as may
be practicable, but, for the greater convenience of the Board at any
particular  meeting  thereof, it may be altered by resolution to that
effect :-
(1) Reading of copies of letters sent by the authority of the Board,
if called for ;
(2) Reading letters received, and considering and ordering
thereon ;
(3) Reception and reading of petitions and memorials ;
(4) Presentation of reports of chairman and of committees, and
considering and ordering thereon-any postponed items of
former reports of committee shall take precedence of new
business  brought up by committees ;
(5) Orders of the day, including subjects continued from pro-
ceedings  of former theetings, and any business the chairman
may think desirable, with the consent of the Board ;
(6) Motions of which previous notice has been given;
(7) Notices of motion for consideration at following meeting.
And the order of business at a special meeting shall be the order in
which such business stands in the notice thereof.
All notices of motion shall be dated, signed, and given by the
intending mover to the clerk either at a meeting of the Board or three
clear days at least prior to the holding of any periodical meeting ; and
the clerk shall enter the same in the notice of motion book in the order
in which they may be received.
Except by leave of the Board, motions shall be moved in the order
in which they have been received and recorded by the clerk in the notice
of motion  book; and if not so moved or postponed, shall be struck out.
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No motion entered in the notice of motion book shall be proceeded
with in the absence of the member who gave notice of the same, unless
by some other member having authority from him to that effect.
5. Any member desirous of making a motion or amendment, or
taking part in discussion thereon, shall rise and address himself to the
chairman, and he shall not be interrupted unless called to order, where-
upon he shall sit down until the member (if any) calling to order shall
have been heard thereon, and the question of order shall have been dis-
posed of. Then the member in posse.,sion of the chair may, subject to
the ruling of the chairman, proceed with his speech.
6. Any member desirous of proposing an original motion or amend-
ment must  state  the nature of the same before he addresses the Board
thereon.
7. No motion or amendment shall be withdrawn without the con-
sent of the Board.
8. No motion or amendment shall be discussed or put to the vote of
the Board unless it be seconded; but a member may require the enforce-
ment of any standing order of the Board by directing the chairman's
attention to the infraction thereof.
9. A member moving a motion shall be held to have spoken thereon;
but a member merely seconding a motion shall not be held to have
.spoken upon it.
10. If two or more members rise to speak at the  same  time, the
chairman shall decide which is entitled to priority.
11. The chairman desiring to discuss any question, shall rise in his
place and address himself to the other members of the Board.
12. No member  shall  speak a second time on the same question
unless entitled to reply, or in explanation when he has been misrepre-
sented or misunderstood.
13. The chairman when called upon to decide points of order or
practice  shall state  the provision, rule, or practice which he deems
applicable to the case without discussing or commenting on the same ;
and his decision as to order or explanation in each case shall be final.
14. No member shall digress from the subject matter of the question
under discussion, and all imputations of improper motives, and all
personal reflections, shall be deemed highly disorderly.
15. A member called to order shall sit down unless permitted to
explain.
16. Whenever any member shall make use of any expression dis-
orderly or capable of being applied offensively to any other member, the
member so offending shall be required by the chairman to withdraw the
expression  and to make a satisfactory apology to the Board ; and if he
refuse or neglect to do so before the rising of the Board he shall for such
breach of this By-law be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
17. Any person, not being a member, who shall at any meeting of
the Board be guilty of any improper or disorderly conduct, or who shall
not leave when requested by the chairman so to do, may be forthwith
removed.
18. It shall be competent for any member, without previous notice,
to move for a call of all the members for the consideration of any subject
at the next or any subsequent meeting, and if such motion be carried
notice thereof shall be recorded by the clerk in the notice of motion
book.
19. Every member shall attend in compliance with a call of all the
members, and any member not attending in compliance with such a call,
without a reasonable excuse satisfactory to the majority of the Board,
shall for such breach of this By-law be liable to a penalty not exceeding
five pounds.
20. The members of the Board shall, when a division is called for,
vote by show of hands.
21. The chairman shall, in taking the sense of the Board, put the
question first in the  affirmative , then in the negative, and the result shall
be declared by the chairman.
22. At every  meeting  of the Board, all motions, whether original
motions or amendments, shall, if required by the chairman, be reduced
into writing, signed by the mover, and be delivered to the chairman
immediately on their being moved and seconded.
23. No second or subsequent amendment, whether upon an original
proposition or on an amendment, shall be taken into consideration until
the previous amendment is disposed of.
24. If any words  of an  original question be rejected, the insertion of
other proposed words shall fc rm the next question, whereupon any
further amendment to insert other words may be moved.
25. If an amendment be negatived, then a second may be moved to
the question to which the first-mentioned amendment was moved ; but
only one amendment shall be submitted to the Board for  discussion at a
time. If an amendment be carried, it shall become the original motion,
and only one amendment shall be made thereon at a time.
26. The mover of every original proposition, but not of any amend-
ment, shall have a right to reply, immediately after which the question
shall be put from the chair ; but no member shall be allowed to speak
more than once on the  same  question unless permission be given to
explain, or the attention of the chair be called to a point of order.
27. A motion for adjournment of the Board or of a debate may be
moved at any time, but no discussion shall be allowed thereon. If on
the question being put the motion be negatived, the subject then
under consideration, or the next on the notice-paper; shall be discussed,
or ar,y other that may be allowed precedence, before any subsequent
motion for adjournment be made.
28. If a debate on any motion moved and seconded be interrupted
by the number of the Board present becoming insufficient for the trans.
action of business, such debate may be resumed at the point where it was
interrupted on motion upon notice.
29. If a debate on any order of the day be interrupted by such
insufficiency of number as aforesaid happening, such order may be
restored to the notice-paper for a future day on motion upon notice, and
then such debate  shall  be resumed at the point where  it was so
interrupted.
30. The clerk shall convene every committee within ten days of its
first appointment, or at any other time' thereafter, on the order of the
chairman of the committee, or-of any two members of committee.
31. No petition nor memorial shall be presented after the Board
shall have proceeded to the orders of the day.
32. It shall be incumbent on every member presenting a petition or
memorial to acquaint himself with the contents thereof, and to ascertain
that it does not contain language disrespectful to the Board, and shall
then ask the permission of the Board to have it read.
33. Every petition or memorial shall contain the prayer of the
petitioners at the end thereof, and shall be signed by the persons whose
names  are appended thereto.
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34. Deputations wishing to be heard before the Board in support of
any petition or otherwise, must send in an application, in writing to the
clerk, stating the object of the proposed deputation, at least three days
before the  meeting  of the Board at which such deputation is desirous to
be heard.
35. Any one or more of the By-laws relating to the management
and conduct of business at the meetings of the Board may be suspended
for a special poi pose by the consent of two-thirds of the members present,
provided there be a quorum.
36. In so far as not inconsistent with, or not otherwise provided for
by the foregoing By-laws, the rules, forms, and usages of the Legisla-
tive Assembly of Queensland shall be followed as far as the same are
applicable to the proceedings of the Board.
37. All bills of exchange, promissory notes, or other negotiable
instruments shall be accepted, made, drawn, or endorsed for and on behalf
of the Board by the chairman and one member of the finance committee,
or in the absence of the chairman by twomembers of the finance committee,
and countersigned by the ch rk; and all cheques or  orders  for paynientshall
be signed by the chairman and one member of the finance committee, or
in the absence of the chairman by two members of the finance com-
mittee, and countersigned by the clerk.
38. Cheques or other negotiable instruments paid to the Brard's
bankers for collection, and requiring the endorsement of the Board,
may be endorsed on its behalf by the clerk. All moneys belong-
ing to the Board shall be paid to such bankers as the Board shall from
time to time  think fit; and all receipts for money paid to the Board shall
be signed by the clerk, and such receipt shall be an effectual discharge
for the money therein stated to be received.
39. The common seal of the Board shall be kept in a box having two
locks, of one of which locks the chairman shall have a key, and of the
other of which locks the clerk shall have a key, and a duplicate of each
of such keys shall be lodged at such bank as the Boai d may direct ; and
the common seal shall-not be affixed to any document except in pursu-
ance of a resolution  of the Board, and the sealing shall be attested by
the chairman and one other member of the Board, or in the absence of
the chairman by two members, and countersigned by the clerk.
40. No member, officer,  assessor , or auditor of the Board shall be
accepted as a surety for any officer appointed by the Beard, or for the
performance of any contract made with the Board.
41. It shall be the duty of all officers or persons in the employment
of the Board to report to the nearest officer of Customs anything coming
under their notice, or to their knowledge, whereby the general revenue
of Queensland may be defrauded or the provisions of the Customs Act
violated.
THE MANAGEMENT AND MODE OF MAKIN(. CONTRACTS AND THE
CONDUCT OF THE SAME.
42. Except in cases of emergency, no contract for the execution of
of any work or for furnishing  materials  or labour, which exceeds fifty
pounds (£50), shall be entered  into unless  at least five days previous to
the date thereof tenders for the same shall have been invited by adver-
tisement  published in one or more newspapers circulating in
Rockhampton. -
43. All tenders shall be enclosed  in a sealed  envelope addressed to
"The Rockhampton Harbour Board," and marked "Tender for
," as stated in such advertisement.
44. Along with his tender, the tenderer shall enclose, in a sealed
envelope, either in bank notes or by a marked cheque payable to the
Board, the amount required by the conditions of tender as a preliminary
deposit ; but the Board shall have no liability in the event of the loss of
the said notes or cheque before the same shall reach the hands of the
clerk.
45. The Board shall not be bound to accept the lowest or any
tender.
46. Upon the acceptance of the tender, the clerk shall notify the
same  to the tenderer, who shall be required, within the time specified in
such general conditions or conditions of tender, to enter into a formal
contract for the execution of the work or otherwise.
INQUIRIES INTO COMPLAINTS.
47. Every complaint shall be submitted in writing signed by the
complainant , and addressed to the Board or the clerk, and delivered at
the office of the Board. It shall state the complainant's address or
place of abode or business, and the substance of his complaint, and
whether he desires it to be publicly or privately inquired into and
decided on.
48. On receipt of such complaint the Board may depute one or more
members not exceeding three to inquire into the complaint, and will
appoint a time and place for the hearing thereof, which shall commence
within a week from the time that such member or members shall have
been deputed to inquire into the same.
49. The member or members so deputed as aforesaid shall cause
notice to be sent to the complainant of the time and place fixed for
holding the inquiry, which notice shall be posted to the address or
place of abode or business mentioned in the application of the
complainant, and the complainant shall attend with his witnesses, if any,
at the  tune and place appointi
50. The member or members holding the inquiry shall have power
to adjourn the inquiry from time to time for a term not exceeding three
months.
51. The mode of examining or cross-examining witnesses and the
procedure  at all inquiries  shall be  in as  close conformity as possible with
the practice adopted before justices on inquiries had before them.
52. The member or members deputed to hold any inquiry may
appoint a  competent person to take down the evidence thereat. Such
member or members shall report to the Board at the first meeting after
such  inquiry has been closed.
53. Any person not requiring a public inquiry but desirous of stating
any complaint personally to the Board shall be at liberty so to do, at
such time and  place  as may  be appointed by the chairman for so doing.
The foregoing By-law was passed by the Rockhampton Harbour
Board on the twenty -third day of December ,  1896, at a special meeting
called for that purpose ; the said By -law was duly  published, in accord-
ance with  "The Harbour  Boards  Act,  1892,"  and was confirmed at a
subsequent special meeting of the said Board on the third  day of March,
A.D. 1897,  and the common seal of the Board affixed hereto.
WILLIAM  BURNS, Chairman.
A. ARCH. MAWDSLEY, Clerk.
[6TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
"THE NAVIGATION ACT OF 1876."
REGULATION RELATING TO COAST PILOTS.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 3rd November, 1897.
f 1' HE following Regulation  relating to  Coast  Pilots , made by the
Marine Board, is published for general  information.
HUGH M. NELSON.
WHEREAS  by the 128th section of  "The Nav igation  Act of  1876" it is
enacted that the Governor in Council may authorise the Marine Board
to make regulations for the purposes of the said section mentioned, it is
hereby resolved  by the  said Board ,  by and with the authority of the
Governor in Council, that the following Regulation shall  be  in force
from the date of the publication hereof
If  after joining any vessel for the purpose of piloting her a pilot is
detained on board through the vessel failing to proceed on her voyage,
such detention being occasioned by any act ,  omission, or direction of the
master, owners ,  or otherwise ,  and not by stress of weather or other
unavoidable cause, the master or owner of such vessel shall pay over
and above the amount of pilotage due upon such vessel the sum of ten
shillings for each and  every  day or part of a day during which the pilot
shall be detained as aforesaid.
This Regulation was passed by the Marine Board at Brisbane on
the 5th October, 1897.
T. M. ALMOND , Chairman.
SAuIL .  A. PETHEBRIDGE ,  Secretary.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No.  18  of  1897.
SOUTH ENTRANCE TO IIINCBINBROOK CHANNEL.
LUCINDA POINT LIGHT.NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that on and  after 10th November thewhite light on Lucinda Point ,  visible to the north -west, will be
changed to  a red one.
Charts  affected-Nos.  2349 and 1254.
Australia  Directory, Vol. II.
T. M. ALMOND,  Portmaster.
Marine Department ,  Brisbane ,  30th October, 1897.
NOTICE TO MARINERS. .
No. 19  of  1897.
INNER ROUTE TO TORRES STRAIT.
SHOALS OFF LOWRIE ISLAND (No. VIII., CLAREMONT).
N OTICE is hereby given,  that Lieutenant  Glennie, R.N., com-
manding  H. 51. surveying  ship "Dart," reports the  existence of
small coral patches in the following approximate positions ,  viz.:-
. From a coral  patch with  a minimum  depth of 52  fathoms at
L.W.S. over it, the-
Centre of  Binstead Island bears  N. 62° 30'W., distant  3o miles;
Centre of Lowrie Island  bears  S. 47° W., distant 2-2--  miles;
Bow Reef Beacon bears S . 42° 45' E.,  distant 4 miles.10
It lies directly on the  track recommended and is of small extent.
A coral patch  of small extent ,  with a minimum  depth of 8  fathoms
at L.W. S., was  found  to lie N . by E., distant  5J cables  from the above.
From  a coral patch  with a minimum depth of 44  fathoms at
L.W.S., the-
Cen! re of Binstead  Island bears  N. 43°45  W., disc ant 5 miles;
Centre ofLoiv rie Is land bears  N. 750W.,  distant 11%,§; miles ;
Summit o  Cape Siduiouth  bears  S. 9° 30' W., distant 7 9-,--6 miles.
This shoal is  of very  small extent ,  and has  .9 fathoms close to it.
Charts affected- Nos. 2921  and 2764.
Australia  Directory, Vol. II.
T. M. ALMOND,  Portmaster.
Marine  Department,  Brisbane , 3rd November, 1897.
NOTICE TO MASTERS OF VESSELS NAVIGATING THE
BURNETI' RIVER.
ALTERATION IN DIRECTION OF LEADING BEACONS,ROCKY REACII.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the leading  beacons marking the
channel through Rocky Reach,  Burnett  River, have  been moved
slightly  to suit small alterations in the channel ,  and now bear when in
line W. N.i T. M. ALMOND, Portmaster.
Marine Department, Brisbane, 3rd November, 1897.
NOTICE TO MASTERS OF VESSELS TRADING TO
COORTOWN.
'T OTICE is hereby given, that the Dredge "Platypus', is now
Lr working in the cutting over the bar of the Endeavour River.
The Dredge is to be passed on that side from which a  red flag is
shown by day and a white light at night.
Masters of vessels are requested to exercise  every  precaution when
passing the Dredge.
T. M. ALMOND,  Portmaster.
Marine Department, Brisbane, 5th November, 1897.
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The Treasury,
Brisbane, 3rd November, 1897.
LT IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
.jam Council, and on the recommendation of the Marine Board, has
been  pleased  to direct that the Regulation for the Safety and Safe
Navigation  of Vessels within the limits of any Port in Queensland,
made in  pursuance of the provisions of section 108 of  "The Navigation
Act of  1876," and published in the  Ga7etle  dated the 14th April,
1894, shall, on and after the 1st January, 1898, be applicable to and
in force within the limits of the Ports of-
MARYBOROUGH, GERALDTON,
BCNDABERO, PORT DOUGLAS,
GLADSTONE, CAIRNS,
MACKAY, COOxTOWN,
BOWEN, THURSDAY ISLAND,
TOWNSVILLE, NORMANTON, and
DUNGENESS ,  BURKETOWN.
HUGH M. NELSON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 2nd November, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that Licenses from the
Treasury have been issued to the undermentioned persons during
the month of October, 1897.
HUGH M. NELSON, Treasurer.
AUCTIONEERS.
(To 31st December, 1897.)
Name.
Taylor, Charles ...
Currie, John ... ...
Stopford, C. A. ... ...
Lambert, F. S. ... ...
Kettle, G. W. ... ...
Hunter, Thomas ... ...
Walker, F. C. ... ...
Walton, R. W. ... ...
Boulton, G. H. ... ...
Ferry, G. E. ....
Saunders , William
Carson , R. J. ... ...
Wakeford, S. O. ... ...
(To 31st December, 1897.)
... ... ; Brisbane
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALER.
(To 31st December,  1898.)
Lassetter  and Co. ... ... ...  I Brisbane
TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' LICENSES.
Cameron Bros.
Dixson , Hugh ... ... ...
Gro ss, E . R. ... ... ...
Schafer , Annie ... ...
Virginia  Tobacco Works, Ltd. ...
Spengler , F. R. ... ... ...
Cusack ,  George  ... ... ...
Allendorf, Adam ... ... ...
Bartels, F . H. F.... ... ...
Ramsome,  C. H. ... ... ...
Wulf and  Carstensen ... ...
Ferguson ,  Angus  ... ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Ipswich
Mackay
South Brisbane
ditto
ditto
ditto
Townsville
LICENSED  VICTUALLERS' LICENSES.
(To 80th June,  1898.)
Holmes, John
Phillips, J. W.
O'Nei ll, James
Sue, James
Taylor,  William
Roffey, A. N.
Mansfield, Mark
Peters,  William
Taylor, John
Mathieson, F. D.
McAuley, Mary
Lowth, Thomas
Crean, Cornelius
Name. Packet.
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WINE-SELLERS' LICENSES.
(To 30th June, 1898.)
Name .  Place.
Edg, Margaret ... ... ... I Ilfracombe, Longreach
Murphy, Michael ... ... . Pialba, Maryborough
Collins, John ... ... .. Townsville
QUE ENSLAND WINE SELLERS' LICENSES.
(To 30th June,  1898.)
Keegan, William .., . Georgetown
Brotherton, William ... ...
(
I Gin Gin
REGISTRATION OF CLUB.
Queensland Sporting and Athletic Club, Brisbane.
BILLIARD LICENSES.
(To 30th June, 1898.)
Mackenzie, Alexander ... ... Bowen
Kitchin, Wm. T.... ... ... Clermont
Costello, E. W. ... ... ... Cunnamulla
Moody, John ... ... ... ditto
Ball, Joseph ... ... ... Georgetown
Doyle, James ... ... ... Thursday Island
Pearson, George ... ... ... ditto
Zarcol, Heriverto  ...  ditto
Morgan, A. (President School of Warwick
Arts)
TRANSFERS  OF LICENSED VICTUALLERS'  LICENSES.
From
Cavanagh, Daniel
Lane, Richard  ...
Nolan, Peter ...
Smith, Stephen ...
Connolly, Wm. ...
Mehan, Ellen
McCann, W. H.
Wilson,  Rowland_
McLean, Neal ...
Alnian, Henry ...
Ginn, Emily
Wall, Stephen
McQuade, Norah ...
Parry, Robert ...
Gillam, W. G. ...
Harris,  W. H. ...
Meredith, T. J.
Simpson, Thomas ...
Smith, C. A. ...
Allen, Jane
McGoldrick, A. J.
Stower , Joseph ...
Harris, George ...
Ke lly, Robert ...
McCullagh, Lizzie
To
AUGATHELLA.
... Ginn, Mary Ann
BLACKALL.
.... ... I Lane, Maria J.
BOULIA.
Daly, J. C.
... ...
I
Edwards, J. H.
B UNDABB aG.
... Hairs, Margaret
... Moore, Harry
... McCosker , Thomas
... McDonald, H. E. P.
CAIRNS.
... (Abrahams, Albert
CLONCURRY.
... I Wheeler, Thomas
CROYDON.
Nicholson, Emily
Lavis, Catherine
GYMPIB.
... Cook, Alfred
HERBERTON.
... Henderson , William
INGHAM.
... ... I Abbott, J. T.
IPSWICH.
.. IBullock, F. J.Kelly, John
MACKAY.
... ... I Perm, James
MARYBOROUGH.
... I Beames, E. H.
TOOWOOMBA.
.. Bauer, J. A.1 Pohlmann, Henry, junr.
. Holden, Alfred
TOWNS VILLR.
... ... I Wood, Robert
WARWICK.
... ... I Munro, William
WINDORAH.
... ... I McKenzie, J. F.
TRANSFERS OF BILLIARD LICENSES.
TaldoraMathieson,  David ... BLACKALL.
Bothwell CastleNightingall, C. J.... Lane, Richard ... ... ... I Lane, Maria J.Julia PercyHurford, William MARYBOROUGH.Rob RoyStuart , Charles ...
Adelaide Smith, C. A. ... ... ... I Beames, E. H.Ussher, James ...
I
Place.
GENERAL.
... Brisbane
DISTRICT.
... Caboolture
... Cloncurry
... Cooktown
... Emerald
... Goondiwindi
... Gympie
... Ingham
... Mitchell
... ditto
... ditto
... Thursday Island
... Townsville
Allora
Bundaberg
Cairns
Georgetown
ditto
Gin Gin
Gladstone
Hughenden
Hungerford
Mackay
St. George
Townsville
Winton
PACKET LICENSES.
(To 30th June, 1898.)
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The Treasury,
Brisbane, 1st November, 1897.
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LICENSES  TO SELL  TOBACCO -COnti?tued.
IT is hereby  notified ,  for general information , that  Licenses under Name.
" The Tobacco  Act of  1894 " have been  issued to the under-
mentioned persons during the month of October, 1897.
HUGH M. NELSON,
Treasurer.
LICENSES  TO SELL TOBACCO.
(To 30th  June, 1898.)
Name.
Narain Singh ... ...
Kirby, Walter W. ... ...
Fell, Mrs....
Murray, J. R. ...
Campbell, Colin M.
Hubbard, Wm. ... ... ...
Moran, Martin ... ...
Ross, Dave
Wood, Geo. .. ... ...
Ranniger , Armand ... ...
Manley, Mary Ann ... ...
Rogers,  Ellen ... ... ...
Lisk, Wm. Jno. . ... ...
Burns, Philp, and Co. ... ...
Smith, Jno. Chas. ... ...
Smith, Janet ... ... ...
SS. " Elamang " ... ... ...
Johnson, Thos. W. .,, ...
Herbert, John ... ...
Wright, Elizth.  E. ... ...
McCrea, S usanah ... ... ...
Wood, J. W., and Co. ... ...
Wallace  Bros . ... ...
Fidler and Carlisle ...
Howell, A. ... ...
Hong, Geo. ... ...
Dilger,  Jno. ... ...
Byrne, W. J. ... .. ...
Martin and  Kelly... ... ...
Summers,  Matilda ... ...
Dungarell , Chas.... ... ...
Spann , Chas. ... ... ...
Hunter, Robt. ... ... ...
Brewer, F. C. ... ... ...
Shaw,  H.  H. .. ... ...
Thorley, Edward ... ... ...
Schmidt, C. H. J. ...
Craine, Irvine ... ..
Burton, H. ... ... ...
McCormack,  Jas.... ... ...
Ballat Allah ... ... ...
Purssell, A. G. ... ... ...
Sang  Lee Chong ... ... ...
Sher Mahomet ... ... ...
Whittaker,  Ike ... ... ...
Webb, Wm. Jno.... ... ...
O'Brien, Annie .. ... ...
McDonald,  Elizth. ... ...
Vickery and  Sons...
Patterson , Agnes ...
Atkinson , F. J. ... ... ...
White, Elizabeth... ... ...
Ross,  David ...
Coles, Alfred
Elliott, Chas. ...
O'Donovan, Wm. ...
Glynn,  Mary ...
Harrison , John ...
Jabron, Joseph ... ...
Moore, Jas. H . ... ...
King Ching ..
Roseblade, C. W. ...
McDonald ,  Bridget ...
Anderson ,  August ...
Teale,  David ...
Dickfox, Carl ,..
Johnstone, Harriet J. ...
Parkes, Alexr. ... ...
Thomas, Wm. B.... ...
Cuthbertson, Jane ...
Nicholas, Stanley... ...
Hefferin, Sid. ... ... ...
The Mutual Employers' Company
Manager ,  Corona Station ...
Manager ,  Silsoe Station ... ...
Schureck, Julius ... ... ...
Stilgoe, Lilla .. ... ...
Nightingale, Geo. H. ... ...
McMillan, Jno. .. ... ...
Annan Deen Mulla ... ...
Macfarlane , Jno. H. ... ...
Place.
Alpha
Bowen
ditto
ditto
ditto
Bundaberg
ditto
ditto
Boulia
Brisbane
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Cooktown
Charleville
Charters Towers
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Cunnamulla
ditto
ditto
ditto
Clermont
ditto
ditto
Cairns
Cloncurry
Croydon
Dalby
ditto
ditto
ditto
Eidsvold
Gin Gin
Gympie
ditto
ditto
ditto
Geraldton
ditto
Hughenden
ditto
ditto
ditto
Herberton
ditto
Halifax
Ipswich
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Inglewood
Isisford
ditto
Longreach
ditto
Marburg
Maryborough
ditto
Mungindi
Mackay
Mitchell
Gath,  Thos. R. ... ...
Belstead, August ... ...
Tang Foo ... ...
Travers, Wm. L.... ...
Mason, Ernest ... ...
Wolfe, David ... ...
See Ho ... ...
Ryan, John ... ...
Edwards, Jas. ...
Dwyer, Ellen ... ...
Cifuentes, Jas. ... ...
We Sun ... ... ...
Gillinder, Daniel ...
Brodie, Annie ... ...
Wing  Sing ... ... ...
Hoy, Wm.... .. ...
Mathieson, David... ...
Sloane, Bernard ... ...
Mann, E. H.
Thompson, Jas. B. ...
Chesney, Matthew R. ...
Broadley, Fred H. ...
Hogan, Mn. Ellen ...
Leach, John ... ...
Ritscher, Herman ...
Tausk ,  Herman ... ...
Wren, Mary Jane ...
Pierpoint, Samuel ...
McNelly ... ... ...
Buchanan, E. B... ...
Campbell, A., and Co. ...
Farry and Co., John ...
Vosbeen, H. H.
Howard, Chas.
Holzberger, Philip ...
McDonnell, Mrs. M. ...
Ross, David ...
Hodgson and Son, A.
Johnson Sarah A
Margetts and Wakeford ... ...
Bowden, A. E. ... ... ...
Cowley, Ephraim . ... ...
Lennon and Co., Wm.' ... ...
Aplin, Brown, and Co. ... ...
Abud Zahloott ... ... ...
Whitley, Mildred ... ...
Matsuhara ... ... ...
Ah Man ... ... ... ...
Daly, Jas. C. .. ...
Gordon, Alexander
Carew, Gardner, and Billington
Flick, Andrew C. ... ...
Hutchinson, Wm. J.
Place.
Muttaburra
ditto
Mount Morgan
Normanton
ditto
North Pine
Port Douglas
Rockhampton
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Rosewood
ditto
Richmond
ditto
ditto
Roma
ditto
Stanthorpe
ditto
ditto
ditto
Surat
ditto
ditto
South Brisbane
ditto
ditto
ditto
Toowoomba
ditto
ditto
Townsville
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Thursday Island
ditto
Urandangie
ditto
Warwick
Winton
ditto
TRANSFERS OF LICENSES TO SELL TOBACCO.
From
Chance,  Mrs. Margaret
Smyth and Allison
Harris,  Wm. H. ...
Auld, John
Hay, James G. ...
King,  James ...
To
BRISBANE.
Hindley, E.
... ... I Wagner and Co., C. A.
IPSWICH.
... ... I Bullock, Fredk. James
Bryce, W.
SouTH BRISBANE.
Pedler, Miss E. J.
... f Kelly,  Susannah
QUEENSLAND WATER SUPPLY DEPARTMENT.
T ENDERS are invited until Noon on WEDNESDAY, the 8thDecember next, for Sinking an Artesian Bore on Plevna Block,
Kyabra.
Tenders must be deposited in the Tender-box at the Treasury,
Brisbane, and each Tender must be distinctly endorsed with the words,
"Tender for Boring on Plevna."
A preliminary deposit of £20 by bank draft must accompany each
Tender.
Specification, General Conditions of Contract, &c., may be seen,
and Tender Forms, Schedules, &c., obtained, at the Offices of the
Police Magistrates at Barcaldine and Charleville, and at the Office of
the Hydraulic Engineer, Brisbane.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
T. M. KING, Under Secretary.
The Treasury, Brisbane, 15th October, 1897.
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CAST-IRON MANHOLE COVERS AND FRAMES.TENDERS will be received at the Office ofthe UnderSecretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane,
until Noon on MONDAY, the Twenty-second day of November,
1897, from persons desirous of contracting for the Manufacture
of Three Hundred and Thirty-seven (337) 18" X 24", Twenty-six
(26) 24" X 30", and One (1) 24" x 36" Cast-iron Covers and
Frames for Manholes.
General Conditions.
1. In construing these General Conditions and the
Specification, the following words shall have the following
meanings:-
"Electrical Engineer  " shall mean the Government
Electrical Engineer, or other engineer authorised to
act in his place for the time being, or the engineer
authorised and appointed to superintend the work ;
Contractor " shall mean the person, firm, or company
contracting for the works herein specified, and shall
include his or their heirs, executors, administrators,
successors ,  and assigns.
2. All tenders must be on the printed form, and must be
accompanied by a copy of these General Conditions and the
Specification, duly signed and witnessed.
3. A deposit of a sum equal to ten per cent. of the total
tender cost of the work must accompany each tender. Without
this deposit the tender will be deemed informal.
4. The deposit of the successful tenderer will be retained
by the Government until the completion of the contract to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General or his officers.
5. As the work progresses the Government will pay the
contractor seventy-five (75) per cent. upon the amount of the
work executed to the satisfaction of the Electrical Engineer,
but no more than one payment shall be made in any one month.
The balance of twenty-five (25) per cent. will be paid on
completion of the contract.
6. When completed and approved by the Electrical En-
gineer, the covers and frames are to be delivered at the stores
of the Post and Telegraph Department, Elizabeth street,
Brisbane, free of charge.
7. Should the contractor fail to proceed in the execution
of or to complete the work in the manner and at the rate of
progress required by the Government, it shall be in the power
of the Government, by a notice in writing to the contractor or
his representative, or by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  to terminate the contract  as far as relates  to the work
remaining  to be done, and to enforce the penalty for non-fulfil-
ment thereof, by forfeiting any money due to the contractor,
and the contractor shall have no claim on the Government for
any preparation that he may have made, or for any work that
has been done, nor for any material which may have been pur-
chased by him for the purposes of this contract.'
8. The contractor will have to provide, at his owns cost, all
labour, plant, tools, material, or whatever else may be required
for the due performance of this contract.
9. The Electrical Engineer shall at all reasonable times
have access to the workshops where the covers and frames are
being manufactured.
10. In case the Electrical Engineer is of opinion at any
time before the completion of each cover or frame, or before
delivery of either of them has been accepted, that they
are being manufactured unsoundly or imperfectly, or not with
proper material, or in any respect whatever not in accordance
with the specification or drawing, or with instructions given by
the Electrical Engineer, he may give the contractor notice that
such defective cover or frame will not be accepted, and the con-
tractor shall have  no claim against  the Government for work
so rejected.
11. Forty (40) 18" x 24" and Ten (10) 24" x 30' covers
and frames  are to be delivered within three (3) weeks of
notification of acceptance of the tender. The whole contract
to be completed within six (6) weeks therefrom.
12. If delivery is delayed beyond the dates specified, the
contractor shall forfeit and pay to the Government the sum of
three pounds (£3) per week or portion of a week for every week
above the stipulated time, and the Government is authorised to
deduct such sum or sums from any moneys due to the contractor
under this contract.
13. A drawing of the covers and frames will be supplied
to the successful tenderer, and can  be seen  at the office of the
Electrical Engineer, Post and Telegraph Department.
14. The decision of the Electrical Engineer will be final in
all matters of dispute between the contractor and the Govern-
ment in regard  to this contract.
15. The Government does not bind itself to accept the
lowest or any tender.
Specification.
The castings to be from patterns carefully made according
to the  drawings , to be of the best strong, tough, close-grained,
grey metal, to. be -clean and  sound, smooth on surface both
inside and outside, and free from cracks, sand, air-holes, or
any other defects whatever, run full and sharp to the form and
dimensions  shown on the drawings, and cleanly dressed-off at
all joints and angles.
6TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
The covers must fit in the frames accurately and closely
with a true and well-fitting joint.
The holes for the brass set-screws to be accurately drilled
as shown in  the drawings, and to be tapped with clean-cut full
threads to Whitworth's gauge.
The set-screws to be of brass, with clean-cut full threads
to Whitworth's gauge. with hexagonal heads.
The first casting made shall have the number 3 cast in the
centre  of the cover as shown in the drawings ; the other covers
shall be numbered consecutively from 3 upwards to 366.
The castings to be coated with boiled linseed oil, applied
as hot as possible before any oxidisation takes place, after
which they shall receive two (2) coats of the best red-lead
paint.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1897.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE FROM HUGHENDEN TO
STAMFORD (THE TERMINUS OF THE RAILWAY
EXTENSION FROM HUGHENDEN TOWARDS  WIN-ION),
A DISTANCE OF 39 MILES, MORE OR LESS.TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under Secretaryand Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Twenty-ninth day of November, 1897, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all material (except where
otherwise specified) and for all workmanship necessary for the above-
mentioned work, according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications published in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, the
30th October, 1897.
Specifications, with Tender Forms attached, and all other
information, may be obtained on application at the Office of the
Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, and at
the Telegraph Offices, Bowen, Townsville, Charters Towers, and
Hughenden.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane , 5th November, 1897.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
QUEENSLAND COASTAL SERVICES.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1897.
T ENDERS will be received at the Office of the Postmaster-General,Brisbane, until Noon of THURSDAY, the 30th of December
next, from Persons  or Companies desirous of contracting for the
Conveyance of Coastal  Mails for  the Government of Queensland,
according to the terms and conditions published in the  Government
Gazette  dated  16th October, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Postmaster -General.
EXCAVATING TRENCHES AND LAYING PIPES FOR
TELEPHONE WIRES.
FRESH TENDERS will be received at the Office of the UnderSecretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until
Noon on MONDAY, the Fifteenth day of November, 1897, from
persons  desirous of contracting for the Excavating for, Laying,
Jointing, Making Good, and all Work in connection with Laying, Two
and Three Inch Cast-iron Pipes for Telephone Wires, in and about the
City of Brisbane, according to the general conditions and specification
published in the  Government  Gazette  of  Saturday, 11th September,
1897.
Specifications, Schedules, and all other information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Under Secretary and
Superintendent of Telegraphs.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 25th October, 1897.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 6th January, 1897,
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for  information  which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or  the persons  who were, concerned in
causing an  explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the  morning of  the 25th of
December,  1896; also  that a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the crime,  not being  the principal offender, who  shall  give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
T1 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
j Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid for such information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed all or any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey
that were stabbed at that place on the said night ; and that a
Free Pardon be given to any person concerned in the crime, not being
the principal offender, who may give such information:
' HORACE TOZER.
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COORAN CEMETERY.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd November, 1897.
[TIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of the  " Cemetery
Act  1865," been pleased to approve of the following Rules and
Regulations made by the Trustees of the Cooran Cemetery.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by the  " Cemetery Act  1865 " the Trustees of any public
cemetery may make Rules and Regulations for all or any of the
purposes in the said Act mentioned : It is hereby resolved by the
Trustees of the Cooran and District General Cemetery, by and with
the approval of the Governor in Council, that the following Rules
and Regulations shall be in force within the said cemetery from the
date of the publication hereof :-
RULES AND REGULATIONS.
1. The hours appointed for the performance of burials are from
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. from September to April inclusive, and from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m from May to August inclusive. On Sundays the hours appointed
for funerals are from 8  to 9 a.m. and from 2 to 5 p.m. throughout the
year. No burial will be allowed to take place at any other time, unless
in cases of  great urgency, and upon the written authority of two
trustees , and subject to such conditions as they may impose.
2. The several  fees  and charges set forth in Schedule A hereto shall
be payable in respect of the several matters therein specified. All fees
and charges must be paid at the time of making the application for the
thing or matter in respect of which they are payable.
3. The trustees, or person appointed by them for that purpose,
shall determine the size and position of all graves or vaults to be sunk
in the cemetery. No catacombs will he allowed.
4. No person shall be allowed to prepare a grave within the cemetery
except the person, or  his assistants , appointed by the trustees.
5. All graves made in the cemetery shall be sunk at least six feet
in the ground, and not more than two bodies of adults shall be interred
in one grave. One grave only will be allowed on a 9 x 5 allot-
ment (unselected), opened ten inches froth boundary. An adjoining
allotment  will be reserved  in all cases  for six months ; three graves will
be allowed on the two allotments. The grave in which the body of an
adult has been buried shall not be re-opened for a period of six months
from the date of burial, and the grave in which the body of a child has
been buried shall not be re-opened for a period of three months from
date of burial.
6. Applications for interment must be made in writing to the
trustees  or person appointed by them for that purpose at the office of
the trustees at Cooran. The application must be in the form and con-
taining  the particulars specified in Schedule B hereto, and signed by the
applicant, and accompanied by the proper fees, on receipt of which the
form in Schedule C hereto shall thereupon be given, which shall be the
sexton 's warrant  for preparing the grave.
7. The person applying for the interment must deliver to the sexton
the authority so given, together with the memorandum containing the
particulars specified in Schedule B hereto, and signed by the applicant.
8. The hour named in the application and the last-mentioned
memorandum is to be the hour at which the funeral procession is
to arrive at the cemetery. The hour so named must be punctually
observed.
9. All charges will be remitted on the burial of any poor person in the
cemetery (except in the case of burials by persons under contract'with
the Government, or any public hospital, to perform such burial) upon its
being proved to the satisfaction of at least three trustees that such
person was  a pauper, or that the relations or friends of the deceased are
unable to pay the cost and charge of such burial. Where paupers are
buried by such contractors, the charges will be in accordance with the
'scale set  forth in Schedule A hereto.
10. Orders for interment must be given at the cemetery  at least
six working hours before the hour fixed for the funeral, otherwise an
extra charge will be made in accordance with the scale in Schedule A
hereto. No free interment will be allowed without such notice.
11. No burial will be allowed to take place, except under circum-
stances of  the most urgent nature, and upon the written authority
of two trustees, or a certificate of some duly qualified medical practitioner,
without a certificate of the registration of the death, signed by the
Registrar-General or his deputy, or a district registrar, or a certificate
of a coroner or magistrate holding an inquest or inquiry. Such
authority or certificate must be delivered to the sexton before the
funeral enters  the gate of the cemetery.
12. Applications  for permission  to have a private grave prepared or
vault constructed, or a monument, tombstone, or tablet erected, must be
made to the  trustees  or to the person authorised by them for that
purpose ; whereupon, if approved of, a permission will be granted to the
person applying, on payment of the charges set forth in Schedule A
hereto in that behalf.
13. Persons requiring brick graves or vaults to be made in the
cemetery must submit plans of them for the approval of the trustees,
and construct  them under the direction  of a person  appointed by the
trustees . Every coffin placed in the vault or brick grave must be bricked
in, cemented, and covered with a slab of stone, slate, or iron, and every
such  coffin must have on the lid a lead or copper plate with the name of
the deceased stamped thereon.
14. A copy of every epitaph or inscription proposed to be engraved
or placed on any monument, tombstone, or tablet must be submitted
to the trustees for approval, who may withhold such approval if the
proposed epitaph  or inscription appears  to them inappropriate or un-
becoming.
15. The  trustees  may order the removal of any monument, tomb
stone, or other erection which shall not have been sanctioned by them,
and of any trees or shrubs planted on or near any grave which in their
opinion are objectionable.
16. All monuments, vaults, graves, and gravestones must be kept
in repair and proper condition by or at the expense of the owners.
17. A plan of the cemetery, a register of all special grants, and of
the position of all graves in the cemetery, will be kept by the trustees
and be open  to inspection upon payment  of the charge  mentioned in
Schedule  A hereto.
18. The cemetery will be`open daily to the public from sunrise to
sunset.
19. The sexton has orders to turn out or take into custody (as the
case may require) any person who shall behave indecorously, or commit
any trespass or injury to the trees ,  flowers, or erections ,  or otherwise
infringe any of the provisions of the laws relating to the management of
cemeteries in Queensland ,  or the regulations framed under the authority
thereof ; and any such person will be proceeded  against  according to law.
20. Single graves in the public grounds of the cemetery may be
converted into private graves on payment of the sum of fifteen shillings.
SCHEDULE A.
SCALE OF CHARGES.
Public graves. £ s. d.
A single grave in open ground ... ... 0 10 0
A single grave in open ground for children under eight years 0 5 0
A single  grave in  open ground for  a stillborn  child ... 0 5 0
A single grave in open ground, in the case of burials by con-
tractors, as mentioned in Rule 10 (adults) ... ... 0 10 0
A single grave  in open  ground, in the case of burials by con-
tractors, as mentioned in Rule 10 (children under eight)... 0 10 0
Private graves.
Land for graves (unselected), 9 feet by 5 feet ... ... . ... 0 10 0
Land for graves (selected), 9 feet by 5 feet ... ... 1 1 0
Land for graves (selected), 9 feet by 9 feet ... ... ...  2 2 0
Land for graves (selected), 9 feet by 12 feet ... ... 3 3 0
Interment fee, including cost of sinking each grave 6 feet ... 0 10 0
Children under eight years ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Stillborn child ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Interment fee, including cost of sinking each grave over 6 feet,
each additional foot as under-
For first additional foot ... ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
For second additional foot ... ... ... ... 0 7 6
For third additional foot ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
And so on every additional foot ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
For opening a grave or vault... ... ... 0 15 0
Fir all interments not taking place at the usual hour (addi-
tional fee) ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 6
For all interments where the notice required under Rule 11 is
not given (additional fee) ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 6
For permission to erect headstone, tombs or half-tombs,
upright pedestal, or monument ... ...  0 2 6
For iron label (to be charged  in all cases ) ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
For copy of  register  ... ... ... ... ...  0 2 6
For insl)ecting the plan or register ... ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
For permission to erect a tablet ... ... ... ... ...  0 2 6
SCHEDULE B.
Application for grave.
To the Trustees of the Cooran and District General Cemetery.
A grave in the Cooran and District General Cemetery is required by
the undersigned in accordance with the undermentioned particulars :-
1. Name of the deceased :
2. What denomination :
3. Late residence of deceased :
4. Rank of the deceased :
5. Age of the deceased :
6. Where born :
7. Minister to officiate :
8. Day of  funeral :
9. What hour :
10. In  what portion of cemetery is deceased to be buried :
11. Number of grave on plan :
12. If a public grave :
13. If a private grave, unselected, what width :
14. If a private grave, selected, what width :
15. If family vault or brick grave, what width :
16. What depth :
17. If first or second interment :
18. Nature of disease or supposed cause of death :
[Signature. 1
Representative  or  Undertaker.
Order received this day of 18 ', at
o'clock in the noon.
(Signed) Trustee or Secretary.
[Answers to be written opposite to the above questions at the time
of giving order.]
SCHEDULE C.
Cooran and District General Cemetery.
To the Sexton.
You are hereby, upon the application of , authorised to
prepare a grave for the interment of , deceased, in such place
as shall be appointed for that purpose, the proper fees having been paid
by the applicant.
(Signed)
Fees paid :A
Trustee  or  Secretary.
SCHEDULE D.
lllenmrandunt for sexton to enable hint to prepare grave of the proper size.
Undertaker' s name :
Name of deceased :
Length of coffin :
Width of coffin at widest part :
Hour of funeral :
Date :
[Signature of Undertaker or Representative.]
The foregoing Rules and Regulations  wers made and passed by the
Trustees of the Cooran and District  General  Cemetery  on the twelfth
day of June, 1897.
T. PARRY- HORSMAN, Chairman of Trustees.
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Home  Secretary ' s Office, Brisbane , 5th November, 1897.
T
HE following  General  Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities  and Assets  of The Bank of Australasia, within the
Colony of Queensland,  taken from  the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st July to 30th September, 1897, is
published in conformity  with the 2nd  section of  the Act  of Council  4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing  the Average  Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE BANK  of AUSTRALASIA, within the Colony
of Queensland ,  taken from  the several Weekly Statements  during the  QUARTER from the 1st July to 30th September, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
C' 1 ' ( Not bearing Interest ...N otes in ireu anon  ...? Bearing Interest .. ... ... ... ... ...
AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
Bills in Circulation SNot bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ...  .........Bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .........
Balance  due  to other Banks ___ ---
Deposits
------ ---------
Not bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... 466,514 6 8
Bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... 1 373,425 14 8
839,940 1 4
Total Average Liabilities ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £844,266 7 6
Amount of Capital Stock paid up at the close of the Quarter ended 30th September, 1897 ... ... ... ... 1,600,000 0 0
Rate  of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 per cent. per annum.
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... 40,000 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... ... ... .. ... 812,621 0 0
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ... ...
Treasury Notes ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Gold and  Silver in Bu ll ion or Bars ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Stamp  Account ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... ..
Landed Property .. ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ...
Balances  due from other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes, Bills of Exchange, and all
Stock and Funded Debts of every description, excepting Notes, Bills,  and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Average Assets
AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
TOTAL.
£ s. d.
4,326 6 2
TOTAL.
£ s. d.
240,777 14 2
35,211 4 6
18,788 14 11
705 15 8
34,499 1 1
6,923 5 2
909,067 3 11
... ... ... ... ...) £1,245,972 19 5
E. T. COOPER, Manager.
OLRIC SHAW, Acting Accountant.
I, Ernest Theophilus Cooper, make oath that, to the beat of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful
Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above Bank during the period specified; and that the same was made up
from the Weekly  Statements  thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
E. T. COOPER, Manager at Brisbane.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this twenty-third day of October, 1897.
ALEX. CORRIE, Justice of the Peace.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1897.
T
HE follpwing Return of the Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich is
published in pursuance of the Regulations for the management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDED  30TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1897.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum at date
of previous Report ... ... ... ... 904
Number since admitted ... ... ... 8
Number returned from leave ... ... ... 4
Number discharged ... ...
Number died ... ...
Number absent on leave ...
1
3
3
916
7
Number remaining at date hereof ... ... 909
Admissions :
Mathew Grant, 52, labourer, from Charleville ; last two years
about the Western District, and inmate of the Brisbane and Too-
woomba Hospitals.
William Earle, 62, labourer, from Brisbane ; last two years
employed and ill at Brisbane Hospital.
James Brewis, 60, labourer, from Brisbane ; last two years about
Brisbane at odd jobs, and inmate of the Brisbane and Ipswich
Hospitals.
Annie Maria Bentzen, 56, housewife, from Brisbane ; last two
years about Brisbane at needlework, and inmate of Brisbane Hospital.
Readmissions :
Laurence Seymour, 69.
Grace McMillan, 35.
Maria Rogers, 82.,
John Hawley, 70.
Discharge :
John Hawley, 70; admitted 4th May, 1897.
Deaths:
John Smith, 70; admitted 16th August, 1888.
Andrew Naylin, 55; admitted 18th June, 1895.
William Cumming Blake, 65; admitted 29th May, 1896.
P. SMITH,  Medical Superintendent.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1897.
PAPER, BINDING, AND LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIAL.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Noon of FRIDAY,the 31st December, 1897, from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Paper, Binding, and Lithographic Material required by
the Government Printing Department in Queensland, for two years,
commencing on the 1st July, 1898.
Tenders must state the price at which each article is to be delivered,
free of all charges, at the Government Printing Office, Brisbane, where
samples can be seen, and a list of the quantities of each article
required obtained. The successful Tenderer must from time to
time supply, immediately upon demand, at contract prices, such
additional quantities as may be required by the Department.
A memorandum must be attached to each Tender, signed by the
Tenderer and two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within seven days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance, in a
sum equal to 10 per cent. of the gross amount of the Tender.
Tenders to be addressed to the Under Secretary, Home Secretary's
Department, Brisbane, and superscribed,  " Tender for Paper, Binding,
and Lithographic Material."
The Government will not necessarily accept the lowest or any
Tender.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.NOTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinaftermentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or
before the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central or
Northern District, in which case the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton or Townsville.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Emily Gertrude  (otherwise
Gertrude) Skyring, late
wife of George Skyring,
of Bundaberg , butcher
Date of
Death. Name of Claimant.
1897.
2 Aug. George Skyring aforesaid ...
1896.
Frank Miles ,  late of Cleve - 23 Nov.
land road,  Tingalpa,
farmer
Rose  Wright, late of Sydney,
New South Wales, widow
Daniel Cronin, late of
Adavale, licensed vic-
tualler
Kate Falkner ,  late of
Sydney, New South Wales,
widow
Margaret Laird Miles, of
Tingalpa, widow of de-
ceased
1878.
3 July The Curator of Intestate
Estates
1889.
5 Feb. Catherine Cronin, of the
same place, widow of
deceased
1881.
4 April Richard John Cottell, of
Brisbane, conveyancer
1897.
Hans Heinrich Heinemann , 18 July
late of Mount Cotton,
farmer
Thomas Kay Higson, late of
Rockhampton ,  merchant
Robert Grieve, of Eight-
mile Plains ,  gentleman,
and Edward Heinemann,
of Redland Bay, farmer
1896.
28 Dec. Emma Higson ,  of the same
1896.
Thomas Kay Higson, late of
Rockhampton, merchant
Frank Smith, late of North
Rockhampton, gardener
Thomas Henry Fitzgerald,
late of Brisbane, sugar-
planter
James Hayes ,  late of
Kyuna
James Kenny, late of
Cairns, timber merchant
and sawmiller
place, widow of deceased
28 Dec. Mary Ellen Betzien, formerly
Mary Ellen Higson, now
wife of Paul George
Charles Betzien ,  of Rock-
hampton ,  engineer; Emma
Barnes ,  formerly Emma
Higson ,  now wife of
Charles Richard  Barnes,
of Rockhampton afore-
said ,  labourer ;  Thomas
Higson ;  William Frederick
Higson ; Annie Victoria
Jubilee Higson ; and
Arthur John Kay Higson,
children of deceased
1897.
14 Aug. James Goodsall, of the same
place, carter
1888.
10 Nov.  Jessie Fitzgerald, of the
same place, widow of de-
ceased
1896.
25 Sept. The Curator of Intestate
Estates
1895.
22 Dec .  Mathew Rooney ,  of Towns-
ville, timber merchant,
and Callaghan Walsh, of
Cairns, merchant
1894.
Frederick Mason, late of 25 March George Mason, of Iona, Pitt
Sydney, New South Wales, street, North Shore, Syd-
but formerly of Bowen, ney, New South Wales,
and at one time of Towns- machinery salesman, and
ville, storekeeper Annie Hayward, of Como,
McDonald street, Pad-
dington, Sydney afore-
said , wife of Samuel John
Hayward, of the same
place, tailor
Description and Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed to be
transmitted.
Particulars of Will or
otherwise.
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
Subdivisions 1 to 5 of section 14 and subdi-  Fee-simple
visions  1 to 5  of section 15 of resubdivision
2 of subdivision 1 of portion 32, county of
Cook, parish of  Bundaberg
Subdivision 58 of portion 208, county  of Fee-simple
Stanley, parish of South Brisbane
Subdivisions 34 and 35 of portions 577 and Fee-simple
578, county of Stanley, parish of Enoggera
Allotment 1 of section 19, town of Adavale ...  Fee-simple
Subdivision 24 of portion 80, county  of Fee-simple
Stanley, parish of Toombul
* (See below)
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
t (See below) ...
t (See below)
Resubdivision I of subdivision 11 of section 7
of portion 64, county of Livingstone, parish
of Archer
One undivided half part or share of allot-
ment 9 of section 65, town of Rockhamp-
ton
Allotment 4 of section 6, and allotment 1 of
section 7, town of Kynuna
NORTHERN DISTRICT.
1897.
Letters of Administra -  13 Dec.
tion
1897.
Will dated 20 Novem -  13 Dec.
ber, 1896
1897.
Order of the  Supreme 13 Dec.
Court dated 28 May,
1897
1897.
Letters of Administra -  20 Dec.
tion
1897.
Letters of Administra- 13 Dec.
tion
1897.
...  Fee-simple  ...  Will  dated 16  October ,  13 Dec.
1896
1897.
...  Life estate  ... Will dated  17 October, 16 Dec.
1888
1897.
...  Fee-simple in Will dated 17 October ,  16 Dec.
remainder 1888
1897.
Fee-simple .. Will dated 11 May, 16 Dec.
1894
1897.
Fee-simple  ...  Will dated 9 Septem -  16 Dec.
her, 1881
1897.
Fee-simple  ...  Order of the Supreme 26 Dee.
Court  dated 4 August,
1897
1897.
Portion 363 ,  county of Nares, parish  of Fee-simple  ... Will dated 20 Decem -  23 Dec.
Bellenden Ker ; one undivided half part
or share of allotments 4 and 5 of section 42,
county of Nares, parish of Cairns;  and one
undivided halt part or share of allotment
33 of section 2, town of Cairns
her,  1895
1897.
Allotment  6 of section 3, allotment 6 of sec- Fee -simple  ...  Will dated 22 January ,  23 Dec.
tion 26,  and part of allotment  10 of  section 1894
39, town of Bowen
* Subdivisions 1 and 2 of resubdivision 2 of subdivision A and resubdivision 1 of subdivision  A.  of portion 140, subdivisions 1 and 2 of portion 142,  portions
144, 144A, 152A, 159, 159A, 365, and 366, county of Stanley, parish of Redland ; subdivisions 29 and 30 of resubdivision 1 of subdivision 3, and subdivision 31s. of
resubdivision 1 of subdivision 3 and of resubdivision 2 of subdivision 4, and subdivisions 32A, 33,  and 34A of resubdivision 2 of subdivision 4 of portion 109, county
of Stanley, parish of Bulimba ; and subdivision 81 of suburban portion 171, county of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane.
t Subdivision 1 of allotment 10 of section 8, allotment 6 of section 8, subdivision 1 of allotment 3 of section 142, subdivision 3 of allotment 10 of section 77,
and allotment 7 of section 10, town of Rockhampton ;  allotment 16 of section 35, town of Emu Park ;  and allotment 6 of section 20, town of Hewittville.
Registrar of Titles ' Office,  Brisbane , 6th November, 1897. J. O. BOURNE , Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
1T1AKE NOTICE, that application has been made to bring the Land described below under the provisions of the  Real  Property Acts of1861 and 1877. Any person desiring to oppose will require to lodge, by himself  or his attorney ,  a Caveat in  Form  B of the said Acts,
on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of  Applicant. Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
Eastern suburban allotment 5 of section 22, town of Gayndah ... I William Lawen, of Gayndah ... ... ... 113th January, -1898.
Registrar  of Titles' Office, Brisbane, 6th November, 1897, T. O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
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Registrar of Titles '  Office,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or after the Thirtieth day
of November, 1897, in conformity with the provisions of the 95th
section of  the  "Real Property Act  of 1861," to dispense with the pro-
duction of duplicate Bill of Mortgage No. 163243, from Charles Cuffe
to Matthew Mellor and William Henderson, over subdivision 2 of allot-
ment 1 of section 139, town of Maryborough, being the land described
in Certificate of Title No. 68497, Register Book volume 467, folio 227,
for the purpose  of registering  a Transfer of the said land from Selina
Cuffe to the  said  Matthew Mellor and William Henderson; the said
duplicate having been destroyed by fire.
J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1897.
N OTICE ishereby given, that  I intend, on or after the Twenty-third day of November, 1897, in conformity with the provisions
of the 95th  section  of the  " Real  Property Act of  1861," to dispense
with the production of Certificate of Title No. 103548, volume 678,
folio  38, for  subdivision 32 of western suburban allotment 25, county
of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, in the name of Augusta Hall, for
the purpose  of registering  Lease, No. 313835, of all the  said lands,
made by the Borough of South  Brisbane  in favour of Parry Jones ; the
said  Certificate of Title never having been in the possession of the said
Borough, which is therefore unable to produce the same.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar  of Titles.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1897.
1\
OTICE is hereby  given,  that I intend, on or after the Twenty-
 seventh day of November, 1897, in conformity with the 117th
section  of the  " Real Property Act of  1861," to issue, in the name of
Susan  Ann Badcock, a provisional Certificate of Title for allotment 1
of section  40, town of Dalby, in place of Certificate of Title No. 33528,
volume  229, folio 30, which has been destroyed by fire.
J. 0 BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1897.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or after the Twenty.
seventh day of November, 1897, in conformity with the
pro visions  of the 95th section of the  "Real Property Act of  1861,"
to dispense with the production of duplicate Bill of Mortgage No.
58110, from Alexander Pollock to Gilbert Gordon Muir, over portion
251, county of March, parish of Noosa, being the land described in
Deed of Grant No. 34664, Register Book volume 310, folio 174, for
the purpose of allowing a Release to be endorsed on the original
Mortgage and registered in this Office; the said duplicate having been
destroyed by fire.
J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1897.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or after the Twenty-
seventh day of November, 1897, in conformity with the 117th
section of the  " Real Property Act of  1861," to issue, in the name of
Joshus. Thomas Bell, a provisional Certificate of Title for  allotment 2
of section  42, town of Dalby, in place of Certificate of Title No. 16003,
volume  123, folio 23, which has been mislaid and lost.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar  of Titles.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 28th October, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
WALTER GRANT FORSYTH, a Minister of the Presbyterian
Denomination, residing at Wood street, South Brisbane, in the
Registry District of Brisbane, has been duly registered as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in the colony of Queens-
land, under the provisions of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar-General.
Office of Registrar of Friendly Societies,
Brisbane, 1st November, 1897.
" THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.
THE St. Stephen's Pittsworth Branch is registered as a Branch of
the Hibernian Australasian Catholic Benefit Society, Brisbane
District, under  "The Friendly  Societies  Act of  1894," this first day
of November, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE,  Registrar  of Friendly Societies.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
N Office for the transaction of all business connected with the
A above is  now open in a portion of the Ports and Harbours
Office,  at the corner  of Margaret and  Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices  are conducted by the Assistant Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns  in the Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers in charge, stating  the class of men required, the work to be
done,  and the  wages offered  ; and applicants  seeking  work should
personally  register  their names and addresses.
Information  respecting  the condition of the Labour Market in
every district  is always  obtainable at the Head Office.
J. O'N. BRENAN, Officer in Charge.
[6TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
CITY OF BRISBANE.STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of the
BRISBANE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL from 1st January to 30th June,
1897.
1896.
31st December-
DR.
To Cash on hand ... ... ...
„ Dishonoured Cheques ... ...
„ Metal, Setts, &c.... ... ...
1897.
30th June-
To General Rates-
East Ward
West Ward ... ... ...
North Ward ... ... ...
Valley Ward ... ... ...
Kangaroo  Point Ward ...
„ Cleansing  Rates  ... ... ...
„ Special  Rates ... ... ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
„ East Waid (Rent of Shelter-sheds) ...
„ West Ward (Ithaca Shire) ... ...
West Ward (Toowong Shire) ... ...
Valley Ward (Booroodabin Board) ...
Kangaroo Point Ward (South Brisbane
Council) .. ... ... ...
Ferry Rents and Dues  ... ... ...
Market Rents-
Eagle Street  ... ... ... ...
Roma Street  ... ... ... ...
Wharves-
Boundary Street ... ... ...
Eagle Street  ... ... ... ...
Petrie's Bight  ... ... ... ...
North Quay ... ... ... ...
Arthur- street Baths ... ... ...
Sanitary  Work (Government) ... ...
Endowment on Rates
Contract Deposits
...
...
... ...
... ...
Town Hall Reserve ... ... ...
Town Hall  ... ... ... ... ...
Reserves, Kangaroo Point ... ...
„
City of Brisbane Debentures, Series C
Sundt ies-
£ s. d. £ s. d.
... 379 1 2
... 75 5 10
... 364 19 10
1,706 19 4
2,505 5 7
446 12 8
534 6 2
868 8 3
5615 12 0
...
,
3,873 7 it
... 1 9 6
... 13 2 6
... 5 3 3
... 28 10 3
... 42 15 4
... 69 19 4
... 1,500 10 4
312 6 0
631 5 0
943 11 0
250 0 0
1,050 0 0
2,193 6 8
10 10 0
-- 3 503 16 8
...
,
7 10 0
... 450 0 0
... 3,356 11 10
... 191 13 0
... 92 0 0
... 549 9 0
... 18 13 4
... 20,000 0 0
Permits ... ... ... ... ... 60 10 0
Lodging-houses ... ... ... ... 33 12 0
Weights, Scales, &c. ... ... ... 81 12 0
Dog Registrations ... ... ... 90 12 6
Police Fines
Labour ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
30
24
6 6
7 3
Sundries ... ... ... ... ... 21 1 3
Stone Crossings... ... ... ... 7 13 4
Goat Registrations ... ... ... 6 5 0
f, Union Bank of Australia
1896.
31st December-
By Union Bank of Australia
1897.
30th June-
By Works--
East  Ward ... ...
West Ward ... .. ...
North Ward ... ...
Valley Ward ...
Kangaroo  Point Ward ...
Sanitary Work ...
Watering Streets-
...
East Ward ...
West Ward ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
North Ward ... ... ...
Valley Ward ... ... ... ...
Lighting Streets ... ... ... ...
Ferry Wages, &c.
Market-
... ...
Eagle  Street  ... ... ... ...
Roma Street ... ... ... ...
„ Loan  Account-
Concrete Watertables ... ... ...
Advertising, &c. ...
Stamp Duty ... ... ... ...
„
Wharves-Boundary Street
'
... ... ...
Petrie s Bight ...Sanitar ... ... ...
North Quay ... ... ... ...
CR.
3,55 19 10
... 11,533 8 6
£52,918 10 5
2,696 1  5
1,314 6 2
2,334 10 8
1,170 14 5
2,324 0 2
1,026 13 4
- 8,170 4 9
6,838 5 1
229 0 9
263 13 9
104 16 11
173 16 6
771 7 11
... 1,525 16 10
... 1,649 13 1
3 12 6
238 12 10
1j'16 6
71 4 8
242 5 4
1,259 9 0
89 1 2
101t 8
57 7 33 16 8
3 2 3
74 17 10
Advertising, Printing, and Stationery ... 206 0 5
Arthur-street Baths ... ... ...
Contract Deposits ... ... ...
„ Interest on-
Debentures ... ... ... ...
Contract Deposits ... ... ...
Overd raft  ... ... ... ...
Reserves-Labour, &c. ... ... ...
Machinery and Tools ...
S i
... ...
alar es ... ...
Metal, &c., in Stock
...
...
... ...
...
,, Diamond Jubilee Celebrations ... ...
Town Hall Reserve ...
„ Town Hall Furniture ... ... ...
„ Town Hall ... ... ... ... ...
... 36 10 0
... 423 16 0
4,875 0 0
14 15 0
86 10 9
4,976 5 9
... 429 1 7
... 474 12 10
... 1,953 8 9
...
539 16 11
... 596 4 8
... 123 16 0
... 10 0 0
... 176 11 9
No. 105. VOL. LSYIII.]
CR.--continued.
By Contingencies- £ s. d. £
The Mayor  ... ... ... ... 250 0 0
Sundries  ... ... ... ... ... 126 18 10
Election Expenses ... ... ... 90 9 1
Law Costs  ... ... ... ... 57 9 0
Labour  ... ... ... ... ... 57 7 8
Auditors '  Fees ... ... ... ... 60 0 0
Clerical Work  ... ... ... ... 53 4 3
Stamps ... ... ... 30 0 0
General Hospital ... ... ... 25 0 0
Children 's Hospital ... ... ... 10 10 0
Insurance  ... ... ... ... 13 0 0
Levelling Staff  ... 11 4 6
Telephone  ... ... ... ... 9 0 0
„ Union Bank of Australia, Debenture
Account ... ... ... ... ...
„ Cash on Hand ... ... ...
Dishonoured Cheques ... ... ...
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
1897. DR.
30th June- £ s. d.
To City of Brisbane Debentures-
Series A ... ... ... ... ... 75,000 0 0
Series B ... ... ... ... ... 150,000 0 0
Series C ... ... ... ... ... 20,000 0 0
„ Union Bank of Australia ... ... ...
„ Contract Deposits ... ... ... ...
Unpaid Accounts ... ... ... ...
„ Balance ... ... ... ... ... ...
30th June- On.
By Union Bank of Australia, Debenture
Account ... ... ...
Properties-
Arthur- street Baths  ... ... ... 2,892
Land, Ann Street ... ... ... 2,204
Market Reserves-
Eagle Street  ... ... ... ... 93,265
Roma Street  ... ... ... ... 43,800
Land, Roma  Street  ... ... ... 69,350
Town  Hall ... ... ... ... 53,810
Wharves-
Boundary Street ... ... ... 7,800
Eagle Street  ... ... ... 103,760
Petrie's Bight... ... ... ... 173,140
North Quay  .. ... ... ... 2,000
Sanitary ... ... ... ... 1,437
Land, Kangaroo  Point 1,350
rrFerry Plant ...
rfMachinery and Tools ...
Metal, &c., in Stock ...
Town Hall-
Reserve (Building) ... ... ... ...
Furniture ... ... ... ... ...
rrWatering Streets-Appliances ... ...
rrPlans of Wood-paving ... ... ... ...
Dishonoured Cheques ... ... ... ...
Rents ... ... ... ... ... ...
Suspense Account ... ... ...
Government ... ... ... ... ...
rrRates ...
rrCash on  Hand ... ... ... ... ...
87 5 10
429 0 7
88 1 5
425 2 9
229 18 5
DEBENTURE ACCOUNT.
SERIES C.
Amount Authorised,  £80,000.  Amount Issued,  £ 20,000.
1897.
30th June- DR. £ s. d.
To Amount Subscribed as, per Debenture
30th June-
By Concrete Watertables-
East Ward ...
West Ward ... ...
North Ward
Valley Ward .
Kangaroo Point  Ward
Stamp Duty .. .
Union Bank of Australia
CR.
...
794
999 [6TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
S. d. CONTRACTS  ENTERED INTO.Twenty-five Contracts-Amount, £10 ,741 14s.  4d.; Expended,
£ 9,631 17s.  3d.; Balance, £1,106 17s. 1d.
W. HENRY G. MARSHALL,  Town Clerk.
ROBERT  B. HALL,  City Treasurer.
We, the undersigned ,  hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Brisbane Municipal Council,
and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Municipal  Chambers,  29th  July, 1897:
W. D. SYM, llCityAuditors.A. S. LANG,  J
Examined and allowed  by the Council  the twenty -third day of
August, 1897.
JOHN McMASTER, Mayor.
2452 120s.
3 4
18,669 6 4
154 19 8
35 11) 0
£52,918 10 5
£
DIVISION OF BARCOO.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE for
Twelve Months ended 31st December, 1896.
1896.
s. d.
RECEIPTS.
1st January-  £ s. d.
To Balance in Bank of New South Wales, Longreach ... 271 2 10
„ Cash in hand ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 3 6
21st May-
To Endowment ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 6 10
245,000 0
11,533 8
746 3
780 0
342,448 10
£600,508 1 11
0 0
2 6
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
5 9
0 0
18,669
31st December-
To Rates received ...
Goat Fees ...
„ Boat Fees ...
„ Hire of Hall
Dog Fees
31st December- EXPENDITURE.
By Divisional Hall .. ... ... ... ...
„ Bimerah-Jundah Road ... ... ... ...
„ Warbreccan Road ... ... ...
rr Plant ... ... ... ...
„ Isisford Streets ... ... ... ... ...
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... ... ...
6 4
General Expenses ... ... ... ...
Hay ... ... ... ... ...
Wild Horse Creek ... ... ... ...
Salaries . ... ... ... ... ... ...
Barcoo Road ... ...
Jundah Streets ... ... ... ... ...
Thompson Road, Jundah ... ... ... ...
Thompson Road, Stonehenge ... ...
Emmett Downs Road
Balance in Bank of New South Wales, Longreach
Cash in hand ... ... ... ... ... ...
481 19 9j16 16 0
9 0 0
2 0 0
9 15 0
£796 3 11j
1 12 0
58 8 0
100
19 19 0
11 5 0
6 3 11
87 6
2 4
14 0
200 0
33 12
14 8
2 8
70 17
20 0
240 16
12 3
554,838 8 3
7,265 15 0
2,042 10 0
539 16 11
400 0 0
526 7 2
541 10 0
492 16 6
35 19 0
545 9 8
35 0 0
32 2 10
14,388 0 7
154 19 8
£600,508 1 11
£796 3 11j
BALANCE-SHEET, 31ST DECEMBER, 1896.
£ s d.
To  Divisional Hall ... ... ... ... ... ... 257 14 0
rrBoats ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 81 14 8
rrOffice Furniture ... ... ... ... ... ... 45 1 6
rrBank of New South Wales, Longr each ... ... ... 240 16 4
rrCash in hand ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 12 3 6
£637 10 0
By Capital Account ... ... ... ... ... ... £637 10 0
CHARLES WRAY, Clerk. JAS. WILEY, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have  examined all
Books of Accounts and Vouchers kept by the Board of the Division of
Barcoo, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
s. d.
2433
A. F. ASHBY, ) Auditors.L. J. S. McKAY, f
27s.
IN THE MATTER OF THE QUEENSLANI) INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION COMPANY, LIMITED.
20,000 0 0
N Companyis hereby given, that the Creditors of the abovenamedl ompany are required, on or before the Thirtieth day of
1,259 9 0
71 4 8
18,669 6 4
November, 1897, to send their names and addresses, and the particulars
of their debts or claims, and the names and addresses of their solicitors,
if any, to Thomas Welsby, of Creek street, Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, accountant, the Liquidator of the said Company, and if
so required, by notice in writing from the said Liquidator, are, by their
solicitors, to come in and prove their said debts or claims at such time
and place as shall be specified in such notice, or in default thereof
they will be excluded from the benefit of any distribution made before
such debts are proved. .
£20,000 0 0
RATES. MADE  FOR THE YEAR 1897.
Ward. General  Rates .  Cleansing Rates.
Dated this twenty-second day of October, 1897.
2434
THYNNE AND MACARTNEY,
Solicitors for the abovenamed Thomas  Welsby,  Brisbane.
8s.
BRILLIANT EXTENDED BLOCK GOLD-MINING COMPANY,
LIMITED, IN LIQUIDATION.
A will
Meeting of the members of the  abovenamed Company
 be held at the  Registered  Office,  Mosman street ,  Charters
Towers, on  MONDAY, the 20th December, 1897, at 4. 30 p.m.
Business .-To  receive Liquidator' s Report and Statement of
£ s. d.
East Ward 6,196 1 5
West Ward ... ... 7,018 6 0
North Ward ... ... 1,558 7 10Valley Ward ...  2,261  7
Kangaroo Point Ward ... 964 4 6
Accounts.
Totals ... ... ... £17,998 1 4 £14,405 10 7 £32,403 11 11 J. 34ORTIMER HASTINGS,  Liquidator.
2436 3e. 6d.
Totals.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
3,147 16 6 9, 343 17 11
4,168 12 6 11,186 18 6
2,945 4 3 4,503 12 1
2,810 1 2 5,071 2 91,333 16 2 2,298 0 8
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DIVISION OF BELMONT.
NOTICE UNDER "THE VALUATION AND RATING ACT OF 1890" (SIXTH SCHEDULE).
OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned sums of money are now due and unpaid to the Board of the Division of Belmont
for Rates in respect of lands hereunder described and as respectively set forth against the reputed owners thereof.
Payment of the said sums, together with costs, is hereby demanded.
If the said sum or sums is or are not paid within three months from the date of this notice, the Board of the Division of Belmont will
take possession of and lease the said lands, under the provisions of  " The Valuation and Rating Act of  1890."
Board's Office, Carina, 18th October, 1897. EDWD. SLAUGHTER, Divisional Clerk.
Reputed Owner. Or Other Person Interested.
Moffat, Ada ... ...
Moffat, Ada ... ... ... ...
Moffat, Ada ... ... ... ...
Moffat, Ada ... ...
Moffat, John James ... ...
Neich, Emanuel ... ... ... ...
Neich, Emanuel ... ... ... ... ...Neicb, Emanuel ... ... ...
Neich, Emanuel ... ... ... ...
Neich, Emanuel ... ... ... ...
Neich, Emanuel .. ...
Davis, William Lovel ... ...
...
...
...
...
Davis, William Lovel ... ...
Davis, William Lovel ... ... ... ...
McMicking, Alexander ... ... ...
McMicking, Alexander ... ... ...
McMicking, Alexander ... ... ...
Moodie, Jean Giffen ...
Moodie, Elizabeth Catherine ...
Horsley, William Thornton ... ... Norman Eugene Amos ...
Boorman, Charles Edward ... ... ..,
Markland, Ann ...
Watkin, John Wesley ...
...
... ...
..,
...
Mackay, Charles ... ... ... ... ...
Green, Henry
Gannon, Frederick ...
Gannon, Frederick ... ...
Gannon, Frederick ... ...
Cameron, Elizabeth ... ...
Crosby, Thomas ... ... ...
Crosby, Thomas ... . ... ...
Yonge, Arthur Kenneth Duke
Td SEstate of John C. Wilson
Hall, Thomas ... ...
...
...
... rusteeym,William Davi
Whitaker, Rhodes ... ...
Lee, John Charles
DESCRIPTION or PROPERTIES.
Amount of
Parish. ^r Rates Due.
Portion. Subdivision.
£ s. d.
Tingalpa  229 28  0 12 0
ditto  233 ... 290/1, 318/20 2 7 0
ditto  274 ...  366 0 12 0
ditto 236 292/3, 316/7 1 12 0
ditto  229 ... 133/4. ...  2 13 8
ditto  228, 235 ...  38/41 2 8 0
ditto  265 and 266  90/2, 143/7  3 19 0
ditto  234, 235 ... 113/118 ...  2 4 0
ditto  273 ...  364A, 364B  0 12 0
ditto  275, 274 ...  368  0 12 0
ditto  275 ...  381A 0 12 0
ditto  264 ...  85 and 151  210 6
148/50  10 16 2ditto  265  86/89,
ditto  273 ...  361A, 361B  180
ditto  276 ... 277/79, 330/2  6 16 4
ditto  273 264 345 2 5 6...
ditto  273 ...
, ...362B  ...  1 3 0
ditto 234 120, 121 ...  2 4 9ditto 234 122123 2 4 9, .....
ditto 234,238  ... ...  196/199,216/219 ...  3 11 0
ditto  275 370 0 15 0
232 186/191 225/228.230 231 10 7 0ditto  229 , .., , ,
ditto  234, 238 ... ... 200/210 ... ...  4 14  0
ditto  275 ... ... 371 ... ... 1 0 6
ditto 275  382 ... ... 1 0 6
239 211/215238237 2 15 0ditto  236 ... ...,, ,
ditto  236,237 ... ... 294/296, 311/315... 4 0 0
ditto  275 382A, 383 0 18 0
ditto  231 ... 229 ... ... 1 19 10
ditto 271 ... 356A ... ... 1 14 0
ditto  272 ...  357B  ... ... 1 14 0
ditto  272 ...  358B  ... 1 14 0
ditto  272 ...  359A, 359B, 360A 0 18 0
ditto 274  276A ... ... 1 14 0
ditto  3.86 ... 6 ... ... ... 1 18 6
ditto  183 3 0 0
2465
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Archibald Ferguson
Hamilton, of Bundaberg, in the colony of Queensland, saddler,
by the said Archibald Ferguson Hamilton.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Archibald Ferguson Hamilton be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Archibald Ferguson Hamilton,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court on THURSDAY, the Eighteenth day of November, 1897,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said Archibald Ferguson Hamilton shall, on the Sixteenth
day of November, 1897, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences, so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this first day of November,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
C. F. NIELSON, Insolvent's Solicitor, Bundaberg.
Town Agents-BERNAYS AND. OSBORNE, Brisbane.
13s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Edwin  Vincent
Webber, of Bundaberg ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  punt-driver,
by the said Edwin Vincent  Webber.UPON the hearing of this Petition  this  day, it is ordered that the
said Edwin Vincent Webber be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in form a' pauperis, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Edwin Vincent  Webber, for
the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
70s.
Court on THURSDAY, the Eighteenth  day of November ,  1897, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the said
Edwin Vincent Webber shall ,  on the Sixteenth day of November, 1897,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate state-
ment, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and
of the names and residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of  the Court  this  first day of November, 1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
C. F. NIELSON,  Insolvent 's Solicitor ,  Bundaberg.
Town Agents - BERNAYS AND OSBORNE, Brisbane.
12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY..
In forma pauperis.
MR. JusTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against William Ashby, of
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, carpenter, by the said
William Ashby.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered thatthe said Will am Ashby be and he is hereb  adjudged insolvent
in formic pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said William Ashby, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Eighteenth day of November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said William Ashby shall, on the
Sixteenth day of November, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this first day of November,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
BOUCIIARD AND HOLLAND,
Oakden Chambers, Queen street, Brisbane,
13s. 6d. Solicitors for the Insolvent.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma' pauperis.
MR.  JUSTICE  REAL.
In the  Matter of an Insolvency Petition against  William Smith, of
Fortitude  Valley, near  Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland,
painter.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition  this  day, it is ordered  that the
said William Smith be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent  in
forma  pauperis ,  and that James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said  William Smith, for the
election of a Trustee ,  be held  at the  Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Eighteenth day of November , 1897,  at Eleven o ' clock in
the forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the said  William Smith
shall, on the Sixteenth day of  November, 1897,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the names
and residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of
his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this first  day of November,
1897.
By the Court,
12s. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formal pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  William Stephen
Kennedy, of South Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland,
mariner , by the said William Stephen Kennedy.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said  William Stephen Kennedy be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma'  pauperis ,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his E state.  And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said William Stephen Kennedy,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court on the Eighteenth day of November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said William
Stephen Kennedy shall, on th Sixteenth day of November, 1897, at
Brisbane , deliver to the Trustelin this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the  names and  residences, so far as known, of his creditors,
and of the  causes  of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court] this first day of November,
1897.
By the Court,
12s. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Edward Hutchins, of
South Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  contractor, by the
said Edward Hutchins.
UPON the hearing of this  Petition this day, it is ordered  that the
said Edward Hutchins be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of his
Estate.  And it is  further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Edward Hutchins, for the election of
a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court
on the Eleventh day of November ,  1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon .  And it is further ordered  that the  said Edward Hutchins
sha ll , on the Ninth day of November ,  1897, at Brisbane ,  deliver
to the  Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true, and accurate statement,
veri fied on oath, of his debts and liabi li ties of every kind, and of
the names and residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors ,  and of the
causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-ninth day of
October, 1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
WILLIAM MoRSE, 61A Queen street ,  Brisbane,
12s. 6d .  Solicitor for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Anthony Perina, of
Douglas ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  farm labourer , by the said
Anthony Perina.UPON the hearing of this Petition this day ,  it is  ordered that thesaid Anthony Perina be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it  is further  ordered that the  First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said  Anthony Perina,  for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office  of the  Registrar of this Court on the Eighteenth day
of November ,  1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon .  And it is
further ordered that the said Anthony Perina shall, on the Sixteenth
day of November, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this third day of November,
1897.
By the Court,
11s. 6d. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR.  JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Richard Orchard, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, labourer, by the
said Richard Orchard.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Richard Orchard be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent  in
forma' pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Richard Orchard, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court, Principal Registry, Townsville, on the Fifth day of
November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Richard Orchard shall, on the Fourth day of
November, 1897, at Townsville aforesaid, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-second day of
October, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
W. F. R. BOYCE, Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
Town Agents-UNMACK, Fox, AND HOBBS, Townsville.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR.  JUSTICE CHUIBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against James Watson, of
Charters Towers, miner, by the said James Watson.
U
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said James Watson be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said James Watson,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court on the Third day of November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said James
Watson shall, on the Second day of November, 1897, at Towns-
ville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this. nineteenth day of
October, 1897.
By the Court,11s. 6d. T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Thomas Anderson, of Ann and Brunswick  streets,
Fortitude Valley, Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, grocer
and provision merchant, an Insolvent.
UPON reading a Report of the Trustee of the property of the
Insolvent, dated the nineteenth day of October, 1897, reporting
that as much of the property of the Insolvent as chn be realised with-
out needlessly protracting the insolvency has been realised, and that adividend to the amount  of 5s . 04d. in the £ has been paid, as shown
by the statement thereunto annexed, and upon hearing the solicitors
for the Trustee, the Court, being satisfied that as much of the
property of the Insolvent as can be realised without needlessly pro-
tracting the insolvency has been  realised , doth order and declare that
the insolvency of the said Thomas Anderson has closed, and doth fix
MONDAY, the Sixth day of December, 1897, at Ten o'clock in the
forenoon, for the said Trustee to apply to the Supreme Court, at
Brisbane, for his release.
Given under the seal of the Court, at Brisbane, the twenty-ninth
day of October, 1897..
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
30-10-97.
W. H. WILSON AND HEMMING, Solicitors for the Trustee,
Selborne Chambers, Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
2468  12s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by Robert Sheridan, of
Surat, in the colony of Queensland, storekeeper.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to be
held at the Office of Messieurs Foxton and Havard, Albert street,
Brisbane, on the Nineteenth day of November, A.D. 1897, at Half-past
Two o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this second day of November, A.D. 1897.
2454
P. L. CARDEW,  Solicitor for  the  said Robert Sheridan.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by John Poole McLeish,
of Toowoomba, in the colony of Queensland, storekeeper, trading
as " J. P. McLeish & Co."
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to be
held at the Offices of Messieurs Hamilton and Graham, 57 Queen street,
Brisbane, on the Sixteenth day of November, 1897, at Three o'clock
in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this second day of November, A.D. 1897.
HAMILTON AND GRAHAM,
Solicitors, 57 Queen street, Brisbane.
Agents for HAMILTON AND WONDERLEY,
2450 Solicitors for the Debtor, Toowoomba. 8s. 6d.
In the Matter of Liquidation of Patrick Guckin, of Mount Morgan,
the only member  (suijuris) of the firm of Mitchell and Guckin
carrying on business under the style or firm of " Mitchell &
Guckin," grocers.
THE Creditors of the abovenamed Patrick Guckin who have notalready proved ir debts ar  required, on or before the Twelfth
day of November, to send their names and addresses, and the particulars
of their debts or claims, to me, the undersigned, Charles Briggs, of
Mount Morgan, the Trustee under the Liquidation, or in default
thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of the dividend proposed
to be declared.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of October, 1897.
2444
CHARLES BRIGGS, Trustee.
6s. 6d.
In the Matter of George Keillor Aitken, insolvent.THE Creditors of the abovenamed  George  Xeillor Aitken whohave not already proved their debts are required, on or before
the Twelfth day of November, to send their names and addresses, and
the particulars of their debts or claims, to me, the undersigned,
Charles Briggs, of Mount Morgan, the Trustee under the Liquidation,
or in default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of the
dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of October, 1897.
CHARLES BRIGGS, Trustee.
2445 5s.
In the Matter of Daniel Morgan, insolvent.
r`HE Creditors of the abovenamed Estate who have not already
proved their debts are requested, on or before the Twelfth day
of November, 1897, to send their names and addresses, and the
particulars of their debts or claims, to me, the undersigned, Charles
Briggs, of Mount Morgan, the Trustee under the Liquidation, or in
default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of the dividend
proposed to be declared.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of October, 1897.
CHARLES BRIGGS, Trustee.
2466 58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Lee Soo, trading  as "Sin  Wah Sin," of South
Townsville, storekeeper, an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent, adjudicated on the seventh day of
July, 1897.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Tenth day of
November, 1897, will be excluded.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of October, 1897.
T. G. FRASER,
Official Trustee in Insolvency, Townsville.
2439 59.6d.
In the Matter of Joseph Smith, of Brisbane, late of Beenleigh, in
Liquidation.
A
FIRST and Final Dividend, of 2s. in the 2,-on all claims proved
and admitted in the above Estate, is payable on THURSDAY,
the Fourth day of November, 1897, at my Office, Edward street,
Brisbane.
2464
THOS. E, WHITE, Trustee.
3s. 6d.
1002  [6TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Esther Gordon and Edmond Davis ,  of Emerald,
in the colony of Queensland ,  trading as  "  Gordon & Davis,"
storekeepers.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in  the above  Estate.
Creditors who have not proved their claims on or before the
Eighteenth day of November ,  1897, will be excluded from all parti-
cipation in such dividend.
Dated at Rockhampton this twenty -eighth day of October, 1897.
CARL  HARDEN, Trustee.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors ,  Brisbane and Rockhampton.
2457 79.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Augustus Chenery Drake, carrying on business under
the style of " Drake & Barron," of Longreach, in the colony ofQueensland, storekeeper, adjudicated insolvent o  the twenty-
ninth day of July, 1897.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the above Estate.
Creditors who have not proved their claims on or before the
Eighteenth day of November, 1897, will be excluded from all
participation in such dividend.
Dated at Rockhampton this twenty-eighth day of October, 1897.
CARL HARDEN, Trustee.
REES  R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors, Rockhampton and Brisbane.
2458 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Michael Hynes, of McDonald's Flat, near
Clermont, in the colony of Queensland, storekeeper, trading as
" M. Hynes & Co."
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the above Estate.
Creditors who have not proved their claims on or before the
Eighteenth day of November, 1897, will be excluded from all
participation  in such  Dividend.
Dated at Rockhampton this twenty-eighth day of October, 1897.
REEK R . AND SYDNEY JONES,
JARL HARDEN,  Trustee.
Solicitors , Rockhampton  and Brisbane.
2459 7s.
A
FIRST and Final Dividend is intended to be declared in the
matter of Alfred Henry Hort, of Mareeba, near Cairns, in the
colony of Queensland, landed proprietor, adjudicated insolvent on the
twenty-second day ofJanuary, 1896.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Ninth day of
December, A.D. 1897, will be excluded.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of October, A.D. 1897.
W. T. TURNER, Trustee.
2463 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of Patrick Brennan and Martin Geraghty ,  of Mary.
borough, in the colony of Queensland ,  merchants ,  trading as
"  Brennan & Geraghty ,"  in Liquidation.A FIRST and Final Dividend ,  of Is .  84d. in the £, has been
declared on all debts proved and admitted ,  payable at  the Office
of the Trustee ,  Richmond street, Maryborough.
Dated at Maryborough this first day of November, 1897.
2480
ROBT. JONES, Trustee.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of the Lands, Goods, Chattels, Credits, and Effects of
Richard Gilbert, of Goondiwindi, in the colony of Queensland,
hotelkeeper, deceased, intestate.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of William Draper
Box, the Administrator in the abovenamed Estate, from the
seventeenth day of May, 1881, to the twenty-fifth day of October,
1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by the said
William Draper Box. All parties claiming to be interested in the said
Estate are at liberty to inspect the said Account, at my Office in the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before MONDAY, the Twen-
tieth day of December next, and, if they think fit, to object thereto.
Notice is also given, that whether any objection is taken to the said
Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to examine
and inquire into the said Account. Notice is further given, that any
person who may desire to object to the said Account, or any item or
items therein, or the allowance to the 'Administrator of a commission
thereon, must before that day file in my Office a memorandum to
that effect.
Dated this thirtieth day of October, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
SCHACHT AND COHEN,
Solicitors for the Administrator,
2437 150  queen  street ,  Brisbane.
Deputy  Registrar.
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In the  Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Will of Elizabeth  Eaborn, late  of Withington  street, East
Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland, widow, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Edmund James
Eaborn and George  Melton , the Executors of the abovenamed
Estate, from the second 'day of October, 1896, to the second day of
November, 1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by
the said Edmund James Eaborn and George Melton. All parties
claiming to be interested in the said  Estate are  at liberty to inspect the
said Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court  House,  Brisbane, on
or before MONDAY, the Thirteenth day of December  next , and, if
they think fit, to object thereto. Notice is  also given , that whether any
objection  is taken  to the said Account or not I shall , after  the afore-
said dav, proceed  to examine and inquire into  the said Account.
Notice is further given, that  any person  who may desire to object to
the said Account, or any item or  items  therein, or the allowance to the
Executors  of a commission  thereon, must before that day file in my
Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this fifth day of November, A.D. 1897.
JAS. F. WATSON,
82 Queen street, Brisbane,.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy  Registrar.
Solicitor for the  said  Edmund James Eaborn
2466 and George Melton.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
13s.
In the Lands of Helen McBeth Taylor  (otherwise called Helen
Macbeth Taylor ),  late of Yingerbay ,  near Roma ,  in the colony of
Queensland  (late wife of Robert Taylor ,  of the same place,
farmer ),  deceased ,  intestate.
N OTICE  is hereby given, that ,  after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof ,  application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real estate of the
abovenamed deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to Robert
Taylor, of Yingerbay ,  near Roma ,  in the colony of Queensland,
farmer, the lawful widower of the said deceased.
Dated this second day of November, A.D. 1897.
WM. GEO.  MAYNE,
Solicitor for the said Robert Taylor, Roma.
Town Agents - BOUCHARD AND HOLLAND ,  Queen street ,  Brisbane.
2455 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Wi ll  of Peter Speare, late of Summerhill ,  near Sydney, in the
colony of New South Wales, gentleman ,  deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that ,  after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Anci ll ary Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Peter Speare, deceased ,  may be granted to
Sarah Speare, of Summerhill, near Sydney, in the colony of New
South Wales ,  the sole Executor named in the said Wi ll . Any person
interested who desires to object to the app li cation ,  or to be heard
upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant
is.made.
Dated this sixth day of November, A.D. 1897.
2447
RUTHNING AND JENSEN,
So licitors for the said Sarah Speare,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Lands and Goods of Sarah Ann Cope, late of Townsville, in
the colony of Queensland (wife of Edward Cope, of Townsville
aforesaid, boarding-house keeper), deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made
to this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and pers,nal
estate  of the abovenamed Sarah Ann Cope, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Edward Cope, of Townsville, in the colony afore-
said, boarding-house keeper, the husband of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of October, 1897.
2438
EDWIN NORRIS AND SON,
Solicitors for the said  Edward Cope,
Flinders street , Townsville.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Rockhampton.
In the Wi ll  of Patrick Shelley, late of Mount Morgan, in the colony
of Queensland ,  dairyman, deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the abovenamed
Patrick Shelley ,  deceased ,  may be granted to George Hayes, of
Rockhampton ,  in the said colony ,  tailor ,  the Executor named in the
said  Will; Mary Campion ,  the Co -executrix named therein ,  having
renounced Probate thereof .  Any person interested who desires to
object  to the application ,  or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in
the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty -sixth day of October, A.D. 1897.
2435
R. A. BRUMM AND GRANT,
Solicitors for the said George Hayes,
Denham street, Rockhampton.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of William Astbury, late of Bald Hills,
near  Pechey,  in the colony of Queensland ,  farmer, deceased,
intestate.
N OTICE  is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed William Astbury, deceased ,  who died
intestate ,  may be granted to Queensland Trustees ,  Limited, of Bris-
bane ,  in the said colony, the lawfully constituted  Attorneys of Mary
Ann Astbury,  of Bald Hills, near Pechey aforesaid ,  the widow of the
said deceased.
Dated this  fourth  day of November, 1897.
C. S. EDEN,
Solicitor for the said Queensland Trustees , Limited,
Margaret street, Toowoomba.
Town Agent -J. G. MCGREGOR,  Solicitor ,  Brisbane.
2476 8s..
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of George Alexander Mendlessohn Pringle, late of Milton,
near Brisbane , in the colony  of Queensland , clerk in holy orders,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen daysfrom the date of the publication hereof, application will be made
to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the abovenamed
George  Alexander Mendlessohn Pringle may be granted to Frances
Lucy Pringle, of Milton aforesaid, the sole Executrix named in the
said  Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the
application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry
at any time before the  grant is made.
Dated this sixth day of November, A.D. 1897.
J. F. FITZGERALD AND POWER,
2473
Solicitors for the said Frances Lucy Pringle,
Commercial Chambers, Queen street, Brisbane.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Neal, late of Charters Towers, in the colony of
Queensland, upholsterer  and cabinet -maker, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that , after  the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application mill
be made to  this Honourable Court  that  Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed James Neal,  deceased , may be granted to Helen Mary
Ann Neal (in the Will called Helen Mary Ann Neale), of Charters
Towers aforesaid , widow, the sole  Executrix  named in the said Will.
Any person interested who desires to object to the application, or
to be heard upon it, may file  a caveat in  the Registry at any time
before the  grant is made.
Dated this thirtieth day of October, 1897.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for the said Helen Mary Ann Neal,
Gill street, Charters Towers.
Agent-A. M. BEAUMONT,
Solicitor, Supreme Court Buildings,
Townsville.
2460 10s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will of George Whittington, late of Spring Hill, Homebush,
near Mackay, in the colony of Queensland,  farmer ,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed George Whittington,  deceased , may be granted to William
German, of Honeymead, Homebush,  near  Mackay, in the colony of
Queensland,  farmer , and William Henry Westcott, of West Park,
Homebush, near Mackay  afo re said, farmer , the Executors  named in
the said Will. Any  person  interested who desires to object to the
application, or to be heard upon it, may file  a caveat in  the Registry
at any time before the grant  is made.
Dated this first day of November, A.D. 1897.
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
Solicitor  for the said William  German and
William Henry Westcott,
By his Town Agents- Sydney  street , Mackay.
ROBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
2479 Solicitors, &c., Denham street, Townsville. 10s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Flora Josephine Wilson, late of Brisbane,
in the colony of Queensland, widow,  deceased ,  intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that,  after  the expiration  of fourteen days
from the publication hereof, application  will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the  real and personal
estate  of the abovenamed Flora Josephine Wilson, deceased) who died
intestate , may be granted to John Frederick  Wilson ,  of Brisbane
aforesaid , civil servant, the  eldest son  of the said  deceased.
Dated this fourth day of November, A.D. 1897.
2474
MACPHERSON AND FEEZ,
Solicitors for the said John Frederick Wilson,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d. "
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will of Peter Peterson, late of Port Douglas, in the colony of
Queensland, farmer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Peter Peterson, deceased, may be granted to Frederick
Detlef Andreas Carstens, of Port Douglas, in the colony of Queens-
land, licensed victualler, the sale Executor named in the said Will.
Any person interested who desires to object to the application, or to be
heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before
the grant  is made.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of October, 1897.
2461
ROBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
Solicitors for the said Executor,
Denham street, Townsville.
8s.
Be PETER GALLAGHER, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the  "Trustees and Incapaci-
tated Persons Act of  1867," notice 'is hereby given, that
all creditors  and persons  having any debts, claims, or demands upon
or against  the Estate of Peter Gallagher, late of Maryborough,
in the colony of Queensland, senior sergeant of police, deceased, who
died on or about the third day of March, 1897, and whose Will was
proved in the Supreme Court of Queensland on the tenth day of May,
1897, by Margaret Gallagher and Andrew O'Driscoll, the Executrix
and Executor  in the said Will named, are hereby required to send in
particulars, in writing, of their debts, claims, or demands to us, the
undersigned, on or before the First day of December next. And notice
is hereby further given, that at the expiration of such time the
said Executrix and Executor will proceed to administer the Estate
and distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the persons
entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims and demands of
which the said Executrix and Executor shall then have had notice,
and that the said Executrix and Executor will not be liable, for the
assets of  the said deceased or any part thereof so distributed, to any
person or persons  of whose claim or demand they shall then nct have
had notice.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of October, 1897.
2481
McGRATH AND SHELDON,
So licitors  for the said  Executrix and Executor,
Bazaar street ,  Maryborough.
12s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re  JAMES RoBrs soN, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees  and  Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons
having any claims or demands upon or against the Estate of James
Robinson, late of Mutdapilly, near Ipswich, in the colony of Queens-
land, farmer, deceased, who died on the twenty-second day of June,
1896, and of whose Will Probate was granted by the Supreme Court
of Queensland, on the twenty-eighth day of September, 1896, to
Hannah Dixon Rankin, of Ebenezer, near Ipswich aforesaid, are
hereby required to send in particulars of their debts or claims to the
undersigned, Solicitor for the said Hannah Dixon Rankin, on or
before the Fourth day of December next. And notice  is hereby  also
given, that after the last-mentioned day the said Hannah Dixon
Rankin will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased
amongst the persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims
of which she shall then have had notice, and that the said Hannah
Dixon Rankin will not be liable, for the  assets  or any part thereof so
distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim she shall not then
have had notice.
Dated this first  day of  November, 1897.
2443
P. L. CARDEW , Solicitor  for the  said Executrix,
Brisbane street, Ipswich.
11s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  MARTIN GILLIGAN, deceased.
PURSUANT  to the provisions of the  "  Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons  Act of  1867, "  notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Martin Gilligan ,  late of Deep Creek ,  Mount Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland ,  farmer ,  deceased ,  who died at Deep Creek,
Mount Brisbane aforesaid ,  on the thirteenth day of October, 1895,
intestate ,  and Letters of Administration of whose personal Estate were,
on the twentieth day of May, 1896 ,  granted to Hanora Gilligan, of
Deep Creek ,  Mount Brisbane aforesaid ,  the widow of the said deceased,
are hereby required to send in particulars of their debts or claims
to the said Hanora Gilligan ,  at the Office of the undersigned,
her solicitor ,  on or  before SATURD AY, the  Eleventh day of December,
1897. And notice is also hereby given, that after that day the said
Hanora Gil ligan will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased
amongst the persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims
of which she shall have had notice ,  and that she will not be liable,
for the assets or any part thereof so distributed ,  to any person of
whose debt or claim she shall not have had notice.
Dated the fifth day of November, 1897.
2451
C. W. LOUIS HEINER,
Solicitor for the said Hanora Gilligan,
Ipswich.
13s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be HEINRICH DIPPEL (otherwise Henry Dippel), deceased.
P
URS UA NT to the provisions of the 5th section of the  "Trustees and
Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that
all credit ors and other persons having any claims or demands upon or
against the Estate of Heinrich Dippel (sometimes called Henry Dippel),
late of Toowoomba, in the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased,
who died at Toowoomba aforesaid on or about the nineteenth day of
December, 1895, and Probate of whose Will was granted by the
Supreme Court of Queensland, on the thirteenth day of April, 1896,
to Elisabeth Dippel, of Toowoomba aforesaid, widow, the Executrix
therein named, are hereby required to send in, in writing, particulars of
their claims or demands to the undersigned, Hamilton and Wonderley,
solicitors to the said Elisabeth Dippel, at Toowoomba aforesaid, on or
before the First day of December, 1897. And notice is hereby also
given, that at the expiration of the last-named date the said Elisabeth
Dippel will proceed to distribute the assets of the said Heinrich Dippel
(otherwise Henry Dippel), deceased, amongst the parties entitled
thereto, having regard only to the claims of which the said Elisabeth
Dippel shall have then had notice, and that the said Elisabeth Dippel
will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to
any person of whose debt or claim the said Elisabeth Dippel shall not
have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this third day of November, A.D. 1897.
2477
HAMILTON AND WONDERLEY,
Solicitors for the said  Elisabeth Dippel,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
13s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  JOHN SINCLAIR  PIRBIE, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the  "Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claim or demand upon or against the
Estate of John Sinclair Pirrie, late of Orange Grove, Balaclava, near
Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria,  engineer ,  deceased , who died at
Tarragulla , in the said colony, on the twenty-fifth day of January,
1896, and Letters of Administration, with the Will annexed, of the
Estate of the said deceased were granted by the Supreme Court of
Queensland on the tenth day of September, 1896, to Catherine Anne
Pirrie, of Hotham street  east , St. Kilda, near Melbourne, in the said
colony of Victoria, are hereby required to send in, in writing, the
particulars  of their  claims  and demands to the said Catherine Anne
Pirrie, addressed to the Office of the undersigned, her solicitors, on
or before the Thirtieth day of November, 1897. And notice is hereby
also given , that at the expiration of the last-mentioned date the said
Catherine Anne Pirrie will proceed to distribute the estate of the said
deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to
the claims of which she shall then have had notice, and that she will
not be liable, for the  assets or  any part thereof so distributed, to any
person of whose claim or demand she shall not then have had notice.
Dated this fifth day of November, 1897.
2472
THYNNE AND MACARTNEY,
Solicitors for the said Catherine  Anne Pirric,
A. M. P. Chambers,  Edward street, Brisbane.
14s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be GEORGE SHEARAN, deceased.
PURSUANT to the  "Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons having any claims
or demands upon or against the Estate of George Shearan, late of
Maytown, in the colony of Queensland, miner, deceased, who died on
the twentieth day of August, 1897, at Charters Towers, in the said
colony, and Probate of whose Will was, on the first day of October,
1897, granted to Ann Shearan, the Executrix therein named, are
hereby required to send in particulars of their debts or claims to
the said Executrix, at the Office of Mr. R. Wynn Williams, her
solicitor, Mosman street, Charters Towers,  on or  before the Fourteenth
day of January, 1897. And notice  is also  hereby given, that after
that day the Executrix will proceed to distribute the assets of the
said deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto, having regard
to the claims of which she shall then have had notice, and that she
will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed,
to any person of whose debt or claim she shall not then have notice.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of October, 1897.
2471
R. WYNN WILLIAMS,
Solicitor for the said Executrix,
Mosman street, Charters Towers.
12s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
CHARLES WALKER, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the  "Trustees and Incapaci-
tated Persons  Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all
creditors and other persons having any claims or demands upon or
against the  Estate of Charles Walker, late of Spring stt eet, West End,
South Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, compositor, deceased,
who died on or about the fourth day of November, 1896, at Spring
street, West End aforesaid, and Probate of whose Will was, on the
thirtieth day of December, 1896, duly granted by the Supreme Court
of Queensland to Sarah Jane Walker, of Spring street, West End
aforesaid , widow, and Charles James Walker, of the same place,
compositor , the Executors named in the said Will, are hereby required
to send in, in writing ,  particulars  of their  debts or claims  to the said
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Executors ,  at the Office of the undersigned ,  their solicitors ,  on or before
MONDAY,  the Thirteenth day of December, 1897 .  And notice is
hereby also given ,  that after the expiration of the last-mentioned day
the said Executors will proceed to distribute the assets of the said
deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the
claims of which the  said  Executors shall then have had notice, and
that the  said  Executors will not be liable, for the assets or any part
thereof so distributed ,  to any person of whose debt or claim the said
Executors shall not have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this  fifth day  of November,  A.D. 1897.
2467
W. H. WILSON AND HEMMING,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide  street ,  Brisbane,
Solicitors  for the  said Sarah  Jane Walker
and Charles  James  Walker.
15s.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be THOMAS DINSDALu, deceased.
A
LL persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Thomas Dinsdale, late of Spring Hill, Brisbane,
carpenter, deceased, who died on or about the twenty-second day of
June, 1896, and Letters of Administration of whose Estate were
granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland, on the fourth day of
August, 1896, to Emma Louisa Dinsdale, the Administratrix of the
Estate of the deceased, are hereby required to send in particulars of
their claims and demands to the undersigned on or before the Fifth
day of December, 1897.
Dated this fifth day of November, 1897.
2474
W. H. BELL,
Solicitor for Administratrix,
116 Edward street, Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  " The Intestacy Act of  1877," and in the matter of
the Land of Gerebrandt Reinderhoff, late of Gladstone, in the
colony of Queensland, butler, deceased.
To the Heir-at-Law (unknown) of Gerebrandt Reinderhoff, deceased.
[['WHEREAS information has been given to me, the Curator of
vv Intestate Estates, upon oath, that Gerebrandt Reinderhoff,
late of Gladstone, in the colony of Queensland, butler, deceased, who
died at Gladstone on or about the twenty-sixth day of December, in
the  year  of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty, left
certain land within Queensland, and although twelve months have
elapsed from the death of the said Gerebrandt Reinderhoff, you
have not taken possession of the said land, I do hereby require you,
within sixty days of the second publication hereof in the  Queensland
Government Gazette,  to cause an appearance to be entered for you in
the Supreme Court of Queensland, at Brisbane, to show cause why an
Order should not be made authorising me to administer the said land
as Curator of Intestate Estates.
Given under my hand, at Brisbane, this fifth day of November,
A.D. 1897.
J. B. HALL, Curator of Intestate Estates.
2469 10s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of John Fleming, late of Blackall ; James Walters, late
of Goondi; Louisa Henderson, late of Euligal; John William
Morison, late of Sandgate ; Richard Bohan, late of Goodna ;
Henry Mahrle (otherwise known as Cassian Mehrle), late of
Retreat Station, near Jundah; Nathaniel Crawford, late of Cook-
town ; and John Ryan, late of Carcony Station.
PIIRSUANT to  " The Intestacy Act  of 1877," all persons having
any claims against the Estates of any of the abovenamed
deceased persons are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Public Offices, George street, Brisbane, on or before the Seventh day
of January next, or in default they will be peremptorily excluded
from all benefits accruing from the said Estates.
GILSON FOXTON, Deputy Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, 4th November, 1897.
2470 8s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended to apply to the
N Parliament of Queensland, in the present Session thereof, for a
Bill to confer upon the Trustees for the time being of all those lands
reserved for Cricket and other Athletic Sports, situated in the county
of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, in the said colony, containing by
admeasurement 12 acres 4 i perches, being allotment No. 1 of section
54, and being the whole of the land more particularly described in
Deed of Grant No. 82376, the power of giving mortgages to an amount
not exceeding Four Thousand Pounds (£4,000), and applying the
moneys raised thereby in discharging the indebtedness in respect of
the said lands, and the costs, charges, and expenses connected with
this application and the said Bill, and in discharging the cost of
buildings erected and to be erected, and other improvements, on
the land.
Dated this seventh day of October, 1897.
2259
For Self and Co-Trustees,
GEORGE DOWN.
9s. 6d.
[6TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
TOWNSVILLE HARBOUR BOARD.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, in accordance with section 33 of
l " The Townsville .Harbour Board Act of  1895," the Towns-
ville Harbour Board propose. to Borrow from the Consolidated
Revenue of Queensland a Sum of Sixteen Thousand Pounds for the
purpose of applying the same to the Purchase, from the Queensland
Railway Commissioner, of the Railway Wharves and Approaches
thereto in the Eastern Breakwater.
The Board will, in one month from the date of the last publication
of this notice, proceed, according to the provisions of the said Act, to
give effect to the said Resolution.
2448
HUGH P. H. BENWELL,  Secretary.
6s.
HINCHINBROOK DIVISIONAL BOARD.
APPLICATION FOR A LOAN UNDER THE TRAMWAYS
ACT OF 1882."
T is the intention of the Hinchinbrook Divisional Board to Borrow
by way  of Loan from the Government a Sum of £17,428, to
Construct a Tramway from the present terminus of the Lucinda line
to a point seventeen miles beyond.
Application has been made to construct same, and Plans, Sections,
Specification, and Book of Reference have been deposited with the
Minister for Railways, and are at all reasonable times open for the
inspection of every ratepayer interested therein at the Divisional
Board's Office.
2343
By Order,
BRYAN LYNN,  Clerk.
7s.
MUNICIPALITY OF GYMPIE.
£30,000 LOAN.NN OTICE is hereby given, that the Municipal Council of Gympieproposes to Borrow from the Consolidated Revenue of Queens-
land, under  " The Local Works Loans Act  of 1880," the following
amount, viz.:-
£30,000 for the Construction of Waterworks for the Munici-
pality under Clause 1, Section 7, of the abovementioned
Act.
Plans and Specifications of the said Works are open to the
inspection of ratepayers at the Council Chambers during office hours,
in accordance with section 218 of  " The Local Government Act of
1878."
MATTHEW MELLOR, Mayor.
Council Chambers, Gympie, 4th November, 1897.
2484 6s.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane 27th December, 1893.THE following Botanical Works, by F. Manson Bailey, F.L.S.,
Colonial Botanist, may be obtained at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane:-
1. The Synopsis of the Queensland Flora ; 900 pp., demy 8vo,
half-bound. Price, 21s.; posted, 22s.
2. First Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 100 pp. and 4 plates.
Price, 3s.; posted, 3s. 2d.
3. Second Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 153 pp. Price,  3s.;
posted, 3s. 3d.
4. Third Supplement to ditto, in boards; 135 pp. and 21 plates.
Price, 3s.  6d.;  posted, 3s. 9d.
5. Catalogue of the Indigenous and Naturalised Plants of
Queensland, with Index of vernacular names and their
botanical equivalents. Price, in cloth, is. 3d.; posted, is. 5d.
In paper, 1s.; posted, 1s. 2d.
6. Plants Poisonous and Injurious to S5jck. (Bailey and Gordon.)
Containing a brief description, aith plates, of Queensland
plants suspected of having a poisonous effect upon stock.
Price, 4s.; posted, 4s: 5d.
7. Lithograms of the Queens. ai d Ferns, in one volume, containing
191 plates, illustrating 223 kinds, with index giving botanical
and common name. Price, 2s. 6d.; posted, 6d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
JUST PUBLISHED.THE LAW OF FRIENDLY SOCIETIES IN QUEENSLAND, being aCompendium of the existing Act and Regulations in force, with
a comprehensive Introduction, and Notes of English and Colonial
Cases decided up to May, 1896. By John L. Woolcock, B.A., and
George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law, Authors of "Act and Rules
relating to the District Court." Holland binding. Price 5s.; postage,
4d. extra.
July, 1896. EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
NOW ON SALE.REDWATER DISEASE in Cattle in the Gulf Country, by C. J.
Pound, F.R.M.S., Director Stock Institute, Brisbane, is.; posted,
1s.  Id.  Government Printing Office, Brisbane.
G c
T
HE Stamp Act of  1894," and Regulations thereunder, with a
Manual on  the provisions of the Act.  Price, 2s .;  posted ,  2s. 2d.
G t !]7HE Justices Act  of 1886 " and  " The Offenders  Probation Act
-- of 1886," with an Introduction, Notes,  and Index , by John L.
Woolcock, B.A. Price, 3s. 6d. in cloth;  2s. 6d .  in paper .  Postage, 6d.
EDMUND GREGORY,  Government Printer.
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THE Government Printing Office has on Sale the followingPublications:-STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
" THE QUEENSLAND STATUTES ,". revised by Alfred Pain and John
L. Woolcock ,  B.A., Barristers -at-law ,  in five volumes, containing-
Vols. 1,  2, and 3 -Public and Private Acts to the end of the Session
of 1888; also ,  Acts of the Federal Council of Australasia.
Vol. 4- A Selection of Imperial Statutes.
Vol.5-Historical and Analytical Tables ,  and a comprehensive
Index  of the  above Volumes.
Full Calf,  £ 7  7s.; Half Calf, £6 6s.
Postage, 7s. 6d. extra.
Sessional Acts of 1889 , 16s.  ; with postage ,  !5s. 6d.
1890, 15s. ; „ 15s. 6d.
1891, 25s. ; „ 25s. 9d.
1892, 25s. ; „ 25s. 10d.
1893, 25s. ; „ 25s. 8d.
1894, 32s. 6d. 33s. 6d.
1895, 25s. ; „ 25s. 8d.
„ 1896, 25s. ; „ 25s. 9d.
With an Index and Tables showing the effect of Legislation subse-
quent to the publication of the Queensland Statutee, complete to date.
SEPARATE ACTS OF THE COLONY. With
Price. Postage
s. d. s. d.
Beer Duty Act, 1897 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Bills of Sale Act, 1891 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Bills of Sale Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Brands Act of 1872 Amendment Act, 1894 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Brisbane Traffic Act of 1895 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Brisbane Traffic Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Brisbane Municipal Loan Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Bundaberg Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... ... 2 0 2 1
Carriers Act (complete) ... ... ... 2 0 2 1
Cattle Slaughtering Act of 1877 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Companies Acts and Rules (complete) ... ... 10 9 11 3
Courts of Conciliation Act of 1892 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Crown Lands Act of 1895 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Customs Duties Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Defence Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Diseases in Stock Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
District Courts Act of 1891 ... ...  .. ...  2 0 2 2
Divisional Boards Act of 1887 ... ... ... 3 0 3 2
Elections Act (complete) ... ... ... ... 4 0 4 3
Electric Light and Power Act .. ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Employers Liability Act of 1886 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Employers Liability Act of 1886 (Seamen) ... ... 1 0 1 1
Factories and Shops Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Foreign Companies Act of 1895 .. ... ... 1 0 1 1
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Gold Mines Drainage Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Government Loan Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Government Savings Bank Acts Amendment Act, 1896 0 6 0 7
Harbour Boards Act of 1892 ... ... ... ... 2 0 2 1
Harbour Dues Act of 1892 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Harbour Dues Act of 1893 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Harbour Dues Act of 1895 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Health Act (complete) .. ... 5 0 5 4
Inebriates Institutions Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Impounding Acts (1863-65-67, and 1879), complete 5 0 5 1
Irrigation Act of 1891... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Justices Act of 1886 ... ... ... ... ... 3 0 3 2
Licensing Act of 1885 ... ... ... ... ... 3 0 3 2
Liquor Act of 1886 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Liquor Act of 1895 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Live Stock and Meat Export Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Mackay Harbour Boards Act, 1896 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Married Women's Property Act of 1890 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Marsupials Destruction Act of 1895 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Masters and  Servants Act ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Meat and Dairy Produce Encouragement Act of 1893 1 0 1 1
Meat and Dairy Produce Encouragement Act, 1894... 1 0 1 1
Meat and Dairy Produce Encouragement Act of 1895 1 0 1 1
Mercantile Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands Sale Act of 1894 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Native Birds Protection Act (complete) ... ... 3 3 3 6
Navigation Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pacific Island Labourers (Extension) Act of 1892... 1 0 1 1
Pastoral Leases Extension Act of 1892 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Pastoral Leases Extension Act of 1892 Amendment
Act of 1894 ... 1 0 1 1
Pastoral Leases Extension Act of 1895 ., 1 0 1 1
Pearl-Shell and Beche-de-mer Fisheries Act of 1891 1 0 1 1
Pearl-Shell and Beche-de-Mer Fisheries Act Amend-
ment Act of 1893 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Pearl-Shell and Beche-de-Mer Fisheries Act Amend-
ment Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Public Service Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Rabbit Boards Act of 1896 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Railway Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Railway Act Amendment Act of 1896 ... 0 6 0 7
Rockhampton Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... ... 2 0 2 1
Sale of Goods Act, 1896 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Small Debts Act of 1867 Amendment Act of 1892 1 0 1 1
Small Debts Act 1867 Amendment Act of 1894 ... 1 0 1 1
Stamp Act, 1894 ... ... 2 0 2 1
With
Price.  Postage.
s. d. e . d.
Succession and Probate Duties Act of 1892 ... ... 2 0 2 1
Succession and Probate  Duties Act  of 1895  ... ... 1 0 1 1
Succession  Act Amendment Act of  1895 .. . ... 1 0 1 1
Sugar  Works  Guarantee  Act of 1893 .. 1 0 1 1
Sugar Works Guarantee  Act Amendment Act of 1895 1 0 1 1
Suppression of Gambling  Act of  1895 ...  ... 1 0 1 1
Townsville Harbour Boards Act of 1895  ... ...  2 0 2 1
Trustee Act  of 1889  ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Valuation and Rating  Act of  1890  ... ... ...  2 0 2 1
Wages Act of 1870  ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Wages Act of 1884  ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Friendly Societies Act of 1894 and Regulations ... 2 0 2 2
Land Pamphlet,  containing  the Acts and Regula-
tions relating  to the Leasing and Alienation of
Crown Lands ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 9
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands Act of 1872, 3rd Edition ... ... ... 0 h 0 7
Cemetery Act ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 9 0 10
Civil Service Pamphlet .. ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Cultural Industries for Queensland ... ... ... 5 0 5 4
Divisional Board Pamphlet ... ... ... ... 5 0 5 4
Divisional Board Pamphlet (cloth-bound) ... ... 5 6 6 0
Defence Act of 1884 (including Amendments and
Regulations) ... ... 1 0 1 2
Drill Regulations and Field Exercises for Mounted
Infantry ... ... ...
.  ... 1 0 1 1
Journals of Australian Explorations by A. C. and
F. T. Gregory  ...  ... .. .  ... ... 5 0 5 4
Justices Act and Offenders Probation Act .. .. 2 6 2 u
Justices Act and Offenders Probation Act (cloth-
bound) ... .. ...  ...  ... 3 6 3 9
Lithograms of Queensland Ferns, by F. M.Bailer,F.L.S. 2 6 3 0
Mining Acts, together with Regulations ... ... 2 0 2 2
Manual of Drill for Queensland Schools . ... 1 0 1 1
Pacific Island Labourers Acts and Regulations, con-
taining Imperial and Colonial Acts, and Regula-
tions thereunder ... ... ... ... .. 1 6 1 7
Stamp Act of 1894 and Regulations, with a Manual
on the provisions of the Act ... ... ... 2 0 2 2
The Queensland Horticulturist and Gardener's Guide 3 0 3 3
The All-range Queensland Register... ... ... 2 0 2 2
FULL BOUND.
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court (only) .. ... 63 0 64 8
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court (Crown Side) ... 42 0 42 10
Settled Land Act,  1886, and Rules of Court with Notes 15 0 15 8
Settled Land Act, 1886, and Rules of Court with Notes 10 6 11 2
Synopsis of Queensland Flora; F. M. Bailey, F.L.S. 21 0 22 0
1st Supplement to The Queensland Flora  ... ...  3 0 3 2
2nd Supplement  to The  Queensland Flora  ... ...  3 0 3 3
3rd Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ... 3 6 3 9
Catalogue of Queensland Plants  ... ... ...  1 3 1 5
Catalogue of Queensland Plants  ( Paper ) ... ...  1 0 1 1
Plants Reputed Poisonous and Injurious to Stock  ...  4 0 4 4
Hints to Rifle Clubs ,  by Major C. H. Des Vteux  ...  0 6 0 7
Synonymical Catalogue  of the  Lepidoptera Rhopalocera  (Butterflies)
of Australia, with full  'Bibliographical Reference ;  including
Descriptions of 'some new Species . By W. H.  Miskin, F.L.S.,
F.E.S. Price ,  full bound, 10s. 6d . ;  in boards ,  7s.  6d.; postage
within Australasia , 3d.;  to all other places, 6d.
The Geology and Palaeontology of Queensland and New Guinea,
by Robt. L. Jack,  Government Geologist for Queensland, and
Robt .  Etheridge ,  junior, Government Palaeontologist (New South
Wales), &c., &c.; 768 pages ,  crown quarto, full cloth ,  with sixty-
eight plates and a Geological Map of Queensland. Price, Two
guineas .  Postage within Australasia ,  2s. 10d .;  to all other
places, 5s. 8d.
Some of the More Important Metals and their Ores; a Reading
Book for the State Schools; by Wm. Thompson ,  Asso .  M. Inst.
C.E., F.G. S., Government Mineralogical Lecturer .  Price, ls.;
postage within Australasia , 1d.;  to all other places, 2d.
Journals of Australian Explorations  by the Hon. A. C. Gregory,
C.M.G., F.R. G.S., &c., and the Hon. F. T .  Gregory , F.R.G.S.
&c.; 209 pages ,  demy 8vo. Price, 5s. Postage  within Aus-
tralasia ,  4d.; to all other places, 8d.
CUSTOMS.
Customs  Duties Act, 1894  (Tobacco Duties)
Customs  Act of 1873 ... ... ... ...
Customs Duties Act of 1888  ... ... ...
Customs Duties  Act of 1890 ... ... ...
Customs Duties  Act of 1892 ... ... ...
Customs  Duties Act, 1896 ... ... ...
Customs Duties Act, 1897 ... ... ...
Customs  Tariff (revised ) ... ... ...
Interpretation Book  ... ... ...
Spirit Calculation Book  (revised ) ... ...
with
Price .  Postage.
a. d. s. d.
1 0 1 1
4 0 4 2
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
2 6 2 8
1 0 1 1
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GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
S UBSCRIPTION ANDADVERTISING RATES:-Quarterly d.uarterly Subscription ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 0
(Postage  nil,  if subscription begins from date of receipt
of order ; on back numbers, 3d. per week.)
Single copy, current year, 6d. ; previous years, 1s.; large-sized
at proportionally increased price. Postage, Id. additional.
ADVERTISING RATES.
A uniform charge of 6d. a line for all advertisements.
Table matter charged 50 per cent, extra on first insertion only
and a proportional extra charge for very small-sized type.
HANSARD.  a. d.
Subscription for Session ... ...
Orders must be accompanied by postage stamps (not exceeding
5s.), money order, postal note, or cash, sufficient to cover cost.
Private  cheques will not be accepted.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship or rail if so desired,
the freight to be payable by consignee.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1893.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office, William street,
Brisbane:-"Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating to
Local Government outside the Boundaries of Municipalities," with an
Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L. Woolcock, B.A. Demy
octavo, 400 pages. Linen bound, 5s. 6d.; paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Australian Colonies, 9d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
J
ON SALE, the "Act and Rules relating to the District Court, with
an Introduction, Notes, and Index," by John L. Woolcock, B.A.,
and George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law.
Price, 7s. 6d. full cloth ; postage, 6d. extra.
Half-bound and interleaved, 10s. 6d. ; postage, Sd. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
THE Government Printer acknowledges the receipt of the followingamounts, from  the 30th October to 5th November, 1897 :-
R. Henness, 5d.; Gregory North Rabbit Board, £2 Is.;  C.  Briggs,
18s. 7d.; A. B. Macdonald,  9d.;  Brumm and Grant, 8s.; P. L. Cardew,
lls.; C.P.S., Beenleigh, Is.; M. Hastings, 4s. ld.; W. J. Matthews,
4s.; J. McGovern, 6s.; Macartney and Mayne, £2; D. E. Murray,
9s. 6d.; Maroochy Divisional Board, £1 8s.; H. Smith, 6s.; E. Norris
and Son, 8s. 6d.; J. Lonergan, £2; G. Aubrey, 14s.; W. Brown, 7s.;
C.P.S., Charleville, 2s.; W. G. Mayne, 7s 6d.; P. L. Cardew, 6s.; W.
Munro and Co., £1; P. Keighran, 8s ; W. Dawson and Son, 19s.;
S. H. Ineson and Co., 10s.;  E.  A. Milford, 4s.; W. J. Law, 5s ; S. B.
Wright, 6s. 6d.; Mackay Harbour Board, 18s. 9d.; C.P.S., Bowen,
4s.; Hamilton and Wonderley, 15s. 6d.; J. W. Armstrong, Is. 10d.
IMPO UNDINGS.
POUNDSEEPERS are reminded that Advertisements of
Impounded Stock will be charged for at the uniform rate
of  SIXPENCE PER LINE ;  and no such Advertisement will be
inserted in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by a remittance
(Money Orders, Postal Notes, Postage Stamps, or Cash)
sufficient to cover the cost of insertion.
Postage Stamps will be received only when amount  is 5s.
or less.
When describing brands a distinction should be made
between  REGISTERED  and other brands, by placing the words
REGISTERED BRAND  after the description. Brands type will
be used for such descriptions, but where these words do not
appear ordinary type only will be used.
IMPOUNDED at North Rockhampton, from roads and reserves,
on the 16th October, 1897, by order of the Inspector of Stock.
Driving, 2s.
One red heifer, bald face, B d3 near rump.
One roan cow, B C3 near rump.
One red and white steer, like T  I'd1 off rump.
One red cow, like T 1' 1 off rump.
One red steer, bald face, like T'tl off rump.
One red and white cow, indistinct brand.
One red and white heifer, indistinct brand.
One red and white steer, indistinct brand.
One red and white heifer, 5D t1 off ribs.
One roan heifer calf, unbranded, tip off both ears.
One red heifer, bald face, R1U near rump.
One white cow, B t3 near rump.
One white cow, B C3 near rump.
One roan cow, B tj3 near rump.
One roan cow, B C3 near rump.
One red steer, bald face, 5D C'' off ribs.
One red and white steer, no visible brand.
One white cow, B C3 near rump.
One roan cow, B C3 off rump.
One red heifer, bald face, unbranded.
One roan cow, B C3 off rump.
One red steer, U7 t off ribs.
One white cow, blotched brand hear ribs
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One red and white heifer, no visible brand.
One roan cow, B t3 near rump.
One red heifer, bald face, B b3 near rump.
One roan steer, B t3 near rump.
One red bull calf, unbranded.
One roan cow, B t13 near rump ; roan calf at foot.
One white heifer, B e3 near rump.
One red heifer, bald face, indistinct brand.
One red steer, B C3 near rump.
One white cow, B C3 near rump.
One red and white steer, U1O off ribs.
One red heifer calf, unbranded.
One red steer, bald face, like D7U off ribs.
One red and white cow, like J7 N off rump.
One white heifer, unbranded.
One red cow, B C3 near rump ; calf at foot.
One red steer, bald face, U7D off ribs.
One red steer, WV like 4 near ribs.
One brindle heifer, unbranded.
One white heifer, B ty3 near ribs.
One roan cow, B t73 near ribs ; calf at foot.
One strawberry steer, E2U off rump.
One white bull calf, unbranded.
One red heifer calf, unbranded.
One strawberry steer, no visible brand.
One red heifer, B  =3  off rump.
One white steer, unbranded.
One roan steer, J t.-11 off ribs.
One red cow, 5ER off rump.
One red steer, DM6 off rump. -
One red bullock, U1O off ribs.
One red steer, bald face, J t''1 off ribs.
One roan cow, B ty3 off rump; calf at foot.
One white heifer, blotch off ribs.
One roan bull, no visible brand.
One red and white heifer calf, unbranded.
One white steer, like J t-11 off ribs.
One strawberry bullock, J t-'1 off ribs.
One roan steer, B  1"13 near rump.
One roan cow, B C3 near rump.
One white bullock, J C'11 off ribs.
One red and white bull, unbranded.
One red bull calf, unbranded.
One roan heifer, B t3.
One red steer, J r'1 off ribs.
If not released on or before the 9th November, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
J. LONERGAN, Poundkeeper.
2440 36s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at North Rockhampton, from roads and reserves, on
the 27th October, 1897, by order of the Inspector of Stock.
Driving, 2s.
One bay mare, WP 1 near shoulder.
One bay filly, no visible brand.
One bay mare, 3Fr'D off shoulder, like AC4 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, 3 blotch a off shoulder.
One bay gelding, UY3 near shoulder.
One roan gelding, 2LS near shoulder.
One bay gelding,  E X3  near shoulder.
One grey gelding, YIN near shoulder.
One grey mare, DA6 near shoulder.
One bay mare, like heart near shoulder, blotch off shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, LHI over 0 near shoulder.
One bay mare, R4Q over GWR near shoulder, RB4 off thigh.
One bay colt, unbranded.
One black mare,  QH9  near shoulder.
One bay mare, DN6 near shoulder.
One black mare, indistinct brand.
One bay gelding, RB4 off shoulder, 5S K! near thigh.
If not released on or before the 20th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
J. LONERGAN, Poundkeeper.
2462 lls.
IMPOUNDED at Harrisville, from enclosed lands, Glenalvon, on
the 3rd November, 1897, by order of W. Robinson, Esquire.
Damages, 2s. 6d. ; driving, Is. 8d.
One dark-bay gelding, 7 V V near shoulder, D off shoulder.
One dark-bay filly, like YL 3 registered brand near shoulder.
One dark-bay colt, black points, blaze, like bY) ( off shoulder.
One bay filly, blaze face, > <Kb near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, blaze face, 7T and blotch near shoulder.
One bay mare, blaze, near fore fcot white, ti over P (reversed) near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 26th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
... 3 0
2543
W. BROWN,  Poundkeeper.
78.IMPOUNDED at Brisbane.
One bay gelding, little white near hind feet, like 6M H off shoulder,
like 6D P hear thigh.
If not released on or before 15th November, 1897, will be sold to
defray expenses.
T. BEVERLEY,  Poundkeeper.
2456 3s.
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IMPOUNDED at Bundaberg, from enclosed lands, Rubyanna, on
the 25th October, 1897, by order of - Burne, Esquire. Trespass
and driving, 3s. 2d.
One brown mare, draught, star, WA8 near shoulder, blotched brand
off shoulder.
One bay mare, blaze, off fore and both hind feet white, 6GX near
shoulder.
One bay horse, star, hind feet white, 2SU near shoulder.
One grey horse, like X4X over L1A  near  shoulder, lump off hind leg.
One bay pony horse, N1U over 26  near  shoulder.
One chestnut  mare, star , hipped, 7ZC over 13  near  shoulder.
One bay horse,  star , 400 near and off shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 26th November, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
P. KEIGHRAN, Poundkeeper.
2483 7s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Charters Towers, from Gainsford Station, on the
23rd October, 1897, by order of W. Marks, Esquire.
One bay gelding, V9C near shoulder, 31 near neck, off fore and near
hind feet white, star and snip.
One chestnut mare, B6 n near shoulder, `LAG off shoulder, Q4K near
thigh, blaze and snip.
One chestnut filly, unbranded, blaze.
One brown filly, TD9 over 244 near thigh, 007 off ribs.
One bay mare, P4 td near thigh, near hind foot white, blaze.
One brown mare, KB3 near shoulder.
One bay colt, unbranded, star.
If not released on or before the 16th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
GEO. AUBREY, Poundkeeper.
2449 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Arrilalah, from Wellshot Run, on the 28th October,
1897, by order of R. A. Hopkins, Esquire. Driving, is. 8d.
One bay mare, K01) over 261 near shoulder, 9I off thigh; chestnut
filly foal, unbranded, progeny of last-described mare.
One black gelding, H6 and like N (blotched) near shoulder, running
star.
One bay mare, V8 k4 near shoulder, near hind foot white, spots on
near eye, star and snip.
One bay gelding, 77 over like 7H n off shoulder.
One black entire colt, Z Id2 over 2 near shoulder, snip, hind feet white.
One chestnut filly, Z'''2 over 2 near shoulder,
If not released on or before the 26th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
JAMES McGOVERN,  Poundkeeper.
2442 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowong.
One chestnut mare, like 2DJ near shoulder, stripe on face, off fore and
hind feet white.
One bay gelding, MMl off shoulder, marked on knees.
One roan mare, like MT9 near shoulder, star, hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 17th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
H. MARTIN, Poundkeeper.
2478 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Westwood, from Calliungal, on the 30th October,
1897, by order of M. M. Mackillar, Esquire. Driving, 4s. 6d.
One bay mare, QA4 near thigh, hind feet white.
One bay gelding, 2V  -el near shoulder, 268 near neck, blaze.
One grey mare, B W6 off shoulder.
One black gelding, G 2 near shoulder, near hind foot white.
If not released on or before the 26th November, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
W. J. LAW, Poundkeeper.
2482 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Ravenswood, from Glennell, on the 26th October,
1897, by order of John Stuttard, Esquire.
One bay gelding, Y7K near shoulder, like B N4 off shoulder, 6D N
(the N reversed) near rump.
One brown gelding, T5S near shoulder, 2H  0-  near thigh.
If not released on or before the 26th November, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
2441
WM. JOHN MATTHEWS, Poundkeeper.
4€.
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Patent  Office,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the undermentioned applica-tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto ,  have been ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to pub li c inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in  the  Queensland Government Gazette.  - A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3836.-FREDERICK HENRY HAVILAND, of
St. Peter's Chambers, Bournemouth, in the county of Hants,
England, solicitor, and WILLIAM HENRY MURCH, of 6 Spinner's
End, Cradley Heath, in the county of Stafford, England,
engineer .  "An Improved Apparatus for Generating Acetylene
Gas."  Dated 20th April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4110. - GEORGE MONTAGUE  BowsEn,
contractor, GEORGE CHARLES WILLCOCKS, contractor, and
CHARLES SIGLEY, accountant, all of Queen street, Brisbane, in
the colony of Queensland. "  An Improved Bottle Closure for
the Prevention  of Fraud."  Dated 5th October, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that he undermentioned applica-tion  for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specification annexed  thereto, has been ACCEPTED, and is now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose such applica-
tion must  leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on Form
D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise.
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3418.-CHARLEs FIGGIS, plumber, MARK
TAYLOR,  architect , and EDWARD GARLAND ABELL, patent agent,
all of Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland.  "Improvements
in  Earth Closets."  Dated 1st July, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Ofce,
Brisbane , 9th  Oc'ober, 1897.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned applica-tions for the grant of Letters Patent ,  and the complete
specifications annexed thereto ,  have been ACCEPTED,  and are now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particular s, in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance  of this advertise.
ment in the  Queensland Government  Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is  payable with such notice.
Application No. 3668.-REINHOLD  STEINBACH, Of 115
Schonebeckerstrasse Magdeburg-Buckau, Germany,  foreman.
"Improvements in Apparatus for Sorting Ground  Grain and
Removing Dust therefrom."  Dated 14th December, A.D. 1898.
Application No. 4049. - CONSOLIDATED AND MCK iY
LASTING MACHINE COMPANY, of 105 Bedford street, Boston,
Mass., U.S.A. (Assignees of Sherman William Ladd and
Ronald - Francis .McFeely).  "Lasting Boots and Shoes."
Dated 28th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4079.-WILLIAM LAWRENCE AUSTIN, of
Denver, in the county of Arapahoe, in the state of Colorado,
United States of America, metallurgist.  "An Improved Method
of and Apparatus for Charging Smelting Furnaces."  Dated
18th September, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4083.-ROBERT PRINGLE, of 11 Eliot
Park, Blackheath, Kent, England, doctor of medicine,  Brigade
Surgeon Lieutenant-Colonel (Retired).  "Improvements in  Gas
Stoves for Cooking and other purposes."  Dated 18th  September,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4091.-JUAN CRAVERI, of the city of
Buenos-Aires, Argentine Republic, doctor  of chemistry and
pharmacy.  " Procrss for entirely Dispensing with the use of
Phosphorus in the Manufacture of Matches of all kinds."
Dated 25th September, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1897.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the  complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose  an of such
applications must, leave particulars in writing,  in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four  calendar
months from the date of the first  appearance  of this  advertise.
ment in the  Queensland Government  Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application N . 3709.-HUGH JO N SPENCER KELLY, Of
Thursday Island, in the colony of Queensland,  electrical
engineer.  "An Improved Submarine Diving Dress." Dated
13th January, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3752.- HERBERT  LnoNiDAS  BAILEY, of
189 La Salle street, Chicago, in the county of Cook  and state of
Illinois, United States of America, manufacturer.  "Improve.
ments in Automatic Brakes."  Dated 15th February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4059.-CHARLES SMITH,  of Casterton, in
the colony of Victoria (M.D. London), surgeon.  "Improve.
ments in  Office Indicators."  Dated 3rd September, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar  of Patents, &c,
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1897.
N
O J`"ICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned appli-
cations for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto; have been ACCEPTED, and are now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise.
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3545.-ARTHUR GEORGE BROWN, of No.
38 Victoria Buildings, Manchester, in the county of Lancaster,
England, engineer.  " Improvements in theManufacture of
Single Piece Cycle Frames and parts of Cycle Frames and
other similar light structures."  Dated 16th September, A.D.
1896.
Application No.  3926.-ANTON RAHY, of Rupprechtsau,
near Strassbourg, in Alsace, German Empire, manager. "Im-provements in. Boring Apparatus for Deep Borings." Dated
12th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3950.-FREDERICK WILLIAM SELLEY, Of
Enmore, near S dney, in the colony of New South Wales,
engineer, and WILLIAM HOLMES NISBET, of Martin Place,
Sydney aforesaid.  "Improvements in Slack Adjusters for
Brake Gears of Railway Rolling-stock."  Dated 29th June,
A. D. 1897.
Application No. 3952.-EDWARD JOHN WESSELS, manager,
and HENRY PARKER MERRIAM, engineer, both of 100 Broadway,
New York City, United States of America.  " Improvement., in
Air Compressors for Vehicles."  Dated 29th June, A D. 1897.
Application No. 3956.-PHILIP JOHN WINCH, of 19 Hindley
street, Adelaide, in the province of South Australia, chemist,
and JOHN TEBBET SNELL, of 150 Rundle street, Adelaide
aforesaid, bicycle manufv eturer.  " An Improved Method and
Composition for making Pneumatic Tyres Puncture proof."
Dated 6th July, A.D. 1897.
A plication No. 3757.-ARTHUR EDWARD SEFTON, of 71
Cathedral square, Christchurch, Canterbury, New Zealand,
farmer.  " Process for Solving and Reintegrating Vulcanised
Indiarubber."  (Assignee of Ernest Sefton.) Dated 19th
February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3991.-CHARLEs AxEL BACKSTROM, of
Pittsburg, Allegheny, state of Pennsylvania, United States of
America, engineer.  "Improved Rotary Steam Engine."  Dated
27th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3995: EDWARD MA.KIN, junior, of 40 New
Brown street, Manchester, county of Lancaster, England,
manufacturer.  " Improvements in Steam Generators and Super-
heaters and Water Heaters."  Dated 27th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 9002.-ARTHUR PILLSBURY DODGE, of
No, 622 Lord's Buildings, in the city, county, and state of
New York, United States of America, lawyer.  " Steam Motor
especially designed for Street Car Service."  Dated 3rd August,
A.D. 1897.
Application No.  4007.-ERNEST WILLIAM LYCETT, Of 9
Queen street, Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria, manager
(Assignee of William Henry Richards).  "An Improved Lubri-
cator and Wire-rope Cleaner."  Dated 6th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4012.-FREDERICK GEORGE MYERS, of Box
No. 2508 Johannesburg, South African Republic, mechanical
engineer.  "Improvements in Machines for Forging, Swaging,
or Hammering Metal Articles."  Dated,'under section 80, 22nd
October, A.D. 1896. Filed 9th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4018.-NIELS BENDIxsN, of Copenhagen,
Denmark, superintendent of a laboratory.  "Improvements in
Propagatinq Apparatus for Developing Pure Cultures of Yeast
and Bacteria."  Dated 10th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4026.-ARTHUR JOHN CUMING, of 71
Cathedral Square, Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colony of
New Zealand.  "Improvements in Bicycles."  Dated 16th
August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4030. -- HENRY CLAY FLETCHER, Of
Franklin street, Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria, manu-
facturer, and HENRY WALTER CHENOWETH, of Bryant street,
Newmarket, in said colony.  "An Improved means for Attaching
Mudguards to Bicycles and similar Vehicles."  Dated 17th
August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4031.--DAVEY PEGGING MACHINE COM-
PANY, of 105 Bedford street, Boston, Massachusetts, United
States  of America (Assignee of John Francis Davey, Sherman
William Ladd, and William Winslow Kelly).  " An Improved
Pegging Machine for Boots and Shoes."  Dated 17th August,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 9033.--HERBERT JAMES WOOD, of 71
Cathedral square, Christchurch, Canterbury, colony of New
Zealand, grocer.  "Improved Device for Attaching Labels."
Dated 17th August, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  11th September, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate
(on Form D ),  of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No 365 4 .-JAMES WESLEY HALL, of " Oma,"
Boundary road, Toorak ,  in the colony of Victoria ,  mine-owner,
and GEORGE ANDIO:IZSON RICHARD,  of the Range, Mount
Morgan,  in the colony of Queensland ,  meta llurgist.  "An
Improved Steam Shovel principally for Emptying and Filling
L7aching and l .i.rivia lion Vats used  in Metallurgical and
similar Operations ."  Dated 5th Dee mber, A.D 1896.
Application  No. 3807.- PATRICK O 'MEARA,  of  Pieter-
maritzburg, in the colony of Natal, civil engineer .  " Improve-
ments in 11Teans for Preyentinq Accumulation of Sand or
Detritus at or in Hal Sours or Harbour Entrances ,  Canals, or
other places."  To he dated under section 80 ,  1st August, A.D.
1896 .  Filed 27th  March , A.D. 1897.
Application  No. 3968.-JAMES CHRISTOPHER HALLIGAN
AND JAMES FFRGrsoN, both of Brisbane ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  lithographic printers .  " Improvements in Litho-
graphic Machines ."  Dated 10th  July ,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4020 .- THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COM-
PANY OP NEW SOUTH WALES ,  LIMITED, of 196 Castlereagh
street ,  Sydney, in the c.dlony of New South Wales (Assignees
4  Jame .s AlberL Bensack ).  "  Improvements is Cigarette
Machines ."  Dated 12J1 August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4039 .- THoMAs HITCHEN, of 87 Ferry
road, Glebe Point, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales.
"Impprovements in the Construction of Continuous Baking Ovens
for Bread ,  Biscuits, Pastry ,  or Confectionery ."  Dated 23rd
August, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY ,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice,
Application No. 3683.-ALFRED HOGG, of 31 Moray Place,
Dunedin, in the colony of New Zealand, salesman.  "An
Improved Method of Woking a Steam Engine."  Dated 24th
December, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 37 37. -SIDNEY PSATT BLACKMORE, residing
at the George Goch Amalgamated Gold-Mining Company,
Limited, Johannesburg, South African Republic, electrical
engineer; RICHARD OLIVER GARDNER DRUMMOND, of Com-
missioner street, Johannesburg aforesaid, electrical  engineer ;
and EDWARD JOHN WAY, general manager of the George
Goch Amalgamated Gold- Mining Company, Limited, Johannes.
burg aforesaid.  "Improvements in Rock and like Drills."
Dated Ist February, A.D. 1897.
Application No 3878.-PERRY ERNEST DOOLITTLE, Of 180
Sherbourne street, city of Toronto, province of Ontario,
dominion of Canada, physician.  "Improvements in Brake
Mechanism for Bicycles and other Vehicles."  Dated 10th May,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3945.-GEORGE WILLIAM BALLOIT, of 10
Wall street, city, county, and state of New York, U.S.A., and
AUGUSTUS SEAVER, of Needham, county of Norfolk, state of
Massachusetts, U.S.A., manufacturer.  " Improvements in
Glass Globes for the Effusion and Distribution of Light."
Dated 26th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3984.-MARMADUKE CONSTABLE, of Victoria
Arcade, HERBERT CHAPPEL, engineer, of Victoria Arcade, and
THOMAS SMALE HOOPER, patent agent, all of the city of Sydney,
in the colony of New South Wales.  "An Improved Method
used in Conjunction with Refrigeration ' for Treating and
Preserving Heat, Poultry, Fruit, and other Articles of 1bod
for Transit or otherwise."  Dated 24th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4019. - HENRY GRoxo, of Newtown,
Sydney, in the colony of -New South Wales, mine  manager,
and HENRY PATESUN, of Harbour street, Sydney  aforesaid,
manager of the New South Wales Fresh Food and Ice Com-
pany, Limited.  " Improvements in the Process of Chilling and
Freezing Meat and other Alimentary Substances, and Means
therefor."  Dated 10th August, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
NO. 106. VOL. LXVIII.] 1011
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and  the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave  particulars  in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3583.-ALFRED THOMAS PERKINS, of 2155
Central avenue, in the city of Alameda, county of Alameda and
state of California, United States of America.  "An ImprovedProcess of Preserving Fresh Fruits, Vegetable Products, and
other Articles and Substances of Food from Decay without the
use of Refrigerants."  Dated 6th October, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3729.-LEES RAY, of Wavertree, near
Liverpool, England, specialist.  "Improved Appliances for
Correctinq Nasal Deformity."  Dated 29th January, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3885.-Louis BILLETT, of 115 Bourke
street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, blacksmith,
and FREDERIC ROEISON COWPER, of Post Office Chambers,
114A Pitt street, Sydney aforesaid, solicitor.  "A New or
Improved Tuyere,for Forges."  Dated 17th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3955.-ALFRED THOMAS PERKINS, 609-613
Stock Exchange, Chicago, Illinois, United States of America,
advising engineer.  "An Improved Apparatus for the Preserva-
tion of Perishable Substance.:."  Dated 5th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3977.-JOHN WHITTLE, of 27 Frampton
Place, Boston, Lincolnshire, England.  "Improvements relating
to Locomotive Types of Engines."  Dated 15th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4069.-GEORGE CRAWFORD .ELLIOTT, manu-
facturer, and WALTER PLATT HATCH, manufacturer, both of
No. 253 Broadway, New York, county and state of New York,
United States of America.  "Improvements in Book Typewriting
Machines."  Dated 13th September, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4070.-CHARLES KINGSTON WELCH, Of
Park House, Coventry, in the county of Warwick, England,
engineer .  "Improvements in Pneumatic Wheels."  Dated 13th
September, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4076.-- GEORGE LANSELL, of the Fortuna
Crushing Works, Bendigo, in the colony of Victoria, quartz
miner .  "An Improved Pump for Mining and other Purposes."
Dated 18th September, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4093.-STUART BUNTING, Of 91 Smallbrook,
Birmingham , county of Warwick, manufacturer.  " Improve-
ments in Pneumatic  Tyres."  Dated 25th September, A. 1). 1897.
Application No. 4095.--CHARLES NEWMAN, of Rundle
street, Adelaide, in the province of South Australia,  engineer.
"An Improved Band or Cover for Pneumatic Tyres."  Dated
27th September, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1897.
L
i OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from  the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement  in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3694.-JOHN PRICE, mechanical engineer,
THOMAS HANN, mechanical  engineer , and WILLIAM BaOMLEY,
wine and spirit merchant's traveller, all of 18 Upper Kennington
lane, London, England.  "Improvements in Velocipedes or
other Vehicles."  Dated 4th January, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3697.-JOHN THOMAS, of Summer Hill,
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, engineer.  "An
Improved Bicycle Brake."  Dated 4th January, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3820. - MAURICE CHARLES ALFRkDE
FOURCHOTTE, of 101 bis, rue Lauriston, Paris, in the republic
of France,  engineer .  "Improved Method of, and Apparatus
for, Generating Acetylene Gas."  Dated 1st April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4038.-JAMES HERMANN ROSENTHAL, of
147 Queen Victoria  street,  in the city of London, England,
engineer .  "Improvements in Feed Water Purifier for Steam
Generators ."  Dated 23rd August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4043.-FREDERICK WICKS, of Halfway
Lodge, Esher, Surrey, England, newspaper proprietor.  "Im-
provements in Type founding Apparatus."  Dated 26th August,
A. D. 1897.
Application No. 4044. - JAMES HAYDEN AND VICTOR
JULIUS  HEINECKE, of Hawthorn street, South Brisbane, and
Gladstone road, South Brisbane, engineers.  "An Improved
Combination  Die for Cutting and Pressing Tops, Bottoms,
,Buttons ,  and Covers  of Tins for Preserving purposes, Syrup
16TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
Tins, and all kinds of  Tins  of similar description."  Dated
26th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4047.-JoHN SWIFT, of Goulburn, in the
colony of New South Wales, commercial traveller.  "An Im-
proved Stand for Bicyeles."  Dated 27th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 1050.-LEwIs FINDLAY EAST, of 19 Lorne
street, Prahran, in the colony of Victoria, civil servant.  "Im-
provements in Lids or Covers for Jugs and other Vessels."
Dated 28tll August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4054.-PETER STRANG, of Gill street,
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland,  engineer.
"Improved .i1aaaufacture of Zinc Shavings." Dated 31st
August. A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4055.-ALEXANDER McLEOu, of Queen
street, Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, confectioner.
"Improvements in Handles for Cycles."  Dated 31st August,
A. u. 1897.
Application No. 4056.-HENRY GEORGE DOWNTON, Of
Croydon, near Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales,
brick manufacturer, anal WILLIAM HENRY NICHOLLS, Of
Croy0en aforesaid. accountant.  "Improvements in Process and
Apparatus for the Destruction of Nightsoil and NoxiousMatters." Dated 2nd September, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1897.N,( OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-A. ti,'ns for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
api,lications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form 1)), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Govern ment  Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No 3243.-EDWARD NICOLL DICKERSON, of
the city, county, and state of New York, United  States of
America, inventor, and JULIUS JOHN SUCKERT, of Ridgewood,
Bergen county, New Jersey, United States of America, inventor.
"Improvements in Apparatus fur Producing and Liquefying
Acetylene Gas."  Dated 21st January, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 340:3.-ERNEST FREDERICK TURNER, of
the Adelaide University, Adelaide, in the province of South
Australia.  "An Improved Regenerative Process for the Treat-
ment of Argentferous Sulphide Ores."  Dated 18th June, A.D.
1896.
Application No. 3488. -HERMAN FRASCII, of Euclid avenue,
corner of Kennard street, city o' Cleveland, county of Unyahoga,
state of Ohio, United States of America.  "Improvements is
Mining Gold and Similar Metals."  Dated 10th August, A.D.
1896. (By order of the Law Officer)
Application No. 3826.-GEORGE EDWARD WRIGHT, of
Wollaton, Nottingham, England, electrical  engineer, and
WILLIAM MONK, of 428 Alfreton road, Nottingham aforesaid,
engineer.  "Improvements in the Method of and Machines for
Degreasing Leather."  To be dated, under section 80, 19th
May, A.D. 1896. Filed 2nd April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3855.-GEORGE THOMAS B,,OTH, engineer,
and WILLIAM SCOTT, engineer, both of 71 Cathedral square,
Christchurch, Canterbury, New Zealand.  " Improved Cycle
Propelling Mechanism."  Dated 26th April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3914.-ARON M. BEAM, of Denver, county
of Arapahoe, state of Colorado, United States of America,
metallurgist and assayer.  " Muffler Furnaces."  Dated 5th
Jung, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3918.-PHILIP  M. SHARPLES , Of West
Chester, county of Chester, state of Pennsylvania, one of the
United States of America, manufacturer of dairy supplies.
"Improvements in Centrifugal Machines for effecting the
Separation of Liquids."  (Assignee of Herbert McCornack).
Dated 7th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3932.-CHARLES  HENRY WILLMORE, of
Starling street, Leichhardt, near Sydney, in the colony of New
South Wales, saddle-tree maker.  "Improvements in Saddle-
trees used in the Construction of Dray, Van, Spring-cart, Cab,
Buggy, and other Harness in which Saddle-trees  are required."
Dated 14th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3940.-JOHANN ERNST GERscH, black-
smith; FREDERICH WILHELM SALLMANN , farmer; HEINRICH
WILHELM PASCHKE, farmer ; and CARL OTTO MOLL , farmer,
all of Dimboola, in the colony of Victoria.  " Improvements in
the means  of Generating Gas from Wood, and Apparatus
therefor."  Dated 18th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3953.-PAUL WILHELM  VON GEHLEN, Of
87 Langestrasse, Ploen, in Holstein, Prussia,  druggist.  "An
Apparatus for Producing Benzine Gas, and a Burner for use
therewith, for the Production of an Incandescent Light.
Dated 3rd July, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY , Registrar of Patents, &c,
No. 106. VOL. LXVIII.1 1012
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 28th August, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned  applica-
tions for the  grant  of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications  annexed  thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette.  A fee
of ten  shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3635. - HENRY WILLIAM  TICKNER
DOGGETT, draper, and JAMES McCHESNEY, builder, both of
54 Lambton Quay, Wellington, in the colony of New  Zealand.
"An Improved Checking Apparatus to Prevent Horses from
Running away."  Dated 19th November, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3812.-JAMES TRACKSON, of Trackson
Bros.,  Elizabeth street, Brisbane,  engineer  and agent.  "Im-
provements  in Apparatus ,for the Manufacture and Storage of
Water Gas (Acetylene)."  Dated  29th  March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3829.-JEHV BAXTER.  SCHAPER, of 34
Longmore street, Middle Park, South Melbourne, in the colony
of Victoria,  commercial  agent.  "An Improved Freezing and
Cooling Apparatus forlce-cream Making, Butter Cooling, and
the like."  Dated 2nd April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3960.-WILLIAM  FREDERICK  WILLIAMS,
of 32 Shaftesbury avenue, London, England.  " Improvements
in Sociable Bicycles."  Dated 6th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3970.-WILLIAM JOHN NAPIER, of the
Government Freezing Works, Roma street, Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, mechanical engineer, and CHARLES
SEALY and BRUCE MALCOLM, both of Trelawny, Harrisville, in
the said colony,  farmers and graziers .  "Improvements in or
relating to Refrigerating Machines."  Dated 10th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3975: SAMUEL VAN  BUSKIRK , of Sydney,
in the colony of New South Wales, horse-trainer.  - "An
Improved Horse Bridle."  Dated 14th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3976. - TEXTILE CLEANING COMPANY,
LIMITED, of No. 1 Saint Peter's Church walk, Nottingham,
England (Assignees of Frederick Nicholson Turney).  "Im-
provements in Apparatus for Degreasing Wool, Cotton Waste,
and other Fibrous  Materials ."  Dated 15th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3979.- EDWIN  MAYHEW BRISSENDEN,
barrister, and JOHN STONEMAN LANE, ship chandler, both of
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales.  " Rotary
Pulverising Machine."  Dated 17th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3983.- GEORGE BOHAN  SHEPA RD, of
Ogdensburg, county of St. Lawrence, state of New York,
United States of America, attorney- at-law .  "Rotary Mac hines."
Dated 24th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3985.-HENRY RICHARD HANCOCK, of
Moonta Mines, in the province of South Australia, mine
superintendent, and HENRY LIPSON HANCOCK and LEIGH
GEORGE HANCOCK,  of the same address ,  mining engineers.
"Improvements in Rock Drills and other  like  Machines."
Dated 26th July, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY , Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3333. - JOSEPH Amos LINLEY, of 57
Ridgmount Gardens, Gower street, county of London, England,
shipbroker, temporarily residing at 63 Pitt street, Sydney, in
the colony of New South Wales.  "Improvements in Means for
Preserving Refrigerated or Artificially Chilled Meat intended
for Trans?ort."  Dated 25th April, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3853.-GEORGE  GIBBINS, of Cowper street,
Footscray, in the colony of Victoria, agricultural implement
maker.  "Improvements in Multi furrow Ploughs."  Dated
24th April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3938.- SAMUEL  JOSEPH WILLS, of West.
wood, in the colony of Queensland, State school teacher.  "An
Improved Bolt and Lock Nut."  Dated 17th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3959.-WILLIAM  FREDERICK  WILLIAMS,
of 32 Shaftesbury  avenue , London, England.  "Improvements
in the  Driving Gear of Bicycles and other Pedal-operated
Vehicles or Machines."  Dated 6th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3961.-ALBERTO ISSEL, of 11 Via Roma,
Genoa, Italy, furniture manufacturer.  "Improvements in
Rendering  Substances  Incombustible,"  Dated 6th July, A.D.
1897.
[6TH NovEMBBR! 1897.
Application No. 3962. -  RUDOLF CHILLINGWORTH, of
Ostbahnhof, Nuremburg, in the empire of Germany, metal
stamper.  "A New or Improved Method or Process for the
Manufacture of Hubs for Velocipede  and other  Wheels, and
Machinery or Apparatus used therefor."  Dated 6th July, A.D.
1897.
Application No. 3964.-THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COM-
PANY OF NEW SOUTH WALES, LIMITED, of 196 Castlereagh
street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales (Assignees
of William Henry Butler).  " Improved Cutting and Printing
Mechanism specially applicable to Box-making Machines.
Dated 8th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3980.-SAMUEL RICHARD POPE,  of Roma,
in the colony of Queensland,  miner .  " New or Improved Means
for Propelling Velocipedes  and other  Vehicles."  Dated 20th
July, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 14th August, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four  calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this  advertise.
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3755.- FREDERICK HENRY  HAVILAND, Of
St. Peter's Chambers, solicitor ; ARTHUR HOLLOWAY, of
" Hagley," Drummond -road, Boscombe, science master ; JOHN
BRUCE COLLIER, of Delphi Chambers, electrical engineer ; and
WILIAM HENRY MURCH, of Upper Terrace road, engineer, all
of Bournemouth, in the county of Hants, England.  " Method
and Apparatus for the Manufacture of Calcium Carbide."
Dated 18th February, 1897.
Application No. 3923.-CONRAD FRIEDRICH CHRISTIAN
LoHMANN, of No. 13 Andrew street, Northcote, near Melbourne,
in the colony of Victoria, engineer.  " An Improved Rotary
Motor to be Driven by Steam or other Motive Fluid."  Dated
lath June, 1897.
Application No. 3939.-ARTHUR JOHN CUMING, of 71
Cathedral Square, Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colony of
New Zealand, journalist.  "  Means  for Preventing Puncture of
Pneumatic Tyres."  Dated 18th June,.1897.
Application No. 3946.-CHARLES CHEERS WAKEFIELD, Of
3 Pendennis road, Streatham, Surrey, England,  general manager.
" Improvements  in or relating  to Sight feed Lubricators."
Dated 26th June, 1897.
Application No. 3948.-CARROLL CHAINLESS CYCLE COM-
PANY, of the State of New Jersey, United States of America
(Assignees of Thomas Henry Carroll).  "Improvements in
Chainless Bicycles."  Dated 26th June, 1897.
Application No. 3951.- JAMES HERBERT BULLARD, of 777
State street, city of S ringfield, county of Hampden, state of
Massachusetts, United States of America, mechanical engineer.
" Improvements  in Brakes  for Bicycles and similarly propelled
Vehicles."  Dated 29th June, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the com lete
specifications annexed thereto, have been  ACCEPTED,  andp are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose any of such
applications  must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four  calendar
months from the date of  the first appearance  of this advertise-
ment in the Queensland  Government  Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such  notice.
Application No. 3487.-EDWIN TATHAM, of Colfe Lodge,
Lewisham Hill, county of Kent, England,  gas engineer.
"Improvements in Means for obtaining Light."  Dated 10th
August, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3572.-- JAMES DAVIDSON, of George  street,
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales,  grain merchant.
"An Improved Manufacture of Fatty Matter from certain
Fatty Animal Tissues."  Dated 1st October, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3764. - GEORGE GATTON  MELHUIWH
HARDINGHAM, of 191 Fleet street, London, civil engineer
(Assignee of H. L. Webster, of Klerksdorp, in the South
African Republic, engineer).  "Improvements  in Rotary
Engines applicable for use as Motors, Pumps, Blowers, or the
like."  Dated 23rd February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3915.- SAMUEL CONNELL, of  Bundaberg,
in the colony of Queensland,  assistant ironmonger.  ,An
Apparatus for Aeratinq Water, Beer, or  other  Liquids."
Dated 7th June, A.D. 1897.
WII$LIAX T. BI1AEENEY, Registrar  of Patents, &o.
No.106. VOL. LXVIII.] 1013
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1897.NOTICE is hereby  given , that the undermentioned applica-tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed  thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons intending  to oppose any of such
applications  must leave particulars  in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from  the date of the  first appearance of this
advertisement  in the  Queensland Government  Gazette.  A fee
of ten  shillings  is payable with  such notice.
Application No. 3425.-JOHN TUCK, of O'Neil street,
Leichhardt, Sydney, New South Wales,  messenger .  "A Bicycle
Brake."  Dated 6th July, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3591: WILLIAM HENRY NICHOLS ST:.ED'
of Eagle Chambers, King William street, Adelaide, in the
province of South Australia, clerk.  "An Improved Scoring-board for Cycling and other Sports." Dated 17th October,
A.D. 1896.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1897.
Notice of Cancellation of Registration of Trade Marks No.
251 of 1883, and No. 651 of 1890, in the name of E. and J.
Burke, Dublin, Ireland.
OTAICE is hereby given, that the entries upon the Registers
N of Trade Marks of the Trade Marks Nos. 251 and 651,
in Class 43, in respect of Whisky, Stout, or Porter, have been
cancelled by me on receipt of the prescribed form of application.
The trade marks above referred to appeared, respectively,
in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 21st July, A.D. 1883,
Vol. 33, No. 13, page 348, and of the 30th August, A.D. 1890,
Vol. 50, No. 109, page 1360.
WLILIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1897.
OTICE is  hereby given , that I have received the undermen-N tioned applications for the registration of Trade Marks.
Any person or persons intending to oppose  any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form I ),  of his or their objections thereto, within two months
(or such further time, not exceeding six months, as the
Registrar may allow )  of the advertisement of the applications
in the  Queensland Government Gazette .  A fee of one pound
is payable with such notice.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Application No. 2183-Filed 18th October, A.D. 1897.-J.
AND P. COATS, LIMITED, of Ferguslie Thread Works, Paisley,
North Britain, thread manufacturers, to register in Class 23,
in respect of Sewing and Crochet Cotton on Spools or Reels
and in Hanks or Balls, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation:-
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the device
of the letter; and applicant Comp my disclaims any right to
the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 6th November, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2119-Filed 15th September, A.D. 1897.-
THE AUSTRAL CYCLE AGENCY, LIMITED, of Oxford Chambers,
Bourke street, Melbourne, Victoria ; Coventry, England ; and
Sydney, New South Wales, &c., cycle importers and manu-
facturers, to register in Class 22, in respect of Velocipedes and
other Carriages, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation
SPECIAL RESERVE
OLD VATTED GLENLIVET WHISKY
REGISTERED
EDINBURGH.
OG.O MEDAL
CALCUTTA .::.
LONDON AND EXPORT AGENTS, FRANK BAILEYS  Co. 59  MARK LANE, E C
The essential  particulars  of the  trade mark are the .follow-
ing :-A complete  label as above ,  which said label has been used
by the applicants since  1880.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 16th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 1980 - Filed 2nd April, A.D. 1897.-
WILLIAM JONATHAN GREEN, Of " Werundah," Young street,
Croydon, near Sydney, New South Wales, to register in Class
3, in respect of a Medicinal Preparation, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
ATALANTA
This  mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
This  mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 23rd October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2129-Filed 22nd September, A.D. 1897.-
STEWART AND HEMMANT, Of Brisbane, warehousemen, to register
in Class 38, in respect of Articles of Clothing, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation:-
The essential particular of the trade mark is the device
above set out.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2172-Filed 12th October, A.D. 1897.-
ANDREW USHER AND Co., of Edinburgh, distillers, to register
in Class 43, in respect of Whisky, a 't'rade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
pNpgEW USNfR$ C
OLD VATTED GLENLIVET WHISKYG111. 'ItC-
DO. .,)3  -C V -  ..
/ONODN  AND EXPORT  AGENTS ,  FRANK RA / LErS  Co. S9 MARK LANE EC
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing :-A complete label as above, which said label has been used
by the applicants since  1880.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 16th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2173-Filed 12th October, A.D. 1897.-
ANDREW USHER AND Co., of Edinburgh, distillers,  to register
in Class 43, in respect of  Whisky,  a Trade Mark  of which
the following is a  representation:-
NUSHERC,}
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Application No. 2111-Filed 15th September, A.D. 1897 .--
THE AUSTRAL CYCLE AGENCY, LIMITED, of Oxford Chambers,
Bourke street, Melbourne, Victoria; Coventry, England; and
Sydney, New South Wales, &c.. cycle importers and mann-
facturers, toregister in Class 22, in respect of Velocipedes and
other Carriages, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
Application No. 212+-Filed 21st  September ,  A.D. 1897.-
SAMUEL ALLEN AND SoNs, LIMITED, of Townsville. Q ueens-
land,  merchants , trading as " Douglas  Bros. &  Co.," to  register
in Class 43 , in respect of Whisky, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :---
CPpf1/A(RESE'
The essential particular of the trade mark is the follow-
ing :-The combination of devices; and we disclaim any right to
the exclusive use of the added matter, except  our name.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2077--Filed 28th August, A.D. 1897.-
CHARLES RICHARD VALENTINE, of Whitcliffe, Grove Park, Lee,
Kent` ]?,ngland, colonial m-rchant, to register in Class 42, in
respect of Substances used as Ford or as Ingredients in Food,
but excluding Tea, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the fol-
lowing:-The device, the words "Old Rebel," and the name
"Douglas Bros.  f  Co."; and we disclaim any right to the
exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2127-Filed 21st September, A.D. 1897.-
SAMUEL ALLEN AND SONS, LIMITED, of Townsville, Queensland,
merchants, to register in Class 43, in respect of Schnapps, it
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation:-
I
I
NAGE L'Srq-
S AM ED
SCHNAPPS
aiT;
This mark was first advertised in  the Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 18th September, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 1981-Filed 2nd April, A.D. 1897.-W. A.
ROSS AND SONS, LIMITED, of 17 and 19 William street south,
Be;fast, Ireland, aerated and mineral water manufacturers, to
register in Class 44, in respect of Mineral and Aerated Waters
(Natural and Artificial), including Ginger Beer, a Trade Mark
of which the following is a representation:-
Man ufactu red by
The Proprietor at
NORDER SAND.
1fstaMIJredI865i
•
BELFAST-BELFAST-
I RELA.ND.4 IeI'so
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the
combination of devices and the fac-simile signature "W. A. Ross
4 Now," and applicant Company disclaims any right to the
exclusive use of the added matter, except in so far  as it  consists
of their  own name  and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
era,  at  gazette  of 11th September, A.D. 1897.  fide  notice at head
of Trade mark. advertisements.
Application No. 2089-Filed 6th September, A.D. 1897.-
BOVRIL LIMITED, of 30 Farringdon street, London, England,
merchants, to register in Class  42, in  respect of Substances used
as Food or  as Ingredients  in Food, a Trade Mark of which the
following  is a representation :--
BOVRIL
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 11th September, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follon -
ing :-The device, the letters "N.B.S.," the word "Nagel's," and
the signature; and we disclaim any right to the exclusive use of
the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2128-Filed 22nd September, A.D. 1897.-
STEWART AND HEMMANT, of Brisbane, Queensland, warelenise-
men, to register in Class 38, in respect of Articles of Clothing,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation
The essential  particular of the trade mark is the device
above set out, and we disclaim  any right to the exclusive use of
the added  matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade  mark  advertisements.
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The essential particulars of the" trade mark are the
following : -The monogram on shield, combination of devices,
and our name and address; and we disclaim any right to the
exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette of  25th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2092-Filed 14th September, A.D. 1897.-
PERRY BROTHERS, of Queen street, Brisbane, ironmongers. to
register in Class 12, in respect of Cutlery and Edge
Tools, aTrade Mark of which the following is a representation:-
Application No. 2081-Filed 2nd September, A.D. 1897.-THE EXCURSION WASHER COMPANY, LIMITED, of Bradford,
Yorkshire, England, soap powder manufacturers, to register in Class 47, in respect of Soap and Detergents, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
EXCURSION WASHER.
The essential  particular  of the  trade  mark  is the  word "Excursion,"  and the applicants disclaim  any ri ght to the word
Washer."
This mark  was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 18th September ,  A.D. 1897 .  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2123-Filed  20th Septelnl:er, A.D. 1897.-
GEORGE HILL ADAMS,  trading as  "  Marshall 's," of 136 Eliza-
beth  street ,  Brisbane , and 235  Flinders  lane. Melbourne,
merchant,  to register in- Class 50, subsection 7, in respect of
Twine , a Trade Mark  of which the  following  is a representa-
tion .
MAR S HA LL'S
Application No. 2094-Filed 14th September, A.D. 1897.-
THE LAKE OF THE WOODS MILLING COMPANY, LIMITED, Of
Kee%%atin, dominion of Canada, millers, to register in Class 42,
in respect of Flour, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
1
1  ,,
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing : -The device and the word " Marshall's."
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2125---Filed 21st September, A.D.  1897.-
SAMUEL ALLEN AND SONS, LIMITED, trading as "Jules Hulene
& Co.," of Townsville, Queensland, merchants, to register in
Class 43, in respect of Brandy, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation:-
A
0 •
The essential particulars of the trade marks are the follow.
ing :--Tlie device and the signature; and we disclaim any right
to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 25th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2078-Filed 28th August, A.D. 1897.-
CHARLES RICHARD VALENTINE, of Whitcliffe, Grove Park, Lee,
Kent, England, colonial merchant, to register in Class 42, in
respect of Substances used as Food or as Ingredients in Food,
but excluding Tea, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
This mark was first advertised n the Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 18th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing : -The word " Ringer" and the device, as shown above; and
we disclaim any right to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 18th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2079-Filed 28th August, A.D. 1897.-
CHARLES RICHARD VALENTINE, Of Whitcliffe, Grove Park, Lee,
Kent, England, colonial merchant, to register in Class 42, in
respect of Substances used as Food or as Ingredients in Food,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation:-
[6TN NOVEMBER, 1897.
S%t
Happy
CEOFT/F
VALT1 NE
This mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 18th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade  mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2145-Filed 23rd September, A.D. 1897.-
ALASKA  PACKERS' AssocIATION, of San Francisco, America, to
register  in Class 42, in respect of Preserved Fish, a Trade Mark
of which the following is a  representation:-
Application No. 2121-Filed 17th September,  A.D. 1897.-
THie CASTLE MAINE BREW ERY AND Q. UINLAN , GRAY,  AND CO.,
BRISBANE, LIul'1'En. of Brisbane, Queensland,  merchants, to
register in Class -1:1, in respect of Fermented Liquors  and Spirits,
a'1'rade'A lark of  NN-hik•li the follow ing is a  representation
SPECIALOLD 05H WHISKY
DUBLIN
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing:-The combination of devices, including the word "Scroll";
and the applicant disclaims any right to the exclusive use of the
added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice at head of
trade  mark advertisements.
Application' No. 2166-Filed 4th October, A.D. 1897.-
THOMAS TRISTRAM AND EMILY CONSTANCE TRISTRAM, trading
as " T. Tristram," at Hope street, South Brisbane, Queensland,
non-intoxicating fermented drinks, aerated waters, and cordial
manufacturers, to register in Class 44, in respect of Mineral
and Aerated Waters, Natural and Artificial, including Ginger
Beer, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representa-
tion:-
TT
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow.
inq:-The device of two T's within two T's, surrounded by two
segmental border lines.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2168-Filed 6th October, A.D. 1897.-
SAMUEL ALLEN AND SONS, LIMITED, trading as " Christian
Herring," Townsville, Queensland, merchants, to register in
Class 43, in respect of Liqueurs, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
Porvg'or by Special Appolntrnents to the  Courts of Europe
ratetra
enm
The essential  particul ar of'the trade mark  is the combination
of devices,  and we  disclaim  any right to the exclusive use of the
added  matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 9th October ,  A.D. 1897 .  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2110-Filed 23rd September, A.D. 1897.-
ALASKA PACKERS' ASSOCIATION, of San Francisco, America, to
register in Class 42, in respect of Preserved Fish, a Trade Mark
of which the following is a representation :-
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing.-The combination of devices; and the applicant disclaims
any right to the exclusive use of the added matter, save and
except its trading name and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at-head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2163-Filed 1st October, A.D.  1897.-
LYONS' IN-K, LIMITED, 17 and 19 Park street, Cheetham,
17 anchester, England, ink and sealing wax manufacturers, to
register in Class 39, in respect of Writing and Copying Inks of all
kinds and colours, Sealing Wax, Ink Powders, Endorsing Inks
for Indiarubber Stsmps (except Printing Ink), Endorsing Ink
Stamping Pads, Pens (not of precious metal or imitation there-
of), Penholders (not of precious metal or imitation thereof),
Copying Books, Liquid Gum, Glue, and Mucilage, all being
articles of Stationery, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation :-
LYONS'
ManRfaetwred at Copenhaten, Denmark
Tbia Liga ar,  eaikd Cbert7 &..dy er Ch,, Cordial, and in Danlth oumd
•,  Khsahsr -Lsgtasor," . Lowe tbroagbout the world.
I.
hued
AD
ligrsat  in .1A  ught to
ea nwat re`
rrith ANIVde apt  hg water
Ever ,  original package -loses a circular Dearing m, signature as above.
OAUTIOI :.- None geerlne ' witbout bearing a perforated  esfegusrd
c*Vaate .. h.wing  farataille of dgnzture its above. LION INK.
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow- The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing:-The  device  and the signature ; and we disclaim any right ing :-The name  " Lyons' "  and the lion; and we disclaim any
to the exclusive  use of the added matter. right to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This  mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland Govern- This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head  went Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897. 'Fide  notice at head of
of trade mark advertisements . trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2136-Filed 23rd September, A.D. 1897.-ALASKA  PACKERS' ASSOCIATION,  of San Francisco ,  America, to
register in Class 42, in respect  of Preserved Fish, a Trade Mark of which the following;  is a representation :-
The essential particula rs 'f the trade mark are t/zc followi iy : -The  combination  or devices ,  izzcludb ig the represent-zti )n of
the flag of the  Alaska Packers ' Association  and the word  " Glacier "; and  the applicant disclaims any right to the exclusive use of
the added natter, save and except its trading name and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 9th October ,  A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
4pplication No. 2137-Filed 23rd September, A.D. 1897.-ALASK S  PACKERS' ASSOCIATION, of San Francisco, America, to
register in Class 42, in respect of Preserved Fish, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation.-
The essential particulars  of the trade mark are the following :-TTze combination  of devices , including the representation of
the flag of  the Alaska  Packers'  Association and the  word "Ancon"; and the applicant disclaims any right to the exclusive use of
the added matter, save  and except its trading name and address.
This  mark was first  advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at  bead  of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2139-Filed 23rd September, A.D. 1897.-ALASKA PACKERS' ASSOCIATION, of San Francisco, !America,
to register in Class 42, in respect of Preserved Fish, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
I
The essential particulars  of the trade mark are the fdlowing :- I'h.e combination  of devices,  including  the representation of
the flag  of the  Alaska Packers '  Association and the  word " Cruiser "; and the  applicant disclaims any right to the exclusive use
of the adaed matter ,  save and except  its tradinq name and address.
This mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland Govern ment Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2141-Filed 23rd September, A.D. 1897.-ALASKA PACKERS' AssoCIATION, of San Francisco,  America, to
register in  Class  42, in respect of Preserved Fish, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
The essential particulars  of the  trade mark  are the following :- The combination  of devices,  including the representation of
the flag of the Alaska  Packers' Association and the  word "  Scroll " ;  and the applicant disclaims any right to the exclusive use of
the added matter, save and except its trading name and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 9th  October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2142-Filed 23rd September, A.D. 1897.-ALASKA PACKERS' ASSOCIATION, of San Francisco, America, to
register in Class 42, in respect of Preserved Fish, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation:-
The  essential  particulars of the trade  mark are  the following :- The combination  of devices, including  the word  " Scroll" ;
and the applicant disclaims  any right  to the exclusive  use of the  added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2146-Filed 23rd September, A.D. 1897.-ALASKA PACKERS' ASSOCIATION, of San Francisco, America, to
register in Class 42, in respect of Preserved Fish, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
A
0
The essential particulars  of  the trade mark are the following :-The combination of devices, including the representation of
the flag of the Alaska Packers' Association and the words "Aurora Borealis"; and the applicant disclaims any right to the
exclusive use of the added matter, save and except its trading name and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2147 - Filed 23rd September , A.D. 1897 .- ALASKA PA(-KF.Rs'  ASSOCIATION,  of San Francisco ,  America, to
register in Class 42, in respect of Preserved Fish, a Trade  Mark  of which the following is a representation :-
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the following :--The combination of devices, including the representation of
theflaq of the Alaska Packers' Association and the word " Meteor"; and the applicant disclaims any right to the exclusive use of
the added  matter, save  and except its trading  name and  address.
This  mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2180-Filed 18th October, A.D. 1897.-JAMES INGLIS AND Co., of 170 Queen street, Brisbane, and Dean's
Place, Sydney, New South Wales, tea merchants, to register in Class 42, in respect of Teas, Coffees, Spices, Meals, Cornflour,
Arrowroot, and other Foods and Substances used as Foods, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
The essential particulars  of' the trade mark are the following:-The word " Witch "  and the general devices printed in
c,duttrs ;  and ice disclaim  any right to the exclusi.re use of  the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 23rd October ,  A.D. 1897 .  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2157 - Filed 24th September ,  A.D. 1897 .- J. AND J .  COLMAN, LIMITED,  of Carrow Works, Norwich, and
108 Cannon street, London ,  England, mustard ,  starch ,  and blue manufacturers ,  to register in Class 47 ,  in respect of Blue, a Trade
Mark  of which the following is a representation :-
The applicants have  used the above  mark as a trade murk before 13th October,  1881.
This mark  was first advertised in the  Queensland Government  Gazette  of 16th October, A.D. 1897. Vide notice at heal of
trade  mark advertisements.
Application No. 2132-Filed 23rd September, A.D. 1897.- 1 of Corsets and other Articles of Clothing, a Trade -Mark of
ANNE SoruulA BeotDIE, trading as the " Natural Food Manu-
facturing Coy.," of .50 Ultimo road, Sydney, to register in
Class 42, in respeet of Flour and all Substances used as Food
or  Ingredients in Food , a Trade Mark  of which the following1.5
is a representation :-
HOMAH
This mark  was first  advertised  in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 2nd October , A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice  at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Applications Nos. 2149 and 2150-Filed 2lth September,
A.D. 1897. -WILLIAM PRETTY AND SON, of Ipswich, Suffolk,
England, corset manufacturers : Application l No. 2149, to
register in Class 13, in respect of Corset Shields, composed
principally of ordinary metal; Application No. 2150, to register
in Class 38, in respect of Corsets and Belts, being in the nature
which the following is a representation :-
x IN
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 2nd  October, A.D. 1897 .  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark  advertisements.
f Applications Nos. 2082 and 208:3-Filed 2nd September,
A.D. 1897 .- LEVER BROTIIEIs, LrIITrD ,  of  Birkenhead,  Eng-
land, and Sydney, New South  Wales,  soap manufacturers :
Application No. 2082 ,  to register in Class 47 ,  in respect of
Laundry Soap; Application No. 21)83,  to register in Class 48,
in respect of Toilet Soap ,  a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation :-
CORAL
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 2nd October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
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Applications Nos. 2095, 2096, 2097, 2098, 2099, 2100, 2102,
2103, 2104, 2105, 2106, 2107, 2108, 2109, and 2110-Filed 15th
September, A.D. 1897.-PERRY  BROTHERS, of 108 Queen  street,
Brisbane , wholesale and retail  ironmongers  : Application No.
2095, to register in Class 1, in respect of Chemical  Substances
used in Manufactures, Photography, or Philosophical  Research,
and Anti-corrosives ; Application No. 2096, to  register in Class 2,
in respect of Chemical Substances used for Agricultural,
Horticultural, Veterinary, and Sanitary Purposes ; Application
No. 2097, to register in Class 5, in respect of Unwrought and
Partly Wrought Metals used in Manufacture ; Application
No 2098, to register in Class 6, in respect of Machinery of all
kinds and Parts of Machinery, except Agricultural and Horti-
cultural Machines included in Class 7; Application No. 2099,
to register in Class 7, in respect of Agricultural  and Horticultural
Machinery and Parts of such Machinery; Application No. 2100,
to register in Class 12, in respect of Cutlery  and Edge Tools ;
Application No. 2102, to register in Class 14, in respect of Goods
of Precious Metals (including Aluminum, Nickel,  Britannia
Metals, &c.) and Jewellery,  and Imitations of such Goods and
Jewellery ; Application No. 2103,  to register in Class 18, in
respect of Engineering, Architectural, and Building Con-
trivances  ; Application No. 2104, to register  in Class 20, in
respect of Explosive  Substances  ; Application No. 2105, to
register  in Class 21, in respect of Naval Architectural Contri-
vances and  Naval Equipments not included  in Classes 19 and
20; Application No. 2106, to  register  in Class 47,  in respect of
Candles, Common Soap, Detergents, Illuminating,  Heating, or
Lubricating Oils, Matches, and Starch, Blue, and other  Prepara-
tions  ' for Laundry Purposes ; Application No. 2107,  to register
in Class  49, in respect of Games of all kinds  and Sporting
Articles not included in other  Classes ;  Application No. 2108, to
re gister in  Class 50, subsection 6, in respect of Furniture Cream,
Plate-powder, &c.; Application No. 2109,  to register in Class
50, subsection 7, in respect of Tarpaulins, Tents, Rick Cloths,
Rope, Twine, &c. ; Application No. 2110, to  register in Class 50,
subsection 9, in respect of Packing and Hose  of all kinds, a
Trade Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
11
t, EXCELSIOR
The essential particular of the trade  mark is the  follow-
ing :-The  device as  shown above;  and we disclaim  any right to
the exclusive use of the added  matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 21.87--Filed 23rd October, A.D. 1897.-
ALFRED MooN, of Edward street, Brisbane, merchant, to
register in Class 42, in respect of Teas, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
RED FLAG
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2188-Filed 26th October, A.D. 1897.-
CLARK AND Co., LIMITED, of Anchor Thread Mills, Paisley,
Scotland, sewing cotton manufacturers, to register in Class 23,
in respect of Sewing Cottons and Yarns, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
06
1
ANC HOR
94/
r"ON
The mark has  been  in the hands of the present proprietors
and their predecessors about thirty-five years before  1884.
This  mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 1897. Vide notice at head
of trade mark  advertisements.
Application No. ' 2189-Filed 26th October, A.D. 1897.-
CLARK AND Co., LIMITED, of Anchor Thread Mills, Paisley,
Scotland, sewing cotton manufacturers, to register in Class 23,
in respect of Sewing Cottons and Yarns, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
YDS
0CD '
The mark has been in the hands of the present proprietors
and their predecessors about thirty-five years before  1884.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2191-Filed 26th October, A.D. 1897.-
CLARK AND Co., LIMITED, of Anchor Thread Mills, Paisley,
Scotland, sewing cotton manufacturers, to register in Class 23,
in respect of Crochet Cottons, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation:-
CLARK & Cos
The mark has been in the possession of the present pro-
prietors and their predecessors about thirty-five years before
1884.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2193-Filed 26th October, A.D. 1897.-
CLARK AND Co., LIMITED, of Anchor Thread Mills, Paisley,
Scotland,  sewing  cotton manufacturers, to register in Class 23,
in respect of Sewing Cottons and Yarns, a Trade Mark of
which the following  is a representation :-
This  mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 30th October, A,D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2093-Filed 14th September, A.D. 1897.-
WILLIAM MORTON STEVENSON, of 337 George street, Sydney,
New South Wales, to register in Class 3, in respect of Chemical
Substances prepared for use in Medicine and Pharmacy, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
TYPHOIN.
(asaiexasaD).
The only known preven.
tive and cure for
TYPHOID FEVER.
This remedy  has been known
to the natives of India for over
zoo years as a certain PRorsY-
LACTIC  and cure  for TYPHOID
and all other  fevers. Dose.-
PREVENTIVE: One drop
night and morning in a little
water,  and you  wil I never con-
tract Fever.  Asa SPECIFIC:
Four drops in a little water
e very  four  hours .  and the fever
is cured  in about five days.
MAMUTACTURCD ONLY BY
FISHER d, COMPANY,
Manufacturing Chemists,
337 Gioscc . .T. SYDNCY
The essential particular of the trade mark  is the  device;
and I disclaim any right to the exclusive use of the added
matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 2nd October, A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice  at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Su co
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Application No. 2195-Filed 28th October ,  A.D. 1897.-
LONG&BACH  WOOL- scouRING AND BOILING -DOWN COMPANY,
Longreach ,  Queensland ,  to register in Class 42, in respect of
Meat Extract ,  a Trade  Mark of which the  following is a
representation:-
QON
,..r,
OMNI ,,
VINC IT
The essential particular of the trade mark is the device;
and we  disclaim any right to the exclusive use of the added
matter.
This  mark was first  advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark  advertisements.
Application No. 2153-Filed 24th September, A.D. 1897.-
J. AND J. COLMAN, LIMITED, of Carrow Works, Norwich, and
108 Cannon street, London, England, mustard, starch, and blue
manufacturers, to register in Class 47, in respect of Starch, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
The essential  particulars of the trade mark are the com-
bination  of devices and the words "Bull's Head," and the
applicants disclaim any right to the exclusive use of the added
matter  except  their name.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 16th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark  advertisements.
Application No. 2174-Filed 12th October, A.D. 1897.-
ANDREW USHER AND Co., of Edinburgh, distillers, to register
in Class 43, in respect of Whisky, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation:-
SPECIAL W.'P
The essential particulars  of the  trade mark are the follow.
ing :-The shape of label as above, used on neck of bottles, and
special device of monogram thereon ,  and we disclaim any right to
the exclusive use of the added matter , " Special Reserve."
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 16th October ,  A.D. 1897 .  Vzde  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements,
Application No. 2181 - Filed 18th October ,  A.D. 1897.-
JAMES INGTnS AND Co. , of 170  Queen street ,  Brisbane, and
Dean 's Place ,  Sydney, tea merchants ,  to register in Class 42,
in respect of Teas, Coffees, Spices, Meals ,  Cornflour ,  Arrowroot,
and other Foods and Substances used as Foods, a Trade Mark
of which the following is a representation :-
RECORD
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 23rd October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Applications Nos. 2087 and 2088-Filed 6th September,
A.D. 1897.-ROBERT H. FOERDERER, of Frankford, Philadelphia,
state of Pennsylvania, U.S.A, manufacturer : Application No.
2087, to register in Class 37, in respect of Leather ; and Appli-
cation No. 2088, to register in Class 50, in respect of Leather
Dressing, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representa-
tion :-
ib
a
The essential  particulars of the above trade mark are (1)
the word " Vici," and (2) the device of a horse-shoe.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 11th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark  advertisements.
Application N . 2046-Filed 3r September, A.D. 1897.-
THE 1EREZOL  COMPANY, LIMITED , of Terezol Works, Croft
street , Pendleton, Manchester, England, manufacturers, to
register in  Class 50, Subsection 3, in respect of Polishing
Preparations  and Materials included in that Class, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
TEREZOL
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette of 11th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2084-Filed 3rd September, A.D. 1897.-
FRANK LANGSTON, of East street, Rockhampton, Queensland,
storekeeper, to register in Class 42, in respect of Tea and other
Substances used as Food or as Ingredients in Food, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation
The  essential particulars  of the trade mark  are the  follow.
ing : -The device and the word " Rick3haw "; and the applicant
disclaims any right to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 11th September, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2155-Filed 24th September, A.D. 1897.-
J. AND J. COLMAN, LIMITED, of Carrow Works, Norwich, and
108 Cannon street, London, England, mustard, starch, and blue
manufacturers, to register in Class 47, in respect of Blue, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
N°[)-kzu
8
The applicants have used the above mark as a trade mark
before the 13th October,  1884.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 16th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. '2169-Filed 6th October, A.D. 1897.-
SAMUEL ALLEN AND SONS, LIMITED, trading as " Christian
Herring," of Townsville, Queensland. merchants, to register in
Class 43, in respect of Liqueurs, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
FQZ
..
11
0 a I10 111
1
LeN
The essential partirulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing :-The device and the signature : and we disclaim any right
to the Fxclusire use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade nark advertisements.
Application No. 2131-Filed 23rd September, A.D. 1897.-
PERCY FRANK 11IINTFR, of Hunter's Steam Preserving Works,
Cairns, North Queensland, manufacturer, to register in Class
42, in respect of Substances used as Fbod or as Ingredients in
Food, particularly Sauces and Preserves, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation:-
_ -SIG =-_==
P_AW F_.
The essential particulars of the above trade mark are
(1) 'the representation of a paw paw tree, and (2) the words
The Paw Paw Tree."
This mark was "rst advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 2nd October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2164-Filed 1st October, A.D. 1897.-
LYONS'  INK, LIMITED, of 17 and 19 Park street, Cheetham,
Manchester, England, ink and sealing wax manufacturers, to
register in Class 39, in respect of Writing and Copying Inks
of all kinds and colours, Sealing Wax, Ink Powders, Endorsing
Inks for Indiarubber Stamps (except Printing Ink), Endorsing
Ink Stanping Pads, Pens (not of precious metal or imitation
thereof), Penholders (not of precious metal or imitation thereof),
Copying Books, Liquid Gum, Glue, and Mucilage, all being
articles of Stationery, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation :-
Application No. 2091-Filed 11th September ,  A.D. 1897.-
ROBE RTSON. SANDE RSON, AND Co.,  LIMITED , of 14  Quality
street, Leith. North Britain,  distillers and blenders ,  to register
in Class 41, in respect of Whisky,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
WFIRE, EY.IMIUM
eott M ONtrer
!1%
The essential particulars of the trade mark are (1) the
name Sanderson's" printed in the particular and distinctive
manner shown, and (2) the copy signature; and applicant Com-
pany disclaims the right to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 2nd October, A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2190-Filed 26th October, A.D. 1897.-
CLARK AND Co., LIMITED, of Anchor Thread Mills, Paisley,
Scotland, sewing cotton manufacturers, to register in Class 23,
in respect of Sewing Cottons and Yarns, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation
ATLAS
The mark has  been in the possession  of the present pro-
prietors and their predecessors  about  thirty-five years before
1884.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2194---Filed 27th October, A.D. 1897.-
THE AUSTRALIAN DRUG COMPANY,  LIMITED, of 19 and 21
O'Connell street, Sydney, New South Wales,  wholesale
druggists and importers,  to register in-Class 15, in respect of
Jars, Bottles, and other  Glass Containers ,  a Trade Mark of
which the following is  a_ representation :-
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2158-Filed 24th  September , A.D. 1897.-
3. AND J. COLMAN, LIMITED, of Carrow Works, Norwich, and
108 Cannon street, London, England, mustard,  starch, and blue
manufacturers , to register in Class 47 , in respect of Blue, a
Trade Mark of which the  following is a  representation:-
N°'
NRJE
USE
IAyNOR1•
The applicants have used the above mark as a trade mark
before the 13th October,  1884.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-  This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of  ment Gazette  of 16th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
trade mark advertisements, of trade mark advertisements,
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Ap lication No. '2182-Filed 18th October, A.D. 1897.- Application No. 2156-Filed 2ttli September, A.D. 1897.-
JAMES INGLIS AND CO., Of 170 Queen street, Brisbane, and J. AND J. COLMAN, LIMITED, of Carrow Works, Norwich, and
Dean's Place. Sydney, tea merchants, to register in Class 42, 108 Cannon street, London, England, mustard, starch, and blue
in respect of Teas, Coffees, Spices, Meals, Cornflour, Arrowroot, manufacturers, to register in Class 47, in respect of. Starch, a
and other Foods and Substances used as Y ods, a Trade Mark Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
of which the following is a representation:-
V V V V V V
DON
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 33rd October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
C
C
C
// C
of trade mark advertisements. C
Application No. 2154-Filed 24th September, A.D. 1897.- C
J. AND J. COLMAN, LIMITED, of Carrow Works, Norwich, and 1-1  C
108 Cannon street, London, England, mustard, starch, and blue
manufacturers, to register in Class 47, in respect of Starch, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation:- . . #*
C
0 . C
(M
.0 LM A N'S:
ORIGINAL PRIZE MEDAL
applicants have used the above mark as a trade mark
before the 13th. October,  1884.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 16th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2152 - Filed 24th September ,  A.D. 1897.-
J. AND J. COLMAN,  LIMITED ,  of Carrow  Works,  Norwich, and
108 Cannon street ,  London, England ,  mustard, starch, and blue
manufacturers ,  to register,in Class 47, in respect of  S tarch, a
Trade Mark  of which the following is a representation :-
A
t
0
i
• S•
The applicants have used the above mark as a trade mark
before the 13th October,  1884.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 16th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
n A A .
The essential particulars  of the  trade mark are the device of
a swan and the words  " The Swan ,"  and the applicants disclaim
any right to the exclusive  use of the  added matter.
This  mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Ga zette  of 16th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1897.
I
7' is hereby  notified, for public  information ,  that the Free
Library attached to this Office contains  the Specifications
of all Patents granted in  the United Kingdom  since A.D. 1688,
which have been  supplied by the English  Government  on
condition  that the Works  shalt be rendered daily accessible to
the public  for reference or for copying, free of  charge.
Files of the  following  Publications  may also be inspected
in the Library.
The English Illustrated Official Journal  (Patents).
The English Trade Marks Journal.
The Patent Review , published  at Ottawa ,  Canada.
Discovery ,  published  at Liverpool,  England.
The Australian Builders ' and Contractors'  News.
The Australasian Building and Engineering  Journal.
The Australasian Manufacturer.
The Ironmonger  (Eng li sh Edition).
The Australasian Ironmonger.
Engineering.
The Scienti fic American.
The Patents  Supplement to the New South Wales Govern-
ment Gazette.
The Patents Supplement  to. the Victorian  Government
Gazette.
The Patents Supplement  to the New  Zealand Government
Gazette.
The Patents Supplement  to the  Queensland Government
Gazette.
The Official Gazette of the United  States Patent Office
(from January,  A.D. 1877).
Complete Specifications and Lithographs of Drawings of
Inventions  for which  Patents were granted in the
United States of America ,  from the year  1889; and
other Works.
The Library  is open to  the public daily  from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m., except Saturdays ,  when it is open from 9 a.m. to 12 noon.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Printed and Published by EnM[uan GREGOSY, Government  Printer,
William street, Brisbane.
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No. 283.
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT,
Q.UEENSLAND PERMANENT ARTILLERY,
" A" Battery will be stationed at Lytton from Saturday next, the 13th  instant,- u.$* Wither  orders, and
undergo a course of  Instruction in Gunnery and Artillery  Exercises.
The Battery will embark in a Government  steamer from  the Queen's Wha -f  at 9 a.m. on the  13th  instant.
QUEENSLAND MOUNTED INFANTRY.
Second -class Sergeant  Instructor W. H. Raymond  is attached  to "E Company (Gatton )  until further
orders,  and will proceed thither on Monday next, the 15th  instant.
MORETON REGIMENT (2ND BATTALION).
Second-class Sergeant  Instructor C. A. Mayes will return to Southport  on Saturday  next, the 13th instant,
and resume  duty with " G " and " I " Companies.
QUEENSLAND LAND FORQES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL ORJI1RS.
By Colonel HowEL GvNTER,  Commandant,
.Brisbane, 11th November, 1897.
Changes.
Route.
No. 284.
LIEUTENANT-COI,ONEL P. R. RICAR,DO, S.O.M,I., will proceed to Warwick on the 20th instant on duty,
returning  on completion,
No. 285.
Range omoer. MAJOR J. F. ROBERTSox, I.S.O., is detailed for duty as Range Officer at Toowong Range on Saturday, the
13th instant.
No. 286.
THE undermentioned Recruits, having completed. twenty drills, were inspected by the Staff Officers named,
at the places and on the dates shown hereunder, and those whose names are published as having passed may now
be taken on the strength of their respective Corps as trained men:-
Corps.
Do. ..
2nd Regiment,  "C"
Company
Beg.
No.
RtsuLT Or
IIV$UTRY  OOIITSE.
Result .  Inspecting Officer. - -
Place .  Date . Volley.  I Individual
Clothing.
Queensland Rifles-
" B " Company
Do.
Do.
"D" Company
Do.
"E" Company
Do.
"F " Company
Rank and Name.
Private E. B. Whiteoak... ...
Private A. C. Knight ... ...
Private R. W. Joyce ... ...
Private T. Williams ... ...
Private J. P. Fry... ... ...
Private C. J. Zalner ... ...
Private W. J. Turner ... ...
Private G. W. Turner ... ...
Private  J. Carnegie ...
Acting Lieutenant W. T. Fine-
more
INSPECTION.
Passed
. do.
do.
do.
m do.
. °
" do.'Pro do.
do.
P4 do.
Brisbane  11th Nov. do.
.
o  ag
U 0
a
Major J. F.
Robertson,
I.S.O.
[No. 107.
104
101
86
115
12999
121
90
N 70
No. 287.
IN continuance of General Order No. 265, 14th October, 1897, a Pattern Hat for Non-commissioned Officers
and other ranks of the Mounted Infantry has been approved and sealed to govern future issues. Register
No. 284.
Pattern No. 57 is hereby cancelled.
A Pattern Chin-strap for all ranks of the Mounted Infantry has been approved and sealed to govern future
issues . Register No. 285.
A Pattern Khaki Drill Frock for the Medical Staff Corps has been approved  and sealed  to govern future
issues . Register No. 286.
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No. 288.
Field Manoeuvres. WITH reference to the Field Manoeuvres on 6th November, 1897, General Order 275, the following is
published for general information:- GENERAL IDEA.
Before daybreak on the 6th November, "B" Force lands unopposed at Wynnum, and then marches direct
on Brisbane by the Wynnum-Cleveland road. "A" Force is de,patched from Brisbane to delay and harass the
advance of " B " Force.
SPECIAL IDEA, "A" FORCE.
To delay and harass the advance of " B " Force. Situation at 5 p.m.: Scouts and patrols extended near
junction of Cavendish and Cleveland roads, Coorparoo.
SPECIAL IDEA, "B" FORCE.
Main Body reaches Morningside Cemetery without opposition ; Scouts report contact with Mounted Patrols
near Cavendish road. Situation at 5 p.m.: Force in position between Morningside Cemetery and the Brisbane.
River, covered by a line of Outposts extending from Bennett's road to Norman Creek.
Eastern Boundary _ ... ... ... ... ... ... Bennett's road.
Western Boundary ... ... ... ... ... ... Norman Creek.
On conclusion of the Manoeuvres, both Forces will rendezvous at Fiveways, Woolloongabba, at 6.30 a.m.,
on the 7th November.
REMARKS BY CHIEF  U MPIRF.
The poor attendance of Infantry and Mounted Infantry greatly detracted from the value of these
manoeuvres, as it was impossible to do more than to give effect in outline to the above ideas.
" B " Force.-The  numerical  weakness of " B " Force compelled the Officer Commanding to form his
advance guard from Garrison Artillery and Engineers. The outposts of this force were well placed, and apparently
full tactical advantage was taken of the ground. The Artillery position was well chosen, having good command,
with a background suitable for affording cover to a great extent from view and fire. The artillery fire on the
morning of the 7th should have been commenced more promptly. The general advance of this force on the 7th
was correct in principle, the advance of the left battery to a decisive position being well carried out ; the Infantry
advance was also well carried out, and the change of front was made without confusion.
" A" Force.-This  skeleton force was well placed to fulfil the object in view, viz., to harass and delay the
enemy. Want of numbers quite prevented any offensive tactics, and this force was compelled to fall back as soon
as the enemy displayed his strength.
General Remarks.-Desultory  firing was carried on by the piquets of both forces during the night, with
the result of unnecessarily alarming their respective supports. It should be clearly understood that firing by night
during such manoeuvres is not desirable, nor is it permissible except under special orders. Collisions between
opposing forces, and consequently the taking of prisoners, is strictly prohibited in field manoeuvres.
These manoeuvres are not intended so much for the instruction in tactics of the three arms as for the
practical instruction of the several units, and especially of Company and Section Commanders, in the details of
the work they would have to carry out on field service.
It is therefore necessary that Officers and Non-commis,io -ed Officers should pay especial attention to such
details as fire discipline, orders for sentries, patrols, reports, &c., as it is when bivouacking in position that time
allows these practices to be carried out under supervision ,  and if necessary to be repeated.
In spite of the small attendance, the work of those present was satisfactory, and all ranks evinced a zealous
and intel ligent interest  in the  proceedings.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, ]Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief  Staff Officer.
NOTICE.
A Military Tournament, the events of which will be open to members of the Queensland Defence Force,
will be held about the middle of December next at Lismore, Richmond River, New South Wales. Programmes
and full particulars will be available later on.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GnniORY, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House,  Brisbane , this eleventh day of
November, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-second year ofHer Majesty 's reign,  intituled " The Local Government
Act of  1878," it  'is amongst other things enacted that if from
any cause the preparation or revision of the voters '  list of any
municipality has been omitted or not completed ,  the Governor
in Council may, at the request of the Council of the Municipality,
direct the same to be done within such time as shall be prescribed
by the Order  in Council authorising it, and that such order shall
be forthwith published in the  Gazette,  and upon such publica-
tion such omission or non-completion shall be rectified, and
such list validated according to the tenor of such order : And
whereas the preparation within the time appointed by the said
Act of the  voters '  list of the Municipality of Toowoomba for
the year 1897 has been omitted  :  Now, therefore, His
Excellency the Governor in Council ,  at the request of the
Council of the said Municipa lity ,  doth hereby direct asfollows:-
1.  The voters '  list of the said Municipality for the year
1897 shall be made out during the week ending on the Sixteenth
day of November instant.
2. The said voters' list or a copy thereof sha ll  be kept for
inspection ,  from the Sixteenth to the Twenty -fourth day of
November instant.
3. The date on or before which any person whose name has
been omitted from the said voters ' li st may claim to have his
name inserted therein shall be the Twenty -fourth day of
November instant.
4. The date on or before which any person may object
to any other person as not being entitled to have his name
retained or inserted in the said  voters' list ,  or as not entitled to
have the number of votes set against his name therein or claimed
by him, shall be the Twenty -fifth day of November instant.
5. The lists ,  or copies thereof ,  of all  persons so claiming,
and of all persons so objected to, sha ll  be kept for perusal by
any person during the four days next preceding the Fourth
day of December proximo.
6. The Court for the revision of the said voters' list sha ll
be held at such time as the chairman of the said Municipality
shall appoint ,  between the Fourth day of December proximo
and the Fifteenth day of December proximo ,  and such Court
shall not be adjourned beyond the Fifteenth day of December
proximo.
7. The  date on or before which the voters' roll  shall be
delivered fo the chairman of the said Municipality  shall be the
Twenty-ninth  day of December proximo.
And the Honourable the Home Secretary is to give the
necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY, Clerk  of the Council.
[No. 108.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th  November, 1897.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the  advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the  recommendation  of the Public  Service
Board, has been pleased  to appoint
REGINALD SCHucxnuuaH HUED, Goldfields Warden,
to be Assistant Land Agent at Eidsvold ,  under the  pro visions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 "  and  'f The Crown Lands Acts,
1884 to 1895," in the room of James Wood.
E.M.-10-11-97.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  3rd November, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice ofthe ExecutiveCouncil, and on the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has been pleased to reappoint
FRANCIS STIIRGESS
to the position of Clerk in the Surveyor-General's Office held by him
previous to his insolvency.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th October, 1897.
IS Exce ll ency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
j Council, has been pleased to appoint
GEORGE MAYNE
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery in the parish of Roma,
in the room of John Fowles, resigned.
E.M.-27-10-97-P'. Cem.29.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
DAVID DAY,
MOSES LATER, and
JOHN WILLIS
to be Trustees of the Reserve for School of Arts, Veresdale, in the
parish of Logan, in the room of Archibald Auld and Charles Hankey,
deceased, and Thomas Manderson, who has left the district.
E.M.-27-10-97- R'. Res. 1879-155.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ARTHIIR HILL MURRAY
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Racecourse in the parish of
Cunnamulla, in the room of Thomas Pain, deceased.
E.M.-27-10-97-Q'.  Res. 1860-45.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1897.
l T is hereby notified, for general information, that the name of
1 CHARLES CHRISTIAN SCHERNING
is substituted for that of Charles Christian  Scheming ,  Trustee of the
Mareeba Racecourse, appearing in the  Government Gazette  of the
28th August. 1897, page 473.
Res. 1894-129.
"J F. 'G. FOXTON. .
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Department  of Justice,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1897.
HI8 Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the  Executive
Council,  and upon the recommendation  of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased  to appoint
CHARLES CARRINGTON, Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions , Normanton,
to act as Deputy Marshal of the Supreme Court and Registrar District
Court at that place,  also  Deputy Sheriff for the Normanton Circuit
Court District, during the absence on leave of Andrew Henry Zillman ;
these appointments take effect from the 1st December next.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 10th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor  directs  it to be  noti fied  that he has,
in pursuance of the provisions  of  " The Defence Act,,  1884  to
1896 ,"  and the Regulations thereunder ,  been pleased  to approve of the
formation of a Rifle Club at Clifton ,  to be known '  and designated as
THE CLIFTON RIFLE CLUB.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has,
in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Defence  Acts,  1884  to
1896 ," and the Regulations thereunder, been pleased to approve of the
formation of a Rifle  Club at Clermont, to be known and designated as
THE CLERMONT  RIFLE CLUB.
HUGH M. NELSON.
AMENDED NOTIFICATION.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has , upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board ,  been pleased  to appoint
REGINALD SCHUCHBURGH HURD
to be Acting Police  Magistrate  and Clerk of Petty Sessions at
Eidsvold , in the  room of  James Wood.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 11th November, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e-advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
KENNETH RICHARD KERR
to be Assistant Health Officer at Rockhampton, in the room of Henry
John Foster, transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 11th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has  been pleased to appoint the undernamed members
of the Police  Force  to be Inspectors of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter  at the places specified in connection with their
respective  names :-
Constable PATRICK CAHILL,
at Longreach, in the room of Constable James Stephen Leyden,
transferred;
Constable  REUnEN SMITH,
at Mungana  (late  Gerofla) ; and
Acting Sergeant MICHAEL JOSEPH CARMODY,
at Isisford , in the room  of Sergeant  Rody Byrne, transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 11th  November, 1897.
u IS Exce ll ency the Governor ,  with the advice . of the  Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to appoint
Acting Sergeant MICHAEL JOSEPH CARMODY
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Isisford ,  in the room of
Sergeant  Rody  Byrne, transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased  to appoint
FREDBRICK  CHALLANDS, M.B., Ch.M.,
to be Medical Officer at Childers, in the room of Robert Hancock,
M.R.C.S.  Eng., deceased.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Constable MICHAEL KEANE
to be Assistant District  Registrar  of Births and Deaths atWyandra,
t t f Ci lll s o unnamur c a.try  Disfor  the egi
HORACE TOZER.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1897. -IT is hereby notified that
James Green
has been appointed a Member of Committee for the State School at
Woodford,  vice  Thomas King, junior, deceased.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the following transfers
of Teachers in the service of the Department of Public Instruction,
ALICE SARAH DUNBAR
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Sandgate ; and
ELIZA JANE HOARE
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Blackstone.
. D. H. DALRYMPLE.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kin dom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAM Goner TO"' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS  by "The New Gold Fields -lot of  1890" it is enacted
that the Governor in Council may, by Proclamation, declare
that any Goldfield named. therein shall be deemed to be and continue
to be a New Goldfield within the meaning of  "The Gold Fields Act
Amendment Act of  1878," notwithstanding the lapse of three years
from the first Proclamation of such Goldfield, and that when any such
Proclamation has been made with respect to a Goldfield such Goldfield
shall be deemed to be a New Goldfield for such further period beyond
three years as is specified in the Proclamation : And whereas the
Horn Island Gold Field was first proclaimed on the thirty-first day of
August, 1894, and the period of three years from that date therefore
expired on the thirtieth day of August, 1897: And whereas it is
deemed expedient to exercise with respect to - the said Goldfield
the powers conferred on the Governor in Council by the said first-
recited Act : Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER
NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and  pro claim that
the said Horn Island Gold Field shall be deemed to be a New
Goldfield, within the meaning of  "The Gold Fields Act Amendment
Act  of 1878," for a further period of three  years  from the thirtieth
day of August, 1897.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eighth day of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven,  an4 in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, ROBERT PHILP.
GOD  SAVE TUE QUEEN 1
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACH
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
IL S 1 in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Commander-m-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
by "The Chinese Immigration  Restriction Act,
Y 1888,"  it is amongst  other things provided that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation.
published in the  Gazette,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person or class of persons mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas it is desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,
Ali Hong, Hoor Look Fat, Yip On, Sue Mow, Yum Chow, Shang
Wah, Ah Sun, Loi Wing, Ah Chee, Charles Ali Gang, Ah Sam, Ah
Sue, Jack Yin, Ali Yam, Gid Poo, and Low Shing, should be exempted
from the provisions of the said Act for a period of two years :
Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby declare that the provisions of the  said  Act shall
not apply to the said Ah Hong, Hoor Look Fat, Yip On, Sue Mow,
Yum Chow, Shang Wah, Ah Sun, Loi Wing, Ali Chee, Charles Ali
Gang, Ah Sam, Ah Sue, Jack Yin, Ali Yam, Gid Poo, and Low Skiing
for a period of two years from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this eleventh day of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven,  and in the sixty-
first year, of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, -- HUGH M. NELSON.
GOD  SAVE THE QUJEN I '
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLAcz ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington of Lamington, in the
LAMINGTON,  county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of the United Kingdom ,  Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
Governor..  St. Michael and St .  George, Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.WHEREAS theLease ofthe Land hereunder specified was, on the twenty-fifth day of November, 1896, declared forfeited and vacated byProclamation issued under my Hand and Seal  :  And whereas it has been deemed expedient and advisable to cancel so much of the
said Proclamation as relates to the said Lease, and to reverse the said forfeiture  :  Now, therefore ,  I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER
NAPIER,  Baron Lamington ,  the Governor aforesaid ,  in virtue of the power and authority in me vested ,  and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that so much of the Proclamation aforesaid  as relates  to the said  Lease
is hereby cancelled ,  and that the forfeiture of the Lease is hereby reversed.
E.M.--27-10 -97-I'.
County.
Nares
Parish.
Smithfield
No. of
Portion.
210
No. of
Farm.
21v
District.
Cairns ... ...
Area.
A. R. P.
194 2 0
Lessee.
William D .  Hobson.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,  this twenty-seventh day of October,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven,  and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD BATE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamm ton of Lamington,
LL.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LLMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the nineteenth day of June, 1896, I did, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the
43rd section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground
before it is proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule
hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate
the position of such lots on pro er maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into
the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in
pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to
1895," 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEE, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, byy this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto,
being situated in the ISISFORL LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, Shall be open for SELECTION as GRAZING FARMS,
under the provisions of the said Acts, at the ISISFORD LAND OFFICE, on and after MONDAY, the TWENTIETH day
of DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by
and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall
be 20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person as a
Grazing Farm within Grazing Area No. 4 in the said District shall be 10,000 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, further declare the said Grazing
Area No .  4 to be a District for the purposes of the said Acts  ;  but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall
nevertheless form part of the said Isisford Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this tenth day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
E.M.-10-11-97. GoD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE ISISFORD  LAND  AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
GRAZING AREA No. 4.
The Crown land comprised in portions 9 to 21,  parish of Buthven.
No.
of Lot.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ISISFORD LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-WITHIN GRAZING AREA No. 4.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Isisford.)
Run Resumption. Parish. No. ofPortion. Area.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Annual Rent
perAcre.
A. R. P.  £ s.  d. £ a. d.
Ruthven, Portion A ... ... ... Ruthven ... ... ... ... 9
10
4,200
5 400
0
0
0 28 0 0 0 0 1
Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... , 0 32 0 0 0 0 1
Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... 11 6,000 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 1
Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... 12 3,100 0 0 23 0 0 0 0 1
Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... 13 5,000 0 0 28 0 0 0 0 1
Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... 14 5,000 0 0 28 0 0 0 0 1
Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... 15 5,000 0 0 28 0 0 0 0 1
Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... 16 6,000 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 1
Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... 17 5,000 0 0 28 0 0 0 0 1
Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... 18 4,400 0 0 28 0 0 0 0 1
Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... 19 5,600 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 1
Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... 20 5,000 0 0 28 0 0 0 0 1
Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... 21 15,000 0 28 0 0 0 0 1
N.B.-Each lot  selected subject to payment of the value of imp ro vements ,  if any.
These portions consist of well -grassed  country, timbered  with boree and gidya .  Portions 12 and 18 are unwatered ;  the rest are intersected
by small creeks  in which water might be stored  ;  there are dams on  10, 16,  and 20.  Portions  12,13,14,  15, and 20  maybe  considered fair blocks;
16, 17, 18,  19, and 21 very ,  good ; and 10 and 11 not very good, being rather scrubby .  Situated fro m eight to twenty miles westerly from Isisford ;
there is access by two main roads. - "
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By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON,
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington, in the
LAMINGTON, county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
Governor.  St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN,gursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice, of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated in the undermentioned
Land Agents' Districts, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts,
on and after WEDNESDAY, the FIFTEENTH day of DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the
said  Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the  lessee  may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in
the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected  by any  one person
in the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this tenth day of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
. E.M.--10 -11-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
4
O
x
1
2
3
4
56
7
89
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
1.17
1.18
19
20
21
22
Land Agent's
District.
Pariah.
No. of
For-
feited
Selec-
tion or
Farm.
No. of
Portion. Area.
A. R. P.
Aramac (Long each) Goodberry ... 166 27 80 0 0
Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 166 28 80 0 0
Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 175 24 38 1 0
Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 175 25 40 0 0
Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 175 26 40 0 0
Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 175 43 40 0 0
Bundaberg  ... ... Hollywell ... 1125 3v 70 0 0
Ditto ... ... Childers ... 1266 90v 150 0 0
Cairns  ... ... Cairns ... 411 151 180 0 0
Dalby ... ... Maida Hill ... 217 1610 300 0 0
Gympie ... ... Tewantin ... 818 8v 160 0 0
Ditto ... ... Tuchekoi ... 709 60v 159 3 33
Ditto ... ... ditto ... 934 59v 160 0 0
Ditto ... ... Noosa ... 913 173v 109 1 0
Ditto ... ... ditto ... 903 172v 54  2 18
Ditto ... ... Tuchekoi ... 881 56v 160 0 0
Herberton ... ... Barron ... 130v 160 0 0
Ditto ... ... dit io ... 39 142 160 0 0
Ipswich ... ... Grandchester 2014 29v 137 0 31
Roma ... ... Bungil ... ... 62v 42 0 0
Ditto ... ... Bute ... 666 113v 160 0 0
Rockhampton ... Fitzroy ... ... 25v 160 0 0
Survey Fee.
£  s. d.
7 2 0
7 2 0
5 8 0
5 8 0
5 8.0
5 8 0
616 0
816 0
910 0
11 5 0
9 0 0
9 0 0
9 0 0
718 0
6 9 0
9 0 0
9 0 0
9 0 0
812 0
6 0 0
9 0 0
9 0 0
Conditional  Selection.
Annual  Rent
per Acre.
[13TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
Unconditional Selection.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
Agricultural
Area.
p
a
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
£ s. d.  £  s. d. £ s. d.  £ s. d. Acres.
0 0 6 1 0 0 0 1 4  1 6 8 3 640
0 0 6 1 0 0 0 1 4  1 6 8 3 640
0 0 6 1 0 0 0 1 4  1 6 8 3 640
0 0 6 1 0 0 0 1 4  1 6 8 3 640
0 0 6 1 0 0 0 1 4  1 6 8 3 640
0 0 6 1 0 0 0 1 4  1 6 8 3 640
0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 12 1,280
0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0 * 1,280
0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0 3 640
0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 * 1,280
0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 0 4a 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0 7 320
0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0  1 0 0 7 320
0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 0 6 1 0 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 1 320
0 1 0 3 0 0 0 4 0 4 0 0 1 320
0 0 44 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 0 6 1 0 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 3 1,280
0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
Lots 1 to 6- Applications to be loLbed at the Land Office, Longreach.
*  Not within an Agricultural Area  (Section 17,  Act 1891).
t Subject to the provisions of  "The Mineral Lands  (Sales ) Act of  1892 " and  "The Mineral Lands  (Sales )  Act  Amendment  Act of  1894."
N.B.-Each  lot selected subject to payment  of the value  of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By is Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIEIt, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LA'1iINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of section 121 of  "The Crown
Lands  Act of  1884," 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEX 4NDER NAPIER,
Ba ro n  Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the part of
the Suburban Reservation around the town of Carrington, described
hereunder. shall be and is hereby rescinded.
E.M.-27-10 -97-T'. 97-21388-S.G.
DESCRIPTION.
THE HERBERTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
County of Nares, parish of Barron.
Portion 130v.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-seventh day of October, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAliINGTGN Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor.
, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of se tions 96 and 97 of  "The Crown Lands Act
of  1884,"  I, CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIva i, Baron
Lamington , the Governor  aforesaid , ry and with the advice of the
Executive Council,  do, by this my Proclamation, notify and  declare
that'the persons  hereunder  named shall be and  are hereby  appointed
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Cemetery in the parish of Milton,
established by Proclamation dated the 27th January ,  1897, and the said
persons and their  successors  shall, as Trustees, have the control and
management of the said Reserve ; and the said Trustees shall be and
are hereby empowered to make By-laws for carrying out the objects
of the Trust, subject to the approval of His Excellency the Governor
in Council :-
E.M.-27-10-97-S'. Cem.283.
HENRY MURRAY,
MICHAEL KELLY,
FRPDEeICK BECKMAN,
THEODOR SCHULTZ, and
ARTHUR PATCH.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-seventh day of October, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, ht Commander of the Most DistinguishedKingdom, KnightGovernor.Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power and authority  in me vested under the
provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,"  1,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron  Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that portion 140v,
parish  of Euthulla, in the Roma Land Agent 's Dist rict, opened to
Unconditional  Selection  only by Proclamation dated the 8th May,
1895, shall, on and after the 8th December, 1897, be also opened for
Conditional Selection, at an Annual Rental of 44d. and  Purchasing
Price of 15s.  per acre.
E.M.-3-11-97 . F. 716.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government House,  Brisbane,
this third day of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and  in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command , J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN I
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[n S ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
,
dom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAMINGTON King
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
TN pursuance of section 95 of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1881," 1,
1 CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor afore-aid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands here-
under described have been temporarily reserved for the purpose
n'med.
E M.-3-11-97.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  RIFLE RANGE, BUNDABERG.
97-6487-Bund.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Govern-
ment  Gazette  dated 14th August, 1886, page 651, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg.
Area, 124 acres 28 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing east and distant one chain and
eighty-three and a-half links from the east corner of suburban section
75, and bounded thence on the north by a road bearing east nine chains
and eighteen links; on the southeast by a road bearing 237 degrees
forty-two chains and sixty-three links, 210 degrees 3 minutes thirty-
eight chains and fifteen links, and 210 degrees 7 minutes thirteen chains
and thirty-eight links ; on the south-west by a road bearing 330 degrees
thirty-three chains and ninety-eight links ; and on the north-west by a
road bearing 32 degrees 4 L minutes two chains and sixty-nine links,
65 decrees ten chains and eighty-two links, 335 degrees nine chains
and twenty-four and eight-tenths links, 82 degrees 59 minutes thirty-
two chains and seventy-one and a-half links, and 57 degrees thirty-fire
chains and twenty-two links to the point of commencement.;-as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No.
B 158-59.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government House,  Brisbane,
this third day of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven,  and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and- St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuan ce of the authority. in me vested, and in accordance
with the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,"
I, CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Agricultural Farms and  Grazing  Homestead, under the said Acts, are
declared  forfeited :--
E.M -27-1 0-97-u2.
Name of Licensee
Parish ,  or Lessee.
74 11v Glenpatrick ... John A. McLoughlin
146 48v Tawvale  ...  8, -phi aChristensen,
widow
Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. Lt. P.
146 0 0 Blackall
39 1 27o Bowen
160 32v Ditto ditto • ... 38 3 7 ditto
159 12v Crystal Brook Edward Holland  ...  64 0 0 ditto
164 33v  Conway  ...  John Shardlow  ...  80 0 0 ditto
175 31v Tawvale ... John Smith ... 86 1 3 ditto
187 30v Ditto ... ditto 73 3 35 ditto
2683 see.6 Maroochy ... Charles E. Cecil 2 2 29 Brisbane -
Grant
996 109v &  Tuchekoi  ... Frederick  H. Win- 160 0 0 Gympie
123v dow
282 1292 Hector  ... Henry Palmer ... 165 0 0 Mackay
309 15v Ditto  ...  Lewis Joseph Parry 125 0 0 ditto
345 884 Ferguson  ...  Fritz Plath  ...  49 0 39 Maryborough
480 2v Bingham  ...  William Allen  ...  160 0 0 ditto
485 3v Ditto  ...  John  Meeve  ...  160 0 0 ditto
400 29v Walsh  ... ...  George Sneddon  ...  60 0 0 ditto
495 9v Urangan  ...  Joseph D.  Howlett 105  3 20 ditto
512 27v Hodgson  ...  Charles  Wooderoft 1,000 0 0 Roma
804 170v  Beaufort  ...  John Stanbury  ...  160 0 4 ditto
805 175v  Ditto  ...  Herbert R.  Kiln ... 160  0 0 ditto
905 180v Ditto  ... Joseph Freeman 160 0 0 ditto
1005 155v Bungeworgorai Thomas Sellars ... I 160 0 0 ditto
188) 45" Flagstone  ... Friedrich C. Beck ... 155 0 0 Toowoomba
9 30 Winton ... Herbert H. Steele... 160 0 0 Winton
32 22 Ditto  ... Thomas  Sullivan ... 2,560 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-seventh day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in
the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
U-OD  SAVE THE QIISED11
[13TH NovEMBER, 1897.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
].AMINGTON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . , Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power  in me  vested,  and in accordance with
the provisions of the 42nd  section of  " The Crown  Lands Act of
1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron Lamington,
the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the  advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my  Proclamation , notify and  declare that the
unselected lots of land  set forth in the  accompanying Schedule sha ll
be and are hereby withdrawn  from selection.
E.M.-3-1t-97.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane,
this third day of November, in the year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GoD SAVE THE  QUEEN  t
District.
Gympie ...
Mackay ...
Portion.
36v
30A to 34A
THE SCHEDULE.
Parish or Place.
Gutchy ...
Wodehouse
Date of
Proclamation.
25 Aug., 1897 ...
4 May, 1893 ...
Reference.
L.O. 195
L.O. 92
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable CIIABLES WALLACE
[L.s.]
LAMINGTON,
Governor.
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in
me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington ,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation
of the  Land  Board , do, by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and
declare that the operation of the 43rd  section of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884"  shall be and is hereby suspended with
respect to  the Country Lands  described hereun der, and situated
in the  IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT : And I
further notify and declare , by and with  the advice aforesaid,
that the said lands shall be open  both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION,  under the provisions of
the said Acts ,  as unsurveyed lands, on and after  TUESDAY,
the FOURTEENTH  day of DECEMBER ,  1897, at  ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said
Schedule  :  And I do hereby further notify and declare that
the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall
be as specified in the said  Schedule:  And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area
which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Sea] ,  at Government House,
Brisbane ,  this tenth day of November, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven,
and in the sixty -first year of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
E.Mf -10 -11-97.
DESCRIPTIONS.
THE IPSWICH  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area ,  1,280 acres.
Conditional - Annual rent, 4 1.d. per acre.
Purchasing price ,  15s. per acre.
Unconditional - Annual rent ,  is. per acre.
Purchasing price,  £ 1 per acre.
County  of Cavendish,  parish  of Esk .-Area ,  about 1,400 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land within the following boun-
daries :-
Commencing at the south -east corner of portion 52, and
bounded thence  by that portion  and portions 53, 54 , 170, 25v,
14v, 129, and  153 to Sandy or  Esk Creek ;  thence by that creek
downwards to portion  1,52; thence by that portion  and again by
Sandy or Esk Creek to portion 18;  and thence by that portion
and portion  20 to the point of commencement ;- exclusive of
land required for roads ,  reserves , or other public  purpose.
Situated about four miles north -easterly from Esk • consists of the
brow of Mount Esk ; is in places very rough ,  broken, and stony ; inferior
grazing land; timbered principally with stunted ivouborh, -
No. 108. VOL. Lxvui.] 1032
Also,-
County of Ward, Parishof Coochin.-Area,  530 acres.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portion 13v
(forfeited A.F. 1049), parish of Coochin;-exclusive of land
required for roads ,  reserves ,  or other public purpose.
Situated  about nine  miles south of Dugandan  ;  rough country,
thickly timbered  with gum, ironbark ,  and bloodwood.
N.B.-Subleot to payment of the value of improvement .,  if any.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Ingham Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the INGHAM LAND OFFICE,
on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY, 1898, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of 10s. per square
mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-19662-8.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
FORFEITED OCCUPATION LICENSE No. 80.
Parish of Waterview.-Area,  about 12 square miles.
Commencing on the boundary of the Old Coast Reserve at the
intersection of the south-eastern boundary of portion 276, parish of
Trebonne, and bounded thence by the boundary of the Old Coast
Reserve  southerly about six miles to the north corner of Hinchinbrook
No. 2 Block ; on the south-east by that block south-westerly to its
west  corner ; on the west by a line bearing north about eight and
a-half miles to portion 287 ; thence by the south boundary thereof
and a line bearing east to Cattle Creek, by that creek downwards to
the south corner of portion 276, parish of Trebonne ; and thence by
the south-eastern boundary thereof north-easterly to the point of
commencement  ;- inclusive of portions 2v and 3v and exclusive of
ali enated ,  selected, and  re served land.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1897.
T is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Warwick Land Agent's District, as per descrip.
tions  herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART
V. of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the WARWICK
LAND OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of
JANUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual
Rental of  £3 the lot.
All information  respecting  the boundaries and situation of the
land  may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-21500-8.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE WARWICK LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish of Canal Creek.-Area,  640 acres.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portion 2289, parish of
Canal Creek.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
j T is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
1 Land, in the Maryborough Land Agent's District, as per descrip-
tion herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE  -UNDER
PART V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the MARY-
BOROUGH LAND OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the
FOURTH day of'JANUARY,1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at
an Annual Rental of 10s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-22944-8.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parishes of Tahiti and Tiaro.-Area,  about 12 square miles.
The Crown land comprised in the expired leased part of Tahiti
No. 4 Run; - exclusive of alienated ,  selected ,  and reserved land.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1897.
I T is hereby  notified ,  for general  information, that the followingLand, in the Toowoomba Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the TOOWOOMBA LAND
OFFICE,  on and after  TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY,
1898,  at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of £2 the lot.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-21501-$.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish of Ravensbourne.-Area,  579 acres.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portion 13, parish of
Ravenebourne,
[13TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
T is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Roma Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the ROMA LAND OFFICE,
on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY, 1898, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of 10s. per square
mile.
A ll  information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands,  Brisbane.
97-22655-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE ROMA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
FORFEITED  OCCUPATION  LICENSE  No.  11.-Armadilla Block.
Area, about 40 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Armadilla Creek at a tree
marked W.B, and bounded thence on the south by a west line two
miles to a peg bearing 218 degrees and distant seventy-three links from
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over A over 1 within  triangle on its
south-west side ; thence on the  west  by a north line ten miles  cro ssing
Armadilla Creek to a box-tree marked broad-arrow ever A over 5.1.
on its  east  side ; thence on the north by an  east  line four miles to a
large box-tree marked broad- arrow  over 8 over 1.2 within triangle on its
south side ; thence on the east by a south  line ten miles  to a peg bear.
ing 101 degrees and distant forty-two links from a tree marked broad-
arrow over A over 5.2 in triangle facing east-south-east; and thence
again on the south by a west line two miles crossing Armadilla Creek
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Lands, in the Roma Land Agent's District,  as per descriptions
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION L ICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at  the  ROMA LAND OFFICE,
on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY, 1898, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the Annual Rental stated in  each case.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
lands  may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-22656-S.c.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE ROMA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Area, about 8Q square  miles .-Annual rent, 10s. per square mile.
The Crown land comprised in the resumed part of Trinadad Run;
-exclusive of portions 12v to 16v, parish of Rockybank.
Also,-Area,  about 15 square miles.
Annual rent, 12s. 6d. per square mile.
The Crown land comprised in the resumed part of Panonia Run.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
IT is hereby notified,  for general information , that  the  following
Land, in the Thargomindah Land Agent's District,  as per descrip.
tion herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V.
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the THARGOMINDAH
LAND OFFICE,  on and after  TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of
JANUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at an Annual Rental
of lls. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands , Brisbane.
97-22997-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE THARGOMINDAH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
On the Resumed Part  of Bulloo Downs Run.
Area, about  2441 square miles.
The unsurveyed Crown  land comprised in Parabinna , Whippa
North,  Narrawaltha , Noccunida, and Pitheroo West  Blocks on the
resumed part of Bulloo Downs Run.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1897.
PAYMENTS OF RENTS WITHIN TICK QUARANTINE
AREA.
L ESSEES and Licensees of Runs , Holdings, or OccupationLicenses within the Tick Quarantine Area are hereby notified
that the Extension of Time for Payment of Rent without Penalty
will expire on the 31st December, 1897, and if rent  is not  paid by that
date forfeiture will ensue.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
SPECIAL LAND COURT.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that a Special Land
Court will be held at the Land Office, Bundaberg, on THURS-
DAY, the 2nd December, 1897.
97-22804-Bund.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
No. 108. VOL. XVIII.]
...
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th October, 1897.
"THE CROWN  LANDS. ACTS,  1884 TO 1894."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
I T is  hereby notified ,  for public information , that the Land  Commissioners  appointed  under the provisions of  "The CrownLands Act of  1884 " will hold their Courts,  in pursuance  of the twenty-fifth  section of the above -recited  Act, at the
undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868"  and  "The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876 will also be  dealt with by the Land  Commissioners  at their Courts.
1897.
District or Place.
Allora * ...
Aramac t .N ...
Ayr ... .N ...
Banana ... ...
Barcaldine t
Beaudesert ... ...
Blackall ... ...
Bowen  .. .
Brisbane ... N.
Bundaberg ... ...
Burketown ... ...
Cairns ... ...
Cardwell ... ...
Charleville ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Clermont ... ...
Cooktown ...
Cunnamulla
Dalby ...
Emerald * ... ...
Esk * ... ...
Gatton ... ...
Gayndah ... ...
Georgetown ...
Geraldton (Mourilyan)
Gladstone ..
Goondiwindi
W
ympie ...
erberton ...
Hughenden ...
Ingham ... ...
Inglewood ... ...
Ips',rich ... ...
Isisford
Landsborough
Longreach ...
Mackay
Maryborough ...
Miles ... ...
Mitchell t ... ...
Muttaburra ...
Nanango ...
Nerang * ...
Normanton ... ...
Port Douglas ...
Ravenswood
Rockhampton
Roma ... ...
St. George ...
St. Lawrence
Springsure ... ...
Stanthorpe ... ...
Surat ... ...
Tambo ... ...
Taroom ...
Texas
Thargomindah
Toowoomba...
Townsville ...
Warwick ...
Winton ...
Windorah ... ...
Jan. Feb .  March .  April. May .  June .  July .  August .  $ept .  Oct.  Nov.  Dec.
` Mon. 1 ..
Mon. 11 Mon . 8 Mon.  8 Mon .  12 Mon. 10
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Sat. 9 Sat. 6  'Sat. 6 Sat. 10 Sat. 8
Fri. 5 ..  Fri. 2 ..
Mon. 4  Mon. 1 Mon.  1 Tues . 5 Mon. 3
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6
Tues. 5 Tues .  2 Tues .  2 Tues.  6 Tues. 4
Tue s.  5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues.  6 Tues. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Sat. 2  Fri. 5 Fri.  5 Fri . 2 Fri. 7
Tues. 5 .. .. Tues. 6
Mon. 4  Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 3
Tues . 12 Tues.  9 Tues. 9 Tues. 13  Tues. 11
... Tues. 16 ... Tues. 20 ...
Tues. 5 Tues .  2 Tues . 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6
Fri. 8 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Tues . 19 ... Wed. 21
Wed. 20 ... Wed. 17 ...
Fri. 22
Fri. 9 .
Sat. 9 Sat . 13 Sat. 13 Sat. 10
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Mon. 11 Mon. S Mon. 8 Mon. 12
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Tues. 19 Tues. 16 Tues. 16 Tues. 20
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Sat. 2  Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 15 Tues. 20
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Sat. 17
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Sat. 2  Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2
... Tues. 9 ...
Sat. 2 Fri. 5  Fri. 5 Fri. 2
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Mon. 7 ..
Mon. 14 Mon. 12 Mon. 9
Wed. 2 Wed.  7 Wed. 4
Sat. 12 Sat. 10 Sat. 7
Fri. 4 .. Fri. 6
Mon. 7 Mon. 5 Mon. 2
Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5
Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues. 3
Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues. 3
Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6
. Tues. 6 ..
Mon. 7 Mon. 5 Mon. 2
Tues. 8 Tues. 13 Tues. 10
Tues 15 Tues 17
Mon. 6
Mon. 13 Mon. 11
. Mon. 6
Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Sat. 6 Sat. 11
. Fri. . 3
Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Wed. 10 Tues. 14
... Tues. 21
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 17 ...
Fri. 19 .
Sat. 13 Sat. 11
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Mon. 15 Mon. 13
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues. 16 Tues. 21
Wed. 3  Wed.  .1
Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Mon. 15 Mon. 20
Wed. 3
Fri. 12 Fri. 17
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Thur. 9
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 10 Wed. 15
Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Wed. 3 Wed. 1.
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed.  17
Wed. 17  Wed. 15
Fri. 12 Thur. 9
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Fri. 19 Fri. 17
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 2
+
Wed. I Wed. 6
Sat. 11 Sat. 9
. Fri. 1
Mon. 6 Mon. 4
Thur. 2 Thur. 7
Tues. 7 Tues. 5
Tues. 7 Tues. 5
Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Fri. 3 Fri. 1
. Tues. 5
Mon. 6 Mon. 4
Tues . 14 Tues. 12
Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues..3 Tues. 7
Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2
Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri.  6 Fri. 3
Tues 20.
Wed. 19 ... Wed. 21 ... Wed. 15
Fri. 21 Fri. 23 Fri. 17
Sat. 8 Sat. 12 Sat.  10 Sat . 14 Sat. 11
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues.  6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12 Mon. 9 Mon. 13
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Tues. 18 Tues. 15 Tues. 20 Tues. 17 Tues. 21
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 12 Wed. 9 Wed. 14 Wed . 11 Wed. 8
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri.  6 Fri. 3
Mon. 17 Mon.  21 Mon . 19 Mon.  16 Mon. 20
Wed. 5 ... Wed. 7 Wed. 1
Fri. 14 Fri. 18 Fri. 16 Fri. 1S Fri. 17
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Tues. 8  ... ...  Thur. 9
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri.  6 Fri. 3
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12 f Mon. 10
Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed.20 Thur.18 ... Wed. 19
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Tues. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 19
9 Fri. 1412 Fri12 FriFri 8  Fri ... .
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed.  7  Wed.  5  Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon.  51  Mon. 2
Wed 17 Thur 18 Wed 21, Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 18Wed20
Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 NVed. 51 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed.  4 Wed .  1 Wed. 6
Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed.  7 Wed.  51 Wed. 2 Wed. 7  Wed. 4 Wed. 1 1 Wed. 6
Tues. 5 Tues .  2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues .  7 Tues. 5
Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues.  6; Tues.  3 Tues .  7 Tues. 5
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed . 3  Wed .  7 Wed. 5  Wed.  2 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 J Wed .  1 Wed. 6
... Thur. 4 ... Thur .  1 ... Thur .  3 ... Thur .  6 { ... Thur. 7
Wed. 1
Mon. 6
Wed. 15
Tues. 19
Tues. 5
Thur. 7
Fri. 1
Wed. 20
Sat. 9
Tues. 5
Wed. 6
Mon. 11
Fri. I
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Fri. 1
Mon. 18
Fri. 15
Wed. 6
Fri. 1
Fri. 1
Wed. 13
Mon. 11
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Thur. 7
Thur. 7
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Thur. 7
Wed. 6
Wed. 20
Fri. SWed. 6Mon. 4
1
The  Courts marked thus * are only held  for tee purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of  conditions
t  Office for receiving applications.
t  Days will be fixed when Land  Commissioner  visits Ayr.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
Wed. 16 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 15
Mon. 14  Mon. 12 Mon.  9 Mon. 13
Wed. 2 Wed. 4
Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2
Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2
Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Thur. 3 Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2
Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Wed. 21 Wed. 15
Wed. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed. 15
Fri. 11 Fri.  9: Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Wed. 20
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1897.
'UNSE TTLED DISTRICTS.
" THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884.IT is hereby notified, or general information, that he Rents
of the undermentioned Holdings, situated in the Unsettled
Districts, not having been paid on or before the thirtieth day of
September last, they are now subject to the penalties prescribed
by subsection  6 of section  30 of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884 ," copy of which  is hereunder.
oa
[13TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
RENTS  OF OCCUPATION  LICENSES -continued.
Name of Licensee.
0
15
13
J. F. G. FOXTON. 55
Subsection  6 of Section  30  of "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
48  'Victoria No.  28.
If default  is made  by the  lessee  in the payment of rent the
lease shall  be forfeited, but the lessee may defeat the forfeiture
by payment of the  full amount  of rent within ninety days from
the date  hereinbefore  appointed for payment thereof, with the
addition of a sum by  way of penalty calculated as follows, that
is to say  :-If the  rent  is paid within thirty days five per centum
is to be added , if the rent is paid within sixty days ten per
centum is  to be added, and if the  rent is  paid after sixty days
fifteen per centum is  to be added ; but unless the whole of the
rent , together with such penalty, is paid within ninety days
from  the appointed day, the lease shall be absolutely forfeited.
NoTa.-
*  First period of lease expired .  Rent will be received without prejudice.
Balance of rent only on account of pre vious over -payment.
Name of Lessee. Name  of Run .  Rent.
£ a. d.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
399 1 Jones ,  L. M. and G. M.... ... ... 1  Roonara (grazing  right) 1 7 14 1
BURKE DISTRICT.
363 ( New Zealand Loan and Mercant il e  Toorak  ( grazing right ) 1 157 6 3
Agency Company ditto (arrears ) ... 109 19 8
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
50n; Beek ,  It. C....
54n Coughlan, J. J. and D. R.
Yulabilla  ...  26 0 0
ditto  (grazing right) 19 10 0
Marra Marra  (grazing 13 0 0
right)
GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
643n Leeds and Seale  ... ... ... ...  Kangaroo Downs  ...  34 8 11
ditto (grazing right) 12 10 0
483n Ditto  ... ... ... ...  Dalton  ... ... ...  180 5 0
ditto  (grazing right) 79 2 6
843n  Ditto  ... ... ... ...  The Lake  ... ... 76 15 4
ditto  (grazing right );  31 17 3
699n Neal ,  John  ... ... ... ...  Coogie Paddock  ...  1 16 0
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
277n  Archibald ,  J. ... ... ... ... May Downs  (grazing 6 5 0
right) t
295n Rolfe ,  J. H. ... ... ... ... Castle  Vale No. 2 ... 17 10 0
ditto  (grazing right) 17 10 0
327n  Scott ,  A. (Executors of late ) ... ...  Goongarry  ...  375 4 0
ditto (grazing right) 193 10 4
MARANOA DISTRICT.
166n Bank of New South Wales  ... ...  Bolton  . ...  35 10 0
ditto  (grazing right) 8 16 4
213 Baker ,  A. C. ... ... ... ... Thirsty  Downs ... ...  93 0 0
ditto  (ar re ars ) ...  30 15 7
196n Cavanough ,  J. ... ... ... ... Bona vista  (grazing 15 15 0
right)
169n Hammond ,  A. D.... ... ... ... Tilquin  ... ...  64 7 6
ditto  (grazing  right) 23 10 0
194n McCormack ,  P. ... ... ... ... Fairfield  * ... ...  28 2 6
ditto  (grazing right) 8 15 0
203n Underwood , It.  J., and Dutton , R. G.... I Warroo  or Byan Bunnoo 35 0 0
ditto  (grazing  right) 3 1 11
WARREGO DISTRICT.
363 Robertson ,  W. ... ... ... Nickavilla  (grazing 2 0 0
right) t
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1897.
I
T is hereby notified, for general information, that the Pents
of the undermentioned OCCUPATION LICENSES, held under
the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," not having
been paid on or before the thirtieth day of September last,
they will become absolutely forfeited ,  unless the full amount
of rent in each  case,  together with the undermentioned sums
added by way of penalty, be paid into the Colonial Treasury
within ninety days thereafter, as prescribed by law.
If the rent be paid within thirty days, with five per centum
added ; if within sixty days, with ten per centum added ; if
after  sixty days, with fifteen per centum added.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
0
«
a4m
0
NOTE.-* Balance  of Rent only  on account  of previous over -payment.
Name of Licensee . Locality. Rent.
A s. d.
ARAMAC DISTRICT.
6 ( Desmond ,  J. ... . ... ... Loch Arnoch  ... ...  15 10 0
BANANA DISTRICT.
13 Cook ,  G. ... ... ... ... Oombabeer  No. 2  12 15 0
11 Davey,  R. ... ... .,. ... I Bathurst  .  83 15 0
24
46
39
45
44
Banks, W. H.
Murphy ,  A. E. ...
Nicholson, R.
Skuthorp ,  0. and H.
Brook, E.
Kington, 0. J.
Kington, J....
Smith, J. F.
Tones,  It.  H.
Locality.
BLACKALL DISTRICT.
... ... Paradise  Downs No. 2,
Block B
... ... ... On resumed part of
Northampton Downs
... ... .. Kirby Block ...
... ... ... Ellen Tannin  No. 3 ...
BRISBANE  DISTRICT.
... ... ... Parish of  'ramrookum
... ... ... Parish  of Kilcoy ...
... ... .. ditto ...
... ... ... Parish of Telemon ...
... Neurum Creek ...
CHARLEVILLE DISTRICT.
26 Calcino ,  F.... ... ... ... I On resumed part of
22
23
30
24
Gowrie Run
Carter ,  H. J. ... ... ... ... ditto ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ... ... !  ditto ... ...
Kenneff ,  J.... Ralph  ... ... ...
Oatlev and  Oatley  (Trustees late Hon. On resumed part of
E. Flood ) ... ... ... ...:  Gowrie Run
25 Ditto  ... ... ... ... ...  ditto
27 Ditto . ... ... . . I ditto
16 Hamilton ,  T. A., and The Scottish Strap ...
Australian Investment Company,
Limited I
DALBY DISTRICT.
93
68
89
85
57
Ashworth, T.
Bassingthwaite ,  A. and E.
Black , J. Y. .. ...
Brown ,  D. C. ... ...
Davidson, J.
28 Norton ,  A.... ... ... ... .... On resumed  part of ' 7 16 3
Bompa
29 Smith , A. K. ... ... ... ) Greycliffe No. 2 ... 2) 0 0
GOONDIWINDI DISTRICT.
26 Mannix Bros. and Ryan  ... ... .  West Cooroora  ...  22 16 0
29 McIntyre ,  D. W. 0. ... . ... ... Moonie No. 2 ... ... I 12 10 0
GYMPIR DISTRICT.
2 Courtman ,  Jonah  ... .... ... ...  Parish of Kilkivan .. 4 0
14 Ditto  ... ... ... ...  ditto  ... ...  3 0 0
41 Gilbert ,  It.  G. ... ... ... ... On resumed part of 2 0 0
Teebar
37 Gre°_  an_ 0er,_rseu  ... ... ...  Parish of Brooyar 5 0 0
17 Lindley , G.... ... ... ... ... Parishes of Curra and 12 0 0
Neerdie
46 Mackrei7 , J. (. W . ... ... ... Parish of Kilkivan .. 1 0 0
44 Bactarlane ,  J. ... ... ... Parishes of Kilkivan and 2 0 0
39 Scougall, W.  It.
Crescent Creek  No. 2 ...
Castle  Vale  No. 1 Block
73 Bentel ,  0. ... ... ... ... ... On expired lease part of 6 0 0
Colinton
59 Copley ,  J. ... ... Parish of Bowman  ...  3 0 0
22 Handley ,  C. G. ... ... ... ... Nukinenda  No.  11  0 9 0
(penalty)
67 Ditto  ... ... ... ...  Nukinenda No. 2 ... 15 0 0
68 Loff ,  It.  H. A. ... ... ... ... Parish of Esk  ... ...  1 10 0
33 MoCarrol ,  D. ... ... ... ... ditto  ... ... ...  5 0 0
69 Phelps ,  A. ... ... ... ... ... Parish of Burnett ... 1 0 0
10 Redmond ,  J. ... ... ... ... Monsildale No. 2 ... 9 0 0
32 Ditto  ... ... ... ... ...  Parish of Monsildale ... 5 0 0
19 Riekertt ,  A., junr . ... ... ...  Parish of Nears ... 2 7 10
74 Ryan ,  P. ... ... ... ... ... Parish of East Haldon 8 0 0
62 Wi lliams ,  J. ... ... ... ... Parish of Deongwar  ... *5 10 8
MARYBOROUGU DISTRICT.
5 Garde ,  H. C. ... ... ... .... Parish of Walliebum  ...  11 0 0
3 Scougall ,  W. R. ... ... ... Parish of Woocoo 6 0 0
NANANGO DISTRICT.
9 Moore ,  J. and H .,  and Baynes ,  W. H. Parish of Murgon ... 5 5 0
23 Perre tt ,  8. ... ... ... ... ... ( Parish of Kunioon ... 6 2 6
31 Youngman ,  A. ... ... ... ... On resumed pa rt  of 16 2 6
Burrandowan
ROMA DISTRICT.
20 Smith ,  S. S. ... . ... ... I Mungulla ,  resumed 1 6 2
(penalty) t
12
13
14
35
70
46
71
95
97
69
100
SPRINGSURE DISTRICT.
Australian and New Zealand Mort -  i Kenmare ..
gage Company
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Rent.
£  8. (l
12 10 0
68 0 0
45 3 9
13 13 0
2 0 0
2 10 0
2 10 0
3 15 0
*6 17 8
16 10 0
*5 17 9
22 15 0
30 0 0
*7 15 10
14 8 0
47 8 0
25 8 9
Gideon Land  ... 20 0 0
Jingi Jingi  (resumed ) ... *66 0 9
Parish of Dalby .. 3 0 0
On resumed part of 9 15 0
Tiereyboo
Cooloomallee  ... .., *7 0 0
GLADSTONE  DISTRICT.
Brooyar
... ... ... On resumed  part  of Tee- 3 0
bar
IPSWICH DISTRICT.
...  ! Adjoining RocklandRunl
... I Killowen ... ...
... I Maimbara ..
Dolgner, L. C. .
Foot, E .  D. and A.  N., Bidduiph, F. W.,
and Rolfe, J. H.
Middleton , 0. ... ... ... ...
Rolfe, J. H.
Smith ,  T. ... ...
Sypher Bros.
Thomson, M. C. ...
13 15
12 7
17 15
0
0
6
0
17 10 0
16 16 0
37 10 0
Adjoining Crescent 21 0 0
Creek No. 2
Castle vale  No. 3 ... 50 10 0
Parish of Cairdbeign ... 6 5 0
Nardoo No. 2 Upper  ...  27 12 0
Galgathaa East .. ... 17 10 0
ST. GEORGE DISTRICT.
12 Munroe ,  W. R. ... Block 2,  Cypress  Downs' 43 10 0
(leased part)
15 Ditto  ... ... ... ... ...  Cypress Downs  (re -  46  15 0
sumed)
14 Ryrie ,  J. C. ... ... ... ... Cobbrum  ...  41 10 0
SURAT DISTRICT.
21 Lawton ,  W., and Green .  J. ... ...
I
Bainbilla North 11 10 0
14 Macartney ,  M. J. ... ... Yancey No. 1 ... ... I 26 12 6
TAMBO DISTRICT.
16 Morey , A. M. H. ... ... ... ...
!
On resumed part of *1 17 6
Greendale
No. 108. VOL. Lzviu.]
z a0
$1
25
20
23
28
29
RENTS OF OCCUPATION  LICENSES - Continued.
Name of  Licensee. Locality.
TAROOM DISTRICT.
Ashton , W. J. ... ... ... ... . Woodlands
ditto  (arrears)
Salsbury ,  R. J. ... ... ... ... Lower Palm - t re e Creek
No. 7
Scott, Andrew  ... ... ... ...  Di.igwall Block ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ...  Bundilla Block ...
Scott , Andrew R. ... ... ... Poney Hills No. 2 C ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ... ... . Poney Hills No. 2 D ...
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road about  eleven miles  sixty chains to Porcupine Creek ; thence by the
right bank of that creek downwards to a point about  one mile seven
chains northerly from a kurrajong-tree which is east of a bloodwood-tree
on the left bank of Bett's Gorge Creek marked broad-arrow over V in
ti tangle; thence by a line bearing west to a point  one mile  seven chains
north and about two miles sixty-nine chains  east  of the last-mentioned
r? ; thence by a line bearing south about eight miles nine chains fifty-
s,' links to a post ; thence by a line  bearing west  four miles thirty-three
chains to a post marked F over W in blaze; thence by a line bearing
south seven miles seventy-three chains twenty-three links to a post
bearing 171 degrees 30 minutes and distant fourteen  and a-half links
from a giddiah-tree marked F over W in blaze ; thence by portion 1v,
parish of Wongalee, bearing west about one mile forty-five chains to its
north-west corner being a post fifty-three chains ninety-five links north
of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over 1 over V in triangle ; thence
by a line bearing south-west to portion 63v, parish of Hughenden ;
thence by the boundaries of that portion and portion 62v to  a point east
of a point on the Flinders River twenty-four chains  in a direct line
below a tree marked broad-arrow over XLV in triangle ; thence by a
line bearing west to the Flinders River at the said point ;  and thence
by the right bank of that river downwards to the point  of  commence-
ment;-exclusive of all alienated and reserved land contained within
these described boundaries.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"  and in the matter
of the Division of the Run known as Wongalee, situated in the
Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland.
LEASED PART.
Commencing on the left bank of Porcupine or Galati Creek at a
point west from a baubinia-tree marked broad-arrow over IX in blaze,
and bounded thence by an east line passing through that  tree and along
the north boundary of portion 4v 118 chains 11 links to a post
marked broad-arrow over 4 over V at the north-east corner of that por-
tion ; thence by a north line about one mile forty- seven chains to and
across Emu  Creek passing through a gum-tree on its left bank marked
broad-arrow over W over II in triangle ; thence by the right bank of
the said creek upwards to the junction of its west branch, and by the
right bank of that branch upwards to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over W over III ; thence by an east line crossing the creek  one mile
forty-six  chains ;  thence by a north line twelve miles ; thence by a
west line abort five miles to Porcupine or Galati Creek ; thence by the
left bank of that creek downwards to a point about  one mile seven chains
northerly from a kurrajong-tree which  is east of a  bloodwood-tree on the
left hank of Bett's Gorge Creek marked broad-arrow over V in triangle ;
thence by a line bearing west to a point  one mile  seven chains north
and two miles sixty-nine chains east of the last-mentioned tree ; thence
by a line bearing south about eight miles  nine chains  fifty-six links to a
post ; thence by a line bearing west four  miles  thirty-three chains to a
post marked F over W in blaze ; thence by a line bearing south seven
miles seventy-three chains twenty-three links to a post bearing 171
degrees 30 minutes and distant fourteen and a-half links from a giddiah-
tree marked F over W in blaze ; thence by the boundaries of portions
lv, 2v, and 3v, parish of Wongalee, east, south, and east to Porcupine
or Galah Creek ; thence by the right bank of that creek upwards to a
point west from starting point; and thence by a line  across  the creek to
the point of commencement ;-exclusive of all alienated and reserved
land contained within these described boundaries.
Rent.
£ 8. d
13 2 6
13 2 6
14 8 0
22 10 0
33 12 0
16 0 0
5 0 0
TIIARGOMINDAH DISTRICT.
14 Conrick ,  J., and  Ware, G. ... . Rathmore ... ... 1 *0 14 5
12 Gallagher ,  T. ... ... ... ... I Tunga  ... ... , 18 15 0
1 Mconllagh, A.
ToowooMBA DISTRICT.
... ... ... ; Parish of Pilton ... ; 4 12 0
WINDORAH DISTRICT.
8 Doyle, T . ... ... ... ... ... Kyle ... ... ... 15 0 0
9 Lindsay ,  E. L. ... ... ... ... Tamrookum No. 3 .. *13 14 0
7 Scott, W. S. ... ... ... ... Planet  ... ... ... 9 0 0
6 Wall ,  M. J. ... ... ... ... Orphan  ... ... ...  8 1 4
ditto  ;arrears ) ... 0 0 11
WINTON DISTRICT.
4 Farrell,  J. ... ... ... ... ... Locharoch No. 3 ... 35 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1897.
UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
"THE PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
I
T is hereby notified, for general information, that the Rents
of the undermentioned Runs, situated in the Unsettled
Districts, not having been paid on or before the thirtieth day of
September last, they will become absolutely forfeited unless
the full amount of rent  in each  case, with one-fourth added by
way of penalty, be paid into the Colonial Treasury within ninety
days thereafter, as prescribed by the Acts and Regulations.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Name of Lessee or Licensee. Name of Run. ! Rent.
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
400n Bank, Australian Joint Stock, Limited Laggan
362nI  Ditto ... ... ... ... Obrader ... ...
435 Ditto ... ... ... ... Virginia No. 4 ... ...
4451 Ditto Royna ... ...
211b Bank of  New South  Wales  ... ... Tooleybuck No. 13 ...
97b Collins, J. G. ... ... ... ... Mount Merlin No. 2 ...
52b Ditto  ... ... ... ... ditto No.10...
2205  Milsom ,  Jas. ... ... ... ... Eton Vale No. 3 ...
235b  Ditto ... ... ... ... Ida No.  2 ... ...
103n Purcell ,  Thos.  ... ... ... ...  Manilla No .  1 ... ...
103n Ditto  ... ... ... ...  ditto  No.  2 ... ...
104n Ditto ... ... ... ... Eastwood ...
115b Ronald ,  R. B. ... ... ... ... Dirrilong ... ...
1155 Ditto  ...  Dooal ...
60b Ditto ... ... ... ...  Euroka  .. ... ...
591n
616n
616n
618n
62on
611n611"
592n
482
673n
673n
655"
678n
GREGORY
Bank of Australasia ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
SOUTH DISTRICT.
Ditto ...
Martin, Bonney, and Johnson
Ronald ,  R. B. ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Trust and Agency Company
Australasia ,  Limited
Nutting ... ...
Cudri e ...
Cudrie West ...
Boora West ..
Blackboy  West ...
Muncooney ...
Muncooney West
Takeoagulia ...
Walling West ...
Week .. ...
Gilgoenbon ...
Moonagee ...
Mare schal ...of
679" Ditto  ... ... ... ..  Roseberth ...
401n  Ditto  ... ... ... ...  I Primrose... ...
8. d.
19 10 0
30 0 0
63 15 0
67 10 0
15 15 0
25 10 0
24 15 0
28 2 6
60 0 0
26 5 0
30 0 0
18 15 0
22 10 0
45 0 0
31 10 0
22 10 0
29 5 0
29 5 0
27 15 0
22 10 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
33 15 0
37 10 0
30 0 0
48 0 0
52 0 0
48 15 0
48 15 0
58 10 0
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1897.
T
HE following  descriptions ,  in lieu  of those set forth in the
Government Gazette  of  the 28th February, 1891, and 23rd
January, 1892, are published for the information of those whom it
may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,  Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," and in the matter of
the Division of the Run known as Fairlight, situated in the Pastoral
District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland.
LEASED PORTION.
Commencing on the right bank of the Flinders River at a point ten
chains above  a tree  marked broad-arrow over Ll in triangle, and
bounded thence by a line bearing north al mg one of the east boundaries
of the Telemon Holding one mile sixty-eight chains to a point about one
mile  forty chains east from a tree on the right bank of Stewart's Creek
marked broad-arrow over 1 in triangle ; thence by a line bearing east
nine miles  ; thence by a line bearing north three miles ; thence by a line
bearing east ten miles ; thence by a line bearing north eleven miles ;
thence by a line bearing east about four miles forty chains to a point
two miles fifty chains west from a tree marked broad-arrow over V
in triangle  on the left bank of Bett 's Gorge Creek near the crossing
of the road ; thence by a line bearing north five miles ; thence by
% line bearing east crossing  Bett's Gorge Creek and the Hughenden
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th November, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
1\T
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to  land  Act  of  1858" and  " The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment  Act of  1889 ," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date  hereof, by  instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the land intended to be granted , to the intent  that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned , the correct  name ,  area, and description
shall be taken to have been inserted in the said grants and in every
deed containing  the  erroneous name ,  area, and description  ;  and such
grants and  every  such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-15095-P.L.
No. of Deed-N 4629.
Date of Deed-3rd December, 1895.
Name of Grantee-Miguel Navarro Wells.
Land G ranted -Portion  28v, county  of Douglas , parish of
Hughenden.
A rea-156 acres 2 roods 6 perches.
A'ature of Error.-The  Grantee 's name having been inserted in
the Deed as " Miguel Navarro Wells," instead  of " Miguel Navarro,"
the correct name.
97-13433-Rail.
No. of Deed-12031.
Date of Deed-22nd June, 1865.
Name of Grantee-David Rodgers.
Land  Granted -Portion  133, county of Stanley, parish of
Chuwar.
Area-18 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Chuwar, portion  133.
Area, 18 acres 34 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 129, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing 89 degrees 18 minutes
sixteen chains and thirty-seven and two-tenths links; on the  south-east
by a road bearing 214 degrees 4b minutes nineteen  chains, and 229
degrees 48 minutes seven chains and twenty-four  links; and on the
west by a road bearing north twenty chains and seven and three- tenths
links  to the point of commencement ;-- as shown on plan  of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No.  M 33.3000, . .
NO. 108. VOL. LXvIII.] 1036
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1897.
Road Case No. 2396.
NOTICE.
REOPENING OF ROAD TEMPORARILY CLOSED.
N OTICE ishereby given , that it is intended to reopen so much ofthe Road through Biddenham Resumption, Warrego District,
temporarily closed on the application of The New Zealand Loan and
Mercantile Agency Company, Limited, as appears by Proclamation of
5th June, 1897, page 1334, from the south boundary of Tathunanarra
Holding south-easterly to the Warrego River; thence through portion
53v, Biddenham Resumption (being Grazing Homestead No. 250,
Charleville District; holder, Eva Jones), to the Charleville-Augathella
road. All persons who may consider their interests affected thereby
are required  to transmit  to this Department their objections, in
writing,  within two months from this date.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1897.
Road Case  No. 1102.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROADS.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Public
Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to con-
firm the  roads  described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is
hereby notified, for general information, that any parties entitled to
compensation in consequence of the opening of the said ro ads are
requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars
of their  estate  and interest in the land required for the said roads and
their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60)
days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties
are further informed that the Secretary for Public  Lands is willing to
treat for the purchase of the land which has been  resumed and the
damage that may be sustained by reason of the  opening  of the said
ro ads.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned ro ads can
be seen at  this office, at the office of the Clerk of Petty  Sessions in
Brisbane , and at the office of the Maroochy Divisional Board.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE.
Description of Roads through portion  93,  county of Canning,
parish of Maroochy.
1. From the south- east corner  of portion 168v south-westerly
through portion 93 to Coolum Creek bearing 190 degrees six chains
and thirteen and seven -tenths links ,  209  degrees  eighteen chains and
fifty-nine and three-tenths links, 286 degrees seven chains and thirty-
seven links ,  313 degrees fourteen chains, 256 degrees seven chains and
thirteen and four-tenths links, 195 degrees nineteen chains and twenty-
three and six-tenths links, 219 degrees sixteen chains and sixty-one
and seven-tenths links, 209 degrees twelve chains and twenty and
a-half links, and 265 degrees six chains and fifty links,-and containing
10 acres 3 roods 17 perches ; freehold ; registered owner, E. S. Bailey.
2. A branch road from the above road south-easterly to the
western boundary of portion 171v bearing 116 degrees six chains and
thirty-five and six-tenths links, 137 degrees nine chains and twenty-
six and one-fifth links, 160 degrees 40 minutes five chains and three
links, and 135 degrees six chains and fifty -seven and seven -tenths
links, -and containing 2 acres 2 roods 30 perches.
RExeaxs .- Land unenclosed  ;  11 acres of cleared land included in road ; no
other improvements interfered with.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Read Case No. 2290.
IN pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  " The Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act  of  1889 ,"  it is  hereby notified
that it is intended to open a New Road through the Holding described
hereunder.
Grazing Farm No. 31, Charters Towers District, portion 2v, parish
of West Burdekin, being part of main road to Old Fanning Diggings
and to Dottswood.
Lessee - W. Stewart.
Any claims to which the Lessee may consider himself entitled
under  the abovementioned Act on account of the opening of the said
road must  be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands within two
months from the date hereof.Nors.-A copy of the above notice,  with  tracing ,  will be  sent to the Lessee
within two months from the date hereof.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1897.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
TT is hereby notified, for  general information ,  that application
1 under the 89th section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has
been made for closing the undermen ti oned Road; and all persons
who may consider their interests affected  thereby  are required to
transmit  to this  Department  their  objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
[13TH NovEMBER, 1897.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land  Office,  Brisbane ;
and Police  and Post Offices, Caboolture.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Road Case No. 2660.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.  situation . Parish.
1
Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
NoTE.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the opening of another road
The Caboolture Divi-
sional Board, on
behalf of R W.
Stevens
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
The road separating por-
tion 19v from 30v
Canning ...
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that applications
under the eighty-ninth section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884" have been made for closing the undermentioned Roa Is; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing,
not later than the date mentioned with respect to each.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the nearest Land, Police, and
Post Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
*1
2
The Lands Department ,  All the roads included
on behalf of the De -  within the proposed new
fence  Authorities Rifle  Range Reserve
Grant Brothers  ...  Part of the road from
Charters Towers to Her-
berton through Wood-
3 E. G. R. Neumann ...
4 J. Porter
t5 Messrs .  Thynne and
Macartney ,  on behalf
of F. H . O'Reilly ...
t6 Ditto ... ...
t7
*9
*9
Ditto
Town of
Bundaberg
North
Kennedy
District
Area.
A.  R. P.
About
3 0 0
About
3 2 5
leigh  Holding ,  from Big
Oaky Creek to the Dry
River, following the east-
ern side of the Wild River
The road separating portion Blenheim  4 0
198 from portions 125 and
123
The road separating portion Warwick...  3 3
lily from portions 117v
and 119v
The road separating por- ditto 6 0
tions 339, 390 ,  391, and
392 from 407, 408, 409,
d 410an
The road separating por- ditto 8 2
tions 411 ,  430, and 431
from 424,  428, and  429 About
The roads separating por- ditto .. 6 1
tions 421, 422, 423, and
424 from 375, 376, 425,
426, 427,  and 428
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-24TH NOVEMBER,
15
15
0
29
0
About
The Pioneer Divisional I Part of the road separating Chelona  ...  1 3 0
Board ,  on  behalf of , portion 833 from 876 and
D. P. Ready part of 744
The Estate of W. Patti -  All the dedicated roads in
son (deceased )  portion 1,  be ing the roads
10
*11
*12
*13
Ditto
separating portions D and
A from C  and B, sepa-
rating D  and C from A
and B, separating C and
B from subdivisions 5, 6,
7, and 8,  separating sub-
divisions 5, 6, 7, and 8
from 9 and 10,  and 8 and
9 from 7 and  10; also
Gavial
Part of the  ro ad separating ditto
subdivisions 1 and 2 of
portion 2 west of pro-
posed new road
13 1 30
LATEST DATE  FOR OBJECTIONS - 1ST DECEMBER, 1897.
About
The Ayr Divisional  The road separating  por- Kirknie  ... 225 0 0
Board ,  on behalf of  tion 20v  from 18v and the
A. J. M. Terry  reserved roads through
portions  18v and 17v
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 8TH DECEMBER, 1897.
The Caboolture Divi- The road separating portion I Burpengary l
sional Board ,  on  behalf 4 from portion 5
of J. F. Fountain
The Isis Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
A. C. Walker
*14
*15
+16
The Isis Divisional
Board, on behalf of J.
Elwood
The Cairns Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
owner
P. Hoskin ... ...
The southern half -width of
the two -chain road along
the northern boundary of
portion 1052
The eastern end of the road
separating portion 1028
from 1052
The southern end of the
road through portion 75
The road  and reserve
through portion 4v
Gregory ...
ditto ...
Sophia ...
Womble-
bank
2 3 21
About
11 0 0
About
1 0 0
About
2 2 0
325 1 0
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CLOSURE  OF  ROADS-Continued.
No. Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
I I  A . ) . . ? .
LATEST DATE  FOR  OBJECTIONS - 15TH DECEMBER, 1897.
1 , About
17 The  Police Department The road separating portion I Marathon 88 2 0
l lv from Aramac Holding,
through the proposed
Police Reserve
18 I It. G.  Miller  ... ...  The road separating portion
i
ditto  ...  52 1 16
19v from 18v
19 The Isis Divisional The reserved road th ro ugh Gregory  ...  10 028
Board ,  on behalf of port ion 158v
T. Cannock
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 22ND DECEMBER, 1897.
*20 The Dalrymple Divi -  The northern end of the Charters ...
sional Board ,  on behalf  70-link lane leading f ro m Towers
of Richard Craven Cooper street to Aplin
*21 Ditto
*22 Ditto
*23 Ditto
street
The southern end of  Cooper ditto ...
street from  the west
co rn er of  W.R. 211
The south -weste rn  end  of ditto ...
David street from a point
about sixty  links west
fro m the west co rn er of
Homestead  2507 to the
intersection of Cooper
and Mill  streets
Part of Mill street from a ditto
point about  150 links east
from the west  corner of
W.R. 217 to a point about
one chain  west from the
south -west corner of
Homestead 2407 About
21 The Dalrymple Divi- The southern end of O'Kane ditto ... 1 0 0
sionalBoard ,onbebalf street fro nting Home-
of the Mosman  Gold  steads Nos. 3983 and 3539,
Mines ,  Limited  and also  that part of
Wagstaff street fro nting
Homesteads  3539  and 3561 About
§25 II .  Tomkins  ... ...  I The 10-chain road leading Jundah  ...  190 0 0
to Windorah south-
I westerly through por-
tions 4 and 5
26 I Messrs.  Moore Bros .  and The reserved road th ro ugh Barambah 25 0 0
Baynes portion  56 About
*27 W. Bro ome  ... ...  The road separating por- Woodlands 36 0 0
tions 616 and 3 from por-
tions 83, 1564,  and 1923,
and the continuation of
same  ro ad th ro ugh por-
tion 1923 to a reserved
road
*28 The Yee ro ngpilly Divi- The reserved road th ro ugh Mackenzie 8 2 0
*29
sional Board, on portion 17v
behalf of E. Lowen-
thal
The Yeerongpilly Divi- The reserved road along ditto  ...  3 2 10
sional  Board ,  on and within the east
behalf of It. Miller ,  boundary of portion 52vjunr.
:130 Messrs .  Thynne and Parts of Stoneleigh and North Bris- ...
Macartney ,  on behalf Cambridge streets sepa- bane
of R. Dunne rating subdivisions 13
and 14 of section 9 of
allotments 318 and 319
and subdivision 9 of sec-
tion 10 of allotment 319
from subdivisions 13, 12,
and 11 of section 10 of
allotment 319 and allot-
ments 10 and 7 of sec-
tion C.1
31 P. L.  Cardew, on behalf The reserved road th ro ugh Kholo  ...  1 3 20
of W. Bindley portion liv
*32
LATEST  DATE  FOR OBJECTIONS - 5TH JANUARY, 1898.
The Isis Divisional The reserved road sepa -  Gregory  ...  About
Board, on behalf of rating po rt ion 969 from 5 0 0
Messrs .  Bro ughton po rt ion 904
and Young
* Nora .- The closure of these  ro ads is proposed  to be  carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
t Nora .- These  ro ads are pro posed  to be  closed  in part exchange  for areas to
be resumed from portions 431 and 432 .  374 and  375, for quarry purposes, which
ro ads are  hereby  closed.
Nora .- The closure of this road and reserve is proposed  to be carried out in
connection  with the  opening of another road.
§ Nora.-The  closure  of this road  is pro posed  to be carried out in connection
with the  widening of the  ro ad running  southerly through these portions.
II Nors .- The closure of this road  is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the  opening of another road ,  being an extension  of Cambridge street
easterly to Elston terrace.
Geological Survey Office,
George street, Brisbane.
ON SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.*
Bulletin No. 4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government Geologist.
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
BRISBANE.
MAP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets at 2s. 6d. per Sheet, and Two at Is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia  on a small scale , illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony,  in Six  Sheets. Revised to April, 1894.  Scale,
16 miles to an inch, Price,  2s. 6d.  per Sheet,
Map of Australasia, ill ustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing the Main Telegraph Lines .  Scale, 160 miles to an inch.
Price : Plain, Is.  6d.;  coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets ; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony. Price, is. plain, or coloured
(illustrating the Counties and Financial Districts )  Is. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands. Scale ,  12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea ,  in three sheets .  Price ,  4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps ,  in Districts .  Scale ,  12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles to an inch .  Price ,  2s. 6d.
Map of Catchment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers, &c., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, Is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, Is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts.  Price,  Is. 6d. per  Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta. Scale, 1 mile to an inch. Price,
1s. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbanb. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price,  5s.;  or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, £1.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony. Price, Is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.
Environs of Longreach. Scale,  2 miles  to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall. Scale,  2 miles  to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-Maps of Landi Open to Selection r for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. MoDOWALL, Surveyor-G eneral.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane ,  31st August, 1896.
THE following
information.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1897.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
Notice to Mariners is published for general
ROBERT PHILP.
[Extract from New Zealand G azette , 21st October,  1897.]
No.  18  of  1897.
TEMPORARY MARK BUOYS, MAHANGA BAY, PORT
NICHOLSON.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 18th October, 1897.
NOTION is hereby given, that, on the 16th November, 1897, and
for a period of about one month afterwards, the Defence Department
will lay a number of small mark buoys, painted red, between  Mahanga
Bay and Ward Island. This work will be commenced  at 8 a.m. on
each day, except Saturdays and Sundays, and will be discontinued at
5 p.m., when the buoys will be removed. These buoys will be placed
within an  area  of about 1,000 ft.,  beginning  in the vicinity  of Mahanga
Bay Wharf, and will be gradually worked towards Ward Island. A
steam -launch or cutter will direct  mariners on  which side  to pass, if
necessary.
Chart, &c., affected:-Admiralty Chart No. 1423; " New Zealand
Pilot," Chapter  iv., pages  175 to 179.
WM. HALL-JONES.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 10th November, 189'7.
EXEMPTION FROM DUTY.
PREPARED STRAW (FOR STRAW PLAITING).IT is hereby notified, n accordance with  provisions of" The
Customs Duties Act of  1888" (Third Schedule), that
PREPARED STIAW (FOR STRAW PLAITING),
to be used solely in the manufacture of goods within the colony, is
exempted  from duty.
HUGH M. NELSON,
Treasurer.
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THE ROCKHAMPTON HARBOUR BOARD.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Harbors
Boards Act,  1892," been pleased to approve of the following Bi I v .
made by the Rockhampton Harbour Board.
HUGH M. NELSON.
WHEREAS  by section 104 of  " The Harbour Boards Act,  1892," it is
enacted  that a Harbour Board may, by By-laws made thereunder, do,
within the limits of  the harbour, all or any of the things in the said
section mentioned  : It is hereby resolved by the Rockhampton Harbour
Board, by and with the approval of the Governor in Council, that the
following  By-law shall be in force within the Harbour of Rockhampton
from  the date of the publication hereof
BY-LAW No. 4.
1. In the construction of this By-law such of the words and
expressions  defined in section 7 of  " The Harbour Boards Act,  1892," as
appear in this By-law shall have the meanings thereby given to them
unless  the context or subject-matter otherwise  indicates ,  and the
following words and expressions shall have the meanings hereby given
to them unless  the context or subject-matter  otherwise  indicates:-
'Board" or " Harbour Board "-The Rockhampton Harbour
Board ;
" Chairman "-The chairman for the time being cf the Board ;
" Clerk "-The clerk for the time being of the Board ;
" Harbourmaster "-The person appointed to that office by the
Board, or any person acting for him ;
" Wharfinger "-The person appointed by the Board to the charge
of any wharf, or any person  acting  for him, and shall include
the collector of dues ;
" Consignee"-The parson to whom any goods are consigned,
and shall include the owner of such goods, the agent for such
owner , the agent for the sale or custody of such goods, the
bolder of any bill of lading or other document representing
such goods, and any other person having any right, title, or
interest  in such goods ;
"Consignor"-The person consigning any goods,  and shall in-
clude  the owner , shipper,  agent  for the owner or shipper, and
any other person having any right, title, or interest in such
goods;
"Tons," "Tonnage," and words of the like import having
reference  to a vessel's tonnage,  shall mean  or refer to the net
register , number of tons, or tonnage ; .
" Waterinan"-A person plying with a boat for hire,  or engaged
in the letting of a boat or boats for hire, for the carriage of
mails or passengers  or their  luggage ;
" Waterman's Boat"-Any boat let for hire for the carriage of
mails or passengers  or their luggage, whether accompanied
by a waterman or not, and also any boat ordinarily used by
a waterman  for the purpose  of his calling ;
"Store"-Any shed, store, or other building built on any wharf
or adjacent thereto owned by or under the control of the
Board ;
" Cargo"-All goods,  wares ,  merchandise , and commodities of
every description, and all chattels, live stock, and other
articles  in respect of which dues are payable ;
" Kerosene "-Kerosene, paraffin, petroleum, turpentine , and other
like goods ;
" The Harbour"-The harbour of Rockhampton within the limits
of which the jurisdiction and powers of the Board may be
exercised ;
" Private Wharf "-Any wharf owned or leased by any person
other than the Board ;
" Dangerous Goods"-All explosive substances, excepting always
safety cartridges, caps for safety cartridges, and caps for
muzzle-loading rifles and fowling pieces, and shall  include
all mineral  oils and products thereof which give off an
inflammable  vapour at a temperature of less than 110 degrees
Fahrenheit ;
Explosive substance"-Any substance used or  manufactured
with a view of producing an explosive effect ;
Words importing  the masculine  gender shall be deemed and
taken to include females, and the singular to include the
plural, and the plural the singular ; and. the word " Person"
shall include bodies politic or corporate  or collegiate as well
as individuals ; and the word "Month"  shall mean a
calendar month.
PLACES WHERE  GOODS  AND PASSENGERS MUST BE SHIPPED ,  UNSHIPPED,
OR LANDED.
2. All goods loaded, shipped, unshipped, discharged, or landed into,
out of,  or from any vessel shall be loaded, shipped, unshipped, dis-
charged ,  or landed at  the following places :-
Upper and lower timber jetties, the upper town wharves (includ-
ing the  wharves  known as the Queen's Wharf, the concrete
wharf, and the old A.S.N. Company's wharf, the high level
wharf, and the deep water wharf), and at such other wharf
or place  as the  wharfinger may from  time  to time permit in
writing.
3. No person shall load, ship, or unship, or land or discharge any
goods  into, out of, or from any vessel except at the places mentioned in
the preceding clause.
4. All passengers embarking or landing shall be embarked or landed
at the places  mentioned in clause 2 hereof, and no person shall embark
or land at  any other place.
• REGULATIONS RELATING TO VESSELS.
5. Every vessel  arriving  or being within the harbour shall be
anchored, moored, or placed where the barbourmaster or wharfinger
shall direct. The position of a vessel shall not be changed, nor shall it
be hauled or placed alongside of any wharf or moved from any berth
thereat, without his permission.
6. No master shall anchor his vessel in the fairway  or so as to
obstruct the approach to any wharf.
7. All vessels moored or anchored  close  to any fairway or to any
wharf  shall have their jibbooms rigged in close to the bcwsprit cap or
their tunniug bowsprit  close to the stem-head,
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8. No person shall make fast any vessel to any steps or landing-
place for passengers or so near thereto as to obstruct the approach of
other vessels, or allow her to lie alongside longer than required for
landing or shipping passengers.
9. The master of every vessel, when she is lying alongside of any
steps or landing-place, shall cause his vessel to give way to Government
vessels on duty, and as soon as his own passengers have been shipped or
landed shall cause his vessel to give way to other passenger vessels.
10. Every master of a vessel shall obey and carry into effect any
orders given by the wharfingtr in relation to the place. and times of
bringing vessels to or in taking them from any wharf and in securing and
mocring vessels.
11. No person shall by word or act impede or obstruct the harbour-
master or wharfinger in the execution of his duty.
12. Every master of a vessel shall, on all occasions when ordered by
the wharfinger, do whatever the wharfinger may consider necessary or
expedient with a view to the safety and interest of the whole shipping,
and in consideration of the state of the weather, the crowded condition
of the harbour or wharves, or any other circumstances.
13. Every master of a vessel shall, immediately on arrival and
before commencing to unload, deliver to the wharfinger a copy of the
bills of lading  or manifest  of the cargo or the proper accounts of the
goods intended to be unloaded, and the name of the consignee or con-
signees or other person or persons to whom they are intended to be
delivered.
14. The master of every ship shall produce the certificate of registry
thereof to the wharfinger on demand.
15. The master of every vessel shall report at the office of the Board
the arrival of his vessel within the harbour within twenty-five hours
after such arrival.
16. Every master of a vessel shall, before commencing to unload,
give to the wharfinger a notice in writing of the intended time of
unloading of cargo.
17. Every master of a vessel having on board any goods or cargo
intended to be transhipped shall give notice in writing to the wharfinger
before such transhipment, specifying and showing what goods or cargo
are intended to be so transhipped, otherwise wharfage dues may be
levied and recovered in respect thereof in the same manner as if
such goods were unloaded, in addition to the recovery of any penalty
hereby authorised.
18. The shipper of any goods shall deliver to the wharfinger a true
account of all goods intended to be shipped by him.
19. Passengers, cargo, or ballast may, with the consent of the
wharfinger, be embarked or shipped, disembarked or unshipped, on or
from any vessel lying outside of, over, and across the deck of any vessel
lying alongside any wharf, and the master of every vessel lying between
such vessel and the wharf shall allow passengers, cargo, or ballast to be
embarked, shipped, or disembarked, as the case may require, under such
conditions as the wharfinger may impose.
20. The master of any vessel berthed at any wharf shall cause the
discharge or loading of such vessel to be commenced and continued till
completed, by working at such hours as the wharfinger shall direct, pro-
vided that such direction shall not be  in contravention  of any Customs
law or regulation.
21. The master of every vessel, upon completion of the loading or
discharging of his vessel,- or at the termination of the time allowed
under this By-law for loading or discharging, as the case may be, shall at
once remove his vessel from and vacate the berth occupied by it.
22. Notwithstanding anything contained in this By-law, the master
of every vessel shall, in case of emergency and if so required by the
wharfinger ,  remove his vessel from  the berth occupied by it to such place
as the wharfinger may direct.
23. In the event of there not being a sufficient number of hands on
board any vessel discharging or loading, at a wharf where a steam crane
or other steam power is used, to keep such steam crane or steam power
working at fair and reasonable speed, it shall be competent for the
wharfinger  to employ such number of additional hands on board such
vessel as will  keep the crane or other  steam  power going, and to charge
the expense so incurred against the master of such vessel, and such
charge must be paid before clearance or receipt is given for cargo.
24. Before any vessel is removed from any wharf the master of such
vessel shall cause all dirt or rubbish to be thoroughly cleared from that
portion of the said wharf opposite to the berth occupied by such vessel,
and such dirt or rubbish shall be deposited at such places as may be
appointed by the harbourmaster or wharfinger.
25. In the shipping or unshipping of any cargo, coals, or ballast
the master of the vessel shall carry out any precautions that the
wharfinger may deem to be necessary for the protection of the wharf or
for preventing such cargo, coals, or ballast from falling overboard.
26. Proper tarpaulins shall be used in discharging or taking in
ballast, coals, rubbish, gravel, earth, or filth of any kind so as to prevent
any part thereof falling into the harbour.
27. Vessels arriving with kerosene for transhipment on board may
land it on any wharf until the vessel about to take the same is prepared
to receive it, and in no  case  will kerosene be allowed to be stored in any
shed.
28. All boats  carrying mails shall, during such time as they are
occupied in shipping or landing  mails,  have a preference of berth
whether  alongside vessels or wharves.
29. The master, agent, or owner of any vessel shall be responsible
for any damage caused to the Board's plant by the neglect or negligence
of any of the staff or crew of such vessel.
30. The harbourmaster or wharfinger may order any vessel to be
forthwith removed from any berth alongside any wharf or from any
anchorage to any part of the harbour whenever such removal shall, in
his opinion, be proper for the general accommodation of the shipping,
and no person shall disobey such order.
31. Between the hours of 10 o'clock p.m. and 4 a. m. no fires
except the furnaces of any steamer or fires used for cooking purposes
on board a vessel shall be lighted or allowed to burn, nor shall
any unenclosed lights be allowed to burn on board any vessel in that
part of the harbour where vessels  lie for  the purpose of loading and dis-
charging cargo or effecting repairs, nor shall any vessel be fumigated or
smoked unless the vessel he moored at a safe and sufficient distance from
other ve,,sels, and permission  in writing  be obtained from the harbour-
master or wharfinger. All fires and lights allowed must be properly
enclosed.
32. All vessels under four hundred tons must be provided with fire-
buckets in the proportion of four to every hundred tons, and every vessel
over-four hundred tons burthen must be provided in the proportion of
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one to every additional hundred tons up to a thousand tons, one-half of
which buckets shall be constantly hung up in some convenient place with I
lanyards attached ready for drawing water.
33. The master of every vessel shall see that no artificial light is
used in any part of any vessel ,  except the same be securely enclosed and
in charge of some trustworthy person.
34. After  ordinary work has ceased for the day on board of any
vessel all hatches shall be put on and properly closed to prevent acci-
dents, and before closing the hatches the master or officer iu charge shall
go into the hold and into the between-decks and satisfy himself that-
(1) There  are no signs of fire ;
(2) All lights have been put out except those authorised under
this By-law ,  and an entry of these facts shall  be  madt in the
log-book.
35. Every vessel in the harbour shall always have at least one
seaman at watch on deck, except vessels laid up, coal hulks, ballast or
other lighters lying within such limits as the harbourmaster or wharfinger
may have authorised them to occupy ,  which shall always have one person
on board. All persons on watch or on board as aforesaid ,  and all
persons in charge of boats, shall answer the challenge of the water police
or other public officer .  Where there is no master ,  the owner and agent
of such vessel and any person having or claiming to have  (de facto)  the
control thereof shall be liable for any breach of this Regulation.
36. No guns or firearms shall  be  discharged ,  or blue lights ,  rockets, or
other combustibles burnt or discharged ,  frcnn any vessel within the
harbour ,  unless permission in writing has been obtained from the harbour-
master ,  or except only when assistance is urgently required.
37. In the event of any fire occurring on board any vessel in the
harbour ,  all persons in charge of or otherwise belonging to any vessel
then in the harbour shall afford such assistance towards extinguishing
the  fire and the protection of neighbouring vessels as the harbourmaster
or the wharfinger may demand.
38. If any vessel be sunk or stranded within the harbour, or if any
obstruction  shall impede the navigation and use of  the harbour or any
part thereof ,  the master ,  owner ,  or agent of such vessel or the owner of
the property by which such obstruction is caused shall immediately notify
the harbourmaster of the position of such obstruction ,  and shall comply
with the following rules in respect of such vessel:-
(1) Buoys or vessels must be moored so as to denote the positions
of sunken wrecks or other obstructions ,  and the top sides of
such buoys or vessels shall be painted green with the word
" wreck "  printed thereon in white letters ;
(2) Where practicable one ball shall be exhibited by day on the
side of the vessel nearest the wreck ,  and two placed vertically
on the other side ;
(3) Three ordinary white lights similarly arranged ,  but not the
ordinary riding lights ,  shall be shown on such vessels from
sunset to sunrise.
39. In the event of the death of any person on board of any vessel
in the harbour ,  the master of such vessel shall report the particulars
thereof to the police ,  and cause the body to be buried on shore . according
to law.
40. In cases of non-compliance with any By-law of the Board
regulating the mode and place of mooring and anchoring vessels, and
their position and government in the harbour, and their unmooring and
removal out of the harbour, the harbourmaster is hereby empowered
to insure the observance of such By -law, and for that purpose may moor,
unmoor , place, or remove  any vessel.
In the performance of any such service for or in connection with
any vessel  by the  harbourmaster ,  the master of the vessel and the crew
thereof are required to give and afford to such harbourmaster all pos-
sible aid and assistance to effect the same.
And in affecting anysuch service ,  or any other service in the execution
of his duty, the harbourmaster is hereby empowered to make fast and
attach any rope or other tackle to any vessel ,  and to cast off  or loose any
warp or rope, or unshackle or loose any chain by which the vessel is
moored or fastened.
And  if there is no crew on board of any vessel to be moved ,  placed,
moored ,  or unmoored ,  or the crew thereof refuse or fail to aid and assist
as aforesaid ,  or if the crew or tackle or quantity of ballast on board
such vessel is not sufficient to enable the harbourmaster to effect such
removal ,  he is empowered to hire and employ such other assistance and
tackle, and to purchase and put on board such vessel such other quantity
of ballast, as to him seems requisite ,  at the cost and charges of the master,
agent, or owner of such vessel.
And such  cost and charges ,  and all other costs, charges, and
expenses incurred by the harbourmaster or the Board in or about
insuring the due compliance with this Bylaw ,  shall be paid on demand,
by such master ,  agent ,  or owner , to the Board.
And no person ,  without the consent or authority of the harbour-
master ,  shall cut or cast off any such rope or tackle so made fast and
attached to any vessel as aforesaid.
41. Masters requiring to careen ,  heave down ,  or haul their vessels
on shore, for the purpo -e of inspection or repairs ,  must apply to the
harbourmaster for permission.
42. No person  in charge  of any  vessel shall moor or make fast his
vessel to any buoy or beacon ,  not being a coinpasi -adjusting ,  mooring, or
warping buoy or beacon ,  and no vessel shall  be  moored or made fast or
hung on to any mooring buoy ,  without the permission of the harbour
master.
43. No  person shall in  any way  interfere with any light, light
beacon ,  or navigation mark.
LAY DAYS.
44. The wharfinger may allow the times shown hereunder to vessels
occupying berths at a wharf  (exclusive of Sundays ,  holidays, and the
day of removal) :-
(1) For  vessels carrying full cargoes and discharging-
For vessels under 100 tons  ...  3 days.
„ from 100 „ to 150 ... 4 „
 , „ 1.50  200 ... 5 „
200 300 ... 6 „
300 400 ... 7 „
400 500 ... 8 „
500 600 ... 9 „
and so on at the rate of one day additional for every additional
100 tons or part of 100 tons.
(2) Vessels with only part cargo may be allowed  time in the
proportion which  their cargo bears to their registered ton-
nage.
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(3) One day extra for every 100 tons registered may be allowed
upon the payment of one halfpenny per registered ton per
day, provided the berth is not required for another vessel.
(4) Double the time allowed to vessels discharging may be
allowed to vessels loading ,  and extra time may be allowed
provided the berth is not required for another vessel, and for
such extra time there shall be payable half the amount
payable by vessels discharging under the preceding sub-
section.
(5) Vessels  discharging cargo over the decks of other vessels may
be allowed two days for  every  one allowed under subsection
(1). Vessels loading in like manner may be allowed three
days for every two allowed under the said subsection.
(6) Vessels taking in or discharging ballast may be allowed one
day for every 30  tons put on  board  or discharged.
(7) The charge for extra lay days shall not apply to vessels holding
lighterage licenses.
REGULATIONS RELATING TO LOADING AND DISCHARGING GOODS AND
LANDING PASSENGERS AND PRESERVING GOOD CONDUCT ON WHARVES.
45. Tame cattle may be landed on or shipped from any wharf
subject to the approval of the wharfinger, who shall fix the  time at which
they shall be landed or shipped. Other cattle must be landed at such
place and time as the wharfinger may from time to time direct.
46. No goods  shall be left on any wharf for a .longer period than
forty- eight hours without permission from the wharfinger, and the whar-
finger may, when in his opinion the public convenience requires it, at any
time after the expiration of such period, cause any goods to  be  removed
from such wharf or approach thereto to any place he may think proper,
at the expense and risk of the owner or his agent or the person in charge
of such goods : Provided that all goods liable to duty and on which duty
has not been paid shall, if removed by the wharfinger ,  be sent to the
Queen's warehouse.
47. All goods of a dangerous character shall be removed by the
owner, agent, or consignee immediately ,n being landed ,  and such agent
owner, or consignee failing to do so will be held responsible for any
damage or loss that may accrue from any accident arising therefrom, in
addition to being liable to the penalty provided for a breach of this By-
law, and the Board shall not be liable for any damage or loss which
may accrue to such goods.
48. No person ,hall remove any goods from any wharf, or bring any
goods on to any what f for shipment therefrom ,  without having previously
either paid the dues payable thereon or arranged to the satisfaction of
the clerk for the payment thereof.
49. No  person shall sort any timber, or pack or repack any goods,
or screen any coal or other bulk goods, on any wharf or in any store,
without permission of The wharfinger.
50. No person shall place or leave upon any wharf any vegetable or
animal. ,matter,  or goods which are in a state of decay or putrefaction.
Any goods which are, in the opinion of the wharfinger, unfit to  remain on
a wharf or harmful to other goods stowed on the wharf may be removed
from the wharf by the Board, and the. consignee and owner of such
goods shall upon demand repay to the Board the cost of such removal.
51. All goods landed on any wharf or brought thereon  for shipment
are to be placed as the wharfinger tray direct, and in such  manner as to
keep the mooring posts and rings free ,  and to allow a clear passage of at
least three feet from the edge of the wharf nearest ,tbe vessel.
52. No goods, carts, carriages, or other articles shall be placed or
deposited within twenty-five feet of any public crane, or so as to prevent
the free use and working of such crane.
53. No  person shall obstruct or interfere with the landing of any
passenger or goods on any wharf ,  and no person shall disobey any order
of the wharfinger or any person acting under his instructions.
54. No person shall in any way obstruct the traffic on any wharf.
55. No  person shall be allowed on any wharf unless he has, in the
opinion of the wharfinger ,  legitimate business to warrant his presence
thereon. Any person refusing when asked by the wharfinger to state
the nature of his business shall be guilty of an offence against this
By-law.
56. No driver of any vehicle shall solicit fares on any wharf.
57. No person shall hold any auction sale on any wharf or landing-
place without  first having obtained permission from the clerk in writing.
58. No public demonstration ,  meeting, or assemblage shall be
allowed on any wharf without the permission of the Board first
obtained.
59. No drunken,, idle, or disorderly person shall  be  upon any wharf
or shed.
60. No person shall smoke ,  loiter, or lounge or sleep among the
cargo placed in or upon any shed or wharf, or play at any game in any
shed or on any wharf or any approach thereto..
61. No person shall be allowed to fish from any wharf without the
permission of the wharfinger first obtained.
62. No person shall bathe from any wharf ,  landing -steps ,  or place
for landing passengers.
63. No person shall soil, deface ,  mark ,  or' injure ,  or, without the
consent of  the Board  first obtained in writing ,  write or paint or place
any placard or other document upon any shed, waiting -room, barricade,
railing ,  fence, or wharf post.
64. No person shall interfere with any life -saving gear ,  life-hook,
drags, grappling hooks, life -buoy, or other apparatus placed within the
harbour ,  or intended to  be  user for the purpose of saving life, unless
such interference be for the purpose of saving life or by the police in
dragging for drowned persons.
65. No  person shall  make, dress, repair, or scrape spars or masts, or
do any kind of carpenter ,  smith ,  boiler -making, or rigging work on any
wharf under the jurisdiction of the Board ,  or under any shed belonging
thereto, or hang or put up sails, masts ,  spars, or other things to or upon
any of the beams or joists of any such shed, without the authority of the
wharfinger.
66. The licensees ,  owners, or occupiers of baths shall not use or
allow the same to be used until they shall have been built to the satisfac-
tion of the Board ,  and the depth of water within such baths shall be
kept exhibited on notice boards within the same.
WATER SUPPLIED TO SHIPPING.
67. All due precautions and care shall be taken in the use of water
hose or piping provided by the Board, and the master of every vessel
taking in water shall, at tho request of the whar finger ,  roll up and
ret,urn, or cause  to be rolled up and  returned ,  such hose to the place
appointed for its safe custody. _ - . . ,
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RATE OF SPEED OF NAVIGATION OF VESSELS.
68. Every vessel navigating within the harbour shall do so at a rate
of speed which shall not cause injury to any wharf or the banks, chan-
nels, or cuttings ,  training walls ,  or dredge plant along ,  through, by, or
past which they may proceed ,  and the master and owner of any vees'd
passing up or down the  ri ver shall  be  liable for any damage which such
vessel may cause.
(1) The  following shall  be the rate of speed at which a vessel
shall proceed up the river-
Between the Ranelagh Buoy  below Lake 's Creek and Gavial
Creek vessels shall not proceed up the river at a  greater
rate of  speed than six knots per hour .  Between Gavial
Creek and the Fitzroy Bridge the rate of speed shall not
exceed five knots per hour.
(2) The same rate of speed sha ll be  strictly adhered to in pro-
ceeding down the  ri ver also, except in case of flood, when the
rate of speed may  be  increased to insure safety in steering.
This and the preceding regulation shall not apply to vessels
drawing less than eight feet of water or whose engines are
under fifty horse-power nominally.
(3) The master of every steamship shall, at least three hundred
yards from any dredging machine, diving punts, rock -boring
machines ,  or survey punts or boats ,  or any dredging plant
soever  be longing to the Board ,  put the engines of his
vessel to  " dead slow," and when the vessel is passing over
or along the mooring chains of such machines ,  punts ,  boats,
or plant he shall stop the engines until his vessel has passed
fifty yards clear of such mooring chains.
(4) All vessels passing any dredge shall pass on the side indicated
(5)
by a red flag disp ayed by day ,  and, in addition to the usual
anchor light, by a white light at night .  When the flag is
down they may pass on either side.
Whenever works are  be ing executed by the Board or silt is
being landed from barges or punts, a red  flag  shall be hoisted
upon a pole on the river bank at each end of the station or
works or silt -landing deptt  ;  and when any steamship is
abreast of the red flag nearest to it the master of such steam-
ship shall  reduce the speed of the engines to "dead slow"
until his vessel shall have passed at least  fifty yards beyond
the flag at the other end of such work, silt deptt ,  barges, or
punts.
LICENSES TO VESSELS AND MASTERS.
69. All ballast boats, tank boats, cargo boats, lighters ,  ferry boats,
tug boats ,  coal hulks, store ships ,  and watermen 's boats, whether
decked or undecked ,  whether propelled by steam or not, and all other
vessels and boats plying for hire either for goods or passengers ,  within
the harbour or any part of the sea adjacent thereto, shall  be  registered
and licensed by the Board ,  and no such boat or vessel shall  be  entitled
to a license unless after inspection by the harbourmaster or other person
authorised by the Board or by the harbourmaster ,  and unless such boat
or vessel shall have  be en found seaworthy and fit for the purpose for
which it is intended to be used ,  and unless all the requirements made by
any By -law of the Board in respect of such boat or vessel shall have  been
complied with.
70. The harbourmaster or other person appointed by the Harbour
Board may at all times enter on and inspect any such boat or vessel and
prevent the use of such as are unseaworthy or insufficient ,  and no person
shall use any such boat or vessel contrary to the order .  of the harbour-
master or such other person.
71. Every li cense to any such boat or vessel shall  be  numbered, and
the num ber on such license shall  be  the number of such boat or vessel.
And upon every such boat or vessel shall  be  painted ,  and kept legibly
painted by the owner or master thereof, in some conspicuous place ,
the name or number of the boat or vessel and the name of the owner
thereof.
72. All letters and figures shall  be  painted in black upon a white
ground, or white upon a black ground.
73. Every license shall specify the maximum quantity of ballast,
water, cargo ,  coals ,  or stores ,  or num ber of passengers which may be
carried in such vessel ,  and such quantity or num be r shall  be  determined
by the harbourmaster.
74. The Board ,  on application of the . owner  or agent of any such
boat of vessel, may license the same under the following  regulations:-(1) Application for a license must be in writing addressed to the
clerk ,  and must  be  signed by the owner ,  or one of the owners
if more than one, or the agent, and must state the length,,
breadth ,  and midship depth of the boat or vessel ,  its name
(if any ),  the num be r of passengers such boat or vessel is
intended to carry ,  and that the same is in good repair and
seaworthy.
(2) No license shall be issued until payment of the prescribed fees
has  ben made.
(3) Upon any change of ownership of any licensed boat or vessel,
the license of such boat or vessel shall lapse ,  and it must  be
relicensed  before it can ply for hire within the harbour.
75. Every licensed boat or vessel while plying for hire shall have on
board an efficient crew and full complement of oars ,  masts, sails, and
gear, and shall  be  maintained by the owner in good order .  All goods or
property left in any boat shall be delivered by the master or owner of
the boat to the harbourmaster as soon as practicable after the same shall
be found.
76. Every such license as is mentioned in this By -law shall be in
force from the date of the issue until the thirtieth day of June then next
ensuing .  And every person desiring to obtain any such li cense or a
renewal thereof must make application in writing to the clerk, such
application to be countersigned by two respectable residents of Rock-
hampton ,  who shall testify to the applicant's respectability. If the
application  be  for a renewal it must be sent in not later than fourteen
days  be fore the thirtieth day of June in each year ,  but an application
for a new license may be sent in at any time.
77. The owner of every lighter or vessel employed in carrying
ballast shall  cut, and at -all times keep legible and distinct ,  marks upon
the stem and stern posts showing the draught of water .  Such marks
and corresponding draughts of water shall be endorsed upon the license.
78. The harbourmaster or any person authorised by him may at any
time measure.  any  ballast lighter or vessel, or test the accuracy of such
measurement ,  and . appoint the tune, _ place, and- manner when, where,
and in which such measurement or inspection shall be made. '
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79. The  expense of measuring,  remeasuring,  and marking ballast
1' titers or vessels when necessary sha ll be  borne and paid by the owner
of such ballast lighters or vessels ,  and must be paid at the time of
measu ri ng or before the delivery of the  license  ;  and no license is to be
issued until such charge is paid.
LICENSE FEES.
80. The following fees shall be paid by the master of any vessel to
whom a license is granted under this By-law, in respect of such license
and every renewal thereof ,  payable on the first day of  July  in each year.
By watermen ,  master boatmen, and others ,  each ten shillings.
81. The owner of every vessel in respect of which a license is granted
under this By-law shall, on the first day of July in each year, pay the
following license fee for such license and every renewal thereof :-
£ s. d.
For every coal-hulk or storeship a fee  of  ... ...  10 10 0
For every cargo boat, ballast boat, lighter or tug boat,
or water -tank boat ,  a fee of, per ton... ... ... 0 1 0
For every waterman 's boat, or other boat plying or let
for hire within the harbour or any part of the sea
adjacent the re to, a fee of  ... .. ...  0 2 6
For every steam launch or ferry boat plying or let for
hire within the harbour or any part of the sea
adjacent thereto, a fee of  ... ... ... ..  1 1 0
82. In the event of a  license being granted under this By-law on a
date subsequent to the first day of January in any year ,  the amount of
fee to  be paid for the license shall  be half of those set forth in the two
next preceding clauses, and such  license fee shall be in respect of the
unexpired balance of the year.
WATERMEN.
83. No person shall ply for hire as a waterman within the harbour
unless he is the holder of a license from the Board.
84. Every licensed Waterman shall, on demand ,  produce his license
to the harbourmaster or to any policeman on duty within the harbour.
85. Every licensed waterman shall have a pri nted copy of the
charges he is entitled to make, and of the regulations relating to water-
men, and shall produce the same on demand to any person by whom he
may be employed.
86. No licensed waterman shall use any insulting or offensive
language to any passenger or any other person while at any wharf or
passenger stair within the harbour or while otherwise carrying on the
business of his calling.
87. Every waterman shall obe y every reasonable direction of the
harbourmaster or whar finger.
88. Every licensed boatman or waterman in the harbour shall wear
a badge having inscribed thereon the num ber of his license ,  which badge
he must wear firmly sewn to the left breast or arm of his coat or other
external body dress, or to the f ront of his hat or cap ,  so that the same may
be distinctly seen at all times during the hours he may lawfu lly  be
re quired to ply his boat.
89. No licensed boatman or waterman shall demand a higher charge
or fare than that from time to time prescribed,
. 90. Any li censed master ,  boatman, or waterman found guilty  of
dishonest or improper conduct ,  or ofusing abusive or insulting language,
or negligently acting in such a manner as to endanger the lives of the
passengers ,  or plying with or letting for hire a boat or vessel which the
harbourmaster shall consider to be not fully equipped with proper gear
or not in a seaworthy condition ,  shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
twenty pounds, and in addition his license may be  cancelled or suspended
at the discretion of the Board.
91. The boatman or waterman in charge of any boat shall not allow
a greater num ber of persons on his boat than that stated on his license,
and no person shall attempt to force  his way into any boat after  be ing
informed that the licensed num be r of passengers is on board.
CARTERS AND DRAYMEN.
92. No carter or drayman sha ll  remove any goods from any wharf
until all wharfage and Barbour dues shall have been paid thereon, or a
satisfactory guarantee given to the Board for payment of same  •  and any
breach of this clause, or any disobedience to any reasonable  order of the
wharfinger ,  shall render the person so offending liable to a penalty not
exceeding twenty pounds.
93. Any carter or drayman conveying goods on to any wharf for
shipment sha ll  notify the wharfage collector or the wharfinger of the
arrival of such goods ,  and shall also give "-the name of the person for
whom he may have conveyed such goods.
WHARFAGE AND HARBOUR DUES,
94. The collector of dues or other officer of the Board appointed for
the purpose shall be at li berty ,  either alone or in company with any
other person, to enter any vessel in order to ascertain the amount of
dues payable in respect of such vessel or of the goods therein, and the
master of any vessel sha ll  not prevent or in any way obstruct the entry
of such collector ,  officer,  or person.
95. Wharfage and harbour dues on goods, to  be  ghipped or unshipped,
must  be  paid  be fore such goods are  removed from the cont ro l of the
Board, except in the case of goods liable to customs  duty  and stored in
the Queen 's warehouse ,  and these shall not be delivered from the Queen's
warehouse without a  certificate from the Board that all dues thereon
have been paid ,  or the payment thereof arranged for to the satisfaction
of the clerk.
96. For the convenien ce  of the public ,  notwithstanding the previous
clause ,  shippers will be allowed to open a ledger account with the
Board for the pe ri odical payment of wharfage and harbour dues on the
following  conditions:-
(1) Any person or firm desirous of opening such ledger account
will be required to provide for the Board's protection a satis-
factory guarantee covering the monthly account of such
person or firm. Such guarantee shall not  be  revoked without
a full month 's notice in writing to the clerk, and the guarantor
shall  be  liable for the full amount due at the expiry of such
notice.
(2) All ledger accounts shall be closed on the last day of every
month ,  and all amounts then outstanding shall be paid in full
on the first day of the following month or such other day as
the Board may horn time to time determine .  Such amounts
shall be  paid when due at the collector 's office, or at such
other  place  as the Board may from time to time determine.
And it shall not  be  deemed the duty of the Board to issue
notices demanding payment or to send to ooll ect such sums
as may be due.
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(3) Any person or firm not making  payment  on the day specified
for such payment to be made shall be deemed to have made
daaault in payment ,  and the clerk may forthwith order any
good 's longing to or received on behalf of any such person or
firm, and t , • on the Board 's property, to be seized and held
until dues in ect of which default has  be en made sha ll
have been paid.
PRIVAil-, WHARVES.
97. No private wharf shall  be*" lwilt within or partly within the
Barbour without the permission of theB .,oard first had and obtained.
All applications for such permission shall be made in writing to the
Board, and shall be accompanied by detailed pl'a' s of the work proposed,
and such plans shall not  be  altered or depart from without the
permission of the Board.
98. No goods other than those of the owner or less shall be shipped,
landed, or discharged from or on any private wharf.
99. Any owner of a private wharf who shall  le  e or let the same or
.Any part thereof shall forthwith give notice thereo to the Board.
100. A ll  goods shipped ,  landed, or disch ged from o: on any
p veta'  le  - f other than the goods of the u  .  or lessee of suit private
wharf shall be k^hle to the wharfage due payable to the Beard in
respect of goods ahippet ;  'Anded, or disch  -ged from or on the wharves
be long ing to the Board ,  and such whar a dues shall  be  paid to the
Board in addition , to any penalty he imposed for breach hereof.
GENERAL.
101. No  person shall throw ,  place. or leave any dead animal or
putrefying or other offensive matter into or on any part of the harbour.
102. No ballast ,  rubbish ,  gravel, earth ,  stone ,  sand, wreck,  filth,
coal, cinders ,  or refuse or any other material whatsoever shall be thrown
or dropped by any person into the harbour ,  or  be  placed ,  landed, or
shipped in the harbour except at the places and in the manner pointed
out by the harbourmaster or wbarfinger ,  and all such ballast, grave]
rubbish ,  earth ,  stone, sand ,  wreck ,  filth, coal ,  cinders, or refuse or other
material placed contrary to the instructions of the harbourmaster or
wharfinger shall  be  removed at such times and to such places as the
harbourmaster or whartinger may direct.
103. No ballast ,  rubbish ,  gravel, earth ,  stone, sand ,  wreck,  filth,
coal, cinders ,  or refuse shall be deposited anywhere within the harbour
below high -water mark .  Any person who commits a breach of this or
the two next preceding clauses shall, in addition to a penalty ,  be liable
to pay the expenses of the removal to a proper position of any such
substance or thing.
104. No person shall remove any ballast, rock ,  stone, slat e.,  shingle,
gravel, earth, cinders ,  rubbish, or other  'substance or thing from any
tidal land or tidal water or from the seashore  be low high -water mark in
the harbour ,  without permission of the Board or harbourmaster.
105. No person shall cause any damage or interfere in any way with
any dyke or training wall or other river improvement ,  and any person
committing a breach of this clause shall, in addition to any penalty
hereby imposed ,  be liable to make good or pay for any repairs rendered
necessary on account of such damage or interference.
106. The master or owner of any vessel or any other person desiring
to remove ballast, sand ,  or other material from below high -water mark
mustfirst procure permission from` the Board or harbourmaster for so
doing ,  -nd he will be required to obtain such ballast ,  sand ,  or other
material from such place as the  Hoard or harbourmaster may determine.
Any person disregarding or acting contrary to this clause will  be  liable
to a penalt .
107. No person shall set or establish any permanent mooring what-
soever within the harbour without the permission of the Board  first had
and obtained.
108. Crafts or boats of every desc ri ption ,  whether propelled by oars
or sails, which do not carry the Admiralty description of aide -lights when
plying at night within the harbour ,  shall carry a lantern having a green
slide on the one side and a red slide on the other side ,  and on the
approach of or to any vessel such lantern shall be exhibited in sufficient
time  to  prevent collision and so that the green light shall not be seen on
the port side nor the red  light on the starboard side.
109. No person shall, without the permission of the Board first had
and obtained ,  alter, disturb ,  or in any way interfere with the bed of the
Fitzroy River or any tidal land within the Barbour.
PENALTIES.
110. Ever person guilty gf an offence against any of the provisions of
this Bylaw, shall for every sueh offence be liable to a penalty not exceed-
ing twenty pounds, and in addition shall-be liable to pay ,. any expense
incurred by the Board in consequence thereof, or in the execution of
any work directed by this By-law to  be  executed by such person and not
so executed by him.
The foregoing By-law was passed  by the Rockhampton Harbour
Board on the twenty -fifth day of August ,  1896, at a special meeting
call ed for that purpose; the said By -law was duly published in accordance
with  "The Harbour Boards Act,  1892," and was confirmed at a subse-
quent special meeting of the said Board on the first day of October, 1897,
and the common seal of the Board affixed hereto.
A. ARCH. MAWDSLEY, Clerk.
WILLIAM BURNS, Chairman.
QUEENSLAND WATER SUPPLY DEPARTMENT.
TENDERS  are invited  until Noon on WEDNESDAY, the 8th
1. December next, for Sinking an Artesian Bore on Plevna Block,
Xyabrt.
Tenders must be deposited in the Tender-box at the Treasury,
Brisbane ,  and  each- Tender must be distinctly endorsed with the words,
"Tender for  Boring on Plevna."
A preliminary deposit of £20 by bank draft must accompany each
Tender.
Specification, General Conditions of Contract, &c., may be seen,
and Tender Forms, Schedules, &c , obtained, at the Offices of the
Police Magistrates  at Barcaldine  and Charleville, and at the Office of
the Hydraulic  Engineer ,  Brisbane.
The lowest 'or,any Tender  not necessarily  accepted.
T. M. KING, Under  Secretary.
The Treasury,  Brisbane, 15th (3ctobet , 1897.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th duly, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.
T is hereby notified, for general information, that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substituted
therefor :-
Notice is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.
96-23110-Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary for Works.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 11th November, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND WHITEWASHING, ORPHANAGE
BUILDINGS, ROCKHAMPTON.
MENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court House,
Rockhampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on THURSDAY, the 9th
December, for Repairs and Whitewashing, Orphanage Buildings,
Rockhampton.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Repairs, to., Orphanage Buildings, Rockhampton."
Specification may be  seen , and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; and at the
Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the under.
mentioned Tender has been accepted, viz.:-
Repaire and Painting, Diamantina Orphanage Buildings, Brisbane
-Taos. HIRONS-£499.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
TENDERS.
T
SENDERS  are invited  for the undermentioned Public Works.
1 For full  particulars ,  see  Government Gazette.
Nature of Work, Date  of  Gazette  containing original  Notice,
and Place  and Date to which- Tender can be received, respectively:-
EIDSVOLD-Repairs, &c., Police Buildings. 16th October.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court House, Gayndah and
Eidsvold ; 19th November.
HALIFAx-New Court House. 16th October. Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court Houses, Halifax, Townsville, Ingham,
and Cooktown ; 19th November.
THURSDAY ISLAND-Taking Down and Re-erecting Boatsheds,
Evolly-way, &c.,, Water Police Station. 16th October.
gee, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Town ville,Wqyk. QT
Cooktpwn, Thursday Island, and Normanton ; 19th
November.
GooNDiwiNDl-Repairs and Painting, Bridge over McIntyre
River. 16th October. 'Works Office,  Brisbane , and Court
Houses , Goondiwindi and Inglewood ; 26th November.
TowNSYILLE-New Balcony, Post and Telegraph Office. 23rd
October. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post Office, Towns-
ville ; 19th November.
PINE LILY LAGOONS-Painting, State School.  23rd  October.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court House, Rockhampton ;
19th November.
DALBY-Sanitary  Services , Post and Telegraph Office, Court
House, and Police Station. 23rd October. Works Office,
Brisbane; 19th November.
INDOOROOPILLY PocKET-Additions to Residence, State School.
23rd October. Works Office, Brisbane ; 19th November.
BUNDABERG-New Clock Dials, Post and Telegraph Office.
23rd October. Works Office, Brisbane ; 19th November.
TAMBO-Additions to Lands Office and Court  House. 23rd
October. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Rouses,
Tambo, Blackall, Barcaldine, and Rockhampton ; 26th
November.
URANDANGIE - New Portable Police Hut. 23rd October.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court House, Townsville;
26th November.
EAGLE FARM-Additions to Residence, State School. 30th
October. Works Office, Brisbane ; 19th November.
AUGATHELLA-Additions, State School. 30th October. Works
Office, Brisbane, and Court  House , Augathella; 26th
November.
_TEWANTIN-Repairs, Post andTelegraph Office. 30th  October.
Works Office,  Brisbane ;  26th November.
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GOOMBUBBA - Repairs and Painting, State School. 30th
October. Works Office, Brisbane; 26th November.
GATTON - Fittings to Chemical Laboratory, Agricultural
College. 30th October. Works Office, Brisbane; 26th
November.
CLERMONT - External Painting and Repairs, Court House.
6th November. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
Houses, Clermont and Rockhampton; 26th November.
BUNDABnRG SOUTH-Addition to Residence, State School.
6th November. Works Office, Brisbane ; 3rd December.
GOONDIWINDI-Additions, Post and Telegraph Office. 6th
November. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post Offices,
Goondiwindi and Inglewood ; 3rd December.
TEK0wAI-Raising Bui ding and Asphalting, State School.
6th November. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses,
Mackay and Rockhampton; 3rd'December.
CROYDON-Taking Down and Re-erecting Stockade Fencing,
Lock-up. 6th November. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court Houses, Croydon, Normanton, and Thursday Island;
17th December.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1897.
N
OTICE is hereby given, in accordance with the provisions of
the Railway Acts, that the Plan and Book of Reference of
the Mount Morgan Branch Railway from Kabra (9 miles 73 chains,
Central Railway) to Mount Morgan, in length, allowing for deviations,
12 miles 61 chains 70 links, proposed to be constructed under the
provisions of  "The Railways Guarantee Act of  1b95," have been
approved and confirmed; and that the Commissioner for Railways
intends to proceed with the construction of the Line above referred
to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference so confirmed.
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
T
HE Commissioner for Railways hereby gives notice, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864," that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having approved of the Plan and Book of Reference of the Enoggera
Branch Railway, in length 3 miles 51 chains 40 links, proposed to be
constructed under the provisions of  "The Railways Guarantee Act of
1895," such Plan and Book of Reference may be seen at this Office,
and at the Office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions, Brisbane; and all
persons interested in the lands to be affected by the said intended
Railway are hereby required to set forth, in writing, to me, at this
Office, within one month from the first publication hereof', any well-
grounded objections that may appear to them to exist to the adoption
of the said, line of Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed in connection therewith.
By Order,
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
CAST-IRON MANHOLE COVERS AND FRAMES.TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under Secretaryand Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Twenty-second day of November, 1897, from persons
desirous of contracting for the Manufacture of Three Hundred and
Thirty-seven (337) 18" x 24", Twenty-six (26) 24" x 30", and
One (1) 24" x 36" Cast-iron Covers and Frames for Manholes.
For further particulars, see  Government Gazette  of Saturday,
6th November, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
QUEENSLAND COASTAL SERVICES.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1897.
r)(IENDERS will be received at the Office of the Postmaster-General,
Brisbane, until Noon of THURSDAY, the 30th of December
next, from Persons or Companies desirous of contracting for the
Conveyance of Coastal Mails for the Government of Queensland,
according to the terms and conditions published in the  Government
Gazette  dated 16th October, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Postmaster-General.
EXCAVATING TRENCHES AND LAYING PIPES FOR
TELEPHONE WIRES.
FRESH TENDERS will be received at the Office of the UnderSecretary and Super ntendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until
Noon on MONDAY, the Fifteenth day of November, 1897, from
persons desirous of contracting for the Excavating for, Laying,
Jointing, Making Good, and all Work in connection with Laying, Two
and Three Inch Cast-iron Pipes for Telephone Wires, in and about the
City of Brisbane, according to the general conditions and specification
published in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, 11th September,
1897.
Specifications, Schedules, and all other information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Under Secretary and
Superintendent of Telegraphs.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 25th October, 1897.
[13TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
CROSS-ARMS.
rt ENDERS will be received at the Office of the. T3uuer
Secretary and Superintendent of Elect2iro Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the, Thirteenth day of
December, 1897, from  persons  desirous - of contracting for the
Supply of Four Thousand (4,000)  Toss-arms.
General -Conditions.
1. In construing theri General Conditions and the Specifi-
cation, the following wards shall have the following  meanings :-
" Electrical- "Engineer" shall mean the Government
Electrical Engineer, or other engineer authorised to
act int his place for the time being ;
" Contractor " shall mean the person,  firm, or company
contractiipg for the supply of the articles herein
specified, iand shall include his or their heirs,
executors ,  aQ lninistrators ,  successors ,  az- assigns
i.. Payment will be i ade monthly. o titre certificate of the
Electrical Engineer, to the'e•.xteni-of seventy-five (75) per cent.
on .he value of the cross-arms completed and delivered at the
Stcres Branch of the Post and Telegraph Department, Brisbane.
The total balance will be paid when the entire contract has been
completed to the satisfaction of the Electrical Engineer.
3. Should the contractor fail to proceed in the execution
of, or to complete, the work in the manner and at the rate
of progress required by the Postmaster-General, it shall be
lawful for the Postmaster-General, by a notice in writing
delivered to the contractor or his representative, or by a
notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  to terminate the
contract, as far as relates to the work remaining to be done, and
to enforce the penalty for non-fulfilment of the contract, by
forfeiting the deposit money and any other moneys due to the
contractor ; and the contractor shall have no claims on the
Government for any preparation that he may have made, or for
any work that has been done, nor for any material which may
have been purchased for the purposes of this contract.
4. The contractor will have, at his own cost, to provide all
labour, plant, tools, materials, or whatever else may be required
for the due performance of this contract.
5. Cross-arms must be delivered at the Stores Branch of
the Post and Telegraph Department at the rate of two hundred
and fifty (250) per week; the first delivery to' be made in a
period not exceeding three (3) weeks from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender.
6. A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of the
total tender cost of the work must accompany each Tender
(without which tenders will be informal). The deposit of the
successful tenderer will be retained by the Government until
the completion of the contract to the satisfaction of the
Electrical Engineer.
7. The Electrical Engineer shall at all times  have access
to the sawmill, timber-yard, or other place where the  cross-arms
are being manufactured.
8. The Electrical Engineer may cause any or all of the
cross-arms to be laid on rigid supports, and to be struck an
ordinary blow with a sledge hammer weighing 8 lb. Any arm
not standing this test will be rejected.
9. No cross-arm will be accepted which is not approved by
the Electrical Engineer.
10. The Electrical Engineer will have full power to reject
and condemn any cross-arm which, in his opinion, is unfit for
the purpose intended, and the contractor will have no claim
against the Government for any cross- arm so  rejected.
11. The Government reserve the right to alter any of the
details of the cross- arms  if such should be found desirable
before the completion of the contract; any such alteration of
details to be paid for at a price to be mutually agreed upon
between the Government and the contractor.
12. The decision of the Government Electrical Engineer
will be final in all matters of dispute between the contractor
and the Government in regard to this contract.
13. A copy of these conditions and specification, signed by
the contractor and duly witnessed, must accompany each Tender.
14. The Government does not bind itself to accept the
lowest or any Tender.
Spec?cation.
All the cross-arms to be of sawn ironbark, dressed on all
sides, and free from splits, cracks, knots,  gum-veins , grub-holes,
sapwood, and all other defects of any kind whatsoever. Must
be straight and free from warp or twist.
The timber must be thoroughly seasoned.
Four thousand (4,000) crossarms to be fifty-two (52) inches
in length, three (3) inches i!i depth, and three (3) inches in
width. Four (4) holes for the insulator spindles to be bored in
each cross-arm in the centre line of one face, and truly at right
angles thereto; the first hole on each side of the centre of the
cross-arm to be nine (9) inches therefrom (centres), and the
remaining two (2) holes to be three (3) inches from the ends of
the cross-arms (centres) ; each hole to be three-quarters (4) of
an inch in diameter and to be bored right through the cross-arm.
The ends of the cross- arms  on the same  face are to  be neatly
rounded.
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In the centre line of the other three (3) inch face, truly
at right angles  thereto and equidistant from each end of the
cross -arm, a hole five-eighths (s) of an inch in'diameter (not
larger ) is to be bored right through the cross-arm.
The Government reserve the right to reduce or increase
the size of the holes for the insulator spindles without any
additional payment to the contractor.
Any other information may be obtained on application at
the Office of the Under Secretary and Superintendent of
Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
J. R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1897.
TENDER.
To the Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane.
Sir,-I  [or  we], the undersigned, do hereby Tender to provide the
materials  and perform the works specified in accordance with the fore-
going terms , general conditions, and specification, at the prices stated.
Should the foregoing Tender be accepted,  I [or  we], the under-
signed, do hereby agree to be responsible for the due performance of
the Contract within the time stipulated ; and I [or we] hereby under-
take that I  [or  we] will within ten (10) days from the date of the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, jointly and severally
execute and deliver at the office of the Under Secretary and Superin-
tendent of Telegraphs, in Brisbane, a Bond to Her Majesty, in the
penal sum of twenty (20) per cent. of the estimated total amount of
Contract, for securing such performance.
Dated the day of ,189  .
9D r - -
NAMES OF PROPOSED SURETIES. RESIDENCE. OCCUPATION.
dm.3
44)
Gaa
Witness :
[Tenderer's Signature.]
[Address.]
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE FROM HUGHENDEN TO
STAMFORD (THE TERMINUS OF THE RAILWAY
EXTENSION FROM HUGHENDEN TOWARDS WINTON),
A DISTANCE OF 39 MILES, MORE OR LESS.TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under Secretaryand Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Twenty-ninth day of November, 1897, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all material (except where
otherwise specified) and for all workmanship necessary for the above-
mentioned work, according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications published in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, the
30th October, 1897.
Specifications, with Tender Forms attached, and all other
information, may be obtained on application at the Office of the
Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, and at
the Telegraph Offices, Bowen, Townsville, Charters Towers, and
Hughenden.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1897.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1897.
PAPER, BINDING, AND LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIAL.
`ENDERS will be received at this Office until Noon of FRIDAY,
the 31st December, 1897, from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Paper, Binding, and Lithographic Material required by
the Government Printing Department in Queensland, for two years,
commencing  on the 1st July, 1898.
Tenders must state the price at which each article is to be delivered,
free of all charges, at the Government Printing Office, Brisbane, where
samples can be seen ,  and a  list of the quantities of each article
required obtained. The successful Tenderer must from time to
time supply, immediately upon demand, at contract prices, such
additional quantities  as may  be required by the Department.
A memorandum must be attached to each Tender, signed by the
Tenderer and two responsible persons  as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within seven days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance, in a
sum equal to 10 per cent. of the gross amount of the Tender.
Tenders to be addressed to the Under Secretary, Home Secretary's
Department, Brisbane, and superscribed, "  Tender for Paper, Binding,
and Lithographic Material."
The Government will not necessarily accept the lowest or any
Tender.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
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Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1897.
WITH reference to the notification which  appeared in a
Supplement to the  Government Gazette  dated the 14th of
October ultimo, calling for Tenders for Supplies for the Public
Service during the year 1898, intending. Tenderers are requested to
note that the Flour to be supplied must be of Queensland manufacture.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
T HE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich ispublished in pursuance of the Regulations for the  management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER, Under  Secretary.
RETURN  FOR  THE WEEK ENDED 6TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum at date
of previous Report ...
... ... 909
Number since admitted ... ... ... ... 6
Number returned from  leave ... ... ... 2
917
Number discharged ... 3
Number died .. 2
Number absent on leave 2
- 7
Number remaining at date hereof  ... ... 910
Admissions :
Joseph McKean, 74, sawyer, from Surat; last two years at a
selection at Surat.
Robert Morrison, 30, iron-turner, from Brisbane ; last two years
at Mackay and Brisbane, and inmate of Mackay Hospital.
Ash Sim, about 45, from Brisbane Hospital ; information
unreliable.
Re-admissions :
Charles Warrener, 59.
John Smith, 44.
Margaret Hayes, 51.
Discharges.-Alfred Woods, 63; admitted 13th November, 1895.
Joseph Ridgley,  77; admitted 4th December, 1895.
William Saunders, 60; admitted 11th February, 1893.
Deaths :
John Howarth, 72; admitted 21st September, 1897.
Henry John Bowker,  53;  admitted 18th November, 1884.
P. SMITH, Medical Superintendent.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1897.
IlIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing  an explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the  morning  of the 25th of
December, 1896;  also  that a pardon be granted to any  person  concerned
in the crime , not being  the principal offender, who shall give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£260 REWARD.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid for such information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed all or any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey
that were stabbed at that place on the said night ; and that a
Free Pardon be given to any person concerned in the crime, not being
the principal offender, who may give such information.
HORACE TOZER.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
A N Office for the transaction f all business connected  with theabove is now  open in a portion of the Ports  and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted by the Assistant Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns in the Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers in  charge, stating the class of men required, the work to be
done, and the  wages  offered ; and applicants  seeking work should
personally  register  their names and addresses.
Information respecting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district  is always  obtainable at the Head Office.
J. O'N. BRENAN, Officer-in Charge.
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Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
THE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of The Union Bank of Australia, Limited,
within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 5th July to 27th September,
1897, is published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of TILE UNION BANK OF AUSTRALIA, LIMITED, within
the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 5th  July  to 27th September, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation  ,,, ( Not  bearing Interest  ... ... ...Bearing Interest ...
Bills in Circulation c
'
Not bearing Inte re st  ... ... ... ...
Z Bearing Interest  ... ... ... ...
Balance due to other Banks  ... .... ... ...
Not bearing Interest  ... ... ...
Deposits  ... ...  Bearing Interest  (Public) .. ..
Ditto (Government) ... ...
AMOUNT. TOTAL.
£ a. d.
489,652 8 4
500,261 19 10
61,538 0 0
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 91,058,774 9 2
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ... ... ... ...
Rate of the Last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the Last Half-yearly Dividend and Bonus declared ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ...
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ... ...
Treasury Notes ... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ...
Balances  due from other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes, Bills of Exchange, and all Stock
and Funded Debts of every Description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances due to
the said Bank from other Banks
Total  Amount  of Assets
£ a. d.
£ a. d.3,593 0 0
3,729 1 0
1,051,452 8 2
1,500,000 0 0
5 per cent.
37,500 0 0
812,067 1 10
TOTAL.
£ s. d.
240,993 3 2
30,750 17 8
69,076 0 0
70,524 4 5
4,162 1 10
1,195 10 6
1,371,652 7 7
£1,788,354 5 2
ALFD. H. CHAMBERS, Manager.
R. M. BELL, Accountant.
I, Alfred Henry Chambers, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract  is a true and  faithful
Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified; and that the  same  was made up
from the Weekly  Statements  thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
ALFD. H. CHAMBERS.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane , this thirtieth day of October, 1897.
S. B. CAMERON ,  Justice of  the Peace.
Home Secretary's Office,  Brisbane , 12th November, 1897.
THE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of The Queensland National Bank, Limited,
within the Colony of Queensland,  taken from the several  Weekly  Statements  during the Quarter from the 1st July to 30th September,
1897, is published in conformity with the 2nd  section of  the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE QUEE-8LAND NATIONAL BANK, LIMITED,
within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st July to 30th
September. 1897.
LIABILITIES.
Not bearing  Interest  ...Notes in Circulation
€
... ... ... ...
., Bearing  Interest  ...' ... ... ... ...
Not bearing Interest  ...
Bills in Circulation
t
... ... ...
.. Bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ...
Balances  due to other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Not bearing Interest ... ...
Ditto, Government ..
::: ::
Deposits  ... ... ' Bearing  Interest  ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto, Government .. ... ...
Ditto, Treasury Notes Deposit ...
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ...
,&mount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date
Rate  of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... .. ...
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend... ... ... ...
AMOUNT. TOTAL.
£ a. d. £ a, d.
5,353 5 6
32,022 8 11
1,32`2,320 5 5
558,331 10 0
1,054,152 16 9
8842 115 7 5, ,322,0000 0
3725 688 19 7,,
£5,410,064 14 0
* 455,361 17 7
3 per cent. per annum
... 12,000 0 0
.., 36,933 17 8
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THE QUEENSLAND NATIONAL BANK,  LIMITED-continued,
(13TH NovEMBER, 1897.
ASSETS . AMOUNT.
Coined  Gold and Silver  and other  Coined  Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion and Bars ...
Treasury Notes ... ... ...
Government Securities and Stamp  Account ... ... ... ... ... ... ....
Landed Property  ... .. , ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks  ... ... ... ... ... . ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes, Bills of Exchange ,  and all
Stock and Funded Debts of every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bills ,  and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets ...
Brisbane , 27th October, 1897.
£ a. d.
TOTAL.
£ a. d.
.394,795 19 10
.116,194 4 5
......... 139,379 7 8
1,081 11 7
238,942 15 3
64 9 3
50,781 12 8
6,474,376 1  3
... ... ... ... ... ... ... .., £7,415,616 17 11
*  The above figures include Calls received on the London Register  to 17th August, 1897.
W. V. RALSTON , General Manager.
LOUIS SMITH, Acting Branch Accountant.
I, Walter Vardon Ralston, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract  is a true  and faithful
Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified; and that the  same was made up
from the Weekly  Statements  thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New
South Wales, 4 Victoria No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of October, 1897.
W. V. RALSTON.
JAS. MUIR, Justice of the Peace.
Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
T
HE  following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of The Australian Joint Stock Bank, Limited,
within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st July to 30th September,
1897, is published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK, LIMITED,
within the Colony of Queensland , taken f ro m the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st  July to 30th  September,
1897.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT . TOTAL.
£  a. d. £ a. d.
Notes in Circulation ... Not bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... .........
' € Bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  .........
Not bearing Interest ...
•• ••• ••• •••••• ••
225 14 9Bills in Circulation  ... Bearing Interest ...
Balances  due to other Banks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3,244 13 3
i Not bearing Interest ... .... ... ... ... ... ... 170,509 0 8itD s ,,, ••epos Bearing Interest ... ... ... ... ... 613,911 12 1
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the Quarter ended 30th September, 1897 (including £3,654 Old
Bank Share Capital in Suspense) .. ;
Rate  of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ...
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend as Nil ... ... ...
ASSETS.  AMOUNT.
Coined Gold  and Silver and other Coined Metals
Gold and Silver in Bullion  or Bars ... ...
Landed Property
Notes  and Bills  of other Banks  ... ... ...
Balances  due from other  Banks ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes, Bills of Exchange, and
all Stock and Funded Debts of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances  due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount  of Assets ...
'  Including Queensland Government Notes , £ 31,529.
£ a. d.
784,420 12 9
£787,891 0 9
1,166,967 1  0
Nil
Nil
52,000 0 0
TOTAL.
£ a. d.
0128,835 8 0
20,302 4 7
97,061 3 11
108 15 0
9,819 14 5
685,341 8 10
£941,46814 9
HENRY P. ABBOTT,  Manager.
GEO. MARSHALL, Accountant.
I, Henry Palmer Abbott, make oath that, to the  best  of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract ii a trae and faithful
Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified; and that tlis  same was made
up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
HENRY P. ABBOTT.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane,  this  twentieth day of October, 1897.
JOHN Tnos. SNow, Justice of  the Peace.
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Home Secretary 's  Office, Brisbane , 12th November, 1897..THE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of he Liabilities and Assets ofThe Bank of New South Wales, withinthe Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 5th July to 27th September, 1897,
is published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the  Average Amount of the LIABILITIES  and ASSETS  of THE BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES, within the
Colony of Queensland,  taken from the several  Weekly  Statements during the QUARTER from  the 5th July to 27th September, 1897.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT .  TOTAL.
£  a. d. £ s. d.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest  ... ::: ... ... ::: ... ... .........Bearing Interest
( Not bearing  Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 13,412 7 10Bill tii Ci lrcus n a on Bearing Inte rest .-. .........
Balances  due to other  Banks  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ..  6,061 8 2
N t b i I tt 857 53113 8o er ng eres .. :.. ... ... ... ... ...n ,Deposits ... , . ( Bearing Interest  1,139,223 5 6
Deposits ,  Queensland  Government ...
Total Amount of Liabi lities ... ... ... ... ...
1,996,754 19  "2
130,769 4 7
... ...  92,146,997 19  9
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1,950,000 0 0
Rate of the Last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  9 per cent.
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 87,727 10 0
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,191,934 0 0
ASSETS .  AMOUNT.
Coined  Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals  ... ... ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion and Bars  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Treasury Notes  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Balances due from  other  Banks  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. ..
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes, Bills of Exchange ,  and all
Stock and Funded Debts of every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
£ a. d.
TOTAL.
£ a. d.
354,971 14 10
22,836 8 5
185,835 0 0
79,994 ] 4 0
299 15 4
6,353 0 8
1,756,056 13 11
Total Amount  of Assets  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £2,406,347 7 2
E. J. FINCH, Inspector.
Brisbane , 28th October, 1897. GEORGE POCOCK, Inspector's Accountant.
1, Everard John Finch, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract  is a true  and faithful
Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified ; and that the same was made up
from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South
Wales, 4 Victoria No. 13.
E. J. FINCH.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane,  this twenty-eighth day of October, 1897.
GEO. EDDINGTON, Justice of the Peace.
Home Secretary 's Office ,  Brisbane ,  12th November, 1897.
T
HE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Asset'of" the Bank of North Queensland, Limited,
within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the-,let J uly to 27thi September,
1897, is published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK OF NORTH QUEENSLAND ,  LIMITED, Within the
Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st July to 27th September, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation
€
Not bearing Interest ... ... ... ... ...
Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation
t
Not bearing Interest ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bearing  Interest...
Balances due to other Banks  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Deposits  ... ... S  Not bearing Interest  :: ::: ... ::: :::t Bearing Interest
Deposits, Government Bearing Interest, Treasury Note Account ... ... ...Bearing Interest, Fixed Deposit Account ... ... ...
Total  Amount of  Liabilities
... ... ... ...
AMOUNT .  TOTAL.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
68',622-11 9
91,206 11 11
31,461 10 9
50,000 0 0
7,226 4 1
... £251,579 14 9
3,662 16 3
159,229 3 8
81,461 10 9
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date  ... ... ... ... ... ...  200,000 0 0
Rate of the Last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders  ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 per  cent. per annum.
Amount of the Last Dividend .  declared  ... ... . . . . . . ... ... ... ... ... ...  6,237 2 3
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend  ... ... ... ... ...  9,368 14 2
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THE BANK  OF NORTH QUEBNSLAND, LIMITED-continued.
ASSETS.
Coined  Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals  ... ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bul lion and Bars  ... ... ... ... ...
Government Treasury Notes ... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ...
...
Balances due from other Banks  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes, Bills of Exchange ,  and all  Stock
and Funded Debts of every description, excepting Notes, Bills ,  and Balances due to
the said Bank f ro m other Banks
Total Amount of Assets ... ... ... ... ... ...
[13TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
AMOUNT. TOTAL.
£  S.  d.
.........
.........
... ... ... •.•
D. MACDIARMID.
Brisbane, 26th October, 1897. D. MACDIARMID, General Manager.
H. W. LOVE, Acting Accountant.
I, Duncan MacDiarmid, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful
Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified ; and that the  same was made
up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New
South Wales, 4 Victoria No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of October, 1897.
A. H. CLARK, Justice of the Peace.
Home Secretary 's Office ,  Brisbane ,  12th November, 1897.
T
HE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of The Commercial Bank of Australia,
Limited, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 30th June to
30th September, 1897, is published in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the  Average Amount of the  LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE COMMERCIAL BANK op AUSTRALIA,  LIMITED,
within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements  during  the QUARTER  from  the 30th June to 30th
September, 1897.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT. TOTAL.
£ a. d.
24,416 14 7
3,064 16 6
7,654 13 10
12,096 10 10
15 17 8
14,088 9 5
364,798  8 11
£426,136 11 9
£  s. d. £  S.  d.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ... .........
Bills in Circulation
Bearing Interest  .. ... ... ... ... ... ... .........
g ... ... ... ... ... ... .........
S Not bearing Interest  ... ... ... ...
Bearin Interest
Balance  due to other Banks ...  ... ... .. ... ... ...
Deposits ( Not bearing Interest  .. ... ::: ::: ::: :::  23,395 16 10
'•• Bearing Interest  11,635 1 3
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of Capital Stock paid up to this date Preference ... ...Ordinary ... ...
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ...
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... .. .. ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... ... ...
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined Gold  and Silver and other  Coined  Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion  or Bars  ... ... ...
Treasury Notes ... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ...
Balances due  from other Banks  ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes, Bi11s of Exchange, and all
Stock and Funded Debts of every description, excepting Notes,  Bills, and Balances
due to the  said Bank  from other Banks 31
Total Amount of Assets
Brisbane, 26th October, 1897.
102 16 8
35,030 18 1
£35,133 14 9
... 2,117,070 0 0
£ a. d.
TOTAL.
£ s. d,
28,171 17 10
3,173*5 0
23,490 0 0
771 14 11
217,072 4 7
9272,679 2 4
A. H. HUDSON,  Manager.
J. EDWIN LORD, Accountant.
I, Alexander Henry Hudson, make oath that, to the beat of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract  is a true  and faithful
Accout.t ,,t the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified; and that the sam' was made up
from tni' Weekly  Statements  thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South
Wales, 4 Victoria No. 13-
A. H. HUDSON.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane aforesaid, this twenty-sixth day of October, 1897.
JOHN THos. SNOW, Justice of the Peace.
...  861,688 10  0
... 2 per cent.  on preference
shares only.
... 21,170 14 0
... 4,299 1 8
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DIVISION OF THURINGOWA.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 11th November, 1897.
'[T IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
11 Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887" and  " The Health Act of  1884," been pleased
to approve of the following By-law made by the Board of the
Division of Thuringowa.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREes by  "  The Divisional Boards Act  of  1887 "  and  "The Health
Act of  1884  "  it is enacted that the Board of any Division may make
By-laws for all or any of the purposes of the said Acts mentioned :
It is  hereby resolved by the Board of the Division of Thuringowa,
by and with the approval of the Governor in Council, that the follow-
ing By-law shall be in force within the said Division from the date of
the publication hereof :-
Repeal of By-law No  19  of 18th November,  1896.
1. By-law No. 19, published in the  Gazette  dated 21st November,
1896, is hereby repealed, provided that such repeal shall not affect
anything lawfully established or perfected thereunder.
Interpretation  clause.
In this By- law, unless  the context  otherwise  requires, the following
terms sha ll  have the meanings set against them respectively ,  that is to
say.
"Division"-The Division of Thuringowa;
" Board "-The Board of the Division ;
"Chairman"-The member of the Board acting for the time
being as chairman of the Board;
"Clerk "-The clerk of the Board ;
Words importing the singular number shall include the plural,
and words importing the masculine gender shall include the
feminine.
BY-LAI No. 20.
Sanitary By-law.
1. Within one week after notice has been given in writing by any
officer of the Board, every owner, landlord, tenant, occupier, or occupiers
of any house, warehouse, hotel, store, factory, or other tenement shall
discontinue the use of any privy or cesspit specified or referred to in
such notice, and shall cause the said privy or cesspit to be emptied, and
the excavation used for the reception of nightsoil or other filth to be
filled in with earth or other deodorising material ; and any owner, land-
lord, tenant, occupier, or occupiers of the said premises who shall fail to
discontinue the use of the said privy or cesspit, or other similar con-
venience of a like nature ,  and remove the contents thereof as aforesaid,
according to the notice to that effect signed by the inspector of nuisances
or other officer of the Board, shall for every such offence be liable to a
penalty not exceeding five pounds, and each day's neglect shall constitute
a separate offence.
Closet pans to be provided in lieu of cesspits.
2. When no cesspit constructed in accordance with this By-law exists,
every owner, landlord, or occupier of any premises shall provide one or
more closet-pans of circular form, to be fourteen inches in diameter and
fourteen inches deep.
Closets to be properly constructed and furnished.
3. Every earth-closet shall be properly supplied with a box for the
storage of sawdust  or other approved deodorant,  also a  tin scoop for
the distribution of the deodorant, and the licensed nightman or scavenger,
on every occasion removing or changing the pans, shall  supply a cubic
foot of dry sawdust or other deodorant, and shall place the same carefully
in the receptacle provided for the purpose within each closet, and shall
report to the inspector every instance of neglect on the part of the
occupier of the premises to provide a receptacle for the deodorant, and
to supply it to the excreta in sufficient quantity daily to keep the same
in a dry state, and it shall be the duty of a licensed nightman to place
on each closet inside an adhesive notice intimating  the particular night
upon which that closet will be cleansed.
Details of  construction  of earth-closets.
4. The construction of dry earth-closets shall be on the following
general principle  :-The  building shall be substantially constructed of
wood, iron, brick, or stone, or a combination of two or more of these
materials .  Sufficient room must be made underneath the seat to allow
the removal of the pans of the approved size and without inconvenience.
A door to be swung on hinges shall also be provided so that the pan may
be removed and cleansed. The floor shall be either of boards or concrete.
Every closet shall be constructed with proper doors and other necessary
requirements for securing decency ,  and shall at all times  be  in a fit
condition for use, and the seats of all such closets shall be supplied with
lids.
Manner of performing closet services.
5. It shall be the duty of the licensed nightman or scavenger
removing the pans containing the nightsoil , &c., to put in the place
thereof such empty pans as may  be  necessary in a clean and serviceable
condition, well sprinkled with fresh-slaked lime or other approved
deodorant.
License.
6. The owner or owners of every cart or other vehicle used in the
cleansing of privies or earth -closets shall pay to the clerk a license fee of
one pound per annum, and the driver of every such cart or vehicle shall
pay to the said officer a license fee of five shillings per annum, and upon
payment of the said fees the said clerk shall issue a license to such
person and for such carts or vehicles, which shall continue in force until
the 31st December next ensuing ,  and such licenses may be renewed
yearly by payment of such license fees : Provided always that no such
license shall issue for any cart or vehicle which, in the opinion of the
inspector ,  is unfit for the purpose aforesaid ,  and every owner or driver
of any unlicensed cart or vehicle used for the purpose aforesaid shall be
li able to a penalty not exceeding five pounds for every such offence.
Payment of  license  fees and form of  license.
7. The license fee must be paid to the clerk, who shall thereupon
issue a license in the form of Schedule  A hereto.
Pipes or drains from cesspits not to be allowed.
8. No person shall have or use any privy that shall have connected
therewith or attached thereto any pipes or other appliances capable of
being used for the purpose of discharging the contents of such privy
upon or under the surface of any adjoining ground, or into any stream,
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watercourse, public well or dam, or other public water within the
Division. Any person offending against the provisions of this clause
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Nightmen damaging or misplacing closet pans.
9. Any licensed nightman who shall negligently damage any closet-
pan or neglect to place the  same in  its proper position (after having
been emptied) in the closet from which the same was taken, shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
License may be suspended.
10. The license of any nightman  or scavenger  who is convicted of
an offence against any of the provisions of this By-law may be suspended
by the chairman and cancelled by the Board.
Removal of nightsoil.
11. The occupier, tenant, landlord, or owner of any premises to
which earth-closets are attached shall cause the excrement or filth in
such earth-closets to be removed by a licensed nightman once every
week or oftener, if required by the inspector of nuisances, and any
person as aforesaid failing or neglecting to have such earth-closet cleaned
as directed by the inspector of nuisances or other officer of the Board
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds, and each day's
neglect shall constitute  a separate  offence.
Slops or water not to be deposited in the closet pan.
12. No occupier or person in charge of any premises shall cause or
suffer any slops or water of any description to be carried into or be
deposited in any closet-pan, and no occupier or person in charge of any
premises shall cause or suffer any bottles, bones, or tins, or any other
such matter or thing, to be deposited in any closet-pan.
Pans not to be too full.
13. No closet-pan shall be allowed to fill higher than within
two inches from the rim, without the owner or occupier notifying the
inspector of nuisances or other officer of the Board.Offences of nghtmen against By-law.
14. Any licensed nightman or scavenger failing to comply with any
of the provisions of this By-law shall be liable for every such offence to
a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Hours for removal of nightsoil.
15. No licensed nightman shall empty any earth-closet , nor cause
the same to be done, except between the hours of 11 o'clock p.m. and
6 o'clock a.m.
Penalty for plying without license.
16. Any person exercising the calling of a nightman or scavenger
without being duly licensed, or who shall, for the purpose of such calling,
use other than a licensed cart, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
five pounds.
Neglecting to pay nightmare's charges.
17. Any person having engaged or employed any licensed nightman
or scavenger for the performance of any work under this By-law, and
refusing or neglecting after reasonable demand to pay therefor, shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Nightmen neglecting to comply with orders.
18. Any licensed nightman or scavenger who, being required to do
any work for which he is licensed under this By-law, and who, after
reasonable notice by the person so requiring him as aforesaid, shall fail,
neglect, or refuse to do such work, shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds ; and every such nightman shall, upon tender of
the legal charges for the emptying of any privy, proceed with and perform
the said work with all reasonable despatch, and in accordance with this
By-law.
Depositing filth in other place than proper depot.
19. No person shall, within the Division, use or cause to be used
any sewage soil or human excrement for agricultural or horticultural
purposes without the express sanction of the Board so to do first had
and obtained, in writing, and then only under the supervision and
subject to the approval of the inspector of nuisances or other officer of
the Board appointed in that behalf.
Penalty for nightmen exceeding authorised charge.
20. Any licensed nightman who shall demand, receive, or take in
payment for any work performed by himself or his men more than the
respective amounts authorised by this By-law shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding five pounds.
Yards and premises to be kept clean.
21. Every occupier, or in case there is no occupier, then the landlord
or owner, of any house, warehouse, hotel, store, or factory or other
tenement, premises, or place shall keep the same and any ground belong.
ing thereto in a clean and healthy condition, and shall not suffer any
filth, rubbish, or refuse of any kind whatever to be scattered about his
ground or yard.
Penalty where no specific penalty fixed.
22. For every neglect, breach, or offence of or against any of the
provisions of this By-law where no specific penalty is provided for such
neglect, breach, or offence, the maximum penalty shall be five pounds.
Scale of charges.
23. The scale of charges for emptying night-pans shall not exceed
the sum of sixpence per pan for each and every time such pan is
emptied.
SCHEDULE A.
Form of nightman's or scavenger's license.
Thuringowa Divisional Board,
No. , 189 .
This is to certify that , of street, is licensed to
exercise and perform all and any of the duties of a public nightman and
scavenger, under the authority of the By-laws in force, or that may be
from time to time in force, within the Division of Thuringowa.
This license to be in force until 31st December, 189 -
Clerk.
Chairman.
The foregoing By-law was passed by the Boar d  of the Division of
Thuringowa ,  on the eighth day  of September,  1897, at a special meeting
called for that purpose ; the said By-law was duly published in
accordance with the provisions of section  182 of  "The  Divisional Boards
Act  of  1887," and was confirmed at a subsequent special meeting of the
said Board on the thirteenth  day of October, 1897.
JOSEPH HODEL,  Chairman.
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CITY AMBULANCE AND TRANSPORT BRIGADE
HOSPITAL.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of. the provisions of "  The Hospitals
Act of  1862," been pleased to approve of the following Rules framed
by the Committee of the City Ambulance and Transport Brigade
Hospital, and adopted by the duly qualified contributors to that
Institution.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by  " The Hospitals Act of  1862 " it is provided that the com-
mittee of any hospital established under the Acts 11 Vic. No. 59 and
13 Vic. No. 20 may frame Rules and Regulations for the election of
trustees ,  treasurers , and other officers of such hospital, and for the
general management thereof, and that such Rules and Regulations, when
adopted by the duly qualified contributors to such hospital, approved by
the Governor in Council, and published in the  Government Gazette,  shall
have the force of law : It is hereby resolved by the duly qualified
contributors to the City Ambulance and Transport Brigade Hospital,
by and with the approval of the Governor in Council, that the following
Rules shall be in force from the date of the publication hereof :-
RULES.
Title.
1. The title of the institution shall be the " City Ambulance and
Transport Brigade Hospital," hereinafter called the hospital.
Objects.
2. The objects of the hospital are-Rendering "first aid" to and
the transport of the sick and injured at all hours of the day or night.
Government.
3. The government of the hospital is vested in the Governor in
Council and the contributors, and administered on their behalf by the
committee.
Contributors-voting qualifications.
4. Every annual contributor shall be entitled to vote as under at
all meetings of contributors held during the current financial year of
the hospital, and at the annual meeting following :-Contributors of
one pound, to one vote; two pounds and up to five pounds, to two votes ;
five pounds and upwards, to three votes.
Life contributors.
5. Every donor of five pounds in  one sum  shall be deemed a life
contributor. At all meetings of contributors life contributors of five
pounds up to ten pounds shall be entitled to one vote; of ten pounds
and up to twenty pounds, two votes ; and of twenty pounds and
upwards, to three votes.
Meetings of contributors.
6. All meetings of contributors shall be called by the secretary by
advertisement in two of the Brisbane daily newspapers one week before
the day of meeting, and on the day of the meeting. The advertisement
convening such meeting shall state the business proposed  to be transacted
thereat.
Annual meeting.
7. The annual  meeting shall  be held on the first Thursday in
February in each year for the purpose of receiving the committee's and
auditor's reports for the past year, and for the election of the patron,
president, trustees, committee, and auditor for the-ensuing year, and
for transacting such other  business  of which due notice shall have been
given.
The reports of the committee and auditor shall be printed and
forwarded to all contributors qualified to vote  at such meeting, at least
forty-eight hours before such meeting.
Special meeting.
8. The secretary shall, on receipt of a request  in writing  signed by
any three members of the committee or any twelve contributors, call a
special meeting  of the contributors within fourteen days from the receipt
of such notice. The occasion  for calling  the meeting shall be stated in
the requisition and advertisement.
No business shall be transacted at special  meetings  of contributors
or committee except that for which they have been called.
Quorum.
9. Twelve shall be a quorum of an  annual  or special meeting of
contributors. Half-an-hour's grace shall be allowed for the formation
of a quorum, and if at the end of that time there is no quorum the
chairman  shall adjourn the meeting for such period  as he shall think fit
(not exceeding fourteen days), and notice of the adjourned  meeting shall
be given by advertisement as provided by clause 6 of these Rules.
Qualification for trustee or member of committee.
10. No contributor of less than one pound shall be eligible for
nomination  as a trustee  or a member of the committee, and his consent
to act  must be signified to the secretary in writing before he can be
elected.
Mode of election.
11. In contested elections the voting shall be by ballot, and the
chairman shall appoint two scrutineers. Attention is drawn to the
following extract from 55 Vic. No. 35,  sec. 3 :-
No person  shall vote  either in person or  by proxy unless he has  been a bond
'ide  contributor to the  hospital for one month at least  before the holding of the
meeting at which he claims to vote.
Chairman of meeting.
12. (a.) In the absence of the patron and president the chairman of
committees  shall preside at all meetings of contributors ,  and shall have
a casting  vote only.
(b.) In the absence of the chairman of the committee the contributors
present shall elect their own chairman from other members of committee
present, and in case there shall be no members of the committee present,
then from amongst themselves.
Trustees.
13. The trustees of the hospital shall not exceed three in number.
Committee.
14. (a.) The number of committee shall be seven, one of whom shall
be the chairman.
(b.) The first committee shall (except as hereinafter provided) hold
office until the conclusion of the  annual  election in 1899, provided that
those three members who have attended the least number of committee
meetings  during 1897 shall retire from office at the annual election in 1898.
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(c.) Members of committee elected at the annual election in 1898,
and at each annual election thereafter ,  shall hold office for two years.
(d.) Every member of the committee elected to fill any vacancy
between each annual election shall retire at the same time as the last
holder of the seat whose place he was elected to fill.
(e.) All notices of any meeting shall be given to each mem be r of the
committee two clear days at least before the meeting, and every such
notice  shall state the place and time of meeting and the business proposed
to be transacted thereat.
(f.) Three shall form a quorum ,  and if a quorum shall not be formed
within fifteen minutes of the hour of meeting ,  the meeting shall stand
adjourned to such time and place as those present may decide upon.
(g.) Notice of the adjourned meeting shall be given by the secretary
forthwith to each member of the committee.
Chairman.
15. (a.) The chairman shall have power to call a special meeting of
the committee at any time that he shall think fit so to do.
(b.) In the absence of the chairman the members of committee
present shall elect a chairman for the day.
(c.) The chairman shall have a casting vote only.
Vacancies.
16. The seat of any member of the committee who dies, or resigns
his office, or  be comes incapable of acting ,  or who is absent without
leave from three consecutive ordinary meetings ,  shall thereby become
vacant. The committee shall have power to fill any vacancies occurring
between each annual meeting.
Management.
17. The committee shall transact all business in relation to and
have the entire management of the hospital.
Appointment  of staff.
18. The committee shall appoint all the necessary officers and
servants ,  and may remove any person so appointed.
Suspension.
19. The chairman of committee shall have power at any time to
suspend any of the officers of the hospital until the next committee
meeting, when he shall report the suspension to the committee, who
shall  finally deal with the matter.
Sub-committees.
20. The committee may appoint sub-committees to deal with such
minor matters as may from time to time be referred to them by the
committee.
Honorary treasurer.
21. The treasurer shall at each monthly meeting place before the
committee a statement of receipts and expenditure for the preceding
month, together with the particulars of the banking account of the
hospital ; and all accounts shall be passed by the committee and initialled
by the chairman before payment .  The funds of the hospital shall be
deposited in such bank as the committee shall direct in the name of the
City Ambulance and Transport Brigade Hospital.
Expenditure  of funds.
22. All payments for sums over one pound shall be made by separate
cheque, signed by the honorary treasurer and the chairman, and counter-
signed by the secretary.
23. No expenditure of  fifty pounds or upwards shall be incurred at
any meeting unless notice of motion shall have been given at the previous
meeting of the committee.
Auditor.
24. The auditor shall examine the accounts and books of the hospital
annually, certify as to their correctness ,  and countersign the financial
statement presented at the annual meeting of subscri be rs.
Patients.
25. Patients shall furnish the officers of the hospital with all
information necessary for the keeping of proper returns showing to
whom, for what purposes ,  and when the services of the officials of the
hospital were rendered.
Payment.
26. Payment for services rendered  by the  hospital is not in any
sense compulsory ,  but patients who are able are invited to practically
acknowledge benefits received.
Press.
27. All  meetings of contributors shall be open to the Press, unless
at any meeting a resolution carried by two-thirds of those present shall
decide otherwise.
Complaints.
28. All complaints against officers or servants of the hospital must
be in writing and signed by the party complaining ,  otherwise no notice
will be taken of any complaint.
Certificate.
The foregoing Rules, which  were  framed by  the committee  of the City
Ambulance and Transport  Brigade Hospital ,  were  adopted by the duly
qualified contributors  to the said hospital on the twenty -second day of
September, 1897, at a public  meeting  duly convened.
JAMES M. CAMPBELL,  Chairman.
Office of Registrar of Friendly  Societies,
Brisbane, 10th November, 1897.
" THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
N OTICE is hereby given, that Amendments of the  Rules numbered
3, 10, 11, 16, and 105 (old printed  Rules ), and 110 (new printed
Rules) of the Rockhampton United District of the Ancient Order of
Foresters' Friendly Society, have this  day been registered by me
under  " The Friendly  Societies  Act of  1894."
ROBERT RENDLE,  Registrar  of Friendly  Societies.
Office of  Registrar  of Friendly  Societies,
Brisbane , 10th November, 1897.
THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.
HE St. Patrick's Childers  Branch is registered as a Branch ofT the Hibernian Australasian  Catholic  Benefit Society, Brisbane
District,  under  "The Friendly  Societies  Act of  1394 ," this tenth day
of November, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE , Registrar  of Friendly  Societies.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.
N
OTICE is hereby  given , that applications have  been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinafter
mentioned .  Particulars  of such  applications are given  below ,  and any person desiring  to oppose must  do so  by lodging  a Caveat,'on or
before the  day specified, at the Office of the  Registrar  of Titles,  in Brisbane.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
1897.
Eliza be th Sleyer ,  late of 24 June
Upper Swan Creek, wife
of Conrad Sleyer, of the
same place ,  farmer
1890.
Peter McDonald ,  late of 1 Jan.
Charlotte  Plains, near
Cunnamulla ,  grazier
1897.
Phillips  Smith ,  late of 9 July
George street ,  Spring  Hill,
Brisbane ,  wife of Robert
Smith ,  of the same place,
compositor
1895.
James  William (otherwise 10 Dec.
James )  Lannam, late of
Roma , butcher
1897.
Anthony Conwell, late of 4 April
Gympie, solicitor
1897.
Catherine Burns ,  late of 1 Feb .
Augathella ,  widow,) li-
censed victualler
Name of Claimant.
Conrad Sleyer aforesaid ...
William  Henry Melville,
of Melbourne ,  Victoria,
barrister -at-law; Elias
Harding ,  of Ipswich,
auctioneer ; and the late
Wil liam Melville ,  of Wer-
ringourt Station ,  Victoria
aforesaid, grazier
Robert Smith aforesaid ...
Frederick Bourne and Her-
be rt  Octavius Catling,
both of Roma ,  cordial
manufacturers
Janet Summers  Conwell, of
the same place ,  widow of
deceased
Daniel Cavanagh ,  of Auga-
thella afo re said ,  drover ;
John William Weir, of
the same place ,  carrier;
and Mary Anne Ginn
(formerly Mary Anne
Cavanagh ),  wife of James
Patrick Ginn ,  of the same
place, storekeeper
Registrar  of Titles' Office,  Brisbane, 13th November, 1897.
Description and Situation of Land.
Portion 413, in the Warwick Agricultural
Reserve, county  of Merivale, parish of
Robinson
Portions 1 to 5,  county of Wellington ,  parish
of Cunnamulla  ;  allotments 1 to 4 of sec-
tion 10 and allotments 3 and 4 of section
9, town of Cunnamulla
Resubdivision A of subdivision 10 of sub-
urban portion 208, county of Stanley,
parish of North Brisbane
Allotment  10 of section 29 and subdivision 3
of allotment 9 of section 49, town of
Roma ;  and portions  79, 135,  139, 145, and
146, county of Waldegrave ,  parish of Roma
Subdivision 2 of suburban portion 3.  county
of March ,  parish of  Weyba;  allotments 1
to 4 of section 32 and allotment 15 of
section 48 ,  town of Gympie
Allotments 1, 8, 9, and 10 of section 2, town
of Ellangowan  ;  allotment 1 of section 8
and suburban portion 4 ,  town of Auga-
thella ; portions 19v to 22v ,  county of
Orrery ,  parish of Augathella  ;  and subdi-
visions 36 and 37 of portion 55,  county of
Ward, parish of Gilston
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE NOTICE , that app li cations have been made to bring the Lands described below under the provisions of the Real Property Acts of
1861  and 1877. Any person desiring to oppose will require to lodge, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of the said Acts,
on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land.
Allotment 45 of section 1 and allotments 26, 27, 28, 30, and 31 of
section 5, town of Gladstone
Allotments  6 and 15 of section  78, town of Maryborough ...
Registrar  of Titles' Office,  Brisbane , 13th November, 1897.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain. WALTON DnAxE, Q.M.D.F., Acting Naval
Commandant, Q.D.F.
Head-Quarters, Naval Brigade,
Brisbane , 11th November, 1897.
No. 243.
THE following changes will take effect from date
MARYBOROUGH NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 155, T. Smith, A.B., is allowed to  resign.
TOWNSVILLE NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 234, F, Gibson, A.B., is allowed  to resign.
CAIRNS NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 167,  C. Jorgensen , A.B., and No. 173, N. P. Persen, A.B.,
are allowed to resign.
No. 207 ,  H. Moller ,  A.B., is dismissed as unsuitable.
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Acting  Naval Commandant , Q.D.F.
Office of the Pharmacy  Board  of Queensland,
Brisbane , 10th November, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, that  JOHN  WHITTAKER WARD, of Brisbane,
having passed the  Examination  required by  "The Pharmacy
Act of  1884, "  has been registered  " as a Pharmaceutical  Chemist in
the colony of Queensland.
By Order of the Board,
E. CHAS.  BLAKE, Registrar.
Name of Applicant.
William Severin  Salting,  of Berkley  square , 23rd December, 1897.
London, England (by his Attorney, Edward
Knox, of Sydney, New South Wales)
John Rillie, of Maryborough... ... ... 20th December, 1897.
I Estate Particulars of Will or
claimed to be otherwise.1 transmitted.
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
1897.
Fee-simple  ..  Will dated 17 January ,  20 Dec.
1888
Fee-simple  ...  Will dated 2 March,
1886
Fee-simple Letters of Administra-
tion
1897.
28 Dec.
1897.
20 Dec.
1897.
Fee-simple Will dated  21 Octo be r,
1895,  and a  Codicil
'thereto dated 26 Oc-
tober, 1895
23 Dec.
1897
Fee-simple Letters of  Administra -
tion
20 Dec.
18941.
Fee-simple Will dated 27 February , 28 Dec.
1896
J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Orphanages Branch,
Brisbane, 10th November, 1897.
TENDERS FOR THE SUPPLY OF PROVISIONS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that Tenders will be received at the
Office of the Inspector of Orphanages, until Noon on SATUR-
DAY, the 27th instant, for Supplying the Diamantina Receiving
Depot at Brighton (Sandgate) with Bread, Meat, Groceries, &c.,
during 1898.
Tender Forms and information may be received at the above
Office.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
LICENSED GATES NOTICE.
W E hereby  give notice that we intend to apply to the Dalrymple
Divisional Board for Three Licensed Gates on Goldsborough,
on the main  ro ad between Pentland and Georgetown.
10th November ,  1897. SACHSE BROS.
2493 2s. 6d.
LICENSED GATE NOTICE.
T
AKE NOTICE, that it is my intention to apply at the next
meeting of the Rosenthal Divisional Board for permission to
Erect One Licensed Gate across the Pikedale road, about a half-mile
from the Glen Creek, on the western side.
THOS. STEVENS.
2516 3s.
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DIVISION OF MAROOCHY.
A BSTRACT STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS  AND EXPEN-DITURE of the DIVISIONAL BOARD OF MAROOCHY from the
1st January to the 30th June, 1897.
1897. RECEIPTS.
30th June-
To Rates  Received-
£ s. d.
Subdivision  No. 1 ... ... ... ... 70 5 2
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 47 11 9
Subdivision  No. 3 ... ... ... ... 68 14 6
„ Government  Endowment-
Subdivision  No. 1 ... ... ... ... 82 8 0
Subdivision  No. 2 ... ... ... ... 73 8 0
Subdivision  No. 3 ... ... ... ... 79 9 7
£  s. d. £ s. d.
... 1,456 11 3
„ Wagon Licenses ... ... ... ... ... ... 11 19 6
„ Miscellaneous  Receipts  ...  ... ... 3 0 0
„ Amount Received from Widgee Board for
part added to the Maroochy Division ... ... 68 11 11
„ Debit Balance, Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... 353 2 0
£858
1st January -  EXPENDITURE .
10 5
By Debit Balance , Q. N. Bank, Brisbane ... ... 162 14 11
30th June-
By Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 59 18 2
General Expenses  ... ... ... ... ... 64 6 11
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 0 0
Auditors' Fees ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 0 0
„ Works and  Repairs-
Subdivision  No. 1 ... ... ... ... 246 8 6
Subdivision  No. 2 ... ... ... ... 126 12 6
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 101 6 0
Interest-
Yandina-Cooran Road Loan, Subdivision
.£ s. d.
186 11 5
235 5 7
474 7 0
No. 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 51 5 0
Dalzell Pinches Loan, Subdivision  No. 2 ... ... 8 1 11
„ Pile Engine  Account (New Winch, &c.) ... ... 26 16 6
BALANCE- SHEET, 30TH JUNE, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
To Government Loan Account-
£858 10 5
s, d.
Yandina-Cooran Road ... ... ... ... ... 1,024 12 3
Dalzell Pinches ... ... 300 0 0
„ Debit Balance, Q. N. Bank, Brisbane ... ... ... 353 2 0
AssETs.
£1,67714 3
By Divisional Board Hall ... ... ... ... ... 130 0 0
„ Furniture and Tools ... ... ... ... ... 76 1 6
Capital Account ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,471 12 9
GEO. H. JONES, Divisional Clerk.
£1,67714 3
D. H. MITCHELL,  Chairman.
We hereby  certify that we have examined the Books  of Account
and Vouchers of the  Maroochy  Divisional Board, and that the above
Statement corresponds  therwith.
JOHN CRAMS, Auditors.THOS. P. DAVIES, }
Board Office, Nambour, 27th August, 1897.
2489 32a.
DIVISION OF BELYANDO.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT for the Half-year ended 30th June,-L 1897.
1897.
1st January-
To Balance ... ...
30th June-
To Carriers'  Licenses
„ Fines
„ Gate Licenses ...
„ Rates-
Subdivision No. 1
Subdivision No. 2
„ Endowment-
Subdivision No. 1
Subdivision No. 2
RECEIPTS.
30th June- EXPENDITURE.
By Salaries . ... ... ... ...
Postage, Telegrams, &c. ... ...
„ Office Rent ... ... ... ...
„ Audit Fees ... ... ... ...
Exchange ... ... ... ...
Plant Repairs ... ... ... ...
Legal Expenses ... ... ...
Printing and Advertising ...
Subdivision No. 1-
Broadsound Road ... ... ...
Copperfield Roads ... ...
Clermont-Macka,v Road
Springs-Miclere Road ...
Clermont-Mounteagle Road
„ Cr. Balance-
Fixed Deposit... ... ... ...
Current Account ... ... ...
46 7 6
1 15 0
1 0 0
19 10 4
0 2 6
19 12 10
... 150 1 2
... 136 4 3
- 286 5 5
0 6 8
31 4 6
36 4 8
3 9 0
5 10 0
76 5 0
5 0 0
9 2 0
4 4 0
0 2 0
4 10 10
1 1 0
4 6 0
£1,811 12 0
76 14 10
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES.
Wages ,  Salaries ,  Supplies, &c. ... ... ...
Balance of  Assets ... ... ... ... ...
ASSETS.
£ s. d.
... 312 0 5
... 1,816 11 7
£2,128 12 0
Balance-
Fixed Deposits ... ... ... ... ... ...  1,242 0 0
Current Account  ... ... ... ... ... ... 388 6 4
Road Trust Fund ... ... ... ... ... ...  129 8 6
Plant  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  216 17 9
Office Furniture ... ... ... ... ... ...  85 3 11
Rates in  Arrear ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  66 15 6
£2,128 12 0
We, the undersigned , hereby  certify that we have duly examined all
Books of  Account and Vouchers kept by the  Belyando Divisional Board,
and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
C. APPLETON , 1 Auditors.W. H. KETTLE,
Clermont , 24th August, 1897.
Presented and allowed this  thirty-fi rst  day of August, 1897.
Was. BACON, Clerk. T. J. HATFIELD,  Chairman.
2525 339.
DIVISION OF PEAK DOWNS.FINANCIAL STATEMENT for the Half-year ended 30th June,1897.
1897.  RECEIPTS. £ $ d.
30th June-
To Balance at 31st December , 1896 ... ... ... ...  144 16 5
„ Rates Collected  ... ... ... ... ... ..  67 11 2
Endowment ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 230 1 5
EXPENDITURE.
By Bogantungan Account
Capella Township ... ... ...
Salaries, Rent, &c. ... ... ...
„ Petty Cash ... ... ... ...
„ Clermont Roads ... ... ...
Incidentals ... ... ... ...
„ Cotherstone Roads ... ... ...
Auditors ... ... ... ... ...
„ Emerald Road ... ... ... ...
Printing and Advertising ... ...
„ Emerald Township ... ... ...
„ Balance, Union Bank ... ... ...
£442 9 0
4 13 0
21 16 6
75 0 0
2 15 8
15 7 0
3 18 6
16 16 0
4 4 0
6 2 0
3 6 0
7 2 6
281 7 10
£442 9 0
CONTRACT ENTERED INTO  DURING THE  HALF-YEAR.
Martin McIntyre, Emerald Streets, £7 10s.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES.
Nil.
ASSETS.  £ a. d.
Balance, Union Bank ... ... ... ... ... ... 281 7 10
Rates in Arrears ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 86 19 3
Property ... ... ... ... .. ... ... ... 45 10 0
£413 17 1
G. W. KETTLE, Clerk. J. MCLATCHEY, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, certify that we have examined all Books and
Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of Peak Downs, and the above
Statement corresponds therewith.
2526
W. BACON,' Auditors.C. E. ROW, I
21s.
NOTICE.
F DWARD EDWIN ADDICOTT  was this  day appointed Bailiffof the Small Debts Court at Pittsworth, in the room of C. H.
Hartmann, resigned.
JAS. KNOX, Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police Court, Pittsworth, 10th November, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
RULES OF COURT.
As OF FRIDAY, THE TWELFTH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.I T is hereby ordered by the Honourable ,Sir Samuel Walker
Griffith, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Chief Justice of Queens•
land, the Honourable Pope Alexander Cooper ,  Esquire, the
Honourable Charles Edward  Chubh,  Esquire, the Honourable
I'atrick Real ,  Esquire ,  and the Honourable Virgil Power,
Esquire ,  Justices of Her Majesty's Supreme Court of Queens.,and,
in pursuance of all powers and authorities enabling them
in this behalf, as  follows:-
1.  The Law Calendar for the Year 1898 shall be as set forth
in the Tables appended hereto. The sittings will  be  taken by
the Judges named ,  unless otherwise arranged.
The sitting of the Full Court in June shall take the place
of the sitting in May referred to in the Rules for the Admission
of Solicitors.
... 1,242 0 0 When the Northern Judge is absent  from the Northern
... 388 6 4 District for the purpose of  constituting  the Full  Court, or on1,630 6 4 Circuit, except at Cairns or Charters  Towers ,  his place will be
£1,811 12 0 ! taken by another Judge.
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2. Appeals  and applications  for new  trials,  or other relief,
in cases in  which the presence of the Central Judge or the
Northern Judge is required to constitute the Court, will, unless
otherwise ordered, be heard at the sittings of the Full Court in
March, June, September, and December.
3. At sittings of the Circuit Courts, Crown business  sl:al l
be first taken.
4. Trials and hearings before  a single  Judge (including
trials and hearings  of matrimonial actions) may be set down for
any Chamber day of the Judge to whom the cause or matter is
assigned , or, with the sanction of the Judge, for any other day,
upon notice being given to the Associate.
5. Chamber days  and hours in  Brisbane shall, except as
hereinafter  provided, be Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays,
from 10 a.m. to 10'30 a.m., unless there is business in progress ;
and at  10 a.m. the Registrar shall send to the Associate a list
of all summonses  and matters returnable in Chambers, together
with all  affidavits  and papers connected therewith.
6. Chamber days and hours shall, in Brisbane, during the
Christmas and Winter Vacations, be Wednesdays, between the
same hours.
7. Solicitors' Managing Clerks who hold certificates from
their masters that they have a competent knowledge of the
practice of the Court, and Articled Clerks who have passed the
intermediate  Examination, and who hold like certificates, may
be heard on applications. in Chambers. A list of such clerks
shall be kept in the Registry, and every alteration of such list
must  be notified to the Associates. In the absence of such
clerks, the solicitors must appear, or instruct counsel.
8. The Offices of the Supreme Court shall be open from
9 a.m. until 4  p.m. upon all lawful days, except on Saturdays,
when the Offices shall be closed at 12 noon ; in Vacation the
Offices shall be open from 9 a.m. till 1 p.m., except on Saturdays,
when they shall close at 12 noon.
9. The Offices will be closed on New Year's Day, St.
Patrick's Day, Good Friday, Easter Eve, Easter Monday,
Easter Tuesday, Queen's Birthday, Prince of Wales's Birthday,
Separation Day, Christmas Day, and the three days following
Christmas Day.
10. Winter Vacation will commence on Saturday, 18th June,
1898, and end on Saturday, 16th July, 1898.
11. Christmas Vacation will commence on Saturday, 11th
December, 1898, and end on Saturday, 11th February, 1899.
1898.
TABLE I.-SITTINGS OF THE FULL COURT.
Tuesday , 15th February Tuesday, 18th July
Tuesday,  22nd  March* Tuesday, 30th August*
Tuesday, 10th May Tuesday, 1st November
Tuesday, 7th June * Tuesday, 6th  December0
• Robe Days.
TABLE  II.-BRISBANE SITTINGS.
1st Criminal, Monday, 21st February... Real, J.
1st Civil, Monday, 28th February ... Griffith, C.J.
2nd Civil, Monday, 16th May ... ... Real, J.
2nd Criminal, Monday, 30th May ... Cooper, J.
3rd Civil, Monday, 1st August ... Cooper, J.
3rd Criminal, Monday, 15th August... Griffith, C.J.
4th Criminal, Monday, 7th November... Real, J.
4th Civil, Monday, 14th November ... Griffith, C.J.
TABLE  III.-ROCKHAMPTON  SITTINGS.
1st Criminal, Tuesday, 15th March ...
1st Civil,,Monday, 21st March
2nd Civi' Monday, 6th June ... ...
2nd Cri ina1, Tuesday, 14th June . • . Power, J.3rd Cri nal, Tuesday, 13th September
3rd Civ' Monday, 19th September
4th Cri jnal, Tuesday, 29th November
4th Civi 11 Monday, 5th December ...J
ABLE IV .- TOWNSVILLE SITTINGS.
1st Crim at, Monday, 7th March  ...
1st Civil, onday, 21st March ::
2nd Cri nal, Monday, 16th May
2nd Civil Monday, 23rd May ... Chubb.3rd Civil, onday, 8th August... '
3rd Crim al , Monday, 22nd August ...
4th Civil, l onday, 7th November
4th Criminal; Tuesday, 21st November  j
2`-ABLE V.- ROMA  CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal and Civil Sittings.
Monday, 4th April ... ... Real, J.
Monday, 26th September ... Griffith, C.J.
TABLE. VI.-TOOw0OMBA CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal and Civil Sittings.
Wednesday, 13th April... ... Real, J.
Monday, 3rd October ... ... Griffith, C.J.
TABLE VII.- IPSWICH  CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal and Civil Sittings.
Tuesday, 19th April ... ... Real, J.
Tuesday, 25th October ... .., Grillith, C.J.
TABLE VIII.- BUNDABER G CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal and Civil Sittings.
Monday, 25th April ... ... Cooper, J.
Monday, 10th October ... ... Real, J.
TABLE IX.-MARYBOROUGii CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal and Civil Sittings.
Monday, 2nd May ... ... Cooper, J.
Monday, 17th October ... ... Real, J.
TABLE X.-MACKAY CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal and Civil Sittings.
Tuesday, 31st May ... Power J.Tuesday, 18th October ... '
TABLE XI.-CHARTERS TOWERS CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal and Civil Sittings.
Tuesday, 10th May
...
... Chubb, J.
Monday, 11th October ...
TABLE XII.-NORMANTON CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal and Civil Sittings.
Thursday, 21st April ... ... Chubb, J.
Thursday, 22nd September ... Cooper, J.
TABLE XIII.--COOKTOWN CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal and Civil Sittings.
Wednesday, 27th April ... ... Chubb, J.
Wednesday, 28th September ... Cooper, J.
TABLE XIV.-CAIRNS CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal and Civil Sittings.
Thursday, 5th May ... • • • Z Chubb, J.Thursday, 6th October ... ... S
The Elections Judge and Vacation Judge  at Brisbane for
1898 shall be as follow:-
ELECTIONS TRIBUNAL.
Judge for 1898 ... ... ... Cooper, J.
BRISBANE  VACATION JUDGE.
Winter Vacation ... Griffith C.J.
Christmas Vacation ... '
The Judges will sit in Chambers, at Brisbane,  as follows, unless
otherwise arranged, or unless the appointed Judge is engaged in the
Civil or Criminal Sittings, in which case another Judge will sit in
Chambers :-
Week Beginning Judge.
14th February ... ... ... ... Griffith, C.J.
21st February ... ... ... ...  Cooper, J.
28th February ... ... ... ... Real, J.
7th March ... ... ... ... Cooper, J.
14th March ... ... ... ... Griffith, C.J.
21st March ... ... ... ... Real, J.
28th March ... ... ... ... Griffith, C.J.
4th April ... ... ... ... Cooper, J.
11th April ... ... ... ... Cooper, J.
18th April ... ... ... ... Cooper, J.
25th April ... ... ... ... Real, J.
2nd May ... ... ... ... Real, J.
9th May ... ... ... ...  Griffith, C.J.
16th May ... ... ... ... Cooper, J.
23rd May ... ... ... ... Real, J.
30th May ... ... ... ...  Griffith, C.J.
6th June ... ... ... ... Cooper, J.
13th June ... ... ... ... Real, J.
18th July ... ... ... ... Cooper, J.
25th July ... ... ... ... Real, J.
1st August ... ... Griffith, C.J.
8th August ... ... Real, J.
15th August ... ... Cooper, J.
22nd August ... ... Griffith, C.J.
29th August ... ... Real, J.
5th September ... ... Cooper, J.
12th September ... Real, J.
19th September ... Griffith, C.J.
26th September ... Real, J.
3rd October ... ... Real, J.
10th October ... ... Griffith, C.J.
17th October ... ... Cooper, J.
24th October ... ... Real, J.
31st October ... ... Griffith, C.J.
7th November ... ... Cooper, J.
14th November ... Real, J.
21st November ... ... Cooper, J.
28th November ... Griffith, C.J.
5th December ... ... Cooper, J.
12th December ... ... Real, J.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
f!
19
J!
ff
By the Court
Wiii .  BELL, Registrar.
POPE A. COOPER, J.
C. E CHUBB, J.
PATRICK REAL, J.
VIRGIL POWER, J.
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Registrar 's Office, Supreme Court,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1897.
To Gardner  and Sons,  Limited, and the Secretary, Chairman of
Directors, and Shareholders thereof, George and William streets,
Brisbane. (No. 272, Book 8.)
T
AKE NOTICE, it appearing to me that the abovenamed Company
is not carrying on business or in operation, you are hereby required,
within three months after the date hereof, to show cause before me, at
my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register. And further take notice, that
in default of your so showing cause within the time aforesaid I shall, at
the expiration thereof, strike the name of the said Company off the
Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, in pursuance of the
provisions of section 42 of  "The Companies Act Amendment Act  of 1889."
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
Registrar's Office, Supreme Court,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1897.
To The Yellow Jacket Gold-Mining Company, No Liability, and the
Secretary, Chairman of Directors, and Shareholders thereof,
London Bank Chambers, Creek street, Brisbane. (No. 149, Book  8.)
T
AKE NOTICE, it appearing to me that the abovenamed Company
is not carrying on business or in operation, you are hereby required,
within three months after the date hereof, to show cause before me, at
my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company
should not be struck off the Register. And further take notice, that
in default of your so showing cause within the time aforesaid I shall, at
the expiration thereof, strike the name of the said Company off the
Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, in pursuance of the
provisions of section 42 of  "The Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889."
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HEAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  James Cooper, of
Fortitude Valley, near Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland,
mariner , by himself.
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
U  said James Cooper be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said James Cooper, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Twenty-fifth day
of November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further .ordered that the said James Cooper shall, on the Twenty-third
day of November, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this tenth day of November,
1897.
1 19. 6d.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  John Cain, of
Maryborough, in the colony of Queensland, licensed victualler,
by himself.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said John Cain be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in form. d pauperis ,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said John Cain, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Eighteenth day of November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said John Cain shall, on the
Sixteenth day of November, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and  residences,
so far  as known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this third day of November,
1897.
By the Court,
12s. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency Petition  against  John Edgar Byrne,
of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, journalist, by the said
John Edgar Byrne.
UlUPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said John Edgar Byrne be and lie is hereby adjudged insolvent
in forma pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said John Edgar Byrne, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Eighteenth day of November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock  in the  forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said John Edgar Byrne shall, on the
Sixteenth day of November, 1897,  at Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate  statement , verified on oath, of
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his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and  re sidences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this eighth day of November,
1897.
By the Court,
11s. 6d. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Laurence Abrahams,
of James street, Kingsholme,  Brisbane , in the colony of Queens.
land, bootmaker, by the said Laurence Abrahams.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is  ordered  that the
said Laurence Abrahams be and he is  hereby  adjudged insolvent
in forma pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Laurence Abrahams, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Twenty-fifth day of November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Laurence
Abrahams shall, on the Twenty-third day of November, 1897, at
Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement , verified on oath, of his debts  and liabilities of
every kind, and of the  names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability  to meet his engagements.
Given under  the seal of  the Court_this tenth day of November,
1897.
By the Court,
12s. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against John Sellars, of
Gin Gin, near Bundaberg, in the colony of Queensland, contractor,
by himself.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said John Sellars be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent  in
formd pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said John Sellars, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Eighteenth day of November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said John Sellars
shall, on the Sixteenth day of November, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and
of the names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this fifth day of November,
1897.
12s.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Constantin Mobayad,
of Melbourne street, South Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland,
hawker, by the said Constantin Mobayad.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Constantin Mobayad be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent
in forma pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall,  Esquire , be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Constantin Mobayad, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Twenty-fifth day of November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Constantin
Mobayad shall, on the Twenty-third day of November, 1897, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement , verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of  the names and residences ,  so far as known, of  his
creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twelfth day of November,
1897.
12s.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against Edward  Troughton,
of Oaklands, in the colony of Queensland, timber-getter, by the
said Edward Troughs on.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this  day,  it is ordered that the
said Edward Troughton be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said F,dward Troughton, for the election of a T rustee
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be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Nineteenth
day of November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said Edward Troughton shall, on the Eighteenth
day of November ,  1897, at Townsville ,  deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full ,  true, and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this first day of November,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER ,  Registrar.
G. WILTON LE VAUx, Solicitor for Insolvent ,  Cairns.
Town Agents-
ROBERTS, LEu, AND BARNETT,
13s. 6d. Solicitors ,  Townsvi lle.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Jeremiah Malcolm
Murphy, of Croydon ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  miner, by the
said Jeremiah Malcolm Murphy.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Jeremiah Malcolm Murphy be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in formd pauperis ,  and that Thomas George Fraser,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Jeremiah
Malcolm Murphy, for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office
of the Registrar of this Court on the Nineteenth day of November,
1897 ,  at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon .  And it is further ordered
that the said Jeremiah Malcolm Murphy shall ,  on the Eighteenth day
of November ,  1897, at Townsville ,  deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full ,  true, and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and liabi li ties of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this first day of November,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER ,  Registrar.
F. J. LYONS, Solicitor for Insolvent ,  Croydon.
Town Agents- UNMACK, Fox ,  AND HoBBS,
14s. Soli citors ,  Flinders street ,  Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
Mn.  JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against John Edward
Turner ,  of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland ,  horse-
driver ,  by the said John Edward Turner.
U
PON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said John Edward Turner be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in forma pauperis ,  and that Thomas George Fraser ,  Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said John Edward Turner, for
the election of a Trustee ,  be held at  the  Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Twenty -third day of November, 1897 ,  at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon .  And it is also further ordered that the said John
Edward Turner shall, on the Twenty -second day of November, 1897,
at Townsville ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind ,  and of the names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this fifth day of November,
1897.
By the Court,
12s. T.  G. FRASER ,  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
Mn.  JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvenc y  Petition against Joseph Sabadine, of
Townsville, labourer, by the said Joseph Sabadine.
U
PON  the hearing  of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Joseph Sabadine be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Joseph Sabadine,
for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court on the Twenty-third day of November, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
Joseph Sabadine sha ll ,  on the Twenty -second day of November ,  1897, at
Townsville ,  de liver to the Trustee in this Estate, uTuv; ttuu''
accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind ,  and of the names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this fifth day of November,
1897.
By the Court,
Ha. 6d, T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
Mn. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  William Jackson, of
Longreach ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  labourer ,  by the said
William Jackson,  in forma pauperis.
FRIDAY, THE FIFTH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said William Jackson be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in forma pauperis,  and that John Love Blood-Smyth, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said William Jackson, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Nineteenth day of November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said William
Jackson shall, on the Eighteenth day of November, 1897, at Rock-
hampton, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the naives and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of,the Court this sixth day of November,
1897.
By the:Court,
J. L. BLOOD- SMYTH, Registrar.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES, Quay street, Rockhampton.
Agents for FITZGERALD AND MAJOR,
14s. Solicitors for Insolvent, Longreach.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Hugh Ward, of
Rockhampton, in the colony of Queensland, carpenter, by the
said Hugh Ward.
WEDNESDAY , THE THIRD DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
U  said Hugh Ward be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that John Love Blood-Smyth, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Hugh Ward, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
Supreme Court Buildings, Rockhampton, on the Seventeenth day of
November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Hugh Ward shall, on the Sixteenth day of
November, 1897, at Rockhampton, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabi li ties of every kind ,  and of the names and residences ,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this sixth day of November,
1897.
By the Court,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,  Registrar.
PATTISON AND TYLER, East street,  Rockhampton,
13s. 6d.  Solicitors  for the  Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In form'  pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Hercules Hugh
Jameson ,  of Broadmount ,  near Rockhampton ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  carpenter ,  by the said  Hercules  Hugh Jameson,  in
forma  pauperism.
MONDAY, THE FIRST DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Hercules Hugh Jameson be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in formd pauperis ,  and that John Love Blood -Smyth,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Hercules
Hugh Jameson, for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the  Office  of
the Registrar of this Court ,  on the Seventeenth day of November,
1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon .  And it is further ordered
that the said Hercules Hugh Jameson shall ,  on the Sixteenth day of
November, 1897, at Rockhampton ,  deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full ,  true, and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the names and residences,
so far as known ,  of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this third day of November,
1897.
13s. 6d.
By the Court,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,  Registrar.
the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrange-
ment of the Affairs of Carl Christian Julius Joeumsen, of
Maryborough, in the colony of Queensland, produce merchant.THOMAS EDWARD WHITE, of Brisbane, in the colony ofQueensland, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Debtor,
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All persons having in their  possession  any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this sixth day of November, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
THOS. O'SULLIVAN, Solicitor, Brisbane,
Agent for JAS. M. STAFFORD, Maryborough.
2514 8s. 6d.
In the Sup reme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of James Thomas Elson, of Dauphin terrace ,  Highgate
Hill, South Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland, tobacconist,
ti ll  lately trading under the name, style ,  or firm of " Gaujard and
Elson ,"  of Queen street ,  Brisbane ,  in the said colony, tobacconists,
an Insolvent.
ON the tenth day of November ,  1897 ,  a Certificate of Discharge was
granted to James Thomas Elson, of Dauphin terrace ,  Highgate
Hill ,  South Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland, tobacconist, till
lately trading under the name, style ,  or firm of "Gaujard and Elson,"
of Queen street, Brisbane, in the said colony, tobacconists ,  who was
adjudicated insolvent on the eighteenth day of November, 1896.
Dated this eleventh day of Novem ber, A.D. 1897.
JAB. F. WATSON, W. A. DOUGLAS,  Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
2509 82 Queen street, Brisbane. 9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors ,  instituted  by Albert Augustus
Kerber ,  of Maryborough ,  in the colony of Queensland,
tobacconist.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that a First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to be
held at the Office of Henry Corser ,  solicitor ,  Bazaar street, Mary-
borough ,  in the colony aforesaid ,  on the Twenty-fifth day of
November instant, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon precisely.
Dated this sixth day of November, 1897.
HENRY CORSER,
Attorney for  the  said. Albert Augustus Korber,
Agent-G. V. HELLICAR, Brisbane.
Bazaar street , Maryborough.
2497 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Hancox, of Townsville, labourer, an
Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent, adjudicated on the sixteenth day of
October, 1895.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Twentieth day
of November, 1897, will be excluded.
Dated this fourth day of November, 1897.
2491
,T. G. FRASER,
Official Trustee in Insolvency, Townsville.
5s. 6d.
In the Matter of Jacob Young, of Ipswich, butcher, in Liquidation.
A
FIRST Dividend, of 5s. in the £, on all duly proved and
admitted  claims, is  now payable at my Office, Nicholas street,
Ipswich.
Dated at Ipswich this nineteenth day of March, 1897.
2501
ELIAS HARDING, Trustee.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Edmund  Foran  Mellor, formerly of Brisbane, but late
of Mungindi , in the colony of Queensland, civil  servant, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal
Estate of  the said Edmund Foran Mellor, with his Will, may be
granted to  Queensland Trustees, Limited, pursuant to the provisions
of section  2 of the  " Queensland Trustees, Limited, Act,  1892"; James
Stewart, of  New Farm, Brisbane, Presbyterian minister, and Henry
Keid, of South Brisbane, gentleman, the Executors named in and
appointed by the said Will, joining with the Queensland Trustees,
Limited, in making this application. Any person interested who desires
to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat
in the Registry at any time before the grant  is made.
Dated at  Brisbane  this eleventh day of November, 1897.
W. H. BELL,
Solicitor for the Executors and Queensland Trustees, Limited,
116 Edward street, Brisbane.
2521 10s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Will of Emily Rose, late of Brisbane, in the colony of Queens.
land, widow, deceased, and in the Trusts of the said Will.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Michael Rose andFrederick Arthur Hatton, the Exe utors and Trustees in the
abovenamed Estate, from the fifth day of July, 1896, to the second
day of October, 1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified
by the said Michael Rose and Frederick Arthur Hatton, and that the
said Michael Rose and Frederick Arthur Hatton intend to apply to
the Court for an allowance of a commission on the income and proceeds
of sales of trust property received by them. A ll  parties claiming to
be interested in the said Estate are at liberty to inspect the said
Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or
before the Sixteenth day of December next, and, if they think fit,
to object thereto. Notice is also given, that whether any objection
is taken to the said Account or not I shall, after the aforesaid day,
proceed to examine and inquire into the said Account. Notice is
further given, that any person who may desire to object to the said
Account, or any item or items therein, or the allowance of a com-
mission to the Executors and Trustees, must before that day file in my
Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this sixth day of November, 1897.
HAROLD LILLEY,
Solicitor for Executors and Trustees,
Queen street, Brisbane.
2506  15s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Lands and Goods of Michael Kelly, late  of Rosevale, near
Ipswich, in the colony of Queensland,  farmer, deceased ,  intes-
tate.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of  Bridget  Kelly, the
Administratrix of the abovenamed  Estate,  from the thirty-first
day of July, 1896, to the twenty-seventh day of October, 1897, has
this day been filed in my Office, duly  verified  by the said  Bridget
Kelly. All parties claiming to be interested in the said  Estate are
at liberty to inspect the said Account, at my Office in the  Supreme
Court House, Brisbane,  on or  before FRIDAY, the Seventeenth day of
December  next , and, if they shall think fit, to object thereto. Notice is
also  given, that whether any objection is taken to the said Account or
not I shall, after the  aforesaid  day, proceed  to examine and inquire
into the said Account. Notice is further given, that any person who
may desire to object to the said Account, or any item  or items therein,
or the allowance to the Administratrix  of a commission thereon, must
before that day file in my Office  a memorandum  to that effect.
Dated this sixth day of November, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
P. L. CARDEW, Ipswich,
Solicitor for the said Bridget Kelly.
By FOXTON AND HAVARD, Brisbane.
2500 12s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will and Codicil of Robert Logan,  late of  Torryburn
Trevallyn, in the colony of New South Wales,  grazier ,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the date of the publication hereof,  application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Ancillary Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Robert Logan, deceased, may be  granted  to Oliver
Kay Young, of West Maitland, in the colony of New South Wales,
auctioneer, Edward Sharke,  of East Maitland ,  in the said  colony of
New South Wales, auctioneer, and Robert Lockwood Logan, of West
Maitland aforesaid, the Executors named in the said Will and Codicil.
Any person interested who desires to object to  the application, or
to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry  at any time
before the grant is made.
Dated this twelfth day of November, A.D. 1897.
2520
MACPHERSON AND FEEZ,
Solicitors for the said Executors,
Lutwyche Chambers, Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Catherine Wallace, late of Danderoo, in
the colony of Queensland (late wife of David Wallace, of the
same place, farmer), deceased, intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration  of fourteendays from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real  and personal
estate of the abovenamed Catherine Wallace, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to David Wallace, of Danderoo, in the
colony of Queensland, farmer, the widower of the  said deceased, and
the duly elected guardian of David William Wallace, Michael Richard
Wallace, Francis Patrick Wallace,-and Annie Wallace, the lawful and
natural children of the said deceased, and who are now in their
minority.
Dated this eleventh day of November, A.D. 1897.
HAROLD A. PALMER,
Solicitor for the said David Wallace, Warwick.
Town Agents-MORRIS  AND FLETCHER,
2522 Celtic Chambers,  George street,  Brisbane. 90.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy Registrar.
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ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Patrick Beary, late of Charters Towers, in the colony
of Queensland,  grazier, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that,  after  the expiration of fourteer.
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to  this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Patrick Beary, deceased, may be granted to James Ahern,
of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland,  grocer 's assistant,
and Patrick Foy, of Charters Towers aforesaid, hotel-keeper, the
Executors  named in the said Will. Any person interested who
desires to  object to the application,  or to  be heard upon it, may file a
caveat  in the Registry  at any time  before the  grant is made.
Dated this fifth day of November, 1897.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for the said James Ahern and Patrick Foy,
Gill street, Charters  Towers.
Agent-A. M. BEAUMONT,
Supreme Court Buildings, Townsville.
2495 9s. 6d.
In the supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Mary Elizabeth Kelk, late of Lindum-Mere, near
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland (the wife of Edward Kelk,
of the same place, ironmonger), deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Mary Elizabeth Kelk, deceased, may be granted to Harry
Baynes, of Brisbane aforesaid, grazier, and George Valentine Hellicar,
of the same place, solicitor, the Executors named in the said Will.
Any person interested who desires to object to the application, or to be
heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before
the grant is made.
Dated this eleventh day of November, 1897.
2508
G. V. HELLICAR,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitor for the Executors.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of John Green, junior, late of the Mambare River, in
the colony of British New Guinea, gentleman, deceased, intestate.
TOTICE is hereby given,. that, after the expiration of fourteen
llr days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed John Green, junior, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Queensland Trustees, Limited, of Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, the duly constituted attorney of John Green,
of Healesville, in the colony of Victoria, father of the said deceased.
Dated this tenth day of November, 1897.
2511
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Solicitors for Queensland Trustees, Limited,
79 Queen street, Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will and Codicil of David Jollie Brand, formerly of Towns-
ville, in the colony of Queensland, but late of The Narrows,
Gladstone, in .the said colony, contractor, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will and Codicil
of the abovenamed David Jollie Brand, deceased, may be granted to
Queensland Trustees, Limited, the sole Executor named in the said
Codicil. Any person interested who desires to object to the
application, or to be heard upon it, may file  a caveat in  the Registry
at any time before the grant  is made.
Dated the fourth day of November, 1897.
ROBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
Solicitors for  the  said Queensland Trustees, Limited,
2512
Denham street, Townsville.
8s. Gd.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of George Weingaertner, late of Rosewood, in
the colony of Queensland, saddler, deceased, intestate.N rN7 OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen daysfrom the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable  Court that Letters of Administration of the real and
personal estate of  the abovenamed George Weingaertner, deceased, who
died intestate , may be granted to Christian Weingaertner, of Rosewood
aforesaid , saddler, the lawful brother and only next-of-kin of the said
deceased.
Dated this tenth day of November, A.D. 1897.
T. O'SULLIVAN AND COOGAN, Brisbane street, Ipswich,
Solicitors for the said Christian Weingaertner.
Town Agent-THOMAS O'SULLIVAN, 181 Queen street, Brisbane.
,2492 8s.
[13TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Rockhampton.
In the Goods of John Rattray, formerly of Rockhampton, in the
colony of Queensland ,  but late- of Goodna, in the said colony,
clerk ,  deceased ,  intestate.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable ,  Court that Administration of the personal estate of the
abovenamed John  Rattray,  deceased ,  who died intestate, may be
granted to Catherine Annie Rattray, of Stanthorpe ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  the lawful widow of the said deceased.
Dated this sixth day of November, 1897.
WALTER  THOMPSON,
Solicitor for the said Catherine Annie Rattray,
Fitzroy street, Rockhampton.
Agents-BERNAYS AND Osno uNE, 150 Queen street, Brisbane.
2498 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Christopher  Mann, late  of the  Racecourse
road, Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland,  teamster,
deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration  of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application  will be made
to this Honourable Court that Administration of the  real and personal
estate of the abovenamed Christopher  Mann, deceased , who died
intestate, may be  granted  to Caroline Mann, of the  Racecourse  ro ad,
Charters Towers aforesaid, the lawful widow of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of October, 1897.
2513
H. PERSKE,
Barrister and Solicitor for the said Caroline Mann,
Mosman street, Charters Towers.
7s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
In the Will of William  Percival Hill, late of Muswellbrook, in the
colony of New South Wales, accountant ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable  Court that Ancillary  Probate of the
Will of the  abovenamed William Percival Hill, deceased, may be
granted to Emily Frances Hill, of Muswellbrook aforesaid, widow, the
sole Executrix named in  ti-.e said  Will. Any pers on interested who
desires to object to the application ,  or to be heard upon it, may  file a
caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this tenth day of November, 1897.
2496
GEORGE VALENTINE HELLICAR,
Solicitor for the said Emily Frances Hill,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
8s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be CHRISTOPHER  GILLIGAN, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the 5th section of the  "Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given,
that all creditors and other persons having any claims or demands
upon or against the Estate of Christopher Gilligan, late of Charters
Towers, in the colony of Queensland, baker, deceased, who died at
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, on or about the tenth
day of September, 1897, and Probate of whose Will was granted by
the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville, on the thirtieth day of
October, 1897, to Thomas Collins, of Charters Towers, in the colony
of Queensland, baker, and William Carroll, of Charters Towers
aforesaid, licensed victualler, are hereby required to send, in
writing, particulars of their claims and demands to the undersigned,
Marsland and Marsland, solicitors to the said Thomas Collins and
William Carroll, at Charters Towers aforesaid, on or before the
Twenty-eighth day of December, 1897. And notice is also hereby
given, that at the expiration of the last-named date the said
Thomas Collins and William Carroll will proceed to distribute the
assets  of the said Christopher Gilligan, deceased, amongst the parties
entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which the said
Thomas Collins and William Carroll shall have then had notice, and
that the said Thomas Collins and William Carroll will not be liable,
for the  assets or  any part thereof so distributed, to any person of
whose debt or claim the said Thomas Collins and William Carroll
shall not have had notice at the time of distribution.
Dated this fifth day of November, 1897.
2494
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for the Executors,
Gill street,  Charters Towers.
16s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re THOMAS GRAY, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Thomas Gray, late of Wallcon, near Ipswich, in the colony
of Queensland, timber-getter, deceased, who died on or about the
twenty-fifth day of July, 1897, at Ipswich aforesaid, and Probate of
whose Will was, on the first day of September, 1897, granted by the
Supreme Court of Queensland to John Tobin, of Walloon aforesaid,
farmer, the sole Executor named therein, are hereby required to send
in, in writing, particulars of their debts or claims to the said Executor,
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at the Office of the undersigned, his solicitor, on or before the Six-
teenth day of December, 1897. And notice is hereby also given, that
after the expiration of the last-mentioned day the said Executor will
proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the
persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which the
said Executor shall then have had notice, and that the s yid Executor
will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to
any person of whose debt or claim the said Executor shall not have
had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this eleventh day of November, A.D. 1897.
ROBERT McGILL, Solicitor for the said Executor,
2527
Greenham's Chambers, Nicholas street, Ipswich.
12s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be ELLEN BEVERLEY, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Ellen Beverley, late of Ipswich, in the colony of Queensland,
widow, deceased, who died on or about the twelfth day of December,
1895, at Ipswich aforesaid, and Probate of whose Will was, on the
fourth day of June, 1896, granted by the Supreme Court, of Queens-
land to Ambrose John Foote, of Ipswich aforesaid, merchant, the sole
Executor named therein, are hereby required to send in, in writing,
particulars of their debts or claims to the said Executor, at the Office
of the undersigned, his solicitor, on or before the Eighteenth day of
December, 1897. And notice is hereby also given, that after the
expiration of the last-mentioned day the said Executor will proceed
to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the persons
entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which the said
Executor shall then have had notice, and that the said Executor will
not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any
person of whose debt or claim the said Executor shall not have had
notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this fifth day of November, A.D. 1897.
ROBERT McGILL, Solicitor for the said Executor,
2528
Greenham's Chambers, Nicholas  street,  Ipswich.
12s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be JOHN BOWLEG, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the  "Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of John Bowles, late of Farm Creek, near Warwick, in the
colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased, who died at Warwick afore-
said on the sixteenth day of December, 1896, and Administration of
whose Estate was, on the twenty-ninth day of May, 1897, granted to
John Bowles, of Farm Creek aforesaid, farmer, the eldest son of the
said deceased, are hereby required to send in particulars of their debts
or claims to the Administrator, at the Office of the undersigned, his
solicitor, on or before SATURDAY, the Eighteenth day of December,
1897. And notice is also hereby given, that after that day the said
Administrator will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased
amongst the persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims
of which he shall have had notice, and that he will not be liable,
for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of
whose debt or claim he shall not have had notice.
Dated this eleventh day of November, 1897.
HAROLD A. PALMER,
Solicitor for the said John Bowles,
Warwick.
Town Agents-
MORRIS AND FLETCHER,
2523 Solicitors, Brisbane. 13s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of  Ali  Look, late of Boulia; James Burkett, late of
Longreach ; George Stevens, late of Aramac ; Louis Keraval
(otherwise known as Louis Careval), late of Cooktown ; Patrick
Carey, late of Brisbane ; Thomas Maddigan, late of Croydon ;
and James Sue, late of Nebo.
PURSUANT to  " The Intestacy Act  of 1877," all persons having
any claims against the Estates of any of the abovenamed
deceased persons are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Public Offices, George street, Brisbane, on or before the Fourteenth
day of January next, or in default they will be peremptorily excluded
from all benefits accruing from the said Estates.
GILSON FOXTON, Deputy Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane , 13th November, 1897.
2519 8s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
In the Matter  of  " The  Intestacy  Act of  1877 ," and in the matter of
the Land of Gerebrandt  Reinderhoff ,  late of Gladstone, in the
colony of Queensland ,  butler, deceased.
To the  Heir -at-Law (unknown )  of Gerebrandt Reinderhoff ,  deceased.W information has been given to me, the Curator ofr Y Intestate Estates ,  upon oath ,  that Gerebrandt Reinderhoff,
late of Gladstone ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  butler, deceased, who
died at Gladstone on or about the twenty-sixth day of December, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty, left
certain land within Queensland, and al hough twelve months have
e!al,sed from the death of the said Gerebrandt Reinderhoff, you
It ve not taken possession of the said land, I do hereby require you,
within sixty days of the second publication hereof in the  Queensland
Government Gazette,  to cause an appearance to be entered for you in
the Supreme Court of Queensland, at Brisbane, to show cause why an
Order should not be made authorising me to administer the said land
as Curatcr of Intestate Estates.
Given under my hand, at Brisbane, this fifth day of November,
A.D. 1897.
J. B. HALL, Curator of Intestate Estates.
2469 10s.
"THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
(FORM L.)
OTICE is hereby given, that, in accordance with the provisions
of the 12th section of  " The Friendly Societies Act of  1894," the
Acting Attorney-General has, by writing under his hand, dated the
eighth day of November, 1897, cancelled the registry of the Branch
known as the Lady Somerset Tent of the Queensland District No. 87
Independent Order of Rechabites Friendly Society, the Registered
Office of which Branch was situated at Mirani, Mackay. It is further
notified that, in consequence of such action having been taken by the
Acting Attorney-General, the Branch absolutely ceases to enjoy the
privileges of a Registered Branch, subject, however, to the, right of
appeal given by the said Act ; but such cancellation of the registry
of such Branch is without prejudice to any liability actually incurred
by such Branch, which may be enforced against the same as if such
cancellation had not taken place.
Dated at Brisbane this tenth day of November, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE,
Registrar of Friendly Societies.
2507 10s.
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 10th November, 1897.
In the Matter of the Real Property Acts of 1861 and 1877, and in
the matter of the application of Mary O'Neill (wife of Daniel
O'Neill) to bring under the provisions of the said Acts an allot-
ment of land, and for the issue of a Certificate of Title for the
same in her own name.
To all Persons Concerned.
T
AKE NOTICE, that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has been issued upon
an Order of our Supreme Court of Queensland obtained by Mary
Ryan and Mary Agnes Ahern in the above matter, and that all Mary
O'Neill's equity of redemption, right, title, and interest (if any) of,
in, and to all that piece or parcel of land, being subdivision 16 of
allotment 299, county of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane, containing
12 perches more or less, and being the whole of the land described in
Certificate of Title No. 51583, volume 347, folio 73, subject to Bill of
Mortgage No. 307401 from Mary O'Neill to John O'Neill to secure
the repayment of the moneys therein referred to, will be sold by the
Sheriff of Queensland, by Public Auction, at Lennon's Hotel, George
street, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the Twentieth day of December next,
at Twelve o'clock Noon, unless this Execution is previously satisfied.
WM. TOWNLEY, Sheriff.
(By JOHN GALLWEY, Under Sheriff.)
SYDNEY PRITCHARD, Solicitor,
2510 Queen street, Brisbane. 13s. 6d.
NO. 1 EAST SUNBURST GOLD-MINING COMPANY, NO
LIABILITY, CHARTERS TOWERS.AT a Special Meeting of the members of the abovenamed Company,duly convened and held at the Registered Office, Mosman street,
Charters Towers, on Friday, the eighth day of October, 1897, the
subjoined Resolution was duly passed, and at a subsequent Special
General Meeting, also duly convened and held at the same place on
Friday, the twenty-ninth day of October, 1897, the said Resolution
was duly confirmed, and Mr. Joe Millican' appointed Liquidator:-
Resolution.
That the Company be wound-up voluntarily, under the
provisions of  " The Companies Acts,  1863 to 1893."
Dated at Charters Towers this second day of November, 1897.
2499
E. H. T. PLANT , Chairman.
7s.
HINCHINBROOK DIVISIONAL BOARD.
APPLICATION FOR A LOAN UNDER THE TRAMWAYS
ACT OF 1882."
T is the intention of the Hinchinbrook Divisional Board toBorrow
by way of Loan from the Government a Sum of £17,428, to
Construct a Tramway from the present terminus of the Lucinda line
to a point seventeen miles beyond.
Application has been made to construct same, and Plans, Sections,
Specification, and Book of Reference have been deposited with the
Minister for Railways, and are at all reasonable times open for the
inspection of every ratepayer interested therein, at the Divisional
Board's Office.
2343
By Order,
BRYAN LYNN,  Clerk.
7s.
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DIVISION OF WOONGARRA.
NOTICE UNDER CLAUSE 256 OF " THE DIVISIONAL BOARDS ACT
OF 1887."
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that it is the intention of the Board rf
the Division of Woongarra to Borrow from the Consolidated
Revenue the sum of Two Thousand Three Hundred Pounds for the
purpose of paying the Board's Share of the Construction of a New
Bridge over Saltwater Creek, on the site now occupied by Kennedy
Bridge, the abovementioned amount being the Board's estimated share
of the cost.
Plans and Specifications can be seen at the Office of the Board,
Scotland street, East Bundaberg.
J. TOPPING. Clerk.
2490 6s. 6d.
BULLOO MARSUPIAL BOARD.
OWNERS of Stock in the Bulloo Marsupial District are hereby
notified that an Assessment has been this day made and levied
by this Board as follows :-
s, d.
On every 20 head of Cattle and Horses ... 0 4
On every 100 head of Sheep ... ... . 0 4
(As returned on 1st January, 1897.)
The Assessment must be paid (with exchange on cheques unless
drawn on Thargomindah) to the Clerk of the Board within two
months after this publication.
ROB. SPEEDY, Clerk. JOHN CORDNER, Chairman.
Thargomindah , 28th October, 1897.
2524
13TH NOV EMBER , 1897.
T
1
HE Government Printing  Office has  on Sale the following
Publications : -
STATUTES OFTHE COLONY.
" TnE QUBENSLAND STATUTES," revised by Alfred Pain and John
L. Woolcock, B.A., Barristers-at-law, in five volumes, containing-
Vols. 1, 2, and 3.-Public and Private Acts to the end of the Session
of 1888;  also , Acts of the Federal Council of Australasia.
Vol. 4-A Selection of Imperial Statutes.
Vol.5-Historical and Analytical Tables, and a comprehensive
Index of the above Volumes.
Full Calf, £7 7s.; Half Calf, £6 6s.
Postage, 7s. 6d. extra.
Sessional  Acts of 1889, 15s. ; with postage, 159. 6d.
1890, 15s. ; „ 15s, 6d.
1891, 25s.;  „ 25s. 9d.
1892, 25s.;  „ 25s. 10d.
1893, 25s.;  „ 25s. 8d.
1894, 32s. 6d. 33s. 6d.
1895, 25s.;  „ 25s. 8d.
1896, 25s.;  „ 25s. 9d.
With  an Index and Tables showing the effect of Legislation subse-
quent to the  publication  of the  Queensland Statutes ,  complete to date.
SEPARATE ACTS OF THE COLONY. With
Price. Postage,
s. d. e. d.
Beer Duty Act, 1897 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Bills of Sale Act,  1891 . .. ... ... 1 0 1 1
Bills of  Sale Act Amendment Act, 1896  . .. ... 0 6 0 7
Brands Act of 1872 Amendment Act, 1894 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Brisbane Traffic Act of 1895 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Brisbane Traffic Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Brisbane Municipal Loan Act, 1896 .. ... ... 0 6 0 7
Bundaberg Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... ... 2 0 2 1
Carriers  Act (complete) ... ... ... 2 0 2 1
Cattle Slaughtering Act of 1877 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Companies Acts and Rules (complete) ... ... 10 9 11 3
Courts of Conciliation Act of 1892 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Crown Lands Act of 1895 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Customs Duties Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Defence Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
lliseases in Stock Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
District Courts Act of 1891 ... ... ... ...  2 0 2 2
Divisional Boards Act of 1887 ... ... ... 3 0 3 2
Elections Act (complete) ... ... ... 4 0 4 3
Electric Light and Power Act .. ... 1 0 1 1
Employers Liability Act of 1886 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Employers Liability Act of 1886 (Seamen ) ... ... 1 0 1 1
Factories and Shops Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Foreign  Companies Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Gold Mines Drainage Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Government Loan Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Government  Savings  Bank Acts Amendment Act, 1896 0 6 0 7
Harbour Boards Act of 1892 ... ... ... ... 2 0 2 1
Harbour Dues Act of 1892 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Harbour Dues Act of 1893 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Harbour Dues Act of 1895 ... .. ... ... 1 0 1 1
Health Act (complete) .. ... ... ... 5 0 5 4
Inebriates Institutions Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Impounding Acts (1863-65-67, and 1879), complete 5 0 5 1
Irrigation Act of 1891... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Justices Act of 1886 ... ... ... ... ...  3 0 3 2
Licensing Act of 1885 ... ... ... 3 0 3 2
Liquor Act of 1886 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Liquor Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Live Stock and Meat Export Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Mackay Harbour Boards Act, 1896 .. ... ... 1 0 1 1
Married Women's Property Act of 1890 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Marsupials Destruction Act of 1895 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Masters and Servants  Act ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Meat and Dairy Produce Encouragement Act of 1893 1 0 1 1
Meat and Dairy Produce Encouragement Act, 1894... 1 0 1 1
Meat and Dairy Produce Encouragement Act of 1895 1 0 1 1
Mercantile  Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands Sale Act of 1894 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Native Birds P ro tection Act (complete ) ... ...  3 3 3 6
Navigation Act Amendment Act, 1896 ... 0 6 0 7
Pacific Island Labourers (Extension) Act of 1892... 1 0 1 1
Pastoral Leases Extension Act of 1892 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Pastoral Leases Extension Act of 1892 Amendment
Act of 1894 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Pastoral Leases Extension Act of 1895 .. ... 1 0 1 1
Pearl-Shell and B Cche-de-mer Fisheries Act of 1891 1 0 1 1
Pearl-Shell and Bache-de-Mer Fisheries Act Amend-
ment Act of 1893 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Pearl-Shell and Beche-de-Mer Fisheries Act Amend-
ment Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Public Service Act, 1896 ... .
... ... 0 6 0 7
Rabbit Boards Act of 1896 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Railway Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1
Railway Act Amendment Act of 1896 0 6 0 7
Rockhampton Harbour Boards Act of 1895... ... 2 0 2 1
Sale of Goods Act, 1896 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Small Debts Act of 1867 Amendment Act of 1892 1 0 1 1
Small Debts Act 1867 Amendment Act of 1894 ... 1 0 1 I
Stamp Act, 1894 ... ... ... ... ... 2 0 2 1
6s.
GOVERNMENT  GAZETTE.
SUBSCRIPTION AND ADVERTISING RATES
a. d.
Quarterly Subscription ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 0
(Postage  nil,  if subscription begins from date of receipt
of order ; on back numbers, 3d. per week.)
Single copy ,  current year ,  6d. ; previous years, Is.; large-sized
at proportionally  increased  price. Postage, ld. additional.
ADVERTISING RATES.
A uniform charge of 6d. a line for  all advertisements.
Table  matter  charged 50 per cent .  extra on first insertion only
and a proportional extra charge  for very small-sized type.
HANSARD.  S. d.
Subscription for Session  ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 0
Orders must be accompanied by postage stamps  (not exceeding
5s.), money order ,  postal note ,  or cash ,  sufficient to cover cost.
Private  cheques wi ll  not be accepted.
Parcels forwarded to any address  by ship or  rail if so desired,
the freight to be payable by consignee.
Government  Printing Office,
Brisbane  27th December, 1893.THE following Botanical Works, by F. Manson Bailey, F.L.S.,
Colonial Botanist, may be obtained at the Government Printing
Office, William street ,  Brisbane:-
1.  The Synopsis of the Queensland Flora ; 900 pp., demy 8vo,
half-bound. Price, 21s.; posted, 22s.
2. First Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 100 pp. and 4 plates.
Price, 3s.; posted ,  3s. 2d.
3. Second Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 153 pp. Price, 8s.;
posted, 3s. 3d.
4. Third Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 135 pp. and 21 plates.
Price, 3s. 6d . ;  posted, 3s. 9d.
5. Catalogue of the Indigenous and Naturalised Plants of
Queensland ,  with Index of vernacular names and their
botanical equivalents .  Price, in cloth,  is.  3d.; posted ,  Is. 5d.
In paper ,  Is.; posted ,  is.  2d.
6. Plants Poisonous and Injurious to S:,,)ck. (Bailey and Gordon.)
Containing  a brief description, with plates, of Queensland
plants suspected of having a poisonous effect upon stock.
Price, 4s .;  posted ,  4s. 5d.
7. Lithograms of the Queens., d Ferns, in one volume, containing
191 plates ,  illustrating 223 kinds ,  with index giving botanical
and common name. Price, 2s. 6d.; posted, 6d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane , 27th December, 1893.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office, William street,
Brisbane :-"Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating to
Local Government outside the Boundaries of Municipalities," with an
Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L. Woolcock, B.A. Demy
octavo, 400 pages. Linen bound, 5s.  6d.;  paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Australian Colonies, 9d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
ON SALE, the " Act and Rules relating to the District Court, with
an Introduction, Notes, and Index," by John L. Woolcock, B.A.,
and George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law.
Price, 7s. 6d. full cloth; postage, 6d. extra.
Half-bound and interleaved,  IN.  6d.; postage, 8d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
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with
Price. Postage.
s. d. a. d.
Succession  and Probate Duties Act of  1892 ... ...  2 0 2
Succession  and Probate Duties Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1
Succession  Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1
Sugar Works Guarantee Act of 1893 ... ... 1 0 1
Sugar  Works Guarantee Act Amendment Act of 1895 1 0 1
Suppression of Gambling Act of 1895 ... - ... 1 0 1
Townsville Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... ... 2 0 2
Trustee  Act of 1889 .. ... ... ... ... 1 0 1
Valuation and Rating Act of 1890 ... ... ... 2 0 2
Wages  Act of 1870 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1
Wages Act of 1884 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1
Friendly  Societies  Act of 1894  and Regulations  ...  2 0 2 2
Land Pamphlet, containing the Acts and Regula-
tions relating to the Leasing and Alienation of
Crown Lands ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 9
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands Act of 1872, 3rd Edition ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Cemetery Act ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 9 0 10
Civil  Service  Pamphlet .. ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Cultural Industries for Queensland ... ... ... 5 0 5 4
Divisional Board Pamphlet ... ... 5 0 5 4
Divisional Board Pamphlet (cloth-bound) ... .. 5 6 6 0
Defence Act of 1884 (including Amendments and
Regulations ) ..  1 0 1 2
Drill Regulations and Field Exercises for Mounted
Infantry ... .. .. .. 1 0 1 1
Journals of Australian Explorations by  A.  C. and
F. T. Gregory ... ... ... 5 0 5 4
Justices Act and Offenders Probation Act .. . 2 6 2  Q.
Justices  Act and Offenders Probation Act (cloth-
bound) ... .. ... ... ...  3 6 3 9
Lithograms of Queensland Ferns, by F. M.Bailey,F.L.S. 2 6 3 0
Mining Acts, together with Regulations ... ... 2 0 2 2
Manual of Drill for Queensland Schools  ...  ... 1 0 1 1
Pacific Island Labourers Acts and  Regulations, con-
taining Imperial and Colonial Acts, and Regula-
tions thereunder .. .. 1 6 1
Stamp Act of 1894 and Regulations, with a Manual
N
OW PUBLISHED, A Digest of the Statutory Criminal Law in
force in Queensland on the first day of January, 1896 (which it
is within the competence of the Parliament of Queensland  to repeal or
amend ), with a Table of the Statutes, prepared by the Hon. Sir
Samuel Walker Griffith, G.C.M.G., Chief Justice of Queensland.
In 8vo royal. Bound in cloth, 15s. Posted, 15s. 7d. Government
Printing  Office,  Brisbane.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office, the Pacific Island
Labourers Acts  and Regulations  in Pamphlet form,  containing
Imperial  and Colonial Acts,  and Regulations  thereunder. Price,
Is.  6d.; posted, Is. 7d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government  Printer.
JUST PUBLISHED.THE LAw OF FRIENDLY SOCIETIES IN QIIEENSLAND, being aCompendium of  the  existing Act and Regulations  in force, with
a comprehensive Introduction, and Notes  of English and Colonial
Cases  decided up to May,  1896 . By John L. Woolcock, B.A., and
George Scott , M.A., Barristers- at-law , Authors of "Act  and Rules
relating  to the District Court." Holland binding.  Price 5s.; postage,
4d. extra.
July,  1896. EDMUND GREGORY , Government Printer.
THE Government Printer acknowledges  the receipt of the  following
amounts,  from the 6th to 12th  November , 1897:-
R. T. McNiven, 3s.; Gympie Municipal Council, 7s. 6d.; C.P.S.,
Charters Towers, Is.; H. M. Teys, 3s. 6d.; F. Cory,  3s. 6d .; Maroochy
Divisional Board, 4s.; P. Crawley, Be.; J. A. Brown, 13s.; J. Milliken,7s.; C. Berry, 2s. 6d.; P. L. Cardew, 13s. ; W. Martin, 4s.; J.
McGovern, 4s. 6d.; R. L. Patterson, Is.; W. Munro and Co., £1;
T. Spenceley, Is.; Belyando Divisional  Board , £2; W. B. Lethbridge,
7s. 6d.; J. Lonergan, 17s.; H. Smith, 6s.;  O'Sullivan and Coogan, So.;
E. Harding,  3s. 6d .; M. Lieban, 8s.; F. E. Whitaker  and Co., 2s.;
F. Reidy, 5s.; H. Lloyd, 2s. 6d.; T. B. Price, 3s.; A. Morgan, 4s.;
R. McGill, £1 5s.; Peak Downs Divisional Board, 22;  W. H. Sparks,
4s. 6d.
IMPOFJNDIIVGS.
POUNDSEEPRRS  are reminded  that Advertisements ofImpounded Stock  will be  charged for at the  uniform rate
of  SIXPENCE  PER LINE  ;  and no such  Advertisement will be
inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by a remittance
(Money Orders, Postal Notes, Postage Stamps, or Cash)
sufficient to cover the cost of insertion.
Postage Stamps will be received only when  amount is 58.
or less.
When describing brands a distinction  should be made
between  REGISTERED  and other brands, by placing the words
REGISTERED BRAND  after the description. Brands type will
be used for such descriptions,  but where these words do not
appear ordinary type only  will be used.
7
on the provisions of the Act ... ... ... 2 0 2 2
The Queensland Horticulturist and Gardener's Guide 3 0 3 3
The All-range  Queensland Register  ... ... ...  2 0 2 2
FULL BOUND.
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court (only) .. ... 63 0 64 8
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court (Crown Side) ... 42 0 42 10
Settled Land Act,  1886, and Rules of Court with Notes 15 0 • 16 8
Settled Land Act, 1886, and Rules of Court with Notes 10 6 11 2
Synopsis of Queensland Flora; F. M. Bailey, F.L.S. 21 0 22 0
lot Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ... 3 0 3 2
2nd Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ... 3 0 3 3
3rd Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ...  3 6 3 9
Catalogue of Queensland Plants ... ... ... 1 3 1 5
Catalogue of Queensland Plants (Paper) ... 1 0 1 1
Plants Reputed Poisonous and Injurious to Stock ... 4 0 4 4
Hints to Rife Clubs, by Major C. H. Des Viceux ... 0 6 0 7
Synonymical Catalogue of the Lepidoptera Rhopalocera (Butterflies)
of Australia, with full Bibliographical Reference; including
Descriptions of some new Species. By W. H. Miskin, F.L.S.,
F.E.S. Price, full bound, 10s. 6d. ; in boards, 7s. 6d.; postage
within Australasia,  3d.;  to all other places, 6d.
The Geology and Palaeontology of Queensland and New Guinea,
by Robt. L. Jack, Government Geologist for Queensland, and
Robt. Etheridge, junior, Government Palaeontologist (New South
Wales), &c.,  &c.;  768 pages, crown quarto, full cloth, with sixty-
eight plates and a Geological Map of Queensland. Price, Two
guineas. Postage within Australasia, 2s. 10d.; to all other
places ,  5s. 8d.
Some of the More Important Metals and their Orea; a Reading
Book for the State Schools ; by Wm. Thompson, Asso. M. Inst.
C.E., F.G.B., Government Mineralogical Lecturer. Price, is.;
postage within  Australasia ,  Id.;  to all other places, 2d.
Journals of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C. Gregory,
C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon. F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S.&c.; 209 pages, demy Svo. Price, 5s. Postage within Aus-
tralasia ,  4d.; to all other places, 8d.
With
Price .  Postage.
CUSTOMS.  s. d. s. d.
Customs Duties Act, 1894 (Tobacco Duties) ...  1 0
Customs Act of 1873
Customs Duties Act of 1888 ...
Customs Duties Act of 1890 ...
Customs Duties Act of 1892 ...
Customs Duties Act, 1896 ...
Customs Duties Act, 1897 ...
Customs Tariff (revised) ...
Interpretation Book
Spirit Calculation Book (revised)
1 1
0 4 2
0 1 1
0 1 1
0 1 1
0 1 1
6 0 7
6 0 7
6 2 8
0 1 1
IMPOUNDED at North Rockhampton, from r ads and  reserves,
on the 23rd October, 1897, by order of the Inspector of Stock.
One bay mare, 1QJ near shoulder.
One bay colt, 8LE near shoulder.
One brown mare, D6$ near shoulder.
One grey mare, E5R  near  shoulder.
One brown gelding, X1K near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, GF8 near shoulder.
One chestnut colt, QH9  near shoulder.
One brown mare, 2JP  near  shoulder, GN 7 off shoulder.
One bay filly, unbranded.
One bay gelding, indistinct brand off thigh.
One bay mare, GP 7 near shoulder, Z0N of shoulder.
One bay gelding, 6MC near shoulder.
One brown mare, 4PG off shoulder.
One bay gelding, 4TT off shoulder, G d9 near shoulder.
One brown  mare,  LH1 near shoulder.
One bay stallion, PR9 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, SX9 near shoulder.
One bay mare, indistinct brand.
One chestnut gelding, unbranded.
One bay filly, unbranded.
One bay mare, blotch near shoulder.
One chestnut stallion, blotched brand  near  shoulder.
One roan stallion, unbranded.
One chestnut filly, Q1R  near  shoulder.
One roan filly, unbranded.
One bay gelding, RD3 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, indistinct brand.
One bay mare, Q5T over 6 near shoulder.
One bay filly, unbranded.
If not released on or before 15th November, 1897, will be sold to
defray  expenses.
J. LONERGAN, Poundkeeper.
2485 17s.
IMPOUNDED at Longreach, from Broadmount, by rder of J. A.Norton,  Esquire. Damages, 2s.  6d.;driving, 10d.
One bay mare, indistinct brand like LZ8 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 7th December, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
FRANCIS CORY, Acting  Poundkeeper.
2487 3e. 6d.
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CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at North Rockhampton, from roads and reserves,
j Mount Headlow District, on the 9th October, 1897, by order of
the Inspector of Stock.
One chestnut filly, RD3 near thigh, 9C 9 off thigh.
One chestnut filly, X7U off shoulder, 8RL near thigh.
One bay gelding, OJ5 near shoulder.
One grey gelding, 4BC over *t01 near thigh.
One bay gelding, BJ5 near shoulder.
One brown gelding, W7Y over blotch near shoulder.
One brown filly, 3W ; near shoulder.
One bay gelding, 4C "d near shoulder.
One bay filly, 3W % off shoulder.
One blue-roan mare, U r'1 near shoulder.
One chestnut mare, RD3 near thigh, COQ 9 off thigh.
One chestnut filly, SRL near thigh, X7U off shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, NN1 near thigh.
One bay gelding, OJ5 near shoulder.
One brown gelding, OJ5 near shoulder.
One black  gelding , OJ5 near shoulder.
One bay mare, Z6F near shoulder.
One chestnut mare, N3B over blotch off shoulder.
One chestnut  mare, R8P near  shoulder, like U6Q near thigh.
One brown gelding, 5AR off shoulder, blotch near shoulder.
Also, from roads and reserves, on the 23rd October, 1897, by
order of the Inspector of Stock.
One bay mare, NT4 over  3 E -i near  shoulder, 31 t4 off shoulder.
One bay gelding, RB4 off shoulder, 5SY near thigh, like 6CD near
shoulder.
One black mare, 04U near shoulder.
One bay gelding, G4Q over blotch near shoulder, like RB4 off thigh.
One grey gelding, Y2 like W near shoulder.
One brown mare, A c-q0 over OJ5 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the  26th  November, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
J. LONERGAN, Poundkeeper.
2502 17s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Hughenden, from Hughenden Station, on the
20th October, 1897, by order of - Hammond, Esquire.
One bay gelding, 5P td over 5 near shoulder.
One black gelding, WS9 near shoulder, L5 and indistinct letter off
shoulder, 9 near neck, star.
One bay mare, Z6Z over 68 near thigh; brown filly foal, unbranded,
star, progeny of last-described mare.
Also, from Henderson's Paddock, on the 25th October, 1897, by
order  of Joe Perry, Esquire.
One chestnut gelding, blaze, blind off eye, 4S near shoulder, like X
near thigh.
One brown mare, 2 over w over U near shoulder.
One bay mare, draught, bald face, hind feet white, like E5-- near
shoulder.
One bay gelding, star, S dl near shoulder.
Also, from Spring Vale, on the 15th October, 1897, by order of
J. Fogg, Esquire.
One bay gelding, draught, bald face, three white feet, AQ9 near
shoulder, like N (writing) 6Q off shoulder.
One grey gelding, TOM near shoulder, like T1D off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 23rd November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
J. A. BROWN, Poundkeeper.
2504 12s.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from enclosed lands, Taurida, on the
1st November, 1897, by order of A. Hoskin, Esquire. Damages,
2s. 6d.; driving, Is. 6d.
One roan steer, B2C (the B backwards) near rump.
One roan steer, bald face, piece out of back of off ear, blotched brand
like 7YS off ribs.
One red steer, bald face,  same  ear-mark, blotched brand like 7YS
off ribs
One roan and white steer,  same ear -mark, no visible brand.
If not released on or before the 26th November, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
2505
W. BARON LETHBRIDGE,  Poundkeeper.
6s.
IMPOUNDED at Mackay , from a grass  paddock, on the 1st November,
1897, by order of W. Punzell, Esquire. Damages, 5s.
One white cow, like H blotch off rump.
One red poley steer, like H m b registered brand on rump.
If not released on or before the 20th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
Also, from out of  a grass  paddock, by order of T. Solway, Esquire.
One bay mare, 4Y.-4 near shoulder, P2U near thigh.
If not, released on or before the 30th November, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
F. REIDY, Poundkeeper.
2515 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi, from Sandy Camp Paddock, on the
8th November, 1897, by order of Fred Gore, Esquire. Driving, 8d,
One brown mare, star, off hind foot white, JE8 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 7th December, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
T. B. PRICE, Poundkeeper.
2518  38.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba.
One bay horse, like W over L with F (reversed ) off shoulder.
If not  released on  or before the 26th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
H. LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
2517 3s.
MPOUNDED at Roma, on the 1st November, 1897.
One dark-bay or brown gelding, B7 b over L6 near shoulder.
if not released on or before the 26th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
Also, on the 8th November, 1897.
One red and white steer, like 3, blotch, and  01  off rump.
If not released on or before the 7th December, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
W. H. SPARKS, Poundkeeper.
2529 4s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Yeppoon, from Sugar Plantation.
One bay gelding, K6  0:I near shoulder, snip.
One chestnut mare, 1ZU near shoulder, MW4 off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
PETER CRAWLEY, Poundkeeper.
2486  38.
IMPOUNDED at Condamine,  fro  enclos d lands, Tieryboo Station,
on the 3rd November ,  1697 ,  by order of F. Kates, Esquire.
One red and white bullock, TY6 near ribs, three notches out of
near ear.
If not released on or before  the 7th  December, 1897 ,  will be
sold to defray expenses.
2488
H. M. TEYS,  Poundkeeper.
3s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Adavale, from Gumbardo Station, on the 25th
October, 1897, by order of H. A. Smith, Esquire.
One brown gelding, Y7J over H9E near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, star and snip, off hind foot white, L><1off
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 26th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
WALTER MARTIN, Poundkeeper.
2503 4s.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1897.
OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed  thereto, have been  ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to  public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons intending  to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing , in duplicate
(on Form D ), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar  months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement  in the  Queensland Government  Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings  is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3588.-JOHN BLACK, of the city of Nelson,
in the colony of New Zealand, draper.  "A Pneumatic
Sprayer."  Dated 14th October, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3629.- CHARLES HENRY HART, of East-
bourne ,  Sussex,  England, tailor.  "An Improved Cycling Skirt."
Dated 16th November, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3687.-GEoRGE SHANNON LUTTRELL, Of
70 St. John  street, Launceston , in the colony  of Tasmania,
student.  "An Improved Rotary Pump."  Dated 28th Decem-
ber, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3705.- MAURICE BRUTON, of 73 Flemington
road, North Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria, contractor,
and JOHN  BRUTON, of  Murrungowar, East Gippsland, in the
colony of Victoria, engineer.  "An Improved Rotary Pulverizer
for Crushing Ore and other Material."  Dated 12th January,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3772.-EMrL LAWRENCE OPPERMANN, of
27 Martin' s lane, Cannon street,  London, E.C., engineer. "A
New or Improved Apparatus and Mercury Vapour Process for
Extracting Gold and the like Metals from Ores."  Dated 3rd
March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3877.-DAVID MORGAN, of 70 Elizabeth
street , Launceston, in the colony of Tasmania, monumental
mason .  "An Improved Rotary Engine  usable either  as a Pump
or a Motor."  Dated 10th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3921.-FRANCIS  HEPBURN , of 2 Hobart
terrace , Milton,  Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland, coffee
planter.  " Improved Apparatus for Sun-drying Coffee and
other  things."  Dated 8th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4001.-THE MUDROS SYNDICATE, LIMITED,
of 10 Walbrook, London, England (Assignees of James John
Shedlock, of London, England).  "Improvements in Extracting
Metals from  their  Ores,  and in  Apparatus therefor."  Dated
2nd August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 41)09.-WILLIAM  BENJAMIN  WALTERS, Of
54 Lam ton Quay, Wellington, in the colony of New Zealand,
engineer .  "An Improved Spiral Ripple for Gold Saving."
Dated 7th August, A.D. 1897.
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Application No. 4100.--JOHN ALVES, of the N. S. Wales
Club, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, engineer.
" Improved Mode of and Apparatus for Supplying Hot Air, or
a Mixture of Hot Air and Steam, to Boiler and other Furnaces,
and to Stoves or Lamps."  Dated 29th September, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1897.
OTIC E is hereby given, that I have received  the undermen-
1 tioned application for the registration of a Trade Mark.
Any person or persons intending to oppose such appli-
cation must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form I), of his or their objections thereto, within two months
(or such further time, not exceeding six months, as the
Registrar may allow) of the advertisement of the application
in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of one pound
is payable with such notice.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Application No. 2197 - Filed 4th November ,  A.D. 1897.-
ROBERT PARKE SWINEFORD ,  FRED .  A. B. PETERS ,  and WILLIAM
SPEARS CROOKS,  trading as  "  The Daisy Manufacturing Coy.,"
of 172 Clarence street ,  Sydney ,  New South  Wales,  manufac-
turers and importers ,  to register in Class 3, in respect of
Pharmaceutical Preparations ,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette of 13th November, A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Printed and Published by EnMVsn GREGORY, Government Printer,
William  street, Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland  Government  Gazette, Monday, 15th November, 1897.- No.  110.
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\TICTORI}E REGINIE.
An Act to enable the Trustees of the Land described in Deed of Grant,
Number 84295 ,  being the Bundaberg Racecourse Reserve, and
being the whole of the Land described in the said Deed and
situated in the Parish of Bundaberg and County of Cook, to
Mortgage or Sell  part of the said Land,  being Subdivision
Number 3 thereof ,  and for other purposes.
ASSENTED TO 11TH NOVEMBER, 1897.]
W HEREAS by Deed of Grant bearing date the twenty-fourth day  Preamble.
v v of February, one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven,
under the hand of His Excellency The Right Honourable Charles
Wallace Alexander Napier, Baron Lamington of Lamington, in the
county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight
Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland  and its  Dependencies, all that piece or parcel of land
in the said Colony, containing by admeasurement two hundred and
ninety-seven acres three roods, situated in the county of Cook, parish
of Bundaberg, being the whole of the land more particularly described
in Deed of Grant, Number 84295, with all the rights and  appurtenances
whatsoever thereto belonging, was granted to John Fallows Boreham,
Walter Duncan Thomas, Andrew Mackie Goodwin, William Henry
Bligh O'Connell,. and James Powers, and their  successors as Trustees,
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upon trust ,  for the purposes of a Racecourse and for no other purposes
whatsoever  :  And whereas the said John Fallows Boreham ,  Walter
Duncan Thomas , Andrew  Mackie Goodwin ,  William Henry Bligh
O'Connell ,  and James Powers, as such Trustees ,  borrowed and caused
to be borrowed certain moneys for the purposes of making a Race-
course on Subdivision  Number  I, part of the land described in the said
Deed of Grant ,  and of erecting  buildings  and making improvements
thereon, which purposes have been executed  :  And whereas the said
John Fallows Boreham ceased to be a Trustee  thereof by  resignation,
dated the sixth  day of July,  one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
seven : And whereas the said  Walter  Duncan Thomas , Andrew
Mackie Goodwin, William Henry Bligh O'Connell ,  and James Powers
still are Trustees  of the  said  land : And  whereas the said Trustees are
now indebted in the sum of four hundred and ninety -four pounds
twelve shillings and one penny and interest thereon in respect of the
moneys borrowed as aforesaid  :  And whereas it is desirable that the
said  Trustees and their successors should have conferred upon them
the powers hereinafter mentioned  :  Be it therefore enacted by the
Queen's  Most Excellent  Majesty, by and with the advice and consent
of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled ,  and by the authority of the same ,  as follows :-
Short title. 1. This Act may be cited as " The Bundaberg Racecourse Act
of  1897."
Interpretation. 2. In this Act-
"Trustees" means and includes the said Walter Duncan
Thomas, Andrew Mackie Goodwin, William Henry
Bligh O'Connell, and James Powers, and any of their
successors appointed under the provisions of this Act ;
"The Land" means the land described in the Schedule.
hereto ;
Building" means and includes any house, outhouse, stand,
booth, stable, shed, tent, fence, or other erection or
improvement of any description whatsoever upon the
land embraced by Subdivision Number 1, part of the
land described in the said Deed of Grant.
Appointment of
new Trustees.
3. The Governor in Council shall, in the event of the death,
resignation, or other removal from office of the Trustees or any
Trustee, appoint new Trustees, or a new Trustee, to be their successors
or successor.
Power to mortgage  4. The Trustees, with the approval of the Governor in Council,
or gall. may mortgage or sell the whole or any part of the land and apply the
moneys raised thereby or accruing therefrom in discharging the
indebtedness of the Trustees in respect of the land, and in paying
the costs, charges, and expenses of and attending the applying for
and passing of this Act, and the cost of all buildings erected and
made, and to be erected and made, on the land comprised in Sub-
division Number 1, part of the land ; and in case of sale the purchasers
shall not be called upon to see to the application of the purchase
money by the Trustees.
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5. The Trustees may from time to time make by-laws for  any by-laws.
make
of the  purposes  following, that is to say- y'
(1) Regulating admission to and expulsion from the land
contained in the said Subdivision Number  1, or any
building, of any person, animal, or thing ;
(2) Prescribing the tolls or charges to be paid for the
admission of any person, animal, or thing to the land in
the said Subdivision Number 1, or to any building;
(3) Prescribing in respect of any meeting on the land
contained in the said Subdivision Number 1, or any
portion thereof, or in any building, the terms on which
the said land or any portion thereof, or any such
building, may be let to any person, and empowering
such person to demand and collect tolls or charges for
admission to or use of the said land or any such
building by any person, animal, or thing, and prescribing
such tolls or charges ;
(4) Prescribing penalties for the breach of any by-law :
Provided that no such penalty shall exceed twenty
pounds ;(5) Rescinding any by-law ;
(6) Generally for the effectual carrying into effect of the
trusts under which the land is held and the provisions
of this Act.
Every by-law made by the Trustees shall be approved by the
Governor in Council, and be published in the  Gazette,  and shall
thereupon have the force of law.
6. (1.) Every penalty for the breach of any by-law made under  Penalties.
this Act may be recovered by complaint of the Trustees before any
two justices in a summary way.
(2.) If the breach of any such by-law is attended with danger,
annoyance, or hindrance to the public in the lawful use of the land
contained in the said Subdivision Number 1, or any building, the
Trustees or their lessee, and the servants or agents of the Trustees or
their lessee, or any officer of police may, without any warrant other
than this Act, interfere to obviate or remove such danger, annoyance,
or hindrance. Nothing in this part of this section shall be deemed to
prejudice any right to proceed against any person for the recovery of
a penalty imposed for the [,reach of any by-law.
(3.) Notwithstanding the liability of any person to a penalty
imposed for the breach of any by-law, he shall not be relieved from
any other liability, civil or criminal, to which he would have been
subject if this Act had not been passed.
(4.) All penalties recovered under any by-law shall be paid to
the Trustees, and by them placed to the credit of the trust fund.
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SCHEDULE.
All  that piece or parcel of land situated in the county of Cook, parish of Bunda-
berg, in the said Colony, containing by adineasurement one hundred and ninety-two
acres  three roods, being subdivision three of portion twenty-six, commencing at the west
corner of the portion, and bounded thence on the north-west by a road bearing sixty-five
degrees  fifty  chains ninety -four  links and five-tenths of a link ;  on the north -east by
lines bearing one hundred and fifty-seven degrees four chains, sixty -seven degrees two
chains fifty links, one hundred and fifty-eight degrees fifty-eight minutes two chains,
one hundred and sixty degrees sixteen minutes two chains, one hundred and  sixty-two
degrees nine minutes two chains,  one hundred and sixty -three degrees twenty-nine minutes
two chains, one hundred and sixty-four degrees eight minutes eight chains eighty-eight
links, two hundred and fifty-three degrees fifteen minutes eighty-three links, one
hundred and sixty-four degrees two minutes ten chains three links, one hundred and
sixty-two degrees fifty-five minutes two chains three links two hundred and tl,irty-
eight degrees two chains thirty-three links, one hundred and forty-seven degrees five
chains four links and three-tenths of a link; on the south-east by a line bearing two
hundred and thirty-eight degrees forty-one chains seventy-eight links and seven-tenths
of a link ; and on the south-west by°a road bearing three hundred and twenty-eight
degrees forty-three chains twenty-eight links and seven-tenths of a link to the point of
commencement.
By Authority :  EDMUND GREGORY,  Government Printer ,  Wi lliam street ,  Brisbane.
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Home Secretary's Office,  Brisbane , 13th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,  has been pleased to make the following
Regulations in pursuance  of and for better carrying  into effect  the provisions  of  " The Statistical Returns Act
of  1896."
HORACE TOZER.
REGULATIONS.
Short title.
1. These Regulations may be cited as " The Statistical Returns Regulations of 1897."
Interpretation,
2. In the construction of these Regulations the words " The Act " shall mean  " The Statistical Returns Act of
1896, "  and the word  "  Collector "  shall mean  any person employed by the Registrar-General to  collect statistical
information in pursuance of the Act.
Collector to deliver or send forms to persons  in his district.
3. Every collector shall visit every place in his district in which any agricultural ,  dairying ,  or other industry is
being carried on, or any manufactory or work may be in existence, and deliver such of the forms set forth in the
First Schedule hereto as are applicable to the kind of information sought to be obtained. But should any place where
any such information is to be obtained be very difficult of access, the collector may post such forms addressed to the
occupant of such place ,  and directing such person to return the same to him duly filled in.
If occupier  is unable to write, collector  may fill up form.
4. If the occupier of any place to whom any such form has been delivered is unable to write, the collector may
question such occupier ,  and fill up the form from the information obtained from him.
Registrar - General to issue  notice of  appointment to collector ,  and collector to produce same when demanded.
5. The Registrar -General shall issue a notice of appointment to each collector ,  and such appointment shall be in
the form "A 2 " in the Schedule hereto.  Whenever  called upon to do so,  every collector shall produce the notice of
appointment so issued to him by the Registrar -General.
6. The forms "A " to "  Cl"  " F 1 " to F 16," " G " and " II, " " Ki" to  99 P,"  11 T" to " Z," and "A 1," "A 2,"
in the Schedule hereto ,  shall be the forms ,for the collection of statistical information under the Act, and shall be used
for the above purposes so far as they are applicable to the particular items of information to be collected.
167
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Hives, Number:
No.
REQUIRED FOR THE STATISTICS OF QUEENSLAND."
PETTY S ESSION S  DISTRICT OF POLICE STATION AT
RETURN OF AGRICULTURE FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st DECEMBER, 189
NOTICE.-Under  " The Statistical Returns  Act of  1896."  any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to  fill up a
form delivered to him,  or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be false, or
refuses or  wilfully  neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to him to return the
same to the Registrar -General ,  or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the same,  shall be liable to
a penalty not exceeding £ 10.
OCCUPIER ' S SCHEDULE.
(TO BE SIGNED BY THE OCCUPIER OR PERSON IN CHARGE.)
Name of Occupier
Name of Station or Holding
Parish Portion No.
Municipa lity ,  Borough ,  Shire, or Division __
Employer and Family if actually assisting on Farm  Males  Females
No. of Hands employed at work on Holding ...
Estimated Value of Machinery and Implements (if any) ... £
PLEASE state whether Crops yielded more or less than usual, and if possible state cause.
IRRIGATION.
(By this term is to be understood to mean the obtaining and applying of Water to Cultivated
Land by Mechanical -11leuns other than Ilaisd- Watering.)
O
If Land is Irrigated, state Area Irrigated : acres.
Whence the Water is obtained :
How secured for use (Gravitation or Pumping) :
Power employed (horse, Steam, &c.) :
Machinery Employed :
How applied to Land :
What Crops Irrigated : _ _-- ------------____--General Remarks
Land Permanently under Artificially Sown Grasses and used as Pasture-: acres.
Ensilage
Other Products of the Holding
Any o ther Product, Name
Butter* ...
Cheese*...
[ 17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
tons.
lbs. of Honey.
lbs. of Wax.
lbs.
lbs.
r Total Number ...
I  1 Fresh Pork : _, lbs.
Pigs Killed ...
Weight of 1 Salt Pork : lbs.
L Bacon and  Hams:  lbs.
Produce :
•  If  a Cream Separator is used, these  items are to be given on a Special Form,  and not g;v tn here.
LPLt:ABE TVaN OVXL
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LAND UNDER CULTIVATION DURING THE YEAR.
CROPS.
Wheat - Extent of  Land  sown ...
Oats
...
For Grain  ... ... ...
For Hay  ... ...
For Green Food for Cattle ...
For Grain
JI For Ha
bushels.
Barley
Rye
Maize
Rice - For Grain
Potatoes ...
Cotton ... ...
Sugar -cane ...
Arrowroot ...
Tobacco
Coffee ... ...
Bere, Millet
For Grain  ... ... ... ...
For Green Food for Cattle ...
English
Sweet
... ... ... ...
Sorghum-For Green Food for Cattle
y ..
,
...
For Green Food for Cattle ...
F Gor rain ... ... ... ...
For Hay  ... ... ... ...
For Green Food for Cattle
ACRES UNDER  CROP .  TOTAL PRODUCE DURIN G  THE YEAR.
tons.
bushels.
tons.
bushels.
tons.
bushels.
r For Hay  ... ... ... ...
Lucerne
I For Green  Food for Cattle ...
Sown  Panicum germanicum
For Hay ... ...
Grasses  (Hungarian Grass ) For Green Food for Cattle ...
Vines
Bearing  ... ... ... ...
Not yet  Bearin g ... ... ... ...
Bananas  ... ... ... ... ...
Fruits  ... ... Pine-apples  ... ... ... ... ...
Oranges  ... ... ... ... ...
Name of Crop :
Other Crops Name  of Crop :
pgnc uGarden insert under distinctive headings
TOTAL EXTENT OF LAND UNDER CROP ...
Land in  Fallow,  i e., Broken  up during Year but not Cropped
TOTAL  EXTENT OF LAND UNDER  CuLTI-
YATION DURING THE  YEAR
bushels of Paddy.
tons.
tons.
lb. of  Seed  Cotton.
tons  of Roots
cwt. of Dried Leaf.
lb.
tons.
tons.
tons.
lbs. of Grapes. Whether
used  as Grapes  or made into Wine.
dozens.
dozens.
dozens.
Yield :
Yield :
Yield :
Other Sown Grasses , For Ifay ...
Rye Grass, &c. For Green Food for Cattle ...
Name of Crop :
s in Areas too small toFruit Trees or CrodinI l
NoTz. - In came any o f  the foregoing crops have not been gathered in. and th!- yie ',d aecertainid ,  proprietors will please to state the  aaisn ttevt yield.
Signature of Owner or
Person in Charge
Signature of Collector :
To THE  OCCUPIER OR PERSON  IN CA & HOE,-
The information  collected in this Return is used for the purpose of asc 'rtainin; the Patent of Land which has
been  under  Cultivation under each description of Crop in the last twelve month.-1. You are therefore required to afford
the fu llest information , and fill up this Form in as clear figures as possible, and have it ready when the Collector calls.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Regi.  trar-General.
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B.
SUGAR CROP.
Number of " A " Schedule to wnich this refers
Petty Sessions District of
Police Station at
Name of Occupier
Name of  Holding
SUGAR CANE, 189
Aoaas.
Area out for sugar
„ cut for plants
... ... ... .. o so#
b il e ... ... ... ...  -
,,  cut for green food for cattle 6.0 600 *of - -
„ Stand " over or newly planted ...
TOTAL as*
Signature.
*<This must be the same as the total on " A " Schedule.
NOTIOS.-Under  "The Statistical Returns Act of  1896," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill up a form
lelivered to him, or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be faise, or refuses or wilfully neglects
within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to him to return the same to the Registrar-General, or any
person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the same, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding X10.
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C.
WHEAT CROP.
Number of " A " Schedule to which this refers
Petty  Sessions  District of
Police Station at
Name  of Occupier
Name of  Holding
WHEAT RETURN, 189
0
ACREAGE.
RESULTS.
AFFECTED WITH RUST.  FRSB  FROM RUST.
(a) (b)
TOTAL AREA
AREA MOWN FOR
SOWN. HAY.
(c) (d)
AREA AREA
REAPED CUT FOR
FOR GREEN
GRAIN. FOOD.
(e)
AREA
UN PRO-
DUCTIVE.
AREA PRODUCE
MOWN FOR
HAY. HAY.
AREA
BEA P ED
FOR
GRAIN.
PRODUCE AREA
GRAIN.
[17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
MOWN FOR
HAY.
PRODUCE
MAY.
AREA
REAPED
FOR
GRAIN.
PRODUCE
ORAL N.
Acres .  Acres .  Acres .  Acres .  Acres .  Acres .  Tons .  Acres .  Bushels .  Acres .  Tons . .  Acres. Bushels.
Signature  of Occupier.
Signature  of Collector.
NOME. - Under  " The Statistical Returns  Act of  1896," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill up a form
delivered to him,  or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be false, or refuses or wilfully neglects
within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to him to return the same to the Registrar -General, or any person
acting in  his  behalf to collect or receive the same,  shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding £10.
No-rs .- In the First Section of above Return the figures in Columns  (6),  (c),  (d),  and  (e),  added together ,  should make a total agreeing with the
figures in Column (a).
In the next two Sections the area mown for Hay affected with rust and unaffected with rust added together should agree  with Column  (L), and the
areas reaped for Grain treated in the same way  with Column (c).
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PETTY  SESSIONY  DISTRICT  OF POLICE STATION  Al
F.
FACTORY RETURN No. 1.
1WI13CEL 5I I A. FQt7  93 .
O
YEAR ENDE D 31ST DECEMBER, 189
0
Name  of Manufacturer :
Nature of  Factory :
Where Situated :
PARTICULARS REQUIRED :
Number of Clerical Staff (including Manager, &c.) :
Number of Hands usually employed : (the daily average for the
whole Year is what is aimed at. If this cannot be accurately given, no doubt a
close approximate can be made.)
Value of Machinery and Plant Employed on 31st December, £
Value of Land and Premises, £ _.+
Horse Power of Engine on 31st December
Value of Raw Material in Stock on 31st December, £
Value of Goods Manufactured during Year
Signature of Manufacturer or  Person in Charge.
PLEASE CAREFULLY READ IN9TRI ' CTIONS oN BAC [  BEFORE  MAKIN G  OUT RETURN.
NoTICx.- Linder  "The Statistical Returns Act of  1896,"  any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill
up a form delivered to him ,  or in-erts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be false ,  or refuses
or wilfully neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to him to return the same to the
Registrar -General ,  or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the same ,  shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding £10. [oY1
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING UP RETURNS.
If the premises are rented, an estimate of the value should be given.
No account is to be taken of Plantations, &c., which, though worked in
in connection with, forms no part of the Factory.
If two or more industries are conducted by the same proprietary, separate
returns are required for each, notwithstanding the fact that they may bear some
connection to each other.
SPECIAL NOTES  (which may in part apply to Factories not enumerated).
ARROWROOT.- If Factory only working a portion of the year, state for how long.
FELMONGERIES.- Return should contain Value of Work done on the premises,  and
not the Total Value  of the Scoured Wool.
MEAT WORKS.-If making Tins, Bone Dust, Casks, &c., separate returns are
required for each item, and the value of the Plant, &c., apportioned as
near as possible.
TANNERIES.-By the term  11 Skins " are meant those of Sheep, Kangaroo, &c., such
as would not be included under Leather by weight.
BUTTER AND CHEESE.-If Cream or Milk is purchased at Factory a list of persons
from whom it is obtained is required, distinguishing between those from
whom Cream or Milk is purchased.
CREAMERIES.-Every person using a Cream Separator inust furnish a return of
same on Form F No.  S.  In cases where the proprietor has also to supply
an Agricultural Schedule "A," the Butter and Cheese made in the Factory
should not be included in Schedule A.
SAw MILLS.--Separate returns, on Form F No. 1, are required for ' Moulding,
Framing, Joinery, &c., when worked in conjunction with Saw Mills,
apportioning the value of premises, general expenses, &c., as nearly as
possible.
FOUNDRIES which combine ordinary foundry  work  with Ship Building ,  Engine
Building,  &c., must supply separate returns for each  on Form F No. 1.
PRINTING , & c.-Separate returns are,  on Form F No .  1, required  for Bookbinding
conducted in connection  with Printing F stablishments . The value of
output in the case of  Newspaper  Offices should include gross receipts.
SMELTING.-The return should contain only the value of the work done on the66 Ore," not the Total Value of the Metal recovered.
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PETTY SESSIU\s DisruiCr OF
[17TH Nov]ER, 1897.
POLICE STATION  AT
F.
FACTORY RETURN No. 2.
BISCUITS , &c., BY MACHINERY.
0-
YEAR ENDED  31ST DECEMBER, 189
U
Name of Manufacturer
Nature of Factory : Biscuits by Machinery.
Where Situated :
PARTICULARS ]REQUIRED.
Number of Clerical Staff (including Manager, &c.)
Number of Hands usually Employed : (the daily average for the
whole Year is what is aimed at. If this cannot b'1 accurately given no doubt a very
close approximate can be made).
Value of Machinery and Plant Employed on 31st December, £
Value of Land and Premises, £
Horse Power of Engine on 31st December
Value of Raw Material in Stock on 31st December, £
ARTICLE MANUFACTURED  DURIN G  YEAR.
Biscuits
Cakes,  &c.
QUANTITY. VALUE.
... ... ... ...
lbs. £
lb-. £
Signature of Manufacturer  or Person  in Charge.
PLEASE CAREFULLY READ [NS RUCrLovs  ON  BACK BEFORE MAKING} OUT RETURN.
NOTICE.-Under "  The Statistical Returns Act of  1599," any person who refuses or wilfully ne.;Iects to fill
up a form delivered to him, or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be false, or refuses
or wilfully neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to him to return the same to the
Registrar-General, or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the same, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding £10.
[OVER
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING UP RETURNS.
If the premises are rented, an estimate of the value should be given.
No account is to be taken of Plantations, &c., which, though worked in
in connection with, forms no part of the Factory.
If two or more industries are conducted by the same proprietary, separate
returns are required for each, notwithstanding the fact that they may bear some
connection to each other.
SPECIAL NOTES  (which may in part apply to Factories not enumerated).
ARROWROOT -If Factory only working  a portion  of the year,  state for how long.
FELMONGERIES.- Return  should contain Value of Work  done on the premises,  and
not the Total Falue of the Scoured Tool.
MEAT WORKS.-If making  Tins, Bone Dust ,  Casks, &c., separate returns are
required for each item ,  and the value of the Plant, &c.,  apportioned as
near as possible.
TANNERIES.-By the term  19 Skins " are meant those of Sheep, Kangaroo, &c., such
as would not be included under Leather by weight.
BUTTER AND CHEESE.-If Cream or Milk is purchased at Factory a list of persons
from whom it is obtained is required, distinguishing between those from
whom Cream or Milk is purchased.
CREAMERIES.-Every person using a Cream Separator must furnish a return of
same on Form F No.  S.  In cases where the proprietor has also to supply
an Agricultural Schedule ',A," the Butter and Cheese made in the Factory
should not be included in Schedule A.
SAW MrLLS.--Separate returns, on Form F No. 1, are required for Moulding,
Framing, Joinery, &c., when worked in conjunction with Saw Mills,
apportioning the value of premises, general expenses, &c., as nearly as
possible.
FOUNDRIES which combine ordinary foundry work with Ship Building ,  Engine
Building , &c., must supply separate returns for each on Form F No. 1.
PRINTING, &c.-Separate returns are, On Form F  No. 1 , required for Bookbinding
conducted in connection  with Printing  Fstablishments .  The value of
output in the case  of Newspaper Offices should include gross receipts.
SMELTING.-The return should  -contain only the value of the work done on the61 Ore," not the Total Value of the Metal recovered.
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PATTY  SESSIONS  DISTRICT OF
[17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
POLICE STATION AT
F.
FACTORY RETURN No. 3.
GRAIN' MILLS.
0
YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER, 189
0
Name ofManufacturer :
Nature of Factory : Mills for Grinding and Dressing Grain.
Where Situated :
PARTICULARS REQUIRED:
Number of Clerical Staff (including Manager, &c.)
Number of Hands usually Employed : (the daily average for the
whole Year is what is aimed at. If this cannot be accurately given no doubt a
close approximate can be made).
Value of  Machinery  and Plant Employed on 31st December, £
Value of Land and Premises, £ _
Horse Power of Engine on 31st December
Value of Raw Material in Stock on 31st December, £
RAW MATERIAL TREATED.
BOSH RLS.
Wheat ... . ...
Oats
Maize
Rye
Rice
Linseed ...
RETURN FOR THE YEAR.
FLOUR. MEAL.
TONS. £ TONS.
Number of Stones : Pairs or Rollers
BRAN AND POLLARD.
9  BUSH F 1.8 2
Sets.
Signature of Manufacturer  or  Person in Charge
PLEASE CAREFULLY READ INSTRUCTIONS OAT BACK BEFORE MAKING OUT 1ZETURN.
NoTrett.-Under "  The Statistical Returns Act of 1S96," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to  fill
up a form delivered to him, or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be'false, or refuses
or wilfully neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to him to return the same to the
Registrar-General, or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the sam3, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding £170.
[OVER
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INSTRUCTIONS  FOR FILLING  UP RETURNS.
If the  premises  are rented, an estimate of the value should be given.
No account is to be taken .  of Plantations , &c., which, though worked in
in connection  with,  forms no part of the Factory.
If two or more industries are conducted by the same proprietary,  separate
returns are required for each ,  notwithstanding the fact  that they  may bear some
connection  to  each other.
SPECIAL NOTES  (which may in part apply to Factories not enumerated).
ARROWROOT.-- If Factory only working a portion of the year, state for how long.
FELMONGERIES.- Return should contain  Value of Work  done on the premises,  and
not the Total  Value of the Scoured Wool.
MEAT WORKS.-- If making Tins, Bone Dust, Casks, &c., separate returns are
required for each item ,  and the value of the Plant , &c., apportioned as
near as possible.
TANNERIES.-By the term " Skins " are meant those of Sheep, Kangaroo, &c., such
as would not be included under Leather by weight.
BUTTER AND CHEESE.-If Cream or Milk is purchased at Factory a list of persons
from whom it is obtained is required, distinguishing between those from
whom Cream or Milk is purchased.
CREAMERIES.--Every person using a Cream Separator must furnish a return of
same on Form F No. 8. In cases where the proprietor has also to supply
an Agricultural Schedule "A," the Butter and Cheese made*in the Factory
should not be included in Schedule A.
SAW MILLS.-Separate returns, on Form F No. 1, are required for Moulding,
Framing, Joinery, &c., when worked in conjunction with Saw Mills,
apportioning the value of premises, general expenses, &c., as nearly as
possible.
FOUNDRIES which combine ordinary foundry work with Ship Building, Engine
Building, &c., must supply separate returns for each on Form F No. 1.
PRINTING, &c.-Separate returns are, on Form F No. 1, required for Bookbinding
conducted in connection with Printing Establishments. The value of
output in the case of Newspaper Offices should include gross receipts.
SMELTING.-The return should contain only the value of the work done on the
" Ore." not the Total Value of the Metal recovered.
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PETTY SESSION ` DISTRICT OF POLICE STATION AT
F.
FACTORY RETURN No. 4.
TOBACCO CIG- ARf, dcd.
YEAR ENDED 31sT DECEMBER, 189
0
Name of Manufacturer :
Nature of Factory : Tobacco, Cigars, &c.
Where Situated :
PARTICULARS REQUIRED :
Number of Clerical Staff (including Manager, &c.) :
Number of Hands usually employed : (the daily average for the
whole Year is what is aimed at. If thi ; cannot be accurately given, no doubt a
close approximate can be made.)
Value of - Machinery and Plant Employed on 31st December, £
Value of Land and Premises, £ _._
Horse Power of Engine on 31st December
Value of Raw Material in Stock on 31st December, £
Particulars of Goods Manufactured, &c., during Year :-
Tobacco Manufactured  lb.
Cigars ,, lb.
Cigarettes 33 lb.
Snuff „ lb.
S.;
66*
£
Signature of Manufacturer or Person in Charge.
PLEASE  CAREFULLY READ INSTRUCTIONS ON BACK  BEFORE  MAKING OUT RETURN.
NOTICE.-Under  "The Statistical Returns Act of  1896," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill
up a form delivered to him, or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be false , or refuses
or wilfully neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to hit, to return the same to the
Registrar-General, or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the same, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding #110.
[OVER
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING UP RETURNS.
If the premises are rented, an estimate of the value should be given.
No account is to be taken of Plantations, &c., which, though worked in
in connection with, forms no part of the Factory.
If two or more industries are conducted by the same proprietary, separate
returns are required for each, notwithstanding the fact that they may bear some
connection to each other.
SPECIAL NOTES  (which may in part apply to Factories not enumerated).
ARROWROOT.- If Factory only working a portion of the year ,  state for how long.
FELMONGERIES.- Return should contain Value of Work done on the  premises,  and
not the Total value of the  Scoured Wool.
MEAT WORKS.-If making Tins, Bone Dust, Casks, &c., separate returns are
required for each item, and the value of the Plant, &c., apportioned as
near as possible.
TANNERIES.- By the term " Skins  "  are meant those of Sheep, Kangaroo, &c., such
as would not be included under Leather by weight.
BUTTER AND  CHEESE.-If  Cream or Milk is purchased at Factory a list of persons
from whom it is obtained is required ,  distinguishing between those from
whom Cream  or Milk  is purchased.
CREAMERIES.- Every person using a Cream Separator must furnish a return of
same on Form F No.  S.  In cases where the proprietor has also to supply
an Agricultural Schedule "A ,"  the Butter and Cheese made in the  Factory
should not be included in Schedule A.
SAW MILLS.- Separate  returns, on Form F No. 1, are required for Moulding,
Framing, Joinery, &c., when worked in conjunction with .Saw Nuts,
apportioning  the value of premises,  general expenses , &c., as nearly as
possible.
FOUNDRIES which combine ordinary foundry work with Ship Building , En ine
Building, &c .,  must supply separate returns for each  on Form F No. 1.
PRINTING, &c.-Separate returns are ,  on Form F  No. 1, required for Bookbinding
conducted in connection  with Printing  Fstablishments . The value of
output in the case of Newspaper Offices should include gross receipts.
SMELTING.-The  return  should  contain  only the  value of  the work done on the
" Ore," not the Total Value of the  Metal recovered.
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PETTY SESSIONS DISTRICT OF
[ 17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
POLICE STATION AT
F.
FACTORY RETURN No. 5.
BOILING DOWN ,  MEAT PRESERVING, &c.
RETURN  FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st DECEMBER, 189
NAME OF PROPRIETOR
WHERE  SITUATED
Number of Clerical Staff  (including Manager , &c.) ...
Number of Hands usually Employed (the daily average
for the whole year is what is aimed at. If this
cannot be accurately given no doubt a close
approximate can be made)
Value of Machinery and Plant Employed  ... ... £
Horse Power of Engines  ... ... ... ... ...
Value of Land and Buildings , &c., exclusive of Machinery £
Value of Raw Material in Stock on 31st December ... £
Total Value of  Goods Manufactured , &c ... ... £
NVMBEB SLAUGHTERED.
FOR FREEZING.  FOR PRESERVING .  FOR BOILING DOWN. FROZEN.
MEAT.
PRESERVED. SALTED.
Lb.
Beef
Mutton
Bacon,
Pork, &c. y
OTHER  PRODUCTS.
Lb. 1 Lb.
Extract of Meat Lb. ... Value ... £
Essence of Meat Lb. ... do. ... £
Tallow ... ... Tons  ...  do. ... £
Lard  ... ...  Lb. ... do. ... £
Manure ... ... Tons  ...  do. ... £
Edible  Fats .. . Lb. ... do. ... £
Hides ...  ,..  Number  ...  do. ... £
Skins  ... ... ... ... ... . ... ...  do, ... £
Bones  ... ... Tons  ...  do. ... £
Horns and Hoofs Tons  ...  do. ... £
Hair  ... ...  Lb. ... do. ... £
Oils, &c. ...  Gallons  ... do. ... £
Signature of Manufacturer or
Person in Charge
Please carefully read Instructions on hack before making out Return.
NOTICE.- Under  " The Statistical Returns Act of  1896 ,"  any person who refuses of wilfully neglects to fill up a form delivered to
him, or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be false, or refuses or wilfully neglects within one calendar month
from the delivery of the form to him to return the same to the Registrar -General, or any person acting on his behalf to collect or receive
the same ,  sha ll  be liable to a penalty not exceeding £10. [ovIE
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING UP RETURNS.
If the premises are rented, an estimate of the value should be given.
No account is to be taken of Plantations , &c., which, though worked in
in connection with, forms no part of the Factory.
If two or more industries are conducted  by the -same proprietary, separate
returns are required for each, notwithstanding the fact that they may bear some
connection to each other.
SPECIAL NOTES  (which may in part apply to Factories not enumerated).
ARROWROOT -If Factory only working a portion of the year, state for how long.
FELMONGERIES.-Return should contain Value of Work done on the premises,  and
not the Total Value of the Scoured Wool.
MEAT WORKS.-If making Tins, Bone Dust, Casks, &c., separate returns are
required for each item, and the value of the Plant, &c., apportioned as
near as possible.
TANNERIES.-By the term " Skins " are meant those of Sheep, Kangaroo, &c., such
as would not be included under Leather by weight.
BUTTER  AND  CHEESE.-If Cream or Milk is purchased at Factory a list of persons
from vi-llom it is obtained is required, distinguishing between those from
whom Cream or Milk is purchased.
CREAMERIES.-Every person using a Cream Separator must furnish a return of
same on Form F No. 8. In cases where the proprietor has also to supply
an Agricultural Schedule "A," the Butter and Cheese made in the Factory
should not be included in Schedule A.
SAW MILLS.--Separ ate returns, on Form F No. 1, are required for Moulding,
Framing, Joinery, &c., when worked in conjunction with Saw Mills,
apportioning the value of premises, general expenses, &c., as nearly as
possible.
FOUNDRIES which combine ordinary foundry work with Ship Building, Engine
Building, &c., must supply separate returns for each on Form F No. 1.
PRINTING, &c.-Separate returns are, on Form F No. 1, required for Bookbinding
conducted in connection with Printing Fstablishments. The value of
output in the case of Newspaper Offices should include gross receipts.
SMELTING.-The return should contain only the value of the work done on the
" Ore," not the Total Value of the Metal recovered.
No. 111. VOL. LXVIII.] 1083 [17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
PETTY SESSIONS DISTRICT OF POLICE STATION AT
F.
FACTORY RETURN 'No. 6.
SOAP, CANDLaB, Ito.
0
YEAR ENDED  31ST DECEMBER, 189
0
Name of Manufacturer :
Nature of Factory  :  Soap ,  Candles, &c.
Where  Situated :
PARTICULARS  REQUIRED.
Number of Clerical Staff (including  Manager, &c.)
Number of Hands usually Employed : (the daily  average for the
whole Year is what is aimed at. If this cannot be accurately  given no doubt a very
close approximate can be made).
Value of Machinery and Plant Employed on 31st December, £
Value of Land and Premises, £
Horse Power of Engine on 31st December
Value of Raw Material in Stock on 31st December, £
PARTICULARS OF GOODS MANUFACTURED DURING YEAR :
Soap : - cwt.
Candles : cwt.
Soda Crystals : tons
Oils, Greases, &c.: gallons
Other Product.:-
000  ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
NAME. QUANTITY.
000
so@
00*
000 £
VALUE.
Signature of Manufacturer  or  Person in Charge.
PLEASE CAREFULLY REAn INSTRUCTIONS ON, BACK  BEFORE  MAKING OUT RETURN.
NOTICE..-Under "  The Statistical Returns Act of  1896," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill
up a form delivered to him, or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be false, or refuses
or wilfully neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to him to return the same to the
Registrar-General, or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the same, shall be liahle to a penalty
not exceeding £10. LoVER
168
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING UP RETURNS.
If the premises are rented, an estimate of the value should be given.
No account is to be taken of Plantations, &c., which, though worked in
in connection  with, forms no part of the Factory.
If two or more industries are conducted by the same proprietary,  separate
returns are  required for each, notwithstanding the fact that they  may bear some
connection  to each other.
SPECIAL NOTES  (which may in part apply  to Factories not enumerated).
ARROWROOT.-- If Factory  only working  a portion of the year, state for how long.
FELMONGERIES.- Return should contain  Value of  Work done on the premises,  and
not the Total  Value of the  Scoured Ty ool.
MEAT WORKS.-If making Tins, Bone Dust, Casks, &c., separate returns are
required for each item, and the value of the Plant, &c., apportioned as
near as possible.
TANNERIES.-By the term 99 Skins" are meant those of Sheep, Kangaroo, &c., such
as would not be included under Leather by weight.
BUTTER AND CHEESE,----If Cream or Milk is purchased at Factory a list of persons
from whom it is obtained is required, distinguishing between those from
whom Cream or Milk is purchased.
CREAMERIES .--Every person-using a Cream Separator must furnish- a return of
same  on Form F No. S. In cases where 'the proprietor has also to supply
an Agricultural Schedule "A," the- Butter- and Cheese made in the Factory
should not be included in Schedule A.
SAW MILLS.--- Separate returns,  on Form F No. 1, are required for Moulding,
Framing , Joinery, &c., when worked in conjunction with Saw Mills,'
apportioning  the value of premises,  general expenses , &c., as nearly as
possible.
FOUNDRIES  which  combine ordinary  foundry work with  Ship Building, Engine
Building, &c., must supply separate returns  for each on Form F No. 1.
PRINTING, &c.-Separate returns are, on Form  F No. 1, required for Bookbinding
conducted in connection  with Printing lFstablislhrnents. The value of
output in the case  of Newspaper Offices should include gross receipts.
SMELTING.-The return should contain only the value of the work done on the
isOre," not the Total Value of the Metal recovered.
No. 111. VOL. Lxvn .] 1.085 [17TH  NGVEMBgB,1897.
PETTY SESSIONS  D ISTRICT OF POLICE STATION AT
F.
FACTORY RETURN No. 7.
7M A 1%T 1%T E3E:L IES4
--o
YEAR ENDED 31sT DECEMBER, 189
Name of Manufacturer :
Nature of Factory  :  Tanneries.
Where  Situated :
PARTICULARS REQUIRED :
Number of Clerical Staff (including Manager, &c.) :
Number of Hands usually employed : (the daily average for the
whole Year is what is aimed at. If this cannot be accurately given, no doubt a
close approximate can be made.)
Value of Machinery and Plant Employed on 31st December, £
Value of Land and Premises, £  -.-
Horse Power ofEngine on 31st December
Value of Raw Material in Stock.on 31st December, £
Leather Made during Year : Cwt. ... ... £
Skins Tanned, &c., during Year : Number ... ... £
ANY OTHER PRODUCT
(Name the Article) QUANTITY. VALUE.
Signature of Manufacturer or Person in Charge.
PLEASE CAREFULLY READ INSTRUCTIONS ON BACK  BEFORE  MAKING OUT RETURN.
NOTICE.-Under  " The Statistical 1?eturns Act of  1896," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill
up a form delivered to him, or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be false, or  refuses
or wilfully neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to him to return the same to the
Registrar-General, or any person acting in his behalf to co'iect or receive the same, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding £10. [ovmat
No. 111.  VOL..Lxvm .] 1086  [ 17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING UP RETURNS.
If the premises are rented , an estimate of the value should be given.
No account is to  be taken of Plantations, &c., which, though  worked in
in connection with, forms no part of  the Factory.
If two or more industries  are conducted by the same proprietary,  separate
returns are required for each ,  notwithstanding  the fact that they  may bear some
connection to each other.
SPECIAL  NOTES  (which may in part apply to Factories not enumerated).
ARROWROOT.- If Factory only working a portion  -of the year ,  state for how long.
FELMONGERIES .- Return should contain  Value of Work  done on the premises,  and
not the Total  Value of the Scoured Wool.
MEAT WoRKS.--If making Tins, Bone Dust, Casks, &c., separate returns are
required for each item, and the value of the Plant, &c., apportioned as
near as possible..
TANNERIES.--By the term " Skins " are meant those of Sheep, Kangaroo, &c., such
as would not be included under Leather by weight.
BUTTER AND CHEESE.-If Cream or Milk is purchased 'at Factory a list of 'persons
from whom it is obtained is required, distinguishing between those from
whom Cream or Milk is purchased.
CREAMERIES.-Every person using a Cream Separator must furnish a return of
same on Form F No. 8. In cases where the proprietor has also to supply
an Agricultural Schedule "A," the Butter and Cheese made in the Factory
should not be included in Schedule A.
SAW MILLS.-Separate returns, on Form F No. 1, are required for Moulding,
Framing, Joinery, &c., when worked in conjunction with Saw Mills,
apportioning the value of premises, general expenses, &c., as nearly as
possible.
FOUNDRIES which combine ordinary foundry work with Ship Building, Engine
Building, &c., must supply separate returns for each on Form F No. 1.
PRINTING, &c.-Separate returns are, on Form F No. 1, required for Bookbinding
conducted in connection with Printing Fstablisliments. The value of
output in the case of Newspaper Offices should include gross receipts.
SMELTING.-The return should contain- only the value of the work done on the
"Ore," not the Total Value of the Metal recovered.
NO. 111. VOL. LXVIII.] 1087 [ 17TH  Nov BEE,  1897.
PETTY  SESSIONS DI TRICT OF POLICE STATION AT
F.
FACTORY RETURN No. 8.
BUTTER AND CHEESE FACTORIES ,  AND CREAMERIES.0
YEAR ENDED  31ST DECEMBER, 189
0
Name of Manufacturer :
Nature of Factory : Butter and Cheese Factories, and Creameries.
Where Situated :
PARTICULARS  REQUIRED :
Number of Clerical Staff (including Manager, &c.)
Number of Hands usually Employed : (the daily average for the
whole Year is what is aimed at. If this cannot be accurately given no doubt a
close approximate can be made).
Value of Machinery and Plant Employed on 31st December, £
Value of Land and Premises, £
Horse Power of Engine on 31st December
Value of  Raw Material  in Stock on 31st  D ecember, £
Number of Separators in use on 31st December
PARTICULARS OF WORK, &c., DONE DURING YEAR..
BUTTER FACTORIES. CHEESE FACTORIES.
CREAMERIES  (WHETHER ATTACHED TO
BUTTER FACTORIES OR SEPARATE
ESTABLISHMENTS).
Milk Used ... G allons
Cream Obtained ... Quarts
Butter Made
Cheese Made
If Butter is made from Cream obtained elsewhere please state from whom obtained and address.
Signature of Manufacturer  or Person in Charge.
PLEASE CAREFULLY READ INSTRUCTIONS ON BACK BEFORE MAKING OUT RETURN.
NOTICE.-Under  " The Statistical Returns Act of  1896," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill
up a form delivered to him, or inserts or causes to be inserted ant- information known by him to be false,  or refuses
or wilfully neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to him to return the same to the
Registrar-General, or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the saute, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding £10, (OVER
No. 111. VOL. ljxvui.] 1088 [17Tx  NOVEMBER, 1897.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING UP RETURNS.
If the  premises are rented ,  an estimate  of the value should be given.
No account is to be taken of Plantations, &c., which, though worked in
in connection with, forms no part of the -Factory.
If two or more industries are conducted by the  same  proprietary, separate
returns are required for each, notwithstanding the fact that they may bear some
connection to each other.
SPECIAL NOTES  (which may in part apply to Paotories not enumerated).
ARROWROOT.-If Factory only working a portion of the year ,  state for how long.
FELMONGERIES.- Return should contain  Value of  Work done on the premises,  and
not the Total Falue  of the Scoured Wool.
MEAT WORKS.-If making Tins, Bone Dust, Casks, &c., separate returns are
required for each item, and the value of the Plant, &c., apportioned as
near as possible.
TANNERIES.-By the term " Skins " are meant those of Sheep, Kangaroo, &c., such
as would not be included under Leather by weight. -
BUTTER AND CHEESE.-If Cream or Milk is purchased at Factory a list of persons
from whom it is obtained is required, distinguishing between those from
whom Cream or Milk is purchased.
CREAMERIES.-Every person using a Cream Separator must furnish a return of
same on Form F No. 8. In cases where the proprietor has also to supply
an Agricultural Schedule "A," the Butter and Cheese made in the Factory
should not be included in Schedule A.
SAW MILLS.-Separate returns, on Form F No. 1, are required for Moulding,
Framing, Joinery, &c., when worked in conjunction with . Saw Mills,
apportioning the value of premises, general expenses, &c., as nearly as
possible.
FOUNDRIES which combine ordinary foundry work with Ship Building, Engine
Building, &c., must supply separate returns for each on Form F No. 1.
PRINTING, &c.-Separate returns are, on Form F No. 1, required for Bookbinding
conducted in connection with Printing Fstablishments. The value of
output in the case of Newspaper Offices should include gross receipts.
SMELTING.-The return should contain only the value of the work done on the
" Ore," not the Total Value of the Metal recovered.
No. 111. VOL. LxvriI.]  1089 [17TH NovEMEi t, 1897.
PETTY SESSIONS DISTRICT  'UP POLICE STATION AT
F.
FACTORY  RETURN No. 9.
$REwER.iES.
O
YEAR ENDED 31ST  DECEMBER, 189
0
Name of Manufacturer :
Nature of Factory :  Breweries.
Where Situated :
PARTICULARS REQUIRED :
Number of Clerical Staff (including Manager, &c.) :
Number of Hands usually employed : (the daily average for the
whole Year is what is aimed at. If this cannot be accurately given, no doubt a
close approximate can be made.)
Value of Machinery and Plant Employed on 31st December, £
Value of Land and Premises, £ -.-
Horse Power of Engine on 31st December
Value of Raw Material in Stock on 31st December, £
Beer (including Porter) Made during Year:-
Draught Gallons 4.0 0.0
Bottled Dozen Quarts ... £
Signature of Manufacturer  or  Person in Charge.
PLEASE CAREFULLY READ INSTRUCTIONS ON BACK BEFORE MAKING OUT RETURN.
NOTICE.-Under  " The Statistical Returns Act of  1896," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill
up a form delivered to him, or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be false, or refuses
or wilfully neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to him to return the same to the
Registrar-General, or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the same, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding £10. [ovER
No. 111. VOL. Lxvrll.] 1090 [17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING UP RETURNS.
If the premises are rented, an estimate of the value should be given.
No account is to 'be taken of Plantations, &c., which, though worked in
in connection with, forms no part of the Factory.
If two or more industries are conducted by the same proprietary, separate
returns are required for each, notwithstanding the fact that they may bear some
connection to each other.
SPECIAL NOTES (which may in part apply to Factories not enumerated).
ARROWROOT .-- If Factory only working a portion of the year ,  state  for how long.
FELMONGERIES .- Return should contain  Value of Work  done on the premises,  and
not the Total  Value of the Scoured Wool.
MEAT WORKS.-If making Tins, Bone Dust, Casks, &c., separate returns are
required for each item, and the value of the Plant, &c., apportioned as
near as possible.
TANNERIES.-By the term  11 Skins " are meant those of Sheep, Kangaroo, &c., such
as would not be included under Leather by weight.
BUTTER AND CHEESE.-If Cream or Milk is purchased at Factory a list of persons
from whom it is obtained is required, distinguishing between those from
whom Cream or Milk is- purchased.
CREAMERIES.' Every person using a Cream Separator must furnish a return of
same on Form F No.  S.  In cases where the proprietor has also to supply
an Agricultural Schedule ',A," the Butter and Cheese made in the Factory
should not be included in Schedule A.
SAW MILLS.-Separate returns, on Form F No. 1, are required for Moulding,
Framing, Joinery, &c., when worked in conjunction with Saw Mills,
apportioning the value of premises, general expenses, &c., as nearly as
possible.
FOUNDRIES which combine ordinary foundry work with Ship Building, Engine
Building, &c.,  must supply separate returns for each on Form F No. 1.
PRINTING , &c.-Separate  returns are, on Form F No. 1, required for Bookbinding
conducted in connection  with Printing  Fstablishments. The value of
output in the case  of Newspaper  Offices should include gross receipts.
SMELTING.-The return should contain only the value of the work done on the
" Ore," not the Total Value of the Metal recovered.
No. 111. VOL. LXVIII.) 1091 [17TH NovEMBER,1897.
PETTY SESSIONS  DISTRICT OF POLICE  S TATION AT
F.
FACTORY RETURN No. 10.
JAMS.,. PICKLES, SAUCES,  VINEGAR ,  AND CONDIMENTS.0
YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER, 189
0
Name  of Manufacturer :
Nature of Factory : Jams, Pickles, Sauces, Vinegar, and Condiments.
Where Situated :
PARTICULARS REQUIRED :
Number of Clerical Staff (including Manager, &c.)
Number of Hands usually Employed : (the daily average for the
whole Year is what is aimed at. If this cannot be accurately given no doubt a
close approximate can be made).
Value of Machinery and Plant Employed on 31st December, £
Value of Land and Premises, £
Horse Power of Engine on 31st December
Value of Raw Material in Stock on 31st December, £
Particulars  of Work, &c., done  during Year :-
Jams :  Lbs. ...
Pickles : Dozen ...
Sauces :  Half-Pints
Vinegar : Gallons
Condiments :-
a .0 0.0
*of 0.0
Name Lbs.
..•
0.0
Signature of Manufacturer  or  Person in Charge.
PLEASE CAREFULLY READ INSTRUCTIONS ON BACK BEFORE MAKING OUT RETURN.
NOTICE.-Under  " The Statistical Returns Act of  1896," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill
up a form delivered to him, or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be false, or refuses
:)r wilfully neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to him to return the same to the
Registrar-General, or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the salve, shall be liable to a penalty
uo1 exceeding £10, [ov$u
NO. 111. VOL. LZVIII.] 1092 [17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING UP RETURNS.
If the premises are rented, an estimate of the value should be given.
No account is to be taken of Plantations , &c., which, though worked in
in connection with, forms no part  of the Factory.
If two or more industries are conducted  by the same proprietary, separate
returns are  required for each, notwithstanding the fact that they may bear some
connection  to each other.
SPECIAL NOTES  (which may in part apply to Factories not enumerated).
ARROWROOT. If Factory only working a portion of the year ,  state for how long.
FELMONGERIES.- Return should contain Value of Work done on the premises,  and
not the Total Palue  of the Scoured Wool.
MEAT WORKS.-If making Tins, Bone Dust, Casks, &c., separate returns are
required for each item, and the value of the Plant, &c., apportioned as
near as possible.
TANNERIES.-By the term " Skins " are meant those of Sheep, Kangaroo) &c., such
as would not be included under Leather by weight.
BUTTER AND CHEESE.-If Cream or Milk is purchased at Factory a list of persons
from whom it is obtained is required, distinguishing between those from
whom Cream or Milk is purchased.
CREAMERIES.-Every person using a Cream Separator must furnish a return of
same on Form F No. 8. In cases where the proprietor has also to supply
an Agricultural Schedule "A," the Butter and Cheese made in the Factory
should not be included in Schedule A.
SAW MILLS.-Separate returns, on Form F No. 1, are required for Moulding,
Framing, Joinery, &c., when worked in conjunction with Saw Mills,
apportioning the value of premises, general expenses, &c., as nearly as
possible.
FOUNDRIES which combine ordinary foundry work with Ship Building, Engine
Building, &c., must supply separate returns for each on Form F No. 1.
PRINTING, &c.-Separate returns are, on Form F No. 1, required for Bookbinding
conducted in connection with Printing Fstablisliments. The value of
output in the case of Newspaper Offices should include gross receipts.
SMELTING .- The return should contain only the value of the work done on the16 Ore," not the Total Value of the  Metal  recovered.
No. 111. VOL. LXVIII.] 1093 [17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
PETTY SESSIONS B ISTSIU 'r` OF POLICE  STATION AT
F.
FACTORY RETURN No. 11.
BRICKS, POTTERY, AND TILES.
YEAR ENDED  31sT DECEMBER, 189
0
Name of Manufacturer :
Nature of Factory : Bricks ,  Pottery, and Tiles.
Where  Situated :
PARTICULARS REQUIRED :
Number of Clerical Staff (including Manager, &c.) :
Number of Hands usually employed : (the daily average for the
whole Year is what is aimed at. If this cannot be accurately given, no doubt a
close approximate can be made.)
Value of Machinery and Plant Employed on 31st December, £
Value of Land and Premises, £ _.  -
Horse Power of Engine on 31st December
Value of Raw Material in Stock on 31st December, £
Particulars of Work, &c., done during Year :--
Bricks : Number ... ... ... ... £
Pottery, £
Tiles ... £
Signature of Manufacturer or Person in Charge.
P LEASE  CAREFULLY READ INSTRUCTIONS ON BACK BEFORE MAKING OUT RETURN.
NOTICE.-Under  " The Statistical Returns Act of  1896," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill
up a form delivered to him, or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be false, or refuses
or wilfully neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to him to return the same to the
Registrar-General, or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the  same,  shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding £10. [ovsa
No. 111. VOL. Lxvill.] 1094 [17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING UP RETURNS.
If the premises are rented, an estimate of the value should be given.
No account is to be taken of Plantations, &c., which, though worked in
in connection with, forms no part of the Factory.
If two or more industries are conducted by the same proprietary, separate
returns are required for each, notwithstanding the fact that they may bear some
connection to each other.
SPECIAL NOTES  (which .  may in part apply to Factories not enumerated).
ARROWROOT.-- If Factory only working a portion of the year ,  state for how long.
FELMONGERIES.- Return should contain  Value of Work  done on the premises,  and
not the  Total Value of the Scoured Wool.
MEAT WORKS.-If making Tins, Bone Dust, Casks, &c., separate returns are
required for each item, and the value of the Plant, &c., apportioned as
near as possible.
TANNERIES.- By the term " Skins  "  are meant those of Sheep ,  Kangaroo , &c., such
as would not be included under Leather by weight.
BUTTER AND CHEESE.- If Cream or Milk is purchased at Factory a list of persons
from whom it is obtained ,  is required ,  distinguishing between those from
whom Cream  or Milk  is purchased.
CREAMERIES.-- Every person using a Cream Separator must furnish a return of
same on Form F No. 8. In cases where the proprietor has also to supply
an Agricultural Schedule "A ,"  the Butter and Cheese made in the Factory
should not be included in Schedule A.
SAW MILLS.-Separate returns, on Form F No. 1,  are required  for Moulding,
Framing , Joinery, &c., when worked in conjunction with Saw Mills,
apportioning  the value of premises,  general expenses , &c., as nearly as
possible.
FOUNDRIES which combine ordinary foundry work with Ship Building, Engine
Building, &c., must supply separate returns for each on Form F No. 1.
PRINTING, &c.-Separate returns are, on Form F No. 1, required for Bookbinding
conducted in connection with Printing Establishments. The value of
output in the case of Newspaper Offices should include gross receipts.
SMELTING .- The return should contain only the  value' of the work done on the
Ore," not the  Total Value of the  Metal recovered.
No. 111. VOL. Lxvm.J 1095
PETTY SESSIONS  DISTRICT OF
[17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
POLICE STATION AT
F.
FACTORY RETURN No. 12.
C- A S W e R K 93
0
YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER, 189
0
Name  of Manufacturer :
Nature of Factory : Gas Works.
Where  Situated :
PARTICULARS REQUIRED :
Number of Clerical Staff (including Manager, &c.)
Number of Hands usually Employed : _ (the daily average for the
whole Year is what is aimed at. If this cannot be accurately given no doubt a
close approximate can be made).
Value of Machinery and Plant Employed on 31st December, £
Value of Land and Premises, £
Horse Power of Engine on 31st December
Value of Raw Material in Stock on 31st December, £
Petails ofWork, &c., done during Year
Gas Made : Feet
Gas Consumed : Feet ; Rate charged per 1,000 Feet :
Gasometers, Number : , Capacity Cubic Feet.
Mains Laid : Miles.
Coal Used : Tons, Coke Made Tons.
Consumers for Number, ; for heating, &c.: Number.
Lighting
ANY OTHER  PRODUCT-
Name.
Signature  of Manufacturer or Person in Charge.
PLEASE CAREFULLY READ INSTRUCTIONS ON BACK  BEFORE  MAKING OUT RETURN.
NOTICE.-Under  " The Statistical Returns Act of  1896," any person who  refuses or  wilfully neglects to fill
up a form delivered to him, or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be  false, or refuses
or wilfully neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to him to return  tho same to the
Registrar-General, or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the same, shall be  liable to  a penalty
not exceeding £10. [oYru
Quantity Produced. Value, £
No. 111.- IVOL. LxvIII.J 1096 [17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING UP RETURNS.
If the premises are rented, an estimate of the value should be given.
No account is to be taken of Plantations, &c., which, though worked in
in connection with, forms no part of the Factory.
If two or more industries are conducted by the same proprietary, separate
returns are required for each, notwithstanding the fact that they may bear some
connection to each other.
SPECIAL  NOTES  (which may in part apply to Factories not enumerated).
ARROWROOT.- If Factory only working a portion of the year ,  state for how long.
FELMONGERIEs.- Return should contain Value of Work done on the premises,  and
not the Total Value  of the Scoured Wool.
MEAT WORKS.-If making Tins, Bone Dust, Casks, &c., separate returns are
required for each item, and the value of the Plant, &c., apportioned as
near as possible.
TANNERIES.-By the term " Skins " are meant those of Sheep, Kangaroo, &c., such
as would not be included under. Leather by weight.
BUTTER AND  CHEESE.-If Cream or Milk is purchased at Factory a list of persons
from whom it is obtained is required, distinguishing between those from
whom Cream or Milk is purchased.
CREAMERIES.-Every person using a Cream Separator must furnish a return of
same on Form F No..  S.  In cases where the proprietor has also to supply
an Agricultural Schedule ,A," the Butter and Cheese made in the Factory
should not be included in Schedule A.
SAW MILLS.-Separate returns, on Form F No. 1, are required for Moulding,
Framing, Joinery, &c., when worked in conjunction with Saw Mills,
apportioning the value of premises, general expenses, &c., as nearly as
possible.
FOUNDRIES which combine ordinary foundry work with Ship Building ,  Engine
Building, &c .,  must supply separate returns for each on Form F No. 1.
PRINTING, &c.-Separate returns are,  on Form F No. 1, required for Bookbinding
conducted in connection with Printing Establishments .  The value of
output in the case  of Newspaper  Offices should include gross receipts.
SMELTING.-The return should contain only the value of the work done on the
" Ore," not the Total Value of the Metal recovered.
No. 111. VoL. LxvIII.] 1097 [17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
PETTY SEssIoNs DISTRICT OF POLICE STATION AT
F.
FACTORY RETURN No. 13.
ICE, OR ROPE AND TWINE.
0
YEAR ENDED  31sT DECEMBER, 189
0
Name of Manufacturer :
Nature of Factory : Ice, or Rope and Twine (state which) :
Where Situated :
PARTICULARS  REQUIRED.
Number of Clerical Staff (including Manager, &c.)
Number of Hands usually Employed : (the daily  average for the
whole Year is what is aimed at. If this cannot be accurately  given no doubt a
close approximate can be made).
Value of Machinery and Plant Employed on 31st December, £
Value of Land  and Premises, £
Horse Power of Engine on 31st December
Value of Raw Material in Stock on 31st December, £
Quantity Made during Year : _ Cwt. ... £
Signature of Manufacturer  or  Person in Charge.
PLEASE CAREFULLY READ INSTRUCTIONS ON BACK BEFORE  MAKIN G  OUT  RETURN.
NOTIcE.-Under "  The Statistical Returns Act of  1896," any person who refuses or wilfully  neglects to fill
up a form delivered to him, or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be false, or  refuses
or wilfully neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to him to return  the same to theRegistrar- Genieral, or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive th* same; shall  be liable to a penalty
not exceeding X10. LOVER
No. 111. VOL. LXVIII.] 1098 [17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING UP RETURNS.
If the premises are rented, an estimate of the value should be given.
No account is to be taken of Plantations, &c., which, though worked in
in connection with, forms no part of the Factory.
If two or more industries are conducted by the same proprietary, separate
returns are required ' for each, notwithstanding the fact that they may bear some
connection to each other.
SPECIAL NOTES (which may in part apply to Factories not enumerated).
ARROWROOT.-If Factory only working a portion of the year, state for how long.
FELMONGERIES .- Return should contain Value of Work done on the premises,  and
not the Total Falue  of the Scoured Wool.
MEAT WORKS.-If making Tins, Bone Dust, Casks, &c., separate returns are
required for each item, and the value of the Plant, &c.,. apportioned as
near as possible.
TANNERIES.-By the term " Skins " are meant those of Sheep, Kangaroo, &c., such
as would not be included under Leather by weight.
BUTTER AND CHEESE.-If Cream or Milk is purchased at Factory a list of persons
from whom it is obtained is required, distinguishing between those from
whom Cream or Milk is purchased.
CREAMERIES.-Every person using a Cream Separator must furnish a return of
same on Form F No.  S.  In cases where the proprietor has also to supply
an Agricultural Schedule ,A," the Butter and Cheese made in the Factory
should not be included in Schedule A.
SAw MILLS.-Separate returns, on Form F No. 1, are required for Moulding,
Framing, Joinery, &c., when worked in conjunction with Saw Mills,
apportioning the value of premises, general expenses, &c., as nearly as
possible.
FOUNDRIES which combine ordinary foundry work with Ship Building, Engine
Building, &c., must supply separate returns for each on Form F No. 1.
PRINTING, &c.-Separate returns are, on Form F No. 1, required for Bookbinding
conducted in connection with Printing Fstablishments. The value of
output in the case of Newspaper Offices should include gross receipts.
SMELTING.- The return should contain only the value  of the- work done on the
" Ore," not  the Total Value of the  Metal recovered.
No. 111. VOL. xviu.] 1099 [17TH Nov zm ml .R, 1897.
PZTT ,Y SRssioxs DISTUICT OF POLICE STATION AT
F.
FACTORY RETURN No. 14.
S. . W  nX  I L L  95
0
YEAR ENDED 31sT DECEMBER, 189
0
Name of Manufacturer :
Nature of Factory : Saw Mills (Moulding, &c., to be returned on Form F. No. 1).
Where Situated :
PARTICULARS REQUIRED :
Number of Clerical Staff (including Manager, &c.) :
Number of Hands usually employed : (the daily average for the
whole Year is what is aimed at. If this cannot be accurately given, no doubt a
close approximate can be made.)
Value of Machinery and Plant Employed on 31st December, £
Value of Land and Premises, £ _.-
Horse Power of Engine on 31st December
Value of Raw Material in Stock on 31st December, £
Timber Purchased during Year ... ... ... ... ... £
Timber Cut during Year, viz :---
Pine : Feet, Value ... ... ... £
Cedar : Feet, Value ... ... ... £
Hardwood : Feet, Value ... ... ... £
Horses Employed : ; Bullocks Employed :
Signature of Manufacturer or  Person  in Charge.
PLEASE CAREFULLY READ INSTRUCTIONS ON BACK BEFORE MAKING OUT RETURN.
No'rlcE.-Under  " The Statistical Returns Act of  1896," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill
up a form delivered to him, or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be false,  or refuses
or wilfully neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to hiin to return the same to the
Registrar-General, or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the same, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding £10. [ovs$
NO. 111. VOL. LXVIII.] 1100 [17TH  NOVEMBER, 1897.
INSTRUCTIONS  FOR FILLING UP RETURNS.
If the  premises  are rented,  an estimate  of the value should be given.
No account is to be taken of Plantations, &c., which, though worked in
in connection with, forms no part of the Factory.
If two or more industries are conducted by the same proprietary, separate
returns are required for each, notwithstanding the fact that they may bear some
connection to each other.
SPECIAL NOTES (which may in part apply to Factories not enumerated).
ARROWROOT.- If Factory only working a portion of the year ,  state for how long.
FELMONGERIES.- Return should contain  Value of  Work done on the premises,  and
not the Total  Value of the Scoured Wool.
MEAT WORKS.-If making Tins,  Bone  Dust, Casks, &c.,  separate returns are
required for each item, and the value of the Plant, &c., apportioned as
near as possible.
TANNERIES:- By the term " Skins  "  are meant those of Sheep, Kangaroo , &c., such
as would not be included under Leather by weight.
BUTTER AND CHEESE.- If Cream or Milk is purchased at Factory a list of persons
from whom it is obtained is required ,  distinguishing between those from
whom Cream  or Milk is  purchased.
CREAMERIES.- Every person using a Cream Separator must furnish a return of
same on  Form F  No. 8. In cases where the proprietor has also to supply
an Agricultural Schedule "A ,"  the Butter and Cheese made in the  Factory
should not be included in Schedule A.
SAW MILLS.--Separate returns, on Form F No. 1, are required for Moulding,
Framing, Joinery, &c., when worked in conjunction with Saw :M ills,
apportioning the value of premises, general expenses, &c., as nearly as
possible.
FOUNDRIES which combine ordinary foundry work with Ship Building, Engine
Building, &c., must supply separate returns for each on Form F No. 1.
PRINTING, &c.-Separate returns are, on Form F No. 1, required for Bookbinding
conducted in connection with Printing Fstablislments. The value of
output in the case of Newspaper Offices should include gross receipts.
SMELTING.-The return should contain pnly the value of the work done on the
Ore," not the  T otal Value of the  Metal  recovered.
No. 111. VOL. LXVIII.] 1101 [17T11 NOVEMBER, 1897.
PETTY SESSIONS  DISTRICT OF POLICE STATION AT
F.
FACTORY RETURN No. 15.
BOOT 19' SIIc ETC.
0
YEAR ENDED 31sT DECEMBER, 189
0
Name of Manufacturer :
Nature of Factory : Boots, Shoes, &c.
Where Situated :
PARTICULARS REQUIRED.
Number of Clerical Staff (including Manager, &c.)
umber of Hands usually Employed : (the daily average for the
whole Year is what is aimed at. If this cannot be accurately given no doubt a
close approximate can be made).
Value of Machinery and Plant Employed on 31st December, £
Value of Land and Premises, £ _
Horse Power of Engine on 31st December
Value of Raw Material in Stock on 31st December, £
Return of Work, &c., done during Year :-
Boots, &c., Made : Pairs, Value ... ... £
Boots, Uppers Made : Pairs, Value ... ...  2-
Signature of Manufacturer or Person in Charge.
P LEASE CAREFULLY TREAD INSTRUCTIONS ON BACK BEFORE MAKING OUT B writ.
NOTICE.--Under  "  The Statistical Returns  Act of  1896," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to  fill
up a form delivered to him ,  or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be false, or-refuses
or wilfully  neglects within one calendar  month from the delivery  of the form to him to return the same to the
Registrar -General ,  or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the  same,  shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding  £  10. [OVER
No. 111. VOL. LSVIII.] 1102  [17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING UP RETURNS.
If the  premises  are rented, an estimate of the value should be given.
No account is to be taken of Plantations , &c., which , though worked in
in connection with, forms no part of the Factory.
If two or more industries are conducted by the same  proprietary, separate
returns are required for each, notwithstanding the fact that they may bear some
connection to each other.
SPECIAL  NOTES  (which  may in part apply to Factories  not enumerated).
ARROWROOT.- If Factory only working a portion of the year ,  state for how long.
FELMONGERIES.- Return should contain Value of  w ork done on the premises,  and
not the Total  T"alue of  the Scoured Tool.
MEAT WORKS.-If making Tins, Bone Dust, Casks, &c., separate returns are
required for each item, and the value of the Plant, &c., apportioned as
near as possible.
TANNERIES.-By the term " Skins " are meant those of Sheep, Kangaroo, &c., such
as would not be included under Leather by weight.
BUTTER AND CHEESE.-If Cream or Milk is purchased at Factory a list of persons
from whom it is obtained is required, distinguishing between those from
whom Cream or Milk is purchased.
CREAMERIES.-Every person using a Cream Separator must furnish a return of
same on Form F No.  S.  In cases where the proprietor has also to supply
an Agricultural Schedule "A," the Butter and Cheese made in the Factory
should not be included in Schedule A.
SAw MILLS.-Separate returns, on Form F No. 1, are required for Moulding,
Framing, Joinery, &c., when worked in conjunction with Saw Mills,
apportioning the value of premises, general expenses, &c., as nearly as
possible.
FOUNDRIES which combine ordinary foundry work with Ship Building, Engine
Building, &c., must supply separate returns for each on Form F No. 1.
PRINTING, &c.-Separate returns are, on Form F No. 1, required for Bookbinding
conducted in connection with Printing Establishments. The value of
output- in ' the case of Newspaper Offices should include gross receipts.
SMELTING.-The return should contain only the value of the work done on the
Qre" not the Total Value of the Metal recovered.
NO. 111. VOL. LXVIII.] 1103 117TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
PETTY SESSIONS DISTRICT OF POLICE  STATION AT
F.
FACTORY  RETURN No. 16.
A R R O W R O O T.
YEAR  ENDED 31sT DECEMBER, 189
0
Name of Manufacturer :
Nature of  Factory : Arrowroot.
Where  Situated :
PARTICULARS  REQUIRED :
Number of Clerical Staff (including Manager, &c.)
Number of Hands usually employed : (the daily average for the
whole Year is what is aimed at. If this cannot be accurately given, no doubt a
close approximate can be made.)
Value of Machinery and Plant Employed on 31st December, £
Value of Land and Premises, £ _. _
Horse Power of Engine on 31st December
Value of Raw Material in Stock on 31st December,
Goods Manufactured :-
Tubers operated on . , . ... ... Tons :
Arrowroot obtained ... ... ... ...  Lb.:
Value ... ... ... ` ... ... £
Signature of Manufacturer  or  Person in Charge.
PLEASE  CAREFULLY READ INSTRUCTIONS ON  BACK BEFORE  MAKING  OUT RETURN.
NOTICE.-Under  " The Statistical Returns Act of  1896," any person  who refuses  or wilfully  neglects to fill
up a form  delivered to him, or inserts  or causes  to be inserted any information known by him to  be false, or refuses
or wilfully neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to him to return the same to the
Registrar -General, or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the  same,  shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding £10, [oYu
No. 111. VOL. Lzviii.] 1104 [17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING UP RETURNS.
If the premises are rented, an estimate of the value should be given.
No account is to be taken of Plantations, &c., which, though worked in
in connection with, forms no part of the Factory.
If two or more industries are conducted by the same proprietary, separate
returns are required for each, notwithstanding the fact that they may bear some
connection to each other.
SPECIAL NOTES  (which  may in  part  apply to Factories not enumerated).
ARROWROOT.- If Factory only working a portion of the year, state for how long.
FELMONGERIES.- Return should contain  value of  Work done on the premises,  and
not the Total lalue  of the Scoured Wool.
MEAT WORKS.--If making Tins, Bone Dust, Casks, &c.,  separate returns are
required for each item, and the value of the Plant, &c., apportioned as
near as possible.
TANNERIES.-By the term  91 Skins" are meant those of Sheep, Kangaroo, &c., such
as would not be included under Leather by weight.
BUTTER AND CHEESE.--If Cream or Milk is purchased at Factory a list of persons
from whom it is obtained is required, distinguishing between those from
whom Cream or Milk is purchased.
CREAMERIES.-Every person using a Cream Separator must furnish a return of
same on Form F No.  S.  In cases where the proprietor hasalso to supply
an Agricultural Schedule "A," the Butter and Cheese made in the Factory
should not be included in Schedule A.
SAw MILLS.- Separate  returns, on Form F No.  1, are required for Moulding,
Framing , Joinery, &c., when worked  in conjunction  with Saw Mills,
apportioning  the value of  premises ,  general expenses , &c., as nearly as
possible.
FOUNDRIES which combine ordinary foundry work with Ship Building ,  Engine
Building , &c., must supply separate returns for each on Form F No. 1.
PRINTING, &c.-Separate return s are,  on Form F No .  1, required for Bookbinding
conducted in connection  with Printing  Establishments .  The value of
output in the case of Newspaper Offices should include gross receipts.
SMELTING.-- The return should contain only the value  of the  work done on the
" Ore," not  the Total Value of  the Metal recovered.
No. 111.  '  VOL. LXVIII.] 1105 [17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
G.
WTONE QTSARRI:E .
POLICE  S TATION AT
RETURN REQUIRED FOR THE." STATiSTICS OF QUEENSLAND."
RETURN Of  STONE  QUARRIES 1  E TION in the above Portion of thein, OP Rd POLICE DISTRICT of
for the Year ending 31st December, 18
Number of Quarries  ( Number of Quarries
MAaBLB  ...  Quantity of Stone raised  _ tons BLUE STOxs  ...  Quantity  of Stone raised
Value,  it
(Number of Quarries
SLLTB  ...  Quantity  of Stone raised
Value, £
Value, £
Number of Quarries
tons  SANDSTONN  ...  Quantity .of Stone Raised
Value, £
Number of Quarries
(1sAxITB  ...  Quantity of Stone raised tons
Value,£
umber of Quarries
FXLSTOIPB ••• Quantity of Stone raisedFouruyay
Value, £
DATB 18
tons
tons
tons
(Number of Quarries
FREESTONE ...
I
Quantity of Stone  raised tons
OTHER
I
LYalue, £
Number of Quarries
Quantity  of Stone raised
LValue, £
(Name
DISBo'ioxs t--
1. State the Value at the Quarry.
2. State on other side name of Quarry,  and where situated  ;  also any special information which may be of importance.
Signature.
tons
NoTies .- Under  "  The Statistical Returns  Act of  1896,"  any person who refuses  or wilfully  neglects to fill up a form delivered to him ,  or inserts
or causes to be inserted any information  known by him  to be false ,  or refuses or wilfully neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the form
to him to return the same to the Registrar -General ,  or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the same, shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding £10.
1106 [17TH Nov=BER, 1897.rj''p, 111. VOL. 'LZVIII.,
H.
RETURN REQUIRED FOR THE " STATISTICS OF QUEENSLAND."
Police District of
Police Station at
PRIVATE SCHOOLS.
YEAR 189
Name of Proprietor
Place where School is Situated
Number of Teachers-Male Do*
Do. do. Female ...
Number of Scholars-Boys
Do. do. Girls
...
*so
Average Daily Attendance
of Scholars Boys ...
Do. do. Girls
N.B.-This Return does not apply to any School wholly or in part supported by Government.
Instructions to Collector .- If  any School has been closed during the year the Coll ector will please fill up a Form with
the name and address ,  writing the word  "  Closed  "  across the Return, which will save future correspondence.
NOTICE.-Under  " The Statistical Returns  Act of  1896,"  any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill up
a form  delivered  to him ,  or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be false ,  or refuses or wilfully
neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of'the form to him to return the same to the Registrar -General, or
any person acting in his behalf to co llect or receive the same, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding £10.
No. 111. VoL. LXVIII.] 1107
K.
POLICE STATION AT
[17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
Return showing the Quantity  of Sugar Made or Refined during
the Year 189
NAME OF MILL  OR REFINERY
WHERE SITUATED
SUGAR MILL.
AREA OF SUGAR CANE CRUSHED, GROWN BY OWNER OF MILL
Do. Do. GROWN BY  OTHERS*
QUANTITY OF CANE CRUSHED, GROWN BY OWNER OF MILL
Do. Do. GROWN BY OTHERS*
QUANTITY OF SUGAR PRODUCED FROM CANE OF OWN GROWING
Do. Do. FROM CANE GROWN BY OTHERS
Do. Do. FROM JUICE SUPPLIED BY OTHERS
ACRES.
ACRES.
Tows.
TONS.
TONS.
Tows.
ToNS.
QUANTITY  OF MOLASSES PRODUCED GALLONS-
MILLS THAT CRUSH CANE, BUT DO NOT MAKE SUGAR, SHOULD FILL
IN THE FOLLOWING :-
QUANTITY OF JUICE _ GALLONS,  SENT TO
SUGAR REFINERY.
QUANTITY OF RAW  SUGAR OPERATED ON
QUANTITY  OF REFINED  SUGAR PRODUCED
MILL FOR MANUFACTURE.
Tows.
TON'S.
(Signature)
NOTE.-If any cane has been purchased from Farmers or others, the Name of the Grower, with the Area
and Quantity of Cane and Quantity of Sugar obtained from each must be supplied on the back of this Schedule.
NOTICE.--Under  " the Statistical Returns Act of  1896," any person  who refuses  or wilfully neglects to fill
up a form delivered to him, or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be  false, or refuses
or wilfully neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to him to return the same to the
Registrar-General, or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the  same, shall  be liable to a penalty
not exceeding £10.
[OVER.
170
No. 111. VOL.  Lxvun .] 1103 [17TH  NOVEMBER ,, 1897.
LIST OF PERSONS FOR WHOM CANE WAS CRUSHED ,  Olt FROM WtiOM  CANE WAS
PURCHASED.
NAME. TONS OF SUGAR.RESIDENCE. j ACRES CRUSHED . I TONS OF CANE.
I
No. 111. VOL. LXVIII.] 1109
L.
POLICE  STATION AT
[17TH N OVEMBElt, 1897.
RETURN of WINE and BRANDY MANUFACTURED in the above portion of the POLICE DISTxICT
of , during the YEAR 189
WO. OF
"A"
SCHEDULE
NAME  OF YIGIrERON. ADDRESS.
WINE BRANDY
MADE. MADE.
IF WINE MADE FROM PURCHASED
GRAPES, GIVE NAME OF GROWER
AND ADDRESS.
Gallons.  Gallons.
Signature  of Officer  of Police.
NOTE.-It will be the duty of the Collector to fill up this Form from information obtained from each person who made Wine  or Brandy in his
district during the year, inserting the Number of the "A" Schedule in the first column as the Collection is made.
NO. 111. VOL. LXVIII.] 1111 [17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
H.
RETURN REQUIRED FOR THE " STATISTICS OF QUEENSLAND."
* RETURN OF THE MUNICIPALITY of
31sT DECEMBER, 189
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
Date of Proclamation i3
Estimated Population persons.
Estimated Number of Dwellings Date when last Rate was struck 1S
Amount of Rate levied in the pound, as a General Rate
Amount of Rate levied in the pound, as a Separate Rate
Amount of Rate levied in the pound, as a Special Rate
Amount of Rates levied on Property for (general purposes, £
Amount of Rates levied on Property for Separate purposes, £
Amount of Rates levied on Property for Special purposes, £
Assessed Capital Value  of Property on which general Rate was struck, £
Rates in Arrear, £
Assets at Date of Balancing
Other Assets, £ _
TOTAL ... ... ... ... ... ...
Liabilities at Date of Balancing, exclusive of Loan from Government, £
Outstanding Loans from Government
Total Liabilities ... ...
Dr. RECEIPTS.
£ s. d.
From Gove:  nrnent-
Endowment
Loan
Grant
From Rates
... ...
From all Other  Sources
TOTAL
Office  Expenses and Salaries ...
Payments in Redemption of Loan from
Government (including interest)
Public Works and Services, including
Repairs and Maintenance of
existing Works -
All Other Disbursements
TOTAL ...
N.B.-The above Statement of Receipts and Expenditure is not ii.tcuded for a Balance Sheet.
Number of Wards Extent of Roads and Streets
Total Number  of Electors on Voters' Roll
Number of Electors who voted at the  last Municipal  Election
Number of Aldermen or Councillors
REMARKS I
s. d.
i
Miles.
Chairman or Mayor.
DATE 189
Municipal Clerk.
*  Exclusive of Waterworks ,  for which special Schedule is provided.
NOTICE.- Under  11  The .'Ftatisfieal Retr,rns  Act of  1896 ," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill up a form delivered to him ,  or inserts
or causes to be inserted any information kr.oN%n by him to  be false ,  or refuses or wilfully neglects within one calendar n onth from the delivery of the form
to him  to deliver the same to the Registrar -General, or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the same, shall  be liable  to a penalty not
exceeding  £ 10.
[Ovxs.
£
Cr. EXPENDITURE.
No. 111. V OL. LXVIII .] 1112 [17TH NOVEMBER ,,  1897.
RBGISTB,A$-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
STATISTICS  B RANCH,
BBISBAlxs ,  NovsMBa u, 189
Instructions  for Clerks of Municipalities ,  Divisional Boards,
and Shire Councils.
0
In compiling the Annual Return required from  you by  this Department, its
purport is in too many cases misunderstood, more particularly the portion relating to
Receipts and Expenditure.
These latter are not expected to balance, but should show the actual amount
received and expended during the year.
Under Expenditure " Public Works, &c.," should be included Sanitary Works,
the Construction and Repairs to Roads and Bridges, with other items of a like nature.
With this in view the amounts to be placed against the other lines are self explanatory.
Bank Overdrafts and Payments in the Reduction of the Principal of the same should
not be included in this portion of the Return, the latter having been already debited
to the item for which incurred.
" Other Assets " should include Furniture, Plant, Land, Bank Balances, &c.
"Other Liabilities" should include the amount of Contracts in progress, only so far as
for work actually completed.
Rates payable for the year should not include Rates in Arrear, provision for
which item is made under the heading of " Assets."
Please post a copy of these Instructions in your Office for your own guidance
and that of your possible successor.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
No. 111. VOL. LXVIII.] 1113 [17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
N.
RETURN REQUIRED FOR THE "STATISTICS OF QUEENSLAND."
RETURN of the Division of
Year ended 31st December, 189
Date of Proclamation 18
Estimated Population Persons. Estimated Number of Dwellings . Number of Ratepayers
Rate Struck in the Pound
... ... ... ...
(Freehold ... ... ...
Estimated Total or Capital Value of Selections and Homesteads ... ...
Ratable Property Lands Leased for Pastoral Purposes
LOther Ratable Property*  ... ...
RECEIFT3. £ s. d.  EXPENDITURE.
TOTAL ... ... £
On Selections
On Freehold. I and
Ihm-'stcads.
£
On
Lands Leased
for Pastoral
Purposes.
£ £
(For General Purposes ...
Total Amount of Rates Payable for the Year ... For Special Purposes ...
l TOTAL ... ...
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE.
From  Government-
Endon ment
Loan
Grant
From Rates
General11Special
General Rate
Special Rate
... ...
Payment in Redemption of Loan from
Government (including interest)
Office Expenses  and Salaries ... ...
Other Expenses  ... ... ...
From Other Sources
TOTAL
Assets ...
Liabilities
... ...
TOTAL ... ... ... £
We, the undersigneJ, certify that the above  is a correct  Statement  of Particulars, as specified.
I
PLACE
DATE 189
TOTAL ...
for the
Total.
£ £
£ s. d.
N.11.-The above Statemen t  of Receipts and Expenditure is not intended for a Balance Sheet.
Rates in Arrear at end of  Year ... ... ... ... ... ... £
Other Assets ... ... ... ... .. ... ... ... £ _
TOTAL ... ... ... £
Total Amount of Outstanding Loans from Government at end of Year £'
Other Liabilities ... ... ... .. ... ... ... £
On Public Works and  Services, in-
£ a. d.  eluding Repairs and  Maintenance
of existing Works
Signed
Chairman.
l Clerk of the Division or Shire.
On
Other Ratable
Property.
Include  under  this heading, Buildings on Reserves, Residence Areas on Gold Fields, and Mining Leases.
NOTICE.--Under  "The Statistical  Returns  Act of  1896," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill up a form delivered to him, or inserts or
causes to  be inserted any information known by him to be false, or refuses or wilfully neglects n ithiu one month from the delivery of the form to
him to return the  same to the Registrar -G eneral , or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the same, shall he liable to u penalty
not exceeding  £10. covi;is
NO. 111. VOL. LXvIII.] 1114 [17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
RBGISTBAS-GE1cERAL'5 Opines,
STATISTICS BRANOR,
BRISBANE , N ovsISBisR, 189
Instructions for Clerks of Municipalities ,  Divisional Boards,
and  Shire Councils.
0
In compiling the Annual Return required from you by this  Department, its
purport is in too many cases misunderstood ,  more particularly the portion  relating to
Receipts and Expenditure.
These latter are not expected to balance ,  but should show the actual amount
received and expended during the year.
Under Expenditure  "  Public  Works, &c.," should be included  Sanitary Works,
the Construction and Repairs to Roads and Bridges,  with  other items of a like nature.
With  this in view the amounts to be placed against the other lines are self explanatory.
Bank Overdrafts and Payments in the Reduction of the Principal of the same should
not be included in this portion of the Return, the latter having been already debited
to the item for which incurred.
"  Other Assets  "  should include Furniture ,  Plant,  Land,  Bank Balances, &c.
"Other Liabilities "  should include the amount of Contracts in progress ,  only so far as
for work actually completed.
Rates payable for the year should not include Rates in Arrear,  provision for
which item is made under the heading of  "  Assets."
Please post a copy of these Instructions in your Office for your own guidance
and that of your possible successor.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
.Registrar-General.
To. 111.  VOL. LXVIII.] 1115 17TH NOVEMBERS 1897.
0.
RETURN REQUIRED FOR THE " STATISTICS OF QUEENSLAND."
WATERWORKS, 189
Name of Institution
Where Situated
Date of Completion 189
Capacity  of Reservoir  (cubic feet)
Nature of Scheme (Gravitation or Pumping)
If the Source is an Artesian Bore, state Flow per 24 hours (in gallons)
If Pumping, Capacity of Pumps per 24 hours (in gallons)
Cost of Construction (including Additions) to end of year ... £
Dr. RECEIPTS. Cr. EXPENDITURE.
£
From  Government  Loan ... ..,
From Rates and Sales of Wate. ... ...
From all Other  Soarces
... ... ... ...
Payment in Redemption of loan and Interest ...
TOTAL ...
Assets on 31st December, 189
S.  d. £ s. d.
Office Expenses and Salaries
Construction ...
Maintenance
TOTAL  ... ... ...
see 64# 0.0 000 0**  ic
Outstanding Loans from Government ...
Other Liabilities on 31st December, 189 8910 see so* A
Chairman of Board.
Signed
Secretary.
Date s 189
NOTICE.-Under "  The Statistical Returns Act of  1896," any -person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill up a form
delivered to him, or inserts  or causes  to be inserted any information known by bun to be false, or refuses or wilfully neglects
within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to him to return the same to the ]Registrar-General, or any person
acting in his  behalf to collect or receive the same, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding £10.
171
21P. PRE TIJ RN REQUIRED FOR THE cc STATISTICS OF QUEENSLAND."
113ANKS COURSE OF EXCHANGE, ETC.
Naive of Bank r
IR ETTJRN of the AVERAGE RATES of EXCHANGE for Bank  Bills drawn on  London and neighbouring Colonies; also of Private Bills on
London,  the Rates of Discount on  Local Bills, the Average Amount of Coin  and Bullion , of Governent Securities,  and of Notes in Circulation,
and also the  Number  of Branches , Agencies, Etc., in Queensland,  for the  Year 189
AVERAGE RATES OF EXCHANGE FOR BILLS DRAWN AT SIGHT ON-
LONDON.
Buying Rate
Selling Rate -.6 see 066
AVERAGE RATES  07  AVERAGE SATE OF
EXCHANGE FOR PRIVATE INTEREST  ALLOWFD TO
BILLS  ON LONDON ,  DEPOSITORS FOR
12 MONTHS60  DAYS '  TIGHT ,,
BRITISH INDIA .  NEW SOUTH WALES . VICTORIA. SOUTH AUSTRALIA.  TASMANIA . NEW ZEALAND .
AVERAGE RATE PER CENT.  PER ANNUM OF DISCOUNT  ON LOCAL
BILLS.
UNDER  65 DASS'  UNDER 95  DAYS' PROM  95 To 125 ABOVE 125 DAYS
CURRENCY.  CURRENCY .  DAYS '  CURRENCY .  CURRENCY.
AVERAGE AMOUNT OF COIN HELD AVERAGE AMOUNT OF BULLION HELD'AVERAGE AMOUNT OF GOVERNMENT AVERAGE AMOUNT OF NOTES
BY THE BANK .
 BY THE BANK .  SECURITIES HELD BY THE BAN K.
 IN CIRCULATION.
H a. d.
 8 a. d  e a,  d. A a. d.
DATE
I
NUMBER
OF BRANCHES,
AGENCIES, ETC.,
IN QUEENSLAND.
Manager.
NOTICE.-Under  "The Stalisti(al Returns Act of  1896," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill up a form delivered to him, or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be
false, or refuses or neglects within one c, len 'ar month from the delivery of the form to him to return the same to the Registrar-General, or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the same, shall be liable to
a penalty not exceeding £10.
N
N
No. 111. ' VOL. XVIII.] 1117
T.
... ...
RETURN REQUIRED FOR THE STATISTICS OF QUEENSLAND."
RETURN of the Library and Reading Room at
for the Year .189
Name  of Institution
Date of Establishment of Institution
Cost of Erection, £
RECEIPTS.
PRIOR TO THE PAST  YEAR ...
Government Aid ... ... ...
Private Subscriptions, Contributions, &c.
Receipts from all Other Sources ...
TOTAL ...
DURING  THE PAST YEAR
Government Aid
0.0
... ...
Private Subscriptions, Contributions, &c.
Receipts from all Other Sources ...
TOTAL ... ...
(17Ta NOVEMBER, 1897.
NoTs.-These figures should agree
with those for the year last re-
turned, and all previous yearsJ added together.
066 000
0*0 see
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
EXPENDITURE DURING THE YEAR..
Expended  in the Purchase of Books, Periodicals, Newspapers, &c.
Office Expenses and Salaries  ... ... ... ... ...
All Other Expenses ... ... . ... ... ... ...
TOTAL .. ...
BOOKS.
Number in Library on 1st January
Number Purchased during the year
Number Presented during the year
Number Purchased and Presented
Withdrawn from Library during the year
Net Increase  to Library during the year
Number in Library on 31st December
000
0.0 .00
.00
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ...
Number of Subscribers  Subscription per Annum, £
State if open  daily, and whether or not on Sundays.
ed)
(Signed)
..
Chairman  of Committee.
Secretary.
NoTion .- Under  "  The Statistical Returns  Act of  1896," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill up a form delivered to him,  or inserts or
C uiee to be inserted  any information  known by him to be false, or refuses or wilfully neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to
Ili= to return the name to the Registrar -General, or any person 'acting  in his behalf to collect or receive the same, shall be liable to  a penalty not
exceeding £10.
... ... ... ... ...
foe
... ...
... ...
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U.
RETURN REQU IRED  FOR THE "STATISTICS OF QUEENSL AND."
0
TECHNICAL COLLEGES, &c.
0
RETURN FOR TI1} YEAR ENDING 31st I)E(;EMRER, 189
RECEIPTS.
£  S.  d.
From Government Subsidy
Fees from Students ...
Donations ... ...
Other ... ... ,,,
Total
Trades.
Males
Females
Persons
Total
NUMBER  AND OCCUPATION OF  STUDENTS.
Clerks. Professions.
Salaries Teaching ...
Do. Clerical ... ...
Building, Furniture, Appa-
ratus, &c. ... ... ...
Other ... ... ... ...
At school.
Total number
Unemployed. of individual
Students.
CLASSES AND ENTRIES.
No. of entries, Terra 1
Do. Term 2
Do. Term 3
Do. Term 4
Total
No. of hours per week ...
Fees for each term ...
Average attendance ...
Technology
and
Trades.
Signature
Date 189
Commercial. Agricultural.
EXPENDITURE.
Domestic.
Secretary.
Technical College  at ( WheresttuAt.d.
NOTICE.-Under  "The Statistical Returns Act of  1896," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill up a form delivered
to him, or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be false, or refuses or wilfully neglects within one  calendar
month from the delivery of the form to him to return the same to the Registrar-General, or any person acting in his behalf to collect of
receive the samet shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding i910,
Arts, fine
and Science.
applied.
IS.  d.
Total number of
Students attending
whole course or
session of the year.
Ambulance Music and
and Elocution.
Medical.
V.
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
NAME OF SCHOOL
RETURN showing the RECEIPTS EXPENDITURE ETC., of the abovenamed SCHOOL for  the YEAR,  189 and also the NUMBER of TEACHERS and P PILE.
L_j
REC EIPTS. EXPENDITU RE. I
awry
STUDENTS.
WHENPRE';_ENT
BUILD-
COST OF
ERECTION
DATE OF
FOUNDING
OF
PRIOR TO THE PAST YEAR. D URING TILE PAST YEA R. I47
CU
wz
FO
dw
4
ING
EREC-
TO 31STDECEMBER.INSTITU-TION.
I VOLU NTARY
SALA
AND CAP
RIES
ITATI ON MISCELLANEOEXPENSES
US TOTAL EXP
DURING
ENDIT
YEA
URES wadOo^R a0
Q
TED.
GOVERNMENT AID,
VOLU
CONTRIB
!HISS
NTARY
UTIONS,
 GOVERNM
, ETC,
ENT A ID.
CONTRIBUTIO
MISCELL
BECK .
NS,  FEE
ANEOU
IPTS.
S.AND
S
i
TOTAL  RECEI
YE
PTS DU
AR.
RING FE ES.
. . 7
C7p
<!. W+I D4
4
DLTE : Ciw i i'man.
Secrelary,
NOTICE,--Under  " The  Statistical Returns
 Act of  1896," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill up a form delivered to him, or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be
false, or  refuses or  wilfully neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the form to him to return the same to the Registrar-General, or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the
 same , shall be liable
tos penalty
 not exceeding £10.
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W.
RETURN  REQUIRED  FOR THE "STATISTICS OF QUEENSLAND."
0
IIO0  3P ITAI.. 930
NAME OF HOSPITAL
WHERE SITUATED
0
O
RETURN showin the Accommodation ; the Number of Males and Females, respectively,  remaining
in the Institution from the previous year ; the Numbers Admitted, Discharged, Removed, and of those
who Died, during the Year 189
ACCOMMODATION.
Number  of Wards
Number of
Cubic Feet in Wards
a
For Malec
Number of Beds  For Females
TOTAL
ADMISSIONS, DISCHARGES, REMOVALS, AND DEATHS.
ADMISSIONS, ETC.
Remaining in the Institution on the 1st
January of the year for which this
R-turn is made J
Admitted during the year... ... ...
(a) Total Number in the Institution from
1st Januar y to 81st December
Discharged - cured or relieved ...
request
MALES .  FEMALES . I  PERSONS.
Discharged - incurable ,  or at their own
3
Removed to  Lunatic Asylum, Reception
House,  or other public  Institution
Died ...
DISCHARGES, REMOVALS, AND DEATHS.
... ... ... ... .
TOTAL .••
Remaining in the Institution on 31st
Secretary.
MALES .  FEMALES. PERSONS.
SIGNED
December
(a) GRAND TOTAL
(a) The Totals  of these  Columns  must agree.
J
Chairman of Committee.
.DATE 189
* The amount of Air Space contained in The several Wards will be found by measuring the length, breadth, and height of each Ward separately,
multiplying the length by the breadth, and the product by the height The sum of all the Wards added togeth.•r will give the required cubic contents.
\orrca.--Under "  The Statistical Returns Act of  1896," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill up a form delivered to  him, or inserts
or causes  to be inserted any information known by him to be false, or refuses *or wilfully neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the
form  to him to return the same to the Registrar-General, or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the same, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding  £ 10. CTCEN OVER.
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State Cause,  or Probable Cause,  of Increase or Decrease of Admissions.
(Signed)
Remarks relating to Discharges ,  Removals ,  or Deaths.
NO. 111.  VOL. LxvIII.] 1123  17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
X.
RETURN REQUIRED FOR THE "STATISTICS  OF QUEENSLAND."
o .
110ME0 OR RE E'TTG-ES.
O
NAME OF INSTITUTION
WHERE S ITUATED
-O
]RETURN showing the Accommodation ; the Number of Males, Females, and Infants, respectively,
remaining in the Institution from the previous year; the Numbers Admitted, Discharged, Removed,
and of those who Died, during the Year 1S9
ACCOMMODATION .
Number of Wards
Y-ALE S. I FEMALES.
Number of
Cubic Feet in \Vaids
ADMISSIONS, DISC HARGES, REMOVALS , AND DEATHS.
ADMISSIONS, &c. DISCHARGES, REMOVALS, AND DEATHS.
ADULTS. I INFANTS, I I ADULTS.
Remaining  in the Institution on
the 1st January of the year
for which this Return is
made J
Left of their  own accord
For Males
Number of Beds  For Females
TOTAL
MALES.  FEMALES.
Discharged for Insubordina-
tion, or otherwise 3
Admitted during the  year  ... I Transferred  to other public
Institutions
(a) Total Number in the Institu-1
I
tion  from 1st January to 31st
December J
Died ... ... ...
TOTAL ...
Remaining in the  Institution)
on 31st December )S
(a) GRAND TOTAL
SIGNED
INFANTS,
BOTH PERSONS.
SEXE$.
Chairman of Committee.
Secretary.
DATE 1 9
* The amount of Air Space eontained in i he several V,'ards will be found by measuring the length, breadth. ;ind height of each Ward separately,
multiplying the length by the breadth, and the product. by the height The sum of all the Wards added togeth I. will give the required cubic contents.
NOTICE.--Under "  The Statistical R. turns Act of  ]89(," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill up it form delivered  to him, or inserts
or causes  to be inserted any information known by him to be false, or refuses or wilfully neglects within one c,ileiidar month from the delivery of the
form to him to return the same to the Registrar-Genes al, or any person acting :n his behalf to collect or receive the same, shall be liable  to a ',enalty
not exceeding  £ 10. [TURN JVER.
SW)I'll  PERSONS.
SEXES.
(a) The Tutals of these Columns must agree.
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State Cause, or Probable Cause, of Increase or Decrease of Admissions.
(Signed)
Remarks relating to Discharges, Removals, or Deaths.
No. 111. VOL. LXVIII.] 1125 [17TH NOVEMBER,1897.
Y.
RETURN REQUIRED FOR THE STATISTICS OF QUEENSLAN D."0
MT =l3C ELLANE OTT S3  S30CIAL E3TATIsTIC1i3.
0
NAME OF INSTITUTION
WHERE S ITUATED
0
RETURN ,Iiovinr the Accommodation; the Number of Males and Females, respectively, remaining
in the I stitlltion froln the previous, year ; the Numbers Admitted, Discharged, Removed, arid of those
who Died, aring the Year 181.)
ACCOMMODATION.
Number of Wards
Number of
Cubic Feet in Wards
For Males
Number of Beds  For Females
TOTAL
ADMISSIONS, DISCHAR GES, REM  OVALS,  AND DEATIIS.
ADMISSIONS, ETC. DISCHARGES, REMOVALS, AND DEATHS.
MALES. FEMALES. PERSONS.  MALES .  FEMALES. PERSONS.
Remaining in the Institution on the 1st"
January of the yeti for which this
Return is made J
Admitted during the year ...
(a) Total  ti ,tuber in the  Institution from
1st  January  to 31st December
out, or apprenticed
Died ... ... ... ... ...
TOTAL ...
Remaining  in the  Institution on 31st
December
(a) GRAND TOTAL
Secretary.
SIGNED
(a) The Totals of these Columns must agree.
S
Chairman of Committee.
DATE 1S9
# The amount of Air Space contained in the severs'. Wards will be found by measuring the length, breadth, and height of each Ward separately,
multiplying the length by the breadth, and the product by the height. The sum of all the Wards added togeth(•r will give the required cubic contents.
NOTICE.--Under "  The Statistical R, (urns Act of  1896," any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to fill up a form delivered to him, or  inserts
or causes to be inserted any information known by him to be  false , or refuses or wilfully neglects within one calendar month fro m the delivery of the
form to him to return the same to the Registrar-General, or any person acting in his behalf to collect or receive the same, shall be liable to  a penalty[TURN OTIs.not exceeding £10.
Discharged in due course ...
Discharged at their own request ...
Dismissed for misconduct ...
Removed to other Institutions, boarded-
No. 111. VOL. LXVIII.] 1126 17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
State Cause, or Probable Cause,  of Increase or decrease of Admissions.
(Signed)
Remarks relating to Discharges, Removals, or Deaths.
O. 111. VOL. LXVII I.] 1127 [ 17TH NOVEMBER., 1897.
Z.
RETURN REQUIRED li O R THE "STATISTICS OF QUEEN SLAND."
0
MEX  C31 t7  930CIAL i3TATI13T=C:1 3.
0 -
NAME OF INSTITUTION
WHERE SITUATED
RECI IPrs.  OR.
RETURN  showing the RECEIPTS and EXPEND;TURE On BUILDING  a nd MAINTENANCE ACCOUNT
respectively,  during the  YEAR 189
DR.
Receipts a m-in ;  the Year.
Government  Aid ... ... ... ...
Private Contributions ... ... ...
Receipts  from other Sources ... ... ...
GRANn TOTAL ... ...
£ I s.
0
d.
Expenditure  during the Year.
BUILDING ACCOUNT-
B.ii'ding and Repairs ... ...
Furniture
TOTAL ...
MAINTENANCE  ACCOUNT-
Maintenance,  Salaries , and Wages
Out-door  Relief ...
All Other  Expenses ...
TOTAL ...
GRAND TOTAL
Nora.-This return is not a Lalance Sheet.
EXPENDITURE.
a. d £ •. d.
I CERTIFY that the ab,ive is a correct Statement of the Receipts and Expenditure for the Year 189
(Signed)
(Signed)
1 S9
Treasurer.
Chairman  of Committee.
NOTICE .- Under  "  The Statistical  Returns Act of  1896 ,"  any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to  fill up a form
delivered to him, or inserts  or causes to be inserted any information  known by him to be false, or refuses or wilfu lly neglects
within one  calendar  month from  the delivery of the form to him to  return the same to the Registrar -General, or any person
acting  in his behalf to collect or receive the s,atne, shall he liable to a penalty  not exceeding £10.
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RETURN REQUIRED FOR THE " STATISTICS OF QUEENSLAND" FOR THE YEAR 1890
DISEASES TREATED AND DEATHS IN PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS.0
NAME OF  INSTITUTION
WHERE SITUATED N
RETURN of the Number of Persons u der treatment; the Order of Disease  for which they
were treated ; and the Number of Deaths in each Order during the year 189 _10
DISEASE.
Class I.-Zymotic Diseases.
ORDER 1.-Miasnmatic Diseases  (Measles, Scarlatina, Typhoid, Diphtheria, Simple Fever,
ORDER 2.-Diarncceal Diseases  (Cholera, Diarrhoea, Dysentery) ... ..
ORDER 3.-Malarial Diseases  (Remittent Fever, Aque) ... ... ... .. ..
ORDER 4.-Zto„tienous Diseases  (hydrophobia, Glanders, Splenic Fever, Coin-pox, &c.)
ORDER 5.-Venereal Diseases  (Syphilis, Gonorrhwa, c'c.) ... .. ...
ORDER 6.-Septic Diseases  (Erysipelas, Pycemia,•Puerperal Fever, 4c.) ... ...
TOTAL CLASS I. ... ... ... ...
Class II.-Parasitic Diseases,
ORDErt-(Thrush, hydatids,  4c.) ... ... ... ... ...
Class III.-Dietic Diseases.
ORDER-(Starvation, Scurvy, Intemperance) ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Class IV.-Constitutional Diseases.
ORDER-(Rheumatism, Gout, Cancer,  Tabes Mesenterica , Phthisis, Scrofula, Ancemia,  Diabetes , 4 'c.) ...
Class V.-Developmental  Diseases.
ORDER-( Premature Birth, hfalformations , Old Age, 4'c.) ... ... ... ... ...
Class  VI.-Local  Diseases.
ORDER 1.--Diseases of the Nervous System  (Convulsions, Diseases of Brain, Spinal Cord, c c.) ,,.
ORDEit 2.-Diseases of Organs of Special Sense  (Otitis, Diseases of Nose. Eye, 4 c.) ... ...
ORDER 3.-Diseases of Circulatory System  (Pericarditis, Aneurism, 4'e.) ... ... ... ...
ORDER 4.-Diseases of Respiratory System  (Laryngitis, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Pneumonia, 4 c.)
ORDER 5.-Diseases of Digestive System  (Stomatitis, Noma, Dentition, Quinzy, Enteritis, Ileus,
Hernia, Ascites, Cirrhosis of Liver, 4 c.)
ORDER 6.-Diseases of Lymphatic System and Ductless Glands  (Spleen Disease, Bronchocele,
Addison's Disease, c 'c.)
ORDER 7.-Diseases of Urinary System  (Nephritis, Bright's Disease, Calculus, 4'c.) ... ...
ORDER 8.-Diseases of Organs of Generation  (Ovarian Disease, Disorders of Menstruation,
Diseases of Testes, c'c.)
ORDER 9.-Diseases  of Parturition  (Puerperal Mania, Placenta Prcevia, Flooding, c4c.)
ORDER  10.-Diseases  of Organs of Locomotion  (Caries, Necrosis, Ostitis, c'c.) ... ,,, ,,,
ORDER  11.-Diseases  of Integumentary System  (Carbuncle, Phlegmon, Ulcer,  4,c.) ...
TOTAL CLASS VI.
4 c.)
I
NUMBER
OF
DEATHS.
TOTAL CLASSES I. TO VI. INCLUSIVE, CARRIED FORWARD
No. 111 .  VOL. LXVIII.] 1130
Dl-;EASE.
TOTAL CLASSES  I. TO VI.  INCLUSIVE ,  BROUGHT FORWARD ...
.y.
Class  VII.-Violence.
ORDER 1 .-- Accident or Negligence  ( Fractures ,  Contusions ,  Gunshot Wounds ,  Cuts ,  Burns ,  Bites,
Drowning, 4'c.)
ORDER 2.-Homicide  (Murder,  Manslaughter) ... ..,
...
,.. ... ... ... ...
ORDER 3.-Suicide  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
ORDER 4.- Execution  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. .
TOTAL CLASS VII. ... ... ... ...
Class VIII .- Ill-defined and not specified Causes.
ORDER.--( Dropsy ,  Debility ,  Atrophy, Inanition ) Mortification,  Tumour,  Polypus, Abscess,
Hemorrhage ,  4'c.)
TOTAL  FROM ALL CAUSES ... ... ... ...
(Signed)
(Date)
NUMBER
OF
P.  T ["T S.
NUMBER
OF
DE4THS.
Surgeon.
Novs.-The number of Patients and of Deaths reported in this Return ought to correspond with the Statement of the Committee ,  separately
furnished.
N.B.-Please state on the other side the cause  or probable  cause of Increase or Decrease of the most prevalent Diseases, and
whether a special reason exists  for any  prevailing epidemic.
NOTICE .- Under " The Statistical Returns Act of 1896 ,"  any person who refuses or wilfully neglects to
fill up a form delivered to him ,  or inserts or causes to be inserted any information known by him to
be false ,  or refuses or wilfully neglects within one calendar month from the delivery of the form
to him to return the same to the Registrar-General ,  or any person acting in his behalf to collect
or receive the same ,  shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding £10.
REMAR K S relating to Cause or Probable Cause of Increase or Decrease
of Sickness.
(Signed)
[17TH  N OVEMBER, 1897.
Surgeon.
(Date)
No. 111. VOL. LXVIII.]  1131 [17TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
A 2.
TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
TAKE NOTICE that I do hereby appoint
off_
t as a person authorised by me to collect
Statistical information required under  "The Statistical Returns Act
of  1896," within the Colony of Queensland, but more particularly
for the Sub-district of § _ for the
year 189
Registrar-General.
* Insert Name.
t Place of Residence.
$ Occupation.
§ Insert Name of Collector's Sub-district.
Printed and Published by EDMr eD GREGORY, Government Printer,  William etieet , 13risbnne.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government  House,  Brisbane,  the twenty-seventh day of October, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.
WHEREAS by  " The Electric Light and Power Act,  1896,"  it is amongst  other things provided that the
Governor in Council may, from time to time, by Order in Council, authorise any Company to supply
electricity within any prescribed  area for  such purposes as may be specified in the Order , and for  such period,
subject to the provisions of Part VI. of the said Act, as the Governor in Council may think pToper. And  whereas
the Toowoomba Electric Lighting Company, Limited, having duly complied with the provisions of the said Act
in that behalf, have made application for an Order in Council under the said Act  authorising  them to supply
electrici within the area herein prescribed : Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor, by and with the
advice  of  the  Executive Council, doth order as follows :-
1. This Order may be cited as the Toowoomba Electric Lighting Company Electric Light  and Power short title.
Order, 1897.
2. This Or,kk1' is to h 1100.1 VIII III ail 1•espe"t, t Ili:'
'
rovi-lons of .. The Electric Liilliilutetpretation.
and Power  Act,  189G." which said Act is in this Order referred to as `' the Act" ; and the several  terms  to which
by the Act meanings are assigned have in this Order the same respective meanings, provided that in this Order the
several terms  following have the meanings respectively  assigned  to them:-
The term -'energy" means electrical energy, and for the purposes of applying theprovisions of the Act
to this Order electrical energy shall be deemed to be au agency within the meaning of electricity as
defined in  " The Electric Liqht and Power Act,  1896":
The term " ` power" means electrical power or the  rate  per unit of time at which energy is supplied:
The term " pressure"  means the  difference of electrical potential between any two conductors through
which a supply of energy is given, or between any part of either conductor and the earth ; and
(a)  Where the conditions of the supply are such that the pressure may at any time exceed 500
volts if continuous, or 250 volts  if alternating . but cannot exceed 3.0XX) volts, whether
continuous or alternating, the supply shall be deemed a high-pressure supply :
(L) Where the conditions of the supply are such that the pressure may on either  system exceed
3,000 volts, the supply shall be deemed  an extra  high-pressure supply:
The terms " high-pressure" and " extra high-pressure" respectively are used in relation  to electric lines,
conductors,  circuits,  and apparatus according to the conditions of the supply delivered through the
same  or particular portions thereof :
The term "  main "  means  any electric  line which  may be laid down or erected by the Electric Authority
in or  along any  street or  public place and through which energy may be supplied,  or is intended to
be supplied, by the Electric Authority for the purposes of general supply:
The term "  service line "  means  any electric lipe through which energy may be supplied,  or is intended
to be supplied, by the Electric Authority to a consumer either from any main or directly  from the
premises of the Electric Authority :
The term  "  distributing  main" means  the portion  of any main  which is  ::sed for the  purpose of giving
origin to service lines for the  purposes  of general  supply :
The term " general  supply " means  the general supply of ener,-y to ordinary  consumers, and, unless
otherwise specially agreed with the Local Authority, to the public lamps, but shall not include the
supply of energy to an, one or more particular  consumers  under  special agreement :
The term  "  area of  supply' means the area within which the Electric Authority is for the  time being
authorised to supply energy under the provisions of this Order :
The term  " Local Authority' means, with respect to each part  of the area  of supply, the Local
Authority  having jurisdiction  in that part :
The term "  consumer "  means any  body or person supplied,  or entitled  to be supplied, with energy by
the Electric  Authority :
The term  " consumer 's terminals "  means the ends of the electric lines situate  upon any consumer's
premises and belonging  to him ,  at which the supply  of energy  is delivered  from  the service lines :
The term  " railway "  includes any tramroad ,  that is to  say, any tramway  other than  a tramway as
hereinafter defined :
The term  " tramway "  means any tramway laid along any street:
0
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The term "daily penalty "  means a penalty for each day on which any offence is continued after
conviction therof :
The term "deposited map" means the map of the area of supply deposited with the Minister by the
Electric Authority together with this Order and  .signed by or on behalf of the Minister :
The term  "  plan" means a plan drawn to a horizontal scale of at least 1 inch to 88 feet, or to such other
scale as the Minister may approve ,  and, when possible ,  a section drawn to the same horizontal scale
as the plan and to a vertical scale of at least 1 inch to 11 feet, with such detail plan and sections as
may be necessary.
Commencement of 3. This Order shall come into force and have effect upon the twenty-seventh day of October ,  1897, which
Order. date is in this Order referred to as  "  the commencement of this Order."
ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION OF THE ELECTRIC AUTHORITY.
Address and 4 .  The Electric Authority for the purposes of this Order is " The Toowoomba Electric Lighting Company,
description of Limited ,"  being a company registered under  " The Companies Act,  1863 ,"  with limited liability ,  and having itsElectric Authority.
registered office at Tcowoomba ,  and having its capital divided into 12 ,500 shares of £1 each.
Provided that if the undertaking or any part thereof is at any time purchased by the Local Authority in
accordance with the provisions of this Order or the Act ,  such Local Authority shall from the date of such purchase
be the Electric Authority in relation to such undertaking or part thereof for the purposes of this Order in lieu of
the Company abovementioned  ;  but the Governor in Council may at any time make such amendments in the Order
as he may think just.
The Electric Authority shall not purchase or acquire the undertaking of or associate itself with any other
company or person supplying energy under  any  Order.
Revocation of Order,  If in contravention of this clause the Electric Authority purchases or acquires any such undertaking or
associates itself with such other company or person, the Governor in Council may, if he thinks fit, revoke this
Order upon such terms as he may think just.
AREA OF SUPPLY.
Area of Supply.  5. Subject to the provisions of this Order the area of supply shall be the whole of the area described in the
Schedule I. First Schedule to this Order ,  which said  area is  more particularly delineated upon the deposited map, and thereon
coloured red.
Prohibition of 6. The Electric Authority shall not at any time after the commencement of this Order supply energy or
supply  beyond area  (except for the purposes of this Order )  erect or lay down any electric lines or works beyond the area of supply,
of supply . otherwise than under the Act.
Revocation of If the Electric Authority supplies energy or erects or lays down any electric lines or works in contravention
Order. of this clause, the Governor in Council may revoke this Order on such terms as he may think just.
SECURITY.
Security for 7 .  The Electric Authority within a period of six months after the commencement of this Order ,  and before
execution of works exercising any of the powers by this Order conferred on it in relation to the execution of works, shall show to the
satisfaction of the Governor in Council that it is in a position fully and efficiently to discharge the duties and
obligations imposed upon it by this Order throughout the area of supply.
The Electric Authority shall also ,  within six months after the commencement of this Order, or such
extended period as may be approved by the Governor in Council ,  and before exercising any of the powers conferred
on it in relation to the execution of works ,  give security to the satisfaction of the Governor in Council for or
deposit the sum of one thousand pounds.
If the Electric Authority fails to show to the satisfaction of the Governor in Council within any such period
as aforesaid that it is in such a position as abovementioned ,  or fails to deposit or give security for such sum as
Revocation of aforesaid ,  the Governor in Council may, after the Minister has considered any representations which the Local
Order. Authority may make, revoke this Order as to the whole or, with the consent of the Electric Authority ,  any part
of the area of supply ,  upon such terms as he may think just.
The said sum deposited or for which security is given by the Electric Authority under the provisions of
this clause shall  be repaid or released to the Electric Authority in equal moieties when and so soon as it is
certified by an inspector to be appointed by the Minister that amounts equal to the sums so to be repaid or
released have been expended by the Electric Authority upon works executed for the purposes of the undertaking,
or that distributing mains have been duly laid down in accordance with provisions of this Order in every street,
Schedule II. or part of a street ,  specified in that behalf in the Second Schedule to this Order, or at such earlier dates and by
such instalments as may be approved by the Minister.
ACCOUNTS.
Audit of accounts of 8. The annual statement of accounts of the undertaking ,  required to be made on or before the thirty-first
Electric Authority. day of March in every year under the provisions of section 16 of the Act ,  shall, before being published as
hereinafter mentioned ,  be examined and audited by such competent and impartial person as the Governor in
Council may appoint ,  and the remuneration of the auditor shall be such as the Minister may direct ,  and the same
and all expenses incurred by him in or about the execution of his duties, to such an amount as the Minister may
approve ,  shall be paid by the Electric Authority on demand ,  and shall be recoverable summarily.
The Electric Authority shall  give  to the auditor ,  his clerks ,  and assistants access to such of the books and
documents relating to the undertaking as shall be necessary for the purposes of the audit ,  and shall when required
furnish to him and them all vouchers and information requisite for such purpose, and shall afford to him and them
all facilities for the proper execution of his and their duty.
The Minister may prescribe the times at and the mode in which such audit shall be made and conducted,
and such other matters as he may deem necessary for the purpose of giving effect to the provisions of this clause.
Any report made by the auditor ,  or such portion thereof as the Minister may direct ,  shall be appended to
the annual statement of accounts ,  and shall form part thereof for the purposes of the said section 16.
The annual statements of accounts shall be published within one month after the said statement is made up,
once at least in the  Government Gazette,  and in such other newspaper, if any ,  as the Minister may direct.
NATURE AND MODE OF SUPPLY.
Systems and mods 9. Subject to the provisions of this Order and the provisions of section 7 and the other provisions of
of supply. the Act, the Electric Authority may supply energy within the area of supply for all purposes ,  provided as
follows :--
(1) Such energy shall be supplied only by means of some system which shall be approved in writing by
the Minister ,  and subject to such regulations and conditions for securing the safety of the public,
and for insuring a proper and sufficient supply of energy as the Governor in Council may prescribe ;
and
(2) The Electric Authority shall not permit any part of any circuit to be connected with earth except
so far as may be necessary for carrying out the provisions of any such regulations or conditions as
aforesaid, unless such connection is for the time being approved of by the Minister with the
concurrence of the Postmaster -General, and is made in accordance with the conditions (if any) of
such approval.
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PROHIBITION or ABOYB-GROUND WORKS.
10. The Electric  Authority  shall not ,  without the express consent of the Minister and in the manner  Prohibition ofabove-
prescribed  by the  Regulations ,  place any electric  lines or works above ground ,  except within premises in the sole ground works.
occupation or control  of the  Electric  Authority , and except so much of any service line as is necessarily so placed
for the purpose of  supply.
If the Electric  Authority  fails to remove any electric lines or works constructed in contravention of this  Penalty.
clause, the Electric  Authority  shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding Five pounds for every such offence, and
to a daily penalty not exceeding Two pounds  ;  and any two justices ,  on complaint made in open court, may make
an order directing and authorising the removal of any such electric  lines or works by such person and on such
terms as may seem fit.
WORKS.
11. Subject to the provisions of this Order and the Act, the Electric Authority may exercise all or any  of Powers forecutionthe powers conferred on them by this Order and the Act, and may break up such tramways and railways (if any) schedule not works.
as are specified in the Third Schedule to this Order, so far as such tramways and railways may for the time being
be included in the  area  of supply, and are upon land dedicated to public use : Provided, however, with respect to
any such railway, that the powers hereby granted shall extend oaly to such parts thereof as pass  across or along
any highway on the level.
Nothing in this Order shall authorise or empower the Electric Authority to break up or interfere with any
tramway or railway, except such tramways or railways (if any), or such parts thereof, as are specified in the said
schedule, without the consent of the authority, company, or person by whom such tramway or railway is repairable,
or of the Governor in Council under section 27 of the Act ; and when the Governor in Council gives such consent,
the provisions of this Order shall apply to the tramway or railway to which the consent relates, as if it had been
specified in the said schedule.
12. Subject to the provisions of this Order and the Act, and the Regulations, the Electric Authority  may street boxes.
construct in any street such boxes as may be necessary for purposes in connection with the supply of energy,
including apparatus for the proper ventilation of such boxes : Provided that no such box or apparatus shall be
placed above ground, except with the consent of the Minister and the Local Authority.
Every such box shall be for the exclusive use of the Electric Authority and under its sole control, except so
far as the Minister may otherwise order, and shall be used by the Electric Authority only for the purpose of
leading off service lines and other distributing conductors, or for examining, testing, regulating,' measuring,
directing, or controlling the supply of energy, or for examining or testing the condition of the mains or other
portions of the work, or for other like purposes connected with the undertaking; and the Electric Authority may
place therein meters, switches, and any other suitable and proper apparatus for any of the above purposes.
Every such box, including the upper surface or covering thereof. shall be constructed of such materials, and
shall be constructed and maintained by the Electric Authority in such manner, as not to be a source of danger
whether by  reason  of inequality of surface or otherwise.
The Local Authority may, with the approval of the Minister, prescribe the hours during which the Electric
Authority is to have access to such boxes, and if the Electric Authority, during any hours not so prescribed,
removes or displaces, or keeps removed or displaced, the upper surface or covering of any box without the consent
of the Local Authority, it shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding Five pounds for every such offence, and to a  penalty.
daily penalty not exceeding Two pounds : Provided that the Electric Authority shall not be subject to any such
penalties as aforesaid if the court, having cognisance of the ease, shall be of opinion that the case was one of
emergency, and that the Electric Authority complied with the requirements of this clause so far as was reasonable
under the circumstances.
13. When the exercise of any of the powers of the Electric Authority in relation to the execution of any  Notice of works
works (including the construction of boxes) will involve the placing of any works in, under, along, or across any with
on ttobe
street or public bridge, the following provisions shall, subject to the provisions of sections 19, 20, 21, 22,  and 23 of served
Act, have effect :-  General and Loco'
(a) Not less than seven clear days nor more than twenty-eight clear days before commencing the
Authority.
execution of such works the Electric Authority shall serve a notice upon the Postmaster-General
and the Local Authority, or where in any district there are sewers, drains, or tunnels which are not
under the management of the Local Authority, but are under the charge or control of some other
authority, upon such other authority, describing the proposed works. together with the plan of the
works showing the mode and position in which such works are intended to be executed, and the
manner  in which it is intended that such street or bridge, or any sewer, drain, or tunnel therein or
thereunder, is to be interfered with; and shall, upon being required to do so by the Postmaster.
General, the Local Authority, or such other authority as aforesaid, give any such further information
in relation thereto as may be desired.
(b) The Postmaster-General, the Local Authority, or such other authority as aforesaid may, in his or
its discretion, approve of any such works or plan, subject to such amendments or conditions as may
seem fit, or may disapprove of the same, and may give notice.of such approval or disapproval to the
Electric Authority.
(c) When the Postmaster-General, the Local Authority, or such other authority as aforesaid approves
of any such works or plan subject to any amendments or conditions with which the Electric Authority
is dissatisfied, or disapproves of any such works or plan, the Electric: Authority may appeal to two
or more justices in petty sessions, and the justices may inquire into the matter, and allow or disallow
such appeal, and approve of any such works or plan subject to such amendments or conditions as
may seem fit, or may disapprove of the same.
(d) If the Postmaster-General, the Local Authority, or such other authority its aforesaid fails to give
any such notice of approval or disapproval to the Electric Authority within seven days after the
service of the notice upon him or it, he or it shall be deemed to have approved of such works and
plan.
(e) Notwithstanding anything in this Order or the Act, the Electric Authorit shall not be entitled to
execute any such works as above specified, except so far as the same may be of a description and in
accordance with a plan which has been approved or is to be deemed to have been approved by the
Postmaster-General, the Local Authority, and such other authority as aforesaid, or by the justices
as above-mentioned ; but when any such works, description, and plan are so approved, or are deemed
to be approved, the Electric Authority may cause such works to be executed in accordance with such
description and plan, subject in all respects to the provisions of this Order, the Act, and the
Regulations.
(f) If the Electric Authority makes default in complying with any of the requirements or restrictions
of this clause, it shall (in addition to any other compensation which it may be liable to make under
the provisions of this Order or the Act) make full compensation to the Postmaster-General, the
Local Authority, and such other authority as aforesaid for any loss or damage which lie or it may
incur by reason thereof, and in addition thereto the Electric Authority shall be liable to a penalty Penalty.
not exceeding Five pounds for every such default, and to a daily penalty not exceeding Five pounds :
Provided that the Electric Authority shall not be subject to any such penalties as aforesaid if the
court having cognisance of the case shall be of opinion that the case was one of emergency, and
that the Electric Authority complied with the requirements of this clause so far as was reasonable
under the circumstances.
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Nothing in this clause shall exempt th, Electric Authority fr;n, any penalty or obligation to which it may
be liable under this Order or otherwise by Lw in the event of any telegraph line or electric line of the Postmaster-
General being at any time injuriously affected by the Electric Authority's works or its supply of energy.
As to railwava. 14. When the exercise of the powers of the Electric Authority in relation to the execution of any works
ntramways,a°A will involve the placing of any works over or under any tranmway, railway, or canal, the following provisions shall
hare effect, unless otherwise agreed between the parties interested :--
(a) Not less than seven clear days nor more than twenty-eight clear days before commencing the
execution of any such works (not being the repairs. renewals, or amendments of existing works of
which the character and position are not altered), the Electric Authority shall, in addition to any
other notices which it is required to give under this Order or the Act, serve a notice upon the body
or person for the time being entitled to work such tramway or railway, or the owners of such canal
(as the case may be), in this clause referred to as the -owners," describing the proposed works,
together with a plan of the works showing the mode and position in which such works are intended
to be executed and placed, and shall. upon being required to do so by any such owners, give them
any such further information in relation thereto as they may desire.
(b) Every such notice shall contain a reference to this clause, and direct the attention of the owners to
whom it. is given to the provisions thereof.
(c) Within seven days after the service of any such notice and plan upon any owners, such owners may,
if they think fit, serve a requisition upon the Electric Authority requiring that any question in
relation to such works, or to compensation in respect thereof, and any other question arising upon
such notice or plan as aforesaid, shall be settled by arbitration ; and thereupon such question,
unless settled by agreement, shall be settled by arbitration accordingly under the provisions of
the Act.
(d) In settling any question under this clause an arbitrator shall have regard to any duties or obligations
which the owners may be under in respect of such tramway, railway, or canal, and may, if he thinks
fit, require the Electric Authority to execute any temporary or other works so as to avoid any
interference with any traffic, so far as may be possible.
(e) When no such requisition as in this clause mentioned is served upon the Electric Authority, or
when, after any such requisition has been served upon it. any question required to be settled by
arbitration has been so settled, the Electric Authority may, upon paying or securing any
compensation which it may be required to pay or secure, cause to be executed the works specified
in such notice and plan as aforesaid, and may repair, renew. and amend the same (provided that
their character and position are not altered), but subject in all respects to the provisions of this
Order and the Act, and only in accordance with the notice and plan so served by it as aforesaid, or
such modifications thereof respectively as may have been settled by arbitration as hereinbefore
mentioned, or as may be agreed upon between the parties.
(f) All works to be executed by the Electric Authority under this clause shall be carried out to the
reasonable satisfaction of the owners, who shall have the right to be present during the execution
of such works.
(g) When the repair, renewal, or amendment of any existing works, of which the character or position
is not altered, will involve any interference with any railway level crossing, or with any tramway
over or under which such works have been placed, the Electric Authority shall, unless otherwise
agreed between the parties, or in cases of emergency, give to the owners not less than twenty-four
hours' notice before commencing to effect such repair, renewal, or amendment, and the owners shall
be entitled by their officer to superintend the work, and the Electric Authority shall conform to such
reasonable requirements as may be made by the owners or such officer. The said notice shall be in
addition to any other notices which the Electric Authority may be required to give under this
Order or the Act.
(It.) If the Electric Authority makes default in complying with any of the requirements or restrictions
of this clause, it shall (in addition to any other compensation which it may he liable to make under
the provisions of this Order or the Act) make full compensation to the owners affected thereby for
any loss or damage which they may incur by reason thereof, and in addition thereto the Electric
reaalty, Authority shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding Five pounds for  every  such default, and to a
daily penalty not exceeding Five pounds : Provided that the Electric Authority shall not be subject
to any such penalties as aforesaid if the court having cognisance of the case shall be of opinion
that the case was one of emergency, and that the Electric Authority complied with the requirements
of this clause so far as was reasonable under the circumstances.
Street authority, he., 15. Any Local Authority, body, or person for the time being liable to repair any street or part of a street,
may give notice  of or entitled to work any tramway or railway, which the Electric Autority may be empowered to break up for thedesire to break upstreets, Ac., on Purpo ses of  this Order, may, if they think fit, serve a notice upon the Electric Authority statin g that they desire to
behalf of Electric exercise  or discharge all or any part of any of the powers or duties of the Electric Authority as therein specified in
Authority, relation to the breaking up, filling in, reinstating, or making good any streets, bridges, sewers, drains, tunnels, or
other  works  vested in or under the control or management of such Local Authority, body, or, person, and may
amend or revoke any such notice by another notice similarly served. When any such Local Authority, body, or
person (in this clause referred to as the " givers of the notice") have given notice that they desire to exercise or
discharge any such specified powers and duties of the Electric Authority, then so long as such notice remains in
force the following provisions shall have effect, unless otherwise agreed between the parties interested :-
(a) The Electric Authority shall not be entitled to proceed to exercise or discharge any such specified
powers or duties as aforesaid, except when it has required the givers of the notice to exercise or
discharge such powers or duties, and the givers of the notice have refused or neglected to comply
with such requisition as hereinafter provided, or in cases of emergency.
(b) In addition to any other notices which it may be required to give under the provisions of this Order
or the Act, the Electric Authority shall, not more than four days and not less than two days before
the exercise or discharge of any such powers or duties so specified as aforesaid is required to be
commenced, serve a requisition upon the givers of the notice stating the time when such exercise or
discharge is required to be commenced, and the manner in which any such powers or duties are
required to be exercised or discharged.
(c) Upon receipt of any such requisition as last aforesaid, the givers of the notice may proceed to
exercise or discharge any such powers or duties as required by the Electric Authority, subject to
the like restrictions and conditions as the Electric Authority would itself be subject to in such
exercise or discharge so far as the same may be applicable.
(d) If the givers of the notice decline or, for twenty-four hours after the time when any such exercise or
discharge of any, powers or duties is by any requisition required to be commenced, neglect to comply
with such requisition, the Electric Authority may itself proceed to exercise or discharge the powers
or duties therein specified in like manner as it might have done if such notice as aforesaid had not
been given by the givers of the notice.
(e) In any case of emergency the Electric Authority may itself proceed to at once exercise or discharge
so much of any such specified powers or duties as aforesaid as may be necessary for the actual
remedying of any defect from which the emergency arises without serving any requisition on the
ggiivers of the notice ; but in such case the Electric Authority shall, within twelve hours after it
begins to exercise or discharge such powers or duties as aforesaid ,  give information thereof in
' riting to the givers of the notice,
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V) If the Electric Authority exercises or discharges any such specified powers or duties  as aforesaid
otherwise than in accordance with the provisions of this clause, the Electric Authority shall be
liable to apenalty not exceeding Five pounds for every such offence, and to a daily penalty  not Penoity.
exceeding  Five pounds : Provided that the Electric Authority shall not be subject to any such
penalties  as aforesaid if the court having cognisance of the case shall be of opinion that the case
was one of  emergency, and that the Electric Authority complied with the requirements of this
clause so far as was  reasonable under the circumstances.
(g) All expenses properly incurred by the givers of the notice in complying with any requisition of the
Electric Authority under this clause shall be repaid to them by the Electric Authority,  and may be
recovered summarily.
(h) The givers of the notice may, if they think fit, require the Electric Authority to ve them such
security for the repayment to them of any expenses incurred or to be incurred by them under this
clause  as may be determined in. manner provided by this Order. If the Electric Authoritv  fails to
give such security within seven  days  after being required to do so, or in case of difference after such
difference  has been determined by a court of summary jurisdiction, it shall not be entitled  to serve
any further requisition upon such givers of the notice requiring them to exercise  or discharge any
powers or duties under this clause until such security has been duly given.
Provided that nothing in this clause shall in any way affect the rights of  the Electric  Authority  to exercise or
discharge  any powers or duties conferred or imposed upon it by this Order or the Act in  relation  to the  execution
of any  works beyond the actual breaking up, filling  in, reinstating ,  or making  good  any such street or part of a
street, or  any such bridges, sewers, drains, tunnels, or other works, or railway or tramway,  as in this clause
mentioned.
16. The  Electric Authority may alter the position of any pipes (not forming part of any sewer  of the  Local As to alteration of
Authority or of any other authority), or any wires being under any  street or  ylace  authorised to be broken up by 4lv`under' Fistrres, ao,'eets.
the Electric Authority, which may interfere with the exercise of its powers un er the Act or this Order;  and any
Local Authority, Company, or person may in like manner alter the position of any electric  lines or works of the
Electric Authority, being under any such street or place  as aforesaid , which may interfere  with the lawful exercise
of any powers vested in such Local Authority, Company, or person in relation to such street or place,  subject to the
provisions of the Act and to the following provisions, unless otherwise agreed between the parties interested:-
(a)  Not less than seven clear days nor more than twenty-eight clear days before  commencing any such
alterations the Electric Authority, or such Local Authority, Company, or  person  (as the case may
be), in this clause referred to as the "operators," shall serve a notice upon the Local Authority,
Company, or person for the time being entitled to such pipes, wires, electric  lines ,  or works (as the
case may  be), in this clause referred to as the " owners," describing the proposed  alterations,
together with a plan showing the manner in which it is intended that  such alterations shall be
made, and shall, upon being required to do so by any such  owners ,  give them any such further
information  in relation  thereto as they may desire.
(b) Within  seven  days after the service of any such notice and plan upon  any owners ,  such owners may,
if they think fit, serve a requisition upon the operators requiring that any question  in relation to
such works or to compensation in respect thereof, or any other question  arising upon  such notice or
plan as  aforesaid, shall be settled by arbitration; and thereupon such question, unless settled by
agreement , shall be settled by arbitration accordingly under the provisions of the Act.
(c) In settling any question under this clause an arbitrator shall have regard to any  duties or obligations
which the owners may be under in respect of such pipes, wires, electric  lines,  or works,  and may,
if he thinks fit, require the operators to execute any temporary or other works,  so as to avoid
interference with any purpose for which such pipes, wires, electric  lines, or works are used so far
as may be possible.
(d) When  no such  requisition  as in  this clause mentioned  is served  upon the operators, the owners shall
be held to have agreed to the notice or plan served on them as aforesaid,  and in such case, or when
after any such requisition has been served upon them, any question required to be settled by
arbitration has tie eii so settled, the operators, upon paying  or securing any compensation  which they
may be required to pay or secure, may cause the alterations specified  in such notice and plan as
aforesaid to be made, but subject  in all respects  to the provisions of this Order and the Act, and
only in accordance with the notice  and plan so  served by them as aforesaid, or such modifications
thereof respectively as may have been settled by arbitration  as hereinbefore  mentioned,  or as may
be agreed n )on between the parties.
(e) At any time before any operators are entitled to commence  any such alterations as aforesaid the
owners may serve a statement upon the operators  stating  that t1icy desire to  execute  such  alterations
themselves, and when any such statement has been served upon the operators they shall not be
entitled to proceed themselves to execute such alterations, except when they have notified to such
owners that they require them to execute such alterations, and such owners have refused or
neglected to comply ivitli such notification as hereinafter provided.
(f) When any such statement as last aforesaid has been served upon the operators, they  shall, not more
than forty-eight hours and not less than twenty-four hours before the execution  of such alterations is
required to be commenced, serve a notification upon the owners stating the time when such alterations
are required to be commenced, and the  manner  in which such alterations are required to be made.
(g) Upon receipt of any such notification  as last  aforesaid, the owners may proceed to execute such
alterations as required by the operators, subject to the like restrictions and conditions as the'
operators would themselves be subject  to in executing  such alterations  so far as  the ssnw ar+
applicable.
(h) If the owners decline or, for twenty-four hours  after  the time when any such  alterations  are require:
to be commenced, neglect to comply with  such notification , the operators may themselves proceed to
execute such alterations in like manner as-they  might have  done if no such statement  as aforesaid
had been served upon them.
(i) All expenses properly incurred by any owners in complying with any notification  of any operators
under this clause shall be repaid to them by such operators, and may be recovered  summarily.
(j) Any owners may, if they think !fit, by any statement served by them under this  clause upon any
operators, not being a,Local Authority, require the said operators to give them such security fcr
the repayment to them of any expenses to be incurred by them in executing  any alterations as above
mentioned as may be determined  in manner  provided by this Order, and when any operators have
been  so required to give security they shall not be entitled to serve a notification upon the owners
requiring them to execute such alterations until such security has been duly given.
(k) If the operators make default in complying with any of the requirements or restrictions of this
clause,  they shall (in addition to any other  compensation  which they may be liable  to make  under
the provisions oP this Order or the Act) make full compensation to the owners  affec ted thereby for
any loss, damage, or penalty which they may incur by reason thereof,  and in addition thereto they
shall be  liable to a penalty not exceeding Five pounds for every such default, and to  a di iiy pet,alty penait!'.
not exceeding Five pounds : Provided that the operators shall not be subject  to any  such  p nalties
as aforesaid  if the court  having cognisance  of the case  is of  opinion that  the case was one of
emergency, and that the operators complied with the requirements of this  clause so far as was
reasonable  under the  circumstances.
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17. When the Electric Authority requires to dig or sink any trench for laying clown or  constructing an
new electric lines or other works within ten feet of which any sewer, drain, pipe. watercourse, defence, or work
under the jurisdiction or control of the Liwal Ant1r rity, or other authority, or within ten feet of which any main,
pipe, syphon, electric line, or other work belonging to any gas, electric supply, or water company has been lawfully
placed, or when  any gas  or water company requires to dig or sink aj, trench for laying down or constructing any
new mains or pipes or other works within ten feet of which any lines or works of the Electric Authority have been
lawfully placed, the Electric Authority or such gas or water company (as the case may be), in this clause referred
to as the " operators," shall, unless otherwise agreed between the parties interested, or, in case of sudden emergency,
give to the Local Authority, or to such other authority as aforesaid, or to such gas, electric supply, or water
company, or to the Electric Authority (as the case may be), in this clause referred to as the "owners," not less
than two clear days' notice, nor more than three clear days' notice before commencing to dig or sink such trench
as aforesaid , and such owners shall be entitled by their officer to superintend the work, and the operators shall
conform with such reasonable requirements as may be made by the owners or such officer for protecting from
injury every such  sewer ,  drain , watercourse, defence, pipe, syphon, electric line, or work, and for  securing access
thereto, and they  shall also,  if required to do so by the owners thereof, repair any damage that may be done
thereto.
When the operators find it necessary to undermine, but not alter, the position of any pipe, electric  line, or
work, they shall temporarily support tie same in position during the execution of their works,  and before
completion provide  a suitable  and proper foundation for the same where so undermined.
When the operators (being the Electric Authority) lay any- electric line which  crosses or  is liable to touch
any mains , pipes,  lines, or  services belonging to any public authority, or to any gas, electric supply, or water
company, the condocting portion of such electric line shall be effectively insulated  in a manner  approved by the
Minister , and the Electric Authority shall not, except with the consent of such public authority, or the  gas, electric
supply,  or water  company, as the case may be, and of the Minister, lay its electric  lines so  as to come into contact
with an  % such mains ,  pipes, lines , or services, or, except with the like consent, employ any such  mains,  pipes, lines,
or services  as conductois for the purposes of its supply of energy.
Any question or difference which may  arise  under this clause shall be determined by arbitration under the
provisions  of the Act.
Penalty. If the operators make default in complying with any of the requirements or restrictions of this clause, they
shall make full compensation to all owners affected thereby for any loss, damage, penalty, or costs which they may
incur by reason thereof ; and in addition thereto they shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding Five pounds for every
such default, and to a daily penalty not exceeding Two pounds : Provided that the operators shall not be subject
to any such penalty if the court having cognisance of the case shall be of opinion that the case was one of
emergency, and that the operators complied with the requirements and restrictions of this clause so far as was
reasonable under the circumstances, or that the default in question was due to the fact that the operators were
ignorant of the position of the sewer, drain, watercourse, defence, pipe, electric line, or work affected thereby, and
that such  ignorance  was not owing to any negligence on the part of the operators.
For the purposes of this clause the term " gas company" means any body or person lawfully supplying gas ; the
term " water company" means any body or person lawfully supplying water or water power; and the term
" electric supply company" means any body or person supplying energy under the Act, but not under this Order.
For protection of 18 . In the  exercise  of any of the powers of this Order relating to the execution of works, the Electric
Baiiway Authority shall not in any way injure the railways, tunnels, arches, works, or conveniences belonging to theQommissioner, aa. Queensland Railway Commissioner, or to any railway or canal company, nor obstruct or interfere with the working
of the  traffic passing  along any railway or canal.
For protection of 19 . (1.) The Electric Authority shall take all reasonable precautions in constructing, laying down, and
telegraph and
electric  lines  and other works ofall descriptions, and inworking theundertaking so as  not injuriouslytelephone wires, placing its g g
to affect, whether by induction or otherwise, the working of any wire or line used for the purpose of telegraphic,
telephonic, or electric  signalling  communication, or the currents in such wire or line. If any question arises between
the Electric Authority and the Postmaster-General or other person or body for the time being entitled to any such
wire  or line  as to whether the Electric Authority has constructed, laid down, or placed its electric lines or other
works, or worked its undertaking in contravention of this sub-clause or the Act, and as to whether the working of
such wire or line or the current therein is or is not injuriously affected thereby, such question shall be determined
by arbitration under the provisions of the Act, and the arbitrator may direct the Electric Authority to make any
alterations in, or additions to, its system so as to comply with the provisions of this clause, and the Electric
Authority shall make such alterations or additions accordingly.
(2.) Not less than seven clear days nor more than twenty-eight clear days before commencing to lay down
or place any electric line, or to use any electric line in any manner whereby the work of telegraphic or telephonic or
electric signalling communication through any wire or line lawfully laid down or placed in any position may be
injuriously affected, the Electric Authority shall, unless otherwise agreed between the parties interested, give to
the Postmaster-General or other person or body for the time being entitled to any such wire or line, notice in
writing specifying the course, nature, and gauge of such electric line, and the manner in which such electric line
is intended to be used, and the amount and nature of the currents intended to be transmitted thereby, and the
extent to and manner in which (if at all) earth returns are proposed to be used; and such person or body entitled
to receive such notice may from time to time serve a requisition on the Electric Authority requiring it to adopt
such precautions as may be therein specified in regard to the laying, placing, or user of such electric line, for the
purpose of preventing such injurious affection ; and the Electric Authority shall conform with such reasonable
requirements as may be made by such person or body for the purpose of preventing the communication through
such wire or line from being injuriously affected as aforesaid.
If any difference  arises between  any such person or body and the Electric Authority with respect to the
reasonableness  of any  requirements  so made, such difference shall be determined by arbitration under the provisions
of the Act.
Provided that nothing in this sub-clause shall apply to repairs or renewals of any electric line so long as
the course,  nature ,  and gauge  of such electric line, and the amount and nature of the current transmitted thereby,
are not altered.
(3.) If in any  case  the Electric Authority makes default in complying with the requirements of this clause,
it shall make full compensation to the person or body entitled to any such wire or line for any loss or damage
which it or he may incur by reason thereof, and in addition thereto the Electric Authority shall be liable to a
Penalty. penalty not exceeding Ten pounds for every day during which such non-compliance continues, or, if the telegraphic
communication is wilfully interrupted, a penalty not exceeding Fifty pounds for every day on which such
interruption continues : Provided that the Electric Authority shall not be subject to any such penalties as aforesaid
if the court having cognisance of the case shall be of opinion that the case was one of emergency, and that the
Electric Authority complied with  the  requirements of this clause and the Act so far as was reasonable under the
circumstances , or that the default in question was due to the fact that the Electric Authority was ignorant of the
position of the wire  or line  affected thereby, and that such ignorance was not owing to any negligence on the part
of the Electric Authority.
(4.) Nothing  in this clause  contained shall be held to exempt the Electric Authority from the provisions of
Part IV. of the Act, nor to deprive the Postmaster-General or other person of any right to proceed against tho
Electric Authority by indictment, action, or otherwise in relation to any of the matters aforesaid.
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COMPULSORY WORKS.
20. (1.) The Electric Authority shall, within a period of two years after the commencement of this Order , Mains.  &c., to be
erect or lay down suitable and sufficient distributingg  mains  for the purposes of general supply throughout every ape
fidown
edintsecond
street or part of a street specified in that behalf in the Second Schedule to this Order, and shall thereafter  maintain schegiule, and in
the same. remainder of area of
(2.) In addition to the  mains  hereinbefore specified, the Electric Authority  shall, at  any, time after the supply'
expiration of two years  after  the commencement of this Order, erect or lay down suitable and sufficient distributing
mains for the purposes of general supply throughout every other  street or part of a  street within the area of supply,
upon being required to do  so in manner  by this Order provided.
All such mains as last above mentioned (unless  already erected or laid down) shall be erected or laid down
by the Electric Authority within  six months  after any  requisition  in that behalf served upon them in accordance
with the provisions of this Order has become binding upon it, or such further time as may in any case be approved
of by the Governor in Council.
21. If the Electric Authority makes default  in erecting  or laying down any distributing  mains  in accordance It  Fiectrie  Authority
with the provisions of this Order within the periods prescribed in that behalf respectively, it shall be liable to  a rails to lay d,.wnmainR ko Orderpenalty not exceeding  Five pounds in respect of each such default for each day during which such default may berevoked.
continues , and if the Governor in Council is of opinion in any case that such default is wilful and unreasonably Penalty.
prolonged he may, on the recommendation of the Minister, after the Minister has considered any representations
of the Local Authority, either revoke this Order as to the whole or any part of the area of supply, or if the
Electric Authority so desires, may suffer the same to  remain  in force as to such area or part thereof, subject to
such  conditions as he may think fit to impose, and any conditions so imposed shall be binding on and observed by
the Electric Authority, and shall be of the like force and effect in every respect- as though they were contained in
this Order: Provided that the Governor in Council shall not revoke this Order as to part of the area of supply in
any case in  which the Electric Authority makes a representation that it desires to be relieved of its liabilities with
respect to the rest of the area of supply,  and in  such case the Governor in Council shall not under this clause
revoke this Order otherwise than as to the whole of the area of supply.
22. Any requisition requiring the Electric Authority to erect or lay down distributing  mains  for the purposes Manni nwa is eof general  supply throughout any street or part of a street may be made by six or more owners or occupiers of nade.
premises  along such street or part of a street, or, where the Local Authority has the control and management of
the public lamps in such street or part of street. by the Local Authority.
Every such requisition shall be signed by the persons making the same, or by or on behalf of the Local
Authority (as the case may be),  and shall  be served upon the Electric Authority.
Forms of requisition  shall be  kept by the Electric Authority at its office, and a copy shall be supplied free
of charge  to any owner or occupier of premises within the area of supply and to the Local Authority on application
for the same , and any requisition so supplied shall be deemed valid in point of form.
23. When any such requisition is made by any such owners or occupiers  as aforesaid , the Electric Authority Provisions on
(if it  thinks fit) may, within fourteen days after the service of the requisition upon the Electric Authority, serve a requisition by
notice  on all the persons by whom the requisition is signed, stating that it declines to be bound by such requisition owners or occupiers.
unless such  persons or some of them will bind themselves to take. or will guarantee that there shall be taken, a
supply of energy for three years, of such amount in the aggregate (to be specified by the Electric Authority in
such notice ) as will at the rates of charge for the time being charged by the Electric Authority for a supply of
energy from  distributing mains to ordinary consumers within the area of supply, produce annually such reasonable
sum as shall  be specified by the Electric Authority in such notice : Provided that in such notice the Electric
Authority  shall not  without the authority of the Minister specify any sum exceeding 20 per centum upon the
expense of  providing and laying down the required distributing mains and any other mains or additions to ex ,, i;.,
mains which may be necessary for the purpose of connecting such distributing mains with the nearest available
source of supply.
When such notice is served, the requisition shall not be binding on the Electric Authority unless, within
twenty-eight days after the service of such notice on all the persons signing the requisition has been effected, or in
case of difference the delivery of the arbitrator's award, there be tendered to the Electric Authority an agreement
severally  executed by such persons or some of them, binding them to take or guaranteeing that there shall be taken,
for a  period of three years at the least such specified amounts of energy respectively as will in the aggregate, at
the rates  of charge above ' specified, produce  an annual  sum amounting to the sum specified in the notice or
determined  by arbitration under this clause, nor unless sufficient security for the payment to the Electric Authority
of all moneys  which may become due to it from such persons under such agreement is offered to the Electric
Authority (if required by the Electric Authority by such notice as aforesaid) within the period limited for the
tender of the agreement as aforesaid.
If the Electric Authority  considers  that the requisition  is unreasonable , or that, under the circumstances of
the case, the  provisions of this clause ought to be varied, it may, within fourteen days after the service of the
requisition upon it, appeal to the Governor in Council, who. after such inquiry, if any. by the Minister, as he shall
think fit, may, on the recommendation of the Minister, by order, either determine that the requisition is unreasonable,
and shall not  be binding upon the Electric Authority, or may  authorise  the Electric Authority by its notice to
requi re a supply of energy to be taken for such loner period than three years, and to specify such sum or
percentage , whether calculated as hereinbefore provided or otherwise,  as shall  be fixed or directed by the order,
and the terms  of the above-mentioned agreement shall be varied accordingly.
In case of  any such appeal to the Governor in Council, such last-mentioned notice by the Electric
Authority may be served by it within fourteen days after the decision of the Governor in Council.
If any difference arises between the Electric Authority and any persons signing any such requisition as to
any such notice or agreement , such difference shall. subject to the provisions of this clause and to the decision of
the Governor in Council upon any such appeal as aforesaid, be determined by arbitration under the provisions of
the Act.
24. When any such requisition is made by the Local Authority it shall not be binding on the Electric  Provisions on
Authority  unless  at the time when such service is effected, or within fourteen days thereafter, there be tendered  to requisition by Local
the Electric  Authority (if required by it)  an agreement  executed by the Local Authority, and binding it to  take for authority.
a period  of three years at the least a supply of energy for lighting such public lamps in the street or part of a
street in respect of  which  such requisition is made  as may be under the  management  or control of the Local
Authority.
SUPPLY.
25. The  Electric Authority shall, upon being required to do so by the owner or occupier of any premises Electric
situate  within fifty yards from any distributing main of the Electric Authority in which it. is, for the time being, Authority to
required to maintain or is maintaining  a sup ly of energy for the purposes of general supply to private consumers furnishof energy supply gy to
ender  this Order or any regulations auil con itions, subject to which it is authorised to supply energy under this owners and
Order,  give and continue  to give a supply of  energy  for such premises in accordance with the provisions of this occupiers within the
Order,  and of all  such  regulations  and conditions as aforesaid, and it shall furnish and lay any electric lines that urea of supply.
may be necessary  for the purpose of supplying the maximum power with which any such owner or occupier may
be entitled  to be  supplied under this Order, subject to the conditions following (that is to say) :-
(a) The cost of so much of any electric line for the supply of energy to any owner or occupier as may
be laid upon the property of such owner or in the possession of such occupier, and of so much of
any such  electric  lines as it  may be necessary to lay for a greater distance than sixty feet from any
distributing main  of the Electric Authority, although not on such property, shall, if the Electric
Authority to requires ,  be defrayed by such owner  or occupier.
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(L) Every owner or occupier of premises requiring a supply of energy shall-
(1) Serve a notice upon the Electric Authority specifying the premises  in respect  of which such
supply is required and the maximum power required to be supplied, and the day  (not being an
earlier day than a reasonable time after the date of the service of such notice) upon which such
supply is required to commence ; and
(2) Enter into a written contract with the Electric Authority (if required by the Electric Authority
so to do) to continue to receive and pay for a supply of energy for a period of at least two
years of such an amount that the payment to be made for the  same,  at the rate of charge for
the time being charged by the Electric Authority for a supply of energy to ordinary
consumers within the area of supply, shall not be less than twenty pounds per centum per
annum on the outlay incurred by the Electric Authority in providing any electric lines required
under this clause to be provided by it for the purpose of such supply, and give to the Electric
Authority (if required by the Electric Authority so to do) security for the payment to it of all
moneys which may iwcome due to it by such owner or occupier in respect of any electric lines
to be furnished by the Electric Authority, and in respect of energy to be supplied by it.
Provided always that the Electric Authority may, after it has given a supply of energy for any
premises , by notice, in writing, require the owner or occupier of such premises, within seven days after the date of
the service of such notice, to give to the Electric Authority security for the payment of all moneys which may
become due to it in respect of such supply, in ease such owner or occupier has not already given such security or in
case  any security given has become invalid or is insufficient ; and in ease any such owner or occupier  fails  to comply
with the terms of such notice, the Electric Authority may, if it thinks fit, discontinue to supply energy for such
premises  so long as such failure continues.
Provided also that if the owner or occuppier of any such premises as aforesaid uses any form of lamp or
burner, or uses the energy supplied to him by the Electric Authority for any purposes, or deals with it in any
manner so  as to unduly or improperly interfere with the efficient supply of energy to any other body or person by
the Electric Authority, the Electric Authority may, if it thinks fit, discontinue to supply energy to such premises
so long as  such user continues.
Provided also that the Electric Authority shall not be compelled to give a supply of energy to any premises
unless the wires and fittings thereon are fixed and maintained in the manner prescribed by the Act and the
Regulations.
If any difference  arises  under this clause as to any improper use of energy, such difference shall be
determined by arbitration under the provisions of the Act.
Maximum power. 26. The maximum power with which any such consumer shall be entitled to be supplied shall be of such
amount as  he may require to be supplied with, not exceeding what may be reasonably anticipated as the maximum
consumption on his premises : Provided that when any consumer has required the Electric Authority to supply him
with the maximum power of any specified amount, lie shall not be entitled to alter that maximum except upon one
month's notice to the Electric Authority, and any expenses reasonably incurred by the Electric Authority in
respect of the service  lines  by which energy is supplied to the premises of such consumer, or any fittings or
a paratus of the Electric Authority upon such premises, consequent upon such alteration, shall be paid by him to the
Electric Authority, and may be recovered summarily.
If any difference arises between any such owner or occupier and the Electric Authority as to what may be
reasonably anticipated as the consumption on his premises or as to the reasonableness of any expenses under this
clause, such difference shall be determined by arbitration under the provisions of the Act.
Supply of energy to. 27. The Electric Authority itpon receiving reasonable notice from the Local Authority requiring the Electric
public lamps. Authority to supply within the area of supply energy to any public lamps within the distance of seventy-five yards
from any distributing main of the Electric Authority in which it is for the time being required to maintain a supply
of energy for the purposes of general supply under this Order, or any regulations and conditions subject to which it
is authorised to supply energy under this Order, shall give and continue to give a supply of energy to such lamps
in such quantities  as the Local Authority may require to be supplied.
Penalty for failure  . 28. Whenever the Electric Authority makes default in supplying energy to any owner or occupier ofto supply' premises  to whom it may be and is required to supply energy under this Order, the Electric Authority shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding Two pounds in respect of every such default for each day on which any such
default occurs.
Whenever the Electric Authority makes default in supplying energy to the public lamps to which .it may
be and is required to supply energy under this Order, the Electric Authority shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding  Two pounds in respect of every such default for each such lamp, and for each day on which any such
default occurs.
Whenever the Electric Authority makes default in supplying energy in accordance with the terms of any
regulations and conditions subject to which it is authorised to supply energy under this Order, the Electric
Authority shall be liable to such penalties as may by such regulations and conditions be prescribed in that behalf.
Provided that the penalties to be inflicted on the Electric Authority under this clause  shall in no case
exceed in the aggregate the sum of Fifty pounds in respect of any defaults not being wilful defaults on the part of
the Electric Authority for any one day, and provided also that in no case shall any penalty be inflicted  in respect
of any default if the court having cognisance of the case is of opinion that such default was caused by inevitable
accident ,  or was of so  slight  or unimportant a character as not materia ll y to  affect  the value of the supply.
Notice of Intention
to supply through
mains. .
Electric Authority
to provide constant
supply.
CONDITIONS FOR INSURING A PROPER AND SUFFICIENT SUPPLY OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY.
29. Forty-eight hours at least before the Electric Authority is ready to commence to supply energy through
any feeding, charging, or distributing main, it shall serve a notice upon the Postmaster-General and the Local
Authority of its intention to commence such supply.
30. From .and after the time when the Electric Authority commences to supply energy through any
distributing  main , it shall maintain a supply of sufficient power for the use of all the consumers for the time being
entitled to be supplied from such main; and such supply shall, except so far as may be otherwise agreed upon
from time to time between 'the Local Authority and the Electric Authority, or between the consumer and the
Electric  Authority, be constantly maintained. Provided that, for the purposes of testing, or for any other
purposes  connected with the efficient working of the undertaking, the authority by whom the electric inspector is
appointed may give permission to the Electric Authority top discontinue the supply at such intervals of time and
for such periods  as the authority by whom the electric inspector is appointed may think expedient. When the
supply is so discontinued, notice of such discontinuance, and of the probable duration thereof, shall be forthwith
served upon  the Local Authority.
Provisions as 31. The system of distributing mains shall be so arranged that in case it becomes necessary to stop the
regards toppage. supply through any portion of a main for more than one hour, for the purposes of repairs, or for any other reason,
the stoppage of supply will in no case exceed in amount a maximum power of 200,000 watts, or extend to the
premises of more than eighty consumers, and in the case of every stoppage for more than one hour reasonable notice
shall be previously given by the Electric Authority to every consumer affected thereby, except in cases of
emergency.
rresanre In  mates 32. During the whole of the period when the supply of energy is required to be maintained by the Elc.,,ric
wring  supply. Authority in the distributing mains under this Order it shall be maintained at a constant pressure termed the
"standard pressure," but the standard pressure maw be different for different portions of the distributing mains.
Provided that the Electric Authority shall be deemed to have complied with-the requirements of  this clause so long
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as the pressure does not at any point vary more than 2 per cent. from the corresponding standard pressure in the
case of* a general supply at high pressure, or 3 per cent. in other cases, unless changes in pressure recur SO
frequently as to cause unsteadiness in the supply.
33. The standard pressure shall be fixed by the Electric Authority, and notice of the amount of such standard  Fixiug standard
pressure shall be given to the Local Authority before the Electric Authority commences to supply energy  to presrure.
co isomers, and such standard pressure shall not be altered except by permission of the Local Authority, and upon
such terms and conditions as the Local Authority may impose, and after public notice has been given  during a
period of one month, in such manner as the Local Authority may require, of the intention. of the Electric Authority
to apply for permission to alter the same. The Electric Authority may appeal against any decision of the Local
Aut iority under this clause to the Minister, whose decision shall be final.
34. Before commencing to give a supply of energy to any consumer, the Electric Authority shall declare  to Declared pressure
such consumer the constant pressure at which it proposes to supply energy at his terminals. The pressure  so at consumer's
declared at any pair of consumer's terminals shall not at any time be altered or departed from except in consequence term inals.
of any authorised alteration of the corresponding standard pressure. In the case of a transformation of energy on
the eonstimer's premises, the Electric Authority shall give the consumer the choice of a supply at either of two
different pressures. one of which shall be approximately half the other, and in such case the pressure so chosen by
the consumer shall be the declared constant pressure.
3.5. The variation of pressure at any consumer's terminals shall not, under any conditions of the supply variation
o fpressureat con'
which the consumer is entitled to receive, exceed 4 per cent. from the declared constant pressure. terminals.
36. If the Electric Authority makes default in complying with any of the conditions as to supply contained Penalty for default.
in the seven preceding clauses, the Electric Authority shall, subject to the provisions of this Order, be liable on
conviction to a penalty not exceeding thirty pounds for every such default, and to a daily penalty not exceeding
ten pounds.
The recovery of a penalty under this clause shall not affect the liability of the Electric Authority to make
compensation in respect of any damage or injury which may be caused by reason of the default.
37. The conditions contained in clauses 29 to 36 (inclusive) of this Order are made subject to the power  of Conditions liable to
the Governor in Council to make such further or other conditions as he may think expedient, and nothing in these be  altered.
clauses shall be construed to authorise the Electric Authority to construct any electric line or work its undertaking
otherwise than in accordance with the Act and the Regulations for the time being in force thereunder.
PRicn.
38. The Electric Authority may charge for energy supplied by it to any ordinary consumer otherwise than Methods of charging.
dy agreement--
(1) By the actual amount of energy so supplied ; or
(2) By' the electrical quantity contained in such supply; or
(:t) By such other method as may for the time being be approved by the Minister.
Provided that when the Electric Authority charges by any method so approved by the Minister any
consumer who objects to that method  may  by one month's r_oti; in nTiti require the Electric Authority to
charge him at its option by-thC aetuxl'amnunt of energy supplied to him, or by the electrical quantity contained
in such supply, and thereafter the Electric Authority shall not, except with the consumer's consent, charge him
by any other method.
I rovided also that, before commencing to supply energy through any distributing main for the purposes of
general supply, the Electric Authority shall give notice to the Local Authority by what method the Electric
Authority proposes to charge for energy supplied through such main, and if the Local Authority becomes the
Electric Authority under this Order, the Local Authority shall give the like notice by public advertisement; and,
when the Electric Authority has given any such notice, it shall not be entitled to change such method of charging
except after one month's notice of such change has been given by it to the Local Authority and to every consumer
of energy who is supplied by it from such main.
39. The prices to be charged by the Electric Authority for energy supplied by it shall not exceed those maximum prices.
stated in that behalf in the Fourth Schedule to this Order in the first and second sections thereof respectively, or schedule IV .
in the case of a method of charge approved by the Minister, such price as the Minister shall on approving such
method determine.
Provided that if the Local Authority or the Electric Authority shall, at any time after the expiration of
seven years after the commencement of this Order, make a representation to the Minister that the prices or methods
of charge stated in the said schedule or approved by the Minister ought to be altered, the Governor in Council,
on the recommendation of the Minister, after such inquiry by the Minister as he may think fit, may make an
order varying the prices or methods of charge stated in the said schedule or so approved as aforesaid, or
substituting other prices or methods of charge in lieu thereof, and the prices or methods of charge so varied or
substituted shall have effect on and after such day as may be mentioned in the order, as if they had been stated in
the said schedule : Provided also, that the prices and methods of charge for the time being in force may be
altered in like manner at any time after the expiration of any or every period of seven years after the same were
last altered.
40. Subject to the provisions of this Order and of the Act and to the right of the consumer to require that Other charges by
he shall be charged according to some one or other of the methods above mentioned, the Electric. Authority may agreement.
make any agreement with a consumer as to the price to be charged for energy, and the mode in which such charges
are to be ascertained, and may charge accordingly.
41. The price to be charged by the Electric Authority and to be paid to it for all energy supplied to the public Price in  the case of
lamps, and the mode in which such charges shall be ascertained, shall be settled by agreement between the Local  public lamps.
Authority and the Electric Authority, and in  case  of difference by arbitration under the provisions of the Act,
regard being had to the circumstances of the  case,  and the distributing or other mains (if any) which may have to
be laid for the purpose, and the prices charged to ordinary consumers in the district.
ELECTRIC  INSPECTORS.
42. The Local Authority, so long as it is not itself the Electric Authority for the purposes of this Order , appointment of
may appoint, and keep appointed, one or more competent and impartial person or persons to be electric inspectors electric inspectors.
under this Order.
If no electric inspector is appointed by the Local Authority, or if the inspection of electric lines and
works is imperfectly attended to by the Local Authority, or if the Local Authority itself becomes the Electric
Authority for the purposes of this Order, the Minister, on the application of any consumer, or of the Electric
Authority, may appoint, and keep appointed, one or more competent and impartial person or persons to be electric
inspectors under this Order.
The duties of an electric inspector under this Order shall be as follows(1) The inspection and testing, periodically and inspecial c ses , of the Electric Authority's electric
lines and works and the supply of energy given by the Electric Authority.
(2) The certifying and examination of meters ; and
(3) Such other duties in relation to the undertaking as may be required of him under the provisions of
this Order or the Regulations.
The Local Authority, with the approval of the Minister, or the Minister, if the inspector is appointed by him,
may prescribe the manner in which and the times at which any such duties are to be performed by an electric
inspector, and also the fees to be taken by him, and such fees shall be accounted for and applied as may be directed
by the Local Authority or the Minister, as the case may be,
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lemuneration  of 43. The Local Authority may pay to any electric inspector appointed by it under this Order such reasonable
electric inspector.. remuneration ( f any) as it may determine, and such reinline ration may be in addition to,or in substitution f r, any
fees directed to be paid to electric inspectors in respect of their duties under this Order or the Regulations,
according as the Local Authority shall determine.
Inquiry by Minister. 44. The Minister may also, if he deems it necessary, appoint any electric inspector or other fit person or
persons to inquire and report as to the cause of any accident affecting the safety of the public, which may have
been occasioned by or in connection with the Electric Authority's works, or as to the manner and extent in and to
which the provisions of this Order and the Act, and the Regulations, so far as such provisions affect the safety of
the public, have been complied with by the Electric Authority ; and any person appointed under this clause, not
being an electric inspector, shall for the purposes of his appointment have all the powers of an electric inspector
under this Order.
TESTING AND INSPECTION.
Tosting of mains. 45. On the occasion of the testing of any main of the Electric Authority reasonable notice thereof shall be
given to the Electric Authority by the electric inspector, and such testing shall be carried out at such suitable
hours as, in the opinion of the inspector, will least interfere with the supply of energy by the Electric Authority,
and in such manner as the inspector may think expedient. but, except under the provisions of a special order in
that behalf made by the Minister, lie shall not be entitled to have access to or interfere with the mains of the
Electric Authority at any points other than those at which the Electric Authority has reserved for itself access to
the said mains : Provided that the Electric Authority shall not be held responsible for any interruption in the
supply of energy which may be occasioned by or required by such inspector for the purpose of any such testing
as aforesaid : Provided also that such testing, shall not be made in regard to any particular portion of a main
oftener than once in any three months, unless in pursuance of a special order in that behalf made by the Minister.
Testing of works  46. An electric inspector, if and when required to do so by any consumer, shall, on payment by the consumer
and supply on of  the prescribed fee, test the variation of electric pressure at the consumer's terminals, or make such otherconsumer's
premises. inspection and testing of the service lines, apparatus, and works of the Electric Authority upon the consumer's
premises as may be necessary for the purpose of determining whether the Electric Authority has complied with
the provisions of this Order, and the Regulations and conditions subject to which it is for the time being authorised
to supply energy.
Electric Authority 47. The Electric Authority shall, at such places within a reasonable distance from a distributing main, establish
to establish testing at  its own cost and keep in proper condition such reasonable number of testing stations as the Local Authority, or,stations.
when the Local Authority is the Electric Authority, as the Minister shall deem proper and sufficient for testing
the supply of energy by the Electric Authority through such main, and shall place thereat proper and suitable
instruments of a pattern to be approved by the Minister, and shall connect such stations by means of proper and
sufficient electric lines with such mains, and supply energy thereto for the purpose of such testing.
If any dispute arises between the Local Authority and the Electric Authority as to whether the number of
such testing stations and the distance from the plain at which they are established is reasonable or excessive, or
as to  any excessive or improper use of energy for such testing, or as to the performance by the Electric Authority
of its duties under this clause..sueh dispute shall bo.cletcrmined by arbitration under the provisions of the Act.
Electric  Aut,hnrjty 48. The Electric Authority shall set up and keep upon all premises iroiu which it supplies energy by any
to keep instrumentsdistributing mains such suitable and proper instruments of such pattern and construction as may be approved ofon its premises.
or prescribed by the Minister, and shall take and record, and keep recorded, such observations as the Minister
may prescribe, and any observations so recorded shall be receivable as evidence.
Readings of 49. The Electric Authority shall keep in efficient working order all instruments which it is required by or
instruments to be under this Order to place, set up, or keep at any testing station or on its own premises, and any electric inspectortaken.
appointed under this Order may examine and record the readings of such instruments at such times and in such
manner  as he may be directed by the authority by whom he is appointed, and any readings so recorded shall be
receivable as evidence.
Electric inspector  50. Any electric inspector appointed under this Order shall have the right to have access at all reasonable
may test instruments.hours to the testing stations and premises of the Electric Authority for the purpose of testing the electric lines andinstruments of the Electric Authority, and ascertaining if the same are in order, and in case the same are not
in order he may require the Electric Authority forthwith to have the same put in order.
Representation of 51. The Electric Authority may, if it thinks fit, on each occasion of the testing of any main or service line,
Electric Authority or the testing or inspection of any instruments of the Electric Authority by any electric inspector, be representedat testings. by some officer or other agent, but such officer or agent shall not interfere with the testing or inspection.
Electric Authority 52. The Electric Authority shall afford all facilities for the proper execution of this Order with respect to
to give facilities inspection and testing and the readings and inspection of instruments, and shall comply with all the requirementsfor testings.
of or under this Order in that behalf ; and in case the Electric Authority makes default in complying with any of
Penalty.  the provisions of this clause, the Electric Authority shall be liable in respect of each default to a penalty not
exceeding Five pounds, and to a daily penalty not exceeding One pound.
Report  of  results of 53. Every electric inspector shall, on the day immediately following that on which aiiy testing has been
testing, completed by him under this Order, make and deliver a report of the results of his testing to the Local Authority
or person by whom he was required to make such testing, and to the Electric Authority, and such report shall be
receivable in evidence.
If the Electric Authority or any such Local Authority or Berson is dissatisfied with any report of any
electric inspector, such authority or person may appeal to the Minister against such report, and thereupon the
Minister shall inquire into and decide upon the matter of any such appeal, and his decision shall be final and
binding on all parties.
Expenses of electric  54. Save as otherwise provided by this Order, or by the Regulations, all fees and reasonable expenses of an
inspector. electric inspector shall, unless agreed, be ascertained by a court of summary jurisdiction or (when the inspector is
appointed by him) by the Minister, and shall be paid by the Electric Authority, and may be recovered summarily.
Provided that when the report of an electric inspector, or the decision of the Minister, shows that any
consumer was guilty of any default or negligence, such fees and expenses shall, on being ascertained as above-
mentioned, be paid by such consumer or consumers as the court or Minister, having regard to such report or
decision, shall direct, and may be recovered summarily.
Provided also that in any proceedings for penalties under this Order any such fees and expenses incurred in
connection with such proceedings shall be payable by the complainant or defendant as the court may direct.
METERS.
Meters to be used 55 . The amount of energy supplied by the Electric Authority to any consumer under this Order, or the
unless agreement o electrical quantity contained in such supply (according to the method by which the Electric Authority elects totad contrary.
charge), in this Order referred to as " the value of the supply," shall, unless otherwise agreed between such
consumer and the Electric Authority, be ascertained by means of an appropriate meter duly certified tinder the
provisions of this Order.
Meter tobeoertlfld. 56. A meter shall be considered to be duly certified under the provisions of this Order if it is certified by
an electric inspector appointed under this Order to be a correct meter, and to be of some construction and pattern,
and to have been fixed and to have been connected with the service lines in some manner approved by the
Minister ; and every such meter is in this Order referred to as a " certified meter" : Provided that when any
alteration is made in any certified meter, or when any such meter is unfixed or disconnected from the service lines,
such meter shall cease to be a certified meter unless and until it is again certified as a certified meter under the
provisions  of this Order.
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57. Lrrcry Acctric inspector, on being required to do so by the Electric Authority or by  any consumer , and inspector to certify
)n payment of the prescribed fee by the party so requiring him, shall examine any meter intended  for aseertainingmter..
the value of the supply, and shall certify the same as a certified meter if he considers it entitled to be so certified.
58. When the value of the supply is under this Order required to be ascertained by means of an appropriate  Electric Authority
meter, the Electric Authority shall, if required so to do by any consumer, supply him with an appropriate meter, tt„eo
supply
Comet rs itdoto.
and shall , if required so to do, fix the same upon the premises of the consumer and connect the service lines
therewith, and procure such meter to be duly certified under the provisions of this Order, and for such purposes
may authorise and empower any officer or person to enter upon such premises at.all reasonable hours and execute
all necessary works and do all necessary acts ; provided that previously to supplyingg any such  meter  the Electrio
Authority may require such consumer to pay to it  a reasonable sum in  respect of the price of such meter, or to
give security therefor, or (if he  desires  to hire such  meter ) may require him to enter into  an agreement  for the hire
Of such meter as hereinafter provided.
59. No consumer shall connect any meter used or to be used under this Order  for ascertaining  the value of  meters not to be
the supply with any electric line through which energy is supplied by the Electric Authority, or disconnect any ai nee ed or
such meter from any such electric line, unless he has liven to the Electric Authority not less than forty- eight without notice.
hours' notice in writing of his intention so to do; and if any person  acts in  contravention of this clause he  shall
be liable for each offence to a penalty not exceeding Two pounds, and the Electric Authority may forthwith  Penalty.
discontinue the supply.
60. Every consumer shall at all times at his own expense keep all meters belonging to him whereby the consumer keep his
value of the supply is to be ascertained in proper order for correctly registering; such value , and in default of his  so meter in proper
doing the Electric Authority may cease to supply energy through such meter.
order.
The Electric Authority shall have access to and be at liberty to take off, remove, test, inspect, and replace
any such meter at all reasonable times : Provided that all reasonable expenses of and incident to any such taking
off, removing, testing, inspecting, and replacing, and the procuring such meter to be again duly certified when sueh
re-certifying is thereby rendered necessary, shall, if the meter is found to be not in proper order, be paid by, the
consumer, but if the  same is in  proper order all expenses in connection therewith shall be paid by the Electric
Authority.
61. The Electric Authority may let for hire any meter for ascertaining the value of the supply and any power to the Electric
fittings thereto, for such remuneration in money, and on such terms with respect to the repair of such meter and Authority to let
fittings, and for securing the safety and return to the Electric Authority of such meter and fittings as may be meter,.
agreed upon between the hirer and the Electric Authority, or. in case of difference, decided by the Minister, and
such remuneration shall be recoverable by the Electric Authority summarily.
62. The Electric Authority shall, unless. the agreement of hire otherwise provides,  at all times , at its own  Electric Authority
expense, keep all meters let for hire by it to ny consumer, whereby the value of the supply is ascertained,  in to keep meter let
proper order for correctly registering such value. anti in default of its so doing the consumer shall not be liable to for hire in repair.
pay rent for the same during such time as such default continues. The Electric Authority shall, for the purposes
aforesaid, have access to and be at liberty to remove. test, inspect, and replace any such meter at all reasonable
times : Provided that the expenses of procuring any such meter to be again duly certified when such re-certifying
is thereby rendered necessary shall be paid by the Electric Authority.
63. If any difference arises between any consumer and the Electric Authority as to whether any meter,  Differences a to
whereby the value of the supply is ascertained (whether belonging to such consumer or the Electric Authority), is correctness of atersettled by
or is not in proper order for correctly registering such value, or  as to  whether such value has been correctly  inspector.
registered in any case by any meter. such difference shall be determined upon the application of either party by an
electric inspector, or when the Local Authority is the consumer, by an inspector to be appointed by the Minister;
such inspector shall decide by which of the parties the costs of and incidental to the proceedings before him shall
be paid, and the decision of such inspector shall be final and binding on all parties. Subject as aforesaid the
register of the meter shall be conclusive evidence in the absence of fraud of the value of the supply.
64. When any consumer who is supplied with energy by the Electric Authority from any distributing  main Electric Authority
is provided with a certified meter for the purpose of ascertaining the value of the supply and the Electric to pay expenses of
Authority changes the method of charging for energy supplied by it from such main, the Electric Authority  shall ,nett swhen method
pay to such consumer the reasonable expenses to which lie may be put in providing a new meter for the purpose of or  charge altered.
ascertaining the value of the supply according to such new method of charging, and such expenses may be
recovered by the consumer from the Electric Authority summarily.
65. In additiop to any meter which may be placed upon the premises of any consumer to ascertain the value Electric Authority
of the supply, the Electric Authority may place upon the premises of the consumer such meter or other apparatus may place meters to
as the Electric Authorit may desire for the of ascertaining or regulating either the amount of ener measure supply ory Y purp se g g3' to checksupplied to such consumer, or the number of hours during which supply is given, or the maximum power taken by measurement
such consumer, or any other quantity or time connected with the supply : Provided that such meter or apparatus thereof.
shall be of some construction and pattern, and shall be fixed and connected with the service lines in some manner
approved by the Minister, and shall be supplied and maintained entirely at the cost of the Electric Authority,
and shall not, except by agreement, be placed otherwise than between the mains of the Electric Authority and the
consumer's terminals.
MAPS.
66. The Electric Authority shall forthwith, after commencing to supply energy  under this  Order,  cause a map of area of
map to be made of the area of supply,  and shall cause  to be marked thereon the line and the depth below  the supply to be made
surface  of all its then  existing mains, service  lines, and other underground works  and street  boxes, and shall and deposited,
once in  every year cause such map to be duly corrected, so as to show the then  existing lines . The Electric
Authority shall also, if so required by the Minister or the Postmaster-General,  cause  to be made  sections  showing
the level  of all its  existing  mains  and underground works, other than  service lines , The said map  and sections
shall be made on such  scale or scales  as the Minister may prescribe.
Every map and section so made or corrected, or a copy thereof, marked with the date  when it was so made
or last corrected, shall be kept by the Electric Authority at its principal office within the area of supply. and shall
at all reasonable times be open to the inspection of all applicants, and such applicants may take copies of the same
or any part thereof. The Electric Authority may demand and take from every such applicant as aforesaid such
fee not exceeding one shilling for each inspection of such map. section, or copy, and such further fee not exceeding
five shillings for each copy of the same, or any part thereof, taken by such applicant, as the Electric Authority
may prescribe.
The Electric Authority shall, if required. supply to the Minister, or the Postmaster-General, or the Local
Authority, a copy of any such map or section, and cause such copy to be duly corrected so as to  agree  with the
original or originals thereof as kept for the time being at the office of the Electric Authority.
If the Electric Authority fails to comply with any of the requirements of this clause with respect to maps Penalty.
and sections, the Electric Authority shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding Ten pounds,
and to a daily penalty not exceeding Two pounds.
NOTICES, &C.
67. Notices, orders, and other documents under this Order may be in writing or in print, or partly in writing Votices,  &c., may be
and partly in print, and when any notice. order, or document requires authentication by the Local Authority, the printed  or written.
signature thereof by the chairman or clerk to the Local Authority shall be sufficient authentication.
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68. Any notice, order, or document required or authorised to be served upon any body  or person  under this
Order may be served by the same being addressed to such body or person, and being left  at or transmitted through
the post to the following addresses respectively :-In the case of the Governor in Council or the Minister, heoffice of-the Under Secretary to theMinister;
() In the case of the Postmaster-General, the office of the Under Secretary of the Post  and Telegraph
Department ;
(e) In the case of the Electric Authority, the office, or, if there is  more  than one office, the  principal
office of the Electric Authority ;
(vi)  In the case of any Local Authority, the office of the Local Authority ;
(e) In the case of any company having a registered office, the registered office of the company;
(f) In the case of a company having an office or offices, but no  registe red  office, the principal office of
the company ;
(q) In the case of any other person, the usual or last known place of  residence  of such person.
A notice, order, or document by this Order required or authorised to be served on the owner or occupier of
any premises shall be deemed to be properly addressed if addressed by the description of the "owner" or
"occupier" of the premises (naming  the premises) without further name or description.
Every notice, order, or document which by this Order is required to be served upon or given to any person
shall be served or given by being delivered to the person for whom it was intended, or by being left at the usual
or last-known place of residence or business of such person, or sent by post addressed to such person at such place.
If in any case any such person or his address is not known to the authority or person  serving  or giving any notice,
order, or document, and cannot after due inquiry be found or ascertained, then such notice, order, or document may
be served by being affixed for three days to some conspicuous part of any premises to which such notice, order, or
document re lates.
Subject to the provisions -of this Order as to cases of emergency, when the interval of time between the
service of any notice or document under the provisions of this Order and the execution of any works, or the
performance of any duty or act, is less than seven days, the following days shall not be reckoned in the computation
of such time-that is to say, Sunday, or any holiday under and within the meaning of  "The Bank Holidaye Act of
1877."
REVOCATION OF ORDER.
69. If at any time after the commencement of this Order the Governor in Council  has reason  to believe
that the Electric Authority has made any default in executing works or supplying energy in accordance with the
terms of this Order, and that such default is in consequence of the liquidation or insolvency of the Electric
Authority, and that by reason of such liquidation or insolvency the Electric Authority  is unable  fully and efficiently
to discharge  the duties and obligations imposed upon it by this Order, the Governor in Council  may, on  the
re commendation  of the Minister, after such inquiry as lie may think necessary, and after the Minister has
considered any representations of the Local Authority, revoke this Order as to the whole or, with the consent o'' the
Electric Authority, as to any part of the  area  of supply
70. If at any time after the commencement of this Order the Electric Authority represents to the Minister
that the undertaking cannot be carried on with profit, and ought to be abandoned, the Minister shall inquire into
the truth of such representation, and if upon such inquiry he is satisfied of the truth of such representation lie
shall recommend accordingly to the Governor in Council, who may. if he thinks fit, revoke this Order as to the
whole or (with the consent of the Electric Authority and of the Local Authority) as to any part of the area of
supply.
71. In addition to any other powers which the Governor in Council may have in that behalf, he may revoke
this Order at any time with the consent and concurrence of the Electric Authority and the Local Authority upon
such terms  as the Governor in Council may think just.
72.  If the Governor in Council at any time revokes this Order as to the whole or any part of the area of
supply, the following provisions shall have effect:-
(a)  The Minister  shall serve  a notice of such revocation upon the Electric Authority and upon the Local
Authority, and shall in such notice fix a date at which such revocation shall take effect, and from
and after such date all the powers and liabilities of the Electric Authority under this Order for the
supply of energy within such area, or part thereof as aforesaid, shall absolutely. cease and
determine.
(b) Within two months after the service of such notice by the Minister upon the Local Authority, the
Local Authority, if it thinks fit, may by notice in writing require the Electric Authority to sell,
and thereupon the Electric Authority shall sell to the Local Authority so much of the undertaking,
or such part thereof as aforesaid  as is  within the district of the Local Authority, upon terms (f
paying the then value of all land, buildings, works,  materials , and plant of the Electric Authority
suitable to and used by it for the purposes of the undertaking or such part thereof as aforesaid,
such value being agreed or estimated  in manner  directed by the Act, in the case of purchases effected
by the Local Authority under section 46 of the Act.
(c) When any purchase is so effected, the undertaking, or the part thereof so purchased, shall vest in
the Local Authority, freed from any debts, mortgages, or similar obligations of the Electric
Authority or attaching to the undertaking ; and the revocation of this Order, as to the whole of the
area of  supply, or such part thereof as aforesaid, shall extend only to the revocation of the
rights, powers, authorities, duties, and obligations of the l- lectric Authority from whom the
undert aking, or such part thereof as aforesaid, is purchased in relation to the supply of energy
within such area,or part thereof, and, save as aforesaid, this Order shall remain in full force within
such area or part thereof in favour of the Local Authority by whom such undertaking or part
thereof is purchased as aforesaid.
(d) When no purchase has been effected under the preceding provisions of ths  clause , the Local
Authority and any body or person who may be liable to repair any street or part of a street in
which any works of the Electric Authority may have been placed, may (subject, however, to any
ag reement  between the Local Authority or such body or person and the Electric Authority
providing for the removal of such works by the Electric Authority) forthwith remove such works
with all reasonable  care, and the Electric Authority shall pay to the Local Authority, or other such
body or person as aforesaid, such reasonable costs of such removal, and of the reinstatemc-nt of
such street or part of  a street  as way be specified in a notice to be served on the Electric Authority
by such Local Authority or other body or person, or (if so required by the Electric Autroiil.)',
within one week after the service of such notice upon it) as may be settled by arbitration under ilie
provisions of the Act.
If the Electric Authority  fails  to pay such reasonable costs as aforesaid within one month
after the service ir:ion it of such notice, or the delivery of the award of the arbitrator (as the ca: e
may be), the Locat Authority, or other such body or person as aforesaid, may. without any previous
notice to  the Electric Authority (but without prejudice to any other remedy which it or he may
have for the recovery of the amount), sell and dispose of any such works as aforesaid, either by
public auction or private sale, and for such sum or sums and to such person 9r persons as it or lie
may th ink fit, and may, out of the proceeds of such sale, pay and reimburse itself or himself the
amount of  the costs so specified or settled as aforesaid and of the costs of sale; and the balance (if
any) of  the proceeds of the sale shall be paid over by it or him to the Electric Authority,
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(e) In case the Local Authority or any body or person may be entitled to compensation for any damage
sustained by it or him by reason or in consequence of the execution of any works within such area,
or part thereof as aforesaid, or the exercise of any powers. by this Order granted to the Electric
Authority, or for any expenses to which such Local Authority, body, or person may have been put
in removing any works of the Electric Authority within such area or part thereof under the
provisions of this Order, such compensation shall be a first charge on any money that may have
been deposited or secured by the Electric Authority under the provisions of this Order in respect
of such area or part thereof, and which may not have been repaid or released to the Electric
Authority, and such money shall be applied rateably in satisfying such claims, and in every such
case the amount of compensation to be paid in respect of the various claims, and the persons to
whom it is to be paid, shall be determined by an arbitrator to be appointed by the Minister, whose
decision shall be final and binding on all parties.
GENERAL.
73. If at any time it is represented to the Minister (a) that the Electric Authority is supplying energy Remedying of
otherwise than by means of a system which has been approved by the Minister or (without such consent or approval  system and Works.
as is required by this Order) has permitted any part of its circuits to be connected with earth, or placed any electric
line above ground in manner contrary to the Act or the Regulations ; or (b) that any electric lines or works of the
Electric Authority are defective, so as not to be in accordance with the provisions of this Order or the regulations
and conditions subject to which the Electric Authority is for the time being authorised to supply energy under this
Order ; or (e) that any Rork of the Electric Authority or its supply of energy is attended with danger to the public ..
safety, or injuriously "affects any telegraph line, the Minister may by order in writing make such requirements as
to him may seem meet in the circumstances, and direct the Electric Authority to take such measures as may be
necessary so as to comply with the Order within such period as may be therein limited in that behalf, and if the
Electric Authority makes default in complying with such order the Electric Authority shall be liable to a penalty Penalty.
not exceeding Twenty pounds for every day during which such default continues.
The Minister may also if he thinks fit, by the same or any other order made upon any such representation
as aforesaid, forbid the use of any electric line or work as from such date as may be specified in that behalf until
the order is complied with, or for-such-time as may be so s ified, and if the Electric Authority makes use of any
such electric line or work while the use thereof is so forbidden the Electric Authority shall be liable to a penalty Penalty.
not exceeding Fifty pounds for every day during which such user continues.
When the Electric Authority is supplying energy otherwise than by means of a system which has been
approved of by the Minister, and fails to comply with any order under this clause in respect thereof within the
time therein limited in that behalf, the Governor in Council may, if he thinks fit, whether a pecuniary penalty has  Revocation of
been recovered or not, revoke this order on such terms as he may think just. Order.
74. All regulations and conditions made by the Governor in Council under this Order or the Act, affecting the Publication of
undertaking and for the time being in force, shall within one. month after the  same, as  made or  last - altered,  have regulations.
come into force, be printed at the expense of the Electric Authority, and a true copy thereof, certified by or on
behalf of the Electric Authority, shall be forthwith served upon the Local Authority, and like copies shall also be
kept by the Electric Authority at its principal office within the area of supply, and supplied to any person.
demanding the same at a price not exceeding Sixpence for each copy.
If the Electric Authority makes default in complying with the provisions of this clause the Electric penalty.
Authority shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding Five pounds, and to a daily penalty not exceeding Two
pounds.
75. When any security is required under this Order to be given to or by the Electric Authority, such Nature and amount
security may be by way of deposit or otherwise, and of such amount as may be agreed upon between the parties, Of seeu) ity.
or as in default of agreement may be determined, on the application of either party, by a court of summary
jurisdiction, which may also order by which of the parties the costs of the proceedings before it shall be paid, and
the decision of the said court shall be final and binding on all parties : Provided that when any such security is
given by way of deposit the party to whom such security is given shall pay interest at the rate of Four pounds per
centum per annum onevery sum of Ten shillings so deposited for every six months during which t e same r mains
in his hands.
76.. When this Order provides for • any consent or approval, of the Governor in Council or Minister, the Approval or consent
Governor in Council or Minister may give such consent or approval subject to terms or conditions, or may withhold of Governor in
his consent or approval as he may think fit. Council  or Minister.
All costs and expenses of or incident to any approval, consent, certificate, or order of the Governor in
Council or Minister, or of any inspector oM person appointed by the Minister, including the cost of any inquiry or
tests for the purpose of determining whether the same should be given or made, to such an amount as the  Governor
in Council or Minister shall certify to be due, shall be borne and paid by the applicant or applicants therefor :
Provided always that w ien any approval is given by the Governor in Council or Minister to any plan, pattern, or
specification, lie may require such copies of the same, as he may think fit, to be prepared and deposited at such
place as may be directed at the expense of the said applicant or applicants, and may, as he thinks fit, revoke
any approval so given, or permit such approval to be continued, subject to such modifications as he may think
necessary.
77.  When the Governor in Council, upon the application of the Electric Authority, gives any approval or Notice of approvRJ
grants any extension of any time limited for the performance of any duties by the Electric Authority, or when the of the Governor in
Governor in Council, upon the application of the Local Authority or the Electric Authority, revokes this Order as byy advertisement.
ment
n
to the whole or any part of the area of supply, notice that such aproval has been given, or such extension of time
granted, or such revocation made shall, if the Governor in Council so directs, be published by public advertisement
once at least in the  Government Gazette  and once at least in each of two successive weeks in some one and the
same local newspaper by the Authority, company, or person by whom such application was made as aforesaid.
78. When any application is made to the Governor in Council to extend any time limited for the performance Notice of
of any duties by the Electric Authority, notice of such application shall be served on the Local Authority by the
"applicationf time,Electric Authority, and an opportunity shall be given to the Local Authority to make representations or objections ac., toon given to
with reference thereto.  Local  Authority.
79. When no penalty is prescribed for any breach of the provisions of this Order, the offender shall be Penalty when none
liable to a penalty not exceeding Twenty pounds. preacrlbPB.
80. All penalties, fees,  expenses,  and other moneys imposed by or recoverable under this Order, the recovery Recovery n
of which is not otherwise specially provided for, may be recovered in a summary way before any two justices , by penalties,
any person who shall sue or proceed for the same.
Any penalty recovered on prosecution by any officer of the Local Authority shall, if there is  an electric
inspector for the time being appointed by the Local Authority, be paid to such officer, and by him to the Local
Authority.
Any penalty recovered on prosecution by any other body or person, or any part thereof, may, if the court so
directs, be paid to such body or person.
81. Z ei Electric Authority shall be answerable for all accidents, damages, and injuries happening through Electric Authority
the act or default of the Electric Authority or of any person in its employment by reason of or in consequen, a of to su eesap able
any of the Electric Authority's works, and shall save harmless all authorities, bodies, and persons by whom any
street is  repairable, and all other authorities, companies, and bodies collectively and individually, and their officers
and servants, from all damages and costs in respect of such accidents, damages, and injuries.
82. Nothing in this Order shall preventthe Electric Authority borrowing money on the security of mortgages  As to iportgoges.
of the undertaking, or shall make the consent or approval of the Governor in Council necessary to the validity or
effect of any such mortgage : Provided that every mortgage of the undertaking shall be deemed to comprise all
116
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85. of Ing ><n t Is  rder s all exempt t e Electric Aut or>ty or its undertaking from the provisions of the
purchase money which may be paid to the Electric Authority in the event of any sale or transfer of the undertaking,
or any part thereof, under section 46 of this Act, or under this Order, and that any mortgage granted by the
Electric Authority shall not be a charge upon the undertaking, or any part thereof, in the event of the undertaking
or such part being sold or transferred as aforesaid, and that every mortgage deed granted by the Electric Authority
shall be endorsed with notice to that effect.
Raving clause for 83 . Nothing in this Order shall affect any right or remedy of the Postmaster-General under the Act or
Postmaster -General .  " The Post and Telegraph Act,.  1891," and all provisions contained in this Order in favour ofthe Postmaster.
General shall be construed to be in addition to and not in modification of the provisions. of those Acts.
Electric Authority . 84. Nothing in this Order shall exonerate the Electric Authority from any indictment, action, or other
not exempted from proceedings  for nuisance  in the event of any nuisance being caused by the Electric Authority.
proceedings for
nuisance. N h' h' O h h hAuthoritl i yectr cE
not exempt from Act, or the Regulations for the time  being, nor  exempt the Electric Authority from the provisions of, nor deprive
the provisions of it of the benefits of any Act  relating to electricity  which may be passed  after  the commencement of this Order.
Lhthe Act, or a
Regulations or
future Aets.
FtxsT SCHEDULE.
The area within which it is proposed to supply electricity includ es  all  the district lying within the boundaries of the
Municipality  of Toowoomba.
Provided  that in case of difference  be tween the above description and the area delineated upon the deposited map the latter
shall prevail.
SxooND SCHEDULE.
List of Streets dedicated to public use and parts of Streets through which the  Company  are to lay Mains within a period of Two
Years after Commencem ent of this Order.
1. Ruthven street ,  from the point of intersection with Campbell street to the point of intersection with Herries street.
2. Margaret street, from the point of intersection with Ruthven street to the point of intersection with Hume street.
3. Russell street ,  from the point of intersection with ltuthven street for a distance of sixteen  (16) chains in a westerly
direction.
THIRD SCHEDULE.
Railways and Tramways in respect to  which  powers  to  bread,  up are sought.
The main line of the Queensland Government Railway, with all sidings and branches within the area comprised withi n
the First Schedule.
FounTH ScnEDuL$.
In this Schedule-
The  term  " unit "  means the energy contained in current of 1,000 ampbres flowing under an electro-motive force of
1 volt for one hour.
Section 1.
When the Company charges any consumer by  the actual amount of energy supplied to him, the Company sha ll  be entitled
to charge him at the following rates per month  .  For any  amount up to 10 units, ten shillings ;  and for each unit over 10 units,
one shilling per unit.
Section  2.
When the Company  charges any consumer by the electrical quantity  contained  in the supply given to him, the Company
[18TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
shall be entitled to charge him according to the rates set forth in section 1 of this Schedule ,  the amount of energy supp lied to
him being taken to be the product of such electrical quantity and the declared pressure at the consumer 's terminals - that is to
say, such a constant pressure at these terminals as may be declared by the Company under this Order.
And the  Honourable the Postmaster-General is to give the necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
Printed and Published  by EDYIIID Gnzeonr, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel HOWEL GIINTER, Commandant.
[No. 113.
Brisbane, 18th November, 1897.
No. 289.-SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
QUEENSLAND MOUNTED INFANTRY.
"E" Company.
Changes. No. 42, Acting Company Sergeant-Major E. Chadwick, having passed the necessary examination, is
promoted to the rank of Company Sergeant-Major ; such promotion to date from the 8th May, 1896.
BRISBANE ENGINEERS.
Captain T. Hutchinson resumed duty on the 16th instant, on return from leave of absence.
HEAD-QUARTERS' BAND.
No. 102, Bandsman F. Siebenwurst, is granted six months' leave of absence.
lids  Range.
No. 290.
THE new Rifle Range at Rosewood, formed on the Reserve proclaimed in  Government Gazette  of the  12th
June last, is now complete, and may be used for firing the Annual Course or for practice.
The boundaries of the Reserve for a Rifle Range at Bundaberg have been amended, as proclaimed in
Government Gazette  of  13th  instant.
No. 291.
Finance. COMMANDING OFFICERS who have not already done so are directed to return, without delay, all Pay-sheets
for the year ended 30th June, 1897.
Cheques for all pay unclaimed and for other unexpended balances should accompany each Pay-list.
Sergeant
Instructors.
- No. 292.
PURSUANT to Regulation 62 (3), the Classification, Ranks, and Rates of Pay of the First and Second Class
Sergeant  Instructors for the Year 1897-98 are published for information :-
Classification . -  Rank and Name.
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Warrant Ofcer,  Sergeant -Major J. P. Byrne ... ...
Sergeant -Major W. H. Catchpoole ... ... ... ...
Sergeant -Major W. A. Freeman ... ... ... ...
Sergeant -Major J. C. Coutts ... ... ... ... ...
Sergeant -Major J. G. Price ... ... ... ... ...
Sergeant -Major T. F. Carey ... ... ... ... ...
Sergeant -Major T. Coons
Sergeant -Major W. A. Whitmore ... ... ... ...
rtermaster-Sergeant  J. A. Glass ...
uartermaster -Sergeant  C. West .. ... ... ...
uartermaster -Sergeant G. Stronach ... ... ...
Quartermaster- Sergeant  J. H. Durant ... ... ...
Quartermaster -Sergeant  P. Hoare ... ... ...
Company Sergeant-Major W. H. Raymond (on probation)
Company  Sergeant -Major R. Breydon (on probation) ...
Company Sergeant-Major D. Timms (on probation) .
Company Sergeant-Major K. McLennan (on probation)
Company  Sergeant -Major P. G. Sadler (on probation) ...
Company Sergeant-Major J. J. Walker (on probation) ...
Colour- Sergeant  C. A. Mayes (on probation) ... ...
Colour- Serg eant  M. Clarke (on probation) ... .. ...
Company Sergeant -Major J. Loynes (on probation) ..
Company Sergeant-Major M. Denniston (on probation) ..
Company Sergeant-Major G. Simpson (on probation) ...
Colour-Sergeant F. James (on probation) ... ... ...
*  With an  addition  of £8 15s. a year when more than one Corps  is instructed.
Per Annum.
£ 8. d.
150 0 0120 0 0
150 0 0
120 0 0
120 0 0
120 0 0
180 0 0
120 0 0
120 0 0120 0 0
120 0 0150 0 0
100 0 0
*91 5 0
*91 5 0
*91 5 0
*91 5 0
*91 5 0
*91 5 0
*91 5 0
*91 5 0
*91 5 0
*91 5 0
*91 5 0
*91 5 0
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No. 293.
flange osloer . CAPTAIN T. 0. LEwis is detailed for duty  as Range  Officer at Toowong Range on Saturday, the 20th instant.
No. 294.
RISe clubs.  THE  formation  of the Clermont and Clifton Rifle Clubs was duly proclaimed in the  Government  Gazette  of
18th November, 1897.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER5  Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief  Staff Officer.
NOTICES.
A Military Tournament, the events of which will be open to members of the Queensland Defence Force,
will be held about the middle of December next at Lismore, Richmond River, New South Wales. Programmes
and full particulars will be available later on.
A Military Tournament, the events of which will be open to members of the Military and Police Forces of
Australia, will be held at Ipswich on Friday, 10th December next.A. Mounted Infantry Rifle Match in connection w th the above Tournament will  be shot at Ipswich on
Saturday , the 11th  December ,  at the Brassa ll Rifle Range.
Programmes and fu ll  particulars can be obtained from the Hon .  Secretary  (Company Sergeant-Major
J. Loynes), Ipswich.
Printed and Published by Enn m n Gascony ,  Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the seventeenth day of
November, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.
W
WHEREASS by  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," it is
amongst  other things enacted that with respect to land which
it is practicable to divide into lots without actual survey, and to
indicate the position of such lots by means of maps or plans and by
reference to known or marked boundaries or starting points, the
Governor in Council, on the recommendation of the Land Board, may
at any time suspend the operation of so much of the 43rd section of
the Principal Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed and
marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, and
may require the Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and to
indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the land described in the
Schedule hereto into lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans, and by reference to
known or marked boundaries or starting points : Now, therefore,
His Excellency the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on tine recommendation of the Land Board, and in
pursuance and exercise of the ' authority vested in him by the said
Acts, doth order, and it is hereby ordered, that the operation of so
much of ' the 43rd section of the said Principal Act as requires the
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection be suspended with respect to the land
described in the said Schedule: And the Surveyor-General is hereby
required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public Lands is to give the
necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY, Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown land in the following Land Agent's District
Locality.
Maryborough ... Parish of Doongul.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1897.
HIS Exce ll ency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  and upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
ALFRED STARCHS
to be Land Commissioner for the Springsura Land Agent's District,
under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876"
and  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," in the room of
William Stanley Warren ,  deceased ;  such appointment to take effect
from the 1st November, 1897.
E.M.-11 -11-97.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th  November, 1897.
R
S Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice  of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased  to appoint
JAMES BELL
to be  a Trustee  of the  Reserve  for School of Arts, Emerald, in the
parish of Selma, in the room of John McLatchey, who has resigned.
E.M.-11 -1197.  Res. 1886-120.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Pub li o Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  ExecutiveCouncil, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
ALFRED STARCKE
to be Land Commissioner for the Clermont Land Agent's District,
under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876"
and  " The Croton Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," in the room of
William Stanley Warren, deceased; such appointment to take effect
from the 1st November, 1897.
E.M.-11-11-97.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1897. .
[j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
j Council, has been pleased to accept the voluntary  resignation
tendered by
JAMES LAURIE
of his position in the Public Service of Queensland; such  resignation
to take effect from the 31st October, 1897.
No.  $8.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane, 17th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
JAMES PATRIC$ ORR
to be Acting Deputy Registrar of Brands, during the absence of James
Evatt de Villers.
A. J. THYNNE.
Department  of Mines,
Brisbane,  17th November, 1897.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice ofthe ExecutiveCouncil, and upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
Constable WILLIAM HAROLD RYAN
to be Acting  Mining Registrar  at Woolgar ,  under the provisions of
The Gold Fields Act  1874" and  "The Mineral Lands Act of  1882."
ROBERT PHILP.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 17th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council,  and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
Acting Sergeant  JOHN  DUNCAN MCGUIRE
to be Acting Mining Registrar at Mareeba,  under the provisions of
"The Gold Fields Act  1874" and  "The Mineral Lands Act of
1882," in the  room of Constable T. McBride,  transferred.
ROBERT PHILP.
Department of Justice,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
LIONEL OSCAR LUXIN, Barrister-at-law,
to prosecute on behalf of the Crown at the Criminal Sittings of the
Supreme Court to be held at Brisbane on MONDAY, the Fifteenth
day of November  instant.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
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Post  and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 11th  November, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice ofthe ExecutiveCouncil, has, upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, been pleased to approve of the undermentioned  transfers of
Line Repairers in Charge being made in the Post and Telegraph
Department, viz.
JAMES FLANDERS,
Gilbert River to Donor's Hill ; and
WILLIAM THOMAS CANNING,
Donor's Hill  to Gilbert River.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th-November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been  pleased to direct that the appointment of
AYLMER HALM,
as a Justice of the Peace, be cancelled.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignations tendered by
the undernamed gentlemen of their appointments as Justices of thePeace:- JOHN POOLE MoLEisH and
ROBERT SHERIDAN.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the undernamed members
of the Police Force to be Inspectors of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter at the places specified in connection with their
respective names:- Sergeant RODY BYRNE,
at Tambo, in the room of Constable Arthur Herbert Sherrin,
transferred ;
Acting  Sergeant  FRANCIS JOHN O'CONNOR,
at Winton, in the room of Acting Sergeant Michael Joseph Carmody,
transferred;
Acting Sergeant JOHN DUNCAN MCGUIRE,
at Mareeba , in the room of Constable Thomas McBride, transferred;
Constable THOMAS JOSEPH REILLY,
at Thornborough, in the room of Acting Sergeant John Duncan
McGuire, transferred ;
Constable JAMES  STEPHEN  LEYDEN,
at Arrilalah, in the room of Acting  Sergeant  Robert Thomas Dyer,
transferred ; and
Constable PATRICK JOSEPH BEHAN,
at Maytown , in the room of Constable  James  McLoughlin,  transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th November. 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the undernamed members
of the Police Force to be Acting Clerks of Petty  Sessions  at the places
speci fied in connection  with their respective  names : -
Acting  Sergeant  JOHN DUNCAN MCGUIRE,
at Mareeba ,  in the room of Constable Thomas McBride ,  transferred ;
Constable  JAMES MOORE,
at Stack 's Dam,  in the room of Acting  Sergeant  Francis John
O'Connor ,  transferred ; and
Constable JAMES STEPHEN LEYDEN,
at Arrilah ,  in the room of  Acting Sergeant  Robert Thomas Dyer,
transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 17th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has  been pleased to appoint
FREDERICK  HAMILTON HYDE
to be Returning  Officer for the Electoral District of Carnarvon, in the
room of  Follett Cardew ,  resigned.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 17th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ERIC NORHAM SCOTT,  L.R.C.P. &  S. Edin.,
to be Medical Officer at Clermont, in the room of Charles George
K ents M.R.C.S .  Eng., resigned.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th November, 1897.
-"IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice ofthe Executive
11. Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Divisional
Boards  Act of  1887,"  been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM HENRY MCCANN
to be a Member of the Board of the Division of Calliope, for Sub-
division 3 of that Division, in the room of A. P. Dougall, resigned.
HORACE TOZER.
20TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
Department of Public  Inst ruction,
Brisbane , 17th November, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to approve of the following transfers
of Teachers in the service of the Department of Public Instruction,
viz.:-
ELIZABETH ANN ARNELL
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the Central
State School for Girls at Maryborough ;
MARY ELLEN MONTGOMERY
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School for Girls at Kangaroo Point; and
ANNIE  ISABEL USHER
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Stanthorpe.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 16th November, 1897.IT is hereby notified that
Frederick Carl August Heers
has been  appointed a Member of Committee for the State School at
Fernvale,  vice  John Michel, resigned.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 11th November, 1897.
L7 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice  of the Executive
j Council,  has been pleased  to approve that
ELIZABETH NORTH
be readmitted into the service of the Department of Public Instruction
as a Teacher of Class III., Division 1, from the 1st November, 1897,
and be appointed to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Bulimba.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s. in the county of Lanark, in the  Peerage  of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGovernor.'Order of St. Michael and St.  George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WHEREAS by " The Bank Holidays Act of  1877  " it is amongstother things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to  appoint  a special  day to be
observed as a Public Holiday, either throughout  Queensland, or in
any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,  or district  therein :
Now, therefore,  I, CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid , in pursuance of the provisions of
the said Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby appoint FRIDAY, the 26th of November  instant, being
one of the days appointed for Playing a Cricket Match between
Mr. Stoddart's English Eleven and a Team of Australian Cricketers,
to be a Public Holiday in Brisbane, and the Electoral District of
Nundah.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House, Brisbane,
this seventeenth day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACB
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAMINGTON Goner nor . ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGover. Commander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
by "The Chinese  Immigration Restriction Act,
/ 1888,"  it is amongst  other things provided that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazette,  to  declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person or class of persons mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas it is desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,
Ing Yow, Ah Fat, Wong Hoon, Ah On, Ah Hing, Choong Quay, Low
Kin, Yong Low, Lee You, Ah Sam, Lum Youn, Ali Sang, Wing
Wah, Ah Mi, and Sun Wah, should be exempted from the provisions of
the said Act for a period of two years : Now, therefore, 1, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby declare
that the provisions of the said Act shall not apply to the said Ing
Yow, Ah Fat, Wong Hoon, Ah On, Ah Hing, Choong Qaay, Low
Kin, Yong Low, Lee You, Ah Sam, Lum Youn, Ali Sang, Wing Wah,
Ah Mi, and Sun Wah for a period of two years from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this seventeenth day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, HUGH M. NELSON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINOTON,Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGovernor.'Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.W by  "The Pearl-shell and Beche-de-mer Fishery Act1' Amendment  Act of  1891 " it is amongst other things enacted
that the Governor in Council may, by Proclamation, prohibit, for a
time specified in the Proclamation, the collecting or obtaining of Pearl-
oyster Shell of any variety from any port, bank, channel, reef, or
cluster of reefs, or any portion of a port, bank, channel, reef, or
cluster  of reefs : Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER
NA.PISR, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of
the power and authority  vested in  me by the said recited Act, and by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby prohibit the
collecting  or obtaining of Pearl-oyster Shell of any variety in the
Great North- east  Channel, Torres Strait, within the limits herein
described ,  namely:-
Commencing at thenorth-eastern  extremity of Darnley Island;
thence by a line  bearing  south- east  by south 4 south 84 miles to Canoe
Cay; thence south-west 4 west 164 miles to Hannah Bank ; thence
north by east 4 east  134 miles to a point (of Tobin Cay) 1 mile north-
east of Shellers ' Rock ; thence north- east 4 east 44 miles to the south-
western extremity  of Darnley Island ; thence west by south * south
44 miles  to the northernmost point of Tobin Cay; thence north by
west 4 west 24 miles to Nepean Island ; and east 4 north about 7 miles
to point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this seventeenth day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HUGH M. NELSON.
GOD SAYS TSB QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
In the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[IN Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGLoverno ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance  of the power  in me vested ,  and in accordance with
I the  provisions  of the 42nd section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884 ,"  I, CHARLES  WALLACE  ALEXANDER NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify  and declare  that the
unselected  lots of land set forth in the accompanying  Schedule shall
be and are  hereby withdrawn  from selection.
E.M.-11 -11-97.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Government House, Brisbane,
this eleventh day of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD  SAVE THE QIIEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
District.
Ingham
Roma ...
Reference.
F. 92
L.O. 99
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAXINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority  in me vested  under the
p ro visions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation , notify and proclaim that the rent and purchas-
ing price of portions  117v to 123v and 128v to 131v, parish of South
Poolburra , in the Warwick Land Agent's District, opened to Agricul-
tural Farm  Selection  by Proclamation dated 25th October, 1893, shall,
on and after TUESDAY, the 21st December, 1897, be reduced from
6d. and £1 to 41d. and 15s. per acre for Conditional Selection and to
Is. and £1 for Unconditional Selection.
E.M -11 -11-97.  10.43.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eleventh day of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
Portion.
26v
104v
Parish.
Tyson
Bute
Date of
Proclamation.
19 Dec., 1894 ...
7 July, 1892 ...
[20TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . , Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority  in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of section 121 of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the part of
the Suburban. Reservation around the town of Alpha, described
hereunder, shall be and is hereby rescinded.
E.M.-I1 -11-97.  97-19143--S.G.
DESCRIPTION.
THE CLERMONT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
County of Belyando, parish of Alpha.
Portion 27v.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eleventh day of November, in the  year  of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty -first  year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QIIEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
EL s 3
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of the power and authority in me vested, andin
accordance  with the provisions of section 121 of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
part of the Suburban Reservation around the town of Gayndah,
described hereunder, shall be and is hereby rescinded.
E.M.-3-11 -97-S' & T'. 97-20909  &  209011-S.G.
DESCRIPTION.
THE GAYNDAH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
County of  Bowen ,  parish  of Taughboyne.
Portions  67, 58, 63, 64, and 3v.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government House,  Brisbane,
this third day of November, in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and ninety- seven ,  and in the sixty-
first year of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD  SAVE THE  QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The, Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of. Lamington,
[L s ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LA ON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested,  I, CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Road described  hereunder
shall be and is hereby closed.
E.M.-27 -10-97- G'. Road Case  No. 2483.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
i  I  A.  R. P.
J. F. Marks  (registered owner ,  The road separating portion Albert 1 0 9
W. K. Witty)
i
232 from 168 I I
Nora.-This  ro ad has been closed in exchange for a more convenient road
dedicated by owners th ro ugh portion 232.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-seventh day of October, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of the  United K ingdom , K night Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON,  Order of St. Michael and St. George ,  Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor .  Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895, "  I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Baron Lamington ,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do , by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule
hereto ,  and situated in the undermentioned Land Agents '  Districts ,  shall be  open for UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION only,
under the provisions of the said Acts ,  on and after  TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY , 1898, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M.,  at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule :  And I do  hereby further notify and declare that the price
at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule  : And I do  hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as in the
said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane ,  this seventeenth day of November ,  in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-17-11-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
No. of
Lot. Land Agent 's District.
al
a2
a3
a4
a5
6
Mackay ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Roma ...
No. of
Forfeited No. of
Parish .  Selection or Portion.
Farm.
Homebush ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Bute ...
44v
45v
46v
47v
48v
57v
Unconditional Selection . AgricultureArea.
Area .  Survey Fee. Annual Purchasing
Rent Price No.
per Acre. per Acre.
A. R. P.
7 220
38 3 9
22 1 28
15 0 33
22 3 10
160 0 0
By Command, . J. F. G. FOXTON.
£ s. d.
3 3 0
5 8 0
4 15 0
4 0 0
4 15 0
9 0 0
£ a. d.
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 1 0
£ s. d.
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
1 0 0
Maxi-mum
Area.
Acres.
1 1,280
1 1,280
1  1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
3 1,280
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
a Portions 44v and 45v contain patches of scrub, with fair and good soil ;  the remainder is poor forest land .  Portions 46v to 48v consist of
poor forest land, thickly timbered with devil -devil and poplar gum. All the portions are unwatered .  Situated on the south side of Sandy
Creek, about ten miles south of Mackay.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s ] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight  Commander  of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor  and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  and execution  of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified 'in the Schedule
hereto, and situated in the undermentioned LAND AGENTS' DISTRICTS, shall be open for Selection as GRAZING
FARMS, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY, 1898, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.m., at  the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the said
Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of November, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven,  and in  the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
E.M.-17-11-97.
Land Agent 's District.
0
0
z
1
a2
b3
c4
c 5
Bundaberg ...
Gladstone ...
Goondiwindi ...
Hughenden ...
Ditto ...
Run Resumption.
573
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
Waroo (Expired  Lease) ...
Milton ... ... ...
Goodar ... ... ...
Toorak ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
Parish.
Thornhill
Pemberton
Umbercollie
Toorak
ditto
4v
6v
1v
11v
14v
Area.
A. R. P.
738 0 0
1,303 0 0
17,700 0 02,700  0
.8,173 327,
Survey
Fee.
£  S. d.
15 6 0
19 0 0
60 0 0
23 0 0
41 0 0
Annual -
Rent
per Acre.
No.
a. d.
0 1
0 11
0 01
0  it
0 1
Grazing
Area.
Maxi-
mum
Area.
Acres.
20,000
5,120
20,000
20,000
20,000
* Not within a Grazing Area.
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
a. This portion consists of well -grassed ridges ,  timbered with ironbark ,  gum, and bloodwood  ;  watered by the Boyne River  ;  situated
about twenty miles southerly from Gladstone.
b. This portion is well grassed, has good soil ,  and is timbered with  coolibah  and patches of dense b)olar hnd sandalwood scrubs;
watered by Yarril Creek ; situated about twenty-five miles north-easterly from Goondiwindi.
c. These portions consist of well -grassed downs ,  timbered with clumps of wattle and whitewood .  Portion 11v is watered by Eastern
Creek; portion  14v is  unwatered ,  but water can be conserved in watercourses ,  and artesian water can be obtained at a depth of from 1,500 feet.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the seventeenth day of November, 1897, I did, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the 43rd section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "  as requires  land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for
selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position of such lots on proper
maps or plans  : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said
Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all
powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the MARY-
BOROUGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION,
under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after TUESDAY, the TWENTY-FIRST day of DECEMBER, 1897, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare
that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by
and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall
be 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of November, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven,  and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-17-11-97. GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN! By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.- NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA (Sec. 17,  Act 1891).
N f
Conditional Selection .  Unconditional Selection.
Pro vi io alNo. of Expired Lease .1,ot. Parish. Po
o. o Area.
rtion.
s n
Survey Fee.
Annual Rent Purchasing Annual Rent PurchasingPrice perper Acre . Acre. per Acre.
Price per
Acre.
A. R.  P.  £ s.  d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1  Doongul ... Doongul ... ... 76v  141 0 0 816 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
2  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 77v  141 0 0 816 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
3  Ditto .. ditto ... ... 78v  160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
4  Ditto
.
ditto ... ... 79v  160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0  010 100
5  Ditto
...
... ditto ... ... 80v  153 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4. 015 0  010 100
6  Ditto ... ditto 81V  160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
7  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 82v  160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
8  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 83v  160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
9  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 84v  160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
10  Ditto ditto .. .. 85v  160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
11  Ditto
...
... ditto
.
...
.
... 86v  160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0  010 100
12  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 87v  160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
13  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 88v  117 0 0 8.3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
14  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 89v  117 0 0 8 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
15  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 90v  112 0 0 8 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
16  Ditto ditto ... ... 91v  112 0 0 8 3 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
17  Ditto
...
... ditto ... ... 92v  160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
18  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 93v  160 0  0 9 0 0  0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
19  Ditto . ditto ... ... 94v  160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
20  Ditto
. .
... ditto ... ... 95v  160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0  010 100
21  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 96v  160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0  010 100
22  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 97v  160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
23  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 98v  160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
24  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 99v  160 0' 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 0 15 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
25  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 100v  143 0 0 816 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
26  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 101v  143 0 0 816 0 0 0 4 01.5 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
27  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 102v  136 0 0 812 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1. 0 1 0 0
28  Ditto ... ditto ... 103v  160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
29  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 104v  160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
30  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 105v  150 0 0 816 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
31  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 106v  150 0 0 816 0 0 0 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
32  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 107v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0  0 1 0 1 0 0
33  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 108v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
34 Ditto ... ditto ... ... 109v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
3.5 Ditto ... ditto ... ... 110v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
36 Ditto ... ditto ... ... 111v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 4 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
37 Ditto ... ditto ... ... 112v 149 3 24 8 16 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
Portions 76v to lily consist of fairly grassed country, thickly timbered with ironbark, bloodwood , and gum . Portions 77v, 78v, 81v,
82v, 84v to 86v, 90v to 92v, 94v, and 95v are watered by Stony or Doongul Creek ; portions 80v, 83v, and 103v to 106v  are watered  by Grant's
Creek ; and the other portions  are intersected  by gullies running into Grant's and Stony Creeks.' Situated from two to eight  miles northerly
from Aramara Railway Station, on the Gayndab Branch Railway, and from twenty to twenty-five miles westerly from Maryborough.
Portion 112v is well grassed; ironbark,  gum, &c. ; unwatered . Situated about four  miles  north -easterly from Hunter 's Hut Railway
Station , on the Gayndah Branch Railway.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL
SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY, 1898, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby further notify and declare
No. 114. VOL. LXVIII.] 11541
Survey Fee.
that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby,
by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts
shall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand  And  Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of November, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-17-11-97.
e
Land  Agent' s
0 District .
0
Run
Resumption.
Parish.
a 1 Gayndah Ban Ban ... Gayndah
a 2 Ditto ditto ... ditto
a 3 Ditto ditto ... ditto
a 4 Ditto ditto ... ditto
*5 Inglewood ... Bengalla
6 Ditto ... ... ditto
b 7 Port Douglas... Victory
c 8 .Rockhampton Langmorn LangmornC 9 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
Within  Agricultural Areas.
a
e
Area.
0
z
A. R. P.
59u 160 0 0
60v 142 3 0
61v 160 0 4
62v 100 3 6
7v 150 0 0
8v 160 0 0
19v 133 1 16
28v 300 0 0
29v 300 0 0
20TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Conditional Unconditional Agricultural
Selection .  Selection. Area.
a m
a bpd mP. aa.p.
£  a. d. s. d.  1 £ s. d. s. d. ( £  a. d.
9 0 0 0 6 1 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 1
816 0 0 6 1 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 1
9 0 0 0 6 1 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 1
718 0  0 6 1 0  0 1 4 1 6 8 1
816 0 0 6 1 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 t
9 0 0 0 6 1 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 t
812 0 0 6  110 0 2 0 2 0 0 2
11 5 0 0 4 015 0 1 0 1 0 0 t
11 5 0 0 4 0 15 0 1 0 1 0 0 t
Acres.
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
320
1,2801,280
• Subject to the provisions of "  The Mineral Lands  (Sales )  Act of  1892 " and  "  The Mineral Lands  (Sales )  Act Amendment Act of  1894."
t Not in an Agricultural Area. (Section 17, Act 1891.)
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
a. These portions consist of well-grassed land, timbered with ironbark and bloodwood ; 59v, 60v, and 61v are watered by Woodmillar
Creek, 62v is unwatered ; situated about seven miles south-easterly from Gayndah.
b. This portion consists principally of dense vine scrub, with patches of thickly timbered forest, unwatered ; situated about eight miles
westerly from Port Douglas.
c. These portions are fairly grassed, timbered with ironbark, bloodwood, and gum, watered by Raglan and Scrubby Creeks ; situated
about forty miles south-easterly from Rockhampton.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACH
ALEXANDER NAPIEIR, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L.S'] Kingdom, Knight Commander of theMost Distinguished
LAaIINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor. Couumander-in-Chic' of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of the authority  in me vested ,  I, CHARLES WALLACH
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Pro-
clamation , notify and  declare  that the  Roads  described hereunder shall
be and  are hereby  opened as  Public Roads.
E.M.-27 -10-97-G'.
DESCRIPTIONS.
Road Case No. 1345.
Description of New Road through Broadmere Holding, Leiehhardt District.
Commencing on the Taroom road at a point about two miles north
of Broadmere Station, and following a route formed by the Taroom
Divisional Board,  passing  Long Swamp Dam and crossing the Robinson
River to a point on the Taroom road about two miles east of Broadmere
Station.
NOTE.-This road is opened in exchange  for part of the road from Bedourie to
Taroom  through Broadmere  Holding ,  commencing  at a point about  two miles
north of Broadme re Station and passing the Head Station and Washpool Lagoon
to a point  about two miles  east of Broadmere , which road is hereby  closed.
Road Case No. 2525.
Description of Road through portion  4062, parish of Domville,
county of Derby.
From the north corner of portion 4062, Toowoomba District, south-
easterly along  and • within part of the north-east boundary of that
portion bearing 135 degrees eight chains and fifty links, and east two
chains and twelve and one-tenth links, and containing 1 acre 1 rood
22 perches ; freehold ; registered owner, Patrick Hegarty ;-Cat. No.
D 36-1377.
Road Case  No. 2547.
Description of Road th ro ugh portion  3745,  parish of Domville,
county of Derby.
A deviation of the road on the south-west boundary of portion 3745
Toowoomba District, at a point bearing 135 degrees sixteen chains and
eighty links from its north-west corner ; thence 81 degrees six chains
and thirty links, and 171 degrees eight chains and sixty-seven links; and
containing  2 acres 2  roods 37 perches ; freehold ; registered owner, R.
O'Toole.
Road Case No. 1926.
New road ten chains wide through Fairlight Holding, Burke
District (Executors late James Thompson), from a point on northern
boundary of holding about thirty-one and a-half chains from its north-
west  corner southerly to Fairlight Creek ; thence along that creek,
following the road from Fairlight Station, to the reserved road along
the Flinders River.
Road Case No. 2356.
Deviation of part of the Eidsvold to Canindab road, commencing on
present  road at a point just below  small reserve  on Splinter Creek,
crossing creek, and passing close under Mount Tellebang northerly in a
direct line to the Old Canindah to Yarrol road ; thence along that road to
the Yarrol to New Canindah road ; thence north-westerly across Splinter
Creek to join present road near New Canindah Station.
Nora .- This road is opened in lieu  of that part of the  road  from Eidsvold to
New Canindah advertised in  Government Gazelle  of 23rd January ,  1897, which
road is hereby  closed.
Road Case No. 2265.
Description of Road through  portions  43 and  38,  parish  of Meleombe,
county of Ward.
1. Road 1.50 links wide south- easterly along and within  part of the
south-west boundary of portion 43 to Burnett Creek bearing 134  degrees
56 minutes  sixteen  chains and thirteen  links, and containing 2 acres
2 roods taken  from a reservation of 3 acres 1 rood reserved for  road
purposes ; freehold - registered  owner , J. Minnage.
2. Road  one c{iain wide south-easterly through portion 38, A.F.
2200, Brisbane District, bearing 135  degrees twelve chains and  forty-four
links  to a reserved road, and containing 1 acre 1  rood ; 1884 Act ; holder,
J. M. Neill (spinster );-Cat. No. M33-2977.
Road Case No. 2345.
Description of Deviation of Reserved Road through portion  1661,  parish
of Tewantin, county of March.
From the western boundary easterly through portion to  reserved
road bearing 119 degrees  29 minutes ten chains  ninety and  seven -tenths
links ,  east seven chains  ninety -five and a-half links ,  and 56  degrees
14 minutes  five chains  and sixty-three and eight-tenths links, and
containing 3 acres 3  ro ods  14 perches ; freehold  ; registered owners,
Dath, Henderson, Bartholomew, and Company, Limited.
NarE.-This road is opened  in lieu of  the cor re sponding part of the road
through the  portion advertised for closure  in the  Government  Gazette  of  15th May,
1897, page 1178 (item 1), which road is hereby  closed.
Road Case No. 2659.
Road  one chain  wide  along  and within the south boundary of
portion 496, parish of Kedron, county of Stanley, bearing  east  thirteen
chains ninety- six links , and containing 1 acre 1 rood 31 perches ;
registered  owner , S. T. Morris.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-seventh day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in
the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMING TON,Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGovernor,' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andover Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, CHARLES WALLACH
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Proclamation in the Govern.
ment  Gazette  of the seventh day of December, 1895, page 1219, declaring
the road through portions 933 and 921, in the parish of Gin Gin,
county of Bowen, open as a public road, shall be and is hereby
cancelled.
E.M.-27-10-97.-G'. Road Case No. 1197.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government  House, Brisbane,
this twenty-seventh day of October, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven,  and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, bA PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CIIUBLFS WAI LACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
[r ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
LAMINGTON the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
G'uvcinur. ' Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in
me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Acts, 1884  to  1895," I ,  CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEE'
Baron Lamington ,  the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive  Council,  and on the recommendation
of the Land Board ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and
declare that the operation of the 43rd section of  "  The Crown
Lands Act  of  1884"  shall be and is hereby suspended with
respect  to the Country  Land described hereunder, and situated
in the  WINDORAH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT : And
I further notify and declare , by and with  the advice aforesaid,
that the said land shall be  open for GRAZING HOME-
STEAD SELECTION,  at the  LAND OFFICE, WINDORAH,
under the provisions of the said Acts ,  as unsurveyed lands, on
and after  TUESDAY, the FOURTH  day of  JANUARY, 1898,
at ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at the annual rental specified in
the said Schedule  : And I do hereby, by and with  the advice
aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any  one person in the said District shall be 20,000 acres.
Provided  always and  I do hereby  further declare that the
maximum area which may be selected  by any  one person as a
Grazing Homestead within this  Area shall  be 2,560 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane ,  this seventeenth day of November, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ninety -seven, and in the sixty -first year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAFE THE  QUEEN I
E.M.-17 -I1-97.
DESCRIPTION.
THE WINDORAH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Windorah.)
Annual rent, 4d. per acre.
NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
On the Resumed Part of Galway Downs Run.
County of Grey, parish of Murken.-Area,  about 2, 560 acres.
Situated to the south of the Windorah Town Reserve and
the western channel of Cooper's Creek, forming the southern
boundary of portion 6v, but not to include any of the main
channels of  Cooper's Creek ;-exclusive of land required for
roads,  reserves , or other public purpose.
Situated about three  miles south -easterly  from the town of Windorah,
and has a frontage  to the  western channel of  Cooper 's Creek.
N.B.-subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right  Honourable CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington  of Laming-
ton, in  the county of Lanark,  in the Peerage of[L. s.] the  United Kingdom, Knight Commander of theLAMINGTON,Governor. . Most Distinguished  Order of St. Michael and St.over George ,  Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  and execution of all powers and authorities
in me vested under the provisions  of  "The  Crown Lands
Acts,  1884  to  1895 ,"  I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington ,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by  and  with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of
the Land Board , do, by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and declare
that the operation of the 43rd section of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884"  shall be and is hereby suspended with respect to
the Country  Lands described hereunder ,  and situated in the
TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT : And I
further notify and declare , by and with  the advice aforesaid,
that the said land shall be open  both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, at the LAND OFFICE,
TOOWOOMBA,  under the provisions of the said Acts, as
unsurveyed lands ,  on and after  TUESDAY, the FOURTFI
day of JANUARY,  1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at
the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I
do hereby  further notify  and declare that the price at which
the lessee may purchase the said land shall be as specified in
the said Schedule  : And I do hereby, by and with  the advice
aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person in the said District shall be 1,280 acres.
Provided  always and  I do hereby  further declare that the
maximum area which may,  be selected  by any  one person within
Agricultural Area No. 8 In the said District sha ll  be 320 acres.
and with the advice aforesaid, further declare the  said  Agricul-
tural Area No. 8 to be a District for the purposes of the said
Acts ; but so that for administrative • and other purposes it
shall nevertheless form part of -the said Toowoomba Land
Agent's District.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane ,  this seventeenth day of November ,  in the-
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-seven ,  and in  the sixty -first  year of Her
Majesty 's reign.,
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
E.M.-17 -11-97.
DESCRIPTION.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Toowoomba.)
Conditional-Annual rent, 6d. per acre.
Purchasing price , £ 1 per acre.
Unconditional - Annual rent, 1s. 4d .  per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 6s. 8d.  per acre.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 8.
County of Cavendish,  parish  of Djuan.-Area,  about 200 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the north by
portion 115v; on the east by portions 117-v and 47; on the south
by portion 60v; and on the west by portions 58v, 116v, and
114v ;-exclusive of land required for roads, reserves, or other
public purpose.
Situated about nine miles north -westerly from Crow's Nest  ;  consists
principally of dense vine scrub ,  unwatere8.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
AMENDED PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
[L s.) ton, in the county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of
LAXINOTON, the United  Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
Governor . Most Distinguished  Order of St . Michael and St.George, Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance and execution of all powers and authori ti es
in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Acts, 1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of
the Land Board , do, by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and declare
that the operation of the 43rd section of  "  The Crown Lands
Act of  1884 "  shall be and is hereby suspended with respect to
the Country Lands described hereunder ,  and situated in the
INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT:  And I further
notify and declare, by and with the advice aforesaid, that
the said lands shall be open  both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION,  under the provisions of
the said Acts ,  as unsurveyed lands ,  on and after  WEDNES-
DAY the FIRST day of DECEMBER,  1897,  at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK  A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said
Schedule :  And I do hereby  further notify and declare that
the price  at which the  lessee may purchase the said lands shall
be as specified in the said  Schedule: And I  do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which
may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be
as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House,
Brisbane ,  this twenty-seventh day of October, in the
year of our  Lord  one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-seven ,  and in the sixty -first year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
E.M.-27 -10-97.
DESCRIPTION.
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Ingham.)
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area, 1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 6d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional - Annual rent ,  is. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
County of Cardwell, parish of  Tyson.-Area, 640 acres.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portion 26v, parish
of Tyson ;-exclusive of a surveyed road, and of land required
for roads ,  reserves ,  or other public purpose.
Situated on the Murray River about twenty  miles north -westerly
-from Cardwell  ;  consists  principally of dense lawyer scrub, rich  alluvial
soil. N.B.--Subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
NO. 114. V OL. LXVIII.]
A PROCLAMATION.
By  His  Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACH
ALEXANDER . NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedKingdom, Knight Commander of theMost DistinguishedLAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested,  and in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Croton Lands Act of  1884,"
1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor  aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Agricultural and Grazing Farms, under the said Acts, are declared
forfeited
ci
m
o Ce
mom
z a
a a09
of Parish. Name of Lessee.
2380 18v Beerwah  John Atkins ...
2396 31v Logan  ... ...  Alfred J. Stone-
bridge
119 13v Tribulation  ...  Johann H. Koch ...
885 7v Tiaro  ... ...  James Rayner  ...
30 ' 1v Trebonne  ...  George Townson  ...
115 389F Lannercost  ...  Joseph Clarke  ..
148 34v Tyson .. ... Allison D. Fletcher
155 366A Rockingham ... ReginaldG.IIeywood
163 33v ditto ... Frank Dowse Collins
171 479 Marathon ... Arthur Neame ...
177 42v Tyson ... ... Adelaide Thorn,
spinster
180 33v Cordelia ... ... George Hunter ...
181 lv Lannercost ... Ernest Hives ...
186 19v Berwick  ... Patrick O'Brien ...
192  23v ditto ... ditto ...
194 20v ditto ... Terence O'Brien ...
195 22v ditto  ...  ditto  ...
2197 8v Rholo ... Henry Charles
Sheppard
2452 6v ditto ... John Albert IIirehe
448 40v Jarvistield ... Henry Merman Ross
419 64v ditto ... Albert Theodore Ross
912 98v Killarney ... Edmund C. Ilanmer
1065 3.5v Emu Vale ... I John Sinott ..
Area.
Land
A gent's
District.
A. R. P.
114 0 0  Brisbane
40 2 0 ditto
100 0 0 Cooktown
160 0 0 Gylnpie
217 0 0 Ingham
160 0 0 ditto
160 0 0 ditto
160 0 0 ditto
800 0 0 ditto
153 0 30 ditto
160 0 0 ditto
800 0 0 ditto
160 0 0 ditto
2,930 0 0 ditto
2,170 0 0 ditto
2,200 0 0 ditto
2,920 0 0 ditto
160 0 0 Ipswich
100 0 0 ditto
868 3 0 Townsville
344 0 0 ditto
160 0 0 Warwick
160 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this third day of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven ,  and in  the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of, the power in me vested, andin accordance with e
provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Reserve for the use of the Land Com-
missioner, in the parish of Banana, in the Banana Land Agent's
District, established by Proclamation dated the 17th October, 1894,
shall be and is hereby cancelled.
E.M.-3-11- 97-R'. Res. 1894-'36.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this third day of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd November, 1897.
"THE PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
ZjIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
jj Council, desires it to be notified, in pursuance of the 55th
section  of  "The  Pastoral  Leases Act of  1869," that the  lands here-
under  described have been resumed from the  lease  of Deepwater Run,
in the Cook District.
E.M.-3-11  97-3i'.  97-22201-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE COOK DISTRICT.
Land to be Resumed from Deepwater Run for a Police Paddock.
Area, about 1,000 acres.
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over R over 1 on the
road through Deepwater Run, and bounded thence on the east by a
line bearing south one mile ; on the south by a line bearing west about
two miles to Highbury Station fence; on the west by that fence
bearing northerly and passing by a tree marked broad-arrow over R
over 3 to Highbury Lagoon; and on the north by the southern bank
of that lagoon easterly to the point of commencement.
1156 [20TH N OVEMBER, 1897.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified, for general information, that applications
I under the 89th section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been made for closing  the undermentioned Roads ; and all persons
who may consider their  interests  affected thereby are required to
transmit to this Department their objections,  in writing , within two
months  from this date.
Plans of  the Roads can be seen at the Land Offices, Blackall,
Ipswich, and Nanango ; and Police and Post Offices, Blackall, Esk,
Ipswich, and Nanango.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Road Cases Nos. 2682, 2460, 2661, & 2657.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation.
PERMANENT CLOSURE.
Parish. Area.
1 The Kargooolnah Divi- Road from Ahe rn' s Tank  to Mitchell
sional Board ,  on be - the Deep Well,  through District
half of the
of Evora
Lessees Evora and Delta Holdings
About
*2  C. J. Bowman ...  The reserved road through  Dixon  ...  18 0 0
portion 125,  from Byron's
Creek easterly  through
that portion and portions
4, 69, 83, 89, 99v, 128, and
102  About
*3  Ditto The reserved road through  ditto ... 4 2 14
portion  91 and its con-
tinuation through portion
127A to a reserved road
t4 D. A. Ross The  reserved road through Burran- 276 0 0
subdivision 1 of portion  l v  dowan
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
5  W. Blank The road separating portion Northbrook  11 3 31
5 from portions 64, 68,
and 59
* No'ri.-The closure of the-e roads is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the widening of other roads.
t NOTE.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out  in connection
with the openiiig of another road
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that applications
under the eighty-ninth section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884" have been made for closing the undermentioned Roads; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing,
not later than the date ii.entioned with respect to each.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the nearest Land, Police, and
Post Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
*1
I I A. R. F
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-24TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
About
The Pioneer  Divisional  Part of the road  separating  Chelona  ...  1 3 0
Board ,  on behalf of portion  833 from 676 and
D. P. Ready part of 744
*2 The Estate of W Patti- All the dedicated  roads in Gavial  ...  13 1 30
son (deceased )  portion 1,  be ing the  ro ads
separating portions D and
A from C and  B, sepa-
rating D and C from A
and B, separating C and
B from subdivisions 5, 6,
7, and 8, separating sub-
divisions 5, 6, 7, and 8
from 9 and 10, and 8 and
9 from 7 and  10;  also
*3 Ditto  ... ...  Part of the road separating  ditto ...
subdivisions  1 and 2 of
portion 2 west of pro-
posed new road
*4
*5
*6
* 7
*8
T9
LATEST DATE  FOR OBJECTIONS -1ST DECEMBER, 1897.
The Ayr Divisional  I  The road separating  por- Kirknie  ... 225 00 0
Board, on behalf of tion 20v  from 18v and the
A. J. H. Terry re served roads  through
portions  18v and 17v
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-8TH DECEMBER, 1897.
The Caboolture Divi- I The road  separating portion Burpengary 2 3 21
sional Board ,  on behalf ; 4 from  portion 5
of J. F. Fountain About
The Isis  Divisional The southe rn half-width of Gregory ... 11 0 0
Board, on behalf  of the two-chain  road along
A. C. Walker the northern boundary of
portion 1052 About
The Isis Divisional The eastern  end of the road ditto 1 0 0
Board, on behalf of J. separating portion 1028
Elwood from 1052 1 AboutThe Cairns  Divisional  The southern  end of the Sophia  .. "-2  2 0
Board,  on • behalf  of road through portion 75
owner
P. Hoskin  ...  The road and  re serve Womble- 325 1 0
through portion 4v bank
No. 11-1. VOL. LxVin.]
CLOSURE of  ROADS-continued.
No.' Applicant. Parish.situation.
1157 [20TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
Area.
I A. S. P.
OBJECTIONS - 15TH DECEMBER, 1897.
About
The road separating port ion Marathon 88 2 0
l lv from Aramac Holding,
through the  proposed
Police Reserve
The road separating portion ditto  ...  52 1 16
19v from 18v
The reserved road through Gre gory  ...  10 0 28
portion 158v
LATEST  DATE FOR
10 The Police Department
11 R. G. Miller ... ...
12 The Isis Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
T. Cannock
LATEST DATE FOB
*13 The Dalrymple Divi-
sional Board ,  on behalf
of Richard Craven
*14 Ditto ...
*15 Ditto
*16 Ditto
17 The  Dalrymple Divi-
sional Board ,  on behalf
of the Mosman Gold
Mines,  Limited
$18 H. Totnkins
19 Messrs .  Moore Bros. and
Baynes
*20 W. Broome ... ...
*21 The Yeerongpilly Divi-
sional Board, on
behalf of E. Lowen-
thal
*22 The Yeerongpilly Divi-
sional Board, on
behalf of R. Miller,
junr.
}23 Messrs. Thynne and
Macartney ,  on behalf
of R. Dunne
OBJECTIONS--22ND DECEMBER, 1897.
The northern end of the Charters ...
70-link lane leading from Towers
Cooper street to Aplin
street
The southern end of Cooper ditto ... ...
street from the west
corner of W.R. 211
The south -western end of ditto ... ...
David street from a point
about sixty links west
from the west corner of
Homestead 2507 to the
intersection of Cooper
and Mill streets
Part of Mill street from a ditto .. ...
point about 150 links east
from the  west corner of
W. R.  217 to a point about
one chain west from the
south-west corner of
Homestead  2407 About
The southern end of O'Kane ditto ... 1 0 0
street fronting Home-
steads Nos .  3983 and 3539,
and also that part of
Wagstaff street  fronting
Homesteads 3539 and 356t About
The 10-chain road leading Jundah  ...  190 0 0
to Windorah south-
westerly through por-
tions 4 and 5
The reserved road through Barambah 25 0 0
portion 56 About
The road separating por- Woodlands 36 0 0
tions 616 and 3 from por-
tions 83, 1564,  and 192:3,
and the continuation of
same  road  through por-
tion 1923  to a reserved
road
The reserved road through Mackenzie 8 2 0
portion 17v
The reserved  road along  ditto  ...  3 2 10
tion C.1
and within the east
boundary of portion 52v
Parts  of  Stoncleigh  and
Cambridge  streets sepa-
rating subdivisions 13
and 14 of section 9 of
allotments 318 and 319
and subdivision 9 of sec-
tion 10 of  allotment 319
from subdivisions 13, 12,
and 11 of section 10 of
allotment 319 and allot-
ments 10 and 7 of sec-
21 P. L .  Cardew ,  on behalf The reserved  road  through
of W. Bindley portion 11v
*25
North Bris-
bane
Kholo  ...  1 3 20
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-5TH JANUARY, 1898.
The I+is Divisional The reserved road  sepa - !  Gregory  ...  About
Board, on behalf  or rating portion 969  from 5 0 0
Messrs .  Broughton j portion 904
and Young
*26
•
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 12TH JANUARY, 1898.
t About
The Caboolture  Divi- The road separating por- Canning ... 3 0 0
sional Board ,  on tion  19v from 30v
behalf of B. W.
Stevens
* Nova.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
t NOTE.--The closure  of this road and reserve is  proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of another road.
NOTE.-- The closure of this road is proposed  to be carried out  in connection
with the widening  of th :e road running southerly through these  portions.
¢ Nova  - The closure  of this road is proposed  to be carried out in connection
with the opening  of another  road,  being an extension of Cambridge street
easterly to Elston terrace.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1897.
Road Case No. 1102.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROADS.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Public
Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to con-
firm the roads described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is
hereby notified, for general information, that any parties entitled to
compensation  in co::sequence of the opening of the said  roads are
requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars
of their estate and interest in the land required for the said roads and
their  claims for  compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60)
days  from the date of service of this  notice ;  and the  said parties
are further informed that the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to
treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the
damage that may be sustained by reason of the opening of the said
roads.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned  roads can
be seen at  this office, at the office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions in
Brisbane , and at the office of the Maroochy Divisional Board.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE.
Description of Roads through portion  93,  county of Canning,
parish of Maroochy.
1. From the south-east corner of portion 168v south-westerly
through portion 93 to Coolum Creek bearing 190  degrees six chains
and thirteen and seven-tenths links, 209 degrees eighteen chains and
fifty-nine and three-tenths links, 286 degrees  seven  chains and thirty-
seven links ,  313 degrees fourteen chains, 256  degrees seven chains and
thirteen and four-tenths links, 195 degrees nineteen  chains and  twenty-
three and eix-tenths links, 219 degrees sixte m chains and sixty-one
and seven -tenths links, 209 degrees twelve chains and twenty and
a-half links, and 265 degrees six chains and fifty links,-and  containing
10 acres 3 roods  17 perches; freehold; registered owner, E. S. Bailey.
2. A branch road from the above road south-easterly to the
western boundary of portion 171v bearing 116 degrees six chains and
thirty-five  and six -tenths links, 137 degrees nine chains and twenty-
six and one-fifth links, 160 degrees 40 minutes five chains and three
links, and 135 degrees six chains and fifty-seven and  seven -tenths
links, -and  containing  2 acres 2 roods 30 perches.
REMARKS.-Land unenclosed  ;  1# acres of cleared land included in road ; no
other improvements interfered with.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROADS.
NOTICE.
Road Case  No. 2072.
IN pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  "The Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open New Roads through the Holdings described
in the Schedule hereunder.
SCHEDULE.
Holdings. District. Licensee  or Lessee.
Thirsty  Downs ...
Toomoo ... ...
Cytherea ... ...
Maranoa
ditto
ditto
Arthur Charles Baker
City Bank of Sydney
Mrs.  Mary Anna McManus
Any claims to which Licensees  or Lessees  may consider themselves
entitled under the abovementioned Act on account of the opening of
the said roads must be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands
within two months from the date hereof.
NOTE.- A copy of the above notice with  tracing will be sent to each licensee
or lessee through the Land Agent in whose District their holdings are situated.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Road Case  No. 1737.
JN pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  "The Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open a New Road through the Holding described
hereunder.
Agricultural Farm No. 65, Dalby District.
Portion 1248, parish of Ewer.
Lessee-J. S. Jessop (Wm. Pattison).
Any claims to which the Lessee or others interested  may consider
themselves entitled under the abovementioned Act on account of the
opening of the said Road must be forwarded to the Secretary for
Public Lands within two months from the date hereof.
NoTE.-A copy  of the above notice ,  with tracing ,  will be sent to the Lessee
within two months from the date hereof.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Read Case  No. 229W.
IN pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  "The Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act  of 1889,"  it is  hereby notified
that it is intended to open a New Road through the Holding described
hereunder.
Grazing Farm No. 31, Charters Towers District, portion 2v, parish
of West Burdekin, being part of main road to Old Fanning Diggings
and to Dottswood.
Lessee-W. Stewart.
Any claims to which the Lessee may consider himself entitled
under the abo, ementioned Act on account of the opening of the said
road must he forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands within two
months front the date hereof.
NoTe.-A copy of the above notice, with  tracing ,  will be sent to the Lessee
within two  months from the date hereof.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
No. 114. VOL. LEI:.] 1158 [20TH NovEMBER, 1897.
Department  of Public Llintl,.
Brisbane , 15th Outuher, 18:17.
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
I T is hereby notified, for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of  "The. CrotonLands Act  of 1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the above-recited Act, at the
undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1868 " and  "The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876"  wi ll  also  be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts,
1897.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACTS, 1884 TO 1894."
District or Place .  Jan. Feb .  March .  April. May.
Allora ' ... ...
Aramact ... ...
Ayr ... ... .»
Banana ... ...
Barcaldine t ...
Beaudesert  ... ...
Blacka ll  ... ...
Bowen ... ...
Brisbane ...
Bundaberg ... ...
Burketown ... ...
Cairns ... ...
Cardwell ...
Charleville ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Clermont ... ...
Cooktown  ... ...
Cunnamulla ...
Dalby ... ...
Emerald  * ... ...
Esk * ... ...
Gatton  ... ...
Gayndah  .. ...
Georgetown ...
Geraldton  (Mourilyan)
... ...
... Mon. 11
Mon. 1
Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10
Gladstone ...
Goondiwindi  ...
Gympie ...
Herberton ... ...
Hughenden  ... ...
Ingham .. . ...
Inglewood  ... ...
Ips•,rich ... ...
Isisford ...
Landaborough ...
Longreach ... ...
Mackay ...
Maryborough ...
Miles
Mitchell t
.. . ...
... ...
Muttaburra
Nanango
Nerang  *
...
..
,
... .
Normanton ... ...
Port Douglas ...
Ravenswood ...
Rockhampton
Roma ...
St. George ... ...
St. Lawrence ...
Springsure  ... ...
Stanthorpe  ... ...
Surat ... ...
Tambo ... ...
Taroom ...
Texas
Thargomindah
Toowoomba...  ...
Townsville ...
...
Warwick ...
Winton ...
...
Windorah ...
+
Wed. 6  Wed. 3 We, 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
... Sat. 9 Sat. 6 Sat. 6 Sat. 10 Sat. 8
Fri. 5 .. Fri. 2
... Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Tues. 5 Mon. 3
... Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4
... Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4
... Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
... Tues. 5 .. Tues. 6 ..
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 3
Tues. 12 Tues. 9 Tues. 9 Tues. 13 Tues. 11
... Tues. 16 ... Tues. 20 ...
Tues.  5 Tiles. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6
Fri. 8 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Tues.19 ... Wed.21
Wed. 20 ... Wed. 17 ... Wed. 19
Fri. 22 ... Fri. 19 Fri. 21
Sat. 9  Sat. 13 Sat. 13 Sat. 10 Sat. 8
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Mon. 11 Mon.. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10
Sat. 2  Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Tues . 19 Tues. 16 Tues. 16 Tues. 20 Tues. 18
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12
Sat. 2 Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 15 Tues. 20 Mon. 17
Wed. 6 ... Wed. 3 ... Wed. 5
Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Sat. 17 Fri. 14
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Sat. 2  Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Sat. 2 Fri. 5
Wed. 13  Wed. 10
Mon. 11 Mon. 8
Wed 3
Tues. 9
Fri. 5
Wed, 10
Mon. 8
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4
Thur. 7 Thor. 4 Thur. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 3
Wed.20 ... Thur.18
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Tues. 16
Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Fri. 12
Wed. 6 \Ved. 3 Wed. 3
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 1
Wed. 20
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Tues. 5
Tues. 5
Wed. 6
Fri. 2 Fri. 7
Wed. 14  Wed. 12
Mori.  12 Mon. 10
Wed.
Wed. 7 , Wed. 5
Thur. 1 Thur. 6
June .  July. August .  Sept .  Oct. . Nov. Dec.
Mon. 7
Mon. 14
Wed. 2
Sat. 12
Fri. 4
Mon. 7
Thur. 3
Tues. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 2
Fri. 4
Mon. 7
Tues. 8
Tues. 15
Tues. 1
Thur. *3
Fri. 4
Sat. 12
Tues. 1
Wed. 2
Mon. 14
Fri. 4
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Tues. 15
Wed. 2
Wed. 9
Fri. 4
Mon. 21
Fri. 18
Wed. 2
Fri. 4
Tues 8
. ... Mon. 6 .. ..
Mon. 12 Mon.  9 Mon . 13 Mon. 11 Mon.
+ +
Fri. 6 Fri lr. 3 Fri. 1
Wed.11 Wed.15 Wed.13
Mon. 9 Mon. 13 Mon. 11
4 Wed 6Wed
We. 7 Wed. 4 We. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Sat. 10 Sat. 7 Sat. 11 Sat. 9 Sat. 6
. Fri. 6 .. Fri. 1 ..
Mon. 5  Mon. 2  Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon. 1
Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4
Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5
Tues. 6 ... ... Tues. 5 ...
Mon. 5 Mori. 2 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon. 1
Tues. 13 Tues. 10 Tues. 14 Tues. 12 Wed. 10
... Tues. 17 ... Tues. 19 ...
Tues. 6 Tues . 3 Tues.  7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Thur. 1 Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. I Fri. 5
Tues. 20 ... Wed. 20
Wed. 21 ... Wed. 15 ... Wed. 17
Fri. 23 Fri. 17 ... Fri. 19
Sat. 10 Sat . 14 Sat. 11 Sat.  9 Sat. 13
Tues. 6 Tues.  3 Tues.  7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Wed. 7  Wt d.  4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Mon. 12 Mon. 9 Mon.  13 Mon . 11 Mon. 8
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Mon. 15
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Tues. 20 Toes. 17 Tues. 21 Tues. 19 Tues. 16
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 13 Wed. 17
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5
Mort. 19 Mon.  16 Mon. 20 Mon . 18 Mon. 15
Wed. 7 ... Wed. 1 ... Wed. 3
Fri. 16 Fri. 13 Fri. 17 Fri. 15 Fri. 12
Wed. 7 `Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Fri. 21 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5
Th 9
Fri. 4 Fri. 2Wed. 16 Wed. 14
Mon. 14 Mon. 12
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Thur. 3
Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed.  21  Wed. 7
Thur. I Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Wed. 7 Wed. 5, Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 19
Wed. 21 Wed. 19
Fri. 9 Fri. 14
Wed. 7 Wed. 5
Mon.  51 Mon. 3
Wed. 17 Thur .  18 Wed.  21 ,  Wed. 19
Wed. 3  W ed. 3 Wed.  71  Wed. 5
\Ved. 3 Wed . 3 Wed .  7 Wed. 5
Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues.  6 Tues. 4
Tues. 2 Tues. 2; Tues. 6
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Thur. 4 I ... ( Thur. 1
Wed. 16
Fri. 11
Wed. 2
Mon. 7
Wed. 16
Wed. 2
\Ved. 2
Tues. 1
Wed. 7
Thur. I
Wed. 21
Wed. 21
Fri. 9
Wed. 7
Mon. 5
Wed. 21
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Tues. 6
Tues. 4: Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Wed.  5!Wed.  21 Wed. 7
,.. Thur. 3,
Fri. 5
Wed. 10
Mon. 8
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed.
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur.
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur.
\Ved. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed.
Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 \Ved.
Thur. 5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Mon.
Mon. 6
8 Mon. 13
Wed. 1
Sat. 11
Fri. 3
Mon. 6
Thur. 2
Tues. 7
Tues. 7
Wed. 1
Fri. 3
Mon. 6
Tues. 14
Tues. 21
Tues. 7
Thur. 2
Fri. 3
Sat. 11
Tues. 7
Wed. 1
Mon. 13
Mon. 13
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Tues. 21
Wed. 1
Wed. 15
Fri. 3
Mon. 20
Fri. 17
Wed. 1
Fri. 3
Thur. 9
Fri. 3
Wed. 15
Mon. 13
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Thur. 2
Thur. 2
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Mon. 6
Wed. 4  Wed.  I. Wed. 6 \Ved. 3 i Wed. 1
Wed. 15  Wed. 17
Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 8 Fri. 12
Wed. 4  Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Mon. 2  1 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon. 1
Wed. 18  Wed. 15 Wed. 20 Fri. 19
Wed. 4  Wed. 1  Wed. 6 Wed. 3
\Ved. 4  Wed. 1  I Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Tues.  3 Tues.  7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2
Toes. 3  Tues.  7  T iles. 5 Tues. 2
Wed.  41 Wed. 1 Wed. 6  Wed.  3
Thur. 5 ( ...  Thur. 7 ...
• The Courts  marked  thus  *  are only held  for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions
t  Office for receiving  applications.
t Days will be  fixed when  Land  Commissioner  visits Ayr.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day,
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
Thur. 9
Wed. 1
Mon. 6
Fri. 17
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Tues. 7
Tues. 7
Wed. 1
Thur. 2
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Department of  Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th November, 1897.
RETURN of all applications for Licenses, under the Timber
Regulations, made to and granted by the Land Commissioners
during the months and at the places hereunder specified.
WALTER C. HUME.
Applicant ' s Name.
Mary Payne
Amos Hurst
G. Eaton ...
H. Draper
T. P. Ahern
E. Tucker
... „ ...
... To cut pine ...
W. Skipper ...
C. Holbeck ...
Mrs. J. Chambers
W. Anderson ...
H. Litherland ...
J. Warner ...
W. Sharp ...
T. Gorring
J. Small  ...
J. Ladlow
T. Byrnes...
ARAMAC.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
... ... J To out firewood ...
• BOULIA.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
... ... ... I To cut firewood ...
BRISBANE.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
... ... ... To cut cedar ...
... To cut  cedar ...
... To cut pine ...
Description of License.
... To cut and split ...it  ...91 It ...
To cut firewood ...
BUNDABERG.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
...
T. W. Sloane ... ... ...
J. Tobin ... ... ... ...
J. Roser ... ... ... ...
J. Clark ...
W. Hayling ... ..,
W. J. Proctor
W. Pegg ...
J. Feehan ... ... ...
J. Clark ... ... ... ...
F. R. Cogzell ... ... ...
R. Jones ... ...
W. Mahaffey ,..
J. F. Pezzey ...
E. Bjorkegren ...
F. C. Mahoney ...
J. Rice ... ... ... ...
W. Bunbury ... ... ...
„
To cut'hardwood-To cut pine ..
To cut hardwood ...
To cut pine ... ...it
To out firewood ...
Amount
of
Fee.
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
3 10
5 0
3 10
3 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
0 10
3 10
3 10
7 0
3 10
7 0
3 10
1 0
3 10
3 10
7 0
3 10
2 10
3 10
2 10
3 10
7 0
3 10
1 0
CAIRNS.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
T. Thomas ... ... ...  'To cut firewood ... ... 0 10
J. Oxley .. .. ... ...  it „ ... ... 0 10
W. F. Woodford ... ... ... ... 0 10Ali Young ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
Rahman ... „ „ ... ... 0 10
Semen ... ... .. . ... ... ...  0 10Sceen  ... ... ... . .. ... ... 010
E. Bean  ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 10
W. D. Frew ... ... ... ... ... 0 10
C. Joseph ... ... ... ... ... 0 10
A. Neilson ... ... ... To cut pine ... ... 10 10
C. P. Anderson ... ... ... „ ... ... 3 10
R. McLaughlin ... ... ... „ ... ... 3 10
CHARTERS TOWERS.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
John Flowers ... ... I To cut firewood ... ... 0 10
C. Windley ... ... .. „ „ ... 0 10
Thomas Guppey ... ... ..  It „ ... ... 1 0
CLERMONT.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
Wm. Kildentoft ... ... ... To out and split ... ...
Geo. Moran ... ... ... „
Danl. Denton ... ... ... To cut firewood ... ...
H. Nieht ... ... ... ... To cut and split ...
CLONCURRY.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
1 10
1 10
1 0
1 10
Joseph Fisher ... ... 1 To cut and split ... ... I 1 10
COORTOWN.
(For the month of September, 1897.)Ali Sue ., ... I To cut firewood ...
.... 0 10Joseph Bryant ... ... .. „ „
CROYDON.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
Sam de  Campo ... ... ... To cut firewood ... ... 0 10
Lawrence  Fomassini  ... ... it it ... ... 0 10
M. Duffy ... ... ... „  it ... ... . 0 10
Peter Mondora ... ... ... „ „ ... ... 0 10
Wm. Cahill ... ... ... To cut hardwood... ... 2 10
Wm. Nicholson ... ... ... To cut firewood ... ... 0 10
A. Valois ... ... ... ...
„ , „
... ... 0 10Win. Newell  ... ... ... it „ ... ... 0 10
it
„
it  ...
„
To strip bark
... ... To cut pine
... To cut firewood ...
... To cut pine
LICBNSEB -continued.
[ 20TH  N OVEMBER, 1897.
Applicant ' s Name.
MARYBOROUG}H.
month of September, 1897.)
To cut pine ..
To cut hardwood
CUNNAMULLA.
(For the month  of September, 1897.)
Jess Jessem  ... ...  To cut firewood ...
Thomas  George Davis
Thomas Griffiths... ... ... To
cut hardwood...GAYNDAH.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
Amount
of
Fee.
£ s.
0 10
0 10
10 0
John M. Doherty ... ... I To strip bark ... .... 1 0
GLADSTON E.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
W. G. Bloomfield .. ... I To cut pine :: .. 14 0
R. Craig ... ... ... .. „ ... ... 3 10
Daniel Hay ... „ 3 10
GYMPIE.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
R. Naylor ... ... ... To cut firewood ... ... 1 0
D. Cassidy ... ... it it ... ... 0 10
G. Bernardo ... ... ... it It ... ... 1 0
R. Waking ... ... ... „ „ ... .. 0 10
J. Long ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 10
T. Fitzpatrick ... ... ... To cut pine ... ... 3 10
J. Doran ... ... ... ... „ ... ... 3 10
T. O'Dea .. ... ... ... „ ... ... 310
R. Powell ... ... ... ... „ ... ... 3 10
W. Houghton ... ... ... To cut and split ... ... 1 10
J. B. Smith ... ... ... To cut hardwood... ... 2 10
J. Jamieson ... ... ... it it ... ... 2 10
HERBERTON.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
Andrew G.  Pasley  ... ... To cut firewood ... ... 1 0
James Cabassi  ... ... ... it ,, ... : 1 0
M. Pasqueni  ... ... ... it  „ ... 1 0
HUGHENDEN.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
William Moulder ... ... I To cut and split ... ... 1 1 10
INGHAM.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
D. M. Waldock ... ... ... 1 To cut hardwood... ... 2 10
IPSWICH.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
H. L. Ball ... ... ... To cut and split ... ... 1 10
W. Kennedy ... ... ... To cut hardwood ... 2 10
W. M. Thompson and Co. ... „ „ ... 2 10
P. Kinnane  ... ... ...  To cut pine  ... ...  3 10
C. S. Langton ... ... ... „ ... ... 3 10
.LONGREA CH.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
Jacob Franchiger ... To cut firewood .. ( 1 0
Edward Low ... ... ... 1) 11 ... .. . 1 0
James Watson  ... ... .. 0 10
MACBINLAY.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
George Alfred Carter ... ... I To cut firewood ... ... i 0 10
(For the
J. E. Kinmond ...
J. G. Nichol
J. F. Pizzy
A. Neubauer
E. Williams
A. Wieland
W. Grdhn
0. Grdhn ...
W. Bro om
T. Todd ...
B. Bauer ...
J. Benson ...
H. Fielding
J. Leeson ...
R. P. Steley
C. Pohlman
W. Peoch...
E. Morgan
G. Hayward
F. J. Spittles
S. Edmunds
J. Perry ...
J. Jensen ..
James Hall
J. Birchall
... To
MILES.
Description of License.
cut and split ...
„
To cut firewood ...
„ „
(For the month of September, 1897.)
... ... ... To cut and split ...
J. Bryans ... ...
A. Howell ...
J. Mow
W. Metcalf
...
... ...
...
...
3 10
2 10
7 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
5 0
2 10
2 10
2 10
4 10
1 10
3 0
0 10
1 0
1 0
0 10
1 0
12 0
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
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LICENsrs- continued.
Applicant 's Name. Description of License.
MOUNT MORGAN.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
Antonio Amosini... ... ... To cut firewood ...
John Geary ... .. „
Thomas Beedden... ... „
Henry Buchholz ... ... ...
Edward James ... ... ...
Mary Seater  ... ... ... „ „ ..
William Teague ... ... ... ...
Jacob Hundtaft ... ... ...
Daniel  Rogers ,  junr . ... ... „ „ ...
George  Parolo ... ... ... „ „
John  Matson ,.. ... ... ...
Charles  Hansen  ... ... ... ...
George Schuh
Alfred G. E. Williams .
George  H. Miller ... ...  To cut  hardwood
Lewis Rattenbury ... ... „ „
William Jones ... ... ... To cut firewood
Joseph Poletti ... ...
Hugh Matheson ...
Tom Walker ... ... ...
James Jackson ... ... ...
William Matthews
William John Kelso ...
Alfred Delve ... ...
Niels Nielson ... ...
Samuel Spear ... ...
John Newcombe ... ..,
Carl  Sanson ... ...
RAVENSWOOD.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
Edward Doyle ... ... ... To cut firewood ...
Edward Watson ... ... ... ...
John Williams ... ... ... „ „
John Hoar ... ...
Robert Moore ... ... ... ...Win. McCaffrey ... ... ... ...
Phillip Hore ... ... ... ...Win. Hy. Dennis... ... ... „ ...
John Hancock ... ... ... ...
RocKHAMPTON.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
James Tiernay ... ... ... To cut hardwood...
Frank Disteldorf .. ... „ „ ...
G. C. Willcocks ... ... ... To cut and split ...
G. G. Barnett ... ... ... To cut hardwood...
ROMA.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
Jonathan Linnett ... ... To cut firewood ...
Henry Kadel ... ... ...
Henry Ulrich ... ... ...
Patrick Feeney ... ... ... To cut and Split
Amount
of
Fee.
£ 8.
1 0
2 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
2 102.10
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
3 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
1 0
1 0
2 10
2 10
27 0
7 10...
... 0 10
1 0
1 0
1 10
ST. GEORGE.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
John Graw ... ... I To cut pine ... ... 3 10
SPRINOSURE.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
J. Millard ... ... To cut firewood ... ..: I 1 0
A. Thomson ... .. „ „ ...  ... 0  10
STANTHORPE.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
John Rowan ... ... ... To cut firewood ... .... 1 0
Alexander Ross ... ... ... $1 $9 ` 1 0
TAMBO.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
Walter McDonough ... ... To cut firewood ... ... 1 0
THARGOMINDAH. -
(For the month of September, 1897.)
Francis Murray ... ... ... To cut hardwood ... t 2 10
TnoRNBOROUGn.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
George O'Neill ... ... ... To cut firewood ... ... I 1 0
THURSDAY ISLAND.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
Nanga Singapore... ... ... To cut firewood ... ... ( 1 0
ToowooMBA.
(For the month of September, 1897.)
Edward J. Schmid ... ... To cut firewood ... 1 0
Thomas Russell, junr. ... To cut and split ... ... 1 10
John Brennan, senr. ... ... To cut pine ... ... 3 10
John Brennan, junr. ... ... . ,, ..,  ego 1  3 10
LICENSES--continued.
Applicant 's Name. Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
TOWNSVILLE.
(For the month of September ,  1897.)
Samuel Kerr ... ... To cut firewood ... 1 0
M. Newman ... ... ... 0 10
Chong Sang 0 10
A. J. Woolley ... ... To dig and remove 2 10
Richard Morris
Edward Molloy ... ... ... To cut . firewood ...
2 10
0 10
Jas. Lynam  ... ... ... ... o to
Wm. French  ... ... ... 0 10
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th November, 1897.TT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Bowen Land Agent's District,  as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the BOWEN LAND OFFICE,
on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY,  1898, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of £1 5s. per square
mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-23347-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE BOWEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish of Proserpine.-Area,  about 47 square miles.
The Crowti land comprised in the 'expired leased part of
Proserpine Run.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1897.
TT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
1 Land, in the Cooktown Land Agent's District, as per description
lerewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884,". at the COOKTOWN LAND
OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY,
1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of 12s. per
square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under. Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-23348--s.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE COOKTOWN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
FORFEITED O.L. No.  26.-Parish of Monkhouse.
Area, about 4 square miles.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 17v, parish of
Monkhouse, and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing east
to the coast ; on the east by the coast southerly about two miles in a
direct line ; on the south by a line bearing west about two and a-half
miles; on the west by a line bearing north about two -miles; and
again on the north by a line bearing east to the point of commence-
ment;-exclusive of portions 35v and 49v, parish of Monkhouse.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th November, 1897.
T is hereby notified,  for general  information, that  the following
1 Land, in the Gregory South District , as per  description herewith,
will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," at the WINDORAH LAND OFFICE, on and
after  TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY, 1898, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual  Rental of  5s. per square
mile.
All information  respecting  the boundaries  and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands,  Brisbane.
97-23181-8.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
Abrantes Block.-Area,  83 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Blackboy West Run,
being a point four chains east of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over BW in triangle on its south side, and bounded thence on the
north by a west line along part of one of the south boundaries of Bira
Bira West Run and a continuation of the same line, in all twelve miles
seventy-four chains, passing through a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over BB in triangle on its south side to a point sixteen chains
west of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over A in triangle on its
south-east side ; thence on the west by a south line six miles seventy-
six chains to the boundary between South Australia and Queensland
at a point five chains east of a mile-post marked broad-arrow over
151M; thence on the south by an east line along part of that boun-
dary twelve miles seventy-five chains to a mile-post marked broad-
arrow over 138M; and thence on the east by a north line along the
west boundary of ilackboy West Run five miles seventy-four chains
to the point  of commencement.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  "The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act  of 1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the lands intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct  areas and  descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous  areas and  descriptions ; and such grants and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.97-15831-B.T.
No. of Deed- 54683.
Date  of Deed-5th March, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Hiram John  Kirwan.
Land Granted - Portion  81, county of Belmore ,  parish of St.
George.
Area-249 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Belmore, parish of St. George, portion  81.
Area,  249 acres  1 rood 33 perches.
Commencing at the south- west corner  of portion 79, and bounded
thence on the east by that portion bearing 2 minutes twenty-two
chains and forty-three and seven-tenths links; on the north-east by
that portion and portion 60 bearing 322 degrees 1 minute fifty chains
and fifty-eight links; on the north-west by a road bearing 232 degrees
4 minutes 30 seconds thirteen chains  and sixteen  and three-tenths
links ; on the south-west by that road  bearing  142 degrees 2 minutes
30 seconds thirteen chains and twenty-four links, and 232 degrees
two chains and fifty and three-tenths links, and by portion 58 bearing
142 degrees twenty-five chains and eighty-seven and six-tenths links ;
again on the north-west by that portion bearing 232 degrees twenty-six
chains and sixty-four and nine-tenths links, and 322 degrees two
chains and  twenty-seven and three-tenths links, by portion 55 bearing
232 degrees  twenty chains and half-a-link, and by portion 6 bearing
232 degrees 12 minutes five chains and twenty-four and a-half links;
on the south- west  by portion  83 bearing  142 degrees 13 minutes
thirty-two chains and twenty and four-tenths links; on the south-east
by a road bearing 50 degrees  42 minutes  30 seconds fifty-three chains
and thirty and a-half links ; and thence by that road bearing 90
degrees  2 minutes seventy -one and a-hall links to the point of
commencement ;- as shown on plan  of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. M 51-395.
97-14374-R.T.
No. of Deed- 55867.
Date of Deed-15th July, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Joshua Rothery.
Land Granted -  Portion 80, county of Stanley, parish of
Caboolture.
Area-151 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of  Caboolture, portion  80.
Commencing on the right bank of the Caboolture River at the
north-east corner  of portion 28, and bounded thence on the west by
that portion ,  a road ,  and portions 81 and 111  bearing  south  sixty-nine
chains  and thirty- one links  ; on the south by portions 114 and 112
bearing east  thirty-six chains and fifty-eight links ; on the east by
portion 112 bearing north twenty-four chains; on the north by a road
bearing west  twenty -one chains  ;  again on the east by a line and portion
36 bearing 20 minutes  fourteen chains and sixty-eight links, and by
that portion bearing 322 degrees 50 minutes seven chains and thirty-
nine and a-half  links ,  9 degrees 50 minutes four chains and eighty
links, 50 degrees 12 minutes four chains and eighty-seven links, and
20 minutes  twenty chains and fifty- six links  to the Caboolture River ;
and thence by that river upwards to the point of commencement ; --
exclusive  of reserved roads as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. S 31-1147.
97-13873-R.T.
No. of Deed-A 184.
Date of Deed-Unknown.
Name of Grantee-Sarah Taylor.
Land Granted -  Portion 31, county of Aubigny, parish of
Drayton.
Area- 6 acres 3 roods  30 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOR THE  CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, portion  31.
Area, 7 acres 13 perches.
Commencing  at the south-west corner of portion 30, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing 89 degrees 25 minutes
seven chains and eighty-five and a-half links, and east seven
chains and eighty-four and seven-tenths links; on the east by
portion 33 bearing 179 degrees 41 minutes five chains and fifteen
links ; on the south by portion 32 bearing west thirteen chains and
ten and a-half links; and on the south-west by portion 31A bearing
332 degrees 37 minutes five chains and seventy-one links to the point
of commencement;-exclusive of 1 rood 10 perches for a reserved
road, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office-Cat. No. D 10-83.
97-13873-R.T.
No. of Deed-4,383.
Date of Deed-15th November, 1862.
Name of Grantee-James Taylor.
Land Granted-Portion  31A, county of Aubigny, parish of
Drayton.
Area- 34 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, portion  31A.
Area, 34 o perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion 31, and bounded
thence on the north-east by that portion bearing 152 degrees 37
minutes five chains and seventy-one links ; on the south by a line
bearing west eighty-five and a-half links ; and on the south-west by a
line bearing 340 degrees 45 minutes five chains and thirty-seven links
to the  point of commencement  ;- as shown on plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. D 10-83.
97-15832-R.T.
No. of Deed Unknown  :  before Separation.Date of Deed I
Name of Grantee-Samuel Smith.
Land Granted-A llotment 1  of suburban section 46,  parish and
town of Maryborough.
Area- 2 acres 2 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of March, parish of Maryborough,  town  of Maryborough,
allotment  1 of suburban  section  46.
Area, 2 acres 2 roods 4o perches.
Commencing at the west corner of the section, and bounded thence
on the south-west by Ann street bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 501
-
links ; on the south-east by allotment 2 bearing 30 degrees 41 minutes
504. links ; on the north- east  by allotment 4 bearing 300 degrees
36 minutes 501-,Bu links ; and on the north-west by Tooley street
bearing 210 degrees 36 minutes 505 links to the point of commence-
ment ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office-Cat. No. M 20-120.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  "The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the land intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct name, area, and description
shall be taken to have been inserted in the said  grants and  in every
deed containing the erroneous name,  area , and description; and such
grants and every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-15095-P.L.
No. of Deed-N 4629.
Date of Deed-3rd December, 1895.
Name of Grantee-Miguel Navarro Wells.
Land Granted-Portion 28v,  county of Douglas, parish of
Hughenden.
Area-156 acres 2 roods 6 perches.
Nature of Error.-The  Grantee's name having been inserted in
the Deed as " Miguel Navarro Wells," instead of " Miguel Navarro,"
the correct name.
97-13433-Rail.
No. of Deed-12031.
Date of Deed-22nd June, 1865.
Name of Grantee-David Rodgers.
Land Granted-Portion  133, county of Stanley, parish - of
Chuwar.
Area-18 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Chuwar, portion  133.
Area, 18  acres  34 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 129, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing 89 degrees 18 minutes
sixteen chains and thirty-seven and two-tenths links ; on the south-east
by a road bearing 214 degrees 48 minutes nineteen chains, and 229
degrees 48 minutes seven chains and twenty-four links ; and on the
west by a road bearing north twenty chains and seven and three-tenths
links to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. M 33-3000.
Department of Publio Land,
Brisbane ,  12th November, 1897.
Road Case No. 2396.
NOTICE.
REOPENING OF ROAD TEMPORARILY CLOSED.N OTICE is hereby given, that i is intended to r open so much of
the Road through Biddenham Resumption, Warrego District,
temporarily closed on the application of The New Zealand Loan and
Mercantile Agency Company, Limited, as appears by Proclamation of
5th June, 1897, page 1334, from the south boundary of Tathunanarra
Holding south-easterly to the Warrego River; thence through portion
53v, Biddenham Resumption (being Grazing Homestead No. 250,
Charleville District; holder, Eva Jones), to the Charleville-Augathella
road. All persons who may consider their interests affected thereby
are required to transmit to this Department their objections, in
writing, within two months from this date.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the leased part of
Abington Run. in the Mackay Land Agent's District, to be opened
to Occupation License on the 23rd November, 1897, by Notice in the
Government Gazette  dated 22nd October, 1897, shall be and is hereby
withdrawn from Occupation License.
J. F. G.  FOXTON.
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OF.b ICE,
BRISBANE.
MAP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price :
Eight Sheets  at 2s . 6d. per Sheet, and Two at  Is.  6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia on a small scale, illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing the Main Telegraph Lines. Scale, 160 miles to an inch.
Price : Plain, Is. 6d.; coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets ; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d. per Sheet.
• Single Sheet Map of the Colony. Price, Is. plain, or coloured
( illustrating  the Counties and Financial Districts) Is. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various  Local Authorities (Municipalities,  Shires , and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catchment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers, &c., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, Is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek.  Scale,  4 miles to an inch. Price, Is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts. Price, Is. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta. Scale, 1 mile to an inch. Price,
1s. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s.; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, £1.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony. Price, Is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.
Environs of Longreach. Scale,  2 miles  to an inch. Price, 1s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall.  Scale,  2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure.  Scale,  2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-Maps of Lands Open to Selection r for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. McDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st August, 1896.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 19th November, 1897.
TENDERS.T'ENDERS are invited for  the undermentioned Public Works.1 For full particulars,  see  Government  G azette.
Nature of Work, Date of  Gazette  containing original  Notice,
and Place  and Date to which Tender can be received, respectively:-
GooNDIwINDI-Repairs and Painting, Bridge over McIntyre
River. 16th October. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
Houses, Goondiwindi and Inglewood ; 26th November.
TAMBO-Additions to Lands Office and Court House. 23rd
October. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses,
Tambo, Blackall, Barcaldine, and Rockhampton ; 26th
November.
URANDANGGIE - New Portable Police Hut. 23rd October.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court House, Townsville;
26th November.
AUGATHELLA-Additions, State School. 30th October. Works
Office, Brisbane, and Court House, Augathella; 26th
November.
TEwANTIN-Repairs, Post and Telegraph Office. 30th October.
Works Office, Brisbane ; 26th November.
[20TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
GooMBuRRA -Repairs and Painting,  State  School. 80th
October. Works Office, Brisbane; 26th November.
GATTON - Fittings to Chemical Laboratory, Agricultural
College. 30th October. Works Office, Brisbane; 26th
November.
CLERMONT - External Painting and Repairs, Court House.
6th November. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
Houses, Clermont and Rockhampton; 26th November.
BUNDABERG SOUTH-Addition to Residence, State School.
6th November. Works Office, Brisbane; 3rd December.
GooNDIwiNDi-Additions, Post and Telegraph Office. 6th
November. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post Offices,
Goondiwindi and Inglewood ; 3rd December.
TExowAl-Raising Building and Asphalting, State School.
6th November. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court  Houses,
Mackay and Rockhampton ; 3rd December.
CROYDON-Taking Down and Re-erecting Stockade Fencing,
Lock-up. 6th November. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court Houses, Croydon, Normanton, and Thursday Island;
17th December.
RocxHAMPToN-Repairs and Whitewashing, Orphanage Build-
ings.  13th November. Works Office,  Brisbane , and Court
House, Rockhampton ; 9th December.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th November, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the under.
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
Repairs and Forming Road at Government House, Brisbane-
Messrs. A. NORMAN AND Co.-£45 15s.
Painting and Repairs, Court House and Police Magistrate's
Residence, Blackall-JAS. MCCULLOCH-£45 lOs.
Additions, Post and Telegraph Office, Surat - GEo. LEGca-
£223 7s.
New Laundry, Government House, Brisbane - Messrs. A.
NORMAN AND Co.-£159 15s.
Repairs, &c., Court House and Police Station, Mount Perry-
GULIK NIELSEN-£111 lOs.
Additions, Post and Telegraph Office, Cunnamulla-W. BATTEN
-£141 12s.
Alterations to Building for Pharmacy Board, Brisbane-JoHN
SMITH-£60.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 18th November, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PACIFIC ISLANDERS INSPECTOR'S AND LAND AGENTS
OFFICES, CAIRNS.
r ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses,
r Cairns, Townsville, and Cooktown, until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 17th December, for Pacific  Islanders Inspector's and
Land Agent's Offices, Cairns.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary  deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Pacific Islanders Inspector' s and Land Agent's  Offices,
Cairns."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect 's Office ;
and at  the Court  Houses , Cairns, Townsville, and Cooktown.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security  for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender  being  accepted, and undertaking in that event  to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual  notification
of acceptance , a Contract Deed to Her Majesty  for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken  into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily  be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 18th November, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
LAND AGENT'S OFFICE, COURT HOUSE, WINDORAH.FRESH TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the
Court Houses, Windorah, Longreach, Charleville, Cunnamulla,
and Thargomindah, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
December, for Land Agent's Office, Court House, Windorah.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  " Land Agent's Office, Court House, Windorah."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
and at the Court Houses, Windorah, Longreach, Charleville,
Cunnamulla, and Thargomindah.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the  usual  notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Works, .
Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substituted
therefor :-
Notice is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.
96-2-Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary for Works.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1897.
N OTICE is hereby given, in accordance with the provisions of
the Railway Acts, that the Plan and Book of Reference of
the Mount Morgan Branch Railway from Kabra (9 miles 73 chains,
Central Railway) to Mount Morgan, in length, allowing for deviations,
12 miles 61 chains 70 links, proposed to be constructed under th-,
provisions of  " The Railways Guarantee Act of  1895," have been
approved and confirmed; and that the Commissioner for Railways
intends to proceed with the construction of the Line above referred
to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference so confirmed.
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.Tr HE Commissioner for Railways hereby gives notice, in accordance1 with the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864," that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having approved of the Plan and Book of Reference of the Enoggera
Branch Railway, in length 3 miles 51 chains 40 links, proposed to be
constructed under the provisions of  "The Railways Guarantee Act of
1895," such Plan and Book of Reference may be seen at this Office,
and at the Office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions, Brisbane ; and all
persons interested in the lands to be affected by the said intended
Railway are hereby required to set forth, in writing, to me, at this
Office, within one month from the first publication hereof', any well-
grounded objections that may appear to them to exist to the adoption
of the said line of Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed in connection therewith.
By Order,
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
QUEENS LAND WATER SUPPLY DEPAR I M ENT.
rl ENDERS are invited until Noon on WEDNESDAY, the 8th
December next, for Sinking an Artesian Bore on Plevna Block,
Kyabra.
'l'enders must be deposited in the Tender-box at the Treasury,
Brisbane, and each Tender must be distinctly endorsed with the words,
"Tender for Boring on Plevna."
A preliminary deposit of £20 by bank draft must accompany each
Tender.
Specification, General Conditions of Contract, &c., may be seen,
and Tender Forms, Schedules, &c , obtained, at the Offices of the
Police Magistrates at Barcaldine and Charleville, and at the Office of
the Hydraulic Engineer, Brisbane.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
T. M. KING, Under Secretary.
The Treasury, Brisbane, 15th October, 1897.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1897.
NOTICES TO MARINERS.THE following Notices to Mariners are published for generalinformation.
ROBERT PHILP.
[Extract from New Zealand Gazette, 28th October,  1897.]
No.  19  of  1897.
LEADING BEACONS, NEW RIVER ENTRANCE, FOVEAUX
STRAIT, SOUTH ISLAND, NEW ZEALAND.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 26th October, 1897.THE Borough Council of Invercargill have notified that twotriangular-striped beacons. are being erected at New River
Harbour for the purpose of guiding vessels crossing the bar. The
beacons. will be in position on the 30th October, 1897. They are
situated on the sandhills on the south side of the channel, and are
about two in les inside of Point Island. When in line, these beacons
bear from each other E. by N. I N. and W. by S. 4 S. respectively.
The front or western beacon is erected on an elevation 80 ft. above sea-
level, and is 10 ft. high, and painted white, with a black top. The
back or eastern bea^on is erected on an elevation 120 ft. above sea-
level, and is situated 150 yards away from the western beacon. It is
10ft. high, and painted white.
Sailing Directions : Vessels before entering the harbour should
bring the leading beacons in line (E. by N. 2 N.), and continue on that
course until they pick up the first red buoy half-a-mile above the Pilot-
station.
NOTE.-All  bearings are correct magnetic.
Chart, &c., affected : Admiralty Chart No.  2653; New Zealand
Pilot, Chapter viii., pages 332 and 333.
WM. HALL-JONES.
No. 699.
ADYICES from British North Borneo state that an earthquake
was felt at Kudat on the 21st instant.
About the same time, a new island was thrown up from the sea
between Mempakul and Lambeidan, fifty yards from the mainland,
opposite Labuan. The island is of clay and rocks, and measures 200
yards long by 15"J yards broad, and 60 feet high. The island appears
to be increasing in size.
Singapore, 29th September, 1897.
AUSTRALIAN STATION.
" Orlando," at Williamstown, 25th October, 1897.
Iydrographic Notice No. 45.
1.-APIA HARBOUR, SAMOA.
Two buoys have been laid down in Apia Harbour for the use of
steamers calling there.
The first of Her Majesty's ships calling there is to ascertain the
exact position of these buoys together with size of moorings, anchors,
&c., and report the result in order that the necessary information may
be proir:ulgated.
(Consul,' Samoa, 28th August, 1897: Office No.8+2.)
2.-CLEVELAND BAY, QUEENSLAND.
Information has been received that 19 feet L.W.S. were found
with  Magazine  Island 65' North extreme of Cape Pallarenda, 78° N.E.
point of Magnetic Island.
Also that the buoy shown to the southward of Bay Rock lies with
Bay Rock N. 24° W., and Nobby Head S. 68° E.
Charts Nos. 1102,  2349, 348.
Sailing Directions-Australia, Vol. II ., pages  290-296.
3.-CAIRNS.
The channel into Cairns has now been dredged to a depth of 13
feet at L.W.S.
Chart No. 2350.
Sailing Directions - Australia , Vol. II.,  page 326.
Australian Station Hydrographic Notice, No. 8, of 4 September
1895, par. 2.
(" Rapid," No. 3 ,  18th September ,  1897 :  Office No. 8J 2.)
CYPRIAN  A. G. BRIDGE, Rear Admiral.
To the respective Captains, Commanders ,  and Officers Commanding
Her Majesty 's Ships and Vessels on the Australian Station.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
QUEENSLAND COASTAL SERVICES.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1897.
T ENDERS will be received at the  Office of the  Postmaster-General,Brisbane, until Noon  of THURSDAY,  the 30th of December
next, from Persons or Companies desirous of contracting for the
Conveyance of Coastal Mails for the Government of Queensland,
according to the terms and conditions published in the  Government
Gazette  dated  16th  October, 1897.
JAMES  R. DICKSON,
Postmaster -Geueral.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE FROM HUGHENDEN TO
STAMFORD (THE TERMINUS OF THE RAILWAY
EXTENSION FROM HUGHENDEN TOWARDS WINTON),
A DISTANCE OF 39 MILES, MORE OR LESS.TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under Secretary. and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Twenty-ninth day of November, 1897, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all material (except where
otherwise specified) and for all workmanship necessary for the above-
mentioned work, according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications published in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, the
30th October, 1897.
Specifications, with Tender Forms attached, and all other
information, may be obtained on application at the Office of the
Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, and at
the Telegraph Offices, Bowen, Townsville, Charters Towers, and
Hughenden.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1897.
CROSS-ARMS.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under SecretaryT and Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, until
Noon on MONDAY, the Thirteenth day of December, 1897, from
persons desirous of contracting for the Supply of Four Thousand
(4,000) Cross-arms, according to the general conditions and specifi-
cation published in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, 13th
November, 1897.
Any other information may be obtained on application at the
Office of the Under Secretary and Superintendent of Electric
Telegraphs, Brisbane.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and  Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1897.
Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 15th November, 1897.
.E EBAL ABSTRACT showing the AVERAGE LIABILITIES  and ASSETS,  and of the CAPITAL and PROFITS, of the undermentioned BANKS of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND, for the QUARTER ended on the
G30th September, 1897, made up from the Quarterly  Statements  published in the  Government Gazette in pursuance of the provisions of the 2nd section of the Act 4 Victoria No. 13.
Liabilities.
BANKS. Notes in Circulation Due to Treasury onnot bearing  Interest .  Account of Notes.
£ a. d. £ s. d.
Bank of Australasia
 ... ••• •••
Union Bank of Australia, Limited ... ... ... ... 3,593 0 0
Australian Joint Stock
 Bank  ... ... ... ... ...
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney  ... ... ... ... ...
Bank of New South Wales ... ... ... ...
Queensland National Bank, Limited... 322,000 0 0
London Bank of Australia ... ...
Commercial Bank of Austra lia,  Limited .., ..
Royal Bank of Queensland, Limited ... ... ... ... 30,871 15 5
Bank of North Queensland, Limited... ... ... ... ,.. 31,461  10  9
English, Scottish ,
 and Australian Bank
TOTALS ... ... .... £I 3,593 0 0 384,333 6 2
Bills in Circulation Government Deposits Balances due to other  Deposits not be&ring
not bearing Interest .  not bearing Interest .  Banks .  Interest.
£  s. d. .C s. d. £ s. d.
4,326 6 2
3,729 1 0 ...
22514 9 3,24413 3
1,484 6 4 ...  1,546 15  2
13,412
 7 10 ...  6,061 8 2
5,353 5 6  558,331 10 0 32,022  8 11
36540 ...
102 16 8
122137 ... 14,21285
7,226  4 1 ... 3,66216 3
36,3471911
 558,331 10  0
 60,750 1  2
Assets.
BANKS.
Bank
 of Australasia
Union Bank of Australia, Limited ...
Australian Joint Stock Bank ... ...
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney ...
Bank of New South Wales ... ,..
Queensland National Bank, Limited ... ...
London Bank of Australia ...
Commercial Bank of Australia, Limited ...
Royal Bank of
 Queensland,  Limited ... ...
Bank of North Queensland, Limited... ...
English, Scottish ,  and Australian Bank ...
TOTALS
Coined Gold and Gold and Silver in Government
Silver ,  and other Bullion or Bars ,  Securities and Stamp Landed Property.
Coined Metals .  and Stamp Account .  Account.
Notes and Bills of
other Banks.
£ a. d.
466,514 6 8
489,652 8 4
170,509 0 8
422,428 14 5857,531 13  8
1,322,320 5 5
33,681 5 4
23,395 16 10
217,887 9 3
68,022 11 9
14, 770 3 3
4,096,713 15
 7
Deposits bearing Government Deposits
Interest .  bearing Interest.
£ s. d. £ S. d.373,425 14  8500,261 19 10  61,538613,911 2  1 ...
583,761 18 5 107,692
1,139,223 5 6 130,7691,054,152 6  9 2,115,884
(a) 62,031 9 2 ...
11,635 1 3
327,492 2 3 120,000
91,206 11 11 50,000
(b) 92,327 1 6 ...
Total Liabilities.
£ s.d.
844,266 7 6
0 0 1,058,774 9 2
787,891 0 9
6 2 1,116,914 0 6
4 7
 2,146,997 1
 9
7 5  5,410,064 14
 0
96,07718 635,133 14  9
0 0 710,586
 8 11
0 0
 251,579
 14  9
107,097 4 9
12,565,383 13
 44,849,429 13 4 2,585,883 18 2
Treasury Notes on Balances due from Amount of all Debts Total Amount of
Hand •
 other Banks . Banks.*due to Assets.
£  s. d. £ s. d. £  S. d. £ s. d. £  a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.210,777 14  2 18,7881411 70515 8 34,499 1 1 6,923 5 2 35,211 4 6
240,993 3  2  30,750 17  8 ... 70,524 4 5 4,162 1.10 69,076 0 0  1,196 10  6
,.. 97,306 8 0 20,302 4 7 ... 97,061  3 11 108 15  0 31,529 0 0  9,819 14  5
,,, 310,860 3 1 ... 38,178 9 3  5,557 14  6  43,840 17  0  935 18  3
... .., 354,9711410 22,836 8 5  79,994 1  0  299 15  4 185,835 0 0 6,353 0 8
,., ..,  394,795 19 10  116,194 4 5 1,08111 7  238,942 15 3  64  9 3 139,379 7 8  50,781 12  8
28,347 5 0 2,353 6 2  ...  66,104 12  7 1,413 8 5 3,460 0 0 2391810
,., •.•
 28,171 1710 ..  23,490 0 0  771 4 11  3,173 5 0
•.. .,. 57,498 0 0 35,507 3 1  34,011  10 4 57,534 9 8 158 9 3 34,812 9 3 61,074 0 1
,,, ,,,
 24,416 4  7 3,06416 6  12,096 1010 15 17  8  7,654 13 10  14,088 9 5
,.. 22,770 9 3  ...  1,524 18 10  1,102 3 0 ...
£ 1,800,909 9 9  249,797 15  9  35,798 17  7 718,426 1 0  23,000 1  2 555,074 0 3 144,488 410
* Including Notes ,  Bi ll s of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts of every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bills, and Balances due to the said Banks from other Banks.
BANKS.
Bank of Australasia . ... ... ... ...
Union Bank of Australia, Limited ,.. ... ...
Australian Joint Stock Bank ... .., ... ...
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney ... ... ...
Bank of New South Wales ... ... ... ...
Queensland National Bank, Limited ...
London Bank of Australia ... ... ... ... ... ...
Commercial Bank of Australia ,  Limited  ... ... ... ...
Royal Bank of Queensland, Limited ... ... ... ...
Bank of North Queensland, Limited ... ... ... ...
English, Scottish, and Australian Bank ... ... ... ...
Capital paid up to
Date.
£ a, d.
... ... ... 1,600,000 0 0
.,, ... ... 1,500,000 0 0
,.. .,. (c)
 1,166,967 10  0
... ,.. ... 1,000,000 0 0
1,950,000 0 0
(d)  455,361 17  7
,,. 1,418,845 0 0
... (e) 2,978,758 10 0
... 38.5,875 10 0
200,000 0 0
...
 970,987 10  0
£13,626,79517 7
Rates per
 annum last Dividend. Bonus,
5 per cent. . ...
5 per cent. and bonus ,..
8 per
 cent.
 ...
9 per cent. and bonus ...
3 per cent. .
2 per cent .
 on Preference Shares only
2,j per cent.
 ... ... ...
5 per cent .  and bonus
 ... ... ...
£ a. d.
909,067
 3 11
1,371,652 7 7
685,341 8 10
933,386 8 11
1,756,056 13 116,474,376 1
 3
346,624 1 7
217,072 4 7
880,030 3 1
364,798  8 11
167,501 0 5
14,105,qO6 19  0
Amount of last Dividend
declared.
1,
£
245,972
 1.9d5.
1,788,354 5 2941,468 14
 9
1,332,759 11 0
2,406,347 7 27,415,616 17 11
448,542 12 7
272,679 2 4
1,160,626 4 9
426;13511 9
192,898 11 6
17,631,40118 4
Amount of the Reserved
Pro fits at the time of
declaring such
 Dividend.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
40,000 0 0 812,621 0 0
37,500 0 0 812,067
 1 10
52,00000
40,000
 -0  0 1,025,256 19 587,727 10  0 1,191,934 0 0
12,000 0 0 36,93317 8
21,17014 0 4,299 1 8
5,156 5 0
 38,319 7  8
6,237 2 3 9,36814 2
£249,79111 3 £3,982,80012 5
(a) Including Transferable Deposit Receipts , £ 57,20318x .  6d. (b) Including Perpetual Inscribed Stock £75 ,029 los .  9d.; also Terminable Deposits payable  1902-4.  (c) Including £3,654 old Bank SharQ Capital in suspense.
(d) The above
 figures include Call s received on the London Register to 17th August ,  1897. (e) Preference , £ 2,117,070 ; Ordinary , £ 861,68810x.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
0
pd
h
N
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Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 19th November, 1897.
T
HE  following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Town and Suburban Building Society,
Limited, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 8th June to 7th September, 1897, is published in
conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS Of the TOWN AND SUBURBAN BUILDING SOCIETY
LIMITED, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 8th June to 7th September, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation ( Not bearing Interest ... ... ...Bearing Interest .. ... ... ...
Bills in  Circulation c Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Balance due to other Banks ... ... ... ...
Not bearing Interest ...Deposits ••. •• Bearing Interest ...
Other Liabilities ... ... ... ... ... ...
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... ...
AMOUNT.
£ a. d.
TOTAL.
£ a. d.
7,371 12 2
1,517 10 6
... ... ... .. £8,889 2 8
Amount of Capital Stock paid up at the close of the Quarter ended 7th September, 1897 ... ... ... 9,413 19 8
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 21 per cent.
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ..• ... ... 103 1 11
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the  time  of declaring such Dividend ... ... ... ... ... 867 13 3
ASSETS.  AMOUNT. TOTAL.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ..• ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks .., ... ,.. ... ... ... ...
s. d. £ s. d.
.........  62 8 1
......... ........
5,779 16 6
......... 1,859 3 7
Balances  due from other  Banks  .. .  ...  ... ...  ... ......... ............ ..
Amount of all Debts due to the Society ,  including Notes, .Bills of Exchange, and all ..
Stock and Funded Debts of every description ,  excepting Notes, Bills ,  and Balances 11,449 14 6
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of  Assets ... ... ...  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £ 18,651 2 8
Maryborough, Queensland, 4th November, 1897. HERBERT A. JONES, Secretary.
I, Herbert Algernon Jones, make oath that, to the best of_ my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful
Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Society during the period specified; and that the same was made up
from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria No.  13.
HERBERT  A. JONES.
Sworn before me, at  Maryborough, this fourth day of November, 1897.
JNO. W. ANDERSON, Justice of the Peace.
Home Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 19th November, 1897.
THE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Queensland Deposit Bank and Building
Society, Limited, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st July to 30th September, 1897, is published
in conformity with the 2nd section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS Of the QUEENSLAND DEPOSIT BANK  AND BUILDING
SOCIETY, LIMITED, taken from the several Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 1st July to 30th September, 1897.
LIABILITIES.
( Not b  - I terestni
AMOUNT .  TOTAL.
£ s, d. £ s. d.
... ... ... ... ... ... ... .........e g
nul tiCiN it ...rc a oneso t Bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... .•. ... ••...•.•.
Bills in Circulation ,,, f
Not bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ••. ... ....
Bearing Interest  ... ... ... ..• ... ,.. ...,.....
Balance due to other Banks  ... ... ... ... ... ... .•• ... ••• •••...•..
Deposits ,,. .. .  Not  bearing Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ... 7,111 7 6Bearing Interest  ... ... ... ...  ...  73,867 13 7
Total  Amount of  Liabilities
...
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the Quarter ended 30th September, 1897
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ..• ... ... ... ...
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... ... ...
4,961 10 8
80,979 1 1
... £85,94011 9
85,876 16  4
10 per cent.
2,905 1 0
36,467 6 1
179
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QUEENSLAND DEPOSIT BANK AND BUILDING SOCIETY,  LIMITED-Continued.
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ...
Landed Property .. ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ...  ... ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks ...  ... ... ... ... .
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes, Bills of Exchange, and all Stock
and Funded Debts of every Description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances due to
the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets £151,307 16 9
W. H. PARKER, Manager.
F. G. DEWAR, Accountant.
I, William Henry Parker, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful
Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank during the period specified; and that the same was made up
from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane,  this second  day of November, 1897.
JAMES FERGUSON, Justice of the Peace.
HALF-YEARLY RETURN  of the Aggregate  Average
1111. Amount  of the  WEEKLY LIABILITIES and ASSETS Of
the  BANK OF ArSTBALASIA, within the Colony of Queensland,
from  the Thirteenth day of April, 1897, to the Eleventh day
of October , 1897 , inclusive.
Published pursuant to the Royal  Charter of  Incorporation.
Bills in Circulation not bearing Interest ...
Notes in Circulation not bearing Interest ...
Bills and Notes in Circulation bearing Interest
Balances  due to other Banks ... ... ...
Cash deposited not bearing Interest ... ...
Cash deposited bearing Interest ...
£ s. d.
4,207 10 6
572 13 1
982 8 7
465,343 12 0
367,210 17 10
Total Liabilities within the colony ... ... £838,317 2 0
Coin and Bullion . 270,289 13 10-
Landed Property (Bank Premises) ... ... ... 34,484 16 5
Treasury Notes ... ... ... ... ... 33,381 19 1
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... 6,779 7 4
Balances  due from other Banks ... ... ... ...
Debts due to the Corporation, including Notes, Bills,
and other Securities . ... ... ... ... 916,690 5 4
Total Assets within the colony  ... £ 1,261,626 2 0
E. T. COOPER,  Manager, At  Brisbane.OLRIC SHAW, Acting  Accountant,
2nd November, 1897.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 19th November, 1897.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum a Dunwich is
published  in pursuance  of the Regulations for the  management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
RETURN FOB THE WEEK ENDED  13TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum at date
of previous Report ... ... ... ... 910
Number  since  admitted ... ... ... ... 5
Number returned from leave  ... ... ...  3
Number discharged ... ...
Number died
Number absent on leave ...
6.. too
3
Number remaining  at date hereof  ... ... 915
Admissions :
Walter Mandeville ,  66, labourer ,  from Roma  ;  unable to work
during the last two years.
Alfred Goodwin, 61, cook, from Hughenden Hospital; employed
during the last two years seeking opals, and an inmate of the Winton
and Hughenden Hospitals.
Joseph Schwart, 80, cabinetmaker, from Rockhampton; employed
during the last two years as a French polisher at Rockhampton.
Michael Boland, 62, groom, from Mackay ; unable to work during
the last two years.
Grace Enders, 70, tailoress, from Toowoomba; unable to work
during the last two years.
Discharge :
Alice McHoul, 57; admitted 28th May, 1897.
Deaths :
Thomas Green, 62; admitted 29th May, 1896.
John Plokker, 57; admitted 8th October, 1895.
P. SMITH , Medical Superintendent.
AMOUNT. TOTAL.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
95,469 7 8
11 13 10
292 6 4
55,482 17 10
W. H. PARKER.
Home Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd October, 1897.
PAPER, BINDING ,  AND LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIAL.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office until Noon of FRIDAY,
the 31st December, 1897 ,  from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Paper, Binding, and Lithographic Material required by
the Government Printing Department in Queensland ,  for two years,
commencing on the 1st July, 1898.
Tenders must state the price  at which  each article is to be delivered,
free of all charges ,  at the Government Printing Office ,  Brisbane, where
samples can be seen ,  and a list of the quantities of each article
required obtained .  The successful Tenderer must from time to
time supply ,  immediately upon demand ,  at contract prices, such
additional quantities as  may  be required by the Department.
A memorandum must be attached to each  T ender, signed by the
Tenderer and two responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the Office of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within seven days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance, in a
sum equal to 10 per cent. of the gross amount of the Tender.
Tenders to be addressed to the Under Secretary ,  Home Secretary's
Department ,  Brisbane, and superscribed, "  Tender for Paper, Binding,
and Lithographic Material."
The Government will not necessarily accept the lowest or any
Tender.
W. H. RYDER ,  Under Secretary.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1897.
ITH reference to the notification which appeared in aW Supplement to thG overn ent  Gazette  da ed the 14th of
October ultimo, calling for Tenders for Supplies for the Public
Service during the  year  1898, intending Tenderers are 'requested to
note that the Flour to be supplied must be of Queensland manufacture.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for  information  which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an explosion  of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the  Charters  Towers Gold Field on the  morning  of the 25th of
December, 1896;  also that  a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the  crime, not being  the principal offender, who shall give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid for such information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person  or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed all or any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey
that were stabbed at that place on the said night ; and that a
Free Pardon be given to any person concerned in the crime, not being
the principal offender, who may give such information.
HORACE TOZER.
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DIVISION OF GOGANGO.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to approve of the following
By-laws made by the Board of the Division of Gogango.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by  "  The Divisional Boards Act of  1887 "  it is enacted that
the Board of any Division may make By-laws for all or any of the
purposes in the Act mentioned : It is hereby resolved by the Board of
the Division of Gogango, by and with the approval of the Governor
in Council, that the following By-laws shall be in force within the said
Division from the date of the publication hereof :-
BY-LAW No. 22.
RESERVES.
Interpretation clause.
1. In the following By-laws the word " Board " shall mean the
Board of the Division of Gogango ; the word "Division" shall mean
the Division of Gogango  ;  the word  "Chairman"  shall mean the
chairman for the time being of the Board  ;  the word " clerk "  shall mean
the clerk of the Board  ;  words importing the singular number shall
include the plural number ,  and words importing the plural number
shall include the singular number  ;  words importing the masculine
gender only shall include females  ;  the word  "  person" shall include
corporation ,  whether aggregate or sole  ;  and the word " lands " shall
include tenements of every description and tenure.
2. It shall be the duty of the clerk to receive and account for all fees
and other moneys on behalf of the Board payable under this By-law,
and to pay all such moneys received by him into the credit of the
divisional fund at the Union Bank of Australia ,  Limited, or such other
bank as the Board may direct.
3. He shall also keep a book ,  in which shall be registered the
description and brands of all stock which the owner or owners shall be
authorised to depasture on the reserves under the control of the Board,
with the names, residence, and occupation of such owner or owners ; and
until such particulars are furnished no person will be allowed to
depasture cattle or sheep on the said reserves save and except drovers
and travellers as hereinafter mentioned.
The term "drover" shall mean and include every person engaged in
or employed for the purpose of driving cattle or sheep.
The term "traveller "  shall mean and include carriers ,  hawkers, and
persons riding or driving cattle ,  but shall not include drovers.
The term " cattle "  shall mean and include entires ,  mares, geldings,
colts, fillies ,  asses, mules ,  cows, oxen ,  steers, heifers, and calves.
The term " sheep "  shall mean and include rams ,  wethers, ewes,
lambs ,  and sheep of all descriptions.
4. Upon such registration being completed the clerk may and is
hereby empowered to permit the depasturing of any cattle being the
property of the inhabitants of the Gogango Division or cattle belonging
to travellers ,  subject to the following conditions.
5. Drovers and travellers may depasture their cattle or sheep upon
any of the said reserves for a period not to exceed seventy -two hours free
of charge ,  and may, upon application to the clerk and payment in
advance of sixpence per head for cattle and one penny per head for
sheep per week ,  depasture the same for a further period of one calendar
month .  If any drover or traveller shall depasture his cattle and sheep
upon any such reserve for a longer period than seventy -two hours with-
out permisson from the clerk and payment as aforesaid ,  he shall be liable
to a penalty not exceeding forty shillings for every day while the same
shall so continue .  Inhabitants of the Division shall be allowed to
depastu re  cattle as specified hereunder on the said reserves.
6. Application for permission to depasture cattle or sheep shall be
in form of the Schedule hereto.
7. No entire male cattle over six months old shall be depastu re d on
the reserves.
8. Payment must be made to the clerk in advance for all cattle as
follows :- Four shillings per bead yearly ; two shillings per bead half-
yearly.
9. No fees shall be charged for depasturing the progeny of
registered '  stock if the said progeny be under the age of six months.
10. The clerk shall prepare and forward to the Gogango Divi-
sional Board ,  twice in every year ,  that is to say before the first day
of January and the first day of July, a detailed statement of all moneys
received by him in respect of this By-law, and of all cattle of every kind
depastured on the reserve, together with the names ,  residences, and
occupations of the persons owning or claiming any such cattle and sheep,
and shall also render a monthly report to the Board of all payments
made to him in respect of this By-law.
11. On its being proved to the satisfaction of the chairman or any
other officer of the Board that any animal depasturing on any of the
reserves under the control of the Board is causing  or likely  to cause
injury to persons or property ,  such chairman or other officer may order
such animal to be removed at once from the reserve, and in the event of
such order not being complied with the owner shall be liable to the
penalty hereinafter provided.
12. All cattle or sheep not registered as provided in these By-laws
found running on any of the said reserves within the Division of
Gogango may be impounded.
13. Every person driving cattle or sheep along any road within the
Division ,  unless prevented by rain ,  flood, or other unavoidable cause,
shall drive all such cattle or sheep at least six miles towards their
destination within every successive period of twenty-four hours.
14. Every person guilty of an offence against any of the provisions
of the foregoing By-law shall for  every  such offence be liable to a
penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
I beg to apply for permission to depasture the following
on the reserve situated in the Division of Gogango, subject to the
By-laws of the said Division relating to the depasturing of stock on
reserves:--
Mares, filli-3", asses, cows, heifers, calves,
geldings, colts, mules, oxen, steers, sheep.
To the Gogango Divisional Board.
BY-LAW No. 23.
By-Law No . 12, relating to omnibus ,  stage coach ,  or hackney
carriage ,  which was  published in the  Government  Gazette  dated
thirteenth day of April, 1889, is hereby  repealed.
BY-LAW No. 24.
REGULATING  STAGE  COACHES, OMNIBUSES, &c.
1. No owner  or other person shall ply for hire or  :tarry luggage and
passengers in or with any stage coach, omnibus, cab ,  or hackney
carriage upon any of the roads within the Division without having
obtained a license in manner hereinafter described.
License to  be in  Form A.
2. Licenses shall be in the form contained in Schedule A hereto or
to the  like effect ,  and shall be issued at the office of the Board, signed by
the clerk ,  and shall be in force from the date of such license until the
thirty-first day of December next ensuing ,  and no license shall include
more than one vehicle.
License fee.
3. For  every such license there shall be paid to the clerk the rates
set forth in Schedule  C hereto.
Drivers and conductors to be licensed.
4. No  person shall drive or conduct any vehicle as bereinbefore
mentioned  (unless he be the owner of such vehicle )  until he shall have
obtained from the Board a license to drive or conduct in the form of
Schedule B hereto ,  and shall pay for every such license the fees set
forth in Schedule C hereto ,  but in no case will a license be issued to a
person under eighteen years of age.
Drivers'  and conductors' licenses may be cancelled or revoked.
5. If any licensee be convicted of any offence against .this By -law his
license may be cancelled or revoked by the Board.
Interpretation clause.
6. The term  " vehicle" shall, when used in these By-laws, include a
stage coach ,  omnibus ,  cab, or hackney carriage.
The term " stage coach "  shall include every wheeled carriage, of
whatever form or construction, used for plying for hire for passengers
at separate fares to or from any , place within the Division.
The term "omnibus" shall mean a vehicle on four wheels, drawn
by two or more horses, used in plying for hi re  for passengers upon the
roads within the Division.
The term "hackney  carriage "  or "cab" (as the case may require)
shall be sufficient to describe a four -wheeled or two -wheeled carriage
drawn by  one or more horses, and plying for hire within the Division.
The word " owner  "  shall include every person who ,  either alone or
in partnership with any other person ,  shall keep, or be concerned in
keeping or letting, for hire any stage coach ,  omnibus ,  hackney carriage,
or cab.
The word "passenger "  shall include every person carried by any
stage coach, omnibus ,  hackney carriage ,  or cab, except the driver.
Penalty.
7. Every person guilty of an offence against any of the provisions of
the foregoing By-law shall for every such offence be liable to a
penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
SCHEDULE A.
LICENSE FoRM.
No.
Omnibus, stage coach,  or hackney  carriage.
This is to certify that residing in is he reby
licensed  to ply for hire  within the Division a certain vehicle to wit :
This  license to remain in force from the date hereof until the
thirty -first day of December next ,  subject, nevertheless, to all and every
of the By-laws in force relating the re to.
Given under my hand, at the office of the Board ,  North Rock-
hampton, this day of 18
Clerk.
SCHEDULE B.
No.
This is to certify  that of is  hereby licensed
a certain  No.  within the Gugango Division ,  from the date
hereof  to the thirty -first  of December  next, subject, nevertheless, to all
and every the By -laws in force relating thereto.
Given  under my hand , at North  Rockhampton ,  this day of
18
Clerk.
SCHEDULE C.
A Table of Rates to be  paid by  proprietors ,  drivers ,  and conductors
of licensed vehicles under By -law  M.  24 :-
Proprietors of
Stage coach
Omnibus... . ...
Hackney  carriages and cabs
For every driver' s license ...
For every conductor' s license
On and after On and after
let January .  lat July.
.£ s. d.  .4  s. d.
2 0 0 1 0 0
2 0 0 1 0 0
2 0 0 1 0 0
0 5 0 ...
0 5 0 ...
BY-LAW No. 25.
Carriers  and  carters - Repeal.
1. By-law No.  21, relating to carriers and carters ,  which was pub-
lished in the  Government Gazette  dated nineteenth day of May ,  1894, is
hereby repealed.
Inter pretation clause.
2. The word  "  vehicle " shall mean and include every wagon, dray,
cart, or van of whatever construction, drawn by horses or other animals,
used wholly or chiefly for the carriage of burthens or heavy goods (farm
and dairy produce excepted).
License.
3. The owner of any such vehicle used within the Division and
drawn by not more than two horses shall pay a license fee of .21 per
annum ,  and shall receive a license as speci fied in Schedule D hereto.
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No person shall use or employ upon any road, street, highway, or
thoroughfare within the Division any wagon, dray, trolly, or other
vehicle drawn by more than two horses or four bullocks unless there
shall have been paid in respect of such vehicle the license fee herein-
after speci fied.
4. The owner of every such vehicle used or employed as aforesaid
shall pay to the Board in respect thereof a license fee in accordance with
the following scale, viz.:-
For every such vehicle having spoke wheels with tires not exceed-
ing 3 inches in width , £ 5 per annum ;
Tires ex ceeding 3 inches and not less than 3J inches in width, £4
per annum ;
Tires exceeding 3J inches and not less than 4 inches in width, £3
per annum ;
Tires exceeding 4 inches and not less than 5 inches in width, £2
per annum ;
Tires exceeding 5 inches and not less than 6 inches in width,
£1 10s. per annum ;
Tires exceeding 6 inches and not exceeding 7 inches in width, £1
per annum ;
Tires exceeding 7 inches in width,  Is. per annum.
Block wheels.
5. For every such vehicle having block wheels, with a tire 6 inches
wide or two tires equal to 6 inches wide on each wheel, £1 per annum.
6. With less  than 6-inch tires , £ 8 per annum.
7. The above license fees shall be paid half-yearly and in advance,
and shall be due and payable on the first days of January and July.
8. Any such vehicle, if drawn by more than ten horses or eighteen
bullocks shall pay twice the charges hereinbefore specified in clause 4.
9. No person shall use or employ any such vehicle as is hereinbefore
mentioned, having wheels with tires thereon of less width than 2J inches,
if drawn by more than two horses or four bullocks.
10. Every owner or other person using or employing, or intending to
use or employ, any such vehicle as aforesaid, shall, on payment of the
charge hereinbefore provided in respect of the same, be entitled to
demand and shall receive from the clerk a certificate in the form of
Schedule E hereto ; every such certificate shall specify the period in
respect of which such payment is made, and no person shall, after the
expiration of such period, use or employ any such vehicle until he shall
have paid the charge, at the rate hereinbefore specified, in respect of the
further period (if any) during which he proposes to use or employ such
vehicle.
11. Every licensed vehicle as aforesaid, whilst used or employed on
any road within the Division, shall have the name and place of abode of
its owner painted on some conspicuous part on the off side thereof, in
letters not less than one inch in length.
12. Any person committing a breach of any of the provisions of this
By-law shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
SCHEDULE D.
LICENSE FORM.
No.
For cart, dray, or other vehicle.
This  is to certify that , residing  in , is hereby
licensed to  ply for hire  a certain  vehicle, licensed No, , within the
Gogango  Division, from the date hereof to the 31st of December next,
subject  nevertheless  to all  and every  of the By-laws in force relating
thereto.
Given under my hand, at  North Rockhampton, this day
of  '18  .
Clerk.
SCHEDULE E.
GOGANGO DIVISIONAL BOARD.
This is to certify that  [name of owner, residence, and occupation],  the
owner of  [description of vehicle]  upon which the tires exceed  [state number]
inches and are not less than  [state number]  inches in width, has paid to
the Board of the Division of Gogango, in pursuance of By-law No. ,
the sum of pounds shillings and pence,
being the charge in respect of the said  [vehicle]  from the day of
to the day of 18
Given under my hand, at North Rockhampton, this day
of ,18
Clerk.
BY-LAW No. 26.
Registration of dogs.
1. All dogs over the age of six months kept within the Division
shall be registered at the Office of the Board, and every such registration
shall be renewed on or before the fourth day of January in each year,
and the fees mentioned in the Schedule hereto shall be paid in respect of
such registration. .
All registered dogs to have collars.
2. All registered dogs shall have collars fixed around their necks,
with the  owners' names  legibly inscribed thereon, failing which such
dogs will be liable to be destroyed. Registered dogs without such
collars  shall be deemed unregistered.
Unregistered  dogs  may be destroyed.
3. All unregistered dogs may be destroyed by order of, the Board,
provided that nothing in this or in the preceding sections contained
sha ll apply to shepherds' dogs or dogs belonging to aboriginal natives of
the colony.
Penalty for neglecting to register dogs.
4. Any owner of a dog failing to register the same as aforesaid shallbe liable toa penalty not exceeding twopounds.
SCHEDULE.
Fees to be paid on the registration of dogs.
d.
For one dog, if only one be kept ... ... ... ... ... 1 0
For each dog, if two only be kept ... ... ... ... ... 2 0
For each dog, if three only be kept ... ... ... ... ... 2 6
For every dog above three ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 0
The foregoing By-laws were passed at a special meeting of the
$oard of the Division of Gogango called for that purpose on the first
day of June,  1897;  the said By-laws were duly published in accordance
with  "The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," and were confirmed at a
subsequent special meeting of the said Board on the sixth day of
July, 1897.
HENRY JONES, Chairman.
CLONCURRY DISTRICT HOSPITAL.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th November, 1897.
HI8 Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  11 The Hospitals
Act of  1862," been pleased to approve of the following Rule framed
by the Committee of the Cloncurry District Hospital, and adopted
by the duly qualified contributors to that Institution.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by  "The Hospitals Act of  1862  " it is  provided that the com-
mittee  of any hospital established under the Acts 11 Vic. No. 59 and
13 Vic. No. 20 may frame Rules and Regulations for the election of
trustees ,  treasurers , and other officers of such hospital, and for the
general  management thereof, and that such Rules and Regulations,
when adopted by the duly qualified contributors to such hospital,
approved by the Governor in Council, and published in the  Government
Gazette,  shall have the force  of law  : It is hereby resolved by the duly
qualified contributors to the Cloncurry District Hospital, by and with
the approval of the Governor in Council, that the following Rule, which
was framed  by the committee of the said hospital and adopted by the
duly qualified contributors thereto, shall be in force within the said
hospital from the date of the publication hereof :-
In clause 20 of the Rules of the Cloncurry District Hospital, pub-
lished in the  Gazette  dated 28th October, 1893, the words " two pounds
two" are omitted, and the words "twenty-five" inserted in lieu thereof.
Certificate.
The foregoing Rule, which was framed by the committee of the
Cloncurry District Hospital, was adopted by the duly qualified contri-
butors to the said hospital on the eleventh day of October, 1897.
JOHN ABSOLON, Chairman.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1897.THE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure on account ofthe Milbong Cemetery, for the year ended 31st December,  1896, is
published in pursuance of the provisions of the  " Cemetery Act  1865."
W. H. RYDER, Under  Secretary.
MILBONG CEMETERY.
RECEIPTS.  £ a. d.
To Balance  ... £8 11 9
EXPENDITURE.
By Postage ... ... ... ... ... ... .. ... 0 0 6
Printing  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 5 7
„ Miscellaneous  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 2 1
„ Balance in hand  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  8 3 7
2811 9
We, the undersigned  Trustees of the Milbong Cemetery , do hereby
solemnly and sincerely declare that the above Statement is correct; and
we make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to
be true, and by virtue of the provisions of the  " Oaths  Act of  1867."
JAMES PETER.HANSEN, I Trustees.WILLIAM BARTLETT,
Declared before me, at Milbong ,  this tenth day of November, 1897.
JAMES BENNET, J.P.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
AN
Office for the transaction of all business connected with the
above is now open in a portion of the Ports and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted by the Assistant Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns in the Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers in charge, stating the class of men required, the work to be
done, and the wages offered ; and applicants seeking work should
personally register their names and addresses.
Information respecting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district  is always  obtainable at the Head Office.
J. ON. BRENAN, Officer in Charge.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain WALTON DRAKE, Q.M.D.F., Acting Naval
Commandant, Q.D.F.
Head-Quarters, Naval Brigade,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1897.
No. 244.THE following changes will take effect from date
MARYBOROUGH NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 185, R. Hill, A.B., is dismissed as unsuitable.
No. 105, S. Coopes, A.B., and No. 186, J. M. Bell, A.B., are
dismissed for non-attendance.
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Acting Naval Commandant, Q.D.F.
NOTICE.AT a Court of Petty Sessions heldthis day, TIIOMAS BARCLAY.
MILLAR was appointed Bailiff of the Small  Debts  Court at
Herberton.
J. STEWART BERGE, Registrar Small Debts Court.
Small Debts Court, Herberton, 11th November, 1897.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that applications have been made for  the  Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinafter
mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or
before the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central or
Northern District, in which case the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton or Townsville.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Patrick Kelley .  late of
Allora,  licensed victualler
Pat rick Kelley aforesaid
Patrick Kelley  aforesaid
Margaret  Keating ,  late of
Brisbane ,  spinster
Date of
Death. Name of  Claimant.
1897.
26 April William Owen Kelley, of
the same place, gentle-
man
1897.
26 April Thomas Clinton Davies, of
Allora aforesaid, bank
manager ,  and Jeremiah
Collins ,  of Tabletop,
farmer
1897.
26 April Ellen Kelley, of Allora
aforesaid, spinster
1897.
17 Aug. Catherine Mullen,  of Bris-
bane  aforesaid ,  wife of
Joseph Mu11en, of the
same  place, commercial
traveller
1897.
Robert Thomas Orr, late of 27 May
Darlinghurst ,  formerly of
Waverly ,  New South
Wales, council clerk
1897.
Denis Maguire ,  late of 1 Jan.
Coorparoo ,  near Brisbane,
baker
1892.
Emily Mary Bennett, late 31 Aug.
of Brisbane ,  spinster
Thomas Furlong ,  late of
Toorbul ,  near Brisbane,
oysterman
David Thomas  (otherwise
David )  Stewart, late of
Brisbane ,  boot manu-
facturer  and importer
Rachel  Orr, of Falcon
street. North Sydney,
New South Wales afore-
said ,  widow of deceased
Peter Maguire ,  of Brisbane
aforesaid, baker
Edward James Bennett, of
the same place ,  gentle-
man
1897.
12 Aug .  Anne Jane Furlong, of the
same place ,  widow of
deceased
1897.
14 Aug .  Martha Roberts Stewart,
of Brisbane aforesaid ,
widowof deceased; Frank
Arthur Narracott, of the
same place ,  commercial
traveller;  and George
Down ,  of the same place,
managing law clerk
1884.
Sarah Ann  (otherwise Sarah) 8 May
Dyas ,  late of Brisbane,
widow
John  (otherwise Johann)
Jacob Funk ,  late of Nor-
wood Creek ,  Springsure,
selector
William Jones ,  late of
Townsvi lle, hotel -keeper
1896.
17 Sept.
1882.
9 Oct.
Sarah Maria Dyas ,  of Logan
Village ,  spinster
Augusta Matilda Funk, of
the same place ,  widow of
deceased
Rowland Jones ,  of Wangar-
ratta, Victoria ,  farmer
and grazier, but at
present of Townsville
Description and Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed to be
transmitted.
Allotments 4 and 5 of section 6, town of .  Fee-simple
Allora ;  allotments 1, 2 and 3 of suburban
section 24,  county of Meri vale, parish of
Allora  ;  and portion 112, county of Meri-
vale, parish of Goomburra
Subdivision 1 of allotment 10 of section 4, Fee -simple
Bounty of Merivale ,  parish of Allora,
within the Allora Village Reserve ; and
allotment 7 of section 2, town of Clifton
Allotments  1, 2, 3, 5 , and the northern  and Fee-simple
southern halves of allotment 4 of section
11, and allotments 1 and 2 of section 17,
town of  Allora ;  subdivision 1 of portion 22,
county of Merivale,  parish of Allora, within
the Allora  Reserve  ;  and subdivisions 7 and
12 of section 1 of allotment 4 of section 7,
town of  Clifton
One undivided half part or share of subdi -  Fee-simple
vision 2 of allotment 3 of section 35, parish
of North Brisbane , city  of Brisbane
Subdivision  11 of  section 4 of portion 105, Fee -simple
and subdivisions 335, 339,  and 339 of sec-
tion 1 of  block B of portion 129,  county of
Stanley ,  parish of Bulimba
Subdivisions 176 and 177  of portion 158a, Fee-simple
county of  Stanley ,  parish of Bulimba
Portions 85, 88, 101, and 102,  county of Fee-simple
Churchill,  parish of Laidley
Portion 26,  county of  Canning ,  parish of Fee -simple
Toorbul
Subdivisions 12 to 16 of section 1 of portion  Fee-simple
223, county of Stanley ,  parish of Yeerong-
pilly  ;  portion 101, county of Stanley, parish
of Tingalpa ;  subdivision 31 of western
suburban allotment 76, county of Stanley,
parish of South Brisbane  ;  allotment 2 of
section 45,  parish of South Brisbane, city
of Brisbane  ;  subdivisions 11, 12,  and 13 of
suburban portion 139, county of Stanley,
parish of North Brisbane ; portion 12,
county of .Stanley ,  parish of Woogaroo ; and
allotments 1 to 4 and 13 to 15 of section 1,
town of Veresdale
Subdivision 34 of portion 223 ,  county of  Fee-simple
Stanley ,  parish of  North  Brisbane
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
Portions 26, 41, 46, 109,  and portions 1 and 2 Fee -simple
of section 31A, county of Denison ,  parish
of Springsure
NORTHERN DISTRICT.
Suburban allotment 4 of section 5A, and
subdivision 2 of suburban allotment 6 of
section 3A, county of Elphinstone ,  parish
of Coonambelah
Fee-simple ...
Particulars of Will or
otherwise.
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
1898.
Will  dated 22 April, 4 Jan.
1897
Will dated  22 April,
1897
1899.
4 Jan.
Will dated 22 April,
1897
Will dated 8  April, 1897
1898.
4 Jan.
1897.
28 Dec.
1897.
Will dated 27 July, 28 Dec.
1894
1897.
Letters of Administra -  28 Dec.
tion
1897.
Letters of Administra- 28 Dec.
tion
1897.
Will  dated 8 May, 28 Dec.
1897
1897.
Will dated 23 May ,  28 Dec.
1895, and a  Codicil
thereto dated 26
March, 1896
Will dated 7 May, 1884
Will dated 9 June, 1894
1897.
28 Dec.
1897.
30 Dec.
Will  dated 18 Septem-
ber, 1882
1897.
30 Dec.
Registrar of Titles' Office, Brisbane ,  20th November ,  1897. J. O. BOURNE, Registrar  of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or after the Twenty-eighth day of December, 1897, in conformity with the provisions
of the 95th section of the  "Real Property Act of  1861," to dispense
with the production of Certificate of Title No. 1830, volume 19, folio
98, in the name of Sarah Dyas, for subdivision 34 of portion 224,
county of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane, for the purpose of
registering Transmission by Death, No. 313984, of all the said lands,
made by Sarah Ann (otherwise Sarah) Dyas in favour of Sarah Maria
Dyas; the said Certificate of Title having been lost.
J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 17th November, 1897.
NOTICE.TT is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
DANIEL FULTON, a Minister of the Presbyterian Denomination,
residing at Winton, in the Registry District of Marathon, has been
duly registered as a Minister of Religion authorised to celebrate
Marriages in the colony of Queensland, under the provisions of  "The
Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. LLAFBWRY, Ro$ietrr-  ®uerl.
Department of Public Instruction,
Orphanages Branch,
Brisbane , 10th  November, 1897.
TENDERS FOR THE SUPPLY  OF PROVISIONS.
OTICE is hereby given,  that Tenders will be received at the
Office of the  Inspector of Orphanages ,  until Noon on SATUR-
DAY, the 27th instant,  for Supplying the Diamantina Receiving
Depot  at Brighton (Sandgate )  with Bread ,  Meat , Groceries, &o.,
during-1898.
Tender Forms and information may be received at the above
Office.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Office of Registrar of Friendly Societies,
Brisbane , 11th  November, 1897.
"THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.
THE Loyal Workers' Lodge  is registered as a Branch of the
Independent Order of Oddfellows  of Victoria ,  Queensland
District, Friendly Society, under  "The Friendly Societies Act of
1894 ,  this eleventh day of November,1897.
ROEE$T RENI)LR, Registrar of  Friendly Sogiptipu.
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DIVISION OF ROSALIE.ABSTRACT OFACCOUNTS for the Half-year ended 30th June,1897; prepared and published in accordance  with Clause 233 ofThe Divisional  Boards Act of  1887."
1897 .  RECEIPTS .  £  s. d. £ s. d.
1st January-
To Balance  at Q. N .  Bank  ... ... ... ... ...  194 9 6
Government Endowment-
Subdivision  No. 1 ... ... ... ... 173 7 4
Subdivision  No. 2 ... ... ... ... 171 15 6
„ Rates  Received-
Subdivision  No. 1 ... ... ... ... 251 13 9
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 17 4 0
345 2 10
268 17 9
„  Contract  Deposits... ... ... ... ... ... 7 8 0
„ Suspense Account
EXPENDITURE.
16 7 0
19 1  9-27  8 2
138 5 0
10 0 0
13 0 0
10 0 0
5 5 0
0 2 9
0 2 6
28160 7
30th June-
By Contingencies-
General Expenses
Advertising .. ...
Stationery and Printing ...
Salaries . .. ... ... ...
Petty Cash  and Postage ...
Rent and Rates ... ...
Chairman 's Allowance... ...
Returning Officer 's Expenses
Bank Interest  ... ... ...
239 9 8
„ Works and Repairs-
Subdivision  No. 1 .. ... ... 260 14 0
Less Refunds from other Boards  ... ...  78 8 3
182 5 9
Subdivision  No. 2 ... ... ... ... 151 9 3
Less Refunds from other Boards  ... ...  3 5 0
148 4 3
„ Burr  Cutting  (less Refunds ) ... ... ... ...  66 8 0
Opening Roads  (less Refunds ) ... ... ... ...  68 19 6
„ Plant and Tools  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 11 0
„ Balance to  Cr. at Q.  N. Bank  ... . ... ... ...  109 2 5
£816 0 7 .
A RATE  of Id .  in the £ was struck on the second  day of April,
1897- id. to be collected at once, the balance if required.
CONTRACTS to the amount of £514 16s. 9d. were entered on.
D. DESMOND, Clerk. J. MATHIESON,  Chairman.
We, the  undersigned ,  do hereby certify that we have examined the
Books  and Vouchers  of the Rosalie Divisional Board, and that the
above Statement corresponds therewith.
2558
H. W. K. MARTIN , ` Auditors.
R. H. DODD, JJ
26s. 6d.
DIVISION OF BURKE.
A NNUAL STATEMENT  OF RECEIPTS AND EXPEN-
DITURE to 31st Decem be r, 1896; prepared and published
in accordance with  " The Divisional Boards Act  of 1887."
RECEIPTS. £ s. d.
To Balance ,  Q. N. Bank ,  1st January ... ... ... ...  317 8 9
„ Government Endowment  ... ... ... ... ...  167 15 4
„ Wharf Collections  ... ... ... ... ... ...  92 3 3
General Expenses  ... ... ... ... ... ...  36 2 5
„ General Rates ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 750 13 2
„ Rent for Piano ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  4 0 0
„ Rent for Hall ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 10 0
EXPENDITURE.
£1,374 12 11
By Auditors '  Fees . ... ... ... ... ...  12 12 0
„ Advertising and Printing  ... ... ... ... ... 25 18. 0
„ Election Expenses ... 4 4 0
„ Ixion Creek Well 12 6 6
„ Wharf Repairs and Improvements  ... ... ...  5 16 0
Barclay Bridge  .. ... ... ... ... ... 14 0 0
„ Building Account ,  Painting Hall ... ... ... ... 26 0 0
Ballast  Ground, opening Road ... ... ... ... 15 0 0
„ Fire Insurance Premium  ... ... ... ... ...  12 0 0
„ General Road Works and Expenses  ... ... ...  103 3 1
„ General Rate  Account ... ... ... ... ...  3 2 2
Legal Expenses  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 0
Leichhardt  Crossing  ... ... ... ... ... ...  2 0 0
„ Main Tableland Road  ... ... ... ... ...  232 1 8
„ Medical Inspector and Reports on Cases reported as
Scarlet Fever  ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 4 0
„ Booth 's Crossing Nicholson River ... ... ... 30 0 0
„ Saltwater Arm fulvert  ... ... ... ... ..  1 10 0
„ Policeman 's Creek Bridge  ... ... ... ... ...  3 4 0
„ Piano Account ,  Tuning and Repairs  ... ... ...  4 4 0
Petty  Cash  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 0 0
„ Plant Account ... .... ... 14 15 9
Suspense  Account, Dishonoured Cheque ... ... ... 3 2 4
Salaries , and Vote to Chairman ... ... ... ... 201 13 4
Town Bridge  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8 11 6
,, Town  Pump ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 0 0
„ Valuation for 1896 ... ... ... ... ... ... 12 0 0
Balance , Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... ... 610 3 7
£1,374 12 11
J. T. BRADLEY,  Clerk . J. F. COGHLAN,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned ,  certify that we have examined the Books,
Vouchers ,  and Accounts of the abovenamed Board, and find this State-
ment agrees therewith.
JOSEPH N. BANCROFT, IAuditorsJ. G. BOYCE,
Divisional Hall, Burketown,  24th February, 1897.
2534 26s.
DIVISION OF BURKE.H ALF-YEARLY STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPEN.
DITURE from 1st January to 30th June,  1897; prepared and
published in accordance with  " The Divisional Boards Act of  1887."
1897. RECEIPTS. £ s d.
1st January-
To Balance, Q. N. Bank ... ... ... ... ... ... 610 3 7
30th June-
To Piano  Account ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2 0 0
Government Endowment ... ... ... ... ...  240 8 3
Ixion Creek Well (1I. Kilgour and Co.) ... ... ... 2 10 0
Wharf Receipts . ... ... ... ... ... 27 5 6
General Rate Account ... ... ... ... ...  20 9 3
Hall Rent ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8 0 0
291016 7
EXPENDITURE.
By Advertising  ... ... ... ... ...
„ Audit Fees  ... ... ... ... ...
„ Election Expenses  ... ... ... ...
„  O'Shaugnessy  Well ... ... ... ...
„  General Road Works ... ... ... ...
„ General Expenses  ... ... ... ...
Leichhardt Crossing  ... .. ... ...
„ Main Tableland  Road  ... ... ...
Punt Subsidy  ... ... ... ... ...
„ Police Creek Well  ... ... ... ...
„  Street Improvements  ... ... ... ...
„  Town Bridge  ... ... ... ... ...
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Proposed Albert River Bridge ... ...
„ Cash in hand ... ...
Balance at Credit ,  Q. N. Bank ...
10 12 0
6 6 0
660
3 0 0
14 15 0
44 16 8
0 15 0
47 18 4
8 0 0
2 0 0
11 10 0
112 4 0
75 0 0
1 18 0
0 1 0
565 14 7
£91016 7
JOHN AFFLECK,  Chairman.
JOHN T. BRADLEY, Clerk.
We the  undersigned , hereby  certify that we have examined the
Books, Vouchers, and Accounts of the Burke Divisional Board, and find
the above is a true Statement thereof.
J. G. BOYCE, Auditors.G. KENNEDY, }
Divisional Hall, Burketown ,  3rd November, 1897.
2549 21s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
RULES OF COURT.
As OF FRIDAY,  THE TWELFTH  DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
I T is hereby ordered by the Honourable Sir Samuel WalkerGriffith, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Chief Justice of Queens-land, the Honourable Pope Alexander Cooper, Esquire, the
Honourable Charles Edward Chubb, Esquire, the Honourable
Patrick Real, Esquire, and the Honourable Virgil Power,
Esquire, Justices of Her Majesty's Supreme Court of Queens-
land, in pursuance  of all powers  and authorities  enabling them
in this  behalf, as  follows :-
1. The Law Calendar for the Year 1898 shall be as set forth
in the Tables appended hereto. The sittings will be taken by
the Judges named,  unless  otherwise  arranged.
The sitting of the Full Court in June  shall  take the place
of the sitting in May referred to in the  Rules  for the Admission
of Solicitors.
When the Northern Judge  is absent  from the Northern
District for the purpose of constituting the Full Court, or on
Circuit, except at Cairns or Charters Towers, his place will be
taken by another Judge.
2. Appeals and applications  for new trials , or other relief,
in cases in  which the  presence  of the Central Judge or the
Northern Judge is required to constitute the Court,  will, unless
otherwise  ordered, be heard  at the sittings  of the Full Court in
March, June, August, and December.
3. At sittings of the Circuit Courts, Crown business shall
be first taken.
4. Trials  and hearings  before  a single  Judge (including
trials  and hearings  of matrimonial  actions ) may be set down for
any Chamber day of the Judge to whom  the cause or matter is
assigned, or, with the sanction of the Judge, for any other day,
upon notice being  given  to the Associate.
5. Chamber days and hours  in Brisbane  shall, except as
hereinafter  provided, be Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays,
from 10 a.m. to 10.30  a.m., unless  there  is business  in progress ;
and at 10 a.m . the Registrar shall send to the Associate a list
of all  summonses and matters  returnable in Chambers, together
with all affidavits and papers connected therewith.
6. Chamber days and hours shall, in Brisbane, during the
Christmas and Winter Vacations, be Wednesdays, between the
same hours.
7. Solicitors' Managing Clerks who hold certificates from
their masters that they have a competent knowledge of the
practice of the Court, and Articled Clerks who have passed the
intermediate Examination, and who hold like certificates, may
be heard on applications in Chambers. A list of such clerks
shall be kept in the Registry, and every alteration of such list
must be notified to the Associates. In the absence of such-
clerks, the solicitors  must  appear, or instruct  counsel.
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8. The Offices of the Supreme Court shall be open from
9 a.m. until 4 p.m. upon all lawful days, except on Saturdays,
when the Offices shall be closed at 12 noon ; in Vacation the
Offices shall be open from 9 a.m. till 1 p.m., except on Saturdays,
when they shall close at 12 noon.
9. The Offices will be closed ou New Year's Day, St.
Patrick's Day, Good Friday, Easter Eve, Easter Monday,
Easter Tuesday, Queen's Birthday, Prince of Wales's Birthday,
Separation Day, Christmas Day, and the three days following
Christmas Day.
10. Winter Vacation will commence on Saturday, 18th June,
1898, and end on Saturday, 16th July, 1898.
11. Christmas Vacation will commence on Saturday, 17th
December, 1898, and end on Saturday, 11th February, 1899.
1898.
TABLE I.--SITTINGS OF THE FULL COURT.
Tuesday, 15th February Tuesday, 19th July
Tuesday, 22nd March* Tuesday, 30th August*
Tuesday, 10th May Tuesday, 1st November
Tuesday, 7th June * Tuesday, 6th December*
+ Robe Days.
TABLE  II.-BRISBANE  SITTINGS.
1st Criminal, Monday, 21st February... Real, J.
1st Civil, Monday, 28th February ,. Griffith, C.J.
2nd Civil, Monday, 16th May ... ... Real, J.
2nd Criminal, Monday, 30th May ... Cooper, J.
3rd Civil, Monday, 1st August ... Cooper, J.
3rd Criminal, Monday, 15th August... Griffith, C.J.
4th Criminal, Monday, 7th November... Real, J.
4th Civil, Monday, 14th November ... Griffith, C.J.
TABLE III.-ROCKHAMPTON  SITTINGS.
1st Criminal, Tuesday, 15th March ...
1st Civil, Monday, 21st March
2nd Civil, Monday, 6th June
2nd Criminal, Tuesday, 14th June • • • Power, J.
3rd Criminal, Tuesday, 13th September
3rd Civil, Monday, 19th September
4th Criminal, Tuesday, 29th November
4th Civil, Monday, 5th December ... J
TABLE IV.-TOWNSVILLE  SITTINGS.
1st Criminal, Monday, 7th March ..,1
1st Civil, Monday, 21st March
2nd Criminal, Monday, 16th May
2nd Civil, Monday, 23rd May ... .
t-
Chubb, J.3rd Civil, Monday, 8th August...
3rd Criminal, Monday, 22nd August ...
4th Civil, Monday, 7th November
4th Criminal, Tuesday, 21st November
TABLE V.-ROMA CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal and Civil Sittings.
Monday, 4th April ... ... Real, J.
Monday, 26th September ... Griffith, C.J.
TABLE VI.- ToowoOMBA CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal and Civil Sittings.
Wednesday, 13th April ... ... Real, J.
Monday, 3rd October ... ... Griffith, C.J.
TABLE VII.-IPSWICH CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal and Civil Sittings.
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TABLE  XIV.-CAIRNS  CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal and Civil Sittings.
Thursday, 5th May
... IChubb, J.Thursday, 6th October ...
The Elections Judge and Vacation Judge at  Brisbane for
1898 shall be as follow :-
ELECTIONS TRIBUNAL.
Judge for 1898 ... ... ... Cooper, J.
BRISBANE  VACATION JUDGE.
Winter Vacation... Griffith, C.J.Christmas Vacation
The Judges will sit in Chambers, at Brisbane, as follows, unless
otherwise arranged, or unless the appointed Judge is engaged in the
Civil or Criminal Sittings, in which case another Judge will sit in
Chambers :-
Week  Beginning Judge.
14th February ... ... Griffith, C.J.
21st February ... ... Cooper, J.
28th February ... ... Real, J.
7th March ... ... Cooper, J.
14th March ... ... Griffith, C.J.
21st  March ... ... Real, J.
28th March ... ... ... Griffith, C.J.
4th April ... Cooper, J.
11th April ... ... ... Cooper, J.
18th April ... ... ... Cooper, J.
25th April ... ... Real, J.
2hd May ... ... Real, J.
9th May ... ... ... Griffith, C.J.
16th May ... ... ... Cooper, J.
23rd May ... ... Real, J.
30th May ... Griffith, C.J.
6th June ... ... ... ... Cooper, J.
13th  June ... ... Real, J.
18th July ... ... ... ... Cooper, J.
25th July ... ... ... ... Real, J.
1st August ... ... ... ... Griffith, C.J.
8th August ... ... ... Real, J.
15th August ... ... .. ... Cooper, J.
22nd August ... ... ... ... Griffith, C.J.
29th August ... ... ... Real, J.
5th September ... ... ... ... Cooper, J.
12th September ... ... ... Real, J.
19th September ... ... Griffith, C.J.
26th September ... ... ... Real, J.
3rd October ... ... ... ... Real, J.
10th October ... ... ... ... Griffith, C.J.
17th October ... ... Cooper, J.
24th October ... ... ... ... Real, J.
31st  October ... ... . , . ... Griffith, C.J.
7th November ... ... ,., .. Cooper, J.
14th November ... ... ... Real, J.
21st  November ... ... ... ... Cooper, J.
28th November ... ... Griffith, C.J.
5th December ... ... ... Cooper, J.
12th December... Real, J.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
to POPE A. COOPER, J.It C. E. CHUBB, J.
Tuesday, 19th April ... ... Real, J. „
Tuesday, 25th October ... ... Griffith, C.J. „
TABLE VIII.-BUNDABERG CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal and Civil Sittings.
Monday, 25th April ... ... Cooper, J.
Monday, 10th October ... ... Real, J.
TABLE IX.--MARUBOROUGR CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal and Civil Sittings.
Monday, 2nd May ... ... Cooper, J.
Monday, 17th October ... ... Real, J.
TABLE X.-MACKAY CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal and Civil Sittings.
Tuesday, 31st May ... .. Power, J.Tuesday, 18th October  ...
PATRICK REAL, J.
VIRGIL POWER, J.
By the Court--
WILLM. BELL, Registrar.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
F
OR the purposes mentioned in the 18th section of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864," we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court,
do hereby appoint PHILIP LAWFORD, of Rockhampton, in the
colony of Queensland, Esquire, to be a Justice of the Peace in the
Registrar's District of Rockhampton, who shall, by virtue of this
appointment, give consent  in the cases  provided for in and by the
18th and 19th sections of the said Act.
Dated this twelfth day of November, A.D. 1897.
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, O.J.
POPE A. COOPER, J.
VIRGIL POWER, J.
TABLE XI.-CHARTERS TOWERS CIRCUIT COURT.
NoTE.- This appointment is made in  li eu of  that  dated 10th September, 1897,
and published in the  Government Gazette  of 25th September, 1897.
Criminal and Civil Sittings.
Tuesday, 10th May ... ) Chubb, J.Monday, 11th October ... ... 3
TABLE XII.-NORMANTON CIRCUIT COURT.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FFOR the  purposes mentioned  in the 18th section of  " The MarriageAct of  1864," we, the undersigned Judges of the Supreme Court,
do hereby appoint ALEXANDER  ROSE MACDONALD, of Charters  Towers,
Criminal and Civil Sittings. in the colony of Queensland, Gold Warden, to be a Justice of the
Thursday, 21st April ... ... Chubb, J. Peace in the  Registrar 's District of Kennedy, who shall, by virtue of
Thursday, 22nd September ... Cooper, J. this appointment,  give consent in the cases  provided for in and by the
TABLE XIII.-COOBTOwN CIRCUIT COURT.
18th and 19th  sections  of the said Act.
Dated this twelfth day of November A.D. 1897.
Criminal and Civil Sittings.
,
(Signed) S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
Wednesday, 27th April ... ... Chubb, J. „ POPE A. COOPER, J.
Wednesday, 28th September ... Cooper, J. „ PATRICK 1tFAIt, J.
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In the  Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896," and in the
matter  of The Brisbane Hall Company, Limited..NOTICE is hereby given, that by an Order made by this Courtupon the petition of John Watson, a member of the above-
named Company, heard the tenth day of November, A.D. 1897, it
was ordered that the name of the abovenamed The Brisbane Hall
Company, Limited, be restored to the Register of Joint Stock
Companies, and that the  Registrar  of Joint Stock Companies should
advertise  this Order in his official name in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette.
Dated this seventeenth day of November, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy  Registrar  of Joint Stock Companies,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane.
FOxTON AND HAVARD,
Solicitors  for the Petitioner, the said John Watson,
Albert Chambers, Albert street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Informal pauperis.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the  Matter  of an Insolvency Petition  against  Patrick Coghlan, of
South  Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland, carpenter, by the
said  Patrick Coghlan.
UlJPON  the hearing  of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Patrick Coghlan be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in form a'  pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Patrick Coghlan, f9r
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Twenty-fifth day of November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Patrick
Coghlan  shall, on  the Twenty-third day of November, 1897, at
Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement , verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind ,  and of the  names and residences ,  so far  as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his  inability to meet his engagements.
Given under  the seal of  the Court this twelfth day of November,
1897.
By the Court,
12s. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Conrad Francis
Schrimpf, of Gladstone, in the colony of Queensland,  tinsmith,
by the said Conrad Francis Schrimpf.
MONDAY, THE  EIGHTH  DAY OP NOVEMBER, 1897.
_PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it  is ordered  that the
said Conrad Francis Schrimpf be, and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent , and that John Love Blood-Smyth, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Conrad  Francis
Sehrimpf, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of
the Registrar of this Court on the Twenty-fifth day of November,
1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Conrad Francis Schrimpf shall, on the Twenty-third day
of November, 1897, at Rockhampton, deliver to the T rustee in this
Estate a full ,  true, and accurate  statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities  of every kind, and of the  names and  residences,
so far as known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given  under the seal  of the Court this eighth day of November,
1897.
By the Court,
12s. 6d. J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH, Registrar.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formalpauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against  William Foley, of
Croydon, in the colony of Queensland,  miner , by the said
William Foley.
_U
PORT  the hearing  of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said William Foley  be and lie is  hereby adjudged  insolvent in
formal  pauperis ,  and that Thomas  George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate . And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said William Foley, for the
election  of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Twenty-sixth day of November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon .. And it is further ordered that the said William
Foley shall, on the Twenty-fifth day of November, 1897, at Townsville,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the  names and residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this eighth day of November,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar,
Zlxae<Aax,  FOX,  AND HOBBB,  Solicitors  for IusQ1y nt,
481,  rliudere attiotI To-Wrov4110,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma  pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against William Hammond,
of Townsville, engineer, by the said William Hammond, in
formal pauperis.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said William Hammond be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formal pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said William Hammond,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court on the Nineteenth day of November, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
William Hammond shall, on the Eighteenth day of November, 1897, at
Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate  a full , true, and
accurate  statement , verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given  under the seal of the  Court this tenth: day of November,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
G. C. SELWYN  SMITH, Solicitor  for the  Insolvent , Townsville.
12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrange-
ment of the Affairs of Andrew Samuel Orr, of Rockhampton, in
the colony of Queensland, grocer and produce merchant, trading
under the name of " McCord & Company."GEORGE SAMUEL HUTTON, of Brisbane, accountant, has beenappointed Trustee of the property of the Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtor must be pFid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twelfth day of November, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
ALFRED DOWN,
Solicitor for the Trustee,
2531 37 Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
9s. 6d.
In the Matter of Andrew Samuel Orr, of Rockhampton, in the colony
of Queensland, grocer and produce merchant, trading under the
name of " McCord &  Coy."THE Creditors of the abovenamed Andrew Samuel Orr who havenot already proved their debts are required, on or before the
Seventh day of December next, to send their names and addresses,
and the particulars of their debts or claims, to me, the undersigned,
George Samuel Hutton, of Adelaide street, Brisbane, the Trustee
under the Liquidation, or in default thereof they will be excluded
from the benefit of the dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this nineteenth day of November, 1897.
GEO. S. HUTTON,
Adelaide street, Brisbane. Trustee.
2576 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of Archibald Ferguson Hamilton, of Bundaberg, in the
colony of Queensland, saddler, an Insolvent.
K ENNETH MACKENZIE, of Brisbane, in the colony of Queens-land, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this nineteenth day of November, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
JAs. F. WATSON, Solicitor for the Trustee,
2574 82 Queen  street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE  COOPER.
8s. 6d.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrange-
ment of the Affairs of Walter Chamney Kaye, of Brisbane, in
the colony of Queensland, piano warehouseman.
ART1I UR LESLIE RELY, of Brisbane, in the colony of Queens-
land, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Debtor.
All persons having  in their possession  any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver thorn to  the Trustee,  au4 all debts 4i to tho
Debtor rni t bo paid to the Truot* ,
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Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this eighteenth day of November, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
HAROLD B. LILLEY, Solicitor for the Debtor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
2561 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors instituted by Harry Edgar Newton,
of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, fancy goods
dealer.
G EORGE SAMUEL HUTTON, of Brisbane, in the colony ofQueensland, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Debtor.
All persons having in their  possession  any of the effects of the
Debtor  must  deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtor  must  be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this eleventh day of November, 1897.
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
R. WYNN WILLIAMS, Solicitor for Trustee, Charters Towers.
Town  Agents - RoBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
2579 Solicitors , Townsville. 9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Harry Edgar Newton, of Charters Towers, in the
colony of Queensland, fancy goods dealer.
THE Creditors of the abovenamed Harry Edgar Newton who
have not already proved their debts are required, on or before
the Seventh day of December next, to send their names and addresses,
and the particulars of their debts or claims, to me, the undersigned;
George Samuel Huttton, of Adelaide street, Brisbane, the Trustee
under the Liquidation, or in default thereof they will be excluded
from the benefit of the dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this nineteenth day of November, 1897.
GEO. S. HUTTON, Trustee.
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
2575 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
In the Matter of William Robert Dearnaley, of Brisbane, in the colony
of Queensland, grocer 's assistant , an Insolvent.
ON the tenth day of November, 1897, a Certificate of Discharge
was granted to William Robert Dearnaley, of Rockhampton, but
formerly of Brisbane, who was adjudicated insolvent on the twenty-
eighth day of June, 1893.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
REES  R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for William Robert Dearnaley,
2570 Rockhampton and Brisbane. 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of James Francis O'Brien, presently of Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, stock and share broker, an Insolvent.
ON the Seventeenth day of November, 1897, a Certificate of
Discharge was granted to James Francis O'Brien, presently of
Brisbane aforesaid, who was adjudicated insolvent on the eighteenth
day of August, 1897.
Dated the seventeenth day of November, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
SYDNEY PRITCHARD, Solicitor for Insolvent,
Deputy  Registrar.
2671 Queen  street ,  Brisbane . 7s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of Samuel John Bickell, of Charters Towers, in the
colony of Queensland, licensed victualler, an Insolvent.
ON the first day of December, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the fore-
noon, Samuel John Bickell, of Charters Towers, adjudicated
insolvent on the third day of August, 1896, will apply to the Supreme
Court of Queensland, at Townsville, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated the twenty-ninth day of October, 1897.
.  9042
T. G. FRASER,
Registrar,
6s,
20TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by Abraham Brodziak,
of Portland House, Guildhall, London, E.C., merchant, Aaron
Rodgers, of Townsville, in the colony of Queensland, merchant,
Israel Lemel, of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland,
merchant, Louis Goldring, of Hughenden, in the said colony,
merchant, and Philip Tolano, of Hughenden aforesaid, merchant,
trading together, as merchants, at Hughenden aforesaid, under the
style or firm of "Goldring, Tolano, & Co."NOTICE is  hereby  given, that a First General Meeting of theCreditors of the abovenamed persons has been summoned to be
held at the Offices of Messieurs Roberts, Leu, and Barnett, solicitors,
Denham street, Townsville aforesaid, on the the First day of December,
1897, at Four o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this tenth day of November, 1897.
2568
ROBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
Attorneys  for the abovenamed Debtors,
Denham street, Townsville.
10s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by Abraham Brodziak,
of Portland House, Guildhall, London, E.C., merchant, Aaron
Rodgers, of Townsville, in the colony of Queensland, merchant,
and Israel Lemel, of Charters Towers, in the colony aforesaid,
merchant, trading together as merchants, at Townsville aforesaid,
under the style or firm of " Brodziak & Rodgers," and at Charters
Towers aforesaid, under the style or firm of " I. Lemel."
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed persons has been summoned to be
held at the Offices of Messieurs Roberts, Leu, and Barnett, solicitors,
Denham street, Townsville aforesaid, on the First day of December,
1897, at Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this tenth day of November, 1897.
2569
ROBERTS,  LEU, AND BARNETT,
Attorneys  for the abovenamed Debtors,
Denham street, Townsvi lle.
9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors ,  instituted by Sidney Alfred Lindeman,
of Bundaherg ,  in the colony of Queensland, and Robert Henry
Antill ,  of Sydney ,  in the colony of New South  Wales, carrying
on business at Abbotsford, near Bundaberg aforesaid ,  as " Linde-
man and Antill," sugar-planters.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that a First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed Sidney Alfred Lindeman and
Robert Henry Antill has been summoned to be held at Bundaberg, in
the colony of Queensland ,  on the Third day of December ,  1897, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon precisely.
CHAS. POWERS AND H .  N. THORBURN,
2553
Attorneys for the said Sidney Alfred Lindeman and
Robert Henry Antill.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors instituted by John Henry Oberther,
of Eidsvold ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  produce dealer.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that a First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to be
held at  Bundaberg on the Fourteenth day of December ,  1897, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon precisely.
Dated this seventeenth day of November, 1897.
2596
CHAS. POWERS AND H. N. THORBURN,
Attorneys  for the said  John Henry Oberther , Bundaberg.
6s 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors instituted by William McKenzie, of
Cordalba, in the colony of Queensland, butcher.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to be
held at Bundaberg on the Sixth day of December, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon precisely.
Dated this seventeenth day of November, 1897.
&096
CHAS. POWERS AND If. N. THORBURN,
Attorneys for the said William  McKenzie,
Bundaberg,66.640
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of John Edgar Byrne, of Brisbane, journalist, an
Insolvent.
T HOMAS EDWARD WHITE, of Brisbane, accountant, has beenappointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this nineteenth day of November, 1897.
2581
W. A. DOUGLAS,  Deputy Registrar.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by James Robert Lane
and Maurice Peter Joseph %Vall, trading together in partnership
at Rockhampton, in the colony of Queensland, as tailors, undi-r
the style or firm of "J. R. Lane and Company."NOTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of theCreditors of the abovenamed persons has been summoned
to be held at the Office of Louis Edward Nobler, solicitor, Fitzroy
Chambers, Denham street, Rockhampton, on the Twenty-ninth day
of November, 1897, at Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this eleventh day of November, 1897.
2547
LOUIS E. NOBLER,
Fitz ro y Chambers ,  Denham street , Rockhampton,
Solicitor for the said Debtors.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme -Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of J. P. McLeish and Co., storekeepers, Toowoomba,
in Liquidation.
1
THE Creditors of the abovenamed J. P. McLeish and Co. who have
not proved their debts before me are required, on or before the
First day of December next, to send their  names  and addresses, and
the particulars of their debts or claims, to me, the undersigned,
Theodore Unmack, of Brisbane, the Trustee under the Liquidation,
or in default thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of a First
and Final Dividend intended to be declared.
Dated this nineteenth day of November, 1897, at Brisbane.
TH. UNMACK, Trustee.
2577 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Eric Hultman, of Rockhampton ,  grocer, an
Insolvent.A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudicated on the twenty -fifth day of
August, 1897.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Thirteenth day
of December ,  1897, will be excluded.
Dated this thirteenth day of November, 1897.
J. KENNA. Trustee.
2566 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Houghton, of Mount Morgan ,  tobacconist,
an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudicated on the thirteenth day of
September, 1897.
Creditors who have not  proved their debts by the  Thirteenth day
of December ,  1897 ,  will be excluded.
Dated this thirteenth day of November, 1897.
J. KENNA ,  Trustee.
2567 5s. 6d.
In the Matter of G. Casper, of Toowoomba, in Liquidation.
A
FIRST Dividend, of 7s. 6d. in the £, is payable in the above
Estate , on all claims proved and aamitted, on SATURDAY,
the Thirteenth day of November, 1897, at my Office, Edward street,
Brisbane.
THOS. E. WHITE, Trustee.
2537  38.
In the Insolvent  Estate of  Annie M. Tomkins, of Yangan.
A
SECOND and Final Dividend, of 51d. in the £ (making in all
1s, 111d. in the £), is payable in the above Estate on all claims
proved and admitted, This Day (TUESDAY), 16th November, 1897,
at my Office,  Eagle  stre et.
GEORGE CANNON, Trustee.
2551 3s.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland , Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of  Gray  and  Morris,  of Rockhampton , grocers,
insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A FIRST and Final Dividend, at the rate of 7s. 11d.  in the £, is
now payable at my Office, upon all debts proved.
Dated this eleventh day of November, 1897.
2530
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,
Official Trustee in Insolvency , Rockhampton.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Henry James Abbott, of Townsville and Charters
Towers, furniture dealer, in Liquidation.
A FIFTH and Final Dividend, of 2s. 9d. in the £ (making 15s. 3d.
in all), on all duly proved and admitted claims against the
above Estate, is now due and payable at my Office, Flinders street,
Townsville.
Dated at Townsville this tenth day of November, 1897.
H. A. McMAHON, Trustee.
2533 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A
FIRST and  Final Dividend is intended to be declared in the
matter of Wm . Lovejoy, of  Goombungee ,  licensed victualler,
adjudicated insolvent on the nineteenth day of June, 1896.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the First day of
December ,  1897, will be excluded.
Dated this fifteenth day of November, 1897.
DANIEL  BAIN ,  Trustee.
2557 4s.
In the Assigned Estate of John Wright, of Mackay, draper.
A SECOND Dividend,  of 2s .  6d. in the £ (making to date 17s. 6d.
in the £ ),  is payable in the above Estate on all admitted claims
This Day  (WEDNESDAY), 17th  November ,  1897 ,  at my Office,
Eagle street.
GEORGE CANNON,  Trustee.
2550 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Lands and Goods of Simon Sinclair, late of Blackall Range,
Landsborough, in the colony of Queensland, selector, deceased,
intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Justin Fox Greenlaw
Foxton, the Administrator in the abovenamed Estate, from
the tenth day of June, A.D. 1897, to the fifth day of November,
A.D. 1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by the
said Justin Fox Greenlaw Foxton. All parties claiming to be
interested in the said Estate are at liberty to inspect the said
Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on or before TUESDAY the Fourth day of January next, and, if
they think fit, to object thereto. Notice is also given, that whether
any objection is taken to the said Account or not I shall, after the
aforesaid day, proceed to examine and inquire into the said Account.
Notice is further given, that any person who may desire to object to
the said Account, or any item or items therein, or the allowance to
the Administrator of a commission thereon, must before that day file
in my Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this seventeenth day of November, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
FoxTON AND HAVARD,
Solicitors for the Administrator,
2592 Albert street, Brisbane. 12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Will of Daniel John Evans, late of West End, South Brisbane,
in the colony of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Account of William Evans, the
Executor in the above-mentioned Estate, from the twelfth day
of July, 1896, to the twelfth day of April, 1897, has this day been
filed in my Office, duly verified by the said William Evans. All
parties claiming to be interested in the said Estate are at liberty to
inspect the said Account, at my Office in  the  Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, on or before TUESDAY, the Fourth day of January next,
and, if they think fit, to object thereto. Notice is also given, that
whether any objection is taken to the said Account or not I shall,
after the aforesaid day, proceed to examine and inquire into the said
Account. Notice is further given, that any person who may desire to
object to the said Account, or any item or items therein, or the
allowance to the Executor of a commission thereon, must before that
day file in my Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this eighteenth day of November, A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy  Registrar.
HOLZBERGER AND CAINE,
Solicitors for the Executor,
2594 35 Queen street, Brisbane. 12s. 6cj.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Will of Christoph Homann, late of Eagle Farm, near Brisbane,
in the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Maria Homann and
Thomas William Bouchard, the Executors in the abovenamed
Estate, from the nineteenth day of April, 1897, to the eleventh day of
November, 1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by
the said Maria Homann and Thomas William Bouchard. All parties
claiming to be interested in the said Estate are at liberty to inspect the
said Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
or before TUESDAY, the Twenty-eighth day of December next, and, if
they think fit, to object thereto. Notice is  also given , that whether any
objection is taken to the said Account or not I shall, after the afore-
said dav, proceed to  examine  and inquire into the said Account.
Notice is further  given,  that any person who may desire to object to
the said Account, or any item or items therein, or the allowance to the
Executors  of a commission  thereon, must before that day file in my
Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this thirteenth day of November, A.D. 1897.
BOUCHARD AND HOLLAND,
Solicitors for Executors,
2589 Queen street, Brisbane. 13s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Lands and Goods of William Burke, late of Herberton, in the
colony of Queensland, hotelkeeper, deceased, intestate.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed William Burke, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Mary Ellen Burke, of Herberton aforesaid, the
lawful widow of the said deceased.
Dated this twelfth day of November, 1897.
R. C. RINGROSE,
Proctor for the said Ellen Burke,
Herberton.
Town Agents-
Messrs. G. A. ROBERTS, LEt, AND BARNETT,
2600 Denham street, Townsville. 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of John Lax, late of Red Hill, Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, fisherman, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the  real  and personal
estate  of the said John Lax, deceased, with his Will, may be granted
to Jesse Lax, James Lax, and Ephraim Lax, of Brisbane aforesaid ;
Mary Ann Lax, the Executrix named therein,  being  dead. Any
person interested who desires to object to the application, or to be
heard upon it, may file  a caveat in  the Registry at any time before
the grant  is made.
Dated this eighteenth day of November, A.D. 1897.
H. E. SMITH,
Solicitor for the said Jesse Lax, James Lax, and Ephraim Lax,
Equitable Chambers, Edward street, Brisbane.
2562 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Michael Doherty, late of Gympie, in the colony
of Queensland, miner, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application' will
be made to this Honourable Courtr that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Michael Doherty, deceased, may be granted to John
Kennedy, of Gympie aforesaid, miner, the sole Executor named in
the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the
application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry
at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this thirteenth day of November, 1897.
By his Agent-
JOHN REID GAIR,
W. H. CONLAN,
Solicitor  for the said John Kennedy, Gympie
2578  Solicitor ,  Queen street ,  Brisbane. 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Charles Willoughby, late of Charleville,
in the colony of Queensland, groom, deceased, intestate.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the  expiration  of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed Charles Willoughby, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Harriet Frances Willoughby, of Gundare,
near Augathella, in the said colony, the widow of the  said deceased.
Dated at Charleville this twelfth day of November, A.D. 1897.
JOHN F. F. LOCKETT,
Solicitor for Harriet  Frances  Willoughby,
Alfred street, Charleville.
By his Agents-BERNAYS AND OSBORNE, Queen street, Brisbane.
2552 6s, 6d.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Joseph Francis Kunkel, late of Wallum-
billa, in the colony of Queensland, railway ganger, deceased,
intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen daysfrom the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed Joseph Francis Kunkel, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Martha Elizabeth Kunkel, of
Wallumbilla, in the colony of Queensland, the lawful widow of the
said deceased.
Dated this sixteenth day of November, A.D. 1897.
W. GEO. MAYNE,
Solicitor for the said Martha Elizabeth Kunkel,
Roma.
Town Agents-
BOUCHARD  AND HOLLAND, Queen  street, Brisbane.
2605 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Thomas King the younger, late of Woodford, in the
colony of Queensland, storekeeper and grazier, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the above-
named Thomas King the younger, deceased, may be granted to henry
King, of Neurum, in the said colony, farmer, and Matilda King, of
Woodford aforesaid, widow, the Executors named in the said Will.
Any person interested who desires to object to the application, or to be
heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before
the grant  is made.
Dated this eighteenth day of November, 1897.
2572
WILLIAM THOMAS ATTHOW,
Solicitor for the said Executors,
81 Queen street,  Brisbane.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands of David Milton Parker (otherwise known as David
Parker), formerly of Dugandan, in the colony of Queensland,
selector, but late of the Pakihikura Village Settlement, Birming-
ham Fowlers, in the colony of New Zealand, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court that Administration of the real estate of the
abovenamed David Milton Parker (otherwise known as David Parker),
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to Elizabeth Poolman,
of Maroon, near Dugandan aforesaid, wife of Arthur George Poolman,
and sister of the said deceased.
Dated this fifteenth day of November, A.D. 1897.
JOHN F. F. LOCKETT,
Solicitor for the said Elizabeth Poolman,
Alfred street, Charleville.
By his Agents-BERNAYS AND OSBORNE,
Queen street, Brisbane.
2564 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Charles Richard Mills Woodward (sometimes called
Charles Mills Woodward), late of Toowoomba, in the colony of
Queensland, physician and surgeon, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Charles Richard Mills Woodward (sometimes called
Charles Mills Woodward),  deceased , may be granted to Beryl
Lockwood Woodward, of Toowoomba aforesaid, widow, the sole
Executrix named in the said Will. Any person interested who
desires to  object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a
caveat in the Registry at any time before the  grant is made.
Dated this fifteenth day of November, A.D. 1897.
HAMILTON AND WONDERLEY,
Solicitors for the  said  Beryl Lockwood Woodward,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
Town Agents-FO%TON AND HAVARD, Solicitors, Brisbane.
2601 9s.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Andrew Rickert, late of Allora, in the colony of
Queensland, freeholder without occupation, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the date of the publication hereof, application will be made
to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the abovenamed
Andrew Rickert, deceased, may be granted to Michael Rickert, of
Elphinstone, in the colony of Queensland, farmer, one of the
Executors  named in the said Will ; Andrew Rickert and Adam
Rickert, the other Executors  named in  the said Will, having  renounced
Probate thereof. Any person interested who desires to object to the
application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry
at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this fifteenth day of November, 1897.
J. R. CURNOW, Solicitor for the said Michael Rickert,
Palmerin street, Warwick.
Town Agents-FoxTON AND KAVARDD, Brisbane.
2602 8s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Will of Richard Lane, late of Blackall, in the colcny of
Queensland, licensed victualler, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Richard Lane, deceased, may be granted to Maria Jane
Lane, of Blackall aforesaid, widow, the sole Executrix named in the
said Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the
application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry
at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this third day of November, A.D. 1897.
R. J. McCULLOUGH,
Solicitor for the said Maria Jane Lane,
Barcaldine.
Agents-SwANwicx AND KAV ANAGH, Rockhampton.
2535
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Peter tip' illiam Spence, late of Menzies, in the colony
of Western Australia, auctioneer's accountant, deceased, intestate.
1T OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
'N days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed Peter William Spence, deceased, who died a bachelor
and intestate, may be granted to William James Byram, of London
Bank Chambers, Queen and Creek streets, Brisbane, solicitor, the
lawfully constituted Attorney of George Spence, of No. 14 Hessle
road, Hull, England, brother of the said deceased, and of Isabella
Hardie Spence and Mary  Spence,  both of No. 11 Royston terrace, in
the city of Edinburgh, Scotland , sisters  of the said deceased.
Dated this nineteenth  day of  November, 1897.
ALBERT JAMES NORTON,
Solicitor for the said William James Byram, Childers,
And London Bank Chambers, Queen and Creek streets, Brisbane.
2591 Ss. 6d.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Daniel Lloyd Jones, formerly of South Yarra, in the
colony of Victoria, settler, but late of Barwick House, Yeovil, in
the county of Somerset, England, esquire, deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby  given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Ancillary Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Daniel Lloyd Jones, deceased, may be granted to
Molesworth Richard Greene, of Greystones, Rowsley, in the said
colony of Victoria, grazier, the Executor named in the said Will ;
reserving leave for Fairlie Gordon Jones, of Barwick House, Yeovil
aforesaid, widow, the Executrix named in the said Will, to come in
and prove at any time hereafter. Any person interested who desires
to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may  file a caveat
in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twentieth day of November, 1897.
HART, FLOWER, AND DRURY,
Solicitors for the said Molesworth Richard Greene,
2595
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
I  Os. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of George Horsfall the younger, late of
Flinders Parade, Sandgate, in the colony of Queensland, plumber,
deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will he made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed Goorge Horsfall the younger, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Isabella Horsfall, of Flinders
Parade, Sandgate, in the colony of Queensland, the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated this nineteenth day of November, A.D. 1897.
2588
J. BENNION PRICE,
Solicitor for the said Isabella Horsfall,
145 Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Will of Carl Christian Petersen, late of Rockhampton, in the
colony of Queensland, gardener, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Carl Christian Petersen, deceased, may be granted to
Kirsten Petersen, of Rockhampton aforesaid, widow, the sole
Executrix named in the said Will. Any person interested who
desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a
caveat in the Registry, at Rockhampton, at any time before the grant
is made.
Dated this twelfth day of November, A.D. 1897.
2548
LOUIS E. HOBLER,
Solicitor for the said Executrix,
Fitzroy Chambers, Denham street, Rockhampton.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Robert Hancock, late of Childers, in the colony of
Queensland, medical practitioner, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Robert Hancock, deceased, may be granted to the
Reverend Thomas Ashburner, of Childers, in the colony of Queensland,
clerk in holy orders, and Joseph Harding Forbes, of Childers aforesaid,
bank manager, the Executors named in the said Will. Any person
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard
upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant
is made.
Dated this tenth day of November, 1897.
A. J. NORTON,
Solicitor for the said Thomas Ashburner and
Joseph Harding Forbes,
Main street, Childers.
Town Agentr-WILLIAM J. BYRAM, Solicitor, B isbane,
2590 00,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of William Stirling, late of The Glen, near Warwick, in
the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed William Stirling, deceased, may be granted to Lucy
Stirling, of The Glen, near Warwick, in the colony of Queensland,
the widow of the said deceased, and the sole Executrix named in the
said Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the appli-
cation, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at
any time before the grant is made.
Dated this seventeenth day of November, A.D. 1897.
By his Agents-
HAROLD A. PALMER,
Solicitor for the said Lucy Stirling ,  Warwick.
MORRIS AND FLETCHER,
2586 George street, Brisbane. 9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of John Walters, late of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, plumber, deceased.
N
OTI CI; is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen clays
from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed John Walters, deceased, may be granted to Queensland
Trustees, Limited (in the Will called The Queensland Trustees,
Limited), of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, the sole Executor
named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this eighteenth day of November, A.D. 1897.
2584
MACPHERSONf AND FEEZ,
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Queensland Trustees, Limited.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Sarah Charlotte McAlister, late of No. 57 Tavistock
road, Westbourne Park, in the county of Middlesex, England,
spinster, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Ancillary Letters of Administration of
the personal estate of the abovenamed Sarah Charlotte McAlister,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to Alexander Henry
Hudson, of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, bank manager,
the lawfully constituted Attorney of Mary Ann Elizabeth Braitling,
of Avenue Villa, The Avenue, Saint Margaret's, in the county of
Middlesex, England, widow, the lawful cousin-german and only next-
of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated this eighteenth day of November, A.D. 1897.
MACPHERSON AND FEEZ,
2585
Lutwyche Chambers, Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Alexander Henry Hudson.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will of George von Cassano, late of Geraldton, in the colony
of Queensland, hairdresser, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed deceased may be granted to Emily Ada von Cassano, of
Geraldton aforesaid, widow of the said deceased, and the sole Executrix
named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to  the  application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this fifth day of November, A.D. 1897.
no
GEORGE E. MARKWELL,
Solicitor for the said Emily Ada von Cassano,
(Ieraldton,
74,0d,
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In the ,Supreme  Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the  Lands and  Goods of Edward Bedford, late of Calliope, in the
colony of Queensland, cabinet-maker, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
clays from the publication hereof, application will be made
to this Honourable  Court that Administration of the real and personal
Estate  of the abovenamed Edward Bedford, deceased, who died
intestate , may be granted to Margaret Agnes Bedford, of 'Calliope, in
the colony  of Queensland , the widow of  the said deceased.
Dated this twelfth day of November, 1897.
Rockhampton Agents-
W. H. NEILSON,
Solicitor for Applicant, Gladstone.
SWANWICK AND KAVANAGH, Solicitors.
2555 78.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Sarah Arrell, late of Wooloowin, near
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, widow, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Letters of Administration of the real and
personal estate of  the abovenamed Sarah Arrell, deceased, who died
intestate , may be granted to William John Arrell, of Harrisville, in
the colony of Queensland,  sergeant  of police, the eldest son of the
said deceased.
Dated this nineteenth day of November, A.D. 1897.
2587
J. BENNION PRICE,
Solicitor for the said William John Arrell,
145 Queen street, Brisbane.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Goods of Michael McGreevy ,  late of Cairns, in the colony of
Queensland ,  livery stable keeper, deceased ,  intestate.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the publication hereof ,  application will be made to this
Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of the
abovenamed Michael McGreevy ,  deceased ,  who died intestate, may be
granted to Annie McGreevy ,  of Cairns aforesaid ,  the lawful widow of
the said deceased.
Dated this thirteenth day of November ,  A.D. 1897.
ERNEST A. MILFORD,
Solicitor for the said Annie McGreevy, Cairns.
Town Agent-A. M. BEAUMONT,
2582 Solicitor, Townsville.  78.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Thomas M .  King, late of Longreach  ; John  Morrison,
late of Cairns  ;  James Westland, late of  Rebel,near Mungindi;
and William McKee, late of Peak Downs.
PURSUANT  to  " The Intestacy  Act of  1877," all persons having
any claims against the Estates of any of the abovenamed
deceased persons are to come in and prove their debts ,  at my Office,
Public Offices ,  George street ,  Brisbane ,  on or before the Twenty- first
day of January next ,  or in default  they will  be peremptorily excluded
from all benefits accruing from the said Estates.
GILSON FOXTON,  Deputy Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, 19th November, 1897.
2580 7s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.Be THOMAS HEATON, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the  "Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Thomas Heaton, late of South Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, shipwright, deceased, who died on or about the fifth day
of May, 1896, at South Brisbane aforesaid, and Probate of whose Will
was granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland, on the fourteenth
day of July, 1896, to William Sewell, of South Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, civil servant, and John Heaton, of South
Brisbane aforesaid, printer, the Executors named therein, are hereby
required to send in, in writing, particulars of their claims and
demands to the undersigned, Morris and Fletcher, solicitors, to the
said William Sewe ll  and John Heaton ,  of South Brisbane aforesaid,
on or before the Twenty-second day of December, 1897. And notice
is hereby also given, that after the expiration of the last-mentioned day
the said Executors will proceed to distribute the assets of the said
deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto, having regard only to
the claims of which the said Executors shall then have had notice,
and that the said Executors will not be liable, for the  assets or
any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim
the said Executors shall not have had notice at the time of such
distribution.
Dated this eighteenth day of November, A.D. 1897.
2583
MORRIS AND FLETCHER,
Solicitors for the said Executors,
Celtic Chambers, George street, Brisbane.
14s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
JOHN BLYDE, deceased, intestate.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the  "Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that  all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of John Blyde, late of yDunellan Estate, South Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, photographer, deceased, who died on or about
the eleventh day of July, 1897, at Brisbane, in the said colony,
intestate, and Letters of Administration of whose real and personal
estate  were, on the sixth day of November, 1897, duly granted by the
Supreme Court of Queensland to Georgina Blyde, of Moor street,
Mackay, in the  said  colony, widow, are hereby required to  send in,
in writing, particulars of their debts  or claims  to the said Adminis-
tratrix, at the Offices of the undersigned, her Solicitors, on or before
MONDAY, the Twelfth day of January, 1898. And notice is hereby
also given, that after the expiration of the last-mentioned day the
said Administratrix will proceed to distribute the assets of the said
deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto, having regard only to
the claims of which the said Administratrix  shall  then have had
notice, and that the said Administratrix will not be liable, for the
assets c r any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt
or claim the said Administratrix shall not have had notice at the
time of such distribution.
Dated this nineteenth day of November, A.D. 1897.
2573
W. H. WILSON AND HEMMING,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane,
Solicitors  for the  said Administratrix.
14s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be WILLIAM DUNCAN P RSONS, deceased.
PURSUANT to the " rustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors, be eficiaries,
next-of-kin, and other persons having any claims or demands upon
or against the Estate of William Duncan Parsons, late of Maytown,
in the colony of Queensland, carrier, deceased, who died on the seventh
day of December, 1895, and of whose Will Probate  was, on  the third
day of February, 1896, granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland
to Esther Parsons, of Maytown aforesaid, widow, the sole Executrix
of the said Will of the said deceased, are hereby required to send in
particulars of their debts or claims to the said Executrix, at the Office
of the undersigned, her solicitors, on or before the Eighteenth day
of December next. And notice is also hereby given, that after that
day the said Executrix will proceed to distribute the assets of the
said deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto, having regard only
to the claims of which she shall then have had notice, and that she
will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to
any person of whose debt or claim she shall not then have had notice.
Dated this fifteenth day of November, 1897.
BARNETT AND PATCHING,
Cooktown,
Solicitors for the said Executrix.
Town Agents- CHAMBERS , BRUCE, AND  McNAB,
2539 Adelaide street, Brisbane. 14s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
JA3IES HART, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to an Act of Parliament of 31 Victoria No. 19,
entitled  " An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws relating
to Trustees, Mortgagees, and Incapacitated Persons,"  notice is hereby
given, that all persons having any claims or demands upon or against
the Estate of James Hart, formerly of Pleasant Hill, Lord John
Swamp, near Warwick, in the colony of Queensland, farmer, but late
of Warwick aforesaid, freeholder without occupation, deceased, who
died on or about the twenty-seventh day of June, 1897, and Probate
of whose Will was granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland, on
the twenty-fifth day of August, 1897, to Lucy Hart, of Warwick
aforesaid, widow, and William Hart, of the same place, bootmaker,
two of the Executors in the said Will named, are hereby required to
send in particulars of their debts and claims to the said Executors, at
the Office of the undersigned, their solicitor, on or before the Twentieth
day of December, 1897. And notice is hereby also given, that after
that day the said Executors will proceed to distribute the assets of the
said James Hart, deceased, amongst the persons entitled thereto, having
regard only to the claims of which they shall then have had notice,
and that they will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so
distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim they shall not then
have had notice.
Dated this second day of November, 1897.
2603
J. R. CURNOW , Solicitor for the said Executors,
Warwick.
13s.
In the Supreme Court of New South Wales.
PROBATE JURISDICTION.
In the Estate, Goods, Chattels, Credits, and Effects of Edward
Preston, late of Clermont, in the colony of Queensland, miner,
but formerly of Glen Innes, in the colony of New South Wales,
butcher , deceased ,  intestate.PURSUANT to  "The Trust Property Act  of 1862," notice is herebygiven, that all creditors and other persons having any claims
upon, or being otherwise interested in, the Estate of the abovenamed
deceased, who died at Clermont, in the colony of Queensland, on the
twenty-ninth day of April, 1897, are hereby required to send in full
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particulars of their claims to the undersigned, the Proctors for the
Administratrix of the Estate of the said deceased, before the Thirty-
first day of December next, after- which date the said Administratrix
will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the
parties entitled thereto, having regard to the claims of which she
shall then have notice, and the said Administratrix shall not be
liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person
of whose claim she shall not have had notice at the time of such
distribution.
Dated this eighth day of November, 1897.
2540
BORTIIWICJI AND McINTYRE,
Proctors, Inverell,
New South Wales.
12s.
HINCHINBROOK DIVISIONAL BOARD.
APPLICATION FOR A LOAN UNDER "THE TRAMWAYS
ACT OF 1882."
IT is the intention of the Hinchinbrook Divisional Board to Borrowby way of Loan from the Government a Sum of £17,428, to
Construct a Tramway from the present terminus of the Lucinda line
to a point seventeen miles beyond.
Application has been made to construct same, and Plans, Sections,
Specification, and Book of Reference have been deposited with the
Minister for Railways, and are at all reasonable times open for the
inspection of every ratepayer interested therein, at the Divisional
Board's Office.
2597
By Order,
BRYAN LYNN, Clerk.
7s.
BD. MOREHEAD ND CO. have received instructions  from the• Mortgagees to offer for Sale by Public Auction, at their Sale
Rooms , Mary street, Brisbane, on FRIDAY, the 24th December,
1897, at Eleven o'clock forenoon, Agricultural Farm No. 82, Ingham
District, being portion 530, county of Cardwell, parish of Waterview,
containing  270 acres, more or less, unimproved.
2563 3s. 6d.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.N is hereby given, that the Co-partnership carried on for1 r some time past at Quilberry  Grazing  Farm, in the Warrego
District of the colony of Queensland, by Annie Crassonie and John
Joseph Maloney, as  graziers , under the name, style, or firm of
" Maloney  and Stone," was, on the twenty-ninth day of September,
1897, by order of the Supreme Court of Queensland of that date,
Dissolved.
The said Annie Crassonie will continue to carry on the said
business , and is by the said order empowered  to receive ,  discharge,
and settle  all debts  due to and  by the said co-partnership  concern,
and is entitled  to all  the property  and assets  of the said  concern, as
by the said order is directed.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of October, 1897.
A. CRASSONIE.
Witness to the Signature of Annie Crassonie-
JNO. L. SHAYLER, J.P.
JOHN J. MALONEY.
Witness to the Signature of John Joseph Maloney-
R. J. MCNAB, Solicitor, Brisbane.
SAMUEL S. PEGG,
Solicitor for the said Annie Crassonie, Cunnamulla.
By his Town Agents-MORRIS AND FLETCHER,
George street, Brisbane.
2593 11s.
LICENSED GATE NOTICE.
I HEREBY give  notice, that I intend to  apply to the  Perry Board,
Mount  Perry, for  a Licensed  Gate, twenty- eight miles  from Gin
Gin, on the Tenningering road.
HERMAN SCHMIDT.
2560 2s. 6d.
THE GRAND SECRET AND DAY DAWN UNITED GOLD-
MINING COMPANY, LIMITED, IN LIQUIDATION.
T
HE  Final Meeting of Shareholders in the above Company will be
held at my Office, Mosman street, Charters Towers, on the 14th
January, 1898, at 4 p.m., for the purpose of Receiving the Statement
of Accounts and Report, and to dispose of the Company's books.
2559
W. TI LLEY,
Liquidator.
4s.
WINDORAH MARSUPIAL BOARD.
A
N Assessment of 6d., on every 20 head of Cattle and Horses and
every 100 Sheep, has been this day levied, and is pad able on
the First day of December next.
By Order of the Board,
G. W. HARRIS, Acting Clerk.
Dated at Windorah 4th September, 1897.
2532 3s. 6d.
L
OST,  about four  (4) months since, one roan working bullock,
branded  OUt,I off rump .  Ten shillings  ( 10s.) reward.
2538
J.POULTNEY,
Enoggera Sawmill.
2s.
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Government  Printing Office,
Brisbane 27th December, 1893.THE following Botanical Works, by F.Manson Bailey, F.L.S.,
Colonial Botanist, may be obtained at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane:-
1. The Synopsis of the Queensland Flora ; 900 pp., demy 8vo,
half-bound. Price, 21s.; posted, 22s.
2. First Supplement to ditto, in boards; 100 pp. and 4 plates.
Price, 3s. ; posted, 3s. 2d.
3. Second Supplement  to ditto,  in boards; 153 pp.  Price, 3a.;
posted, 3s. 3d.
4. Third Supplement to ditto, in boards; 135 pp. and 21 plates.
Price, 3s. 6d.; posted, 3s. 9d.
5. Catalogue of the Indigenous and Naturalised Plants of
Queensland, with Index of vernacular names and their
botanical equivalents. Price, in cloth, Is. 3d.; posted, Is. 5d.
In paper, Is.; posted, Is. 2d.
6. Plants Poisonous and Injurious to Stock. (Bailey and Gordon.)
Containing a brief description, with plates, of Queensland
plants suspected of having a poisonous effect upon stock.
Price, 4s.; posted, 4s. 5d.
7. Lithograms of the Queens_)) d Ferns, in one volume, containing
191 plates, illustrating 223 kinds, with index giving botanical
and common  name . Price, 2s. 6d.; posted, 6d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
SUBSCRIPTION AND ADVERTISING RATES s. d.
Quarterly Subscription ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 0
(Postage  nil,  if subscription begins from date of receipt
of order ; on back numbers, 3d. per week.)
Single copy, current year, 6d. ; previous years,  Is.; large-sized
at proportionally increased price. Postage, 1d. additional.
ADVERTISING RATES.
A uniform charge.of 6d. a line for all advertisements.
Table matter charged 50 per cent, extra on first insertion only
and a proportional extra charge for very  small -sized type.
HANSARD.  s. d.
Subscription for Session ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 0
Orders must be accompanied by postage stamps (not exceeding
5s.), money order, postal note, or cash, sufficient to cover cost.
Private  cheques will not be accepted.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship or rail if so desired,
the freight to be payable by consignee.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1893.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office, William street,
Brisbane :-" Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating to
Local Government outside the Boundaries of Municipalities," with an
Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L. Woolcock, B.A. Demy
octavo, 400 pages. Linen bound, 5s.  6d.;  paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Australian Colonies, 9d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
J
ON SALE, the "Act and  Rules relating to  the District Court, with
an Introduction, Notes, and Index," by John L. Woolcock, B.A.,
and  George Scott,  M.A., Barristers- at-law.
Price, 7s. 6d. full cloth ;  postage, ,  6d. extra.
Half-bound  and interleaved , IN.  6d. ; postage ,  8d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY,  Government Printer.
1yOW  PUBLISHED ,  A Digest of the Statutory Criminal Law inforce in Queensland on the first day of January, 1896  (which it
is within the competence of the Par li ament of Queensland to repeal or
amend ),  with a Table of the Statutes ,  prepa re d by the Hon. Sir
Samuel Walker Griffith, G.C.M.G .,  Chief Justice of Queensland.
In 8vo  ro yal .  Bound in cloth, 15s. Posted ,  15s. 7d. Government
Printing Office ,  Brisbane.
JUST PUBLISHED.THE LAW OF  FRIENDLY SOCIETIES IN QUEENSLAND ,  being aCompendium of the existing Act and Regulations in force, with
a comprehensive Introduction, and Notes of English and Colonial
Cases decided up to May, 1896. By John L. Woolcock, B.A., and
George Scott ,  M.A., Barristers -at-law, Authors of "Act and Rules
re lating to the District Court." Holland binding .  Price 5s .;  postage,
4d. extra.
July, 1896. EDMUND GREGORY ,  Government Printer.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office, the Pacific Island
Labourers Acts and Regulations in Pamphlet form, containing
Imperial and Colonial Acts, and Regulations thereunder. Price,
Is.  6d.;  posted, Is. 7d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
c6  HE Justices Act of  1886 " and  "The Offenders Probation Act
T of  1886," with an Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L.
Woolcock, B.A. Price, 3s. 6d. in cloth ; 2s. 6d. in paper. Postage, 6d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.'
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NOW ON SALE.
REDWATER DISEASE in Cattle in the Gulf Country, by C. J.Pound, F.R.M. ., Director Stock I sti ute,  Brisbane , Is.; posted,
is. Id. Government Printing  Office, Brisbane.
e GT HE Stamp Act of  1894,"  and Regulations thereunder, with aManual on the provisions  of the Act.  Price, 2s .;  posted, 2s. 2d.
r 'NHE Government Printer acknowledges the receipt of the following
amounts, from the 15th to 19th November, 1897 :-
Morning Bulletin,  £25; J. Connolly, 6s.; W. H. Langdon, 9s.;
M. Condon, 5s.; J. B. Smythe, 5s. 6d.; R. J. McCullough, 8s.; L. E.
Hobler, 17s.; J. McGovern, Is.; E. J. Young and Co., 6s. 6d.; H. A.
McMahon, 5s.; Windorah Marsupial Board, 14s.; Burke Divisional
Board, £2 12s.; M. J. Ryan, 3s.  6d.;  J. A. Gavin, 5s.  6d.;  Secretary
Mungindi Hospital, 5s. 2d.; P. Chalmers, 6s. 4d.; Borthwick and
McIntyre, 5s. 6d.; A. Provan and Co., 10d.; T. E. Dixon, 3s. 6d.;
W. H. Neilson, 6s.; J. Guinane, 6s. 6d.; C. Berry, 10d.; F. Bourne,
3s. 9d.; J. N. Black, 2s. 6d.; G. Knight, 7s.; M. Fitzgerald, 3s.; D.
Bain, 5s.; E. Wright, 2s.; C. Thiedecke, 3d.; Rosalie Divisional
Board, £1 6s. 6d.; N. Tilley, 5s. 6d.; W. Munro and Co., £3; H.
Schmidt, 4s.; R. C. Ringrose, 8s. 7d.; T. B. Price, 3s.; J. Kenna,
13s. 4d.; A. Provan and Co., Is.; Hamilton and Wonderley, 8s. 9d.;
J. R. Curnow, £1 3s.
IMP. O UNDIN OS.
POUNDEEEPERS  are reminded that Advertisements of
Impounded Stock will be charged for at the uniform rate
Of  SIXPENCE PER LINE;  and no such Advertisement will be
inserted in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by a remittance
(Money Orders ,  Postal Notes ,  Postage Stamps, or Cash)
sufficient  to cover the cost of insertion.
Postage Stamps will be received only when amount  is 5s.
or less.
When describing brands a distinction  should he made
between  REGISTERED  and other brands ,  by  placing the words
REGISTERED  B RAND  after the description .  Brands type will
be used for such descriptions ,  but where these words do not
appear ordinary type only will be used.
IMPOUNDED  at Gracemere ,  from roads and reserves ,  on the 1st
November, 1897.
One bay gelding, J311 over 31 near shoulder, RB4 off shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, WF7 over MF5 near shouldex.
One bay mare, OW Q near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, like 1DQ near shoulder.
One bay mare, RP1 over 18 near thigh.
One bay mare, like 1FE near shoulder.
One bay colt, unbranded.
One grey stallion, unbranded.
One brown  mare,  D7F off shoulder.
One brown mare, TV7 over like 230 near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, like BP6 near shoulder.
One grey gelding, HC8 near shoulder.
One bay filly, like GM3 near shoulder.
One grey mare, MJ4 near shoulder.
One bay mare, REl over E9F  near  shoulder, Y tT 9 off shoulder
One bay gelding, PG1 near shoulder.
One black mare, 8GS over 60 near shoulder.
One bay colt, J9R near shoulder.
One bay gelding, 90T near shoulder, MY2 off shoulder.
One chestnut Marc, indistinct brand near shoulder.
One brown gelding, like 4PH near shoulder.
One roan mare, 8W w over 8VR near shoulder.
One bay mare, TE6 near shoulder; foal at foot.
One bay filly, unbranded.
One roan mare , NL7 near shoulder, A3 G' off shoulder; foal at foot.
One brown filly, D1J near shoulder.
One brown gelding, unbranded.
Also, on 2nd November, 1897.
One black gelding, blotched brand near shoulder.
One roan mare , D6B over DO t near shoulder.
One bay mare, B2N off thigh.
One bay gelding, like 6AB near shoulder.
One black mare, KG6 near shoulder.
One grey mare, blotched brand near shoulder.
One bay mare, S51 near shoulder, 3QW near rump.
One brown mare, KR5 near shoulder.
One bay mare, P8L near shoulder.
One brown mare, like 3CW near shoulder.
One bay mare, 9PB near shoulder, R'd4 off shoulder.
One bay gelding, indistinct brand near thigh.
One brown mare, blotched brand near shoulder.
One grey mare, F8Z near shoulder, OD9 over TM2 near thigh.
One chestnut  mare , K7N over 35 near shoulder, 5 near neck.
One bay mare, KOW near shoulder.
One bay gelding, M2G over 192  near  shoulder.
One bay filly, no visible brand.
One bay gelding, no visible brand.
One bay gelding, OKH near shoulder.
One bay gelding, O(70 near ribs.
One bay gelding, blotched brand near shoulder, A3 kd off shoulder,
K2N near thigh.
If not released  on or  before the 26th November, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
Also, from roads and  reserves , on the 4th November, 1897, by
order of the Divisional Inspector of Stock.
One grey mare, IRE near shoulder.
One bay filly, 3KX near shoulder.
One bay gelding, like T8J near shoulder.
One bay mare, 1XL over  63 near  shoulder.
One bay mare, 3KX near shoulder.
One grey gelding, U !9 near shoulder, RB4 off shoulder.
One brown filly, T e,7 near shoulder.
One roan mare, indistinct brand off shoulder, LQ2 near rump.
One brown  mare , 3KX over 0 heart diamond near shoulder.
One grey filly, QX3 over 0 heart diamond off shoulder.
One grey mare, CM3 over like RB7 near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, ND2 near shoulder.
One piebald gelding, like OM7 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, 0 C9 near shoulder.
One bay mare, LH1 over 9 near shoulder.
One bay mare, Y -1 near thigh.
One bay gelding, Y7K near shoulder.
One bay gelding, like D6Z off shoulder.
One grey stallion, like E 04 over 11 near shoulder.
One grey mare, 8PD near shoulder.
One bay filly, unbranded.
One creamy stallion, X1P  near  shoulder.
One bay mare, 3KX near shoulder.
One bay gelding, EX3  near  shoulder, S6P off thigh.
One bay filly, 3KX near shoulder.
One bay gelding, UE8 near shoulder.
One grey gelding, like ND4 off shoulder.
One bay gelding, L7 t7  near  shoulder.
One bay mare, XIP near shoulder.
One brown gelding, G t42 over El 0 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, S2 d  near  shoulder, like XG6 off shoulder, like
heart diamond near thigh.
One brown mare, EX3 over Y -,l near shoulder.
One brown mare, GM3 over 13 near shoulder.
One bay mare, blotch near shoulder, Z off shoulder.
One piebald gelding, QFO near shoulder.
One grey rare, JS1 over 6  near  shoulder, like 6C  rl off shoulder.
One grey filly, unbranded.
One bay colt, 1ST near shoulder.
One bay gelding, like 5SY near shoulder, G6Z near thigh.
One chestnut filly, 3KX near shoulder.
One brown mare, 3KX near shoulder.
One bay gelding, like WS7 near shoulder.
One black gelding, AZ6 near shoulder, E9F off shoulder.
One roan stallion, 3ER near rump.
One bay mare, RP1 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, A3T over like M6 Q near thigh.
One red and white cow, MD5 off ribs.
One red steer, bald face, X7J off rump.
One cow, bald face, G7Q over MD5 off ribs.
One white steer, MD5 off ribs.
Two roan cows, MD5 off ribs.
One red cow, MD5 off ribs.
One red heifer, 1ST off rump.
One white bull, unbranded.
One spotted bull, unbranded.
One red heifer, unbranded.
One red heifer, bald face, like Z8 I'd off rump.
One roan cow, MD5 off ribs.
Also, from ro ads and reserves , on the 13th November, 1897, by
order of the District Inspector of Stock.
One red and white steer, C'"48 off ribs.
One red and white steer, 1I7H off ribs.
One steer, bald face, CTJ8 off ribs.
One steer, bald face, C i8 off ribs.
One cow, bald face, C'8 over 11711 off ribs.
One cow, bald face, C '48 off ribs.
One steer, bald face, DO2 off rump.
One strawberry  steer,  LP3 near rump:
One red cow, like P2 til off rump.
One roan cow, like CD6.
One heifer, bald face, Al Q over 2 near rump.
One roan heifer, no visible brand, near  ear split.
One steer ,  bald face ,  RC2 off ribs.
One roan  steer,  T3 w off rump.
One red and white bull, no visible brand.
One white heifer, like M4 off rump.
One cow, bald face,  3MB near ribs.
One white heifer, like L2 tj off rump.
One steer, bald face, blotched brand near rump.
One red steer,  like  A7X near ribs.
One roan  heifer, blotched brand off rump.
One steer, bald face,  indistinct  brand  near rump.
One heifer, bald face, like Q60.
One roan heifer, no visible brand.
One red and white bull, unbranded.
One roan cow, W5E off ribs.
One red steer, 8CZ off ribs.
One steer, bald face, EL3 off ribs, 0 on neck.
One white cow, 5DO off rump.
One red and white heifer, no visible brand, off ear notched.
One cow, bald face, like X6L off rump.
One bay gelding, bald face, no visible brand.
One black mare, 1LQ off shoulder, blotch near shoulder.
One grey gelding, indistinct brand near shoulder, hollow back.
One bay gelding, like El 0 near shoulder, 7UZ off  shoulder.
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One black gelding, MRO over QQ2 near shoulder.
One grey gelding, El n over blotch near shoulder.
One roan heifer, P2B off ribs.
One red and white heifer, no distinct brand.
One red and white bull, C5S near ribs.
One brown and white bull, S5S near rump.
One red and white steer, like KT3 off rump.
One red-roan steer, 5RN off rump.
One strawberry heifer, no distinct brand.
One red heifer, 7BX off ribs.
If not released on or before 7th December, 1897, will be sold to
defray expenses.
A. ARMSTRONG, Poundkeeper.
2599 83s.
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra, from Mount Cornish, on the 8th
November, 1897, by order of E. R. Edkins, Esquire.
One bay mare, star, off fore foot white, no visible brand.
One bay mare, running star and snip, off hind and both fore feet white,
like blotch I'L near shoulder.
Also, by order of the Town Ranger. Damages, 2s.
One bay mare, star, like Z5 blotch near shoulder.
One bay gelding, running star and snip, off hind foot white, like
Q blotch  -C near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, star, L near shoulder.
One grey mare, like D8X near shoulder, blotch A C near thigh,
blotch brand over like 31 off shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, star, W2 blotch over like 13 near shoulder,
like 21 near neck, 1LQ. over blotched brand off shoulder, like ZOD
near thigh, blotch near cheek.
One chestnut gelding, running star and snip, like CH over I ,aZ
near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 30th November, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
W. H. LANGDON, Poundkeeper.
2546 10s.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Degilbo, on the 10th November,
1897, by order of F. Kent, Esquire.
One bay mare ,  draught ,  like 1GK over blotched number near shoulder.
One brown mare, like R tr:5 near shoulder.
One black horse ,  1EH near shoulder ,  bumble foot.
One grey filly ,  half-draught ,  like 13 over  -  over 31 near shoulder.
Also, by  order of the Mayor.
One bay rig or stallion ,  I U p near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 23rd November, 1897, wi ll  be
sold to defray expenses.
JOHN CONNOLLY,  JNR., Poundkeeper.
2545 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Kilkivan, from Woolooga, on the 8th November,1897, by order of J. Macfarlane, Esquire.
One chestnut horse, XW6 near shoulder, white blaze on face.
One chestnut horse, M5F near shoulder, like 7 near thigh, hind legs
white, off fore foot white, bald face.
Also, from Woolooga, on the 16th November, 1897, by order of
J. Macfarlane, Esquire.
One brown horse, QH9 over 36 near thigh.
If not released on or before the 7th December, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
GEO. KNIGHT, Poundkeeper.
2554 5s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at uaringa, fromenclosed lan s, Bauhinia Downs,
on the 9th October, 1897, by order of H. C. Dutton, Esquire.
Damages, 2s.  6d.; driving, 13s. 4d. .
One grey mare, W, D5 near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, like 1U near shoulder, like UD3 off shoulder,
167 off neck, white spots on forehead, blaze down face.
If not released on or before the 7th December, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
2544
MICHAEL CO DON, Poundkeeper.
5s.
I MPOUNDED at Killarney, on the 15th November, 1897.Damages, £1.
One bay horse, TB8 near shoulder.
If not released on or  before the 4th December, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
EDWARD WRIGHT, Poundkeeper.
2556 2s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED  at Taroom ,  from Bungaban Station, on  the 11th
November , 1897, by order  of J. Mundell ,  Esquire. Driving, 5s.
One chestnut mare, like G;C6 registered brand near shoulder, 125
near neck.
If not released on or before the 7th December, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
MORGAN J. RYAN,  Poundkeeper.
2536 3s. Gd.
IMPOUNDED at Nebo, from Burton Downs, on the 11th November,
1897. Driving, 45 miles.
One grey gelding, light-draught, like E 9 X or E9T registered brand
near shoulder, W7M over 115 near thigh.
If not released on or before the 20th December, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
THOS. E.  DIXON,  Poundkeeper.
2541 3s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Chinchilla, from Wambo, by order of E. B. Von
Steglitz ,  Esquire.
One bay mare, star and blaze, off fore and both hind feet white,
Jr over GWI near shoulder, ZR9 off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 1st December, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
JOHN. N. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
2543 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi, from the  Common, on  the 13th
November, 1897, by order of the  Ranger .  Driving, 8d.
One black gelding, star, near hind foot white, collar-marked, - over
like writing M over ea over writing M near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 7th -December, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
T. B. PRICE, Poundkeeper.
2565 3s. 6d.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that he undermentioned applica-tions  for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications  annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar  months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement  in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings  is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3742.-ALFRED VAUGHAN, of 19 Milton
street, Ashfield, county of Cumberland, colony of New South
Wales,  licensed  plumber and gasfitter.  "Improvements in
Incandescent  Gas-light Fittings."  Dated 8th February, A.D.
1897.
Application No. 3927.-Josh HOWARD ANGAS, of Adelaide,
in the province of South Australia, stockholder.  "Improve-
ments in Presses  for Wool, Hay, Straw, and the like."  Dated
12th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3928.--CHARLES LAUNCELOT GARLAND,
of Sydney, in the colony of- New South Wales, mine-owner ;
JOHN MURRAY, of Cowra Creek, in said colony,  mine-owner ;
and SAMPSON  EDWARD MURRAY, of Cowra Creek aforesaid,
carpenter.  "Improvements in Centrifugal Amalgamators and
Separators for Finely Divided Auriferous and Argentiferous
Materials."  Dated 1`2th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3930.-DANIEL JOHN CROSBY, of Black
Oak Farm, Kadina, in the province of South Australia, farmer.
"A Method of and Appliances for Lifting Ploughs, Scarifiers,
and like Implements by means of the Wheel and Draught
Power."  Dated 14th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3931.-WALTER THOMAS NEWMAN, Of
Toronto, county of York, province of Ontario, Canada,
expert in  mines.  "Improvements in the Method of and
Apparatus for Separating Ores, Minerals, 4"c."  Dated 14th
June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3936.-EDUARD MAY, of IV. Rubensgasse
13, Vienna, Austria, rentier.  "Improvements in the Preserva-
tion of Articles of Hood, and in Composition for same."  Dated
17th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3937.-EDWARD MAY, of IV. Rubensgasse
-13, Vienna, Austria, rentier.  "Improvements in Preservative
Material  for Protecting Food Substances, and Process for
Preparing  same."  Dated 17th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3947.-FRANcIsco TAILLEFER, of San
Sebastian ,  Spain ,  manufacturer .  "Improvements relating to
the Preservation  of Meat, Fish, and the like."  Dated 26th
June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3963.-JOHN WESLEY LAHEY, of South
Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland, sawmill proprietor.
"An Improved External Air-passage Butter-box for Storage
and Export purposes."  Dated 8th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3978.-JOSEPH AUBREY BARNES, of 71
Cathedral  square,  Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colony of
New Zealand, mechanical engineer.  "An Improved Machine
for Branding Sheep and Packages."  Dated 17th July, A.D.
1897.
[No. 115.
Application No. 3982.-JOEL JAMES  DEEBLE, of Rae
street, Bendigo, in the colony of Victoria,  metallurgist.
"Improvements  in the Construction  of Ore Agitation Vats,
specially adapted for the Extraction of Gold f rom Slimes by
means of Solution."  Dated 23rd July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4101.- HENRY HODSDON, of Tattersall's
Estate,  Eagle  Farm, Brisbane, in the colony  of Queensland,
carpenter.  "Improvements  in and relating to Enumerating
Machines."  Dated 30th September, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY , Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 20th November, 1897.
OTIC E is hereby given, that I have received  the undermen-
tioned applications  for the registration of Trade Marks.
Any person  or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications  must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form I), of his or their  objections  thereto,  within two months
(or such further  time, not exceeding six months, as the
Registrar may allow )  of the advertisement of the applications
in the  Queensland Government Gazette .  A fee of one pound
is payable  with such notice.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Application No. 2207-Filed  10th November ,  A.D. 1897.-
RECKITT AND Sous,  LIMITED, of 423  Kent  street ,  Sydney,
New South Wales,  and Hull ,  Yorkshire ,  and of London,
England, starch, blue, and black -lead manufacturers ,  to register
in Class 47 ,  in respect of Blue, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a  representation:-
0  0
H
The essential particular of the trade mark is the follow-ing:-The device ; and applicants disclaim  any right to the
exclusive  use of the added  matter , except  their name.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 20th November, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2200-Filed 8th November, A.D. 1897.-
B. MURATTI,  SONS,  AND Co., LIMITED, of 64 Whitworth  street,
Oxford street, Manchester, England, tobacco and cigarette
manufacturers, to register in Class 45, in respect of Manufac-
tured tobacco, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
NEBKA
This mark was first advertised  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 20th November, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark  advertisements.
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Application No. 2198-Filed 8th November, A.D. 1897.- Application  No. 2213 --Filed 16th November, A.D. 1897.-
B. Mt B&TTI, SONS, AND Co, LIMITED,  of 54 Whitworth  street ,  COSGROVE  AND CO .,  of Boggo road , South  Brisbane ,  aerated
Oxford street ,  Manchester ,  England ,  tobacco  and cigarette water manufacturers ,  to register in Class 44, in respect of
manufacturers ,  to register  in Class 45, in respect  of Manufac .  Mineral Waters and Aerated Waters ,  including Ginger Beer, a
tured Tobacco, a Trade Mark of which the following  is a Trade Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
representation
up
0
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 20th November ,  e. D. 1897 .  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 20th November ,  A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Printed and  Published  by EDMUND GanaoxY ,  Government Printer,
William street, Brisbane.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
[L s 1 ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
LAmINGT the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of theMost Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance
with the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to
1895," 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
following lots of Land will be offered for sale by Public
Auction, at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on
the day specified, at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively.
TERMS:
Lot 11 of the Brisbane Sale, one-third cash, the balance in
equal instalments at twelve and twenty-four months
from date of sale; the remaining lots as follows :-
Purchasers to an aggregate not exceeding £12 must pay
one-half cash and the balance within one month from
the date of sale ;
Purchasers  to an aggregate  exceeding £12 but riot
exceeding  £30 must pay half cash and" the balance
within four months from the date  of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £30 but not
exceeding £100 must pay one-third cash and the
balance in two equal  instalments  at four and eight
months from the date  of  sale;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £100 must pay
one-fourth cash and the balance in three equal
instalments at four, eight, and twelve months from
the date of sale ;
without interest.
And I further notify and proclaim that the Lots which may
remain unsold  shall, at and after Eleven o'clock on the day
following such Auction, be open to Selection by purchase at the
upset  price for one month from the date of sale.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be charged
according  to the scale established by the Act and Regulations.
SALE AT BANANA,
ON TUESDAY , THE 21ST DAY OF DECEMBER, 1897.
No. of No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment .  Section.
97-13775-Ban.
Area.
A. R. P.
Price per Lot.
£ s.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Ferguson, parish  of Banana.
(These allotments are situated on the west side of the town.)
1 1 25 5 0 0 10 0
2 2 25 5 0 0 10 0
Survey Fee-X3 3s. each.
[No. 116.
SALE AT BRISBANE,
ON TUESDAY, THE 21ST DAY  OF DECEMBER, 1897.
No. of No of
Lot. Portion.
97-22413-S.G.
No. of
Section. Area.
A. R. P.
Price per  lot.
£ s. d.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Stanley, parish of Woogaroo.
(These portions are situated on the east side of Woogaroo
Creek, about- a mile south-easterly from Goodna Railway
Station.)
1 2v ... 10 0 35 30 15 0
2 3v ... 10 035 3015 0
3 4v ... 9 0 28 27 10 0
4 5v ... 8 033 2415  0
5 6v ... 2 037 615 0
97-20423-B.G.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Ward, parish of Mudgeeraba.
(This portion is situated about eight miles southerly from
N erang.)
6 27v j ... j 52 2 20 26 10 0
97-22845-S.G.
County of Stanley, parish of Redland.
(This portion is situated at Mount Cotton, being forfeited
Agricultural Farm No. 1352.)
7 431 ( ... i 110 1 0
97-21204-S.G.
56 2 6
County of Ward, parish of Darlington.
(This portion is situated about eight miles southerly from
8
97-20749-S.G.
10v
Beenleigh.)
49 0 26 24 12 0
County of Ward, parish of Knapp.
(This portion is situated on the left bank of Knapp's Creek,
about half-a-mile south of Knapp's Peak, being surrendered
Agricultural Farm No. 1102.)
9 I 38v ... 118 0 0 59 0 0
97-19383-8.G.
(This portion is situated near Knapp's Peak, being surrendered
Agricultural Farm No. 2565.)
10 I 73v ... 1 244 0 0 1  122 0 0
97-18706-S.G.
County of Stanley, parish of Burpengary.
(This portion is situated on the east side of the North Coast
Railway, about two  miles  north of Burpengary Railway
Station ,  being  surrendered Agricultural Farm No. 959.)
11 1 13v I ... 1 30 0 0 I 22 10 0
Survey Fees—Lots 1 and 2
3 „ 4
Lot 5 ...
,. 6 ...
„ 7
s. d.
4 0 0 each.
3 3 0 „
2 2 0
e 9 0
8 3 0
6 40 0
7 18 0
10 13 0
4 2 6
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No. of
Lot.
SALE AT BUNDABERG,
ON TUESDAY,  TITS 21ST  DAY OF D ECEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Allotment.
A. R. P. £  S.
No.  of
Allotment.
97-20641-S.G.
TOWN LOTS. -
County of Cook ,  parish of Bundaberg ,  town of Bundaberg.
(These allotments have frontage  to Mulg rave street.)
1 2 54 0 1 0 45 0
2 3 54 0 1 0 35 0
(These allotments have  fr ontage to Woongarra street.)
3 4 54 0 1 0 36 0
4 5 54 0 1 0 35 0
5 6 54 0 1 0 35 0
6 7 5-1 0 1 0 35 0
(These allotments have f ro ntage to Branyen street.)
7+ 8 54  1  0 1 0 35 0
8 9 54  I  0 1 0 45 0
(These allotments have frontage to Woondooma street.)
9 10 54 0 1 0 30 0
10 11 54 0 1 0 30 0
11 12 54 0 1 0 30 0
12 13 54 0 1 0 I 30 0
13 14 54 0 1 0 30 0
14 15 54 0 1 0 30 0
(These allotments have  fr ontage to Mulgrave street.)
15 16 54 0 1 0 30 0
16 17 I 54 0 1 0 40 0
Survey Fee-- si Is .  each Lot.
SALE AT EMERALD,
ON TUESDAY,  THB 21ST  DAY OF DECEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No of
Portion.
A. R. P.
No. of
Section.
No. of
section.
97-20907-S.G.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Humboldt, parish of Ballard, town of Cometville.
(These allotments are situated on the north side of the railway
line ,  near Comet Railway Station.)
1 1 1 0 2 20 5 0
2 2 1 0 2 0 4 0
3 3 1 0 2- 20 5 0
4 4 1 0 3 0 6 0
5 5 1 0 3 0 6 0
6 6 1 0 3 0 6 0
7 6 2 0 220 5 0
8 7 2 1 0 0 8 0
9 1 3 0 2 0 4 0
10 6 3 0 3 0 6 0
11 6 3 0 2 0 4 0
12  7  3 0 2 0 4 0
13  1  4 0 2 0 4 0
14 2 4 0 2 12 4 12
15 3 4 0 3 0 6 0
16 4 4 0 220 5 0
17 1 5 0 3 0 6 0
18 2 5 0 3 0 6 0
19 3 5 0 2 0 4 0
20 4 5 0 2 0 4 0
21 5 5 0 2 0 4 0
22 1 6 0 3 12 6 12
23 2 6 0 3 18 6 18
24 3 6 0 3 24 7 4
25 4 6 0 330 7 10
26 5 6 0 336 7 16
27 1 7 0 1 39 3 19
28 2 7  0 2 37 5 17
29 3 7 0 2 18 4 18
30 4 7 0 2 35 5 15
Survey Fee -11 is.  each lot.
SALE AT GYMPIE,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 21ST DAY OF DECEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Section.
Area.
Area.
Area.
1184 [20TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
COUNTRY  LOTS - continued.
No. of No. of
Portion .  Section. I Area.
Price per Lot.
Price per Lot.
S.
Price per Lot.
A. R. P. L 8.
97-22202-9.G.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Lennox, parish of Kilkivan.
(This portion  is situated  about ten miles south -westerly fromKilkivan Railway Station.)
1 J 211v  I  ...  1 140 1 30 1 105 7
A. B. P.
Price per Lot.
£ a.
97-22839-5.G.
County of March, parish of Gundiah.
(This portion is situated south of portion 48v, and about three
miles east of Gundiah Railway Station.)
2 J 175v ... 20  1 22  J  30 15
Survey  Fees-  £ s. d.
Lot 1  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8 16 0
.. 2 ... ... ... 4 15 0
SALE AT HUi HENDEN,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 21ST DAY OF DECEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment.
No. of
Section. Area. Price per Lot.
A.  R.  P. £ 8.
97-20906-S.G.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Douglas, parish of Stamfordham, town of Stamford.
(These allotments are situated near Stamfordham Railway
Station on the Hughenden to Winton Railway, about
thirty-seven and three-quarter  miles  from Rughenden.)
1 1 1 1 0 0 10 0
2 2 1 1 0 0 10 0
3 3 1 1 0 0 10 0
4 4 1 1 0 0 10 0
5 1 2 1 0 0 15 0
6 2 2 1 0 0 15 0
7 3- 2 1 0 0 15 0
8 4 3 1 0 0 15 0
9 5 3 1 0 0 15 0
10 1 4 1 0 0 8 0
11 2 4 1 0 0 8 0
12 3 4 1 0 0 8 0
13 4 4 1 0 0 8 0
14 5 4 1 0 0 8 0.
15 1 5 1 0 0 8 0
16 2 5 1 0 0 8 0
17 3 5 1 0 0 8 0
18 4 5 1 0 0 8 0
19 5 5 1 0 0 8 0
20 1 6 1 0 0 8 0
21 2 6 1 0 0 8 0
22 3 6 1 0 0 8 0
23 4 6 I'  1 0 0 8 0
24 5 6 1 0 0 8 0
Survey Fee- 2 1 is. each Lot.
SALE AT IPSWICH,
ON TUESDAY , THE 21ST DAY OF DECEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Section. Area. Price per Lot.
97-20747-8.G.
A. B. P. £ a.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Churchill, parish of Purga.
(These portions  are situated near Hampstead  Siding, on the
Fassifern  Branch Railway.)
1 157D ... 3 0 0 3 0
2 157E ... 3 0 0ia 3 0
3 157F ... 3 0 0; 6  3 0
4 1576 ... 3 0  013-0  3 0
5 157H ... .2 3 39. 3 0
6 157, ... 2 3 39A 3 0
7 1571 ...  3 0 0 3 0
8 15711  ... 3 0 0 3 0
9 157L ... 3 0 0 3 0
10 157M ... 3 0 0 3 0
11 157N ... 3 0 0 3 0
Survey Fee-92 2s. each Lot.
SALE AT LONGREACH,
ON TUESDAY, THE 21ST DAY OF DECEMBER, 1897.
No. of  No. of No. of
Lot. Portion .  Section.
97-11056-S. 0 .
Area .  Price per Lot.
A. R. P. £ s.
SUBQEBAN LOT.
County of Cumberland, parish of Kateroy.
(This portion is situated on the west side of the Thomson
River ,  about  two and a-half miles north-westerly -from
Longreach.)
1 I 30v ( ... ( 5 0 5 I 25 5
Survey Fee-£3 3s.
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SALE AT MARYBOROUGH,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 21ST DAY OF DECEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Allotment.
97-18200-Mb ro.
No. of
Section. Area. Price per Lot.
1185 [20TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment.
TOWN  LOTS-continued.
Area. Price per Lot.No. ofSection.
4 9 1
A. R. P. I £ a.
0 2 0 6 0
5 2 3 0 1 14 6 0
6 3 3 0' 1 37 6 0
7 5 3 0 133 6 0
8 6 3 o 1292 6 0
9 7 3 0 126 6 0
10 8 3 0 2 0 6 0
11 9 3 0 2 0 6 0
12 10 3 0 2 0 6 0
13 12 3 0 2 0 6 0
14 13 3 0 1 254 6 0
15 14 3  0 1 272 6 0
16 15 3  0 1 8 6 0
17 16 3 0 1 8 6 0
18 17 3  0 0374 6 0
A. R. P. £ s.
TOWN LOTS.
County of March, parish of Young, town of Owanyilla.
(These allotments have frontage to Acacia or Cunningham
streets.)
1 5 5 1 0 0 8 0
2 6 5 1 0 0 8 0
3 7 5 1 0 0 8 0
4 8  5 1 0 0 8 0
Survey Fee -e l 1s. each.
No. of
Lot.
SALE AT NORMANTON,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 21ST DAY OF DECEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Allotment.
96-18963-s.G.
No. of
Section. Area .  Price per Lot.
A. R. P. £ s.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Norman, parish of Norman, town of Normanton.
(These  allotments  have frontage to Green street.)
*1 7 44 0 0 30 5 0
*2  8 44 0 0 210 5 0
Survey Fee - B1 is .  each Lot.
r  The purchaser to pay the value of the imp ro vements.
SALE AT ROMA,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 21ST DAY OF DECEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Section. Area. Price per Lot.
97-07126-Roma.
A. R. P.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Inglebogie.
(These portions are situated on the north side of the Rail-
way Line, about one mile westerly from Yuelba Railway
Station.)
1 19 ... 5 0 0 10 0
2 20 ... 500 100
3 21 ... 5 0 0 10 0
Survey Fees- 2 3 3s. each.
SALE AT TOWNSVILLE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 21ST DAY OF DECEMBER, 1897.
No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment.
97-16047-s.0.
No. of
Section. Area.
Survey  Fee-£1 is. each Lot.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane , this eleventh day of November, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety.
seven , and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
A. PROCLAMATION.
By  His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Laming ton of  Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark,  in the Peerage of
Ls][IN G TON, the United  K indom, Knight Commander of the
Gi overnor . Most Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St.George, Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordancewith the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to
1895," I, CHARLES - WALLACE ALEXANDER, NAPIER, Baron
£ a.
Price per Lot.
A.  it. P.
I----
£ 8.
TOWN LOT.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah, town of
Townsville.
(This allotment has frontage to Landsborough and Stanley
streets.)
1 1 11 1 85 1 0 1 0 20 0
Survey  Fee-El 1s.
SALE AT WOOMBYE,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 21ST DAY OF DECEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. or No. of
All otment .  Section. Area.  Price per Lot.
- t•
A. R. P. ! £ a.
97-22467-Brie.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah, town of Woombye.
,(These allotments are situated on the east side of the North
Coast Railway, near Woombye Station.)
1 6 1 0 2 0 6 0
2 7 1' 0 2 0 6 0
3 8 1 1 0 2 0 6 0
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that a
Special Lease, under section 94 of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884," of the Land hereunder described, will be offered for Sale
by Public Auction, at the undermentioned place, at Eleven
o'clock on the day specified, at the upset annual rental affixed.
And I further notify and proclaim that if the lease remain
unsold it shall, at and after Eleven o'clock on the day following
such Auction, be open to Selection by purchase at the upset
annual rent for one month from the date of sale.
SALE AT TOWNSVILLE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 21ST DAY OF DECEMBER, 1897.
No. of No. of No. of
Lot. Wharf Site. Section.
97-19757-S.G.
Area.
A. R. P.
Upset Rent.
£ a.
County of Gladstone, parish of Antill.
(This land is situated on the left bank of Plantation Creek,
being forfeited special Lease No. 371.)
1 vii ... 0 1 0 1 26 -0
Survey  Fee-E1  Is.
The term of the lease to be three years from date of
purchase.
The upset rent to be £26 per annum.
The rent must be paid annually in advance.
The Government reserve the right of resuming the whole
or any part of the lease at any time on giving  six months'
notice and compensating for improvements only effected by the
lessee during the currency of the lease.
No compensation for improvements at the end of the term
of lease, but the lessee to have the right to remove them, except
the wharf and any other improvements now on the ground.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this eleventh day of November, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
seven , and in the sixty-first year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  Q UEEN 1
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming.ton, in the county ofLanark, in the Peerage of[L.s.] the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
LAMINGTON, Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.Governor. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accord-
ance with the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895,"  " The Mineral Lands (Sales) Act of  1892," and
"The Mineral Lands (Sales) Act Amendment Act of  1894,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the following lots
of Land will be offered for sale by Public Auction, at the
undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on the da3 s specified,
at the upset price affixed to each lot respectively.
TERMS:
Purchasers to an aggregate not exceeding £12 must pay
one-half cash and the  balance  within one month from
the date of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £12 but not
exceeding £30 must pay half cash and the balance
within four months from the date of sale;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £30 but not
exceeding £100 must pay one-third cash and the
balance in two equal instalments at four and eight
months from the date  of sale;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £100 must pay
one-fourth cash and the balance in three equal
instalments at four, eight, and twelve months from
the date of sale ;
without interest.
And I further notify and proclaim that the Lots which may
remain unsold  shall, at and after Eleven o'clock on the day
following such Auction, be open to Selection by purchase at
the upset price for one month from the date of sale.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be charged
according to the scale established by the Act and Regulations.
SALE AT TEXAS,'
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 21ST DAY OF DECEMBER, 1897.
No. of I No. of
Lot. Allotment.
97-19886-L.U.
No. of
Section. Area .  Price per Lot.
A. R. P. 1 £ s.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Clive, parish of Texas.
1 33 1 0 0
2 33 1 0 0
3 33 1 0 0
4 33 1 0 0
5 33 1 0 0
6 33 1 0 0
7 33 1 0 0
8 33 1 0 0
9 33 1 0 0
10 33 1 0 0
11 33 1 0 0
12 33 1 0 0
13 33 1 0 0
14 33 1 0 0
15 33 1 0 0
16 33 1 0 0
1 34 1 0 0
2 34 1 0 0
3 34 1 0 0
4 34 1 0 0
5 34 1 0 0
6 34 1 0 0
7 34 1 0 0
8 34 1 0 0
9 34 1 0 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
30
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
20TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
SUBURBAN  LOTS-continue d.
No. Of No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment. Section. Area. ! Price  per Lot.
A. R. P. £ s.
26 10 34 1 0 0 3 027  11 34 1 0 0 3 0
28 12 34 1 0 0 3 0
29 13 34 1 0 0 3 0
30 14  34 1 0 0 3 0
31 15  34 1 0 0 3 0
32 16  34 1 0 0 3 0
33 1  35 1 0 0 I 3 0
34 2  35 1 0 0 3 0
35  3  35 1 0 0 3 0
36  4  35 1 1 0 0 3 0
37 5  35 1 0 0 3 0
38  6  35 1 0 0 3 039  7  35 1 0 0 3 0
40  8 35 1 0 0 3 0
41  9  35 1 0 0 3 0
42 10  35 1 0 0 3 0
43 11  35 1 0 0 3 0
44 12  35 1 0 0 3 0
45 13  35 1 0 0 3 0
46 14  35 1 0 0 3 0
47 15  35 1 0 0 3 0
48 16  35 1 0 0 3 0
Survey Fee-£1 Is. each Lot.
SALE AT WARWICK,
ON TUESDAY, THE 21ST DAY OF DECEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Section. Area.
i
Price per Lot.
A. R. P. f £ s.
97-18138-8.G.
COUNTRY LOT.
County of Merivale, parish of North Toolburra.
(This portion is situated near the Condamine River, at the south
boundary of portion 25v.)
1 144v ! ... 21 0 28 45 0
Survey Fee-£415x.
SALE AT ALLORA,
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 22ND  DAY OF DECEMBER, 1897.
No. of
Lot.
No. of Sub-
division.
No. of
Allotment Price per Lot.
97-16682-War.
No. of
Section. Area.
A. B. P. £ S.
TOWN LOT.
County of Merivale, parish of Allora.
1 1 2 1 10 1 6  1  0 2 1 1 25 0
Survey Fee-£1 Is.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
.Brisbane, this eleventh day of November, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Printed and Pub li shed by EDMUND GBFGOaY,  Government Printer,
William street, Brisbane.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER , Baron Lamington of Lamington,
EL e.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINC+TOx Kingdom , Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
AMI N nOr.
, Order of St. Michael and St.. George, Governor and
Commander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WHEREAS by  " The Bank Holidays Act of  1877 " it  is amongstother things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to appoint  a special  day to be
observed  as a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in
any part  thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district therein :
Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington , the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the provisions of
the said Act, and by and with the advice of  the Executive Council,
do hereby appoint FRIDAY, the 26th of November  instant, being
one of the days appointed for Playing a Cricket  Match at Brisbane
between Mr. Stoddart's English Eleven , and a  Team of Australian
Cricketers, to be a Public Holiday in the town of  Ipswich.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government  House ,  Brisbane,
this twenty-fifth day of November, in the  year of our
Lord one  thousand  eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in
the sixty-first  year  of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Printed and Published by EDMUND GaF.cosx, Government Printer,
William street , Brisbane.
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No. 295.
SO UTH.ER N MILITARY DISTRICT.
QUEENSLAND MOUNTED INFANTRY.
" H " Company.
SECOND-CLASS SERGEANT INSTRU CTOR K. MCLENNtN will, in addition to his  present duties ,  act as Instructor
to " K " Company ,  Queensland Rifles.
NORTHERN MI LITA R Y DISTRICT.
3RD REGIMENT.
" C" Company.
Lieutenant  D. McIntyre  is detached  from the Company , and posted  temporarily  as a Supernumerary to
D " Company.
outgnslitRA
No. 296.
IT is notified, for general information, that the letters Q.P A. will in future be warn on the shoulder.straps
of the white drill frock by all N on-commissioned Officers and men of the Queensland Permanent Artillery, and
will be fitted so as to leave one inch between lower edge of Q.P.A. and lower edge of shoulder-strap.
VOL. LXVIII.] THURSDAY, 25TH NOVEMIBE R, 1897.
QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel HoWEL GuNTER, Commandant.
[No. 118.
Brisbane , 25th November, 1897.
Duty.
Change.
Dress.
Recruits.
No. 297.
THE undermentioned Recruits, having completed twenty drills, were inspected by the Staff Officer named.
at the place and on the date shown hereunder, and those whose names are published as having passed may now
be taken on the strength of their respective Corps as trained men : -
I"
SUPPLEMENT
TO THE
irrnmnt
PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
Corps.
Reg.
No. Rank and Name.
Queensland  Mounted
Infantry-
" C " Company ... 133 'Private E. Buckley
134 Private G. Rolston
135 ' Private T. Sherlock
136 'Private F. Sheppard
1st Regiment (2nd
Battalion)
"F " Company ...
"H" Company ...
137 Private M. Brady
138 F Private C. Runge
139 Private J. Kelly
312 Private Jas. Mucklow
314
315 Private T. Jackson
281 Private .  C.  Bragg
318 Private  W. McDonald
320 Bugler  G. Gemmell
207 Private  W. Potts
208
j
Private  A. Campbell
INSPE CTION.
I
Place.  ,  Date.
Result.
Passed
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
.do
Inspecting Officer.
ado.do.
a
RESULT OF
MUSKETRY COURSE.
Individual  volley.
131
113
99
100
125
130
96
,98
93
110
94
113129
• Not completed Musketry Course.
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Erratum.
Range Officer.
25TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
No. 298.
IN General Order No. 286, of 1897,  erase the  words "Acting Lieutenant W. T. Finemore," and insert
in lieu thereof the words "Acting Lieutenant W. J. H. F.  Finemore."
No. 299.
CAPTAIN T. O. Lewis is detailed for duty  as Range  Officer at Toowong  Range on  Saturday, the 27th instant.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief Staff Officer.
NOTICES.
A Military-Tournament; the events of which will be open to members of the Queensland Defence Fcrce,
will be held about the middle of December next at Lismore, Richmond River, New South Wales. Programmes
and full particulars will be available later on.
A Military Tournament, the events of which will be open to members of the Military and Police Forces of
Australia, will be held at Ipswich on Friday, 10th December next..
A Mounted Infantry Rifle Match in connection with the above Tournament will be shot at Ipswich on
Saturday, the 11th December, at the Brassall Rifle  flange.
Programmes and full particulars can be obtained from the Hon. Secretary (Company Sergeant-Major
J. Loynes), Ipswich.
Friday, the 26th instant, having been proclaimed a Public Holiday in Brisbane, the Head-Quarters' Office
will be closed on that date.
It is notified, for information, that telephonic communication between Brisbane and Lytton Fort has been
re-established.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GRRoony, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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AMENDED NOTIFICATION.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th November, 1897.
TT 1S Excellency the Governor , with the  advice of the Executive
Council,  and upon the recommendation of the Pub li c Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
CHARLES ALFRED STARCKB
to be Land Commissioner for the Springsure Land Agent 's District,
under the provisions ' of  " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876"
and  " The Croton Lands Acts ,  '1884 to 1895 ,"  in the room of
William  Stanley Warren ,  deceased  ;  such appointment to take effect
from the 1st November, 1897.
E M.-11 -11-0 .
J. F. G. FOXTON.
AMENDED NOTIFICATION.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice  of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
CHARLES ALFRED STARCKE
to be Land Commissioner for the Clermont Land Agent's District,
under the pro visions of "  The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876"
and  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895," in the room of
William Stanley Warren, deceased; such appointment to take effect
from the 1st November, 1897.
E.M.-11 -11-97.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
AMENDED NOTIFICATION.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, and upon the  recommendation  of the Public  Service
Board, has  been pleased to appoint
CHARLES ALFRED STARCKE
to be Land Commissioner and Land Agent for the Rockhampton
Land Agent's District,  under  the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876" and  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to
1895," in the room of William Stanley Warren, deceased ; such
appointment to take effect from the 1st November, 1897.
E.M.-27-10-97.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HENRY A. TARDENT and
CHARLES Ross
to be Inspectors under the provisions of  "The Diseases in Plants Act
of  1896."
A. J. THYNNE.
Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ROBERT SLAUGHTER NEVILL
to be a Tobacco Expert.
A. J. THYNNE.
Department  of Justice,
Brisbane, 25th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of  the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Supreme
Court Act of  1892," has been pleased to appoint, by Commission in
Her Majesty's name,
Ax'iHux BAPTIST NOEL, Esquire,
a Judge of District Courts, to act as a Judge of the Supreme Court,
and as the Northern Judge, from the 18th December next to the 12th
February, 1898.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Department of Justice,
Brisbane, 25th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice  of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
GEORGE SCOTT, Barrister-at-law,
to prosecute on behalf of the Crown at the Criminal Sittings of the
Supreme Court to be held at Rockhampton on TUESDAY, the
Thirtieth day of November instant.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 17th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has been pleased to approve that the undermentioned appoint-
ments  be made in the Post and Telegraph Department, viz.:-
ROBERT CHARLES  HANCOCK
to be a Probationer in the Post and Telegraph Department; and
WILLIAM THOMAS RUDD,  Messenger  at Croydon,
to be Junior Assistant at Bowen.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  25th November, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
GEORGE CRAWFORD,
who was seconded to the Department of Public Instruction'for clerical
work, be reinstated as a Teacher of Class III., Division 2, from the
1st November, 1897, and be appointed to the position  of an  Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Boys at Fortitude Valley.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedKingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor.LTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS  by "The Chinese Immigration Restriction Act,
1888," it is amongst other things provided that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazette,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person or class of persons mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas it is desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,
Ken Yen Kee, Ali Sain,  Ali  Kin, Quan Bing, Lai Cow, Low Kin,
War Hee, and Say Lye (wife of Hing Kee Chong), should be
exempted from the provisions of the said Act for a period of two
years : Now, therefore, 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to the said Ken Yen Kee, Ali Sam, Ali Kin, Quan
Bing, Lai Cow, Low Kin, Par Hee, and Say Lye (wife of Hing Kee
Chong) for a period of two years from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-fifth day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HUGH Al. NELSON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamingi on,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON,Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and S t.  George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of th  authority in me vested, andin accordancewith the pr visions of  "T e Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"  1,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Agricultural Farms, under the said Act, are declared forfeited :-
E.M.-II-11-97-U'.
1192 [27TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
A. PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency 't l,e Pi-'.:t Ilc:Iourablc CHARLES WALLACE
ALI:LA-:::at NAPIEm:, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LA r 'ciov kingdom, Knight Commander  of the  Most  Distinguished
Governor .
, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Commander-in-Chin  of the  Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of the pow er in Inc  vested, and in accordance  with the
provisions  of the 42nd  section of  "The Crown Lands Ael of  1884,"
I, CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPLES,  Baron  Lamington, the
Governor  aforesaid, by and with the advice  of the  Executive  Council,
do, by this my  Proclamation , notify and declare that the unselected
lot of land ,  being portion 3v, parish of Eumara ,  in the  Charters Towers
Land Agent's District,  opened to selection by Proclamation dated 20th
October , 1897, shall be and is hereby withdrawn  from selection.
E.M.-17 -11-97. L.O. 4.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government House ,  Brisbane,
this seventeenth day of November ,  in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the
sixty- first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE TILE  QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES 'WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[I in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON
hingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. ' Order of Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-iii-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Road described hereunder
shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road:-
DESCRIPTION. 
Parishes of Lovat and Maneroo.
Commencing at the easternmost corner of portion 1; thence two
chains wide south-easterly along and within the north-east boundaries
of portions 2, 3, 4, and 7, parish of Lovat; thence in continuation of
the road separating portions 7 and 8 through' Lovat Downs and
Maneroo Holdings ten chains wide to the Arrilalah-Winton road ;
thence three chains wide to the end of the road forming the north-
west boundary of portion 150, Maneroo.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eleventh day of November, in the  year  of our Lord one
A. it.  P.
368 201 Smithfield ... James Jamieson  ... 300 0 0 Cairns
493 27v Irvingdale ... Bridget Edwards ,
spinster
160 0 0 Dalby
513 41v Ditto ... Richard Radford ... 160 0 0 ditto
618 45v Ditto ... Peter Reid ... 160 0 0 ditto
519 46v Ditto ... James Reid ... 160 0 0 ditto
1340 41v Terry ... Richard Lendrum,
junior
75 0 0 Toowoomba
935 34v Killarney ... Thomas Reid ... 263 2 0 Warwick
969 29v Gilbert ... Arthur Brown ... 160 1 32 ditto By His
1018 31v Ditto ... Jorgen Peter Hansen 120 0 0 ditto
1032 31v Ditto ... William H. Thurman 160 0 0 ditto
1052 114v to South Toolburra Patrick Jlacnamara 120 0 0 ditto
116v
1058 121v to Ditto ... Michael  Killeen  ... 160 3 22 ditto- LAMIN
Parish.
Name of Licensee
or Lessee. Area.
Land Agent's
District.
127v
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eleventh day of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
[L:s. J
LAMINGTON,
Governor.
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power and authority in me vested under
the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that Grazing Area No. 7, in the Bundaberg Land Agent's District, set
apart by Proclamation dated 26th June, 1891, shall be and is hereby
cancelled.
E.M.-17-11-97.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House, Brisbane,
this seventeenth day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
g ,..eGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section 95 of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"  1,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the land
hereunder described has been permanently reserved for the purpose
named.
P.M.-17-11-97.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY.
97-6441-31ines.
County of Deas Thompson, parish of San Jose, portion  25v.
Area, 5 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 191 degrees seven chains and
eighty-one links and 101 degrees two chains from the north-east
corner of portion 1v, and bounded thence on the north-east by a line
bearing 10L degrees seven chains ; on the south-east by a line bearing
191 degrees seven chains and fourteen and three-tenths links; on the
south-west by a line bearing 281 degrees seven chains ; and on the
north-west by a road bearing 11 degrees seven chains and fourteen
and three-tenths links to the point of commencement ;-as shown on.
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No.
C 8-258 B.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this seventeenth day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SATE THE  QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
Excellency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES  WALLACE
ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron Lamington  of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark,  in the  Peerage of the UnitedKingdom, Knight Commander of  the Most Distinguished
GTOIT, Ord Governor andGeor eMichael and Str  of St
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A PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,  Ba ron Lamington  of Lamington, in the
LA'MINGTON, county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
Governor.  St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,"
and  "The Agricultural Lands Purchase Act of  1894," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in
the Schedule hereto, and situated in the TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for CONDITIONAL SELECTION
only, under the provisions of  " The Agricultural Lands Purchase Act of  1894," on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY,
1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule :
And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the
said Schedule. In terms of subsection 5 of section 10 of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1895," the persons named in the said Schedule, now or
heretofore in lawful occupation of the said lands, shall be entitled to priority for the lot or lots opposite which their respective names appear
in the said Schedule.
And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any  one person  in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person within the land
comprised in lots numbered 1 to 10 in the said Schedule shall be as specified opposite each lot respectively in such Schedule.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, further declare the land comprised in the said lots
numbered 1 to 10 to be a District for the purposes of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1893 "; but so that for administrative and other
purposes it shall nevertheless form part of the said Toowoomba Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of November, in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-24-11-97. GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN! By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE AGRICULTURAL LANDS PURCHASE ACT OF 1894."
CLIFTON ESTATE, DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, Toowoomba.)
Lot. Parish. Portion. Area.
A. R. P.
Survey
Fee.
1; s. d.
Annual
Rent.
£ s. d.
Purchasing
Price.
£ s. d.
Maximum
Area.
Acres.
Persons Entitled  to Priority.
1 Haldon ... ... 8v 91 2 21 7 13 0 17 10 0 229 1 6 160
2 Ditto ... ... 9v 59 0 29 6 9 0 11 6 2 147 19 3 160
3 Ditto ... ... 14v 79 036 7 2 0 18 3 4 237 15 0 290 William Robertson Cowan
4 Ditto ... ... 16v 79 1 4 7 2 0 1S 3 5 2.3716 0 290 ditto
5 Ditto ... ... 17v 79 111 7 2 0 21 4 4 277 12 6 290 ditto
6 Ditto ... ... 18v 50 3 18 i 6. 9 0 13 12 0 178 1 0 290 ditto
7 Ditto ... 19v 60 1 29 6 16 0 16 3 4 211 10 6 160
8 Ditto ... 20v 69 0 0 6 16 0 18 9 0 241 10 0 160
9 Ditto ... ... 21v 53 2 0 6 9 0 12 5 4 160 10 0 160
10 Ditto ... ... 22v 46 0 0 6 0 0 10 11 0 138 0 0 160
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency the Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of the United  K ingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMIN GTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George ,  Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor .  Dependencies.
j N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
J to  1895, "  I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington ,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do ,  by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule
hereto ,  and situated in the undermentioned Lan,-i Agents '  Districts ,  shall he open for Selection as GRAZING FARMS,
under the provisions of the said Acts ,  on and after  TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY,  1898, at ELE VEN
O'CLOCK  A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby. by and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare
that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule
respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of November ,  in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,  J. F. G. FOXTON.
E.M.-24-11-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
a  Land Agent 's District .  Run Resumption. Parish.
I
Area.
(;razing
Area.
Survey Fee.
Annual
Rent per
Acre.
A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s.d. Acres.
1 Bundaherg ... ... .. Clonmel ... ... 1,431 8v 360 0 0 12 7 0 0 0  it  8 20,000
a 2 Mackay ... ... ... Fort Cooper North ... Kyambula... ... ... 14v 870 0 0 16 !l 0 0 0 011 1 13,000
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
a. This portion is well grassed, timbered with blaekbutt and box ; watered by Cooper Creek ; situated about twelve  miles  north-westerly
from the town of Fort Cooper (Nebo).
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency  The Right  Honourable  CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron  Lamington of Laming-
[L.S.]
LAMINGTON,
Governor.
ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
the United Kin dom, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in
me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington , the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the operation of the 43rd section of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" shall be and is hereby suspended with
respect to  the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated
in the undermentioned  Land Agents' Districts : And I
further notify and declare, by and with the advice aforesaid,
that the said lands shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of
the said Acts , as unsurveyed  lands, on and after TUESDAY,
the FOURTH day of JANUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that
the price at which the  lessee may  purchase the said lands shall
be as specified  in the said Schedule. And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that  the maximum area
which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as  in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House,
Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of November, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-seven ,  and in the  sixty-first year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
E.M.-24-11-97.
DESCRIPTIONS.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 2.
Maximum  area,  1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 6d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, Is. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
County of Ward, parish of Melcombe.-Area,  about 160 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land comprised in cancelled A.F.
3178, parish of Melcombe.
Situated about fifteen miles southerly from iDugandan ; rugged
country, thickly timbered with ironbark, gum, &c.
THE DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. I.
Maximum  area, 1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 41d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, Is. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
On the Resumed Part of Logie Plains Run.
County of Lytton, parish of Earle.
Area, about 81 square miles.
The Crown land comprised in portion C.C. No. 10, parish
of Earle;-exclusive of alienated, selected, and reserved land,
and of land required for roads, reserves, or other public purpose.
Situated about seven miles westerly from Warra Railway Station;
generally dense brigalow scrub, intersected  by Jingi Jingi Creek.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area, 1, 2 80 acres.
Conditional-Annual rent, 6d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, Is. 4d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 6s. 8d. per acre.
County of Cavendish, parish of Djuan.--Area,  about 140 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the north and east
by portions 21v, 105v, and 104v; on the south by portion 88v;
and on the west by portion 87v ;-exclusive of a 10-acre reserve
on its south-west corner, adjoining the north-west corner of
portion 88v, and of land required for roads, reserves, or other
public purpose.
Situated about fourteen miles north-westerly from Crow's Nest;
consists of dense vine  scrub, and country heavily timbered with ironbark,
box, wattle, &c., intersected by Gowrie Creek.
N.B.-Subject  to payment of the value of improvements ,  it  any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the L'uitedKingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distin;uisliedLAMINGTON,
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Gveover nor
nor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
-N pursuance of sections 95, 96, and 97 of  " The Crown Lands Act
j of  1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the land hereunder described has been permanently reserved for
the purpose named, and placed under the control of the Townsville
Water A uthority.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER SUPPLY, TOWNSVILLE.
97-14463-S.G.
(In lieu  of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette dated 22nd March, 1888, page 982, which is hereby amended.)
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambclah.
Area, 27 acres 25 perches.
Commencing  on the north-west side of Walker street at the south
corner of allotment 4 of section 67A, and bounded thence on the south-
east  by that street bearing 212 degrees 46 minutes ten chains and sixteen
and three-tenths links ; on the south-west by Jones street bearing 321
degrees 15 minutes six chains and eighty-five and three-tenths links ;
thence by Wills street bearing 212 degrees 46 minutes three chains and
forty-seven and four-tenths links, and 231 degrees 15 minutes six chains
and seventy and sixth-tenths links ;  again  on the south-west by allot-
ment 1 of section 206 and a line bearing 321 degrees 15 minutes nine
chains and  ninety-one links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 32
degrees 46 minutes fifteen chains and twenty-three links ; on the north-
east by Blackwood street west bearing 122 degrees 46 minutes six
chains ; thence by a street 32 degrees 46 minutes six chains and forty-
seven and  a-half links ; again on the north-east by Stanton terrace
bearing  122 degrees 46 minutes two chains and thirty-six and eight-
tenths  links, and 169 degrees 53 minutes four chains and sixty-three
and a-half links ; thence by a street bearing 212 degrees 46 minutes five
chains and  sixty-two and eight-tenths links, by a line and allotment 2
of section  67A bearing 122 degrees 46 minutes four chains, by that
allotment bearing 32 degrees 46 minutes two chains, and by allotment
4 bearing 122 degrees 46 minutes two chains and fifty links to the point
of commencement-Cat. No. T 118-143 A.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this eleventh day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAMINGTON Governor . ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, GovernandGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of sections 95, 96, and 97 of "The Crown Lands
Act of  1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the land hereunder described has been temporarily reserved for
the purpose named, and placed under the control of the Municipal
Council of Townsville.
E.M.-11-11-97-P'.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  RECREATION , CASTLE HILL, TOwNSVILLE.
97-21657-S .G. Res. 1888-152.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette  dated 30th June, 1888, page 547, which is hereby amended.)
County of Elphinstone, parish, of Coonambelah.-Area,  about 533 acres.
Commencing  at the intersection  of the south-west side of Paxton
street by the north-west side of Landsborough street south ; thence by
the last-mentioned  street  south-westerly to the south-west side of
Stanley  street west  ; thence by that  street  south-easterly to section 208,
by that  section  to the north-west side of Kennedy street south ; thence
by that street south-westerly to the south-west side of Stanton terrace ;
thence by that terrace south-easterly to the north-west side of Victoria
street ; thence by that street south-westerly to the south-west side of
Blackwood street west; thence by that street bearing 122 degrees 46
minutes one chain and fifty links to the Water Supply Reserve ; thence
by that reserve bearing 212 degrees 46 minutes fifteen chains and
twenty-three links, and, 141 degrees 15 minutes seven chains and eleven
links; thence by a line south-westerly to  the  east corner of allotment 8
of section 206; thence by that allotment to the east ride of Morris
street ; thence by  a line and  section 207 to the north-west corner of
allotment 3; thence by that allotment to the north side of a
street, by that street westerly to a Reserve for Waterworks
proclaimed in  Government Gazette  dated 11th August, 1888, page
1107 ; thence by that reserve northerly, westerly, and southerly
to a street ; thence by the north side of that street westerly
and southerly to Francis street ; thence by that street westerly to the
east side of Echlin street ; thence by that street northerly to the south-
west corner of a Quarry Reserve proclaimed in  Government Gazette
dated 22nd March, 1890, page 1009: thence by that reserve to the north-
east side of William street ; thence by that street north-westerly to the
south-east side of James street ; thence by that street north-easterly six
chains and fifty links to the north-east side of a street ; thence by that
street  north-westerly to the north-west side of Claude street ; thence by
that street south-westerly to the north-east side of William street;
thence by that street north-westerly to the south-east side of McKiernan
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street ; thence by that street north-easterly to the south-west side of
Evans street ; thence by that street south-easterly to the south-east side
of Sloane street ; thence by that street north-easterly to the north-east
side of Hubert street; thence by that street north-westerly eleven
chains and fifty links; thence by section 108 bearing 48 degrees 18
minutes five chains, and 318 degrees IS minutes two chains and fifty
links ; thence by a street bearing 48 degrees 18 minutes nine chains and
twenty-one links, 13S degrees 18 minutes two chains, and 48 degrees 18
minutes seven chains ; thence by section 8A bearing 318 degrees 18
minutes nine chains and sixty-seven links to the south-west side of
Bundock street; thence by that street bearing 73 degrees 46 minutes
about twenty-one chains and fifty links to the north-west boundary of
the Orphanage Reserve proclaimed in  Government Gazette  dated 30th
September, 1882, page  797;  thence by that reserve bearing 220 degrees
to the south-west side of Paxton street ; and thence by that street south-
easterly to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government House, Brisbane
this eleventh day of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[LS.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LA,IINC+TON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of section 95 of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"  1,I. CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPI , Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands here-
under described have been temporarily reserved for the purpose
named with respect to each.
E.M.-17-11-97.
THE CUNNAMULLA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RAILWAY CAMPING RESERVE.
97-23179-S.G.
County of Palmner, parish of Claverton.-Area,  10 acres.
Commencing at 60 miles 40 chains (local mileage) on the Charleville-
Cunnamulla Railway eighty-seven chains and ninety-seven links north
from the south boundary of portion 3v, and bounded thence on the
north by that portion bearing east ten chains ; on the east by that
portion bearing south ten chains; on the south by that portion bearing
west ten chains ; and on the west by a road bearing north ten chains to
the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. 'P 53-2.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
97-22024-S.G.
County of Bowen, parish of B.oolbunda.-Area,  about 52 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the south branch of Middle Creek
at the west corner of portion 13v, and bounded thence on the north-east
by that portion bearing 135 degrees about twenty-two chains ; on the
south-east by a road bearing 225 degrees about twenty-nine chains; on
the south-west by portion 775 bearing 315 degrees about ten chains to
the south branch of Middle Creek ; and thence by the right bank of that
branch downwards to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan
deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. Bn. 37-359.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND  AGENT'S DI TRICT.
RESERVE FOR DIVISIONAL BOARD, TOWN OF WOOWOONGA,
ALLOTMENTS 4 AND 5 OF SECTION 6.
97-19452 -D. B.
County of Cook, parish of  Degilbo.-Area, 1 acre.
Commencing at the north-west corner of allotment 3, and bounded
thence on the west by a roal bearing north four chains ;  on the north by
a line hearing east two chains and fifty links ; on the east by allotments
6 and 7 bearing south four chains ; and on the south by allotment 3 bear-
ing west two chains and fifty links to the point of commencement ;-as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-
Cat. No. W 470-1.
RESERVE FOR DIVISIONAL BOARD, TOWN OF BIGGENDEN, ALLOTMENTS 4
AND  5 OF SECTION 5.
97-19452-D.B.
County of Cook, parish of Degilbo.-Area,  1 acre.
Commencing at the west corner of allotment 3, and bounded thence
on the south-west by a line bearing 309 degrees 24 minutes four chains ;
on the north-west by a line bearing 39 degrees 24 minutes two chains and
fifty links ; on the north-east by allotments 6 and 7 bearing 129 degrees
21 minutes four chains; and on the south-east by allotment 3 bearing
219 degrees 24 minutes two chains and fifty' links to the point of com-
mencement;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office-Cat. No. B 446-1.
THE NANANGO LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
97-21652-s.G.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette  of the 5th May, 1877, page 1328, which is hereby amended.)
County of Cavendish, parish of  Cooyar.-Area, about 110 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Cooyar Creek at the north-east
corm r of portion 1, and bounded thence on the south by that portion
hearing west to Yeraman Creek ; thence by the right bank of that creek
downwards to a Gold Field Reserve; on the north and west by that
rc-erve again to Yeranian Creek ; thence by the right bank of that
creek downwards to Cooyar Creek ; and thence by the left of that creek
upwards to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan deposited
in the Surveyor-General's Office.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this seven teenth day of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first % ear of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. 0-. FOXTON.
GOD SAPS ZHE QUEEN l
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  "The Croton
Lands  Acts 1884  to  1886  Amendment Act  of 1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the lands intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct areas and descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous areas and descriptions ; and such grants and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. Cl-. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-15831-R.T.
No. of Deed-54683.
Date of Deed-5th March, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Hiram John Kirwan.
Land Granted-Portion  81, county of Belmore, parish of St.
George.
Area-249 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Belmore, parish of St. George, portion  81.
Area, 249 acres 1 rood 33 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 79, and bounded
thence on the east by that portion bearing  2 minutes  twenty-two
chains and forty-three and seven-tenths links; on the north-east by
that portion and portion 60 bearing 322 degrees 1 minute fifty chains
and fifty-eight links; on the north-west by a road bearing  232 degrees
4 minutes 30 seconds thirteen chains and sixteen and three-tenths
links ; on the south-west by that road bearing 142 degrees 2 minutes
30 seconds thirteen chains and twenty-four links, and 232  degrees
two chains and fifty and three-tenths links, and by portion  58 bearing
142 degrees twenty-five chains and eighty-seven and six-tenths links ;
again on the north-west by that portion bearing 232 degrees twenty-six
chains and sixty-four and nine-tenths links, and 322  degrees two
chains and twenty-seven and three-tenths links, by portion 55 bearing
232 degrees twenty chains and half-a-link, and by portion  6 bearing
232 degrees 12 minutes five chains and twenty-four and a-half links;
on the south-west by portion 83 bearing 142 degrees 13 minutes
thirty-two chains and twenty and four-tenths links; on the south-east
by a road bearing 50 degrees 42 minutes 30 seconds fifty-three chains
and thirty and a-half links; and thence by that road bearing 90
degrees 2 minutes seventy-one and a-halt links to the point of
commencement ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. M 51-395.
97-14374-R.T.
No. of Deed-55867.
Date of Deed-15th July, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Joshua Rothery.
Land Granted --  Portion 80, county of Stanley,  parish of
Caboolture.
Area-151 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Caboolture,  portion  80.
Commencing on the right bank of the Caboolture River at the
north- east  corner of portion 28, and bounded thence on the west by
that portion, a road, and portions 81 and 111 bearing south sixty-nine
chains and thirty-one links ; on the south by portions 114 and 112
bearing east thirty-six chains and fifty-eight links ; on the east by
portion 112 bearing north twenty-four chains; on the north by a road
bearing west twenty-one chains; again on the  east  by a line and portion
36 bearing 20 minutes fourteen chains and sixty-eight links, and by
that portion bearing 322 degrees 50 minutes seven chains and thirty-
nine and a-half links, 9 degrees 50 minutes four chains and eighty
links, 50 degrees 12 minutes four  chains  and eighty-seven links, and
20 minutes twenty chains and fifty-six links to the Caboolture River;
and thence by that river upwards to the point  of commencement ; -
exclusive of reserved roads as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. S 31-1147.
97-13873-R.T.
No. of Deed-A 184.
Date of Deed-Unknown.
Name of Grantee-Sarah Taylor.
Land Granted -  Portion 31, county of Aubigny, parish of
Drayton.
.Area- 6 acres 3 roods  30 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, portion  31.
Area, 7 acres 13 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 30, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing 89  degrees 25 minutes
seven chains and eighty-five and a-half links,  and east seven
chains apd eighty-four and seven-tenths  links;  on the east by
portion 33 bearing 179 degrees 41 minutes five chains and fifteen
links ; on the south by portion 32 bearing west thirteen  chains and
ten and a-half links ; and on the south-west by portion  31A bearing
332 degrees 37 minutes five chains and seventy- one links  to the point
of commencement ;-exclusive of 1 rood 10  perches for a reserved
road, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor- 0eueral's
Office-Cat. No. D 10-83.
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97-13873-R.T.
No. of Deed-4,383.
Date of Deed-15th November, 1862.
Name of Grantee-James Taylor.
Land Granted-Portion  31A, county of Anbigny, parish of
Drayton.
Area- 34 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Anbigny, parish of Drayton, portion  31A.
Area, 34 7-, perches.
Commencing  at the north-west corner of portion 31, and bounded
thence  on the north-east by that portion bearing 152 degrees 37
minutes  five chains and seventy-one links ; on the south by a line
bearing west  eighty-five and a-half links; and on the south-west by a
line bearing 340 degrees 45 minutes five chains and thirty-seven links
to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. D 10-83.
97-1583 '2-R.T.
No. of Deed Unknown : before Separation.
Date of Deed
Name of Grantee-Samuel Smith.
Land Granted-Allotment 1  of suburban section 46, parish and
town of Maryborough.
Area-2 acres 2 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of March, parish of Maryborough, town of Maryborough,
allotment  1 of suburban section 46.
Area, 2 acres 2 roods 4- perches.
Commencing at the west corner of the section, and bounded thence
on the south-west by Ann street bearing 120 degrees 30 minutes 501 2-
links; on the south-east by allotment 2 bearing 30 degrees 41 minutes
504 links ; on the north-east by allotment 4 bearing 300 degrees
36 minutes 501;2 links; and on the north-west by Tooley street
bearing 210 degrees 36 minutes 505 links to the point of commence-
ment ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office -Cat. 'No. M 20-120.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Lands, in the Ingham Land Agent's District, as per descriptions
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the INIGHAM LAND OFFICE,
on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY, 1898, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental  of 10s.  per square
mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
lands may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-23343-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
ON THE RESUMED PART OF VALE OF HERBERT RUN.
Parish of Lannercost.-Area,  about 2021 square miles.Commencing at Mount Farquharson, and bounded thence by a
line bearing 136 degrees 100 chains ; thence by a line bearing east to
the Herbert River near the north corner of portion  166; thence by
that river upwards to a point north from the starting point; and
thence by a line south thereto;-exclusive of alienated and reserved
land.
Also,-Parishes of Lannercost and Garrawalt.
Area, about 60 square miles.
Commencing at Mount Farquharson, and bounded thence by the
Sea View Range westerly and north-westerly to a point west from
Mount Echo; thence by a line east thereto; thence by the Mount
Echo Range easterly to the north-west corner of the Timber Reserve
proclaimed in  Government Gazette  1894, volume 2, page 13; thence
by that reserve southerly to portion 164, parish of Garrawalt; thence
by that portion west to the Herbert River; thence by that river
downwards to portion 2v, same parish ; thence by portions 2v, 3v,
and 5v and the Herbert River downwards to a point north from the
starting point; and thence by a line south thereto ;-exclusive of
alienated and reserved land.
Also,-Parish of Garrawalt.-Area,  about 321 square miles.
Bounded on the south by portion 548; on the east by a line
bearing north from the north-east corner of that portion; on the
north by Rockingham Bay Range; and on the west by the Timber
Reserve proclaimed in  Government Gazette,  1694, volume 2, page 13.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  27th  November, 1897.
T is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Maryborough Land Agent's District, as per descrip-
tion herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER
PART V. of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," at the MARY-
BOROUGH LAND OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the
FOURTH day of JANUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.sz., at
an Annual Rental of £3 the lot.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land A gent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97 -23491-S.G .
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE MARYBOROUGH  LAND AGENT'S DIS'T'RICT.
Parish of .Kullogum .- Area,  1,190 acres.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portion 18v (forfeited
G.F. 413 ),  parish of Kullogum.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Brisbane Land Agent's District, as per descrip-
tion herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART
V. of "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," at the BRISBANE
LAND OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of
JANUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.I., at an Annual
Rental of £2 per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-23490-s.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE BRISB ANE LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
PROSP ECTING AREA No.  14.--Parish of Roberts.
Area,  about 320 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Coomera River at a point
bearing south one mile from another point bearing west about one and
a-half miles from the south -west corner of portion 8v ,  and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing west ninety -three chains; on the
west by  a line bearing north forty -six chains and nineteen links; en
the north by a line bearing east ninety -two chains to the Coomera
River ;  and on the east by that river upwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1897.
1T is hereby notified, for general information, that the Land as
per Schedule herewith will be opened for OCCUPATION LICENSE
UNDER PART V.  Of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the
TOWNSVILLE LAND OFFICE, on and after WEDNESDAY,
the TWENTY-NINTH day of DECEMBER, 1897, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the Annual Rental stated.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
Run. Gross Area. Rent.
1 Sq. miles.  .2  s. d.
THE TOWNSVILLE  LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Clarendon  No. 1 ... ... ... ... .... 5 10 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November,  1 897.
T T is,hereby notified, for general information, that the resumed part
X of Herbert Vale Run, in the Ingham Land Agent's District, to
be opened to Occupation License on the 19th July, 1897, by Notice
in the  Government Gazette  dated 11th June, 1897, shall be and is
hereby withdrawn from Occupation License.
97-23343-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1897.
"THE PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, desires it to be notified, in pursuance of the 55th
section of  "The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," that the lands here-
under described have been resumed from the lease of Green Hills No. 5
Run, in the Cook District.
97-22538-s.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE COOK DISTRICT.
Land to be Resumed from Green Hills No. 5 Run.
Area, about 160 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Gilbert River at the south-
east corner of Goldfield Homestead 268, and bounded thence by the
east boundary of that goldfield homestead and a line north to the
main Croydon road ; thence by that road easterly to the west boundary
of a Camping Reserve; thence by that boundary south to the Gilbert
River; and thence by that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Road Case No. 2390,
Department  of Public Land,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1897.
NOTICE.
REOPENING OF ROAD TEMPORARILY CLOSED.N OTICE is hereby given, that i is intended to r open so much of
the Road through Biddenham Resumption, Warrego District,
temporarily closed on the application of The New Zealand Loan and
Mercantile Agency Company, Limited, as appears by Proclamation of
5th June, 1897, page 1334, from the south boundary of Tathunanarra
Holding south-easterly to the titi`arrego River; thence through portion
53v, Biddenham Resumption (being Grazing Homestead No. 250,
Charleville District; holder, Eva Jones), to the Charleville-Augathella
road. All persons who may consider their interests affected thereby
are required to transmit to this Department their objections, in
writing, within two months from this date.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th October, 1897.
"THE CROWN  LANDS  ACTS, 1884 TO 1894."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
I T is hereby notified, for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of  "The  CrownLands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the above-recited Act, at the
undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "The Croton Lands Alienation Act of  1868" and  "The Croton Land-1
Alienation Act  of 1876" will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1897.
District or Place.
Allora * .„
Jan. Feb .  March .  April .  May. June.
Aramact ... ... ... Mon. 11
Ayr ... ...
Banana ... ... ... Wed. 6
Barcaldine f ... Sat. 9
Beaudesert .„ ... ...
Blackall .„ ... Mon. 4
Bowen ... ... ... Thur. 7
Brisbane ... .„ ... Tues. 5
Bundaberg ... ... ... Tues. 5
Burketown ... ... ... Wed. 6
Cairns ... ... ... Sat. 2
Cardwell ... ... ... Tues. 5
Charleville ... ... ... Mon. 4
Charters Towers ... ... Tues. 12
Clermont ... ...
Cooktown ..; ... ...  Tues. 5
Cunnamulla ... ... Thur. 7
Dalby ... ... ... Fri. 8
Emerald * ... ... ... Tues. 19
Esk* ... ... ... Wed. 20
Gatton ... ... ... Fri. 22
Gayndah ... ... ... Sat. 9
Georgetown ... ... Tues. 5
Geraldton (Mourilyan) ... Wed. 6
Gladstone ... ... Mon. 11
Goondiwindi ... ... Sat. 2
Wmpie ... ... ... Wed. 6
rberton ... ... ... Wed. 6
Hughenden ... ... ... Tues. 19
Ingham ... ... ... Wed. 6
Inglewood ... ... ... Wed. 13
Ips,,iich ... ... ... Sat. 2
Isisford ... ... ... Mon. 18
Landsborough ... ... Wed. 6
Longreach ... ... ... Fri. 15
Mackay ... ... Wed. 6
Maryborough ... ... Sat. 2
Miles ... ... ...Mitchell t ... ... ... Sat.-2
Muttaburra . Wed. 13
Nanango ... ... ... Mon. 11
Nerang * ...
Nortnanton ... ... ... Wed. 6
Port Douglas ... ... Thur. 7
Ravenswood ... ... Thur. 7
Rockhampton ... ... Wed. 6
Roma ... ... ... Wed. 6
St. George ... ... ... Thur. 7
St. Lawrence ... ... Wed. 6
Springsure ... ... ... Wed. 20
Stanthorpe ... ... ... Wed. 20
Surat ... ... ... Fri. 8
Tambo ... ... Wed. 6
Taroom ... ... ... Mon. 4
Texas .. ... ... Wed. 20
Thargomindah ... ... Wed. 6
Toowoomba... ... ... Wed. 6
Townsville ... ... ... Tues. 5
Warwick ... ... ... Tues. 5
Winton ... ... ... Wed. 6
Windorah ... ... ... ...
. Mon. 1 .. Mon. 7
Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon. 14
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Sat. 6 Sat. 6 Sat. 10 Sat. 8 Sat. 12
Fri.  5  .. Fri. 2 .. Fri. 4
Mon. 1 Mon. 1 Tues. 5 Mon. 3 Mon. 7
Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3
Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1
Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tnes. 4 Tues. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Tues. 6 ..
Mon. 1 Mon. I Mon. 5 Mon. 3 Mon. 7
Tues. 9 Tues. 9 Tues. 13 Tues. 11 Tues. 8
Tues. 16 ... Tues. 20 ... Tues. 15
Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1
Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3
Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Wed. 21 ...
Wed. 17 ... Wed. 19 ...
Fri. 19 ... Fri. 21
Sat. 13 Sat. 13 Sat. 10 Sat. 8 Sat. 12
Tues. 2 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon. 14
Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Tues. 16 Tues. 16 Tues. 20 Tues. 18 Tues. 15
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Wed. 10 Wed.  10  Wed. 14 Wed. 12 Wed. 9
Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Mon. 15 Mon. 15 Tues. 20 Mon. 17 Mon. 21
... Wed. 3 ... \Ved. 5 :..
Fri. 12 Fri. 12 Sat. 17 Fri. 14 Fri. 18
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Tues. 9 Tues. 8
Fri. 5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Wed. 10 Wed, 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12 Wed. 16
Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon. 14
\Ved. 3 Wed. ' Wed. 2
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3
Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3
Wed. 3 \Ved. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Thur. 4 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6 Thur. 3
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Thur. 18  ...  Wed. 19
Wed. 17 Tues. 16 Wed. 21 Wed. 19 Wed. 16
Fri. 12 i Fri. 12 Fri. 9, Fri. 14 Fri. 11
Wed. 3 \Ved. 3 Wed.  71 Wed. 5 Wed. 2
Mon. 1 Mon. I Mon.  .151 Mon. 3 Mon. 7
\Ved. 17 Thur.18 Wed. 21  Wed. 19Wed. 16
Wed.  31Wed.  3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5, \Ved. 2
Wed.  31 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed.  51 Wed. 2
Tues. 21 Tues. 2 Tues. 6 Tues. 4 I Tues. 1
Tues. 2 Tues. 2 1 Tues. 6 Tues. 4+ Tues. 1Wed. 3 I Wed. 3' Wed. 7 Wed.  51 Wed. 2
Thur. 4 ... Thur. 1 ... , Thur. 3
July .  August.
Mon. 12 Mon. 9
+
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Sat. 10 Sat. 7
. Fri. 6
Mon. 5 Mon. 2
Thur. 1 Thur. 5
Tues. 6 Tiies. 3
Tues. 6 Tues. 3
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Tues. 6
Mon. 5 Mon. 2
Tues. 13 Tues.  10
Tues. 17
Tues. 6 Tues. 3
Thur. 1 Thur. 5
Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Tues. 20 ...
Wed. 21 ...
Fri. 23
Sat. 10 Sat. 14
Tues. 6 Tues. 3
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Mon. 12 Mon. 9
Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Tues. 20 Toes. 17
Wed. 7  Wed.  4
Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Mon. 19 Mon. 16
Wed. 7
"Fri. 16 Fri. 13
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Mon. 12  ''Mon. 9
Wed. 4d.  7 1 Wed. 4eW
Thur. 1
Thur. I
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Thur. 1
Wed. 7
Wed. 21
Wed. 21
Fri. 9
Wed. 7
Thur. 5
Thur. 5
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Thur. 5Wed. 4
Wed. 18
Fri. 13
Wed. 4
Mon. 5 Mon. 2
Wed.  21: Wed. 18
Wed.  7: Wed. 4
Wed. 7 !Wed. 4
Tues.  6 Tues. 3
Tues. 6 Toes. 3 4Tues. 7
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 1
... • Thur. 5 1 ...
Tues. 5 .. ..
Mon. 4 Mon. I Mon. 6
Tues. 12 Wed. 10 Tues. 14
Tues. 19 ... Tues. 21
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Fri. 1 Fri.  5 Fri. 3
Wed. 20 .. ...
... Wed. 17 ...
Fri. 19 .
Sat. 9 Sat. 13 Sat. 11
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Fri. 1 Mon. 15 Mon. 13
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues. 19 Tues. 16 Tues. 21
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 13 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Mon. 18 Mon . 15 Mon. 20
Wed. 3
Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 17
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Thur. 9
Fri. ' 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed.13 Wed.10 Wed. 15
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 6 Wed. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thur. 7 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed.  17
Wed. 6
Thur. 7
Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Fri. 12 Thur. 9
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Fri. 19 Fri. 17
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
... Thur. 2
• The Courts marked thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certi ficates of Ful filment of Conditions
t  Office for receiving applications.
t Days will be  fixed when Laud Commissioner visnd Ayr.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Mon. 6 .. Mon. 6
Mon. 13 Mon. 11 Mon . 8 Mon. 13
We.  I Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Sat. 11 Sat. 9 Sat. 6 Sat. 11
. Fri. 1 .. Fri. 3
Mon. 6 Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Thur. 2 Thur .  7 Thur. 4 Thur. 2
Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Tues. 7 Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Wed. 1 Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Mon. 6
Tues. 14
Tues. 7
Thur. 2
Fri. 3
W. 15
Fri. 17
Sat. 11
Tues. 7
Wed. 1
Mon. 13
Fri. 3
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Tues. 21
Wed. 1
Wed. 8
Fri. 3
Mon. 20
Wed. 1
Fri. 17
Wed. 1
Fri. 3
Thur. 9
Fri. 3
Wed. 15
Mon. 13
Wed. 1
Thur. 2
Thur. 2
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Thur. 2
Wed. 1
Wed 15.
Wed. 15 Wed. 20
Fri. 10 Fri. 8
Wed. I Wed. 6
Mon. 6 Mon. 4
Wed. 15 Wed. 20
Wed.  I!  Wed. 6
Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Tues .  7 ( Tues. 5
Tues. 5
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th November, 1897.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified, for general information, that applications
I under the 89th  section  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads; and all persons
who may consider their interests affected thereby are required to
transmit to this Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans  of the Roads can be seen at the Land Offices, Brisbane,
Bundaberg , Charters Towers, G-ympie, and Springsure ; and Police
and Post Offices, Brisbane, Cleveland, Bundaberg, Charters Towers,
Kilkivan, and Springsure.
Applicant.
Road Cases Nos.  2695, 2697,  2351,  2690, 2575, & 2554.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.
*1
A. E. P.
0 1  27-9.10The Booroodabin Divi-
sional Board, on
behalf of the  Hon.
J. S. Turner
2  'The Railway Depart-
f3
ment, on behalf of
The Queensland
Trustees , Limited
(Winship 's Estate)
The Gooburrum Divi-
sional Board, on be-
half of M. Wessel
situation.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Parish.
The north- eastern  half- North
width of the road sepa-
rating subdivisions 6 and
7 of eastern suburban
allotments 25 and 26 (at
Kinellan)
Brisbane
The northern end of Pas- Town of 0 2 14
sage street ,  separating Cleveland
allotment 6 of section 14
from the Railway Reserve
The reserved road across Yandaran 10 0 0
the south-west corner of
portion 947
Area.
4 The Dalrymple Divi-
sional Board, on
Part of Wagstaff street, Charters
separating  Tailing Area Towers
behalf of Messrs.
Tregenza and Co.
No. 11  from Messrs. Tre-
genza and  Co.'s Tailing
Area
5 The  Kilkivan  Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
The reserved  road  southerly
through portion 795
Kilkivan...
G. H. Jones
6 The Kilkivan Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
J. C. Mackrell
The reserved road through
portions 557, 305, and 893
ditto ...
7 The  Kilkivan Divisional
Board,  on behalf of
The three-chain road
southerly through por-
ditto ...
G. H. Jones tions  896, 919, and 999
tS  J. Griffiths The reserved ten-chain Anakie ... 164 2 0
road through portion 15v
...
6 0 18
* NoTF.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the dedication for road purposes  of an equal  width to that to be closed on
the south-western side of  the road,  bringing  the road into alignment with Abbot
street.
t NoTF.- The closure of this road is pro posed  to be  carried  out in  connection
with  the opening of another road.
19 2 26
51 1 6
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 26th November, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that applications
under the eighty-ninth section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884" have been made for  closing  the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons  who may consider their interests affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing,
not later  than the date mentioned with respect to each.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the nearest Land, Police, and
Post Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
No. I Applicant.
*1
*2
*3
Situation. Parish.
A. R. P.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 1ST DECEMBER, 1897.
About
The Ayr Divisional The road separating por- Kirknie  ...  225 0 0
Board ,  on  be half of tion 20v from 18v and the
A. J. M. Terry reserved roads through
portions 18v and 17v
LATEST  DATE  FOR OBJECTIONS-8TH DECEMBER, 1897.
The Caboolture  Divi- The  road separating  portion  Burpengary 2 3 21
sional Board, on  be half 4 from portion 5
of J. F.  Fountain About
The Isis Divisional The southern half -width of Gregory ... 11 0 0
Board , on behalf of the two-chain road along
A. C. Walker the northern boundary of
portion 1052 About
*4 The  Isis Divisional  The eastern end of the road ditto 1 0 0
Area.
*5
Board ,  on behalf of J. separating po rt ion 1028
Elwood from  1052 About
The Cairns Divisional The southe rn  end of the Sophia  ... 2 2  0
Board ,  on behalf of road through  portion 75
owner
t6 P. Hoskin ... ... The road and reserve Womble- 325 1 0
through portion 4v bank
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-15TH DECEMBER, 1897.
7 The  Police Department
8 R. G. Miller ...
9 The Isis Divisional
Board, on behalf of
P.  Cannock
The road separating portion Marathon
l lv from Aramac Holding,
through the proposed
Police Reserve
The road separating portion
19v from 18v
The reserved road through
portion 158v
ditto ...
Gregory ...
About
88 2 0
52 1 16
10 0 28
[27TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
CLOSURE of  Ro ug s-continued.
No. Applicant. situation. Parish .  I Area.
I I I A. R. P.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-22 D DECEMBER, 1897.
*10 The Dalrymple Divi- The northern end of the Charters
sional B rd  b 1 1P 0 1' 1 1 d' f of 'l'owerson r nk
*11
*12
*13
.i eta - m .ine ea m
of Richard Craven Cooper street to Aplin
street
Ditto The southern  end of  Cooper ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
street  from the west
corner of  W.R. 211
The south-western  end of ditto .. ...
David street from a point
about  sixty  links west
from the west corner of
Homestead 2507 to the
intersection of Cooper
and Mill  streets
Part of Mill street from a
point about 150 links east
ditto
from the  west  corner of
W.R. 217 to  a point about
one chain west from the
south-west  corner of
Homestead 2407
14 The Dalrymple Divi- The southern end of O'Kane ditto
sional Board, on behalf street fronting Home-
of the Mosman Gold steads Nos. 3983 and 3539,
Mines, Limited and also that part of
Wagstaff street fronting
About
... 1 0 0
Homesteads 3539 and 3561 About
15  H. Tomkins ... ... The 10-chain road leading Jundah ... 190 0 0
to Windorah  south-
westerly through por-
tions 4 and 5
16  Messrs. Moore Bros. and The reserved road through Barambah 25 0 0
11  Baynes portion 56 About
*17 W. Broome ,.. ... The road separating por- • Woodlands 36 0 0
*18 The Yeerongpilly Divi-
sional Board , on
behalf of E. Lowen-
thal
*19 The Yeerongpilly Divi-
sional
behalf
junr.
Board , on
of it. Miller,
J20 Messrs . Thynne and
tions 616 and 3 from por-
tions 83, 1564, and 1923,
and the continuation of
same road through- por-
tion 1923 to a reserved
road
The reserved road through Mackenzie 8 2 0
portion 17v
The reserved road along ditto  ...  3 2 10
and within the east
boundary of portion 52v
Parts of Stoneleigh and North Bris- ...
Macartney, on behalf Cambridge streets sepa- bane
of it. Dunne rating subdivisions 13
and 14 of section 9 of
allotments 318 and 319
and subdivision 9 of sec-
tion 10 of allotment 319
from subdivisions 13, 12,
and 11 of section 10 of
allotment 319 and allot-
ments 10 and 7 of sec-
tion C.1
21 P. L. Cardew, on behalf The reserved road through Kholo ... 1 3 20
*22
*23
of W. Bindley portion llv
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-5TH JANUARY, 1898.
The Isis  Divisional The reserved  road sepa - Gregory ... About
Board, on behalf of rating portion 969 from 5 0 0
Messrs.  Broughton portion 904
and Young
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-12TH JANUARY, 1898.
About
The Caboolture  Divi- The road separating  por-, Canning ... 3 0 0
sional Board , on tion 19v from 30v
behalf of R W.
Stevens
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-19TH JANUARY, 1898.
24 The Kargooolnah Divi- Road from Ahern's Tank to Mitchell
sional Board , on be- the Deep Well, through District
half of  the Lessees Evora and Delta Holdings
of Evora
portion 125,  from Byro n's
Creek easterly through
that portion and portions
4, 69, 83,  89, 99v ,  128, and
102
The reserved road through ditto
portion 9l and its con-
tinuation through portion
127A to a  reserved road
1125 C. J .  Bowman  ... ... , The reserved  road through Dixon  ... 18 0 0
1126 Ditto
*27 D. A. Ross
28 1 W. Blank
About
About
4 2 14
The reserved road through Burran- 275 0 0
subdivision 1 of portion 1v dowan
The road separating portion Northbrook 14 3 34
5 from portions 54, 58,
and 59
* NorF.-The closure of these roads is proposed  to be carried out in
connection with the opening  of other roads.
t Norm .-The closure of this road and reserve is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of another road.
Nom.-Tbe closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the widening of the road running southerly through these portions.
¢ NOTE.--The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the opening of another road, being an extension of Cambridge street
easterly to Elston terrace.
11 NOTE.-The closure of the ze roads is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the widening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Road Case No.  1737.
N pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  "The Crown Lands
I Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open a New Road through the Holding described
hereunder.
No. 119. VoL. Lxvru.] 1199  27TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
Agricultural Farm No. 65, Dalby District.
Portion 1248, parish of Ewer.
Lessee-J. S. Jessop (Wm. Pattison).
Any claims to which the Lessee or others interested may consider
themselves entitled under the abovementioned Act on account of the
opening of the said Road must be forwarded to the Secretary for
Public Lands within two months from the date hereof.
NOTE.-A copy of the above notice, with tracing, will be sent to the Lessee
within two months from the date hereof.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Read Case No. 2290.
IN pursuance  of the provisions of section 6 of  " The Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open a New Road tbrough the Holding described
hereunder.
Grazing Farm No. 31, Charters Towers District, portion 2v, parish
of West Burdekin, being part of main road to Old Fanning Diggings
and to Dottswood.
Lessee -W. Stewart.
Any claims to which the Lessee may  consider  himself entitled
under  the abovementioned Act on account of the opening of the said
road must  be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands within two
months from the date hereof.NOM- A copy of  the above notice,  with  tracing ,  will be sent to the  Lease
within two months  from the  date he reof.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Road Case No. 2072.
IN pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  " The Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open New Roads through the Holdings described
in the Schedule hereunder.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
'Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1897.
PROPOSED  NEW ROADS.
NOTICE.
SCHEDULE.
Holdings. District. Licensee or Lessee.
Thirsty Downs
Toomoo ...
Cytherea ...
Maranoa
ditto
ditto
Arthur Charles Baker
City  Bank of Sydney
Mrs. Mary Anna McManus
Any claims to which  Licensees or Lessees  may consider themselves
entitled under the abovementioned Act on account of the opening of
the said  roads must  be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands
within two months from the date hereof.
NOTE.- A copy of the above  notice with tracing will be sent to each licensee
or lessee through the Land Agent  in whose District  their holdings are situated.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
Road Case  No. 1102.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROADS.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Public
Works Lands Resumption Act  of 1878," having been pleased to con-
firm the roads described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is
hereby notified, for general information, that any parties entitled to
compensation  in consequence  of the opening of the said ro ads are
requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars
of their estate and interest in the land required for the said roads and
their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60)
days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties
are further informed that the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to
treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the
damage that may be sustained by reason of the opening of the said
roads.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned roads can
be seen at  this office, at the office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions in
Brisbane , and at the office of the Maroochy Divisional Board.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
BOOK of REFERENCE.
Description of Roads through portion  93,  county of Canning,
parish of Maroochy.
1. From the south-east corner of portion 168v south-westerly
through portion 93 to Coolum Creek bearing 190 degrees six chains
and thirteen and seven-tenths links, 209 degrees eighteen chains and
fifty-nine and three-tenths links, 286 degrees  seven  chains and thirty-
seven links, 313 degrees fourteen chains, 256 degrees seven chains and
thirteen and four-tenths links, 195 degrees nineteen chains and twenty-
three and six-tenths links, 219 degrees sixteen chains and sixty-one
and seven-tenths links, 209 degrees twelve chains and twenty and
a-half links, and 265 degrees six chains and fifty links,-and containing
10 acres 3 roods 17 perches; freehold; registered owner, E. S. Bailey.
2. A branch road from the above road south-easterly to the
western boundary of portion 171v bearing 116 degrees six chains and
thirty-five and six-tenths links, 137 degrees nine chains and twenty-
six and one-fifth links, 160 degrees 40 minutes five chains and three
links, and 135 degrees six chains and fifty-seven and seven-tenths
links,-and containing  2 acres 2  roods 30 perches.
REMAaxs.- Land unenclosed  ;  11 acres  of  cleared land included in road ; no
other improvements interfered with.
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
BRISBANE.
AP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
11 revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price ;
Eight Sheets at 2s. 6d. per Sheet, and Two at Is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia on a small scale, illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing the Main Telegraph Lines. Scale, 160 miles to an inch.
Price : Plain, Is. 6d.; coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony. Price, Is. plain, or coloured
(illustrating the Counties and Financial Districts) Is. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale ,  5 miles to an inch .  Price ,  2s. 6d.
Map of Catchment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers, &c., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, I s.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, Is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts. Price, Is. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta. Scale, 1 mile to an inch. Price,
Is. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s. ; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, 91.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony. Price, 1s. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.
Environs of Longreach. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall .  Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price ,  Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure .  Scale,  2 miles  to an inch .  Price, is. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-Maps of Lands Open to Selection or for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. McDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st August, 1896.
Geological Survey Office,
George street, Brisbane.
ON SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No. 4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the  Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government  Geologist.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th November, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
AUDITIONS, REPAIRS, AND PAINTING, STATE SCHOOL,
ALLORA.
ENDERS will be received at this Office until Four  o'clock p.m.
I on FRI,DAY, the 17th December, for Additions,  Repairs, and
Painting, State School, Allora.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £10, and
endorsed  "Additions, 4'c., State School, Allora."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
and at the Court Houses, Allora, Warwick, and Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual  noti fication
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for  securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be  taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily  be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON ,  Under Secretary.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th November, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, FURNITURE, AND FITTINGS, COURT HOUSE,
CROYDON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses,Croydon, Thursday Island, Townsville, Normanton, and Cook-
town, until Four o'clock p.nf. on FRIDAY, the 7th January, for
Repairs, Furniture, and Fittings, Court House, Croydon.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4'c., Court Mouse, Croydon."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office; and at the
Court Houses, Croydon, Thursday Island, Townsville, Norinanton, and
Cooktown.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking' in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th November, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the under.
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
Repairs and Improvements, Pilot Station Buildings, Burnett
Heads-Messrs. BOLGER AND DUNK-£17 5s.
Repairs and Painting, Reception House, Rockhampton-Messrs.
NEWMANN BROS.-£44 10s.
Playshed, State School, Zillmere-J. KEENAN-£61.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 26th November, 1897.
TENDERS.
TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.
For full particulars, see  Government  Gazette.
Nature of Work, Date of  Gazette  containing original Notice,
and Place and Date to which Tender can be received, respective]y:-
BUNDABEIW SOUTH-Addition to Residence, State School.
6th November. Works Office, Brisbane ; 3rd December.
GooNDIwINDI-Additions, Post and Telegraph Office. 6th
November. Works Office, Brisbane, and Post Offices,
Goondiwindi and Inglewood ; 3rd December.
TEKOwAI-Raising Building and Asphalting, State School.
6th November. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses,
Mackay and Rockhampton; 3rd December.
CRoYDoN-Taking Down and Re-erecting Stockade Fencing,
Lock-up. 6th November. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court Houses, Croydon, Normanton, and Thursday Island;
17th December.
RocKHAMPTON-Repairs and Whitewashing, Orphanage Build-
ings. 13th November. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
House, Rockhampton ; 9th December.
CAIRNS - Pacific  Islanders  Inspector's and Land Agent's
Offices. 20th November. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court Houses, Cairns, Townsville, and Cooktown; 17th
December.
WINDORAR-Land Agent's Office, Court House. 20th Novem-
ber. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Windorah,
Longreach, Charleville, Cunnamulla, and Thargomindah ;
31st December.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th July, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.IT is hereby notified, or general information, that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substituted
therefor:-Notice is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tender rs
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.
96-2460-Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary for Works.
Queensland , Office of the Commissioner for Railways, ,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1897.
N OTICE is hereby given, in accordance with the provisions of
the Railway Acts, that the Plan and Book of Reference of
the Mount  Morgan  Branch Railway from Kabra (9 miles 73 chains,
Central Railway) to Mount Morgan, in length, allowing for deviations,
12 miles 61 chains 70 links, proposed to be constructed under the
provisions of  " The  Railways Guarantee  Act of  1895," have been
approved and confirmed; and that the Commissioner for Railways
intends to  proceed with the construction of the Line above referred
to, according  to the Plan and Book  of Reference so con firmed.
T. S. $RATTEN,  Secretary.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
rHE Commissioner for Railways hereby gives notice, in accordanceT with theprovisions of " The Railway Act of 1864," that his
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having approved of the Plan and Book of Reference of the EnoggeraBranch Railway, in length 3 miles 51 chains 40 links, proposed to be
constructed under the provisions of  "The Railways Guarantee Act of
1895," such Plan and Book of Reference may be seen at this Office,
and at the Office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions, Brisbane; and allpoisons interested in the lands to be. affected by the said intended
Railway are hereby required to set forth, in writing, to one, at this
Office, within one month from the first publication hereof, any well-
grounded objections that may appear to them to exist to the adoptiom
of the said line of Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed in connection therewith.
By Order,
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
QUEENSLAND WATER SUPPLY DEPARTMENT.
f 'ENDERS are invited until Noon on WEDNESDAY, the 8thT NDERS
next, for Sinking an Artesian Bore on Plevna Block,
Kyabra.
'l'enders must be deposited in the Tender-box at the Treasury,
Brisbane, and each Tender must be distinctly endorsed with the words,
`c Tender for Boring on Plerna."
A preliminary deposit of £20 by bank draft must accompany each
Tender.
Specification, General Conditions of Contract, &c., may be seen,
and Tender Forms, Schedules; &c., obtained, at the Offices of the
Police Magistrates at Barcaldine and Charleville, and at the Office of
the Hydraulic Engineer, Brisbane.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
T. M. KING, Under Secretary.
The Treasury, Brisbane, 15th October, 1897.
THE followinginformation.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 26th November, 1897.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
Notice to Mariners is published for general
ROBERT PHILP.
[Extract front New Zealand Gazette, 4th November ,  1897.]
No.  20  of  1897.
POSITION OF BUOY OFF TORY SHOAL, KAIPARA
HARBOUR, NORTH ISLAND, NEW ZEALAND.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 1st November, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a buoy ,  painted red ,  has been
placed in 5 fathoms of water at low tide on the western  edge of Tory
Shoal, for the purpose of marking that danger . From the buoy the
outer end of the dry part of the North Sandspit bears  N.W. by W.,
the lighthouse N.E., and Pukitu E.S.E.
Caution .- Owing  to the rapid  changes which  sometimes take
place in the vicinity of Tory Shoal ,  mariners should pay particular
attention to the  lead  and to any directions given  from  the signal-
station near the lighthouse.
All bearings are correct magnetic.
Charts , &c., affected  :- Admiralty Charts Nos. 2543 and  2614;
New Zealand Pilot, Chapter vi., pages 249 to 255.
WM. HALL-JONES.
" TREASURY NOTES ACT OF 1893."
S
TATEMENT for the  month ending  Thursday, 25th November,
1897, showing  the amount  of Treasury  Notes issued, Coin held by
Treasurer ,  and Treasury Bills vested in Trustees , published in terms
of Clause 5 of 56  Victoria No. 37
*Total  issue  of Treasury Notes at date ... ... 985,507
Coin held by Treasurer ... ... ... ... 346,674
Fixed Deposits held by Treasurer... ... ... ... 250,000
Treasury Bills vested in Trustees ... ... ... 1,000,000
+ Notes held by Banks as per last Returns  ... ... ...  L520,317
Notes held by Public ... ... ... ... ... ... 465,190
£985,507
T. M. KING, Under Secretary.
The Treasury,  Brisbane , 25th November, 1897.
EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RECEIPT OF TENDERS.
CAST-IRON MANHOLE COVERS AND FRAMES.TENDERS will be received  at the Office of the Under Secretaryand Superintendent of Telegraphs , Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Thirteenth day of December, 1897, from  persons
desirous of contracting  for the  Manufacture  of Three Hundred and
Thirty-seven (337) 18" x 24", Twenty-six (26) 24" x 30", and
One (1) 24" x 36" Cast-iron Covers  and Frames  for Manholes.
Further particulars can be obtained and drawings can be seen on
application to the Electrical Engineer, Post and Telegraph Depart-
ment, Brisbane, or at the Telegraph Offices, Townsville, Rockhampton,
Bundaberg, Maryborough, and Ipswich.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane,  22nd November, 1897.
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TELEPHONE SILENCE CABINETS.TENDERS will be received at the Office ofthe UnderSecretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane,
until Noon on MONDAY, the Thirteenth day of December,
1897, from persons desirous of contracting for the Manufacture
of Six (6) Telephone Silence Cabinets, according to the terms,
general conditions, and specification appended hereto.
General Conditions.
1. In construinc, these General Conditions and the
Specification, the following words shall have the following
meaning,;:
Electrical Engineer" shall mean the Government
Electrical Engineer, or other engineer authorised to
act in his place for the time being, or the engineer
authorised and appointed to superintend the work ;
Contractor " shall mean the person, firm, or company
contracting for the works herein specified, and shall
include his or their heirs, executors, administrators,
successors, and assigns.
2. All tenders must be on the printed form, and must be
accompanied by a copy of these General Conditions and the
Specification, duly signed and witnessed.
3. A deposit of a sum equal to ten per cent. of the total
tender cost of the work must accompany each tender. Without
this deposit the lender will be deemed informal.
4. The deposit of the successful tenderer will be retained
by the Government until the completion of the contract to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General or his officers.
5. Payment will be made to the extent of seventy-five (75)
per cent, on each cabinet when completed to the satisfaction of
the Electrical Engineer, and delivered at the Stores Branch,
Post and Telegraph Department, Brisbane. The balance 'will
be paid on completion of the contract.
6. When completed and approved by the Electrical En-
gineer, the cabinets are to be delivered at the stores of the
Post and Telegraph Department, Elizabeth street, Brisbane,
free of charge.
7. Should the contractor fail to proceed in the execution
of or to complete the work in the manner and at the rate of
progress required by the Government, it shall be in the power
of the Government, by a notice in writing to the contractor or
his representative, or by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  to terminate the contract as far as relates to the work
remaining to be done, and to enforce the penalty for non-fulfil-
ment thereof, by forfeiting any money due to the contractor,
and the contractor shall have no claim on the Government for
any preparation that he may have made, or for any work that
has been done, nor for any material which may have been pur-
chased by him for the purposes of this contract. ,
8. The contractor will have to provide, at his own cost, all
labour, plant, tools, material, or whatever else may be required
for the due performance of this contract.
9. The Electrical Engineer shall at all reasonable limes
have  access  to the workshops where the silence cabinets are
being manufactured.
10. In case the Electrical Engineer is of opinion, at any
time before the completion of each cabinet, or before delivery
of each or any of them has been accepted, that they are
being manufactured unsoundly or imperfectly, or not with
proper material, or in any respect whatever not in accordance
with the specification or drawing, or with instructions given by
the Electrical Engineer, he may give the contractor notice that
such defective cabinets will not be accepted, and the con-
tractor shall have no claim against the Government for work
so rejected.
11. One (1) cabinet is to be delivered on the expiration of
one (1) week from the date of notification of acceptance of the
tender, and one (1) cabinet on the expiration of each following
week until the whole contract is completed.
12. If delivery is delayed beyond the dates specified, the
contractor shall forfeit and pay to the Government the sum of
three pounds (£3) per week or portion of a week for every week
above the stipulated time, and the Government is authorised to
deduct such sum or  sums  from any moneys due to the contractor
under this contract.
13. A drawing of the cabinets will be supplied to the
successful tenderer, and can be seen at the office of the
Electrical Engineer, Post and Telegraph Department.
14. The decision of the Electrical Engineer will be final in
all matters of dispute between the contractor and the Govern-
ment in regard to this contract.
15. 'l he Government does not bind itself to accept the
lowest or any tender. Specification.
Corner Studs.-3'  x 3", 8'0' long, of pine,  well seasoned,
and neatly tenoned into top plate and cut off square at floor
level.
Middle Studs.-3" x  2", 8' 18'' long, of pine,  well seasoned,
and neatly tenoned into floor frame and top plates.
Floor Frame.-3" x 3",  of pine, well  seasoned , and neatly
tenoned into corner studs as shown. Middle floor joist to be
tenoned into the two 3"  x 2" studs as shown.
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Flooring.-To  be of 6" x 1" pine, tongued and grooved,
well seasoned, and to have the ventilation holes bored through
at points shown on plan. Floor to project through doorway
11",  and to be properly nosed off:
Do-jr.-Frame of door to be 3" x 1?" pine, well seasoned,
and to be constructed as shown, and to be fitted with suitable
lock and key. Stop, l" x to be fitted down the length of
wall inside, a 4" architrave to be fitted round doorway.
Window.-To  be 18" x 18" sight, of 20 oz. glass, and to be
fitted with two sheets of glass and 3-inch air-space as shown.
Frame to be of cedar, and neatly fitted into the silence box,
between the back corner and middle studs, and to be set up
five (5) feet from floor level.
Walls and Lining.-Both  inside and outside of box to be
neatly covered with 6" x 8'' tongued, grooved, and beaded pine,
well seasoned, and to be placed horizontally. Outside corners
to be neatly finished off with a corner bead. Inside lining to
be nailed to fillets 3" x 1" as shown. Both inside and outside
walls to be "secrete nailed."
Top.-Top  of box to be finished with a pine moulding, 4"
wide, as shown on plan. Holes for top ventilation are to be
bored through top of box, as shown on plan; black circles
through outside boards, and dotted black circles through
inside lining.
Varnishing.-The  whole, inside and out, when completed,
to be sized, and to receive two good coats of "Church Oak"
varnish.
JAMES It. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 18th November, 1897.
Witness to Signature :
Date
[Signature  of Tenderer.]
[Address of  Tenderer.]
1897.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
QUEENSLAND COASTAL SERVICES.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1897.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Postmaster-General,
Brisbane, until Noon of THURSDAY, the 30th of December
next, from Persons or Companies desirous of contracting for the
Conveyance of Coastal Mails for the Government of Queensland,
according to the terms and conditions published in the  Government
Gazette  dated 16th October, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Postmaster-General.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE FROM HUGHENDEN TO
STAMFORD (THE TERMINUS OF THE RAILWAY
EXTENSION FROM HUGHENDEN TOWARDS WINTON),
A DISTANCE OF 39 MILES, MORE OR LESS.TENDERS will be received at the Office ofthe Under Secretaryand Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Twenty-ninth day of November, 1897, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all material (except where
otherwise specified) and for all workmanship necessary for the above-
mentioned work, according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications published in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, the
30th October, 1897.
Specifications, with Tender Forms attached, and all other
information, may be obtained on application at the Office of the
Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, and at
the Telegraph Offices, Bowen, Townsville, Charters Towers, and
Hughenden.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1897.
CROSS-ARMS.TENDERS will be received at the Office ofthe Under Secretaryand Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, until
Noon on MONDAY, the Thirteenth day of December, 1897, from
persons desirous of contracting for the Supply of Four Thousand
(4,000) Cross-arms, according to the general conditions and specifi-
cation published in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, 13th
November, 1897.
Any other information may be obtained on application at the
Office of the Under Secretary and Superintendent of Electric
Telegraphs, Brisbane.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 19th November, 1897.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1897.
ITH reference to the notification which appeared in aW Supplement to th Govern ent Gazette  dated the 14th of
October ultimo, calling for Tenders for Supplies for the Public
Service during the year 1898, intending Tenderers are requested to
note that the Flour to be supplied must be of Queensland  manufacture.
HORACE TOZER.
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Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th November, 1897.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Noon of SATURDAY,the 18th proximo, for the Supply of Drugs, Medicine, &c., for
Brisbane, St. Helena, Dunwich, and Goodna, during the years 1898
and 1899, in such quantities as may be from time to time required.
Tenderers are requested to state at what advance per cent. on the
English prices, as set forth in the Standard Price Lists of Messrs.
Burgoyne, Burbidge, and Co., and Messrs. Maw, Son, and Thompson,
they are prepared to supply.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
In the event of any failure or unnecessary delay on the part of
the contractor in supplying the articles when required, they will be
otherwise procured at his expense, and a repetition of irregularity in
the quality or quantity of the supplies, or of any delay in delivering
or replacing them when required, will subject the contractor to the
forfeiture of a sum not exceeding one-fourth of the amount of his
monthly account, or will result in the immediate termination of the
contract, as the Government may direct.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1897.
PAPER, BINDING, AND LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIAL.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Noon of FRIDAY,the 31st December, 1897, from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Paper, Binding, and Lithographic Material required by
the Government Printing Department in Queensland, for two years,
commencing on the 1st July, 1898.
Tenders must state the price at which each article is to be delivered,
.free of all charges, at the Government Printing Office, Brisbane, where
samples can be seen, and a list of the quantities of each article
required obtained. The successful Tenderer must from time to
time supply, immediately upon, demand, at contract prices, such
additional quantities as may be required by the Department.
A memorandum must be attached to each Tender, signed by the
Tenderer and two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking that they will severally.
execute and deliver, at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within seven days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance, in a
sum equal to 10 per cent. of the gross amount of the Tender.
Tenders to be addressed to the Under Secretary, Home Secretary's
Department, Brisbane, and superscribed,  " Tender for Paper, Binding,
and Lithographic Material."
The Government will not necessarily accept the lowest or any
Tender.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th November, 1897.
/HE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich is
published in pursuance of the Regulations for the management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDED  20TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum at date
of previous Report ... ... ... ... 915
Number since admitted ... ... ... ... 1
Number returned from leave ... ... ... 1
917
Number discharged ... ... ... ... 0
Number died ... ... ... ... 0
Number absent on leave ... ... ... 8
8
Number remaining at date hereof ... ... 909
Re-admission :
Elizabeth Julia Edwards, 43, from Brisbane.
Discharge :
Nil.
Death:
Nil.
P. SMITH, Medical Superintendent.
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the YExecutive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid for such information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed all or any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey
that were stabbed at that place on the said night ; and that . a
Free Pardon be given to any person concerned in the crime, not being
the principal offender, who may give such information.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  6th January, 1897.
S Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the ExecutiveHI
Council, has  been  pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers  (,fold  Field on the morning of the 25th of
December, 1896 ;  also that a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the crime ,  not being the principal offender, who shall give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
N Office for the transaction of all business connected with the
above is now open in a portion of the Ports and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret anal Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted by the Assistant Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns in the Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers in charge, stating  the class of men required, the work to be
done, and  the wages  offered ; and applicants seeking work should
personally  register  their names  and addresses.
Inf,prmation respecting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district  is always  obtainable at the Head Office.
J. O'N. BRENAN, Officer in Charge.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 22nd November, 1897.
NOTICE.IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the-Reverend
JOHN SMILEY, a Minister of the Presbyterian Denomination,
residing at Allora, in the Registry District of Darling Downs Central,
has been duly registered as a Minister of Religion authorised to
celebrate Marriages in the colony of Queensland, under the provisions
of  "The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar-General.
Office of Registrar of Friendly Societies,
Brisbane, 23rd November, 1897.
"THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF  1891."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.THE Loyal Mount Morgan Lodge is registered as a Branch ofthe Independent Order of Oddfellows of Victoria, Queensland
District, Friendly Society, under  "The Friendly Societies Act of
1894," this twenty-third day of November, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE, Registrar of Friendly Societies.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TARE NOTICE, that application has been made to bring the Land described below under the provisions of the Real Property Acts of
1861 and 1877. Any person desiring to oppose will require to lodge, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of the said Acts,
on or  before the day named.
Description and  Situation of Land.
Allotment 2  of section 36, town  of Warwick ...
Name of Applicant. Date  within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
... Elizabeth Hudson, of Warwick, widow, as 4th January, 1898.
tenant for life under the Will of Frederick
Hudson, late of Warwick, freeholder,
deceased, and authorised to sell under an
order of the Supreme Court of Queensland
dated 3rd March, 1897
Registrar of Titles '  Office, Brisbane , 27th  November ,  1897.  J. O. BOURNE , Registrar  of Titles.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinafter
mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or
before the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
Estate Particulars of will orName of Claimant. Description and Situation of Land .  claimed to be otherwise.
transmitted.
1899.
Thomas Hall, late of Bris- 28 July
bane, coachsmith
1893.
Gotthelf Ripperger, late of 30 Jan.
Rocky Waterholes, near
Brisbane, baker
Mary Crane, late of Ugly
Mountain,  near Warwick,
widow
Pinah Ann Chapman, of
Brisbane aforesaid (wife
of William  Chapman, of
the same place , sawyer),
formerly  Pinah Ann Hall,
widow of deceased
Subdivision  17 of portion 296, county  of Fee-simple ...
Stanley, parish of Ipswich
Queensland Trustees, Subdivisions 2, 3, 17, 18, and 19 of resub-
Limited division 1 of subdivision 4, subdivisions 15
and 16 of resubdivision 1 of subdivision 4
and of subdivision 5, and resubdivision 26
of subdivisions 6 and 7 of portion 167,
county of Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly
Fee-simple ...
1893.
13 Nov. Thomas Crane and Martin Portions 298, 460, and subdivision  2 of Fee-simple
Crane, both of the same portion 811, county of Merivale, parish of
place, graziers  Rosenthal
Letters of Administra-
tion
Will dated 14 October,
1891
Will dated 5 Novem-
ber, 1890
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
1893.
4 Jan.
1898.
4 Jan.
1898.
4 Jan.
Registrar  of Titles'  Office, Brisbane , 27th November, 1897. J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma' pauperis.
Mn. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against George Ely, of
Ipswich, in the colony of Queensland,  stonemason , by the said
George Ely,  in formal pauperis.
TTPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
J the said George Ely be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formd pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said George Ely, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Ninth day of December, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said George Ely shall, on the
Seventh day of December, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names  and residences,
so far as  known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-fourth day of
November, 1897.
12s.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS,  Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Informal p uperis.
MR.  JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against George Yates, of
Mount Gravatt, Brisbane, but presently of Bollon, in the colony
of Queensland, sheep and wool classer and wool-scourer, by the
said George Yates.
UPON hearing of this Petition, it is ordered that the saidGeorg  Yates be and he is hereby a judged insolv nt in
forma' pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said George Yates, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court on the Ninth day of December, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
George Yates shall, on the Seventh day pf December, 1897, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-second day of
November, 1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
MORRIS AND FLETCHER, Solicitors, Brisbane.
Town Agents for SAMUEL S. PEGG,
14s. Solicitor for Insolvent, Cunnamulla.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Thomas Tozer, of
Charleville, in the colony of Queensland, formerly storekeeper,
but now of no occupation, by the said Thomas Tozer.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Thomas Tozer be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent  in
forma' pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Thomas Tozer, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Second day of December, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Thomas Tozer
shall, on the Thirtieth day of November, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and
of the names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this nineteenth day of November,
1897.
By the Court,
12s. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court-of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma' pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against William Laing, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the said
William Laing.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said William Laing be and lie is hereby adjudged insolvent  in
formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee in his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said William Laing, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, Principal Registry, Townsville, on the Thirtieth day of Novem-
ber, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said William Laing shall, on the Twenty-ninth day of
November, 1897, at Townsville aforesaid, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences, so
far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this seventeenth day of
November, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
W. F. R. BOYCE, Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
Town Agents-UNMACK, Fox, AND HOBBS, Townsville.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of all Insolvency Petition against Charles Marsh, of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, labourer, by the
said Charles Marsh.
U
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Charles Marsh be and be is hereby adjudged insolvent  in
fornzd pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Charles Marsh, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, Principal Registry, Townsville, on the Thirtieth day of
November, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Charles Marsh shall, on the Twenty-ninth day
of November, 1897, at Townsville aforesaid, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this seventeenth day of
November, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
W. F. It. BOYCE, Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
Town Agents-UNMACK, Fox, AND HOBBS, Townsville.
13s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd  pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Ernest Joseph
Crompton, of Mount  Morgan ,  in the colony of Queensland,
baker ,  by the said Ernest Joseph Crompton ,  in formic  pauperis.
FRIDAY, THE  NINETEENTH DAY OF NOVESIBER, 1897.
U
U PON the  hearing of this Petition this day ,  it is ordered  that the said
Frnest Joseph Crompton be and  lie  is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formic  pauperis ,  and that John Love Blood-Smyth,  Esquire, be
Official  Trustee  of his  Estate.  And it is further  ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Ernest Joseph Crompton,
for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court on the Thirtieth day of November ,  1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon . And it  is further  ordered that  the said Ernest Joseph
Crompton  shall,  on the  Twenty- ninth day of November ,  1897, at
Rockhampton ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement ,  veri fied on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the  names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes  of his  inability to meet his engagements.
Given  under the seal of the Court this nineteenth day of
November, 1897.
By the Court,
12s. 6d . J. L. BLOOD- SMYTH, Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against John Dowzer, of
Rockhampton ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  bookseller and
stationer ,  by the said John Dowzer.
FRIDAY, THE NINETEENTH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day ,  it is ordered that the
said John Dowzer be and he is hereby  adjudged  insolvent, and
that John Love Blood-Smyth ,  Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said John Dowzer ,  for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Second day of December ,  1897, at Eleven o 'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said John Dowzer shall, on the
First day of December ,  1897, at Rockhampton ,  deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full ,  true, and accurate statement ,  veri fied on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty -second day of
November, 1897.
12s.
By the Court,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of Charles Nash, of Rockhampton ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  licensed victualler ,  an Insolvent.
FRIDAY, TILE NINETEENTH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
UPON reading  a Report of the Trustee of the property of the
Insolvent ,  dated the sixth day of November ,  1897, reporting
that the whole of the property of the Insolvent has been realised for
the benefit of his creditors ,  and dividends to the amount of 3s. (lid.
in the £ have been paid ,  as shown by the statement thereunto annexed,
and upon hearing the solicitor for the Trustee, the Court, being
satisfied  that  the  whole of the property of the Insolvent  ]tas been
realised for the bene fit of his creditors ,  and dividends to the amount
of 3s. I14d. in the £ have been paid, as shown by the statement
thereunto annexed, doth order and declare that the insolvency of the
said Charles Nash has closed, and doth further order that FRIDAY,
the Seventeenth day of December, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon ,  Supreme Court Buildings ,  East street, Rockhampton, be
fixed as the time and place at which the said Trustee may make
application to this Honourable Court for his release.
Given under the seal of the Court ,  at Rockhampton, this
Nineteenth day of November, 1897.
By the Court,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,  Registrar.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
Q uay street, Rockhampton.
Agents- BEES R. AND  SYDNEY JONES,
2623  Albert street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
14s. 6d.
In the Matter of Frederick Berger Hayward ,  of Ipswich, in the
colony of Queensland ,  storekeeper ,  an Insolvent.W at a  Meeting of Creditors held under this Insolvencyvv on the sixteenth day of November ,  1897 ,  pursuant to notice
given in the  Gazette ,  it  was resolv ed, by  a majority in number and
three-fourths in value of the creditors then present or duly represented
at the said meeting, that a composition offered by the Insolvent for
payment of the debts owing by him was calculated to benefit the
general body of the creditors under the Estate, and should be accepted
b y the Trustee of the property of the Insolvent :
And whereas the Court approving of the composition offered, as
appears by the Order made herein by His Honour Mr. Justice Real,
dated the twenty-fourth day of November,  1897:
And whereas it was made a condition of the composition that the
Order of Adjudication should be annulled: And whereas the said
Frederick Berger Hayward, by his solicitors, Hart, Flower, and 1)rury,
liath applied to this Court to annul the Adjudication accordingly :
It is hereby ordered that the Adjudication made against the said
Insolvent t -e and t lie same is hereby annulled, and that all the properly
of the Insolvent not disposed of by the Trustee revert to the Insolvent
for all his Estate and interest therein.
Given tinder the seal of the Court this twenty-fourth day of
November, 1897.
2640
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy  Registrar.
26-11-9i. 15s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
TUE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Robert Sheridan ,  of Surat ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  storekeeper.
G
FORGE RENNIE WILSON,  of Ipswich ,  in the colony of
Queensland, merchant ,  has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this  twenty -second day of November, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
P. L. CARDEW, Solicitor, Ipswich.
By his Town Agents-
FOXTON AND HAVARD, Solicitors ,  Brisbane.
2627 9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of Herbert Stephen Owbridge, of the Endeavour Saw-
mill, Calliope River, near Gladstone ,  in the colony of Queensland,
sawmill proprietor ,  an  Insolvent.
ON the twenty -fourth day of November ,  1897 ,  a Certificate of
Discharge was granted to Herbert Stephen Owbridge, of the
Endeavour Sawmill ,  Calliope River, near Gladstone ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  sawmill proprietor ,  who  was  adjudicated insolvent on the
eighth day of January, 1890.
Dated this  twenty-fifth day  .of November, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND  MC  AB,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
Agents for WILLIAM H .  NEILSON, Gladstone,
2629 Solicitor for the Insolvent. 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR: JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of Edward Armstrong, of  Gympie,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  commission agent, an Insolvent.
N the twenty-fourth clay of November, A.D. 1897, a Certificate of
kJ. Discharge was granted to the abovenamed Edward Armstrong,
of Gympie, in the colony of Queensland, commission agent, who was
adjudicated insolvent on the ninth day of December, 1887.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of November, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
THOMAS DE LACY KELLETT,
Solicitor for the said Insolvent, Gladstone.
By his Town Agents - FoxTO N. AND HAVARD, Solicitors, Brisbane.
2631  7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement
or Composition with Creditors instituted by Thomas Dillon, of
Mareeba, in the colony of Queensland, hotelkeeper.N
OTICE  is  hereby given, that a First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the abovenamed person has been summoned to be
held at the Office of G. Wilton Le Vaux, Abbott street, Cairns, on
the Sixth day of December, 1897, at Three o'clock in the afternoon
precisely.
Dated this sixteenth dayof November, 1897.
G. WILTON LE VAUX,
Attorney for the said Thomas Dillon, Cairns.
Town Agents-RoBlnTs, LEV, AND BARNETT,
2643  '  Solicitors ,  Townsville. 7s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of William John King, of Womblebank, near Mitchell,
in the colony of Queensland, station manager, an Insolvent.
,11E Court has appointed the Last Examination of the Insolvent
to take place before the Police Magistrate, at the Police Court
House, 11.1itchell, on the Sixth day of January, 1898, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of November, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
R. H. DvnALI., Solicitor for the Insolvent, Roma.
Town Agents-MORRIS AND FLETCHER,
2632 Solicitors, Celtic Chambers, Brisbane. 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Mat ter of Dunlop Semple Muir, of Mulgrave, near Cairns,
engineer, an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared, on the preferential
claims only, in the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent, adjudi-
cated on the fourth day of December, 1896.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Twentieth day
of December, 1897, will be excluded.
Dated this nineteenth day of November, 1897.
2610
T. G. FRASER,
Official Trustee in Insolvency, Townsville.
5s. Gd.
Re  Robert Sheridan, of Surat, storekeeper , in Liquidation.
A DIVIDEND  is to be declared in this Estate .  Creditors who
have not proved their debts on or before the k leventh day
of December ,  1897 ,  will be excluded.
Dated at Ipswich the twenty -second day of November, 1897.
GEO. R .  WILSON , T rustee.
P. L._ CARDEw,  Solicitor for Trustee ,  Ipswich.
2614 3s. 6d.
In the Matter of G. Conroy, of Chinchilla, in Liquidation.
A SECONI) and Final Dividend, of 6s. (making a total of 20s. in
the £, and interest), is payable in the above Estate, on all
claims  proved and admitted, on MONDAY, the Twenty-second day
of November, 1897, at my Office, Edward street, Brisbane.
THOS. E. WHITE, Trustee.
2615 3s.
In the  Assigned Estate of Agnes  K.  Wilson ,  of Warwick.
SECOND and Final Dividend , of 49'd.  in the  £ (making in all
A 3s. 10$ d. in the  £),  is payable in the above Estate, on all
admitted claims, 'this  Day (WEDNESDAY),  24th November, 1897,
at my Office, Eagle  street.
GEORGE CANNON , Trustee.
2617 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Lands and Goods of Henry Langford, late of Mount Langford,
near Eton, in the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased,
intestate.
1j
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Margaret Langford,
the Administratrix in the abovenamed Estate, from the Thirty.
first day of March, 1896, to the First day of October, 1897, has this
day been filed in my Office, duly verified by the said Margaret Lang-
ford. All parties claiming to be interested in the said Estate are
at liberty to inspect the said Account, at m Office in the Supreme
Court House, Lrisbane, on or before MONDAY, the Seventeenth day of
January next, and, if they think fit, to object thereto. Notice is
also given, that whether any objection is taken to the said Account or
not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to examine and inquire
into the said Account. Notice is further given, that any person who
may desire to object to the said Account, or any item or items therein,
or the allowance to the Administratrix of a commission thereon, must
before that day file in my Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-third day of November, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
Solicitor  for Administratrix, Mackay.
By W. H. WILSON AND HEMMING,
Brisbane.
2637 13s.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Will of John Thomas Webster,  late  of Bundaberg, in the
colony of Queensland , grazier, deceased.
Al OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Sarah Ann Webster
ly and Grosvenor Griffin Francis, the Executrix and Executor
respectively in the abovenamed Estate, from the twenty-sixth day of
May, 1896, to the fifteenth day of November, 1897, has this day been
filed in my Office, duly verified by the said Sarah Ann Webster and
Grosvenor Griffin Francis. All parties  claiming to  be interested in
the said Estate are at liberty to inspect the said Account, at my
Office in the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before MON-
DAY, the Tenth day of  January, 1898, and , if they think fit, to
object thereto. Notice  is also given , that whether any objection
is taken to the said Account or not I shall,  after  the aforesaid day,
proceed to examine and inquire into the said Account. Notice is
further given, that any person who may desire to object to the said
Account, or any item or items therein, or the allowance to the
Executors  of a commission  thereon, must before that day file in my
Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this twenty-second day of November, 189 7.
JOHN JOHNSTON,
Solicitor for Executrix and Executor,
Bundaberg.
By his Town Agents-
MORRIS AND FLETCHER,
2633 Celtic Chambers, George street, Brisbane. 14s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Mn.  JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Goods of George Geary, late of Myros Bush, near Invercargill,
in the colony of New Zealand, labourer, deceased, intestate.
T
OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Queensland Trustees,
Limited, of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, the Adminis-
trators in the abovenamed Estate, from the twenty-seventh day of
August, 1896, to the twenty-third day of November, 1897, has this
day been filed in my Office, duly verified by Peter Arthur Blundell,
the manager of the said Queensland Trustees, Limited. All parties
claiming to be interested in the said Estate are at liberty to inspect
the said Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on or before FRIDAY, the Twenty-eighth day of January next, and,
if they think fit, to object thereto. Notice is also given, that whether
any objection is taken to the said Account or not I shall, after the
aforesaid day, proceed to examine and inquire into the said Account.
Notice is further given, that any person who may desire to object to
the said Account, or any item or items therein, or the allowance to
the said Administrators of a commission thereon, must before that day
file in my Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-fifth day of November, A.D. 1897.
W. H. WILSON AND HEMMING,
Solicitors for Queensland Trustees, Limited,
Selborne Chambers, Adelaide street, Brisbane.
2638 13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
In the Will of Michael Thomas O'Brien, late of Warwick, in the
colony of Queensland, contractor, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Michael Thomas O'Brien, deceased, may be granted to
Margaret  Ellen Coman, of Warwick aforesaid (the wife of Edward
Doolan Coman, of the same place, merchant), the sole Executrix and
Trustee named in the  said  Will. Any person interested  who desires
to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file  a caveat
in the  Registry at any time  before the  grant is made.
Dated this eighteenth clay of November, A.D. 1897.
J. R. CURNOW, Solicitor for Executrix,
Warwick.
Town Agents-FoxTON AND HAVARD, Brisbane.2630 8s.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
In the  Lands and Goods of Catlrerina Lafrentz, late of Maryborough,
in the colony of Queensland, widow ,  deceased ,  intestate.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expiration of fourteen
days  from the  publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that  Administration of the  real and personal
estate of the abovenamed Catherina Lafrentz ,  deceased , who died
intestate ,  may be granted to William Frank Lafrentz ,  of Thinoomba,
in the colony aforesaid, lengthsman ,  one of the natural and lawful
children and next-of -kin of the said deceased.
Dated this nineteenth day of November ,  A.D. 1897.
T. MORTON,
Solicitor for the said William Frank Lafrentz,
Wharf street, Maryborough.
Town Agent-J. NICOL  ROBINSON,  Solicitor ,  Brisbane.
2644 78.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Goods of Patrick Canavan, late of Townsville, in the colony of
Queensland, fireman, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed Patrick Canavan, deceased, who died intestate, may
be granted to Ilonora Canavan, of Townsville aforesaid, widow of
the said deceased.
Dated this eighteenth day of November, A.D. 1897.
UN MACK, FOX, AND HOBBS,
Solicitors for Applicant, Flinders street, Townsville.
Town Agents-UNMACK AND Fox, Solicitors, Brisbane.
2642 6s. 6d.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy  Registrar.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy Registrar.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Walter Douglas, late of Inveralochy, in the colony of
New South Wales, gentleman, deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Ancillary Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Walter Douglas, deceased, may be granted to
Henry Lamont Mackellar, of Camden, in the colony of New South
Wales, stud farm manager, and Robert Donglas, of Inveralochy,
in the said colony of New South Wales, station manager, the
Executors named in the said Will. Any person interested who
desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may
file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of November, A.D. 1897.
RUTHNING AND JENSEN,
Solicitors for the said Henry Lamont Mackellar and
2624
Robert Douglas,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Goods of Mary O'Beirne, late of Cooktown, in the colony of
Queensland, widow, deceased, intestate.NOTICE ishereby given, that, after the expiration f fourteendays from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the
personal estate of the abovenamed Mary O'Beirne, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to John Philip O'Beirne, of Cooktown,
in the colony of Queensland, butcher, the eldest lawful son of the
said deceased.
Dated this sixteenth day of November, A.D. 1897.
BARNETT AND PATCHING,
Solicitors for the said John Philip O'Beirne,
Charlotte street, Cooktown.
Town Agents - ROBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
2641  Denham  street ,  Townsville. 8s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be MARGARET STRACIIAN, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the  "Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Margaret Strachan, late of Lake's Creek, near Rockhampton,
in the colony of Queensland (wife of Forbes Strachan, of the same
place, meat preserver), deceased, who died at Lake's Creek aforesaid,
on the twenty-first day of January, 1897, intestate, and Letters of
Administration of whose personal estate were, on the twenty-second
day of March, 1897, granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland,
Rockhampton, to Forbes Strachan, of Lake's Creek aforesaid, meat
preserver, the lawful husband of the said deceased, are hereby required
to send in, in writing, particulars of their debts or claims to the said
Forbes Strachan, at the Office of the undersigned, his solicitors, on or
before TUESDAY, the Twenty-eighth  day  of December, 1897. And
notice is hereby also given, that after the expiration of the last-
mentioned day the said Forbes Strachan will proceed to distribute the
assets of the said deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which the said Forbes Strachan
shall then have had notice, and that he will not be liable, for the
assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose
debt or claim he shall not have had notice.
Dated this twentieth day of November, 1897.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Quay street, Rockhampton,
Solicitors for the said Forbes Strachan.
Agents-
REES  R.  AND  SYDNEY JONES,
2616 Albert  street ,  Brisbane. 15s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be MARY JESSIE JULIA SCOTT, deceased.
URSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
P Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
]?state of Mary Jessie Julia Scott, late of Taromeo, in the colony of
Queensland, spinster, deceased, who died on or about the eleventh day
of June, 1896, at Wowan, in the said colony, Letters of Administration
having, on the eighteenth day of December, 1896, been duly granted
by the Supreme Court of Queensland to Walter William Scott, are
hereby requested to send in, in writing, particulars of their debts or
claims to the said Walter William Scott, at the Offices of the under-
signed, his solicitors, on or before FRIDAY, the Thirty-first day of
December, 1897. And notice is hereby also given, that after the
expiration of the last-mentioned day the said Walter William Scott
will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the
persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which he
shall then have had notice, and that he will not then be liable, for
the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose
debt or claim he shall not have had notice at the time of such
distribution.
Dated this twentieth day of November, 1897.
J. F. FITZGERALD AND POWER,
Solicitors for the abovenamed Walter William Scott,
2635
Commercial Chambers,
Queen street, Brisbane.
13s. 6d.
[27TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be WILLIAM JOEN TROWLAND (otherwise William Troulan), deceased.
PURSUANT to the  " Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors, beneficiaries,
next-of-kin, and other persons having any claims or demands upon
or against the Estate of William John Trowland (otherwise William
Troulan), late of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, miner,
deceased, who died on the twenty-ninth day of December, 1.896,
intestate, and of whose estate Letters of Administration were, on the
nineteenth day of November, 1897, granted by the Supreme Court of
Queensland to Queensland Trustees, Limited, are hereby required to
send in particulars of their debts or claims to the said Queensland
Trustees, Limited, at their Office, Queen street, Brisbane, on or before
the Eighth day of January next. And notice is also hereby given,
that after that day the said Queensland Trustees, Limited, will proceed
to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the parties entitled
thereto, having regard only to the claims of which they shall then have
had notice, and that they will not be liable, for the assets or any part
thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim they shall
not then have had notice.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of November, 1897.
2628
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAI,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Queensland Trustees, Limited.
12s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be SAMUEL ALEXANDER BEATTIE, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the "  Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Samuel Alexander Beattie, late of South Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, mining manager, deceased, who died on or
about the twenty-sixth day of August, 1893, at South Brisbane afore-
said, and Probate of whose Will was, on the twenty-eighth day  (f
July, 1896, duly granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to
Sarah Beattie, of South Brisbane aforesaid, widow, the sole Executrix
named in the said Will, are hereby required to send in, in writing,
particulars of their debts or claims to the said Executrix, at the Offices
of the undersigned, her solicitors, on or before TUESDAY, the Twenty-
eighth day of December, 1897. And notice is hereby also given, that
after the expiration of the last-mentioned  day the  said Executrix will
proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the
parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which the
said Executrix shall then have had notice, and that the said Executrix
will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to
any person of whose debt or claim the said Executrix shall not have
had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-third day of November, A.D. 1897,
2634
FOXTON AND HAVARD,
Albert  Chambers, Albert street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Sarah Beattie.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Arthur Clarke, late of Brisbane; Herbert Price Ross,
late of Townsville; and Gille Fontaine, late of Eidsvold.PURSUANT to  " The Intestacy Act of  1877," all persons havingany claims against the Estates of any of the abovenamed
deceased persons are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Public Offices, George street, Brisbane, on or before the Twenty-eighth
day of January next, or in default they will be peremptorily excluded
from all benefits accruing from the said Estates.
GILSON FOXTON, Deputy Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, 25th November, 1897.
2639 6s. 6d.
WINDORAH MARSUPIAL BOARD.AN Assessment of 6d .,  on every 20 head of Cattle and Horses andevery 100 Sheep, has been this day levied ,  and is payable on
the First day of December next.
By Order of the Board,
G. W. HARRIS ,  Acting Clerk.
Dated at Windorah 4th September, 1897.
2532 3s. 6d.
DIVISION OF THURINGOWA.NOTICE is hereby given, that, in accordance with Clause 256 of"The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," the Divisional Board
of Thuringowa have affirmed the desirability of Borrowing from
the Consolidated Revenue of Queensland the Sum of Fifteen
Hundred Pounds (£1,500), for the purpose of Applying the same
towards the Extension of the Water Supply Scheme.
Plans and Specifications, and Cost, showing the expenditure of
the money to be borrowed, are open for inspection at the Office of the
said Authority.
The Board will, in one month from the date'of the last publica-
tion, proceed, according to the provisions of the said Act, to  give
effect to the said resolution.
By Order,
G. R. BOUNTIFF,  Clerk.
Townsville, 22nd November, 1897.
2626 St.
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NOTICE is hereby  given , that the Partnership lately  subsisting
.L between  us, the undersigned , William Taylor, Andrew Rowan,
Archibald Fisken, and John Bertram, carrying on business  as farmers
and graziers  at the Darr River Downs Station, in the Mitchell
District of the colony of Queensland, under the style or firm of
"Taylor,  Rowan , & Co.," has this day been Dissolved by mutual
,oonsent so far as  regards the said Andrew  Rowan ,  who retires from
the firm.
All debts due to or owing by the  said late  firm will be received
and paid by the said William Taylor, Archibald Fisken, and John
Bertram , who will continue the said business under the style or firm
-of " Taylor, Fisken, & Co."
Dated the seventeenth day of November, 1897.
WILLIAM TAYLOR.
ARCH. FISKEN.
JOHN BERTRAM.
ANDREW ROWAN.
Witness-FRANK A. BONNER,  Solicitor ,  Melbourne.
2611 8s. 6d.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership which has for some
time past been carried on by John Lawrence Woodley and Charles
Williamson, both of Charleville, in the colony of Queensland, in the
business of artesian well borers ,  has this day been Dissolved by mutual
•oonsent.
As witness our hands this eighteenth day of November, 1897.
CHAS. WILLIAMSON.
J. L. WOODLEY.
Witness to the signature of Charles Williamson--
Joux F. F. Loonnur,
Solicitor for C. Williamson, Charleville.
Witness  to the signature of John Lawrence Woodley-
GEo. N. BELL, Solicitor for J. L. Woodley, Charleville.
2612 6s. 6d.
In  the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Acts ,  1884 to 1895," and
in the matter of a certain Memorandum of Mortgage ,  dated the
seventeenth day of January .  1896 ,  from Cuth bert Clifton to
Madeline Elizabeth D rummond  (commonly called Lady Drum-
mond ),  and  registered on the twenty -eighth day of January ,  1896,
as number 631.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that,  in exercise of the power of sale
l  contained in the above  Memavaaidum of Mortgage,  all that piety
of land situate in the oounty of Palmer,  parish of Murweh,  containing
20,000 acres, more or less, being portion 2v , Grazing Farm No. 36,
Charleville District ,  held under the provisions of Pa rt  IV. of  " ISOChown Loads Act .of  1884,"  will. be submitted for Sale by Public
Auction,  on  behalf of the Mortgagee,  'by  Messrs Angus McPherson
and Co.,  at their Auction  Mart  in McDawall street, Rains,  v o
TUESDAY,  the Fourth day of January, 1898,  at Three o'clock in the
afternoon.
Dated this twenty-second day of November, 1897.
2636
R. H. DYBALL,
Solicitor  for the  Mortgagee, Roma.
8s. •6d.
In the Warden's Court at Croydon.
No. I of  1894.
MR. WARDEN  PARKINSON.
(MR. WARDEN TowNBR.)
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  1863 to  1893 ,"  and in the
matter of the  Iguana Amalgamated  Blocks Gold-Mining Com-
pany, Limited, in Compulsory Liquidation.
N OTICE ishereby given, that he Final Dividend, of 6s.  in the d,has been declared in these proceedings ,  and is  now payable by
the undersigned ,  at the Offices of Messrs .  Elmslie, Limited ,  Samwell
street, Croydon.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of October, 1897.
A. G. ELMS LIE, Liquidator.
2609 6s.
LICENSED GATES NOTICE.
TAKE NOTICE, that  it is my intention  to apply,  at the next
.L meeting  of the  Call iope Divisional Board ,  for permission to
Erect Two Licensed Gates across the eastern Boyne road, Selection
195, 11v, parish of Pemberton.
L. JANSON.
2613 38.
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office, the Pacific Island
Labourers Acts and Regulations in Pamphlet form, containing
Imperial and Colonial Acts, and Regulations thereunder. Price,
Is.  6d.;  posted, ls..7d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
f 7VHE Government Printer acknowledges the receipt of the following
i amounts, from the 22nd to 25th November,  1897:-
H. A. O'Connor,  is.  5d.; W. Dawson and Son, lOs.; J. Holmes,.
5s.; J. Tolson, 2s. 6d.; J. H. Ward, 6s.; W. G. Mayne, 7s. 6d.;
E. A. Greany, 2s.; A. Taylor, 8s.; Thuringowa Divisional Board,  7s.;
W. J. Law, £1 lOs.; C. T. Turner, 12s. 6d.; J. A. Brown, 7s.; A. G.
Elmslie, 7s. 6d.; C. Berry, 4s.; E. D. Miles and Co., 2s.; W. Lawton,
3s.; G. N. Be ll , 6s. 6d.; H. Smith, 6s.; W. H. Langdon, £1 4s ;
W. H. Neilson, 2s.; W. J. Manning, 3s.; 'P. L. Cardew, 13s.; A.
Provan and Co., 2s. 3d.; J. R. Curnow, 9s. 6d.
27TH NOVEMBER, 1897.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane 27th December, 1893.
T HE following Botanical Works, by F. Manson Bailey, F.L.S.,Colonial Botanist, may be obtained at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane:-
I. The Synopsis of the Queensland Flora ; 900 pp., demy 8vo,
half-bound. Price, 21s.; posted, 22s.
2. First Supplement to ditto, in boards; 100 pp. and 4 plates.
Price, 3s.; posted, 3s. 2d.
3. Second Supplement to ditto ,  in boards  ;  153 pp .  Price, 3s.;
posted ,  3s. 3d.
4. Third Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 135 pp. and 21 plates.
Price, 3s. 6d.; posted, 3s. 9d.
5. Catalogue of the Indigenous and Naturalised Plants of
Queensland, with Index of vernacular  names  and their
-botanical equivalents .  Price ,  in cloth, Is .  3d.; posted ,  Is. 5d.
In paper, Is .;  posted, Is. 2d.
6. Plants Poisonous and Injurious to Lack. (Bailey and Gordon.)
Containing a brief description ,  with plates ,  of Queensland
plants suspected of having a poisonous effect upon stock.
Price ,  4s.; posted ,  4s. 5d.
7. Lithograms of the Queen i _ii d Ferns ,  in one volume ,  containing
191 plates, illustrating 223 kinds ,  with index giving botanical
and common  name .  Price, 2s. 6d.; posted ,  6d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
JUST PUBLISHED.
THE LAW OP FRIENDLY  SOOIETIEs IN QUEENSLAND,  being a
Compendium of the existing Act and  Regulations in force, with
a comprehensive Introduction ,  and Notes  of English and Colonial
Cases  decided up to May, 1896. By John L. Woolcock, B.A., and
George Scott ,  M.A., Barristers-at-law ,  Authors of "Act  and Rules
relating  to the District Court ."  Holland binding .  Price 5s .;  postage,
4d. extra.
July, 1896. EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
IMPO UNDINGSPO UNDKE EPERS are reminded that  A dvertisemm.ts. of
Impounded  Stock will be char ged for a t the  uniform rata
of  SIXPENCE PER LINE  ;  and no such Advertisert will be
inner in  the  'Gr:eettae t,slasrr  aeeempaeeied by a renrsttanee
(Money Orders ,  Postal Notes ,  Postage  S tev ps , or  Cash)
sufficient  to cover the cost of insertion.
Postage Stamps will be received only when amount  is 5s.
or less.When describing brands a distinction should  be  made
between  REGISThBED and other brands, by placing the words
REGISTBRED BRsND  after the description .  Brands  type will
be  used for such  descriptions ,  but where these words do not
appear ordinary type only will be used.
[MPOUNDED  at Pentland ,  from Helenslee Station,  on the 13th
1 November, 1897.
One  roan gelding,  like O, registered brand near shoulder ,  collar.
marked ,  off bind foot white, shod.
One  bay  gelding ,  like F Q7registered  brand aiear'  ,shoulder, .5 8 c,.
Hoar  h, .stair.
One ey  gel ' , 4Ep over. faint brand like numbers near shoulder,
One,yellow-bay mare.  5.14M aver like  Op  9 regmtered-braauloff thigh,
off fore  and hind  feet white,  blaze, shod.
One bog mare,  "'rJ (4 over  t  Ti y  new shoulder,  4  new neck;
roan Ally fosi.at foot ,  unbsauded.
One bay mare, .  rover like  7E JD registered brand near thigh,
three  white feet.
If not released on or before the 11th December,  1897, wil l ,ins
sold to  defray  expenses.
ALBERT TAYLOR,  Poundkeeper.
2622 8s.
MPOUND ED at Hughenden, from Canterbury, on the 3rd Novem-I her, 1897, by order of J. Miller ,  Esquire.
One grey  more, OXH off shoulder,  blind near eye.
One bay gelding,  star , hind feet white, like SA7 over  334 near
shoulder.
One chestnut  gelding,  blotch number VF near shoulder ,  three white
feet, blaze.
Also, from Caithness, on the 8th November, 1897, by order of W.
Alexander ,  Esquire.
One bay colt ,  9 near  cheek ,  no other visible  brands.
One brown  gelding,  7GM off shoulder ,  star. .
If not  released on or  before the 14th December, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
2608
J. A. BROWN, Poundkeeper.
6s.
IMPOUNDED  at Surat , from Inglewood, on the 19th November,,
1 1897, by order of A. H. Ferris, Esquire. Driving, Is. 8d.
One strawberry  bullock ,  slit both ears , DRb off ribs.
One roan bullock, indistinct brand like U y8 off ribs, two slits new ear.
If not  released on or  before the 17th December, 1897,  willbe sold
to defray  expenses.
W. LAWTON,  Poundkeeper.
2621 8e
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IMPOUNDED at Westwood, fr m Calliungal, on the 19th November,
1897, by order of M. M .  Macke llar ,  Esquire. Driving ,  4s. 6d.
One black ma re , star ,  A9E near shoulder ,  FMO (script )  off  shoulder.
One bay gelding ,  shod ,  ZO N over 2FZ near shoulder.
One bay gelding ,  draught, blaze ,  hind feet white ,  RP6 near shoulder,
151 near cheek, F  "d4 off  shoulder.
One black gelding ,  draught, hind feet white, star and stripe, G A 2
near thigh, B2Y off thigh.
One chestnut gelding ,  draught ,  blaze, hind feet white, RD3 near thigh,
3 near neck ,  B2Y off thigh.
One bay mare ,  off hind foot white, 2MU near shoulder ,  indistinct
brand off shoulder  ;  foal at foot.
One black gelding, near  hind  foot white , V off rump.
One grey stallion ,  N6 rl off shoulder.
One black mare, R4Q over FL4 near shoulder.
One bay  gelding ,  draught, blaze ,  near fore and hind feet  white, H711
over 180 near shoulder ,  B2Y off shoulder ,  near eye out.
One grey gelding ,  blotched '  brand like EM6 over 1LQ near shoulder,
WM7 near rump, B2Y off shoulder ,  draught.
One brown gelding ,  star ,  hind feet white, V C3 near shoulder.
One bay gelding ,  draught, star, hind feet white ,  QX5 near shoulder,
RB4 near thigh ,  6XA over 4VR off shoulder ,  1LQ off thigh.
One grey gelding ,  3CP near shoulder.
One chestnut ma re , blaze, off hind foot white ,  6MC near shoulder.
One bay yearling filly, unbranded.
One bay mare ,  star and snip , GOV over 0  near shoulder.
One dark -chestnut stallion ,  PM2 (script )  near shoulder.
One bay mare ,  off  hip down ,  RW2 near shoulder.
One chestnut mare, LH1 over 3 near shoulder  ;  foal at foot.
One chestnut yearling filly, unbranded ,  star ,  near hind foot white.
Also, from Junction Creek ,  on the 20th November ,  1897 ,  by order
of T. McDonald ,  Esquire .  Damages ,  2s.  6d.;  driving, 10d.
One bay mare ,  9AB over 45 near shoulder ,  3DC off thigh.
One chestnut gelding ,  hind feet white, star on forehead ,  FK2 near
shoulder ,  289 near neck ,  indistinct brand like 9VG near thigh.
One brown mare, star ,  6A '., near shoulder ,  indistinct brand like HB4
off shoulder.
One grey gelding,  draught, blotched brand off thigh.
One grey mare, OC td near shoulder ; grey  filly foal at foot ,  OC  W  off
shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, blaze ,  near hind foot white,  7W tt  near shoulder,
B2Y off shoulder.
One brown gelding, star on forehead ,  2R t'' over indistinct brand like
4VR near shoulder ,  VOC near thigh.
One yellow -bay mare, OU 14 over E3B near shoulder ,  hind feet white
One bay mare ,  8KP over 40 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 21st December ,  1897, wi ll  be
sold to defray expenses.
W. J. LAW,  Poundkeeper.
2618 24s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah, from Norley, on the 13th Novem-ber, 1897, by order of Walter Gammon, Esquire. Driving, 6d.
One red and white bullock, COB over 9 off rump,  near  ear marked.
One roan cow, like L8Y (blotched)  near ribs, near ear marked ; calf
at foot.
One white cow, L8Y near ribs, 0 near cheek,  near ear marked.
One roan and white cow, 7Y1 near rump, near  ear marked ; calf
at foot.
One red and white cow, 7Y1 near  rump, near  ear marked.
One red bullock, working, bald face, 1T® near  ribs,  0 near cheek,
MAR near rump, near ear marked.
One red and white cow, P2T over  2 near ribs ,  near ear marked.
One yellow cow, CZ3 over  5 near  ribs, both  ears marked.
One roan and white bullock, working, blotched  brands near rump,
both ears marked.
One roan and white cow, like LCI (blotched)  near  rump, like 00 off
thigh, near ear marked.
One roan and white cow, like COB off rump, both ears marked.
One white bullock, 1WN off rump, off ear marked.
If not released on or before the 14th December, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
C. T. TURNER, Poundkeeper.
2620
.118.
IMPOUNDED at Gympie, from Glastonbury, on the 11th Novem-
ber, 1897, by order of Donald  McIntosh ,  Esquire.
One bay horse, UD3 off shoulder.
One iron-grey horse, GH9 over 10 off shoulder.
One bay mare, 211 N  near  shoulder.
If not  released on or  before the 30th November, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES HOLMES, Poundkeeper.
2607 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Woolloongabba.
One bay  mare, collar -marked,  near  hind foot white, g near shoulder,
8 under saddle, V over V off shoulder.
One black gelding, wound on back, marked  knees,  2CA over 4W b
near shoulder,  collar -marked.
If not  released on  or before the 6th December, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra,  from Bowen Downs, on the  16th
November, 1897, by order of  S. P. Fraser,  Esquire .  Damages,
2s. 6d.
One roan  gelding , 8110 near shoulder, Q3E over 0-1D near thigh.
One brown gelding, 7SM near shoulder ,  hind feet white, star.
One brown mare ,  star ,  like TD and blotch near shoulder ,  hind feet
white, 9P % off shoulder.
One bay  ma re , running star and snip ,  EOQ near shoulder ,  like  blotch V
off shoulder, like J4X near thigh.
One chestnut gelding, star, C over - over tnear shoulder, near hip
down.
One bay gelding, C t15 near shoulder, star, like blotch 93 off shoulder,
like 0 near cheek.
One brown gelding, RH over like 0 near shoulder, star and snip, indis-
tinct brand off shoulder, 0MM over blotch near thigh.
One yellow-bay gelding, star, Z over Q over blotch near shoulder,
like 8XK near thigh, 84 o off thigh, like 4 off cheek.
One piebald gelding, like E over WM near shoulder, like 9 near neck,
like 30 near rump.
One grey colt, white face, hind feet white, like Le-4T (the c-,T con-
joined )  near shoulder.
One bay gelding, blotched brand near shoulder.
One bay mare, draught, 7CY over like 709 near shoulder, running star
and snip, hind feet white.
One bay gelding, 5C near thigh, COB off shoulder.
One brown gelding,  star , like blotch YV near shoulder, blotch A near
thigh, like 700 off shoulder. .
One bay gelding, star, OG5 near shoulder, off fore foot white, U k12
. off shoulder, scarred off rump.
One bay mare, draught, star, off hind foot white, 7CY over 997 near
shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, star, like W1M over 54 near shoulder, 51 near
neck.
If not released on or before the 14th December ,  1897 ,  will be
sold to defray expenses.
W. H. LANGDON, Poundkeeper.
2619 18s.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Ducabrook, on the 12th Novem-ber, 1897, by order of M. Hawkins, E quire. Driving, 10s. 10d.
One iron-grey mare, G7 a-+ near shoulder ; colt foal at foot.
One bay mare, GC2 near shoulder.
One bay mare, 4N m near shoulder, hind foot white ; bay colt foal at
foot, like TD2  near  shoulder.
One bay gelding, 5LP over 3L 9 near shoulder, star.
One bay mare, R7P over 2M off shoulder.
One grey mare, like D and indistinct number.
If not released on or before the 7th December, 1897, will be
sold  to defray  expenses.
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JAMES H. WARD, Poundkeeper.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  27th November, 1897.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto ,  have been ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto ,  within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise.
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette .  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3929.-HUGH DIxsoN, trading as " Dixson
and Sons," at Park and Elizabeth  streets , Sydney, in the
colony of New South Wales, tobacco manufacturer.  "Im-
provements in Edging Frames and Compressors, or Apparatus
for Compressing Plugs or Cakes of Tobacco."  Dated 14th
June, A.D. 1897. (Specification, 9s.;  drawings , 7s. 6d.)
Application No. 3989.-WILLIAM MARTIN GREEN, of 159
Queen street, Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria, photo-
engraver.  " Improvements  in  'Venetian  Blinds."  Dated 27th
July, A.D. 1897. (Specification, 7s.; drawings, 5s.)
Application No. 4000.-THoMAS GILBERT Bowicx, of 7
Great Winchester street, London, merchant.  " Improvements
in and relating to the Recovery of Gold and other Precious
Metals."  Dated 2nd August, A.D. 1897. (Specification, 7s. 6d.;
drawings, 15s.)
Application No. 4010.-HERBERT JAMES CUNNINGTON, Of
71 Cathedral square, Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colony
of New Zealand, engineer.  "Improved Means of and Apparatus
for Producing Pulsation in the Teat Cups of Milking Machines."
Dated 7th August, A.D. 1897. (Specification, lOs. ; drawings,
20s.)
Application No. 4040.-ROBERT COCKERELL, of 31 Moray
Place, Dunedin, in the colony of New Zealand, blacksmith.
Application No. 4053.- HERCIILES SANCHE, of 261 Fifth
avenue , New York, county  and state  of New York, U.S.A.,
physician.  "An Improved Means of Utilising the Dynamic
Energies or Inductive Force of Matter, and Apparatus con-
nected therewith."  Dated 31st August, A.D. 1897. (Specifica-
tion, 9s. 6d.;  drawings , 12s. 6d.)
Application No. 4066.- GEORGE HENRY  DUNLOP, of 139
Bridport street, South Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria,
civil engineer .  "Improved Wall or Lining for Tunneling and
for Shaft-sinking."  Dated 10th September, A.D. 1897.
(Specification, 13s. 6d.;  drawings ,  12s. 6d.)
Application No. 4067.-THOMAS WATSON  AND JAMES
WATSON, of 78 Queen street,  Brisbane , in the colony of
Queensland, plumbers.  "An Improvement for Cleansing Water
Tanks."  Dated 11th September, A.D. 1897. (Specification, 4s. ;
drawings, 7s. 6d)
Application No. 4111.-HUGH MILES  MILMAN, of South-
ort, in the colony of Queensland , civil servant , and WILLIAM
HENRY RYDER, of Wooloowin, Brisbane, in aforesaid colony,
civil servant. (Assignees of Herbert Robert Dyball.) "A
New or Improved Manufacture of Tannin."  Dated 6th
October, A.D. 1897. (Specification, 4s.)
Application No. 4137.-IRYIN SYDNEY CROW  AND ERNEST
WILFRED CROW, of Kalkie, Bundaberg, blacksmiths. "A
Sugarcane Planter."  Dated 16th October, A.D. 1897. (Speci-fication, 6s.; drawings, 10s.)
NoTB.-The cost of transcribing the  specification,. and a  estimate
of the amount required for copying the drawings ,  have  ben inserted
after the notice of each application .  An order for a copy or copies
should  be accompanied by a post -office order or postal notes for the cost
of copying.
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
"An Amalgamating and Quartz -crushing  Stamper, and Rotary
Stamper Guide."  Dated 24th August, A.D. 1897. (Specifica-
tion, 7s.; drawings, 10s.)
Printed and Published by EDMUND GaEaosY ,  Government Printer,
William  street ,  Brisbane.
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Rome Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 16th November, 1897.THE following  REPORT of the REGISTRAR-GENERAL on the VITAL  STATISTICS of the REGISTRY DISTRICTof BRISBANE, including  the CITY  and SUBURBS, for the Month of October, 1897, is published  for general
information.
HORACE TOZER.
BIRTHS.
During the month of October, 177 births were registered in the Registry District of Brisbane, being
102 males and 75 females, the number being 16 more than in the previous month of September.
In the month of October, 1896, there were 156 births registered ; the number for the corresponding month
,of this year being 21 more than in October of last year.
DEATHS.
There have been 70 deaths registered in the Registry District of Brisbane during the month- 33 males
and 37 females ; the excess of births over deaths being 107.
The number of deaths  was the same as was  registered in the previous month of September.
In the month of October, 1896, there were 89 deaths registered ; the number for the corresponding month
of this year being 19 less than in October of last year.
TABLE showing ESTIMATED POPULATION ,  the NUMBER of BIRTHS and DEATHS Of  MALES  and  FE MALES Registered within and outside
the MUNICIPALITY ,  in the REGISTRY DISTRICT Of BRISBANE and SUBURBS, from the lot to the 31st October ,  1897; also,
TOTAL DEATHS under FIvE YEARS and under ONE YEAR, and PROPORTION of DEATHS under ONE YEAR to the TOTAL NUMBER of
BIRTHS; also the PROPORTION of DE.TUS under FIvE YEARS and under ONE YEAR to TOTAL DEATHS in the REGISTRY
DISTRICT of BRISBANE and SUBURBS.
3IK Hb . U};ATHb.
Registry District  of Brisbane  and Suburbs.
Estimated
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BRISBANE-
Part within the Municipality ... ... 27,555 51 41 92 14 10 24
Part  outside the Municipality ... ... 7,826 6 11 17 11 10 21
Part within the Municipality of South
Brisbane  ... ... ... 26,362 45 23  68  8 17  25
TOTAL,  BRISBANE DISTRICT  ... ... ... 61,743 102 75 477 33 37 70
Suburbs outside the Registry District  of  Bris-bane* ... ... .. ... .. ... 39,170 48  54  102 15 22 37
TOTAL ... ... ...  100,913 '150 129  27D 48 59 107
11 9 9.78  145-83 0-33 009 37.50 68
3 2 11.76 14 29 0.22  0,27  9'52 ... 4
13 11  16-18 i 52 00 026 009  44-00  43 ..
27 22 12.43 38.57 0.29 0.11 31.43 107 ...
25 23 22.55 67.57 0.26 0.09  162-16 65
52 45 16.13 48'60 0.28 0.11 42.06 172
* Within a radius of five miles from General Post  Office.
It will be seen that, within the Municipality of Brisbane, 45-83 per cent. of the deaths were of children under
five years; the rate in the part of the Registry District outside that municipality, exclusive of the Municipality of
South Brisbane, having been 14 29 ; the rate in that part of the District within the Municipality of South  Brisbane was
52.00, and of the suburbs outside of the Registry District 67 57 ; the total rate for city and suburbs being 48'60.
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The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the District, is seen to have-
been 9.78 per cent. within, and 11.76 per cent. outside, the Municipality of Brisbane; 16.18 in that part of the
District within the Municipality of South Brisbane; and 22'55 in that part of the suburbs outside of the Registry
District ; the total rate for city and suburbs being 16.13.*
The General Hospital, Lady Bowen Hospital, Children's Hospital, Diamentilla Asylum, Infants' Asylum,.
Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, Gaol, and Immigration Depot  are all in the  Registry District of Brisbane.
The deaths occurring in these institutions numbered 20 during the- month, or 18'69 per cent. of the total number
of deaths in the District and Suburbs.
The total mortality of Brisbane and Suburbs for the month of October, 1897, together with the mean shade
temperature and mean atmospheric pressure,  is seen  as follows:-
Period. Number of Deaths.
October, 1897 107
Grand Mean Temperature
of Air.
70.7 29.992
The following Meteorological information is furnished by the Government Meteorologist: --
Post and Telegraph Department,
Meteorological Branch, Brisbane , 20th November, 1897.
u BRISBANE OBSERVATORY, WICKHAM TERRACE.
OCTOBER, 1897.
Latitude ,  27° 28 '  0" South. Longitude , 10 h. 12  m. 7 a. East . Above  Sea Level, 137 feet.
METEOROLOGICAL SYNOPSIS.
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.
(Barometer corrected and reduced to 32°  Fah. and Mean  Ben Level.)
Mean ,  at 3 a.m .,  30'003.
Mean,  at 9 a .m., 30'033.
Mean , at 3 p.m., 29'933.
Mean , at 9 p.m., 30'000.
Grand Mean ,  29'992.
Highest,  30.175, at 9 a.m., 5th.
Lowest, 29-742, at 3.50 a.m., 3rd.
Range , 0'433.
SHADE TEMPERATURE.
(Thermometers exposed in enlarged Stevenson screen.)
Mean ,  at 3 a .m., dry bulb, 64.3.
„ „ wet bulb, 61.5.
Mean ,  at 9 a .m., dry bulb, 721.
„ „ wet bulb, 67.2.
Mean , at 3 p.m., dry bulb, 77'4.
„ „ wet bulb, 68'3.
Mean , at 9 p.m., dry bulb, 68.5.
„ wet bulb, 65.6.
Grand Mean Temperature of Air, 70'7.
Grand Mean Temperature of Evaporation, 65'7.
Maximum Shade  Temperature of Air, 94.8, at 3.30 p.m., 2nd.
Minimum Shade  Temperature of Air, 49'5, at 6 a.m., 12th.
Absolute range, 45'3.
Mean  daily range, 18'2.
Mean  maximum, 80.1.
Mean minimum, 61.9.
RADIATION  TEMPERATURE.
Maxunum in sun's  rays (by black bulb thermometer  in  vacuo ),  140.6,
28th.
Minimum  on ground  (bulb exposed on blackboard ), 41.0, 12th.
EARTH  TEMPERATURE.
(Mean values ,  about 9 a.m.1
At 1 foot, 73'3; at 2 feet, 73.1; at 4 feet, 71.9; at 6
at 8 feet, 70'4; at 10 feet, 70.4; and at 12 feet, 70.4.
(HYGROMETRIC CONDITIONS.
Mean, at 3 a.m.-
Vapour tension, '505.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 84'j,.
Dew point, 59.2.
Mean, at 9 a.m.-
Vapour tension, '579.
Relative humidity  (saturation  = 100), 72'/°.
Dew point, 63.2.
Mean,  at 3 p.m.-
Vapour tension, '556.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 59';°.
Dew point, 62.0.
feet,  7o-8;
Mean, at 9 p.m.-
Vapour tension, '582.
Relative humidity (saturation  = 100), 83°/a.
Dew point, 63.3.
Grand Mean-
Vapour tension, '555.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 74°1°.
Dew point, 61'9.
Highest percentage of relative humidity (saturation  100), 100°/°,.
at 6 a.m., 24th.
Lowest percentage of relative humidity (saturation  - 100), about
14°J°, at 5 p.m., 2nd.
The vapour tension, which may be regarded as the absolute humidity of the-
air, is expressed in thousandths of an inch of the barometric column. It the
values for vapour tension be subtracted from the values for atmospheric pressure
the remainders will represent the weight of the air proper or dry air. The
tensions ,  in fact ,  represent the weight of the vapour.
VELOCITY OF WIND.
(Beaufort Scale - 0 to 12.)
Mean, at 9 a .m., 1.4, or 10  miles  per hour.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 2.5, or 15} miles per hour.
Mean, at 9 p.m., 1'0, or  8 miles  per hour.
Grand Mean,  1.6, or 11 miles per hour.
Northerly wind observed 17 times.
North-east wind observed 13 times.
Easterly wind observed 14 times.
South -east  wind observed 2 times.
Southerly wind observed 17 times.
South-west wind observed 4 times.
Westerly wind observed 6 times.
North- west  wind observed  3 times.
Calms observed 17 times.
Mean,
Mean,
at 9 a .m., 4.4.
at 3 p .m., 4'2.
AMOUNT OF CLOUD.
(Scale-0 to 10.)
Mean, at 9 p.m., 4'4.
Grand  Mean, 4'3.
NEW NOMENCLATURE to be used henceforth.
Cirrus types observed 18 times; cirro-stratus, 14 times;  cirro-
cumulus, 22 times; alto-cumulus, 4 times ; alto-stratus, 4 times ;
cumulo-stratus, 19 times ; nimbus, 4 times; cumulus,  48 times;
cumulo • nimbus, 30  times  ;  and stratus ,  0 times.
RAINFALL.
(Gauge exposed at 2 feet above ground.)
Number of " rainy days" (0-006 and over), 12.
Greatest fall in 24 hours, 1'350 inches, or about 136 tons  per acre,
on 14th.
I Grand total,  5'720  inches, or about 578 tons per acre.
a All values are corrected for Index Error ,  if necessary.
REMAR%S.
Mean pressure was 0-081 lower and mean temperature  was 5 .0 higher than in September. The mean vapour  tension was  0-122 higher
and the relative humidity 5 per cent. more than last month. Thunderstorms from about 7 p.m. till 9 p.m., 14th; from about 5.30 p.m. till
8.20 p.m.,  16th; from 10 p.m., 19th, till 1'45 a.m., 20th; early morning, 24th, with hail ; from 1 a.m. till 2.30 am., 30th.
Grand Mean  Atmospheric
Pressure.
NoTF.-The average death-rate of children under one year, as compared to births, during the ten years ended 31st December, 1896, throughout the whole
of Queensland ,  was 10.88.  Vide  Vital Statistics of 1896. '
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October,  1897,  compared with October,  1896.
Mean pressure was 0.135 lower than for the same period a year ago. The mean shade temperature was 0.3 lower than last year. The
mean  vapour tension or absolute weight of vapour was 0034 lower, and the percentage of humidity was 3°/a lower, than twelve months
ago. The mean wind velocity was 0.5 less than in October, 1896; while the amount of cloud was 1'4 more than a year ago. Examining the
winds, we find that during October, 1897, northerly and north-east winds were observed 17 and 13 times,  as against  37 and 14 times for the
previous year. Easterly winds were observed 14 times in October, 1897, and 10 during October, 1896; and  the  south-east winds were 2
and 6 respectively. The southerly winds were 17 this year, against 11 a year ago. South-west currents were noted 4 and 1 this and last year
respectively. Westerly winds were 6 and 5 this and last year respectively, and the north-west winds were 3 this year and 1 a year ago. The
amount of calms observed was 17 this year, as against 8 twelve months ago. As for rainfall, we had 5.720 inches in October, 1897,
against  1.315 inches in Otober, 1896.
The Observatory, which was reorganised on 1st January, 1887, is conducted entirely in accordance with the Royal Meteorological
Society's Rules.
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE,  Government Meteorologist.
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions  were as  follow : --
Males . Females . Total.
Brisbane  t lospital .. 8 9 17
Children's Hospital ,.. .. 2 1 3
Lock Hospital ... ... ...
Lady Bowen Hospital
Diamentina Asylum
... ...
Infants' Asylum ... ... ... ... ...
Lunatic Reception llou,4 e,
Brisbane  Gaol ... ... . -. ... ...
Immigration Depot
Total . , , ... ... 10 10 20
The following table shows  the causes  of death of persohs of both sexed, under ot ' year, total  under five years,
and over five years;  also  the proportion per cent. of deaths from such  causes  in Brisbane and Suburbs during the
month : -
Glass . causes  of Death. Under1 year.
T
u
5 y
otal
nder
ears.
Over
5 years. Total.
1. Specific febrile or zymotic  diseases ... .. ... ... ... 13 15 7 22
II. Parasitic  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ...
III. Dietic  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... 3
IV. Constitutional  diseases .. ... ... ... ... ... .., 6 6 11 17
V. Developmental  diseases ... ... ... .., 7 7 2 9
VI. Local  diseases ... ... ... .., 14 19 28 47
VII. Violence ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7 7
VIII. Ill-defined and not specified
... ... ... ... ...
2 2 ... 2
All Causes ... ... ... ... ... .,. ... 45 52 55 107
Class. Order. Nature of  Disease.
SPECIFIC FEBRILE OR ZYMOTIC DISBA sue.
1 Miasmatic  diseases .-Typhoid fever,  3 ; influenza , 1 .. ...
2 Diarrhasal diseases .-English  cholera, 1; diarrhoea, 14; dysentery, 3
3 Malarial diseases.-None
4 Zoogenous diseases .-None.
5 Venereal diseases .-None.
6 Septic  diseases .-None.
U. PARASITIC DISEASES .-None.
III. ... DIiTIC DISEASES.-Want of breast milk, 3 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
I V.
tuberculosis, 1; diabetes mellitus, 1 ... ... ... ... ... .. ...
V. ... DEVELOPMENTAL DISEASES .-- Premature birth, 6; congenital defect, 1; old age, 2 ... ...
LOCAL DISEASES.
VI.  1 Diseases  of the  nervous  system .- Inflammation of brain,  3; apoplexy, 2;  softening of brain, 2 ; convulsions, 4;
brain disease , 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
2 Diseases  of organs of special  sense .-None.
CONSTITUTIONAL DISEASES.-Rheumatic fever, 1 ; cancer,  3;  tabes mesenterica,  6;  phthisis,  5;
8 Diseases  of organs  of generation .-None.
9 Diseases  of parturition.-Childbi rt h, 1 ...
10  Diseases  of organs  of locomotion .-None.
11  Diseases  of the  integumentary system .-None.
Proportion
per cent.
20.56
2.80
15.89
8'41
43.93
6.54
1.87
100'00
Number of
Deaths
in each Class
and Ord,,i.
4
18
3
17
9
12
3 Diseases  of circulatory  system .-Endocarditis, 2; pericarditis, 1; aneurism, 1; heart disease, 2 ... ...  6
4 Diseases  of respiratory  system .-Croup, 1.;  bronchitis, 1; pneumonia, 5; pleurisy, 1 ... ... ... 8
5 Diseases  of the digestive  system .-  Stomatitis, I ; dentition, I; quinsy, 1 ; dyspepsia, 2 ; enteritis, 6 ; ulcer-
ation of intestine, 1; stricture of intestine, 1 ; intussusception of intestine, I ... 14
6 Diseases  of lymphatic  system and ductless glands .-  None.
7 Diseases of the urinary  system .-Acute  nephritis, 3; Bright's disease, 2; kidney disease, 1 ... ... 6
VIOLENCE.
VII. 1  Accident or negligence . Fractures ,  contusions , &c.,  3;  ptomaine  poisoning, 1; burns, I
2 Homicide .-Murder  by white  person,  1 ... ... ...
3 Suicide .-Banging, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ...
4 Execution .-None.
VIII. ILL-DEFINED AND NOT SPECIFIED CAUSES .-Debility, 1 ; atrophy, 1... ...
TOTAL ... .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
1
... 1
1
2
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As will be seen from the foregoing table of deaths registered during the month  as arising  from external
causes, 5  are ascribed to accident, 1 to homicide, I to suicide, and none to execution.
The following are the particulars:--
Hales.  Females.
Accidentally fell off a water-cart ... ... ... ... ... ... adult 1 0
„ struck on head by a stone ... ... ... ... ... child 1 0
poisoned (ptomaine) ... ... ... ... ... ... adult 0 1
burned (upsetting of a lamp) ... ... ... ... „ 0 1
Surgical operation ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... '1 0
Murder ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 1
Suicide by hanging ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „ 0 1
General Registry Office, Brisbane, 15th November, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar -General.
Printed and Published by EDMUND Gxxaoxy, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
Supplement  to the Queensland  G overnment  Gazette, Tuesday, 30th November, 1897.- No.  122.
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ANNO SEXAGESIMO PRIMO
VICTORI}E REGINIE.
No. 8.
An Act to Amend " The Government Savings Bank Stock Act of 1894."
[ASSENTED TO 25TH NOVEMBER, 1897.]
W HERE AS it is expedient to amend 11 The Government  Savings  Preamble.
Bank  Stock Act of  1894 " in manner hereinafter provided :
Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and
with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by the autho-
rity of the  same , as follows:-
1. This At may be cited as  " The' Government Savings Bank  Short itle.
Stock Act of  1897," and shall be read and construed with  and as an
amendment of  " The Government Savings Bank Stock Act of  1894"
(hereinafter called the Principal Act), and the Principal Act and this
Act may together be cited as  " The Government Savings Bank Stock
Acts,  1891  to  1897."
2. In section  three of the Principal Act the following words - Amendment of
namely, " two million pounds" shall be substituted for the  words B. 3 of Principal Act.
" one million pounds" therein, and from and after the passing of this
Act the said section shall be read and construed  as if , instead of the
words 41 one million  pounds" inserted therein the words "two million
pounds" had been therein inserted.
3. In all copies of the Principal Act or of this Act printed by Printing of Acts as
the Government Printer after the passing of this Act any words which amended.
by this Act  or any Act hereafter to be passed are directed to be
substituted for other words in the Principal Act or this Act shall be
printed therein in lieu of such other words, and any words which by
this Act or any Act hereafter to be passed are directed- to be added to
or omitted from the Principal Act or this Act shall be added thereto
or omitted therefrom accordingly, and references shall be made in the
margin to the sections of the Act by which such amendments are
respectively made.
By Authority a EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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ANNO SEXAGESIMO PRIMO
VJCTORTIE REGIN}E.
No. 9.
An Act to Extend the Operation of " The Fencing Act of 1861 " to
Lands separated by a Natural Boundary insufficient to prevent
the Passage of Stock.
[ASSENTED TO 25TH NOVEMBER, 1897.]
WHEREAS it is desirable to extend the operation f 611 ThePreamble.Fencing Act of  1861 " in order to lessen the cost of enclosing
lands  in certain  cases :  Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most
Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Legis-
lative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament
assembled , and by the authority of the same, as follows :-
1. This Act may be cited as  "The Fencing Act of  1861  short ale.
Extension Jet of  1897," and shall be read and construed with " The
Fencing Act of  1861," hereinafter called the Principal Act.
2. The following enactment shall stand as part of the Principal  Interpretation.
Act, to follow the first section thereof, that is to say-
Where lands of different owners or occupiers adjoin a water.
course  or other natural feature of such a character as to be insufficient
to prevent the passage of stock, and are separated as to any parts of
each by. such watercourse or other natural feature as aforesaid, such
lands shall, in relation to each other, be called "neighbouring"
lands, and  the owner and occupier of each of such lands shall,  in Neighbouring bind..
relation  to the owner or occupier of the other, be called the " neigh-
bouring" owner and occupier respectively.
That portion of such watercourse, or other natural  feature as Common boundary.
aforesaid , which forms the common boundary of lands adjoining the
same on  opposite sides thereof shall be called the " Common Boundary"
of such lands.
"  Cross Fence" means  a fence duly erected across  the common Oro.a fence.
boundary under the provisions of this Act.
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Fencing  Act of  1861  Extension Act.
Repeal of section 3 3. The third section of the Principal Act is hereby repealed,
of Principal  Act.
and the following enactment substituted in its place, that is to say-
(1.) The owner of any land not separated by a dividing fenceOccupier of adjoining
land to assist in from any adjoining land may serve a notice, as hereinafter mentioned,
making dividing
fence upon the occupier or, if there be no occupier, then upon the owner of
such adjoining land or his attorney or agent, requiring him to assist
in or contribute to the erection of a dividing fence in equal propor-
tions ; and if such occupier or owner, or his attorney or agent, shall
refuse or neglect for the space of three months from the service of such
notice to assist in or contribute to the making of such fence, or, having
commenced, shall not use due diligence in completing the same, it shall
be lawful for the person serving such notice as aforesaid to make and
complete such fence and to demand and receive from such other
occupier or owner half the cost thereof.
Dividing fence  (2.) In the case of neighbouring lands the owner of lands on
between one side of the common boundary may require the neighbouring ownerneighbouring lands.
or occupier to join him in separating their respective lands by a fence
erected along the common boundary for the common advantage of
such lands wholly on one side, or partly on one side and partly on the
other side of such common boundary, and by the necessary cross
fences ; and every such fence and such cross fence or cross fences
shall together be deemed to be a dividing fence within the meaning
and for the purposes of the provisions of this Act.
Settlement  of (3.) In the event of any dispute arising between the  owners or
disputes concerning occupiers of neighbouring lands with respect to a fair division. of the
water.
water contained in any watercourse, lagoon, or waterhole forming
part of the common boundary, upon which common boundary a
dividing fence has been or is about to be erected, such dispute shall be
decided by the nearest court of petty  sessions  in the  manner  provided
by the thirteenth section of this Act.
Extension  of (4.) All the provisions of this Act hereinafter contained rela-
provisions  of Act. ting to adjoining lands and the owners and occupiers thereof shall be
extended to neighbouring lands and the owners and occupiers thereof,
respectively, as far as the same can be so extended.
Manner of showing  4. In all copies of the Principal Act, printed by the Govern-
amendments.
ment Printer after the commencement of this Act, the provisions
directed by this Act to be added to the Principal Act shall be printed
therein. And reference shall be made in the margin to the sections
of this Act by which such additions are respectively made.
By Authority, : EDMUND GRE GORY , Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland Government Gazette, Tuesday, 30th November ,  1897.-NO. 12 4.
9 uausranb.
IV
ANNO SEXAGESIMO PRIMO
VICTORIIE REGIME .
No. 10.
An Act to Consolidate  and Amend Enactments relating to Trustees
and Executors.
[ASSENTED TO 25TH NOVEMBER ,  1897.]
BE it enacted by the Queen' s Most Excellent Majesty, by and
with  the advice and consent  of the Legislative  Council and
Legislative  Assembly  of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by
the authority of the same ,  as follows :-
PART 1.--PRELIMINARY.
1. This Act may be cited as  "The Trustees and Executors  short itle.
Act of  1897."
2. This Act shall come into operation on the first day of  Commencement.
January, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight.
3. In this Act, unless the context otherwise  indicates - De finitions.
56 & 57 Vic. c. 53,
"The Court" means the Supreme Court of Queensland,  or  an-50.
Judge thereof ;
The term " Contingent right," as applied to land, includes a
contingent or executory interest, a possibility coupled with an interest,
whether the object of the gift or limitation of the interest, or possi-
bility, is or is not ascertained, also a right of entry whether immediate
or future, and whether vested or contingent ;
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The terms "Convey" and " Conveyance," applied to any person,
include the execution by that person of every necessary or suitable
assurance for conveying, assigning, appointing, surrendering, or
otherwise transferring or disposing of land whereof he is seized or
possessed, or wherein he is entitled to a contin ;ent right, either for
his whole estate or for any less estate, together with the performance
of all formalities required by law to the validity of the conveyance ;
The term  "Devisee" includes the heir of a devisee and the
devisee of an heir, and any person who may claim right by devolution
of title of a similar description ;
The term "Instrument" includes Act of Parliament ;
The term Land" includes incorporeal as well as corporeal
hereditaments, and any interest therein, and also an undivided share
of land ;
The terms "Mortgage" and "Mortgagee" include and relate
to every estate and interest regarded by law or in equity as merely a
security for money, and every person deriving title under the original
mortgagee ;
The terms " Pay" and " Payment," as applied in relation to
stocks and securities, and in connection with the expression "into
Court," include the deposit or transfer of the same in or into Court ;
The term " Possessed" applies to receipt of income of, and to
any vested estate less than, a life estate, legal or equitable, in possession
or in expectancy, in any land ;
The term " Property" includes real and personal property, and
any estate and interest in any property, real or personal, and any debt
and any thing in action, and any other right or interest, whether in
possession or not ;
The term " Rights" includes estates and interests ;
The term "Stock" includes fully paid-up shares, and, so far as
relates to vesting orders made by the Court under this Act, includes
any fund, annuity, or security transferable in books kept by any
company or society, or by instrument of transfer either alone or
accompanied by other formalities, and any share or interest therein ;
The term " Transfer," in relation to stock, includes the perform-
ance and execution of every deed, power of attorney, act, and thing
on the part of the transferror to effect and complete the title in the
transferee ;
The term  41 Trust" does not include the duties incident to an
estate conveyed by way of mortgage, but with this exception the
terms " trust" and " trustee" include implied and constructive trusts,
and cases where the trustee has a beneficial interest in the trust
property and also the duties incident to the office of real or personal
representative of a deceased person.
PART II.-INVESTMENTS.
4. A trustee may, unless expressly forbidden by the instrument,
if any, creating the trust, invest any trust funds in his hands,
whether at the time in a state of investment or not, in manner
following, that is to say-
(a) In any of the parliamentary stocks or public funds, or
Government securities of the United Kingdom ;
(b) On real or heritable securities in Great Britain or Ireland ;
(c) In the stock of the Bank of England or the Bank of
Ireland ;
(d) In any securities the interest of which is for the time
being guaranteed by the Parliament of the United
Kingdom or of any of the Australian Colonies or New
Zealand ;
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(e) In debentures or securities of the Government of any of
the Australian Colonies or New Zealand ;
(f) On real  securities in Queensland ;(g) In any of the stocks ,  funds ,  or securities for the time
being authorised for the investment of cash under the
control or subject to the order of the Court;
and may also from time to time vary any such investment.
5. (1.) A trustee may under the powers of this Act invest  in Purchase at a
any of the securities mentioned or referred to in the last preceding preen le stocks.
section, notwithstanding that the same may be redeemable, or that the  56 & 57 Vic. C. 53,
price exceeds the redemption value. 2.
(2.) A trustee may retain until redemption any redeemable
stock, fund, or securities, which may have been purchased  in accordance
with the powers of this Act.
6. Every power conferred  by the  preceding sections shall be Discretion f
exercised according to the discretion of the trustee ,  but subject to any 56 s 57•Vie. c. 53,
consent required  by the  instrument ,  if any, creating the trust with 8.3.
respect to the investment of the trust funds.
7. The preceding sections apply as well  to trusts created Application f
before as to trusts created after the passing of this Act, and the powers Preceding5e`t s3.
thereby conferred are in addition to the powers conferred by the s. 4.
instrument , if any, creating the trust.
8. (1.) A trustee lending money on the security of any  Loans and
property on which he can lawfully lend it is not chargeable with tru tees not
by
breach of trust by reason only of the proportion borne by the amount  chargeable as
of the loan to the value of,the at the time when the loan  was breaches of trust.property 56&57 Vic. c. 53,
made,  provided that it appears to the Court that in making the  loan s. s, and 57 Vic. c. 9,
the trustee was acting upon a report as to the value of the property 4.
made  by a person whom he reasonably believed to be an able practical
surveyor or valuer instructed and employed independently of any
owner of the property, whether such surveyor or valuer  carried on
business  in the locality where the property is situate or elsewhere,
and that the amount of the loan does not exceed two equal third parts
of the value of the property as stated in the report, and that the loan
was made  under the advice of the surveyor or valuer expressed in the
report.
(2.) A trustee is not chargeable with breach of trust only
upon the ground that in effecting the purchase of or in lending money
upon the security of any property be has accepted a shorter title than
the title which a purchaser is, in the absence of a special contract,
entitled to require, if in the opinion of the Court the title accepted is
such as a person acting with prudence and caution would have
accepted.
(3.) A trustee is not liable for breach of trust by reason
only of his continuing to hold an investment which has ceased to be
an investment authorised by the instrument of trust or by the  general
law.
(4.) This section applies to transfers of existing securities as
well as to new securities, and to investments made as well before as
after the commencement of this Act, except when an action or other
proceeding was pending with reference thereto on the fifth day of
August one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine.
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9. (1.) When a trustee improperly advances trust money on
a mortgage security which would at the time of the investment be a
proper investment in all respects for a smaller sum than is actually
advanced thereon, the security shall be deemed an authorised invest-
ment for the smaller sum, and the trustee shall only be liable to make
good the sum advanced in excess thereof with interest.
(2.) This section applies to, investments made as well before as
after the commencement of this Act, except when an action or other
proceeding was pending with reference thereto on the fifth day of
August, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine.
PART III.-VARIOUS POWERS AND DUTIES OF TRUSTEES.
Appointment of New Trustees.
10. (l.) When a trustee, either original or substituted, and
whether appointed by the Court or otherwise, is dead, or remains out
of Queensland for more than twelve months, or desires to be discharged
from all or any of the trusts or powers reposed in or conferred on him,
or refuses or is unfit to act therein, or is incapable of acting therein,
then the person or persons nominated for the purpose of appointing
new trustees in such event by the instrument, if any, creating the trust,
or if there is no such person, or no such person able and willing to
act, then the surviving or continuing trustees or trustee for the time
being, or the personal representatives of the last surviving or continuing
trustee, may, by writing, appoint another person or other persons to be a
trustee or trustees in the place of the trustee dead, remaining out of
Queensland, desiring to be discharged, refusing, or being unfit or
being incapable, as aforesaid.
(2.) On the appointment of a new trustee for the whole or any
part of trust property-(a) The number of trustees may be increased ; and
(b) A separate set of trustees may be appointed for any part
of the trust property held on trusts distinct from those
relating to any other part or parts of the trust property,
notwithstanding that no new trustees or trustee are or
is to be appointed for other parts of the trust property,
and any existing trustee may be appointed or remain
one of such separate set of trustees ; or, if only one
trustee was originally appointed, then one separate
trustee maybe so appointed for the first-mentioned part;
and
(c) It shall not be obligatory to appoint more than one new
trustee, when only one trustee was originally appointed,
or to fill up the original number of trustees when more
than two trustees were originally appointed ; but,
except when only one trustee was originally appointed
a trustee shall not be discharged under this section from
his trust unless there will be either a Trustee Company
specially authorised by Statute to act as a sole trustee, or
at least two trustees to perform the trust ; and
(d) Any assurance or thing requisite for vesting the trust
property, or any part thereof, jointly in the persons who
are the trustees, shall be executed or done.
(3.) When in any case not hereinbefore mentioned it is desired
to increase the number of trustees of any trust, the existing trustees
or trustee may, by writing, with the concurrence in writing of the
person or persons, if any, nominated for the purpose of appointing new
trustees of the instrument, if any, creating the trust, appoint another
person or other persons to be a trustee or trustees in addition to the
existing trustee or trustees.
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(4.) Every new trustee so appointed, as well before as after all
the trust property becomes by law, or by assurance, or otherwise,
vested in him, shall have the same powers, authorities, and discretions,
and may in all respects act as if he had been originally appointed a
trustee by the instrument, if any, creating the trust.
(5.) The provisions of this section relative to a trustee who is
dead include the case of a person nominated trustee in a will but
dying before the testator, and those relative to a continuing trustee
include a refusing or retiring trustee, if willing to act in the execution
of the provisions of this section.
(6.) This section applies only if and as far as a contrary
intention is not expressed in the instrument, if any, creating the trust,
and has effect subject to the terms of that instrument and to any
provisions therein contained.
(7.) This section applies to trusts created either before or after
the commencement of this Act.
11. (1.) When there are more than two trustees,  if one Of Retirement of
them by deed declares that he is desirous of being discharged from trustee.
,t 57 Vie. c. 53,. 56
the trust, and if his co-trustees and such other person, if any,  as is S. ii.
empowered in that event to appoint trustees by deed, consent to the
discharge of the trustee, and to the vesting in the  co-trustees alone
of the trust property, then the trustees desirous of being discharged
shall be deemed to have retired from the trust, and shall, by the
deed, be discharged therefrom under this Act, without any new trustee
being appointed in his place.
(2.) Any assurance or thing requisite for vesting the trust
property in the continuing trustees alone shall be executed or dQne.
(3.) This section applies only if and as far as a contrary
intention is not expressed in the instrument, if any, creating the trust,
and 'has effect subject to the terms of that instrument and to any
provisions therein contained.
(4.) This section applies to trusts created either before or after
the commencement  of this Act.
12. (1.) When an estate or interest of inheritance  in any Devolution f trust
hereditaments corporeal or incorporeal is vested on any trust or by and rtgage stateson  dea h.
way of mortgage in any person solely, the same shall on his death , 44 & 45 Vie. e. 41,
notwithstanding any testamentary disposition, devolve to and  become s-30.
vested in his personal representative from time to time in like manner
as if the same were a chattel real vested in him, and for the purposes
of this section the personal representative for the time being of the
deceased shall be deemed in law to be his heir and assign within the
meaning of all trusts and powers expressed in words by virtue of which
but for this section the estate or interest would vest in, or the power
would be exercisable 'by, his heir or assign.
(2.) This section applies only  in cases of  death after the
commencement  of this Act.
13. (1.) When a deed by which a new trustee is appointed to Vesting of trust
perform any trust contains a declaration by the appointor to the effect Property
uig  trot eP.that any estate or interest in any land subject to the trust, or in any 06061 57 Vie. c. 53,
chattel so subject, or the right to recover and receive any debt or'- 12.
other thing in action so subject, shall vest in the persons who by
virtue of the deed become and are the trustees for performing the
trust, that declaration shall, upon registration, which the Registrar of
Titles is hereby authorised and required to make, and without any
conveyance or assignment, operate to vest in those persons, as joint
tenants, and for the purposes of the trust, that estate, interest, or right.
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(2.) When a deed by which a retiring trustee is discharged
under this Act contains such a declaration as is in this section men-
tioned by the retiring and continuing trustees, and by the other' person
(if any) empowered to appoint trustees, that declaration shall, upon
registration, which the Registrar of Titles is hereby authorised and
required to make, and without any conveyance or assignment, operate
to vest in the continuing trustees alone, as joint tenants, and for the
purposes of the trust, the estate, interest, or right to which the
declaration relates.
(3.) This section does not extend to land conveyed by way of
mortgage for securing money subject to the trust, or to any such
share, stock, annuity, or property as- is only transferable in books kept
by a company or other body or in manner directed by or under Act of
Parliament.
(4.) For purposes of registration of the deed in any registry,
the person or persons making the declaration shall be deemed the
conveying party or parties, and the conveyance shall be deemed to be
made by him or them under a power conferred by this Act.
(5.) This section applies only to deeds executed after the
twenty-sixth day of October, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
two.
Purchase and Sale.
14. (1.) When a trust for sale or a power of sale of property
is vested in a trustee, he may sell or concur with any other person in
selling all or any part of the property, either subject to prior charges
or not, and either together or in lots, by public auction or by private
contract, subject to any such conditions respecting title or evidence of
title or any other matter as the trustee thinks fit, with power to vary
any contract for sale, and to buy in at any auction, or to rescind-any
contract for sale and to re-sell, without being answerable for any loss.
(2.) This section applies only if and as far as a contrary
intention is not expressed in the instrument creating the trust or
power, and has effect subject to the terms of that instrument and to
the provisions therein contained.
(3.) This section applies only to a trust or power created by
an instrument coming into operation after the twenty-sixth day of
October, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-two.
Power to sell subject  15. (1.) A sale made by a trustee shall not be impeached by
to depreciatory any beneficiary upon the ground that any of the conditions subject to
conditions.
56 & 57 Vic. c. s, which the sale was made may have been unnecessarily depreciatory,
9.14. unless it also appears that the consideration for the sale was thereby
rendered inadequate.
(2.) A sale made by a trustee shall not, after the execution of
the conveyance, be impeached as against the purchaser upon the ground
that any of the conditions subject to which the sale was made may
have been unnecessarily depreciatory, unless it appears that the pur-
.cllaser  was acting in collusion with the trustee at the time when the
contract for sale was made.
(3.) A purchaser, upon a sale  made  by a trustee, shall not be
at liberty to make any objection against the title upon the ground
aforesaid.
(4.) This section applies only to  sales  made after the fifth day
of August, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine.
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16. (1.) A trustee may appoint a solicitor to be his agent to Power to authorise
receive and give a discharge for any money or valuable consideration receipt of money byzn banker or solicitor.
or property receivable by the trustee under the trust, by permitting 56 & 57 Vic. c. 53,
the solicitor to have the custody of, and to produce a deed or instru- e•17.
meat, having in the body thereof, or endorsed thereon, a receipt for
such money, valuable consideration, or property, such deed or instru-
ment being executed, or such endorsed receipt being signed by the
trustee ; and a trustee is not chargeable with breach of trust by reason
only of his having made, or concurred in making, any such appoint-
ment ; and the producing of any such deed or instrument by the
solicitor has the same validity and effect as if the person appointing
the solicitor had not been a trustee.
(2.) A trustee may appoint a banker or solicitor to be his agent
to receive and give a "discharge for any money payable to the trustee
under or by virtue of a policy of assurance, by permitting the banker
or solicitor to have the custody of, and to produce, the policy of
assurance , with a receipt signed by the trustee ; and a trustee is not
chargeable with a breach of trust by reason only of his having made
or concurred in making any such appointment.
(3.) This section does not exempt a trustee from any liability
which he would have incurred if this Act had not .been passed in case
he permits any such money, valuable consideration, or property
to remain in the hands or under the control of the banker or solicitor
for a period longer than is reasonably necessary to enable the banker
or solicitor, as the case may be, to pay or transfer the same to the
trustee.
(4.) This section applies only where the money or valuable
consideration or property is received after the fifth day of August,
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine.
(5.) This section does not authorise a trustee to do anything
which he is in express terms forbidden to do, or to omit to do
anything which he  is in  express terms directed to do, by the instru-
ment creating the trust.
17. (1.) A trustee may insure against loss or damage by fire Power to insure
any building or other insurable property to any amount, including building.Vic. c. 53,
the amount of any insurance already on foot, not exceeding three s. 18.
equal fourth parts of the full value of such building or property, and
may pay the premiums for such insurance out of the income thereof or
out of the income of any other property subject to the same trusts,
without obtaining the consent of any person who may he entitled
wholly or partly to such income.
(2.) This section does not apply to any building or property
which a trustee is bound forthwith to convey absolutely to any
beneficiary upon being requested to do so.
(3.) This section applies to trusts created either before or after
the commencement of this Act, but does not authorise a trustee to do
anything which he is in express terms forbidden to do, or to omit to do
anything which he is in express terms directed to do, by the instru-
ment creating the trust.
18. (1.) A trustee of any leaseholds for lives or years which  Power of trustees of
are renewable from time to time, either under any covenant or con- renewable leaseholds
to renew and raise
tract, or by custom or usual practice, may if he thinks fit, and shall money for the
if thereto required by any person having any beneficial interest, purpose.
56 & 57 Vic. c. 53,present or future or contingent, in the leaseholds, use his bests. 19.
endeavours to obtain from time to time a renewed  lease  of the same
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lands on the accustomed and reasonable terms, and for that purpose
may from time to time make or concur in making a surrender of
the lease for the time being subsisting, and do all such other acts
as are requisite : Provided that, when by the terms of the settlement
or will the person in possession for his life or other limited interest is
entitled to enjoy the trust property without any obligation to renew
or to contribute to the expense of renewal, the consent in writing of
that person must be obtained to the renewal on the part of the
trustee.
(2.) If money is required to pay for the renewal, the trustee
effecting the renewal may pay the same out of any money then in
his hands in trust for the persons beneficially interested in the
lands to be comprised in the renewed lease, and if he has not in his
hands sufficient money for the purpose, he may raise the money
required by mortgage of the lands to be comprised in the renewed
lease, or of any other lands for -the time being subject to the uses or
trusts to which those lands are subject ; and any person advancing
money upon a mortgage purporting to be given under this power
is not bound to see that the money is wanted, or that no more is
raised than is wanted for the purpose.
(3.) This section applies to trusts created either before or
after the commencement of this Act, but does not authorise a trustee
to do anything which he is in express terms forbidden to do, or to
omit to do anything which he is in express terms directed to do,
by the instrument creating the trust.
19. (l.) The receipt in writing of a trustee for any money,
securities, or other personal property or effects, payable, transferable,
or deliverable to him under any trust or power is a sufficient
discharge for the same, and effectually exonerates the person paying,
transferring, or delivering the same from seeing to the application or
being answerable for any loss or misapplication thereof.
(2.) This section applies to trusts created either before or after
the commencement of this Act.
20. (1.) An executor or administrator may pay or allow any
debt or claim on any evidence that he thinks sufficient.
(2.) An executor or administrator or two or more trustees
acting together, or a sole acting trustee, when by the instrument, if
any, creating the trust a sole trustee is authorised to execute the trusts
and powers thereof, may, if and as he or they may think fit, accept
any composition or any security, real or personal, for any debt
or for any property, real or personal, claimed, and may allow any
time for payment for any debt, and may compromise, compound,
abandon, submit to arbitration, or otherwise settle, any debt, account,
claim, or thing whatever relating to the testator's or intestate's estate
or to the trust, and for any of those purposes may enter into, give,
execute, and do such agreements, instruments of composition or
arrangement, releases, and other things as to him or them seem
expedient, without being responsible for any loss occasioned by any
act or thing so done by him or them in good faith.
(3.) This section applies only if and as far as a contrary inten-
tion is not expressed in the instrument, if any, creating the trust, and
has effect subject to the terms of that instrument, and to the provisions
therein contained.
(4.) This section applies to executorships, administratorships,
and trusts constituted or created either before or after the commence-
ment of this Act.
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21. (1.) When an executor or administrator, liable as such to A. to liability of
the rents, covenants, or agreements contained  in- executor 
administrator in(a) Any lease or agreement for a lease granted or assigned  respect of  rents,
to the testator or intestate ;  or covenants, or
agreements.(li) Any conveyance on chief rent or rent charge, whether si vie. No.19,ss. 3,4.
any such rent is by limitation of use, grant, or reserva-
tion, or any agreement for such a conveyance, granted or
assigned to, or made and entered into with, the testator
or intestate ;
has assigned the lease or conveyed the property comprised in the
conveyance, or assigned the agreement for a lease or conveyance, to
a purchaser, and has satisfied all such liabilities under the lease,
conveyance, or agreement, as have accrued due and been claimed up
to the time of the assignment or conveyance, and has set apart a
sufficient fund to answer any future claim that may be made in
respect of any fixed and ascertained sum covenanted or agreed by
the lessee or grantee to be laid out on the property demised or
conveyed, or agreed to be demised or conveyed, although the period
for laying out the same has not arrived, he may distribute the
remainder of the estate of the testator or intestate amongst the
parties entitled thereto, without appropriating any part or any further
part, as the case may be, of the estate to meet any future liability
under the lease, conveyance, or agreement.
(2.) An executor or administrator so distributing the estate,
after making such assignment or conveyance, and havinW. when neces-
sary, set apart such sufficient fund as aforesaid, is not personally liable
in respect of any subsequent claim under the lease, conveyance, or
agreement.
(3.) This section does not prejudice the right of the lessor, or
grantor, or those claiming under him, to follow the assets • of the
testator or intestate into the hands of any person who has received
them.
22. An  executor or administrator may, by public advertisement, As to distribution of
call upon  all persons  having claims against the estate of the testator the assets of testator
or intestate after
or intestate to send their claims to him, and. may, at the expiration  of notice given by
the time named in the advertisement, or the last of the advertisements, executor r
administrator.for sending in claims, distribute the assets of the testator or intestate 31 Vic. No. 19, a. 6.
amongst the parties entitled thereto, having regard to the claims of
which he has then notice.
If the notices so given are, in the opinion of any Court in
which the executor or administrator is afterwards sought to be charged,
such as would have been given by direction of the Court for the like
purpose in an administration action, he is not liable for the assets so
distributed to any person of whose claim he had not notice at the
time of distribution of the assets.
This section does not prejudice the right of any creditor or
claimant to follow the assets into the hands of any person who has
received them.
23. (1.) When a power or trust is given to or vested in two Powers of two or
or more executors or trustees jointly, then, unless the contrary  1S more executors or
expressed in the instrument, if any, creating the power or trust, the tru5s sstees.57 Vic. c. 53,
same may be exercised or performed by the survivor or survivors of S.22.
them for the time being.
(2.) This section applies only to executorships or trusts con-
stituted after, or created by instruments coming into operation after,
the twenty-sixth day of October, one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-two,
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Power of the Court
to appoint new
trustees.
56 & 57 Vic. c. 53,
s. 25.
25. (l.) Subject and without prejudice to the provisions of the
instrument, if any, creating the trust, a trustee is chargeable only for
money and securities actually received by him notwithstanding his
signing any receipt for the sake of conformity, and is answerable and
accountable only for his own acts, receipts, neglects, or defaults, and
not for those of any other trustee, nor for any banker, broker, or
other person with whom any trust moneys or securities may be
deposited, nor for the insufficiency or deficiency of any securities, nor
for any other loss, unless the same happens through his own wilful
default.
(2.) A trustee may reimburse himself, or pay or discharge out
of the trust estate, all expenses incurred in or about the execution of
his trusts or powers.
PART IV.-POWERS OF THE COURT.
•Appointment of New Trustees and Vesting Orders.
26. (1.) Whenever it is expedient to appoint a new trustee or
new trustees, and it is found inexpedient, difficult, or impracticable
so to do without the assistance of the Court, the Court may make
an order for the appointment of a new trustee or new trustees either
in substitution for or in addition to any existing trustee or trustees,
or although there  is no  existing trustee. In particular and without
prejudice to the generality of the foregoing provision, the Court may
make an order for the appointment of a new trustee in substitution
for a trustee who is convicted of felony, is an insolvent, or is of
unsound mind.
(2.) An order under this section, and any consequential vesting
-order or conveyance, shall not operate further or otherwise as a
discharge to any former or continuing trustee than an appointment of
new trustees under any power for that purpose contained in any
instrument  would have operated.
(3.) This section  does  not authorise the appointment of an
executor or administrator.
Vesting orders as to  27. In any of the following cases, namely :-
land.
56 & 57 Vie. e. 53, (i.) When the Court appoints or has appointed a new
8.26. trustee ; and
(ii.) When a trustee entitled to or possessed of any land, or
entitled to a contingent right therein, either solely or
jointly with any other person-
(a) Is an infant ; or
(b) Is of unsound mind ; or
(c) Is out of the jurisdiction of the Court ; or
(d) Cannot be found ; and
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(iii.) When it is uncertain who was the survivor of two or
more trustees jointly entitled to or possessed of any land;
and
(iv.) When, as to the last trustee known to have been
entitled to or possessed of any land, it is. uncertain
whether he is living or dead ; and
(v.) When a trustee who was entitled to or possessed of land
has died intestate before the commencement of this Act
and after the thirtieth day of June, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-eight, or has died intestate before
that date and it is not known who is his heir ; and
(vi.) When in the case of a trustee who was entitled to or
possessed of land, and who has died before the commence-
ment of this Act, it is uncertain whether he died
intestate as to the land, or who is his heir or devisee ;
and
(vii.) When in the case of a trustee who was entitled to or
possessed of land and who has died after the commence-
ment of this Act-
(a) His personal representative is out of the jurisdiction
of the Court or cannot be found ; or
(b) It is uncertain whether his personal representative is
living or dead ; or
(c) He has no personal representative ; and(viii.) When a trustee jointly orsolely entitled to or possessed
of any land, or entitled to a contingent right therein,
has been required, by or on behalf of a person entitled
to require a conveyance of the land or a release of the
right, to convey the land or to release the right, and has
wilfully refused or neglected to convey the land or
release the right for twenty-eight days after the date of
the requirement ;
the Court may make an order, in this Act called a vesting order,
vesting the land in such person in any such manner and for any such
estate as the Court may direct, or releasing or disposing of the con-
tingent right to such person as the Court may direct :
Provided that-
(a) When the order is consequential on the appointment by
the Court of a new trustee, the land shall be vested for
such estate as the Court may direct in the persons who,
on the appointment, are the trustees ; and
(b) When the order relates to a trustee entitled jointly with
another person, the land or right shall be vested in such
other person, either alone or with some other person.
28. When any land is subject to a contingent right in an orders as to
unborn person or class of unborn persons who on coming into contingent rights of
unborn persons.
existence would, in respect thereof, become entitled to or possessed of 56 & 57 Vic. c. 53,
the land on any trust, the Court may make an order releasing the 27.
land from the contingent right, or may make an order vesting in any
person the estate to or of which the unborn person or  class  of unborn
persons would, on coming into existence, be entitled or possessed in the
land.
29. When any person entitled to or possessed of land, or  vesting order in
entitled to a contingent right in land, by way of security for money,by infan  mogaeee.is an infant, the Court may make an order vesting or releasing or 5s & 57 Vic. c. 53,
disposing of the land or right in like  manner as  in the  case of an s• 28•
infant trustee.
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Vesting order in 30. When a mortgagee of land has died without having
by
place o
heir,
f
or devisee
conveyance
of entered into the possession or into the receipt of the rents and profits
heir , &e., or personal  thereof, and the money due in respect of the mortgage has been paid
representative of to a person entitled to receive the same, or a person so entitled
56 &
57ee
Vic. c . 53, consents to an order under this section, then -
29. (a)  If the personal representative of the mortgagee is out of31 Vic.  No. 19, e. 25. -'3
the jurisdiction of the Court or cannot be found ; or
(b) If the personal representative of the mortgagee, on
demand  made by or on behalf of a person entitled to
require a re-conveyance of the land, has stated in writing
that he will not indorse upon the mortgage deed an
acknowledgment of payment, or does not sign such an
acknowledgment, for the space of twenty-eight days
next, after a proper acknowledgment has been tendered
to him by or on behalf of the person so entitled ; or
(c) If it is uncertain whether the personal representative
of the mortgagee is living or dead ; or
(d) If there is no personal representative of the mortgagee ;
the Court may make an order vesting the land in such person or
persons , in such manner, and for such estate, as the Court may direct,
or, in the case of land subject to the  " Real Property Act of  1861,"
directing that an entry of the discharge of the mortgage be made in
the Register Book, which entry the Registrar of 't'itles is hereby
authorised and required to make.
Vesting order 31. When the Court gives a judgment  or makes an order
consequential on directing  the sale or mortgage of any land, every person who isjudgment for sale or
mortgage of land . entitled to  or possessed  of the  land, or  entitled to a contingent right00 a; 57  ic. C. 53,s.
30, and 57 Vic. therein, and is a party to the action or proceeding. in which thes.
c. 9, s. 1. judgment or order is given. or made, or is otherwise bound by the
judgment or order, shall be deemed to be so entitled or possessed, as
the case may be, as a trustee within the meaning of this Act ; and
the Court may, if it thinks expedient, make an order vesting the land
or any part thereof for such estate as the Court thinks fit in the
purchaser or mortgagee or in any other person, or in the case of land
subject to the  " Real Property Act of  1861" declaring that the
mortgagee is entitled to a charge on the land; and the Registrar of
Titles is hereby authorised and required to make an entry of such
declaration in the Register Book ; and such entry shall have the same
operation as a registered mortgage to the same effect would have had.
Vesting  order  32. When a judgment is given for the specific performance of
consequential  on a contract concerning any land, or for the partition, or sale in lieu ofjudgment for specific
performance , &c. partition, or exchange, of any land, and generally when a judgment6
s.3L57 Vic. c. 53, is given for the conveyance of any land either in cases arising out of
the doctrine of election or otherwise, the Court may declare that any
of the parties to the action are trustees of the land or any part
thereof within the meaning of this Act, or may declare that the
interests of unborn persons who might claim under any party to the
action, or under the will or voluntary settlement of any person
deceased who was during his lifetime a party to the contract or trans-
actions concerning which the judgment is given, are the interests of
persons who, on coming into existence, would be trustees within the
meaning of this Act, and thereupon the Court may make a vesting
order relating to the rights of those persons, born and unborn, as if
they had been trustees.
E ffect of vesting 33. A vesting order made under any of the foregoing provisions
order . shall, in the case of a vestingorder consequential on the appointment!56 & 57 Vie, c, U,
of A ew  trustee, have the same  effect as it the  persons who before the
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appointment were the trustees, if any, had duly executed all proper
conveyances of the land for such estate as the Court directs to be
vested in the new trustee, or if there is no such person, or no such
person of full capacity, then as if such person had existed and been
of full capacity and had duly executed all proper conveyances of the
land for such estate as the Court directs to be so vested, and shall in
every other case have the same effect as if the trustee or other person
or description or class of persons to whose rights or supposed rights
the said provisions respectively relate had been an ascertained and
existing person of full capacity, and had executed a conveyance or
release to the effect intended by the order.
34. In all cases where a vesting order can be made under any Power to appoint
of the foregoing provisions the Court may, if it is more convenient, person to  convey.56 & 57 Vic. °. 53,
appoint a person to convey the land or release the contingent right, 8.33.
and a conveyance or release by that person in conformity with the
order shall have the same effect as an order under the appropriate
provision.
35. (1.) In any of the following  cases , namely :--•  Vesting orders as to
stock and choses in(i.) When the Court appoints or has appointed a new  action.
trustee ; and 56 & 57 Vic. c. 53,
(ii.) When a trustee entitled alone or jointly with another s.35.
person to stock or to a chose in action-
(a) Is an infant ; or
(b) Is of unsound mind ;
(c) Is out of the jurisdiction of the Court; or
(d) Cannot be found ; or
(e) Neglects or refuses to transfer stock or receive the
dividends or income thereof, or to sue for or recover
a chose in action, according to the direction of the
person absolutely entitled thereto for twenty-eight
days next after a request in writing has been made to
him by the  person  so entitled ; or
(f) Neglects or refuses to transfer stock or receive the
dividends or income thereof, or to sue for or recover
a chose in action for twenty-eight days next after an
order of the Court for that purpose has been served
on him; and
(iii.) When it is uncertain whether a trustee entitled alone
or jointly with another person to stock or to a 'chose in
action is alive or dead ;
the Court may make an order vesting the right to transfer or call for
a transfer of the stock, or to receive the dividends or income thereof,
or to sue for or recover the chose in action, in any such person as the
Court may appoint :
Provided that-
(a) When the order is consequential on the appointment
by the Court of a new trustee, the right shall be vested
in the persons who, on the appointment, are the trustees ;
and
(b) When the person whose right is dealt with by the
order was entitled jointly with another person, the right
shall be vested in that last mentioned person either
alone or jointly with some other person.
(2.) In all cases where a vesting order can be made under this
section, the Court may, if it is more convenient, appoint some proper
person to make or join in making the transfer.
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Persons  entitled to
apply  for orders.
56 & 57 Vic. c. 53,
s. 36.
Powers of new
trustee appointed
by Court.
56 & 57 Vic. c. 53,
s. 37.
Power to charge
costs on trust
estate.
56 & 57 Vic. c. 53,
s. 38.
(3.) The person in whom the right to transfer or call for the
transfer of any stock is vested by an order of the Court under this Act,
may transfer the stock to himself or any other person, according to
the order, and all companies shall obey every order under this section
according to its tenor.
(4.) When an order is made under this section vesting the
right to sue for or recover a chose in action or any interest in respect
thereof in any person, such right shall vest accordingly, and such
person may thereupon commence and carry on in his own name any
action or other proceeding for the recovery of such chose in action in
the same manner as the person in whom it was previously vested.
(5.) After notice in writing of an order under this section
it shall not be lawful for any company to transfer any stock to which
the order relates, or to pay any dividends thereon except in accordance
with the order.
(6.) The Court may make declarations and give directions con-
cerning the manner in which the right to any stock or chose in action
vested under the provisions of this Act is to be exercised.
(7.) The provisions of this Act as to vesting orders apply
to shares in ships registered under the Acts relating to merchant
shipping as if they were stock.
36. (1.) An order under this Act for the appointment of a
new trustee or concerning any land, stock, or chose in action, subject to
a trust, may be made on the application of any person beneficially
interested in the land, stock, or chose in action, whether under
disability or not, or on the application of any person duly appointed
trustee thereof.
(2.) An order under this Act concerning any land, stock, or
chose in action, subject to a mortgage, maybe made on the application
of any person beneficially interested in the equity of redemption,
whether under disability or not, or of any person inferested in the
money secured by the mortgage.
37. Every trustee appointed by the Court has, as well before
as after the trust property becomes by law, or by assurance, or other-
wise, vested, in him, the same powers, authorities, and discretions,
and may in all respects act as if he had been originally appointed a
trustee by the instrument, if any, creating the trust.
38. The  Court may order the costs  and expenses of and
incident  to any application for an order appointing  a new trustee, or
for a vesting order, or of and incident to any such order, or any con-
veyance or transfer in pursuance thereof, to be paid  or raised out of
the land  or personal  estate in respect whereof  the same is made, or
out of the  income  thereof, or to be borne and paid in  such manner
and by such  persons as  to the Court may seem just.
Trustees of charities . 39. The  powers conferred by this Act  as to vesting orders may56 9 57 Vic. c. 53, be exercised  for vesting any land, stock, or chose in  action, in any
trustee of  a charity or society over which the Court  would have juris-
diction upon  action duly instituted, whether the appointment of the
trustee was  made by instrument under a power or by the Court under
its general  or statutory  jurisdiction.
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40. When a vesting order as to any land is made under this orders made upon
Act, or under an Act relating to insanity founded on an allegation of certain allegations tony, g
'ail be conclusivethe personal incapacity of a trustee, or on an allegation that a -trustee evidence.
or the personal representative of a mortgagee is out of the jurisdic- s 40. Vic. c. 53,
tion of the Court or cannot be found, or that it is uncertain which of
several trustees was the survivor, or whether the last trustee or the
personal representative of a mortgagee is living or dead, or on an
allegation that there is no personal representative of a trustee or
mortgagee, or on an allegation that any trustee has died intestate and
it is not known who is his heir, or has died and it is uncertain whether
he died intestate or who is his heir or devisee, the fact that the order
has been so made shall be conclusive evidence of the matter so alleged
in any Court upon any question as to the validity of the order ; but
this section shall not prevent the Court from directing a reconveyance
or the payment of costs occasioned by any, such order if it was
improperly obtained.
Payment into Court by Trustees.
41. (1.) Trustees, or the majority of trustees, having in their Payment into Court
hands or under their control money or securities belonging to a trust, 56 & 57 Vic.  c. 53,
may pay the same into Court, and the same shall, subject to rules of s. 42.
Court, be dealt with according to the orders of the Court.
(2.) The receipt or certificate of the proper officer shall be a
sufficient discharge to trustees for the money or securities so paid into
Court.
(3.) Where any moneys or securities are vested in any persons
as trustees and the majority are desirous of paying the same into Court,
but the concurrence of the other or others cannot be obtained, the
Court may order the payment into Court to be made by the majority
without the concurrence of the other or others ; and where any such
moneys or securities are deposited with • any banker, broker, or other
depositary, the Court may order payment or delivery of the moneys or
securities to the majority of the trustees for the purpose of payment
into Court, and every transfer, payment, and delivery made in pur-
suance of any such order shall be valid, and take effect as if the same
had been made on the authority or by the act of all the persons entitled
to the moneys and securities so transferred, paid, or delivered.
.Miscellaneous. - ,,.
42. When in any cause or matter the Court is satisfied that Pover to give
diligent search has been made for any person who, in the character of judgment  in absence
of a trustee.
trustee, is made a defendant or party to the cause or matter, to 56 & 57 Vic. c. 53,
serve him with process of the Court or with any proceedings ins- 43.
the cause or matter, and that he cannot be found, the Court may
hear and determine the cause or matter, and give judgment therein
against that person in his character of a trustee as if he had been duly
served or had entered an appearance in the cause or matter, and had
also appeared by his counsel and solicitor at the hearing, but without
prejudice to any interest he may have in the matters in question in the
cause or matter in any other character.
43. (1.) When a 'trustee or other person is for the time being Power to sanction
authorised to dispose of land by way of sale, exchange, or partition sale of land or
minerals  separately.
the Court may sanction his so disposing of the land with an exception 56 & 57 Vic. 53,
or reservation of any minerals, and with or without rights and powers 4.1;
. 3,d 57 Vic.
of or incidental to the working, getting, or carrying away of the
minerals, or so disposing of the minerals, with or without the said
rights or powers, separately from the residue of the land.
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(2.) Any such -trustee or other person, having obtained such
sanction, may, unless forbidden by the instrument creating the trust
or direction, from time to time, without any further application to
the Court, so-dispose of any such land or minerals.
(3.) This section does not derogate from any power which a
trustee. - may have under " The Settled Land Act of  1886 " or
otherwise.
Power to make 44. (1.) When a trustee commits a breach of trust at thebeneficiary
indemnify for breach instigation or request or with the consent in writing of a bene-
of trust. ficiary, the Court may, ifit thinks fit, and notwithstanding that he
.56 &
s.45.57 Vic . C. 53, beneficiary is a married woman entitled for her separate use and
restrained from anticipation, make such order as to the Court seems
just for impounding all or any part of the interest of the beneficiary
in the trust estate by way of indemnity to the trustee or any person
claiming through him.
(2.) This section applies to breaches . of trust committed as
well before as after the passing of this Act, but does not apply so as
to prejudice any question in an action or other proceeding which was
pending on the fifth day of August, one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-nine, and is pending at the commencement of this Act.
Trustee ,  executor , 45. (1.) A trustee, executor, or administrator may, without&c., may apply by
an action apply upon a written statement of facts to the Court forpetition to Judge  for I
opinion, advice, &c., the opinion, advice, or direction of the Court on any question respect-
in management , &e., ins'  the management or administration of the trust property, or theof trust  property. zn
31 Vic. No.  19, s. 6. assets of the testator or intestate.
Notice of such application must be served upon, and the hearing
thereof may be attended by, any persons interested in the application,
or such of them as the Court may think expedient.
A trustee, executor, or administrator, acting upon the  opinion,
advice, or direction given by the Court, shall be deemed , so far as
regards his own responsibility, to have discharged his duty as such
trustee, executor, or administrator, in the subject matter of the appli-
cation.
(2.) This section does not extend to indemnify  any trustee,
executor, or administrator, in respect of any act  done in accordance
with such opinion, advice, or direction, if he is guilty of any fraud
or wilful concealment or misrepresentation in obtaining such opinion,
advice, or direction.
(3.) The  costs  of the application shall be in the discretion of
the Court.
Power to compel 46. Where a trustee is, either by order in a particular cause
trustees to account .
31 Vic. No. 19, s. 90.or matter, or by any general rule, directed to account from time to time
to the Court, or to file any report or account in the office of the
Registrar of the Court, the Court may, on the application of any party
interested, or of the Registrar, or without any such application, make
a special or further order directing compliance with such rule or order,
and may enforce obedience to such order or punish  non-compliance
therewith according to the practice of the Court.
Application to
trustees under
Settled Land Acts
of provisions as to
appointment of
trustees.
56 & 57 Vie. c 53,
s. 47.
PART V.-MISCELLANEOUS AND SUPPLEMENTAL.
47. (1.) All the powers and provisions contained in this Act
with reference to the appointment of new trustees ,  and the discharge
and*  retirement of trustees ,  apply to and include trustees for the
purposes of  The Settled  Land Act of  1886 " whether appointed by
the Court or by the settlement ,  or under provisions contained in the
settlement.
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(2.) This section applies and has effect with respect to an
appointment or a discharge and retirement of trustees taking place
before as well as after the commencement of this Act.
48. A trustee may, with the sanction of the Court, and not- Trustees may with
withstanding any directions given by the instrument under which the sanction of Courtraise money by
trust arises, raise, by way of mortgage of the trust property or any part mortgage for the
thereof, any sum or sums of money which, in the opinion of the estate or*1
keof the
Court, it may be necessary to raise for the purpose of the preservation purposes.
or improvement of the trust property, or its insurance against damage 56 Vic. No. 18, 2.
by fire, or for the discharge of any debts or liabilities charged upon
the trust property or for the payment of which the trust property
may be made available. And any sum so raised may be raised at
such rate of interest and shall be repayable at such period as the
Court may sanction.
This section applies to trusts created either before or after the
commencement of this Act.
49. (1.) When any property is held by trustees in trust for court may order
an infant, either for life or for any greater interest, and whether infante property tobe applied for his
absolutely or contingently on his attaining the age of twenty-one benefit.
years, or on the occurrence of any event before that age, the Court,
on. the application of the infant or any person on his behalf, if satisfied
that the infant's income is inadequate, may authorise the trustees to
raise by sale, collection, or appropriation of the property, or any part
of it, such amounts as shall be necessary for the maintenance, educa-
tion, or advancement of the infant, and to pay the same to the infant's
parent or guardian, if any, or otherwise apply the same to the infant's
benefit.
(2.) If the net value of the infant's property does not exceed
two hundred pounds, the trustees may raise and apply and pay the
moneys necessary for the infant at their sole discretion.
(3.) This section applies only if and so far as a contrary
intention is not expressed in the instrument under which the interest
of the infant arises, and has effect subject to the terms of that
instrument and to the provisions therein contained.
(4.) This section applies to trusts created and to intestacies
occurring as well before as after the commencement of this Act.
50. (1.) When any property is held by trustees in trust for Application by
an infant, either for life or for any greater interest, and whether trustees of income ofproperty of infant
absolutely or contingently on his attaining the age of twenty-one for maintenance, &c.
years, or on the occurrence of any event before his attaining that age, 56 Vie. No. 18, 8.11.
the trustees may, at their sole discretion, pay to the infant's parent
or guardian, if any, or otherwise apply for or towards the infant's
maintenance, education, or benefit, the income of that property or any
part thereof, whether there is any other fund applicable to the same
purpose, or any person bound by law to provide for the infant's
maintenance, or education, or not.
(2.) The trustees shall accumulate all the residue of that income
in the  way  of compound interest by investing the same, and the
resulting income thereof from time to time, on securities on which
they are by the settlement, if any, or by law authorised to invest
trust money, and shall hold those accumulations for the benefit of the
person who ultimately becomes entitled to the property from which
the same arise, but so that the trustees may at any time, if they
think fit, apply those accumulations, or any part thereof, as if the
same were income arising in the then current year.
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(3.) This section applies only if and - as far  as a contrary
intention is not expressed in the instrument under which the interest
of the infant  arises, and  has effect subject to the terms of that
instrument and to the provisions therein  contained.
(4.) This section applies whether that instrument comes into
operation before or after the commencement of this Act.
Jurisdiction  of Court 51. If it appears to tl;e Court that a trustee is or may be
inucues  of breach of personally liable for any breach of trust, whether the transactiontr.
See o9 &  60 Vic. alleged to be a breach of trust occurred before or after the commence-
e• 35, 3. meat of this Act, but has acted honestly and reasonably, and ought
fairly to be excused for the breach of trust, or for omitting to obtain
the direction of the Court in the matter in which he committed such
breach, then the Court may relieve the trustee either wholly or partly
from personal liability for the same.
Statute of limitations  52. (1.) In any action or other proceeding against a trustee or
may be pleaded by any person claiming through him, except where the claim. is foundedtrustees. 11.  n
53 Vic. co. 4, s. 8. Upon any fraud or fraudulent breach of trust to which the trustee was
party or privy, or is to recover trust property or the proceeds thereof
still retained by, the trustee, or previously received by the trustee and
converted to his use, the following provisions shall apply:-
(a)  All rights and privileges conferred by any statute of
limitations shall be enjoyed in the like manner and to the
like extent as they would have been enjoyed in such
action or other proceeding, if the trustee or person
claiming through him had not, been a trustee or person
claiming through him ;
(b) If the action or other proceeding is brought to recover
money or other property, and is one to which no existing
statute of limitations applies, the trustee or person
claiming through him shall be entitled to the benefit of,
and be at liberty to  plead , the lapse of time as a. bar to
such action or other proceeding in the like manner and
to the like extent as if the claim had been against him
in an action of debt for money had and received, but
so, nevertheless, that the statute shall run against a
married woman entitled in possession for her separate
use, whether with or without a restraint upon anticipa-
tion, but shall not begin to run against any beneficiary
unless and until the interest of such beneficiary becomes
an interest in possession.
(2.) A beneficiary as against whom there would be a good
defence by virtue of this section shall not derive any greater-or other
benefit from a judgment or order obtained by another beneficiary than
he could have obtained if he had brought such action or other pro-
ceeding and this section had been pleaded.
(3.) This section applies only to actions or other proceedings
commenced after the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred
and ninety, and does not deprive any executor or administrator of
any right or defence to which he is entitled under any existing statute
of limitations.
Expenditure upon
land by trustees.
53. When land is devised to a trustee upon trusts which do not
authorise the expenditure of money with respect to the land, and when
a person dies intestate leaving land, and in either case, any of the
persons beneficially interested in the land are not  sui juris  or are out
of the jurisdiction of the Court, if it appears to the Court expedient,
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for the preservation of any buildings upon the land, or for the
continuance of the land in cultivation, or for enabling an income to
be derived from the land or otherwise for the benefit of the persons
beneficially interested in the land, that any expenditure should be
made with respect to the land, the Court may authorise the trustee
to expend with respect to the land such sums, for such purposes,
during such periods, and upon such conditions, as it thinks fit, and
may allow the trustee to retain out of the rents and profits of the land,
or out of any moneys held by him upon the same trusts, any money
properly expended by him in pursuance of such authority.
This section applies to trusts created either before or after the
passing of this Act.
54. Whenever a trustee has expended any money or done any Retrospective
act under such circumstances that the Court might, on proper appli- Co artn by the
cation in that behalf, have authorised the incurring of the expenditure
or the doing of the act, the Court may make an order sanctioning
such expenditure or act. Such an order shall have the same effect as
if the expenditure or act had been authorised by the Court in the first
instance.
An order may be made under this section with respect to any
expenditure incurred or act done before the passing of this Act.
An order may be made under this section on an application by
a trustee to pass his accounts of his dealings with trust property.
55. The Court may, by order, authorise a trustee to retain  commission to
for his own use out of the income of the trust property, or, in case trustees.
of .a sale by the trustee, out of the proceeds of the trust property, a
53 Vic. No. 4, 9. 9.
reasonable sum by way of commission for his pains and trouble in
the management  or sale of  the property ; but no such commission
shall be allowed at a higher rate than five pounds per centum of the
income or proceeds.
The provisions of this section extend and apply to the dealings
of trustees with trust property since the thirtieth day of September,
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-six, unless the trustee and
beneficiaries have in the meantime stated and settled their accounts,
in which case commission shall not be allowed except in respect of
the period which has elapsed since the settlement of such accounts.
56. The Judges of the Supreme Court may make generalJuages may make
rules for any of the following purposes, that is to say ,- rules.
(1) Requiring trustees to file and pass accounts of their
dealings with the trust property ;
(2) Regulating the form, verification, and passing of accounts
by trustees;
(3) Regulating the time, form, and mode of service of notice
of filing such accounts ;
(4) Regulating the practice affecting applications by trustees
for commission ;
(5) Regulating the fees payable in respect of the matters
aforesaid ; and
(6) Generally for giving effect to this Act.
57. (l.) The provisions of this Act, except when otherwise Application fAct.
expressly provided, apply as well to trusts created by instruments
executed before as to trusts created by instruments executed after the
passing of this Act.
X38 61° VICTQMA,_'No. 10.
Trustees  and Executors Act.
Indemnity.
56 & 57 vie. c. 53,
I.  49.
Repeal.
(2.) Provided always that, save as in this Act expressly
provided, nothing therein contained authorises any trustee to do any-
thing which he is in express terms forbidden to do, or to omit to
do anything which he is in express terms directed to do, by the
instrument or instruments creating the trust.
58. This Act, and every order purporting to be made under
this Act, shall be a complete indemnity to all persons for any acts
done pursuant thereto ; and it shall not be necessary for any person
to inquire concerning the propriety of the order, or whether the Court
had jurisdiction to make the same.
59. The Acts mentioned in the Schedule to this Act are
hereby repealed to the extent mentioned in the third column of that
Schedule :
Provided that this repeal shall not affect anything done or
suffered, or any right acquired or accrued, before the commencement
of this Act under the said repealed Acts.
When in any Act reference is made to any of the said repealed
provisions, such reference shall be taken to be to the corresponding
provisions of this Act.
SCHEDULE.
Date of Act. Title or Short Title .  Extent  of Repeal.
22 Vic. No. 1  ... The Titles to Land Act of  Section 23.
1858"
31 Vic. No. 19  ... "  Trustees  and Incapacitated  Sections  2 to 20, 25, 26,  28 to 52,
Persons Act of  1867" 75 to 99.
38 Vic. No. 5  ... " The Insolvency Act of  1874 Section 201.
53 Vic. No. 4  ... " The Trustee Act,  1889" ... The whole.
56 Vic. No. 18 ...  " The Trustee Act Amendment I The whole.
Act of  1892"
By Authority :  EDMUND GREGORY,  Government Printer ,  William street ,  Brisbane.
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"THE BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
HE following Statement of Brands ,  being those Registered during the month of OCTOBER last, is published for general
information,  in accordance  with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners whose Names, Addresses ,  or Brands may be incorrectly stated are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar ;  and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner or the Number of Certificate of Registration
must be given.
Registrar of Brands' Office,
Brisbane , 19th November, 1897.
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C Series.
J/  38210
9 A m 38222
38212
2 9 7 38189
.5  0 ; 38223
,c 0 0C 38195
DA/7
Dom
4628
46 1 9
7 5 1
'5Uf
goC
9 7 UI
J17a
AlAl 7eC 7
1/oJ
38219
38175
38218
38215
38217
38182
38191
38181
38214
38213
38202
38185
38221
38187
38203
P. R. GOB-DON,
Registrarof Brands.
FORMER BRAND .  PROPRIETOR.
Horses. Cattle. Name. Run or Farm where Brandis to be used.
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Abraham Humberdross ... Perseverance ... ... Murphy's Creek
Angus Mackay ... Table Land Diggings... Gladstone
William August Charles Roadvale ... ... Dugandan Rail-
Wendorf way
... ...
... ...
... ...
... ...
...
John Bryant ... .... Brooloo,  Bollier  Plain Gympie
Caroline Fredriea Bullmore Rockton ... ... Ipswich
William Alexander Colville Kilcoy ... ... ... Hopetoun
The Chairman, Deebing Deebing Creek... ... Ipswich
Creek Aboriginal Home
David Marsh ... ... New Market Farm ... Yeulba
Albert  Edward Eaton ...
Ernest Sandford Jackson
Albany Creek, South Strathpine
Pine
Brisbane Hospital  ...  Brisbane
Frederick  Thomas Jenner
Frederich Wilhelm Wohl-
sen
Collings and Jordan ...
George Wade Watson ...
George Yates ... ...
! Hives and Craven
Harold Vivian Francis
Dent
Herbert  Jarvis ...
Boonah Boonah
Bayview,  Stegelit  ... Yatala
Cork ... ... ... Winton
Tandawanna ... ... Goondiwindi
Woodford ... ... Woodford
Mondure ..
Black-soil Flat, Monal
Creek
Walloon ...
Kilkivan
Gladstone
Walloon
Warwick
Laidley
Ipswich
William Hullah... ... I Upper Freestone ...
... ... I William Henry Hannant Hatton Vale, Plainland
... ... William Charles Stewart Ripley ... ... ...
192
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C Series.
9 0 _4  38192
3 1 A  38184
69DC
m7.f7MOm19
m8N
m .R 7
38206
38179
38190
38174
38220
38199
38211
38205
38207
38177
m X 5 38193
-_/r
7
1  2 73
,2 9 4
.Ram
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,P X 7
e X
,' 7 dC
38183 ...
38188
38180
38178
38216
38186
38200
38224
38176
38198
38209
38194
38208
38196
38173
38197
FORMER BRAND.
UI 0 9 38225 ... ... Wilhelm Johann  Greinke Tarampa Store  ... Lowood
4 UI 3 38204 ... ... William Henry Jackson ... South Morayfleld ...  North Coast Rail-
way
UP8 m 38201 ... ... Carl Friedrich Wilhelm  Engelsburg  ... ...  Engelsburg
Muller
BRANDS TRANSFERRED  during the MONTH of OCTOBER, 1897.
Brand.
AE7
1CE
D4Y1EN
'F 13 Gt
HbWI
1HW
K5TK2U
Ras
Tabl
WiS
Trausferror.
PROPRIETOR.
Cattle. Name. Run or Farm where Brand
is to be used.
James Rennie Allan ... Allandale ... ...  Ilfracombe
John Francis William  Wi ll iam street ,  Gran-  Maryborough
Andersen ville
James Dale ... .... Walloon ... ...  Walloon
James Glen ... ....  Branscombe , The  Leap Mackay
John Griffin ... ....  24 and 26v  Westbrook  Southern Railway
Crossing
James Jermyn Kemp ... Swan Creek .  Warwick
John Stephen Lee ... Bellvue,  Quinalow  ...  Jondaryan
... Mary Alexa Markwell ... Virginia  ... ... North Coast Line
... Mary Ann Clail ... ... Upper  Logan , Woodhill  Brisbane
... Marv Gilmore ... ... Woodlands ...  Southport
... May Mohr Hassall ... The Glen ... ...  Woodford
Mary Riley ... ... Phoenix Farm , Noosa Gympie
road
James Green ... Woodford ... ... Woodford
William Felstead ... Tiaro ... ... . Tia.ro
Carl August Ferdinand Plainby ... ... Crow's Nest
Nitz
Name of Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
... Robert Agnew ... ... Charleville ... Charleville,
Peter Gallagher ... ... Warbreccan ... ... Stonehenge.
Philip John  Baker  ...  Portland Downs
Reuben Molineaux  ...  Lilydale  Agricultural Aramac
Farm,  12v Aramac
Resumption
Robert Mcllroy ... ... Bdundary  street  ... North Ipswich
... Sinclair Matilda Aird  ...  Red Bank  ... ...  Mitchell
... Sarah Ann Bartlett  ...  Moss Vale  ... ...  Blackall
... Stephen  Kelly ... ...  Kunioon ,  Barker 's Creek Nanango.
... Jeremiah Sul livan  ...  Exchange Lands  ...  A llora
... Thomas Bindley ... ... Kholo, Mount Crosby... Ipswich;
... Thomas Dinner ... ... Diddillibah ... ... Woombye
Thomas Howard Hunt ... Goondicum, Yarrol ... Mount Perry
... Arthur George Gittins ... Undullah, Woodhill ...  Brisbane
... Ernst Heinrich Carl Topp Teviotville  ... ... Harrisville
Transferee.
3117 , John Desmond ... ... ... The Queensland National Bank,
Limited
1284 The Bank of New South Wales... Angus and John Gibson ...
10595 Elizabeth Wiggins ... ... Clement Batstone Wiggins ...
8643 William Nash ,  senr. ... Francis Bates ...
9869 Frederick Charles Graves ... Vincent Charles Graves... ...
4384 Frank Zimmer ... ... ... Frank Zimmer ... ... ...
5008  Higgins  Brothers ... ... i Donald Weir Oliver McIntyre ...
373 The Queensland National Bank, The Australian Joint Stock Bank,
15474
15569
13352
8719
2348
1579
Limited Limited
John Ernest Clayton ... ...  Frances Elizabeth  Clayton
Peter Wirth ... ... ... John Wirth ... ...
Bertha  Florence  Huggart  ...  Peter Nielsen ... ...
Richard Giltrow... ... ... Frederica Giltrow ..
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
... Ilfracombe,
Nearest Post Town
Edwinstowe, Jordan's Creek Jericho
Bingera ... ... Bundaberg
Gatton ... ... ... Gatton
Yenda ... ... ... Gayndah
Toowoomba ... ... Toowoomba
Yarrol ... ... ... Mount Perry
Bendee ... ... ... Southwood
Speculation ... ... Dalby
Enfield
The Gowrie road
... I Rosendale ...
... Wyndham Arms
Oxley
Ho rnet Bank
Thomas Grenier ... ... . George Alexander Grenier, junr.
William John Scott ... ... Wallace Oakbampton Scott,  senr.,
as Guardian for Wallace Oak-
2>( S 13407 William Scholefield ...9Y V 16889 Joseph Benson ... ...
B 2 D B22135  Bartholomew Joseph Doyle
B 3 4 B23855 Michael O'Brien ... ...
hampton Scott, junr.
George Schofield ...
Marv Blowers ...
Feigus  Kelly ...
Catherine O'Brien
Croydon ...
Miva ..
Mountain Maid
Stephen street
Tinana
Toowoomba
Bowen
Goondiwindi
Oxley
Taroom
... ... Croydon
... Tiaro
... ... Croydon
... ... Toowoomba
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BRANDS  TRANSFERRED  during the.MONTH of OCTOBER,  1897- continued.
Brand. No. of
Certificate. Transfer ror.
L 4 -3 B28668 Thomas Louden ... ...
7 P 3 B23148 Peter Brodie Munro ...S.-41 B27424 William Lord ...V &d 1 B31445 William Potter
b v -< B29106 Ada Sophia Elizabeth Lord
O W Q B22023  William Crowe ... ...
8 W O B23831  William Davidson ...
W 8 M B24887  Samuel Wells
Z  O c-  B31951  Thomas Samuel Jeffries ...
Z 6 B32567 i James Regan
70'97  c36595 'William Thomas Taylor
Brand. No. of ICertificate.I Name of Proprietor.
D Z 4 10864 Henry John Atkinson
Q 2 L 17197 Patrick Joseph and Joseph
McLaughlin
R 3 U 13426 Robert Scougall Brand ...18366 Robert McGhee ...
5 E B23747 Ezekiel Hatrick ... ...7  J A B22357 James Gardiner ...S L-I7 B22278 Stephen Lacey ... ...V 2 b B28635 Henry John Atkinson ...
Transferee.
Matthew Forsyth Louden
Una Mary Munro
Roderick McLeod
Mary Ann Potter
Roderick McLeod
Margaret Crowe ... ..
Jane Davidson ... ..
George  Wells ...
William Bailey ... ..
Bridget Doyle ...
Daw and Slack ... ..
CHANGE of RESIDENCE.
Run or Farm where Brand is to be
used.
Ingham ... ...
Mount Morgan ...
Reserve  ... ... ...
Murray's Creek ... ...
Croydon ... ... ...
Reserve  ... ... ...
Reserve ... ... ... ...
Wairuna ... ...
7 I C38048 1Thomas  Bowling  ... ... ,  Noondoo
CORRECTION.
Name  of Run or Farm where
. Brand is to be used.
Anduramba
Boondooma
Spring Station
Texas  Flat...
Spring Station
Mareeba ...
Barolin ...
Maroon
18-mile Well
Croydon ...
Lutwyche ...
Nearest Post Town.
Crow's Nest
Jimbour
... Taroom
Texas
Taroom
Mareeba
Bundaberg
Dugandan
...
I
Thargomindah
Croydon
I Brisbane
Nearest Post Town.  Remarks.
Ingham .... ... ...  Brands  Directory  for 1896.
Mount Morgan
Dalby ... ... ...
Rosedale ... .. ..
Croydon ... ...
Thargomindah ... ...
Jundah ... ... ...
Ingham ... ... ...
St. George ... ... Brands Gazette for July,
TRANSMISSION BY MARRIAGE.
Q 14032 Mary Rutsch ... .... Leyburn ... I Leyburn .., ... 1Brands  Directory  for 1896.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS FOB CERTAIN SERVICES FOR THE YEARS 1898, 1899 ,  AND 1900.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  23rd November, 1897.THE following Listof Accepted Ten ers  for the  Conveyance of Mails and Mails and Parcels during the years 1898, 1899,and 1900 is  published  for general information.
Name and Address of
Contractor.
Alexander McCallum,
Caboolture
(Transferred to Geo.I
Bates,  Gayndah)
Mrs. Margt. Wilson,
Caloundra, Lands-
borough
Hugh Cochrane Thomp-
son, Logan Village
Henning Otto Krab-
benhoft, Cardwell
Edward Brougham,
Woowoonga
Thomas Lutteral, Woo-
woonga
Henry Gliddon, Port
Douglas
John Jos. Williams,
Rockhampton
Thos. Bryce and Co.,
Brisbane
SUPPLEMENT
Service-from and to ; and to and from. Frequency. Mode ofConveyance.
1 Woowoonga and Paradise,  via  Degilbo Three times a Buckboard
and Mount Shamrock. (Subject to week or coach if
one month's notice of discontinuance required
by the Postmaster-General)
5 Landsborough and Caloundra,  via  Twice a week ... Wagonette...
Meridan
lumbab, rangRail wa s Station an ad Carrara, Six times a week Coach.,  vi6 Ne
Mudgeraba, Tallebudgera, and The
Tamarinds
9 Cardwell and Cashmere,  via  Ellerslie, Once a week ... Horse
.Ardross (McKenzie's), Brooklands
(except in wet weather), Bedford
Creek, Stamp's, Upper Murray,
Kirrama, and Blincoe. (Subject to
three months' notice of discontinu-
ance by the Pcstmaster-General)
Term of
Years.
Three
Two ...
Three
Three
11
1
Childers and North Isis  (Central Three times a Horse . ..  Three
Mill),  via  Wergerts '  Hill week
12  'Woowoonga a d Mount Biggenden  ...  Twice a week  ...  Horse  ...  Three
13 Port Douglas Post Office and the To and from all Dray  ...  One ...
Wharf present and
future vessels
carrying mails
14 Ilfracombe and Aramac,  via  Beacons- Once a week ... Buggy ... Three
field, Marchmont, and Rodney
Downs
16 Brisbane.-To clear newspaper and Twice a day ... Vehicle ... Three
packet pillar-receivers at the follow-
ing places, viz. :-Corner of Queen
and George streets ; Roma street,
near Markets ; Wickham terrace,
near Edward street ; corner Wharf
and Ann  streets  ; corner Ann and
Wickham streets, North Brisbane ;
and corner Stanley and Ernest
streets, South Brisbane ; and to
deliver contents at General Post
Office, Brisbane
Rate
per Annum,
Mails only.
Bate
per Annum,
Mails
and Parcels.
£ s. d. £ s. d.'
...
...
40 0 0
40 0 0
180 0 0
75 0 0
24 0 0
15 0 0
20 0
... 115 0 0
50 0 0
* Accepted subject to payment of necessary deposit.
Note.-The particular attention of Postmasters and others is directed to the
Services which will affect their respective offices from 1st' January,  1898, or earlier
where specially instructed.
%to
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Once  a week  ...  Horse
0$m Rate
Name and Address of
,
a^ Mode of Term of
Rate per Annum,
Contractor m
Service-from and to ; and to and from. Frequency. Conveyance Years per Annum, Mails. 00 . . Mails only. and Parcels.
Patrick Fallon, Kholo,
Ipswich
Eric Theophilus Scells,
WilsonsPlains, Harris-
ville
William Morrow, Mut-
dapilly,  Harrisville
Robt. O'Toole,  Milmer-
ran, Pittsworth
Wm. Ed.  Thomas,
Leyburn
Elijah Starling, Dalby
Atkin Jerome, Pine
Creek, Canungra,
Jimboomba
Cobb and Co., Limited,
Brisbane
Thos. Hy. Davis, Morven
Cobb and Co., Limited,
Brisbane
Cobb and Co., Limited,
Brisbane
Bruce McCallum, Nan.
ango
Hilton May Teys, Con-
damine
Win. John Ashton,
Taroom
Cobb and Co.,  Limited,
Brisbane
James McCorley, Ta-
room
Wm. Parnham, Mary-
borough
Cobb and Co., Limited,
Brisbane
Alexander McCallum,
Caboolture
(Transferred to George
Bates, Gayndah)
Cobb  and Co. ,  Limited,
Brisbane
John Speerli, Clermont
Alfred Morgan ,  Mackay
Francis Boyle, Mackay
Mrs. Winifred Hurley,
Clifton
Richard a'Barrow Clarke,
Bulgroo, Adavale
Rudkin White, Turallin
ACCEPTED TENDERS for CONVEYANCE of  MAILS,  &e., 1898, 1899,  1900-continued.
20 Ipswich and Kholo (Bell's) ...
21 Munbilla Railway Station and Fassi-
fern Receiving Office,  via  Engelsburg
24 Harrisville and Coleyville,  via  Mutda-
pilly
30 Milmerran and Bringabilly,  via  Koo-
rongarra
32 Leyburn and Waroo,  via  Punch's
Creek, Stonehenge, Koorongarra,
Bringabilly, Canning Creek, Bo-
dumba, Inglewood, Coolmunda,
Glenelg, Terrica, and Dowling's
Six times a week Horse
to Engelsburg
and three times
a week to Fa:3si-
fern
Three  times a Horse
week
Once a week  ...  Horse
Once a week ... Horse
34 Dalby Post Office and Railway Station ; To and from all Cart ...
and to convey loose letters as required present and
future trains
39 Canungra and Jerome's,  via  Drynan's Once a week ... Horse
40 St. George and Mungindi (N.S.W.), Twice  a week  ; to Coach
via  Minimi, Nindigully, Bullamon, be run in one
and Dareel; also Dareel and Gnoo- day each way
looma
42 Augathella and Tambo,  via  Biddenham, Once  a week  ... Buggy
Oakwood, Mentmore, Bayrick, Toli-
ness, Highfields, and Landsdowne
43 Wyandra and Cunnamulla,  via  Claver- Twice a week
ton, Coongoola, and Emu Sandhill
45 Cunnamulla and Thargomindah,  via  Twice a week
Moonjar ie, Eulo, Bingara, and
Coach
Coach
[IST DECEMBER, 1897.
... Three
£ s. d.
9 0 0
... I Three 20 0 0
... Three 24 0 0
... Three 17 5 0
... Two ... 90 0 0
... Three ...
Three 710 0
... Three
... Three
... Three
...  Three
Dynevor Downs
47 Gin in and Gingin,  via  Gossner's, Twice a week  ...  Horse
Honduran, Tararan, Kolonga,
Thynne' s, Lund's ,  and Gaeta to
Molangool ,  returning by same route
48 Miles and Surat,  via  Tieryboo, Con- Twice a week to
damine , Myall Grove, Undulla, Condamine, and
Yulabilla, Coalbar (Haas's ), Ladas  once a week to
Downs,  Murilla, Warkon, Retreat, Surat
Combarngo, and Noorindoo
Two ... 60 0 0
Buggy to Three
Condamine,
horse to
Surat
53 Miles and Taroom,  via  Christianburg Twice a week ; to Coach
Sawmills, Juandah, Bungaban, be run in one
Rochdale, Carahah, and Lilyvale day each way
54 Jericho and Blackall ... ... ... Twice a week ...
55 Roma and Taroom,  via  Euthella,
Gubberamunda , :Mall Downs,
Mount Hutton ,  Springwater Station,
Pony Hills, Baroondah ,  Hornet Bank
(Googarry ),  Euroombah ,  and Bau-
hinia Vale
59 Maryborough Post Office and Wharf,
and Post Office and Railway Station;
to transfer mails from one train to
another, and carry loose letters if
required
62 Charleville and Blackall ,  via Gowrie,
Nive Junction letter-box, Auga-
thella ,  Nive Downs  (Royal Hotel),
Tambo, Greendale ,  Enniski ll en, and
Northampton  (in time of flood, mails
to be packed and deviation made in
route  via  Nive Downs and Bidden-
ham and along Telegraph line)
64 Woowoonga and Gayndah ,  via Mount
Shamrock ,  Didcot, Byrnestown and
Resolute Co-operative Groups, and
Wetheron
65 Alpha and Tambo ,  via  Sedgeford,
Alpha Station ,  Cheshire, and Birk-
head
66 St .  Lawrence and Clermont,  via
Waverley ,  Lotus Creek, Croydon
Station, Lake  'Station,  Conner's
Gap, Rookwood ,  Bombandy ,  Leich-
hardt Downs ,  Cotherstone, and
Huntley Downs
67 St .  Lawrence and Eton ,  via  Waverley,
Glenlee, Collaroy ,  Cardowan, Salt
Bush ,  Tierawoomba ,  Wandoo, Bol-
ingbroke ,  Coulston Park, Blue
Mountain ,  Hazelwood ,  and Hazel-
dean . (Deviation to be made in
flood-time to serve Cardowan and
Salt Bush)
70 Eton and Nebo,  via  Mount Spencer
(under special tine -table)
74 Cli fton and Spring Creek ... ...
77 Bulgroo and Kyabra, via Newcastle,
Ray, and Thylungra (subject to re-
arrangement)
78 Turallin and Crowder's Creek,  via
Western Creek, Dunmore and
Junction Station
Henry Malone, Blackall 79 Mitchell and Westgrove,  via  Waroonga,
Kilmorey, Toolumbilla, Womble-
bank, and Merivale
Three
Coach ... Three
Once a week ... Horse ... Three 77 0 0
To and from all Spring-van... Three
vessels carrying
mails, and all
present and
future trains
Twice a week to Coach ... Three
Tambo and once
a week to Black-
all
Three  times  a Buggy or Three
week ; to be coach
run in one day
each way
Twice a week ... Coach ... Three
Once a- week ; to Horse :.. Three 78 0 0
be run in two
days each way
Once  a week  ...  Horse  ...  Three 95 10 0
Twice a week ... Coach ... Three ...
Six times a week Horse  ... Two... 26 0 0
Once a week ... Horse ... One ... 85 0 o
Once a week  ...  Horse  ...  Three
Once  a week  ... Coach ... Three
37 15 0
£ a. d.
24 0 0
210 0 0
140 0 0
369 5 6
680 0 0
* 114 0 0
94 10 0
323 0 0
79 0 0
787 10 0
83 6 8
240 0 0
69 0 0
59 10 0
* Parcels by coach only.
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Name and Address of
Contractor.
Wm. Hoey, St. Helens,
Mackay
Chas. Fredk. Siemon,
Toowong
Wm. Price, Moombra,
Ipswich
Jas. Middleton Morgan,
Warwick
Jas. McCorley, Taroom
Henry Alfred Swann
and Arthur Reginald
Swann, Clare
Burns , Philp, and Co.,
Limited, Thursday
Island
Thomas  Reedy, Charters
Towers
Jas. Stapleton, Wild
Horse Plains , Donors
Hill
Geo. Hy. Fry, Gladstone
Cobb and Co.,  Limited,
Brisbane
Jas. Quigley, Taroom ...
John Williams, Ivory's
Creek, Cressbrook
Horatio Sutton, Blackall
Robt. Lather, Southport
Geo. Hy. Fry, Gladstone
Cobb  and Co. ,  Limited,
Brisbane
Wm. Jas .  Stuart, Hugh-
enden
Patrick McCallum, Na-
nango
Mrs. Mary Walsh,
Broughton, Charters
Towers
[1ST DECEMBER, 1897.
ACCEPTED TENDERS for CONVEYANCE of MAILS, &e., 1898, 1899,  1900-continued.
Service-from and to ; and to and from. Frequency. Mode ofConveyance.
Term of Rate
Years . per Annum,
Mails only.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
80 'Bowen and The Leap,  via  Deicke's Once a week ... Horse ... Two ... 100 0 0
Hotel, Woodlands, Roina Peak,
Proserpine, Happy Valley, Kelsey
Creek, Cattle ale School, Amelia
Vale, Bromby Park, Bloomsbury
Electric Telegraph Office, The Plain
(Raymond's), St. Helens, Jolimount,
Royston, and Hampden
81 Brisbane, Kelvin Grove, and Enoggera Six times a week Omnibus ... Three 40 0 0
82 Bellevue Railway Station and Moom- Three times a Horse ... Three 26 0 0
bra (Five-mile Water), via Bellevue week
Station
84 Warwick Post Office and Railway To and from all Coach ... One ... ...
Station ; also to transfer  mails  from present and
one train to another if required, future trains
carry loose letters, and clear letter-
box at  western entrance  to Railway
Station
88 Taroom and Bauhinia Downs Post Once  a week  ... Horse ...  Three 35 0 0
and Telegraph Office, via Bottle-tree
View,  Palm -tree Creek ,  Gwambeg-
wyne, and Coorada  ;  returning  via
Fairfield
92 Wangaratta and Reid River ,  via  Inker .  Twice a week ...
man, Soper 's Crossing ,  Ayr, Brandon,
Pioneer, Acaciafield ,  Brookfield,
Clare ,  and Woodhouse
Also Ayr and  Reid River ,  via  Clare  ...  Once a week (one
way only) )
Three
Rate
per Annum,
Mails
and Parcels.
50 0 0
98 Thursday Island and vessels lying off To and from all Steamer ... One ... ...
Black Rock, Scott's Rock, and out - vessels
side Inner Harbour. (Subject to one
month's notice of discontinuance by
the Postmaster-General)
99 Charters Towers and Maryvale,  via  Once a week ... Horse ... Three 109 0 0
170 0 0
Burdekin Downs letter -box, Fletcher
Vale,  Hillgrove, and Bluff Downs ;
returning  via  Nulla Nulla, Rocky
Springs, Bluff Downs ,  Southwick,
Hillgrove ,  Fletcher Vale, and
Burdekin Downs letter-box
40 0 0
100 Cloncurry and Normanton ,  via  Quamby ,  Once a week ... Buggy  ...  Three  ...  548 0 0
Granada, Donaldson, Donors Hill,
Paddy' s Lagoon,  Walker' s Bend, and
Milgara
103 Gladstone and Banana, via Bend of Once a week ... Horse... Two ... 79 0 0
River,  and Selections ,  East Stowe,
Calliope,  main road  to Catfish Hotel,
Upper Calliope Station, Mount Alma,
Iona, Dumgree, Kilburnie, Prairie,
Kooingal ,  and Barfield  (mailman to
take on from Calliope to Gladstone
mails from Cania,  &c., on Saturday,
if required)
106 Charleville and Eulo,  via  Yarron Vale, Once a week ... Coach ... Three ... 212 10 0
Bierbank, Bechal, Mount Alfred,
Humeburn, and Tilbooroo,  and  via
Gowrie  if required
110 Taroom  and Banana  via  Bottle -tree Once a week  ...  Horse  ...  Three 65 0 0
View, Palm-tree Glreek, Waterton,
Ghinghinda, Glenmoral, Thornby,
Roundstone ,  and Moura
111 Cressbrook and Ivory's Creek, and to Twice a week ... Horse ... Three 10 0 0
keep Receiving Office at Ivory's
Creek
112 (a.) Tambo and Shirburn (Ravens-
bourne),  via  Minnie Downs and
Forest Hill
(b.) Blackall and Listowel Downs,  via  Once a week ... Horse ... Three 150 0 0
Glencoe, Malvern Hills, Terrick
Terrick, Lorne, and Bonnie Doon.
(Subject to  rearrangement  of route) J
113 Southport and Ashmore,  via  Bundall  Six  times a week Horse ... Three 38 0 0
(Currangal )  and Benowa
119 Rosedale and Gladstone,  via  Rosedale Once a week ... Horse ... Two ... 74 0 0
Station (Little's), Beck's, Neilson's,
Olsen 's, Rothman 's, Neilsen 's, Grill's,
Pittuck's, Hale's, Denny's, DeAbel's,
Wills's, Baffle Creek  Station B. and
T. J. Webster' s Greenvale , Taunton,
Quondong ,  Erimbula ,  Turkey  Sta-
tion, Rodds Bay, Riverstone ,  Marble-
stone ,  Mann 's, Boyne Crossing, F.
Pershouse's Farm ,  Boyne Reef, and
Ten-mile . (Subject to  re arrangement)
120 Georgetown and Croydon,  via  Durham, Once a week ... Coach ... Three ...
Cumberland, Forest Home, Lower
Gilbert, The Springs, Belmore (Cork-
tree), King of Croydon, and Gorge
Creek
121 Hughenden and Coalbrook ,  via  Fair -  Once a weak ... Horse ... Three 95 0 0
light, Charlotte Plains, and Compton
Downs (New Station)
1?2 Nanango and Booie ,  via  Parson 's Once a week  ...  Horse ... Three 13 0 0
Bridge; returning by King's Bridge
along Barambah road
123 Charters Towers and Rishton  via  Mill -  Once a week  ...  Horse . ..  Three 43 0 0
cheater and Broughton . (gubject to
one month 's notice of discontinuance
by the Postmaster-General)
765 0 0
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Name and Address of
Contractor.
Mrs. Matilda Carson,
Harrison 's Pocket,
North Pine
Wm. Thos. Davis, Green-
mount
Jas. Drummond and
Wm. Stratb, Norman
Park, Brisbane
Cobb  and Co., Limited,
Brisbane
Cobb and Co., Limited,
Brisbane
Gerald Hartigan, Stan-
thorpe
John Wylie Jos. Barr,
Stanage , Yaamba
Cobb and Co., Limited,
Brisbane
Cobb and Co., Limited,
Brisbane
John Devlin, Alton
Downs, Rockhampton
Cobb and Co., Limited,
Brisbane
Cobb and Co., Limited,
Brisbane
Samuel Byrnes, Laura
Michael Portley, Mount
Sylvia, Gatton
Cobb and Co., Limited,
Brisbane
Service-from and to; and to and from.
ACCEPTED  TENDERS for  CONVEYANCE of MAILS, &c., 1898, 1899,  1900 - continued.
0
F
' :I.,
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Patk. McNamara Cor- 154
bett, Cooktown
Seth Mole, Albany Creek, 156
Strathpine
Henry Wockner, Mary-
borough
157
Peter Duncan, Hazel-
dean, Esk
S. B. McGowan, The
Elbow, Warwick
Thomas Murphy, Men-
dip, Clermont
Cooktown and Butcher's Hill,  via
Selections, Deep Creek, King's
Plains, Norman Vale, and Springs
s. d. £ s. d.
124 North Pine and Mount Pleasant Twice a week to Horse ... Three 35 0 0
(Story's),  via  Harrison's Pocket, Terror's Creek ;
Whiteside (Adsett's), Terror's Creek once a week to
(Hamilton), and Lacey's Creek Whiteside, La-
cey's Creek, and
MountPleasant
125 Greenmount and Emu Creek Post Six times a week
Office,  via  Mount Sibley
126 Geraldton Post Office and Wharves, to ...
and from all present and future
vessels carrying mails
128 Brisbane General Post Office and For- Six times a day...
titude Valley Post Office  (all mails
to be taken from and delivered at
the offices  as  required)
Also Fortitude Valley and Bulimba Twice a day (one
Post Office way only)
Once a week ...viaNorley, ,132 Thargomindah and Kyabra
Tobermerry, Mount Margaret, Ero-
manga, and Eroonghoola Township
133 Adavale and Thargomindah,  via  Guna- Once a week
dorah, Comongin North, Comongin
South, Toompine, Ardoch, and
Norley
135 Stanthorpe and Willson's Downfall Twice a week
(N.S.W.),  via  Kyoomba and Sugar-
loaf
138 Yaamba and Stanage,  via  Tilpal, Once a week
Banksia Plains, Fernleigh, Wan-
dorah, Coonyan Creek, Waratah,
Cooti Uti, and Booroobirri
139 St. George and Bollon,  via 20,  40, and Once a week
65 Mile Bores
140 Thargomindah and Hungerford Twice a week
(N.S.W.),  via  McIntyre's Gap,
Curracunya, Boorara, and Curra-
winya
142 Yeppoon and Coonyan (Flower's),  via  Once a week
Bomoyea, Adelaide Park, Croft's,
Norton's, Maryvale, Byfield, The
Peninsula, and Raspberry Creek
144 Barcaldine and Aramac ... ... Twice a week
145 Aramac and Muttaburra ... ... Twice a week
146 Laura  and Maytown  ... ... ...  Once a week
149 Gatton  and East Haldon ,  via  Tent Three times
Hill, Ropeley  (Deep Gully), Upper week
- Tent Hill, and Mount Sylvia (White-
stone)
Frequency.
152 Thargomindah and Oontoo,  via  Noca- Once a week (to
tunga, Nocundra, and Chastleton be run in two
(in flood-time between Nocundra and days each way
Oontoo, deviation in route to be between Thar-
made to get outside flood-waters) gomindah and
158
162
163
ocundra if
required)
Once a week ...
Mode of (  Term of
Conveyance .  I Years.
Horse ... Two ... 35 0 0
Omnibus ... Three 33 18 0
Coach ... Three ...
Coach ... Three
Buggy ... Three
Horse ... Three
Coach ... Three
Coach ... Three
Horse ... Three
Coach ... Three
Coach ... Three
Coach ... Three
Horse ... Threea
Coach ... Three
Horse
1ST DECEMBER, 1897.
Rate
per Annum,
Mails only.
Rate
per Annum,
Mails
and Parcels.
160 0 0
297 10 0
30.0 0
40 0 0
136 0 0
425 0 0
52 0 0
... 204 0 0
... 323 0 0
... 230 0 0
39 10 0
... 240 0 0
... Three 47 0 0
Strathpine, and Samford Post Office, Twice a week ... Horse ... Three 20 0 0
via  South Pine, Albany Creek, and
Wongun (Bunya) ; route to be  via
Bald Hills in time of flood, omitting
South Pine
Maryborough and Elliot,  via  Nichols, Twice a week (to Horse ... Three 64 10 0
Elston Grange, Warrah, Gilmore's, be run to and
The School, East Doongal, and fro in one day)
Doongal
Villeneuve and Hazeldean ... ... Once a week ... Horse ... Three 8 0 0
Warwick and Elbow Valley, via Lord
John's Swamp and Lucky Valley
Clermont and Yacamunda,  via  Bath-
ampton  School, Venus Store, Mount
Eagle, Gregory's Creek, Lanark
Downs, Beresford, Frankfield, Elgin
Downs, Tween Hills, and Avon
Downs. (In times of  flood, when
mailman  cannot travel between
Avon Downs and Yacamunda, to
run to and from Avon Downs only)
Cobb and Co., Limited, 164 Ilfracombe and Isisford,  via  Portland
Brisbane Run and Wellshot Station
Jas. Drynan, Telemon 167 Beaudesert and Rockbrook (Tillev's),
Crossing, Beaudesert  via  Lrrisvale (Yellow Waterholes),
171
Brisbane Tramways  Co., 173
Limited ,  Brisbane
* J. Karney, Gowrie 175
Junction
Tamrookum, Telemon Crossing (Dry-
nan's ), Knapp's Creek Receiving
Office (Hodgson's), Clime and Koor-
albyn
Pialba and Torq uay, via  Polson Receiv-
ing Office, delivering all mail matter
en route  as directed
Brisbane General Post Office, South
Brisbane Post Office, and Woollon-
gabba
Gowrie Junction and Gowrie Little
Plain, via Glencoe
Three times  a Horse  ... One ... 25 0 0
week
Once
.a. week ... Coach to El- Three ...
gin Downs,
thence horse
Once a week ... Coach ... Three
Threetimesaweek CoachtoTele- Three
to Kooralbyn, mon Cross-
once a week to ing, thence
Rockbrook  j  horse
Daily as often as Tram
required
Three times a
week
Two ... 52 0 0
Three 18 0 0
*  Aceepted subject to payment of necessary deposit.  t  Parcels by coach only.
1-140 0 0
246 10 0
1-64 0 0
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UName and Address of
Contractor.
0
5
D
0
ti
Humpybong Steamship 176
Co., Limited, Brisbane
Cobb and Co., Limited, 177
Brisbane
Thomas Quin, Donors 179
Hill
Robt. Loague, Grove 183
Estate,  Brisbane
Arthur John Kennedy, 185
Teviot, Woodhill
John Semmens, Gympie 187
Ernest Alex. Ensor, 192
Maids Hill
August Carsburg, Hes-  194
senberg, Gatton
Francis Houston, Pitts-  195
worth
Cobb and Co., Limited,  197
Brisbane
Giovanni Stombuco,  198
Kuraby
George Isles, St. George  199
Thos. Glass Miller,  200
Langlo Downs, Charle-
Ville
Cobb and Co., Limited,  201
Brisbane
John McLeod and John  203
Pennington, Isisford
Luke McAnalen, Can-  206
non Creek, Dugandan
Cobb and Co., Limited,  207
Brisbane
Cobb and Co., Limited,  210
Brisbane
Robert Mackie, Fairy  211
Meadow, Chinchilla
Martin Flynn, West-  212
brook, S. and W.
Railway
Richard Proctor Rem-  214
ington , Palmwoods,
North Coast Railway
John MacDonald, Boulia  215
Cobb and Co., Limited,  216
Brisbane
Geo. WoodhouseMallett,  220
Upper Caboolture
Henry Wockner, Mary-  221
borough
Archibald Anderson,  222
Boah, Oakey
Heinrich Mengel, Mount 223
Kent, Nobby
Three times a
week, or more
frequently when
steamer runs
ACCEPTED TENDERS for CONVEYANCE Of MAILS, &c., 1898, 1899,  1900-continued.
Service-from and to; and to and from. &regitency. Mode ofConveyance.
Term of
Years.
Brisbane and Woody Point Jetty ; also
Redcliffe Jetty, weather permitting
(Subject to one month's notice of
discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General)
Yuleba and St. George,  via  Beranga,
Surat, and Bindle Creek (Warroo)
Burketown and Wollogorang, via
Escott and Westmoreland (and to
keep Receiving Office at Wollogorang)
Brisbane General Post Office and Ash-
grove, via Red Hill Post Office
Woodhill and Undullah Station,  via
Kilmoylar and Undullah Receiving
Office  (Teviot School)
Gympie  and Imbil,  via  Lagoon Pocket,
Bunya Creek, Yabba Vale, and
Bollya Plains ; returning  via  Kan-
danga (Sprowle's ),  Bunya Creek,
and Lagoon Pocket
Jimbour and Jumma,  via  Maida Hill,
Maida Hill School, Saunders',
Ensor 's, Spring Flat (Campbell's),
Sharow, Rosevale ,  Bilboa ,  Selections,
Webster 's, Wylarah ,  Porter's,
Mathieson 's, Jules', and Just's ;
returning  via  Greystanlea ,  Ross',
McLaughlin 's, &c., to Webster's
Gatton and Hessenberg (Wonga
Creek ),  via  Ropeley
Pittsworth and Balgownie ,  via  Spring
Valley School ,  Kincora, North
Branch, and Gentleman's Seat
Bollon and Barringun  (N.S.W.),  via
Fernlees, Murra Murra ,  Bundaleer,
Noorama, Thurulgoona ,  and Woo-
roorooka
Waterford  -and Logan Reserve
St. George and Goodooga  (N.S.W.),
via  Gulnabar ,  Mouraby, Whyenbah,
Mithong, Cubbie ,  Mogrugulla,
Woolerina ,  Yako, Bo andina, and
Brenda  (N.S.W.)  (In flood-time
between Whyenbah and Brenda,
deviation in route to be made to get
outside flood waters)
Langlo Crossing and Langlo Downs,
via Mount Morris
Mareeba and Herberton,  via  Martin-
town, Atherton, and Carrington
(Scrubby Creek)
Isisford and Welford Downs,  via  Ruth-
ven, Albilbah, and Mount Marlow
Dugandan and Bigriggan,  via  Milford,
Bunburra., Cannon Creek, Coochin
Coochin, Knapp's Creek, and Ma-
roon (and to keep Receiving Office
at Bunburra)
Winton and Hughenden,  via  Oon-
dooroo, Manuka, Stock's Dam, and
Afton Downs
Herberton and Georgetown, viaWatson.
ville, Orient Camp, Montalbion,
California Creek, Fossilbrook, and
Quartz Hill
Chinchilla and Fairy Meadow,  via
Lower Wombo (and to keep Receiving
Office at Fairy Meadow)
Oakey and Biddeston,  via  Crosshill,
Happy Valley, Aubigny, Plainview
School, and the Springs, returning
via  Crosshill only
Palmwoods and Flaxton (Wyer's, por-
tion 106y),  via  Hunchy Receiving
Office and the Razorback
Boulia and Urandangie,  via  Herbert
Downs, Glenormiston, Roxborough
Downs, and Carandotta
Winton and Boulia,  via  Elderslie,
Llanrheidol, Middleton, Lucknow,
and Hamilton Hotel
Caboolture and Upper Caboolture (and
to act as Postmaster at Upper
Caboolture)
Maryborough and Teddington, via
Tinana, River road past Jindah,
Fonthill letter-box, Nerada, and
Woongool
Oakey and Boah ... ... ... ...
Nobby and Mount Kent (Back Plains),
via  Coleman's and Moran's Well
Steamer ... Three
Twice a week ... Coach ... Three
Once a fortnight Horse ... Three
Four times a day Omnibus ... One ...
to and from Red
Hill, and once a
day to and from
Ashgrove
Three  times a Horse  ...  One ...
week
Twice a week ... Horse ... Three
Twice a week, Horse ... Three
and once a
week extra
from Jimbour
to Spring Flat
on Mondays
Three times a Horse ... Three
week
Twice a week ... Horse ... Two ...
Once a week ... Coach ... Three
Three  times a  Horse or Three
week bicycle
Once a week ... Horse .. Three
Buggy when
required
Once a week ... Horse ... Three
Twice  a week  ... Coach ... Three
Once a week ... Buggy ... Three
Three  times a  Horse ... Three
week
Twice a week ; to Coach ... Three
be run in a day
and a half from
Hughenden to
Winton
Once a week ... Coach ... Three
Once a week ... Horse ... Two ...
Twice a week ... Horse ... Three
Twice a week ... Horse
Once a week ... Buggy
Once a week (to Coach
be run in four
days each way)
Three times a Horse
week
Six times a week Horse
[1ST DECEMBER, 1897.
Rate
per Annum,
Mails only.
Rate
per Annum,
Mails
and Parcels.
... One ...
... Three
... Three
... Three
... Three
Twice a week .... Horse ... Three
Three times a Horse ... Three
week
* Accepted  subject to payment of necessary deposit.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
... 50 0 0
595 0 0
89 0 0
46 0 0
18 0 0
54 0 0
75 0 0
25 0 0
29 0 0
200 0 0
8 0 0
1.20 0 0
25 0 0
... 595 0 0
... 115 0 0
50 0 0
500 0 0
1,870 0 0
25 0 0
30 0 0
22 0 0
... 300 0 0
... 807 10 0
36 0 0
69 10 0
18 0 0
20 0 0
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Name and Address of
Contractor.
Thomas Bonell, With-
cott,  Helidon
* Henry Ferguson, Little
Dingera, Nocundra
Thos. Hill, The Leap,
Mackay
Tom Thomas, Nelson,
Cairns
* Jas. Clarke, Perryville,
Pentland
Christian Ferdinand
Fredk. Schloss, Plain-
land, Laidley
Chas. Henry Elliott,
Cloncurry
Henry Alfred Swann,
and Arthur  Reginald
Swann, Clare
Mrs, Eliz. Kingsford,
Dalveen
Cobb and Co., Limited,
Brisbane
Geo. Richd. Matthews,
Richmond Downs
Thos. Bryce and Co.,
Brisbane
Cobb and Co., Limited,
Brisbane
Cobb and Co., Limited,
Brisbane
Cobb and Co., Limited,
Brisbane
Jas. Currie, Longreach
John Jos. Williams,
Rockhampton
Charles Gracey ,  Springs,
Croydon
John Johnson, Leyhurn
Henry Potter Batson,
Wynnum
John Hesse,  B olan South,
Bundaberg
Michael Jos. Fynn, Port
Douglas
* Robt. Handcock Lloyd,
Goombungee, Menn-
gandan
Edward Harte and Son,
Kolan River, Bunda-
berg
[1ST DECEMBER, 1897.
ACCEPTED TENDERS for CONVEYANCE of MA1LS, &e., 1898, 1899,  1900-continued.
o .
z
Service-from and to ; and to and from.
•
Frequency. Mode ofConveyance.
Term of
Years.
224 Helidon and Helidon ,  via  Postman 's Twice a week  ...  Horse ... Three
Ridge  R.O., Withcott, Derrymore,
and Iredale  (and to keep Receiving
Office at Withcott)
225 Nocundra and Mount Howitt,  via  Once a week  ...  Buggy  ...  Three
Nocatunga , Kihee, Woomanoka,
and Durham Downs
227 The Leap and St. Helen's,  via  Hamp- Once a week ... Horse ... Three
den, Jolimount, Royston, and St.
Helen's Station
228 Nelson and Babinda Creek, via Ken- Once a week ... Horse ... One ...
sington and Russel River (Hickey's).
(Subject to one month's notice of
discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General)
230 Lyndhurst and Gilberton,  via  Oak Once a week ... Horse ... Three
Park, Christmas Hill, Percy River,
and Mount Hogan. (Subject to one
month's notice of discontinuance by
the Postmaster-General)
231 Laidley and Summerhill,  via  Plainland Three times a Horse ... Three
and Hatton Vale (Woolshed Creek) week
233 Cloncurry and Boulia,  via  Devoncourt, Once a week ... Horse ... Three
Chatsworth, Noranside, Bucking-
ham Downs, and Police Camp
237 Ayr and Seaforth,  via  Airdmillan ... Twice a week ... Coach ... Three
241 Dalveen  and M. )untside , via North Six times a week
Maryland road Schoolhouse ,  Gea- Horse
ney's, Patterson 's, and Braeside
Also  Dalveen and Ka ffirville  (Pikedale  Once a week ...
Gold Field), viaTurnbull's, Clune's,
McDonald's, and Mulgowan
243 Adavale and Windorab,  via  The Rocks
(J. D. Springs), and Bulgroo
246 Richmond Downs and Woolgar (New
Camp),  via  Cambridge Downs and
Merton Ponds. (Subject to three
months' notice of discontinuance by
the Postmaster-General)
Rate
per Annum,
Mails only.
Rate
per  Annum,
Mails
and Parcels.
Three
Once a week ... Coach ... Three
Once a week ... Buggy ... Two ...
247 (a) Parcel Post Office, Brisbane, and ;)
parcel post offices and all addresses
within- (1) North  Brisbane ,Booroo-
dabin, and parts of Ithaca and Too-
wong ; (2) South Brisbane and Kan-
garoo  Point ; (3) Windsor  and part
of Hamilton
(b) Also for the conveyance to the
Parcel Post Office, Brisbane, of
parcels collected at parcel post offices
within those limits
248 Hughenden and Cloncurry,  via  Tele-
mon, Marathon, Richmond Downs,
Hulbert's Camp, Coobiaby, Edding-
ton, and Leilaville
250 Longreach and Winton,  via  Maneroo,
Evesham, and Vindex
252 Charlevilleand Adavale,  via  Glengarry,
Burrandilla, and Langlo Crossing. (In
flood time  mails  to be carried by pack-
horse, and deviation made in route to
get outside flood waters)
253 Stonehenge and Currawilla, via War-
breccan, Connemara, and Palparara
255 Windorah and Kyabra,  via  Hammond
Downs, Munro, Tenham, Thewin,
Springfield, and Keeroongooloo
257 Croydon and EsmeraldaDiggings. (Sub-
ject  to one month's notice of discon-
tinuance  by the Postmaster-General)
259 Leyburn and Yandilla,  via  Tummaville
Head  Station, Tummaville School
Wright's, Pillar' s, Baillie's, and
Feniton
260 Wynnum and Lytton ... ... ...
261 Birthamba and Kolan South ... ...
262 Port Douglas and Miallo,  via  Mosman
River Post Office, returning  via
Mosman River Post Office and the
Ferry. (Subject to one month's
notice of discontinuance by the Post-
master -General)
263 Meringandan and Doctors Creek,  via
Goombungee
264 Bundaberg and Duingal (Maynard's),
via McShea's, Rosecliffe's, Branyan,
Bonna ,  Bingera  Station, Ferriby,
Sloane's, Stamg's, Hill's, Baldwin's,
Phillips', W. Newitt's, Haylock's,
Kernel Receiving Office, Drinan's,
Chandler and Jenkins', Lymer's,
Neilsen's, Sugden 's, and  Duncan's,
returning  via  Woodward' s, Kernell,
and Fourteen- mile  (subject to re-
arrangement)
Once a day ... Spring-van... Three
Twice a week to Coach ... Three
Richmond Downs,
once a week to
Cloncurry
Twice a week ... Coach ... Three
Twice a week ... Coach ... Three
Once a week ... Buggy ... Three
Once a week ... Buggy ... Three
Once a week ... Horse ... One ...
Twice a week  ...  Horse ...  I One ...
Six times a week Horse
Twice a day ... Horse
Once a week ...  Horse
Six times a week Coach to
to Goombungee Goombungee,
and three  times thence horse
a week to Doc- to Doctors
tors Creek Creek
Twice a week ...  Horse . .
One ...
Three
One ...
Three
Three
.2  S. d. £ s. d.
22 0 0
100 0 0
28 0 0
39 10 0
140 0 0
19 10 0
240 0 0
10 0 0
70 0 0
552 10 0
170 0 0
(See at foot)t
1,062
637
680
1189
149
10 0
10 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
99 0 0
21 10 0
20 0 0
28 0 0
50 0 0
44 0 0
75 0 0
* Accepted subject to payment of necessary deposit . t (a) At the rate of lid .  per parcel ; (b) at the rate of td. per parcel.
$ If the fregtteney  of service  has to be reduced owing to flood or drought,  a pro rata  reduction of one-third to be made in subsidy for any  time exceeding
three months consecutively.
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Name and Address of
Contractor.
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Wm. Geo. Emerick,
Bundaberg
266
Samuel Butterworth, 267
Eton
Anders Jensen, Uran- 269
gan, Pialba
Cobb and Co., Limited, 271
Brisbane
Wm. Jarvis, Capalaba. 272
Mrs. Eliz. Browne, Did- 274
dillibah, Woombye
Mrs. Matilda Carson, 275
Harrison's Pocket,
North Pine
Jas.  Craig Alderley 276
Station ,  Boulia
Jas. McCorley, Taroom 277
Cobb and Co., Limited, 279
Brisbane
* Fredrick Wm. Barnard,  280
Cairns
Cobb and Co., Limited, 281
Brisbane
Wm. Jackson, Gympie 284
Andrew Wright, Port  287
Douglas
Jacob Hoffman, Head of  288
Condamine ,  Killarney
James Hart, Walloon ... 292
Mrs. Catherine  Moloney, 293
Bromelton, Beau-
desert
Thos. Mcllwraith Taylor,  295
Jimbour
296
300
Edward Cooper, Pratten 301
Thos. Waters, Talle-
budgera
302
Cobb and Co., Limited,
Brisbane
304
[1ST DECEMBER, 1897.
ACCEPTED TENDERS  for CONVEYANCE  Of MAILS , &c., 1898, 1599,  1900 - continued.
I
Service-from and to ; and to and from. Frequency. Mode ofConveyance.
Term of
Years.
Rate
per Annum,
Mails only.
Rate
per Annum,
Mails
and Parcels.
Bundaberg Post Office and Railway To and from all Spring-cart Three
Station, and Post Office and present and
Wharves ; to transfer mails from future trains
one train to another, carry loose and all vessels
letters, and clear the letter-box at carrying mails
the Railway Station as required ;
also to convey Post and Telegraph
Office stores, furniture , &c., as
required_
Nebo and Mount Britten (Gold Field), Once a week ... Horse ...  Three
via  Nebo Station, Burrenbring,
Tongwarry, Woodstock, and Home-
vale. (Subject to one month's notice
of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General)
Pialba and Urangan ... ... ... Twice a week ... Horse ... One ...
Morven and Augathella, via Victoria Twice a week ... Coach ... Three
Downs,. Brunell Downs, Angellala
Downs, Clare Creek, Burenda Wool.
shed, and Burenda Station. (In
flood- time mails  for Tambo and
Blackall  to be conveyed from
Morven by  this service
Birkdale and Capalaba ... ... ... Three  times a  Horse ... One ...
week
Woombye and Diddillibah. (Subject Three times a Horse ... Three
to one month's notice of discontinu- week
ance by the Postmaster-General)
Strathpine and Fishery Pocket (Mac- Twice a week ... Horse .. Three
kenzie's, portion 150), via Samson
Vale and Samson Creek
Boulia and Birdsville,  via  Marion Once a week ... Horse ... Three
Downs, Coorabulka (except in flood-
time ),  Breadalbane ,  Sandringham,
Bidouri, Cluny, Glengyle, Carcory,
Rosebeath ,  and Salmonville
Tarooom and Mirriourie,  via  Bottle- Once a week ... Horse ... Three
tree View, Kinnoul, Broadmere,
Glenhaughton, Reedy Creek, and
Ruined Castle Creek
Barcaldine Post Office and Railway To and from all Vehicle ... Three
Station  ;  also to convey loose letters present and
as required  I  future trains
Cairns Yost Office and Railway Station ; To and from all Spring-van ... One ...
also to convey loose letters as required, present and
and to clear pillar-boxes on two days future trains
a week
Muttaburraand Hughenden,  via  Cullo- Once  a week  (to be Coach ... Three
den, Rockwood, Tangorin, Borenya,  run in  two days
and Cameron  Downs each way)
Gympie Post Office and Railway To and from all Hackney Three
Station  ;  also to clear pillar -boxes on present and carriage
the route and the letter -box at the future trains
Railway Station ,  transfer mails from
one train to another ,  and carry loose
letters as required
Port Douglas and Daintree River Once-a week ... Boat. ... Two ...
(Subject to one month's notice of
discontinuance  by the  Postmaster.
General)
North Killarney and the Head ...
£ s.
...
d. £ s. d.
90 0 0
26 0 0
16 10 0
... 120 0 0
16 0 0
20 0 0
25 0 0
360 0 0
44 0 0
... 0  0 0
... 25 10 0
... 297 10 0
... 100 0 0
... 50 0 0
Once a week ... Horse ... One ... 10 0 0
Walloon and Smith 's Mills ,  via  Kir- Six times a week Coach to Three ...
cheim and Marburg Smith's
Also Marburg  and  Glamorgan  Vale ... Three  times a Mill; horse
week to Glamor-
gan Vale
Beaudesert and Wyaralong ,  via  Brom -  Three times a Horse  ...  Three 40 9 4
elton Station, Bromelton Receiving week
Office, Jenyn's letter-box, Allandale
(Binstead's), and Overflow
Macalister and Jimbour ... ... Six times a week
Laura and Neville Creek,  via  Police
Camp, Byrne's Station, Lakefield,
Breeze Plains, Musgrave Telegraph
Station, Lalla Rookh, and Coen
Telegraph Station; returning from
Musgrave  Telegraph Station to
Laura,  via  Koolburra and Fairview
Telegraph Station (the route  via
Koolburra and Fairview Telegraph
Station to  be  observed both ways in
flood-time). (Subject to discontinu-
ance beyond Coen Telegraph Station
upon  one month 's notice being given
by the Postmaster-General
Pentland and Cape Diggings. (Subject
to one month's notice of discontinu-
ance by the Postmaster-General)
Hendon and Pratten .. ...
Tallebndgeraand Westbury, andtokeep
Receiving Office at Westbury. (Sub-
ject to one month's notice of discon-
tinuance by the Postmaster-General)
Thargomindah and Wompah,  via  Thu-
ringowa, Bulloo Downs, Tickalara,
and Caldwell's Station1
Three times a
week
Twice a week ... Coach ... One ...
Once a week ... Horse .. One ... 8 0 0
Once a week ... Coach ...  Three
*  Accepted subject to payment of necessary deposit.  t  Parcels by coach only.
t59 0 0
34 0 0
110 0 0
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ACCEPTED TENDERS for  CONVEYANCE Of MAILS, &c., 1898, 1899 ,  1900-continued.
0
s.
IContractor.  .
Patk. McCormack, New
Farm, Brisbane
307
308
Jas. Stevenson , Hodgson,
Roma
309
*Win. Jas. Land, Cun-
namulla
313
Mrs. Mary Ann O'Brien,
Spring  bluff 316
Alfred Wyatt, Mount
Hedlow, Rockhampton
317
Wm. Taylor Camplin,
Bundaberg
319
Bertram  John Thackery
Lipscombe, Deception
Bay, Narangba
320
Cobb and Co., Limited,
Brisbane
321
Thomas  Hill, The Leap,
Mackay
322
Jas. Wm. Joncour, Cler-
mont
326
Alex. McCallum, Cabool-  330
ture
Francis Barrow ,  Thane's  332
Creek, Warwick
Wm. Smith,
Plain, Allora
Forest 333
Geo. Robt.
Black River,
ville
Althaus,
Towns-
335
Martin Traugott 336
Schneider , Waterford
Maurice Bunning, Clon-
curry
338
Edward Brougham,
Woowoonga
339
Francis  Thomas, Yuleba 340
Thos. Reedy, Charters 341
Towers
Brisbane General Post Office and
Jubilee,  via  Ithaca. (Subject to one
month's notice of discontinuance by
the Postmaster-General)
Gladstone Post Office and the Railway
Station ; also Gladstone Post Office
and Wharf, and to carry Post and
Telegraph Office stores, furniture, &c.
Frequency. Mode ofConveyance.
1ST DECEMBER, 1897.
Term of
Years.
RateR ateper Annum,per Annum,
Mails only. andMailsarcels.
£ s. d. .£ s. d.
Three times a day Omnibus  One ... 30 0 0
To and from all
present and
future trains,
and all steamers
and vessels
carrying mails
Hodgson Railway Station and Hodgson - Twice a day ... Horse
Receiving Office. (Subject to one
month's notice of discontinuance by ,
the Postmaster-General)
Cunnamulla and Widgeegoara,  via  Twice a week ... , Coach
Widgeegoara Hotel, Charlotte Plains, i
Weelamurra, and Avondale
Spring Bluff (Highfields Railway Sta-
tion) and Koojarewon,  via  The Bluff,
Garret's, De Gruchy's, and Palmer's ;
returning same route
Rockhampton and Bondoola,  via  Mount
Hedlow Receiving Office (Wyatt's
Hotel) ; to proceed to Yeppoon if
Six times a week Horse
Once a week ... i Buggy
necessary
Bundaberg and Woongarra Scrub, Six times a week
delivering all mail matter within the
following boundaries ,  and clearing
letter -boxes as required  (see below -)
Narangba and Deception Bay ... ... Twice a week  ...
Cunnamulla and Barringun  (N. S. W. ), Twice a week ,  to
via  Burnabilla ,  Trunkey ,  Thuru -
T H t l d W
be run in one
d h wagoona, uen o e ,  an ooroo-
rooka
ay eac y
The Leap and Finlayson's (Cape Hills-
barough),  via  Mackay and Mt. Jukes
Coffee Estates, returning  via  Bosses
Clermont and Clermont,  via  Copper-
field, Peak Vale, Craven Outstation,
Craven, and Islay  Plains ; return
route  via  Surbiton, Banchory, and
Red Rock
Delaney's Creek (Caboolture-Baramba
road) and Mount Mee,  via  McDon-
ald's Selection
Pratten and Thane's Creek. (Subject
to one month's notice of discontinu.
ance by the Postmaster-General)
Allora and Goomburra,  via  Forest
Horse
Horse
Coach
Once a week ... Horse
Once a week ... Horse
Twice a week
Three times
week
... Horse
a Horse
... HorseTwice a week
Plain, and Upper Forest Plain
Townsville and Ingham,  via  Armidale, I Once a week
Ollera  (Bell's ),  Mt. Ruth , Water-
view, and Francis Creek
Bethania  Railway Station and Water-
ford Post Office
Cloncurry and Canobie,  via  Fort Con.
stantine , Clonagh, Yadthor, Byro.
mine , Carr's Camp, and Fort
Bowen
Cordalba and Barnes' School,  via  Isis
Mill Receiving Office
Yuleba and Maymead (Durham
Downs),  via  Bendemere, Muggleton,
Bundi, Clifford, Hatcham Downs,
and Selections  between Clifford,
Hatcham Downs, and Ma mead
... Horse
Twice a day ... Horse
Once a week ... Horse
Six times a week Horse
Once a week ... Horse
... Three 38 0 0
Three ... 213 0 0
... Three 36 0 0
... Three ... 30 0 0
... T hree  190 0 0
... Three 12 0 0
... Three 382 10 0
... Three 22 0 0
... Three 66 0 0
... Three  16 10  0
... One ... 18 0 0
... Three  36 19  1
... Three 79 0 0
... Three 25 0 0
... Three 100 0 0
... Three 32 0 0
... Two... 43 0 0
... Three 277 0 0Jericho and Pentland,  via  Desmond's, ' Once a week ... Horse
Garfield (Granbars), Texas, Boon-
goondoo, Clare, Widgemen, Lake
Dunn, Westmere, Mount Surprise,
Annie Vale, Bowie, Yarrowmere,
Blair Athol, Longton, Nevena,
Milray Station, and Boundary
Station ; returning  via  Boundary
Station, Milray Station, Nevena,
Longton, Blair Athol, Yarrowmere,
Bowie, Doonemabulla, Labona,
Annie Vale, Fleetwood, Eastmere,
Dunrobin, Wee Dunrobin, Spring-
er's, Strasburg, Garfield (Granbars),
and Desmond's
* T. Butterworth , Nebo 342 Avon  Downs and Byerwin,  via  Glen-
avon, Gleneva, Eaglefield, Mount
Lookout, and Cerito
Once a week ... Horse ... Three 75 0 0
*  Accepted subject to payment of necessary deposit.
-
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett River at the north-western corner of portion 3A parish of Kalkie ; thence by the northern
and eastern boundaries of that portion easterly and southerly to its south-eastern corner ; thence by a line southerly to the eastern corner of
portion 30; thence by the road forming the south-eastern boundary of that portion south-westerly to the Barolin road, by that road south-
easterly to portion 112, by the road forming the north-western boundary of that portion south-westerly to a small reserve, by the north-western
and south-western boundaries of that reserve, and part of the south-western boundary of portion 112 south-westerly and south-easterly to the
western corner of portion 46, by the road forming the south-western and south-eastern boundaries of that portion and the south-eastern
boundaries of portions 27 and 21 south-easterly and north-easterly to the northern corner of portion 10, by the road forming the north-eastern
boundary of that portion south-easterly to the western corner of portion 1, by the road forming the north-western boundary of that portion and
portion 12 north-easterly to the northern corner of the last-named portion, by the road forming the north-eastern boundary of portion 12 south.
easterly to the southern corner of portion 50 parish of Barolin, by the road forming the south-eastern boundaries of portions 50, 42, and 43 same
parish north-easterly to the eastern corner of the last-named portion ; thence by a line north-easterly to the sea-coast at the eastern corner of
portion 10, and by the sea-coast north-westerly to the Burnett River,. and by the right bank of that river upwards to the point  of  commencement.-
(Sub-1mr  to one hith'  notice of discontinuance  by the  Postmaster -General.)
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Name  and Address of
Contractor.
Alex. Jas.  Stewart Simp-
son, Surat
Wilhelm Sommer, Gram-
zow, Beenleigh
Wm. Haupt, Gayndah
1 Mode of
ACCEPTED TENDERS  FOR CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, &c., 1898, 1899,  1!1,00-continued.
0
343
344
345
1
John Jas.  Williams, 348
Rockhampton
*Fredrick  WVm. Barnard, 349
Cai i ns
Cobb  and Co. ,  Limited, 350
Brisbane
Jas. John Tancred, 351
Banana
Service-from  and to;  and to and from.  Frequency.
Surat and Russell Park,  via  Cam- Once a week ; to
bridge Downs, Noorindoo, Wehl's, be run to and
Dehnertvale, Sydenham, and Oak- fro in one day
lands
Beenleigh and Mount Cotton,  via  Six times a week
Loganholme and Gramzow
Hawkwood and Gayndah, via Dyke- Once a week
head, Coonambula, Mundaberra, and
Mount Debatable
Winton and Booulia,  via  Whitewood, Once a week
Cork, Brighton Downs, Mayne
Hotel, Diamantina  Lakes, and
Springvale ,  returning via Springvale.
Diamantina  Lakes,  Mayne Hotel,
Brighton Downs , Cork ; and Elderslie
Cairns Post Office and Wharves  To and from all
present and
future vessels
carrying mails
Longreach and Muttaburra ,  via  Bim - Once a week ...
bah, Camoola, and Ambo; to run on
western  side of  river  if required
Banana and  Wooroona,  via  Wando,
Harcourt Redcliffe No 2 Redcliffe,.,,
i and Nulalbin
town
Ferdinand Gaskie, Chin- 355
chilla
Wm. Huston,  Spring- 359
sure
John Nickless  Siganto, 363
Coomera Upper
Giovanni Stombuco, 366
Kuraby
Aylmer Edwin Campbell, 367
Argentine, Townsville
Alex. McCallum, Cabool-
ture,  and Marianne
O'Shea, Redcliffe
368
Andrew Farrelly,
Charters Towers
371
*David Goodwin, Gympie 378
road, Brisbane
Geo. E. l. Cronk, Bogan- 381
tungan
Henry Jas ,  Bosworth, 384
Halifax
Chas. Andrew
Hughenden
Bartels, 389
Cooktown Post Office and Wharves ; To and from all Dray
also Post Office and Railway Station; present and
and to convey loose letters as re' future trains
quired. and all vessels
carrying mails
Chinchilla and Durah,  via  Turner's, Once a week . Horse
McIntyre's, Chinchilla Woolshed,
Seven Oaks,  Pelican ,  Fairyland, and
Canaga
Springsure Post Office and Railway To and from all
Station : also  to carry  loose letters  if present and
required future trains
Coomera Upper and Tambourine, Twice a week
Mountain, including delivery to
Cameron's, &c. ; and to keep Re-
ceiving Office at Tambourine Moun.
tain . (Subject to one month's notice
of discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General)
Logan Village and Logan Village,  via  Three
Thompson's, South Maclean, North I week
Maclean,  Nasb's, Greenbank, Park
Ridge, Chamber's Flat, and the
Bridge. (Subject  to one month's
notice of discontinuance by the Post-
master -General)
One ...
Two ...Buggy or dray
Horse
times a Horse
bicycle
Argentine and Kangaroo Hills Station,  !Once a week
via  Argentine Extended and Ewan.
(Subject to one month's notice of
discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General)
Woody Point Jetty and Woody Point
Post Office,  and Redcliffe  Jetty and i
Radcliffe Post and Telegraph Office :
(1) The conveyance of mails and
parcels  to and fro  between the mail
steamer  at Woody Point Jetty and
the Woody Point Post Office, and
between the mail steamer  at Redcliffe
Jetty and the Post and Telegraph
Office, Redcliffe; (2) The conveyance
of mails to and fro between the
Redcliffe Post and Telegraph Office
and Woody Point Post Office daily,
including the delivery of all letters,
newspapers, packets, and telegrams
along the Main Coast road from
Klanger (Mrs. Bell's) to Reef Point,
Scarborough, and to all houses be-
tween the Main Coast road ani the'
beach ; (3) The clearing of the letter-
box at Grant's store, and the convey-
ance of its contents to the Redcliffe
Post and Telegraph Office daily, at
such hours as the Postmaster-General
may direct
Charters Towers Parcels Delivery
between Post Office and addresses
(1) within the Municipality, and (2)
outside the Municipality but within
letter-carrier's delivery, under spe.
cial conditions
('onvevance.
Horse
Horse
Horse
Horse
Spring-van ...
Co ach
[1ST DECEMBER, 1897.
Tenn ofYears.
Three
Three
Two..
Three
One ...
... Three
... Three
One ....
Once a week ...  Horse
Horse
or
Rate
per Annum ,
Mails only.
Rate
Per Annum,
Mails
ail  Parcels.
£ s. d. £ a.d.
30 0 0
69 0 0
50 0 0
310 0 0
.. 25 10 0
... 89 0 0
60 0 0
110 0 0
28 10 0
22 10 0
35 0 0
37 0 0
90 0 0
Horse-or cart
as required
Three  .. 1 39 0 0
Once a day ... Spring cart... One ... .. f
Brisbane-and Aspley Receiving Office, Twelve times a
via Kedron and Downfall Creek week to Kedron,
Bogantungan and Echo Hills,  via
Medway Park, Rosedale, Bianchi's
Selection, J. Bianchi's Selection,
Medway Station, and Duckabrook
Ingham and Hidden Valley Station,
via  Stoneleigh and Kangaroo Hills
Tin Mines. (Subject to one month's
notice of discontinuance by the
Postmaster-General)
Hughenden Post Office and Railway
Station, and to convey loose letters
as required
Accepted subject to payment of necessary deposit.
194
and six times a
week to AspleyOnce a, week ...
Once a week ...
Omnibus to
Edinburgh
Castle Hotel;
thence horse
One... 38 0 0
Horse .. Three
Horse Three
24 0 0
110 0 0
To and from all Spring-cart... Two ...
present and I
future trains
t At the rate of 2d.  per parcel.
95 0 0
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Naive  and Address of
Contractor.
o ,
'-uCL
s,
Cobb and Co., Limited, 390
Brisbane
Jas. Drynan, Telemon 39z
Crossing
The-,. Lyon, Birdsville 394
Cobb and Co., Limited, 395
Brisbane
John Geary and Sons, 396
Miles
Joshua Jas. Chapman, 399
Mount Perry
Denis Ryan, Yuleba ... 400
Hugh Cochrane Thomp- 401
son, Logan Village
Edwd. Brougliam, Woo- , 406
woonga
Richd. Baker Banks,
Blackall
409
Thos. Alex. Emery,
Thargomindah
412
Francis Flood, Travers-
ton, Gympie
414
* Cairns Tramway Com-
pany, Cairns
417
Win. Eatock, Bogantun-
gan
420
Alfred Heath, Granville,
Maryborough
421
Mrs. Jane Richardson, 424
Wynnum
Thos. Alex. Neil and 426
Albert Edward Power,
Tanby, Rockhampton
Edwd. Hy. Arundell, 430
Euinundi
Francis Herbert Wills, 431
Baffle Creek, Rosedale
Wm. Heffernan, Borella,
Texas
Service-from and to; and to and from.
1 Twenty- mile and Mackinlay,  via
Maxwelton ,  Tarbrax, Eastern Creek
(Toorak),  and Eulolo.  (And to keep
Receiving Office at Twenty-mile)
Telemon Crossing and Eulalie
(N.S.W.), via Rathdowney, Flana-
gan'., Bigriggan, Thulumbah Re-
ceiving Office, Taylor's, Palen Creek
(Yore's), Tylerville Receiving Office,
and Mounb Lindsay
Birdsville and Dubbo Downs, via
Adria Downs, Annandale, and Kalli-
duwary
Evesham and Rosebrook,  via  Corona,
Silsoe, Vergemont, Opalton, and
Mayneside
Miles Post Office and Railway Station.
(Subject to one month's notice of
discontinuance by the Postmaster-
General)
Miriam Vale and Miriam Vale, via
Mount Jacob, Dingle's, Oreti, Mo-
ralyaran, Thornhill, Charnwood, and
Burilla to Toweran, returning  via
Warroo, Thornhill, Oreti, and Hoff-
man's
Yuleba and Moraby,  via  Moongool,
Marra-Marra, Scotland, Westbourne
Grove, and Callitris
Frequency.
Once a week ...
Twice a week to
Palen Creek ;
once a week to
Eulalie
Once a  fortnight
Once a week ... Horse ... Three
Once a week ... Coach ... Three
To and from all By hand, and Two ...
present and cart when
future trains necessary
Twice a week ... Horse ... Two ... 73 0 0
Once a week ... Horse ... Three 38 0 0
(a) Jimboomba Railway Station and Six times a week
Canungra,  via  Mundoolun Station,
Tambourine Station, Fenwyke,
O'Mahoney's, anni Irvingsford
Also (b) Mundoolun Station and Mun
doolun Receiving Office
Childers and The Culvert (Isis Scrub),
via  King's, Epp's, Rankin's, &c.
Also Childers and Eureka. (Subject
to one month's notice of discon-
tinuance by the Postmaster-General)
Blackall and Isisford,  via  Boree, Mal-
vern, Moorlands, Thornleigh, Spring-
field, and Isis Downs
Nocundra and Wompah,  via  Bransby,
Huddersfield, Yanko, and Naryilco.
(Subject to rearrangement of route)
Tuchekoi Receiving Office and Gympie,
via  Collisson's. (Subject to one
month's notice of discontinuance by
the Postmaster-General)
Three times a
week
Three times a)
Once a week
week 11
Once a week Horse ... Three
Once a week (to Coach ... Three
be run in one
clay each way)
Once a week (to  Buggy  ... Three
be run in two
days each way
if required)
Once a week ... Horse ... One ...
Cairns  Post  and Telegraph  Office,  and Daily  ... ...  Tram
Nelson
Springsure and Tambo,  via  Rainworth,
Glenlee (Telemon), Mantuan Downs,
Goodliffe's, Mount Playfair, Car-
well, and Malta
Maryborough an3 Bidwell ...
Wynnum and Manly. To deliver all
letters, telegrams, &c., within the
following boundaries, viz.:-Com-
mencing where Old Lytton road
leaves the beach beyond Tingall
Hill; thence along railway line to
point opposite Lota House; thence
by straight line to beach and along
beach to starting-point, and to clear
posting-box at Curtis' store; also to
deliver within same bounds all tele-
grams received at Wynnum Tele-
... Horse ... Three
Once a day ... Horse ... One ...
graph Office between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Tanby Railway Station and Yeppoon Six times a week Coach
Eumundi and Kenilworth,  via  Mount
'Eerwah, s, and Belli ParkMurray
(Bonney's). (Subject to one month's
notice of discontinuance by the
Postmaster-General)
Rosedale and Rosedale,  via  Little's,
Beck's, Neilsen's, Olssen's, Roth-
man's, Neilsen's, Grill's, Pittuck's,
Hale's, Denny's, De Able's, Wills',
Baffle Creek Station to H. and J.
Webster's, Taunton Station, Green-
vale, Skyring's, Grant's; from thence
calling at Selections on north bank
of Baffle Creek to the crossing near
Manning's, to Rosedale Cattle
Station, delivering and collecting
all mail matter  en route  as required
(subject to rearrangement). (Sub-
ject to one month's notice of discon
tinuance by the Postmaster-General)
Once a week
Mode of
Conveyance.
Term of
Years.
Rate
per Annum,
Mails only.
Rate
per Annum,
Mails
and Parcels.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Coach ... Three 140 0 0
Horse ... Three 49 0 0
Horse ... Three 110 0 0
t Three
t
... Three
Horse ... Two ... 20 0 0
Once a week ... Horse ... j One ... 39 18 0
433 Texas and Borella,  via  Fleming'., Twice a week ... Horse ... Three 35 0 0
Rigney' s, Selections  on Blush and
McGee's Creeks,  and Browne's.
(And to keep Receiving Office at
Borella)
t (a) Coach right through twice a week, buggy to Mundoolun Station four times a week, thence horse to Canungra,
from Mundoolun Station at 6 a.in. on Tuesdays and Thursdays for Jimboomba if required; (b) Buggy.
*  Accepted subject to payment of necessary deposit.  .+ Parcals by coach and buggy only.
190 0 0
6 0 0
$110 0 0
46 10 0
.. . 144 0 0
.. . 130 0 0
26 0 0
104 0 0
90 0 0
19 0 0
55 0 0
65 0 0
also extra trip
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o .
Name and Address of
Contractor.
.m
J. M. Coker, Port 434
Douglas
Andrew Stephenson 437
Smith, Gatton
Thos. Pennington, Long. 439
reach
John MacDonald, Boulia 440
Patrick Ryan, Eidsvold 441
Michael O'Brien, Long- 445
reach
John Gardiner, Croydon 418
Hugh Cochrane Thomp- 449
son, Logan Village
Wm. Jas. Stuart, 451
Hughenden
Geo. Reynolds, Woom-
bye
Geo. Gorlick, Goondoon,
Bundaberg
Harry Cox, Brookfield,
Clare
Llewellyn Jones, Mostyn, 456 Bundaberg and Gooburrum,  via  Twice a week
Bundaberg
Edward Kehoe,
billa
Mun- 461
Jas. Alexander, Stock- 464
yard Creek, Helidon
Richd, Bowles,
Rockhampton
North 474
Ernest Maxwell
Dundoo, Eulo
Davis, 475
Mrs. Theresa  Beetham,
Southport
478
Thos. Win. Brennan, 480
Teebar, Broowena
Service - from and to; and to and from. Frequency.
Port  Douglas and Mareeba ,  via  Once a week
Craiglie, Mowbray Crossing, Rifle
Creek Weatherboards and Biboohra,
and  Buaraba ,
via  Campsey  Twice  a week  ...GattonAsh, Lake Clarendon, and Claren-
don school . (Subject to one  month's
notice of  discontinuance  by the Post-
master -General)
Longreach and Windorah,  via  Arri- Once a week ...
lalah, Westland, Tocal, Bimerah,
Stonehenge ,  Caralla ,  Jundah Sta-
tion, Jundah Post Office, and Galway
Downs
Urandangie and Camooweal,  via  Head- Once  a fortnight
ingly, Lake Nash, and Austral
Downs. (Subject to three months'
notice of discontinuance  by the Post-
master -General)
Eidsvold  and Dalgangal ,  via  Trelinga . ; Once a week ...
(And to keep  Receiving  Office at
algangal)
Longreach Post Office and Railway To and from all
Station  ;  also to transfer mails  from present and
one train to another ,  and carry loose future trains
letters if required . (Subject to one
month 's notice of discontinuance by
the Postmaster-General)
Croydon  Post Office and Railway  To and  from all
Station, and to convey loose letters present and
as required future trains
Canungra and Sarabah. (And to keep Once a week ...
Receiving Office at Sarabah)
Muttaburra and Prairie,  via  Crusoe, Once a week ...
Hardington, Tower Hill, Glenariff,
Jireena, Bogunda, Lammermoor,
and Redcliffe (mailman  to travel  via
The Springs and Tablederry in time
of flood without extra charge to the
Department, and to return from
Tower Hill to Prairie in flood-time
when so instructed by Mr. Thornton,
of Tower Hill)
452 Woombye and Maroochydore,  via  Three times a Horse
Buderim Mountain (mails to be con- week
veyed from Eudlo,  via  Ilkley, in
flood-time)
454 Goondoon and Goondoon along the Twice a week
Burnett River road,  via  Albionville
School, Albionville, and Melville's,
delivering and collecting correspon-
dence along the route as required
(the Nol:by Hill road,  via  Wynter's,
to be used when the river road is
impracticable in flood-time). (Sub-
ject to one month 's notice of discon-
tinuance  by the  Postmaster -General)
455 Stewart 's Creek  (Northern Railway )  Twi .-e a week
and St. Helier 's,  via  McAllister's
Oolbun (Alligator Creek Meat-
works ),  and Bently 's; subject to
extension to Cromarty or Houghton
Farm ,  at mileage rate
Waterview ,  Flynn 's Ditman 's, Her-
wigg's,  N eilson 's, Tantitha ,  Fairy-
mead, O'Loughlen' s, Chase, Wegert's,
Waimea, Robinson 's, Palmer's,
Vane's, Oberon,  returning along
Gooburrum road, via Flint's, Jones',
The Oaks, Read 's, Tutin 's, Stories',
Zabn 's, Rutherglen ,  Gooburrum
School, Carlton, and Mahoney's.
(Subject to alteration or to discon-
Mode of
Conveyance.
Term of
Years.
Rate
per Annum,
Mails only.
Rate
per Annum,
Mails
and Parcels.
.2  sd. £3.d.
Three 60 0 0
Horse ... Two... 26 0 0
Th 198Coach or
buggy
ree 0 0
Horse Three 100 0 0
Horse Three 26 0 0
Spring-van... Three 32 0 0
Spring-dray Three 39 10 0
Horse .. Three 10 0 0
I Horse ... Three 120 0 0
... Horse
Horse
... Horse
... Three
... Three
... Three
... Three
45 0 0
25 0 0
85 0 0
10 0 0
tinnance by the Postmaster-General
upon giving one month 's notice)
Engelsburg and Clumber,  via  Charl- Once a week ... Horse ... Three 20 0 0
wood and Kilroy's (Moogera)
Stockyard Creek and Rockmount. Twice a week ... Horse ... Three 10 10 0
(And to keep Receiving Office at Rock-
mount.) (Subject to one month's
notice of discontinuance by the Post-
master-General)
Rockhampton Parcels Delivery be- Once a day ... Spring-van... One ... ...
tween  Post Office and addresses
within  a radius of three miles, under
special conditions
Eulo and Toompine,  via  Yowah Once a week
Station, Southern Cross Opal Mines,
Millyvale Outstation, Dundoo Sta-
tion , Dickson's Camp, and Duck's
Creek Opal Mines. (Subject to one
month's notice of discontinuance by
the Postmaster-General)
Woodlands and Currigee. (Subject to Twice a week
one month's notice of discontinuance
by the Postmaster-General)
... Horse
... Boat
Two....
... Three
Broowena and Broowena,  via  Clifton Three times a Horse ... Two ... 40 0 0
Brooke Teebar Mines, West Teebar week
Selections, Thompson's, Westwood,
Buelbah, Teebar Station, Malarga,
Dovedale, and Tholothin ;  returning
via  Tholothin, Dovedale, Malarga,
Teebar Station  via  East Teebar
Selections, and Clifton Brook
* Aeo3pted subject to payment Lf necessury de,posit. t At rate of id. per  parcel.
160 0 0
35 0 0
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Name and Address of a'1..Contractor.
John Jos. Williams, 481
Rockhampton
Luke McAnalen, Cannon 485
Creek, Dugandan
Jas. Boles, Gladstone ...  487
Ed. Arthur Reilly,  489
Clottcurry
Benj. Micklethwait, .}90
Cloyne, Kilkivan
Cobb and Co., Limited,  494
Brisbane
Alex. Fortune, Yinger- 500
bay, Roma
Wm. Hy. Lane, Spriug- 502
sure
Timothy Scanlan, Long-  505
reach
Joseph Mosch, George-  508
town
Jas. Angus, senr.,  509
Mackay
* Christian Mathiesen, 511
Townsville
Wm. Knight, Yandaran, 512
Bundaberg
Geo. Augustine Carter,  515
Glengarry , Charleville
Burns , Philp, and Co.,
Limited, Thursday
Island
516
Irving Bell Nelson,
Cairns
517
Mrs. Jane Reaney, 518
North Rockhampton
520
Alex. McCallum, Hugh 522
Win. McPherson,
Cabooltnre, and Mari-
anne  O'Shea, Redcliffe
Fredk. Weiske, 'Mackay 525
527
Mode of
Conveyance.
ACCEPTED TENDERS FOR CONVEYANCE OF MAILS, &C., 1898, 1899,  1900-continued.
Service-from and to ; and to and  from . Frequency.
Longreach and Muttaburra,  via  Strath- Once a
darr, East Darr, Green Hills, and
Kensington
Da andan and Carney's Creek, via
Mount French, Mount Alford, and
Croftby
Gladstone and Parson's Point (Meat-
works). (Subject to one month's
notice of discontinuance by the Post-
master-General)
Glenroy and Bower Bird. (Subject to
one month's notice of discontinuance
by the Postmaster-General)
Cloyne (Boonara-Gayndah road), and
Neaavie. (And to keep Receiving
Office at Cloyne)
Bierbank (Charleville-Eulo road) and
Toompine (Adavale-Thargotnindah
road),  via  Cowley. (Subject to three
months' notice of discontinuance by
the Postmaster-General)
Roma and Yingerbay,  via  Pine Grove
(School)
Springsure and Castlevale,  via  Weal-
wandangie, Cardbeign, Cardbeign
School, Selections, Nardoo, Wariena,
Yandaburra, Wharton Creek, and
Cungelella
Longreach and Camoola,  via  Selections
on western side of Thomson River ;
to run on eastern side of river if
required
Georgetown and Mount Macdonald,
via  Rocky Creek, Western Creek, and
Glenrowan. (Subject to one month's
discontinuance  by the Postmaster-
General)
Homebush and Plane Creek,  via  Ball's
Creek, Reynolds', Saunders', Bolam's,
O'Connor s, Milton's, Dunn' s, Beres-
ford's (Islington ),  Martin's (late
Harney's), Nicholson's, Ross's, Plane
Creek Central Mill, &c. (Subject to
one month's notice of discontinuance
by the Postmaster-General)
Townsville and Aitken Vale,  via  Ross
River (Meatworks)
Yandaran Railway Siding and New-
lands (Brotherton's), via Selections
Hof ntgt, Taylor .  and R.al, ,
Hair, Bumpstead, Waller, W. and H.
Neisbecker, Hobbs, Gaylard, Hips-
thite, Pringle, Skerman, Darling-
ton, Bryer,'rindel, Pittock, Waterloo
Mill (Thygesen's), and Hawthornden
(Neilson 's), delivering all matter en
route  as required . (Subject to one
month': notice of discontinuance by
the Postmaster-General)
Glengarry (Charleville-Adavale road)
and Quarrel's  via  Selections of W. C.
Yeates, A. ; eates, and Millie Sta-
tion; and to keep Receiving Office
at Glengarry. (Subject to one
month's notice of discontinuance by
the Postmaster-General)
Thursday Island and Cape York Tele-
graph Office, calling at Possession
Island and Red Island on return
trip, if required
Nelson and Towalla,  via  Riverstone,
Goldsborough, and Coopa. (Subject
to one month' s notice of discontinu-
ance by the  Postmaster -General)
North Rockhampton ; delivery within
the following boundaries-viz., by
Moore's Creek, the Fitzroy River,
Limestone (or Four-mile) Creek, in-
cluding Blanchard's, to Olive's, a
direct line from the latter to the
Two-mile Peg on Yaamba road,
thence by that road to Moore': Creek;
also to clear letter-receivers, if re-
quired
Monkira and Bedouri,  via  Gowrie,
Meterbno, St. Albans, and Cluny
North Pine Railway Station and
Woody Point,  via  Redcliffe. (Sub-
ject to one month 's notice of dis-
continuance by the Postmaster-
General)
Mackay suburban delivery of letters,
newspapers ,  and packets to all ad-
dresses outside  the ordinary  letter-
cartier's delivery, but within the
Municipality
Marlborough and Glenroy,  via
Duncan's
* Accepted subject to payment of necessary deposit.
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Term of
Years.
week ... Buggy ... Three
Three times a Horse
week
Three times
week
Three
a Spring-van.. Three
Once a  week ...  Horse  ...  One ...
Once a week  ...  Horse ... Two ...
Once a week  ...  Coach  ...  Three
Once a week
Once a week
Once a week
Once a week
Once a week
Horse ...  Two ...
Horse  ...  Three
Buggy ... Two ...
... Horse ... One ...
... Horse ... One ...
Six times a week Horse
Twice a week ... Horse
Once a week
... One...
... Two ...
Rate Rate
per Annum, I Per Annum,
Mails  only. Mailsand Parcels.
£ s. d. ' £ s. d.
... 119 0 0
50 0 0
10 0 0
60 0 0
15 0 0
120 0 0
22 0 0
90 0 0
60 0 0
104 0 0
30 0 0
40 0 0
32 0 0
Horse ... Three t 3O 0 0
Once a fortnight Steamer and One ...
sailing
vessel
Twice a week to Horse
Riverstone,
once a week to
Towalla
Six times a week Horse
Once a week
...One...I 78 0 0
4
... Two... 1 29 0 0
Three  times  a Coach ... Three
week
Once a day
Once a week
Horse ... One ...
t Conditional on time-table.
38 0 0
52 0 0
50 0 0
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REGULATIONS FOR THE ISSUE OF MEDALS FOR MERI-
TORIOUS SERVICE, DISTINGUISHED CONDUCT IN
THE FIELD, LONG SERVICE AND GOOD CONDUCT.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 17th November, 1897.
HER Majesty the Queen  having , by Royal Warrant dated 31st May,it 1895, been graciously pleased to ordain that Medals for Meritorious
Service,  for Distinguished Conduct, and for Long Service and Good
Conduct shall be issued to Warrant Officers, Non-commissioned Officers,
and Men of Her Majesty's Colonial Forces, under such Regulations as
may from time to time be made in the manner prescribed by the said
Warrant : It is hereby notified, for general information, that the follow-
ing Regulations re'ating to the issue of such Medals, having been made
and approved in accordance with the said Warrant, will be in force on
and from the First day of December, 1897.
HUGH M. NELSON.
(A.) FOR MERITORIOUS SERVICE.
1. A silver medal, having on the obverse the Royal Effigy and on
the reverse the words "For Meritorious Service " and the word
" Queensland," and the soldier' s name and  rank and regiment inscribed
on the rim, shall be issued as a reward for meritorious service, to such
soldiers above the rank of corporal of the Active Land Force as shall be
specially nominated by the Commandant and recommended by the
Minister to His Excellency the Governor.
2. Each soldier to whom such a medal shall be issued may be
granted a gratuity, the amount to be determined by the Minister.
(B.) FOR DISTINGUISHED CONDUCT IN THE FIELD.
3. A medal bearing upon it the words " For Distinguished Conduct
in the Field " shall be granted to a soldier of the Active Land Force if
specially recommended by the Commandant through the Minister to
His Excellency the Governor.
4. In a case where a soldier already in possession of a medal for
distinguished conduct under the preceding paragraph is recommended
by the Commandant on account of further distinguished conduct in the
field, a bar shall be added to the distinguished conduct medal already
conferred.
(c.) LONG SERVICE AND GOOD CONDUCT.
5. On the recommendation of the Commandant through the Minister,
a silver medal shall be awarded to a non-commissioned officer or man
of the Permanent Force or of the Permanent Staff who has served for
eighteen years with an irreproachable character, and has not been con-
victed by a court-martial during that period, or is eligible for a medal
notwithstanding such conviction under paragraph 6. The medal shall
bear on the obverse the Royal Arms, and on the reverse the words "For
Long -iNrvice and Good Conduct" and the word " Queensland." It shall
have the rank, name, and regiment of the soldier inscribed on the rim,
and shall be presented in Her Majesty's name by his Commanding
Officer on parade. It shall be worn by the soldier as an honourable
testimonial of Her Majesty's approbation of his conduct. A soldier of
eighteen years' service and upwards who may have distinguished himself
by the display of zeal and gallantry in the service shall also be eligible
for this medal although he may not strictly fulfil the required conditions.
6. A non-commissioned officer convicted by a court-martial and
reduced to the ranks or to a lower grade for any offence for which he
would not ha'e been tried had he been a private soldier, shall, if his con-
duct has been good for a continuous period of five years from the date of
such reduction, not be precluded by such reduction from receiving the
medal referred to in paragraph 5.
7. Non-commissioned officers employed on the Permanent Staff or
as Instructors to the Active Land Force shall be permitted to reckon
any former or present  service in  the Imperial Army towards the service
necessary to render them eligible for the medal.
8. A medal granted under paragraph 5 shall be surrendered by a
soldier awarded the medal under paragraph 1.
9. Notification of all awards  of medals  for meritorious service, for
distinguished conduct, and for long service and good conduct shall be
published in General and Regimental Orders.
Application for medals.
10. Commanding  officers are  to address their recommendations for
the medals for meritorious service, and for distinguished conduct in
the field, to the Assistant Adjutant-General, and  the recommenda-
tions will be accompanied by descriptive  returns,  records of  service, and
statements of service abroad or  in the  field, and of  the wounds and
distinctions of the men recommended.
11. The medal for meritorious service will be awarded to a
soldier above the rank of corporal, who has displayed  exceptional
valour, zeal, or energy in the performance of his duty, whether in the
field, in camp, or in garrison ; or has performed any service  of a military
nature of such benefit to the State as to be considered  deserving of
special distinction and reward. This medal may be granted either
before or after discharge. This medal  shall not as a rule  be conferred
on any warrant otf4cer or sergeant of less than twenty years' service.
12. Recommendations for the long service and good  conduct
medal are to be made on the form laid down in Standing General
Orders, and are to be forwarded to the Assistant Adjutant-G eneral
periodically, as candidates become eligible. They %ill be accompanied
by the soldier's troop, battery, or company's defaulter sheets, certified
extracts showing the charge, finding, and sentenco of any court- martial
by which he has been tried, and copies of any convictions by the civil
power.
13. Recommendations  for warrant  or non-commissioned officers of
the permanent staff will be made by the Assistant Adjutant-General,
and incase such non-commissioned officer is attached to a corps, the
recommendation will be accompanied by a letter from the Commanding
Officer of that corps stating whether he concurs in the recommendation.
14. The grant of a good conduct  medal  is intended  as a reward for a
long course of service with irreproachable character and conduct ;
Commanding Officers will therefore take special care to recommend only
such soldiers as are in every way worthy of this honourable distinction ;
even when eligible by the requisite length of service, regard must be
had to the soldier's conduct throughout  his career , and to the number
and nature of the offences recorded in his troop, battery, or company
defaulter sheet, irrespective of the punishments that may have been
awarded.
15. Any non-commissioned officer or soldier who has within  the last
eighteen years been twelve times entered in the regimental defaulter
book, or has ten cases of drunkenness recorded against him, or who has
been convicted by a court-martial, or by the civil power for felony or
any other offence of a disgraceful nature, or  as a non -commissioned officer
has been drunk under arms, is absolutely ineligible for these  rewards.
16. When soldiers qualified by length of service have distinguished
themselves by gallantry and zeal in the service after the commission of
any offence by which they were rendered ineligible, they may be recom-
mended; but the circumstances must be fully explained.
A soldier, who within the last eighteen years has only been convicted
as a non-commissioned officer of an offence for which he would not
necessarily have been tried had he been a private soldier, may also be
recommended on the conditions laid down in paragraph 14, provided that
his company defaulter sheet shows a probation of five years' continuous
good conduct since the date of his reduction.
17. The medal for meritorious service cannot be held concurrently
with the good conduct medal; but either of these medals may be held
together with the medal for distinguished conduct in the field.
18. The grant of good conduct  medals  will be notified in General
and Regimental Orders, in order that every man who obtains  such grant
may be regarded  as an  object of respect and emulation to the  non-com-
missioned officers and men of the corps in which  he is serving or has
served.
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19. The medal will be presented to the soldier by his commanding
officer on a regimental parade, or by the Commandant, should he think I
proper, on a general parade of the troops in the brigade or garrison, to
be worn by him as an honourable testimonial of his sovereign's approba-
tion of his conduct.
20. Good conduct medals which may not have been received by
soldiers before their discharge from the service will be forwarded to their
place of residence. Letters containing medals, when forwarded through
the post, are to be registered.
21. Medals for meritorious service or for distinguished conduct in
the field will be issued in accordance with special instructions in each
case.
Lost medals.
22. When a medal is lost a board of inquiry will be assembled to
inquire  into and record the cause of the loss. If the loss be accidental,
the loser may be recommended by the board to be supplied with a new
medal at once, either at his own expanse or that of the public, according
to the circumstances of the case. In order to justify the replacement
of a medal at the public expense, the loss must be proved to have
occurred on duty, by some accident entirely beyond the control of the
loser . In such  a case  as the loss of a medal out from a tunic or stolen
from a  soldier's person, the loser must pay for it himself.
23. If the loss be proved to have occurred from carelessness or
neglect, the loser may, after being two years clear of the  regimental
defaulter 's book, be recommended by the board to be provided with a
new medal at  his own  expense.
Forfeiture and restoration of medals and gratuities awarded under these
Regulations.
24. Every soldier who is found guilty by acourt-martial of desertion,
fraudulent enlistment , or any offence under section  17 or  18 of the Army
Act, and every soldier who is sentenced by a court- martial  to penal
servitude, or to be discharged with ignominy, shall forfeit all medals and
decorations  awarded under these Regulations of which he may be in
possession , or to which he may be entitled, together with any gratuity
thereto appertaining.
25. Every soldier who-
(a) Is liable to trial on confession of desertion or fraudulent
enlistment, but whose trial has been dispensed with ;
(b) Is discharged in consequence of incorrigible and worthless
character, or expressly on account of misconduct, or on con-
viction by the civil power, or on being sentenced to penal
servitude, or for giving  a false answer  on attestation ;
(c) Is found guilty by a civil court of an offence which, if tried
by court- martial , would be 'cognisable under section 17 or
section  18 of the Army  Act ;  or is sentenced by a civil court
to a punishment exceeding six months' imprisonment ;
shall forfeit all medals awarded under these Regulations, together with
the gratuity, if any, thereto appertaining.
26. Any general or district court-martial may, in addition to or
without any other punishment , sentence  any offender to forfeit any
medal  or decoration awarded under  these  Regulations, together with the
gratuity, if any, thereto appertaining, which may have been granted to
him ; but no such forfeiture shall be awarded by the court-martial when
the offence is such that the conviction does of  itself entail  a forfeiture
under paragraphs 24 and 25.
27. When the conduct of a soldier who has earned the medal and
gratuity for long service and good conduct has, after the award of the
medal and gratuity, been such as to disqualify him from wearing the
medal , it shall be competent for the Minister, on the recommendation
of the Commandant, to deprive him of the medal and gratuity,
28. Any medal or gratuity forfeited by a soldier under the pro-
visions  of paragraphs 24 to 27 may be restored to such soldier by the
Minister  on the recommendation of the Commandant.
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REGULATIONS RELATING TO GRANT OF -VOLUNTEER
OFFICERS' DECORATION.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th November, 1897.
T4 ER Majesty the Queen having, by Royal Warrant dated the twenty-
[ fours h clay of May, 1894, been graciously pleased to extend to the
officers of the Volunteer Forces throughout the Empire the grant of the
Decoration instituted by Royal Warrant of twenty-fifth day of July,
1892, for officers of the Volunteer Forces  in Great Britain , it is hereby
notified, for general information, that the following Regulations relating
to the grant of such Decoration will be in force on and from the First
day of December, 1897.
HUGH M. NELSON.
1. The decoration consists of an oak wreath in silver, tied with
gold, having in the centre the royal cipher, V.R.I., and crown in gold,
and will be suspended from the left breast by a green riband 11 inches
in width from a silver oak bar brooch.
2. To he eligible for this decoration an officer must have twenty
years' volunteer service,  not necessarily  continuous. Half the time
served in the ranks of volunteer derps may be reckoned towards the
qualifying service.
3. In addition to the twenty years' qualifying service such officer
must be  duly 'certified by the local  military authorities to have been a
thoroughly efficient and capable officer, in every way deserving of such
a decoration.
4. The above applies to retired officers as well as to those now
serving.
5. Applications for the decoration will be made on Form B of the
Appendix hereto, and shall be forwarded to the Commandant through
the usual channel of. correspondence for submission to His Excellency
the Governor. The Commandant will submit with such applications a
list of the applicants recommended by him for the decoration in Form A
of the Appendix hereto.
APPENDIX.
A.
List of Officers of the Queensland Volunteer Force recommended by the
Commandant for the Volunteer Officers' Decoration.
Corps. Rank.
SERVICE IN Number
Christian VOLUNTEER FORCE .  given to
Names  (in Surname .  separate
full). Appli-
Years .iMonths. Days. cant.
Commandant ,  Queensland Defence Force.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, , 189
B.
Individual Application for Volunteer Officers' Decoration.
Statement of Service of
P ERIOD OF SERVICE IN EACH  R ANK.
Christian
TOTALSZRVICE.
Corps .  Rank .  Name .  Surname.
Rank. From To Yrs . Me.
Remarks.
Days
i tP 18641861 3 Oct1 Au 1 7 1.,g.,va e ...r
Corporal ... 4 Oct., 1864 8 Dec., 1865 0 7 . 2 Half  service only counts.
Sergeant ...  9  Dec., 1865 13 Aug., 1866 . 0 4 2
V. R.Q Lieut.-Colonel Thomas ... Dalgetty ... Lieutenant ...  14 Aug., 1866 18 Dec., 1874 8 4 4.
Captain ...  19 Dec., 1874 18 Feb., 1880 5 2 0
Major ... . 19 Feb., 1880 20 April, 1886 6 2 2
Lieut. -Colonel 21 April, 1886 20 April, 1890 4 0 0 Retired 21 April, 1890.
26 2 11
I certify that, to the best of my belief ,  the foregoing is an accurate  record  of my service. (Signature  of applicant.]
Countersigned :
Adjutant.
We hereby certify that, to the beat of our belief,  the foregoing is an accurate record of service  ;  that we consider the applicant to have
' Decoration.rendered meritorious service, which renders him eligible for the Volunteer Officers
Recommended :
O. C. Corps.
O. C. Volunteer Force.
Commandant, Queensland Defence Force.
Head-Quarters, Brisbane, 189 .
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REGULATIONS FOR ISSUE OF VOLUNTEER LONG
SERVICE MEDAL.
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 17th November, 1897.
u ER Majesty the Queen having , by Royal  Warrant dated the thirteenth
11 day of June, 1896,  been graciously pleased to extend to  the Colonial
Volunteer  Forces the grant of the medal instituted  for Long Service in the
Volunteer Force in Great Britain, and  designated the "Volunteer Long
Service Medal ,"  under such Regulations as may from time to time be
made in the manner prescribed by the said Warrant : It is hereby
notified, for general information ,  that the following Regulations relating
to the  issue  of such medals, having been made and approved in accor-
dance with the said Warrant, will be in force on and from  the First day
of December, 1897.
HUGH M. NELSON.
1. The medal will be granted to all volunteers (including volunteers
who have retired, and officers who have served in the ranks but have not
qualified for the volunteers officers' decoration), on completion of twenty
years' service in the Volunteer Force, provided that they are recom-
mended in the manner hereinafter prescribed. Volunteers who, prior to
the 1st December, 1897, retired before completing twenty years' service
from  the date of enrolment, will  be considered to fulfil the above
conditions as to service, if they have been returned as efficient twenty
times.
2. The service rendered after the 1st December, 1897, by every
applicant for the medal, whether as officer, non-commissioned officer, or
private, must be continuous. When a break in service rendered prior to
the 1st December, 1897, occurs, the case will be dealt with as follows :-
(a) When the break does not exceed one year, the decision upon
the validity or otherwise  of a claim  for the medal will be given
by the Commandant, and will in such cases be final ;
(b) When the break exceeds one year, the Commandant will
investigate the case and submit it, with his recommendation,
for the decision of the Minister.
Any officer  who is  subsequently awarded the volunteer officers'
decoration  will  surrender  the medal.
3. The volunteer  long service  medal will be worn with the tunic
only, and upon the left  breast.
4. In all  cases the commanding  off_cer will be the medium through
whom applications will be made, and retired volunteers will apply
through the officer  commanding  the corps in which they last served.
5. A form of application which provides for a record and a certi-
ficate of meritorious  service , to be signed by the commanding officer
and the officer commanding  the Volunteer Force, is given in Form D
of the Appendix hereto. This form will be submitted through the
usual  channel of  correspondence  to the Commandant.
6. The  decision  of the  Commandant  upon the validity or otherwise
of any  claim to the medal will be final, except as provided by paragraph
(b) of clause 2.
7. Nominal rolls will be prepared on Form C of the Appendix hereto,
arranged  alphabetically, and submitted by the Commandant through the
Minister  to His Excellency the Governor.
8. When the conduct of an officer or a volunteer after he has been
awarded the long service medal has been such as to disqualify him
from wearing it, he may be  deprived of it by the Governor.
9. A medal forfeited by an officer or a, volunteer under the provisions
of clause 8 may be restored to him by the Governor.
10. When a long service medal has been lost, and it is desired to
replace it ,  a declaration must be made before a magistrate stating the
circumstances under which the loss occurred, and the rank, name, and
corps of the officer or volunteer to whom the medal belonged. This
declaration will  be  forwarded to the Minister ,  through the usual channel
of correspondence in the case of an officer or volunteer who is still
serving ,  and direct in the case of one who has retired .  The medal
- 1ST DECEMBER, 1897.
APPENDIX.
C.
THE VOLUNTEER LONG SERVICE MEDAL.
Volunteer Corps.
Nominal Boll of Volunteers recommended for the Volunteer Long
Service Medal.
I NA\[M.S.
Corps Rank. Total I RemarksNo. Service. I
.
Christian. I Surname .
Years.
- Captain ... A. B. BUTTS ... 2019-
2242 Sergeant ... B. C. MILES ... 2315_
6433 Private ... C. D. RANGE . .. 25
Approved and recommended.
Commandant, Queensland Defence Force.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, , 189 .
N.B.-All names on this roll must be written distinctly in CAPITAL
LETTERS.
D.
THE VOLUNTEER LONG SERVICE MEDAL.
Individual Application for the Volunteer Long Service Medal.
Record of service of , of thehead-Quarters, , 189 .
Corps Rank.Number.
Grand total
Remarks.
I hereby certify to the best of my belief that the details in this
form are a  correct record of my service.
Applicant.
We hereby certify that to the best of our belief the foregoing is
an accurate record of service ; that we consider the applicant to
have rendered meritorious service which renders him eligible for the
Volunteer Long Service Medal.
O.C. Corps.
Officer Commanding Queensland  Volunteer Force.
Approved  and recommended.
Commandant ,  Queensland Defence Force.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, , 189
will be replaced ,  on payment ,  if the explanation as to itsloss is considered Printed and Published by EDMUND GaxaoaY, Government Printer,
satisfactory.
syxvicv. TOTAL.
From To Years. Mouths. Days.
William street ,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD -QUARTERS' GENERAL  ORDERS.
By Colonel HOWEL GUNTEB,  Commandant.
[No. 128.
Brisbane, 27th November, 1897.
Changes.
Court of Inquiry.
No. 300.
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
HEAD-QUARTERS' STAFF.
MAJOR  J. F. ROBERTSON,  Infantry Stag '  Officer,  is granted leave of absence from the 27th instant until the
16th of March ,  1898 ,  the date of the termination of his service  with  the Queensland Defence Force.
No. 301.
A COURT of INQUIRY, composed as under, will assemble, at such time and at such place  as the  President
may arrange , for the purpose of inquiring into and reporting upon certain matters to be laid before them.
President.
Lieutenant-Colonel K. Hutchison, S.O. for Volunteers.
Members.
Captain O. T. Lewis.
Captain D. P. White, Adjutant, Regiment of Queensland Rifles.
The Comptroller of Stores will also attend the Court and give any evidence required.
No. 302.
tioueral orders THE following General Orders are hereby cancelled :--
eanesAed. No. 719 of 1888, No. 679 of 1892, and No. 685 of 1892.
`moo
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Examination.
Nov
pass
N
THE following are the Results of the Exami
ember, 1897, for the promotion of Officers of the
are not published, but the index numbers will ena
o. 303.
nations held between the 1st and 5th and on the loth
Defence Force. The names of those Officers who failed to
ble unsuccessful, candidates to trace their marks :-
DEC IMAL OF MARKS GAINED.
i9 Rank for B. B. L
x
Rank ,  Name ,  and Corps. which Artill
Examined.
ery. Infantry. W«,; Remarks.
b
b
A. 0. D. o o A3 be
a
Practical.Wr'ten. Practical .  Wr'ten. y:0 to
1 Captain J. G. Drake, Un- j Major '44 ... Fair . 67 + + $+ t Not completed
2
attached List (D. F. Division)
... Major ... ... ... ... Did not appear
3 Major ... . ... Did not appear
4 Lieutenant F. L. Jones, Bris- Captain + + '57 Not completed
5
bane Garrison Battery
Captain  I'63 Fair ... '51 '46 15 ... Failed in D
6 Lieutenant G. Pocock, Field Captain * '55 Not completed
Artillery
Lieutenant C. B. Steele, 2nd Captain  .. * § § Good '72 Passed for Captain
7
Regiment
Captain  '75 § §  Fair... 82 •62 '30 Failed in D.
8 Lieutenant S. W. Barlow, Captain  .. 1'79 § § Good '78 '72  65  '74 Passed for Captain
9
Queensland Mounted In.
fantry
Lieutenant C. H. Foott, Captain ... 1"83 80 + '90 '69 •91 ... '83 Not completed
Queensland Permanent Ar-
10
tillery
Captain ...  + 44 + '90 * '35 ... ... Failed in D
11 Captain ... '93 + 55 Fair . '71 '79 32 ... Failed in D
12 Acting Lieutenant J. Hesketh, Captain ... 86 §
Brisbane En ineers
§ Fair ... 89 :58 72 76' Passed for Captain
13
g
Captain C. W. Lavarack, Captain * + 80 * ... Not completed
14
Field Artillery
Acting Lieutenant W. H. Lieutenant •87 § § Fair... 82 , ... ... ... . '85 Passed for Lieutenant
15
Pickburn, 1st Regiment
ActinK Lieutenant C. B. B. Lieutenant '74 § § Fair .. •80 ... ... ... '77 Passed for Lieutenant
16
White, 2nd Regiment
Acting Lieutenant A. S. Lieutenant 60 § § Good '73 ... ... ... 67 Passed for Lieutenant
17
Gibson, Queensland
Mounted Infantry
Acting Lieutenant G. Lather, Lieutenant 53 § § Fair ... '70  ... 1 62 Passed for Lieutenant
18
1st Regiment
Acting Lieutenant A. D. Lieutenant '60 § § Fair ... 67 .64 Passed for Lieutenant
19
Crichton, let Regiment
Acting Lieut-nant H. M. M. Lieutenant '78 § § Good •67 ... '73  Passed for Lieutenant
20
Maddock, 1st Regiment
Acting Lieutenant W. J. H. Lieutenant 41 Good 67 .54  Passed for Lieutenant
21
F. Finemore, 2nd Regiment
Lieutenant '72  + 27 + .59 Failed in B
30 Acting Lieutenant F. E. Lieutenant 71 § § + '45 ... 58 Not completed
31
Lenihan, Regiment  of
Queensland Rifles
Acting Lieutenant J. E. I. Lieutenant •65 § § ... '57 Passed for Lieutenant
Fergusson , Queensland
Mounted Infantry
Lieutenant C. A. Fifoot, Captain ... § Fair . * '55 Passed for Captain
Queensland Teachers Vol-
unteer Corps
Acting Lieutenant J. Knox, Lieutenant * § § Fair ... •56 Passed for Lieutenant
Regiment of Queensland
Rifles
Acting Lieutenant J. Fewtrell, Lieutenant * § * ... 52 Passed for Lieutenant§ Fair ...
1st Regiment
Lieutenant J. R. McSwaine, Captain ... * § * * '72 Passed for Captain§ Fair ...
50
1st Regiment
Lieutenant E. M. Hockings, Captain ... * § * * '70 •61 Passed for Captain§ *
51
"B" Company, Rockhamp-
ton
Lieutenant J. Alder, "A" Captain .... 87 § § Good 89 '75  65 79 Passed for Captain
100
Company, Rockhampton
Captain J. Hooper, 3rd Major ... •51 § § + '85 •81 .80  •53 '70 Not completed
101
Regiment
Captain  ...  69 + + Fair ... '80 '54  '25 t Failed in D
102 Acting Lieutenant S. Brad- Lieutenant '75 §
h 3 d R i
§ Fair ... 66 ... •71 Passed for Lieutenant
103
aw,s r eg ment
Lieutenant „  16 § § Fair ... '68 Failed in A
150 Acting Lieutenant W. J. Captain ... r. '71 § § Good •66 69 Passed for Lieutenant
Kellaway, " B " Company,
Rockhampton
* * *151 Captain ...
Lieutenant J. A. J. Ferguson, Captain ...
* §
* § Good * * *
Failed in B
•61 Passed for Captain
Queensland Rifles
*  Previously passed. t Examination not completed .  Not examined . $  subjects  for Artillery Officers only.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER , Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.U.  and Chief Staff Officer.
NOTICES.
A Military Tournament, the events of which will be open to members of the Queensland Defence Force,
will be held about the middle of December next at Lismore, Richmond  River , New South Wales.  Programmes
and full particulars will be available later on.
A Military Tournament, the events of which will be open to  members of  the Military and Police  Forces of
Australia, will be held at Ipswich on Friday, 10th December next.
A Mounted Infantry Rifle Match in connection with the above Tournament will be shot at Ipswich on
Saturday, the 11th December, at the  Brassa ll Rifle Range.
Programmes and full particulars can be obtained from the Hon. Secretary (Company  Sergeant-Major
J. Loynes), Ipswich.
It is notified ,  for information ,  that telephonic  communication  between  Brisbane  and Lytton  Fort has been
re-established.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer ,  William street ,  Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland Government Gazette, Friday, 3rd December ,  1897'.---N0. 129.
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ANNO SEXAGESIMO PRIMO
VICTORIA  REGIME .
No. 11.
An Act to Enable  the Municipal  Council of South Brisbane to Raise
Money by Debentures for Corporation purposes.
[ASSENTED TO 2ND DECEMBER, 1897.]
WHEREAS it is expedient that theCouncil of theMunicipalityPreamble.
of South Brisbane should be empowered to raise money by
the issue of Debentures for Corporation purposes : Be it therefore
enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice
and consent of the Legislative Council and 'Legislative Assembly of
Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the
same , as follows :--
1. The Council of the Municipality of South Brisbane, herein-  Municipal Council
after termed the " Council," may borrow in manner hereinafter  pro- bonowered to
vi4ed any sum  or sums  not exceeding in the whole the sum of one
hundred and five thousand pounds, and all such  sums shall  be deemed
to be secured  upon the rates and revenues of the Council  howsoever
arming.
2. All moneys borrowed by the Council under the authority  of Mon  to wed
this Act shall be raised by the sale of Debentures, to'be issued in such by D*b,,tllll,,
series , at such time, and in such manner as the Council shall think
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Debentures to be
under seal.
Time  and place of
payment.
fit, and such Debentures shall bear interest at a rate not exceeding
four pounds per centum per annum, and shall be repayable on the first
day of January, one thousand nine hundred and twenty-three.
3. Every such Debenture shall be under the Corporate Seal of
the Municipality, and shall be signed by the Mayor and Town Clerk,
and shall be deemed to have been duly issued, and the holder thereof
shall not be bound to inquire whether such issue  was in  fact duly
authorised.
4. Every such Debenture shall specify the time and place
when the principal and interest are payable, and shall have annexed
thereto for every payment to grow due thereon a Coupon, and every
such Debenture and Coupon shall be transferable by delivery.
Debentures may  be 5. The Council may authorise the sale or disposal of any
sold in Queensland
or elsewhere. such Debentures in Queensland, or in places beyond the limits of the
Colony, and may appoint any agent or agents to negotiate such sale.
Application of
moneys to extent
of 2106,000.
6. The said sum of one hundred and five thousand pounds, or
such sum as may be found necessary for the purpose, shall be expended
in discharge of the indebtedness of the Council in respect of advances
or loans existing or current at the time of raising the present loan.
Provisions  of 7. The provisions of Part XVII. of " ° The Local Government
Part  % TII. of  antne
Local  G overnme Act of  1878," and any enactment amending or substituted for the same,
Act of  1878" not shall not apply to the raising of moneys under this Act, and it shall
to apply.
not be necessary to give public notice of any proposition to borrow the
same, or to submit such proposition to the vote of the ratepayers.
Payment of 8. The holder of any Debenture issued under the provisions of
interests and this Act shall be entitled to receive payment from the Council of the
Municipality of 'South Brisbane of the principal  sum named  therein
upon presentation of such Debenture, on or after the due date thereof,
at the place where the same is expressed to be made payable. And the
holder of any Coupon originally annexed to a Debenture, and whether
separated therefrom or not, shall be entitled to receive payment in like
manner of the interest mentioned in such Coupon upon presentation
of the same at the place where, and on or after the date when, interest
is payable.
Provisions  on 9. If default is made by the Council in making any payment,
default of payment.
whether of principal or interest, to the holder of any Debenture or
Coupon, the following provisions shall take effect :-
(1) The holder of such Debenture or Coupon shall have
power to make application to and procure all necessary
orders and directions from the Supreme Court for the
appointment of a Receiver, and the Court shall have
power to make all such orders for the appointment of a
Receiver, or for his removal and the appointment of
another in his place, as may be necessary, and to make
any orders and give any directions which the Court may
think proper. And such Receiver shall be deemed to
be an officer of the Court.
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(2) Subject to the provisions of this Act, the Receiver shall
have power to make, levy, and collect all rates authorised
to be made, levied, or collected by the Council, and be
entitled to receive all rates and revenues whatsoever
payable to the Council for or in respect of which he has
been appointed Receiver, but the rates so to be made
and levied shall not exceed the maximum limits
permitted by law, and for such purposes such Receiver
shall be deemed to be the Council of the Municipality,
and may exercise all the powers thereof.
(3) The Receiver shall be entitled to such commission pay-
able out of the rates, as remuneration for his services,
as the Court may appoint.
(4) The Receiver shall, subject to any order of the Court,
pay over all moneys received by him to such holder,
and if there is any balance in hand over and above the
amount due and payable to him under the provisions of
this Act, the Receiver shall pay such balance to the
Council.
10. No overdraft or temporary accommodation hereafter Limit of temporary
obtained by the Council shall at any time exceed one-half the prior overdraft.
year's income.
11. This Act may be cited as  16 The South Brisbane Municipal short title.
Loan Act of  1897."
By Authority : EDMUND GFRBQORT, Government Printer, William  street,  Brisbane.
Supple ment to the Queensland Government  Gazette, Friday, 3rd December, -1837:  No. 130.
Qucenstanb.
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ANNO SEXAGESIMO PRIMO
VICTORI}E REGIN}E.
No. 12.
An Act to  Enable the Municipal Council of Townsville to Raise Money
by Debentures for Corporation purposes.
[ASSENTED ro 2ND DECEMBER , 1897.]
WHEREAS it is expedient that the Council of the Municipality  Preamble.
of Townsville should be empowered to raise money by the issue
of Debentures for Corporation purposes : Be it therefore enacted by
the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and
consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of
Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the
same, as follows:-
1. The Council of the Municipality of Townsville, hereinafter municipal council
termed " the Council," may borrow in manner hereinafter provided empowered-toborow.
any sum or sums not exceeding in the whole the sum of seventy-four
thousand pounds, and all such sums shall be deemed to be secured upon
the rates and revenues of the Council howsoever arising.
2. All moneys borrowed by the Council under the authority of Moneys to be raised
this Act shall be raised by the sale of Debentures, to be issued in such by Debentures.
Series, at such time, and in such manner as the Council shall think
fit, and such Debentures shall bear interest at a rate not exceeding
four pounds per centum per annum, and shall be repayable on the
first day of January, one thousand nine hundred and twenty-three.
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Debentures to be
under Seal.
Time and place of
payment.
Debentures may be
sold in Queensland
or elsewhere.
Application of
moneys to extent of
£74,000.
3. Every such Debenture shall be under the Corporate Seal of
the Municipality, and shall be signed by the Mayor and Town Clerk,
and shall be deemed to have been duly issued, and the holder thereof
shall not be bound to inquire whether such issue was in fact duly
authorised.
4. Every such Debenture shall specify the time and place
when the principal and interest are payable, and shall have annexed
thereto for every payment to grow due thereon -a Coupon, and every
such Debenture and Coupon shall be transferable by delivery.
5. The Council may authorise the sale or disposal of any such
Debentures in Queensland, or in places beyond the limits of the
Colony, and may appoint any agent or agents to negotiate such sale.
6. The said sum of seventy-four thousand pounds, or such sum
as may be found necessary for the purpose, shall be expended for the
several purposes following, that is to say :-For the discharge of the Council's indebtedness
in respect of advances or loans existing .or
current at the time of raising the present
loan ... ... ... ... ... ... £66,000
For waterworks-duplication of machinery, and
extension of mains ... ... ... ...
Total ... ... ... ...
8,000
9749000
Provisions  of 7. The provisions of Part xVII, of  " The Local Government
Part xvlI. of «TheAct of  1878," and any enactment amending or . substituted for the.
Local G overwment
-Act of 1878" to same, shall apply to the raising of moneys under this Act, and it shall
apply. be necessary to give public notice of any proposition to borrow the same,.
Payment of
Debentures and
interest.
and to submit such proposition to the vote of the ratepayers.
8. The holder of any Debenture issued under the provisions.
of this Act shall be entitled to receive payment from the Council of
the Municipality of Townsville of the principal sum named therein
upon presentation of such Debenture, on or after the due date thereof,
at the place where the same is expressed to be made payable. And
the holder of any Coupon originally annexed to a Debenture, and,
whether separated therefrom or not, shall be entitled to receive pay-
ment in like manner of the interest mentioned in such Coupon upon
presentation of the same at the place where, and on or after the date
when interest is payable.
Provisions on default 9. If default is made by the Council in making any payment,
of payment. whether of principal or interest, to the holder of any Debenture or
Coupon, the following provisions shall take effect :-
(1) The holder of such Debenture or Coupon shall have
power to make application to and procure all necessary
orders and directions from the Supreme Court for the,
appointment of a Receiver, and the Court shall have
power to make all such orders for the appointment of a
Receiver, or for his removal and the appointment of*
another in his place, as may be necessary, and to make
any orders and give any directions which the Court may
think proper. And such Receiver shall be deemed to
be an officer of the Court.
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(2) Subject to the provisions of this Act, the Receiver shall
have power to make, levy, and collect all rates authorised
to be made, levied, or collected by the Council, and be
entitled to receive all rates and revenues whatsoever
payable to the Council for or in respect of which he
has been appointed Receiver, but the rates so to be
made and levied shall not exceed the maxiamum limits
permitted by law, and for such purposes such Receiver
shall be deemed to be the Council of the Municipality,
and may exercise all the powers thereof.
(3) The Receiver shall be entitled to such commission pay-
able out of the rates, as remuneration for his services,
as the Court may appoint.
(4) The Receiver shall, subject to any order of the Court,
pay over all moneys received by him to such - holder,
and if there is any balance in hand over and above the
amount due and payable to him under the provisions of
this Act, the Receiver shall pay such balance to the
Council.
10. No overdraft or temporary  accommodation  hereafter Limit of temporary
obtained by the Council shall at any time exceed one-half the  prior overdraft.
year's income.
11. This Act may be cited as  " The Townsville Municipal  short itle.
Loan  Act of  1897."
By Authority  :  EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer , William street,  Brisbane.
Supplement  to the Queensland Government  Gazette, Friday,  3rd December ,  1897.-No. 131.
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ANNO SEXAGESIMO PRIMO
VICTOR[LE REGINE.
No. 13.
An Act to Amend  "  The Agricultural Lands Purchase Act of 1894."
[ASSENTED TO 2ND DECEMBER , 1897.]
B
E it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with
the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by the authority
of the same, as follows :-
1. This Act may be cited as  " The Agricultural Lands Purchase  Short title and
Act Amendment  Act of  1897 ,"  and shall be read and construed with construction.
and as an amendment of  "The Agricultural Lands  Purchase Act of
1894"  (hereinafter called the Principal  Act) ; and the  Principal Act
and this Act may together be cited as  " The Agricultural Lands
Purchase Acts,  1894  and  1897."
2. The tenth section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1895 " iS Repeal of section 10
repealed . of 59  Vic. No. 31.
3. In the case of all lands subject to the provisions of the Conditions in case of
Principal Act which are proclaimed open for selection, and notwith - lands  subject to the
„ Principal  Act, which
standing anything in  "The Crown Lands 21 cts, 1884  to  1895, or  in are proclaimed open
for selection.any other Act or Acts, to the contrary contained- [59 Vic. No. 31,(1) Land Orders shall not be available in payment of rent; s. 10.]
(2) It shall not be necessary for any lessee, in order that he
may become the purchaser of the holding, to prove that
the condition of occupation has been performed by the
continuous and  bona fide  residence on the. holding of
the lessee himself or of any successive lessees, provided
he prove that the condition of occupation has been
otherwise performed for the prescribed period ;
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(3) The sixth section of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1891
shall not apply to such lands ;
(4) No such lands shall be open to unconditional selection
until they have been proclaimed, and have remained
open to conditional selection for at least three months ;
(5) The Governor in Council may, in the Proclamation
declaring such lands to be open for selection, further
declare that any person then or theretofore in lawful
occupation of any portion of the said lands shall be
entitled to priority, and if, on the day appointed as that
on which the land will be open, an application by such
person to select such land is lodged at the same time-
as applications by other persons, the application of such
person shall be deemed to have been first lodged and
shall be entitled to priority accordingly.
Areas of purchases 4. (l.) The Governor in Council may, by Proclamation, define
land may be set
apart. and set apart any part or parts of any area of land (not exceeding-one-fourth of such area) purchased un er the provisions f the Principal
Act, to be dealt with as hereinafter mentioned.
(2.) When any such  area is  so defined and set apart, the lands
in such area may be proclaimed open for selection in the manner and
subject to the conditions prescribed by the Principal Act and this Act ;
but no person shall be qualified to make application for a selection,
within any such area-
(a) unless he has arrived in this Colony less than three
months before making his application; and
(b) Unless he has continuously resided out of the Colony for
the period of five years immediately before such arrival
in the Colony as aforesaid.
(3.) Every such applicant shall, at the time of lodging his;
application or at such later time as the Commissioner may then direct,,
furnish to the Land Commissioner for the district in which the selec
tion applied for is situate proof of his qualification under this Act.
(4.) The Governor in Council may make Regulations prescribing.
the manner in which an applicant for a selection in any such  area as
aforesaid shall give proof of his qualification to select in such area,.
and prescribing such other matters and things as may be necessary to-
give effect to the provisions of this section.
Amount of
instalments to be
paid in respect of
selections  hereafter
applied for.
Schedule.
Instalments Payable under this Act.
5. From and alter the passing of this Act the annual rent to.
be paid by any person selecting land which is subject to the provisions
of the Principal Act and this Act shall be at the rates specified in the
Schedule to this Act for every hundred pounds of the purchasing-
price, in lieu of the rates mentioned in the fifteenth section and in
the Schedule to the Principal Act.
Terms  under  which 6. Any person who, at the passing of this Act, has selected
selectors  who have land which is subject to the provisions of the Principal Act, and haspaid one instalment
only may elect to 'paid the first instalment thereunder, but has not paid the second
come under  this Act. instalment, may elect to come under the provisions of this Act, and
in such  case  the amount payable in respect of the second year shall
be at the rate of two pounds twelve shillings for every hundred
pounds of the purchasing price.
Schedule. In the third and subsequent years, the amounts payable in such
case shall be in accordance with the rates specified in the Schedule to
this Act.
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7. In the case of any person selecting land after the passing Amount o be paid
of this Act which is subject to the provisions of the Principal Act and under this Act foraccelerated purchase.
this Act, and in the case of any person who elects to come under the
provisions  of this Act under the provisions of the last preceding
section, the amount to be paid upon acquiring the fee-simple of a
Farm before the expiration of the term of the  lease  shall be a sum
equal to the amount then remaining unpaid in respect of the principal
of the purchase money calculated in accordance with the rates
specified in the Schedule to this Act, together with an amount equal
to five shillings for every year of the unexpired term of the lease in
respect of every hundred pounds of the purchasing price.
THE SCHEDULE.
TABLE showing  the PROPORTION Of PRINCIPAL and INTEREST in each ANNUAL
INSTALMENT.
Year of Payment .  Principal. Interest .  Total Payment.
1
£ s.
... 10 0
d.
0
£ S. d.  £ d.
... 10 0 0
2 ... .. ..
3 ... 3 4 0 4 15 0 7 19 0
4 ... 3 7 2 4 11 10 7 19 0
5 ... 3 10 6 4 8 6 7 19 0
6 ... 3 14 0 4 5 0 7 19 0
7 .., 3 17 9 4 1 3 7 19 0
8 ... 4 1 8 3 17 4 7 19 0
9 ... 4 5 9 3 13 3 7 19 0
10 ... 4 10 1 3 8 11 7 19 0
11 ... 4 14 7 3 4; 7 19 0
12 ... 4 19 3 2 19 9 7 19 0
13 ... 5 4 3 2 14 9 7 19 0
14 ... 5 9 5 2 9 7 7 19 0
15 ... 5 14 11 2 4 1 7 19 0
16 ... 6 0 8 1 18 4 7 19 0
17 ... 6 6 8 1 12 4 7 19 0
18 ... 6 13 0 1 6 0 7 19 0
19 ... 619 8 019 4 719 0
20 ... 7 6 8 0 12 4 7 19 0
£100 0 0 £53 2 0 £153 2 0
By Authority  :  EDMUND G REGORY,  G overnment Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Chief Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 1st December, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct the publication, for ge eral information, of the following Circular
Despatch received from the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Circular.]
(For previous papers on this subject see Government Gazette  of 20th July,  1895 ,  page  178.)
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES  to  THE GOVERNOR OF QUEENSLAND.
Downing street, 28th September, 1897.
SIR,-With reference to Lord Ripon's Circular Despatch of the 24th May, 1895, respecting the denunciation of the Treaty
of Commerce between Great Britain and the Republic of Uruguay of the 13th November, 1885, I have the honour to inform you
that it is probable that Her Majesty's Government will be asked to revive this Treaty for a year pending the negotiations for a
new Treaty ,  and that in such event they  are  of opinion that such an arrangement would be advantageous to the commercial
interests  of Great  Britain.
Unless I learn from you before the 1st December  next  that your Government decidedly objects to such a temporary
arrangement ,  it is proposed that the temporary revival of the Treaty of 1885 shall apply to all the British Colonies as well as to
the United Kingdom.
I have, &c., J. CHAMBERLAIN.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane ,  this second day of December,
1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.
WHEREAS  by  "The Diseases in Stock Act  of 1896 "it
is amongst other things enacted that the Governor in
Council may ,  from time to time,  by Order  in Council ,  prohibit
or put restrictions on the removal of any stock from an one
portion of the colony to any other portion  of the colony :
And whereas by an Order in Council dated the 5th of
August ,  1897, made in pursuance of the provisions of the
said Act, His Excellency the Governor in Council did pro-
hibit any cattle or horses pastured within that portion of the
colony to the north of a line commencing at the mouth of
South Trees Inlet ,  and bounded thence  by that  inlet and the
Boyne River upwards to Futter 's Creek, by that creek upwards
to the north -east corner of portion 311 parish of Barmundoo, by
the north boundary of that portion and by a line west to the
southern watershed of the  Calliope  River and its tributaries, by
that watershed and the northern watershed of Bell's Creek
westerly to Calliungal Consolidation ,  by the boundaries of
that consolidation south -westerly and north -westerly to the
western watershed of Callide Creek; thence by that water.
shed southerly to the north -east corner of Rannes Resumption,
by part of the northern boundary of that resumption, and by
the eastern and northern boundaries of Rannes Lease to
Granville Creek ,  by that creek downwards to Olinda Con-
solidation ,  by the east and south boundaries of that con-
solidation to the Dawson River, by that river downwards to
the north -cast corner  of Ashfield  Lease ; thence by the north
and west boundaries of that lease, the north boundaries of
Nulalbin Lease and Alberta Occupation License, the northern
and western watersheds of Mimosa Creek and tributaries, by
the west boundaries of Shotover Lease, by part of the west
boundary of Shotover Resumption , by the north  boundary of
Marshmead  No. 4 Occupation License, by  part of the east boun-
dary of Humboldt North Occupation License,  by the  north-east
boundary of Comet Downs Resumption, by the east boundaries
of Killowen Occupation License, Laleham ,  and Kenmare Occu-
pation License ,  by part of the north boundary of Kenmare
Occupation License,  by the  east boundary of Kenmare North
Occupation License, by the northern boundaries of Kenmare
North Occupation  License and  portion A of  Comet Downs Lease
to the Comet River, by that river upwards to the south-east
corner of Arcturus Downs Consolidation ,  by the southern ,  south-
eastern ,  and south -western boundaries of that consolidation, the
southern and western boundaries of Marmadillo Consolidation,
and the northern boundary of Rainworth Lease to Separation
Creek, by that creek downwards to the Nogoa River, by that
river upwards to the northern boundary of Telemon No.
2 Resumption ; thence by the north boundary of that  resump-
tion to a range forming the southern watershed of Medway
Creek and its tributaries, by that - watershed southerly
and north-westerly to the Drummond Range, by that range
southerly and by the watershed between Alpha Creek
and Dismal Creek north-westerly to the northern boundary
of Birkhead No. 6 Block, by the north boundary of
that block, by part of the east and by the northern
boundaries of Mount Enniskillen Consolidation, and by
the eastern and southern boundaries of Paradise Downs
No. 2 Block A and Block B Occupation Licenses, the eastern
and northern boundaries of Northampton Downs Consolidation,
the eastern and northern boundaries of Evora Consolidation,
the eastern and southern boundaries of Home Creek Con-
solidation , and by  the eastern and northern boundaries of
Avington Consolidation to the Alice River, by that river down-
wards to the south-east corner of Barcaldine Consolidation, by
the southern and western boundaries of that consolidation, the
southern, eastern, and southern boundaries of Wellshot Con-
solidation, the northern boundary of Westland Lease, the
north-eastern and northern boundaries of Tocal Consolidation,
the north-eastern and north-western boundaries of Silsoe
Consolidation, the northern and part of the western boun-
daries of Vergemont Consolidation, the south-eastern, southern,
and south-western boundaries of Rosebrook Station, the
southern, south-western, and north-western boundaries of
Cork Station, the north-eastern and northern boundaries
of Brighton Downs Station, the western boundaries'of Llan-
rheridol Station, the southern and western boundaries of
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Bell Block, part of the western boundary of Kirby Block, the
southern and western boundaries of Beaudesert Station, the
northern boundary of Tooleybuck Station, the eastern and
northern boundaries of Mount Merlin Station, and by the
southern and western boundaries of Devoncourt Station
(including Devoncourt, Teddington Loch, and Parkside) to
Mingera Creek ; thence crossing that creek, and by the south-
west boundary of Gundaria Block; and thence by the southern
boundaries of Flora Downs and Barclay Downs stations to the
boundary of the colony,-from being removed to any portion of
the colony south of such line : And whereas it is now deemed
expedient to rescind the said Order : Now, therefore, His
Excellency the Governor in Council, in pursuance of the provi-
sions  of the said recited Act, doth hereby rescind the said
Order in Council dated the 5th of August, 1897.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Agriculture is to
give  the necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,  Clerk of the Council.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, this second day of December,
1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.
WHEREAS  by " The Diseases in Stock Act of  1896 " it
is amongst  other things enacted that the Governor in
Council may, from time to time, by Order in Council, prohibit
or put restrictions on the removal of any stock from any one
portion of the colony to any other portion of the colony : Now,
therefore, His Excellency the Governor in Council doth hereby
prohibit any cattle or horses pastured within that portion of
the colony to the north of  a line commencing  at the mouth of
South Trees Inlet, and bounded thence by that inlet and the
Boyne River upwards to Futter's Creek, by that creek
upwards to the north-east corner of portion 311 parish
of Barmundoo, by the north boundary of that portion
and by a line west to the southern watershed of the
Calliope River and its tributaries, by that watershed
westerly  to the east  corner  of Dumgree Consolidation ;  thence
by the southern  boundaries  of that consolidation westerly to
Calliungal  Consolidation, by the boundaries of that con-
solidation  south-westerly and north-westerly to the western
watershed of Callide Creek ; thence by that watershed
southerly to the north- east corner of Eannes  Resumption, by
part of the northern boundary of that resumption, and by
the eastern  and northern boundaries of Rannes Lease
to Granville Creek, by that creek downwards to Olinda
Consolidation, by the  east  and, south boundaries of that
consolidation  to the Dawson River, by that river downwards
to the  north-east  corner of Ashfield Lease ; thence by the north
and west boundaries  of that lease, the north boundaries of
Nulalbin  Lease and  Alberta Occupation License, the northern
and western watersheds  of Mimosa Creek and tributaries, by
the west boundaries of Shotover Lease, by part of the west
boundary of Shotover Resumption, by the north boundary of
Marshmead  No. 4 Occupation License, by part of the east
boundary of Humboldt North Occupation License, by the
north-east boundary of Comet Downs Resumption, by the east
boundaries  of Killowen Occupation License, Laleham, and
Kenmare Occupation Lioense , by part of the north boundary
of Kenmare  Occupation License, by the east boundary of
Kenmare  N orth Occupation License, by the northern boun-
daries of  Kenmare North Occupation License and portion A.
of Comet Downs Lease to the Comet River, by that river
upwards to the south- east corner  of Arcturus Downs Con-
solidation , by the southern, south- eastern , and south-western
boundaries of that consolidation, the southern  and western
boundaries  of Marmadillo Consolidation, and the northern
boundary of Rainworth Lease to Separation Creek, by that
creek downwards to the Nogoa River, by that river upwards
to the northern boundary of Telemon No. 2 Resumption;
thence by the north boundary of that resumption to a
range  forming the southern watershed of Medway Crt ek and
its tributaries, by that watershed southerly and north-westerly
to the Drummond Range, by that range southerly and by the
watershed  between Alpha Creek and Dismal Creek north-
westerly to the northern boundary of Birkhead No. 6 Block,
by the north boundary of that block, by part of the east and
by the northern boundaries of Mount Enniskillen Consolidation,
and by the eastern and southern boundaries of Paradise Downs
No. 2 Block A and Block B Occupation Licenses, the eastern
and northern boundaries of Northampton Downs Consolidation,
the eastern and northern boundaries of Evora Consolidation,
the eastern and southern boundaries of Home Creek Con-
solidation, and by the eastern and northern boundaries of
Avington Consolidation to the Alice River, by that river down-
wards to the south-east corner of Barcaldine Consolidation, by
the southern and western boundaries of that consolidation, the
southern,  eastern, and  southern boundaries of Wellshot Con-
solidation , the northern boundary of Westland Lease, the
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north-eastern and northern boundaries of Tocal Consolidation,
the north-eastern and north-western boundaries of Silsoe
Consolidation, the northern and part of the western boun-
daries of Vergemont Consolidaton, the south-eastern, southern,
and south-western boundaries of Rosebrook Station, the
southern, south-western, and north-western boundaries of
Cork Station, the north-eastern and northern boundaries
of Brighton Downs Station, the westf rn boundaries of Llan-
rheridol Station, the southern and western boundaries of
Bell Block, part of the western boundary of Kirby Block, the
southern and western boundaries of Beaudesert Station, the
northern boundary of Tooleybuck Station, the eastern and
northern boundaries of Mount Merlin Station, and by the
southern and western boundaries of Devoncourt Station
(including Devoncourt, Teddington Loch, and Parkside) to
Mingera Creek ; thence  crossing  that creek, and by the south-
west boundary of Gundaria Block ; and thence by the southern
boundaries of Flora Downs and Barclay Downs Stations to the
boundary of the colony,-from being removed to any portion of
the colony south of such line.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Agriculture is to
give the necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY, Clerk of the Council.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, this'second day of December,
1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.
W H ERE A S by  " The Diseases  in  Stock Act of  1896" it is
amongst other things enacted that the Governor in
Council may, from time to time, by Order in Council, declare
any road or roads to be a stock route or stock routes for the
use of travelling stock : And whereas by an Order in Council
dated the 9th of June, 1897, made in pursuance of the provisions
of the said Act, His Excellency the Governor in Council did
declare the road described in the Schedule hereto to be an
additional stock route for the use of travelling stock.
SCHEDULE.
No. 20.
Starting  from Westwood ; thence by the main road to
Banana  southerly to the Don River ; thence following the Don
River upwards to portion 123, parish of Craiglands ; thence by
the boundaries of that portion north and east to the Calliope
Range ; thence easterly  crossing  said range to the Calliope
River ; thence along the northern side of that river easterly
to the south-east corner of portion 320, parish of Alma;
thence southerly crossing the Calliope River to the 10-chain
road to Gladstone; and thence by that road easterly and
northerly to Gladstone.
And whereas it is now deemed expedient to rescind the
said Order : Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor in
Council, in pursuance of the provisions of the said recited Act,
doth hereby rescind the said Order in Council dated the 9th of
June, 1897.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Agriculture is to
give the  necessary  directions herein accordingly.
A. V, DRURY, Clerk of the Council.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House,  Brisbane ,  this second  day of December, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.WHEREAS by an Act passed in th  forty-ninth year of HerMajesty's reign, i tituled  " The Undue Subdivision of L nd
Prevention Act of  1885,"  it is amongst  other things enacted that the
Governor, at the request of the Council of a Municipality or Board of
a Division, may, by Order in Council, and subject to such conditions
as may be imposed by the Order in Council, suspend the operation of
the said Act or any part thereof with respect to any part of the Muni.
cipality or Division which is used principally for business purposes and
not for purposes of residence : And whereas the Council of the Muni-
cipality of Brisbane has requested that the operation of the said Act
may be suspended with respect to subdivision 3 of section  2 of eastern
suburban allotment No. 120, parish of South Brisbane, for the present
resubdivision only : Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth order, and it is hereby
ordered, that the operation of the said Act shall be and the same is
hereby suspended with respect to the said subdivision  3 of section 2
of eastern suburban allotment No. 120, parish of South Brisbane, for
the present resubdivision only.
And the Honourable the Home Secretary is to give  the necessary
directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY, Clerk of the  Council.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HENRY HATFIELD and
THOMAS OWENS
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Racecourse ,  in the parish of
St. Lawrence ,  in the room of W. G. Hatfield ,  deceased, and
C. H. Paine ,  who has left the district.
E.M.-25 -11-97.  Res. 1887-38.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
CHARLES CARRINGTON
to be  Acting Land  Commissioner  and Acting Land Agent for the
Normanton  Land  Agent's District, under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  18716"  and  "  The Crown Lands
Acts ,  1884  to  1895," during the absence on leave of  Andrew Henry
Zillman.
E.M.-25 .11-97.  L. C. 38.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Publio Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th November, 1897.
HIS Exce ll ency the Gove rn or, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
GEORGE RoBSON
to be a Draftsman in the Surveyor -General's Office, in the room of
James Laurie, resigned  ;  such appointment to take effect from the
1st November, 1897.
E.M.-25-11-97 .  97-23441-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Public Service
Board ,  has been pleased to appoint
GEORGE HARPUR BENNETT, Sub -Collector of Customs,
Thursday Island,
to be  a Ranger  and Bailiff of Crown Lands, under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895."
E.M.-25 -11-97. 97-23940-P.L.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd December, 1897.
Zj IS Excellency the Gove rn or ,  with the advice of the Executive
rl Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
NORMAN EUGENE AMOS
to be a Staff Surveyor of the Second Class in the Surveyor -General's
Office ;  such appointment to take effect from the 1st December, 1897.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane ,  2nd December, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  and upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been  pleased to  appoint
Acting  Sergeant ROBERT  THOMAS DYER
to be Acting  Mining Registrar at Tenningering ,  under the provisions of
"The Gold Fields Act  1874" and  "The Mineral Lands Act of  1882,"
in the room of J .  J. E. Willi ams, transferred.
ROBERT PHILP.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  2nd December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice  of the Executive
Council, has ,  upon the recommendation  of the Public  Service
Board, been pleased to approve of the undermentioned transfers and
appointment of Line Repairers in Charge in the  Post and Telegraph
Department, viz. :- ENOS BERRY,
Fairview to Yaamba ;
CLAUDE JOHN  O'SULLIVAN,
Mein to Fairview ; and
ALFRED GLENCOE SMITH ,  Line  Repairer ,  Herberton,
to be Line Repairer in Charge, Mein.
JAMES R .  DICKSON.
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  1st December, 1897.
H
IS  Excellency the Gove rn or,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased ,  by Letters  Patent under  the Great
Seal  of the  Colony of Queensland ,  to appoint
THE AGENT -GENERAL FOR THE COLONY for the time being
residing in London,
WILLIAM HEMMANT, and
ROBERT MUTER STEWART,
or any one or  more  of  them,  to exercise all or any of the powers
which by  "  The Colonial Stock Act ,  1877 ,"  are exercisable under the
Great Seal  of the Colony or by  any person authorised under the said
Seal.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd December, 1897.
HIS Excellency  the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
Captain CECIL HENRY ANDERSON - PELHAM ,4 th Battalion Lincolnshire
Regiment, Aide -de-Camp to  His Excellency,
to be a Captain in the Queensland Defence Force  (Land).
HUGH M.  NELSON.
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Gove rn or directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
DUGALD MAXWELL LOCBW'OOD GRAHAM,
ROBERT HENRY MUNRO, and
JAMES TOLMIE
to be,  provisionally ,  Lieutenants in the Volunteer Branch of the
Queensland Defence Force  (Land).
HUGH M.  NELSON.
Chief Sbcretary ' s Office,
Brisbane, 2nd December, 1897.
u IS Excellency the Governor,  with the advice of the Executive
11 Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation tendered by
WILLIAM DOUGLAS NASH
of his appointment as a Justice of the Peace.
HUGH M.  NELSON.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th November, 1897.
U j IS Excellency the Gove rn or ,  with the advice of the Executive
It.  Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Divisional
Boards  Act of  1887," been pleased to appoint
JAMES SIMPSON HAMILTON
to be a Member of the Board of the Division of Rawbe lle, for
Subdivision 1 of that Division ,  in the room of F. Turner ,  resigned.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th November, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM SAMUEL OCTAVIUS BYRNE, M.D.,
to be a Member of the Queensland Medical Board ,  in the room of
John Joseph Mullen, L.R.C.S .  Irel., &c.,  deceased.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th November, 1897.HIS Excellency the Gove rnor,  with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has  ben pleased to appoint the. undernamed members
of the Police Force to be Assistant District Registrars of Births
and Deaths at the places and for the Registry Districts specified in
connection with their respective  names:-Constable JAMES STEPHEN LEYDEN,
at Arrilalah ,  for the Registry District of Aramac ,  in the room of
Acting Sergeant R. T. Dyer ,  transferred ;
Acting Sergeant JOHN DUNCAN MCGUIRE,
at Mareeba ,  for the Registry District of Cairns ,  in the room of
Constable Thomas McBride, transferred; and
Acting Sergeant ROBERT THOMAS DYER,
at Tenningering ,  for the Registry Districts of Burnett and Bundaberg,
in the room of Sergeant J. J. E. Williams ,  transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary 's Office, I ,
Brisbane ,  25th  November, 1897.
HIS Excellency th  Governor,  with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil ,  has been pleased to appoint
Acting Sergeant ROBERT THOMAS DYER
to be  Inspector of Slaughter -houses and  of Cattle  intended for
Slaughter ,  at Tenningering  (Mount Perry ), in the room of Sergeant
John Joseph Edge Williams,  transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th  November, 1897.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Acting Sergeant ROBERT THOMAS DYER
to be  Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions at Tenningering  (Mount Perry),
in the room of Sergeant  J. J. E. Williams ,  transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd  December, 1897.
L IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice  of the Executive
Council, has ;  in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Divisional
Boards Act  of  1887,"  been pleased to make the following appoint-
ments, viz.:-
ROBERT GIBBON MILLER
to be an  Auditor for  the Division  of Aramac ,  in the  room of F. R.
Greenwood , resigned ; and
HARRY SNOWDON
to be  an Auditor for the  Division of Torres ,  in the room of P. J.
Doyle,  resigned.
HORACE TOZER.
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Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd December, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor , with  the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Local
Government  Act of  1878, "  been pleased to appoint
DANIEL LANE
to be an Alderman of the Municipality of Cooktown ,  in the room of
Alderman  Hill, resigned.
HORACE TOZER.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 2nd December, 1897.
T HE following appointments of Members of Committees for StateSchools are notified, viz.:-Emerald.
Robert Sydney Haswell,
vice  John McLatchey, who has left the district.
Ma Ma Creek.
Walter Eldridge,
Harry Risson, and
Joseph Turner,
vice  Jesse Howard, Ferdinand Kajewski, and Charles Tryhorn,
resigned.
Ravenswood.
James Richards,
Hans Ruge, and
Hans Thomsen,
vice  Henry Cecil ,  William McCulla, and William Robertson ,  resigned.
West End.
Harold Nicholson,
vice  Edward Acton, resigned.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  2nd December, 1897.
u IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Y1 Council ,  has been pleased to direct that the following promo-
tions of Teachers in the Service of the Department of Public Instruc-
ion be made ,  in pursuance of the provisions of Clause 32 of the
Regulations under  "The  State Education  Act  of 1875"; such
promotions to take effect from the 1st  July, 1897.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
MALES.
For Promotion from Class III., Division 3, to Class III., Division 2.
Antcliff, William, Hoffman, Anthony,
Bullock, Ernest William, Ingram, Frank Ernest Radford,
Campbell, Charles, Robinson, Herbert,
Garsden, Richard Whitaker, Tait, Robert Andrew, and
Graham, David, Welsh, Joseph Quirey.
For Promotion from Class III., Division 2, to Class III., Division 1.
Bevington, William Faulkner, O'Doherty, Daniel,
Cafferky, Edward James, Osmond, George Henry,
Clem, George, O'Sullivan, Daniel,
Couchman, Charles William, Perkins, Francis Henry,
Crawford, George, Reid, Adam,
Donovan, Timothy Michael Seymour, Clark Taylor,
Dwyer, John, Shea, Michael Leonard,
Garsden, James Heap, Smith, Herbert John,
Healey, William Augustus Somers, Alfred,
Henderson, Thomas, Stewart, William James Henry,
Hodgens, Thomas, Taylor, Emanuel Scanlan,
Jones,  Hubert Patrick, Thompson, William,
Mahoney, James Richard Denis, Toohey, Bernard James,
McLoughlin, Francis, Wilson, George,
McNemay, James, Wilson, Joseph Thomas, and
McPherson, Malcolm Alexander, Woolley, William Thomas.
For Promotion from Class III., Division 1, to Class II., Division 3.
Gower, William Morton, McKenna, Bernard Joseph,
Long, Benjamin, McNaught, Robert Buchanan,
Martin, William Henry, Smith, George,
Morris, John, Whiting, Francis Charles, and
Morton, Charles Robert, Wright, Harry.
Igor Promotion from Class II., Division 3, to Class II., Division 2.
Anderson, William, Monteith, Robert, and
Ellis, James, O'Brien, Cornelius Joseph.
For Promotion from Class II., Division  2, to  Class If., Division 1.
Clarke, Charles William, Tagg, George, and
Kemp, Charles, White, Thomas Edward.
Rutherford, Philip Charles,
For Promotion from Class IT., Division 1, to Class I., Division 3.
Taylor, William.
FEMALES.
For Promotion from Class III., Division 3, to Class IIL, Division 2.
Bevington, Esther Margaret, Rowston, Louisa May,
Campbell, Eliza,
Clyne, Susan,
Harrison, Emmeline,
Judd, Sarah Mary,
Madden, Lizzie,
Malley, Emily Alice,
Mulligan, May Florence,
McMillan, Mary,
Pampling, Selina Elizabeth,
Raleigh, Mary Catherine,
Kyrie ,  Jessie,
Shannon ,  Emma Octavia,
Simpson, Margaret Ferguson,
Smith ,  Louisa Alice,
Teskey,  Eva Maria,
Tew,  Rosetta May,
Turner, Amy Maud,
Tyrrell ,  Sophia Martha,
Walker, Lydia Ellen, and
Watson, Nel li e.]
For Promotion from Class III., Division 2, to Class III., Division 1.
Adsett, Agnes Maud, Havercroft, Maria Ellen,
Aschew, Ada Mildred Emma Hunter, Elizabeth Jane,
Beatrice, Hunter, Isabella,
Barron, Alice Sophia, James, Julia,
Blackmore, Margaret Elizabeth Jobst, Elizabeth Ann,
Brand, Gertrude Lawton, Mona Isabel,
Brayden, Florence, Lintern, Annie,
Breen, Minnie, Lynch, Henrietta,
Byrne, Mary, Manton, Honors Ann,
Canny, Mary Frances, Maplestone, Eleanor Lousia,
Carson, Rachel, Moriarty, Deborah Mary,
Cockburn, Annie Wylie, McDowall, Adele Pruche,
Cole, Ethel Louisa, McGeever, Jane Elizabeth,
Costello, Bridget, McIntosh, Fanny,
Crawford, Margaret, McKenna, Kate,
Crookston, Matilda, McNab, Elizabeth,
Daniell, Fanny Jane, Neill, Ellen,
Degan, Mary Ann, Nelson, Annie,
Donaldson, Margaret, O'Connor, Mary Elizabeth,
Dunbar, Alice Sarah, Pace, Adelaide Frances,
Dunlop, Emily Mary, Phillips, Ada Minnie,
Dwyer, Elizabeth, Phillips, Rubina,
Edgar, Jane Scott, Reeve, Rechabina,
Elworthy, Ellen Augusta Sanky, Minnie,
Freney, Rosanna, Scully, Margaret Ursula,
Geddes, Ada Jane, - Seymour, Edith,
Gillingwater, Minnie, Sutcliffe, Blanche Marguerite,
Grant, Elizabeth, Thorne, Harriet,
Gregory, Elsie, Tyrrell, Gertrude Annie,
Haigh, Lucy, Usher, Annie Isabel,
Hardgrove, Annie, Wright, Margaret Ashfield, and
Harris, Lilian Amy, Wright, Mary Teresa Fryar.
For Promotion from Class IIL, Division 1, to Class II., Division 3.
Crosser, Ann Elizabeth, Grant, Isabella,
Deacon, Mary Eliza Kearney, Mary, and
Fortescue, Annie, Shanahan, Alice.
Glanville, Janet Skeoch,
For Promotion from Class II., Division 3, to Class II., Division 2.
Davis Margaret, Meyers, Emily Lucy.
Herbert, Elizabeth Agnes, and
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CIIARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINuTON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W v
W  HEREAS by  "  The Diseases  in Sheep Act of  1867  further
Amendment Act"  it  is amongst  other things  enacted that
the rate  of assessment  on sheep may be reduced or wholly remitted
by the Governor should he deem it expedient to declare  the same
by Proclamation : And whereas  by " The Brands Act of  1872" it is
amongst other things enacted that the  assessment  under such Act
shall be collected, levied, and enforced in the same  manner as assess-
ments are levied under the  "Diseases in Sheep Act of  1867," or any
Act or Acts amending the same : And whereas it is deemed expedient
to remit the  assessments  under the two above-recited Acts during the
ensuing  year : Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE  ALEXANDER
NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid , in pursuance
of the provisions of the said Acts, and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby declare that  no assessments shall be
levied under either of the abovenamed Acts during the currency of
the year 1898.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,
this twenty-fifth day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the
sixty-first year  of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command, A. J. THYNNE.
GOD SAYE THE QrEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.ByHis Excellency The Right Honourable C1tAuLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
LI in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
IJA3ii\GTON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. I  Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS  by "The Chinese Immigration Restriction Act,
1888," it is amongst other things provided that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazette,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person or class of persons mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas it is desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,
Ali Lay, Lee Yin, Tsang Chong,  Ali  Fong, Chang Hop,  Ali  Tong,
Young Sing,  Ali  Sam,  Ali  Pin, Ali Sing, Yong Pow,  Ali  Man, Low
Yet, Man Ring, Wah Jew, Hoon Chong,  Ali  Hook,  Ali  Chung, Johin
Chong, Duclies, Ali Sow, Jack Quay, Charlie Moon, Mow Wah, Nee
Go, Yuen Quenk, Ali Nloy, Lee Buck, Go Yep, Lum Lay, Foon Kong,
and Ali War, should be exempted from the provisions of the said Act
for a period of two years : Now, therefore, 1, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby declare that the
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provisions of the said Act shall not apply to the  said  Ah Lay, Lee Yin,
Tsang Chong, Ali Fong, Chang Hop, Ali Tong, Young Sing, Ali Sam,
Ah Pin, Ah  Sing,  Yong Pow, Ali Man, Low Yet, Man Hing, Wah
Jew, Hoon Chong, Ah Hook, Ali Chung, Johin Chong, Duches, All
Sow, Jack Quay, Charlie Moon, Mow Wah, Nee Go, Yuen Quenk, Ah
Moy, Lee Buck, Go Yep, Lum Lay, Foon Kong, and Ali War  1 or a
period  of two years from  the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government  House, Brisbane,
this second  day of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and  ninety -seven, and  in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HUGH M. NELSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEV 1
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
rL
s
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by  " The  Bank  Holidays Act of  1877 " it  is amongst
v v other things enacted  that  it shall be  lawful for the  Governor,
by and with the advice  of the  Executive  Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  for  appoint  a special  day to be
observed as a Public  Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in
any part thereof ,  or in  any city, town, borough, or district therein :
Now, therefore,  I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington , the Governor  aforesaid ,  in pursuance  of the provisions of
the said Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby  appoint  SATURDAY, the 11th of December proximo, being
one of the  days appointed for holding the Annual Race Meeting of
the Upper  Brisbane  River Turf Club, to be a Public Holiday in the
Petty  Sessions  District of Esk.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government  House,  Brisbane,
this twenty-fifth day of November, in the year of our
Lord one thousand  eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in
the sixty -first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACS
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAXINOxoN Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGovernor.'Order of. St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
by  "The Health Act of  1884" it is amongst other
v things enacted that the Governor in Council may from time
to time, by Proclamation, declare that all or any of the provisions of
the Third and Fourth Parts of the said Act shall be in force in any
Municipality or Division, or any Subdivision thereof, in addition to the
Municipalities or Divisions enumerated in the said Act, and that upon
the publication of any such Proclamation the said Parts of the said
Act, or such provisions thereof as shall be declared in the Proclamation,
shall extend to and be in force in the Municipality, Division, or Sub-
division mentioned therein: Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, in
pursuance of the authority vested in me by the said Act, and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby declare that the provisions
of the Third and Fourth Parts of the said Act shall henceforth be in
force within the Division of Pioneer.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this second day of December, in the
year of our Lord onethousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CIIAILLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s ] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of .the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power in me vested, and in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Reserve for 7 imber on Calliungal
Run, in the parish of Moongan, in the Banana Land Agent's
District, established by Notice dated the 13th October, 1876, shall be
and is  hereby cancelled.
E.M.-25-11-97. Res. 1876-39.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-fifth day of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
A PROCLAMATION.
By His
'
Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINOTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance  of the power  in me vested ,  and in accordance with
I the  provisions  of the 42nd  section  of  " The  Crown Lands Act of
1884 ,"  I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid , by and with the advice  of the Executive
Council,  do, by this my Proclamation, notify  and declare  that the
unselected lots of  land set forth in the  accompanying Schedule sha ll
be and  are hereby withdrawn  from selection.
E.M.-25 -11-97.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government  House, Brisbane,
this twenty-fifth day of November, in the  year  of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and. in the
sixty-first  year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
District.
13
27 Feb., 1897 ...
24 April, 1895...
Portion. Parish. I Date ofProclamation.
Bundaberg
St. George
Dalgangal ...
Currawildi ...
* About 500  acres, unsurveyed.
Reference.
L.O. 168
L.O. 21
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of[L.a.] the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
GTON, Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.Governor. over George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance and execution of all powers  and authorities
in me vested  under the provisions of  " The Croton Lands
Acts,  1884 to 1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and  declare
that the operation of the 43rd section of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884" shall be  and is  hereby suspended with respect to
the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the
MACKAY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT : And I further
notify and declare, by and with the advice aforesaid, that
the said lands shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of
the said Acts, as unsurveyed  lands,  on and after TUESDAY,
the FOURTH day of JANUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual  rental specified in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that
the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall
be as specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which
may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this first day of December, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven,
and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
E.M.-1-12-97.
DESCRIPTION.
THE MACKAY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area, 1,280 acres.
Conditional -Annual rent, 6d. per acre.
Purchasing  price,  £1 per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, Is. 4d.  per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 6s. Sd.  per acre.
On the Resumed Part of Hamilton and Hopetown Run.
County of Carlisle, parish of Hamilton.
Area, about 150 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the north by
McGregor's Creek; on the east by portion liv; on the south by
portion 5v; and on the west by portion 4v ;-exclusive of land
required for roads,  reserves , or other public purpose.
Situated about twenty- six miles  south-westerly  from  Mackay,
fronting  McGregor's Creek ; timbered  with gum, messmate, and
bloodwood.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.a.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to 1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated  in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL
SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY, 1898, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the  annual  rental specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby further notify and declare
that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby,
by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts
shall be as in  the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this first day of December, in the year of our 'Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of er Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
E.M.--1-12-97 .  GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
THE SCHEDULE.
Within  Agricultural Areas.
I
Land Agent's
0 District.
d
a*1
b 2
b 3
b 4
b 5
b 6
Herberton
Roma ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Resumption.
Mitchell Downs
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Barron
Balmoral East
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
130v
54v
55v
56v
57v
58v
A. R. P.
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
172 2 3
160 0 0
216 2 8
Survey Fee.
Conditional Unconditional Agricultural
Selection .  Selection. Area.
A m
Via' V avG aa aMpmO is ,;
a ON 0 ON 14
"' a
' a a
w
z r`1
£ s. d. s. d.
9 0 0 0 6
9 0 0 0 6
9 0 0 0 6
910 0 0 6
9 0 0 0 6
10 1 0 0 6
£ s. d. s. d.
1 0 0 1 4
1 0 0 1 4
10 0 1 4
1 0 0 1 4
1 0 0 1 4
1 0 0 1 4
£s.d.
1 6 8
1 6 8
1 6 8
1 6 8
1 6 8
1 6 8
Acres.
320
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
Subject to the provisions  of  "The  Mineral  Lande (Sales ) Act of  1892 " and  "The Mineral Land. (Sales) Act Amendment Act of  189i"
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
a. This portion  consists  principally of swampy country ,  with patches of sandy soil ,  thickly timbered with blood wood ,  gum, and mahogany ;
watered b  Scrubby Creek  ;  situated about half -a-mile south-easterly from Carrington.
b. These portions consist chiefly of ironwood ,  box, bendee ,  and brigalow scrubs with a sandy, loamy soil  ;  unwatered  ;  situated from about
two and a-half miles  to three  and a-half miles  southerly from the town of Mitchell.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.a.] in the county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of the United  K ingdom,  K night Commander of the' Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON,  Order of St. Michael and St .  George, Governor and Commander -in-Chief of  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Governor .  Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions  of  "The  Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1895,"  1,  CHASLES WALLACE  ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington ,  the Governor aforesaid , by and  with the advice
of the Executive Council, do , by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule
hereto, and situated in the undermentioned  LAND AGENTS' DISTRICTS,  shall be open for Selection  as GRAZING
FARMS, under the provisions of the said Acts ,  on and after  TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY,  1898, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at the  annual  rental specified  in the  said Schedule  : And I do hereby, by and with  the advice
aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the said
Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this first day of December ,  in the year of ourLord  one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven ,  and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
E.M.-.1-1297.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
.  Land Agent 's District .  Run Resumption .  Parish.
e
1
2
3
4
5
Bundaberg ...
Hughenden ...
Nanango ...
Roma ...
Rockhampton ...
Moolboolamon
Glendower &  Redcliffe
Burrandowan ... ...
Womblebank ... ...
Moolboolamon ...
Glendower ...
Burrandowan ...
Morinish ...
P4
0
z0
1374
149
482
1223
533
si Grazing
Area.
Annual
y Rent
a
Area .  SFee. per Acre. Maxi
0 No. mem
Area.
z
6v
2v
41v
6v
4v
A. R. P.
2,455 0 0
20,000 0 0
2,542 2 0
13,700 0 0
2,830 0 0
£ s. d.
21 0 0
60 0 0
21 0 0
52 0 0
23 0 0
S.  d.
0 Of
0 1
0 1tr
0
0 1
Acres.
5,000
20,000
20,000
16,000
20,000
*  Not within a Grazing Area.
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,
a0
M
Run Pariah .  p, Area.
0
x
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Area.  Survey Fee.
and situated in the  GOOND I WINDI L 4ND AGENT'S DISTRICT,  shall be open  both for CONDITIONAL and UNCON-
DITIONAL SELECTION,  under the provisions  of the said Acts,  on and after  TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY,
1898, at  ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule  : And I do hereby further  notify and
declare that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said land  shall be  as specified in the said Schedule  : And I do hereby,
by and with  the advice aforesaid ,  declare  that  the maximum area which may be selected  by any one  person in the said District
shall be as follows, that is to  say, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this first day of December ,  in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hund re d and ninety -seven, and in the sixty- first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-1-12-97. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GOONDIWINDI LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.- WITHIN AGRICULTURAL  AREA No. 1.
Conditional Unconditional
Selection. Selection.
No. of
Lot.
I Callandoon ...
Parish.
[4TH DECEMBER, 1897.
Annual Purchasing Annual Purchasing
Rent Price Rent Price
per Acre .  per Acre. per Acre. per Acre.
A. R. P.  £ s.  d. £ s. d. £ 8.  d. £ s. d.  .2  s. d.
19 910 0 0 16 5 0 0 0 4k 015 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
Fronting the Macintyre River about seven miles south-westerly from Goondiwindi .  About two-thirds of the area consist of good open
coolibah flats ,  well grassed  ;  the balance brigalow and belah scrub.
A PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington of Lamington, in the
LAMINGTON ,  county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
Governor .  St. Michael and St .  George, Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in the vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands  Acts,  188 4  to  1895," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated in the undermentioned
Land Agents '  Districts ,  shall be open both for  CONDITIONAL  and UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION ,  under the provisions of the said Acts,
on and after TUESDAY ,  the FOURI .'H day of  JANUARY, 1898,  at ELEVEN  O'CLOCK  A.M., at the annual rental specified in the
said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in
the said Schedule  : And I  do hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person
in the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this first day of December ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-1-12 -97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
0 Land Agent'sDistrict.
Parish.
No. of
For-
feited
Selec-
tion or
Farm.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Portion. Area. Survey Fee.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Conditional Selection.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
A. R. P. £ a.  d. £ 8.
1 Brisbane ... ... Bromelton ... 87 49 294 1 0 11 5 0 0 0
2 Bundaberg ... ... Tottenham ... 1132 1v 1,050 0 0 17 3 0 0 0
3 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 778 25v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
4 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 1415 95v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
5 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 1219 73v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
6 Ditto ... Childers ... 1225 107v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
7 Ditto ... Eidsvold ... 1446 9v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
8 Ditto ... ... Booyal ... 1339 41v 155 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
9 Ditto ... ... Electra ... 1309 31v 50 0 0 6 0 0 0 0
10 Dalby ... ... Drillham ... 525 36v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
11 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 524 35v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
12 ' Gympie ... ... Marodian ... 739 52v 207 3 0 10 1 0 0 0
13 Ditto ... ... Woondum ... 827 16v 442 0 0 13 0 0 0 0
14 Ditto ... ... Noosa ... 899 121v 100 1 0 7 18 0 0 0
15 Ditto ... .., ditto ... 789 167v 364 0 0 12 7 0 0 0
16 Ditto ... ... Tuchekoi ... 866 47v 61 2 9 6 16  0 0 0
17 Ditto ... ... Traverston ... 836 52v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
18 Ditto ... ... Goomboorian 872 37v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
19 Ditto ... ... Gundiah ... 887 79v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
20 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 889 72v 157 0 8 9 0 0 0 0
21 Ipswich ... ... Townson ... 2354 44 155 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
22 Ditto ... ... Clumber ... 2457 66v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
23 Ditto .. ... Goolman ... 1830 12v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
24 Ditto ... ... Laidley ... 2699 174c 40 0 0 5 8 0 0 0
25 Maryborough ... Dillarnil ... 552 23v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
26
27
Mackay
Ditto
...
...
...
...
Ossa
Hampden
...
...
...
..
135v
14v
33
43
0 20
0 0
5 8 0
6 0 0
0 0
0 0
28 Mourilyan  (Geraldton )  Mourilyan  ... 23 22v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
29 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 68 48v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
30 Ditto ... ... Hull ... 78 8v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
31 Nanango ... .. Kunioon ... 520 128v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
32 Rockhampton ... Fleetwood ... 642 7v 159 3 38J 9 0 0 0 0
1-33 Ditto ... ... Fitzroy ... 757 13v 266 3 0 10 19  0 0 0
t34 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 753 10v 160 0 2 9 0 0 0 0
35 Roma ... ... Strathmore ... 941 18v 959 3 0 16 5 0 0 0
36 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 1018 21v 319 3 27 11 9 0 0 0
37 St.  Lawrence ... St. Lawrence 45 6v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
38 War% ick ... ... Tumu,aville... 843 2v 570 0 0 14 4 0 0 0
t39 Ditto ... ... Rosenthal ... ... 1318 100 0 0 7 13  0 0 0
t40 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 1385 78 2 0 7 2 0 0 0
t41 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 1656 97 1 11 7 13  0 0 0
d.
4
4
4
4
4
4
6
4
6
4
4
6
4J
6
6
6
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
Unconditional  Selection.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
Agricultural
Area.
£ s. d.
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
1 0 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
1 0 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
1 0 0
0 15 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
£  s. d. £ s. d .  Acres.
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,2800 1 0 1 0 0  6 640
0 1 0 1 0 0 6 640
0 1 0 1 0 0 6 640
0 1 0 1 0 0 6 640
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 640
0 1 0 1 0 0 5 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 2 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 2 1,280
0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
0 1 0 1  0 0 1 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 1 0 1 0  0 1 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 1 0 1  0 0 * 1,280
0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,2800 1 0 1 0 0  1 1,280
0 1 4 1 6 8 2 320
0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 1 4 1  6 8 1 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 4 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 4 1,280
0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280
0 1 4 1  6 8 1 1,280
0 1 4 1 6 8 1 1,280I
*  Not within an Agricultural Area  (Section 17,  Act 1891).
t Subject to the provisions  of  "The Mineral Lands (Sales) Act of  1892" and  "The Mineral Lands (Sales ) Act Amendment Act of  1894."
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency the Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
T N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Croton Lands Acts,
1 1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule
hereto, being situated in the BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for Selection as GRAZING FARMS,
under the provisions of the said Acts, at the BUNDAB ERG LAND OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the FOUBT(-I day
of JANUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual  rental specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby, by
and with. the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall
be 20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person as a
Grazing Farm within Grazing Area No. 9, in the said District, shall be 2,560 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, further declare the said Grazing
Area No. 9 to be a District for the purposes of the said Acts; but so that for administrative and other purposes  it shall
nevertheless form part of the said Bundaberg Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this first day of December, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.tM'1.-1-12-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
GRAZING AREA No. 9.
The Crown land comprised in portions 36v to 40v and 46v, parish of Mingo.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-WITHIN GRAZING AREA No. 9.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land  Office, Bundaberg)
110 of . v. r s ona nnua eRun Resumption. Parise. Area.Lot. Portion. i Survey Fee. per Acre.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Yenda  ... ... ... ... ... Mingo ... ... ... ... ... 36v 290 0 20 11 5 0 0 0 1A
2 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... 37v 170 3 0  9 10  0 0 0 1
3 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... 38v 667  130 15 6 0 0 0 1
4 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ditto ... 39v 610 0 0 14 4 0 0 0 1
5 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... 40v 1,593 0  0 19 0 0 0 0 1
6 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... 46v 249 1 0  10 13  0 0 0 1
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
These p'irtions are well grassed, thickly timbered with ironbark, cabbage, gum, and earbeen ; portions 36v to 40v are watered ; portion
46v is unwatered, but it has access to the Burnett River through a reserve ; situated about fifteen miles south-easterly from Mount Perry
Railway Station, and about twenty miles north-westerly from Woowoonga Railway Station.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLAMINGTONGoner nor . ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGouer, Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section 95 of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"  1,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands here-
under described have been temporarily reserved for the purpose
named with respect to each.
E.M.-25-11-97.
THE ARAMAC LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK, PORTION 11 v.
97-23626-S.G.
County of Rodney, parish of Marathon.-Area,  394 acres 1 rcod.
Commencing at the eastern termination of the northern boundary
of portion 10v, and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing east
ninety-eight chains and twenty-nine links; on the east by a line bearing
'ith eighty chains and twenty-four links; and on the south-west by
portion 10v bearing 309 degrees 12 minutes one hundred and twenty-
six chains and eighty-seven links to the point of commencement ;-as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's  Office-Cat. No. R 57-9.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
'RESERVE FOR MUNICIPAL PURPOSES (NIGIITSOIL).
97-23342-S.G.
County of March, parish of Gympie.
Area, about 57 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the north corner of a Cemetery Reserve pro-
claimed in  Government Gazette  dated 16th January, 1886, page 159,
and bounded thence on the south-east by that reserve bearing 235
degrees twenty chains ; on the south-west by a line bearing 325 degrees
fourteen chains ; on the north-west by a road and a line bearing 55
degrees about thirty-four chains; on the north-east by a line bearing
145 degrees twenty-one chains ; again on the south-east by a line
bearing 235 degrees fourteen chains  ;  and again on the south -west by
the reserve aforesaid bearing 325 degrees seven chains to the point of
commencement ;  as shown on plan of survey depcsited in the
Surveyor -Gene ral's Office - Cat. No.  G147-64
THE INGHAM  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR POST AND TELEGRAPH PUIPOSES ,  LUCINDA.
97 23176-S.G.
County  of Cardwell,  parish of Cordelia. - Area,  1 rood  122,1Lperches.
Commencing at a point bearing 86 degrees seventy-five links and
353 degrees  30 minutes fifteen chains and ninety -one links from section
2, and hounded thence on the  south by a line bearing  260 degrees 40
minutes one chain and eighty -nine and three-tenths links ;  on the west
by a line  bearing  351 degrees 10 minutes one chain and twenty -six and
eight -tenths links  ;  on the north-west by a line bearing 45 degrees 3
minutes one chain and eight ,  links  ;  on the north by a line bearing 81
degrees 40 minutes one chain and two links ; and on the east by a tine
bearing 171 degrees 10 minutes one chain and eighty -eight  links to the
point of commencement  ;- as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor- General 's Office-Cat .  No. L469-3 C.
THE COOK DISTRICT.
RESERVE TOR POLICE PrRposrs ,  TOWNSHIP OF MUNGANA (IN THE
WALSH  MINING DISTRICT).
County of Lynd.-Area ,  10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 315 degrees and distant 150 links
from the north corner of section 3, and bounded thence on the north-
east by the  Ilerberton  road bearing 315 degrees twenty chains; on the
north -west  by a line bearing 225 degrees five chains; on the south-
west by a line bearing 135 degrees twenty chains ;  and on the south-
east by a street bearing 45 degrees  five chains to the point of
commencement ;- as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Survey or -General's Office.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty -fifth day of  November,  in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the
sixty -first year of Her  M ajesty's reign.
By Command,  J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Noo t oP i i l A l R nt
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of[L.s.] the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of theLAnrINOTON,Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and StGovernor. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities
in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884  to  1895," 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the operation of the 43rd section of  "The Crown Lands
Act of  1881" shall be and is hereby suspended with respect to
the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the
TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT : And I
further notify and declare, by and with the advice aforesaid,
that the said land shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of
the said  Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after TUESDAY,
the FOURTH day of JANUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that
the price at which the lessee may purchase the said land shall
be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area
which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government House,
Brisbane , this first day of December, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven,
and in the sixty-first  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
E.M.-1 -12-97.
DESCRIPTIONS.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA NO. 1.
Maximum  area, 1,280 acres.
Conditional-Annual  rent,  42d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent,  Is. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
On the Expired Leased Part of Emu Creek Run.
County of Cavendish, parish of Emu Creek.
Area, about  27 square miles.
The unsurveyed Crown land within the following boun-
daries :-
Commencing  at the north- west corner  of portion 26, parish-
of Djuan, and bounded thence by  a line parallel  to and distant
one mi !e from the Blackbutt  Range  north-easterly to  the south-
west corner  of porti )n 4v, parish of Emu Creek ; thence by that
portion, portions 3v, 2v, lv, Emu Creek, portions 8,12,13,17, 7,
1, 16, and 23, Emu Creek, portion 29, A.F. 2649, Emu Creek,
and portions 36, 35, and 26 to the point of  commencement ;-
exclusive  of land required for roads,  reserves , or other public
purpose.
Also,-
Parish of Djuan.-Area,  about 8 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 284v, and
bounded thence by portions 285v, 276v, 275v, 274v, 271v, 270v,
269v, 268v, 267v, 266v, and 265v to the western watershed of
Bum Bum Creek ; thence by that watershed north-westerly to
the Blackbutt  Rang e.; thence by that range north-easterly to
portion  307v; thence by that portion, portions 306v, 305v, 304v,
293v, 292v, 291v, 290v, 289v,  and a line  bearing east to the point
of commencement ;-exclusive of land - required for roads,
reserves , or other public purpose.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  The Right Honourable  CHARLES WALLACE
[L.S.]
LAMINOTON,
Governor.
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom ,  Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of St.  Michael and St.
George ,  Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance  and execution of all powers and authoritiesin me vested under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands
Acts,  1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER,
Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare  that the operation of the 43rd  section  of  "The Crown
[4TH DECEMBER, 1897.
Lands Act of  1884" shall be and is hereby suspended with
respect to the Country Lands escribed h reunder, and situated
in the GOONDIWINDI LAND AGEN1"S DISTRICT: And
I further notify and declare, by and with the advice aforesaid,
that the said lands shall be open for GRAZING FARM
SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, as
unsurveyed lands, on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH
day of JANUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.m., at the
annual rental specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby
further notify and declare that the price at which the  lessee may
purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule :
And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that
the maximum area which may be selected by any one person
in the said District shall be 20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this first day of December, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight-hundred and ninety -seven,
and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !EM,-1-12-97-
DESCRIPTION.
THE GOONDIWINDI LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
NOT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
Maximum area , 20,000 acres.
Annual rent, id. per acre.
On the Resumed Part of Welltown Run.
County of Carnarvon,  parish  of  Minnel. -Area, bout 500 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the south by
portion 8v, and on the east, north, and west by land already open
to grazing farm selection before survey.
Situated about thirty-five miles north- westerly from Goondiwindi ;
consists of oak and sandalwood scrub.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  it any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
[L.S.]
LAHINGTON,
Governor.
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
T N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in
j me vested under the provisions of  11 The Crown Lands Acts,
1884 to 1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
operation of the 43rd  section  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
shall be and is hereby suspended with respect to the Country
Lands described hereunder, and situated in the NANANGO
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT: And I further notify and
declare, by and with the advice aforesaid, that the said lands
shall be open for UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION only,
under the provisions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed  lands, on and
after MONDAY, the TENTH day of JANUARY,  1898, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in
the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notif and declare
that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands
shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby,
by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum-
area  which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and  Seal ,  at Government House,
Brisbane, this first day of December, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven,
and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN IZ M.-1-12-97.
DESCRIPTION.
THE NANANGO LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area ,  1,280 acres.
Unconditional-Annual rent,  Is. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
On the Resumed Part of Nanango Run.
County of Fitzroy, parish of Coolabunia.
Area, about  26 acres  2 roods.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the north by
portion 227; on the east by portion 66v; on the south by  portion
34v; and on the west by portion 35v ;-exclusive of land
required for roads,  reserves , or other public purpose.
Situated about ten  miles  north -westerly from Nanango  ;  heavily
timbered with  ironbark ,  gum, and wattle.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvement s.  it any.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage. of the ti niter!
LA[INGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section 95 of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described have been permanently reserved for the purpose
named with respect to each.
E.M.-25-11-97.
THE COOK DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR STATE SCHOOL, MVNGANA  ( WITHIN THE WALSH
97-18893 - Mines.
MINING  DISTRICT).
County of Lynd.-Area,  2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing  at a point  bearing  about 210 degrees and distant
about two chains from a scrub-tree marked broad-arrow over 434
about thirty chains westerly from the Griffith Reward Claim No.
454, and bounded thence on the north-east by a line bearing 110
degrees  five  chains to a tree marked A; on the south-east by a line
bearing 200  degrees five  chains ; on  the south-west by a line  bearing
290 degrees five chains; and on the north-west by a line bearing
20 degrees  five chains to the point of commencement;-as shown on
plan deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR STATE SCHOOL, PORTION 145v.
97-14917-Bris.
County of March, parish of Maleny.-Area, 5  acres 11 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion 1262, and
bounded thence on the east by that portion bearing 180 degrees 33
minutes eleven  chains and ninety-eight links ; on the south-west by a
road bearing 327 degrtes  36 minutes  nine chains and fifty-two and
seven -tenths links, and 301 degrees 50 minutes three chains and sixty-
one and  two-tenths links; on the west by that road bearing north two
chains and nine and seven -tenths links; and on the north by portion
1270 bearing 90 degrees 33 minutes eight  chains and  twenty-eight links
to the point of commencement;-as shown on plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. N 25-538.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-fifth day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD  SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
Road Case No. 1102.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROADS.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Public
Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to con-
firm the roads described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is
hereby notified, for general information, that any parties entitled to
compensation in consequence of the opening of the said roads are
requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars
of their  estate  and interest in the land required for the said roads and
their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60)
days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties
are further informed that the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to
treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the
damage that may be  sustained  by reason of the opening of the said
ro ads.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned ro ads can
be seen  at this office, at the office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions in
Brisbane , and at the  office  of the Maroochy Divisional Board.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Boox OF  REFERENCE.
Description of Roads through  portion 93 , county of Canning,
parish of Maroochy.
1. From the south- east corner  of portion 168v south-westerly
through portion 93 to Coolum Creek bearing 190 degrees  six chains
and thirteen and seven-tenths links, 209 degrees eighteen chains and
fifty-nine and three-tenths links, 286 degrees seven chains and thirty-
seven links ,  313 degrees  fourteen chains ,  256 degrees seven chains and
thirteen  and four-tenths links, 195 degrees nineteen chains and twenty-
three and six-tenths links, 219 degrees sixteen chains and sixty-one
and seven -tenths links, 209 degrees twelve chains and twenty and
a-half  links, and 265 degrees six chains and  fifty  links,-and containing
10 acres 3 roods  17 perches ; freehold ; registered owner, E. S. Bailey.
2. A branch road from the above road south-easterly to the
western boundary of portion  171v bearing 116 degrees six chains and
thirty- five and six -tenths links, 137 degrees nine chains and twenty-
six and one -fifth  links,  160 degrees 40 minutes five chains and three
links , and 135 degrees  six chains  and fifty-seven and seven-tenths
links ,- and containing 2 acres 2  roods 30 perches.
REMA$xs.-Land unenclosed  ;  11 acres of cleared land included in road ; no
other imp ro vements interfered with.
[4TH DECEMBER, 1897.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
j T is  hereby notified ,  for general information ,  that  applications
j under the eighty-ninth section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884" have  been made for closing  the undermentioned  Roals; and
all persons  who may consider their  interests  affected  ,  thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections,  in writing,
not later than the date mentioned with respect to each.
Plans of the Roads can  be seen at the nearest  Land ,  Police, and
Post Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
1 I A. R. P.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 8TH DECEMBER, 1897.
*1 The Caboolture Divi- I The road  separating portion Burpengary 2
sional Board ,  on behalf 4 from portion 5
of J. F. Fountain
*2 The Isis  Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
A. C. Walker
*3 The Isis Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of J.
Elwood
*4 The Cairns Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
owner
t5 P. Hoskin ... ...
The southern half-width of
the two -chain road along
the northern  boundary of
portion 1052
The eastern end of the  ro ad
separating  portion 1028
from 1052
The southern end of the
road through portion 75
The road  and reserve
through portion 4v
LATEST DATE  FOR OBJECTIONS - 15TH DECEMBER, 1897.
6
8
*9
The Police Department
it.  G. Miller ... ...
The Isis Divisional
Board,  on behalf of
T. Cannock
LATEST DATE FOR
The Dalrymple Divi-
sional Board ,  on behalf
of Richard Craven
*10 Ditto
*11 Ditto
*12 Ditto
The road separating portion Marathon
l 1v from Aramac Holding,
through the proposed
Police Reserve
The road separating  portion ditto
19v from 18v
The reserved road through ! Gregory ...
portion 158v
About
88 2 0
52 1 16
10 028
OBJECTIONS - 22ND DECEMBER, 1897.
The northern end of  the Charters ...
70-link lane  leading  from Towers
David street from a poinb
Cooper street to Aplin
street
The southern end of Cooper
street from the west
corner of  W.R. 211
The south -western end of
about sixty  links west
from the west corner of
Homestead  2507 to the
intersection of Cooper
and Mill streets
Part of Mill street from a
point about  150 links  east
from the west corner of
W.R. 217 to a point about
one chain west  from the
south-west corner of
Homestead 2407
Gregory ...
3 21
About
11 0 0
About
ditto ... 1 0 0
About
Sophia ... 2 2 0
Womble- 325 1 0
bank
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
About
ditto ... 1 0 013 The Dalrymple Divi-  '  The southern end of O'Kane
sional Board, on behalf  street fronting Home-
of the Mosman Gold steads Nos. 3983 and 3539,
Mines , Limited  and also that part of
;14 H. Tomkins
1G Messrs.  Moore Bros. and
Baynes
*16 W. Broome ... ...
About
Jundah  ...  190 0 0
Barambah 25 0 0
About
Woodlands 36 0 0
tion 1923 to a reserved
road
Wagstaff street fronting
Homesteads 3539 and 3561
The 10-chain road leading
to Windorah south-
westerly through por-
tions 4 and 5
The reserved road th ro ugh
portion 56
The road separating por-
tions 616 and 3 from por-
tions 83, 1564,  and 1923,
and the continuation of
same road through por-
*17 The Yeerongpilly Divi-  The reserved road through Mackenzie 8 2 0
sional Board ,  on portion 17v
behalf of E. Lowen-
thal
*18 The Yeerongpilly  Divi- The reserved road along ditto  ...  3 2 10
sional Board ,  on and within the east
behalf of  it.  Miller ,  boundary of portion 52v
junr.
419 Messrs .  Thynne and  Parts of Stoneleigh  and North  Bri s- ...
Macartney ,  on behalf Cambridge  streets sepa- bane
of  it.  Dunne rating subdivisions 13
and 14 of section 9 of
allotments 318 and 319
and subdivision 9 of sec-
tion 10  of allotment 319
from subdivisions 13, 12,
and 11 of section 10 of
allotment 319 and allot-
ments  10 and 7 of sec-
tion C.1
20 P. L. Cardew, on behalf The  reserved  road through Kholo ... 1 3 20
of W. Bindley portion llv
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-5TH JANUARY, 1898.
*21 The Iia Divisional The reserved  road aepa- Gregory  ...  About
Board ,  on behalf of rating portion 969  from 5 0 0
Messrs. Bro ughton  portion 904
and Young
I
LATEST DATE FOB OBJECTIONS-12TH JANUARY, 1898.
About
*22 The Caboolture Divi- The road  separating por- Canning ... 3 0 0
sional Board, on tion  19v from 30v
behalf of R W.
Stevens
No. 132: VOL. LX VIII.
No. Applicant. situation.
l i I A. E.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-19TH JANUARY, 1898.
23 The Kargooolnah  Divi - Road  from Ahern's Tank to Mitchell ...
sional Board ,  on be- the Deep Well ,  through District
half of the Lessees Evora and Delta Holdings
of Evora
1124 C. J.  Bowman  ... ...  The reserved road through Dixon
portion 125 ,  from Byron's
Creek easterly through
that  portion and portions
4, 69, 88,  89, 99v,  128, and
102
allotments 25 and 26 (at
Kinellan)
The northern  end of Pas-
sage street ,  separating
allotment  6 of section 14
from the Railway  Reserve
1125 Ditto  ... ...  The  re served road through ditto ... 4 2 14
*26 D. A. Ross
27 I W. Blank
CLOSURE OF  ROADS-Continued.
portion 94 and its con-
tinuation through portion
127A to a reserved road
The  re se rv ed road through
subdivision 1 of portion  Iv
The road separating portion
5 from portions 54, 58,
and 59
Parish.
Burran-
dowan
Northbrook
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 27TH JANUARY, 1898.
¶2s The Booroodabin Divi -  The north -eastern half -  North 0 1 27r$
sional Board,  on width of the road sepa- Brisbane
behalf of the Hon. rating subdivisions 6 and
J. S. Turner 7 of eastern suburban
29
•30
31
The Railway Depart-
ment, on behalf of
The Queensland
Trustees ,  Limited
(Winship 's Estate)
The Gooburrum Divi-
sional Board, on be-
half of M. Wessel
The Dalrymple Divi-
sional Board, on
behalf of Messrs.
Tregenza and Co.
32 The Kilkivan Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
G. H. Jones
33 The Kilkivan Divisional
Board,  on behalf of
J. C. Mack re ll
33 The Kilkivan Divisional
Board, on behalf of
G.  If.  Jones
*35 J. Griffiths ... ...
Town of 0 2 14
Cleveland
The reserved road across Yandaran 10
the south-west corner of
portion 947
Part of Wagstaff street, Charters
separating  Tailing Area Towers
No. 11 from Messrs. Tre-
genza and  Co.'s Tailing
Area
The rese rv ed road southerly Kilkivan... 6
through portion 795
Area.
1283 4TH DECEMBER, 1897..
P.
About
18 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROADS.
NOTICE.
Road Case  No. 2072.
IN pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  "The Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open New Roads through the Holdings described
in the Schedule hereunder.
SCHEDULE.
Holdings.
About
275 0 0
14 3 34
0 0
0 18
The reserved road through ditto  ...  19 2 26
portions 557, 305,  and 893
The three -chain road ditto  ...  61 1 6
southerly through por-
tions 896 ,  949, and 999
The rese rv ed ten-chain Anakie  ...  164 2 0
road th ro ugh portion 15v
* NOTE.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
t NoTE.- The closu re  of this road and rese rv e is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of another road.
NOTE.-The closure of this road is pro posed to be carried out in connection
with the widening of the road running southerly through these portions.
¢ NoTE.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the opening of another road,  being an extension of Cambridge street
easterly to Elston terrace.
II NOTE.-The  closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the widening of other roads.
¶ NoTE.- The closure of this road is proposed to be car ri ed out in connection
with the dedication for road purposes of an equal width to that to be closed on
the south -western side of the road ,  bringing the  ro ad into alignment with Abbot
street.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th November, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Road Case  No. 1737.
IN pursuance  of the provisions  of section  6 of  " The Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Aet of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open a New Road through the Holding described
hereunder.
'Agricultural Farm No. 65, Dalby District.
Portion 1248, parish of Ewer.
Lessee-J. S. Jessop (Wm. Pattison).
Any claims to which the Lessee or other3 interested may consider
themselves entitled under the abovementioned Act on account of the
opening  of the said Road must be forwarded to the Secretary for
Public Lands within two months from the date hereof.
NarE .- A  copy  of  the above notice ,  with tracing ,  will be sent to the Lessee
within two months from the date he re of.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Read Case No. 2290.
IN pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  " The Crown Lands
Acts 1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is  intended to open a New Road through the Holding described
hereunder.
Grazing Farm No. 31, Charters Towers District, portion 2v, parish
of West Burdekin, being part of main road to Old Fanning Diggings
and to Dottswood.
Lessee-W. Stewart.
Any claims to which the Lessee may consider himself entitled
under  the abovementioned ict on account of the opening of the said
road  must be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands within two
months from the date hereof.
NoTr .- A copy of  the above notice, with tracing ,  will be sent to the Lesae
within two months from the date he re of.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Thirsty Downs
Toomoo ...
Cytherea ...
District.
Maranoa
ditto
ditto
Licensee  or Lessee.
Arthur Charles Baker
City  Bank of Sydney
Mrs. Mary Anna McManus
Any claims  to which  Licensees or Lessees may consider themselves
entitled under the abovementioned  Act on  account of the opening of
the said roads must be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands
within  two months from the date hereof.
Nora .- A copy of the above notice with tracing will be sent to each licensee
or lessee through the Land Agent in whose District their holdings are situated.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Land,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
Road Case No. 2396.
NOTICE.
REOPENING OF ROAD TEMPORARILY CLOSED.N OTICE is hereby given, that i is intended to r open so much of
the Road through Biddenham Resumption, Warrego District,
temporarily closed on the application of The New Zealand Loan and
Mercantile Agency Company, Limited, as appears by Proclamation of
5th June, 1897, page 1334, from the south boundary  of Tathunanarra
Holding south-easterly to the Warrego River; thence through portion
53v, Biddenham Resumption (being Grazing Homestead No. 250,
Charleville District; holder, Eva Jones), to the Charleville-Augathella
road. A ll  persons who may consider their interests affected thereby
are required to transmit to this Department their objections, in
writing ,  within two months f ro m this date.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of  Public  Lands,
Brisbane,  3rd December, 1897.IT is hereby notified, for general information, that
Arthur Lascelles King
has been elected a Member of the Darling Downs Rabbit Board, in
the room of H. Venn King, who has left the colony.
97-23907-Rabt.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1897.
7  T is hereby notified, for general information ,  that the Land as
1 per Schedule herewith will be opened for OCCUPATION  LICENSE
UNDER  PART V.  Of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"  at the
GYMPIE LAND OFFICE,  on and after  TUESDAY, the FOURTH
day of JANUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.m., at the Annual
Rental stated.
All  information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local  land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-23749-Gym.
THE SCHEDULE.
Run.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Gross Area. Rent.
I Sq. miles .  I  £ a. d.
THE GYMPIE  LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Gigoomgan  (leased part) . ... ... .. 59 94 0 0
Ditto  (resumed part ) ... .. ... I 51 I 70 13 4
Department of Pub li c Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1897.
T is hereby notified, for general  information , that  the fo ll owing
Land, in the Dalby Land Agent' s District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION  LICENSE UNDER  PART V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the DALBY LAND OFFICE,
on and after TUESDAY, the FOURTH day of JANUARY , 1898, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of  £ I per square
mile.
All information respecting the boundaries  and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent,  or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-24167-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
On the  Resumed  Part of Daandine Bun.
Area, about 192  square miles.
Commencing at the south corner  of selection 1643, parish of
Greenbank, and bounded thence by  a line bearing west cro ssing
Wilkie's Creek about thirty-two chains  in a direct line below the
junction  of the Moromby branch  of that creek to the watershed
between the last-mentioned creek and Braemar Creek ;  thence by that
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watershed and the watershed between the Moonie River and Wilkie's
Creek south-westerly, easterly, and southerly to the north-west corner
of the leased part of Daandine Run ; thence by the leased part of that
run bearing east to a point about forty chains west from Wilkie's
Creek ; thence by a line bearing north and the north boundary of
Halliford Block bearing east to a point south from the south-east corner
of portion 1245, parish of Daandine ; thence by a line bearing north,
passing along the east boundary of portion 1245 to a tree marked B.I.
at a point bearing south-west and distant four miles thirty-nine chains
from the junction of Myall Creek with the Condamine River; thence
by a line north-east one mile thirty chains to a tree marked C.1;
thence by a line bearing 297 degrees four miles thirty-five chains to a
tree marked  A.I.  ; thence by a line bearing 316 degrees one mile forty
chains to the east corner of P.P.  3A; and thence by that pre-emptive
purchase and selection 1643 to the point of commencement;-
exclusive of alienated and reserved land.
Department  of Agriculture,
Brisbane , 25th November, 1897.
TT is hereby  notified ,  for general information , that no  Assessment
.L under  "  The Diseases  in Stock Act of  1896" will be levied
during the currency of the year 1898.
A. J. THYNNE.
Public Lands Office,
Roina, 2nd December, 1897.
To Mr. GEORGE TRAILL, parish of Bute, near Amby.
UNDER section 137 of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1895,"
I hereby call upon you to show cause, at the Land Court to be
held at Mitchell on FRIDAY, the Fourth day of March, 1898, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon, why your Agricultural Farms-No. 627,
portions 108v, 110v, and 111v, 480 acres, and No. 638, portion 107v,
160 acres, both in the parish of Bute, Roma District-should not be
declared forfeited for non-fulfilment of the conditions of occupation.
LEWIS JACKSON, Land Commissioner.
Public Lands  Office,
Roma, 2nd December, 1897.
To Mr .  DEACON WADSWORTH,  parish of Bute ,  near Amby.
UNDER  section 137 of  " The Crown Lands Acts ,  1884  to  1895,"
I hereby  call upon you to show cause ,  at the Land Court to be
held at Mitchell  on FRIDAY, the Fourth  day of March, 1898, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon ,  why your Agricultural Farms- -No. 700,
portion 115v, 160 acres ,  and No . 1084,  portion 112v, 160 acres, both
in the parish of Bute, Roma District-should not be declared forfeited
for non-fulfilment of the conditions of occupation.
LEWIS JACKSON, Land  Commissioner.
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OF}ICE,
BRISBANE.
/r AP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price ;
Eight Sheets  at 2s . 6d. per Sheet, and Two at Is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia on a small scale, illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6r1. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing the Main Telegraph Lines. Scale, 160 miles to an inch.
Price : Plain, is.  6d.;  coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony. Price, is. plain, or coloured
(illustrating the Counties and Financial Districts) Is. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various  Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles  to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catchment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers, &c., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, Is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, Is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts. Price, 1 s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta. Scale, 1 mile to an inch. Price,
Is. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
City  of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s.; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, 21.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps  of all towns in the colony. Price, is. to 3s. each.
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MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach south to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.
Environs of Longreach. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, 1s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-Maps of Landi Open to Selection r for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. MoDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st August, 1896.
Geological Survey Office,
George street, Brisbane.
J
ON SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No. 4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the  Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government Geologist.
Department of , Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th July, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substituted
therefor :-
Notice is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.
96-24a0-Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary  for Works.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 3rd December, 1897.
TENDERS.
r ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.
For full particulars,  see  Government Gazette.
Nature of Work, Date of  Gazette  containing original  Notice,
and Place and Date to which Tender can be received, respectively:-
CRoYDON-Taking Down and Re-erecting Stockade  Fencing,
Lock-up. 6th November. Works Office,  Brisbane, and
Court Houses, Croydon, Normanton, and Thursday Island;
17th December.
RocgHAMPToN-Repairs and Whitewashing, Orphanage Build-
ings.  13th November. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
House, Rockhampton ; 9th December.
CAIRNS - Pacific Islanders Inspector's and Land Agent's
Offices. 20th November. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court Houses, Cairns, Townsville, and Cooktown; 17th
December.
WINDORAH-Land Agent's Office, Court House. 20th Novem-
ber. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Windorah,
Longreach, Charleville, Cunnamulla, and Thargomindah;
31st December.
ALLORA - Additions,  Repairs, and Painting , State School.
27th November. Works Office,  Brisbane ; 17th December.
CROYDON-Repairs, Furniture, and Fittings, Court House.
27th November. Works Office,  Brisbane , and Court
Houses, Croydon, Thursday  Island , Townsville,  Normanton,
and Cooktown ; 7th January, 1898.
R. ROBERTSON, Under  Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd December, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, PAINTING, AND IMPROVEMENTS, COURT
HOUSE, MACKAY.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court  Houses,
Mackay and Rockhampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 7th January, 1898, for Repairs, Painting, and Improvements, Court
House, Mackay.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4'c., Court House, Mackay."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office; and at the
Court Houses, Mackay and Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the  usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd December, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, REPAIRS, AND PAINTING, STATE SCHOOL,
TORBANLEA.TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.on FRIDAY, the 7th January, 1898, for Additions, Repairs, and
Painting, State School, Torbanlea.
Tenders to be accompanied by it preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Additions, 4'c., State School, Torbanlea."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
and at the State School, Torbanlea.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd December, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STABLE, DRAINS, AND REPAIRS, WARDEN'S COURT
HOUSE, CHARTERS TOWERS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court HousesCharters Towers and Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 7th January, 1898, for New Stable, Drains, and Repairs,
Warden's Court House, Charters Towers.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  " New Stable, 4'c., Warden's Court House, Charters Towers."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
and at the Court Houses, Charters Towers and Townsville.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Office, within one month from the first publication hereof, any well-
grounded objections that may appear to them to exist to the adoption
of the said line of Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed in connection therewith.
By Order,
T. S. PRATTEN,  Secretary.
NOTICE TO FISHERMEN, BOATMEN, FARMERS, AND
OTHERS.
SERIOUS destruction of Fish having  been  caused by  Shags or
Cormorants in the Moreton and Warwick Districts,  a reward of
twopence for every Shag or Cormorant's head, in lots of not  less than
twenty-four, will be paid on production at the Treasury  of a certificate
of destruction of such heads from the Caretaker  of the Enoggera or
Gold Creek Water Reserve, or any Officer of  Police in charge of a
Police Station, in the Districts  referred to.
T. M. KING, Under  Sec re tary.
The Treasury , Brisbane , 20th November, 1897.
QUEENSLAND WATER SUPPLY DEPARTMENT.
' 'ENDERS are invited until Noon on WEDNESDAY, the 8th
11 December next, for Sinking an Artesian Bore on Plevna Block,
Kyabra.
Tenders must be deposited in the Tender-box at the  Treasury,
Brisbane, and each Tender must be distinctly endorsed with the words,
"Tender for Boring on Plevna."
A preliminary deposit of £20 by bank draft must accompany each
Tender.
Specification, General Conditions of Contract, &c., may be seen,
and Tender Forms, Schedules, &c., obtained, at the Offices of the
Police Magistrates at Barcaldine and Charleville, and at the Office of
the Hydraulic  Engineer , Brisbane.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
T. M. KING, Under Secretary.
The Treasury, Brisbane, 15th October, 1897.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 1st December, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that  Licenses  from the
Treasury have been issued to the undermentioned  persons during
the month of November, 1897.
HUGH M. NELSON,  Treasurer.
AUCTIONEERS.
(To 31st December, 1897.)
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd December, 1897.IT is hereby notified, for general  information, that the under-
mentioned Tenders have been accepted,  viz.:-
Repairs, &c.,  State School , Mount Perry-GULIK NIELSEN-
£101 lOs.
Repairs and Painting ,  State School , Hillgrovo-T. KEENAN-
£55.
New Clock  Dials  at Post and Telegraph Office, Bundaberg-
ED.  BOYLE -£49 9s.
New Balcony, &c., Post and Telegraph Office, Townsville-
J. COLLINs-£157.
Sanitary  Services , Government Buildings, Dalby-R. SIMPSoN-
£28 per annum, for two years.
Repairs, Police  Buildings , Eidsvold-R. HAMER-£62 149.
Additions, New Playshed, &c., State School, Bowen Bridge road
-C. FIGais-£351.
New Hospital,  Nanango -JOHN HEINER-£253 5s.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Queensland, Office of the  Commissioner  for Railways,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1897.
N OTICE is hereby given, in accordance with the provisions of
the Railway Acts, that the Plan and Book of Reference of
the Mount Morgan Branch Railway from Kabra (9 miles 73 chains,
Central Railway) to Mount Morgan, in length, allowing for deviations,
12 miles 61 chains 70 links, proposed to be constructed under th3
provisions of  "The Railways  Guarantee  Act of  1895," have been
approved and confirmed ; and that the Commissioner for Railways
intends to  proceed with the construction of the Line above referred
to, according  to the  Plan and  Book of Reference so confirmed.
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1897.
E Commissioner for Railways hereby gives notice, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864," that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having approved of the Plan and Book of Reference of the Enoggera
Branch Railway, in length 3 miles 51 chains 40 links, proposed to be
constructed under the provisions of  "The Railways Guarantee Act of
1895," such Plan and Book of Reference may be seen at this Office,
and at the Office of the Clerk of Petty  Sessions , Brisbane; and all
persons interested in the lands to be affected by the said intended
Railway are hereby required to set forth, in writing, to me, at this
Hayne, J. W.
Name.
GENERAL.
... I Brisbane
DISTRICT.
Ackers, W. A. ... . Charters Towers
Down, John ... ... ... ditto
Cox, Edmund ... ... ... Hughenden
(To 31st December, 1898.)
DISTRICT.
Williams, S. B. ... ... ... I Alpha
Perkins and Co. ...
Queensland Brewery,
Klein, G. L. ...
Steinal, G. ...
Tatham, Henry
Johnston, J. J.
Bolton, H. ...
Headrich, J. M. ...
Place.
BREWERY LICENSES.
(To 30th June, 1898.)
... ... Brisbane
Limited ... ditto
Tabulo, Catherine ..
West End Brewery, Limited
Darling Downs Brewery, Limited
Perkins and Co. ... ... ...
The Wilson Trustees ... ...
Bundaberg
ditto
Cunnamulla
Ipswich
Mackay
Rockhampton
St. George
South Irisbane
Toowoomba
ditto
Warwick
LICENSED VICTUALLERS' LICENSES.
(To 30th June, 1898.)
Roffey, N. F. ... ... ... Eidsvold
Selkirk, Helena ... ... ... ditto
Burke, Elizabeth ... ... ... Normanton
Vines, W. G. ... ... ... Texas
McDonnell, Michael ... ... Winton
Hill, James
QUEENSLAND WINE LICENSE.
(To 30th June, 1898.)
... ... I Mount Morgan
Cavanagh ,  Daniel
Shanahan ,  Thomas
Laity,  James ...
Su ll ivan, George ...
BILLIARD LICENSES.
(To 30th June, 1898.)
... ... Augathella
... ... Gympie
... ... Rockhampton
.., Tambo
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TRANSFERS OF
From
Skeahan,  J. J. ...
Phaff, J. F. ...
Landers, Ellen ...
Scott, John ...
White, Hannah ...
Fretwell,  Isaac E....
Jones,  Mary ...
Herbertson, Francis
Donovan, John
Martin, Daniel
Myles, Catherine...
Burke, Wm.
Devenish , M. J. ...
Dwyer,  Ellen ...
McNamara,, Terence
Tillman, William
Thompson, George
Aldridge, Edward
Corner, John ...
Jones, H. R. ...
McAlister, Colin ...
O'Hara, Samuel ...
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LICENSED VICTUALLERS' LICENSES.
To
A DADA LE.
... ... Skeahan, Mary
BOWEN.
... ... Beaver, S. T.
BRISBANE.
... ... Spencer, Henry
McDonald, J. S.
Murphy, Patrick
CAIRNS.
Jones, C. E.
... ... Walters, James
GLADSTONE.
... ... ( McCann, W. H.
GYMPIR.
... ... Williams, Thomas
... ... Pritchard, A fines
Tait, Catherine
MARYBOROIIGH.
... ( Butler, Kate
RocxHAMPTON.
Felstead, T. W.
... Dalton, Philip
ST. GEORGE.
... ... I Stack , Catherine
... ... Harper, Washington
Heywood, Joseph
ToowooMBA.
... ...
Maloney, J. F.
Blinco, J. W.
TOWNS VILLE.
... ... Hayes, E. A.
Harris, George
... ... Lewis, Emma
TRANSFERS OF BILLIARD LICENSES.
BOWEN.
Phaff, J. F. ... ... ... Beaver, S. T.
GLADSTONE.
Herbertson, Francis ... ... I McCann, W. H.
REMOVAL OF PREMISES.
BUNDABERG.
Joseph Walters, premises removed from portion 14v, Murray's
Creek, to near Railway Station.
HUNGERFORD.
Jchn Logan, removed from Torrans Parade to Achernor street.
GEORGETOWN. -
James Clark, removed from Percy River Hotel to Healy's Store.
(Under section 37 of Licensing Act, 1885.)
Post and. Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 1st December, 1897.
S Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveHI
Council, and in pursuance of the - provisions of  " The Post and
Telegraph Act,  1891," has been pleased to make the following
Regulations  with regard to Private Telephone Lines in Country
Districts :-
PRIVATE TELEPHONE LINES IN COUNTRY DISTRICTS.
1. Any person wishing to erect a private telephone line must submit
a plan  and specification showing the route to be followed, especially
marking where roads are to be crossed or entered upon, and describing
the nature and dimensions of the materials to be used in the construction
of the line, and any other particulars which may be required, upon
receipt of which the Postmaster-General may direct an officer of the
Post and Telegraph Department to examine such plan and specification,
and, if necessary, make an inspection of the Sou e, the cost of such
examination and inspection to be borne by the person wishing to erect
the line ; and should the report of such officer disclose that the line will
riot in any way interfere with or endanger any other line of telegraph,
whether belonging to the Postmaster-General, the Railway Commis-
sioner, or any private person, and that the material and method of
erection described in the specification are satisfactory, the Postmaster-
General may, upon payment of the necessary fees, grant permission to
erect : Provided, however, that such permission shall in no cage be
granted where a line is to run from a point in the vicinity of a telegraph
office to another point in a like vicinity, or in the event of the route of
such proposed line being along any public road, railway, or track, or
over or across any private land other than land belonging to the person
desirous of erecting such private line, unless and until the necessary
authority of the local municipal council or the owners of such private
land. (as the case may be) shall have been obtained, and satisfactory
evidence to that effect shall have been forwarded to the Postmaster-
General.
2. If the  line crosses  a road, track, or other public place, the height
of the wire above the highest portion of the road, track, &c., shall not
be less than eighteen (18) feet, and the poles carrying the wire at such
places shall be of a substantial character and be strutted or stayed, if
necessary ,  to stand the strain of the wire.
3. All fittings upon such poles ,  such as brackets ,  pins ,  insulators,
wire , &c,, shall be of approved material and make.
4. The person to whom such permission has been granted sha ll ,
upon the completion of the line, report the fact to the Postmaster-
General, when an officer of the Post and Telegraph Department may be
sent to inspect the line and report whether the work has been
satisfactorily carried out, the cost of such inspection to be borne by the
person who erected the line. If the work be not to the satisfaction of
the inspecting officer he shall issue instructions as to what is required,
and on the defects being made good a license to use the line may be
issued.
5. Should the person to whom permission has been granted to erect
the line fail to make good the defects pointed out, the Postmaster-
General may take such steps as he may deem necessary to remove the
portions objected to, and the person seeking the  license  to use the
line shall be prohibited from so doing until the requirements of the
Postmaster-General have been satisfactorily complied with.
6. On completion of the line to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-
General,  a license to use it will be issued ,  no fee being charged where it
does not extend beyond the boundary of the licensee's own land. Where
the line crosses such boundary ,  or runs along or across a railway, public
road, or track, a license fee of five pounds per annum, payable in
advance, is charged, irrespective of the length of the line.
7. Where a line is erected partly on existing Government poles, a
sum of two pounds per  annum  per mile, payable in advance ,  is charged
for the portion erected on Government poles, in addition to the license
fee mentioned (five pounds per annum). The wire on such poles will be
erected and maintained by the department, and the licensee will be
required to enter into an agreement to pay the prescribed fees for a
period of at least five years from the completion of that portion.
8. If a line connect with a telegraph office, a further charge of two
pounds per annum, payable in advance, is made for the maintenance of
the telephone  in use  at the telegraph office, which will be supplied by
the department. The telephone for the use of the licensee may be either
provided by him or be purchased from the department, but must be
maintained by the licensee.
9. Where private lines connect with a telegraph office, every com-
munication passing over the wire in either direction will be considered
as a telegram ,  and charged for at the following rates :-
(a) For every telegram intended for transmission over the depart-
ment's wires in the usual way, the ordinary telegraphic charges
will be  made;
(b) For every telegram intended for delivery from the telegraph
office in which the telephone is fixed, sixpence for the first
ten words, not including address and signature ,  and one penny
for every additional word ;
(c) For every  telegram handed in at the office in which the
telephone is fixed for transmission over the telephone wire
to the licensee's office, sixpence for the first ten words, not
including address and signature ,  and one penny for every
additional word ;
(d) The licensee shall deposit with the officer in charge of the
telegraph office with which the line is connected a sum,
sufficient to meet the cost of all business passing over the line,
and must accept the statement of the officer as to the charges.
10. The Postmaster-General may direct an official inspection of such
lines to be made periodically, and the officer making such inspection may
direct  the licensee to make such alterations or repairs as may to him
appear necessary ,  and the licensee shall immediately carry out the same;
and in the event of his failing to do so within a reasonable time, the
officer shall report to that effeet, and the license to use such line shall be
cancelled.
11. Except  in the case of a telephone line erected  partly  on Govern-
ment poles, and which portion is therefore maintained by the department
as provided above, the licensee shall be wholly responsible for the repair
and maintenance of the line, and he shall undertake to maintain the
same in a thoroughly efficient manner at his own cost, and any altera-
tions, repairs, or other works which the Postmaster-General may, in the
interest of the public safety or convenience, order to be done, shall be
charged to the licensee, and may be r, covered by the ordinary process
of the law.
12. Where the line does not connect with a telegraph office the
licensee shall undertake that it shall be used for his own private purposes
only,  or by those authorised by him, with the approval of the Postmaster-
General, to connect by telephone  en route,  and in no case shall he charge
or accept a fee for the use of the line or for the transmission of any
communication over the same ; apd in the event of it  be ing proved that
he has done so at any time ,  the license may be cancelled.
13. In the event of a licensee 's line  be ing found to interfere in any
way with the future erection of any lines by the Postmaster-General or
the Railway Commissioner, the Postmaster-General may direct the
licensee 's line to be altered ,  removed, re-erected in another position, or
otherwise dealt with as may be deemed necessary.
14. Where it is possible for the existing wires of the department to
be used, sl.ecial arrangements  will be made  to meet each case.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
TELEPHONE SILENCE CABINETS.
rr 'ENDERS  will be received at the Office of the Under Secretary
1 and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Thirteenth day of December, 1897, from persons
desirous of contracting for the Manufacture of Six (6) Telephone
Silence Cabinets, according to the terms, general conditions, and
specification published in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, the
27th November, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1897.
CONVEYANCE  OF MAILS.
QUEENSLAND COASTAL SERVICES.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  22nd October, 1897.
TENDERS will  be received at the Office of the Postmaster -General,
Brisbane ,  until Noon of THURSDAY ,  the 30th of December
next, from Persons or Companies desirous of contracting for the
Conveyance of Coastal Mails for the Government of Queensland,
according to the terms and conditions published in the  G overnment
Gazette  dated 16th October, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Postmaster-Geueral.
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CROSS-ARMS.TENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under Secretary
and Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, until
Noon on MONDAY, the Thirteenth day of December, 1897, from
persons desirous of contracting for the Supply of Four Thousand
(4,000) Cross-arms, according to the general conditions and specifi-
cation published in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, 13th
November, 1897.
Any other information may be obtained on application at theOffice of the Under Secretary and Superintendent of Electric
Telegraphs, Brisbane.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 19th November, 1897.
EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RECEIPT OF TENDERS.
CAST-IRON MANHOLE COVERS AND FRAMES.
T
ENDERS  will be received at the Office  of  the Under Secretary
and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane,. until Noon on
MONDAY, the Thirteenth day of December, 1897, from persons
desirous of contracting for the Manufacture of Three Hundred and
Thirt -seven (337) 18" x 24", Twenty-six (26) 24" x 30", and
One (1) 24" x 36" Cast-iron Covers and Frames for Manholes.
Further particulars can be obtained and drawings can be seen on
application to the Electrical Engineer, Post and Telegraph Depart-
ment, Brisbane, or at the Telegraph Offices, Townsville, Rockhampton,
Bundaberg, Maryborough, and Ipswich.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 22nd November, 1897.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1897.WITH reference to the notification which appeared in aSupplement to the  Government Gazette  dated the 14th of
October ultimo, calling for Tenders for Supplies for the Public
Service during the year 1898, intending Tenderers are requested to
note that the Flour to be supplied must be of Queensland manufacture.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th November, 1897.TEN flERS will be received at this Office until Noon of SATURDAY,the 18th proximo, for the Supply of Drugs, Medicine, &c., for
Brisbane, St. Helena, Dunwich, and Goodna, during the years 1898
and 1899, in such quantities as may be from time to time required.
Tenderers are requested to state at what advance per cent. on the
English prices, as set forth in the Standard Price Lists of Messrs.
Burgoyne, Burbidge, and Co., and Messrs. Maw, Son, and Thompson,
they are prepared to supply.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
In the event of any failure or unnecessary delay on the part of
the contractor in supplying the articles when required, they will be
otherwise procured at his expense, and a repetition of irregularity in
the quality or quantity of the supplies, or of any delay in delivering
or replacing them when required, will subject the contractor to the
forfeiture of a sum not exceeding one-fourth of the amount of his
monthly account, or will result in the immediate termination of the
contract, as the Government may direct.
W. H. RYDER, Under'Secretary.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1897.
PAPER, BINDING, AND LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIAL.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until Noon of FRIDAY,
the 31st December, 1897, from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Paper, Binding, and Lithographic Material required by
the Government Printing Department in Queensland, for two years,
commencing on the 1st  July,  1898.
Tenders must state the price at which each article is to be delivered,
free  of all charges, at the Government Printing Office, Brisbane, where
samples can be seen ,  and a list  of the quantities of each article
required obtained. The successful Tenderer must from time to
time supply, immediately upon demand, at contract prices, such
additional  quantities  as may be required by the Department.
A memorandum must be attached to each Tender, signed by the
Tenderer and two responsible persons  as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender  being  accepted, and undertaking that they will severally
execute  and deliver, at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within seven days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance, in a
sum equal to 10 per cent. of the  gross  amount of the Tender.
Tenders to be addressed to the Under Secretary, Home Secretary's
Department, Brisbane, and  superscribed, " Tender for Paper, Binding,
and Lithographic Material."
The Government will  not necessarily  accept the lowest or any
Tender.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
[4TH DECEMBER, 1897.
MUNICIPALITY OF BRISBANE.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th November, 1897.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Health
Act of  1884" and  "The Health Act Amendment Act of  1886," been
pleased to approve of the following By-law made by the Council of
the Municipality of Brisbane.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by  " The Health  Act of  1884 "  and  "The Health Act Amend-
ment  Act of  1886" it is enacted that the Council of any Municipality
may make By -laws for all or any of the purposes in the said Acts
mentioned  :  It is hereby res^lv ed by the Council of the Municipality
of Brisbane ,  by and with the approval of  the Governer  in Council, that
the following By-law shall be in force within the said Municipality
from the date of the publication hereof :-
BY-LAW No. 51.
RELATING TO DAIRIES.
Repeal  of By-law No.  48.
1. By-law No. 48,  published in the  Government Gazette  dated 25th
June, 1892, is hereby repealed, but such repeal shall not affect anything
lawfully done thereunder.
Interpretation clause.
2. In this By -law, unless the context otherwise requires, the
following terms shall have the meanings respectively set against them
herein ,  that is to say :-
" Dairy "  shall mean any milk-house ,  milk-shop ,  or other place
where milk ,  intended for the food of man ,  obtained from
cows or other animals, or any product of such milk ,  is pre-
pared, collected ,  dE posited ,  sold, or exposed for sale ; and
also includes any dairy farm, stock -yard, milking-yard,
meadow, paddock, shed, stable, stall ,  or other place where
cows, or other animals from which milk intended for the food
of man is obtained, are depastured or kept.
" Council" shall mean the Council of the Municipality of  Bris-
bane.
"  Mayor "  shall mean the Mayor of the Municipality of Brisbane.
" Town Clerk "  shall mean the Town Clerk of the Municipality of
Brisbane.
" Health Officer"  shall mean the Health Officer appointed by the
Council.
" Inspector "  shall mean the Inspector of Nuisances appointed by
the Council.
" Keeper of a dairy "  shall include the occupier or person in charge
thereof.
Application for registration of dairies.
3. Every person who keeps a dairy shall, before commencing
business as a dairy -keeper ,  make  application  to register such dairy with
the Council by signing and forwarding to the town clerk an application
with full particulars and declaration in the form of the Schedule hereto
annexed marked A, and every such dairy -keeper shall on or before the
31st January in every year make application for the renewal of such
license.
Upon receipt of such application and declaration the town clerk
shall endorse the same with a memorandum of the date upon which it
was received ,  and shall file the same ,  and enter the particulars of such
application in a book to be kept fur that purpose, and cause the same to
be properly indexed .  The town clerk may thereafter register the dairy,
and issue such number of certificates of registration in the form of the
Schedule B hereto to the keeper thereof as he may consider necessary.
Inspection  of grazing  grounds.
4. All paddocks ,  grounds, lands, and enclosures used as grazing
grounds for dairy cattle shall be inspected by the inspector or the health
officer, or by any person authorised in writing by the mayor ,  and it on
inspection such paddocks, grounds, lands, and enclosu re s,  or any of them,
are, in the opinion of the officer or person so inspecting ,  prejudicial or
likely to be prejudicial to health, the Council may, by an order in writing
signed by the mayor and served personally or left at the dwelling -house of
the keeper of a registered dairy, or, in the case of a person whose dairy is
not registered ,  served personally or left at his dwelling -place or posted
upon the land ,  prohibit the use of the same for the purpose of feeding dairy
cattle or otherwise either absolutely or for any time named in such order.
All cattle in dairies shall also be similarly inspected by a veterinary
surgeon or other competent person, and any cows found to be diseased,
or which from poverty or weakness are, in the opinion of the veterinary
surgeon or other competent person inspecting the same, considered to be
unfit for use for dairy purposes ,  shall be forthwith removed from such
dairy, if ordere d by the mayor.
Inspection of dairies.
5. All dairies ,  and any cowshed ,  milk store ,  milk shop, or other
premises used in connection therewith ,  shall be frequently inspected by
the inspector or by any person authorised in writing by the mayor ; and
if on inspection there is anything ,  in the opinion of the person so
inspecting ,  prejudicial or likely to be prejudicial to health by affecting
the milk or otherwise ,  the Council may, by an order in writing signed
by the mayor and served personally or left at the dwelling-house of
the keeper of the dairy, or on the occupier or owner of the premises,
require such measures to be taken as may be prescribed by the Council.
Cleanliness  of dairies.
6. All dairies, and any cowshed, milk store ,  milk shop, or other
premises used in connection therewith ,  shall be kept in such a state as
not to be a nuisance or injurious to health  ;  shall be thoroughly and
effectively lighted and ventilated  ;  and the drainage shall be so con-
structed and arranged that no stagnant water or refuse matter shall
remain in or upon them.
Cleanliness  of yards.
7. All  yards and sheds used for keeping or holding dairy cows shall
be regularly swept, kept perfectly clean, and limewashed at least once
in every week ,  and shall ,  within twenty -four hours of any order to such
effect from the health officer or inspector ,  be fumigated or disinfected as
directed in any such order.
Milk vessels.
8. All vessels for containing milk shall be thoroughly scalded and
scoured every time they are used, and before being put in use again.
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Production of certificate on demand.
9. Every keeper of a dairy shall at all times have a certificate of
registration ready to produce, and shall, upon request, produce the same
for perusal  to any person being a customer of, or purchaser or intending
purchaser of milk, or to the mayor, health officer, inspector, or any officer
of the Council requiring to inspect the same.
Health of  cows.
10. Every keeper of a dairy shall immediately give notice to the town
clerk of the existence of any disease in the  said dairy , or in or among
any of the cows or cattle connected with the said dairy, and no milk
from any such cows shall be used otherwise than as ordered by the
mayor.
Animals in dairies.
11. No keeper of any dairy shall keep or shelter, or permit or suffer
to be kept or sheltered, in any shed, building, yard, or premises connected
with such dairy any pig or animal other than cows.
Water supply.
12. No keeper of any dairy shall use or permit or suffer to be used
in any such dairy any drinking or other water declared by the Council
to be unfit for use.
List of customers  to  be furnished.
13. Every keeper of a registered dairy shall, on demand in writing
under the hand of the town clerk, furnish him within twenty hours after
the receipt of such demand with a full and complete list of the names
and addresses of all the persons who are customers or purchasers or
receivers of milk with or from such keeper, and the quantities of milk
delivered to each daily.
In cases of illness.
14. If any person or any member of the family of any person who is
the keeper of a dairy, or any visitor or member of the family of any
visitor to any such dairy-keeper, or any person in the employment of
such dairy-keeper, shall be attacked by fever or any infectious disease,
he or (if he be the person attacked) his wife or other person in charge,
shall immediately give notice thereof to the town clerk, and thereupon
it shall and may be lawful for the Council, by an order served as
aforesaid, to prohibit absolutely the sale and forwarding of the milk
for sale, or otherwise ,  from any premises in the use and occupation of any
such dairy-keeper, until danger, in the opinion of the Council or health
officer, as reported to the Council, no longer exists. And in any such
case it shall  not be lawful to allow any person so suffering, or having
recently been in contact with a person so suffering, to milk cows
or to handle vessels used for containing milk, or in any way to take part
or assist  in the conduct of the dairy, until, in the opinion of the health
officer, as reported to the Council, all danger therefrom of the communi-
cation of infection or contamination has ceased.
Penalty for non-registration.
15. Any person who is the keeper of a dairy which is not registered
in accordance  with the provisions of this By-law shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding five pounds.
General penalty.
16. Any person offending against or committing a breach of this
By-law, or any part thereof, shall, where no specific penalty is provided,
be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
SCHEDULE A.
Application for registration of a dairy.
To the Town Clerk of the Municipality of Brisbane.
SIR,-I desire  that the premises hereinafter described shall be
registered as a dairy in accordance  with the particulars hereunder
Name  of occupier of premises in full :
Style of firm under which trade is to be carried on
Name and description  of every place or premises to be occupied
as a dairy , and the  area  of all paddocks, grass lands, grounds,
and enclosures  occupied or used for pasturage  or grazing
purposes :
And I hereby declare that the cows belonging to me are in good
health ;  that  the grazing ,  pasturage ,  and grounds in my occupation are
not, in regard  to water supply or otherwise, in a condition likely to be
prejudicial  to the  wholesomeness  of milk ; that every house, dairy, and
cowshed in my  occupation  is in  good condition in regard to lighting,
ventilation ,  cleanliness , drainage, and water supply ; that every place
for keeping milk is clean, well ventilated , and properly supplied with
vessels.
Signed :
Address
Date :
No.
SCHEDULE B.
DAIRY CERTIFICATE.
City  of Brisbane.
Certificate of registration of a dairy for the year ending  31st
December
This is to certify that a dairy situated at , of which
is the keeper ,  has been registered  until the 31st December  next ensuing
and no longer , subject, however, to such registration being suspended or
cancelled  for reasons  set forth in  " The Health Act of  1884,"  " The
Health  Act Amendment Act of  188(1," or in By-law No. 51 made by the
Council of the Municipality of Brisbane.
This certificate to be produced to the Mayor, Health Officer, In-
spector of Nuisances , any Officer of the Municipal Council, or any person
requiring to inspect the same.
Town Hall ,  Brisbane.
Town Clerk.
The foregoing By-law was passed  by special order of the Council
of the Municipality of Brisbane  on the twenty fifth day of October,
1897,  and was confirmed  at a subsequent meeting of the said Council on
the eighth  day of November, 1897, and the provisions of section 169 of
't The Local Government Art  of 1878 " have otherwise been fully complied
with .
JOHN McMASTER,  Mayor.
W. HENRY G.  MARSHALL, Town Clerk.
[4TH DECEMBER, 1897.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1897.
_jTHE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich is_, published in pursuance of the Regulations for the management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK  ENDED  27TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1897.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum at date
of previous Report ... ... ... ... 909
Number since  admitted ... ... ... ... 4
Number returned from leave ... ... ... 4
917
Number discharged  ... ... ... ... 1
Number  died .. ... ... ... 1
Number absent on leave ... ... ... 7
9
Number remaining at date hereof ... ... 908
Admissions :
William White  Watson ,  34, chemist ,  from Brisbane .;  unable to
work during the last six months.
Wilhelm Rudloft , 76, shepherd ,  from Toowoomba ;  unable to work
during the last two years.
Edward Head ,  58, blacksmith ,  from Toowoomba  ;  unable to work
during the last two years.
Re-admission :
John Courtnay, 58, sailmaker, from Brisbane.
Discharge :
William Davidson , 80, gardener  ; re-admitted 23rd April, 1897.
Death:
John Yeoman, 77, seaman; admitted 7th February, 1890.
P. SMITH, Medical  Superintendent.
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
j Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid for such information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person  or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed all or any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey
that were stabbed at that place  on the said  night ; and that a
Free Pardon be given to any person concerned in the crime , not being
the principal offender, who may give such information.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the morning of the 25th of
December, 1896; also that a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the crime, not being the principal offender, who shall give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  4th December, 1897.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that I intend ,  on or after the Fourth day
of January ,  1898, in conformity with the provisions of the 95th
section of the  "Real Property  Act  of  1861, "  to dispense with the
production of duplicate Bill of Mortgege No. N 8428, from John
Frederick Sjoroos to  John  Hunter, over portion 545 ,  county of
Cardwell, parish of Lannercost ,  being the land described in Deed of
Grant No . N 2776,  Register Book volume 98, folio 120, Northern
Register ,  for the purpose of allowing a release to be endorsed on the
original mortgage ,  and registered in this Office; the said duplicate
having been destroyed.
J. O. BOURNE ,  Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1897.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or after the Eleventh
day of January, 1898, in conformity with the provisions of the
95th section of the  "Real Property Art of  1861," to dispense with
the production of Certificate of Title No. 47601, volume 320, folio 91,
for subdivision 7 of suburban portion 121, county of Stanley, parish of
North Brisbane, for the purpose of registering Transmission by Death
No. 314514, of all the said lands, made by William Brown  in favour
of Charles Joseph Brown ; the said Certificate of Title  having been
lost in the flood of 1893.
J. O. BOURNE , Registrar of Titles.
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Name of Claimant.
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinafter
mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or
before the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central or
Northern District, in which case the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton or Townsville.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
1893.
James Harris ,  late  of 5 JuneIpswich, freeholder
1890.
William Brown ,  late of For -  13 July
titude  Valley,  Brisbane,
grocer
_896.
Mary Jane Myles, late of 6 Oct.
Norman Avenue ,  Norman
Park ,  East Brisbane, wife
of Henry Glen Myles, of
the same place and of the
lightship  "  Karumba,"
stationed in Tor re s Straits,
master mariner
1890.
Robert  Douglas ,  late of 23 Nov.
• Brisbane ,  gentleman
Thomas John  (otherwise
Thomas )  Kelly, late of
Charters  Towers, sawmill
proprietor
1891.
Maria  Harris, of  the same
place ,  widow  of deceased
Charles Joseph Brown, of
Ann street ,  Fortitude
Valley,  Brisbane afore-
said, grocer
Henry Glen Myles aforesaid
Description and Situation of Land.
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Estate
claimed to be
transmitted.
Particulars of Will or
otherwise.
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
Portion 667 and subdivisions  9 to 12 of Fee -simple
portion 274, county of Churchill ,  parish of
Walloon
Subdivision 7 of suburban portion  121, Fee-simple
county  of Stanley ,  parish of  North Bris-
bane
Subdivisions 79, 80, and 81 of section 1  of Fee -simple
allotment 8A,  county of Stanley, parish of
Bulimba
William Archibald  Douglas ,  Resubdivision 3 and a reserve of subdivision
of Brisbane aforesaid ,  12 of section 2 of eastern suburban allot-
deputy registrar of the ment 16, county of Stanley ,  parish of
Supre me Court of Queens - North  Brisbane
land ,  and the late Graham
Lloyd  Hart ,  of Greylands,
Indooroopilly ,  solicitor
6 April John Kelly ,  of the same Portions 398 and 399,  county of Aubigny,
place ,  miner parish of Geham
1897.
John Blyde ,  late of Dunellan 11 July
Estate ,  South  Brisbane,
photographer
William  Black ,  late of
Longreach ,  wool-sooner
1897.'
12 April
Samuel Richard Shamb ro ok,
late of Cairns,  a8rated
water manufact ur er
1897.
25 June
Georgina Blyde ,  of Mackay ,  Subdivisions 59, 127,  and 128 of eastern
widow of deceased suburban allotment  87, county  of Stanley,
parish of South Brisbane
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
James Edgar ,  of Craigilee ,  Allotment 19 of section 1,  town of Long-
near Ro-ewood ,  grazier, reach
and William Grozart l
Johnson Edgar ,  of Rock-
hampton ,  watchmaker
and jeweller
NORTHERN  DISTRICT.
Robert Sturt ,  of the same Allotments 5, 6, 17,  and 18 of section 24,
place ,  auctioneer town of Cooktown  ;  allotment 14 of sec-
tion 12 ,  town of Cairns  ;  allotments 8 to 11
of section 10, town of Kuranda; allotment
7 of section 1, town of Mareeba ;  portion
12, county of Nares, parish of Grafton ;
portions 334, 338, and subdivisions 16
and 17 of portion 80 ,  county of Na re s,
parish of Cairns
Registrar  of Titles' Office, Brisbane, 4th December, 1897.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
A
N  Office for the transaction of all business connected with the
above is now open in  a portion of the  Ports and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted by the Assistant Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns  in the Colony. .
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers in charge ,  stating the class of men required ,  the work to be
done, and the wages offered  ;  and applicants seeking work should
personally register their name s  and addresses.
Information respecting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district is always obtainable  at the  Head Office.
J. O'N. BRENAN,  Officer in Charge.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 25th November, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
PHILIP CORRIGAN, a Minister of the Roman Catholic Denomina-
tion , having removed from Charleville, in the Registry District of
Charleville,  to Nanango , in the Registry District of Burnett, has given
me due notice thereof, in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Marriage  Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 2nd December, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby  noti fied , for public  information , that the  Reve re nd
JAMES Duinu,  a Minister  of the Roman Catholic  Denomination,
residing  at Ipswich, in the Registry District of Ipswich, has been duly
registered  as a Minister  of Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages
in the colony of Queensland, under the provisions of  "The Marriage
Act  of 1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar-General.
1898.
Fee-simple .., Will dated 29 March ,  11 Jan.
1890
1898.
Fee-simple  ... Will  dated 4 April ,  11 Jan.
1891
1899.
...  Will dated 4 June,  1893 11 Jan.
Will  dated 23 May,
1885, and a  Codicil
thereto dated 13
July, 1890
1898.
Letters of Administra- 11 Jan.
tion
1898.
11 Jan.
1898.
Fee-simple  ...  Letters of Administra -  11 Jan ,
tion
Fee-simple ... Will dated 3 Septem-
ber, 1894
1898.
18 Jan.
1898.
Fee-simple  ...  Will dated 14 Septem - 25 Jan.
her, 1892
J .0 . BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane,  2nd December, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for public  information , that the  Reverend
JOHN HENNESSY, a Minister of the Roman Catho li c Denomina-
tion, having removed from Warwick, in the Registry District of
Warwick, to Goondiwindi, in the Registry District of Darling Downs
West, has given me due notice thereof, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  30th November, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified ,  for - public information ,  that the Reverend
THOMAS JACKSON CHAPMAN, a Minister of the Church of
England Denomination ,  residing at Longreach ,  in the Registry District
of Aramac ,  has been duly registered as a Minister of Re ligion
authorised to celebrate Marriages in the colony of Queensland, under
the provisions of  "The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar-General.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane ,  2nd December, 1897.IT is hereby notified, that thegentlemen whose names are hereunder
specified have this day been registered ,  under the provisions of
the  "Medical Act of  1867,"  as legally quali fied Medical Practi.
tioners : -
620. Maffey, John, Lie. R. Coll. Phys. Edin., 1869; Lie. R. Coll.
Surg. Edin., 1869.
621. Henzell, Arthur Palmer, M.B., Ch.B., 1897, Univ. Melb.
622. Cook, James, M.B., C.M., 1888, Univ. Glasg.
JOHN THOMSON,  M.B., President
Cs " DES  A. J. WOODCOCK,  Secretary.
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DIVISION OF HUGHENDEN.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE for theYear ended 30th June, 1897.
1897. R ECEIPTS.
30th June-  £ 8. d.
To Divisional Hall Receipts Account ... ... ... ... 113 0 6
„ Licensed Gate Fees ... ... ... ... ... 4 0 C
Rates Received ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 798 4 4
Government Endowment on Rates... ... ... ... 233 2 2
Refund Burning Dead Bullocks ... ... 0 15 0
Richmond Waterworks Plant Account, Rent of Cottage 2 17 6
Registration Fees-
Dogs ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 2 6
Goats ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 10 0
Total Receipts .. ... ... 1,159 12 0
„ Transfer from Government Grant, Bridges Account ... 124 14 7
„ Transfer from Government Loan, Well Account ... 21 15 9
Q. N. Bank, Balance, 1st July, 1896 ... ... ... 8 16 7
1897.  EXPENDITURE.
30th June-
By Government Loan, Hall Account-
£1,314 18 11
Redemption ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 17  6 10
Interest ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 18 0
Government Loan, Well Account-
Redemption ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 7 0
Interest  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 19 8
„ Road Plant and Tools ... ... ... ... ... 5 15 2
„ Road Plant and Tools ,  Expenses Account  ... ...  12 3 3
„ Branch Roads  ... ... ... ... ... ...  154 0 3
Cloncurry Roads ... ... ... ... ... ... 16 3 9
Muttaburra Roads ... ... ... ... ... ... 17 4 8
„ Mount Emu Plains Roads ... ... ... ... 76 1 8
„ Richmond Roads ... ... ... ... ... ... 116 5 5
„ Winton Roads ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 12 8
Station Creek  ... ... .. ... ... ..  5 3 2
„ General Roads ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 53 5 10
„ Richmond Town ... ... ... ... ... ... 9 3 10
„ Audit Fees ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 10 0
„ Divisional Hall, Expenses Account... ... ... ... 66 9 5
,. General Expenses ... ... ... ... ... ... 17 18 10
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 0 0
Rent, Stationery, and Advertisement ... ... ... 9 6 3
„ Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  200 0 0
„ Office Furniture ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 2 3
Total Expenditure  ... ... ... 816 17 11
„ Q. N. Bank ,  Balance, June 30, 1897  .. ... ...  498 1 0
£1,314 18 11
J. M. PRATT, Clerk. D. SIMSON, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, have this day examined the Books of Accounts
and Vouchers kept by the Hughenden Divisional Board, and find them
to be correct ,  and to agree with the above Statement.
W. H. MULLIGAN, 1Auditors.W. ELCOATE,
Hughenden ,  27th August, 1897.
2645
.2  s.d. £ s.d.
DIVISION OF EIDSVOLD.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of theDIVISIONAL B ARD OF EIDSVOLD ,  from the 1st July to the 31st
December , 1896;  prepared  and published  in terms of Clause 233 ofThe Divisional Boards Act of 1887."
1896.  RECEIPTS.
31st December-
To Balances  on 1st July, 1896-
Subdivision No. 1 .. ... ... ... 15 16 7
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 9 15 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 91 19 7
117 11 2
„ General Rates-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 128 16 10
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 77 2 8
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 50 10 10
„ Other  Receipts-
Government Grant, Moui ;t Perry Road  ...  100 0 0
Goat and Dog Tax ... ... ... ... 16 6 0
Rebate from Government Printer  ... ...  0 1 0
31st December -  EXPENDITURE.
By Works and Re pairs, Wages-
Subdivision No. 1 ...
Subdivision  No. 2 ...
Subdivision No. 3 ...
„ Contract No. 33 ... .. ...
„ Misce llaneous  Expenditure-
Stamps and  Telegrams ...
Printing and Books
General Expenses ...
Rebate  of Rates ... ...
Salaries  ... ... ... ...
„ Balance as  per Bank Cash-book
Less Outstanding Cheques
•„ Cash on hand ...
£ s. d.
29s. 6d.
256 10 4
116 7 0
£490 8 6
1290 4TH DECEMBER, 1897.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
31st December- LIABILITIES. £.
To Excess of Assets over Liabilities ... ...
31st December- ASSETS.
By Furniture and Plant ... ... ... ...
80 8 1
Rates ... ... ...
„ Balance  as above  as follows-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ...
Subdivision No. 2 ... ...
Subdivision No. 3 ... ...
272 8 11
6 14 0
W. STEWART, Clerk.
s. d. .£ s. d.
... 465 18 1
... 31 3 1
... 155 12 1
159 14 10
60 12 3
58 15 10
279 2 11
£465 18 1
HENRY J. MARKS,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned, do hereby certify that we have examined all
Books of Accounts and Vouchers kept by the Division of Eidsvold, and
that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
T. A. DAVIDSON,}Auditors.
Eidsvold, 10th February, 1897. T. WILLIAMSON,
2652 32s.
DIVISION OF EIDSVOLD.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE of theDIVISIONAL B ARD OF EIDSVOLD,  from the 1st January to e
30th June , 1897;  prepared  and published  in terms of Clause 233 of
"The Divisional Boards  Act of  1887."
1897.  REcEIPTS.
30th June-
To Balances ,  1st January, 1897-
.2  s.d. 4 s.d.
In Bank ... ... ... ... ... 272 8 11
In Hand ... ... ... ... ... 6 14 0
Subdivision No. 1 as below ... ... ... 159 14 10
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 60 12 3
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 58 15 10
„ General Rates-
Subdivision No. 1
Subdivision No. 2
Subdivision No. 3
„ Government Endowment-
Subdivision  No. 1 ...
Subdivision No. 2 ...
Subdivision No. 3 ...
279 2 11
... 15 10 1
... 0 6 8
... 37 13 1
-- 53 9 10
... 50 17 5
... 25 2 3
... 21 11 9
97 11 5
30th June- EXPENDITURE.
By Miscellaneous Expenditure-
Audit Fees, Chairman's Allowances, and
Salaries ... ... ... ... ... 64 2 10
Printing ... ... ... ... ... 16 15 6
Stamps and Telegrams  ... ... ...  6 0 0
General Account ... ... ... ... 21 13 1
£430 4 2
108 11 5
„ Works and Repairs, Wages--
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 159 10 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 8 8 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 67 6 0
235 4 0
„ Contracts-
No. 34 ... ... ... ... ... ... 15 12 6
No. 35 ...  3 2 0
„ Balance , 30th June, 1897
„ Cash in Hand ... ...
18 14 6
21 11 7
46 2 8
£430 4 2
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
30th June- LIABILITIES.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
To Bresent Liabilities-Wages ... ... ... ... 16 12 0
„ Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  8 11 8
„ General Account .. ... ... ... ... 4 17 5
„ Excess  of Assets over Liabilities ... ... ... 677 10 2
£707 11 3
30th June- ASSETS.
By Furniture and Plant  ... ... ... ... ...  31 3 1
„ Rates Due  .. ... ... ...  608 13 11
„ Credit  Balance as above-
Subdivision  No. 1 ... ... ... ... 15 6 5
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 55 18 10
-1--.- 71 5 3
„ Debit  Balance No. 3 ... ... ... ... ... 3 11 0
£70711 3
... 67 12 6
... 10 4 0
... 43 11 0
121 7 6
... ... 9 10 0
1 0 0
10 12 9
12 2 6
0 13 10
55 19 0
277 12 11
5 4 0
CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO.
4th February, 1897.-No. 34, J. Powter, Mount Perry Road at
Yellow Pinch ;  amount , £1512s. 6d. ; expended, £1512s. 6d.
3rd May, 1897.-No. 35, P. Dumphy, Eidsvold, Guttering Locbaber
street ; amount,  £3 2s. ; expended, £3 2s.
GENERAL RATE for Current Year, struck 27th May, 1897.-Sub-
division No. 1, lljd. ; Subdivision No. 2, ld. ; Subdivision No. 3, ld. in
the  R.
W. STEWART, Clerk. HENRY J. MARKS, Chairman.
We hereby certify that we have examined the Books, &c., of your
Board, and the above Statement corresponds therewith.
6490 8 6 1 2646
T. WILLIAMSON,
DAVIDSON,) uditors.T. A. l
89s. 6d.
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NOTICE.
A
T a Special  Court of  Petty Sessions  held at Croydon on the 3rd
November, 1897, COLIN DOUGLAS  was  reappointed Poundkeeper
for the ensuing year.
W. M. LEE-BRYCE, Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court  House , Croydon, 5th November, 1897.
NOTICE.
AT a Special Court of Petty Sessions held at Beaudesert on the 16th
November, 1897, CECIL SELWYN SMITH was appointed Pound-
keeper and Bailiff  of the Small Debts Court, Beaudesert, for the
ensuing twelve months.
JAS. KING, Acting Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Court House ,  Beaudesert , 24th November, 1897.
NOTICE.
a Special Court of Petty Sessions held on the 12th November,
1897, a District Auctioneer's License was granted to MICHAEL
NOLAN, until the 31st December, 1897.
By Order,
PATRICK POWER, Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House, Richmond, 20th November, 1897.
NOTICE.
A
T a Special Court of Petty Sessions held on the 12th November,
1897, MICHAEL NOLAN was appointed Bailiff of the Small
Debts Court at Richmond.
By Order,
PATRICK POWER, Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House, Richmond, 15th November, 1897.
NOTICE.AT a Special Court of Petty Sessions held onthe 12th November,
1897, WILLIAM HENRY CARTER was reappointed Poundkeeper
at Richmond for the ensuing twelve months.
By Order,
PATRICK POWER, Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House, Richmond, 15th November, 1897.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Acts,  1863 to 1896," and in the matter
of The Coen Quartz-Crushing Company, Limited. (No. 115,
Book 7.)
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
seventeenth day of June, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation ,  and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the twentieth
day of July, 1897, sent to the said Company by post a registered
letter, in accordance with section 42, subsection 2, of  " The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889," and not having received any answer thereto
within one month after sending the said letter, and a notice dated the
twenty-eighth day of August, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Governnrrent Gazette  on the twenty-eighth day of August, 1897,
and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders
thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of such notice, I
have caused the name of the said Company to be struck off the said
Register, in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this thirtieth day of November, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896," and in the matter
of The Colonial Mining Agency and Investment Company, Limited.
(No. 225, Book 6.)
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
seventeenth day of June, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation, and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending thb said letter, I, on the twentieth
day of July, 1897, sent to the said Company by post a registered
letter ,  in accordance with section 42, subsection 2, of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889,"  and not having received any answer thereto
within one month after sending the said letter, and a notice dated the
twenty eighth day of August, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-eighth day of August, 1897,
and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders
thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within three months
after  the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of such notice, I
have caused the name of the said Company to be struck off the said
Register, in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this thirtieth day of November, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896," and in the matter
of The Eastern Monkland Gold-Mining Company, Limited. (No.
157, Book 7.)
T is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary chairman of directors ,  and shareholders thereof, on the
seventeenth Jay of June ,  1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation ,  and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the twentieth
day of July, 1897, sent to the said Company by post  a registered
letter, in accordance with section 42, subsection 2, of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889," and not having received any answer thereto
within one month after sending the said letter, and a notice dated the
twenty-eighth day of August, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-eighth day of August, 1897,
and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders
thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice, to show cause before  me, at  my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of such notice, I
have caused the name of the said Company to be struck off the said
Register, in pursuance of the provisions of section  42 of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this thirtieth day of November, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896," and in the matter
of The East Columbia Smithfield Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
(No. 272, Book  7.)
1T is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
I . given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman or directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
seventeenth day of June, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation, and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the twentieth
day of July, 1897,  sent to the said  Company by  post a registered letter
in accordance with section 42, subsection 2, of  " The Companies Act
Amendment Act of  1889," and having received an answer from the said
Company to the effect that it is not carrying on business  or in  operation,
and a notice dated the twenty-eighth day of August, 1897, having been
published by me in the  Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-
eighth day of August, 1897, and sent to the abovenamed Company,
addressed to the abovenamed Company and the secretary, chairman of
directors, and shareholders thereof, requiring them, or some or one of
them, within three months after the date of such notice, to show cause
before me, at my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said
Company should not be struck off the Register of Registered and
Incorporated Companies, and no cause having been shown before me
in pursuance of such notice, I have caused the name of the said
Company to be struck off the said Register, in pursuance of the pro.
visions of section 42 of  "The Companies Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this thirtieth day of November, 1897.
WILLM .  BELL ,  Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  " The Companies  Acts, 1863  to  1896," and in the matter
of The Ironclad Block Gold-Mining Company, Limited. (No.
290, Book  7.)
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
seventeenth day of June, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or inn ration, and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the twentieth
day of July, 1897, sent to the said Company by post a registered
letter, in accordance with section 42, subsection 2, of  "The Companies
Act Amendment  Act  of 1889,"  and not having received any answer thereto
within one month after sending the said letter , and a  notice dated the
twenty-eighth day of August, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-eighth day of August
1897, and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders
thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause having been shown  before  me in pursuance of such notice, I have
caused the name of the said Company to be struck off the said Register,
in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  " The Companies Act
Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this thirtieth day of November,  1897,
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
i
In the Matter of  "The Companies  Acts, 1863 to  1896 " and in the matter
of The New Louisa Gold- Mining Company ,  Limited . (No. 112,
Book  7.)
T is hereby noti fied, for public information ,  that notice having  be en
I given by  me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary ,  chairman of directors ,  and shareholders thereof, on the
seventeenth day of June ,  1897, inqui ri ng whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation ,  and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter ,  I, on the twentieth
day of July, .1897,  sent to the said Company  by post  a registered
letter, in accordance with section 42, subsection 2, of  "The Companies
Act Amendment  Act of  1889,"  and not having received any answer thereto
within one month after sending the said letter ,  and a notice dated the
twenty -eighth day of August , 1897,  having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette on the twenty -eighth day  of August, 1897
and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary ,  chairman of directors, and shareholders
thereof, requiring them ,  or some or one of them ,  within three months
after the date of such notice ,  to show cause before me ,  at my Office,
Supreme  Court  House ,  Brisbane ,  why the said Compan y  should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated  Companies, and
no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of such notice, I
have caused the name of the said Company to be struck off the said
Register, in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  " The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this thirtieth day of November, 1897.
WILLM .  BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
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In the Matter of  "The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896," and in the
matter of  No. 4 North Great New Zealand Gold-Mining Company,
Limited. (No. 155, Book  7.)
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
given by me , by post  letter addressed  to the above Company and
the secretary ,  chairman of directors ,  and shareholders thereof, on the
seventeenth  day of June, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation ,  and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter ,  I, on the twentieth
day of  July ,  1897, sent to the said Company by post a registered
letter, in accordance with section 42,  subsection 2, of  " The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889," and not having received any answer thereto
within one month after sending the said letter ,  and a notice dated the
twenty-eighth day of August, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland  Government Gazette  on the twenty-eighth day of August, 1897,
and sent to  the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders
thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice ,  to show cause before me ,  at my Office,
Supreme  Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck  off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of such notice, I
have caused the name  of the said Company to be struck off the said
Register ,  in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  " The Companies
Act Amendment  Act of  1889."
Dated this thirtieth day of November, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  1863 to  1896," and in the matter
of 4 North  Smithfield  Gold-Mining Company, Limited. (No. 266,
Book  7.)
IT is  hereby notified ,  for public information ,  that notice having been
given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary ,  chairman of directors ,  and shareholders thereof, on the
seventeenth day of June, 1897,  inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation ,  and not having received any answer
thereto within one month of sending the said letter ,  I, on the twentieth
day of July, 1897, sent to the said Company by post a registered
letter, in accordance with section 42, subsection  2, of  "The Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889,"  and not having received any answer thereto
within one month after sending the said letter ,  and a notice dated the
twenty-eighth day of August, 1897, having been published by me in the
Queensland Government Gazette  on the twenty-eighth day of August, 1897,
and sent to the abovenamed Company, addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary ,  chairman of directors ,  and shareholders
thereof, requiring them, or some or one of them, within three months
after the date of such notice ,  to show cause before me, at my Office,
Supreme  Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies , and
no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of such notice, I
have caused the name of  the said Company to be struck off the said
Register ,  in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  " The Companies
Act  Amendment Act of  1889."
Dated this thirtieth day of November, 1897.
WILLM .  BELL ,  Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter  of  " The Companies Acts,  1863  to  1896," and in the matter
of No. 1 South Smithfield Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
(No. 288, Book  7.)
I
T is hereby notified, for public information, that notice having been
given by me, by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary, chairman of directors, and shareholders thereof, on the
seventeenth day of June, 1897,  inquiring whether the said Company wits
carrying on business or in operation ,  and having  received  an answer
from the said Company to the effect that it is not carrying on business or
in operation, and a notice dated the twenty-eighth day of August, 1897,
having been published by  me in  the  Queensland Government Gazette
on the twenty-eighth day of August, 1897, and sent to the abovenamed
Company, addressed to the abovenamed Company and the secretary,
chairman of directors ,  and shareholders thereof ,  requiring them, or
some or one of them, within three months after the date of such notice,
to show cause before me, at my Office ,  Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane,
why the said Company should not be struck off the Register of
Registered and Incorporated Companies ,  and no. cause having been
shown before me in pursuance of such notice ,  I have caused the name
of the said Company to be struck off the said Register, in pursuance
of the provisions of section 42 of  "The Companies Act Amendment Act
of . 1889."
Dated this thirtieth day of November, 1897.
WILLM. BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
In the Matter of  "  The Companies Acts, 1863  to 1896,"  and in the matter
of The Phoenix P.C. Tribute Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
(No. 80, Book  7.)
IT is hereby notified, for public information ,  that notice having been
given by me ,  by post letter addressed to the above Company and
the secretary ,  chairman of directors ,  and shareholders thereof, on the
seventeenth  day of June, 1897, inquiring whether the said Company
was carrying on business or in operation ,  and having received an
answer from  the said Company to the effect that it is not carrying
on business or in operation ,  and a notice dated the twenty -eighth day
of August, 1897, having been published by me in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  on the twenty -eighth day of August ,  1897, and
sent to the abovenamed Company ,  addressed to the abovenamed
Company and the secretary ,  chairman of directors ,  and shareholders
thereof, requiring them ,  or some or one of them ,  within three months
after the date of such notice ,  to show cause before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, why the said Company should not be
struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated Companies, and
no cause having been shown before me in pursuance of such notice, I
have caused the name of the said Company to be struck off  the said
Register ,  in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of  "The Companies
Act Amendment  Act of  1889."
Dated this thirtieth day of November, 1897.
WILLM .  BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
4TH DECEMBEE,, 1897.
In the Matter of  "The Companies  Acts ,  1863  to  1896,"  and in the matter
of The Victory and Smithfield  Gold-Mining Company,  Limited.
(No. 277, Book 7.)
IT is hereby notified, for public  information ,  that notice having been
given  by me, by post  letter addressed  to the  above Company and
the secretary ,  chairman of directors ,  and shareholders thereof, on the
seventeenth day of June, 1897,  inquiring whether the said Company was
carrying on business or in operation ,  and not having received any answer
thereto  within one month of sending the said letter, I, on the twentieth
day of July, 1897, sent to the said Company by post  a registered
letter, in accordance  with  section 42,  subsection  2, of  "The  Companies
Act Amendment Act of  1889," and not having received any answer
thereto within one month after sending the said letter ,  and a notice
dated the  twenty -eighth day of August, 1897,  having been  published by
me in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette  on  the twenty-eighth day of
August, 1897, and sent to  the abovenamed  Company,  addressed to the
abovenamed Company and  the secretary ,  chairman of directors, and
shareholders  thereof ,  requiring them ,  or some or one of them, within
three months after the date of such notice, to show cause before me, at
my Office, Supreme Court  House ,  Brisbane , why the  said Company
should  not be struck off the Register of Registered and Incorporated
Companies ,  and no cause having been shown  before  me in pursuance
of such notice ,  I have caused the name of the said Company to be
struck off the said Register ,  in pursuance of the provisions of section
42 of  " The Companies  Act Amendment  Act of  1889.'
Dated this thirtieth  day of  November, 1897.
WILLM.  BELL, Registrar  of Joint Stock  Companies.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formal pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Hugh Murray, of
Brisbane road, Gympie, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by
the said Hugh Murray.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Hugh Murray be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent  in
forma' pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Hugh Murray, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Sixteenth day of December, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Hugh Murray
shall, on the Fourteenth day of December, 1897,  at Brisbane , deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and
of the names and residences,  so far  as known, of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-ninth day of
November, 1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
LESLIE JAMIESON, Solicitor, Gympie.
Town Agents-Messrs. O'SHEA AND O'SHEA,
13s. 6d. Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
in forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER. .
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Thomas Edward
Roche, of Oakey Creek,  near  Toowoomba, in the colony of
Queensland, coal-miner, by the said Thomas Edward Roche.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Thomas Edward Roche be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma' pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Thomas Edward Roche,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court on the Sixteenth day of December, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered' that the said Thomas
Edward Roche shall, on the Fourteenth day of December, 1897, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate  a full, true, and
accurate  statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the  names and residences ,  so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this first day of  December,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
A. M. LILLEY, Toowoomba.
By his Agent-CHARLES LILLEY, Queen street,  Brisbane.
13s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma' pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against James Henry
Edmonds, of Kangaroo Point, Brisbane, in the colony of Queens-
land, commission agent, by the  said  James Henry Edmonds.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
V said Jaii.es Henry Edmonds be and he is hereby adjudged insol-
vent  in forma pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall,  Esquire,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said  James Henry Edmonds,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of  the Registrar
of this Court on the Ninth day  of December, 1897 ,  at Eleven
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o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
James Henry Edmonds shall, on the Seventh day of December, 1897,
at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so fer as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-fifth day of
November, 1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
J.S. F. WATSON, Solicitor for the Insolvent,
13s. 82 Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formic pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Albert Kaeser, of
Zillmere, in the colony of Queensland, baker, by the said Albert
Kaeser.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Albert Kaeser be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formal pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Albert Kaeser, for the election of
a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Sixteenth day of December, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Albert Kaeser shall, on the
Fourteenth day of December, 1897, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this First day of December,
1897.
By the Court,
12s. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formal pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against George Morrison, of
Jay street, Red Hill, Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland,
drayman, by the said George Morrison.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said George Morrison be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
informal pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said George Morrison, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court on the Ninth day of December, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said George
Morrison shall, on the Seventh day of December, 1897, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the  names and  residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of  the causes  of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-fourth day of
November, 1897.
By the Court,
12s. W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Informal pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  William Berry and
James  Doolin, carrying  on business  together  in co -partnership as
"Berry & Doolin," of Bower Bird, in the colony of Queensland,
miners,  by the said William Berry  and James,  Doolin.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said William Berry  and James  Doolin be and they are hereby
adjudged  insolvent  in forma  pauperis ,  and that Thomas George
Fraser ,  Esquire,  be Official Trustee of their Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General  Meeting of  the creditors of the said
William Berry and James Doolin, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Sixteenth day
of December, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said William Berry and James Doolin shall,
on the Fifteenth day of December, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the
Trustee in  this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of their debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences ,  so far as  known, of their creditors, and of the causes
of their inability to meet their  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-sixth day of
November, 1897.
By the Court,
ROBERTS,  LEU, AND BARNETT,.
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
Solicitors for Insolvents, Townsville.
14e.
In the Supreme Court-of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formal pauperie.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  William  Riordan,
of Mareeba, in the colony of Queensland,  labourer , by the said
William Riordan.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said William Riordan be and he is  hereby  adjudged  insolvent  in
forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said William Riordan, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the Seventeenth day of December, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said William
Riordan shall, on the Sixteenth day of December, 1897, at Townsville,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate state-
ment, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of the
causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-ninth day of
November, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
G. WILTON LE VAUX, Solicitor for Insolvent, Cairns.
Town Agents-ROBERTS, LEu, AND BARNETT,
13s. 6d. Solicitors, Denham street, Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formal pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Francis Charles
Brewer, of Charters Towers, labourer, by the said  Francis
Charles Brewer.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Francis Charles Brewer be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in formic pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Francis
Charles Brewer, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office
of the Registrar of this Court on the Ninth day of December,
1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Francis Charles  Brewer  shall, on the Eighth day
of December, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names  and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this twenty-second day of
November, 1897.
By the Court,
12s. 6d. T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma  pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Joseph Henry Bland,
of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, labourer,  by the
said Joseph Henry Bland.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said  Joseph  Henry Bland be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in forma' pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First:
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Joseph Henry Bland, for`
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, Principal Registry, Townsville, on the Third day of December,
1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Joseph Henry Bland shall, on the Second day of Decem-
ber, 1897, at Townsville aforesaid, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind,' and of the  names  and residences,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this nineteenth day of
November, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
W. F. R. BoycE, Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
Town Agents-UNMACK, Fog, AND HOBBS, Townsville.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsvi lle.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formal  pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against James Hogg Cole,  of
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland ,  miner, by the
said James  Hogg Cole.UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered thatthe said James Hogg Cole be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  info  rmd pauperis ,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire,
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be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the '•
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said James Hogg
Cole, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar  of this Court, Principal Registry, Townsville, on the
Third day of December, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said James Hogg Cole shall, on
the Second day of December, 1897, at Townsville aforesaid, deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences,  so far  as known, of his creditors, and of the
causes of  his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this nineteenth day of
November, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
W. F. R. BOYCE, Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
Town Agents-UNMACK, Fox, AND HoBBS, Townsville.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
Mn. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the  Matter of  an Insolvency Petition  against  Thomas Frederick
Bland , of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, labourer,
by the said Thomas Frederick Bland.
U
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Thomas Frederick Bland be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his  Estate.  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Thomas Frederick
Bland, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar  of this Court, Principal Registry, Townsville, on the Third
day of December, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said Thomas Frederick Bland shall, on the
Second day of December, 1897, at Townsville aforesaid, deliver to the
Trustee in this  Estate  a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as  known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this nineteenth day of
November, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
W. F. R. BOYCE, Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
Town Agents-UNMAcg, Fog, AND HOBBS, Townsville.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of Alexander Sellars ,  of Charters Towers, in the colony
of Queensland ,  contractor ,  an Insolvent.
ON the tenth day of November, 1897, a Certificate of Discharge
was ranted to Alexander Sellars ,  of Charters Towers, in the
colony of Queensland, contractor ,  who was adjudicated insolvent on
the eighth day of November, 1892.
Dated this nineteenth day of November, 1897.
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
A. F. B. CHUBB,  Solicitor for Insolvent,
Charters Towers.
By his  Agent-A . M. BEAUMONT,
2647 Solicitor ,  Townsvi lle.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
7s. 6d.
In the  Matter  of Levi Dell, of Nerang, in the colony of Queensland,
publican, an Insolvent.
ON the twelfth day of November, 1890, a Certificate of Discharge
was granted  to Levi Dell, of Nerang, who was adjudicated
insolvent  on the twentieth day of August, A.D. 1888, but such Certi-
ficate was suspended  for eighteen months, from the first day of
November ,  A.D. 1890.
Dated this second day of December, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
2679 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd  pauperis.
MR.  JUSTICE  REAL.
In the Matter of Edwin Vincent Webber, of Bundaberg, in the colony
of Queensland, punt-driver, an Insolvent.
TAMES POWERS, of Bundaberg, in the colony of Queensland,
tJ auctioneer and commission agent,  has been appointed Trustee
of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent  must  deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent  must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this third day of December, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
2696 7a. 6d.
[4TH DECEMBER, 1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of John Poole McLeish, of Toowoomba, in the
colony of Queensland, storekeeper, trading as J. P. McLeish
& Co."THEODORE UNMACK, of Brisbane, in thecolony of Queens-land, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the property of
the Debtor.
All persons having in their  possession  any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this nineteenth day of November, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
HAMILTON  AND WONDERLEY, Solicitors for Trustee, Toowoomba.
By their Agents-HAMILTON AND GRAHAM,
2659 Solicitors ,  57 Queen street , Brisbane. 9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of Conrad Francis Schrimpf, of Gladstone, in the
colony of Queensland, tinsmith, an Insolvent.
K ENNETH MACKENZIE, of Brisbane, i  the colony of Queens-land, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of November, 1897.
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH,  Registrar.
SWANWIca AND KAVANAGH, Solicitors for the Trustee,
Harding Chambers, East street, Rockhampton.
2694 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Ma.  JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of Alfred Henry Hort, of Mareeba,  near  Cairns, in the
colony of Queensland, landed proprietor, an Insolvent.
ON the Fifth day of January, A.D. 1898, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon, Alfred Henry Hort, of Mareeba, near Cairns, in the
colony of Queensland, landed proprietor, adjudicated insolvent on the
twenty-second day of January, A.D. 1896, will apply to the Supreme
Court of Queensland, Townsville, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of November, A.D. 1897.
ERNEST A. MILFORD,
Insolvent's Solicitor, Cairns.
Town Agent-A. M. BEAUMONT,
2684 Townsville. 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by Arthur Thomas
Hayward and Alfred William Gray, trading as " Hayward and
Gray," of Mount Morgan, in the colony of Queensland, store-
keepers.NOTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of theCreditors of the abovenamed persons has been summoned to be
held at the Office of W. H. Miskin, solicitor, Denham street, Rock-
hampton, on the Fifteenth day of December next, at Three o'clock in
the afternoon precisely.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of November, 1897.
2703
W. H. MISKIN, Denham street, Rockhampton,
Solicitor for the Liquidating Debtors.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by Arrangement or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by Arthur Thomas Hayward
and Alfred William Gray, trading as " Hayward and Gray,?' of
Mount Morgan, in the colony of Queensland, storekeepers.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of the
Separate Creditors of the abovenamed Alfred William Gray has
been summoned to be held at the Office of W. H. Miskin, solicitor,
Denham street, Rockhampton, on the Fifteenth day of December next,
at Four o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of November, 1897.
2706
W. H. MISKIN,
Denham street, Rockhampton,
Solicitor for the Liquidating Debtor.
.88.
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In the Matter of Patrick Guckin, in Liquidation ,  the only member
(sui juris )  of the firm of Mitchell and Guckin ,  carrying on
business at Mount Morgan under the style or firm of  "  Mitchell
& Guckin, grocers."
A FIRST Dividend,  of 6s. 8d., has been declared on all debts
proved and admitted ,  payable at the Office of the Trustee,
East street ,  Mount Morgan.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of  November,  A.D. 1897.
2654
CHARLES BRIGGS,
Trustee.
5s.
In the Matter of G eorge  Henry  Rose, of  West End, in Liquidation.
A
FIRST Dividend, of is. in the £, is payable in the above Estate,
on all claims  proved and admitted, on THURSDAY, the
Twenty-fifth day of November, 1897, at my Office, Edward street,
Brisbane.
2651
THOS . E. WHITE,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A
FIRST and  Final Dividend ,  of 11d .  in the £ ,  has been decla re d
in the matter of  Wm. Lovejoy,  of Goombungee ,  licensed
victua ll er,  adjudicated insolvent on the nineteenth day of June, 1896,
and the same is now payable at my Office, Russell street, Toowoomba.
Dated - this fourth day of December, 1897.
DANIEL BAIN,  Trustee.
2688 4s.
In the Matter of James Walker, of Charters Towers, miner,
an Insolvent.
FREDERIC JOHNSON, Creditor's Trustee, give notice of myI, intention to apply formy discharge as Trustee, at heSupreme
Court, Townsville, on WEDNESDAY, 15th December, 1897.
FREDERIC JOHNSON,
Creditor ' s Trustee in Insolvent Estate of James Walker,
Charters Towers.
2680 . 4s.
In the Matter of James Murray, of Mackay ,  in Liquidation.
A THIRD and  Final Dividend ,  of 8d.  in the £  (making in all7s. 8d .  in the £ ),  is payable in the above Estate ,  on all claims
p ro ved and admitted ,  this third day of December ,  1897 ,  at my Office,
Edward street ,  Brisbane.
THOS . E. WHITE,  Trustee.
2701 3s.
In the Estate of Alfred Charles Apthorpe, trading as the "Melbourne
Cycle Stores," Queen street, Brisbane, in Liquidation.
A
FIRST and Final Dividend, at the rate  of 3s . 11*d. in the £, has
been declared upon. all  claims  proved and admitted in the above
Estate, and same is now  payble at my Office.
All promissory  notes or negotiable  documents upon which proof
has been made  must be produced when applying for dividend.
W. D. SYM,  Trustee.
Eagle Chambers ,  Eagle street.
2678 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Wil liam Christopher Taylor, late of
Dugandan ,  in the colony of Queensland, timber-getter ,  deceased,
intestate.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that ,  after the expiration of fourteen
days fro m the publication hereof, app li cation will be made
to this Honourable Court that Administration of the  re al and personal
estate of the abovenamed Wil liam Christopher Taylor ,  deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Emily May Dewar ,  the wife of
Douglas Glen Dewar, of Charters Towers ,  in the said colony ,  cabinet-
maker, and the sister of the said deceased.
Dated this first day of December, 1897.
2674
C. W. LOUIS HEINER,
Solicitor for the said Emily May Dewar, Ipswich.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Carl Wilhelm Schulz, late of Dugandan, in the colony
of Queensland,  farmer , deceased.NOTICEis hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteendays from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the
personal  estate of  the said Carl Wilhelm Schulz, with his Will, may
be granted to Herman August Wilhelm Schulz, of Dugandan, in the
colony of Queensland, farmer, a son of the said deceased and one of
the beneficiaries mentioned in the said Will. Any person i terested
who desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon it,
may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this first day of December, 1897.
C. W. LOUIS HEINER,
Solicitor for the said Herman August Wilhelm Schulz,
2675
Ipswich.
8s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Will and Codicils of William Welch, late of  Radford, near
Ipswich, in the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Queensland  Trustees,
Limited, the Executor of the abovenamed Estate, from the
twenty-eighth day of August, 1896, to the fourth day of November,
1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by the
manager of  the said Queensland Trustees, Limited. All parties
claiming  to be interested in the said Estate are at liberty to inspect
the said Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on or before TUESDAY, the Eleventh day of January  next , and, if
they shall think fit, to object thereto. Notice is also given, that whether
any objection is taken to the said Account or not I shall, after the
aforesaid day, proceed to examine and inquire into the said Account.
Notice is further given, that any person who may desire to object to
the said Account, or any item or items therein, or the allowance to
the Executor of a commission thereon, must before that day file in my
Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of November,  A.D. 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy  Registrar.
P. L. CARDEW, Ipswich,
Solicitor for the said Executor.
2661
By FOXTON AND HAVARD, Brisbane.
12s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Lands and Goods of John Kennedy , late  of Queenton,
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, licensed victualler,
deceased, intestate.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Account  of Queensland Trustees,
Limited, the Administrators in the abovenamed Estate, from
the second day of September, 1896, to the thirtieth day of November,
1897, has this day been filed in my Office, duly verified by Peter
Arthur Blundell,  manager of  the said Queensland  Trustees , Limited.
All parties  claiming to  be interested in the said  Estate  are at liberty
to inspect the said Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court
House,  Brisbane, on or before TUESDAY, the Eighteenth day of
January next, and, if they think fit, to object thereto. Notice is
also given , that whether any objection is taken to the said Account or
not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed  to examine and inquire
into  the said Account. Notice is further  given , that any person who
may desire  to object to the said Account, or any item  or items therein,
or the  all owance  to the Administrators  of a commission  thereon, must
before that day file in my Office  a memorandum  to that effect.
Dated this  first  day of December, A.D. 1897.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MINAS,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy  Registrar.
Solicitors for the said Queensland Trustees, Limited.
2683 13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Rockhampton.
In the Wi ll  of Ellen Jane Deasy, late of Princhester ,  near Rock-
hampton ,  in the colony of Queensland  ( the wife of John Deasy,
of the same place ,  grazier ),  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the date of the pub lication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will  of the
abovenamed Ellen Jane Deasy, deceased ,  may be granted to John
Deasy, of Princhester, near Rockhampton ,  in the colony of Queensland,
grazier,  and Thomas Mitchell Cargill,  of Rockhampton aforesaid,
mercantile manager, the Executors named in the said  Will. Any
person interested who desires to object to the application ,  or to be
heard upon  it, may'file  a caveat in the Registry ,  Rockhampton, at
any time before the grant is made.
Dated this thirtieth day of November ,  A.D. 1897.
REES R . AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the said John Deasy and Thomas Mitche ll Cargi ll,
Quay street, Rockhampton.
Agents- REEs R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
2686  Albert  street, Brisbane .  9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will and  Codicil  to the  Will of Nicholas Thurecht, late of
Maryborough,  in the  colony  of Queensland ,  freeholder ,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given , that,  after the expiration of fourteendays from  the date of the publication hereof,  app li cation wi ll
be made to  this  Honourable  Court that  Probate  of the Will and
Codicil to the Will of  the abovenamed Nicholas  Thurecht,  deceased,
may be granted to Valentine Barbeler ,  of Maryborough ,  in the said
colony, baker,  Charles Rabaa ,  of the same place,  li censed victua ll er,
and Jacob Thurecht, of Cordalba,  in the said colony ,  blacksmith, the
Executors named in the said Will .  Any person interested who
desires to object  to the  application ,  or to be heard upon it ,  may file a
caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this first  day of  December, A.D. 1897.
JAS. M. STAFFORD,
Solicitor for the said Valentine Bar be ler ,  Charles Rabaa, and
9690
Jacob Thurecht,
Bazaar street,  Maryborough.-
lOs.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will of Thomas Aitken, late of Townsville, in the colony of
Queensland, freeholder, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days  from  the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Thomas Aitken, deceased, may be granted to Samuel
Augustus Mather, of Townsville, in the colony of Queensland, hard-
ware  merchant, and George Armstrong, of Townsville aforesaid,
commission  agent, the Executors named in the said Will. Any person
interested  who desires to object to the application, or to be heard
upon it, may file  a caveat  in the Registry at any time before the
grant is made.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of November, A.D. 1897.
G. C. SELWYN SMITH,
Solicitor for the said Executors, Flinders street, Townsville.
2705 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Lands of Bridget Shelley, late of Rockhampton, in the colony
of Queensland, deceased, intestate (wife of Patrick Shelley, since
deceased).NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the xpiration of fourteen daysfrom the publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable  Court that Administration of the real estate of the
abovenamed  Bridget Shelley, deceased, who died intestate. may be
granted to George Hayes, of Rockhampton aforesaid, tailor, the
Executor  of the Will of Patrick Shelley, late of Mount Morgan. in
the said  colony, dairyman, deceased, the lawful husband of the
said  Bridget Shelley. Any person interested who desires to object to
the application,  or to  be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry  at any time  before the grant  is made.
Dated this thirtieth day of November, A.D. 1897.
2704
R. A. BRUMM AND GRANT,
Solicitors for the said George Hayes,
Denham street, Rockhampton.
9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will of Martha Jack, late of Watsonville, in the colony of
Queensland, storekeeper, trading under the name, style, or firm
of " Mrs. J. G. Jack," deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Martha Jack, deceased, may be granted to John Cairns,
of Cairns, in the said colony, auctioneer, and James Robertson Alison,
of Herberton, in the said colony, bank manager, the Executors named
in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the
application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry
at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of November, A.D. 1897.
2691
ROBERTS,  LEU, AND BARNETT,
Solicitors for the Executors,
Denham street ,  Townsville.
9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of James Finnigan, late of Townsville, in the colony of
Queensland, miner, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed James Finnigan, deceased, who died intestate, may
be granted to Queensland Trustees, Limited, thelawfully constituted
Attorneys of Catherine Tully, of Riversdale House, Ballinamore
Bridge, in the county of Galway, Ireland, widow, sister of the said
deceased.
Dated this second day of December, 1897.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
2681
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Queensland Trustees, Limited.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will of Patrick O'Rourke, late of Mackay, in the colony of
Queensland, storekeeper, deceased.N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the xpiration of urteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Patrick O'Rourke, deceased, may be granted to Norah
O'Rourke, of Mackay aforesaid, widow, the sole Executrix named in
the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the
.application, or to be heard upon it, may file acaveat in he Registry
at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this fifteenth day of November, A.D. 1897.
FREDERICK CHARLES MACNISH,
Solicitor for the said Norah O'Rourke,
Town  Agents--UNMACx, Fox, ANp HOBBS,
2649 Solicitors, Townsville.
Sydney street, Mackay.
9s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands of Mary Ann Bundy (lately the wife of Charles Henry
Bundy, of Gympie, in the colony of Queensland, carpenter),
deceased, intestate.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real estate of the
abovenamed Mary Ann Bundy, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Charles Henry Bundy, of Gympie, in the colony of
Queensland, carpenter, the lawful husband of the said deceased.
Dated this third day of November, A.D. 1897.
2697
J. BENNION PRICE,
Solicitor for Charles Henry Bundy,
145 Queen street, Brisbane.7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Michael Roche, formerly of Pioneer River, Lower
Burdekin, in the colony of Queensland, but late of Goodna, in the
colony of Queensland, miner, deceased, intestate.
1
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
mfro the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed Michael Roche, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Richard John Leeper, of Brisbane, in the colony of Queens-
land, solicitor, the lawfully constituted Attorney of Patrick Roche, of
10 Watercourse road, Cork, Ireland, grocer's assistant, brother of the
said deceased.
Dated this second day of December, 1897.
2677
R. J. LEEPER, Applicant  in person,
Celtic Chambers, G eorge street ,  Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Goods of Jane Elizabeth Davis, late of Rockhampton, in the
colony of Queensland ,  spinster ,  deceased ,  intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that ,  after the expiration of fourteen daysfrom the publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of the
abovenamed Jane Elizabeth Davis, deceased, who died intestate, may
be granted to William Davis, of Rockhampton, in the colony of
Queensland ,  town clerk ,  the natural and lawful father and next-of-kin
of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty -third day of November ,  A.D. 1897.
REES  R. AND  SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the said Wil li am Davis,
Quay street ,  Rockhampton.
Agents - REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,  Albert street ,  Brisbane.
2669 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsvi lle.
In the Goods of Charles Fraser Spence, late of Macdonaldtown, near
Georgetown ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  licensed victua ll er,
deceased, intestate.
N OTICE  is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to Ann
Draver Nankervis ,  of Charters Towers, in the said colony, wife of
Thomas Nankervis ,  of the same place, miner ,  and the lawfu ll y
constituted Attorney of David Guthrie Spence, of Coyes,  vid
Rushworth ,  in the colony of Victoria, mining manager, the father of
the said deceased.
Dated this eighteenth day of November, 1897.
2692
REGINALD S. WILLIAMS,
Solicitor  for the said Ann Draver Nankervis,
St. George street ,  Georgetown.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Goods of Annie Eliza Overman, late of Walkerston, in the
colony of Queensland (late wife of Arthur John Overman, of
Walkerston aforesaid, storekeeper), deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of
the abovenamed Annie Eliza Overman, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Arthur John Overman, of Walkerston, in the
colony of Queensland, storekeeper, the lawful husband of the said
deceased.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of November, A.D. 1897.
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
Solicitor for the said Arthur John Overman,
Sydney  street, Mackay.
By his Town Agents-ROBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT, Solicitors, &C.,
2707 Denham street, Townsville. 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of John Joseph Mullen, late of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, doctor of medicine, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed John Joseph Mullen, deceased, may be granted to Alice
Mary Mullen, of Brisbane aforesaid, spinster, the sole Executrix
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named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this second day of December, 1897.
2695
THOMAS BUNTON,
Solicitor for the said Alice Mary Mullen,
Queensland Deposit Bank Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
8s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods  of William  Thomas Johnson ,  late of
Bundaberg ,  in the  colony of  Queensland ,  puntman, deceased,
intestate.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after  the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application  will be made to
this Honourable  Court that  Administration  of the real  and personal
estate of the abovenamed William Thomas Johnson, deceased, who
died intestate ,  may be granted to Mabelia Johnson, of Bundaberg,
widow of the said deceased.
Dated this thirtieth day of November ,  A.D. 1897.
JOHN JOHNSTON,
Solicitor for the said Mabelia Johnson,
Bourbon street ,  Bundaberg.
Town Agents - MoRRis AND FLETCHER,
2699 Solicitors ,  George street ,  Brisbane. 7s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.
Be CHARLES SYDNEY JONES, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the pro visions of the  "Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons  Act of  1867,"  notice is hereby given, that all  creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Charles Sydney Jones, late of Orange, in the colony of
New South Wales, but formerly of Rockhampton ,  in the colony of
Queensland ,  solicitor ,  deceased ,  who died on or about the thirtieth
day of March ,  1896 ,  at Orange ,  in the colony of New South Wales,
and of whose Wi ll  Probate was, on the twenty -sixth day of June,
1896 ,  granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Rockhampton, to
Catherine Jane Jones, of Rockhampton aforesaid ,  widow ,  the sole
Executrix therein named ,  are he re by required to send in, in writing,
particulars of their claims and demands to the said Executrix, at the
Offices of the undersigned ,  her Solicitors ,  on or before  MONDAY,
the Seventeenth day of January ,  1898. And notice is also hereby
given, that after the expiration of the last -mentioned day the said
Executrix wi ll  proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased
amongst the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims
of which she sha ll  then have had notice ,  and that she will not be
li able ,  for the assets or any part thereof so distributed ,  to any person
of whose debt or claim she sha ll  not then have had notice.
Dated this twenty -sixth day of November, 1897.
Agents-
REES R . AND SYDNEY JONES,
2671 Albert street,  Brisbane. 15s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be HENRY HEINER, deceased.
PURSUANT to the  pro visions  of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that  all  creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands  upon or against the
Estate of  Henry Heiner , late  of Kircheim,  farmer , deceased, who died
at Bircheim  aforesaid  on the twenty-eighth day of April, 1895,
intestate , and Administration of whose  real and personal estate was,
on the fifteenth day of June, 1896, granted to Harry Eleiner, of
Kircheim aforesaid , the eldest son of the  said deceased , are hereby
required  to send in particulars  of their debts  or claims  to the said
Harry Heiner, at the Office of the undersigned, his solicitor, on or
before SATURDAY, the Eighth day of January, 1898. And notice
is also hereby given, that after that date the said Harry Heiner
will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the
persons  entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which he
shall have had notice, and that he will not be liable, for the assets
or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or
claim he shall not have had notice.
Dated the twenty-fifth day of November, 1897.
2673
REES R . AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the said Executrix,
Quay street,  Rockhampton.
C. W. LOUIS  HEINER,
Solicitor for the Administrator,
Ipswich.
12s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be WILLIAM JOHNSTON, deceased.
IIRSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
P Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of William Johnston, late of 15 Buckingham terrace, Hillhead,
Glasgow, Scotland, accountant, deceased, who died on or about the
twenty-eighth day of November, 1893, at Glasgow aforesaid, and
Administration (with the Will or Mutual Trust Disposition and Settle-
ment annexed) of whose personal estate and effects, in Queensland,
was, on the fifteenth day of December, 1896, duly granted by the
Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton, to Rees Rutland Jones,
of Rockhampton, in the colony of Queensland, solicitor, the duly con-
stituted Attorney of Thomas Jackson, of 24 George Square, Glasgow
aforesaid, chartered accountant, William Charles Aikman, of Liverpool,
England, shipbroker, David Wilson, of Glasgow aforesaid, manager,
Clydesdale Bank, and James Taylor, of Glasgow aforesaid, chartered
accountant, the Executors named in the said Will or Mutual Trust
Disposition and Settlement, are hereby required to send in, in writing,
particulars of their debts or claims to the said Administrator, at the
Office of the undersigned, his solicitor, on or before MONDAY, the
Seventeenth day of January, 1898. And notice is hereby also given,
that after the expiration of the last-mentioned dap the said Adminis-
trator will proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased
amongst the persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims
of which he shall then have had notice, and that he will not be liable,
for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of
whose debt or claim he shall not then have had notice.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of November, 1897.
2670
ROBERT CECIL BOLAND,
Quay street, Rockhampton,
-Solicitor for the said Rees Rutland Jones.
16s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be LEvi BLUMBERG, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Levi Blumberg, late of Boonah, in the colony of Queensland,
storekeeper, deceased, who died at Roma, in the said colony, on the
twenty-third day of April, 1896, intestate, and Administration of
whose personal estate was, on the twenty-ninth day of June, 1896,
granted to Elizabeth Blumberg, of Boonah aforesaid, the widow of
the said deceased, are hereby required to send in particulars of their
debts or claims to the said Elizabeth Blumberg, at the Office of the
undersigned, her solicitor, on or before SATURDAY, the Fifteenth
day of January, 1898. And notice is also hereby given, that after
that date the said Elizabeth Blumberg will proceed to distribute the
assets of the said deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto, having
regard only to the claims of which she shall then have had notice,
and that she will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so
distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim she shall not have
had notice.
Dated this first day of December, 1897.
2676
C. W. LOUIS HEINER,
Solicitor for the Administratrix,
Ipswich.
12s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be JOHN SPELMAN,  deceased.
P
URSUANT to the  provisions  of the "  Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons
having any  claims  or demands upon or against the Estate of John
Spelman, late of Purga , near  Ipswich, in the colony of Queensland,
farmer ,  deceased , who died on the eighteenth day of October, 1896, of
whose Will and Codicil Probate  was granted  by the Supreme Court of
Queensland, on the second day of February, 1897, to Joseph Foote
Cribb and James Crack, are hereby required to send in particulars of
their  debts or claims to the undersigned ,  solicitors  for the said Joseph
Foote Cribb and James Crack, on or before the Thirty-first day of
December next . And notice is hereby  also given , that after the last-
mentioned  day the said Joseph Foote Cribb and James Crack will
proceed to distribute  the assets of the  said deceased amongst the persons
entitled thereto, having re gard  only to the claims of which they shall
then have had notice, and that the said Joseph Foote Cribb and'James
Crack will not be liable, for the  assets or  any part thereof so distributed,
to any person  of whose debt or claim they shall not then have had
notice.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of November, 1897.
2662
P. L. CARDEW, Solicitor for the said Executors,
Brisbane street, Ipswich.
lls. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  JOHN OWEN MARTIN, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons
having any claims or demands upon or against the Estate of John
Owen Martin, late of The Marian Mill, near Mackay, in the colony of
Queensland, a minor, deceased, intestate, who died on the seventeenth
day of December, 1890, and Administration of whose Estate was, on
the tenth day of September, 1896, granted to John Perry, of Mackay
aforesaid, carpenter, the Administrator of the Estate of the deceased,
are hereby required to send in, in writing, particulars of their debts or
claims to Samuel Bryant Wright, solicitor for the said Administrator,
Sydney street, Mackay, on or before the Eleventh day of December,
1897. And notice is hereby also given, that after the last-mentioned day
the said Administrator will proceed to distribute the assets of the said
deceased amongst the persons entitled thereto, having regard only to
the claims of which the said Administrator or his solicitor aforesaid
shall then have had notice, and that the said Administrator will not
be liable, for the  assets or  any part thereof so distributed, to any
person of whose claim the said Administrator or his solicitor aforesaid
shall not then have had notice.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of November, 1897.
2702
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
Solicitor for the said Administrator,
Sydney street, Mackay.
12s. 6d.
202
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STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  Sir CHARLES  LILLEY ,  knight ,  deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the  "Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons  Act of  1867,"  notice  is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any  claims or demands  upon or against the
Estate  of Sir  Charles Lilley, knight, late of Brisbane, in the colony
of Queensland, deceased, who died on or abcut the twentieth day of
August, 1897,  at Brisbane aforesaid , and Probate of whose Will and
Codicils  was granted  by the Supreme Court of Queensland, on the
twenty-fourth day of November, 1897, to Edwyn Mitford Lilley, of
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, barrister- at-law , and Peter
MacPherson, of Brisbane  aforesaid ,  solicitor , the Executors named
therein, are hereby required  to send in , in writing,  particulars  of their
claims  and demands to the  said Executors , at the Office of the under-
signed, their solicitor, on or before the Seventh day of January,
1898. And notice  is also given , that after the expiration of the last-
mentioned day the said  Exeoutors  will proceed to distribute  the assets
of the said deceased  amongst  the persons entitled thereto, having
regard only to the claims of which the  said  Executors shall then have
had notice, and that the  said Executors  will not be liable, for
the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose
debt or claim the said Executors shall not have had notice at the time
of such distribution.
Dated this first day of December, A.D. 1897.
2698
A. F. M.FEEZ,
So li citor for the said Executors,
Lutwyche  Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
14s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
B e HERBERT  CECIL  MARTIN, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapaci-
tated Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that
all persons having any claims or demands upon or against the Estate
of Herbert Cecil Martin, late of the Marian Mill, near Mackay, in
the colony of Queensland,  a minor , deceased, intestate, who died on
the seventeenth day of December, 1890, and Administration of whose
Estate  was, on the tenth day of September, 1896, granted to John
Perry, of Mackay aforesaid, carpenter, the Administrator of the
Estate of the deceased, are hereby required to send in, in writing,
particulars of their debts or claims to Samuel Bryant Wright, solicitor
for the said Administrator, Sydney street, Mackay, on or before the
Eleventh day of December, 1897. And notice is hereby  also given,
that after the last-mentioned day the said Administrator will proceed
to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the persons
entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which the said
Administrator or his solicitor  aforesaid  shall then have had notice,
and that the said Administrator will not be liable, for  the assets or
any part thereof so distributed, to any  person  of whose claim the said
Administrator or his solicitor aforesaid shall not then have had
notice.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of November, 1897.
2708
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
Solicitor  for the  said Administrator,
Sydney street,  Mackay.
13s.
In the  Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Patrick O'Keefe, late of Toowoomba; William
Marshall, late of Clermont ; John Dunlop,  late  of Albilbah ;
David McDougall, late of Cluny  Station  ; and William Thornton
Harvey, late of Clifton Station, Warwick.
PURSUANT  to " The  Intestacy  Act of  1877," all persons having
any claims  against  the Estates of any of the abovenamed
deceased  persons  are to  come  in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Public Offices, G eorge st re et, Brisbane , on or before the Fifth
day of February next, or in default they will be peremptorily excluded
from all benefits  accruing  from the  said Estates.
GILSON FOXTON, Deputy Curator of Intestate  Estates.
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1897.
2700 7s.
THE DAY DAWN NORTH AUSTRALIAN GOLD-MINING
COMPANY, LIMITED, CHARTERS TOWERS, QUEENS.
LAND.
A
T a Special General Meeting of the  members of  the abovenamed
Company, duly convened and held at the Registered Office of
the Company, Mosman street, Charters Towers, on the eighth day of
November, 1897, the subjoined Special Resolution was duly passed,
and at a subsequent Special  General Meeting  of the members of the
said Company, also duly convened and held at the same place on the
twenty-fourth day of November, 1897, the  said resolution  was duly
confirmed :--
Special Resolution.
That this Company be wound-up voluntarily, under the provi-
sions  of  " The  Companies  Act  1863."
And at  such last -mentioned meeting , Alan Baker Bright, of
Charters Towers, accountant,  was appointed  Liquidator for the
purpose of the winding-up.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of November, 1897.
EDWARD LINDSEY,
Chairman.
ALAN  B. BBIGHT,  Secretary.
2689  10s. 6d.
[4TH DECEMBER, 18 J?.
PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership heretofore  existing
between the undersigned, John Knox, Frederick England, and
William Clement Houston, trading in and around Hughenden, under
the style or firm of " Knox, England, & Houston," well-borers, has
this day been Dissolved by mutual consent so far as relates to the said
William Clement  Houston.
All debts due to the late partnership must be paid to, and all
debts due by the said partnership will be paid by, Messrs. Knox and
England, who will carry on the business in their names.
Dated this sixth day of November, 1897.
JOHN KNOX.
FRED. ENGLAND.
W. C. HOUSTON.
TOWNLEY  AND LE VAn%,
Solicitors for Parties ,  Hughenden.
2693 8s.
111OTICE  is hereby given, that the Partnership hitherto existingbetween us, the undersigned ,  trading as butchers ,  at Clayfield,
under the style or firm of " Somervi lle Bros.," has this day been
Dissolved by mutual consent.
The said Benjamin Somervi lle will pay all the debts and receive
all the accounts owing to the late  firm.
Dated this  24th  November, 1897.
B. SOMERVILLE.
J. SOMERVILLE.
Witness  to signatures-
W. T. ATTROW, Solicitor, Brisbane.
2672 5s. 6d.
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
THE Partnership hitherto carried on by Evan Hall Humphreys
and William Walter Tucker, at Longreach, brewers, under the
style and firm of "The Western Brewery Coy," has been Dissolved as
from the twelfth day of October, 1897. Herbert Edward Stephen
Tucker and Richard Elihu Tucker will receive and discharge all
debts due by or to that business, and Herbert Edward Stephen
Tucker and Richard Elihu Tucker will carry on the business under
the style or firm of " The Western Brewery Coy."
Dated this twenty-second day of October, 1897.
EVAN HALL HUMPHREYS.
(By his Attorney, W. J. HumpHimYS.)
HERBERT E. S. TUCKER.
RICHD. E. TUCKER.
Witness-JOHN A. GAVIN.
2655 8s.
LICENSED GATE.
I HEREBY notify the public  in general  that it is my intention to
apply to the Dalrymple Divisional Board for permission to Erect
a Licensed Gate on the Aberfoyle Holding, on the road between
Torrens Creek and Aberfoyle Station, and about fifty-six miles from
Torrens Creek Railway Station  ;  such gate to consist of th re e wooden
bars,  and to be the required width.
Dated this eighteenth day of October, 1897.
2653
THOS. GATH,  Manager.
5s.
DIVISION OF AR (MAC.NN OTICE is  hereby given,  in accordance with section No. 256 of"The Divisional  Boards Act of  1887, "  that the Board of the
Division  of Aramae proposes  to apply  for a Supplementary Loan of
£250 from the Consolidated Revenue of Queensland, relative to
Aram ae Township Reticulation.
Any information  relative to this proposal may be obtained at the
Board's  Office, Aramac. By Order,
E. W. BOWYER, Divisional Clerk.
Divisional  Board Office,
Aramac, 20th November, 1897.
2660
-6s.
THE MITCHELL RABBIT BOARD.
NOTICE OF LEVY.
A
LL Stockowners  in  the  Rabbit District  of Mitchell are hereby
notified that a Levy of one  shilling and sixpence  for every 2(T
bead of Cattle  and Horses ,  and one shi ll ing and sixpence  for every
100 Sheep,  was made at a meeting  of the Board held at Charleville-
on the 25th November, 1897.
Section 16 of the Rabbit Act provides that this levy must be paid
to the Clerk of the Board within two months from the above date.
W. W. HOOD,
Chairman of the Board.
Cbarleville, 25th November, 1897.
2656 6s. 8d.
WINDORAH MARSUPIAL BOARD.
A N Assessment of 6d., on every 20 head of Cattle and Horses and
every 100 Sheep, has been this day levied,  and is pay able  on.
the First day of December next.
By Order of  the Board,
G. W. HARRIS,  Acting Clerk.
Dated at Windorah  4th September, 1897.
2532 Ss.'6d.
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THE Governmentprint racknowledges the receipt of the following
amounts , from the 27th November to 3rd December, 1897
D. P. Cleary, 1s. 3d.; F. Reidy,  6a.; L. E . Hobler, 6d.; Hughenden
Divisional Board, 9s.; F. E. Cobbold, 3s.; W. A. Nicol, 2s. 6d.;
Eidsvold Divisional Board, £3 lls. 6d.; A. M.  Beaumont , 7s. 6d.; P.
Crawley, 5s.; F. 0. Macnish,  9s.  6d.; P. L. Cardew, 13a.; T. Lillis,
5s.; W. Munro and Co., £3 10s. 6d.; T. (lath, 5s.; 0. Briggs,  5s.; M.
Leon, 7d.; J. Connolly, junr., 6s. 6d.;  G. H. Miller, 4s.; F. Cory,
5a. 6d .; J. A. Gavin, 10s. 6d.; W. Cumming, lls.; Aramac Divisional
Board, 6s.; H. Lloyd, 6d.; P. L. Cardew, 13a.; J. Anderson, 2a. 6d.;
J. H. Macfarlane, 2s.; Mitchell Rabbit Board, £1; T. Ryan, 4s.;
Geo. Porter, 3a.; A. B. Bright, 10s. 6d.;  Charters Towers Mining
Standard,  3s.; J. M.. Stafford, 10s.; Brumm and Grant, 8s.; W. J.
Law, 6s .; F. Cory, 5s.; Maryborough Gas and Coke Company, 2s.;
A. Scowen, 7d.; W. H.  Miskin , 17s. 6d.; Asher and Co., lls.; D.
Bain,  49.; Croydon Divisional Board , 2s. 3d.; G. C. S. Smith, So.;
S. B. Wright, £1 12s. 6d.; W. Martin, 4s.; P. It. Beresford, 13s.;
E. W. Quirk, 4s.; J. Cuffe, 6s.; G. Aubrey, 6a.; J. A. Brown, 5a.;
M. Fitzgerald, 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Aramac, on the24th November, 1897, by order of
W. Larkin, Esquire.
One grey  mare, like 811C near shoulder,  fore  feet white.
if not  released on or before the  21st December, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
GEO. PORTER,  Poundkeeper.
2668 Be.
I MPOUNDED at Yeulba, from Moongool, n the 26th November,1897, by order of T. L. N. Fitzgerald,  Esquire.
One bay mare, 7 RAJ near shoulder, near hind foot white.
One bay horse, j+'K7 near shoulder, near hind and both fore feet
white.
If not released  on or before the 24th December, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
T. RYAN, Poundkeeper.
2657 48.
IMPOUNDED at NorthRockhampton, from Blackball Flat, onthe18th November, 1897, by Inspector of Stock.
One red and white cow, 5Z bd of ribs.
One red and white steer, 5Z Cdof ribs.
One red cow, bald face, no brand visible.
One red and white cow, blotch off rump.
One red bull, bald face, unbranded.
One red bullock, bald face, like KN6 near ribs.
One roan steer , 3R *t off rump.
One roan steer, bald face, AG7 off rump.
One roan  steer,  like Y9 2 off rump.
One strawberry heifer, three holes  near ear.
One red bullock, bald face, 4BC off ribs.
One red steer, bald face, B2 *C near rump.
One red bull, bald face, no brand visible.
One red cow, bald face, indistinct brand near thigh.
One red and white  steer , no brand visible.
One red and white heifer, 7YR near rump.
One red and white bullock, like KLl off ribs.
One red and white heifer, indistinct brand, three notches  near ear.
One red and white heifer, no brand -visible.
One red steer , MT2 off ribs.
One red bullock, EDl near'ribs.
One red bullock, 2AG 'off rump.
One red cow, bald face, J1J of rump.
One red steer, T5S near rump.
One red heifer, MT2 off ribs
One red and white heifer, OFE of ribs.
One roan -neck bullock, blotch near rump.
One white bullock, blotch near rump.
One white bullock, blotch near ribs.
One red steer, bald face, blotch off rump.
One red heifer, 6SS off rump.
One red and white bullock, indistinct brand.
One roan cow, 7PW off ribs.
One red cow, 5ER off rump.
One red bull calf, unbranded.
One red heifer calf, bald face, unbranded.
One red steer, U10 off ribs.
One white steer, white, spots,_like E2U off rump.
One roan and white steer, Yx! 8 near ribs.
One red bullock, bald face, C1T off rump.
One red bullock, bald  face,  U1O off ribs,  near ribs.
One red cow, Y8C off rump.
One red and white steer, VQ6 off rump.
One red cow, GQZ off rump, Ra 4 off ribs.
One red bullock, blotch off' ribs.
One red and white heifer, 9D near rump.
One white steer, blotch off dump.
One red and white steer, E5M off rump.
One red cow, OFE near ribs.
One roan-neck cow, BW4 near rump.
One roan-neck cow, BK7, 8 near rump.
One red cow, bald face, OFE off ribs.
One roan heifer, indistinct brand off ribs.
One red bullock, like 1TQ off rump.
One red bullock, bald face,.1PG off ribs.
One white' heifer, blotch  n$ ribs.
One red bullock, bald.face, .TS5 off. ribs.
One red heifer, bald face, V6Q over 6W 0- off rump.
One red steer , bald face, V6Q  off ribs.
One red and white  steer , V6Q off rump.
One red cow, bald  face , V6Q of ribs.
One roan cow, V6Q over 6W - off rump.
One red and white cow, V6Q off rump.
One roan cow, V6Q off ribs.
One red bally, 6W R- off rump.
One red bull, bald face, unbranded.
Also, from Roads  and Reserves , on the 20th November, 1897.
One strawberry cow, DW2 near rump.
One roan cow, DW2 near rump.
One cow, bald face, DW2 near rump.
One cow, bald face, DW2 near rump.One cow, bald face, DW2 near rump.
One piebald stallion, unbranded.
One bay mare, W3 off shoulder.
One bay filly, D3Z off shoulder.
One black mare; RD3 near thigh, QO > off thigh.
One grey mare, E9F near shoulder, 7CY off shoulder.
One chestnut mare, WB6 near shoulder.
One brown mare, H3U near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 14th December, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
J. LONERGAN, Poundkeeper.
2666 42s.
IMPOUNDED  at  Longreach, from Broadwater , on the 19th November,
1 1897, by order of J. R. Norton , Esquire.  Driving, 10d.
One brown mare, like 80V over LD1 near shoulder,  star , hind feet
white.
One bay mare, Z?)R near shoulder, 006 off shoulder, like CK7 near
thigh, star,  near hind  foot white.
Also, from Selection , on the same  date, by order of James Affoo,
Esquire.  Damages,  2s. 6d.; driving, 3d.
One red and white cow, 711 CP off rump, 1HM near rump.
One red steer, 1HM near rump.
One white heifer, red neck, 1HM near rump.
If not  released  on or before the 14th December, 1897, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
Also, from Dundee, on the 22nd November, 1897, by order of
R. Volling, Esquire. Damages, 2s.  6d.; driving, Is.
One chestnut gelding, 1VZ near shoulder, 1G  bd  off shoulder, YL7
over 17 near thigh, 1 near neck.
One black mare, B4Z near shoulder, 168 near neck.
One black mare, like S2 near shoulder, 6 near neck, star, near hind
foot white.
One bay gelding, blotched brand over MF5 near shoulder, snip, off
hind foot white.
One grey gelding, Bg near shoulder, like 3M --1 (3 indistinct) near
thigh..
One bay mare, 3UB near shoulder, star.
One bay mare, indistinct brand like B2Z near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 21st December, 1897, will be
sold  to defray  expenses.
FRANCIS CORY, Acting Poundkeeper.
2667 14a. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Yeppoon, fr mBrowne's Paddock.
One chestnut  gelding , 1GP near shoulder,  71 near neck.
One chestnut gelding, R3A near shoulder , blaze.
One bay mare, R3A near shoulder, star.
One blue mare, Jill near shoulder.
One brown mare, like VV8 over 3  near  shoulder, star.
One chestnut  gelding , FF1 of shoulder, VV8 near thigh.
If not released on or before 7th December, 1897, will be sold to
defray expenses.
PETER CRAWLEY, Poundkeeper.
2648 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Westwood, fr m theRoads, on the 29th November,
1897, by order of the Inspector of Stock.
One black  mare,  draught, 6FH  near  shoulder, blaze, near hind foot
white.
One grey  gelding,  6A al near shoulder, 5S *C off shoulder, 25 near cheek.
One bay mare, draught, 6A ,x near shoulder, star.
One grey gelding, OUF near shoulder, bell on, shod.
One bay gelding, 8EA near shoulder,  star , hind feet white, bell on.
If not released on or before the 31st December, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
2686
W. J. LAW, Poundkeeper.
6s.
IMPOUNDED at Hughenden, from Henderson's Paddock, n the
11th November, 1897, by oroer of - Perry, Esquire.
One bay gelding, like K71 near shoulder, 6AA near thigh, D7R over
blotched number and two hearts off shoulder.
Also, from Hughenden Station, on the 16th November, 1897, by
order of H. Hammond, Esquire.
One bay mare, star and snip,, hind feet white, 1ZB over 449 near
shoulder.
One bay gelding, star, like G over - over W off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 14th December, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
2711
J. A. BROWN, Poundkeeper.
5s.
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IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from Bowra Gum-holes, on the 10th
November, 1897, by order of E. Sabien, Esquire. Driving, Is. 6d.
One brown gelding, Q over X near shoulder.
One chestnut  mare,  2XN near shoulder, 4U  I'd near thigh.
One chestnut  mare,  TP2 near thigh; bay colt foal at foot.
One grey gelding, XL over B near shoulder.
One bay gelding, draught, P6 +-7 near thigh.
If not released on or before  the 7th December, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
THOS. LILLIS, Poundkeeper.
2650 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Adavale, from Milo Station, on the 17th November,
by order of W. H. Calder, Esquire.
One grey gelding, blotched brands like H 1 over H 1 near shoulder
36 near neck.
One bay gelding ,  WS9 near shoulder, bUD near thigh, 9 near
neck.
If not released on or before the 21st December, 1897, will be sold
IMPOUNDED at Eulo, from Wilde Block, on the  24th November, MPOUNDED at Gayndah,  from  Degilbo Station, by order of F.
1897, by order of J. Brodie, Esquire. Driving, 26s.
I
Kent, Esquire.
One chestnut gelding, OFR over 6F b near shoulder,  68 near  neck,  One bay mare , like 1GK over  13 near  shoulder,
white face, hind feet white.  One brown mare, R  t45 near shoulder.
One chestnut mare, OFR over 102 off shoulder, OF d near thigh, white One brown  horse, IEH near  shoulder.
face.  Also,  by order of the Mayor, Gayndah.
One creamy gelding,  HS (reversed ) near shoulder, like 7 over WF off One bay colt, 1U ti near shoulder.
shoulder, star, saddle-marked. Also, by order of W. Elliott,  Esquire ,  manager of  Yenda  Station.
One bay gelding, like 8V C near thigh, 1 off jaw, star, saddle-marked. One chestnut  ma re , 9Z  t.-4 (the L reversed) near shoulder, Y Q3 off
One bay gelding, indescribable blotched brand over blotched brand shoulder.
over E9Q near shoulder, blotched brand near neck, snip, off fore One brown horse, CW2 over 417' near , shoulder, MB1 off shoulder.
foot white. One bay mare, W dl near shoulder.
One grey gelding, like 8B3 near shoulder, S (reversed) over club over One grey horse, F3Y near shoulder.
COP near thigh. One bay mare, blotched brand over GH9 off shoulder; foal at foot.
One roan gelding, 7D M near shoulder, GZ7 near thigh, Q d3 off One bay colt, 5DS  near  shoulder, 333 off shoulder.
shoulder,  star , collar-marked. One chestnut mare, LS9 near shoulder, 11 near cheek ; piebald foal at
One bay gelding,  ' (reversed) over DS over T3 c-i near shoulder, GZ7 foot.
off shoulder, star, off fore and both hind feet white. If not  released on or before  the 14th December, 1897,  will be
One bay gelding, like writing D over blotched brand over  8 M  near sold  to defray  expenses.
shoulder,  star , collar-marked,  near  eye out, scars on belly. JOHN CONNOLLY, Junr., Poundkeeper.
One chestnut gelding, like 20V over EN7 near. shoulder, NOU off 2665 108.
shoulder,  star and snip.
Also, from Lower Eulo Block, on the 29th November, 1897, by IMPOUNDED  at Mackay ,  from Habana , on the 13th November,
order of R. W. Robinson, Esquire. Driving, 3s. 1 1897, by order of F. H. M. Cross, Esquire. Driving, 3s.
One bay mare, Hl t1 near shoulder; foal at foot. One brown  mare,  like 2>(o@ registered  brand over 12 near shoulder,
If not released on or before the 31st December, 1897, will be sold 0 on cheek.
to defray expenses. One bay mare, like 1'B7 over  85 near  shoulder, 20 on neck.
P. R. BERESFORD, Poundkeeper. One brown  gelding,  like YH2 registe re d  brand over  86 near  shoulder.
2714 14s. One chestnut  mare , $•= 4 near  shoulder; chestnut foal at foot.
If not released on or before  the 11th December, 1897 , will beIMPOUNDED at Longreach, from Beaconsfield, on the 23rdsold to defray  expenses.
November, 1897.  Damages, 2s . 6d.; driving, 4s. 2d. F. REIDY, Poumdkeeper.
One bay mare, V, indistinct letter, and 6 over 10 near shoulder, star. 2663 5s. 6d.
One chestnut gelding, like M7S over X2N near shoulder, 6KW off
shoulder, star.
One bay gelding, RL5 near shoulder, like H05 off shoulder.
One bay gelding, draught, MW6 near shoulder, YL7 over 14 off
shoulder, 2 near cheek.
If not released on.or before the 21st December, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
FRANCIS CORY, Acting Poundkeeper.
2687 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Wooroorooka, from Tinenburra, on the  27th
November, 1897, by order of John McDonald, Esquire. Damages
and driving, 6s. 6d.
One bay gelding, white spots on back, like C over B5 near shoulder.
One grey filly, I-cM 7 near shoulder.
One roan entire colt, IC 1117 near shoulder ; damages and driving,
£1 9s.
If not released on or before the 31st December,  1897, *ill be sold
to defray expenses.
JAMES CUFFE, Poundkeeper.
2709 5s.
IMPOUNDED•at Ipswich.
One bay mare, two feet white, blaze, WW 1 over 406 off shoulder,
2 off cheek.
One bay horse,  star  and snip, no visible brand.
One bay mare, M8K near  shoulder.
One brown mare, 4Y)( near shoulder.
One brown horse, star and streak, B1E over 1  near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 21st December, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
2712 6s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Barcaldine, from th  Reserve, on the15th Novem-
ber, 1897, by order of the Barcaldine Divisional Board.
One black gelding, star and snip, Z over M near shoulder.
One brown gelding,  star , near hind foot white, like N6U near shoulder.
Also, on the 22nd November, 1897.
One bay gelding, hind feet white, flower-pot brand  near  shoulder,
256 near .eck, like IRK indistinct off shoulder, *V:2 off
thigh.
If not released on or before the 21st December, 1897, will be sold
o defray expenses.
GEORGE H. MILLER, Poundkeeper.
2664 5s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Charters Towers, from Burdekin Downs, on the17th November, 1897.
One chestnut  mare,  ER2 over 178  near  shoulder, 6GA over 6 near
thigh, near hind foot white, star.
One bay gelding, 5RK near shoulder, off hind foot white.
If not released on or before the 21st December, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
GEO. AUBREY, Poundkeeper.
2710 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Mungindi, from Mungindi Station, on the 10th
November, 1897.
One bay mare, QMD near shoulder, broken, aged.
One brown mare, p n.
If not released on or before the 14th December, 1897, will be
old to defray  expenses.
JOHN ANDERSEN, Poundkeeper.
as.
to defray  expenses.
2713
[4TH DECEMBER, 1897.
WALTER MARTIN, Poundkeeper.
4s. 6d.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1897.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned  applica-tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and  the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing , in duplicate (on
Form D ),  of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months  fr om the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3836.-FREDERICK  HENRY HAVILAND, of
St. Peter 's Chambers ,  Bournemouth , in the county of Hants,
England, solicitor ,  and WILLIAM HENRY Muncu, of 6 Spinner's
End, Cradley Heath, in the county of -Stafford ,  England,
engineer .  "An  Improved Apparatus for Generating Acetylene
Gas."  Dated 20th April ,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4110. --  GEORGE MONTAGUE BowsEn,
contractor,  GEORGE CHARLES WILLCOCKS,  contractor, and
CHARLES SIGLEY ,  accountant ,  all  of Queen street, Brisbane, in
the colony of Queensland .  "  An  Improved Bottle Closure for
the Prevention of .Fraud. "  Dated 5th  October, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that he undermentioned applica-tion for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specification annexed thereto, has been ACCEPTED, and is now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose such applica-
tion must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on Form
D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3418.-CHARLES FIGGis, plumber; MARK
TAYLOR, architect, and EDWARD GARLAND ABELL, patent agent,
all of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland.  "Improvements
in  Earth Closets."  Dated 1st July, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 9th Oc'ober, 1897.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto ,  have been ACCEPTED, and are now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form D ),  of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3668.-REINHOLD STEINBACIr, Of 115
Schonebeckerstrasse Magdeburg-Buckau, Germany, foreman.
"Improvements in Apparatus for Sorting Ground Grain and
Removing Dust therefrom."  Dated 14th December, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 4049. - CONSOLIDATED AND MCKAY
LASTING MACHINE COMPANY, of 105 Bedford street, Boston,
Mass., U.S.A. (Assignees of Sherman William Ladd and
Ronald Francis .McFeely).  "Lasting Boots and Shoes."
Dated 28th Au ;ust, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4079.-WILLIAM LAWRENCE AUSTIN, Of
Denver, in the county of Arapahoe, in the state of Colorado,
United States of America, metallurgist.  "An Improved Method
of and Apparatus for Charging Smelting Furnaces."  Dated
18th September, A.D. 1897.Application N . 4083.-ROBERT PRINGLE, Of 11Eliot
Park, Blackheath, Kent, England, doctor of medicine, Brigade
Surgeon Lieutenant-Colonel (Retired).  "Improvements in Gas
Stoves, for Cooking and other purposes."  Dated 18th September,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4091.-JUAN CRAvERI, of the city of
Buenos-Aires, Argentine Republic, doctor of chemistry and
pharmacy.  " Process for entirely Dispensing with the use of
Phosphorus in the Manufacture of Matches of all kinds."
Dated 25th September, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1897.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that  the undermentioned applica-
tions  for the grant of Letters Patent , and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have  been ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications  must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their  objections  thereto, within four  calendar
months from the date of  the first appearance of this advertise.
ment in  the  Queensland  Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is  payable with  such notice.
Application N . 3709.-HUGH JOHN SPENCER KELLY, Of
Thursday Island, in the colony of Queensland,  electrical
engineer .  " An Improved  Submarine  Diving Dress."  Dated
13th January, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3752.-HERBERT  LEONIDAS BAILEY, Of
189 La Salle street, Chicago, in the county of Cook and  state of
Illinois, United States of America,  manufacturer .  "Improve-
ments in Automatic  Brakes."  Dated 15th February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4059.-CHARLES  SMITH ,  of Casterton, in
the colony of Victoria (M.D. London ), surgeon .  "Improve.
ments  in Office Indicators."  Dated 3rd  September , A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c,
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 4th September, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned appli-cations for the grant of Let ers Patent, a d th  complete
specifications  annexed thereto, have been  ACCEPTED,  and are now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four  calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is  payable with such notice.
Application No. 3545.-ARTHUR GEORGE BROWN, of No.
38 Victoria Buildings, Manchester, in the county of Lancaster,
England, engineer.  " Improvements in the Manufacture of
Single Piece Cycle Frames and parts of Cycle Frames and
other similar light  structures ."  Dated 16th September, A.D.
1896.
Application No. 3926.-ANTON RAKY, of Rupprechtsau,
near  Strassbourg, in Alsace, German Empire, manager.  " Im-
provements  in Boring Apparatus for Deep Borings."  Dated
12th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3950.-- FREDERICK  WILLIAM SELLEY, Of
Enmore, near Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales,
engineer, and WILLIAM HOLMES NISBET, of Martin Place,
Sydney aforesaid.  "Improvements in Slack Adjusters for
Brake Gears of Railway Rolling-stock."  Dated 29th June,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3952.-EDWARD JOHN WESSELS,  manager,
and HENRY  PARKER MERRIAM , engineer, both of 100 Broadway,
New York City, United States of America.  " Improvements in
Air Compressors for 'Vehicles."  Dated 29th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3956.-PHILIP JOHN WINCH,of 19 Hindley
street, Adelaide, in the province of South Australia, chemist,
and JOHN TEBBET SNELL, of 150 Rundle street, Adelaide
aforesaid, bicycle manufacturer.  " An improved Method and
Composition for making Pneumatic Tyres Puncture proof."
Dated 6th July, A.D. 1897.Application N . 3757.-ARTHUR EDWARD SEFTON, of 71
Cathedral  square , Christchurch, Canterbury, New Zealand,
farmer .  " Process for Solving and Reintegrating Vulcanised
Indiarubber."  (Assignee of Ernest Sefton.) Dated 19th
February, A.D.  1897.
Application No. 3991.-CHARLES AXEL  B.ACKSTROM, of
Pittsburg, Allegheny, state of Pennsylvania, United States of
America, engineer.  "Improved Rotary Steam Engine."  Dated
27th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3995.-EDWARD MAKIN, junior, of 40 New
Brown  street,  Manchester, county of  Lancaster, England,
manufacturer.  " Improvements  in Steam Generators  and Super-
heaters and  Water Heaters."  Dated 27th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4002.-ARTHUR PILLSBURY DODGE, of
No. 622 Lord' s Buildings , in the city, county, and state of
New York, United States of America, lawyer.  " Steam Motor
especially designed for Street Car Service."  Dated 3rd August,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4007.- ERNEST  WILLIAM LYCETT, Of 9
Queen street, Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria,  manager
(Assignee of William Henry Richards).  "An Improved Lubri-
cator  and Wire-rope Cleaner."  Dated 6th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4012.-FREDERIcK GEORGE MYERS, of Box
No. 2508 Johannesburg, South African Republic, mechanical
engineer .  "Improvements in Machines for Forging, Swaging,
or Hammering Metal Articles."  Dated, under section 80, 22nd
October, A.D. 1896. Filed 9th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4018.-NIELS  BENDIXEN, of Copenhagen,
Denmark, superintendent of a laboratory.  "Improvements in
Propagatinq Apparatus for Developing Pure Cultures of Yeast
and Bacteria."  Dated 10th August, A.D. 1897.Application N . 4026.-ARTHUR JOHNCUMING, of 71
Cathedral square, Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colony of
New Zealand.  "Improvements in Bicycles."  Dated 16th
August, A.D. 1897.Application N . 4030. - HENRY CLAY FLETCHER, Of
Franklin street, Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria, manu-
facturer, and HENRY WALTER CHENOWETH, of Bryant street.
Newmarket,  in said  colony.  "An Improved means for Attaching
Mudguards to Bicycles  and similar  Vehicles."  Dated 17th
August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4031.-DAVEY PEGGING MACHINE COM-
PANY, of 105 Bedford  street,  Boston, Massachusetts, United
States of  America (Assignee of John Francis Davey, Sherman
William Ladd, and William Winslow Kelly).  " An Improved
Pegging Machine for Boots and Shoes."  Dated 17th August,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4033.- HERBERT JAMES  WOOD, of 71
Cathedral  square , Christchurch, Canterbury, colony of New
Zealand, grocer .  "Improved Device for Attaching Labels."
Dated 17th August, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
[4TH DECEMBER, 1897.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 11th September, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that  the undermentioned  applica-
tions for the grant  of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed  thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to  public  inspection  at this Office.
Any person  or persons intending  to oppose any of such
applications must leave  particulars in writing , in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months  from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement  in the  Queensland  Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten  shillings  is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3654.-J AMES  WESLEY HALL, Of " Onia,"
Boundary road, Toorak, in the colony of Victoria, mine-owner,
and GEORGE ANDERSON  RICHARD, of  the Range, Mount
Morgan, in the colony of Queensland, metallurgist.  "An
Improved Steam Shovel principally for Emptying and Filling
Leaching and Lix iviation  -Vats used  in Metallurgical and
similar Operations."  Dated 5th December, A D 1896.
Application No. 3807.---PATRICK O'MEARA, of Pieter-
maritzburg. in the colony of Natal,  civil engineer .  " Improve-
ments in  Means for Preventing Accumulation of Sand or
Detritus  at or in  Harbours or Harbour Entrances, Canals, or
other places."  To be dated under section 80, 1st August, A.D.
1896. Filed 27th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3968.-JAMES CHRISTOPHER HALLIGAN
AND JAMES FERGUSON, both of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, lithographic printers.  "Improvements in Litho-
graphic Machines."  Dated 10th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4020.---THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COM-
PANY OF NEW SOUTH WALES, LIMITED, of 196 Castlereagh
street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales (Assignees
of James Albert Bonsack).  "Improvements in Cigarette
Machines."  Dated 12th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4039.-THOMAS HITCHEN, of 87 Ferry
road, Glebe Point, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales.
"Improvements  in the Construction  of Continuous Baking Ovens
for Bread,  Biscuits , Pastry, or Confectionery."  Dated 23rd
August, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY , Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 25th September, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications  annexed thereto, have  been ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to public inspection at- this Office.
Any person  or persons  intending  to oppose any of such
applications  must leave particulars  in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar  months from the date of the first  appearance of this
advertisement  in the  Queensland Government  Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3683.-ALFRED NOGG, of 31 Moray Place,
Dunedin, in the colony of New Zealand, salesman.  "An
Improved Method of Working a Steam Engine."  Dated 24th
December, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3737.-SIDNEY PRATT  BLACKMORE,residing
at the George Goch Amalgamated Gold-Mining Company,
Limited, Johannesburg, South African Republic, electrical
engineer; RICHARD OLIVER GARDNER DRUMMOND, of com-
missioner street, Johannesburg aforesaid, electrical  engineer ;
and EDWARD JOHN WAY, general  manager  of the  George
Goch Amalgamated Gold-Mining Company, Limited, Johannes.
burg aforesaid.  "Improvements  in Rock and  like Drills."
Dated 1st February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3878.-PERRY ERNEST DOOLITTLE, of 180
Sherbourne street, city of Toronto, province of Ontario,
dominion of Canada, physician.  "Improvements in Brake
Mechanism  for Bicycles  and other  Vehicles."  Dated 10th May,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3945.- GEORGE WILLIAM BALLOIT, of 10
Wall street, city, county,  and state  of New York, U.S.A., and
AUGUSTUS SEAVER, of Needham, county of Norfolk,  state of
Massachusetts, U.S.A., manufacturer.  "  Improvement s, in
Glass Globes for the Di  on and Distribution  of Light."
Dated 26th June, A.D. 189
Application No. 3984.-- MA 11 MADUKE CONSTABLE, of Victoria
Arcade, HERBERT CnAPPEL, engineer, of Victoria Arcade, and
THOMAS SMALE HooPER, patent  agent,  all of the city of Sydney,
in the colony of New South Wales.  "An Improved Method
used in Conjunction  with  Refrigeration for Treating and
Preserving Meat, Poultry, Fruit,  and other  Articles of Food
for Transit  or otherwise ."  Dated 24th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4019. - HENRY GROxo, of Newtown,
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales,  mine manager,
and HENRY PLTES.,N, of Harbour street, Sydney  aforesaid,
manager  of the New South Wales Fresh Food and Ice Com-
pany, Limited.  " Improvements  in the  Process of Chilling and
Freezing Meat and other Alimentary  Substances , and Means
therefor."  Dated 10th August, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
No. 133. VOL. LXvIII.] 1393 [4m DECEMBER, 1897.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings  is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3635 - HENRY WILLIAM TICKNER
DOGGETT, draper, and JAMES MCCHESNEY, builder, both of
54 Lambton Quay, Wellington, in the colony of New Zealand.
"An Improved Checkin A ppparatus to Prevent Horses from
Running away."  Dated 19th November, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3812.-JAMES TRACKSON, of Trackson
Bros., Elizabeth street, Brisbane,  engineer  and agent.  "Im-
provements in Apparatus ,for the Manufacture and Storage of
Water Gas (Acetylene)."  Dated 29th March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3829.-JEHU  BAXTER  SCHAFER, of 34
Longmore street, Middle Park, South Melbourne, in the colony
of Victoria,  commercial  agent.  "An Improved Freezing and
Cooling Apparatus forlce-cream Making, Butter Cooling, and
the like."  Dated 2nd April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3960.-WILLIAM FREDERICK WILLIAMS,
of 32 Shaftesbury avenue, London, England.  "Improvements
in Sociable Bicycles."  Dated 6th July, A D. 1897.
Application No. 3970.-WILLIAM JOHN NAPIER, of the
Government Freezing Works, Roma street, Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, mechanical engineer, and CHARLES
SEALY and BRUCE MALCOLM, both of Trelawny, Harrisville, in
the said colony, farmers  and graziers .  "Improvements in or
relating to Refrigerating Machines."  Dated 10th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3975. SAMUEL VAN BUSRIRK, of Sydney,
in the colony of New South Wales, horse-trainer.  "An
Improved Horse Bridle."  Dated 14th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3976. - TEXTILE CLEANING COMPANY,
LIMITED, of No. 1 Saint Peter's Church walk, Nottingham,
England (Assignees of Frederick Nicholson Tierney).  "Im-
provements in Apparatus for Degreasing Wool, Cotton Waste,
and other Fibrous Materials."  Dated 15th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3979.-EDWIN MAYHEw BRLSSENDEN,
barrister, and JOHN STONEMAN LANE, ship chandler, both of
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales.  " Rotary
Pulverising Machine."  Dated 17th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3983.- GEORGE- BOHAN SHEPA RD, Of
Ogdensburg, county of St. Lawrence, state of New York,
United States of America, attorney- at-law .  " Rotary Machines."
Dated 24th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3985.-HENRY RICHARD HANCOCK, of
Moonta Mines, in the province of South Australia, mine
superintendent, and HENRY LIPSON HANCOCK and LEIGH
GEORGE HANCOCK, of the  same address ,  mining engineers.
" Improvements in Rock Drills and other like Machines."
Dated 26th July, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed. thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objecticns thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3333. - JOSEPH Amos LINLEY, of 57
Ridginount Gardens, Gower street, county of London, England,
shipbroker, temporarily residing at 63 Pitt street, Sydney, in
the colony of New South Wales.  "Improvements in Means fur
Preserving Refrigerated or Artificially Chilled Meat intended
fhr Transport."  Dated 25th April, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3853.-GEORGE GIBBINS, of Cowper street,
Footscray, in the colony of Victoria, agricultural implement
maker.  "Improvements in Multi, furrow Ploughs."  Dated
24th April, A.D. 1897.
Application No.  393S.-SAMUEL JOSEPH WI LS, of West-
wood, in the colony of Queensland, State school teacher.  "An
Improved Bolt and Lock Nut."  Dated 17th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 39.59.-WILLIAM FREDERICK WILLIAMS,
of  32  Shaftesbury avenue, London, England.  "Improvements
in the Driving Gear of Bicycles and other Pedal-operated
Vehicles or Machines."  Dated 6th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 35161.-ALBErT0 ISSEL, of 11 Via Roma,
Genoa, Italy, furniture manufacturer.  "Improvements inRendering Substances Incombustible." Dated 6th July, A.D.
1897.
Application No. 3962. RUDOLF CHILLINGWORTH, Of
Ostbahnhof, Nuremburg, in the empire of Germany, metal
stamper.  "A New or Improved Method or Process for the
Manufacture of Hubs for Velocipede and other Wheels, and
Machinery or Apparatus used therefor."  Dated 6th July, A.D.
1897.
Application No. 3964.-THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COM-
PANY OF NEW SOUTH WALES, LIMITED, of 196 Castlereagh
street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales (Assignees
of William Henry Butler).  " Improved Cutting and Printing
Mechanism specially applicable to Box-making Machines."
Dated 8th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3980.-SAMUEL RICHARD POPE, of Roma,
in the colony of Queensland,  miner .  " New or Improved Means
for Propelling Velocipedes and other Vehicles."  Dated 20th
July, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto ,  have been  ACCEPTED ,  and are
now open to  public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons intending  to oppose any of such
applications  must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form  D), of his or  their objections  thereto, within four calendar
months  from the date of the first  appearance  of this advertise.
ment in the  Queensland Government  Gazette.  A  fee of ten
shillings  is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3755.- FREDERICK  HENRY HAVILAND, of
St. Peter's Chambers, solicitor; ARTHUR HOLLOWAY, of
" Hagley," Drummond road, Boscombe, science master; JOHN
BRUCE  COLLIER, of Delphi Chambers, electrical engineer; and
WILIAM HENRY MURCH, of Upper Terrace road, engineer, all
of Bournemouth, in the county of Hants, England.  " Method
and Apparatus for the Manufacture of Calcium Carbide."
Dated 18th February, 1897.
Application No. 3923.-CONRAD  FRIEDRICH  CHRISTIAN
LOHMANN, of No. 13 Andrew  street , Northcote, near Melbourne,
in the colony of Victoria,  engineer . "  An Improved Rotary
Motor to be Driven by Steam or other  Motive  Fluid."  Dated
1(th June, 1897.
Application No. 3939.-ARTHUR JOHN CUMING, of 71
Cathedral Square, Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colony of
New Zealand, journalist.  " Means for Preventing Puncture of
Pneumatic Tyres."  Dated 18th June, 1897.
Application No. 3946.-CHARLES  CHEERS  WAKEFIELD, Of
3 Pendennis road, Streatham, Surrey, England, general manager.
" Improvements in or relating to Sight feed Lubricators."
Dated 26th June, 1897.
Application No. 3948.-CARROLL  CHAINLESS  CYCLE COM-
PANY, of the State of New Jersey, United States of America
(Assignees of Thomas Henry Carroll).  "Improvements in
Chainless Bicycles."  Dated 26th June, 1897.
Application No. 3951.-JAMES HERBERT BULLARD, of 777
State street, city of Springfield, county of Hampden, state of
Massachusetts, United States of America, mechanical engineer.
" Improvements in Brakes for Bicycles and similarly propelled
Vehicles."  Dated 29th June, 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1897.
T
OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been  ACCEPTED,  and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons  intending  to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars  in writing , in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3487.-EDWIN TATHAM, of Colfe Lodge,
Lewisham Hill, county of Kent, England, gas engineer.
"Improvements in Means for obtaining Light."  Dated 10th
August, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3572.--JAMES DAVIDSON, of George street,
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales,  grain  merchant.
"An Improved Manufacture of Fatty Matter from certain
Fatty Animal  rissues."  Dated 1st October, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3764. - GEORGE GATTON MELHUISH
HARDINGHAM, of 191 Fleet street, London, civil engineer
(Assignee of H. L. Webster, of Klerksdorp, in the South
African Republic, engineer).  "Improvements in Rotary
Engines applicable for use as Motors, Pumps, Blowers, or the
like."  Dated 23rd February, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3915.-SAMUEL CONNELL, of Bundaberg,
in the colony of Queensland,  assistant  ironmonger.  "An
Apparatus for Aerating Water, Beer, or other Liquids."
Dated 7th June, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY , Registrar  of Patents, &c.
No. 133. VOL. LZQIII.] 1304 [4TR DECEMBER, 189?.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions  for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications  annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to  public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave  particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from  the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in  the  Queensland  Government  Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings  is payable  with such notice.
Application No. 3583.-ALFRED THOMAS PERKINS, of 2155
Central avenue, in the city of Alameda, county of Alameda and
state  of California, United States of America.  "An Improved
Process of Preserving Fresh Fruits, Vegetable Products, and
other Articles and Substances  of Food from Decay without the
use of Refrigerants."  Dated 6th October, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3729.-LEES RAY, of Wavertree, near
Liverpool, England, specialist.  "Improved Appliances for
Correcting Nasal Deformity."  Dated 29th January, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3885.-Louis BILLETT, of 115 Bourke
street,  Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, blacksmith,
and FREDERIC  ROBISON COWPER, of Post Office Chambers,
114A Pitt street, Sydney aforesaid, solicitor.  "A New or
Improved Tuyere for Forges."  Dated 17th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3955.-ALFRED THOMAS PERKINS, 609-613
Stock Exchange, Chicago, Illinois, United States of America,
advising engineer .  "An Improved Apparatus for the Preserva-
tion of Perishable Substances."  Dated 5th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3977.-JoHN WHITTLE, of 27 Frampton
Place,  Boston , Lincolnshire, England.  "Improvements relating
to Locomotive  Types of Engines.'  Dated 15th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4069.-GEORGE CRAWFORD ELLIOTT, manu-
facturer , and WALTER PLATT HATCH, manufacturer, both of
No. 253 Broadway, New York, county and state of New York,
United States of America.  "Improvements in Book Typewriting
Machines."  Dated 13th September, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4070.-CHARLES KINGSTON WELCH, Of
Park House, Coventry, in the county of Warwick, England,
engineer .  "Improvements in Pneumatic Wheels."  Dated 13th
September, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4076.--GEORGE LANSELL, of the Fortuna
Crushing Works, Bendigo, in the colony of Victoria, quartz
miner.  "An Improved Pump for Mining and other Purposes."
Dated 18th September, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4093.-STUART BUNTING, of 91 Smallbrook,
Birmingham , county of Warwick, manufacturer. "Improve-
ments in Pneumatic  Tyres."  Dated 25th September, A. P. 1897.
Application No. 4095.-CHARLES NEWMAN, of Rundle
street, Adelaide, in the province of South Australia, engineer.
"An Improved Band or Cover for Pneumatic Tyres."  Dated
27th September, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1897.
1 N
OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed  thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and. are
now open to  public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars  in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from  the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement  in the  Queensland Government  Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings  is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3588.-JoHN BLACK, of the city of Nelson,
in the colony of New Zealand, draper.  "A Pneumatic
Sprayer."  Dated 14th October, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3629.-CHARLES HENRY HART, of East-
bourne, Sussex , England, tailor.  "An Improved Cycling Skirt."
Dated 16th November, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3687: GEORGE SHANNON LUTTRELL, Of
70 St. John  street , Launeeston, in the colony of Tasmania,
student.  "An Improved Rotary Pump."  Dated 28th Decem-
ber, A.D. 1896.
Application No. 3705.-MAURICE BRUTON, of 73 Flemington
road , North Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria, contractor,
and JOHN BRUTON, of Murrungowar, East Gippsland, in the
colony of Victoria,  engineer .  "An Improved Rotary Pulverizer
for Crushing Ore and other Material."  Dated 12th January,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3772.-EMIL LAWRENCE OPPERMANN, of
27 Martin' s lane,  Cannon street, London, E.C., engineer. "A
New or Improved Apparatus and Mercury Vapour Process ,for
Extracting Gold and the like Metals from Ores."  Dated 3rd
March, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3877.-DAVID MORGAN, of 70 Elizabeth
street, Launceston , in the colony of Tasmania, monumental
mason .  "An Improved Rotary Engine usable either as a -Pump
or a Motor."  Dated 10th May, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3921.-FRANcIs  HEPBURN, of 2 Hobart
terrace , Milton,  Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  coffee
planter.  " Improved Apparatus for Sun-drying Coffee and
other things."  Dated 8th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4001 .-THE MUDROS  S YNDICATE,  LIMITED,
of 10 Walbrook, London, England (Assignees  of James John
Shedloek, of London,  England ).  "Improvements  in Extracting
Metals from  their Ores ,  and in Apparatus  therefor."  Dated
2nd August,  A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4009.-WILLIAM BENJAMIN  WALTERS, Of
54 Lambton Quay, Wellington,  in the colony of New Zealand,
engineer.  "An Improved Spiral Ripple for Gold Saving."
Dated 7th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4100.-JOHN ALVES, of the N. S. Wales
Club, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, engineer.
" Improved Mode of and Apparatus for Supplying Hot Air, or
a Mixture of Hot Air  and Steam ,  to Boiler and other Furnaces,
and to  Stoves or Lamps."  Dated 29th September ,  A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY , Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 20th November, 1897.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the  undermentioned  applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the  complete
specifications annexed thereto, have  been ACCEPTED,  and are now
open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons  intending  to oppose any of such
applications  must leave  particulars  in writing , in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of  the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such  notice.
Application No. 3742.-ALFRED VAUGHAN, of 19 Milton
street, Ashfield, county of Cumberland, colony of New South
Wales, licensed plumber and gasfitter.  "Improvements in
Incandescent Gas-light Fittings."  Dated 8th February, A.D.
1897.
Application No. 3927.-JoHN HOWARD ANGAS, of Adelaide,
in the province of South Australia, stockholder.  "Improve-
ments in Presses ,for Wool, Hay, Straw,  and the like ."  Dated
12th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3928.- CHARLES  LAUNCELOT GARLAND,
of Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales,  mine-owner ;
JOHN MURRAY, of Cowra Creek,  in said  colony,  mine-owner ;
and SAMPSON EDWARD MURRAY, of Cowra Creek  aforesaid,
carpenter.  "Improvements in Centrifugal  Amalgamators and
Separators for Finely Divided Auriferous and Argent ferous
Materials."  Dated 12th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3930.-DANIEL JOHN CROSBY, of Black
Oak Farm, Kadina, in the province of South Australia,  farmer.
"A Method of and Appliances for Lifting Ploughs, Scarflers,
and like Implements  by means  of the Wheel and Draught
Power."  Dated 14th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3931.-WALTER , THOMAS NEWMAN, of
Toronto, county of York, province of Ontario,  Canada,
expert in  mines.  "Improvements in the Method of and
Apparatus for Separating Ores, Minerals, !c."  Dated 14th
June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3936.-EDUARD MAY, of IV.  Rubensgasse
13, Vienna, Austria, rentier.  "Improvements  in the  Preserva-
tion of Articles of hood, and in Composition for same."  Dated
17th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3937.-EDWARD MAY, of IV.  Rubensgasse
13, Vienna, Austria, rentier.  "Improvements  in Preservative
Material for Protecting Food Substances, and Process for
Preparing  same. "  Dated 17th June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3947.- FRANCISCO TAILLEFER, of San
Sebastian ,  Spain ,  manufacturer .  " Improvements relating to
the Preservation of Meat, Fish, and the like."  Dated 26th
June, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3963.-JoHN WESLEY LAHEY, of South
Brisbane, in the colony  of Queensland ,  sawmill proprietor.
"An Improved External Air passage  Butter-box  for Storage
and Export purposes."  Dated 8th July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3978.-JOSEPH  AUBREY BARNES, of 71
Cathedral square, Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colony of
New Zealand, mechanical  engineer .  "An Improved Machine
,for Branding Sheep and Packages."  Dated 17th July, A.D.
1897.
Application No. 3982.-JOEL JAMES  DEEBLE, of Rae
street, Bendigo, in the colony of Victoria,  metallurgist.
"Improvements in the Construction of Ore Agitation Vats,
specially adapted for the Extraction of Gold from Slimes by
means  of Solution."  Dated 23rd July, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4101.-HENRY HODSDON, of Tattersall's
Estate, Eagle Farm, Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland,
carpenter.  "Improvements  in and  relating  to Enumerating
Machines."  Dated 30th September, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, .to.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 27th November, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for  the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications  annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose any cf such
applications must leave  particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment  in the  Queensland Government  Gazette.  A fee of ten
shillings is payable  with such notice.
Application No. 3929.-HUGH DIxsON, trading as " Dixson
and Sons,"  at Park and Elizabeth streets, Sydney, in the
colony of New South Wales, tobacco manufacturer.  " Im-
provements  in Edging Frames and Compressors, or Apparatus
for Compressing Plugs or Cakes of Tobacco."  Dated 14th
June, A.D. 1897. (Specification, 9s.; drawings, 7s. Gd.)
Application No. 3989.-WILLIAM MARTIN GREEN, of 159
Queen  street,  Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria, photo-
engraver .  "Improvements  in  'Venetian  Blinds."  Dated 27th
July, A.D. 1897. (Specification, 7s.; drawings, 5s.)
Application No. 4000.-THOMAS GILBERT BowicK, of 7
Great Winchester street, London, merchant.  "Improvements
in and relating  to the Recovery of Gold and other Precious
Metals."  Dated 2nd August, A.D. 1897. (Specification, 7s. 6d.;
drawings, 15s.)
Application No. 4010.- HERBERT  JAMES CUNNINGTON, Of
71 Cathedral square, Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colony
of New Zealand,  engineer .  "Improved Means of and Apparatus
for Producing  Pulsation  in the Teat Cups of Milking Machines."
Dated 7th August, A.D. 1897. (Specification, 10s. ; drawings,20s.)
Application No. 4040.-ROBERT COCKERELL, of 31. Moray
Place, Dunedin, in the colony of New Zealand, blacksmith.
"An Amalgamating and Quartz-crushing Stamper, and Rotary
Stamper Guide."  Dated 24th August, A.D. 1897. (Specifica-
tion, 7s.; drawings, 10s.)
Application No. 4053.-HERCULES SANCHE, of 261 Fifth
avenue,  New York, county and state of New York, 1T.S.A.,
physician.  "An Improved Means ofUtilising theDynamicEnergies or Inductive Force ofMatter, and Apparatus con-
nected therewith ."  Dated 31st August, A.D. 1897. (Specifica-
tion,  9s.  6d.; drawings , 12s. 6d.)
Application No. 4066.-GEORGE HENRY DUNLOP, of 139
Bridport  street,  South Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria,
civil engineer .  "Improved Wall or Lining for Tunneling and
for Shaft- sinking ."  Dated 10th September, A.D. 1897.
(Specification ,  13s.  6d.; drawings, 12s. 6d.)
Application No. 4067 . -- `.THOMAS WATSON AND JAMES
WATSON, of 78 Queen  street, Brisbane , in the colony of
Queensland , plumbers.  "An Improvement for Cleansinq Water
Tanks."  Dated 11th September, A.D. 1897. (Specification, 4s.;
drawings , 7s. 6d )
Application No. 4111.-HUGH MILES MILMAN, of South-
rt, in the colony of Queensland, civil  servant,  and WILLIAM
HENRY  RYDER, of Wooloowin, Brisbane, in aforesaid colony,
civil servant . (Assignees  of Herbert Robert Dyball) " A
New or Improved Manufacture of Tannin."  Dated 6th
October, A.D. 1897. (Specification, 4s )
Application No. 4137.-IRVIN SYDNEY CROW AND ERNEST
WILFRED CRO W, of Kalkie, Bundaberg, blacksmiths. " A
Sugarcane Planter."  Dated 16th October, A.D. 1897. (Speci-
fication,  6s.; drawings, 10s.)
NOTE.- The cost of transcribing the speci fication ,  and an estimate
of the amount  required for copying  the drawings ,  have  been inserted
after the notice of each application . An order for a copy or copies
should  be accompanied by a  post-office order or postal notes  for the cost
of copying.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 18th September, 1897.
N
OTICE is hereby  given , that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant  of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications  annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are now
open to public  inspection  at this Office.
Any person  or persons  intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave  particulars  in writing , in duplicate
(on Form  D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from  the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement  in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shil lings  is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3694.-JOHN PRICE, mechanical engineer,
THOMAS HANN, mechanical  engineer , and WILLIAM BROMLEY,
wine and spirit merchant' s traveller , all of 18 Upper Kennington
lane, London, England.  " Improvements in 'Velocipedes or
other 'Vehicles." Dated 4th January, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3697.-JOHN THOMAS, of Summer Hill,
Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales, engineer.  "An
Improved Bicycle Brake."  Dated 4th January, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 3820. - MAURICE CHARLES ALFREDE
FOURCHOTTE, of 101 bis, rue Lauriston, Paris, in the republic
of France, engineer.  "Improved Method of, and Apparatus
for, Generating Acetylene (as."  Dated 1st April, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4038.-JAMES HERMANN ROSENTHAL, Of
147 Queen Victoria street, in the city of London, England,
engineer.  "Improvements in Feed Water Purflrr for Steam
Generators."  Dated 23rd August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4043.-FREDERICK WicKs, of Halfway
Lodge, Esher, Surrey, England, newspaper proprietor.  " Irn-
provements in Type founding Apparatus."  Dated 26111 August,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4044. - JAMES HAYDEN AND VICTOR
JULIUS HEINECKE, of Hawthorn street, South Brisbane, and
Gladstone road, South Brisbane, engineers.  "An Improved
Combinatijn Die for Cutting and Pressing Tops, Bottrms,
Buttons, and Covers of Tins for Preserving purposes, Syrup
Tins, and all kinds of Tins of similar description."  Dated
26th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4047.-JoriN SWIFT, of Goulburn, in the
colony of New South Wales, commercial traveller.  "An Im-
proved Stand for Bicycles."  Dated 27th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4050.-LEwIs FINDLAY  EAST , of 19 Lorne
street , Prabran, in the colony of Victoria, civil servant.  "Im-
provements in Lids or Covers for Jugs and other Vessels."
Dated 28th August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4054.-PETER STRANG, of Gill street,
Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland , engineer.
"Improved Manufacture of Zinc Shavings."  Dated 31st
August, A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4055.-ALEXANDER MCLEOD, of Queen
street, Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, confectioner.
"Improvements in Handles for Cycles."  Dated 31st August,
A.D. 1897.
Application No. 4056.-HENRY GEORGE DOWNTON, Of
Croydon, near Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales,
brick manufacturer, and WILLIAM HENRY NICHOLLS, Of
Croydon aforesaid.  accountant .  "Improvements in Process and
Apparatus for the Destruction of Nightsoil and Noxious
Matters."  Dated 2nd September, A.D. 1897.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 4tb December, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 3649.-KATE ALBERTA MAY, of 42 Blyth
road, London, England.  "An Improved Process ,for the
Extraction of Gold and Silver from their Ores."  (Adminis-
tratrix of Franklin Clay May, who was the true and first
inventor.) Dated 30th November,  A.D. 1896.  (Specification, 4s.)
Application No. 4011. - GEORGE JOHN HOSKINS AND
CHARLES HENRY HosKINs, both of Sydney, in the colony of
New South Wales, engineers.  "An Improved Joint for
Wrought or Rolled Metal Pipes."  Dated 9th August, A.D.
1897. (Specification, 3s.; drawings, 7s. 6d.)
Application No. 4013.- FREDERICK  GEORGE MYERS, of
Box No. 2508, Johannesburg, South African Republic,
mechanical engineer.  "Improvements in Machines for Cutting
and Sharpening Rock and like Drills."  To be dated under
section 80, 22nd October, A.D. 1896. Filed 9th August, 1897.
(Specification, 4s. 6d.; drawings, 15s.)
Application No. 4014.-FREDERICK GEORGE MYERS, of
Box No. 2508, Johannesburg, South African Republic,
mechanical engineer.  "Improvements in Machines for Forging
and Sharpening Rock and like Drills."  To be dated under
section 80, 22nd October, A.D. 1896. Filed 9th August, 1897.
(Specification, 5s.  6d.;  drawings, 10s.)
Application No. 4017.-RICHARD SPENCER, of San Francisco,
United States of America, manufacturer.  "Improvements in
Window Screens, and more particularly to that class known as
Fly Screens."  Dated 9th August, A.D. 1897. (Specification,
7s.  6d.;  drawings, 10s.)
Application No. 4075.-JAMES TURNBULL, Of 72 King
William street, Fitzroy, in the colony of Victoria, engineer.
"An improved Furnace and Apparatus for Recovering Gold
from Charcoal or similar Substances."  - Dated 17th September,
A.D. 1897. (Specification, 8s.  6d.; drawings, 7s. 6d.)
Application No. 4081.-ROBERT FERGUSSON STRONG, of
Victoria street, London, Middlesex, England, inventor and civil
engineer.  "Improvements in the Treatment of Minerals ,for
Smelting and other purposes."  Dated 20th September,  A.D. 1897.
(Specification, 4s.)
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Application No. 4086.-ARoN VECHT, of 78 Queen street,
Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, meat preserver.  " An
Improved Apparatus and Process for Preserving Baron, Hams,
and Mess Pork."  Dated 21st September, A.D. 1897. (Specifi-
cation, 5s. ; drawings, 10s.)Application No. 4087. --- WILLIAM ADOLPH KtNEMAN
ANT) WILLIAM HENRY HARrLEY, both. of 23 Moorfields,
London, England, civil and mining en<gineers.  "Improrements
in  or relating to the Sepccracion of Liquid from Bodies c•,ntaining
or minglyd wish. the same."  Dated 2 t.tli : eptember, A.D. 1897.
(Specification, 45s.; drawings, 40s.)Appliezitl.)ii'-\-o.409(i.-SIDNFY PRESCOTT WOOD, manager
for McKenzie and Holland, of Newport, in the colony of
1'ictoria, engineer.  "Improved _11eans for Actuating and
Locking Plunger  Bolts  used to b'trure Railcrail Poi•itS, Nignals,
and their Levers."  Dated 2Rth September, A.P. 1897. (Speci-
fication, 3s. ; drawings, 10s.)
Application No. 4098.-CECIL THHOCEMORTON, of "Grey-
lands," Glennie's Creek, near Singleton, in the colony of New
South Wales.  "Improved Burner for Oil. Lamps."  Dated
28th September, A.D. 1897. (Specification, 7s.; drawings,
10s. 6d.)
Application No. 4104.-OnMAND WALFARD, residing at
56 rue de Courlancy at Reims, in the republic of France,
engineer .  "Improvements  in the  Paling and the Raising of
Vine."  Dated 4th October, A.D. 1897. tSpecification, 21s. 6d.;
drawings, 30s.)
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 4th December, 1817.
`T OTIC E is  hereby given ,  that I have received the undermen-
tioned applications for the registration of Trade Marks.1
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing ,  in duplicate (on
Form 1),  of his or their objections thereto, within two months
(or such further time, not exceeding six months, as the
Registrar may allow )  of the advertisement of the .  applications
in the  Queensland Government Gazette .  A fee of one pound
i ,  payable with such notice.
WILLIAM T. 13LAKENEY, Registrar  of Patents, &c
Application  No. 2203-Filed  10th November ,  A.D. 1897.-
P_iRsoNs BROS. AND Co ..  of Sydney, New South Wales,  manu-
factuiers  of food products ,  to register in Class 4'?, in respect
of Jams, Jellies ,  Pickles, Sauces ,  Oatmeals ,  Cereals, Baking
Powder ,  Custard Powder ,  Egg Powder ,  Vinegar ,  Coffee ,  Spices,
Macaroni ,  Vermicelli, Cordial , Mustard, and  all other Food
Products, excepting Tea and Salt ,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a  representation:-
-
mark  was first advertised  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 4th December, A.D. 1897. Vide  notice at head
of trade mark  advertisements.
Application No. 22d6-Filed lUth November, A.D. 1897.--
PAnsoNs  BROS. AND Co., of Sydney, New South Wales, manu-
facturers  of food products, 0 register in Class  42, in respect of
Janis, .Jellies, Pickles, Sauces, Oatmeals, Cereals, Baking
Powder, Custard Powder, Egg Powder, Vinegar, Coffee, Spices.
Macaroni, Vermicelli. Cordial, Mustard, and all other Food
Products, a Trade Mark of which the  following is  a representa-
tion:-
is IVY "
This  mark was first  advertised  in the  Queensland  Govern.
ment Gazette  of 4th December, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade  mark advertisements.
Application No. 2216-Filed 25tH November, A.D. 1897.-
OTTo GRUNWALD, of St. George's terrace, Perth, Western
Australia, merchant and importer, to register in Class 13, in
respect of  Metal Goods not included in other Classes, such as
Lamps,  Burners, and  other such like Appliances  for illuminating
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purposes,  more especially  in respect of Acetylene Gas Lamps
and Burners, a Trade Mark of which the following is a repre-
sentation :-
"THE SCHULKE3
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 4th December, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2220-Filed 30th November, A.D. 1897.-
HUGH thxsoN, trading as " Dixson and Sons," of Park and
Elizabeth streets, Sydney, New South Wales, and Brunswick
street, Brisbane, Queensland, tobacco manufacturer, to register
in Class -15, in respect of Manufactured Tobacco, Cigars,
and Cigarettes, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
DEFIANCE
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette of 4th December,  A. D.  1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2181--Filed 18th October, A.D. 1897.-
JAMES INGLIS AND Co., of 170 Queen street, Brisbane, and
Dean's Place, Sydney, tea merchants, to register in Class 42,
in respect of Teas, Coffees, Spices, Meals, Cornflour, Arrowroot,
and other Foods and Substances used as Foods, a Trade Mark
of which the following is a representation :-
RECORD
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 23rd October, A.D. 1897.  1'i-lc  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application  No. 2191--Filed 27th October,  A.D. 1897.-
THE AUSTRALIAN  DRUG COMPANY, LIMITED,  of 19 and 21
O'Connell  street , Sydney, New South Wales,  wholesale
drugg'sts and importers, to register in Class  15, in respect of
Jars ,  Bottles , and other Glass Containers,  a Trade Mark of
which the following  is a representation :-
r
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2207-Filed 10th November, A.D. 1897.-
RECKITT AND SONS, LIMITED, of 423 Kent street, Sydney,
New South Wales, and Hull, Yorkshire, and of London,
England, starch, blue, and black-lead manufacturers, to register
in Class 47, in respect of Blue, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation:-
The essential particular of the trade mark is the .follow-
ing : -1'he device; and applicants disclaim any right to the
exclusive use of the added matter, except their -n.ame.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 20th November, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2182-Filed 18th October, A.D. 1897.-
JA3IES INGLIS AND CO., of 170 Queen street, Brisbane, and
Dean's Place. Sydney, tea merchants, to register in Class 42,
in respect of Teas, Coffees, Spices, Meals, Cornflour, Arrowroot,
and other Foods and Substances used as Foods, a Trade Mark
of which the following is a representation :-
DON
This mark was first advertised in the Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 3rd October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2145 - Filed 23rd September ,  A.D. 1897,-
ALASKA PACKERS'  AssocIATION,  of San Francisco ,  America, to
register in Class  42, in  respect of Preserved Fish, a Trade Mark
of which the  following is a representation :-
Application No. 2121 -Filed 17th  September ,  A.D. 1897.-
THE CASTLEMAINE BREWERY AND QUINLAN, GRAY ,  AND CO.,
BRISBANE ,  LIMITED, of Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  merchants, to
register  in Class 43 ,  in respect of Fermented Liquors and Spirits,
a':Crade Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
SPECIAL
DUBUIlN
The essential  particulars of  the trade  mark are thefullow-
inq:-The combination  of devices,  including the word "Scroll";
and the applicant disclaims  any right  to the exclusive  use of the
added matter.
This  mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2166-Filed 4th October ,  A.D. 1897.-
THOMAS TRISTRAM AND EMILY CONSTANCE TRISTRAM,  trading
as " T. Tristram ,"  at Hope street ,  South Brisbane ,  Queensland,
non-intoxicating fermented drinks ,  aerated waters ,  and cordial
manufacturers ,  to register in Class 44 ,  in respect of Mineral
and Aerated Waters ,  Natural and Artificial ,  including Ginger
Beer ,  a Trade  Mark  of which the following is a representa-
tion:-
The essential  particulars of the trade  mark are the  follow-
ing : -The device of two T's within two T's, surrounded by two
segmental border lines.
This mark  was first  advertised  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade  mark advertisements.
Application No. 2168-Filed 6th October, A.D. 1897.-
SAMUEL ALLEN AND  SONS,  LIMITED, trading as "Christian
Herring," Townsville, Queensland, merchants, to register in
Class 43, in respect of Liqueurs, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
Purvgyor1y5pecial Appointments ro the Courts of Europe
H
I
' $TAgUSHED 1829
The essential particular of the trade mark  is  the combination
of devices, and we disclaim any right to the exclusive use of the
added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2140-Filed 23rd September, A.D. 1897.-
ALASKA PACKERS' ASSOCIATION, of San Francisco, America, to
register in Class 42, in respect of Preserved Fish, a Trade Mark
of which the following is a representation:-
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow.
ing : -The combination of devices; and the applicant disclaims
any right to the exclusive use of the added matter, save and
except its trading name and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment  Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark  advertisements.
Application No. 2163-Filed 1st October, A.D. 1897.-
LYONS' INK, LIMITED, 17 and 19 Park street, Cheetham,
Manchester, England, ink and sealing wax manufacturers, to
register in Class 39, in respect of Writing and Copying Inks of all
kinds and colours, Sealing Wax, Ink Powders, Endorsing Inks
for Indiarubber Stamps (except Printing Ink), Endorsing Ink
Stamping Pads, Pens (not of precious metal or imitation there-
of), Penholders (not of precious metal or imitation thereof),
Copying Books, Liquid Gum, Glue, and Mucilage, all being
articles of Stationery, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation :-
LYONS'
Mansfaetumd at Copenhagen.Denrnark
Xonar •IJg
I.._  CardiJ. d to  Danish  easedT hin t.igere eaU.e CMrr, taroedom  theCr.M, er Crr,
rr.rltl."  nwr.^ Y
thenowt r. filika fag.b.  -M  ddi tb,• beviri libas ..id
With  rt7•. r spring "
Ever,  ceigia. i p.caag. .eri, .w . circular bearing m, Jgneture  ne above.
CAUTION.-None den lne ' wlthout bearing a perforat ed eaf g iard
aapetele . .h.wtog etwlmaa of alputare u abov e.
LION INK.
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow- The essential particulars of the trade  mark are  the follow.
ing :-The device and the signature ; and we disclaim any right ing :-The  name "  Lyons' "  and the lion ; and we  disclaim any
to the exclusive  use of the added matter. right to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-  This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern.
ment  Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head I  ment Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head of
of trade mark advertisements, trade mark advertisements.
TT
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Applieaticii No. 2136 -- Filed  23rd S eptember , A.D. 1817.- ALASKA PACKERS'  AssOC'IATION. Of San Francisco ,  America, to
register in Class =1.2,  in respect  of Preserved Fish, a Trade M ark . of which the following  is a representation :-
/7, (-svt-n!1 (l particulars f the trade nrcrrk are the fo/lc  ria!i: -The combination of devices, including the representation of
the fl,iy of the Alaska Packers' Association and the word " Glacier and the applicrnat  rlisclaino . af,rl rirlht  to the exclusi ve use of
the added  watter , sane and except its tr'adinq name and address.
'flci mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice  at head of
trade mark advertisements.
4pplieation No. 2137-Filed 23rd September, A.D. 1897.-ALASKA. PACKERS' ASSOCIATION, of San Francisco ,  America, to
register  in Class  42, in respect  of Preserved Fish, a Trade Mark of which the following is  a representation :---
;fera cesa
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the following :-The combination of devices, including the representation of
the flag rf' the Alaska Packers' Association and the word ".4ncon"; and the applicant disclaims an,y right to the exclusive use of
the added matter, save and except its trading name and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897. Vide notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Applica tion  No. 2139-Filed 23rd September, A.D. 1897.-AL&SKA PACKERS' ASSOCIATION, Of San Francisco , America,
to register  in Class 42, in  respect  of Preserved Fish, a Trade Mark of which the  followin g, is a representation :-
r:j w 0
I
I    
4
I  .  I
The i.ssentral pai'trculars c,i the trade marl,; crre the f,11 r'inq :-The combination if devices, including the representation of
the flag (f  the Alaska Packers' Association anal the word " Grainer "; and the applicant disclaims any right to the exclusive use
of the added matter, sane and c.eccpt its trending name and address.
This nark was fiat advertised in the  Queensland Gorer'nment Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
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Application  \o. 2141-Filed 2:3rd September. A.D. 15:7.-ALASKA P.WicErs' AssociATt)N , of San  Francisco, America, to
register in  Class 42, iii respect of Preserved  Fish, a  Trade Mark of w'hic'h the following is a representation :--
1'he essential particulars of the tr..ade marl' are the following The conrl,iilcction of dccice.s, including the representution'of
the flay of the Alaska Packers' Association and the irord " Scroll and the applicant disclaims any right to the cxciccsi.ve use of
the added matter, save and except its trading crane and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 9th October, A D.  1597.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application  \ro. 2142-Filed  23rd September, A.D. 1597.-ALASKA PACK:E,its' AssoclA'r [ov, of Sac Francisco, America, to
register in Class 42 .  in respect of  Preserved  Fisli, a'l'rade  dark of 11-hieli the  following is a  representation
w
D
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the following:-Th.e combination of devices, includinq the word '' Scroll"
and The applicant disclaims and right to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at ]lead
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2111;-Filed 23rd September, A.D. 1597.-ALASKA PACKERS'  AssocIATION, of San Francisco. Anlerica, to
register in Class 12, in Iespect of Preserved Fish, a Trade Hark of which the following is a representation
R.
MW f
I
The exsential par'tic•nlars  of the  trade  nznrl-  are f/ic.follou•im?.g:-77ie combination of devices, iocliedi,aq  the  representation  of
the //,ay of the Alaska Packers' Association and the u•nw ds "Ai'c'ora 13orealis" aucl the upplicccnt disclaims an,,/ right to the
exclusive use of the added matter, sale and except its traclin, name and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensla,rl Goeernmcut Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1597.  I'ide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 211.7-Filed 2:3rd September, A.D. 1897.-ALASKA PACKERS' ASSOCIATION, of San Francisco, America, to
register in Class 12, in respect of Preserved Fish, a 't'rade hark of which the following is a representation
4
The essential  pal.tie,clars  of  the trade mark are  the following  :-- The combination  of  devices ,  including the representation  of
the jlaq  of the Alaska Pact ces' As -v, ciatio;o and the  trord "  Meteor" ,  and the applicant disclaims any right to the  exclusive use of
the added matter , .sure  and except its traclinq  name and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 9th October ,  A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application  No. 2180-1P iled 1.s't.li October, A.n. 1897.-. JAMES INGLIS AND Co .,  of 170 Queen street, Brisbane ,  and Dean's
Place , Sydney New South W ale,, tea  mnerchants, to  register in Class 42 ,  in respect of Teas, Coffees ,  Spices, Meals, Cornflour,
Arrowroot,  and other  Foods  and Substances  used as  Foods, a Trade Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
CJlIf7GI ';
The essential particulars of the trade  mark are the  following:-Die word "Witch" and  the  general devices  printed in
colours : and irc di sclai m any right  to the exclusive  use of  the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government  Gazette  of  23rd October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade marls advertisements.
Application No. 2157-Filed 2 [t11 September, A.D. 1897.-J. AND J. COLMAN, LIMITED, of Carrow Works, Norwich, and
108 Cannon street, London, England, mustard,  starch ,  and blue manufacturers ,  to register  in Class  47, in respect of Blue, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation:-
Tbe applicants have used the above  mark  as a trade  mark before  13th October,  1884.
This mark  was first , advertised  in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 16th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2161-Filed 1st October,  A.i).. 1897.-
LYONS' INK, LIMITED. of 17 and 19 Park street, C11eethain,
Manchester, England, ink and scaling wax  iuaniifacturers, to
register  in Class :39, in respect of Writing and Copying Inks
of all kinds and colours, Sealing \\ ax, Ink Powders,  Endorsing
Inks for Indiarnbber Stamps (except Printing Ink), Endorsing
ink Stamping Pads, Pens (not of precious  metal or imitation
thereof), Penholders (not of precious miietal or imitation thereof),
Copying Books, Liquid 0uni, Glue, and Mucilage, all being
articles of Stationary, a Trade Mark of w hich the following is
a representation :-
Application No. 2197-Filed 4th November, A.D. 1897.-
ROBERT PARKE SWINEFORD, FRED. A. B. PETERS , and WILLIAM
SPEARS CROOKS, trading as " The Daisy  Manufacturing  Coyy.,"
of 172 Clarence street, Sydney, New South Wrales, manufac-
turers  and importers, to register in Class  3, in respect of
Pharmaceutical Preparations, a Trade Hark of which the
following is a representation:-
This mark was first advertised in the Queensland Govern-
mmnt Gazette  of 9t11 October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 13th November, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2172-Filed 12th October, A.D. 1897.-Application No. 2189 - Filed  26th October,  A.D. 1897.-
CLARK AND Co .,  LIV ITED, of Anchor Thread  Mills, Paisley,
Scotland ,  sewing cotton manufacturers ,  to register  in Class 23,
in respect of Sewing Cottons and  Yarns,  a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
The mark has  been in the hands  of the present proprietors
and their predecessors about thirty five years before  1884.
This  mark was first advertised  in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade  mark advertisements.
Application No. 2191-Filed 26th October, A.D. 1897.-
CLARK AND Co., LIMITED, of Anchor Thread Mills, Paisley,
Scotland ,  sewing cotton manufacturers ,  to register in Class 23,
in respect  of Crochet Cottons, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a  representation:-
CLARK & Cds
The mark has  been in the possession  of the present pro-
prietors  and their  predecessors  about  thirty-five years before
1884.
This mark  was first advertised  in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2193-Filed 26th October, A.D. 1897.-
CLARK  AND Co.,  LIMITED, of  Anchor Thread Mills, Paisley,
Scotland ,  sewing cotton manufacturers , to register in Class 23,
in respect of Sewing  Cottons and Yarns, a Trade Mark of
which  the following is a representation :-
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2195-Filed 28th October, A.D. 1897.-
LONGREACH  WOOL-SCOURING AND BOILING-DOWN COMPANY,
Longreach, Queensland, to register in Class 42, in respect of
Meat Extract, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
0i•;
USED fN NER
NAJESTY.  _U NDRY
1- LEGION011Of O_"M OM
The essential particular  of the trade mark is the device;
and we disclaim  any right  to the exclusive  use of the added The applicants have used  the above mark as a trade mark
matter. before the 13th October,  1884.
This  mark was first  advertised in the  Queensland Govern-  This  mark  was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of  30th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice  at head  ment  Gazette  of 16th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements .  of trade mark advertisements.
ANDREW 1TSIIER AND Co., of Edinburgh, distillers, to register
in Class 43, in respect of Whisky, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a  representation:-
USHERpNpflEWSHERBCer
REGISTERED
EDINBURGH.
LONDON  AND  EXPORT AGENTS ,  FRANK BA /l EY A  CO.  5 9  M4RK  LANE. E C
The essential particulars  of the trade mark are the follow-
ing :-A  complete label as above ,  which said label has been used
by the applicants  since  1880.
This  mark was  first advertised  in  the Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 16th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade  mark advertisements.
Application No. 2153-Filed 24th September, A.D. 1897.-
J. AND .J . COLMAN, LIMITED, of Carrow Works, Norwich, and
108 Cannon street, London, England, mustard, starch, and blue
manufacturers, to register in Class 47, in respect of Starch, a
Trade Mark of which the following  is a  representation:-
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the com-
bination of devices and the words " Bull's Head," and the
applicants disclaim any right to the exclusive use of the added
matter except their name.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 16th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2183-Filed 18th October, A.D. 1897.-J.
AND P. COATS, LIMITED, of Ferguslie Thread Works, Paisley,
North Britain, thread manufacturers, to register in Class 23,
in respect of Sewing and Crochet Cotton on Spools or Reels
and in Hanks or Balls, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation:-
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the device
of the letter; and applicant Company disclaims any right to
the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 6th -November, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2158-Filed 24th September, A.D. 1897.-
J. AND J. COLMAN, LIMITED, of Carrow Works, Norwich, and
108 Cannon street, London, England, mustard, starch, and blue
manufacturers, to register in Class 47, in respect of Blue, a
Trade Mark of ,Which the following is a representation:-r t ti  :-
OLD VATTED GLENLIVET WHISKY
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Applications Nos. 2095, 2096 ,  2097 ,  2098, 2099 ,  2100, 2102,
2103, 2104 ,  2105,  2106 ,  2107 ,  2108, 2109, and 2110 -Filed :5th
September ,  A.D. 1897.- PERRY BROTHERS,  of 108 Queen street,
Brisbane ,  wholesale and retail ironmongers  :  Application  No.
2095, to register in Class 1, in respect of Chemical Substances
used in Manufactures , Photography,  or  Philosophical Research.
and Anti-corrosives  ;  Application No. 2096, to register in  Class 2,
in respect of Chemical Substances used for Agricultural,
Horticultural ,  Veterinary, and Sanitary Purp ises  ;  Application
No. 2097, to register  in Class 5, in  respect  of Un•srought and
Partly  W rcught Metals u-ed in Manufacture  ;  Application
No 2098, to r gister in Class 6, in respect of Machinery of all
kinds and Parts of Machinery *,  except Agricultural and Horti-
cultural Machines included in Class 7; Ap lication No.  2099.
to register in Class 7, in respect of Agricultural and Horticultural
Machinery  and Parts of such Ma °hinery ;  -kpplication No. 21(X),
to register in Class 12, in respect of Cutlery and Edge Tools ;
Application No. 2102 ,  to register in Class 14 ,  in respect of Goods
of Precious Metals  (including Aluminum , -Nickel ,  Britannia
Metals,  &e.) and Jewellery ,  and Imitations of such Goods and
Jewellery; Application No. 2103, to register in Class 18, in
respect of Engineering, Architectural ,  and Building Con-
trivances  ;  Application No. 2104, to register in Class 20, in
respect of Explosive Substances  ;  Application No. 2105, to
register in Class 21, in respect of Naval Architectural Contri-
vances and Naval Equipments not included in Classes 19 and
20;  Application  No. 2106,  to register in Class 47, in respect of
Candles, Common Soap ,  Detergents ,  Illuminating ,  Heating, or
Lubricating  Oils, Matches,  and Starch ,  Blue, and other Prepara-
ti„ns for Laundry Purposes  ;  Application No. 2107 ,  to register
in Class 49, in respect of Games of all kinds and Sporting
Articles not included in other Classes  ;  Application No. 2108, to
register in  Class  50, subsection 6, in respect of Furniture Cream,
Plate-powder , &c.;  Application  No.  2109 ,  to register in Class
50, subsection 7, in respec t  of Tarpaulins ,  Tents, Hick Cloths,
Rope, Twine, &c. ; Application No. 2110 ,  to register in  Class  50,
subsection 9, in respect of Packing and Hose of all kinds, a
Trade  Mark of which the following is a representation :-
EXCELS IOR
The essential  particular  of the trade  mark is the  follow-
ing :-The  device as  shown above;  and we  disclaim any right to
the exclusive use of the added matter.
This  mark was first  advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
nient  Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2187-Filed 23rd October, A.D. 1897.-
ALFRED MooN, of Edward  street, Brisbane ,  merchant, to
register in Class 42, in respect  of Teas,  a Trade Mark of which
the following  is a representation :-
RED FLAG
This  mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
meat Gazette of  30 h October ,  A.D.  1897 .  Vide  notice at head
of trade  mark advertisements
Application No. 2188-Filed 26th October , A.D. 1897.-
CLARK AND Co., LIMITED ,  of Anchor Thread Mills, Paisley,
Scotland ,  sewing cotton manufacturers ,  to register in Class 23,
in respect of Sewing Cottons and Yarns, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation  :-
A a ,
The mark has  been in the  hands of the present proprietors
and their predecessors about thirty-five years before  1884.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head
of trade  mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2173-Filed 12th October, A.D. 1897.-
ANDREW USHER  AND Co ., of Edinburgh, distillers,  to register
in Class 43, in respect of Whisky, a Trade  Mark  of which
the following is a representation :-
gEW USHEIi&C,g
SPECIIjL RESERVE
OLD VATTEDGLENLIVET WHISKY
40,0  LD.,
1a
6010  LD.,
EDINBURGH.
lea 0 e L7 c.,CUTT• .•L•
LONDON ANO EXPO PA6ENPS. £WKBA/LEY4 Co. S.9 MARK LANE. EC
The essential particul ars of the  trade mark  are the follozc-
ing :-A complete  label  as above, which said label has been used
by the applicants since  1880.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 16th October, A.D. 1897.  Fide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 1980-Filed 2nd Appril, A.D. 1897.-
WILLIAM JONATHAN GRERN, of " Werundah," Young street,
Croydon,  near  Sydney, New South Wales, to register in Class
3, in respect of a Medicinal Preparation, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation:-
This mark was first advertised in the Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 23rd October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2200-Filed 8th November, A.D. 1897.-
B. MIIBATTI, SONS, AND Co., LIMITED, of 54 Whitworth street,
Oxford street, Manchester,. England, tobacco and cigarette
manufacturers ,  to register in Class 45, in respect of Manufac-
tured tobacco, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
NEBKA
REGISTERED
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 20th November, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2198-Filed 8th November, A.D. 1897.-
B. MIIBATTI, SONS, AND Co., LIMITED, of 54, Whitworth street,
Oxford street, Manchester, England, tobacco and cigarette
manufacturers, to register in Class 45, in respect of Manufac-
tured Tobacco, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :--
M UNA
a R
.41
This mark was  first advertised  in the  Queensland /
meet  Gazette  of 20th November, A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at head
of trade mark  advertisements.
Application No. 2213-Filed 16th November, A.D. 1897.-
COSGROVE AND Co.,  of Boggo  road, South Brisbane, ai;rated
water manufacturer,,  to register  in Class 41, in respect of
Mineral Waters and Aerated  Waters, including  Ginger Beer, a
Trade Mark of which the  following is a  representation:- -
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 20th November, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
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Application No. 2174-Filed 12th October, A.D.  1897.-ANDREW UBHE$ AND Co., of Edinburgh, distillers, toregister
in Class 43, in respect of Whisky, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation:-
SPECIALRESERVE
The essential  particulars of the trade mark are the foilow-
ing :-The  shape  of label as above ,  used on neck  of bottles, and
special device  of monogram thereon,  and we disclaim any right to
the exclusive  use of the added matter, "Special  Reserve."
This  mark  was first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern-
me*t Gazette  of  16th October, A. D. 1897. Fide notice at head
of trade mark advertisements,
Application No. 2190-Filed 26th October, A.D. 1897.-
CLARK AND Co., LIMITED , of Anchor Thread Mills, Paisley,
Scotland ,  sewing  cotton  manufacturers, to register  in Class 23,
in respect of Sewing  Cottons and Yarns, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a  representation:-
[4TH DECEMBER, 1897.
Application No. 2169-Filed 6th October, A.D. 1897.-
SAMUEL  ALLEN AND SONS, LIMITED, trading as " Christian
Herring ," of Townsville, Queensland, merchants, to register in
Class  43, in respect of Liqueurs, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation:-
4
0
•
ATLAS
The mark  has been in the possession  of the present pro-
prietors and their predecessors about  thirty-five years before
1889.
This  mark was  first advertised in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 30th October, A.D. 1897.  Yule  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2155-Filed 24th September, A.D. 1897.-
J. AND J.  COLMAN,  LIMITED ,  of (Jarrow  Works, Norwich, and
108 Cannon street,  London ,  England ,  mustard ,  starch,  and blue
manufacturers ,  to register  in Class 47,  in respect of Blue, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow.
ing :-The device and the signature : and we disclaim any right
to the exclusive  use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 9th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2154-Filed 24th September, A.D. 1897.-
J. AND J. COLMAN, LIMITED, of Carrow Works, Norwich, and
108 Cannon street, London, England, mustard, starch, and blue
manufacturers , to register in Class 47, in respect of Starch, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation:-
The applicants have used the above mark as a trade mark
before  the 13th October,  1884.
This mark was first  advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 16th October, A.D. 1897.  Yule  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2156-Filed 24th September, A.D. 1897.-
J. AND J. COLMAN,  LIMITED , of Carrow Works, Norwich, and
108 Cannon street, London, England, mustard, starch, and blue
manufacturers, to register in Class 47, in respect of Starch, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
V V V V -
C
C
C
C
C
a C
C
C
The essential particulars  of the  trademark re the  device of
a swan and the words  " The Swan, "  and the applicants disclaim
any right  to the  exclusive  use of the  added matter.
This  mark was first  advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 16th October, A.D.1897.  Tide  notice at head of
trade mark advertisements.
(9  ® ® ® ® Q
.0 LM A N'S :®
ORIGINAL PRIZE MEDALBOUFF,
® ARC
®
tb
S e ® . e
The applicants  have used the above  mark as a trade mark
before the 13th October,  1884.
This mark  was first  advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 16th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2152-Filed 24th September, A.D. 1897.-
J. AND J. COLMAN, LIMITED, of Carrow Works, Norwich, and
108 Cannon street, London, England, mustard, starch, and blue
manufacturers, to register in Class 47, in respect of -tarch, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
A.iistr MlY  MIY .r ` ....
E
f4 ,S r
.5 • I• w
The applicants  have used the above  mark as a trade mark
before the 13th October,  1884.
This  mark was  first  advertised in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  of 16th October, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
esnQ
j4fAzuE
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Application No. 2205-Filed 10th November, A.D. 1897.-
PARSONS BROS. AND  Co., of Sydney, New South Wales, manu-
facturers of food products, to register in Class 42, in respect
of Jams, Jellies, Pickles,  Sauces,  Oatmeals, Cereals, Baking
Powder, Custard Powder, Egg Powder, Vinegar, Coffee, Spices,
Macaroni , Vermicelli, Cordials, Mustard, Cocoa, Flavouring
Essences, and Coffee  Essence  with the exception of Milk, a
Trade Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
"RELIANCE"
This  mark was first advertised  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of  4th December, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at bead
of trade mark advertisements.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  4th December, 1897.
I is hereby notified ,  for public information, that the Free
Library attached to this Office contains the Specifications
of all Patents granted in the  United  Kingdom since A.D. 1588,
which have been supplied by the English Government  on
condition that the Works shall be rendered daily accessible to
the Public  for reference or for copying, free of charge.
Files of the following Publications may also be inspected
in the Library.
The Eng li sh Illustrated Official Journal  (Patents).
The English Trade Marks Journal.
The Patent Review ,  published at Ottawa ,  Canada.
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Discovery, published at Liverpool,  England.
The Australian Builders' and Contractors' News.
The Australasian Building  and Engineering  Journal.
The Australasian Manufacturer.
The Ironmonger (English Edition).
The Australasian Ironmonger.
Engineering.
The Scientific American.
The Patents Supplement to the New South Wales Govern-
ment Gazette.
The Patents Supplement to the Victorian  Government
Gazette.
The Patents Supplement to the New  Zealand Government
Gazette.
The Patents Supplement to the Queensland  Government
Gazette.
The Official Gazette of the United  States Patent Office
(from January, A.D. 1877).
Complete Specifications and Lithographs  of Drawings of
Inventions for which Patents were  granted in the
United States of America, from the  year  1889;  and
other Works.
The Library is open to the public daily  from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m., except Saturdays, when it is open from  9 a.m. to 12 noon.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Printed and Published by  EDMUND Gsaooav, Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel HOWEL GUNTER,  Commandant.
[No. 134.
Brisbane, 1st December,  189's.
Changes.
date 1st July, 1897.
No. 304.
SO UTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
QUEENSLAND MOUNTED INFANTRY.
REGIMENTAL STAFF.
No. 136,  Acting Sergeant -Bugler D. Kineavy, is appointed Bugler- Sergeant  ;  such appointment to bear
"A" BATTERY, QUEENSLAND PERMANENT ARTILLERY.
Horse No. 91, having been destroyed on the 16th November last, is struck off the strength of the Battery.
Leave.
Dress.
No. 305.
REGIMENT OF QUEENSLAND RIFLES.
CAPTAIN AND ADJUTANT D. P. WHITE is granted leave of absence from the 3rd to the 31st of January,
1898, both dates inclusive.
"C" COMPANY, 2ND REGIMENT.
Sergeant-Instructor W. A. Whitmore is granted leave of absence from the 20th instant to the 20th
January, 1898, both dates inclusive.
"L" (TOWNSVILLE) COMPANY, QUEENSLAND MOUNTED INFANTRY.
Sergeant-Instructor M. Denniston is granted leave of absence from the 11th instant to the 11th of
January, 1898, both dates inclusive.
No. 306.
OFFICFBS  COMMANDING will in future make such arrangements that Requisitions for Uniform, Accoutre-
ments, or Equipment for their respective Corps are sent to Head-Quarters or District Stores not oftener than
once a month.
All Officers are also expected to similarly restrict the number of requisitions for their personal requirements.
No. 307.
RIFLE CLUBS.
Ride Clubs. WHEN applying for permission for any member or members of a Rifle Club to travel on the Railway,
Presidents of Rifle Clubs will prepare, and forward to the Staff Officer for Rifle Clubs, with such application, the
requisition form for Railway Tickets. If the application is approved by the Commandant, the requisition will be
countersigned by a Staff Officer, and will be returned to the President. The Railway authorities will not accept,
in future, any requisition for free conveyance for members of Rifle Clubs unless so countersigned.
Board.
No. 308.
A BOARD Of SURVEY,  composed as under ,  will assemble at Thursday Island, at such time and at such place
as the President may arrange ,  for the purpose of reporting on Barrack Stores, &c., of " A " Battery , Q.P.A.
President.
Captain E . H. Willis, R.A.
Members.
Lieutenant W. E. Parry-Okeden , Q.P.A.
Lieutenant G. Smith ,  Torres Strait G.B.
Drill.
n nQ
No. 309.
THE parade in Brisbane on 6th November ultimo (field manceuvres) will count as half-day towards pay and
efficiency.
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No. 310.
GENERAL ORDER No. 292 of 1897  is hereby  cancelled and the following  substituted therefor:-Pursuant to Regulation 62 (3), the Banks and Rates  of Pay of the First and Second Class Sergeant-
Instructors for the year 1897-98 are publi-lied for  information:-
Rank and Name.
FIRST CLASS.
Warrant Officer ,  Staff Sergeant -Major J.
Byrne
Sergeant -Major W .  H. Catchpoole
Sergeant -Major W. A. Freeman ... ...
Sergeant -Major J. C. Coutts ... ...
Sergeant -Major J. G. Price ... ... ...
Sergeant -Major T. F. Carey ... ...
Sergeant -Major T. Cooney ... ...
Sergeant -Major W. A. Whitmore ... ...
Quartermaster -Sergeant  J. A. Glass ...
quartermaster C. West ..Sergeant  G. Stronach
Quartermaster -Sergeant  J. H. Durant ...
* On probation.
Recruits
Corps.
Reg.
No. Rank and Name.
Queensland Mounted
Infantry-
" B " Company ... 453 Private John Barnes ...
454 Private Thomas J. Pacey
455 Private Richard O'Brien
456 Private James Pacey ..
457 Private Frederick Butler
458 Private Sam Templeton
459 Private James Barnes ...
461 Private Patrick Barnes ..
462 Private Charles Strong ...
463 Private Patrick O'Brien
464 Private Patrick Garrigan
Per Annum .  Rank and Name.
X  8. d. SECOND CLASS.
P. 150 0 0 Quartermaster -Sergeant P. Hoare ... ..
Company Sergeant -Major W. H. Raymond
... 120 0 0 Company Sergeant -Major R .  Breydon * ...
... 150 0 0 Company Sergeant -Major  D. Timms *
...
Per Annum.
X s. d.
100 0 0
+91 5 0
t91 5 0
t91 5 0
t91 5 0
t91 5 0
120 0 0 Company Sergeant -Major J. J. Walker * ... t 91 5 0
180 0 0  Colour -Sergeant  C. A. Mayes * ... ... ... t 91 5 0
120 0 0  Colour -Serg eant M. Clarke *  ... ... t 91 5 0
120 0 0 Company Sergeant -Major  J. 'Loynes  *  t 91 -5 0
120 0 0 Company Sergeant -Major M .  Denniston * $ 91 5 0
120 0 0 Company Sergeant -Major G. Simpson *  ... ... t91 5 0
150 0 0  Colour -Sergeant F. James *  ... ... ...
I
t 91 5 0
t with  an addition of £a 15s .  a year when more than one  Corps  is instructed.
No. 311.
THE undermentioned Recruits, having completed twenty drills, were inspected by the Staff Officer named,
at the place and on the date shown hereunder, and those whose names are published as having passed may now
be taken on the strength of their respective Corps as trained men :-
INSPECTION.
Place. Date.
a)
0E
Result.
RESULT OF
MUSKETRY COURSE.
Inspecting Officer. --- - -
Individual Volley.
Passed  136
do. 9 0"  139
do. o  74
do. 0  149
do.  118
do. a 162 °
}do. 92 cc
do. 51
do. 62do. 91
do. 116 )
J
No. 312.
A BOARD composed as under will assemble at the Adelaide-street Drillshed, Brisbane, on the 4th instant, at
11 a.m., to conduct the Practical Examination of the following Officers:-Acting Lieutenant S. Harrup, Queensland Rifles.Acting Lieutenant F. E. Lenihan,
President.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. R. Ricardo, S.O.M.I.
Member.
Lieutenant-Colonel B. Hutchison, S.O. Volunteers.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief Staff Officer.
NOTICES.
A Military Tournament, the events of which will be open to members of the Queensland Defence Force,
will be held about the middle of this month at Lismore, Richmond River, New South Wales. Programmes
and full particulars  will be available later on.
A Military Tournament, the events of which will be open to members of the Military and Police Forces of
Australia, will be held at Ipswich on Friday, 10th instant.
A Mounted Infantry Rifle Match in connection with the above Tournament will be shot at Ipswich on
Saturday, the 11th instant, at the Brasaall Rifle Range.
Programmes and full particulars  can be obtained from the Hon. Secretary (Company Sergeant-Major
J. Loynes), Ipswich.
It is notified, for information, that telephonic  communication  between Brisbane and Lytton Fort has been
re-established.
120 0 0 Company Sergeant-Major K. McLennan *
120 0 0 Company Sergeant-Major P. G. Sadler *
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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DIVISIONS OF ARAMAC AND BARCOO.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the second day of December, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.
W HEREAS by an Act  passed in  the fifty- first year of Her
Majesty 's reign ,  intituled  "  The Divisional  Boards Act of
1887 ,"  it is amongst  other  things enacted  that the Governor in
Council may, by Order in Council,  alter  the boundaries  of a Division
or Subdivision by including  in a Division  or Subdivision part of
another Division or Subdivision and excluding it from the latter :
And whereas it is deemed necessary to alter the boundaries of the
Division of Aramac and Subdivision 1 th reof, and of the Division of
Barcoo  : Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor in Council,
in pursuance of the provisions of the said Act, doth order that the
boundaries of the said Division of Aramac and Subdivision 1 thereof,
and of the said Division of Barcoo, shall be altered in accordance
with the following descriptions :-
ARAMAC.
Commencing at the confluence of the Alice River with the Barcoo
River, and bolknded thence by the Barcoo River downwards to the
north- east  corner of the Reserve for Pasturage in the parish of Isisford,
proclaime i in  Government Gazette,  1894, part 2, page 13 ; thence by the
north boundary of that reserve bearing west to the north-east corner of
portion 16v, by the south-east boundaries of portion 16v and 17v south-
westerly, by the east and part of the south boundaries of portion 6v to
a point north from the north corner of portion 26v ; thence by a line
south to that corner, by the north-east boundary of portion 26v south-
easterly to the west boundary of the Isisford Town Reserve, by part of
the west and the south boundaries of that reserve to the Barcoo River,
by that river downwards to the south-west corner of Welbeck Block,
by the west boundary of Welbeck, by part of the south boundary
of Barnstaple, by the south boundaries of St. Helena South,
Hazlewood Right, and Hazlewood South, the north and west boundaries
of Strathearn, the north boundaries of Ruthven, Aberuthven, and
Possum, by the north boundary of Mungerie No. 1 East, by part of the
north and part of the east boundaries of Mungerie No. 1, by the east,
north,  east,  north-west, north-east, and west boundaries of Wait-a- While,
by part of the north boundary of Clifton to the Thomson River, by. that
river downwards to Vergemont Creek, by that creek upwards to the
south-east corner of Vergemont No. 3, by the south and west
boundaries of Vergemont No. 3, by part of the south and the
west boundaries of Vergemont No. 2, by the west boundary
of Vergeuiout No. 1, by part of the south boundary of Evesham
No. 6, by the south boundary of Vergemont No. 7, by part of the south
and the west boundaries of Vergemont No. 8, by the south boundaries
of Vergemont No. 6 and St. Enoch, by the west and part of the north
boundaries  of St. Enoch, by part of the west boundary of Lismore, by
the south, south-west, and north-west boundaries of Cross, by the west
boundary of Grassmere South, by part of the south and the west
boundaries of Grassmere, by part of the south, the west, and the north
boundaries of Warnarnbool No. 2, by the north and part of the west
boundaries of Warnambool No. 1, by the north and east boundaries
of Kyree No. 1, by the south boundary of Bladensburg No. 9,
by the south, south-east, and east boundaries of Bladensburg
No. 10, by part of the east boundary of Bladensburg No. 8, by the south
and part of the east boundaries of Vindex No. 3, by the south and south-
east boundaries of Vindex No. 5, by the south-east and north-east
boundaries of Vindex No. 6, by the south-east boundary of Vindex
No. 7, by the south-east, south- west,  and east boundaries of Apex
Downs No. 1, by part of the east boundary of Apex Downs
No. 2, by the north boundary of St. Patrick South, by the north
and east boundaries of Glenullin South, by the north and north-
east boundaries of Kensington No. 4, by the north boundary of
Alma North, by the north-west boundaries of Tablederry Upper
and Triangle West, by the north boundaries of Triangle West
and Gelebele to Tower Hill Creek, by that creek downwards to the
north -west corner  of Potosi ,  by the  north boundaries  of Potosi ,  Jabiru,
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and Coreena,  and a line east to  the Main Dividing Range, by that range
southerly to a point east from the north-east corner of Elton East, by a
line west to that corner, by the east and part of the south boundaries of
Elton East, by the north boundaries of Elton South and Foxhall No. 2,
by the west boundaries of Foxhall No. 2 and No. 1 to the north boundary
of portion 21v Barcaldine Resumption, by the north boundary of that
portion and a line west to the north-east corner of portion 1v, by the
north-east boundaries of portions 1v and 2v to the Alice River, and by
that river downwards to the point  of commencement  ;- inclusive of
portion 1 and the Racecourse Reserve  in the parish of Isisford.
Subdivision 1.
Commencing on the Thomson River at the south boundary of the
Division, and bounded thence by that river upwards to Aramac Creek,
by that creek upwards to the west boundary of Joebel Run, by the west
and south boundaries of Joebel Run, by part of the south boundary of
Ingberry Run, by the we-it boundary of Bellabad, by part of the north,
the west, and south boundaries of Whalton, by part of the west and
south boundaries of Coreena, by the east boundary of Aslockton Run to
the boundary of the Division, and by the boundaries thereof westerly,
southerly, and westerly to the point of commencement ;- inclusive of
portion 1 and the Racecourse Reserve, in the parish of Isisford.
BARCOO.
Commencing on the Barcoo River at the south boundary of the
Isisford Town Reserve (proclaimed in  Government Gazette,  13th
October, 1877, page 804), and bounded thence by the Barcoo River
downwards to the south-west corner of Welbeck, by the west boundary
of Welbeck, by part of the south boundary of Barnstaple, by the south
boundaries of St. Helena South, Hazlewood Right, and Hazlewood
South, the north and west boundaries of Streathearn, the north
boundaries of Ruthven, Aberuthven, and Possum, by the north
boundary of Mungerie No. 1 East, by part of the north and part of the
east boundaries of Mungerie No. 1, by the east, north, east, north-west,
north-east, and west boundaries of Wait-a-While, by part of the north
boundary of Clifton to the Thomson River, by that river downwards to
Vergemont Creek, by that creek upwards to the south-east corner of Verge-
mont No. 3, by the south and west boundaries of Vergernont No. 3, by
part of the south and the west boundaries of Vergemont No. 2, by the
west boundary of Vergemont No. 1, by part of the south boundary of
Evesham No. 6, by the south boundary of Vergemont No. 7, by the
south boundary of Floridavale No. 3, by the south-east, west,  and south
boundaries of Floeidavale No. 2, by the south and west boundaries of
Floridavale No. 1, by the north boundary of Binburi No. 3, by part of
the east, the north, and part of the west boundaries of Binburi No. 1, by
the east boundary of Eivo No. 1 and Donniebrook No. 1, by the east,
south- east, an -1 part of the south-west boundaries of Donniebrook No.
3, by the east boundary of Unus, by the north-east boundary of Pourtia
No. 2, by the north-west boundaries of Pourtia No. 2 and Hound, by
part of the south-west boundary of Hound, by the north-west boundarit a
of Rex and Wombah No. 3, by the east, south-east, and south-west
boundaries of Merabooka, by part of the north-east boundary of
Wombah No. 2, by the north-west boundaries of Wombah No. 2 and
Quirindi East, by part of the south-west boundary of Quirindi East by
the north-west and part of the south-west boundaries of Quirindi West,
by the north-west and south-west boundaries of Tenningering No. 1,
by part of the north and the west boundaries of Dullen Downs, by part of
the north, the west, and south boundaries of Walling, the south
boundaries of Berellem, by part of the south boundary of Currawilla,
by the west, south, east, and part of the north boundaries  of Boinia
Downs No. 4, by the east and the south-east boundaries  of Tennin-
gering  No. 8, by the south-east boundary of Gungabulla East, by
part of the south-west and the south-east boundaries of St.  Helens,
by part of the north-east boundary of Boinia Downs No. 2, by
the north-west boundaries of Banksia and Calabra West, by the
north and part of the east boundaries of Calabra West, the north
boundary of Calahra, by part of the west, the north, and part of the
east boundaries of Cashmere No. 1, by the west boundary  of Manilla
No. 2, by the north boundaries of lurackville, Galway Downs No. 6
and No. 1, and Peninsula, by part of the north boundary of Adaford,
by the west and part of the north boundaiies of Romula, by  the west
boundaries of Bowfell and Trickett, by the north boundary of Trickett,
by the north-west and north- east boundaries  of Putney, by the north-
east boundary  of Dornoch, by part of the north -west and the north-east
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boundaries of Walton ,  by the north -east boundaries of Sedan, King-
ston ,  and Adderley ,  by the north -west and part of the north-east
boundaries of Coolie
East by the north-west and part of thenortheast boundaries of 1 ooringa, by the north-west and north-
east boundaries  of E'gobra, by the south- east  boundary of Strathconan
No. 1, by parts of the south-west and south-east boundaries of Strath-
conan No. 2, by the south-west, sou,h-east, and part of the north-east
boundaries of Strathconan  No. 7, by the  west and north -east boundaries
of Monk, by part of the west boundary of Box Tree, by part of the
south and the west boundaries of Battery South, by parts of the south
and west boundaries of Rokewood, by part of the south and the west
boundaries of Rokewood West, by the west boundaries of Deadlock
South, Deadlock, and Deepwater, by part of the north boundary
of Deepwater, by the west boundaries of Overreach and
Longreach to the Barcoo River, by that river downwards to the
north -east corner of the Reserve for Pasturage in the parish of Isisford,
proclaimed in  Government Gazette,  1894, part 2, page  13;  thence by the
north boundary of that reserve bearing west to the north-east corner of
portion ltiv, by the south-east boundaries of portion 16v and 17v south-
westerly, by the east and part of the south boundaries of portion 6v to a
point north  from  the north corner of portion  26v;  thence by a line  south
to that corner ,  by the north -east boundary of portion 26v south- e;esterly
to the west boundary of the lsisford Town Reserve, by part of the west
and the south boundaries of that reserve to  the Barcoo River at the point
of commencement  ;- exclusive of portion 1 and the Racecourse Reserve,
in the parish  of Isisford.
And the Honourable the Home Secretary is to give the necessary
directions  herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY, Clerk of the Council.
REGULATIONS FOR THE PREVENTION OF SPREAD OF
LEPROSY.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd December, 1897.
LEPROSY ACT, 1892.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to make the
following Regulations for the purpose of carrying into effect
" The Leprosy Act of  1892."
HORACE TOZER.
REGULATIONS.
As to lazarets proclaimed under section. 3 of the Act.
1. If the place proclaimed by the Governor in Council under section
3 of the Act to be a lazaret is not completely isolated, and is within a
distance of one mile from any town, the houses ,  buildings ,  premises,
and appurtenances thereto, in occupation or in use by the lepers or
attendants, shall be securely enclosed together within a fence from the
surrounding neighbourhood.
Investigation of reported  cases  of leprosy.
2. When any householder or occuer of any house or premises shall
have reported that there is reason  tot  lieve that a person in such house
or premises  is suffering from leprosy, or when any medical practitioner
shall have reported  that any  case  of leprosy or supposed leprosy has
come under his observation, one or mcre medical practitioners, besides
the medical practitioner so reporting, shall forthwith be appointed
to investigate the case reported .  The medical practitioners so appointed
shall make a joint investigation , and shall report thereon to the
Minister.
3. The Minister ,  upon the recommendation , in writing, of any
one or more of the medical practitioners appointed to investigate the
case ,  mxy declare the house or premises in which any such investigation
is being made to be a lazaret during the period of the required investi-
gation, and all regulations hereby made applying to lazarets shall  apply
to such house or premises.
Treatment of dressings and clothing used by lepers in lazarets.
4. All dressings used upon the lepers shall be burned by the attendant
immediately on removal.
5. All clothing that shall have been in use by or upon any leper
or any attendant and which shall be cast off shall  be  immediately
burned.
6. The water used by the lepers or attendants in charge for wash-
ing themselves ,  or for bathing in, or for the purpose of washing any
clothing or material used by them ,  shall be disposed of as soon as possible
after it has  been used.
7. All clothing used by any leper or attendant in charge and
intended to be washed or otherwise cleansed shall, immediately on its
removal from the person ,  be disinfected by being steeped in a solution
of corrosive sublimate, and shall be washed or cleansed as soon as
possible after removal.
8. All excreta ,  if there shall be conveniences for so doing, shall  be
burned .  Where no conveniences exist ,  it shall in all cases be disinfected
with corrosive sublimate ,  and shall be removed daily.
Detention  in places  not proclaimed lazarets.
9. A person who is suffering from leprosy and is detained, as
provided by section 11 of the Act, in a place not proclaimed a lazaret
must provide himself with an attendant or attendants , to be approved
of by the medical practitioner in charge of the case and the Minister.
Such attendant or attendants must reside on the premises ,  and the
person suffering  from leprosy shall not at any time be left unattended.
When there is one attendant only, he or she shall not leave the premises
or attendance on the patient without leave given  by the medical prac-
titioner in charge ;  and the attendant must, in case  leave be given,
provide a substitute to be approved of by the medical practitioner in
charge.  A record of the time of absence, purposes of absence, places
and persons visited by the attendant during such absence ,  shall be
entered in a book kept for the purpose, and the entry shall be signed
by the attendant and the medical practitioner .  The medical practitioner
shall have sole discretion as to granting such permission or  li miting it
as he shall think proper.
10. No person suffering from leprosy shall be allowed to remain or
be detained in any place not proclaimed a lazaret unless each and all of
the following conditions and rules are  observed:-
(1) A separate and detached room or rooms shall  be provided for
the patient for the purpose of eating and sleep in g in. No
other room or portion of the premises or house shall be used
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for these purposes. The room or rooms so used shall at no
time be used or entered upon by any other person than the
attendant or attendants and the medical practitioner in charge,
except by the permission of the medical practitioner, who
shalt specify the purl.osk s, and may at his discretion limit the
time and conditions of such entry ;
t2) A separate bath-room and em th-closet shall be provided for
tie patient, and shall not he used by any other person ;
(3) A separate bath-room and earth-closet shall be provided for
the attendant or attendants;
(4) The water used by the patient or his attendants for the
(5)
purpose of washing himself or themselves, or for bathing in,
or for any other cleansing purpose, shall be disinfected with
quicklime  before being disposed of ;
All eating  a >paratus  and other  necessaries  for table use by the
patient shall be kept separate at all times from those used by
any other person. All necessary  cleansing  in connection
therewith shall be done separately ;
(6) All clothing used  by or  upon the patient, and intended to
(7)
be washed or otherwise cleansed, shall immediately on
its removal be steeped in water disinfected with a solution
of corrosive sublimate, and shall immediately afterwards be
washed and exposed to dry. All blankets, sheets, and other
furnishings in and upon the bed used by the patient, and
intended to be washed or otherwise cleansed, shall be similarly
dealt with ;
All excreta shall be immediately disinfected and removed.
The earth-closet shall be cleansed daily and disinfected as
directed by the medical practitioner in charge.
11. All regulations made hereby, or which shall hereafter be made .
with reference to lazarets, shall apply to every
For
in which persons
suffering  from leprosy are detained as provided for by section 11 of the
Act.
12. Any breach of any of these Regulations by the person so detained
shall be immediately reported, in writing, to the rpedical practitioner
by the attendant in charge who shall have observed it. He shall,
immediately on receipt of such rel,ort, investigate into the matter so
reported, and shall report the circumstances to the Minister, with such
comments thereon as he shall deem it advisable to make.
13. The attendant or attendants shall be subject to the control of
the medical practitioner  in charge  ; he shall have the power of suspending
any attendant committing any breach of his duties or these Regulations,
or who, he shall have reason to believe, has committed any such breach.
He shall have the power of appointing a substitute during such
suspensi,m, and shall report the circumstances of such suspension, in
writing, to the Minister.
14. The medical officer appointed for the purposes of this Act, or
any other medical practitioner appointed, shall at least once in every
month visit the place in which any leper is detained, as provided by
section 11 of the Act, and shall report thereon genera ly to the Minister.
15. The Minister, upon being satisfied that any breach of these
Regulations has been committed by the patient or attendant or
attendants, or by the medical practitioner in charge, may order the
removal of the patient to a lazaret.
16. The Minister may order the removal of the patient to a lazaret
if the disease shall have reached the ulcerative  stage,  or at any other
time  be shall think it expedient so to do.
Burial of deceased lepers and disposal of effects.
17. The bodies of all deceased lepers shall, within a period of twenty-
four hours after death, be buried with quicklime.
18. All bedding, clothing, and all utensils used by the deceased,
shall immediately after his death be destroyed by fire.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd December, 1897.
H IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the .  Executive
Council, has ,  in pursuance of the provisions of "  The Pharmacy
Act of  1884," been pleased to approve  of the following  Regulations
made  by the  Pharmacy Board of Queensland.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by  "The Pharmacy Act of  1884" it is enacted that the
Pharmacy Board of Queensland may, from time to time, with the
approval of the Governor in Council, make, alter, or rescind Regulations
for carrying the said Act into effect : It is hereby resolved by the said
Board, by and with the approval of the Governor in Council, that the
following  Regulations  shall be in  force from the date of the publication
hereof :-
Clause 40 of the Regulations  under  "The Pharmacy Act of  1884,
published in the  Gazette  dated the 20th March, 1886, is hereby repealed,
and the following clause substituted therefor :-
"Apprentices  must  file their indentures with the Registrar within
twelve months from the date thereof : Provided, boa ever, that the Board
may register an indenture at any time before the candidate i4 examined.
on sufficient cause for any delay in the presentation for registration of
such indenture being shown, and on payment of a fine of one guinea."
Clause 13 of the Regulations under  "The Pharmacy Act of  1884,
published in the  Gazette  dated the 18th April, 1891, is hereby
repealed, and the following Clause substituted therefor :-
"The Board shall meet at the Office of the Board on the second
Thursday in every month, and on such other days and at such time as
the president or any two members of the Board shall desire, by
requisition, in writing, addressed to the Registrar, %& ho shall thereupon
summon the members of the Board to meet on the day and at the time
fixed by such requisition. If at the expiration of fifteen  minutes after
the hour appointed for the meeting of the Board a quorum of members
is not  present, no business shall be transacted, and the  meeting shall
lapse." -
The foregoing Regulations were  passed by the Pharmacy  Board of
Queensland this  fourth day of November, 1897.
WALTER TAYLOR, President.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GizeoaY, Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel HowEa GuNTER,  Commandant.
Brisbane , 8th December, 1897.
No. 313.SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
HEAD-QUARTERS' BAND.
Changes.  LTEUTENANT-COLONEL P. R. RICARDO, S.O.M.I, will take over the additional duties of Officer Commanding
the Head-Quarters' Band, and will administer the affairs of the Band,  vice  Major J. F. Robertson.
REGIMENT OF QUEENSLAND RIFLES.
Acting Lieutenants J. Tolmie,
R H. Munro, and
D. M. L. Graham
Leave.
Drill.
are posted to the Corps  as Supernumeraries  in the above order of seniority.
Acting Lieutenant J. Tolmie will take over  command of  the Corps.
TAMBO RIFLE CLUB.
Robert Wilfrid  Moran is  appointed President.
CLIFTON RIFLE CLUB.
Henry Bailey, Esq., is appointed President.
TERRORS CREEK RIFLE CLUB.
Thomas Evans, Esq., is appointed President.
No. 314.
"A" BATTERY, QUEENSLAND PERMANENT ARTILLERY.
CAPTAIN O.  A. TUNBRIDGE is granted  leave  of absence  from the 3rd  instant to  the 31st January, 1898,
both  dates inclusive.
QUEENSLAND MOUNTED INFANTRY. -
"G" Company.
Sergeant-Instructor P. G. Sadler  is granted  leave of absence from the 15th instant to the 5th January,
1898,Fboth dates  inclusive.
"A " Company.
Sergeant-Instructor D. Timms is granted leave of absence from the 22nd instant to the 6th January, 1898,
both dates inclusive.
"F" Company.
Sergeant -Instructor  J. J. Walker  is granted leave of  - absence from 11th instant  to 8th January, 1898, both
dates inclusive.
No. 315.
THE course of instruction for Recruits and Trained Soldiers of Infantry as laid down in General Order
No. 87, 1895, will be carried out by all Volunteer Corps until further orders.
No. 316.
THE Pattern of Foot-straps attached to trousers, Pattern No. 42 (General Order No. 719 of 1892), is
Dress. hereby cancelled.
=•oe+N. A. Pattern of Foot-straps for Mounted Infantry has been approved and sealed to govern future issues
It will be made of ordinary black leather for all ranks. Register No. 291.
Eaa- 1:fnation.
No. 317.
THE following  are the Results of an Examination  in B (Practical Portion), held at Adelaide-street Drillsbed
on 11th December,  1897:-
Rank, Name ,  and Corps.
Rank for
which
Examined.
D Ds,o i'n.
DRCIMAL OF MARKS GAINED.
A.
B. Infantry.
Practical. written.
Acting Lieutenant S. Harrap, Regiment of Queens- Lieutenant ...
land Rifles
Acting Lieutenant F. E. Lenihan, Regiment of Lieutenant ...
Queensland Rifles
208
* Fair ...
* Good
* Previously  passed.
*
Go
eo
Remarks.
'67  Passed for Lieutenant.
'58 Passed for Lieutenant.
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No. 318.
ATTENTION is directed to the following Regulations published in the  Government Gazette  of the 1st instant, regarding the
issue of Medals to Non-commissioned Officers and men entitled from time to time to receive same :-
(a) For Meritorious Service ;
(b) For Distinguished Conduct in the Field ;
(c) Long Service and Good Conduct.
Also Regulations relating to " Grant of Volunteer Officers' Decoration," and Regulations regarding the issue of "Volunteer
Long Service Medal."
REGULATIONS FOR THE ISSUE OF MEDALS FOR MERI-
TORIOUS SERVICE, DISTINGUISHED CONDUCT IN
THE FIELD, LONG SERVICE AND GOOD CONDUCT.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 17th November, 1897.
HER Majesty the Queen  having, by  Royal Warrant dated 31st May,
1895, been graciously pleased to  ordain that  Medals for Meritorious
Service, for Distinguished Conduct, and for Long Service and Good
Conduct shall be issued to Warrant Officers, Non-commissioned Officers,
and Men of Her Majesty's Colonial Forces, under such  Regulations as
may from time to time be made  in the  manner prescribed by the said
Warrant : It is hereby notified,  for general information , that the follow-
ing Regulations re'ating to  the issue of such Medals ,  having been made
and approved in accordance with the said Warrant, will be in force on
and from the First day of December, 1897.
HUGH M. NELSON.
(A.) FOR MERITORIOUS SERVICE.
1. A silver medal, having on the obverse the Royal Effigy and on
the reverse the words "For Meritorious Service " and the word
" Queensland," and the soldier' s name  and rank and regiment inscribed
on the rim, shall be issued as a reward for meritorious service, to such
soldiers above the rank of corporal of the Active Land Force as shall be
specially nominated by the Commandant and recommended by the
Minister to His Excellency the Governor.
2. Each soldier to whom such a medal shall be issued may be
granted a gratuity, the amount to be determined by the Minister.
(B.) FOR DISTINGUISHED CONDUCT IN THE FIELD.
3. A medal bearing upon it the words " For Distinguished Conduct
in the Field " shall be granted to a soldier of the Active Land Force if
specially recommended by the Commandant through the Minister to
His Excellency the Governor.
4. In a case where a soldier already in possession of a medal for
distinguished conduct under the preceding paragraph is recommended
by the Commandant on account of further distinguished conduct in the
field, a bar shall be added to the distinguished conduct medal already
conferred.
(c.) LONG SERVICE AND GOOD CONDUCT.
5. On the recommendation of the Commandant through the Minister,
a silver medal shall be awarded to a non-commissioned officer or man
of the Permanent Force or of the Permanent Staff who has served for
eighteen years with an irreproachable character, and has not been con-
victed by a court-martial during that period, or is eligible for a medal
notwithstanding such conviction under paragraph 6. The medal shall
bear on the obverse the Royal Arms, and on the reverse the words "For
Long Service and Good Conduct" and the word " Queensland." It shall
have the rank, name, and regiment of the soldier inscribed on the rim,
and shall be presented in Her Majesty' s name  by his Commanding
Officer on parade. It shall be worn by the soldier as an honourable
testimonial of Her Majesty's approbation of his conduct. A soldier of
eighteen years' service and upwards who may have distinguished himself
by the display of zeal and gallantry in the service shall also be eligible
for this medal although he may not strictly fulfil the required conditions.
6. A non-commissioned officer convicted by a court-martial and
reduced to the ranks or to a lower grade for any offence for which he
would not hate e been tried had he been a private soldier, shall, if his con-
duct has been good for a continuous period of five years from the date of
such reduction, not be precluded by such reduction from receiving the
medal referred to in paragraph 5.
7. Non-commissioned officers employed on the Permanent Staff or
as Instructors to the Active Land Force shall be permitted to reckon
any former or present service in the Imperial  Army  towards the service
necessary to render them eligible for the medal.
8. A medal granted under paragraph 5 shall be surrendered by a
soldier awarded the medal under paragraph 1.
9. Notification  of all awards of medals for meritorious service, for
distinguished conduct, and for long service and good conduct shall be
published in General and Regimental Orders.
Application for medals.
10. Commanding officers are to address their recommendations for
the medals for meritorious service, and for distinguished conduct in
the field, to the Assistant Adjutant-General, and the recommenda-
tions will be accompanied by descriptive returns, records of service, and
statements of service abroad or in the field, and of the wounds and
distinctions of the men recommended.
11. The medal for meritorious service will be awarded to -a
soldier above the rank of corporal, who has displayed exceptional
valour, zeal, or energy in the performance of his duty, whether in the
field, in camp, or in garrison ; or has performed any service of a military
nature of such benefit to the State as to be considered deserving of
special distinction and reward. This medal may be granted either
before or after discharge. This medal shall not as a rule be conferred
on any warrant officer or sergeant of less than twenty years' service.
12. Recommendations for the long service and good conduct
medal are to be made on the form laid down in Standing General
Orders, and are to be forwarded to the Assistant Adjutant-General
periodically, as candidates become eligible. They will be accompanied
by the soldier's troop, battery, or company's defaulter sheets, certified
extracts showing the charge, finding, and sentence of any court-martial
by which he has been tried, and copies of any convictions by the civil
power.
13. Recommendations for warrant or non -commissioned  officers .,f
the permanent staff will  be  made by the Assistant  Adjutant-General,
and in case such non-commissioned officer is attached  to a corps, tint
recommendation will be accompanied by a letter from the Commanding
Officer of that corps stating whether he concurs in the recommendation.
14. The grant of a good conduct medal is intended as a reward for a
long course of service with irreproachable character and oonduct ;
Commanding Officers will therefore take special care to recommend only
such soldiers  as are in  every way worthy of this honourable distinction ;
even when  eligible by  the requisite length of service, regard must be
had to the soldier 's conduct throughout his career ,  and to the number
and nature of the offences recorded in his troop, battery, or company
defaulter sheet, irrespective of the punishments that may have been
awarded.
15.  Any  non- commissioned officer or soldier who has within the last
eighteen years been twelve times entered in the regimental defaulter
book,  or has ten cases of drunkenness recorded against him ,  or who has
been convicted by a court- martial , or by the civil power for felony or
any other offence of a disgraceful nature, or as a non-commissioned officer
has been drunk under arms ,  is absolutely ineligible for these rewards.
16. When soldiers qualified by length of service have distinguished
themselves by gallantry and zeal in the service after the commission of
any offence by which they were rendered ineligible, they may be recom-
mended ; but the circumstances must be fully explained.
A soldier, who within the last eighteen years has only been convicted
as a non-commissioned officer of an offence for which he would not
necessarily have been tried had he been a private soldier, may also be
recommended on the conditions laid down in paragraph 14, provided that
his company defaulter sheet shows a probation of five years' continuous
good conduct since the date of his reduction.
17. The medal for meritorious service cannot  be  held concurrently
with the good conduct medal ; but either of these medals may be held
together with the medal for distinguished conduct in the field.
18. The grant of good conduct  medals  will be notified  in General
and Regimental Orders, in order that every man who obtains such grant
may be regarded as an object of respect and emulation to the non-com-
missioned officers and men of the corps in which he is serving or has
served.
19. The medal will be presented to the soldier by his commanding
officer on a regimental parade, or by the Commandant, should he think
proper, on a general parade of the troops in the brigade or garrison, to
be worn by him as an honourable testimonial of his Sovereign's approba-
tion of his conduct.
20. Good conduct medals which may not have been received by
soldiers before their discharge from the service will be forwarded to their
place of residence. Letters containing medals, when forwarded through
the post, are to be registered.
21. Medals for meritorious service or for distinguished conduct in
the field will  be issued in accordance with special instructions in each
case.
Lost medals.
22. When a medal is lost a board of inquiry will be assembled to
inquire into and record the cause of the loss. If the loss be accidental,
the loser may be recommended by the board to be supplied with a new
medal at once, either at his own expanse or that of the public, according
to the circumstances of the case. In order to justify the replacement
of a medal at the public expense, the  loss must  be proved to have
occurred on duty, by some accident entirely beyond the control of the
loser. In such a case as the loss of a medal cut from a tunic or stolen
from a soldier's person, the loser must pay for it himself.
23. If the loss be proved to have occurred from carelessness or
neglect, the loser may, after being two years clear of the regimental
defaulter's book, be recommended by the board to be provided with a
new medal at his own expense.
Forfeiture and restoration of medals and gratuities awarded under these
Regulations.
24. Every soldier who is found guilty by a court-martial of desertion,
fraudulent enlistment, or any offence under section 17 or 18 of the Army
Act, and every soldier who is sentenced by a court-martial to penal
servitude, or to be discharged with ignominy, shall forfeit  all medals and
decorations awarded under these Regulations of which he may be in
possession, or to which he may be entitled, together with any gratuity
thereto appertaining.
25. Every soldier who-
(a) Is liable to trial on confession of desertion or fraudulent
enlistment ,  but whose trial has  be en dispensed with ;
(b) Is discharged in consequence of incorrigible and worthless
character ,  or expressly on account of misconduct ,  or on con-
viction by the civil power, or on being sentenced to penal
servitude, or for giving a false answer on attestation ;
(c) Is found guilty by a civil court of an offence which, if tried
by court-martial, would be cognisable under section 17 or
section 18 of the Army Act; or is sentenced by a civil court
to a punishment exceeding six months '  imprisonment ;
shall forfeit all medals awarded under these Regulations, together with
the gratuity, if any, thereto appertaining.
26. Any general or district court-martial may, in addition to or
without any other punishment, sentence any offender to forfeit any
medal or decoration awarded under these Regulations, together with the
gratuity, if any, thereto appertaining, which may have been granted to
him ; but no such forfeiture shall be awarded by the court-martial when
the offence  is such that the conviction does of itself entail a forfeiture
ender paragraphs 24 and 25.
27. When  the conduct of a soldier who has earned the medal and
gratuity  for long service and good conduct has, after the award of the
odal and gratuity, been such as to disqualify him from wearing the
;.,r-,?.•1, it shall be competent for the Minister, on the recommendation
f the Commandant, to deprive him of the medal and gratuity.
28. Any medal or gratuity forfeited by a soldier under the pro-
Of  paragraphs 24 to 27 may be restored to such soldier by the
:Miu i-ter  on the recommendation of the Commandant.
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REGULATIONS RELATING TO GRANT OF VOLUNTEER
OFFICERS' DECORATION.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th November, 1897.
HER Majesty the Queen having, by Royal Warrant dated the twenty-
fourth day of May, 1894, been graciously pleased to extend to the
officers of the Volunteer Forces throughout the Empire the grant of the
Decoration instituted by Royal Warrant of twenty-fifth day of July,
1892, for officers of the Volunteer Forces in Great Britain, it is hereby
notified, ft r general information , that the  following Regulations relating
to the grant; of such Decoration will be in force on and from the First
day ofpecember, 1897.
HUGH M. NELSON.
1. The decoration consists of an oak wreath in silver ,  tied with
gold, having in the centre the royal cipher, V.R.I., and crown in gold,
and will be suspended from the left breast by a green riband 1J inches
in width from a silver oak bar brooch.
2. To be eligible for this decoration an officer must have twenty
years' volunteer service, not necessarily continuous. Half the time
served in the ranks of volunteer corps may be reckoned towards the
qualifying service.
3. In addition to the twenty years' qualifying service such officer
must be duly certified by the local military authorities to have been a
thoroughly efficient and capable officer, in every way deserving of such
a decoration.
4. The above applies to retired officers  as well as  to those now
serving.
5. Applications for the decoration will be made on Form B of the
Appendix hereto, and shall be forwarded to the Commandant through
the usual channel of correspondence for submission to His Excellency
Statement of Service of
[9TH DECEMBER, 1897.
the Governor .  The Commandant will submit with such applicationsa
list of the applicants recommended by him for the decoration in Form A
of the Appendix hereto.
APPENDIX.
A.
List of Officers of the  Queensland  Volunteer Force  recommended by the
Commandant  for the Volunteer Officers'  Decoration.
SERVICE IN Number
Chiistian VOLUNTEER FORCE .  given to
Corps .  Rank .  Names  (in Surname . separate
full). I Appli.
Years .  Months. Days. cant.
Commandant, Queensland Defence Force. -
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, , 189
B.
Individual Application for Volunteer Officers' Decoration.
Christian
Corps .  Rank .  Name .  Surname. Remarks.
PERIOD OF  SERVICE IN  EACH RANK.
Rank. Prom To
TOTALSERVICE.
Yrs. Ms. Days
Private ... 1 Aug., 1861 3 Oct., 1864 1 7 1 I
Corporal ... . 4 Oct., 1864 8 Dec., 1865 0 7 2 Half service only counts.
Sergeant  ... 9 Dec., 1865 13 Aug., 1866 0 4 2
Q. V. R. ... Lieut.-Colonel Thomas ...  Dalgetty  ...  Lieutenant  ... 14 Aug., 1866 18 Dec., 1874 8 4 4
Captain ... 19 Dec., 1874 18 Feb., 1880 5 2 0
Major ... . 19 Feb., 1880 20 April, 1886 6 2 2
Lieut..Colonel 21 April, 1886 20 April, 1890 4 0 0 Retired 21 April, 1890
26 2 11
I certify that, to the best of my belief, the foregoing  is an accurate  record of my service.
Countersigned :
[Signature of applicant.]
Adjutant.
We hereby certify that, to the best of our belief, the foregoing  is an accurate  record of service; that we consider the applicant to have
rendered meritorious service, which renders him eligible for the Volunteer Officers' Decoration.
Recommended :
Commandant ,  Queensland Defence Force.
Head -Quarters ,  Brisbane , 189 . -w
REGULATIONS FOR ISSUE OF VOLUNTEER LONG
SERVICE MEDAL.
Chief  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 17th November, 1897.
HER Majesty the Queen  having, by  Royal Warrant dated the thir-
teenth day of June , 1896, been  graciously pleased to extend to the Colonial
Volunteer  Forces the grant of the medal instituted for Long Service in the
Volunteer Force in Great  Britain, and designated  the "Volunteer Long
Service Medal ,"  under such Regulations as  may  from time to time be
made in the manner  prescribed  by the said  W arrant  :  It is hereby
noti fied ,  for general information ,  that the following Regulations relating
to the issue of such medals ,  having been made and approved in accor-
dance with the said Warrant ,  will be in force on and from the First day
of December, 1897.
HUGH M. NELSON.
1. The medal will be granted to all volunteers (including volunteers
who have retired, and officers who have served in the ranks but have not
qualified for the volunteers officers' decoration), on completion of twenty
years' service in the Volunteer Force, provided that they are recom-
mended in the manner hereinafter prescribed. Volunteers who, prior to
the 1st December, 1897, retired before completing twenty years' service
from the date of enrolment, will be considered to fulfil the above
conditions as to service ,  if they have been returned as efficient twenty
times.
2. The service rendered after the 1st Deeember, 1897, by every
applicant for the medal, whether as officer ,  non-commissioned officer, or
private, must be continuous . When  a break in service rendered prior to
the 1st December, 1897, occurs, the case will be dealt with  as  follows:-
(a)  When the break does not exeeed one year, the decision upon
the validity or otherwise of a claim for the medal will  be  given
by the  Commandant ,  and will in such cases be  final ;
O. C. Corps.
O. C. Volunteer Force.
(b) When the break exceeds one year ,  the Commandant wi ll -
investigate the case and submit it, with his recommendation,
for the decision of the Minister.
Any officer who is subsequently awarded the volunteer officers'
decoration will surre nder the medal.
3. The volunteer long service medal will be worn with the tunic
only, and upon the left breast.
4. In all cases the commanding officer will be the medium through
whom applications will be made, and retired volunteers will apply
through the officer commanding the, corps in which they last served.
5. A form of application which provides for a record and a certi-
ficate of meritorious service, to be signed  by the  commanding officer
and the officer commanding the Volunteer Force, is given in Form D
of the Appendix hereto. This form will be submitted through the
usual channel of correspondence to the Commandant.
6. The decision of the Commandant upon the validity or otherwise
of any  claim  to the medal will be final, except as provided by paragraph
(b) of clause 2.
7. Nominal rolls will be prepared on Form C of the Appendix hereto,
arranged alphabetically, and submitted by the Commandant through the
Minister to His Excellency the Governor.
8. When the conduct of an officer or a volunteer after he has been
awarded the long service medal has  be en such as to disqualify him
from wearing  it, he may be deprived of it by the Governor.
9. A medal forfeited by an officer or a volunteer under the provisions
of clause 8 may be restored to him by the Governor.
10. When a long service medal has been lost ,  and it is desired to
replace it ,  a declaration must be made before a magistrate stating the
circumstan ces under which the loss occurred ,  and the rank ,  name, and
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corps of the officer or volunteer to whom the medal belonged. This
declaration will be forwarded to the Minister ,  through the usual channel
of correspondence in the case of an officer or volunteer who is Rtill
serving, and direct in the case of one who has retired. The medal
will be replaced, on payment, if the explanation as to itsloss is considered
satisfactory.
APPENDIX.
C.
[9TH DECEMBER, 1897.
D.
THE VOLUNTEER  LONG  SERVICE MEDAL.
Individual  Application  for the Volunteer Long Service Medal.
Record of service of , of the
Head -Quarters, , 189
Corps Bank.Number.
SERVICE. TOTAL.
Remarks.
From To Years. Mouths, Days.
THE VOLUNTEER LONG SERVICE MEDAL.
Volunteer Corps.
Nominal Roll of Volunteers recommended for the Volunteer Long
Service Medal.
Corps
NAZI MS.
Total Grand totalRank.No. Remarks.Service.
Christian .  Surname.
I h ereby ce rtify to the best of my belief t hat the  details in this
form  are a  corre
Years.
ct record of my service.
Applicant.
- Captain A. B. BUTTS ... 20TIT We hereby certify that to the best of our belief the  foregoing is
2242 Sergeant B. C. MILES ... 23-1§2-  an accurate  rec ord of  service ; that  we consider the applicant to
6433 Private C. D. RANGE... 25 have renderedmeritorious service which renders him eligible for the
Volunteer Long Service Medal.
Approved and recommended.
Commandant, Queensland Defence Force.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, , 189
N.B.-All names on this roll must be written distinctly in CAPITAL
LETTERS.
S.G.O. cancelled.
Musketry.
Establishment.
Duty.
Errata.
O.C. Corps.
Officer Commanding Queensland Volunteer Force.
Approved and recommended.
Commandant, Queensland Defence Force.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, , 189
No. 319.
THAT portion of Standing General Order, Appendix XII., referring to Form D55, is hereby cancelled.
No. 320.
[S.G.O.] THE following Additions to the Standing General Orders are published for information:-Appendix IX.,paragraph 46 (Registers), in ert between (a)  and  (b)  the following:-
" Prior to the  issue  of a register (card). for the purpose of recording the scores in the Annual Course of
Musketry of any member, the Commanding Officer of the Carps must insert, in his own hand-
writing, the necessary information in the blank space provided for same, on the reverse side of Form
D 51, also his signature; and also insert at the same time, in the column of remarks of the Annual
Target Practice Return (Form D 56), a corresponding index number against the member 's name.
Blank Register Forms must be kept under lock and key by the Commanding Officer, who is held
responsible that not more than one register (card) is issued annually for each member."
Form D 51 has been amended, and printed slips will be issued Co Commanding Officers for the purpose of
pasting same on the reverse side of the forms now is their possession.
No. 321.
No Supernumeraries will be taken on the strength of any Corps until the revised Regulations and General
Orders on the subject are issued.
No. 322.
WITH reference  to General Order No. 77, 1897, Captain H. C. Chauvel, Adjutant,  1st Regiment ,  will leave
England  on such a date  as will  enable  him to resume his duties  with the 1st  Regiment  on the 1st March, 1898.
No. 323.
IN General Order No. 303 of 1897, in column 12 (" Aggregate"), opposite the name of Lieutenant J. R.
McSwaine, erase the numerals " 72," and insert the numerals " 82 " in lieu thereof; and in columns 5 and 7,
opposite the name of Lieutenant F. L. Jones, erase the rel erence note " + " and insert " * "; and in column 13,
opposite the same name, erase the words "Not completed," and insert the words " Passed for Captain."
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief Staff Officer.
NOTICES.
A Military Tournament, the events of which will be open to members of the Queensland Defence Force,
will be held about the middle of this month at Lismore, Richmond River, New South Wales.  Programmes
and full particulars  will be available  later on.
r_ A Military Tournament, the events of which will be open to members of the Military and Police Forces of
Austral'a, will be held at Ipswich on Friday, 10th instant.
A. Mounted Infantry ]Rifle Match in connection with the above Tournament will be shot at Ipswich on
Saturday, the 11th instant, at the  Brassa ll Rifle Range.
Programmes and full particulars can be obtained from the Hon. Secretary (Company  Sergeant-Major
J. Loynes), Ipswich.
It is notified, for information, that telephonic  communication  between Brisbane and Lytton Fort has been
re-established.
The Annual Picnic for married members of the Q.D.F. and their families, in the Moreton Division, will be
held at the end of the month. The date and further particulars will be notified in the daily newspapers. Officers
are invited to forward subscriptions, not exceeding 5s., at  once  to the A.A.G.
Friday, the 10th instant, having been proclaimed a Public Holiday, the Head-Quarters' Office will be'closed
on that date.
Printed and Published by EnmuND GREGORY, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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A P1tOC LA A9 ATIOi\ .
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARL71; WALLACE ALEXAN DER  NAPINR, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most ltistinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
TN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "Tlie Cruwa Lauds Acts.  1884
L to 1895," and  " The Agricultural Lands Purchase Acts,  1894  and  1897,"  1,  CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEB, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by end with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated in the TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT, shall be open for CONDITIONAL SELECTION only, under the provisions of  " The Agricultural Lands
Purchase Acts,  1894  and  1897," on and after TUESDAY, the TOPE 4 TY-FIFTH day of JANUARY, 1898, at  ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the sail Schedule.
And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as
specified in the said Schedule. In terms of subsection 5 of section 3 of  " The .4g I rui'urai, Lands Purrhuse Act Amendment Act
of  1897," the persons named in the said Schedule, now or heretofore in lawful occupatiolL of the said lands, shall be catitt,;d to
priority for the lot or lots opposite which their respective names appear in the said Schedule.
And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one
person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person within
the land comprised in lots numbered 1 to 242 in the said Schedule shall be as specified opposite each lot respectively in such
Schedule.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, further declare the land comprised
in tie said lots numbered 1 to 242 to be a District for the purposes of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1895 " ; but so that for
administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless form part of the said Toowoomba Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eighth day of December, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M. - 8-12-97. GOD S AVE THE  QUEEN!
By Command, J. F. G. F JXTON.
"THE AGRICULTURAL LANDS PURCHASE ACT OF 1894."
HEADINGTON HILL ESTATE, DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT. WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
(APPLICATIONS TO BE LODGED AT THE SCHOOL OF ARTS, CLIFTON.)
No. of Parish. Portion . Area . Survey Fee . FirstP SSecund and PureurcPhaliasii ng Maximumaxi umLot. ayment. Payment s . r ce. Area.
A. R P. .2 s. d. ; s. d.1  X s. d. £ a. d. Acres.
1 I Tabletop  lv  1  141 2 2 8 16 0 31 16 10 25 6 4 318 8 0 160
2 Ditto  2v 141 1 4 8 16 u 33 18 2 26 19 1 339 1 3 160
3 Ditto 3v 93 1 33  7 13 0 25 14 0 20 8 7 2,570 1 160
4 Ditto 4v 90 1 15 7 13 .0 23 9 10 18 13 5 234 17 11 160
5 Ditto 5v 128 0 21 8 8 0  35 17  6 28 10 5 358 15 4  1  160
6 1 Ditto  6v 83 0 0 7 7 0 26 19 6 21 8 11 269 15 0 1 160
7 Ditto  7v 88 1 32 7 7 0 17 13 10 14 1 3 176 18 0 160
8 Ditto 8v 124 1 2 8 8 0 ; 1510 8 1 12 7 0 355 6 7 1609 Ditto  9v 115 1 9 8 3 0 20 3 7 16 0 10 201 15 8 160
10 Ditto  10v 197 0 23 9 15 0 31 10 10 25 1 7 313 8 7 198
11 Ditto  11v 102 1 32 7 18 0 12 16 2 10 3 6 128 1 3 160
12 Ditto  12v 150 3 32  9 0 0 43 15 6 31 16 0 437 15 1 160
13 Ditto  13v 94 1 11 7 13 0 22 12 9 17 19 11 226 7 3 160
14 Ditto  14v 160 0  0 9 0 0 56 0 0  1 44 10 5 560 0 0 160
15 Ditto  15v 200 0 28 10 1 0 43 0 9 34 4 3 430 7 6 201
16 Ditto 16v 200 1 6 10 1 0 43 1 3 1 34 4 8 430 12 4 201
17 Ditto 17v 193 330 9 15 0 33 18 9 26 19 8 339 7 10 194
18 Ditto 19v 98 3 29 7 13 0 21 15 4 17 6 0 217 13 0 160
19 Ditto 20v 99 1 22  7 13 0 23 7 2 18 11 4 233 11 3 160
20 Ditto 21v 333 1 34 12 7 0 66 13 10 - 53 0 5 1 666 18 6 1 334
209
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No. of
Lot.
Clifton ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
DittoDitto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Dit' o
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
DittoDitto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Parish.
THB  SCHEDULE -continued.
Portion. Area. Survey Fee. FirstPayment.
[9TH DECEMBER, 1897.
Maximum
Area.
15v
10J
17v
18v
i9.
Ov
2i.v
22v
23v
24v
25v
26v
27v
280
29v
30v
31v
32v
33v
34v
35v
36v
37v
38v
39v
40v
41v
42v
43v
44v
45v
46v
47v
48v
49v
50v
51v
52v
53v
54v
55v
56v
57v
58v
59v
60v
61v
62v
63v
64v
65v
OGv
67v
68v
69v
70v
71v
72v
7
74v
75v
76v
77v
7Sv
79v
Soc
81.'
82v
33v
84v
85V
86v87v88v
89v
90v
91v
92v
93v94v
93v
96V
97v
98v
99v
100v
101v
102v
103v
104v
105v
106v
107v
108v
109v
110v
111v
112v
113v
114v
115v
116v
117v
Second and
Subsequent
Payments.
Purchasing
Price.
. R. r.  £ s. d. '' s. d.  Acres.
7 0 0 3 3 0  1 3 3 0 2 10  1 31 10 0 80
7 0 0 3 3 0 3: o  1'. 10 1 31 10 0 80
7 0 0 3 3 0 3 3 0 2 10 1 3110 0 80
7 0 0 3 3  0 3 3 0 2 10 1  31 10 0 80
7 0 n 3 3  0 3 3 0 2  10 1 31 10 0 80
7 0 14 3 3 0 3  3 9 2 10  9 31 17 10 80
14 0 2G 4 0 0 6 0 5 4 15 9 60 3 10 80
14 0 18 4 0 0 5 19 11 4 15 5 59 19 7 80
14 0 18 4 0 0  5 19 11 4 15 5 59 19 7 80
14 0 18 4 0 0 5 19 11 4 15 5 59 19 7 80
14 018 4 0 0 6 7 0 5 1 0 6310 2 80
7 022 3 3 0 3 4 3 2 11 0 32 2 5 80
6 0 34 3 3 0 2  15 11 2 4 5  27 19 2 80
21 036 4 15 0 9 0 5 7 3 5 90 4 2 80
19 0 0 4 0 0  8 1 6 6  8 5 8015 0 80
25 0 32 4 15  0 10 14 2  8 10 3 107 2 0 80
25 0 34 4 15 0 10 14 4 8 10 4 107 3 1 80
24 3 38 4 15 0 . 9 7 5 7 9 0 93 14 1 80
25 0 26  4 15 0 10 1 4 8 0 0 100 13 0 80
40 0 0 5 8 0 11 8 0 9 1 3 114 0 0 80
40 0 0 5 8 0  13,12  0 10 16 3 136 0 0 80
40 0 0 5 8 0 11 8 0 9 1 3 114 0 0 80
40 0 0 5 8 0 13 12 0 10 16 3 136 0 0 80
70 0 35 7 2 0 20 0 3 15  18 2 200 2 6 80
70 0 35 7 2 0 23 17 6 18 19 8 238 14 10 80
66 0 23 6 16 0 26 9 2 21 0 8 264 11 6 80
79 2 23 7 2 0 31 17 2 25 6 8 318 11 6 80
80 0 0 7 2 0 32 0 0 25 8 9 320 0 0 80
80 0 0 7 2 0  32 0 0 25 8 9  320 0 0 80
49 3 6 6 0 0 18 13 5 14 16 10 186 14 1 80
74 1 6 7 2 0 26 0 0 20 13 5 260 0 2 80
53 3 7 6 9 0 14 15 10 11 15 3 147 18 8 80
57 3 0 6 9 0 21 13 2 17 4 4 216 11 3 80
78 3 16 7 2 0 24 16 9 19 15 0 248 7 6 80
50 1 14  6 9  0 12 11 8 10 0 1 125 16 10 160
75 2 6 7 2 0 18 17 8 15 0 2 188 16 10 160
89 2 39 7 7 0 22 8 9 17 16 8 224 7 2 160
107 3 21 7 18 0 26 19 5 21 8 11 269 14 0 160
75 1 10 7 2 0 27 2 3 21 11 2 271 2 6 160
67 0 13 6 16 0 24 3 0 19 3 11 241 9 10 160
96 0 8 7 13 0 34 11 7 27 9 10 345 15 7 160
100 2 20 7 18 0 32 14 1 25 19 11 327 0 7 160
83 3 8 7 7 0 30 3 4 23 19 8 301 13 7 160
105 0 20 7 18 0 35 4 4 27 19 11 352 3 4 160
132 1 16 8 12 0 47 12 11 37 17 7 476 9 3 160
100 0 8 7 18 0 28  0 4 22 5 5 280 2 10 160
80 0 0 7 2 0 30  0 0 23  17 0 300 0 0 80
62 1 37 6 16 0 21 17 4 17 7 9 218 13 8 80
74  0 12  7 2 0  24 16  4  19 14  6 248 3 0 80
74 0 21 7 2 0 18 10 8 14 14 8 185 6 7 80
80 0 10 7 7 0 25 4 5 20 0 11 252 4 0 81
80 0 0 7 2 0 32 0 0 25 8 9 320 0 0 80
80 0 30 7 7 0 32 1 6 25 10 0 320 15 0 51
80 0 0 7 2 0 32 0 0 25 8 9 320 0 0 80
79 3 0 7 2 0 2918 2 2315 6 299 1 3 80
29 3 20 4 15 0 11 19 0 9 10 0 119 10 0 80
130 2 15 8 12 0 35 18 3 23 11 0 359 2 8 160
160 0 0 9 0 0 40 0 0 31 16 0 400 0 0 160
15:.) 3 27 9 0 0 35 19 8 28 12 1 339 16 4 160
160 0 14 9 10 0 36 0 5 28 12 9 360 3 11 161
160 0 0 9 0 0 36 0 0 2812 5 360 0 0 160
160 0 26) 9 10 0 30 8 7  24.  3 10 304 6 2 161
160 0 21 9 10 0 30 8 6 24 3 9 301 5 0 161
160 0 14 9 10 0 30  8  4 24 3 7 304 3 4 161
76 0 5 7  2  0 30 8 3 24 3 6 304 2 6 80
80 0 0 7 2 0 32 0 0 25 8 10 320 0 0 80
80 0 0 7 2 0 32 0 0 25 8 10 320 0 0 80
80 0 0 7 2 0 32 0 0 25 810 320 0 0 80
80 0 0 7 2 0 32 0 0 25 8 10 320 0 0 80
S5  2 0 7 7 0 36 6 9 28 17 10 363 7 6 86
80 0 0 7 2 0 32 0 0 25 8 10 320 0 0 80
80 0 0 7 2 0 32 0 0 25 810 320 0 0 80
80 0 0 7 2 0 34 0 0 27 0 7 340 0 0 80
80 0 0 7 2 0 34 0 0 27 0 7 340 0 0 80
160 0 0 9 0 0 64 0 0 5017 7 610 0 0 160
80 0 0 7 2 0 30 8 0 24 3 4 304 0 0 80
80 0 0 7 2 0 30 0 0 23 17 0 300 0 0 80
80 0 0 7 2 0 28 0 0 22 5 3 280 0 0 80
160 0 0 9 0 0 ' 56 0 0! 44 10 5 560 0 0 160
160 0 0 9 0 0 64 0 0 50 17 7 640 0 0 160
160 0 0 9 0 0 56 0 0 44 10 5 560 0 0 160
160 0 0 9 0 0 56 0 0 44 10 5 560 0 0 160
160 0 0 9 0 0 4116 0  35 12  4 448 0 0 160
107 0 11 7 18 0 40 3 0 31 18 5 401 10 2 160
160 0 0 9 0 0 52 0 01 41 6 9 520 0 0 160
160 0 0 9 0 0{ 56 0 0 44 10 5 560 0 0 160
160 0 0 9 0 0 5312 0 4212 2 536 0 0 160
160 0 0 9 0 0 5G 0 0 44 10 5 560 0 0 160
160 0 0 9 0 0 48 0 0 38 3 2 480 0 0 160
160 0 0 9 0 0 40 0 0 31 16 0 400 0 0 1 60
160 0 0 9 0 0 50 8 0 40 1 4 504 0 0 160
160 0 0 9 0 0 52 16  0  41 19 6 528 0 0  160
156 2 13 9 0 0 50 17 9 40 9 3 508 17 9 160
1 60 0 0 9 0 0 52 0 0 41 6 9 520 0 0 160
160 0 0 9 0 0  44 16  0 35 12 4 448 0 0 160
155 1 25 9 0 0 45 1 4 35 16 8 450 13  6  160
124 3 1 8 8 0 23 1 7 18 7 0 23016 0 160
128 234 8 8 0 19 6 2 15 7 0 193 1 4 160
160 0 0 9 0 0 32 0  0 25 8 9  320 0 0 160
159 3 19 9 0 0 31 19 6 25 8 6 319 14 9 160
160 0 0 9 0 0 53 12 0( 42 12 2 536 0 0 160
160 0 0 9 0 0 53 12  0  42 12 2 536 0 0 160
160 0 0 9 0 0 56 0 0 44 10 5 560 0 0  160
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THE  Sca $DVL$-continued.
124 Clifton ... ...
125 Ditto ...
126 Ditto
127 Ditto ...
128 Ditto ...
129 Ditto
130 Ditto ...
131 Ditto ...
132 Ditto ...
133 Ditto ...
134 Ditto
135 Ditto ...
136 Ditto
137 Ditto
138 Ditto
139 Ditto
140 Ditto
141 Ditto
142 Ditto
143 Ditto
144 Ditto
145 Ditto
146 Ditto
147 Ditto
148 Ditto
149 Ditto
150 Ditto
151 Ditto
152 Ditto
153 Ditto
154 Ditto
155 Ditto
156 Ditto
157 Ditto
158 Ditto
159 Ditto
160 Ditto
161 Ditto
162 Ditto
163 Ditto
164 Ditto
165 Ditto
166 Ditto
167 Ditto
168 Ditto
169 Ditto
170 Ditto
171 Ditto
172 Ditto
173 Ditto
174 Ditto
175 Ditto
176 Ditto
177 Ditto
178 Ditto
179 Ditto
180 Ditto
181 Ditto
182 Ditto
183 Ditto
184 Ditto
185 Ditto
186 Ditto
187 Ditto
188 Ditto
189 Ditto
190 Ditto
191 Ditto
192 Ditto
193 Ditto
191 Ditto
195 Ditto
196 Ditto
197 Ditto
198 Ditto
199 Ditto
200 Ditto
201 Ditto
202 Ditto
203 Ditto
204 Ditto
205 Ditto
20G Ditto
207 Ditto
208 Ditto
209 Ditto
210 Ditto
211 Ditto
212 Ditto
213 Ditto
214 Ditto
215 Ditto
216 Ditto
217 Dit' o
218 Ditto
219 Ditto
220 Ditto
221 Ditto
222 Ditto
223 Ditto
224 Ditto
225 Ditto
226 Ditto
Parish. Portion.
118v
119v
120v
121v
122v
123v
124v
125v
126v
127v
128v
129v
1.30v
131v
132v
133v
134v
... 135v
... 136v
... 137v
...
... 138v
... ... 139v
140v
,,, ... 141v
... ... 142v
,,, ... 143v
...
... 144v
,., ... 145v
... ... 146v
,., ... 147v
... ... 148v
,,, ... 149v
150v
... 151v
... 152v
... ... 153v
... ... 154v
... .... 155v
.,. ... 156v
... ... 157v
,,, ... 158v
.,, ... 159v
... ... 160v
,,, ... 161v
...
... 162v
... ... 163v
,,, ... 164v
165v
...
,., 166v
... ... 167v
...
... 168v
,,, ... 169v
... ... 170v
,,, ,.. 171v
... ... 172v
173v
,,, .,, 174v
,,, ... 175v
,,, ... 176v
,,, ... 177v
,., ... 178v
,,, ... 179v
...
... 180v
... 181v
.., 182v
183v
,,, ... 184v
185v
186v
.., 187v
188v
...
.. 189v
... 190v
191v
... .. 192v
... .. 193v
... ... 194v
... ... 195v
,,, ... 196v
... ... 197v
198v
.,, ... 199v
.,. .. 200v
... 201v
202v
203v
204v
... ...
205v
,,, ... 206v
.,, ... 206vA
.,, ... 207v
.,. 208v
209v
210v
211v
... ... 212v213 v
214v
... 215v
... ... 216v
. 218v..
218v
219v
Area.
160 0 0
130 0 0
56 3 0
160 0 097 1 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
118 3 25
100 0 0
138 1 0
73 3 0
87 2 32
113 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
68 3 16
80 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
77 3 10
320 0 0
160 0 34
341 1 19
160 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 4160 0 0
160 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 6
220 3 30
420 2 30
439 3 27
640 1 26
192 3 13
522 2 26
498 2 0
300 3 10
285 3 19
300 0 23
321 0 36
319 1 2
632 3 37
639 3 20
992 0 0
160 0 0
187 3 34
160 0 0
480 1 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
247 3 31
160 1 0
280 0 0
207 3 9
159 2 25
219 1 18
320 0 0
163 0 6
200 0 0
199 3 29
319 3 30
283 2 22
244 0 23
331 0 18
319 3 35
320 0 24
557 0 6
195 1 15
640 0 0
339 2 12
531 0 30
640 2 0
298 1 29
304 3 0
313 0 0
564 1 0
80 0 4
80 0 3
119 1 39
160 0 0
158 1 14
103 1 2
101 1 22
100 0 7
89 3 0
80 0 0
107 1 20
79 3 39
79 3 37
79 3 34
79 2 16
79 3 3
80 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
80  0  0
80 0 0
80 0 0
Survey Pee.
£ s. d.
9 0 0
880
6 9 0
9 0 0
7 13 0
7 2 0
9 0 0
8 3 0
7 13 0
8 12 0
7 2 0
7 7 0
8 3 0
9 0 0
7 2 0
[9TH DECEMBER, 1897.
First Second andSubsequentPayment. Payments.
Purchasing
Price. MaximumArea.
£ s. d. £ s.  d.  £  S. d.
64 0 0 50 17 7 640 0 0
52 0 0 41 6 9 520 0 0
24 2 5 19 3 6 241 3 9
Acres.
160
160
80
60 0 0 47 14 0 600 0 0 160
36 9 5 28 19 10 364 13 9 160
30 0 0 23 17 0 300 0 0 160
53 12 0 42 12 3 536 0 0 160
21 19 11 17 9 9 219 19 6 160
31 10 0 25 0 10 315 0 0 160
51 16 10 41 4 5 518 8 9 160
27 13 2 21 19 9 276 11 3 160
31 2 8  24 15 1 311 6 8 160
42 7 6 33 13 9 423 15 0 160
56 0 0 44 10 5 560 0 0 160
28 0 0 22 5 3 280 0 0 80
7 2 0 28 0 0 22 5 3 280 0 0 80
7 2 0 28 0 0 22 5 3 280 0 0 80
6 16 0 24 2 0 19 3 2 240 19 6 80
7 2 0 28 0 0 22 5 3 280 0 0 80
7 2 0 28 0 0 22 5 3 280 0 0 80
7 2 0 28 0 0 22 5 3 280 0 0 80
7 2 0 27 4 8 21 13 0 272 6 11 80
11 9 0 60 16 0 48 6 9 608 0 0 320
9 10 0 21 12 7 17 3 10 216 5 9 320
12 7 0 46 1 8 36 12 9 460 17 0 640
9 0 0 33 12 0 26 14 3 336 0 0 320
11 9 0 89 12 0 71 4 8 896 0 0 640
9 10 0 44 16 2 35 12 4 448 1 5 320
9 0 0 36 0 0 28 12 5 360 0 0 320
9 0 0 44 16 0 35 12 3 448 0 0 320
11 9 0 92 16 0 73 15 6 928 0 0 640
9 0 0 52 0 0 41 6 9 520 0 0 320
9 0 0 52 0 0 41 6 9 520 0 0 320
9 0 0 51 4 3 40 14 3 512 2 5 320
10 7 0 69 11 11 55 6 7 695 19 1 640
13 0 0 84 2 9 66 17 10 841 7 6 640
13 0 0 76 19 9 61 4 1 769 17 2 640
15 6 0 140 17 10 112 0 3 1,408 18 2 640
9 15 0 26 19 11 21 9 3 269 19 3 640
13 14 0  78 8 0 62 6 7 783 19 11 640
13 14 0 99 14 0 79 5 3 997 0 0 640
11 9 0 75 4 1 5915 9 752 0 8 640
11 5 0 80  0 10 63 12  9 800 8 8 640
11 9 0 84 0 10 66 16 3 840 8 0 640
12 7 0 88 6 9 70 4 6 883 7 4 640
11 9 0 79 16 4 63 9 1 798 3 2 640
14 4 0 117 2 0 93 1 11 1,171 0 4 640
14 4 0 111 19 7 89 0 6 1,119 15 8 640
17 3 0 99 4 0 78 17 3 992 0 0 992
9 0 0 28 0 0 22 5 3 280 0 0 640
9 15 0 32 17 10 26 3 1 328 18 8 640
9 0 0 29 12 0 23 10 8 296 0 0 640
13 14 0 84 0 10 66 16 4 840 8 9 640
9 0 0 40 0 0 3116 0 400 0 0 640
9 0 0 44 16 0 35 12 4 448 0 0 640
10 13 0 43 7 10 34 9 11 433 18 0 640
9 10 0 28 0 10 22 5 11 280 8 9 640
10 19 0 49 0 0 38 13 1 490 0 0 610
10 1 0 51 19 0 41 6 0 519 10 4 640
9 0 0 29 10 9 23 9 8 295 7 3 640
10 1 0 39 9 8 31 7 10 394 17 0 640
11 9 0 48 0 0 38 3 2 480 0 0 640
9 10 0 40 15 2 32 8 1 407 11 11 640
9 15 0 50 0 0 39 15 0 500 0 0 640
9 15 0 44 19 8 35 15 3 449 16 11 640
11 9 0 51 3 10 40 13 11 511 18 0 640
11 5 0  49 12 9 39 9 2 496 7 4 640
10 13 0 48 16 7 38 16 5 488 5 9 640
12 7 0 59 12 0 47 7 7 596 0 0 640
11 9 0 60 15 11 48 6 8 607 18 10 640
12 7 0 80 0 9 63 12 7 800 7 6 '  640
13 14 0 100 5 4 79 14 2 1,002 13 4 610
9 15  0 33  4. 2  26 8 0 332 1 8 640
14 4 0 96 0 0 76 6 5 960 0 0 640
12 7 0 76 8 1 60 14 10 764 0 11 640
13 14 0 79 13 7 63 6 11 796 15 8 640
15 6 0 83 5 4 66 3 11 832 13 0 641
11 5 0 44 15 3 35  11 9 447 12 11 640
11 9 0 30 9 6 24 4 7 304 15 0 640
11 9 0 28 3 5 22 7 11 281 14 0 640
14 4 0 56 8 6 44 17 2 564 5 0 640
7 7 0 24 0 2 19 1 9 240 1 6 160
7 7 0 24 0 1 19 1 8 240 1 1 160
8 3 0  35 17  0  28 10  1 358 9 8 160
9 0 0 36 0 0 28 12 5 360 0 0 160
9 0 0 43 10 10 34 12 4 435 8 6 160
7 1S 0  25 16  4  20 10  5 258 3 1 160
7 18 0 25 6 11 20 3 0 253 9 5 160
7 18 0 25 0 3 19 17 8 2)0 2 2 160
7 7 0 21 1 10 16 15 4 210 18 3 160
7 2 0 20 0 0  1  1518 0 200 0 0 160
7 18 0 26 16 10 21 6 10 268 8 9 160
7 2 0 19 19 11 15 18 0 199 19 8 80
7 2 0 20  15 11  16 10 8 207 19 0 80
7 2 0 23 19 9 19 1 5 239 17 9 80
7 2 0 26 5 4 20 17 8 262 13 8 80
7 2 0 29 2 4 23 2 11 291 3 1 80
7 2 0 26 0 0 2013 5 260 0 0 80
7 2 0 22 0 0( 17 9 9 220 0 0 80
7 2 0 22 0 0: 17 9 9 220 0 0 80
7 2 0 24 0 0 1 19 1 7 240 0 0 80
7 2 0 25 4 0 •  20 0 8 252 0 0 80
7 2 0 30 0 0 23 17 0 300 0 0 80
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No. of
Lot.
227 Clifton
228 Ditto
229 Ditto
230 Ditto
231 Ditto
232 Ditto
233 Ditto
234 Ditto
235 Ditto
236 Ditto
237 Ditto
238 Ditto
239 Ditto
240 Ditto
241 Ditto
242 Ditto
Parish.
TOTAL
T HE  SCHEDULE - COfztiuued.
Portion. Area. Survey Fee. FirstPayment.
[9TH DECEMBER ,  189 7 .
Purchasing maximum
Price. I Area.
Second and
Subsequent
Payments.
A. R. P. 1  £ s. d.
220v 79 3 21 1 7 2 0
221v 39 3 37 5 8 0
222v 40 0 0 5 8 0
223v 48 3 24 6 0 0
224v 48 3 24 i 6 0 0
225v 44 3 6 6 0 0
227v 33 2 5 5 8 0
228v 31 3 5 5 8 0;
229v 45 2 38 6 0 0 1
230v 39 335 5 8 0
231v 40 0 0 5 8 0
232v 25 3 37 4 15 0
233v 29 2 34 4 15 0
234v 200 0 10 10 1 0
235v 195 0 9 9 15 0
236v 110 0 20 8 3 0
36,508 114
£  s. d. i £ s, d. I  £ s. d. I Acres.
29 3  2. 23  3 7 291 11 4 I 80
14.19 10 11 18 5 149 18 7 80
16 0 0  12 14  5 160 0 0 80
17 2 4 13 12 1 171 3 0 80
15 17 10 12 12 9 158 18 6 80
16 15 11 13 7 1 167 19 1 80
14 5 0 11 6 7 142 10 2 80
13 10 2 10 14 9 135 1 5 80
18 5 11 I 14 10 11 182 19 0 80
15 19 9 12 14 3 159 17 6 80
16 0 0 12 14 5 160 0 0 80
10 7 10 8 5 3 1 103 18 6 80
11 17 8 9 9 0 1 118 17 0 80
35 0 3 27 16 8  1  350 2 2 640
37 1 3 29 9 3 1 370 12 2 640
19 16 5 15 15 2 198 4 6 640
8,888 10 10  17,066 8 0 88,885 4 3
LOT 6.-Priority ,  under sec. 22 of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1894 ," granted to C. Y.  Gillam.
LOT 12.-Priority ,  under  sec. 22 of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1894,"  granted to August Stallman.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the  recommendation of the Public Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
MICHAEL BRODERICK
to be  Acting Land  Commissioner and Acting  Land A  gent for the
Windorah  Land Agent' s District ,  under the pro visions of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876"  and  "The Crown Lands
Acts ,  1884  to  1895," in the  ro om of Robert Crooks ,  transferred.
E.M.-2-12-97.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM GEORGE MAYNE
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery in the parish of Roma,
in the room of John Fowles, resigned.
E.M.-27-10 -97-P'. Cem. 29.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
V. W. BOYLE
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery in the parish of George-town, inthe room of Alexander Rose Macdonald, whohas resigned.
E.M.-2.12-97. Cem. 112.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department  of Agriculture,
Brisbane , 9th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency  the Governor , with the advice of the  Executive
Council, has been pleased  to appoint
DANIEL JONES
to be  an Inspector for the  purposes  of  " The  Diseases in Plants Act
of  1896."
A. J. THYNNE.
Department of Justice,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1837.
-[j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
I 1 Council , has been pleased to appoint
JOHN ALEXANDER Boyce, Relieving Police Magistrate, Cunnamulla,
to act as High Bailiff under the provisions of  " The  Sheriff's Act of
1875" at that place, during the absence, on leave, of Christopher
Francis.
W. HORATI_O WILSON.
Department of Justice,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and upon the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN ALEXANDER BOYCE, Relieving Police Magistrate,
Cunnamulla,
to act as District Receiver in Insolvency, under the provisions  of "The
Insolvency Act of  1874," and Registrar District Court, at that place,
during the absence on leave of Christopher Francis.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
[No. 138.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to accept the resignation of
The Honourable Sir THOHAS MCILWRAITII. K.C.M.G.,
as a Member of the Executive Council of Queensland.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd December, 1897.
IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct that the
jj appointment of
RICHARD PERSSE O ' SULLIVAN,
as an  Acting Lieutenant in the  Queensland  Defence Force (Land), be
cancelled.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd December, 1897.
HIS Excellency  the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
JAMES WALKER
to be a Lieutenant in the Queensland Defence F t. roe (Land).
HUGH M. NELSON.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HENRY JOHN CARTER
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District of Warrego, in the
room of George Hunter Wyldie.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
MAURICE BORTON BERNAYS
to be an Inspector of Factories and Shops for the purposes of  " The
Factories and Shops Act of  1896."
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th December,  1897,HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JAMES MONTGOMERY
to be a Warder in the Prison Service.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Acting Sergeant JoaN MEALY
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Thargomindali, during the
absence on leave of the Clerk of Petty Sessions.
HORACE TOZER.
210
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Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Constable ROBERT BARSON
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle intended for
Slaughter, at Kuranda, in the room of Constable John MoKiernan,
transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Constable THOMAS McBRIDE
to be Superintendent, and
BRIDGET MCBRIDE (Mrs.)
Matron, of the Prison at Cooktown, in the room of Acting Sergeant
William Orr and Mrs. Alice Orr, transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the undernamed gentlemen
to be Acting District Registrars of Births, Marriages, and Deaths at
the places specified in connection with their respective names:-
ARTHUR CRAIG
at Thargomindah, for the Registry District of Warrego, during the
absence on leave of the District Registrar ; and
AUSTIN CAFFERTY
at St. Lawrence, for the Registry District of St. Lawrence, during the
absence on leave of the District Registrar.
HORACE TOZER.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CUARLLS WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGovernL Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor. . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
by "The Chinese Immigration Restriction Act,
' r 1888," it is amongst other things provided that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazette,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person or class of persons mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas it is desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,
Wife of J.  Ali  Lin, Kong Sing, Bing Chong, Tsang Lin, Ah Kim,
Goon Hop, IIo Yaw,  Ali  Fat, Leong Gun, Lum Coo, and Mow
Young, should be exempted from the provisions of the said Act
for a period of two years : Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby declare that the
provisions of the said Act shall not apply to the said wife of J.  Ali  Lin,
Kong Sing, Bing Chong, Tsang Lin, Ali Kim, Goon Hop, Ho Yaw,
Ali  Fat, Leong Gun, Lum Coo, and Mow Young for a period of two
years from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this ninth day of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HUGH M. NELSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES * WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lai:iington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
  Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor.r.I Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andover Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.W vW  HEREAS by  " The Bank Holidays Act of  1877 " it is amongstother things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be
observed as a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in
any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district therein :
Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the provisions of
the said Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby appoint the following days to be observed as Public
Holidays in the places hereunder named :-
THURSDAY, the 23rd of December instant, being the day
appointed for holding a Summer Race Meeting in the town of
Hughenden ; and
THURSDAY, the 30th of December instant, being the day
appointed for holding the Christmas Race Meeting of the Broadsound
Jockey Club, in the town of St. Lawrence.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this ninth day of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight  hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD  SAVE THE QUEEN!
11TH DECEMBER, 1897.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L s ] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINQTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power in me vested, and in accordance with
the provisions of the 42nd section of "The Crown Lands Act of
1884," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
unselected lots of land set forth in the accompanying Schedule shall
be and are hereby withdrawn from selection.
E.M.-2-12-97.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this second day of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
District.
Bundaberg ...
Gladstone ...
Portion.
2v
2v
Parish or Place.
Booyal
Milton
Date of
Proclamation.
27 Aug., 1889 ...
8 Nov., 1889...
Reference.
L.O. 53
L.O. 24
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXA NDER NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark ,  in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom,  Knight  Commander of the Most DistinguishedOrder of St . Michael and  St. George ,  Governor andGovernor . Commander -in-Chief  of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested ,  I, CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington ,  the Gove rn or aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do ,  by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Road described hereunder
shall be and is hereby closed.
E M.-17-11 -97. Road Case No. 2553.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
I A. B.P.
1
I
The Barron Meat Com- The  reserved  road through  Formartine 9 1 5
pany, Limited portion 136v
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this seventeenth day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACH
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L.s.] Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Gower no rTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovern Commander-in-Chin" of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordancewith the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Agricultural Farms, under the said Act, are declared forfeited
E.M.-2-12-97.
o o0
,a 6.2
m;!.a4 zw0 a.
c
Name of  Licensee
Parish .  or Lessee. Area.
A. R. P. I
Land Agent's
District.
144 37v Goodberry ... Morton A. Douglas 80 0 0 Ara mae
386 3v Grafton ... Robinson Rush-
worth
98 3 12 Cairns
904 132v Noose ... ... David Clark .., 75 3 21 Gym pie
905 133v Ditto ... Thomas  Clark ... 75 1 10 d itto
2349  l0r England ... Samuel  it.  Watson 857 0 0 Ips wich
498  llv Dillarnil ... Abraham J. Moy ... 87 3 16 Mar yborough
508 28v Ditto ... William Loeskow... 160 0 0 d itto
509 30v Ditto ... Paul Louis ... ... 130 0 8 ditto
520 31v Ditto ... John McDowell .. 130 0 6 ditto
43 4v Wagaily ... William D .  Bourke 160 0 0 St. George
88 6v Ditto ... George Smith 160 0 0 ditto
51 28v Birkhead ... John C. Doyle ... 320 0 0 Tam bo
52 31v Ditto ... ditto ... 320 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this second day of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty.
first  year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
ARTHUR CHARLES STANBROUGH (sometimes known as Arthur Charles
Stanborough), deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Arthur Charles Stanbrough (sometimes known as Arthur
Charles Stanborough), late of Warracknabeal, in the colony of
Victoria, accountant, deceased, who died on or about the twenty-
second day.of April, 1896, at Warracknabeal aforesaid, and Ancillary
Probate of whose Will was, on the first day of December, 1897, duly
granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to Helena Gwendoline
Stanbrough, of Stawell, in the colony of Victoria, widow, the sole
Executrix named in the said Will, are hereby required to send in, in
writing, particulars of their debts or claims to the said Executrix, at
the Offices of the undersigned, on or before MONDAY, the Seventh
day of February, 1898 And notice is hereby also given, that after
the expiration of the last-mentioned day the said Executrix will
proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the
persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which
the said Executrix shall then have had notice, and that the said
Executrix will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so
distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim the said Executrix
shall not have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this ninth day of December, A.D. 1897.
W. H. WILSON AND HEMMING,
2746
Selborne  Chambers, Adelaide street,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Executrix.
14s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of William Lenham, late of Brisbane ; John Houston,
late of Highfields ; John Jones, late of Charleville ; Michael
Carroll, late of Longreach ; and Tommy (aboriginal), late of
Roseberth Station, near Birdsville.
PURSUANT to  " The Intestacy Act of  1877," all persons having
any claims against the Estates of any of the abovenamed
deceased persons are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Public Offices, George street,, Brisbane, on or before the Twelfth
day of February next, or in default they will be peremptorily excluded
from all benefits accruing from the said Estates.
GILSON FOXTON, Deputy Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane , 9th December, 1897.
2754 7s. 6d.
"THE ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER ACT, 1896."
GYMPIE ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER ORDER.
T OTICE is hereby  given , that  Matthew Laird , of Gympie, in the
1\ colony of  Queensland ,  broker ,  as Trustee  for The Gympie Electric
Lighting Company ,  Limited ,  intends to  apply to  the Governor in
Council for  an Electric Light and  Power Order,  under  the provisions
of  "The llectrio Light and  Power Act,  1896 ,"  authorising  the Supply
of Electricity within the Municipality  of Gympie.
The area within which it is pro posed  to supply electricity includes
all the district lying within the  Municipality of Gympie.
The names of the st re ets  dedicated to public use  in or along
which it is proposed that electric lines are  to be laid down or erected
within a period of two years after commencement  of the order:-
(1) Duke street from Jane street  to Mary street, thence along
Mary street , Caledonian Hill, Appollonian Vale, Red Hill
road ,  and  One-mile road to River road;
(2) Mellor street from  Lawrence street to Station road, thence
along Station  road and Crescent road to Red Hill road;
(3) Crown road from Red Hill road to Mount Pleasant road,
thence along Mount Pleasant road to River road, thence
along  River road to One-mile road, thence along One-mile
road to the level crossing near the M onkland Railway
Station.
Particulars of any tramways or railway which the applicant
proposes to  take power by the order to interfere with or break up :-
The main line of the Queensland Government Railway, with
all sidings and branches within the  area  comprised within
the First Schedule. -
Every Local Authority. Company, or person desirous of bringing
before the Postmaster-General any objections respecting the applica-
tion must do so within three months from the Eleventh day of
December, 1897, by notice addressed to the Postmaster-General marked
on the outside of the cover containing it,  " The Electric Light and
Power Act,  1896," and a copy of every notice of such objection
must also be forwarded to Mr. Matthew Laird, the Trustee for the
said The Gympie Electric Lighting Company, Limited, Mary street,
Gympie.
Printed copies of the draft order may be obtained from Mr.
Thomas O'Sullivan, solicitor, Queen street, Brisbane, or from the said
Matthew Laird, Mary street, Gympie, on payment of the sum of one
shilling for each copy.
Dated this third day of December, 1897.
MATTHEW LAIRD.
2731 21s. 6d.
SOUTH BRILLIANT GOLD-MINING COMPANY, LIMITED,
CHARTERS TOWERS.
AT a Special Meeting of the members of the abovenamed Company,
duly convened and held at S. H. Ineson's Office, Bow street,
Charters 'lowers, on 28th June, 1897, the subjoined Resolutions were
duly passed, and at a subsequent Special General Meeting of the
members of the  said  Company, also duly convened and held at the
same place on the 14th July, 1897, the said  Resolutions  were )Iuly
confirmed :-
Resolutions.
1. Mr. Tolson proposed  and Mr . Lowden seconded-That the
Company be wound-up voluntarily, under the provisions
of  "The Companies Act  1863" and  "The Mining Com-
panies Act of  1886."
2. Mr. Tolson proposed and Mr. Stirling seconded-That
Charles Rattray, watchmaker, of Charters Towers, be
appointed Liquidator for the purpose of such winding-up,
at a remuneration  of 10 per cent, on all moneys realised.
Dated this twentieth day of July, 1897.
CHARLES RATTRAY, Chairman of Directors.
Registered in the Office of the Registrar of the Warden's Court
of Queensland, holden at Charters Towers, under the provisions of
"The Mining Companies Act of  1886," this twentieth day of July,
A.D. 1897.
J. C. LINEDALE,
Registrar of the Warden's Court of Queensland holden at Charters
Towers, Acting as Local Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
2719 14s.
MITCHELL RABBIT BOARD.
N OMINATIONS will be received up to Four o'clock on the
afternoon of the 20th December, 1897, to fill two extraordinary
vacancies on the Rabbit Board of Mitchell, instead of James Crombie
and Richard Ashmore Hopkins.
2716
H. J. CARTER,
Returning Officer, Mitchell Rabbit Board.
3s. 6d.
THE MITCHELL RABBIT BOARD.
NOTICE OF LEVY.
A LL Stockowners in the Rabbit District of Mitchell are hereby
notified that a Levy of one shilling and sixpence for every 20
head of Cattle and Horses,  and one  shilling and sixpence for every
100 Sheep,  was made at a meeting  of the Board held at Charleville
on the 25th November, 1897.
Section 16 of the Rabbit Act provides that this levy must be paid
to the Clerk of the  Board  within  two months  from the  above date.
W. W. HOOD,
Chairman  of the Board.
Charleville, 25th November, 1897.
2656 6s. 8d.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Co-partnership carried on for
some time past at  Waterford, in the colony of Queensland, by
Johann Gottlieb Schneider, August Friedrich Wilhelm Radke,
Christian Willert, Johannes Holzheimer, and Charles  Tesch, as saw-
mill proprietors and timber merchants, under the name, style, or firm
of "The Waterford Sawmill Company," was this day Dissolved by
mutual  consent.
Mr. Johann Gottlieb Schneider  will continue  to carry on the said
business , and is empowered to receive, discharge, and settle all debts
due to and by the said Co-partnership  concern.
Dated this twenty-second day of October, 1897.
J. G. SCHNEIDER.
Witness to the signature of the said Johann Gottlieb Schneider-
M. T. SCHNEIDER, blacksmith, Waterford.
A. F. W. RADKE.
Witness to the signature of the said August Friedrich Wilhelm Radke-
M. T. SCHKEIDER, blacksmith, Waterford.
C.- WILLERT.
Witness to the signature of the said Christian Willert-
M. T. SCHNEIDER, blacksmith, Waterford.
C. TESCH.
Witness to the signature of the said Charles Tesch-
M. T. SCHNEIDER, blacksmith, Waterford.
2749 12s.
NOTICE.
"W-7  E, John Henry
Flower and Victor Ratcliffe Edward Drury,
carrying on business together as solicitors at Adelaide street,
Brisbane, hereby give notice that we have this day admitted William
Hamilton Hart, of Brisbane, solicitor, son of our late senior partner,
Mr. Graham Lloyd Hart, as a partner in our said business, which
will in future be carried on under the style or firm of "Flower,
Drury, and Hart."
As witness our hands this seventh day of December, 1897.
JOHN HY. FLOWER.
VICTOR R. E. DRURY.
Witness-HERBERT KAY,
2753 Law Clerk, Brisbane. u. 6s. 6d.
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WINDORAH MARSUPIAL BOARD.
AN Assessment of ' 6d., on every 20 head of Cattle and Horses and
every 100 Sheep, has been this day levied, and is pa3 able on
the First day of December next.
By Order of the Board,
G. W. HARRIS, Acting Clerk.
Dated at Windorah 4th September, 1897.
2532 3s. 6d.
I HEREBY give notice that I intend to apply to the Rawbelle
Divisional Board for a License to Erect a Fence, with a Gate,
acro ss  the road from Gayndah to Aranbanga, which passes through
my Grazing Farm, No. 123, portion 32v, parish of Kinellan, county
of Mackenzie; the gate will not be less than sixteen feet wide, and
have three bars.
CHAS. C. INMAN.
Forest Hill, Gayndah, 6th December, 1897.
2728 4s.
I HEREBY give notice that I intend to apply to the Rawbelle
Divisional Board for a License to Erect Two Fences across the
road from Gayndah to Aranbanga, which traverses my Grazing
Farm, No. 120, portions 35v and 36v, parish of Kinellan, county of
Mackenzie ; a gate will be erected on each cross-fence, both gates
being each not less than sixteen feet wide, with three bars.
H. E. GORDON.
Strathisla , Gayndah, 6th December, 1897.
2729
11TH  DECEMBER, 1897.
N
OW PUBLISHED,  A Digest of the Statutory Criminal Law in
force in Queensland on the first day of January, 1896  (which it
is within the competence of the Parliament of Queensland to repeal or
amend ), with  a Table of the Statutes, prepared  by the  Hon. Sir
Samuel Walker Griffith ,  G.C.M.G .,  Chief Justice of Queensland.
In 8vo  ro yal. Bound in cloth ,  15s. Posted ,  15s. 7d .  Government
Printing Office, Brisbane.
G  1TTHE Justices Act of  1886 " and  " The Offenders Probation Act
11 of  1886," with an Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L.
Woolcock, B.A. Price, 3s. 6d. in cloth ;  2s. 6d. in paper .  Postage, 6d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
NOW ON SALE.REDWATER DISEASE in Cattle in the Gulf Country, by C. J.
Pound, F.R.M.S., Director Stock Institute, Brisbane, is.; posted,
is.  Id.  Government Printing Office, Brisbane.
« /)1 HE Stamp Act of  1894," and Regulations thereunder, with aT Manual on the provisions f the Act. Price, 2s.; posted, 2s. 2d.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,  the Pacific Island
Labourers Acts and  Regulations  in Pamphlet  form, containing
Imperial and Colonial Acts, and  Regulations  thereunder. Price,
is. 6d.; posted, is. 7d.
EDMUND GREGORY , Government Printer.4s.
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
SUBSCRIPTION AND ADVERTISING RATES
Quarterly Subscription ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 0
(Postage  nil,  if subscription begins from date of receipt
of order; on back numbers, 3d. per week.)
Single copy ,  current year ,  6d. ; previous  years,  Is.; large-sized
at proportionally increased price. Postage, id. additional.
ADVERTISING RATES.
A uniform charge of 6d. a line for all advertisements.
Table  matter  charged 50 per cent . extra on first insertion only
and a proportional extra  charge  for  very  small -sized type.
HANSARD. a. d.
Subscription  for Session  ... ... ... ... ...  3 0
Orders must be accompanied by postage  stamps  (not exceeding
5s.), money  order, postal note, or cash, sufficient to cover cost.
Private  cheques will not be accepted.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship  or rail if so desired,
the freight to be payable by consignee.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane 27th December, 1893.
THE following Botanical Works, by F. Manson Bailey, F L.S.,
Colonial Botanist, may be obtained at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane :- .
1. The Synopsis of the Queensland Flora ; 900 pp., demy 8vo,
half-bound. Price, 21s.; posted, 22s.
2. First Supplement to ditto, in boards; 100 pp. and 4 plates.
Price, 3s.; posted, 3s. 2d.
3. Second Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 153 pp. Price, 3s.;
posted, 3s. 3d.
4. Third Supplement to ditto, in boards; 135 pp. and 21 plates.
Price, 3s. 6d.; posted, 3s. 9d.
5. Catalogue of the Indigenous and Naturalised Plants of
Queensland, with Index of vernacular  names  and their
botanical equivalents. Price, in cloth, is. 3(1.; posted, is. 5d.
In paper, is.; posted, is. 2d.
6. Plants Poisonous and Injurious to S",)ck. (Bailey and Gordon.)
Containing a brief description, with plates, of Queensland
plants suspected of having a poisonous effect upon stock.
Price, 4s,; posted, 4s. 5d.
7. Lithograms of the Queen3 u d Ferns, in  one volume ,  containing
191 plates, illustrating 223 kinds, with index  giving botanical
and common name. Price, 2s. 6d.; posted, 6d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1893.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office, William street,
Brisbane :-" Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating to
Local Government outside the Boundaries of Municipalities," with an
Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L. Woolcock, B.A. Demy
octavo, 400 pages. Linen bound, 5s. 6d.; paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Australian Colonies, 9d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
ON SALE, the " Act and Rules relating to the District Court, with
an Introduction, Notes, and Index," by John L. Woolcock, B.A.,
and George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law.
Price, 7s. 6d. full cloth ; postage, 6d. extra.
Half-bound and interleaved, 109. 6d. ; postage, 8d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
JUST PUBLISHED.
T
HE LAW  OF FRIENDLY SOCIETIES  IN QUEENSLAND,  being a
Compendium of the existing Act and  Regulations  in force, with
a comprehensive Introduction, and Notes of English and Colonial
Cases decided up to May, 1896. By John L. Woolcock, B.A., and
George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law, Authors of "Act and Rules
relating to the District Court." Holland binding. Price  5s.; postage,
4d. extra.
July, 1896. EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
THE Government Printer acknowledges the receipt of the followingamounts, from the 6th to 9th December, 1897:-
C. Briggs, 10s.; H. J. Carter,  3s. 6d.;  R. Shaw, 8s.  6d.; W. H.
Langdon, Is.; Boston Book Company, £32 5s. 11d.; W. Thompson,
9s. 6d.; S. H. Ineson, 5s. 6d.; E. D. Miles and Co., is.; L. E. Hobler,
Ils.; F. Cory, 7s. 6d.; H. Smith, 5s. 6d.; T. E. Dixon, 3s. 6d.; E.
Norris and Son, 9s. 6d.; J. Lonergan, 12s.; S. Allen and Sons, 10s.;
F. Reidy, 5s.; O'Sullivan and O'Sullivan,  22; H. Smith, 5s.  6d.;
H. E. Gordon, 4s.; C. C.  Inman,  4s.; C. S. Smith, 8s. 2d.; C. H. B.
Mackay, 7s.; E. Broad, 3s. 6d.; Brumm and Grant, 2s. 6d.; S. B.
Wright, is. 6d.; C. Briggs, 5s.
IMPO UNDINGS.POUNDKEEPERS are reminded that Advertisements of
Impounded  Stock  will be charged for  at the uniform rate
of  SIXPENCE  PER LINE ;  and no such Advertisement will be
inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by a remittance
(Money Orders, Postal Notes,  Postage Stamps ,  or Cash)
sufficient to cover the  cost of  insertion.
Postage Stamps  will be received only when amount is 5s.
or less.
When describing  brands a distinction should be made
between  REGISTERED and other  brands, by placing  the words
REGISTERED BRAND  after the  description . Brands type will
be used for  such descriptions, but where these words do not
appear ordinary  type only will be used.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Longreach.
One bay mare, 9W Z near shoulder, star.
One bay mare, 5KZ near shoulder, star.
One brown gelding, HY5 near shoulder, star, hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 7th December, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
C. SELWYN SMITH,  Poundkeeper.
2730 3s.
2720
FRANCIS CORY, Acting Poundkeeper.
3s. 6d.
I MPOUNDED at Beaudesert, from Jimboomba, on the 5th December,1897.
One roan gelding,  aged , knees marked, 1GL off shoulder.
One bay gelding, like Y over F  near  shoulder.
If not released  on or  before the 23rd December, 1897, will be
sold  to defray  expenses.
IMPOUNDED at Esk, from enclosed lan s, on the 4th December,
1897, by order of F. Moore, Esquire. Driving , 6 miles.
One piebald horse, 4XW near shoulder, U cQ2 off shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 21st December, 1897,  will be sold
to defray expenses.
E. BROAD,  Poundkeeper.
2741 3s. 6d.
212
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IMPOUNDED at Mackay, from The Palms, on the 23rd November,
1897, by order of J. Smart, Esquire.
One red cow, V b V off ribs ; calf at foot.
One strawberry cow, V b V  ORribs.
One white steer, like 'H'-34 registered brand off rump.
One strawberry bullock, like 1'-34 registered brand off rump.
One red and white heifer, unbranded.
If not . released on or before the 20th December, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
F. REIDY, Poundkeeper.
2726 58.
IMPOUNDED at Nebo, from Oxford Downs, on the 3rd December,
1897, by order of S. N. Adams, Esquire.
One bay gelding, star on forehead, 1XX over 171  near  shoulder.
If not  released on or  before the 30th December, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
THOS. E. DIXON, Poundkeeper.
2725  3s. 6d.
jMPOUNDED at North Rockhampton, from Roads and Reserves,
1 on the 4th December, 1897, by order of the Inspector of .Stock.
Driving, 2s. 4d.
One bay mare, XG4 off shoulder.
One brown gelding, MJ4 near shoulder.
One grey mare, G5N near shoulder, 83 near neck.
One brown gelding, W9 t4 over WK5 near shoulder,
One bay "mare, blotch near shoulder, *('71 off shoulder.
One blue-roan mare, V Z I near shoulder.
One bay colt, Q(9 1 near shoulder.
One bay mare, BK7 near shoulder.
One bay  filly, unbranded, progeny of last-described mare.
Also, on the same date. Driving, Is. 4d.
One brown mare, OOV over * 101 near shoulder.
One brown gelding, 5LV or 5LY near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 28th December, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
J. LONERGAN, Poundkeeper.
2724  9s.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 11th December, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-
tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications  must  leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of * ten
shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 4029.-STEPHEN PEARCE QulcK, of the
Wolhuter Gold-mining Company, Limited, near Johannesburg,
in the South African Republic, pitman.  "Improvements in
Apparatus or Machines for Shaping or Forging and SharpeninqRock Drills and the  like."  Dated 16th August, A.D. 1897.
(Specification, 14s. 6d.;  drawings,  12s. 6d.)
Application No. 4036.-ALBERT BELSON, of Wee Waa, in
the colony of New South Wales, traveller.  " Improvements in
Ball Taps."  Dated 20th August, A.D. 1897. (Specification,
5s. 6d.; drawings, 10s.)
Application No. 9082.-EDWARD LLOYD PEASE, of Messrs.
Ashmore, Benson, Pease, and Co., Limited, Stockton-on-Tees,
Durham, England, engineer.  "Improvements in Structural
Arrangements for Combining Strength with Rigidity  in a manner
applicable to Flooring, Walling, and other Structural Purposes."
Dated under  section  80, 26th September, A.D. 1896. Filed 18th
September, A.D. 1897. (Specification, 7s. ; drawings, 10s.)
Application No. 9097.-WILLIAM WHEELBAND, Of 71
Cathedral square, Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colony of
New Zealand, orchardist.  "Mixture for Cleansing Trees from
Parasites."  Dated 28th September, A.D. 1897. (Specification,
2s.)
Application No. 4116.-JOHN TAYLOR, of Tomago, in the
colony of New South Wales, engineer.  "Improvements in
Tobacco Pipes, Cigar and Cigarette Holders."  Dated 11th
October, A.D. 1897. (Specification, 11s.  6d.; drawings, 10s.)
Application No. 4117.-CLARISSA EVELINE JAY, of North
Adelaide, in the province of South Australia, gentlewoman.
".Affixing a dAdjusting Umbrellas, Sunshades, and imilar
Articles to Cycles."  Dated 12th October, A.D. 1897. (Specifi-
cation, 8s. 6d.; drawings, 12s. 6d.)
Application No. 4119.-JOHN MEIGGS EWEN, of No.
1129 The Rookery, Chicago, county of Cook and state of
Illinois, United States of America, mechanical engineer
(Assignee of F. C. Soper).  " Window Lights and Prismatic
Glass for Windows."  Dated 13th October, A.D. 1897. (Speci-
fication, 9s.; drawings, 20s.)
Application No. 4120.-JOHN MEIGGS EWEN, of No.
1129 The Rookery, Chicago, county of Cook, state of Illinois,
United States of America, mechanical engineer (Assignee of
O. H. Basquin).  " Vault and Canopy Lights and Prismatic
Glass for Vaults and Canopies."  Dated 13th October, A.D.
1897. (Specification, 9s.  6d.;  drawings, 17s. 6d.)
Application No. 4125.-JOHN MEIG}Gs EWEN, of No.
1129 The Rookery, county of Cook, state of Illinois,
United States of America, mechanical engineer (Assignee
of W. H. Winslow).  "Devices for Mechanically Framing
Window Lights, Tile Sections, and the like."  Dated 13th
October, A.D. 1897. (Specification, 5s. ; drawings, 12s. 6d.)
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane.
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VICTORIA: REGINAL
No. 14.
An Act to Amend " The Pastoral Leases Extension Acts ,  1892 to 1895."
[ASSENTED TO 9TH DECEMBER, 1897.]
B E it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, byandwith the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by
the authority of the same, as follows :-
1. This Act may be cited as  " The Pastoral Leases Extension  Short title and
Act of  1897," and shall be read and construed with and as an amend- construction.
ment of  " The Pastoral Leases .Extension Acts,  1892  to  1895," and
the said last-mentioned Acts and this Act may together be cited as
" The Pastoral Leases Extension Acts,  1892  to  1897."
2. The following words shall be added to the fourth and fifth Amendment of
sections of  "The Pastoral Leases Extension Act of  1592" (hereinafter sections 4 and 5 of
called the Act of 1892), that is to say,- the  Act of 1892.
Provided also that it shall not be necessary to erect the fence
upon any boundary which in the opinion of the Board is formed by a
natural feature of such a character as to be sufficient to prevent the
passage  of rabbits.
3. The following words shall be added to the sixth section of  Amendment of
the Act of 1892, that is to say,- section 6 of the Act
Provided that it shall not be necessary that the fence should
of 1892.
have been erected upon the exact external boundaries if in the opinion
of the Board it follows those boundaries as closely  as circumstances
reasonably permit :
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Provided also that it shall not be necessary to erect the fence
upon any boundary which in the opinion of the Board is formed by a
natural feature of such a character as to be sufficient to prevent the
passage of rabbits.
Amendment of 4. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the fourth
section 4  of the Act section of  " The Pastoral Leases Extension Act of  1892  Amendmentof 1894.
Act  of 1894" (hereinafter called the Act of 1894), the Minister may,
with the approval of the Board, exempt any grazing farm (whether
selected before or after the passing of this Act) from the performance
of the condition requiring the holding to be fenced with a fence of
such character as to prevent the passage of rabbits.
Further amendment 5. The following provision is hereby added to the fourth section
Act c ion94,of
the of the Act of 1894 in lieu of the provision contained in the fifthof and
repeal of section 5 of section of  " The Pastoral Leases Extension Acts Amendment Act
the Act of  1895. of  1895" (hereinafter called the Act of 1895), which is hereby repealed,
that is to say,-
This section shall not entitle the lessee of any holding or run
to recover any portion of the cost of any wire netting forming part of
any fence and the affixing thereof from the lessee of any adjoining or
neighbouring holding or run, unless and until such adjoining or
neighbouring holding or run has been enclosed with a substantial and
permanent fence of such a character as to prevent the passage of
rabbits, but half the cost thereof may be recovered in every case
within six months after such adjoining or neighbouring holding or
run has been so enclosed.
Amendment  of 6. In the first subsection of the fourth section of the Act of
section
18954of the Act 1895 the words " one thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight " shallbe substituted for the words " one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
seven,"  wherever the last-mentioned words occur.
By  Authority : EDMUND GREG}oRY, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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ANNO SENAGESIMO PRIMO
VICTORTA REGIME .
No. 15.
An Act to Constitute a Board for the Control, Management, and
Maintenance of the Victoria Bridge ,  and to make Provision for
defraying the Cost of the Construction  and Maintenance thereof,
and for other Purposes connected therewith.
[ASSENTED TO 9TH DECEMBER, 1897.]
W HEREAS by  6' The Victoria Bridge Act of 1893 " the Governor  Preamble.in Council. was em powered to appoint a Board by the name of
s` The Victoria Bridge Board," consisting of the Secretary for Public
Works for the time being and three other persons : And whereas,
under and in pursuance of the said Act, the Governor in Council,
by an Order in Council, made on the sixth day of September,
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three, appointed the said
Board : And whereas by the said Act the said Board was authorised
to control, manage, and maintain a bridge across the River t;risbane,
then called " The Victoria Bridge," and the approaches thereto, and
to erect, control, manage, and maintain a Bridge in addition to or
in substitution for the said Bridge and the approaches thereto, without
provision being made for the opening of a portion of such Bridge to
allow of the passage of sea-going vessels, and to levy and collect tolls
on the said Bridge, and apply the same in manner specified by the
said Act : And whereas the said Board has, under and in pursuance of
the said Act, controlled, managed, and maintained the said first-
mentioned Bridge and the approaches thereto, and has erected and
hitherto controlled, managed, and maintained a Bridge called "The
Victoria Bridge " in substitution for the said first-mentioned Bridge
without making provision for the opening of a portion of such Bridge
to allow of the passage of sea-going vessels, and has levied and
collected tolls on the said Bridges, and applied the same in manner
specified by the  said  Act : And whereas by the said Act the 'Trea-
surer  was  authorised to advance to the said Board, out of any moneys
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appropriated by Parliament for that purpose, such sum or sums of
money on loan as might be required for maintaining or erecting the
said first-mentioned Bridge or other Bridge in addition to or in sub-
stitution for the same: And whereas under and in pursuance of the
said Act, the Treasurer has from time to time advanced to the said
Board, for the purpose of maintaining and erecting the said first-
mentioned Bridge and the said newVictoria Bridge, out of moneys appro-
priated by Parliament, sums of money amounting in the aggregate to
one hundred and twenty-one thousand four hundred and fifty pounds :
And whereas the said Board has applied the said  sums  of money for
the purposes of the said Act : And whereas the said sum of one
hundred and twenty-one thousand four hundred and fifty pounds
is now owing by the said Board in respect of such loan: And whereas
it is expedient to make further.and other provision for the control,
management, and maintenance of the said Victoria Bridge and the
approaches thereto, and to abolish all tolls on the said Bridge, and to
make other provision for defraying the cost of the erection, control,
management, and maintenance of the said Bridges : Be it therefore
enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the
advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows:-
Short itle. 1. This Act may be cited as  " The Victoria Bridge Act of
1897."
Interpretation . 2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise indicates, the
following terms shall have the meanings set against them respectively,
that is to say,
"Dissolved Board"-The Victoria Bridge Board appointed
under and in pursuance of  " The Victoria Bridge Act
of  1893" hereby repealed ;
" The Board"-The Victoria Bridge Board constituted under
the provisions of this Act;
" District" -The District of the Board ;
"Local Authorities Act"-The laws in force for the time
being relating to Local Authorities and Joint Local
Authorities.
Commencement of
Act.
Repeal.
First Schedule.
Dissolution of
existing Board.
3. This Act shall come into operation on the first day of
January, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight.
4. From and after the constitution of the Board under the
provisions of this Act, the Acts enumerated in the First Schedule
hereto shall be repealed to the extent in the said Schedule indicated.
5. (1.) From and after the constitution of the Board under
the provisions of this Act, the Victoria Bridge Board appointed under
and in pursuance of  "The Victoria Bridge Act of  1893 " shall be
dissolved, and shall cease to exercise or perform any of the powers,
duties, or authorities which it is authorised or entrusted to exercise or
perform under the provisions of that Act, and shall cease to be subject
to any of the obligations or liabilities to which it has heretofore been
subject.
(2.) All By-laws heretofore made by the dissolved Board which
would have been valid if they had been made under this Act shall be
as valid as if they had been made under this Act, and shall remain in
force until the Board has made By-laws with respect to the matters
hereby provided for, and thereafter shall be deemed to be repealed.
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(3.) The Board may take under any such By -laws any
proceedings which the dissolved Board might have taken if this Act
had not passed.
(4.) All actions ,  suits ,  and proceedings pending by or against
the dissolved Board at the date of the constitution of the Board may
be carried on and prosecuted by or against the Board ,  and no such
action ,  suit, or proceeding shall abate or be discontinued or pre-
judicially affected by anything in this Act contained.
The Victoria Bridge Board.
6. (1.) For the effective administration of this Act there shall The Victoria Bridge
be a Board to be called The Victoria Bridge Board ." Board.
(2.) The Victoria Bridge Board shall by that name or style Board to be a body
be a body corporate with perpetual succession and a common seal ,  and corn°rate-
shall be capable in law of suing and being sued ,  and of purchasing,
holding, and alienating land, and of doing and suffering all such other
acts and things as bodies corporate  may by  law do and suffer.
7. The District of the Board shall be the Area comprised within District defined.
the boundaries of the Municipalities and Divisions following ,  that is
to say,-
Brisbane
South Brisbane
Coorparoo
Sherwood
Stephens
Balmoral
Belmont
Wynnu m
Yeerongpilly
Booroodabin
Hamilton
Windsor
Enoggera
Ithaca
Taringa
Toowong.
8. (1.) The Board shall consist of ten representatives elected Constitution of
in manner following, that is to say,- Board.
Between she first and thirty-first day of March in every
alternate year-
(i.) The Council of the Municipality of Brisbane shall elect
out of their number four representatives ;
(ii.) The Council of the Municipality of South Brisbane
shall elect out of their number two representatives ;
,(iii.) The Council of the Shire of Coorparoo and the mem-
bers of the Divisional Boards of Sherwood and Stephens
shall, by ballot ,  elect one of th e,  members of one of such
Local Authorities to be a representative ;
(iv.) The members of the Divisional Boards of Balmoral,
Belmont, Wynnum , and Yeerongpilly shall, by ballot,
elect one of the members of one of such Local Authori-
ties to be a representative ;
(v.) The Council of the Shire of Windsor and the members
of the Divisional Boards of Booroodabin and Hamilton
shall, by ballot ,  elect one of the members of one of such
Local Authorities to be a representative ;
(vi.) The Councils of the Shires of Ithaca and Toowong and
the members of the Divisional Boards of Enoggera and
Taringa shall ,  by ballot, elect one of the members of one
of such Local Authorities to be a representative :
Provided that the first Board shall be elected between the first
and thirty -first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
eight ,  and shall hold office until the date of the next biennial election.
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(2.) The names of the representatives so elected shall forthwith
be reported to the Minister by the several clerks of the Local Autho-
rities,members of which have been elected.
(3.) If within one month from the time appointed an insufficient
number of representatives is elected, the Governor in Council shall
appoint by Order in Council some fit and proper person or persons to.
be a representative or representatives.
(4.) When a representative ceases to be a member of the Local
Authority which has elected him or has joined in electing him, he
shall cease also to be such representative.
(5.) If a representative fails to attend three or more consecu-tive meetings of the Board extending over a period ofnot less than
three months, without leave of absence obtained from the Board, lie-
shall cease to be such representative.
(6.) If at any time a vacancy in the Board is caused by death,.
resignation, or otherwise, such vacancy shall be filled as soon as may
be in manner hereinbefore provided by the election or appointment
of another representative, who shall hold office until the date of the,
next biennial election.
(7.) If any representative refuses or neglects to act, or to-
attend any duly convened meeting of the Board, all lawful acts and
proceedings of the Board shall be as valid and effectual as if they had
been done or authorised by the full Board.
(8.) No proceedings of the Board, or of any person acting as.
Chairman of the Board, shall be invalidated by reason of any defect
in the appointment or election or of any disqualification of any repre-
sentative, or by reason of there being any vacancy in the number of
representatives at the time of such proceedings.
.(9.) The Governor in' Council shall cause the names of the.
first representatives elected or appointed to the Board to be' published
in the . Gazette,  and thereupon the Victoria Bridge Board shall be
deemed to be duly constituted.
9. The Board shall, at its first meeting after every biennial
election, or at some adjournment thereof, elect one of their number to,
be the Chairman of the Board.
If within -fourteen days after the biennial election no chairman
has been elected, the Governor in Council may appoint some repre-
sentative to be the Chairman.
The Chairman shall preside at all meetings at which he is
present. In the absence of the Chairman, the representatives present
at any duly convened meeting shall elect from their number a chair-
man for the day.
The Chairman, or in his absence the chairman for the day, shall
have a vote, and when there is an equal division of votes upon any
question, and more than three representatives take part in such
division, shall have a second or casting vote.
Assets of dissolved Board.
Assets of aiesolvea 10. Upon the constitution of the Board, the Victoria Bridge and
Board. the approaches thereto, and all land, plant, and materials connected
therewith, and all assets of the dissolved Board, other than moneys
accrued due to the Treasurer by way of interest upon loan, shall
absolutely vest in the Board.
The Board shall pay to the Treasurer all moneys (if any) accrued
due to him by way of such interest.
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Powers of Board.
11. Notwithstanding anything in any Act or law to the Powers of the Board.
-contrary, the Board-
(1) Shall control,  manage,  and maintain the Victoria Bridge
and the approaches thereto ;
(2) Shall and may, under and subject to the provisions of
66 The Public Works Lands Resumption Acts,"  take any
lands  which are required for the purposes of this Act :
Provided that the Board shall make to every person
interested full compensation for all damage sustained
by him through the exercise of this power, and such
compensation, if not agreed upon between the parties
thereto, shall be made in the manner provided in  " The
Public Works Lands Resumption Acts"  for the settle-
ment of disputed claims for compensation in respect of
land taken under that Act ;
(3) Subject to the approval of the Governor in Council, may
from time to time grant leases for any term not exceeding
fifty years of any lands vested in the Board which are
not required to be used for the approaches to the Victoria.
Bridge ;
(4) Shall and may do all things necessary to carry out the
provisions of this Act.
12. It shall not be lawful for the Board to make, levy,  or  Toll abolished.
collect any toll or due upon the Victoria Bridge ; and from and after
the commencement of this Act the passage to and upon such Bridge
shall be wholly free.
Meetings.
13. (1.) The Board shall meet at such times as are appointed Meetings.
by the By-laws.
(2.) No business shall be transacted at any meeting of the Quorum; voting.
Board unless at least three of the representatives are present when
such business is transacted.
(3.) All powers vested in the Board may be exercised by the
majority of the representatives present at any meeting duly held, and
all questions shall be decided by a majority and by open voting.
At all meetings,  save as  herein otherwise provided, all repre-
sentatives present shall vote.
If a representative refuses to vote, his vote shall be counted for
the negative.
(4.) No representative shall vote or take part in any debate with Penalty for voting as
respect to any matter in which he has directly or indirectly, by himself member where
or his partners, any pecuniary interest.
interested.
Every representative who knowingly offends against the pro-
visions of this section shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty
pounds.
(5.) The representatives present at a meeting may, from time  Adjournment of
to time, adjourn the meeting. meeting.
If a quorum is not present within half an hour after the time
appointed for a meeting, the representatives present; or the majority
of them, or any one representative, if only one is present, or the clerk,
if no representative is present, may adjourn such meeting to any time
not later than seven days from the date of such adjournment :
Provided that nothing herein shall be construed to prevent the
adjournment of any meeting to a later hour of the  same  day on which
such meeting was appointed to -beheld.
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Notices of meetings. (6.) All notices of any meeting, or adjourned meeting (other
than of a meeting adjourned to a later hour of the same day on which
such meeting was appointed to be held), shall be in writing, and shall
be delivered, or sent by post or otherwise, to the usual place of busi-
ness (if any) within the District, or to the place of abode, of each of
the representatives, two clear days at least previous to the meeting.
Every such notice shall specify the time of meeting, and, in
case of a special meeting, shall specify the object thereof,
No business shall be transacted at any special meeting except
such as is stated in the notice thereof.
(7.) All meetings of the Board, except meetings of any com-
mittee of the Board, shall be open to the public.
Committees. 14. (1.) The Board may from time to time-
(i.) Appoint out of their number committees either for
general or special purposes ;
(ii.) Delegate to a committee power to do any act or hold any
inquiry ;
(iii.) Fix the quorum of a committee.
Every committee may from time to time appoint one of its
number to be chairman thereof.
Every committee shall report to the Board.
(2.) A committee may meet from time to time and may adjourn
from place to place as it thinks proper, but no business shall be trans-
acted at any meeting of the committee unless the quorum (if any)
fixed by the Board, and if no quorum is fixed two representatives at
least, are present.
At all meetings of a committee if the chairman is not present
one of the representatives shall be appointed chairman of such com-
mittee during the absence of the chairman. All questions shall be
determined by a majority of votes of the representatives present,
including the chairman ; and if the numbers are equally divided he
shall have a second or casting vote.
Minutes.
Evidence of entries.
Books, cc.
15. (1.) The Board shall cause entries of all the proceedings
of the Board and of every committee appointed by the Board, with the
names of the representatives present at each meeting and the names
of all representatives voting upon any question for the decision of
which a division is called, to be duly made from time to time in books
to be provided for the purpose, which shall be kept by the clerk under
the superintendence of the Chairman.
Every such entry shall be signed by the Chairman at the meet-
ing next succeeding the meeting at which such proceeding has taken
place.
(2.) Every entry in any book kept by the clerk, purporting to
be an entry relating to the proceedings of the Board, or of a committee
thereof, and to be signed by the Chairman, or a certified copy of or an
extract from any such entry, sealed with the seal of the Board, and
signed by the Chairman and clerk, sb all, upon the production thereof
alone, be received in any Court of Justice as evidence of the proceedings
appearing by such entry to have been taken, without proof of the
meeting to which the same refers having been duly convened or held,
or of the persons attending such meeting having been or being repre-
sentatives or members of committee respectively, or of the signatures
of the Chairman or clerk, or of the fact of their having been Chairman
or clerk respectively ; and all such last-mentioned matters shall be
presumed until the contrary is proved.
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16. The Board shall appoint and occupy as its office such office.
convenient premises as the Board may select.
Officers.
17. (L) The Board may from time to time appoint a clerk and Appointment,
such other officers as may be necessary to assist in the execution  of removal, &o., and
this Act, and may, out of the Bridge Fund, pay such salaries  and salaries of officers.
allowances to such officers respectively as the Board may determine.
(2.) Before any officer entrusted by the Board with the custody  security by officers
or control of moneys by virtue of his office enters thereon, the Board entrusted with
shall take sufficient security from some association or joint stock moneys.
company carrying on, in the Colony, the business of a guarantee
society for the faithful execution of such office by such officer.
(3.) The Chairman may at any time suspend from office any  chairman may
off cer of the Board who in his opinion is guilty of misconduct  or suspend officers.
neglect, and may, if necessary, temporarily appoint another officer in
his place : Provided that at the next meeting of the Board after such
suspension the Chairman shall report the matter to the Board, and if
the officer so suspended is dismissed by the Board, no salary or wages
shall be due or paid to him from the date of his suspension. Every
officer temporarily appointed shall hold office and receive remuneration
(which shall in no case exceed that paid to the officer so suspended)
only until the Board decides whether the person suspended shall be
reinstated, or whether he shall be dismissed and a successor appointed
in his stead.
(4.) Every officer employed by the Board who exacts or accepts, officers exacting or
on account of anything done by virtue of his office, any fee or reward accepting fees.
other than the salary or allowance by way of salary allowed by the
Board, or who is in anywise concerned or interested in any bargain or
contract made by the Board, shall be incapable of being afterwards
employed by the Board for the space of five years, and shall forfeit
the sum of one hundred pounds. A nd the Board or any person may
sue for such penalty by action in any court of competent jurisdiction.
Any such penalty recovered by any person shall be retained by him.
(5.) The clerk shall be responsible for the safe custody of all safe custody of
books of account, agreements, receipts, vouchers, and other papers and books.
writings relating to the business of the Board ; he shall make a record
of the same in obedience to the direction of the Auditor-General, and
shall not destroy or mutilate them or any of them without his sanction
in writing previously obtained.
Any person who wilfully destroys or mutilates any book of
account, agreement, receipt, voucher, or other book, paper, or writing
relating to the business of the Board, otherwise than in pursuance
of such sanction, shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and shall on
conviction be liable to imprisonment for any period not exceeding two
years, with or without hard labour, or to a penalty not exceeding one
hundred pounds.
(6.) If any officer of the Board fails when required by the officers failing to
Board  so to do- render accounts, &c
(i.) To render accounts of any moneys received by him for
or on behalf of the Board, and of his dealings therewith ;
or
(ii.) To produce and deliver up the vouchers and receipts
relating to the same in his possession or power ; or
(iii.) To pay the balance thereof when so required ; or
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Proceedings may be
taken after officer
has ceased to hold
office.
(iv.) To deliver up to the Board or to any person appointed
by it to receive the same, within five days after being
so required, all papers and writings, property, matters,
and things in his possession or power, relating to the
execution of this Act, or belonging to the Board ;
any two justices may hear and determine the matter in a summary
way, and may order such officer to render such accounts or to deliver
up such vouchers and receipts,, or to pay over the balance owing by
him, or to deliver up all such papers, writings, property, matters, and
things.
If such officer neglects or refuses to obey such order he may,
by any justice, be committed to gaol for any period not exceeding six
months.
All such proceedings against an officer may be had and taken
and enforced against such officer after he has ceased to hold his office.
No such proceedings. against an officer shall deprive the Board
of any remedy which it might otherwise have against any surety of
such officer.
By-laws.
By-laws. 18. (1.) The Board may make By-laws in respect of the
following matters
Meetings. (i.) The times for holding meetings of the Board, the sum-
moning and adjournment of such meetings, and the
proceedings and preservation of order thereat, the
duties of officers of the Board and the transaction and
management of business ;
Traffic. (ii.) Regulating the traffic upon or over the Victoria Bridge;
Injury. (iii.) The prevention of injury to the Victoria Bridge ;
Accidents. (iv.) The safety of persons crossing, and the prevention of
accidents on the Victoria Bridge ;
Nuisances. (v.) The prevention and suppression of nuisances upon the
Victoria Bridge ;
Generally. (vi.) Generally for the good management of the Victoria
Bridge.
Penalty. A By-law may impose a penalty for any breach thereof, and
may also impose different penalties in case of successive breaches.
But no such penalty shall exceed fifty pounds.
By-laws to be (2.) No such By-law shall have any force or effect unless the
approved by
same has been sealed with the official seal of the Board, and approvedGovernor in Council.'
by the Governor in Council, or until the same has been published
once at least in the  Gazette.
Repeal by Governor (3.) A By-law, or part of a By-law, may be repealed by thein Council. Governor in Council
Provision as to
present
indebtedness.
Existing Loan.
19. The amount of money owing by the dissolved Board by
way of loan at the commencement of this Act shall be dealt with
in manner following :-
One half part thereof shall be charged upon the Loan Account
of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of the Colony.
The other half part thereof shall be and be deemed to have
been a loan to the Board under the provisions of  " The Local Works
Loans Act of  1880," subject, however, to the following provisions  :-(i.) The loan shall be deemed to have been advanced to the
Board as and from the first day of January, one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight ;
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(ii.) The loan shall be deemed to have been advanced for a
term  of fifty years ;
(iii.) The loan shall hereafter be liquidated by payment to the
Treasurer by the Board, on the first days of July and
January respectively in every year, of instalments at
the rate of four pounds thirteen shillings and two pence
per annum for every one hundred pounds of such
loan and all interest accrued thereon, and such instal-
ments shall continue to be payable until the total
amount of the loan, together with the interest accruing
thereon, has been wholly repaid ;
(iv.) Provided that, notwithstanding anything herein or in
the said Act contained, the 'T'reasurer may permit the
Board to pay off the whole or any portion of the loan
at any time before the same may become due.
.Expenses.
20. (l.) All expenses incurred by the Board under or in How expenses to be
pursuance of this Act, and the instalments hereinbefore required to be paid.
paid to the Treasurer, shall be contributed to the Board by the Local
Authorities having jurisdiction within the District in the proportions
following, that is to say :-The Council of the Municipality of Brisbane
shall contribute four-tenths thereof. The Council of the Municipality
of South Brisbane shall contribute two-tenths thereof. The Local
Authorities of Coorparoo, Sherwood, and Stephens shall together
contribute one-tenth thereof. The Local Authorities of Balmoral,
Belmont, Wynnum, and Yeerongpilly shall together contribute one-
tenth thereof. The Local Authorities of Booroodabii, Hamilton, and
Windsor shall together contribute one-tenth thereof. The Local
Authorities of Enoggera, Ithaca, Taringa, and Toowong shall together
contribute one-tenth thereof :
Provided that in the case of the four last-mentioned groups of
Local Authorities the amount to be contributed by each, Local
Authority shall be in proportion to the value of the rateable land in
its District as ascertained by the valuation lists in force for the time
being.
(2.) For the purpose of obtaining payment from the Local Precept.
Authorities of the sums to be contributed by them, the Board may
issue a precept, signed by the Chairman, to each Local Authority
stating therein the sum to be contributed by such Local Authority,
and requiring such Local Authority within a time limited by the
precept to pay the sum mentioned to the Board or to such person as
the Board directs. And the provisions of the Local Authorities Act
shall, as far as possible, be applied to every such precept.
(3.) For the purpose of raising the sums to be contributed and Bridge Rate.
the expenses of collection, each Local Authority shall make and levy
when and so often as is required a Bridge Rate, which shall be paid
and borne by the ratepayers of the District, and the same proceedings
may be taken for the recovery thereof as in the case of Rates made
under the Local Authorities Act. No endowment shall be paid in
respect of moneys raised by such Bridge Rate.
(4.) If a Local Authority refuses or neglects to levy and Enforcement ofsuch
collect such Rate after being required by the Treasurer so to do, the Rate by Treasurer.
Treasurer may make, levy, and collect such Rate, and for that purpose
shall have all the powers conferred by the Local Authorities Act upon
a Local Authority in respect of levying and collecting and enforcing
the payment of Rates.
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Revenue and Audit.
Revenue. 21. (1.) The revenue of the Board shall consist of all moneys
which the Board may receive under or in pursuance of this Act not
being the proceeds of a loan.
Bridge Fund. (2.) 111 such moneys shall be carried to the account of a Fund
to be called the " Bridge Fund."
Application ofFund. (3.) The Bridge Fund shall be applied by the Bridge Board
towards the payment of the instalments hereinbefore required to be
paid and all expenses necessarily incurred in carrying this Act into
execution, and in doing and performing any acts and things which
the Board is by this Act empowered or required to do or perform.
Payments out of (4.) The Board  may  pay out of the Bridge Fund any sum due
Fund  for authorised
purpose under an agreement lawfully made for the purposes of this Act, and.
any sum recovered against the Board by process of law, and any sum
which by any order made or purporting to be made under this Act the
Board is directed to pay by way of compensation, damages, costs, or
otherwise.
Annual audit. 22. (l.) The Auditor-General, or such officer of his staff as he
from time to time directs, shall once at least in every year  examine
the books and accounts of the Board, and the Auditor-General shall
report thereupon to the Treasurer.
(2.) The Treasurer may, if he thinks fit, require such books
and accounts to be kept by the Board, and in such form and manner
as may be prescribed by the Auditor-General.
(3.) On or before the thirty-first day of July in each year the
Board shall publish in the  Gazette,  and in one or more newspapers
generally circulating in the District, a true statement of the receipts
and expenditure of the Board for the year then last past, and such
statement shall be signed by the Chairman and clerk, and certified as
correct by the Auditor-General.
General.
Evidence of 23 . The production of the  Gazette  containing any Order in
publication. Council or the notification of any election or appointment made under
the provisions of this Act or the notification of the approval of a By-
law shall be sufficient evidence, until the contrary is shown, that such
Order in Council has been duly made and is still in force, and that
such election or appointment has been duly made, and that such By-law
has been duly made, sealed, and approved, and that it is still in force.
Obstructing 24. (1.) Any person who obstructs the Board or any person
execution of Act.
employed by it or any police officer or any officer of the Department
of Audit, in the performance of anything which it or he is respectively
empowered or required to do by this Act, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds.
(2.) Any person who wilfully destroys, pulls down, injures, or
defaces any board on which any By-law, notice, or other matter is
inscribed, shall, if the same was put up by authority of the Board, be
liable to a penalty not exceeding live pounds.
Punishment  for 25 . Anypart or officer who wilfully misapplies anymisapplying funds money formin art of the Bridge Fund or of any other mone y underof Board. n  V
the control of the Board, or who wilfully or by culpable negligence
connives at or concurs in the misapplication of any such money, shall
be guilty of a misdemeanour, and shall on conviction be liable to be
kept in penal servitude for any period not exceeding seven years and
not less than three years, or to be imprisoned for any period not
exceeding two years, with or without hard labour.
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26. (l.) Notices under this Act or any By-law made there - Notices may be
under may"be in writing or print, or partly in writing and partly in printed or  written.
print.
(2.) Every notice shall be signed by, or bear the printed
-signature of, the Chairman or clerk.
(3.) Any notice under this Act, or any By-law made there-Service  of notice.
under, required to be given to any person may be served-
(a) By delivering the same to such person ; or
(b) By leaving the same at his usual or last known place
of abode ; or
(c) By forwarding the same by post in a prepaid letter
addressed to such person at his usual or last known
place of abode.
(4.) A notice forwarded by post shall be deemed to have been
given at the last moment of the day on which the same ought to be
delivered at its destination ir} the ordinary course of post.
27. It shall be the duty of every officer of police who finds any Duty of police
person committing a breach of any of the provisions of this Act, or  of officers.
any By-law made thereunder, to demand from such person his name
and place of abode, and to report the fact of such breach and the
name and place of abode of such person, as soon as conveniently may
be, to the clerk.
Any person who refuses to state his name and place of abode
when required by an officer of police so to do, or who in his opinion
states a false name or place of abode, may, without any other warrant
than this Act, be apprehended by him and taken before Justices, there
to be dealt with according to law.
Any person who refuses to state his name and place of abode,
or states a false name or place of abode, shall be liable on conviction
..to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Any police officer who finds any person committing an offence
.against this Act, or any By=law made thereunder, may, without, any
other warrant than this Act, apprehend such person and convey him
to a police station, there to be dealt with according to law.
28. (1.) The Board may order proceedings to be taken for the Board may direct
recovery of any penalties, and for the punishment of any person prosecutions, &c.
offending against the provisions of this Act or any By-law made
thereunder, and may order the expenses of such prosecution or other
proceedings to be paid out of the Bridge Fund.
(2.) In all proceedings in any court of summary jurisdiction or Proceedings inpetty
before any Justice the clerk or any other officer of the Board appointed sessions.
by the Chairman by writing under his hand may represent the Board
in all respects as though he were the party concerned.
(3.) The clerk or other officer appointed as last aforesaid shall Reimbursement of
be reimbwsed out of the Bridge Fund all damages, costs, charges, officer.
and expenses to which he may be put or with which he may become
chargeable by reason of anything contained in this section.
(4.) Every penalty or other moneys payable in respect of any Recovery of
offence against this Act, or any By-law made thereunder, may be penalties.
recovered by complaint of the clerk or other such officer as aforesaid
before any two justices.
(5.) Except where it is by this Act provided to the contrary, Application of
all penalties recovered for offences against this Act, or any By-laws penalties.
made thereunder, shall be paid into the Bridge Fund.
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Penalties.
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Section 4.
(6.) Every person guilty of an offence against this Act, or any
By-law made thereunder, shall for every such offence be liable, if na
other penalty is imposed, to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds,
or to be imprisoned for any period not exceeding six months.
(7.) The institution of criminal proceedings against, or the
conviction of a person for, any offence against this Act, or any
By-laws made thereunder, shall not affect any remedy which any other
person aggrieved may be entitled to in any civil proceeding.
(8.) No justice shall be deemed incapable of acting in any case
arising under this Act by reason of his being, as one of several rate-
payers, or as one of any other class of persons, liable in common
with others to contribute to, or be benefited by, the Bridge Fund.
29. No action, suit, indictment, information, or other proceeding
shall be commenced, presented, prosecuted, or maintained against the
Board, the Government, or any person empowered in that behalf, for
or in respect of the erecting or maintaining of the Victoria Bridge
without making provision for the opening of a portion thereof to allow
of the passage of sea-going vessels, or for or in respect of the obstruc-
tion of the navigation of the River Brisbane by the Victoria Bridge,
or for or in respect of any damages, loss, or expenses occasioned, or
alleged to be occasioned, by reason of such erecting, maintaining}
closure, or obstruction, or in anywise whatever arising therefrom.
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VICTORI}E REGINIE.
An Act to Enable the Charters Towers Gas, Coke,  Coal,  and Light
Company,  Limited, incorporated under the provisions of "The
Companies Act 1863  "  to Supply with Gas or other Light the Town
of Charters Towers and its Suburbs,  and for other purposes.
[ASSENTED TO 9TH  DECEMBER, 1897.]
WHEREAS a Company called the Charters Towers Gas, Coke, Preamble.Coal, and Light Company, Limited, was incorporated in the
year one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven under the provisions
of  The Companies Act  J 863," subject to the  rules,  regulations,
and provisions contained in the Memorandum and Articles of Associa-
tion of the Charters Towers Gas, Coke, Coal, and Light Company,
Limited, for the purpose of manufacturing, selling, and supplying gas
or other means of public and private lighting, whether by the use of
electricity or other methods, to the inhabitants of Charters Towers and
its suburbs, and of manufacturing, rendering saleable, and dealing in
coke, coal, tar, pitch, asphaltum, ammoniacal liquor, and all residual
products obtained in the manufacture of gas,  or in  the production of
any other  means  of lighting, and for other purposes incidental or
conducive to the attainment of the said objects : And whereas by the
said  Memorandum and Articles of Association it was agreed that the
capital of the said Company should consist of fifteen thousand pounds
divided into thirty thousand shares of ten shillings each, but that the
said capital might be increased by the creation of an additional number
of shares in the manner in the said Memorandum and Articles of
Association mentioned : And whereas by the said Memorandum and
Articles of Association provision has been made for the payments of
917
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dividends and for the disposal and application of profits and also for
the proper management and control of the affairs of the said Company :
And whereas shortly after its incorporation the said Company acquired
certain lands in the town of Charters Towers, and erected thereon
works for the manufacture and supply of gas and of residual products
obtained in the manufacture of gas, and commenced to sell and supply,
and has since continued to sell and supply,  gas in  the town of Charters
Towers and its suburbs, and for that purpose has, with the consent of
the local authorities, laid pipes and erected lamps in, under, across,
and along streets, ways, and public passages in the said town and its
suburbs : And whereas it is expedient that provision should be made
for validating the action of the said Company in acquiring the said
lands, erecting the said works, manufacturing and supplying the
said gas and products, and laying the said pipes and erecting the said
lamps, and it would be of advantage and convenience if powers were
given to the said Company effectually to supply the town of Charters
Towers aforesaid and its suburbs with gas or other light, and to erect
all necessary works for such purpose, and for the purposes aforesaid it
is necessary to obtain the authority of an Act of Parliament : Be it
therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and
with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legis-
lative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows:-
1. The said Company shall be deemed to have had at all times
since its incorporation full power to acquire lands in the town of
Charters Towers and its suburbs, and to erect thereon works for the
manufacture of gas and of residual products obtained in the manufac-
ture of gas, and to sell and supply gas to the inhabitants of Charters
Towers aforesaid and its suburbs, and for that purpose, with the
consent of the Municipal Council of Charters Towers or the Board
of the Division of Dalrymple, within the Municipality of Charters
Towers and the Division of Dalrymple respectively, to break up the
soil and pavements of, and cut into and remove the materials of, any
streets, highways, roads, ways, and public passages and places, and to
lay pipes and erect lamps in, under, and along streets, highways,
roads, ways, and public  passages  and places in the town of Charters
Towers and its suburbs.
'2. No' claim, demand, action,, suit, information, prosecution, or
other proceeding shall be, or be attempted or, permitted to be, made,
instituted, or maintained against the said Company or any of its past
or present directors, officers, or servants in any Court whatsoever in
respect of the said Company, its past or present directors, officers, or
servants, having heretofore, without the authority of an Act of
Parliament having been first obtained, acquired lands in the town of
Charters Towers and its suburbs, and erected thereon works for the
manufacture of gas and of residual products obtained in. the manu-
facture of gas, and having sold and supplied gas to the inhabitants of
Charters Towers aforesaid and its suburbs, and for that purpose having,
with the consent of the Municipal Council of Charters Towers and the
Board of the Division of Dalrymple, within the Municipality of
Charters Towers and the Division of Dalrymple respectively, broken
up the soil and pavements of, and cut into and removed the material
of, any streets, highways, roads, ways, and public passages and places,
and having laid pipes and erected lamps in, under, and along streets,
highways, roads, ways, and public passages and places in the town of
Charters Towers and its suburbs.
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3. The said Company is hereby empowered to enter upon andPower toufacture gas.
continue the manufacture of gas and such other materials  as arise
from the conversion and manufacture of the residuum occasioned by
the production of gas, and the process connected therewith, by means
of any apparatus or other appliances, and by any process, art, or
invention, now or hereafter to be known or used, and from any
substance that now is or may hereafter be used for such purposes,
subject to the provisions and restrictions hereinafter contained.
4. It shall be lawful for the said Company, notwithstanding Limited power to
any statute or law to the contrary, and notwithstanding any clause or
provision herein contained, to purchase or acquire, take, hold, and
enjoy, to them and their successors, for any estate, term of years, or
interest, such lands, buildings, works, mains, pipes, and apparatus as
they may think requisite for any of the purposes of this Act.
5. It shall be lawful for any person or persons who are other- Power to other
wise competent to grant, bargain, sell, alien, and convey, assure, and perms othey
dispose of unto and to the use of the said Company and their sue- Company.
cessors for the purposes aforesaid, or any of them, any such lands,
buildings, works, and other estate aforesaid.
6. It shall he lawful for the said Company to sell and dispose Power to convey
of, and by deed or deeds, instrument or instruments, under the hands lands.
of the directors of the said Company, or a majority of them, and under
the corporate  seal  of the said Company, to grant and convey, transfer
or assign , by way of absolute sale in fee-simple, or for any less estate,
for a valuable consideration, all or any part or parts of the said lands
which shall have been so purchased or acquired, and which shall not
be wanted for the purpose of this Act, and upon payment of the
purchase money which shall  arise on  such  sale or sales , or of any part
or parts thereof, it shall be lawful for the secretary for the time being
of the said Company to  sign  and give a receipt or receipts for the
money for which the same shall be' sold, which receipt or receipts
shall be  a sufficient  discharge or sufficient discharges to any person or
persons for the moneys therein expressed to be received.
7. Nothing herein contained shall prejudice or be deemed to Instalments, ,
contracts, &c., dtie,prejudide any 'deposit or' instalment i y any contract or other act, deed, made, and done
or thing entered into, made, or done, by the said Company, under or under the Articles of
Association beforeby virtue of the said Memorandum and Articles of Association before this Act in
this Act shall come into operation, except in so far as the  same is in  this operation not to be
Act specifically provided, but the same shall be as valid and effectual prejudiced thereby.
to all intents and purposes as if this Act had not been passed.
8.  No judgment or other special or simple contract creditor of Certain property
the said Company or other person shall by reason of any covenant, protected fromexecution.judgment, execution, distress, or other process authorised by this Act
or the said Articles of Association, or by or under any law, title, or
pretence whatsoever, levy or seize in execution, or in any way attempt
to recover the payment of any sum. or sums of money due or payable
to him from the said Company by taking or removing any of the pipes
or lamps of the said Company, laid, placed, or running in, under, or
through any street, lane, or bridge in Charters Towers aforesaid, or its
suburbs, or in any building not being in the actual occupation of the
said Company.
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Salaried  officers may  9. All salaried officers of the Company shall be competent to
hold  shares. h ld l h k f d
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or property thereof, either solely or jointly for themselves or in trust
for any other person or persons.
10. It shall not be necessary to use the corporate seal in respect
of any of the ordinary business of the said Company, and any person
duly authorised and empowered under the corporate seal may, without
such seal, execute any deed and do all other acts, matters, and things
which may be required to be executed and done on behalf of the said
Company and in conformity with the provisions of this Act and of the
Articles of Association.
11. In all cases in which by any Act of Parliament or by any
rule or order of the Supreme Court or any District Court now or
hereafter to be in force in Queensland the plaintiff or defendant in
any action, suit, or proceedings, or any creditor in any insolvent estate,
or any person being a party to or interested in any process or proceed-
ings whatsoever, is, or shall be authorised, empowered, or required to
make any affidavit or to sign or present any petition or to do any
other act, it shall be lawful for the secretary or other authorised officer
or agent of the Company (where such Company shall be such plaintiff,
defendant, or creditor, or be a party to or otherwise interested in any
process or proceedings whatsoever as aforesaid), for or on behalf of the
Company, to make such affidavit, sign or present any such petition, or
do such other act as aforesaid.
12. It shall be lawful for the said Company, and they are
hereby authorised and empowered, subject to the provisions and
restrictions hereinafter contained, by their servants, agents, or work-
men, and others, from time to time to erect, sink, cut, lay, place, and
fix such retorts, gasometers, receivers, buildings, fixtures, engines,
cisterns, machines, drains, sewers, watercourses, pipes, reservoirs,
electric  lines , and other apparatus, works, and devices of such
construction and in such manner as the said Company shall think
necessary or proper for carrying the objects and purposes of the said
Company and of this Act into execution, and also, subject to the
provisions and clauses hereinafter mentioned, to break up the soil and
pavements of, and out into and remove the materials of, any streets,
highways, roads, ways, lanes, bridges, passages, and other public places
or any part of them or either of them, and to erect posts, pillars,
pilasters, lampirons, lamps, and other apparatus in and upon the same
streets, highways, roads, ways,  lanes,  bridges, passages, and other
public places or any of them, or against any wall or walls erected on or
adjoining to them or any of them, and to dig and sink trenches and
drains, and to lay and place meters , mains , and pipes, and put and
place stopcocks, syphons, plugs, or branches from such pipes in, under,
across, and along places, streets, ways, lanes, bridges, or public
passages, and also, with the consent of the owners or occupiers
thereof, in, under, across, and along any private ways, buildings,
passages, grounds, and other places, in such manner as shall be
necessary for the purpose of carrying this Act into execution, or
supplying any such light as aforesaid, and from time to time to alter the
position of, and to repair, relay, and maintain such pipes, stopcocks,
syphons, and plugs, or branches or other necessary apparatus from any
main or pipe laid in or upon any street, road, highway, lane, bridge,
passage, or public or private place by the said Company by virtue of
this Act, into or through any dwelling-house or houses, manufactories,
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public or private buildings or grounds for the purpose of lighting the
same, or any other public or private lamp or lamps from any such
main or pipes ,  and to erect and set up any machine or other apparatus To erect apparatus.
necessary or requisite for securing to any dwelling -house or houses,
manufactories ,  public or private buildings a proper and competent
supply of gas ,  or for measuring and ascertaining the extent of such
supply, and also to alter and amend any bad or imperfect work which
shall have been placed or any work which shall be injured or damaged
in such dwelling -house or houses ,  manufactories, public or private
buildings, and to do all such other acts, matters, and things as the
said Company shall from time to time think necessary and convenient
for completing ,  amending ,  repairing ,  improving, supplying, and using
the same, and for carrying into effect the purpose and meaning of this
Act, provided a proper compensation be made for any damage done
thereby.
13. The directors of the said Company shall have full power Power to enter and
and authority, either by themselves or their agents, surveyor, or other inspect pipes, lamps,
officer appointed for that purpose, at all reasonable times and as often and meters.
as they shall think. necessary, to inspect and examine all pipes and
lamps in any building and on any part of the same in the occupation
or possession of any person with whom the said Company shall at any
time enter or have entered into any contract or agreement for the
sale or supply of gas, and to repair and amend such pipes and lamps
in all respects if necessary, and to take account of the number of
cubic feet of gas consumed under all or any of such contracts or
agreements as aforesaid ,  and to compare the amount so ascertained to
be consumed with the tenor and nature of the contract in relation to
such supply and consumption, and to regulate the same in accordance
therewith, and for any other lawful and reasonable purpose consistent
with and relating to any" contract entered into by the said Company
under the powers contained in the said Articles of Association or in
this Act.
14. It shall  be lawful for  the directors of the said Company  Power to inspect
or their  duly authorised  surveyor or servants to insect and examine fittings and to orderp the removal of bad
at all reasonable times, any gas  fittings or works  which  shall have work.
been made, erected, or put by any person with whom the said Company
shall have contracted for the supply of gas ; and if such surveyor or
other servant of the said Company shall. consider any such gas fittings
or works to be incomplete or otherwise defective, the person so con-
tracting with the said Company, and having erected and put up such
fittings or works, shall not be entitled to call on the said Company for
the fulfilment of any contract for the supply of gas until such fittings
and such works shall have been amended and altered or removed, 'and
other fittings and works substituted in lieu thereof, to the satisfaction
of the surveyor or other officer of the said Company inspecting the
same.
15. It shall be lawful for the said Company to contract  with  Power to the
the Corporation of the Municipality of Charters Towers or the Board omighting tine Bet
of the Division of Dalrymple, or persons having the control, direction, and houses.
or management of t he streets, highways, or any of them within the
limits of this Act, for supplying the same with gas, and also to con-
tract with any person for supplying with gas any such person, or any
streets, ways, lanes, bridges, or passages, manufactories, shops, ware-
houses, public or private houses or buildings belonging to him or in
which he is interested or over which he has the direction or control,
and also to contract with any person whomsoever for lighting or
supplying with gas any shops ,  manufactories ,  warehouses ,  public or
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private buildings or places whatsoever within the limits of this Act,
in such manner and under such stipulations as the said Company shall
think proper, consistent with the powers contained in the said Articles
of Association and in this Act. And provided always that if the
charges which may be made by the said Company under and by virtue
of this Act for such supply of gas shall be found to produce a greater
sum than ten pounds per annum. for every one hundred pounds of
the paid-up capital of the said company, then and in such case the
said Company shall at their first meeting, after it shall have been
ascertained that such greater sum has been produced, reduce the said
charges so as that the same shall not produce to the said Company a
greater rate of clear annual profits, divisible upon the subscribed and
paid-up capital stock of the said Company, than the said sum of
ten pounds annually for every one hundred pounds of the said
capital ; and in order that the true state of the profits may be known,
it shall be the duty of the directors of the said Company, so soon as
the profits of the said Company exceed ten pounds for every one
hundred pounds by the year, to publish in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  annually a full and true statement and account of the moneys
received, disbursed, and expended by them ; and every such statement
and account shall be verified by the secretary of the said Company
by solemn declaration, to be made before a justice of the peace :
Provided that it shall not be compulsory on the said Company to
reduce the said charges before the sum of ten pounds per annum
for every one hundred pounds of the said paid-up capital of the said
Company shall have been received by each shareholder in respect of
his share or shares therein from the commencement of the said
Company.
Company may lay 16. It shall he lawful for the said Company, and they arepipes  of hereby fully authorised and empowered (subject to the regulations
communication from y y C
main. herein contained) from time to time to carry, fit up, and furnish any
pipes, cocks, or branches, or other necessary apparatus from any
main pipes in any roadway, street, lane, bridge, or other public
passage or place, laid by or belonging to the said Company, in or
through any dwelling-house, manufactories, public or private buildings,
for the purpose of lighting the  same,  or any public or private lamps,
with the consent of the owner and occupier of such dwelling-housesi
manufactories, public or private buildings.
.Notice to be given  17. It shall not be lawful for the said Company to break up
of breaking up
pavFments, roads,dw.or take up or remove any of the pavements, ground, or material in
any road, street, lane, bridge, way, or other public passage or place,
for the purpose of laying down or repairing any main pipes, or of
altering the position of any main pipes, unless notice, in writing, of
their intention to break or take up such pavement, ground, or material,
signed by the secretary of the said Company, specifying the road,
street, way, lane, bridge, or other public passage or place and the
particular part thereof intended to be broken, taken up, or removed,
shall have been given to the town clerk of the Municipality of Charters
Towers or the clerk of the Division of Dalrymple, as the case may be,
or shall have been left for him at his public office at least twenty-four
hours before such pavement, ground, or material or any part thereof
shall be so broken or taken up, except in cases of emergency arising
from defects in any of the pipes or in any other case of great
emergency, when such notice shall be given as soon as possible after
such pavement, ground, or material or any part thereof shall be
broken or taken up. Except in case of emergency as aforesaid the
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said Company shall only break up or take up or remove any of the
pavements ,  ground, or material in any road, street, lane, bridge, way,
or other public passage or place for the purposes aforesaid or any of
them on such days and at such times as the person having control,
direction ,  or superintendence of such pavement ,  ground, or material
shall from time to time reasonably direct.
18. When and so often as the said Company shall have lawfully  companytorelay
broken up or removed the stones , ground ,  soil,pavement,  or material
pavements  °r  road,
broken up.
in or of any road,  street ,  way, lane, bridge, or other public passage or
place or any part thereof ,  the said Company shall and they are hereby
required immediately thereafter to reinstate and make good such
ground ,  soil, pavement ,  or material to the satisfaction of the person
having the control ,  direction ,  or superintendence of such pavement,
soil, ground ,  or material respectively  ;  and the said Company shall
carry or cause to be carried away all the surplus earth, filth, and
rubbish occasioned thereby at their own costs and charges  ;  and during
the time that such works are carrying on, and until such ground, soil,
pavement ,  or material is reinstated as aforesaid ,  the said Company
shall provide necessary lights at night and otherwise guard the said
works so as to prevent any damage or inconvenience happening to
passengers ,  cattle, or carriages ;  and in case the said Company shall
make default in reinstating such ground, soil, pavement ,  or material
as aforesaid, or removing any rubbish occasioned thereby, or in placing
or setting up such lights at night and otherwise guarding the said
works so as to prevent accidents to passengers ,  cattle, and carriages,
then and in every such case it shall be lawful for the said persons
having such control ,  direction ,  or superintendence as aforesaid to
reinstate such ground, soil, pavement ,  and material ,  and carry away
all rubbish occasioned thereby, and during the time that such works
are carried on to provide necessary lights at night ; and the expenses
thereof shall be repaid by the said Company to the person so rein-
stating the same  ;  and in default of payment thereof within twenty-
eight days next after demand thereof, in writing, shall  have been made
by such person as aforesaid  (proof being made thereof by the oath' of
one credible witness before one or more justices of the peace), all such
sums of money so paid ,  together with any sum not exceeding twenty
shillings by way of penalty ,  shall and may be levied and recovered for
the use of such person by distress and sale of the goods and chattels
of the said Company ,  except as hereinbefore provided ,  together with
the charges of such distress and sale, by warrant under the hand or
hands of any such justice or justices who is and are hereby empowered
to grant the same.
19. If the Corporation of the Municipality of Charters Towers , Levels of street..
or the Board for the Division of Dalrymple ,  or other person having the
control, direction ,  or superintendence of the said roads, streets, ways,
lanes ,  bridges ,  and other public passages and places respectively, shall
have taken or shall take any permanent levels of the said roads, streets,
ways ,  lanes, bridges, and other public passages and places respectively,
or any of them ,  the said Corporation or Board or other person, as the
case may be,  shall from time to time supply full information to. the
said Company respecting the permanent levels of the said roads,
streets ,  ways, lanes, bridges, and other public passages and places, or
any of them ,  within fourteen days next after  they  shall have received
notice from the said Company so to do.
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Damages to be made 20. Provided always that if by raising, sinking ,  or altering
any of the said main pipes ,  cocks, syphons ,  plugs, or branches of the
said Company any damage or injury shall be negligently or wilfully
done to the same by the said Corporation or Board or its servants or
such other person as aforesaid ,  then anI in such case such damage or
injury shall be made  good  to the said Company ,  and the costs ,  charges,
and expenses thereof shall be made good to them on demand by the
said Corporation or Board or other person aforesaid ,  and recovered in
the same manner as any penalty inflicted hereby not specially provided
for is to be recovered under this Act.
No pipes of 21. No person shall lay any pipe to communicate with any
communication  to be
laid without the
pipe belonging to the said Company without the consent in writing
consent of  the first had and obtained of the, secretary or surveyor of the said Company
Company.
or other person duly authorised for such purpose by the said Company,
nor use  burners of larger dimensions or in any other  manner  than he,
she, or they shall contract to pay for, or supply any other person with
any part of such gas on pain of forfeiting and paying to the said
Company the sump of forty shillings per day for every day such pipes
shall so remain , or such excess be committed, or such supply be
furnished, to be recovered and levied in such manner as other
penalties and forfeitures by this Act imposed are directed to be levied
and recovered.
Damaging pipes, &c. 22. If any person shall wilfully, maliciously, or negligently do
or cause to be done or committed any injury or damage to any of the
mains or service pipes of the said Company either by removing or
disturbing the ground, soil, or material whereon or wherein the same
is laid or placed, or by the compression or subsequently settling or
lowering of the same at any time or times afterwards, or by any other
means whatsoever, or if any person whomsoever shall wilfully and
maliciously remove, destroy, damage, or injure any or any part of any
pipe, post, plug, lamp, or apparatus, matter, or thing belonging to
the said Company, or shall wilfully or maliciously waste or improperly
use any of the inflammable air or gas supplied by the said Company,
or shall alter, exchange, or remove the burners belonging to the said
Company from the pipes of supply, every person so offending in any
of the respective premises, and being thereof lawfully convicted before
one or more justice or justices of the peace, shall, for every separate
act or offence, forfeit and pay to the said Company any sum not
exceeding five pounds and three times the amount of damages done
as the same shall be ascertained by such justice or justices, such
penalty and damage to be recovered and levied in such manner as
other penalties and forfeitures by this Act imposed are directed to be
levied and recovered.
Satisfaction for
accidental damage
to lamps.
23. If any person shall carelessly or accidentally break,
destroy, throw down, damage, or injure any lamp hung up, set out, or
belonging to the said Company or by any person at his private expense,
or any part of any pipe, pillar, pedestal, lamp-post, lamp-iron, plug, or
other apparatus, matter, or thing set up by or belonging to the said
Company or belonging to any person and set up by him at his private
expense, or carelessly or accidentally waste any of the inflammable
air or gas supplied by the said Company, or keep the light or lights
burning for a longer time than he or they shall contract to pay for,
and shall not upon any demand by the said Company, or by their board
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of directors or their secretary or superintendent or other person
authorised by them, make satisfaction for the damage done for the
excess of gas so wasted or used, or keeping the lights burning longer
than they shall have contracted for as aforesaid, then and in every
such case it shall and may be lawful to and for any one or more
justice or justices of the peace, and he and they is and are hereby
empowered and required upon complaint to him or them made, to
summon before him or them the party against whom such complaint
shall be preferred, and upon hearing the allegations and proof on both
sides, or on non-appearance of the party complained against to proceed
ex parte,  and to award such sum of money, by way of satisfaction, to
the said Company or to such other person (as the case may require)
for such damage or excess or waste as such justice or justices shall
think reasonable, not exceeding the sum of ten pounds, to be recovered
and levied in such manner as other penalties and forfeitures by this
Act imposed are directed to be levied and recovered.
24. When any gas shall be found to escape from any of the Escape ofgas.
pipes which shall be laid down in any market, street, square, lane,
public passage, or place within the said town of Charters Towers or its
suburbs, the said Company or the person, being the owner of such
pipe, so laying down or causing the same to be laid in any such market,
street, square, lane, public passage, or place shall immediately, after
notice shall be given to them or him, in writing, from any inhabitant
of the said-town of Charters Towers or its suburbs of such escape of
gas, cause the most speedy and effectual measures to be taken to stop
and prevent such gas from escaping; and in case the said Company or
such person as aforesaid shall not, within forty-eight hours next after
such notice given, effectually stop and prevent any future escapes,
and wholly remove the cause of complaint, then and in every such
case the said Company or person as aforesaid shall, for every such
offence, forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding five pounds for each
day after the expiration of forty-eight hours from the time of giving
such notice during which the gas shall be suffered to escape  as afore-
said, which penalties shall from time to time be recovered and levied
in such  manner  as other penalties and forfeitures by this Act imposed
are directed to be levied and recovered.
25. Whenever the water which may at any time hereafter  be contamination of
supplied to or by the Municipality of Charters Towers, or the Board  water by Gas
of the Division of Dalrymple, or by the Charters Towers Waterworks Company.
Board, or for the use of the inhabitants of the town of Charters
Towers and its suburbs shall be contaminated or affected by gas of
the said Company, and such Company shall not, within forty-eight
hours next after notice thereof, in writing (signed by any person con-
suming the said water), being given to the said Company, by being
left at the office or usual place of business of the said Company,
effectually stop and prevent gas from so escaping and prevent all and
every such contamination whereof notice shall be given  as aforesaid,
then and in every such case the said Company shall, on each and
every complaint whereof notice shall be given  as aforesaid , forfeit
and pay to the Treasurer for the time being or to the proprietors
of the said waterworks for the time being, for the use and benefit
of the Government or of the said proprietors, as the case may be,
any sum not exceeding the sum of ten pounds for each and every day
during which the water shall be or -remain contaminated or affected
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by the gas of the - said Company or person  as aforesaid  ; and such
penalties shall and may be recovered and levied  in such manner as
the penalties and forfeitures by this Act imposed are directed to be
levied and recovered.
Power to  owners of 26 . In case a question shall  arise  upon such complaint as
waterworks to dig aforesaid, whether thewater be contaminated or affected by the gas ofstreets and examine
the pipes of the Gas the said Company, it shall be lawful to and for the Government, orCompany. for the surveyor or inspector for the time being of the Municipality of
Charters Towers, or of the Board of the Division of Dalrymple, or of
the Charters Towers Waterworks Board, or other duly authorised
person, or for other the proprietors or persons supplying water as
aforesaid, to dig to and about and search and examine the mains,
pipes, conduits, and apparatus of the said Gas Company for the pur-
pose of ascertaining whether such contamination proceed from or be
occasioned by the gas of the said Company ; and if it shall appear that
the said water has been contaminated by any escape of gas of the said
Company, the costs and expenses of such diggings, search, examina-
tion, and repair of the ground and pavement of the street which shall
be taken up and disturbed shall be borne and paid by the said Com-
pany, which costs and expenses shall be ascertained and determined
(if necessary) by such justice or justices of the peace as aforesaid, and
be recovered in like manner as any penalty may be recovered by virtue
of this Act : Provided always that if upon such examination it shall
appear that such contamination has not arisen from any such escape
of gas from any of the mains, pipes, or conduits of the said Company,
then and in every such case the Government, or the surveyor or
inspector of the Municipality of Charters Towers, or of the Division of
Dalrymple, or of the Charters Towers Waterworks Board, or other
authorised person aforesaid, or the proprietors or owners of such
waterworks, as the case may be, shall bear and pay all expenses of
such examination, repair, and search, and also shall make good to the
said Company any injury, loss, or damage which may be occasioned
to the said mains, pipes, conduits, or apparatus of the said Company
(if any) and by such search and examination, and also to. the ground
and pavements of the, streets so broken or disturbed in such search or
examination. The amount of such injury, loss, or damage shall be
ascertained and determined (if necessary) by such justice or justices
of the peace as aforesaid, and be recoverable in, like manner as any
penalty may be recovered by virtue of this Act.
Remedy for recovery 27. In case any person who shall contract with the said
of rents. Company, or agree to take or shall use and enjoy gas either in private
dwellings, shops, inns, taverns, or other buildings or manufactories,
grounds, or premises, or otherwise shall refuse or neglect, for the space
of seven days after demand, to pay the sum of money then due for
the same to the said Company according to the terms and stipulations
of the respective persons with the said Company, it shall be lawful for
the said Company in addition, and without prejudice to any right of
action of the said Company for the recovery of such moneys, to cut
off and take away the supply of gas from the house, ini, tavern, shop,
manufactory, warehouse, or other buildings, premises, or places of every
such person making default in payment of such sum of money to the
said Company for the space of seven days after such demand as aforesaid,
and thenceforth to discontinue the supply of gas to such person. In
addition to its other remedies (if any) for the recovery of any sum so
due the said Company may recover the same by action in any Court
of competent jurisdiction.
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28. If  any person shall wantonly or maliciously injure or Penalty for
interrupt the said Company or their respective agents, workmen, or interruptingworkmen.
servants , or any of them in lawfully doing or performing any of the
Company
works or in exercise of any of the powers and authorities by this Act
granted, or shall in anywise cause or procure such interruption to take
place, and shall be thereof convicted before any such justice or justices
of the peace as aforesaid either on evidence or on confession, every
such person so offending shall for every such offence forfeit and pay
to the Treasurer for the time being for the public use of the said
Colony and the support of the Government thereof such sum or
sums  of money as shall be adjudged by such justice or justices not
exceeding five pounds, and also the full amount of the damage which
shall be sustained by such hindrance or interruption, and such sum or
sums of money so adjudged and damage shall be recovered in like
manner  as any penalty or forfeiture can or may by this Act be
recovered, or the said Company may at their own option sue for the
damage sustained by them through such hindrance or interruption.
29. Where  by this Act any damages or charges are directed or Damages and chargesd to
authorised to be paid or recovered in addition to any penalty tofor be
ease of
settledbyby
any offence in this Act mentioned, the amount of such' damages or  justices.
charges  in case  of any dispute respecting the same shall be settled,
ascertained, and determined by the justice or justices of the peace by
or before whom any offender shall be convicted of any offence ; and
such justice or justices are hereby authorised, upon non-payment
thereof, to levy such damages and charges by distress and sale of the
offender's  goods and chattels  in manner  directed by this Act for the
levying of any penalties and forfeitures.
30. When and so often as any sum of money shall be directed In case of
-payor ordered by any justice or. justices of the peace in pursuance of this comppensatensatnom nt ofion or
Act to be paid by the said Company  as or  by way of compensation  or damages:  the same
satisfaction for any material or costs, or for any damage, spoil, or to be levied bydistress of the goods
injury of any nature or kind whatsoever done or committed by the of the Company.
said  Company, or by any person acting by or under its authority,
and such sum of money shall not be paid by the said Company to the
party or person entitled to receive the same within ten days after
demand, in writing, shall have been made upon the said Company or
their secretary in pursuance of the direction or order made by such
justice or justices, and in which demand the order of such justice or
justices shall be stated, then and in such cases the amount of such
compensation or satisfaction shall and may be levied and recovered by
action at law against the said Company, or by distress and sale of the
goods and chattels vested in the said Company by virtue of this Act,
except as hereinbefore provided, under a warrant to be issued for that
purpose. by such justice or justices, which warrant any such justice
or justices  is and are hereby authorised and required to grant, under
his hand and seal or their hands and seals, on application made to him
or them for that purpose by the party entitled to receive such sum of
money as by way of compensation or satisfaction for any such material
costs, damages, spoil, or injury as aforesaid ; and in case any overplus
shall remain after payment of such sum of money and the costs and
expenses  of hearing and determining the matter in dispute, and also
the costs and expenses of such distress and sale, then and in such case
such overplus shall be returned on demand to the said Company.
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31. All fines, penalties, and forfeitures for all and every offence
in this Act mentioned, or by any rule, order, or by-law inflicted or
imposed, in relation to which the manner of convicting the offender or
offenders or of applying the penalties is not particularly mentioned or
directed, or which shall be inflicted or imposed by any rule, order,
or by-law to be made under the authority of this Act, shall,  in case of
non-payment thereof, be adjudged and be recovered before any justice
or justices of the peace for the Colony of Queensland in a summary
way ; and in default of payment of such forfeitures or penalties, the
same  shall be levied by distress and sale of the offender's goods and
chattels, or of the goods and chattels of the said Company, except as
hereinbefore provided, if they shall offend and be convicted  as afore-
said or of any offence in this Act mentioned, by warrant under the
hand  and seal, or  hands and seals, of such justice or justices. The
whole of the penalties and forfeitures when recovered, after rendering
the overplus (if any) on demand to the party or parties whose goods
and chattels shall be so distrained (the reasonable charges of such
distress and sale being first deducted), shall be paid to the Treasurer for
the time being for the public uses of the said Colony and the support
of the Government thereof ; and in case such sufficient distress cannot
be found, and such penalties and forfeitures shall not be forthwith
paid upon such conviction by any person  or persons  offending and
convicted, then, it shall be lawful for such justice or justices to order
the offender or offenders so convicted to be , retained  in safe  custody
until return can be conveniently made to such warrant of distress,
unless the offender or offenders shall give security to the satisfaction
of such justice or justices for his, her, or their appearance before him
or them on such day as shall be appointed for the return of such
warrant of distress, such day not being more than five days from the
time of taking any such security, and which security the said justice
or justices is hereby empowered to take by way of  recognisance or
otherwise ; but if upon the return of such warrant it shall appear that
no sufficient distress can be had thereupon, or in case it shall appear
to the satisfaction of any justice or justices, either by the confession of
the offender or offenders or otherwise, he, she, or they hath or have
not sufficient goods and chattels whereon such penalties, forfeitures,
fines, costs, and charges can be levied if a warrant of distress were
issued, such justice or justices shall not be required to issue such
warrant of distress ; and thereupon it shall be lawful for any such
justice or justices of the peace, and he and they is and are hereby
authorised and required, by warrant, under his hand  and seal,  or their
hands and seals, to commit such offender or offenders to the nearest
house of correction or common gaol for any period of time not
exceeding  three calendar months.
32. And for the more easy conviction of offenders  against this
Act be it therefore enacted that a conviction in the form or to the
effect following shall be good without alleging more than the substance
of the offence, that is to say-
Queensland Be it remembered that on the day of
to wit. One thousand hundred  and is  [or  are ] convicted
by me  [or  us], of Her Majesty' s Justices  of the Peace for the Colony of Queensland,
by virtue of  " The Charters Towers Gas, Coke, Coal, and Light Company, Limited, Act
of 1897," for  [specifying the ofence  and the time and place where the same was
committed ]  contrary to the said Act, and for which I  [or  we ] adjudged the
said to  have forfeited  the sum of £
Given under my band and seal  [or  our hands  and seals] the day and year first
above written.
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33. If any person who shall be summoned as a witness to For compelling
attend and give evidence before any justice or justices of the peace witnesses to attenel.
touching any matter of fact contained in any information or complaint
for any offence committed against this Act, either on the part of the
prosecutor or on behalf of the person accused ,  shall  refuse  or neglect
to appear at the time and place to be for that purpose appointed, after
having been paid or tendered a reasonable sum for his loss of time,
charges ,  and expenses ,  without a reasonable excuse for his refusal or
neglect, or appearing shall refuse to be examined upon oath and give
evidence before such justice or justices of the peace, then and in every
such case every such person shall forfeit and pay for every such
offence any sum not exceeding five pounds.
34. Any person whosoever thinking himself aggrieved by the Appeal to the Judge
order or determination of any  j ustice or justices of the peace in pur- Distthe nearestCourt.
suance of this Act may appeal to the District Court of Queensland to
be holden within the said town of Charters Towers.
35. Subject to the provisions of  " The  .Electric Light and  Company may
Power Aet ,  1896," and to the obtaining  .thereunder of an Order in supply electricity.
Council ,  the said Company may and they are hereby authorised and
empowered to supply electricity for any public or private purposes
within the area comprised in the Municipality of Charters Towers and
its suburbs.
36. It shall not be lawful for the said Company to refuse to Refusal of company
supplygas to any person towhom it shall now be supplyinggas on to supply gas.
the ground alone that such person is using or contemplating the use
of any other method of lighting in substitution for or in combination
with gas. If any person to whom the Company has refused to supply
gas shall allege that the true reason for such refusal is that such person
is using or contemplating the use of any other method of lighting in
substitution for or in combination with gas, any such person may make
complaint thereof before any justice of the peace, who may issue a
summons to the Company to appear before any two or more justices
of the peace, who shall inquire into the matter of such complaint,
and if such justices are of opinion that the true reason for such
refusal of the Company is that such person is using or is contemplating
the use of any other method of lighting in substitution for or in combina-
tion with gas, such justices may make an order upon the Company to
supply and continue to supply such person with gas until just cause
to refuse to supply such person with gas shall arise. In case the said
Company shall neglect or refuse to comply with such order of such
justices, the said Company shall be liable to a penalty of five pounds
per day whilst such neglect or refusal shall continue, which penalty
may be recovered in a summary way before two justices.
37. If the said Company shall supply gas to any person, they  No differential rater;
shall so supply the same to him on the same terms to which any other
person is entitled under similar circumstances to a corresponding
supply.
38. At any time of ter the expiration of seven years from power to Local
the passing of this Act the Corporation of the Municipality of Authority
Company.Charters Towers, or other Local Authority within whose jurisdiction undertakings after
the Company carries on its operations, may purchase and take from seven years.
the Company the whole of the lands, buildings, works, mains, pipes,
lines, and apparatus of the Company on such terms as to ascertainment
and payment of the purchase money as may be from time to time
prescribed by Parliament.
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39. No person whomsoever shall be subject or liable to any of
the penalties or forfeitures inflicted  by this Act  for any offence against
this Act,  unless an action shall have been brought ,  or information or
complaint respecting such offence or offences shall have been lodged,
before some justice of the peace within three calendar months next
after such offence shall have been committed.
7 roceedings net to 40. N o proceedings to be had and taken by virtue of this Act
removed  bycertiorari.
or  in pursuance  thereof shall be removed  by certiorari  or  any othercertiorari.
writ or process whatsoever into Her Majesty 's Supreme  Court of
Queensland.
Persons making 41. When any distress shall be' made for any sum of moneydistress irregularly
not to be deemed to be levied under the authority of this Act or any by-law made in
trespassers ab  initio.  pursuance thereof, the distress itself shall not be deemed unlawful, nor
shall the party making the  same  be deemed  a trespasser , on account of
any defect or want of form in the information,  summons , conviction,
warrant, or distress, or any other proceedings relating thereto, nor
shall the party distraining be deemed  a trespasser ,  ab initio ,  on account
of any subsequent irregularity which shall be afterwards done by the
party distraining, but the person aggrieved by such irregularity shall
and may recover full satisfaction for any special damage by action.
Costs of obtaining 42. All the costs, charges, and  expenses  attending the apply-
this  Act to be paid
before all  other ing for, obtaining, and passing this Act shall be paid and discharged
claims. by the said Company out of the moneys already subscribed or to be
received for the purpose of this Act  in preference  to all other pay-
ments  whatsoever.
Not to affect other
rights than those
herein mentioned.
Interpretation
clause.
Street.
Lamp.
Private way.
Building.
Pipe.
Ground.
43. Nothing in this Act contained shall be deemed to affect or
apply to any right, title, or interest of Her Majesty, her heirs and
successors, or of the body corporate and public known by the name,
style, and title of the Municipality of Charters Towers, or of any body
or bodies politic or corporate whomsoever, or of any other person or
persons, excepting such as are mentioned therein, or of those claiming
by or under her, it, or them.
44. The following words and expressions in this Act shall
have the several meanings hereby assigned to them, unless there be
something in the subject or context repugnant to such construction,
that is to say,
.The word "Street" shall mean public street, market, place,
square, crescent, highway, roadway, lane, bridge,
passage, or other place ;
The word "Lamp" shall mean lamp, whether on a. post or
affixed to any building, lamp post, pillar, pilaster, or
lamp-iron ;
The expression "Private way" shall mean private way, lane,
building, passage, or grounds ;
The word "Building" shall mean place of public worship or
public amusement, public institution, public or private
office, manufactory, house, shop, dwelling, inn, tavern,
or other building whatsoever, court, garden, or yard ;
The word " Pipe" shall mean main, main pipe, supply pipe,
stopcock, water cock, syphon, plug, branch apparatus,
conduit ;
The word " Ground " shall mean stones, ground, soil, pave-
ment material, or roadway of any street ;
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The word " Electricity" shall mean any kind of electricity, Electricity.
electric current, electric light, or any like agency as the
context shall indicate ;
The words " Public purposes" shall mean lighting with gas Public purposes.
or electricity any street or any place belonging to or
subject to the control of the Municipality of Charters
Towers or the Board of the Division of Dalrymple, or
any church or registered place of worship, or any hall
or building belonging to or subject to the control of any
Public Authority, or any public theatre ;
The words " Private purposes" shall mean and include any Private purposes.
purpose whatsoever to which gas or electricity may for
the time being be applicable, not being public purposes
as above defined ;
The words Justice" or " Justices" shall mean Justice or  Justice.
Justices of the Peace for the Colony of Queensland ;
The words " Town of Charters Towers and its suburbs " Town of charters
shall mean and include the corporate limits of the Towers and itssuburbs.
Municipality of Charters Towers and the limits of the
Number One Subdivision of the Division of Dalrymple ;
The words 61 Corporation of the Municipality of Charters corporation of the
Towers" shall mean and include the mayor, aldermen, charms saTotweff
and citizens of the town of Charters Towers, or the
municipal authority representing the citizens thereof
or exercising for the time being municipal authority
therein ;
The words 61 Board of the Division of Dalrymple" shall Board of the
mean and include the chairman and members of the Division ofDalrymple.
Board and the ratepayers in the said division, or the
authority representing the ratepayers in or exercising
for the time being authority therein.
45. This Act shall be styled and may be cited as 11 The Title.
Charters Towers Gas, Coke, Coal, and Light Company, Limited, Act
of  1897."
By Authority :  EDPIIND GBEG}oBy, Government Printer ,  William street ,  Brisbane.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By  His  Excellency  The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER,  NAPIE R, Baron Lamington of Laming:
[L.s.3 ton , in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
LAMIN the United K ingdom , Knight Commander of the
CaMINGT O . Most Distinguished  Order of St. Michael and St.George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and in accordancewith the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to
1895," 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, 'by and with 1 he advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
following lots of Land will be offered for sale by Public
Auction, at the undermentioned places, at. Eleven o'clock on
the day  specified , at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively.
TERMS :
Purchasers to an aggregate not exceeding £12 must pay
one-half cash and the balance within one month from
the date of sale ;
Purchasers to an aggregate exceeding £12 but not
exceeding  £30 must pay half cash and the balance
within four months from the date of sale;
Purchasers  to an aggregate  exceeding £30 but not
exceeding £100 must pay one-third cash and the
balance  in two  equal instalments  at four and eight
months  from the  date of sale;
Purchasers  to an aggregate  exceeding £100 must pay
one-fourth cash and the balance in three equal
instalments  at four, eight, and twelve months from
the date of sale ;
without  interest.
And I further notify and proclaim that the Lots which may
remain unsold  shall, at  and after  Eleven o'clock on the day
following such Auction, be open to Selection by purchase at the
upset  price  for one  month  from  the date of sale.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be charged
according  to the  scale established  by the Act and Regulations.
SALE AT EMERALD,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 18TH DAY  OF JANUARY, 1898.
No. of N o. of No. of
Lot. Allotment. Section. Area. I I'riec;  per Lot.
A. R. P. £ s.
97-2M3-8.G.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Denison, parish of Selma. town of Emerald.
(These allotments are situated west of Retro street between
Yamala and Egerton. streets, and about a quarter of a mile
north-westerly from the railway station.)
*1 1 57 0 2 37 16 0
*2 2 57 0 2 23i2 16 0
*3 3  57 0 2 3120 16 0
4 4 57 0 2 31'0 16 0
5 5 57 0 2 41A 16 0
6 6 57 0 1 16,E 16 0
(These allotments are situated to the north-west of section 38,
about three-quarters of a mile north-westerly from the
railway station, and have frontage to the Clermont Railway
Line.)
7 i 1 58 1 1 24 12 08 2 ! 58 1 1 24 12 0
No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment.
TOWN  LOTS- continued.
No. of
Section. Area.
A. R. P.
9 3 58 1 1 24
10 4 58 1 1 24
11 5 58 I 1 1 24
97-207IS-S.G.
£ s.
12 0
12 0
12 0
SUBURBAN LOT.
County  of Denison ,  parish of Moodewarra.
(This  allotment is situated on the east side of the Nogoa River,
north of the railway line.)
12 4 21 4 3 38a 10 0
Survey Fees-  £  s. d.
Lots 1 to 6 ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 0 each.
7 to 12 ... .. ... ... ... ... 2 2 0
•  The purchaser of Lot 1 to pay £30 for  improvements.
11  ., 2 „ £37 10s. „
3 „ £35
„
SALE AT ST. GEORGE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 18TH DAY  OF JANUARY, 1898.
No. of I No. of
Lot. ( Allotment.
97-23092-s.G.
I  No. of
Section. Area.
A. R. P.
[No. 143.
Price per Lot.
Price per Lot.
£ s.
TOWN LOTS.
County  of Belmore ,  parish of Bollon ,  town of Bollon.
(These  allotments have frontage to Belmore or Jane street.)
1 1 5 0 2 0 I 4 0
2  L, 1 5 0 2 0 4 0
3 3 5 0 2 0 4 0
4 4 5 0 2 0 4 0
5 5 5 0 2 0 4 0
6  5 0 2 0 4 0
7 7 5 0 2 0 4 0
8' 8 5 0 2 0 4 0
9 9 5 0 2 0 4 0
10 10 5 0 2 0 4 0
11 1 +t 0 2 1) 4 0
12 2 6 0 2 0 0
13 3 6 0 2 0 0
14  4 6  0 2 0 4 0
15 5 6 0 2 0 4 0
16  1  6 6 0 2 0 4 0
17 7 6 0 2 0 4 0
18 8 6 0 2 0 4 0
19 9 6 0 2 0 t 1)
20 10 6 0 2 0 4 0
Survey Fee- 21  is.  each Lot.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House;
Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of November, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government  Printer,
William street, Brisbane.
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Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , t th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency  the Governor has been pleased to direct that the
acceptance of the resignation tendered by
WILLIAM CAHILL,
of his appointment as a Major on the Unattached List  (Volunteer
Division )  of the Queensland Defence Force  (Land ),  be cancelled.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  9th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to appoint
Major WILLIAM CAHILL  (Unattached List, Volunteer
Division)
to be a Major on the Unatt ached List  (Defence Force Division) of the
Queensland Defence Force  (Land).
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
Acting Lieutenant JAMES KNOX
to be a Lieutenant in the Volunteer Branch of the Queensland
Defence Force (Land), as from the 20th November, 1897.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1897.
H
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
The Reverend CHARLES FREDERICK SE1:MOU1i
to be an Honorary Chaplain in the Queensland Defence Force (Land).
HUGH M. NELSON.
[No. 144.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1897.
j IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
jj been pleased to appoint
SAMUEL BBADSHAW,
AUBREY DEPREE CRICHTON,
JOHN EDWAND IRVING FERGUSSON,
JoH:v FEWTRELL,
WILLIAM JAMES HARMAN FOOT FINEMOILE,
AUDLEY STANMORE GIBSON,
WILLIAM JOHN KELLAWAY,
GEORGE LATHER,
HERBERT  MARK MEADOWS MADDOCK,
WILLIAM HENRY PICXBURN, and
CYRIL BRUDENEL BINGHAM WHITE
to be, provisionally, Lieutenants in the Quensland Defence Force
(Land), as from the 20th November, 1897.
HUGH M. NELSON.
AMENDED NOTIFICATION.
Chief Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd December, 1897.
HIS Excellency  the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
JAMFS WALKER
to be,.  provisionally, a Lieutenant in the Queensland Defence Force
(Land).
HUGH M. NELSON.
Printed and Published by EDMUND Gasoo $y, Government  Printer,
William street, Brisbane.
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ANNO  SEXAGESIMO PRIMO
VICTORTJI; REGINIE.
. ***s****m********* *********** * *s  *s*****»s
No. 16.
An Act to Amend 11 The State  Education  Act of 1:375."
[ASSENTED TO 15TH DECEMBER, 1.897.]
BE it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by andwith the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and
by the authority of the same, as follows:-
1. This Act may be cited as  "The State Education Act Short itle and
Amendment Act of  1897," and shall be read and construed with and construction.
as an amendment of  "The State Education Act of  1875," hereinafter
called the Principal Act. This Act and the Principal Act may
together be cited as  " The State Education Acts,  1875  and  1897."
2. The following proviso is added to section twenty-two of the Amendment of
Principal Act :- 39 Vic. No. 11, s. 22.
Provided that the Governor in Council may from time to time Power to limit
by regulations - subjects or prescribe
(1) Prescribe that any one or more of the above-mentioned other.
subjects shall for the time being be omitted from the
subjects of instruction in any primary school or schools
where only one teacher is employed ;
(2) Prescribe that any other subject or subjects of secular
instruction in addition to the above-mentioned subjects
or any of them shall be subjects of instruction in primary
schools or in any one or more of such schools.
By Authority : EDMUND GBEGIO$j, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
the Queensland Government Gazette , Thursday,  16th December ,  1897.= NO. 146.
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VICTORIA REGINE.
No. 17.
An Act to make Provision for the better Protection and Care of the
Aboriginal and Half -caste Inhabitants of the Colony ,  and to make
more effectual Provision for Restricting the Sale and Distribution
of Opium.
[ASSENTED TO 15TH DECEMBER, 1897.]
WHEREAS it is desirable to make provision for the better pro- Preamble.
v v tection and care of the aboriginal and half-caste inhabitants
of the Colony : And whereas great and widespread injury is being
caused to the aboriginal and half-caste and certain other inhabitants
of the Colony by the consumption of opium : And whereas the
restrictions heretofore imposed by law upon the sale and distribution
of opium are found to be insufficient, and it is expedient to make more
effectual provision for restricting such sale and distribution, and for
preventing the evils arising therefrom : Be it therefore enacted by the
Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent
of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland
in Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same as follows :-
1. This Act shall be styled, and may be cited as;  " The Short itleand
Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of Me Sale of Opium Act, commencement.
1897," and shall commence and take effe(,t of, and from the first
day of January, one thousand eight hunchi ed and tllety-eight.
The Acts mentioned in the Schedule hereto are hereby Repeal.
the extent mentioned in the third column of the said
as to anything lawfully done thereunder before the
et, and except so far as may be necessary for
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the purpose of supporting and continuing any proceeding taken, or of
prosecuting or punishing any person for any offence committed before
the commencement of this Act.
3. The following terms shall, in this Act (unless the context
otherwise indicates), bear the several meanings set against them
respectively
Reserve"-Any reserve heretofore or hereafter granted in
trust, or reserved from sale or lease by the Governor in
Council, for the benefit of the aboriginal inhabitants of
the Colony, under the provisions of any law in force in
Queensland relating to Crown lands ;
Minister"---The Home Secretary or other Minister of the
Crown administering this Act ;
"Protector "-A Protector of Aboriginals appointed under
the provisions of this Act ;
Superintendent"--A Superintendent, appointed under the
provisions of this Act for any Reserve ;
District"--A District proclaimed under the provisions of
this Act ;
Regulations"---Regulations made under this Act ;
"Prescribed "-Prescribed by this Act or the Regulations
under it ;
" Liquor"-Liquor as defined by  " The Licensing Act of
1885," and any Act amending the same ;
" Opium"--Opium, whether in the form of gum or liquid,
and every substance, whether solid or liquid, which
contains opium, not being a substance compounded
exclusively for medicinal purposes, and every substance
which is or contains the ash of opium, or charcoal of
opium ;
" Half-caste"---Any person being the offspring of an
aboriginal mother and other than an aboriginal father :
Provided that the term " half-caste," wherever it occurs
in this Act elsewhere than in the next following section,
shall, unless the context otherwise requires, be construed
to exclude every half-caste who, under the provisions of
the said section, is deemed to be an aboriginal.
4. Every person who is--
(a) An aboriginal inhabitant of Queensland; or
(b) A half-caste who, at the commencement of this Act, is
living with an aboriginal as wife, husband, or child ; or
(c) A half-caste who, otherwise than as wife, husband, or
child, habitually lives or associates with aboriginals ;
shall be deemed to be an aboriginal within the meaning of this Act.
5. The Governor in Council may, by  Proclamation, declare any
portion or  portions of the Colony to be a District,  or Districts , for  the
purposes  of this Act.
6. The Governor in Coui cil may from time to time appoint
for the purpose of carrying the provisions of this Act into el'
and proper persons, to be severally called " Protector of Ab'
who shall, within the Districts respectively assigned
and exercise  the powers and duties prescribed.
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7. The Governor in Council may appoint such and so many superintendents to
Superintendents for the reserves, situated within such Districts as be appointed.
aforesaid, as may be necessary for carrying the provisions of this Act
into effect.
8. Every reserve shall be subject to the provisions of this Act Reserves to be
and the Regulations. subject to Act andb Regulations.
9. It shall be lawful for the Minister to cause every aboriginal Aboriginals may be
within any District, not being an aboriginal excepted from the removed to reserves.
provisions of this section, to be removed to, and kept within the
limits of, any reserve situated within such District, in such manner,
and subject to such conditions, as may be prescribed. The Minister
may, subject to the said conditions, cause any aboriginal to be removed
from one reserve to another.
10. Every aboriginal who is---  Aboriginals excepted
(a) Lawfully employed by any person under the provisions removal to a reserve.
of this Act or the Regulations, or under any other law
in force in Queensland ;
(b) The holder of a permit to be absent from a reserve ; or
(c) A female lawfully married to, and residing with, a
husband who is not himself an aboriginal ;
(d) Or for whom in the opinion of the Minister satisfactory
provision is otherwise made ;
shall be excepted from the provisions of the last preceding section.
11. It shall not be lawful for any person other than  an persons who are
aboriginal, not being a Superintendent or a person acting under his prohibited from
direction, and not being a person authorised under the Regulations, entering a reserve.
to enter or regiain or be within the limits of a reserve upon which
aboriginals are residing, for any purpose whatever.
Any person, without lawful excuse, entering or remaining or
being upon such reserve as aforesaid, shall, for every such offence, be
liable on conviction to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds, or to
imprisonment for any term not exceeding three months, and the proof
of such lawful excuse shall be on the person charged. -
12. A Protector may permit any aboriginal or half-caste who, Aboriginals and
before the commencement of this Act, was employed by any trust- half-castes may be
worthy person, to continue to be so employed by such person, and, in employed.
like manner, may permit any aboriginal or half-caste not previously
employed to be employed by a like person.
13. Every permit, so granted as aforesaid, shall remain in Duration, renewal,
force for twelve months only, but may at any time, before the expira - and revocation of
tion of such period, be renewed for any period not exceeding permit.
twelve calendar months, to commence from the expiration of the
previous period of twelve months, and so, from time to time, so long
as such aboriginal or lialf--caste is willing to continue to be employed
by such person. Any. such permission as aforesaid may be revoked at
any time by a Protector by writing under his hand, and thereupon, if
such related to an aboriginal, such aboriginal may be removed, by
order of the Protector under and subject to the conditions prescribed,
to a reserve, or,,
tt the disc- `ion of the Protector, the aboriginalor half-caste to.)-, iom such related m^-T be permitted, in like
manner , to er mr Mme trustworthy
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person as aforesaid. Such revocation shall not entitle any such
employer to claim or recover any compensation for the loss of the
service of such aboriginal or half-caste, or to maintain any action in
respect of any alleged loss or damage that may be occasioned by such
revocation.
14. Any person who, except under the provisions of any
Act or Regulations thereunder in force in Queensland, employs an
aboriginal or a female .half-caste, otherwise than in accordance with
the provisions of this Act or the Regulations, or suffers or permits an
aboriginal or a female half-caste to be in or upon any house or
premises in his occupation or under his control, shall be guilty of an
offence against this Act, and shall be liable, on conviction, to a
penalty not exceeding fifty pounds and not less than ten pounds, or
to imprisonment for any term not exceeding six months.
Aboriginals and 15. Every person desirous of employing an aboriginal or femalefemale half -castes to
be employed under half-caste under the provisions of this Act, shall forthwith, upon per-
written agreement. mission  being granted by a Protector, enter into an agreement with
such aboriginal or female half-caste, in the presence of any justice of
the peace or member of the Police Force, for any period not exceeding
twelve months. Every such agreement shall contain particulars of
the names of the parties thereto, the nature of the service to be
rendered by such aboriginal or female half-caste, the period during
which such employment is to continue, the wages or other remune-
ration to be paid or given by the employer for such service, the
nature of  the accommodation to be provided for such aboriginal or
female half -caste , and the conditions on which the agreement may be
determined  by either party. Every such agreement shall be in
duplicate and be attested by such justice or member of the Police
Force, who shall forthwith forward one of the said agreements to the
nearest  Protector.
Aboriginals and 16 . Every aboriginal or female half-caste employed by anyfemale half-castes inemployment to be person, under theprovisions of this Act, shall be under the supervision
subject o of a Protector, or such other person as may be authorised in that
supervision. behalf by the Regulations ; and every employer of such aboriginal or
female half-caste shall permit any Protector, or such other person as
aforesaid, to have access to such aboriginal or female half-caste at all
reasonable times, for the purpose of making such inspection and
inquiries as he may deem necessary.
Prohibition  of 17. A ay meson who, without the authority of a Protector,
removal
aboriginnails  from oar waiting under his  hand, removes, or causes to be removed, an
District  to another a riginal or female  half- caste from  one District to another District,
or beyond  the vasto may pld6e-beyjon d-the  Colony , shall be guilty of an offence againstColony.
this Act, and shall be liable , on conviction,  to as penalty not exceeding
one hundred pounds, or to  imprisonment for any  term not exceeding
six months.
Possession  of 18, Every blanket issued by an o - of the Government to
blanket, is
an aboriginal or half-
f-
any aboriginal or half-caste shall be and  reni*il . e property of Heri
caste a punishable Majesty, and any person, other than an abori or half-caste, who
offence. has in his possession or custody any such blanket or portion thereof
which shall reasonably appear to the justices,  fem ttM marks there-
upon or otherwise, to have been so isc- d for the uc:1 of an aboriginal
or half-caste, shall be ^°-silty of or ' against t3 ' Act, and shall
be liable, on `.o a -nee'
"Hounds.
bon of the Sale of Opium Act.
19. Any person who supplies, or causes or permits to be Penalty for
,
supplied, any liquor to an aboriginal or a. half-caste, except for  bond supplying  liquor toaborigi als and
fide  medicinal purposes, proof of which shall be on the person accused, half-castes.
shall, for every such offence, be liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty
pounds, or to imprisonment for any term not exceeding three months;
and in  every case to the costs of the conviction. In the case of a
licensed victualler or wine-seller who is convicted of such offence, the
penalty, by this section provided, shall be substituted for the penalty
provided in respect of such offence by the sixty-seventh section of
" The Licensing Act of  1885."
20. Any person who supplies, or causes or permits to be Persons supplying
supplied, any opium toan aboriginal or  half-caste, hall be guilty ofopium to  aboriginalsor half-castes, guilty
an offence against this Act, and shall be liable, on conviction, for the of a punishablefirst offence, to a not exceeding one hundred pounds and nott'her ce, and penaltypenalty therefor.
less than twenty pounds, one-half of which shall be paid to the person
giving the information which leads to such conviction, or to imprison-
ment for any term not exceeding three months, and for the ueeond and
every subsequent offence to imprisonment for any term not exceeaing
six months, and in every case to the costs of the conviction.
21. Notwithstanding anything in  11 The Sale and Use of Possession  or sale of
-Poisons Act,  1891," to the contrary contained, it shall not be lawful opium  bu certainpersona unlawful.
for any person, not being a legally qualified medical practitioner, or a
pharmaceutical chemist, or a wholesale dealer in drugs, to sell,
or in any manner dispose of, deliver, or supply, opium to any
other person, or to have or keep in his possession any opium
for any purpose whatever ; and it shall not be lawful for any
legally qualified medical practitioner or pharmaceutical chemist,
residing or carrying on business at a greater distance, by the nearest
practicable road, than one hundred miles from Brisbane, Rockhampton,
or Townsville, to have or keep in or upon any premises in his occupa-
tion or under his control, at any one time, any greater quantity of
opium than two pounds weight avoirdupois :
Provided that it shall not be unlawful for a common carrier to
have in his possession opium, for the purpose of conveying the same,
for delivery to the person to whom it has been lawfully consigned.
22. Any person who unlawfully has in his possession any Penalty for unlawful
opium, or unlawfully sells, or in any manner disposes of, delivers, or
a
ioery of or sale or opium.
supplies opium to any person other than an aboriginal or a half-cash,
shall, for every such offence, be liable, on conviction, to a penalty not
exceeding fifty pounds, one-half of which shall be paid to the person
giving the information which leads to such conviction. Any legally
qualified medical practitioner or pharmaceutical chemist, residing or
carrying on business at a greater distance, by the nearest practicable
road, than one hundred miles from Brisbane, Rockhampton, or Towns-
ville as aforesaid, who has or keeps, in or upon any premises in his
occupation or under his control, any greater quantity of opium than
two pounds weight avoirdupois, shall be liable, on conviction, for the
first offence, to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds and not less
than ten pounds, and for the second, and every subsequent, offence-to
imprisonment for any term not exceeding six months.
23. Upon complaint made or laid on oath, before any justice Premises may be
of the peace, by any person, that he believes that opium is kept or searcheded to be klept
concealed in any house, building, or. place, contrary to any of the contrary to
provisions of this Act, whether, by a person authorised under  the provie4ns of Act,
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provisions of "  The Sale and Use of Poisons Act,  1891," to sell or deal
in poisons or not, such justice may grant a warrant, to any member
of the Police Force, to enter and search such house, building, or place,
between the hours of six in the morning and twelve at night, and, if
admission is refused, to break into the same, and to seize and detain all
opium found therein contrary to the provisions of this Act.
Travellers suspected 24. Any member of the Police Force, and any person actingto be in unlawful
possession of opiumunder the direction and in the presence of a justice of the peace, may
may be searched, &c.detain any person, found travelling, whom such member of the Police
Force or such justice of the peace may suspect to have in his possession
any opium contrary to the provisions of this Act, and may search such
person, and may open and search any pack, swag, or other receptacle
carried or conveyed by such person, and may seize any such opium as
aforesaid found in the possession of such person, and may forthwith
arrest such person without warrant, and detain him in custody until
he can be brought before justices to be dealt. ,with according to law.
Opium found in
unlawful possession
to be forfeited.
Averment in
complaint  sufficient
evidence of certain
matters.
Persons by whom
certain proceedings
may be instituted.
Persons by whom
.ertain complaints
nay be made.
Provision for
-enalties where not
)ecified.
(fences to be
-osecuted before
y two  justices.
25. If, upon the hearing of a complaint against any person,
in whose possession opium has been found in contravention of any of
the provisions of this Act, the justices, before whom such complaint
is heard, convict such person of the offence stated in such complaint,
they shall, in addition to any penalty imposed upon the offender,
order that all the opium so found in his possession be forfeited to the
Crown, and the same shall be forfeited accordingly.
26. In every prosecution for an offence against any of the
provisions of this Act relating to an aboriginal or a half-caste, the
averment in the complaint, that any person named therein is an
aboriginal or a half- caste , shall be sufficient evidence of the fact unless
the contrary is proved.
27. All actions and proceedings against any person for the
recovery of any wages due to an aboriginal or a half-caste, who is, or
has been, employed by such person under the provisions of this Act,
or for any breach of an agreement entered into by such person under
the provisions of this Act, may be instituted and carried on by, or in
the name of, a Protector, or by, or in the name of, any other person
authorised by the Minister by writing under his hand.
28. Every complaint for an offence against the provisions of
this Act or the Regulations, other than the provisions contained in the
twenty-second, twenty-third, twenty-fourth, and twenty-fifth  sections
hereof, may be made or laid by a Protector or Superintendent, or
by a member of the Police Force, and the prosecution may be con-
ducted by the person by whom the complaint  is so  made or laid.
Every complaint for an offence against any of the provisions of this
Act, contained in the sections hereinbefore in this section mentioned,
shall be made or laid by a member of the Police Force or a justice of
the peace only.
29. Any  person  who shall be convicted of an offence against
this Act or the Regulations, shall, unless hereinbefore or in the
Regulations otherwise provided, be liable to a penalty not exceeding
ten pounds.
30. All offences against this At, or the Regulations, not
herein otherwise specially providedi for, may be prosecuted in a
summary way before any two justices. ----
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31. The Governor in Council may from time to time, by Regulations.
Proclamation, make Regulations for all or any of the matters follow-
ing, that is to say,-
(1) Prescribing the mode of removing aboriginals to a
reserve, and from one reserve to another ;
(2) Defining the duties of Protectors and Superintendents,
and any other persons employed to carry the provisions
of this Act into effect ;
(3) Authorising entry upon a reserve by specified persons or
clases of persons for specified objects, and defining
those objects, and the conditions under which such
persons may visit or remain upon a reserve, and fixing
the duration of their stay thereupon, and providing for
the revocation of such authority in any case ;
(4) Prescribing the mode of distribution and expenditure of
moneys granted by Parliament forthe benefit of
aboriginals ;
(5) Apportioning amongst, or for the benefit of, aboriginals
or half-castes, living on a reserve, the net produce of
the labour IF, such aboriginals or half-castes ;
(6) Providing i 9r the care, custody, and education of the
children of vaoriginals ;
(7) Providing for the transfer of any half-caste child, being
an orphan, or deserted by its parents, to an orphanage ;
(8) Prescribing the conditions an which any aboriginal or
half-caste children may be apprenticed to, or placed in
service with, suitable persons ;
(9) Providing for the mode of supplying to any half-castes,
who may be declared to be entitled thereto, any rations,
blankets, or other necessaries, or any medical or other
relief or assistance ;
(10) Prescribing the conditions on which the Minister may
authorise any half-caste to reside upon any reserve, and
limiting the period of such residence, and the mode of
dismissing or removing any such half-caste from such
reserve ;
(11) Providing for the control of all aboriginals and half-
castes residing upon a reserve, and for the inspection of
all aboriginals and half-castes, employed under the pro-
visions of this Act or the Regulations ;
(12) Maintaining discipline and good order upon a reserve ;
(13) Imposing the punishment of imprisonment, for any
term not exceeding three months, upon any aboriginal
or half-caste who is guilty of a breach of the Regulations
relating to the maintenance of discipline and good order
upon a reserve ;
(14) Imposing, and authorising a Protector to inflict
summary punishment by way of imprisonment, not
exceeding fourteen days, upon aboriginals or half-castes,
living upon a reserve or within the District under his
charge, who, in the judgment of the Protector, are
guilty. of any crime, serious misconduct, neglect of
duty, gross insubordination, or wilful breach of the
Regulations ;
15) Prohibiting any aboriginal rites  or crstoms  that, in
the opinion of the Minister,  are injr - -ous to  the welfare
of aboriginals living upon  a reeer-
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(16) Providing for the due carrying out of the provisions of
this Act ;
(17) Providing for all other matters and things that may be
necessary to give effect to this Act.
Regulations to have
the force of law.
Certain half-castes
may be exempted
from provisions of
Act.
32. Such Regulations, not being contrary to the provisions of
this Act, shall have the force of law.
33. It shall be lawful for the Minister to issue to any half-
caste, who, in his opinion, ought not to be subject to the provisions of
this Act, a certificate, in writing under his hand, tint. such half-ca
is exempt from the provisions of this Act and the legations,
from and after the issue of such certificate, such half-caste shall
exempt accordingly.
THE SCHEDULE.
Date  of Act. Title of Act. Extent of Repeal.
55 Vic. No. 31 ...  "An Act for Regulating the  Sec `ion 13.
Sale and Use of Poisons"
59 Vic. No. 29 ...  " An Act to Amend the Laws  Roomuch of Section 13 as is con-
relating to the Sale of Intnxi-  tained in the words, " aboriginal
cating Liquor"  native of Australia or half-caste
of that race, or to any" ; and in
the further words, " of Aus-
tralia or."
By Authority : EDMUND G REGoDY, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
Supplement  to the Queensland Government Gazette, Thursday, 16th  December ,  1897.-No. 147.
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An Act to Enable the Trustees for the time being of the Will and
Codicil of the late John Romberg ,  of Charters Towers, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  freeholder ,  deceased ,  to Sell ,  Dispose of,
Mortgage ,  and Lease the Trust Property therein comprised.
[ASSENTED TO 15TH DECEMBER, 1897.]
W HEREAS John Romberg, late of Charters Towers, in the Preamble.Colony of Queensland, freeholder, deceased, duly made and
executed his last Will and Testament bearing date the sixth day of
January, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, whereby he
devised and bequeathed all his real estate of every tenure, and all his
personal estate and effects whatsoever and wheresoever, not other-
wise disposed of by that his Will or any Codicil thereto, unto and
to the use of his executors thereinafter named, upon trust that
the said executors or the survivor of them should pay to his wife
Priscilla, to his son William Henry, to his eldest daughter Edna, and
to his youngest daughter Angelina, all rents and income from his
property in equal proportions during the life of his wife Priscilla, and
at the death of his said wife his executors, or the survivors of them,
should divide his (testator's) property as follows :-First, to his son
William Henry those of his (testator's) allotments of freehold land
then named, along with all improvements on the same, being allot-
ment number 7 of section. 20, allotment number 10 of section 20,
allotment. number 11 of section 20, allotment number 12 of section
27, allotment number 4 of section 6, allotment number 1 of section ?
allotment number 8 of section 20, and allotment number 9 of sP--"e
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20, all of which allotments were in the town of Charters Towers, in
the Colony of Queensland, subject only as follows-that his (testator's)
wife should have the absolute use of the last two named allotments,
namely, allotment d of section 20, and allotment 9 of section 20, with
all improvements thereon and all furniture therein, rent free, during
her life, and at the death of his (testator's) said son William Henry
the whole of the aforenamed allotments should revert to his (the said
William Henry Romberg's) children or issue, and if he died without
such issue the same should revert to his (testator's) surviving children
in equal parts. Second, testator gave to his eldest daughter Elizabeth
Edna, on the death of his said wife, all those allotments then named,
along with all improvements thereon, being allotment number 13 of
section 1, allotment number 1 of section 21, allotment number 5 of
section 21, allotment number 9 of section 21, allotment number 10 of
section 21, allotment number 11 of section 21, allotment number 13
of section 22, allotment number 12 of section 22, allotment number
29 of section 9, all being in the town of Charters Towers, in the
Colony of Queensland. Third, testator gave to his second daughter
Angelina Priscilla, also on the death of his (testator's) said wife, all
those of his allotments then named, along with all improvements
thereon, being allotment number 1 of section 30, allotment number 7
of section 30, allotment number 8 of section 30, allotment number 5
of section 52, allotment number 10 of section 31, allotment number
14 of section 1, allotment number 1 of section 31, all being in the
town of Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queensland. Fourth,
testator gave to his two daughters the whole of the abovenamed
property, under the conditions aforenamed, for their use during life, at
either of their deaths the whole of the property named after the one
who died should revert to her children or issue, and if she died
without such issue his executors should divide the same at their
discretion among his (testator's) surviving children. Fifth, testator
ordered that his executors should, out of the residue of his estate, pay
all his just debts and funeral expenses, and that they should not be
answerable or accountable any one for the other or others of them
and by no means for involuntary losses, and that they should be
entitled to be reimbursed out of the trust premises all costs, damages,
and expenses incurred or sustained in the execution of the trusts
aforesaid. Sixth, testator thereby appointed his wife Priscilla and his
friends Samuel Hattersley Ineson and Robert Joseph his executors :
And whereas on the seventh day of October, one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine, the said testator, John Romberg, duly
made and executed a Codicil to his said last Will and Testament,
whereby, instead of giving to his eldest daughter Elizabeth Edna her
share of the rents and income during the life of his wife and her share
of his property after the death of his wife, testator Willed that during
the time she, his said daughter Elizabeth Edna, lived with her
husband Edward Meikle, or during the life of the said Edward Meikle
she should have no share in such rents and income and no share in
such property except only such portions of rents and income as his
executors or their survivors should think fit and good to give her :
And whereas the said testator died on or about the twentieth
day of January, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, without
having altered or revoked his said Will and Codicil, which were duly
proved in the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville, on the
eighth day of March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, by
Priscilla Romberg, Samuel Hattersley Ineson, and Robert Meadow-
-ft Joseph (in the said Will and Codicil called Robert Joseph), the
`-ix and executors therein named :
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And whereas the said Priscilla Romberg, the widow of the said
testator, and the testator's said children William Henry Romberg,
Elizabeth Edna Meikle (in the said Will and Codicil called Elizabeth
Edna), the wife of Edgard Meikle, and Angelina Priscilla Doyle (in
the said Will called Angelina and Angelina Priscilla), the wife of
Philip Doyle, survived him and are still living :
And whereas the said testator during his lifetime sold and
disposed of an estate in fee-simple of and in allotment number 5 of
section number 21, allotments numbers 12 and 13 of section number
22, allotment number 8 of section number 30, allotment number 5 of
section number 52, and allotment number 10 of section number 31,
all in the town of Charters Towers aforesaid :
And whereas the said testator died seised or possessed of or
otherwise well entitled to an estate in fee-simple in possession of and
in the lands described in the schedule hereto, subject to certain leases
and tenancies affecting some of the said lands :
And whereas at the death of the said testator the lands, being
allotment number 1 of section number 3, and allotments numbers 13A
and 14 of section number 1, were under mortgage from the said
testator to_ one Henry Edward Paradise for the purpose of securing
the repayment of the sum of seven thousand pounds, further advances
and interest ,  as in the said mortgage mentioned :
And whereas on the third day of September, one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-six, a release of the said mortgage to the
said Henry Edward Paradise was duly registered ;
And whereas, by virtue of the powers and authorities vested in
or conferred upon the said Priscilla Romberg, Samuel Hattersley
Ineson, and Robert Meadowcroft Joseph by  11 The Trustee Act,  1889,"
and  " The Trustee Act Amendment Act of  1892," and of all other
powers and authorities them thereunto enabling, and with the
sanction of His B onour The Honourable Charles Edward Chubb, a
Judge of the Supreme Court of the Colony of Queensland, the said
allotments number 1 of section number 3, and allotments numbers 13A
and 14 of section number 1, were, on the thirty-first day of August,
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-six, mortgaged by the said
Priscilla Romberg, Samuel Hattersley Ineson, and Robert Meadow-
croft Joseph to The London Bank of Australia, Limited, for the
purpose of securing the payment of the sum of five thousand eight
hundred and forty-one pounds eight shillings and tenpence, then lent
and advanced by the said bank to the said Priscilla Romberg, Samuel
Hattersley Ineson, and Robert Meadowcroft Joseph, and further
advances and interest as in the same mortgage mentioned :
And whereas there is now due and owing to the said The
London Bank of Australia, Limited, upon the security of the said
mortgage, the sum of five thousand eight hundred and fourteen
pounds ten shillings and fourpence, or thereabouts :
And whereas by memorandum of transfer registered on the
fifth day of October, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-six, the
said Priscilla Romberg, Samuel Hattersley Ineson, and Robert
Meadowcroft Joseph sold the lands comprised in allotments 9, 10, and
11 of section 21 to a Company called "The Day Dawn Freehold
Consolidated Gold Mines, Limited," for the sum of nine hundred
pounds in cash, and for two thousand three hundred and eighty-six
fully paid up shares of one pound each in the said Company :
And whereas the said Will and Codicil do not contain any
trust or power for the sale or conversion of any of the lands comprised
therein, nor any power to mortgage ,  charge, encumber ,  or lease the
same :
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And whereas the said lands are situated upon the goldfield of
Charters Towers, and they or some of them can be leased for long
terms of years to mining companies, for the purpose of working the
mines and minerals therein, in consideration of valuable fully paid up
shares in  such companies, whereby much more moneys can be  realised
for the estate of the deceased than by a sale of the said lands :
And whereas the Trustees under the Will and Codicil of the
said deceased have not any power, either under the  said  Will and
Codicil or otherwise, so to lease the said lands :
And whereas the said Will and Codicil do not contain any direc-
tions as to how moneys held upon the trusts thereof shall be invested :
And whereas it is expedient that power should be given to the
Trustees for the time being of the said Will and Codicil as well before
as after the decease of the said Priscilla Romberg, William Henry
Romberg, Elizabeth Edna Meikle, and Angelina Priscilla Doyle, to
sell, convert into money, mortgage, charge, encumber, and lease the
said lands  and other hereditaments comprised in the schedule hereto,
and any other lands which may be subject to the ' trusts by the said
Will and Codicil declared with respect to the testator' s real  estate, and
that such moneys shall be invested and held by the trustees for the
time being of the said Will and Codicil upon the same trusts as
are in  the said Will and Codicil mentioned concerning the lands in
respect of which the same shall have been received :
Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty,
by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly of Queensland in this present  Parliament
assembled , and by the authority of the  same, as follows , that is to
say,-
1. In this Act the expression " the Trustees" shall, unless the
context otherwise indicates, mean and include the said Priscilla
Romberg, Samuel Hattersley Ineson, and Robert Meadowcroft Joseph,
and the survivors and survivor of them, and the executors and
administrators of such survivor or other the trustees or trustee for the
time being of the said Will and Codicil of the said John Romberg
deceased.
Previous sale 2 . The sale by the Trustees of the lands comprised  in allot-
validated. t 9 10 d 11 f t' 21 t 4-1 D D F h 1d
Trustees  may, with
consent ,  sell lands.
Terms  of sale.
mc,n s an o sec ion , o le ay awn tee o
Consolidated Gold Mines, Limited, for the sum of nine hundred
pounds in cash, and for two thousand three hundred and eighty-six
fully paid-up shares of one pound each in the said Company, shall be
deemed to have been duly made by the Trustees under proper powers
of sale, and with the consent of all persons entitled to consent to such
sale and for a good and proper consideration.
3. It shall be lawful for the Trustees, with the consent of all
persons who shall for the time being have attained the age of twenty-
one years, and who shall for the time being have any estate or
interest in the lands proposed to be sold or disposed of, to sell and
dispose of the whole or any part or parts, or any portion of the lands
and hereditaments specified in the schedule hereto, and any other lands
which may be subject to the trusts of the Will and Codicil of the said
John Romberg deceased.
4. It shall be lawful for the Trustees, with the like consent,
from time to time to exercise such power of sale by selling such lands
and hereditaments, either together or in lots, and either by public
auction or private contract, or by both of such means of sale, and
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either for cash or on credit, or with such consent from time to time
as aforesaid, and with the sanction of the Supreme Court or a Judge
thereof, for fully paid-up shares in any Company or Corporation, having
amongst its objects the carrying on of the business of mining for gold
or partly for cash (either in hand or on credit), and partly for shares.
5. It shall be lawful for the Trustees, with such consent as Conditions of sale.
aforesaid, to insert any special or other stipulations in any con-
ditions for sale or contract for sale as they shall think fit, and also to
buy in any such lands and hereditaments, or any part thereof, at any
sale by auction, and to rescind or vary any contract for sale, and to
resell the said lands and hereditaments which shall be so bought in,
or as to which the contract shall be so rescinded, without being
responsible for any loss which may be occasioned thereby.
6. The Trustees shall stand possessed of the money to arise Trusts  of proceeds
from any, such sale or sales upon trust in the first place, to pay off any of sale.
moneys owing upon any mortgages and encumbrances on any of the
said lands so sold and disposed of, and to pay off or discharge all rates
and taxes due and owing in respect of the said lands and hereditaments,
or any of them ; and, in the second place, to pay the costs, charges,
and expenses of any such sale or sales ; and, in the third place, to pay
any portion of the costs, charges, and expenses of and attending the
applying for and obtaining and passing of this Act, which shall not
then have been paid ; and, as to the residue of such moneys upon trust,
to invest the same in their names in or upon any of the securities
hereby authorised, and to stand possessed of the said securities and of
the interest and annual produce thereof upon and for the same trusts,
intents, and purposes as are in the same Will and Codicil contained
with respect to the said lands and hereditaments, and the annual
profits and produce thereof.
7. Any moneys owing upon any such mortgages and encum- Each portion to
brances, or in respect of any such rates and taxes, and the Costs, bear its own share
charges, and expenses of any sale shall be paid out of the proceeds  of of encumbrances.
sale of the particular land upon which the same shall be a charge, or
in respect of the sale whereof the  same  shall be incurred, and the costs , costs of Act to be
charges, and expenses of and attending the applying for and the borne rateably.
obtaining and passing of this Act shall (subject to existing encum-
brances) be a charge upon, and shall be paid rateably out of, all the
lands and hereditaments referred to in the second section of this Act,
and out of the rents and profits and proceeds of sale thereof.
8. On every such sale as aforesaid the receipt in writing of the Indemnity to
Trustees for any money or shares which may become payable for or purchaser.
be received in respect of the purchase of any lands or hereditaments
sold under the provisions hereinbefore contained shall be a good and
sufficient discharge to the purchaser or purchasers thereof, and he or
they shall not be bound or required to see to the application, nor be
affected by the misapplication or non-application thereof.
9. It shall be lawful for the Trustees, with such consent  as rower to raise
aforesaid, to borrow at interest upon the security of the lands, heredita- money.
ments, and premises specified in the schedule hereto, and any other
lands which may be subject to the trusts of the Will and Codicil of
the said'John Romberg deceased, or any part thereof, such moneys as
to them may appear necessary for the purpose of paying off the debts
of the said testator or any part thereof, or for the purposes of paying
any moneys now owing by them as such Trustees as aforesaid, or for
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the purpose of improving the said lands on the security of which such
money shall be so borrowed upon such terms and conditions and in
such manner as they, with such consent as aforesaid, may think fit, and
for that purpose to sign and execute such mortgages, transfers, or
other instruments containing such powers of sale or other powers as to
them may seem expedient.
Power to lease. 10. It shall be lawful for the Trustees, with such consent as
Consideration
for leases.
aforesaid ,  to grant for such terms of years ,  and upon such terms and
conditions as may be thought fit, leases of any of the said lands either
with or without  the mines,  veins ,  seams ,  and beds of gold, gold ore,
silver ,  silver ore, tin, tin ore, copper ,  copper ore, lead, lead ore, and
all other mines ,  metals ,  ores, and minerals  (whether metallic or other-
wise )  whatsoever, situate ,  lying, and being in or under the said lands or
any of them, and either with or without full and exclusive liberty and
license to search for,  dig, mine ,  and work all the said lands, mines,
veins, seams ,  and beds, and to raise and make merchantable and fit
for sale, carry away, and convert  to the  use of the lessees all such
mines, metals ,  ores,  and minerals as aforesaid there found together,
with full right and power of making ,  sinking ,  and maintaining and
using all drives and levels, and of doing all such things in, under, or
through the same lands ,  or any part thereof, as may be necessary or
convenient for searching  for, digging , mining, working, getting,
dressing, preparing ,  carrying away, and disposing of the same mines,
veins, seams, and beds ,  and the metals ,  ores, and minerals to be gotten
therefrom  :  Provided that there shall be payable to Her Majesty in
respect of all gold raised from any lands so leased a royalty of one
shi lling per ounce in the same manner as if the lands had been
surrendered and re-granted under the provisions of  The  Mineral
Lands  (Sales )  Act. Amendment  Act of  1894," and subject in all
respects to the provisions of that Act and any Regulations made
thereunder.
11. With such consent as aforesaid, and with the sanction of
the Supreme Court or a Judge thereof ,  any such lease or license may
be granted in consideration of the allotment to the Trustees of any
fully paid-up shares in any company carrying on the business of gold-
mining, for any such term of years as the Trustees, with such consent
as aforesaid, may in their discretion think fit.
Rents. 12. Any lease granted under the provisions of this Act may
reserve an annual rent or may provide for the payment' of dues, tolls,
or royalties, with or without payment of fines, or may be at a pepper-
corn rent, as the Trustees at their discretion, with. such consent as
aforesaid, may think fit.
Re-entry. 13. Every such lease shall contain a power of re-entry,
conditioned to take effect on the happening of any such cases and
under such circumstances as the Trustees at their discretion, with such
consent as aforesaid, may think fit.
Surrender of lease. 14. Any such lease may be surrendered, whether for the
purpose of renewing the same or not, and the power to grant leases
conferred by this Act shall extend to the granting new leases of the
whole or any part of the hereditaments comprised in any surrender of
lease, with or without additional lands or mines and minerals.
Preliminary [5. The power to lease conferred by this Act shall extend to
contracts for lease . preliminary contracts to grant any such lease or license, and any of
the terms of such contract may be.varied in the lea=se or license.
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16. Any such fully paid-up shares which may have already Power to sell
been or may be received by the Trustees as the consideration for any coarse received asconsideration
sale or disposition heretofore made, or of any such sale or disposition for lease.
or lease as aforesaid, may be sold and disposed of by them, and the
net proceeds thereof shall be invested  by  them in or upon any
securities hereby authorised, and the Trustees shall stand possessed
thereof, and the interest and annual produce thereof upon and for the
same trusts, intents, and purposes as ' are in the said Will and Codicil
contained with respect to the said lands and hereditaments so sold
and disposed of or leased, and the annual profits and produce thereof.
17. Out of any such rents, dues, tolls, and royalties, reserved Proportion f
or made under or in respect of an mining lease, there shall be royalties as  capitalpayable y  and income.
from time to time set aside as capital money, subject to the trusts of
the said Will and Codicil declared in respect of the land out of or in
respect of which the same shall arise, issue or be payable three fourths
parts, and the residue of the said rents, dues, tolls, and royalties shall
go as rents and profits.
18. The Trustees may invest any moneys received by them Powers of
under the trusts of the Will and Codicil of the said deceased, or under investment.
or by virtue of any powers hereby conferred upon them at their
discretion, in their names, in or upon any of the public stocks or
funds, or Government securities of the United Kingdom, or of any
Australian Colony, or any securities, the interest on which is or
shall be guaranteed by the Parliament of the United Kingdom, or
of any Australian Colony, or upon freehold securities in England or
Wales, or in any Australian Colony, or in any other investments in
which trust funds or cash under the control of the Supreme Court of
Queensland may, for the time being, be authorised by law to be
invested, but in no other mode of investment, and may, at such
discretion as aforesaid, vary or transpose such investments into or for
others of any nature hereby authorised.
19. All powers conferred by this Act shall be deemed to be  in Powers in addition
addition to and not in substitution for the powers conferred by  16 The to existing Acts.
Settled Land Act of  1886," and  "The Trustee Act,  1889," and  The
Trustee Act Amendme nt Act of  1892"; but in case of conflict
between the provisions of the said Acts, or any of them, and of this
Act the provisions of this Act shall prevail.
Act."
20. This Act may be cited as  "The Romberg .Estate Jnabling  short itle.
THE SCHEDULE.
All those several pieces or parcels of land situated in the county of Davenport,
parish and town of Charters Towers, and Colony of Queensland, being allotments
numbers 13A and 14 of section number 1, allotment number 1 of section number 3,
allotment number 4 of section number 6, allotment number 29 of section number 9,
allotments numbers 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 of section number 20, allotments numbers 1, 9,
10, and 11 of section number 21, allotment number 12 of section number 27, allotments
numbers 1 and 7 of section number 30, and allotment number 1 of. section number 31;
and also all those several pieces or parcels of land situate at Bulimba, in the said Colony,
being subdivisions numbers 9, 56, 57, 58, and 66 of portion number 185.
By Authority : EDMUNDGFxxaoBY, Qovernmeut Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland  G overnment  G azette, Thursday, 16th December ,  1897.- No. 148.
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An Act to enable the Trustees of the Land described in Deed of Grant
No. 82376 ,  being a Reserve for Cricket and other Athletic Sports,
and being the whole of the Land described in the said Deed, and
situated in the County of Stanley and Parish of South Brisbane,
to Mortgage the said Land,  and for other purposes.
[ASSENTED TO 15TH DECEMBER, 1897.]
WHE R EAS by Deed of Grant bearing date the twenty-first day pres uible.of March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, under
the hand of His Excellency General Sir Henry Wylie Norman, Knight
Grand Cross of the Most Honourable Order of the Bath, Knight
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and
St. George, Companion of the Most Eminent Order of the Indian
Empire, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies, all that piece or parcel of land in the
said colony, containing by admeasurement twelve acres and four
perches and two-tenths of a perch, situated in the county of Stanley
and parish of South Brisbane, being allotment number one of section
number fifty-four, and being the whole of the land more particularly
described in Deed of Grant number 82376, with all the rights and
appurtenances whatsoever thereto belonging, was granted to Thomas
Joseph Byrnes, George Down, and Ernest James Stevens and their
successors, as Trustees, upon trust for the purposes of a Reserve for
Cricket and other Athletic Sports, and for no other purposes whatsoever :
And whereas certain moneys have been borrowed for the purposes of
drainage, filling up, erecting buildings, and making improvements upon
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the said land, some of which have been finished, and others in course of
completion : And whereas the sum of three thousand five hundred pound s
is now due in respect of the moneys borrowed as aforesaid, together
with interest thereon : And whereas it is desirable that the said
Trustees and their successors should have conferred upon them the
power hereinafter mentioned : Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's
Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the
Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows :-
1. This  Act may be cited as  " The Brisbane  Cricket Ground
Act of  1897."
2. In this  Act-
"Trustees" means and includes the said Thomas Joseph
Byrnes, George Down, and Ernest  James  Stevens, and
any of their successors appointed under the provisions
of this Act.
The land "  means the land described in the said Deed of
Grant number 82376 ,  being allotment number one of
section number fifty-four ,  situated in the county of
Stanley and parish of South Brisbane.
"Building" means and includes any house ,  outhouse, stand,
booth ,  stable, shed, tent, fence, or other erection or
improvement of any description whatsoever upon the
land.
Appointment of new 3. The Governor in Council shall, in the event of the death,
Trustees.
resignation, or other removal from office of the Trustees or any
Trustee, appoint new Trustees or a new Trustee to be their or his
successors or successor.
Power to mortgage. 4. The Trustees, with the approval of the Governor in Council,
may mortgage the whole or any part of the land to an amount not
exceeding four thousand pounds, and shall apply the moneys raised
thereby in discharging the indebtedness incurred in respect of the
land, and in paying the costs, charges, and expenses of and attending
the applying for and passing of this Act and the cost of all buildings
erected and improvements made and to be erected and made on the
land or any part thereof.
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[No. 149.
QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel HOWEL GUNTER, Commandant.
Brisbane , 13th December, 1897.
No. 324.
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
1sT REGIMENT.
CAPTATN C. H. ANDERSON-PELHAM, 4th Battalion Lincolnshire Reg;ment, Aide-de-Camp to His Excellency
the Governor, is attache] to t'"e Regiment for duty, and will temporarily perform the duties of Adjutant during
the absence on duty of Captain H. C. Chauvel.
REGIMENT OF QUEENSLAND RIFLES.
Second -class  Sergeant-Instructor T. James, Perm anent Staff, is attached to the Regiment for duty.
No. 325.
REGIMENT OF QUEENSLA.ND RIFLES.
"B " Company.
ACTING  LIEUTENANT  A. M. MIDSON  is granted  six months ' leave of absence  from 23rd October, 1897
(inclusive).
No. 326.
CAPTAIN T. O. LEwis will proceed to Bundaberg to-day (Monday), on duty, returning to Brisbane on
completion.
No. 327.
THE Commandant will make his  annual  inspection of "A" Battery, Q.P.A., in Gun Drill and Manning
Defence  Works, at Lytton, on Friday next, the 17th instant, at 11 a.m.
No. 328.
Examinations. OFFICERS authorised to attend examinations in any district will report their arrival to the President of the
Examining Board, and on completion of the examination will apply to and receive from the same Officer a
Certificate recording the hour at and the date on which the examination was completed. The Certificate will be
attached to the voucher claiming travelling allowance forwarded to the Paymaster by the Officer concerned.
3RD REGIMENT.
The following Results of Examinations for the promotion of Non-commissioned Officers, held at Charters
Towers on the 10th, 11th, and 17th of November last, are published for information :-
next.
Na. =ANK  AND  NAML Corps  I
Rank for which
. Examined.
I Besult .
243 Sergeant  J. Withnall ... "A" Company ... Colour-Sergeant ., Passed.
215 Corporal  P. Kane ...  "A Company ... Sergeant ... ... ditto.
162 Sergeant  W. J. Parsons "D" Company ... Colour- Sergeant ... ditto.
217 Corporal F. Lamb ... " D " Company ... Sergeant ... ... ditto.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER,  Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief Staff Officer.
NOTICES.
It is notified, for information, that telephonic communication between Brisbane and Lytton Fort has been
re-established.
The Annual Picnic for married members of the Q.D.F. and their families, in the Moreton Division, will be
held on the 3uth instant. Further particulars will be notified in the daily newspapers. officers are invited to
forward subscriptions, not exceeding 5s., at once to the A.A.G.
The 25th, 27th, and 31st instant, and the 1st January, 1393, will be observed as holidays, and the Head-
Quarters' Office will be closed on those dates.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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Chief Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 14th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct the publication, for general information, of the following Despatch
received from the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
HUGH M. NELSON.
THE SECRETARY OF STATE  FOE THE COLONIES  to  THE GOVERNOR. OF QUEENSLAND.
Queensland, No.  58.] Downing street, 18th October, 1897.
MY LORD,-I have the honour to inform you that Her Majesty will not be advised to  exercise  her power of disallowance
with respect to the following Acts of the Legislature of Queensland, transcripts of which accompanied your Despatch, No. 66, of
the 31st of August last..-
N o. 2.-"An Act to Amend `The Married Women's Property Act, 1890."'
No. 3.-"An Act to Authorise the Appropriation out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Queensland of further Sums
towards the Service of the Year ending on the thirtieth day of June, 1898."
I have, &c., J. CHAMBERLAIN.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the ninth day of December, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.
W
by an Act passed in the forty-sixth year of Her
Majesty' s reign,  intituled  "The Tramways Act of  1852," it
is amongst  other things enacted that when a constructing authority
desire to undertake the construction of a tramway they shall apply to
the Minister for an Order in Council to construct the same, and shall
cause plans , &c., thereof to be prepared, and otherwise comply with
the requirements of the said Act : And whereas the Brisbane Tram-
way Company, Limited (hereinafter referred to as the Company),  being
a Company registered under  " The Companies Act  1863," have
applied to the Minister for an Order in Council to construct, within
the limits of the Municipality of South Brisbane and the Shire of
Coorparoo, and in accordance with plans, specifications, &c., submitted
with the application for such Order,  an Extension  of their Tramway on
the Overhead Electric System from the terminus of the Company's
existing line at the junction of Maynard street and Logan road,
proceeding thence by a single-line tramway in  a south -easterly direction
along the said Logan road, with double-line  passing -places each of
about three chains in length as shown on the plan, to its  intersection
with the Cleveland ro ad, traversing  this road over the Burnett Swamp
Bridge to its intersection with the main Logan road (Stone's  Corner),
which it traverses for a distance of about three chains to the proposed
terminus : And whereas the necessary notices of the application have
by the said Company been duly published in the  Gazette  and public
Press as  required by the said Act, and a period of two months has
elapsed since the first publication thereof : And whereas the Minister
is satisfied  that the said Company have substantially complied with
the requirements of the Act; that no reasonable objection has been
made against the construction of such Extension ; that the con-
struction and working thereof within the. limits herein defined will be
for the public benefit; and that the capital of the said Company is
sufficient for its proper construction and equipment : And whereas
the application of the said Company and .other documents  relating
thereto have been submitted to His Excellency the Governor in
Council, together with the Minister's recommendation in support
thereof : Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance and exercise of
the authority vested in him by the said Act, doth hereby approve of
the plans for the construction of the said Extension, and authorise the
said Company to proceed with the construction thereof,  along  the route
set out in their application ,  and on the plans , &c., attached thereto, and
as hereinbefore defined, with the following modification , viz. :-That
the double line over Burnett Swamp Bridge be extended so that the
passing -place at the eastern end thereof be clear of the bridge and
Cleveland street, and that a substantial hand -railing be fixed on the
bridge, between  the footpath  and the tram -track.
And the  Honourable the Secretary for Railways is to give the
necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY, Clerk of the Council.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of December, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.W by  "The Diseases in Stock Act of  1896" it isv 1v' amongst  other things enacted that the Governor in Council
may, from time to time, by Order in Council, prohibit or put
restrictions on the removal of any stock from any one portion of the
colony to any other portion of the colony : Now, therefore, His
Excellency the Governor in Council doth hereby prohibit the removal
to any other portion of the colony of any Cattle  or Horses now
pastured in that portion of the colony comprised within the following
boundaries, that is to say:-
Commencing on the sea-coast at the mouth of Waterpark Creek,
and bounded thence by that creek upwards  to its  junction with
Stony Creek ; thence by the northern watershed of that  creek south-
westerly to the eastern watershed of Shannon Creek, by that
watershed northerly to the head of Shannon Creek, by that creek
downwards to its junction with Werribee Creek ; by that creek
downwards to the east boundary of portion 3v parish of Rosslyn, by
the east and south boundaries of that portion to Hedlow Creek, by
that creek downwards to its junction with Alligator Creek, by that
creek downwards to its junction with the Fitzroy River; thence by
that river upwards to its junction with the Dawson River, by that
river upwards to the north- west  corner of Rio Lease, by the  western
boundaries of that lease south-easterly, westerly, and southerly to the
Southern Quarantine Boundary proclaimed by Order in Council dated
the 2nd of December, 1897; and thence by that boundary  in a general
easterly direction to the sea-coast.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Agriculture is to give the
necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY, Clerk of the Council.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane , this fifteenth day of December, 1897.
Present :
His Excellency the Governor  in Council.W by "The Diseases in Stock Act of  1896" it is' I' amongst  other things enacted that the Governor in Council
may, from time to time, by Order in Council, prohibit or put
restrictions on the removal of any stock from any one portion of the
colony to any other portion of the colony : And whereas by an
Order in Council dated the 9th of February, 1897, made in pursuance
of the provisions of the said Act, His Excellency the Governor in
Council did prohibit the removal of any Cattle or Horses pastured in
that portion of the colony comprised within the following boundaries,
that is to say :-
Commencing on the sea-coast at the mouth of Waterpark Creek,
and bounded thence by that creek upwards to its junction with Stony
Creek ; thence by the northern watershed of that creek south-westerly
to the eastern watershed of Shannon Creek, by that watershed northerly
to the head of Shannon  Creek,  by that creek downwards to its junction
with Werribee Creek, by that creek downwards to the east boundary
of portion 3v parish of Rosslyn, by the east and south boundaries of
that portion to Hedlow Creek, by that creek downwards to its junction
with Alligator Creek, by that creek downwards to. its junction with
the Fitzroy River; thence by that river upwards to its junction with
the Dawson River, by that river upwards to the north-west corner of
Rio Lease, by the western boundaries of that lease south-easterly,
westerly , and southerly to the Southern Quarantine Boundary pro-
claimed by Order in Council dated the 25th of August, 1896; and
thence by that boundary in a general easterly direction to the sea-coast.
And whereas it is deemed expedient to rescind the said Order :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor in Council, in pursuance
of the provisions of the said recited Act, doth hereby rescind the said
Order in Council dated the 9th of February, 1897.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Agriculture  is to give
the necessary directions herein  accordingly.
A. V. DRURY, Clerk of the Council.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1897.IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice ofthe Executive111 Council, has been pleased to appoint
HEINRICH PHILIPP OPPERMANN
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for the German and Scandinavian
Lutheran Mission to the Aborigines (Andromache River), in the
parish of Macartney, Mackay Land Agent's District, in the room
of Andreas Claussen, deceased.
E.M.---9-12-97 .  Res. 1887-113.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1897.
"Q IS Excellency  the Governor, with the advice  of the Executive
,jam Council, has been pleased to appoint
MICHAEL DUNNE
to be a Trustee  of the Reserve for Hospital (Montalbion) in the
parish of Irvinebank, in the room of John Joseph Henry, deceased.
E.M.-9-12 -97. Res.  1889-149.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM BEAUCHAMP PERSSE
to be an Inspector of Brands for the Sheep District  of Balonne.
A. J. THYNNE.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice  of the Execativ
Council, has, upon the recommendation of the  Pub lic Service
Board, been  pleased to appoint
THOMAS JOSEPH BUTLER
to be a Clerk in the Professional Branch of the Public Works Depart.
ment; such appointment to take effect from 12th May, 1897, being
the date of his probationary appointment in the Public Service.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM Guy
to be Bailiff of the Warden's Court at Charters Towers, in the room
of James  Keary,  resigned.
ROBERT PHILP.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has, upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, been  pleased to approve of the undermentioned promotion and
transfer  being made in the Post and Telegraph Department, viz.:-
JOHN JOSEPH WALSH, Line Repairer, Hughenden,
to be Line Repairer in Charge, Musgrave,  vice  Jacobson, deceased ;
and
JOHN JOSEPH JUDGE, Assistant,
Brisbane to Blackall.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice  of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Public  Service
Board,  has been  pleased to appoint
JOSEPH GOODALL SPARKS
to be a Clerk in the Distilleries Department; such appointment to
take effect from the 1st December, 1897.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Department  of Justice,
Brisbane , 9th December, 1847.
HIS Excellency  the Governor , with the advice of  the Executive
Council, has  been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM GUY
to be  Sheriff's Bailiff and Bailiff  of the District Court at  Charters
Towers, in the  room of James Keary, resigned.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased  to direct that the name
ERNEST BOWEN BUCHANAN
be substituted for the name Edward Bowen Buchanan,  appearing in
the notification of the appointment of certain gentlemen to be Justices
of the Peace, published in the  Government  Gazette  dated the 16th
October, 1897.
HUGH  M. NELSON.
AMENDED NOTIFICATION.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
Acting Lieutenants-
JOHN  FEWTRELL,
WILLIAM HENRY PICKBURN,
CYRIL BRUDENEL BINGHAM WHITE
WILLIAM JAMES HARMAN FOOT FINEMORE,
JOHN EDWARD IRVING FERGUSSON,
WILLIAM JOHN KELLAWAY,
GEORGE LATHER,
SAMUEL  BRADSHAW,
AUDLEY STANMORE GIBSON,
HERBERT MARK  MEADOWS MADDOCK, and
AUBREY  DEPREE  CRICHTON,
to be  Lieutenants  in the Quensland Defence Force (Land ), as from
the 20th November, 1897.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1897.
j IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to accept the
j resignation tendered by
ANDREW  ROBERT SCOTT
of his appointment as a Lieutenant in the Queensland Defence Force
(Land).
HUGH M. NELSON.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HUGH DEMPSTER
to be a Licensing Justice for the Licensing District of Herberton.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice  of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the  provisions of  "The Divisional
Boards Act  of 1887," been pleased to appoint
THOMAS BERNARD COOK
to be an Auditor for the Division of Booringa, in the room of John
Holland, deceased.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM STANLEY COLLINGS WARREN
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District of Herbert, in the
room of William Thomas White, resigned.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the undernamed  members
of the Police Force to be Assistant District Registrars of Births
and Deaths at the places and for the Registry Districts specified in
connection with their respective  names :-
Constable ROBERT BARSON,
at Kuranda, for the Registry Districts of Cairns and Herberton, in
the room of Constable John McKiernan, transferred; and
Constable PATRICK MILLER,
at Cordalba, for the Registry District of Wide Bay.
HORACE TOZER.
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Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1897.
AIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
llLl Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM TATHAM
to be a Licensing Justice for the Licensing District of Ipswich.
HORACE TOZER.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 16th December, 1897.
riIHE following appointments of Members of Committees for State
L Schools are notified, viz.:--
Maryborough West.
Henry Randall,
nice  John Ellwood, resigned.
Thornborough.
Joseph Cummings,
Frank Henry Gielis,
Frank Grainor,
Patrick Grogan,
William Keating,
William Martin,
James McElroy,
John Thomas Nicholls, and
James Williams,
vice  Joseph Cummings, Frank Henry Gielis, and John D. McGuire,
resigned.
D. H. DALRYMPLE
A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s ] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMIN(}TON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WHEREAS by " The Bank Holidays Act of  1877 " it is amongstother-things e acted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be
observed as a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in
any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district therein :
Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the provisions of
the said Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby appoint the following days to be observed as Public
Holidays in the places hereunder named :-
TUESDAY, the 28th of December instant, being the day
appointed for holding the Christmas Race Meeting of the Blackall
Racing Club, in the town of Blackall.; and
MONDAY, the 3rd of January proximo, being the day appointed
for holding the New Year 's Race  Meeting of the Bulloo Amateur
Racing  Club, in the town of Thargomindah.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government House, Brisbane,
this fifteenth day of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven,  and in the sixty-
first  year  of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
AMENDED PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L.S.] Kingdom, Knight Commander of theMost DistinguishedLAINaTON.Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Governor . Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
by  11 The Pearl-shell and Beche-de-mer Fishery Act
v v  Amendment Act of  1891 " it is amongst other things enacted
that the Governor in Council may, by Proclamation, prohibit, for a
time specified in the Proclamation, the collecting or obtaining of Pearl-
oyster Shell of any variety from any port, bank, channel, reef, or
cluster of reefs, or any portion of a port, bank, channel, reef, or
cluster  of reefs : Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER
NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of
the power and authority vested in me by the said recited Act, and by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby prohibit, for
a period of two years from the date hereof, the collecting or obtaining
of Pearl-oyster Shell of any variety in the Great North-east Channel,
Torres Strait, within the limits herein described, namely:-
Commencing at the north-eastern extremity of Darnley Island;
thence by a line bearing south-east by south I south 81 miles to Canoe
Cay ; thence south-west I west 16* miles to Hannah Bank ; thence
north by east I east 131 miles to a point (of Tobin  Cay)  1 mile north-
east of  Shellers' Rock; thence north-east J east 4; miles to the south-
western  extremity of Darnley Island ; thence west by south k south
4I miles to the northernmost point of Tobin Cay ; thence north by
west 1 west 2* miles to Nepean Island ; and east # north about 7 miles
to point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this fifteenth day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HUGH M. NELSON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
18TH DECEMBER, 1897.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency  The Right  Honourable CHARLEWALLACs
ALEXANDER  NAPIER ,  Ba ro n Lamington of Lamington,
[L s ] in  the county of Lanark,  in the Peerage  of the United
LAMIN(}TON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the  Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
(N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, CHARLES WALLACH
I ALEXANDER  NAPIER , Baron Lamington, the Governor  aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby rescind
my Proclamation under  "The Diseases  in Plants  Act of  1896," dated
the eighth day of September, 1897, and published in the  G azette  dated
the eleventh day of September, 1897: And I do, by this my Pro-
clamation, notify and declare that the  Diseases named in  the Schedule
hereto shall be  and are Diseases  within the  meaning of  " The Diseases
in Plants Act of  1896."
Given under my Hand *and Seal, at Government  House, Brisbane,
this fifteenth day of December, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and in the
sixty- first  year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, A. J. THYNNE.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
Name. Commonly  known as
Carpoeapsa  pomonella Codlin Moth of Pip Fruit
Aspidiotus  perniciosus Pernicious  or San Jose Scale
Mytilaspis pomorurn Mussel  Scale of $ ple
Parlatoria proteus Parlatoria  Scale of deciduous trees
Aphis persicce-nigra Black Aphis of Peach, &c.
Schizoneura lanigera Woolly Aphis of Apple
Tephritis Tryoni ... Australian Fruit Fly  or Maggot
Ceratitis  eapitata ... Exotic Fruit Fly or Maggot
Trypeta pomonella American Fruit Fly of Apple
Ceroplastes ruber ... Pink Wax Scale
Mytilaspis fulva . Fulvous  Orange Mussel Scale
Mytilaspis Gloveri Glover' s Orange Mussel Scale
Aspidiotus  coccineus Red Circular ScaleAspidiotusficus .. Purple Circular Scale
Aspidiotus limoni ... Pale Circular Scale
Chionaspis citri .. White Scale of Orange
Parlatoria Pergandii Pergand's Parlatoria Scale of Orange
Parlatoria Zizyphi Black Parlatoria  Scale of Orange -
Lecanium,  app. Black and Brown Soft Scales
Chionaspis biclavis Burrowing Scale
Dactylopius vastator Chinese Mealy Bug
Coccidm ... ... Foreign Scale  Insects  not established
generally in the colony
Phylloxera  vastatrix ... Grape Phylloxera
Bruchus,  spp. ... ... Pea Weevils
Ceeidomyia destructor Hessian Fly
Scarabmid larvae ... ... Cane Grubs
Sphenophorus,  app. ... Cane Beetle Borers
Sphenophorus,  app. ... Banana Beetle Borers
Cylas formicarius ... ... Sweet Potato Weevil
Lita solanella ... ... potato Moth Borer
Smyncthurus,  sp. ... ... Lucerne "Flea"
Adoretus  umbrosus ... May Bud of Hawaii and Japan
Fusicladium  dendriticum
pyrinum
and "Black spot " or Fusicladium
Glceosporium,  sp. .. Black Brand or Spot
Phythophthora infestans ... Potato  Disease
Hemileia  vastatrix ... Coffee Leaf Disease
Tilletia  fcetens ... ... Wheat Bunt
Peach Yellows
Peach Rosette
Cuscuta,  spp.
I
Dodder
By His
[L s.] ton, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of
LAMIN(}TON, the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the
Governor . Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.George , Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in
me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895,"  I, CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER,
Baron Lamington , the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the  recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the operation of the 43rd section of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884 " shall be and is hereby suspended with
respect to the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated
in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts : And I
further notify  and declare , by and with the advice  aforesaid,
that the said lands shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and
UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION, under the provisions of
the said Acts,  as unsurve yed lands, on and after TUESDAY,
the FIRST day of FEBRUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified  in the said
Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and  declare that
the price at which the  lessee may purchase the said lands shall
be as specified  in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and
A PROCLAMATION.
Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Laming-
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with the advice aforesaid,  declare  that the maximum area
which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as  in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Brisbane, this fifteenth day of December, in the
year of our, Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QOEEN 1
E.M -15-12-97.
DESCRIPTIONS.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 5.
Maximum  area .  640 acres.
Conditional--Annual rent, 41d. per acre.
Purchasing price, 15s. per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, 1s. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
County of Canning, parish of .Mooloolah.-Area,  160 acres.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portions 27v and
111v, parish of Mooloolah (Farm 1678) ;-exclusive of surveyed
road and of land required for roads, reserves, or other public
purpose.
Situated  about five  miles east from  Woombye Railway Station, and
consists  of rugged country, heavily timbered.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 8.
Maximum area, 320 acres.Conditional-Annual re t, 6d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 per acre.
Unconditional-Annual rent, is. 4d. per acre.
Purchasing price, £1 6s. 8d. per acre.
County of Cavendish, parish of .Djuan.-Area,  about 112 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land bounded on the north by a
line bearing east from the north-east corner of portion 41; on
the east by portions 123v and 32; on the south by portion 11;
and on the west by portion 41; exclusive of land required for
roads, reserves, or other public purpose.
Situated  about twelve  miles  north-westerly  from  Crow's Nest ; gum
and ironbark forest, thick undergrowth.
N.B.-Subject to payment of the value of improvements ,  if any.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[I a Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGover nor . ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGover Commander-m-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section 95 of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands here-
under described have been temporarily reserved for the purpose
named with respect to each.
E.M.-9-12-97.
THE ARAMAC LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC PARK AND RECREATION,  LONGREACH.
Res. 1894-123.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Govern-
ment  Gazette  dated 14th April, 1894, page 877, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Portland, parish of Longreach.
Area, 26 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
Commencing on the south-west side of Plover street at its
intersection by the north-west side of Eagle street, and bounded
thence on the south-east by Eagle street bearing 212 degrees twenty-
three chains and fifty links; on the south-west by a line bearing
289 degrees eleven chains; on the north-west by a line bearing 32
degrees twenty-five chains and ninety-seven and a-half links; and on
the north-east by Plover street bearing 122 degrees ten chains and
seventy-two links to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan
of survey deposited in the Surveyor. General's Office-Cat. No.
L357-16.
97-9363-D.B.
RESERVE FOR RIFLE RANGE.
County of Portland, parish of Longreach.
Area, 67  acres  26 perches.
Commencing  at a point thirty  chains and nine links  south from
the north -east corner  of a Racecourse  Reserve  proclaimed  in  Govern-
ment  Gazette  dated 2nd January, 1892, page 45, and bounded thence
on the north-west by a line bearing  66 degrees  36 minutes sixty-five
chains; on the north-east by a line bearing 156 degrees 36 minutes ten
chains ; on the south-west by a line bearing 246 degrees 36 minutes
sixty-nine chains and thirty-two and seven-tenths links; and on the
west by the reserve aforesaid bearing north ten chains and eighty-nine
and six-tenths links to the point of commencement;- as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor- General's  Office-Cat. No
_L 357-15 C.
[18TH DECEMBER, 1897.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
97-17965-Brie.
RESERVE FOR GRAVEL, PORTION 1Sv.
County of  Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
Area,  27 acres 2 roods  7 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion llv, and bounded
thence on the east by that portion bearing south twenty-five chains and
two links and east two chains and fifty links, and by portion 19v
bearing south six chains and twenty-three and eight-tenths links ;
thence by that portion bearing west four chains and twenty-seven and
a-half links ; on tho south-west by a road  bearing 299 degrees 43
minutes eight chains and thirty links; on the west by portion 12v
bearing 359 degrees 58 minutes twenty-five chains and seventy- one and
three-tenths links; and on the north by a road bearing 81 degrees nine
chains and eleven and seven-tenths links to the point of commence-
ment;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's  Office-Cat No. S 31-2946.
THE ROMA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  TRUCKING.
97-24806-8.a.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Inglebogie.- Area ,  2,560 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Yuleba Creek at a point 190
links east from a post bearing 17  degrees and  distant 23?r, links
from an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow R, and bounded thence on
the north by a line bearing west 188 chains and 70 links ; on the
south-east by a line bearing 39 degrees 1 minute 40 chains and 50
links ; again on the north by a line and a road bearing west 142
chains and 6-& links; on the west by  a line bearing  south 64 chains
and 56i?, links ; on the south  and again  on the west by portion 8v
bearing east twenty chains and south 66 chains and 14  links; again
on the south by portion 9v, a road, and portion 10v bearing  east 193
chains and 58 links ; on the north- east  by a line bearing 330 degrees
76 chains and 46 links; again on the south by a line bearing east 133
chains and 20 links to Yuleba Creek ; and thence by the right bank of
that creek upwards to the point of commencement;-as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No.
M 51-361.
THE ROCKIIA31PTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR SCHOOL OF ARTS, ALLOTMENT 4 OF SECTION 6,
Towx OF RAGLAN.
97-20326-B.
County of Deas Thompson, parish of Langmorn.- Area,  2 roods.
Commencing at the south corner of allotment 5, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that allotment bearing 43 degrees two
chains and fifty links; on the north-east by allotment 7 bearing 133
degrees two  chains ; on the south-east by allotment  3 bearing 223
degrees two  chains and fifty links; and on the south-west by a road
bearing 313 degrees two chains to the point of commencement;
as shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office
-Cat. No. R 363-1.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government  House ,  Brisbane,
this ninth day of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and ninety -seven ,  and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUERN!
A PROCLAMATION.
Ty His Excellency The Right Honourable CIIARLES WALLACH
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedL.s.3 Kingdom Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedLA3IINGITON ' g
Governor. ' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance  of the power  in me  vested ,  and in accordance with
I the provisions of the 42nd  section  of  " The  Crown  Lands dot of
1884,"  I, CHARLES WALLACE  ALEXANDER NAPIER ,  Baron Lamington,
the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify  and declare  that the
unelected lots of land set  forth  in the  accompanying  Schedule shall
be and are hereby withdrawn  from selection.
E.M. 9 .12-97.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government  House, Brisbane,
this ninth day of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE TUE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
District. Portion. Parish  Date of Reference.or Place.  Proclamation.
Brisbane ... 15v Tallebudgera 21 June, 1893 .. F. 19
Hughonden ... 11 and 14 Toorak ... 19 May, 1897 ... L.O. 40
to 17
Maryborough ... 111v to Degilbo ... 18 Sept., 1895... L.O. 73
115v
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the ninth day of January, 1889, I did, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the
43rd section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground
before it is proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule
hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate
the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into
the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in
pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to
1895,"  1,  CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto,
being situated in the ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for SELECTION as GRAZING FARMS,
under the provisions of the said Acts, at the ST. GEORGE LAND OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the FIRST day
of FEBRUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by
and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall
be 20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of December, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.--15-12-97. GOD  SAVE THE QUEEN !
No.
of Lot.
1
2
Noondoo
Ditto
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-NoT WITHIN AN AGRICULTURAL AREA.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, St. George.)
Run Resumption .  Parish . i  No. of Area. ProvisionalPortion.  Survey Fee.
Currawildi
ditto
13
16
A. R. P.
14,778 0 0
2,186 0 0
£ s. d.
52 0 0
21 0 0
Annual Rent
per Acre.
£ s. d.
0 0 0
0 0 0
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
These portions are fairly grassed, timbered with ironbark, bloodwood, and mulga. There is a dam on 13 ; 16 isunwatered. Situate about
forty miles southerly from St. George.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
LL.3.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the said Schedule
hereto, being situated in the ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT, shall be open for Selection as GRAZING FARMS,
under the provisions of the said Acts, at the ST. GEORGE LAND OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the FIRST day
of FEBRUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby,
by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be 20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any  one person as a
Grazing Farm within Grazing Area No. 1, in the said District, shall be 10,000 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, further declare the said Grazing
Area No. 1 to be a District for the purposes of the said Acts ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall
nevertheless form part of the said St. George Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of December, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-15-12-97. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
GRAZING AREA No. 1.
The Crown land comprised in the Resumed Part of Boah Run.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.-WITHIN GRAZING AREA No. 1.
(Applications to be lodged at the Land Office, St. George.
No. of Run Resumption. Parish.Lot.
No. of Annual Rent
Portion. Area.  Survey Fee. per Acre.
1 Boah ... ... ... ... ... Currawildi
A. R. P. £ 3 .  d.  .2  8. d.
1B 4,980 2 0 28 0 0 0 0 2
2 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ditto ... 2B 4,644 0 0 28 0 0 0 0 2
3 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ditto ... 3B 5,005  0 0 28 0 0 0 0 2
4 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ditto ... 4B 4,924 0 0  28 0 0 0 0 2
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
These portions consist of fairly grassed country, black and sandy soils, open coolibab forest with patches of pine ; portion 4B has a lagoon
which holds water in ordinary seasons, and portions 1B and 3B have frontage to the main stock route down the Balonne; situated near Murri
Murrie, a branch of the Balonne River; about thirty-six miles south-westerly from St. George, and near the town of Dirranbandi.
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Land Agents District.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency the Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to 1896," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER, NAPIER,  Baron  Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule
hereto, and situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open for Selection as GRAZING FARMS,
under  the provisions of the said Acts, on and after TUESDAY, the FIRST day of FEBRUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare
that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the said Schedule
respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of December, in the  year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-15 -12-97 .  GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
NOT WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREAS.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Grazing
Area.
Area.  Survey Fee.
[18TH DECEMBER , 1897.
1 Blackall Home Creek ... ... Glenpatrick ... 74
2 Bowen ... Strathmore, Portion B Strathmore ... 152'
3 Gladstone ... ... Milton ... ... ... Milton ... ... 199
a4 Ditto ... ... Miriam Vale ... .. Polmaily
'5 Winton ... Elderslie... ... ... Winton ... 32
b 6 Goondiwindi ... ... Welltown ... ... Minnel ... ...
A. E. P. £ s.  d. .£ a.
ijv 146  0 0 816 0 0 0
2 20,000 0 0 60 0 0 0 0
1v 5,120 0 0 28 0 0 0 0
151v  1,480 0 0 19 0 0 0 0
22 2,560 0 0 21 0 0 0 0
8v 11,783 0 0 47 0 0 0 0
*  Not within a Grazing Area.
N.B.-Each lot  selected  subject to payment of the  value of improvements ,  if any.
a. This portion  consists  of well -grassed  open ridges  ;  good soil  ;  moderately  timbered with bloodwood ,  ironbark ,  and gum.
b. Open sandalwood scrub ; unwatered ; situated thirty miles north-westerly from Goondiwindi.
Run Resumption .  Parish.
d. Acres.
* 20,000
1J * 20,000
1 5,120
1 1 5,120
0 * 20,000
* 20,000
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEE, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.S.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEE, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open both for CONDITIONAL and UNCONDITIONAL
SELECTION, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after TUESDAY, the FIRST day of FEBRUARY, 1898, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M.,  at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule: And I do hereby further notify and declare
that the price at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby,
by  and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts
sall be as in the said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of December, in the year of our 'Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-15 -12-97.
Land Agent's Run
o District .  Resumption.
0
X
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
Parish. NZ
mpp
Cd C)v
r
Annual
Rent per
Acre.
to
a,p
CO V
.CWOWa I
x
£ s. d. s. d. £ a. d.  Acres.
110 0 2 0  2 0 0 1  640
110 0 2 0  2 0 0 1  640
110 0 2 0  2 0 0 1  640
110 0 2 0 2 0 0 1  6401 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 1  640
1 0 0 1 4  1 6 8 2  320
015 0 1 0 1 0 0 1  1,280
015 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 2800150
,
10 1 0 0 1  1,280
0150 1 0 1 0 0 1  1,280
1 0 0 1 4 1 6 8 1  1,280
015 0 1 0 1 0 0 6  1,280
015 0 1 0 1 0 0 6  1,280
0 15 0 1 0  1 0 0 6  1,280
015 0 1 0 1 0 0 6  1,280
Area.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Conditional Unconditional Agriculture
Selection. Selection. Area.
Survey Fee.
tr
A. E. P. £ a. d. a.
Bowen  ... ... Tawvale  ... 175 31v 86 1 3 7 7 0 0
Ditto ... ... ditto ... 187 30v 73 3 35 7 2 0 0
Ditto ... ... ditto ... 160 32v 38 3 7 5 8 0 0
Ditto ... ... ditto 145 48v 39 127i7a 5 8 0 0
Ditto ... Bromby Park Crystal Brook 159 12v 64 0 0 6 16 0 0
Ditto ... Conway ... 164 33v 80 0 0 7 2 0 0
Maryborough ... Walsh ... ...
Bi h
490
485
29v
3
60 0 0 6
0 0 9
9
0
0 0
0 0Ditto
Ditto
...
...
...
...
ng am  ...
ditto ... 480
v
2v
160
160 0 0 9 0 0 0
Ditto ... ... Ferguson ... 345 884 49 0 39 6 0 0 0
Ditto ... ... Urangan ... 495 9v 105 3 20 7 18 0 0
Roma ... Blythedale ... Beaufort ... 805 175v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 804 170v 160 0 4 9 0 0 0
Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 985 180v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0
Ditto ... Mt. Abundance Bungeworgorai 1,005 155v 160 0 0 9 0 0 0
N.B.-Each lot selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s.] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LAMINGTON, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts.
1884  to  1895," I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule
hereto, and situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to UNCONDITIONAL SELECTION only,
under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after TUESDAY, the FIRST day of FEBRUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN
O'CLOCK A.M., at the annual rental specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby further notify and declare that the price
at which the lessee may purchase the said lands shall be as specified in the said Schedule : And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as in the
said Schedule respectively stated.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this fifteenth day of December ,  in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.--15-12-97.
THE SCHEDULE.
WITHIN AG RICULTURAL AREAS.
No. of
No. of Forfeited No. of
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
Unconditional Selection . AgriculturalArea.
Lot. Land Agent's District .  Parish .  Selection or Portion .  Area .  Survey Fee. Annual Purchasing
Farm. Eent Pri ce No.
per Acre .  per Acre.
1
2
Bowen  ...
Brisbane  ...
A. B. P.  £ a. d. £ S. d. £ 8. d.
...  Tawvale  ... ...  109 637 139 0 0 812 0 0 1 6 110 0  1
...  Maroochy  ... ...  2683 Allot .  7, 8, 2 2 29 2 2 0 0 5 0 5 0 0  5
9, sec. 6
...  Gayndah  58v 116 2 30 8 3 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
...  Hector  309  15v  125 0 0 8 8 0 0 1 8 1 13 4 1
... ditto  282 1292 165 0 0 9 10 0 0 1 8 1 13 4 1
...  ditto  421 30v 207 0 0 10 1 0 0 1 8 1 13 4 1
...  Magnetic  lv  15 1 21 4 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 1
...  ditto  2v  20 0 0 4 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 1
...  ditto  3v  20 0 0 4 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 1
...  ditto  4v  14 0 4 4 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 1
...  ditto  5v  15 2 6 4 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 1
...  ditto  6v  20 0 0 4 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 1
...  ditto  7v  20 0 0 4 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 1
...  ditto  8v  20 0 0 4 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 1
...  ditto  9v  20 0 0 4 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 1
.. ditto  by  20 0 0 4 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 1
...  ditto  llv  21 3 10 4 15 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 1
...  ditto  12v  18  3 5 4 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 1
...  ditto  13v 18 220 4 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 1
...  ditto  14v  20 0 0 4 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 1
...  ditto  15v  20 0 0 4 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 1
...  ditto  16v  20 0 0 4 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 1
...  ditto  17v  20 0 0 4 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 1
...  ditto  23v 2000 400 030 300 1
...  ditto  24v  20 0 0 4 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 1
...  ditto  25v  18 220  .4 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 1
a 3 Gayndah ...
4 Mackay  ...
5 Ditto ...
6 Ditto ...
b 7 Townsville
b 8 Ditto ...
b 9 Ditto  ...b10  Ditto ...
b 11 Ditto ...
b 12 Ditto ...b13  Ditto ...
b 14 Ditto ...b16  Ditto ...b16  Ditto ...
b 17 Ditto ...
b 18 Ditto ...619  Ditto ...
b 20 Ditto ...
b 21 Ditto  ...
b 22 Ditto  ...
b 23 Ditto ...
b 24 Ditto ...
b 25 Ditto  ...
b 26 Ditto  ...
Maxi-
mum
Area.
Acres.
640
640
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,2801,280-
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
N.B.-Each lot'selected subject to payment of the value of improvements, if any.
a. This portion consists of black soil and clay loam thickly timbered with ironbark and box, with a patch of brigalow scrub. Situated about
a mile westerly from the town of Gayndah.
b. These portions consist of good agricultural land, thickly timbered ;  unwatered. Situated on the northern side of Magnetic Island, near
Rose Bay.
A PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency The Right Honourable  CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[us.] in  the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LA1riINGTON,Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St.  G eorge, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority  in me vested, and in
accordance  with the  provisions of section  121 of  " The Crown
Lands  Act of  1884 ,"  I, CHARLES WALLACS ALEXANDER  NAPIER,
Ba ro n Lamington , the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
part of the Suburban Reservation around the town of  Nanango
described hereunder shall be  and is  hereby  rescinded.
E. M.-9-12 -97. 97-23507-s.G.
DESCRIPTION.
THE NANANGO LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
County of Fitzroy, parish of  Nanango.
Allotments 1 to 3  of section 63.
Given under my Hand and  Seal ,  at Government  House, Brisbane,
this ninth day of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L.s ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAIaINaTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
TN pursuance of the power and authority in me vested under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 ,"  I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the rent of portions
15v, 20v to 26v, and 35v to 38v ,  parish of Eidsvold, in the Gayndah
Land Agent's District ,  opened to Agricultural Farm Selection byy
Proclamation dated 8th November ,  1889, shall, on and after TUES-
DAY, the 11th January, 1898, be reduced from 6d. to 44d. per acre
for Conditional Selection.
LM: 9-12-97. L.0.13.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Government House ,  Brisbane,
this ninth day of December ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety -seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD Sava THE QuzEic !
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,.
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[L's'] Kingdom, Knight Commander of theMost DistinguishedLAMINGTON,Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor . Commander-in-Chic" of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of sections  95, 96, and 97 of  "The Crown Lands Act
of  1884,"  I, CHARLES  WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington , the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the land  hereunder described  has been temporarily reserved for
the purpose  named , and placed  under  the control and management of
the following  persons as Trustees , who are hereby empowered to make
By-laws for  carrying  out the  objects of the 'Trust, subject to the
app ro val of His Exce ll ency  the Governor in Council :-
E.M.-9-12-97.
FRANCIS CAMPBELL,
ARTHUR RAYMOND BROWN, and
RICHARD ASHMORE ROBINSON HOPHINS.
THE ARAMAC LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  SHOW GROUND ,  LONGREACH.
97-23964-S.0.
County of Portland, parish of Longreach.
Area,  31 acres 1  rood 20 perches.
Commencing on the south-west side of Plover street at a point
bearing 302  degrees and distant  ten chains and seventy-two links from
the intersection of the north-west side of Eagle street, and bounded
thence on the south- east  by a line bearing 212 degrees twenty-five
chains and ninety-seven and a-half links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 302 degrees twelve chains and eight links; on the north-west
by a street bearing 32 degrees twenty-five chains and ninety-seven and
a-half links; and on the north- east  by Plover street bearing 122
degrees twelve chains and eight links to the point of commencement ;
-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office-Cat. No. L 357-16.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this ninth day of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L S
] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTONKingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedGovernor.)Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
TN pursuance of section 95 of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the land
hereunder  described  has been  permanently reserved for the purpose
named.
E.M.-9-12-97.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Oem. 248.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY , KINGSTON.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation in the  Govern-
ment  G azette  dated 17th July, 1897, page 108, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Stanley, parish of Mackenzie.
Area, 10 acres 3 roods 29, perches.
Commencing at a point thirty-three and three-tenths links west
from the north-west corner of portion 223, and bounded thence on the
east by a lane bearing south fourteen chains; on the south by a line
bearing west  seven chains and eighty and three-tenths links ; on the
west  by a line bearing north fourteen chains and two-tenths of a link ;
and on the north by a line bearing east seven chains and eighty and
six-tenths links to the point of commencement ;- as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. C 8-222.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this ninth day of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the UnitedKingdom, Knight Commander of theMost DistinguishedL .&MIrtGTON' Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
TN pursuance  of section 95 of  " The Crown Lands deg of  1884," I,
1 CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid,  by and with the advice of the  Executive  Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the land here-
under described has been permanently reserved for the purpose
named.
E.M.-9-12-97.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR STATE SCHOOL  (WITHIN  THE  BOOLBUNDA GOLD
FIELD).
96.18507-Rys.
County of Bowen, parish of Boolbunda.-Area,  5  acre s.
Commencing at the north corner of portion 7v, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a road bearing 71 degrees 30 minutes
eight chains and fifty-nine and four- tenths links ; on the north-east by
that road bearing 129 degrees 40 minutes four chains and forty-eight
and seven-tenths links; on the south-east by portion 1199 bearing
224 degrees 44 minutes eight chains and six and eight-tenths links ;
and on the south-west by portion 7v bearing 314 degrees 44 minutes
eight chains and thirty-three and eight-tenths links to the point of
commencement;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. N 25-541.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government  House, Brisbane,
this ninth day of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
Road Case  No. 1102.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROADS.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Public
Works Lan Is Resuinption Art of  1878," having been pleased to con-
firm the roads described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is
hereby notified, for general information, that any parties entitled to
compensation in consequence of the opening of the  said roads are
requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars
of their estate and in' Brest in the land required for the said roads and
their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60)
days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties
are further informed that the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to
treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the
damage that may be sustained by reason of the opening of the said
roads.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned  roads can
be seen at this office, at the office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions in
Brisbane, and at the office of the Maroochy Divisional Board.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Boon OF REFERENCE.
Description of Roads through portion  93,  county of Canning,
parish of Maroochy.
1. From the south-east corner of portion 168v south-westerly
through portion 93 to Coolum Creek bearing 190 degrees six chains
and thirteen and seven-tenths links, 20J degrees'e;ghteen chains and
fifty-nine and three-tenths links, 286 degrees seven chains and thirty-
seven links, 313 degrees fourteen chains, 256 degrees seven chains and
thirteen and four-tenths links, 195 degrees nineteen chains and twenty-
three and six-tenths links, 219 degrees sixte 2n chains and sixty-ore
and seven-tenths links, 209 degrees twelve chains and twenty and
a-half links, and 265 degrees six chains and  fifty links,-and containing
10 acres 3 roods 17 perches; freehold; registered owner, E. S. Bailey.
2. A branch road from the above road south-easterly to the
western boundary of portion 171v bearing 116 degrees six chains and
thirty-five and six-tenths links, 137 degrees nine chains and twenty-
six and one-fifth links, 160 degrees 40 minutes five chains and three
links, and 135 degrees six chains and fifty-seven and seven-tenths
links, -and containing 2 acres 2 roods 30 perches.
REMARKS.-Land unenclosed ; 11 acres of cleared land included in road ; no
other improvements interfered with.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROADS.
NOTICE.
Road Case  No. 2072.
N pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  "The Crown Lands
I Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment  Act of  1889,"  it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open New Roads  through the  Holdings described
in the Schedule hereunder.
SCHEDULE.
Holdings.
Thirsty Downs
Toomoo ...
Cytherea ...
District. I Licensee or Lessee.
Maranoa
ditto
ditto
Arthur Charles Baker
City  Bank of Sydney
Mrs.  Mary Anna McManus
Any claims to which Licensees or Lessees may consider themselves
entitled under the abovementioned Act on account of the opening of
the said roads must be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands
within two months from the date hereof.
NoTS.-A copy  of the  above notice with tracing  will be sent to each licensee
or lessee  through the Land Agent  in whose  District  their holdings are situated.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st December, 1897.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACTS,  1884 TO 1894."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
I
T is hereby notified, for public information, that the  Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Act  of 1884" will hold their Courts,  in pursuance  of the twenty-fifth  section of the above -recited Act, at the
undermentioned Otlices, on the dates specified.
All business  in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  qf  1868" and  "The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876  will also be  dealt with by the Land  Commissioners at their Courts.
1898.
District  or Place. Jan.
Allora * ... ...
Aramac t ... ...
Ayr ... ...
Banana ...
Barcaldine } ...
Beandesert ... ...
Black all ... ...
Bowen ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Bundaberg ... ...
Burketown ... ...
Caixns ... ...
Cardwell ... ...
Charleville ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Clermont ... ...
Cooktown ... ...
Cunnamulla ...
Dalby ...
Emerald * ... ...
Esk * ... ...
Gatton ... ...
Gayndah ... ...
Georgetown ...
Geraldton (Mourilyan)
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
Gymlrie ...
Herberton
Ilughenden ...
Ingham
Inglewood ...
Ill.swich ...
Isisford
LandsboroughLon-reach ...
Mackay ..
Dlaryborough
Miles ...
Mitclhell f ...
11uttaburra
Nanango ...
Nerang * ...Norinanton ...
Port Douglas
Ravenswood
Rockhampton
Rona ...
St. George ...
St. Lawrence
Springsure ...
Stanthorpe ...
Surat ...
Tambo ...
T aroo n ...
Texas
Thargo nindah ...
Toowoomba... ...
Townsville ... ...Warwick ... ...
Winton ... ...
\\'indorah ... ...
Mon. 10
Wed. 5
Sat. 8
Feb. March.
We . 4 i Wed. 1 Wed. 6d. 2 1 Wed.  6, Wed
Sat. 12 Sat. 9 Sat. 7 Sat. 11 Sat. 9
Mon. 3  Mon. 7 Mon.
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur.
Tues . 4 Tues. 1 Tues.
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues.
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed.
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri.
Tues. 4 ...
Mon. 10 Mon. 7
Tues.  11 Tues. 8
Tues. 15
Fri. 14 Fri. 11
Thur. 6 Thur. 3
Fri. 7 Fri. 4
Tues. 18 ...
Wed. 19
Fri. 21
Sat. 8
Tues. 4
Fri. 21
Tues. 11
Mon. 17
Wed. 5
Fri. 28
Tues. 18
Wed. 5
Wed. 19
Fri. 7
.. Mon. 17
... Wed. 5
... Sat. 15
Tues. 10 Tues.14 Tues. 12
Tues. 21
Fri. 13 F  i. 10 Fri. 8
Thur. 5 Thur. 21 Thur. 7
Fri. 6 Fri. 3 1 Fri. 1
Mon. 28 ... ... ... I Mon. 6
'Mon. 14 Mon. 14 Mon. 11 Mon. 9. Mon. 13 Mon. 11
Wed. 2
Sat. 12
Fri 4
Sat. 12
Tues. 1
Fri. 18
Tues. 8
Mon. 7
Wed. 2
Fri. 25
Tues. 15
Wed. 2
Wed. 9
Fri. 4
Mon. 21
April.
Fri. 1 I ... 1 r . 371 DIon.  4 Mon. 2:  Mon. 6 Mon. 4
August. Sept.
Mon. 5
Mon. 8 Mon. 12
Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Sat. 6 Sat. 10
Fri. 5
Mon. 1 Mon. 5
31  Thur. 7 1 Thur. 5 1 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 1 Thur. 4
1 Tues. 5 Tues. 3: Tues. 7 1 Tues. 5 Tues. 2
1 Tues. 5! Tues.  3!  Tues. 7 1 Tues.  5  Tues. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 41 Wed. 12
4 Fri. 1 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Tues. 5
Mon. 18 Mon.  9! Mon. 6
May.
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Fri. I Fri. 5
Tues. 5
Mon. 4. Mon. 8Dion. 7
Tues. 8 Tues. 12
Tues. 19
Fri. 11 Fri. 8
Thur. 3 Thur. 7
Fri. 4 Fri. 1
Tues. 19
Wed. 16 ...
Fri. 18 ...
Sat. 12 Sat. 9
Tues. 1 Tues. 5
Fri. 18  I Fri. 15
Tues. 8 Tues. 12
Mon. 14 Mon. 18
Wed.  21  Wed. 6
Fri. 25
Tues. 15
Wed. 2
Wed. 16
Fri. 4
Mon. 21Wed. 2
Sat. 19 Sat. 19
June. July.
Tues 19.
Wed. 18  ... \\'ed.20
Fri. 20 ... Fri. 22
Sat. 14 Sat. 11 Sat. 9
Tues. 3 ! Tues. 7 Tues. 5
Fri. 20! Fri.  7; Fri. 15
Tues. 10 I Tues. 14 Tues. 12
DIon. 16 1 Mon. 201 Mon. 18
Wed. 4 1 Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Fri. 221 Fri. 27 Fri. 241 Fri. 22
Tues. 19 Tues. 17 Tues. 21 : Tues. 19
Wed. 6 Wed. 4 1 Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Wed. 20 i Wed. 18  Wed.- 22 Wed. 20
Fri.  1  Fri. 61 Fri. 3 1 Fri. 1
Mon. 18 Mon. 16 Mon. 201 Mon. 18
Wed. 41 Wed. 6
Sat. 16 Sat. 14 Sat.  181 Sat. 16
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6
: : : Fri.. 7  I  Fri. 4  Fri. 4( Fri. 1 Fri.  6 Fri. 3, Fri. 1
Tues. 8 .  Tues.  14'
.11Sat. 8 Sat. -  5' Sat . 51 Sat.  2 I Sat. 7 I Sat. 4 Sat. 2
.. Thur . 13 Thur.17 Wed, 16  Thur . 14 Thur. 12  , Thur .  16 Thur. 14
Tues. 9
Tues. 16
Fri. 12
Thur. 4
Fri. 5
Sat. 13
Tues. 2
Fri. 19
Tues. 9
Mon. 15
Wed. 3
Fri. 26
Tues. 16
Wed. 3
Wed. 17
Fri. 5
Mon. 15
Sat. 13
Wed. 3
Fri. 5
Sat. 6
Thur. 11
... Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 14;t Mon. 11 Mon.  91 Mon. 13 Mon.  111 DIon. 8
... Wed.  2!  ... I Wed. 6 Wed.  11  ...  !Wed. 3
Thur. 1
Tues. 6
Tues. 6
Wed. 7Fri. 2
Mon. 5
Tues. 13
Fri. 9
Thur. 1
Fri. 2
Wed. 21
Fri. 23
Sat. 10
Tues. 6
Fri. 16
Tues. 13
Mon. 19
Wed. 7
Fri. 23
Tues. 20
Wed. 7
Wed. 21
Fri. 2
Mon. 19
Wed. 7
Sat. 17
Wed. 7
Fri. 2
Tues. 13
Sat. 3
Thur. 15
Mon. 12
... Wed. 5 Wed. 2 1 Wed. 2 Wed, 6 Wed. 4 Wed.  11,Wed.  6;Wed. 3 Wed. 7
... Thur. 13 i Thur.  10 Thur. 10 Thur.  7, Thur. 12 Thur. 9 i Thur. 7 Thur.  11 Thur. 8
... Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 3 Thur.  7: Thur.  5! Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
... Wed, 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4; Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 5 Wed. 21 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 i Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Mon. 10 Tues.  1!  Tue 1 DIon. 4 Mn. L:2 Mon. 6 Mon. 4 I Mon. 1 Mon. 5
... Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 2! Wed. G Wed. 4 Wed.  1, Wed.  61 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
... Wed. 19 Wed.  16'  Wed. 18 I  ...  Wed. 20 Wed. 21
20 Wed. 17 Wed. 21Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Tue. 15 Thur.1-I Wed. 18 Wed. 22 Wed.
... Fri. 14 Fri.  11! Fri. 11 Fr;.. s Fri. 13 Fri. 10 Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Fri. 9Wed. 5 Wed. 21 Wed. 2
Mon. 3 Mon. 7 I Mon. 7
Fri. 21 Fri. 11 Fri.  18
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 2
Tues. 4 Tues.  11 Tues. 1
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. I
Wed. 5 Wed. 21 Wed. 2
... Thur.  31
Wed. 6 .  Wed. 4 Wed. I Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Mon. 4 'Mon. 2 Mon. 6! Dion.  4 Mon. I
Fri. 22'1 Fri. 20 Fri. 24  Fri. 22 Fri. 19
\Ved. 6  Wed. 4, Wed. 11 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Wed.  6  Wed. 4 1 Wed. 1 Wed. 6; Wed. 3
Tues. 5 Tues.  3:  Tues. 7 1 Tues. 5, Tues. 2
Tues.  51  Tues. 3, Tues. 7 Tues. 5 ,  Tues. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 4. Wed. I Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Thur. 7; ... Thur. 21 ... Thur. 4
Wed. 7
Mon. 5
Fri. 23
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Tues. 6
Tues. 6
Wed. 7
Oct. Nov. Dec.
Mon. 5
Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Sat. 8 Sat. 12 Fri. 9
Fri. 7 ...  Fri. 2
Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Tues. 4 Tues.  1 Tues. 6
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Tues. 4
Mon. 10 Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Tues. 11 Tues.  8 Tues. 13
Tues. 18  Tues. 20
Fri. 14 Fri. 11 Fri. 9
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Fri. 7  Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Tues.18 ....
... Wed. 16 ...
Fri. 18
Sat. 8 Sat .  12 Sat.
Tues . 4 Tues. 1 Tues.
Fri. 21 Fri. 18 Fri.
Tues. 11 Tues.  8 Tues.
Mon. 17 Mon. 14 Tues.
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed.
Fri. 28 Fri. 25 Fri.
Tues. 18 Tues.15 i Tues.
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed.
Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed.
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri.
Mon. 17 Mon. 21 Mon.
Wed 2.
Sat. 15 Sat. 19 Sat. 17
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Fri. 7 Fri.  4 Fri. 2
Tues. 13
Sat. 1 Sat .  5 Sat. 3
Thur. 13 Thur. 17 Thur. 15
Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12
Wed. 5 Wed. 7
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Thur. 13 Thur. 10 Thur. 8
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Mon. 3  Tues. 1 Fri. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 16
Wed. 19 Wed. 16 Wed. 21
Fri. 14 Fri. 11 Fri. 9
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Fri. 21 Fri. 18 Fri. 16
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Tues.  4 Tues . 1 Tues. 6
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Thur. 6 ... Thur. 1
•  The Courts marked thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing with  applications for Certi ficates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t  Once for receiving applications.
t Days will be fi=e: when Land Commissioner visits Ayr.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday, the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  17th December, 1897.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
IT is hereby notified ,  for general  information ,  that application
under the 89th  section  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has
been made for closing the  undermentioned Road;  and all persons
who may consider  their interests affected thereby  are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from  this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen  at the Land ,  Police, and Post
Offices,  Cairns.
Road Case  No. 2386.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish.
1  1 Messrs .  Pringle and Low
Ditto
The reserved road through
portion 204
The one -chain  ro ad through
port ion 135
Area.
Victory ...
ditto ...
[18TH DECEMBER, 1897.
CLOSURE of  ROADS-continued.
No.
A. $. P.
LATEST DATE  FOR OBJECTIONS - 12TH JANUARY, 1898.
*14 I The Caboolture Divi- The road separating por-
sional Board ,  on tion 19v from 30v
behalf of R W.
' Stevens
About
Canning ... 1 3 0 0
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS-19TH JANUARY, 1898.
15 The Kargooolnah  Divi-  Road from Ahern's Tank to Mitchell
§t6
A. R. P. §17
3 0 0
8 1 10
NoTE--The closure of this road is pro posed to be carried out in connection
with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th December, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby noti fied ,  for general information ,  that applications
under the eighty-ninth section of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884 "  have been made for closing the undermentioned Roa ls; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing,
not later  than the date i .entioned with respect to each.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the nearest Land, Police, and
Post Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
I I I A. R. P.
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 22ND DECEMBER, 1897.
*1 The Dalrymple Divi= The northern end of the Charters ...
sional Board ,  on behalf 70-link lane leading from Towers
of Richard Craven Cooper street to Aplin
*2
*3
*4
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
street
...  The southern end of Cooper ditto ... ...
street from the west
corner  of W.R. 211
...  The south -western end of ditto ... ...
David street from a point
about sixty links west
from the west corner of
Homestead 2607 to the
intersection of Cooper
and Mill streets
...  Part of Mill street from a ditto ... ...
point about 150 links east
from the west corner of
W.R. 217 to a point about
one chain west from the
south-west corner of
Homestead  2407 About
6 The Dalrymple Divi- The southern end of O'Kane ditto ... 1 0 0
sional Board ,  on  be half, street fronting Home-
of the Mosman Gold steads Nos 3983 and 3539,
Mines, Limited and also that part of
Wagstaff street fronting
Homesteads 3539 and 3561 About
f6 H. Tomkins  ... ... . The 10-chain road leading Jundah  ...  190 0 0
7
*8
to Windorah south-
westerly through por-
tions 4 and 5
Messrs .  Moo re  Bros .  and The reserved road through Barambah 25 0 0
Baynes portion 56 About
W. Broome  ... ...  The road separating por- Woodlands 36 .0 0
tions 616 and 3 from por-
tions 83, 1564 ,  and 1923.
and the contnnation of
same road through por-
tion 1923 to a reserved
road
*9 The Yeerongpilly Divi- The reserved road through
sional Board ,  on portion 17v
be half of  it.  Lowen-
thal
Mackenzie
*10 The Yeerongpilly Divi- The reserved road along ditto ...
sional Board ,  on and within the east
behalf of it. Miller ,  boundary of portion 52v
junr.
;11 Messrs .  Thynne and Parts of Stoneleigh and North Bris-
Macartney ,  on  behalf Cambridge streets sepa-
of  R. Dunne rating subdivisions 13
and 14 of section 9 of
allotments 318 and 319
and subdivision 9 of sec-
tion 10 of allotment 319
from subdivisions 13, 12,
and 11 of section 10 of
allotment 319  and-allot-
ments 10 and 7 of sec-
tion 0.1
bane
8 2 0
3 2 10
12 P. L.  Cardew ,  on behalf The reserved road th ro ugh Kholo  ...  1 3 20
of W. Bindley portion llv
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS -5 TH JANUARY, 1898.
•13 The Isis Divisional The reserved road saps - Gregory ... About
Board ,  on behalf of rating  portion  969 from 5 0 0
Messrs. Bro ughton portion 904 I
and Young
*18 D. A. Ross
19 1 W. Blank
About
Dixon  ...  18 0 0
About
ditto ...  4 214
Burran- 275 0 0
dowan
Northbrook, 14 3 34
LATEST  DATE FOR OBJECTIONS -- 27TH JANUARY, 1898.
I!20 The Booroodabin Divi- The north -eastern  half -  North 0 1 27
sional Board,  on width of the road sepa- Brisbane
behalf  of the  Hon. rating subdivisions 6 and
J. S. Turner 7 of eastern suburban
allotments 25 and 26 (at
Kinellan)
21 The Railway Depart -  The northern  end of Pas -  Town of 0 2 14
ment ,  on behalf of sage street ,  separating Cleveland
The Queensland  allotment  6 of section 14
Trustees ,  Limited from the Railway Reserve
(Winship' s Estate)
*22 The Gooburrum Divi-  The reserved  ro ad across Yandaran 10
23
24 The Kilkivan Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
G. H. Jones
25 The Kilkivan Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
J. C. Mackrell
Applicant.
sional Board ,  on  be.  the Deep Well, through District
half of the Lessees Evora and Delta Holdings
of Evora
C. J. Bowman
Ditto
sional Board ,  on be -  the south -west corner of
half of M. Wessel  portion 947
The Dalrymple Divi- Part  of  Wagstaff  street,
sional Board, on separating Tailing Area
behalf of Messrs . No. 11  from Messrs. Tre-
Tregenza and Co.  genza  and Co.'s Tailing
Situation. Parish. Area.
The reserved road th ro ugh
portion 125,  from Byron's
Creek easterly through
that portion and portions
4, 69, 88, 89, 99v ,  128, and
102
The reserved road through
portion 94 and its con-
tinuation  through  portion
127A to  a reserved road
The reserved  road through
subdivision  1 of portion lv
The  ro ad separating portion
5 from portions 54, 58,
and 59
Area
The reserved road southerly
through portion 795
Charters
Towers
0 0
Kilkivan ...  6 018
The reserved road through  ditto ... 19 2 26
portions 557, 305, and 893
26 The Kilkivan Divisional The three -chain road ditto ... 51 1 6
*27
*28
Board ,  on behalf of southerly through por-
G. 11. Jones tions 896 , 949, and 999
J. Griffiths  ... ...  The reserved  ten-chain  Anakie  ...  164 2 0
LATEST DATE FOR
road th ro ugh portion 15v
OBJECTIONS - 11TH FEBRUARY, 1898.
About
The southern end of the Alford  ...  2 2 0
road through portion 32v
G. M. Hardcastle
• NoTE .- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
t NoTE.-The closure  of this road is pro posed to be carried out in connection
with the  widening  of the  road running southerly through these portions.
NOTE.--The closure  of this road is proposed to be  carried  out in connection
with the opening of another  road ,  being an extension of Cambridge street
easterly to Elston terrace.
§ Nara.-The closure  of these roads is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the  widening of other roads.
11 NoTE.- The closure of this .road is proposed  to be carried  out in connection
with the dedication for road purposes of an equal  width to that  to be closed on
the south -western side of  .the  road ,  bringing the road into alignment  with Abbot
street.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th December, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Read Case No. 2438.
IN pursuance of the  provisions of section  6 of  " The  Crown LandsActs  1884  t  1886  Amendment  Act of  1889," it is hereby  notified
that  it is intended  to widen the  Esplanade  through the  Holding
described hereunder.
Agricultural Farm No . 435, Bundaberg  District ,  portion 913,
parish of Littabella.
Lessee - R. Knight.
Any claims to which the Lessee  may consider himself entitled
under  the abovementioned  9 ct on account  of the widening  of the said
esplanade must  be forwarded to the  Secretary  for Public  Lands within
two months from the date hereof.
Nova.-A copy  of the above notice ,  with tracing ,  will be sent to the Lessee
within two months from the date he re of.
J. F.  G.  FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th  November, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Road Case No. 1737.
I N pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  " The Crown LandsActs  1884  t  1886  Amendment  Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open a New Road through the Holding described
hereunder.
Agricultural Farm No. 65, Dalby District.
Portion 1248, parish of Ewer.
Lessee-J . S.  Jessop  (Wm. Pattison).
NO. 150. VOL. LXVIII.] 1417 [18TH  DECEMBER, 1897.
Any claims to which the Lessee or others interested may consider
themselves entitled under the abovementioned Act on account of the
opening of the said Road must be forwarded to the Secretary for
Public Lands within two months from the date hereof.
NOTE.-A copy  of the above notice ,  with tracing ,  will be sent to the Lessee
within two months from the date hereof.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th December, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Road Case No. 2475.
TN pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  "The Crown Lands
.l Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is  intended to open a New Road through the Holding described
hereunder.
Lansdowne Holding, Mitchell District.
Lessees -The Lansdowne Pastoral Company, Limited.
Any claims to which the Lessees may consider themselves entitled
under the abovementioned Act on account of the opening of the said
road must be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands within two
months from the date hereof.
NOTE.- A copy  of the above  notice, with  tracing ,  wi ll  be sent to the Lessees
within two months from the date hereof.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Road Case No. 2396.
Department of Public Land,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1897.
NOTICE.
REOPENING OF ROAD TEMPORARILY CLOSED.'NOTICE is hereby given, that it is intended to reopen somuch ofthe Road through Biddenham Resumption, Warrego District,
temporarily closed on the application of The New Zealand Loan and
Mercantile Agency Company, Limited, as appears by Proclamation of
5th June, 1897, page 1334, from the south boundary of Tathunanarra
Holding south-easterly to the Warrego River; thence through portion
53v, Biddenham Resumption (being Grazing Homestead No. 250,
Charleville District; holder, Eva Jones), to the Charleville-Augathella
road. All persons who may consider their interests affected thereby
are required to transmit to this Department their objections, in
writing, within two months from this date.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in theSchedule h reunder writ en being  erroneous  in the  particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  "The Crown
Lands Acts  1884 to 1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the lands intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct  areas and  descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the  said grants and in  every deed
containing  the erroneous  areas and  descriptions  ;  and such  grants and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-16949-- R.T.
No. of Deed-22557.
Date of Deed-6th May, 1871.
Name of Grantee-Charles Alexander John Woodcock.
Land  Granted-Portion 196, county of March, parish of Tinana.
Area, 137 acres 2 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of March, parish of Tinana, portion  196.
A rea, 138  acres 36  perches.
Commencing  at the south -west corner  of portion  198, and  bounded
thence on the west by a road bearing 180 degrees 4 minutes twenty-
four chains and sixty-eight and seven-tenths links; on the south by a
road bearing 90 degrees 12 minutes fifty-five chains and eighty-one
and nine-tenths  links ;  on the east by a road bearing 7  minutes  twenty-
four  chains  and eighty-three links ; and on the north by portions 197
and 198 bearing 270 degrees 3 minutes fifty-five chains and eighty-
four links  to the point of commencement;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. W 39.897.
97-16949-R.T.
No. of Deed-24550.
Date of Deed-5th April, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Edward Pierson Ramsay.
Land Granted-Portion  197, county of March, parish of Tinana.
Area-320 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of March, parish of Tinana, portion  197.
Area, 323 acres 3 roods 13 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion 196A, and
bounded thence on the east by a road bearing 15 minutes fifty-one
chains and twenty-two and six-tenths links ; on the north by a line
bearing  270 degrees 8 minutes sixty-four chains and eight links ; on
the west by portion 198 bearing south fifty-one chains and thirty-three
links ; and on the south by portion 196, a line, and portion 196A
bearing 90  degrees 3 minutes sixty -three  chains and  eighty -five and
eight-tenths links to the point of commencement ;- exclusive of 4
acres 34 perches for a surveyed road ,  as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor -General's  Office-Cat. No .  W 39-897.
97-16940-- R.T.
No. of Deed - 22558. r
Date of Deed - 6th May, 1871.
Name of  Grantee-Charles Alexander John Woodcock.
Land Granted - Portion  196A ,  county of March, parish of Tinana.
Area - 136 acres 2 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of March ,  parish of Tinana ,  portion  196A.
A re a, 137 acres 3 roods 22 perches.
Commencing at the south -east corner of portion 197, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing 270 degrees 3 minutes
fifty-five chains and thirty -one and seven -tenths links  ;  on the west by
a  ro ad bearing 180 degrees 7 minutes twenty-four chains and eighty-
three and two-tenths links; on the south by a road bearing 90 degrees
15 minutes fifty-five chains and twenty-nine and six -tenths links ; and
on the east by a road  bearing 10 minutes twenty- five chains and three
links  to the  point of commencement  ;- as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor -General's Office - Cat. No.  W89-897.
97-16949-R.T.
No. of Deed - 24549.
Date of Deed- 5th April, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Edward Pierson Ramsay.
Land Granted - Portion  198, county of March ,  pa ri sh of Tinana.
Are a-245 acres 2 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of  March, parish of Tinana ,  portion  198.
Area ,  247 acres 3 roods 2 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion 197, and bounded
thence on the east by that portion bearing south fifty-one chains and
thirty-three links; on the south by portion 196 bearing 270 degrees 3
minutes forty -eight chains and twenty -nine and nine-tenths links ; on
the west by a road bearing 6 minutes  fifty- one chains and thirty-six
and six -tenths links  ;  and on the north by a line bearing 90 degrees
5 minutes forty -eight chains and twenty -one links to the point of
commencement ;  as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor -General 's Office-Cat .  No. W 39-897.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  11th December, 1897.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erro neous in the particulars
therein set forth ,  His Exce ll ency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Titles to  Land Act  of  1858 "  and  " The Crown
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment  Act of  1889 ,"  at the expiration
of thirty  days f ro m the date he re of ,  by instrument endorsed on such
Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe
the lands intended to be granted ,  to the intent that, by force of the Act
first herein before mentioned ,  the cor re ct area and description shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous area and description  ;  and such grant and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-16221-R.T.
No. of Deed-41443.
Date of Deed-9th July, 1880.
Name of Grantee-Edward Wyndham Tufnell.
Land Granted  - Portion 1, county of Stanley, parish of
Samsonvale.
Area-667 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Samsonvale, portion 1.
Area, 664 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of Terrors Creek at the north
corner of portion 15, and bounded thence on the south-east by that
portion bearing 233 degrees 38 minutes forty-seven chains and sixty
links ; on the south-west by portions 31, 117, and 49, and a road
bearing 323 degrees 45 minutes one hundred and thirty chains and
two links ; on the north -west by a line and portion 61 bearing 54
degrees sixty-eight chains and seventy links to Terrors Creek ; and
thence by that creek downwards to the point of commencement ;--
exclusive of 17 acres for surveyed roads, as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office- Cat. No. M 33-3004.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th December, 1897.
T is hereby noti fied, for general information ,  that the followingI Land, in the Gympie Land Agent's Di trict, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V.  Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the GYMPIE LAND OFFICE,
on and after TUESDAY, the EIGHTEENTH day of JANUARY,
1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK  A.M., at an  Annual Rental of 21 10s.
the lot.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-23811-s.0.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish of Widgee.-Area,  308 acres.
The Crown land comprised in surveyed portion 31v  (forfeited
A.F. 154) ,  parish of Wislgee.
NO. 150. VOL. Lzviii.]
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th December, 1897.IT is hereby notified, or general information, that the following
Land, in the Dalby Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the DALBY LAND OFFICE,
on and after TUESDAY, the EIGHTEENTH day of JANUARY,
1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual Rental of IN. per
square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-24689-8.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Portion A of the Resumed Part of Jingi Jingi Run.
Area, about  30 square miles.
Commencing  at the north- east corner  of the Jandowae Town
Reserve at the intersection  of Jandowae Creek, and bounded thence
by the  left bank of the said  creek upwards about eight miles and
sixty- four chains in  a direct line ; thence by  a line  bearing about 100
degrees to  the watershed between Jandowae Creek and Downfall
Creek ; thence by that watershed in a south-westerly direction to the
intersection  of the  east  boundary of the Jandowae Town Reserve ;
and thence by that boundary bearing north  two miles  and eight
chains to  the point  of commencement  ;- exclusive  of alienated,
selected ,  and reserved land.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1897.
T is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the St. George Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PAItT V. of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the ST. GEORGE LAND
OFFICE,  on and after  TUESDAY, the TWENTY-FIFTH day of
JANUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual
Rental of 10s. per square mile.
A ll  information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land.Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-24892-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
FORFEITED OCCUPATION LICENSE No. 3.
The Resumed Part of Hazlemount Run.
Area, about  95j square miles.
Commencing at a point one mile seventy-two chains south of a
tree marked WI, and bounded thence by a south line passing through
trees marked V and broad-arrow over W about eight miles forty chains
to a point forty chains beyond the last-mentioned tree ; thence by an
east line about eleven miles twenty chains  ;  thence by a north line
about eight miles forty chains to a point east of starting point and
two miles sixty chains south of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over G
in triangle  ; and thence by a west line about eleven miles twenty chains
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the Annual Rent
of the Land comprised in Kilkivan Expired Lease, in the Gympie
Land Agent's District, opened to Occupation License on the 23rd
November, 1897, shall, on and after the 18th January, 1898, be
reduced from £3 to £2 per square mile.
97-24181-Gym.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th December, 1897.
1 T is hereby notified, for general information, that the Land
comprised in the Expired Leased Part of Gootehie Run, in the
parish of Gundiah, in the Gympie Land Agent's District, to be opened
to Occupation License on the 4th January, 1898, by Notice in the
Government Gazette  dated 22nd October, 1897, shall be and is
hereby withdrawn from Occupation License.
97-24665-Gym.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane,  16th December, 1897.
" THE MEAT  AND DAIRY PRODUCE  ENCOURAGEMENT
ACTS,  1893 TO 1895."
A LL Owners  of Cattle and Sheep within the Colony are hereby
notified that no Tax will  be  levied ,  under the pro visions of  "The
Meat and Dairy Produce Encouragement Acts ,  1893  to  1895," for
the year ending the 31st December, 1898.
A. J. THYNNE,
Secretary for Agriculture.
Geological Survey Office,
George street ,  Brisbane.
ON SALE ,  at this Office ,  the Reports and other Pub lications of the
Geological Survey .  Catalogue on application.
Bu ll etin No .  4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field ,"  now ready  (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK,  Government Geologist.
1418 [18TH DECEMBER, 1897.
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
BRISBANE.
MAP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price ;
Eight Sheets at 2s. 6d. per Sheet, and Two at 1s. 6d. per Sheet.
This'Map includes one of Australasia on a small scale, illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894. Scale,
16 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia, illustrating the various Railway Systems, and
showing the Main Telegraph Lines . Scale,  160 miles to an inch.
Price : Plain, Is.  6d.; coloured, 2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets ; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d . per Sheet.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony. Price, Is. plain, or coloured
(illustrating the Counties and Financial Districts) 1s. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea, in three sheets. Price, 4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts. Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Outline Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles to an inch. Price, 2s. 6d.
Map of Catchment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivers, &c., South-East Queensland. Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
Price, Is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Price, is.
Four-mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts. Price, 2s. 6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts. Price, Is. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta . Scale , 1 mile to an inch. Price,
1s. 6d.
Forty-chain  Maps  of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s.; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, £1.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony. Price, 1s. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach Bluth to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price , 2s. 6d.Environs of Longreach.  Scale, 2 miles to an inch.  Price,  Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall .  Scale ,  2 miles to an inch. Price ,  Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure. Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, 1s. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained free:-Maps of Land-3 Open to Selection or for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts, Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. MoDOWALL, Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane , 31st August, 1896.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th July, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.IT is hereby notified, for general information , that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substitutedtherefor:-Notice is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tender have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such Tender.
96-2450-Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary for Works.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th December, 1897.IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the under.
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
External Painting and Repairs, Court House, Clermont-W.
SOUTHGATE-£31.
New Boatshed, &c., Water Police Station, Thursday Island-G.
GuMMow-£166.
Repairs and Painting, State School, Surat - E. J. GRIGG -
£86 158.
Additions to Residence, State School, Eagle Farm- J. W. YOUNG
-£63.
Additions to Post and Telegraph Office, Goondiwindi-JAMES
BRENNAN-£386 48.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Na.  150. VOL. LXgm., 1419 .  [18TH  DECEMBER,'  189'7; .
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1897.
TENDERS.
T
ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.
For full particulars ,  see  Government Gazette.
Nature of Work ,  Date of  Gazette  containing original Notice,
and Place and Date to which Tender can be received ,  respectively:-
WINDORAR-Land Agent's Office, Court House. 20th Novem-
ber. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Windorah,
Longreach, Charleville, Cunnamulla, and Thargomindah ;
31st December.
CROYDON-Repairs, Furniture, and Fittings, Court House.
27th November. Works Office , Brisbane , and Court
Houses, Croydon, Thursday Island, Townsville, Normanton,
and Cooktown ; 7th January, 1898.
DSACKAY-Repairs, Painting, and Improvements, Court House.
4th December. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses,
Mackay and Rockhampton ; 7th January, 1898.
TORBANLEA-Additions, Repairs, and Painting, State School.
4th December. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses,
Maryborough and Bundaberg; 7th January, 1898.
CnA$T$$s Tow$ Bs-New Stable ,  Drains, and Repairs,
Warden's Court House. 4th December. Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court Houses, Charters Towers and Towns.
ville; 7th January, 1898.
TAntBo-Additions for Lands Office, Court House. 11th
December. Works Office,  Brisbane , and Court  Houses,
Tambo, Barealdine, Rockhampton, Blackall, and Long-
reach ; 14th January, 1898.
GOONDIWINDI-Repairs and Painting, Bridge over McIntyre
River. 11th December. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court House3, Goondiwindi and Inglewood; 14th January,
1898.
HowARD-Repairs and Painting, Post and Telegraph Office.
11th December. Works Office, Brisbane; 14th January,
1898.
R. ROBERTSON, Under  Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th December, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, &c., TO SUPERINTENDENT'S QUARTERS,
GAOL, THURSDAY ISLAND.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses,
1 Thursday Island, Normanton, Cooktown, and Townsville, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 21st January, 1898, for Additions,
&c., to Superintendent 's Quarters ,  Gaol, Thursday Island.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Additions, 4-c., to Superintendent's Quarters, Gaol,
Thursday Island."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ;
and at the Court Houses, Thursday Island, Normanton, Cooktown,
and Townsville.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th December, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, PAINTING, &c., PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS,
BRISBANE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m. onFRIDAY, the 14th January, 1898, for Repairs, Painting, &c.,
Parliament  Buildings, Brisbane.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £10, and
endorsed  "Repairs, 4c., Parliament Buildings, Brisbane."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars  obtained, at the Government Architect's Office.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance , a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th December, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW PLAYSBED, STATE SCHOOL, CONINGSBY.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses,Mackay  and Rockhampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 21st January, 1898, for New Playshed,  State  School, Coningsby.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "New Playshed , State School , Coningsby."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
at the Court Houses, Mackay and Rockhampton; and at the State
School, Coningsby.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance;' otherwise the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under  Secretary.
Department of Public-Works,
Brisbane ,  16th December, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW VERANDA AND WASHHOUSE, POST AND TELE-
GRAPH OFFICE,  TEXAS.
f FENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Post Offices,
Texas and Goondiwindi, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 21st January, 1898, for New Veranda and Washhouse, Post and
Telegraph Office, Texas.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £3, and
endorsed  "New Veranda and Washhouse, Post and Telegraph Office,
Texas."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
and at the Post Offices, Texas, Goondiwindi, Stanthorpe, and
Warwick.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing' such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  16th December, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
RE-ERECTION OF ARCADE (STONE), PARLIAMENTARY
BUILDINGS, BRISBANE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 14th January, 1898, for Re-erection of Arcade
(Stone), Parliamentary Buildings, Brisbane.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £100, and
endorsed  "Re-erection of Arcade (IStone), Parliamentary Buildings,Brisbane."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 5 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th December, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER THE BURNETT RIVER AT BUNDABERG.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 25th February, 1898, from  persons  willing to
contract for the above work.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Construction of Burnett
Bridge, Bundaberg."
Plans and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
Schedule of Quantities obtained, at the Office  of the Engineer for
Bridges,  Brisbane , and at the Court Houses, Maryborough and
Bundaberg,  on and after  the 3rd January, 1898.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed by fixed deposit
receipt, bank draft, or bank notes with the Tender is £250. (See
Clause 5 of the Conditions of Tendering attached to the Form of
Tender.)
Tenders must be on the printed form supplied,  and at  the foot
of every Tender there must be  a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to observe the further  provisions  of Clause 5
of the Conditions of Tendering, in the event of the Tender being
accepted, and to execute the Deed of Contract as required by Clause 9
of the General Conditions within the times respectively mentioned in
that behalf ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,  Under Secretary.
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Department of Mines,
Brisbane,  9th December, 1897.
CHARTERS  TOWERS GOLD FIELD.
"THE GOLD FIELDS  ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1886."
IT is hereby  notified ,  for general information ,  that the under-
mentioned portion of Water Reserve ,  Charters Towers, published
in  Government Gazette,  6th January ,  1894 ,  page 13 ,  wi ll  be open to
be taken up as Claims under section 4 of  "The  G old Fields Act
Amendment  Act of  1886,"  on and after the 2nd January, 1898.
ROBERT PHILP.
Lands abutting Gladstone  Creek  within the Water  Reserve of  316
acres 2 roods  26  perches ,  proclaimed in Government Gazette, 6th
January ,  1894 ,  page  13.
CHARTERS TOWERS GOLD FIELD.
County of  Davenport .- Area ,  62 acres 2 roods 26 perches.
All the land  comprised within three chains of  the right  and left
banks of Gladstone Creek,  within the  above Reserve.
Queensland ,  Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
rr HE Commissioner for Railways hereby gives notice, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  18641" that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having approved of the Plan and Book of Reference of the  Enoggera
Branch Railway, in length 3 miles 51 chains 40 links, proposed to be
constructed under the provisions of  "The Railways Guarantee Act of
1895," such Plan and Book of Reference may be  seen  at this Office,
and at the Office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions, Brisbane ; and all
persons interested in the lands to be affected by the said intended
Railway are hereby required to set forth, in writing, to me, at this
Office, within one month from the first publication hereof; any well-
grounded objections that may appear to them to exist to the adoption
of the said line of Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
p ro posed in connection the re with.
By Order,
T. S. PRATTEN,  Secretary.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  15th December, 1897.THE Notices of Resumption addressed  to the  undermentioned persons not having been served, for the reasons  stated in theSchedule,  the particulars thereof are hereby  published  as required by section 24 of  "  The Railway  Act of  1864," 27 Vic.
No. 8.
T. S. PRATTEN,  Secretary.
NOTICE.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the Enoggera Branch Line of Railway, from Mayne, North Coast
Line, to Enoggera, have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required by the provisions of  "The Railway elct of
1864": And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the said line of Railway, prepared in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved of by the Governor in Council, and confirmed as required by the said
Act : I, the Commissioner for Railways, appointed under  "The Railways Act of  1888  Amendment Act of  1896," do hereby, in
pursuance of the powers and provisions of  " The Railway Art  of 1864," give you notice that I require, for the purposes of the
abovementioned Line of Railway, certain portions of land situated in the parish of Enoggera and county of Stanley, which,
on the Map or Plan and in the Book of Reference deposited in the Office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions at North Brisbane, are
numbered  (see Schedule annexed),  and that the said portions of land so required by me are particularly described in the Schedule
hereto, and delineated in the Maps or Plans shown on the original Notices, containing  (see Schedule annexed),  be the same more
or less,  and that the same have been taken, set out, ascertained, and appropriated for the purpose of such. Line of Railway :
And whereas it appears to me that you are entitled to or interested in the said portions of land, or are entitled or enabled
by  " The Railway Act of  1864" to sell and convey or release the same : I do further hereby give you notice that I am willing
and hereby offer to treat with you as to the purchase thereof and as to the amount of compensation to  be  made to you on account
of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
And. I do hereby demand from you the particulars of your estate and interest in the said portions of land and of the claim made
by you in respect thereof, and require you to deliver such particulars at this Office within twenty-one days from and after the
publication hereof, in default whereof I will proceed forthwith to procure the amount of the said purchase money and compensation
payable in respect of the said portions of land to be settled in the  manner  prescribed by the Railway Acts.
In witness whereof the Official Seal of the Commissioner for Railways has been hereto affixed this fifteenth day
of November, 1897.
T. S .  PRATTEN,
Secretary to the Commissioner for Railways.
To Messrs. John McLean, George Bond, Thomas Henry Dickenson, William Barker, Andrew Robertson, John Piper
Sutherland,  and Miss Margaret Shields.
SCHEDUIR.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner 's Name .
Quantity of
Land taken byOccupier. Railway-
more or less.
Desc ription of Land. Remarks.
A. R. P. Parish of Enoggera.
14 John McLean ... Unoccupied ...  0 0 2 Subdivision  41 of  section 1 of suburban
t t 12 tl dll f
Owner cannot be
f d
15 George Bond ... ditto ... 0 0 361
men ; par y ;  no severancea o ence
Subdivision 39 of section 1 of suburban
allotment 12; partly fenced ; pasture ;
oun
ditto
whole subdivision resumed
54 Thomas  Henry
Dickenson
ditto ... 0 0 2 Subdivision 9 of portion 142; unimproved;
required for part of  road diversion
Owner residing out of
the colony
60 William  Barker  ... ditto ... 0 0 6 Subdivision 48 of section 5 of portion 146;
unimproved  ;  no severance
Owner -cannot be
found
61 Andrew Robertson ... ditto ... 0 0 5 Subdivision 47 of  section 5  of portion 146;
unimproved ;  no severance
ditto
79 John Piper Suther-
l d
ditto ... 0 0 16 Subdivision 892 of portion 269; unimproved;
bdi i il
ditto
125A
an .
Margaret Shields,
spinster
Unoccupied ...  0 0 2
ve su swho on resumed
Resubdivisions 154 and 155 of subdivision 5
of portion 276; unimproved  ;  no severance
ditto
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NOTICE TO  FISHERMEN ,  BOATMEN ,  FARMERS, AND
OTHERS.
SERIOUS destruction of Fish having been  caused by  Shags or
Cormorants in the Moreton and Warwick Districts ,  a reward of
twopence for every Shag or Cormorant 's head, in lots of not less than
twenty-four ,  will be paid on pro duction at the Treasury of a certificate
of destruction of such heads from the Caretaker of the Enoggera or
Gold Creek  Water  Reserve,  or any Officer of Po li ce in charge of a
Po li ce Station, in the Districts referred to.
T. M. KING,  Under Secretary.
The Treasury,  Brisbane,  20th November, 1897.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  9th December, 1897.
"THE RAILWAY BORDER TAX ACT OF 1893."
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that, under the
provisions of section  8 of  " The Railway Border Tax Act of
1893 ,"  permission has been given  to the Owners of Woolsheds situated
within the area between the Southern Border Line of the colony and
a line  parallel thereto, and thirty miles north thereof, to convey the
wool shorn at such sheds  across  the Border without the payment of
the Tax provided by the said Act.
HUGH M. NELSON,  Treasurer.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 20 of  1897.
INNER ROUTE TO TORRES STRAIT.
PASSAGE THROUGH THE GREAT BARRIER REEF, NEAR
THE HOWICK GROUP.NOTICE is hereby given, that Captain W. Dawson, of H.M.S.
" Waterwitch," reports having sounded out the passage through
the Great Barrier Reef, which lies between Stapleton (X) Islet (in
lat. 14° 19' 12" S., long. 144° 51' 3" E.) and No. 1 sandbank.
The passage, which will be known hereafter as "Waterwitch
Passage, "  is clear of dangers and carries  a depth of 14 to 19  fathoms.
Vessels proceeding to sea from the Inner Route should pass
between Bewick and Ingham Islands, and,having made Stapleton Island,
leave it on the starboard hand i-mile distant ; then steering N. 10°
E. (mag .)  for 7.4 miles will bring No .  1 sandbank abeam .  It is close
to the edge of the reef, and should be passed on the starboard hand
4-mile distant .  The passage is 14 miles wide ,  but the reef on the
west aide of it should be given a good berth ,  as it was not sounded off .
Heavy tide -rips and st ro ng tidal currents are met with in the passage,
but on the sandbank side  it is  always smooth .  The northern edge of
the reef west of Stapleton Island bears N. 62}° W. from Stapleton.
The channel between the two is  2-2  miles wide, and quite clear of
dangers.
Charts affected-2922, 780, and 2964.
Australia  Directory, Vol. II ., page.348.
ROCK OFF HAUGHTON ISLAND-HOWICK GROUP.
Notice is also given, that a Rock, with 18 feet on it at low-water
springs, exists westward of Hau hton Island .  F ro m it the summit of
Howick Island bears N. 63" E .  (mug)., distant 2.3 miles.
The rock is  less  than a mile off the recommended track.
Charts affected- 2922  and 2764.
Australia Directory, Vol. II., page 847.
T. M. ALMOND, Portmaster.
Marine Department, Brisbane, 14th, December, 1897.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 21  of  1897.
FRANKLAND ISLANDS (INCORRECTLY CHARTED).
N OTICE is hereby given, that Captain  Dawson ,  of H.MS.
" Waterwitch,"  reports  that  the west extreme of Normanby
Island  (Frankland Islands) is found to be 2 cables further west than
shown on Chart No. 2350.
Australia  Directory, Vol.  II., page 322.
T. M. ALMOND,  Portmaster.
Marine Department, Brisbane, 14th December, 1897.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 22 of  1897.
(Amendment  of Notice  to Mariners  No.  16  of  1897.)
CAIRNS HARBOUR, TRINITY BAY.
FAIRWAY BEACON WITH ILLUMINATED GAUGE.NOTICE is hereby given, that an automatic clock-face tidgauge,illuminated at night, is exhibited from the Fairway Beacon at
the outer edge of the bar at Cairns Harbour. The beacon, from which
False Cape bears S. 79° 30' E. and the front leading light S. 24° W.,
is placed in a depth of 15 feet at low-water springs, and is 150 feet
from the line of lights and beacons marking the centre of the bar
cutting. It is to be left on the port hand when entering.
The tide  gauge  indicates the height of tide above low-water datum
from 1 foot to 11 feet by means of a pointer moving round a clock-
face dial looking seaward. The gauge does not indicate below 1 foot
nor above 11  feet, the  pointer resting at those points so that 1 foot
should be.interpreted  1 foot or under  and 11 feet as 11  feet and over.
The available depth in the cutting will be obtained by adding
12' 6" to the height shown by the gauge.
18TH DECEMBER ,  1897.
The light will be visible  in clear weather at a distance of 5 miles,
except between the bearings of W.S.W. and S.S.E., between which
bearings  the direct light is obscured , and the  frosted clock -face is only
visible.
The old red Fairway Buoy has been  removed.
Charts affected-Nos. 2924 and 2350.
Australia Directory, Vol. II., page 237.
T. M. ALMOND , Portmaster.
Marine Department,  Brisbane , 14th December, 1897.
IRON LATTICE TELEGRAPH POLES.
rrE NDERS will be received at the Office of the Under  Secretary
and Superintendent  of Telegraphs,  Brisbane ,  until Noon on
MONDAY, the Tenth day of January, 1898, from persons
desirous of contracting for the manufacture of Five (5) 8 ft.
and Two (2) 12 ft. Wrought-iron Lattice Telegraph Poles with
Cast-iron Bed-plates.
General Conditions.
1. In construing these General Conditions and the Specifi.
cation, the following words shall have the following  meanings :-
"Electrical Engineer" shall  mean  the Government
Electrical Engineer, or other engineer authorised to
act in his place for the time being ,  or the engineer
authorised and appointed to superintend the work;
Contractor  "  shall mean the person ,  firm, or company
contracting for the works herein specified, and shall
include his or their heirs ,  executors ,  administrators,
successors ,  and assigns.
2. A ll  tenders must be on the printed form, and must be
accompanied by a copy of these General Conditions and the
Specification, duly signed and witnessed. -
3. A deposit of a sum equal to ten per cent ..  of the total
tender cost of the work must accompany each tender. Without
this deposit the tender will be deemed informal.
4. The deposit  of the successful  tenderer will  be retained
by the  Government until the completion of the contract to the
satisfaction  of - the  Electrical Engineer.
5. Payment will be made on completion of the  oontract to
the satisfaction of the Electrical Engineer.
6. When completed and approved by the  .,.Electrical
Engineer, the poles are to be delivered akthe stores of the Po$t
and Telegraph Department ,  Elizabeth street,  , Brisbane, or  it
Burnett River Ra ilway Bridge, free of charge .  Alternative
tender required for each delivery.
7. Should the contractor fail to proceed in the execution
of or to complete the work in the manner and at the rate of
progress required by the Government, it shall be in the power
of the Government, by a notice in writing to the contractor or
his representative, or by a notice in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette,  to terminate  the contract  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the penalty  for non-
fulfilment thereof, by forfeiting any money due to the
contractor, and the contractor shall have no claim on the
Government for any preparation that he may have made, or for
any work that has been done, nor for any  material  which may
have been purchased by him for the purposes of this contract;
8. The contractor will have to provide ,  at his own cost, all
labour ,  plant ,  tools, material ,  or whatever else may be required
for the due performance of this contract.
9. The Electrical  Engineer  shall at all  reasonable times
have access to the workshops where the poles are being manu-
factured.
10. In case the Electrical Engineer is of opinion at any
time before the completion of each pole, or before delivery of
either or any of them has been accepted, that they are being
manufactured unsoundly or imperfectly, or not with the proper
material, or in any respect whatever not in accordance with the
specifica ti on,  or drawing ,  or with instructions given by the
Electrical Engineer, he may give the contractor notice that such
defective pole will not be accepted, and the contractor shall
have no claim against the Government for work so rejected.
11. The poles  are to  be completed and delivered within
four  (4) weeks from date of notification of acceptance of tender.
12. If delivery is delayed beyond the dates specified, the
contractor shall forfeit and pay to the Government the sum of
three pounds  (£ 3) per week or portion of a week for every week
above the stipulated time, and the Government is authorised to
deduct such sum or sums from any moneys due to the contractor
under this contract.
13. A drawing of the poles will be supplied to the successful
tenderer ,  and can be seen at the  office of the Electrical Engineer,
Post and Telegraph Department, Brisbane, or the telegraph
offices, Ipswich, Maryborough, and Bundaberg, between the
hours of 9  a.m. and 4 p.m.
14. The decision of the Electrical Engineer will be final in
all matters of dispute between the contractor and the Govern-
ment in regard to this contract.
15. The Government does not bind itself to accept the
lowest or any tender..
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Specification.
1. Each pole to be constructed of four (4) upright angle
irons 11" x
.
", braced with ties and struts, as shown on
drawings.
2. The whole of the angles and bars shall be of the
dimensions shown on drawings, of uniform thickness and
quality throughout, perfectly smooth, free from blister scales,
laminations, cracked edges, rust, and all surface defects.
3. Any material exhibiting any defect, at whatever stage
of the work it may be discovered, will be condemned, and must
be replaced by other material of the specified quality without
extra charge.
4. All rivets must be of the best Lowmoor or other
approved rivet iron.
5. All rivets shall have sound forged hemispherical heads,
having a uniform projection from the shank of one-eighth of an
inch all round. The heads formed after insertion shall be
finished with a hemispherical snap, full-sized, neatly shaped,
central on the shanks, and fitting closely to the work.
6. The ends of all angles and bars shall be dressed off per-
fectly true, and accurately fitted so as to ensure bearing over
the whole surface in contact. No rough edges will be permitted
anywhere throughout the work, and any uneven outer edges
shall be dressed off to a true line.
7. Any defect in workmanship, whenever discovered, must
be made good at the contractor's expense.
8. All rivet holes shall be accurately laid out as marked on
the drawings, or as may be directed, drilled truly square to the
plates and angles, and of uniform diameter throughout their
entire lengths. The holes may be punched one-quarter (4) of
an inch less in diameter than the size shown or specified, and
after bolting up drilled out to the full size.
9. In all  eases  the rivets must completely fill the holes
when riveted up. Loose rivets and rivets with crooked, imper-
fect, or deficient heads must be cut out and replaced by others
at the expense of the contractor, who will also be required to
cut out and replace rivets at his own cost, if such should be
considered necessary in order to ascertain the quality of the
work.
10. Studs shall be of exact dimensions shown on drawings,
of Best Best" Staffordshire iron, with clean cut full threads to
Whitworth' s gauge,  with hexagonal heads.
11. All ironwork, such as shaping and riveting, to be
carried out in a neat workmanlike manner, and any defect of
any kind whatsoever must be made good before delivery will be
taken and final payment made.
12. Cast-iron bed-plates shall be of the best strong, tough,
close-grained, grey metal ,  clean and sound ,  smooth on surface
both inside and outside, and free from cracks, sand, air-holes,
blisters,  flaws , or any other defects, run full and sharp to the
forms and dimensions shown on drawings, and cleanly dressed
off at all joints and angles.
13. Angle uprights must be fitted closely and neatly to bed-
plates.
14. All bolt-holes in castings shall be carefully drilled.
15. The castings to be coated with boiled linseed oil,
applied as hot as possible before any oxidisation takes place,
after which they shall receive two (2) coats of the best red lead
paint. The poles when completed to receive two (2) coats of red
lead paint.
16. Tender forms and every other information may be
obtained on application at the office of the Under Secretary
and Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, and the
Telegraph Offices, Ipswich, Maryborough, and Bundaberg.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1897.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
QUEENSLAND COASTAL SERV.ICES.
Post  and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane ,  22nd  October, 1897.
T ENDERS will be received at the Office of the Postmaster -G eneral,Brisbane, until Noon of THURSDAY, the 30th of December
next, f ro m Persons  or Companies  desirous  of contracting for the
Conveyance of Coastal Mails for the Government of Queensland,
according  to the terms and conditions published in the  Government
Gazette  dated 16th October, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Postmaster -General.
NOTICE.
A
T a Special Court of Petty  Sessions  held this day, JOHN
ABCHIBALD Baowx was reappointed Poundkeeper at Hughenden
for twelve months from 1st January, 1898.
BERNARD C. MACGROARTY, Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court  House, Hughenden,  8th December, 1897.
BUNDABERG HOSPITAL.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Hospitals
Act of  1862," been pleased to approve of the following Rules and
Regulations framed by the Committee of the Bundaberg Hospital,
and adopted by the duly qualified contributors to that institution.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by  "The Hospitals Act of  1862 "  it is provided that  the com-
mittee of any hospital established under the Acts 11 Vic. No. 59 and
13 Vic. No. 20 may frame Rules and Regulations for the election of
trustees, treasurers, and other officers of such hospital, and for the
general management the re of ,  and that such Rules and Regulations,
when adopted by the duly qualified contributors to such hospital,
approved by the Governor in Council, and published in the  Government
Gazette,  shall have the force of law : It is hereby resolved by the duly
qualified contributors to the Bundaberg Hospital, by and with the
approval of the Governor in Council, that the following Rules and
Regulations shall be in force within the said hospital from the date
of the publication hereof :-
Name.
1. The name or title of the institution shall be " The Bundaberg
Hospital."
Objects.
2. The objects of the institution shall be to afford medical and
surgical relief, aid, and treatment to indoor and outdoor patients.
Funds.
3. The institution shall be supported by voluntary contributions
and donations, and by charges to patients, together with such aid as the
Government from time to time may afford.
Government.
4. The government of the institution is vested in the duly qualified
contributors, and administered by a Board of Management consisting of
a president, vice-president, treasurer, and a committee of twelve, who
shall be elected annually from such contributors.
Qualifications and privileges.
5. Every contributor of one pound annually shall have the privilege
of recommending one indoor and two outdoor patients. A donor of ten
pounds shall be considered a "life governor ,"  and be entitled to all the
privileges of an annual contributor of one pound.
Annual contributions.
6. Annual contributions must be paid in advance for the current
year, and all tickets shall be available for the same period. No con-
tributor is entitled to any privilege until his or her contribution is paid.
None but contributors of one pound and upwards will be allowed to vote
or speak at any general meeting of contributors.
Forms of recommendation.
7. It shall be the duty of the secretary to forward to every con-
tributor the Forms A and B of the schedule hereto, to which he is
entitled under Rule 5 ; such forms to be speci fied as available during one
year from date of payment.
Chairman.
8. the president (or, in his absence ,  one of the vice-presidents) shall .
preside at all meetings  ;  if neither of these officers is  ppresent ,  the mem-
bers shall select one from amongst themselves to preside.
Powers of Board.
9. The Board of Management shall have entire control of the
hospital ,  with power to appoint or dismiss the surgeon ,  honorary
medical officers ,  secretary ,  wardsman ,  matron, or any other officer or
servant of the institution ,  and to  fix their salaries .  The Board shall
submit a  report  to each annual general meeting ,  showing the number of
indoor and outdoor patients treated during the year ; the income and
and expenditure of the hospital, under their proper heads ; and the
attendance of the Board  at all meetings . Such report  shall, fourteen
days prior to the date of meeting, be published once in the local papers.
All board and general meetings shall be open to the Press.
Board meetings.
10. The Board shall meet for general business once in every month,
and for special purposes as often as nay be required, five to form a quorum.
All accounts for payment shall be examined by the secretary, checked
by the wardsman and visiting committee  (the latter shall initial same, if
correct ),  and shall be passed  by the  Board . At each monthly  meeting
the Board shall appoint two of their number to act as a visiting com-
mittee, whose duty it shall be to visit the hospital at least once a week,
see that the Regulations and Rules of the institution are properly carried
out, and to attend to such other matters as the Board may depute to them,
reporting in writing to the Board at the monthly meeting. The visiting
committee shall not by engagement or otherwise contract any liability
exceeding five pounds without first submitting the same to the Board.
Disqualification, &c.
11. No  paid officer ,  contractor ,  or any agent of or surety for a
contractor, supplying the institution, can hold  a seat  on the Board.
Paid officers or servants of the institution are not allowed to vote at or
take part in general meetings.
Vacancies in the Board.
12. Any member of the board absenting himself for three con-
secutive monthly  meetings  without the consent of the Board (except in
case of sickness ),  or discontinuing the contribution ,  or becoming dis-
qualified under Rule 11, shall thereby forfeit his seat. Such vacancy
shall be reported to the Board, who shall act in the  case in accordance
with Rule 13.
13. Any vacancy in the Board may be filled up by the Board : pro-
vided that if at one time the number of vacancies amount to three or
more a special general meeting shall  be called  to fill same.
Annual meetings.
14. There shall be held during the month of July in each year a
{general meeting of contributors, of which twenty-one days' notice must
be given by advertisement in the local papers, to receive the report of
the retiring Board and auditors '  report, elect a board of management,
auditors ,  president ,  vice -presidents ,  and a treasurer ,  and transact any
other business brought forward.
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Special meetings.
15. Special general meetings may be called by the secretary on the
authority of the majority of the Board or on a requisition signed by not
less than ten contributors.
Notice of meeting.
16. Seven days' notice at least must be given of all special meetings
by advertisement in the local papers. Such notice must specify the
business to be transacted, and no other matter than that of which notice
has been given can be discussed or introduced at such meeting.
Quorum at meetings.
17. Seven contributors entitled to vote shall form a quorum at
general or special meetings. If, within thirty minutes after the time
appointed for the holding of a general or special meeting, no quorum is
present, then such meeting shall stand adjourned for one week (same
time and place ),  when five shall be sufficient to form a quorum.
Nomination of officers.
18. Every candidate for the office of president ,  vice-president,
treasurer, boardsman, or auditor shall be nominated by one or more
contributors, and his nomination-paper handed to the secretary at least
fourteen days prior to the day of the annual meeting  ;  such nomination
must he -in writing, and bear on it the consent of the nominee to act if
elected. All nominations must be posted on the hospital door or at the
secretary's office as soon as received by the secretary, in case of a con-
tested election.
Voting.
19. All votes for the election, suspension, or removal of any honorary
officer shall be taken only upon voting-papers initialled by the secretary,
and issued direct to each contributor by post to his recorded address ;
and such paper shall be placed by the contributor personally in a ballot-
box provided for that purpose during the time of voting, which shall be
determined by the Board. In the event of any contributor not wishing
to attend any such meeting for the election, suspension, or removal of
any honorary officer, the voting-papers shall be posted or delivered in
an envelope ,  without other enclosure ,  to the secretary  ;  and all such
voting-papers as shall have thus been received before the expiry of the
time appointed for keeping open the ballot shall be opened by the
scrutineers appointed for that purpose. Provided that in case of an
election of officers the scrutineers shall reject as informal any voting-
paper upon which -votes are shown for more than the number of officers
required to be elected ,  or shall bear upon it any signature or writing
other than the initials of the secretary. All contributors of one pound
annually and all life governors shall be entitled to one vote, and in the
case of an equality of votes the chairman shall have a casting vote.
Two scrutineers shall be appointed by the contributors present at the
meeting at which an election is to  be held.
Paid officers.
20. The paid officers of the institution ,  consisting of medical officers,
secretary ,  wardsman ,  matron ,  nurses, servants ,  and helps, shall be
appointed annually by the Board ,  for such periods and on such terms
as they may think fit. The Board shall also have power to suspend or
discharge such officers, and to fill up any vacancy or otherwise, and
they shall  in all cases  prescribe the duties of those employed.
Suspending officers.
21. The visiting committee shall have power to suspend any officer
for misconduct or neglect of duty, and to make any temporary arrange-
ment for filling same, pending the action of the Board.
Medical officer.
22. The paid medical officer shall, under the direction of the Board,
have control of the patients and servants of the institution ,  and shall
daily visit the hospital, Sundays included, before 4 p.m. each day, and
at such  other times  as circumstances may require. He shall keep a
medical record (the property of the institution), in which shall be entered
daily the particulars concerning the admission and dischar ge of patients
with such other particulars as the Board may require. He shall also
keep the Government register and other books that the Board may from
time to time require. He shall at all times attend to the sanitary condi-
tion of the institution, reporting at once to the visiting committee any
wilful neglect upon the part of the servants in this respect. He shall
have charge of the dispensary, and be accountable for all medicines and
surgical instruments, which shall be kept in good order and fit for
immediate use, and shall specially report to the Board upon all cases
which have been three months in the institution.
Honorary medical officers.
23. A staff of medical officers may be elected by the Board as hono-
rary consulting surgeons ,  who shall attend the hospital in consultation
when requested by the medical officer in charge. The institution shall be
open to their visits at all reasonable hours.
Treasurer.
24. The  treasurer shall submit a  financial statement to the annual
meeting of subscribers.
Honorary visitors.
25. The Board shall have power to confer the office of " honorary
visitor" to the institution on any person for distinguished services
rendered.
Payments.
26. All payments on behalf of the institution above the sum of
twenty shillings shall be by cheque, signed by two members of the
Board and countersigned by the secretary.
Auditors.
27. Two auditors shall be elected annually by the contributors.
They shall, at the end of each year, examine the treasurer's financial
statement, with all accounts, vouchers, and documents relating thereto,
and shall report thereon to the annual meeting.
Secretary.
28. The secretary shall receive subscriptions, attend all meetings
whether general or special of the Board, take minutes of proceedings,
conduct correspondence,  and assist  the Board  in any business which
may be allotted to them. He shall keep for public inspection, in the
board-room, a list of contributors. He shall submit to the Board
monthly statements of all receipts and expenditure. He shall pay into
the bank all moneys  in his  hands. He shall keep all necessary books of
accounts, and shall render to the Board, when called upon, a financial
statement of the position of the institution. He shall keep and
preserve all documents, produce receipts for all payments made by
him, and examine all accounts against the institution. He shall once
in each year assist the wardsman to take stock of all furniture ,  &c., in
the hospital ,  and shall, if so required ,  give  "a bond for the faithful
discharge of his duties in such amount as the Board may deem fit.
Wardsman and matron.
29. The wardsman and matron shall have the control of stores and
provisions required for the institution, and shall order same only upon
forms provided for that purpose. They shall see that everything left in
their charge is economically used. They shall at once report any
neglect or disobedience of the servants or nurses. They shall carry out
the orders of the medical officers, and see that the Rules and Regulations
are strictly carried out so far as the internal management is concerned,
and shall be held respansible for all property left in their charge.
Patient.
30. Patients upon admission ,  or as soon after as convenient, shall
furnish all particulars required for the purposeof filling up the Govern-
ment register, and must conform to the rules and regulations of the
institution.
Religious ministration.
31. Ministers of religion shall have free access at any time to
persons of their respective denominations .  If any patient requests a
particular minister to be sent for, it shall be the duty of the wardsman
to see that this request is complied with immediately.
Admission cold discharge of patients.
32. Patients shall be admitted at any hour  on the recommendation
of a subscriber on the ticket Form A of the schedule hereto, which must
be properly filled up and of current date; such ticket form must be
endorsed by one member of the Board (except in the case of a contributor
of ten pounds and upwards) and filed. Patients received as urgent
cases  without ticket Form A shall, if able, pay the u-ual charge of three
shillings per day. Non-paying patients are not allowed to remain
longer than two months without special recommendation of medical
officer. All patients guilty of misconduct or disobedience of any orders
given them by the officers, or to the Rules or Regulations of the
institution, shall be discharged by the medical officer in charge, who
shall at once report same to the visiting committee. Patients when
sufficiently convalescent shall be discharged from the hospital by the
surgeon. No pregnant female for the purpose of confinement ,  no person
epileptic or incurably diseased, or suffering from  delirium tremens,
lunacy, venereal diseases, or leprosy, shall be eligible for admission.
Directions to contributors.
33. Any contributor to the hospital signing a ticket stating that
the intended patient is unable to pay hospital charges, knowing the same
to be untrue, shall be disqualified from voting at any general or special
meeting of contributors ,  and any person obtaining admission to the in-
stitution as a free patient shall, on its being proven that he or she is in a
position to pay for maintenance and medical treatment ,  be liable for the
full amount incurred.
Pay patients.
34. Persons desirous of admission  to the  institution as pay patients
shall be admitted, and shall be subject to the same Rules and Regula-
tions as relate to other p ttients  ;  they shall pay in advance at the rate
of twenty -one shillings per week, or give such guarantee as shall be
required for such payment. And separate wards, with extra accommo-
dation, may be arranged for-terms ten shillings per day-ind for all
operations the recognised fee will be charged.
Accidents.
35. All cases of accidents or urgent cases shall be admitted without
recommendations, but if suitable only for outdoor treatment, they shall
not be allowed to remain  as in -patients without obtaining proper recom-
mendation ticket, Form A, signed by a contributor and one member of
the Board.
Visitors.
36. Visitors to patients shall be admitted on such days as the Board
may decide .  No visitor shall enter into the hospital wards without
fi rst obtaining permission from the wardsman or matron upon visiting
days, and upon other occasions only upon the written order of a hoards-
man, and then only subject to the approval of the medical officer in
charge.
Gratuities.
37. No official or servant of the institution shall, on pain of dis-
missal, receive directly or indirectly any present, fee, or gratuity from
any patient.
Intemperance.
38. Any paid officer who sh ell be provel guilty  of intemperance
during the hours in which he is required to be on duty, or being incapable
of properly  performing  such  duties f i om intemperance ,  shall he imme-
diately suspended by the visiting committee, and be liable to be dismissed
by the Board at their next  meeting.
Appointment of paid officers.
39. No new permanent appointment under the Board shall be made
to any paid office until an advertisement has been published in one or
more of the local newspapers, calling for applications froui persons
competent to fill such  office. All  such appointments shall be made by a
majority of votes of the Board of Management, and shall be made subject
to the right of a majority  of the Board  to terminate the same-at one
month 's notice - at any time.
Termination of hospital year.
40. The current hospital year  shall terminate  on the third Thursday
in July, and the financial year on the 30th June.
41. All Rules hitherto  in force are  hereby repealed, and these Riles
shall not be altered or amended except by the subscribers assembled in
general meeting for that purpose.
SCNEI)ULS.
Form A.
Available from 18 , to 18
Bundaberg, 18
To Medical Officer or Wardsman  in attendance.
Sir,-Please admit the bearer, , as  an indoor patient into
the Bundaberg Hospital. I certify that, to the best of  my belief,
is unable to pay hospital charges.
I remain, sir,
Yours obediently,
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16
1 8
1 10
1 12
1 14
1 16
1 18
Form B.
Available from 18 , to 18
Bundaberg, 18
To Medical Officer or Wardsman in attendance.
Sir,-Please admit the bearer, , as an outdoor patient of
the Bundaberg Hospital. I certify that, to the best of my belief,
is unable to pay hospital charges.
I remain, sir,
Yours obediently,
Certificate.
The foregoing Rules and Regulations ,  which were framed by the
committee of the Bundaberg Hospital, were adopted by the duly
q ualified contributors to the said hospital on the sixteenth day of
S eptember ,  1897, at a public meeting duly convened.
JOHN  F. BONHAM, Chairman.
J. C. WALKER,  Secretary ,  Bundaberg Hospital.
DIVISION OF ARAMAC.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to approve of the following
By-laws made by the Board of the Division of Aramac.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by  " The  Divisio' ial Boards  Act  of 1887 "  it is enacted that the
Board of any Division may make By -laws for all or any of the purposes
in the said Act mentioned : It is hereby resolved by the Board of the
Division of Aramac ,  by and with the approval of the Governor in
Council ,  that the following By -laws shall be in force within  the said
Division from the date of the publication hereof
BY-LAW No. 23.
BY-LAW FOR REGULATING THE CHARGES FOR THE SUPPLY OF WATER,
TOWNSHIP OF ARAMAC.
1. For the purpose of rates and charges to be made under the
powers conferred upon them, the Board adopts superficial measurement
as the basis of assessment,  according to the following scale, per
annum:-
Square feet.
400 and under 450
500
550
Business Premises Business Premises
unconnected with united with Private
Private Residences Residences ,  and Pri-
at 3s. per 100 vate Residences, at
square feet. 4s. per 100 squarefeet.
£ s. d. .2 s.
0 12 0 0 16
0 13 6 0 18
015 0 1 0
it 600 ... ... 0 16 6 1 2
„ 650 ... ... 0 18 0
„ 700 ... ... 0 19 6
,, 750 ... ... 1 1 0
,, 800 ... ... .1 2 6
„ 850 ... ... 1 4 0
„ 900 ... ... 1 5 6
„ 950 ... ... 1 7 0
1,000 .. 1 8 6
For every  50 feet over 1,000 up
to 3,000 feet  ... ...  0 1 6
For every 100 feet over 3,000 feet 0 0 9
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each such offence to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, and in
addition shall be liable to pay any expense incurred by the Board in
consequence thereof.
7. Any plumberorotherperson who shall attach or cause to be attached
any service pipe to any pipe belonginU to the Board, or who shall attach a
branch service pipe to any service pipe already laid, for the purpose of
supplying any house or tenement with water, or for the purpose of
supplying water for motive power, or for irrigation purposes, or for any
other purpose whatever, without having first given notice to and obtained
permission of the Board so to do, shall be liable for each such offence to
a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
8. Any plumber or other person who shall lay any pipe to com-
municate with the pipes of the Board without giving two days' notice of
the day and hour when such pipe is intended to be made to communi-
cate with the pipes of the Board, or who shall make such communication
except under the superintendence and according to the direction of
some officer of the Board, or who shall lay any leaden or other pipe,
except of the quality hereinafter prescribed, to communicate with the
pipes of the Board, shall be liable for each such offence to a penalty not
exceeding twenty pounds. The pipes to consist of either galvanised
wrought iron or lead, having an internal diameter of three-quarters of
an inch. The leaden pipe shall weigh not less than nine pounds to the
yard, and in both cases the pipes shall be capable of standing, without
leakage of either pipe or joints, the pressure of 150 feet of bead of water.
9. If any person shall neglect to repair any service pipe conveying
water from the pipes of the Board into the premises of such person,
after having received notice from any officer of the Board that such
service pipe requires repairing, the Board may stop the water from
flowing into such premises either by cutting off the service pipe or
otherwise, as to the said Board may seem fit, until the necessary repairs
shall have been effected.
The service pipes from the main being the property of the owners or
occupiers of the tenements supplied by such service pipes, the occupier,
if any, and.if none, the owner, shall in every instance in which any
damage shall be caused by reason of such service pipe being leaky, or
otherwise out of repair or broken, be liable to a penalty not exceeding
twenty pounds, and in addition shall be liable to pay any expense
incurred by the Board in repairing such pipe or the damage occasioned
thereby. But it shall be optional for the Board to repair any service
pipe between the main and stopcock inclusive, and to charge and recover
the cost of such repair against the occupier of the premises supplied by
such service pipe.
10. The occupier of any premises to which the water has been laid
on, or, in the event of there being no occupier, the owner, shall cause
proper means to be taken, by locks or otherwise, subject to the approval
of the officers of the Board, to prevent the use of the water from the
main by persons other than those belonging to or residing in such
premises, and in the event of any occupier or owner of rated premises per-
mitting other than such persons to use such water, such occupier or
owner shall be subject to a penalty of five pounds.
11. Any plumber who shall do any work in connection with the
supply of water or alteration of services unless he holds the authority in
writing of the Board so to do shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
twenty pounds.
BY-LAW No. 24.
All the work to be done as hereafter described shall be subject to
the following conditions, and must be approved of by the inspector of
the Board.
1. The service piping from the main to the stopcock shall be 1-inch
galvanised iron or lead, and from the stopcock to and also within the
premises to be supplied with water it shall be f-inch galvanised iron
only. The galvanised iron piping must be of the best quality.
2. If cast, wrought iron, or lead service pipes be used, they must be
examined and approved by an officer of the Board previous to their being
laid down.
3. All the ferrules used shall be screwed, and taper on the plug ; and
no driving ferrules will be allowed.
4. All holes drilled in the cast-iron mains shall be tapped with a
taper tap.
5. One stopcock, with proper cover, must be placed between the
main pipe and the building line of the premises to be supplied ; and all
stopcocks and bibcocks must be constructed for high  pressure.  No cocks
with conical ground plugs may be used.
6. No ferrule larger than f-inch shall be used, unless with the special
consent, in writing, of the Board.
7. The notices prescribed by By-law No. 23 shall be given by
plumbers to the Board, before proceeding with the work of opening
ground.
8. Any ground broken in the street, and any pitchers or flagging
displaced by reason of the work, must be restored by the plumber to the
satisfaction of the Board.
9. No pipe or pipes shall be allowed to be used, either in the interior
or exterior of any building, without first being examined and approved
by the Board.
10. Any person who shall commit a breach of any of the foregoing
provisions shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
BY-LAW No. 25.
FOR THE GUIDANCE OF PLUMBERS IN SUPPLYING WATER TO HOUSES,
& C., IN THE  TOWNSHIP OF ABAMAC, DIVISION OF ARAMAC.
1. Notice of intention to connect service pipes to the mains or to
any other service pipes in each case shall be lodged at the office of tho
Board, and for the information in such notice the plumber will be
strictly held responsible. The plumber shall receive a written authority
to proceed with the work, and the ground shall not be opened or pipe
connected until he has procured such authority. Printed forms of the
notice may be obtained at the office of the Board.
2. In all cases where it is intended to connect a service pipe to the
service pipe of any other premises, a written permission from the owner
or occupier of such premises must be sent to the office of the Board
before the authority to commence work will be granted.
3. No plumber  shall turn the water on upon completion or extension
of a service, but shall, immediately upon the work being ready for pass-
ing by the clerk of the Board, report the  same  to that officer.
4. In every case of repairs to service pipes, or where it may be
wished to transfer such service pipes from one main to another, or to
connect with other service pipes, or where any change or alteration may
be required in any way, notice of such repair, change, or alteration must
be given in writing at the office of the Board at least twenty-four hours
before any such work shall be commenced ,  except in cases of great waste
d.
0
0
0
0
0
0.
0
0
0
0
00
0 2 0
0 1 0
Public-houses, hotels, boarding and lodging houses, and butchers'
shops shall be assessed at the maximum rate.
In computing the area for assessment the buildings are to be
measured externally at each floor, and such measurement is be taken as
the superficial  area  of flooring on which rates are to be charged.
Public baths, breweries, foundries, manufactories generally, steam
and hydraulic engines, market gardens, &c., will be subject to special
agreement.
The minimum annual assessment shall be ten shillings.
The Board will entertain any objections to the measurement
charged in the notice of assessment, provided that they be made
in writing within thirty days of the issue of such notice, and be accom-
panied by the measurement claimed by the objector as accurately repre-
senting the area of the tenement in question. In such case the Board
will direct  a remeasurement  to be made by its officer in presence of the
objector, or of any person representing him, and the difference, if any,
shall be adjusted subject to the provisions of this By-law.
2. All such rates shall be payable in advance in four equal quarterly
payments on the first days of January, April, July, and October in
every year; but for any portion of a quarter the first payment may be
calculated according to such portion.
3. Water will be sold at the-standpipe at the rate of threepence for
every fifty gallons.
4. Any person receiving water from the Board who shall offend by
supplying,  or causing  or permitting to be supplied, with water any house
or tenement other than that for which be himself is liable to pay water
rates, or who shall allow any person not liable to the payment of a water
rate to be supplied with water, or who shall allow water to be taken
from his premises to be consumed elsewhere, without in all or either
of such cases the written permission of the Board, shall be liable for
each such offence to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
5. If any person shall neglect to pay such rate as may be chargeable
against  him, the Board may, if it thinks fit, recover such rate in arrear
by action in any court of competent jurisdiction.
6. Any person who shall offend by opening any ground so as to
uncover any pipe or pipes, the property of the Board, without giving
forty-eight hours' notice to the Board of his intention so to do, or who
shall in any way tamper or interfere with any pipe or valve, or any por-
tion of the works whatsoever, the property of the Board, without the
permission in writing of the Board being first obtained, shall be liable for
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of water, when immediate steps must be taken to stop the leak, and
notice given (on printed form) of the same to the clerk of the Board
forthwith.
5. All service pipes must be laid in accordance with the direction of
the authorised officer of the Board ; and on each service pipe connected
with the  mains must  be fixed a stopcock on the footpath, at the kerb,
or eighteen inches from the building line, and one foot six inches below
the level of the footpath.
6. The plumber must take care that the portion of the streets and
footpaths opened by him shall be left in the same state of repair as he
found them, the metal or stone covering carefully being taken off and
put on one side, and the street properly made up by the trench being
well rammed, as filled in, and the covering spread evenly over it ; and
where kerbing, guttering, or flagging may be disturbed, the same is to
be carefully and substantially relaid.
7. The officers connected with the water service are strictly enjoined
to report every case of infraction of these By-laws ; and any plumber
offending against any of them shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
twenty pounds.
BY-LAW No. 26.
Any person who passes through a gate situated on a fence enclosing
any reserve within the boundaries of the Division of Aramac, and
wilfully or negligently omits to close the same, shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding five pounds.
The foregoing By-laws were passed by the Board of the Division of
Aramac on the fourteenth day of May, A.D. 1897, at a special meeting
called for that purpose; the said By-laws were duly published in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards Act of  1887,"
and were con firmed at a subsequent special meeting of the said Board
on the twelfth day of November, A.D. 1897.
SYDNEY P. FRASER, Chairman.
DIVISION OF BOORINGA.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 15th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The  Divisional
Boards Aet. of  1887,"  been pleased  to approve of the following
By-law made by the Board of the Division  of Booringa.
HORACE TOZER.
WHEREAS by  "The Divisional Boards Act of  1887 "  it is  enacted that
the Board of any Division may make By- laws  for all or any of the
purposes in the said Act mentioned : It is hereby resolved by the
Board of the Division  of Booringa , by and with the approval of the
Governor in Council, that the following By-law shall be in force within
the said Division from the date of the publication hereof
BY-LAW No. 12.
1. No person shall depasture sheep on any reserve under the control
of the Board unless he is a resident of the Division and has permission
from the Board so to do, in which case such person shall be allowed to
depasture on every such reserve a number not exceeding two hundred
sheep, which must be duly registered at the office of the Board, and in
respect of which payment for agistment at the rate of sixpence per head
per annum  must be made to the clerk of the Board or to any person
authorised by the Board to receive payment  of same.
2. No sheep other than bond fide travelling sheep shall depasture on
any road within the Division.
3. Any person depasturing sheep on the reserves within the Division
without having first fulfilled the conditions of this By-law shall be liable
to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds for each such offence.
Certificate.
The foregoing By-law was passed by the Board of the Division of
Booringa on the fifth day of June, A.D. 1897, at a special meeting called
for that purpose ; the said By- law was  duly published in accordance
with the provisions of  "The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," and was
confirmed at a subsequent special meeting of the said Board on the first
day of September, A. v. 1897.
FRED. DUNSMURE, Chairman.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1897.
PAPER, BINDING, AND LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIAL.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until Noon of FRIDAY,
the 31st December, 1897, from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Paper, Binding, and Lithographic Material required by
the Government Printing Department in Queensland, for two years,
commencing  on the lot July, 1898.
Tenders must state the price at which each article is to be delivered,
free of all charges, at the Government Printing Office, Brisbane, where
samples can be seen, and  a list of the quantities of each article
required obtained. The successful Tenderer must from time to
time supply, immediately upon demand,  at contract prices, such
additional  quantities  as may be required by the Department.
A memorandum must be attached to each Tender, signed by the
Tenderer and two responsible persons  as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within seven days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty for  securing  such performance, in a
sum equal to 10 per cent. of the gross amount of the Tender.
Tenders to be addressed to the Under Secretary, Home Secretary's
Department, Brisbane, and superscribed, "  Tender for Paper, Binding,
and Lithographic Material."
The Government will  not necessarily  accept the lowest or any
Tender.
W. H. RYDER, Under  Secretary.
(18TH DECEMBER, 1897.
Home  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1897.
T
HE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich is
published in pursuance of the Regulations for the  management
of that institution.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
RETURN FOR THE  WEEK ENDED 11TH DAY OF DECEMBER, 1897.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum at date
of previous Report ... ... ... ... 915
Number  since  admitted ... ... ... ... 1
Number returned from leave ... ... ... 4
920
Number discharged ... ... ... ... 3
Number died ... ... ... ... 1
Number  absent on leave ... ... ... 6
9
Number remaining at date hereof ... ... 911
Lewis Evans, 71.
Re-admission :
Discharges :
Joseph Davis,  63;  admitted 5th November, 1895.
Robert Hunter, 74; admitted 21st September, 1897.
Sent to Reception Souse :
Francis Samuel Shaw, 66; admitted 29th October, 1891.
Death :
Denis McCarthy, 67; admitted 16th January, 1877.
P. SMITH, Medical Superintendent.
BLUE BOOK OF QUEENSLAND.
NOTICE.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th December, 1897.
T is hereby notified to all Heads of Departments and other
I members of the Public Service, that the Returns required
by the Registrar-General to enable him to compile the Blue
Book for 1897 must be forwarded to him, correctly and fully
filled up with the necessary information, before the 16th
January, 1898.
The Registrar-General has been instructed to report to
the Home Secretary the names of such officers who fail to
comply with this notification ; and the payment of the salary
of any officer may be suspended until the Registrar-General
has reported that the required information has been supplied
to him.
HORACE TOZER.
ANNUAL STATISTICS OF QUEENSLAND.
NOTICE.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 14th December, 1897.
TT is hereby notified to all Heads of Departments and other
-j, members of the Public Service,  that  the Returns required
by the Registrar -General for statistical purposes must be
forwarded to him ,  correctly and fully filled up with the
necessary information ,  before the 31st January, 1898.
The Registrar -General has been instructed to report to the
Home Secretary the names of such officers who fail to comply
with the notification  ;  and the payment of the salary of any
officer may be suspended until the Registrar -General has
reported that the required information has been supplied to him.
HORACE TOZER.
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid for such information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed all or any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey
that were stabbed at that place on the said night ; and that a
Free Pardon be given to any person concerned in the crime, not being
the principal offender, who may give such information.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the morning of the 25th of
December, 1896;  also  that a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the crime, not being the principal offender, who shall give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
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QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU. .
A
N  Office for the transaction of all business connected with the
above is now open in a portion of the Ports and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted by the Assistant Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba, Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns in the Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers in charge, stating the class of men required, the work to be
done, and the wages offered ; and applicants seeking work should
personally register their names and addresses.
Information respecting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district is always obtainable at the Head Office.
J. O'N. BRENAN, Officer in Charge.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 13th December, 1897.
NOTICE.IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
RICHARD WALSH, a Minister of the Ronan Catholic Denomina-
tion, having removed from Bundaberg, in the Registry District of
Bundaberg, to Beaudesert, in the Registry District of Logan, has given
me due notice thereof, in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Marriage  Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 13th Dec: mber, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
GEORG e Huon MEREDITH  WILLIAMS, a Minister of the Church
of England Denomination, residing at Ravenswood, in the Registry
District of Kennedy, has been duly registered as a Minister of Religion
authorised to celebrate Marriages in the colony of Queensland, under
the provisions of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
ROBERT DANIEL O'SHEA, a Minister of the Roman Catholic
Denomination, having removed from Charters Towers, in the Registry
District of Kennedy, to Mackay, in the Registry District of Mackay,
has given me due notice thereof, in accordance with the provisions of
The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar-General.
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
Subdivision  12 of  section  1 of subdivision 10
of portion 31, county  of Livingstone ,  parish
of Archer ,  and portion 2363 ,  county of
Livingstone ,  parish of  Pitzroy
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands hereinafter
mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below ,  and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or
before the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central
District, in which  case  the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
1897.
Francis O'Hare ,  late of 7 March
Pullen-Pullen Creek,
Moggill ,  near Brisbane,
farmer
1897.
William  Parker, late of 25 April
East Brisbane ,  master
mariner
Maas Peter Hinz,  late of
Etna Creek ,  North Rock-
hampton ,  farmer
1896.
3 Dec.
Name of  Claimant. Description and Situation of Land.
Ann O'Hare ,  of the same Portion 35, county of Stanley ,  parish of
place, widow of deceased Moggill
Stephen Eugarde ,  of the Subdivisions  68 and 69 of eastern  suburban
same  place, iron -worker allotment 88, county of Stanley ,  parish of
South Brisbane
Wlebka Louisa Dorathea
Hinz, of the same place,
widow of deceased
Registrar of Titles '  Office,  Brisbane ,  18th December, 1897.
Estate
I Particulars of Will orclaimed to be
transmitted. 1 otherwise.
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
1899.
Fee-simple  ...  Will dated 15 Decem- 26 Jan.ber, 1896
1898.
Fee-simple  ...  Letters of Administra .  26 Jan.
tion
Fee-simple ... Letters of Administra-
tion
1898.
28 Jan.
J. O. BOURNE ,  Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE  NOTICE ,  that application has been made to bring the Land described below under the pro visions of the Real Property Acts of
1861 and 1877 .  Any person  desiring  to oppose will require  to lodge,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of the said Acts,
on or  be fore the day named.
Description and Situation of Land.
Allotment 21 of section 3, town of Ipswich, parish of Chuwar
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 13th December, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for public  information , that the Reverend
CHARLES EDWARD CURTIS, a Minister of the Church of England
Denomination, residing at Clermont, in the Registry District of
Clermont, has been duly registered  as a Minister  of Religion authorised
to celebrate  Marriages  in the colony of Queensland, under the provi-
sions of  "The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY . Registrar -General.
Registrar of Titles ' Office,
Brisbane , 18th December, 1897.N OTICE is hereby given, that Iintend, o  or  after the Fourth day
of January, 1898, in conformity with the provisions of the 95th
section of  the  "Real Property Act  of 1861," to dispense with the
production of duplicate Bill of Mortgage No. 257081, from Alice
Sophie Callanan to Duncan Sinclair ,  over  subdivision 118 of portions
198 and 199, county of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, being the
land described in Certificate of Title No. 74091, Register Book volume
506, folio 81, for the purpose  of all owing a Release to  be endorsed on
the original  Mortgage , and registered in this Office; the said duplicate
having been destroyed in the flood of 1893.
J. O. BOURNE, Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 18th December, 1897.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I intend,  on or after  the Fourth
day of January, 1898, in conformity with the 117th section
of the  "Reat  Property Act of  1861,"  to issue , in the name of
Robert Hastie,  pro visional Certificates  of Title for subdivisions 112
and 113 of  suburban  allotment 18 , and subdivisions  179 and 213 of
suburban  allotments 17 and 18, county of Stanley, parish of Enoggera,
in place of  Certi ficates  of Title Nos. 75890 and 84743, volumes 517
and 567, folios 130 and 233, which have been destroyed by fire.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar  of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 18th December, 1897.
N
OTICE is  he reby given , that I intend , on or after  the Eighth
day of January, 1898, in conformity with the provisions of the
95th  section  of the  "Real Property Act of  1861," to dispense with
the production of duplicate Bill of Mortgage No. 208444, from Eunice
Appleby to Matthew Mellor and William  Henderson , over  portions
113 and 1700, county of March, parish of Noosa, being the land
described  in Deeds  of Grant Nos. 55514 and 73193, Register Book
volumes 505  and 750,  folios  24 and 203, for the purpose  of registering
Transfer  No. 314953, from the  said Eunice  Appleby to the said
Matthew Mellor  and William Henderson; the said duplicate having
been  destroyed by fire.
J. O. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
Name of Applicant.
The Corporation of the Bank of Australasia,
by its Attorney John  Sawers,  of Melbourne,
Victoria
Date within which a  caveat
may be Lodged.
25th January, 1898.
Registrar  of Titles '  Office, Brisbane ,  18th December ,  1897. J. O. BOURNE ,  Registrar of Titles.
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Office of Registrar  of Friendly  Societies,
Brisbane , 13th December, 1897.
"THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.THE Loyal Bouldercombe Lodge isregistered as aBranch of theQueensland  Branch  of the Manchester Unity Independent
Order of Oddfellows' Friendly Society, under  "The Friendly Societies
Act of  1894," this thirteenth day of December, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE,  Registrar  of Friendly  Societies.
Office of Registrar  of Friendly  Societies.
Brisbane , 14th December, 1897.
"THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."NOTICE ishereby given, that General Amendments a d Revisionsof the Rules of the  Brisbane  Associated Friendly Societies'
Medical Institute, Friendly Society, have this day been registered by
me, under  "The Friendly  Societies  Act of  1894."
ROBERT RENDLE ,  Registrar  of Friendly  Societies.
Office of the Pharmacy  Board of Queensland,
Brisbane , 11th  December, 1897.IT is hereby notified , that  LESLIE CHARLES ENRI G HT, of Charle-
ville,  and FRANCIS JOSEPH LENNON,  of Barcaldine ,  having
passed the Examination  required  by 11 The  Pharmacy  Act of  1884,"
have  been registered as Pharmaceutical Chemists in the colony of
Queensland.
By Order of the Board,
E. CHAS. BLAKE, Registrar.
Office of the Pharmacy Board of Queensland,
Brisbane, 11th December, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, that the name of WILLIAM GEORGE JACKSON,
of Brisbane ,  has been restored to the  Register of Pharmaceutical
Chemists of the colony of Queensland.
By Order of the Board,
E. CHAS. BLAKE,  Registrar._
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain WALTON DRAKE, Q.M.D.F., Acting Naval
Commandant, Q.D.F.
Head-Quarters, Naval Brigade,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1897.
No. 246.THE following changes will take effect from date
TOWNSVILLE NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 243, W. Putt, A.B., is dismissed for non-attendance.
No. 296, A. Howie, A.B., is granted six months' leave of absence
from 1st December, 1897.
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Acting Naval  Commandant , Q.D.F.
DIVISION OF CARDWELL.ABSTRACT OF ACCOUNTS of the DIVISION OF CARDWELL for
the Half -year ended 30th June, 1897.
RECEIPTS .  £  8. d.  .2  8. d.
To Government Endowment-
Subdivision  No. 1... ... ... ... ... ... 24 12 7
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... .. ... ... ... 51 5 3
Subdivision  No. 3... ... ... ... ... ... 55 3 2
General Rates-
Subdivision No. 1... ... ... ... ... ... 13 2. 3
Subdivision  No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... 16 3 7
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... ... ... 19 1 3
Ferry Fares  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 15 0
Defaulters' Allotments  (by Rents ) . ... ... ...  2 2 0
Exchange  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 2 0
Hall Rent ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 18 0
Mis cellaneous Re ce ipts  ... ... ... ... ...  1 0 6
Balance ...  ... ... ... ... ... ... 426 8 11
to
„
EXPENDITURE.
By Balan ce brought forward  ... ... .
„ Meatworks  Road ... ...
Roads Subdivision  No. 1 .. ... .
„ Tully  i .oad,  Subdivision No. 3
Bank Interest ... ...
Petty Cash  ... ... ... ... .
Valley Road  .. ... ... .
„ Herbert Vale Road  ... ... ... .
Ferry Boats  ... ... ... . ••. .
Salaries
Tu lly Road ,  Subdivision No. 1
Stationery ,  Printing , &c. ... ...
Exchange ... .•.
„ General Expenses  ... ... ...
„ Lower Ingham Road ... ...
Upper Ingham Road ... ...
Upper Tully Road  ... ... ...
£614 14 6
287 6 2
28 14 0
1 10 0
57 14 3
17 0 4
60021  0 0
1 16 7
6 0 0
66 5 0
39 0 0
7 2 0
0 4 6
33 8 3
15 0 0
3 13 5
23 0 0
£614 14 6
J. C. HUBINGER, Chairman.
P. J. HULL, Divisional Clerk.
We, the  undersigned , hereby certify that  we have examined all
Books  of Account and Vouchers kept by the Cardwell Divisional Board,
and that the above Abstract of Accounts  corresponds  therewith.
2778
CHAS. F. CLARKSON, i Auditors.THOS. PAGE, `
23s. 6d.
[18TH DECEMBER, 1897.
THE MITCHELL RABBIT BOARD.
NOTICE OF LEVY.
A LL Stockowners in the Rabbit District of Mitchell are hereby
notified that a Levy of one shilling and sixpence for every 20
head of Cattle and Horses, and one shilling and sixpence for every
100 Sheep, was made at a meeting of the Board held at Charleville
on the 25th November, 1897.
Section 16 of the Rabbit Act provides that this levy must be paid
to the Clerk of the Board within two months from the above date.
W. W. HOOD,
Chairman of the Board.
Charleville, 25th November, 1897.
2656 6s. 8d.
LEGAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE YEAR 1898.
I
N pursuance of  " The District Courts Act,  1891," and by
virtue of the provisions of the  same,  I do hereby appoint
the undermentioned days for holding Sittings during the year
1898, of the District Courts assigned to me :-
Criminal  Sittings.
Tuesday, 1st February
Tuesday, 3rd May
Tuesday, 2nd August
Tuesday, 1st November
Monday, 7th February
Friday, 17th June
Friday, 14th October
Tuesday ,  1st March
Tuesday, 12th July
Tuesday, 22nd November
Thursday, 3rd March
Thursday, 14th July
Thursday, 24th November
Monday, 7th March
Monday, 18th July
Tuesday, 15th November
Wednesday, 20th April
Wednesday, 19th October
Friday, 22nd April
Friday, 21st October
Tuesday, 26th April
Tuesday, 25th October
Thursday, 28th April
Thursday, 27th October
Monday, 20th June
Monday, 12th December
Civil Sittings.
ROCKHAMPTON.
Tuesday, 1st February
Tuesday, 3rd May
Tuesday, 2nd August
Tuesday, 1st November
GLADSTONB.
Monday, 7 tb February
Friday, 17th June
Friday, 14th October
MARYBOROUGH.
Tuesday, 1st March
Tuesday, 12th July
Tuesday, 22nd November
BUNDABERG.
Thursday, 3rd March
Thursday, 14th July
Thursday, 24th November
GYMPIE.
Monday , 7th March
Monday, 18th July
Tuesday, 15th November
BARCALDINE.
Wednesday, 20th April
Wednesday, 19th October
LONGFREACH.
Friday, 22nd April
Friday, 21st October
CLERMONT.
Tuesday, 26th April
Tuesday, 25th October
S PRINGI SURE.
Thursday, 28th April
Thursday, 27th October
WINTON.
Monday , 20th June
Monday, 12th  December
BLACKALL.
Saturday, 25th June
Wednesday, 7th December
Monday, 27th June
Monday, 5th December
I
Saturday, 25th June
Wednesday, 7th December
TAMBO.
Monday, 27th June
Monday, 5th December
GRANVILLE  GEORGE MILLER,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1897.
Approved :
A. J. THYNNB,
Judge of District Courts.
Acting Attorney- General.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
REGULA GENERALIS.
As OF FRIDAY, THE S EVENTE ENTH DAY OF DECEMBER ,  A.D. 1897.
T is ordered as  follows:-
EDWARD DWARD GORE JoNES, Esqui re,  Barrister -at-law ,  shall  be a
member of the Barristers' Board for the year 1898, to act with the
ex  officio and elected members of the said Board ,  in place of Charles
Stumm, Esquire, as directed by the Rule as of Wednesday, the eighth
day of December instant.
By the Court=-
(Signed)
„
„
S. W. GRIFFITH, C.J.
POPE A. COOPER, J.
PATRICK REAL, J.
(Signed) WILLM.  BELL,  Registrar.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against George Cormack
Brims, of Marlborough, in the colony of Queensland, labourer,
by the said George Cormack Brims.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said George Cormack Brims be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in form6 pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said George Cormack
Brims , for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court on the Thirtieth day of December, 1897, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said George Cormack Brims shall, on the Twenty-eighth day of
December, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee  in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences , so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirteenth day of December,
1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
LESLIE DAVIDSON, Solicitor,
13s. 6d. Kent street, Maryborough.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against Jacob August
Toggville, of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland,  confectioner,
by the said Jacob August Toggville.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Jacob August Toggville be and lie is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma pauperis,  and that  James  Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the  said  Jacob August Toggville,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court on the Twenty -third day of December, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said Jacob
August Toggville shall, on the Twenty-first day of December, 1897, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every  kind, and of the names  and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirteenth day of
December, 1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
ALFRED DowN, Solicitor for Insolvent,
13s. 37 Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR.. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against Robert  Peter Henry
Haupt, of Maryborough, in the colony of Queensland, labourer,
by the said Robert Peter Henry Haupt.
UPON the hearing  of this Petition this day, it is ordered  that the
said  Robert Peter Henry Haupt  be and he  is hereby  adjudged
insolvent  in  fermi  pauperis ,  and that  James  Boyne  Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it  is further ordered  that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said. Robert Peter Henry
Haupt, for the election  of a Trustee , be held at the Office of the
Registrar  of this Court on the Thirtieth day of December, 1897, at
Eleven o'clock in the  forenoon . And it  is further  ordered that the
said Robert Peter Henry Haupt shall, on the Twenty-eighth day of
December,  at Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this  Estate a
full, true,  and accurate statement , verified  on oath , of his debts and
liabilities  of every kind ,  and of the  names and residences, so far as
known, of his creditors , and of the  causes of  his inability  to meet his
engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirteenth day of
December, 1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy Registrar.
LESLIE  DAVIDSON, Solicitor, Kent street, Maryborough.
Town Agent-J. G. MCGREaoR, Solicitor,  Brisbane.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition ----'not Sidney Fredrick
Heffernan ,  of Barcaldine ,  in t_., o.nuny of Queensland ,  hawker,
by the said Sidney Fredrick Heffernan.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Sidney Fredrick Heffernan be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent ,  and that John  Love  Blood -Smyth, Esqui re ,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Sidney Fredrick Heffernan,
for the election of a Trustee , be held at the Office of the Registrar of
[ 18TH DECEMBER, 1897.
this Court, Supreme Court  Buildings , Rockhampton, on the Twenty-
second day of December, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Sidney Fredrick Heffernan
shall , on the Twenty-first day of December, 1897, at Rockhampton,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate state-
ment, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and
of the names and residences,  so far as known , of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this eighth day of December,
1897.
By the Court,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH, Registrar.
REFS R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Quay  st re et , Rockhampton, Solicitors for the Insolvent.
13s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of John Henry Oberther, of Eidsvold, iz the colony
of Queensland, produce dealer.
TAMES POWERS, of Bundaberg, commission agent, has been
tJ appointed Trustee of t113 property of the Liquidating Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Debtor must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Debtor must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this seventeenth day of December, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS, Deputy  Registrar.
CHAS. POWERS  AND  H. N. THORBURN,
Solicitors, Bundaberg.
Town Agent-J. NICOL RoDINSON, Solicitor, Brisbane.
2819 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CnuBB.
In the Matter of Charles Chester Ernest Burgon, of Charters Towers,
in the colony of Queensland, no occupation, an Insolvent.
TOHN SCOTT MILLER, of Townsville, in the colony of Queens-land, accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the property of
the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent  must  deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this thirtieth day of September, 1897.
J. S. MILLER, Trustee in person.
T. G. FRASER , Registrar.
2803 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of William Ferguson, of Gympie, in the colony of
Queensland, sawmiller, an Insolvent.
0
N the eighth day of December, 1897, a Certificate of Discharge
was granted to William Ferguson, of Gympie, in the colony of
Queensland, sawmiller, who was adjudicated insolvent on the nine.
teenth day of August, 1892.
TozER AND TozER,
Solicitors, George street, Brisbane,
W. A. DOUGLAS,
Deputy  Registrar.
2789 And at  Gympie.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd  pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
(Ma. JUSTICE CooPRR in Chambers.)
78.
In the Matter of Leong Moon; of Townsville, in the colony of
Queensland, labourer, an Insolvent.THE Court has appointed heLast Examination of the Insolvent totake place at Charters Towers, before the Police Magistrate, on
the Fifth day of January, 1898, at Twelve o'clock Noon.
Dated this thirteenth day of December, 1897.
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor for Insolvent, Townsville.
2820  6s. 6d.
In the r.state of ttoctericx Morrison, of Manley street, South
Brisbane, storekeeper, in Liquidation.
T
HE  Creditors of the abovenamed Roderick Morrison who have
not already proved their debts are required, on or before the
Twenty-seventh day of 1)egember, 1897, to send their names and
addresses, and the particulars of their debts or claims, to me, the
undersigned,  George  Cannon, of Brisbane, the Trustee under the
Liquidation, or in default thereof they will be excluded from the
benefit of the final dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this sixteenth day of December, 1897.
2799.
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
6s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James McDowall ,  of Beenleigh ,  farmer ,  an Insolvent,
NOTICE  TO CREDITORS.A FIRST and Final Dividend ,  at the rate of 5d .  in the £, is now
payable at this Office, upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers ,  Brisbane ,  16th December, 1897.
2812 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
1N INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Frederick Berger Hayward, of Ipswich, storekeeper,
an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A THIRD and Final Dividend, at the rate of 7s. 8id. in the £, is
now payable at this Office, upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers, Brisbane, 16th December, 1897.
2813 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Michael Cahill, of Rockhampton, in the colony
of Queensland, draper, trading as " M. Cahill and Company."
A
FIRST and Final Dividend, at the  rate  of 7s.  24d. in  the £, upon
all duly proved and admitted  claims,  has been declared, and is
now payable at my Office, Fitzroy street, Rockhampton.
Dated at Rockhampton this eleventh day of December, 1897.
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
REFS R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
2800 Solicitors, Rockhampton and Brisbane. 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of J. P. MoLeish and Co., Toowoomba ,  storekeepers,
in Liquidation.
A FIRST  and Final Dividend ,  of 4s . 111d.  in the £, and a
Dividend of 20s .  in the  £  on preferential claims ,  has been
declared ,  and is now payable on all  claims duly pro ved and admitted
in the above Estate.
Brisbane ,  14th December, 1897.
TH. UNMACK, Trustee.
Creek and Adelaide streets.
2784 4s. 6d.
In the  Matter of Thomas Lewis Peate, trading as  "The Grange
Tannery Coy.,"  of Brisbane ,  in Liquidation.
A THIRD and Final Dividend,  at the rate of 1s .  21d. in the £,• upon allproved and a mitted claims, has been declared in the
above Estate ,  and is now payable at my  Office.
All promissory  notes or negotiable documents upon which proof
has been made  must be produced when applying  for dividend.
THOS. WELSBY,
London Bank Chambers,
Creek street, Brisbane, 18th December, 1897.
2772
Trustee.
6s.
In the Matter of Alfred Henry Hort, of Mareeba, landed proprietor
an Insolvent.
A FIRST and Final Dividend, of Is. 2d. in the £, is payable in the
above Estate on all claims proved and admitted, on THURS-
DAY, the Ninth day of December, 1897,  at my  Office, Cairns.
2775
W. T. TURNER,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Matter of Armand Ranniger, of Brisbane, in the colony of
Queensland, merchant and importer, in Liquidation.A SECOND and Final Dividend, of 1118d. in the £, has been
declared in the above Estate, and is now payable at the Office
of the undersigned on all claims duly admitted.
G. S. MURPHY, Trustee.
Creek street, Brisbane, 14th December, 1897.
2776 3s. 6d.
In the Matter of Jacob Young, of Ipswich, butcher, in Liquidation.
A THIRD and Final Dividend, of 34d. in the £, on all duly
proved and admitted claims, is now payable at my Office,
Nicholas  street , Ipswich.
ELIAS HARDING,
Trustee.
2786 3s.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Will of John Hugh Harricks, late of Maryborough, in the
colony of Queensland, medical practitioner, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of the Queensland
Trustees , Limited, the Administrator, with the Will annexed,
in the abovenamed  Estate,  from the sixteenth day of September, 1896,
to the twenty-fifth any of August, 1897, has this day been filed in my
Office, duly verified by Peter Arthur Blundell, the manager for the
said  Queensland  Trustees , Limited. All parties  claiming to  be interested
in the said Estate are  at liberty to inspect the said Account, at my Office
in the Supreme Court  House, Brisbane , on or before WEDNESDAY,
the Nineteenth day of January,  1898 ,  next , and, if they think fit, to
object thereto.  Notice is also given , that whether any objection  is taken
to the said Account  or not  I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to
examine and  inquire into the said Account. Notice is further given,
that any person who may  desire to  object to the said Account, or any
item or items  therein, or to the allowance to the  Administrator of a
commission  thereon, must before that day file in my Office a memo-
randum to that effect.
Dated this fifteenth day of December, 1897.
2797
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Will of George Stewart, late of Thornhill House, Lasswade,
Midlothian, in Scotland, carpet manufacturer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Administration of the
personal estate of the said George Stewart, with his Will, may be
granted to Robert Cecil Boland, of Rockhampton, in the colony of
Queensland, solicitor, the Attorney _for Eliza Stewart, of Thornhill,
Lasswade, Midlothian, in Scotland, widow, John George Stewart, of
Bonnyrigg, Midlothian aforesaid, carpet manufacturer, William Lyall
Stewart, formerly of Bonnyrigg aforesaid, but now of Thornhill,
Lasswade aforesaid, sometime carpet manufacturer, William John
Stockman, of Leith, in Scotland, merchant, Alexander Murray, of
Glasgow, in Scotland, chartered accountant, and William James
Alexander, of Glasgow aforesaid, writer, the surviving Executors
named in t. e said Will. Any per. on interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry, Rockhampton, at any tiire before the grant is made.
Dated this fourteenth day of December, 1597.
2806
ROBERT GAMBLE BROWN,
Solicitor  for the  said  Robert Cecil  Boland,
Quay  street, Rockhampton.
12s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will and Codicil of Henry Barnes, late of Dyraaba, near
Casino, in the colony of New South Wales, grazier, deceased.
N O TICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Ancillary Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Henry Barnes, deceased, may be granted to
Grace Isabella Barnes, of Dyraaba aforesaid, widow, Charles Augustus
Bruxner, of °andilands, in the said colony of New South Wales,
grazier, Henry Spark Barnes, and Walter Clarence Barnes, both of
Dyraaba aforesaid , graziers , the Executrix and three of the Executors
named in the F aid Will and Codicil, reserving leave for B enry Flesher
Smith, of Kyogle, in the said colony of New South Wales, the other
Executor named therein, to come in and prove at any time hereafter.
Any person interested who desires to object to the application, or to
be heard upon it, may file a  caveat in the Registry at any time before
the grant  is made.
Dated this seventeenth day of December, 1897.
2808
BERNAYS AND OSBORNE,
Solicitors for the said Executrix and Executors,
150 Queen street, Brisbane.
12s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Will of Edmund Dimmock, late of Mackay, in the  colony  of
Queensland ,  merchant ,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that,  after  the expiration of fourteen
days  from the date  of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Edmund Dimmock, deceased, may be granted to Sarah
Ellen Dimmock, of Mackay, in the colony of Queensland, widow, the
sole Executrix named in the said Will. Any person interested who
desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a
caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this eleventh day of Drecember, A.D. 1897.
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
Solicitor for the said Sarah Ellen Dimmock,
Sydney street, Mackay.
By his Town Agents-ROBERTS, LEU, AND BARNETT,
2821 Solicitors, &c., Denham street, Townsville.  8s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Frederick Georgs Coe, late of Oxley, near Brisbane,
in the colony of Queensland, civil servant, deceased.
N
is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
jv days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Frederick George Coe, deceased, may be granted to Dora
Grey Coe, of Brisbane aforesaid, the sole Executrix named in the said
Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the application,
or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time
before the grant is made.
Dated this eighteenth day of December, 1897.
2807
JOHN REID GAIR,
Solicitor for the said Dora  Grey  Coe,
Queen street, Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the  Will of August  Tegge ,  late of Goombungee ,  near Toowoomba,
in the colony of Queensland ,  farmer ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the date of the publication hereof ,  application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the  Will of the
abovenamed August Tegge ,  deceased ,  may be granted  to Ottilie
Pauline Tegge and Friedrich Tegge ,  both of Goombungee aforesaid,
the sole Executrix and Executor named in the  said Will. Any
person interested who desires to object to the application ,  or to be
heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before
the grant is made.
Dated at Brisbane this seventeenth day of December, 1897.
2811
CROUCH AND DARVALL,
Solicitors for Executrix and Executor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Henry Rawlings, late of Ipswich, in the colony of
Queensland, Congregational  minister , deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed  Henry Rawlings, late of Ipswich, in the colony of
Queensland , Congregational  minister, deceased , may be granted to
Emma Eliza Rawlings, of Ipswich aforesaid, widow, the sole Executrix
named in  the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this fifteenth day of December, A.D. 1897.
JAMES ERNEST WALKER,
Brisbane  street, Ipswich,
Solicitor for the said Executrix.
Town A gent-
J. G. MCGREGOR, Brisbane.
2814 9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Edwin Ethelred Galvin, late of Rosebrook, in the
colony of Queensland,  station manager , deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Edwin Ethelred Galvin, deceased, may be granted to
Fanny Hope Galvin, of Winton, in the said colony, widow, the sole
Executrix named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires
to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat
in the  Registry at any time before the  grant is made.
Dated this sixth day of December, A.D. 1897.
ALEXR. SMITH,
Solicitor for the said Fanny Hope Galvin,
Winton.
By his Town Agents--
MORRIS AND FLETCHER, Solicitors,
2815 George street, Brisbane. 9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Sir Thomas Elder, late of Birksgate, Glen Osmond, near
Adelaide, in the colony of South Australia, knight, G.C.M.G.,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the date of the publication hereof, application will be made
to this  Honourable Court that Ancillary Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Sir Thomas Elder, deceased, may be granted to Robert
Barr Smith, of Currie street, Adelaide, in the colony of South
Australia,  gentleman , and Alexander Martin, of Currie street, Adelaide
aforesaid , two of the Executors named in the said Will ; George
Boothby, the third Executor named in his said Will, having pre-
deceased the testator. Any person interested who desires to object to
the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry
at any time before the grant  is made.
Dated this eighteenth day of December, 1897.
FLOWER, DRURY, AND HART,
Solicitors for the said Robert  Barr  Smith and Alexander Martin,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
2817 10s. 6d.
18TH DEOEMBER,  1897.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will and Codicils of James Fitzpatrick, late of Lewisham,
near Sydney, in the colony of New South  Wales, gentleman,
deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
lv from the date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to this Honourable Court that Ancillary Probate of the Will
and Codicils of the abovenamed James Fitzpatrick, deceased, may be
granted to Francis Timoney, of Newtown,  near  Sydney, in the said
colony, clerk in holy orders, John Fitzpatrick,  of Balmain, near
Sydney, in the said colony, clerk in holy orders, and Patrick James
Fitzpatrick, of Lewisham, near Sydney, in the said colony,  gentleman,
the Executors named in the said Will and Codicils. Any person
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon
it, may file  a caveat in  the Registry at any time before the grant is
made.
Dated at Brisbane this sixteenth day of December, A.D. 1897.
THYNNE AND MACARTNEY,
Australian Mutual Provident Chambers, Edward street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Francis Timoney, John Fitzpatrick, and
Patrick James Fitzpatrick.
2818 10s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Lands and Goods of Charles Joseph McCormick (otherwise
Charles Joseph McCormack), late of Gympie, in the colony of
Queensland, journalist, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the  real  and personal
estate of the abovenamed Charles Joseph McCormick, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Edith McCormick, of Gympie
aforesaid , widow of the said deceased.
Dated this ninth day of December, A.D. 1897.
2798
TOZER AND TOZER,
Solicitors for the said Edith McCormick,
Mary street, Gympie,
And at Brisbane Chambers, George street, Brisbane.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Thomas  Sanderson , late of Charters Towers,
in the colony of Queensland, builder and contractor , deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen daysfrom the date of the publication hereof,.application will be made
to this Honourable Court that Administration of the real  and personal
estate of the abovenamed Thomas Sanderson, deceased, who died
intestate , may be granted to William Lennon, of Townsville, in the
said  colony,  merchant , a creditor of the said deceased.
Dated this tenth day of December, 1897.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors  for the said William Lennon,
Gill street, Charters Towers.
Agent-A.  M. BEAUMONT,
Supreme Court Buildings, Townsville.
2790
11
8s.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
In the Will of Sarah Lanham, late of Woolloongabba, in the colony
of Queensland, widow, deceased.
T OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
IN days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Sarah Lanham, deceased, may be granted to the Union
Trustee Company of Australia, Limited, of Brisbane, in the said colony,
the sole Executor named in the said Will. Any person interested
who desires to object to the application, or to be heard upon it, may
file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this fourteenth day of December, 1897.
2791
ALFRED DOWN,
Solicitor for the said Union Trustee Company
of Australia, Limited,
37 Queen street, Brisbane.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
In the Will of Thomas Crowe,  late of Baynes  street, Highgate Bill,
South Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, van proprietor,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Thomas Crowe, deceased, may be granted to James
Carroll, of Brisbane, produce merchant, and Gerald Dunne, of
Brisbane, Custom House officer, the Executors named in the said
Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the application,
or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time
before the grant is made.
Dated this seventeenth day of December, A.D. 1897.
JAMES PETRIE,
Solicitor for the said James Carroll and Gerald Dunne,
2805
26 Queen street, Brisbane.
8s. 6d.
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In the Supreme  Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
In the Will of Hugh Fulton, late of Yeppoon, near Rockhampton,
in the colony of Queensland, lately licensed victualler,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
he made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Hugh Fulton, deceased, may be granted to Hugh
Alexander Fulton, of Yeppoon aforesaid,  stockman , the sole Executor
named in the said Will. Any person interested who desires to object
to the application, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the
Registry at Rockhampton, at any time before the  grant is made.
Dated this fourteenth day of December, 1897.
2822
LOUIS E. HOBLER,
Solicitor for the Executor,
Fitzroy Chambers,  Denham street,
Rockhampton.
8s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be MARGARET I WIN, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the  "Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Margaret Irwin, late of Maryborough, in the colony of
Queensland, widow, deceased, who died at Maryborouah aforesaid on
the twenty-fourth day of December, 1893, and Probate of whose Will
was granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland on the twelfth day
of March, 1896, to Sarah Blue, of Maryborough aforesaid, widow,
the Executrix therein named, are hereby required to send in
particulars of their debts or claims to the said Executrix, at the
Office of Thomas Morton, her solicitor, on or before SATURDAY,
the Twenty-second day of January, 1898. And notice is also hereby
given, that after that day the said Executrix will proceed to distribute
the assets of the said deceased amongst the persona entitled thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which she shall have had notice,
and that she will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so
distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim she shall not have
had notice.
Dated this eighth day of December, 1897.
T. MORTON,
Solicitor for the said Sarah Blue,
Wharf street, Maryborough
2792 12s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be PETER IIENDRRSON, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Peter Henderson ,  late of West End, South Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland ,  master mariner ,  deceased ,  who died at West
End, South Brisbane aforesaid ,  on the thirty -first day of January,
1896 ,  and Probate of whose Will was granted by the Supreme Court
of Queensland ,  on the twenty -third day of September ,  1896, to Mary
ti enderson ,  of West End ,  South Brisbane aforesaid ,  the lawlul widow
of the said Testator ,  are hereby required to send in particulars of their
debts or claims to the said Executrix ,  at the Office of J. Nicol
Robinson ,  her solicitor ,  on or .before  SATUBDAY,  the Fifteenth day
of January,  1898 . And notice  is also  hereby given, that after that
day the said Executrix wi ll  proceed to distribute the assets of the
said Testator amongst the persons entitled thereto, having regard only
to the claims of which she shall have had notice ,  and that she will
not be liable ,  for the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any
person of whose debt or claim she shall not have had notice.
Dated the fourteenth day of December, 1897.
2793
J. NICOL ROBINSON,
Solicitor for the said Mary Henderson,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
13s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Ile  ALFRED HARRIS,  deceased, intestate.
P
URSUANT  to the  "Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867 ,"  notice is hereby given ,  that all persons having any claim
or demand upon or against the Estate of Alfred Harris ,  late of Rock-
hampton, in the colony of Queensland ,  milkman, deceased, intestate,
who died on the third day of June ,  1897, at Rockhampton aforesaid,
Administration of whose personal estate was, on the seventh day of
December ,  1897, granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rock-
hampton ,  to Denis Egan ,  of Rockhampton aforesaid ,  merchant, are
hereby required to send in ,  in writing ,  particulars of their claims and
demands to the said Denis Egan, addressed to the Office of Messieurs
J. F. FitzGerald and Walsh ,  his solicitors ,  on or before  MONDAY,
the Sixteenth day of January ,  1898 .  And notice is also hereby given,
that after that day the said Denis Egan will proceed to distribute the
estate of the said deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which be shall then have had
notice, and that he will not be liable ,  for the assets or any part
thereof so distributed ,  to any person of whose claim or demand he
shall not then have had notice.
Dated this thirteenth day of December, 1897.
2816
J. F. FITZGERALD AND WALSH,
East street, Rockhampton,
Solicitors for the said Denis Egan.
13s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re  WILLIAM SLAWSON, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the  "Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons having any claims
or demands upon or against the Estate of William Slawson (other-
wise known as William James Slawson), late of Brisbane, in the
colony of Queensland, restaurant proprietor, deceased, who died on or
about the ninth day of September, 1897, on board the sailing boat
" Zenobia," in Moreton Bay, intestate, and of whose estate and
effects Letters of Administration were, on the twenty-fifth day of
November, 1897, granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to
Emily Slawson, of Queen street, Brisbane aforesaid, widow of the said
deceased, are hereby required to send in particulars of their debts or
claims  to the undersigned ,  the Solicitor for the said Administratrix,
on or before the Twenty-ninth day of January, 1898. And notice is
al=o hereby given, that after the expiration of the time so appointed
as aforesaid the said Administratrix will proceed to distribute the
assets of the said deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto, having
regard only to the claims of which she shall then have had notice,
and that she will not be liable, for the assets c r any part thereof so
distributed, to any I erson of whose debt or claim she shall not then
have had notice.
Dated this fourteenth day of December, A.D. 1897.
2795
GRAHAME I. DICKSON,
Solicitor for Administratrix,
219 Queen street,
Brisbane.
13s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re FREDERICK SLAWSOY, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the  " Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons having any
claims or demands upon or against the Estate of Frederick Slawson,
late of Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, boatbuilder, who died
on or about the eighth day of September, 1897, on board the sailing
boat " Zenobia," in Moreton Bay, intestate, and of whose estate and
effects Letters rf Administration were, on the twenty-fifth day of
November, 1897, granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to
David Slawson, of Queen street, Brisbane aforesaid, father of the said
deceased, are hereby required to send in particulars of their debts or
claims to the undersigned, the solicitor for the said Administrator,
on or before the Twenty-ninth day of January, 1898. And notice is
also hereby given, that after the expirati.cn of the time so appointed
as aforesaid the said Administrator will proceed to distribute the
assets  of the said deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto, having
regard only to the claims of which he shall have had notice, and
that he will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so
distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim he shall not then
have had notice.
Dated this fifteenth day of December, A D. 1897.
2796
GRAHAME I. DICKSON,
Solicitor for Administrator,
219 Queen  street,
Brisbane.
13s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be RICHARD BINGHAM SHERIDAN ,  deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the  " Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons having any claims
or demands upon or against the Estate of Richard Bingham Sheridan,
late of Manly, in the colony of New South Wales, gentleman, deceased,
who died on the eighth day of June, 1897, Ancillary Probate of whose
Will and Codicil was, on the sixteenth day of November, 1897,
granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to Richard Numa
Sheridan, the surviving Executor and Trustee named therein, are
hereby required to send in particulars of their debts or claims to the
said Richard Numa Sheridan, at the Office of the undersigned, his
solicitor, on or before MONDAY, the Seventeenth day of January next.
And notice  is also  hereby given, that after that day the said Richard
Numa Sheridan will proceed to distribute the assets of the said
deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to
the claims of which he shall then have had notice, and he will not be
liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distributed ,  to any person
of whose  debt or  claim  he shall not then have had notice.
Dated this seventeenth day of December, 1897.
THOMAS BUNTON,
Solicitor for the said Richard Numa Sheridan,
2809
Queensland Deposit Bank Chambers,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
13s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  ELLEN MARY  WHITEWAY COWARD, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the  " Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867,"  notice is  hereby given,  that all persons having any claims
or demands  upon  or against  the Estate of Ellen Mary ,  Whiteway
Coward, late of Germanton, in the colcny of New South Wales,
spinster , deceased, who died on the thirtieth day of January, 1897,
intestate ,  and of  whose estate  and effects Letters of Administration
were, on the fifteenth day of December, 1897, granted by the Supreme
Court of  Queensland  to Isabel Mary Young ,  of Cunnamulla ,  iu the
colony of Queensland ,  spinster , as Administratrix thereof, are hereby
required to send in  particulars  of their debts  or claims to  the said
Administratrix, at the Office of the undersigned, her solicitor, on or
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before MONDAY, the Seventeenth day of January next. And notice
is also hereby given, that after that day the said Admiriistratrix will
proceed to distribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the
parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which she
shall then have had notice, and she will not be liable, for the assets or
any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt  or claim
she shall not then have had notice.
Dated this seventeenth day of December, 1897.
2810
. THOMAS BUNTON,
Solicitor for the said Isabel Mary Young,
Queensland Deposit Bank Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
13s.
To CHRISTINA Ross, of Eidsvold, in the colony of Queensland, and
Other Persons interested.
W
HEREAS the said Christina  Ross  did, on the twenty-eighth
day of September, 1894, execute a Memorandum of Mortgage,
under  " The Gold Fields H omestead  Leases Act of  1886," to William
Woolley, of Eidsvold, over Gold Fields Homestead Lease No. 64, to
secure the repayment of twenty pounds, together with interest at the
rate  of ten pounds per centum per annum, in the manner therein
stated, which Memorandum of Mortgage is registered No. 1150, in the
Office for the Warden of the Eidavold Gold Field : I do now hereby
demand and require  from  you immediate payment of the said sum of
twenty pounds, together with interest as before stated, now due and
owing in respect of the said Memorandum of Mortgage, and in default
of payment  as aforesaid  hereby notify you that I shall cause pro-
ceedings to be taken to sell the said Lease, No. 64, by Public Auction,
at W. Cumming's Auction Mart, at Eidavold, on the Fifth day of
January, 1898, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon, in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Gold Fields Homestead Leases Act of  1886,"
agreeably with the power in that behalf given to me by the said
Memorandum  of Mortgage , and further that I shall charge you
inte re st  and expenses on the  said  sum of  twenty  pounds, or such
portion thereof as shall remain unpaid due and owing from this date.
WILLIAM WOOLLEY (by his Attorney, J. T. Amos),
Mortgagee.
Witness my hand, at Eidsvold, this twenty-fifth day of November,
1897.
GEo. G. ORR, J.P.
, 2 7 70  13s. 6d.
To CHABLES  JOSEPH BARBELER , of Eidsvold, in the colony of
Queensland, and Other Persons interested.W the said Charles Joseph Barbeler did, on -the twelfthv Y day of March, 1896, execute a Memorandum of Mortgage,
under  "  The Gold Fields  Homestead  Leases Act of  1886," to William
Woolley, of Eidavold, over Gold Fields Homestead Lease No. 18, to
secure  the repayment of twenty-eight pounds, together with interest
at the rate of eight pounds per centum per annum, in the manner
therein stated ,  which Memorandum of Mortgage is registe red No. 2216,
in the Office for the Warden of the Eidavold Gold Field : I do now
hereby demand and require from you immediate payment of the said
sum of twenty-eight pounds, together with interest as before stated,
now due and owing in respect of the said Memorandum of Mortgage,
and in default of payment as aforesaid hereby notify you that I shall
cause proceedings to be taken to sell the said Lease, No. 18, by Public
Auction, at W. Cumming's Auction Mart, at Eidavold, on the Fifth
day of January, 1898, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon, in accordance
with the provisions of  "The Gold Fields Homestead Leases Act of
1886," agreeably with the power in that behalf given to me by the
said Memorandum of Mortgage, and further that I shall charge you
interest and expenses  on the  said sum  of twenty-eight pounds, or such
portion the reof as shall remain unpaid due and owing from this date.
WILLIAM WOOLLEY (by his Attorney, J. T. Amos),
Mortgagee.
Witness my hand, at Eidavold, this twenty-fifth day of November,
1897.
. Gzo. G .  ORB, J.P.
2771 13s. 6d.
LICENSED GATE NOTICE.
IT is my intention to apply at  the next meeting  of the Caboolture
Divisional Board for permission to Erect a Licensed Gate
between portions 66 and 67, parish of Kilcoy, the said Gate to be
erected according to the Act, or with such improvements as the Board
may require.
SAMUEL WATSON.
2768 3s. 6d.
I HEREBY give notice that I intend to apply to the Dalrymple
Divisional Board for permission to Erect on Lolworth Run Two
Licensed Gates, and One Eight-feet Licensed Gate on the boundary
between Lolworth and Cargoon, on the road between Pentland and
Georgetown, about forty-five and a-half, forty-six, and fifty miles from
Pentland; such  gates  to consist of three wooden bars, leaving a clear
space of sixteen  feet when open.
1st December, 1897. WILLIAM BLACK, Manager.
2774 4s.
LICENSED GATE NOTICE.
I DELIA COWAN, hereby give notice that I intend to apply to
the Barolin Divisional Board for permission to Erect Licensed
Gates across Rubyanna and Oakwood streets, situated on the Bourbon
Estate ; gates to be of hardwood, sixteen feet wide.
2767 2s. 6d.
WARDEN'S COURT,  EIDSVOLD.
DENIs BYROM  to  WILLIAM WOOLLEY.
Registered Lien No.  4065.
UNLESS amount  due on above Lien be paid by Noon of 15th
January, 1898 ,  the property known as One-twelfth Share in
G.M. Lease No .  46, secured thereby ,  will be sold at the Eidsvold
Auction Mart at that hour.
Dated at Eidsvold this thirteenth day of December, 1897.
2801
J. T. AMOS, Attorney for the Lienee.
4s. 6d.
G OVERNMENT  GAZETTE.
SUBSCRIPTION AND ADVERTISING  RATES :-
s. d.
Quarterly Subscription ... ... ... ... ... 10 0
(Postage  nil,  if subscription begins from date of receipt
of order; on back numbers, 3d. per week.)
Single copy, current year, 6d.; previous years, Is.; large-sized
at proportionally increased price. Postage, Id. additional.
ADVERTISING} RATES.
A uniform charge of 6d. a line for all advertisements.
Table matter charged 50 per cent .  extra on first insertion only
and a  proportional extra charge for  very  small-sized type.
HANSARD.  a. d.
Subscription for Session ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 0
Orders must be accompanied by postage stamps (not exceeding
5s.), money order, postal note, or cash, sufficient to cover cost.
Private  cheques will not be accepted.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship or rail if so desired,
the freight to be payable by  consignee.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane  27th December, 1893.THE following Botanical Works, by F. Manson Bailey, F L.S.,Colonial Botanist, may be obtained at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane:-
1. The Synopsis of the Queensland Flora; 900 pp., demy 8vo,
half-bound. Price, 21s.;  posted, 22s.
2. First Supplement to ditto, in boards; 100 pp. and 4 plates.
Price, 3s.; posted, 3s. 2d.
3. Second Supplement to ditto, in boards; 153 pp. Price, 3s.;
posted, 3s. 3d.
4. Third Supplement to ditto, in boards; 135 pp. and 21 plates.
Price, 3s.  6d.; posted, 38. 9d.
5. Catalogue of the Indigenous and Naturalised Plants of
Queensland ,  with Index of vernacular names and their
botanical equivalents. Price, in cloth, Is. 3d.; posted, Is. 5d.
In paper, Is.; posted, Is. 2d.
6. Plants Poisonous and Injurious to Sick. (Bailey and Gordon.)
Containing a brief description, with plates, of Queensland
plants suspected of having a poisonous effect upon stock.
Price, 4s.; posted, 4s. 5d.
7. Lithograms of the Queens. xi d Ferns, in one volume, containing
191 plates, illustrating 223 kinds, with index giving botanical
and common name. Price, 2s. 6d.; posted, 6d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1893.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office, William street,
Brisbane :-"Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating to
Local Government outside the Boundaries of Municipalities," with an
Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L. Woolcock, B.A. Demy
octavo, 400 pages. Linen bound, 5s. 6d.; paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Australian Colonies, 9d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
ON SALE, the "Act and Rules relating to the District Court, with
an Introduction, Notes, and Index," by John L. Woolcock, B.A.,
and George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law.
Price, 7s. 6d. full cloth; postage, 6d. extra.
Half-bound and interleaved, 10s.  6d.;  postage, 8d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
OW PUBLISHED, A Digest of the Statutory Criminal Law in
N force in Queensland on the first day of January, 1896 (which it
is within the competence of the Parliament of Queensland to repeal or
amend), with a Table of the Statutes, prepared by the Hon. Sir
Samuel Walker Griffith,  G.C.M.G.,  Chief Justice of Queensland.
In 8vo royal. Bound in cloth, 15s. Posted, 15s. 7d. Government
Printing Office, Brisbane.
« r]1HE Justices Act of  1886 " and  " The Offenders Probation Act
11 of 1886," with an Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L.
Woolcock, B.A. Price, 3s. 6d. in cloth ; 2s. 6d. in paper. Postage, 6d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
NOW ON SALE.
R EDWATER DISEASE in Cattle in the Gulf Country, byC. J.Pound, F.R.M.S., Director Stock Institute , Brisbane , Is.; posted,
is. 1d. Government Printing Office,  Brisbane.
No. 150. VOL. LXVIII.] 1433
« HE Stamp Act of  1894," and Regulations thereunder, with a
TManual on the provisions of the Act. Price, 2s.; posted, 2s. 2d.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office, the Pacific Island
Labourers Acts and Regulations in Pamphlet form, containing
Imperial and Colonial Acts, and Regulations thereunder. Price,
Is.  6d.;  posted, Is. 7d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
JUST PUBLISHED.THE LAW OP FRIENDLY SOCIETIES IN QUEENSLAND, being aCompendium of the existing Act and Regulations in force, with
a comprehensive Introduction, and Notes of English and Colonial
Cases decided up to May, 1896. By John L. Woolcock, B.A., and
George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law, Authors of "Act and Rules
relating to the District Court." Holland binding. Price 5s.; postage,
4d. extra.
July, 1896. EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
THE Government Printer acknowledges the receipt of the followingamounts, from the 11th to 17th December, 1897 :-
H. Lloyd, 8s. 6d.; W. H. Sparks, 4s. 6d.; F. J. Henrick, 8s.;
C. T. Turner, 6s.  6d.; W. K. Peberdy, 3s.  6d.; G. H. Miller,  5s.;
J. R. Mann, 4s. 6d.; T. P. Hallam, Is.; W. Cumming, 17s.; W.
Tatham, 7s.; J. Consandine, 3s.; C. Egan, 4s.; P. R. Beresford, 11s.;
S. G. Stephens, £1 4s.; W. Black, 3s.; E. P. Potter, is. 2d.; E. A.
Milford, 3s. 6d.; C. S. Smith, 3s. 6d.; A F. Walker, 3s. 6d.; T. Knox,
8s. 4d.; G. J. Young and Co, 3s.; Cardwell Divisional Board, £1 4s.;
M. Condon, 5s.; E. Harding, 3s. 1d.; E. W. Quirk, Is. 6d.; D.
O'Keefe,  21; W. Brown, 3s.; W. Munro and Co., £4 5s. 5d.; S. B.
Wright, £1 8s.; L. E. Hobler, 9s.; F. Cory, 8s.; E. J. Forrest, 5s.;
W. Cumming, 6s.; F. Hopwood, 3s.; J. S. Miller, 7s. 6d.; Gregory
North Rabbit Board,  6d.; E. Harding, 7d.; S. G. Stephens, 1s. 3d.
IMPO UNDINGS.
POUNDSEEPERS are reminded that Advertisements of
Impounded  Stock will be charged  for at the  uniform rate
of SIXPENCE  PER LINE ;  and no such Advertisement will be
inserted  i n the  Gazette  unless accompanied by a remittance
(Money Orders ,  Postal Notes ,  Postage Stamps ,  or Cash)
sufficient to cover the  cost of  insertion.
Postage Stamps will be received only when amount  is 5s.
or less.
When describing brands a distinction should be made
between  REGISTERED  and other brands ,  by placing the words
REGISTERED BRAND  after the description .  Brands type will
be used for  such descriptions, but where these words do not
appear ordinary type only will be used.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, on the 30th November, 1897.
One bay horse, like J and indistinct brands near shoulder, star.
One bay colt, blaze on face, hind feet white, no visible brand.
One black mare, E4 and G sideways near shoulder, blaze on face,
white spots near hind fetlock, 306 near neck.
One brown or black filly, like K or R and 7R near shoulder, 125 near
neck, star.
One creamy mare, ML over W and indistinct brand over W near
shoulder, star and snip.
One black horse, blotch over 33 over A and m 7 near shoulder,
indistinct brand 2Z over UOK near thigh, P5Q or P3Q off
shoulder.
One iron-grey filly, Hill over 41 or 46 near shoulder.
One bay horse, entire, no visible brand, star and snip.
If not released on or before the 31st December, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
H. LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
2780 8s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah, from the Thargomindah Common,
on the 2nd December, 1897, by order of the Bulloo Divisional
Board. Damages, 2s. 6d.
One bay mare, black points, T9P near shoulder, 60 and a faint
illegible brand off shoulder.
One roan gelding, crooked near fore leg, 1 Y;E! off shoulder.
One bay mare, black points, 1 Yc-I near shoulder, 86 near neck; foal
at foot.
One brown mare, small star, unbranded.
One chestnut filly, white face, hind feet white, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 31st December, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
C. T. TURNER, Poundkeeper.
2781 6s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, on the 3rd December, 1897.
One red and white heifer ,  like  GCO over P (writing letters )  off ribs.
One roan and white cow, WOE off rump.
If not released on or before the 21st December ,  1897 ,  will be sold
to defray expenses.
One bay mare , 3W N near shoulder.
If not released on or before the  24th December,  1897 , will be
sold to defray  expenses.
2779
W. H. SPARKS, Poundkeeper.
4s. 6d.
[18TH DECEMBER, 1$97
IMPOUNDED at Eulo, from Humeburn Station , on the 6th
December, 1897, by order of R. Briety,  Esquire.  Driving, 33s.
One red and  white steer , like E3G near ribs,  near ear marked.
One red cow, bald face, C 01 over 2 near thigh , near  ear marked.
One strawberry cow, C nl near rump,  4 near  cheek, near  ear marked.
One red and white bullock, C 01 near rump , 5 near  cheek,  near ear
marked.
One yellow and white bullock, C 01 near rump, 5  near  cheek, near
eat- marked.
One roan cow, C 01 over like 2 near rump,  near  ear marked ; calf at
foot.
One white  cow,  re d ears , C Q1 near rump, 5 near cheek,  near ear
marked.
One red bullock, bald face, C 01 near rump, 4 near cheek,  near ear
marked.
One white bullock, like T7K  over 2 near ribs, near  ear marked.
One strawberry bullock, like 2S C' over  3 near ribs ,  near  ear marked.
One roan bullock, like 28 C over 3  near ribs ,  near ear marked.
One white bullock, UC9 off ribs, both ears marked.
One roan bullock, LR3 near ribs,  off ear  marked.
If not released on or  before the 4th January,  1898, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
P. R. BERESFORD, Poundkeeper.
2782 11s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Longreach, from Strathdarr, on the 4th December,1897. Driving, 4s.
One light-chestnut mare, B d3 over 2 near shoulder, stripe.
One bay colt, like 5UU near shoulder, 5K 9 off shoulder, hind feet
white.
One bay mare, - near thigh, indistinct brand off shoulder, star and
snip.
One bay gelding, T over LM over 1 near shoulder, indistinct brands
near thigh and off shoulder, star.
One bay gelding, like 8L  d  off shoulder, 40X over LWO near thigh,
25 near neck.
One roan gelding, 78B near shoulder, H6 w off shoulder.
One bay mare, like J8 C near shoulder, 5K W off thigh.
One chestnut gelding, like VQ2 near shoulder, U4B over MIX off
shoulder, star.
If not released  on or  before the 31st December, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
FRANCIS CORY, Acting Poundkeeper.
2823 9s.
IM POUNDED at Jundah, from Welford Downs, o  the25th Novem-
ber, 1897, by order of A. G. Pegler, Esquire. Driving, 5s. lOd.
One chestnut gelding, E over  2 near  shoulder, 6R3 near thigh, E over
1KZ off shoulder,  small star , saddle-marked.
One black  gelding , TYO over 105 near shoulder, 5FC off shoulder, off
hind foot white.
One grey mare, T P3 near shoulder, 5FC near thigh.
One bay mare, draught, T Q3 near shoulder, 5FC near thigh.
One bay gelding, Q. i3 over 3  near  shoulder,  small star ,  scar  on back.
If not released  on or before the 26th December, 1897,  will be
sold to  defray expenses.
F. J. HENRICK, Poundkeeper.
2783 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Beaudesert, from Bromelton, on the 14th
December, 1897.
One bay gelding, p? B near shoulder, 4HE near thigh.
Also, from Nindocimbah.
One black  gelding , GS9 near shoulder, 090 off shoulder.
One bay pony, 8110 near shoulder, like V5 off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 3rd January, 1898, will be
sold to defray expenses.
C. SELWYN SMITH, Poundkeeper.
2777 4s.
IMPOUNDED at uaringa, fromRookwood Station, on the 8th
December, 1897, by order of John McPherson, Esquire.
One chestnut gelding, white face, off hind leg white, collar-marked,
FL4 over 14  near  shoulder, 5U 0 off shoulder.
One grey gelding, docked tail, collar-marked, FK2 near shoulder, J x7
off shoulder.
If not released on or before 4th January, 1898, will be sold to
defray  expenses.
MICHAEL CONDON, Poundkeeper.
2787 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Gin Gin, from Wenterton, on the 12th December,
1897, by order of D. W. Oakes, Esquire.
One dark-brown horse, white feet, star and snip, DA6 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 21st December, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
2788
A. F. WALKER,  Poundkeeper.
3s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Barcaldine, from the Reserve, by order of the
Barcaldine Divisional Board, on the 29th November, 1897.
One bay gelding, ESL near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 31st December, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses. -
• GEORGE H. MILLER, Poundkceper.
2769 3s.
No. 154. VoL. I xvth.] 1434 [18TH DECEMBER, 189'7.
IMPOUNDED at Chinchilla, from F iryland, on the 6th November,
1897, by order of J. Byrne, Esquire. Damages,  0210s.; driving, 5s.
.One bay stallion,  near  hind foot white, star on forehead, OBU near
shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 23rd December, 1897, will be
sold to defray expenses.
E. W. QUIRK,  Poundkeeper.
2785 3s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Harrisville ,  from enclosed  lands, Normanby, on
the 15th December, 1897, by order of T. B. Stanners, Esquire.
Driving, 6d.
One grey gelding, AL (conjoined)  near  shoulder,  34 near saddle.
If not released on or before  the 31st December, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
2794
W. BROWN,  Poundkeeper.
3s.
IMPOUNDED at Laidley, from Tarampa, on the 14th December,1897.
One red-roan bullock, no visible brand, off ear marked.
One red and white bullock, blotched brand, off and near ears marked.
If not released on or before the 21st December, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
FRANK HOPGOOD, Poundkeeper.
2802 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowong.
One chestnut mare, 086 near shoulder, star and snip, shod.
One bay pony mare, like F5  -1  near shoulder, hind feet white, star,
near ear marked, hog mane, shod.
If not released on or before the 7th January, 1898, will be sold
to defray expenses.
if. MARTIN, Poundkeeper.
2804 3s. 6d.
I MPOUNDED at St. George, from  Boombah, on the 6th December,1897, by order of W. R. Munro, Esquire. Driving, Is.
One yellow-bay gelding,  star, collar and saddle marked, 7 over 9AY
near shoulder,  1 near  neck, TF9 off shoulder, fore feet white.
If not released on or before the 18th January, 1898, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
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VOL. LXVIII.] SATURDAY,  18TH DECEMBER ,  1897. [No. 151.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned applica-tions for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate
(on Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four
calendar months from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee
of ten shillings is payable with such notice.
Application No. 4980.-EDMUND PAUL DIGNAN, of Wil-
mington, in the province of South Australia, machinist.
"Improvements in Grain-stripping Machines."  Dated 18th
September, A.D. 1897. (Specification, 26s.; drawings, 20s.)
Application No. 4124.-JOHN MEIaas EWEN, of No. 1129
The Rookery, Chicago, county of Cook and state of Illinois,
United States of America, mechanical engineer (Assignee of
William Herman Winslow).  " Methods of Mounting Paving
Tiles and Vault Lights."  Dated 13th October, A.D. 1897.
'(Specification, 6s. 6d.; drawings, 5s. 6d.)
Application No. 4126.-JOHN MEIGGS EWEN, of No. 1129
The Rookery, Chicago, county of Cook and state of Illinois,
United States of America, mechanical engineer (Assignee of
Olin Hanson Basquin and William Herman Winslow).  "Pris-
matic  Window Plates for Increasing the Illumination of Apart-
ments. "  Dated 13th October, A.D. 1897. (Specification, lOs. ;
drawings, 15s.)
Application No. 4127.-JOHN MEIaas EWEN, of No. 1129
The Rookery, Chicago, county of Cook and state of Illinois,
United States of America, mechanical engineer (Assignee of
William Herman Winslow).  "Mechanical and Electro-glazinq
Methods of Mounting of Framing Prism Liqhts and Tiles."
Dated 13th October, A.D. 1897. (Specification, 6s. 6d. ; drawings,
10s.)
Application No. 4128.-JOHN MEIGGS EWEN, of No. 1129
The Rookery, Chicago, county of Cook and state of Illinois,
United States of America, mechanical engineer (Assignee of
Olin Hanson Basquin).  "Prismatic Window Lights and Plates
with Irregular Prisms for Directing the Light as required into
the Apartment."  Dated 13th October, A.D. 1897. (Specifica-
tion,,12s. ; drawings, 15s.)
Application No. 4130.-JOHN MEIGGS EWEN, of No. 1129
The Rookery, Chicago, county of Cook and state of Illinois,
United States of America, mechanical  engineer .  " Combininq
Ornamental and Prism Lights and Plates for Windows."
(Assignee of Henry Foster Belcher.) Dated 13th October, A.D.
1897. (Specification, 8s. 6d. ; drawings, 45s.)
Application No. 4131.- JoHN MEIGGS EWEN, of No. 1129
The Rookery, Chicago, county of Ccok and  state  of Illinois,
United States of America,  mechanical engineer .  "Improvements
in Prisms  for Windows."  Dated 13th October, A.D. 1897.
(Specification, 4s.;  drawings, 40s.)
Application No. 4132.-AUGUSTUS Goss, of 156 Vickery's
Chambers, 82 Pitt  street , Sydney, in the colony of New South
Wales,  engineer .  " Improvements in or relating  to Automatic
Action Pumps ,for Inflating  Pneumatic  Tyres of Cycles and
other Vehicles."  Dated 13th October, A.D. 1897. (Specifica-
tion ,  10s. ; drawings , 17s. 6d.)
Application No. 4134.-JOHN HENRY Hows, of 71 Cathe-
dral Square, Christchurch, Canterbury, in the colony of New
Zealand , cycle engineer.  "Improved Cycle  Driving Mechanism."
Dated 14th October, A.D. 1897. (Speci fication , 4s. 6d.;  drawings,
12s. 6d.)
Application No. 4135.-JOHN  WALTERS, of  Charlotte
street , Brisbane,  plumber .  " An Improved  Pneumatic Venti-
lutor."  Dated 15th October, A.D. 1897. (Specification, 2s. ;
drawings, 5s.)
Application No. 4136.-DAVID  MORGAN, of 153 George
street , Launceston, in the colony  of Tasmania ,  monumental
mason .  " Improvements  in Wheels, principally applicable for
Bicycles  and other  Road Vehicles."  Dated 16th October, A.D.
1897. (Specification, 7s. 6d ;  drawings , 7s. 6d.)
Application No. 4138.-WILLIAM TYREE, of 54 Lambton
Quay, Wellington, photographer, New Zealand.  "An Improved
Acetylene Gas Generator."  Dated 18th October, A.D. 1897.
(Speci fication , 9s.; drawings, lOs.)
Application No 4139.-JOHN  CASSiLIS SEELYE, of 54
Lambton Quay, Wellington, in the colony of New Zealand,
manufacturer .  "An Improved Churn."  Dated 18th October,
A.D. 1897. (Specification, 6s.;  drawings , 7s. 6d.)
Application No. 4140.- GEORGE  WHITWELL  CHALMERS, Of
55 Gamon street, Footscray, in the colony of Victoria,  gasfitter.
" Improvements in or connected  with Incandescent  Gas Burners,
wherein Fr agile Mantles are used ."  Dated 18th October, A.D.
1897. (Specification , 6s.;  drawings , 12s. 6d.)
Application No. 41.143.-TITo Livio  CARBONE, of No. 343
Calle Sarandi, Monte Video,  South America, engineer.  "An
Improvement  in Sheet-metal Boxes."  Dated 21st October, A.D.
1897. (Speci fication ,  3s.  6d.;  drawings , 7s. 6d.)
Application No. 4145.-JAcQUES  ANCEL,  of Paris, 21 rue
Daustancourt ,  engineers .  " Improvements in Ore-sorters."
Dated 22nd October, A.D. 1897. (Specification ,  9s. ; drawings,
20s.)
Application No. 4147.-WILLIAM  JOHN KENNERSON, of
Cobar, in the colony of New South Wales, blacksmith.  "An
Improved Method of Manufacturing Wheels for  Road Traction."
Dated 22nd October, A.D.1897. (Specification ,  5s. 6d .;  drawings,
lOs.)
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY , Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office, Brisbane, 18th December, 1897.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have received the undermentioned applications for the registration of Trade
Marks.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such applications  must leave  particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form  ]), of his or their objections thereto, within two months (or such further  time,  not exceeding six months, as the  Registrar
may allow) of the advertisement of the applications in the  Queensland  Government Gazette.  A fee of one pound is payable with
such notice.
. WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Application No. 2226-Filed 9th December, A.D. 1897.-RowrTBEE AND Co„ LIMITED, of The Cocoa Works, York,
England, manufacturers of cocoa, chocolate, and confectionery, to register in Class 42, in respect of Cocoa and Cocoa Extracts, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
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SMLN61M , f LAVOLR.
ELECT
COCOA
The Cocoa Works.York.
E,;'o  L4G•'u i1 LW
The essential feature of the trade mark is the signature " Routntree 4 Co."; and the applicants disclaim any right to the
exclusive  use of the added matter, except in so far  as it consists of their name and address.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 18th December, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2222-Filed 7th December, A.D. 1897.-
THE 1V .K. FAIBBANK COMPANY, of 277 Dearborn street, city
of Chicago, county of Cook, state of Illinois, U.S.A., manu-
facturers,  to register in Class 47, in respect of Detergent or
Washing Powders, a Trade Mark of which  the following is a
representation :-
s'=
Application No. 2210-Filed 15th November, A.D. 1897.-
JoHN A. MCGILL, Ii.D., of 2 and 4 Hubbard Court, Panorama
Place, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A., doctor of medicine, to register
in Class 3, in respect of Chemical Substances prepared for use
in Medicine and Pharmacy, a Trade Mark of which the follow-
ing is a representation:-
0 •
.4
0
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 18th  December , A.D. 1897.  Tide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 18th December, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Printed and Published by EDMUND Gaanoay, Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane.
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REGULATIONS UNDER "THE PUBLIC SERVICE
ACT OF 1896."
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1897.
H IS Excellency  the Governor , with  the advice of the
Executive Council ,  has been pleased to approve of the
following Regulations  for the  guidance of Officers in the Public
Service, made  by the  Public Service Board ,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Public Service  Act of  1896."
11UGR M. NELSON.
WHEREAS by  " The Public Service Act of  1896 " it is enacted
that any Regulations made by the Civil Service Board under
"The Civil Service Act of  1889 "and  " The Civil Service Act
Amendment Act of  1891 " shall be valid and remain in force
until altered or repealei by Regulations made under  "The
Public Service Act of  1896 " : And whereas by  " The Public
Service Act of  1896 ". it is further provided that the Public
Service Board may, with the approval of the Governor in
Council, make Regulations for the purposes mentioned in sec-
tion 13 of the said Act : It is hereby resolved by the said
Public Service Board, by and with the approval of the Governor
in Council, that all Regulations made in pursuance of section 34
of  " The Civil Service Act of  1889 " are hereby repealed, and
the following Regulations substituted therefor:-
REGULATIONS.
Hours of business.
1. TI e hours of attendance to be observed by officers in the
public offices, unless otherwise ordered, shall be from 9 o'clock
a.m. to 4 o'clock p.m., except on Saturdays. when the ordinary
hours of attendance shall be from 9 o'clock a.m. to 12 o'clock
noon.
Attendance books.
2. In every office attendance books shall be kept, and every
officer shall enter daily in one of these books the time of his
arrival. A sufficient number of books shall be kept to avoid
inconvenience or loss of time in making entries.
Atten lance books when ar•cessible.
3. Attendance books shall be ac.essible for signature by
officers before 9 a.m. and up to 9'10 a.m. every day, when they
shall be ruled off and withdrawn. Any officer arriving at his
office after that time shall report himself to the senior officer in
charge, who shall enter the time of his arrival in the attendance
book below the ruled line.
Time allowed for  luncheon.
4. Between the hours of 1 and 2 p.m., half.an-hour will
be allowed for luncheon  at such time  as the officer in charge
may arrange,  so as to insure  the continuous  transaction  of public
business during  official hours.
Attention  to business.
5. Officers shall during the hours of business devote
themselves exclusively to the discharge of their public duties,
and no officer is to  leave  his office except on official  business, or
by permission of the senior officer in charge of the  particular
office. Officers having to perform duty at more than  one place
of business shall, as far as possible , attend  at stay  d times, and
shall post notices at each office showing where they are to be
found, and the days and hours when they will be present.
[No. 152.
Officers may be detained if necessary.
6. Officers will be required to perform public duty beyond
the usual hours  whenever  it may  be necessary  for the  completion
of current work, or  in case of  any temporary  pressure of
business. An officer  in charge  may direct  any officer under
him to remain after the usual hours  to complete  the work of the
day.
No charge for overtime will be  allowed  for this  detention.
Overtime.
7. Only exceptional work which from its character or from
special circumstances cannot be performed during the prescribed
office hours shall be regarded  as overtime  work for which pay-
ment may be made, and  no claim  on the part of any officer for
payment for such work shall be allowed without the sanction
of the Board on the recommendation of the permanent head of
the Department.
Officers not o be absent  from duty  without leave.
8. Except in cases of sudden illness or other emergency,
which shall be immediately reported to the senior officer in
charge of the particular office, no officer shall be absent without
leave from his office or place of  business , or from the district to
which he is appointed. Should an officer be prevented by ill-
ness  froth attending to duty, he shall furnish satisfactory
evidence of his illness to the permanent head of his Depart-
ment. The duties of any officer temporarily absent shall be
performed by his brother officers, without remuneration, in such
manner as the officer in charge may direct.
Absence  without leave.
9. Should any officer absent himself from duty without
leave, and no satisfactory explanation of his absence be
furnished to the senior officer in charge, or to the  permanent
head, he shall be suspended from duty and a report made by
the senior officer to the permanent head of the Department, who
shall, if considered necessary, report the case to the Minister.
Leave of absence.
10. Leave of absence shall be granted only when the work
of the Office or Department will fairly admit of the absence of
the officer, and, furthermore, shall be dependent upon the
applicant's good conduct and regular attention to duty.
Leave of absence for recreation.
11. The Minister may, at such  times as  he may deem
convenient, grant to any officer in the Departments under his
control leave of absence for recreation, without diminution of
salary, not exceeding in the whole three weeks in each year.
In the case of officers serving in the extreme northern or
western portions of the colony the period may be extended to
one month. Should an officer not avail himself of leave in any
year, it may be granted to him in a subsequent year, in addition
to the leave for that year; but the accumulated leave shall not
exceed six weeks, except in the case of officers serving in the
extreme northern or western parts of the colony, when the
period may be extended to eight weeks.
Leave on account of illness or other pressing necessity.
12. In the event of illness or other pressing necessity, the
Governor in Council may, upon the recommendation of the
Board, grant to any officer leave of absence not exceeding two
months  on such terms as to salary as may be deemed  just and
reasonable, and may extend such leave  on the same  or other
terms. In cases of illness the request for leave, or its  extension,
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must be accompanied by a medical certificate to the satisfaction
of the Board  ;  and in cases of pressin g  necessity the circum-
stances shall  be set forth in writing, and be supported by such
proof as the Board may consider sufficient.
Extended leave in certain cases.
13. The Governor in Council may, upon the  recommenda-
tion of the Board ,  grant to any officer of ten years '  continuous
service leave of absence for a peri-jd not exceeding six m,,nths
on half salary, or three months on full salary ; or to any officer
of fifteen years '  continuous service nine months on half salary or
four and a-half months on full salary ; or to any officer of
twenty years '  continuous service twelve months on half salary
or six months on full salary. Provided that the period of
extended leave  (if any )  granted after ten  cr  fifteen years'
service shall be deducted from the leave which nightotherwise
be granted at the end of twenty  y ears' service.
Application  fer leave of  absence.
14. Every application for leave of absence shall be made to
the Minister through the permanent head, who shall report
whether leave can be granted  without detriment to the
Public Service ;  a statement  showing the absence of the
applicant from duty from all causes since he was last on leave
shall accompany the application.
Organisation and discipline.
15. The  permanent  head of every Department shall be
responsible for the organisation and discipline of the Depart-
ment under his control, and senior officers in cl,:,rge shall be
accountable for the maintenance of good order, and shall affoi d
the utmost aid and support to the permanent head of the
Department.
ItTonetary transactions between racers.
16. Monetary transactions between officers  should be
avoided, and all officers are strictly forbidden to come under
pecuniary obligation to their subordinates.
Conduct of officers.
17. Every officer shall obey with readiness all instructions
that may be given to him by the officer under whose immediate
control or supervision  he  is placed . Should  an officer have
ground of complaint arising out of such instructions ,  or from
other cause ,  he may report the same to the permanent head,
who shall refer the matter  to the  Minister.
Performance of duty and intercourse with the public.
18. Officers are to apply themselves a ith zeal and assiduity
to the performance of their sever al duties ,  and behave at all
times  with courtesy to the public, giving ready attention to
their requirements.
Inforr:zation  not to be given.
19. Except in the course of official duty no information
concerning public business shall be given ,  directly or indirectly,
by any officer without express permission ,  and no officer shall,
without Dermission,  reveal information wh ch has come to his
knowledge in his official capacity.
Register of services to be kept.
20. In every Department a register shall be kept, in the
form approved by the Board ,  containing a complete record of
the services of all officers from time to time employed in the
Department.
Action  on transfer of an ofcer.
21. When an officer is transferred from one Department to
another, his name shall be written off in the register of the De-
partment he is leaving, and the full particulars of his service
shall be furnished to the permanent head of th - Department to
which he is transferred ,  who shall cause the particulars so sup-
plied to be inserted in his departmental register.
Officers  temporarily appointed to another Department.
22. Officers of the Public Service whom the Governor in
Council may, on the recommendation of the Board,  fr om time
to time appoint for special work in a Department not subject
to the provisions  of  " The Publ ic Service  Act of  1896 " shall,
during such service ,  retain their classification and seniority in
the Service ,  as  JJ  they had not been seconded.
Report on the conduct  of officers.
23. As soon as possible after the months of March, June,
September ,  and December in every year the permanent head of
every  Department  shall report to the Board the names of any
officers under his control whose attendance or conduct during
the preceding quarter has been unsatisfactory.
Professional Division.
24. The Professional Division shall include the following
classes :-Architectural ,  Drafting ,  Educational ,  Electrical,
Engineering ,  Telegraphic, Legal, Literary ,  Medical, Nautical,
Printing, Scientific ,  Surveying ,  and such others as may from
time to time be approved by the Governor in Council on the
recommendation of the Board.
Applications of officers.
25. The application of any officer for promotion ,  change of
quarters ,  or with regard to any other matter affecting his
position in the Service ,  shall be made to the Board by the
app li cant ,  through the permanent head of the Department, and
if made through any other channel will be treated as irregular.
Promotion.
26. In determining the claims of officers for promotion,
consideration shall be given to seniority and merit combined.
In respect of seniority the Board will give precedence to the
claims of officers in accordance with the seniority list arranged
by them, and in respect of merit consideration will be given to
the qualifications of officers to perform the duties  of a more
responsible position.
Depai  tinents overmanned.
27. Whenever the permanent bead of any Department shall
find that the number of officers under his control is greater than
is required to perform the current work of the Department, he
shall forthwith report the circumstances to the Minister.
Change of station.
28. Officers will be liable to be removed from the place or
district in which they are stationed to any other part of the
colony ,  and when so removed-except at their own request or
in consequence of misconduct - reasonable travelling expenses
will be allow ,  d on production of the necessary vouchers.
Should any question  arise as to the amount claimed ,  the matter
shall be referred to the Board for decision.
TRAVELLING ALLOWANCES.
Classified oXcers.
29. Classified  officers  absent en public duty, and entitled to
daily  travelling allowances, shall be paid on the following scale
in addition  to railway,  coach, and steam fares :-
When travelling by land-
Officers of the first and  second classes,  and such.
other officers as the Governor in Council may
from time to time direct,  fifteen shillings per
diem;
Officers of the third and fourth classes ,  twelve
shillings and sixpence per diem ;
Officers of the fifth and sixth  classes, ten shillings
and sixpence per diem.
When an  officer is detained for more than seven days in
one place ,  three -fourths only of the above rates shall be there-
after allowed.
When travelling by water-whilst on board-
Officers of the first and second classes, five shillings
per  them;
Other classified officers, three shillings and sixpence
per diem.
When an officer can conveniently return to his usual place
of residence on the same day, actual expenses only shall be
allowed.
ALLOWANCES TO BELIEVING OFFICERS.
Classified officers.
Classified officers relieving others and residing away from
home shall be allowed the following rates :-
(a) For a period not exce ,  ding one week, or ,  if exceeding
(b)
one week, for the first week-
The foregoing rates :Exceedirg one week - for the second and subsequent
weeks-
Officers of the first,  and second classes, three pounds
three shillings per week :
Officers of the  third  and fourth classes, two pounds
two shillings per week :
Officers of the fifth and sixth classes ,  one pound ten
shillings per week.
Unclassified  officers.
Unclassi fied officers shall be paid the rates from time to
time determined by the permanent heads of the several Depart-
ments with the approval of the Minister.
Allowances to meet increased cost of living.
30. To meet increased cost of living, allowances will be
made to officers stationed in distant parts of the colony in
accordance with the schedule to these Regulations.
Fees or remuneration not to be received.
31. No officer shall demand or recei'  e  from the public, for
his own use, any fee ,  reward ,  or other remuneration of any kind
whatsoever, for services performed by him, either in or out of
office hours, in connection  with the  Public Service ,  or by virtue
of any authority conferred on him as an officer of the Govern-
ment.
Security  for the fidelity of officers.
32. All public  accountants shall be assured in such sums
as the Board may consider commensurate with their duties and
responsibilities .  The amounts guaranteed shall be set forth in
the schedule attached to the guarantee  policy,  which shall from
time to time be revised by the Board.
Accounts and public moneys.
33. In all matters relating to accounts and the collection
and disbursement of public money officers are enjoined to
conform strictly to the provisions  of  " The Audit Act of  1874,"
and to the regulations and instructions issued under the
authority of the same.
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Officers not to engage in private  business.
34. No officer, without the sanction of the Governor in
Council, shall do paid work of any kind, or in any manner enter
into competition with persons not in the Service who are
engaged in professional or other employment.
Officers not to hold office in public companies.
35. No officer shall hold any paid office in connection with
any banking, insurance, or mining company, or building society,
or any similar public body whatsoever.
Officers not to take part in politics.
36. Officers of all ranks are to refrain from taking any part
in political  affairs  otherwise than by the  exercise of  the fran-
chise.
Addresses  and testimonials.
37. No address or testimonial shall be accepted by any
officer,  in connection  with his public duties, without the sanc-
tion of the Minister.
Officers  not to incur  liability on behalf of the Government.
38. No officer, unless duly authorised in that behalf,
shall incur  any liability  or enter  into any contract on behalf of
the Government,  or alter  the terms or conditions of any approved
contract.
Care of public property  and buildings.
39. Officers will be held responsible for the careful use
and preservation  of all stores  and public property in their
custody or care. Strict economy is to be observed in the use
of stores  supplied for public requirements. In the event of
repairs being needed to public buildings, timely requisition for
the same is  to be made by the  senior  officer in charge of or
occupying the same. No fittings are to be removed without
authority.
Regulations not to supersede special departmental regu lations.
40. These Regulations are not to supersede or overrule
any regulations made by the Board for special Departments
and approved by the Governor in Council.
Officers to  make themselves acquainted  with the Regul ations.
41. All officers  shall acquaint  themselves with these
Regulations. Permanent heads of Departments  and senior
officers in charge will be held responsible for their enforcement,
and are required to report any breach or neglect of their
provisions.
Dated at the Offices of the Public Service Board,  Brisbane,
the twenty-fourth day of November, 1897.
W. L. G. DREW, Members of theChairman,
THO. MYLNE, Service,
M. O'MALLEY, Board.
SCHEDULE (REFERRED TO IN CLAUSE 30 OF THE REGULATIONS).
(Not to apply to State and Provisional School Teachers.)
SCHEDULE OF ALLOWANCES TO MEET INCREASED COST OF LIVING.
The following allowances to meet increased cost of living will be
made to officers of the fourth, fifth, and sixth classes stationed at the
undermentioned places or in the surrounding districts.
Officers of the first and second classes will be allowed one-third, and
officers of the third class one-fourth, in addition to the specified rates :-
-Classified  officers.
Avon Downs, Inglewood, St. George,
Boonbery, Mitchell, Surat,
Goondiwindi, Rolleston, Taroom,
Hughenden, Roma, Texas,
Cooktown, and all ports between Cooktown and Ingham, inclusive,
One shilling per diem.
Barcaldine, Herberton, Montalbion,
Cape River, Hillgrove, Thornborough,
Charleville, Morven,
One shilling and sixpence per diem.
Adavale, Rebel, Palmerville,
Augathella, Hungerford, Richmond Downs,
Aramac, Isisford, Tambo,
Ayrshire Downs, Junction Creek, Tangcrin,
Blackall, Jundab, Tate River,
Bollon, Kynuna, Thargomindah, -
Burketown, Longreach, Thursday Island,
Clarke River, Maytown, Walsh River,
Cunnamulla, Mungindi, Winton,
Dirranbandi, Muttaburra, Wooroorooka,
Eulo, Normanton, Wyandotte,
Fairview,
Two shillings perdiem.
Betoota, Donor's Hill, Mackinlay,
Cape York, Floraville, Oontoo,
Croydon, Georgetown, Wompab,
Cloncurry,
d
Gilbert River, Windorah,
Cumberlan ,
Two shillings and sixpence per diem.
Boulia, Donaldson, West Leichhardt,
Birdsville, Musgrave, Yelvertoft,
Camooweal, Urandangi,
Three shillings per diem.
Coen,
llDM
Mein, Moreton,
,onnec
Three shillings and sixpence per diem.
Unclassified officers.
The rates from time to time determined by the permanent heads of
the several Departments with the approval of the Minister.
Printed and Published  by Ennusn  GREGORY,  Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane.
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington of Lamington, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the
LARINGTON,
[L.s.] United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order ofGovernor. St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the ColonyGovernor.
of Queensland and its Dependencies.I CHARLES WALL ICE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
9 aforesaid, hereby notify and declare that Bills, intituled respectively,-
A Bill to Encourage the Destruction of Marsupials and Dingoes,
A Bill to authorise Charles William Chapman and Tames Smith Reid, both of Melbourne,
in the Colony of Victoria, and John Moffat, of Chillagoe, to Construct and
Maintain a Line of Railway from Mareeba to Chillagoe, connecting with the
Cairns Railway, and for other purposes subsidiary thereto,
A Bill to Amend  11 The Rockhampton Harbour Board Act,  1895,"
A. Bill to Amend  16 The Townsville Barbour Board Act,  1895,"
A Bill to Constitute a Board for the Control, Management, and Maintenance of the
Lamington Bridge at Maryborough, and to make Provision for defraying the Cost
of the Construction and Maintenance thereof, and for other Purposes connected
therewith,
.A Bill to Amend "The District Courts Act, 1891,
as finally passed by the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of the said Colony, having
been presented to me, the Governor aforesaid, for the Royal Assent, I have, this day, in the
name of Her Majesty, assented to the said Bills, and transmitted them to the proper Officer to
be numbered and enrolled in the manner required by Law.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eighteenth
day of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HUGH M. NELSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
, Lamington of Lamington, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the
LA ING1'ON United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
' St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the ColonyGovernor,
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
j CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
1 aforesaid, hereby notify and declare that a Bill, intituled,-
A  Bill to Apply certain Sums of Money out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund to the
Service of the Year ending on the last day of June,  1898,  and certain further
Sums to the Service of the Year ended on the last day of June,  1897,  and to
Appropriate the Supplies granted in this Session of Parliament,
as finally passed by the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of the said Colony, having
been presented to me, the Governor aforesaid, for the Royal Assent, I have, this day, in the
name of Her Majesty, assented to the said Bill, and transmitted it to the proper Officer to be
numbered and enrolled in the manner required by Law.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twentieth
day of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HUGH M. NELSON.
GOD SAVE; THE QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WAL LACE ALEXANDER NA-PIER, Baron
Lamington of Lamington, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the
rL'S'I United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order ofLAMINGTON, St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the ColonyGovernor.
of Queensland and its Dependencies.T CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid, hereby notify and declare that Bills, intituled respectively,-
A Bill to Consolidate  and Amend "  The Elections Acts ,  1885  to  1892,"
A Bill  to Consolidate  and Amend  the Laws relating to the Occupation ,  Leasing, and
Alienation  of Crown Lands,
as  finally passed  by the  Legislative Council and  Legislative Assembly of  the said Colony, having
been presented  to me,  the Governor aforesaid ,  for the  Royal  Assent, I have, this  day, in the
name of Her Majesty ,  assented to the said Bills, and transmitted them to the proper Officer to
be numbered and enrolled in the manner required by Law.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane , this  twentieth day
of December ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred  and ninety-
seven, and in the sixty -first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,  HUGH  M.R. NELSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington of Lamington, in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the
CL.S.J United Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
Gover nor.TON, St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the ColonyGovernor.
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the power and authority vested in me as Governor aforesaid, I, CHARLESI WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, do by this my Proclamation, Proro gue
the Parliament of Queensland to TUESDAY, the First day of February, 1898.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-first
day of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-seven, and in the sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HUGH M. NELSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
By Authority  ; EDMUND Ga$oo $Y, Government  Printer, William street , Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland Government Gazette, Tuesday ,  21st December ,  1897.--No.  154.
ANNO  SEXAGESIMO PRIMO
VICTORT1E REGINI.
No. 18.
An Act  to Encourage the Destruction of Marsupials and Dingoes.
[ASSENTED TO 18TH DECEMBER, 1897.]
BE it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by andwith the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by
the authority of the same, as follows:-
PART 1.--PRELIMINARY.
This Act may be cited as  " The -Marsupial Boards Act,  short title.
1897."
It is divided into Parts as follows :  Division of Act.
PART I.-PRELIMINARY;
PART II.---CONSTITUTION OF MARSUPIAL BOARDS ;
PART III.--PROCEEDINGS, POWERS, AND DUTIES OF
MARSUPIAL BOARDS ;
PART IV: FUNDS OF BOARDS-
(1) Assessments and -Endowment;
(2) Application of Funds;
PART V.--OFFENCES AND REGULATIONS.
2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise indicates, the Interpretation of
following terms have the meanings set against them respectively:- term.
Minister "--The Minister for the time being charged with
[CompareV.
No. 27,6.4.3
the administration of this Act ;
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No. '
Jltarsupial Boards Act.
Contiruation of
existing  Districts,
&c., subject to the
provisions of this
Act.
Governor  in Council
may constitute,
unite, divide, or
abolish Districts or
Special Districts.
[Compare
59 Vic.  No. 27,93.315.1
"District  "-A Marsupial District constituted or deemed to
be constituted under the provisions of this Act ;
Special District  "- A Special Marsupial District constituted
or deemed to be constituted under the provisions of this
Act ;
Board"-The Marsupial Board of a District or Special
District as the case may be ;
" Member"-A member of the Board ;
"  Clerk"-The Cl rk of the Board
" Marsupial  "-- Any wallaby ,  kangaroo ,  wallaroo, padda-
melon ,  bandicoot ,  or kangaroo rat;
"Owner "- The person for the time being entitled to
possession of a holding ;
Manager "- The resident manager of a holding ,  the owner
whereof does not reside in the District or Special
District ,  as the case may be ;
Resident "- Resident in the District or Special District, as
the case may be ;
The term  " Scalp"
(a)  With  respect to marsupials ,  means a portion of the
skin of the head of a marsupial  (including the skin to
the tip of the nose )  to which both ears are attached ;
(b) With  respect to dingoes, means and includes a portion
of the skin of the head of a dingo ,  to which both ears
are attached ,  and a strip of the skin down the back
with the tail ;
Holding  "-- Any country land held in fee-simple or under
lease,  license, or otherwise ;
The term " Cattle "  includes horses ;
The term " Stock "  includes cattle and sheep.
3. (1.) Any District ,  Special District ,  Board ,  member, officer,
or person constituted ,  elected ,  or appointed under the provisions of
" The Marsupials  Destruction  -let of  1895 "  (hereinafter called " the
said expired Act ")  shall continue ,  and shall be deemed to have been
constituted ,  elected, or appointed ,  as the case may be ,  under the
provisions of this Act.
(2.) All the rights ,  assets ,  and liabilities of a Board constituted
under the provisions of the said expired Act, and existing at the com-
mencement of this Act ,  shall ,  after the commencement of this Act,
devolve upon the Board under the provisions of this Act ,  and any
money due to a Board under the provisions of the said expired Act
may be recovered in any manner in which money due to a Board under
the provisions of this Act may be recovered.
(3.) Any  Act or document referring to the said expired Act
shall  be construed to refer to this Act, or the corresponding enactment
of this Act.
PART II.-CONSTITUTION OF MARSUPIAL BOARDS.
Creation of Districts and Special Districts.
4, The Governor in Council may, by Order in Council-
(1) Constitute any part of Queensland a District or a Special
District for the purposes of this Act ;
(2) Unite two or more Districts or Special Districts into one
District or Special District ;
(3) Divide a District or a Special District into two or more
Districts or Special Districts ;
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(4) Alter the boundaries of a District or of a Special
District ;
(5) Abolish a District or Special District.
When a District or a Special District is divided into two or
more Districts or Special Districts, or a portion is severed from one
District or Special District, and included in another District or
Special District, and when a District or Special District is abolished,
and in every other case in which it may, in consequence of the
alteration of the boundaries of ary Districts or Special Districts, be
necessary so to do, the Governor in Council may, by Order in Council,
settle and adjust any questions or rights which by reason of the exercise
of any of the powers hereinafter contained should in his opinion be
settled or adjusted, and may declare and apportion the assets and
liabilities of the respective Boards, whether old or new, between
them.
Every such Order in Council shall have the same effect as if it
were a part of this Act, so that the rights and liabilities of the
respective Boards, and the respective powers, rights, and authorities
in respect of their assets shall be as declared by the Order in Council.
.Election or Appointment of Boards.
5. For every District and for every Special District there shall Boards to be
be a Board, which shall consist of five members to be elected or constituted.
appointed as hereinafter provided. [59 Vic. No. 27, s. 6.]
6. In every District every resident owner or manager of a Qualification of
holding in respect of which the annual return of stock required to be members and
electors in Districts.
made under the provisions of  " The Stock Returns Act of  1893" has [Compre
been made of not less than two hundred and fifty head of cattle, or a 59 Vic. No. 27,
proportionate number of sheep or of sheep and cattle as hereinafter 7,12.]
mentioned, shall be qualified to be elected a member of the Board of
the District, but shall cease to be so qualified or to be a member if at
any time the number of stock depastured on the holding is reduced
below the number aforesaid ; and every such resident owner or
manager of a holding in respect of which such return has been made
of not less than one hundred head of cattle, or a proportionate number
of sheep or of sheep and cattle as. aforesaid, shall be entitled to one or
more votes at an election of members of the Board, according to the
following scale
One hundred head of cattle and under two thousand, or
a proportionate number of sheep or of sheep and
cattle as aforesaid ... ... ... ... One vote.
Two thousand head of cattle and under five thousand,
or a proportionate number of sheep or of sheep
and cattle as aforesaid ... ... ... ... Two votes.
Five thousand head of cattle and upwards, or a pro-
portionate number of sheep or of sheep and cattle Three votes.
but no person shall have more than three votes in respect of all stock
so returned for all holdings owned or managed by him in the District.
7. In every Special District every resident owner or manager  Qualification
of a holding in respect of which the annual return of stock required members and
electors in Special
to be made under the provisions of  "The Stock Returns Act of Districts.1893" has been made of not less than twenty-five head of cattle,[compare59 Vic. No. 27,
or a proportionate number of sheep or of sheep and cattle  as 8. s.]
hereinafter mentioned, shall be qualified to be elected a member of
the Board of the Special District, but shall cease to be so qualified
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or to be a member if at any time the number of stock depastured
on the holding is reduced below the number aforesaid ; and every
such resident owner or manager of a holding in respect of which
such return has been made of not less than fifteen head of cattle
or a proportionate number of sheep or of sheep and cattle, shall be
entitled to one or more votes at an election of members of the Board,
according to the following scale-
Fifteen head of cattle and under one hundred, or a'pro-
portionate number of sheep or of sheep and cattle
as aforesaid ... ... ... ... ... ... One vote.
One hundred head of cattle and under two thousand, or
a proportionate number of sheep or of sheep and
cattle as aforesaid ... ... ... ... ... Two votes.
Two thousand head of cattle and upwards, or a pro-
portionate number of sheep or of sheep and cattle Three votes.
but no person shall have more than three votes in respect of all stock
so returned for all holdings owned or managed by him in the Special
District.
Proportion of sheep  8. In calculating the proportionate number of sheep and cattle
and cattle. under the provisions of this Act five sheep shall be deemed to be the
equivalent of one head of cattle.
Persons exempted
from or neglecting
to pay assessment
not entitled to vote.
9. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary expressed in
this Act, no resident owner or manager of a holding who is exempted
from the payment of assessment, or whose assessment remains unpaid
at the time prescribed for holding an election, shall be entitled to
record his vote at such election.
Biennial elections  to 10. An election of members of every Board shall be held before
be held. the thirtieth day of June in every alternate. year, at such time and[Compare
Vic. No. 27, B. 9.] place as  may be notified by the Minister in the  Gazette,  and in some
newspaper generally circulating in the District or the Special District,
as the case may be.
At the time and place appointed for the election any ten or
more owners or managers duly qualified to vote may meet, and,
having chosen one of their number to act as returning officer, shall
deliver to the returning officer before four o'clock on the day so
appointed for the election their voting-papers, each of which papers
shall contain the names of five persons qualified to be elected ; and
the five persons who receive the greatest number of votes shall be
declared by the returning officer to be duly elected.
In case of an equality of votes, the returning officer shall have
a casting vote.
The returning officer shall forthwith certify to the Minister the
names  of the members elected.
Power of  Governor 11. If at the time prescribed for holding an election no
in council to appointelection is held or the number of members elected is less than theinembers in certain
events. number ofmembers to be elected, the Governor in Council may
[compare appoint a sufficient number of fit and proper persons to be a member
59 vac. No. 27, 8.10.E or members of the Board to fill the vacancies which ought to have
been filled at such election.
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12. As soon as conveniently may be after every election or  Election or
appointment of a member or members, a notification thereof shall be appointment of
members to be
published in the  Gazette,  but a Board shall be deemed to be duly gazetted.
constituted, and may transact business immediately upon election or [Compare
59 Vic. No. 27,
appointment. s. 10.]
13. Any member of a Board may resign his office by writing Resignations.
under his hand, addressed to the clerk, and such resignation shall be [Compare
complete from the time when it is received by the clerk. • 59 Vic.  No. 27 , e. 12.]
14. The office of a member shall be vacated if he is absent Vacation of
from two consecutive ordinary meetings of the Board without leave office through
n
non-attendance.
obtained from the Board in that behalf.
15. Every member who goes out of office or resigns his office Retiring member
shall, if otherwise qualified, be eligible for re-election. eligible for
re-election.
[59 Vic. No.  27, s.13.]
16. In case  of a vacancy arising from any cause whatsoever, Vacancies.
except retirement as hereinbefore provided, an election shall be held [Compare
for the purpose of electing a person to fill such vacancy, but in case 59 Vic. No. 27, s.14.]
no person shall be elected the Governor in Council may appoint some
fit and proper person to fill such vacancy. Such election shall be held
at such time and place, and shall be conducted in such manner, as the
Board shall determine.
17. If in the opinion of the Governor in Council the members Members failing to
of a Board or any member of a Board fail or fails to discharge the berfor ad
y may
duties imposed upon them or him under this Act, the Governor  in [59 Vic. No. 27,
Council may remove such members or member, and may appoint 8.15•]
other persons to be members or a member of the Board in their or his
place.
PART III.--PROCEEDINGS, POWERS, AND DUTIES OF MARSUPIAL
. BOARDS.
18. No proceedings of the Board, or of any  person acting as Defective election,
chairman or member of the Board, shall be invalidated by reason of &c., not to  invalidateproceedings.
any defect in the appointment or election or of any disqualification of [59 Vic. No. 27,
any such person, or by  reason of  there being any vacancy in the s-16.]
number of members of the Board at the time of such proceedings.
19. (1.) At the first meeting of every Board after the  chairman.
election or appointment of members, the Board shall elect one of the [Compare
59 Vic. No. 27,
members to be chairman, who shall, subject to the provision herein-.. 17.]
after contained, hold office for a period of twelve months, when a
new election for the office of chairman shall be held.
(2.) If the chairman resigns his office of chairman or member,  Resignation of
the Board shall elect a member to be chairman in his stead . chairman.
(3.) If within one month of the time appointed for the election Appointment of
of a chairman no chairman is elected, the Governor in Council  ma chairman by
appoint one of the members to be chairman.
Governor in Council.
(4.) Every Board shall meet once at  least  in each quarter,  at Times of meeting.
such times as are  appointed by the Board, and every meeting shall be
open  to the public.
(5.) The chairman shall preside at every  meeting  of the Board Chairman's duty.
at which he is present, and if be is absent from any meeting, another
member  shall be elected chairman at and for such meeting.
(6.) No business shall be transacted at any meeting of the Quorum.
Board unless  at least three  members  of the  Board are present.
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Voting. (7.) All powers vested in the Board may be exercised by the
majority of the members present at any meeting duly held, and all
questions shall be decided by a majority and by open voting.
Upon every question the chairman shall have a vote, and if the
members are equally divided he shall have a second or casting vote.
At all meetings of the Board, all members present shall vote.
If a member  refuses to  vote his vote shall be counted for the
negative.
Adjournment. (8.) The  members  present  at a meeting  may, from time to time,
adjourn  the meeting.
If a quorum is not present within half-an-hour after the time
appointed for a meeting, the members present, or a majority of
them, or any one member, if only one is present, or the clerk if no
member is present, may adjourn the meeting to any time not later
than fourteen days from the date of such adjournment.
Notice of  meetings. (9.) A notice of every meeting or adjourned meeting shall be
given to every member in such  manner as  the Board may determine.
Clerk and receivers. (10.) The Board shall from time to time appoint a clerk and
one or more receivers  of scalps.
The Minister may, if satisfied that the number of receivers
appointed by a Board is insufficient for the effectual execution of this
Act, cause a notice to be served upon the Board requiring them to
appoint one or more additional receivers as may be specified in the
notice ; and thereupon the Board shall appoint such additional
receivers  accordingly.
Legal proceedings
by and  against
Board.
[59 Vic. No. 27,
e. 36 (1).]
By-laws.
[Compare
59 Vic. No. 27,0.17 (11).]
20. A Board may sue or be sued in any legal proceedings in
the name of the chairman or clerk.
Power to make By-Laws.
21. The Board may make by-laws with respect to any of the
following matters:-
(1)  The times for holding meetings of the Board, the
summoning and adjournment of such meetings, and the
preservation of order thereat, and the transaction and
management of business ;
(2) The duties of the clerk, receivers, and other officers of
the Board ;
(3) The issue of permits authorising persons to go upon any
holding for the purpose of killing marsupials or dingoes ;
(4) The manner in which, and the conditions under which,
scalps of marsupials and dingoes shall or may be
delivered to officers of the Board, and the conditions
under which certificates in respect of the same will be
granted ;
(5) The election of a member to an extraordinary vacancy
on the Board ; and
(6) Any other matters or things necessary for the more
effectual execution of this Act.
The by-laws may impose a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds for
any breach thereof.
The by-laws shall be signed by the chairman and shall be
submitted for the approval of the Governor in Council, and if
approved by him shall be published in the  Gazette,  and thereupon
such by-laws shall have the force of law in the District.
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22. A by-law or  part of a by-law may  be repealed  by the  Governor  in Council
Governor in Council by Order in Council. may  repeal by-laws.
Permits.
23. (1.) A Board may cause to be served on the owner or Notice requiring
manager of any holding within its District or Special District  a measures to betaken for destruction
notice signed by the chairman or clerk of the Board, requiring such  of marsupials, &c.
owner or manager to forthwith take effective measures for the
destruction of any marsupials or dingoes on the holding.
(2.) If the owner or manager for a period of thirty days after  Consequences of
the service of the notice neglects or fails in the opinion of the Board failure to comply
with  requirements
to comply with the requirements thereof, the Board may issue permits  of notice.
to any person or persons to enter upon the holding with such number
of horses, if any, as may be specified in the permit, and take all such
measures and do all such things as may appear expedient for the
purpose of ensuring the destruction of the said marsupials or dingoes
upon the holding ; and any such person may enter and remain upon
the holding with such number of horses, if any, as may be specified
in the permit, and may take any such measures and do any such
things as aforesaid during such period as the Board may think neces-
sary for such purpose as aforesaid. Any permit issued under this Act
may be revoked at any time by the Board.
(3.) Any person who obstructs the holder of a permit or other Penalty.
duly authorised person from entering upon a holding under the provi-
sions of this section, or from destroying marsupials or dingoes thereon,
as the case may be, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds.
Annual Returns.
24. On or before the thirtieth day of September, in every  Annual returns
year the Board shall cause to be prepared and transmitted to the tothe n
tred
Minister a return showing-
(1) The total amount actually raised, levied by assessment,
and paid into the Board's bank and expended during the
year ending on the thirtieth day of June then last past;
(2) The number of scalps of marsupials and dingoes paid for
by the Board during such period ; and
(3) Such further information as the Minister may require.
The return shall be signed and certified by the chairman of the
Board and countersigned and verified by the clerk.
Any person knowingly making, signing, or countersigning  Penalty for making
a false return under this section shall be liable to a penalty  not false return.
exceeding thirty pounds.
PART IV.--FUNDS of BOARDS.
(1) Assessments and Endowment.
25. The Board of every District or Special District shall , save Assessment i  a
as hereinafter provided, in each year, make and levy an  assessment District or specialy y District.
not exceeding two shillings and sixpence on every twenty head of [Compare
cattle, and not exceeding two shillings and sixpence on every one 59
sc.
No. 27,
hundred sheep ; and such assessment shall be paid by the owner
of every holding within the District or Special District, as the case
may be, upon the actual number of stock returned by him in respect
of such holding in the annual return required to be made under the
provisions of  61 The Stock Returns Act of  1893":
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Provided always no assessment shall be payable in respect of
any holding in respect of which the number of stock returned is less
than fifty head of cattle or a proportionate number of sheep or of
sheep and cattle as mentioned in Part II. of this Act in the case of a
District, or less than fifteen head of cattle or a proportionate number
of sheep or of sheep and cattle as aforesaid in the case of a Special
District, as the  case  may be.
Assessment payable  26. When a holding is situate partly in one District or Special
to one Board only District and partly in another or other Districts or Special Districts,
when holding situate
in more than  one the holding shall for all purposes of this Act be deemed to be situated
District or Special wholly within the District or Special District in which the greater
District . part of the holding is situate, and shall accordingly be assessed solely
by the Board of the last-mentioned District or Special District.
Second assessment. 27. A Board may levy a second assessment during any year
[Compare  after an interval of not less than six months from the date of levying
59 Pic. No. 27, s. 20.] the previous assessment :
But the amount of a second assessment so levied within any
one year shall not, together with the amount of the first assessment,
exceed in any District or Special -District the sum of two shillings
and sixpence for every twenty head of cattle and two shillings and
sixpence for every one hundred sheep.
Minister may 28 . If the Board of any District in which an assessment of not
require Board to less than one shilling and threepence on every twenty head of cattle
levy assessment in
certain cases. and every one hundred sheep has been levied during the year then last
past complains that an adjoining District is infested with marsupials
or dingoes, and that the Board of such District neglects to levy a suffi-
cient assessment  for the destruction of such marsupials or dingoes, the
Minister may require such Board forthwith to make and levy an
assessment  under the provisions of this Act of not less than one
shilling and threepence on every twenty head of cattle and every one
hundred sheep, and such Board shall make and levy such assessment
accordingly.
When assessment 29. The  Board shall cause notice of the making of every
deemed to be levied . assessment  to be published in the  Gazette,  and once at least in[59 Vic. No. 27,
s. 21.] some newspapers generally circulating in the District or Special
District, as the case may be, and the assessment shall be deemed to
have been duly levied on the last day on which such notice was so
published  as aforesaid.
Assessment to be
paid to clerk.
[59 Vic. No. 27,
s. 22.]
Assessment how
enforced.
[Compare
59 Vic.  No. 27,
ss. 23, 36 (2).]
30. Every assessment  shall be paid to the clerk by the owner
liable to pay the same, and shall be paid by him within two months
after the  assessment  has been levied.
31. If an owner  fails to pay the amount  of an assessment,
the Board may enforce payment of the same, together with one-tenth
more  by way of penalty, by summary proceedings against the owner
or manager before any two justices, or by action in any court of
competent jurisdiction, and in all cases such assessment and penalty
may be levied by distress and sale of any stock found depasturing on
the holding on which the stock in respect of which the  assessment is
payable are ordinarily depastured.
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32. If  the funds to the credit of the Board of any District  or Exemption from
Special District, as the case may be, remaining unexpended at the  end assessment in
certain cases.
of any year appear to be sufficient for carrying out the provisions of lCompare
this Act in such District or Special District for another year, the 59 Vie. No. 27,
Governor in Council may excuse the Board from making an assess- s. 27.]
ment under the provisions of this Act for such period as he thinks fit.
33. The Governor in Council may, by Order in Council, Certain portions of
declare that stock ordinarily depastured within any portion of a District Districts  or specialDistricts may be
or a Special District distant not more than five miles from a town shall exempted.
be exempt from assessment under this Act, and thereupon it shall be [Compare
59 Vic. No. 27,
exempt accordingly . s. 28.]
Endowment.
34. A sum of money by way of endowment shall from time to Amount of
time be placed to the credit of the Marsupial Fund from the Consoli- to be based
nponblthe
e
dated Revenue in accordance with the following scale: --- amount actually
levied, raised, and(1) When the amount actually levied and raised by assessment expended annually.
and the amount actually expended in any year ending [Comparo
the thirtieth day of dune is not less than two shillings e25.Vic.1
No. 27,
for every twenty head of cattle and every one hundred
sheep in the District or Special District, the endowment
payable shall be a sum equal to three-fourths of the
amount so levied, raised, and expended ;
(2) When the amount actually levied, raised, and expended
during such period as aforesaid is less than.two shillings,.
but is not less than one shilling and threepence for every
twenty head of cattle and every one hundred sheep, the
endowment payable shall be a sum equal to one-half
of the amount so levied, raised, and expended ;
(3) When the amount actually levied, raised, and expended
during such period is less than one shilling and three-
pence, but is not less than sixpence for every ' tw enty
head of cattle and every one hundred sheep, the endow-
ment payable shall he a sum equal to one-fourth of the
amount so levied, raised, and expended ;
(4) When the amount actually levied, raised, and expended
during such period is less than sixpence for every
twenty head of cattle and every one hundred sheep, no
endowment shall be payable.
(2) Application of Ponds.
35. All moneys received by a Board under this Act shall be Moneys to be paid
paid to the credit of a fund to be called the "Marsupial Fund"  in into  Marsupial Fund.
some bank to be appointed by the Board, and shall be held and applied s[52.1. ic. N 27,
by the Board for the purposes of this Act and not otherwise.
36. The Marsupial Fund shall be applied by the Board in Application f
payment of bonuses for scalps in the manner hereinafter mentioned, Marsupial Fund.[Compare
and in payment of salaries and other expenses necessarily incurred in 59 Vic. No. 27,
carrying this Act into execution. sq. 17(10),33.]
37. The accounts of the Board shall be audited from time to Accounts of Board
time by the Auditor-General or an officer of his department, and the to be audited.
members and clerk shall be deemed to be public accountants within ,°26..]Vic. No, 27,
the meaning of "' 1 he Audit Act of  1874."
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Bonuses  for Scalps.
Board to grant 38. When the scalps of any marsupials killed within a District
certificate for scalp.
or Special District are delivered to the clerk, or to any receiver of
[6s j° . No. E7, scalps, a certificate in the form in the Schedule to this Act, signed
Schedule, by the clerk or receiver, and also by the chairman or some member
of the Board, shall be granted to the person delivering the scalps, and
such certificate shall entitle the holder to be paid a bonus for each
scalp so delivered when or so soon as funds are available; and if funds
are not available when a certificate is granted, payments shall be made
by the Board as soon as practicable to the holders of certificates in
the order of their respective dates :
Provided that before any such certificate is granted the person
so delivering scalps shall, upon being required so to do by the clerk,
receiver, chairman, or member of the Board, furnish satisfactory
evidence that he is entitled to such certificate.
Board exempt from
liability in certain
cases.
39. When a Board of a District or Special District is of opinion
that the amount to the credit of the Marsupial Fund will not be
sufficient to provide for all payments by way of bonus required by
this Act to be made, the Board may publish a notice to that effect
twice in a newspaper circulating in the District or Special District, as
the case may be ; and 'in such case the Board may, after one month
has elapsed from the last publication of such notice as aforesaid, refuse
to grant any further certificates for scalps until a further notice is pub-
lished by the Board in manner aforesaid rescinding the former notice.
A notice under which a Board may refuse to grant certificates
shall not continue in force for a period exceeding three months, with-
out the consent of the Minister.
Scalps to be  40. All scalps so delivered shall forthwith be destroyed by
destroyed. fire in the presence of the persons granting the certificate, who shall
59 Vie
No. 27,  is. 30.]thereafter forward to the Board a certificate that they have been sodestroyed.
Act may be extended 41. The Minister, at the request of a Board, may authorise the
to dingoes.
application of the moneys standing to the credit of the Marsupial[Compare
59 vie. No. 27, Fund in payment of a bonus for the destruction of dingoes at a rateS. 31.] not exceeding ten shillings for each scalp.When any such authority is given it shall remain i  force until
withdrawn by the Minister.
While any such authority is in force, the provisions of the three
last preceding sections of this Act shall extend and apply to scalps
of dingoes and to anything done or to be done with or in respect to
scalps of dingoes  as if  the terms " dingoes" and " scalps of dingoes"
were used in those sections wherever the terms " marsupials" and
scalps of marsupials" are used therein respectively, and the term
scalps" shall so far as necessary be deemed to include, scalps of
dingoes.
Rates of bonus. 42. The rates of bonus payable in respect of scalps of marsupials
[9 vicare .  27, 8.32.Ewithin any District or Special District shall be fixed by the Board at
the first meeting held after the biennial election or appointment
of members.
Such rates shall be not less than fourpence nor more than eight-
pence for the scalp of a wallaby, not less than sixpence nor more than
one shilling for the scalp of a kangaroo or wallaroo,  and not less
than twopence nor more than fourpence for the scalp of a paddamelon,
bandicoot, or kangaroo rat.
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PART V.-OFFENCES AND REGULATIONS.
Offences.
43. Any person who knowingly procures or attempts  to Penalty for obtaining
procure a certificate for scalps of marsupials or dingoes which have certificates for scalpsof marsupials
not been destroyed within the District or Special District in respect killed beyond the
of which the certificate is issued or is applied for, shall be liable to a Dtr ct
or special
penalty not exceeding twenty pounds. [59 Vic. No. 27,
s. 35 (1).]
44. Any person who is found within a District or Special Penalty for being inpossession of scalpsDistrict having in his possession any scalp of a marsupial or dingo of marsupials not
which has not been destroyed within such District or Special District destroyed in the
shall be deemed to be guilty of an attempt to procure a certificate District or specialDistrict.
contrary to the provisions of this Act, and shall be liable to a penalty [59 Vic. No. 27,
not exceeding twenty pounds. 8.35 (2).]
45. Any person who knowingly procures or attempts to procure Penalty for procuring
a certificate for scalps of marsupials or dingoes which have been oofm ar sup m su ials
destroyed out of Queensland, or for scalps for which a certificate has killed beyond colony,
or for falsebeen previously granted, or wilfully makes any false statement with statement.
respect to any scalps, or knowingly procures or attempts to procure [59 Vic. No. 27,
certificates for fictitious or pretended scalps, shall be liable to a penalty 35 (3 )*3
not exceeding fifty pounds, or to be imprisoned, with or without hard
labour, for any term not exceeding six months.
46. (1.) All penalties imposed for any breach of this Act or Recovery and
application ofthe Regulations may be recovered on the complaint of the clerk  or penalties.
any member of the Board in a summary way before any two justices.
5C mpare No. 27,(2.) Al] moneys received by way of penalty shall be placed  to s. 36  (3) (4).]
the credit of the Marsupial Fund.
Regulations.
47. The Governor in Council  may make Regulations for Governor in Council
carrying into effect the provisions of this Act, and ma y impose a
may make
Regulations.
penalty not exceeding twenty pounds for any breach thereof.
Duration of Act.
48. This Act shall commence and take effect on and from the Commencement and
first  day of January, one thousand  eight hundred and  ninety-eight,duration ofAct.y [Compare
and shall remain in force until the first day of January, one thousand 59Vic. No.  27,9.2.1
nine hundred.
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Marsupial Boards  -del.
THE SCHEDULE.
" The Marsupial Boards Act,  1897."
CERTIFICATE OF DESTRUCTION.
I hereby certify that , in the District  [or  Special District] of
, delivered to  me* scalps , more particularly enume-
rated in the Schedule below. And I further certify that such scalps have been duly
destroyed, in my presence, as required by the abovenamed Act.
Clerk  [or  Receiver of Scalps].
Dated at this day of , 18
  Number to be stated in words.
Schedule of Scalps delivered  as above.
Description. Number.
Wallabies ... ... ... ... ...
Kangaroos or Wallaroos ... ...
Paddamelons ,  Bandicoots ,  or Kangaroo  Rats ...
[Dingoes]  ... ... ... ... ...
Amount
We certify that , of , in the District  [or  Special
District] of , is entitled to the abovenamed  sum of as
bonuses on scalps of Marsupials [or Dingoes] destroyed by him.
Clerk.
Chairman [or Member].
Dated at this • day of , 18 .
[Insert date]  , 18 .
I have this day received from the Clerk of the Board the sum of
being amount of bonuses owing to me in accordance with the above certificate.
A.B.
STAMP.
By Authority :  EDMUND GREGORY,  Government Printer ,  William street ,  Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland Government Gazette, Tuesday, 21st December, 1897.- No.  155.
QtLtens1anb.
ANNO SEXAGESIMO PRIMO
\TICTORLE REGIME.
No. 19.
An Act  to Authorise Charles William Chapman and James Smith Reid,
both of  Melbourne ,  in the Colony of Victoria ,  and John Moffat, of
Chillagoe ,  to Construct and Maintain a Line of Railway from
Mareeba to Chillagoe ,  connecting  with  the Cairns Railway, and
for other purposes subsidiary  thereto.
[ASSENTED TO 18TH  DECEMBER, 1897.]
WHEREAS Charles William Chapman and James Smith Reid, Preamble.
v ' both of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, and John Moffat,
of Chillagoe, are the occupiers of certain mineral lands in the district of
Chillagoe of an  area  not exceeding in the aggregate two thousand acres,
the situation of which lands is approximately shown in the Schedule Schedule.
to this Act : And whereas the said Charles William Chapman,
James Smith Reid, and John Moffat, or some or one of them, are the
lessees  or is the lessee, under the provisions of  11 The Mineral Lands
Act of  1882," of certain pieces or portions of such lands : And
whereas  the said Charles William Chapman, James Smith Reid,
and John Moffat, or some or one of them, have or has made applica-
tion  for leases , under the provisions of that Act, of other the
remaining  pieces or portions of such lands : And whereas for the
purpose of profitably working such lands the said Charles William
Chapman, James Smith Reid, and John Moffat are desirous of con-
structing and maintaining a line of railway connecting with the
Cairns Railway, and also branch lines of railway subsidiary thereto :
And whereas it is expedient that the said Charles William Chapman,
James Smith Reid, and J ohn Moffat should be authorised to construct
and maintain  such line of railway and branch  lines , and in considera-
tion of their so constructing and maintaining the same should receive
233
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grants of leases of the mineral lands aforesaid not exceeding in the
aggregate two thousand acres in area for a term of fifty years from
the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight,
subject to the annual rent of one pound for every acre thereof so
leased, and should be granted the powers, authorities, and concessions
by this Act conferred upon them : Be it therefore enacted by the
Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent
of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows :--
short title. 1. This Act may be cited as  " The Mareeba to Chillagoe
Railway Act of  1897."
Interpretation. 2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires, the
following terms have the meanings set against them respectively, that
is to say :-
Railway Acts. " Railway Acts "-The laws in force for the time being
relating to the construction, maintenance, and manage-
ment of railways ;
Minister. " Minister "-The Secretary for Railways or other Minister
of the Crown charged with the administration of the
Railway Acts ;
Commissioner. " Commissioner "-The Commissioner for Railways duly
appointed under the Railway Acts, or other officer or
officers charged with his powers and duties ;
Owners.  " Owners "-Charles William Chapman,- of Melbourne, in
the Colony of Victoria, James Smith Reid, of Mel-
bourne aforesaid, and John Moffat, of Chillagoe, their
heirs, executors, administrators, assigns, or successors
in interest ;
The Railway. "The Railway"-The railway and all lands, buildings,
and works authorised by this Act to be constructed,
acquired, and used for the purposes of the railway ;
The Mineral Land.. " The Mineral Lands "-The mineral lands, leases whereof
are or  are to be granted to the owners under the pro-
visions of this Act ;
Crown Lands. " Crown Lands "-All lands vested in Her Majesty which are
not for the time being subject to any deed of grant,
lease , promise, contract, or engagement made by or on
behalf of Her Majesty, and all lands comprised in any
pastoral lease which are by law subject for the time
being to reservation, selection, or alienation.
Power to construct Railway.
Power to make 3. Subject to the provisions of this Act, the owners may and
railway. shall, within three years from the date of the passing of this Act,
construct and thereafter may and shall maintain a line of railway
one hundred  miles  or thereabouts in length, commencing by a junction
with the Cairns Railway at or near Mareeba, distant forty-six miles
thirty-six chains or thereabouts from Cairns, and thence proceeding
schedule. by a route delineated in the Schedule to this Act to Chillagoe, in
accordance with plans, sections, and book of reference, to be deposited
in the office of the Commissioner, at Brisbane, and to be approved as
hereinafter provided :
Provided that the Commissioner may from time to time, with
the approval of the Governor in Council, authorise th  owners in
constructing the railway to make such alterations and deviations of
the route so delineated in such Schedule as are considered expedient,
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If, although the owners have not before the expiration of three
years from the date of the passing of this Act received the certificate
of the Commissioner as hereinafter provided that the railway is com-
pleted and ready for public traffic, the Commissioner nevertheless
grants a progress certificate that at the least fifty miles in length of
the railway are completed and ready for public traffic, then the owners
shall be entitled to an extension of the period herein limited for the
completion of the railway for the period of one year.
But if the owners have not before the expiration of such three
years received such progress certificate, or if they have not, before
the expiration of the period so extended, received the certificate of the
Commissioner that the railway is completed and ready for public
traffic, then the Governor in Council  may, by  Order in Council
published in the  Gazette,  declare-
(i.) That each and every lease of the mineral lands granted
to the owners, under the provisions of this Act, is
forfeited to Her Majesty ;
(ii.) That the railway is forfeited to Her Majesty.
4. Subject to the provisions of this Act, the owners may, from Branch railways,
time to time, with. the approval of the Governor in Council, signified
by Order in Council published in the  Gazette,  construct and there-
after maintain a branch line or branch lines of railway connecting with
the railway : Provided that no such branch line of railway shall
exceed ten miles in length :
Provided further that so soon as the Governor in Council has
approved of the construction of any such branch line of railway, the
same shall be deemed to be a part of the railway, and shall be
constructed and maintained in all respects in accordance with the
provisions of this Act.
5. The owners shall from time to time deposit in the office  of Plans,  sections, &o.,
the Commissioner, at Brisbane, the plans and sections of the railway p p
be
ea
osited and
ro.
showing the line and levels thereof, and also all working  plans, sections,
specifications, drawings, and conditions of contract for the construction
of the railway, and also books of reference containing the names of
the owners and occupiers of the lands required, or which may be
taken under the powers of this Act.
Such plans, sections, specifications, drawings, conditions of
contract, and books of reference shall from time to time be submitted
by the Commissioner to the Governor in Council for his approval, and
such approval may be signified, in writing, to the owners by the
Commissioner.
6. The railway shall be constructed of sound material and upon Material,  gauge, &e.
the gauge upon which the Government railways are at present con-
structed, and shall in regard to strength and durability be equal to
such railways.
The rails shall be of steel, and shall be  similar in  section to the
rails in use  by the Commissioner, and of the weight of not less than
forty-one and one-quarter pounds to the yard:
No grade upon the railway shall be steeper than. one foot in
forty feet, and no curve thereon shall have  a less  radius than five
chains.
7. No aboriginal native of Asia or of the Pacific Islands shall be Asiatic andPolynesi
rbddenn labouremployed by the owners in or about the construction or maintenance o
of the railway, or in or about the mineral lands referred to in this
Act, under a penalty of one pound for each such person for every day
during which such person is employed.
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Carriage of materials  8. The Commissioner shall, with all reasonable despatch,
for ownere. convey upon the Cairns Railway all materials for the construction or
maintenance of the railway which the owners require to be so
conveyed, at a charge not exceeding one halfpenny per ton per mile.
Certificates. 9. (1.) Before the railway is deemed to be completed and ready
for public traffic it shall be inspected by a competent engineer acting
under the authority of the Commissioner, and the Commissioner shall
certify to the owners that it has been proved to his satisfaction that
the railway has been constructed wholly in accordance with the
provisions of this Act, and is safe and fit for public traffic.
(2.) The Commissioner shall also by the same or another
certificate declare the actual cost of construction of the railway. For
the purpose of ascertaining such cost the owners shall, upon the
completion of the railway, or from time to time, if so requested by
the Commissioner, furnish to the Commissioner a proper statement
of account, accompanied by all vouchers showing all payments made
by them in respect of the construction of the railway.
Such account and vouchers shall be deposited in the office of
the Commissioner, and be retained by him.
(3.) The Commissioner shall, if required by the owners so to
do, cause the railway to be inspected for the purpose of ascertaining
whether the owners are entitled to receive the progress certificate
hereinbefore referred to, and if they are so entitled shall grant such
progress certificate to them.
Owners may take 10. (1.) The owners shall be entitled to take, use, and occupy
Crown lands required all Crown lands required for the purposes of the railway.
for railway.
(2.) As soon as the railway is completed and certified to be
safe and fit for public traffic, the owners shall be entitled to deeds of
grant in fee-simple of all Crown lands taken, used, and occupied by
them for the purposes of the railway, reserving, nevertheless, to the
Crown the minerals under all such Crown lands other than lands (if
any) included in any lease or leases to the owners under the provisions
of this Act.
8aving  of  lands  (3.) Nothing herein contained shall authorise the purchase by
vested  in the owners of any land vested in or occupied by the Commissioner :Commissioner.
But the Commissioner, on such terms and . conditions as he
thinks fit, may lease to the owners or grant to them a license to use
and occupy any such land required for the purposes of the railway.
Mode in which land 11 . All lands, other than Crown lands, which are required for
other than Crown the purposes of the railway shall and may be resumed by the Com-land is to be
resumed.  missioner  from the owners thereof, or the persons having any interest
therein.
The Commissioner may and shall for the purposes of such
resumption  exercise  all the powers and privileges conferred on him by
the Railway Acts, and all proceedings shall and may be taken for the
purpose of effecting such resumption, and of assessing the compensa-
tion to be paid for the lands so resumed, in the same manner and to
the same extent as if the railway were a public line of railway duly
approved by Parliament.
All the purchase money and compensation payable in respect
of lands so resumed , together with all expenses incurred in connection
with the resumption thereof, shall be provided and paid by the owners,
and upon  such payment the lands resumed shall be conveyed to and
vested in the owners, reserving to the Crown the minerals under the
same :
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Provided that if the owners, after being requested by the Com-
missioner so to do, fail to provide and pay any such purchase money,
compensation, or expenses as aforesaid, the owners shall, by way of
penalty, forfeit to the Commissioner the sum of two hundred pounds,
to be recovered by complaint before any two justices.
12. The lands to be taken or used for the railway shall not Area of lands to be
exceed one hundred and twenty links in width except where  a greater taken.
width is necessary for-
(i.) Affording an approach to the railway ; or
(ii.) Affording room for rolling-stock to  turn, remain, or
pass ; or
(iii.) Raising embankments for crossing valleys or low
grounds ; or
(iv.) Cutting through high ground ; or
(v.) Erecting fixed or permanent machinery, stations, or
other structures or buildings ; or
(vi.) Excavating, removing, or depositing earth or other
materials ; or
(vii.) Any other purpose connected with the construction or
working of the railway.
13. The owners shall make, and at all times thereafter  maintain , works for benefit of
such and so many of the following works for the accommodation of owners.
the owners and occupiers of lands adjoining the railway as the Com-
missioner  considers necessary, that is to say-
(i.) Gates, bridges, arches, culverts, and passages over, under,
or by the sides of or leading to or from the railway for
making good any interruptions to the use of the lands
through which it is made ;
(ii.) A good and sufficient fence separating the railway from
the adjoining lands, with gates  and stiles ;
(iii.) Arches, tunnels, culverts, or other passages over,
under, and alongside of the railway, of such  dimensions
as to convey the  water as  clearly as before the construc-
tion of the railway from the lands adjacent to or affected
by the same,  or as  nearly so as may be.
All such works shall be made during the construction of the
railway.
14. The owners may and shall. establish and maintain on or  Owners to establish
alongside of the railway such telegraph and telephone communication lP communication.
as the Commissioner directs and approves, and such communication,
when established, shall be deemed to be part of the railway.
The owners shall have the right to demand and receive rates
for the transmission of telegraph and telephone  messages  over and
by means of such telegraphs and telephones established by them ; but
such rates shall not exceed the rates charged for the time being by the
Postmaster-General in respect of the transmission of messages by
telegraphs or telephones under his control.
The owners shall be entitled to connect any telegraph or tele-
phone established by them with any telegraph or telephone now or
hereafter to be established in connection with the Cairns Railway, and
for such purpose may use in conjunction with the Commissioner or
Postmaster-General, and free of charge, any telegraph posts, poles, or
standards, erected, or to be erected,  on or alongside  of the Cairns
Railway at its junction with the railway.
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A ll  matters connected with the business of through communi-
cation over or by means of telegraphs and telephones established by
the owners, and telegraphs and telephones under the control of the
Commissioner or Postmaster-General, shall be subject to the approval
of the Commissioner or Postmaster-General, as the case may be.
Mines under Railway.
Owner of mine under  15. (1.) If the owner, lessee, or occupier of any mine or
the railway  satisfy
Commissionerer  that Minerals lying under the railway is desirous of working the same, he
working the mine shall give to the Commissioner notice in writing of his intention so towill not
railway. endanger do, and upon receipt of such notice the Commissioner may cause suchy
mine to be inspected.
No such owner, lessee, or occupier shall work any such mine or
minerals until he has proved to the satisfaction of the Commissioner
that the working of such mine or minerals in the manner proposed by
him is not likely to damage the railway or interfere with the stability
thereof.
Commissioner may (2 .) For ascertaining whether any such mine is or has been or
enter and  inspect the
is likely to be worked so as to damage the railway or interfere withworking of  mine. y O y
the stability thereof, the Commissioner may, after giving twenty-four
hours' notice in writing, enter upon any lands through or near which
the railway passes, and enter into and return from any such mine or
the works connected therewith, and use any apparatus or machinery
used or apparently used in connection with such mine, and adopt all
means of investigation which he considers expedient.
penalty. (3.) Anyone who prevents or obstructs the Commissioner or
his officers in the exercise of the powers herein conferred shall for
every such offence forfeit to the Commissioner a sum of twenty pounds,
to be recovered by complaint before any two justices.
Commissioner  may (4.) If it appears that any such mine has been or is being or
require means to be iadopted for the s  likely to be worked so as to damage the railway or interfere with the
safety of the stability thereof, the Commissioner may order the owner, lessee, or
railway.
occupier thereof to construct such works and to adopt such means as
are in the opinion of the Commissioner necessary for making safe the
railway and preventing injury thereto, and if such order or any
part thereof is not forthwith complied with the Commissioner may
himself comply therewith, and recover the expense of so doing from
such owner, lessee, or occupier by action in any court of competent
jurisdiction.
Exercise of powers
under the Railway
Acts.
Working of the  Railway.
16. The owners shall have ,  and may from time to time exercise,
in respect of the construction ,  maintenance ,  working ,  and management
of the railway, all the powers and authorities which the Commissioner
may exercise under the Railway  Acts with  respect to any of the
matters following , that  is to  say-
(1)  The preparation of plans, sections ,  and books of reference;
(2) In and for the construction and maintenance of the rail-
way, the entry on any lands and the taking temporary
possession thereof for the purpose of making any survey,
or of taking earth or soil therefrom or depositing soil
thereon or obtaining any materials thereon or therefrom,
or forming roads thereon ;
(3) The carrying out of accommodation works required for
the use and benefit of owners and occupiers of lands
adjoining the railway ;
(4) The making of by-laws and regulations.
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All such powers and authorities shall be exercised by the
owners in the same manner in which the Commissioner exercises them
under the Railway Acts.
But the owners may themselves from time to time fix by Maximum rates.
by-laws the tolls, fares, rates, and charges for the carriage of goods,
live stock ,  parcels, and passengers  ;  provided that no such tolls ,  fares,
rates, or charges shall in any case exceed one and one -half times the
amount payable in respect of such goods ,  live stock, parcels, or
passengers ,  under by-laws of the Commissioner in force at the date of
the passing of this Act.
If on demand any person fails to pay any toll ,  fare ,  rate , In default of
or charge due to the owners in respect of the carriage ,  storage ,  or poom e
t of
ay.,
delivery of any goods, parcels ,  or live stock ,  the owners may detain detained and .old.
and sell all or any part of such goods ,  parcels, or live stock ,  or, if the
same has or have been removed from the railway premises, detain and
sell any other goods ,  parcels, or live stock upon such premises belong-
ing to the person so failing to pay such toll, fare ,  rate ,  or charge, and
out of the moneys arising from such sale may retain the amount due
to them ,  and all charges and expenses of such detention and sale,
rendering the overplus ,  if any, of the moneys arising from such sale,
and such of the goods ,  parcels, or live stock as remain unsold, to the
person entitled thereto ; or the owners may recover any such toll, fare,
rate ,  or charge by action at law.
The owners '  shall prescribe all such regulations, and make and speed.
publish all such by -laws with regard to the speed at which rolling-
stock may be moved or propelled upon the railway as the Commis-
sioner from time to time directs  ;  no such regulation or by-law shall
be made, altered, or rescinded by the owners without the consent of
the Commissioner.
Every person who does any act on or with respect to the railway, offence..
or connected with the construction, maintenance, working, or manage-
ment thereof, or the business or property of the owners which, if done on
or with respect to any railway vested in the Commissioner ,  or connected
with the construction ,  maintenance ,  working, or management of
such railway ,  or the business or property of the Commissioner, would
be an offence punishable under the Railway Acts, shall be liable to be
apprehended ,  detained ,  proceeded against ,  and punished for such offence
in the manner and to the extent  (including damages, if any )  provided
by the Railway Acts.
The provisions of the Railway Acts with respect to the publica -  Notice..
tion and maintenance of lists and notices of all tolls and charges, and
of all by -laws, regulations, and particulars of offences shall apply to
the owners in the same manner and to the same extent as if the
railway were a railway vested in the  'Commissioner.
The averment in any information or complaint that the pro-
visions of the Railway Acts with respect to the publication and
maintenance of any such lists, notices ,  by-laws, regulations, or
particulars of offences have been complied with shall be sufficient
evidence of such compliance.
All by-laws and regulations duly made by the owners under
the provisions of this Act, when published in the  Gazette,  shall
have the force of law.
The production of the  Gazette  purporting to contain a COPY OfEvidence.
any such by-laws or regulations shall be received in all proceedings
as sufficient  prima facie  evidence of the due making and approval
thereof.
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Junction of railway  17. If the owners make the junction of the railway with the
with Cairns  Railway. Cairns Railway at Mareeba Station, then from and after the time when
any portion of the railway is first used for public traffic the cost of
working and maintaining Mareeba Station and all appurtenances
thereto shall be borne and defrayed in equal proportions by the owners
and the Commissioner.
Commissioner to 18 . (1.) If, at any  time  after the completion of the railway,
have running the Commissioner  desires to forward or convey any trains, rolling-stock,powers.
goods, live stock, parcels, or passenger traffic along or over the railway
or any  portion thereof, from or to any Government railway that may
hereafter be constructed and which forms a continuous line of com-
munication  with the railway or any portion thereof, the owners shall
afford all reasonable facilities for enabling the Commissioner to receive,
forward, convey, and deliver such trains, rolling-stock, goods, live
stock, parcels, and passenger traffic without any unreasonable delay.
Terms may be settled  The terms upon which any of the facilities mentioned herein
by arbitration, shall be afforded may be mutually agreed upon between the owners
and the Commissioner; but if such terms cannot be so agreed upon,
or if any dispute or difference  arises  with respect thereto, the same
shall be settled by arbitration in accordance with the provisions of the
Interdict Ael of  1867."
Conveyance  of (2.) If at any time the, Commissioner desires to convey-along
materials . or over the railway or any portion thereof any materials for the con-
struction or maintenance of any Government railway forming a
continuous line of communication with the railway or any portion
thereof, or any projection thereof, the owners shall afford every
facility to enable the Commissioner to convey such materials by means
of or with his own rolling-stock, at a charge not exceeding one half-
penny per ton per mile.
Penalty for not (3 .) If the owners refuse or neglect to afford such facilities as
giving due facilities.
aforesaid they shall be liable to pay to the Commissioner the sum of
fifty pounds, as and by way of liquidated damages, for every day
during which they are guilty of such refusal or neglect.
Owners may agree  19. The Commissioner and the owners may at any time
with the mutually agree that the Commissioner shall work the railway inCommissioner to
work the railway. connection  with the Cairns Railway, and use thereon any rolling-
stock the property of the Commissioner, and thereupon subject to
such agreement the Commissioner shall have the same control over
the railway  as if  it were vested in him.
Owners entitled to 20 . If the railway is damaged by the negligence of the
compensation  if
railway  damaged.Commissioner, the owners shall be entitled to compensation for such.
damage, and in estimating the damage the owners shall be entitled
not only to compensation for the cost of repairing and restoring the
railway , but to any damages sustained by reason of the suspension or
interruption of traffic on the railway.
Commissioner may 21 . Any person acting under the authority of the Commis-
prohibit traffic when
sioner  shall, at all times during the construction of the railway ndline is unsafe.
after its completion, be allowed to inspect the railway without let or
hindrance,  and, on  his report that the railway or any portion thereof
is unsafe , the Commissioner may by order prohibit the continuance
.of public traffic thereupon until the Commissioner is satisfied that-the
railway is safe and fit for public traffic ; and if the owners in any
way disobey such order, they shall be liable for every offence to forfeit
to the Commissioner the sum of one hundred pounds, to be recovere4
by, complaint before any two justices,
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22. The owners and the Commissioner may use and employ on Power to use steam.
the railway, locomotive engines propelled by steam, or other motive
power to be approved of by the Commissioner, and rolling-stock to be
drawn and propelled thereby.
23. The owners shall at all reasonable times during the term Line to be open.
of the leases of the mineral lands maintain and keep the railway fit
.and ready for public traffic.
The owners shall, unless for any just reason excused by the
Commissioner, in every week during such term run at the least three
trains each way throughout the length of the railway with sufficient
accommodation to provide for the general requirements of the publictraffic, and if in any week they fail or neglect soto do shall forfeit
to the Commissioner  by way  of penalty a sum of fifty pounds, to be
recovered by complaint before any two justices.
Every person, without distinction, who complies with the
regulations and by-laws of the owners for the time being in force for
the railway shall be entitled to use the railway at all reasonable times.
The owners shall not make or give any undue or unreasonable owners not to show
preference or advantage to or in favour of any particular person or partiality to anyperson or kind of
class of persons or any particular description of traffic, or subject. any traffic.
-particular person or class of persons or any particular description of
traffic to any undue or unreasonable disadvantage in any respect
whatsoever. The provisions of this section may be enforced by the
Supreme Court upon the application of any person aggrieved, by the
issue of an injunction or other process according to the practice. of the
.said Court.
24. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to charge or make  owners not to be
liable the owners further or in any other case than where, according to liable to a greater
extent than common
the laws of Queensland, stage coach proprietors and common carriers  carriers.
would be liable, or to deprive the. owners of any protection or privilege
which stage coach proprietors or common carriers may be entitled to ;
but, on the contrary, the owners shall at all times be entitled to the
benefit of every such protection and privilege.
25. The area of land occupied by or used in connection with  what land exempt
the railway shall not be taken to be rateable land within the meaning from rating.
of  " The Valuation and Rating Act of  1890," or any Act amending
or in substitution for the same. But this provision shall not be taken
to exempt the owners from liability to pay any rates in respect of the
mineral lands which  may by  law be or become payable in respect
-thereof.
Leases, Etc.
26. Before the expiration of six months after the date of the Leases of mineral
passing of this Act, the owners shall cause to be made, at their  own lands.
expense, a proper plan of survey of all the mineral lands the situation
,of which is shown in the Schedule to this Act. Schedule.
Such plan of survey shall be submitted for the approval of the
.Secretary for Mines. Upon the approval of such plan and upon the
surrender of all leases of the mineral lands heretofore granted to the
owners, or any of them, under the provisions of  " The Mineral Lands
.Act of  1882," the owners shall be entitled to grants from Her
Majesty of leases of all the mineral lands so surveyed not exceeding
in the aggregate two thousand acres in area.
Such leases shall not be subject to any of the provisions of the
last-mentioned Act, or any Act amending  or in  substitution for the
.same.
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Leases, when to
become indefeasible.
Power to let.
By such leases the owners shall, without payment of any
royalty or sum of money other than the rent reserved thereby, be-
the sole persons entitled to dig for, win, take, and acquire in and from
the mineral lands so leased all ores of lead, copper, and tin, and all
metals, ores, earths, and minerals found in combination with lead,.
copper, or tin.
The leases shall be deemed to have been granted on the first
day of January, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight ; shall
severally be for a term of fifty years, and shall reserve an annual rent of
one pound for every acre so leased. Such rent, for the first year of-
the term, shall be paid by the owners to the Department of Mines
within one month after the issue of the leases respectively, and there-
after the rent shall be so paid on or before the first day of January in
every year during the currency of the leases.
If the owners at any time fail or neglect for the space of three
months to pay such rent in respect of the lands included in any lease,.
then such lease shall forthwith without re-entry or other proceeding
whatsoever, by or on behalf of Her Majesty, be and be deemed to be.
absolutely forfeited.
27. When the owners have received the certificate of the-
Commissioner, as hereinbefore provided, that the railway is completed
and ready for public traffic, the leases of mineral lands granted under
the provisions of this Act shall not during the remainder of the term
be forfeited or otherwise determined by Her Majesty for any cause
whatsoever, except for non-payment of rent.
28. With the consent of the Governor in Council, the owners
may, from time to time, let the railway or any part thereof or the
equipment thereof, and any tolls, fares, rates, and charges authorised
by this Act.
During the period of such letting the person to whom the same-
are let shall, so far as the letting extends, have the same rights,
powers, and privileges, and be subject to the same duties, obligations,
and penalties, as the owners have and are subject to under the pro-
visions of this Act.
Power to  assign. 29. With the consent of the Governor in Council, the owners-
may from time to time assign or transfer to any person all or any
the rights, powers, privileges, authorities, concessions, and property of
the owners with respect to, or in, or over the railway or its
equipment, or the mineral lands. Upon every such assignment or
transfer the assignee or transferree shall, so far as the assignment
or transfer extends, have the same rights, powers, and privileges, and
be subject to the same duties, obligations, and penalties as the owners
have and are subject to, and shall be and be deemed to be for the
time being the owners, under the provisions of this Act, of the
railway or its equipment or the leases of the mineral lands :
Provided that no assignment or transfer under the provisions
of this Act to any corporation or joint stock company shall be valid
unless or until such corporation or joint stock company has been duly
registered in Queensland in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Companies Act,  1863," or  " The British Companies Act of  1886."
rower to mortgage. 30. To secure the payment of any money borrowed by the
owners for the purposes of the railway or of the mineral lands, the
owners may, from time to time, issue debentures or give and execute
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mortgages or other charges or securities of or over the railway or any
part thereof or the equipment thereof, or any tolls, fares, rates, and
charges authorised by this Act or of or over any of the mineral lands.
Such debentures or securities may be in such form and contain
such provisions as the owners consider expedient.
Rights of the Government preserved.
31. The owners shall carry upon the railway free of charge  owners carrying on
and with reasonable despatch all such persons and mails as the Public service.
Commissioner from time to time requires to be conveyed on the public
service, and shall allow to all members of the Parliament of Queensland
the same privileges of travelling over the railway free as are enjoyed
by such members on railways vested in the Commissioner.
All telegraph and telephone communication established by the
owners may be used for the transmission of messages on the public
service free of charge, and, when required, all such messages shall
have priority.
32. The Minister, on behalf of the Government, may at any Government may
time after the expiration of fifty years after the completion of the p, clase the railway.
railway, by notice in writing require the owners to sell, and thereupon
the owners shall sell, to the Government the railway upon the terms
of payment by the Government to the owners of the then value
thereof, such value in case of difference to be ascertained by arbitra-
tion according to the provisions of the  " Interdict Act of  1867."
But the value of the railway for the purposes of this section shall not
under any circumstances he taken to be more than one and one-tenth
times the actual cost of construction of ' the railway, of which cost the
certificate of the Commissioner, hereinbefore provided for, shall be
conclusive evidence.
Whenever any such sale is made to the Government, the railway
shall vest in the Commissioner as fully and effectually to all intents
and purposes as if the same had been transferred and conveyed to
him by the owners, but nevertheless the Commissioner may, if he
thinks fit, demand a transfer or conveyance thereof, and the owners
shall thereupon execute the same.
33. Nothing in this Act shall prevent the Government from, Government may
at any time, constructing and thereafter maintaining any line of connect with owners'
railway in continuation of the railway, or any collateral branch rail-
y.
way communicating or connecting with the railway.
The owners shall in such case, if required, at the expense of
the Commissioner, make openings in the railway, and such additional
lines of rail as may be necessary for effecting such connection in
places where the Commissioner may direct.
34. Nothing in this Act shall give the owners any claim to No claim to
compensation in the event of the Commissioner being at any time b
Cnsation given
authorised by Parliament to construct any line of railway, the con-
y
struction of which may be deemed to injuriously affect the railway.
By Authority : EvmUxv GnEGoaY, Government Printer, William  street,  Brisbane.
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An Act to  Amend " The Rockhampton Harbour Board Act, 1895."
[ASSENTED TO 18TH DECEMBER, 1897.]
WHEREAS the provisions of  " The Harbour Boards Act,  1892 "  Preamble.
(hereinafter called the Principal Act), and of  " The Rock-
hampton Harbour Board Act,  1895 " (hereinafter called the Special
Act), with respect to the election of elective members, and the time
of their election and retirement from office, and other provisions
thereof incident to the said matters, have been found to be incon-
venient, and it is expedient to make further and other provision with
respect thereto : Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most
Excellent Majesty, * by and with the advice and consent of the
Legislative Council-and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parlia-
ment assembled, and by the authority of the  same,  as follows :-
1. This Act shall be styled and may be cited as " The Rock-  Short itle.
hampton Harbour Board Act,  1895,  Amendment Act of  1897," and
shall be read and -construed as one with the Principal Act and the
Special Act, and as an amendment of the Special Act.
2. For section eight of the Special Act, the following section Number  of members
shall be substituted, namely, - constitutingBowd bthwhom8. The Board shall consist of nine elective members, who elected.
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shall be elected as follows  :-Two f such elective members shall be elected by the
ratepayers who are entitled to vote at the election of
councillors of the Municipality of Rockhampton ;
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Payment of harbour
dues otherwise than
in the name of true
consignee ,  owner, or
exporter unlawful.
One of such elective members shall be elected by the
ratepayers who are entitled to vote at the election of
councillors of the Municipality of North Rock-
hampton ;
One of such elective members shall be elected by the
ratepayers who are entitled to vote at the election of
members of the Board of the Division of Gogango ;
Five of such elective members shall be elected by the
payers of dues whose names appear on the roll of
electors, prepared as hereinafter mentioned.
3. It shall be unlawful for any person, firm, or corporate body
by whom, or on whose behalf, as the true consignee, owner, or exporter,
harbour dues are payable in respect of any goods discharged or carried
within the harbour, or shipped for exportation from the harbour, to
pay, or cause, or permit to be paid such harbour dues, or any part
thereof, in the name of any servant or agent, or other nominee of such
person, firm, or corporate body, or otherwise than in the proper name
of such person, firm, or corporate body.
Penalty for payment  4. Any person or firm, or member of a firm, or any manager,
of dues in  an secretary, attorney, agent, or other officer of a corporate body, or any
unlawful manner.
member of a corporate body, who pays, or causes or permits to be paid,
any harbour dues, in any manner hereinbefore declared to be unlawful,
shall be guilty of an offence against the Special Act and this Act, and
shall be liable on conviction, for every such offence, to a penalty not
exceeding twenty pounds, to be recovered in a summary way before
any two justices.
The complaint in respect of every such offence shall be made
by the chairman of the Board, or by some other person authorised in
that behalf by writing under the hand of the chairman.
Amendment of 5. For section nine of the Special Act, the following section
special Act  as to shall be substituted, namely
of roll y
of electors. 9. The clerk of the Board shall, as soon as practicable after
the thirty-first day of March next preceding every annual
election of elective members, prepare an alphabetical
list, containing the name and particulars of the place. of
abode or place of business of every person who, during
the year ending on such thirty-first day of March as
aforesaid, has paid, or caused to be paid, or for whom or
on whose behalf there has been paid to the Board, in
respect of harbour dues, a sum or sums amounting in
the whole to two pounds ten shillings or upwards, and
in such list shall set opposite the name of every such
person the total of the sum' or sums so paid, or caused
to be paid, by or on behalf of such person during the
period aforesaid.
Such list shall be certified by the clerk of the
Board, by writing under his hand, as correct, and, when
so certified, shall, ,subject to the provisions of the
thirtieth section of the Principal Act, be conclusive
evidence of the right of every person named therein to
vote.
For the purposes of this section, and the eleventh
section hereof, the word 14 person" shall include a
business firm and a corporate body.
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6. For section ten  of the  Special  Act, the following  section Amendment of
shall be substituted, namely:- special Act as to
time for which roll
10. - The said list, when so certified  as aforesaid , shall be to  be in force.
delivered by the clerk of the  Board  to the returning
officer- hereinafter mentioned, andshall be the roll of
electors  to be used at the election of elective members
by such payers of dues.  as aforesaid  ; and such roll shall
continue in force until the thirty-first day of March in
the next following year.
7. In section eleven, paragraph (a), of the Special Act, for the Amendment of
ecial
lific
Act aswords " five pounds," there shall be substituted the words two gua
pounds ten shillings." certain  voters.
8. Subject to the provisions of the thirty-third section of the Present elective
Principal Act, with respect to the occurrence of a vacancy in the members to continuein office till
-office of an elective member of the Board, and notwithstanding any- conclusion offirst
thing in the Principal Act or the Special Act to the contrary contained , annual election.
the elective members of the Board, in office at the time of the passing
of this Act, shall continue to hold office as such elective members
until the conclusion of the first annual election of elective members,
to be held as hereinafter provided.
9. From and after the passing of this Act, section twenty-seven Section 27 of
of the Principal Act, except so much thereof as declares that all Principal Act not to
apply except as to
persons who were previously members of the Board shall be eligible  re-election.
for re-election, shall not apply or have effect with respect to the
election of elective members of the Board, or the period for which
elective members shall hold office.
10. The election of a member to be Chairman of the Board  Provisions ofsection
shall take place at the first meeting of the Board held after the 41 of Principal Act,
as to day  on which
conclusion of every annual election, or at some adjournment of such Chairman of Board
meeting, instead  of at the first meeting of the Board after the second to be elected, varied.
Monday in February in each year, or at some adjournment thereof, as
provided by the forty-first section of the Principal Act.
11. Subject to the provisions of section forty-three of the Present Chairman to
Principal Act, and notwithstanding anything in the Principal Act or continue  in office tillfirst meeting of
the Special Act to the contrary contained, the Chairman of the Board Board after first
in office at the time of the passing of this Act shall continue to hold annual election.
office as such Chairman until the conclusion of such first annual
election  as aforesaid.
12. An annual  election of elective members of the Board Annual election of
shall be  held on the fourth Monday in June in every year. The first elective members.
such  annual  election shall be held on the fourth Monday in June in
the year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight.
13. At such first  annual  election the whole of the elective All elective  members
members shall be elected, and thereafter, at every annual election, to be  returned atfirst election.
one-third part of the whole number of elective members shall be
elected.
14. At the conclusion of the annual election of elective One-third part of
members ,  to be held in the  year one thousand eight hundred and elective members to
ninety -nine, and thereafter at
the conclusion of the annual election  ro atio
early by
of elective members in every year ,  one-third part of the whole number
of elective members  -shall go out of office as by rotation.
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Elective members to 15 . For the purpose of facilitating the due carrying out of thebe divided into three provisions of the last preceding section, the whole number of elective
groups,
members  shall, after such first annual election  as aforesaid , be divided
into three several groups, to be called the First Group, the Second
Group, and the Third Group respectively, each of which shall include
one-third part of the whole number of elective members, and shall
always  be constituted as follows
The First Group shall consist of two of the elective  members
elected by the payers of dues, and one of the elective
members elected by the ratepayers of the Municipality
of Rockhampton ;
The Second Group shall consist of two of the elective members
elected by the payers of dues, and the elective member
elected by the ratepayers of the Municipality of North
Rockhampton.
The Third Group shall consist of one of the elective members
elected by the payers of dues, one of the elective
members elected by the ratepayers of the Municipality
of Rockhampton, and the elective member elected by
the ratepayers of the Division of Gogango.
The First Group shall first go out of office. The Second Group
shall go out of office next in rotation after the First Group. The
Third Group shall go out of office next in rotation after the Second
Group, and thereafter at the conclusion of every such annual election
as aforesaid , one of such groups shall go out of office in the same
rotation.
What members 16. The elective members included in the First Group, under
elected by payers of the provisions of the last preceding section, shall, at such first division
dues and ratepayers
of Rockhampton into groups as aforesaid, be-included in First
Group. (a) Those two of the whole number of elective members
elected by the payers of dues who, at the first annual
election held as hereinbefore provided, received the
smallest number of votes, and the next to such smallest
number respectively ;
(b) That elective member elected by the ratepayers of the
Municipality of Rockhampton who, at such first annual
election as aforesaid, received the smaller number of
votes.
And from and after such first division as aforesaid, shall be the two
elective members elected by the payers of dues, and the elective
member elected by the ratepayers of the Municipality of Rock-
hampton, respectively, at that annual election at the conclusion of
which the First Group  goes  out of office.
What members  17. The elective members elected by the payers of dues,
elected by payers of included as hereinbefore provided in the Second Group, shall, at suchdues included in
Second Group. first division into groups  as aforesaid , be those two of the whole
number of elective members elected by the payers of dues who, at
such first annual election as aforesaid, received the next to the largest
number of votes and the number next below such next to the largest
number of votes respectively, and thereafter shall be the two elective
members elected by the payers of dues at that annual election at the
conclusion of which the Second Group goes out of office.
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18. The elective members, other than the elective member What elective
elected by the ratepayers of the Division of Gogango, included as members elected by
s andhereinbefure provided in the Third Group, shall, at such first division ratepayrs dueof
into groups as aforesaid, be- Municipality of
Rockhampton,(a) That one of the whole number of elective members included in Third
elected by the payers of dues who, at such first annual Group.
election as aforesaid, received the largest number of
votes ;(b) That elective member elected by the ratepayers of the
Municipality of Rock hampton who, at such first annual
election as aforesaid, received the larger number of
votes :
And, from and after such first division as aforesaid, shall be the
elective member elected by the payers of dues, and the elective
member elected by the ratepayers of . the Municipality of Rock-
hampton, respectively, at that annual election at the conclusion of
which the Third Group goes out of office.
19. If, at such first annual election as aforesaid, the votes now elective
given for the elective members, elected by the payers of dues, or for members to be
some of them, or for the elective members elected by the ratepayers allotted to groups incertain cases.
of the Municipality of Rockhampton, are equal, or, if such elective
members are elected without a poll, and by reason thereof it is not
apparent, under the provisions hereinbefore contained, in which of the
said groups such elective members or some or one of them ought to be
included, then, within thirty days after the conclusion of such election,
the elective members with respect to whom, for any such reason as
aforesaid, it is not so apparent as aforesaid, shall determine the matter
among themselves by lot, and in their default the matter shall, after
the expiration of such period of thirty days, be determined by the
Governor in Council.
20. If an extraordinary vacancy, within the meaning of the position of member
thirty-third section of the Principal Act, occurs in the office of an elected to fill
elective member of the Board, the person elected to fill such vacancy extraordinary
shall be deemed to have been elected at the same time, and in the
same manner, and to have been included in the same group, as the
member who has vacated his seat :
Provided that, if an extraordinary vacancy occurs within three when extraordinary
months before an annual election, and the previous occupant of the vacancy not filled.
seat was included in the group which, at such annual election, goes
out of office by rotation, such extraordinary vacancy shall not be filled
up, and the previous occupant of such seat shall, for the purposes of
section fourteen hereof, be deemed to be still a member of the Board
and included in the group going out of office at such election.
21. For  -section thirteen, subsection one, of the Special Act, Amendment of
the following subsection shall be substituted, namely :- section 13, subsection
(1) Twenty-eight clear days before the day appointed for (1), of Special Act.
any election, the returning officer, appointed under the
provisions of this Act, shall give public notice of such
election by advertisement in at least two newspapers
generally circulating in Rockhampton and its neighbour-
hood, and by such notice shall specify a day, not less
than ten nor more than fourteen days after the time of
giving such notice, and named therein, as the day of
nomination ; and shall require all candidates at 'such
election to be nominated at some place in Rockhampton,
to be named in such notice,- in manner hereinafter
mentioned.
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Amendment, of 22. For  the last paragraph of section thirteen, subsection two,
section 13,  subsectOnof the  Special  Act, the following paragraph shall be substituted,(2), of special Act.
namely :-
Provided that no person shall be nominated as a candidate
whose name is  not contained in the roll of electors
entitled to vote at the election, or who is not a member
of a business  firm, the name of which is contained in
such roll, or who is not the manager, secretary, or other
duly appointed officer or agent or  a member of a
corporate body, the name of which is contained in such
roll.
Amendment of 23 . In section fourteen of the Special Act the whole of the
section 14 of specialwords in the  last  paragraph commencing with the words " Provided
also, " to the end of the section, shall be omitted.
Amendment ofSpecial Act as to
application of
provisions of  "Tice
Divisional Boards
Act  of f  188VO
Amendment of
section 17,
subsection (9), of
special Act.
24. For section fifteen of the Special Act the following section
shall be substituted, namely,-
15. The following provisions of  99 The Divisional Boards
Act of  1887," that is to say,-
(a) Sections thirty-eight to forty, both inclusive ;
(b) So much of section forty-one as is contained in the
words . . " The returning officer .
shall give public notice of the . . . election by
advertisement in some newspaper generally circulating
in the district. Such notice shall specify a day, .not
less than fourteen nor more than twenty-one days
after the publication of such notice, as the day of
nomination, and shall require the candidates at such
election to be nominated at some place named in such
notice in manner hereinafter mentioned ";
(c) Sections forty-two to fifty, both inclusive ;
(d) Sections fifty-two to fifty-four, both inclusive ;
(e) Sections fifty-six and fifty-seven ; and
(f) Sections eighty-nine to one hundred and fourteen,
both inclusive ;
shall,  mutalis mutandis,  apply and have effect with respect to every
election of an elective member of the Board who, by this Act, is
required to be elected by the ratepayers entitled to vote at the election
of members of the Board of the Division of Gogango, in all respects
as if the same were an election at which a member of the Board of
the said Division was to he elected.
Provided that the requirements of so much of the said sections
fifty-four and fifty-six as relates to the Divisional Fund therein
mentioned, shall be read as applying to the Harbour Fund.
25. For section seventeen, subsection nine, of the Special Act
the following subsection shall be substituted, namely,-
(9) Such roll shall continue in force until the thirty-first
day of March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
eight.
26. In all copies of the Special Act printed by the Govern.
ment Printer after the passing of this Act, the words by this Act
directed to be substituted for other words shall be printed therein, in
lieu of the latter words, and the words directed by this Act to be
added shall be added thereto, and the words directed by this Act to be
omitted shall be omitted. And -references shall be made in the margin
to the sections of this Act by which such amendments are respectively
made.
By Authority  : EDMUND GRRC}oRY, Government  Printer ,  William street,  Brisbane.
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An Act to Amend " The Townsvi lle Harbour Board Act, 1895."
ASSENTED TO 18TH DECEMBER, 1897.]
HEREAS the provisions of  "The Harbour Boards Act,  1892"  preamble.
(hereinafter called the Principal Act), and of  16 The Townsville
Barbour Board Act,  1895" (hereinafter called the Special Act), with
respect to the election of certain elective members, and the time of
their election to and retirement from office, and other provisions thereof
incident to the said matters, have been found to be inconvenient, and
it is expedient to make further and other provision with respect
thereto : And whereas by the Special Act the lands mentioned and
described in the Fifth Schedule to that Act were vested in the Board
constituted under the provisions of that Act, hereinafter called the
Board. And whereas before, and at the commencement of, the Special
Act, certain of the said lands, upon some or all of which certain
improvements existed, were, or were claimed to be, under the control
or in the possession or occupation of the Council'of the Municipality
of Townsville, and were a source of revenue to the said Council:
And whereas, by reason of the vesting of such of the said lands as
aforesaid in the Board, the said Council has sustained or may sustain
loss and injury : And whereas the Special Act contains no provision
for the payment of any compensation to the said Council for such loss
and injury, and it is expedient to make provision for the payment
of such compensation to the said Council by the Board : Be it there-
fore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the
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Short title.
advice. and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly
of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the
same, as follows :-
1. This Act shall  be styled ,  and . may be cited, as  " The
Townsville Harbour  Board Act,  1895,  Amendment  Act of  1897,"
and shall be read and construed with the Principal Act and the Special
Act, and as an amendment of the Special Act.
Payment of harbour 2. It shall be unlawful for any person, firm, or corporate body
dues otherwise than
in the name of true by whom, or on whose behalf, as the true consignee, owner, or exporter,
consignee ,  owner , or harbour dues are payable in respect of any goods discharged or carried
exporter  unlawful. within the harbour, o  shipped forexportation from the harbour, to
pay, or  cause , or permit to be paid such harbour dues, or any part
thereof, in the name of any servant or agent, or other nominee of such
person, firm, or corporate body, or otherwise than in the proper name
of such person, firm, or corporate body.
Penalty for payment 3. Any person or firm, or member of a firm, or any manager,.
of dues in an
unlawful manner. secretary, attorney, agent, or other officer of a corporate body, or any
member of a corporate body, who pays, or causes or permits to be paid,
any harbour dues, in any manner hereinbefore declared to be unlawful,.
shall be guilty of an offence against the Special Act and this Act,
and shall be liable on conviction, for every such offence, to a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds, to be recovered in a summary way
before any two justices.
The complaint, in respect of every such offence, shall be made
by the Chairman of the Board, or by some other person authorised in
that behalf by writing under the hand of the Chairman.
Amendment of
Special Act as to
preparation of roll
of electors.
4. For section ten of the Special Act, the following section
shall be substituted, namely:-
10.  The Clerk of the Board shall, as soon as practicable after
the thirty-first day of March next preceding every annual
election of elective members, prepare an alphabetical list,
containing the name and particulars of the place of abode
or place of business of every person who, during the year
ending on such thirty-first day of March as aforesaid, has
paid, or caused to be paid, or for whom or on whose behalf
there has been paid to the Board, in respect of harbour
dues, a sum or sums amounting in the whole to two
pounds ten shillings or upwards, and in such list shall
set opposite the name of every such person the total of
the sum or sums so paid, or caused to be paid, by or
on behalf of such person during the period aforesaid.
Such list shall be certified by the Clerk of the
Board, by writing, under his hand as correct, and, when
so certified, shall, subject to the provisions of the
thirtieth section of the Principal Act, be conclusive
evidence of the right of every person named therein to
vote.
For the purposes of this section and section
twelve hereof, the word " person " shall include a
business firm and a corporate body.
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5. For section eleven of the Special Act, the following section Amendment of
shall be substituted, namely Special Act as totime for which roll
11. The said list, when so certified as aforesaid, shall beto  be in force.
delivered by the Clerk of the Board to the Returning
Officer hereinafter mentioned, and shall be the roll of
electors, to be used at the election of elective members
of the Board by such payers of dues as aforesaid ; and
such roll shall continue in force until the thirty-first day
of March, in the next following year.
6. In section twelve, paragraph (a), of the Special Act, for Amendment of
the words 11 five pounds," there shall be substituted the words two Special Act as to
qualification ofpounds ten shillings.  certain  voters.
7. Subject to the provisions of the thirty-third section of the Present elective
Principal Act, with respect to the occurrence of a vacancy in the members to  continuein office ti ll
office of an elective member of the Board, and notwithstanding conclusion ffirst
anything in the Principal Act, or the Special Act, to the contrary annual election.
contained, the elective members of the Board in office at the time of
the passing of this Act shall continue to hold office as such elective
members until the conclusion of the first annual election and appoint-
ment of elective members to be held and made as hereinafter provided.
8. From and after the passing of this Act, section twenty-seven Section 27 of
-of the Principal Act, except so much thereof as declares that all Principal Act not to
apply except as topersons who were previously members of the Board shall be eligible re-election.
for re-election, shall not apply or have effect with respect to the
-election or appointment of elective members of the Board, or the period
for which elective members shall hold office.
9. The election of a member to be Chairman of the Board Provisions of section
shall take place at the first meeting of the Board held after the con - 41 of Principal Act,
as to day on which
-elusion of every annual election and appointment of members of the chairman of Board
Board, or at some adjournment of such meeting ,  instead of at the to be elected,  varied.
-first meeting  of the  Board after the second Monday in February in
each  year,  or at some adjournment thereof, as provided  by the forty-first section of the Principal Act.
10. Subject to the provisions of section forty-three of the Present chairman to
'Principal Act, and notwithstanding anything in the Principal Act or continue in office till
the Special  Act to the  contrary contained ,  the Chairman of the  Board
Boa d
meetin
after first
in  office at the time of the passing of this Act shall continue  to hold annual election.
office as such Chairman until the conclusion of such first annual
election and appointment as aforesaid.
11. An annual election and appointment of elective members Annual election and,of  the Board sh ll be h ld and ma e on the fourth Monday in June in
appointment of
every year .  The first such annual election and appointment shall be elective members.
held and made on the fourth Monday in June in the year one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-eight.
12. At such  first annual election and appointment the whole All elective members
.of the  elective members shall be returned ,  and, thereafter ,  at eve to be returned at
annual election ,  one-third part of the whole number of elective members first election.
:shall be returned.
13. At the conclusion of the annual election and appointment one-third part of
,of elective members ,  to be held and made in the year one thousand elective members to
retire yearly by
.eight  hundred and ninety -nine, and, thereafter ,  at the conclusion of rotation.
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the annual election and appointment of elective members in every-
year, one-third part of the whole number of elective members shall go.
out of office as by rotation.
Elective members to  14. For the purpose of facilitating the due carrying out of the-
be divided into  three provisions of the last preceding section, the whole number of elective
groups.
members shall, after such first annual election and appointment as
aforesaid , be divided into three several groups, to be called the First
Group, the Second Group, and the Third Group respectively, each of
which shall include one-third part of the whole number of elective
members, and shall always be constituted as follows :--
The First Group shall consist of two of the elective members.
elected by the payers of dues, and the elective member-
appointed by the Board of the Division of Thuringowa;
The Second Group shall consist of one of the elective,
members elected by the payers of dues, the elective
member appointed by the Chamber of Commerce, and
the elective member appointed by the Council of the
Municipality of Hughenden ;
The Third Group shall consist of one of the elective members
elected by the payers of dues, the elective member-
appointed by the Council of the Municipality of Towns-
ville, and the elective member appointed by the Council
of the Municipality of Charters Towers.
The First Group shall first go out of office. The Second Group
shall go out of office next in rotation after the First Group. The-
Third Group shall go out of office next in rotation after the Second
Group, and, thereafter, at the conclusion of every such annual election
and appointment as aforesaid, one of such groups shall go out of
office in the same rotation.
What elected
members included
in First Group.
What elected
member included
in second Group.
What elected
member included
in Third Group.
15. The two elective members, elected by the payers of dues,.
included in the First Group under the provisions of the last preceding
section, shall, at such first division into groups as aforesaid, be those
two of the whole number of elective members so elected, who, at the
first annual election held as hereinbefore provided, received the
smallest number of votes and the next to such smallest number of votes.
respectively, and thereafter shall be the two elective members, elected
by the payers of dues at that annual election, at the conclusion of
which the First Group goes out of office.
16. The elective member, elected by the payers of dues, in-
cluded as hereinbefore provided, in the Second Group, shall, at such
first division into groups as aforesaid, be that one of the whole number
of elective members so elected, who, at such first annual election as,
aforesaid, received the next to the largest number of votes, and there-
after shall be the elective member, elected by the payers of dues at
that annual election, at the conclusion of which the Second Group.
goes out of office.
17. The elective member, elected by the payers of dues, in-
cluded as hereinbefore provided in the Third Group, shall, at such
first division into groups as aforesaid, be that one of the whole number
of elective members so elected, who, at such first annual election
as aforesaid, received the largest number of votes, and thereafter shall
be the elective member, elected by the payers of dues at that annual
election, at the conclusion of which the Third Group goes out of
office.
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18. If, at such first annual election as aforesaid, the votes How elected.
given for the elective members, elected by the payers of dues, or for members to beallotted to  Foupe in
some of them, are equal, or, if such elective members are elected eertaiu oases.
without a poll, and by reason thereof it is not apparent, under the
provisions hereinbefore contained, in which of the said groups. such
elective members or some of them ought to be included, then, within
thirty days after the conclusion of such election, the elective members
with respect to whom, for any such reason as aforesaid, it is not so
apparent as aforesaid, shall determine the matter among themselves
by lot, and in their default the matter shall, after the expiration of
such period of thirty days, be determined by the Governor in Council.
19. If an extraordinary vacancy, within the meaning of the Position of memberelected orfill extraordinarythirty-third section of the Principal A ct, occurs in the office of an
elective member of the Board, the person elected or appointed to fill vacancy
such vacancy shall be deemed to have been elected or appointed at the
same time, and in the same manner, and to have been included in the
same group, as the member who has vacated his seat :
Provided that, if an extraordinary vacancy occurs within three when extraordinary
months before an annual election and appointment of elective vacancy not filled.
members, and the previous occupant of the seat was included in the
group which, at such annual election and appointment goes out of
office by rotation, such extraordinary v cancy shall not be filled up,
and the previous occupant of such seat shall, for the purposes of sec-
tion thirteen hereof, be deemed to be still a member of the Board, and
included in the group going out of office at such annual election and
appointment.
20. For section fifteen, subsection one, of the Special Act, the Amendment of
following subsection shall be substituted, namely :-- section 15,subsection (1), of(1) Twenty-eight clear days before the day appointed for any special Act.
election, the Returning Officer, appointed under the
provisions of this Act, shall give public notice of such
election by advertisement in at least three newspapers
generally circulating in Townsville, Charters Towers,
Hughenden, and their neighbourhood respectively, and
by such notice shall specify a day, not less than ten nor
more than fourteen days after the time of giving such
notice, and named therein as the day of nomination ;
and shall require all candidates at such election to be
nominated at some place in Townsville, to be named in
such notice in manner hereinafter mentioned.
21. For the last paragraph of section fifteen, subsection two, Amendment of
of the Special Act, the following paragraph shall be substituted, section 15, subsection
namely:
(2), of Special Act.
Provided that no person shall be nominated as a candidate
whose name is not contained in the roll of electors
entitled to vote at the election, or who is not a member
of a business firm, the name of which is contained in
such roll, or who is not the manager, secretary, or
other duly appointed officer or agent of a corporate
body, the name of which is contained in such roll.
22. For section seventeen, subsection nine, of the Special Act, Amendment of
the following subsection shall be substituted, namely: section 17, subsection
(9) Such roll shall continue in force until the thirty-first (9), of special Act.
day of March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
eight.
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Special provisions as 23 . With respect to the improvements of whatever kind,b paid compensationthe n  to including the wharves, jetties, tore-houses, buildings, and otherbe
bytheBoard.improvements, erected or made upon or attached to the lands, or on
or to any part of the lands described in the Schedule hereto, which
said lands were by the Special Act vested in the Board, and
which, before they were so vested as aforesaid, were under the
control or in the possession or occupation of the Council
of the Municipality of Townsville, or claimed so to be ; and
with respect to the rents, proceeds, and profits of the said lands,
including all such improvements as aforesaid, which said rents,
proceeds, and profits, before the said lands were so vested as aforesaid,
were received and enjoyed by the said Council for the purposes of the
said Municipality, and which the said Council claims to be entitled to
continue to receive and enjoy for the purposes aforesaid, the following
provisions shall have effect:-
(1) It shall be lawful for the said Council and the Board,
if they think fit, by agreement between themselves, to
fix the amount to he paid by the Board in manner
hereinafter mentioned, and accepted by the said Council,.
as full compensation for all loss and injury sustained, or
that may be sustained by the said Council in respect of
all such improvements as aforesaid, by reason of the
vesting of the said lands in the Board under the pro-
visions of the said Act, and in respect of the rents,
proceeds, and profits of the said lands and improve-
ments, to become vested in the Board under the
provisions hereinafter contained.
(2) If such agreement as aforesaid is so made, the same
shall be declared and confirmed by a resolution, duly
passed and recorded at a special meeting of the said
Council, and by a like resolution duly passed and
recorded at a special meeting of the Board, both duly
summoned for that purpose, and thereafter such agree-
ment shall be binding and irrevocable.
(3) A copy of each such resolution as aforesaid, under the
common seal of the said Council and the common seal
of the Board respectively, shall be forthwith transmitted
to the Treasurer.
(4) If the said Council and the Board do not by agreement
between themselves, within two months from the com-
mencement of this Act, fix the amount of such compen-
sation as aforesaid, the Governor in Council may direct
that the question of the amount of such compensation
as aforesaid be referred to arbitration in manner herein-
after provided, and, thereupon, notice of such direction
shall be given, in the manner authorised by the Governor
in Counci 1, to the said Council and the Board respectively.
(5) Forthwith after the receipt of such notice by the said
Council and the Board respectively, each of the said
parties shall nominate and appoint an arbitrator, to
whom the question of the amount of such compensation
as aforesaid to be paid by the Board shall be referred,
and every appointment of an arbitrator shall be made
under the common seal of the party making the same ;
Such appointment shall be delivered to the arbi-
trator, and shall be deemed a submission to arbitration
on the part; of the party by whom the same is made ;
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and, after any such appointment has been made, neither
party shall have power to revoke the same without the
consent of the other.
(6) If, for the space of fourteen days after the due appoint-
ment of an arbitrator by one party, the other party fails
to appoint an arbitrator in the manner aforesaid, then,
upon such failure, the party who has appointed an
arbitrator may appoint such arbitrator to act on behalf
of both parties, and such arbitrator may proceed to
hear and determine the question of the amount of such
compensation as aforesaid, and, in such case, the award
or determination of such single arbitrator shall be final.
(7) If, before the question so referred is determined, any
arbitrator appointed by either party dies or becomes
incapable, the party by whom such arbitrator was
appointed may nominate and appoint, in manner
hereinbefore provided, some other person to act as
arbitrator in his place, and every person so appointed as
a substitute for an arbitrator who has so died or become
incapable shall have the same powers and authorities
as were vested in the former arbitrator at the time of
such his death or incapacity as aforesaid.
(8) If, for the space of seven days after the death or
incapacity of an arbitrator, the party by whom such
arbitrator was appointed fails to appoint some other
person to act as arbitrator in his place, the other party
shall give notice in writing to the party so failing as
aforesaid, requiring the appointment of a substitute for
the arbitrator who has so died or become incapable; and
if, for the space of seven days after the giving of such
notice, such other party fails to comply with such
requirement, the remaining or other arbitrator may
proceed  ex parte  to determine the question so referred
as aforesaid, and, in such case, his award or determination
shall be final.
(9) The arbitrators, appointed in the manner hereinbefore
provided, shall, before they enter upon the hearing of
the question referred to them, nominate and appoint, by
writing under their hands, an umpire to decide on any
matters in which they shall differ, or which shall be
referred to him under the provisions of this section ; and,
if such umpire dies or becomes incapable to act, they
shall forthwith, after such death or incapacity, appoint
another umpire in his place, and the decision of every
such umpire on any of the matters aforesaid shall be final.
(10) If, in either of the cases last hereinbefore mentioned,
the arbitrators refuse or, for seven days after request of
either party to such arbitration, neglect to appoint an
umpire, the Governor in Council may appoint an umpire,
and the decision of such umpire on the matters on which
the arbitrators shall differ or which shall be referred to
him as aforesaid shall be final.
(11) If either of the arbitrators appointed by the parties to
the arbitration as hereinbefore provided refuses or, for
fourteen days after the appointment of the last appointed
of them, neglects to act, 'the other arbitrator may
proceed  ex parte,  and the decision of such other
arbitrator shall be final and binding upon both parties.
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(D) If, where the arbitrators appointed by both parties to
the arbitration as hereinbefore provided have entered
upon the hearing of the question so referred to them as
aforesaid , they fail to make their  award  within sixty
days after the day on which the last appointed of such
arbitrators has been appointed, or within such extended
time (if any)  as shall have been  appointed for that
purpose by both such arbitrators under their hands, the
question so referred to them  as aforesaid  shall be deter-
mined by the umpire appointed by them  as aforesaid.
(13) The said arbitrators, or their umpire, may call for the
production of any documents in the  possession  or power
of either party which they or he may think necessary
for determining the question referred to them or him,
and may examine the witnesses of either party on oath,
and may administer the oath necessary for that purpose.
(14) 13efore any arbitrator or umpire  shall enter  upon the
consideration of the question or matters referred to him,
be shall, in the presence of a justice of the peace, make
and subscribe the following declaration, that is to say,-
1, A.B., do solemnly  and sincerely declare  that I will faithfully
and honestly, and to the best of my skill and ability,  hear and
determine the question referred to me under the provisions of  "The
Townsville Harbour Bocrd Act,  1895,  Amendment Act of  1897."
A. B.
Made and subscribed i it the presence of
J.P.
Such declaration shall be in triplicate, and annexed to
the award when made. And if any arbitrator or umpire
having made such declaration shall wilfully act contrary
thereto, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanour.
(15) All the costs of any such arbitration, and incident
thereto, shall be borne by the said Council and the
Board in equal proportion's.
(16) The arbitrators or umpire shall. prepare their or his
award in writing in triplicate, and the same shall be
forthwith delivered by them or him to the said Council
and the Board and the Treasurer respectively.
(17) The submission to such arbitration may be made a rule
of the Supreme Court, on the application of either of
the parties.
(18) No award made with respect to the question referred
to arbitration, under the provisions hereinbefore men-
tioned, shall be set aside for any irregularity or error in
matter of form.
(19) No person, other than the said Council, shall be entitled
to claim or to receive any compensation from either the
said Council or the Board by reason of the operation of
any of the provisions of this section.
(20) The amount of such compensation as aforesaid, whether
the same is fixed by agreement between the said Council
and the Board, or determined by arbitration in the
manner bereinbefore provided, shall not be payable or
paid to the said Council in money, but such amount
shall be placed by the Treasurer to the credit of the said
Council, in the manner provided by  The Local Works
Loans Act of  1880," with respect to repayments of loan
moneys by local authorities, as if such amount had been
paid to the Treasurer by the said Council  in one sum in
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part liquidation of loans under the provisions of the said
Act theretofore advanced to the said Council ; and,
notwithstanding anything in the said Act contained, the
total principal sum which the said Council were liable
under the provisions thereof to repay, in respect of loans
advanced to them, shall be reduced by the amount so
placed to their credit as aforesaid, and all liability of the
said Council, in respect of such proportion of existing
loans as shall be equal to the amount so placed to their
credit as aforesaid, shall absolutely cease and determine.
The interest thereafter payable by the said Council, in
respect of existing loans, shall be upon such reduced
sum only, and the annual payments in respect of such
reduced sum and interest thereon, during the remainder
of the term of such loans, shall be adjusted accordingly.
(21) The said amount of compensation and interest thereon
shall be paid to the Treasurer by the Board, and for the
purpose of facilitating the due payment thereof, the
Board shall be deemed to be a Local Authority within
the meaning and subject to the provisions of  " The Local
Works Loans Act of  1880," and the said amount of
compensation shall be deemed to be a loan duly made
to the Board under and subject to the provisions of the
said Act for a work of the first class, and shall be
deemed to have been advanced by the Treasurer to the
Board on the day on which the said amount is so placed
to the credit of the said Council as aforesaid :
Provided that nothing herein contained shall
prevent the Board from paying, at any time or times, in
one or more sum or. sums, the whole or any part of the
said amount of compensation, in such manner and on
such conditions as may be agreed between the Board
and the Treasurer.
(22) If the said Council and the Board, by agreement
between themselves in manner aforesaid, fix the amount
of such compensation as aforesaid, or if the question of
the amount of such compensation is settled by arbitra-
tion in manner aforesaid, then forthwith, after the
copies of the resolutions required by subsection (3)
hereof to be forwarded to the Treasurer, or the award
required by subsection ,(16) hereof to be forwarded to
the Treasurer, as the case may be, shall have been
received by the Treasurer, the Governor in Council shall
by Proclamation declare that all the conditions necessary
to entitle the Board, under the provisions of this Act, to
have the rents, proceeds, and profits of the said lands
and improvements vested in the Board have been
performed.
(23) From and after the date of the Proclamation last herein-
before mentioned, all the rents, proceeds, and profits of
the said lands and improvements shall vest in the Board,
and all the rents, proceeds, and profits of the said lands
and improvements which, having accrued, are, at the
date of such Proclamation, due or payable, shall be and
continue to be so due :and payable, and shall be paid to
and received and recovered by the Board ; and all rights,liabilities, contracts, and engagements of he said
Council in relation to the said lands and. each of them,
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and the said improvements ,  and each of them existing
at the date of such Proclamation shall , by virtue of this
Act, become and be transferred to and vested in the
Board  ;  and all actions, suits ,  and proceedin gs, by or
against the said Council ,  pending at the date of such
Proclamation in relation to the said lands or any of
them ,  and the said improvements ,  or any of them, may
be enforced, carried on,  and prosecuted  by or  against the
Board.
(24) If in any  year the  Board make default in the due
payment  to the  Treasurer of any sum required to be paid
by the  Board, in respect of the amount of compensation
hereinbefore mentioned ,  under the provisions of  " The
-Local  Works  Loans  Act of  1880," then ,  notwithstanding
anything hereinbefore or in the said Act contained, so
much of the whole amount of such compensation as
shall be then unpaid shall become and be forthwith
payable by the Board as a debt due to Her Majesty, and,
as such debt ,  may be sued for and recovered under the
provisions of " The Crown Remedies  Act of  1874."
Certain leases to be
recognised as valid, 24. No lease of any or of any part of the said ands or improve-
and lessees who have  ments, granted by the said Council to any person before the first day
paid rent due  for of September, 1,---,97,shall be invalid or be liable to be questioned byany period to be
exempt from liability reason only of the same having been so granted after the commence-
to Board for ment of the Special Act. And no person who, before the said first dayoccupation during
the same period. of September, has paid to the said Council the rent of any or of any
part of the said lands or improvements, due and payable under the
provisions of any lease thereof granted to him or his assignors by the
said Council, or by virtue of any agreement entered into with -the
said Council, shall be liable to any action, suit, or proceeding by the
Board in respect of any amount claimed for the use or occupation by
him of any or of any such part of the said lands or improvements
during any period in respect of which the full amount of the rent so
due and payable has been already paid by him before the said first
day of September as aforesaid.
THE SCHEDULE.
No. 1.
Town of Townsville, county of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah.
Allotments 1, 2, 3 and 4 of section C.-Area, 1 acre 23-2- o perches.
Commencing on the left bank of Ross Creek at its intersection by the east side
of King street, and bounded thence on the west by that street bearing 1 degree 57
minutes three chains ; on the north-east by Flinders street bearing 111 degrees 57
minutes five  chains and forty links; on the east by a line bearing 181 degrees 57 minutes
one chain and thirty-five links to Ross Creek ; and thence by the left bank of that creek
upwards to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office, but not including any part of the soil of the said creek or
the said streets  or any of them.
No. 2.
Town of Townsville, county of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah.
Area, about 1 acre 1 rood 10 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of Ross Creek at the termination of the north side
of Stokes street, and bounded thence on the south-west by that street bearing 302
degrees 46 minutes about one chain and eighty links ; on the north-west by a line bearing
32 degrees 46 minutes seven chains and seventy links; and on the north-east by a line
bearing 122 degrees 46 minutes about one chain and fifty-five links to Ross Creek.
By Authority  : EDMUND UBBGoBY, Government Printer , William  street, Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland  Government  Gazette, Tuesday, 21st  December , 1897.-No.  158.
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ANNO  SEXAGESIMO PRIMO
VICTORLE  REGIN}E.
No. 22.
An Act to Constitute a Board for the Control , Management ,  and Main-
tenance of the Lamington Bridge at Maryborough, and to make
Provision for defraying the Cost of the Construction and Main-
tenance thereof ,  and for other Purposes connected therewith.
ASSENTED TO 1STH DECEMBER, 1897.]
TTHEREAS by  " The Maryborough Bridge Act  of 1593 " the Preamble.
Governor in Council was empowered to appoint a Board by
the name of 11 The Maryborough Bridge Board," consisting of three
persons : And whereas, under and in pursuance of the said Act, the
Governor in Council, by an Order in Council, made on the first
day of November, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three,
appointed the said Board : And whereas by the said Act the said
Board was authorised to erect, control, manage, and  maintain a
Bridge and the approaches thereto, without provision being made for
the opening of a portion of such Bridge to allow of the passage of
sea-going vessels, and to levy and collect tolls on the said Bridge, and
apply the same in manner specified by the said Act : And whereas
the said Board has, under and in pursuance of the said Act, erected
and hitherto controlled, managed, and maintained a Bridge called
"The Lamington Bridge" without making provision for the opening
of a portion of such Bridge to allow of the passage of sea-going
vessels, and has levied and collected tolls on the said Bridges, and
applied the same in manner specified by the said Act : And whereas
by the said Act the Treasurer was authorised to advance to the said
Board, out of any moneys appropriated by Parliament for that
purpose, such sums or sums of money on loan as might be required
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for erecting the said Bridge : And whereas under and in' pursuance of
the said Act, the Treasurer has from time to time advanced to the
said Board, for the purpose of erecting the said Bridge, out of moneys
appropriated by Parliament, sums of money amounting in the
aggregate to twenty-five thousand four hundred pounds : And whereas
the said Board has applied the said sums of money for the purposes
of the said. Act : And whereas the said sum of twenty-five thousand
v
four hundred pounds is now owing by the said Board in respect
of such loan : And whereas it is expedient to make further
and other provision for the control, management, and maintenance
of the said Lamington Bridge and the approaches thereto, and to
abolish all tolls on the said Bridge, and to make other provision
for defraying the cost of the erection, control, management, and
maintenance of the said Bridge : Be it therefore enacted by the
Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent
of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows :--
1897."
1. This Act may be cited as  " The Lamington  Bridge Act of
Interpretation.
Commencement of
Act.
Repeal.
First Schedule.
Dissolution of
existing Board.
2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise indicates, the
following terms shall have the meanings set against them respectively,
that is to say,
" Dissolved  Board"-The Maryborough Bridge Board ap-
pointed under and in pursuance of  " The Maryborough
Bridge  Act of  1893 " hereby repealed ;
The Board  "- The Lamington Bridge Board constituted
under the provisions of this Act ;
District  "- The District of the Board ;
Local Authorities  Act "-The  laws in force for the time
being relating to Local Authorities and Joint Local
Authorities.
3. This Act shall come into operation on the first day of
January, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight.
4. From and after the constitution of the Board under the
provisions of this Act  " The illaryborough Bridge  Act of  1893 " shall
be repealed.
5. (1.) From and after the constitution of the Board under
the provisions of this  Act the  Maryborough Bridge Board appointed
under and in pursuance  of  "The Illaryborough Bridge  Act of  1893 "
shall be dissolved ,  and shall cease to exercise or perform any of the
powers, duties ,  or authorities which it is authorised or entrusted to
exercise or perform under the provisions  of that Act,  and shall  cease
to be subject to any of the obligations or liabilities to which it has
heretofore been subject.
(2.) All By-laws heretofore made by the dissolved Board which
would have been valid  if they had  been made under this Act shall be
as valid as if they had been made under this Act, and shall remain in
force until the Board has made By-laws with respect to the matters
hereby provided for, and thereafter shall be deemed to be repealed.
(3.) The Board may take under any such By-laws any
proceedings which the dissolved Board might have taken if this Act
had not passed.
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(4.) All actions, suits, and proceedings pending by or against
the dissolved Board at the date of the constitution of the Board may
be carried on and prosecuted by or against the Board, and no such
action, suit, or proceeding shall abate or be discontinued or pre-
judicially affected by anything in this Act contained.
The Lamington .Fridge Board.
6. (1.) For the effective administration of this Act there shall The Lamington
be a Board to be called " The Lamington Bridge Board ." Bridge Board.
(2.) The Lamington Bridge Board shall by that name or style Board to be a body
be a body corporate with perpetual succession and a common seal, and Corporate.
shall be capable in law of suing and being sued, and of purchasing,
holding, and alienating land, and of doing and suffering all such other
acts and things as bodies corporate may by law do and suffer.
7. The District of the Board shall be the Area comprised within District defined.
the boundaries of the Municipalities of Maryborough and the Division
of Tinana.
8. (1.) The Board shall consist of three representatives elected constitution of
in manner following, that is to say, Board.
Between the first and thirty-first day of March in every
alternate year-
(i.) The Council of the Municipality of Maryborough shall
elect out of their number two representatives ; and
(ii.) The members of the Divisional Board of Tinana shall
elect out of their number one representative :
Provided that the first Board shall be elected between the first
and thirty-first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-eight, and shall hold office until the date of the next biennial
election.
(2.) The names of the representatives so elected shall forthwith
be reported to the Minister by the clerks of the Local Authorities,
members of which have been elected.
(3.) If within one month from the time appointed an insufficient
number of representatives is elected, the Governor in Council shall
appoint by Order in Council  some  fit and proper person or persons to
be a representative or representatives.
(4.) When a representative ceases to be a member of the Local
Authority which has elected him or has joined in electing him, he
shall cease also to be such representative.
(5.) If a representative fails to attend three or more consecu-
tive meetings of the Board extending over a period of not less than
three months, without leave of absence obtained from the Board, he
shall cease to be such representative.
(6.) If at any time a vacancy in,the Board is caused by death,
resignation, or otherwise, such vacancy shall be filled as soon as may
be in manner hereinbefore provided by the election or appointment of
another representative, who shall hold office until the date of the next
biennial election.
(7.) If any representative refuses or neglects to act, or to attend
any duly convened meeting of the Board, all lawful acts and proceed-
ings of the Board shall be as valid and effectual as if they had been
done or authorised by the full Board.
(8.) No proceedings of the Board, or of any person acting as
Chairman of the Board, shall be invalidated by reason of any defect
in the appointment or election or of any disqualification of any repre-
sentative, or by reason of there being any vacancy in the number of
representatives at the time of such proceedings.
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(9.) The Governor is Council shall cause the names of the first
representatives elected or appointed to the Board to be published in
the  Gazette,  and thereupon the Lamington Bridge Board shall be
deemed duly constituted.
Chairman. 9. The Board shall, at its first meeting after every biennial
election, or some adjournment thereof, elect one of their number to
be the Chairman of the Board.
If within fourteen days after the biennial election no chairman
has been elected, the Governor in Council may appoint some represen-
tative to be the Chairman.
The Chairman shall preside at all meetings at which he is
present. In the absence of the Chairman, the representatives present
at any duly convened meeting shall elect from their number a chair-
man for the day.
Assets of  dissolved
Board.
Assets of  dissolved Board.
10. Upon the constitution of the Board, the Lamington Bridge
and the approaches thereto, and all land, plant, and materials con-
nected therewith, and all assets of the dissolved Board, other than
moneys accrued due to the Treasurer by way of interest upon loan,
shall absolutely vest in the Board.
The Board shall pay to the Treasurer all moneys (if any)
accrued due to him by way of such interest.
Powers of Board.
Powers of the Board. 11. Notwithstanding anything in any Act or law to the
contrary, the Board-
(1) Shall control, manage, and maintain the Lamington
Bridge and the approaches thereto ; and
(2) Shall and may do all things necessary to carry out the
provisions of this Act.
Toll abolished. 12. It shall not be lawful for the Board to make, levy, or
collect any toll or due upon the Lamington Bridge ; and from and
after the commencement of this Act the passage to and upon such
Bridge shall be wholly free.
Meetings.
Meetings. 13. (l.) The Board shall meet at such times as are appointed
by the By-laws.
Quorum; voting. (2.) No business shall be transacted at any meeting of the
Board unless at least two of the representatives are present when
such business is transacted.
(3.) All powers vested in the Board may be exercised by the
majority of the representatives present at any meeting duly held, and
all questions shall be decided by a majority and by open voting.
At all meetings, save as herein otherwise provided, all repre-
sentatives present shall vote.
If a representative refuses to vote, his vote shall be counted for
the negative.
Penalty  for voting  as (4.) No representative shall vote or take part in any debate with
member where respect to any matter in which he has directly or indirectly, by himself
interested
or his partners, any pecuniary interest,
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Every representative who knowingly offends against the pro-
visions of this section shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty
pounds.
(5.) The representatives present at a meeting may, from time Adjournment of
meeting.to time, adjourn the meeting.
If a quorum is not present within half an hour after the time
appointed for a meeting, the representative present, or the clerk, if no
representative is present, may adjourn such meeting to any time not
later than seven days from the date of such adjournment :
Provided that nothing herein shall be construed to prevent the
adjournment of any meeting to a later hour of the  same  day on which
such meeting was appointed to be held.
(6.) All notices of any meeting, or adjourned meeting (other Notice of meetings.
than a meeting adjourned to a later hour of the same day on which
such meeting was appointed to be held), shall be in writing and shall
be delivered, or sent by post or otherwise, to the usual place of busi-
ness  (if any) within the District, or to the place of abode, of each of
the representatives, two clear days at least previous to the meeting.
Every such notice shall specify the time of meeting, and, in
case  of a special meeting, shall specify the object thereof.
No business shall be transacted at any special meeting except
such as is stated in the notice thereof.
(7.) All meetings of the Board, except meetings of any com-
mittee of the Board, shall be open to the public.
14. (1.) The Board may from time to time- Committees.
(i.) Appoint out of their number committees either for
general or special purposes ;
(ii.) Delegate to a committee power to do any act or hold any
inquiry ;
(iii.) Fix the quorum of a committee.
Every committee may from time to time appoint one of its
number to be chairman thereof.
Every committee shall report to the Board.
(2.) A committee may meet from time to time and may adjourn
from place to place as it thinks proper, but no business shall be trans-
acted at any meeting of the committee unless the quorum (if any)
fixed by the Board, and if no quorum is fixed two representatives at
least, are present.
At all meetings of a committee if the chairman is not present
one of the representatives shall be appointed chairman of such com-
mittee during the absence of the chairman. All questions shall be
determined by a majority of votes of the representatives present,
including the chairman ; and if the numbers are equally divided he
shall have a second or casting vote.
Books, 5' c.
15. (1.) The Board shall cause entries of all the proceedings  Minutes.
of the Board and of every committee appointed by the Board, with the
names of the representatives present at each meeting and of the names
of all representatives voting upon any question for the decision ' of
which a division is called, to be duly made from time to time in books
to be provided for the purpose, which shall be kept by the clerk under
the superintendence of the Chairman.
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Every such entry shall be signed by the Chairman at the meet-
ing next succeeding the meeting at which such proceeding has taken
place.
Evidence of Entries. (2.) Every entry in any book kept by the clerk, purporting to
be an entry relating to the proceedings of the Board, or of a committee
thereof, and to be signed by the Chairman, or a certified copy of or an
extract from any such entry, sealed with the seal of the Board, and
signed by the Chairman and clerk, shall, upon the production thereof
alone, be received in any Court of Justice as evidence of the proceedings
appearing by such entry to have been taken, without proof of the
meeting to which the same  refers  having been duly convened or held,
or of the persons attending such meeting having been or being repre-
sentatives or members of committee respectively, or of the signatures
of the Chairman or clerk, or of the fact of their having been Chairman
or clerk respectively ; and all such last-mentioned matters shall be
presumed until the contrary is proved.
Office.
Office. 16 . The Board shall appoint and occupy as its office such
convenient premises as the Board may select.
Ofcers.
Appointment , 17. (1.) The Board may from time to time appoint a clerk and
removal , &c., and
Ralaries ofofficers. such other officers as may be necessary to assist in the execution of
this Act, and may, out of the Bridge Fund, pay such salaries and
allowances to such officers respectively as the Board may determine.
Security by officers (2.) Before any officer entrusted by the Board with the custody
entrusted  with
or control of moneys by virtue of his office enters thereon, the Boardmoneys.
shall take sufficient seurity from some association or joint stock
company carrying on, in the Colony, the business of a guarantee
society for the faithful execution of such office by such officer.
Chairman may (3. ) The Chairman may at any time suspend from office any
suspend officers.
officer of the Board who in his opinion is guilty of misconduct or
neglect, and may, if necessary, temporarily appoint another officer in
his place : Provided that at the next meeting of the Board after such
suspension  the Chairman shall report the matter to the Board; and if
the officer so suspended  is dismissed  by the Board, no salary  or wages
shall be due or paid to him from the date of his suspension. Every
officer temporarily appointed shall hold office and receive remuneration
(which shall in no case exceed that paid to the officer so suspended)
only until the Board decides whether the person suspended shall be
reinstated, or whether he shall be  dismissed and a successor  appointed
in his stead.
Officers exacting or (4.) Every officer employed by the Board who exacts or accepts,
accepting fees.
on account  of anything done by virtue of his office, any fee or reward
other than the salary or allowance by way of salary allowed by the
Board , or who is in anywise concerned or interested in any bargain or
contract  made  by the Board, shall be incapable of being afterwards
employed by the Board for the space of five  years, and  shall forfeit
the sum of one hundred pounds. And the Board or any person may
sue for such penalty by action in any court of competent jurisdiction.
Any such penalty recovered by any person shall be retained by him.
Safe custody of (5.) The clerk shall be responsible for the safe custody of all
books.  books of account,  agreements , receipts, vouchers, and other papers and
writings  relating to the business of the Board ; he shall make a record
of the same in obedience to the direction of the Auditor-General, and
shall not destroy or mutilate them or any of them without his  sanction
in writing  previously obtained.
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Any person who wilfully destroys or mutilates any book of
account, agreement, receipt, voucher, or other book, paper, or writing
relating to the business of the Board, otherwise than in pursuance
of such sanction, shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and shall on
conviction be liable to imprisonment for any period not exceeding two
years, with or without hard labour, or to a penalty not exceeding one
hundred pounds.
(6.) If any officer of the Board fails when required by the officers failing to
Board so to do- render accounts, &c.
(i.) To render accounts of any moneys received by him for
or on behalf of the Board, and of his dealings therewith ;
or
(ii.) To produce and deliver up the vouchers and receipts
relating to the same in his possession or power ; or
(iii.) To pay the balance thereof when so required ; or
(iv.) To deliver up to the Board or to any person appointed
by it to receive the  same , within five days after being
so required, all papers and writings, property, matters,
and things in his  possession  or power, relating to the
execution of this Act, or belonging to the Board ;
any two justices may hear and determine the matter in a summary
way, and may order such officer to render such accounts or to deliver
up such vouchers and receipts, or to pay over the balance owing by
him, or to deliver up all such papers, writings, property, matters, and
things.
If such officer neglects or refuses to obey such order he may,
by any justice, be committed to gaol for any period not exceeding six
months.
All such proceedings against an officer may be had and taken Proceedings may be
and enforced against such officer after he has ceased to hold his office. taken after officerhas ceased to hold
No such proceedings against an officer shall deprive the Board office.
of any remedy which it might otherwise have against any surety of
such officer.
By-laws.
18. (1.) The Board may make By-laws in respect of  the By-laws.
following matters :-
(i.) The times for holding meetings of the Board,  the sum- Meetings.
moning and adjournment of such meetings, and the
proceedings and preservation of order thereat, the
duties of officers of the Board and the transaction and
management of business ;
(ii.) Regulating the traffic upon or over the Lamington Trafc.
Bridge ;
(iii.) The prevention of injury to the Lamington Bridge; Injury.
(iv.) The safety of persons crossing, and the prevention of Accidents.
accidents on the Lamington Bridge ;
(v.) The prevention and suppression of nuisances upon  the Nuisances.
Lamington Bridge ;
(vi.) Generally for the good management of the Lamington Generally.
Bridge.
A By-law may impose a penalty for any breach thereof, and Penalty.
may also impose different penalties in case of successive breaches.
But no such penalty shall exceed fifty pounds.
(2.) No such By-law shall have any force or effect unless the By-laws to be
approved by
same  has been sealed with the official seal of the Board, and approved  Governor in Council.
by the Governor in Council, or until the same has been published
once at  least in  the  Gazette.
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Repeal by Governor
in Council.
(3.) A By-law, or part of a By-law, may be repealed by the
Governor in Council.
Existing Loan.
P rovision as to 19. The  amount of  money owing by the dissolved Board by
indebtedness . way of  loan  at the commencement of this Act shall be dealt with in
manner following
One half part thereof shall be charged upon the Loan Account
of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of the Colony.
The other half part thereof shall be and be deemed to have
been a loan  to the Board under the provisions of  The Local Works
Loans Act of  1880," subject, however, to the following provisions :-
(i.) The loan shall be deemed to have been advanced to the
Board as and from the first day of January, one
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight ;
(ii.) The loan shall be deemed to have been advanced for a
term of fifty years ;
(iii.) The  loan shall  hereafter be liquidated by payment to the
Treasurer by the Board, on the first days of July and
January respectively in every year, of instalments at
the rate of  four  pounds thirteen shillings and two pence
per annum  for every one hundred pounds of such
loan  and all interest accrued thereon, and such instal-
ments shall  continue to be payable until the total
amount  of the  loan,  together with the interest  accruing
thereon, has been wholly repaid ;
(iv.) Provided that, notwithstanding anything herein or in
the said Act contained, the Treasurer may permit the
Board to pay off the whole or any portion of the loan
at any time  before the  same  may become due.
Expenses.
How expenses to be  20. (1.) All expenses incurred by the Board under or in
paid . pursuance  of this Act, and the instalments hereinbefore required to be
paid to the Treasurer, shall be contributed to the Board by the Local
Authorities having jurisdiction within the District in the proportions
following, that is to say:-The Council of the Municipality of
Maryborough shall contribute two-thirds thereof, and the Local
Authority of the Division of Tinana one-third thereof.
Precept. (2.) For the purpose of obtaining payment from the Local
Authorities of the sums to be contributed by then, the Board may
issue a  precept, signed by the Chairman, to each Local Authority
stating therein the sum to be contributed by such Local Authority,
and requiring  such Local Authority within a time limited by the
precept to pay the sum mentioned to the Board or to such  person as
the Board directs. And the provisions of the Local Authorities Act
shall,  as far as possible , be applied to every such precept.
Bridge Rate. (3.) For the purpose of raising the sums to be contributed and
the expenses of collection, each Local Authority shall make and levy
when and so often  as is  required a Bridge Rate, which shall be paid
and borne  by the ratepayers of the District, and the same proceedings
may be taken for the recovery thereof as in the case of rates made
under the Local Authorities Act. No endowment shall be paid in
respect of moneys raised by such Bridge Rate.
Enforcement of such (4.) If a Local Authority refuses or neglects to levy and
Rate by Treasurer. collect such Rate after being required by the Treasurer so to do, the
Treasurer may make, levy, and collect such Rate, and for that purpose
shall have all the powers conferred by the Local Authorities Act upon
a Local Authority in respect of levying and collecting and enforcing
the payment of Rates.
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Revenue and Audit.
21. (1.) The revenue of the Board shall consist of all moneys Revenue.
which the Board may receive under or in pursuance of this Act not
being the proceeds of a loan.
(2.) All such moneys shall be carried to the account of a Fund Bridge Fund.
to be called the " Bridge Fund."
(3.) The Bridge Fund shall be applied by the Bridge Board Application f Fund.
towards the payment of the instalments hereinbefore required to be
paid and all expenses necessarily incurred in carrying this Act into
execution, and in doing and performing any acts and things which
the Board is by this Act empowered or required to do or perform.
(4.) The Board may pay out of the Bridge Fund any sum due Payments out of
under an agreement lawfully made for the purposes of this Act, and purpFund
any sum recovered against the Board by process of law, and any sum
which by any order made or purporting to be made under this Act the
Board is directed to  pay  .by way of compensation, damages, costs, or
otherwise.
22. (1.) The Auditor-General, or such officer of his staff as he Annual audit.
from time, to time directs, shall once at least in every year examine
the books and accounts of the Board, and the Auditor-General shall
report thereupon to the Treasurer.
(2.) The Treasurer may, if, he thinks fit, require such books
.and accounts to be kept by the Board, and in such form and manner
as may be prescribed by the Auditor-General.
(3.) On or before the thirty-first day of July in each year the
Board shall publish in the  Gazette,  and in one or more newspapers
generally circulating in the District, a true statement of the receipts
and expenditure of the Board for the year then last past, and such
statement shall be signed by the Chairman and clerk, and certified as
correct by the Auditor-General.
General.
23. The production of the  Gazette  containing any Order in Evidence of
Council or the notification of any election or appointment made under publication.
the provisions of this Act or the notification of the approval of a By-
law shall be sufficient evidence, until the contrary is shown, that such
Order in Council has been duly made, and is still in force, and. that
such election or appointment has been duly made, and that such By-law
has been duly made, sealed, and approved, and that it is still in force.
24. (1.) Any person who obstructs the Board or any person obstructing
employed by it or any police officer or any officer of the Department execution of Act.
of Audit, in the performance of anything which it or be is respectively
empowered o  required to o by this Act, shall be liable toa penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds.
(2.) Any person who wilfully destroys, pulls down, injures, or
defaces any board on which any By-law, notice, or other matter is
inscribed, shall, if the same was put up by authority of the Board, be
liable to a penalty not exceeding five -pounds.
25. Any representative or officer who wilfully misapplies any Punishment for
money forming part of the Bridge Fund or of any other money under misapplying funds
the control of the Board, or who wilfully or by culpable negligence of Board.
connives at or concurs in the misapplication of anysuch money, shall
be guilty of a misdemeanour, and shall on conviction be liable to be
kept in penal servitude for any period not exceeding seven years and
not less than three years, or to be imprisoned for any period not
exceeding two years, with or without hard labour.
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Notices may be
printed or written.
Service of notice.
26-. (1.) Notices under this Act or any By-law made there-
under may be in writing or print, or partly in writing and partly in
print.
(2.) Every notice shall be signed by, or bear the printed
signature of, the Chairman or clerk.
(3.) Any notice under this Act, or any By-law made there-
under, required to be given to any person may be served-
(a) By delivering the same to such person ; or
(b) By leaving the same at his usual or last known place of
abode ; or
(c) By forwarding the same by post in a prepaid letter
addressed to such person at his usual or last known
place of abode.
(4.) A notice forwarded by post shall be deemed to have been
given at the last moment of the day on which the same ought to be
delivered at its destination in the ordinary course of post.
Duty of police 27. It shall be the duty of every officer of police who finds any
officers. person committing a breach of any of the provisions of this Act, or of
any By-law made thereunder, to demand from such person his name
and place of abode, and to report the fact of such breach and the
name  and place of abode of such person, as soon as conveniently may
be, to the clerk.
Any person who refuses to state his name and place of abode
when required by an officer of police so to do, or who in his opinion.
states a false, name or place of abode, may, without any other warrant
than this Act, be apprehended by him and taken before Justices, there
to be dealt with according to law.
Any person who refuses to state his name and place of abode,.
or states a false name or place of abode, shall be liable on conviction
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Any police officer who finds any person committing an offence
against this Act, or any By-law made thereunder, may, without any
other warrant than this Act, apprehend such person and convey }dim
to a police station, there to be dealt with according to law.
Board  may direct  28. (1.) The Board may order proceedings to be taken for the
prosecutions, ate.
recovery of any penalties, and for the punishment of any person
offending against the provisions of this Act or any By-law made
thereunder, and may order the expenses of such prosecution or other
proceedings to be paid out of the Bridge Fund.
Proceedings  in petty (2.) In all proceedings in any court of summary jurisdiction or
sessions . before any Justice the clerk or any other officer of the Board appointed
by the Chairman by writing under his hand may represent the. Board
in all respects as though lie were the party concerned.
Reimbursement of (3.) The clerk or other officer appointed as last aforesaid shall
officer. be reimbursed out of the Bridge Fund all damages, costs, charges,
and expenses to which he may be put or with which he may become
chargeable by reason of anything contained in this section.
Recovery of, (4.) Every penalty or other moneys payable in respect of anypenalties.
offence against this Act, or any By-law made thereunder, may be
recovered by complaint of the clerk or other such officer  as aforesaid
before any two justices.
Application of (5.) Except where it is by this Act provided to the contrary,
penalties .
all penalties recovered for offences against this Act, or any By-laws
made thereunder, shall be paid into the Bridge Fund.
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(6.) Every person guilty of an offence against this Act, or any Penalties.
By-law made thereunder ,  shall for every such offence be liable, if no
other penalty is imposed, to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds,
or to be imprisoned for any period not exceeding six months.
(7.) The  institution of criminal proceedings against, or the saving of civil
conviction of a person for, any offence against this Act, or any remedy.
By-laws made thereunder ,  shall not affect any remedy which any other
person aggrieved may be entitled to in any civil proceeding.
(8.) No justice shall be deemed incapable of acting in any case hough ratepayers
arising under this  Act by  reason of his being ,  as one of several  rate-or liable to
payers, or as one of any other class of persons,  liable in common with contribute.
others to contribute to, or be benefited  by, the  Bridge Fund.
29. No action ,  suit, indictment ,  information ,  or other proceeding No action to be
against the Board
shall be commenced, presented ,  prosecuted ,  or maintained against the or other authority
Board ,  the Government ,  or any person empowered in that behalf, for for obstructing
or in respect of the erecting or maintaining of the Lamington Bridge navigation.
without making provision for the opening of a portion thereof to allow
of the passage of sea-going vessels ,  or for or in respect of the obstruc-
tion of the navigation of the  River  Mary by the Lamington Bridge,
or for or in respect of any damages ,  loss, or expenses occasioned, or
alleged to be occasioned ,  by reason of such erecting, maintaining,
closure, or obstruction ,  or in anywise whatever arising therefrom.
By Authority :  EDMUND GREGORY, Government  Printer , William  street, Brisbane.
Supplement  to the Queensland Government Gazette., Tuesday, 21st December, 18,97.- No.  159.
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ANNO  SEXAGESIMO PRIMO
VICTORLE  REGIME.
No. 23.
An Act to  Amend  "  The District Courts Act, 1891."
[ASSENTED TO 18TH DECEMBER, 1897.]
E it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by andB with e advice and consent of the Legislative Council andb
Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and
by the authority of the same,  as follows
1. This Act may be cited as  " The District Courts Act,  1897,"  Short itle and
and shall be read and construed with and as an amendment of  " The construction.
District Courts Act,  1891," hereinafter called the Principal Act.
2. The following words are substituted for the second paragraph  Amendment of
of the ninth section of the Principal Act, namely : 55 Vic . No. 33, s. S,- as to the number of
The number of Judges shall not exceed four. Judges.
By Authority :  EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer, % illiam street, Brisbane.
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No. 24.
An Act to Apply certain Sums of Money out of the Consolidated
Revenue Fund to the Service of the Year ending on the last
day of June, 1898 ,  and certain further Sums to the Service
of the Year ended on the last day of June ,  1897, and to Appro-
priate the Supplies granted in this Session of Parliament.
[ASSENTED TO 20TH DECEMBER, 1897.]
MOST GRACIOUS SOVEREIGN,-
WE, your Majesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects, the Legis-
lative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled,
towards making good the supply which we have cheerfully granted
to your Majesty in this Session of Parliament, have resolved to grant
unto your Majesty the sums hereinafter mentioned, and do therefore
beseech your Majesty that it may be enacted ; and be it therefore
enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the
advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled,. and by the
authority of the same, as follows :-
1. In addition to the several sums specified in the Schedules A prop ton.
to this Act marked respectively A, B, C, D, and E, and which sums [chedulea A, B, C,
are payable under the authority of the several Acts in those Schedules
D' and E.]
respectively mentioned, there shall and may be issued and applied,
towards making good the supplies granted to Her Majesty for the
service of the year ending on the last day of June, One thousand eight
hundred and ninety-eight, the sums following, inclusive of the three
several sums of Three hundred and seventy-five thousand pounds and
Three hundred and fifty thousand pounds and Three hundred and
seventy-five thousand pounds already authorised to be applied towards
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Approp riation of
sums voted for
Supply services.
the service of the year ending on the last day of June, One thousand
eight hundred and ninety -eight,  by  " The Appropriation Act of
1897 -98,  No.  1," and  11 The Appropriation  Act of  1897 -98,  No. 2,"
and  " The Appropriation  Act of  1897-98,  No .  3," that is to say,-
From the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Queensland ,  exclu-
sive of the moneys  -standing to the credit of the Loan
Fund Account ,  the sum of Two millions two hundred
and fifty -three thousand and seventy -seven pounds ;
From the Trust and Special Funds the sum of One hundred
and seventeen thousand five hundred and seventy-eight
pounds five shillings and nine pence ; and
From the moneys standing to the credit of the Loan Fund
Account the sum of One million two hundred and
twenty -one thousand four hundred and seventy-four
pounds.
2. The sums granted by this Act and by  "  The Appropriation
Act of  1897 -98,  No.  1," and  "  The Appropriation  Act of  1897-98,
No.  2," and  11  The  A ppropriation  Act of  1897-98,  No .  3," and which
[Schedules a, u, are set forth in the Schedules to this Act marked respectively G, H,
and I.] and I, amounting, as appears by the said Schedules, in all to the sum
Supplementary
Appropriation,
1896-97.
[Schedule F.]
[Schedules K, L,
and M.]
Treasurer to pay
moneys as directed
by warrant.
of Three millions five hundred and ninety-two thousand one hundred
and twenty-nine pounds five shillings and nine pence, are appropriated,
and shall be deemed to have been appropriated as from the first day
of July, One thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, for the
purposes and services expressed in the said Schedules G, H, and I,
respectively.
3. In addition to the several sums specified in the Schedule to
this Act marked F, and which sums were lawfully paid for the service
of the year ended on the last day of June, One thousand eight hundred
and ninety-seven, under the authority of the several Acts in that
Schedule mentioned, there shall and may also be issued and applied
the further sums following, that is to say,From the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Queensland, exclu-
sive of the moneys standing to the credit of the Loan
Fund Account, a further sum of Seventy-nine thousand
six hundred and ten pounds twelve shillings and three
pence ;
From the Trust and Special Funds the sum of Forty-one
thousand and thirty pounds three shillings and five
pence ;
From the moneys standing to the credit of the Loan Fund
Account a further sum of Ninety-three thousand and
sixty-eight pounds fifteen shillings and two pence ;
to defray Supplementary Charges for the service of the said year
ended on the last day of June, One thousand eight hundred and
ninety-seven, and such  sums shall  be deemed to have been appro-
priated  as from  the first day of July, One thousand eight hundred and
ninety-six, for the purposes and services expressed in the Schedules
to this Act marked K, L, and M.
4. The Treasurer shall issue and pay the said several sums for
the purposes hereinbefore mentioned, to such persons, upon such days,
and in such proportions as the Governor, by any warrant or order
under his hand and directed to the Treasurer, from time to time orders
and directs, and the payments so made shall be charged upon and
payable out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Queensland.
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5. The Treasurer shall in his accounts from time to time 'be Treasurer to be
allowed credit for an sum or sums of money aid b him in pursuance allowed credit forny paid y sums paid in
of any such warrants or orders, and the receipt or receipts of the pursuance of
respective persons to whom the moneys are paid shall be a valid dis - warrant,
charge to the Treasurer in passing his accounts for any sum therein
mentioned, and he shall receive credit for the same accordingly.
6. The issue or application of any part or parts of the said  sums Indemnity.
of Seventy-nine thousand six hundred and ten pounds twelve shillings
and three pence, Forty-one thousand and thirty pounds three shillings
and five pence, and Ninety-three thousand and sixty-eight pounds
fifteen shillings and two pence, which has been made before the
passing of this Act for the purposes expressed in the said Schedules [schedules K. L,
marked K, L, and M, is hereby authorised and sanctioned, and the and M.]
Treasurer is hereby indemnified against all claims and liabilities in
respect of any such issue or application.
7. This Act may be cited as  " The Appropriation Jet of  short title.
1897-98, No. 4."
SCHEDULES.
SCHEDULE A.
The Governor  (31 Vic.  No. 38, 38  Vic. No.  16) ... ... £5,000
Postmaster-General and Secretary for Railways Z...
SCHEDULE Be £
The Private Secretary  (31 Vic.  No. 38, 38  Vic. No.  16) ... 400
Chief Secretary and Treasurer ... ... ... ... 1,300
Attorney- General . .. ... ... ... ... ...  1,000
Home Secretary  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,000
Secretary for Public Instruction and Secretary for Public 1,000
Works
Secretary for Public Lands ... ... ...  1,000
Secretary for Agriculture ... ... ...  ...  1,000
The Judges  (31 Vic.  No. 23, 38  Vic. No.  3) ... ... ... 11,500
The District Court Judges  (31 Vic.  No. 30 ) ... ... ...  3,000
The Commissioner for Railways  (60 Vic .  No. 30) ... ...  1,500
The Public Service Board  (60 Vic .  No. 15) ... ... ...  2,600
The Land Board (48 Vic . No.  28 ) ... ... ... ...  2,000
The Auditor -General  (38 Vic. No. 12, 47 Vic .  No. 9) ... 1,000
President of the Legislative Council  (60 Vic.  No. 5) ... ... 1,000
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly  (60 Vic. No .  5)... ... 1,000
Chairman of Committees of the Legislative Council  (60 Vic. 500
No. 5)
Chairman of Committees of the Legislative Assembly (60 Vic. 500
No. 5)
Retiring Allowances  (27 Vic.  No. 18,  33 Vic. No. 5, 38 Vic .  No.3) 14,494
1,000
Secretary for Mines ... ... ... ... ... C3 1,000
£47,794
SCHEDULE C.
Public Worship (24 Vic. No. 3) ... ... ... ... ... £100
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SCHEDULE D.
Grammar Schools  (24 Vic. No. 7, 28 Vic. No. 8)- £
Endowments  ... ... ... ... ... 10,000
Australasian  Auxiliary  Squadron  (55 Vic. No.  1)  ... ... 13,800
British New Guinea (51 Vic. No. 9) ... ... ... ... 5,000
Legislative  Assembly,  Payment of Members  (60 Vic. No. 5) ... 20,000
Rabbit  Boards  Act (58 Vic. No. 15) .. ... ... ... 10,000
Marsupial Destruction  (59 Vic. No. 27) ... ... ... 5,000
Queensland Coast Survey  (58 Vic. No. 20) ... ... ... 3,270
£67,070
SCHEDULE E.
Interest on the Public Debt (36 Vie. No. 24, 39 Vic. No. 8,
40 Vic. No. 19, 41 Vic. No. 22, 42 Vic. No. 10, 43 Vic.
No. 6, 45 Vic. No. 8, 46 Vic. No. 16, 47 Vic. No. 10,
48 Vic. No. 25, 53 Vic. No. 16, 54 Vic. No. 25, 55 Vic.
No. 8, 57 Vic. No. 20, 58 Vic. No. 27, 58 Vic. No. 31, 58
Vic. No. 32, 60 Vic. No. 17) ... ... ... ... £1,326,584
SCHEDULE F. Sums not exceeding
SUPPLEMENTARY TOSCHEDULE B. £  S.  d.
Retiring Allowances and Gratuities (27 Vic. No. 18) ... 736 1 8
SUPPLEMENTARY TO SCHEDULE D.
Contribution to Australasian Squadron (55 Vic. No. 1)... 162 0 0
Speaker and Chairman of Committees, Legislative 1,250 0 0
Assembly (60 Vic. No. 5)
President and Chairman of Committees, Legislative 1,250 0 0
Council (60 Vic. No. 5)
Endowments to Marsupial Boards (59 Vic. No. 27) ... 6,668 8 7
SUPPLEME NTARY TO SCHEDULE E.
Interest on the Public Debt ... ... ... ... 5,172 6 7
£15,238 16 10
SCHEDULE G.
PAYMENTS FROM CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND (EXCLUSIVE OF
THE MONEYS STANDING TO THE CREDIT OF THE LOAN FUND
ACCOUNT).
PART I.
EXECUTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE.
H IS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR.
Sums not exceeding
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the £
Establishment of His Excellency the Governor ... ... 1,980
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL.
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the
Executive Council ... ... ... ... ... ...  869
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the
Legislative Council ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,445
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the
Legislative Assembly ... ... ... ... ... 1,775
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL AND LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the
Joint Department Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly ... ... ... ... ... ... 6,828
TOTAL EXECUTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE ... ... £12,897
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PART II.
DEPARTMENT OF THE HOME SECRETARY
Bums not exceeding
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the
Chief Secretary ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,700
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the
Agent-General's Office ... ... ... ... ... 3,792
To defray  Salaries  and Contingencies in connection with
Defence (Land Force) ... ... ... ... ... 47,566
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
Defence (Marine Force) ... ... ... ... ... 8,531
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
Thursday Island Garrison ... ... ... ... ... 5,911
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the
Public Service Board  ... ... ... ... ... ... 896
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
Immigration ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 948
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the
Home Department ... ... ... ... ... 3,705
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with Thurs-
day Island ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3,754
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
Labour Bureau and Relief ... ... ... ... ... 5,590
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with Public
Health .:. ... ... ... ... ... ... 4,260
To defray  Salaries  and Contingencies in connection with the
Departments of Registrar- General ... ... ... ... 5,835
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with Police 177,713
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with.
Water Police, Thursday Island ... ... ... ...  666
To defray  Salaries  and Contingencies in connection with Petty
Sessions ... ... ... ... ... ... .... 28,020
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with Govern-
ment Printing, &c. ... ... ... ... 32,617
To defray  Salaries  and Contingencies in connection with .
the Advertising Board ... ... ... ... ... 5,350
To defray  Salaries  and Contingencies in connection with Hos-
pitals for the Insane .. ... .. ... ... .. 41,115
To defray  Salaries  and Contingencies in connection with
Reception Houses ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,908
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
Prisons ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 25,408
To defray  Salaries  and Contingencies in connection with
Reformatories (Subdivision) ... ... ... ... ... 2,155
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with Water
Police, Lytton ... ... ... ... ... .. 1,415
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the
Benevolent Asylum, Dunwich ... , ... ... 13,231
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the
steamers  " Lucinda," 11 Otter," and "Miner" ... ... 6,094
For Charitable Allowances ... ... ... 65 100
To defray  Salaries  and Contingencies in connection with
Factories and Shops ... ... ... ... ... 1,254
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with Medical
Officers and Medical Board ... ... ... ... ... 2,500
For Miscellaneous Services (Subdivision) ... ... ... 20,941
TOTAL CHIEF SECRETARY AND HOME SECRETARY  ... £ 518,975
PART M.
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS.
Rums  not exceeding
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... 9,491
For Buildings, and General Votes (Subdivision) ... ... 50,000
For Roads and Bridges ... ... ... ... ... ... 5,150
`1501
TOTAL DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS  ... ... £ 64,641
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PART IV.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.
Sums not exceeding
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the £
Chief Office ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5,342
To defray  Salaries  and Contingencies in connection with the
Office of Crown Solicitor (Brisbane) ... ... ... 1,902
To defray  Salaries and  Contingencies in connection with the
Office of Crown Solicitor (Townsville) ... ... ... 430
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the
Supreme Court (Southern Division) ... ... ... 6,524
To defray  Salaries and  Contingencies in connection with the
Supreme Court (Northern Division) ... ... ... 1,915
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
Supreme Court (Central Division) ... ... ... ... 1,205
To defray  Salaries and  Contingencies in connection with the
Sheriff  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4,670
To defray  Salaries  in connection with the Northern Sheriff ... 870
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with Dis-
trict Courts ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 9,835
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
Insolvency, Intestacy, and Insanity ... ... . ... 2,324
To defray  Salaries  and Contingencies in connection with
Friendly Societies ... ... ... ... ... ... 830
To defray  Salaries  and Contingencies in connection with the
Stamp Office ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,970
To defray  Salaries  and Contingencies in connection with
Patents ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,260
To defray  Salaries  and Contingencies in connection with the
Registrar  of  Titles ... ... ... ... ... ... 7,425
TOTAL  DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE  ... ... ... £ 47,502
PART V.
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURER.
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the
Department  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  5,950
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
Colonial Stores  ... ... ... ... ... ... 10,710
For Endowment to Local Authorities  ... ... ...  63,000
For Misce llaneous Services  (Subdivision) ... ... ... 36,250
To defr ay Salaries and Contingencies in connection with Customs 40,551
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
Border Customs  ...  . ... ... ... ... ... 5,228
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with Dis-
tilleries and Excise  ... ... ... ... ... ... 5,770
To defr ay Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the
Marine Board  ... ... ... ... ... ...  3,678
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
Marine Department  ... ... ... ... ... ... 46,550
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
Explosives Magazines  ... ... ... ... ...  908
To defr ay Salaries and Contingencies in connection with Docks 1,650
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
Water Supply  ... ... .. ... ... ... ... 3,668
TOTAL DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURER ... ... £223,913
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PART VI.
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC LANDS.
Sums not exceeding
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7,260
To defray Expenses of Lands Commission ... ...  ...  1,550
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the
Land Board ... ... ... ... ... 1,050
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
Division of Runs  ...  ... ... .. 2,430
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with Land
Commissioners and Land Agents ... ... ... ... 8,280
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
Bailiffs and Rangers of Crown Lands ... ... .. 4,789
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
Opening of Roads
... ... .. ... ...  ...  1,270To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
Pastoral Occupation ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,035
To defray Salaries and - Contingencies in connection with
Survey of Land ... ... ... ... ... ... 21,680
For Trigonometrical Survey ... ... ... ... ... 200
For Miscellaneous Services ... ... ... ... 5,655
TOTAL DEPARTMENT OF LANDS ... ... ... £55,199
PART VII.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
To defray  Salaries  and Contingencies in connection with the
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4,343
To defray  Salaries  'and Contingencies in connection with
Agricultural College ... ... ... ... ... ... 5,466
To defray  Salaries  and Contingencies in connection with
State Farms ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7,358
For Miscellaneous Services ... ... ... ... ... 16,090
TOTAL DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ... ... £33,257
PART VIII.
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4,325
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
" Inspection," State Schools  ...  ... ... 6,600
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection ' with
State and Provisional Schools ... ... ... 205,327
For Scholarships ... ... ... ... ... ... 4,492
For Schools of Arts and Technical Education ...  ... ...  9,200
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the
Museum ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,092
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
Orphanages ... .. ... ... ... ... ... 22,882
TOTAL DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION ... £253,918
PART IX.
DEPARTMENT OF MINES.
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with the
Department ... ... ... ... ... 3,090
To defray Expenses Mines Commission ... ... ... ... 1,550
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with Gold
Fields ... .. ... ... ... ... ... ...  16,776
In aid of Prospecting ... ... ... ... ... 2,000
To defra Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
the government Analyst ... ... ... ... ... 1,090
1503
TOTAL DEPARTMENT OF MINES ... ... ... £24,506
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PART X.
DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS.
To defray Salaries and Contingencies
General Establishment ...
To defray Salaries and Contingencies
Traffic Branch ...
To defray Salaries and Contingencies
Maintenance  Branch ... ...
To defray Salaries and Contingencies-
Locomotive Branch , , .
To defray Salaries and Contingencies
Stores Branch ...
connectionin
Sums not exceeding
with the £
25,972
173,050
276,384
225,667
in connection  with the
in connection  with the
... ... ... . .
in connection  with the
in connection  with the
TOTAL DEPARTMENT OP RAILWAYS ...
2,431
... £703,504
PART XI.
POST AND TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT.
To defray  Salaries in  connection with Post and Telegraph Offices 138,340
For Conveyance of Mails ... ... ... ... ... 116,500
For Miscellaneous Services (Subdivision) 50,000
To defray  Salaries and  Contingencies in connection with
Meteorology ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,640
TOTAL POST AND TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT ... ... £306,480
PART XII.
THE AUDITOR-GENERAL.
To defray  Salaries  and Contingencies in connection with the
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £8,285
TOTAL PAYMENTS FROM CONSOLIDATED REVENUE
FUND PROPER ... ... ... ... £2,253,077
SCHEDULE H.
PAYMENTS FROM TRUST AND SPECIAL FUNDS.
PART I.
Sums not exceeding
THE IMMI GRATION  .FUND (46 Vic. No. 7). £  P. d.
For European  Immigration  ... ... ... ...  7,550 0 0
PART II.
PACIFIC  ISLANDERS ' FUND (44 Vic. No. 17, 49 Vic. No. 17).
To defray  Salaries  and Contingencies in connection with
Pacific Island Immigration ... ... ... ... 13,110 0 0
PART III.
POLICE SUPERANNUATION FUND (27 Vic. No. 11).
To defray  Pensions , payable from the Police Superan-
nuation  Fund ... ... ... ... ... ... 12,615 5 9
PART IV.
THE HARBOUR  DUES FUND (56 Vic. No. 29).
To defray  Salaries and  Contingencies in connection with
Harbours and Rivers ... ... ... ... 55,655 0 0
PART V.
THE SAVINGS BANK FUNDS (28 Vic. No. 2).
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
the Government Savings Bank ... ... ... 8,889 0 0
PART VI.
THE MEAT AND DAIRY FUND (57 Vic. No. 11).
To defray  Salaries  and Contingencies in connection with
the Meat and Dairy Fund ... ... ... ... 1,900 0 0
Carried forward ... ... ... £99,719 5 9
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SCHEDULE  H-continued : Sums not exceeding
£  it. d.
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Brought forward  ... ... ... 99,719 5 9
PART VII.
THE LIVE STOCK AND MEAT EXPORT ACT FUND  (59 VIC. No. 26).
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
Inspection of Live Stock and Meat  ... ... ... 3,080 0 0
PART VIII.
THE DISEASES IN STOCK FUND  ( 60 VIC. NO. 1).
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
the Diseases in Stock Fund ... ... ... ... 6,758 0 0
PART IX.
THE BEANDs ACT FUND (35 VIC. No. 4).
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
the Department of the Registrar of Brands  ... 3,608 0 0
PART X.
THE SHEEP FUND  ( 31 Vic .  No. 35).
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
the Department of the Chief Inspector of Sheep  ... 3,062 0 0
PART XI.
THE STOCK INSTITUTE  (30  Vic. No. 19).
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
the Stock Institute  ... ... ... ... ... 1,356 0 0
TOTAL EXPENDITURE FROM TRUST AND SPECIAL FUNDS  £ 117,578 5 9
SCHEDULE I.
PAYMENTS FROM MONEYS  TO THE CREDIT  OF THE LOAN
FUND ACCOUNT
Sums  not exceeding
DEPARTMENT OF THE HOME SECRETARY.
For Defence ,  Land ... ... ... ... ... ... 16,380
For Immigration  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  6,000
TREASURY.
For Harbour Works ... ... ... ... ... ... 50,800
To defray Salaries and Contingencies in connection with
Waterworks and Water Supply ... ... ... ... 2,134
For Artesian Boring and Water Supply  ... ..  17,800
For Advances under  " The Local Works Loans  Act of  1880 103,000
For Advances under  " The Sugar Works  Guarantee Act of
1893 "  and  "The Sugar Works Guarantee Act Amendment
Act of  1895" ... ... ...  103,519
For Advances in aid of Deep Sinking in Mines .. .  10,000
For Loans in aid of Co-operative Agricultural Production  ...  10,000
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS.
For Public Buildings
For Roads and Bridges
... 55,000
... 20,000
DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS.
To defray Salaries in connection with Railways  ( General
Establishment ) ... ... . ... ... ... ...  28,021
For Construction ,  Southern Division  ... ... ... ...  260,620
For Construction ,  Central Division ... ... ... ... 198,500
For Construction ,  Northern Division ... ... ... ... 167,700
For General Expenditure on Railways  ... ... ... ...  132,000
DEPARTMENT OF POSTMASTER-GENERAL.
For Electric Telegraphs  ... ... ... ... ... ...  40,000
TOTAL  EXPENDITURE FROM MONEYS TO THE
CREDIT OF  THE LOAN FUND ACCOUNT ...  £ 1,221,474
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SCHEDULE K.
SUPPLEMENTARY APPROPRIATION (REVENUE) FOR THE YEAR
suns not exceeding
EXECUTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE. £  8. d..
For : Executive Council and Legislative Council and
Assembly ... ... ... ... ... ... 266 1 1
ENDED 8ATx  JUNE, 1897.
DEPARTMENT OF  THE CHIEF SECRETARY.
For the Agent- General, Defence Force  ( Land), and
Marine Force  ... ... ... ... ... ...  2,881 8 8
DEPARTMENT  OF THE  HOME  SECRETARY.
For Labour Bureau, Public Health, Registrar-General,
Police, Petty  Sessions, Government Printing, Ad-
vertising Board, Dunwich, Charitable Allowances,
" Lucinda," " Otter," and "  Miner ,"  Miscellaneous
Services, and  " Shops and Factories Act of  1896" ... 19,466 0 2
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS.
For the Department, Buildings and Roads and Bridges ... 3,101 9  7-
V DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.For the Department  ;  Crown Solicitor ,  Brisbane ; Supreme
Court (North); Supreme Court (Central), Insanity,
Insolvency,  and Intestacy ,  Patents and Registrar of
Titles ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3,045 5 2
TREASURY.
For Miscellaneous Services ,  Customs,  J3order Customs,
Marine Department ,  and Water  Supply ... ... 7,525 2 5
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC LANDS.
For the Department, Land Board, Division of Runs, Sale
of Land, Bailiffs and Rangers, and Survey of Land 3,897 17 0
DEPARTMENT  OF AGRICULTURE.
For the Department,  State Nurseries , Agricultural College,
and Miscellaneous Services  ... ... ... ... 4,131 14 10
DEPARTMENT  OF PUBLIC  INSTRUCTION.
For the Department,  Inspection , Schools, and Orphanages 3,233 0 8
DEPARTMENT OF MINES.
For the Department, Goldfields, and Analyst ... ... 1,641 14 0
DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS.
For General Establishment, Southern Railway, and
Townsville Railway ... ... ... ... ... 20,708 17 4
DEPARTMENT' OF POSTMASTER -  GENERAL.
For Miscellaneous Services and Meteo rology ... ... 9,688 2 7-
DEPARTMENT OF AUDITOR-GENERAL.
For the Department ... ... ... ... ... ... 23 18 11
TOTAL SUPPLEMENTARY CHARGES UPON CONSOLI-
DATED REVENUE FUND PROPER ... £79,610 12 3
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SCHEDULE L.
SUPPLEMENTARY APPROPRIATION FROM TRUST AND SPECIAL
FUNDS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE, 1897.
Sums not exceeding
BRANDS ACT FUND (35 Vic. No. 4).  £ a. d.
For Salaries  and Contingencies ... ... ... ... 76 0 0
DISEASES IN STOCK FUND (60 Vic. No. 1).
For Salaries and Contingencies ... ... ... ... 16,144 I8 1
LIVE STOCK AND MEAT EXPORT FUND (59 Vic. No. 26).
For Salaries  and Contingencies ... ... ... ... 1,016 4 9
PACIFIC  ISLANDERS' FUND (44 Vic. No. 17, 49 Vic. No. 17).
For Pacific Island Immigration ... ... ... ... 941 18 8
THE IMMIGRATION FUND (46 Vic. No. 7).
For Passage Money and Contingencies ... ... ... 2,165 17 6
TIIE  HARBOUR DUES FUND (56 Vic. No. 29).
For Improvement of Harbours and Rivers ... ... 20,441 13 0
MEAT AND DAIRY FUND (57 VIC. NO. 11).
For Contingencies ... ... ... ... ... ... 59 18 5
GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK (28 Vic. No. 2).
For Contingencies ... ... ... ... ... ... 183 13 0
TOTAL  SUPPLEMENTARY CHARGES  UPON TRUST AND
SPECIAL FUNDS ... ... ... £41,030 3 5
SCHEDULE M.
SUPPLEMENTARY APPROPRIATION (LOAN FUND) FOR THE YEAR
ENDED 30TH JUNE, 1897.
Sums not exceeding
CHIEF SECRETARY. £ 8. d.
For Defence of Colony ... ... ... ... ... 583 17 6
HOME SECRETARY.
For Purchase of Land, George street ... ... ... 3,750 0 0
TREASURY.
For Marine Department, Loans to Local Bodies, Public
Depositors' Relief, Advances to Rabbit Boards, and
Advances under the Sugar Works Guarantee Act ... 4(,454 3 11
PUBLIC LANDS.
For Survey of Land, Special Account ... ... ... 20,000 0 0
AGRICULTURE.
For Agricultural College, Land, and State Farm,
Warwick ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7,169 0 6
MINES.
For Purchase of Mineral Specimens
RAILWAYS.
For Staff Salaries ,  and Cleveland  Railway
... 14,924 9 4
187 3 11
TOTAL SUPPLEMENTARY CHARGES UPON MONEYS TO
THE CREDIT OF THE LOAN FUND ACCOUNT £93,068 15 2
1507
By Authority: EDMUND GREOOntT,Goreinment Painter, Willianistreet, Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland Government Gazette, Wcdneeday, 22nd December,  1897.- No. 161.
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VICTORL  REGIN IE.
No. 25.
An Act  to Consolidate and Amend the Laws relating to the Occupation,
Leasing, and Alienation of Crown Lands.
[ASSENTED TO 20TH  DECEMBER, 1897.]
B E it enacted by the Queen's DPI ostExcellent Majesty, by and
with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament  assembled, and
by the authority of the  same, as  follows :-
PART I.-PRELIMINARY.
1. This Act may be cited as  61 The Land Act, 1897."  Shot title.
2. This Act is divided into Parts as follows :-- Division of Act.
[Compare 48 Vic.
PART I.-PRELIMINARY : No. 28, e. 1.3
PART II.-LAND COURT ; APPEALS FROM LAND COURT ;
OFFICERS :
Subdivision  I.-The Land Court ;
Subdivision  II.--Appeals from the.Land Court ;
Subdivision  III.--Appeals from the Land Appeal Court
to the  Supreme Court ;
Subdivision  I T -Commissioners and other Officers
PART III.-PASTORAL  LEASES :
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PART  IV.---SELECTIONS :
Subdivision  I.-General  Provisions relating to all
Selections ;
Subdivision II.-Agricultur al Farms ;
Subdivision  III.-Agricultural Homesteads ;
Subdivision  I1.-Grazing Farms  and Homesteads ;
Subdivision  V.-Scrub Selections ;
Subdivision  VI.- Unconditional  Selections :
PART V.-OCCUPATION  LICENSES :
PART VI.-SALES BY AUCTION :
Subdivision  I.--Sale of Town  and Suburban Lands ;
Subdivision  II.---Sale of Country Lands .
PART VII.-MORTGAGES ; SPECIAL GRANTS AND LEASES ;
RESERVES AND COMMONS ; RECLAMATION OF LANDS :
Subdivision I.--Mortgages of Holdings ;
Subdivision  11.-Special Grants and Leases; Acquisi-
tion  of Lands for Public Purposes;
Subdivision  III.-Reserves and Commons ;
Subdivision  I V.-Reclamation of Lands by Local
Authorities :
PART VIII.--RESUMPTION AND COMPENSATION :
PART  IX. PROVISIONS RELATING TO ROADS :
Subdivision  V-Miscellaneous  Provisions :
and certain  Holdings;
Subdivision  III.----Travelling Stock ;
Subdivision  IV.-Offences, Forfeiture,
Proceedings ;
PART X.-GENERAL PROVISIONS :
Subdivision I.--Subdivision of Holdings ;
Subdivision II.-Licenses to enter on Crown
PART XI.--REGULATIONS.
and
Lands
Legal
Commencement of 3. This  Act, except when otherwise expressly provided, com-
Act. mences  and takes effect on and from the first day of March, one[Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28,  s. 3.]  thousand  eight hundred and ninety-eight.
Interpretation  of 4. In this Act the following terms, unless the context otherwise
terms. indicates , have the several meanings set against them respectively:[Compare 48 Via.
No. 28,  s. 4; 55  Vic. " Crown Lands "-All lands vested in Her Majesty whichNo. 2s, 2;  5s  Vic.
No. 25, ss. s, 7,29.]] are  not for the time bein g dedicated to an y public
purpose, or subject to any deed of grant, lease, contract,
promise, or engagement, made by' or on behalf of Her
Majesty ; and all lands which are subject to a right of
depasturing under Part III. of  " The Crown Lands Act
of 1884," or Part III. of this Act, or are held under an
occupation license under Part V. of "  The Crown Lands
Act of  1884," or Part V. of this Act ;
"Minister"-The Secretary for Public Lands or other Minister
who for the time being performs his duties ;
Court "-The Land Court constituted as hereinafter
provided, or one or more members of that Court, as the
case may be ;
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"Land Appeal Court"-The Land Appeal Court constituted
as hereinafter provided ;
" Full Court "-The Full Court within the meaning of  " The
Supreme Court Act of  1895";
" District"-A District appointed under this Act or deemed
to have been so appointed as hereinafter provided ;
" Commissioner"-The Land Commissioner for the District
in which the land in question  is situated ;
Commissioner's Court "-The Court held by the Commis-
sioner , as hereinafter provided ;
" Land Agent"-The Land Agent for the District in which
the land in question is situated ;
Town Lands"-All Crown lands which have heretofore been
or shall hereafter be proclaimed as such ;
" Suburban Lands"-All Crown lands which have hereto-
. fore been or shall hereafter be proclaimed as such ;
Country Lands"-All Crown lands which are not town
lands or suburban lands ;
Pastoral Tenant "-The holder  of a lease  or license under
" The -Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," or such lease
extended under  "The -Pastoral Leases Extension Act of1890)).
Run"-The land comprised in any such lease or  license ;
" Selection"-The making of an application for land under
Part IV. of this Act, or the land selected, as the context
may require ;
" Selector"-The person making such application or entitled
for the time being to the land in question ;
Lessee"-The holder of a lease under the provisions of this
Act ;
" Holding"-The land held by any  lessee ;
"Agricultural Selection"-An Agricultural.  Farm or an
Agricultural Homestead ;
" Grazing Selection"-A Grazing Farm or a Grazing Home-
stead ;
"Scrub" - Brigalow  (Acacia harpophylla),  gidya  (Acacia
homalophylla),  mallee  (Eucalyptus gracilis),  sandalwood
(Eremophila Mitchelri),  bendee  '(Acacia,  various), oak
(Casuarina,  various), zamia  (Cycadaceous  plants), wattle
(Acacia,  various), desert poison bush  (Gastrolobium
grandiflorum),  currant bush  (Myoporum deserti),  wild
rosemary  (Cassinia laeris),  prickly pear  (Opuntia,
various), or such other trees or plants as the Governor
in Council may by Proclamation declare to be Scrub for
the purposes of this Act;
Zamia" -Cycadaceous  plants ;
" Desert Poison Bush"-  Gastrolobium grandiflorum ;
"Scrub Selection"-Land -held as a Scrub Selection under
Part IV. of this Act;
It Unconditional Selection"-Land selected under Part IV. of
this Act without any conditions except the payment of
rent;
Occupation License"-A license to occupy under Part V. of
this Act ;
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" Improvements"---Any head station, house, store, stable,
but, wool-shed, sheep-pen, drafting-yard, barn, stock-
yard, fence, well, dam, tank, bore, reservoir, trough,
artificial watercourse or watering-place, pump, apparatus
for raising water, garden, plantation, cultivation, or
any building, erection, construction, or appliance,
being a fixture for the working or management of a
holding, or of any stock depastured thereon, or for main-
taining or increasing the natural capabilities of the land;
" Stock"-Horses, cattle, sheep, and other live stock ;
Regulations"-Regulations made under this Act ;
" Prescribed "-Prescribed by this Act or by Regulations ;
The term " contiguous," when used with respect to holdings
under this Act, extends to holdings which are only
separated by a road or roads, or by a watercourse or
other natural feature of such a character as to be insuffi-
cient to prevent the passage of stock ;
The terms "in writing" and "written " include partly in
writing and partly in print.
Repeal of Acts,
Repeal  cf Acts. 5. (1.) As soon as the Third Part of this Act becomes appli-
[Compare 48 Vic-No. 28 , s. 7 (1),(2).] cable to an y run,  of " The Pastoral Leases Act  1569" and all
Regulations made thereunder and  " The Pastoral Leases Extension
Act of  1890" shall be repealed as to such run, except as to any
rights, claims, penalties, and liabilities then already accrued or
incurred and in existence.
(2.) From and after the commencement of this Act the
Schedule  I. several Acts specified in the First Schedule to this Act are repealed.
Saving of rights and 6 . The repeal of the said last-mentioned Acts (hereinafter called
liabilities under
"the repealed Acts") shall not, except when it is in this Act otherwise
repealed Acts.
[Compare  48 Vic. expressly provided-
No. 28, s. 7 (1), (2).] (1) Affect the previous operation of any of the repealed
Acts, or anything duly done or contracted to be done
or suffered thereunder ;
(2) Affect any right, claim, privilege, obligation, penalty, or
liability acquired, accrued, or incurred under any of the
repealed Acts ; or
(3) Affect any inquiry, hearing, appeal, legal proceeding, or
other remedy in respect of any such right, claim,
privilege, obligation, penalty, or liability as aforesaid ;
but the same may be instituted, continued, or enforced
as if this Act had not passed :
Proviso. Provided always that the powers and duties assigned by the
repealed Acts to the Land Board constituted under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " shall be exercised and performed by
the Land Court constituted under the provisions of this Act instead of
the Land Board ; and no appeal shall in any case lie from any decision
of the Land Court except in the manner provided by this Act.
Saving  of rights
and liabilities
under  " The
Pastoral Leases
Extension Acts,
1892  to  1897."
7. Nothing contained in this Act shall affect the provisions of
"The Pastoral Leases Extension Acts,  1892  to  1897," or any right,
power, obligation, or liability accrued, acquired, or incurred, or which
may hereafter accrue or be acquired or incurred under any of such
provisions ; but the provisions of the said Acts shall not apply to land
held under the provisions of this Act.
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8. (1.) All lands which are subject to the provisions of the Lands under epealed
repealed Acts, or any- of them, at the time of such repeal saforesaidActs to continue
shall, unless this Act in any respect otherwise expressly provides,
thereunder.
a48 vie.
continue to be subject to. the provisions thereof, until the same are No.28,  s. 7 (3).]
surrendered or resumed, or the existing title thereto is otherwise
determined.
(2.) For the purpose of dealing with any lands applied for, powers under
selected, or leased, under any of the repealed Acts before their repeal repealed Acts.
the Governor in Council may continue to appoint Commissioners and
other officers, and may make, vary, and rescind Regulations, and do
or cause to be done all such acts and things as may be necessary
for carrying out and giving effect to any applications, contracts, or
agreements, which have before such repeal been made or arisen under
the repealed Acts or any of them.
9. All Proclamations published and appointments made, and Appointments, &c.,
all thins lawfully done or contracted to be done under the repealed under repealed Actsg to be valid as though
Acts before the commencement of this Act, shall continue to be of made under this Act.
the same force and effect in all respects as if this Act had not passed,
except so far as they may be rescinded, altered, or amended by this
Act, or by any Proclamation or notification under this Act, or may be
inconsistent or repugnant thereto.
10. When this Act repeals and re-enacts, with or without References to
repealed Acts in any
modification, any provisions of a former Act, references in any other document tobe
Act or in any document to the provisions so repealed shall, unless the construed as
references to this
contrary intention appears, be construed as references to the provisions Act.
so re-enacted.
11. When in any Act passed or document executed before the References to Land
commencement of this Act any reference is made to the Land Board
o
]Board to b
as
constituted under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of 1884," references toLand
such reference shall, unless the contrary intention appears, be construed court.
as a reference to the Land Court hereby constituted.
Grants and Leases.
12. The Governor in Council may, in the name of Her Majesty, Governor may grantlan.
subject to the provisions of this Act, grant in fee-simple, or demise doom area 48Vic.
for a term of years, any Crown lands within the Colony of Queensland. No. 28, s. 8.1
The grant or lease shall be made subject to such reservations
and conditions as are authorised by this Act, and shall be made in the
prescribed form, and being so made shall be valid and effectual to
convey to and vest in the person therein named, subject to the
provisions of this Act, the land described in the grant or lease for such
estate or interest as shall be set forth in the instrument.
13. All Crown grants issued under this Act shall contain  a Reservations in
reservation of all gold and silver in or under the land comprised [c mpare 48 vie.
therein. No. 28,  s. 110; 56
Vic. No. 31,s. 4.]
14. All leases issued under this Act shall contain a reservation Reservations in
of all mines and minerals in the land comprised therein, and shall [as vic.No.2s,s.109.
contain such other reservations and exceptions as may be prescribed, 53 Vic. No. 14, s. 12.]
including a reservation of the right of access for the purpose of search-
ing for or working any mines or minerals in any part of the land.
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Fresh leases may be 15. If  after the issue of any lease it is found that theissued in certain
cases. . boundaries of the holding intended to be demised are not described[Compare 48 Vic. with sufficient certainty, or if for any other sufficient reason it isNo. 28, s.114.]
expedient so to do, the Governor in Council may cancel such lease,
and may issue a fresh lease for the remainder of the term with an
amended description of the holding.
Registers of
leases, licenses,
mortgages, &c.,
to be kept. -
[Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28, s. 71.]
Registers.
16. There shall be kept in the Department of Public Lands
Registers, wherein shall be entered particulars of all licenses to
occupy under Part IV. or Part V. of this Act, and all  leases,
transfers, mortgages, and underleases under this Act, and such other
particulars as may be prescribed.
Such Registers shall be open for public inspection at any
reasonable time during office hours upon payment of the prescribed fee.
Creation of Counties, -.Districts, 4-c.
Division  of lands into 17. The Governor in Council may by Proclamation divide intocounties and parishes.
[48 Vic. No. 28, s. 9.]counties any lands not already included in any county, and may divide
any county already existing or hereafter proclaimed into parishes,
and may distinguish such counties and parishes respectively by
names.
After such Proclamation the lands comprised within such
counties and parishes shall be recognised by such names as counties
and parishes respectively.
Appointment of
Districts.
LCompare 48 Vic.
No. 28, a. 24.]
Existing Districts.
18. The Governor in Council may by Proclamation appoint
any portion or portions of the colony to be a District or Districts for
the purposes of this Act, and alter the boundaries of any District.
The Districts proclaimed before the commencement of this
Act under the repealed Acts shall, so far as may be necessary, be
and remain Districts for the purposes of this Act, and be deemed to
have been appointed under this Act. And the boundaries thereof
may be altered as herein provided.
Crown lands may be 19. The Governor in Council may by Proclamation  set apart
set apart as Town
Lands,  -Suburban any Crown  lands as  Town Lands, or Suburban Lands,  or as  Township
Lands ,  or Reserves . R eserves or  as Reserves for public purposes.
[ Compare 48 Vie.
No. 28 ,  as. 10, 121.]
Power to rescind  The Governor in Council may by Proclamation rescind either
proclamation . in whole or in part any previous Proclamation.
From the date of any such rescinding Proclamation the un-
alienated  Town Lands and Suburban Lands and Reserves respectively
affected thereby shall be deemed Crown lands  as if  the original
Proclamation had not been made.
Water reset yes and
streets to be
preserved.
If any lands have been sold as Town Lands in pursuance of
any Proclamation so rescinded, all Reserves for water within the
Township shall be still reserved, and the streets and roads within the
Township shall be kept as roads, but may be closed and sold to the
adjoining owners in like manner as other roads may be closed and
sold.
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PART II.-LAND COURT ; APPEALS FROM LAND COURT ; OFFICERS.
Subdivision 1.--The Land Court.
20. There shall be constituted for the purposes of this Act a Constitution of
Court, to be called the Land Court, consisting of three fit and proper Land Court
persons, appointed from time to time by the Governor in Council by No.28 s.11.1 ic'
commission under his hand and the Great Seal of the colony.
This section takes effect from the passing of this Act.
21. The members of the Land Board constituted under the Members of Land
provisions of  61 The Crown Lands Act of 1884 " holding office at the Board to  continue
in office  as members
commencement of this Act shall be members of the land Court from of Land Court.
and after the commencement of this Act without a fresh commission.
22. The Court shall, so far as may be necessary, exercise and Powers and duties
perform the powers and duties assigned by the repealed Acts or by Of 48 Vic.
any other Act to the Land Board constituted under the provisions of No. 28, s. 11.]
" The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," and shall also exercise and perform
the powers and duties hereinafter prescribed.
Such powers and duties may and shall, except as hereinafter
provided, be exercised and performed by one or more members thereof.
23. Each of the members of the Court shall, during his con- Salary payable to
tinuance in office, receive a clear annual salary of one thousand pounds members of the,Court.
which shall be a charge upon and paid out of the Consolidated Revenue. [Compare 48 Vic.
No salary shall become due or payable to the members of the Court No. 28, s. 12.]
before the commencement of this Act.
24. The members of the Court shall not be capable of being Disabilities of
members of the Executive Council or of either House of Parliament members of the,Court.
and shall not be allowed to act as directors or auditors or in any other [Compare 48 Vic.
capacity take part in the management of any bank, joint stock No. 28, s. 12.]
company, trade or business, or to acquire any interest in any land
held under lease or license under this Act.
25. The members of the Court shall hold office during good  How member of
behaviour, and shall not be removed therefrom unless an address the Court removedfrom  office or
praying for such removal shall be presented to the Governor by the  suspended.
Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly respectively in the  same
N°o28aee 48
ie-
session of Parliament:
Provided that at any time when Parliament is not sitting the
Governor in Council may suspend any member of the Court from his
office for inability or misbehaviour, in which case a statement of the
cause of suspension shall be laid before both Houses of Parliament
within seven days after the commencement of the next session thereof.
If an address shall during that session be presented to the
Governor by the Legislative Council or Legislative Assembly praying
for the restoration of the suspended member to his office, he shall be
restored accordingly ; but if no such address shall be presented the
Governor in Council may confirm such suspension, and declare the
office of the member to be, and the same shall thereupon become, and
be vacant as if he were dead.
26. In  the case of the illness, suspension, inability,  or absence Appointment of
of any member of the Court, the Governor in Council may appoint [compare 48 vic.t
some other person to act as the deputy of such member during such No. 28,  s. 14.]
illness, suspension, inability, or absence, and every such person shall,
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while he acts as such deputy, have all the powers and perform all the
duties - of and be subject to the same disabilities as such member of
the Court.
Court to hold public 27. The Court shall have a seal which shall be judicially
si(compmttings . noticed in all courts, and shall from time to time hold public sittingsNo.28 16] in Brisbane or elsewhere, to be called Land Courts, at which
all  business  required to be transacted by it in open court shall be
transacted.
Appointment. and 28 . The Governor in Council shall appoint a Registrar of the
duties of Registrar
and Deputy, Court and one or more Deputy Registrars.
Registrars.
Registers to be kept. Such officers shall keep Registers in which shall be entered
Noompar23 ] lc' minutes of the proceedings and records of the decisions of the Court,28,
I . . and shall perform such other duties as the Court may direct.
Past decisions of the 29. No  decision of the Land Board constituted under the
Land Board
P rovisions  of  11 The Crown Lands Act of 1854," pronounced at anydeclared valid.
time  before the commencement of this Act under the provisions of the
said Act, whereby the amount of any rent or compensation, or any
other amount, has been determined, shall be deemed to be invalid
by reason only that the valuation or report required in such cases to
be furnished by the Commissioner was furnished by some person
appointed by the Governor in Council other than the Commissioner.
Powers  of Court.
Compare 48 Vic.
No.  28,  as. 17, 18.(4).]
Penalty for
interrupting the
proceedings of the
Court.
Inquiries and Appeals before Land Court.
30. For the purposes of any inquiry or appeal held by or made
to the Court, it shall have power to summon any person as a witness
and examine him- upon oath,. and to punish him for not attending in
pursuance of the summons or for refusing to give evidence, and for
such purposes shall have such and the same powers as the Supreme
Court or a Judge thereof.
Any party to any such inquiry- or appeal may be represented
by his counsel, solicitor, or agent.
The Court may call such witnesses and take such evidence on
oath, affirmation, affidavit, or declaration as it thinks fit; and
shall take notes of the evidence.
Every such inquiry and appeal shall be heard and determined
and the decision thereon shall be pronounced in open court.
The Court may make such order as 'it thinks fit as to the costs
of any inquiry, or appeal, heard and determined by it, including
allowances to witnesses attending for the purpose of giving evidence
at the hearing of the inquiry or appeal. Any such order may be made
an order of the Supreme Court and enforced accordingly.
-Every witness summoned on any such inquiry or appeal shall
be.. entitled to a tender of his reasonable expenses by the party
requiring his attendance.
31. ' Any person who wilfully insults the Court sitting in
the exercise of its jurisdiction, or wilfully interrupts the proceedings
of the Court so sitting, or otherwise misbehaves himself in the
presence of the Court, may be excluded by order of the Court, and
shall, whether he is so excluded or not, be liable to d fine, to be
imposed by the Court, not exceeding ten pounds, and in default of
immediate payment shall be liable to be imprisoned by order of the
Court for a period not exceeding fourteen days.
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No summons need be issued against the offender, nor need any
evidence be taken on oath, but be may be taken into custody then and
there by a police constable by order of the Court, and called upon to
show cause why he should not be fined or otherwise dealt with under
the provisions of this section.
32. The Court shall inquire into all such matters connected  Matters may be
with the administration of this Act as may be referred to it by the referredrto
court
by
Governor in Council. [Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28, s. 16.]
33. All decisions of the Court shall, except when it is other-  Decision of Court
wise in this Act expressly provided, be final and conclusive. to be final unlessotherwise  expressly
provided.
34. For the purposes hereinafter specified in this Subdivision  Certain mattersto be
of this Part of this Act, and for the purpose of considering applications dmemr of tby one
to select land under Part IV. of this Act, and in the case of an appeal only, subject to appeal
from any decision of a Commissioner, the powers and duties conferred CoWire
Land appeal
and imposed upon the Court shall be exercised and performed by one
member thereof only ; but the decision of such member shall be
subject, at the instance of the Crown or any party aggrieved, to appeal
as hereinafter provided.
35. Whenever it is necessary to determine the amount of any Mode of assessing
rent or compensation payable under the repealed Acts or this Act, or m eation.
to determine any other amount required by the repealed Acts or this [Compare 48 Vic.
Act to be determined, such amount shall, except when it is in this No. 28, s. 18.1
Act expressly provided that the same shall be determined by the
Commissioner, be determined by the Court, and .the following rules
shall be observed :-
(1) The Minister shall require the Commissioner,  or some
other fit and proper person appointed by the Governor
in Council, to furnish the Court with  a report and a
valuation with respect to the land  or improvements for
which the rent or compensation is to be paid ;
(2) The Court shall require the pastoral tenant, or  lessee, or
other person, by or to whom the rent or compensation
is or will be payable, to furnish it with a like valuation
or a claim, as the case may be ;
(3) As soon as the last-named person has furnished  a valua-
tion or claim as aforesaid, he shall be entitled to apply
for and obtain from the Registrar or Deputy  Registrar a
copy of the valuation of the Commissioner or such other
person as aforesaid ;
(4) The Court shall, at  some  public sittings, on a day to be
appointed by it for the purpose, hear the pastoral tenant
or lessee or such other person as aforesaid, if he desires
to be heard, and the other witnesses, if any, and shall
thereafter pronounce its decision ;
(5) Any party affected by the decision of the Court shall,
after the hearing, be entitled  to see and  take copies
of the notes of the evidence and of the report and of any
valuation or claim furnished to the  Court as aforesaid.
36. When any dispute arises as to the boundaries of any lands  Dispute as toto beCourt.held under the repealed Acts or this Act, the same shall be inquired  s ttleddaby°
into and determined by the Court. [Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28, s. 19 ; 55 Vie.
No. 19,  s. 21.]
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In the case of any such dispute, whether  it arises  between the
lessees  or licensees of adjoining or neighbouring  lands or  between a
lessee or licensee and Her Majesty, the Minister may direct that a
survey of the boundaries of the respective lands with regard to which
the dispute arises shall be made by a licensed surveyor appointed by
the Minister for that purpose. And the Court may order that the
cost of the survey, in accordance with the prescribed scale, shall be
paid by either party to the dispute.
On the application 37. Upon the application of any person aggrieved by any
of aggrieved person, decision of the Court which is subject to an appeal under the pro-Court may rehear
matter . visions of this Act, the Court may, if it thinks fit, and upon such
[Compare terms as it thinks reasonable, grant a rehearing of the matter in48 Vic. No.  28, s.  20;
55 Vie. No. 19,  s. 22.] respect of which the decision was given.
The Court shall thereupon appoint a day for rehearing the
matter, and shall proceed to a rehearing thereof accordingly.
The application shall be made within one month from the date
of the  decision.
Rules of Court.
Power to make  38. The members of the land Court and a District Court
Rules  for proceedings Judge may from time to time make Rules of Court formsin Land Court and y prescribing
Land Appeal Court. for all matters or proceedings in the Land Court or the Land Appeal
Court, and otherwise regulating the practice and proceedings of such
Courts.
All such Rules of Court shall be approved by the Judges of
the Supreme Court, and shall be published in the  Gazette,  and shall
take effect one month after such publication.
Subdivision II.- Appeals from the Land Court.
Appeal to Land 39. (1.) For  the purpose of hearing appeals from the Land
one sting oft Court, there shall be a Land Appeal Court consisting of a Judge of
District Court Judge the District Court and the members of the Land Court other than the
and two members  of member whopronounced the decision appealed against.the Land Court.[Compare 48 Vic. (2.) The Land Appeal Court shall sit at such times and places
No. 28, s 21.E as shall be appointed from time to time by a District Court Judge and
two members of the Land Court by notice published in the  Gazette
not less than twenty-one days before the times appointed.
(3.) The appellant shall serve notice of the appeal upon all
persons directly affected by the decision not later than one month
after the pronouncing of the decision, or not later than fourteen
days after the refusal of the Court to rehear the matter, as the
case  may be ; and shall pay to the Registrar or Deputy Registrar of
the Land Court such  fees as  may be prescribed.
(4.) Any party to such appeal may be represented by his
counsel , solicitor,  or agent.
(5.) The appeal shall be in the nature of a rehearing, and
shall be brought and the proceedings shall be had in  such manner as
may be prescribed by Rules of Court.
(6.) Evidence on an appeal to the Land Appeal Court may be
taken in the same  manner as  is hereinbefore prescribed in the  cases of
matters heard and determined by the Land Court, and for the purposes
of the appeal the Land Appeal Court shall have such  and the same
powers as  the Land Court has under the provisions of this Act, and if
on the hearing of an appeal the members do not agree, the decision of
the majority shall be the decision of the Land Appeal Court.
(7.) The decision of the Land Appeal Court shall, except as
hereinafter mentioned , be final and conclusive.
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40. The Registrar or a Deputy Registrar of the Land Court Registrar of Land
shall act as Registrar of the Land Appeal Court. Appeal Court.
41. (1.) No person who, or whose predecessor in title, has Arbitration under
obtained a lease of land under the provisions of the repealed ActsRPes 1e works Landsesumnption Acts, in
shall be entitled to appeal from a decision of the Court determining caseof
the amount of compensation payable to such person in respect of a [Compare
resumption of such land or any part thereof or in respect of the 48 Vic. No. 28,
value of improvements on the determination of the lease otherwise ss'  102, 108.E
than by forfeiture ; but such person, if dissatisfied with the decision
of the Court, may, within one month after the pronouncing thereof,
give written notice to the Minister that he objects to the decision.
(2.) If such notice of objection is given, the amount of com-
pensation shall be determined in the manner prescribed  by " The Public
Works Lands Resumption Acts"  for determining compensation for
land taken under those Acts.
Subdivision III.-Appeal from the Land Appeal Court to the Supreme
Court.
42. (1.) Any person who, or whose predecessor in title, has Rehearing before
acquired any interest in land under the provisions of the repealed Judge inCourt
Acts and who is aggrieved by a decision of the Land Appeal Court  in existing tenures.[Compare 48 Vie.
respect of such land may appeal from the decision to the Supreme No. 28, s. 21.]
Court.
(2.) The appellant shall serve notice of the appeal upon all
persons directly affected by the decision not later than one month
after the pronouncing of the decision.
(3.) The appeal shall be in the nature of a rehearing, and shall
be brought and the proceedings shall be had in such manner as may
be prescribed by Rules of Court.
(4.) The appeal shall be heard and determined by a single Judge,
but the Judge shall, if required by either party to the appeal, call in
the aid of two  assessors  specially qualified, and shall hear and deter-
mine the matter with the assistance of such  assessors . One assessor
shall be nominated by each party, but such nomination shall be
subject to the approval of the Judge.
(5.) An appeal shall lie to the Full Court from any decision of
the Judge upon a question of law.
43. Any person aggrieved by a decision of the Land Appeal Appeal to Full Court
.Court who desires to appeal therefrom on the ground that the decision qupare44e8
of
Vielaw.c.Comar
is erroneous in point of law, or is in excess of jurisdiction, may, No. 28, s. 21.]
within six weeks after the pronouncing of the decision, apply in
writing to such Court to state and sign a case setting forth the facts and
the grounds of decision for appeal thereon to the Full Court.
The appellant shall, before a case is stated, enter into a
recognizance before a member of the Land Court or a Justice of the
Peace, with or without a surety or sureties, conditioned to prosecute
the appeal without delay and pay such costs as the Full Court shall
award, and the appellant shall also pay to the Registrar or Deputy
Registrar of the Land Court such fees as may be prescribed.
The appellant shall within ten days after receiving the case
transmit the same to the Registrar of the Supreme Court, first giving
notice in writing of the appeal with a copy of the case so stated and
signed to the other or respondent parties, if any.
A case may be stated by the Land Appeal Court at the instance
of the Crown or of its own motion.
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Land Appeal  44. In any case in which the Land. Appeal Court is of
Court  may refuse ,
to state a ease  when opinion that the application is merely frivolous, but not otherwise,
it thinks the  it may refuse to state a case, and shall in such case, on the request
application frivolous.of the applicant, sign and deliver to him a certificate of such refusal.
When the  Land 45. When the Land Appeal Court refuses to state a case, theAppeal Court applicant mayapply tothe Supreme Court or a Judge thereof, upon
refuses to state a case  Y
the Full Court  may an  affidavit of the facts, for an order calling upon such Court, and also
order a case to be upon. anyparty interested in supporting the decision, to show causestated.  tY
why a case should not be stated.
The order may be made returnable on any day on which the
Full Court is appointed to sit ; and whether cause is then shown or
not, the Full Court may make the order absolute, or discharge it with
or without costs.
The Land Appeal Court, upon being served with an order
absolute, shall state a  case  accordingly.
Full Court to 48. The Full Court, when a case is transmitted under this
determine  the Act, shall hear and determine the question or questions of law arisingquestions  on the
case. thereon, and may remit the matter to the Land Appeal Court with
the opinion of the Full Court thereon, or make such other order in
relation to the matter as may seem just or expedient, and may make
such order as to costs as to the Full Court may seem fit.
Case may be sent  47. The Full Court may cause a case to be sent back to the
back for amendment.Land Appeal Court for amendment, and thereupon the same shall be
amended accordingly, and judgment shall be delivered by the Full
Court after it is amended.
Supreme Court may 48. The Judges of the Supreme Court may make Rules of
make rules. Court toregulate the practice and proceedings i  reference to appeals
to the Supreme Court under this Act.
Subdivision I17.--Commissioners and other Officers.
Appointment of 49. 'l he Governor in Council may appoint such and so many
Commissioners  and
Land Agents Land Commissioners and Land Agents as may be necessary for carry-.[Compare 48 Vic. ing the provisions of this Act into effect; and may assign a District or
No. 28, s.  24 ;
No. 19, a. 23.]55 Vic.Districts to such Commissioners and Land Agents.
Existing officers. All Commissioners, Land Agents, and other officers holding
office at the commencement of this Act under the provisions of the
repealed Acts shall continue to hold their several offices as if they had
been appointed under this Act.
Commissioner, 50. A Commissioner or Land "Agent or other person authorisedLand  Agent, szc.,
need not take out by the Minister may hold any auction under the provisions of this Act
auctioneer's  license. without taking out an auctioneer's license.
Commissioner to
hold a court once in
each month.
[ Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28, s. 25.]
Power's and Duties of Commissioners.
51. The Commissioner shall once at least in each month, on a
day of which notice shall be given in the  Gazette,  hold an open court,
to be called the Commissioner's Court, at which all applications to
select land under Part IV. of this Act shall be considered and
accepted or refused or otherwise dealt with, and at which all such
other matters as are by this Act declared to be within the cognizance
of the Commissioner, and required to be dealt with in open court,
shall be dealt with.
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52. The Commissioner shall have power to  hear and determine Proceedings in
any question relating to the acceptance or refusal ofan application oCommissioner sY q g" Y Court with respect
select land  raised  at any such court by himself or any other  person, to applications to
and to inquire into any objection made thereto, either on public  or select  land, andother inquiries.
private grounds, and to examine witnesses on oath in relation- thereto,  [compare 48 vie.
and from time to time to postpone any application, or the hearing  or No.  28, s. 26.1
decision of any question or objection.
The Commissioner shall also have power for the purposes
aforesaid, or for the purposes of any other inquiry held by him under
the provisions of this Act, to summon any person as a witness, and to
examine him upon oath, and to punish him for not attending in
pursuance of the summons or for refusing to give evidence, and for
such purposes shall have the. same powers and authorities as are
conferred upon justices by  " The Justices Act of  1886."
Any party to any such inquiry may be represented by his
counsel, solicitor, or agent.
The Commissioner's decision on every such question or inquiry
shall be pronounced in open court.
53. Every decision of a Commissioner shall be final, unless  what decisions tobe
written notice of appeal to the Court from the decision is delivered at the co ,appeal to
the office of the Commissioner whose decision is appealed against, within [Compare 48 Vic.
fourteen days after the pronouncing of the decision, or such further No. 28, s. 27.]
time or times as may be prescribed ; and in such case the Court shall
consider and may confirm, with or without variation, or may reverse
the decision :
Provided that no decision of the Commissioner accepting  an Decisions accepting
application to select land under Part IV. of this Act shall be subject i na anion
e
tielect
to such appeal as aforesaid ; but no such decision shall be final unless  approval by the
and until the application is approved or rejected by the Court, and the Court.
Court shall forthwith consider and may confirm, with or without varia-
tion, or may reverse the decision. But the Court shall not give a
decision reversing the Commissioner's acceptance of an application
without giving the applicant notice and hearing him in open Court
or otherwise if he desires to be heard ; and every such decision shall
be pronounced in open Court.
54. Any person who wilfully  insults  any Commissioner sitting Penalty for
in the exercise of his jurisdiction, or wilfully interrupts the proceed- interruptingfthetheings of or otherwise misbehaves himself in the Commissioner's Court. Commissioner's
may be excluded  from  the Court by order of the Commissioner, and court-
shall, whether he  is so  excluded or not, be liable to a fine to be imposed
by the Commissioner not exceeding five pounds, and in default of
immediate payment shall be liable to be imprioned by order of the
Commissioner for a period not exceeding seven days.
No summons need be issued against the offender, nor need any
evidence be taken upon oath, but he may be taken into custody then
and there by a police constable by order of the Commissioner, and
called upon to show  cause  why he should not be fined or otherwise
dealt with under the provisions of this section.
Crown Lands Rangers.
55. The Governor in Council may from time to time appoint duties  df Crown
a sufficient number of persons as Crown Lands Rangers, and every Lands Rangers.
such Ranger may and shall, during his continuance in office, do, on [48 vie. No. 28,
behalf of Her Majesty, or on behalf of the Governor or the Minister, e. 122.]
in respect of any Crown lands, all necessary acts for preventing in-
trusion,  encroachment , or trespass  thereon, and may  seize and brand
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timber in the prescribed  manner , and may enter upon any lands held
under this Act or the repealed Acts and view the same and observe the
manner  of the occupation thereof, and may do all such acts as may be
necessary for recovering any rent or other  sums  payable in respect
thereof, or for taking and recovering possession of any lands in case of
forfeiture, or for such other purpose as any bailiff lawfully appointed
may by law do in respect of any lands of his employer. '
Licensed Surveyors.
Licensed surveyors .  56. For  the purpose of effecting surveys under the provisions of
[Compare 48  Vic. this Act, the Minister may cause  licenses  to be  issued  to such surveyorsNo. 28, s. 120.]
as on  examination by a Board consisting of at least four members
and the Surveyor-General, who shall be Chairman thereof, prove to
be duly qualified. If any such surveyor wilfully neglects the proper
execution of the surveys on which he is employed, or makes any
false statement or misrepresentation in regard to any land surveyed
or the measurement thereof, his license may be suspended or
cancelled by the Minister.
Restriction on Officers Acquiring Land.
No Commissioner, 57. If any Commissioner, Land Agent, Crown Lands Ranger,
Land Agent,  Crown or licensed surveyor directly or indirectly acquires any interest in any
Lands  Ranger, or
licensed surveyor lands  proclaimed open for selection under this Act, in respect of which
may acquire interest he acts as Commissioner, Land Agent, or Crown Lands Ranger, or in
in land in respect of
which he is the survey of which he has been or is concerned, he shall forfeit his
employed. office or license, as the case may be, and shall also forfeit the sum of[Compare 48 Vic.
No 28, s. 125.1 one hundred pounds with full costs of action, which may be recovered
by any person who may sue for the  same in  the Supreme Court or in
the District Court.
Application of this
Part  of this Act.
[Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28,  ss. 5, 28.]
Schedule II.
Consequences of
surrender.
[Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28,  s. 29 (1).]
PART III.-PASTORAL LEASES.
58. This Part of this Act applies only to the land. comprised
in any run (not being situate in any part or parts of the colony to
which Part III. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " has been
or shall be applied or extended before the commencement of this
Act) the pastoral tenant whereof gives notice to the Minister at any
time after the commencement of this Act that he elects to take
advantage of the provisions of this Act :
Provided that the Governor in Council may, by Proclamation,
define any area of land (not being situate in any such part or parts of
the colony as aforesaid) and limit the time within which such notice
as aforesaid may be given by the pastoral tenant of any run situate
within such defined area to a period of six months from the date of
the Proclamation.
The notice of election shall be in the form in the Second Schedule
to this Act or to the like effect, and when received by the Minister
shall be irrevocable.
Division  of Runs.
59. Upon the receipt by the Minister of the notice of election
hereinbefore mentioned ,  the Minister shall cause the run to be divided
into two parts ,  one of which  (hereinafter called  " the resumed part")
shall  be thereafter deemed to be Crown lands  (subject to the right of
depasturing thereon hereinafter defined),  and for the other part the
pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive a lease for the term and on
the conditions hereinafter stated.
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60. In the case of two or more conterminous runs held by Conterminous runs
the same pastoral tenant, the whole shall be dealt with  as one run to be dealt with as
(hereinafter called a "consolidated  run"). [48 run'48 Vic .  No. 28,
- s. 28.]
61. The proportion of a run to be included in the resumed proportion of run
part shall be determined by the following rules : to be  resumed.[48 Vic No. 28,(1) If at the time of this Part of this Act becoming applicable,'. 29 (4), (II.).]
to the run. a period of twenty years or upwards has
elapsed from the date of the issue of the first license to
occupy the land comprised in the run for pastoral
purposes, one-half is to be included ;
(2) If at that time a period of ten years, and less than
twenty years, has elapsed from the date of the issue of
such license, one-third is to be included ;
(3) If at that time a period of less than ten years has
elapsed from the date of the issue of such license,
one-fourth is to be included ;
(4) In the case of a consolidated run, the area to be
resumed from each separate run is to be ascertained
by the preceding rules, and the total quantity so
ascertained will, be the quantity to be included in the
resumed part of the consolidated run.
62. (1.) For the purposes of making the division, the Commis-  Manner  in which
sioner or some other fit and proper person appointed by the Governor made°n to be
made and
in Council shall be required to inspect the run and report as to the  confirmation by
best mode of making a fair division thereof, Court.[48  Vic.  No. 28, s. 29
(2.) In making a division, the following rules are to be (5) (6) (7) (8) ;
observed  :- 50 Vic. No. 33, s.7.]
•(a) The whole resumed part shall be in one block, and, when
practicable, shall be separated from the remainder of
the run by one straight line, and at least one-fourth of
the external boundaries shall coincide with the original
boundaries of the run.
But this rule may, with the consent of the  lessee,
be departed from, if it appears to the Court to be in
the public interest so to do.
(b) The average quality and capabilities of the resumed part
are to be, as far as practicable, the same as the average
quality and capabilities of 'the whole run.
(c) In cases where the quality and capabilities of different
parts of a run are unequal, an allowance may be made in
area, and the proportion to be included in the resumed
part may be increased or diminished accordingly, so as
to make the relative values of the resumed part and
the remainder of the run bear the relative proportions
hereinbefore prescribed.
(3.) Upon receipt of the report of the Commissioner or other
person appointed as aforesaid, the Minister shall refer the same to the
Court.
(4.) The Court shall by order confirm the division recom-
mended with or without amendment, and the division so confirmed
shall be forthwith notified by the Minister in the  Gazette.
Term and Conditions of Lease.
63. The pastoral tenant whose run has been brought under  Term and
this Act in manner aforesaid shall be entitled to receive  a lease from commencement oflease.
the Crown for the remainder of his run not included in the  resumed  [Compare 48Vie.
part. No. 28, s. so.]
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Every such lease shall be for the term of twenty-one years,
from the first day of January or the first day of July nearest to the
date of the notification in the  Gazette  of the order of the Court
confirming the division.
Conditions of lease. 64. Every such lease as aforesaid shall be subject to the
Noo 28 r  O8 50Yic.
following conditions :-
. $3 , s. 8.] (1) The lessee shall, during the continuance of the lease, pay
Rent ,  when  and a yearly rent at the rates hereinafter stated, and the
where  payable.
rent shall be payable on or before the thirtieth day of
September, in respect of the year ending on the thirtieth
day of June following, at the Treasury, in Brisbane, or
other place appointed by the Governor in Council :
Provided always that the rent for the first year of
the term of the lease shall be payable upon the com-
mencement of the lease :
Provided also that in cases in which the term of
the lease is computed from the first day of January, the
rent payable upon the thirtieth day of September in the
first year of the term shall be in respect of the six
months ending on the thirtieth day of June then next
ensuing; and the rent payable on the thirtieth day of
September in the last year of the term shall be in
respect only of the six months ending on the thirty-
first day of December then next ensuing.
Rent, how oomputcd. (2) The rent shall be computed according to the number of
square miles of land-comprised in the lease.
Rent for first period. (3) The rent payable for the first period of seven years of the
term of the lease shall be determined by the Court in
the manner prescribed in Part II. of this Act at a
rate not exceeding ninety shillings, and not less than
five shillings, per square mile.
Be-assessment of (4) The rent payable for each period of seven years after the
rent. first period shall be determined by the Court :
Rent, how (5) In determining the rent regard shall be had to-determined. (a) Tile-quality and fitness of the land for grazing purposes;
(b) The number of stock which it may reasonably be
expected to carry in average seasons.;
(c) The distance of the holding from railway or water
carriage;
(d) The natural supply of water, and the facilities for the
raising or storage of water ; and
(e) Any other matters which in the opinion of the Court
affect the rental value of the land.
Provided that in determining the rent regard shall
not be had to any increase in the value of the holding
attributable to improvements.
Penalties for default (6) If default is made by the lessee in the payment of
is payment ofrent. rent the lease shall be forfeited, but the lessee may
defeat the forfeiture by payment of the rent within
ninety days from the date hereinbefore appointed for
payment thereof with the addition of a sum by way of
penalty calculated as follows, that is to say-if the rent
is paid within thirty days five per centum is to be added,
if the rent is paid within sixty days seven and a-half per
centum is to be added, and if the rent is paid after sixty
days ten per centum is to be added ; but unless the
whole of the rent together with the penalty is paid
within ninety days from the appointed day, the holding
shall be absolutely forfeited.
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(7) When the rent of a holding is to be determined by Rent to be paid
the Court, the lessee shall, until it is determined, pending
re-assessment.
continue to pay at the prescribed time and place the
same amount of rent per square mile as theretofore, or
the minimum rent hereby prescribed, whichever is the
greater amount ; and when the amount of rent is
determined by the Court, the lessee shall, on the next
thirtieth day of September, pay at the prescribed place
any arrears of rent found due by him at the rate so
determined, so as to adjust the balance due to the
Crown ; and any excess of payment by the lessee shall
be credited to him in payment of rent which may
subsequently become due in respect of the holding.
Right of Depasturing on the Resumed Part.
65. When any part of a run is resumed under the provisions Right of depasturing
of this Part of this Act, the lessee of the remainder may, if he desires on  resumed part on
to exercise the right of depasturing his stock upon the resumed part, P
ing annual
a ment.
ic.or any specified portion thereof, give notice in writing to that effect to Naomspar:e3
48 Vic.
the Minister within six months after the division of the run has been
confirmed by the Court.
If such notice is given and the lessee makes an annual
payment at the time and place appointed for payment of the rent of his
holding at a rate per square mile of the whole or such portion of the
resumed  part to be determined. by the Court, he shall, so long as he
continues to make such payment, have the right of depasturing his
stock upon the land in respect of which the payment is made until
the same is selected or disposed of under the provisions of this Act ;
but shall not be entitled to exclude any person from entering thereon
for the  bond fide  purpose of examination or inspection thereof.
If the payment is not made at the time and place appointed, the
right of depasturing shall be forfeited ; but the forfeiture may be
defeated subject to the same conditions  as are  hereinbefore provided
in the case of the lease.
66. When any portion of the land over which a right  of Determination of
depasturing is exercised under the provisions of the last preceding such right. Vic.
section, or under  any provision of the repealed Acts, is selected under  No. 28, s. 31.]
Part IV. of this Act or otherwise disposed of under the provisions
hereof, the right of depasturing shall as to such portion be thereby
determined, and a reduction shall be made in the annual payment
proportionate to the area so selected or disposed of, axid any payment
made  in advance in respect of such area shall be refunded to the
lessee.
67. If in the opinion of the Court any  lessee exercising  the Provision in case of
right of depasturing is injuriously using the land over which the ov mpacking.
right to depasture  is exercised  by overstocking it, the Court may 4s Vic. No. 28,
require him to reduce the number of his stock thereon to such  ans. 32.3
extent as the Court may think fit ; and if the  lessee  fails to comply
with such requisition within three months after the receipt thereof,
his right of depasturing shall be determined.
68. In the case of any  lessee under  the repealed Acts who Right  of depasturing
exercises a right of depasturing over the resumed part of his run,  or under repealed Acts
asturin shall be determined  or ceaseswhen lesseeany portion thereof, the rightin of dep g  eases to pay rent
shall be deemed to have been determined  as soon  as a portion of the for depasturing.
resumed  part,  equal in area  to the area  in respect  of which,  as being
245
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available land, the original rent paid by him for such right was com-
puted, has been selected or otherwise disposed of under the provisions
of this Act or of the repealed Acts.
Improvements on the Resumed Part.
License and 69. When a lessee of a holding under this Part of this Act,
compensation  for who exercises the right of depasturing his stock upon the resumed
improvements on
resumed part of run. part of his run, proposes to make an improvement on the  resumed[50 Vic. No. 33, s. 9.]part, consisting of a fence, well, bore, dam, tank, reservoir, or artificial
watercourse or watering place, he may make application to the Court
for a license to make the improvement, stating the nature of the
proposed improvement and its probable cost.
The Court may thereupon grant to the lessee a license
specifying the maximum value which shall be attributed to the
improvement in the event of compensation being claimed in respect
thereof as hereinafter provided.
When a lessee  makes  .an improvement  in accordance  with the
license, he shall send to the Commissioner a detailed statement of
the work done in making the improvement and of the expenditure in
respect thereof. The statement shall be examined by the Commis-
sioner, and if found correct shall be certified by him and retained in
his office.
When the land upon which the improvement  is made is
selected or otherwise disposed of, the  lessee  shall be entitled to receive
as compensation in respect of the improvement such sum as would
fairly represent its value to an incoming selector, but not exceeding
the amount specified in the license.
Other Provisions.
Use of  timber or  70. Lessees under this Part of this Act may cut and use such
material  by lessees . timber and material as may be' required by them for the purposes off 48
a. 3
Vic. N 28,
their holdings.
Description  of leased  71. In any lease under this Part of this Act it shall be sufficient
lands. if the land comprised therein be defined according to the best descrip-[48 No. 28, tion of such land and of the boundaries thereof which may be procur-
able, notwithstanding that. such description may not have been
prepared after actual survey, and no such lease shall be liable to be set
aside by reason only of the imperfection of any such description if
the land is defined in the lease with reasonable certainty.
Sale by Auction of Forfeited Leases.
Forfeited  leases may  72. If any lease under this Part of this Act or under Part III.
be offered at auction. of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884" is forfeited or otherwise determined,(Compare 48 Vic. „
No. 28, Bs. 39, 40.E or if the lease, under  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," of any run
situated in any part of the colony in which Part III. of  " The Crown
Lands Act  of 1884" is in force for the time being, or any  such lease
extended under the provisions of  " The Pastoral Leases Extension Act
of  1890 )" is forfeited or vacated, the holding or the  run, as  the case
may be, may be offered for sale by public auction for the residue of
the term of the lease computed from the nearest first day of July in
the case of runs, and the nearest first day of January or first day of
July, as the case may be, in the case of holdings. The upset price
shall not be less than five shillings per square mile of the estimated
area, and  the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent to be paid
for the residue of the term. If there are upon the land any improve-
ments,  the new  lessee  shall pay to the Land Agent or other prescribed
officer the value of the  same, as determined  by the  Commissioner.
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Or the land comprised in the holding or the run, as the case
may be, may be dealt with under any other provisions applicable
thereto.
1527
Provisions Applicable upon the Expiration of Certain
Leases under the Repealed Acts.
73. At any time within six months after the commencement Court may certify
of this Act the Court may certify to the Governor in Councilthat certain formery y ) holdings  will not be
with respect to lands comprised or formerly comprised in any holding  Seglemd for
under Part III. of  The Crown Lands Act of  1884," theterMent.
whereof is by the thirtieth section of that Act prescribed to be ten
years, that such lands or any part thereof are not likely to be required
for the purposes of settlement. A notification of such certificate
shall be forthwith published in the  Gazette.
74. At any time after the date of such publication the lessee Extension of lease
or former lessee, if still in possession  of such holding, may apply to the of such holdings orparts thereof.
Minister for an extension of the former lease, and if such application is
approved by the Governor in Council the applicant shall be entitled
to receive a new lease from the Crown for the whole of the lands
comprised in the former  lease or  the part with respect to which the
certificate has been given,  as the case  may be, subject to the following
conditions
(1) The term of the lease shall be five years, computed from Term of extension.
the date of the expiration of the former lease ;
(2) The lessee shall during the continuance of the lease pay Rent how fixed.
a yearly rent at a rate fixed by the Minister on the
recommendation of the Court, and such rent shall be
payable at the same time and place as that at which the
rent under the previously subsisting  lease was  payable.
If default  is made  by the  lessee in  the payment  of Penalties for default
rent, the lease shall be forfeited, but the  lessee may in payment.
defeat the forfeiture by payment of the rent within
ninety days from the prescribed date of payment with
the addition of a sum by way of penalty calculated as
follows : that is to say,-If the rent is paid within
thirty days five per centum is to be added, if the rent is
paid within sixty days seven and a half per centum is to
be added, and if the rent is paid after sixty days ten per
centum is to be added ; but unless the whole of the rent,
together with the penalty, is paid within ninety days
from the appointed day the lease shall be absolutely
forfeited.
PART IV.-- SELECTIONS.
Subdivision I.--General Provisions relating  to all  Selections.
Proclamation of Lands for Selection.
75. The Governor in Council may, by Proclamation , declare  Governor may
any Country Lands to be open for selection either as unsurveyed lands proclaim la selecticn, s o ay
or as surveyed lands under the provisions of this Part of this Act, withdraw same.
and may, by Proclamation, withdraw any lands from being so open : Noo 2pare48 Vie.
55 Vic.  No. 19, s. 23.]
Provided that the Minister may, if he deems it necessary so to Minister may
do, withdraw any lands from being open for selection by notification withdraw lands from
selection in urgent
in the  Gazette;  and upon ratification by the Governor in Council by cases.
Proclamation within one month after such notification has been
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published, the withdrawal shall have the same force and effect as if
the lands had been withdrawn from selection by the Governor in
Council at the time at which they were withdrawn by the Minister.
Proclamation of 76 . When any land is proclaimed open for selection as
unsurveyed lands.
unsurve ed lands, the following provisions shall have effect by way of[Compare 49  vie. Y  Y Y
No. 7, s. 2; 53 Vic. modification of the provisions hereinafter contained in respect of land
No. 14,  s. 7 ; 55 Vic .
which is proclaimed open for selection as surveyed lands :-No.19, s. 32.]
Application. (1) The application to select any such land shall give a
clear description of the locality and boundaries of the
land  applied for, and shall state that it is unsurveyed.
Selections to be  (2) Every selection applied for shall, before the application
marked. is lodged, be marked on the ground in the manner
prescribed by the Regulations.
A statement that the marking has been duly
effected shall accompany the application.
When applicant may (3 ) If any selection is not surveyed by order of the Minister
employ  a licensed
surveyor. within three months from the date of the acceptance of
the application by the Commissioner, the applicant may
request the Minister to refund the part of the survey
fee lodged with his application as hereinafter provided,
and, if the survey is not made within two months
from the date of such request, may, at his own cost,
employ a licensed surveyor to effect the survey, and on
such survey being made and approved by the Minister
the part of the survey fee, so lodged shall be refunded
to the applicant.
When application  (4) If upon the survey it appears that, by reason of a prior
may be withdrawn. application or for any other reason, the applicant cannot
obtain the whole of the land applied for, he may, by
writing under his hand, withdraw the application and
demand back the amount deposited by him in respect
of rent as hereinafter provided and the part of the
survey fee lodged by him.
Application  not to  be (5) The application shall not be approved by the Court until
approved before the land has been surveyed.
survey.
What land applicant  (6) The land which the applicant shall be entitled to occupy
is entitled  to occupy. on receiving from the Commissioner the license herein-
after mentioned shall be the land comprised in the applica-
tion according to the boundaries as defined by the survey.
Provisions affecting  In other respects the provisions of this Act with respect to land
surveyed lands to which is proclaimed open for selection as surveyed lands shall be
apply.
applicable
Proclamation of 77. Before any land is proclaimed open for selection as sur-
veyed lands it shall be surveyed under the direction of the Minister,co Yede4s s. Vic.
No. 28, s. 43.] and divided into portions of convenient area for selection, with
proper  roads and  reserves for public purposes wherever necessary.
The portions shall be marked on the ground in the manner prescribed
by the Regulations.
Power to suspend  78. With respect to land which it is practicable to divide - into
t h e portions without actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
preceding section . portions by ' means of  maps or  plans and by reference to known or
[Compare marked boundaries or starting points, the following provisions shall48 Vic.  No. 28, s, 44;
50 Vic.  No. 33 , s.13.] have effect :-
(1) The Governor in Council may suspend the operation of so
much of the last preceding section as requires the land to
be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it
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is proclaimed, open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into portions and
to indicate the position of such portions on proper maps
or plans ;
(2) The land may thereupon be proclaimed open for selection
in the same manner as if it had been surveyed, and the
delineation. of the portions on the maps or plans shall be
deemed to be a survey thereof, and the portions shall be
deemed to be surveyed portions for the purposes of this
Part of this Act;
(3) The application shall not be approved by the Court until
the land has been actually surveyed ;
(4) The land which the applicant shall be entitled to occupy
on receiving from the Commissioner the license herein-
after mentioned shall be the land comprised in the
application according to the boundaries as defined by
the actual survey.
Requisites of the Proclamation.
79. (1.) Every Proclamation declaring land open for selection What to  be specified
shall appoint a place and a time (not being less than four weeks from in Proclamation.[Compare 48 Vic.
the date of the Proclamation) at which the land will be open for No. 28, 9.45 (1),
selection : and at and after the time so notified the land shall be No.
33, s .
14';50 Vic.
open for selection accordingly. 55 Vic. No.  19, s. 5.]
(2.) The Proclamation shall also specify for what mode  or Maximum areas of
modes of selection the land is open, and shall declare the maximum selections.
area of land which may be selected in each mode by any one person
in the whole area to which the Proclamation has reference.
(3.) The Proclamation shall also specify the numbers of the Rent.
portions, and their respective areas, and the annual rent per acre to be
paid for each portion.
(4.) In the case of - Agricultural Farms 'or Unconditional Purchasing price.
Selections, the Proclamation shall further specify the price at which
the lessee may purchase the land in fee-simple as hereinafter provided.
(5.) In the case of a Grazing Selection, the Proclamation shall Term of lease of
further state whether the term of the lease is to be fourteen years, G razing  Selecticns
twenty-one years, or twenty-eight years as hereinafter provided.
(6.) In the case of a Grazing Selection wholly or partly situated condition as to
within any District now or hereafter constituted under the provisions rabbit-proof fencing.
of  The Rabbit Boards Act,  1896," the Proclamation may impose the
condition that the selection shall be enclosed with a fence of such
character as to prevent the passage of rabbits.
(7.) The Proclamation may also state the value of any improve-  value of
ments upon a portion. improvements.
80. The maximum area declared by any Proclamation shall Limit of maximum
not-
areas.
[Compare 48 Vic.
(1) In the case of land which may be selected as an Agri- No. 28, s.No. 193) ; 2,
cultural Farm, exceed one thousand two hundred and 15, 24 ; 5s Vic.
eighty acres ; No. 25, s. 3.]
(2) In the case of land which may be selected as an Agri-
cultural Homestead, exceed one hundred and sixty acres,
three hundred and twenty acres,  or six  hundred and
forty acres, according as the price specified in the
Proclamation as being the purchasing price of the land,
if selected as an Agricultural Farm, is not less than
twenty shillings, or is less than twenty shillings but not
less than fifteen shillings,  or is less  than fifteen shillings,
respectively, per acre of the land ;
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(3)- In the case of land which may be selected as a Grazing
Selection, exceed twenty thousand acres ;
(4) In the case of land which may be selected as a Scrub
Selection, exceed ten thousand acres ;
(5) In the case of land which may be selected as an
Unconditional Selection, exceed one thousand two
hundred and eighty acres.
Rules
rent.
with  regard  t3  81 . The specified rent of any portion proclaimed open for
[ Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28,  s. 45 (4) ;
55 Vic. No. 19, s. 5;
58 Vic. No. 25,
so. 5 (1), 14.]
Rent of Agricultural
Farms.
Rent of Agricultural
Homesteads.
Rent of Grazing
Selections.
Rent of
Unconditional
Selections.
Minimum
F
urchasing price.
Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28, s. 45 (5) ;
55 Vic. No. 19,
ss. 5, 24 (2).]
selection shall be-
(1) One fortieth part of the purchasing price specified in the
Proclamation in the case of Agricultural Farms ;
(2) Three pence per acre in the case of Agricultural Home-
steads;
(3) Not less than one halfpenny per acre in the case of
Grazing Selections ; and
(4) One twentieth part of the purchasing price specified in
the Proclamation in the case of Unconditional Selections.
82. (1.) In the case of Agricultural Farms, the price at which
the lessee may purchase the land in fee-simple as hereinafter provided
shall not be less than ten shillings per acre.
(2.) In the case of Unconditional Selections, the price at which
the lessee may purchase the land in fee-simple as hereinafter provided
shall not be less than thirteen shillings and fourpence per acre.
What lands may be 83. No portion shall be proclaimed open for selection as an
selected as Agricultural Homestead, or as an Unconditional Selection, which isAgricultural
Homesteads or not also proclaimed open for selection as an Agricultural Farm.
Unconditional
Selections.
Maps to be exhibited. 84. When any land is proclaimed open for selection, maps
[Compare 48  Vic. shall be prepared and exhibited to the public at the office of the LandNo. 28, s. 46.1
Agent and at the Department of Public Lands in Brisbane showing
the land so open, its distance from railway or water  carriage , the rent
and purchasing price, if any, per acre, the maximum area that may
be selected in each mode of selection by any one person in the whole
area to which the Proclamation has reference, and such other informa-
tion as may be prescribed.
Disqualifications.
[Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28,  ss. 48, 63 ;
55 Vic.  No. 19, s. 9 ;
58 Vic.  No. 25, s. 9.]
Minor.
Alien.
Agent  or servant.
Trustee.
Disqualifications.
85. Subject to the provisions hereinafter contained, no person
who is-
(1) Under the age of sixteen years ; or
(2) Not a natural  born or naturalised subject of Her Majesty
within the meaning of  "The Elections  Act of  1885 "; or
(3) In respect of the laud applied for or held ,  or any part
thereof ,  or interest therein, an agent or servant of or for
any other person ; or
(4) In respect of the land applied for or held ,  or any part
thereof, or interest therein, a trustee of or for any other
person ;
shall be competent to apply for or acquire any land under the pro-
visions of this Part of this Act,
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But nothing herein contained shall prejudice the acquisition of saving rights of
any selection by any person who becomes entitled thereto as the trustee of insolvent
trustee of the estate of a previous selector under the laws relating to
&c., selector.
insolvent persons, or as the committee of an insane selector, or as the
trustee of a settlement made in consideration of marriage, or as the
legatee, executor, or administrator, or one of the next-of-kin of a
deceased selector.
Proof that the stock of any person other than the selector are Depasturing another
ordinarily depastured on a selection shall be  prima facie  evidence that person's stock on
selection  primd Jacie
the selector is a trustee of the selection for the owner of the stock. evidence that selector
is a trustee.
The provisions of this section shall not apply to persons making Exceptions tothis
application to select land as a Scrub Selection or as an Unconditional section.
Selection.
86. A married woman shall not be competent to apply for  Married women may
any land as an Agricultural Homestead or Grazing Homestead ,  or to not hold certain
acquire any such selection ,  unless she has selected the. same before her selections.
marriage or becomes entitled thereto as the legatee ,  executrix ,  adminis-
tratrix, or one of the next-of -kin of a deceased selector ,  whether before
or after her marriage :
Provided that the disqualification hereby imposed may be
removed by the Court if it thinks fit in the case of a married woman
who proves to the satisfaction of the Court that she has obtained an
order for judicial separation ,  or an order protecting her separate
property ,  or that she is living apart from her husband ,  and (in the
case of a married woman who desires to become the selector of an
Agricultural Homestead) that her husband has never acquired a
Homestead Selection under  91 The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876, "  or any of the Acts thereby repealed ,  or an Agricultural Farm
under section seventy -four of  11 The Crown Lands  Act of  1884," or an
Agricultural Homestead under this Act, and  (in the case of a married
woman who desires to become the selector of a Grazing Homestead)
that her husband has never acquired a Grazing Hpmestead under
"  The Crown Lands  Act of  1894" or under this Act.
Restrictions.
87. Subject to such Regulations concerning surveys, roads, or Proportion f
the prevention of a monopoly of permanent  water, or  otherwise, as frontage towatercourses or
may be made under this Act, land having frontage to a main water - main roads.
course ,  or in the case of Agricultural Selections to a main road, shall No. 28, s. 50.Vic.
not have a greater breadth of frontage thereto than two-thirds of the 55 Vic. No. 19, s. 25.]
depth, except in cases where the land applied for comprises the whole
of the land available for selection in the immediate neighbourhood.
88. The Governor in Council may from time to time, by Proclamation of
Proclamation ,  declare the maximum areas of land (not exceeding the maximum areas for
several maximum areas hereinbefore prescribed )  which may be held Districts.
in any District named in the Proclamation by any one person in any
mode of selection therein mentioned.
89. No person shall at the same time, except as hereinafter No person to apply
provided, apply for or hold in the same District- for or hold morethan maximum area
(1) Two or more selections of the same character the aggre- Dis tr[CoVic.
gate area of which is greater than the maximum area of No. 28, s. 53.]
land for the time being permitted to be selected as a
selection of that character in that District ; or
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Maximum area
which may be held
in the colony.
[Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28,  s. 53.]
Applications to he
lodged with deposit
of first year ' s rent.
[Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28, s. 49.1
(2) Two or more Agricultural Selections the aggregate area
of which is greater than the maximum area of land
for the time being permitted to be selected as an
Agricultural Farm in that District.
But any alteration of the boundaries of a District or any
declaration of a maximum area within a District shall not prejudice
any rights accrued with respect to a then existing selection.
90. No person shall at the same time, except as hereinafter
provided, hold in the colony two or more Agricultural Selections the
aggregate area of which is greater than one thousand two hundred
and eighty acres, or two or more Grazing Selections the aggregate area
of which is greater than twenty thousand acres.
Applications.
91. Any person desiring to select land shall himself, or by
his duly constituted attorney, lodge with the Land Agent at the place
appointed by the Proclamation an application in the' prescribed form.
The application shall be for a portion, as specified in the
Proclamation, and when the land is open for selection in alternative
modes shall state precisely which mode of selection is desired.
The application. shall be signed by the applicant, and shall be
accompanied by the full amount in cash of the first year's rent, which
shall be returned to the applicant if the application be not approved.
Survey fee may be 92. The person  making application to select land shall, at the
paid in instalments time of  makin g his  application, l dge therewith in cash one-fifth partwithout interest .
[Compare  48 Vic. of the survey fee, which shall be returned to the applicant if the
No. 28 ,  s. 49; 50  Vic. application be not approved.No. 33, s.  15 (4) ;
59 Vic.  No. 31, s. s.] In the event of the application being approved, the remainder
of the survey fee shall be payable in equal annual instalments, without
interest, on the thirty-first day of March in the four next following
years.
Remission  of In the case of lands proclaimed open for selection under the
interest paid in provisions of the repealed Acts after the twenty-third day of
certain  cases.
December, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, other than
selections of an area not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres, no
interest shall be or be deemed to have been payable on the part of the
survey fee  remaining  unpaid after confirmation of the application to
select such lands, and any interest paid to the Crown shall be credited
to the selector who paid the same.
App lications to  be'
made in good faith.
93. Every application for a selection shall be made in good
faith.
An application shall be deemed to be made in good faith when
the sole object of the applicant in making the application is to obtain
the land or the license or lease thereof in order that he may hold and
use the land for his own exclusive benefit according to law.
The fact that two or more applications  are made  by different
applicants for the benefit of one person shall be conclusive evidence
that none of such applications are made in good faith.
An application shall not be accepted or approved unless the
Commissioner or the Court, as the case may be, is satisfied that the
application  is made  in good faith.
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In any case in which the Commissioner or the Court, as the
case may be ,  is satisfied that an application has been made otherwise
than in good faith ,  the Commissioner or the Court may declare that
any moneys lodged with the application ,  or any part of such moneys,
shall be forfeited to the Crown, and the same shall be forfeited
accordingly.
94. The Land Agent shall keep registers in which he shall Land Agent o keep
enter particulars of all applications to select land in the order of their registerscations.
receipt and the day and hour on which they were lodged, and each  [compare 48 Vie.
applicant shall himself, or by his duly constituted attorney ,  sign his
55 Vic28,
. No
47
i'9, s. 8.]name to such entry.
When an application is accepted or refused ,  or otherwise dealt
with by him ,  the Commissioner shall make a memorandum of such
acceptance or refusal opposite the entry of the application in the
register.
Such registers shall be open for public inspection at any
reasonable time during office hours on payment of the prescribed fee.
Priority of Applications.
95. Applications shall take priority according to the. order ofGeneral rule for
lodaged with the Land Agent: determining priority.their being
Provided that if two or more applicants are present at the 48Vic. No. 28,
Land Agent's office at or before the time appointed by the Proclama- a. 49.]
tion, the applications lodged by them shall be deemed to be lodged at
the same time. In such case, save as hereinafter provided, the right
of priority shall be determined by lot in the prescribed manner.
96. When lands are open for selection as Agricultural Farms Applicants for
and alternatively as Agricultural Homesteads, and applications to select Homesteads have
the same lands both as Agricultural Farms and as Agricultural Home- priority.
steads are  lodged at the same time, the applications to select the lands
as Agricultural Homesteads shall be entitled to priority.
97. When lands are open for selection as Grazing Selections, Applicants for
and applications to select the same lands both as Grazing Farms and Grazing  Homesteadshave priority.
as Grazing Homesteads are lodged at the same time, the applications [compare 58 Vic.
to select the lands as Grazing Homesteads shall be entitled to priority. No. 25, a. 4.]
98. When lands are open for selection as Agricultural Farms, Applicants for
and alternative) as Unconditional Selections and applications to Agricultural Farmsy have priority.
select the same lands, both as Agricultural Farms and as Uncon- [55 Vic. No. 19,
ditional Selections, are lodged at the same time, the applications to io.)
select the lands as Agricultural Farms shall be entitled to priority.
99. When any person qualified to select any land  as an  Agri- Priority obtainable
cultural Homestead, makes a request in writing to the Minister that by  request.
any specified area of unsurveyed land be declared open for selection, No. 25, . 22
] ic.
and the land is thereupon so declared open, the Minister may notify
to the Commissioner that it was declared open at the request of such
person, and if at or before the time appointed by the Proclamation
an application by such person to select such land is lodged at the
Land Agent's Office such application shall be entitled to priority :
Provided that such person has deposited with his request a
sum equal to three pence per acre, which sum shall, if the request
is not granted, be repaid to the person making the request ; and if
the request is granted, and if the application is proceeded with, be
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accounted as part of the rent specified in the Proclamation declaring
the land open for selection, but, if no application to select is lodged
by the person making the request, or if the application is not
proceeded with, be absolutely forfeited to Her Majesty.
Priority to applicant 100. Subject to the provisions affecting the priority of applicants
who makes the
highest  tender. hereinbefore contained, any person making an application to select
[Compare 55 Vic. land as a Grazing Selection or as an Unconditional Selection may,No. 19. S. 10.] in accordance with the Regulations in that behalf, when making such
application, lodge in a closed envelope a tender for the selection,
specifying an annual rent for the first period of the lease higher
than the annual rent per acre specified in the Proclamation ; but. the
annual rent specified in any tender shall not comprise any fractional
part of a penny other than one-eighth, or a multiple of one-eighth.
If two or more applications to select the  same  land are lodged
at the same time, the Commissioner or Land Agent shall forthwith
open such tenders as may have been lodged as aforesaid ; and the
applicant (being otherwise competent to select the land) who has
lodged the highest tender for the land, and who pays the balance of
the first year's rent in accordance with the tender to the Land Agent,
shall, at the time appointed for considering the applications, be
declared to be the successful applicant, and the annual rent payable
by him during the first period of the term of the lease shall be the
amount so specified by him in his tender, instead of the rent specified
in the Proclamation declaring the land open for selection.
If two or more applicants have specified the same amount in
their respective tenders, and no other applicants have specified any
higher amount, the right of priority as between such applicants shall
be determined by lot in the prescribed  manner.
Notice of
approval to be
given to applicant.
[Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28,  s. 51.]
Improvements on
selection.
[Compare 50 Vic.
No. 33, s. 14.]
On approval
license to issue.
[Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28,  is. 54.]
Approval.
101. When the Court has approved of the application, notice of
such approval shall be given to the applicant. The notice shall specify
the conditions to be fulfilled by the selector, and the consequences of
non-fulfilment thereof.
Improvements.
102. When there are upon a selection any improvements the
value of which has not been stated in the Proclamation, such value
shall be determined by the Commissioner, and shall be paid by the
selector to the Land Agent or other prescribed officer within twenty-
one days after notice of the value has been given to him.
If the value of the improvements has been stated in the
Proclamation, such value shall be paid by the selector to the Land
Agent or other prescribed officer within twenty-one days after notice
of approval has been given to him.
If the value of the improvements is not paid as hereby
prescribed, the selector shall have no further right or title to the land
or the occupation thereof, and all moneys paid by him in respect
thereof shall be forfeited.
Issue and Conditions of License of Agricultural and Grazing
Selections. .
103. When the application has been approved by the Court, and
the applicant has paid the value of the improvements (if any), the
applicant shall be entitled to receive from the Commissioner a license
to occupy the land,
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The license shall not be capable of being mortgaged or be
transferable except by operation of law, but shall be capable of trans-
mission on the death of the licensee.
Upon the insolvency of the licensee of an Agricultural Home-
stead or Grazing Homestead, the license shall be forfeited.
104. When an application to select any land over which a Titleof  selector to
right of depasturing is exercised by any lessee under Part III. of relate back to thethis Act, or Part III. of  The Crown Lands Act of  1884,applicpplic" has been aaatio o of hisn by
accepted by the Commissioner, the depasturing by such lessee of any Commissioner.
stock in excessive numbers so as to result in the undue diminution of
or injury to the water, grass, or herbage thereon shall, if a license to
occupy such land is issued to the selector, be and be deemed to be a
trespass committed by the lessee against -the selector ; and for the
purposes of any action in respect thereof, the title of the selector shall
be deemed to . relate back to the date of the acceptance of the
application by the Commissioner :
Provided that no selector shall take advantage of this section
unless he gives notice to the lessee that his application has been
accepted within seven days after such acceptance or within such other
time as may be prescribed.
The notice may be given by personally serving the lessee or by
leaving it with some person for the lessee at the head station, or in
such other manner as may be prescribed.
105. Upon the issue of a license the licensee may enter upon Rights conferred by
the land and take possession thereof, but shall not be entitled to licenge.[48 Vic.  No. 28,impound any stock of the last pastoral tenant or lessee found tres-  s. 55.]
passing on any part of the land which is not enclosed with a good and
substantial fence except in the case of wilful trespass.
106. Within six months after the issue of a license, the licensee  Licensee shall
shall enter upon the land and take  possession  thereof, and thereafter,
[53
occupy.No. 14,
during the currency of the license, he shall occupy the land continu- s.  (1).]
ously and  bond fide  in the manner prescribed by this Act with respect
to occupation by a lessee  of a similar  selection.
In the event of his failing to perform the condition of occupa-
tion hereby prescribed, the same consequences shall  ensue  with respect
to the license  as are  prescribed in the  case  of the  lease upon  the like
default.
107. During the currency of the license the licensee shallpay  Rent o be paid
the annual rent at the same time and place as is hereinafter prescribed during license.
in the case of rent reserved by and payable under the lease of  a similar  86
Vic. No. 2s,
selection, and in the event of his failing to make such payment the
same  consequences shall ensue with respect to the license as are
prescribed in the case of the  lease  upon the like default.
108. In  the case of Grazing Selections the selector shall within  Condition f fencing
three years from the issue of the license enclose the land with a good sel,4t onsg
and substantial  fence . (Compare 48 Vic.Where the Selection s wholly orpartly situate within any58°xic. No726, s. 4.]
District now or hereafter constituted under the provisions of  16 The
Rabbit Boards Act,  1896," the fence shall be of such character as to
prevent the passage of rabbits, if such condition is imposed by the
Proclamation declaring the land open for selection.
109. In the case of Agricultural Selections the selector shall Condition f fencing
orotherimprovement
within five years from the issue of the license either enclose the land on Agricultural
with a good and substantial fence or make substantial and permanent selections.
improvements on the land of a value, equal to the cost of such  a fence..No
[Compare 48jic'
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Fencing or
improvement of
contiguous
selections.
[Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28, s. 57.1
Fencing of
contiguous  Grazing
Selections.
( Compare 58 Vic.
No. 25, s.  5 (4) (a).]
110. If the  same  person is the selector of two or more contiguous
selections, it shall be sufficient to enclose the whole area comprised in
the selections, or to make the prescribed improvements upon any
part of such whole  area  ; and in the case of Grazing Selections the
condition of maintenance of fencing imposed by the terms of the
lease as hereinafter prescribed shall be deemed to be satisfied if the
whole area is kept enclosed by the selector.
111. In the case of two or more contiguous Grazing Selections
held under the repealed Acts or this Act the aggregate area of which
does not exceed twenty thousand acres, the Court may, upon the
application of the selectors,  issue  a Special License modifying the
condition of fencing, and unless and until such Special License is
revoked by the Court it shall be sufficient to enclose the whole area
comprised in the Selections ; and if the whole area is kept enclosed by
the selectors, the condition of maintenance of fencing imposed by the
terms of the several leases of the Selections as hereinafter prescribed
shall be deemed to be' satisfied.
Fencing of 112. In the case of two or more contiguous Grazing Selections
contiguous Grazing
Selections  in Rabbit not  exceeding eight in number, or the total area of which does not
Board Districts. exceed two hundred square miles, held under the repealed Acts or
No. 26ase 58 59
Vic.
Vic. this Act, and situate wholly or partly within any District now or here-
No. 30, 6.] after constituted under the provisions of  " The Rabbit Boards dct,
1896," the Court may, upon the application of the selectors, issue a
Special License modifying the condition of fencing to which the
selections or any of them are subject, and unless and until
such Special License is revoked by the Court it shall be sufficient
to enclose the whole area comprised in the selections with a fence of
such a character as to prevent the passage of rabbits ; and if the whole
area is kept  enclosed  by the selectors, the condition of maintenance of
fencing imposed by the terms of the several leases of the selections as
hereinafter prescribed shall be deemed to be satisfied.
Sufficiency of fence
erected under
Fencing Acts.
[Compare 55 Vic.
No. 19, s. 26.]
113. Any dividing fence erected on or for the advantage of a
selection under the provisions of  14 The Fencing Act of  1861," or
"The Fencing Act of  1861  Extension Act of  1897," shall be sufficient
to satisfy the conditions of fencing and maintenance of fencing
respectively imposed by this Act in respect of any such selection or
the part thereof on or for the advantage of which the dividing fence
has been erected, so long as such fence continues to be available for
the purpose for which it was erected.
When the boundary of a selection is a road, or when neigh-
bouring selections are separated only by a road, if the Court is of
opinion that it is not necessary in the public interest that the road
should be fenced on both sides, the Court may, on the application of
the licensee or lessee of the selection or on the joint application of
the licensees  or lessees  of the selections, as the case may be, issue a
license authorising him or them, subject nevertheless to the Acts in
force relating to Local Authorities and to the Enclosure of Roads, and
to the several provisions of such Acts dealing with licensed gates, to
enclose the road and to use a fence erected wholly on one side of the
road, or partly on one side and partly on the other, as a boundary
fence of the selection or selections, as the case may be.
If an existing fence is proposed to be so used, the owner of the
fence shall be heard by the Court before the license is granted.
Every such license shall be for such time and shall be subject
to such conditions as to payment to the owner of an existing fence or
otherwise as the Court may impose, and may be revoked by the Court
upon six months ' notice.
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During the subsistence of any such license, the condition of
fencing shall be deemed to be sufficiently performed so far as regards
the boundary on which the actual erection of the fence is excused.
114. Every dividing fence or boundary fence within the mean- Dividing fence or
ing of the last preceding section shall be of such character as to boundary fence to be
rabbit-proof in
prevent the passage of rabbits in all cases where a fence of such certain cases.
character is necessary under the conditions prescribed by this Act ;
and in the case of a dividing fence, notwithstanding anything con-
tained in  " The Fencing Act of  1861," judgment may be given under
any of the provisions of that Act, although such judgment may
involve an expense in the erection of the dividing fence equal to the
fair and usual price charged for the erection of a fence of such
character as aforesaid.
This section shall not entitle any selector to recover any portion
of the cost of any wire-netting forming part of any dividing fence and
the affixing thereof from the lessee of any adjoining or neighbouring
holding or run, unless and until such adjoining or neighbouring
holding or run has been enclosed with a substantial and permanent
fence of such a character as to prevent the passage of rabbits ; but
half the cost thereof may be recovered in every case within six
months after such adjoining or neighbouring holding or run has been
so enclosed.
115. When the Proclamation imposes the condition that the where fence
selection shall be enclosed with  a fence  of such a character  as to unnecessary.ic.
prevent the passage of rabbits, it shall not be necessary to erect a fence No 28, s.  57.]
upon any boundary which is formed by a natural feature of such a
character as to be sufficient to prevent the passage of rabbits. • In
other cases it shall not be necessary to erect a fence upon any boundary
which is formed by a natural feature of such a character as to be
sufficient to prevent the passage of stock.
116. The selector shall also within the period of three years  or Certificate of
five years respectively hereinbefore mentioned apply to the Com- fulfilment of
condition.
missioner for a certificate that he has performed the condition of [Compare 48 Vic.
improvement. Upon such application being made, the Commissioner , No. 28, s. 57;58 Vic. No.  25, s. RQ
or some other fit and proper person appointed by the Governor in
Council, shall inspect the selection ; and if it is found that the whole
of the land has been so enclosed or improved, and that the condition
of occupation has been performed, the Commissioner shall certify those
facts to the Minister, and shall in any case pronounce his decision on
the application in open court.
If the selection is not enclosed or improved within the  time Consequences of
nothereinbefore prescribed the license shall forthwith become inoperative, conditioning
and the selector shall have no further right or title to the land or the
occupation thereof; but the Court may, if the selector has.from any
unavoidable cause been prevented from so enclosing or improving the
selection, grant an extension of not more than two years' further
time to make the enclosure or improvement, and to apply for the
certificate ; but if the fencing or improvement is not completed within
such extended time, the license shall become inoperative as aforesaid.
If the Commissioner refuses to give a certificate in favour of Appeal from
the selector he may, within the prescribed time, appeal to the Court commissioner to the
from the decision of the Commissioner, and if the appeal is allowed
the Commissioner shall give the certificate.
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Improvement by
ringbarking on
Agricultural
Selections.
[Compare 56 Vic.
No. 16, s. 2.]
117. The Commissioner may permit the selector of an Agri-
cultural Selection to ringbark trees upon the selection upon such
terms and in such manner as he may think fit, and may allow the
cost of such ringbarking at a rate not exceeding two shillings and six-
pence per acre in computing the value of the improvements effected on
the selection for the purpose of granting such certificate as aforesaid.
No appeal shall lie from any decision of the Commissioner
under this section.
Provisions dispensing with Condition of Occupation of Agricultural
and Grazing Selections.
Court may  18. The Court may suspend the condition of occupation of
suspend condition of
susention in certain any Agricultural or Grazing Selection for a period not exceeding sixoccupa
eases. months  in any one year in any of the following cases:--[Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28 ,  s. 58 (9 ) ; (1) Devastation of the selection by flood,  fire, or  tempest ;
58 Vic. No. 25,
23.] (2) Accident to or illness of the selector ;
(3) Absence of the selector from the selection while  bond fide
earning wages  elsewhere ;
(4) Any other  case in  which the Court -thinks that it is
proper so to do ;
and may, further, in the case of Grazing Selections, suspend such
condition for a period not exceeding one year in any two years if the
selection has been subjected to the effects of drought to such an
extent as  to render its temporary abandonment unavoidable.
During the period of any such  suspension  the condition of
occupation  shall be deemed to have been fulfilled in the manner
prescribed by this Act.
Privilege of married 119. If after the expiration of six months from the commence-
woman who has
selected Agriculturalmeat of the term of the lease of an Agricultural Homestead the selector,
Homestead  before being a woman, marries the selector of an Agricultural Homestead in
marriage.[Compare 56Vic. the  same or  an adjoining District, the Court may allow the condition
No. 16, s. 7.] of occupation to be performed in respect of both selections by the
residence of the husband or wife on either of the selections for
such portion of the term of the lease of either selection as the Court
thinks' fit.
Privilege of lessee of 120 . If the same person is the selector of two or more Agri-
two or more
neighbouring cultural Selections, each of which is at a distance not exceeding
Agricultural fifteen miles from each of the others, the residence of the selector
Selections.
[Compare 50 Vic. or another person, being his manager or agent as hereinafter defined,
No. 33, s.19 ; 58 Vie. Upon one of the selections shall be equivalent to the residence of the
No. 25, s. 18.]
selector • or that person upon each of the selections, and shall confer
on the selector in respect of each selection the same rights (if any) as
his own- residence or the residence of that person, as the case may
be, would have conferred.
Privilege in case of 121. When the selector of an Agricultural Farm personally
occupiers of
neighbouring  . resides upon any country lands or land which if it were not alienated
country land. or  held under license or lease from the Crown would be country lands,[Compare 49 vie.
situated at a distance not exceedin
'7'gNo. .
7
7,
s
s. 3 ; fifteen miles from the nearest p art
50 Vie. No. 33, of the Farm, such residence shall be equivalent to the residence of the
s. 20 ; 58  Vic. No. 25, lessee  upon the Farm, and shall confer on him the same rights in
respect of the Farm  as his  residence on the Farm itself would have
conferred.
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122. If the same person is the selector of two or more selec-  In case of contiguous
tions which are contiguous the residence of the selector or another selections held byb the  same selector
person, being his manager or agent as hereinafter defined, upon one of one only need be
the selections shall be equivalent to the residence of the selector [p5 48 vie.
or that person upon each of the selections, and shall confer on the No. 28, s. 75.]
selector in respect of each selection the same rights (if any) as his own
residence or the residence of that person, as the case may be, would
have conferred.
123. If  a lessee  acquires the freehold of an Agricultural Farm Privilege to continue
or Homestead and continues to reside thereon, such residence shall notwithstandingacquisition of
continue to confer on him the same rights and privileges  as are  by the freehold.
last preceding section declared with respect to other  selections  held [Co28ae7fi i
by him contiguous to the land on which he so resides in the same
manner and to the same extent  as if  the Farm or Homestead so
acquired were still a selection under this Part of this Act.
Cases to which Disqualifications and Restrictions do not apply.
124. The disqualifications and restrictions hereinbefore or here-  Disqualifications and
inafter imposed against any person acquiring a selection, or against restrictions not to
apply in  certain
any one person holding more than the prescribed  area  of land  as a cases.
ic.selection or selections, shall not apply to any person who becomes
Noo 28pare6148 Vic.entitled to any such selection or selections as the trustee of the estate
of a previous selector under the laws relating to insolvent persons or
as the committee of an insane selector, or as the trustee of a settlement
made in consideration of marriage, - or as the legatee, executor, or
administrator, or one of the next-of-kin of a deceased selector.
Forfeiture.
125. If at any time during the term of a lease it is proved to Forfeiture for
the satisfaction of the Commissioner in open court that the lessee  is violation of law.[(compare 48 Vic.
holding the selection in violation of any of the provisions of this Act, No. 28, s. 62.]
the Minister may, if an appeal is not made to the Court from the
decision of the Commissioner within the prescribed time, or if on
appeal the decision of the Commissioner is confirmed by the Court,
by notification in the  Gazette,  declare the lease absolutely forfeited and
vacated, and thereupon the selection shall revert to Her Majesty.
126. No forfeiture of any lease under this Part of this Act for Notice of intended
any cause other than non-payment of rent shall be declared until after forfeiture to be given.
a notice in writing has been served on the lessee, either personally or . 1187]
' No. 2s,
by posting it addressed to him at the selection.
The notice shall specify the alleged cause of forfeiture, and shall
call upon the lessee to show cause against it at the next sitting of the
Commissioner's Court held after the expiration of sixty days from the
service of the notice.
A copy of the notice shall be published in the  Gazette  and a
local newspaper six weeks at least before the sitting of the Court at
which cause is to be shown.
127. If the lease of any selection is determined by forfeiture or Forfeited leases.
otherwise before the expiration of the term thereof, the land comprised
Noo28are 48j
Vic.
therein may be proclaimed open for selection for the remainder of the
term of the  lease  on the same terms as those then applicable thereto,
or may be proclaimed open for selection or occupation  in any manner
in which Crown  lands  may be selected or occupied :
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Disqualification of
lessee who  forfeits.
Compensation for
improvements.
But the former lessee shall not, in case the lease was determined
by forfeiture, be competent to select the land or any part thereof, or
to become the lessee thereof or of any part thereof by assignment, for
a period of five years from the time of forfeiture.
If the land is applied for and selected, the new lessee shall
pay to the Land Agent or other prescribed officer a sum by way of
compensation for any improvements upon the land. The amount of
such compensation shall be determined by the Commissioner.
The new lessee shall not be entitled to receive his lease until
he has paid the said amount of compensation to the Land Agent or
other prescribed officer.
Underleases.
Conditions  on which 128. A lessee under this Part of this Act may underlet the
selections  may be whole or any part of his selection , and an  underlease may be trans-
et.[48 V ic.  No. 28 , ferred, subject to the following conditions, but not otherwise, that is to[48 Vic. t>
_s. 69.] say,
(1) The under -lessee or transferee shall be a person who is
himself qualified to become the lessee under this Part
of this Act of a similar selection in the same District, and
of the same area, as the land included in the underlease ;
(2) The  approval of the Court shall be obtained to the
underlease or transfer;
(3) Such approval shall not be given to an underlease unless
special grounds are shown by the lessee to the satisfac-
tion of the Court for granting such approval ;
(4) The underlease or transfer shall be in writing and in
duplicate ,  and one copy thereof shall, upon payment
of the prescribed fee, be registered in the Department
of Public Lands.
Consequence of
non-observance of
conditions.
[48 Vic. No. 28,
s. 70.]
129. If a lessee underlets the whole or any part of his selection
otherwise than in accordance with this Act, or if the condition of
occupation is not performed in the prescribed manner by any under-
lessee of the whole of a selection, the lessee shall be deemed to have
failed to comply with the condition of occupation, and his lease may
be dealt with accordingly.
Provision with respect to Selections under Repealed Acts.
Re-assessments of 130 . With respect to lands selected under the repealed Acts
rent under Part 1V. and not brought under the operation of this Act as hereinafter pro-
of  " The Crown
Lands  Act of  1884" vided ,  subsection two of section fifty -eight of  "The Crown Lands Act
to be made every of  1884" and  section sixteen of  " The Crown  Lands Act  Amendmentten years.
Act of  1886
„
shall  be read and construed as if the word  11 ten" were
substituted for the word  11 five" in that subsection and section
respectively.
Land Orders Available for Payment of Rent.
Land Orders 131. Land Orders issued under Part V. of  " The Crown Lands
available  for Act Amendment Act of  1886 " shall be available for payment of the
payment of rent.
[Compare 55 Vic rent of any selection under this Part of this Act, not being an'
No. 19, s. 12.] Unconditional Selectidn ; but they shall not be transferable, and in
all other respects shall be held subject to the conditions under which
they were issued.
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Subdivision II.-Agricultural Farms.
Conditions of Lease.
132. Upon the receipt by the Minister of a certificate that  issue and conditions
an Agricultural Farm has been fenced or improved as hereinbefore of lease of
prescribed, the selector shall be entitled to a lease thereof from Her [ oAgriculturalvie:Majesty, subject to the following conditions : No.28,  s. 58 ; 53 via.No.  14, e. 3 (3).]
(1) The term of the lease shall be twenty years, computed Term of lease.from the first day of January or the first day of July
nearest to the date of the license.
(2) The annual rent reserved under the lease shall be, during Annual rent.
the whole term thereof, the rent specified by the
Proclamation declaring the land open for selection.
(3) The rent shall, be payable in respect of the year ending Rent,when and
on the thirty-first day of December, at the Treasury, in
Brisbane, or at any other place appointed by the Governor
in Council, on or before the thirty-first day of March in
each year :
Provided that in cases where the term of the lease Proviso for
is computed from the first day of July the rent payable adjustment.
on the thirty-first day of March in the first year of the
term shall be in respect only of the six months ending
on the thirty-first day of December then next ensuing,
and the rent payable on the thirty-first day of March in
the last year of the term shall be in respect only of the
six months ending on the thirtieth day of June then
next en suing.
(4) If default is made by the lessee in the payment of rent Penalties for default
the lease shall be forfeited, but the lessee may defeat'" payment.
the forfeiture by payment of the rent within ninety
days from the date hereinbefore appointed for payment
thereof with the addition of a sum by way of penalty,
calculated as follows, that is to say-if the rent is
paid within thirty days five per centum is to be added,
if the rent is paid within sixty days seven and a half
per centum is to be added, and if the rent is paid after
sixty days ten per centum is to be added; but unless the
whole of the rent together with such penalty is paid
within ninety days from the appointed day, the selec-
tion shall be absolutely forfeited :
Provided that notwithstanding such forfeiture the
Minister may waive the forfeiture and reinstate the
selector upon payment of the arrears of rent due at the
date of the forfeiture and the accrued penalty.
(5) The lessee shall occupy the land continuously and  bond occupation to be by
fide  during the term of the lease ; presidenceoof manamanagerer
Such occupation shall be by the continuous and or agent.
bond fide  residence on the land of the lessee himself or
of some other person who is the actual and  bona' fide
manager or agent of the lessee for the purpose of the use
and occupation of the land, and who is himself qualified
to select a similar selection ;
Every appointment of a manager or agent by the
lessee shall be in writing signed by the parties or their
agents, and shall be in duplicate ; and one copy thereof
shall be registered in the office of the Commissioner ;
Occupation. by a person under an unregistered
appointment shall not be recognised.
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Forfeiture for
non-performance of
condition of
occupation.
Selector of
Agricultural Farm
under repealed Acts
may bring his
selection  under the
operation of this Act.
Schedule III.
Consequences
thereof.
Surrender of
existing lease.
Issue of new lease.
Reduction of rent.
Annual rent
reserved under lease.
Reduction of
purchasing price.
Purchasing price on
acquiring freehold.
Term of lease. (5)
(6) If at any time during the term of the lease it is proved
to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that there has
been a failure to perform the condition of occupation,
the Minister may (subject to the provisions in respect of
forfeiture hereinbefore contained), by notification in the
Gazette, declare the lease absolutely forfeited and vacated,
and thereupon the selection shall revert to Her Majesty.
Bringing Existing Agricultural Farms under the Act.
133. Any selector of an Agricultural Farm under the provi-
sions of the repealed  Acts,  other than a farm for which a lease has
been received under the provisions  of the seventy -second section of
" The Crown Lands  Act of  1884, "  or an Unconditional Selection, who
has obtained a lease and has not done or failed to do anything
whereby such lease may be forfeited ,  may, within two years after the
commencement of this  Act, or,  if the lease has not been issued before
the commencement of this Act, then within two years after the issue
of the lease ,  deliver to the Minister a notice ,  in the form in the Third
Schedule to this Act, signifying that he elects to bring the selection
under the operation of this Act.
Upon the receipt of such notice by the Minister the following
consequences shall  ensue:-(1) The lease of the selection shall  be deemed to be
surrendered as from the first day of January or the
first day of July nearest to the date of the receipt of
the notice.
(2) A lease shall be forthwith issued to the selector for a
(3)
(4) If the purchasing price is more than forty times the
term to be ascertained as hereby provided, computed
from such first day of January or first day of July as
aforesaid, which lease shall be subject to all the condi-
tions prescribed in the case of an Agricultural Farm
issued under this Act, except as hereby modified.
If the annual rent payable by the selector at the time of
the receipt of the notice as aforesaid is more than one
fortieth part of the purchasing price specified by the
Proclamation which declared the land open for selection,
the rent shall be reduced so as to bear that proportion
to the purchasing price :
The rent payable at such time as aforesaid, or the
rent as so reduced, as the case may be, shall be the
annual rent reserved under the lease.
annual rent payable by the selector at such time as
aforesaid, the purchasing price shall be reduced so as
to bear that proportion to the annual rent :
Provided that where the purchasing price is more
than twenty shillings per acre it shall not be reduced by
more than ten shillings per acre, and where the purchas-
ing price is not more than twenty shillings per acre it
shall not be reduced by more than five shillings per acre.
The original purchasing price, or the purchasing
price as so reduced, shall be the price payable by the
lessee applying to acquire the freehold as hereinafter
provided.
The term of the lease shall be ascertained by subtracting
the expired period of the term of the lease which was
issued to the selector, ' under the provisions of the
repealed Acts, from the period of twenty years,
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Acquisition of the Freehold.
134. The original selector (or the executor orfadministrator  of  a Fee-simple of
deceased original selector), or any subsequent selector who has been mar' et Farmacired
the selector continuously for a period of five years, may, at any time afar five or ten
after the expiration of five years from the commencement of the term  (compare 48 Vic.
of the lease of an Agricultural Farm selected under this Act, or from No. 28, s. 73; 53 Vic.
the commencement of the term of the original lease of an Agricultural No. 14, s. 3 (4).]
Farm selected under the repealed Acts and brought under the operation
of this Act as hereinbefore provided, make application to the Com-
missioner in open court for a certificate to the effect that the condi-
tions of the license and lease or leases respectively have been duly
performed.
Any other selector may, at any time after the expiration of
ten years from such respective  times , make such application as
aforesaid.If the Commissioner refuses to give the certificate the applicant
may, within the prescribed time, appeal to the Court from the decision
of the Commissioner, and if the appeal is allowed the Commissioner
shall give the certificate.
Any applicant who obtains such certificate as aforesaid shall,
upon payment at the Treasury, in Brisbane, or other place appointed
by the Governor in Council, within two months after • the date of
the certificate or such other time as may be prescribed, of the prescribed
price and the deed fee and assurance fee, be entitled to a Deed of
Grant of the land in fee-simple.
The purchase money shall be the price specified by the Procla-
mation which declared the land open for selection, or such price reduced
as hereinbefore provided, as the case may be.
135. When a selector of an Agricultural Farm, whether when  rent to be
originally selected under the provisions of this Act or not, applies  to ttrenteed as purchase
take advantage of the provisions of the last preceding section entitling [Compare 50 Vic.
him to a Deed of Grant of the land in fee-simple,  all sums of  money N°• 33, s. 17.]
which have been paid in respect of the rent of the selection in
accordance with the provisions of this Act or the repealed Acts
shall be credited to the applicant in part payment of the prescribed'
price, and the amount to be paid by him in respect of such price
shall be reduced accordingly.
136. If the selector of an Agricultural Farm selected under 1f conditions ot
this Act, or selected under the repealed Acts and brought under the  tevertetothe CrAown.
operation of this Act as hereinbefore provided, shall not, within twelve
months after the expiration of the term of the  lease,  become the
purchaser of the Farm, the Farm shall be forfeited and shall revert to
Her Majesty.
Subdivision III.-Agricultural Homesteads.
Conditions of Lease.
137. Upon the receipt by the Minister of a certificate that an Issue and conditionsAgricultural Homestead h s been fenced orimp roved as hereinbefore of lease ofAgricultural
prescribed, the selector shall be entitled to a lease thereof from Her  Homestead.
Majesty, subject to the following conditions:-
No°2saQ 58, 4.53 Vic. No. 14,
s. 3 (3) ; 56 Vic.
No. 16,  ss. 4, 5.]
(1) The term of the  lease  shall be ten years, computed from Term of leave.
the first day of January or the first day of July nearest
to the date of the license,
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Annual rent. (2) The annual rent reserved under the lease shall be,
during the whole term thereof, the rent specified by the
Proclamation declaring the land open for selection.
Rent ,  when and (3) The rent shall be payable in respect of the year ending
where  payable.
on the thirty-first day of December, at the Treasury, in
Brisbane, or other place appointed by the Governor in
Council, on or before the thirty-first day of March in
each year :
Proviso for Provided that in cases where the term of the lease is
adjustment.
computed from the first day of July the rent payable on
the thirty-first day of March in the first year of the
term shall be in respect only of the six months ending
on the thirty-first day of December then next ensuing,
and the rent payable on the thirty-first day of March in
the last year of the term shall be in respect only of the
six months ending on the thirtieth da;y of June then
next ensuing.
Penalties for default (4) If default is made by the lessee in the payment of rentir. payment.
the lease shall be forfeited, but the lessee may defeat
the forfeiture by payment of the rent within ninety
days from the date hereinbefore appointed for payment
thereof with the addition of a sum by way of penalty
calculated as follows, that is to say-if the rent is
paid within thirty days five per centum is to be added,
if the rent is paid within sixty days seven and a half
per centum is to be added, and if the rent is paid after
sixty days ten per centum is to be*added; but unless the
whole of the rent together with such penalty is paid
within ninety days from the appointed day, the selection
shall be absolutely forfeited :
Provided that notwithstanding such forfeiture the
Minister may waive the forfeiture and reinstate the
selector upon payment of the arrears of rent due at
the date of the forfeiture and the accrued penalty.
Occupation tobe by  (5) The lessee shall occupy the land continuously and  bona
personal residence, fide  during the term of the lease :
Such occupation shall be by the continuous and
bond fide  personal residence of the lessee on the land :
Provided that if the original  lessee  dies before the
expiration of the term of the lease, the condition of
occupation may be performed by the continuous and
bond fide  residence on the -selection for the remainder
of the term of some person- beneficially interested
in the selection under the will, or as one of the next-
of-kin, or as the widow or widower of the original
lessee, or of some other person who is the actual and
bond fide  manager or agent of some person so
interested for the purpose of the use and occupation
of the land, and whose appointment is made and
registered in manner hereinbefore prescribed in the
case  of an Agricultural Farm, whether such other
person is or is  not himself qualified to select a similar
selection :'
Provided further that if the original lessee becomes
insane  before the expiration of the term of the lease,
the Court may allow the condition of occupation to be
performed by the continuous and  bond fide  residence upon
the selection of the wife or husband or some other member
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of the family of such lessee, or. of some other person who
is the actual and  bona'  fide  manager or  agent of his
wife or other member of his family, and whose appoint-
ment is made and registered  in manner  hereinbefore
prescribed, whether such other person is  or is  not him-
self qualified to select a similar selection.
(6) If at any time during the term of the  lease it is Forfeiture for
to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that non-performance ofproved condition of
there has been a failure to perform the condition  of occupation.
occupation, the Minister may (subject to the  provisions
in respect of forfeiture hereinbefore contained), by
notification in the  Gazette,  declare the lease absolutely
forfeited and vacated ; and thereupon the selection
shall revert to Her Majesty.
(7) The lessee shall not mortgage,  assign, or transfer  the Prohibition of
lease or his right, title, or interest thereunder to any mortgage or transfer.
other person. Upon any such mortgage , assignment,
or transfer, whether -by operation of law or otherwise
(except in case of the insanity of the lessee), the selection
shall be forfeited.
Acquisition of the Freehold.
138. The selector of an Agricultural Homestead,  or (in case  of Fee-simple of
the death of the selector) the executor or administrator of the selector, AgriculturalHomestead may be
or, where probate or letters of administration have not been taken out, acquired after
the person entitled to entry of transmission of the Homestead in the fcom
ears
par a 48 vie,
records of the Department of Public Lands as hereinafter provided , or No. 28115.74.1
(in case  of the insanity of the selector) the committee of the selector,
may, at any time after the expiration of five years from the com-
mencement  of the term of the lease, make application to the  Commis-
sioner  in open court for a certificate to the following effect :-
(1) That the conditions of the license and  lease  respectively
have been duly performed ; and
(2) That a sum at the rate of ten shillings, five shillings, or
two shillings and sixpence, respectively, per acre  has been
expended in substantial and permanent  improvements
on the land according as the purchasing price of the
Homestead was stated in the Proclamation declaring the
land open for selection to be a sum not less than twenty
shillings, or less than twenty shillings but not less than
fifteen shillings, or less than fifteen shillings respectively.
If the Commissioner refuses to give the certificate the applicant
may, within the prescribed time, appeal to the Court from the decision
of the Commissioner, and if the appeal is allowed the Commissioner
shall give the certificate.
Any applicant who obtains such certificate as aforesaid shall,
upon payment at the Treasury, in Brisbane, or other place appointed
by the Governor in Council, within two months from the date of the
certificate or such other time as may be prescribed, of a sum which
together with the rent already paid will make up the sum of two
shillings and sixpence per acre, together with the deed fee and
assurance  fee, be entitled to a Deed of Grant of the land in fee- simple.
139. If the selector or such other person as aforesaid shall not, If conditions notfulfilled,
within six months after the expiration of the term of the  lease3 revert e ert  toland to
 the Croce n.
become the purchaser of the Homestead, the Homestead shall be
forfeited and shall revert to Her Majesty.
1846
Right to acquire
fee-simple in certain
cases, although
fee simple of other
land previously
acquired.
[Compare 58 Vic.
No. 25, s. 25.]
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Loss of Homestead through Misfortune.
140. Notwithstanding anything  to the  contrary in this Act
contained ,  if any person who has obtained a Deed of Grant of a
Homestead Selection under  11 The  Crown  Lands  Alienation Act of
1876 "  or any of th e Acts thereby  repealed ,  or of an Agricultural Farm
under section seventy -four of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," or
of an Agricultural homestead under the provisions of this Act, and
who has  bona  fide  transferred the same to another person, proves to
the- satisfaction of the Minister that such transfer arose from circum-
stances of disaster or misfortune ,  the person who has so transferred as
aforesaid shall thereupon be competent  to apply  for an Agricultural
Homestead under the provisions of this Part of this Act.
Restrictions with respect to Agricultural Homesteads.
When two  or more 141. No person shall, save as is herein otherwise expressly
Agricultural provided, apply for or acquire in his own right more than one Agri-Homesteads may
be selected. cultural Homestead.
[Compare 48 Vic. But a qualified person may apply for or acquire two or more
No. 28, s. 74 (4) ; contiguous Agricultural Homesteads the aggregate area whereof does
49 Vic. No. 7, s. 5 ;
58 Vie. No. 25, s. ll.1 not exceed-
(1) One hundred and sixty acres, if the purchasing price of
any part of the aggregate area was stated in the Pro-
clamation declaring such part open for selection to be a
sum not less than twenty shillings per acre ;
(2) Three hundred and twenty acres, if the purchasing price
of no such part was stated to be a sum not less than
twenty shillings per acre, but the purchasing price of
some such part was stated to be a sum not less than
fifteen shillings per acre ;
(3) Six hundred and forty acres, if the purchasing price of
no such part was stated to be a sum not less than
fifteen shillings per acre.
When Homestead
Selector under
repealed Acts may
select  Agricultural
Homestead.
[Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28, P. 74 (3) ;
56 Vic. No. 16, s. 6 ;
58 Vic. No. 25,
88. 11, 12.]
142. No person who has selected or acquired a Homestead
Selection under  " The Crown .Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," or any
of the Acts thereby repealed ,  or an Agricultural Farm under section
seventy-four of  "The Crown LandsAct  of  1884,."  the purchasing price
whereof was specified in the Proclamation declaring the land open for
selection to be not less than twenty shillings per acre, shall, save as is
herein otherwise expressly provided ,  be competent to apply for an
Agricultural Homestead, or to acquire the same in his own right :
Provided nevertheless that any person who has acquired such a
Homestead Selection or Agricultural Farm of an area not exceeding
one hundred and sixty acres in either case  may  select or acquire an
Agricultural Homestead or Homesteads contiguous to such Homestead
Selection or Agricultural Farm if the aggregate area of such Home-
stead Selection or Agricultural Farm and such Agricultural Homestead
or Homesteads does not exceed one hundred and sixty acres.
Privileges of Holders of certain Agricultural Farms under the
repealed Acts.
Privilege of holders 143. Any licensee or lessee  of - an Agricultural Farm under
of certain
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"  the area  whereof does not exceedAgricultural Farms
under repealed Acts.  one hundred  and sixty  acres , and the purchasing price whereof was
specified in the Proclamation declaring  the land open for selection to
be less than  twenty shillings  per acre, may select  one or more Agri-
cultural Homesteads within a distance of five miles  from his Farm ;
but the total area of such Farm and Homesteads shall not exceed
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three hundred and twenty acres, and no Homestead shall be so selected
unless the purchasing price thereof is stated in the Proclamation
declaring the land open for selection to be a sum less than twenty
shillings per acre.
The Farm and Homestead or Homesteads shall be deemed to
be parts of the same selection, so that the condition of occupation of
those selections may be performed by the residence of the selector
-upon any of them.
144. Any person who has selected an Agricultural Farm Privilege of holder
of an area not exceedin ei ht acres under section twent of Farm ing g y , y" Agricultural
two of  " The Crown Lands Act Amends ent Act of  1886," may select Township under
repealed Acts.
an additional area within five miles of such Farm as an Agricultural [Compare 50 Vic.
Homestead ; but the total area of such Farm and Homestead shall not No. 33 , s. 22.]
exceed one hundred and sixty acres.
The portion of land in the Agricultural Township to which the
selector is entitled under the provisions of that section and the Farm
and Homestead shall be deemed to be parts of the same selection, so
that the condition of occupation of the Farm or Homestead may be
performed by the residence of the selector either upon the Homestead
or Farm or upon the portion in the Township.
Privileges of Selectors of Agricultural Homesteads.
145. Any selector of an Agricultural Homestead may select a Right of holders of
Grazing Farm of an area not exceeding six hundred and fort acres Agriculturaly Homesteads  to select
situated within a distance of fifteen miles from his Homestead , and Grazing Farms.
he shall in such case, but for so long only as he continuously  and [Comp sre353Vic.
bona fide  resides on the Agricultural Homestead, be exempt from the
condition of occupation in respect of the Grazing Farm.
146. It shall be lawful for the Minister, if satisfied that a will Transmissionprobatehas been left by any deceased person being the selector of an Agricul- without le ters of
tural Homestead, and that no probate of such will and no letters of administration in
administration with the will annexed of the lands or goods of such cases of  AgriculturalHomesteads.
person has or have been taken out within six months after the death [Compare 58 Vic.
of such person, or that no will has been left by such deceased person, No. 25, ss. 27, 28.]
and that no letters of administration of the lands or goods of such
deceased person have been taken out within such time as aforesaid,
and if also satisfied that the value of the estate of such person is not
sufficient to justify the expense of. taking out such probate or letters
of administration with the will annexed, or such letters of administra-
tion, as the case may be, to cause transmission of such selection to be
entered up in the records of the Department of Public Lands in
favour of the person  or persons  who would have been entitled upon
the grant of such probate or letters of administration with the will
annexed, or such letters of administration, as the case may be, to be
entered up as the selector of such Agricultural Homestead. And
thereupon the person or persons in whose favour such transmission
shall be entered up shall have all the rights, powers, and liabilities
in respect of such selection as he, she, or they would have had if
probate of the will or letters of administration with the will annexed,
or letters of administration of the estate of such deceased person had
been granted to him, her, or them respectively.
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Co-operative Selectors of Agricultural Homesteads.
Co-operative  147. (1.) If it is proved to the satisfaction of the Commis-
selectorsof sioner in open court that the selectors of a group of two or more
Homesteads. Agricultural Homesteads are  bona fide  associated together for mutual
(Compare  55 Vic. assistance, and for the purpose of the  bond fide  occupation a dNo. 19, s.18 ; 58
No. o. 25, s. 21.] improvement of the Homesteads, the Commissioner may, if he thinks
fit, issue a Special License enabling any one of the selectors of the
Homesteads specified in the License to perform the conditions of
occupation and improvement in respect of any of those Homesteads
on behalf of any other or others of the selectors as well as on his own
behalf, but the number of selectors in actual occupation of some one
or more of the Homesteads shall not at any time be less than half the
whole number of selectors.
(2.) When a Special License has been issued, and while it
is in force with respect to any Homesteads, the condition of occupation
may be performed in respect of any of the Homesteads with respect to
which the Special License is in force, by the residence upon any one of
those Homesteads of any one or more of the selectors of the Home-
steads, not being less than the proportionate number aforesaid.
(3.) When a Special License has been issued, if the value
of the substantial and permanent improvements effected upon any one
of the Homesteads while the Special License is in force with respect to
it exceeds a sum equal to ten shillings per acre of the land comprised in
that Homestead, the surplus value may be attributed to any other of
the Homesteads, and shall be attributed to such Homestead or Home-
steads as the selector of the Homestead on which the improvements
are effected notifies to the Commissioner.
(4.) If a selector named in a Special License dies, the Special
License shall nevertheless continue in force with respect to his
Homestead.
(5.) A selector of a Homestead named in a Special License may
withdraw from the association ; and upon his notifying to the Com-
missioner that he has so withdrawn, the Special License shall cease to
have effect so far as regards him or his Homestead.
(6.) If a Homestead named in a Special. License is forfeited,
the Special License shall cease to have effect  so far as  regards that
Homestead.
(7.) No appeal shall lie to the Court from any decision of the
Commissioner under this section.
Selectors under
repealed Acts may
co-operate with
selectors  under this
Act.
148. For the purposes  of the  last preceding section selectors
of Agricultural Farms under the repealed  Acts  who have taken
advantage of the provisions of section eighteen  of  " The  Crown Lands
Act of  1891," as amended  by  11 The Crown  Lands  A ct of  1894 ,"  shall
be deemed selectors of Agricultural Homesteads under  this Act.
Subdivision IV.-Grazing Farms and Grazing Homesteads.
Conditions of Lease.
Issue and conditions 149. Upon the receipt by the Minister of a certificate that a
of lease of  (hazing Grazing Farm or Homestead h sbeen fenced as hereinbefore re-Farm or  Homestead. p(Compare 48 Vic. scribed, the selector shall be entitled to a lease thereof from Her
No. 38,  s.  58; 50 Vic. iNo. 33 , a.1616; 53 Vic. Majest y , subject tothe conditions following and( n the case of a
No. 14, s. 3(3).] Grazing Homestead) to the modifications of such conditions hereinafter
prescribed, that is to say,-
Term of lease. (1) The term of the lease shall be fourteen years, twenty-one
years, or twenty-eight years as may be stated in the
Proclamation declaring the land open for selection, and
shall be computed from the first day of January or first
day of July nearest to the date of the license.
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(2) The annual rent reserved under the  lease  shall be, during Annual rent for  first
the first period of seven years of the term of the lease, Period-
the rent specified by the Proclamation declaring the
land open for selection, or the amount specified by the
selector in his tender under the provision in that behalf
hereinbefore contained, as the case may be ;
The rent for each period of seven years after the first Re-assessment of
period shall be determined by the Court : Provided that re°t'
the annual rent for each period after the first period shall
not be less than the annual rent payable for the last
preceding period, and shall not exceed. the annual rent
payable for that period by more than one-half of the
annual rent payable for that period.
(3) The rent shall be payable in respect of the year ending  Rent, when and
on the thirty-first day of December, at the Treasury, in where payable.
Brisbane, or at any other place appointed by the Governor
in Council, on or before the thirty-first day of March in
each year :
Provided that in cases where the term of the lease  Proviso for
is computed from the first day of July the rent payable adiustment.
on the thirty-first day of March in the first year of the
term shall be in respect only of the six months ending
on the thirty-first day of December then next ensuing,
and the rent payable on the thirty-first day of March in
the last year of the term shall be in respect only of the
six months ending on the thirtieth day of June then
next ensuing.
(4) In determining a re-assessment of rent the Court shall Re-assessment, how
have regard to- determined.
(a) The quality and fitness of the land for grazing pur-
poses ;
(b) The number of stock which the selection may reasonably
be expected to carry in average seasons ;
(c) The distance of the selection from railway or water
carriage ;
(d) The natural supply of water, and the facilities for the
raising  or storage of water ; and
(e) Any  other matters which, in the opinion of the Court,
affect the rental value of the land.
(5) If default is made by the lessee in the payment of rent Penalties for default
the lease shall be forfeited, but the lessee may defeat in payment.
the forfeiture by payment of the rent within ninety
days from the date hereinbefore appointed for pay-
ment thereof with the addition of a sum by way of
penalty calculated as follows, that is to say-if the rent
is paid within thirty days five per centum is to be added,
if ' the rent is paid within sixty days seven and a half
per centum is to be added, and if the rent is paid after
sixty days ten per centum is to be added ; but unless the
whole of the rent together with such penalty is paid
within ninety days from the appointed day, the selec-
tion shall be absolutely forfeited :
Provided that notwithstanding such forfeiture the
Minister may waive the forfeiture and reinstate the
selector upon payment of the arrears of rent due at
the date of such forfeiture and the accrued penalty.
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Occupation to be by
personal residence or
residence of manager
or agent.
Maintenance of
fencing.
Forfeiture for
non-performance
of conditions of
occupation or
fencing.
Rent to be paid
pending
re-assessment.
Lessees under Part
III. not to hold
Grazing Farm or
Homestead in same
locality.
[Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28,  s. 59.]
(7)
(8)
(6) The  lessee  shall occupy the land continuously and  bona
(9) When the rent of a selection is to be determined by the
Court the lessee shall, until it is determined, continue
to pay at the prescribed time and place the same
amount of annual rent as theretofore; and when the
amount of rent. is determined by the Court the
lessee shall, on the next thirty-first day of March,
pay at the prescribed place any arrears of rent found
due by him at the rate so determined, so as to adjust
the balance due to the Crown.
fide  during the term of the lease ;
Such occupation shall be by the continuous and
bona fide  residence on the land of the lessee himself or
of some other person who is the actual and  bond fide
manager or agent of the lessee for the purpose of the
use and occupation of the land, and who is himself
qualified to select a similar selection ;
Every appointment of a manager or agent by the
lessee shall be in writing signed by the parties or their
agents, and shall be in duplicate ; and one copy thereof
shall be registered in the office of the Commissioner ;
Occupation by a person under an unregistered
appointment shall not be recognised.
The'lessee shall keep the land fenced with a good and
substantial fence during the whole term of the lease :
Provided that any fencing which is necessary and
sufficient to satisfy the conditions of fencing in respect
of Grazing Selections hereinbefore imposed shall be
necessary, and shall, if maintained, be sufficient to
satisfy this condition.
If at any time during the term of the lease it is
proved to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that the
lessee has failed in. regard to the performance of the
condition of occupation or fencing, the Minister may
(subject to the provisions in respect of forfeiture herein-
before contained), by notification in the  Gazette,  declare
the lease absolutely forfeited and vacated ; and thereupon
the selection shall revert to Her Majesty.
Restrictions with respect to Grazing Selections.
150. No person who-(1)Is a lessee of, or beneficially interested or interested as
mortgagee or mortgagor in, a holding under Part III.
of this Act or Part III. of  11 Vie Crown Lands Act
of  1884"; or
(2) Is a trustee for any such lessee otherwise than under a
will ; or
(3) Is a servant of any such lessee-
may apply for or acquire or hold a Grazing Farm or Homestead which
is situated on the resumed part of the run, or within fifteen miles of
the holding.
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151. No person who-
Is a pastoral tenant, or is beneficially interested or Pastoral tenants not
interested as mortgagee or mortgagor in an run ; or to hold Grazinga 5 ny Farm  or Homestead
s  locality.(2) Is a trustee for any pastoral tenant otherwise than 'under i[Cn omamepare 48 Vic.
a will ; or No. 28, s. 59.]
(3) Is a servant of any pastoral tenant-
may apply for or acquire or hold a Grazing Farm or Homestead which
is situated within fifteen miles of the run.
152. No person  who is or has been the  licensee or lessee of  a Limitation of rightGrazing Farm shall, within three years after the acquisition hereofto acgnire  Grazing
apply or or acquire any other Grazing Farm than
a
Grazing Farm
Farms.
situated within the same District, the area of which, together with the
area of the first. mentioned farm, does not exceed the maximum area
of land for the time being permitted to be selected  as a Grazing Farm
in that District.
Co-operative Selectors of Grazing Selections.
153. (1.) If it is proved to the satisfaction of the Commis- Co-operative
sioner in open court that the selectors of a group of two or more selectors of GrazingSelections.
Grazing Selections, none of such Selections having an area exceeding
two thousand five hundred and sixty acres, are  bond fide  associated
together for mutual assistance, and for the purpose of  bona fide
occupation and improvement of the Selections, the Commissioner
may, if lie thinks fit, issue a Special License enabling any one of the
selectors of the Selections specified in the license to perform the con-
ditions of occupation in respect of any of those Selections on behalf of
any other or -others of the selectors as well as on his own behalf, but
the number of selectors personally residing on some one or more of
the Selections shall not at any time be less than half the whole number
of selectors.
(2.) When a Special License has been issued and while it is in
force with respect to any Selections, the condition of -occupation may
be performed in respect of any of the Selections with respect to which
the Special License is in force by the residence upon any one of those
Selections of any one or more of the selectors, not being less than the
proportionate number aforesaid.
(3.) If a selector named in a Special License dies, the Special
License shall nevertheless continue in force with respect to his
Selection.
(f.) A selector named in a Special License may withdraw from
the association ; and upon his notifying the Commissioner that he has
so withdrawn, the Special License shall cease to have effect so far as
regards him or his Selection.
(5.) If a Selection named in a Special License is forfeited, the
Special License shall cease to have effect so far as regards that
Selection.
(6.) No appeal shall lie to the Court from any decision of the
Commissioner under this section.
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Grazing Homesteads.
154. With respect to Grazing Homesteads, the following pro-
visions shall have effect by way of modification of the conditions of
Land Act.
Modification of
conditions of lease
of Grazing
Homesteads lease
[Compare 58 Vic.
No. 25, a.  5 (2) (3).]
Occupation  for  first
five years to be by
personal residence.
Prohibition of
mortgage  or transfer
for  five years.
What lands may be
proclaimed as Scrub
Selections.
Classification of
scrub lands.
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hereinbefore prescribed :-
(1)The lessee shall occupy the land continuously and  bona
fide  during the term of the lease :
Such occupation shall during the first five years of
the term of the lease be by the continuous and  bond fide
personal residence of the lessee on the land :
Provided that if the original  lessee  dies before the
expiration of such period of five years the condition of
occupation may be performed by the continuous and
bond fide  residence on the Selection for the  remainder
of the term of  some  person beneficially interested in
the Selection under the will, or as one of the next-of-kin,
or as the widow or widower of the original lessee, or of
some other person who is the actual and  bona fide
manager  or agent of some person so interested for the
purpose of the use and occupation of the land, and
whose appointment is made and registered  in manner
hereinbefore prescribed, whether such other person is or
is not himself qualified to select a similar selection :
Provided further that if the original lessee becomes
insane before the expiration of such period, the Court
may allow the condition of occupation to be performed
by the continuous and  bona fide.  residence upon the
Selection of the wife or husband or some other member
of the family of such lessee, or of  some  other person who
is the actual and  bond fide  manager  or agent of his wife
or other member of his family, and whose appointment
is made and  registered in manner hereinbefore prescribed,
whether such other person is or is not himself qualified
to select  a similar  selection.
(2) The lessee shall not, before the expiration of five years
from the commencement of the  lease  or the death of
the original  lessee,  whichever first happens, mortgage,
assign, or  transfer the lease or his right, title, or interest
thereunder to any other person. Upon any such
mortgage, assignment, or transfer, whether by operation
of law or otherwise (except in  case  of the insanity of the
lessee ), the Selection shall be forfeited.
Subdivision Tr.-Scrub Selections.
155. Any Country Lands which are entirely or extensively
overgrown by scrub may be proclaimed open for selection as Scrub
Selections in the following  classes , that is to say,-
The First Class-consisting of land overgrown by scrub to
the extent of not more than one fourth part of its area ;
The Second Class-consisting of land overgrown by scrub to
the extent of not more than one half of its area ;
The Third Class-consisting of land overgrown by scrub to the
extent of not more than three fourth parts of its area ;
The Fourth Class---consisting of land overgrown by scrub to
the extent of more than three fourth parts of its area :
Provided that the Governor in Council may, when proclaiming
any land open for selection as a Scrub Selection , assign  to such land
a higher or lower classification, as the  case  may require, than would
be assigned  to such land by the operation of this section..
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156. When an application to select land as a Scrub Selection Issue andoonditious
of Scrubhas been approved by the Court, and the applicant has, within the of sleaseelection.
prescribed time, paid the value of the improvements (if any), the
applicant shall be entitled to a lease of the land from Her Majesty,
subject to the following conditions:-
"IThe term of the lease shall be thirty years, computed Term of lease.
from the first day of January or the first day of July
nearest to the date of the approval.
(2) The annual rent reserved under the lease shall be as Annual rent,follows:-(a) In the case of Scrub . Selections of the first  class, a
peppercorn for the first five years, one halfpenny per
acre for the next succeeding ten years, and one penny
per acre for the remaining fifteen years ;
(b) In the case of Scrub Selections of the second  class, a
peppercorn for the first ten years, one halfpenny per
acre for the next succeeding ten years, and one penny
per acre for the remaining ten years ;
(c) In the case of Scrub Selections of the third  class, a
peppercorn for the first fifteen years, one halfpenny
per acre for the next succeeding seven years, and one
penny per acre for the remaining eight years ;
(d) In the case of Scrub Selections of the fourth class, a
peppercorn for the first twenty years, and one penny
per acre for the remaining ten years.
(3) During the period of the lease during which the lessee  Selection tobe
pays a peppercorn rent he shall in every year clear a a eared
penalty for
portion of the scrub upon his Selection bearing the
same  proportion to the whole of the scrub as one year
bears to the whole number of years in that period, until
the whole has been cleared, and shall keep clear of scrub
every part of the Selection upon which the scrub has
been previously cleared.
The condition hereby imposed shall be deemed to
be sufficiently performed if the scrub on the Selection is
killed by ringbarking or otherwise and the land kept
clear of scrub and undergrowth.
If it is proved to the satisfaction of the Commissioner
that the lessee has in any year failed to perform the
condition hereby imposed upon him, the Minister may
(subject to the provisions in respect of forfeiture herein-
before contained) declare the lease absolutely forfeited
and vacated, and thereupon the Selection shall revert to
Her Majesty.
(4) During the period of the lease during which the lessee  Selection to be
pay s a peppercorn rent he shall enclose the whole of the fenced ; penalty for
Selection with a good and substantial fence, and on
default.
proof of default to the satisfaction of the Commis-
sioner, the Minister may (subject to the provisions in
respect of forfeiture hereinbefore contained) declare the
lease absolutely forfeited and vacated, and thereupon
the Selection shall revert to Her Majesty.
(5) The rent shall be payable at the `.i'reasury, in Brisbane, or Bent, when and
at any other place appointed by the Governor in Council, where payable.
on or before the thirty-.first day of March in each year.
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Penalties for default
in payment.
No compensation for
clearing  of scrub,
except in case of
resumption.
(6) If default is made by the lessee in payment of rent, the
lease shall be forfeited, but the lessee may defeat the
forfeiture on payment of the rent within ninety days
from the date hereinbefore appointed for payment
thereof, with the addition of a sum by way of penalty
calculated as follows, that is to say-if the rent is paid
within -thirty days five per centum is to be added, if the
rent is paid within sixty days seven and a half per
centum is to be added, and if the rent is paid after sixty
days ten per centum is to be added; but unless the whole
of the rent together with such penalty is paid within
ninety days from the appointed day, the Selection shall
be absolutely forfeited.
157. In awarding compensation for improvements upon Scrub
Selections under Part VIII. of this Act to the lessee on the determina-
tion of the lease, the Commissioner shall not have regard to the
clearing of scrub.
But where compensation for such improvements is awarded
upon resumption of the selection or any part thereof, the Court in
determining the amount of such compensation shall have regard to
the clearing of scrub on the Selection or on such part.
Subdivision 171.- Unconditional Selections.
Proportion of 158 . When land is proclaimed open for selection as an Agri-
purchasing price
under alternative cultural Farm and alternatively as an Unconditional Selection, the
modes of selection. purchasing price to be paid by a person who selects the land as an
[55 Vic. No. 19, s. s.] Unconditional Selection shall be greater by one-third than the
purchasing price to be paid by a person who selects the land as an
Agricultural Farm.
Issue and conditions 159. When an application to select land as an Unconditional
of lease of Uncon-ditional. Selection has been approved by the Court, and the applicant hasSelection .
[Compare 55  Vic. within the prescribed time paid the value of the improvements (ifNo. 19, B. 11.]
any), the applicant shall be entitled to a lease of the land from Her
Majesty subject to the following conditions:-
Term of lease. (1) The term of the lease shall be twenty years, computed
from the first day of January or the first day of July
nearest to the date of the approval.
Annual rent.  (2) The annual rent reserved by the lease shall be the
rent specified by the Proclamation declaring- the -land
open for selection, or the amount specified by the
selector in his tender under the provision in that behalf
hereinbefore contained, as the case may be.
Rent ,  when and (3) The rent shall be payable in respect of the year ending
where payable.
on the thirty-first day of December, and shall be payable
at the Treasury, in Brisbane, or at any other place
appointed by the Governor in Council, on or before the
thirty-first day of March in each year :
Proviso for Provided that in cases where the term of the lease
adjustment.
is computed from the first day of July, the rent payable
on the thirty-first day of March in the first year of the
term shall be in respect only of the six months ending
on the thirty-first day of December then next ensuing,
and the rent payable on the thirty-first day of March in
the last year of the term shall be in respect only of the
six months  ending on the thirtieth day of June then
next ensuing.
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(4) If default is made by the lessee in the  payment of rent Penalties for default
the lease shall be forfeited, but the lessee may  defeat in payment.
the forfeiture by payment of the rent within ninety
days from the date hereinbefore appointec1for
with the addition of a sum by way of penalty, calcu-
lated as follows, that is to say-if the rent is paid
within thirty days five per centum is to be added, if the
rent is paid within sixty days seven and a half per
centum is to be added, and if the rent is paid after sixty
days ten per centum is to be added ; but unless the
whole of the rent together with such penalty is paid
within ninety days from the appointed day, the selection
shall be absolutely forfeited.
(5) At any time during the term of the lease the lessee may Acquisition of the
pay at the Treasury, in Brisbane, or other place appointed
term
old during the
by the Governor in Council for the payment of the
rent, a sum equal to the whole amount of the rent
that would be payable during the unexpired portion of
the term of the lease, together with the deed fee and
assurance fee, and shall thereupon be entitled to a Deed
of Grant of the land in fee-simple.
(6) If the lessee does not, during the term of the lease, take Acquisition of the
advantage of the last preceding provision he shall on freehold  on, payment, of last  years rent.
payment of the last year's rent with the deed fee and
assurance fee, be entitled to a Deed of Grant of the land
in fee-simple.
160. If the lease of an Unconditional Selection is determined consequence of
by forfeiture before the expiration of the term of the lease, the land forfeiture. 19,
shall become Crown lands, and may be dealt with in any way in which s. 13.]
Crown lands may be dealt with under this Act.
161. A lessee of an Unconditional Selection shall not be entitled impounding.
to impound any stock found trespassing on any part of the land which [5 ]ic. No. 19,
is not. enclosed with a good and substantial fence, except in the case
of wilful trespass.
Conversion of Agricultural Farms and Unco4ditional Selections.
162. (1.) Any lessee of an Agricultural Farm selected under this  Lessee of
Act or selected under the repealed Acts and brought under the Agricultural Farmmay Dome under the
operation of this Act as hereinbefore provided may, at any time after preceding provisions,
the issue of his lease under this Act surrender the lease, and shall L00ms re
6
55
j
Vic.
upon such surrender be entitled to a lease of the land as an
Unconditional Selection under the provisions of this Act. The term
of the new lease shall be from the first day of January or first day
of July nearest to the date of the surrender, and the purchasing price
shall be the same as in the surrendered lease.
(2.) Any lessee of an Unconditional Selection selected under this  Lessee of
Act or the re ealed Acts ma at an time surrender the lease. 'Unconditionalp y y Upon Selection may obtain
such surrender the selector shall be entitled to receive  a lease of  the lease  of land as an
land as an Agricultural Farm. Agricultural Farm.
The term of the new lease shall be twenty years, and shall be
computed from the first day of January or the first day of July
nearest to the date of the surrender. The purchasing price under the
new lease shall be the same as in the surrendered lease, and the rent
payable shall be one-fortieth part of such purchasing price.
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Licenses from year
to year may be
granted.
Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28, s. 77.]
When  the selector applies to take advantage of the provisions
entitling him to a Deed of Grant of the land in fee -simple, all sums of
money which have been paid in respect of the rent of the selection,
whether under the original lease or under the new lease, shall be
credited to the selector in part payment of the prescribed price, and
the amount to be paid by him in respect of such price shall be reduced
accordingly.
PART V.----OCCUPATION LICENSES.
163. The Minister may grant licenses to occupy, from year to
year, any Crown  lands  not subject to a right of depasturing under Part
III. of this Act or Part III. of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," and
not held under an occupation license under Part V. of the last-
mentioned Act.
Conditions  with 164. (1.) The land shall be declared open for such occupation
respect to occupation
licenses . by the Minister by notification in the  Gazette,  specifying the areas to
[Compare  48 Vie. be occupied and the rent per square mile, and appointing a place and a
No.
14, s. 37(5)3 Vie.
time (not being less than four weeks from the date of the notification)
55 Vic. No. 19,a.27.3 at which the land will be so open ; and at and after the time so notified
the land shall be open for occupation accordingly.
AApppl tions to be (2.) Applications for licenses shall be made to the Com-
Commissioner.  missioner.
When two r more  (8.) The first applicant shall be entitled to the license :
appli
der to
cants ,
be  dhighestecla red Provided that when two or more applications for the same areabid
successful applicant. are lodged at the same time, the Commissioner shall, at the time
appointed for considering them, cause such area to be offered at auction
to the several applicants and to no other persons ; and the applicant
who makes the highest bid for such area, and pays the amount of the
rent to the Land Agent, shall be declared the successful applicant, and
the annual rent payable by him in respect of such area shall be the
amount so  bid by him instead of the sum specified in the notification
as aforesaid :
Priority in case of Provided nevertheless that when any person makes a request
application  by in writing to the Minister that any specified area of land may beperson at whose
request he land wasdeclared open for occupation, and the land is thereupon so declared
declared open. open, the Minister may notify to the Commissioner that it was
declared open at the request of such person ; and if at or before the
time appointed by the Proclamation an application by such person for
a license  is lodged at the Land Agent's office, the application of such
person shall be entitled to priority :
Priority of  lessees Provided always that when within one year after the expiration
Part III. of
years  under
2''h.e
der
of the term of  a lease  for ten years under Part III. of  11 The Crown
Croton Lands  Act of Lands Act of  1884," or one year after the commencement of this
1884 ' Act, whichever shall be later, the land formerly held by the lessee or
any part thereof' is declared open for occupation, and such lessee duly
makes application for the license, he shall be entitled to priority over
all other applicants.
Term of license. (4.) Every such license shall expire on the thirty-first day of
December of the year in which it is granted, unless renewed as
hereinafter provided.
Annual rent. (5.) The annual rent shall be the amount specified' by the
notification or bid by the licensee, as the case may be, until increased
as hereinafter provided, and shall be paid at the time of the application
or auction.
If the date of the application is after the thirtieth day of June,
one-half of the annual rent only shall be payable. If that date is
after the thirtieth day. of September, the whole of the next year's
rent  shall  also  be paid at the time of application.
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(6.) The  license  may be renewed for another year,  and so on Renewal of license.
from year to year, upon payment, on or before the thirtieth day of
September, at the Treasury, in Brisbane, or other place appointed by
the Governor in Council in that behalf, of the next year's rent.
(7.) If default is made by the licensee in the payment of rent  Penalty for non-
the license shall be forfeited, but the licensee may defeat the forfeiture payment of rent.
by payment of the full amount of rent within ninety days from the
date hereinbefore appointed for payment thereof, with the addition of
a sum by way of penalty calculated as follows, that is to say-if the
rent is paid within thirty days five per centum is to be added, if the
rent is paid within sixty days seven and a half per centum is to be
added, and if the rent is paid after sixty days ten per centum is to be
added ; but unless the whole of the rent together with the penalty is
paid within ninety days  from  the appointed day, the land comprised in
the license shall be absolutely forfeited.
(8:) The land comprised in any  license  may be proclaimed Land may be
open for selection under the provisions of Part IV. of this Act. proclaimed  open for
selection.
(9.) If any part of the  land is selected , the rent shall abate  in Abatement of rent.
proportion. .
(10.) The Minister may at any time before-the first day  of Increase of rent.
September in any year give notice to the licensee that the next year's
rent will be increased by an amount not exceeding twenty-five per
centum of the rent - then fixed, and the  rent shall  be increased
accordingly.
(11.) The license shall be determinable at the end of any year  Determination of
by six months' notice given by the Minister to the  licensee, license.
(12.) If, in the opinion of the Court, any licensee  is Provision in case of
injuriously using the  land comprised  in the  license  by overstocking  it, overstocking.
the Court may require him to reduce the number of his stock
thereon to such an extent as the Court may think fit ; and if the
licensee fails to comply with such requisition within three months
after receipt thereof, the license shall be  determined.
(13.) A licensee may, before making any  improvements  on the court  may approve
land comprised in the  lease make  application in writing to the Courtof improvements tog be made by licensee.
for its approval, specifying the nature of the proposed improvements [Compare 56 Vie.
and the part of the land on which he  proposes  to make them, and the No. 16, s. 8.]
Court may refuse to grant its approval, or may grant it upon such
conditions as it thinks fit.
(14.) When a licensee has, with the approval of the Court, Compensation for
made improvements upon the land comprised in the license, he shall, such improvements.[Compare 56 Vie.
in the event of the land on which the improvements  are made  being No. 16, s. 8.]
selected, be entitled to receive  as compensation  in respect of the
improvements such sum as fairly represents the value of them to the
selector. Such sum shall be paid by the selector before the  issue to
him of a license to occupy, under the provisions of this Act.
PART VI.-SALES BY AUCTION.
Subdivision I. Sale of Town and Suburban Lands.
165. The Governor in Council may cause any town or Governor may cause
suburban lands to be offered for unconditional  sale  by public auction townor suburban
lands  to he sold byby any Land Agent, auctioneer, or other person authorised by the  auction.
Minister, and may cause maps of such lands to be prepared, which 148 Vic. No. 28,
maps shall show and specify the counties, parishes, or towns in which s. 78.1
the lands are situated, and all reserves intended to be made, and the
boundaries and areas of the lands intended to be sold, and shall also
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show the lengths and bearings of all boundary lines comprised therein,
and such maps shall be deposited as public maps at the Department
of Public Lands in Brisbane.
Classes of land to be 166. All such lands shall be distinguished as town or suburban
stated.[48 Vic. No. 28, lots, according to their respective positions, and shall be offered as nearly
79.] as may be in areas accordin to the following scale :-
Town lands in allotments of from one rood to one acre ;
Suburban lands within one mile from town lands in lots of
from one acre to five acres ;
Suburban lands over one mile from town lands in lots of from
one acre to ten acres.
Proclamation of land
for sale.
[48 Vic. No. 28,
8. 80.]
Special conditions
may be imposed.
Upset price.
[48 Vic. No. 28,
'9. 81.]
Conditions to be
read.
[48 Vic. No. 28,
s. 82.]
167. The place and time of sale shall be notified by Proclama-
tion published in the  Gazette  not less than four weeks or more than
three months prior to the day of sale, and the Proclamation shall specify
the numbers of the lots and the area and upset price of each lot :
But any lot may be withdrawn from sale by the Minister at any time
prior to the same being actually offered for sale and bid for.
The Proclamation may impose any special conditions with
respect to the sale of any specified lot or lots, and may add the value
of improvements on any land to the upset price.
168. The upset price shall not be less than-
Eight pounds per acre for town lands, and
Two pounds per acre for suburban lands :
But the upset price may be fixed at any larger sum.
169. The Land Agent, auctioneer, or other person authorised
by the Minister shall before the commencement of the sale read the
terms and conditions of sale, and all persons bidding at the sale shall
be bound by the terms and conditions so read.
Deposit to be made . 170. The highest bidding for each lot together with the name[48 Vic. No. 28, g '
a. 83.] of the purchaser, shall be announced by the Land Agent, auctioneer, or
such other person as aforesaid before he proceeds to offer the next lot,
and the purchaser shall thereupon pay a deposit of one-fifth of thepurchase'-money.
Payment of residue. 171. The balance of the purchase money and any further sum
[48 Vie. No. 28, which may have been fixed as the value of the improvements on
s.  84; 55 Vic.
No. 19, s. 28.] the land, together with the deed fee,  assurance  fee, and survey
fee, shall be paid to the Land Agent at his office within one month
from the date of the sale, and upon such payment being duly made
the purchaser shall be entitled to a Deed of Grant of the land in fee-
simple.
Rights of assignee If the  purchaser of Crown lands sold at auction assigns his
when purchaser interest in the land before the payment of the balance of the purchase
assigns before
balance of purchase money, the assignment may be registered at the Department of
money paid. Public Lands, upon payment of a fee of twenty shillings, or such other
fee as may be prescribed, and the assignee shall thereupon succeed to
all the rights of the assignor with respect to the land, and may in
like manner assign his interest therein.
Forfeiture of deposit 172. If the balance of the purchase money, and the sum (if
upon failure to pay
balance. any) payable in respect of improvements, together with the deed fee,[48 Vie. No. 28, assurance fee, and survey fee ,  are not paid to the Land Agent within5.85.3
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one month from the day of the sale ,  the deposit shall be absolutely
forfeited ,  and the depositor shall have no further claim to the land on
account thereof.
173. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the three Time for payment
last preceding sections ,  the Governor in Council may, by the Pro- of purchase moneyfor land sold by
clamation notifying the sale of any land by public auction, vary the audioby
maybeernor
conditions with respect to the times at which payment of the purchase in council.
money of land sold by auction is to be made, and may impose such [50 Vic. No. 33,
other conditions with respect to the amount of the deposit to be paid s'
25.J
in cash ,  and the time or times for payment of the balance of the pur-
chase money ,  as the Governor in Council may think fit ; but so that
the time for payment of such balance shall not be extended beyond
three years from the time of the sale.
174. The Governor in Council may, by Proclamation ,  direct  Value of
improvements maythat the value of any improvements on any lot which were made be paid to owner or
thereon before the land was surveyed shall be paid to the owner or person in possession.
person in possession of such improvements at the time of the sale ,  and s4ss]
N 28,
in such case it shall be sufficient that the purchaser ,  instead of paying
the value of the improvements to the Land Agent ,  produce to the
Land Agent a receipt in full for such value signed by the owner or
person in possession.
175. Any Proclamation of lands for sale by auction may Proclamation of sale
specially declare that any lands therein mentioned which shall not  be mayfor topen to not
bid for or shall not be withdrawn from sale either before or after offer purchase by first
at auction shall be  open to  purchase b the first  applicant at he appileant'y [48 Vic. No. 28,
upset price  :  and in. every such case all such lands shall be open to s.  87;  55 Vic.
purchase accordingly on payment to the Land Agent of the full upset No. 19, s. 29.]
price, together with the deed fee, assurance fee, and survey fee, and
any further sum which may have been  fixed as the value of improve-
ments on the land.
The price may be paid in the same instalments and at the same
periods as  if the land had been bought at the auction, and the
purchaser may assign his interest ,  and the assignment may be regis-
tered in the same manner.
Subdivision  II.-Sale of Country Lands.
176. The Governor  in Council  may cause country lands to be sale of country
offered for sale b  public auction  : landsbyauction.y [5e Vic.  No. 33,
s.  26;  53 Vic.
Provided  that no more- than one hundred  and fifty thousand z mtof a
e
]to be
acres of country lands shall be sold in any one year. sold annually.
177. The area of any portion of country lands so sold shall Area nd price.
not exceed three hundred and  twenty  acres .  The upset price in the [55 vie'  No. 19,
case of land which in the opinion of the Court is agricultural land
s. 33.]
shall be not less than one pound per acre, and in the case of other
lands shall be not less than ten shillings per acre.
178. In all other respects the provisions  of  this Part of this  Provisions on sale of
Act, relating to the sale of town and suburban lands by auction ,  shall toy anNoto apply..  33,
apply to the sale of country lands by auction. s. 26.]
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Mortgages of
certain holdings
under this Act and
repealed Acts.
[Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28, 8. 65.]
PART VII.--MORTGAGES ; SPECIAL GRANTS AND LEASES ; RESERVES
AND COMMONS ; RECLAMATION OF LANDS.
Subdivision I.--Mortgages of Holdings.
179. When any holding under Part III. of this Act, or Part
III. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," or any holding under Part
IV. of this Act, or under Part IV. of  11 The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
is intended to be charged or made security for the payment of any
sum of money, the lessee, in the case of a holding under Part III.
of this Act, or under Part III. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
may, and in the case of a holding under Part IV. of this Act, or
under Part IV. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," shall execute a
Schedule  IV. memorandum of mortgage in the form in the Fourth, Schedule to
this Act or to the like effect.
Every  memorandum  of mortgage shall be in duplicate, and one
copy thereof shall be registered at the Department of Public Lands.
A mortgage may be transferred or discharged, and a duplicate
of every transfer and discharge shall be registered at the Department
of Public Lands.
In the case of several mortgages of the same holding or several
transfers of the same mortgage, the mortgage or transfer shall take
effect according to priority of registration.
-A fee of five shillings, or such other fee as may be prescribed,
shall be payable upon the registration of every such memorandum
of mortgage, transfer, or discharge in respect of every holding
comprised in or  affected by the instrument.
Effect of mortgage. 180. A memorandum of mortgage shall have effect only as a[48Vic. No. 28, security for the sum of money intended to be secured byit, and shall
not tae effect as an assignment of the lease.
y
'
Right,  of mortgagee . 181. If default is made in the payment of the money secured
No. 28, a. 6487.]°• by memorandum of mortgage according to the tenor thereof, or upon
the happening of any event which according to the terms of the
memorandum entitles the mortgagee so to do, the mortgagee may,
whether the memorandum of mortgage was made under the provisions
of this Act, or under  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "-
(1) Enter upon and take and retain possession of the holding,
giving notice of such entry to the Minister within thirty
days thereafter;
(2) Sell the holding by public auction or private contract
after not less than thirty days' notice of the intended
sale published in the  Gazette  and a local newspaper :
Provided that no person shall take possession or become the
purchaser of a holding under this section unless he is qualified to be
the lessee of the land under the provisions of this Act, and the person
taking possession or becoming the purchaser of the holding shall
perform all the conditions by this Act required to be performed by the
original lessee of the holding.
Transfer on sale . 182. Upon the sale of a holding under the power of sale herebyE48
ssvie. No. 28, conferred upon a mortgagee he may transfer the lease to the pur-
chaser, and the transfer shall be registered at the Department of Public
Lands upon payment of the prescribed fee.
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Subdivision II.-Special Grants and Leases ; Acquisition of Lands
for Public Purposes.
183. In any case in which Her Majesty has become or Powers to grant in
may hereafter become entitled to any land, either by escheat for C yfe sch2s&c'want of heirs, or by reason of any forfeiture for treason, felony, s. 88.]
or otherwise, or by reason that the same has upon inquisition been
found to have been granted or otherwise vested unto the use of,
or in trust for any alien or aliens,. tole Governor in Council, on
behalf of Her Majesty, may grant such land or any part thereof in
fee-simple, or for any less estate, to any person, for the purpose of
restoring the same to any of the family of the person in whom, or for
whose benefit, the same had been vested, or of carrying into effect
any intended grant, conveyance, or devise of such last-mentioned
person in relation to such land, or of rewarding any person making
discovery of such escheat or forfeiture, or of Her Majesty's right and
title thereto : Provided that before any land under escheat is so
granted notice of the intended grant shall be advertised for two con-
secutive months in the  Gazette.
Special Grants.
184. In any case in which there is no convenient way of  sales without
access to any portion of Crown lands, or in which any portion is competition inspecial cases.
insufficient in area for sale by auction, or in which a portion of Crown  [Compare 48Vic.
lands lies between ' land already granted and a street or road which No. 28, s. 92.]
forms, or should form, the way of approach to. such granted land, or
in which buildings erected on lands already granted extend over
Crown lands, or in any other case of a like kind, or in any case in
which the Court certifies that special reasons exist, the Governor in
Council may sell and grant such Crown lands to the holder or holders
of the adjoining lands, without competition, at a price to be deter-
mined by the Court.
185. When a grantee of land from the Crown, or a licensee or sales without
lessee of any land under this  Act, proves to the satisfaction of the competition whenresidence area liable
Minister that, owing to danger from floods or for any other reason, it to be flooded, &c.
would be or is unsafe to human life or impracticable to reside thereon, No.25ase 5 j ic.
the Governor in Council may, out of the nearest convenient and
available Crown lands ,  sell and grant to such grantee ,  licensee, or
lessee, without competition ,  at a price to be determined by the Court,
an area not exceeding ten acres ; and in the case of a selection under
Part IV. of this  Act the  condition of occupation required by law
to be fulfilled in respect of the selection shall be deemed to have
been fulfilled by residence on the area so sold and granted to him as
aforesaid.
186. The determination of the Court in any case under either Determination of the
of the two last preceding sections shall be final and conclusive. Court  to be final.
187. Upon application made within twelve months after the sale in  consideration
Proclamation in the  Gazette  of the first sale of any town lands situated of improvements.148 Vic. No. 28,within any new city, town, village, or reserve, upon which there are s. 91.]
improvements, the Governor in Council may sell and grant the allot-
ment or allotments containing such improvements to the owner of the
improvements without 'competition at the fair value thereof in an
unimproved state, not being less than twice the minimum upset price
as fixed in accordance with the provisions of Part VI. of this Act.
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Special Leases.
Governor  may issue  188. The Governor in Council may issue leases of any portion
leases for special of land, not exceeding twenty-five acres, to any person for the erection
Furposes.Compare  48 Vic. of wharves, store-houses, slips for building or repairing vessels, baths,
No. 28, e.  94; 55  Vic.
works for supplying water, gas, or electricity to any town, or marketNo. 19, s.  30; 58 Vic.
No. 25, s.  16.] gardens, or for any manufacturing, industrial, residential, or business
purposes, or in  any case in  which the Court certifies that special
reasons exist , for such term, not exceeding thirty years, and upon
such conditions as to rent and otherwise as the Governor in Council
shall think fit :
Provided nevertheless that in the  case  of land on an island
situated off the coast of Queensland-
(1) The area comprised in the lease may be fifty acres, but
shall in no case include the foreshore of the island ;
(2) The annual rent shall not be less than two shillings and
sixpence per acre, and the total annual rent shall not be
less than five pounds.
Acquisition of Lands for .Public Purposes.
Power to purchase  189. The Governor in Council, on behalf of Her Majesty,
or exchange . may acquire any land of any tenure which may be required for any
No 28as.
9 ] 1C public purpose, either by way of purchase or by granting any Crownlands of  equal value in fee-simple or for any less estate in exchange
for such land. In any such case the value of the land so acquired or
granted, and of any improvements on such respective lands, shall be
determined by the Court in the manner prescribed in Part II. of this
Act.
Power to grant or
reserve lands for
public purposes.
[48 Vie. No. 28,
s. 95.]
Power to place
reserved lands
under  control of
trustees.
[48 Vic. No. 28,
s, 96.]
Subdivision III.-Reserves and Commons.
Grants and Reservations for Public Purposes.
190. The Governor in Council may from time to time
grant in trust, or by Proclamation reserve from sale or lease,
either temporarily or permanently, any Crown lands which, in the
opinion of the Governor in Council, are or may be required for
State forests or for quays, landing places, tramways, railways,
railway stations, roads, bridges, ferries, canals, or other internal
communications, or for the approaches or other purposes necessarily
appertaining to any such works, or for camping places for travelling
stock, or for reservoirs, aqueducts, or watercourses, or for the use
or benefit of the ' aboriginal inhabitants of the colony, or for the
sites of markets, abattoirs, public baths, or washhouses, mechanics'
institutes, schools of arts, libraries, museums, or other institutions for
public non-scholastic instruction, public gardens or experimental
farms and parks, agricultural and horticultural societies, grammar
schools, State schools, hospitals, asylums, infirmaries, establishments
for the relief of indigent persons, lockups, police stations, or police
paddocks, prisons, places for the interment of the dead, or for the
recreation, convenience, health, or amusement of the people, or for
any other purpose of public defence, safety, utility, convenience, or
enjoyment, or for otherwise facilitating the improvement and settle-
ment of the colony, or for any special purpose which may be approved
by resolution of both Houses of Parliament.
191. The Governor in Council may, by Proclamation, and
without issuing any Deed of Grant, place any lands reserved, either
temporarily or permanently, for any such purpose, under the control
of trustees ; and may declare the style or title of such trustees and
the trusts of any land placed under their control, and may empower
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them to make by-laws for carrying out the objects of the trust and to
impose penalties not exceeding in any case five pounds for any breach
thereof. No such by-laws shall have effect until they are approved by
the Governor in Council and published in the  Gazette.  Upon such
approval and publication they shall have the force of law.
192. A Local Authority may be appointed trustees under the Local Authorityprovisions f either of the two last sections: may be trustees.preceding [65 Vic. No. 19,
a. 31.]
193. For the purposes of any action or proceeding in any Trustees shall be
court it shall be sufficient to describe such trustees by such style or deemed for bie
title without naming any of them, and in any indictment or informa- purpose of legal
Lion it shall be sufficient to describe them by such style or title as proceedings.[48 Vic. No. 28,
owners of any property, real or personal, and they may by such style s. 97.]
or title sue and be sued, and they shall for the purposes of any such
action or proceeding be deemed to be the absolute owners of the land
placed under their control ; and no such action or proceeding shall
abate by reason of the death, removal, or retirement of a trustee.
194. The Governor in Council may grant licenses to mine for Licenses to mine for
coal on temporary or permanent reserves on such terms as to securing coa45 l.Vic. No. 28,
the surface, license fees, royalties, or otherwise, as be shall think fit. s.98; 53 Vie. No. 14,
Applications for such licenses shall be made to the Secretary s' 3 (6).]
for Mines.
Commons.
195. The Governor in Council may by Proclamation  resume Commons maybe
an Crown lands which have heretofore been proclaimed as a Common. resumed.ny [48 Vic. No. 28,
s. 99.]
196. The Governor in Council may make Regulations for the Governor  in Council
management of an existing Common and for effect to com- may makey giving Regulations for
monage rights, subject to the following conditions:- management of
Common.
(1) That commonage rights shall'appertain solely to residents (48 Vic. No. 28,
in the township or district for which the common was 8.100.]
proclaimed ;
(2) That the depasturing of sheep and also of entire male
animals over six months old, except under special
conditions, shall be prohibited ;
(3) That payment be made for the depasturing of cattle at a
rate of not less than two shillings per head per annum,
and that in no case shall any one person be allowed to
run more than twenty head on the same Common.
But nothing herein contained shall prevent  bona' fide  travellers
from depasturing their stock on any Common. Provided that no
person travelling with stock shall be deemed a  bona fide  traveller
unless such stock are driven towards their destination at least six
miles within every successive period of twenty-four hours unless pre-
vented by rain, flood, or other unavoidable cause.
197. In the case of any Common proclaimed for the use of the Commons may be
inhabitants of a municipality, the Governor in Council may place such placed under
municipal councils.
Common under the control of the council of such municipality, and [48 Vic. No. 28,
may authorise the council to make by-laws, subject to the conditions P. 10l.]
aforesaid, for the management thereof and the giving effect to com.
monage rights therein.
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Subdivision IV.-Reclamation of Lands by Local Authorities.
Reclamation of land 198. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained inby Local Authority. « The Harbour Boards Act,  1892," or in any special Act within the
meaning of that Act, the following provisions shall take effect with
respect to the reclamation of land by a Local Authority as hereinafter
mentioned.
Application  may be 199. Any Local Authority within whose boundaries there is
made by Local situated any land having a frontage to the sea, or to any tidal water,
Authority to
Governor in Council.may make application in writing to the Governor in Council for
permission to reclaim any land adjoining such land as aforesaid and
lying below high-water mark.
Notice of application 200. The Local Authority, at or about the time of making the
to be advertised. application, shall cause a copy thereof to be published in the  Gazette
and in a local newspaper once in each week for four consecutive
weeks, and shall furnish proof of such publication to the Governor in
Council before such permission to reclaim is granted.
Statement  of 201. At any time within one month after such last publication
objections  may be as aforesaid, or within such other time as may be prescribed, anylodged by  any pereon
aggrieved. person aggrieved may lodge a statement at the Department of Public
Lands setting forth objections against the proposed reclamation, and
shall deposit therewith such sum of money as may be prescribed.
Court to decide
between the Local
Authority and the
person lodging the
statement of
objections.
Governor in  Council
may give permission
to reclaim.
202. The objections set forth in the statement shall be
inquired into by the Court in the manner prescribed in Part II. of
this Act with respect to inquiries held by the Court, and the Local
Authority and the person so objecting shall be deemed to be the
parties to the inquiry.
The Court shall consider the objections set forth in the state-
ment and give its decision. If the objections are not sustained, the
Court may, if it thinks fit, order the deposit or any part thereof to
be paid to the Local Authority. Any such order may be made an
order of the Supreme Court and enforced accordingly.
203. The Governor in Council may, if the reclamation is not
likely to interrupt or interfere with navigation, and if the Court
certifies that it is expedient so to do, give the permission so applied
for as aforesaid, subject to such terms and conditions as may appear
desirable in the public interest.
After  land reclaimed  204. If the Local Authority completes the reclamation to the
Deed of Grant may satisfaction of the Court, the Court shall grant a certificate to that
issue, or  land may be
proclaimed as a effect ; and in such case the Governor in Council may, upon payment
reserve. of the deed fee and assurance fee by the Local Authority, issue a
Deed of Grant of the reclaimed land to the Local Authority for the
purposes mentioned in the grant, or may, by Proclamation, reserve
such lands and place the same either temporarily or permanently
for the purposes therein mentioned under the control of the Local
Authority.
Provision as to 205. Notwithstanding the issue of a Deed of Grant the
resumption.
reclaimed land or any portion thereof may be resumed for public
purposes by the Governor in Council at any time, under the provisions
of " The Public Works Lands Resumption Acts."
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PART VIII .- RESUMPTION AND COMPENSATION.
206. In  this Part of this Act, unless the context otherwise Extension ofindicates, theterm "lease" includes a license to occupy issued under meaning of terms
the provisions of Part IV. of this Act, and the term "lessee" includes th,
]part in
the holder of such a license, and the term " holding" includes the land
held under such a license.
Resumption.
207. Subject  to the special provisions hereinafter contained  Resumption from
with respect to holdings under Part III. of this Act, and the provi- holdings.[Compare 48 Vic.
sions with respect to Resumptions for Roads in Part IX. of this Act, the No. 28, s.102 ;
whole or any part of any holding under this Act, whether held under 53 Vic. No. 3, s.
Part III. of this Act or otherwise, may be resumed from lease by
the Governor in Council, subject to the following provisions, that is
to say,-
(1) A notice signed by the Minister shall be published in
the  Gazette,  and served  on the lessee personally or by
post letter addressed to him at the holding six months
at least before the expiration of some year of the
tenancy ;
(2) The resumption shall take effect at the expiration of
that year ;
(3) Upon resumption of the whole or part of a holding the
lessee shall be entitled to compensation for the loss
thereof, the amount of which shall be determined by the
Court in the manner prescribed in Part II. of this Act.
Compensation upon Resumption.
208. The amount of compensation in respect of the whole or Amount of
satpart of a holding shall, irrespective of the compensation payable in ho pens onn for
respect of the improvements thereon  (if any ),  be such sum as would resumption.
fairly represent the value of the whole or of the part resumed, to an  141VIC.No. 28,
incoming -  lessee or purchaser of the whole or that part for the
s. 103.]
remainder of the term of the lease :
Provided that upon resumption of part of a holding the lessee
shall also be entitled to a proportionate reduction of rent in respect
of the part resumed ,  and in respect of any depreciation of the value
to him of the residue of the holding, caused by the withdrawal of that
part from the holding, or by the use to be made thereof ; and the
amount of that reduction shall  be determined  -  by the Court in the
manner prescribed in Part II .  of this Act.
Resumption and Compensation with respect to Holdings under
Part III. of this Act.
209. If at any time after the expiration of fifteen years from One-fourth ofderthe commencement of the term of any lease granted under the  pro- hoPart ldiIII. of
this Actvisions of Part III. of this Act the Governor in Council resumes may be resumed
from lease any part or parts of the holding, not exceeding one-fourth without
compensation after
of the  area  thereof, no compensation shall be payable to the  lessee in  fifteen years.
respect of such resumption ,  except for improvements on the part or LC
3parrS. 5e 0 Vic.
parts of the holding so resumed.
When any greater extent than one-fourth of the whole area of
a holding under Part  III. of this Act is so  resumed ,  no compensation,
except as aforesaid, shall be payable except in respect of the excess
above one-fourth of such whole area :
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Provided that the part which may be so resumed without
compensation except for improvements shall not comprise the head
station or the principal woolshed or washpool or reservoir upon the
holding, and shall be in one block, or if it is resumed at different times
shall be in contiguous blocks, unless the lessee otherwise agrees.
Compensation for Improvements on Runs or Holdings.
Compensation for 210. When there are upon a run or holding any improvements,
improvements. the pastoral tenant or lessee shall be entitled, subject to the provisions[Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28, s. 104; of this Act, upon the resumption under the provisions of this Act of
50 Vic. No. 33, the part of the run or holding on which the improvements are, or
5 (6).]
in the case of a holding on the determination of the lease otherwise
than  by  forfeiture or by acquisition of the freehold, to receive as
compensation in respect of the improvements such sum as would fairly
represent the value of the improvements to an incoming lessee or
purchaser of the part of the run or holding on which the improve-
ments are, but in no case shall such sum exceed the fair cost of making
the improvements, less depreciation in value from use or otherwise.
Compensation to be The amount of compensation for improvements to be paid to a
assessed  by Court or I,-Commissioner.lessee upon resumption under the provisions of this Part of this Act
[Compare 48 Vic. shall be determined by the Court in the manner prescribed in Part II.
No. 28, s. 106.] of this Act, but the amount of compensation for improvements to be
paid in such other cases as aforesaid shall be determined by the
Commissioner.
Expenses of
ringbarking,
eradication, &c.,
may be allowed.
[Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28, s.  105;
59 Vic. No. 31,88. 3-6.]
Compensation for
ringbarking, &c.
Ringbarking, arc., on Holdings.
211. (1.) Any lessee of a holding under Part III. of this
Act or of a Grazing Farm or Homestead who desires to improve his
holding by ringbarking trees or eradicating  zamia,  desert poison-bush,
or prickly pear, as the case may be, may make application to the
Commissioner in the prescribed form, specifying the part or parts of
the holding with respect to which he desires permission.
(2.) Upon receipt of the application, it shall be the duty of the
Commissioner to inquire into the matter, and he may, after such
inquiry, refuse permission or may grant it upon such conditions as
may be prescribed, or if no conditions are prescribed as he thinks fit.
(3.) When the lessee has incurred any expenditure in respect
of such ringbarking or eradication as aforesaid, in accordance with
the Commissioner' s permission , he may, at any time within ,twelve
months after he has incurred the expenditure, apply to the Commis-
sioner  to allow and certify the same.
(4.) The Commissioner may, upon proof of the expenditure
being made in open court, allow and certify such expenditure as he
may think fit,-but in the  case  of ringbarking at a rate not exceeding
two shillings and sixpence per acre.
(5.) No appeal shall lie to the Court from any decision of the
Commissioner under this section.
212. (1 .) Any such ringbarking or eradication as aforesaid
done in accordance with the permission of the Commissioner, and any
ringbarking done by the licensee of an Agricultural Selection in
accordance with the permission of the Commissioner, shall be deemed
to be an improvement in respect of which the lessee or selector,
may be entitled to compensation.
(2.) In the event of compensation being claimed in respect of
such improvements under this Part of this Act, the value of such
improvement shall not be estimated at an a nou it exceeding the sum
so certi fied  by the Commissioner.
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Compensation when Payable.
213. The amount awarded to any pastoral tenant or lessee compensation, when
for compensation under the provisions of this Act shall not, except payable.[48 Vic. No. 28,
in the case of the resumption of an entire holding, be payable to him s. 107.]
until he is actually deprived of the use of the land or of the improve-
ments in respect of which the compensation is awarded.
In the case of the resumption of an entire holding the amount
awarded shall be payable when the resumption takes effect.
Compensation by Extension of Lease.
214. Upon the resumption of part of a holding under the Governor in Councilprovisions f this Part of this Act, the lessee may, instead ofclaimingmay grant extension
of lease in lieu of
or receiving compensation as hereinbefore provided, give notice in  compensation.
writing to the Minister that he desires to take advantage of the
following provisions of this Part of this Act, and thereupon the
Governor in Council may, if he thinks lit, grant an extension of
the lease with respect to the unresumed part of the holding ; and if
such extension of lease is granted, the following consequences shall
ensue :-
(1) The lessee shall not be required to pay any rent in
respect of the resumed part of the holding from the
date upon which the resumption takes effect ;
(2) The annual rent to be paid in respect of the lease for the
added period shall be determined by the Court upon or
before the expiration of the original  term  of the lease ;
unless the added period is less than three years, in which
case the annual rent payable for the added period shall
be the same as the annual rent payable for the last
preceding period ;
(3) In other respects the conditions of the lease shall be
unaltered ;(4) The lessee  may, if he thinks fit, surrender his lease, and
have a fresh lease issued to him setting forth the con-
ditions of his tenure as altered.
215. The  period to be added to the term of a lease under the  How length ofprovisions f the last section shall be computed so that heperiod to be addedpreceding to lease to be
added period shall bear the same ratio to the unexpired period  as the ascertained.
area  resumed bears to the area unresumed.
In computing any area as aforesaid, fractional parts of an acre
shall be disregarded.
216. The Minister shall notify in the  Gazette  the length of Length  of added
the period to be added to the term of the lease as aforesaid, and periodas tree  notified
the date at which the added period will expire ; and the added period
shall determine upon the date so notified.
PART IX.-PROVISIONS RELATING TO ROADS.
Resumption of Land for Roads.
217. When land is required for the purpose of opening  a Opening roads, and
opublic road through any holding under Part III. or selection under cma sation
Part IV. of this Act, such land may be resumed by the Governor in [Compare 5o vie.
Council, subject to the following rovisions : No. 33 , 10; 53 Vico. so.(1) A notice signed by the Minister shall be published in the N 14, 4, s.]
Gazette  and a local newspaper, and served on the  licensee
or lessee personally, or by post letter addressed to him at
the holding or selection ; and the resumption shall take
effect two months after the date of such service ;
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(2) The licensee or lessee shall, before the date when the
resumption takes effect, forward by post letter to the
Minister his claim for compensation, and in default
thereof shall be held to make no claim ;
(3) The lessee of a holding under Part III. of this Act shall
be entitled to a proportionate reduction of rent in respect
of the part resumed, and shall be entitled to compensa-
tion for improvements thereon, but shall not be entitled
to any other compensation ;
(4) The licensee or lessee of a holding under Part IV. of
this Act shall not be entitled to compensation for the
value of any land resumed for opening a road through
his selection where the area of such road does not
exceed any area which may be reserved by the lease or
license for road purposes ; but he shall be entitled to
compensation for all other loss sustained by him in
consequence of such road being opened ;
(5) The amount of the compensation shall be determined by
the Court in the manner prescribed in Part II. of this
Act.
Lessee  may erect 218. When land is resumed under this Part of this Act from
Licensed  Gates. a holding or selection for the purpose of a public road, the lessee[Compare 50 Vic.
No. 33, s. 11 ; 53 Vic. or the selector shall be entitled to erect and maintain Licensed Gates
No. 14, 5.]
across such road on payment of the fees prescribed in that behalf by
the By-laws of the Local Authority within the boundaries of which
the road is situated, and on compliance with the provisions of the
laws in force for the time being relating to the dimensions and quality
of Licensed Gates.
Closing of Roads.
Application  for 219 . The owner of any purchased lands or the occupier of any
closing unnecessary lands other than purchased lands adjoining a road which is required
roads.[Compare 48 'Vie. for access to such lands only, and is not otherwise required for public
No. 28,  ss. 89, 90.1 use or convenience, may make application, in writing, to the Minister
that the road may be closed either permanently or temporarily.
On the receipt of such application the Minister shall cause
notice thereof to be inserted in the  Gazette  and in such local news-
papers, if any, as he thinks advisable, and also to be conspicuously
posted on the road proposed to be closed, and at the nearest land
office, police office, and post office, for a period of not less than two
nor more than six months consecutively.
At the expiration of such period the Governor in Council may
approve of such application with or without modification.
When Deed of Grant
or license  may be theissued.
[ Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28 ,  s. 90.]
220. When the application is for the permanent closure of
road, and is approved without modification-
(1) If the applicant is the owner of adjoining lands the
Governor in Council may order the closure of the road
upon payment of such price as he may think reasonable
(not being less than the original upset price of the
adjoining lands), in which case, upon payment of such
price together with the deed fee and assurance fee, a
Deed of Grant in fee-simple of the soil of the road shall
be issued to the owner, or rateably to the several owners
of the adjoining lands, or as they may request, in the
same manner as if the road had been purchased by him
or them at auction under the provisions contained in
Part VI. of this Act;
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(2) If the applicant is the occupier of adjoining lands the
Governor in Council may order the closure of the road,
and the Minister shall thereupon issue, or procure to be
issued, to the occupier, or rateably to the several
occupiers of the adjoining lands, a license or lease of the
land comprised in such road in the same manner as if
the road had formed part of the land occupied by such
person or persons.
221. When the application is for the temporary closure of the when temporary
road and is approved, or if on the application for the permanent closure enclosure only maybe authorised.
of the road the Governor in Council approves of a temporary closure [48 Vie. No. 28,
thereof only, the Minister shall issue to the applicant a license in the 90.]
prescribed form authorising him and his successors in the occupation
of the adjoining lands to enclose the road and keep it enclosed for so
long as he or they shall pay the yearly rent of one shilling per annum
for every acre or part of an acre of the land comprised therein, which
rent shall be payable in advance at the Treasury, in Brisbane, or other
place appointed by the Governor in Council, on the first day of January
in every year.
During the currency of the license the holder thereof shall be Property vested in
deemed the lessee of the land comprised therein, licensee.
If the annual license fee is not paid when due the license Forfeiture for
shall be forfeited, but the licensee may at any time within ninety days non-payment oflicense fee.
thereafter defeat the forfeiture by payment of the rent, together with
an additional sum equal to one fourth part thereof by way of penalty ;
but in default of such payment of rent and penalty within such period
of ninety days the license shall be absolutely forfeited.
Re-opening of Roads.
222. If at any time it appears to the Governor in Council Power tore-open
expedient to re-open any road in respect of which any such last- toadvic. No. 28,
mentioned license has been issued, the Governor in Council may s. 90.]
cancel the license upon giving six months' notice to the holder
thereof, and upon such cancellation the road so enclosed shall again
become open as a public highway.
Other Provisions.
223. In any case in which land has been or may hereafter Lands reserved
be granted by the Crown in fee-simple, and by the Deed of Grant for roads ingrants  maybe sold
a portion of such land has been reserved for public roads, the Governor to grantee.
In Council may, if the land so reserved, or any part thereof, is not 85s jic. No. 14,
required for public roads, sell to the grantee or to his successor in
title the whole of the reserved land, or any part thereof, without
competition and at a price to be determined by the Court, and may
issue a  Deed of Grant of the same.
224. In all cases in which deeds of grant, leases, or licenses..  Reservations for
are issued, containing reservations of a portion of the land comprised roads not defined ingrant , lease, &e.
therein for the purpose of making roads or for other purposes therein [Compare 55 Vic.
mentioned, and specifying the area* of the land reserved, but not No. 19, s. 20.]
specifying the part of the land intended to be reserved, the Governor
in Council may, for the purposes mentioned in the reservation,  resume
possession, from the person for the time being entitled thereto, of any
portion of the land comprised in the instrument of title, not exceeding
in area the area specified in the reservation, and may make such
resumption without compensation for the value of the land resumed,
but compensation shall be payable for any other loss sustained by
such person in consequence of the resumption.
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Roads dedicated  to 225. All ands which have heretofore be n, or may hereafterthe public by private ypersons. be, dedicated by the owner thereof, not being the Crown, to public
Compare 53 Vic. use as-roads may be dealt with in the same manner as any other roadsNo. 14, s. 17.]
which have been dedicated to public use by the Crown.
.Subdivision of
holdings and
resumed parts of
runs.
[Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28, s.  115;
50 Vic. No. 33,
s. 27.]
Commissioner may
issue timber and
other  licenses.
[Compare 48 Vic.
No: 28, s. 131;
53 Vic. No. 14,
s. 3 (7).]
Licensee may
depasture animals
used in removal of
timber subject to
Regulations.
Lessee  may object
to entry by licensee
within limited area.
[Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28,  a.  132.]
PART  X.-GENERAL PROVISIONS.
Subdivision I.--Subdivision of Holdings.
226. Any holding under this Act or the repealed Acts, not
being land leased for special purposes under Part VII. of this Act or
under Part VII. of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1.881," and any land
over which a right of depasturing is exercised under Part III. of this
Act or Part III. of  61 The Crown Lands Act  of  1884,"  may be sub-
divided, with the permission of the Minister ,  upon such terms as to
reassessment of rent or otherwise as the Minister thinks fit and upon
payment of the prescribed fee.
The application shall be accompanied by proper and correct
plans and descriptions of the proposed subdivisions certified by a
licensed surveyor.
Upon a subdivision of a holding the original lease shall be
surrendered ,  and new leases shall thereupon be issued comprising the
respective subdivisions.
The new leases shall be for the residue of the original term,
and shall be issued in the name of the original lessee or such persons
(qualified to be lessees )  as he may direct.
Subdivision II.-Licenses to Enter on Crown Lands and certain
Holdings.
227. The Commissioner may issue licenses to enter upon any.
Crown lands, or any holding under Part III. of this Act or Part III.
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," or any Grazing Selection under
this Act, and to cut thereon and take therefrom any timber, or to dig
for and remove any stone, gravel, brick-earth, shells, guano, or other
material, but not, in the case of any holding under Part III. of this
Act or Part III. of  ` I The Crown Lands Act of  1854," within two  -miles
of any head station, unless with the consent of the lessee.
Such fee shall be imposed in respect of the license, and such
royalty on any timber or other material so cut or removed, as may
be prescribed by the Regulations.
In.the case of a Grazing Selection as aforesaid, the determination
of the Commissioner shall be subject to appeal to the Court in the
manner prescribed in Part II. of this Act ; but the decision of the
Court shall be final.
Any person holding a license under this section may use
animals and vehicles in the removal of such timber or other material,
and may while so employed depasture the animals used by him
upon any Crown lands or any such holding as aforesaid in such
numbers, for such time, in such manner, and subject to such con-
ditions and, in the case of a holding, to the payment to the lessee of
such agistment fees as the Regulations may prescribe.
228. A lessee may, by notice in writing to that effect given
to a licensee, forbid him to exercise his rights as licensee within
any area on his holding mentioned in the notice and not exceeding
two square miles, for a period not exceeding one month, and the
licensee may within that period appeal to the Commissioner, who
shall hear the matter, and shall determine to what extent, if any, the
licensee may exercise such powers as aforesaid within the area men-
tioned in the notice.
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The determination of the Commissioner shall be final and
conclusive.
Any licensee who exercises or attempts to exercise any such penalty.
powers as aforesaid within the area mentioned in the notice before the
matter is determined, or contrary to the decision of the Commis-
sioner, shall be liable, on conviction, to a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds.
229. Except  as herein provided,  a lessee  under Part III. Removal of timber
of this Act, or Part III. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," or and materialby persons
the holder of a Grazing Selection under this Act, shall not have power  other than lessees.
to restrict other persons duly authorised by the Commissioner either [Compare 48 Vic.
from cutting or removing timber  or material  for building or other No. 28, e. 116.]
purposes, or from searching for metal  or mineral  within his holding.
Subdivision III.-Travelling Stock.
230. Any drover driving stock or any traveller riding or driving  Rights of pasturage
stock other than sheep along an road ordinarily used for the for travelling stock.ny purpose[5s Vic. No. 25,
of travelling stock, and passing through land leased under Part II1.8. 7.]
of this Act or Part III. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," or
comprised in an occupation license under Part V. of this Act or Part
V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," may depasture such stock on
any part of the land which is within a distance of half-a-mile from the
road and which is not part of an enclosed garden or paddock under
cultivation, or within the distance of one mile from the principal
homestead or head station, notwithstanding that the land  is leased
under Part III. of this Act or Part III. of  " The Crown Lands Act
of  1884," or comprised in a license under Part V. of this Act or Part
V. of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884" :
Provided that where a fence has been erected on one side of the
road, and there is between the fence and the nearest fence or barrier
sufficient to prevent the passage of stock on the other side of the.
road a distance of not less than one clear mile, such stock may be
depastured upon any part of the land which is within that mile, but
shall not be depastured upon any part of the land which  is separated
from the road by any such fence or barrier :
Provided further that it shall be the duty of every drover,, unless
prevented by rain or flood, and of every traveller, unless prevented by
rain, flood, or other unavoidable  cause,  to 'cause all stock in his
possession, custody, or control to proceed  at least six  miles towards
their destination within every successive period of twenty-four hours.
The term " drover"  means  and includes every person engaged
in or employed for the purpose of driving stock ;
The term " traveller" means and  includes carriers , hawkers,
and persons riding or driving stock other than sheep, but does not
include drovers.
Subdivision IV.-Offences, Forfeiture, and Legal Proceedings.
Offences..
231. (1.) No lessee under Part III. of this Act or Part Ill. Of Penalty for
The Crown Lands Act of  1884," and no selector of a Grazing ringbarking ordestroying timber
Farm or Grazing Homestead under the repealed Acts or this Act, without
shall cut down or destroy, except for the purposes of the holding  or Commissioner'spermission.
selection, any trees thereon without the permission of the Commis- Compare 48 Vie.
sioner, and no such lessee or selector shall ringbark any trees upon No.
28,
s. 33',50
the holding or selection without the like permission, or do any such s. 24.]
act- as aforesaid in any manner contrary to the terms. of such
permission.
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Penalties for breach
of Timber
Regulations, &c.
[Compa re  48 Vic.
No. 28, s. 133.1
(2.) No selector of an Agricultural Farm or Homestead under
the repealed Acts or this Act, and no lessee of an -Unconditional
Selection under the repealed Acts or this Act, shall, during the first
five years of the term of his lease, cut down or destroy, except for the
purposes of the selection or the making of improvements thereon or
for sale as firewood, or ringbark any trees upon the selection without
the permission of the Commissioner, or do any such act as aforesaid
in any manner contrary to the terms of such permission.
(3.) Any lessee or selector who offends against the provisions
of this section shall, upon the information of the Commissioner or other
prescribed officer, be liable to a penalty of not less than one shilling
and not more than ten shillings for every tree so cut down, destroyed,
or ringbarked, as the case may be.
232. (l .) Any person who, without authority from the Com-
missioner, removes any timber which has been seized and branded by
any Crown Lands Ranger or other authorised person shall be liable,
on conviction, to a penalty of not less than twice the value of such
timber and not less than five pounds. Such value shall be taken to
be the price which would ordinarily be paid for such timber at the
place of seizure.
(2.) Any person who cuts or removes any timber in violation of
any of the provisions of this Act or the Regulations shall,  save as
is hereinbefore provided, be liable, on conviction, to a penalty of not
more than twenty pounds and not less than five pounds, and shall
be disqualified from holding any timber license for such time, not
exceeding twelve months, as the Minister may direct. The timber so
cut or removed shall be forfeited.
(3.) Any person who wilfully obliterates a brand upon any
timber which has been seized and branded by a Crown Lands Ranger
or other authorised person shall be liable, on conviction, to a penalty
of not more than twenty pounds and not less than five pounds.
Justices not to 233 . When any person is convicted before any justices of any
reduce penalty below
offence against the provisions of either of the last two preceding
minimum fined .
sections, the justices shall not have power to reduce the penalty to beimposed iri respect of such offence below the minimum amount fixed
by those sections respectively, anything in the one hundred and
seventy-third section of  " The Justices Act of  1886" to the contrary
notwithstanding.
Penalty for 234. Any person who digs or removes any stone, gravel,
unlawfully  digging
of"or removing material brick-earth > shells, guano, rother material from Crown lands, or
from land . any holding under Part III. of this Act, or Part III. of  11 The Crown
[Compare 48  Vic. Lands Act of 1884," or an Grazing Selection under this Act, withoutNo. 28, s.  133.1 ny
a license  authorising such digging or removal, shall be liable, on con-
viction, to a penalty of not more than five pounds, and shall be dis-
qualified from holding any such license for such time, not exceeding
twelve months, as the Minister may direct.
Removal of
trespassers.
[Compare
48 vie. No. 28,
s. 123.]
235. When any Commissioner or other prescribed officer has
reason to believe that any person is in unlawful occupation of any Crown
lands, or lands granted or reserved for any public purpose, or is in
possession of any Crown lands under colour of any lease or license under
this Act that has become forfeited, he may make complaint before
justices, who shall blear and determine the matter in a summary way,
and on being satisfied of the truth of the complaint, shall issue their
warrant, addressed to the Commissioner, or to any police constable,
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requiring him forthwith to dispossess and remove such person from
such land and to take possession of the same on behalf of Her Majesty,
and the person to whom the warrant is addressed shall forthwith
carry the  same into  execution.
A lessee or his manager or a licensee may in like manner lay a
complaint against any person who shall be in unlawful occupation of
any part of the land comprised in the lease or license, and the like
proceedings shall thereupon be had.
236. Any person, not lawfully claiming under a subsisting  Penalties for
lease or license or otherwise under this Act, who is found occupying C Yjingo. 28,any Crown lands or lands granted, reserved, or dedicated for public s. 124.]
purposes, by residing or erecting any hut or building thereon, or clear-
ing, digging up, enclosing, or cultivating any part of such lands, or
cutting thereon or removing therefrom timber other than firewood
not cut or removed for the purpose of sale, shall be liable, on convic-
tion, to a penalty not exceeding five pounds for the first offence, and
not exceeding ten pounds for the second offence, and not exceeding
twenty pounds for the third or any subsequent offence.
237. Any person who wilfully obliterates, removes, or  defaces Removal of boundary
any boundary mark which has been - lawfully made or erected upon mark mea
our.
any holding or selection shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and [Compare 48 Vic.
shall be liable, on conviction, t  be imprisoned for a period notNo. 28,  a. 126.]
exceeding twelve months.
238. Any drover or traveller driving stock  who- Penalties for
(1) Unlawfully depastures such stock upon any land  com- straying or loitering.[Compare 48 Vic.prised in a holding or occupation license contrary  to No. 28, s. 38;
the provisions of the last preceding Subdivision of this 58 Vic. No. 25,s.8.1Part of this Act ; or
(2) Fails to cause such stock to proceed towards their
destination contrary to such provisions ;
shall for every such offence be liable, on conviction, to a penalty not
exceeding twenty pounds.
A complaint under this section shall be laid within five days Time of laying
from the time when the offence was committed . complaint.
239. Any person who offends against any Regulation made penalty for offence
under the provisions of this Act relating to any public park or reserve against Regulations
relating to public
may be apprehended by a police constable or by any prescribed officer,  parks or reserves.
and shall be liable, on conviction, to a penalty not exceeding ten [Comp are 48 vic.
pounds
No. 28,  s. 130.]
.
240. Any person who fraudulently evades, or attempts  to punishment for
evade, any of the provisions of this Act, or otherwise commits any fraud or evasion, &c.
fraud thereon with intent to acquire any land, shall be guilty 54134]' N 28,
of a misdemeanour, and, on conviction, shall be liable to be
imprisoned with or without hard labour for a period not exceeding
two years.
241. Any person who conveys, transfers,  demises, assigns ,  or Punishment of
becomes assignee of any land acquired or held by any fraud upon the land fraealne
with
provisions of this Act, knowing the same to have been so acquired oracgtirea.
held, shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and, on conviction, shall be [48Vic. No. 28,
liable to be imprisoned with or without hard labour for a period s. 136.]
not exceeding twelve months; and all his interest (if any) in the land
shall be forfeited to Her Majesty.
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Penalty for
offences against
Regulations.
[48 Vic. No. 28,
a. 130.]
When land to be
forfeited.
[48 Vic. No. 28,
s. 135.]'
Forfeitures to be
notified in the
Gazette.
[48 Vic. No. 28,
s. 138.]
Compensation for
improvements in
cases of forfeiture.
242. Any person who wilfully offends against any of the
provisions of the Regulations shall, save as is in this Act otherwise
provided, be liable on conviction to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds.
Foy feitvre.
243. Lands acquired by any evasion of or fraud upon the
provisions of this Act shall be forfeited to the Crown.
244. Every forfeiture for non-payment of any moneys required
to be paid by this Act, or for breach of any condition imposed by this
Act, or for breach of any other provision of this Act, shall be notified
in the  Gazette,  and shall take effect from the date of the notification.
245. When any holding or selection is forfeited under the
provisions of this Act and there are upon the land any improvements,
the lessee or selector whose holding or selection has been forfeited
shall be entitled to receive the value of the improvements on the
holding or selection which is received by the Crown from the incoming
lessee, selector, or purchaser, after the amount of any moneys due by
him to the Crown has been deducted.
Legal Proceedings.
Offences may be
prosecuted in a
summary way.
[48 Vic. No. 28,is. 139.]
save
summary way before any two justices.
246. All offences against this Act or the Regulations may,
as is in this Act otherwise provided, be prosecuted in a
Appeal  from  j ustices 247. Any person who feels himself aggrieved by the conviction
to District Cour
or decision of any justices under any of the provisions of this Act[Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28, 8.128.] may appeal therefrom to the District Court.
Limitation of actions. 248. All actions, unless brought on behalf of the Crown,[Compare 48 Vic.
No. 28, e. 127.1 any against member of the Land Court orof the Land App eal Court, or
any Commissioner, Land Agent, Crown Lands Ranger, or other officer
acting under the provisions of this Act, for anything done, or omitted
to be done, in violation of the provisions of this Act, shall be com-
menced within twelve months after the cause of action arose, and not
otherwise.
Rent a debt to the
Crown.
[48 Vic .  No. 28,
s. 112.]
Notice in writing of the intended  action  shall be given to the
defendant one month at least before the commencement of the action.
The plaintiff in any such action shall not recover if tender of
sufficient  amends is  made before the commencement of the action,
or if a sufficient sum of money is paid into court after the com-
mencement of the action by or on behalf of the defendant, together
with costs incurred up to that time.
If judgment is given for the defendant, or the plaintiff  becomes
nonsuited or discontinues his action, the defendant shall recover from
the plaintiff his full costs of action as between solicitor and client,
and shall have the like remedy for the same as a defendant has by law
against the plaintiff in  similar cases.
Subdivision V.-Miscellaneous Provisions.
249. The rent reserved by any lease or payable in respect of
any license under this Act shall be a debt due to Her Majesty.
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250. Subject to the provisions of this Act, leases under this Transfer of leases
Act and occupation licenses under Part V. hereof, may be transferred aoplicenses.vie.
to qualified persons with the permission of the Minister ; and upon No. 28, s. 113.]
payment of a fee of ten shillings or such other fee as may be prescribed,
every such transfer shall be recorded in the proper register.
251. The marriage of every female licensee or lessee, and the Marriages and
transmission by operation of law or by death of the interest of any transmissions
n t register.
licensee or lessee in any lands held under this Act, shall be recorded ra
in the proper register.
252. Save as  is next hereinafter provided, nothing in this Act Definition of crown
shall be deemed to affect, limit, or restrict the rights conferred upon Lands for miningpurposes.
the holder of a miner's right or mining license issued under the [Compare 53 vie.
provisions of  "' The Gold Fields Act 1874" or 11 The Mineral Lands No. 14, s. 11.]
Act of  1882 " respectively; and the term "Crown Lands," as defined
by those Acts, shall for the purposes thereof be deemed to include
all runs and all lands held under lease or subject to a right of
depasturing under Part III. of this Act or Part III. of "  The Crown
Lands Act of  18S4," and all selections under this Act or the repealed
Acts (except Agricultural Farms, Agricultural Homesteads, and
Unconditional Selections), and all lands held under an occupation
license under Part V. of this Act or Part V. of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884," and all timber, camping, and other public reserves and
commons.
253. Upon the Proclamation  by the  Governor in Council of  a Proclamation of
goldfield under the provisions of  " The Gold  Fields Act  1874  " or goldfieldohmining
of a mining district under the provisions of  " The Mineral ,  effect of resumption.
Lands Act of  1882," upon  or partly upon any land held under No°i4, s. 13 ,vie'
lease under Part III. of this  Act or  Part III. of  11 The Crown 55Vic. No. 19,
Lands Act of  1884," or upon  or partly  upon any Grazing Farm or s. 34.]
Grazing Homestead under this Act or the repealed Acts, or any Scrub
Selection ,  the Proclamation shall, in any case in which the lessee or
licensee ,  within three months after the date of the Proclamation,
serves on the  Minister  a notice  in writing that he  elects to treat the
Proclamation as a notice of resumption, have the effect of a resump-
tion, as from the date of the Proclamation ,  of that part of the holding
comprised  within the  area of the proclaimed goldfield or mining
district  ;  and the lessee or licensee shall be entitled to compensation
accordingly.
254. Nothing in this Act, or in any license or lease granted  Right o enter on
thereunder, shall be held to prejudice or interrupt the rign E48ht of any lands.ie. No. 28,
officer duly authorised in that behalf by the Governor in Council, to 8.117.]
go upon any lands comprised in any license or lease, or to make any
survey, inspection, or examination of the same.
255. Any timber cut upon or removed from any lands seizure and
contrary to the provisions of this Act or the Regulations may be forfeiture of timber.
seized by any Crown Lands Ranger or other prescribed officer, and
upon seizure shall become forfeited to the Crown, and may be branded
with the prescribed brand by such Ranger or other officer and sold.
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256. The provisions of  " The Fencing  Act of  1861 " or  " The
Fencing Act  of  1861  Extension  Act of  1897 " shall apply to all lands
included in any license to occupy under Part  IV. of  this Act or any
lease under this Act, and the licensee or  lessee shall be deemed the
owner thereof for the purposes of the said  Acts;  and the granting of
any such license or lease shall for the purposes of the said Acts be
deemed an alienation of such land.
Right to impound 257. A lessee exercising the right of depasturing on the resumed
united , of a run under Part III. of this Act or Part III. of  " The Crown[Compare 48 Vic. part
No. 28, s. 119.]  Lands Act of  1584," or a licensee under Part V. of this Act, or Part
V. of  " The Crown- Lands Act of  1881," shall not be entitled to
impound the horses or cattle (not being entire horses or bulls) of a
selector of an Agricultural Farm under this Act or the repealed
Acts, or of an Agricultural Homestead, found trespassing on any land
which is subject to the right of depasturing or, license respectively,
and which is contiguous to the selection and is not separated therefrom
by a sufficient fence, until after the expiration of three years from
the date of the selector's license, except in cases of wilful trespass,
or unless the selector depastures on his selection more horses or cattle
than at the rate of one for every ten acres of the land comprised
in the selection which are not so occupied as to be unavailable for
depasturing such horses or cattle :
Provided always that this, section shall not apply as against a
lessee in favour of a selector whose selection is not situate on the
resumed part of the run over which such lessee exercises the right of
depasturing.
Governor in Council 258. In  any case in which land has been purchased or selected,
may forfeit certain either wholly or in part, with a non-transferable land-order, under thelands purchased or
selected  with provisions of  " The Immigration Act of  1864 " or  " The Immigration
land -orders  when Act of  1869," but the Deed of Grant has not been issued, by reason
conditions have not
been fulfilled. of the purchaser or selector having failed to perform any of the con-
ditions precedent to the issue of the Deed of Grant prescribed by such
Acts respectively, within the respective times thereby limited, the
Governor in Council may, by Proclamation, declare the land to be
absolutely forfeited, and thereupon the land shall revert to Her
Majesty.
Amendment  of 22 259. Section  six of  " The Titles to Land Act of  1858" shall
Vic. No. 1. be read and construed as if instead of the words " three" and " three[53 ]No. 14,
months" therein inserted the words two" and "thirty days" had
been therein respectively inserted.
Further amendment  260. The following enactment shall stand as part of  " The
of 22 Vic.  No. 1. Titles to Land Act of  1858," to follow the seventh section thereof,
that is to say :-
Rectification  of The like proceedings may be taken in respect of any Crown
rant 'when
defectively  prepared ,
Grant heretofore or hereafter issued or reg istered in which any perscn
&c. named as a grantee is not entitled to the grant, or in which the estate
intended to be thereby conveyed is erroneously stated, or which is
otherwise defective by reason of any error or omission in the prepara-
tion thereof, and in every case where an instrument in writing shall
have been so signed and enrolled as aforesaid, stating therein the
matters intended to be corrected, altered, or added, and the name or
estate intended to be substituted, such name or estate or other
particulars shall be taken to have been inserted originally in the
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grant and  in every deed and in every instrument under the provisions
of the  "Real Property Act of  1861" respectively containing the
erroneous  name or estate or other defect, and such grant or deed
or other  instrument as aforesaid shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
PART XI.-REGULATIONS.
261. The Governor in Council may make Regulations for all  Regulations.
or any of  the matters following, that is to say:-
No°28ase 3 Vi&(1) Defining the manner of doing or performing any thing s 2sc.No. 25,
by this Act required to be done or performed ;
(2) Prescribing the forms of grants, leases, licenses, and other
instruments, to be issued or used under or for the
purposes of this Act ;
(3) Prescribing the reservations or exceptions which may
be inserted in leases issued under this Act ;
(4) Prescribing the time within which and the manner in
which notice of the acceptance of an application to
select land shall be given by a selector to a lessee for the
purposes of an action for trespass under the authority
of this Act ;
(5) Prescribing the manner in which Registers shall be kept ;
(6) Prescribing the forms of applications, notices, and other
documents to be used under or for the purposes of this Act ;
(7) Prescribing the qualifications, manner of appointment, and
remuneration of members of the Board of Examiners for
Surveyors, and the manner in which the business of the
Board shall be conducted ;
(8) Prescribing the manner in which lands are to be surveyed
under this Act ;
(9) Prescribing the information which shall be shown on
maps of lands proclaimed open for selection ;
(10) Prescribing the mode of determining the priority of
applicants by lot ;
(11) Prescribing the manner in which applicants for Grazing
Selections and Unconditional Selections may lodge
tenders ;
(12) Defining the duties of Commissioners, and the manner
of conducting proceedings in Commissioners' Courts,
and of appealing from the decision of the Commissioner ;
(13) Defining the duties of other officers employed in the
Department of Public Lands ;
(14) Prescribing the time or times within which statements
of objection may be lodged by any person objecting to
permission being granted to reclaim lands under the
provisions of Part VII. of this Act, and the amount to
be deposited by any person lodging such statement ;
(15) Prescribing the conditions under which improvements
may be permitted to be made, so as to entitle a lessee or
licensee to compensation ;
(16) Prescribing the conditions under which timber may be
cut or any material may be dug upon, and such timber
or material may be removed from, Crown lands, ortany
holding in accordance with the provisions of this Act ;
(17) Prescribing rules for the care, protection, and manage-
ment of public parks and reserves in cases not otherwise
provided for by law ;
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(18) Prescribing the fees  (if any )  which shall be payable in
respect of the several matters hereinafter mentioned
(a) The inspection during office hours of any register kept
under the provisions of this Act ;
(b) Appeals from the Commissioner to the Land Court ;
(c) Appeals from the Land Court to the Land Appeal
Court ;
(d) Appeals from the Land Appeal Court to the Supreme
Court ;
(e) The registration of any mortgage ,  or any transfer or
discharge thereof, or any under -lease ,  assignment, or
transfer ;
(f) The  registration of transmission by death or under the
laws relating to insolvency or insanity ;
(g) Recording the marriage of female lessees and licensees ;
(h) Applications ,  surveys ,  and subdivisions under this Act ;
(i) Inquiries made ,  and advertisements published in
connection with applications for the opening and
closing of roads.
(j) A gistment of animals used to remove timber or other
material from  Crown  lands and certain holdings and
selections under the provisions of Subdivision  H.  of
Part X .  of this Act.
(19) All other matters and things that may be necessary to
give effect to this Act.
The Regulations shall be published in the  Gazette,  and, not
being contrary to the provisions of this Act, shall upon such publication
have the force of law.
A copy of all the Regulations shall be laid before Parliament
within fourteen days from the publication thereof if Parliament is
then sitting ,  and if it is not then sitting ,  within fourteen days from
the commencement of the next session.
262. The Regulations and forms made under any of the repealed
Acts and in force at the commencement of this Act shall, except when
they are inconsistent with this Act, continue to be in force under this
Act unless and until rescinded by the Governor in Council.
THE FIRST SCHEDULE.
Date of Act.
48 Vic. No. 28
49 Vic. No. 7
50 Vic. No. 33
53 Vic. No. 14
55 Vic. No. 19
56 Vic. No. 16
58 Vic. No. 25
59 Vic. No. 31
Title of Act.
An Act to make better Provision for the Occupation and Use of
Crown Lands.
An Act to Amend  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" with respect
to the Selection of Land before Survey and in other respects.
An Act to further Amend  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884."
An Act to further Amend  "The Crown Lands Acts, 1884  to  1886,"
and for other purposes.
An Act to further Amend  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1889."
An Act to further Amend  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1891."
An Act to further Amend  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1892."
An Act to Amend  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1891 " with
respect to certain Noxious Plants and the Payment of Survey
Fees in certain cases, and to make further provision with respect
to the Lands included in Holdings under the provisions of
Part III. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," the Term of the
Leases whereof is prescribed to be Ten Years, and the Lands-
occupied therewith under a right of depasturing, and for other
purposes.
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District of
Name of Run :
To the Minister for Lands.
I [or  wet, the undersigned ,  holding  [or  claiming] a lease  [or  license],
under  " The Pastoral Leases  Act of  1869 "  [or  extended under  "  The Pastoral Leases
Extension  Act of  1890 "],  of the run known as , in the above District,
do hereby elect to take advantage of the provisions of  " The Land Act,  1897," with
respect to such run.
Given under hand at this
day of 18
Witness : J.P. A.B.
Section 58.
THE THIRD SCHEDULE. Section 133.
District of
To the Minister for Lands.
I [or  we], the undersigned, holding a lease under " The Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  1895 " of an Agricultural Farm  No. in the above District,
do hereby elect to take advantage of the provisions of  "The Land Act,  1897," with
respect to such selection.
Given under hand at! this)
day of 18 .
Witness : J.P. .A.B.
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THE FOURTH SCHEDULE.  Section 179.'1
MEMORANDUM OF  MORTGAGE.
I, A.B., of , being the registered lessee of  [describe the holding
and number of the lease]  under the provisions of Part III.  [or  Part IV., as  the case may
be]  of  "The  Land Act,  1897 "  [or "The  Crown Lands  Act of  1884 "],  in consideration of
the sum of lent to me by  [or  due by me to] C.D., of ,
hereby mortgage the said holding to him. And I do hereby covenant and agree with
the said C.D. that I will pay him the said sum on  [here insert  day appointed for
payment ,  covenant for payment of interest ,  and such other covenants as may be agreed
upon].  And in default of performance ,  on my part ,  of the above covenants, or any
of them ,  I authorise the said C.D. to enter upon and take and retain possession of
the holding or to sell the said holding in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
of
In witness whereof I have hereto signed my name, this day
18 . A.B.
Signed by the abovenamed A.B. as mortgagor, thisday of 18 ,
E.F., a.P.
in my presence.
By Authority  : EDMUND GREGORY, Government  Printer , William  street ,  Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland Government Gazette, Wednesday, 22nd December, 1897.-No.  162.
utenstanD.
ANNO SEXAGESIMO PRIMO
VICTORI}E  REGINZ?.
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No. 26.
An Act to  Consolidate and Amend " The Elections Acts, 1885 to 1892."
ASSENTED TO 20TH DECEMBER, 1897.1
W HEREAS it is desirable to Consolidate and Amend and Extend  Preamble.
V the provisions of the Laws relating to Parliamentary Elections :
Be it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with
the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows :--
1. This Act may be cited as  " The Elections Act of  1897," and Short itle and
shall be read and construed with and as an amendment of  11 Theconst r uction.
Elections  Acts, 1885  to  1892," which Acts with this Act may together
be cited as 11 The Elections Acts,  1885  to  1897."  " The Elections Act
of  1885 " is hereinafter called the Principal Act.
2. In section one of the Principal Act the words Part VIII., Repeal of certain
Temporary Provisions," are repealed. enactments.
Sections three, four, one hundred and ten, Part VIII., and the
Schedule of the Principal Act, section three of " The Elections Act
of  1885  Amendment Act of  1886," and section two of  "The Elections
Act of  1892," are repealed.
In sections sixteen, twenty-one, twenty-seven, and thirty-three Amendment of
of the Principal Act, the forms therein prescribed to be used  are certain Forms.. dale
repealed, and the forms set out in Forms A, B, C, and D of the Sc D. Forms A
Schedule hereto are inserted in lieu thereof respectively :
OdCk
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Provided that such repeal shall not be construed to disqualify
any person whose name now appears upon any electoral roll so long
as lie continues to hold the qualification in respect of which his name
so appears upon such roll.
In section thirty-seven of the Principal Act after the words
" except that" the words  "the third and fourth columns thereof shall
be omitted and " are inserted.
Amendment  of 3. In section five of the Principal Act the definition of49 Vic. No. 13, s. 5. " Naturalised subject " is repealed, and the following definition is
inserted in lieu thereof : -Naturalised subject "-A person who in England or Queens-
land, or in any Colony to which the Act of the Federal
Council of Australasia, intituled  " The Australasian
Naturalisation Act, 1897,"  extends, has been naturalised,
and a person made a denizen of Queensland.
Amendment of 49 4. The following proviso is inserted at the end of section six of
Vic. No. 13, s. 6, and the Principal Act : -56 Vic. No. 7, ss. 3,
" Provided further that when the person making the claim is4, 5, and 6. g
registered or has at some time previous been registered on the roll of
electors for any electoral district in Queensland, the time herein
provided as necessary for obtaining a qualification in respect of
residence, freehold, household, or pastoral license, shall be three months
instead of six months."
In sections three and four of  " The Elections Act of  1892" (in
the Schedule hereto called sections 30 and 30A respectively of the
Principal Act) the words  11 six months," wherever the same occur
except in question seven in the form of claim, are repealed, and the
words " six months (or three months as the case may be)" are
substituted in lieu thereof.
After question nine in the said form of claim the following
new questions are inserted  :-
10. ARE YOU NOW REGISTERED OR HAVE YOU AT ANY TIME
PREVIOUS BEEN REGISTERED AS AN ELECTOR FOR ANY
ELECTORAL DISTRICT IN  QUEENSLAND?
11. IF SO, FOR WHAT DISTRICT?"
In section four of  " The Elections Act of  1892 " after the
word " claims," the words  "in conformity with the several quali-
fications hereinbefore mentioned "  are inserted ; and the words  "in
the following form or to the like effect " are repealed, and the words
" comprising such of the following directions as is applicable thereto"
are inserted in lieu thereof.
In the seventh of the directions set out in section four, and
in section five of  "The Elections Act of  1892" (in the Schedule hereto
called section 30B of the Principal Act), the words  11 Justice of the
Peace or an Electoral Registrar, or the Head Male Teacher of a State
School," are repealed, and the words " Justice of the Peace, Electoral
Registrar, classified officer of the Public Service, Railway Station
Master, or classified male teacher of a State School," are inserted in
lieu thereof.
In section six of  " The Elections Act of  1892" (in the
Schedule hereto called section 30c of the Principal Act) the form
of certificate is repealed, and the following form- is inserted in lieu
thereof :-
I J.P.  [or as the case may, be],  hereby certify that I have
seen the abovenamed A.B. sign the abova claim with his own hand  [or, if he cannot
write,  with his mark], and that he bas satisfied me after full inquiry that he possesses
the qualification above stated.
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5. In the Principal Act the eighth sub-paragraph of section Abolition  of Polling
twenty-three, and sections sixty-four, sixty-five, sixty-six, and sixty- Districts.
seven, and so much of section sixty-eight as is comprised in the words
" and at that polling place, nor unless he answers the first and fourth
of such questions in the affirmative " are repealed.
In  " The Elections Act of  1892," so much of section three (in
the Schedule hereto called section 30 of the Principal Act) as is
comprised in the words " I elect to vote in the Polling District which
includes the Post Office  [or  Court House] at ," and in
the words " The claimant may, at his option, fill up or not fill up the
blank in the line relating to a Polling District," and so much of
section four (in the Schedule hereto called section 30A of the Principal
Act), as is comprised in the sixth of the directions thereof, are repealed.
6. In sections fourteen, seventeen, twenty-eight, twenty-nine, Bi-monthly
thirty-four, thirty-five, thirty-six, thirty-seven, and forty of the Registration Courts.
Principal Act, and in section ten of  " The Elections Act of  1892"
(in the Schedule hereto called section 31A of the Principal Act), the
word "Quarterly," wherever the same occurs, is repealed, and the
word " Bi-monthly " is inserted in lieu thereof.
In section fourteen of the Principal Act the words " July then
last past " are repealed, and the word August " is inserted in lieu
thereof.
In section twenty-eight of the Principal Act the words
January, April, July, and October " are repealed, and the words
" February, April, June, August, October, and December" are inserted
in lieu thereof.
In section thirty-four of the Principal Act the words
" January, April, and July " are repealed, and the words " December,
February, April, June, and -August " are inserted in lieu thereof.
In section thirty-six of the Principal Act the words " April,
July, and October " are repealed, and the words " February, April,
June, August, and October " are inserted in lieu thereof.
7. At the end of the first paragraph of section fourteen of the Amendment of
Principal Act the following words are inserted:-" without having es
Vic.
do. 3, 14 15.
acquired another qualification in respect of which lie is entitled to
remain or become an elector."
At the end of the said section the following new paragraph is
inserted :-
"When the Electoral Registrar has reason to believe that any Or the statement of
person named in a roll or list has ceased to hold the qualification in whose  qualification ,
respect of which he is registered but has acquired another qualifica-
is to be altered.
tion in respect of which he is entitled to remain or to become an
elector, he shall write against the name of such person the words
changed qualification,' and in such case he shall send by post to such
person at his usua'1 or last known place of abode a notice informing
him that the particulars of his qualification are intended to be altered
in the roll ; and in case the Electoral Registrar has reason to believe
that such. person has ceased to hold the qualification in respect of
which he is registered for that electoral division but has acquired
another qualification in respect of another electoral division, he shall,
in addition to the notice hereinbefore prescribed, forthwith report the
fact to the Electoral Registrar of that division."
At the end of section fifteen of the Principal Act the following
words are inserted :-" and the words ` changed qualification from this
division,' or ` changed qualification to this division,' or ` changed
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qualification within this division or district ,'  as the case may be,
against the name of every person who is believed ,  or reported as
aforesaid ,  to have so changed his qualification within the district."
In section eight of  " The Elections  Act of  1892  " (in the
Schedule hereto called section 30E of the Principal Act) the words
"forthwit h  send notice of the claim "  are repealed ,  and the words
" when the claim has been dealt with by the Court ,  forthwith send
notice of the fact," are inserted in lieu thereof.
Amendment of 8. After the first sub-paragraph of section twenty -three of the
49 Vie.  No. 13,9.23.  Principal  Act the  following new sub-paragraph is inserted :--
(1A) The Court shall also inquire into every case in which
the Electoral Registrar has so placed against the name
of any person the words  "  changed qualification," and
into all claims for change of qualification duly made
under this Act, and may alter the statement of the
qualification  of the  person accordingly ,  and notwith-
standing  that  the Electoral Registrar may have placed
against the name of such person in any roll or list the
word  11 left" or  11 disqualified ,"  or other word denoting
loss of qualification.
In the fourth sub-paragraph of the said section the words  11 of
the qualification of residence  "  and the  word "  residence "  are repealed,
and the words " any qualification  "  and " qualification  "  are inserted in
lieu thereof respectively.
Amendment  of 9. The seventh sub-paragraph of section twenty-three of the
49 Vic. No. 13, s .  23. Principal  Act is repealed, and the following sub-paragraph  is inserted
in lieu  thereof:-
Change of (7.) When any person whose name appears in a list or roll in
qqualification in respect  of any qualification --
district.
(i.) Has ceased to possess such qualification, but has another
qualification entitling him to have his name continued
on the roll or inserted therein ;
(ii.) Without having ceased to possess such qualification has
acquired another qualification, in which he desires to be
registered in substitution for the qualification in respect
of which his name appears ;
he shall be entitled to have the particulars of his qualification altered.
For this purpose he may make and send to the Electoral
Registrar, or may personally present or cause to be sent to the Court,
a claim  in the form following, or to the like effect:-
CLAIM FOR CHANGE OF QUALIFICATION IN SAME DISTRICT.
To the Electoral Registrar of the Electoral District of Electoral
Division of
1. I hereby give you notice that I claim the alteration of the qualification set
against my name in the  Electoral Roll for the Electoral District of
2. I am the person whose  name is  inserted in the Electoral Roll for the Electoral
District of in respect of  [set out qualification as inserted].
In the case of  loss  of qualification  and acquirement  of another, proceed-
3. I have ceased to possess such qualification by reason of [change  of residence,
or  transfer of land,  or,  as the case  may be, setting out generally  the manner in which the
qualification  was lost ],  but have acquired the qualification hereunder described.
4. My present qualification  is as  follows  :- [giving a description of the particulars
of qualcation  in the  form prescribed for claims to have a  name  inserted  in a roll, or to
the like effect, and observing so much of the directions prescribed to be observed in filling
up such claim as relates  to such description.]
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Or, If without havinq ceased to possess the present qual .fication the registration
of another is desired in lieu thereof, proceed-
3. 1 am still possessed of the qualification in respect of which I am registered,
but desire to have another qualification inserted in the roll in lieu thereof.
4. My new qualification in respect of which I desire to be registered is as
follows  :-[,giving a description of the particulars of qualification in the form Prescribed
for claims to have a name inserted in a roll, or to the like effect, and observing so much of
the directions prescribed to be observed in fillinq up such claim as relates to such
description.I
5. And I hereby solemnly and sincerely declare that the foregoing statements
are true, and I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be
true, and by virtue of the provisions of the "  Oaths Act of  1867."
Declared before me  [or  us] this day of 18
J.P.  [or  as the case may be].
1585
(Signed) A.B.
All the directions hereinafter prescribed to be observed in
making claims shall, as near as may be, be observed by the elector
and the person by and before whom the claim is declared and attested.
Every such claim shall be produced to the Court.
10. In section twenty-seven of the Principal Act the words Amendment ofVi,
" shall forthwith cause a general alphabetical roll of the electors of an49d 37.
No. 13, Bs, 27
the whole electoral district, numbered in regular arithmetical order,
and duly certified by him, to be made out, and fairly printed with as
little delay as possible by the Government Printer, or at some con-
venient printing office," are repealed ; and the words " shall forthwith
transmit the same to the Government Printer who shall, with as little
delay as possible, cause to be printed a sufficient number of copies of
a general alphabetical roll of electors of the whole electoral district,
numbered in regular arithmetical order. Such roll when printed shall
be duly certified by the Returning Officer," are inserted in lieu
thereof.
The second paragraph of the said section is repealed.
In section thirty-seven of the Principal Act the words  If made
out and " are repealed.
11. In the form of notice in section eleven of  " The Elections  Amendment of
Act of  1892" the words " whose qualification is not proved on oath
.1
Vi  No. 7, 09: 10,
to the satisfaction of the Annual Revision Court to be still subsisting" '
are repealed, and the words " who has not a qualification" are
inserted in lieu thereof.
In the third paragraph of the said section the  words " unless
his qualification is proved on oath to the satisfaction of the  Registra-
tion Court for revising the Annual Lists to be still subsisting" are
repealed, and the words " unless the Registration Court for revising
the Annual Lists is satisfied that he has a qualification " are inserted in
lieu thereof.
In section twelve of the said Act the words "whose qualification
is not proved on oath to the satisfaction of the Court to be still sub-
sisting" are repealed, and the words " who has not a qualification to
the satisfaction of the Court" are inserted in lieu thereof.
In section ten of  " The Elections Act of  1892," after the word
qualification," on the last line, the following words are inserted : " and
that he still possesses the same qualification."
12. Section thirty-two of the Principal Act and  section nine Repeal of
of  " The Elections Act of  1892 " are repealed . and49  ic .  No. 13, s. 32,n56  Vic. No. 7,
At the end of the first paragraph of section three of the  last-'• 9.
mentioned Act (in the Schedule hereto called section 30 of the
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Mere informalities
in claims  not to be
a ground of
rejection.
Principal Act) the words  "or may personally present his claim or
cause it to be sent to the Court at any time when the Court is sitting"
are inserted.
In section thirty-one of the Principal Act the words " at the
next following sitting of the Quarterly Registration Court" are
repealed; and the words " at the Court, or it the Court is not then
sitting then at the next following sitting thereof," are inserted in lieu
thereof.
13. After section thirty-seven of the Principal Act the following
new section is inserted :-
37A. No claim shall be rejected for any mere informality if
the Court is satisfied that the information contained in the claim
or brought to the notice of the Court is sufficient to show that the
claimant is entitled to have his name inserted in the roll in respect of
which the claim is made. And the Court may and shall make any
amendments necessary to cure such mere informality.
Amendment of 14. In section forty-eight of the Principal Act the words
48Vic. No.49. "between the hours of four and six o'clock" are repealed, and thea9
words " between the hours of noon and four o'clock " are inserted in
lieu thereof.
In. the second paragraph of the said section the words " four
o'clock " are repealed, and the word GQ noon" is inserted in lieu
thereof .
In section forty-nine of the Principal Act the  words " six
o'clock" are repealed, and the words "four o'clock" are inserted in
lieu thereof.
In the form of nomination in the said section the words " in
pursuance of a writ of election issued the day of ,
18 ," are repealed.
At the end of the said section the following proviso is inserted:-
Nomination not to  Provided that no nomination-paper shall be rejected for any
be avoided for mere mere formal defect or error therein if the Returning. Officer is satisfiedinformality. '
that the provisions of this Act have been substantially complied with.
15. After section forty-nine of the Principal Act the following
new section is inserted :-
Certificate  of 49A. If the Returning Officer is satisfied that the provisionsReturning  Officer . of this Act with respect to a nomination-paper have been substantially
complied with, be shall make and sign at the foot of the nomination-
paper a certificate in the following form or to the like effect
I, the undersigned Returning Officer for the abovenamed Electoral District, do
hereby certify that I received this nomination-paper at  [name of place
where received],  this day of , 18 , and that the provisions
of  The Elections Acts,  1885  to  1897," with respect to it have been complied with.
A.B.,
Returning Officer.
But no such certificate shall be construed to qualify any person
to be a candidate or to sign the nomination-paper who is not qualified
to be a candidate or to sign the same, or to validate any signature
thereto which is false or forged.
Amendment  of 16 . In section fifty-four of the Principal Act the words "two
49 Vic. No. 13, 8. 54. clear days after the day of nomination" are repealed, and the words
14 seventy-two hours after the hour of noon on the day of nomination"
are inserted in lieu thereof,
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17. At the end of section fifty-five of the Principal Act the Amendment of
following proviso is inserted :- 49 Vie.  No. 13, 8.55.
Provided that in computing the number of votes for the pur-
poses  of this section no votes shall in any case be reckoned other than
votes for a candidate in the first instance.
18. In  section seventy-five of the Principal Act after the word Amendment of
" vote " the words " in the first instance " are inserted. 49 Vic.  No. 13, 8.75.
19. At the end of the fifth sub-paragraph  of section  seventy-  Amendment of
six of the Principal Act the words " which in the opinion of the49 Vac. No. 13, s. 76.
Returning Officer will or may enable any person to identify the ballot-
paper, or the elector," are inserted.
After the said section the following section  is inserted :-
764. Notwithstanding anything in this Act contained , no Ballot-paper when
ballot-paper shall be rejected merely because  of some  informality,  or not to be rejected.
alleged informality, in the manner in which it has been dealt with by
the elector or presiding officer if it is regular in other  respects , and if,
in the opinion of the Returning Officer, the intention of the  elector in
voting is clearly apparent, but nothing in this or the last  preceding
section contained shall be deemed to affect the jurisdiction of the
Elections Tribunal with respect to  elections. •
20. In  section fifty-eight of the Principal Act the form of the Amendment of
ballot-paper is repealed, and the following substituted :- ballot-paper.
Doe, John
Roe, Richard
Smith, James
Thompson, Henry
And the words " Christian name and surname" are repealed, and the
words " surname and Christian name" inserted in lieu- thereof.
21. In the second sub-paragraph of section forty of the Principal Amendment of
Act the words " at some time within nine months before the election 49 Vic- o. 13,
sB 40 and  63.
he has been actually and  bona' fide  resident therein for a period of one
month" are repealed, and the words "at some time within seven
months next before the election he has been  bond fide  resident therein
for a period of two months " are inserted in lieu thereof.
In section sixty-three of the Principal Act the fourth question
is repealed, and the following question is inserted in lieu thereof: -
" Fourth. Have you within the last preceding seven months
been  bona fide  resident within this electoral district for
a period of two months?"
22. In  section eighty-seven of the Principal Act, after the Amendment of
word " Act," the words " and also such reasonable remuneration  as 49  Vic. No. 13, 87.
may be fixed by way of payment for services rendered by a Returning
Officer" are inserted.
23. In the first subsection of section ninety-five of the Principal Amendment of
Act, after the word 61 voting," the words " or is not qualified or has 49 Vic. No. 13, 95.
ceased to be qualified to vote" are inserted.
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Amendment of 24 . In section ninety-six of the Principal Act after the words49 Vic.  No. 13, 8. 96. ccone  hundred pounds" the word 41 and" is repealed, and the words
" or to be imprisoned for any period not exceeding one year with or
without hard labour, and shall in addition" are inserted in lieu thereof.
Wilfully making or 25 . After section one hundred and twenty-three of the Principalprocuring a false
claim. Act the following section is inserted :-
123A. Every person who-
(i.) Wilfully makes, delivers, or sends to or at a Registration
Court or to an Electoral Registrar any claim under this
Act which is false in any material particular ; or
(ii.) Wilfully  causes or  procures or is in anywise concerned
in the making, delivering, or sending of any such
claim ;
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding one hundred pounds or to be
imprisoned  for any period not exceeding one year with or without
hard labour.
Manner of showing 26. In all  copies of the Principal Act hereafter printed by the
amendments . Government Printer, all repeals and amendments of the provisions of
the Principal Act made by  " The Elections Act of  1885  Amendment
Act of  1886," or  " The Elections Act of  1892," or this Act shall be
omitted and inserted, as the case may be, in accordance with the
Schedule. directions  set out in the Schedule to this Act, and all sections of the
last-mentioned Acts so directed to be inserted shall bear the numbers
assigned  to them respectively by the said Schedule, and reference
shall be  made  in the margin of the Principal Act to the sections of
the Acts by which  such repeals or amendments  are respectively made.
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SCHEDULE.
DIRECTIONS to be OBSERVED by GOVERNMENT PRINTER in REPRINTING the
P1tINCIPAL ACT.
49 Vic. No. 13 .  Direction.
Section.
1
3
4
5
6
14
Omit words  "Part VIII.- Temporary Provisions"
Omit
Omit .. ..
Definition of " Minister"-Omit " Colonial,"
insert  " Home"
Omit  definition of "Naturalised Subject "; and
insert  new definition
Amend ... ... ... ... ... ...
Amend
At end o f section add s.  1 t of Act of 1892,
with amendments, and omitting therefrom the
words  " under, the provisions of the four-
teenth section of the Principal Act"  wherever
those words occur
15  ... Omit in margin  " quarterly,"  and insert  " bi-
monthly"; amend section
16 ... Amend ... ... ... ... ...
17 ... Amend .. .. ..
20 ... At the end of section add  P. 2 of Act of 1886,
omitting therefrom the words  " required by
the twentieth section of the Principal Act
to accompany a notice of objection"  and  the
marginal note
Also add s.  13 of Act 1892,  omitting therefrom
the words  " under the twentieth section of
the Principal Act"
21 ... Amend, and after  section  insert s. 14  of Act of
1892, to be called s. 21A
23  ... Omit  sub-paragraph  ( 1), and insert  first para-
graph of s. 12 of Act of 1892  in lieu
thereof, with  amendments
After  sub-paragraph  (1) insert  new  sub-para-
graph (1A)
Amend  sub-paragraph (4)
Omit  sub-paragraph (7) ...
Omit  sub-paragraph  ( 8) ... .. ...
26  ... After the  section insert  s.  15 of Act of 1892,
to be  called s. 26A,  with amendment
27 ... Amend ...
28  ... In crossheading and margin omit  "Quarterly,"
insert  " Bi-monthly"
Amend section  .. ... ... ...
29  ... Omit  " quarterly,"  and insert  " bi-monthly" ...
30  Omit; and insert s.  3 of the  Act of  1892  in lieu
thereof, but in lieu of  " 1885 to  1892 "  insert
"1885 to 1897  ";  transpose questions 3 and 4;
and make other amendments
After the  section insert  s. 4 of the Act of 1892,
to be  called s .  30A,  with amendments
Also insert s.  5 of the Act of 1892, to be called
s. 30B,  with amendments
Also insert s.  6 of the Act of 1892, to be called'
s. 30c,  with amendments
Also insert  ss. 7 and  8, with amendment,  of the
Act of 1892, to be called ss. 30D and 30E
respectively
31  ... Amend ... ... ... ... ... ...
After the section  insert  s.  10 of the Act of 1892,
to be called s. 31A,  with  amendments
Remarks.
See s. 2  of this Act.
See s.  2 of this Act.
See s.  2 of this Act.
See  60 Vic . No. 3, s. 9.
See  P. 3 of this Act.
See s.  4 of this Act.
See ss. 6 and 7 of this
Act.
See 56 Vic.. No. 7, s.11,
and s.  11 of this Act.
See ss. 6 and 7 of this
Act.
See s. 2 of this Act.
See s. 6 of this Act.
.See 50 Vic. No. 3, s. 2.
See 56 Vie.  No. 7, s. 13.
See 56 Vic. No. 7, s. 14,
and s. 2 of this Act.
See  56 Vic. No. 7, s. 12,
and ss. 2, 8, 9 and
11 of this Act.
See s.  8 of this Act.
See s.  8 of this Act.
See s.  9 of this Act.
See s.  5 of this Act.
See 56 Vic. N o. 7, s. 15,
and s. 2 of this Act.
See 56  Vie. No. 7, s. 17,
and ss . 2 and 10 of
this Act.
See s.  6 of this Act.
See s.  6 of this Act.
See 50 Vic.  No. 3, s. 3
56 Vic.  No. 7, s. 3,
and ss. 4, 5, and 12 of
this Act.
See 56  Vic. No. 7, s. 4,
and  as.  4 and 5 of
this Act.
See 56 Vic. No.  7, s. 5,
and  B. 4 of this Act.
See  56 Vic. No. 7, s. 6,
and s. 4 of  this Act.
See  56  Vic. No. 7, ss. 7
and 8, and s. 7 of
this Act.
See  50 Vic. No. 3, s. 6,
and s.  12 of this Act.
See  56  Vic. No. 7, s. 10,
and ss . 6 and 11 of
this Act.
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SCHEDULE-- continued.
DIRECTIONS  to be  OBSERVED by GOVERNMENT PRINTER in BuPRINTIIW the
PRINCIPAL  ACT-continued.
49 Vic. No. 13. Direction. Remarks.
Section. 1
32 ... Omit ... ... ... ... ... ...
33  ... Amend ...
34  ... Amend section andmargin
35  ... Amend ... ... ... ... ...
36  ... Amend section and margin ... ...
37 ... Amend  section and mar yin
After this  section insert  new section 37A
40  ... Amend  section and margin .. ...
43  ... After this  section insert s.  16 of the Act of 1892,
to be called s. 43A
48  ... Amend ...
49  ... Amend and  insert s . 49., ... ... ...
54 ... Amend ... ...
55  ... Amend .. ..
57 ... At end of  section insert  s. 18 of the Act of 1892,
but omitting  "the Principal"  and inserting
" this"
58 ... Amend ... ... ... ... ... ...
63  ... Amend ... ... ... ... ... ...
64  ... Omit
65  Omit
66  ... Omit  ... ... ... ... ... ...
67 ... Omit  ... ... ... ... ... ...
68  ... Amend  ... .. ... ...
'Ti  ... Omit  " face,"  and insert  " back"•.. ...
73 ... At end of section insert  the  whole  of s. 19 of the
Act of 1892 except the first paragraph
75 ... Amend .. ... ... ... ...
176  ... Amend, and after section  insert s .  76A ... ...
78 ... After  this section insert  so. 20  to 27 of the Act
of 1892, to be called ss. 78A, R, C, D, E, F, 0,
and H respec tively,  but  in  s. 22  omitting  "the
Principal"  and  inserting  "this"
87 ... Amend ... ... ... .. .
95  ... Amend
:16 ...Amend
110  ... Omit ... ... ... ... ...
123  ... ' After  the section insert  new section 123A
Part  VIII....  Omit ... ... ... ...
The Schedule  Omit  ... ... ... ... ...
See s.  12 of this Act.
See s. 2 of this Act.
See s. 6 of this Act.
See a.  6 of this Act.
See s.  6 of this Act.
See  ss. 2, 6, and 10 of
this Act.
See s.  13 of this Act.
See  so. 6 and 21 of this
Act.
See 56 Vic. No. 7, s. 16.
See  Ps. 14 and 15 of
this Act.
See s. 14 of this Act.
See a. 16 of this Act.
See s.  IT  of this Act.
See 56 Vic. No. 7, a. 18.
See s.  20 of this Act.
See s. 21 of this Act.
See s.  5 of this Act.
See s.  5 of this Act.
,See  a. 5 of this Act.
See s.  5 of this Act.
See s.  5 of this Act.
See 56 Vic. No. 7, S. 19.
See 56  Vic. No. 7, s. 19.
See s. 18 of this Act.
See a.  19 of this Act.
See  56 Vic. No. 7, ss.
20 to 27.
See a. 22 of this Act.
See s.  23 of this Act.
See s.  24 of this Act.
See a.  2 of this Act.
See s.  25 of this Act.
See P.  2 of this Act.
See s.  2 of this Act.
1onm A.
ANNUAL ELECTORAL LIST.
List of persons appearing to be qualified to 'Vote at the Election of Members of the Legislative Assembly in the year 18 , for the Electoral District of[within the Division of ].
Dated this day of 18
A.B.,
Electoral Registrar.
Surname and Christian
 Name. • Quali fication . • Situation of Residenceor Property  in respect  of which
Qualification arises.
Age. Place of Abode. Occupation. Particulars of Quali fication.
Date when
Claim Received
by Electoral
Registrar.
Brown, William ... ... 34 Glenrosa, Harcourt street, contractor
Toowong
freehold, subdiv. LA, sec. 6A,
parish of North Brisbane
4 Aug., 1896
Smith, John ... ... 27 No. 16, Adelaide  street  north labourer residence 5 Jan., 1896
* These columns  are to  be used only for names which were entered on the Roll prior to  "The Elections Act  of 1892."
FORM B.
OBJECTIONS TO NAMES IN ELECTORAL LIST.
The following persons have been objected to as not being entitled to have their names retained on the Electoral List for the [
of the] Electoral District of
Dated the day of , 18
Division
A.B.,
Electoral Registrar.
Situation of Residence
Surname and Christian Name .  Quali fication . or Property  in respect  of which Age. Place of Abode. Occupation . Particulars of Quali fication.
Quali fication ari ses.
Date when
Claim Received
by Electoral
Registrar.
as
0
k*.
FORM C.
THE ELECTORAL DISTRICT OF
Annual Electoral Roll of Persons qualified to Vote for the Election of Members of the Legislative Assembly, in the Year 18 , for the Electoral District of
for which I am Returning Officer.
Dated this day of ,18 (Signed) A.B., Returning Officer for
=Situation of
tid PR
Date when
l iNo. Surname and  ChristianName. Quali fication ,*
roper yes ence  or
in respect
 of which
Qualification  arises.
Age. Place of Abode. Occupation. Particulars of Quali fication . a m ReceivedCby Electoral
Registrar.
I Adams, James ... 32
BRISB
No. 71 Palmer str
ANE DIVISION.
eet clerk residence 20 Sept., 1893
2 Barker, Alfred ... ... 54 No. 45 Nelson roa d importer freehold, subdiv. 5, per. 192 4 Oct., 1893
3 Cameron, John ... 29 Elston terrace, Mu sgrave road, Red Hill architect freehold (as trustee), allot. 9, sec. 12 25 Aug., 1894
4 Daly, Thomas ... ,.. 27 Torres House, Bal moral street tailor household, sec. 5 and 6, Adelaide  street,  4 July, 1896
5 Everett, Henry ... 43 Little street, off W
next School of Arts
indsor road grocer leasehold, No. 50 Russell street 3 Oct., 1895
&c. &c. &c. &c. &c.
6 JohnAdsett ,.,
LAMIN
48 Lamington
GTON DIVISION.
journalist residence 13 June, 1894
7 ,Baker, Edward ... 42 Iota, near Burwoo d farmer leasehold, por. 11, parish of Kedron 29 Sept., 1896
8 Childs, James 22 Peterson street, L amington. joiner freehold, subdiv. 52 and 53, por. 300, 1 July, 1896
9 Dawson, William 25 Crown Hotel, Bur
parish of Kedron
wood licensed household, Burwood 3 Jan., 1895
10 Evans, Henry 37 Langdale Downs
victualler
grazier license to depasture land, Langdale Station 4 Sept„ 1896
&c &c. &c. &c.  &c.  &c.
And so forth according to the number of the Divisions of the Electoral District.
• Thes columns  are to be  used only for names  which were entered on the Roll prior to ,. The  Elections  Act of 1892."
Fo$M D.
Electoral Register Book for the [ Division of the] Electoral District of
List of Names of Persons who have claimed to be registered as Electors this day of
Situation of Residence
or Proper ty in respect of which Age.Quali fication,Surname  and Christian Name. Qualification  arises. Place of Abode. Occupation .  Particulars of Qualification.
18
Date when
Claim Received
by Electoral
Registrar.
By Authority : EDMsND GREGORY, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane,
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"THE BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
' (1HE following  Statement of Brands ,  being those Registered during the month of NovEMBER  last, is published for general
1  information ,  in accordance  with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners  whose Names ,  Addresses ,  or Brands  may be incorrectly  stated are requested  to notify  the same to the
Registrar ;  and in all such notifications  either the Registered Brand of the Owner or the Number of Certificate  of Registration
must be given.
uv4rnnTent
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands '  Office ,  Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane , 17th December, 1897.
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C Series.
/j 4 8  38283
9 4 3 38257
.4 3 0 38241
_4 enc.. 7 38268
4 ,/f 7  38230
,Q A Uf• 38247
R-4 3  38251
73 1 & 38282
73 J 2 38271
O v
N
38253
38289
I
Horses.
FORMER BRAND .  PROPRIETOR.
,CX 9  38255
7 C 2 38259
.a G 4 38261
!) JR  1 38275
7 6 1
3 7  P
965
.9 3  Al
.97m
.9 Ur 3
38276
38280
38286
38236
38244
38277
3824838288
382453S252
Run or Farm where Brand
is to be used.
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Martha Jane Alford ... Goldfield ... I Ravenswood
Bernhard Edward Buse... Aspley ... ...
....
Brisbane
Amelia Matilda Costin .. Half-way House, Pialba Maryborough
road, Urangan
August Leischke ... ... Tallegalla ... ... Rosewood
Agnes Nichol ... ... Aitkenvale ... ... Townsville
Alexander Webster ... Strathisle, Danderoo ... Warwick
... John Basford ... ... Allora ... ... ... Allora
Edith Isabel Burns ... Burnbrae ... ... Mooloolah
... William Burnett ... Wallumbilla ... ... Wallumbilla
Charlotte Kearsley ... Pride of the North, Thornborough
Hodgkinson River
Charles Frederick Petersen Helidon ... ... Helidon
John Driscoll  ...
Denis Rosenthal ...
Ernest August Brunckhorst
Edward Bytheway
Edwin Holdaway
Ernest Cooper Nunn
Edwin George Tucker
Francis  Manning Ezzy ...
William Dotlef Fredrick
Peters
George Rowley ...
George Hutton ... ...
George Marshall... ...
Gerald Walter Shooter ...
George Thomas Watson...
'Aro
South Morayfield  ...  i North Coast Rail-
way
Southbrook  ... ... Soutlibrook
Gibraltar  ...  Texas
Oakhill, Seven -mile, Gympie
Brisbane road
Laidley ... ...
}
Laidley
Lowood  ... ... Lowood
Mount  Wootha,  Blackall  Landsborough
Range
Woodlands,  Canning Leyburn
Creek
Goombungee
care of F. Brewer
Darkey Flat ...
Oxley ...
Woody Camp ...
Gatehouse ...
... Goombungee
... Mount Morgan
... Pratten
... Oxley
... Clifton
... Esk
251
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_a+0 CD 0 C.)
Ci'eo ;
1 jZ
Al 7 Jr
5NUI
3 7 .R
1 3 f
3 6 6
3 E 9
0 3 -
3 6 3
7 3 X
79XC
C Series.
38285
38250
38262
38228
38264
38267
38269
38279
38231
38263
38284
38239
0C. 71 7 38281
C 4 .0 38233
7m. ,f
2mu
3mA15mt/
M0 31m .r
m7.l2
1mi
38234
38238
38226
38237
38272
38256
38235
38258
38246
.J2 8 38249
 2 ,- 7 38254
J a 7A4m
J 2 UT
38229
38227
38260
38243
i' A 6 38287
J 9 c
ZrR3
3UPC
U1 3 J
0UfdO
2 7ff e
ZU96
38242
38273
38240
38278
38266
3S265
38274
x  X  5 38270
FORMER  BRAND.
Horses.
...
Coorparoo ... ... Coorparoo
Kangaroo Hills, Argen- Townsville
tine
Stuart River, Cresselley Nanango
Kangaroo Hills, Argen- Townsville
tine
Avoca
Rosewood
Wetheron
Yatala
Rosewood
... Bunya Creek ...
... Mount Pleasant
...  Benowa  ...
... Thornby ...
Upper South
Bunya
... Gold I ields ...
Maroon
Thomas Joseph O'Connell Ruthven street
Cluny ...  Boulia
Long Flat, Imbil road Gympie
Beenleigh  ... ...  Beenleigh
Broadwater road ... Mount Gravatt
Gooburrum ... ... Bundaberg
The Broxburn Orchard  Ann street ,  Fortitude Brisbane
and Farming  Company Valley
William Carr ...
William Roots ...
Wilhelm Stark ...
William Sherwood
Henry James M hite
Charles  Baisden ... ... Esk
Bundaberg.
Rosewood
Gayndah
Yatala
Rosewood
Gympie
Laidley
Southport
Banana
StrathpinePine,
Ravenswood'
... Dugandan
... Toowoomba
... Esk
BRANDS  TRANSFERRED during the MONTH Of NOVEMB B, 1897.
Brand.
9F•N
GD7
GN7
G8S
H7J
9J E
J T 1
No. of
Certificate.
12895
5183
8568
5569
3448
8263
90
Transferror.
John Callanan ...
Gibson and Allen
Martin Gilligan ...
George Skinner ...
James Hay ...
James Sue ...
James Taylor ...
PROPRIETOR.
Cattle. Name. Run or Farm where  Brand  Nearest Post Townis to be used .  of Run or Fai In.
John Herman Hartmann  Yaamba ... ... Yaamba
Henry  Patch ... ...  Nanango road  ... ... Jondaryan
John Henry Waller ... Uplees, Bunya Creek . Gympie
John Altbaus ... ...
James Simpson Anderson
John Emslie ... ...
James Eckford ...
John Frederick Roderick
Bradfield
John Jones ... ...
James  Kelly ... ...
John Tucker ... ...
John Willmott ... ...
Ramsay ... ... Cambcoya
Queen  street  ... ...  Brisbane
Reserve ... ... Ilfracombe
Belmore Creek, Golden Croydon
Gate
Peak Crossing ... ... Peak Crossing,
Olivedale  Farm  ...  Biggenden
Homebush, Barolin ...  Bundaberg
Perry  street  ... ... North Bundaberg.
Samson  Vale ... ... Strathpine
Lucy Bell ... ...  Dunoon, Brush  Creek...  Texas
Lavinia Lucy  Page  ...  Eton  Vale ... ... Bowen
Alice Gertrude Crane May
... Wm. McDowall,  as Trustee
for Mary  McDowall
... Martin Meehan ... ...
... William McDowall, as
Trustee for  Hetty Mc-
Dowall
... John Molloy ...
... Mary Moran ...
... John Morgan ...
... Mary Ann Schafer
Michael O'Sullivan
Peter Blyth
Peter Neilsen
Adam  James Rayner
Robert Ernest Davey
Robert Morrison ...
Richard Wellington
Samuel Rose
Transferee.
John Callanan ... ... ...
John Garnet Kirkup and Garnet
Richard Kirkup
Hanora Gilligan ... ... ...
Edward Skinner ... ... ...
George Alexander Hay ... ...
Nathaniel Perry ... ...
The Taylor Estates Company,
Limited
William McDowall ... ...K H 4 8996 The Bank of Australasia
Name of  Run or Farm where Nearest Post Tows
Brand is to be used.
Clermont  .. ... ...  Clermont
Withersfield ... ...  St. Lawrence
Deep Creek ... ... Fernvale
Childers ... ... ... Childers
Woody Point ... ... Woody Point
Nebo ... ... ... Nebo
Cecil Plains ... ... Dalby
Kangaroo  Hills, Argentine Townsville-
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BRANDS  TRANSFERRED  during the MONTH of NOVEMBER,  1897-continued.
Brand.
M9A
0
OGG
P1U
1UT
WQb
YM5Yly
YZ4
bZC
B7Q
D 9 ri
1EiO
9 L
c-. 0
-3
NO 1
8 1U ?i
P 3  ca
8  ROD
S-<5
5Y2
7Y c-
V2C
T000
No. of
Certificate. Transfer ror.
7470 Archibald Murray ...
16896 Henry Pottinger ... ...
13838 William Craig ... ...
12945 Francis Timmins... ...
10189  James Taylor ... ...
16832 Robert Wellby ... ..
14816 William Thomas Woodward
16761 Charles Henry Hensley ...
9352 William Milward
4412 W. and J. H. Howie ...
833
11964
B26767
B29586
B32651
B19295
B29560
B23232
B33819
B26571
B25591
B26611
B30054
B30814
B30795I
B34228
c34709
CHANGE of RESIDENCE.
Brand.
A3>(
P5D
P9 -4
No. of 0
Certificate.
William and John Hastie Howie
Cameron and Tamm ...
Catherine Burke
Alexander Duncan Lamond
Edward Curtis . ...
Jorgen Kerulft Jensen ...
Charles Alexander Thompson
Edith Maud Taylor ...
James Kidd ... ...
John Perkins .. ...
Alexander Forsyth ...
William Parsons...
William Craig ...
William John Fogg
William John Wade
Herbert Fairchild
Transferee.
James Alexander Murphy
Daniel Buckley ... ...
Robert James Atkinson ...
James Drynan ...
The Taylor  Estates
Limited
Company,
Name of Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Reserve ... ...
Killarney ... ...
Niagara Vale
Telemon Crossing ...
Mour_t Marlow ...
Alick O'Sing ... ... . Gladstone ...
A dam Woodward ... ... Electra ...
James Everett Moore ... ... Nundah ...
Henry Watson ... ... . Emu Vale ...
The Australasian Mortgage and Haddon ...
Agency Company, Limited
The Australasian Mortgage and Wambo ...
Agency Company, Limited
John Hugh Cameron ... .. Arcadia North
Timothy Hayes ... ... ... Mount Morgan
John Ward ... ... ... Rosedale ...
William Dallow ... ... ... Longreach ...
Mary Ann Jensen ... ...  ! Deborah
Annie Thompson ... . Cooktown ...
James Taylor and Peter Mac- Belle Vue ...
Pherson as Trustees of
John Cole
Alfred Perkins ...
George Roberts ... .
... ... Frank Douglas  ... ... ...
... ... Robert James Atkinson... ...
... ... Frederick Moon ... ... ...
and James ;Michael Moran and Thomas
Sydney Markham
Francis Charles Crowley ...
... James Scott, junr. ... ...
William Palmer Crowley
Frederick Lane ...
Name of Proprietor. Run or Farm where Brand is to be
used.
Mooroobulla, Bedourie ...
Murray River ...
Etheridge Gold Field,
Charleston
Palmer Gold Field ...
Forest Park ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Basalt Downs ... ...
Curraghmore
Croydon ...
Nearest Post Town.
5291  'John Keleher ... ... Darkey Flat ... ... Warwick ...
6451 1Mary Anne Ryan ... Bundamba Creek, Silkstone ... Ipswich ...
B28340 Patrick Dwyer ... ... Marookna Farm, Lower Tent Gatton ...
I Bill
B26632 Robert Keith Lane ... Strathfillan ... ... ... Winton ...
c35739 George Samuel Keene ... May Hill ... ... Miles ...
The following BRAND has been cancelled :-
7 FD ; Number of Certificate, B27943.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY, Goyernment Printer, William street, Brisbane
Nearest Post Town.
Chinchilla
Au gathella
Cardwell
Beaudesert
Isisford
Gladstone
Bundaberg
Brisbane and Esk
Neereeadah
Jundah
Dalby
Rolleston
Mount Morgan
Rosedale
Longreach
Gundiah
Cooktown
Ipswich
Windorah
Cardwell
Georgetown
Maytown
Cardwell
Charters Towers
Townsville
Thornborough
Croydon
Remarks.
... Brands  Directory  for 1896..
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QUEENSLAND LAND FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS' GENERAL  ORDERS.
By Colonel HOWEL  GUNTEB, Commandant.
Brisbane , 18th December, 1897.
No. 329.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
"A" BATTERY, QUEENSLAND PERMANENT ARTILLERY.
DETACHMENT, THURSDAY ISLAND.
Changes. THE REV . CHARLES FREDERICK SEYMOUR is  appointed Honorary Chaplain.
" A " Company,  3rd Regiment.
Acting Lieutenant J. Walker is posted to the Company for duty as  a Supernumerary.
No. 330.
Inspection . THE Governor  and Commander -in-Chief has directed the Commandant to express  to Major Byron, the
Officers ,  Non-commissioned  Officers, and Men of  " A" Battery, His  Excellency 's high appreciation of the
Turn-out ,  Drill, and Fire Discipline of the Queensland Permanent  Artillery at Lytton , on the occasion of the
Artillery  Practice, on Friday , the 17th  instant.
The results of the Service Practice series show 75 per cent. of hits on a gunboat 120 feet long with 42 feet
beam and 9 feet freeboard.
The Commandant communicates with pleasure His Excellency 's approbation to all ranks of the Queensland
Permanent  Artillery,  and desires in addition to place on record his own satisfaction with the result of his
ins ppeection ,  and also with the result of the excellent  gun  practice ,  which reflects great credit on the Commanding
Officer  and the Instructors ,  and evidences a close  appli  atiun to drill and training by all ranks.
Route.
Inspections.
No. 332.
THE Commandant will make his Annual Inspection of the following Corps on the dates and at the places
and hours shown hereunder :-
Evening . Day light.
Corps. Remarks.
Date. Time. Place. Date . Time. ; Place.
Queensland Mounted Infantry-  1898.
" "
1898.
Company ...G
" H
" Company...
" C " Company ...
... ...
... ...
... ...
13 Jan.
20 Jan.
27 Jan.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.
Drillshed, Warwick 15 Jan.
Drillshed, Toowoomba 22 Jan.
Drillshed, Ipswich
4 p.m. li
4 p.m.
Warwick
Toowoomba
... Daylight parade
" E " Oompany ... ... ... 28 Jan. 8 p.m. I Drillshed, Gatton 29 Jan.4 p.m. Gatton will be orderedlater on.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief Staff Officer.
No. 331.
"A" BATTERY, Queensland Permanent  Artillery,  will, on completion ,  this date,  of the  Annual Course of
Gunnery, at Lytton ,  embark in a Government steamer, at  the Lytton Wharf,  for Brisbane .  The steamer will be
at the wharf ready to receive  the Battery  at 9 a.m.
NOTICES.
It is notified ,  for information ,  that telephonic communication between Brisbane and Lytton Fort has been
re-established.
The Annual Picnic for married me.nbers of  the Q. D.F. and their families, in  the Moreton  Division ,  will be
held on the 3uth instant .  Further particulars w.ll be notified in the daily newspapers .  Officers are invited to
forward subscriptions ,  not exceeding 5s., at once  to the A.A.G.
The 95th , 27th ,  and 31st instant ,  and the  1st January,  1393, will be observed as holidays ,  and the Ifead-
Quarters '  Office will be closed on those dates.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1897.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
j Council, has, upon the recommendation of the Public Service
Board, been pleased to appoint
THOMAS JOHN WHITTING}TON and
WILLIAM JAMES THORN
to be Clerks in the Office of the Agent-General for Queensland,
London; these appointments to take effect from the 1st July, 1897.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
Captain CECIL HENRY ANDERSON-PELHAM (4th Battalion,
Lincolnshire Regiment)
to be His Excellency's Aide-de-Camp; this appointment to take effect
from the 1st January, 1898.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
RICHARD WILLIAM HOOD
to be, provisionally, a Lieutenant in the Volunteer Branch of the
Queensland Defence Force (Land).
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it-to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
Lieutenant JOHN ALBERT JAMES FERGUSON
to be a Captain in the Volunteer Branch of the Queensland Defence
Force (Land ), as from  the 20th November, 1897.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
Lieutenants--
FRANCIS LIONEL JONES,
CHARLES BEEVOR  STEELE,
EjDWIN MORTON HOCKING S, and
SYDNEY WILLIAM BARLOW,
to be Captains in the Queensland Defence Force (Land), as from the
20th November, 1897.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane , 23rd December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor  directs  it to be notified that he has
been pleased to appoint
Acting Lieutenant JOHN HESKETH
to be a Lieutenant in the Queensland Defence Force (Land),  as from
the 20th November, 1897.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1897.
T IS Excellency the Governor  directs it to be notified that he has
jj been pleased to appoint
Captain ROBERT JOHN CATHERWOOD,  Volunteer Branch,
Queensland Defence Force  (Land),
;o be Adjutant of the Batta lion of the Queensland Teachers '  Volunteer
iorps, and of State School Cadets.
HUGH M. NELSON.
[No. 165.
Chief  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 23rd December, 1897.HIS Excellency theGovernor di ects it to be notified that he hasbeen pleased to appoint
Acting Lieutenant FRANK EUG ENE LENIHAN
to be a Lieutenant in the Volunteer Branch of the  Queensland
Defence Force (Land), as from the 20th November, 1897.
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane,  23rd December, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct that the
appointment notified in the  Government Gazette  of the 18th
instant, of
Acting Lieutenant WILLIAM HENRY PICKBUBN,
to be a Lieutenant in the Queensland Defence Force  (Land), sha ll
take effect from the 13th of July, 1896, being the date of his appoint-
ment as a Lieutenant in the Volunteer Branch of the Force.
HUGH M.  NELSON.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  22nd  December, 1897.
j IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
1.1 Council, has been pleased to appoint the undernamed members
of the Po lice Force to be Inspectors of Slaughter -houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter at the places specified in connection with their
respective  names:- Constable MICHAEL KEANE
at Augathella, in the room of Constable Thomas McCulkin, trans-
ferred ; and
Constable ROBERT MOORHEAD
at Wyandra,  in the room of Constable Michael Keane, transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd December, 1897.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the undernamed members
of the Police Force to be Assistant District Registrars at the places
and for the Registry Districts specified in connection with their
respective names
Constable MICHAEL KEANE,
at Augathella ,  for the Registry District of Charlevi ll e,  in the room of
Constable Thomas McCulkin, transferred; and
Constable ROBERT MOORHEAD,
at Wyandra , for the  Registry District of Cunnamulla ,  in the room of
Constable Michael Keane, transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd Decem ber, 1897.HIS Excellency th  Governor,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Divisional
Boards  Act of  1887 ,"  been pleased to make the following appoint-
ments :-
THOMAS ABDY
to  be  a Member of the Board of the Division of Widgee ,  for Subdivi-
vision 2 of that Division ; and
JOSEPH SHARP MCTNTYB$
to be an Auditor for the Division of Rosa lie,  in the  room of H. W. S.
Martin, deceased.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ELIZA MARY MCHUGH
to be  Matron of the Prison at Cairns.
HORACE TOZER.
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Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Constable MICLAEL KEANE
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Augathella, in the room of
Constable Thomas McCulkin, transferred.
HORACE TOZER.
Department of Public Instruction,
Orphanages Branch,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1897.HIS Excellency theGovernor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to approve, in accordance with the
Regulations under  "The Orphanages Act of  1879," that
Mrs. A. HERON-WILSON
be appointed a Lady Visitor for the District of M'faryborough, in
connection with the Orphanage children placed out.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to approve of the following transfers
of Teachers in the service of the Department of Public Instruction,
to take effect from the 1st January, 1898, viz.:-
DUNCAN PARE
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Eidsvold ;
HENRY RICHARD PARRY
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher of the State School
at Jericho ;
SARA ALLEN
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School for Girls and Infanta at Woolloongabba;
ELIZABETH CLARKE
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Ravenswood;
FLORENCE DARWIN CUMMINGS
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Bowen Bridge road ;
MARY ELIZA DEACON
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Allora ;
ANNIE FYI+`E
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Newtown (Ipswich) ;
ISABELLA HUNTER
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School for Girls at Fortitude Valley ;
ELIZABETH  LITSTEB
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Allenstown, Rockhampton;
ADA MILLS
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Yeppoon ;
FLORA CATHERINE MCALLISTER
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Myrtle ;
ADELAIDE FRANCES PACE
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Junction Park ;
ETHEL GRACE RAYER
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Junction Park ;
RECHABINA REEVE
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Toowong;
BLANCHE MARGARET SUTCLIFFE
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Toowoomba East; and
LYDIA ELLEN WALKER
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the State
School at Tiaro.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 22nd  December ,  189'7.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
JUDITH MALONE
be admitted int :).the service of the Department of Public Instruction
as a Teacher of Class III., Division 2, and be appointed to the position
of an Assistant Teacher in the State School at Charleville ,  from the
1st January , 1898; and that
MARY BEATRICE PASCOE
be admitted into the service of the Department of Public Instruction
as a Teacher of Class III., Division 3, and be appointed to the position
of an Assistant Teacher in the State School at Bundaberg South, from
the 1st January, 1898.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
24TH DECEMBER, 1897.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1897.
THE following appointments of Members of Committees for State
Schools are notified, viz.:-
A ugathella.
James P. Ginn,
vice  Thos. McCulkin, resigned.
Wallumbilla.
Gerard 13 arry,
vice  Thos. William Caswell, resigned.
D. H. DALRYMPLE.
A PROCLAMA1IOti.
By His Excellency The Right Ilo:tourable CIIAL'LL•S WAi.i. u a
ALEXANDER NAl'IL'R, Baron Lamington of Lamin;,ion,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the tUnited
IL-ingdom Knight Commander of the Most DistinguiA hcd
LAAiI\GTOY'Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor. Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
by "The Chinese Immigration Restriction Act,
Yy 1888," it is amongst other things provided that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, by Proclamation
published in the  Gazette,  to declare that the provisions of the said
Act shall not apply to any person or class of persons mentioned in
such Proclamation, either generally or for any time fixed by such
Proclamation : And whereas it is desirable that certain Chinese, viz.,
Ali Moon, Ali sling, Sam Hong, Hop Site, Goon Yuen, Ali Chong,
Wong Chin, Wong Ping, Chan Wing, Chan Loy, Ali Duck, All Lee,
Guru Git, Ali Gip, Chung Gen, All Chung, Lee Sam, Chuch Pun,
Lee Cun, Wong Sin, Bag Len, and Soy Sin, should be exempted from
the provisions of the said Act for a period of two years : Now,
therefore, 1, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAP1ER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby declare that the provisions of the said Act shall
not apply to the said Ali Moon, Ali Ming, Sam Hong, Hop Sue, Goon
Yuen,  Ali  Chong, Wong Chin, Wong Ping, Chan Wing, Chan Loy,
Ali  Duck,  Ali  Lee, Gum Git,  Ali  Gip, Chung Gen,  Ali  Chung, Lee
Sam, Chuch Pun, Lee Cun, Wong Sin, Bag Len, and Soy Sin for a
period of two years from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-second day of December, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HUGH M. NELSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
[L.s.] Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
LGove vernor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WHEREAS by " The Bank Holidays Act of  1877" it is amongstother things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be
observed as a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in
any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district therein :
Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the provisions of
the said Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby appoint the following  days to  be observed as Public
Holidays in the places hereunder named:-
TUESDAY, the 28th of December instant, being the day
appointed for holding the Annual Race Meeting of the Croydon
Licensed Victuallers' Tattersall's Racing Club, in the Petty Sessions
District of Croydon ;
TUESDAY, the 28th of December instant, being the day
appointed for holding the Dalby Races, in the town of Dalby;
TUESDAY, the 28th of December instant, being the second day
of the Christmas Meeting of the Charters To% ers Jockey Club, in the
town of Charters Towers;.
MONDAY, the 3rd of January proximo, being the second day of
the Midsummer Race Meeting of the Longreach Jockey Club, in the
town of Longreach ; and
MONDAY, the 3rd of January proximo, being the day appointed
for holding the Annual Oddfellows' Sports, in the town of Stanthorpe.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-second day of December, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LA INGTON Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor .
, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority  in me vested  under the
provisions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, CHARLES
WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation , notify and proclaim that the rent of portions
6, 9, and 17 ,  on Bombah Run Resumption , in the St. George Land
Agent's  District, opened to Grazing Farm Selection by Proclamation
dated 28th December, 1894, shall, on and after TUESDAY, the 25th
January, 1898, be reduced as shown in the Schedule hereunder.
E.M.-15 12 .97. L.O. 19.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal , at Government House, Brisbane,
this fifteenth day of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first year  of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1897.
j T is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
1 Land, in the Brisbane Land Agent's District, as per descriptions
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," at the BRISBANE LAND
OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the TWENTY-FIFTH day of
JANUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an Annual
Rental of £2 the lot..
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
lands may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-25233-S.G.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th December, 1897.IT is hereby notified, for general information , that the following
Land, in the Maryborough Land Agent's District, as per descri
tion herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V.
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the MARYBOROUGH
LAND OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the TWENTY-FIFTH
day of JANUARY, 1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an  Annual.
Rental of £1 10s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-25610-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
ON THE  RESUMED  PART of  TEEBAR RUN.
Parish of Woocoo.-Area,  about 7 square miles.
Bounded on the west and south by Aramara Creek, portions 35v,
75v, and a line, being the ncrth boundary of the expired leased part of
Glenbar Run, bearing cast from the south -east  corner of portion 75v;
on the east by the eastern boundary of the resumption ; and on the
north by the Timber Reserve proclaimed  in  Government  G azette  of
1893, part 2, page 592, and portions 32v, 31v, 1349, 1350, and 10v.
THE SCHEDULE.
Portion. Previous Rent. Reduced Rent.
s. d.
6 0 1
'!1 0 1
17 0 1
s. d.
01
0 1*
0 1
A PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United[ING
ONKingdom, Knight Commander of the Most DistinguishedL, Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andGovernor.Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of th9 power in me vested, and in accordance with the
provisions of the 42nd section of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"
I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIEK, Baron Lamington, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the unselected
lot of land, being portion 30v, parish of Tenterfield, in the Stanthorpe
Land Agent's District, opened to selection by Proclamation dated 28th
June, 1893, shall be and is hereby withdrawn from selection.
E.M.-15-12 -97. L.O. 39.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government House, Brisbane,
this fifteenth day of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixty-
first  year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command, ' J. F. G. FOXTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1897.IT is hereby notified thatthe name of W. C. Mayne is substituted
for that of W. E. Mayne, appearing in the Proclamation in the
Government  G azette  of the 14th August, 1897, page 369, appointing
Trustees  for the Reserve for Hospital, town of Taroom.
97-25925- H. Sec.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
AMENDED NOTICE.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1897.
T is hereby notified, for  general  information, that the following
Land, in the Dalby Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of
"The Crown  Lands Act of  1884," at the DALBY LAND OFFICE,
on and after  TUESDAY, the EIGHTEENTH day of JANUARY,
1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an  Annual Rental of 10s. per
square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land  may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands,  Brisbane.
97-24689-S.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Portion A of the Resumed Part of Jingi Jingi East Run.
Area, about 30 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Jandowae Town
Reserve at  the intersection of Jandowae Creek, and bounded thence
by the left bank of the said creek upwards about eight miles and
sixty-four  chains in a direct line; thence by a line bearing about 100
deg re es  to the watershed between Jandowae Creek and Downfall
Creek ; thence by that watershed in a south-westerly direction to the
intersection  of the cast boundary of the Jandowae Town Reserve ;
and thence by that boundary -bearing north two miles and eight
chains to the point of commencement ;-exclusive of alienated,
selected ,  and reserved land.
'J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish of Durundur.-.1  rea, about 660 acres.
Bounded on the west by portion 42; on the south and east by
portions 44, 52, 110v, and 101v ; and on the north by a line  bearing
west from the north-west corner of portion 101v to portion 42.
Also,-Area, about 430 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portiQn 97v, and bounded
thence by the east boundary of that portion and a line in continuation
bearing  south to portion 112; thence by that portion, portions 52
and IlOv, and the north boundary of portion 97v to the point of
commencement,-including portion 97v.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1897.I T is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Land, in the Taroom Land Agent's District, as per description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PART V. of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the TAROOM LAND OFFICE,
on and after TUESDAY, the FIRST day of FEBRUARY, 1898, at
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A M., at an Annual Rental of 7s. 6d. per
square mile
. All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-25909 G.
[ 24TH DECEMBER , 1897.
J. F. G.: FOXTON.
THE TAROOH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
FORFEITED  OCCUPATION  LICENSE No 31.
Woodlands  Block.- Area,  about 33 square miles.
Bounded on the east by the resumed part of Camboon Run; and
on the north and south-west by the leased part of Isla and Waterton
Run.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1897.IT is hereby notified, or general information, that the following
Land, in the Townsville Land Agent's District,  as per  description
herewith, will be open for OCCUPATION LICENSE UNDER PAItT V. Of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the TOWNSVILLE LAND
OFFICE, on and after TUESDAY, the FIRST day of FEBRUARY,
1898, at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at an  Annual Rental of 10s. per
square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries  and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97 -25908-s.G.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Basin West.-Area,  about 17 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the expired leased part
of Basin Run, and bounded thence by the south-west boundary of that
expired lease south-east erly about sixty chains; thence by a line south-
westerly about five miles; thence by a line north-westerly about three
miles; thence by a line north-easterly about two miles thirty chains;
thence by a line east about seventy chains; theme by a line north
about three miles twenty-five chains to a point north,-westerly from
the starting point; and thence by a line south-easterly thereto.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st December, 1897.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACTS, 1884 TO 1894."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
IT  is hereby notified,  for public information,  that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of  "The CrownLands Act  of 1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the above-recited Act, at the
undermentioned Offices, on  the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 "  and  "The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876" will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1898.
District  or Place.
Allora * ... ...
Aramac t ..•
Ayr ... ...
Banana .
Barcaldine t
...
Jan. Feb .  March. April.
Mon. 10
Wed. 5
Sat. 8
Mon. 3
Thur. 6
Tues. 4
Tues. 4
Wed. 5
Fri. 7
Tues. 4
Mon. 10
Tues. 11
Fri. 14
Thur. 6
Fri. 7
Tues. 18
Wed. 19
Fri. 21
Sat. 8
Tues. 4
Fri. 21
Tues. 11
Mon. 17
Wed. 5
Fri. 28
Tues. 18
Wed. 5
Wed. 19
Fri. 7
Mon. 17
Wed. 5
Sat. 15
Wed. 6
Fri. 7
Sat. 8
Thur. 13
Mon. 10
Wed. 5
Thur. 13
Thur. 6
Wed. 5
Wed. 5
Mon. 10
Wed. 5
Wed. 19
Wed. 19
Fri. 14
Wed. 5
Mon. 3
Fri. 21
Wed. 5
Wed. 5
Tues. 4
Tues. 4
Wed. 5
Mon. 28
Mon. 14 Mon. 14 Mon. 11
Wed. 2
Sat. 12
Fri. 4
Mon. 7
Thur. 3
Tues. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 2
Fri. 4
Mon. 7
Tues. 8
Tues. 15
Fri. 11
Thur. 3
Fri. 4
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Sat. 12 Sat. 9
Fri. 1
Mon. 7 I Mon. 4
May.
Dion,
Wed.
Sat.
Mon.
June. July.
Mon. 6  ..  Mon. 5
9 Mon .  13 Mon .  11 Mon .  8 Mon. 12 Mon. 10
August .  Sept .  Oct. Nov. Dec.
+ +
4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
7 Sat. 11 Sat. 9 Sat.  6 Sat . 10 Sat. 8
Fri. 3 .. Fri. 5 .. Fri. 7
2 Rion. 6 Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon.  5 Mon. 3
5 Thur. 2 Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6
3 Tues. 7 I Tues. 5 Tues.  2 Tues .  6 Tues. 4
3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues . 6 Tues. 4
4 Wed. 1, Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5
6, Fri .  31 Fri. 1 Fri .  5 Fri .  2 Fri. 7
Beaudesert ... ...
Blackall ,.,
Bowen ,..
Brisbane ...
Bundaberg ... ...
Burketown ... ...
Cairns ... ...
Cardwell .,. ...
Charleville ... ...
Charters  Towers ...
Clermont ...
Cooktown ...
Cunnamulla ...
Dalby ... ...
Emerald * ... ...
Esk * ... ...
Gatton ... ...
Gayndah ... ...
Georgetown ...
Geraldton (Mourilyan)
Gladstone  ...
Goondiwindi ...
Gympie ...
Herberton ...
Hughenden ...
Ingham ... ..
Inglewood ...
Ipswich ... ..
Isisford ...
Landeborough ..
Longreach ... ...
Mackay ..
Maryborough
Miles ...
Mitchell} ... ...
Muttaburra ...
Nanango
Nerang * ... ...
Norrnanton ... ..
Port Douglas ...
Ravenswood ,..
Rockhampton ...
Roma ... ...
St. George ... ..
St. Lawrence ..
Springsure ... ...
Stanthorpe ... ...
Surat ... ...
Tambo ... ...
Taroom ... ...
Texas ,..
Thargomindah ...
Toowoomba... ...
Townsville ... ...
Warwick ... ,
Winton ... ...
Windorah ... ...
Thur. 3 Thur. 7 Thur.
Tues. 1 Tues. 5 Tues.
Tues. 1 Tues. 5 Tues.
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed.
Fri. 4 Fri. 1 Fri.
Tues. 5
Mon. 7 Mon. 18
Tues. 8 Tues. 12
Fri. 11
Thur. 3
Fri. 4
Tues. 19
Fri. 8
Thur. 7
Fri. 1
... Tues. 19
... Wed. 16 ...
Fri. 18 .
Sat. 12 Sat. 12 Sat. 9
Tues. 1 Tues. 1 Tues. 5
Fri. 18 Fri. 18 Fri. 15
Tues. 8 Tues. 8 Tues. 12
Mon. 7 Mon. 14 Mon. 18
Wed. 2I Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Fri. 25 Fri. 25 Fri. 22
Tues. 15 Tues. 15 Tues. 19
Wed. 2 Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Mon. 9 Mon. 6
Tues. 10 ' Tues. 14
1Tues. 21Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Thur. 5' Thur. 2
Fri. 6
Wed. 18
Fri. 20
Sat. 14
Fri. 3
Tues. 5 ... ... Tues. 4
Mon. 4 Mon. 8  Mon. 5 Mon. 10
Tues. 12 Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues. 11
Fri. 8
Thur. 7
Fri. 1
Tues. 19
Wed. 20
Fri. 22
Sat. 9
Tues. 5
Fri. 15
Tues. 12
Mon. 18
Wed. 6
Tues. 16  ...  Tues. 18
Fri. 12 Fri. 9 Fri. 14
Thur. 4 Thur. 1 Thur. 6
Fri. 5 Fri.  2 Fri. 7
Tues 18
Sat. 11
Tues. 3 Tues. 7
Fri. 20 Fri. 17
Tues. 10 Tues. 14
Mon. 16 Mon.20
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Fri. 27 Fri. 24
Tues. 17 Tues. 21
Wed. 4 Wed. 1
... Wed. 21
Fri. 23
Sat. 13 Sat. 10
Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Fri. 19 Fri. 16
Tues .  9 Tues. 13
Mon.  15 Mon. 19
Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Fri. 22 Fri. 26
Tues. 19 Tues. 16
Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Fri. 23
Tues. 20
Wed. 7
Wed. 21
Fri. 2
Mon. 19
Wed. 7
Sat. 17
Wed. 7
Fri. 2
Wed. 9 Weds. 16 Wed. 20 ` Wed. 18 Wed. 22 Wed. 20 Wed. 17
Fri. 4 Fri. 4 Fri. 1 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5
Mon. 21 Mon. 21 Mon. 18 Mon. 16 Mon. 20 ` Mon. 18 Mon. 15
Wed. 2  ...  Wed.  41  .. Wed. 6
Sat. 19 Sat. 19 - Sat. 16 Sat. 14 Sat .. 18 Sat. 16 Sat. 13
Wed. 2 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Fri. 4 Fri. 4; Fri. 1 Fri.  61  Fri. 3 Fri. 1 Fri. 5
Sat. 5
Thur. 17
Mon. 14
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Thur. 10
Thur. 3
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Tues. 1
Wed. 2
Wed. 16
Fri. 11
Tues.  8;  Tues. 14
Sat.  51 Sat. 2 Sat. 7  1 Sat. 4
Wed. 16 I Thur.14 Thur. 121 Thur. 16
Mon. 14 Mon.  11 Mon.  91 Mon. 13
Wed.  6; Wed. 1
Wed. 2; Wed.  6, Wed. 4! Wed. 1
Thur. 10 Thur. 7 1 Thur. 12 1 Thur. 9
Thur.  31 Thur. 7 1 Thur.  5; Thur. 2
Wed. 21 Wed. 6 1 Wed. 41 Wed. 1
Wed. 2 1Wed. 6 Wed. 4 I Wed. 1
Toes.  I  Mon. 41 Mon. 2 Mon. 6
Wed. 21 Wed.  61 Wed. 4; Wed. 1
Wed.  161... Wed. i8
Tues. 15 Thur.l4 Wed.18 Wed. 22
Fri. 11 Fri. S Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Wed. 2  Wed. 2 Wed.  6'k Wed. 4 Wed. 1
Mon. 7 Mon. 7 DIon. 4 1 Mon. 2 Mon. 6
Fri. 11  Fri. 18 Fri . 22 Fri.  20 Fri. 24
Wed. 2  W ed. 2 Wed. 61 Wed. 4 Wed. I
Wed. 2 1 Wed. 2  Wed. 6 Wed. 4 i Wed. I
Tues. 1, Tues. 1 Tues.  5  Toes. 3 Tues. 7
Tues. 1 1 Tues .  I Tues.  51 Tues .  3 Tues. 7
Wed.  21 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 ' Wed. 4, Wed. 1
Thur .  31  ... 1 Thur . 71  ... Thur. 2
. Tues. 13
Sat. 2 Sat .  6 Sat. 3
Thur.14 Thur. 11 Thur.15
Mon. 11 { Mon. 8 Mon. 12
Wed. 3
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Thur. 7 Thur.11 Thur. 8
Thur. 7 Thur. 4 Thur. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Mon. 4 '{{ Mon. 1 Mon. 5
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 20  ...  Wed. 21
Wed. 20  Wed. 17 Wed. 21
Fri. 8, Fri. 12 Fri. 9
Wed.  6', Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Mon. 4 , Mon. 1 Mon. 5
Fri. 22 Fri. 19 Fri. 23
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Tues. 5 Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Tues. 5 Tues.  2 Tues. 6
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Thur. 4 ...
Mon. 5
Mon. 14 Mon. 12
Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Sat. 12 Fri. 9
.. Fri. 2
Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Tues .  1 Tues. 6
Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Fri. 4 Fri. 2
...
Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Tues. 8 Tues. 13
Tues. 20
Fri. 11 Fri. 9
Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Fri. 4 Fri. 2
.., Wed.16 ...
18Fri . ...
Sat. 8 Sat. 12 Sat. 10
Tues .  4 Tues .  1 Tues. 6
Fri. 21 Fri . 18 Fri. 16
Tues. 11 Tues .  8 Tues. 13
Mon. 17  Mon. 14 Tues. 13
Wed. 5 Wed.  2 Wed. 7
Fri. 28 Fri.  25 Fri. 23
Tues .  18 Tues .  15 Tues. 20
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 19 Wed.  16 Wed. 14
Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Mon. 17 Mon. 21 Mon. 19
Wed. 2
Sat. 15 Sat .  19 Sat. 17
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Fri. 7  Fri. 4 Fri. 2
Tues. 13
Sat. 1 Sat .  5 Sat. 3
Thur. 13 Thur. 17 Thur. 15
Mon. 10 Mon .  14 Mon. 12
Wed. 5 Wed. 7
Wed. 5 Wed.  2 Wed. 7
Thur.13 Thur. 10 Thur. 8
Thur. 6 Thur. 3 Thur. 1
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 5 Wed.  2 Wed." 7
Mon. 3 Tues .  I Fri. 2
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 16
Wed. 19 Wed.  16 Wed. 21
Fri. 14 Fri. 11 Fri. 9
Wed. 5 Wed.  2 Wed. 7
Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 5
Fri. 21 Fri .  18 Fri. 16
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Tues .  4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6
Tues .  4 Tues .  1 Tue s.  6
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7
Thur. 6 ... Thur. 1
•  The Courts  marked thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing with  applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t  001ce for  receiving  applications.
$  Days will  be  flze :  when Land Commissioner  visits Ayr.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday, the Court  will be held on the following day.
Special  Courts ,  when necessary ,  in addition to the above ,  will be duly  notified from time to time.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
kO. 165. VOL. LZVIII.]  1603
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th December, 1897.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that applications
under the eighty-ninth section of  " The Crown Lana. Act of
1884" have been made for closing the undermentioned Roads; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are
required to transmit to this Department their objections, in writing,
not later than the date mentioned with respect to each.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the nearest Land, Police, and
Post Offices.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
LATEST DATE  FOR OBJECTIONS - 12TH JANUARY, 1898.
About
The Caboolture Divi- The road separating por- Canning ... 3 0 0
sional Board ,  on tion 19v from 30v
behalf of R W.
Stevens
A. R. P
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 19TH JANUARY, 1898.
The Kargooolnah  Divi- Road from Ahern ' s Tank to Mitchell II
signal Board ,  on be- the Deep Well, through District
half of the Lessees  Evora  and Delta Holdings
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 5TH JANUARY, 1898.
*1 The Isis Divisional  The reserved road  sepa -  Gregory  ...  About
Board ,  on behalf of rating portion  969 from 5 0 0
Messrs .  Broughton portion 904
and Young
*2
3
of Evora
t4 C. J. Bowman  ... ...  The reserved road through Dixon
portion 125,  from Byron's
Creek easterly through
that portion and portions
4, 69, 88,  89, 99v ,  128, and
102
tb Ditto ... ...  The reserved road through ditto ...
portion 91 and its con-
tinuation through portion
127A  to a reserved  road
*6 D. A. Roes ...  ...  The reserved road through Burran-
7 1 W. Blank
+8
Situation.
subdivision  1 of portion lv dowan
The  road  separating  portion  I  Northbrook
5 from portions 54, 58, `I
and 59
Area.
About
18 0 0
About
4 2 14
275 0 0
14 3 34
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 27TA JANUARY, 1898.
The Booroodabin Divi- The north -eastern half -  No rt h 0 1 27
sional Board,  on width of the road sepa-  Brisbane
behalf of the Hon .  rating subdivisions 6 and
J. S. Turner 7 of eastern suburban
allotments 25 and 26 (at
Kinellan)
9 The  Railway Depart -  The northern end of Pas -  Town of 0 2 14
ment, on behalf of sage street ,  separating Cleveland
The Queensland allotment 6 of section 14
Trustees ,  Limited from the Railway Reserve
(Winship 's Estate)
*10 The Gooburrunt ivi- The reserved road across Yandaran 10
11
sional Board, on be- the south-west corner of
half of M.  Wessel portion 947
The Dalrymple  Divi- Part of Wagstaff  street,sional Board ,  on separating Tailing Area
behalf of Messrs . No. 11 from  Messrs. Tre-
Tregeuza and Co.  gonna  and  Co: 9  Tailing
Area
12 The Kilkivan Divisional The reserved road southerly
Board ,  on behalf of through portion 795
G. H. Jones
13 The Kilkivan Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
J. C. Mackrell
14 The Kilkivan Divisional
Board ,  on behalf of
G. H. Jones
*15 J. Griffiths ... ...
*16
*17
The  reserved road through
portions 557, 305,  and 893
The th ree-chain  road
southerly through por-
tions 896 ,  949, and 999
The reserved ten-chainroad th rough portion 15v
Parish.
Charters
Towers
0 0
Kilkivan ...  6 018
ditto ...  19 2 26
ditto  ...  51 1 6
Anakie  ...  164 2 0
LATEST DATE  FOR OBJECTIONS -11TH FEBRUARY, 1898.
About
G. M. Hardcastle  ...  The southern end of  the Alford... ;  2 2 0
road through portion 32v
LATEST DATE FOR OBJECTIONS - 17TH FEBRUARY, 1898.
Messrs .  Pringle and  tow1The  reserved road  through
portion 204
Ditto  ... ....  The one-chain  road  through
I portion 135
Victory ...
ditto ...
3 0 0
8 1 10
* Nora .- The closure of these  ro ads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
t NOTE.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the widening of other roads.
Norf .- The closure of this road is proposed to be ca rr ied out in connection
with the dedication for road purposes of an equal width to that to be closed on
the south -western side of the road ,  bringing the road into alignment with Abbot
street.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  24th December, 1897.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
IT is hereby notified,  for general  information,  that application
under the 89th section of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884" has
been  made for closing the undermentioned Road ;  and all persons
who may consider  their interests  affected thereby  are required to
transmit  to this Department their objections,  in writing ,  within two
months  from this date.
[ 24TH DECEMBER, 1897.
Plan of the Road can  be seen  at the Land Office,  Roma ; Police
Office,  Miles ; and Post Office,  Jackson.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Road Case No. 2696.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1 Hugh Talty ... The reserved road through
I
Tchanning
R. A.R.P.
4 0 17
2 W. G. Broomfield
portion 575
The reserved road through ditto 4 1 0
portion 535
Nora .- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in connection
with the  opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
Road  Case  No. 1102.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROADS.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Public
Works Lands Resumption Act  of 1878," having been pleased to con-
firm the roads described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is
hereby notified, for general information, that any parties entitled to
compensation in consequence of the opening of the said  roads are
requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars
of their estate and interest in the land required for the said roads and
their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60)
days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties
are further informed that the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to
treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the
damage that may be sustained by reason of the opening of the said
roads.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovetentioned roads can
be seen at this office, at the office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions in
Brisbane, and at the office of the Maroochy Divisional Board.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE.
Description of Roads through portion  93,  county of Canning,
parish of Maroochy.
1. From the south-east corner of portion 168v south-westerly
through portion 93 to Coolum Creek bearing 190 degrees six chains
and thirteen and seven -tenths links, 209 degrees eighteen chains and
fifty-nine and three-tenths links, 286 degrees seven chains and thirty-
seven links, 313 degrees fourteen chains, 256 degrees seven chains and
thirteen and four -tenths links ,  195 degrees nineteen chains and twenty-
three and six -tenths links ,  219 degrees sixteen chains and sixty-one
and seven-tenths links, 209 degrees twelve chains and twenty and
a-half links, and 265 degrees six chains and fifty links ,- and containing
10 acres 3 roods 17 perches ; freehold ; registered owner, E. S. Bailey.
2. A branch road from the above road south-easterly to the
western boundary of portion 111v bearing 116 degrees six chains and
thirty-five and six -tenths links ,  137 degrees nine chains and twenty-
six and one -fifth links ,  160 degrees 40 minutes five chains and three
links, and 135  degrees six  chains and fifty -seven and  seven -tenthslinks, -and containing 2 acres  2 roods 30 perches.
RRMARKs.-Land unenclosed  ;  1; acres of cleared land included in  road ; no
other imp rovements interfered with.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th December, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Road Case No. 2475.IN pursuance of the provisions of section 6 f "The  Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment  Act of  1889," it is hereby  notified
that  it is  intended to open a New Road through the Holding described
hereunder.
Lansdowne Holding, Mitchell District.
Lessees -The Lansdowne Pastoral Company, Limited.
Any claims to which the Lessees may consider themselves entitled
under the abovementioned Act on account of the opening  of the said
road must be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands within two
months from the date hereof.
NOTE.-A  copy of the above notice ,  with  tracing ,  wi ll  be sent to the Lessees
within two months from the date hereof.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  19th November, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Road Case No. 1737.
N pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  "The Crown LandsI
Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open a New Road through the Holding described
hereunder.
Agricultural Farm No. 65, Dalby District.
Portion 1248, parish of Ewer.
Lessee-J. S. Jessop (Wm. Pattison).
Any claims to which the Lessee or others  interested may consider
themselves entitled under the abovementioned Act on account of the
opening of the said Road must be forwarded to the Secretary for
Public Lands within two months from the date hereof.
NovE .- A copy of the above notice ,  with tracing, wi ll  be sent to the Lessee
within two  months  from the :date hereof.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
No. 135. VOL. LXVIII.] 1604
Road Case No. 2438.
N pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  "The Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment  Act  of 1889,"  it is  hereby notified
that it is intended to widen the Esplanade through the Holding
described  hereunder.
Agricultural Farm No. 435, Bundaberg District, portion 913,
parish of Littabella.
Lessee-R. Knight.
Any claims to which the Lessee may consider himself entitled
under  the abovementioned Act on account of the widening of the said
esplanade must  be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands within
two months  from the date hereof.
Nore .- A copy  of the above notice, with tracing ,  will be sent to the Lessee
within two months from the date  hereof.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th December, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROAD.
NOTICE.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1897.
PROPOSED NEW ROADS.
NOTICE.
Road Case  No. 2072.
IN pursuance of the provisions of section 6 of  " The Crown Lands
Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," it is hereby notified
that it is intended to open New Roads through the Holdings described
in the Schedule hereunder.
SCHEDULE.
holdings. District. Licensee or Lessee.
Thirsty Downs
Toomoo ...
Cytherea ...
Maranoa
ditto
ditto
Arthur Charles Baker
City Bank  of Sydney
Mrs. Mary Anna McManus
Any claims to which Licensees or Lessees may consider themselves
entitled under the abovementioned Act on account of the opening of
the said roads must be forwarded to the Secretary for Public Lands
within two months from the date hereof.
Norr ..- A copy of the above nonce with  tracing will be sent to each licensee
or lessee through the Land  Agent  in whose District their holdings are situated.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Publio Land,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1897.
Road Case No. 2396.
NOTICE.
REOPENING OF ROAD TEMPORARILY CLOSED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended to reopen so much of
the Road through Biddenbam Resumption, Warrego District,
temporarily closed on the application of The New Zealand Loan and
Mercantile  Agency Company, Limited, as appears by Proclamation of
5th June, 1897, page 1334, from the south boundary of Tathunanarra
Holding south-easterly to the Warrego River; thence through portion
53v, Biddenham Resumption (being Grazing Homestead No. 250,
Charleville District; holder, Eva Jones), to the Charleville-Augathella
road. All persons who may consider their interests affected thereby
are required to transmit to this Department their objections, in
writing, within two months from this date.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1897.IT is hereby notified, or general information, that the lands set
forth in the accompanying Schedule, in the Mackay Land Agent's
District, shall be and are hereby withdrawn from Ocoupation License.
97-23848-Mky.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE.
'Place. Date of  Government Gazette Date of  Opening.Notice.
L Island ... . i 28 September, 1891 ... 7 January, 1895.
Ll Island ... ... i 6 March, 1891... ... 13 April, 1891.
Rabbit Island ... .... 8 March, 1889 ... ... 15 April, 1889.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th De; ember, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information ,  that the Land as
per Schedule herewith will be opened for OccUPATION LICENSE
UNDER PART  V. Of  " The  Crown Lands Act of  1884 ,"  at the
BOWEN LAND OFFICE,  on and after  TUESDAY, the TWENTY-
FIFTH day  of JANUARY,  1898 , at ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M., at
the Annual Rental stated.
[24TH DECEMBER, 1897.
All information respecting  the boundaries and situation of the
land may be obtained by application to the local Land Agent, or to
the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
97-25428-Bo.
THE SCHEDULE.
Run.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
Annual Rent
Gross Area. per
Square  M ile.
Sq. miles. £ s. d.
THE BowEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Salisbury Plains (leased part) ... ... 252 1 5 0
Ditto (resumed part) ... ... ( 226 1 5 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1897.
THE following order of the Land Board, confirming the division
made under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
of the Run known as Granada, is published as required by the Act,
and for the information of those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME, Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," and in the matter
of the Division of the Run known as Granada, situated in the
Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS The Law Debenture Corporation, Limited, of London, the
pastoral tenants of the consolidated run known as Granada, situated
in the Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland, com-
prising the conterminous  runs  known  as Sa fir, Rabie, Guimada,  l)ugald
Downs No. 1, Dugald Downs No. 2, Albania, Alcala, Alcazar, Alcaza-
bar, Elgin Downs, Elgin Downs No. 2, Canonbar, Marsden, and
Alhambra, have given notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the
fifteenth day of October, 1896, that they elect to take advantage of the
provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" with respect to such
run : And whereas the said run has been inspected and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the best mode of
making a fair division thereof : And whereas the Secretary for Public
Lands has caused the said run to be divided into two parts, and has
referred the matter of the said division to us, William Alcock Tully
and Edward Mansfield, being the Land Board constituted under the
provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884": Now, upon  reading
the said notice from the said pastoral tenants, and the said report here-
inbefore mentioned, we do order that the division of the said run
made by the said Secretary for Public Lands, as amended hereby, be
confirmed : And we do further order that the said consolidated run
known as  G ranada be  divided into two parts, and that the part of the
said run  referred to in the said Act as the resumed part shall  comprise
and include the land described as follows, viz.:-
278  square miles.
Commencing on the right  bank of the  Dugald River at a point about
-eight chains in a direct line  above  a box -tre e marked broad -arro w over
D over LIV  in triangle ,  and bounded  thence by  the right bank of the
said river  upwards to a bloodwood -tree  marked broad -arrow  over A over
A in triangle  ;  thence  by a fence bearing  easterly to a point north of a
tree  marked broad- arrow  over A  over S in triangle and south -easterly
to Middle Creek ; thence  by the left bank of that  creek upwards to a
bloodwood-tree marked broad- arrow  over B over  S in triangle  ;  thence
by a line bearing  east  about seven  miles  fifty -nine chains to a point three
chains west  of a bloodwood -tred marked broad -arrow over R in triangle ;
thence by a line bearing 225 degrees  seven miles sixteen chains to a fence-
post marked broad- arrow  over M2N over R ; thence  by a line bearing
west about  fifty-nine  chains  to a point  three chains  twenty -four links
north and  five chains  twenty -four  links east of a mimosa-tree marked
broad -arrow over M2 over R in triangle  ; thence by  a line  bearing 225
degrees about eight miles  twenty  chains to a bloodwood -tree marked
broad- arrow  over L over XXIV  in triangle  ; thence by  a line bearing
west about  one mile fourteen chains passing through a bloodwood-tree
marked broad -arrow  over R over  T in triangle to a point about one
chain sixty links beyond same  ;  thence by a line  be aring north about
eight miles seventeen chains passing through a gum -tree marked broad-
arrow  over ES over T in  triangle and a gum -tree marked broad-arrow
over  C in triangle  to a point  two chains  thirty -eight links north and two
chains  eighty -three links west of a gum -tree  marked broad -arrow over
A over R over  ES in triangle  ; thence by  a line bearing west about six
miles to  the Dugald River at a  gum-tree marked  broad -acrow'over A
over E5  in triangle  ;  thence  by the right bank  of that river downwards
to a point  near a gum-tree marked broad -arrow over  DD2 over H 5 in
triangle  ;  thence by a line  be aring west  about sixty -three chains crossing
the Dugald River to  a point four chains south and four chains forty
links west of a giddiah -tree  marked H  in square  ;  thence  by a line
bearing north  about  fifteen miles to a point one chain fifty links south
and two chains  fifty links  west of a giddiah -tree marked  broad-arrow
over DD2 over  ED in triangle  ;  thence by a line bearing  338 degrees 38
minutes  about two  miles  eight  chains  to a point  opposite the starting
point  ;  and thence  by a line bearing  east about nine miles forty chains
crossing  the Dugald River to the point  of commencement  ;- exclusive
of all alienated and reserved  land  contained within these  described
boundaries.
And that the other part, being the part for -which the said
pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive a lease for the term and
upon the conditions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.:-
500  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Dugald  River at a  point about
eight  chains in a direct  line above a box-tree marked broad- arrow over
D over LIV in triangle, and bounded thence 1-y the right  bank of the
said river  upwards to a bloodwood-tree marked broad- arrow  over A over
A in triangle  ;  thence  by a fence  bearing easterly  to a point north of a
tree marked  broad- arrow  over A  over S in triangle and south -easterly to
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Middle Creek; thence by the left bank of that creek downwards to a
point about five chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over V over
LVII in triangle ; thence by a line bearing westerly about eight miles
forty chains crossing the Dugald River at a point about forty-five chains
above a tree marked broad-arrow over D over XXXV in triangle ;
thence by a line bearing northerly about five miles ; thence by a line
bearing about west about eleven miles sixty-seven chains crossing Dismal
Creek at a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V in triangle, said
tree being about ten chains below a tree marked broad-arrow over F
over XXIX in triangle, to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over A
over B in triangle ; thence by a line bearing south about four miles four
chains to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over A over Y in triangle;
thence by a line bearing west about one mile twenty-four chains to a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over Y over A in triangle ; thence by a
line hearing about south about thirteen miles sixty-four chains to a point
fifteen chains ninety links north and eleven chains twelve links east of
a bloodwood-tree marked broad arrow over ED2 over MD1 in triangle ;
thence by  a line  bearing 158 degrees 38 minutes about seventy-three
chains to a point west of  starting  point ; and thence by a line bearing
east about  nine miles  forty chains crossing the Dugald River to the
point of commencement ;--exclusive of all alienated and reserved land
contained within these boundaries.
Given under the seal of the Board this eleventh day of December,
A.D. 1897.
E. MANSFIELD, Members of the
W. ALCOCK TULLY,) Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1897.
1
THE following order of the Land Board, confirming the division
made under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884"
of the Run known as Bivrambla ,  is pub li shed as required by the
Act, and for the information of those whom it may concern.
WALTER  C. HUME, Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," and in the matter of
the Division of the Run known as Bivrambla, situated in the
Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland.
WHEReAS The Law Debenture Corporation, Limited, of London,
the pastoral tenants of the consolidated run known as Bivrambla,
situated in the Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of Queens-
land, comprising the conterminous runs known as Bivrambla and
Rabi Primera, have given notice to the Secretary for Public Lands,
dated the fifteenth day of October, 1896, that they elect to take
advantage of the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
with respect to such run : And whereas the said run has been
inspected and a report made thereon to the said Secretary for Public
Lands as to the best mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has caused the said run to be
divided into two parts, and has referred the matter of the said division
to us, Edward Mansfield and William Alcock Tully, being the Land
Board constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884" : Now, upon reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenants, and the said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that
the division of the said run made by the said Secretary for Public
Lands be confirmed : And we do further order that the said
consolidated run known as Bivrambla be divided into two parts, and
that the part of the said run referred to in the said Act as the
resumed part shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.:-
25 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Leichhardt River at a point
forty chains above a tree marked broad -arrow over L over 7 in triangle,
and bounded thence by a line  bearing east about six miles  forty-eight
chains crossing Cabbage-tree Creek near a tree marked  broa -arrow
over C over 13 in triangle; thence by a line bearing north about four
miles sixteen chains  to a bloodwood- tree marked  broad-arrow over RP
over MD3 in triangle  ;  thence by a line  bearing west about two-miles
thirty-three chains crossing Cabbage-tree Creek to a point about fifty-
one chains  south  of a tree marked  broad-arrow overt C over 18 in
triangle  ;  thence by the left bank of that creek downwards to its
junction with the Leichhardt River  ;  and thence by the right bank of
that river upwards to the point of  commencement ;-exclusive of all
alienated and reserved land contained within these described boundaries.
And that  the  other part, being the part for which the said pastoral
tenants shall be entitled to receive a lease for the term and upon the
conditions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include the
land described as follows, viz.:-
42  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Leichhardt River at a point
forty chains above a tree marked broad-arrow  over L  over 7 in triangle,
and bounded thence by a line bearing east about  six miles  forty-eight
chains crossing Cabbage-tree Creek.near a tree marked broad-arrow over
C over 13 in triangle ; thence by a line bearing south about four miles
sixty-four chains passing (ne chain west of a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow  over MD over 34 in triangle to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over RP over CT in triangle ; thence by a line bear ng wes  about
ten miles passing through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over RC in
triangle crossing Cabbage-tree Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over B in triangle passing through a point forty-one chains south of a
tree marked broad-arrow over C over S in triangle and through a bleod-
wood-tree marked 'broad-arrow over X in triangle ; thence by a line
bearing north about one mile thirty chains to the Leichhardt River at a
point twenty-seven chains east and eight chains north of a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over L over 13 in triangle ; and thence by the
right hank of that river downwards to the point of commencement ;-
exclusive  of all alienated and reserved land contained within these
described boundaries.
Given under the seal of the Board this fifteenth day of December,
A.D. 1897.
E. MANSFIELD, Members of the
W. ALCOCK TULLY, 3 Land Board.
Department  of  Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th December, 1897.
T
HE following order of the Land Board, confirming the division
made under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
of tyre Run known as Millungera ,  is published as required by the Act,
and for the information of those whom it may concern.
WALTER  C. HUME, Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," and in the matter
of the Division of the Run known  as Millungera , situated in the
Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS The Trust and Agency Company of Australasia, Limited,
the pastoral tenants of the consolidated run known  as Mi llungera,
situated in the Pastoral District of Burke, in the colony of Queensland,
comprising the conterminous  runs  known as Taldora, Corella, Gerah,
Mount Little, Little Saxby Plains, Ginbar, Cormoorgooda, The Lake,
Budgen Budgen, Tholmeenbal, Cunningham, Carrick Clunes, Avoca,
Carlton, Melbourne, Victoria, Sandhurst, Castlemaine, Drina No. 2,
Yambore, Norman Point, Drina, Gulnare, Bow Park, Crowfells,
Yerna, Minberry, Curijah, Gum Water, Bow Water, Swan Water,
Saxby Plains, Fort Bowen, and Geelong, have given notice to the
Secretary for Public Lands, dated the ninth day of October, 1896,
that they elect to take advantage of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" with respect to  such  run : And whereas the
said run has been inspected and a report made thereon to the said
Secretary for Public Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof : And whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has
caused the said run to be divided into two parts, and has referred
the matter of the said division to us, William Alcock Tully and
Edward Mansfield, being the Land Board constituted under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 ": Now, upon  reading
the said notice from the said pastoral tenants, and the said report
hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that the division of the said run
made by the said Secretary for Public Lands, as amended hereby, be
confirmed : And we do further order that the said consolidated run
known as Millungera be divided into two parts, and that the part of
the said run referred to in the said Act as the resumed part shall
comprise and include the land described as follows, viz.:
877J  square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Saxby River  at a tree marked
broad-arrow over E over XLVII  in triangle , and bounded  thence by a
line bearing north about eight miles forty- eight chains  to a point two
miles  forty-eight chains twenty  links west and  forty links south of a
beef wood -tree  marked broad -arrow over 0 over M  in triangle  ;  thence
by a line bearing  east about four miles seventy-six chains to a point
fifty links south of a bloodwood-tree marked broad- arrow  over S over V
in triangle  ;  thence by  a line bearing  north about  eleven miles forty
chains to  a point  one chain twenty links south and seventy  links west
of a beef wood- tree marked  broad-arrow over V  over S in triangle ;
thence by  a line  bearing  east  about nine  miles  fifty-six  chains passing
through a point forty links north of an ironwood-tree marked broad-
arrow  over C over  S in triangle and crossing  Forrest Creek at a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow  in triangle to a point two chains fifty links
north -east and 170  links south -east  of a whitewood -tree marked broad-
arrow  over C over G in triangle ;  thence by  a line bearing 315 degrees
about seven  miles  fifty -two chains crossing  Forrest Creek  at a gutta-
percha -tree marked broad -arrow in triangle to a point  thirty links north-
west of a box-tree  marked broad- arrow over L in triangle  ;  thence by a
line bearing 45 degrees  sixty -seven chains crossing  Forrest Creek at a
giddiah -tree marked  broad-arrow  in triangle to a mimosa -tree marked
broad-arrow over L  over 1 in triangle  ;  thence by  aline  bearing west
about eleven miles  thirty -one chains passing through a point one chain
south  of an ash -tree marked  broad-arrow over Y over  H in triangle to a
point  one chain  south of a box -tree marked  broad -arrow over  Y over Y1
in triangle  ; thence by  a line bearing  south about  six miles to a int
three  chains east  of a bloodwood -tree  marked broad -arrow over Vpover
G in triangle  ;  thence by a line bearing west about  five miles to a point
thirty links  east  of a coolibab-tree marked broad-arrow over Y over Y1
in triangle  ;  thence by  a line  bearing north about nine  miles thirty-four
chains crossing  Giddiah Creek at a guttapercha -tree marked broad-
arrow  over IV  in triangle and passing  through a  gum-tree marked
broad -arrow  over V  in triangle , a giddiah-tree marked broad- arrow in
triangle, and a  box-tree marked broad -arrow in triangle to a point two
chains thirty links  east  and forty  links  north of a beef wood -tree marked
broad- arrow  over Y1 over C in triangle ; thence by  a line bearing west
about four miles seventy  chains to a point forty  links east of a blood-
wood -tree marked  broad -arrow  over C over Y1 in  triangle  ;  thence by a
line bearing north about two miles  fifty -eight chains  passing through a
point three  chains seventy links west  of a bloodwood -tree  marked broad-
arro w over H  over LXXXIII  in triangle to a point  forty  links south
of a whitewood-tree marked broad- arrow  over H over LXXXII in
triangle,  and eighty links north and thirty  links east of a whitewood-tree
marked broad -arrow over B over Y1 in  triangle i thence  by a line bearing
west about one mile seventy -four chains  passing  through a  plum-tree
marked broad-arrow over H over LXXXI  in triangle  to a point  bearing
62 degrees and distant one chain seventy  links from a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over T over YI in  triangle ;  thence  by a line
bearing north about ten  miles to a point one chain  fifty  links south of a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over H over XCI in triangle;  thence
by a line  hearing west  about  fourteen miles passing through a point
forty-five links north  of a whitewood -tree  marked broad- arrow over T in
triangle, a point one chain thirty- one links north of a guttapercha-t ree
marked broad-arrow over H over LXXXIX  in triangle crossing the
Saxby River  at a coolibah -tree  marked broad-arrow over H over
LXXXVII in  triangle  to a point about three  miles  forty  chains west of
the last -mentioned  tree; thence by a line bearing south about  ten miles;
thence by  a line bearing east  about  one mile ; thence  by a line bearing
south about  ten miles ; thence  by a line bearing  east about two miles forty
chains  to a post marked broad-arrow over Z over VI ; thence by a line
bearing south about five miles fifty  chains to a post  marked  broad-arrow
over Z over XII; thence by  a line bearing south -west about four miles
forty  chains  to the Flinders River at P. tree  marked broad -arrow over Z
over XI  in triangle  ;  thence by the right bank of that  river  upwards  to
a point  south of  starting point ; and thence by a line bearing north
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about six miles eight chains crossing  the Saxby River to the point of
commencement ,;- exclusive of all alienated and reserved  land contained
within these  described  boundaries.
And that the other part, being the part for which the said pastoral
tenants  shall be entitled to receive a lease for the term and uponathe
conditions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include the
land described as follows, viz.:-
1,0661 square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Saxby River at a tree marked
broad -arrow over E over  XLVII in  triangle , and bounded thence by a
line bearing  north about  eight miles  forty-eight chains to a point two
miles forty -eight chains  twenty links  west  and forty links south of a
beef wood -tree marked broad -arrow over 0 over M in triangle  ;  thence
by a line bearing east about four miles seventy -six chains  to a point fifty
links south  of a bloodwood -tree  marked broad -arrow  over S over V in
triangle  ;  thence by  a line bearing north  about eleven  miles  forty chains
to a point one chain twenty links south and seventy links west of a beef-
wood -tree marked  broad -arrow  over V  over S in triangle  ;  thence by a
line bearing east about nine miles  fifty- six chains passing through a
point forty links north of an ironwood -tree marked  broad -arrow over C
over S in triangle ,  and crossing Forrest  Creek at a giddiab -tree marked
broad -arrow in triangle to a point  250 links north -east  and 170 links
south -east of a whitewood -tree marked  broad -arrow  over C  over G in
triangle  ;  thence by  a line bearing south -east about  two miles twenty-
eight chains to a point five chains south -west and nineteen chains sixty
links south -east of a mimosa -tree marked  broad -arrow over M over C in
triangle; thence by a line bearing  south -west  about twenty  chains to a
point sixteen chains fifty links south -east and six chains  forty links
south -west  of a coolibah -tree marked  broad -arrow  over J over C in
triangle ; thence  by a line  bearing south -east  about  five miles eleven
chains to a point sixteen chains south -west and seven  chains fifty links
north -west of a mimosa -tree  marked broad -arrow  over C over J2 in
triangle ;  thence by  a line bearing  south -west  about five miles  to a point
eighteen chains north -west and sixteen chains  twenty links south-west
froth a bauhinia -tree marked  broad-arrow over C over JC over 11 in
triangle  ;  thence by a line bearing south -east about five miles to a point
forty  links west of a mimosa -tree marked  broad -arrow  over J2 over C
over 1  in triangle  ;  thence by a line bearing south-west  about one mile
forty  chains to  a point one  chain  south  of a mimosa -tree marked broad-
arrow over  C over J3  in triangle  ;  thenca by a line bearing south-east
about five  miles to a point twenty -one chains  fifty links north -west of a
mimosa -tree marked  broad-arrow over J3 over C in triangle  ;  thence by
a line bearing north -east about five miles  to a point two chains thirty
links north -west  and fifty links  south -west of a mimosa -tree marked
broad- arrow  over J3 over A in triangle ; thence by  a line bearing south-
east about five miles  to a point  bearing 305  degrees and distant ten
chains sixty links from a mimosa -tree  marked broad -arrow over SG over
A in triangle  ;  thence  by a line bearing north -east about seven  miles to
a point fifty  chains  south -east and sixty  chains north -east  of a white-
wood- tree marked  broad- arrow  over H over 60 in triangle ; thence by a line
bearing east about two  miles twenty-four chains to Cooradine Creek at a
point  twelve chains  below a box-tree-marked broad-arrow over H over X in
triangle ; thence by the left bank of that creek upwards to a point twelve
chains  north and thirty -four  chains east  of a bloodwood -tree marked
broad- arrow over  H over VI in  triangle ;  thence by a line bearing west
about four miles sixteen chains  to a beef wood-tree marked broad-arrow
over  C over  W in triangle  ;  thence  by a line bearing south about four
miles  three  chains to a point two chains  north of a wbicewood -tree marked
broad- arrow  over W  over C in triangle  ;  thence  by a line  bearing west
about five  miles twenty -eight chains  to a point  twelve chains  south and
one chain east of a mimosa -tree  marked broad -arrow over C over CC
in triangle  ;  thence by  a line bearing  south about fourteen miles thirty
chains crossing  the Saxby  River at  a point eight  chains  above a box-tree
marked broad- arrow  over E over XIV  in triangle ; thence by a line
bearing east about ten miles  ;  t4ence by a line bearing south about eleven
miles seventy chains crossing  Giddery Creek at a tree marked broad-
arrow over Z  over LX1V  in triangle to a post  marked broad-arrow over
Z over LXVIII ; thence by  a line  bearing  west  about two miles forty
chains to a post  marked broad-arrow over z over LXVII ; thence by a
line bearing  south about nine miles sixty -eight chains to the Flinders
River at a  tree  marked broad-arrow  over 'Z over LXX in triangle ; and
thence by the right bank of that river downwards to a point south of
starting point  ;  and thence by a line bearing north about six miles eight
chains crossing  the Saxby River to the point of commencement ;-
exclusive of all  alienated  and reserved land contained within these
described  boundaries.
Given under the seal of the Board this eleventh day of December,
A.D. 1897.
E. MANSFIELD, Members of the
W. ALCOCK TULLY, j Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
TOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act of  1858" and  "The Croton
Lands Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty days from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe
the lands intended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned, the correct areas and descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous areas and descriptions; and such grants and
every such deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. Or. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-16949-R.T.
No. of Deed-22557.
Date  of Deed--6th May, 1871.
Name of Grantee-Charles Alexander John Woodcock.
Land Granted - Portion  196, county of March, parish of Tinana.
Area, 137 acres 2 roods.
[24TH DECEMBEB ,  1897.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of March, parish of Tinana, portion  196.
Area, 138 acres 36 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 198, and bounded
thence on the west by a road bearing 180 degrees 4 minutes twenty-
four chains and sixty-eight and seven-tenths links; on the south by a
road bearing 90 degrees 12 minuses fifty-five chains and eighty-one
and nine-tenths links; on the east by a road bearing 7 minutes twenty-
four chains and eighty-three links; and on the north by portions 197
and 198 bearing 270 degrees 3 minutes fifty-five chains and eighty-
four links to the point of commencement;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. W 39-897.
97-16949-R.T. -
No. of Peed-24550.
Date of Deed-5th April, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Edward Pierson Ramsay.
Land Granted-Portion  197, county of March, parish of Tinana.
Area-320 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County/ of March, parish of Tinana, portion  197.
Area, 323 acres 3 rocds 13 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion 196A, and
bounded thence on the east by a road bearing 15 minutes fifty-one
chains and twenty-two and six-tenths links ; on the north by a line
bearing 270 degrees  8 minutes  sixty-four chains and eight  links ; on
the west by portion 198 bearing south fifty-one cii:,ins and thirty-three
links; and on the south by portion 196, a line, and portion 196A
bearing 90 degrees 3 minutes sixty-three chains and eighty-five and
eight-tenths links to the point of commencement ;-exclusive of 4
acres 34  perches for a surveyed road, as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office- Cat. No. W39-897.
97-16949-R.T.No. of Deed-22558.
Date of Deed-6th May, 1871.
Name of Grantee-Charles Alexander John Woodcock.
Land Granted-Portion  196A, county of March, parish of Tinana.
Area-136 acres 2 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of March, parish of Tinana, portion  196A.
Area, 137 acres 3 roods 22 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion 197, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing 270 degrees 3 minutes
fifty-five chains and thirty-one and seven-tenths links ; on the west by
a road bearing  180 degrees 7 minutes twenty-four  chains and  eighty-
three and two-1 enths links; on the south by a road bearing 90 degrt es
15 minutes fifty-five chains and twenty-nine and six-tenths links; and
on the east by a road bearing 10 minutes twenty-five chains and three
links to the point of commencement;-as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office - Cat. No. W 39-897.
97-16949-R.T.
No. of Deed-24549.
Date of Deed-5th April, 1873.
Name of Grantee-Edward Pierson Ramsay.
Land Granted-Portion  198, county of March, parish of Tinana.
Area-245 acres  2 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DLSORTPTION FOR THE Conaacvrox OF DEED.
County of March, parish of Tinana, portion  198.
Area, 247 acres 3 roods 2 psi Ches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion 197, and bounded
thence  on the east  by that portion bearing south fifty-one chains and
thirty-three links; on the south by portion 196 bearing 270 degrees 3
minutes  forty-eight chains and twenty- nine  and nine-tenths links; on
the west by a road bearing 6 minutes fifty-one chains and thirty-six
and six-tenths links ; and on the north by a line bearing 90 degrees
5 minutes  forty-eight chains and twenty-one links to the point of
commencement;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office--Lat. No. W 39-897.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th December, 1897.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the
Schedule hereunder written being erroneous in the particulars
therein set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to  Land Act of  1858 "  and  " The Crown
Lands  .Acts  1884  to  1886  Amendment  Act of  1889," at the expiration
of thirty  days from the date  hereof, by  instruments endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal of the  Colony,  describe
the lands intended to be granted , to the  intent that ,  by force of the Act
first hereinbefore mentioned ,  the correct areas and descriptions shall
be taken to have been inse rt ed in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous areas and descriptions  ;  and such grants and
every such  deed  shall operate and be construed accordingly.
J. F. G. FOXTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
97-17514 - L.S.M.
No. of Deed- 59699.
Date  of Deed-7th July, 1885.
Name of Grantee-Michael Brewer.
Land Granted -  Port:on 1790,  county of Merivale, parish of
Cunningham.
Area-320 acres 1  ro od 9 perches.
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AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION  or DEED.
County of Merivale, parish. of Cunningham, portion  1790.
Area, 324 acres 21 perches.
Commencing  at the south- east corner  of portion 875, and bounded
thence on the south by portion 865 bearing 90 degrees 44 minutes
ninety-three chains and seventy-nine and four-tenths links ; on the
east by portion llv bearing 2 minutes thirty-five chains and forty-threelinks; on the north by a road bearing west ninety-three chains and
eighty-six and four-tenths links; and on the west by portion 875
bearing 179 degrees 55 minutes thirty-four chains and twenty-three
and eight-tenths links to the point of commencement; -exclu:tive of
2 acres 2 roods 32  perches for  a railway, as  shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
97-17212 -R.T.
No. of Dee:l-5 7 /185.
Date bf Deed-31st October, 1857.
Name of Grantee-William Annand.
Land Granted-Suburban  allotment No. 32, county of Aubigny,
parish of Drayton.
Area-  5 acres  2 roods 20 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton,  suburban  portion  No. 32.
Area, 5 acres 3 roods 7 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 31, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing 92 degrees thirteen chains
and ten and a-half links; on the east by portion 33 bearing 181
degrees 45 minutes four chains and eighty-nine links ; on the south
by a road bearing 272 degrees six chains and thirty-two and two-tenths
links, and 271 degrees 35 minutes five chains and forty-nine links;
and on the south-west by a line bearing 347 degrees 3 minutes five
chains and ten and three-tenths links to the point of commencement;
exclusite of a reserved road, as shown  on plan of survey deposited iu
the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. D 36-1408.
97-17415-R.T.
No. of Deed-50570.
Date of Deed-4th April, 1883.
Name of Grantee-George Henry Nightingale.
Land Granted-Portion  11, county of March, parish of Urangan.
Area-120 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION OF DEED.
County  of March, parish of Urangan,  portion  11.
Area, 120 acres 2 roods 28 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion 18, and bounded
thence on the west by portion 33 bearing north twenty-one chains and
eighty-seven links; on the north by a road bearing east fifty-five chains
and nineteen and three-tenths links; on the east by portion 21 bearing
180 degrees 10 minutes twenty-one chains and eighty-eight and seven-
tenths links ; and on the south by portion 18 bearing 270 degrees
1 minute fifty-five chains and twelve and eight-tenths links to the
point of commencement  ;- as shown on  plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General's Office-Cat. No. W 39-900 A.
Geological  Survey  Office,
George street, Brisbane.
0
N SALE, at this Office, the Reports and other Publications of the
Geological Survey. Catalogue on application.
Bulletin No. 4, " Notes on the Present Condition of the Hodgkinson
Gold Field," now ready (for gratuitous distribution).
R. L. JACK, Government Geologist.
MAPS ON SALE AT THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFIiICE,
BRISBANE.
1AP of Queensland and British New Guinea, in Ten Sheets,
revised to April, 1894. Scale, 16 miles to an inch. Price ;
Eight Sheets  at 2s . 6d. per Sheet, and Two at Is. 6d. per Sheet.
This Map includes one of Australasia on a small scale, illustrating
the various Railway Systems, and Showing the Main Telegraph Lines.
Map of the Colony, in Six Sheets. Revised to April, 1894.. Scale,
16 miles to an inch .  Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Map of Australasia ,  illustrating the various Railway  Systems, and
showing  the Main Telegraph Lines. Scale, 160 mites to an inch.
Price : Plain, Is. 6d.; coloured ,  2s. 6d.
School Map of the Colony, in Four Sheets ; coloured. Price,
2s. 6d .  per Sheet.
Single  Sheet Map of the Colony. Price, is. plain, or coloured
( illustrating  the Counties and F inancial  Districts) Is. 6d.
Single Sheet Map of the Colony, illustrating the Districts of the
various  Local Authorities (Municipalities, Shires, and Divisions) to
31st December, 1890. Price, 2s.
Map of Torres Strait and Islands .  Scale, 12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s.
Map of British New Guinea ,  in three sheets .  Price, 4s. 6d.
Queensland Run Maps, in Districts .  Scale ,  12 miles to an inch.
Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet.
Out li ne Run Maps, showing external boundaries of Consolidations.
Price ,  2s. 6d.  per sheet.
Sketch Map of Country between Hughenden and Winton.
Scale, 5 miles to an inch .  Price ,  2s. 6d. ,
Map of Catchment Areas of the Brisbane, Logan, and Albert
Rivera,  &c., South-East Queensland .  Scale, 6 miles to an inch.
P lace, Is.
Map of Catchment Area of the Condamine River above Jimbour
Creek .  Scale, 4 miles to an inch .  Price, Is.
Four -mile Maps of parts of the Western Districts .  Price, 28.6d.
per Sheet.
Two-mile Maps of the Settled Districts .  Price, Is. 6d.  per Sheet.
Map of the Burdekin Delta .  Scale ,  1 mile to an inch. Price,
is. 6d.
Forty-chain Maps of most of the Moreton and part of the
Darling Downs Districts, and of the Suburbs of the principal Towns.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
City of Brisbane. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. One Sheet.
Price, 3s.
Suburbs of Brisbane. Scale, 10 chains to an inch. Three Sheets.
Price, 5s.; or mounted, varnished, and on rollers, complete, £1.
Townsville. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets.  Price, 4s.
Maryborough. Scale, 8 chains to an inch. Two Sheets. Price, 2s.
Maps of all towns in the colony. Price, Is. to 3s. each.
MAPS RECENTLY PUBLISHED ON THE POLYCONIC PROJECTION.
Sheet No. 11A. Scale, 4 miles to an inch. Embracing country
from Barcaldine to 56 miles west of Longreach s,,uth to Isisford, and
north to Aramac. Price, 2s. 6d.
Environs of Longreach .  Scale, 2 miles to an inch .  Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Blackall .  Scale, 2 miles to an inch. Price, Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
Environs of Springsure .  Scale, 2 miles to an inch .  Price ,  Is. 6d.
per Sheet.
The undermentioned Maps can be obtained  free:-Maps of Land.; Open to Selection r for Sale by Auction.
Map showing Rabbit Board Districts ,  Rabbit Fences, and
Boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension Acts.
A. McDOWALL,  Surveyor -General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st August, 1896.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the under.
mentioned Tenders have been accepted, viz.:-
Fittings, Chemical Laboratory, Agricultural College, Gatton-
P. FAGGAN-£398.
Additions, State School, Augathella-JOHN WINTERS-£137 10s.
Painting, State School, Pink Lily Lagoons-A. MAY - £92.
Additions to Residence, State School, Indooroopilly Pocket-
G. H. MENHINNETT-£70.
Repairs, &c., State School, Goomburra-D. CRAWFORD-£5710s.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th  December, 1897.
TENDERS.TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.For full particulars,  see  Government Gazette.
Nature of Work ,  Date of  Gazette '  containing original Notice,
and Place and Date to which Tender can be received, respectively:-
WINDORAH-Land Agent's Office, Court  House.  20th Novem-
ber. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court  Houses,  Windorah,
Longreach, Charleville, Cunnamulla, and Thargomindah;
31st December.
CROYDON-Repairs, Furniture, and Fittings, Court House.
27th November. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court
Houses, Croydon, Thursday Island, Townsville, Normanton,
and Cooktown; 7th January, 1898.
MACKLY- R epairs, Painting ,  and Improvements ,  Court House.
4th December. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses,
Mackay and Rockhampton; 7th January, 1898.
ToRBAN LEk- Additions, Repairs ,  and Painting, State School.
4th December. Works Office, Brisbane, and Court  Houses,
Maryborough and Bundaberg; 7th January, 1898.
CHARTERS TOWERS - New Stable ,  Drains, and Repairs,
Warden's Court House. 4th December. Works t.)ffice,
Brisbane ,  and Court Houses, Charters Towers and Towns-
ville ; 7th January, 1898.
TAMBO-Additions for Lands Office, Court House. 11th
December .  Works Office, Brisbane ,  and Court Houses,
Tambo ,  Barcaldine ,  Rockhampton, Blackall, and Long-
reach; 14th January, 1898.
GOONDIWINDI-  Repairs and Painting ,  Bridge over McIntyre
River. 11th December. Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court Houses ,  Goondiwindi and Inglewood ;  14th January,
1898.HOWARD-Repairs and Painting ,  Post and Telegraph Office.
11th December. Works Office, Brisbane; 14th January,
1898.
BRISBANE- Repairs ,  Painting , &c., Parliament Buildings. 18th
December .  Works Office ,  Brisbane  ;  14th January, 1898,
BRISBANE -  Re-erection  of Arcade (Stone ),  Parliamentary
Buildings .  18th December .  Works Office ,  Brisbane;
14th January, 1898.
THURSDAY ISLAND- Additions , &c., Superintendent 's Quarters,
Gaol .  18th December .  Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court Houses ,  Thursday Island ,  Normanton ,  Cooktown,
and Townsville  ;  21st January, 1898.
CONINGSBY-New Playshed, State School. 18th December.
Works Office, Brisbane, and Court Houses, Mackay and
Rockhampton; 21st January, 1898.
TEXAS-N ew Veranda and Washhouse, Post and Telegraph
Office. 18th December. Works Office,  Brisbane, and Post
Offices, Texas and Goondiwindi; 21st January, 1898.
BUNDABERG-Bridge over the Burnett River. 18th December.
Works Office, Brisbane ;  25th February, 1898.
R. ROBERTSON ,  Under Secretary,
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Department of Pithlic Works,
-Brisbane, 8th July, 1897.
NOTICE.
PENALTIES FOR WITHDRAWAL OF TENDERS.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that Notice dated 5th
May, 1896, is cancelled, and the following Notice substituted
therefor :-
Notice is hereby given, that, from and after this date, Tenderers
withdrawing their Tenders for Works under this Department, after
the Tenders have been opened, will be fined to the amount of the
preliminary deposit accompanying such lender.96-24 AO-Memo.
D. H. DALRYMPLE,
Secretary for Works.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, STATE SCHOOL, POSTMAN'S
RIDGE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m. onFRIDAY, the 28th January, 1898, for Repairs and Painting,
State  School, Postman's Ridge.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Repairs, *c., State School, Postman's Ridge."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office; at the
Court Houses, Gatton, Toowoomba, and Ipswich; and at the State
School, Postman's Ridge.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender  there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
LINOLEUM, MATTING, AND FURNITURE, COURTHOUSE, MACKAY.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the Court Houses,
Mackay and Rockhampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 28th January, 1898, for Linoleum, Matting, and Furniture, Court
House, Mackay.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Linoleum, 4'e., Court Rouse, Mackay."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
and at the Court Houses, Mackay and Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed  by the  party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAYSHED, STATE SCHOOL, WATERFORD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 28th January, 1898, for Playshed, State
School,  Waterford.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Playshed, State  School, Waterford."
Plan and Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with
further particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office;
at the Court Hou=es, Beenleigh and Southport ; and at the State
School, Waterford.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security  for the due performance of the Contract in  the  event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1897.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, REPAIRS, AND PAINTING, STATE
SCHOOL, CLIFTON COLLIERY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 21st January, 1898, for Improvements,  Repairs,
and Painting ,  State  School, Clifton Colliery.
Tenders to be accompanied by a preliminary deposit of £5, and
endorsed  "Improvements, 4'c., State School, Clifton Colliery."
Specification may be seen, and form of Tender with further
particulars obtained, at the Government Architect's Office ; at the
Court Houses, Warwick, Allora, and Toowoomba; and at the State
School, Clifton Colliery.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 5 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at this Office, within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Contract Deed to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON, Under Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1897.
"THE CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT OF 1896."
ilIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the ExecutiveCounci , has be n pleased to direct that
THE VACUUM WIRE-ROPr LUBRICATOR AND CLEANER,
which is a machine of new invention and of a description not here-
tofore made in Queensland, be exempted from duty, under  " The
Customs Du!ies Act of  1896" (Schedule).
HUGH M. NELSON.
Treasu rer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1897.
FISH TRAPS.
W
HEREAS by a Proclamation dated the 21st March, 1894, under
the provisions of  " The Queensland Fisheries Act  of 1887,"
the taking of fish in any Queensland waters by  means of wire -netting
fish traps was prohibited, except between high-water  mark and
low-water mark, in any such  waters as  the Treasurer may
specify by notification in the  Gazette  :  It is hereby notified that
that portion of the coast at Yeppcon included between Bluff Point
and the point on the high-water  line from  which the North Hill,
Mount Barmoya, bears west-south -west, is a district  in which Fish
Traps, in accordance with the Regulations, may be erected..
HUGH M. NELSON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1897.
"THE RAILWAY BORDER TAX ACT OF 1893."
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that, under the
provisions of section 8 of  " The Railway Border Tax Act of
1893," permission has been given to the Owners of Woolsheds situated
within the area between the Southern [;order Line of the colony and
a line parallel thereto, and thirty miles north thereof, to convey the
wool shorn at such sheds across the Border without the payment of
the Tax provid,-d by the said Act.
HUGH M. NELSON, Treasurer.
NOTICE TO FISHERMEN, BOATMEN, FARMERS, AND
OTHERS.
S
ERIOUS destruction of Fish having been caused by Shags or
Cormorants in the Moreton and W arwick  Districts,  a reward of
twopence for every Shag or Cormorant's head, in lots of not  less than
twenty-four, will be paid on production at the Treasury  of a certificate
of destruction of such heads from the Caretaker of the Enoggera or
Gold Creek Water  Reserve, or  any Officer of Police  in charge of a
Police Station, in the Districts referred to.
T. M. KING, Under  Secretary.
The Treasury, Brisbane, 20th November, 1897.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 23  of 1897.
NEW SIXTH ORDER FLASHING LIGHT, NORTH BARNARD
ISLANDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that a 6th Order Double Flashing
ll White Light is now exhibited from the summit of the South-
eastern Ia'and of the North Barnards, the focal plane being at an
altitude of 292 feet above high-water level.
The light is visible in clear weather at a distance of 16 miles,
seaward, between the bearings of approximately N. ; E. and S. E. J E.,
and shows a double flash every 10 seconds.
The structure is 10 feet high and consists of a circular lantern
erected on a concrete base and painted white.
In the event of accident to the electric motor or flashing apparatus
a small fixed light will be exhibited.
Geographical position (approx.) :-Lat. 17° 40' 45" S., Long. 149°
12' 45" E.: From Admiralty Chart.
Chart affected, No. 2349.
Australia Directory, Vol. II , page 317.
T. M. ALMOND, Portmaster.
Marine Department, Brisbane, 21st December, 1897.
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NOTICE TO MASTERS OF VESSELS NAVIGATING THE
FITZROY RIVER.
LIGHTS AND BEACONS, HUMBUG CROSSING.NOTICE is hereby given, that pair of white leading l ghts now
mark the centre of a cutting 300 feet wide by 10 feet at low-
water springs  through Humbug Crossing, Fitzroy River.
The lights in line bear N. 60° W. (mag).
The beacons for use by  day  are at the lower end of the cutting.
T. M. ALMOND, Portmaster.
Marine Department, Brisbane, 21st December, 1897.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
QUEENSLAND COASTAL SERVICES.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1897.
T ENDERS will be received at the Office of the Postmaster-General,Brisbane, until Noon of THURSDAY, the 30th of December
next, from Persons or Companies desirous of contracting for the
Conveyance of Coastal Mails for the Government of Queensland,
according to the terms and conditions published in the  Government
Gazette  dated 16th October, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Postmaster -Geueral.
IRON LATTICE TELEGRAPH POLES.
r
('ENDERS will be received at the Office of the Under Secretary
T and Superintendent of Telegraphs, Brisbane, until Noon on
MONDAY, the Tenth day of January, 1898, from persons desirous
of contracting for the Manufacture of Five (5) 8 ft. and Two (2)
12 ft. Wrought-iron Lattice Telegraph Poles with Cast-iron
Bed-plates, according to the terms, general conditions, and specifi-
cation published in the  Government Gazette of  Saturday, the 18th
December, 1897.
Tender forms and every other information may be obtained on
application at the Office of the Under Secretary and Superintendent
of Telegraphs, Brisbane, and the Telegraph Offices, Ipswich, Mary-
borough, and Bundaberg.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1897.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Queensland, Office of the Commissioner for Railways,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1897.
N OTICE is hereby given, in accordance with the provisions of
the Railway Acts, that the Plan and Book of Reference of
the Enoggera Branch Railway, North Coast Line, in length 3 miles
51 chains 40 links, proposed to be constructed under the provisions
of  " The Rail harts Guarantee Act of  1895,"  have been approved and
confirmed; and that the Commissioner for Railways intends to proceed
with the construction of the Line above referred to, according to the
Plan and Book of Reference so confirmed.
T. S. PRATTEN, Secretary.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1897.
THE Notices of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned persons not having been served, for the  reasons  stated in the
11 Schedule, the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by section 24 of  " The Railway Act of  1864," 27 Vic.
No. 8.
T. S. PRATTEN,  Secretary.
NOTICE.
WHEBEAs the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the Enoggera Branch Line of Railway, from Mayne, North Coast
Line, to Enoggera, have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required by the provisions of  "The Railway Act of
1864": And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the said line of Railway, prepared in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved of by the C overnor in Council, and confirmed as required by the said
Act : I, the Commissioner for Railways, appointed under  "the Railwas Act of  1888  Amendment Act of  1896," do hereby, in
pursuance of the powers and provisions of  " The Railway let of  186d,"' give you notice that I require, for the purposes of the
abovementioned Line of Railway, certain  portions  of land situated in the parish of Enoggera and county of Stanley, which,
on the Map or Plan and in the Book of Reference deposited in the Office of the Clerk of Petty Sessions at North Brisbane, are
numbered  (see Schedule annexed),  and that ti e said portions of land so required by me are particularly described in the Schedule
hereto, and delineated in the Maps or Plans shown on the original Notices, containing  (see Schedule annexed),  be the same more
or less,  and that the same have been taken, set out, ascertained, and appropriated for the purpose of such Line of Railway :
And whereas it appears to me that you are entitled to or interested tin the said portions of land,  or are -entitled or enabled
by "  The Railway Act-of'  1864" to sell and convey or release the same : I do further hereby give you notice t'Lat I am willing
and hereby offer to treat with you as to the purchase thereof and  as to  the amount of compensation to be made to you on account
of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
And I do hereby demand from you the particulars of your estate and interest in the said portions of land and of the claim made
by you in respect thereof, and require you to deliver such particulars at this Office within twenty-one days from and after the
publication hereof, in default whereof I will proceed forthwith to procure the amount of the said purchase money and compensation
payable in respect of the said portions of land to be settled in  the manner  prescribed by the Railway Acts.
In witness  whereof the Official Seal of the  Commissioner  for Railways has been hereto affixed this fifteenth day
of November, 1897.
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
more or less.
[L.s.]
To Messrs. John McLean, George Bond, Thomas Henry Dickenson, William Barker, Andrew Robertson, John Piper
Sutherland, and Miss Margaret Shields.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner 's Name.
14 John McLean
15 George Bond
54 Thomas Henry
Dickenson
60 William Barker ...
61 Andrew Robertson ...
79 John Piper Suther-
land
125A Margaret Shields,
spinster
Occupier.
Unoccupied ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Unoccupied ...
T. S. PRATTEN,
Secretary to the Commissioner for Railways.
Description of Land.
A. R. P.  Parish of Enoggera.
0 0 2 Subdivision 41 of section 1 of suburban
allotment 12; partly fenced ; no severanc
0 0 361 Subdivision 39 of section 1 of suburban
allotment 12; partly fenced ; pasture ;
whole subdivision resumed
0 0 2 Subdivision 9 of portion 142; unimproved ;
required for part of road diversion
0 0 6 Subdivision 48 of section 5 of portion 146;
unimproved ; no severance
0 0 5 Subdivision 47 of section 5 of portion 146;
unimproved; no severance
0 0 16 Subdivision 892 of portion 269; unimproved;
whole subdivision resumed
0 0 2 Resubdivisions 154 and 155 of subdivision 5
of portion 276; unimproved; no severance
Remarks.
Owner  cannot be
found
ditto
Owner residing out of
the colony
Owner cannot be
found
ditto
ditto
ditto
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TENDER  FOR SUPPLY OF DRUGS, MEDICINES, &c., FOR
1898 AND 1899.
Home Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1897.
T is hereby notified,  for general  information, that the Tender of
Messrs . Thomason, Chater, and Company, for the Supply of Drugs,
Medicines , &c., required for the Public Service at Brisbane, St. Helena,
Dunwich, and Goodna, for the years 1898 and 1899, has been
accepted.
HORACE TOZER.
TENDERS FOR SUPPLY OF MEAT, &c., BRISBANE, ST.
HELENA, AND DUNWICH, FOR YEAR 1898.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  22nd  December, 1897.
IT is hereby notified, for general information, that the following
Tenders for the Supply of Meat, &c., required for the Public
Service, at Brisbane, St. Helena, and iiunwich, for the year 1898,
have been accepted:-
BRISBANE  AND ST. HELENA.
No. 2, Meat, &c.-Brisbane Meat Export and Agency Company.
DuNwICH.
No. 2, Meat-Thomas Noyes.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,Brisbane, 24th December, 1897.
T HE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich ispublished  in pursuance  of the Regulations for the management
of that  institution.
W. H. RYDER, Under Secretary.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDED 18TH DAY of DECEMBER, 1897.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum at date
of previous Report ...  ... ... ... 911
Number since admitted ... ... ... ... 15
Number returned from leave  ... ... . ... 1
927
Number discharged  ... ... ... ... 1
Number died ... ... ... ... 3
Number  absent on leave ... ... ... 9
- 13
Number remaining  at date hereof ... ... 914
Admissions :
George Robinson, 61, engineer, from Ipswich; last two years
about  Ipswich, and inmate of the hospital there.
Thomas Denny, 75, labourer, from Mitchell ; last two years about
Mitchell seeking work,  and inmate  of the Roma Hospital.
Joseph Fleet, 67, carpenter, from North Pine; last two years
li ving in Brisbane ,  and inmate  of the hospital there.
Robert Bailey, 67, sailor, from Charters Towers ; last two years
about Charters Towers.
Thomas -Hopkins, 60, groom, from Brisbane ; last two years in
Brisbane ,  and inmate  of the Brisbane Hospital.
William Brown, 67,  sailmaker , from Laidley; last two years
farming near  Laidley.
John Kaegi, 62, miner, from Port Douglas ; last two years mining
and farming about Port Douglas, and inmate of the hospital there.
Annie gent, 81, housewife, from Toowoomba; last two years in
Toowoomba.
Annie  Marsden,  86, housewife, ' from Charters Towers ; last two
years at  Charters Towers.
Margaret  Brisbane, 60, domestic servant, from Rockhampton ;
last two  years in Rockhampton Benevolent Asylum.
Margaret  Spillane, 59, housewife, from Brisbane; last two years
at Toowoomba and Brisbane.
William Carver, 70, tailor, from Mount Morgan ; last two years
at Mount Morgan and Brisbane Hospital.
Johannes  Drehen, 83, from  Brisbane  ; last two years at Toowoomba
and Brisbane  Hospital.
Re-admissions :
Michael O'Loughlan, 40.
Rate Lacey, 53.
Discharge :
James  Albert Cunningham, 57; 5th February, 1889.
Deaths:
Mary Carrigg, 69; admitted 28th May, 1897.
John Kaegi, 62; admitted 14th December, 1897.
George Cruikshank, 57; admitted 17th April, 1894.
P. SMITH, Medical Superintendent.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1897.
PAPER, BINDING, AND LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIAL.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until Noon of FRIDAY,
the 31st December, 1897, from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Paper, Binding, and Lithographic Material required by
the Government Printing Department in Queensland, for two years,
commencing on the 1st July, 1898.
Tenders  must state  the price at which each article is to be delivered,
free of all  charges, at  the Government Printing Office, Brisbane, where
samples can be seen ,  and a list  of the quantities of each  article
(24TH DECEMBER ,, 1897.
required obtained. The successful Tenderer must from time to
time supply, immediately upon demand, at contract prices, such
additional quantities as may be required by the Department.
A memorandum must be attached to each Tender, signed by the
Tenderer and two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within seven days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance, in a
sum equal to 10 per cent. of the gross amount of the Tender.
Tenders to be addressed to the Under Secretary, Home Secretary's
Department, Brisbane, and superscribed, "  Tender for Paper, Binding,
and Lithographic Material."
The Government will not necessarily accept the lowest or any
Tender.
W. H. RYDER ,  Under Secretary.
BLUE BOOK OF QUEENSLAND.
NOTICE.
Home Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  14th December, 1897.
I
T is  hereby notified to all Heads of Departments and other
members of the Public Service, that the Returns required
by the Registrar-General to enable him to compile the Blue
Book for 1897 must be forwarded to him ,  correctly and full yy
filled up with the necessary information, before the 16th
January, 1898.
The Registrar -General has been instructed to report to
the Home Secretary the names of such officers who fail to
comply with this notification  ;  and the payment of the salary
of any officer may be suspended until the Registrar -General
has reported that the required information has been supplied
to him.
HORACE TOZER.
ANNUAL STATISTICS OF QUEENSLAND.
NOTICE.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th December, 1897.
T is hereby notified to all Heads of Departments and other
I members of the Public Service, that the Returns required
by the Registrar-General for statistical purposes must be
forwarded to him, correctly and fully filled up with the
necessary information, before the 31st January, 1898.
The Registrar-General has been instructed to report to the
Home Secretary the names of such officers who fail to comply
with the notification ; and the payment of the salary of any
officer may be suspended until the Registrar. General has
reported that the required information has been supplied to him.
HORACE TOZER.
STABBING OF HORSES AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
£250 REWARD.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of Two
Hundred and Fifty Pounds (£250) be paid for such  information as
may lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person  or persons
who, on the night of the 13th July instant, at Charters Towers,
stabbed all or any of the eight horses belonging to James McConkey
that were stabbed at that place on the said night ; and that a
Free Pardon be given to any person concerned in the crime, not being
the principal offender, who may give such information.
HORACE TOZER.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Reward of £500 be
offered for information which will lead to the apprehension and con-
viction of the person who was, or the persons who were, concerned in
causing an explosion of dynamite in the Brilliant Deep Levels Mine
at the Charters Towers Gold Field on the morning of the 25th of
December, 1896; also that a pardon be granted to any person concerned
in the crime, not being the principal offender, who shall give such
information.
HORACE TOZER.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
A
N Office for the transaction of all business connected with the
above is now open in a portion of the Ports and Harbours
Office, at the corner of Margaret and Edward streets, Brisbane, and
Branch Offices are conducted by the Assistant Immigration Agents
at Ipswich, Toowoomba; Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton,
Mackay, and Townsville, and by the Clerks of Petty Sessions at all
other towns in the Colony.
Employers of labour should make known their wants to the
officers in charge, stating the class of men required, the work to be
done, and the wages offered ; and applicants seeking work should
personally register their names and addresses.
Information respecting the condition of the Labour Market in
every district is always obtainable at the Head Office.
J. O'N. BRENAN, Officer in Charge.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.-REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of Title to the Lands  hereinafter
mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or
before the day specified, at the Principal Office of the Registrar of Titles, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central
or Northern District, in which  case  the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton or Townsville.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
William Pattison ,  late of
Rockhampton ,  grazier
Date of
Death.
1896.
8 June
1897.
Charles Zaeharie (otherwise 1 Aug.
Charles Zecharia , other-
wise Charles Zacha ri a)
Bertheau ,  late of Bunda-
berg ,  cordial manufac-
turer
Name of Claimant.
The Honourable Boyd Dun-
lop Morehead ,  of Brisbane,
esquire; John Stevenson,
of the same place,  esquire;
and Rees Rutland Jones,
of Rockhampton ,  solicitor
Zacbarie  William Bertheau,
of Bundaberg aforesaid,
cordial manufacturer,
and Joseph Gillen, of the
same place,  freeholder
Description and Situation of Land.
+ (See below)
Estate
claimed to be
transmitted.
Particulars of Will or
otherwise.
1898.
...  Fee-simple Will dated 19 May, 1 Feb.
1890
Portions 14. 16, 17, and subdivision 53 of Fee-simple
section 15 of resubdivision 6 of subdivision
A of portion 3, county of Cook, parish of
Kalkie ;  allotments 2 and 17 of section 1,
town of Bundaberg  ;  subdivisions 1 and 3
of portion 41v, county  of Cook, parish of
Gregory ; allotment 19 of section 7, town
of Kolan ; and allotment 5 of section 1,
village of Cordalba
1897.
Charles Zacha ri e  (otherwise
Charles  Zecharia . other-
wise Charles Zacharia)
Bertheau ,  late of Bunda-
berg ,  cordial manufacturer
1 Aug. Matilda Jane Power, of
Bundaberg  aforesaid,
widow
Allotment 3 of section 60, town of  Bundaberg Fee-simple
1897.
William  (otherwise  William 9 Sept. Emily Slawson ,  of the same Subdivisions 262 and 338  of section 2 and Fee-simple
James )  Slawson ,  late of place ,  widow of deceased subdivision  88 of  section 7 of portion 1,
Brisbane ,  restaurant
proprietor
county of Stanley, parish of Redland
1897.
John Rule,  late  of Rock- 3 Aug. Edward Rowland Huey Subdivisions 3 and 4 of section 9 and sub-  Fee-simple
hampton ,  gentleman Edkins ,  of Bimbah, near
Longreach ,  grazier, and
John Thomas Campbell
Ranken , of Rockhampton,
stock and station agent
division 17 of section 2 of portion 1091,
county of Cook,  parish of Isis
1884.
Sarah Ann  (otherwise Sarah) 8 May
Dyas ,  late of Brisbane,
widow
1896.
John Ryan ,  late of Taroom ,  28 Nov.
boarding-house keeper
Emma  Morton,  late of  Too-
woomba, widow
Matthew FitzGerald ,  late of
Warwick,  retired police
constable
William lattison ,  late of
Rockhampton ,  grazier
1897
Sarah Maria  Dyas ,  of Logan
Village ,  spinster
Margaret Ryan, of the same
place, widow of deceased
Subdivision 24 of the land formerly granted Fee-simple
to the National Association of Queensland,
county of Stanley, parish of North Bris-
bane
Allotments 9 and 10 of section 22,  and allot- Fee-simple
meat 2 of section  23, town of Taroom
.
26 Aug. Charles Robert Morton, of Subdivisions 35 to 39 of allotment 7 of sec -  Fee-simple
1887
Rosevale ,  near Rosewood,
State-schoolteacher
tion 13, at the Swamp ,  on the Drayton
Reserve, county of Aubigny, parish of
Drayton
.
25 Dec. James John Horan, of War-
wick, parish priest, and
Francis Barron Wood of
Allotment 7 of section 15, town of Warwick Fee- simple
s.
the same place ,  freeholder
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
1896.
8 June The Honourable Boyd Dun-. t (See below ) ... ... ... ... ... Fee-simple
lop More head ,  of Brisbane,
esquire; John Stevenson,
of the  same place,  esquire;
and Rees Rutland -one',
of Rockhampton ,  solicitor
1897.
Gustav Andreas Hendriksen 31 Jan.
(otherwise Gustav Andrew
Henderson ),  late of Long-
reach, contractor I
William Daniel Allen, of
Endclifie  Crescent. Shef-
field , in the county of
York,  England, steel
manufacturer
1896.
24 Oct.
1884.
Queensland Trustees,
Limited
Charles Allen, of Winger-
worth Hall,  near  Chester-
field, in the county of
Derby,  England, steel
manufacturer ,  and Alex-
ander  Thomas Hollings-
worth, of 35 and 36
Bedford street, London,
England,  newspaper pro-
prietor
Mary Wentzel ,  late of Sand -  3 May Peter Wentzel aforesaid ...
ringham ,  near  Mackay,
wife of Peter Wentzel, of
the same place ,  licensed
victualler
Allotment  S of section  1, allotment  13 of Fee-simple
section  14, and allotments  6 and 7 of sec-
tion  38, town  of Longreach
NORTHERN DISTRICT.
Allotment  21 of section 7, town of Cairns ;
allotments 9 and 10 of section  43, county
of Nares, parish of  Cairns ; and one undi-
vided half  p art or  share  of portion 606,
county of  N ares ,  parish of Grafton
Fee-simple
1898.
Will dated  17 June, 1 Feb.
1892,  and two Codicils
thereto dated 14 Jan-
uary, 1895, and 23
November ,  1895, res-
pectively
Will dated 17 June, 1899.
1892,  and two Codicils 1 Feb.
thereto dated 14
January, 1895, and
23 November, 1895,
respectively
1898.
Letters of Administra- 1 Feb.
tion
1898.
Will dated 25 February, 1 Feb.
1881,  and a  Codicil
thereto dated 13 July,
1897
1898.
Will dated 7 May, 1 Feb.
1884
1898.
Will dated 1 Septem- 4 Feb.
her,  1888
1898.
... Will  dated 15 June, 1 Feb.
181+3
1898.
Will dated 22 Decem- 1 Feb.
ber,188 t
...  Will dated 19 May,
1890
1898.
4 Feb.
...  Letters of Administra-
tion
Date
within
which
Caveat
may be
lodged.
1898.
8 Feb.
1898.
.,.  Will dated 21 April ,  1890, 11 Feb.
and four  Codicils
thereto dated 29
April,  1891, 9 June,
1893, 7 November,
1894,  and 28 August,
1896, respectively
• 1898.
Subdivision 2 of allotment  6 of section 19, Fee -simple .. .  Letters of Administra - 11 Feb.
town of Mackay tion
• Subdivisions  1 and 2 of  allotment  6 and allotment 2 of section  9, one undivided half part or  share of allotment l  of section  9, and one undivided third part
or  share of allotments 1, 2, 4, and  subdivisions I and 2 of allotment 3 of section  38, parish of  North Brisbane ,  city of  Brisbane  ; subdivisions  342 and 343 of allot-
anent 10 of  portion 3 ,  county of Stanley. parish of Toombul  ;  subdivisions 61, 62,  86, 87, 118, 119,  153, 229,  230, 231,  257, 290,  and 297 of  portion 53 ,  resubdivislons 55,
b6, and  57 of subdivision  B, subdivisions  2 to 5, 19 to 28, and 37 to 40 of resubdivision 4A of subdivision A of portion 6, county of Ward, parish  of Aerang ;  and one
undivided  third part  or share of subdivisions  255 to 258  and 351 to 353 of  portion 271,  county of Stanley ,  parish of  Tingalpa.
t Allotments 2 and 3 of section 2.  allotments 5 and 6 of section 15,  and allotments 2, 3, and 4 of section 18, town of Hewittville  ;  suburban portion 5. sub-
division 2 of portion 12. subdivision 3 of portion 6, and subdivision  6 of section 7 and subdivision 5 of section 6 of portion 240n, county  of Livingstone, pari sh of
Hewittville; allotment 5 of section 30, town of Emu Park; portions 98 and 99, county of Livingstone, parish of Nicholson ; allotments 4. 5, and 6 of section 2, town
of Cawarral  ;  portion  123 and subdivision 27 of  portion 7, county of  Livingstone ,  parish of Gracemere  ;  portions 1490,  1763 ,  2159 ,  2136,  1051 ,  county of  Livingstone,
parish of Fitzroy ;  allotments  1 to 4  of section 13, allotment  2 of section 15 and allotment 1 of section 12, town of Yeppoon ; portion  14 and subdivisions 68, 69, and
70 of portion  19, county of Livingstone ,  parish of Yeppoon  ;  subdivisions  5A, 6A, and 7A of portion 14 and resubdivisions 1 to 6 of subdivisions  7, 8, and 9 of section
3 of portion  70, county  of Livingstone ,  parish of  Archer  ;  portions  7, 9, 212,  subdivisions  12 to 27  and 42,  43, and 44 of portion  82, subdivision 6 of portion 2%0, sub-
divisions 2 to 5 of  portion 75, part of portion  8, subdivisions  8 to 12 and 21 to 25 of portion  61, resubdivisions  9 to 12 of subdivisions  1 and  2 of portion  49, sub-
divisions  12 to  14 of section 14,  subdivisions 6 to 13 of  section 13, subdivisions  4, 5, 8 to 11,  and I i to 26 of section 11,  subdivisions  6 to 1S of st  ction 10, subdivisions
6 to 14  and 17 to 24 of section 9, subdivisions 6, 25, and  9 to 22 of section 12 of portion 30, subdivisions  2  to 6 of  section 3 and subdivisions 4 and 5 of section 6 of
portion 31,  county  of Livingstone ,  par sh of  Rockhampton ;  allotment  3 of section 121A, allotment 4 of section 23, subdivisions  C, E, and F of allotment 6 of section
39, subdivisions 31 and 32 of allotment 2 of section  92, allotments 2, 3, and 4 ,  subdivision 2 of allotment 5, subdivisions 1 and 2 of allotment  8, and subdivision 1 of
allotment 5 of section 50, subdivisions 1, 2, and 3 of allotment  1 of section 78, subdivision 1 of allotment  9, and  subdivision  B of allotment 2 of section  107, sub-
division 1 of allotment 16 of section 106 .  subdivisions  7 to 14 of allotments I and 2, and subdivisions 4 to 6 of allotment 2 of section 143, allotment 7 of section 22,
subdivision  1 of allotment 10 of  section 30.  allotment  it) of  section 53,  subdivisions 7 and 8 of allotment  2  of section 31, subdivisions  3 to 5 of allotment 4 of section
65, and subdivision A of allotment 10 of  section 26 , town of Rockhampton ; portions 20 to 26, 26A, 39, 42 to 51, 46A, 49A, 52A, 64 to 66, 87 to 90, 1914,  selection 145,
and a closed  ro ad separating portion 66 from portions 6:t and  70, county of Livingstone ,  parish of Karkol ;  portions 65 to 68,  portions ,  A, B, C, and D of  subdivisions
1, 2, 3, and 4 of portion 1, and closed roads ,  subdivisions  5 to 10 of  portion 1, subdivisions 1 and  2 of portion 2, subdivisions 1 to 10  and 17  to 20  of section 5, and
subdivisions  11 to 20 of  section 4 of portion  2, county of Livingstone ,  parish of Gavial  ;  portions 110, 111 ,  148 to 152,  and 164,  county of Murchison ,  parish  of Long-
hill ; portions 1, 2, and 3, county of Liebig ,  parish of Princhester ;  portions  419, 972,  988, 989 ,  990, 991,  1028, 1029,  and 1442 to 1445, county of Liebig ,  pa ri sh of Glen-
prairie ;  portions 128, 143,  130 to 132,  274  277,  1025, 1026, 1027,  1046, 1047,  1429, 1432,  1690,  1705,  and selection  290, county  of Livingstone ,  parish of Murchison.
.Registrar of Titles'  Office, Brisbane, 24th  December,  1897.  J. O. BOURNE ,  Registrar of Titles.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE NOTICE, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the provisions of the Real Property Acts of
1861 and 1877. Any person desiring to oppose will require to lodge, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of the said Acts,
on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of  Applicant. Date within which a Caveatmay be Lodged.
Allotment 14 of section 47, town of Warwick... Hanora Wallace, wife of James
Wallace, of Warwick
Thomas 1st March, 1898.
Subdivisions 38 and 39 of suburban allotment 11 of section 6, county
of Aubigny, parish of Drayton
Mary Smith, of Brisbane, widow ... ... 1st March, 1898.
Registrar of Titles' Office, Brisbane , 24th  December, 1897.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or after the Fifteenthday of January, 1898, in conformity with the 117th  section
of the  "Real Property Act  of 1861,"  to issue ,  in the name of
Frederick Fowler,  a provisional  Deed of Grant for portion 13, county
of Ward,  parish of Tallebuggera, in place of  Deed of Grant No.
33077, volume  292, folio  87, which has  been lost.
• J. 0. BOURNE,  Registrar  of Titles.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1897.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified, for public information, that the Reverend
JOHN NAIRN, a Minister of the Primitive Methodist Denomina-
tion, having removed from Rockhampton, in the Registry District of
Rockhampton, to New Farm, in the Registry District of Brisbane,
has given me due notice thereof, in accordance with the provisions
of  "The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar-General.
Office of Registrar of Friendly Societies,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1897.
" THE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT OF 1894."
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REGISTRY OF A BRANCH.
T
HE Court Excelsior is registered as a Branch of the United
Brisbane District of the Ancient Order of Foresters' Friendly
Society, under  " The Friendly Societies Act of  1894," this eighteenth
day of December, 1897.
ROBERT RENDLE, Registrar of Friendly Societies.
NOTICE.
G EORGE BLAXFORD DANCE has been appointed ActingPoundkeeper at Marburg for one month from the 17th
December, 1897.
HENRY RAN.EL, Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House, Marburg, 17th December, 1897.
NOTICE.AT a Court of Petty Sessions held at Biggenden on the 17th
December ,  1897 ,  CHARLES HENRY PEPPEN was appointed
Small Debts Court Bailiff for the ensuing twelve months.
JAMES  LAWRENCE,  Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House, Biggenden ,  18th December, 1897.
DIVISION OF ULA ULA.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE
Months to 30th June, 1897.
for Six
RECEIPTS. .£  s. d. £ s. d.
To Rates Received- .
Subdivision  No. 1 ... 17 9 0
Subdivision  No. 2 ... 1 9 8
Subdivision  No. 3 ... 25 15 5
44 14 1
Endowment Received-
Subdivision No. 1 .. ... ... ... 83 17 9
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 162 14 11
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 92 9 6
-- 339 2 2
Border Tax Subsidy ... ... ... ... ... 331 9 6
Miscellaneous Receipts-
Carters' Licenses-
St. George ... . ... ... ... ... 46 5 0
Mungindi ... ... ... ... ... 30 0 0
Bollon ... ... ... ... ... 5 0 0
Goat Registration-
St. George ... ... ... ... ... 3 14 0
Bollon ... ... ...
.
... ... 6 13 6
Dog Registration-St. George ... ... 24 5 0
Rent of Hall ... ... ... ... ... 49 13 6
Rent of Allotments  ... ... ... ... 8 0 0
Interest on Fixed Deposit ... ... ... 22 10 0
196 1 0
Balances-
Credit  Balance,  Q. N. Bank, 31st Decem-
ber, 1896
Outstanding Cheques, 30th June, 1897 ...
2,546 2 8
27 6 0
£3,48415 5
£ s. d. £ s. d.
J. 0. BOURNE,  Registrar of Titles.
EXPENDITURE.
By Roads, &c.-
Border Tax Fund-
Surat Road
St. George to Dirranbandi Road
Nindy Gully Bridge ...
Booligar bridge ...
Bollon to Mitchell Road... ..
Whyenbah Road ... ... ...
Bandy Andy Tank ... ...
Twenty-mile Tank ... ...
Total charged Border Tax Fund
St. George Streets  ... ... ...
Mungindi Streets ...
Bo ll on Streets ...
St. George to Bollon Road... ...
Fernlee to Murra Murra Road ...
Coomrith Road ...
Bollon Well ... ... ... ...
By-roads  ... ... ... ...
96 0 0
161 8 6
140 0 0
165 8 4
147 2 0
2 10 0
126 10 3
130 15 4
73 11 0
258 15 6
37 0 0
29 11 0
19 0 0
7 0 0
1 8 0
32 2 0
969 14 5
458 7 6
Total  Roads,  &c. 1,428 1 11
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 158 6 8
Miscellaneous-
General Expenses  ... ... ... ... 118 6 5
Divisional  Hall Expenses  ... ... ... 15 1 8
Printing and Advertising  :.. ... ...  34 3 6
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... ... 10 5 0
Stationery  ... ... ... ... ... 17 14 1
Auditors' Fees ... ... ... ... 5 5 0
Legal Expenses  ... ... ... 7 7 0
Catip's Dishonoured Cheque ... ...  2 0 0
Commission-
Carters '  Licenses-
St. George  ... ... ... ... 2 6 9
Mungindi ... ... ... 6 7 0
Bollon  ... ... .... ... ...  1 0 0
Goat Registration-
Bollon  ... ... ... ... ...  3 3 9
St. George . ... ... ... 0 15 3
Dog Registration - St. George  . ...  0 6 6
Warroo Board - Adjustment Carters'
Licenses  ... ... ... ... ... 11 17 3
Destruction of Dead Beasts  ... ...  10 15 0
Noxious Weeds  ... ... ... ...  76 3 0
Shade Trees  ... ... ... ... ...  4 2 0
Divisional Hall Capital ... ... ... 16 15 0
Office Furniture  ... ... ... ... 8 6 2
Plant ... ... ... ... ... 67 1 0
Insurance Fund  ... ... ... ...  50 0 0
Balances-
Outstanding Cheques, 31st December, 1896
Credit Balance in Q. N. Bank ,  30th June,
1897 ... ... ... ... ... ...
to
469 1 4
24 0 9
1,405 4 9
£3,484 15 5
H. V. WIPPELL, Clerk. W. R. MUNRO , Chairman.
We certify that we have  examined  the Books and Vouchers kept
by the Ula Ula Divisional Board, and that they  agree  with the above
Statement and are correct.
ALFRED BUSSON,1 Auditors.St. George, 26th July, 1897. C. L. MORGAN,
2180  49s. 6d.
Moflin, Rickards, and Co., Limited, in Liquidation.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Creditors of the abovenamed
Company are required, on or before the Fifteenth day of
February, 1891i, to send in  their names  and addresses, and particulars
of their debts or claims, to the undersigned, at Cavendish Chambers,
Grenfell street, Adelaide, failing which they will be excluded from
the benefit of any distribution made before such proof.
Also that legal proceedings will be taken for the recovery of all
debts not paid on or before the abovenamed date.
W. HERBERT PHILLIPS, ) Liquidators.W. MOFFLIN,
Adelaide, 13th December, 1897.
2843 6s.
MOFFLIN, RICKARDS, AND CO.
r`HE above advertisement is purely a formal notice required underI
the Companies Act. The bVsiness is  being carried on in exactly
the same way as heretofore in New South Wales and Queensland, but
all debts due to the old Company must be settled immediately.
MOFFLIN, RICKARDS, AND CO., Petrie' s Bight.
2844 8s.
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LEGAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE YEAR 1898.
I
N pursuance of  " The District Courts Act,  1891," and by
virtue of the provisions of the same, I do hereby appoint
the undermentioned days for holding Sittings during the year
1898, of the District Courts assigned to me :-
Criminal Sittings.
Tuesday, 1st February
Tuesday, 3rd May
Tuesday, 2nd August
Tuesday, 1st November
Monday, 7th February
Friday, 17th June
Friday, 14th October
Tuesday, 1st March
Tuesday, 12th July
Tuesday, 22nd November
Thursday, 3rd March
Thursday, 14th  July
Thursday, 24th November
Monday,  7th March
Monday, 18th July
Tuesday ,  15th November
Wednesday, 20th April
Wednesday, 19th October
Friday, 22nd April
Friday, 21st October
Tuesday, 26th April
Tuesday, 25th October
Civil Sittings.
ROCBIIAMPTON.
Tuesday, 1st February
Tuesday, 3rd May
Tuesday, 2nd August
Tuesday, 1st November
GLADSTONE.
Monday, 7 tb February
Friday, 17th June
Friday, 14th October
MARYBOROUG It.
Tuesday, 1st March
Tuesday, 12th July
Tuesday, 22nd November
BUNDABERG.
Thursday, 3rd March
Thursday, 14th July
Thursday, 24th November
GYMPIE.
Monday, 7th March
Monday, 18th July
Tuesday, 15th November
BARCALDINE.
Wednesday, 20th April
{ Wednesday, -19th October
LONGREACH.
Friday, 22nd April
Friday,  21st  October
CLERMONT.
Tuesday , 26th April
Tuesday , 25th October
SPRING SURE.
Thursday, 28th April
Thursday, 27th October
Monday, 20th June
Monday, 12th December
Saturday, 25th June
Wednesday, 7th December
Thursday, 28th April
Thursday, 27th October
WINTON.
Monday, 20th June
Monday, 12th December
BLAC%ALL.
Saturday, 25th June
Wednesday, 7th December
TAMBO.
Monday , 27th June  Monday , 27th June
Monday, 5th  December Monday , 5th December
GRANVILLE  GEORGE MILLER,
Brisbane ,  8th November, 1897.
Judge of District  Courts.
Approved :
A. J. THYNNE,
Acting Attorney- General.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
M.  JUSTICE CHUBB.
(Ms. JUSTICE COOPER  in Chambers.)
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against W .  R. Pearce, lately
of Mackay ,  in the  colony of Queensland ,  storekeeper, whose
whereabouts are at present unknown , by Per--.y Davis, of Towns-
ville,  stationer.
UPON the heari ng of this  Petition this day, and upon proof satis-
factory to the  Court of the debt of the Petitioner, and of the
act of insolvency alleged to  have been committed by the said W. R.
Pearce, it is ordered that the said  W. R. Pearce be and he is hereby
adjudged insolvent ,  and that Thomas  George Fraser ,  Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate . And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the cre ditors  of the said W. R. Pearce, for the
election of a Trustee , be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court on the  Twenty -fourth day  of December, 1897, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon . And it is further ordered that the said W. R. Pe i rce
shall , on the Twenty-third day of December, 1 89 7 , at Townsville,
deliver  to the Trustee  in this Estate a full, true, and accurate state-
ment ,  verified on oath , of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences ,  so far as known , of his creditors, and of the
causes of his  inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the seal of  the Court this tenth day of December,
1897.
By the Court,
Uincz, Fox, AND HOBBS,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
.  Solicitors for Petitioning  Creditor ,  Flinders  street ,  Townsville.
14s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR .  JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an  insolvency Petition against Owen Casey, of
Charters Towers ,  in the colony of Queensland ,  cyanider, by the
said Owen Casey.
U PON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that
the said Owen Casey be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in forma  pauperie ,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Owen Casey,
for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court ,  Principal Registry ,  Townsville, on the
Twenty -fourth day of December ,  1897, at Eleven o'clock in the fore-
noon .  And it is further ordered that the said Owen Casey shall, on the
Twenty- third day of December ,  1897, at Townsville aforesaid ,  deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true ,  and accurate statement,
verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the
carries and residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the
causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirteenth day of
December, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER ,  Registrar.
W. F. R. BOYCE,  Solicitor for Insolvent ,  Charters Towers.
Town Agems - UNMACK, Fog, AND HOBBS, Townsville.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MIL. JUSTICE CHUBB.
(Me. JUSTICE CoorER in Chambers.)
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against George Hampden
White, of Geraldton, in the colony of Queensland, contractor, by
himself,  in forma pauperis.
THE THIRTEENTH DAYOF DECEMBER, 1897.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day , it is  ordered that the
said George Hampden White be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  in forma p,,uperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said George Hampden
White, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar  of this Court on the Thirtieth day of December, 1897, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said George Hampden White shall, on the Twenty-ninth day of
December, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet his
enga gements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirteenth day of
December, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
GEORGE E .  MABBWELL,
Solicitor for the Petitioner, Geraldton.
Town Agent-A. M. BEAUMONT,
Solicitor, Supreme Court House, Townsville.
15s.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland,  Townsville.
IN  INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against  Frances Hardy, of
Charters  Towers,  in the colony of Queensland,  boarding-house
keeper , by Joseph Anderson, of Charters  Towers aforesaid ,  store-
keeper.
THE THIRTIETH  DAY OF  DECEMBER, 1897.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and upon proof
satisfactory to the Court of the debt of the Petitioner and of
the act of insolvency alleged to have been committed by the said'
Frances  Hardy having been given, it is ordered that the said  Frances
Hardy be and she is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that Thomas
George Fraser, Esquire, be Official Trustee of her Estate. And it is
further ordered that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Frances Hardy, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the
Office of the Registrar of this Court on the Thirtieth day of December,
1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Frances Hardy shall, on the twenty-ninth day of
December, 1897, at Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of her debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and  residences ,  so far as
known, of her creditors, and of the  causes of  her inability to meet her
engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this thirteenth day of
December, 1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors  for the Petitioning Creditor, Charters Towers.
Town Agent-A. M. BEAUMONT,
Solicitor, Supreme  Court  House,  Townsville.
16s.
No. 165. VOL.  LxvIII.)
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Ira forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Samuel Ward, of
Chatters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the said
Samuel Ward.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that thesaid Samu l Ward be and he is ereby adjudged insolvent in
forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Eequire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Samuel Ward, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, Principal Registry, Townsville, on the Twenty-fourth day of
December, 1897, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Samuel Ward shall, on the Twenty-third day of
December, 1897, at Townsville aforesaid, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and residences, so
far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this tenth day of December,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
W. F. R. BoYcE, Solicitor for Insolvent, Charters Towers.
Town Agents-UNMACK, Fox, AND HOBBS, Townsville.
13s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
M.R. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Alexander Cameron
of California. Creek, in the colony of Queensland, packer, by the
said Alexander Cameron.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Alexander Cameron be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formd pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said Alexander Cameron,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court on the Twenty-eighth day of December, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
Alexander Cameron shall, on the Twenty-seventh day of December,
1897, at Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate  statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this tenth day of December,
1897.
By the Court,
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
R. C. RING RosE , Solicitor for Insolvent, Herberton.
Town Agents-RoBERTS, LEu, AND BARNETT,
13s. 6d . Solicitors, Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Waldemar Jensen,
of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, miner, by the
said Waldemar Jensen.UPON the hearing of this Petition his day, it is ordered that the
said Waldemar Jensen be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in forma pauperis,  and that Thomas George Fraser, Esquire, he
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the  said  Waldemar Jensen,
for the election of the Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court on the Twenty- first  day of December, 1897, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is also further ordered that the said
• Waldemar Jensen shall, on the Twentieth day of December, 1h97
'
at
Townsville, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement , verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences,  so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of  the causes  of his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under  the seal  of the Court this tenth day of December,
1897.
By the Court,
E. J. FORREST, Solicitor, Townsville.
12s. 6d.
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against William Sparks,
of Aramac, in the colony of Queensland, produce dealer, by the
said William Sparks.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that thesaid William Sparks be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that John Love Blood-Smyth, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First General
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Meeting of the creditors of the said Wi ll iam Sparks ,  for the election
of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court
on the Fourth day of January, 1898, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the said William Sparks
shall, on the Third day of January, 1898, at Rockhampton ,  deliver
to  the  Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
veri fied on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this fifteenth day of
December, 1897.
By the Court,
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH ,  Registrar.
R. J. MCCU LLOUax, Soli citor for Insolvent ,  Barcaldine.
12s. 6d .  Agents-SwANwICK AND KAYANAGH,  Rockhampton.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE REAL.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against Cornelius Graham,
of Nile street, South Brisbane ,  in the colony of Queensland,
cab-driver ,  by himself.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is ordered that the
said Cornelius Graham be and he is hereby adjudged insol-
vent  in forma pauperis,  and that James  Boyne  Hall, Esqui re,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Cornelius Graham,
for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar
of  this  Court on the Thirtieth day of December ,  1897 ,  at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the said
Cornelius Graham shall, on the Twenty -eighth day of December, 1897,
at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind ,  and of the names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court this seventeenth day of
December, 1897.
By the Court,
W. A. DOUGLAS , Deputy  Registrar.
J. BENNIo ,r PRICE, Solicitor for Insolvent,
145 Queen street ,  Brisbane.
13s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Rockhampton.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Me. JUSTICE POWER.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquidation by Arrangement
of the Affairs of Arthur Thomas Hayward and Alfred William
Gray, trading as " Hayward and Gray," of Mount Morgan, in
the colony of Queensland, storekeepers.
G EORGE SAMUEL HUTTON, of Brisbane, accountant, hasbeen appointed Trustee under this Liquidation by Arrangement.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Liquidating Debtors must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts
due to the Liquidating Debtors must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twentieth day of December, 1897.
J. L. BLOOD-SMYTH, Registrar.
W. H. MISKIN, Denham street, Rockhampton,
2858 Solicitor for the Trustee. 9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of John Chesney Martin, of Charters Towers, in the
colony of Queensland, manager for Holliman and Co., Limited,
of the same place, merchants, an Insolvent.
HENRY ADRIAN McMAHON, of Townsville, in the said colony,
accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the property of the
Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts must forward their
proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this eighteenth day of December, 1897.
T. G. FRASER, Registrar.
UNMACK, Fox, AND HOBBS, Solicitors for the Trustee,
2848 Flinders street, Townsville. 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE CHUBB.
In the Matter of Samuel John Bickell, of Charters Towers, in the
co'ony of Queensland, licensed victualler, an Insolvent.
ON the Second day of February, 1898, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon, Samuel John Bickell, of Charters Towers, in the said
colony, adjudicated insolvent on the third day of August, 1896,
will apply to the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville, for a
Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this eighteenth day of December, 1897.
T. G. FRASER,  Registrar.
2849 6s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Lee Soo, trading as " Sin Wah Sin," of South
Townsville, storekeeper, an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A
FIRST and Final Dividend, at the rate of Is. 62d. in the £, is now
payable at my Office, upon all debts proved.
Dated this sixteenth day of December, 1897.
2832
T. G. FRASER,
Official  Trustee inInsolvency, Townsville.58.
In the Matter of Jane Shanahan, of  Gympie,  in Liquidation.
A
SECOND Dividend, of 3s. 6d. in the £, is payable in the above
Estate, on all claims proved and admitted, on FRIDAY, the
Seventeenth day of December, at my Office, Edward street, Brisbane.
2828
THOS. E. WHITE,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Estate of Patrick Johnston ,  of Ipswich ,  butcher, in
Liquidation.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the above matter.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the Seventeenth
day of January, 1898, will be excluded.
Dated this eighteenth day of December, 1897.
2826
W. C. H. KILNER,  Trustee.
3s.
In the Matter of Kelly ,  Webb, and Co .,  of Croydon ,  in Liquidation.A FIFTH and Final Dividend ,  of 1s. 9d. in  the ;C (making in all
14s. 11d .  in the £ ),  is payable in the above Estate on all claims
proved and admitted , on FRIDAY,  the Seventeenth day of December,
1897 ,  at my Office, Edward street, Brisbane.
2827
THOS. E. WHITE,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Matter of William Houghton ,  of Mount Morgan, tobacconist,
an Insolvent.
A FIRST Dividend,  of 4s. in the £, on all proved claims ,  has bees
declared in the above Estate, and is now payable at my Office,
East street, Rockhampton.
Dated this twenty -first day of December, 1897.
2847
J. KENNA,  Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Matter of Eric Hultman, of Rockhampton ,  grocer ,  an Insolvent.
A FIRST Dividend, of 4s. in the  £,  on all proved claims, has beendeclared in the above Estate, and is now payable at my Office,
East street, Rockhampton.
Dated this twenty-first day of Decem ber, 1897.
2846
J. KENNA,  Trustee.38.
In the Matter of George James FitzWalter ,  trading as  " FitzWalter
& Coy.," merchants ,  of Brisbane ,  Charleville ,  and Adavale,
insolvent.
A
SIXTH Dividend ,  at the rate of 2s. in the  £ (making to date
14s. in the £),  has been declared in the above Estate, on all
duly proved and admitted claims ,  and is now payable at the Office of
the Trustee ,  Adelaide street, Brisbane.
Dated at Brisbane this seventeenth day of December ,  A.D. 1897.
2862
GEO. S. HUTTON,  Trustee.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Will of William Thomson, late of Bowen, in the colony of
Queensland, clerk of petty sessions, deceased.
N
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Account of Sarah Elizabeth
Thomson, the Executrix in the abovenamed Estate, from the
fourth day of June, 1896, to the first day of December, 1897, has this
day been filed in my Office, duly verified by the said Sarah Elizabeth
Thomson. A ll  parties claiming to be interested in the said Estate are at
liberty to inspect the said Account, at my Office in the Supreme Court
House, Brisbane, on or before TUESDAY, the Fifteenth day of
February next, and, if they think fit, to object thereto. Notice is
also given, that whether any objection is taken to the said Account or
not I shall, after the aforesaid day, proceed to examine and inquire
into the said Account. Notice is further given, that any person who
may desire to object to the said Account, or any item or items therein,
or the allowance to the Executrix of a commission thereon, must before
that day file in my Office a memorandum to that effect.
Dated this twenty-second day of December, 1897.
W. A. DOUGLAS,
BERNAYS  AND OSBORNE,
Solicitors  for the Executrix,
2842  150 Queen street,  Brisbane.
254'
Deputy  Registrar.
12s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of John Scott Place (sometimes called John Place), late of
Toowoomba, in the colony of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed John Scott Place (in the said Will called John Place),
deceased, may be granted to Helen Mary Place, of Toowoomba afore-
said, widow, the sole Executrix named in the said Will. Any person
interested who desires to object to the application, or to be heard
upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before the
grant is made.
Dated this seventeenth day of December, A.D. 1897.
C. H. BOYDE MACKAY,
Solicitor for the said Helen Mary Place,
Margaret street, Toowoomba.
Town Agents-
WINTER AND McNAB, Queen street, Brisbane.
2831 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Hans Wilken, late of Milbong, near Ipswich, in the
colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
N  v
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this.Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Hans Wilken, deceased, may be granted to Christian
Friedrich Wilhelm Wendorff and Carl Hermann Menge, both of
Milbong aforesaid, farmers, the Executors named in the said Will.
Any person interested who desires to object to the application, or to
be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any time before
'the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-first day of December, A.D. 1897.
P. L. CARDEW,
Solicitor for the said Executors, Ipswich.
By his Agents-FoxTON AND HAVARD, Brisbane.
2841 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville.
In the Lands and Goods of William Henry Keller, late of Mackay, in
the colony of Queensland, licensed victualler, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Administration of the real and personal
estate of the abovenamed William Henry Keller, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Annie Priscilla Keller, of Mackay, in the
said colony, the lawful widow of the said deceased.
Dated this sixteenth day of December, A.D. 1897.
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
Solicitor for the said Annie Priscilla Keller,
Sydney street, Mackay.
By his Town Agents-RoBERTS, LEV, AND BARNETT,
Solicitors, &o., Denham street, Townsville.
2839 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Cordelia Graham, late of Indooroopilly ,  in the colony
of Queensland ,  widow, deceased.
N OTICE  is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof ,  application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Corde lia Graham, deceased, may be granted to Thomas
Harding, of Toowong, in the said colony ,  storekeeper ,  the sole
Executor named in the said  Will. Any  person who desires to object
to the application ,  or to be heard  upon it,  may  file a caveat in the
Registry at any time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty -first day of December, 1897.
2845
THOMAS O'SULLIVAN,
Solicitor for the said Thomas Harding,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Thomas Blacklock, late of Albion,-near Brisbane, in
the colony of Queensland, fruiterer, deceased.
N OTICE Is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of the publication hereof, application will
be made to this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Thomas Blacklock, deceased, may be granted to Jane
Blacklock, of Albion aforesaid, widow, the Executrix named in the
said Will. Any person interested who desires to object to the appli-
cation, or to be heard upon it, may file a caveat in the Registry at any
time before the grant is made.
Dated this twenty-third day of December, 1897.
2855
W. H. B ELL,
Solicitor for Executrix,
116 Edward street, Brisbane.
7s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of James Hayes, late of Gympie, in the colony of
Queensland, hotelkeeper, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days
from the publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court that Administration of the personal estate of the
abovenamed James Hayes, late of Gympie, in the colony of Queens-
land, hotelkeeper, deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Michael John Hayes, of Gympie aforesaid,  miner , the lawful son of
the said deceased,
Dated this twentieth day of December, A.D. 1897.
FRANCIS ISII)ORE POWER,
Solicitor for the said Michael John Hayes,
Mary street, Gympie.
Town Agents- CHAMBERs , BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
2837 Adelaide  street, Brisbane. 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Alfred Gundril, late  of Springsure  ; Charles Salt.,
late of Clermont ; Isaac Newton, late of Clermont ; Jimmy
Ah Way, late of Warinda Station ; Charles West Poingdestre,
late of Normanton; Charles  Harrison , late of Hughenden;
Thomas Hedley Brundrett,  late  of Brisbane; William Maynard,
late of  Brisbane  ; Harry St. Clair Gray, late of Charters Towers ;
Jim Brown, late of Carcony, near Birdsville; John Haugh, late
of Richmond ; St. Andrew Warde, late of Toowong ; and Arthur
Alexander K emmis,  late of Townsville.
PURSUANT to  "The  Intestacy  Act of  1877," all persons having
any claims against the Estates of any of the abovenamed
deceased persons  are to come  in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Public Offices, George street, Brisbane, on or before the Twenty-sixth
day of February  next, or  in default they will be peremptorily excluded
from all benefits accruing from the said Estates.
GILSON FOXTON, Deputy Curator of Intestate  Estates.
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1897.
2850 10s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be WILLIAM HOBSON, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the 5th section of the  " Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given,
that all creditors and other persons having any claims or demands
upon or against the Estate of William Hobson, late of Charters
Towers, in the colony of Queensland, engineer and ironfounder,
deceased, who died at Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland,
on or about the second day of September, 1897, and Probate of whose
Will was granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville,
on the sixteenth day of December, 1897, to Thomas Sims Edwards,
of Charters Towers, in the colony of Queensland, licensed victualler,
and Samuel Stephen James Edwards, of Charters Towers aforesaid,
miner, are hereby required to send, in writing, particulars of their
claims and demands to the undersigned, Marsland and Marsland,
Solicitors to the said Thomas Sims Edwards and Samuel Stephen
James Edwards, at Charters Towers aforesaid, on or before the Eighth
day of February, 1898. And notice is also hereby given, that at
the expiration of the last-named date the said Thomas Sims
Edwards and Samuel Stephen James Edwards will proceed to
distribute the assets of the said William Hobson, deceased, amongst
the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of
which the said Thomas Sims Edwards and Samuel Stephen James
Edwards shall have then had notice, and that the said Thomas Sims
Edwards and Samuel Stephen James Edwards will not be liable, for
the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose
debt or claim the said Thomas Sims Edwards and Samuel Stephen
James Edwards shall not have had notice at the time of distribution.
Dated this eighteenth day of December, 1897.
2852
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for the Executors,
Gill  street, Charters Towers.
16s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be PATRICK BEARY, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the 5th section of the  " Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867," notice is'hereby given,
that all creditors and other persons having any claims or demands
upon or against the Estate of Patrick Beary, late of Charters Towers,
in the colony of Queensland, grazier, deceased, who died at Charters
Towers, in the colony of Queensland,  on or  about the twenty-seventh
day of October, 1897, and Probate of whose Will was granted by the
Supreme Court of Queensland, Townsville, on the sixteenth day of
December, 1897, to James Ahern, of Charters Towers, in the colony
of Queensland, grocer' s assistant , and Patrick Foy, of Charters
Towers aforesaid, hotel-keeper, are hereby required to send, in writing,
particulars of their claims and demands to the undersigned, Marsland
and Marsland,  soli( itors to the said James Ahern and Patrick Foy, at
Charters Towers aforesaid, on or before the Eighth day of February,
1898. And notice is also hereby given, that at the expiration of the
last -named date the said James Ahern and Patrick Foy will proceed
to distribute the assets of the said Patrick Beary, deceased,  amongst
the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which
the said James Ahern and Patrick Foy shall have then had notice, and
that the said James Ahern and Patrick Foy will not be liable, for the
assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt
or claim the said James Ahern and Patrick Foy shall not have had
notice at the time of distribution.
Dated this eighteenth day of December, 1897.
2851
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for the Executors,
Gill street, Charters  Towers.
15s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be THOMAS  PRENDIBLE ,  deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the  " Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons  Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that  creditors
and other  persons  having any  claims or demands  upon or  against
the Estate of Thomas Prendible, late of Eidsvold, in the colony of
Queensland, chemist, deceased, who died on or about the tenth day of
July, 1897, at Eidsvold  aforesaid , Probate of whose Will was duly
granted, on the eighth day of October, 1897, by the Supreme Court of
Queensland, to George Forrest, of Eidsvold aforesaid, are hereby
required to send in,  in writing ,  particulars  of their debts or claims
to the said George Forrest, at the Offices of the  undersigned, his
solicitors, on or before SATURDAY, the Fifth day of February,
1898. And notice is hereby  also given , that after the expiration of
the last-mentioned day the said George Forrest will proceed to dis-
tribute the assets of the said deceased amongst the persons entitled
thereto, having regard only to the claims of which be shall then have
had notice, and that he will not be liable, for the assets or any part
thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim he shall
not have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-third day of December, A.D. 1897.
2854
J. F. FITZGERALD AND POWER,
Commercial Chambers,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Solicitors  for the said George Forrest.
13s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be FREDERICK EDWARD FOSTER, deceased.PURSUANT to the "Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all persons having any claims
or demands upon or against the Estate of Frederick Edward Foster,
late of Albion, near Brisbane, in the colony of Queensland, licensed
victualler, who died at Albion aforesaid, on or about the second
day of September, 1897, and of whose estate and effects Letters
of Administration, with the Will, were, on the sixteenth day of
November, 1897, granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to
Isabella Euphemia Foster, of Albion aforesaid, widow of the said
deceased, are hereby required to send in particulars of their debts or
claims to the undersigned, the Solicitor for the said Administratrix,
on or before the Twenty-ninth day of January, 1898. And notice
is hereby given, that after the expiration of the time so appointed
as aforesaid the said Administratrix will proceed to distribute the
assets of the said deceased amongst the parties entitled thereto, having
regard only to the claims of which she shall then have had notice,
and that she will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so
distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim she shall not then
have had notice.
Dated this twenty-third day of December, 1897.
2836
GRAHAME I. DICKSON,
Solicitor for the Administratrix,
219 Queen.  street,
Brisbane.
13s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be  HENNING OTTO MOLLER, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the 5th section of the  "Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given,
that all creditors and other persons having any claims or demands
upon or against the Estate of Henning Otto Moller, late of Green-
mount, in the colony of Queensland,  farmer, deceased ,  intestate,
who died at Greenmount aforesaid  on or  about the twelfth day of
July, 1894, and Administration of whose Estate was  granted on
the thirtieth day of July, 1896, to Wilhemina Dorothea Elizabeth
Moller, of Greenmount aforesaid, the widow of the said  deceased,
are hereby required to send in, in writing,  particulars  of their ellims
or demands to the undersigned, Charles Stockwell Eden, solicitor to
the said Wilhemina Dorothea Elizabeth Moller, at Toowoomba, in
the said colony, on or before the Fifth day of February, 1898. And
notice is hereby also given, that at the expiration of the last-named
date the said Wilhemina Dorothea Elizabeth Moller will proceed to
distribute the assets of the said Henning Otto Moller, deceased,  amongst
the parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which the
said Wilhemina Dorothea Elizabeth  Moller  shall have then had notice,
and that the said Wilhemina Dorothea Elizabeth Moller will not be
liable, for the  assets  or any part thereof so distributed, to any person
of whose debt or claim the said Wilhemina Dorothea Elizabeth Moller
shall not have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-third day of December, 1897.
C. S. EDEN,
Solicitor for the said Wilhemina Dorothea Elizabeth  Moller,
Margaret street, Toowoomba.
2859 1 14s.
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STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Re JAMES HOPE, deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of the 5th section of the  "Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867," notice is hereby
given, that all creditors and other persons having any claims or
demands upon or against the Estate of James Hope, late of Pitts-
worth, in the colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased, intestate, who
died at Pittsworth aforesaid on or about the first day of September,
1897, and Administration of whose Estate was granted, on the twenty-
fifth day of November, 1897, to Queensland Trustees, Limited, of
Brisbane, in the said colony, the lawfully constituted Attorneys of
Jane Hope, of Pittsworth aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased,
are hereby required to send in, in writing ,  particulars of their claims
or demands  to the undersigned, Charles Stockwell Eden, solicitor
to the said Queensland Trustees, Limited, at Toowoomba afore-
said , on or before the Fifth day of February, 1898. And notice
is hereby also given, that at the expiration of the last-named
date the said Queensland Trustees, Limited, will proceed to distribute
the assets of the said James Hope ,  deceased ,  amongst the parties
entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims of which the said
Queensland Trustees, Limited, shall have then had notice, and that
the said Queensland Trustees, Limited, will not be liable, for the assets
or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt or
claim  the said Queensland Trustees, Limited, shall not have had
notice at  the time of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-third day of December, 1897.
C. S. EDEN,
Solicitor for the said Queensland Trustees, Limited,
2860
Margaret street, Toowoomba.
14s.
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1897.
SARAH HOYLAND v. ALICE ROss.
To all Persons Concerned.TAKE NOTICE, that a Writ of Fieri Facias  has been issued upona Judgment obtained by the Plaintiff in the above action, and
that all Defendant's right, title, and interest, benefit, claim, and
demand whatsoever (if any), in the real and personal estate of the
Defendant' s late  husband, Robert Westwater Laing, who died on the
seventh day of January, 1889, at Victoria Plantation, Ingham, in the
colony of Queensland, intestate, and in respect of whose estate Letters
of Administration were granted to the Defendant by the Supreme
Court of Queensland on the eleventh day of March, 1889:
The following is a description of the freehold lands in the estate
which will be submitted to Auction at the same time :-Subdivision 27
of section 7 of subdivision 2 of port ion IA, containing 25 perches,
.situate in the county of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah;
portion 315, being selection 291, Ingham District, containing 160
acres,  situate in  the county of Cardwell, parish of Cordelia; allotment
1 of section 25, containing 2 roods, situate in the county of Cardwell,
parish of  'rrebonne, town of Ingham ; allotment 2 of section 25,
containing 1 acre,  situate  in the county of Cardwell, parish of
Trebonne ,  town of  Cardwell ;  and allotment 12 of  section 25 ,  containing
2 roods, situate in  the county of Cardwell ,  parish of Trebonne, town
of Ingham :
Will be gold by the  Sheriff of Queensland, by Public Auction,
at Lennon's Hotel ,  George  street,  Brisbane,  on MONDAY, the
Thirty -first day of January next ,  at Twelve  o'clock Noon ,  unless
this Execution  is previously satisfied.
WM. TOWNLEY, Sheriff.
(By JOHN GALLWEY, Under  Sheriff.)
R. J. L$arEa, Solicitor  for the  Plainti ff,
2838 George street,  Brisbane. 17s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Acts,  1863 to  1896 ,"  and in the
matter of  The Queensland International Exhibition Company,
Limited.
N OTICE is hereby  given,  that a Petition for the Winding-up of
the abovenamed Company, subject to the supervision of the
Court, was , on the twenty-third day of December, 1897, presented to
the Supreme  Court of Queensland by John Hardgrave, of Stanley
.street, South Brisbane , in the colony of Queensland, for and on behalf
of himself  and all others the members of The National Agricultural
and Industrial  Association of Queensland, which Association is a
creditor of the  said  Company, and that the said Petition will come on
for hearing , before His Honour Mr. Justice Real, on the Fifth day of
January , 1898, at Ten o'clock in the foranoon, and any creditor or
contributory of the said Company desirous to oppose the making of an
order  for the winding-up of the said Company, subject to the super-
vision  of the Court, under the above Acts, should appear at the time
of hearing by himself or his counsel for that purpose, and a copy of
the Petition will be furnished to any creditor or contributory of the
said Company requiring the same, by the undersigned, on payment of
the regulated charge for the same.
Dated this twenty-third day of December, 1897.
2853
G. V. HELLICAR, .
Solicitor  for the  Petitioner,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
13s. 6d.
ST. GEORGE MARSUPIAL BOARD.
SECOND ASSESSMENT, YEAR 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, tli;it the following Assessment has thisday been struck, viz.  :-6d. for every 20 head of Cattle, 20 head
of Horses, 100 sheep, or every Two Square Miles of Unstocked
Country, due and payable at the Board's Office.
H. V. WIPPELL, Clerk.
St. George , 13th December, 1897.
2830 4s.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership eretofore existingbetween the undersigned, Edward Roland Huey Edkins,
Robert James Wedgwood, and Francis Cory, all of Longreach,
in the colony of Queensland, in the business of stock, station, and
general commission agents , carried on by them at Longreach aforesaid,
under the style or firm of " R. H. Edkins & Co.," has been Dissolved
by mutual  consent as  from the twentieth day of November, 1897.
The said Francis  Cory  will receive all debts owing to and will pay
and discharge all the liabilities of the said partnership.
Dated this twentieth day of November, 1897.
R. H. EDBINS.
FRANCIS CORY.
R. J. WEDGWOOD
(By his duly authorised Attorney, C. W. WEDGWOOD).
Witness to  signatures-
SAMUEL MAJOR, Solicitor, Longreach.
I beg to notify that I have taken over the whole of the business
of the firm of It. H. Edkins and Co., which will in future be carried
on under the name of " F. Cory & Co."
The public are kindly requested to address all communications
intended for R. H. Edkins and Co. to " F. Cory & Co."
FRANCIS CORY.
Longreach, 3rd December, 1897.
2825 13s.
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership heretofore  subsisting
between us , the undersigned, William Bagley, Edmund Dimmock,
and John Alfred Michelmore,  as wine and  spirit  and wholesale
merchants, under the style or firm of " J. Michelmore and Co.," was
this day Dissolved by mutual consent  so far as regards  the said
Edmund Dimmock, who has retired from the  business  ; and that all
debts due  and owing  to or by the late firm will be received and paid
by the said William Bagley and John Alfred Michelmore, who will
henceforth carry on the said business on their  own account , under the
name  of " J. Michelmore and Co."
Dated this sixteenth day of  November , A.D. 1897.
F. DIMMOCK.
WILLIAM BAGLEY.
JOHN ALFRED MICHELMORE.
Witness to  the signatures of all  parties-
2840  SAML. B. WRIGHT, Solicitor, Mackay. 8s. 6d.
LICENSED GATE NOTICE.IT is my intention to apply at the next meeting  of the  Caboolture
Divisional Board for permission to Erect a Licensed Gate
between portions 66 and 67,  parish of  Kilcoy, the said Gate to be
erected according  to the  Act, or with such improvements as the Board
may require.
SAMUEL WATSON.
2768 3s. 6d.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane 27th 'December, 1893.
THE following Botanical Works, by F. Manson Bailey, F.L.S.,
Colonial Botanist, may be obtained at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane:-
I.  The Synopsis of the Queensland Flora ; 900 pp., demy 8vo,
half-bound.  Price,  21s.; posted, 22s.
2. First Supplement to ditto, in boards; 100 pp. and 4 plates.
Price, 3s. ; posted, 3s. 2d.
3. Second Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 153 pp. Price,  8a.;
posted, 3s. 3d.
4. Third Supplement to ditto, in boards ; 135 pp. and 21 plates.
Price, 3s. 6d. ; posted, 3s. 9d.
5. Catalogue of the Indigenous and Naturalised Plants of
Queensland, with Index of vernacular names and their
botanical equivalents. Price, in cloth, Is. 3d.; posted, Is. 5d.
In paper, Is.; posted, Is. 2d.
6. Plants Poisonous and Injurious to St ,)ck. (Bailey and Gordon.)
Containing a brief descriptio.., with plates, of Queensland
plants suspected of having a poisonous effect upon stock.
Price, 4s.; posted, 4s. 5d.
7. Lithograms of the Queens ' d Ferns, in one volume, containing
191 plates, illustrating 223 kinds, with index giving botanical
and common name. Price, 2s.  6d.;  posted, 6d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
NOW ON SALE.
REDWATER DISEASE in Cattle in the Gulf Country, by C. J.Pound, F.R.M.S., Director tock Insti ute, Brisbane,  Is.; posted,
Is. 1d. Government Printing Office, Brisbane.
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THE Government Printing Office has on Sale the following
Publications :-
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
" THE QUEENSLAND STATUTES," revised by Alfred Pain and John
L. Woolcock, B.A., Barristers-at-law, in five volumes, containing-Vols. 1, 2, and 3.-Public and Private Acts to the end of the Session
of 1888;  also , Acts of the Federal Council of Australasia.
Vol. 4-A Selection of Imperial Statutes.
Vol.5-Historical and Analytical Tables, and a comprehensive
Index of the above Volumes.
Full Calf, £7 7s.; Half Calf, £6 6s.
Postage, 7s. 6d.  extra.
Sessional  Acts of 1889, 15s. ; with postage, 15s. 6d.
1890, 15s. 15s. 6d.
1891, 25s. 25s. 9d.
1892, 25s.;  „ 25s. 10d.
1893, 25s. ; „ 25s. 8d.
1894, 32s. 6d. 33s. 6d.
1895,25s. ; „ 25s. 8d.
1896, 25s. ; „ 25s. 9d.
[24TH DECEMBER, 1897.
With
Price. Postage.,
s. d. a . d.
Succession and Probate Duties Act of 1892... ... 2 0 2 1
Succession and Probate Duties Act of 1895 ... ... 1 0 1 1.
Succession Act Amendment Act of 1895 ... .. 1 0 1 1
Sugar Works Guarantee Act of 1893 ...  ...  1 0 1 1
Sugar Works Guarantee Act Amendment Act of 1895 1 0 1 1
Suppression of Gambling Act of 1895 ... 1 0 1 1
Townsville Harbour Boards Act of 1895 ... ... 2 0 2 1
Trustee Act of 1889 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Valuation and Rating Act of 1890 ... ... ... 2 0 2 1
Wages Act of 1870 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Wages Act of 1884 ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Friendly Societies Act of 1894 and Regulations ... 2 0 2 2'
Land Pamphlet,  containing  the Acts  and Regula-
tions relating  to the Leasing and Alienation of
Crown Lands ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 9
1618
With  an Index and Tables showing the effect of Legislation subse-
quent to the publication of the Queensland Statutes ,  complete to date.
SEPARATE ACTS OF THE
Beer Duty Act, 1897 ... ... ... .
Bills of Sale  Act, 1891 ... .. •••
Bills of Sale  Act Amendment Act, 1896 ...
Brands Act  of 1872 Amendment Act, 1894 ...
0 6 0 7
1 0
0 6
1 0
1 0
1 1
0 7
1 1
1 1
COLONY. with
Price.  Postage
s. d. s, d.
Brisbane Traffic  Act of 1895 ... ...
Brisbane  Traffic Act Amendment Act, 1896
Brisbane  Municipal Loan Act, 1896 ...
Bundaberg Harbour Boards Act of 1895
Carriers  Act (complete) ... ••
Cattle Slaughtering Act of 1877 ..
Companies Acts and Rules (complete)
Courts of Conciliation Act of 1892 ...
Crown Lands Act of 1895 ...
Customs Duties Act, 1896 ... •.
Defence Act Amendment Act, 1896
Diseases  in Stock Act, 1896 ...
District  Courts Act of 1891 ...
Divisional Boards Act of 1887
Elections  Act (complete) ...
Electric  Light and Power Act ...
Employers Liability Act of 1886 ...
Employers Liability Act of 1886 (Seamen)
Factories  and Shops Act, 1896 ... ...
Foreign Companies  Act of 1895 ..
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act of 1895
Gold  Mines Drainage  Act, 1896 ...
Government Loan Act, 1896 ... ... ...
Government Savings Bank Acts Amendment Act,  1896
Harbour Boards  Act of  1892 ... ...
Harbour Dues Act of 1892 ...
Harbour Dues Act of 1893 ...
Harbour Dues Act of 1895 ...
Health Act (complete)
Inebriates Institutions Act, 1896 ...  ..Impounding Acts (1863-65-67, awl 1$79), qomplete
Irrigation Act of 1891 .., ...
Justices Act  of 1886  .. ... ...
Licensing  Act of 1885 ... ... ...
Liquor Act of 1886 ... ...11iquor Act of 1895 ...
Live Stock and Meat Export Act of 1895
Mackay Harbour Boards Act, 1896 ...
Married Women's Property Act of 1890
Marsupials  Destruction Act of 1895 ...
Masters  and Servants  Act ... ... ... ...
Meat and Dairy Produce Encouragement Act of 1893
Meat and Dairy Produce Encouragement Act, 1894...
Meat  and Dairy Produce Encouragement Act of 1895
Mercantile  Amendment Act, 1896 ... ... ...
Mineral Lands Sale Act of 1894 ... ... ...
Native Birds Protection Act (complete) ... ...
Navigation Act Amendment Act, 1896 ...
Pacific Island Labourers (Extension) Act of 1892...
Pastoral Leases Extension Act of 1892 ... ...
Pastoral  Leases Extension Act of 1892 Amendment
Act of 1894 ... ... ... ...
Pastoral Leases Extension Act of 1895 ...
Pearl-Shell and B Ache-de-mer Fisheries Act of 1891
Pearl-Shell and Beche-de-Mer Fisheries Act Amend-
ment Act of 1893 ... ... ... ...
Pearl-Shell and Beche-de-Mer Fisheries Act Amend-
ment Act, 1896
Public Service Act, 1896
Rabbit Boards  Act of 1896
Railway Act Amendment Act of 1895
Railway Act Amendment Act of 1896 ..
Rockhampton Harbour Boards  Act of  1895 ...
Sale of Goods Act, 1896 ... ... ... ...
Small Debts Act of 1867 Amendment Act of 1892
Small Debts Act 1867 Amendment Act of 1894 ...
Stamp Act, 1894 ... ... ... ... ...
0 6
0 6
0 7
0 7
2 0 2 1
2 0 2 1
1 0 1 1
10 9 11 3
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
2 0 2 2
3 0 3 2
4 0 4 3
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 11 1
1 0 1 1
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
2 0 2 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1.
1 0 1 1
5 0 5 4
0 6 0 7
5 0 5. 1
1 0 1 3-
3  0 3 2
3 0 3 2
1 0 1 1
1 0 t 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
0 6 0 7
1 0 1 1
3 3 3 6
0 6 0 7
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
0 6 0 7
2 0 2 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
2 0 2 1
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands  Act of 1872, 3rd Edition ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Cemetery Act ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 9  010
Civil Service Pamphlet .. ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Cultural Industries for Queensland ... ... ... 5 0 5 4
Divisional Board Pamphlet ... ... ... ... 5 0 5 4
Divisional Board Pamphlet (cloth-bound) ... . 5 6 6 0
Defence Act of 1884 (including Amendments and
Regulations) ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Drill Regulations and Field  Exercises  for Mounted
Infantry ... 1 0 1 1
Journals of Australian  Explorations  by A. C. and
F. T. Gregory ... ... ... ... ... 5 0 5 4
Justices Act and Offenders Probation Act .. .. 2 6 2 9
Justices  Act and Offenders Probation Act (cloth-
bound) ... .. ... ... ... ...  3 6 3 9
Lithograms of Queensland Ferns, by F. M.Bailey,F.L.S. 2 6 3 0
Mining Acts, together  with Regulations  ... ...  2 0 2 2
Manual of Drill for Queensland Schools ... 1 0 1 1
Pacific Island Labourers Acts  and Regulations, con-
taining Imperial and Colonial Acts,  and Regula-
tions thereunder ... ... ... ... .. 1 6 1 7
Stamp Act of 1894 and Regulations, with a Manual
on the provisions of the Act ... ... ...  2 0 2 2
The Queensland Horticulturist and Gardener's Guide 3 0 3 3
The All-range Queensland  Register ... ... ...  2 0 2 2
FULL BOUND.
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court (only) ... ... 63 0 64 8
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court (Crown Side) ... 42 0 42 10
Settled Land Act,  1886, and Rules of Court with Notes 15 0 15 8
Settled Land Act, 1886, and Rules of Court with Notes 10 6 11 2
Synopsis of Queensland Flora; F. M. Bailey, F.L.S. 21 0 22 0
lat Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ...  3 0 3 2
2nd Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ... 3 0 3 3
3rd Supplement to The Queensland Flora ... ... 3 6 3 9
Catalogue of Queensland Plants ... ... ... 1 3 1 5
Catalogue of Queensland Plants (Paper) ... 1 0 1 1
Plants Reputed Poisonous and Injurious to Stock ... 4 0 4 4
Hints to Rifle Clubs, by Major C. H. Des Veeux ... 0 6 0 7
Synonymical Catalogue of the Lepidoptera Rhopalocera (Butterflies)
of Australia, with full Bibliographical Reference; including
Descriptions of some new Species. By W. H. Miskin, F.L.S.,
F.E.S. Price, full bound, 10s. 6d. ; in boards, 7s. 6d. ; postage
within Australasia, 3d.; to all other places, 6d.
The Geology and Palaeontology of Queensland and New Guinea,
by Robt. L. Jack, Government Geologist for Queensland, and
Robt. Etheridge, junior, Government Palaeontologist (New South
Wales), &c., &c.; 768 pages, crown quarto, full cloth, with sixty-
eight plates and a Geological Map of Queensland. Price, Two
guineas.  Postage within Australasia, 2s. 10d.; to all other
places, 5s. 8d.
Some of the More Important Metals and their Ores;  a Reading
Book for the State Schools; by Wm. Thompson, Asao.  M. Inst.
C.E., F.G.S., Government Mineralogical Lecturer. Price, ls.;
postage within Australasia, ld. ; to all other places, 2d.
Journals of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C. Gregory,
C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon. F. T.  Gregory,  F.R.G.S.
&c.; 209 pages, demy 8vo. Price, 5s. Postage within Aus-
tralasia, 4d.; to all other places, 8d.
With
Price.  Poata1e.
CUSTOMS .  S.  d. a• d.
Customs Duties Act, 1894 (Tobacco Duties)  1
Customs Act of 1873 ... ... ... 4
Customs Duties Act of 1888 ... 1
Customs Duties Act of 1890 ... 1
Customs Duties Act of 1892 ... .. ...  1
Customs Duties Act, 1896 ... 1
Customs Duties Act, 1897 ... ... 0
Customs Tariff (revised) ... ... ...  0
Interpretation Book ... ... ... ...  2
Spirit Calculation Book (revised) ... ...  1
1 1
4 2
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
0 7
o 7
2 81 1
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With
Price. Postage.
.. 5 0 6 4
BRANDS DIRECTORY,
With  Alphabetical List of  all Owners of Registered
Brands  ... ... ... ... ... ... 2  6 3 5
ELECTORAL ROLLS.
Electoral  Rolls of the Colony, each ... ... 1 0 1 1
AGENTS FOR SALE OF GOVERNMENT PUBL]CATIONS.
Bundaberg ...
Cooktown ...
Ipawieh ...
Maryborough ...
Rockhampton ...
Toownomba ...
Townsville ...
G. J. YOUNG AND CO.
J. V. PENNO.
W. TATHAM.
W. DAWSON AND SON.
MUNRO AND COWIE.
J. H. ROBERTSON AND CO.
T. WILLMETT AND CO.
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
SUBSCRIPTION AND ADVERTISING RATES
Quarterly Subscription  ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 0
(Postage  nil,  if subscription begins from date of receipt
of order; on back numbers, 3d. per week.)
Single  copy, current year, 6d.; previous years, 1s.; large-sized
at proportionally increased price. Postage, 1d. additional.
ADVERTISING RATES.
A uniform charge of 6d. a line for all advertisements.
Table matter charged 50 per cent .  extra  on first insertion only
and a  proportional extra charge for very small -sized type.
HANSARD.  a. d.
Subscription for Session ... ... 3 0
Orders must be accompanied by postage stamps  (not exceeding
5s.), money order, postal note ,  or cash ,  sufficient to cover cost.
Private  cheques  will not be accepted.
Parcels forwarded to any address  by ship  or rail if so desired,
the freight  to be payable by  consignee.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1893.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office, William street,
Brisbane :-"Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating to
Local Government outside the Boundaries of Municipalities," with an
Introduction, Notes, and Index, by John L. Woolcock, B.A. Demy
octavo, 400 pages. Linen bound, 5s. 6d.; paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Australian Colonies, 9d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
« r,1lE Justices  Act of  1886 " and  "•The Offenders  Probation Act
-
- of  1886," with  an Introduction ,  Notes, and Index , by John L.
Woolcock ,  B.A. Price,  3s. 6d .  in cloth  ;  2s. 6d .  in paper .  Postage, 6d.
EDMUND GREGORY.  Government Printer.
CCTHE Stamp Act of 1894,"  and Regulations  thereunder, with a1 Manual  on the provisions of the Act. Price,  2s.; posted ,  2s. 2d.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office, the Pacific Island
Labourers Acts and Regulations in Pamphlet form, containing
Imperial and Colonial Acts, and Regulations thereunder. Price,
Is. 6d.;  posted, is. 7d.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
JUST PUBLISHED.THE LAW OF RIENDLY S OCIETIES IN QUEENSLAND ,  being a
Compendium of the existing Act and Regulations in force, with
a comprehensive Introduction, and Notes of English and Colonial
Cases decided up to May, 1896. By John L. Woolcock, B.A., and
George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law, Authors of "Act ' and Rules
relating  to the District Court." Holland binding. Price  5s.; postage,
4d. extra.
July, 1896. EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
THE Government Printer acknowledges th  receipt of the following
amounts,  from the 18th to 24th December, 1897:-
Siemens  Bros., 3s. 3d.; P. Keighran, 7s.; W. Munro and Co.,
£2 5s.; FitzGerald and Major, 11s. 6d.; Geo. Macklin, 3d.; W. H
Sparks,  5s.; J. McGovern, 4s.; Sands and McDougall, 2s. 3d.; W. J.
O'Frith, Is.; P. J. Doyle, 4s. 4d.; J. Donald, 2s.; C. H. B. Mackay,
8s.  6d.; W. S. Cumming, 2s. 6d.; St. George Standard,  2s.; St.
George  Marsupial Board, 4s.; Ula Ula Divisional  Board ,  9s. 6d.;
Queensland  Colliery Company, 2s.; H. Payne, 3s. 6d.; S. B. Wright,
16s.; P. L. Cardew, 8s.; H. Smith, 5s. 6d.; Dalby Municipal Council,
2s. 3d .; J. G. Griffin, 4d.; Rockhampton Newspaper Company, £412s.;
W. H. Miskin, 10s.; J.  Kenna , 14s.;  Morning Bulletin,  £10 10s.;
M. Fitzgerald, 5s.; J. C. Larsen, 7s.; Cowie and Cowland, &6; J.
Fletcher, is. 6d.
POUNDKEEPERS' BOOK (No. 1). ON SALE, the "Act and Rules relating to the District Court, with
an Introduction, Notes, and Index," by John L. Woolcock, B.A.,
and George Scott, M.A., Barristers-at-law.
Price, 7s. 6d. full cloth; postage, 6d. extra.
Half-bound and interleaved, 10s.  6d.;  postage, 8d. extra.
EDMUND GREGORY, Government Printer.
IMPOUND11V GS.
PUUNDKEEPERS are reminded that Advertisements of
Impounded Stock will be charged for at the uniform rate
Of  SIX PENCE PER LINE  ;  and no such  Advertisement will be
inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by a remittance
(Money Orders, Postal Notes, Postage Stamps, or Cash)
sufficient to cover the cost of  insertion.
Postage Stamps  will be received  only  when amount  is 5s.
or leas.
When describing brands a distinction should he made
between  REGISTERED  and other brands, by placing the words
REGISTERED  BRAND  after the description. Brands type will
be used for such descriptions. but where  these words do not
appear ordinary type  only will be used.
I MPOUNDED at St. Lawrence, from Waverley, on the 13th Decem-
ber, 1897, by order of A. Wallace D. Macartney, Esquire.
Driving, 8d.
One red poley cow, ><><1 near ribs, piece like L out of top of both
ears.
If not released on or before 11th January, 1898, will be sold to
defray expenses.
HERBERT PAYNE, Poundkeeper.
2833 3s. Gd.
IMPOUNDED at Arrilalah, from Tocal Station, on the 15th Decem-
ber, 1897, by order of M. Connor, Esquire. Driving, 4s. 4d.
One bay mare, cob, CY under blotch near shoulder, 7CY near thigh,
scum on off eye, near ear split, running star.
If not released on or before the 18th January, 1898, will be sold
to defray expenses.
JAMES McGOVERN, Poundkeeper.
2834 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Winton, from Vindex Station.  Damages, 2s. 6d.;
driving, 4s. 2d.
One bay mare,  small star , off fore and  near  hind feet white, like ER
and blotch near shoulder, like.K6U near thigh, like T1 over VI
before other illegible brands off thigh.
One bay gelding, 9H L" near thigh.
One bay filly, unbroken,  star , off hind coronet white, unbranded.
One black gelding, draught, saddle-marked, Z over near shoulder,
O5G near thigh, ROF off thigh.
One bay filly , small star , near hind foot white, blotch before N1 near
shoulder.
One bay filly, star, off hind foot white, white spot off loin, unbranded.
One bay gelding, saddle-marked, FS5 near shoulder, d5O near thigh,
GQ 1 over illegible brands or  marks  off shoulder, like 9P Z
off thigh.
Also, from Bladensburg. Driving, is. 8d.
One bay mare, white  marks on wither , NN4 near shoulder.
One black entire, little white near hind  coronet,  AA7 near thigh.
One chestnut  gelding, star , off fore foot white, 5 near neck, C and
other illegible brands near shoulder, CB over L near rump.
One bay filly, bald face, off fore and both hind feet white, like 0
near neck.
One chestnut mare, saddle-marked, FE1 over 1CL  near  shoulder,
D 96 over YK6 near thigh.
One black gelding, blaze, white feet, H4" near shoulder, 2HO off
shoulder, 102 off thigh.
One chestnut gelding, star,  near  eye out,  near fore  and both hind feet
white, saddle-marked, 2RX over 175 near shoulder.
Also, from the Reserve, by order of the Herdsman.  Damages,
2s. 6d.
One bay filly, hind feet white, Kl Z near shoulder.
One chestnut mare, blaze and snip, little white near fore coronet, OGi-
and other illegible brand near shoulder.
One bay  mare,  FC3 near shoulder, 73 near neck, bald face, hind feet
white.
One chestnut gelding, star and blaze, white feet, saddle-marked, like
1J I near shoulder.
One grey gelding, HN7 near shoulder, collar-marked.
Also, from Evergreen Station.  Damages , 2s. 6d.; driving, 10d.
One brown gelding, star, off hind foot white, V1 and blotch like K
near shoulder.
One bay gelding, YL7 over 67  near  shoulder,  2 near  cheek, star.
One brown gelding, grey hairs about the head, like RB over  scar near
shoulder.
One bay gelding, roan hairs  in tail , 2RE over 19 over *80 near
shoulder, G8 off thigh.
One bay gelding, 9A near shoulder, like 8DT near thigh, QUF off
shoulder.
Also, from Vindex.
One bay yearling, near hind foot white, indistinct brand near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 31st December, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
DAVID O'KEEFE, Poundkeeper.
2850  269.6d.
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IMPOUNDED at Gracemere, from Roads  and Reserves near Stanwell,
on the 17th November, 1897, by order of the Divisional Inspector
of Stock.
One chestnut gelding, J2L  near  shoulder.
One bay filly, hind feet white, no visible brand.
One chestnut filly, J2L near shoulder.
One black filly, 5CP near shoulder, S -7 off shoulder.
One bay gelclin'*, li D3 near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, S2S  near  thigh, 2NE  near  shoulder.
One bay mare, 6JH  near  shoulder.
One bay horse, unbranded.
One bay mare, blotch brand  near shoulder.
One black gelding, 6JH  near  shoulder.
One brown gelding, O5F  near  shoulder.
One brown colt, unbranded.
One chestnut  gelding , 1ST near shoulder.
One brown gelding, J2L near shoulder.
One chestnut  gelding,  J2L near shoulder.
One brown gelding, indistinct brand near shoulder, like  BB2 near
thigh, indistinct brand off thigh.
One grey mare, J2L near shoulder.
One grey gelding, J2L near shoulder.
One brown  gelding , like P3 near shoulder, RB4 off shoulder.
One brown gelding, QN2 near shoulder, UU8 off shoulder.
One white  steer , like KM7  near ribs.
One cow , bald face, U5X off ribs; calf at foot.
Also, by  order of - Egan, Esquire.
One chestnut gelding. ZE8 near shoulder.
One black gelding, like B2 X near shoulder.
One bay filly, 3KX near shoulder.
One brown iriare, 7GZ near shoulder, XH9 near thigh.
One brown mare, X 1 K near shoulder ; foal at foot.
One bay stallion, Q 3 near shoulder.
One bay mare, RP1 near thigh.
One bay gelding, S over M near shoulder, W over ON off shoulder,
like DYR near thigh, 3XV off thigh.
One bay gelding, EX3 over U7 I-G near shoulder.
Also, on the 20th November, 1897.
One roan heifer, L tdl off rump.
One red and white cow, blotch brand off rump.
One red cow, bald face, like P2B off ribs.
One roan heifer, C114 off ribs.
One red and white steer, DE3 off ribs.
One red and white steer, EC2 off ribs.
One red steer, JOB off ribs.
One red and white steer, JOB off ribs.
One roan steer, 1C'-4 off ribs.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
One bay gelding, like TO Z near shoulder.
One creamy gelding, VOC near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 21st December, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
Also, from Greenwell Dairy, on the 30th November, 1897, by
order of A. Reid, Esquire.
One black mare, 6JH over X1P near shoulder; foal at foot.
One bay gelding, X1P near shoulder.
One bay stallion, TLl near shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, M5B near shoulder.
One grey mare, LPq 1  near  shoulder.
One chestnut mare, BKl over 53 near shoulder; foal at foot.
One bay mare, blotch brands near and off shoulder, RB4 near thigh.
One grey mare, LW 1 near shoulder.
One  grey  gelding, like 9KM near shoulder.
One grey mare, like G' d8 near shoulder.
One bay mare, V C12 near shoulder ; foal at foot.
One brown filly, like 11 near shoulder.
One bay filly, C I I near shoulder
One grey  gelding, W D4 off shoulder.
One brown stallion. like 6J11 near shoulder.
One bay stallion, like 5EI near shoulder.
One brown gelding, like H3;9 near shoulder.
One grey mare, like G'b1 near shoulder.
One bay filly, no visible brand. .
Also, on the 1st December, 1897, by order of - Pearce, Esquire.
One chestnut gelding, olotched brand over 8 near shoulder.
One bay mare, A30 off shoulder.
One bay mare, like OWG near shoulder.
One chestnut foal, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 31st December, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
A. ARMSTRONG.  Poundkeeper.
2835 45s. 6d.
I MPOUNDED at Wivenhoe, on 15th December, 1897, by order ofJ. ltoulston, Esquire.
One red bull, spotted face, bPB off ribs.
If not released on or  before the 18th January,  1898 ,  will be sold
to  defray  expenses.
04TH DECEMBER, 1897.
IMPOUNDED at Winton, from the Pasturage Reserve. Damages,
2s. 6d.
One  grey  filly, 99 near shoulder.
One brown gelding, grey hairs about the head, like RB over  scar near
shoulder.
One bay gelding, JE6 near shoulder, 1Q6 off shoulder, POZ near
thigh.
Also, from Vindex. Damages, 2s. 6d.; driving, 2s. 8d.
One bay yearling, bald face, indistinct brand near shoulder, near hind
foot white.
Also, from Ayrshire Downs.  Damages,  25; driving, 6s. 8d.
One chestnut stallion, bald face, collar and saddle marked,  silver mane
and tail, CY7 near shoulder, 7VY near thigh, illegible brand near
neck.
If not released on or before the 31st December, 1897, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
DAVID O'KEEFE, Poundkeeper.
2857 8s. 6d.
IMPOUNDED at Gladstone, from East Stowe Station, on the 18th
December, 1897, by order of James Bell, Esquire.
One black horse, star, like (; 3 Co registered brand  near  shoulder.
One yellow-bay horse, like 0-  3  Co registered brand near  shoulder.
One bay mare,  star ,  8 near  cheek, hind feet white, LV2 near
shoulder.
One brown horse, LHI over 6 near shoulder.
One black horse, U X 1 near shoulder.
One bay horse, three feet white, R 4Y near thigh.
One bay horse, b DQ near  shoulder, 7U I off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 18th January, 1898, will be sold
to defray  expenses.
J. C. LARSEN, Poundkeeper.
2861 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Bundaberg, from Nolando Pocket, on the 29th
November, 1897, by order of A. C. Walker, Esquire.
One black horse, draught, star, like D8Z near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, 2AA near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, off knee broken, 3YZ near thigh.
One bay colt, star, like blotched 7 near shoulder.
One chestnut horse, blaze, white feet, indistinct brand like V near
thigh.
If not released on or before the 31st December, 1897, will be sold
to defray expenses.
P. KEIGHRAN, Poundkeeper.
2824 5s. 6d.
I MPOUNI)ED at Toowong.
One grey gelding, like Q blotch 4 near thigh, marked knees and back.
If not released on or before the 17th January, 1898, will be
sold to defray expenses.
H. MARTIN, Poundkeeper.
2863 3s.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 24th December, 1897.NOTICE is hereby given, that he undermentioned applica-tions  for the grant of Letters Patent, and the complete
specifications  annexed thereto, have been ACCEPTED, and are
now open to public inspection at this Office.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars  in writing, in duplicate (on
Form D), of his or their objections thereto, within four calendar
months from the date of the first appearance of this advertise-
ment in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of ten
-shillings  is payable with such  notice.
Application No. 4045.-ARTHUR APPLETON STEPHENSON,
,of Stanley street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales,
temporarily residing at " Morven House," Canterbury road,
St. Kilda, near Melbourne, in the colony of Victoria, gas
engineer .  "An Improved Process of and Composition for
111anufaoturing an  Inflammable Gas." Dated 26th August,
A.D. 1897. (Specification, 4s.)
Application No. 4150.- Jo*N TURNBULL , of 36 Playfair
street, Sydney, in the colony of New South Wales,  engineer.
Improved Apparatus  to be used in Carbonating  Liquids."
Dated 25th October, A.D.1897. (Specification ,  3s. 6d.)
Application No. 4155.-E n* ATSINSoN ,  of 12 Spencer
Mansions , West K ensington , Loadon, England.  " Improve-
ments in and connected  with No*-r lelldble  Bottles and like
'Vessels."  (Assignee  of John Creasy.) fated 30th October,
A.D. 1897. (Specification, 5s.)
Application No. 4157.-JonN GUSTAF ADOLF  RHODIN, of
104 Gilda Brook road,  Eccles ,  near Manchester , county of
Lancaster, England, analytical chemist and electrical  engineer,
.and ALFRED ROBERT HARVEY, of 41 North John  street,
Liverpool, in said county, director.  "An Improved Electrolyser
or Electrolytic Apparatus."  Dated 30th October, A.D. 1897.
.(Specification, 8s.)
Application No. 4163.-S IDNEY  WILLIAMS,  of Rockhampton,
in the colony of Queensland, engineer.  "An Improvement in
the Construction of Stoves."  Dated 1st November, A.D. 1897.
(Specification, 2s.)
Application No. 4170.-- ROBERT MELVILLE  SCOTT, of
Strathfield, near Sydney, New South Wales, and ALEXANDER
GooDSIs, of Balmain, near Sydney aforesaid, both contractors.
"Improvements  in  Apparatus for Drilling, Excavating, and
Breaking-up Submarine Rock."  - Dated 4th November,
A.D. 1897. (Specification, 12s. 6d.)
Application No. 4174.-MURDOCH MCDONALD, of Service
street, Clunes, in the colony of Victoria, blacksmith.  "An
Improvement  in Hame-hooks  and Equivalent Trace  Connections."
Dated 8th November, A.D. 1897. (Specification, 3s.)
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,  Registrar  of Patents, &c.
[No. 166.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 24th December, 1897.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have received the undermen-
tioned applications for the registration of Trade Marks.
Any person or persons intending to oppose any of such
applications must leave particulars in writing, in duplicate (on
Form I), of his or their objections thereto, within two months
(or such further time, not exceeding six months, as the
Registrar may allow) of the advertisement of the applications
in the  Queensland Government Gazette.  A fee of one pound
is payable with such notice.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, Registrar of Patents, &c.
Application No. 2167-Filed 5th October, A. D. 1897.-
EDMUND JAMES MILLS, of 60 John street, Glasgow, North
Britain, professor of technical chemistry, F.R.S., to register in
Class 1, in respect of Chemical Substances used in Manufactures
or Philosophical Research, and Anti-corrosives, a Trade Mark
of which the following is a representation
SCOLI
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 24th December, A.D. 1897.  'Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application N . 2233-Filed 20th December, A.D. 1897.-
JADOO LIMITED, of 5 Palace Gate, Exeter, England,  manufac-
turers, to register in Class 2, in respect of a Prepared Fibre for
Growing Plants and Seeds in, and a Prepared Liquid for Horti-
cultural and Agricultural Purposes, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
JADOO
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 24th December ,  A.D. 1897 .  V ida  notice at
head of  trade mark advertisements.
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Application  No. 2208-Filed 12th November, A.D. 1897.-
RUPERT  T URNER HAVELOCK CLARKE, of Rupertswood ,  Sunbury,
Victoria ,  baronet, to register in  Class  42, in respect of Butter, a
Trade Mark of  which the follow ing is a representation :-lttTsw;0
Powder,  " Jelly "  Pudding Powders, Table Oils, Yeast and
Custard Powders, Lime Juice Cordial, Lemon Syrup, Raspberry
Syrup, Raspberry Vinegar, Sago Flour, Tapioca Flour, Desic.
cated Cocoanut, Honey, Cornflour, Self-raising Flour, Flour,
Hops, Condensed Milk, Condiments, Salt Biscuits, Infants'
and Invalids' Food, Tinned Meat, Tinned Fish, Dried Fish,
Confectionery, Liquorice, Macaroni, Vermicelli, Beer Preserva-
tives, Butter and Food Preservatives, Butter Colouring, Malt,
Dried Fruits, Crystallised Fruits, Dates, Dog Biscuits, Extract
of Meat, Finings for Beer, Wine, and Coffee, Drink Flavourings,
Gelatine, Isinglass, Bread, and Cakes, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
FtHODIA
This mark  was first  advertised in the  Queensland  Govern.
ment Gazette  of 24th December, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
a
.
The essential particulars of the trade mark are (1) the word
" Rupertswood " ; (2) the words " Water Lily/ " ; and (3) the
device  of a water lil•e,; and the applicant disclaims any right to
the exclusive  use of the added  matter.
This mark was first advertised in  the Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 24th December, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2218-Filed 29th November, A.D. 1897.-
WILLIAM WATSON OGILVIE, trading as " The Ogilvie Milling
Company," of Winnipeg, Manitoba, Dominion of Canada, to
register  in Class 42, in respect of Flour, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
Applications Nos. 2224 and 2225-Filed 7th December,
A.D. 1897.-S TEPHEN  S MITH  AND Co., of 51 Malmesbury road,
Bow, London, manufacturers : Application No. 2224, to register
in Class 3, in respect of Chemical Substances prepared for use
in Medicine and Pharmacy, including Coca Wine, being a
Medicinal Preparation for Human Use ; and Application No.
2225, to register in Class 43, in respect of Fermented Liquors
and Spirits, a Trade Mark of which the following is a repre-
sentation :-
The essential particulars of the trade mark are the follow-
ing :-The device and the facsimile signature, and the word
" Keystone."
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 24th December, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
%.W
CANADA
The essential  particulars of the above trade  mark are the
device and the name  " Ogilvie's," and the applicant  disclaims
any ri qht to the exclusive use of the added matter.
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 24th December, A D. 1897.  Vide  notice at
head of trade mark advertisements.
Application No. 2215-Filed 18th November, A.D. 1897.-
HOLMES  SAMUEL CHIPMAN, of 54 Margaret street, Sydney,
New South Wales, merchant, to register in Class 42, in respect
of Tea, Coffee, Coffee and Chicory, French Coffee, Chicory,
Cocoa, Dandelion Coffee, Dandelion Cocoa, Arrowroot, Carra-
ways, Cassia, Cinnamon, Cloves, Chillies, Coriander, Ginger,
Groats, Ground Rice, Icing Sugar, Mace, Mixed Spice, Meal
(a Mixture of Oatmeal and Wheatenmeal), Meal (Digestive),
Maizemeal , Mustard, Nutmegs (Whole), Nutmegs (Ground),
Oats  (Cooked, Rolled), Oatmeal, Pearl Barley, Peasemeal,
Peppers, Pimento or Allspice, Rice, Split Peas, Sago, Tapioca,
Tartaric Acid, Wheatmeal, Currie Powders and Paste, Egg
Applications Nos. 2227 and 2228-Filed 11th December,
A.D. 1897.-EDWARD Coon AND Co., of East London Soap
Works, Bow, London, England, soap manufacturers : Appli-
cation No. 2227, to register in Class 47 , in respect  of Candles,
Common Soap, Detergents, Illuminating, Heating, or Lubrica-
ting  Oils, Matches, and Starch, Blue, and other  Preparations
for Laundry Purposes ; and Application No. 2228, to  register
in Class  48, in respect of Perfumery (including Toilet Articles,
Preparations for the Teeth and Hair, and Perfumed  Soap), a
Trade Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
BO
W
This mark was first advertised in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  of 24th December, A.D. 1897.  Vide  notice at head
of trade mark advertisements.
Printed and Published  by EDMUND GREGORY,  Government Printer,
William  street ,  Brisbane.
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Railway Department,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1897.
GOODS AND LIVE STOCK RATES.
HIS Excellency the Governor , with the  advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following By-law made  by the  Commissioner for Railways under the
provisions of  " The Railways  Act of  1888 ,"  for regulating the carriage of Goods and Live
Stock on the Queensland Railways.
JAMES R. DICKSON'`-.
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BY-LAW No. 31,
RELATING TO
GOODS AND LIVE-STOCK TRAFFIC ON QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS.
Short title.
1. This By-law ehall be styled and may be cited as  " The Railway Goods
Traffic  By-law  of  1897,"  and shall take effect on and from 1st Januaay , 1898, from which
date the existing Goods and Live Stock Classification and Rates are hereby repealed.
Interpretation clause.
2. In this By-law the following terms  in inverted commas  shall, unless the
context otherwise indicates ,  have the meanings set against them respectively ,  that is
to  say:-
"Commissioner "-The  Commissioner for Railways for the time being,
appointed under the authority of  " The Railways  Act of  1888  Amendment
Act of  1896."
" Goods "-All substances ,  articles ,  things  (with the exception of personal
luggage accompanying a passenger ),  live stock ,  and other animals carried,
or delivered at a station for conveyance ,  by railway.
" Dangerous Goods  "- Gunpowder ,  blasting-powder ,  guncotton ,  dynamite,
lithofracteur ,  fireworks ,  cartridges  (except small-arm safety ),  lucifer
matches, aquafortis ,  mineral acids,  mineral oils, turpentine ,  petroleum,
and all other substances and things which the Commissioner may consider
to be dangerous or explosive.
" Perishable Goods "-Fruit ,  flowers, fish, fresh meat, poultry ,  game, eggs, dairy
produce, vegetables ,  ice, and all other substances and things which either
by their nature or from any other cause whatsoever are readily liable
to waste ,  decay, spoil ,  or otherwise decrease in value.
" Live-stock  "- Horses ,  cattle ,  sheep, calves, and pigs carried or intended to
be carried by rail without being protected by cases or crates.
"Returned Empties  "-Wrappers; bags ; boxes ; packages  ;  cases ; cans ;
casks ;  kegs; bottles ,  jars, and tins packed in cases ; . or baskets, returning
empty, which ,  on the forward journey, were carried full  by railway.
" Station "-The premises of a railway station ,  platform ,  pier or wharf ,  stopping
place, siding ,  gate, or goods warehouse.
" Goods Warehouse "- A shed or building used by the Commissioner for the
purpose of storing goods carried,  or delivered to be carried ,  by railway.
" Officer in Charge "-The officer in charge of a station, or other person charged
with the control or supervision of goods carried or delivered to be carried
by railway.
Officers not empowered to dispense with or vary By-law.
3. No officer of the Commissioner has any authority to dispense with or vary
the provisions of this By-law.
Consignment note.
4. All goods  delivered to the Commissioner for carriage shall be accompanied
by a proper  consignment note , in such one  of the  forms prescribed in Schedules VIII.,
IX., X., XI., and XII.,  hereto as is applicable thereto.
The particulars required in a consignment note shall  be accurately filled in by
the sender  of the  goods consigned , or by  some duly autborised person on his behalf,
who shall sign such note as a guarantee of the correctness of the information whichit' contains.
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Any person  making a false statement in a consignment  note  as to  the weight
of goods so  consigned , or the contents of any package mentioned  in the consignment
note, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding £10, which maybe recovered at the suit
of the Commissioner  in a summary  way before any two  justices  of the peace.
Goods insufficiently or incorrectly described, 4'c.
5. The Commissioner may refuse to receive for carriage any goods undescribed
or insufficiently described in a consignment note, or may at his option receive such
goods and charge the senders at the highest rate of carriage prescribed in the  classi fica-
tion Schedules appended hereto.
The Commissioner will not be responsible for the  loss of  or injury to any goods
in consequence of their being insufficiently or incorrectly described or declared in a
consignment note.
The Commissioner  reserves  to himself the right to inspect  all goods before
accepting them for carriage, and for this purpose any package of goods may be opened
and examined, and any expense occasioned thereby shall be borne by the sender.
Goods imperfectly addressed or improperly packed.
6. All goods must be fully and distinctly addressed, and well and securely packed
to the satisfaction of the officer in charge at the forwarding station.
NOTE.-In  the case of large consignments of iron  wire , flour,  4 c., it will
be sufficient to fully address one package, provided the full  consignment  is indicated
on the address card, thus-" 40 bundl es iron  wire," or  " 20  bags flour,"  as the case
may be, marked [indicate on card the particular brand or mark placed  on each bundle
or bay].
In cases where it is more convenient to brand than to  address  goods, the station
to which they are to be conveyed by train must be distinguished by at least four letters
on each package.
The Commissioner shall not be responsible for nondelivery or misdelivery of any
goods which are improperly or insufficiently addressed ; or for the  loss of or  injury to
any goods improperly packed, or so packed that the breakage of, or leakage from, one or
more of the packages has injured the others ; or for loss by leakage occasioned by
defective or faulty vessels or cooperage ; nor for loss, waste, or damage by or in
consequence of fermentation or evaporation.
The Commissioner reserves to himself the right to refuse to accept for con-
veyance any goods which the officer in charge may consider  to be unsafe  or unfit for
carriage.
Liability on neglect  or default.
7. The Commissioner shall not be liable for any loss  arising  from delay in the
delivery of goods which may have been occasioned by flood,  storm, tempest, or other
unforeseen  causes ; nor  will he be liable for any - loss or injury in connection
with the receipt, carriage, or delivery of goods , unless  occasioned by the neglect or
default of the officers of the Department.
Goods  damaged-by  fire  or water.
8. The Commissioner will not be liable for loss of or injury to goods arising
from fire caused by sparks from engines ,  nor for loss of or injury to goods caused by
fire at a station.
Notwithstanding the fact that tarpaulins or sheets are supplied by the Com-
missioner for covering goods at a station or in transit ,  the Commissioner will not
be liable for loss of or damage to goods through leakage during wet weather ,  or other
injury during storm, flood,  or heavy rain.
Starting and arrival of trains.
9. The Commissioner does not bind himself to any fixed time for the despatch
or arrival of Goods Trains, nor does he undertake to forward goods within any particular
time or by any particular train.
Special consignment note  for goods  consigned to sidings,  t c.
10. The  Commissioner will not receive goods for delivery at the places enumerated
in Schedule  VII. hereto , unless the sender or owner signs a special consignment note
in the form in Schedule  VIII.  hereto ,  and prepays all charges in respect of such goods.
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The rates to and from places mentioned in Schedule VII. do not include
loading  or unloading at such places, which work  must  be performed by the consignor or
the consignee as the case  may be.
The Commissioner will not be responsible for the number or condition of
any of the packages consigned to or from places mentioned in Schedule VII.
Limited liability in respect of certain goods.
11. The Commissioner will not be liable for the loss of or injury to any goods
of the following descriptions, that is to say:-Gold or silver in manufactured or
unmanufactured state ; gold or silver plate or plated articles; precious stones;
jewellery ; watches ; clocks ; timepieces of all descriptions ; trinkets ; gold or silver
ores ;  bills ; notes of any bank ; orders ; notes or securities for payment of money ;
English, Colonial, or Foreign stamps ; maps ; writings ; title deeds; paintings; engrav-
ings ; pictures;  glass;  china; silks in a manufactured or unmanufactured state, and
whether wrought up or not wrought up with other materials; furs; lace; opium; or
any other goods, which from their brittleness, fragility, or delicacy of construction are,
in the opinion of the Commissioner, more than ordinarily hazardous, when the value of
such goods exceeds the sum of £10, unless at the time of the delivery thereof at the
station for the purpose of being carried, the valise and nature have been declared by the
person delivering them, and a special risk rate, paid to, and accepted by, the officerin charge.
The Commissioner may, however, refuse to carry articles which from their
fragility, delicacy of construction, or insufficient protection are, in his opinion,
more than ordinarily hazardous, unless the consignor furnishes a consignment note in
the form of Schedule XII. hereto.
Special risk rates.
12. The following special risk  rates are  payable in addition to the carriage rate
upon the articles specified in the preceding clause where the Commissioner' s risk rate is
not shown in the classification list contained in Schedule I. hereto :-
Distance in Miles. Per Cent. on Declared
value  above £10. Minimum Charge.
s. d. s. d.
From 1 to 100 miles  ... ... ... ... ...  8 4 1 0
„ 101 „ 200 „ ... ... ... ... ... 12 6 1 6
„ 201 „ 300 „ ... ... ... ... ... 16 8 2 0
Above 300  miles ... ... ... ... ... ... 20 0 2 6
Olass f cation  and rates.
13. The articles of goods enumerated or described in the first and third  columns
of Schedule I. hereto shall be deemed to be of the  classes set  against them respectively
in the second and fourth columns thereof.
The rates per ton payable in respect of the carriage of the goods so classified shall,
unless otherwise provided herein, or in Schedules IV. or V. hereto, be in accordance
with the mileage  scale set out  in Schedule II. hereto.
Rates, how calculated.
14. In calculating the amount payable for the conveyance of goods, the
exact distances  over which the goods are to be, or have been carried, shall be taken in
all cases . Fractions of a mile shall be deemed to be  a mile,  and fractions of a penny
shall be deemed to be a penny on the total charge.
Provided that the rates chargeable from Ipswich and stations east thereof,
including Brisbane and stations on the South Coast, Cleveland, and North Coast lines,
to Warwick, and to stations south of Warwick, including the Killarney Branch, and
vice versa,  shall not be calculated upon the actual distance, but upon 15 miles less than
the actual distance ; but the rates chargeable on goods sent from Ipswich and stations
east thereof to stations between Clifton and Warwick shall not exceed the rates
chargeable to Warwick, nor shall the rates chargeable on goods sent from Warwick and
stations  south of Warwick, including the Killarney Branch, to stations between
Grandchester and Ipswich, exceed the  rates  td Ipswich.
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Provided further, that in calculating  the rates from all stations  north of
Stanthorpe to stations between Stanthorpe and Wallaugarra, both  inclusive , a further
allowance by way of rebate to the extent of 15 per centum, shall (in addition to the
15 miles allowance where applicable) be deducted from the rates ; but the rates
chargeable on goods sent to stations between Silverwood and Thulimbah shall not
exceed the rates to Stanthorpe.
Neither of these  allowances  shall apply to "Parcels," "  Smalls ," or Live stock.
Bates, when  payable.
15. Notwithstanding any periods of credit which as a matter of  convenience
the Commissioner may allow to the holders of ledger accounts, all rates for the
carriage  of goods  shall, unless  otherwise provided for, be due and payable in cash forth-
with on delivery or tender of the goods at the station to which they are consigned.
In default of immediate payment of such rates by the owner or consignee, the
Commissioner  shall have power to detain and sell all or any part of the goods upon
which rates are payable, or of any other goods which he may then or at any future
time have in his  possession  the property of such owner or consignee, and out of the
moneys arising from such  sale, to  retain such rates and  all charges and expenses of such
detention  and sale , rendering the surplus (if any) of the moneys, and such of the goods
as shall remain  unsold, to the person entitled thereto. -
In the event of the moneys  arising  from such  sale being  insufficient to cover the
expenses aforesaid , the Commissioner shall have power to recover the balance from the
consignor.
Owner's risk, and loading and unloading charges.
16. All goods of the Classes M, A, and B in Schedule I. hereto, and all goods
included in Schedule V. of a lower  class  than Class B, shall be carried at the owner's
risk, and the senders shall sign a special consignment note in the form in Schedule XII.
hereto in respect of the same : Provided, nevertheless, that at the option of the sender
the Commissioner will undertake the risk in the carriage thereof upon the payment of
a sum  equal to 10 per centum in addition to the ordinary rate payable upon such goods.
The duty of loading and unloading goods in M, A, and BClasses,  and of similar
classes in  Schedule V. hereto, must be undertaken by the sender and the consignee
respectively. In cases where the Commissioner performs -this  service a  charge of' one
shilling per ton, with a minimum charge of one shilling for each service, will be made.
No charge, unless otherwise herein provided, will be made for loading or unloading
goods in 1st, 2nd, and 3rd  classes, nor  will any loading or unloading  charges be made in
the case of  agricultural produce at  stations  where the  staff is sufficient*to  do the work.
Weight of goods.
17. The rates for the carriage of all goods, except flour, and timber  in logs, shall
be calculated upon the actual gross weight thereof, and upon the basis of 2,240 lbs. to
the ton.
The rates for the carriage of flour shall be upon the basis of 2,000 lbs. to the ton.
The rates for the carriage of timber in logs shall be according  to measured
weight, as follows:-Pine, cedar ,  silky oak ,  sassafras ,  ballygum, white
bark, cudgeree, and silkwood ... ... ... 54 cubic  feet = 1 ton.
All other timber ... ... ... ... ... 30 cubic  feet = 1 ton.
The rates for the carriage of sawn or split timber shall be according to machine
or measured  weight, at the option of the Commissioner.
Minimum charges.-M, A, and B Classes.
18. The minimum charges for the carriage of the following goods shall,  unless
otherwise  specified, be as for the weights mentioned in connection therewith,  respec-
tively :-
Goods in M Class
lAs for 5  tons per  4-wheeled wagon ;
smaller quantities at A Class rates
J and conditions .  But coal  con-veyed in "T" Class wagons and
bones in 4-wheeled wagons the
minimum shall be 4 tons.
Goods in A Class ,  unless  otherwise  ( As for 2 tons ; sma ller quantities at
speci fied Z B Class rates and conditions.
Goods in B Class, unless otherwise (As for 1 ton ; smaller quantities at
specified z 1st Class rates and conditions.
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Provided that in the case of mixed consignments, and where the minimum load,
or truck load, is made up of goods of a higher  class , such as 1 ton of A Class, and
1 ton of B, or a higher  class,  the charge shall be for the actual weight  in each class,
but not less in any case than the charge for " Smalls," under Clause 20 hereof.
Minimum charges.-Timber.
19. The minimum charge for the carriage of timber shall be as for the following
weights mentioned in connection with each class of truck respectively:-
DESCRIPTION OF TRUCK.
TIMBER SQUARED ,  OR IN LOG.
Pine, Cedar,
Silky Oak,
Sassafras, All other
Ballygum ,  White Timber.
Bark, Cudgeree,
and Silkwood.
SAWN OR
SPLIT TIMBER.
Timber in trucks of 251 feet and over... ... ... ... 5 tons 7 tons 4 tons
Timber in trucks under 25s feet, except 4-wheeled trucks ... 4 tons 6 tons 3 tons
Timber in 4-wheeled timber trucks ... ... ... ... 21 tons 4 tons 2 tons
If timber can be loaded in a 4-wheeled goods wagon (F or T Class), the minimum
charge will be as for one ton at A Class rate, or for actual weight at first-class if
cheaper.
Guard trucks required for the carriage of long timber will be charged as
follows :-
( 251 feet and over ... ... ... ... as for 4 tons
Guard trucks j under 251 feet (except 4-wheelers)  ...  .. as for 3 tons
(4-wheeler  ...  as for 1 ton
When timber over 60 feet in length is loaded, resting on two wagons with other
wagons (runners, not bearing weight) between them, the latter shall be charged as for
the minimum weights stated in the first paragraph of this clause, and not as guard
trucks.
Minimum  charges for small  consignments.
20. The minimum charges in respect of the carriage  of small consignments of
goods (except dangerous goods, for which  see clause  43) shall be as follows, that is to
say:-
Small Consignments  ("Smalls").
FOR EACH CONSIGNMENT OF
1ST CLASS GOODS.
FOR EACH CONSIGNMENT OF  FOR EACH CONSIGNMENT
2ND CLASS GOODS. 3RD CLASS GOODS.
DISTANCE. 56lbs .  571bs. 85 lbs.
and to to
under. 84 lbs .  112 lbs.
56 lbs .
and
under .
57 lbs .
to
84 lbs.
851bs .  561bs  .
to and
112 lbs. under .
571bs .
to
841bs.
851bs.
to
112 lbs.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. a. d. s. d. s. d.
25 miles and under  1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 3 1 6 1 0 1 3 2 0
26 to  50 miles ... 1 0 1 3 1 6 1 0 1 3 2 0 1 0 1 3 2 0
51 to 75 ... 1 0 1 6 2 0 1 6 2 3 3 0 1 9 2 3 3 6
76 to 101 ... 1 3 1 11 2 6 1 9 2 3 3 6 2 0 2 3 3 6
102 to 133 „ ... 1 6 2 3 3 0 2 3 3 5 4 6 2 6 3 6 5 0
134 to 166 1 9 2 7 3 6 2 8 4 0 5 3 3 6 5 0 6 6
167 to 200 ... 2 0 3 0 4 0  3 0 4 6 6 0 3 6 5 0 6 6
201 to 250 ... 2 3 3 5 4 6 3 5 5 1 6 9 4 6 6 6 8 6
251 to 300 2 6 3 9 5 0 3 9 5 8 7 6 4 6 6 6 8 6
301 to 350 „ ... 2 9 4 2 5 6  4 2 6 3 8 3 5 6 8 0 10 6
351 to 400 3 0 4 6 6 0 4 6 6 9 9 0 .5 6 8 0 10 6
401 to 450 ... 3 3 411 6 6 5 0 7 5 9 9 6 6 9 6 12 6
451to500 3 6 5 3 7 0 5 3 711 10 6 6 6 9 6 12 6
501 to 600 3 9 5 8 7 6 5 8 8 6 11 3 7 0 10 0 13 6
Above 600 ... 4 0 6 0 8 0 6 0 9 0 12 0 7 9 11 0 15 0
Sma ll  consignments  by Goods Train must not be  charged more  than if carried by Passenger Train.
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The charge for small consignments over 112 lbs. in weight will be at the tonnage
rate, but not less than the charge for 112 lbs. under the above table, and not more than
if carried by passenger train at parcels rates. In the case of mixed quantities of
"Smalls" the highest rate shall be charged therefor, unless it be cheaper to charge each
class separately.
Provided that where the class in Schedule I. is shown with a percentage added,
or with a double rate, the same percentage will be added to the above charges or the
charge doubled, as the case may be.
Truck loads.
21. Whenever rates are quoted for goods in truck loads the minimum load
shall, unless otherwise specified, be reckoned as for the load of a 4-wheeled truck-
viz., 4 tons. When larger trucks are necessary for the load, the minimum charge will
increase  proportionately. For instance, if a 6-wheeled truck is necessary, 6 tons will
be charged for; and 8 tons if an 8-wheeled truck is required. When goods for which
truck-load rates are quoted are forwarded in smaller quantities than truck loads they
shall,  unless  otherwise specified, be charged at the next highest  class  rate, unless it be
cheaper to charge  as for  a truck load.
In the case of goods in M Class for which the minimum load is 5 tons per 4-
wheeled truck, 6-wheeled trucks shall be charged not less than 7-1 tons, and 8-wheeled
trucks not  less  than 10 tons.
In no case shall additional tonnage be charged for when, in order to suit the
convenience of the Department, a larger truck than necessary is used.
When there is loading for more than one truck, but not sufficient for two trucks,
the whole weight shall be charged at the truck load rate.
Long articles.
22. All consignments of goods exceeding 18 feet in length, except timber, for
which  see Clause  19, shall be charged according to the  class  and rate provided in Schedules
1. and If. hereto, but with an additional charge as for one ton for each 4-wheeled
truck, and two tons for each 6 or 8-wheeled truck used as a guard truck, whether the
same contains  part of the load or not.
Heavy articles.
23. At all stations where there are no appliances for, or other means of loading
or unloading heavy goods, this work shall be undertaken by owners at their own risk
and expense.
Articles weighing 10 tons, or more than 10 tons, or requiring, by reason of their
particular shape, dimensions, or weight, specially constructed trucks, or alterations in
trucks for the carriage of the same, will only be carried under special agreement, and
if conveyed by a special train shall be subject to a special charge of 5s. per mile
(minimum , £5), in addition to the  carriage  rate, according to the classification.
Special trains.
24. All goods or live stock required to be carried by special train  shall, unless
otherwise agreed.upon, be subject to a special charge of 5s. per mile (minimum £5) in
addition to the ordinary  carriage rate.
Wharves.
25. The berthing charges and the charges payable in respect of goods delivered
or received  at railway wharves shall be such  as are set  forth in Schedule III. hereto.
Demurrage-Goods wagons.
26. All goods  of the classes  M, A, and B, specified in Schedule I. hereto,
and those referred to in Schedule V, conveyed by rail to any station shall be unloaded
and removed therefrom within twelve working hours after the time of arrival.
All such goods not so removed within the time mentioned shall, for each additional
day or part of a day, be subject to the following demurrage charges, that is to say-
5s. for each 4-wheeled truck
lOs. for each 6 or 8-wheeled truck
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Trucks ordered for the purpose of being loaded with goods, but not loaded within
twelve working hours after the time of arrival, will be subject to the same charge for
demurrage.
Coal consigned for shipment will be subject to a demurrage charge of 6d. per
truck per day or part of a day if not discharged within twenty-four working hours
after arrival.
The charge for wagons loaded with coal and not consigned will be 6d. each per
diem.
Limit of risk after arrival of goods.
27. The Commissioner will not be liable in respect of the loss of or injury to
any goods safely carried by him to the place to which they have been consigned
after notice of the arrival thereof has been given to the consignee, and if the consignee's
address cannot be ascertained, or the notice readily delivered, then after they have been
at the station to which they have been consigned one clear day from date of arrival.
Removal and storage of goods.
28. All goods of the Classes 1, 2, and 3, in Schedule I. hereto, carried by rail to
any station shall be removed therefrom within two clear days after arrival.
Provided that in the case of goods for places distant more than three miles and
not exceeding  five miles from a station  to which they  are consigned ,  the consignees
thereof shall be allowed three days in which to remove them free of storage charges,
and in the case of goods for places distant five miles and upwards from a station, the
consignees shall be allowed six days to remove such goods free of storage charges.
All such goods not removed within the times mentioned may be stored either in
a goods warehouse or in some other convenient place, and the following storage charges,
which in any case shall not be less than one shilling, shall become due and payable in
respect thereof
If stored  in a goods warehouse.
Goods of the weight of 1 ton and upwards ... Is. per ton per day
Goods of the weight of less than 1 ton ... ... 1d. per cwt. per day, but not ex-
ceeding Is. per day in all.
If stored or left  elsewhere.
Goods  of the weight of less than 10 tons  ...  6d. per ton per week or part
of a week
Goods of the weight of 10 tons and less than 20 tons 4d. per ton per week or part
of a week
Goods of the weight of 20 tons and upwards ... 3d. per ton per week or part
of a week.
Unclaimed goods.
29. All goods (except dangerous or perishable goods, for which see Clauses 45
and 49), unclaimed by the owner for a period of three months after arrival at any
station may be sold by the Commissioner in such manner as he may think fit.
Live Stock, the delivery of which has been refused by the consignee, or for other
causes left unclaimed on the premises of the Commissioner for a period of 36 hours,
may be sold by the Commissioner.
The proceeds of every sale shall be applied in the first place to defray the amount
payable to the Commissioner in respect of carriage, discharge, cartage, storage, and
expenses of sale, and the surplus  (if any )  shall be paid to the owner on demand.
If the proceeds of the sale prove to be insufficient to defray the amount so
payable, the Commissioner may sue for and recover the deficiency in any court of
competent jurisdiction.
..Refusal to  receive goods.
30. In the event of the consignee of any goods refusing to receive the same,
the sender shall pay to the Commissioner all charges in respect of freight ,  discharge,
cartage, demurrage ,  storage, and reloading rendered necessary by reason of such refusal
on the part of the consignee.
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Goods  warehouses.
81. Goods  warehouses  will be open for the receipt and delivery of goods from
6.30 a.m. till 5.30 p.m. in summer , and from 6.30 a.m. to 5 p.m. in winter-Sundays,
Christmas Day, Good Friday, and proclaimed holidays excepted, and except on Saturday
when they will be closed at 1 p.m; on holidays, however, delivery of perishable goods
may be obtained.
Carriage and delivery of wool.
32. The rates for the carriage of wool shall be such  as are set  forth in Schedule
IV. hereto.
The Commissioner will deliver all wool within the municipalities of North
Brisbane (Kangaroo Point ward excepted), South Brisbane, Rockhampton, and
Townsville on the days and during the hours within which goods warehouses are
open.
The charge for the delivery of wool by drays shall be 1s. per ton in addition to
the rate for carriage by railway.
All wool not accepted within fifteen minutes after tender of delivery thereof at
the store or office of the consignee thereof will be stored at the owner's risk and
expense, and an additional charge in respect of the cartage thereof will become payable.
If the consignee of wool has no store or office, tender of delivery shall be deemed
to have been made upon notice of the arrival of wool being served upon him; and unless
instructions as to the delivery of such wool be received from him within six hours
thereafter, the charge in respect of storage and cartage shall become payable.
At other stations wool shall be subject to the same conditions in respect of the
carriage , delivery, and storage thereof as all other goods.
Unconsigned goods.
33. Goods brought to any railway station to be forwarded by rail, and which
are not consigned but left on the station premises, may, after a period of one month,
be sold by auction or otherwise, and failing to find a purchaser may be destroyed by
order of the Commissioner.
The proceeds of such sale shall in the first place be applied to defray storage
charges, expenses of sale, etc., and the surplus (if any) may be paid to the owner on
application.
Receipt for goods.
34. On the delivery of goods to a consignee, a written receipt therefor shall
forthwith be given to the officer in charge by the person to whom they are delivered,
and before they are permitted to leave the station.
Before the delivery of goods the Commissioner may require satisfactory proof of
ownership from the person demanding delivery, or require such person to execute an
indemnity note in the form prescribed in Schedule XIII. hereto, which note shall also
be signed by two approved sureties.
DANGEROUS GOODS.
Special consignment note.
85. No officer of the Commissioner is authorised to receive or undertake the
carriage of dangerous goods, or to give any receipt or acknowledgment for such goods,
unless the sender or the person bringing them to a station has signed and handed to
the officer in charge a special consignment note setting forth, in the form prescribed
in Schedule IX. hereto, that such goods are carried solely upon the conditions herein-
after provided.
Dangerous goods shall only be carried in the gunpowder van, and (in small
quantities) in the magazine in the guard's van as hereinafter provided.
Packing, 4''.
36. Dangerous goods will not be received for carriage unless packed in kegs or
barrels, the staves whereof are half an inch in thickness, closely bound or hooped without
any iron about them ; or in cases or canisters made of tin, copper, zinc, or other suitable
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material ; or in cardboard boxes, strong and impervious to leakage, enclosed in wooden
cases of half-inch thickness at the sides and one inch thickness at the ends; or in
metallic cylinders similar to those used by the Imperial Government for the conveyance
of small quantities of gunpowder by railway ; or in packages made otherwise so strong
and secure that no part of the contents can become scattered in handling or removing them.
For the purposes of this Clause dangerous goods shall be deemed only to include
gunpowder, blasting powder, gun cotton, dynamite, rackarock, lithofracteur, and such
other dangerous goods as the Commissioner may consider it necessary to pack in the
manner herein provided.
Permit to bring  to station.
37. As only certain days are set apart for the conveyance of dangerous goods,
which may from time to time be varied bydirections of the General Traffic Manager, it must
be clearly understood that dangerous goods shall not be brought to or received at a station
for conveyance until permission so to do is first obtained from the officer in charge.
Goods to be marked, addressed, 4c.
38. The contents of each keg or package of dangerous goods shall be specified on
the outside thereof in letters not less than one inch in length, or a notice in writing of
the contents shall be handed to the officer in charge. Each keg or package must be
fully and plainly addressed, and a written or printed label must also be affixed thereon
describing how the contents are packed.
Any person offending against the provisions of this or the last preceding Clause
shall be liable to the penalties provided in Clause 114 of The Railway Act of. 1863
(27 Vic. No. 8), in respect of persons bringing dangerous goods on the Railway.
Limit of weight.
39. No keg or package of  dangerous  goods, other than mineral oils, shall contain
more than 100lbs. avoirdupois.
Receipt, despatch, and delivery.
40. The Commissioner does not undertake to receive dangerous goods at any
time, either on appointed days or otherwise, but only as and when the necessary vans
are available in which to place them ; and he  reserves  to himself the right to delay the
despatch thereof,  as long  as he thinks proper, in order that other kegs or packages of
dangerous goods may be carried in the same van. Dangerous goods shall not be
received from senders or delivered  to consignees after sunset  or before  sunrise.
Conveyance by mixed trains.
41. Dangerous goods, if consigned to a station to which only mixed trains run,
shall be carried only at times to be specially agreed upon by and between the senders
and the Commissioner.
Conveyance of small consignments in Guards' vans.
42. Small consignments of dangerous goods other than blasting powder may be
conveyed in the magazine in the guard's van, if packed as hereinbefore provided.
And to meet the convenience, and requirements of consignees  sacks  are provided by the
Commissioner in which single kegs containing not more than 25 lbs. of blasting
powder may be enclosed, and when these are used blasting powder may also be conveyed
in the guard' s van . If, however, there is more than one keg in a consignment
they must be conveyed in the gunpowder van and charged accordingly.
The charges for conveyance of small consignments of dangerous goods in the
guard 's van shall be at class  rates, but  not less  than the  minimum  rates provided in the
next succeeding clause.
minimum rates.
43. The  minimum rates for small lots  of dangerous goods, other than lucifer
matches and small-arm safety-cartridges (which will be carried  at class  rates and
subject to the minimum charges in Clause 20), shall be as follows:-
8.
d. a. d.
50 miles and  under  ...  3 6 400 miles  and under ... 12 6
100 miles and under ... 5 6 500 miles and under ... 15 0
200 miles and under  ...  8 0 Over 500  miles  ... ...  17 6
300 miles  and under ... 10 0
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Blasting powder in unprotected kegs will be conveyed only in the gunpowder
van, and the minimum rate for the same shall be as for 10 cwt.
Small consignments of acids, not exceeding 28 lb. gross weight, in bottles
packed with whiting in cases, will be subject to the minimum charge for 3rd Class
goods in Clause 20.
Where no officer in charge.
44. Dangerous goods shall not be left at any station or stopping place where
there is not an officer in charge unless there is some person present on behalf of the
consignee to take delivery thereof, but shall be taken on to the next station and there
deposited at the owner's risk and expense.
Removal from station.
45. All dangerous goods shall be removed from the station to which they have
been consigned within twenty-four hours after their arrival, otherwise they shall be
forfeited to the Commissioner.
Limit of  liability.
46. The duties of common carriers in connection with the carriage of dangerous
goods are not undertaken by the Commissioner, and he shall not be subject to any
risk of loading, stowage, or unloading, or be answerable for loss or damage, actual or
consequential, or for discrepancy in the delivery of such goods as to either quantity,
number of packages, weight, or the condition of such goods so carried, or for any
consequences arising from overcarriage, detention, or delay in or relation to the  carriage
or delivery thereof.
PERISHABLE GOODS.
Rates to be prepaid.
47. The rates for the carriage of perishable goods, except dairy produce
shall (if required) be prepaid, and the Commissioner reserves the right to refuse to
forward any package the value of which is not considered to be equal to the amount
of carriage, unless the same be prepaid, or unless the consignee has a ledger account.
Limit of liability.
48. The Commissioner shall not be liable for loss of or injury to perishable
goods, arising from the nature of such goods, or from the same not being taken away
forthwith on arrival at the station to which they are consigned, or from delay or
stoppage not occasioned by the neglect or default of any officer of the Commissioner.
Removal from  station.
49. All perishable goods, not taken away within twelve working hours after
arrival at the station to which they are consigned, or refused by the person to whom
they are consigned, may be forthwith sold by auction or otherwise for the benefit of all
concerned, and payment or tender of the net proceeds of any such sale, after deducting
the moneys due in respect of the carriage and storage thereof and expenses of sale,
shall be deemed to be equivalent to delivery of such goods : Provided that in the event
of the proceeds not being sufficient to cover the expense of freight, storage, &c., the
balance may be recovered from consignor.
The Commissioner may destroy goods if they become offensive or dangerous to
health, and may recover from the owner all charges due to him in respect of the same
in any court of competent jurisdiction.
RETURNED EMPTIES.
Consignment and rates.
50. Returned empties duly consigned  as such  shall be charged at B Class rates.
Minimum weight, 28 lbs. Minimum charge, 3d.
Returned empty bags and bales, in bales or bundles, shall be charged 6d. per
cwt. or part of a cwt., or at B Class rates (minimum 3d.) if cheaper.
Empty fruit cases shall be charged B Class rates  (minimum 3d .),  or Id .  each if
cheaper.
Empty  milk and cream  cans will be returned free.
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Removal from  station.
51. All empties not removed from the station within three days after arrival shall
be subject to the storage charges set forth in Clause 28, and may be sold by the Com-
missioner to defray the expenses occasioned by non-removal, and the surplus (if any)
arising from such sale shall be paid to the owner of such empties.
Goods in returned "empties."
52. The Commissioner will not be liable for loss of or injury to any goods put
into a returned wrapper, box, bag, package, cask, keg, or basket-marked, described,
delivered or represented as a " Returned Empty"; but all such goods shall be
forfeited to the Commissioner, and disposed of in such manner as he thinks fit, and
the consignor of such goods shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding £10.
LIVE STOCK.
Consignment note.
53. All live stock delivered at a station for carriage shall be accompanied by a
consignment note in the form in Schedule X. hereto, and the charges per wagon
or van, as  the case may be, for their conveyance shall be in accordance with the
rates specified in Schedule VI. hereto.
Limit of liability.
54. The Commissioner will not be responsible for any specified number of
live stock carried, nor will he be liable for any loss thereof, or injury thereto, where
such has resulted from fear or restlessness, or by any of the animals being suffo-
cated or trampled upon. The Commissioner does not guarantee arrival by any particular
train, or at any particular time, or for any particular market.
Loading and  unloading.
55. All live stock must be loaded and unloaded by the senders and consignees
respectively, but in the event of consignees delaying to unload the trucks on arrival
at the delivery station, the Commissioner may proceed to do so, and in that  case will
be entitled to make a charge at the rate of 2s. 6d. per truck iii addition to the  carriage,
but will not be liable for any loss in respect of stock so unloaded.
Demurrage-Live stock wagons.
56. Trucks ordered for the purpose of being loaded with live stock but not
loaded within twelve hours of the time of arrival, or not loaded at all, shall be subject
to the demurrage charges following, that is to say :-
10s. for each four-wheeled truck
15s. „ six -wheeled „
20s. „ eight-wheeled
At stations not provided with cattle yards, the above demurrage  charges will be
made on live stock not unloaded within six hours after arrival.
Free pass  to drovers.
57. Return  second class  free  passes will  be issued to attendants or drovers of live
stock being conveyed by train on the basis of one pass to each 50 head of cattle or horses,
or 500 sheep, and on condition that they accompany and attend to the live stock during
conveyance by railway. Such pass shall include a dog for each attendant or drover.
Attendants or drovers wishing to return as  first-class passengers  may do so on
payment of the difference between second  and first-class  fares for the single journey.
Live stock travelling for grass  and water.
58. Store sheep and cattle which are required to travel  for grass  or water, may
be conveyed when convenient, by special arrangement with the General  Traffic Manager,
at a reduction of 38i per cent. less than the ordinary  rates  ; provided always that the
trucks used in their conveyance are not required for the carriage of live stock at ordinary
rates.
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EXHIBITS TO SHOWS.
Rates.
59. Exhibits sent to Agricultural Shows or Exhibitions will be charged at the
full rates. Exhibits belonging to different owners but forwarded in the same truck and
from the same station will be charged the same as if they belonged to the same owner.
All exhibits shall be loaded and unloaded at the risk and expense of the owner.
Exhibits returned.
60. Exhibits, if unsold and returned within one week after the closing of the show,
will be carried back free of charge to the station from which they were conveyed, on
production of a certificate in the form of Schedule XV. hereto. Live-stock exhibits
returned under these conditions will, in addition, be allowed a rebate of one-half the
freight paid on the forward journey.
.Exhibits unaccompanied by such a certificate will be charged for at the full rates.
Free passes to droners in charge of exhibition stock.
61. A free pass will be issued to an attendant in charge of stock for show
purposes, provided that not less than one full truck, van, or horse-box is sent, and that
the necessary certificates of entry are produced. If the stock be not sold, and a
certificate is produced to that effect,  a free pass  will be issued for the return journey.
"THROUGH RATES."
Limit of liability.
62. Notwithstanding any through rates  that  may be agreed upon  or arranged by
the Commissioner for the carriage of goods under the provisions of the 29th Clause of
"The Railways  Act of  1888,"  it must be clearly understood that the Commissioner does
not under any circumstances undertake to provide teams for the carriage  of such goods
to or from any town, pastoral station, or other holding ,  nor does he accept any- risk of
loss or damage to goods while in charge of teamsters.
Proportion of through rates payable to Commissioner and teamsters.
63. In fixing " Through Rates " to or from any place or holding, the proportion
thereof payable to the Commissioner and teamsters respectively shall be indicated
to the consignors or consignees on application. And it must be clearly understood that
in cases where the consignor or consignee may be required to pay teamsters in excess of
the amount indicated by the Commissioner, the consignor or consignee shall have no
claim upon the Commissioner in respect of such excess. On the other hand, when the
consignor or consignee arranges with teamsters for the conveyance of the goods at
a rate less than that indicated, the former shall be entitled to the benefits accruing
from such reduced rate. Consequently, the proportion of any through rate payable to
the Commissioner in respect of the railway carriage, shall not, under any circum-
stances, be varied by reason of fluctuations in teamsters' charges.
Penalty for making false statement in consigning goods, or delivering same at places
other than indicated in consignment note.
64. Every consignment note prepared in connection with the carriage of goods
at through rates, under the last two preceding clauses, shall state clearly the township,
holding, or other place to which the goods have to be conveyed ; and any person making
a false statement in any consignment note as to the ultimate destination of the goods
shall, on conviction thereof, be liable to a penalty not exceeding  950;  and any carrier
who delivers goods at a place other than that indicated in the advice note (a copy of
which shall be handed to him by the stationmaster) shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding £20 for every ton, or part of a ton, of the consignment so wrongfully
delivered.
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REBATE ON LONG DISTANCE TRAFFIC.
Rebate on the carriage of goods to and from localities situated long distances from
railway stations.
65. Notwithstanding anything hereinbefore provided, the Commissioner may,
on application through the General Traffic Manager, allow the following rebates on the
carriage of goods other than live stock consigned to or from townships, pastoral holdings,
and other localities, situated at distances 150 miles and over from the nearest railway
station :-
Scale of Distances . Goods  and Station Produce.
150 miles and under 200 miles ... ... ... ... ... 10 per cent.
200 miles and under 250 miles ... ... ... ... ... ... 15 per cent.
250 miles and under 300 miles ... ... ... ... 20 per cent.
300 miles and under 350 miles ... ... ... ... ... ... 30 per cent.
350 miles  and over ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 40 per cent.
No rebate on goods or station produce shall be given to or from any place or
holding in respect of which "Through Rates" have been quoted and charged by the
Commissioner.
In determining the distance of any holding or other place, from the nearest
railway station, the distance by the' nearest dray route shall, for the purposes of this
clause, be deemed to be the distance, and, in the event of any dispute as to the actual
distance, the decision of the Commissioner shall be final.
Penalty for obtaining rebate by fraud.
66. Every consignment note made out in connection with the carriage of any
goods upon which rebate has been sought or allowed under the last preceding clause
shall state clearly the distance of the holding or locality from the railway station to. or
from which the goods have been or are intended to be conveyed  ;  and any person making
a false statement in any consignment note whereby such rebate is sought or has been
allowed ,  shall be liable on conviction to a penalty not exceeding  £ 50 ; and any
carrier who delivers goods at any place other than that indicated on the advice note
(a copy of which shall be delivered to him by the stationmaster ),  shall be liable, on
conviction ,  to a penalty not exceeding  £ 20 for every ton or part of a ton of the
consignment so wrongfully delivered.
SPECIAL RATES.
67. Notwithstanding anything hereinbefore contained, the Commissioner, in
exceptional  cases , may, for the purposes of promoting traffic in any particular  class of
goods or encouraging any local industry,  make a  special reduction in the rate for the
carriage thereof from  one station  to any other station ; provided that in every such
case  a report of the reduction so made, and the reasons which have induced the
Commissioner to make it, shall be communicated to the Minister in the Quarterly
Report usually furnished by that officer.
The special rates, other than " through rates," which have heretofore been made
and in  force at the time of the passing of this By-law are hereby cancelled.
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SCHEDULE I.
(See clauses  11, 12,  16, 26,  and  28.)
CLASSIFICATION OF GOODS.
Article. Class.
Acids (in casks or drums ) ... ...  3
Acids (in cases and  carboys), owner's 3 & 50 % added
risk (see Clauses  35 to 46)
Acids (in casks, cases , or carboys, 1
full truck loads),  owner's risk
Aerated Waters (packed in cases 1
and crates)
Agricultural Implements. Not 2
otherwise  specified*
Agricultural  Implements from
shows.  See Clauses 59 to 61.
Agricultural Producet-
Arrowroot (unmanufactured) ... A
Barley ... ... ... ... A
Beetroot$ ... ... ...
Chaff (in bales or  bags) ... ... A
Corn and Oat Husks ... ... A
Cotton unginned) ... ... A
Earth Nuts ... ... ... ... A
Ensilage ... ... ... ... A
Grass Seed ... ... ... ... A
Green Fodder ... ... ... A
Green Ginger ... ... ... A
Hay and Straw (in press-packed A
bales)
Linseed ... ... ... ... A
Maize A
Mangold- wurzel$ ... ... ... A
Melons$ ... ... A
Millet and Millet Seed ... ... A
Oats and Oat Husks ... ... A
Potatoe4  ... ... ... ... A
Potatoes, Sweet$ ... ... ... A
Prairie Grass Seed ... ... A
Pumpkins$ ... ... ... A
Rice, Paddy ... ... ... A
Rice Sweepings  ... ... ... A
Rye ... .. ... ... ... A
Screenings  (Wheat and Meal) ... A
Seeds, Agricultural A
Sorghum ... ... ... ... A
Sugar-cane  ... ... ... ... A
Wheat ... ... ... A
Air Bricks (metal) . ... ...  2
Ale and Porter (in bulk) ... ...  2
Ale and Porter (bottled, in casks or 3
cases)
Ale and Beer Engines ... 3
Alum and Alum Cake (packed) ... B
American Leather and Cloth 3
American Woodware (in nests, tubs 2
and buckets)
Ammonia, Spirits  of ... ... 3
Ammonia (as manure) M
Ammunition.  See "Explosives."
Anchor and Chain Cables.  SeeisIron."
Angle  Bars and Plates.  See "Iron."
Anvils.  See  " Iron."
Animals and Poultry (living), in 1
crates, coops, cases, bags, or
otherwise secured}
Antimony Ore ... ... ...
Article. Class.
Apples (dried) ... ...  2
Architraves, Mouldings, and Skirt- 1
ings
Arrowroot (manufactured) 1
Arrowroot (unmanufactured)t ... A
Arsenic  (see " Poisons") ... 3
Artesian Well-boring Plant and B
Material (in full truck loads) **
Artificial Manures ... .... M
Asbestos ... ... ... ... 1
Ashes, Engine .. .. ... M
Ashes, Wood (in full truck loads)... B
Asphalt (in bags or blocks) (in full B
truck loads)
Asphalt apparatus (in full truck B
loads)
Asphalted Roofing Felt ... ... 1
Avena ... ... ... ... B
Axle Arms and Boxes 2
Axle Springs (Carriage and Dray) 2
Axles, Wheels,  and Springs (Rail-
way and Tramway )  See "Iron."
Axle Grease  ... ... ... ... B
Bacon and Hams (in cases or pack- 2
ages)
Bacon and Hams, cured 'in the 1
Colony (to ports only)
Bagatelle Tables.  See  "Billiard."
Bagging and Rope (for paper making) A
Bags and Bales (in bundles).  See
"Empties."
Bags  and Bales (returned empty).
See Clauses 50 to .52.
Bags, paper (packed) ... 1
Baking Powder  ... ... ... 3
Bananas  (dried) ... ... 1
Barcelona Nuts  ... ... ... 3
Bark (tanning, in  bundles) ... ... M
Bark (fuel)t
Bark, Brigalowt
Bark (ground  in bags) ... M
Bark, Brigalow (Extract of) ... A
Barleyt ... ... ... ... A
Barley (Pearl) 1
Barrels (new and empty).  See
" Empties."
Barrels (returned empty).  See B
Clauses 50 to 52
Barrows and Barrow Wheels ... 1
Baskets and  Basketware  ... ...  3
Bathbricks ... ... ... ... 1
Baths, iron tin, zinc,  or enamelled 3
(packed)
Baths,  iron ,  tin, zinc, or enamelled, 3
unpacked (owner' s risk)
Battens.  See  "Timber."
Beadings  and Mouldings,  common 1
wood, not gilded
Beadings and Mouldings,  picture 3
(packed)M
*Will be charged  1st class  rates it carried in truck loads.
t See Schedule V.
Beetroot ,  melons ,  potatoes ,  pumpkins ,  and mangold -wurzel  will be charged as truck loads ,  unless packed in bags or
crates.
•• Smaller lots shall be charged at Classircation Rates for the various art icles in the consignment.
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SCHEDULE  I.  continued.
(See Clauses  11, 12,  16, 26,  and  28.)
CLASSIFICATION  OF  GOODS-continued.
Article. Class.
Beadings and Mouldings, picture, 3
unpacked (owner's risk)
Bed Plates (engine and machine).
See  " Iron."
Bedsteads (in cases ) . ... ... 3
Bedsteads (unpacked) as furniture 3
Bedding ... ... ... ... 3
Beef and Pork (salt or in brine)* ... B
Beef, Mutton, Veal, or Pork$ ... B
Beehives ... .... ... ... 1
Bees ... ... ... ... ... 2
Beer Engines ... ... ... ... 3
Beer.  See  "Ale."
Beeswax ... ... ... ... 1
Beetroot *t ... ... ... ... A
Bellows... ... ... ... .. 3
Bells of all kinds (packed) ... ... 3
Bells of all kinds (unpacked) ... 3 & 50 % added
Belting (leather and rubber) ... 2
Benzoline, Naphtha, and Gasoline 3 & 50 % added
(owner's risk only).  See
Clauses 35 to 46
Bicarbonate of Soda... ... ... 3
Bicycles, Tricycles, and Veloci- 3
pedes (in pieces, packed in cases)
Bicycles, Tricycles, and Veloci- 3 & 50 % added
pedes (complete in cases)
Bicycles, Tricycles, and Veloci- Double 3rd
pedes (unpacked).
Billiard and Bagatelle Tables 3
(packed)
Billiard and Bagatelle Tables (un- 3
packed), owner's risk
Binder twine 1
Bird Cages (wood and wire), owner's 3
risk
Biscuits ... 3
Bitumen (in bags or blocks) (in full B
truck loads)
Blacklead ... ... ... ... 3
Blacking ... ... ... 3
Black Oil ... ... ... ... 3
Blades (scythe) 2
Blankets and Flannels 3
BlastingPowder.  See "Explosives."
Bleaching Liquids and Powders ... B
Blight Specific .. .. ... 1
Blinds, Venetian (packed) ... 3
Blinds, Venetian (unpacked), 3
owner's risk
Blocks (pulley) ... 2
Blocks (wood paving).  See "Timber."
Blue and Starch ... ... ... 3
Bluestone (in kegs and casks) ... 2
Boards.  See  "Timber."
Boats (at owner's risk, minimum 3
charge 5 cwt.)
Boilers, Steams 2
Boilers (washing and kitchen) ... 2
Boiler Fluid ... ... ... ... 1
Bolts and Nuts,  I ron (in cases or
packages).  See "Iron."
Bonanzas ... ... ... 3
Article.
Bones 1l ... ... ... ... ...
Bone-dust ... ... ... ...
Bonnets and Hats (in cases) ...
Books  (in cases) ..
Boots and Shoes (in trunks and cases)
Bottles and Jars, druggists' (in cases)
Bottles and Jars, common, other
than druggists' (in crates,  cases,
or bags). Minimum weight,
28lbs. ; minimum charge, 3d.
Bottles (loose), empty (in full truck
loads)
Bottles and Jars (empty returned).
See Clauses 50 to 52
Boxes and Cases (new empty).  See
"Em ties."
Boxes and Cases (empty returned).
See Clauses 50 to 52
Bran and Pollard* ... ... ...
Branding Frames ... ...
Butter Boxes and Kegs (empty re-
turned).  See Clauses 50 to 52
Brass (nail, rod, sheet, and wire) ...
Brass (scrap) ... ... ... ...
Brattice Cloth ... ... ...
Bread.... .. ... ...
Bread Safes (owner's risk) ... ...
Brewers' Grains ... ... ...
Brake Blocks (iron).  See " Iron."
Bricks (building and fire) ...
Bricks (bath) ... ... ...
Bridge-work  (iron )§ ... ...
Brigalow Bark*.
Brigalow Bark (Extract of)
Brooms... ... ... ...
Bronze ... ... ... ...
Brushware ..
Buckets and Tubs (in nests)
Buckets and Tubs (mining
dredging).  See  "Iron."
Buffers and Buffer Heads§
Class.
M
M
3
33
l
B
A
B
B
A
1
B
2
B
2
13
M
M
1
2
B
3
3
... 3
2
and
2
( 4d. each per
Buggies, Sulkies, Wagonettes,
Light Wagons Drays (2
wheels), and 6arriages on
wheels
Buggy, Carriage, Sulky, and Spring-
cart bodies. Thoroughly pro-
tected, and packed  in cases or
strong frames
Buggy and Sulky bodies (single
seated vehicles only), owner's
risk
Buggy, Carriage, Sulky, and
Springcart wheels and shafts
(thoroughly protected)
I
y, Carriage, and light Dray
odies unprotected
mile up to 200
miles, and for
every addi-
tional mile 3d.
each added to
the 200 mile
rate ; mini-
mum charge,
10s. each.
3
3
*  See Schedule V.
t Beetroot, melons, potatoes, pumpkins, and mangold- wurzel  will  be charged as truck loads ,  unleto packed in bags or
crates.
t  $ee also Coaching  By-Law.
Will  be charged let class rates it carried in truck loads.
II  See  Clause 18.
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Article.
Buggy,  Carriage, Sulky, and
Sprinecart wheels and shafts
(unprotedted) owner's risk
Building Stone (rough) ... ...
Building Stone (dressed ...
Building Stone (carved), packed ..
Building Material(old wood and iron)
in full truck loads
Bullion.  See "Coaching By-Law."
Bullion-Tin, Silver, and Lead (in
truck loads)
Bullock Yokes and Bows ..
Bullock Drays, Lorries, and Heavy
Wagons on wheels, or bodies of
same, by goods or mixed trains
Butchers' Small Goods
Butter* ... ...
Cabinetware.  See  "Furniture."
Cables, Chains, and Anchors.  See
" Iron."
Cabbages, Cauliflowers, and Carrots*
Cages, Mining.  See "Iron." ..
SCHEDULE  I.-continued.
(See Clauses  11, 12, 16, 26,  and 28.)
CLASSIFICATION OF  GOODS-continue%l.
Class. Article. Class.
3
Al
A
B
B
B
1
64. each per
mile up to 200
miles, and for
every additio-
nal mile 41.d.
each added to
the 200 mile
rate ; mini-
mum charge,
10s. each.
1
A
Cake  (oil and linseed ) ... ... A
Calcium  ... ... ... ...  B
Calves.  See Schedule VI.
Camp and Colonial Ovens ... 3
Camp Equipment  (military and 3
survey)
Cams, stamper heads ,  and shoes
(rough castings ).  See  "Iron."
Cane Juice (in owner's tanks) ... M
Cane for Basket-making and other B
manufactures
Cane (sugar ).  See Schedule V.
Canary and Hemp Seed ... ... 2
Canary and Hemp Seed  (to ports B
only)
Candles ... ... ... ...  2
Candied Fruits ... ... 3
Canoes. See " Boats."
Cans (empty returned.)  See Clauses B
50 to 52
Cans  (new and empty) B
Canvas ... ... ... ... ... 2
Caps for Building Stumps ... 2
Carboys (new empty).  See  "Emp-ties. "
Carboys (empty returned.)  See  B
Clauses 50 to 52
Carbonate of Soda ... ... ... 3
Cards (show) ... ... .. 3
Card-board Boxes (empty), owner's 3
risk
Carrots* .. ... A
Carriages.  See  " Buggies."
Carpeting ... ... ... ...  3
Cartridges.  See " Explosives."
Cartridges. Small Arm, Safety 3
Casks and Cases (new empty).  Sec I  II
"Empties."
• See  Schedule V.
t See  clause 11.
Will  be charged 1st class rates if carried in truck loads.
Casks and Cases (empty returned). I B
See Clauses 50 to 52.
Casks (empty) for Meat Preserving
and Boiling Down Establish-
ments.  See Schedule V.
Castings.  See " Iron."
Castor and Colza Oil ... ... 3
Cattle.  See Schedule VI.
Cattle Food (artificial) ... ., A
Caustic Soda ... .... ... ... B
Cement (in truck loads) B
Cement and Concrete Blocks (in B
truck loads)
Cement Casts and Figures 3
(packed)
Cement Casts (unpacked) ... ... Double 3
Chaff (in bales or bags)* ... ... A
Chaff -cutters ... ... ... ... 2
Chains, Cables, and Anchors. See
" Iron."
Chairs (packed) ... ... 3
Chairs (unpacked), owner's risk .. 3
Chairs (unpacked), Commissioner's 3 and 50  %
risk
Chairs, Railway ... ... ... M
Chalk ... ... ... ... ... B
Chandeliers (packed) .. 3
Chandeliers (unpacked), at owner's 3 & 50 % added
risk
Charcoal (in bags) ... ... ....  13
Cheese* A
Cheese presses ... ... ... 2
Chicory ... ... ... .... 3
Chicory root ... ... ... ... 1
Chimney Pieces (packed) 3
Chimney Pieces(unpacked), owner'ss 3
risk
Chimney Pots (earthenware) B
Chimney Pots and Cowls (iron) 3
China and Glassware (packed)t `` 3
Chinese and Japanese Goods not 3
otherwise specified (exceptOpium)
Chloride of Lime ... ... .... 1
Chocolate ... ... ... ... 3
Churns ... ... ... ... ... 2
Cigars and Cigarettes (in cases) .. 3
Circus Plant (including Merry-
go-rounds and Swing-boats),
9d. per 4-wheeled truck per
mile; if larger truck, ls. Gd.
per mile
Circus Plant (in small lots) 2
Clay (fire and other)... ... ... M
Clay (retorts and blocks) ... ...  13
Clocks (in cases)t ... ... 3
Clod-crushing Machines* ... I 2
Closet Pans . ... ... 2
Closets (earth) .. ... ... 2
Cloth, Oil and Linoleum ... ... 2
Clothing ... ... ... ... 3
Clover seed* ... ... A
Coach trimmings ... 3
Coal* ... ... ... AI
Coal skips ... ... ... .. 1
Cocoa ... 3
258
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SCHEDULE  I.-continued.
(See Clauses  11, 12, 16, 26,  and  28.)
CLASSIFICATION OF  GOODS- continued.
Article.  Class. Article. Class.
Cocoanut Fibre ... ... ... 2
Cocoanut Fibre Sweepings... ... 1
Cocoanut and Coir Matting ... 2
Cocoanut Oil ... ... ... ... 3
Cocoanuts* ... ... ... ... A
Coffee ... ... ... ... ... 3
Coir Mats ... ... ... ... 2
Coir Yarn ... 2
Coke' ... ... ... ... ... A
Colliery Machinery- ... ... 2
Colliery Screens and Tips ... ... 2
Columns, Iron (wrought or cast)-... 2
Colza and Castor Oil ... ... 3
Colours and Paints ... ... ... 3
Commercial Travellers' Samples* 3
Composition  (for retaining  heat in B
boilers)
Confectionery 3
Concrete and Cement (in blocks).
See  " Cement."
Condimental Food for Cattle ... A
Connections and Spouting ... ... 3
Contractors' and Builders' Plant B
(truck loads)§
Coops, Poultry (new empty).  See
" Empties."
Coops, Poultry (empty returned). B
See Clauses 50 to 52.
Copper (in ingots ) ... ... ...  2
Copper (scrap) ... B
Copper (tubing and piping) 2
Copper (wire, sheet,  nails , rivets, 2
and rod)
Copper Matte (in truck loads) ... B
Copperas (packed) ... ... ... 1
Copying Presses ... ... ... 3
Cordage- ... ... ... .. 2
Cordials (in bulk) ... ... 2
Cordials (in cases  or jars) ... ... 3
Corn-crushers ... ... ... 2
Corn Flour ... ... ... ... 1
Corn Screens ... ... ... ... 2
Corn Sacks (new)  See " Empties."
Corn Sacks (empty returned).  See B
Clauses 50 to 52
Corks ... ... ... ... ... 3
Corrugated Iron.  See  " Iron."
Cotton Seed ... ... ... ... I
Cotton (raw) B
Cotton (unginned)* ... ... ... A
Cotton Waste ... ... ... 2
Counter, and Shop Fittings ... 3
Crab Winches' .. .. ... 2
Cranes (water and derrick)- 2
Crates (new, empty).  See "Empties."
Crates (empty returned).  See  E3
Clauses 50 to 52
Cream.  See " Coaching By-law."
Cream Separators ... ... ... 2
Crowbars.  See "Iron."
Crossings and Points (railway) ... M
Crucibles ... ... ... .. 2
Crystals (soda) ... ... ... , B
Currants (dried) ... ... ... i 2
Cutlery ... ... ... .... 3
Cyanide of Potassium ... ... 2
Cylinders. See " Iron."
Dairy Produce (butter, eggs, honey, A
and cheese)*
Dangerous Goods.  See Clauses 35 3 & 50 % added
to 46
Dates, in boxes ... .. 3
Demijohns, protected (new and 1
empty)
Demijohns, protected (empty re- B
turned).  See Clauses 50 to 52
Detonatin Caps.  See "Explosives."
Diamond Drill Plant (in truckloads)§ B
Disinfectants (in casks or tins) ... 1
Distilling Apparatus ... ... 3
Doors and Door Frames (wood) ... 2
Doors and Windows (glazed) . 3 & 50 % added
Doors and Door Frames (furnace)' 2
Door Fittings (packed) ... 3
Drain Pipes and Tiles(Agricultural) M
Drain Pipes, glazed or concrete ... A
Drapery (packed) ... ...
Drays. See "Buggies."
Dray Wheels and Axles ... 1
Droppers (fencing ).  See  "Stan-
dards."
Drugs and Medicines ...
Drums, Iron (new and empty).  See
" Fmpties."
3
Drums ,  Iron  (empty returned).  See B
Clauses 50 to 52
Dust from Flour Mills  ... ...  B
Dyes (liquid ) ... ... ... ...  3
Dye Woods .. ... ... .. 1
Dynamite.  See "Explosives."
Dynamos ... ... ...
Earth  ... .. ... ...
Earth Closets  ... ... ... ...
Earth Nuts* ...
Earthenware and Stoneware (in
crates, casks ,  and cases)(I
Earthenware and Stoneware (loose
in truck loads ),  direct from the
factory at owner 's risk((
Earthenware  (loose in smaller
quantitites than truck loads
will be charged as truck loads)
Earth Scoops and Excavators' ...Edging Tiles ... ... ... ...
Eggs* ... ... .. ... ...
Elevators' .. ... ..
Empties  (returned ).  See Clauses 50
to 52
Empties  (new) or not returned,
including empty fruit, biscuit,
and honey tins in cases and bags¶
Empties for Meat Preserving
Establishments*
Engines, Portable  (donkey and
traction)-
Engines  (gas, fire, beer ,  and garden)
Engines  (locomotive) in steam Is.
Gd. per mile each, in addition to
wages.
3
M
2
A
2
B
2
B
A
2
B
B
2
3
*  See  Schedule V.
t Special  rates  for Coke  for shipment will be  quoted on  application.
I Will be charged 1st class  rates if carried in truck loads,
$  Smaller lots  will be  charged at  the Classification  Rates for the various art icles.
It Does not include chinaware.
¶ Minimum weight ,  28  lb.;  minimum charge, 3d.
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SCHEDULE  I.--continued.
(See Clauses  11, 12,  16,  26 ,  and  28.)
CLASSIFICATION OF  GOODS- continued.
Class.
Engines, Locomotive  (dead ),  2s. 6d. ,
per mile, each.
Ensilage and Green  Fodder* ... A
Excavatorst  ... .. ...  2
Exhibits for Agricultural Shows.
See Clauses 59 to 61.
Explosives, except small arm
safety cartridges and matches.
See Clauses 35 to 46.
3&50%added
Farina  ... ... ... ... ...  B
Feathers ... .. ... ...  3
Felloes , Spokes, and Naves, un- A
dressed
Felloes ,  Spokes ,  and Naves  (dre ssed) B
Felt (other than roofing ) ... ...  2
Felt (roofing ) ... ... I
Fencing Posts and Rails  (wood).
See  "Timber."
Fencing Wire and Standards (in
truck loads ).  See " Iron."
and  Fire- irons.Fenders ,  Grates
;'See " Grates.
Ferns  (tree ) ... ... ... . .
Ferns  (in pots ) ... ... ...
Fibre  (Cocoanut ) ... .. ...
Filters  ... ... ... ... ...
1
3
2
3
Firearms  ... ... ... ...  3
Fire-blocks,  Bars, and Bearers ... 1
Fire-bricks ... ... ... ... M
Fire-clay ... ... ... ... M
Fire-clay Retorts ... ... ... B
Fire Engines ... ... ... ...  3
Firewood*
Fireworks  (see Clauses  35 to 46) ... 3 & 50 % added
Fish (preserved,  in casks or tins) ... 3
Fish (dried) ... ... .. ...  2
Fish (fresh),  minimum charge as Bfor 1cwt+
Fish Plates (railway) M
Fish  Baskets (empty returned). See B
Clauses 50 to 52
Flagging (stone ) ... ... M
Flannel and  Blankets ... ... 3
Flax (in bundles) ... ... ...  2
Fleshings and Glue  Pieces  (dry) .. B
Fleshings and Glue Pieces (wet), in A
truck loads
Flock .. 3
Flock (hydraulic pressed) .. 2
Flooring Boards.  See "Timber."
Flour (minimum,  1 ton)* ... ... B & 20 %
Flour (smaller lots  than 1 ton) 1
Flour,  self -raising ... 1
Flour-dressing Machines ... ...  2
Flower Pots ... ... ... B
Flower Roots and Bulbs ... ...  3
Flue Pipest ... 2
Fly Wheels ... ... ...  2
Fodder (green)* ... ... A
Food (cattle, artificial) ... ... A
Forges (portable) ... ... .. 2
Forgings  (rough) ... ... ...  2
Article.  C1ass.
Fresh Meat+ ... ... ... ...
Frozen Meat* ... ... ...
Fruit* ... ... ... ... ...
Fruit(dried, not otherwise specified)
Fruit (preserved) ... ...
Fruit grown in the Colony, pre-
served in syrup-to ports
Fruit Trees (cuttings)
Fruit Cases (empty), minimum 3d.,
or 1d. each if cheaper
Fruit Cases (timber cut into lengths
for fruit cases)
Fruit Tins (new empty).  See
" Empties."
B
2A
2
3
B
1
B
A
Fruit Pulp* ... ... ... ... AFunnelsf ... ... ... ..  2
Furniture  (in cases and  skeleton 3
frames)
Furniture  (loose, owner 's risk)
Furniture (loose,  Commissioner's
risk)
Furniture (in vans, including weight
of furniture van)
Furniture  vans  (returned empty) ...
Fuze.  See "Explosives."
Fuze, Safety ... ... ... ...
Galvanised Iron. See " Iron."
3
3and50%
2
1
3
Galvanised Tanks (corrugated iron) Double 3
Garden Rollers ... ... ...  2
Garden Seats ... ... ... ...  2
Garden Seeds ... ... ... ...  2
Gas Fittings (packed) 3
Gas and Water Meters ... ... 3
Gas Stoves (packed) ... 3
Gas Stoves (unpacked, owner' s risk) 3
Gas-making Apparatus .. ... 2
Gasometer Plates and Weightst ... 2
Gas and Water Pipes for under-
ground use.  See "Iron."
Gasolene (see Clauses 35 to 46) ... 3 & 50 % added
Gates (iron)t ... ... ... ... 2
Gates (wooden) 2
Gates (rabbit-proof) in truck loads B
Gelegnite.  See  "Explosives."
Ginger (preserved) ... ... ... 3
Ginger (green)* ... A
Ginger Beer .. ... I
Girders (iron).  See  " Iron."
Glass (common )§ ... ... 3
Glass (plate, in cases )§ ... ... 3
Glass (stained,  in cases )§ ... 3
Glass (broken, for smelting) ... A
Glassware  (in cases )§ ... ... 3
Glucose... ... ... 1
Glue ... .. 1
Glue Pieces and Fleshings (dry) ... B
Glue Pieces and Fleshings (wet), in A
truck loads
Glycerine ... ... ... ... 3
Gold Quartz ... ... ... ... M
Golden Syrup ... ... ... 1
Goods not specified ... ... 3
* See  Schedule V.
t  Will be carried at 1st class rates in truck loads.
See also  Coaching Traffic By-law. Fresh fisb will be charged Half Parcels Rates whether by Goods or Passenger
Train ,  unless  it be cheaper  to charge at B Class Goods Rates.
f see Clause 11.
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(See Clauses  11, 12,  16, 26,  and 28.)
CLASSIFICATION  OF  GOODS-continued.
Article. Class. Article.  Class.
Grain-viz., Barley; Maize, Oats, A
Wheat*
Granite (rough) ... ... ... M
Granite (polished, for building) ... B
Grass Seed* ... ... ... ... A
Grates, Stoves, Ovens, and Fenders 3
(packed)
Grates, Stoves, Ovens, and Fenders 3
(unpacked, at owner's risk)
Gratings (iron),' ... ... ...  2
Gravestones (rough) ... ... B
Gravestones (finished, packed) ... 3
Gravestones (finished) O.R. 1
Gravel and Road Metal ... M
Green Fodder* ... ... ... A
Grease ... ... ... ... ... B
Grindery ... ... ... ...  3
Grindstones ... ... ... ... 1
Groceries (not elsewhere specified) 3
Grubbing Machines ... ... ... 2
Guano ... ... ... ... ... M
Gunpowder.  See  "Explosives."
Gun ... ... ... ... ... 2
Gypsum ... ... ... ... A
Hair (plasterers') ... ... ... 2
Hair for Upholstering Purposes ... 3
Hans and Bacon 2
Hanes and Bacon, made in the 1
Colony (to ports only)
Handcarts and Handbarrows ... 1
Handles (wooden, packed) ... 2
Hardware (not otherwise specified) 3
flares and Rabbits (dead) ... ... 1
Hares and Rabbits' Skins ... ... 1
Harness and Saddlery ... ... 3
Harrows ... ... ... ... 2
Hats (in cases ) .. ... .. 3
Hay and Straw(in bales, unpressed)t B
Hay and Straw  (in press -packed A
bales)*
Hay Presses  ... ... ... ... 2
Hay Rakes and Elevators ... 2
Hearthstones ... ... ... ... B
Hemp ... ... ... ...  2
Hemp Seed ... ... ... ...  2
Hemp Seed (to ports only)... ... B
Hessian  ... ... ... ...  2
Hessian for  bag making ... ... B
Hides and Sheep Skins* B
Hogsheads (new, empty). See
"Empties."
Hogsheads (empty returned).  See B
Clauses 50 to 52.
Holloware (except otherwise speci- 3
fied )
Honey* ... ... A
Hoop Iron.  See "Iron."
Hops (packed ) ... ... ... 3
Hop Beer ... ... ... ... 1
Horehound ... ... ... 1
Horehound Beer .. ... 1
Horns and Hoofs (in bags)... ... A
Horses (in wagons).  See  Schedule
VI.; and for Horse- boxes, see
Coaching Traffic By-law
Horseshoes (packed)... ... ... 1
Horsepowers$ ... ... ...  2
Hose Reels ... ... ... ...  8
Hose (canvas or rubber ) ... ... 3
Hosiery (in cases ) ... ... ...  3
Houses (wood, portable) ... 1
Hurdles (iron).  See  "Iron." ...
Hurdles (wood) ... ... 1
Hydraulic Machinery$ ... ...  2
Hyposulphite of Soda ... ...  B
Ice§ ... ... ... ... 1
Ice (in truck loads) ... ... ... A
Ice Safes and Chests... ... ...  3
Implements, Agricultural (not other- 2
wise specified)$
Indiarubber Goods ... ... ... 3
Incubators ... ... ... ...  2
Ink, writin g ... ... ... ... 3
Ink, printing ... ... .... ...  2
Insulators ... ... ... ... 1
Instruments, Musical and  Scientific 3
(packed)
Instruments, Musical and Scientific 3
(unpacked,  at owner's risk)
Insecticide  ... ... ... 2
IRON AND STEELIi-
Anchors ... ... ... ... 1
Angle Bars and Plates... ... 1
Anvils ... ... ... ... 1
Axles, Wheels, and Springs 1
(railway and tramway)
i Axle Boxes and Arms ... ...  2
Bar and Rod .. ... ... 1
Bearers and Bedplates... ...  2
Boilers  (steam) ... ... 2
Bolts and Nuts (in cases or 1
packages)
Brake Blocks ... ... ... 1
Bridgework 2
Buckets and Tubs (dredging 1
and mining)
Buffers and Buffer -heads ... 2
Cables and Chains 1
Cams, Stamper Heads, and 1
Shoes  (rough castings)
Castings (rough), each 3 cwt. 1
and over
Castings (rough), under 3 cwt. 2
each
Castings (turned and polished) 2
Columns (wrought or cast) ... 2
Cranes (water and derrick) ... 2
Crabwinches ... ...  2
Crowbars ... ... ... ... 1
Cylinders... ...  2
Corrugated or Plain (loose) 2
Corrugated or Plain  (in cases) 1
Curved (in cases) ... ... 2
* See  schedule V.
t flay  and Straw will not be carried loose.
$  Will be charged let class  rates if carried in truck loads.
§ Ice -For small quantities-See Coaching By-Law.
II All items in the 2nd class under  the heading  of "Iron and Steel "  will be charged at 1st class rates if carried in full
truck loads ,  and all items in the 1st class under this heading will be charged B Class  Rates  it carried in full truclc loads,
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SCHEDULE  I.-continued.
(See Clauses  11, 12,  16, 26,  and  28.)
CLASSIFICATION  OF  GOODS-continued.
Article. Class. Article. Class.
IRON AND STEEL*-colitinued.
Curved (loose) .
Engine  and Machine Bed Plates
Fire  Bars  ... ... ...
Funnels and Flues
Gasometer Plates and Weights
Gates ... ... ... ...
Girders ... ... ... ...
roopH
... ... ... ...Hoop
Hurdles .. ...
Lamp and Veranda Posts
Mining Cages, Screens,and Tips
Mould Board s ... ... ...
Nails and Spikes ... ...
Pans ... ...
Pedestals and Pilasters ..
Pipes (gas and water), for under-
ground use
Pipes(rain-water, spouting, and
connection)
Pig iron ... ... ... ...
Plates (boiler and tank) ...
Plough Shares ... ... ...
Pots ... ... ... ...
Pulleys .. ..
Rails, Fishplates, Chairs,
Points, and Crossings
Railway Carriage and Wagon
work
Railway Signal Posts and
Racks
Railings . .. ... ... ...
Retorts ... ... ... ...
Rings ... ... ... ...
Rivets .. ... ... ...
Roofwork... ... ... ...
Rope ... ... ...
Rust ... ... ...
Safes ... ...Sashweights ... ... ...
Scrap .. .
Screws and Washers ... ...
Sewing Machine Castings ...
Shafting ... ... ... ...
Sheet (in cases ) ... ... ...
Sheet (loose) ... ... ...
Sole Plates ...
Spouting .. ...
Stampers  (rough casting)
Standards for fencing ... ...
Staples ... ... ... ...
Stoves (packed) ... ... ...
Stoves (unpacked, owner's risk)
Sulphate of Iron ... ...
Tanks (square) ... ...
Tanks (round, corrugated) .
Telegraph Posts and Brackets
Troughs ...
Trucks and Skips (mining) ...
Tubing
Tyres and Tyre-irons ...
3
2
1
2
2
1
3
Al
1
3
2
M
1
1
IRON AND STEEL*-continued.
Vices ... ... ...
Wheels ... ... ...
Wire,  Fencing ... ...
Wire Netting
Ironmongery ,  not specified...
Ironstone  ... ... ...
Jam ...
Jams, Jellies, and Marmalade if
made in the Colony-to ports
Japanned W are ... ... ...
Joinery (not otherwise specified) ...
Kangaroo and Wallaby Skins ...
Kapok (hydraulic pressed) ... ..
Kapok (unpressed) ... ...
Kegs (new and empty).  See
" Empties."
1
2
3
Kegs (empty returned).  See Clauses B
50 to 52.
Kerosene (at owner's.risk) ... ... 3
Lamp-posts (iron) ... ... ...
Lampblack ... ... ...
Lamp Glasses... ... ... ...
Lamps ... ... ... ... ...
Laddersi ... ... ... ...
Lard ... ...
Laths. See "Timber."
Lathes ... ... ... ... ...
Lawn Mowers ... ...
Lead (pig) ... ... ... ...
Lead (sheet) ... ... ... ...
Lead (piping) .. . ... ...
Lead (white and red)
Lead (scrap) ... .. .. ...
Lead (bullion), in truck loads ..
Leather (in bales, bundles, or cases)
Leather (in full truck loads)
Lime and Limestone ... ...
Lime (muriate and chloride of) ...
Lisnejuice (in cases) ... ... ...
Limejuice (in bulk) ... ... ...
Limestone and Lime ... ...
Lincrusta ... ... ... ...
Linoleum ... ... ... ...
Linseed,, ... ... ... ...
Linseed Oil .. .. ...
Lithofracteur.  See  " Explosives."
Litharge (for fluxing) 1
Live Stock.  See Schedule VI.
Live Stock (for agricultural shows).
See Clauses 59 to  61.
Live Stock (in cases, crates, or bags) 1
Logs and Piles.  See  "Timber."
Logwood ... ...
Lucifer Matches and Vestas (see
Clauses 35 to 46)
Luggage ... ...
1
3
3
* All items in the 2nd class under the headin^ of " Iron and Steel " will he charged at let  class  rates if carried in ful
truck loads , and all items in the 1st class under this heading will be charged B class rates if carried in full truck loads.
f Ladders.  See  Clause 22.
See Schedule V.
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(See Clauses  11, 12, 16, 26,  and  28.)
CLASSIFICATION OF GOODS- continued.
Article. Class.
Machinery not otherwise specified* 2
Maizet . ... ... ... ... A
Maize Meal ... ... ... .. B
Maizena ... ... ... ... 1
Malt ... ... ... ... ... A
Manu re st . . ... ... ... M
Manganese  Ore (in casks) ... ... A
Manganese  Ore (in bags) M
Mangles ... ... ... ... 2
Mangold-wurzelt+ ... . . . ... A
Marble (rough) ... A
Marble, polished, for building ... B
Marsupial Skins ... ... 1
Matches and Vestas (see Clauses 3
35 to 46)
Mattresses (Wire woven) ... 3
Matting (Coir and Chinese) .. 2
Meal (except otherwise specified) ... B
Meat. ... . ... ... ... B
Meat (fresh)3 ... ... ... ... B
Meat, Preserved (in tius)t ... ... 1
Meat Safes ... ... ... ...  3
Melonst+ ... ... ... ... A
Merr -go•rounds.  See  " Circus
Plant."
Metal (road) ... ... ... ... M
Meters, Gas and Water ... ...  3
Methylated  Spirits  (at owner's risk) 3 50  %
(see Clauses  35 to 46)
Milk.  See " Coaching By-law."
Milk, Preserved ... ... ...  3
Millinery (in cases ) ... ... ...  3
Millstones ... ... ... ... 1
Mills, Wind ... ... ... ...  2
Millet and Sorghum (as hay)t ... A
Millet Seedt ... ... ... ... A
Mining Props.  Sec  "Timber."
Mining Trucks, Tubs, and Buckets.
See " Iron."
Mirrors (packed)II ... ... ...
Molasses¶ ... ... ... ...
Mouldings, Architraves, and Skirt-
ings (common, not gilded)
3
1
I
Mouldings and Beadings ,  Picture 3
(packed)
Musical and Scientific Instruments 3
(packed)
Musical and Scientific Instruments, 3
unpacked  (owner 's risk)
Myrobolams  (for  tanning) ... .... I
Nails , Rivets,  and Screws.  See
" Iron."
Nails,  Rivets, and Screws  (copper 3
and brass)
Naphtha.  See Clauses 35 to 46.  3  &  50 % added
Naves .  See  "Felloes."
Netting,  wire, in bundles.  See
" Iron."
Nitre Coke ... 1
:Nuts,  edible  (not otherwise specified) 3
Nuts  (earth )t ... ... ... ... A
Nuts  (iron ) ... ... ... ...  1
Oatst ... ... ... A
Article.
Oatmeal ... ... ... ..,
Ochre ... . . . ... ...
Offal (in truck loads) .. ...
Oils (not otherwise specified) ...
Class.
B
1
B3
Oils (for tick  disinfectin g purposes) 1
Oils (for soap making) in full truck 1
loads
Oil Cake ... ... ... .... A
Oilmen's Stores (not otherwise 3
specified)
Onionst ... ... ...
Opium** ... ... ... ...
Opossum Skins ... ... .
Ores, crude (not otherwise specified)
Ore (stream  tin) ... ... ...
Ovens.  See  "Grates."
A
1
M
B
Oxide of Iron ... ... ... ... 1
Oysters (in bags ) (minimum charge B
as for 1 cwt.)tt
Packed Parcels. t
Packs (wool) ... ...
Paddy Ricet ... ... ... ...
Paints and Colours ... ... ...
Palings.  See  " Timber."
Paper Bags (packed) ... ...
Paper for making bags
Paper Hangings ... ...
Paper (printing)
Paper (writing)  ...
Paper (sand or glass) ...
Paper, materials for making (not
chemicals)
Papier-mache Goods .. ...
Paraffin and Paraffin Wax (not
otherwise specified)
Parsnipst ... ...
Patent Medicines
Paving Blocks (asphalt) ..
Double 3
B
A
3
Paving Blocks  (wood).  See"Tim_:
Paving Tiles, Earthenware (in A
truck  loads)
Paving Tiles (ornamental or terse- 1
lated) 1
Pearl  Barley ... ... ...
Peas  (green )t ... ... ... ... I A
Peas  (split or dry ) ... ... ... . 1
Pedestals .  See  " Iron."
Pelts (in truck loads)t B
Pepper  ... ... ... ... ...  3
Perambulators  (packed in cases) ... 3
Perambulators  (unpacked ) ... ...  Double 3
Petroleum  (at owner 's risk).  See 3
Clauses 35 to 46.
Perfumery
Permanent Way Materials.
"Iron. "
Arc
3
Piano;  and Organs . Sec "Musical
Instruments."
Pickets.  See " Timber."
Pickles ,  if made in the Colony, to B
ports
Pictures  (in cases )II ... ... ... ` 3
Pictures loose or in packages), I 3
owner s risk only
* Will be charged  1st class rates  it carried in truck loads.t See Schedule V.
$ Mangold-wnrzel and melons will be charged as truck loads unless packed in bags or crates.
¢ See  also Coaching By-Law.
I; See Clause 11.
¶ Molasses will be carried  at A class  rates  in truck loads.
** Opium.  See  Coaching By-Law. Will only be carried by Passenger Trains.
tt See also Coaching By-Law. Fresh fish and oysters will be charged Half Parcels  Rates  whether by Goods  or Passenger
Train ,  unless it  be cheaper  to charge at B Class  Goods Rates.
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(See Clauses  11, 12,  16, 26,  and 28.)
CLASSIFICATION  OF  GOODS-continued.
Article.  Class.
Pier Glasses (packed)* ...
Pig-iron.  See " Iron."
Pigs.  See Schedule VI.
Pigs (in crates or cases) ...
Pilasters.  See "Iron."
Piles (log).  See  "Timber."
1
Article. Class.
Quicksilver  ... ... ... ... 3
Rabbits and Hares (dead) ... ... 1
Rabbit and Hare Skins .. 1
Rabbit Wire Netting and Staples.
See " Iron."
Rabbit-proof Gates and Fittings BPineapplest ... ... ... ... A
Pineapple Suckers ... .. .. 1
Pipes (rain-water, spouting, and 3
connections)
Pipes (gas and water), for under-
ground use.  See "Iron."
Pipes (brass, copper, and lead) ... 2
Pipes (drain), agricultural ... ... M
Pipes (glazed) ... ... ... A
Pitch and Tar ... ... ... B
Plants (banana) ... ... ... 1
Plants, Trees, and Shrubs ... 2
Plants, Trees, and Shrubs (in 3
pots)
Plant in pots, packed  in cases, at 2
owner's risk
Plaster of Paris B
Plate Glass (in cases)* 3
Plate or Sheet Iron.  See "Iron."
Ploughs$ ... ... ... ...  2
Ploughshares.  See "Iron."
Pollardt ... ... ... ... A
Poisons§ ... ... ... ...  3
Points and Crossings (railway).  See
" Iron."
Pork and Beef (salted or in B
brine)t
Portable  ngines$ 2
Portable Forges ... ... ... 2
Porter.  See "Ale."
Posts and Rails (fencing wood).  See
" Timber."
Posts (telegraph and lamp).  See
" Iron."
Potash ... ... ... ... ... B
Potatoest; I ... ... ... ... A
Pots (iron) ... ... ... ... 3
Pots (flower) ... ... ... ... B
Pots (chimney, earthenware) ... B
Petteryif (loose).  See  "Earthen-
ware."
Pottery (in crates and cases) 2
Poultry (in crates, casks, coops, or 1
cases)t
Powder.  See " Explosives."
Prairie Grass Seedt ...
Printing Ink and Paper .. 2
Products of Meat Preserving, Boil-
ing Down, and Butchering Es-
tablishments.t
Pumps ... ... ... ... ... 2
Pumpkinstll  ... ... ... A
Pyrites ... .. ... ... ... M
Quartz...
(in truck loads)
Rackarock.  See "Explosives."
Raddle ... ... .. ... ...
Rags.  See " Bagging. "
Rails and Posts (wood).  See "Tim-
ber."
Rails and Posts (iron).  See "Iron."Railway Sleepers. (See "Timber.")
2
Rails,  Chairs ,  and Fishplates ... M
Rain water pipes ... ... ... 3
Ranges  (Cooking ).  See "Grates."
Rape seed  .. ... ... ...  1
Reaping Machines ++... ... ...  2
Regulus  ... ... ...  B
Ft ilnett .. ... 1
l i esiu ... ... ... ... ...  2
Returned Empties. See Clauses 50 B
to 52
Retorts.  See "Clay" and "Iron."
Rice .. ... ... ... ... 1
Rice (sweepings)t ... ... ... A
Rice (Paddy)t ... ... A
Rivets, Nails, and Screws. See
"Iron" and "Copper."
Rifles ... ... ... ... ... 3
Road Metal ... ... ... ... M
Road Rollers ++ ... ... ... 2
Rolled Oats ... ... ... ... B
Roofing (felt) ... ... ... ... 1
Roofing (tiles) ... ... ... ...  B
Roof-work.  See " Iron."
Rope$ ... ... ... ... ... 2
Rope (wire ).  See "Iron."
Ryet ... ... ...
Saddlery and  Harness ... ...
Sago
Salt (rock, dairy, and meat-curing,
in truck loads)
Salt (table) ... ... ... ...
Salt (sulphated) ... ... ...
Saltpetre ... ... ... ...
Sauces made in the  Colony, to ports
A Sausage  Skins ... ... ...
Sand ... ... ... ... ...
Sandpaper  ... ... ..
Sashweights.  See  "Iron."
A
3
2
A
2
1
1
B
1
1I
3
Sashes (glazed) ... ... ...  3 and  50 % added
Sawdust A
Scenery (at owner's risk)* . ...  3
Scientific Instruments.  See  " Instru-
ments."
Scrap Brass ... ... ... ...
Scrap Copper .. ... ... ...
M . Scrap Iron  ... ... ... ...
Scrap Lead . • . .. ...
Scrap Steel
. . . .
Scrap Zinc
Scoops  (earth )... ... ... ...
B
B
M
BB
B
2
* See  Clause 11.
t See  Schedule V.
* Will  be carried at 1st class  rates in truck loads.
4 Poisons of all kinds  must be securely packed,  so as  not to  come  in contact with other  articles.
I Potatoes and pumpkins  will be  charged as truck loads unless packed in bags.
¶ Truck loads may be made up with tiles.
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SCHEDULE  I.--continued.
(See Clauses  11, 12, 16,  26,  and 28.)
CLASSIFICATION OF  GOODS- continued.
Article.  Class.
Screws  (brass)...
Screws (iron ). See "Iron."
2
... 2Screwjacks ... ...
Scythe Stones... ... ... ...  1
Scythe Blades ... ... 2
Seaweed  (for manure) ...  Al
Seeds (agricultural ),  not elsewhere A
specified*
Seeds  (garden) ... 2
Seeds (canary and hemp) ... 2
Seeds-to ports only ... ... ... B
Separators  (cream ) ... ... ...  2
Sewing Machines,  packed ... .. 3
Sewing Machines ,  unpacked  (owner's 3
risk)
Shafts. ,Sce " fuggy Bodies."
Shafts  (in the rough)  wood ... 1
Shafting  Iron. See "Iron."
Shale ... ... ... ... .... DI
Shears . . ... ... ... ...  2
Sheep. See Schedule VI.
Sheepskins * ... ... ... ...  B
Sheep -rash ... ... ... ...  B
Sheep -lick ... ... ... ... A
Shingles.  See  "Timber."
Shoes and Boots ... ... 3
Shot  (in kegs or bags) ... ... 2
Shovels and  Spades ... ... ... 2
Sign  Boards ... ... ... ... 3
Skins  (sheep) and hides * ... ...  B
Skins (marsupial ) ... ... ... 1
Skins  (sausage ) ... .. ...  1
Skins (not otherwise specified) ... 3
Slates  and Slate Steps ... M
Slate  Slabs  for Billiard Tables 3
Sleepers  (railway ).  See "Timber."
Soap (fancy) ... ... ... ... 3
Soap  (common) I
Soap -making Material, full truck 1
loads
Soap  (in full truck  loads) ... B
Soda  (caustic and potash ) ... ...  B
Soda (crystals) B
Soda (silicate ) ... .. ... .... B
Soda (bicarbonate ) .. ...  3
Soda  (hyposulphite of) ... ...' B
Soda -water  ... ... ... ....  1
Sole-plates.  See "Iron."
Spades and Shovels .. ..
Spikes and Nails.  Sec  "Iron."
Spirits (in bulk or cases) ...
Spirits (in jars). Sec Wines.
Spokes. See "Fe ll oes."
2
3
Spouting (rain water) ... 3
Springs (other than railway) 2
Stampers (rough castings).  Sec
" Iron."
Standards (iron), for Fencing ... B
Starch and Blue ... 3
Stationery .. ... ... ... 3
Staves.  See "Timber."
Staves and Heads for Casks ... A
Steam Crane8t ... ... ... 2
Steam Crane Charges.  See  Sche-
dule III.
Steam Engines. a ec "Engines."
Article.
Stearine ... ... ... ...
Steel.  ,S'ee "Iron."
Stock (live). See Schedule VI.
Stock, live (for agricultural shows).
See Clauses 59 to  61.
Stone (rough dressed) ...
Stone (dressed for building) ...
Stone (carved), packed
Stoneware and Earthenware.  See
" Earthenware.
Stoves. ` ec " Grates."
Straw (in press-packed bales)* ...
Straw (in bales, ttnpressed) ...
Straw (loose) not to be carried.
Straw Envelopes (returned) ...
Suckers (pineapple) ... ... .. .
Sucking Pigs (in coops or cases)
Sugar ... ... ... ...
Sugar (Ioa.f or tablet) .
Sugar-cane and Sugar-cane Plants*
Sulkies, loaded by sender-not less
than 2 in one 4-wheeled wagon
(owner's risk) -1 sulky 4d.
per mile, 2 sulkies Gd. per mile,
3 sulkies Sd. per mile, 4 sulkies
10d. per mile, 5 sulkies is. per
mile.
Sulphur ... ... ...
Sulphate of Ammonia (for manure)
Sulphate of Iron.  Sec  " Iron."
Sulphide of Iron (in truck loads) ...
Sumac ... ... ... ... ...
Superphosphates (for manure)
Swing-boats.  See "Circus Plant."
Syrup (golden) ... ...
Tailings (quartz) ...
Tallow* .. ... ...
Tan-bark (in bundles or bags) ...
Tanks (square and empty) ... ...
Tanks (square and filled) ... ...
Tanks (corrugated), empty...
Tanks (corrugated, filled) ...
Tapioca ... ...
Tappets ... ...
Tar and Pitch ... ... ...
Tea ...Telegraph Poles, Wires, and
Brackets. See "Iron" and
"Timber."
Terra Cotta Bricks ... ... ...
Terra Cotta Ware . ... ...
Threshing Machines+
Tiles (earthenware) in truck loads$
Tiles (earthenware), roofing, paving,
and edging
Tiles (tesselated and ornamental)...
TIMBER § -
Paving Blocks ... ... ...
Logs ... ...
Piles and Girders
Claim.
B
MA
B
A
B
B
1
3
A
1
M
B
1
M
1
M
B
M3
2, and classifica-
tion rates for
contents
Double 3
3, and classifica.
tion rates for
contents
2
2
B
3
1
3
2A
B
3
A
A
A
S See Schedule V.
t Will be cart ied at 1st class rates in truck lea e.
Truck loads may be made up with pottery.
For minimum charges and  measurement  allowed per ton,  see clauses 17 to 19
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SCHEDULE  I.-continued.
(See Clauses  11, 12, 16, 26,  and  28.)
CLASSIFICATION OF  GOODS- continued.
Article. Class. Article. Class.
T I NI BE R*-c  ontintted.
Telegraph Posts ... .. A
Split Timber, Pit Props, Fenc- A
ing Posts, Sleepers, Rails,
Palings, Shingles, &c.
Sawn of all descriptions ... A
Tin (stream or lode) ... ... B
Tinplates ... ... ... ... B
Tin (ingots) . ... 1
Tin (bullion), in truck loads ... B
Tinware ... ... ...  3
Tin-lining (out of cases) ... 1
Tobacco leaf), in 2-ton lots ... B
Tobacco (manufactured) ... 3
Tombstones.  See " Gravestones."
Tools (not otherwise specified) .. 3
Tops and Bottoms of Tins and B
Canisterst
Totalisators . ... ... ... 3
Toys (in cases ) ... ... 3
Traction Engines.  See "Engines."
Tramway Trucks  ... ... ... 2
Tramways, Wheels, and Axles.
Sec  'Iron."
Tree Pest Exterminator ... ... 1
Trees and Shrubs  ... ... ... 2
Trees and Shrubs (in pots) ... ...  3
Tree Ferns ... ... ... . 1
Tricycles, Bicycles, and Vel
..oci-
pedes.  See  "Bicycles."
Troughing (sheep and cattle)§ ... 2
Trucks (mining).  See  " Iron."
Trucks (railway) new or old on 3d. per mile each
wheels
Tubs and Buckets (wooden or gal- 2
vanised), in nests
Tubs and Buckets (mining). See
"Iron. "
Tubes (boiler)§ ... 2
Tubing (brass or copper) ... ...  2
Turf M
Turnips $ ... ... ... ... A
Turnery ... ... ... ... 3
Twine (binder) ... ... ... 1
Tyre  Irons.  See "  Iron."
Tyres.  See " Iron."
Type,  Printing ... 3
Umbrellas (in cases) ... ... ...  1 3
Upholstery and Coach Trimmings 3
Upholsterers' Hair ... ... ..  3
Valonia ... ... ... .... 1
Vegetables (not otherwise speci- Afi ed)$
Vegetables (preserved) ..
Vehicles.  See  "Buggies."
Velocipedes. See "Bicycles."
2
Venetian Blinds (packed) ... 3
Venetian Blinds (unpacked), 3
owner's risk
Vestas and Matches.  See  Clauses S
3.5 to 46.
Vices.  See."  Iron."
Vine Cuttings... 1
Vinegar  (made in the colony) to
ports
Wagons on wheels  (railway) new or
old
Wagons (mining ) ... ...
Wall Paper ... ... ...
Washing Boilers ..: ...
Waste (cotton and wool) ...
Waste (oily) ... ... ...
Waste Paper .. ... ...
Waters  (aerated ) ... ...
Water  (in bulk) ... ...
Walnuts (dry) ... ...
Wax (bees) .. ... ...
Wax (sealing)... ... ...
Wax (paraffin , not otherwise speci-
fied)
Weights (standard) ... ... ...
Weights (sash ).  See "Iron."
Well-boring  plant material  (in full
truck  loads)d
Wheat  Screenings  ... ... ...
Wheat* ... ... ... ...
Wheat Meal ... ... ... ...
Wheelbarrows ... ...
Wheels, Dray ... ... ...
'White and Red Lead ... ...
Whiting
Wine (made in the colony) to ports
Wine(made in the colony) returned
from ports to on inal  senders
Wines and Spirits  Fin casks and
cases)
Wines and Spirits  (in jars  protected
or unprotected by wicker-work)
Wines and Spirits (in jars protected
B
1
M
3
1
3
3
1
B
0
3 & 50 % added
3
by wicker-work),  at owners' risk
Wines and Spirits (in jars ,  it packed 3
in cases)
Winches (Crab)§ ... ...  2
Windmills ... ... ... ...  2
Window Frames ... ...  2
Windows (glazed) .. ... ...  3 & 50 '/,  added
Wire (fencing). Sec "Iron."
Wire Netting.  See "Iron."
Wire (Mattrass)
Wood Ashes ... ... ... ...
Wood-paving Blocks.  Sec  " Tim-
ber."
Wool.  See  Schedule IV. and
Clause 32.
Wool (in bags or pockets) ... ...
Woolpacks
Yarn§ ... ... . .
Yeast ... ... ...
Yokes (bullock)
Zinc ... ...
Zinc (scrap) ...
2
B
B
2
2
1
B
For minimum charges and measurement allowed per ton,  see  clauses 17 to 19.
f Minimum weirht as for 28 lbs.; minimum charge, 3d.
See  Schedule V.
} Will be charged  1st class rates it sent  in truck loads.
Smaller lots will be charged at classification rates for the various articles.
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SC*HED;ULE If.
(See Clause  13.)
GENERAL SCALE OF RATES FOR GOODS TRAFFIC.
MILES.
MINERAL SPECIAL AND  A GRICULTURAL
CLASS.  CLASSES.
A. B. 1.
MERCHANDISE CLASSES.
2. 3.
a. d. s. d. s. d.  8. d.  s. d. I s. d.
1to10 I 1  3 2 6 3 0 5 0 6 8 8 4
11 1 4 2 8 3 3 5 5 7 3 9 2
12 1 5 2 9 3 6 5 10 7 10 10 0
13 1 6 2 11 3 9 6 3 8 5 10 10
14 1 7 3 0 4 0 6 8 9 0 11 8
15 1 8 3 2 4 3 7 1 9 7 12 6
16 ... ... .... 1 9 3 3 4 6 7 6 10 2 13 4
17 ... ... ... 1 10 3 5 4 9 7 11 10 9 14 2
18 ... ... ... 1 11 3 6 5 0 8 4 11 4. 15 0
19 ... ... 2 0 3 8 5 3 8 9 11 11 15 10
20 ... ... 2 1 3 9 5 6 9 2 12 6 16 8
21 ... ... ... 2 2 3 11 5 9 9 7 13 1 17 6
22 ... ... ... 2 3 4 0 6 0 10 0 13 8 18 4
23 ... ... ... 2 4 4 2 6 3 10 5 14 3 19 2
24 ... ... ... 2 5 4 3 6 6 10 10 14 10 20 0
25 ... ... ... 2 6 4 5 6 9 11 3 15 5 20 10
26 ... ... ... 2 7 4 6 7 0 11 8 16 0 21 8
27 ... ... ... 2 8 4 8 7 3 12 1 16 7 22 6
28 ... ... 2 9 4 9  7 6 12 6 17 2 23 4
29 ... ... ... 2 10 4 11 7 9 12 11 17 9 24 2
30 ... ... ... 2 11 5 0 8 0 13 4 18 4 25 0
31 ... ... .. 3 0 5 2 8 3 13 9 .18 11 25 10
32 ... 3 1 5 3 8 6 14 2 19 6 26 8
33 ... ... ... 3 2 5 5 8 9 14 7 20 1 27 6
34 ... ... 3 3 5 6 9 0 15 0 20 8 28 4
35 ... ... ... 3 4 5 8 9 3 15 5 21 3 29 2
36 ... ... ... 3 5 5 9 9 6 15 10 21 10 30 0
37 ... 3 6 5 11 9 9 16 3 22 5  30 10
38 ... ... ... 3 7 6 0 10 0 16 8 23 0 31 8
39 ... ... ... 3 8 6 2 10 3 17 1 23 7 32 6
40 ... ... ... 3 9 6 3 10 6 17 6 24 2 33 4
41 ... ... ... 3 10 6 5 10 9 17 11 24 9 34 2
42 ... 3 11 6 6 11 0 18 4 25 4 35 0
43 ... ... ... 4 0 6 8 11 3 18 9 25 11 35 10
44 ... ... ... 4 1 6 9 11 6 19 2 26 6 36 8
45 ... ... ... 4 2 6 11 11 9 19 7 27 1 37 6
46 ... ... ... 4 3 7 0 12 0 20 0 27 8 38 4
47 ... ... 4 4 7 2 12 3 20 5 28 3 39 2
48 ... ... ... 4 5 7 3 12 620 10 28 10 40 0
49 ... ... 4 6 7 5 12 9 21 3 29 5 40 10
50 ... ... ... 4 7 7 6  13 0 21 8 30 0 41 8
51 ... ... 4 8 7 8  13 3 22 0 30 6 42 4
52 ... ... ... 4 9 7 9  13 5 22 4 31 0 43 0
53 ... 4 10 7 11  13 8 22 8 31 6 43 8
54 ... ... ... 4 11 8 0  13 10 23 0 32 0 44 4
55 ... ... ... 1 5 0 8 2  14 1 23 4 32 6 45 0
NOTE= See rates for small consignments, Clause 20. The rate per ton for small quantities only
applies when the charge for the consignment is higher than the rate for " Smalls."
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SCHEDULE  II.  continued.
(See Clause  13.)
GENERAL SCALE OF RATES FOR GOODS  TRAFFIC-continued.
MINERAL SPECIAL AND A G RICULTURAL
RCHA DM E  CLASSES
CLASS.  CLASSES.
E N IS .
MILES.
M. A. B. 1. 2. 3.
56 ... ...
I s.
... 5
d. a. d.
1 8 3
s.
14
d. s.
3 23
d.
8
a.
33
d. I
0
s. d.
45 8
57 ... ... ... 5 2 8 5 14 6 24 0 33 6 46 4
58 ... ... ... 5 3 8 6 14 8 24 4 34 0 47 0
59 ... ... ... 5 4 8 8 14 11 24 8 34 6 47 8
60 ... ... ... 5 5 8 9 15 1 25 0 35 0 48 4
61 ... ... ... 5 6 8 11 15 4 25 4 35 6 49 0
62 ... ... ... 5 7 9 0 1 5 6 25 8 36 0 49 8
63 ... ... ... 5 8  9 2 15 9 26 0 36 6 50 4
64 ... ... ... 5 9 9 3 15 11 26 4 37 0 51 0
65 ... ... ... 5 10 9 5 16 2 26 8 37 6 51 8
66 ... 5 11 9 6 16 4 27 0 38 0 52 4
67 ... ... ... 6 0 9 8 16 7 27 4 38 6 53 0
68 ... ... ... 6 1 9 9 16 9 27 8 39 0 53 8
69 ... ... ... 6 2  9 11 17 0  28 0 39 6 54 4
70 ... ... ... 6 3 10 0 17 2 28 4 40 0 55 0
71 ... ... ... 6 4 10 2 17 5  28 8 40 6 55 8
72 ... ... ... 6 5 10 3 17 7 29 0 41 0 56 4
73 ... ... 6 6 10 5 17 10 29 4 41 6 57 0
74 ... ... ... 6 7 10 6 18 0 29 8 42 0 57 8
75 ... ... ... 6 8 10 8 18 3 30 0 42 6 58 4
76 ... 6 9 10 9 18 5 30 4 43 0 59 0
77 ... ... ...  6 10  10 11  18 8  30 8 43 6 59 8
78 ... ... ... 6 11 11 0 18 10 31 0 44 0 60 4
79 ... ... ... 7 0 11 2 19 1 31 4  44'6 61 0
80 ... ... ... 7 1 11 3 19 3 31 8 45 0 61 8
81 ... ... ... 7 2 11 5 19 6  32 0 45 6 62 4
82 ... ... ... 7 3 11 6 19 8 32 4 46 0 63 0
83 ... ... ... 7 4 11 8 19 11  32 8 46 6 63 8
84 ... ... ... 7 5 11 9 20 1 33 0 47 0 64 4
85 ... ... ... 7 6 11 11 20 4 33 4 47 6 65 0
86 ... ... ... 7 7 12 0 20 6 33 8 48 0 65 8
87 ... ... ... 7 8 12  2 20 9 34 0 48 6 66 4
88 ... ... ... 7 9 12 3 20 11 34 4 49 0 67 0
89 ... ... ... 7 10 12  5 21 2 34 . 8 49 6 67 8
90 ... 7 11 12 6 21 4 35 0 , 50 0 68 4
91 ... ... ... 8 0 12 8 21 7 35 4 50 6 69 0
92 ... ... ... 8 1 12 10 21 9 35 8 51 0 69 8
93 ... ... 8 2  12 11 22 0 36 0 51 6 70 4
94 ... ... 8 3 13 0 22 2 36 4 52 0 71 0
95 ... ... 8 4 13 2 22 5 36 8 52 6 71 8
96 ... ... ... 8 5 13 3 22 7 37 0 53 0 72 4
97 ... ... ... 8 6 13 5 22 10 37 4 53 6 73 0
98 ... ... ... 8 7 13 6 23 0 37 8 54 0 73 8
99 ... ... ... 8 8 13 8 23 38 0 54 6 74 4
100 ... ... 8 9 13 9 23 5 38 4 55 0  75  0
NOTE.-See rates for small consignments, Clause 20. The rate per ton for small quantities only
applies when the charge for the consignment is higher than the rate for "  Smalls."
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SCHEDULE  II.-continued.
(See Clause  13.)
GENERAL SCALE OF RATES FOR GOODS  TRAFFIC- continued
MINERAL
CLASS.
SPECIAL AND AGRICULTURAL
CLASSES.
MERCHANDISE CLASSES.
MILES.
X. A. B. 1. 2. 3.
s. d. + s. d. d. s. d. R. d. I s. d.
101 ... ... ... 810  13 10 23 7 38 7 55 5 75 7
102 ... ... ... 8 11 13 It 23 9 38 10 55 10 76 2
103 ... ... ... 8 11 14 0 23 11 39 1 56 3 76 9
104 ... ... ... 9 0 14 1 24 1 39 4 56 8 77 4
105 ... ... ... 9 1 14 2 24 3 39 7 1 57 1  77 11
106 ... ... ... 9 2 14 3 24 5  3910 57 6 78 6
107 ... ... ... 9 3 14 4 24 7 40 1 57 11 79 1
108 ... ... ... 9 3  1,15 ! 24 9 40 4 58 4 79 8
109 ... ... ... 9 4 14 6 2411 40 7 58 9 80 3
110 ... ... ... 9 5 14 7 1 25 1  4010 59 2 80 10
111 ... ... ... 9 6 14 8 25 3 41 1 59 7 81 5
112 ... ... ... 9 6 14 9 25 5 41 4 60 0 82 0
113 ... ... ... 9 7 14 10 25 7 41 7 60 5 82 7
114 ... 9 8 14 11 25 9 41 10 60 10 83 2
115 ... ... ... 9 9 15 0 25 11 42 1 61 3 83 9
116 ... ... ... 9 9 15 1 26 1 42 4 61 8 84 4
117 ... ... ... 9 10 15 2 26 3 42 7 62 1  84 11
1]8 ... ... ... 9 11 15 3 26 5 42 10 62 6 85 6
119  - ... ... ... 10 0 15 4 26 7 43 1 62 11 86 1
120 ... ... ... 10 0 15 5 26 9 43 4 63 4 86 8
121 ... .., ... 10 1  15 6 26 11 43 7 63 9 87 3
122 .., ... ... 10 2  15 7 i 27 1 43 10 64 2 87 10
123 ... ... ... 10 3  15 8 27 3 44, 1 64 7 88 5
124 ... ... ... 10 3 15 9 27 5 44 4  65 0 89 0
125 ... ... 10 4 15 10 27 7 44 7  65 5 89 7
126 ... ... ... 10 5 15 11 27 9 44 10 65 10 90 2
127 ... ... ... 10 6 16 0 27 11 45 1 66 3 90 9
128 ... ... 10 6 16 1 28 1 45 4 66 8 91 4
129 ... ... ... 10 7  16 2 28 3 .45 7 67 1 91 11
130 ... ... ... 10 8  16 3 28 5 45 10 67 6 92 6
131 ... ... ... 10 9 16 4 28 7 46 1 67 11 93 ]
132 ... ... ... 10 9 16 5 28 9 46 4 68 4 93 8
133 ... ... ... 10 10 16 6 28 11 46 7 68 9 94 3
134 ... ... 10 11 16 7 29 1 46 10 69 2 94 10
135 .., ,.. ... 11 0 16 8 29 3 47 1 69 7 95 5
136 ... ... ... 11 0 16 9 29 5 47 4 70 0 96 0
137 ... ... ... 11 1 16 10 29 7 47 7 70 5 96 7
138 ... ... ... 11 2 16 11 29 9 47 10 70 10 97 2
139 ... ... ... 11 3 17 0 29 11 49 1 71 3 97 9
140 ... ... ... 11 3 17 1 30 1 48 4 71 8 98 4
141 ... ... ... 11 4 17 2 30 3 48 7 72 1 98 11
142 ... 11 5 17 3 30 5 48 10 72 6 99 6
143 ... ... ... 11 6 17 4 30 7 49 1 72 11 100 1
144 ... ... ... 11 6 17 5 30 9 49 4 73 4 100 8
145 ... ... 11 7 17 6 30 11 49 7 73 9 101 3
NOTE.-See rates for small consignments, Clause 20. The rate per ton for small quantities only
applies when the charge for the consignment is higher than the rate for "Smalls."15
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SCHEDULE  II.-continued,
(See Clause  13.)
GENERAL SCALE OF RATES FOR GOODS  TRAFFIC-continued.
MI LIIS.
MINERAL SPECIAL AND AGRICULTURAL
CLASS. CLASSES.
1.
MERCHANDISE  CLASSES.
X. A. B. 2. 3.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. I s. d. s. d.
146 ... ... ... 11 8 17 7 31 1 49 10 74 2  101 10
147 ... ... ... 11 9 17 8 31 3 50 1 74 7 102 5
148 .. .. ... 11 9 17 9 31 5 50 4 75 0 103 0
149 ... ... ... 11 10 17 10 31 7 50 7 75 5 103 7
150 ... ... ... 11 11 17 11 31 9 50 10 75 10 104 2
151 .. .. ... 12 0 18 0 31 11 51 1 76 3 104 9
152 ... ... ... 12 0 18 1 32 1 51 4 76 8 105 4
153 ... ... ... 12 1 18 2 32 3 51 7 77 1  105 11
154 ... ... ... 12 2 18 3 32 5 51 10 77 6 106 6
155 ... ... ... 12 3 18 4 32 7 52 1 77 11 107 1
156 ... ... ... 12 3 18 5 32 9 52 4 78 4 107 8
157 .. .. 12 4 18 6 32 11 52 7 78 9 108 3
158 ... ... ... 12 5 18 7 33 1 52 10 79 2 108 10
159 ... ... ... 12 6 18 8 33 3 53 1 79 7 109 5
160 ... ... ... 12 6 18 9 33 5 53 4 80 0 110 0
161 ... ... 12 7 18 10 33 7 53 7 80 5 110 7
162 ... ... ... 12 8 18 -11 33 9 53 10 80 10 111 2
163 ... ... ... 12 9 19 0 33 11 54 1 81 3 111 9
164 12 9 19 1 34 1 54 4 81 8 112 4
165 ... ... 12 10 19 2 34 3 54 7 82 1 11.211
166 ... ... 12 11 19 3 34 5 54 10 82 6 113 6
167 ... ... ... 13 0 19 4 34 7 55 1 82 11 114 1
168 ... ... ... 13 0 19 5 34 9 55 4 83 4 114 8
169 ... ... ... 13 1 19 6 34 11 55 7 83 9 115 3
170 ... ... ... 13 2 19 7 35 1 55 10 84 2 115 10
171 ... ... ... 13 3 19 8 35 3 56 1 84 7 116 5
172 ... ... 13 3 19 9 35 5 56 4 85 0 117 0
173 ... ... ... 13 4 19 10 35 7 56 7 85 5 117 7
174 ... ... 13 5 19 11 35 9 56 10 85 10 118 2
175 13 6 20 0 35 11 57 1 86 3 118 9
1
176 ... ... ... 13 6 20 1 36 1 57. 4 86 8 119 4
177 ... ... ... 13 7 20 2 36 3 57 7 87 1 119 11
178 ... ... ... 13 8 20 3 36 5 57 10 87 6 120 6
179 ... ... ... 13 9 20 4 36 7 58 1 87 11  121 1
180 ... 13 9 20 5 36 9 58 4 88 4 121 8
181 ... ... ... 13 10 20 6 3611 58 7 88 9 122 3
182 ... ... 13 11 20 7 37 1 58 10 89 2 122 10
183 ... ... 14 0 20 8 37 3 59 1 89 7 123 5
184 ... ... ... 14 0 20 9 37 5 59 4 90 0 124 0
185 ... ... ... 14 ] 20 10 37 7 59 7 90 5 124 7
186 ... ... ... 14 2 2011 37 9 59 10 90 10  125 2
187 14 3 21 0 37 11 60 1 91 3 125 9
188 ... 14 3 21 1 38 1 60 4 91 8 126 4
189 ... ... 14 4 21 2 38 3 60 7 92 1 126 11
190 ... ... ... 14 5 21 3 38 5 60 10 92 6 127 6
NoTL.-See rates for small consignments, Clause 20. The rate per ton for small quantities only
applies when the charge for the consignment is higher than the rate  for "Sma ll s."
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SCHEDULE  II.-continued.
(See Clause 13.)
GENERAL SCALE OF RATES FOR GOODS  TRAFFIC- continued.
M I LZS.
W. A. 3.
MINERAL SPECIAL  AND AGRICULTURAL
CLASS.  CLASSES. MERCHANDISE CLASSES.
B. 1. 2.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.  s. d.
191 ... ... ... 14 6 21 4  38 7 61 1 92 11 128 1
192 ... .. ... 14 6 21 5 38 9 61 4 93 4  128 8
193 ... ... ... 14 7 21 6  38 11 61 7 93 9 129 3
194 ... ... ... 14 8 21 7  39 1 61 10 94 2  129 10
195 ... ... ... 14 9 21 8  39 3 62 1 94 7  130 5
196 ... ... ... 14 9 21 9 39 5 62 4 95 0 131 0
197 ... ... ... 14 10  21 10 39 7 62 7 95 5 131 7
198 ... ... ... 14 11  21 11 39 9 62 10 95 10 132 2
199 ... ... ... 15 0 22 0  39 11 63 1 96 3 132 9
200 ... ... ... 15 0 22 1 40  1 63 4 96 8 133 4
201 ... ... ... 15 1 22 2 40 3 63 7 97 1 133 11
202 ... ... ... 15 1 22 3 40  4 63 10 97 6 134 6
203 ... ... ... 15 2 22 3 40 6 64 1 97 11  135 1
204 ... ... ... 15 2 22 4 40 7 64 4 98 4 135 8
205 ... ... ... 15 3 22 5 40 9 64  7 98 9 136 3
206 ... ... ... 15  3 22 6  40 10 64 10 99 2 136 10
207 ... ... ... 15 4 22 6 41 0 65 1 99 7 187 5
208 ... ... ... 15 4 22 7 41 1 65 4 100 0 138 0
209 ... ... ... 15  5 22 8 41  3 65 7 100 5 138 7
210 ... ... ... 15 5 22 9 41 4 65 10 100 10  139 2
211 ... ... 15 6 22 9 41 6 66 1 101 3 139 9
212 ... ... ... 15 6 22 10 41 7 66 4 101 8 140 4
213 ... ... ... 15 7 22 11 41 9 66 7 102 1 140 11
214 ... ... ... 15 7 23 0 41 10 66 10 102 6 141 6
215 ... ... ... 15 8 23 0 42 0 67 1 102 11 142 1
216 ... ... ... 15 8 23 1 42 1 67 4 103 4 142 8
217 ... ... ... 15 9 23 2 42 3 67 7 103 9 143 8
218 ... ... ... 15 9 23 3 42 4 67 10 104 2 143 10
219 ... ... ... 15 10  23 3 42 6 68 1 104 7 144 5
99n _ _ _ . 15 10 23 4 42 7 68 4 105 0 145 0
221 ... ... ... 15 11 23 5 42 9 68 7 105 5 145 7
222 ... ... ... 15 11  23 6 42 10 68 10 105 10 146 2
223 ... ... ... 16 0 23 6 43 0 69 1 106 3 146 9
224 ... ... ... 16 0 23 7 43 1 69 4 106 8 147 4
225 ... ... .... 16 1  23 8 43 3 69  7 107 1  147 11
226 ... ... ... 16 1 23 9 43 4 69 10 107 6 148 6
227 ... ... ... 16 2 23 9 43 6 70 1 107 11 149 1
228 ... ... ... 16 2 23 10 43 7 70 4 108 4 149 8
229 ... ... ... 16 3 23 11 43 9 70 7 108 9 150 8
230 ... ... ... 16 3 24 0 43 10 70 LO 109 2 150 10
231 ... ... ... 16 4 24 0 44 0 71 1 109 7 151 5
232 ... ... ... 16 4 24 1 44 1 71 4 110 0 152 0
233 ... ... ... 16 5 24 2 44 3 71 7 110 5 152 7
234 ... ... 16 5 24 3 44 4 71 10 110 10  153 2
235 ... ... ... 16 6 24 3 44 6 72 1 111 3 153 9
NOTE.- See rates  for small  consignments ,  Clause 20 .  The rate per ton for small quantities only
app lies when the charge  for the  consignment  is higher than the rate for  " Sma ll s."
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SCHEDULE  II,  continued.
(See Clause  13.)
GENERAL SCALE OF RATES FOR GOODS  TRAFFIC-continued.
MILES.
MINERAL
CLASS.
M.
SPECIAL AND  AGRICULTURAL
CLASSES.
A. 8. 1.
MERCHANDISE CLASSES.
2. 3.
I s. d.  .c. d.  s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.
236 ... ...
.
16 6 24 4 44 7 72 4 111 8 154 4
237 ... ... .. 1 16 7 24 5 44 9 72 7 112 1 154 11
238 ... ... ... 16 7 24 6 44 10 72 10 112 6 155 6
239 ... ... ... 16 8 24 6 45 0 73 1 112 11 156 1
240 ... ... ... 16 8 24 7 45 1 73 4 113 4 156 8
241 ... ... ... 16 9 24 8 45 3 73 7 113 9 157 3
242 ... ... ... 16 9 24 9 45 4 73 10 114 2 157 10
243 ... ... ... 16 10 24 9 45 6 74 1 114 7 158 5
244 ... ... 16 10 24 10 45 7 74 4 115 0 159 0
245 ... ... ... 16 11 24 11 45 9 74 7 115 5 159 7
246 ... ... 16 11 25 0 45 10 74 10 115 10 160 2
247 ... ... ... 17 0 25 0 46 0 75 1 116 3 160 9
248 ... ... ... 17 0 25 1 46 1 75 4 116 8 161 4
249 ... ... ... 17 1 25 2 46 3 75 7 117 1 161 11
250 ... ... 17 1 25 3 46 4 75 10 117 6 162 6
251 ... ... ... 17 2 25 3 46 6 76 1 117 11 163 1
252 ... ... ... 17 2 25 4 46 7 76 4 118 4 163 8
253 ... ... ... 17 3  25 5  46 9 76 7 118 •9 164 3
254 ... ... ... 17 3 25 6 46 10 76 10 119 2 164 10
255 ... ... ... 17 4 25 6 47 0 77 1 119 7 165 5
256 ... ... ... 17 4 25 7 47 1 77 4 120 0 166 0
257 ... ... ... 17 5 25 8 47 3 77 7 120 5 166 7
258 ... ... ... 17 5 25 9 47 4 77 10 120 10 167 2
259 ... ... ... 17 6 25 9 47 6 78 1 121 3 167 9
260 ... ... 17 6 25 10 47 7 78 4 121 8 168 4
261 ... ... ... 17 7 25 11 47 9 78 7 122 1 168 11
262 ... ... ... 17 7 26 0 47 10 78 10 122 6 169 6
263 ... ... ... 17 8 26 0 48 0 79 1 122 11 170 1
264 ... ... ... 17  8 26 1  48 1 79 4 123 4 170 8
265 ... ... ... 17 9 26 2 48 3 79 7 123 9 171 3
266 ... ... ... 17 9 26 3 48 4  7910 124 2 171 10
267 ... ... ... 17 10 26 3 48 6 80 1 124 7 172 5
268 ... ... ... 17 10 26 4 48 7 80 4 125 0 173 0
269 ... ... ... 17 11 26 5 48 9 80 7 125 5 173 7
270 ... ... ... 17 11 26 6 48 10 80 10 125 10 174 2
271 ... ... ... 18 0 26 6 49 0 81 1 126 3 174 9
272 ... ... ... 18 0 26 7 49 1 81 4 126 8 175 4
273 ... ... ... 18 1 26 8 49 3 81 7 127 1 175 11
274 ... ... ... 18 1 26 9 49 4 81 10 127 6 176 6
275 ... ... 18 2 26 9 49 6 82 1 127 11 177 1
276 ... ... ... 18 2 26 10 49 7 82 4 128 4 177 8
277 ... ... 18 3 26 11  49 9 82 7 128 9 178 3
278 ... ... ... 18 3 27 0 49 10 82 10 129 2 178 10
279 ... ... ... 18 4 27 0 50 0 83 1 129 7 179 5
280 ... ... ... 18 4 27 1 50 1 83 4 130 0 180 0
NOTE.- See rates for small consignments ,  Clause  20. The  rate per ton for small quantities only
applies  when  the charge for the consignment is higher than t4 e rate for  "  Sm e#11s."
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SCHEDULE  II.-continued.
(See Clause  13.)
GENERAL SCALE OF RATES FOR GOODS TRAFFIC-continued.
MILES.
MINERAL I SPECIAL AND AGRICULTURAL
CLASS. CLASSES.
. A. B.
MERCHANDISE  CLASSES.
1. 2. 3.
s. d.  s. d. s. d. s. d. s.  d. s. d.
281 18 5 27 2 50 3 83 7 130 5 180 7
282 18 5 27 3 50 4 83 10 130 10 181 2
283 18 6 27 3 50 6 84 1 131 3 181 9
284 18 6  27 4 50 7 84 4 131 8 182 4
285 18 7  27 5 50 9 84 7 132 1 182 11
286 ... ... ... 18 7 27 6 50 10 84 10 132 6 183 6
287 ... 18 8 27 6 51 0 85 1 132 11 184 1
288 ... ... 18 8 27 7 51 1 85 4 133 4 184 8
289 ... 18 9 27 8 51 3 85 7 133 9 185 3
290 ... ... ... f. 18 9 27 9 51 4 85 10 134 2 185 10
291 ... ... ... 18 10 27 9 51 6 86 1 134 7 186 5
292 ... ... ... 18 10 27 10 51 7 86 4 135 0 187 0
293 ... ... ... 1811  28 0 51 9 86 7 135 5 187  -7
294 ... ... ... 18 11 28 0 51 10 86 10 135 10 188 2
295 ... ... ... 19 0 28 1 52 0 87 1 136 3 188 9
296 19 0 28 1 52 1 87 4 136 8 189 4
297 19 1 28 2 52 3 87 7 137 1 189 11
298 19 1 28 3 52 4 87 10 137 6 190 6
299 19 2 28 3 52 6 88 1 137 11 191 1
300 19 2 28 4 52 7 88 4 138 4 191 8
301 19 3 28 5 52 9 88 7 138 7 192 0
302 19 3 28 6 52 10 88 9 138 10 192 4
303 19 4 28 6 53 0 89 0 139 1 192 8
304 19 4 28 7 53 1 89 2 139 4 193 0
305 19 5 28 8 53 3 89 5 139 7 193 4
306 ... ... 19 5 28 9 53 4 89 7 139 10 193 8
307
... ...
... 19 6 28 9 53 6 89 10 140 1 194 0
308 ... ... ... 19 6  28 10  53 7 90 0 140 4 194 4
309 ... ... ... 19 7 28 11 53 9 90 3 140 7 194 8
310 ... ... ... 19 7 29 0 53 10 90 5  140 10  195 0
311 ... ... ... 19 8 29 0 54 0 90 8 141 1 195 4
312 ... ... ... 19 8 29 1 54 1 90 10  141 4 195 8
313 ... ... ... 19 9 29 2 54 3 91 1 141 7 196 0
314 ... ... ... 19 9 29 3 54 4 91 3 141 10 196 4
315 ... ... ... 19 10 29 3 54 6 91 6 142 1 196 8
316 ... ... ...  1910  29 4 54 7 91 8 142 4 197 0
317 ... ... 1911  29 5 54 9 91 11 142 7 197 4
318 ... ... ... 19 11 29 6 54 10 92 0 142 10 197 8
319 ... ... ... 20 0 29 6 55 0 92 4 143 1 198 0
320 ... ... ... 20 0 29 7 55 1 92 6 143 4 198 4
321 ... ... ... 20 1 29 8 55 3 92 9 143 7 198 8
322 ... ... ... 20 1 29 9 55 4 92 11 143 10 199 0
323 ... ... ... 20 2 29 9 55 6 93 2 144 1 199 4
324 20 2 29 10 55 7 93 4 144 4 199 8
325 ... ... ... 20 3 29 11 55 9 93 7 144 7 200 0
NOTE.- See rates for small  consignments, Clause 20. The rate per ton for small quantities only
applies when  the charge for the  consignment is higher  than the  rate for " Smalls."
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SCHEDULE  II.-continued.
(See Clause  13.)
GENERAL SCALE OF RATES FOR GOODS  TRAFFIC- continued.
MILES.
2.
MINERAL SPE CIAL AND AGRICULTURAL
CLASS. CLASSES. MERCHANDISE CLASSES.
3.
s. d. s. d. s.  d. 8.  d. s.  d.  a. d.
326 20 3 30 0 55 10 93 9 144 10 200 4
327 20 4 30 0 56 0 94 0 145 1 200 8
328 20 4 30 1 56 1 94 2 145 4 201 0
329 20 5 30 2 56 3 94 5 145 7 201 4
330 20 5 31) 3 56 4 94 7 145 10  201 8
331 ... 20 6 30 3 56 6 94 10 146 1 202 0
332 ... 20 6 30 4 56 7 95 0 146 4 202 4
333 ... 20 7 30 5 56 9 95 3 146 7 202 8
334 ... 20 7 30 6 56 10 95 5 146 10 203 0
335 ... 20 8 30 6 57 0 95 8 147 1 203 4
336 ... ... ... 20 8 30 7 57 1 95 10 147 4 203 8
337 ... ... ... 20 9 30 8 57 3 96 0 147 7 204 0
338 ... ... ... 20 9 30 9 57 4 96 3 147 10 204 4
339 ... ...  20 10  30 9 57 6 96 6 148 1 204 8
340 ... ...  20 10 30 10 57 7 96 8 148 4 205 0
341 ... ... ...  20 11 30 11 57 9 96 11 148 7 205 4
342 ... ... ...  20 11  31 0 57 10 97 1 148 10  205 8
343 ... ... 21 0 31 0 58 0 97 4 149 1 206 0
344 ... ... 21 0 31 1 58 1 97 6 149 4 206 4
315 ... ... ... 21 1 31 2 58 3 97. 9 149 7 206 8
346 ... ... 21 1 31 3 58 4 97 11 149 10  207 0
347 ... ... ... 21 2 31 3 58 6 98 2 150 1 207 4
348 ... ... ... 21 2 31 4 58 7 98 4 150 4 207 8
349 ... ... 21 3 31 5 58 9 98 7 150 7 208 0
350 ... ... ... 21 3 31 6 58 10 98'  9 150 10 208 4
351 ... ... ... 21 4 31 6 59 0 99 0 151 0 208 7
352 ... ... 21 4 31 7 59 1 . 99 2 151 2 208 10
353 ... ... 21 5 31 8 59 3 99 5 151 4 209 1
354 ... ... 21 5 31 9 59 4 99 7 151 6 209 4
355 ... ... 21 6' 31 9 59 6 99 10 151 8 209 7
356 ... ... ... 21 6  31 10 59 7 100 0 151 10 209 10
357 ... ... ... 21 7 31 11 59 9 100 3 152 0 210 1
358 ... ... 21 7 32 0 59 10 100 5 152 2 210 4
359 ... ... ... 21 8 32 0 60 0 100 8 152 4 210 7
360 ... ... 21 8 32 1 60 1 100 10 152 6  210 10
361 ... ... ... 21 9 32 2 60 3 101 1 152 8 211 1
362 ... ... ... 21 9 32 3 60 4 101 3 152 10 211 4
363 ... ... ... 21 10 32 3 60 6 101 6 153 0 211 7
364 ... ... ... 21 10 32 4 60 7 101 8 153 2  211 10
365 ... ... ... 21 11 32 5 60 9 101 11 153 4 212 1
366 ... ... ...  21 11  32 6 60 10 102 1 153 6 212 4
367 ... ... ... 22 0 32 6 61 0 102 4 153 8 212 7
368 ... ... 22 0 32 7 61 1 102 6 153 10 212 10
369 ... ... ... 22 1 32 8 61 3 102 9 154 0 213 1
370 ... ... ... 22 1 32 9 61 4 102 11 154 2 213 4
NoTK.-See rates for small consignments, Clause 20. The rate per ton for small quantities only
applies when the charge for the consignment is higher than the rate for " Smalls."
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SCHEDULE  II.-continued.
(See Clause  13.)
GENERAL SCALE OF RATES FOR GOODS  TRAFFIC-continued
MILES.
X. A. 3.
MINERAL SPECIAL AND AGRICULTURAL.
CLASS, CLASSES.
M :ItCHANILISE  CLASSES.
B. 1. 2.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d ; s. d.
371 ... 22 2 32 9 61 6 103 2 154 4 213 7
372 ... 22 2 32 10 6L 7 103 4 154 6 213 10
373 ... ... ... 22 3 32 11 61 9 103 7 154 8 214 1
374 ... ... ... 22 3 33 0 61 10 103 9 154 10 214 4
375 ... ... ... 22 4 33 0 62 0 104 0 155 0 214 7
376 ... ... ... 22 4 33 1 62 1 104 2 155 2 214 10
377 ... ... ... 22 5 33 2 62 3 104 5 155 4 215 1
378 ... ... ... 22 5 33 3 62 4 104 7 155 6 215 4
379 ... ... 22 6 33 3 62 6 104 10 155 8 215 7
380 ... ... ... I 22 6 33 4 62 7 105 0 155 10 215 10
381 ... ... ... 22 7 33 5 62 9 105 3 156 0 216 1
382 ... ... ... 22 7 33 6 62 10 105 5 156 2 216 4
383 ... ... ... 22 8 33 6 63 0 105 8 156 4 216 7
384 ... ... ... 22 8 33 7 63 1 105 10 156 6 2 16 10
385 ... ... ... 22 9 33 8 63 3 106 1 156 8 217 1
386 ... ... 22 9 33 9 63 4 106 3 156 10 217 4
387 ... ... ... 22 10 33 9 63 6 106 6 157 0 217 7
388 ... ... 22 10 33 10 63 7 106 8 157 2 217 10
389 ... ... 22 11 33 11 63 9 106 11 157 4 218 1
390 ... ... 22 11 34 0 63 10 107 1 157 6 218 4
391 ... ... 23 0 34 0 64 0 107 4 157 8 218 7
392 ... ... ... 23 0 34 1 64 1 107 6 157 10 218 10
393 ... ... ... 23 1 34 2 64 3 107 9 158 0 219 1
394 ... ... ... 23 1 34 3 64 4 107 11 158 2 219 4
395 ... ... ... 23 2 34 3 64 6 108 2 158 4 219 7
396 ... ... ... 23 2 34 4 64 7 108 4 158 6 219 10
397 ... ... ... 23 3 34 5 64 9 108 7 158 8 220 1
398 ... ... ... 23 3 31 6 64 10 108 9 158 10 220 4
399 ... ... ... 23 4 34 6 65 0 109 0 159 0 220 7
400 ... ... ... 23 4 34 7 65 1 109 2 159 2 220 10
401 ... ... ... 23 5 34 8 65 3 109 5 159 3 221 0
402 ... ... ... 23 5 34 9 65 4 109 7 159 4 221 2
403 ... ... 23 6 34 9 65 6 109 10  159 5 221 4
404 . , . ... 23 6 34 10 65 7 110 0 159 6 221 6
405 ... ... ... 23 7 3411 65 9 110 3 159 7 221 8
406 ... ... ... 23 7 35 0 65 10 110 5 159 8 221 10
407 ... ... ... 23 8 35 0 66 0 110 8 159 9 222 0
408 ... ... ... 23 8 35 1 66 1 110 10 159 10 222 2
409 ... ... ... 23 9 35 2 66 3 111 1 159 11 222 4
410 ... ... ... 23 9 35 3 66 4 111 3 160 0 222 6
411 ... ... ... 23 10 35 3 66 6 111 6 160 1 222 8
412 ... ... ... 23 10 35 4 66 7 111 8 160 2 222 10
413 ... ... ... 23 11 35 5 66 9 111 11 160 3 223 0
414 ... ... ... 23 11 35 6 66 10 112 1 160 4 223 2
415 ... ... ... 24 0 35 6 67 0 112 4 160 5 223 4
NOTE.-See rates for small consignments, Clause 20. The rate per ton for small quantities only
applies when the charge for the consignment is higher than the rate for " Smalls."
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SCHEDULE  II.-continued.
(See Clause  13.)
GENERAL SCALE OF RATES FOR GOODS  TRAFFIC -continued.
MILES.
MINERAL SPECIAL AND AGRICULTURAL
CLASS .  CLASSES.
MERCHANDISE CLASSES.
1
416
417 ... ...
418 ... ... ...
419 ... ... ...
420 ... ...
421 ... ... ...
422 ... ... ...
423 ... ... ...
424 ... ... ...
425 ... ... ...
426 ... ... ...
427 ... ... ...
428 ... ...
429 ... ...
430 ... ...
431 ... ...
432 ... ... ...
433 ... ... ...
434 ... ... ...
435 ... .... ...
436 ... ... ...
437 ... ... ...
438 ... ... ...
439 ... ...
440 ... ... ...
441 ... ... ...
442 ... ... ...
443 ... ... ...
444 ... ... ...
445 ... ...
416 ...
447 ... ... ...
448 ... ... ...
449 ... ...
450 ... ...
451 ... ... ...
452 ... ...
453 ... ... ...
454 ... ... ...
455 ... ...
456 ... ... ...
457 ... ... ...
458 ... ... ...
459 ... ... ...
460 ... ... ...
M. A. B.
s. d. s. d. 1 s. d. s. d. I s, d.  S. d.
24 0 35 7 67 1 112 6 160 6 223 6
24 1 35 8 67 3  112 9 160 7 223 8
24 1 35 9 67 4  112 11 160 8 223 10
24 2 35 9 67 6  113 2 160 9 224 024 2 35 10 67 7  113 4 160 10 224 2
24 3 35 11 67 9 113 7 160 11 224 4
24 3 36 0 67 10 113 9 161 0 224 6
24 4 36 0 68 0 114 0 161 1 224 8
24 *4 36 1 68 1 114 2 161 2 224 10
24 5 36 2 68 3 114 5 161 3 225 0
24 5 36 3 68 4 114 7 161 4  225 2
24 6 36 3 68 6 114 10 161 5 225 4
24 6 36 4 68 7 115 0 161 6 225 6
24 7 36 5 68 9 115 3 161 7 225 8
24 7 36 6 63 10 115 5 161 8 225 10
24 8 36 6 69 0 115 8 161 9 226 0
24 8 36 7 69 1 115 10 161 10 226 2
24 9 36 8 69 3 116 1 161 11 226 4
24 9 36 9 69 4 116 3 162 0 2.26 6
24 10 36 9 69 6 116 6 162 1 226 8
24 10 36 10 69 7 116 8 162 2 226 10
24 11 36 11 69 9 116 11 162 3 227 1
24 11 37 0 69 10 117 1 162 4  227 2
25 0 37 0 70 0 117 4 162 5 227 4
25 0 37 1 70 1 117 6 162 6 227 6
25 1 37 2 70 3 117 9 162 7 227 8
25 1 37 3 70 4 117 11 162 8  22710
25 2 37 3 70 6 118 2 162 9 228 0
25 2 37 4 70 7 118 4 162 10 228 2
25 3 37 5 70 9 118 7 162 11 228 4
25 3 37 6 70 10 118 9 163 0 228 6
25 4 37 6 71 0 119 0 163 1 228 8
25 4 37 7 71 1 119 2 163 2 228 10
25. 5 37 8 71 3 119 5 163 3 229 0
25 5 37 9 71 4 119 7 163 4 229 2
25 6 37 9 171 6 119 10 163 5 229 3
25 6 37 10 71 7 120 0 163 5 229 4
25 7 37 11 71 9 120 3 163 6 229 5
25 7 38 0 71 10 120 5 163 6 229 6
25 8 38 0 72 0 120 8 163 7 229 7
25 8 38 1 72 1 120 10  1617 229 8
25 9 38 2 72 3 121 1 163 8  22.99
25 9 38 3 72 4 121 3 163 8 229 10
25 10 38 3 72 6 121 6 163 9 229 11
25 10 38 4 72 7 121 8 163 9 230 0
1.
NOTE.-See rates for small consignments, Clause 20. The rate per ton for small quantities only
applies when the charge for the consignment is higher than the rate for "Smalls."
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SCHEDULE  II.--continued.
(See Clause  13.)
GENERAL SCALE OF RATES FOR GOODS TRAFFIC-continued.
MILES.
MINERAL SPECIAL  AND AGRICULTURAL
CLASS. CLASSES.
MERCHANDISE CLASSES.
2. 3.
s. d. s. d. s. d.  8.  d. s. d.  R. d.
461 ... ... 25 11 38 5 72 9 121 11 163 10 230 1
462 ... ... ... 25 11 38 6 72 10 122 1 163 10 230 2
463 ... ... ... 26 0 38 6 73 0 122 3 163 11 230 3
464 ... ... ... 26 0 38 7 73 1 122 6 163 11 230 4
465 ... ... ... 26 1 38 8 73 3 122 8 164 0 230 5
466 ... ... ... 26 1 38 9 73 4 122 11 164 0 230 6
467 ... ... ... 26 2 38 9 73 6 123 1 164 1 230 7
468 ... ... ... 26 2 38 10 73 7 123 4 164 1 230 8
469 ... ... 26 3 38 11  73 9 123 6 164 2 230 9
470 ... ... 26 3 39 0 73 10 123 9. 164 2 230 10
471 ... ... ... 26 4 39 0 74 0 128 11 164 3 230 11,
472 ... ... ... 26 4 39 1 74 1 124 2 164 3 231 0
473 ... ... ... 26 5 39 2 74 3 124 4 164 4 231 1
474 ... ... ... 26 5 39 3 74 4 124 7 164 4 231 2
475 ... ... ... 26 6 39 3 74 6 124 9 164 5 231 3
476 ... ... ... 26 6 39 4 74 7 125 0 164 5 231 4
477 ... ... ... 26 7 39 5 74
*
9 125 2 164 6 231 5
478 ... ... ... 26 7 39 6 74 10 125 5 164 6 231 6
479 ... ... ... 26 8 49 6 75 0  125 7 164 7 231 7
480 ... ... ... 26 8 39 7 75 1 125 10 1.64 7 231 8
481 ... ... ... 26 9 39 8  75 3 126 0 164 8 231 9
482 ... ... ... 26 9 39 9 75 4 126 3 164 8 231 10
483 ... ... ... 26 10 39 9 75 6 126 5 164 9 231 11
484 ... . 26. 10 39 10 75 7 126 8 164 9 232 0
485
.. . .
26 11 39 11 75 9 126 10 164 10 232 1
486 ... ... ... 26 11 40 0 75 10 127 1 1 164. 10 232 2
487 . . ... 27 0 40 0 76 0 127 3 16411  232 3
488 ..
.
... 27 0 40 1 76 1 127 6 16411  232 4
489 ... ... ... 27 1 40 2  76 3 127 8 165 0 232 5
490 ... ... ... 27 1 40 3 76 4 127 11 165 0 232 6
491 ... ... ... 27 2 40 3 76 6 128 1 165 1 232 7
492 ... ... ... 27 2 40 4 76 7 128 4 165 1 232 8
493 ... ... .. 27 3 40 5 76 9 128 6 165 2 232 9
494 ... ... ... 27 3 40 6 7610 128 9 165 2 232 10
495 ... ... ... 27 4 40 6 77 0 128 11 165 3 232 11
496 ... ... 27 4 40 7 77 1 129 2 165 3 233 0
497 .., 27 5 40 8 77 3 129 4 165 4 233 1
498 ... ... 27 5 40 9 77 4 129 7 165 4 -233 2
499 ,,. ,.. ,.. 27 6 40 9 77 6 129 9 165 5 233 3
500 ... ... ... 27 6 40 10 77 7 130 0 165 5 233 4
501 ... ... ... 27 7 . 40 11 77 8 130 1 165 6 233 5
502 ... ... ... 27 7 41 0 77 9 130 2 165 .6 233 6
503 ... ... ... 27 8 41 1 77 10 130 3 165 7 233 7
504 ... ... ... 27 8 41 1 77 11 130 4 165 7 233 8
505 ... .. ... 27 9 41 2 78 0 130 5 165 8 233 9
NOTE.-See rates for small consignments, Clause 20. The rate per ton for small quantities only
applies when the charge for the consignment is higher than the rate for "Smalls."
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SCHEDULE II.  continued.
(See Clause  13.)
GENERAL SCALE OF RATES FOR GOODS TRAFFIC -continued.
MILES.
i
MINERAL sPECIAL AND AGRICULTURAL
CLASS .  CLASSES.
M. A.
s. d. ,s. d.
506  ... ... ... 27 9 41 3
507 .. ... 27 10 41 4
508 ... .., ... 27 10 41 4
509 ... ... ... 27 11 41 5
510 ... ... ... 27 11 41 6
B. 1.
s. d. s. d.
78 1 130 6
78 2 130 7
78 3 130 8
78 4 130 9
78 5 130 10
MERCHANDISE CLASSES.
2. 3.
s. d.
165  8
165 9
165 9
165 10
165 10
s. d.
233 10
233 11
234 0
234 1
234 2
511 ... ... ... 28 0 41 7 78 6 130 11 165 11 234 3
512 ... ... ... 28 0 41 7 78 7 131 0 165 11 234 4
513 ... ... ... 28 1 41 8 78 8 131 1 166 0 234 5
514 ... ... ... 28 1 41 9 78 9 131 2 166  0"  234 6
515 ... ... . ,. 28 2 41 10 78 10 131 3 166 1 234 7
516 ... 28 2 41 10 78 11 131 4 166 1 234 8
517 ... ... 28 3  41 11  79 0 131 5 166 2 234 9
518 ... ... ... 28 3 42 0 79 1 131 6 166 2 234 10
519 ... ... .,. 28 4 42 1 79 2 131 7 166 3  234 11
520 ... 28 4 42 1 79 3 131 8 166 3 235 0
521 ... .,. 28 5 42 2 79 4 131 9 166 4 235 1
522 ... ... ,.. 28 5 42 3 79 5 131 10 166 4 235 2
523 ... ... ... 28 6 42 4 79 6 131 11  166 5 235 3
524 ... ... 28 6 42 4 79 7 132 0 166 5 235 4
525 ... ... ... 28 7 42 5 79  8 132  1 166 6 235 5
526 ... ... ... 28 7 42 6 79 9 132 2 166 6 235 6
527 ... ... ... 28 8 42 7 79 10 132 3 166 7 235 7
528 ... ... ... 28 8 42 7  79 11 132 4 166 7 235 8
529 ... ... ... 28 9 42 8 0 0 132 5 166 8 235 9
530 ... ... 28 9 42 9 80 1 132 6 166 8 235 10
531 ... ... ...  28 10  42 10  80 2 132 7 166 9  235 11
532 ... ... ...  28 10  42 10 80 3 132 8 166 9 236 0
533 ... ... ... .2811 42 11 80 4 132 9  166 10  236. 1
534 ... ... ... 28 11 43 0 80 5 132 10  166 10  236 2
535 ... ... ... 29 0 43 1 80 6 132 11 166 11 236 3
536 ... ... 29 0 43 1 80 7 133 0  166 11  236 4
537 ... ... ,  1.  29 1. 43 2 80 8 133 1 167 0 236 5
538 ... ... ... 29 1 43 3 80 9 133 2 167 0 236 6
539 ... ... ... 29 2 43 4 80 10 133 3 167 1 236 7
510 ... ... ... 29 2 43 4 80 11 133 4 167 1 236 8
541 ... ... ... 29 3 43 5 81 0 133 5 167 2 23G 9
542 ... ... ... 29 3 43 6 81 1 133 6 167 2 236 10
543 ... 29 4 43 7 81 2 133 7 167 3  236 11
544 ... 29 4 43 7 81 3 133 8 167 3 237 0
545 ... ... ... 29 5 43 8 81 4 133 9 167 4 237 1
546 ... ... .., 29 5 43 9 81 5 133 10 167 4 237 2
547 ... ... ... 29 6 43 10 81 6 133 11 167 5 237 3
548
... ... 29 6 43 10 8 L 7 134 0 .167  5 237 4
549 ... ... ... 29 7 43 11 81 8 134 1 167 6 237 5
550 ... ... ... 29 7 44 0 81 9 134 2 167 6 237 6
NOTE.-See rates for small consignments, Clause 20. The rate per ton for  small  quantities only
applies when the charge for the consignment is higher than the rate for " D Smalls."
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SCHEDULE II.-continued.
(See Clause 13.)
GENERAL SCALE OF RATES FOR GOODS  TRAFFIC-continued.
MILES.
MINERAL SPECIAL  AND AGRICULTURAL
CLASS.  CLASSES.
M.  A. B. 1.
'.MERCHANDISE  C LASSES.
3.
551 ... ... ...
552 ... ... ...
553 ... ... ...
554 ... ...
555 ... ... ...
556 ... ... ...
557 ... ... ...
558 ... ... ...
559 ... ...
560 ... ... ...
561 ... ... ...
562 ... ... ...
563 ... ... ...
564 ... ... ...
565 ... ... ...
566 ... ... ...
567 ... ... ...
568 ... ... ...
569 ... ... ...
570 ... ... ...
571 ... ... ...
572 ... ... ...
573 ... ... ...
574 ,., ... ...
675 ... ... ...
576 ... ... ...
577 ... ... . ...
578 ... ... ...
579 ... ... ...
580 ... ... ...
581 ... ... ...
582 ... ... ...
583 ... ... ...
584 ... ... ...
585 ... ... ...
686 ... ... ...
587 ... ... ...
588 ... ... ...
589 ... ...
590 ... ... ...
591 ... ...
592 ... ... ...
593 ... ... ...
594 ... ... ...
595 ... ... ...
2.
8.  d. s. d. a. d. s. d. I s. d. I s. d.
29 8 41 1 81 10 134 3 167 7 237 7
29 8 44 1 81 11 134 4 167 7 237 8
29 9 44 2 t 2 0 134 5 167 8 237 9
29 9 44 3 82 1 134 6 167 8 237 10
29 10  44 4 82 2 134 7 167 9 237 11
29 10  44 4 82 3 134 8 167 9 238 0
29 11 4-1  5 82 4 134 9 167 10 238 1
29 11 44 6 82 5  134 10  167 10 238 2
30 0 44 7 82 6  134 11  167 11 238 3
30 0 44 7 82 7 135 0 167 11 238 4
30 1 44 8 82 8 135 1 168 0 238 5
30 1 44 9 82 9 135 2 168 0 -238 6
30 2  44 10  82 10 135 3 168 1 238 7
30 2  44 10  82 11 135 4 168 1 238 8
30 3  44 11  83 0 135 5 168 2 238 9
30 3 45 0 83 1 135 6 168 2  238 10
30 4 45 1 83 2 135 7 168 3  238 11
30 4 45 1 83 3 135 8 168 3 239 0
30 5 45 2 83 4 135 9 168 4 239 1
30 5 45 3 83 5 135 10 168 4 239 2
30 6 45 4 83 6 135 11 168 5 239 3
30 6 45 4 83 7 136 0 168 5 239 4
30 7 45 5 83 8 136 1 168 6 239 5
30 7 45 6 83 9 136 2 168 6 239 6
30 8 45 7 83 10 136 3 168 7 239 7
30 8 45 7 83 11 136 4 168 7 239 8
30 9 45 8 84 0 136 5 168 8 239 9
30 9 45 9 84 1 136 6 168 8  239 10
30 10 45 10 84 2 136 7 168 9 239 1130 10  45 10 84 3 136 8 168 9 240 0
30 11 45 11 84 4 136 9 168 10 240 1
30 11 46 0 84 5 136 10 168 10 240 2
31 0 46 1 84 6  136 11  168 11 240 3
31 0 46 1 84 7 137 0  168 11  240 4
31 1 46 2 84 8 137 1 169 0 240 5
31 1 46 3 84 9 137 2 169 0 240 6
31 2 46 4  84 10  137 3 169 1 240 7
31 2 46 4 84 11 137 4 169 1 240 8
31 3 46 5 85 0 137 5 169 2 240 9
31 3 46 6 85 1 137 6 169 2  240 10
31 4 46 7 85 2 137 7 169 3  240  11
31 4 46 7 85 3 137 8 169 3 241 0
31 5 46 8 85 4 137 9 169 4 241 1
31 5 46 9 85 5 137 10 169 4 241 2
31 6 46 10 85 6 137 11 169 5 241 3
NOTE.-See rates for small consignments, Clause 20. The rate per ton for small quantities only
applies when the charge for the consignment is higher than the rate for " Smalls."
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SCHEDULE  I1.  continued.
(See Clause  13.)
GENERAL SCALE OF RATES FOR GOODS TRAFFIC- continued.
MILES.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.
596 ... ... ... 31 6 46 10 85 7 138 0 169 5 241 4
597 ... ... ... 31 7 46 11 85 8 138 1 169 6 241 5
598 ... 31 7 46 11 85 9 138 2 169 6 241 6
599 ... ... ... 31 8 47 1 85 10 138 3 169 7 241 7
600 ... ... ... 31 8 47 1 85 11 138 4 169 7 241 8
601 to 620 ... ... 32 1 47 9 86 9 139 2 170 0 242 6
621 to 640 ... 32 11 49 0 88 5 140 10 170 10 244 2
641 to 660 ... ... 33 9 50 3 90 1 142 6 171 8 245 10
661 to 680 ... ... 34 7 51 6 91 9 144 2 172 6 247 6
681 to 700 ,.. ... 35 5 52 9 93 5 145 10 173 4 249 2
701 to 725 ... ... 36 4 54 1 95 3 147 8 174 3 251 0
726 to 750 ... ... 37 5 55 10 97 4 149 9 175 4 253 1
751 to 775 ,.. ... 38 6 57 4 99 6 151 11 176 5 255 3
776 to 800 ... ... 39 6 58 10 101 6 153 11 177 5 257 3
801 to 833 ... ... 40 8 60 7 104 11 156 4 178 7 259 8
834 to 866 ... ... 42 1 62 7 106 9 159 2 180 0 262 6
867 to 900 ... ... 43 6 64 8 109 6 161 11 181 5 265 3
901 to 950 ... ... 45 3 67 5 113 0 165 5 183 2 268 9
951 to 1,000 ... ... 47 4 70 7 117 2 169 7 185 3 272 11
MINERAL
CLASS.
SPECIAL AND AGRICULTURAL
CLASSES. MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES.
X. A. 1 B. 1. 2. 1 3.
NOTE .- See rates for small consignments ,  Clause 20. The rate per ton  for small  quantities only
applies when the charge for the consignment is higher than the rate for "  Smalls."
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SCHEDULE III.
RAILWAY WHARVES.
WHARFAGE, CRANEAGE, HAULAGE, AND BERTHING  CHARGES.
General merchandise, wharfage, craneage, and haulage ... 2s.
General merchandise, exclusive of wharfage and craneage ... ..  1s.
Conveyance between Wharf and Railway Station (in addition to
the wharfage rate) of goods which have not been or are not to
be further conveyed by rail ... ... ... ... 1s.
Bones, bonedust, coke, ore, tailings, and manure in bags, exclusive
of craneage ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  Is.
Coal, gravel, lime, limestone, and ship's ballast, shipped from
Od.
Od.
Od.
Wharves, except as provided  for in Schedule V. ... ... Os. 7d.
Coal landed from a vessel-wharfage , &c. ... ... ... .., 1s. Od.
Timber, including shunting ,  wharfage ,  use of skids, and craneaga Os. 6d.
Timber, firewood, and coal on the Bundaberg and Maryborough
Wharf Branches (haulage only) .. ... ... ... ... O .
Cairns and Cooktown-Haulage on Wharf Branch ... ... ... Cs.
Steam crane, for use of, minimum charge ... .. ... ... lOs.
Steam crane, when ordered for a certain hour, and not used or used
subsequently ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10s.
For lifting articles above two tons in weight, such as boilers,
portable engines, &c., the charge for craneage (in addition to
the ordinary wharfage charge) will be ... ... ... ...  58.
Horses and cattle ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Is.
Sheep and other small  animals...
Od. per ton
4d.
„
„
„
„
„
H
6d. per  ton all traffic
Od.
Od. per hour
Od. per ton
Od. per head
Id.Os.
Live stock  which  have not been or are not to be conveyed further than between the railway station
and wharf to be -charged 50 per cent. in addition to the ordinary rate for wharfage - to corer haulage.
Berthin g, charges for ships which do not discharge or take in cargo-
Vessels under 500 tons burden  ... ... ... ...  53. Od. per hour
Vessels 500 tons burden and over  ... ... ... ...  10s. Od. „
The minimum charge for haulage  between  Railway Wharves and the nearest Station shall
be 2s .  6d.  per  trip.
NORMANTON WHARF.
Government  vessels  and steamers using the Normanton Wharf for passenger traffic are exempt.
The minimum charge for shunting wagons to or from the Normanton Wharf shall be ;is. per trip.
BowaN JETTY WHARF.
Goods which have not been or are not to be conveyed by rail-
Haulage only ... ... ... ... ...
Minimum charges ... ... ... ...
Minimum charges ... ...
,.. ...  Is.  Od. per tc.n
... 2s. 6d. per 4-whe*ded truck
... ... 5s. Od.  p 'r 6-wheeled truck...
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SCHEDULE IV.
(See Clause  32.)
WOOL RATES.
Stations. Clean.
Per Ton.
s. d.
Clean,
Dumped. Greasy.
Greasy,
Dumped. Stations. Clean. Clean, Greasy.Dumped.
Greasy.
Duin ped.
Per Ton. Per Ton. Per Ton. Per Ton. Per Ton. Per Ton. Per Ton.
s. d. s. d. s. d. j s.  d. s. d. s. d. s. d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY  TO BRISBANE.
Monkland ...  51 8  46 6 41 4 38 9 Cherry Gully ... 74 0 66 7 59 2 55 6
Kilkivan  68 8  61 10 54 11 51 6 Maryland ... 75 0 67 6 60 0 56 3
Biggenden ...  82 4 I 74 1 65 10 61 9 Dalvc en ... 76 468 861 1  57 3
Woo woonga ...  83 4 75 0 66 8  62 6 Stanthorpe ... 80 8 72  764 6  60 6
Ipswich ... 12 0 10 10 9 7  9 0 Ballandean ... 84 4 751167 6  63 3
Munbilla ... 24 0 21 7 19 2  18 0 Wallangarra ...  86 4 77 8 69 1  64 9
l l arrisville ... 21 6 19 4 17 2  16 2 Gowrie... 51 4481143 6  40 9
Esk ... 33 6 30 2 26 10  25 2 it Oakey ...  56 8 51 0145 4  42 6
Toowoomba ... 50 4 45 4 40 3 37 9 Jondaryau  59 8 53  8  47 9  41 9
Whichello's Sidg.  50 8 45 7 40 6  38 0 Bowenville 62 4 56 1 49 10  46 9
Meringandan ...  54 0 48 7 43 2  40 6 Blaxland 66 8 60  0 53 4  50 0
Crow's Nest ...  61 8 55 6 49 4  46 3 Dalby ... 67 8 6011,54 2  50 9
Gowrie Junction  52 8 47 5 42 2  39 6 Macalister 72 8 65 5 58 2  54 6
Wellcamp  54 8 49 2 43 9  41 0 Warra ... 77 069 4 61 7  57 9
Westbrook  56 0 50 5 44 10  42 0 Chinchilla 83 10  75  5 67 1  62 11
Southbrook 60 4  54 4 48 3 45 3 Miles ... 88 6 19 81  7010  66 5
Broxburn  61 4 55 2 49 1  46 0 Dulacca 93 0 83  8 74 5  69 9
Pittsworth  62 4 56 1 49 10  46 9 1 Channing 95 4 85 10 76 3  71 6
Cambooya  58 4  52 6.46 8  43 9 Yeulba ...  96 10 87 2 , 77 6  72 8
(,,'free n mount  61 0  54 11 48 10  45 9 Wallumbilla ...  99 0 89 1 79 2  74 3
Nobby ...  63 0  56 8 50 5  47 3 Blythdale ...  100 8 90 7 80 6 75 6
King's Creek  63 8 57 4 50 11  47 9 Roma 101 6 91 4 81 2 76 2
Clifton ...  64 4 57 11 51 6  48 3 Hodgson ...  102 5 92 2 81 11 76 10
Talgai ...  67 4 60 7 53 10  50 6 Bindango ...  102 10 92 7 82 3 77 2
Hendon  68 0 61 2 54 5  51 0  1Muckadilla ...  103 8 93 4 82 11 77 9
Toolburra  68 0 61 2 54 5  51 0 Amby ...  104 9 94 3 83 10 78 7
Rosehill  68 0 61 2 54 5  51 0 ' Mitchell ...  106 0 95 5 1 84 10  79 6
Millhill  68 0 61 2 54 5  51 0 Mungallala ...  108 5 97 7 86 9  81 4
Warwick  68 0 61 2 54 5  51 0 Dulbydilla ...  109 4 98 5 87 6 82 0
Swan Creek  70 4 63 4 56 3  52 9 Morven 110 7 99 6 1 88 6  83 0
Mount Sturt  71 4 64 2 57 1  53 6 1 Angelalla ...  111 10 100 8 89 6  83 11
Yangan  72 0 64 10 57 7  54 0 Charleville 115 3 L03 9 92 2  86 5
Emu Vale  73 4 66 0 58 8  55 0 ' Mangalore
...
...  117 7 105 10 94 1  88 3
Killarney  77 4 69 7 61 10  58 0 Murweh ...  118 6 106 8 94 10 88 11
Silverwood 71 4  64 2I 57 1  53 6 II \Vyandra ...  120 41108 4 96 4 90 3
Wool in box-pressed bales weighing not less than 20 lb. greasy and 12 lb. clean per cubic foot,
shall be charged the same rates as dumped wools.
Wool to Brunswick Street Station-truck-loads 6d. per ton added to Roma Street rates.
Greasy wool to scouring establishments first-class rates, except as provided below, viz.-
s. d.
Mitchell to Toowoomba 63 4 per ton
Mungallala
Dulbydilla
6565 00
Morven 67 6
Angellala 70 0
Charleville 70 0
Mangalore 33 72 6 If
. Murweh 75 0
Wyandra „ „ ,.,
... .., ... 77 6Woowoonga,, M ryborough
... ... ... ... 20 0 per ton without
Brisbane „ Ipswich
... .,. ,., 8 0 „ S discounts.
Rates between  other  Stations  may be obtained on application.
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SCHEDULE  IV.-continued.
(See Clause  32.)
WOOL RATES-continued.
Stations. Clean.
Per Ton.
s. d.
Clean,
Dumped.
Per Ton.
s. d.
Greasy.
Per Ton.
R. d.
Greasy,
Dumped.
Per Ton.
s. d.
CENTRAL RAILWAY TO ROCYHAMPTON.
Clean.
Per Ton
s. d.
Clean,
Dumped.
Per Ton.
s. d.
Greasy.
Per Ton.
s. d.
Greasy,
Dumped.
Per Ton.
C.  d.
Westwood ... 15 0 13 6 12 0 11 3 I Anakic 80 8 i 72 7 1 64 6 60 6
Duaringa ... 33 0 29 8 26 5 24 9 1 Alpha  95 4 85 10 76 3 71 6
Fernlees ... 78 8 70 10 62 11 59 0 Jericho  100 5 90 5 80 4 75 4
Minerva ... 81 4 73 2 65 1 61 0 Alice  102 2 91 11 81 9 76 8
Springsure ... 84 2 75 9  67 4 63 1 Barcaldine  104 10 94 4 83 11 78 8
Emerald ... 72 0 64 10 57 7 54 0 Westbourne  105 4 94 10 84 3 79 0
Capella ... 82 4 74 1 65 10 61 9 Saltern  105 10 95 3 84 8 79 5
Retro ... 84 4 7.5 11 67 6 63 3 Dartmouth  107 11 97 2 86 4 81 0
Langton ... 86 8 78 0 69 4 65 0 Ilfracombe  109 0 98 1 87 3 81 9
Clermont 88 0 79 2 70 5 66 0 Longreach 110 5 99 5 88 4 82 10
Selma ... ... 75 0 67 6 60 0 56 3
B ROADMOIINT BRANCH.
South Rock- 12 6 11 3' 10 0 1 9 6
hampton Sta-
tion to Broad-
mount, in-
cluding cart-
age from
Rockhampton
Station
N ORTHERN RAILWA Y TO TOWNSVILLE.
Pentland ... 66 0 59 5 52 10 49 6 Hughenden 89 4 80 5 71 6 67 0
Torrens Creek... 76 8 69 0 61 4 57 6 Wotten 91 8 82 6 73 4 68 9
Prairie ... 81 8 76 2 67 9 63 6 Stamford 95 0 85 6 76 0 71 3
Stations.
Rates between other Stations may be obtained on application.
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SCHEDULE V.
EXCEPTIONS TO GENERAL RATES.
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE.
DIVISION A.
Agricultural Produce, including Fresh Fruit, Fruit, Chinese Earth-nuts , Pulp, Vegetables,
Bran and Pollard, Butter, Eggs, Cheese, and Honey.
Agricultural produce generally, when sent in one-ton lots or over, shall be allowed a rebate of
20 per cent. on the "A" Class rates, but the following articles, viz.:-Barley, Beetroot, Carrots, Maize,Mangold- Wurzel, Melons, Oats, Onions, Potatoes (Sweet and English), Prairie Grass Seed, Pumpkins,
Rice (Paddy), Rye, Turnips, and Wheat (except Wheat from Ports) sent in full truck* loads shall be
charged at M Class rates.
Smaller quantities than one ton at A Class rates, but the charge shall not exceed the rate for one
ton at A Class less 20 per cent. The minimum charge shall be as for 56 lbs., and not less than one
shilling for each consignment.
DIVISION B.
Wheat  from Ports.
Wheat (except seed wheat , which will be  charged under preceding clause )  sent from Ports will
be charged at B Class rates and conditions.
DIVISION C.
Flour, Bran, and Pollard to Ports.
Flour, Bran, and Pollard sent from Mills to Ports in truck loads will be charged at M Class rates
GENERAL.
Consignment of Separate Lots of Produce, 4c.
Separate  consignments  of each of the articles mentioned in Divisions A, B, and C may, if
consigned by the same sender, either on his own behalf  or as agent  for other  persons , and sent in the
same truck to the same station, be charged at the A Class, the A Class less 20 per cent., or the M Class
rate, as the case may require : provided the total weight aggregates the minimum load chargeable in
each case. The freight charges on separate consignments involving separate deliveries must invariably
be prepaid.
When separate lots of Produce, including Fresh Fruit, Vegetables, Flour, Bran, and Pollard,
are consigned by the same sender on account of different persons the names of the owners and the
quantities sent on account of each must be specified on the consignment note.
Goods re-consigned from Roma street to Brunswick  street  shall be charged 1s. per ton ;
minimum 3s. per 4-wheeled truck, 4s. 6d. per 6-wheeled trunk, and 6s. per 8-wheeled truck.
SUGAR CANE.
The rates for the conveyance  of Sugar  Cane in  full  truck loads shall be  as  follows:-
25 miles and under ... M Class rates
Over 25 miles ... ... ... 1d. per ton for every  2 miles  or part of  2 miles,
added to the  rate for 25 miles.
POULTRY IN Coops.
Poultry will be conveyed in coops provided by the Department at the following rates:-
Bate per Coop tohold 12 pairs.
s. d.
25 miles and under ... ... ... ... ... 1 6
26 to 50 miles ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 3
51 to 75 miles ... ... .... ... ... ... 3 0
76 to 100 miles ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 6
and 6d. for every 50 miles or part of 50 miles above 100 miles.
A deposit of 20s. must, if required, be made for each coop taken from a railway station to a
farm; but auctioneers will be allowed to remove coops on giving an assurance that they will not part
with them, but will return them to the station on the same day.
To avoid disappointment, at least 48 hours' notice should be given by persons desiring the use of
these coops. Poultry in owners' coops and crates will be carried by weight at first-class rates.
* See Clause No. 21.
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SCHEDULE  V.-continued.
EXCEPTIONS TO GENERAL  RATES-continued.
PRODUCTS  OF  MEAT-PRESERVING,  BOIL ING, AND  BUTCHERIN G  ESTABLISHMENTS TO PORTS.
The rates for the Products of Meat-Preserving, Boiling, and Butchering Establishments,  such as
tallow, hides, sheep-skins, sheep-skin scraps, salted and preserved  meats  (but not meat in the carcase)
shall, provided such products are carried in full truck loads, be as folk,ws, minimum distance 50 miles.-
100 miles and under, at 22d. per ton per mile.
101 to 200 miles, at 2d. per ton per mile added to the rate for 100 miles.
201 to 300 miles, at lid. per ton per mile added to the rate for 200 miles.
Over 300 miles, at ld. per ton per ton per mile added to the rate for 300 miles.
Separate consignments of such products may, if consigned to the same station by the same
sender , either on his own behalf or as agent for others, and in truck loads, be charged at the same rate.
All articles such as hoofs and horns on which the ordinary rates  are lower  than the special rates
quoted above shall be charged at the classification rates.
Empty casks sent to Meat-Preserving, Boiling, and Butchering Establishments shall be charged
at the above rates irrespective of the weight of the consignment, or B Class if cheaper.
FROZEN MEAT.
The rates for Frozen Meat shall, where refrigerating  cars are  provided,  be as  follow :-
100 miles and under, at 21d. per ton per mile.
101 to 200 miles, at 2d. per ton per mile added to the rate for 100 miles.
Over 200 miles, at ld. per ton per mile added to the  rate for  200 miles.
Minimum as for 6 tons.
The supply of ice for the  cars  must be provided by the consignors.
COAL FOR  SHIPMENT.
Coal from the undermentioned stations, consigned to ports for shipment, will be charged at the
following rates, inclusive of shunting on wharf and craneage dues :-
Southern and Western Railway.
Dinmore Station to Wooloongabba Wharf Is. lld. per ton
Bundamba Station to Wooloongabba Wharf ... 2s. 1d. „
Ipswich Station to Wooloongabba Wharf ... ... 2s. 4d. „
Tivoli Station to Wooloongabba Wharf ... ... ... .2s. 8d. „
Hampstead Station to Wooloongabba Wharf ... 2s. lld. „
Rea's Siding to Wooloongabba Wharf ... ... 2s. lld.
Maryborough Railway.
Torbanlea Station to Maryborough Wharf ... ... is. 8d. per ton
Burrum Station to Maryborough Wharf ... ... is. 10d. „
Howard Station to Maryborough Wharf is. lld. „
Torbanlea to Bundaberg ... ... ... ... 3s. 5d.
Burrum to Bundaberg ... ... ... ... ... 3s. 4d.
Howard to Bundaberg ... 3s. 2d.
To include haulage on Millaquin Branch to coal shoots.
PACKED PARCELS.
Packed Parcels (except tea)-i.e., parcels addressed to separate consignees, and packed in
hampers, crates, bags, cases, or other packages-will be charged at double third class rates, and the onus
of proving that the parcels are not packed will rest with the consignees or consignors.
FIREWOOD, BQIGALOW BARK, AND BARK FOR FUEL.
The rates for Firewood, Brigalow Bark, and Bark for Fuel shall be as follows :-
10 miles and under, is. 6d. per ton.
Over 10 miles, id. per ton per mile added to the rate for 10 miles.
Minimum weights per truck-
4-wheeled ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 tons
6-wheeled ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 tons
8-wheeled ... ... ... ... ... ... 8 tons
COMMERCIAL  TRAVELLERS '  SAMPLES.
Commercial Travellers'  samples  to up-country stations will be charged at 3rd Class rates by Goods
Trains and  parcels rates by Passenger Trains on the forward journey, but will be carried  free  by Goods
Trains and at half parcels rates by Passenger Trains on the return journey on presentation of the  receipt
showing the up carriage to have been paid.
The samples  must  be marked  " Traveller's  Samples, "  with the name .  or initials of the person or
firm whom  the traveller  represents.
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SCHEDULE  V. continued.
EXCEPTIONS TO GENERAL  RATES - continued.
BRISBANE AND IPSWICH RATES.
The class rates per ton between Brisbane and Ipswich shall be as  follows:-
Special.  Merchandise.
X. A. B . 1. 2. 3.
Between Ipswich and-
Brisbane or Wooloongabba
... ... 2s. 5d : 3s. Od. 3s. 6d . 5s. 7s .  6d. 10s.
Brunswick Street  ... ...
... ... 2s. 6d . 3s. 2d . 3s. 9d. 6s. 8s. 9d. 12s.
The rates between intermediate stations will be according to Schedule II. of the Classification,
but will not exceed the special  rates  between Brisbane and Ipswich.
Traffic between Brisbane and stations above Ipswich will be charged the sum of the two local
rates  via  Ipswich, unless when the through rates are cheaper.
GOODS RATES, ALLOBA BBANOH.
M. A. B. Classes  ... ... ... ... ... ...  is. 8d. per ton
1st, 2nd ,  and 3rd Classes  ... ... ... ... ...  2s. 6d.
Traffic sent from the Main Line to the Branch Line will be charged the above rates in addition
to the ordinary rates on the Main Line to and from Hendon.
LIVE STOCK IN TRAIN LOADS.
On all Live Stock sent in train loads over the Queensland Railways (except Live Stock conveyed
in the Southern Division during any part of Wednesdays and Thursdays) the following rebates will be
made off the ordinary rates:-
250  miles and under ... ... ... ... ... 5 per cent.
251 to 300 miles ... ... ... ... ... 6 per cent.
301 to 350 miles ... ... ... ... ... . 7 per cent.
351 to 400 miles ...  ... ... ... .... ...  9 per cent.
401 to 450 miles ... ... ... ... ... ... 12 per cent.
Over 450 miles  ... ... ... ... ... ...  15 per cent.
MANURES.
Manures from meat preserving, boiling down, and butchering establishments, to ports, if sent in
full truck loads at owners' risk and packed in bags, as follows :-
Charleville to Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... 17s. 6d. per ton
Charming ,, ... ... ... 129. 6d.
Longreach to Rockhampton ... ... ... ... ... 16s. 8d.
Westbourne „
Barcaldine „
Selma
...
...
...
... ••.
...
...
...
...
...
15s. 6d.15s. Od.10s. 9d.
Torrens Creek to Townsville ... ... ... ... 10s. Od. „
Burdekin „ ... ... ... ... 5s. Od.
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SCHEDULE VI.
(See Clauses  53  to  58.)
SCALE OF RATES FOR LIVE STOCK TRAFFIC.
11onsi:s, CATTLE, AND CALV ES. SHEEP, GOATS ,  AND PIGS.
YOUR-WHEELED WAGON.
0x°00
-
m
ap FOUR-WHEELED VANS . pn - EIGLT-WHEELiWV
qua: a
s s>
ANS.
Half-
1W a on All Lines
.
H lf V All Li Smallg
(not ex-
,
exeeptOn Northern
CD a an,-
t onexce
nes,
except  on Cent ral Vans on
cording 3
head)
Noel horn
Railw
Railway. • „
z
ao
a'`
p
Central
R i
Central
iR
ilwaRay. 9b All Lines. NorthernRailwa. ay. r ;a js l ay.a t  ay.a = y.
s. d. s, d. , s. d, s. d, s. d. s. d. I s. d. `  a. d. S. d. S. d. I a. d.
1-10 3 6 5 0 6 6 7 6 10 0 5 0 7 0 8 6 13 6 16 6 14 0
11 3 6 5 6 7 6 8 0 11 0 5 0 7 6 9 0 14 0 17 6 14 6
12 4 0 6 0 7 6 8 6 11 6 5 0 8 0 9 6 15 0 18 6 15 6
13 4 0 6 0 8 6 9 6 12 6 5 6 8 0 9 6 15 6 19 0 16 0
14 4 6 6 6 9 0 10 0 13 0 6 0 8 6 10 0 16 0 20 6 17 0
15 4 6 7 0 9 6 10 6 14 0 6 0 9' 0 10 6 17 0 21 0 17 6
16 5 0 7 6 10 0 11 0 14 6 6 0 9 6 11 0 17 6 22 0 18 6
17 5 0 8 0 10 6 11 6 15 6 6 6 9 6 11 6 18 6 23 0 19 0
18 5 6 8 0 11 0 12 0 16 6 6 6 10 0 12 0 19 0 24 0 20 0
19 5 6 8 6 11 6 13 0 17 0 7 0 10 6 12 6 19 6 24 6 20 6
20 6 0 9 0 12 0 13 6 18 0 7 0 11 0 13 0 20 6 25 6 21 6
21 6 0 9 6 12 6 14 0 18 6 7 6 11 0 13 0 21 0 26 6 22 0
22 6 6 9 6 13 0 14 6 19 6 7 6 11 6 13 6 22 0 27 6 23 0
23 7 0 10 0 13 6 15 0 20 0 8 0 12 0 14 0 22 6 28 0 23 6
24 7 0 10 6 14 0 15 6 21 0 8 0 12 6 14 6 23 6 29 0 24 6
25 7 6 11 0 14 6 16 6 21 6 8 6 12 6 15 0 24 0 30 0 25 0
26 7 6 11 6 15 0 17 0 22 6, 8 6 13 0 15 6 25 0 31 0 26 0
27 8 0 11 6 15 6 17 6 23 6 9 0 13 6 16 0 25 6 31 6 26 6
28 8 0 12 0 16 0 18 0 24 0 9 0 14 0 16 6 26 0 33 0 27 6
29 8 6 12 6 16 6 18 6 25 0 9 6 14 0 17 0 26 6 33 6 28 0
30 8 6 13 0 17 0 19 0 25 6 9 6 14 6 17 6 27 0 34 6 29 0
31 9 0 13 0 17 6 20 0 26 6 10 0 15 0 17 6 28 0 35 6 29 6
32 9 0 13 6 18 0 20 6 27 0 10 0 15 6 18 0 29 0 36 6 30 0
33 9 6 14 0 18 6 21 0 28 0 10 6 16 0 18 6 29 6 37 0 31 0
34 9 6 14 6 19 0 21' 6 28 6 10 6 16 0 19 0 30 6 38 0 32 0
35 10 0 15 0 19 6 22 0 29 6 11 0 16 6 19 6 31 0 39 0 32 6
36 10 0 15 0 20 0 22 6 30 6 11 0 16 6 20 0 32 0 40 0 33 0
37 10 6 15 6 20 6 23 6 31 0 11 6 17 0 20 6 32 6 40 6 34 0
38 10 6 16 0 21. 6 24 0 32 0 11 6 17 6 21 0 33 6 41 6 34 6
39 11 0 16 6 21 6 24 6 32 6 12 0 18 0 21 6 34 0 42 6 35 6
40 11 6 16 6 22 6 25 0 33 6 12 0 18 6 21 6 34 6 43 6 36 0
41 11 6 17 0 23 0 25 6 34 0 12 6 18 6 22 0 35 6 44 0 37 0
42 12 0 17 6 23 6 26 0 35 0 12 6 19 0 22 6 36 0 45 0 37 6
43 12 0 18 0 24 0 27 0 35 6 13 0 19 6 23 0 37 0 46 0 38 6
44 12 0 18 6 24 6 27 6 36 6 13 0 20 0 23 6 37 6 47 0 39 0
45 12 6  1 18 6 25 0 28 0 .37 6 13 6 20 0 24 0 38 0 48 0 40 0
* A Cow and its Calf at foot will be counted as one. Pigs, Calves, Goats, or Sheep in crates, cases,
sacks, or otherwise secured, will be charged at first-class rates.
t When narrow 4-wheeled Vans are used 15 per cent. will be deducted from these rates.
I Half 4-wheeled Vans on Central Railway will be charged two-thirds of these rates.
NOTE.-For estin aced carrying capacity of each class of Vehicle,  see  Table at end of this Schedule.
NOTE.-For Rebates on Train Loads,  see  Schedule V.
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SCHEDULE  VI.  continued.
(See Clauses 53 to  58.)
SCALE OF RATES FOR LIVE STOCK  TRAFFIC-continued.
H0RSF.s, CATTLE, AND CALVES.  SHEEP , GOATS, AND PIGS.
POUR- WHEELED WAGON.
O
POOR - WHEELED VANS.
¢t
EIGHT-WHEELSD
VANS.
5 %s~Half-
Wagon
(not ex-
All Lines,
except on Northern
a?.-av
ao.aa 00
Half-Van,
except on
All Lines,
except on Central '- ' All Lines
Small
Vans on
ceeding 3 Northern Railway. s°=o a Central Central Railway. ab
. Norther
head). Railway. az Qce Railway.Railway. Railway. .
F! • m P4 t t
s. d. s. d.  s. d. s. d. s. d.  s. d. I s. d.  s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.
46 12 6 19 0 25 6 28 6 38 0 13 6 20 6  24 6 39 0 49 0 40 6
47 13 0 19 6  26 0 29 0 39 0 16 0 21 0 25 0 39 6 49 6 41 0
48 13 0 20 0  26 6 29 6 39 6 14 0 21 6  25 6 40 6 50 6 42 0
49 13 6 20 0  27 0 30 6 40 6 14 6 21 6 25 6 41 0 51 6 42 6
50 14 0 20 6  27 6 31 0 41 0 14 6 22 0 26 0 42 0 52 6 43 6
51 14 0 21 0 28 0 31 6 42 0 15 0' 22 6 26 6 42 6  1 53 6 44 6
52 14 6 21 6 28 6 32 0 42 6 15 0 23 0 27 0 43 6' 54 0 45 0
53 14 6 22 0 29 0 32 6 43 6 15 6 23 0 27 6 44 0 55 0 46 0
54 15 0 22 0 29 6 33 0 44 6 15 6 23 6 28 0 41, 6 56 0 46 6
55 15 0 22 6 30 0 31 0 45 0  16 0 24 0 28 6 45 6 56 6 47 0
56 15 6 23 0 30 6 34 6 46 0 16 0 24 6 29 0 46 6 58 0 48 0
57 15 6 23 6 31 0 35 0 46 6 16 6 24 6 29 6 46 6 58 6 48 6
58 16 0 23 6 31 6 35 6 47 6 16 6 25 0 29 6 47 6 59 6 49 6
59 16 0 24 0 32 0 36 0 48 0 17 0 25 6 30 0 48 0 60 6 50 0
60 16 6 24 6 32 6 36 6 49 0  17 0 26 0 30 6 i 49' 0 61 6 51 0
61 16 6 25 0 33 0 37 6 49 6 17 6 26 0 31 0 49 6 62 0 51 6
62 17 0 25 6 33 6 38 0 50 6  17 6 26 6 31 6 50 6 63 0 52 6
63 17 0 25 6 34 0 38 6 51 6 18 0 27 11 32 0 51 0 64 0 53 0
64 17 6 26 0 34 6 39 0 52 0  18 0 27 6 32 6 52 0 61 6 54 0
65 17 6 26 6 35 6 39 6 53 0  18 6 27.6 33 0 52 6 65 6 54 6
66 18 0 27 0 35 6 40 0 53 6 18 6 28 0 1 33 6 53 6 66 6 55 6
67 18 0 27 0 36 6 41 0 54 6  19 0 28 6 33 6 54 0 67 6 56 0
68 18 6 27 6 36 6 41 6 55 0  19 0 29 0 34 0 54 6 68 6 57 0
69 18 6 28 0 37 6 42 0 56 0 19 6 29  0 34 6  55 0 69 0 57 6
70 19 0 28 6 38 0 42 6 56 6  19 6 29 6 35 0 56 0 69 6 58 6
71 19 0 29 0 38 6 43 0 57 6  20 0 30 0 35 6 56 6 71 0 59 0
72 19 6 29 0 39 0 43 6 58 6 20 0 30 6 36 0 57 6 72 0 60 0
73 19 6 29 6 39 6 44 6 59 0 20 6 30 6 36 6 58 0 72 6 60 6
74 20 0 30 0 40 0 45 0 59 6  20 6 31 0 37 0 59 0 73 6 61 6
75 20 0 30 6 40 6 45 6 60 6 21 0 31 6 37 6 59 6 74 6 62 0
76 20 6 30 6 41 0 46 0 61 6 21 0 32 0 38 0 60 6 75 6 63 0
77 21 0 31 0 41 6 46 6 62 0 21 6 32 0 38 0 61 0 76 0 63 6
78 21 0 31 6 42 0 47 0 63 0 21 6 32 6 38 6 62 0 77 0 64 6
79 21 6 32 0 42 6 48 0 63 6 22 0 33 0 39 0 62 6 78 0 65 6
80 21 6 32 6  43 0 48 6 64 6 22 0 33 6 39 6 63 0 79 0 66 0
* A Cow and its Calf at foot will be counted as one. Pigs, Calves, Goats, or Sheep in  crates, cases,
sacks, or  otherwise secured will be charged at first- class rates.
t When narrow 4-wheeled Vans are used 15 per cent. will be deducted  from these rates.
$ Half 4-wheeled Vans on Central Railway will be charged two-thirds of these rates.
.NOTE.-For estimated carrying capacity of each  class of  Vehicle,  see  Table  at end  of this Schedule.
NOTE.-For Rebates on Train Loads,  see  Schedule V.
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SCHEDULE  VI.-continued.
(See Clauses  53  to  58.)
SCALE OF RATES FOR LIVE STOCK  TRAFFIC-continued.
HORSES, CATTLE,  AND CALVES . SHEEP, GOATS , AND PIG S.
ego E IGHT-Will SLED
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, t t t
s. d.  R. d. i -C. d. I .e d.  e d. .c. r1. I  s. 1. s. d. I s. d. I s. d. I s  d.
81 22 0 32 6 43 6 49 0 65 6 22 6 33 6 40 0 64 0 80 0 66 6
82 22 0 33 0 44 0 49 6 66 0 li 22 6 34 0  40 6 64 6 81 0 67 0
.83 22 6 33 6 44 6 50 0 67 0 23 0 34 6 41 0 65 6 81 6 68 0
84 22 6 34 0 45 0 50 6 67 6 23 0 35 0  41 6 66 0 82 6 68 6
85 23 0 34 0 45 0 51 6 68 6 23 6 35 0  41 6 66 6 83 6 69 6
86 23 0 34 6 46 0 52 0 69 0 23 6 35 6 42 0 67 6 83 6 70 0
87 23 6 35 0 46 6 52 6 70 0 24 0 36 0 42 6 68 0 85 0 71 0
88 23 6 35 6 47 0 53 0 70 6 24 0 36 6 43 0 69 0 86 0 71 6
89 24 0 36 0 47 6 53 6 71 6 24 6 36 6 43 6 69 6 87 0 72 6
90 24 0 36 0 48 0 54 0 72 6 24 6 37 0 44 0 70 6 88 0 73 0
91 24 6 36 6 48 6 55 0 73 0 25 0 37 6 44 6 71 0 88 6 74 0
92 24 6 37 0 49 6 55 6 74 0 045 0 38 0 45 0 72. 0 89 6 74 6
93 25 0 37 6 49 6 56 0 74 6 25 6 38 0 45 6 72 6 90 6 75 6
94 25 0 37 6 .50 6 56 6 75 6 25 6 38 6 46 0 73 0 91 6 76 0
§95 25 6 38 0 51 0 57 0 76 0 26 0 39 0 46 0 74 0 92 0 77 0
96 25 6 38 6 51 6 57 6 77 0 26 0 39 0 47 0 74 6 93 6 77 6
97 26 0 39 0 52 0 58 6 77 6 26 6 39 6 47 0 75 0 94 0 78 6
98 26 0 39 6 52 6 59 0 78 6 26 6 40 0 47 6 76 0 95 0 79 0
99 26 6 39 6 53 0 59 6 79 6 27 0 40 6 48 0 76 6 96 0 80 0
100 26 6 40 0 53 6 60 0 80 0 27 0 41 0 48 6 77 6 97 0 80 6
101 27 0 40 6 54 0 60 6 80 6 27 6 41 0 49 0 78 0 97 6 81 6
]02 27 0 40 6 54 6 61 0 81 6 27 6 41 6 49 0 78 6 98 0 81 6
103 27 6 41 0 54 6 61 6 82 0 28 0 41 6 49 6 79 0 99 0 82 6
104 27 6 41 6 55 0 62 0 82 6 28 0 42 0 49 6 79 6 99 6 83 0
105 28 0 41 6 55 6 62 6 83 6 28 0 42 6 50 0 80 6 100 6 83 6
106 28 0 42 0 56 0 63 0 84 0 28 6 42 6 50 6 81 0 101 0 84 0
107 28 6 42 6 56 6 63 6 84 6 28 6 43 0 51 0 81 6 102 0 85 0
108 28 6 42 6 57 0 (.4 0 85 6 28 6 43 0 51 0 82 0 102 6 85 6
109 28 6 43 0. 57 6 64 6 86 0 29 0 43 6 51 6 82 6  103 0 86 0
110 29 0 43 6 58 0 65 0 86 6 29 0 43 6 52 0 83 0 104 0 86 6
111 29 0 43 6 58 6 65 6 87 6 29 6 44 0 52 6 83 6 101 6 87 0
112 29 6 44 0 58 6 66 0 88 0 29 6 44 6 52 6 84 0 105 0 87 6
113 29 6 44 6 59 0 66 6 88 6 30 0 44 6 53 0 84 6 106 0 88 0
114 29 6 41 6 59 6 67 0 89 6 30 0 45 0 53 6 85 0 106 6 88 6
115 30 0 45 0 60 0 67 6 90 0 30 0 45 0 53 6 86 0  107 6 89 6
* A Cow and its Calf at foot will be counted as one.  Pigs; Calves, Goats,  or  Sheep in  crates, cases,
sacks, or  otherwise secured, will be charged  at first-class rates.
t When narrow 4-wheeled  Vans are used  15 per cent. will be deducted  from these rates.
: Half 4-wheeled Vans on Central Railway will be charged two-thirds  of these rates.
§ Sheep between Normanton and Croydon will be charged 71d.  per head, irrespective  of the  description
of trucks used.
NOTE.- For estimated carrying capacity of each class  of Vehicle,  see  Table at end of this Schedule.
NoTB .- For Rebates on Train Loads ,  see  Schedule V.
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SCHEDULE  VI.-continued.
(See Clauses 53  to  58.)
YOUR-WREELED WAGON.
HOEur..s, CATTLE,  AND CALVES.  SHEEP, GOATS, AND PIGS.
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SCALE OF RATES FOR LIVE STOCK  TRAFFIC- continued.
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116 30 6 45 6 60 6 68 0 90 6 30 6 45 6 54 0 86 6 108 0 90 0
117 30 6 45 6 61 0 68 6 91 6 30 6 46 0 54 6 87 0 108 6 90 6
118 30 6 46 0 61 6 69 0 92 0 30 6 46 0 54 6 87 6 109 6 -91 0
119 31 0 46 6 62 0 69 6 92 6 31 0 46 6 55 0 88 0 110 0 91 6
120 31 0 46 6 62 6 70 0 93 6 31 0 46 6 55 6 88 6 110 6 92 0
121 31 6 47 0 62 6 70 6 94 0 31 6 47 0 56 0 89 0 111 6 93 0
122 31 6 47 6 63 0 71 0 94 6 31 6 47 0 56 0 89 6 112 0 93 6
123 32 0 47 6 63 6 71 6 95 6 31 6 47 6 56 6 90 6 113 0 94 0
124 32 0 48 0 64 0 72 0 96 0 32 0 48 0 57 0 91 0 113 6 94 6
125 32 6 48 6 64 6 72 6 96 6 32 0 48 0 57 0 91 6 114 0 95 0
126 32 6 48 6 65 0 73 0 97 6 82 6 48 6 57 6 92 0 115 0 95 6
127 32 6 49 0 65 6 73 6 98 0 32 6 48 6 58 0 92 6 115 6 96 0
128 33 0 49 6 66 0 74 0 98 6 32 6 49 0 58 0 93 0 116 0 96 6
1Z9 33 0 49 6 66 6 74 6 99 6 33 0 49 6 58 6 93 6 117 0 97 6
130 33 6 50 0 66 6 75 0 100 0 33 0 49 6 59 0 94 0 117 6 98 0
131 33 6 50 6 67 0 75 6 100 6 33 0 50 0 59 0 94 6 118 6 98 6
132 34 0 50 6 67 6 76 0 101 6 33 6 50 0 59 6 95 0 119 0 99 0
133 34 0 51 0 68 0 76 6 102 0 33 6 50 6 60 0 96 0 120 0 99 6
134 34 6 51 6 68 6 77 0 102 6 34 0 50 6 60 0 96 6 120 6 100 0
135 34 6 51 6 69 0 77 6 103 6 34 0 61 0 60 6 97 0 121 0 100 6
136 34 6 52 0 69 6 78 0 104 0 34 0 51 6 61 0 97 6 121 6 101 0
137 35 0 52 6 70 0 78 6 104 6 34 6 51 6 61 6 98 0 122 6 102 0
138 35 0 52 6 70 6 79 0 105 6 34 6 52 0 61 6 98 6 123 0 102 6
139 35 6 53 0 70 6 79 6 106 0 35 0 52 0 62 0 99 0 124 0 103 0
140 35 6 53 6 71 0 80 0 106 6 35 0 52 6 62 6 99 6 124 6 103 6
141 36 0 53 6 71 6 80 6 107 6 35 0 53 0 62 6 100 6 125 6 104 6
142 36 0 54 0 72 0 81 0 108 0 35 6 53 0 63 0 101 0 126. 0 105 0
143 36 6 54 6 72 6 81 6 108 6 35 6 53 6 63 6 101 6 126 6 105 6
144 36 6 54 6 73 0 82 0 109 6 35 6 53 6 63 6 102 0 127 0 106 0
145 36 6 55 0 73 6 82 6 110 0 36 0 54 0 64 0 102 6 128 0 106 .6
146 37 0 55 6 74 0 83 0 110 6 36 0 54 0 64 6 103 0 128 6 107 0
147 37 0 55 6 74 6 83 6 111 6 36 6 54 6 65 0 103 6 129 6 108 0
148 37 6 56 0 74 6 84 0 112 0 36 6 55 0 65 0 104 0 130 0 108 6
149 37 6 56 6 75 0 84 6 112 6 36 6 55 0 65 6 104 6 131 0 109 0
150 38 0 56 6 75 6 85 0 113 6 37 0 55 6 66 0 105 0 131 6 109 6
* A Cow and its Calf at foot will be counted as one. Pigs, Calves, Goats ,  or Sheep in crates ,  cases,
sacks ,  or otherwise secured ,  will be charged at  first-class rates.
t  When narrow 4 -wheeled Vans are used 15 per cent .  will be deducted from these rates.
$  Half 4-wheeled Vans on Central Railway wi ll  be charged two-thirds of these rates.
NOTE.- For estimated carrying capacity of each class of Vehicle,  see Table at  and  of this Schedule.
Norii.-For Rebates on Train Loads,  see Schedule V.
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SCHEDULE  VI.-continued.
(See Clauses  53  to  58.)
SCALE OF RATES FOR LIVE STOCK  TRAFFIC-continued.
HORSES, CATTLE, AND CALVES . SHEEP ,  GOATS , AND PIGS.
FOUR - WHEELED WAGON.
Half-
Wagon All Lines,
(not ex- except on
ceeding 3 Northern
head ).  Railway.
Northern
Railway.
R
a. d. s. d. I s. d. s. d. c. d.
YOUR-WHEELED VAN&
Half-Van, All Lines,
except on except on
Central Central
ay.Railway. Railway.
t
Central
Railway.
I
EIGHT-WHERLSD
VANS.
All Lines.
m
Small
Vans on
Northern
Railway.
s. rl. I s. d. I s. d. I s. d.  s. d. I c  d.
151 38 0 57 0 76 0 85 6 114 0 37 0 55 6 66 0 106 0 132 0 110 0
152 38 6 57 6 76 6 86 0 114 6  37 6 56 0 66 6 106 6 133 0 110 6
153 38 6 57 6 77 0 86 6 115 6 37 6 56 6 67 0 107 0 133 6 111 0
154 38 6 58 0 77 6 87 0 116 0 37 6 56 6 67 0 107 6 134 0 111 6
155 39 0 58 6 78 0 87 6 116 6 38 0 57 0 67 6 108 0 135 0 112 6
156 39 0 58 6 78 6 88 0 117 6  38 0 57 0 68 0 108 6 135 6 113 0
157 39 6 59 0 78 6 88 6 118 0 38 6 57 6 68 0 109 0 136 6 113 6
158 39 6 59 6 79 0 89 0 118 6 38 6 57 6 68 6 109 6 137 0 114 0
159 40 0 59 6 79 6 89 6 119 6 38 6 58 0 69 0 110 6 138 0 114 6
160 40 0 60 0 80 0 90 0 120 0 39 0 58 6 69 0 110 6 138 6 115 0
161 40 6 60 6 80 6 90 6 120 6 39 0 58 6 69 6 111 6 139 0 116 0
162 40 6 60 6 81 0 91 0 121 6 39 0 59 0 70 0 112 0 140 0 116 6
163 40 6 61 0 81 6 91 6 122 0 39 6 59 Or 70 6 112 6 140 6 117 0
164 41 0 61 6 82 0 92 0 122 6  39 6 59 6 70 6 113 0 141 0 117 6
165 41 0 61 6 82 6 92 6 123 6 40 0 60 0 71 0 113 6 142 0 118 0
166 41 6 62 0 82 6 93 0 124 0  40 0 60 0 71 6 114 0 142 6 118 6
167 41 6 62 6 83 0 93 6 124 6 40 0 60 6 71 6 114 6 143 6 119 6
168 42 0 62 6 83 6 94 0 125 6 40 6 60 6 72 0 115 0 144 0 120 0
169 42 0 63 0 84 0 94 6 126 0 40 6 61 0 72 6 116 0 144 6 120 6
170 42 6 63 6 84 6 95 0 126 6 41 0 61 0 72 6 116 0 145 6 121 0
171 42 6 63 6 85 0 95 6 127 6 41 0 61 6 73 0 117 0 146 0 121 6
172 42 6 64 0 85 6 96 0 128 0 41 0 62 0 73 6 117 6 146 6 122 0
173 43 0 64 6 86 0 96 6 128 6 41 6 62 6 74 0 118 0 147 6 122 6
174 43 0 64 6 86 6 97 0 129 6 41 6 62 6 74 0 118 6 148 0 123 0
175 1 43 6 65 0 86 6 97 6 130 0 42 0 62 6 74 6 119 0 149 0 124 0
176 43 6 65 6 87 0 98 0 130 6 42 0 63 0 75 0 119 6 149 6 124 6
177 44 0 65 6 87 6 98 6 131 6 42 0 63 6 75 0 120 0 150 6 125 0
.178 44 6 66 0 88 0 99 0 132 0 42 6 63 6 75 6 120 6 151 0 125 6
179 44 6 66 6 88 6 99 6 132 6 42 6 64 0 76 0 121 6 '151 6 126 0
180 44 6 66 6 89 0 100 0 133 6 42 6 64 0 76 6 122 0 152 0 '126 6
181 44 6 67 0 89 6 100 6 134 0  43 0 64 6 76 6 122 6 153 0 127 6
182 45 0 67 6 90 0 101 0 134 6 43 0 64 6 77 0 123 0 153 6 128 0
183 45 0 67 6 90 6 101 6 135 6  43 6 65 0 77 6 123 6 154 6 128 6
184 45 6 68 0 90 6 102 0 136 0  43 6 65 6 77 6 124 0 155 0 129 0
185 45 6 68 6 91 0 102 6 136 6  43 6 65 6 78 0 124 6 155 61 129 6
* A Cow and its Calf at foot will be counted as one. Pigs, Calves, Goats, or Sheep in crates, cases,
sacks, or otherwise secured, will be charged at first-class rates.
t When narrow 4-wheeled Vans are used 15 per cent. will be deducted from these rates.
$ Half 4-wheeled Vans on Central Railway will be charged two-thirds  of these rates.
N0TB.--For estimated carrying capacity of eacb class of Vehicle ,  see Table at end of this Schedule.
NoT$.--For Rebates on  'Train Loads, see Schedule V.
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SCHEDULE  VI.-continued.
(See Clauses  53  to  58.)
SCALE OF RATES FOR LIVE STOCK  TRAFFIC-continued.
Hoasas, CATTLE ,  AND CALVES . SHEEP ,  GOATS ,  AND PIGS.
aS v 0
p° EISHr -1RaastilYOUR-WHEELED WAGON.
C
ad  YOUR- WHEEIED TANS.d G a q VA 16
tow
Half-  C r '
"
dWagon All Lines, d m d Half-Van, All Lines,  Smalla(not ex- except on Northern  a  except on except on Central ' All Lines , Vam onC C d NortLeraceeding 3 Northern Railway. a Central Central Railway.
head). Railway. 0 a 0 ,;° Railway. Railway . Railway.
+ m t t t
d. i c d.  s d  c. d.  d. ( s. d. I  s. d. s. d. s. d. I s. d.
186 46 0 68 6 91 6 103 0 137 6 44 0 66 0 78 0 125 0 156 6 130 0
187 46 0 69 0 92 0 103 6 138 0 44 0 66 0 78 6 126 0 157 0 131 0
188 46 6 69 6 92 6 104 0 138 6 44 6 66 6 79 0 126 6 158 0 131 6
189 46 6 69 6 93 0 104 6 139 6 44 6 67 0 79 6 127 0 158 6 132 6
190 46 6 70 0 93 6 105 0 140 0 44 6 67 0 79 6 127 6 159 0 133 0
191 47 0 70 6 94 0 105 6 140 6 45 0 67 6 80 0 128 0 160 0 133 6
192 47 0 70 6 94 6 106 0 141 6 45 0 67 6 80 6 128 6 160 6 134 6
193 47 6 71 0 94 6 106 6 142 0 45 6 68 0 80 6 129 6 161 6 135 0
194 47 6 71 6 95 0 107 0 142 6 45 6 68 0 81 0 129 6 162 0 135 6
195 48 0 71 6 95 6 107 6 143 6 45 6 68 6 81 6 130 0 163 0 136 0
196 48 0 72 0 96 0 108 0 144 0 46 0 69 0 81 6 130 6 163 6 136 6
197 48 6 72 6 96 6 108 6 144 6 46 0 69 0 82 0 131 6 164 0 137 0
198 48 6 72 6 97 0 109 0 145 6 46 0 69 6 82 6 132 0 164 6 137 6
199 48 6 73 0 97 6 109 6 146 0 46 6 70 0 83 0 132 6 165 6 138 0
200 49 0 73 6 98 0 110 0 146 6 46 6 70 0 83 6 133 0 166 0 138 0
201 49 0 73 6 98 0 110 6 147 6 47 0 70 0 83 6 133 6 166 6 138 6
202 49 6 74 0 98 6 111 0 148 0 47 0 70 6 83 6 133 6 167 0 139 0
203 49 6 74 0 99 0 111 6 148 6 47 0 70 6 84 0 134 0 167 6 139 6
204 49 6 74 6 99 6 111 6 149 0 47 0 71 0 84 0 134 6 168 0 140 0
205 50 0 75 0 99 6 •112 0 149 6 47 6 71 0 84 6 135 0 168 6 140 6
206 50 0 75 0 100 0 112 6 150 0 47 6 71 0 84 6 135 0 169 0 140 6
207 50 0 75 6 100 6 113 0 150 6 47 6 71 6 85 0 135 6 169 6 141 0
208 50 6 75 6 101 0 113 6 151 0 48 0 71 6 85 0 136 0 170 0 141 6
209 50 6 76 0 101 0 114 0 151 6 48 0 72 0 85 6 136 6 170 6 142 0
210 51 0 76 0 101 6 114 0 152 6 48 0 72 0 85 6 137 0 171 0 142 6
211 51 0 76 6 102 0 114 6 153 0 48 0 72 6 86 0 137 6 171 6 143 0
212 51 0 76 6 102 6 115 0 153 6 48 6 72 6 86 0 137 6 172 0 143 0
213 51 6 .77 0 102 6 115 6 154 0 48 6 72 6 86 6 138 0 172 6 143 6
214 51 .6 77 6 103. 0 116 0 154 6 48 6 73 0 86 6 138 6 173 0 144 0
215 51 6 77 6 103 6 116 6 155 0 49 0 73 0 87 0 139 0 173 6 144 6
216 52 0 78 0 103 6 116 6 155 6 49 0 73 6 87 0 139 0 174 0 145 0
217 52 0 78 0 104 0 117 0 156 0 49 0 73 6 87 6 139 6 174 6 145 6
218 52 6 78 6 104 6 117 6 156 6 49 0 73 6 87 6 140 0 175 0 145 6
219 52 6 78 6 105 0 118 0 157 6 49 6 74 0 88 0 140 6 175 6 146 0
220 52 6 79 0 105 6 118 6 158 0 49 6 74 0 88 0 141 0 176 0 146 6
C A Cow and its Calf at foot will be counted as one. Pigs, Calves, Goats, or Sheep in  crates ,  cases,
sacks, or otherwise secured, will be charged at first-class rates.
t When narrow 4-wheeled Vans are used 15 per cent. will be deducted from these rates.
$ Half 4-wheeled Vans on Central Railway will be charged two-thirds of these rates.
Nom-For estimated carrying capacity of each class of Vehicle, see Table at end of this Schedule.
NOTR.--For Rebates on Train Loads,  see  Schedule V.
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SCHEDULE  VI.--continued.
(See Clauses 53  to  58.)
SCALE OF RATES FOR LIVE STOCK  TRAFFIC -continued.
HOESs s, CATTLE ,  AND OALVES .  Suss,, GOATS, AND Pies.
FOUR-WHEELED WAGON.
' °° o
pcp
pGO6 POUR-WHEELED TAPl/.
E mm-Rassrss
VAN&
Half-
Wagon All Lines, Half-Van , IAll Lines, Small(not ex- except on Northern except on except on Central a Li Vans on,t! Iceeding 3
head) .
Northern
Railway.
Railway. L y CentralRailway.CentralRailway.Railway. +
en nea. Northern
Railway.
3 s t
3
I
c. d. R d. c. i7. ' c ', a. d.  s. d. s.  d. c. d,
221 53 0 79 0 105 6 119 0 158 6 49 6 74 6 88 6 141 6 176 6 147 0
222 53 0 79 6 106 0 119 0 159 0 49 6 74 6 88 6 141 6 177 0 147 6
223 53 0 80 0 106 6 119 6 159 6 50 0 74 6 89 0 142 0 177 6 147 6
224 53 6 80 0 106 6 120 0 160 0 50 0 75 0' 89 0 142 6 178 0 148 0
225 53 6 80 6 107 0 120 6 160 6 50 0 75 0 89 6 142 6 178 6 148 6
226 54 0 80 6 107 6 121 0 161 0  50 6 75 6 90 0 143 0 179 0 149 0
227 54 0 81 0 108 0  121 6 1616  50 6 75 6 90 0 143 6 179 6 149 6
228 54 0 81 0 108 0 121 6 162 6 50 6 76 0 90 6 144 0 180 0 150 0
229 54 6 81 6 108 6 122 0 163 0 50 6 76 0 90 6 144 6 180 6 150 6
230 54 6 81 6 109 0 122 6 163 6 51 0 76 0 91 0 145 0 181 0 150 6
231 54 6 82 0 1.09 6 123 0 164 0  51 0 76 6 1 91 0 145 0 181 6 151 0
232 55 0 82 6 109 6 123 6 164 6 51 0 76 6 91 6 145 6 182 0 151 6
233 55 0 82 6 110 0 124 0 165 0 51 6 76 6 91 6 146 0 182 6 152 0
234 55 0 83 0 110 6 124 0 165 6 51 6 77 0 91 6 146 6 183 0 152 6
235 55 6 83 0 111 0 124 6 166 0 51 6 77 6 92 0 147 0 183 6 152 6
236 55 6 83 6 111 0 125 0 166 6 51 6 77 6 92 0 147 0 184 0 153 0
237 56 0 83 6 111 6 125 6 167 6 52 0 77 6 92 6 147 6 184 6 153 6
238 56 0 84 0 112 0 126 0 168 0 52 0 78 0 92 6 148 0 185 0 154 0
239 56 0 84 0 112 6 126 6 168 6 52 0 78 0 93 0 148 6 185 6 154 6
240 56 6 84 6 112 6 126 6 ,169 0 52 0 78 6 93 0 148 6 186 0 154 6
241 56 6 85 0 113 0 127 0 169 6 52 6 78 6 93  6  149 0 186 6 155 0
242 56 6 85 0 113 6 127 6 170 0 52 6 78 6 93 6 149 6 187 0 155 6
243 57 0 85 6 113 6 128 0 170 6 52 6 79 0 94 0 150 0 187 6 156 0
244 57 0 85 6 114 0 128 6 171 0 53 0 79 0 94 0 150 6 188 0 156 6
245 57 6 86 0 114 6 129 0 171 6 53 0 79 6 94 6 151 0 188 6 157 0
246 57 6 86 0 115 0 129 0 172 6 53 0 79 6 94 6 151 0 189 0 157 0
247 58 0 86. 6 115 6 129 6 173 0 53 6 80 0 95 0 151 6 189 6 157 6
248 58 0 86 6 115 6 130 0 173 6 53 6 80 0 95 0 152 0 190 0 158 0
249 58 0 87 0 116 0 130 6 174 0 53 6 80 0 95 6 152 6 190 6 158 6
250 58 0 87 6 116 6 131 0 174 6 54 0 80 6 95 6 152 6 191 0 159 0
251 58 6 87 6 116 6 131 6 175 6 54 0 80 6 95 6 153 0 191 0 159 0
252 58 6 88 0 117 0 131 6 175 6  54 0 81 0 96 0 153 6 192 0 159 6
253 59 0 88 0 117 6 132 0 176 0 54 0 81 0  96 6 154 0 192 6 160 0
254 59 0 88 6 118 0 132 6 176 6 54 0 81 0 96 6 154 0 193 0 160 6
255 59 0 88 6 118 0 133 0 177 6 54 6 81 6 I 96 6 154 6 193 6 161 0
* A Cow and its Calf at foot will be counted as one. Pigs, Calves, Goats, or Sheep in crates,  cases,
sacks , or otherwise secured will be charged at first-class rates.
t When narrow 4-wheeled Vans are used 15 per cent. will be deducted from these rates.
$ Half 4-wheeled Vans on Central Railway will be charged two-thirds of these rates.
NoTE.--For estimated carrying capacity of each class of Vehicle, see Table at end of this Schedule.
NOTE.--For Rebates on Train Loads, see Schedule V.
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SCHEDULE  VI.-continued,
(See Clauses  53  to  58.)
w
SCALE  OF RATES FOR  LIVE STOCK  TRAFFIC-continued.
Hoasas, CATTLE ,  AND CALVES. 8sazr ,  GOATS, AND Plus.
EIGHT-WRaal.ss
VANS.7001-WHEELED TAX ILYOUR- WHEELED WAGON.
Half-
Wagon
(not ex-
ceeding 3
head).
All Lines,
except on
Northern
Railway.
Northern
Railway.
Half-Van,
except on
Central
Railwway.
1
All Lines,
except on
Central
Railway.
Central
Railway. All Lines.
Small
Vans on
Northern
Railway.
a
ri
256 59 6 89 0 118 6 133 6 178 0 54 6 81 6 97 0 155 0 194 0 161 6
257 59 6 89 0 119 0 134 0 178 6 54 6 82 0 97 6 155 6 194 6 162 0
258 59 6 89 6 119 6 134 0 179 0 54 6 82 0 97 6 156 0 195 0 162 0
259 60 0 90 0 119 6  134 6 179 6 55 0 82 6 97 6 156 6 195 6 162 6
260 60 0 90 0 120 0 135 0 180 0 55 0 82 6 98 0 156 6 196 0 163 0
261 60 0 90 6 120 6 135 6 180 6 55 0 82 6 98 0 157 0 196 6 163 6
262 60 6 90 6 121 0 136 0 181 0 55 6 83 0 98 6 157 6 197 0 164 0
263' 60 6 91 0 121 0 136 6 181 6 55 6 83 0 98 6 158 0 197 6 164 0
264 61 0 91 0 121 6 136 6 182 6 55 6 83 6 99 0 158 0 198 0 164 6
265 61 0 91 6 122 0 137 0 183 0 55 6 83 6 99 0 158 6 198 6 165 0
266 61 0 91 6 122 6 137 6 183 6 56 0 83 6 99 6 159 0 198 6 165 6
267 61 6 92 0 122 6 138 0 184 0 56 0 84 0 99 6 159 6 199 6 166 0
268 61 6 92 6 123 0 138 6 184 6 56 0 84 0 100 0 160 0 199 6 166 0
269 61 6 92 6 123 6 139 0 185 0 56 6 84 6 100 0 160 6 200 6 166 6
270 62 0, 93 0 123 6 139 0 185 6 56 6 84 6 100 6 160 6 201 0 167 0
271 62 0 93 0 124 0 139 6 186 0 56 6 85 0 100 6 161 0 201 6 167 6
272 62 6 93 6 124 6 140 0 186 6 56 6 85 0 101 0 161 6 201 6 168 0
273 62 6 93 6 125 0 140 6 187 6 57 0 85 0 101 0 162 0 202 6 168 6
274 62 6 94 0 125 6 141 0 188 0 57 0 85 6 101 6 162 0 203 0 168 6
275 63 0 94 0 125 6 141 6 188 6 57 0 85 6 101 6 162 6 203 6 169 0
276 63 0 94 6 126 0 141 6 189 0 57 0 86 0 102 0 163 0 203 6 169 0
277 63 0 95 0 126 6 142 0 189 6 57 6 86 0 102 0 163 6 204 6 170 0
278 63 6 95 0 126 6 142 6 190 0 57 6 86 0 102 6 164 0 204 6 170 6
279 63 6 95 6 127 0 143 0 190 6 57 6 86 6 102 6 164 0 205 6 171 0280 64 0 95 6 127 6 143 6 191 0 58 0 86 6 103 0 164 6 205 6 171 0
281 64 0 96 0 128 0 144 0 191 6 58 0 87 0 103 0 165 0 206 6 171 6
282 61 0 96 0 128 0 144 0 192 6 58 0 87 0 103 6 165 6 206 6 172 0
283 64 6 96 6 128 6 144 6 193 0 58 0 87 6 103 6 166 0 207 0 172 6
284 64 6 96 6 129 0 145 0 193 6 58 6 87 6 104 0 166 0 207 6 173 0
285 64 6 97 0 129 C 145 6 194 0 , 58 6 87 6 104 0 166 6 208 6 173 6
286 65 0 97 6 129 6 146 0 194 6. 58 6 88 0 104 6 167 0 208 6 173 6
287 65 0 97 6 130 0 146 6 195 0 59 0 88 0 104 6 167 6 209 0 174 0
288 65 0 98 0 130 6 147 0 195 6 59 0 88 6 105 0 167 6 209 6 174 6
289 65 6 98 0 131 0 147 0 196 0 59 0 88 6 105 0 168 0 210 6 175 0
290 65 6 98 6 131 0 147 6 196 6 59 0 88 6 105 6 168 6 210 6 175 6
* A Cow and its Calf at foot will be counted  as one . Pigs, Calves, Goats, or Sheep in  crates, cases
sacks , or otherwise secured, will be charged at first-class rates.
t When narrow 4-wheeled Vans are'used 15 per cent. will be deducted from these rates.
$ Half 4-wheeled Vans on Central Railway will be charged two-thirds of these rates.
Nora.-For estimated carrying capacity of each class of Vehicle,  see  Table at end of this Schedule.
Nora.-For Rebates on Train Loads,  see  Schedule V.
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SCHEDULE  VI.--continued.
(See Clauses  53  to  58.)
SCALE OF RATES FOR LIVE STOCK  TRAFFIC- continued.
Hoxsxs ,  CATTLE, AND CALYSa.
°b°
TOUR WHEELED WAGON.  mD"
a
0
amems m
Half- 2
BnasP , GOATS,  AND Pres.
TOUZ-WHZILZD VAN!.
s
Wagon All Lines ,  °eu s$, d Half-Van,
'z except on(not ex-  except on Northern "
ceeding 3 Northern Railway .  d  a  Central
head ).  Railway. Railway.
s m . t
All Lines,
except on
Central
Railway.
t
Central
Railway.
t
ZIGWr- lassLSD
VARS.
i Cd
small
All Lines . Vans onNorthern
Railway.
it. d.  i s. d,.  s. d. s. d. c. d. s. d. s. d. i s. d. s. d. s. d. i s. d.
291 66 0 98 6 131 6 148 0 197 6 59 6 89 0 105 6 169 0 211 0 176 6
292 66 0 99 0 132 0 148 6 198 0 59 6 89 0 106 0 169 6 211 6 176 0
293 66 0 99 0 132 6 149 0 198 6 59 6 89 6 106 0 170 0 212 6 176 6
294 66 6 99 6 133 0 149 0 199 0 59 6 89 6 106 6 170 0 212 6 177 0
295 66 6 100 0 133 0 149 6 199 6 60 0 90 0 106 6 170 6 213 6 177 6
296 66 6 100 0 133 6 150 0 200 0 60 0 90 0 107 0 171 0 213 6 178 0
297 67 0 100 6 133 6 150 6 200 6 60 0 90 0 107 0 171 6 214 0 178 6
298 67 0 100 6 134 0 151 0 201 0 60 6 90 6 107 6 171 6 214 6 178 6
299 67 6 101 0 134 6 151 6 201 6 60 6 90 6 107 6 172 0 215 0 179 -0
300 67 6 101 0 134 6 151 6 202 6 60 6 91 0 108 0 172 6 215 6 179 6
301 67 6 101 6 135 0 152 0 202 6 60 6 91 0 108 0 173 0 216 0 180 0
302 68 0 101 6 135 6 152 6 203 0 . 61 0 91 0 108 0 173 0 216 6 180 0
303 68 0 102 0 135 6 152 6 203 6 61 0 91 6 108 6 173 6 217 0 180 6
304 68 0 102 0 136 0 153 0 204 0 61 0 91 6 108 6 173 6 217. 0 180 6
305 68 0 102 6 136 6 153 6 204 6 61 0 91 6 109 0 174 0 217 6 181 0
306 68 6 102 6 136 6 154 0 205 0 61 0 92 0 109 0 174 6 218 0 181 6
307 68 6 102 6 137 0 154 6 205 6 61 6 92 0 109 0 174 6 218 6 181 6
308 68 6 103 0 137 6 154 6 206 0 61 6 92 6 109 6 175 0 219 0 182 0
309 69 0 103 0 137 6 154 6 206 6 61 6 92 6 109 6 175 6 219 0 182 6
310 69 0 103 6 138 0 155 0 206 6 61 6 92 6 110 0 176 0 219 6 182 6
311 69 0 103 6 138 0 155 6 207 0 61 6 92 6 110 0 176 0 220 0 183 0
312 69 0 104 0 138 6 155 6 207 6 62 0 93 0 110 0 176 6 220 6 183 6
313 69 6 104 0 138 6 156 0 208 0 62 0 93 0 110 6 176 6 221 0 183 6
314 69 6 104 6 139 0 156 6 208 6 62 0 93 0 110 6 177 0 221 0 184 0
315 69 6 104 6 139 6 156 6 209 0 62 0 93 6 111 0 177 0 221 6 184 6
316 70 0 104 6 139 6 157 0 209 6 62 6 93 6 111 0 177 6 222 0 184 6
317 70 0 105 0 140 0 157 6 210 0 62 6 93 6 111 0 178 0 222 6 185 0
318 70 0 105 0 140 0 157 6 210 6 62 6 94 0 111 6 178 0 223 0 185 6
319 70 6 105 6 140 6 158 0 210 6 62 6 94 0 111 6 178 6 223 0 185 6
320 70 6 1C5 6 141 0 158 6 211 0 62 6 94 0 112 0 179 0 223 6 186 0
321 70 6 106 0 141 0 158 6 211 6 63 0 94 6 112 0 179 0 224 0 186 6
322 70 6 106 0 141 6 159 0 212 0 63 0 94 6 112 0 179 6 224 6 186 6
323 71 0 106 6 141 6 159 6 212 6 63 0 94 6 112 6 180 0 224 6 187 0
324 71 0 106 6 142 0 159 6 213 0 63 0 95 0 112 6 180 0 225 0 187 6
325 71 0 106 6 142 6 1160 0 213 6 63 6 95 0 1113 0 180 6 225 6 187 6
* A Cow and its Calf at foot will be counted as one. Pigs, Calves, Goats, or Sheep in  crates ,  cases,
sacks ,  or otherwise secured ,  will be charged at first-class rates.
t When narrow 4-wheeled Vans are used 15 per cent. will be deducted from these rates.
$ Half 4-wheeled Vans on Central Railway will be charged two-thirds of these rates.
NoTE.-For estimated carrying capacity of each class of Vehicle ,  see Table at end of this Schedule.
NOTE.- For Rebates on Train Loads,  see Schedule V.
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SCHEDULE  VI.-continued.
(See Clauses 53 to  58.)
SCALE OF RATES FOR LIVE STOCK  TRAFFIC --continued.
HOnSFS, CATTLE,  AND CALVES.  8HEZP, GOATS,  AND Peas.
YOUR-WHEELED  WAGON.  06id 9 soVB-WHISLID VAN&
bow tc- •
z x '
-0
Half-WagonAll Lines ,
1. d  Half -Van, All Lines,a? ..  CD(not ex- except on Northern  „  except on except on  Central
seeding 3 Northern Railway .  aODi'a Central  Central Railway.
head). Railway. a 5 •° °,.0 ; Railway .  Railway.
t t
a. d.
326 71 6
327 71 6
328 71 6
329 72 0
330 72 0
S.  d.
107 0
107 0
107 6
107 6
108 0
s. d.  S.  d. s. d. a. d. a. d.
142 6 160 6 214 0 63 6 95 0
143 0 160 6 214 6( 63 6 95 6
143 0 161 0 214 6 63 6 95 6
143 6 161 6 215 0 63 6 95 6
143 6 161. 6 215 6 64 0 96 0
A
d
.ate
EionT-WxxsLaD
VANS.
All Lines.
Small
Vans on
Northern
Railway.
a. d. a. d.  a. d. I a. d.
113 0 180 6 226 0 188 0
113 6 181 0 226 6 188 6
113 6 181 6 226 6 188 6
113 6 181 6 227 0 189 0
114 0 182 0 227 6 189 6
331 72 0 108 0 144 0 162 0 216 0 64 0 96 0 114 0 182 6 228 0 189 6
332 72 0 108 6 144 6 162 6 216 6 64 0 96 0 114 0 182 6 228 6 190 0
333  72 6  108 6 144 6 162 6 217 0 64 0 96 6 114 6 183 0 228 6 190 6
334 72 6 108 6 145 0 163 0 217 6 64 6 96 6 114 6 183 0 229 0 190 6
335 72 6 109 0 145 6 163 6 218 0 64 6 96 6 115 0 183 6 229 6 191 0
336 73 0 109 0 145 6 163  6 218  6 64 6 97 0 115 0 184 0 230 0 191 6
337 73 0 109 6 146 0 164 0 218 6 64 6 97 0 115 0 184 0 230 0 191 6
338 73 0 109 6 146 0 164 6 219 0 65 0 97 0 115 6 184 6 230 6 192 0
339 73 0 110 0 146 6 164 6 219 6 65 0 97 6 115 6 185 0 231 0 192 0
340 73 6 110 0 146 6 165 0 220 0 65 0 97 6 115 6 185 0 231 6 192 6
341 73 6 110 6 147 0 165 6 220 6 65 0 97 6 116 0 185 6 232 0 193 0
342 73 6 110 6 147 6 165 6 221 0 65 0 98 0 116 0 186 0 232 0 193 6
343 74 0 110 6 147 6 166 0 221 6 65 6 98 0 116 6 186 0 232 6 193 6
344 74 0 111 0 148 0 166 6 222 0 65 6 98 0 116 6 186 6 233 0 194 0
345 74 0 111 0 148 0 166 6 222 6 65 6 98 6 116 6 186 6 233 6 194 0
346 74 6 111 6 148 6 167 0 223 0 65 6 98 6 117 0 187 0 234 0 194 6
347 74 6 112 0 149 0 167 6 223 0 65 6 98 6 117 0 187 6 234 0 195 0
348 74 6 112 0 149 0 167 6 223 6 66 0 99 0 117 6 187 6 234 6 195 6
349 74 6 112 6 149 6 168 0 224 0 66 0 99 0 117 6 188 0 235 0 195 6
350 75 0 112 6 149 6 168 6 224 6 66 0 99 0 117 6 188 6 235 6 196 0
351 75 0 112 6 150 0 168 6 225 0 66 0 99 6 118 0 188 6 236 0 196 0
352 75 0 113 0 150 6 169 0 225 6 66 6 99 6 118 0 189 0 236 0 196 6
353 75 6 113 0 150 6 169 6 226 0 66 6 99 6 118 6 189 6 236 6 197 0
354 75 6 113 6 151 0 169 6 226 6 66 6 100 0 118 6 189 6 237 0 197 0
355 75 6 113 6 151 0 170 0 226 6 66 6 100 0 118 6 199 0 237 6 197 6
356 76 0 113 6 151 6 170 6 227 0 66 6 100 0 119 0 190 0 238 0 198 0
357 76 0 114 0 151 6 170 6 227 6 67 0 100 6 119 0 190 6 238 0 198 0
358 76 0 114 0 152 0 171 0 228 0 67 0 100 6 119 6 1b1 0 238 6 198 6
359 76 0 114 6 152 6 171 6 228 6 67 0 100 6 119 6 191 0 289 0 199 0
360 76 6 114 6 152 6 171 6 229 0 67 0 101 0 119 6 191 6 239 6 199 0
* A Cow and its Calf at foot will be counted as one .  Pigs, Calves , G oats ,  or Sheep in crates, cases,
sacks, or otherwise secured ,  will be charged at first -class rates.
t When narrow 4-wheeled Vans are used 15 per cent. will be deducted from these rates.
$ Half 4-wheeled Vans on Central Railway will be charged two-thirds  of these rates.
NoTE.-For estimated carrying capacity of each class of Vehicle,  see  Table at end of this Schedule.
Noss .- For Rebates on Train Loads ,  see  Schedule V.
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SCALE OF RATES FOR LIVE STOCK TRAFFIC-continued.
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361 76 6 114 6 1 153 0 172 0 229 6 67 6 101 0 120 0 192 0 239 6 199 6
362 76 6 115 0 153 6 172 6 230 0 67 6 101 0 120 0 192 0 240 0 200 0
363 77 0 115 0 1 153 6 172 6 230 6 67 6 101 6 120 6 192 6 240 6 200 0
364 77 0 115 6 154 0 173 0 230 6 67 6 101 6 120 6 192 6 241 0 200 6
365 77 0 115 6 154 0 173 6 231 0 67 6 101 6 120 6 193 0 241 6 201 0
366 77 0 116 0 154 6 173 6 231 6 68 0 102 0 121 0 193 6 241 6 201 0
367 77 6 116 0 154 6 174 0 232 0 68 0 102 0 121 0 193 6 242 0 201 6
368 77 6 116 6 155 0 174 6 232 6 68 0 102 0 121 6 194 0 242 6 202 0
369 77 6 116 6 155 6 174 6 233 0 68 0 102 6 121 6 194 6 243 0 202 0
370 78 0 116 6 155 6 175 0 233 6 68 6 102 6 121 6 194 6 243 6 202  6
371 78 0 117 0 1560 175 6 234 0 68 6 102 6 122 0 195 0 243 6 203 0
372 78 0 117 0 156 0 175 6 234 6 68 6 103 0 122 0 195 6 244 0 203 0
373 78 6 117 6 156 6 176 0 234 6 68 6 103 0 122 6 195 6 244 6 203 6
374 78 6 •117 6 156 6 176 6 235 0 68 6 103 0 122 6 196 0 245 0 203 6
375 78 6 118 0 157 0 176 6 235 6 69 0 1.03 6 122 6 196 0 245 0 204 0
376 78 6 118 0 157 6 177 0 236 0 69 0 103 6 123 0 196 6 245 6 204 6
377 79 0 118 6. 157 6 177 6 236 6 69 0 103 6 123 0 197 0 246 0 205 0
378 79 0 118 6 158 0 177 6 236 6 69 0 104 0 123 6 197 0 246 6 205 0
379 79 0 118 6 158 6 178 0 237 6 69 6 104 0 123 6 197 6 247 0 205 6
380 79 6 119 0 158 6 178 6 238 0 69 6 104 0 123 6 198 0 247 0 205 6
381 79 6 119 0 159 0 178 6 238 6 69 6 104 6 124 0 198 0 247 6 206 0
382 79 6 119 6 159 0 179 0 239 0 69 6 104 6 124 0 198 6 248 0 206 6
383 80 0 119 6 1 159 6 179 6 239 0 69 6 104 6 124 6 199 0 248 6 207 0
384 80 0 120 0 159 6 179 6 239 6 70 0 105 0 124 6 199 0 249 0 207 0
385 80 0 120 0 160 0 180 0 240 0 70 0 105 0 124 6 199 6 249 0 207 6
386 80 0 120 6 160 6 180 6 240 6 70 0 105 0 125 0 199 6 249 6 207 6
387 80 6 120 6 160 6 180 6 241 0 70 0 105 6 125 0 200 0 250 0 208 0
388 80 6 120 6 161 0 181 0 241 6 70 6 105 6 125 6 200 6 250 6 208 6
389 80 6 121 0 161 0 181 6 242 0 70 6 105 6 125 6 200 6 251 0 208 6
390 81 0 121 0 .161 6 181 6 242 6 70 6 106 0 125 6 201 0 251.0 209 0
391 81 0 121 6 162 0 182 0 242 6  70 6 106 0 126 0 201 6 251 6 209 6
392 81 0 121 6 162 0 182 6 243 0 70 6 106 0 126 0 201 6 252 0 209 6
393 81 0 122 0 1626 182 6 243 6  71 0 106 6 126 6 202 0 252 6 210 0
394 81 6 122 0 163 0 183 0 244 0 71 0 106 6 126 6 202 0 253 0 210 6
395 81 6 122 6 163 0 183 6 244 6 71 0 106 6 126 6 202 6 253 0 210 6
* A Cow and its Calf at foot will be counted as one. Pigs, Calves ,  Goats, or Sheep in crates ,  cases,
sacks ,  or otherwise secured will be charged at first-class rates.
t  When narrow 4-wheeled Vans are used 15 per cent .  will be deducted from these rates.
$ Half 4-wheeled Vans on Central Railway will be charged two-thirds of these rates.
NoTS.-For estimated carrying capacity of each class of Vehicle,  see Table at end of this Schedule.
Noss.-For Rebates on Train Loads,  see Schedule V.
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SCHEDULE  VI.-continued.
(bee  o es 53 to 58.)
SCALE OF RATES FOR LIVE STOCK  TRAFFIC-continued.
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396 81 6 122  6 163 6 183 6 245 0 71 0 107 0 127 0 203 0 253 6 211 0
397 82 0 122 6 163 6 184 0 245 6 71 6 107 0 127 0 203 0 254 0 211 6
398 82 0 123 0 164 0 184 6 246 0 71 6 107 0 127 6 203 6 254 6 211 6
399 82 0 123 0 164 0 184 6 246 6 71 6 107 6 127 6 204 0 254 6 212 0
400 82 6 123 6 164 6 185 0 246 6 71 6 107 6 127 6 204 0 255 0 212 6
401 82 6 123 6 165 0 185 6 247 0 71 6 107 6 128 0 204 6 255 6 212 6
402 82 6 124 0 165 0 185 6 247 6 72 0 108 0 128 0 205 0 256 0 213 0
403 82 6 124 0 165 6 186 0 248 0 72 0 108 0 128 0 205 0 256 6 213 6
404 83 0 124 6 166 0 1.86 6 248 6 72 0 108 0 128 6 205 6 256 6 213 6
405 83 0 124 6 166 0 186 6 249 0 72 0 108 6 128 6 205 6 257 0 214 0
406 83 0 124 6 166 6 187 0 249 6 72 6 108 6 129 0 206 0 257 6 214 6
407 83 6 125 0 167 0 187 6 250 0 72 6 108 6 129 0 206 6 258 0 214 6
408 83 6 125 0 167 0 187 6 250 6 72 6 109 0 1.29 0 206 6 258 6 215 0
409 83 6 125 6 167 0 188 0 250 6 72 6 109 0 129 6 207 0 258 6 215 6
410 84 0 125 6 167 6 188 6 251 0 72 6 109 0 129 6 207 6 259 0 215 6
411 84 0 126 0 167 6 188 6 251 6 73 0 109 6 130 0 207 6 259 6 216 0
412 84 0 126 0 168 0 189 0 252 0 73 0 109 6 130 0 208 0 260 0 216 6
413 84 0 126 6 168 6 189 6 252 6 73 0 110 0 130 0 208 6 260 6 216 6
414 84 6 126 6 168 6 189 6 253 0 73 0 110 0 130 6 208 6 260 6 217 0
415 84 6 126 6 169 0 190 0 253 6 73 6 110 0 130 6 209 0 261 0 217 6
416 84 6 127 0 169 6 190 6 254 0 73 6 110 0 131 0 209 0 261 6 217 6
417 85 0 127 0 169 6 190 6 254 6 73 6 110 6 131 0 209 6 262 0 218 0
418 85 0 127 6 170 0 191 0 254 6 73 6 110 6 131 0 210 0  262 6 218 6
419 85 0 127 6 170 0 191 6 255 0 73 6 110 6 131 6 210 0 262 6 218 6
420 85 6 128 0 170 6 191 6 255 6 74 0 111 0 131 6 210  6 263 0 219 0
421 85 6 128 0 170 6 192 0 256 0 74 0 111 0 132 0 211  0 263 6 219 6
422 85 6  128 6 171 0 192 6 256 6 74 0 111 0 132 0 211 0  264 0 219 6
423 85 6 128  6 171 6 192 6 257 0 74 0 111 6 132 0  211 6 264 6 220 0
424 86 0 128 6 171 6 193 0 257 6 74 6 111  6 132  6 211  6 264 6 220 0
425 86 0 129 0  172 0  193 6 258 0  74 6 111 6  132 6 212 0 265 0 220 6
426 86 0  129 0 172 0 193  6 258  6 74 6 112 0  133 0 212 6 265 6 221 0
427 86 6 129 6 172 6 194 0 258 6 74 6 112 0  133 0 212 6 266 0 221 6
428 86 6 129 6  172 6 194 6 259 0 74 6 112 0 133 0 213  0 266 0 221 6
429 86 6 130 0 173 0 194 6 259 6 75 0 112 6 133  6 213 6 266 6 222 0
430 86 6 130 0 173 6 195 0 260 0 75 0 112 6 133  6 213 6 267 0 222 0
* A Cow and its Calf at foot will be counted as one. Pigs, Calves, Goats, or Sheep in crates,  cases,
sacks ,  or otherwise secured ,  will be charged at first -class rates.
t When narrow 4-wheeled Vans are used 15 per cent. will be deducted from these rates.
: Half 4-wheeled Vans on Central Railway will be charged two-thirds  of these rates.
NoTS.-For estimated carrying capacity of each  class  of Vehicle,  see Table at end of this Schedule.
Nara .-- For Rebates on Train Loads ,  see Schedule V.
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SCALE OF RATES FOR LIVE STOCK  TRAFFIC- continued.
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173 6 195 6I 260 6 75 0 112  6
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134 0 214 0 267 6 222 6
134 0 214 6 268 0 223 0
134 0 214 6 268 6 223 0
134 6 215 0 268 6 223 6
134 6 215 0 269 0 224 0
436 87 6 1131 6 175 0 197 0 262 6 75 6 113 6 135 0 215 6 269 6 224 0
437 88 0 131 6 175 6 197 6 263 0 75 6 113 6 135 0 216 0 270 0 224 6
438 88 0 132 0 175 6 197 6 263 6 76 0 114 0 135 0 216 0 270 6 225 0
439 88 0 132 0 176 0 198 0 264 0 76 0 114 0 135 6 216 6 270 6 225 0
440 88 0 132 6 176 6 198 6 264 6 76 0 114 0 135 6 217 0 271 0 225 6
441 88 6 132 6 176 6 198 6 265 0 76 0 114 6 135 6 217 0 271 6 226 0
442 88 6 132 6 177 0 199 0 265 6 76 6 114 6 136 0 217 6 272 0 226 0
443 88 6 133 0 177 6 199 6 266 0 76 6 114 6 136 0 218 0 272 0 226 6
444 89 0 133 0 178 0 199 6 266 6 76 6 115 0 136 6 218 0 272 6 227 0
445 89 0 133 6 178 0 200 0 266 6 76 6 115 0 136 6 218 6 273 0 227 0
446 89 0 133 6 178 0 200 6 267 0 76 6 115 0 136 6 218. 6 273 6 227 6
447 89 0 134 0 178 6 200 6 267 6 77 0 115 6 137 0 219 0 274 0 228 0
448 89 6 134 0 178 6 201 0 268 0 77 0 115 6 137 0 219 6 274 0 228 0
449 89 6 134 6 179 0 201 6 268 6 77 0 115 6 137 6 219 6 274 6 228 6
450 89 6 134 6 179 6 201 6 269 0 77 0 116 0 137 6 220 0 275 0 229 0
451 90 0 134 6 179 6 202 0 269 6 77 6 116 0 137 6 220 6 275 6 229 0
452 90 0 135 0 180 0 202 6 270 0 77 6 116 0 138 0 220 6 276 0  229 6
453 90 0 135 0 180 0 202 6 270 6 77 6 116 6 138 0 221 0 276 0 230 0
454 90 6 135 6 180 6 203 0 270 6 77 6 116 6 138 6 221 0 276 6 230 0
455 90 6 135 6 181 0 203 6 271 0 77 6 116 6 138 6 221 6 277 0 230 6
456 90 6 136 0 181 0 203 6 271 6 78 0 117 0 138 6 222 0 277 6 231 0
457 90 6 136 0 181 6 204 0 272 0 78 0 117 0 139 0 222 0 278 0 231 0
458 91 0 136 6 181 6 204 6 272 6 78 0 117 0 139 0  222 6 278 0 231 6
459 91 0 136 6 182 0 204 6 273 0 78 0 117 6 139 6 223 0 278 6 231 6
460 91 0 136 6 182 6 205 0 273 6 78 6 117 6 139 6 223 0 279 0 232 0
461 91 6 137 0 182 6 205 6 274 0 78 6 117 6 139 6 223 6 279 6 232 6
462 91 6 137 0 183 0 206 6 274 6 78 6 118 0 140 0 224 0 279 6 233 0
463 91 6 137 6 183 0 201; 0 274 6 78 6 118 0 140 0 224 0 280 0 233 0
464 92 0 137 6 183 6 206 6 275  0 78 6 118 0  140 6 224 6 280 6 233 6
465 92 0 138 0 183 6 206 6 275 6 79 0 118 6 140 6 224 6 281 0 233 6
• • A Cow and its Calf at foot will be counted  as one.  Pigs ,  Calves ,  Goats ,  or Sheep in crates ,  cases,
sacks, or otherwise secured ,  will be charged at first -class rates.
t  When narrow 4-wheeled Vans are used 15 per cent .  will be deducted from these rates.
$  Half 4-wheeled Vans on Central Railway will be charged two -thirds of these rates.
Nora.-For estimated carrying capacity.of each  class  of Vehicle,  see Table at end of this Schedule.
NOTE.--For Rebates  on Train Loads ,  see Schedule V.
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SCALE OF RATES FOR LIVE STOCK  TRAFFIC--continued.
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466 92 0 138 0 184 0 207 0 276 0 79 0 118 6 140 6 225 0 281 6 234 0
467 92 0 138 6 I 184 6 207 6 276 6 79 0 118 6 141 0 225 6 281 6 234 6
468 92 6 138 6 184 6 207 6 277 0 79 0 119 0 141 0 225 6 282 0 235 0
469 92 6 138 6 185 0 208 0 277 6  79 6 119 0 141 6 226' 0 282 6 235 0
470 92 6 139 0 185 6 208 6 278 0 79 6 119 0 141 6 226 6 283 0 235 6
471 93 0 139 6 185 6 208 6 278 6 79 6 119 6 141 6 226 6 283 6 235 6
472 93 0 140 0 186 0 209 0 278 6 79 6 119 6 142 0 227 0 283 6 236 0
473 93 0 140 0 186 0 209 6 279 0 79 6 119 6 142 0 227 6 284 0 236 6
474 93 0 140 0 186 6 209 6 279 6 80 0 120 0 142 6 227 6 284 6 236 6
475 93 6 140 6 186 6 210 0 280 0 80 0 120 0 142 6 228 0 285 0 237 0
476 93 6 140 6 187 0 210 6 280 6 80 0 120 0 142 6 228 0 285 6 237 0
477 93 6 140 6 187 6 210 6 281 0 80 0 120 6 143 0 228 6 285 6 237 6
478 94 0 141 0 187 6 211 0 281 6 80 6 120 6 143 0 229 0 286 0 238 0
479 94 0 141 0 188 0 211 6 282 0 80 6 120 6 143 0 229 0 286 6 238 6
480 94 0 141 0 188 0 211 6 282 6 80 6 121 0 143 6 229 6 287 0 238 6
481 94 6 141 6 188' 6 212 0 282 6 80 6 121 0 143 6 230 0 287 0 239 0
482 94 6 141 6 189 0 212 6 283 0 80 6 121 0 144 0 230 0 287 6 239 6
483 94 6 142 0 189 0 212 6 283 6 81 0 121 6 144 0 230 6 288 0 239 6
484 94 6 142 0 189 6 213 0 284 0 81 0 121 6 144 0 230 6 288 6 240 0
485 95 0 142 6 189 6 213 6 284 6 81 0 121 6 144 6 231 0 289 0 240 6
486 95 0 142 6 190 0 213 6 285 0 81 0 122 0 144 6 231 6 289 0 240 6
487 95 0 142 6 190 6 214 0 285 6 81 6 122 0 145 0 231 6 289 6 241 0
488 95 6 143 0 190 6 214 6 286 0 81 6 122 0 145 0 232 0 290 0 241 6
489 95 6 143 0 191 0 214 6 286 6 81 6 122 6 145 0 232 6 290 6 241 6
490 95 6 143 6 191 0 215 0 286 6 81 6 122 6 145 6 232 6 291 0 242 0
491 96 0 143 6 191 6 215 6 287 0 81 6 122 6 145 6 '233 0 291 0 242 6
492 96 0 144 0 191 6 215 6 287 6 82 0 123 0 146 0 233 6 291 6 242 6
493 96 0 144 0 192 0 216 0 288 0 82 0 123 0 146 0 233 6 292 0 243 0
494 96 0 144 6 192 0 216 6 288 6 82 0 123 0 146 0 234 0 292 6 243 6
495 96 6 144 6 192 6 216 6 289 0 82 0 123 6 146 6 234 0 293 0 243 6
496 96 6 144 6 193 0 217 0 289 6 82 6 123 6 146 6 234 6 293 0 244 0
497 96 6 145 0 193 6 217 6 290 0 82 6 123 6 147 0 235 0 293 6 244 6
498 97 0 145 0 193 6 217 6 290 6 82 6 124 0 147 0 235 0 294 0 244 6
499 97 0 145 6 194 0 218 0 290 6 82 6 124 0 147 0 235 6 294 6 245 0
600 97 0 145 6 194 0 218 6 291 0 83 0 124 0 147 6 236 0 295 0 245 6
• A Cow and its Calf at foot will be counted  as one . Pigs, Calves, G oats , or Sheep in  crates, cases,
sacks, or  otherwise secured ,  will be charged at  first-class rates.
t When narrow 4-wheeled Vans are used 15 per cent. will be deducted  from these rates.
Z Half 4-wheeled Vans on Central Railway will be charged two-thirds of  these rates.
Nora.--For estimated  carrying capacity  of each  class of Vehicle ,  see Table at end of this Schedule.
Non. - For Rebates on Train Loads,  see Schedule V.
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SCALE OF CHARGES FOR LIVE STOCK  TRAFFIC- continued.
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501 97 0 145 6 194 0 218 6 291 6 83 0 124 0 147 6 236 0 295 0 245 6
502 97 0 146 0 194 6 219 0 292 0 83 0 124 6 148 0 236 6 295 6 246 0
503 97 6 146 0 194 6 219 0 292 0 83 0 124 6 148 0 236 6 296 0 246 6
504 97 6 146 0 194 6 219 6 292 6 83 6 124 6 148 6 237 0 296 6 247 0
505 97 6 146 6 195 0 219 6 292 6 83 6 125 0 148 6 237 0 296 6 247 0
506 97 6 146 6 195 0 220 0 293 0 83 6 125 0 148 6 237 6 297 0 247 6
507 98 0 146 6 195 6 220 0 293 0 83 6 125 0 149 0 237 6 297 6 248 0
508 98 0 147 0 195 6 220 6 293 6 84 0 125 6 149 0 238 0 298 0 248 0
509 98 0 147 0 196 0 220 6 294 0 84 0 125 6 149 0 238 6 298 0 248 6
510 98 0 147 0 196 0 221 0, 294 6 84 0 125 6 149 0 238 6 298 6 248 6
511 98 6 147 6 196 6 221 0 295 0 84 0 126 0 149 6 239 0 299 0 249 0
512 98 6 147 6 196 6 221 6 295 0 84 0 126 0 150 0 239 0 299 6 249 6
513 98 6 147 6 196 6 221 6 295 6 84 6 126 0  15')0 239 6 299 6 250 0
514 98 6 148 0 197 0 222 0 296 0 84 6 126 6 150 0 240 0 300 0 250 0
515 99 0 148 0 197 0 222 0 296 0 81 6 126 6 150 0 240 6 300 6 250 6
516 99 0 148 0 197 6 222 6 296 6 84 6 127 0 150 6 241 0 301 0 250 6
517 99 0 148 6 197 6 222 6 297 0 85 0 127 0 151 0 241 0 301 6 251 0
518 99 0 148 6 198 0 223 0 297 0 85 0 127 0 151 0 241 6 302 0 251 6
519 99 0 148 6 198 0 223 0 297 6 85 0 127 0 151 0 242 0 302 6 252 0
520 99 6 149 0 198 6 223 6 298 0 85 0 127 6 151 0 242 0 302 6 252 0
521 99 6 149 0 198 6 223 6 298 0 85 6 127 6 151 6 242 6 303 0 252 6
522 99 6 149 0 198 6 224 0 298 6 85 6 127 6 151 6 243 0 303 6 252 6
523 99 6 149 6 199 0 224 0 299 0 85 6 128 0 152 0 243 6 304 0 253 0
524 99 6 149 6 199 0 224 6 299 0 85 6 128 0 152 0 243 6 304 0 253 0
525 100 0 149 6 199 6 224 6 299 6 85 6 128 0 152 0 244 0 304 6 253 6
526 100 0 150 0 199 6 225 0 300 0 86 0 128 0 152 6 244 6 305 0 254 0
527 100 0 150 0 200 0 225 0 300 0 86 0 128 6 153 0 245 0 305 6 254 6
528 100 0 150 0 200 0 225 6 300 6 86 0 128 6 153 0 245 0 305 6 254 6
529 100 6 150 6 200 6 225 6 301 0 86 0 128 6 153 0 245 0 306 0 254 6
530 100 6 150 6 200 6 226 0 301 0 86 6 129 0 153 0 245 6 306 6 255 0
531 100 6 150 6 200 6 226 0 301 6 86 6 129 0 153 6 246 0 307 0 255 6
532 100 6 151 0 201 0 226 6 302 0 86 6 129 0 153 6 246 0 307 0 255 6
533 101 0 151 0 201 0 226 6 302 0 86 6 129 6 154 0 246 6 307 6 256 0
534 10'1 0 151 0 201 6 227 0 302 6 87 0 129 6 154 0 247 0 307 6 256 6
535 101 0 151 6 201 6 227 0 303 0 87 0 129 6 154 0 247 0 308 0 257 0
*° A Cow and its Calf at foot will be counted as one. Pigs, Calves, Goats, or Sheep in crates, cases,
sacks, or otherwise secured, will be charged at first-class rates.
t When narrow 4-wheeled Vans are used 15 per cent. will be deducted from these rates.
$ Half 4-wheeled Vans on Central Railway will be charged two-thirds of these rates.
NoTzs.-For estimated carrying capacity of each class of Vehicle,  tee  Table at end of this Schedule.
NOTE.--For Rebates on Train Loads,itee Schedule V.
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SCALE OF CHARGES FOR LIVE STOCK  TRAFFIC -continued.
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536 101 0 151 6 202 0 227 6 303 0 87 0 ' 130 0 154 0 247 6 308 6 257 0
537 101 0 151 6 202 0 227 6 303 6 87 0 130 0 154 0 247 6 308 6 257 6
538 101 6 152 0 202 6 228 0 304 0 87 0 130 0 154 6 248 0 309 0 257 6
539 101 6 152 0 202 6 228 0 304 0 87 6 130 6 155 0 248 6 309 6 258 0
540 101 6 152 0 203 0 228 6 304 6 87 6 130 6 155 0 248 6 310 0 258 0
541 101 6 152 6 203 0 228 6 305 0 87 6 131 0 155 0 249 0 310 0 258 6
542 102 0 152 6 203 6 229 0 305 0 87 6 131 0 155 6 249 6 310 6 259 0
543 102 0 152 6 203 6 229 0 305 6 88 0 131 0 155 6 249 6 311 0 259 6
544 102 0 153 0 204 0 229 6 306 0 88 0 131 6 156 0 250 0 311 6 259 6
545 102 0 153 0 204 0 229 6 306 0 88 0 131 6 156 0 250 0 312 0 260 0
546 102 0 153 0 204 0 230 0 306 6 88 0 131 6 156 6 250 6 312 6 260 0
547 102 6 153 6 204 6 230 0 307 0 88 6 132 0 156 6 251 0 313 0 260 6
548 102 6 153 6 204 6 230 6 307 0 88 6 132 0 157 0 251 0 313 6 261 0
549 102 6 153 6 205 0 230 6 307 6 88 6 132 0 157 0 25L 6 313 6 261 0
550 102 6 154 0 205 0 231 0 308 0 88 6 132 0 157 0 252 0 314 0 261 6
551 102 6 154 0 205 6 231 0 308 0 88 6 132 6 157 6 252 6 314 6 262 0
552 103 0 154 0 205 6 231 6 308 6 89 0 132 6 157 6 252 6 315 0 262 6
553 103 0 154 6 206 0 231 6 309 0 89 0 132 6 157 6 253 0 315 0 262 6
554 103 0 154 6 206 0 232 0 309 0 89 0 133 0 158 0 253 0 315 6 263 0
555 103 0 154 6 206 0 232 0 309 6 89 0 133 0 158 0 253 6 316 0 263 6
556 103 6 155 0 206 6 232 6 310 0 89 6 133 6 158 6 253 6 316 6 263 6
557 103 6 155 0 206 6 232 6 310 6 89 6 133 6 158 6 254 0 317 0 264 0
558 103 6 155 0 207 0 233 0 311 0 89 6 133 6 159 0 254 6 317 6 264 6
559 103 6 155 6 207 0 233 0 311 0 89 6 134 0 159 0 255 0 318 0 265 0
560 104 0 155 6 207 6 233 6 311 6 89 6 134 0 159 0 255 0 318 0 265 0
561 104 0 155 6 207 6 233 6 311 6 90 0 134 0 159 6 255 6 318 6 265 6
562 104 0 156 0 208 0 234 0 312 0 90 0 134 6 159 6 255 6 319 0 265 6
563 104 0 156 0 208 0 234 0 312 0 90 0 134 6 159 6 256 0 319 6 266 0
564, 104 0 156 0 208 6 234 6 312 6 90 0 134 6 160 0 256 0 319 6 266 0
565 104 6 156 6 208 6 234 6 313 0 90 0 135 0 160 0 256 0 320 0 266 6
566 104 6 156 6 209 0 235 0 313 0 90 6 135 0 160 6 256 6 320 6 266 6
567 104 6 156 6 209 0 235 0 313 6 90 6 135 0 160 6 257 0 321 0 267 0
568 104 6 157 0 209 6 235 6 314 0 90 6 135 6 160 6 257 6 321 0 267 6
569 105 0 157 0 209 6 235 6 314 6 90 6 135 6 161 0 257 6 321 6 267 6
570 105 0 157 0 209 6 236 0 314 6 91 0 135 6 161 0 258 0 322 0 268 0
* A Cow and its Calf at foot will be counted as one. Pigs, Calves, G oats,  or Sheep in  crates ,  cases,
sacks, or otherwise secured, will be charged  at first-class rates.
t When narrow 4-wheeled Vans are used 15 per cent. will be deducted from those rates.
I Half 4-wheeled Vans on Central Railway will be charged two-thirds of these rates.
Nors.-For estimated carrying capacity of each  class  of Vehicle,  see Table at end of  this Schedule.
NOTIL For Rebates  on Train  Loads,  see Schedule V.
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SCHEDULE  VI.-continued.
(See Clauses 53  to 58.)
Halt-
Wagon
(not ex-
ceeding 3
head).
SCALE OF CHARGES FOR LIVE STOCK  TRAFFIC ---continued
base s, CATTLE ,  AND CALYES .  SHEEP ,  GOATS ,  AND  PIGS.
YOUR- WHEELED WAGON.
All Lines,
except on
Northern
Railway.
Northern
Railway.
w0 93
YOUR-WHEELED VANS.
s
Halt-Van,
except on
Central
Railway.
t
All Lines,
except on
Central
Rai I way.
t
Railway. Cb
EIGHT -WHEEL&D
VANS.
All Lines.
Small
Vane on
Northern
Railway.
c Ic 14 d q (7. d.
571 105 0 157 6 210 0 236 0 315 0 91 0 136 0 161 6 258 6 322 6 268 6
572 105 0 157 6 210 0 236 6 315 6 91 0 136 0 161 6 258 6 322 6 269 0
573 105 6 .1576 210 6 236 6 315 6 91 0 136 0 1Fi1 6 259 0 323 0 269 0
574 105 6 158 0 210 6 237 0 316 0 91 0 136 6 162 0 259 6 323 6 269 6
575 105 6 158 0 211 0 237 0 316 6 91 6 136 6 162 0 259 6 324 0 269 6
576 105 6 158 0 211 0 237 6 316 6 91 6 136 6 162 0 260 0 324 0 270 0
577 105 6 158 6 211 0 237 6 317 0 91 6 137 0 162 6 260 0 324 6 270 6
578 106 0 158 6 211 6 238 0 317 6 91 6 137 0 162 6 260 6 325 0 270 6
579 106 0 158 6 211 6 238 0 317 6 92 0 137 0 163 0 261 0 325 6 271 0
580 106 0 159 0 212 0 238 6 318 0 92 0 137 6 163 0 261 0 325 6 271 6
581 106 0 159 0 212 0 238 6 318 6 92 0 137 6 163 0 261 6 326 0 271 6
582 106 0 159 0 212 6 239 0 318 6 92 0 137 6 163 6 261 6 326 6 272 0
583 106 6 159 6 212 6 239 0 319 0 92 0 138 0 163 6 262 0 327 0 272 6
584 106 6 159 6 213 0 239 6 319 6 92 6 138 0 163 6 262 6 327 0 272 6
585 106 6 159 6 213 0 239 6 319 6 92 6 138 0 164 0 262 6 327 6 273 0
586 106 6 160 0 213 0 240 0 320 0 92 6 138 6 164 0 263 0 328 0 273 0
587 107 0 160 0 213 6 240 0 320 6 93 0 138 6 164 6 263 6 329 0 273 6
588 107 0 160 0 213 6 240 6 320 6 93 0 138 6 164 6 263 6 329 0 274 0
589 107 0 160 6 214 0 240 6 321 0 93 0 139 0 165 0 264 0 329 6 274 0
590 107 0 160 6 214 0 241 0 321 6 93 0 139 0 165 0 264 6 330 0 274 6
591 107 6 160 6 214 0 241 0 321 6 93 0 139 0 165 6 264 6 330 6 274 6
592 107 6 161 0 214 6 241 6 322 0 93 6 139 6 165 6 265 0 330 6 275 0
593 107 6 161 0 214 6 241 6 322 6 93 6 139 6 165 6 265 0 331 0 275 6
594 107 6 161 0 215 0 242 0 322 6 93 6 139 6 166 0 265 6 331 6 276 0
595 107 6 161 6 215 0 242 0 323 0 93 6 140 0 166 0 266 0 332 0 276 6
596 108 0 161 6 215 6 242 6 323 6 94 0 140 0 166 0 266 0 332 0 277 0
597 108 0 161 6 215 6 242 6 323 6 94 0 140 0  3.666 266 6 332 6 277 6
598 108 0 162 0 216 0 243 0 324 0 94 0 140 6 166 6 266 6 333 0 278 0
699 108 0 162 0 216 0 243 0 324 6 94 0 140 6 167 0 267 0 333 6 278 6
600 108 0 162 0 216 6 243 6 324 6 94 0 140 6 167 0 267 0 334 0 278 6
601-
620 109 6 164 0 219 6 247 0 329 0 95 0 142 0 168 6 269 6 337 0 280 6
621-
640 111 0 166 0 222 6 250 0 333 6 97 0 145 6 172 6 275 6 344 6 287 0
641-
660 112 6 168 6 225 6 253 6 338 0 99 0 148 6 176 6 282 6 352 0 293 6
* A Cow and its Calf at foot will be counted as one. Pigs, Calves, Goats, or sheep in crates, cases,
sacks, or otherwise secured, will be charged at first-class rates.
t When narrow 4-wheeled Vans are used 15 per cent. will be deducted from those rates.
I Half 4-wheeled Vans on Central Railway will be charged two-thirds of these rates.
NOTE.-For estimated carrying capacity of each class of Vehicle, see Table at end of this Schedule.
NOTE.-For Rebates on Train Loads,  see Schedule V.
dcc
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SCHEDULE  VI.-continued.
(See Clauses  53  to  58.)
llalf-
i1'aKou
(not ex-
ceeding 3
.head).
SCALE OF CHARGES FOR LIVE STOCK  TRAFFIC- continued.
Hoasis, CATTLE ,  AND CALVES .  SHEEP ,  GOATS ,  AND PIGS.
m
TOUR- WHEELED WAGON. a a
C
do bO
All Lines,
except on
Northern
Railway.
s. d. I a. d.
661-
680 114 0 170 6
681-
700 115 6 173 0
701-
725 117 6 176 0
726-
750 119 6 179 0
751-
775 121 6 182 0
776-
800 123 0 184 6
801-
833 125 6 188 0
834-
866 128 0 191 6
867-
900 130 6 196 6
901-
950 134 0 201 0
951-
10001 137 6 206 6
Id
iS P'a d
V SRS„ 9
Northern orthern d Ea
Railway . a c c m c'a
Esa"z '
m
TOUR-WHEELED YANG.
Half-Van,
except on
Central
Railway.
All Lines,
except on
Central
Railway.
Central
Railway.
t t
s. d. s. d.  8. d. s.  d.I  a. d.
228 6 256 6 342 6 101 6 152 0
231 6 260 0 347 0 103  6  155 6
235 0  264 0 352 6  106 .6  159 6
238 6 268 0 358 0 109 0 163 6
242 6 272 0 363 6 112 0 168 0
246 0 276 6 369 0 114 6 171 6
251 0 282 0 376 6 117 6 176 6
256 0 287 6 384 0 121 6 182 0
261 0 293 0 391 0 125 0 187 6
268 0 301 6 402 6 130 0 194 6
275 6 310 0 413 0 135 6 1 203 0
C
d
m ?G
EIGHT-WHEELED
VANS.
Small
All Lines . Vans onNorthern
Railway.
4
a. d. a. d.  s. d. a. d.
182 0 289 0 361 6 300 6
185 0 295 6 369 6 307 6
189 6 303 0 379 0 315 0
194 0 310 6 388 0 323 0
199 6 319 0 399 0 332 0
204 0 326 0 407 6 339 6
209 6 335 0 419 0 348 6
216 6 346 0 432 6 360 0
222 6  356 0 445 0 370 6
231 0 369 6 462 0 384 6
241 0 386 0 482 6 401 6
* A Cow and its Calf at foot will be counted  as one . Pigs, Calves, Goats, or Sheep  in crates ,  cases,
sacks, or otherwise  secured , will be charged at first-class rates.
t When narrow 4-wheeled Vans are used 15 per cent. will be deducted from these rates.
$ Half 4-wheeled Vans on Central Railway will be charged two-thirds of these rates.
NOTE.--For estimated carrying capacity of each class of Vehicle,  see  Table at end of this Schedule.
NOTE.-For Rebates on Train Loads,  see  Schedule V.
TABLE
 SHOWING THE ESTIMATED
 CARRYING CAPACITY 07  EACH CLASS OF CATTLE WAGON AND SHEEP VAN.
Description of Wagon .  Class. Carrying Capacity,Horses or Cattle. Description of Van.
Class. Sheep, &c.
4-Wheeled Wagon-Northern Railway ... ... I 8 head ... Half 4-Wheeled Van-Central Railway.,. ... ... L 43 head
4-Wheeled Wagon-All other Lines ... ... ... I 6 head ,. Half 4-Wheeled Van-All other Lines ... ... ... L 30 head
6-Wheeled Wagon-All Lines .., ... ... ... J 12 head ... 4-Wheeled Vans-Central Railway ... L 85 head
8-Wheeled Wagon (Small)-Northern Railway ... KJ 12 head ... 4-Wheeled Vans-All other Lines ... ... L 70 head
8-Wheeled Wagon (Large)-All Lines ... ... K 16 head ... 6-Wheeled Vans-All Lines .., .., ... M 140 head
8-Wheeled Vans (Small)-Northern Railway ... ... NM 150 head
8-Wheeled Vans (Large)-All Lines ... ... ,., N 180 head
NoTB .- It must be
 clearly understood
 that  the carrying  capacity  of the several classes of vehicles ,  as shown in  the above  table ,  is liable to variation according to
the size of  the stock  carried ,  and is merely given as a guide to intending consignors in estimating  the probable  cost of conveyance .  In estimating the capacity of each
class  of vehicle, the  average size of stock has been taken .  Intending consignors ,  in applying for vehicles , should ask for the  particular class they desire ; but, to avoid
delay and disappointment , should
 also state the number and description of stock to be conveyed ,  as the class of vehicles desired may not be available at the time, and it
may be necessary therefore
 to supply others .  The Commissioner does not undertake to supply any particular class of vehicle.
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SCHEDULE VII.
(See Clause  10.)
LIST OF PLATFORMS,  SIDINGS, ETC.
e Places marked thus have no siding ,  and only light articles in brake-vans can be sent there.
Goods for the following places  can only be accepted  if consigned at owner's risk ,  and carriage prepaid.
See special  form of  consignment  note in Schedule VIII.
SOUTHERN DIVISION- SOUTHERN  DIVISION-continued.  SOUTHERN DIvIsION-continued.
Abordare Siding *college King's Siding
Abingdon Collet's Siding Kingston Siding
Accommodation Creek Columboola Keefton
Albert Cooper's Plains Klienton
Araby *Cranley Kooringa
Angellala Curra Kuraby
*Annandale Dalysford *Kurrajong
Anthony Danderoo Lahey's Siding
Antigua Darra Lakeside
*Arabella *Deagon *Lanefield
Avondale *Deuchar *Lawnton
Aramara Dickabram *Lindum
*Auchenflower *Dillalah *Little Ipswich
Baking Board Doolbi Lockyer's Siding, Main Line
Bald Mountain Drillham Loganlea
Ballandean *Drummer's Creek *Logan Road
Beerburrum Dulbydilla Logan Village
Beerwah *Eagle Farm Lowmead
Bellevue *East Ipswich Mangalore
Beverley Elliott Magazine Siding, N.C. Line
*Bindango Elphinstone Maryland
Bingera Eudlo *Mayne
Biggenden Eumundi Maroondan
Birnam *Eurella Meadowvale
*Birkdale Fairfield Meeandah
Birthamba Fairneyview Millaquin
Blackmount Flinders Miriam Vale
Blaxland Geebung Miva
Blantyre  Geham Molendinar
thdale Gillen's Siding MooloolahBl y
Boolboonda Glamorgan Moolboolanian
Boompa Glass Mountains Moorland
Boowoogum *Glen Aplin *Moorooka
Bone Mill Siding, S.C. Line Glencairn Morayfield
Borallon Gleneagle Mornln side
Borehole Siding Gooburrum Mount Hallon
Bowenville Goolman Mount Pleasant
Brassall Goondoon Mount Sturt
Breakfast Creek Siding Gootchie Mullet Creek
Brickyard Siding, N.C. Line *Graceville Mungallala
*Brigalow Graham's Creek Murray's Creek
*Brinsop *Green Hills Murweh
Brisbane Valley Junction Gunalda Nambour
Brooweena Hampton Narangba
Broxburn Hampstead Netherby
*Buccan Hancock's Siding Nikenbah
Bullyard *Harlaxton North Arm
Bungeworgorai Harvey's Siding Northgate
Bungil Cattle Yards Helensvale Oakey Coal Co.'s Siding
Burpengary  *Hendra Oakhurst
Burrum Hemmant Oakview
*Cabbage-tree Hermitage Oakwood
Calvert *Hillside O'Connor's Siding
Campbell's Siding Hodgson Ormeau
Cattle Siding, Dalby Hogarth Meat Co.'s Siding Ormiston
Cattle Siding, Yeulba Holmview Owanyilla
Cawdor Horton Siding Oxenford
Cedar Grove Hoya Palmwoods
Channing Hunter's Hut Paterson's Siding
Charlton Iveragh PecheyCheliner  Jackson Pickenjennie
Cherry Gully Jiniboomba Pitnpauia
*Churchbank *Kadina PinbArren
Churchill Kanvan Pine Mountain
Clarendon *Karrabin Purga
*Clayfield Kawungan *Radford
Clayton King's Creek Rea's Siding
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LIST OF
SOUTHERN  DIVISION - Conti n ued.
Riverton
Ti oadvalo
* Rocl: bra e
Rockton
*Rodd's Bay
Rosedale
Rosehill
*Guncorn
Russell 's Siding ,  Main Line
*Salisbury
Schneider's Road
Sexton
Sharon
Shirley
Silverwood
Skvring 's  Siding
Sonthbi ook
Stapylton
Sugar Mill Siding (Mount
Perry Line)
*Summerhill
Swanbank Siding
Talgai
Tama ree
Tannyrnorel
*Taringa
Taylor
T 4 'iutville
Thabebarl
Tllagoona
Thinooulba
*Thulinlball
Toolburra
Travest ( In
1.'ulbiram
Urraween
Veresdale
Vernon
*Virginia
*Wallal
*Waoon
Waterford
Water Works Siding
(Warwick)
Watawa
Wellcalnp
Westbrook
Westlnoreton Siding
Wetalla
Wlliche llo's Siding
*Whinstanes
Willowburn
Wolca
*Womallila
Woubah
*\Voodhill
*Wooloowin
*Woolmer
Woolooga
Yandaran
*Yerra
*Yeronga
Young 's Siding
*36 m. 68 ch .,  N.C. Line
2 m. 6 ch., Allora Branch
*192m.  64 ch .,  Killarney
Branch
CENTRAL -AILWAY-
*Back Creek
Belyando
*Bhltf
SCHEDULE  VII.-continued.
(See Clause  10.)
PLATFORMS, SIDINGS, ETC.-continued.
CENTRAL RAILWAY-- continued.
Boolburra
Borilla
Brixton
Bushley
Busthinia
*Coolcorra
*CUowonga
Coorooman
Dartmouth
Dr'umlllond
*Emerald ])owns
Fernlees
*Geera
Gindie
*Glelldarriwell
Gon-al jo
Gordon Downs
Herbert's Creek
*Langley
Langton
Main Range
Malchi
Minerva
Nankin Creek
Neerkoll
*New Zealand Gully
Retro
*Retro CreekSelina
*Spring Vale
*Stanley
Tolmie's
Taroborah
W all aroo
Warren
*Weemah
Westbourne
Williamstown
*Willows
Withersfield
Woodbine
Wycarbah
*Yarnala
*Yeppen
*26m. 64ch.  (ClermontBranch)
MACKAY RAILWAY-
Alexandra
Boldon
Draper's
Lagoons
Marian
Newbury Junction
Otterburn
Palms
Pleystowe
Racecourse
*Show Grounds
To  Kowai
Victoria
Vince
14  in. 21 ch .  Siding
NORTHERN RAILWAY-
Antil Plains
*Allandale
Allen' s Siding  (Jetty Line)
Barringha
*Btmgaree Creek
Burrs
Cape River
* Card ington
Cluden
Exley
Fanning
*Featherhy
Grass Hut
Jardine Valley
Kirk River
*Laxnond
Manton
Morey Street Siding (Jetty
Line)
Mount Wright
*Mundic Creek
Philp's Siding,
*Plum-tree
*Powlathanga
*Roseneath
Sala's Siding
*Sandy Creek
Southern Cross
*Stanley
Stewart's Creek
Townsville Jetty Wharf
Toonpan
Watten
Warrigal
Warreah
98-Mile Siding
CAIRNS RAII.wAY--
*Barron Falls
Biboohra
*Blackwater
Edge Hill
Freshwater
Koah
Mantaka
Myola
Oaklands
*Springs
StratfordCOOKTOWN RAILWAT-
*Asmus
*Alderbury
*Battle  Camp
Coolah
*Deighton
Flaggy
*Jansen
Marton
Normanby
*Police Camp
Sandown
Welcome
Wilton
NORMANTON RAILWAY-
Blackbull
*Clarina
Creen Creek
Glenore
Golden Gate
Haydon
80 m. 33 ch. Siding
DOIV EN RAILWAY-
*])on
Euri
Cuth.Llungra
Merinda
Wangaratta
Wilmington
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QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS. [Form No. 100b.
SPECIAL CONSIGNMENT NOTE.FOR GOODS  INTENDED FOR DELIVERY AT
GATES, ETC.
Station,
189 .
To THE Co i&ussIo.NER FOR RAILWAYS.
PLEASE RECEIVE froui__ _ the undermentioned Goods for conveyance to
Station, for , there to be placed at risk for removal;
and in consideration of your allowing delivery at that Station, _ -.undertake all risk of unloading
and of loss, injury, or damage which may occur at that Station ; and agree that the said Goods shall
be carried by you under this special agreement, and subject to the conditions of the Railway Goods
Traffic By-Law in force for the time being.
Description and Marks on Goods. Weight.
Tons. I Cwts.
Wagon No.
Checker :
Loader :
(Signature of Sender)
SCHEDULE IX.
Qrs. Lbs.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS. [Form No. 100c.
CONSIGNMENT NOTE FOR DANGEROUS GOODS.
Station,
'189  .
To THE  COMMISSIONER FOR RAILWAYS.
PLEASE receive from the undermentioned
Goods for conveyance to ______Station for
(subject to the Conditions of the Railway Goods Traffic By-Law in force for the time being.
Description and Marks on Goods.
Tons
Weight.
Cwt. Qr. Lb.
Signature of Sender
Wagon No.
Checker :
Loader :
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SCHEDULE X.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS. [Form  No. 101.
CONSIGNMENT NOTE FOR LIVE STOCK.
Station,
189 .
T O THE COMMISSIONER  FOE RAILWAYS.
Please receive from_
for conveyance to Station, for
_ the undermentioned Live Stock,
(Subject to the Conditions of the Railway Good Traffic By-law in force for the time being.
No. and Description
of Wagon. No. and Description of Live Stock
Wagon No.
I declare the above Live Stock all belong to  the same Owner.
Signature of Sender
SCHEDULE XI.
QUEENSLAND  RAILWAYS. [Form No. 1008.
ORDINARY CONSIGNMENT NOTE FOR GOODS OR PARCELS.
Station,
TO THE OoMMISSIONER  FOR RAILWAYS.
180 .
PLEASE REcEIvE from  the  undermentioned Goods for conveyance to
Station for _ __
(Subject to the conditions endorsed hereon and such other conditions as may be imposed by the Railway Goods
Traffic By-Law in force for the time being.
No. of Packages. Description and Marks on Goods.
Tons.
Waggon No.
Checker :
Signature of Seeder)
Weight.
Cwt. Lbs.Qrs.
Loader :
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SCHEDULE XII.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS. [Form No. 100.
SPECIAL CONSIGNMENT NOTE FOR GOODS  AT OWNER' S RISK.
Station,
189
PLEASE RECEIVE from the undermentioned Goods for conveyance
at Owner's risk to Station for
agree, in consideration of your charging the reduced rate, to undertake all risks of
loading and of the carriage of same by the railway, and declare that you are not to be liable or responsible
for any loss, damage, or injury whatsoever or howsoever occasioned ; and that the said goods shall be
carried by you under this special agreement, and subject to the conditions of the Railway Goods Traffic
By-Law in force for the time being.
Description and Marks on Goods.
Tons
Wagon No.
Checker
Loader :
Weight.
Cwt. Qrs. I Lbs.
(Signature of Sender)
SCHEDULE X III.
INDEMNITY NOTE.
TO Tun DISTRICT  TRAFFIC  MANAGER,
AT
In consideration of your
QrEE1 LAND.
Date
undertake  to indemnify  you,  and hold you harmless,  against all  costs, damages, and expenses of every kind
and description  which you may be put to, or incur,  in consequence  of or by reason of such___
Owner or Consignee.
ISureties.
Witness
262
TO THE COMMISSIONER FOR RAILWAYS.
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SCHEDULE XIV.
NOTICE OF ARRIVAL OF GOODS.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS.
Station,
DR. TO THE COMMISSIONER  FOR RAILWAYS.
189 .
The undermentioned Goods consigned to you remain here at your risk and liable  to StorageCharges:-
Date. Marks Weight. I Rate.
Received for Commissioner:
Paid on.
I Foreman
Total. to
Deliver.
Foreman
to Pass.
Date
This Notice must be produced when delivery of Goods is required. Carriage to be paid on  delivery
unless  Consignee has a Ledger Account.
SCHEDULE XV.
EXHIBITS FOR AGRICULTURAL AND OTHER SHOWS.
CERTIFICATE.
Association (or Show),
189
We certify that the undermentioned Consignment, received by rail from  Station,
has been duly exhibited, and not having been sold is entitled to be conveyed back free of  charge, in
consideration of which the owner takes all risk of loss or damage.
Consignee. Destination. Exhibit.
(Signed)  Secretary.
(Signed)  Owner.
(or on behalf of Owner).
This certificate to be delivered to the Station  Master ,  who will forward it along with the Way Bill
or Invoice . The Receiving Station  will retain  the certificate  and send with it to the Audit  Office
the Monthly  Return  of Free Traffic.
R. J. GRAY,
Commissioner.
The Official Seal of the  Commissioner  for Railways  was affixed hereto,
this 23rd day of December, 1897, in the presence of
T. S. PRATTEN,
Secretary.
w'R'
! Station troui. No. Description.Folio.
i I
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REGULATIONS UNDER "THE DEFENCE ACTS,
1884 TO 1896."
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th December, 1897.HIS Excellency the Governor has, in pursuance of theprovisions of  " The Defence Acts,  1884 to 1896," been
pleased to make the following Regulations for the general
government, discipline, and management of the Land Force
established by the said Acts, and to rescind all former Regula-
tions made for the purposes mentioned.
HUGH M. NELSON.
SECTION I.
Interpretation, &c.
1. In the interpretation of the Regulations, the words within
inverted commas mentioned in section 2 of  "The Defence Act of  1884"
have  the meanings  given to them by the said section, and the following
terms within inverted commas shall have the meanings set against them
respectively,  unless  the context in any case otherwise requires :-
" Defence Acts" or " Acts"-"  The Defence Acts,  1884  to  1896.
" Principal Act  "-" The Defence Act of  1884."
" Minister"-The Minister for the time being administering the
Acts.
" Land Force"-The Land Force established by the Principal
Act.
" Marine Force"-The Marine Force established by the Principal
Act.
"Volunteers"-Members of Rifle Corps formed under section 53
of the Principal Act, and the adjective "Volunteer" has a
corresponding meaning.
" Rifle Club"-A rifle club established under section 53 of the
Principal Act.
" Cadet CorpsA"-A corps established under section 54 of the
Principal et for instruction in military drill or exercises.
"Queen's Regulations"-The Queen's Regulations and Orders for
the Army in force for the time being.
"Year"-A financial year, commencing 116th June, and ending
15th June following.
" Orders"-General or other orders issued by the Commandant.
" Ordered "-Ordered by Orders as so defined.
"Current year" or " Current financial year"-The twelve months
ending 15th June.
2. All Regulations heretofore made under the Principal Act are
hereby cancelled, but this cancellation shall not affect any right acquired
or liability incurred, prior to the date of these Regulations, under any
Regulation hereby cancelled.
3. These Regulations shall apply to corps and members of the
Marine Force when attached by the Governor to the Land Force, under
section  61 of the Principal Act.
4. Any matter not referred to in these Regulations is to be dealt
with as nearly as possible in accordance with the " Queen's Regulations."
5. All reports and recommendations relating to the Land Force, or
any corps or rifle club established under the Acts, must be submitted to
the Governor by the Commandant through the Minister.
SECTION II.
Precedence.
G. The following shall be the order of precedence of the different
arms of the Force, viz.:-
1st. Horse Artillery.
2nd. Cavalry.
3rd. Field Artillery.
4th. Mounted Infantry.
5th. Garrison Artillery.
6th. Engineers.
7th. Battalions of Infantry.
8th. Companies of Infantry.
9th. Medical Staff or other Departmental Corps.
10th. Volunteer Corps.
11th. Cadet Corps.
[No. 168.
7.
Corp"
of the same arm shall take precedence according to the
dates of their respective formations, except that a corps of the Permanent
Force shall always take precedence of a corps of the same arm not
forming part of the Permanent Force.
8. Marine corps when parading with the Land Force shall take
precedence next after the Garrison Batteries of the Permanent Force.
9. On parade, or for purposes of manoeuvring, brigades, battalions,
and corps shall be distributed and drawn up in the mode which the
officer in command may judge most convenient and best adapted to the
purposes of the service.
10. The relative precedence of officers of the Force shall be deter-
mined solely by the ranks and dates of commissions therein, and not by
reference to any rank or commission in any other Force, except as pro-
vided by the Principal Act.
11. The relative precedence in the Force given by  commissions
therein, and the relative precedence given in any corps by the date of
appointment thereto, and any question of precedence which may arise
from the fact of an officer's rank or date of appointment in the Force
being different from his rank or date of appointment in any corps, shall
be determined on principles similar to those by which the precedence in
Her Majesty's regular army is determined in the case of army rank and
regimental rank, respectively. But the relative precedence of officers
of the Permanent Force  inter  se shall be determined solely by their rank
and date of appointment in that Force.
12. The relative precedence of officers holding  commissions of the.
same rank and date shall be determined by reference to previous com-
missions.
13. If the relative precedence of officers cannot be settled by means
of the last preceding regulation, it shall be determined by the order in
which their latest appointments are inserted in the  Gazette.
14. The substantive rank of officers of the medical and veterinary
staff will carry precedence and other advantages allotted to the corres-
ponding substantive rank of combatant officers ; but will not , except as
provided by Regulations, entitle the holder to military command of any
kind, to the procuring of Courts Martial, Courts of Inquiry, Committees
or Boards of Survey.
15. An officer of the medical  staff  will be the officer of and will com-
mand the medical staff corps  (bearer companies ) as well as all patients
in military hospitals, and such officers, non-commissioned officers and
men as may be attached for duty to the medical staff corps.
16. The substantive ranks of the officers of the medical  staff shall
be as follows :-
Brigade-Surgeon Lieutenant-Colonel ;
Surgeon Lieutenant-Colonel ;
Surgeon Major ;
Surgeon Captain ;
Surgeon Lieutenant;
and of the veterinary staff-
Veterinary Lieutenant-Colonel ;
Veterinary Major ;
Veterinary Captain ;
Veterinary Lieutenant.
SECTION III.
Commissioned Officers.
17. All proposed appointments, promotions,  and resignations of
commissions of officers must be submitted to the Governor by the
Commandant through the Minister. Before the name of  any person is
submitted by the Commandant for first appointment  as an  officer he
must pass the preliminary  examination  as prescribed in Appendix A.
18. Officers who are appointed provisionally will be called acting
officers. They shall rank as junior to all officers of the same grade who
hare been gazetted otherwise than provisionally, but in other respects
shall rank while holding the acting grade as if actually  commissioned
thereto.
19. All appointments, promotions,  resignations ,  and dismissals of
commissioned officers shall be inserted in the  Gazette,  and such resigna-
tions  and dismissals  shall, unless notified to the contrary, be held to
mean absolute withdrawal from the Force.
20. No officer holding an honorary  commission  shall, by virtue of it,
take command of any officer holding a substantive commission  or acting
rank as an officer.
21. Every officer must possess a competent knowledge  of his  duties,
and give a proper attendance to the drills of hie corps, and the  adniinis.
trative duties connected therewith.
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22. If any officer fails to pay proper and diligent attention to the
duties of his position ,  the Commandant shall report the facts to the
Governor ,  with a recommendation that his commission be cancelled or
that he be placed on the Retired list.
23. Officers of the different grades must pass  an  examination in
accu •dance with the following conditions :-
(1) The examination for each rank in the several arms of the;Force
will be as detailed in the syllabus in Appendix A.
The Commandant shall cause to be published in Orders,
from time to time, a list of the books or other sources of
information to be referred to by officers for the purpose of
passing such examination.
(2) Acting lieutenants will be required to pass their examinations
as lieutenants within one year from the date of their appoint-
ments.
(3) Acting captains not having previously qualified for the rank
of lieutenant will be required to pass their examinations as
lieutenants within one year from the date of their appoint-
ments, and to pass their examinations as captains within two
years from such date. Any such acting captain may be
allowed to present himself for the captain 's examination dur-
ing his first year ,  without previously passing as lieutenant,
and if he does so and the examiners consider that he has not
shown sufficient knowledge to pass the captain's examination
they will then consider whether he has shown sufficient know-
ledge to be passed as a lieutenant ,  and, if they so report, he
may be appointed a lieutenant accordingly .  Acting captains
who, previously to their appointment as such, have quali fied for
the rank of lieutenant will be required to pass their examina-
tions as captains within one year from the date of their
appointments.
(4) Acting majors must pass the examination for rank of major
within two years of their appointment to the acting rank.
(5) Officers transferred from; one arm of the Force to another will
be required to pass the examination ,  if any, for their rank in
their new arm within twelve months from the transfer. If
transferred from a dismounted to a mounted corps, an officer
must also pass a practical examination in horsemanship before
transfer.
(6) The Commandant may extend the time within which exami-
nations are required to be passed in the event of there being
special reasons for doing so; such extension will be published
in Orders .  Any officer who fails to pass an examination
which he is required to pass under this regulation within the
time mentioned therein, or in case an extension of time has
been granted to him, then within such extended time, must,
at or before the expiration of such time or extended time, as
the case may be, apply in writing to the Commandant,
through the proper channel ,  to have an extension or further
extension published in accordance with this paragra pph, and
give any such explanation of the circumstances as he may
desire .  Any officer failing to comply with the requirements
of this paragraph will incur the risk of being considered to
have come within the provisions of Regulation 22.
24. The written examinations will be superintended by a board of
examiners ,  to  be  termed  the  "central board of examiners ,"  which shall
be appointed annually by the Gove rn or,  on the recommendation of the
Commandant .  The senior officer of the central board present in
Brisbane will preside .  Three members of the board will form a quorum.
The board will hold office from the 1st January in each year until
the 31st December ,  or until the appointment of a new board.
It will arrange for the written papers ,  and will appoint for each
subject one examiner from its own number.
The central board will frame instructions ,  from time to time, for the
guidance of local boards in the carrying out and conduct of the written
examinations ,  and shall decide upon all special cases brought before
them.
The reports of the central board will be forwarded ,  with the exami-
nation papers ,  to the Commandant.
25. An officer to pass must obtain an aggregate of 45 per cent. of
marks, and not less than 40 per cent. in each of the subjects in which he
is required by the Regulations to pass a written examination ,  together
with a "good "  or "fair "  report upon his practical examination from the
local board or from the officer or officers detailed to examine him.
Officers who obtain an aggregate of 80 per cent. of marks, and have
been passed as " good" in the practical examination will be noted as
" passed with credit. "  When the general examination for field officer
is divided into more than one subsection each subsection will be treated
as a separate subject of examination.
Very bad writing or spelling will;,be sufficient to require the
re-examination of any officer.
26. An  officer  who fails to pass the entire written examination may
be  excused from further examination in any subject or subjects in which
he obtained 45 per cent .  of marks, but will be re-examined in each
subject in which he did not obtain that percentage .  Such re-examina-
tion will be treated ,  as near as may, be, as an original examination on the
subjects again taken up ; so that if only one subject has to be again
taken up the candidate must obtain 45 per cent. of marks therein, and
if two or more subjects have to be again taken up the candidate must
obtain an aggregate of 45 per cent. of marks therein, and not less than
40 per cent. in each of such subjects .  Marks gained in a previous
examination for the subject or subjects of re-examination ,  or marks
gained for any subject in which a candidate has previously passed, will
not be counted in any way upon a re-examination.
27. Boards of officers for carrying out the examinations, both
practical and written, will  be  ordered to assemble by the Commandant
in Brisbane ,  or elsewhere ,  in the months of May and November, or as
soon thereafter ,  respectively ,  as the exigencies of the service will allow.
The actual dates will be fixed by the Commandant ,  and will be notified
in Orders .  The travelling expenses of officers attending for examination
will be paid on the usual scale. Officers who fail to pass at any
examination will not be allowed their expenses for any subsequent
attendance for examination for the same rank .  Officers from the
Northern or Central District may attend at Brisbane ,  or separate
boards may be ordered for these districts ,  as may  be  most convenient at
the time.
28. In addition to the half-yearly examinations mentioned in
Regulation 27, examinations may b-- held at such other times and places
as may  be directed by the Commandant ;  and both the written and
practical portions may  be carried out by an officer or  officers appointed
by him for the purpose.
29. Surgeons may be appointed as departmental  staff  officers to the
Force generally, and shall perform such duties as may be required of
them under the direction of the Commandant.
30. Veterinary surgeons may be similarly appointed, and shall act
similarly under the direction of the Commandant.
31. All officers of the Defence Force are required to furnish them-
selves with such books as may from time to time be ordered, but a free
issue of  all or any of these books may be made at the discretion of the
Commandant to an officer on first appointment.
SECTION IV.
Unattached  and Retired List.
32. Officers on the Unattached List shall hold the  same rank in the
Force as officers on the Active List, and shall take precedence  according
to the dates of commissions.
They must report their address in writing to the A.A.G. on the
flouter day in June and December.
33. An officer may be placed on the Unattached List if he has
passed the examination required for his rank and has done duty with a
corps for at least one year in that rank. After being on the Unattached
List in any rank fir a period of three years, an officer will be placed on
the Retired List, unless he can then be posted to and perform  regular
duty with a corps.
34. The Unattached List will be in twc divisions, namely
(1) Unattached List, Defence Force Division ; and
(2) Unattached List, Volunteer Division.
Officers in each division will, for purposes of seniority and otherwise,
be Officers of the Defence Force or Volunteer Force, as the case may be.
Officers of Volunteer Corps applying to be placed on the Unattached
List will be placed in the Volunteer Division.
35. Unattached or departmental officers who do not go through four
days' continuous training in camp once in three years will be considered
to have come within the provisions of Regulation 22.
36. The services of unattached officers shall at all times be at the
disposal of the Governor, but they shall not perform any military duty
unless specially directed.
37. The Retired List will be formed of all officers of the Force w* ho
pass the limit of age mentioned in section 21 of the principal Act, or who,
though under the limit, desire to retire permanently from the Active
Force, and of other officers who may be gazetted thereto, and may wear
the prescribed uniform.
The Retired List will be in two divisions, viz.(1) Retired List, Defence Force Division;
(2) Retired List, Volunteer Division.
38. Officers on the Unattached or Retired List  who volunteer their
services  at any time may, with the  sanction  of the Minister, be employed
temporarily by the Commandant, and on the completion of such tem-
porary duty they will revert to their position on the Unattached List or
Retired List respectively.
39. If an officer on the Retired List is appointed to a commission on
the Unattached List or in any corps, he shall rank according to the date of
such appointment and not by reference to any previous commission,
except for the purpose of ascertaining his relative precedence with
respect to any officer gazetted on the same day.
SECTION V.
Warrant and Non-commissioned Officers.
40. Warrant officers and non-commissioned officers will be appointed
as prescribed by section 31 of the Principal Act. In addition to the
annual training they may be required to attend a course or courses of such
special instruction as their positions may require ; and any non-com-
missioned officer who does not qualify as an efficient will be reported by
his commanding officer at the end of the year, and will not be allowed
to retain his grade unless it shall appear to the Commandant that there
are special reasons for a relaxation of this Regulation. -
41. The respective officers other than the Commandant, who have
power (see Principal Act, clause 31) to appoint non-commissioned officers.
of various grades shall not exercise their power to remove or suspend the
persons so appointed without the approval of the Commandant; and such
power shall be exercised only to the extent of a removal from the rank
of non-commissioned officer, and consequent reduction to the ranks,,
and not to a removal from the Force.
42. Examinations will be held periodically for promotion to the
ranks of sergeant ,  colour -sergeant ,  and sergeant -major. The examina-
tion will be conducted by a board of officers, appointed for that pur-
pose, as provided by the Regulations, and will be in the subjects
specified in the syllabus set forth in Appendix eB. The examinations
will  be  conducted generally in the  same  manner as that laid down for
the examination of officers. They will be qualifying only and not
competitive .  None but acting sergeants and corporals will be examined
for the rank of sergeant ,  and none but sergeants for the higher non-
commissioned and-warrant ranks.
The proceedings of boards will be forwarded by! the president to
commanding officers for confirmation. Such proceedings will, after
confirmation ,  be forwarded to the  A.A.G. for  record .  The names of
candidates who qualify for promotion will be published in corps orders.
Any non-commissioned officer attending a course of instruction
ordered by the Commandant will, on passing an examination on the
termination of the course ,  be exempted from further examination for the
next higher rank. The names of candidates who qualify will be for-
warded by the officer appointed to conduct  the examinations to the
A.A.G. ; their  names will afterwards be forwarded to commanding
officers for insertion in corps orders.
Every recommendation for promotion to the rank of sergeant or
higher rank must show clearly the date on which the prescribed exami-
nation was passed.
The boards will be appointed by the following officers, according to
the corps to which the candidate belongs,  viz.  :-
Battery of Field Artillery, Officer Commanding Field Artillery ;
Battery of Garrison Artillery, Officer Commanding ;
Company of Engineers, Engineer Staff Officer ;
Battalion of Infantry ,  Officer Commanding the Battalion ;
Volunteer Corps, Officer Commanding the Adminstrative Regi-
ment or Battalion ;
Medical Staff Corps ,  Senior Medical Officer of the District ;
Any other Corps, the Commandant.
When a board cannot  be  assembled owing to paucity of officers the
Commandant may appoint a Staff Officer to carry out the examination .
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43. When a vacancy occurs amongst the  sergeants in any corps, and
the commanding officer wishes to recommend any man for promotion to
the position, he may by Company or Battery Order appoint the man
acting-sergeant.
44. Acting-sergeants will retain their acting rank until an oppor-
tunity is afforded them of passing the sergeants' examination, and
according to the result of such examination they will receive their
promotion as sergeants or revert to their previous rank, as the case may
be. But unless an acting sergeant qualifies within twelve months from
the date of receiving such acting rank, he will revert to his former rank.
45. The Commandant may dispense with the necessity  for examina-
tion in special cases.
SECTION VI.
Members.
46. No person above the age of forty-five years shall be enrolled as
a member of any corps except a member of an existing corps, or a man
who has served  a term  of years in the Regular Army who may be
enrolled up to the age of fifty-two, subject to the restrictions imposed by
these Regulations. Nor shall any person under the age of eighteen
years be enrolled as a member of any corps other than a cadet corps,
except boys of fourteen years of age and upwards, who may be enrolled
for the purpose of being trained as buglers and trumpeters, subject to a
special examination as to probable fitness.
47. Apprentices shall not be enrolled without the consent of their
masters  in writing.
48. No member of one corps shall be enrolled in another until he
has legally ceased to be a member of the former corps, except by transfer
approved by the Commandant, and any member of a corps, land or
marine, who offers to enrol in another corps commits an offence  against
the Regulations.
49. No man who has retired from any corps for any reason what-
ever or who belonged to a corps which has been disbanded shall be
enrolled in any corps of the Queensland Defence Force (Land) without
the approval of the Commandant.
50. Persons dismissed from a corps of the Land or Marine Force
shall not be enrolled in any corps of the Land or Marine  Force unless
balloted for compulsory service.
51. Enrolled members shall be classed as efficients and non-
efficients.
52. It shall be competent for the Commandant from time to time
to discharge such men as may be unfit for the performance of their
military duties through age, infirmity, or other cause, and also  such men
as may be below the standard or requirements of these Regulations, and
also men  who do not attend regularly to their drills or other duties, or
who shall have been guilty of any misconduct, whether such misconduct
shall have occurred at a time when the offender was eubject to the Army
Act or not. In exercising the power conferred by this Regulation the
Commandant may act upon the report of the man's commanding officer,
or of a court of inquiry, or upon such other evidence as may seem
sufficient to meet the justice of the case. Provided that upon any dis-
charge under this Regulation for misconduct committed or alleged to
have been committed at a time when the offender was subject to the
Army Act, he may at any time within three calendar months from the
date of the notification of discharge appearing in the Orders, claim to
be tried by a regimental court-martial. In such case as last-mentioned
the claim for a court-martial must be forwarded in writing through the
proper channel to the Commandant, who shall forthwith take the proper
steps for the convening of the court, and direct the  manner  in which the
person claiming the court shall surrender himself into military custody
to abide the trial.
A discharge by the Commandant under this Regulation shall stand
good, unless it is for a cause which entitles the man dismissed to claim a
court- martial under  this Regulation, and he does so claim  it in  accordance
herewith,  and surrenders himself for  his trial in accordance herewith,
and the court find him " not guilty."
If, upon any trial being held under this Regulation, the court find
the accused "guilty," they may pass upon him any sentence which they
may be by law empowered to do, in addition to the Commandant's
discharge.
Nothing herein shall prevent His Excellency the Governor, as Her
Majesty's representative, from signifying his pleasure  in such manner
and giving such directions with respect to any such case of discharge as
to His Excellency may appear just and proper.
53. When  a man  has been discharged for misconduct, a notification
of the fact, with  the cause  of discharge, shall be inserted in Orders.
'SECTION VII.
Recruits.
54. The standard height and chest  measurement  for recruits shall
be as follows ; but exceptions to the standard may be allowed, with the
approval of the Commandant:-Standard for Recruits.
Corps. Height. Chest Measurement.
Field Artillery-
Gunners ... 5' 6" and up- S When under 5' 10" in height, 34"
wards t When 5' 10" in height and upwards, 35"
Drivers ... 6' 4" to 5' 6" 34"
Garrison Artillery 5' 6" and up- S When under 5' 10" in height, 34"
and Engineers wards  .  When 5' 10" in height or upwards, 35"
Infantry and 51  411 and up- ( Under 5' 6" in height, 33" 'Mounted In- wards . 5' 6"  and  upward  s and under 5' 10"31"fantry
I
C b 10' in height or upwards,  35"
The height and chest measurement of a recruit shall be entered in
the enrolment book or attestation paper for record.
55. Persons who desire to enrol must be examined by the com-
manding officers to see that they fulfil all the conditions directed by the
Regulations.
Officers must be guided by their judgment and experience in
determining whether such persons possess the physical capacity requisite
for discharging their military duties. The Commandant may reject
from further service any men whom he shall consider physically unfit to
discharge their military duties ; and in case of doubt may obtain the
opinion of a medical officer for his guidance, for which opinion a fee of
2s. 6d. may be paid.
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56. Every recruit, before joining a recruit  squad ,  or receiving any
military instruction, must sign the service-roll of the corps which he
intends to join, and be regularly attested for service therein.
57. Every recruit must, before being passed into the ranks, attend
forty drills, including a course of musketry. Recruits will be passed
into the ranks by an officer appointed by the Commandant. Men
joining the Defence Force in possession of qualifications of previous
service may be exempted from attendance at recruit drill provided a
staff officer recommends, upon inspection, that they should be so
exempted.
58. Recruit drills will be counted for pay and efficiency in the same
manner as  drills performed after being passed into the ranks, provided
the recruit is'passed into the ranks ; but any recruit who is not passed
into the ranks will not be entitled to any pay. Commanding officers
should take the opportunity, on the completion of the first ten drills, to
reject men who, to the best of their judgment, are not likely to prove
efficient.
59. The commanding officer may upon sufficient  reason , which must
be reported to the Commandant, discharge a recruit at any time within
three calendar months from the date of his signing the service-roll, and
prior to his being passed into the ranks.
Such discharge shall be effected by the commanding officer striking
the recruit's name out of the service-roll, and marking the same with
the word " discharged," and adding the date and his (the commanding
officer' s) signature.
60. A man's period of three years' service will commence from the
day of his signing the service-roll.
SECTION VIII.
Permanent Staff.
61. (1) The Permanent  Staff  shall be composed  of officers ,  warrant
officers ,  and non -commissioned officers.
The Permanent Staff officers, non-commissioned officers, and
men shall be directly under the orders of the Commandant, whether
attacked to a corps or not.
(2) Their duties are in certain cases prescribed in these Regulations ;
but whether so prescribed or not, such duties may be laid down, varied,
or added to by Orders.
Members of the Permanent Staff are, therefore, liable to perform
any duty and, in the case of military officers or  non-commissioned
officers, attend any parade that may from time to time be directed by
the Commandant.
Each military officer of the Permanent Staff must make himself
generally acquainted with the detailed duties of the other staff officers,
so as to be able to take them up if necessity should arise.
62. Appointments, promotions, and dismissals of non-commissioned
officers and other subordinates of the Permanent Staff shall be made by
the Commandant, after consultation with the Minister ; and all such
persons shall take the oath of allegiance and sign a declaration similar
to that hereafter prescribed for the service-roll of corps, and be subject
to all regulations for the discipline of the Force.
61.-
(a) Commandant.
The Commandant will be charged under the Governor with
the military command and discipline of the Land Force, and
of all Volunteer Corps, Rifle Clubs, and Cadet Corps formed
under the Act.
He will make an inspection of every corps of the Land Force
once annually, or in the event of his being unable to do so,
will detail an officer of suitable rank to carry out the inspec-
tion.
He will, as far as possible ,  inspect all  volunteer corps and
rifle clubs.
He will  exercise a general supervision over all expenditure
incurred in connection with the Force.
He will report to the  Minister  annually ,  as soon after the
30th June  as circumstances will permit ,  on the state of the
Force  and defences generally ,  and will make such suggestions
as he may think desirable for the improvement thereof.
He will, as opportunity offers, carefully inspect the country
in the vicinity of the coast towns of the colony, or other
portions thereof which might become the theatre of warlike
operations ; he will see that his office is provided with charts
of the coast and with maps of the adjacent country, and that
maps and plans showing the military features of the ground
are as far as possible made out for those portions most liable
to be attacked.
He will, in conjunction with the Naval Commandant, see to
all matters connected with the river and inshore defence of
the colony, and will do all in his power to insure harmonious
action of the Military and Naval Services in the case of joint
operations.
He will closely supervise the working of the Permanent
Force and the system of instruction carried on, and will
from time to time submit for approval such regulations as
will insure the instruction of as many of the officers and non-
commissioned officers of the Defence Force as possible.
He will inspect all forts and their armaments minutely, and
will see that they are kept at all times ready for service, and
will report at  once  any deficiency or injury which  may affect
their efficiency.
He will communicate direct with the Minister  on all  matters
of importance.
He will  issue  such standing and temporary orders from time
to time as may be necessary to facilitate the administration
of military and public business.
(b) A.A. General.
He will be the Chief Staff Officer of the Force, and his office will
be the office of registration for all correspondence except on
the subjects allotted to the Comptroller of Stores and Pay-
master.
He will he responsible for the final draft of General Orders for
the  Government Gazette  or of any matter for the Government
Printer ; for tl:e proper organisation and carrying out of the
work of the Headquarters Office, including registration and
systematic answering of communications.
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He wi ll  administer  all duties under the following headings :-
(1) Discipline, Interior Economy, Drill, Military Instruction,
Musketry, Dress ;
(2) Supply, Transport, Movements.
He will supervise  generally the arrangements for all classes of
instruction , and will distribute the work of special instruction
among the  Staff Officers. All sergeant-instructors of the
Permanent Staff will be generally under his supervision, and
he will allot the duties of those at headquarters, and will
arrange  for the distribution of the sergeant-instructors
attached  to districts and corps.
(c) Staff Officer for Mounted Infantry or Infantry.
He will assist  the A.A.G. in performing such duties under (1) or
(2) as may be  allotted to him.
He will perform such duties in connection with his arm of the
Force as may  be ordered.
He will act as Chief Instructor to his arm.
Classes of instruction formed at headquarters, and when possible
elsewhere , will be under his charge.
He will generally superintend musketry drill and practice,
instruc ting and assisting officers  as to  its being properly
carried out.
He will be responsible for the proper checking of all musketry
returns,  and for all correspondence and returns specially con-
nected with the drill and instruction of his arm, and for the
compilation of correct returns therefrom.
(d) Artillery Staff Officer.
The officer  commanding  " A" Battery (see Regulation 290 below)
will act also as Staff Officer for all matters of artillery.
He will make  requisitions from time to time for such ammu-
nition and  stores as may be required not only to complete the
equipment of " A" Battery but also to provide for practice of
the artillery of the Defence Force generally.
He will take charge of the forts  and armaments  at Lytton, and
elsewhere  if ordered, and be responsible that the same are at
all times in an  efficient state and ready for service.
He will be the chief instructor for artillery, and will supervise
the drill and practice of all batteries of the Defence Force.
Classes of instruction for his arm will be under his charge.
He will be responsible for all correspondence and returns con-
nected with his arm, and for the compilation of correct returns
therefrom.
(e) Engineer Staff Officer.
He will prepare plans for and supervise the construction of all
works of defence, and will have general charge of all buildings
and lands appropriated for or used by the (Land) Defence
Department.
He will take charge of all submarine mining stores and electric
light plant and working tools, and see that the same are pro-
perly stored in suitable places when not in use, and report at
once to  the Commandant if any are deteriorating.
He will, when  required by the Commandant, take charge of
any steam  vessel which may be employed for the purposes of
submarine  mining, and  see that she is  always maintained in
proper working order.
He will supervise the drill and instruction of Engineers and
Submarine  Mining Corps.
(f) Staff Officers of Districts or Divisions.
They will locally within their districts or divisions carry out
generally  the work of the staff officers abovementioned in (b)
(c), and (d).
If empowered to receive  and issue ammunition , arms, or stores
they will keep the necessary books and be responsible for the
returns  connected with the  same,  and report any damage or
deterioration at once  to headquarters.
They may be authorised by the Commandant, if required,
to issue stores on  their own responsibility.
Officers  and non-commissioned officers of the Permanent Staff,
and also detachments  of "A" Battery (unless commanded by
an officer senior ) stationed in their respective districts or
divisions , will be under their supervision, though they will
not interfere  in the interior economy of the latter.
All Government property in their respective districts or
divisions  connected  with defence will also be under their
supervision.
Further specific duties  as varying for different localities will be
laid down , when required, in Orders.
(g) Staff Officer for Cadet Corps or Rifle Clubs.
He will act as the  Staff Officer for Cadet Corps and for Rifle Clubs,
attending as far as  possible to their drill and instruction.
He will generally ,  as regards  them, carry out all the duties as laid
down  for Staff Officers of Mounted Infantry and Infantry.
(k) Staff Officer for Volunteers, ct'c.
He will be the staff officer  for Volunteer Corps, and will generally
as regards  them carry out all the duties as laid down for the
Staff Officers  of the Mounted Infantry in regard to the
Defence Force.
(i) Adjutants.
An Adjutant  of a regiment  will, in addition to performing his
ordinary duties  as such , be available to perform  such staff
duties as  may be ordered by the Commandant.
As Adjutant of a regiment he will be under the orders of the
officer commanding the regiment to which he is posted in all
matters  connected with the military duty of the corps.
He will act  as musketry instructor of the regiment to which
he is posted, and will personally instruct all officers, non-
commissioned officers, and men of the regiment in this
branch of their duty, and be responsible to the officer com-
manding the  regiment for the course of musketry being con-
ducted in accordance with the Regulations on the subject,
and it will be his duty to be present on the range when any
part of the course is being  fired, unless  specially  excused.
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He will supervise generally the drill and  exercises of all recruits,
and will reject, under the authority of the officer  commanding,
such as are unfit, from being under standard or otherwise.
He will from time to time visit outlying companies,  and assist
them in carrying out target practice. At such visits he will
personally drill the company in the capacity of drill instructor
during a portion of the period of drill. The officers junior to
him will fall in for instruction. As officers and non-commis-
sioned officers should have an opportunity of drilling in the
Adjutant's presence, he should  also during  part of the time
hand over the company to one or more of them, be being
present as instructor.
He will carefully check the efficiency, pay, musketry, and
other returns of his regiment  as may  be ordered, and will
certify to their correctness before forwarding them to head-
quarters.
He will prepare and forward all such returns as may be required,
as well as  kee or superintend the keeping of the books of
his regiment. He will afford all assistance to commanding
officers in connection with the pay, accounts, and correspon-
dence of their respective companies.
He will, when ordered, take charge of the  regimental stores
and magazine.
The non-commissioned officers of the Permanent Staff attached
to the regiment to which he is posted will he specially under
his supervision.
He must keep a diary, showing the instruction imparted by
him, and the hours during which he has been in attendance
at his office, and also the duties performed by the non-
commissioned officers of the Permanent Staff who  are under
his supervision.
(k) Paymaster.
He will closely supervise all matters of finance, carefully check
all pay-sheets and vouchers for money, and initial them before
presentation to the Commandant for signature.
He will open and maintain, corrected up to  date, a cash
account and ledgers relating to pay and salaries, contingent
allowance, accounts of corps, and expenditure generally, and
file all invoices.
He will prepare the Estimates for Parliament annually, under
the direction of the Commandant.
He will prepare monthly, for the Commandant's information,
a statement showing balance to the credit of the several votes.
He will issue receipts on the authorised form for all moneys
received by him from time to time.
He will be responsible that no unnecessary delay occurs in the
payment of pay, salaries, claims for services rendered, or
in rendering vouchers for articles purchased on behalf of the
department.
(1) Comptroller of Stores.
He will have charge generally of all Land Defence Force
stores, and will have immediate  charge  and control of such
stores in stock in Brisbane.
He will open and maintain, corrected up to date, accounts of
clothing of corps and of officers' uniform, will render invoices
to parties concerned for all articles issued on payment, and
see that vouchers are promptly submitted for all  articles
purchased for the Force.
He will prepare all indents  for stores , and will be  responsible
for correct balances in stock.
He will issue and receive  small -arm ammunition and sma ll
arms  in the same  manner as  other stores.
He will have charge generally of all  armourers ,  tailors, and
storemen employed under him.
N. B.-In the case of both the Civil officers abovementioned,
(k) and (1), they will carefully register all inward  corres.
pondence connected with their own branch and file the same
in a systematic manner, and also keep copies of all outward
correspondence and make proper indexes of the same, and
will be careful to obtain and file receipts for all disbursements.
Should no acknowledgment be received  within a  reasonable
time as to pay or stores issued they will send a reminder. At
the end of each quarter they will prepare lists of receipts
outstanding for three  months and  upwards, and submit the
same  to the Commandant.
63. The non-commissioned officers of the Permanent  Staff will be
called " Sergeant-instructors."
(1.) Sergeant-instructors will be graded  in two classes-
First-class instructors-Those paid at the rate of .2120 and
upwards ;
Second- class  instructors-Those paid under .2120 a year.
A second- class  instructor may be promoted for good service and
efficiency to be  a first-class  instructor,  as vacancies occur.
(2.) Sergeant-instructors will be of the following ranks
(a) Staff-sergeant instructors ranking  as warrant officers;
(b) Staff-sergeant instructors ranking as  sergeant -majors ;
(c) Sergeant-instructors ranking  as quartermaster -sergeants ;
(d) Sergeant-instructors ranking as colour- sergeants.
(3.) The classification,  ranks,  and rates of pay  of sergeant -instructors
will be published annually in General Orders.
(4.) Sergeant-instructors will be available for any duties for which
they may be detailed, including cleaning  of arms , drill and musketry
instruction of any corps, and attendance on the  range, office  work, &c.
They will, unless attached to a corps, take their orders from the Chief
Staff Officer of the district in which they may be serving.
(5.) Sergeant-instructors on full pay of the regular army  or marines
will receive a step of rank on appointment to the Defence Force ;
sergeant -instructors will rank as colour-sergeants , unless  higher rank is
given. The Commandant may promote  a sergeant -instructor to any
higher position as a non-commissioned officer.
(6.) Non- commissioned officers of the Permanent  Staff will rank
with other non-commissioned officers of the different grades, according
to the dates of their appointments in the Force and the ranks in which
they have been detailed to act when specially attached to a corps, but
will not ordinarily take command of any portion  of the Force except
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for purposes  of  instruction ; such orders as they may convey when
attached to corps must always be given by direction of the senior officer
present.
(7.) Sergeant-instructors when attached to a corps will for the time
being be under the direction of the officer commanding the corps, who
will report to the Commandant any irregularity of conduct, incom-
petency, or want of attention he may observe on the part of these non-
commissioned officers. This Regulation in no way relieves these non-
commissioned officers from obedience to the orders of the Commandant.
(8.) A sergeant-instructor attached to a corps will, in addition to his
duties as drill-instructor, perform those laid down for an orderly-room
sergeant, and also be responsible to the commanding officer for the con-
dition of the arms, equipment, and other Government property in charge
of the corps. He will also be available for such duties in connection
with other corps as may be detailed in General Orders.
(9.) Detailed instructions regarding the duties of sergeant-instruc-
tors will be published in the Standing General Orders.
(10.) Instructors appointed by the Commandant temporarily for the
instruction  of corps or rifle clubs may be allowed Government pay at
the rate of two shillings an hour for each hour actually employed in drill
and instruction.
(11.) For the purpose of the last preceding paragraph time will be
counted in accordance with the Regulations ; and an instructor, in order
to obtain the pay above mentioned, must carry a note-book and have
the time employed in instruction certified therein by the senior officer
or non-commissioned officer present on each parade.
(12.) The Commandant may place any non-commissioned officer, or
other subordinate of the Permanent Staff, under stoppages of pay for
any offence, such as irregularity of conduct or want of attention to his
duties, which may be proved against him ; such stoppage for any such
offence not to exceed one month's pay ; and no non-commissioned officer
or other subordinate shall receive more than half his pay (luring the
time he is under arrest or suspended from duty for any offence which
may be proved against him.
(13.) Orderly-room sergeants will be appointed by the Commandant
on the recommendation of commanding officers.
Their duties will be as laid down in Standing General Orders.
64. The leave of absence to which members of the Permanent Staff
will be entitled will be governed by the same regulations  as are  hereafter
contained with respect to the officers, non-commissioned officers, and
men of the Permanent Force.
SECTION IX.
Formation of Corps, and Mode of Enlistment,
Transfer ,  and Retirement.
65. New corps may be formed under the Acts in the following
manner, that is to say-any persons desiring to be formed into a corps
may offer their services to the Governor through the Commandant. If
their services are accepted, a notification of such acceptance, with the
name of  the corps, its establishment, and the place where  it is  formed,
shall be published in the  Gazette.  Upon such notification being pub-
lished the corps shall be deemed lawfully formed, and its members
when enrolled shall be subject to the provisions of the Defence Acts.
The Commandant will nominate some person to enrol members and will
suggest  a fit person as commanding officer.
66. When four or more companies of infantry exist in any regi-
mental division, they may be formed into a battalion, and an officer
appointed to command it with the necessary staff. Such a battalion
shall be known as an administrative regiment or battalion, and shall be
a corps within the meaning of section 2 of the Principal Act only for the
purposes of drill, and for such other special purposes as are defined by
the Regulations or are specially mentioned in Orders ; but for general
administrative purposes each company will be a corps within the meaning
of the said section.
When two or more corps of other arms of the service are formed
into an administrative unit the above rules shall apply.
67. The field officer commanding an administrative unit will have
the general charge of the discipline, drill, and instruction of the several
corps under his command. He should inspect them from time to time,
and should take notice of any infraction of the provisions of the law or
of the orders of the Commandant relating to the use of the arms, the
regulations about clothing, distinctive marks of rank, or discipline. But
it is not intended that the appointment of a field officer to command an
administrative battalion or unit should interfere with the constitution,
financial  arrangements, or the operation of the rules of the corps com-
posing the battalion, or with the powers conferred by law on their
commanding officers.
68. In the absence of the field officer commanding an administrative
battalion, and of all senior staff officers of the battalion, the senior
commanding officer of the corps composing the battalion will perform
the duties of officer commanding the battalion.
Provided that where the senior commanding officer does not reside
at the headquarters of the administrative battalion or unit, the Com-
mandant is empowered to make special arrangements for the carrying
out of the duties.
69. Where two or more companies of infantry exist in any regimental
division, and they have not been formed into a battalion under the
preceding Regulations, the Commandant may direct that combined
drills shall be carried out by such corps, and may appoint a staff or other
officer to take command.
70. Companies, whether belonging to the same or to different
regimental  divisions, may be formed as one battalion for drill or training
purposes.
71. Each company or battery should be divided into two half
companies  or divisions, each under a lieutenant, which should be
subdivided  into  two or more sections (or groups if Mounted Infantry)
a sergeant , corporal, or group leader (if Mounted Infantry) being in
charge of each. As far as possible the men of a section or group should
reside  in the same vicinity, so that the non-commissioned officer or
group leader in charge  may easily look after them.
Each officer, non-commissioned officer, or group leader should have
a list  of the names of the men in his section or group with 'their
addresses , so that they may be promptly notified- of any parade or other
duty. Officers, non-commissioned officers, and group leaders should
have their division, section, or group-book with them at every inspection.
shall be in the form following :-
72. Every corps of the Defence Force shall have  a service -roll, which
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73. Every recruit  when  enrolled ,  and every  man when transferred
from another corps, and signing the service-roll of  a new corps, will
receive a number. The series of numbers  in a corps will commence
with 1,  and will be given in sequence. The number  will not be changed
so long as the member  remains in  the corps  ;  if he is transferred or
discharged ,  dies, or leaves the corps ,  the number  will not be given to
any other member.  In all documents relating to a man his number
will invariably precede  his name.
74. The commanding officer of every corps :  on his appointment to
command, whether he has previously been  sworn in or not, shall take the
oath of allegiance in the form prescribed by section 14 of the  Principal
Act, and shall sign the service-roll of his corps,  describing himself
therein as commanding officer , and shall  fill in the required particulars
in the presence of a justice of the peace ,  who shall sign the service-roll
as witness.
75. Every other officer,  on appointment to, and every man, on
enrolment  in, or transfer  to, any corps,  shall sign the service -roll of the
corps, and take the oath  of allegiance either before the commanding
officer, or, in  the absence of the commanding officer and at his request,
before a justice of the peace, and the required  particulars shall be filled
in at the time of signature.
76. In addition to the service-roll, every  corps shall have such books
as may  be prescribed in General Orders, which will  contain the follow-
ing particulars relating to each member of the corps , viz.:-His number,
rank ,  name, and address ,  and the particulars of all  arms, accout re ments,
equipment, clothing, and pay. Every  man shall sign the book as a
receipt for the articles  issued to  him. Every  change of address must  be
notified to the commanding officer within  fourteen  days  of such change.
77. Any man who has completed a first period  of three years ' service
may retire from the Force at any time, except in  time of war or invasion,
or danger of either.
78. On completing  a first  or subsequent period  of service men may
he permitted to re-engage either as  members or  supernumerary  members
for such a period not exceeding three years  nor less than one year as will
bring the completion of the period  of service  for which they  re-engage
to the end of a financial year.
79. Any man may be permitted to leave the Force before the
expiration of the period for which he engaged or re-engaged to serve, on
his leaving Queensland, or leaving the place where his  corps is established,
and going to reside at a place where no corps of  the same branch of the
service is established, or under other  special circumstances . Any man
wishing so to retire shall'give notice in writing to his commanding  officer
of his desire, stating fully his reasons. The commanding  officer will
make full inquiry into the circumstances ,  and recommend that the
discharge be granted if he thinks it advisable.  The names of men to
whom a discharge  is so granted must  be shown on the  next monthly drill
return rendered, ruled through with red ink.
80. Any man retiring from the Force will be entitled  to receive a
written discharge from his commanding officer .  Such discharge may be
in any form approved of by the Commandant.
81. Men who have completed a first or subsequent period of three
years' service or upwards ,  and have then taken their  discharge from the
Force, may be re-engaged for such a further period  of service not
exceeding three years, and not less than one year ,  as will bring the com-
pletion of such further period of service to the end  of a  financial year,
provided that the interval of time  elapsing between the date of their
taking such discharge and their  re-engagement does not exceed-one year,
and during the time of such re-engagement will be treated  in the same
way as men who have completed a first period  of three years '  service or
upwards, and continued to serve without taking  their discharge.
r
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82. If any man wishes to be transferred from one corps to another, it
may be done in the following way :-He shall give notice in writing to
his commanding officer stating the corps to which he wishes to be trans-
ferred. The commanding officer, if he approves of the transfer, shall
signify the same by filling in and signing a transfer return in any form
approved of by the Commandant, and shall forward the same in
duplicate to the commanding officer of the corps to which the transfer
is to be made. The latter commanding officer shall sign the transfer
returns (unless he has special reasons for objecting to do so), and forward
the same to the Commandant, who may then order the transfer to be
made. If the commanding officer to whose corps the transfer is to be
made has special  reasons  for objecting to it, he shall forward the returns
to the Commandant unsigned, with a statement of the reasons. Pro-
vided always that, if the transfer is to be from one company of an
administrative battalion to another company of the same battalion, then
this Regulation shall be read as if the words " officer commanding the
regiment" were substituted for the word  "  Commandant" at each place
at which the word occurs.
83. Upon any man being transferred he will return to the com-
manding officer of the corps from which he is transferred all property of
the corps which he has in his possession.
84. Men may be temporarily attached for duty to any other corps
under such regulations as may be prescribed by the Commandant in
General Orders. Any man so attached will be paid with his own corps,
and a return of drills performed with the other corps will be furnished
by the one commanding officer to the other.
SECTION X.
Discipline.
85. Meetings shall not be held by members of any corps for the
purpose of expressing an opinion upon the acts of a commanding officer,
or of recommending any particular course of action ; nor shall memorials
be drawn up to the same effect ; and all such meetings are forbidden
except those called by or under the authority of the commanding officer
of a corps, who will be responsible for doing so. Deputations of
members to Ministers are strictly prohibited.
86. Particular attention is directed to the following paragraph of
the Queen's Regulations -. " Commanding officers are to use their
utmost vigilance to prevent officers and soldiers publishing information
relative to the numbers, movements, or operations of troops or any
military details ; and any officer or soldier will be held personally
responsible for reports of this kind which he may make without special
permission, or for placing the information beyond his control so that it
finds its way into unauthorised hands. Furthermore, officers, and
soldiers are forbidden to give publicity to their individual opinions in
any manner tending to prejudge questions that may at the time be
undergoing official investigation by the military authorities. Anonymous
complaints, and the publication through the medium of the Press of
anything calculated to act injuriously on the interests of the service, or
to excite discontent in the army, are also strictly prohibited." The
foregoing is hereby adopted and made applicable to the Defence Force,
t
and  any officer or man offending against its provisions shall, if an officer,
e liable to be deprived of his commission, and, if a non-commissioned
officer or man, be liable to be fined a sum not exceeding £3 and to be
summarily dismissed the Force.
87. Officers and men of a corps shall not, when in uniform, in-
dividually or collectively attend political meetings, or join in public
political discussions or demonstrations.
88. Bands of corps shall not appear in uniform for any purpose
without the consent of the commanding officer.
89. Corps shall not assemble under arms for any purpose uncon-
nected with military drill or rifle practice, except with the approval of
the Commandant.
90. When men belonging to one or more corps are brought together
under arms at rifle-shooting matches or on other occasions, the senior
officer present in uniform, or if no officer is present in uniform, then the
senior officer present out of uniform ,  will be considered in command of
all the men on the ground ; and although his position in this respect will
not involve any authority for his interference in the arrangements of
the meeting, yet he will be responsible for the due maintenance of order
and discipline.
91. All commands will belong to the senior combatant officer present
in uniform . When corps or portions of corps are united, whether in
camp, garrison, or quarters, the senior combatant officer present will
command the whole.
92. The commanding officer of a corps shall mean the senior com-
batant officer at the time doing duty with such corps.
93. Duty with a corps will be held to mean, not only presence under
arms on parade, but the performance of all administrative duties of a
military nature in or out of uniform. If a member has been served
with a notice signed by his commanding officer or by an officer of the
Permanent Staff, to the effect that he is called out (under clause 55 of
the Principal Act), such member will be " on duty" from the time of
being served with such notice, and until he is informed by one of the
officers abovementioned that he is no longer required for active service.
94. Every opportunity shall be given for inquiry into well-founded
complaints and the redress of grievances, but officers and men will be
personally responsible if they prefer complaints of a litigious or frivolous
character. If any officer or man shall have cause to think himself
aggrieved, he must represent his case to his commanding officer. Any
appeal against the decision of the commanding officer must be made
through the latter to the Commandant ; but in the event of the com-
manding officer declining to forward such appeal, application may then
by made direct to the Commandant.
95. Anyone having a complaint or representation to make, which it
may be inconvenient to reserve until the occurrence of an inspection,
must in the first instance bring it before his commanding officer, who
will lay it before the Commandant-in the case of administrative
battalions, through the field officer commanding the battalion. The
Commandant will take such steps in the matter as he may deem
necessary.
96. All complaints must be made solely on the part of the person
seeking redress  ; no representation expressing a collective opinion or
grievance  can be entertained, all combinations being subversive of
military discipline.
97. It is the duty of all officers, when receiving complaints for
transmission  for the consideration of superior authority, to point out to
the parties concerned any irregularity in the means they employ in
seeking redress, and to refuse to forward any representations which may
be subversive of, or contrary to, the general rules by which all military
bodies are governed.
98. Complaints, &c., of non-commissioned officers or men should
not, except  in cases of  unavoidable necessity, be allowed to be put in
writing by them; non-commissioned officers and men should make their
statements  verbally to their commanding officer, who, should he be
unable to deal with the matter, will lay it before the Commandant.
99. Commanding officers will ascertain whether or not any non-
commissioned officer or man has any complaint to make to the
inspecting officer at inspection, and will as far as possible inquire into
the same, and in case of corps belonging to an administrative battalion
will lay the matter before the field officer commanding the battalion,
who will inquire into any complaint and ascertain if it is valid.
100. Inspecting officers will always, when inspecting, inquire if there
be any complaints, on which any member of the corps who may have
one to prefer will simply answer "Yes," on parade. The inquiry into
the merits of the case will invariably be made after parade, in the
presence only of those concerned.
101. The Commandant, all field officers and commanding officers of
corps, shall have power to inflict the following fines for any or either of
the undermentioned  offences , which are hereby declared to be offences
against the Regulations : -
(a) Appearing on parade  not in  the order of the day, or
with  clothing, arms ,  or accoutrements , dirty,  incom-
£ s. d.
plete, or improperly put on ... ... ... ... 0 2 6
(b) Talking in the ranks ... ... ... ... ... 0 2 6
(c) Inattention or other minor irregularities ... ... 0 2 6
(a) Neglect of duty ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
(e) Neglecting to notify to commanding officer change
of address within fourteen days of such change ... 0 2 6
(f) Leaving the ranks without permission ... ... 0 5 0
(g) Drunkenness in camp or elsewhere, in uniform-
For the first offence ... ... ... ... ... 0 7 6
For a repetition of the offence ... . 0 15 0
or dismissal , at the option of the Commandant.
(h) Loading contrary to orders, or firing out of turn ... 0 2 6
(j) Discharging the rifle accidentally ... ... ... 0 2 6
(k) Pointing the same loaded or unloaded at any person
without orders ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
(1) Appearing in the streets or other public place in a
mixture of plain clothes and uniform... ... ... 0 5 0
(m) Absence without  leave in  writing from any parade
or drill specially ordered by the Commandant or
the commanding officer, or from the annual inspec-
tion, or any muster parade ... ... .,. ... 0 5 0
(n) Absence without leave in writing from detached
drills for  one calendar  month continuously ... ... 0 5 0
(o) Absence without leave in writing from the annual
training in camp, or during the time of such train-
ing ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
(p) Disobedience of orders ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Loss of pay
for the
(q) Absence from parade or duty owing to misconduct, parade or
...
ddys
or the consequences thereof ... or the
of such
absence.
Commanding officers must report any case of drunkenness on duty
to the Commandant, who will give such instructions as he may think
proper thereon.
All fines not paid or recovered  in accordance  with the Acts
must be deducted from the first pay due on the pay list, and the non-
payment of fines inflicted in accordance with this Regulation shall
be deemed an offence against the Regulations.
102. So much of section 46 of the Army Act as confers a summary
power of punishment upon commanding officers shall apply only to the
Permanent Force and not to other corps of the Defence Force,
unless a General Order shall have been made by the Governor  directing
that the powers conferred by such section shall come into force for the
time being.
103. When - any superior officer places any other officer, non-
commissioned officer, or man under arrest in pursuance of the powers
contained in the Army Act, as adopted by the Acts,  such arrest
will, under ordinary circumstances, be either close arrest or open arrest
as defined by the Queen's Regulations ; but such superior officer may,
and, if so ordered by the Commandant, shall, modify the nature of the
arrest to a suspension from all military duty  so as  to allow the officer,
non-commissioned officer, or man to go about his ordinary business. Any
officer, non-commissioned officer, or man suspended under this Regula-
tion may be required to report himself in- such manner as may be
directed, and on failure to comply with such direction will be liable to
be taken into military custody under the provisions of the Army Act.
104. Disobedience of orders, or any disrespect shown to any officer
must be instantly reported to the commanding officer of the corps ; and
it must be earnestly impressed upon all ranks that discipline essentially
depends upon obedience to officers and non-commissioned officers. All
commissioned officers must see that obedience to non-commissioned
officers is always duly enforced, and non-commissioned officers failing
to report any contempt or neglect of their authority will be liable to be
reduced.
105. Warrant officers, non-commissioned officers, and men in
uniform will salute His Excellency the Governor, all commissioned
officers of military and naval forces, and all officers of the Defence
Force, of Volunteers, and of Cadet Corps when in uniform.
SECTION XI.
Courts of Inquiry and Courts-Martial.
106. Courts of inquiry and courts-martial shall be held in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Principal Act, and it is hereby prescribed
that officers, non-commissioned officers, and men attending such courts,
whether as member of the court, or as guards, or witnesses, or otherwise,
shall be entitled to daily pay at the rate hereafter prescribed for their
respective ranks for a full-day parade, if such court assemble before noon,
and for a half-day parade if the court assemble after noon ;  and in case
any officer, non-commissioned officer, or man is required to attend a
court at a distance , he will, in addition to his pay, be entitled  to rations
and shelter at the public expense, or an allowance in lieu thereof.
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107. Courts of inquiry shall be convened and constituted in the I
following  manner,  viz.: The Commandant or the commanding officer of
any corps may appoint three or more persons, being members either of
the Defence Force or of a Volunteer Corps, to constitute such court of
inquiry,  and may summon  them to meet at such times as he thinks fit.
Provided that no court of inquiry which entails an expenditure of
public money shall be convened by a commanding officer without the
authority of the Commandant.
SECTION XII.
Pay.
108. The  rates of pay for drill and training will be as  follows:-
Rank.  Daily Rate. Rate for Halt  Rate forDays .  Drills.
.2  s. d. £ s. d. .£ s. d.
Lieutenant Colonel ... ... 1 10 0 0 15 0 0 3 0
Major ... ... ... ... 1 1 0 0 10 6 0 2 6
Captain ...
Adjutant ... ... ... } 0 18 0 0 9 0 0 2 0
Quartermaster ... ...
Lieutenant ... ... ...  0  14 0 0 7 0 0 2 0
Medical and Veterinary officers* * * *
Staff Sergeants (4 headings) ... 0 12 0 0 6 0 0 1 9
Colour Sergeants (4 headings)... 0 10 6 0 5 3 0 1 6
Sergeant ... ... ... ...  0 10  0 0 5 0 0 1 6
Corporal ... ... ... ... 0 9 0 0 4 6 0 1 3
Bombadier... ... ... ... 0 8 6 0 4 3 0 1 0
Gunner ... ... ...
Private ... ... ... > 0 8 0 0 4 0 0 1 0
Bearer, &c.
Supernumerary ... ... ... 0 8 0 0 4 0 -
*
According to substantive rank as denoted by their titles.
When officers, non-commissioned officers, or men are employed
continuously for over ten days, these rates will be reduced by 25 per
cent.
Officers temporarily employed on the Staff may be allowed 5s. per
day in addition to the sums shown in the above table as their daily rate
of pay.
Recruits will be paid for the drills and parades performed provided
they are passed into the ranks.
Pay allotted for camps of continuous training can only be earned in
camp.
The pay for drill and training can be earned as follows :-
Who join before 31st October, the whole.
Who join  after 31st  October,  75 per cent. of the
By recruits I annual pay.
By men
Who join after 28th February,  50 per cent. of the
annual pay.
serving During the first half-year, 50 per cent.{ During the second half-year, 50 per cent.
Pay allotted for daylight drills can  only be earned  on daylight
parades.
Pay allotted for evening drills can be earned on either evening
drills or daylight parades.
If a man fails to make himself efficient during the year ,  20s. will
be deducted from any pay he may have earned in accordance with the
Regulations  : Provided  that, under special circumstances ,  the Com-
mandant may order that this deduction shall not be made.
No provisional officer will receive pay for more than twelve months
after first appointment , provided  that, within that time he shall have
had two opportunities of presenting  himself  for examination.
109. When any company  or battery  goes into camp with its full
complement of officers and sergeants ,  but less than two-thirds of the
established strength ,  pay may be only allowed for two officers and two
sergeants ,  or for three sergeants in case there are four on the establish-
ment.
110. Pay for the amount of drill performed during continuous
training in camp will be distributed as soon as possible after  camp. All
other pay and allowances will be distributed as soon as possible after the
close of the current year.
111. All  fines inflicted under Regulation 101 and any deductions
from pay authorised  by the  Regulations may be  deducted from any pay
or all owances due to a member of a corps.
SECTION XIII.
Allowances.
112. An  allowance  at the rate of 10s. for every member borne on the
strength , and 5s. for every supernumerary borne on the strength (to be
called contingent allowance), may be drawn at the end of every financial
year  by the commanding officer of every corps. The contingent allow-
ance  is intended to cover  small losses , alteration and fitting of clothing,
advertising  in local papers, payment for lighting drill-sheds, stationery,
ppoostage, telegrams,  expenses  incidental to target practice, care of arms,
dtc. The disposal of the contingent  allowance  will be left to commanding
officers ; but, in the case of an administrative battalion, the field officer
commanding  the battalion  will arrange  with the commanding officers of
the corps composing the battalion the amount to be paid from the
contingent allowance  of each corps for general battalion purposes.
113. Commanding officers shall be responsible to Government for
the due custody and expenditure of the contingent  allowance, and no
portion thereof  must pass  from their control or be expended
except by their direction. The Government grant shall be kept as a
special public bank account, to be opened in the name of the  corps in
the Government bank, and all books and accounts connected with the
expenditure thereof shall be produced, when required, to inspecting
officers, officers  of the Audit Department, or such other persons as the
Commandant  may direct. On the 16th June in each year an audited
balance -sheet of the past year's receipts and expenditure, signed by the
commanding  officer, and countersigned by one officer and  non-commis-
sioned  officer, must be forwarded to Head-Quarters before the annual
grant  or any portion thereof is issued. Surcharges, if any, for un.
authorised expenditure  shall be deducted  from the allowance due to each
corps,
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In consideration of these administrative duties being carried out to
the satisfaction of the Commandant, a (quarterly command allowance,
at the rates below, will be passed to each commanding officer :-
Officer commanding a battalion of over four
companies ... ... ... ... ... £210 0
Other commanding officers ... ... ... 2 0 0
114. When an officers' or sergeants' mess has been established in
camp by order of the Commandant, an allowance towards the mess fund
will be made of 5s. per head per diem for an officers' mess and 2s. 6d.
per head per diem for a sergeants' mess.
This Regulation applies whether the  mess is  formed of members of
the Defence Force, or Volunteers, or both.
115. The following rates of travelling allowances will be granted to
officers, non-commissioned officers and men when necessarily absent on
any duty, ordered by the Commandant, from their usual place of resi-
dence and unaccompanied by troops, namely :-
£ s. d.
Commandant ... ... ... ... 1 10 0 per diem.
Other Field Officers... ... ... 1 1 0 „
Captains and Lieutenants ... ... 0 15 0 „
Warrant-Officers ... ... ... 0 10 0 „
Staff Sergeants . ... 0 7 6 „
Other Non-Commissioned Officers 0 6 0 „
Gunners, Privates, &c. ... ... 0 5 0
116. (a) The first day of a journey will count as a whole, and the
last day will count as a half-day irrespective of the distance travelled.
A journey to and from, completed in one day, will count as a half-
day. (b) A deduction of two-thirds of a day's travelling allowance will be
made for each whole day of twenty-four hours on which messing and
lodging on board ship or elsewhere have been provided at the public
expense.
(c) In case of detention in any one place, either by duty or by
inability to obtain means of conveyance, the travelling allowance will be
reduced as follows :-If the detention exceeds seven days, then for every
day after the first seven only half the abovementioned rates will be
allowed.
(d) Officers and warrant officers only are entitled to first-class
passage by rail or steamer.
(e) Officers drawing forage or an allowance in lieu thereof will not
be granted travelling allowance for journeys taking them less than ten
miles from the head-quarters of their corps, or, in the case of unattached
and staff officers, from their usual place of residence,  unless  they are
prevented by duty from returning on the same day, in which case they
will be granted travelling allowance for a whole day. Officers proceed-
ing  a  greater distance than the before-mentioned ten miles and returning
the same day will be granted half a day's travelling allowance.
117. It is to be understood that the above allowances are to provide
for the expenses of board and lodging, and that all cost of conveyance by
land  or sea  and necessary cab hire will be allowed in addition.
118. Non-commissioned officers and men of mounted corps who,
when required, provide suitable horses will be granted an allowance at
the rate of 5s. per diem for any period not exceeding ten continuous
days. Efficient non-commissioned officers and men of mounted corps
who provide themselves with bridles, approved of as suitable, will be
allowed 5s. per annum, and those who provide themselves with saddles
suitable to their work will be allowed 10s. per annum.
119. Officers who, when required, provide suitable chargers with
appointments as laid down in Dress Regulations will be granted an
allowance at the rate of 12s. 6d. for a single day, and at the rate of 10s.
per diem for any period not exceeding ten continuous days.
120. Every officer whose duty requires his being usually mounted
may, instead of the above rate, draw the sum of £4 per quarter, upon
his certifying that he is in possession of a fit horse and appointments
which are his  bond fide  property. The officer's certificate must be
countersigned by the commanding officer. It shall be discretionary
with the Commandant to disallow the quarterly  allowance  prescribed
by this Regulation, if he considers that the daily allowance before
prescribed is a sufficient payment for the drills actually attended in any
quarter.
121. Draught  horses  provided for guns or wagons will be paid for
at rates not higher than 10s. for a  single  day, and 7s. 6d. per diem for
any period not exceeding ten continuous days.
122. Any officer, non-commissioned officer, or man who, when
required, provides a charger or o' her horse for any continuous period
exceeding ten days will be allowed pay at such rate as may be approved
by the Minister for the occasion.
123. In camp all horses on the establishment will be provided with
forage at the public expense.
No horse allowance will be paid to Mounted Infantry with the
camp pay immediately after camp, but the payment of the whole
amount earned for the year will be deferred to the end of the year, and
will only be paid to efficients.
124. The Commandant may reduce or disallow any of the above
rates of horse allowance if inferior or unsuitable horses are provided.
125. All  claims  against the Government in respect of allowances in
any year should be submitted for adjustment prior to the 15th of June
of such year in order that the performance of the public business may
be facilitated, and the provisions of  " The Audit Act of  1874" observed.
SECTION XIV.
Training and Exercise.
126. The annual drill and training of the Defence Force is divided
under two heads :-
(a) Drill and training throughout the year;
(b) Continuous training in camp.
127. The drill and training for the year will be made up as
follows :-
(Evening drills (after sunset);
(a) Half-day parades (daylight) ;
t Whole day parades (daylight).
(b) Continuous training in camp, each day to be a complete day
of twenty-four hours.
The number of drills (a) and of days of continuous  training in
camp (b) for which the Force will be called out will be published
annually in General Orders.
128. For purposes of efficiency the drill and training will be valued
as below:-
An evening drill ... ... ... ... 1,>i hours
A half-day parade ... ... ... ... 4
A whole day  parade . .. ... ...  8 „
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129. When in any year  the Defence  Force are not called out for
eontinuous training ,  the Regulation as to efficiency  shall be modified in
such manner as the  Governor may think fit, due notice of which will be
published  in the  Gazette.
130. Whole day  parades will  not be held unless authorised by the
Commandant.
131. The  Commandant  is authorised to direct that certain corps
may perform  their continuous training by means of successive whole
day parades ,  or part whole  day parades and part training in camp.
132. In addition  to the above paid drills, it is expected that unpaid
drills to the extent  of twenty-four hours  at least per  annum shall be
carried out  by all ranks.
133. The  time of a drill  shall count from the calling of the roll till
the parade is dismissed , and no person shall be considered to be present
unless dressed in the  uniform ordered for the occasion (except in the case
of recruits and newly -formed  corps). Any person arriving after the
squad or company  has been told off will only count half a drill for that
occasion  ; if over half-an-hour late, he will not count any time for pay
and  efficiency.
134. Turning out as  a guard of honour by day for the opening or
closing of Parliament , or otherwise, or for inspection by His Excellency
the Commander-in-Chief,  shall count as a half -day. Inspection by the
Commandant  shall  count as  a half-day if in the daytime ; if in the
evening  it will only count as a drill. Should officers and men, however,
parade for a guard of  honour or salute before noon, they may receive pay
for a  whole day if they perform two hours' regular drill on that day.
Church parades will not count for pay or efficiency, and must not be
included  in the monthly  or annual  returns of corps.
135. All drills (except as mentioned in the last preceding Regula-
tion ) will count towards " efficiency," but men will not be entitled to
pay for more  than  eighteen drills performed after sunset in any year.
Such drills  will be known as evening drills.
136. No  man is  to be brought  into  camp for the annual training
unless  he has been regularly  sworn in and  attested for service, and
passed in recruit drill.
137. Heads of departments and all other Government officials are
hereby instructed to afford every facility for attendance at drill and
training to members  of the Defence or Volunteer Forces under their
orders.
SECTION XV.
Efficiency.
138. A member to classify as " Efficient" must fulfil the require-
ments hereunder specified :-
(a) Continuous training and exercise in camp, or at such place as
may be ordered in lieu thereof, for half the period for which
his corps is called out for continuous training during the year,
the time  put in to count from sunrise on the first day  to sunset
on the last.
(b) Perform a total of three-quarters- of the time for which his
corps is called out for the year (exclusive of camp), which will
be published annually in General Orders.
(c) Be present at the annual inspection made by or by order of the
Commandant, or (in case of unavoidable absence) attend an
extra  eight hours' drill in the year.
(d) Go through the course of gunnery for artillery or submarine
mining, or works in the case of engineers the course of
musketry for infantry and corps armed with rifles or carbines,
and in  such  case  qualify as laid down in Orders (the field and
garrison  batteries excepted,  unless  otherwise ordered by the
Commandant) and reach the standard therein laid down.
(e) Buglers  and trumpeters will not be required to go through a
course of musketry or gunnery for efficiency ; but in order
that they may be classified as efficient, commanding officers
must  certify that they are proficient in the use of their
instruments , and they must be present on the range on the
days set apart for their corps to go through the annual course
of musketry or gunnery as the case may be (though they will
only receive pay for two half days), or in the case of unavoid-
able absence justify the same to the satisfaction of the
Commandant.
(f } Non-commissioned officers and bearers of the ambulance
corps must, to classify as efficient, fulfil the requirements
specified in paragraphs (a) (b) and (c), and commanding
officers must certify that the non-commissioned officer or
bearer is proficient, as laid down in Orders, in stretcher drill
&c.
(g) Drivers of Field Artillery to classify as efficient must fulfi
the requirements specified in paragraphs (a) (b) and (c), and
must obtain a certificate and reach the standard laid down in
General Orders.
139. In sending in returns for the purposes of determining efficiency,
commanding  officers will report any men who are slovenly in their
habits,  or who have not a fair knowledge of their duties and drill ; and
such men will  be liable to be classified  as  non-efficient.
140. If any  man alleges  that he has been prevented by illness from
complying with the requirements for efficiency, he shall state the facts
to his commanding  officer, who will make full inquiry into the matter,
and, in sending  in the annual returns, will make a special report of the
case ,  enclosing  a medical certificate  ;  and the Commandant will take
such  action in the matter as he may deem just.
141. Efficients will be granted a distinctive badge. Non- commis-
sioned  officers and men who have classified as efficient for five years,
whether  consecutively or otherwise, may be granted a distinctive badge
to be  known as a " long  service badge."
SECTION XVI.
Drills and Parades.
142. The performance of the duties specified in section 57 (4) of the
Principal  Act will be regulated in such manner as the Commandant
may direct.
143. Every corps will be inspected annually by the Commandant or
by an officer appointed to do so by him.
144. The senior combatant officer present at any parade will exercise
his discretion  as to the continuance or otherwise of the parade on account
of the inclemency of the weather.
145. When an officer deems it necessary to dismiss a parade on
account  of the inclemency of the weather, he must report his having
done so  within twenty-four hours. If the officer is a commanding
officer  he shall make his report direct to the Commandant ; any other
officer will report to his commanding officer.
146. When the order has been given for a parade, those present will
be entitled to count the parade for purposes of pay and efficiency, though
the parade may have been dismissed immediately after the names have
been taken.
147. No parades or drills will be held in any locality during Parlia-
mentary elections, from the nomination day to the polling day, inclusive.
There will be no drills or parades of members of the Defence Force or
Volunteer Force on Sundays, excepting when in camp, or for the
purpose of attending church, proceeding to or from camp, or for other
necessary purposes to be approved by the Commandant.
148. To afford men opportunities for making themselves efficient, it is
directed that every commanding officer shall hold at least one half-day
parade and two moonlight drills in every month except the months of
December and January, in which months parades or drills may be held
or not at his discretion. The quarterly muster parades hereafter
mentioned, and the Commandant's inspection, will not be included in
the above.
149. In the case of administrative battalions the field officer com-
manding will, previous to the first of every month, issue an order
stating what battalion drills will be held during the month, and com-
manding officers of corps forming the battalion will arrange for other
drills so as not to interfere with the battalion drills.
150. There will be a muster parade of every corps in the first fort-
night of December and June : Provided that the Commandant may at
any time, with the approval of the Minister, direct that the parade
shall be held at some other time than the dates herein prescribed.
In the absence of any special instructions the hour of parade will be
settled by the officer commanding.
151. At the June muster, when the muster is over, the corps will
fall in for such drill as may be necessary to complete the time allotted
for a half-day parade, pay being allowed therefor.
152. It will be the duty of every commanding officer to have a
muster roll ready, and to fall in his men in the order in which they
stand on the roll. The mustering officer will then call the roll and make
a note opposite the name of each officer or man absent, stating whether
with or without leave.
153. The muster roll will be signed by the commanding officer of the
corps and by the mustering officer, and the latter will post it without
delay to Head-Quarters. . If no special officer is detailed, the senior
combatant officer present will do the duty of mustering officer.
154. At the December muster parade stock will be taken  of all arms,
accoutrements, and equipment of every description that has been issued
to the corps. A return showing the result of such stocktaking will be
forthwith furnished to Head-Quarters. Deficiencies will be reported,
and if not satisfactorily accounted for will be charged against the corps.
This parade may be held after sunset, and will then only be allowed to
count as a drill.
155. The officers of a corps shall not be absent from inspection,
muster parade, or camp of continuous training, without first having
obtained leave from the Commandant. In case of officers other than
commanding officers the leave must be obtained through the commanding
officer.
156. Officers and men who desire to be absent from the annual
inspection or any muster parade, for any very special  reason , must apply
in writing to the commanding officer, stating reasons for their appli-
cation. As it is very important that everyone should be present at
these parades, it is ordered that leave of absence shall not be given
except under the most urgent circumstances, and the reason for granting
such leave  will, in  each case, be given by the commanding officer.
Failing such reasons, absentees will be treated as being absent without
leave. In case of sickness a medical certificate must be transmitted
within a week.
157. Absence from these parades will not prejudice efficiency, pro-
vided the requirements of Regulation 138 are complied with, but those
absent without leave in writing will be fined 5s., which will be credited
to the contingent account of the corps.
158. It shall be competent for the Commandant or inspecting officer,
and commanding officers, to order a course of recruit drill for such men
as may fail to exhibit a proper degree of proficiency ; but such attend-
ance at recruit drill shall not count towards efficiency.
159. Commanding officers shall be responsible for forwarding the
applications of officers for leave of absence from continuous training
through the proper channel, and in transmitting the same they shall
express their own opinions as to the granting or withholding of leave
after having obtained full information on the subject. An officer in
asking for leave must not content himself with stating urgent private
affairs as the ground of his application, but must give good reason why
such leave is absolutely necessary.
160. Any leave (except in case of sickness) must be applied for not
later than seven days previous to the date fixed for the assembly of the
corps for continuous training.
161. An officer who applies for leave on account of sickness must
forward a medical certificate,  as follows :-
, of the Corps [or Battalion] having applied
for a certificate on which to ground his application for leave of absence,
I do hereby certify that I have carefully examined this officer, and find
that  [the nature of the disease is to  be  here fully stated, and the period
during which the officer has suffered under its effects],  and in consequence
thereof  I [state  opinion of case].
162. Where the whole or any part of the Force shall be called out
for training ,  notices to the men on the service -roll to attend training and
exercise  shall be sent by the order of the commanding officer of the corps
to which such men belong, by post, to the residences of the several
men as  registered, or as subsequently notified by them ; and such com-
manding officer shall cause such notices to be published in one or more
of the newspapers of the district fourteen days at least before the day
so appointed. Nothing herein contained shall be held to interfere with
the enactment contained  in section  88 of the Principal Act as to the
sufficiency of notices.
163. When any officer or man desires to be absent from: detached
drills, or from the place where the head-quarters of his corps is estab-
lished, for any continuous period exceeding one month, he must make
written application for leave of absence. In the case of commanding
officers the application must be made direct to the Commandant; in
the case of other officers and men the application must be made to the
commanding officer, who will be responsible for forwarding it, when
necessary , to the Commandant.
164. Commanding officers shall have power to grant leave of absence
for any period not exceeding three calendar months to all ranks under
their command ; if longer than three calendar months' leave is required,
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application must be made to the Commandant. Provided that com-
manding officers shall not have power to grant leave of absence from
continuous training, but application for such leave must be made to the
Commandant . It is to be distinctly understood that  leave is  not to be
unreasonably withheld, but this Regulation must be strictly adhered to
in order that commanding officers may know where the men under their
command may  be found.
165. The senior combatant officer of any corps who is present on any
parade will be responsible for seeing that a proper record is kept of the
names of those present  on  parade ,  for entry on returns, and no pleas of
error  will be entertained after such returns have been rendered to Head-
Quarters. The sergeant-instructor (if any) attached to the corps must
keep a duplicate list of those present.
166. The senior combatant officer on parade may direct any officer
to assume command for the purpose of manoeuvring the Force present,
although other officers senior to him be present in the ranks; or to
detail an officer or non -commissioned  officer  of the Permanent Staff to
assume command on parade of any corps for the purpose of exercise
and instruction ,  or to transfer officers or men to other companies for
purposes of drill, &c.
SECTION XVII.
Musketry.
167. The course of musketry instruction shall be as laid down in
Orders.
168. With a view to stimulate individual  exertion ,  and to reward
proficiency in the use and management of the rifle, a system of badges
and money prizes will be adopted, and the following rules for the award
thereof must be strictly adhered  to:-
Badges.
Distinctive badges will be given as follows:-lat. To the beat shot of an administrative battalion.
2nd. To the best shot of a corps.
3rd. To all who qualify  as "marksmen ,"  in accordance with
Orders.
The badges will be of the patterns described in the Dress Regula-
tions, and will be worn only for the period of one year from the date of
issue, or until the issue of next year 's badges. No man will be allowed
to take more than one badge during the year.
Prizes.
(a.) At the end  of each year the commanding officer of each corps
will be credited with the suin of 4s. for each non -commissioned officer
and man  of his corps who has completed the annual course of musketry.
(b.) In the case of administrative battalions the officer commanding
the battalion will be credited with the sum of £1 for each company
under his command.
(c.) In cases where leas than 50 per cent. of the established strength
of non -commissioned officers and men of a corps complete the annual
course, the sum of 4s. per man will be disallowed, and only the sum
mentioned in (b) if applicable will be allowed.
(d.)  From the fund drawn under  (a)  and (b) prizes for shooting in
the annual course will be awarded to non -commissioned officers and men
in such manner as may be laid down in General Orders.
169. Pay as for four half -day parades may be allowed to men going
through the course in the manner prescribed by Orders ; and the time
so devoted to going through the course will be counted towards making
up the number of hours' drill required for efficiency.
170. In addition to' the ammunition necessary to, complete the
course of musketry ,  an amount of ammunition will be issued free to
commanding officers of corps at the rate of thirty rounds per annum for
each man who completes his course of musketry .  This ammunition
may be expended in practice or in rifle matches ,  at the discretion of the
commanding  officer.
171. Every man must go through the course with his own corps ; the
only exceptions  will be  in the case of men who, having commenced the
course ,  become ill and unable to go on  (such illness and inability to go
on being duly verified ),  or men who are absent on special leave granted
by the Commandant or the commanding officer previous to the  com-
mencement  of the course.
172. Rifle practice will not be carried out on Sundays by any corps
of the Defence or Volunteer-Force, nor by members of rifle clubs. The
senior officer of the Defence Force at any locality where a range is
established will be held responsible that no shooting is carried out on the
range  on Sundays ; and if there is no corps of the Defence Force there,
then the president of the rifle  club  will similarly become responsible.
SECTION XVIII.
Gunnery.
173. The following  prizes  may be awarded per battery :-
(a) Battery Prizes.
A badge to be worn by  all  non -commissioned officers and men of a
battery reaching a certain standard as laid down in Orders.
The badge to be worn for one year ,  and to be of three classes-1st,
2nd, and 3rd.
Approximate Values:
a. d.
lat Class ... ... ... ... 2 6
2nd Class ... ... ... ... 2 3
3rd Class ... ... ... ... 1 0
If any battery has less than thirty efficiency ,  a battery prize cannot
be gained.
(b) Individual Prizes.
£ s. d.
Gun layers' Prizes-1st ... 2 0 0 with badge.if „ 2nd ... 110 0 to
to „ 3rd ... 1 0 0Gunnery Prizes-1st ... 2 0 0
„ of 2nd ... 110 0 „to to 3rd ... 1 0 0
If any battery has less than thirty efficients, these individual prizes
will not be given.
£ a. d.
Drivers' Prizes-1st ... 3 0 0 with badge.
of It 2nd ... 2 0 0 „it to 3rd ... 1 0 0 to
174. The details as to the mode of competition, &o., for the above
prizes, and also as to the " Course of gunnery ,"  shall be as laid down
f rom time to time in General Orders.
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SECTION XIX.
Uniform.
175. The term " uniform," when used in the Regulations contained
in this section, means and includes the following articles of clothin or
any articles of a like nature which may hereafter be approved :-"Full
dress "  head-dress and forage -caps, tunics, frocks, trousers ,  and panto.
loons, gaiters fir mounted corps, and infantry sergeants '  sashes.
176. The uniform of all ranks will be of such nature, colour, pattern,
and design as shall from time to time be directed by the Dress
Regulations to be issued in Orders.
The cost price of uniform for all ranks of every corps will be
published in Orders ,  and also the cost of the alteration of uniform upon
promotion to a higher grade.
Officers, non -commissioned officers, and men doing duty with any
Corps will he granted an annual uniform allowance at the following
rates in addition to their ordinary  pay. This  allowance will be credited
to each member at the end of each financial year ,  provided that during
that year the member has performed at least one -half of the drill and
training laid down in General Orders for that year.
Uniform will be supplied to Corps by the Government on repay-
ment. Uniform supplied to any member will remain the property of
the Government until it has become the property of a mem be r in
accordance with the Regulations.
All uniform must be obtained through the Comptroller of Stores, or
persons authorised by him ,  and will be inspected and passed by a Staff
Officer prior to being issued to any non -commissioned officer or man.
Rates.
Field Artillery and Mounted Infantry. £ a. d.
Officers  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  5 0 0
Staff Sergeant  ... ... ... ... ... ...  2 5 0
Sergeaankanntd...
File
... ... ... ... ... ... 1 15 0
... 1 2 6R
Garrison Artillery, Engineers, and Bands.
Officers  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  5 0 0
Staff Sergeant  ... ... ... ... ... ..  2 5 0
Sergeant ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 12 6
Rank and File ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 2 6
Infantry and Ambulance Corps.
Officers ... ... ... ... ... ...
Staff Sergeant ... ...
5 0 0
2 0 0
ergeant ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1 5 0
Rank and File ... • ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
177. Uniform  will not be issued to any member until he has com-
pleted his recruit (trills. In special cages undress uniform may be issued
to a member on enrolment if exempted from attending recruit drill by
the authority of the Uommandant,  and if passed into the ranks as a
trained soldier by a Staff Officer.
178. Full- dress uniform will be issued to each man when' he has
earned sufficient pay to cover the cost price of the full-dress and undress
uniform ; but it shall be in the discretion of the commanding officer to
issue full-dress uniform at an earlier period if satisfied of a man's  bond
file  intention of remaining in the Force.
179. The cost price of all  uniform issued to a non -commissioned
officer or man, and the cost of any alteration in uniform upon promotion,
will be stopped out of the first money (whether pay, allowance, prize
money, or otherwise )  earned by such non -commissioned officer or man.
When the price has been so stopped, the uniform will become the pro.
perty of the  non-commissioned officer or man.
180. Commanding officers may direct men who appear on parade
with uniforms shabby ,  ill-fitting ,  or dirty ,  to have the same renewed,
repaired ,  altered ,  or cleansed, at the man a own cost, and in the case of
a direction to obtain a new article of uniform ,  the same will be paid for
on the  some  terms as in the case of an original issue. Any non-com-
missioned officer or man disobeying such direction as mentioned in this
Regulation ,  commits an offence against this Regulation ,  and shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds and not less than one
pound.
181. If any non-commissioned officer or man leaves or is dismissed
from the Force ,  or is transferred from one corps to another ,  before
having earned enough money to pay any sum due on account of uniform.
he shall,  upon  such leaving ,  dismissal ,  or transfer ,  pay to his com-
manding officer such sum less the amount of money  (if any) which he
shall have then earned .  Failure to make such payment shall be an
offence against this Regulation ,  -for  which the offender shall be liable to
a penalty not exceeding fifty shillings.
SECTION XX.
Equipment ,  Arms, Accoutrements ,  Ammunition,
and Stores.
1.82. Every corps will be supplied with arms to the full establish-
ment.  But before  these are issued it will be necessary for the com-
manding officer to satisfy the Commandant that a place of security for
their custody has been provided. The store rpust be a dry and secure
building .  Armouries which have  be en approved of must not be changed
without the authority of the Commandant.
183. Every rifle issued to a corps shall bear a number by which such
rifle shall be known, and a clear record thereof must be kept both in the
store ledger at Head -Quarters and in the books provided for each corps.
184. The  arms must be deposited after drill in the armouries of the
corps, except when the commanding officer may judge it expedient to
permit mem be rs of the corps to keep their arms at their own houses for
a limited period ,  in which case a written permission is to be given signed
by the command ing officer ,  and a receipt will  be  taken for the same.
185. No  man must be allowed to use any rifle except that for which
he has signed a receipt ,  and every man must be cautioned that inter-
ference with any other rifle than that for which  be has signed a receipt
may render him liable to a  fine or charge for repairs in the event of
damage thereto, in addition to any fine or charges for damages which
the rifle, for which he has signed a receipt ,  may sustain.
186. All arms,  ammunition ,  accoutrements ,  and other equipments
issued to a corps are in the custody of the commanding officer, and he
will at all times be responsible for their numbers and state ,  and will  be
primarily charged with any losses or deficiencies.
187. As the  commanding  officer  is responsible for the condition of
the arms issued to his corps, it will be his duty to ensure that these arms:
are frequently inspected ,  and to withdraw permission from men to keep-
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their arms at their own houses whenever such men fail to keep their
arms in proper order ,  and he must cause the same to be deposited after
drill in the armouries of the corps .  In any case in which the arms are
neglected ,  the discretionary power granted to the commanding officer in
this respect may be withdrawn by the Commandant.
188. It is to be distinctly understood that it is one of the duties of
officers to see that rifles returned to the racks are clean and in proper
order .  If the commanding officer considers that the rifle has been
returned imperfectly cleaned, or damaged, he nay deduct the cost of
cleaning ,  repairing ,  and placing it in a serviceable condition from the
pay of the man to whom the rifle was issued.
189. The commanding officer niust provide against anyone having
unlawfully in his possession any arms, ammunition ,  clothing, appoint-
ments ,  musical instruments ,  or other articles issued to the corps under
his command.
190. When  (ball or blank )  ammunition has been issued for drill
purposes ,  pouches or bandolier .-3 must be carefully inspected before the
parade is dismissed ,  and all unexpended rounds must be collected and
returned into corps store.
To prevent the possibility of ball cartridge being used in error for
blank cartridge ,  officers will inspect every pouch or bandolier ,  and see
that there is no ball cartridge in them before blank cartridge is issued
to non -commissioned officers and men.
191. The guns and harness of field batteries should be returned into
store clean ,  and in the event of its not being possible to clean them on
the day of their being returned ,  owing to any cause, the battery should
parade on the next day under the division officers and put everything
right .  In the event of any of the equipment not being returned clean,
the officer commanding the battery will take immediate steps to have it
properly cleaned and put away.
192. The fact of there being a caretaker responsible for the cleanli-
ness  of arms and other equipments in store in no way relieves com-
manding officers of their responsibility  ;  it is for them to see that the
duty is properly performed.
193. In the event of arms or equipment of any kind being damaged
by accident or carelessness ,  a report should at once be made to Head-
Quarters ,  and the damaged arms or articles forwarded .  It will be the
duty of the commanding officer to make a thorough inquiry into the
cause of the damage, and to state whether the expense of repairing or
making good the weapon should be charged to any individual. The cost
of repairing arms, if damaged wilfully, or by neglect, or want of due
precaution ,  together with the cost of transmission to and fro, will be
charged to the corps or individual.
194. When it is impossible to trace any loss, breakage ,  or damage
to an individual ,  it will come under the head of "general damages."
These damages will be chargeable to the corps, and will be payable by
all ranks in the following proportion ,  viz.:-.
Officers  ... ... ... ... ... ...  3 shares each
Non-commissioned officers  ... ... ...  2 shares each
Privates , &c. 1 share each
The proportion will be calculated according to the numbers on the
service roll, and not according to the establishment .  The number of
shares will be ascertained by adding together three shares for each
officer, two for each non -commissioned officer ,  and one for each private ;
and the contribution will be ascertained by dividing the amount of the
damage,  &c., by the result of such addition.
195. When the commanding officer of a corps applies for leave of
absence for over three months ,  or intends to resign his commission, he
must obtain a certificate from the officer next in command that all arms
and other articles issued to the corps - a full list of which must be given
thereon - are complete and in good order .  This certificate must accom-
pany the application for leave or letter tendering the resignation. If in
any corps there is no officer next in command to the commanding officer,
an officer will be detailed from Head -Quarters to give the certificate
mentioned in this Regulation.
196. When the officer commanding a corps is absent from the head-
quarters of the corps ,  for any reason, the next senior officer will take
over the command without further instructions. If the absence exceeds
one month ,  and no certificate has been given under the Regulation last
preceding ,  it will be the duty of the officer taking over command to take
stock of all arms and Government property belonging to the corps (with
the assistance of P. board if possible), and to make a report of all
deficiencies to Head -Quarters .  In case this Regulation is not complied
with ,  all deficiencies afterwards discovered will be assumed to have
arisen  after the time when such report ought to have been made.
197. Ammunition may be issued at the discretion of the Com-
mandant.
198. Every commanding officer is responsible that a secure place is
provided for the custody of the small arm ammunition in the charge of
his corps.
199. Careful arrangements must be made by the commanding officer
for the conveyance of ammunition supplied for his corps from the railway
station or place to which it may have been transmitted.
200. In cases where ammunition is forwarded to a corps for instruc-
tion purposes ,  the commanding officer shall be held responsible for any
unexpended balance ,  and a return showing balance must be rendered to
Head -Quarters .  The commanding officer shall be responsible to the
Commandant for all stores which are supplied by Government for the
use of the corps.
201. Targets and mooring tackle will be supplied to artillery corps.
The hire of boats to place and remove targets  will also  be allowed.
202. All surplus stores-such as empty powder barrels, metal-lined
cases ,  metal cylinders ,  or empty bursters - are the property of the
Government, and must be forwarded to the Comptroller of Stores at
Head -Quarters when required by the cheapest and most direct con-
veyance.
203. Any loss ,  damage, or destruction of arms, accoutrements, or
stores, which shall be chargeable against any officer or man, may be
made good by stoppage of his pay ,  or, in default thereof ,  proceedings
against him must be instituted under the Acts.
204. The sums due to Government for supplies of uniform or stores,
and for repairs of arms or accoutrements or any article shall take pre-
oedenoe of other claims.
SECTION XXI.
Books ,  Returns, and Correspondence.
205. The Commandant may order such books to be kept by corps
and  by officers ,  and such returns and states to be rendered from time to
time as he may deem necessary.
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206. The following rules as to correspondence must be carried out
as far as possible :-
(a) As  to  form.
Unless otherwise specially directed ,  each letter  is to  refer to one sub-
ject only ,  which will be briefly indicated - for example ,  Discipline,
Equipment ,  Transport ,  Route, &c., &c.;  and is to be written on foolscap
paper with quarter margin. The paragraphs are to be numbered, and
the enclosures  (if any )  described in the margin or in a separate schedule.
Unless otherwise directed or indicated all replies, remarks, or
queries arising out of an original letter or memorandum are to be made
in the form of minutes .  The  first minute is to  follow on  the page where
the original letter or memorandum ends, and the person who affixes it
will mark the original letter or subject matter No. 1, and his own
minute thereon No. 2 (in red ink when possible).
Each succeeding minute is to follow immediately that which by date
precedes it, and will, in like manner ,  be numbered in sequence. A fresh
half -sheet is to be added when required for the commencement or
continuation of a minute ,  and on no account is such commencement or
continuation to be made on vacant spaces under previous minutes or in
the margin.
(b) As to  transmission.
All official correspondence from corps shall proceed from the com-
manding officer or pass through him.
When  a corps forms part of an organised brigade of artillery, divi-
sion  of mounted  infantry ,  or of an administrative battalion of infantry,
ordinary correspondence relating to company matters need not pass
through the field officer commanding ,  but may be sent direct to Head-
Quarters .  Only official correspondence relating to complaints ,  as pro-
vided under the head of  " Discipline ," and matters relating to more than
one of the corps ,  or connected with the duty of the field officer com-
manding, or the staff, need pass through the field officer commanding.
If the corps is established in a district or division in which a Staff
Officer has been appointed, all correspondence intended for Head-
Quarters must pass through him, if connected with discipline ,  drill, &c.
But correspondence as to pay or stores ,  requisitions ,  vouchers, and
returns as to the same ,  will, unless otherwise ordered, be transmitted
direct by the commanding officer of the corps to the Paymaster and the
Comptroller of Stores ,  respectively.
A Staff Officer of a district ,  in transmitting for the consideration of
the Commandant correspondence of any kind ,  will inspect the same
with a view to ascertaining whether further information can be obtained
on the spot ,  upon the subject of any letter .  If the officer thinks that
fuller information upon the subject should be supplied ,  he will ask the
writer for it, and make such other inquiries as he may consider desirable
to ascertain the facts necessary to enable the Commandant to come to a
decision .  Before forwarding the correspondence to Head -Quarters, the
Staff Officer will record the result of his inquiries (if any )  upon the
letter or other document ,  and also his own opinion on the subject.
(c) As  to address.
All correspondence intended for the Commandant will be addressed
as laid down in Orders.
Matters of a confidential nature should be marked  "  Confidential "
on the envelope ,  as well as on the letter ,  and if intended for the Com-
mandant should be addressed direct to him by name.
207. As a general rule the system of correspondence as above laid
down will be adhered to ;  but it wi ll  be competent for the Commandant
to issue orders in variation thereof from time to time ,  in view of
facilitating the conduct of public and departmental business.
SECTION XXII.
Police.
208. Whenever officers or men serving in the Police Force are
called upon by the Governor to serve in the Active Land Force under
the provisions of section 29 of the Principal Act, they shall, for the
time being ,  be under the orders of the Commandant. Officers so called
upon to serve will receive commissions as officers in the Land Force.
209. When men of the Police Force are so called upon to serve in
the Active Land Force ,  they will receive the pay and allowances drawn
by those of corresponding rank in the Defence Force ,  and such further
sum as will bring the total amount up to the pay of their own rank in
the Police Force .  The corresponding ranks are as follows
I. II.
Bank in Police Rank in Defence
Force. Force.
Constable ... ... ... ... Private.
Senior-constable  ... ... ...  Corporal.
Sergeant  ... .. ... ... ...  Sergeant.
Senior -sergeant ... ... ... Sergeant -Major.
210. Policemen called out for service with the Defence Force shall
serve together where possible.
211. The time during which members of the Police Force may be
directed to serve in the Active Land Force shall count, for purposes of
pension or superannuation ,  as service in the Police Force.
212. Section 65 of the Principal Act, making provision for the
families of men killed on active service, and for compensation to men
permanently disabled ,  and any Regulations made thereunder ,  will be
applicable to members of the Police Force while serving in the Active
Land Force.
213. When members of the Police Force are called upon to serve in
the Active Land Force ,  all arms and equipment in the possession of the
Commissioner of Police will ,  for the time being, be at the disposal of
the Commandant for the purpose only of arming and equipping such
members of the Police Force as have been called upon for service. Such
additional arms and equipment as may be necessary must be supplied by
the Commandant.
SECTION XXIII.
Volunteer Corps.
214. Corps on the volunteer system may be formed ,  subject to the
following Regulations :-
215. Persons wishing to form a volunteer corps must place them.
selves in communication with the Commandant ,  through whom they
must ,  in writing ,  offer their services to the Governor.
216. Upon the acceptance of such offer by the Governor ,  signi fied
by notice in the  Gazette,  a meeting of the persons signing such offer
shall be called by the Commandant ,  or such person as he may appoint,
for the purpose of adopting rules for the internal management of the
corps, and such other purposes as may be required.
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217. When a volunteer corps is duly formed, it will be supplied
with arms  and all necessary equipment by Government to the full
extent of the establishment of corps, and for such  supernumeraries as
may be authorised.
218. The establishment of every volunteer corps is to be as ordered
from time to time by the Governor. Supernumeraries may be enrolled
in a similar  manner to that laid down for the corps of the Defence
Force. Only one lieutenant will be appointed to any corps unless the
strength is over 40.
219. In addition to the Regulations contained  in this section, the
following Regulations, inclusive, shall apply to volunteer corps, viz. -.-
1, 2, 4 to 7, 9 to 13, 17 to 28, 31 to 56, 61 to 68, 70 to 77, 79, 80, 82
to 107, 114 to 117, 123, 125, 126, 130, 131, 133, 134, 136, 137,
139 to 168, 171,172,182 to 190,  192, 193, 195 to 200, 203 to 207,
350 to 354, 359 to 362.
220. Every volunteer corps shall have  a service  roll similar to that
prescribed for corps of the Defence Force, except that it shall contain
an undertaking  by which the  subscribers agree  to serve for  two years
only and in the particular corps in which the volunteer  enrolls.
221. At the first  meeting  of the persons intending to enrol in a
volunteer corps, such persons shall, before proceeding to other  business,
take the oath  of allegiance  and subscribe the service roll of the corps in
a similar manner  to that prescribed for members of the Defence Force.
The officer or official who has been detailed to enrol the  persons will
act as chairman.
222. The members of any volunteer corps may at such first  meeting
submit the  name or names of  any one or more of their members to the
Commandant for approval and recommendation for appointment as
commissioned officers thereof. The person or persons  whose name or
navies  shall be so submitted may be appointed to acting rank as officers
upon similar conditions to those prescribed for acting officers of the
Defence Force.
223. Except  as aforesaid , volunteer officers shall be recommended
for commissions  and appointed  in a similar  manner to officers of the
Defence Force.
224. The oath  of allegiance  shall be taken and the service roll
signed  by the commanding officer of every volunteer corps, and by other
officers and men respectively, in a similar way to that prescribed for the
corresponding ranks of the Defence Force.
225. Volunteers shall engage, in the first instance, for a period of
two years' service, and such engagement shall thereafter continue for an
indefinite period, subject to a power of retiring, as follows :-On
completion of the period of service any volunteer may (except in time
of war or invasion, or imminent danger of either) quit his corps on
complying with the following conditions,  namely :-
(1) Giving to the commanding officer of his corps  one calendar
month's notice in writing of his intention to quit the corps.
(2) Delivering up in good order (fair wear and tear excepted) all
arms, clothing, and appointments, being public property or
property of the corps, issued to him.
(3) Paying all money due or becoming due by him, under the
rules of the corps, either before or at the time of or by reason
of his quitting it.
And thereupon he shall be struck out of the service roll of the corps by
the commanding officer.
226. Avolunteer may enrol himself in any corps of the Defence Force
upon giving to his commanding officer three calendar months ' notice in
writing of his desire an to do, and he shall then be transferred to the corps
of the Defence Force in a similar  manner  to that prescribed for the
transfer of men from one corps of the Defence Force to another. He
shall, nevertheless, be liable to deliver up in good order (fair wear and
tear only excepted) all arms, clothing, and appointments, being public
property or property of the corps, issued to him, and to pay all money
due or becoming due by him, under the rules of his corps, either before
or at the time of or by reason of his discharge. If such arms, clothing,
and appointments are not so delivered up by him, or such money is not
paid by him, then, without prejudice to any proceeding or remedy
against him , he may,  under an  order of the Commandant, if it seems fit,
be put under stoppages of any
pay
or allowances receivable by him, or
both, until the value of such arms, clothing, or appointments not so
delivered up, or such money as the case may be) is fully paid. A
volunteer enrolling himself in a corps of the Defence Force under this
Regulation will not count his time of service in the Volunteer Force as
part of his service in the Defence Force. Any volunteer applying for a
transfer from his *own corps to a corps of the Defence Force, or another
volunteer corps, shall, if not then efficient, be liable to pay to his
commanding officer the amount of capitation allowance for the current
year.
227. No member of a volunteer corps shall be entitled to receive a
uniform unless and until he shall have performed such recruits' course
as may  be laid down in General Orders and be passed into the ranks.
228. To be classified  as efficient  the following duties  must be per-
formed by a member of a volunteer corps in each year
(a) Training and exercise for four clear continuous days (counting
from sunrise on the first day to sunset on the fourth) once
every year in camp, or such place as may be appointed in lieu
thereof, if such attendance be ordered by the Governor by
notice in the  Gazette.
When the attendance of a corps in camp has been ordered under
this  Regulation, any volunteer who does not attend for the period
hereby required may, nevertheless be allowed his efficiency, provided
that for each day that he was absent he performs during the year
three hours' extra drill over and above the total required under the
heading (b).
(b) Perform a total of thirty hours' drill  in each  year in addition
to the requirements of (a).
(c) Be present at the annual inspection made by or by order of
the Commandant, or (in case of unavoidable  absence )  attend
an extra six hours' drill in the year.
(d) Go through tl•e same course of musketry as that prescribed
for corps of the Defence Force similarly armed.
The time of attendance at parades  for the annual  course of musketry
will not count for efficiency.
229. Officers and non-commissioned officers above  the rank of
corporal may be classed as "proficient" if they have passed the
examination for their respective ranks, provided they are classed as
efficient for the year for which proficiency is claimed.
230. For the purpose of efficiency  parades and drills may be
disposed generally as follows throughout  each year
Five half-days' parades of three hours' each = 15 hours.
Ten evening drills of one and  a-half hours '  each  =15 hours.
Total ... ... ...  30 hours.
The duration of evening and afternoon drills will be adjusted to
meet this Regulation, but a full-day parade or day's attendance in
camp will not count as more than six hours' drill whatever may be the
duty performed on the day.
231. Buglers and bandsmen, in order to qualify as efficient, must
fulfil the requirements of the last preceding Regulation, except that
they will not be required to go through any course of musketry.
Buglers must obtain a similar certificate to that prescribed for buglers
in the Defence Force for efficiency.
232. Recruits, in order to qualify as "efficient" for the year in which
they are attested, must fulfil all the requirements of Regulation 228.
A recruit attested on or after the 1st March  cannot classify as an
efficient for-the current year.
All recruit drills performed before being passed into the ranks may
be counted towards efficiency for that year.
233. At the commencement of each year the officer  commanding a
volunteer' corps will be credited with the following sums :-
For each efficient ... ... ... ... ... £3 0 0
Profccients.
For each officer (additional) ... .. . 3 0 0
For each non-commissioned officer above the
rank of corporal (additional) ... ... ... 2 0 0
This money may be expended by such commanding officer, on
behalf of his corps, on the following items :-
Uniforms,
Orderly Room,
Postage and Telegrams,
Drill-shed and Gymnasium,
Armoury,
Ranges,
Expenses incidental to authorised target practice,
Repairs generally,
Advertisements and other necessary expenses of the corps.
234. Officers commanding volunteer corps are responsible to Govern-
ment for the due custody and expenditure of the capitation grant, no
portion of which is to pass from their control or be expended, except by
their direction.
235. The capitation grant shall be kept as a special public bank
account at the Government bank, and all books and accounts connected
with the expenditure thereof shall be produced when required to inspect-
ing officers, officers of the Audit Department, or such other persons
as the Commandant may direct. Bank pass-books for these accounts
will not be issued. On the 1st day of August in each year an audited
balance-sheet of the past year's receipts and expenditure, signed by the
commanding officer, and countersigned by one officer and non-com-
missioned officer, must be forwarded to the Commandant before the
annual grant or any portion thereof shall be issued. Surcharges, if any,
for improper and unauthorised expenditure will be deducted from the
grant due to each corps.
236. Mounted officers will be entitled to receive .22 annually, if
efficient, and provided with suitable saddlery ; this sum will be in
addition to the capitation allowance.
Mounted officers may, when attending camp, be granted horse
allowance at the rate prescribed y Regulation No.119, ifsanctioned by
the Commandant.
237. In the event of any volunteer corps failing to be entitled to
the efficiency allowance of 50 per cent. of its establishment, such corps
may be disbanded.
238. Any volunteer who has been returned as a non-efficient in the
last annual return of the corps shall be liable to pay to the funds of the
corps, on or before the 30th September following, a sum equal to the
amount of the capitation allowance which be failed to earn • such sum
will be a penalty recoverable by the commanding officer under section
84 of the Act, and when paid or recovered will be dealt with as part of
the capitation allowance.
239. Any member failing to qualify as efficient shall, in addition to
the liability for payment of capitation grant above specified, be liable to
be removed from the corps by the Commandant, on the recommendation
of the officer commanding the same.
240. The sums due to Government for issues of uniform or materials,
ammunition ,  or other stores ,  and for repairs of arms , &c., will take pre-
cedence of other claims to be paid out of the capitation grant.
241. Officers commanding volunteer-corps shall receive, for the
purposes of target practice during the course of musketry, 60 rounds of
ball cartridge for each man attending the course of musketry, which
shall be used under proper supervision.
242. They shall also be entitled to receive a further quantity of
ammunition equal to 30 rounds for each man who has gone through the
musketry course, to be expended in such manner as the officer command-
ing the corps shall think most desirable for improving the rifle-shooting
of his corps.
243. Afull record of the expenditure of such ammunition shall be
furnished to the Commandant in such manner as he may from time to
time direct.
244. The Commandant is authorised to issue from time to time
orders for the general government, discipline, and management of corps,
and for the due care and custody of arms, accoutrements, and other
Government property.
245. No member of any corps shall be entitled to receive any pay
for his services, except in the cases expressely provided for in these
Regulations, or on occasions specially approved by the Minister.
246. As it may sometimes happen that individual volunteers, whose
corps have not been ordered to attend camp for the purpose of efficiency,
are willing and anxious voluntarily to attend for their own instruction,
it is directed that any such volunteers may attend upon obtaining the
Commandant 's permission. The expenses of volunteers' maintenance in
camp, whether they shall be attending voluntarily with the Com-
mandant's permission or attending in pursuance of the Governor's order,
will be borne by Government. Voluntary attendance in camp under
this Regulation will be allowed towards efficiency in the same  manner as
attendance in pursuance of the Governor's order.
247. Volunteer corps are not liable to be called out for the purpose
of drill or training except by the order of the Commandant or of the
officer or officers under whom they are serving. The order of the Com-
mandant will be communicated to the corps through the commanding
officers of administrative units or by a General Order.
This Regulation does not, however, apply to the cases referred to
in sections 55 and 56 of the Defence Act, or other emergent circum-
stances, in which cases volunteer corps, or any member thereof, may be
called out by the senior combatant officer of the Defence Force in the
district or division, or in the locality ,  as the  case may be.
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24S. Volunteer corps may be called out for actual military service
in the same  way as corps of the Defence Force, and when so called out
they shall for the time being be entitled to pay at the same rates, and
be subject to the same  laws as  Corps of the Defence Force.
249. With respect to the discipline of volunteer corps, the following
provisions  shall take effect and be in force while they are not on actual
military  service :-
(1) The commanding officer shall have power to inflict any of the
fines  mentioned in Regulation 101 from  (a)  to  (9n)  inclusive.
All fines imposed on members of a corps shall be entered in a
book kept under the orders of the commanding officer for
that purpose.
All fines shall be paid on or before the first day of the month
succeeding that in which they have been incurred, and
shall be 'collected by one of the sergeants and paid by him
to the commanding officer.
No proceedings may be taken under the Act for recovery of
fines imposed  on volunteers under this Regulation, but the
non-payment of a fine shall be sufficient  cause  for dismissal
under the next following paragraph.
(2) The commanding officer of a corps may discharge from the
corps any member under the rank of corporal, and strike him
out of the roll, either for disobedience of orders by him while
doing any military duty with his corps, or for neglect of duty
or misconduct by him as a member of the corps, or for other
sufficient  cause ;  the existence and sufficiency of such causes
respectively to be judged of by the commanding officer. The
member so discharged shall, nevertheless, deliver up all
public property or property of the corps, and pay all money
in the same  way as he is liable to do on voluntary retirement.
But nothing herein shall prevent His Excellency the Go-
vernor , as Her Majesty's Representative, from signifying his
pleasure in such manner  and giving such d;rections with
respect to any such case of discharge  as to  His Excellency
may appear  just  and proper.
(3) If any member while  under arms , or on march or duty
with the corps to which he belongs, or any portion thereof,
or while engaged in any military exercise or drill with
such corps or any portion thereof, or while wear ing the cloth-
ing or accoutrements of such corps, or going to or returning
from any place of exercise or assembly of such corps, disobeys
any lawful order of any officer under whose command he then
is, or is guilty of misconduct, the officer then in command of
the corps, or any superior officer under whose command the
corps then is, may order the offender , if an  officer, into arrest,
and if not an officer, into the custody of any volunteer belong-
ing to  the corps ; but so that the offender be not kept in such
arrest or  custody longer than during the time of the corps, or
such portion thereof as aforesaid,  then remaining under arms
or on march or duty, or assembled or continuing  engaged in
any such military exercise or drill as aforesaid.
(4) When any corps or detachment of volunteers is assembled for
the purpose of being trained and exercised with the Defence
Force, the volunteers will, for the time being, be subject to
the same  laws as  the Defence Force, although not entitled to
any pay.
(5) When any volunteer is with his own consent attached to
or doing duty with any body of the Defence Force, whether
he shall be in receipt of pay or otherwise, he will be, for the
time  being , subject to  the same laws  as members of the
Defence Force.
(6) Sections  44, 66, and 67 of the Defence Act shall apply also to
volunteers.
250. The majority of the members of a volunteer corps present at any
special meeting  of the corps (to be convened by the commanding officer
for the purpose on not less than seven days' notice by advertisement in
some local  newspaper) may make by-laws for the management of the
affairs of  the corps ; but no such by-laws shall have any force or effect
until the  same have  been submitted by the officer commanding the corps,
through the Commandant, to the Governor, and a notification of His
Excellency 's approval has been published in the  Gazette.
251. Only efficient members of volunteer corps will be recommended
to the Governor in Council for release  from  serving upon  juries  under the
provisions  of  "The Jury Act of  1867."
SECTION XXIV.
Supernumeraries.
252. All persons under the age of forty years who have completed
a period of three years' service in the Queensland Defence Force, and
who have not been discharged from such force for more than three years
prior  to the date of their application for enrolment, will be eligible to
become supernumerary members. The Commandant may in special
cases vary the conditions contained in this clause should he consider it
expedient to do so.
Supernumerary members will be enrolled by commanding officers
of corps to which a supernumerary establishment has been gazetted.
They will be borne on the roll of the corps in which they are
enrolled, and their names will be inserted separately in returns furn ished
to Head-Quarters, under the heading "Supernumerary Members."
253. Supernumerary members will be enrolled for such period not
exceeding three years ,  and not less than one year ,  as will bring the
completit n ofthat period tothe end of a financial year.
254. Supernumerary members may be permitted to leave the Force
under the provisions of Regulation 79.
255. Supernumerary members enrolling immediately upon com-
pletion of their terms of service in the Force will retain the rank held
by them at that time, but will only be entitled to draw such pay as is
prescribed for supernumerary members in the Pay Regulations.
256. Supernumerary members will be paid at the rates prescribed
by the Pay Regulations for such hours of drill and days of continuous
training as they may perform up to the maximum sanctioned annually
in General Orders, except that the total amount of pay to be earned
annually by supernumerary members will in no case exceed one-half of
the amount  that can be earned by members.
257. The qualifications for efficiency of supernumerary  members will
be published annually in General Orders.
258. Supernumerary members who fulfil the conditions for efficiency
will at the end of the year be entitled to 10s. as clothing allowance in
addition to their pay.
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SECTION XXV.
Rifle Clubs.
259. Rifle clubs may be formed for the encouragement of rifle
shooting throughout the colony, and will be supplied with rifles and
ammunition in accordance with Regulations.
260. Before any rifle club can be formed under these Regulations
the names of not less than twenty men over the age of eighteen, wishing
to form the club, must be sent to lead-Quarters. The list of names u ill
be submitted by the Commandant to the Governor for his approval, such
list will show on the face of it the following information :-Name in
full ; place of residence ; whether a member of the Defence Force,
Volunteers, or Police; previous military service (if any) ; and in case of
such approval being signified by notice in the  Gazette,  the club shall be
thereby duly formed.
261. Every club shall have a service roll of the prescribed form.
The oath of allegiance shall be taken by every member on the day of
joining.
262. The members of a i ifle club will be required to elect a president,
and tl-e office of president must always be filled up. The appointment
of the president must be confirmed by the Commandant. The property
of the club will be vested in the president in a similar  manner  to that in
which corps property is vested in a commanding officer. The president
will be considered a representative officer of the club  in all  matters of
correspondence with the Commandant. He will have power to maintain
order and discipline among the members of the club at all rifle or other
meetings thereof, and may impose any of the fines  (h), (j),  and  (k)  men-
tioned in Regulation 101. Non-payment of fines gives power of dismissal
to the president in the same manner as in the case of officers command-
ing volunteer corps. He will have power to give such instructions as
from time to time may be necessary for the proper care of  arms , expendi-
ture of ammunition in rifle practice, and the furnishing of correct
returns, &c.
263. The majority of the members of a rifle club present at any
special  meeting of the club, to he convened by the president for the
purpose (on not  less  than seven days' notice by advertisement in some
local newspaper), may crake rules for the management of the affairs of
the club, and such rules may be varied from time to time  at a similarly
constituted meeting of the club, provided that certain rules for the
management  of rifle clubs, which shall be published in Standing General
Orders, must be adopted by every club.
264. Members of rifle clubs, in order to  classify as  efficient within
the meaning  of section 53 of the Principal Act, so as to be exempt from
enrolment  in the  Defence Force, must come up to the standard of
efficiency required therein, and the standard of efficiency for members of
rifle clubs is hereby prescribed accordingly for the purposes of the said
section. In time of war or invasion, or danger of either, members of
rifle clubs  who have not  classified as efficient  will be liable to be called
upon to enroll themselves in some corps of the Defence Force, or in a
volunteer rifle corps, and will then be deemed to be men drafted for
service within the meaning of section 77 of the Principal Act.
265. In  case of war  or invasion, or danger of either, the Governor
may by proclamation call out all or any members of rifle clubs, and may
by such proclamation direct where and how the men shall assemble, and
the manner  in which they shall be organised for service. Upon the
making of any such proclamation the members of rifle clubs called out
thereby shall become subject to the same discipline as members of the
Defence Force, and may be allowed pay at such rate as the Governor
may direct. Such proclamation may be cancelled by the Governor
when  he thinks it expedient so to do.
266. Any rifle club duly formed may be supplied by Government
with rifles and ammunition on the following conditions:-
(a) Rifle, pattern •303, issued to clubs will always remain the
property of Government.
(b) Rifles may be issued to the president of a club for the use of
members, and the president will be held responsible for their
safe custody and good order. Such rifles will be inspected
periodically.
(c) For each rifle so issued the sum of 10s. shall be paid annually
to Government in advance by the president of the club.
(d) Ammunition will be issued on payment at prices to be notified
from time to time in General Orders.
(e) Not less than one box of  ammunition  will be forwarded at any
time.
267. Every rifle club will keep a property ledger. The number of
every rifle obtained from the Comptroller of Stores will be entered in
the ledger.
268. Rifles  and ammunition  supplied by Government will be delivered
carriage free at any railway station or port named by the president of
the club.
269. All  sums due  to the Government by a club or any member
thereof, for the supply of rifles, ammunition, uniform, or stores, may be
recovered under  section  84 of the Principal Act, or may be deducted
from any sum due to the club for efficiency or otherwise.
270. Arrangements will be made to  allow a  club to use any Govern-
ment range  established in the district in which the club is located.
271. A member of a rifle club, to classify as efficient,  must  fulfil the
requirements hereunder specified :-
(a) Have a fair knowledge of the manual and firing  exercises and
squad drill ;
(b) Keep his rifle at all times  clean and in  good order ;
(c) Attend the  annual  inspection of the Commandant or other
officer deputed by him, or furnish  a reason for  not doing so
satisfactory to the Commandant ;
(d)  Go through the course of musketry practice laid down in  (e)
or (f) before the 16th June in each year ;
(e) Fire seven rounds at each of the following distances : 200, 300,
500, and 600 yards, with Bisley targets and scoring ; or
(f) Fire five rounds at each of the ranges and at each description
of target as laid down for members of the Defence Force in
the annual course of musketry.
272. A free issue of fifty rounds of ammunition will be granted
annually for each efficient member.
273. On the 16t , June in each year, the president of a rifle club must
forward to the "Staff Officer for Rifle Clubs, Head-Quarters Office,
Victoria Barracks, Brisbane,"  a return  of the members of the club,
showing their names, arms in possession ,  and the results of the annual
course  of musketry , on a form  to be obtained from Head-Quarters called.
the "annual  efficiency return."
274. At the commencement,of each year the president of a rifle club
will  be credited  (in addition  to the fifty rounds  of ammunition  mentioned-in Regulation  272) with  the sum  of 10s,  for each member classi fied an
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efficient for the preceding year. This sum of 106. is to be expended in
prizes  for rifle shooting. A report of the way in which it has been
expended must be submitted before the amount for the succeeding year
will be passed.
275. Members of the Defence Force, or of volunte-r companies, or
of the Marine Force, may be enrolled as members of rifle clubs, but no
allowances of ammunition or prize money will be made on behalf of such
members.
276. No member of a rifle club will be entitled to free passage by
rail unless he has been  sworn in  in the form prescribed for volunteers in
Regulation 220, and on presentation of a pass on the prescribed form,
signed by the president of the club, and countersigned by a staff officer.
Any member travelling on such a pass must be dressed in the authorised
uniform. Presidents of rifle clubs are only permitted to sign passes for
members for the purpose of  bond fide  attendance at rifle matches, prac-
tices,  drills,  muster  parades, or other military duties, but authority to do
so must first be obtained from the Commandant ; any contravention of
this Regulation by the president or members will render them liable to
the penalty laid down in section 67, Principal Act.
277. Presidents of rifle clubs must adhere to the system of corre-
spondence  laid down for the Defence Force in the Regulations  (see
Regulation 206) relating to that subject, and the president will for that
purpose be considered as the " commanding officer " of the club.
278. No new rifle club shall be formed in any locality where a rifle
club already  exists , unless such  existing  club has at least fifty efficient
members . The limit of a locality will be five  miles'  radius from the
local post  office  or police station in towns and suburbs, and ten miles'
radius  from the local post office or police  station  elsewhere.
279. The uniforms for presidents and members will be as authorised
from time  to time in General Orders.
SECTION XXVI.
Cadet Corps.
280. If arms  and accoutrements are furnished to any school, they
shall be issued subject to the following Regulations, which are applicable
to all cadet corps.
281. Cadet corps may be formed of boys between twelve and  eighteen
years of age.
282. The members of a cadet corps shall not be attested for service.
283. Persons not themselves eligible to be members of cadet corps
by reason of age, may be attached to such corps as officers. Any such
officer may be appointed with an acting commission as a volunteer
officer, and he may receive a permanent commission if he passes the
required examination, and will rank with other volunteer officers
according to the date of his appointment or commission respectively.
284. Cadets may themselves be appointed officers in their own corps,
and in that case they will rank on a separate list of officer cadets, and
have  no precedence or right to military command except  as regards other
officer cadets or cadets.
285. No cadet corps shall be formed unless forty members can be
enrolled, and prior to the acceptance of service  a guarantee must  be given
that due care will be taken of such Government  stores  as shall be issued,
and that payment will be made of such charges as may be  assessed on
behalf of the Government  against such  corps on account of loss, damage,
or destruction.
286. Cadet corps will only be formed  in connection  with schools and
colleges  or similar  institutions.
287. The sum of 20s. per annum  as a capitation  grant maybe drawn
by the officer commanding a cadet corps for each cadet completely
clothed in uniform, and borne on the strength of the corps. This grant
may be expended on the following  items  :-Uniforms, orderly-room,
postage and telegrams, armoury expenses connected with target prac-
tice, repairs, advertisements, and other  necessary expenses  of the corps.
SECTION XXVII.
Permanent Force.
288. The following Regulations under the above heading apply only
to the  Permanent  Force:-
289. The Permanent Force shall  consist of one  Battery of Garrison
Artillery, to be called "A" Battery, Queensland Permanent Artillery
(which may be abbreviated to "A" Battery), with a proportion of'troop
and draught horses, for the purpose of instruction in mounted and
battery drill.
290. The strength of the battery and the numbers of officers, non-
commissioned officers, and men of other corps of the Defence Force to be
attached for instruction shall be such  as may from  time to time be
authorised by the Governor, not exceeding the limit prescribed by the
Act.
291. "A" Battery will be under the command of a chief instructor,
with the title of Officer Commanding "A" Battery. He will be
directly under the orders of the Commandant, and his duties will be asfollow:-
(1) He is charged with the command of " A " Battery, and of all
officers, non-commissioned officers, and men attached thereto,
and will enforce strict discipline amongst all under his com-
mand.
(2) He will be responsible for keeping "A" Battery  at all times
thoroughly efficient  as a garrison  battery, notwithstanding
the variety of duties which the members may have to perform.
(3) He will pay the closest possible attention to the drill of all
under his command, and will be especially particular  in seeing
that all officers and non-commissioned officers are practised in
instructing recruit squads.
(4) He will carefully check all expenditure connected with " A"
Battery and all returns connected with pay or stores.
(5) He will perform such other duties as the Commandant may
from time to time direct.
292. "A" Battery shall have a service roll in a similar form to that
before prescribed for other corps of the Defence Force.
293. The Governor may authorise the employment of "A" Battery,
or any portion thereof, beyond the limits of Queensland.
294. The officer commanding "A" Battery, upon his appointment to
command , whether be has been previously  sworn  or not, shall take the
oath of allegiance in the form prescribed by the Act and sign the service
roll of  "A" Battery, describing himself therein as officer commanding.
and shall  fill  in the required particulars in the presence of a justice of
the peace, who shall sign the service  roll as witness.
295. Every other officer an appointment to, and every man on  enlist-
ment in , "A" Battery shall sign the service roll and take the oath of
allegiance either  before the officer commanding or before a justice of the
peace,  or an officer of the  Permanent Staff at the  request ofthe officer
commanding, and the required particulars  shall be filled  in at thi, time
cf signature.
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296. Officers, non-commissioned officers , and men of other corps of
the Defence Force, when attached to "A" Battery  for purposes of
instruction ,  will not sign  the service roll of "A" Battery  or take the
oath afresh.
297. Non-commissioned officers and men of "A" Battery  will receive
a-free kit and uniform on joining, and will be provided with  fuel, light,
barrack accommodation, and free rations of bread, meat,  and groceries.
298. The  various articles  included in the kit and uniform and the
detail of the daily  rations  will be published in General Orders.
299. Recruits for "A" Battery may be kept on probation for one
calendar month  after signing  the service roll, and prior  to receiving the
free kit and uniform. While serving on probation they will be supplied
with fuel, light, barrack accommodation,  free rations, and pay at the
rate prescribed for gunners.
300. The officer commanding may, upon sufficient  reason, which
must be reported to the Commandant, discharge  a recruit  at any time
within the month's probation, by striking his name out of the service
roll and marking the  same  with the word "discharged," and adding the
date and his (the commanding officer' s) signature.
301. Upon any discharge under the last preceding Regulation the
recruit will be entitled to pay up to the day of such discharge, and for
twenty-four hours succeeding, and upon the tender of such pay  be shall
forthwith give up all articles of Government property  in. his possession
and quit the Force.
302. Officers, non-commissioned officers, and men joining "A"
Battery on probation, and who subsequently join permanently,  shall be
deemed to commence their  service  on the day on which they join on
probation.
303. If any member of the Defence or Volunteer Forces  wishes to
permanently join "A" Battery he may, in the first  instance ,  be taken
on by the officer commanding,  in the same manner as other recruits
therefor, and shall, like them, enrol himself for the full period of three
years from the date of signing the roll of "A" Battery . During the
month's probation mentioned in Regulation 299 the  recruit's name will
be kept on the roll of his corps, but he will be excused  from all atten-
dance therewith, and will be fully subject to the discipline of "A"
Battery. If, during such month, the officer commanding  shall not
exercise  his option of discharging the recruit, the latter  will be deemed
discharged from the other corps and transferred to "A" Battery.
304. The  pay of  the various ranks will be  as  follows:-Officer Commanding ... ... ... ... ...
Captain ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Lieutenant ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
„ on probation ... ... ... ... ...
„ after 3 years ... ... ... ... ...
Battery Sergeant-Major ... ... ... ... ...
Quartermaster-Sergeant ... ... ... ... ...
Sergeant .. ... ... ... ... ...
Sergeants over 5 years' service ... ... ... ...
Corporal ...
Bombardier ...
... ...
... ... ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Trumpeter, Gunner, or Driver ... ... ... ...
Such sum as may
be determined
by the Gover-
nor in Council
14s. per diem
lOs. „
8s. is
12s. „
paid  on Perma.
nent Staff
5s. 6d.  per diem
4s. Od.
4s. 6d.
3s. 6d.
3s. Od. „
2s. 3d.
305. Officers, non-commissioned officerq, and men of other corps
joining " A" Battery for courses of instruction will receive pay at the
above rates.
306. Logging allowance may be granted per diem to a certain pro-
portion of married men on the establishment of " A" Battery,  as laid
down below, and at the rates specified below, provided that sufficient
money is available:-
d. .
Staff Sergeants ,  one at  .. .. ... ... ...  2 6
Sergeants, 50 per cent. of establishment strength, at 2 0
Rank and File, 5 per cent. of establishment strength, at 1 0
307. An officer, non-commissioned officer, or man of "A" Battery
shall not be entitled to retire, or take his discharge, upon the expiration
of his original engagement, or of any period or periods of re-engagement,
unless and until he gives one month's notice in writing to his Commanding
Officer.
308. With a view to training efficient non-commissioned officers for
the instruction of the Force at large, and to retaining the services of
competent non-commissioned officers and men, the officer commanding
"A" Battery may, with the approval of the Commandant, allow non-
commissioned officers who show special aptitude for imparting instruction,
and also any non-commissioned officers or men who are likely to be
specially useful to the service, to remain in "A" Battery after the
expiration of their original engagement, or of any re-engagement, for
such period or successive periods of three  years  each as may be
considered advisable, but no excess of the authorised establishment must
occur without the sanction of the Minister.
309. All ranks continuing their services as above shall sign the
service roll as "re-engaged," but they may at any time retire from the
Force or be drafted into the Permanent Force Reserve upon giving one
month's notice in writing to the officer commanding "A" Battery, and
paying, upon a scale to be prescribed in Battery Orders, the value of
any uniform or equipment issued since the date of their last re-engage-
ment, and which has not been fairly expended in service.
310. Men re-engaged on and after 1st July, 1896, shall not have
the right to retire as above except under special circumstances to be
approved by the Commandant.
311. Non-commissioned officers and men who so re-engaged before
the 1st  July,  1896, may, if the officer commanding "A" Battery certifies
that their conduct and efficiency continue satisfactory, receive in
addition to their ordinary pay and allowances an annual bonus of equal
amount to the reserve pay given to men of the Permanent Force
Reserve, as laid down in Regulation 331.
Non-commissioned officers and men who re-engage on and after the
1st July, 1896, will receive a sum on re-engagement equal to the
amount of one year's bonus as above.
312. (a.) Good conduct badges with pay at the rate of twopence
per day for each badge shall be awarded to non-commissioned officers
under the rank of sergeant and to men, under the following conditions :-
Qualifying length  of service-
After 3 years' service ... ... ... 1 badge.
„  6 „ ,4 ... ... ... 2 badges.
,,
9 to is ... ... ... ... 3 to
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Subject to above provisions as to total length of service, one good
conduct badge shall be awarded on the completion of a " term of good
conduct"-that is, two years' consecutive service without an entry in the
Regimental Defaulter Book, and a second or third badge shall be
awarded when the badge or badges previously awarded have been held
through another such term (two years) of good conduct.
If the offence last entered involved imprisonment, such period shall
reckon from the date of the termination of the imprisonment, otherwise
it shall reckon from the date on which punishment was awarded.
(b) All good conduct badges held by a soldier, together with pay
due in respect thereof, may be forfeited by the award of his commanding
officer.
A General or District Court Martial may, in addition to or without
any other punishment, sentence a soldier to forfeit all or any of his good
conduct badges.
For each award of punishment entailing an entry in the Regimental
Defaulter Book, one penny a day will be forfeited. When one badge
only is held it will not be forfeited unless and until the whole good
conduct pay of twopence a day is forfeited. If two or three badges are
held one will be forfeited for each entry.
Always provided that so long as any good conduct pay is drawn a
badge will be worn.
(c.) Good conduct badges shall be restored to the soldier as follows
One penny good conduct pay will be restored each " short term of good
conduct "-i.e., six months, commencing  as in  (a) without an entry in
the Regimental Defaulter Book. Each badge to be restored with the
first penny of pay carried by it.
(d.) But a soldier sentenced by court martial or civil court to
imprisonment exceeding six months shall forfeit all good conduct badges
without power of restoration.
(e.) It shall be competent for the Commandant to restore at any time
a good conduct badge to the soldier on the recommendation of his com-
manding officer, unless forfeited under (d).
313. Men with more than one year' s service ,  if extra efficient as
defined in orders, will be granted a distinctive badge.
314. If any officer, non-commissioned officer, or man continues to
serve in "A" Battery after the expiration of his original engagement,
or of any period of re-engagement, without signing the service roll as
re-engaged, he will nevertheless be subject to discipline in the same
manner as if he had so signed the roll..
315. The officer commanding " A" Battery may, if be thinks the
circumstances of the case deserve it, grant leave of absence for any
period not exceeding six weeks to non-commissioned officers and men
whose  terms  of engagement or re-engagement are about to expire.
316. It shall be competent for the Commandant on the recommend-
ation of the officer commanding "A" Battery to discharge at any time
men who shall have been guilty of misconduct, and men so discharged
and men discharged for inefficiency will be required to pay back to the
Government the sums stated below to defray a portion of the cost of
uniform and free kit, viz. :-Under one year's service, £5.
Over one year and under three years, £3.
Over three years, £2.
317. Under special circumstances to be approved by the Com-
mandant, discharge may be allowed from " A" Battery before the com-
pletion of the term of engagement or of re-engagement upon payment of
double the above rates.
318. Non-commissioned officers and men shall have the right to
purchase their discharge at any time upon payment of double the rates
mentioned in Regulation 316. This Regulation will not apply to men
enlisted or re-engaged in the Permanent Force on or after the 1st
January, 1892.
319. Officers '  and sergeants '  messes will  be established ,  and rules for
the organisation of these messes may he published  in general  orders.
320. Entrance subscriptions and monthly contributions to officers'
and sergeants' messes will be prescribed in General Orders on the general
principles laid down in the Queen's Regulations, but officers and
sergeants of other corps of the Defence Force joining for courses of
instruction shall not be charged entrance fees.
321. A mess allowance of £5 per quarter for the  sergeants' mess,
and of £12 10s. per quarter for the officers' mess, may be drawn at the
end of every quarter by the officer commanding "A" Battery, on his
certificate countersigned by the Commandant.
322. A canteen will be established at the barracks.
323. Although " A" Battery is organised as a battery of artillery, and
must at all times be thoroughly efficient thereas, the officers and non-
commissioned officers will be expected to be able to instruct members of
other branches of the Defence Force. Those attached specially to the
mounted portion of " A" Battery must be available for affording
instruction to field artillery, mounted infantry, and other mounted
corps.
324. Detailed  arrangements  will be published in Orders with regard
to the attendance of all ranks of the Defence Force for long or short
courses  of instruction.
325. With respect to the discipline of " A " Battery and of those
attached for instruction, it is prescribed that, in lieu of the fines awarded
by the Queen's Regulations  for drunkenness , the following scale of fines
will be observed
s. d.
For a first instance of drunkenness a fine of ... 2 6
For the second instance ,  if it occurs within three
months of the first ... ... ... ... 5 0
For a third instance occurring within three
months of the preceding instance ... ... 10 0
Wherever an instance of drunkenness occurs, and there has been an
interval of three months since the last offence, it will be treated as a
first offence, except for the purpose of the following rule, viz. :-When
four instances of drunkenness are recorded  against a  man within one
year, he shall be dismissed the Force.
326. Leave of absence may be granted to officers, non-commissioned
officers, and men of " A" Battery, provided no extra expense to the
public is thereby incurred. Officers and non-commissioned officers, to
obtain leave, must give in the name of some suitable person to act for
them and perform such duties as may be necessary during their absence.
As a rule, leave will only be granted during the summer.
327. Before a candidate can be recommended for appointment as
an officer to the Queensland Permanent Artillery, he must pass an
examination in the subjects prescribed in the syllabus  (vide  Appendix C).
328. When more than one candidate desires to be examined, and
only one vacancy exists, the examination will be competitive, and the
additional subjects as prescribed in the syllabus will be included in the
examination.
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329. A candidate cannot be eligible for examination  until he has
served for a period of not less than six months  as an  officer with a Corps
of the Queensland Defence Force (Land).
330. A candidate must be between the ages of nineteen and twenty-
three on date of examination.
SECTION XXVIII.
Permanent Force Reserve.
331. The reserve pay to be received by men drafted into the
Permanent Force Reserve will be according to the rank in the
Permanent Force at the time of  be ing drafted into the reserve, at the
following rates ,  viz.:-
Per annum.
Trumpeter, Gunner ,  or Driver  ... ... ... ... £5
Bombardier  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  6
Corporal  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  8
Sergeant  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  10
The above rates of reserve pay will be payable in arrear for each year
ending 15th June .  But it will not be payable unless the reserve man
classifies as efficient in the corps  (if any )  of the Defence Force in which
he is serving, or,  in the case of a man not serving in any corps, unless
he serves annually for not less than eight days' continuous training with
the Permanent Force or some other corps of the Defence Force appointed
by the Commandant for the purpose.
332. Men of the Permanent Force Reserve will be bound to rejoin
the Permanent Force at any time when called upon to do so within one
year from the date of being drafte .l into the reserve or from their last
receipt of reserve pay ,  by notice from the Commandant requiring them
to rejoin .  Such notice shall be sufficiently notified to all whom it may
concern by publication in the  Gazette  and in such newspapers as the
Minister shall direct. Men failing to obey the notice will be treated as
deserters.
333. No man will be drafted into the Permanent Force Reserve
unless he previously signs an undertaking to be bound by the following
conditions of service therein, that is to say :-
Permanent Force Reserve.
(i.) The period of service in the reserve shall be not  more  than
nine years ,  or a total period of twelve years, including service
with the colours ,  from date of original enlistment .  Provided
that no member of the reserve is over  fifty years of age.
(ii.) Men joining the reserve must  be  under forty years of age at
date of joining.
(iii.) Members must obtain permission to leave the colony, and if
intending to be absent more than one year must obtain their
discharge from the reserve.
(iv.) Members wishing to join the Permanent Force or Police
Force of this or any other colony must  first obtain their
discharge from the reserve.
(v.) No man will be allowed to join the reserve who has  be en
dismissed from the Permanent Force or Police Force for
misconduct.
(vi.) Failure to comply with the conditions laid down in Regula-
tion 331 for two years in succession will render a member
liable to discharge from the reserve, by order of the Com-
mandant.
(vii.) Men on joining the reserve must be attached to some corps
of the Defence Force .  A man residing in a district or
division where there is no corps stationed will be granted
leave of absence from the corps to which he is attached, but
mast serve with some corps during the eight days' annual
training.
(viii. )  All members of the reserve must report themselves to the
officer commanding  " A" Battery during the annual training,
in order that a certi ficate to support their claim for reserve
pay may be made out by that officer ; otherwise their reserve
pay cannot  be  drawn.
(ix.) Reserve pay will be granted in proportion to the time
served from the date of joining the reserve up to the 15th
June next after that date ,  at the rates laid down in Regula-
tion 331.
SECTION XXIX.
Bands.
334. The Head-Quarters Band will be directly under the orders of
the Commandant, and will be available for duty with any corps of the
Defence Force.
335. When the Head-Quarters Band has been ordered to attend any
drill or parade of any part of the Force, it will be under the orders of
the senior combatant officer present in uniform until the parade is
dismissed.
336. The Head-Quarters Band will be under the command of such
officer as may from time to time be appointed by the Commandant, and
all the Regulations applicable to such band shall be read and construed
as if the officer so appointed had originally been appointed to such
command.
337. In order to qualify as efficient, a bandsman must fulfil all the
requirements of clauses (a), (b), and (c) of Regulation 138.
338. In order to qualify as efficient, a bandsman must, in addition,
be proficient in the use of his special instrument.
339. There  will be such evening band practices and drills as may be
approved by the Commandant, and they will not, as a rule, be of less
duration than one hour and a-half.
340. Bandsmen will not be entitled to pay for more than twenty-
four evening practices and drills in any year, but will be entitled to pay
according to their rank for all daylight parades or drills attended by
order of the Commandant without regard to the total  number  attended
during the year.
341. Whenever permission has been given for the band to play at
any concert or entertainment, the bandsmen will appear in uniform.
342. Whenever the band  has been  ordered out by the Commandant
for any purpose, in uniform, and also during the weekly practice , it will
be considered to be on duty for the time being.
343. Whenever the formation of any other band than the Head-
Quarters Band shall  be  authorised, the following Regulations shall apply
to it, namely :-335 and 337. Such band will be under the orders of
such officer as may be directed by Order, and he will be its commanding
officer within the meaning of the Act. Regulations 339 to 342 will
apply to such band as if the name of such officer had been inserted
therein instead of the Commandant.
344. A deduction of £2 10s. per annum will be made from the con-
tingent allowance of each corps in the Moreton Regimental Division, in
aid of the Head -Quarters Band, and similarly from each corps in any
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other Regimental Division where a Regimental band has been duly
formed, in aid of such band in that division. Provided that in the case
of every corps whose establishment  is not  less than 100 of all ranks, the
deduction will be £5 instead of £210s.
345. All officers of corps whose Head-Quarters are located in the
Moreton Regimental Division shall  pay  to the officer appointed by the
Commandant in General Orders to administer the affairs of the band
the annual subscription hereinafter mentioned in support of the Head-
Quarters Band. Similarly all officers in any other Regimental Division
where a Regimental band has been duly formed shall subscribe
similarly  for its support. The subscriptions will be payable by all
officers whether staff, regimental, departmental, or unattached, and will
be payable in advance each year. The rates shall be :-
Colonel ... ... ... ... ...
£ s. d.
2 12 6
Lieutenant-Colonel ... ... ... 2 2 0
Major ... ... ... ... ... 1 11 6
Captain ... ... ... ... 1 1 0
Lieutenant 0 10  6
Departmental officers in accordance with relative rank.
Officers absent from their corps on duty for twelve months or more,
and paying a subscription to some other band during that period, will
not be liable to pay a subscription to the Head-Quarters Band for the
same period in addition.
SECTION XXX.
Canteens.
346. The Commandant, with the approval of the Minister, may
establish any canteen or canteens which lie may deem necessary for the
use of members of the Defence Force and of volunteer rifle corps.
347. The Commandant may place any such canteen under the care
and management of such person or persons as he may think fit, and may
make rules for conducting the same.
348. Subject to the terms of the Order establishing any canteen,
and of any other Order relating thereto, it shall be lawful for the person
in charge to sell exclusively to members of the Defence Force or of
volunteer corps any spirituous or fermented liquors.
349. Every canteen will be under the control of the officer com-
manding the Force for whose use the canteen is established, and the
person in charge thereof will  obey  all orders of such officer, and wi'l be
liable to a penalty not exceeding £20 in case of disobedience.
SECTION XXXI.
Impressment  of Vehicles, &c.
350. When any detachment of the Defence Force on active service in
time  of war is on the march or cantoned in any part of the colony, any
justice of the peace, upon receiving a requisition, in writing, from the
officer commanding, for such and so many waggons or other vehicles,
horses or other beasts of burdeu or draught, with necessary harness and
saddlery, as may be required for the service of such detachment, shall
issue his  warrant to such person or persons as are possessed of waggons,
vehicles,  horses, or other beasts as beforementioned in the neighbour-
hood, requiring him or them to furnish the same for such service ; and
if any person ,  after receiving such warrant ,  refuses to furnish the same
they may be taken and impressed for such service.
351. No such waggon, vehicle, horse, or other beast so impressed or
taken may  be compelled to proceed more than thirty miles, except in
cases where other waggons, vehicles, horses, or beasts cannot im-
mediately be had to replace them ; and such waggons, vehicles, horses,
or other beasts shall be paid for at the usual rate of hire.
352. The impressment of wag-one, vehicles, horses, or other beasts
will  only be resorted to-
(a) In cases  of emergency, when delay would be caused by hiring ;
(b) When transport cannot be hired ;
(c) When charges made for hired transport are excessive.
353. In cases of emergency, when it is necessary to provide proper
and speedy means for the conveyance by railway or by water of men on
actual service, and also of their ammunition, stores, provisions, and
baggage, any justice of the peace in the locality where such men are
either on a march or in cantonment, upon receiving a requisition, in
writing,  from the officer commanding such men, for such railway cars
and engines, boats and other craft, for the conveyance of such troops
and their ammunition, stores, provisions, and baggage, shall issue his
warrant to such person or persons as are possessed of such railway cars
and engines, boats or other craft. And if any such person neglects or
refuses,  after receiving such warrant, to furnish such railway cars or
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engines, or boats or other craft, for that service, such railway cars or
engines, boats or other craft, may be impressed and taken for such
service. Nothing herein shall impair the effect of the Act or Regulations
obliging the Queensland Railway Commissioners to convey such men,
ammunition, and other articles as aforesaid, in any manner or on any
terms and conditions therein mentioned.
354. The Regulations contained in this section apply as well to
officers and men of the Volunteer Force as to those of the Defence
Force.
SECTION XXXII.
Provisions as to Establishing Corps,
Balloting, &c.
355. When the Governor has appointed that any corps shall be
established in any place, he may appoint a fit person to act  as recruiting
officer of the corps.
356. When a larger number of men volunteer to serve in such corps
than is appointed by the Governor, the recruiting officer shall use his
discretion in choosing out of them those whom he may consider best
suited for service.
357. When a roll is to be made out for any military division, the
enrolment  officer shall advertise the fact in some local newspaper, and
any person claiming exemption from service must send in notice, in
writing, of his claim to the enrolment officer, within the  time  mentioned
in the advertisement, or in default will be liable to be placed on the roll
as not  exempt. When  a claim to exemption  is made out to the
satisfaction  of the enrolment  officer , he shall exclude the name of the
exempted  person from the roll, or place it thereon with  a note of
exemption according to the class of exemption. Any enrolment  officer
may exclude the name of any man  from  the roll upon any evidence
which he may think sufficient, or upon his own knowledge of the fact
that  the man is entitled to exemption. In the case of the refusal of an
enrolment  officer to  allow a  claim to exemption there shall be an appeal
to two  justices  of the peace, but until such  appeal shall  be decided the
naive shall  remain on the roll and the man be liable to be balloted.
358. Whenever  in times of  war or  invasion  or danger of either it
shall be necessary to hold a ballot under the provisions of the Act, it
is hereby prescribed that such ballot shall be taken in the  following
manner:-
The ballot shall be taken in the presence of three magistrates (of
whom the police magistrate or the mayor or other chief officer
of the place shall be one) and of such number of men liable to
be balloted as the presiding magistrate may allow, according
to the space at his disposal.
In the case of a ballot for men to serve in an existing corps the
commanding officer will be present ; in other cases the
recruiting officer will be present.
The presiding magistrate will give such public notice, by adver-
tisement or otherwise as he may think best, of the time and
place for the ballot, and of the number  of men  liable to be
balloted who will be admitted.
Two scrutineers will be appointed, one by  the men  present liable
to be balloted, and the commanding officer  or recruiting
officer, as the case may be, or  some other  person to be specially
appointed,  will act as scrutineer  on behalf of Her Majesty.
The presiding magistrate will be responsible for conducting the
ballot in accordance with the Act,  and in  such  a manner as to
produce an  impartial  result.
SECTION XXXIII.
Miscellaneous.
359. No member of the force shall be buried with military honours
beyond thosm due to his rank, nor except by the express desire of his
friends  notified to the commanding officer of the corps.
360. Any person who interrupts or hinders any drill or  rifle -shooting
of any body of the Defence Force, or trespasses on the bounds set out by
the proper officer for such drill, shall incur  a penalty  of £1 for each
offence, and  may be removed from the ground.
361. When any member is disabled on service, and entitled in the
opinion of a medical board to compensation, the case will be dealt with
by the Minister on its individual merits.
362. Any person  contravening  any of the foregoing Regulations
shall, when no other penalty  is imposed  for such contravention,  be liable
to a penalty  npt exceeding five pounds  for each offence.
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APPENDIX A.
The subjects  composing  the Examination of Officers for Promotion will be as follow
(a)  Regimental Duties. (The examination under this head will be  viva voce  and by written questions set by a Board of Examiners.;
(b) Drill. The examination under this head will be divided into two parts ; one part will be practical in the field with  viva voce  questions ;
the other by written questions set by a Board of Examiners. The knowledge of each candidate in drills and exercises is to be
tested, practically on parade, and, in addition to giving the words of command, the candidate is to be required  in respect  of his own
arm or branch of the service to give the explanations of the exercise or manoeuvre about to be performed to the  men on parade in a
clear and audible manner.
(c) Military Law.
(d) Duties in the Field.
(e) Artillery.
(f) Miscellaneous.
Detailed information  as to  the above subjects, and the text books to be consulted, will be published from time to time in General Orders.
Rank . Field Artillery. Mounted  Infantry . Garrison Artillery.  Engineers. Infantry.  Remarks.
Gentleman for Riding
Acting Lieu- Writing an Official
tenant Letter on a given
topic
Riding
Writing an Official
Letter on a given
topic
Writing an Official
Letter on a given
topic
Writing an Official Writing an Official
Letter on a given Letter on a given
topic topic
Acting Lieu- (a) Regimental (a) Regimental (a) Regimental (a) Regimental (a) Regimental
tenant for  Duties- Duties- Duties- Duties- Duties-
Lieutenant 1. Discipline 1. Discipline 1. Discipline 1. Discipline 1. Discipline
2. Duties 2. Duties 2. Duties 2. Duties  2. Duties
3. Interior 3. Interior 3. Interior 3. Interior  3. Interior
Economy Economy Economy Economy Economy
4. Miscellaneous 4. Miscellaneous 4. Miscellaneous 4. Miscellaneous 4. Miscellaneous
(b) Drill- (b) Drill- (b) Drill- (b) Drill- (b) Drill-
1. Drills and 1. Drills 1. Drills and 1. Drills 1. Drills
Exercises 2. Exercises Exercises 2. Exercises  2. Exercises
2. Guns 3. Musketry 2. Manning Bat- 3. Musketry 3. Musketry In-
3. Carriages Instruction teries for Instruction struction
4. Ammunition 4. Miscellaneous Action and * 4. Military En- 4. Miscellaneous
5. Practice Fire Disci- gineering
6. Range Taking pline 1-5. Submarine
3. Practice Mining
4. Armament 6. Miscellaneous
6. Range Taking
7. Care and Pre-
Lieutenant for (a) and (b) As for
Captain Lieutenant,
and in addi-
tion-
(c) Military Law
(d) Duties in the
Field-
(a) and (b) as for
Lieutenant,
and in addi-
tion-
(c) Military Law
(d) Duties in the
Field-
servation of
Mountings
(a) and (b) as for
Lieutenant,
and in addi-
tion-
(c) Military Law
(d) Duties in the
Field-
(a) and (6) as for
Lieutenant,
and in addi-
tion
(c) Military Law
(d) Duties in the
Field-
1. Field Fortifica-
tion
2. Military
Topography
3. Tactics
1. Field Fortifi. 1. Field Fortifi- 1. Field Fortifi-
cation cation cation
2. Military Topo- 2. Military Topo. 2. Military Topo-
graphy graphy graphy
3. Tactics 3. Tactics 3. Tactics
Captain for  (a), (b), (c), (d),  As
Major for Captain,
and in addi-
tion-
(e) Artillery
1. Guns
2. Carriages
3. Gunnery
4. Range Finding
5. Small Arms
6. Ammunition
7. Organisation
and Equip-
ment
(f) Miscellaneous
(a), (b), (c), (d)  as
for Captain,
and in addi-
tion -
(f) Miscellaneous
(a), (b),  (c), (d), as
for Captain, and
in addition-
(e) Artillery-
1. Guns
2. Carriages
3. Gunnery
4. Range Finding
5. Small Arms
6. Ammunition
7. Organisation
and Equip-
ment
(f) Miscellaneous
(a), (b), (c), (d),  as
for Captain,
and in addi-tion-(f ) Miscellaneous
(a) and (b) As for
Lieutenant,
and in addi-
tion-
(c) Military Law
(d) Duties in the
Field-
1. Field Fortifi-
cation
2. Military Topo-
raphy
3. Tactics
(a), (b), (c), (d),  as
for Captain,
and in addi-
tion-
(f) Miscellaneous
This examination will
be carried out by an
officer or officers
appointed by the
Commandant.
The examination for
rank of Lieutenant
will be in portions of
each subject which
will be defined in
orders from time to
time.
* 4. For  Officers of
Field  Company
f 5. For Officers of
Submarine
Mining Section
The examination in
(a) and (b) for rank
of Captain will be
more extensive than
for Lieutenant
The examination in
(a), (b), (c), (d)  for
rank of Major will
be more general
than for Captain
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APPENDIX B.
The subjects composing the Examination  of Non- commissioned Officers for promotion will  be  as follows :-
(a) Regiiuent .+l Duties.  (The examination under this head will  be  viv i` voce,  and by written questious set by a Board of Examiners.)
(b) Drill . (The examination under this head will be divided into two parts  :  one part will be prat ical in the  field ,  with  vivd  voce
questions ;  the other by written questions set by a Board of Examiners .  The knowledge of each candidate in drills and exercises
is to be tested practically on parade  ;  ai.d, in addition to giving the words of command ,  the candidate is to be required, in
respect of his own arm or branch of the service, to give the explanation of the exercise or manoeuvre about to be performed to the
men on parade in a clear and audible manner.)
(c) Discipline.
(d) Gunnery.
(e) Musketry.
( f) Submarine Mining or Field Engineering.
(g) Equipment.
(h) Miscellaneous.
Detailed information as to the above subjects ,  and the text books to  be  consulted, will be published from time to time in General Orders.
Rank. Field Artillery.
(a) Regimental
Ij  Duties-
1.  Duties inCamp
and Barracks
2. Duties on the
March
(b) Drill
(c) Discipline ...
(d) Gunnery
(e) Musketry
(g) Equipment ...
t (h) Miscellaneous...
Mounted Infantry. Garrison Artillery.
(a) Regimental 1 (a) Regimental
Duties- Duties-
1. Duties in Camp 1. Duties in Camp
and Barracks i and Barracks
2. Duties on the 2. Duties on the
March March
(b) Drill ... ... (b) Drill
(c) Discipline ... (c) Discipline ...
(d) Gunnery
(e) Musketry ... (e) Musketry ...
(g) Equipment ... (g) Equipment ...
(A)  Miscellaneous  ...  (h)  Misce llaneous ...
Engineers .  Infantry .  Medical Staff.
(a) Regimental
Duties-
1. Duties in Camp
and Barracks
2. Duties on the
March
(b) Drill ... :::
(c) Discipline
(a) Regimental
Duties-
1. Duties in Camp
and Barracks
2. Duties on the
March
(b) Dri ll ...
(c) Discipline ...
(a) Regimental
Duties-
1. Duties  in Camp
and Barracks
2. Duties on the
(b) D
Marchl
(c) Discipline
(e) Musketry ...
(f) Submarine Min-
ing or Field
Engineering
(e) Musketry
(g) Equipment ... (g) Equipment ... (g) Equipment
(h) Miscellaneous ..
NoTx .-- The examination for the Rank of Colour -Sergeant ,  equivalent ,  or higher rank will be more extensive.
APPENDIX C.
SYLLABUS OF  SUBJECTS FOR EXAMINATION OF CANDIDATES FOR APPOINTMENT AS OFFICERS ON PROBATION IN THE QUEENSLAND
PERMANENT ARTILLERY.
1. Mathematics ,  viz.:-
(a) At ithmetic ,  including decimal and vulgar fractions ,  proportion ,  and simple interest ;
(b) Euclid-Books I., If., and III. ;
(c) Algebra, up to and including Quadratic equations.
2. French, German ,  or other modern language ,  the examinations  be ing limited to translations from the language and grammatical questions.
3. Writing English correctly and in a good legible hand by dictation ,  and by a short essay ,  letter, or precis.
4. The elements of Geometrical Drawing ,  including the construction of scales and use of simple mathematical instruments.
ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS.
(Any two of which ,  at the Candidate 's option, are to be taken up.)
(a) Plane Trigonometry, up to and including the solution of triangles.
b) Mensuration.
(a) Elementary Hydrostatics and Mechanics.
SYLLABUS OF SUBJECTS FOR EXAMINATION OF OFFICERS FOR PROMOTION IN QUEENSLAND PERMANENT ARTILLERY.
Lieutenant  on Probation before
Appointment  as Lieutenant
(a) Re mental Duties
b) Drill
(d) Duties in the Field--
1. Field Fortifications
2. Military Topography Lieutenant  before Promotionto Captain
(A)  Miscellaneous  ...  (A)  Misce llaneous
(a) Regimental Duties
(b) Drill
(c) Military Law
(d) Duties in the Field-
1. Field Fortifications
2. Military Topography
3. Tactics
(c) Artillery
(f) Organization and Equipment
NoTS.- Candidates wi ll  also  be  examined as to  their proficiency  in riding .  Candidates wi ll  be inspected  by a medical officer  before examination.
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QUEENSLAND LAND  FORCES.
HEAD-QUARTERS'  GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel HOWEL GUNTER, Commandant.
Leave.
Dress.
Recruits.
[No. 169.
Brisbane, 24th December, 1897.
No. 333.
BRISBANE ENGINEERS (SUBMARINE MINING SECTION).
CAPTAIN T. 0. LEwis is granted leave of absence frofh the 24th instant to the 25th January, 1898, both
dates inclusive.
REGIMENT OF QUEENSLAND RIFLES.
Sergeant-Instructor J. A. Glass is granted leave of absence from the 3rd to the 31st January, 1898, both dates
inclusive.
"H" Company.
Sergeant-Instructor K. McLennan is granted leave of absence from the 24th instant to the 5th January, 1898,
both dates inclusive.
1898, both dates  inclusive.
QUEENSLAND MOUNTED INFANTRY.
"E" Company.
Sergeant-Instructor W. H. Raymond is granted leave of absence from the 24th instant to the 3rd January,
1ST REGIMENT.
Sergeant -Instructor  C. A. Mayes is  granted leave of absence from  the 24th  instant to  the 22nd January, 1898,
both dates  inclusive.
No. 334.
PATTERNS Nos. 33 and 34 are hereby cancelled.
A Pattern Ser-e Frock for Medical Staff Corps has been approved and sealed to govern future issues.
Register No. 292. Trousers, serge-blue, Registered No. 194, will be worn with this garment.
No. 335.
THE undermentioned Recruits, having completed the required number of drills, were inspected by the Staff
Officers named, at the places and on the dates shown hereunder, and those whose  names are  published as having
passed may now be taken on the strength of their respective Corps as  trained men :-
-DIE J DB0]L'C.
SUPPLEMENT
Corps.
Reg.
No. Rank and Name.
INSPECTION.
Place.
3rd Regiment-
Band ... ... 90 Bandsman E. S. Harlow
" D" Company ... 363 Private R. Curry ...
364 Private W. T. Millican ... ...
365 1 Acting Lieutenant J. Wagner...
Queensland Mounted
Infantry-
" H " Com pany ... 177 Private P. Fahy ... ... ...
178 Private A. Sharpe ... ...
179 Private J. Farquharson ... ...
180 i Private T. Ward ... ... ...
181 Private M. Degan ... ...
183 Private M. Sullivan ... . .
184 Private 2 Barker
185 Private ?1. Geddes ... ...
186 Private A. Wagner ... ...
Chart'rs
Towers
Date.
8 Dec.,
1897
D13 ec.,
1897  -1
RESULT OF
MUSKETRY  COURSE.
Result.  Inspecting Officer.
Individual lVolley.
Passed
do.
do.
do.
( do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do'
Captain V. C.
52 M. Sellheim,
52 Staff  Officer,
52 N.M.D.
123
143
110
84 52
78 52
99 52I Lieut.-Colonel92 52 P.  It.  Ricardo,128 52
88 52 Staff Otiicel
151 52 for M. I.
82 52I
94 52) 1
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Muste Parade.
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No. 336.
IN future, when Non-commissioned Officers and men apply for leave of absence from a Quarterly Muster
Parade, Commanding Officers must record on each application their decision and reasons for same, after due
inquiry as to whether the reasons given for absence are sufficient and of an urgent nature.
No. 337.
D strict Staff Office, IT is hereby noti fied that the District Staff Office and Stores at Rockhampton ,  in the Central Military District,
have been removed from the Old Court House to the Immigration Depot  (Single  Men's  Quarters).
Certificates of
Musketry.
No. 338.
IT is notified ,  for information ,  that the undermentioned Officers and Non-commissioned Officer underwent
a Course of Training at the School of Musketry ,  Hythe ,  England, in October last, and obtained the following
Certificates :-
Major H .  V. King, Queensland  Mounted  Infantry - Certificate of Qualification to Instruct in the
Drill  and Mechanism of the Rifle Calibre  M achine Gun.
Captain H .  G. Chauvel, Adjutant ,  Moreton Regiment - Certificate of Musketry ,  and Qua lifi cation to
Instruct in the Use and Mechanism of the Rifle Calibre Maxim Machine Gun.
Sergeant -Instructor R. Breydon ,  Permanent Staff-Certificate of Musketry ,  and Quali fication to
Instruct in the Use and Mechanism of the Rifle Calibre Maxim Machine Gun.
No. 339.
Holidays. THE 31st instant and the 1st January, 1893, will be observed as holidays, and the Head-Quarters' Office
and District Staff Offices will be closed on those dates.
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Muster Boll.
PRESENT.CORrs.
No. 340.
A RETURN showing the effective strength, between the 1st and 7th December, of the various Corps
comprising the Queensland Land Forces, is published for general information
MUSTER  ROLL.
,
Southern District ... ... ... ... 2 I ... ... 2
Central District ... ... ... 1 ... ... 1
Northern District ... ... ... ... 1 ... ... 1
Storekeeper ... ... ... ... ... 1 ... ... 1
Storeman ... ... ... .. ... 1 ... ... 1
Armourer ... ... ... ... ... 1 ... ... 1
Sergeant Instructors-
„ Assistant ... ... ... 1 ... ... 1
DEFENCE FORCE.
Commandant ... ... ... ... ... 1 ... ! 1
Head-Quarters' Staff ... ... ... ... 4 1 ... 5
Defence Force Staff ... ... ... ... ... 1 ... ... 1
Principal Medical Officer ... ... ... ... 1 ... ... 1
Staff Veterinary Surgeon ... ... ... 1 ... ... 1
Paymaster ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 ... ... I
Comptroller of Stores ... ... ... ... 1 ... ... 1
Staff Quartermaster for Stores ... ... 1 ... ... 1
District Staff-
Central District ... ... ... ... ... 1 ... ... I 1
Northern District ... ... ... ... 1 ... 1 2
Permanent Staff-
Warrant Officers ... ... ... ... 1 ... ... 1
Range Sergeant  ... ... ... ... ... 1 ... ... 1
Townsville „ „ ... ... ...
The Torres Strait Garrison Battery ... ...
Field Artillery-
Staff ... ...
No. 1 Field Battery ...
No. 2 „ ,,
Garrison Artillery-
Brisbane Garrison Battery
QUEENSLAND PERMANENT ARTILLERY.
"A" Battery-
Brisbane and Detachment at Lytton ... ... I 80 3 ... 83
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... ... 1 ... ... 1
Townsville . ... ... ... ... 12 ... ... 12
Thursday Island ... ... ... ... 43 ... ... 43
1st Battalion.
Staff
A Company
B Brisbane ... ...
"E» 1
2nd  Battalion..3 1
9-m4i " F " Company, Ipswich ... ... ...m o " G" Southport ... ...
i-  "H02  „ Ipswich ... ... ...
erang
i " K" „ Lowood ... ... ...
LReserve, Class "A" ... ... ... ...
Head-Quarters' Band ... ... ... ... 20
4 ...  .  4
35 9 6 50
33 9 4 46
ABSEN r.
With
Leave.
Without
Leave.
100
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TOTAL.
GRAND
TOTAL. REMARKS.
... ... 75 ... Strength on last Monthly
26 10 24 60 Return
19 10 4 33
168
14 ...6 16 36
36
Staff  . ... ... ... ... 12
"A" (Moreton) Company ... ... ... 15
" B" (Moreton) Company ... ... ... 44
"C" -(Ipswich) Company ... ... ... 46
"D" " (Pine) Company ... ... ... ...  52
" E (Gatton) Company ... ... ... 45
" F" (Gympie) Company ... ... ... 39
"G" (Warwick) Company ... ... ...
1111" (Toowoomba) Company ... ... ... 34
" K " (Rockhampton) Company ... ... 40
IL" (Townsville) Company ... ... ...  29
I'M " (Mackay) Company ... ... ... 42
Brisbane Engineers  (Submarine Mining Section)...
Queensland  Mounted Infantry-
15
24 50
9 58
1 52
... 53
9 54
6 50
49 ... Strength on last Monthly
10 57 Return
2 45
14 55
4 50
25
139
4 3 27
588
27
7
30
35
28
31
26
2 ... 9
10 9 49
2 9 46
10 10 48
5 3 39
17 7 50
39 1 10 1 50
36 5 3 44
21 ... 26 47
42 ... Strength  on last  Monthly
40 3 7 50  Return +
1 ... 1 2
2nd Queensland  "  B " Company ,  Gympie ... 18
(W. B. & B.) "C " „ Maryborough... 44
Regt. Reserve, Class  "A" ... ... ...
18 12 48
2 4 50
Carried forward ... ... .. ... 1,064  1  198
476
98
229 1,657 1,657
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CORPS.
Brought forward ... ... ...
I
Staff
,o "A " Company,  Charters Towers0 "B"  „ Townsville
Q .a  Ravenswoodm ...H
O W 4
" D" „ Charters Towers
LBand, Charters  Towers ... ...
" A" Company, Rockhampton
B ff
, ,
„ ... ...
Medical Staff Corps-
Brisbane Section ... ..
Wide Bay Section ... ... ...
Port Curtis  Section  ... ... ..,
Kennedy Section
Medical Staff ... ... ... ... ...
Veterinary  Staff  ... .. ...
Total, Defence Force
General Staff
MUSTER,  ROLL--continued.
ABSENT.
... 1,064 198
PRESENT.
92
2,036
1
(Regimental Staff ,  Brisbane  ... ... ...  10 1 3 14
Band and  Pipers,  Brisbane  ... ... ... ... 49
63
Queensland  Volunteers-
A"  Company,  Brisbane  .. ... ... ... ...  36
" B" 30is() It
...  ...  ... ... ... 32 ... Strength on last Monthlyled " D to ... ... ... ... 44 Return51Queensland Scottish-
' " E " Company ,  Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ...  55
"F" ... ... ... ... 44CH itG $) „ Ipswich  ... ... ... ... ... ... 47 J
Queensland Volunteers-
" K" Company,  Toowoomba  ... ...  53 3 3 59
Queensland  Irish-
*  " L " Company,  Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ...  45 ... Strength on last  Monthly
P4,1  Return
... In course of formation
Strength on last Monthly
423 Return
Battalion of Queensland Teachers' Volunteer
Corps-
Battalion Staff .. ... ... ...
"A" Company, Brisbane ... ... ...B )p  ... ... ...
C " „ Toowoomba ... ... ...
" D " „ Maryborough ... ... ...
4 I ..
30 14 3
35 11 1
33 12 8
29 7 11
With
Leave.
Without
TOTAL.
Leave.
229 1,657 1,657
DEFENCE  FORCE- continued.
7
... i 23 7 20
24 4 12
... 21 6 3
28 12 13
12 2 3
19 13 16
17 12 12
19 1 0
.,, 5 4 3
... 16 ... 2
... 11
.., 1,270 259
8
50
40
30
53
17
GRAND
TOTAL.
198
REM ORBS.
48
41
! 89
27 ... i Strength on last Monthly
20 Return
12
18
14
1
314 2,036
VOLUNTEER BRANCH.
... 1 i ... ... 1
Total, Volunteer  Force  ... ... ... 195 48
CADET CORPS.
29 685 ; 685
Brisbane Grammar School-
Staff  ... ... ... ... ... 1 ... i 1
"A" Company ... ... ... 34 1  ...  35
"B" ... ... ... ... 40 ... 2 42
Maryborough Grammar School ... ... ... 33 3 1 37
Total, Cadet Corps ... ...  108  4 3 115 115
Grand Total  ... ... ... ... 1,573 311  1 346 2,836 2,836
* Owing to the inclement weather these Corps did not muster.
4
47
47
53
47
198
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Lieutenant-Colonel,
A.A.G. and Chief -Staff 'Officer.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1897.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that, being about to be absent from
Brisbane for a short period, His Excellency has, under and in pursuance of the provisions
of Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent of the 13th of April, 1877, constituting the Office of
Governor of the Colony of Queensland, appointed, by an Instrument under his Hand and the
Great Seal of the Colony,
The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-Governor of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies, and President of the Legislative Council
of the said Colony,
to be Deputy Governor during his temporary absence, for the purposes of making, signing,
and publishing such Proclamations, signing such Commissions, Letters Patent, or other
Instruments  under the Great Seal of the Colony, signing such Warrants, and of administering
all such Oaths, as may require to be made, signed, published, or administered during
such  absence.
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HORACE TOZER.
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Chief Secretary's Office,  Brisbane , 31st December, 1897.
Hie Excellency  the Governor  has been  pleased to direct the publication, for general information, of the following Copy of
a Commission under  his Hand and the Great Seal of the Colony. appointing The Honourable Sir Arthur Hunter Palmer,
Knight Commander  of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony of
Queensland and its  Dependencies, and President of the Legislative Council of the said Colony, to be Deputy Governor for certain
purposes therein stated.
HORACE TOZER.
COPY OF COMMISSION.
inBa LB Hl ll NE Th Ri ht  H bl W AC ron g-APIER amy xce encys g onoura LEXANDERe e HARLES ALLACE ,t
d Kin iit dom K hti f  thf L i t th Ut f L thk i P g ge non o nam ng on n e coun ey o anar n e eerage o,,,
Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
to To The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
a
w St. Michael and St. George, Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies, and
a, President of the Legislative Council of the said Colony.
H o Whereas by Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent, bearing date the thirteenth day of April, 1877, Her0 b  .3  Majesty constituted, ordered, and declared, that there should be a Governor and Commander-in-Chief in and over
A !4' the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies, with the powers and authorities in and by the said Letters
Patent declared and conferred : And by the said Letters Patent, after reciting that it might be necessary or
expedient that the Governor of the said Colony should absent himself occasionally from the Seat of Government,
as whereby the affairs of the said Colony might be exposed to detriment if there were no person on the spot
P+ Z authorised to exercise the powers and authorities by  the  said Letters Patent granted to the said Governor, or some
o
of them, Her Majesty authorised and empowered the said Governor in every such case, as occasion should require,
by an Instrument under the Public Seal of the said Colony, to constitute and appoint the Lieutenant-Governor
114 for the time being of the said Colony, or, if there should be no such Officer, then any other person, to be his Deputy
m in the said Colony during such temporary absence, and in that capacity to exercise, perform, and execute, for and
' on behalf of the said Governor, during such absence, but no longer, all such powers and authorities vested in the .
pi m said Governor as should in and by such Instrument be specified and limited, but no other: And whereas I,
CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER; Baron Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, am about to be absent
?o from Brisbane, the seat of government of the said Colony, for a short period, and I consider it expedient to
oint a  1ie ut eciied lvowa to act on m behalf durin after sbs ihf ty :pp p y pg my  a ere n, , ,ence or he purposes
•a therefore ,  I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington , the Governor  aforesaid , do hereby
V a appoint you, the said Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Lieutenant-Governor and President of the Legislative
0 Council aforesaid ,  to be my Deputy in the said Colony during such my temporary absence, and in that capacity,
°'  for me and on my behalf ,  during such my absence ,  to make ,  sign ,  and publish all such Proclamations as it may
r be necessary or expedient for the good government of the said  Colony  to make and publish during such my
o absence ,  and also for me, and on my behalf ,  during such my absence ,  to sign all such Commissions ,  Letters Patent,
• o or other Instruments under the Great Seal of the Colony, to sign all such Warrants ,  and to administer all such
d Oaths, as for the good government of the said Colony it may be necessary or expedient to sign or administer during
such my absence.
c
ea Given under my Hand and the Great Seal of the Colony, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this thirty-first
day of December ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven.
(Signed ) LAMINGTON.
By His Excellency's Command,
(Signed)  HORACE TOZER.
Printed and Published by EDMUND GREGORY,  Government Printer ,  Wi ll iam street ,  Brisbane.
.T. I$UI.
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PETTY SESSIONS DISTRICTS.
Home Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1897.THE following Notification, showing the existing boundariesof the Petty Sessions Districts throughout the Colony, is
published  for general information.
HORACE TOZER.
ADAVALE.
Commencing on the Bulloo River at the north-west corner of
Owthorpe No. 6 Run, and bounded thence by the north boundaries of
Owthorpe No. 6 and Balthazzar and part of the north boundary of
Napoleon easterly, by the west boundary of Glengariff, the west and
north boundaries of Altanau, part of the west boundary of Avron, part
of the south, the west, and part of the north boundary of Dangarell, the
west  and part of the north boundary of Pingine, the east boundaries of
Yahparabah and Helidon, the south boundary of Sistova, the west
boundaries of Sistova, Schumla, and Hobart, the north boundary of
Hobart, part of the west boundary of Torpedo, the western boundary of
Staverton, the west boundary of bharpham, the south, east, and part of
the north boundary of Caranna, part of the went boundary of Tring, and
the south and west boundaries of Stafford, to the southern watershed of
the Barcoo River ; thence by that watershed south-westerly to the west
boundary of Victoria Run ; thence by the west boundaries of Victoria,
Arnica, Tamboryne, and Alaric, part of the north and west boundaries
of Mount Mclvor, the north boundaries of Cracow, Pasha, and Dervish,
the west and south boundaries of Dervish, part of the west and the south
boundary of Pasha, part of the west boundary of Moscow, part of
the north and the west boundary of Russia, the north boundary of
Whynot, the west and south boundaries of Prince, the north and east
boundaries of Mongarlo, and the north boundaries of Moble, Nyngin
West, Nyngin, and Comongin easterly to the Bulloo River; and thence
crossing that river to the point of commencement.
ALLORA.
Commencing on the Condamine River at the south-west corner of
portion 24A parish of Felton ,  near the confluence of Hodgson 's Creek,
and bounded thence by the west boundary of that portion, the north
boundaries of portions 24A and 25A east, the east boundaries of portions
50, 59, and 58 north, and the northern boundary of portion 58 to
Hodgson's Creek, by that creek upwards to the south boundary of the
parish of Hodgson ; thence by the south boundary of that parish and
the southern boundary of the parish of Haldon easterly to King's Creek,
by that creek upwards to the southern boundary of portion 203, parish
of Haldon ; thence by the southern and eastern boundaries of that
portion, part of the southern boundaries of portions 488 and 94, the
eastern boundary of portion 94, and part of the southern and the eastern
boundary of portion 500 to the Great Dividing Range, by that range
south-easterly to the source of Gap Creek near Cunningham's Gap, by
that creek and Glengallan Creek downwards to the Condamine River;
and thence by that river downwards to the point of commencement.
ALPHA.
Commencing on the Drummond Range where it is crossed by the
Central Railway Line, and bounded thence by that range northerly to
the north- east corner  of Wynyard Block (Craven Lease), by the north
boundary of Wynyard Block, by parts of the east and north boundaries
of Craven, by the east boundary of Bradwell Grove, by the north-east
boundary of Quetta  0.  L., by part of the east boundary of Narrien Plains
No. 1 (Surbiton Lease), by the  east  boundaries of Corfield and Lestree
Hill No. 2, by the north boundary of Lestrea Hill No. 2, by part of the
South-east, the north-east, and the north-west boundaries of Lestree Hill,
by part of the north-west boundary of Surbiton No. 9, by the north
boundary of Tiptree Hill South (Ilobartville Lease), by part of the east,
art of the north, part of the west, and again by the north boundaries of
chniond No. 2, by the north boundary of Tooloongra No. 1 to the. i
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Great Dividing Rnge, by that range southerly to the north boundary of
Burgoyne's Camp No. 2 Block (Burgoyne Lease), by part of the north
boundary of that block bearing west, by part of the north boundary of
Edwinstowe No. 2 Block (Edwinstowe Resumption), by the east, the
north, and the west boundaries  of Edwinstowe  No. 5 Block (Edwinstowe
Lease), by part of the north boundary  of Edwinstowe  No. 1, by the north,
the west ,  and south boundaries of Edwinstowe No. 3, by the east
boundary of Lochnagar No. 2 (Coreena Resumption ),  by the east
boundaries of Hermit 's Home No .  3 and Hermit 's Home No. 2 (Delta
Resumption and Lease ),  by parts of the north and east boundaries of
Anthony, by part of the north boundary of Ellen Vannen, by the west,
the north, and part of the east boundary of Ellen Vannen No. 3, by the
north and east boundaries of Maryvale No. 2, by part of the east
boundary of Maryvale ,  by part of the north boundary of Birkhead
No. 4, by the north boundary of Birkhead No. 3 to the Great Dividing
Range, by that range south -easterly to the western watershed of the
Claude  River,  and by that watershed and the Drummond Range
northerly to the point of commencement.
ARAMAC.
Commencing on Aramac Creek at the east boundary of Gemini
East Run ,  and bounded thence by part of that boundary, the east
boundaries of Bobka No. 1 and Wilton East, the south boundaries of
Herbert and Rankin ,  the south -east boundary of Rankin ,  the east
boundaries of Rankin and part of Cornwall East, the south boundary of
Spring Downs, the east boundaries of Spring Downs and Taberna, part
of the south and the east boundary of The Huffer, part of the south
boundary of Spring Plains No. 1, the east boundary of the same, part of
the east boundary of Spring Plains No .  2, and  the  north boundary of
Marion No. 1 easterly to the Great Dividing Range, by that range
southerly to a point about 20 miles north of the Central Railway;
thence by a line westerly, the northern boundaries of Burgoyne, Edwin-
stowe, and Coreena consolidated runs ,  part of the western boundary of
Coreena, and by a line along the northern boundary of the leased part
of Saltern Creek North to the east boundary of Rodney Downs ; and
thence by that boundary ,  the south boundaries of Gemini and Gemini
East, and the east boundary of the latter, to the  point of commencement.
AUGATHELLA.
Commencing on the Warrego River at the south-east corner of
Farnham Run, and bounded thence by the south and west boundaries
of that run, part of the south and the west boundary of Biddenham,
part of the south boundary of Barford, part of the east, the south, and
the west boundary of Back Run, part of the south and the east boundary
of Damson East, the east boundary of Hoszfeldt East ,  the north and
part of the east boundary of Muggadilla; thence by  a line easterly along
the south boundary of portion 7v Nive Downs Resumption, to the
north -west corn er of portion 6v, by the weste rn  and southe rn  boundaries
thereof to the Nive River, by that river upwards to the north-west
corner of Cargara Run ; thence  by the  north boundaries of Cargara and
Chili, part of the east boundary of China, the south boundary of Bolan,
and a line north along the east boundary of Canoe West to the Great
Dividing Range ; thence by that range easterly and the  watershed
separating the Warrego River from the Maranoa River southerly to the
south- east corner  of Concord Run, by the south  boundaries  of Concord,
Winneba, and Tarra Winnabah, part of the south boundary of Mount.
view and the east boundary of Black's Run to Angellala Creek, by that
creek downwards to the east boundary of Lost Knife, by the east, north,
and part of the west boundaries of that run ,  the north boundaries of
Belrose and Woura-Mal-Mal, the east and north boundaries of Barra-
deen, and the east and north boundaries of Alma to the Warrego River ;
and thence crossing that river to the point of commencement.
AYR.
Commencing at the mouth of Wangaratta Creek, and bounded
thence by that creek upwards to the northern boundary of portion 333,
parish of Tondara ; thence by the northern, the eastern, and part of
the southern boundary of that portion , and the easte rn boundary of the
parish of Tondara southerly to the northe rn  boundary of Strathbogie.
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Run, by that boundary west to the Bogie River, and by that river down-
wards to the Burdekin River, by that river  upwards to  the confluence
of the Bowen River ; thence by a line west to the north-eastern w ater-
shed of the Upper Burdekin River, by that watershed north-westerly
and a  line northerly along the western boundary of Woodhouse Con-
solidated Run to the Houghton River near the confluence of the Reid
and Houghton Rivers, by the Houghton River downwards to Bowling
Green Bay ; and thence by the coast south-easterly to the point of coin-
mencement  ;-- inclusive  of the islands lying between the coast and the
boundary  line of the colony, as  defined in the Schedule to the Act 43
Victoria- Number 1.
BANANA.
Commencing at the confluence of Cracow Creek with the Dawson
River, and  bounded thence by the southern watershed of that creek
easterly to  the range dividing the Dawson River waters from the
Burnett River waters, by that range and the range dividing the Dawson
River from  Kroombit Creek northerly, and the northern watershed of
Banana Creek westerly to the confluenco of that creek with the Dawson
River, by the Dawson River downwards to the south-east corner of
Denby No. 4 Run, by the south boundary of that run and a line west
to the eastern watershed of Perch Creek, by that watershed and the
northern  watershed of Mimosa Creek north-westerly to Expedition
Range, by that range  southerly to Bigge's Range,  near  the source of
Ruined Castle Creek ; thence by Bigge's Range  and a line  easterly to
the Dawson  River near the confluence of Delusion Creek; and thence
by the Dawson River upwards to the point of commencement.
BARCALDINE.
Commencing  on the Alice River at the south-west corner of Home
Creek No. 3 Run, and bounded thence by the south boundary thereof,
part  of the east boundary of Dry-as-Dust, the north boundarie; of Home
Creek No. 1 and Recovered, part of the west boundary of Evora, the
west and north boundaries of Eostrevor, the north boundaries of Mun-
gallela and  Yalleroi, part of the north boundary of Anthony, by the
east  boundary of Hermit's Home No. 2 and Hermit's Home No. 3
(Delta Lease and Resumption), by the  east  boundary of Lochnagar No.
2 (Coreena Resumption-), by the south, the west, and part of the north
boundaries  of Edwinstowe No. 3 (Edwinstowe Lease), by the north and
part of the western boundaries of Coreena Lease, and by a line along
the northern boundary of the leased part of Saltern Creek North to the
west boundary  of Rodney Down-, by that boundary northerly to the
southern boundary of the leased part of Bowen Downs Consolidated
Run, by that boundary westerly,  the western  boundary of Beaconsfield
southerly ,  and the southern  boundary  thereof  easterly to the north-east
corner of  portion 7v,  parish  of Wellshot ; thence by the east boundary
of that portion , by a line, and by the east boundary of portion 11v
southerly ; thence by  the northern and eastern  boundaries of the leased
part Wellshot,  and the  eastern boundary of the  leased  part of Portlandof
Downs (being the east boundaries of Tylden and Seaford- Blocks), and
the north  boundary of Seaford to the Alice River ; and thence by that
river upwards to the point of commencement.
B}iAUDESERT.
Commencing  on the  Logan River at the east boundary of portion 297,
parish of  Maclean, and bounded thence by that boundary, the southern
boundary of the parish of Perry westerly and the eastern boundary of
the parish  of Undullah southerly to Teviot Brook, by Teviot Brook
upwards to the western  boundary of portion 57A, parish of Teviot ;
thence by part of that  boundary, the north-western boundaries of p rr-
tions  10, 12, and 62, parish  of Bromelton ,  part  of the north- eastern, the
south- western, and  part of the south-eastern boundary of portion 95, the
north-eastern , south-eastern, and part of the south-western boundaries
of portion 11 same parish , and the north-western boundary of portion
366, parish  of Tammokum ; thence by a line westerly along the south
boundary  of portion 5, the eastern  boundaries of portions 18 and 7, part
of the northern boundary of portion 360 and the eastern boundaries of
portions  369 and 351 to Cannon Creek, by that creek upwards to the
north- west corner  of portion 66v, parish of Knapp; thence by the
northern ,  eastern , and part of the southern boundary of that portion,
and a line southerly  along the east boundary of portion 14v to a point
east from  the north-east corner of portion 45 ; thence by a line west
thereto ;  thence by  the eastern  boundary of portion 45, part of the
northern and south -eastern boundaries of portion 17, the north-eastern
boundaries of portions  2 and 37, part of the south- eastern  boundary of
portion 37, and the north -western and  south-western boundaries of por-
tion 43v, to Burnett 's Creek, at the north- east corner  of portion 21,
parish of  Melcombe ; thence by the eastern boundary of the parish of
Melcombe  south-westerly to Macpherson's Range ; thence by the
southern  boundary of the colony easterly to the Darlington Range, by
that range  northerly to the north-west corner of portion 59 parish of
Cedar; thence by the main road northerly to the north-west corner of
portion 83  parish of Tamborine ; thence by a road east to Cedar Creek,
by that creek downwards to the west boundary of portion 106, by that
boundary  north to its  north-west corner ; thence by the south boundary
of portion 130 and a line  north -easterly to the south-west corner of
portion 62A parish of Cedar ; thence by the western boundary of the
parish  of Cedar northerly to the south-east corner of portion 53 parish
of Darlington ; thence by the southern boundary of that portion west to
Cedar Creek, by that creek and the Albert River downwards to the
southern  boundary of portion 7 parish of Wickham, by the southern
boundaries of portions 7 and 15A, the western boundaries of portions 15A
and 23, and a line  westerly to the south-eastern corner of a reserve ;
thence by  the eastern  and northern boundaries of the reserve and a line
north along the western  boundary of portion 37, and the eastern boun-
daries of portions  237, 238, 239, and 240 to the Fouth-east corner of
portion 401 ;  thence  by the south and west boundaries of that portion,
and the  south boundaries of portions 23, 388, 191, and 185 to the Logan
River ; and thence by that river upwards to the point of c_,mmence-
ment.
BIGGENDEN..
Commencing on the Bu rn ett  River at the south- west  corner of
portion 1224A  parish  of Booyal, and bounded thence by the Burnett
River upwards to bin Bin Creek, by that creek upwards and the north-
east boundaries of Wetberon Resumption and Ban Ban Lease south-
easterly to  the western  watershed of the Mary River ; thence by that
watershed northerly and the eastern watershed of Degilbo Creek north-
westerly to the source of Corfield'..s Creek, by that creek downwards to
the Maryborough and Port Curtis road, by that road north-westerly to
a point bearing east from the south-east corner of portion 1224A parish
of Booyal ; and thence by a line bearing west along the south boundary
of that portion  to the point of commencement.
BLACKALL.
Commencing at the confluence of the Alice and Barcoo Rivers, and
hounded thence by the Alice River upward; to the south-west sorrier- of
Home Creek No. 3 Run ; thence by the south boundary thereof, part of
the east boundary of Dry-as-Dust, the north boundaries of Home Creek
No. 1 and Recovered, part of the west boundary of Evora, the west
boundary of J4ostrevor, the north boundaries of itostrevor, Mungallela,
Yalleroi, and Anthony, part of the east boundary of Anthony, part of
the north boundary of Ellen Vannen, the north boundaries of Ellen
Vannen No. 2 and Mary Vale No. 2, and the east boundaries of Mary
Vale No. 2 and Mary Vale to the north boundary of Birkhead No. 4;
thence by part of the north and the west boundary thereof, the north
and w f s . boundaries of Paradise Downs No. 5, part of the west boun-
dary of Paradise Downs No. 1, the north and west boundaries of Spr;ng
Block, the east and part of th? south boundary of Caerthediue and the
west boundary of Bexhill southerly to tLie southern watershed of the
Barcoo River ; thence by that watershed westerly to the south boun-
dary of Rukowood Run, by part of the south and west boundaries of
Rokewood, the south and west boundaries of Rokewood Wesf, the west
boundaries of Deadlock and t)eepwater, part of the north boundary of
Deepwater, and the west boundaries of Overreach and Longreach
northerly to the Barcoo River; and thence by that river upwards to the
point of commencement.
BoCLI:t.
Commencing on the southern watershed of the Flinders River at
the east boundary of Cowie No. 1 Run, and bounded thence by part of
the east boundary of that run, part of the east boundary of Tooleybuek No.
8, the north and part of the east boundary of Tooleybuck No. 14, the
north and east boundaries of Tooleybuck No. 9, the east boundary of
Toolebuek No. 7, the north-east and south-east boundaries of Haw-
thorne' No. 8, and of Hawthorne No. 9, the south-west boundary of
Brighton Downs No. 13, part of the north-west boundary of Seighford
No. 6, part of the north-east, the north-west, and part of the south-west
boundary of Seighford No. 5, the north-west and part of the south-west
boundary of Seighford No. 13, the w•rth-west boundary of Seiglhford
No. 12, the south-west boundaries of Seighford No. 12 and No. 11, the
north-west boundaries of Merrion Downs No. 4 and No. 7, part of the
west boundary of Merrion Downs No. 7, the north, west, and south
boundaries of 2Nlerrion Downs No. 8, ,tnd the east boundary of Ida No.
1 southerly, by the south boundary of Ida No. 1 westerly, and the 24th
parallel of south latitude westerly to the 138th ineridi to of east
longtitude (the western boundary of the colony), by the 138th meridian
northerly to the 21st parallel of south latitude, by the 21st parallel
easterly to the southern watershed of the Leichhardt and Flinders Rivers;
and thence by that watershed south-easterly to the point of com-
mencement.
BOWEN.
Commencing at the mouth of Wangaratta Creek, and bounded
thence by that creek upwards to the northern boundary of portion 333
parish of Tondara ; thence by the northern, the eastern, and part of the
southern boundary of that portion, and the eastern boundary of the
parish of Tondara southerly to the northern boundary of Strathhogie
Run, by that boundary west to the Bogie River, and by that river
downwards to the Burdekin River ; thence by the Burdekin River
upwards to the west corner of Wickham ; thence by the northern and
eastern boundaries of Wickham and a line southerly to the north-
west corner of the resumed part of Heidelberg Run, by the western
boundary thereof southerly to the Leichhardt Range, by that range to
the north-east corner of Glen Easter, by the eastern boundaries of Glen
Easter and Mount Mary southerly to Reginald Creek, by that creek,
Percy Douglas Creek, and the Sellheim River downwards to the Suttor
River, by the Sutter River upwards and a line bearing north again to
the Leichhardt R-rnge, near the source of Cerito Creek, by that range
easterly to the eastern watershed of Cerito and Kaug:vroo Creeks, by
that watershed northerly to the west corner of Appin Block ; thence by
the north-western bounrlar*,es of Appin and Mount Lawson, the wept
and north boundaries of Beckford Downs and a line bearing north along
the east boundary of Collingwood to the southern watershed of the
Andromache River. by that watershed north-westerly and by a line
hearing north east, passing through Mount Hector to the Andromache
River, by that river and the O'Connell River downwards to the coast
and thonc,+ by the coast north-westerly to the point of commencement ;-
inclusive of the islands lying between the coast and the boundary line
of the colony, as defined in the Schedule to the Act 43 Victoriae
Number 1.
BRISBANE.
Commencing at the mouth of the Brisbane River, and bounded
thence by that river upwards to the north-east corner of portion 15 parish
of Moggil ; thence by the northern and north-western boundaries of
portions 15, 16, 117, 116, and 115, the eastern and north-eastern boun-
daries of portions 114, 143, 157, 156, 160, 166, 165, and 164, the eastern
and northern boundaries of portion 172, the northern and north-western
boundaries of portion 173, the north-eastern boundaries of portions 179,
180, and 181, and a line northerly to D'Aguilar's Range, by that range
northerly to the northern watershed of Cedar Creek ; thence by that
watershed to Mount Samson; thence south-easterly to the north-west
corner of portion 34 parish of Parker ; thence by the northern and
eastern boundaries of the parish of Parker easterly and southerly to the
South Pine River at the south-west corner of portion 136 parish of
Warner, by the South Pine and Pine Rivers downwards to the mouth of
the latter; thence along the shore of Moreton Bay northerly to Reef
Point ; thence by a line north-easterly to Coinboyuro Point on Moreton
Island ; thence by the northern and eastern shore of Moreton Island and
a line southerly crossing the South Passage to Amity Point ; thence by
a line south-westerly to the mouth of Tingalpa Creek ; and thence by the
shore of Waterloo Bay and the Boat Passage northerly to the point of
commencement.
BL'NDABERG.
Commencing at the mouth of the Elliot River, and bounded thence
by that river upwards to the south-west corner of portion 1089 parish of
Barns ; thence by a line bearing south to the southern watershed of the
Elliot River, by that watershed south-westerly and by a line bearing
north-west to the Burnett River at the south-west corner of portion 1
parish of Electra, by that river downwards, and the eastern boundary of
the parish of Gingin northerly to the Kolan River, by that river upwards
to Stoney Creel:, by that creek upwards to the connecting lagoons, by
those lagoons easterly to the northern watershed of the Kolan River
thence by that watershed north-westerly and the eastern watershed of
the Boyne River northerly to the source of Colosseum Creek, by that
creek downwards to Baffle Creek, by Baffle Creek upwards to the con-
fluence of Three-mile Creek ; thence by a spur range northerly to
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Arthur's Seat, by the range forming the northern watershed of Baffle
and Captain's Creeks easterly and north-easterly to the coast at Round
Hill Head ; and thence by the coast southeasterly to the point of
comrnencernent; inclusive of islands lying between the coast and the
boundary line of the colony, as defined in the Schedule to the Act 43
Victorian Number 1.
BvRKE.
Commencing on the shore of the Gulf of Carpentaria at the mouth of
Morning Inlet, and bounded thence by Morning Inlet upwards to the
read from Normanton to Burketown, by that road easterly and by the
east boundary of Coolangatta, part of the north and the east houudary
of Warrnamhool, part of the north boundary of Renfrew East, the
north, east, and south boundaries of Worronct, part of the east boundary
of Floraville, the north and east boundaries of Floraville Back, the
eastern and south boundaries of Rippledon Back, part of the youth
boundary of Rippledon, the east boundaries of Talawanta No. 12, No. 2,
and No. 3, part of the north and the east boundaries of Talawanta No. 5,
part of the north and east boundaries of Talawanta No: 6, part of the
north boundary of Moree No. 4, the west an-l south boundaries of
Strathearn, the western boundary of Alcazar, the west boundary of
Elgin Downs No 2, the south boundary of Merkara Downs No. 1 and
part of the east and the south boundary of Quelolla to Cabbage tree
Creek, by that creek downwards and the Leichhardt River upwards to
the east boundary of Condover Run ; thence by the east and north
boundaries thereof and a line westerly to the south-east corner of Byron,
by the east and north boundaries thereof, the east boundaries of Edgeroy
and (xullingutta, the north boundary of Gullingutta, part of the north
boundary of Gramin, the east boundaries of Margaret Vale No. 6 and
Seymour No. 2, and the north boundary of Seymour No. 2 to the
Seymour River, by that river and the O'Shanassy River downwards to
the Gregory River, by that river upwards to the 138th meridian of east
longitude; thence by the western boundary of the colony northerly to
the Gulf of Carpentaria; and thence by the shore thereof south-easterly
to the point of commencement ;-inclusive of adjacent islands.
CABOOLTURE.
Commencing on Deception Bay at the north-east corner of portion
380 parish of Redcliffe, and bounded thence by the southern boundaries
of the parishes of Burpengary and Caboolture westerly to the south-
west corner of portion 84B parish of Caboolture ; thence by the western
boundary of that parish north-westerly to the north-east corner of
portion 97 parish of Pine ; thence by the northern boundaries of portions
97 and 4, part of the western boundary of portion 4, and a line westerly
along the southern boundary of portion 21 parish of Pine, to the south-
west corner thereof ; thence by the western boundaries of the parishes of
Pine, Wararba, and Beerwah northerly (generally along D'Aguilar's
Range) to the north-west corner of portion 12 parish of Beerwah ; thence
by the northern boundary of that parish easterly and Coochin Creek
downwards to Pumice Stone Channel ; and thence by the channel and
Deception Bay southerly to the point of commencement ;-inclusive of
Bribie Island and the islands in Pumice Stone Channel.
CAIRNS.
Commencing at Cooper Point (about seven miles north of the mouth
of the Johnstone River), and bounded thence by a line south-westerly to
the southern watershed of the Russell River, by that watershed
westerly to a point south from Mount Bartle Frere ; thence by a line
north to Mount Bartle Frere ; thence by the southern watershed of the
Mulgrave River westerly to the eastern watershed of the Barron River,
by that watershed and by the eastern and northern boundari-s of the
parish of Formartine northerly and westerly to the Coast Range, by
that range northerly to Harris Peak ; thence by a line bearing north-
east to the coast; and thence by the coast southerly to the point of
commencement ;-inclusive of the islands lying between the coast and
the boundary line of the colony, as defined in the Schedule to the Act
43 Victoriae No. 1.
CAMOOWEAL.
Commencing on the Gregory River at the 138th meridian of east
longitude, and bounded thence by the western boundary of the colony
southerly to the 21st parallel of south latitude, by that parallel easterly
to the Selwyn Range, by that range easterly to the source of the Leith
hardt River, and by that river downwards to the east boundary of
Candover Run ; thence by the east and north boundaries thereof and a
line westerly to the south-east corner of Bryon, by the east and north
boundaries thereof, the east boundaries of Edgeroy and Gullingutta, the
north boundary of Gramin, the east boundaries of Margaret Vale No.
6 and Seymour No. 2, and the north boundary of Seymour No. 2 to the
Seymour River, by that river and the O'Shanassy River downwards to
the Gregory River ; and thence by that river upwards to the point of
commencement.
CAPE RIVER.
Commencing at the confluence of the Suttor and Burdekin Rivers,
and bounded thence by the northern watershed of the Cape River
westerly to the Great Dividing Range, by that range southerly to the
southern watershed of the Cape River, by that watershed and a spur
ridge easterly to the confluence of the Suttor and Belyando Rivers ; and
thence by the Suttor River downwards to the point of commencement.
CARD W ELL.
Commencing on the coast four miles north of Tani O'Shanter Point,
and bounded thence by a line west and the northern watershed of the Hull
and Tully Rivers westerly to the western watershed of the Tully River ;
thence by the Coast Range southerly to a point west from the northern
extremity of Haycock Island ; thence by a line east to the coast ; and
thence by the coast northerly to the point of commencement ;-inclusive
of Hinchinbrook Island and other islands lying between the coast and
the boundary line of the colony, as defined in the Schedule to the Act
43 Victoriae Number 1.
CHARLEVILLE.
Commencing on the Paroo River at the north-east corner of Paroo
West Run, and bounded thence by the north boundaries of Paroo West
and Yalyeary, part of the east boundary of Large, the north boundaries
of Largs and Fairlie Plains South, part of the north boundary of Kool-
pitta, the east, north, and west boundaries of Buthana, part of the north
boundary of Chum Plains, the north boundaries of Watchum and Goy-
thorne, and part of the east and north boundaries of Napoleon westerly,
by the west boundary of Glengariff, the west and north boundaries of
Altanau, part of the west boundary of Avron, part of the south, the
west, and p  rt of the north boundary of Dangarell, the west and part
of the north boundary of Pingine, the east boundaries of Yahparabah
and Helidon, the sou h boundary of Sistova, the west boundaries of
Sietova, Schumla, and Hobart, the north boundary of Hobart, part of
the west boundary of Torpedo, the western boundary of Staverton, and
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the west boundary of Sbarpham northerly, the south boundary of
Caranna, part of the west boundary of Bayswater, the north,  east, and
Part of the south boundaries of Acton, and the west and south boun-
daries of Baykool to the Langlo River, by that river upwards to the
north-west corner of Mount Morris Run, by the north boundary of that
run, the west, south, and east boundaries of Hermitage, part of the
south, the west, and the north boundaries of Jingidilla,  the west and
south boundaries of Byrganna, the south boundary of Camroo,  part of
the west, the south, and part of the east boundary of Back Run, part of
the south boundary of Barford, the west and part of the south boundary
of Biddenham, the west and south boundaries of Farnham, the north
and east boundaries of Alma, the north and east boundaries of Barradeen,
the north boundaries of Woura-Mal-Mal and Belrose, and part of the
west, the north, and the east boundary of Lost Knife to Angellala
Creek, by that creek upwards to the east boundary of Black's Run, by
the east boundary of that run, part of the south boundary of Mountview,
and the south boundaries of Tarrawinnabah and Wirinebah, and part of
the south boundary of Concord easterly ; thence by the east  boundaries
of Orkadilla, Redcap, and Eurella North, part of the south boundary of
Eurella North, the east and south boundaries of Eurella, part of  the east
boundary of Alba Creek No. 1, and the south-east boundaries of Arkansas
North and Arkansas South southerly ; thence by the south boundary of
Arkansas South, part of the east boundary of Cashmere , and a line along
the south boundaries of Cashmere, Crowfoot Plains East, Yoval, and
Plagonie to the east boundary of Colombo Run ; thence by the east
boundary of that run, the north boundary of Toorumbury, and the east
boundaries of Toorumbury and Pericoota southerly, the north boundary
of Oblong, part of the east and the north boundary of Cob, part of the
east boundary of Stairs, the north boundaries of Stairs, Werrai, Nar-
goon, Radford, Alicia, and Cliffdale No. 1, the western boundary of
Cliffdale No. 1, part of the west boundary of Tyson, and the north
boundaries of Juanbong, Dugganbla, and Paroo North westerly to the
Paroo River ; and thence by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
CHARTERS TOWERS.
Commencing at the confluence of the Suttor and Burdekin Rivers,
and bounded thence by the northern watershed of the Cape River
westerly to the western watershed of the Burdekin River, by- that
watershed northerly to the south-eastern boundary of Lucky owns
Run ; thence by the south-eastern boundaries of Lucky Downs and
Jervoise Do na north-easterly to the Burdekin River, by that river
downwards to the north-west boundary of Yandilla, by the north-west
boundaries of Yandilla and Peon Boon north-easterly, the north-east
boundaries of Poon Boon and Yallock Vale, and a line  in continuation
thereof south-easterly, the north and part of the east boundary of
Dotswood, the north boundary of Avoca, and a line east to the
watershed  separating  the Upper Burdekin waters from those flowing
direct to the coast, by that watershed south-easterly and a line south to
the northern bend of the Kirk River, by that river and Pandanus Creek
downwards to the Burdekin River ; and thence by that river downwards
to the point  of commencement.
CHILDERS.
Commencing on Hervey Bay at the mouth of the Burrum River,
and bounded thence by that river upwards to  the leis  River, by that
river upwards to the south- west corner  of portion 1091 parish  of Isis ;
thence by a line southerly  along the east  boundary of portion 1368
parish of Kolbore to the south-east corner of that portion ; thence by a
line south-westerly and by the  south-east  boundaries  of Sarahanna and
Agnes Vale No. 2 Runs, portion 1v parish of Kullogum, Agnes Vale
No. in and Agnes Vale No. 1A Runs to the Maryborough and Port
Curtis road, by that road, the western boundary  of Eureka Lease, and
the eastern  watershed of Duingal or Percy Thomson' s Creek north-
westerly and northerly to portion 1433 parish of Booyal,  by the  south-
east boundary of that portion south-westerly to Duingal or Percy
Thomson's Creek, by that creek downwards to the Burnett River, by
that river downwards to the south-west corner of portion 1 parish of
Electra ; thence by a line bearing south-east to the southern  watershed
of the Elliot River, by that watershed  north -easterly, . and by a line
bearing north to the Elliot River at the south-west  corner of portion
1089 parish of Barns, by the Elliot River downwards to its mouth ; and
thence by the coast south-easterly to the point  of commencement.
CLERMONT.
Commencing at the confluence of the Suttor and Belyando  Rivers,
and bounded thence by the Suttor River upwards to  its source in the
Leichhardt Range, by that range and Denham Range southerly to
Fletcher's Awl ; thence by Peak Range and the watershed  separating
Crinum Creek from Oaky and Caroora Creeks south-easterly to the
south-east corner of East Crinum Run ; thence by the south  boundaries
of East Crinum, Lower Crinum, and East Esmond, the eastern boun-
dary of Berbetb, the south -east  and south-west boundaries of Gordon-
stone South, and the north-west boundary  of Misslone  south-westerly
to Theresa Creek, by that creek downwards to the north- western boun-
dary of Emerald Downs Lease, by that boundary south-westerly and
south-easterly to Retreat Creek, by that creek upwards to the boundary
of the St. Helen's Resumption, by that boundary northerly and
westerly and by the northern watershed of Retreat Creek westerly to
Drummond Range, by that  range  northerly to the north- east corner of
Wynyard Block (Craven Lease), by the north boundary of Wynyard
Block,  by parts  of the east and north boundaries of Craven, by the east
boundary of Bradwell Grove, by the north-east boundary of Quetta
O.L., by part of the east boundary of Narien Plains No. 1 (Surbiton
Lease), by the east boundaries of Corfield and Lestree Hill No. 2, by
the north boundary of Lestree Hill No. 2, by part of the south-east, the
north-east, and the north-west boundaries of Lestree Hill, by part of
the north-west boundary of Surbiton No. 9, by the north boundary of
Tiptree Hill South (Hobartville Lease), by part of the east, part of the
north, part of the west, and again by part of the north boundaries of
Richmond No. 2, by the north boundary' of Tooloongra No. 1 to the
Great Dividing Range, by that range northerly to the southern water-
shed of the Cape River; and thence by that watershed  and a spur range
easterly to the point of commencement.
CLEVELAND.
Commencing at the mouth of Tingalpa Creek, and bounded thence
by that creek upwards to the south-western boundary of portion 374A
parish of Redland ; thence by that boundary, part of the  eastern
boundary thereof, the south boundary of portion 108 parish of Capalaba,
part of the west and the north boundary of portion 379 parish of Red-
land, part of the west boundary of portion 160, the north boundaries of
portions 160, 159, and 420, part of the west, the south, and part of the
east boundary of portion 422, part of the south boundary of portion 12
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and the south boundary of portion 1 pariah  of Redland easterly to
Weinam Creek , by that  creek downwards  to Redland Bay ; thence by
lines passing to  the south of Tindappah  and Karragarra  Islands and to
the north of Russell Island  easterly to Canaipa  ;  thence by  a line east to
the eastern  shore  of Stradbroke  Island , by the coast northerly and
westerly  to Amity Point ; and thence by a line south-westerly to the
point of commencement.
CLOIrCURRY.
Commencing on Rupert  Creek near  the confluence  of that creek with
the Flinders  River at the north  corner  of Beppo Run, and bounded
thence  by the north -west boundary of that run ,  the north -west and
south-west  boundaries of Proa No. 2, part of the north-west and the
south-west  boundary of Proa No .  3, part of the west and  south boundaries
of Proa ,  the west and south boundaries of Jeannie  Downs, part of the
south boundary  of Rupert's Creek No. 4, the west boundary of Rupert's
Creek, part of the north  boundary of St. Andrew ,  the north and west
boundaries of Clara Downs, the  south boundary of Quambetook No. 8,
the south- east boundaries  of Glenbervie No. 2 and Glenbervie No. 4
west ,  and part  of the north and west boundaries  of Googlum southerly to
the southern watershed  of the Flinders River, by that watershed, Kirby's
Range, and the Selwyn Range westerly  to the source of the Leichhardt
River, by that river downwards  and Cabbage -tree Creek upwards to the
south -west corner  of Quelolla Run, by the south and part of the east
boundaries of that run ,  the south  boundary of Merkara Downs No. 1,
the west  boundary of Elgin Downs No. 2, and the west and north
boundaries of Alcazar to Dismal  Creek ,  by that creek upwards to the
south -west co rn er of Marsden , by the south and part of the east
boundaries of that run , the south boundaries of Elvira, Upper Commer-
line, and Culyer ,  the west ,  north -western ,  north -eastern,  and south-
eastern boundaries of Lausanne , the south-west and south-east boundaries
of Cullatherra , part of the south-west and the south-east boundary of
Burkesland easterly to  the Cloncurry River, by that river upwards to
the south corn er of  Caroline Downs, by the south- east  boundary of that
run north -easterly  to the Flinders River, by that river upwards to the
south corner  of Gerab, by the south-east boundary of that run north-
easterly  to the Saxby River, by that river downwards to the south-west
corner of Yerna  ; thence by the west, north, and part of the east
boundaries  of that  run, the  north and part of the east boundary of
Minbury, and the north and east boundaries of Bow Park to the Saxby
River, by that  river upwards  to the north- west  corner of Wingera, by
the west and south  boundaries of that run, the south boundary of Yapoo,
the east boundaries  of Drina No.  2 and  Norman Point, part of the south
boundary of Norman Point,  and the east  boundary of Yambore southerly
to the Flinders  River near Punchbowl Waterhole ; thence by that river
downwards  and Rupert Creek upwards to the point of commencement.
CONDAMINE.
Commencing at the confluence  of Charley's Creek with the Conda-
mine River , and bounded thence by  the western  watershed of Charley's
Creek northerly to the Great Dividing Range, by that range westerly to
the source  of Tchanning Creek, by that creek and Dogwood Creek
downwards  to the Condamine River, by that river upwards to the south-
east boundary of Murilla  Run, by the south -east boundary of that run,
part of the north-east boundary of Dinwoodie, and the western boundary
of Cobblegun southerly to the northern  watershed  of the Moonie River,
by that watershed easterly, the eastern watershed  of Wambo Creek
north -westerly ,  and a line  north to the point  of commencement.
CoOK.
Commencing at Cape  Tribulation, and bounded thence by a spur
range and the northern watershed  of the  Daintree  River westerly to the
Coast Range, by that range  north -westerly to the 12th parallel of south
latitude, by  the 12th parallel  easterly to the coast near Cape Grenville,
and thence  by the  coast  south -easterly to the point  of commencement ;-
inclusive of all islands lying between  the coast and the boundary line of
the colony ,  as defined in the Schedule  to the Act 43 Victoriae Number 1
CRow's NEST.
Commencing  at the confluence  of Googa Googa Creek with Emu
Creek, and bounded  thence  by the eastern watershed of Googa Googa
Creek northerly  to Blackbutt Range, b that  range  westerly to a spur
range forming  the east boundary of Cooyar Run, by that boundary
north-westerly to Cooyar Creek about two miles above portion 6 parish
of Taromeo ,  by that creek downwards to the south -east corner  of portion
1 parish of Cooyar, by the south  and west  boundaries of that portion
and a camping reserve  to Yeraman Creek, by that creek downwards to
the road from Taromeo  to Nanango ,  by that road north -westerly and a
spur range  between Oakey and Yeraman Creeks south-westerly to the
range separating the waters  of the Brisbane River from those of the
Burnett River , by that range south-westerly to the Great Dividing
Range ; thence by that range south -easterly to the north -east corner of
the parish  of Goombungee ;  thence  by the east boundary of that parish
southerly  to Cooby Creek ; thence by the southern boundary of the
parish of  Douglas easterly to the  north-east corner  of portion 468 parish
of Geham, by  the easte rn  boundaries  of portions 468, 467, and 457 parish
of Geham southerly  to the Five-mile Camp Reserve; thence by the
southern boundaries  of the  parishes  of Crow 's Nest and Ravenabourne
south-easterly ,  the eastern  boundary of the parish of Ravenabourne
northerly ,  the south -eastern  boundary of the parish of Deongwar north-
easterly, the  north -eastern boundaries  of the  parishes  of Deongwar and
Anduramba ,  and the eastern  boundary of the parish of Emu Creek
north -westerly to Emu  Creek  ;  and thence by that creek downwards to
the point of commen cement.
CROYDON.
Commencing at the confluence  of the Gilbert  and Einasleigh  Rivers,
and bounded  thence by the Gilbert River upwards to the Langdon
River , by that river  upwards to its western  source in the Gregory Range ;
thence by the south -western watershed  of the Gilbert River south-
easter ly and the wester n watershed of the Woolgar River south-
westerly ; thence  by the northern  boundaries of Boree  No. 2 and Amby
Downs westerly to  the north -west corner  of Amby Downs ; thence by a
line north -westerly  and the west boundaries of Merrame, Merilbab, and
Cuckoo ,  part of the south and the west  boundary of New Water, a line
north -westerly  and the south -west boundaries  of Mallee ,  Cooma, and
Yenda, the south and west  boundaries of Carmo, the east and part of
the north  boundary  of Mittori ,  and the east  boundaries  of Waterloo,
Waterloo No. 1, Violet, Ella Vale, and Emma Vale northerly to theCarron River ,  by that river downwards to the south -east corner of
Moonbie ; thence  by the east boundaries of Moonbie, Moonbie Nos. 1,
2, and 3 and Norma  No. 4 northerly ,  part  of the south -west  boundary of
Rosalie south -easterly and  the south -east boundaries of Rosalie,
Marianna ,  and confluence  No. 4 north -easterly to  the point of
commencement.
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CUNNAMULLA.
Commencing  on the  Warrego River at the north -east corner of
Nargoon Run, and bounded thence by the north  boundaries  of Nargoon,
Radford, Alicia, and Cliffdale No. 1 westerly,  the western boundary of
Cliffdale No. 1, part of the west boundary of Tyson, the north boundary
of Juanbong, the west boundaries of Juanbong, Juan, and Colaroy,
part of the north and the west boundary of Gallala, part of the north
and west boundaries of Stronsaul, the north and west boundaries of
Moonjaree West, part of the north boundary of Camaroo,  the east and
part of the south boundary of Upper Eulo Left, the east  boundaries of
Lower Eulo Left, Kingston, Guildford Plains, I)alston , and Bylang
southerly to the 29th parallel of south latitude (the southern  boundary
of the colony), by the 29th parallel easterly to the south- east corn er of
Cogee Run, by the  east  boundaries of Cogee, Waverley, and Oxford, the
south boundary of QuaXnbone East, the east  boundaries  of QuamIone
East,  Balbon, Balbon North, and Floriana,  the north  boundary of
Floriana, part of the north boundary of Speeling East, the east
boundaries of Uhroka, Balboona, Hesperia, Sunny Flat, Yarmouth,
Oblong South, and Oblong northerly, the north boundary of Oblong,
part of the east and north boundary of Cob, part of the east boundary
of Stairs and the north boundaries  of Stairs  and Werrai westerly to the
Warrego River ; and thence  crossing  that river to the point of
commencement.
DALBY.
Commencing at the confluence of Charley's Creek with the Condamine
River, and bounded thence by the western watershed of Charley's Creek
northerly to the Great Dividing Range, by that  range easterly and
south-easterly to the north-western boundary of the parish of Goom-
bungee, thence by the north-western and northern boundaries of the
parishes of Goombungee and King southerly and westerly, the northern
boundary of portion 1109 parish of Milton, the west boundary of that
portion south, and part of the northern and western boundaries of the
parish of King westerly and southerly to the south-east corner of portion
1038 parish of Watts ; thence by the south boundary of that portion,
part of the east boundary of portion 801, part of the north and west
boundaries of portion 28, the northern boundaries of portions 283, 103,
530, and SB south-westerly,  and a line  south along the west boundary of
portion 8B to the Southern and Western Railway, by the railway north-
westerly to the east boundary of Jondaryan Exchange No. 32, by the
east and south boundaries thereof southerly and westerly to Oakey Creek,
by that creek upwards to the north-west corner of pre-emptive portion
28, by part of the west boundary of that portion, part of the south
boundary of portion 260 and the west boundary of Exchange No. 26 to
the south-west corner thereof ; thence by a line northwesterly to the
north- east corner  of portion 128 parish of West Prairie ; thence by the
east boundaries  of portions 128, 198, 528, 526, 1019, 1034, 539, 541, 739,
1065, and 1288 southerly to the east corner of portion 181 parish of
Cecil Plains ; thence by the north-east boundaries of portions 181, 180,
179, and 178, the north boundaries of portions 178 and 177, the north-
west  boundaries of portions 177, 38, 37, 53, 52, 51, and 50 parish of
Cecil Plains, and of portions 5, 4, and 3 parish of Yandilla, to
the east corner of portion 50 parish of Yandilla ; thence by the
north boundaries of portions 50, 52, 54, and 56, the west  boundaries
of portions 56 and 57, the north and west boundaries of portion 688,
and a line along the  north -weste rn boundaries of portions 417, 406, and
76:1 south-westerly to the  range separating  the Condamine River from
the Macintyre and Moonie Rivers  ;  and thence by that range, the
eastern watershed  of Wambo Creek , and a line  north to the point of
commencement.
DIAMANTINA.
Commencing on the 26th parallel of south latitude  at the inter-
section therewith by the 141st meridian  of east  longitude, and bounded
thence by the 26th  parallel  of south latitude (the boundary between
Queensland and South Australia) west to the 138th  meridian of east
longitude (the western boundary of the colony), by the 138th meridian
north to the 24th parallel of south latitude, by the 24th parallel east, the
southern boundaries of Ida No.1 and Merrion Downs No. 6, part of the
west, north, and east boundaries of Diamantina Lakes No. 3, the south
boundary of Diamantina Lakes No. 2, and the north boundary of
Macintyre Downs easterly, by the east and part of  the south  boundaries
of Macintyre Downs, Davenport Downs, and Mandragoonda, the east
and south boundaries of Mowarrah No. 2, part of the south boundary
of Mowarrah, the east boundary of Derrywarra No. 2, part of the north,
the east, and part of the south boundary of Sallen No. 2, the east
boundary of Mackarra No. 3, part of the north boundary of Tilpoo, the
north boundary of Toonka, the east boundaries of Toonka, Pentitude,
and Cunninghella, part of the north-west and the south-west boundary of
Ellen Hills southerly to Farrar's Creek, by that creek upwards to the
west corner of Farrar Run, by the western boundaries of Farrar Excess,
Cornbill, and Carham, part of the north, the west, the south, and part
of the east boundaries of Stream, the north boundary of Carcarilla East,
and the east boundaries of Carcarilla East and Gallalah East southerly,
and the 26th parallel of south latitude west to the point of commence-
ment.
DOUG LAS.
Commencing at Cape Tribulation, and bounded thence by a spur
range and the northern watershed of the Daintree River south-westerly
to the Coast Range, by that range south-easterly to Harris Peak ; thence
by a line bearing north-east to the coast, and thence by the coast
northerly to the point of commencement ;-inclusive of the islands lying
between  the coast and the boundary line of the colony, as defined in the
Schedule to the Act 43 Victoria Number 1.
DUGANDAN.
Commencing at the confluence of Woolaman Creek with Teviot
Brook, and bounded thence by Woolaman Creek upwards to portion 159
parish of Dugandan ; thence by the southern boundaries of portions 159
and 21v westerly to the north-western boundary of the parish of
Dugandan, by that boundary south-westerly to the north- west corner of
portion 276 ; thence by the northern boundary of portion 268 parish of
Fassifern, the east boundary of portion 311, the northern boundaries of
portions 311, 286, 199A, 136, 137, and 138, the east, north, and wept
boundaries of portion 126, the north boundary of portion 139, the east
boundary of portion 127, and the northern boundaries of portions 127,
105, and 22 westerly to Warrill Creek, by that creek upwards to the
north-east corner of portion 14 parish of Fassifern ; thence bythe northern
boundaries of portions 14, 46, 47, 48, 44, and 248 westerly, the western
boundary of portion 248, and the southern watershed of the Bremer
River, south-westerly to the Little Liverpool Range, by that range south-
westerly to the Great Dividing Range, and by that range south-easterly
to Macpherson  Range ; thence  by that range (the southern boundary of
the colony) easterly to  the easte rn boundary of the parish of Melcombe,
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by that boundary northerly to Burnett 's Creek at  the north- east corner
of portion 21 parish of Melcombe; thence by the south-western and
north -western  boundaries of portion 43v, part of the south-eastern
boundary of portion 37, the north-eastern boundaries of portions 37 and 2,
part  of the south- eastern  and northern boundaries of portion 17, and the
eastern  boundary of portion 45 ; thence by a line easterly to a point
south of the south-eastern corner of portion 14v ; thence by a line along
the eastern  boundary of that portion, part of the southern, eastern, and
northern  boundaries of portion 66v to Cannon Creek, by that creek
downwards to the south- easte rn corner of portion 351 parish of Tam-
rookum, by the eastern boundaries of that portion and portion 360,
part  of the northern boundary of portion 360, the eastern boundaries of
portions 7 and 18, part of the southern boundary of portion 5, and a line
easterly to the western corner of portion 366, the north-western boundary
of that portion, part of the south-western, the south-eastern, and north-
eastern boundaries  of portion 11, and the south-eastern, south-western,
and part of  the north-eastern boundaries of portion 95 ; thence by the
north- western boundaries  of portions 62, 12, and 10 parish of Bromelton ;
thence  by part of the western boundary of portion 57A to Teviot Brook ;
and thence  by that brook downwards to the point of commencement.
EIDSVOLD.
Commencing  at the confluence of the Auburn and Burnett Rivers, and
bounded thence by the Auburn River upwards to the northern boundary
of Flagstone Creek Run; thence by the northern boundaries of Flag-
stone Creek and Dykehead westerly to Cheltenham Creek, by that creek
downwards to the Auburn River, by that river upwards to Naraytn
Creek, by that creek upwards and the northern boundaries of Helket-
burn, Oakey Creek, Upper Haugh, and Fishy Creek Runs westerly to
the watershed  separating  the Burnett River waters from the Dawson
River waters , by that watershed northerly to the watershed separating
the Burnett River waters from Kroombit Creek, by that watershed
north- easterly  and Dawes Range south-easterly to the watershed
separating  the waters of the Burnett River from those of the Kolan
River, by that watershed south-easterly to the eastern boundary of
Dangando No. 2 Run ; thence by the eastern boundaries of Dangando
No. 2, Dangando No. 1, Dangando, Canindah, Splinter Creek, The
Island , and Dalgangal, the north- eastern  boundary of Lochabar, and
the north-western boundary of Mundowran south-westerly to the Burnett
River ; and thence by that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
EMERALD.
Commencing on the watershed separating Crinum Creek from
Caroora Creek, at the south-east corner of East Crinum Run, and
bounded thence by the south boundaries of East Crinum, Lower Crinum,
and East Esmond, the eastern boundary of Berbeth, and south-east and
south -west boundaries of Gordonstone South, and the north-west boun-
dary of Misslone south-westerly to Theresa Creek, by that creek down-
wards  to the north-western boundary of Emerald Downs lease, by that
boundary south-westerly and south-easterly to Retreat Creek, by that
creek upwards  to the boundary of St. Helen's Resumption, by that
boundary northerly and westerly, and by the northern watershed of
Retreat Creek westerly to Drummond Range, by that range southerly,
and the  northern  watershed of Ducabrook Creek easterly to the confluence
of Ducabrook and Medway Creeks, by Medway Creek and the Nogoa
River downwards to the south- west  corner of Gindie No. 2 Run, by the
south boundary of that  run and  the north -western  and north -eastern
boundaries  of Dura Run south-easterly to Spring or Minerva Creek, by
that  creek downwards to the south boundary of Galgathaa Run, by the
south boundary of that run east to the Comet River, by the Comet
River upwards to the south-west corner of Galgatbaa East Run, by the
south boundary of that run  and a line  east to the eastern watershed of
the Comet River, by that watershed and Taurus and Blackwater Creeks
downward to the Mackenzie River, by that river downwards to the
north-eastern boundary of Woodlands Run, by the north-eastern boun-
daries of Woodlands, Bloomfield, Coora, and Kynebil, the north- western
boundary of Kynebil and the northern and north- western  boundaries of
Yan Yan Gurt westerly to the point of commencement.
ESg.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane River at the south-
east corner  of portion 318 parish of Tarampa, and bounded thence by the
southern  boundary of that portion, the eastern boundaries of portions
339 and 340, by the northern boundary of portion 340, part of the east,
south , and westboundaries of portion 317, the north boundaries of portions
354, 379, and 313, by part of the western boundary of portion 54 parish of
Tarampa, to Lockyer's Creek, by that creek upwards to the north-
eastern  corner of portion 2 parish of England ; thence by a line forming
the northern  boundaries of portions 2, 1, 33, and 34 to the north-west
corner of portion 34 ; thence by the western boundaries of portions 94,
95, 101, 122, 128, 130, 131, and 132, the north boundary of portion 244,
and by the watershed separating Logan Creek from Buaraba Creek
south-westerly, by the north-eastern boundaries of portions 70, 71, and
59 parish of Buaraba north-westerly, part of the west boundary of
portion  59, the north boundaries of portions 27 and 29, part of the east
boundary of portion 55, the north boundaries of portions 55 and 45, part
of the east  boundary of portion 26A and a line north to the northern
watershed  of Buaraba Creek, by that watershed westerly, the north-
eastern boundaries  of the parishes of Deongwar and Anduramba, and the
eastern  boundary. of the parish of Emu Creek north-westerly to Emu
Creek, by that creek downwards to Googa Googa Creek, by the eastern
watershed  of that creek and of Taromeo Creek and a spur range
northerly to Cooyar Creek opposite the confluence of Paradise Creek, by
Cooyar Creek upwards to Taromeo Creek, and by a spur range (forming
the northern  boundary of the Taromeo Homestead Area) north-westerly
to the  range separating  the waters of the Brisbane River from those of
the Burnett River ; thence by that range north-easterly and the range
separating the waters  of the Brisbane River from those of the Mary
River south -easterly to the western watershed of Kilcoy Creek, by that
watershed  southerly to Goonneringerringgi Mountain ; thence by a spur
range and a line along  the southern boundary of portion 185 parish of
Bowman  easterly to the Stanley River, by that river downwards to
Oaky Creek, and by that creek upwards to its source; thence by the
southern  watershed of Neurum Creek south-easterly to portion 21 parish of
Pine  (any portion intersected by this watershed shall be considered
wholly within the district in which the larger part of it is situated), by
the western  boundary of that portion to D'Aguilar's Range, by that
range southerly  to the northern watershed of England's Creek, by that
watershed  and the southern boundary of the parish of Dundas westerly
and southerly  to the Brisbane River at the south  corner  of portion 5;
and thence  by the  Brisbane  River downwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
ETHERIDGE.
Commencing at the confluence of the Mitchell  and Palmer Rivers,
and bounded thence by the south -western watershed  of the  Mitchell
River and the south-western and southern  watersheds  of the Lynd
River south-easterly to the western watershed of the  Burdekin River,
by that watershed southerly to the northern  watershed of the Flinders
River, by that watershed westerly, and by the south -weste rn  watershed
of the Gilbert River and Gregory Range northerly to the  western source
of the Langdon River, by that river and the Gilbert  River downwards
to the confluence of the Gilbert and the Einasleigh  Rivers ;  and thence
by a line north-easterly to the point of commencement.
EULO.
Commencing on the Paroo River at the north- east corn er  of Paroo
West Run, and bounded thence by the north  boundaries  of Paroo
West and Yalyeary, part of the east boundary of Large, the north
boundaries of Large and Fairley Plains South,  part of the north
boundary of Koolpitta, the east, north, and west boundaries  of Buthana,
part of the north boundary of Chum Plains, the north  boundaries of
Watcham and Goythorne, part of the west boundary of Goythorne, the
south boundary of Napoleon, the west boundaries of Watoota, Wat,
Tem, and part of the west boundary of Cecil Downs, the northern
boundary of Cecil Plains, the west boundary of Cecil Plains,  and part
of the north, the west, and part of the south boundary of Werie-Ela
West, to Bundilla Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to the south
boundary of Wyara, by the south and part of the  west  boundary of that
run, the north boundary of Tinderry North,  and the west boundaries of
Tinderry North and Hnmeho West southerly, by the north  boundaries
of Polee West, Polee, Uko, Tarko, and Tungata, the east boundary of
Tungata, and the north boundaries of Burriparri, Nottingham, Podmore
West, Podmore East, and Kingston easterly, by the east boundaries of
Lower Eulo Left, part of the south and the east boundary of Upper Eulo
Left, part of the north boundary of Camaroo , the west and north
boundaries of Moonjaree West, part of the west and north  boundaries
of Stronsaul, the west and part of the north boundary  of Gallala, the
west boundary of Colaroy, and the east boundary of Juan and Juan-
bong northerly, and the north boundaries of Dugganbla  and Paroo
North westerly to the Paroo River ; and thence by that river  upwards
to the point of commencement.
GATTON.
Commencing on the Great Dividing  Range at the junction of the
Little Liverpool Range, and hounded thence by the  latter range, the
Mistake Mountains, and the western boundaries of the  parishes of
Townson, Thornton, Mort, and Blenheim, northerly to the  Southern
and Western Railway, by the railway easterly to the  north -western
boundary of portion 1555 parish of Laidley, by that boundary north-
easterly to Laidley Creek, by Laidley and Lockyer Creeks downwards to
the west boundary of portion 16 parish of England ; thence by the
western lintindaries of portions 16, 17, 18, 34, 94, 95, 101, 122, 128, 130,
131, and 132, the north boundary of portion 244, and by the watershed
separating Logan Creek from Buaraba Creek south-westerly, by the
north- eastern  boundaries of portions 70, ZJ, and 59 parish  of Buaraba
north-westerly, part of the west boundary of portion  59, the north
boundaries of portions 27 and 29, part of the east boundary of portion 55,
the north boundaries of portions 55 and 45, part of the  east boundary of
portion 26A and a line north to the northern  watershed of Buaraba
Creek, by that watershed westerly, the south- eastern boundary of the
parish of Deongwar south-westerly,  the eastern  boundary  of the parish
of Ravensbourne southerly, and the southern  boundaries of the parishes
of Ravensbourne and Crow's Nest north-westerly  to the western
boundary of the Five-mile Camp Reperve ; thence by  the eastern
boundaries of portions 457 and 456 parish of Geham ; thence by the
south- eastern  and eastern boundaries of portions 456, 455, 459, 42.5, 426,
433, 432, 454, 631, 630, 625, 624, and 618 parish of Geham : thence by the
north-western boundaries of portions 778, 282, 366, and 378, by part of
northern and south-eastern boundaries of portion 445, part of the
northern and south-eastern boundaries of portion 782, the northern and
western boundaries of portion 538 parish of Geham, part of the  northern,
the western, and southern boundaries of portion 1905  parish  of Murphy ;
thence by a line along the we-tern boundaries  of portions 854 and 1372,
part of the north and the west boundary of portion 39 southerly to the
Toowoomba and Ipswich railway line, by the railway line southerly to
the north-eastern corner of portion 152, by the eastern boundary of that
portion to Murphy's Creek, by that creek downwards to the north-
eastern corner of portion 176, by the south- eastern boundary of that
portion; thence by a line along the eastern boundaries of portion 1075
parish of Taylor, and portion 58 parish of Drayton, southerly to the
northern boundary of portion 59 parish of Ramsay, by that boundary
to the Great Dividing Range, and by that range south- easterly to the
point of commencement.
GAYNDAH.
Commencing at the confluence of Sunday Creek with  the Bu rn ett
River, and bounded thence by the northern boundary of Yenda Block,
part of the eastern and the northern boundary of Jonday, the north-
eastern, north-western, and south-western boundaries of Branch Creek
No. 1, and the north-western boundary  of Mundowran south-westerly
to the Burnett River, by that river downwards to the Auburn River, by
that river upwards to the northern boundary of Flagstone Creek Run ;
thence by the northern boundaries cf Flagstone Creek and Dykehead
westerly to Cheltenham Creek, by that creek downwards to the Auburn
River, by that river upwards to Narayen Creek,  by that creek upwards
and by the northern boundaries of ifelketburn, Oakey Creek, Upper
Haugh, and Fishy Creek Runs westerly to the  watershed separating the
Burnett River waters from the Dawson River waters, by that watershed
southerly and the Great Dividing  Range easterly to the north-west
corner of Durong, by the north boundary of that run  east to the Boyne
River, by that river downwards to Lawson's Broad Creek, by that creek
and Coverty Creek upwards to the road  from Burrandowan  to Preston,
by that road north-westerly to the Stuart River, by that river  upwards
to the north-western boundary of Kingsland, by that boundary north-
easterly to the watershed  separating  the Boyne  River from Baranbah
Creek, by that watershed south-easterly and the southern boundary of
Mondure east to Yellow Waterhole Creek near  its source , by that creek
downwards to Barambah Creek, by that creek downwards  to the north-
western boundary of Murgon, by that boundary north- easterly to Boat
Mount, and by the watershed separating Barambah Creek  from Boonara
Creek south-easterly to the  weste rn  watershed of the Mary River;
thence by that watershed northerly to the  east corner of Dundar
Block, Ban Ban Lease, by the north -east boundaries of Ban Ban Lease
and Wetheron Resumption north -westerly to the  head of Bin Bin Creek,
by that creek downwards to the Burnett River;  and thence by that river
upwards to the point  of commencement.
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GINGIN.
Commencing at the confluence of the Perry River and the Barnett
River, and bounded thence by the Perry River upwards to the south-
western boundary of Walla Run, by that boundary n4wrth-we-telly to
the range separating the waters of the Burnett River froui those of the
Kolan River, by that range westerly and north-westerly to Dawes
Range, by that range and the northern watershed of the Kolan River
easterly to the source of the connecting lagoons, by those lagoons
westerly to Stony Creek, by that creek downwards to the Kolan River,
by that river downwards to the north-east corner of the parish of Gingin,
by the boundary of that parish southerly to the Burnett River, by that
river upwards to Duingal or Percy Thomson's Creek, by that creek
upwards to the south corner of portion 1433 parish of Booyal, by the
south-east boundary of that portion north-easterly to the eastern
watershed of Duingal or Percy Thomson's Creek, by that watershed :nd
the western boundary of Eureka Lease southerly to a point bearing east
from the south-east corner of portion 1224A parish of Booyal ; thence by
a line bearin west passing along the south boundary of that ,.ortiou to
the Burnett River ; and thence by that-river downwards to the point of
commencement.
GLADSTONE
Commencing on the eastern shore of Curtis Island ten miles south
of Cape Capricorn, and bounded thence by a line west, crossing the
Narrows, and by the western shore of the Narrows and the southern
shore of Keppel Bay westerly to the mouth of Raglan Creek, by that
creek upwards to Horrioan's Creek, and by that creek upwards to its
source  ; thence by the northern watershed of Raglan and Langmorn
Creeks s )uth-westerly, the eastern watershed of Cei,tre Creek south-
easterly, and the north-western boundary of the parish of Craiglands
south-westerly to Mauton's Creek, by that creek and the Don River
downwards to the eastern boundary of the parish of Bundalba, by that
boundary southerly and south-easterly and the southern boundary
thereof along the south boundary of portion 1679 westerly to the
western watershed of Callide Creek, by that watershed and the water-
shed separating Krombit Creek from the Dawson Riv r southerly, the
watershed separating Krombit Creak from the Burnett River waters and
Dawes Range easterly, and the eastern watershed of the Boyne River
northerly to the source of Colosseum Creek, by that creek downwards
to Baffle Creek, by Baffle Creek upwards to the confluence of Three-
mile Creek, by a spur range northerly to Arthur's Seat, by the range
forming the northern watershed of Baffle and Captain's Creeks easterly
and north-easterly to the coast at Round Hill Head ; thence by the
coast north-westerly and a line east to the southern extremity of
Facing Island ; and thence by the t astern shores of Facing and Curtis
Islands north-westerly to the point of cowmencetnent ;- inclusive of the
it-lands lying between the coast and the boundary line of the colony, as
defined in the Schedule to the Act 43 Victoria Number 1.
GOODNA.
Commencing at the confluence of Woogaroo Creek with the Brisbane
River, and bounded thence by that creek upwards to the Ipswich road,
by that road north easterly to, the south-western corner of portion 163
parish of Oxley, by the south-west boundary of that portion and a line
easterly to the north-west corner of portion 46 parish of Woogaroo, by
the north boundary of that portion, the west boundaries of portions 39,
47, and  45 same  parish, and  the east  boundaries of portions 12, 5, 4,
19A, 49, and 48 pariah of Stapylton, southerly to Oxley Creek, by that
creek upwards  to the north- east  corner of portion 207 parish of Bun-
danba,  by the  north  boundary of that portion,  the east,  north, and west
boundaries  of portion  200, a line west along  the north boundaries of
portions 206. 212, and 205, part of the west boundary of portion 205,
part of the south  boundary of portion 215, and the east and south
boundaries  of portion 221 westerly to Bundanba Creek, by that creek
downwards  to the north -west  corner of portion 61 parish of Bundanba ;
thence by the northern boundaries of portions 61, 75, and 109, the north-
west  boundary of portion 110, the north-east boundaries of portions 110
and 111, and the northern boundary of portion 174 easterly ; thence by
the eastern  boundaries of portions 181, 199, and 228, part of the south
boundary of portion 164, and the western boundaries of portions 164 and
163 northerly, by part of the south boundary of portion 73, the south
boundary of portion 74, the west boundaries of portions 74, 71, and 70,
the southern boundary of portion 87, the western boundaries of portions
87, 86, and 85 parish of Bundanba, and the western boundaries of
portions  85, 84, and 83 parish of Goodna, northerly to Six-mile Creek,
by that creek downwards to the Brisbane River ; and thence by that
river downwards  to the point of commencement.
GOONDI W INDI.
Commencing  at the confluence  of the Macintyre Brook with the
Dumaresq  or Severn River, and bounded thence by the western water-
shed  of the Macintyre Brook north-easterly, the northern watershed of
Commorin Creek westerly, and the north-eastern watershed of Wyaga
and Yarrill Creeks, north-westerly to the eastern boundary of Junction
Run ; thence by the eastern boundaries of Junction and Waar Waar
and the south -eastern boundary  of Weranga No. 5 northerly to the
range separating  the Condamine River from the Macintyre and
Moonie Rivers , by that  range  northerly and the northern watershed of
the Moonie River westerly to the north-west corner of Bombombah
Run ; thence  by the west boundary of that run, part of the north
boundary of Wagganba, the east boundaries of Wagganba, Lower
Teelba , East Teelba,  Brigalow  Scrub, Ula Ula, Fairymount, and North
Guralda, part of the north and the east boundary of Gurardera, and the
south -west  boundary of Binigi southerly to the Weir River, by that
river downwards and an anabranch  (forming part of the eastern
boundary of Newinga Run) to the Barwon or Macintyre River ; and
thence by that river upwards to the point of commencement.
GmiPIE.
Commencing  at Point Arkwright, and bounded thence by a line
bearing west along the south  boundary of portion 169 parish of
Maroochy, to the south- west  corner thereof ; thence by a line north-
westerly  to the south-west corner of portion 206, by the western
boundaries of portions  206, 81, and 73, the eastern boundary of portion
20, the northern boundaries  of portions 20 and 71, the southern
boundaries of portions 1130, 1315, and 1442, part of the east and the
north  boundary of portion 120, part of the east boundary of portion 132,
the north boundaries  of portions 119 and 130, and part of the west
boundary of portion 130 to the Blackall Range, by that range and the
boundary of the Brisbane Land Agent's District (as described in the
Gazette  of 5th March, 1887, page 886, and which is also the western
boundary of the old Blackall Range Timber Reserve) southerly to the
northern  boundary of the parish of Conondale, by that boundary
westerly  and the north western boundary south-westerly to the
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southern watershed of the Mary River at Mount Gerald ; thence by that
watershed and the western watershed of the Mary River north-westerly
to th- watershed between Wide Bay Creek and Running Creek, by that
watershed easterly to the north-west turner of portion 625 parish of
Brooyar ; thence by the north-west boundary of that portion, the south-
east boundaries of portions 929 and 870, the north-west boundary of
portion 1108 north-westerly, and the east boundaries of portions 1108
and 083 southerly to Wide Bay Creek, by that creek downwards to the
Mary liver, by that river upwards to the north-west corner of portion
910 parish of Curra, by the north boundary of that portion  and a line
easterly to the west boundary of portion 1, by part of the west, the north,
and part of the east boundary of portion 1, the northern boundaries of
portion 721 and a camping reserve, part of the east boundary of that
reserve and the north and east boundaries of portion 1164 to Curra Creek,
by that creek upwards to the north-west boundary of portion 889, by
the north-west boundiry of that portion,  a line  in continuation north-
easterly and  a line east  along the north boundary of portion 1030 to the
north -east  corner thereof, by the east boundary of portion 1030 south to
the road from Gympie to Neardie, by that road north-easterly, the
south boundary of portion 831 parish of Goomboorian,  and a line east
to the western watershed of Tinana Creek, by that watershed southerly,
and a  line east  along the north boundary of portion 725 to the coast ; and
thence by the coast southerly to the point of commencement.
HARRISVILLE.
Commencing on Warrill Creek at the north-west corner of portion
74 parish of Purga, and hounded thence by that creek and the left
branch thereof upwards to the south-east corner of portion 13 parish of
Mntdapilly, by the south boundaries of portions 13, 9, 7, and 6 and a
road west to the south-east corner of portion 204, by the east boundaries
of portions 221 arrd 222, by the south boundaries of portions 222, 223,
and 123, by the west boundary of portion 123, by the south boundary of
portion 120, and by the east boundary of portion 102 some parish, by the
east boundaries of portions 50, 51, 52, and 93 parish of Forbes, by part
of the south boundary of portion 93, by part of the west boundary of
portion 103, by the west boundary of portion 97, by part of the north
and by the west boundary of portion 100, by the north  and west
boundaries of portion 104, by part of the north and the west bonndaries
of portion 99, by the north and west boundaries of portion 118, by part
of the east boundary of portion 64, by the east and south boundaries of
portion 129 same parish, by the  east  and part of the south boundaries of
portion 65 parish of Thorn, by  part of  the east boundary of portion 68,
by part of the north boundary of portion 282, by the east boundaries of
portions 282 and 72, by the north, the west, and part of the south
boundaries of portion 48. by the west boundary of portion 52, and by
part of the north and by the western boundary  of portion 33 same
parish, and by the northern boundaries of portions 248, 44, 48, 47, 46,
and 14 parish of Fassifern  easterly to  Warrill Creek, by that creek
downwards to the north -west  corner of portion 22 ; thence by the
northern boundaries of portions 22, 105, and 127, the east boundary of
portion 127, the north boundary of portion 139, the west,  north, and
east boundaries  of portion 126, the north boundaries of portions 138, 137,
136, 199A, 286, and 311, the east boundary of portion 311, and the
northern boundary of portion 268 parish  of Fassifern  easterly to the
north-west corner of portion 276 parish of Dugandan ; thence by the
north-western boundary of the parish of Dugandan north-easterly to
the south -west corner  of portion 21v parish of Dugandan, by the
southern  boundaries  of portions  21v and 159 easterly to Woollaman
Creek, and by that creek  downwards  to Teviot Brook, by that brook
downwards  to the south- east corner of portion 23 parish  of Undullah;
thence by  the eastern boundaries of portions 23 and 26, the northern
boundary  of portion 26, and a line along the eastern boundaries of
portions 25, 1, 10, 49, and 34 northerly to Oxley Creek, by that creek
upwards to the north- east corner  of portion 207 palish of Bundanba, by
the north boundary of that portion, the east, north, and  west boundaries
of portion  200, a line west  along the north boundaries  of portions 206,
212, and 205, part of the west boundary of portion 205, part of  the south
boundary of portion 215, and the  east  and south boundaries of portion
221 westerly to Bundanba Creek, by that creek downwards to the north-
east  corner of portion 195 parish of Ipswich ; thence by the  northern
boundaries of portions 195, 370, and 337 parish of Ipswich, and of
portion 207,  a reserve , portions 211 and 152 parish of Purga,  the eastern
boundaries of portions 47 and 48, and the northern  boundaries of
portions  49, 67, 66, and 74 to the point  of commencement.
HERBERTON.
Commencing on the Walsh River  at the crossing  of the telegraph
line from Palmerville to Junction Creek, and bounded thence by the
telegraph  line  southerly to the southern watershed of the Lynd River,
by that watershed south-easterly and  the western  watershed of the
Burdekin River southerly to the south-eastern boundary of Lucky
Downs Run ; thence by the south-eastern boundaries of Lucky Downs
and Jervoise Downs north-easterly to the Burdekin River  near  the con-
fluence of the Dry River, by the Burdekin River upwards to the Dry
River; thence by the southern watershed of the Burdekin River
above the confluence of the Dry River north-easterly to the
western watershed of the Herbert River, by that watershed north-
westerly to the head of Herke's Creek, by that creek  downwards
to the Herbert River; thence by a line north-easterly to the Coast
Range, by that range and the western watershed of the south
branch of the Johnstone River northerly to the  southern watershed
of the north branch of the Johnstone River, by that  watershed
easterly to a point south from Mount Bartle Frere ; thence by a line
north to Mount Bartle Frere ; thence by the southern watershed of
the Mulgrave River westerly to the eastern watershed of the Barron
River, by that watershed northerly to the south-east corner of the parish
of Tinaroo, by the south boundary of that parish westerly to the  western
watershed of Granite Creek, by that watershed northerly to a point
west from the summit of Mount Abbott ; thence by  a line west to the
southern watershed of Cattle Creek, by that watershed south-westerly
to the confluence of Cattle Creek with the Walsh River; and thence by
the Walsh River downwards to the point of commencement.
HIGHFULDS.
Commencing on the Southern and Western Railway at the south.
east corner of portion 62 parish of Meringandan, and hounded thence by
the east boundaries of portions 62, 63, and 64, the north-east boundaries
of portions 81-and 82, the east boundaries of portions 77, 76, and 75, the
south and west boundaries of P.P.L. parish of Meringaiidan,  and part
of the west boundary of P.P.LII. parish of King, northerly to the road
through portion G ; thence by that road north-westerly to the south
boundary of P.P.I1. (near Boah Waterhole) ; thence by the southern
boundaries  of P.P.II. and portions 1683, 2390, 2708, and 2767, the
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western  boundary of portion 2767 and the southern boundary of portion
1994 parish of King, to the south- east corner  of portion 1038 parish of
Watts; thence by the boundary of the parish of King northerly and
easterly to the south-west corner of portion 1109 parish of Milton, by
the west boundary of that portion, the north boundary thereof, and the
northern  and north-western boundaries of the parishes of King and
Goombungee north-easterly to the Great Dividing Range ; thence by
the Great Dividing Range south-easterly to the north-east corner of the
parish of Goombungee; thence by the east boundary of that parish
southerly to Cooby Creek ; thence by the southern boundary of the
parish of Douglas easterly to the north-east corner of portion 468
parish of Geham, by the eastern boundaries of portions 468, 467, 458,
457, and 456 parish of Geham ; thence by the south-eastern and eastern
boundaries of portions 456, 455, 459, 425, 426, 433, 432, 454, 631, 630, 625,
624, and 6t8 parish of Geham ; thence by the north-western boundaries
of portions 778, 282, 366, and 378, part of the northern and south-
eastern boundaries of portion 445, part of the northern and south-eastern
boundaries of portion 782,, the northern and western boundaries of por-
tion 538 parish of Geham, part of the northern, the western, and
southern boundaries of portion 1905 parish  of  Murphy ; thence by a line
along the western  boundaries of portions 854 and 1372, part of the north
and the west boundary of portion 39 southerly to the Southern and
Western Railway; thence by the  railway  south-westerly, a line along
the northern boundaries of portions 7 and 126 parish of Taylor, the
northern and north -eastern boundaries of portions 127, 238, and 213
parish  of Toowooinba, the north-western boundai i,s of portions 213,
136, 135, and 134, part of the south-western boundary of portion 134
and the eastern boundary of portion 24 southerly to the Southern and
Western Railway ;  and thence  by the railway westerly to the point of
commencement.
HUGHENDEN.
Commencing on Rupert Creek near the confluence of that creek
with the Flinders River at the north corner of Beppo Run, and hounded
thence by the north-west boundary of that run, the north-west and
south-west boundaries of Proa No. 2, part of the north-west and the south-
west boundary of Proa No. 3, part of the west and south boundaries of
Proa, the west and south boundaries of Jeannie Downs, part of the
south boundary of Rupert's Creek No. 4, the west boundary of Rupert's
Creek Run, part of the north boundary of St. Andrew, the north and
west boundaries of Clara Downs, the south boundary of Quambetook
No. 8, the south-east boundaries of Glenbervie No. 2 and Glenbervie
No. 4 west, and part of the north and west boundaries of Googlum to
the southern watershed of the Flinders River; thence by that watershed
easterly to the north boundary of Katandra No. 10 Run, by part of that
boundary, the north boundaries of Katandra No. 11 and Cameron
Downs last to Landsborough Creek, by that creek downwards to the
crossing  of the road from Winton to Charters Towers, by that road
north -easterly to the Great Dividing Range, by that range and the
western watershed of the Burdekin River northerly to the northern
watershed of the Flinders River, and by that watershed and the western
watershed of the Woolgar River south-westerly; thence by the northern
boundaries of Boree No. 2 and Araby Downs, by art of the west
boundary of Autby Downs, the north boundaries of Denham, Berinda,
Galla, Morrinborray, and Britchey No. 2, part of  the east and  the north
boundary of Cuddray Cuddray, the west boundaries of Cuddray Cuddray,
Gumagavgay, and Wingera, the south boundaries of Wingera and
Yapoo, the  east boundaries  of Drina No. 2 and Norman Point, part of
the south boundary of Norman Point and the east boundary of Yambore
southerly to the Flinders River near Punchbowl Waterhole ; thence by
that river downwards and Rupert's Creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
HUNGERFORD.
Commencing on the 29th parallel of south latitude (the southern
boundary of the colony) at the south -east corner  of Bylang Run, and
bounded thence by the east boundaries of Bylang, Dalston, Guildford
Plains, and Kingston northerly, the northern boundaries of Kingston,
Podmore East, Podmore West, Nottingham, and Burripar•ri, the east
boundary of Tungata, and the north boundaries of Tungata, Tarko,
Uko, Polee, and Polee West westerly, and by the west boundaries of
Polee West and Tunga West, the north and west boundaries of Zanoni,
the north and west boundaries of Cortesi, the north boundary of
Melville, and the west boundaries of Melville and Riboldi southerly to
the 29th parallel of south latitude (the southern boundary of the
colony) ; and thence by the 29th parallel easterly to the point of
commencement.
INGHAM.
Commencing on the shore of Halifax Bay at the mouth of Salt-
water Creek, and bounded thence by the creek upwards to its source
in the Sea View Range, by that range north-westerly and the western
watershed of the Star River southerly to the north-west boundary of
Poon Boon Run, by part of that boundary and the north-west boundary
of Yandilla southerly to the Burdekin River, by the Burdekin River
upwards to the confluence of the Dry River; thence by the southern
watershed of the Burdekin River above the confluence of the Dry River
north-easterly to the western watershed of the Herbert River, by that
watershed north-westerly to the head of Herke's Creek, by that creek
downwards to the Herbert River, thence by a line north-easterly to the
coast range, by that  range  south-easterly and southerly to a point west
from the northern extremity of Haycock Island ; thence by a line east
to the coast ; and thence by the coast southerly to the point of
commencement ;-inclusive of the islands lying between the coast and
the boundary line of the colony, as defined in the Schedule to the Act
43 Victoriae Number 1.
INGLEWOOD.
Commencing at the confluence of Macintyre Brook with the
Dumaresq or Severn River, and bounded thence by the western water-
shed of Macintyre Brook north-easterly to Mount Doraville or Mill-
merran ; thence by the watershed separating the Condamine River
waters  from the Dumaresq River waters south-easterly, the eastern
and southern watersheds of Macintyre Brook south-westerly and north-
westerly, and the north-western boundary of Texas Run south-westerly
to the Dumaresq or Severn River ; and thence by that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
IPSWICH.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at the north -east corner of por-
tion 15 parish of Moggill, and bounded thence  by the  northern and
north -western boundaries of portions  15, 16, 117, 116,  and 115, the
eastern and north-eastern boundaries of portions 144, 143, 157, 156, 160,
166, 165,  and 164, the eastern and northern boundaries of portion 172,
the northern and north-western boundaries of portion 173, the north-
eastern boundaries of portions 179, 180, and 181, and  a line  northerly to
D'Aguilar's Range, by that range north-westerly to the northern water-
shed of England's Creek, by that watershed and the southern boundary
of the parish of Dundas westerly and southerly to the Brisbane River
at the south corner of portion 5, by the Brisbane downwards to the
north-east corner of portion 203 parish of North ; the-nce by the east
boundary of that portion, a line, and the west boundaries of portions
201 and 192 southerly; three by the road al rang the south -western
houndaries of portions 192, 189, 190, 191, 586, 158, 157, 156, 127, 155,
145, 121, 16, 13, and 12, and along the south-eastern boundaries of
portions 9, 8, 5, 4, and 1 parish of North ; thence by the road along the
south-western boundaries of portions 202, 208, 209, 213, 235, 238, 239,
242, 243, 246, 247, 250, 251, 254, 506A, 505A, and 481 parish of Brassall,
to the north corner of portion 477 ; thence by the road along the north-
western boundaries of portions 477, 171A, 172A, 173A, 174A, anal 175A,
and by the road along the south-western and western boundaries of
portions 175A, 165, 164, 163, 160, 159, 11, 382, 359, 360, 362, and 35
southerly to the Brewer River, by that river upwards to the south-west
corner of 1 ortion 78 parish of Jeebropilly, by the south-western boun-
daries of portions 78, 75, 74, 183, 184, 185, and 187, and the western
boundaries of portions 190, 194, and 21 southerly, by the south boundary
of portion 21, and the w est and south boundaries of portion 31 parish of
.leebropilly, easterly to Warrill Creek ; thence crossing that creek and
by a road easterly to the south-cast corner of portion 48 parish of Purga,
by the east ern boundaries of portion,, 48 and 47, the northern boundaries
of portions 159, 211, a reserve, and 207 parish of Purga, and the northern
boundaries of portions 337, 370, and 195 parish of Ipswich, easterly to
Bundanha Creek, k y that creek upwards to the north- west corner of
portion 61. parish of Bundanba ; thence by the northern boundaries of
portions, 61, 75, and 109, the north-west boundary of portion 110, the
north-east boundaries of portions 110 and 111, and the northern boun-
dary of portion 174 easterly ; thence by the eastern boundaries of por-
tions 181, 1509, and 228, part of the anuth boundary of portion 164 and
the western boundaries of portions 164 and 163 northerly, by part of the
south boundary of portion 73, the south boundary of portion 74, the west
boundaries of portions 74, 71, and 70, the southern boundary of por-
tion 87, the western boundaries  of portions  87, 86, and 85  parish of
Bundanba, and the western boundaries of portions 85, 84, and 83 parish
of Goodna, northerly to Six-toile Creek, by that creek downwards to the
Brisbane River ; and thence by  that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
ISISFORD.
Commencing at the confluence of the Alice and Barcoo Rivers, and
bounded thence by the Alice River upwards to the east corner of Seaford
Run ; thence by part of the north and the eastern boundary of that run,
the east boundary of Tylden, the north and west boundaries of Tylden
and Clipstone, the west boundary of Portland Downs, the north
boundaries of Welheck North, Barnstaple, and St.  Helena  South, the
west boundary of St. Helena South, the north boundaries of Cleanskin,
Redbill, and Strathearn, the west boundary of Strathearn, the north
boundaries of Ruthven, Aberuthven, Possum, and Mungerie No. 1, the
east boundary of Mungerie No. 1, the east, north, east, north- east, and
west boundaries of Wait-a-While, and the north boundary of Clifton
westerly to the Thomson River ; by that river downwards to the north
boundary of Corella No. 2 Run, by part of the north  and the east
boundary of that run and the east boundary of Garvoe Run southerly,
by part of the north boundary of Trickett, the north-west and north-east
boundaries of Putney, the north-east boundary of Dornoch, part of the
north- west  and the north-east boundary of Walton south-easterly to the
Barcoo River ; thence  crossing  the Barcoo River and by the  north-east
boundary of Sedan and by Powell's Creek upwards to the east  corner of
Adderly, by the south- east  and south-west boundaries of that run and
the north-west boundary of Oxford Downs south-westerly to the Cheviot
Range, by that range south- easterly and  the. southern watershed of the
Barcoo River north-easterly to the south-west corner of Rokewood Run,
by part of the west boundary of Rokewood, the south  and west
boundaries of Rokewood West, the  west  boundaries of Deadlock and
Deepwater, part of the north boundary of Deepwater and the west
boundar ice of Overreach and Longreach nor: herly to the Barcoo River ;
and thence by that river upwards to the point of commencement.
KILLARNEY.
Commencing on Swan Creek at the north-west corner of pre-emptive
portion 11 parish of Cunningham, and bounded thence by the western
boundaries of pre-emptive portions 11, 18, 21, and 23 parish of
Cunningham ; thence by part of the northern and eastern boundaries
of portion 70, the eastern boundaries of portions 426 and  428, the eastern
and part of the northern boundaries of portion 58, and part of the
northern and the western boundaries of portions 201 and 71 to the south-
western corner of the latter portion, and by the southern boundary of
portion 328 to the Condamine River; thence by that river and the
western boundary of the parish of Killarney southerly to the Great
Dividing Range, by that range north-westerly and northerly to the
northern boundary of the parish of Emu Vale; thence by the northern
boundaries of the parishes of Emu Vale and Cunningham south-westerly,
and by Swan Creek downwards to the point of commencement.
LAIDLEY.
Commencing at the junction of the Little Liverpool Range with the
Mistake Mountains, and bounded thence by the former  range  northerly
to the western boundary of portion 2v parish of Franklin ; thence by the
western boundaries of portions 2v and 125, and the northern boundaries
of portions 125 and 3 to the south-west corner of portion 74 parish of
Alfred, by the west boundary of that portion, part of the southern
boundary of portion 134, and a line northerly along the western boundary
of portion 134 to the Little Liverpool Range, by that  range  northerly
to the Victoria Tunnel ; thence by  a line  north-easterly to the south-
western corner of portion 226 parish of Grandchester, by the southern
boundary of that portion ; thence by a road north-easterly to
the south-eastern corner of portion 198, by the  western  and northern
boundaries of portion 407, by the road along the eastern boundaries
of portions 206 and 233 to the south-western corner of portion 214, by the
southern and part of the eastern boundary of that portion ; thence by
part of the north-western boundary of portion 127, by the western and
northern boundaries of portion 693, by part of the western boundary
of portion 687, by the southern and western boundaries and part of the
northern boundary of portion 129, by the eastern and part of the
northern boundary of portion 116 and the eastern boundary of portion
46 parish of Grandchester, part of the south-western and the eastern
boundary of portion 39, by part of the southern, the eastern, and
part of the northern boundary of portion 83, by the eastern boundaries of
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portions 82 and  81, by  part of the northern  boundary of portion 81, the
easte rn  and part of the  northern boundary of portion 59, part of the
eastern boundary  of portion 51, the southern and eastern boundaries of
portion 50, part of the north boundary of portion 53, the south, east, and
part of the northern  boundary of portion 390, the east boundary of
portion 389, part of the south and the east boundary of portion 388
parish of Rosewood, the eastern boundaries of portions 390 and 80, the
northern boundaries of portions 642 and 646, part of the southern and
the eastern  boundary of portion 1316, part of the southern and the
eastern  boundary of portion 400, the eastern boundary of portion 393,
part  of the southern boundary of portion 382, the eastern boundaries of
portions 382, 365, 362, 315, 337, 338, 339, and 340, by the northern
boundary of portion 340, part of the east, south, and west boundaries of
portion 317, the north boundaries of portions 354, 379, and 313, by part
of the  western  boundary of portion 54 parish of Tarampa to Lockyer
Creek, by that creek upwards to the north-eastern corner of portion 2
parish of England ; thence by a line forming the northern boundaries of
portions 2, 1, 33, and 34 to the north-west corner of portion 34 ; thence
by the western boundaries of portions  34, 18, 17, and 16 southerly to
Lockyer Creek, by that creek and Laidley Creek upwards to the north-
western  boundary of portion 155 parish of Laidley, by that boundary
south -westerly to the Southern and Western Railway, by the railway
westerly to the western  boundary of the parish of Blenheim ; and
thence by  the western  boundaries of the parishes of Blenheim, Mort,
Thornton, and Townson, and the Mistake Mountains southerly to the
point of commencement.
LOGAN.
Commencing on the east shore of Stradbroke Island, and bounded
thence by a line west to Canaipa ; thence by lines passing to the north
of Russell  Island and to the south of Karragarra and Tindappa Islands
westerly to  the mouth of Weinam Creek, by that creek upwards to the
south boundary of portion 1 parish of Redland ; thence by the south
boundary of that portion, part of the south boundary of portion 12, part
of the east, the south, and part of the west boundary of portion 422, the
north boundaries of portions 420, 159, and 160, part of the west boundary
of portion 160, the north and part of the west boundary of portion 379
same parish , the south boundary of portion 108 parish of Capalaba, part
of the eastern and south-western boundaries of portions 374A parish of
Redland and 372 parish of Tingalpa ; thence by the road through portion
371 and  along  the southern boundary of portion 353 to the north-west
corner  of portion 393 parish of Reiland, by the west boundary of that
portion and the northern boundaries of portions 144, 143, 142, 140, and
139 parish of Yeerongpilly westerly to the main road from Brisbane to
Waterford, by that road south-easterly, a line west along the south
boundaries of portions 168, 167, 166, 58, and 57, parish of Yeerongpilly,
the eastern  boundaries of portions 405 and 403, the north-western
boundaries  of portions 266 and 233 parish of Mackenzie, and the western
boundary of portion 257 southerly ; thence by the north-east and west
boundaries of portion 228 and the eastern boundaries of the parishes of
Mitchell, Perry, and Maclean southerly to the Logan River at the east
boundary of portion 297 parish of Maclean, by that river downwards to
the south -western corner of portion 185 parish of Moffatt  ;  thence by the
southern boundaries of that portion and portions 191, 388, and  23, the
western and southern boundaries of portion 401; thence by a line south
along the eastern boundaries of portions  240, 239, 238,  237 pari-h of
Mo ffatt ,  and the western boundary of portion  37 to  its south -western
corner  ;  thence by the northern and eastern boundaries of a reserve to
its south -eastern corner  ;  thence by a line easterly to the north -western
corner of portion 23 parish of Wickham ,  by the western boundaries of
portions' 23 and 15A,  by the southern boundaries of portions  15A and 7
to the Albert River  ;  thence by that river upwards to the confluence of
Cedar Creek ,  by that creek upwards to the south -western corner of
portion 53 parish of Darlington ,  by the southern and eastern boundaries
of that portion ; thence by a line northerly to the southern boundary of
portion 162 parish of Pimpama, by part of the southern and the western
boundary of that portion  ;  thence by a line northerly to the south-
western corner of portion 100, by the southern boundary of that portion
to Pimpama Creek, by that creek downwards to the Pimpama River,
by that river downwards to the south -eastern corner of portion 77 parish
of Pimpama  ;  thence by a line east to the eastern shore of Stradbroke
Island ; and thence by the coast northerly to the point of commence-
ment.
LONGREACH.
Commencing on the Thomson River at the south-east corner of
Vergemont No. 4 Run near the confluence of Vergemont Creek, and
bounded thence by the south boundaries of Vergemont No. 4 and
Vergemont,  the west  boundary of Vergemont, and the north boundaries
of Warbreccan, Warbreccan No. 2, and Upper Warbreccan to the
western watershed of the Thomson River, by that watershed northerly
to the south-west corner of Lyonsley No. 1 Block, Darr River Downs
Resumption ; thence by the north-west, north-east, and east boundaries
of Darr River Downs consolidated Run to north-west corner of portion
28v parish of Camoola ; thence by the northern boundary of that portion
and by a line easterly crossing the Thomson River, and the north -eastern
boundary of portion 68v parish of Goodberry to the western boundary of
Beaconsfield Consolidated Run, by that boundary southerly and the
south boundary easterly to the north-east corner of portion 7v parish of
Wellshot; thence by the east boundary of that portion, by a line, and
the east boundary of portion 11v southerly ; thence by the northern,
eastern, and southern boundaries of the leased part of Wellshot Con-
solida ,ed Run ; the west boundary of St. Helena South ,  the north
boundaries of Cleanskin ,  Redbill, and Strathearn ,  the west boundary of
Strathearn, the north boundaries of Ruthven, Aberuthven, Possum, and
Mungerie  No. 1, the east boundary of Mungerie No. 1, the east, north,
east, north -east , and west boundaries of Wait-a-While, and the north
boundary  of Clifton  westerly  to the Thomson River ; and thence by that
river downwards to the point of commencement.
MACKAY.
Commencing  at Cape Palmerston, and bounded thence by Mount
Funnel Range south -westerly to the watershed separating Funnel
Creek from waters flowing direct to the coast, by that watershed south-
easterly to the eastern watershed of Boothill Creek, by the eastern and
southern watersheds of that creek southerly and westerly to the east
boundary of Howth Run, by the east and part of the south boundaries
of that run and the east and south bound tries of Druingondra southerly
and westerly to Funnel Creek, by that creek downwards to the south-
east corner of Cockenzie, by the south boundary of Cockenzie and a line
westerly to the east corner  of Alnwick, by the north  and west
boundaries of Alawick westerly and southerly to the south -east corner
of Bullingdon, by the south boundary of Bullingdon westerly to North
Creek ,  by that creek downwards to the Isaacs River ,  by that river
upwards to the north -west corner of Exeter Downs, by the west boundary
of Exeter Downs, part of the north and the west boundaries of Cherwell,
and the west boundary of Hugh's Creek southerly to the north-east
corner of Stephens Run, by the north and west boundaries of that run
westerly and southerly to the northern watershed of Phillips Creek, by
that watershed westerly to Denham Range, by that range northerly to
Leichhardt Range ,  by that range north-westerly to the eastern water-
shed of Cerito and Kangaroo Creeks, by that watershed northerly to
the west corner of Appin Block ; thence by the north-western boundaries
of Appin and Mount Lawson, the west and north boundaries of Beckford
Downs, and a line hearing north along the east boundary of Colling-
wood to the southern watershed of the Andromache River, by that
watershed north-westerly and by a line bearing north-east  (passing
through Mount Hector) to the Andromache River, by that river and
the O'Connell River downwards to the coast; and thence by the coast
south-easterly to the point of commencement ;-inclusive of the  islands
lying between the coast and the boundary line of the colony,  as defined
in the Schedule to the Act 43 Victoriae Number 1.
MARBURG.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at the north -east corner of
portion 203 parish of North, and bounded thence by the east boundary
of that portion, a line, and the west boundaries of portions 201 and 192
southerly ; thence by the road along the south-western boundaries of
portions 192, 189, 190, 191, 586, 158, 157, 156, 127, 155, 145, 121, 16, 13,
and 12, and along the south-eastern boundaries of portions 9, 8, 5, 4,
and 1 parish of North; thence by the road along the south-western
boundaries of portions 202, 208, 209, 213, 235, 238, 239, 242, 243, 246, 247,
250, 251, 254, 506A, 505A, and 481 parish of Brassall, to the north
corner of portion 477 ; thence by the road along the north- western
boundaries of portions 477, 171A, 172A, 173A, 174A, and 175A, and
by the road along the south-western and western boundaries
of portions 175A, 165, 164, 163, 160, 159, 11, 382, 359, 360, and
362 southerly to the Southern and Western Railway, by the railway
south-westerly to the south corner of portion 247 parish of Walloon ;
thence by the read along the south-western boundaries of portions 247,
236, 228, and 306, by the south-western boundary of portion 454, the
south-eastern and south-western boundaries of portion 405, by the north-
west boundary of portion 556, by the north-east and north boundaries
of portion 615, by the north boundaries of portion 537, 526, 525, 510,
523, and 524, by the east and north boundaries of portion 521, by the
north and north-west boundaries of portion 587, by a road through
portions 618, 628, and 115 to the north-east corner of portion 129 parish
of Grandchester, by part of the northern boundary of that portion, by
the eastern and part of the northern boundary of portion 116 and the
eastern boundary of portion 46 parish of Grandchester, part of the
south-western and the eastern boundary of portion 39, by part of the
southern, the eastern, and part of the northern boundary of portion 83,
by the eastern boundaries of portions 82 and 81, by part of the northern
boundary of portion 81, the eastern and part of the northern boundary of
portion 59, part of the eastern boundary of portion 51, the southern and
eastern boundaries of portion 50, part of the north boundary of portion
53, the south -east and '  part of the northern boundary of portion 390,
the east boundary of portion 389, part of the  south  and the east boundary
of portion 388 parish of Rosewood, the eastern boundaries of portions
396 and 80, the northern boundaries of portions 642 and 646, part of the
southern and eastern boundary of portion 1316, part of the southern
and eastern boundary of portion 400, the eastern boundary of portion
393, part of the southern boundary of portion 382, the eastern boun-
daries of portions 382, 365, 362, 345, 337, and part of portion 338, by the
south boundary of portion 318, all in the parish of Tarampa, to the
Brisbane River ;  and thence by that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
MAREEBA.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the parish of Tinaroo, and
bounded thence by the south boundary of that parish westerly to the
western watershed of Granite Creek, by that watershed and the western
watershed of the Barron River northerly to the north-west corner of the
parish of Formartine, by the north boundary of that parish easterly, and
by the eastern boundaries of the parishes of Formartine and Tinaroo
southerly to the point of commencement.
MAROOCHY.
Commencing on Pumice Stone Channel at the mouth of Coochin
Creek, and bounded thence by that creek upwards and the northern
boundary of the parish of Beerwah westerly to the western boundary of
the parish of Bribie, by that boundary northerly and the northern
boundary of the parish of Durundur westerly to the eastern boundary of
the parish of Conondale  ;  thence by the eastern and northern boundaries
of that parish northerly and westerly to the western boundary of the
old Blackall Range Timber Reserve; thence by the boundary of the
Brisbane Land Agent's District (as described in the  Gazette  of 5th
March, 1887,  page 866 ),  and the Blackall Range northerly to the west
boundary of portion 130 parish of Maroochy ; thence by part of that
boundary, by the north boundaries of that portion and portion 119, part
of the east boundary of portion 132, the north and part of the east
boundary of portion 120, the south boundary of portion 1442, the
southern boundaries of portions 1315 and 1130, the northern boundaries
of portions 71 and 20, the eastern boundary of portion 20, and the
western boundaries of portions 73, 81, and 206 ; thence by a line south-
easterly to the south-west corner of portion 169; thence by a line east to
Point Arkwrtght ; and thence by the coast and Pumice Stone Channel
southerly to the point of commencement.
MARYBOROUGH.
Commencing on the west shore of Great Sandy Strait at the mouth
of Tuan Creek near the south-west corner of portion 2 parish of Poonab,
and bounded thence by a line westerly to the no rt h-east corner of
portion 1134 parish of Bidwell, by the north boundaries of portions 1134
and 6 1, the north -east and part of the north -west boundary of portion 48,
and the north -east boundary of portion 31, to Tinana Creek  ;  thence
crossing that creek and by the north -east boundary of portion 69 parish
of Tinana ,  a line westerly ,  the south boundary of portion 233 parish of
Young, part of the west boundary of portion 211, the south boundaries
of portions 138A, 137A, 61, 60, 59, 58, and 57 to the Mary River, by that
river upwards to Myrtle Creek, by that creek upwards to its source;
thence by the southern watershed of the Burrum River and the
northern watershed of Munna Creek westerly to  the eastern watershed of
Degilbo Creek, by that watershed north-easterly to the source of Corfield's
Creek, by that creek downwards to the Maryborough and Port Curtis
road, by that road south -easterly to the south corner of Agnes Vale No.
1a Run; thence by the south -east boundaries of that run Agnes Vale
No. 1B,  portion lv, parish of Ku ll ogum ,  and Sarahanna ana Agnes Vale
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No. 2, and by  a line north -easterly to the south -east  cornerof portion 1368;
thence by a
li ne northerly long the east bound ry  f that portion to the
Isis  River at the  south -west corner of portion  1091 parish  of Isis; thence
by the  Isis River downwards to the Burrum  River, by that river down-
wards to  its mouth;  and thence  by the  coast south -easterly to the point
of commencement  ;- inclusive of Fraser or Great  Sandy Island ,  and the
islands in Hervey  Bay and Wide Bay.
MITCHELL.
Commencing on the Maranoa River at the south -east boundary of
Drysdale Ponds- No. 4, and bounded thence by the south-east boundaries
of Drysdale Ponds No. 4 and No. 4 Back Block, the eastern boundaries
of No. 4 Back Block and Rocky, the south boundaries of Rocky and
Struan ,  the north -eastern and northern boundaries of Struan, the
western boundaries of Meekan and Redcap ,  and the eastern boundaries
of Blessington and Tulloch to a point westerly from the north-west
corner of portion lv parish of Norman  ;  thence by a line easterly along
the northern boundaries of portions 1v, 2v ,  and 3v, to the western
boundary of portion 121, by that boundary and the northern boundary
thereof to Muckadilla Creek, by that creek upwards to the south
boundary of P.P. 6, Upton, by part of the south and the west boundary
of that portion, part of the south boundary of portion 6 parish of Bindeygo,
the eastern boundaries of portions 6, 8, 11,  18, and 19, the eastern and
part of the north-eastern boundary of Taboonbay, and a line north-
easterly to the west corner of portion 18 parish of Bungeworgorai ;  thence
by the north-west boundary of that portion, the south-west boundaries
of original portions 19 and 20, the west boundaries of original portions
20, 21, 22, and 23 same parish, the north-west boundary of portion 27
parish of Bengalla ,  and a line in continuation north -easterly to the
Great Dividing Range, by that range north-westerly to the eastern
watershed of the Warreuo River, by that watershed south-westerly to
the south boundary of Concord Run, by part of the south boundary of
that run, the east boundaries of Orkadi ll a,  Redcap ,  and Eure lla North,
part of the south boundary of Eurella North, the east and south
boundaries of Eurella, part of the east boundary of Alba Creek No. 1,
and the south -east boundaries of Arkansas  North  and Arkansas South
southerly ; thence by the south boundary of North Chance Downs, part
of the west ,  the south ,  and part of the east boundary of Durella South,
the south boundary of Occident ,  part of the west boundary . of Hoogar-
bunna ,  the north boundaries of that run and Tomoo No. 1, part of the
east boundary of Tomoo No. 1, the north boundaries of Tulludunna,
Hellespont ,  and Marathon ,  the western and southern boundaries of
Glenelg, the west boundary of Tapley, part of the north, the west,
and the south boundary of Tindee No. 1, the west and south boundaries
of Noogilla No. 2, the south, south-west, and south- east  boundaries of
Surprise, the south-east boundary of Hillsborough Back, part of the
south-east boundary of Hillsborough, the south-west boundary of
Glenarm, and by a line along the south -east boundary thereof to the
point of commencement.
MouNT MORGAN.
Commencing on the right bank of Sandy Creek at the west corner of
portion 1928 parish of Moonmera ,  and bounded thence by the south-west
and south -east boundaries of that portion.  and portion  8, by the  south-east
boundaries of portions 602A, 588, and 610 parish of Stanwell, by part of
the south-west boundary of portion  2274  to Pilkington Creek, by that
creek and Stony Creek downwards to a point west from the south-west
corn er of portion 1425, by a line passing along the south boundary of
that portion bearing east to portion 731 parish of Boulderconibe ,  by part
of the west, the south ,  and part of the east boundaries of that portion,
by the south boundary of portion 728, by the western, south, and south-
east boundaries of portion 826, by the south -east boundaries of portions
1346 and 722, by the south boundary of portion 1640, by part of the
west ,  the south ,  and the east boundaries of portion  777, by parts of the
south and the east boundaries of portion  772, by the  south boundaries of
portions 1009 and 923,  by part of the south boundary of portion 767
parish of Plews, by the west and south boundaries of portion 779 to
Midge Creek ,  by that creek downwards to portion 1575, by the west and
south boundaries of portion 1575, by`the west boundaries of portions B
and 2002,  by parts of the north -west and south -west boundaries of
portion 1569,  by the north -west and parts of the south -west boundaries
of portions 2100 and 2110 ,  by the north -west and south -west boundaries
of portion 1755 to Station Creek, by that creek upwards to the north.
west corner of portion 1612,  by the west boundary of that portion and a
line south to the southern watershed of Station Creek ,  by that  water-
abed  south -westerly to the eastern watershed of the Dee River ,  by that
watershed and the easte rn  watershed of Centre Creek south -easterly, and
by the north -west boundary of the parish of Craiglands south -westerly
to Manton 's Creek, by  that creek downwards  to the Don River, by that
river downwards to the eastern boundary of the parish of Bundalba, by
that boundary southerly and south -easterly ,  and by the southern boun-
dary of the said parish westerly to the western watershed  of Calleide
Creek, being the western boundary of the resumed part of Callinngal
No. 2 Run, by that boundary northerly and north -westerly to the Don
River, by that river and Double Creek northerly to the Dee River, by
that river upwards to a point bearing 346 degrees from The Mountain ;
thence by a line bearing 346 degrees to Long Hill Range; thence by
that range forming the western watershed of the Dee River northerly to
the head of  Sandy Creek ;  and then ce  by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
MOURILYAN.
Commencing on the coast four  miles north  of Tam O'Shanter Point,
and bounded then ce  by a line  be aring west to the northern watershed of
the Hu ll  River, by the northern watershed of the Hull and Tully Rivers
westerly, by the western watershed of the south branch of the Johnstone
River northerly to the southern watershed of the north branch of the
Johnstone River, by that watershed easterly to a point south of Mount
Bartle Frere  ;  then ce  by a line north to the southern watershed of the
Russell River, by that watershed  and a  line north-easterly to Cooper
Point ; and thence by the coast southerly to the point of commence-
ment ;- inclusive of the islands lying between the coast and the
boundary line of the colony, as defined in the Schedule to the Act 43
V ictoriae No. 1.
MUPTABURRA.
Commencing on Aramac Creek at the east boundary of Gemini
East Run, and bounded thence by part of that boundary, the east
bound hies of Bobka No. 1 and Wilton East, the south boundaries of
Herbert  and Rankin, the south-east boundary of Rankin, the east
boundaries of Rankin and part of Cornwall East, the south boundary
of Spring Downs, the eat boundaries of Spring Downs and Taberna,
part of the south  and the east  boundary of The Huffer, part of the south
boundary of Spring Plains No. 1, the east boundary of the same, part
of the east boundrry of Spring Plains No. 2, and the north boundary of
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Marion No. 1 easterly to the Great Dividing  Range , by that range north.
westerly to the road from Charters Towers to Winton, by that road
south-westerly to Landiborough Creek, by that creek  upwards to the
north-east corner of Cameron Downs Run ; thence along the north
boundaries of Cameron Downs, Katandra No. 11, and Katandra No. 10
westerly to the western watershed of the Thomson River, by that water-
sh-d southerly to the south-west corner of Lyonsley No. 1 Block, Darr
River Downs Resumption ; thence by the north-west, north- east, and
east  boundaries of Darr River Downs Consolidated Run to the north-
west corner of portion 28v parish of Camoola ; thence by the northern
boundary of that portion and by a line easterly crossing the Thomson
River, and the north-eastern boundary of portion 68v parish of Good-
berry to the western boundary of Beaconsfie'd Consolidated Run, by
that boundary northerly to the boundary of the leased part of Bowen
Downs  Run ; anrd thence  by that boundary (the south boundaries of
Budgeragar West, Budgeragar, Budgeragar East, Gemini West, Gemini,
and Gemini East, and the east boundary of Gemini East) easterly and
northerly to the point of commencement.
NANANGO.
Commencing at the confluence of Lawson 's Broad Creek with the
Boyne River, and bounded thence by Lawson's Broad Creek and Coverty
Creek upwards to the road from Burrandowan to Proston, by that road
north-westerly to the Stuart River, by that river upwards to the north-
western boundary of Kingsland Run, by that boundary north-easterly
to the watershed separating the Boyne River from Barambah Creek, by
that watershed south -easterly and the southern boundary of Mondure
Run east to Yellow Waterhole Creek near  its source , by that creek
downwards to Barambah Creek by that creek downwards to the north-
western boundary of Murgon stun, by that boundary north-easterly to
Boat Mountain ,  and by the watershed separating Barambah Creek from
Boonara Creek south-easterly to the western watershed of the Mary
River, by that watershed easterly and southerly, the range separating
the waters of the Brisbane River from those of the Burnett River south-
westerly and a spur range (forming the northern boundary of the
Taromeo Homestead Area) south-easterly to the confluence of Taromeo
Creek with Cooyar Creek, by Cooyar Creek downwards to Paradise
Creek, by a spur  range  and the eastern and southern watersheds of
Taromeo Creek southerly and south-westerly to a spur range forming the
east  boundary of Cooyar Run, by that boundary north-westerly to
Cooyar Creek about two miles above portion 6 parish of Taromeo, by
that creek downwards to the south-east corner of portion 1 parish of
Cooyar, by the south and west boundaries of that portion and  a camping
reserve  to Yeraman Creek, by that creek downwards to the road from
Taromeo to Nanango, by that road north-westerly and a spur range
between Oaky and Yeraman Creeks south-westerly to the range separa-
ting the waters of the Brisbane River from those of the Burnett River,
by that range south-westerly and the Great Dividing Range north.
westerly to the north-west corner of Durong Run, by the north boundary
of that run  east  to the Boyne River ; and thence by that river down.
wards to the point of commencement.
NERANG.
Commencing at Point Danger, and bounded thence by the southern
boundary of the colony westerly to the Darlington Range, by that range
northerly to the north-west corner of portion 59 parish of Cedar ; thence
by the maim road northerly to the north west corner of portion 83 parish
of Tambourine ; thence by a road east to Cedar Creek, by that creek
downwards to the  west  boundary of portion 106, by that boundary north
to its north- west  corner ; thence by the south boundary of portion 130
and a line north -easterly to the south-west corner of portion 62A parish
of Cedar ; thence by the western boundary of the parish of Cedar
northerly to the north -east  corner of portion 53 parish of Darlington ;
the ice by  a line  northerly to the southern boundary of portion 162 parish
of Pimpama ,  by part of the southern and the western boundary of that
portion ; thence by a line northerly to the south-west corner of portion
100, and by the southern boundary of that portion to Pimpama Creek,
by that creek downwards to Pimpama River by that river downwards
to the south -eastern corner of portion 77 parish of Pimpama ;  thence by
a line east to the eastern shore of Stradbroke Island; and thence by the
coast southerly to the point of commencement.
NORMAN.
Commencing on the shore of the Gulf of Carpentaria at the mouth
of Morning Inlet, and bounded thence by Morning Inlet upwards to the
road from Normanton to Burketown, by that road easterly and by the
east boundary of Coolangatta Run, part of the ni rth and the east
boundary of Warrnambool, part of the north boundary of Renfrew East,
the north, east, and south boundaries of Worrong, part of the east
boundary of Floraville, the north and east boundaries of Floraville Back,
the eastern and south boundaries of Rippledon Back, part of the south
boundary of Rippledon, the east boundaries of Talawanta No. 12, No. 2,
and No. 3, part of the north and east boundary of Talawanta No. 5, part
of the north and east boundaries of Talawanta No. 6, part of the north
boundary of Moree No. 4, the west and south boundaries of Strathearn
and the north boundary of Alcazar to Dismal Creek, by that creek
upwards to the south-west corner of Marsden, by the south and part of
the east boundaries of that run, the south boundaries of Elvira, Upper
Cominerline, and Culyer, the west, north-western, north-ea.-tern, and
south-eastern boundaries of Lausanne, the south-west and south-east
boundaries of Cullatherra, part of the south and the south-east boundary
of Burkesland easterly to the Cloncurry River, by that river upwards to
the south corner of Caroline Downs, by the south-east boundary of that
run north-easterly to the Flinders River, by that river upwards to the
south corner of Gerah, by the south-east boundary of that run north-
easterly to the Saxby River, by that river downwards to the south-west
corner of Yerna ; thence by the west, north, and part of the east
boundaries of that run, the north and part of the east boundary of
Minbury, and the north and the east boundary of Bow Park to the
Saxby River, by that river upwards to the south-west corner of G'ima.
gagay, by the west boundaries of Gumagagay and Cuddray Cuddray,
the north and part of the east boundary of Cuddray Cuddray, the north
boundaries of Britchey No. 2, Morranborray, Galls, Berinda, and
Denham, and the west boundary of Amby Downs to the north-west
corner thereof ; thence by a line north-westerly and the west boundaries of
Merrame, Merilbah, and Cuckoo, part of the  south and  the west boundary
of New Water, a line north-westerly and the south-west boundaries of
Mallee, Cooma, and Yenda, the south and west boundaries of Carmo,
the east and part of the north boundary of Mittori, and the east boun-
daries of  Waterloo Waterloo No. 1, Violet, Ella Vale,  and Emma Vale
northerly to the  darron  River, by that river downwards to the south.
east corner of Moonbie  ;  thence by the east boundaries of Moonbie,
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Moonbie Nos.  1, 2, and 3, and Norma No. 4 northerly, part of the south-
west boundary  of Rosalie south -easterly  and the south -east  boundaries
of Rosalie ,  Marianna ,  and Confluence No. 4 north -easterly to the con-
fluence of the  Gilbert and Einasleigh Rivers ; thence by a line north-
easterly to the confluence  of the Mitchell and Palmer Rivers, by the
Mitchell River downwards  to its  mouth ;  and thence  by the shore of the
Gulf of Carpentaria  southerly and  westerly  to the point of commence-
ment; - inclusive of adjacent islands.
PALMER.
Commencing on the  shore of the Gulf of Carpentaria at the mouth
.of the Mitchell River , and bounded thence by that river upwards to the
confluence of the  St. George River ; thence by the eastern watershed of
that river  and the southern watershed of the Palmer River north-
easterly  to the Coast Range, and by the Coast Range northerly to the
12th parallel  of south latitude, by the 12th parallel westerly to the Gulf
of Carpentaria  : and thence by the shore thereof southerly to the point
of commencement.
RAVENSWOOD.
Commencing at the confluence of the Bowen and Burdekin Rivers,
and bounded thence by a line west to the north -eastern watershed of the
Upper Burdekin River, by that watershed north-westerly and a line
south to the northern bend of the Kirk River, by that river and
Pandanus Creek downwards to the Burdekin River ,  by the Burdekin
River upwards to the Sellheim River, by that river, Percy Douglas
Creek, and Reginald Creek upwards to the eastern boundary of Mount
Mary ; thence by the eastern boundaries of Mount Mary and Glen
Easter northerly  to the  Leichbardt  Range, by that range  to the south-
west corner of the resumed part of Heidelberg Run, by the weste rn
boundary thereof and a line northerly to the south -east corner of
Wickham, by the eastern and northern boundaries  of Wickham
northerly and westerly to the Burdekin River ; and thence by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
REDCLIFFE.
Commencing on Deception Bay at the north-east corner of portion
380 parish of Radcliffe, and bounded thence by the southern boundaries
of the parishes of Burpengary and Caboolture westerly to the south-west
corner of portion 84B parish  of Caboolture ; thence by the  western
boundary of that parish north -westerly to the north -east corner of
portion 97 parish of Pine ; thence by the northern boundaries of portions
97 and 4, part of the western boundary of portion 4, and a line westerly
along the southern boundary of portion 21 parish of Pine to D'Aguilar's
Range, by that range southerly to the northern watershed of Cedar
Creek ,  by that watershed to Mount Samson  ;  thence south -easterly to
the north-west corner of portion 34 parish of Parker ; thence by the
northern and eastern  boundaries of the parish of Parker easterly and
southerly to the South Pine River at the south-west corner of portion
136 parish of Warner, by the South Pine and Pine Rivers downwards to
the  mouth of the latter ,  and thence along the shore of Moreton Bay
northerly and westerly  to the point  of commencement.
RocKHAMrroN.
Commencing on the eastern shore of Curtis Island ten miles south
of Cape Capricorn, and bounded thence by a line west crossing the
Narrows, and by the western shore of the Narrows and the southern shore
of Keppel Bay westerly to the mouth of Raglan Creek, by that creek
upwards to Horrigan 's creek, and 1.y that creek upwards to-its source ;
thence by the northern watershed of Raglan  and  Langmorn Creeks
south -westerly to the eastern - watershed of Centre Creek ,  by that water-
shed and the easte rn  watershed of the Dee River north -westerly to the
southern watershed of Station Creek ,  by that watershed north -easterly
to a point south from the south-west corner of portion 1612 parish of
PJews, by a line and the west boundary of portion 1612 north to Station
Creek, by that creek downwards to portion 1755, by the south-west and
north- west  boundaries of portions 1755, 2110, and 2100, by parts of the
south-west and north-west boundaries of portion 1569, by the west boun-
daries  of portions 2002 and B, by the south and west boundaries of
portion 1575 to Midge Creek, by that creek upwards to the south-east
corner of portion 779, by the south and west boundaries of that portion,
by part of the south boundary of portion 767, by the south boundaries
of portions 923 and 1009 parish of Bouldercombe, by parts of the east
and south boundaries of portion 772, by the east, the south, and part of
the west boundaries of portion 777, by the south boundary of portion
1640, by the south-east boundaries of portions 722 and 1346, by the
south- east, south, and western boundaries of portion 826, by the
south boundary of portion  724, by  part of the east, the south,
and part of the west boundaries of portion  731 to a  point east
fro m the south-east corner of portion 1425 parish of Stanwell ;
thence by a line passing along the south boundary of that portion
bearing west  to Stony Creek, by that creek and Pilkington Creek
upwards to the south corner of portion 2274; thence by part of
the south-west boundary of portion 2274, by the south-east boundaries
of portions 610, 988, and 602A, by the south-east and south-west
boundaries of portions 8 and 1928 parish of Moonmera to Sandy
Creek, by that creek upwards to its head, and by the western
watershed of the Dee River southerly to a point bearing 346 degrees
from  The Mountain ; thence by a line bearing 166 degrees to the Dee
River, by that  river downwards  to Double Creek, by that creek and
the Don River southerly to the south-western boundary of the resumed
part of Calliungal  No. 2 Run,  by that boundary and the western water-
shed of Calleide Creek south -easterly and southerly ,  and by the northern
watershed of Banana Creek westerly to the confluence of that creek with
the Dawson River; thence by  the  Dawson River downwards to the
south- east  corner of Denby No. 4 Run, by the so nth boundary of that
run and a line west to the eastern watershed of Perch Creek, by that
watershed and the northern watershed of Mimosa Creek north -westerly
to Expedition Range, by that range and the eastern watershed of the
Comet River north-westerly to the source of Taurus Creek, by that
creek, Blackwater Creek, and the Mackenzie River downwards to the
Isaacs River  ;  thence by a line north -east, by Connor 's Range and the
southern watershed of the Styx River north-easterly to Mount Welling-
ton, and by  a line  north-east to Broadsound ; thence by the coast
northerly and south •easttrly and a line east to the northern extremity of
Curtis Island ; and thence by the northern and eastern shores of that
island  south-easterly to the point of commencement ;-inclusive of the
islands  lying between the c•,aat and the boundary line of the colony, as
defined in  the Schedule to the Act 43 Victoria Number 1.
ROMA.
Commencing on the Southern and Western Railway, at the eastern
boundary of Dooladie Run, and bounded thence by that boundary and
the eastern and part of the southe rn  boundary of Omedool ,  the east
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boundary of Wallabella North, part of the north,  the east , and part of
the south boundaries of Wallabella, the west boundary of Tinowon, part
of the north boundary of Combarngo, part of the north-east, the north-
west, and part of the south- west  boundaries of Bainbilla North, the
north-west and part of the south-west boundary of Wallumbilla North,
the north-west boundary of Yanrbugle North, part of the  north -east and
the north-west boundary of Bungil North, part of the north -east and
north-west boundaries of Gunda Gunda North, the south-west boundaries
of Oberina and Pannonis, part of the south- east  and south-west
boundaries of Lower Deep water, and the southern boundaries of Stirling
and Redcap westerly, by the  western  boundary of Redcap, and the
eastern boundaries  of Blessington  and Tulloch, northerly to a point
westerly from the north- west corner  of portion 1v parish of Norman ;
thence by  a line easterly along  the northern boundaries of portions 1v,
2v, and 3v to the western boundary of portion 121 parish of Norman, by
that boundary and the northern boundary thereof to Muckadilla Creek,
by that creek upwards to the south boundary of P.P. 6, Upton, by part
of the south and the  west  boundary of that portion, part of the south
boundary of portion 6 parish of Bindeygo ; the eastern boundaries of
portions 6, 8, 11, 18, and  19, the eastern  and part of the north- eastern
boundary of Taboonbay Run, and  a line north  easterly to  the west
corner of portion 18 parish of Bungeworgorai ; thence by the north-west
boundary of that portion, the south-west boundaries of original portions
19 and 20, the west boundaries of original portions 20, 21, 22, and 23
same  parish, the north- west  boundary of portion 27 parish of Bengalla,
and a line in continuation  north-easterly to the Great Dividing Range,
by that  range  northerly to Carnarvon
Range, by that range easterly tothe north-eastern boundary of Lonesome Run, b the north- eastern and
south -eastern  boundaries of Lonesome to the Dawson River, by that
river downwards to the north-west boundary of Baroonda No. 2A, by
that boundary, the south-western boundary thereof, the north -western
and south- western  boundaries of Commissioner's Creek Run, and a line
south-easterly to the north-west corner of Dandry ; thence by the
northern boundaries of Dandry and Canal Creek No. 3 easterly, and the
eastern  boundaries of Canal Creek No. 3 and Emeu southerly to the
Great Dividing Range, by  that range  westerly to the north-west corner
of Muggleton ; thence by the west boundary thereof, the west and
south boundaries of Muggleton West, and the western boundaries of
Bendemere, Yandeboo, and Inglebugie southerly to the Southern and
Western Railway ; and thence by the railway westerly to the point of
commencement.
RosEwoon.
Commencing on the Bremer River at the south-west corner of
portion 78 parish of Jeebropilly, and bounded thence by the south-
western  boundaries of portions 78, 75, 74, 183, 184, 185, and 187 and the
western boundaries of portions 190, 194, and 21, by the west and south
boundaries of portion 31 to Warrill Creek, by that creek and the left
branch thereof upwards to the south-east corner of portion 13 parish of
Mutdapilly, by the south boundaries- of portions 13, 9, 7,  and 6 and a
road west to the south-east corner of portion 204, by the east boundaries
of portions 221 and 222, by the south boundaries of portions 222, 223, and
123, by the west boundary of portion 123, by the south boundary of
portion 120, and by the east boundary of portion 102 same parish, by the
east boundaries of portions 50, 51, 52, and 93 parish of Forbes, by part
of south boundary (if portion 93, by part of the west boundary of portion
103, by the west boundary of portion 97, by part of the north and by the
west boundary of portion 100, by the north and west boundaries of
portion 104, by part of the north and west boundaries of portion 99, by the
north and west boundaries of portion 118, by part of the east boundary
of portion 64, by the east and south boundaries of portion 129 Fame
parish, by the east and part of the south boundaries of portion 65 parish
of Thorn, by part of the  east  boundary of portion 68, by part of the
north boundary of portion 282, by the east boundaries of portions 282
and 72, by the north, the west, and part of the south boundaries of
portion 48, by the west boundary of portion 52, and by part of the north
and by the west boundaries of portion 33 some parish, by the western
boundary of portion 248 parish pf Fassifern, and by the southern
watershed of the Bremer River to the Little Liverpool Range, by that
range  northerly to Victoria Tunnel; thence by a line north-easterly to
the south-western  corner  of portion 226 pariah of Grandchester, by the
southern boundary of that portion ; thence by a road north-easterly to
the south-eastern corner of portion 198, by the western  and northern
boundaries of portion 407, the road along the eastern boundaries of
portions 206 and 233 to the south-western corner of portion 214, the
southern and part of  the eastern  boundary of that portion ; thence by
part of the north- western  boundary of portion 127, the western and
northern boundaries of portion 693, part of the western boundary of
portion 687, the south,  west , and northern boundaries of portion 129;
thence by a road through portions 115, 628, and 618 to portion 587 parish
of Walloon, by the north- west  and north boundaries of portion 587, by
the north and east boundaries of portion 521, by the north boundaries of
portions 524, 523, 510, 525, 526, 537, and 615, by the north-east boundary
of portion 615, by the north-west boundary of portion 556, by part of the
south-western and south- eastern  boundaries of portion -105, the south-
western boundary of portion 454, and by the road along the south-
western boundaries of portions 306, 228, 236, and 247 south-easterly to
the Southern and Western Railway, by the railway north-easterly, and
by a road along the west boundary of portion 35 parish of Brassall
southerly to the Bremer River ; and thence by that river upwards to the
point of commencement.
SOMERSET.
Commencing on the coast  near  Cape Grenville, and bounded thence
by the 12th parallel of south latitude westerly to the Gulf of Carpentaria;
thence by the shore thereof northerly and the coast easterly and southerly
to the point of commencement ;-inclusive of the islands in Torres Strait
within the boundary of the colony and all other islands lying between
the coast and the boundary line of the colony, as defined in the Schedule
to the Act 43 Victoria: Number 1.
SOUTH BRISBANE.
Commencing  at the mouth of Tingalpa Creek, and bounded thence
by that creek upwards to the south-western boundary of portion 372
pariah of Tingalpa ; thence by part of that boundary and by the road
through portion 371 and along the southern boundary of portion 353 to
the north-west corner of portion 393 parish of Redland, by the west
boundary of that portion and the northern boundaries of portions 144,
143, 142, 140, and 139 parish of Yeerongpilly westerly to the main road
from Brisbane to Waterford, by that road south-easterly, a line west
along the south boundaries of portions 168, 167, 166, 58, and 57 parish
of Yeerongpilly, the eastern boundaries of portions 405 and 403, the
north -western boundaries  of portions 266 and 263 parish of  Mackenzie,
and the western boundary of portion  257 southerly  ;  thence by the
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north -east and west  boundaries of portion  228 and the eastern
boundaries  of the parishes of Mitchell and Perry southerly to the
south -east corner  of portion 309 parish of Perry, by the southern
boundary of that parish westerly to Oxley Creek at the north-east
corner  of portion 34 parish of Undulla, by that creek upwards to the
south- east  corner of portion 48 parish of Stapylton ; thence by the
eastern boundaries  of portions 48, 49, 19A, 4, 5, and 12 parish of
Stapylton, and the western boundaries of portions 45, 47, and 39 parish
of Woogaroo northerly, by a line west along the north boundary of
portion 46, and by the south-west boundary of portion 163 parish of
Oxley, to the Brisbane and Ipswich road, by that road south-westerly to
Woogaroo Creek, by that creek downwards to the Brisbane River, by
that river downwards to its mouth ; and thence by the Boat Passage
and the shore of Waterloo Bay southerly to the point  of commencement.
SPRINGSURE.
Commencing on the Nogoa River at the south-west corner of Gindie
No. 2 Run, and bounded thence by the south boundary of that run and
the north-western and north-eastern boundaries of Dura Run south-
easterly to Spring or Minerva Creek, by that creek downwards to the
south boundary of Galgathaa Run, by the south boundary of that run
east  to the Comet River, by the Comet River upwards to the south-
west corner of Galgathaa East, by the south boundary of that run and
a line east  to the eastern watershed of the Comet River, by that water-
shed, Expedition Range, and Carnarvon Range southerly and westerly
to the Great Dividing Range, by that range and the western watershed
of the Nogoa River westerly and northerly to the northern watershed of
Ducabrook Creek, by that watershed easterly to the confluence of Duca-
brook and Medway Creeks; and thence by Medway Creek and the
Nogoa River downwards to the point of commencement.
STANTHORPE.
Commencing on the Dumaresq or Severn River at the south corner
of Gunyan Resumption, and bounded thence by the eastern boun-
daries of  Gunyan Resumption and Gunyan Lease northerly to the south-
eastern  watershed of Macintyre Brook ; thence by that watershed north-
easterly  to the watershed separating the Condamine waters from the
Dumaresq or Severn waters ; thence by that watershed south-easterly
to the boundary of the colony ; and thence by the boundary of the
colony southerly and westerly to the point of commencement.
ST. GEORGE.
Commencing on the Barwon or McIntyre River at the 29th parallel
of south latitude (the southern boundary of the colony), and bounded
thence by that river upwards,  an ana -branch (forming  part of the
eastern  boundary of Newinga. Run), and the Weir River upwards to the
south corner of Binigi Run, by the south- west boundary of that run, the
east  and part of the north boundary of Gurardeia, the east boundaries of
North Guralda, Fairymount, Ula Ula, Brigalow Scrub, East Teelba,
and Lower Teelba, and the north boundary of Lower Teelba to Teelba
Creek, by that creek downwards to the south-east corner of South
Teelba Run, by the south boundary of that run, the south and west
boundaries of Wunger Creek Run, part of the south boundary of Noona
South, part of the east and south boundary of Glenearn Back, the
southern boundary of Byanbunno E ist, and part of  the east and the
south boundary of Burgurrah westerly to the 13alonne River, by that
river downwards to the south-east corner of Cullowbey, by the south
boundaries of Cullowhey and Miltonise, the south-west boundaries of
Miltonise and Yarara Lake, part of the south-east, the south-west, and
part of the north-west boundaries of Bulourbul, the south-west boundary
of Keepit, part of the south-east boundary of Hillsborough Back, the
south -east, south- west,  and south boundaries of Surprise, the south and
west  boundaries of Noogilla No. 2, the south, the west, and part of the
north boundary of Tindee No. 1, the west boundary of Tapley, and the
southern  and western boundaries of Glenelg north-westerly ; thence by
the north boundaries of Marathon, Hellespont, and Tulludunna, part of
the east  and the north boundary of Tomoo No. 1, the north and part of the
west boundary of Hoogarbunna, the south boundary of Occident, part of
the east, the south,  amf hart  of the west boundary of Durella South, the
south boundaries of North Chance Downs and Arkansas South, part of
the east boundary of Cashmere, and a line along the south boundaries of
Cashmere, Crowfoot Plains Eait, Yoval, and Plagonie to the east
boundary of Colorr:bo ; thence by the east boundary of that run, the
north boundary of Toorumbury, the east boundaries of Toorumbury,
Pericoota, Oblong, Oblong South, Yarmouth, Sunny Flat, Hesperia,
Balboona, and Ubroka, the north boundaries of Speeling East and
Floriana , the east boundaries of Floriana, Balbon North, Balbon, and
Quambone East, the south boundary of Quambone East, and the east
boundaries of Oxford, Waverley, and Coogee southerly to the 29th
parallel  of south latitude ; and thence by the southern boundary of the
colony easterly to the point  of commencement.
ST. LAWRENCE.
Commencing rn the shore of Broadsound, and bounded thence by a
line bearing  south-west to Mount Wellington ; thence by the southern
watershed of the River Styx south-westerly, Connor's Range north-
westerly,  and a line  south-west to the confluence of the Isaacs and Mac-
kenzie  Rivers, by the Mackenzie River upwards to the north- eastern
boundary of Woodlands Run, by the north-eastern boundaries of Wood-
lands, Bloomfield, Coorah, and Kynet.il, the north-western boundary of
Kynebil, and the northern boundaryof Yen Yan Gurtwesterlyt. thewater-
shed separating Crinum Creek frow Caroora Creek, by that watershed and
Peak Range north-westerly to Fletcher's Awl; thence by the watershed
separating  Logan Creek from the Isaacs River, and the northern watershed
of Phillips Creek north-easterly to the south-west corner of Stephens
Run, by the west and north boundaries of that run northerly and easterly,
part  of the west boundary of Hugh's Creek Run, the west and part of
the north boundary of Cherwell and the west boundary of Exeter Downs
northerly to the Isaacs River, by that river downwards to North Creek,
by North Creek upwards to the south-west corner of Bullingdon Run, by
the south and part of the east boundary of that run, the north boundary
of Alnwick, and a line easterly to the south-west corner of Cockenzie
Run, by the south boundary of that run east to Funnel Creek, by that
creek  upwards to the south-west corner of Drumgondra Run ; by the
south and east boundaries of that run and part of the south and east
boundaries of Howth Run northerly to the southern watershed of Boot-
hill Creek, by the southern and eastern watershed of that creek easterly
and northerly to Connor's Range, by Connor's Range and Mount
Funnel Range north-easterly to Cape Palmerston ; and thence by the
coast  south-easterly to the point of commencement;-inclusive of the
islands lying  between the  coast  and the boundary line of the colony, as
defined in  the Schedule to the Act 43 Victoriee Number 1.
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SURAT.
Commencing on the Balonne  River  at the south -west corner of
Burgurrah Run, and bounded  thence  by the south  and part of the east
boundary  of that run ,  the southern boundary  of Byanbunno East, the
south and part  of the east  boundary of Glenearn Back ,  part of the
south boundary of Noona South , the west and south boundaries of
Wunger Creek and the south boundary of South Teelba to Teelba Creek,
by that creek upwards to the north-west  corner  of Lower  Teelba, by the
north boundary of that  run easterly ,  the east and part of the north
boundary of Wagganba, the west boundary of Bomhombah,  the western
boundary of Cobblegun, part  of the north-east boundary of Dinwoodie,
and the south -east  boundary of Murilla north -easterly  to the Condamine
River, by that river  downwards  to Dogwood Creek, by  that creek
upwards to the north- east boundary  of Balle Run, by the  north-east
b,undary  of that run ,  the north boundaries  of Balle ,  Warkon, Amoolee,
Horsetrack Creek, and Combarngo,  part  of the north- east, the north-
west ,  and part of the south -west boundary  of Bainbilla North, the north-
west  and part of the south -west boundary of Wallumbulla  North, the
north-west boundary of Yambugle North ,  part  of the  north -east and the
north -west  boundary of Bungil North ,  part of the  north -east and north-
west boundaries of Gunda Gunda North ,  the south -west boundaries of
Oberina and Pannonia ,  part of the south -east and south -west boundaries
of Lower Deepwater, the southern  boundaries of Stirling and Redcap,
the west boundary of Meekau, the northern  and north -eastern boundaries
of Struan ,  the south boundaries of Struan and Rocky ,  the east boundaries
of Rocky and No. 4 Back Block, the south- east boundaries of No. 4
Back Block ,  Drysdale Ponds No.  4, and Glenarm ,  the south-west
boundary of Glenarm, part of the  south-east boundaries of Hillsborough
and Hillsborough Back ,  the south -west boundary  of Keepit ,  part of the
north-west ,  the south -west ,  and part of  the south -east boundary of
Bulourbul, the south- west  boundaries of Yarara Lake  and Miltonise, and
the south boundaries of Miltonise and Cullowhey to the  Balonne River ;
and thence by that  river  upwards to the point  of commencement.
TAMBO.
Commencing on the Barcoo River at the  north -east corn er of
Caerthedine Run, and bounded  thence  by the east  and part of the south
boundary of that run and the west boundary of Bexhill  southerly to the
Warrego Range, by that ranee south-westerly to  the north -west co rn er
of Stafford ,  by the west and south  boundaries of that run ,  part of the
west and south boundaries of Tring,  part  of the west boundary  of Bays-
water ,  the north ,  east, and part of the south  boundaries  of Acton, and
the west and south boundaries of Baykool to the  Langlo  River, by that
river upwards to the north -west corner of Mount Morris  Run, by the
north boundary  of that  run, the  west, south,  and  east boundaries of
Hermitage , part of the south, the  west ,  and the north boundaries of
Jingidilla ,  the west and south boundaries  of Byrganna ,  the south and
east boundaries  of Camroo ,  part of the south  and the east boundary of
Damson East, the east boundary of Horzfeldt  East, the north boundary
of Muggadilla ,  and a line easterly along  the south  boundary of portion
7v Nive Downs Resumption to the  north-west corner of portion 6v ;
thence by the western and southern boundaries thereof to the Nive
River, by that  river  upwards to the north -west corner  of Cargara Run ;
thence by the north  boundaries  of Cargara and Chili ,  part of the east
boundary of China, the south boundary  of Bolan ,  and a line north
along  the east boundary of Canoe West  to the Great Dividing Range ;
thence by that range north-westerly and  a line west along  the north
boundary of Birkhead No. 6, by part of the east boundary of .Birkhead
No. 3, the north boundaries of Birkhead Nos. 3  and 4, the west boun-
dary of Birkhead No. 4, the north  and west boundaries of Paradise
Downs No. 5, part of the  west  boundary of Paradise  Downs  No. 1 and
the north and west boundar ies of Spring  Block to  the Barcoo River
and thence  crossing  that river to the  point of commencement.
TAROOM.
Commencing  at the confluence  of Cracow  Creek with the Dawson
River ,  and bounded  thence  by the  Dawson River downwards to a point
near  the confluence  of Delusion Creek ;  thence by a line and Bigge's
Range westerly to Carnarvon Range (near the source of Ruined Castle
Creek ),  by Carnarvon Range southerly to the  north -eastern boundary of
Lonesome Run, by the north-eastern  and south -eastern boundaries of
Lonesome to the Dawson River, b' that river  downwards to the north-
west boundary of Baroonda No. 2A,  by that boundary ,  the south-
western boundary thereof, the north- western and south-western
boundaries of Commissioner's Creek Run,  and a line south -easterly to
the north-west corner of Dandryy ; thence by  the northe rn  boundaries of
Dandry and Can-41 Creek No. 3 easterly , and the eastern boundaries of
Canal Creek No. 3 and Emeu southerly to the Great  Dividing Range,
by that range easterly to the  range  dividing  the Dawson River waters
from the Burnett River  waters ,  by that  range northerly to the southern
watershed of Cracow Creek ;  and thence  by that watershed  westerly to
the point  of commencement.
TENNINGERING.
Commencing at the confluence of the Perry River with  the Bu rn ett
River, and bounded thence by  the Burnett River upwards to Sunday
Creek ; thence by the northern boundary of Yenda  Run, part of the
eastern and  the northern boundary of Jonday, the north -easte rn  and
north-western boundaries of Branch Creek Ne. 1, part of the north-
eastern  boundary of Lochaber,  and the eastern boundaries of Dalgangal,
The Island, Splinter Creek,  Cannindah , Dangando,  Dangando  No. 1,
and Dangando No. 2, northerly to the  range separating the waters of
the Burnett River from those of the  Kolan River ,  by that range south-
easterly to the south-western boundary of Walla Run, by that boundary
south-easterly to the Perry River;  and thence  by that river  downwards
to the point  of commencement,
TEXAS.
Commencing  on the Dumaresq or Severn River at the south corner
of Gunyan Resumption, and bounded thence by the  eastern boundaries
of Gunyan Resumption and Gunyan  Lease  northerly  to the southern
watershed of Macintyre River  ;  thence  by that  watershed westerly
to the north -west corner  of Texas Resumption  ;  thence by  the north-
west boundary  of that resumption  south-weterly  to the boundary of the
colony ; and thence by the boundary of the colony  south-easterly to the
point of commencement.
THARGOMINDAH.
Commenceing on the Bulloo River .  at the north -west corner of
Owthorpe No. 6 Run, and bounded thence by the north  boundaries of
Owthorpe No. 6, Balthazzar, and Napoleon  easterly ,  by the east and
south boundariesof Napoleon, thewest boundaries of Watoota, Wat, Tem,
and part of the west boundary of Cecil Downs, the northern  boundary of
Cecil Plains, the west boundary of Cecil Plains , and part of the north,
the west ,  and south  boundaries of Werie -Ela West ,  to Bundilla Creek ;
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thence by that creek downwards to the south boundary of Wyara, by
the south and part of the west boundary of that run, the north boundary
of Tinderry North, the west boundaries of Tinderry North and Humebo
West, part of the north boundary of Polee West, the west boundaries of
Polee West and Tunga West, the north and west boundaries of Zanoni,
the north and west boundaries of Cortesi, the north boundary of
Melville, and the west boundaries of Melville and Riboldi southerly to
the 29th parallel of south latitude  (the southern boundary of the colony);
thence by the 29th parallel westerly to the 141st meridian of east
longitude (the western boundary of the colony); thence by the 141st
meridian northerly to the 26th parallel of south latitude, by the 26th
parallel easterly to the west boundary of Tamboryne Run ; thence by the
west boundaries of Tamboryne and Alarie, part of the north and west
boundaries of Mount McIver, the north boundaries of Cracow, Pasha,
and Dervish ,  the west and south boundaries  of Dervish, part of the
west and south boundary of Pasha, part of the west boundary of Mos-
cow, part of the north and the west boundary of Russia ,  the north
boundary of Whynot, the west and south boundaries of Prince, the
north and east boundaries of Mongarlo ,  the north boundaries of Motile,
Nyngin West, Nyngin, and Comongin easterly to the Bulloo River;
and thence crossing that river to the point of commencement.
THORNBOROUGH.
Commencing at the confluence of the Palmer and Mitchell Rivers,
and bounded thence by the Mitchell River upwards to the confluence
of the St. George River; thence by the eastern watershed of that river
and the southern watershed of the Palmer River north-easterly to the
Coast Range, by that range south-easterly to the northern watershed of
the Barron River, by that watershed south-westerly and the western
watershed thereof southerly to a point west from the summit of Mount
Abbot ; thence by  a line west  to the southern watershed of Cattle
Creek, by that watershed westerly to the confluence of Cattle Creek
with the Walsh River, by the Walsh River downwards to the telegraph
line from Palmerville to Junction Creek, by the telegraph line southerly
to the southern watershed of the Lynd River; and thence by the
southern and south-western watersheds of the Lynd River and the
south-western watershed of the Mitchell River north-westerly to the
point of commencement.
TIARO.
Commencing at the confluence of Myrtle Creek with the Mary
River, and bounded thence by that creek upwards to its source ; thence
by the southern watershed of the Burrum River and the northern water-
shed of Munna Creek westerly, the western watershed of the Mary
River southerly to the watershed between Wide Bay Creek and Run-
ning Creek, by that -watershed easterly to the north-west corner of por-
tion 625 parish of Brooyar; thence by the north-west boundary of that
portion, the south-east boundaries of portions 929 and 870, the north-
west boundary of portion 1108 north-westerly, and the east boundaries
of portions 1108 and 683 southerly to Wide Bay Creek, by Wide Bay
Creek downwards to the Mary River, by that river upwards to the
north-west corner of portion 910 parish of Curra, by the north boundary
of that portion and a line easterly to the west boundary of portion 1, by
part of the west, the north, and part of the east boundary of portion 1,
the northern boundaries of portion 721, and a camping reserve, part of
the east boundary of that reserve and the north and east boundaries of
portion 1164 to Curra. Creek, by that creek upwards to the north-west
boundary of portion 889, by the north-west boundary of that portion, a line
in continuation north -easterly, and a line east along the north boundary of
portion 1030 to the north-east corner thereof, by the east boundary of
portion 1030 south to the road from Gympie to Neardie, by that road
north-easterly, the south boundary of portion 831 parish of Goomboorian,
and a line east to the western watershed of Tinana Creek, by that water.
shed southerly and a line east along the north boundary of portion 725 to
the coast ; thence by the coast northerly and the western shore of Tincan
Bay and Great Sandy Strait north-westerly to the mouth of Than Creek
near the south-west corner of portion 2 parish of Poona ; thence by a
line westerly to the north-east corner of portion 1134 parish of Bidwell,
by the north boundaries of portions 1134 and 61, the north-east and part
of the north-west boundary of portion 48, and the north-east boundary
of portion 31 to Tinana Creek ; thence crossing that creek and by the
north-east boundary of portion 69 palish of Tinana, a line westerly, the
south boundary of portion 233 parish of Young, part of the west boun-
dary of portion 241, the south boundaries of portions 138A, 137A, 61, 60,
59, 58, and 57 to the Mary River; and thence by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
TOOWOOaiBA.
Commencing on the Southern and Western Railway at the north-
east corner of Jondaryan Exchange No. 32, and bounded thence by the
east and south boundaries thereof southerly and westerly to Oakey
Creek, by that creek upwards to the north-west corner of pre-emptive
portion 28, by part of the west boundary of that portion, part of the
south boundary of portion 260, and the west boundary of Exchange No.
26 to the south- west corner  thereof ; thence by  a line  north-westerly to
the north- east corner  of portion 128 parish of West Prairie ; thence by
the east boundaries of portions 128, 198, 528, 526, 1019, 1034, 539, 541,
739, 1065, and 1288 southerly to the east corner of portion 181 parish of
Cecil Plains ; thence by the north-east boundaries of portions 181, 180,
179, and 178,.the north boundaries of portions 178 and 177, the north-
west boundaries of portions 177, 38, 37, 53, 52, 51, and 50 parish of Cecil
Plains, and of portions 5, 4, and 3 parish of Yandilla ,  to the east corner
of portion 50 parish of Yandilla ; thence by the north boundaries of
portions 50, 52, 54 ,  and 56, the west boundaries of portions 56 and 57,
the north and west boundaries  of portion  688, and a line along  the north-
western boundaries of portions  417, 406,  and 763 south -westerly to the
range separating the Condamine River waters from those of the
Macintyre River ,  by that range north -westerly to the south -eastern
boundary of Weranga No.  5;  thence by that boundary and the eastern
boundaries of Waar Waar and Junction southerly ,  the eastern  water-
abed of Yarril and Wyaga Creeks south-easterly, and the northern
watershed of Commoron Creek easterly to the western watershed of
Macintyre Brook, by that watershed north-easterly to Mount Don,ville
or Millmerran  ;  thence  by the  watershed separating the waters of the
Condamine River from those of the Macintyre soutfi-easterly ; thence
by the  western  boundary of the parish of Tummaville and a line north-
easterly along the north-western boundaries of porticos 262, 407, 308,
and 230 parish of Tummaville, and the west boundary of PP. IV.
northerly to the Broadwater, by the Broadwater upwards to the south-
west corner  of portion 96, by the western boundary of that portion north-
easterly to the North Branch of the Condamine River, by the North
Branch and the Condamine River upwards to the south-west corner of
portion 24A parish of Felton near the confluence of Hodgson's Creek, by
the west boundary of that portion north, the north boundaries of portions
24A and 25A  east, the east boundaries of portions 60, 59, and 58 north,
and the northern .boundary of portion 58 to Hodgson's Creek, by that
creek upwards to the south boundary of the parish of Hodgson;  thence
by the south boundary of that parish and the southern boundary of the
parish of Haldon easterly to King's Creek, by that creek upwards to the
southern boundary of portion 203 parish of Haldon ; thence by the
southern and eastern boundaries of that portion ,  part of the southern
boundaries of portions  488 and 94, the easte rn  boundary of portion 94,
and part of the southern and the eastern boundary of portion 500 to
the Great Dividing Range, by that range northerly to the northern
boundary of portion 59 parish of Ramsay ,  by that boundary and a line
northerly along the west boundaries of portions 29, 75, and 15  parish of
Flagstone, to the south boundary of portion 214 parish of Taylor, by
part of the south and the west boundary of that portion and the south-
east boundary of portion 176 north-easterly to Murphy's Creek,  by  that
creek upwards to the south -west corner of portion 143 parish of Taylor,
by the west boundary of that portion north to the Southern and
Western Railway  ;  thence by the Southe rn  and Weste rn  Railway south.
westerly ,  a line along the northern boundaries of portions 7 and 126
parish of Taylor ,  the northern and north -eastern boundaries of portions
127, 238,  and 213 parish of Toowoomba ,  the north -western boundaries
of portions 213, 136, 135, and 134,  part of the south -west boundary of
portion 134,  and the east boundary of portion 24 to the Southe rn  and
Western Railway ,  by the railway westerly to the south -east corner of
portion 62 parish of Meringandan  ;  thence by the east boundaries of
portions 62, 63, and 64,  the north -east boundaries of portions 81 and 82,
the east boundaries of portions  77, 76,  and 75, the south and west
boundaries of P.P .L. parish of Meringandan ,  and part of the west
boundary of P.P. LII. parish of King, northerly to the road through
portion  G  ;  thence by that road north -westerly to the south boundary of
P. II . (near Boah Waterhole ) ;  thence by the southern boundaries of
P.P. II.  and portions 1683, 2390 ,  2708,  and 2767, the western boundary
of portion 2767, and the southern boundary of portion 1994 parish of
King ; thence by the south boundary of portion 1038 pariah of Watts,
part of the east boundary of portion 801, part of the north and west
boundaries of portion 28, the northern boundaries of portions 283, 103,
530, and 8B south-westerly, and a line south along the west boundary of
portion 8B to the Southern and Western Railway ; and thence by the
railway north -westerly to the point of commencement.
TowNSVILLR.
Commencing on the shore of Halifax Bay at the mouth of Salt-
water Creek, and bounded thence by that creek upwards to its source in
the Seaview Range, by that range north-westerly and the western
watershed of the Star River southerly to the north-west boundary of
Poon Boon Run, by that run north-easterly, the north -east boundaries
of Poon Boon and Yallock Vale and a line in continuation thereof south-
easterly, the north and part of the east boundary of Dotswood, the north
boundary  of Avoca  and a line east to the watershed separating the
Upper Burdekin waters from those flowing direct to the coast, by that
watershed south-easterly to a point southerly from the confluence of the
Reid and Houghton Rivers ; thence by a line bearing north and the
western boundary of Woodhouse Consolidated Run northerly,  easterly,
and northerly to the Houghton River, by that river downwards to its
mouth; and thence by the coast north-westerly to the point of com-
mencement;  inclusive of the islands lying between the coast and the
boundary line of the colony, as defined in the Schedule to the Act 43
Victorian Number 1.
WARWICK.
Commencing on the north branch of the Condamine River at the
north-west corner of portion 96 parish of Tummaville ,  and bounded
thence by the western boundary of that portion south-westerly to the
Broadwater ,  by the Broadwater downwards to the north-west corner of
P.P. IV. ; thence by the west boundary of that portion,  a line south-
westerly along the north -western boundaries of portions 230, 308, 407,
and 262, and by the western boundary  of the parish of Tummaville to
the watershed separating the Condamine River from the Dumaresq or
Severn River, by that watershed south-easterly to the Great Dividing
Range near Maryland ,  by that range north -easterly to the weste rn
boundary to the parish of Killarney, by that boundary northerly to the
Condamine River, by that river downwards to the south-west corner of
portion 328 parish of Cunningham ; thence by the southern boundary
thereof, the western boundary of portion 71, the western and northern
boundaries of portion 201, the easte rn  and part of the northern boundaries
of portion 58, the eastern boundaries of portions 428, 426, and 70, and
the western boundaries of pre-emptive portions 23, 21,  18,  and 11 northerly
to Swan Creek, by that creek upwards and the northern boundaries of
the parishes of Cunningham and Emu Vale north -easterly to the Great
Dividing Range, by that range northerly to the source of Gap Creek
near Cunningham's Gap, by that creek and Glengallan Creek downwards
to the Condamine River ; and thence by that river and the north branch
downwards to the point of commencement.
WINDORAH.
Commencing on the Thomson River at the south-east corner of
Vergemont No. 4 Run near the confluence of Vergemont Creek, and
bounded thence by the south boundaries of Vergemont No. 4 and
Vergemont, the west boundary of Vergemont, and the north boundaries
of Warbreccan, Warbreccan No. 2, and Upper Warbreccan to the
western watershed of the Thomson River, by that watershed northerly
and the 24th parallel of south latitude westerly to the eastern boundary
of Mayne Downs No. 4 Run, by part of that boundary south, the south
boundary thereof, part of the south boundary of Diamantina Plains, the
east and part of the south boundaries of Macintyre Downs, Davenport
Downs, and Mandragoonda ,  the east and south boundaries of Mowarrah
No. 2, part of the south boundary of Mowarrah, the east boundary of
Derrywarra No. 2, parb of the north, the east, and part of the south
boundary of Sallen No. 2, the east boundary of Mackarra No. 3, part of
the north boundary of Tilpoo, the north boundary of Toonka, the east
boundaries of  Toonka, Pentitude ,  and Cunninghella ,  part of the north-west
and the south-west boundary of Ellen Hills, southerly to Farrar's Creek,
by that creek upwards to the west corner of Farrar un, by the  western
boundaries of Farrar Excess, Cornhill, and Carham, part of the north,
the west, the south, and part of the east boundaries of Stream, the north
boundary of Carcarilla East and the east boundaries of Carcarilla East
and Gallalah East southerly to the 26th parallel of south latitude, by the
26th parallel easterly to the western boundary of Tamboryne Run;
thence by the western boundaries of Tamboryne, Arnica, and Victoria
northerly to Cheviot Range, by that range north-westerly to the north-
west boundary of Oxford Downs ; thence by the north- weste rn  and
part of the north-eastern boundary of Oxford Downs, and the south-
eastern boundary of Adderley, north -easterly to Powell 's Creek, by
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Powell's Creek  downwards , the north -east boundaries of Sedan and
Walton (crossing the Barcoo River), part of the north-west boundary of
Walton, the north-east boundary of Dornoch, the nnrth.east and north-
west boundaries of Putney, part of the north boundary of Trickett, the
east boundaries of Garvoe and Carella No. 2, and pact of the north
boundary thereof to the Thomson River ; and thence by that river
upwards to tbe.point of commencement.
WINTON.
Commencing on the southern watershed of the Flinders River at
the east houudary of Cowie No. 1 Run, and bounded thence by*part of
the east boundary of that run, part of the east boundary of Toolelbuck
No. 8, the north and part of the east boundary of Tooleybuck No. 14,
the north and east boundaries of Tooleybuck No. 9, the east boundary
of Tooleybuck No. 7, the north- east  and south-east boundaries of Haw-
thorn No. 8 and of Hawthorn No. 9, the south-west boundary of
Brighton Downs No. 13, part of the north-west boundary of Seighford
No. 6, part of the north-east, the north-west, and part of the south-west
boundary of Seighford No. 5, the north-west and part of the south-uuest
boundary of Seighford No. 13, the north-west boundary of Seighford
No. 12, the south-west boundaries of Seighford No. 12 and No. 11, the
north-west boundaries of Mei lion Downs No.  4 and  No. 7, part of the
west boundary of Merrion Downs No. 7, the north,  west,  and south
boundaries of Merrion Downs No. 8, and  the east  boundary of Ida No. 1
southerly, by the south boundary of Merrion Downs No. 6, part of the
west, north, and east boundaries of Diamantina Lakes No. 3, the south
boundaries of Diamantina Lakes No. 2, Diamantina Plains, and Mayne
Downs No. 4, and part of the east boundary of Mayne Downs No. 4,
and the 24th parallel of south latitude easterly to the western watershed
of the Thomson River; and thence by that watershed northerly and
the southern watershed of the Flinders River westerly to the point of
commencement.
intersected by this watershed shall be considered to be  wholly within
the district in which the largest part of it is situated), by that creek
downwards to the Stanley River, by that river upwards to  the south-
eastern corner of purdon 185 parish of Bowman ; thence  by a line along
the south boundary of that portion and a spur  range westerly to
Goonneringerringgi Mountain ; thence by  the western watershed of
Kilcoy Creek north-westerly to the southern watershed  of the Mary
River, by that watershed easterly to Mount Gerald ; thence by the
north -western ,  northern, and  eastern boundaries  of the  parish of
Connondale northerly, easterly, and southerly, to the northern boundary
of the parish of Durundur, by that boundary easterly to  the west
boundary of the parish of Bribie ; and thence by the western  boundaries
of the parishes of Bribie, Beerwah, Waraba, and Pine (generally along
D'Aguilar  Range )  southerly to the point of  commencement.
YCLEBA.
Commencing at the confluence of Tcbanning Creek with Dogwood
Creek, and bounded thence by Tchanning Creek upwards  to its source
in the Great Dividing Range, by that  range  westerly to the north-west
corner  of Muggleton ; thence by the west boundary thereof,  the west
and south  boundaries  of Muggleton West, and the  western boundaries
of Benden,ere, Yandehoo, and Inglebogie southerly to the Southern and
Western Railway, by the railway westerly to  the eastern  boundary of
Dooladie ; thence by that boundary and the eastern and part of the
southern boundary of Omedool, the east boundary of Wallabella North,
part of the north,  the east,  and part of the south boundaries of
Wallabella, the west boundary of Tinowon, part of the north boundary
of Combarngo, the northern boundaries of Horsetrack Creek, Ainoolee,
Warkon, and Balls, and the north-east boundary of Balle to Dogwood
Creek; and thence by that creek upwards to the point  of commencement.
WOODFORD.
Commencing on the west boundary of portion 21 parish of Pine, at
the southern watershed of Norman Creek, and bounded thence by that  Printed and  Published  by EuxuND  GaEOoar. Government Printer,
watershed  north-westerly  to the course  of Oakey Creek (any portion William street ,  Brisbane.
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A PILOCLAMATION.
By His Excellency The Right Ilouourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
[L S ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMINGTON, Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS  by "The Bank Holidays Act of  1877" it is amongst other ings acted that ithall be lawful for the Governor,)y and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
)y Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed
is a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any part
hereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district therein : Now,
,herefore, I, CHARLES WALLACS ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron
Lamington, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the provisions of
he said Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,lo hereby appoint MONDAY, the 3rd of January proximo, being the
lay appointed for holding the Christmas Race Meeting, to be a
Public Holiday in the Town of Cunnamulla.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of December, in the year of our Lord
one thousand  eight hundred and ninety- seven , and in the
sixty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
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A Pr O CLAMATION.
By His Excellency "I'lie Right Honourable CHARLES WALLACE
ALEXANDER NAPIER, Baron Lamington of Lamington,
II S ] in the county of Lanark, in the Peerage of the United
LAMING- Kingdom, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Governor . Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor andCommander-in-Chief of the Colony of, Queensland and
its Dependencies.W vW  HEREAS by  " The Bank Holidays Act of  1877 "  it is amongstother things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to appoint  a special  day to be
observed as a Public Holiday, either throughout  Queensland, or in
any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district  therein :
Now, therefore, I, CHARLES WALLACE ALEXANDER  NAPIER, Baron
Lamington , the Governor  afo re said ,  in pursuance  of the  pro visions of
the said Act, and by and with the advice of the Executive  Council,
do hereby appoint MONDAY, the 3rd of January  pro ximo, to be a
Public Holiday in  Brisbane.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government  House, Brisbane,
this thirtieth day of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety- seven, and  in the sixty-
first  year of Her Majesty' s  re ign.
By Command, HORACE TOZER.
GOD SAVE TH E QIIEEN !
Printed  and Published  by EDMUND Guooav, Government Printer,
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